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Message from the 
NSDI ’24 Program Co-Chairs 

Welcome to NSDI ’24! This was a year of firsts for the conference. This is the first NSDI to have more than 100 PC members 
and accept more than 100 papers! It is also the first time that we have had an open call for PC members, leading to more PC 
members from different continents, countries, and institutions than ever before. Finally, for the first time ever, we had all 
PC members sign a code of conduct, which encouraged PC members to treat everyone involved in the review process (i.e., 
other PC members and authors) with respect and empathy. The reviewing process for a prestigious conference like NSDI is a 
stressful time for everyone, and we believe that the code of conduct led to a more productive outcome for everyone. 

We are extremely pleased to have accepted a record 112 papers out of 601 submissions (a 7% increase with respect to 
NSDI ’23, which was already a record year), yielding an 18.6% acceptance rate. 115 PC members were required over two 
deadlines to review this record number of submissions. For each of the two deadlines, the reviewing process consisted 
of two rounds of double-blind reviewing (which led to over 2500 written reviews) and an extensive online discussion. To 
accommodate the large number of PC members, both PC meetings were held over a three-day period. We are especially 
grateful to all of the PC members who called in (especially at odd hours) and made the PC meetings exceptionally smooth 
and pleasant. We’d also like to thank our Ph.D. students and post-doc scribes who managed PC members over 14 time zones 
(some of them changing time zones during the meeting!) for the online discussions.

Co-chairing NSDI is a hugely collaborative effort, and while it would be impossible for us to acknowledge every single 
person who helped us, we are incredibly indebted to the USENIX staff for all their hard work behind the scenes. We would 
also like to acknowledge the previous NSDI chairs and the NSDI steering committee members for sharing their experience 
and guiding us throughout the process. Last but not least, we would like to thank all the authors for submitting their best 
work to NSDI.

We look forward to seeing you all in Santa Clara for the NSDI ’24!

Laurent Vanbever, ETH Zürich  
Irene Zhang, Microsoft Research 
NSDI ’24 Program Co-Chairs
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Abstract
Short-lived tasks are prevalent in modern interactive data-
center applications. However, designing schedulers to assign
these tasks to workers distributed across the whole datacenter
is challenging, because such schedulers need to make deci-
sions at a microsecond scale, achieve high throughput, and
minimize the tail response time. Current task schedulers in the
literature are limited to individual racks. We present Horus, a
new in-network task scheduler for short tasks that operates at
the datacenter scale. Horus efficiently tracks and distributes
the worker state among switches, which enables it to schedule
tasks in parallel at line rate while optimizing the scheduling
quality. We propose a new distributed task scheduling policy
that minimizes the state and communication overheads, han-
dles dynamic loads, and does not buffer tasks in switches. We
compare Horus against the state-of-the-art in-network sched-
uler in a testbed with programmable switches as well as using
simulations of datacenters with more than 27K hosts and thou-
sands of switches handling diverse and dynamic workloads.
Our results show that Horus efficiently scales to large data-
centers, and it substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art
across all performance metrics, including tail response time
and throughput.

1 Introduction

The slowdown of Moore’s law and the end of Dennard scaling
have changed how cloud datacenters deploy and manage their
hardware resources and software services. Instead of continu-
ally increasing the frequency of CPU cores, microprocessor
vendors have been shipping more cores per processor with
only slight frequency increases. As a result, the available num-
ber of cores in datacenters has been steadily and substantially
increasing over the last several years [30]. From the software
perspective, numerous interactive and user-facing datacenter
applications have been deployed. Examples of such latency-
sensitive applications include key-value stores [11–13], mul-

*Both authors contributed equally to this work.

timedia applications [16, 34], distributed interactive analyt-
ics [49, 56], network function virtualization [56], and web
search [9, 21]. To take advantage of the availability of many
cores and reduce deployment costs, designers of these large-
scale applications have recently started to embrace various
practices such as micro-services and function-as-a-service.

The emerging hardware trends and the requirements of
recent large-scale applications have increased the demands
for fine-grain management of the datacenter computing re-
sources. This is sometimes referred to as the granular com-
puting paradigm [52]. In this paradigm, many applications are
decomposed into large numbers of short-lived tasks, which
are executed in parallel on 100’s–1000’s of cores that poten-
tially span multiple server racks. Each task typically has a
tight response time, in the order of 10’s–100’s of microsec-
onds [20, 52]. And since the performance of applications is
affected by their slowest tasks, granular computing platforms
strive to minimize the task tail response time [20]. Granu-
lar computing platforms are also expected to support high
scheduling throughput as the number of concurrent tenants
and their application demands are rapidly growing [69].

Granular computing can be viewed as the generalization
of recent initiatives from academia and industry for offering
more flexible, finer-grain, cost-effective, and shorter latency
computing infrastructures. For example, Amazon Lambda [2]
handles task execution times in the order of 100’s of millisec-
onds using the Firecracker microVMs [14]. Apache Open-
Whisk [1] offers a serverless framework to seamlessly execute
functions while handling the provisioning of the underlying
computing resources. Efforts from Microsoft [68] and oth-
ers [45,70] have introduced mechanisms to reduce the cost of
cold-starts in serverless frameworks to support low-latency ap-
plications. Furthermore, recent operating system schedulers,
e.g., [43,64], offer support for microsecond-scale tasks within
individual servers. Granular computing aims at pushing the
boundaries even further, by efficiently supporting microsec-
ond tasks at a datacenter scale. This paper contributes to the
realization of granular computing.

As illustrated in Figure 1, datacenter operators deploy mul-
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tiple software components to manage applications and com-
puting resources [1, 71, 73], including a resource manager,
worker pools, and task schedulers. The resource manager al-
locates a worker pool for each application according to its
required level of fault tolerance and performance using mech-
anisms such as [43, 68, 70]. Then, a task scheduler assigns
each submitted task of an application to a worker from its
worker pool. Resource managers, such as YARN [72] and
Mesos [39], decouple resource allocation from task schedul-
ing. This enables deploying multiple task schedulers targeting
different application needs. This paper presents a granular
task scheduler designed for latency-sensitive applications.

Designing a granular task scheduler is, however, challeng-
ing because such a scheduler needs to make decisions at a
microsecond scale, achieve high throughput, and minimize
the task tail response time. Minimizing the tail response time
requires balancing the load across workers, which is difficult
to achieve because of the substantial diversity in the task exe-
cution times and the scale of modern datacenter applications
that could have thousands of workers distributed across many
racks. Further, since tasks are short-lived, the load on workers
is highly dynamic. Thus, naively tracking the load on workers
could result in substantial communication, processing, and
memory overheads on the scheduler.

Current software schedulers, e.g., Borg [73], Twine [71],
and Atoll [70], introduce significant network and process-
ing delays. These delays are sometimes larger than the task
execution time itself, which makes software schedulers un-
suitable for short-lived tasks. In addition, scheduling granular
workloads requires a substantial amount of computing re-
sources [66, 73], which is difficult to realize using traditional
application-layer schedulers. For example, consider a system
with 20K tasks and a task mean execution time of 100 µs. The
system would need to make 200M scheduling decisions per
second and handle around the same number of packets for pro-
cessing the state update messages. This scale of throughput is
not possible to achieve using software schedulers [66].

In-network schedulers, on the other hand, schedule tasks
in the data plane as packets carrying these tasks pass through
switches. Thus, they significantly reduce the scheduling la-
tency and, in turn, the response time of tasks. However, recent
in-network schedulers, e.g., [48, 50, 78], can only schedule
tasks within individual racks. Therefore, they cannot meet
the growing demand of large-scale applications that require
executing thousands of tasks across multiple racks.

To support current latency-sensitive applications and future
granular computing platforms, we propose Horus, the first
datacenter-wide in-network scheduling system in the litera-
ture, to the best of our knowledge. One of our key insights in
designing Horus is that scheduling operations should run at
different time scales for efficiency and scalability. For exam-
ple, assigning a task to a worker should be done at a microsec-
ond scale, whereas tracking the load on workers can occur
at a millisecond scale. Leveraging this insight, we divide the
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Fig. 1: Overview of resource management in datacenters.

operations of Horus into two components. The first assigns
tasks to workers, and the second tracks, aggregates, and main-
tains the load on workers. Horus offloads both components to
switches in the network and optimizes them independently,
which enables efficient scheduling of granular tasks.

The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We propose an in-network task scheduling architecture for

latency-sensitive datacenter applications, in §3.

• We present a new scheduling policy that does not queue
tasks at switches and runs at line rate, in §3.3.

• We design multiple data structures to realize the proposed
policy in modern programmable switches, which have a re-
stricted programming model and limited memory resources.

• We propose efficient mechanisms to distribute the load in-
formation among schedulers, which maintain the freshness
of load values and minimize overheads on switches, in §3.4.

• We implement Horus in a testbed using a Tofino switch
and compare it against the state-of-art in-network scheduler,
which is RackSched [78], in §4. In single-rack settings, our
results show that Horus reduces the tail response time by
up to 75% and increases the throughput by up to 1.9X com-
pared to RackSched, for the considered realistic workloads.
Since RackSched does not support multiple racks, we show
that Horus substantially outperforms two natural extensions
of RackSched in multi-rack settings.

• We also conduct large-scale simulations for datacenters
with more than 27K hosts and thousands of switches han-
dling diverse and dynamic workloads, in §5. Our results
show that Horus outperforms RackSched and its extensions
across all performance metrics. We also show the robustness
of Horus against failures, packet losses, and link delays.

Due to space limitations, some details and evaluation results
are presented in the Appendix.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Task Scheduling in Datacenters
Granular applications, e.g., key-value stores and microser-
vices, create many short-lived tasks with diverse execution
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times, ranging from tens of microseconds to hundreds of mil-
liseconds or even longer. These tasks need to be assigned to
workers for execution. Recent intra-server schedulers, e.g.,
Shinjuku [43] and ZygOS [64], support microsecond tasks.
These task schedulers are, however, limited to single servers.

A natural question is then: can we use load balancers with
server schedulers to scale beyond individual servers? Zhu et
al. [78] showed that this policy is ineffective and may yield
long tail response time. This is because most load balancers,
e.g., [19, 33, 57], typically make their decisions based on
hashing various fields in the packets. Zhu et al. [78] proposed
RackSched to extend task scheduling to the rack level, where
the top-of-rack (ToR) switch approximates the load on servers
within its rack and assigns tasks to them accordingly.

Scaling task scheduling beyond single racks is an important
and challenging research problem. There are many practical
scenarios where applications require and/or benefit from exe-
cution on cores across racks. For example, running applica-
tions across racks in different fault domains improves their
fault tolerance and availability [4,7,22]. This is especially crit-
ical for latency-sensitive applications since most of them are
user-facing. A recent study from Facebook [6] indicates that
the traffic of many latency-sensitive applications is mostly not
rack-local. In addition, in public datacenters, it is not uncom-
mon that tenants’ VMs are placed on different racks due to
unavailable resources at the time or for improved fault toler-
ance [40]. Therefore, there is a need to run tasks across racks
in the datacenter. However, simple extensions of rack-level
schedulers that use load balancers to distribute tasks to racks
and then to servers may lead to long tail response time for
the same reason mentioned above: load balancers are oblivi-
ous to the current queue lengths of workers, which could be
impacted by the diversity in the task execution times.

To demonstrate the limitations of using the state-of-the-
art approach, which is RackSched [78], for scheduling tasks
across racks, we conduct simulations with representative
workloads and datacenter configurations similar to prior
works [43, 54, 67, 78]; the details of our simulations are given
in §5.1. Briefly, we simulate a tree-based datacenter with
27,648 servers, each having 32 cores, and we consider large
workloads and diverse task distribution times and arrival pat-
terns. We implemented the scheduling policy of RackSched,
which we refer to as RS. We complemented RS with a dat-
acenter load balancer that uniformly (at random) distributes
tasks to racks. Tasks are then scheduled to servers within
racks using RS. We refer to this scheduling system as RS-LB.

In addition, to show the potential performance gains, we
simulate a global version of the Join Shortest Queue (JSQ)
policy. JSQ tracks queue lengths at individual servers, and it
schedules tasks to the server with the shortest queue. As ana-
lyzed in [79], JSQ produces optimal results across different
performance metrics, e.g., waiting time and throughput, and
for tasks with low- and high-dispersion execution times. We
simulate an ideal/theoretical version of JSQ that immediately
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Fig. 2: Limitations of current rack-level task scheduling sys-
tems when scaled to the whole datacenter.

updates queue lengths to show the performance bounds. The
results of our simulation are presented in Figure 2 for two
representative task execution time distributions: Exponential
and Bimodal. The figure plots the tail (99%) response time as
the normalized workload increases for different task schedul-
ing systems. The results reveal the substantial performance
gap between JSQ and RS-LB. For example, in Figure 2a, the
tail response time increases rapidly as the normalized load
exceeds 50% when RS-LB is used, whereas it stays low for
JSQ even for a load around 90%.

Although JSQ theoretically provides optimal results, it is
not possible to implement in practice for large-scale datacen-
ters, especially for microsecond tasks. This is because JSQ
requires knowing the queue lengths at all servers, which takes
time to either probe servers (one RTT) or wait for servers to
send their updates (which may arrive asynchronously and/or
delayed/aggregated). Thus, by the time the scheduler deter-
mines the server with the least load, the situation might have
already changed. In addition, JSQ and similar global policies
may cause task herding, which occurs because once a server
is reported to have the least load, the scheduler may keep send-
ing tasks to it until the server sends an update. Since updates
may take a relatively long time compared to task execution
times, a burst of too many tasks could have already been
sent to the server, which leads to severe load imbalance and
long response time. Finally, implementing JSQ would require
extensive computation resources at the scale of a datacenter.

2.2 Related Work
Software Schedulers. Traditional schedulers are designed as
software processes that run on one or multiple servers [37,
62, 73]. These schedulers focus on service times in the range
of seconds to hours, and they can make complex decisions
and support a wide range of resource allocation policies. To
scale up and support higher throughput, distributed schedulers
have been proposed [28, 29, 31, 46, 60]. The shortest task
service time supported by distributed schedulers is still in
the order of hundreds of milliseconds [31, 52, 60]. This is
because of the relatively long time such schedulers take to
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allocate tasks to servers. Sparrow [60] and Eagle [28], for
example, maintain queues of submitted tasks at schedulers.
Each scheduler then pushes reservation probes to randomly-
selected workers. When a worker becomes idle, it pulls the
next reserved task from that scheduler’s queue, introducing a
scheduling delay of at least two RTTs.

In contrast, Horus is designed for granular tasks with execu-
tion times in the order of tens of µs, which can be smaller than
a single RTT [20]. Horus is also designed to support millions
of scheduling decisions per second. In addition, multiple prior
works, e.g., YARN [72] and Mesos [39], decouple resource
allocation from task scheduling. Horus can complement such
works by offering fine-grain task scheduling on the allocated
resources for large-scale datacenter applications.
In-network Computing. Emerging programmable switches
enable offloading of various operations and functions to
the network to achieve high throughput and low latency for
datacenter applications, such as caching [41], data aggrega-
tion [65], concurrency control [53], and lock management
[77].

Similarly, in-network task scheduling has been considered
before [48, 50, 78]. RackSched and prior in-network sched-
ulers, however, support only single racks. In contrast, Horus
scales to multiple racks across the whole datacenter network.
RackSched [78] was shown to outperform prior works, and
it is considered state-of-the-art. Thus, we compare a simple
version of Horus against RackSched in single racks. We also
extend RackSched to support scheduling across multiple racks
and compare Horus against these extensions.

3 Proposed In-Network Scheduling

In this section, we first summarize the principles that guided
the design of Horus. Then, we describe the proposed in-
network task scheduling approach. This is followed by de-
scribing our efficient methods for distributing state among
various components of Horus. Finally, we describe various
deployment options for Horus. Due to space limitations, we
present some details in the Appendix, including handling fail-
ures and packet losses (§A.3), supporting multi-packet tasks
(§A.4), overhead analysis (§A.5), and pseudo code (§A.6).

3.1 Design Principles
The design of Horus is based on the following principles:
• P1: Load-aware Scheduling. The load on workers in dat-

acenters is subject to spatial and temporal variations due
to resource allocation policies, application requirements,
and the seasonality of workloads [71, 73]. And as shown
in prior works, e.g., [78], and by our simulations in §2.1,
not considering the actual worker load in the scheduling
decisions may lead to long tail response times. We propose
a zero-queue scheduling system that efficiently tracks the
load of workers, minimizes the task tail response time, and

avoids task herding. By not buffering tasks in switches, the
memory requirements become independent of the task rate,
which helps Horus to scale.

• P2: Lazy State Update. Horus makes scheduling decisions
based on the maintained state without queuing tasks. Thus,
updating this state is important to reflect the latest changes.
This, however, may increase the communication overhead
and limit scalability. Our idea is that a switch may not
need to immediately update its state if it can make accurate
decisions using its current state. Our approach identifies
when an update is needed by calculating a drift between
actual load values and the load information available at
schedulers, and it only updates the state of a scheduler when
the drift may negatively impact the scheduling quality.

• P3: Localized State. Horus avoids the complexity of repli-
cating state across all switches in the datacenter by logically
grouping the distributed schedulers and maintaining the
state within each group. This allows each scheduler to up-
date its view of a subset of workers without querying other
schedulers. Localization of state enables Horus to further
reduce the overheads on switches, achieve high throughput,
and handle failures efficiently.

3.2 Overview and Workflow

Overview. Horus is a distributed, in-network, granular task
scheduling architecture designed for datacenters. It can be
viewed as one of the components in the software suite man-
aging computing resources in datacenters, as illustrated in
Figure 1. For example, Horus can be integrated with existing
platforms such as OpenWhisk [1], and it can coexist with
schedulers of long-lived tasks such as Borg [73].

As shown in Figure 3, Horus consists of a set of schedulers,
a centralized controller, an agent per server, and APIs.

Schedulers in Horus are distributed to handle high task
rates and tolerate failures. Horus decomposes task scheduling
into two components. The first maintains and aggregates the
load information of workers, whereas the second executes the
scheduling policy to assign tasks to workers using this main-
tained information. Both components run in the data plane
of the switches. Schedulers do not require specific network
topology, and thus, Horus can easily be deployed on different
datacenter networks. For clarity of the presentation, however,
we focus on the widely-deployed leaf-spine topology [15,42],
which is shown in Figure 3. In this case, Horus schedulers
run as data plane programs on leaf and spine switches; no
schedulers run on core switches. Leaf schedulers track and
use the load information about workers in their racks (P1),
and they aggregate and efficiently distribute this information
to spine schedulers (P2).

The centralized controller realizes various functions, such
as addressing and handling failures. It assigns a fixed ID to
each scheduler, and it interacts with the resource manager to
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retrieve the placement information for the workers of each ap-
plication. Using this information, the controller assigns a leaf
scheduler to each rack that has workers. It then divides leaf
schedulers into disjoint groups, where each group is assigned
a spine scheduler and forms a logical tree. Horus uses a sim-
ple approach that aligns groups with datacenter pods, where
a pod usually has 32-64 racks. In this case, the worker state
is localized and maintained by schedulers within each pod
(P3). This approach is efficient because packets exchanged
between the spine and leaf schedulers within a pod traverse
only one hop, which reduces packet latency and load on links,
compared to the case where the spine is in a different pod.

Horus agents are lightweight processes that run on servers
to track the load of workers. They also run a health check
mechanism with the control plane of the leaf schedulers,
which enables Horus to detect and react to worker failures.
Agents are not involved in the scheduling decisions.

Horus offers APIs to datacenter applications to seamlessly
submit tasks for execution and receive their results. To sub-
mit a task, Horus attaches a layer-4 header to packets, which
makes Horus compatible with various routing protocols. The
header includes a unique ID for each task, taskID. The
uniqueness of task IDs is ensured by concatenating the appli-
cation ID and a monotonically increasing sequence number.
The application ID is computed by hashing the application
pathname and adding a random number to ensure uniqueness.
A sequence number of 32 bits is sufficient for all practical
scenarios. Since tasks are expected to finish within micro or
milliseconds, by the time the sequence number wraps around,
if it ever does, earlier tasks would have been long completed.

Horus is designed for granular tasks, which are mostly con-
tained within single packets as they typically carry parameters
and paths to data. For example, in key-value stores [11–13],
segments of the data are typically pre-distributed to workers,
and tasks carry the queries to be executed on the data. For the
common case of single-packet tasks, Horus does not maintain
any per-task state at schedulers. Horus does support multi-
packet tasks and maintains task-worker affinity using ideas
similar to prior works, e.g., [57], as discussed in §A.4.
Horus Workflow. Workers of latency-sensitive applications
are pre-deployed on CPU cores and initialized to be ready
to execute tasks. A worker runs in a virtualized environment
such as a container or microVM [14], and is allocated one or
more cores. Horus assigns tasks to worker queues and does not
dictate any intra-worker scheduling policy for distributing the
tasks across the worker’s cores. All workers of an application
are assigned an anycast IP address by the controller. Tasks use
the anycast address as the destination address in their packets.
Tasks are scheduled in a recursive manner. When a task is
submitted for execution, its packets are randomly forwarded to
one of the spine schedulers assigned to this application (Step
1 in Figure 3). Since the controller knows the distribution of

workers across racks, the random selection of spine schedulers
is weighted in proportion to the number of workers per pod.
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Fig. 3: The proposed Horus scheduling architecture.

This ensures load balancing across pods, which is important
in case workers are non-uniformly distributed. The spine
scheduler runs its policy to select a downstream leaf scheduler
to handle the task, which in turn assigns the task to one of the
workers in its rack (Step 2 ).

After a worker completes a task, the agent running on that
worker includes the latest load information into the header of
the reply packet and sends it to the leaf scheduler in the rack
(Step 3 ). Upon receiving a reply packet, the leaf scheduler
updates the load information in its memory and sends an
update message to upstream spine schedulers, if needed, using
our aggregated state update method in §3.4.

3.3 Scheduling Tasks in the Network

Switch Model. We consider the common switch model used
by several switch vendors [10, 24, 61], in which a packet
goes through a pipeline of multiple stages, where each stage
has processing and memory components. This switch model
supports line-rate packet processing by realizing two main
design choices: (i) atomic memory updates and (ii) bounded
packet latency. The first allows a packet to access up to one
memory location at each stage, and the second limits the
number of processing stages. As a result, the total available
processing and memory resources for the stages are limited.
To mitigate the impact of these design choices, a packet may
have to be recirculated from the egress to the ingress for
additional processing or to access the same memory block
again at the cost of increased delay [74]. While this restrictive
model enables line-rate packet processing, it makes it difficult
to implement in-network task scheduling.
Proposed Scheduling Policy. In Horus, all spine and leaf
schedulers employ the same scheduling policy and main-
tain the same data structures. Thus, we abstractly present
the scheduling policy as follows. A scheduler assigns an arriv-
ing task to a lower-layer node. A node for a spine scheduler
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is a rack of servers, whereas it is a worker for a leaf scheduler.
Optimally scheduling a task requires knowing the load of all
downstream nodes and assigning the task to the least loaded
one, i.e., implementing a JSQ-like policy. As we discussed in
§2, JSQ is difficult to realize at the datacenter scale because it
imposes high communication and processing overheads, and
it may introduce task herding, where a burst of many tasks is
sent to a node leading to periods of significant load imbalance.

Horus strives to approximate the JSQ scheduling policy
at the datacenter scale while considering the dynamic nature
of workloads and the restrictions of programmable switches.
Specifically, Horus divides the scheduling decisions into two
cases: (i) when some idle nodes are available and (ii) when
all nodes are busy. In the first case, when a task arrives at a
scheduler and the scheduler is aware of some idle nodes, it
will send the task to one of them. For spine schedulers, an idle
node is a rack that has at least one idle worker. In this case, the
spine scheduler will send the task to the leaf scheduler of that
rack, which in turn will select an idle worker within the rack,
resulting in zero queuing time and minimizing the response
time under light load. The challenge here is to track idle
nodes at a large scale and in a way that can be implemented in
programmable switches. We present the details of our solution
later in this section.

In the second case, when a task arrives at a scheduler and
all nodes are busy, the scheduler takes 2 random samples from
the queue lengths of nodes and selects the least loaded node
among the sampled values. This is referred to as the power-
of-2 policy and is known to reduce the response time [58]. In
addition, the randomization in taking samples prevents task
herding, since it is unlikely that the same node will be repeat-
edly chosen for several consecutive tasks. Randomization is
critically important for scheduling granular tasks as they are
more susceptible to task herding. This is because granular
tasks have short execution times, and load updates from work-
ers may take relatively long times to reach various schedulers
distributed across the datacenter. Implementing the power-of-
2 policy at scale and in programmable switches with limited
resources and strict constraints is challenging. We present
new data structures to realize this policy later in this section
and efficient methods to distribute load information among
schedulers in §3.4.
Scheduling Tasks to Idle Nodes. We design a data struc-
ture, called idleNodes, for schedulers to track the IDs of idle
nodes. Our data structure supports fast addition, removal, and
retrieval of nodes with constant time in the switch data plane.
It also requires a small number of memory accesses and mini-
mal dependencies among memory blocks, which reduces the
number of allocated processing stages in switches.

An insight that we used is that a scheduler needs only to
know whether there exists an idle node in the list. It does not
need to identify the temporal order of when nodes became
idle. Building on this insight, we design a data structure that
guarantees the following invariant:
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Fig. 4: The proposed idleNodes data structure, which is de-
signed to support fast operations in programmable switches.

If there are idle nodes, they will be contiguously stored at
the top of the list.

Maintaining this invariant allows the scheduler to quickly
find idle nodes. Notice that the data structure has to satisfy
the invariant even when any arbitrary node is removed, i.e.,
becomes busy.

Figure 4a illustrates the main components of the proposed
data structure. It has an idleList array of N items of node IDs,
where N is the number of downstream nodes. It also has a
pointer p that points to the first non-idle item in the list. p
is initialized to zero. In addition, the data structure has an
idleIndex array, which stores the indices of idle nodes. In
Figure 4a, nodes 4, 3, 6, and 7 are idle, and idleIndex contains
their locations in idleList.

Adding a node to idleNodes occurs when a scheduler re-
ceives an idleAdd message about a node n becoming idle. The
scheduler writes the ID of n in idleList[p] and p in idleIn-
dex[n]. It then increments p. Current programmable switches
support an atomic read-modify-write operation in a single
stage. This means that a scheduler can read the current p,
increment it, and write it back in one stage. Thus, adding an
idle node requires three processing stages only, one to update
each of p, idleList, and idleIndex.

To schedule an incoming task to an idle node, a scheduler
retrieves the node at idleList[p-1]. If this is a leaf scheduler,
the retrieved node is removed from idleList by decrementing p
and clearing the corresponding location of the retrieved node
in idleIndex. This is because a node in this case represents
a single worker, which will no longer be idle after sending
the task to it. On the other hand, a node in a spine scheduler
represents a whole rack, and sending a task to an idle leaf
does not necessarily mean that the rack no longer has idle
workers. Therefore, a spine scheduler does not remove the
retrieved node idleList[p-1]. An idle node is removed from a
spine scheduler only when it receives an explicit idleRemove
message from the leaf scheduler represented by this node.

For both the spine and leaf schedulers, an incoming task is
scheduled to an idle node without any delay or buffering and
at line rate, since all operations on idleNodes are performed in
a few consecutive processing stages in the switch. In addition,
it is straightforward to show that the operations of adding a
new idle node at idleList[p] and removing the idle node at
idleList[p-1] maintain the invariant mentioned above.

Finally, the idleNodes data structure should support remov-
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ing any arbitrary node n, while still maintaining the invariant.
This is needed when a scheduler receives an idleRemove mes-
sage for n. A scheduler removes node n by replacing it with
the last idle node in the list. This ensures maintaining the
invariant that all idle nodes are contiguously placed at the top
of the list. It also allows the scheduler to conserve memory
and use a constant number of processing stages. This oper-
ation needs to be performed in two passes because current
programmable switches do not allow a packet to access the
same memory location more than once in the same pass. In
the first pass, the scheduler examines idleIndex to get the in-
dex of n in idleList, which is referred to as removedIdx. The
scheduler also decrements p to retrieve the ID of the last idle
node, which is called lastNode. In the second pass, the sched-
uler resubmits the packet with the additional data lastNode
and removedIdx, where lastNode is then written into idleIn-
dex[removedIdx]. An example is shown in Figures 4b and 4c.

We note that current programmable switches do not pre-
serve the order of processing of resubmitted packets. For
example, before processing the second pass of an idleRemove
packet A, the first pass of another packet B could be processed
by the switch, which may result in incorrect values of the in-
dices. To prevent this potential race condition, we use a single
memory location as a logical lock. The lock is acquired in
the first pass and released in the second one. An idleRemove
packet is dropped if it fails to acquire the lock. The sending
node will resend a new idleRemove packet after receiving
another task from the scheduler.
Scheduling Tasks to Busy Nodes. When there are no idle
nodes (p = 0), a scheduler needs to realize the power-of-
2 policy, which is more challenging than the case of idle
nodes. This is because a scheduler needs to read two randomly
selected indices from the loadList, while the switch model
does not allow reading more than one item per packet from
the same memory block. To address this restriction, Horus
maintains two identical copies of the loadList in two different
stages, where each array stores the load of all downstream
nodes (one node per slot). Storing two copies allows the
scheduler to read one random index from each copy and then
compare them. When a new state update for a node arrives at
a scheduler, it writes the updated load value to both copies.

After making a decision, a scheduler should update its view
on the load information, which is stored in the loadList. This
requires the scheduler to write back the updated load value to
the corresponding loadList slot. As described earlier, the same
memory block cannot be accessed twice per packet. A straight-
forward solution is to resubmit each packet to the pipeline
and update the load state on the second pass. This, however,
results in additional processing overhead and increases the
scheduling latency. To address this issue, we propose a lazy
state update algorithm, which resubmits a packet only if it
will impact future scheduling decisions. That is, a scheduler
keeps processing tasks using the potentially stale view of the
loadList until it detects an update is needed.

Specifically, for a node m, we decompose its actual queue
length qm into a load value lm and a drift value dm, where
qm = lm + dm. We define the drift value as the number of
tasks scheduled to a node that has not been reflected in its
load value, and we store the drift values of all nodes in a
data structure called driftList. Each scheduler maintains two
copies of the driftList placed in two stages. Next, we find
the necessary condition to resubmit a packet to update the
load values. Upon receiving the first packet of a new task, a
scheduler picks two random nodes m and n, and it reads their
load values lm and ln from loadList. Without loss of generality,
assume that lm < ln. Then, the scheduler should resubmit the
packet iff qm > qn. That is, lm +dm > ln +dn. We rearrange
the inequality to find the necessary condition to resubmit a
packet as:

dm > (ln− lm)+dn. (1)

The above condition means that as far as the drift in the
load of node m is less than or equal to the difference between
the load of n and the load of m plus the drift in the load of n,
the scheduler will make the correct decision by choosing the
node with the smaller load, which is m, by comparing their
lm and ln stored in the loadList.

The proposed lazy state update algorithm works as follows.
It first reads the load values of nodes m and n. It then identifies
the node with the smaller load, say m, and it computes the
difference (ln− lm). Then, it reads dm from the first copy of
driftList to check how many more tasks are actually queued
at m. If the drift value is lower than the difference between
load values, i.e., dm < (ln− lm), the algorithm increments the
corresponding drift value in each copy of the driftList for
node m. Otherwise, when dm > (ln− lm), the algorithm re-
submits the packet to update ln and lm. The algorithm does
not include dn in its calculations because it would violate
the atomicity requirement in current programmable switches.
The algorithm, however, does guarantee selecting the least
loaded node among m and n. This is because dm > (ln− lm)
still satisfies the necessary condition dm > (ln− lm)+dn. The
less restrictive condition used by our algorithm allows im-
plementing the power-of-2 policy in programmable switches
at the cost of possibly resubmitting some extra packets than
absolutely needed by the necessary condition.

An example illustrating this algorithm is given in §A.1.

3.4 Distributing State Among Schedulers
We design efficient mechanisms to distribute the necessary
information among leaf and spine schedulers to update their
states. This enables the execution of the proposed scheduling
policy using fresh information with minimal overheads.
Distributing Worker State to the Leaf Layer. Since schedul-
ing tasks to workers is only done by leaf schedulers, each leaf
scheduler updates its state when selecting a worker for a task
(§3.3). When a task is done executing on a worker, the agent
modifies the qLen field in the header (Figure 3) and uses the
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reply packet to report the updated load to the leaf scheduler. If
the reply packet indicates the worker is idle, the leaf scheduler
adds the srcId to the idleList and updates the loadList for
the corresponding index.
Distributing Rack State to the Spine Layer. We consider
two types of information to be distributed to the spine layer:
(i) idleness of the rack and (ii) average load of the rack.
Idle State Update. When a leaf scheduler becomes aware
of an idle worker, it sends an idleAdd packet to the spine
scheduler it is linked with. This simple strategy balances and
localizes the information about idle racks among the upper-
layer spine schedulers. Once there are no more idle workers
in a rack, the leaf scheduler in that rack sends an idleRemove
packet to the linked spine to remove the leaf from its idleList.
Load State Update. Each spine scheduler tracks the load of
a subset of racks that contain workers. Each leaf scheduler
calculates the average load across workers in its racks and
sends it to the linked spine. Directly calculating averages in
programmable switches is, however, infeasible due to their
restrictive programming model. We describe how we approxi-
mate averages in §A.2.

Since Horus is designed for short-lived tasks, continually
sending every updated average load value to the spine would
result in large communication and processing overheads on
switches, without significantly modifying the average at the
spine. Instead, we make each leaf scheduler locally compute
the current average and maintain the previously sent average
to the spine. Then, a leaf scheduler sends the update message
only if the difference between the current and previous aver-
age load values is greater or equal to one, because this is the
smallest integer value of load changes that could impact the
scheduling decision. This aggregated update mechanism sub-
stantially reduces the number of update packets sent to spine
schedulers without sacrificing the scheduling performance. In
addition, we piggyback the state update information with the
response packets sent by workers after completing tasks to
minimize the communications overhead of Horus.

3.5 Horus Deployment Options

Horus does not rely on the structure of the datacenter net-
work in its operation, and thus, it can be deployed in various
networks. In addition, it does not dictate a specific routing
protocol since it utilizes layer-4 headers. Furthermore, Ho-
rus can be incrementally deployed in datacenters. Suppose
a fraction of the spine and leaf switches are upgraded to be
programmable to support latency-sensitive applications. In
this case, workers of these applications can be allocated in
the racks with programmable switches, and the centralized
controller in Horus can be configured to only use the pro-
grammable spine switches.

A more restrictive deployment scenario occurs when only
a fraction of the spine switches are upgraded and all leaf
switches are legacy. In this case, we can implement the leaf
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Fig. 5: Testbed setup.

scheduler on a server in each rack using efficient techniques
such as kernel bypassing, as in prior works, e.g., Maglev [33].
These techniques were shown to process packets in microsec-
onds. Workers and Horus agents in each rack would be con-
figured to first direct their messages through the software leaf
scheduler in the rack. This adds an additional delay, but it is
deterministic and limited by the small RTT within racks.

Finally, the ideas of Horus can be used without any pro-
grammable switches. For example, leaf schedulers can be
implemented in software as above, and the functionality of
the spine schedulers can be integrated with the datacenter
load balancers handling the submission of tasks.

4 Evaluation in a Testbed

4.1 Experimental Setup
Testbed. Our testbed, illustrated in Figure 5, has one 3.2 Tbps
Intel Tofino switch, which has two hardware pipelines. We
configure one of the hardware pipelines as a spine switch
and run the spine scheduler of Horus on it. We emulate four
leaf switches on the other hardware pipeline, where each
switch represents a rack of servers. Leaf switches run the
leaf schedulers of Horus. We connect the leaf switches to
the spine switch using logical 100 Gbps links. In addition,
the testbed has seven servers connected to the leaf switches
through 10 Gbps links, where each server is equipped with an
Intel 82599ES 10 GbE NIC. These servers are used as clients
to generate tasks and as workers to execute tasks.
Horus Implementation. We have implemented a proof-of-
concept of Horus consisting of leaf and spine schedulers,
switch and centralized controllers, agents, and client APIs. All
source code, testing scripts, and datasets are open source [3].

The leaf and spine schedulers are implemented in P4 [23]
and deployed to the switch ASIC; a brief description of our P4
implementation can be found in §A.6. We implemented the
switch and centralized controllers using Golang in about 6K
lines of code. The controllers handle failures and dynamics,
and they update the switch data structures accordingly. We
implemented a set of APIs in C using DPDK to submit tasks
and receive their results. We implemented the Horus agent in
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about 100 lines of C code. The agent adds the worker load
information to the reply packet after task execution is done.

For workers, we need to dispatch and run microsecond
tasks. Recent intra-server OSes, e.g., ZygOs [64] and Shinjuku
[43], support microsecond tasks and offer various schedul-
ing policies. We modified the more recent Shinjuku [43] to
dispatch tasks to worker queues based on Horus headers. In
our experiments, we use one core per worker, bypassing Shin-
juku’s scheduling policy. We note that Horus does not dictate
the use of any specific intra-server scheduling policy or OS.
Systems Compared Against. To the best of our knowledge,
Horus is the first task scheduler that scales to the whole dat-
acenter. RackSched [78] is the state-of-the-art in-network
task scheduler, but it only scales to a single rack. We com-
pare a simple version of Horus versus RackSched (referred
to as RS) for single rack settings. We use the open-source P4
implementation of RackSched [8].

In addition, we consider two natural extensions of
RackSched to support multiple racks. The first one integrates
RackSched with a load balancer that uniformly distributes
tasks to top-of-rack switches, which in turn run RackSched to
assign tasks to workers within their racks. We refer to this sys-
tem as RS-LB. In the second extension, we use RackSched hi-
erarchically, meaning that we deploy it on both spine and leaf
switches, where spine switches assign tasks to leaf switches
using RackSched, which in turn assign tasks to workers also
using RackSched. We refer to this system as RS-H. To ensure
fair comparisons, we make each leaf scheduler send the load
state update from workers to the spine scheduler immediately
after each task is done.
Worker Placement. We consider two setups for worker dis-
tribution across racks: (1) Uniform: a total of 32 workers
are uniformly distributed across all racks, where each rack
has eight workers running on a physical server attached to
the leaf switch (1 worker/core). The 32 workers run on four
identical servers, each has Intel Xeon E-2186G CPU, 3.80
GHz, 12 cores, and 32 GB memory. (2) Skewed: a total of
48 workers are distributed as follows: two racks have four
workers each, one rack has eight workers, and one rack has 32
workers (running on three physical servers, where one of the
servers has Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU, 2.3 GHz, 40 cores, 128
GB memory and runs 16 workers and the other two servers
have the same specifications as the ones used in the Uniform
setup and run 8 workers each).
Workloads. We evaluate Horus using two practical workload
scenarios. The first scenario runs real tasks on the RocksDB
engine [13], which is a high-performance key-value store
developed by Facebook and is widely deployed in produc-
tion [25]. The second scenario is synthetic and uses the TPC-
C benchmark [5], which is an online transaction processing
benchmark emulating e-commerce systems.

We create multiple RocksDB workloads with parame-
ters similar to prior works [32, 43, 44, 78]. Specifically, our
RocksDB workloads contain SCAN and GET tasks, where

the first scans a range of objects (i.e., a relatively long task),
and the second retrieves a specified number of objects (i.e.,
a short task). We construct the SCAN and GET tasks such
that their dispersion is one order of magnitude: a SCAN re-
quest scans 5K objects with a median service time of 650 µs,
whereas a GET request retrieves 60 objects where the median
time of each request is 40 µs. We then employ two realistic
distributions to generate concurrent long and short tasks. The
first distribution is similar to workload A in the YCSB bench-
mark [26], and it consists of 50% GET and 50% SCAN tasks.
The second one consists of 90% GET and 10% SCAN tasks,
which is similar to Facebook’s USR workload [17].

The TPC-C benchmark [5] consists of five tasks (or trans-
actions) with different service times. We employ the profiled
model in [32] of the benchmark to build a synthetic workload
following the same task distribution and dispersion ratios. The
five tasks have service times of 21.6, 22.68, 71.28, 332.64,
and 378 µs, distributions of 44%, 4%, 44%, 4%, and 4%, and
dispersion ratios of 1X, 1.05X, 3.3X, 15.4X, and 17.5X, re-
spectively. We scaled the service times, compared to the pro-
filed model in [32], so that clients in our testbed can smoothly
generate tasks at high rates.
Task Arrival Model. We stress the system by generating
tasks following a Poisson arrival process [78]. The Poisson
process results in non-uniform inter-arrival delays and gen-
erates bursts that can cause temporary queue imbalance and
impact the tail latency [32, 64].

Horus schedulers have no prior knowledge about the ser-
vice times, workloads, or arrival distributions.
Methodology and Performance Metrics. We vary the sys-
tem load by incrementally increasing the number of tasks
submitted for scheduling. The system load is measured in
kilo requests per second (KRPS). We keep increasing the
system load until we reach the capacity of the system, where
the response time becomes unacceptably high for latency-
sensitive applications (e.g., seconds or even minutes for tasks
that should complete in micro or milliseconds). The response
time is the period between submitting a task to a spine sched-
uler until it finishes execution on a worker.

An important metric for scheduling systems is the achiev-
able throughput, which we define as the maximum system
load that can be processed while meeting a given bound on
a target performance metric, e.g., the tail (99th percentile)
response time should not exceed 3ms.

4.2 Comparison against State-of-the-Art

Horus vs. RackSched: Single Rack. We report the tail
response time achieved by Horus and RackSched for the
RocksDB and TPC-C workloads in Figure 6. There is no
worker placement method used in this case, as all workers are
located within the same rack. The results show that Horus
consistently achieves much lower tail response times than
RackSched, especially at high system loads. For example,
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Fig. 6: Comparing Horus vs. RackSched in single-rack setups.

for the RocksDB workload with 50% GET and 50% SCAN
(Figure 6a) and at 80 KRPS system load, Horus reduces the
tail response time by up to 75% compared to RackSched.

Horus achieves these significant gains because it tracks the
loads on workers in a more accurate and efficient way than
RackSched. Specifically, Horus identifies and uses idle work-
ers within the rack, which results in low and constant response
times at moderate loads. In contrast, RackSched does not ex-
plicitly track idle workers and relies only on the power of 2
policy of its scheduler, which may not always assign tasks to
idle workers. In addition, RackSched relies on response mes-
sages from workers to update the load values. Since response
messages are generated only after the completion of tasks,
they may not capture the current state of workers by the time
they arrive at the scheduler. In contrast, Horus updates the
load values once it assigns a task to a worker, which enables
it to have a real-time view of the workers’ loads.
Horus vs. RackSched’s Extensions: Datacenter. We com-
pare Horus against RS-H and RS-LB for the different work-
loads and worker placements mentioned in §4.1. Representa-
tive samples of our results are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8;
the plots for all other scenarios are similar and given in §B.
The results show that Horus consistently and substantially out-
performs RS-H and RS-LB across all workloads and worker
setups. For example, in the Uniform worker setup with 50%
GET and 50% SCAN RocksDB requests (Figure 7a), Ho-
rus reduces the tail response time by up to 50% compared
to RS-H when the system load is 80 KRPS; RS-LB could
not support this load. This also means that Horus can achieve
much higher throughputs than RS-H and RS-LB. For the same
example in Figure 7a, if the target tail response time is 2 ms,
Horus can achieve a throughput of up to 80 KRPS, whereas
RS-LB and RS-H can only achieve up to 25 and 40 KRPS,
respectively. That is, Horus can improve the throughput by up
to 3.2X and 2X compared to RS-LB and RS-H, respectively,
in this case. The results for the Skewed worker placement for
the RocksDB workloads exhibit even higher gains, as shown
in Figure 7b for the 90% GET and 10% SCAN workload. Sim-
ilar gains are observed for TPC-C workloads with Unifrom
and Skewed placements as shown in Figure 8.

Horus achieves these gains across various workloads be-
cause its scheduling policy uses idle information to schedule
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Fig. 7: Comparing Horus vs. RackSched extensions in multi-
rack settings: Sample results from the RocksDB workloads.
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Fig. 8: Comparing Horus vs. RackSched extensions in multi-
rack settings: Sample results from the TPC-C workloads.

tasks to any available idle workers, and it implements the
efficient power-of-two method whenever there are no idle
workers. In addition, Horus schedulers utilize the lazy update
method to maintain up-to-date information about the worker
loads, which significantly reduces the load imbalance across
workers, as we show using large-scale simulations in §5.

4.3 Responsiveness and Overheads of Horus
We assess the performance of Horus in response to various
dynamic events and analyze its overheads.
Dynamic Task Rate. We start with one client generating tasks
at a rate of 30 KRPS. Every 10 seconds, a new client joins
the system and sends additional tasks at a rate of 20 KRPS
till the total task rate reaches 90 KRPS after 30s. Starting at
40s, we remove one client at a time at the same 10-second
intervals. Figure 9a depicts the tail response time per second
for the considered scenario. The results show that Horus can
quickly react to the workload dynamics as the tail response
time quickly drops after the task rate is decreased.
Dynamic Resource Scaling. In this scenario, one client starts
sending tasks at a rate of 45 KRPS, where Horus schedules
them to two racks of 16 workers. After 10s, we add a new
server with 8 workers from another rack to the available
worker pools. As Figure 9b shows, the tail response time
drops to 1,416 µs after adding the server. We increase the
task rate after 20s to 65 KRPS, which increases the response
time. After 30s, we add another server with 8 workers, which
reduces the response times to 1,644 µs. It takes between 1–2
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Fig. 9: Responsiveness and robustness of Horus to various dynamic events in (a)–(c), and its scheduling latency in (d).

seconds from when a resource allocation request is sent to the
Horus controller till the response time is reduced.
Handling Failures. Initially, we use four leaf switches, and
the client sends tasks at a rate of 65 KRPS. After 5s, we inject
one leaf switch failure while the other three leaf schedulers
remain active. We fail a switch by disabling its ports. Since
the testbed has only one spine switch, we could not fail it.
However, we analyze spine failures using simulations in §C.

As shown in Figure 9c, Horus can effectively use the re-
maining resources across other available racks to schedule
tasks without interruption. While the spine scheduler has not
been updated yet, a small fraction of the tasks sent to the
failed leaf switch will be lost. At the rate of 65 KRPS, a leaf
switch failure results in 1,444 failed tasks which are 2% of the
total submitted tasks per second. At time 15s, we add another
leaf scheduler with a rack of 8 workers. The response time is
reduced within two seconds of adding the leaf scheduler.
Latency Overheads. We measure the total scheduling latency
for a task at a switch by collecting the hardware timestamps
at the beginning and end of the switch pipeline. Figure 9d
shows the CDF of the measured scheduling latency at spine
and leaf switches. As shown in the figure, the total latency
is less than 1.6 µs for all tasks. We note that the small step
increase observed in Figure 9d is due to the resubmitted tasks;
recall that Horus resubmits a small fraction of tasks through
the switch to update its state.
Other Results. We present more results in §B, including
analyzing the fraction of resubmitted tasks.

5 Evaluation using Simulation

5.1 Simulation Setup

Datacenter Topology. We simulate a large datacenter with
characteristics similar to the ones used in prior works, e.g., [54,
67]. Specifically, we simulate a network with a multi-rooted
Clos topology composed of common 48-port switches with
fully connected pods. The network has 1,152 leaf switches
interconnected with the same number of spine switches. Each
leaf switch manages a rack of 24 servers, leading to a network
with a total of 27,648 servers. Each server has 32 cores and
accommodates a maximum of 32 workers. The average per-
hop delay between switches is set to 5 µs [35, 55], and the

average packet loss rate is set to 1e−3% [38, 80].
Worker Placement. We simulate 1K concurrent worker pools,
where each worker pool processes tasks of a large-scale dat-
acenter application. Similar to [54, 67], we allocate workers
to pools following an exponential distribution with min=50,
max=20K, and mean=685. The total number of workers is
685K. Each worker has a private task queue and runs an FCFS
policy to process tasks.
Workloads. To analyze the performance in realistic settings,
we generate three workloads with different distributions for
the task processing time: (1) Exp (100) is an exponential
distribution with mean=100 µs, which represents the process-
ing time of a single type of tasks with its variability, such as
tasks that occur in in-memory key-value stores and caching
servers [43, 78], (2) Bimodal (50%–50 µs, 50%–500 µs), and
(3) Trimodal (33.3%–50 µs, 33.3%–500 µs, 33.3%–5000 µs),
which together simulate patterns observed in a mix of simple
and complex tasks such as get/put and scan operations [63].
These workloads are similar to the ones used to evaluate
RackSched, which ensures fair comparisons.
Task Arrival Model. We generate tasks following a Poisson
process to stress the system under bursty arrival and non-
uniform patterns. We keep increasing the system load until
we reach the maximum for each worker pool, which is given
by λ = n/s, where n is the number of workers in the pool and
s is the mean task execution time. In the figures, we report the
system load as a percentage of the maximum load.

5.2 Comparison against the State-of-Art

Horus vs. RackSched: Single Rack. We compare the per-
formance of Horus versus RackSched in single rack settings.
Additionally, we compare against JSQ to show how far Horus
is from the theoretical performance bounds; as we discussed
in §2, JSQ is not implementable in real environments. We
simulate a hypothetical switch that executes JSQ with zero-
delay state updates. To be able to compute the optimal results
by JSQ, we consider only 10 concurrent applications with
workers deployed within the same rack. Figure 10 shows the
tail response times for different workloads. Horus substan-
tially outperforms RackSched, and its performance is close to
JSQ. This is because Horus tracks the loads on workers more
accurately than RackSched, as discussed before in §4.2.
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Fig. 10: Comparing Horus against RackSched and JSQ in
single-rack settings using simulation.
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Fig. 11: Comparing Horus against RackSched’s extensions in
multi-rack settings using simulation.

Horus vs. RackSched’s Extension: Datacenter. We com-
pare Horus versus the extensions of RackSched described
in 4. To ensure fair comparisons with RS-H, we make each
leaf scheduler send the load state of the rack to every avail-
able spine scheduler. Figure 11 depicts the tail response time
observed by the worker pool with the median size for Ho-
rus, RS-LB, and RS-H. The figure shows that Horus reduces
the tail response time by up to 3X at moderate loads, and it
achieves higher throughput for any target tail response time.
The gains are more significant when the dispersion in the
task execution times is high, as shown for the Bimodal (Fig-
ure 11b) and Trimodal distributions (Figure 11c) compared
to the exponential distribution (Figure 11a). This is because
the high diversity in the task execution time, coupled with the
variability introduced by the Poisson inter-arrivals of tasks,
may introduce imbalance in the queues at workers, which are
better addressed by Horus.

To analyze the reasons behind the achieved gains, we mea-
sure the imbalance in the queues at workers. We define the
imbalance as the ratio between the maximum queue length
and the average queue length within each worker pool. We
measure the imbalance every 50 µs and plot the results in Fig-
ure 12a, as an interquartile range (1st and 99th percentiles).
The results show that Horus spreads the load more uniformly
across workers because it tracks their loads more accurately.

5.3 Analysis of Horus

Impact of Network Delay. We analyze the impact of network
delays on the scheduling performance of Horus. We increase
the average per-hop delay between switches from 0 to 100
µs and measure the tail response time. Figure 12b shows the
interquartile range of the tail response time of different appli-
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Fig. 12: Analysis of Horus.

cations. As the figure shows, even when the per-hop delay is
10 µs, which is twice the average in real environments [35,55],
Horus maintains a low tail response time with small variation.
As the per-hop delay increases further to unrealistically high
values (50 and 100 µs), the delayed updates from the leaf to
spine layer start to impact the scheduling quality of Horus,
because such updates may deliver stale information about the
worker status in different racks, as shown in Figure 12b.
Impact of Packet Losses. Datacenter networks have very
low loss rates, up to 0.01% [38, 80]. We vary the average
packet loss rate from 0 to 1%, which is 100X the loss rate in
real datacenters. Figure 12c shows the tail response time of
different applications versus the packet loss rate. Even when
the average loss rate is 10X (i.e., 0.1%) the normal rate, Horus
is not significantly impacted by packet losses. This is because
Horus re-transmits the important information such as idleAdd
and idleRemove messages. However, with extreme loss rates,
states maintained at switches can be stale for short periods,
which causes an increase in response times.
Other Results. We present more results in §C, including
analyzing the impact of worker placement, scheduler failures,
and the contributions of Horus components to its performance.

6 Conclusions

We presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of
Horus, a granular task scheduler for multi-tenant datacen-
ters. In contrast to traditional schedulers, Horus offloads the
scheduling of latency-sensitive tasks to network switches,
which enables scheduling them at high rates in real time.
Horus distributes the load information of workers among net-
work switches, and it introduces a new scheduling policy that
minimizes the task response time and does not buffer tasks
in switches. We presented multiple ideas and data structures
to efficiently realize the scheduling policy in programmable
switches. We also designed methods to propagate updated
load values among schedulers. We implemented Horus in a
testbed with a modern programmable switch and compared
its performance against RackSched [78], the state-of-art in-
network task scheduler. We also evaluated the performance of
Horus in large-scale simulations. Our experimental and simu-
lation results showed that Horus is scalable and robust, and it
substantially outperforms RackSched across all performance
metrics in both single- and multi-rack settings.
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Appendix A More Details of Horus

This appendix describes additional details that we could not
fit into the main paper.

A.1 Example: Lazy State Update

We illustrate the implementation of the lazy state update al-
gorithm in programmable switches in Figure 13. The figure
shows the processing of a resubmitted packet. The two copies
of loadList are maintained in stages 1 and 2, and the two
copies of driftList are in stages 4 and 5. Each of stages 1 and
2 randomly selects a node and passes the ID of this node and
its load to the subsequent stages as metadata (shown at the
bottom of the figure). The selected nodes in this example are
m = 0 from stage 1 and n = 2 from stage 2. Stage 3 chooses
the node with the smaller load, m, and computes the difference
in the load between m and n, ln− lm = 1.

In stage 4, the drift, dm = 3, is found to be greater than the
load difference between m and n, i.e., dm > (ln− lm). This
means that the initial scheduling decision (assuming qm < qn)
may not be accurate, since it could be underestimating the
actual load of m. Thus, a flag is set to resubmit this packet to
update all lists and select the correct node. The drift for the
second node, dn, is read in stage 5 from the second copy of
driftList and passed to stage 6, which calculates the actual
load of both nodes qm and qn as the sum of drift and load
values and resubmits the packet with this data.

In the resubmission pass, the scheduler becomes aware of
the actual load values of the two nodes, i.e., qm = 3+3 = 6
and qn = 4+1 = 5, and it selects the least loaded node, which
is now n = 2. The scheduler then increments the loadList
of the least loaded node. The loadList is updated with the
new values, and the corresponding entries in the driftList are
reset to 0. Notice that in the resubmission pass, we do not
read items from the loadList or driftList as these values are
injected in the resubmitted packet. This allows us to increment
the load list values while respecting the strict memory access
requirement of programmable switches.

Finally, we note that memory updates in programmable
switches are done atomically: a packet may update memory
locations at different stages of the pipeline, but the follow-
ing packet will not observe such updates until they re fully
completed. loadList and driftList values are only updated
upon receiving Load Update packets from downstream nodes.
driftList is only incremented* in the first pass for task packets,
and loadList is only incremented in the resubmission pass.
Therefore, even with re-ordering of resubmitted packets and
other state updates, Horus does not introduce any race condi-
tions.

*An atomic read-modify-write operation that prevents race conditions in
the pipeline.
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Fig. 13: Example of resubmitting a packet while scheduling
tasks to busy workers.

A.2 Realizing Average Queue Length

Calculating an average value in the switch data plane is infea-
sible due to the lack of support for floating-point arithmetic
in programmable switches. To mitigate this issue, we approx-
imate the calculation of the average by using a fixed-point
representation. We use a 32-bit number to represent an aver-
age load value, which is communicated among switches using
the qLen field in Figure 3. The 32 bits are divided equally
among the integer and fraction parts, which can support an
accuracy of 2−16 that is sufficient for most practical cases.
We note that Horus can support existing approximations of
floating-point operations, e.g., [27], at the cost of additional
switch resources.

When the resource manager allocates w workers in a rack
for a worker pool, the Horus controller calculates an additive
factor with a value of 1/w using the fixed-point represen-
tation, and updates the corresponding leaf switch with this
value, which is maintained in a table. For example, when a
worker pool has 8 workers in a rack, then the additive factor
is 0x00002000, which is interpreted as 1/8. Notice that this
value can be maintained in switches as a 32-bit number.

The calculation of an average value is a sequence of incre-
ments/decrements of the corresponding additive factor. The
leaf scheduler uses the poolID as a key to access the table, and
uses add/subtract of the additive factor to increase/decrease
the average value for every started/finished task. As an exam-
ple, when the 8 workers have 11 tasks in their queues, then
the average queue length is 11/8 = 1+ 3/8, which can be
represented as 0x00016000.

A.3 Handling Failures and Packet Losses

Horus employs simple mechanisms to notify the impacted
schedulers about various failures to reduce disrupting ongo-
ing tasks. These mechanisms are deployed at the centralized
controller and switches’ controllers. We rely on existing pro-
tocols [47, 59, 75] to detect failures and notify the fabric man-
ager. We assume that the centralized controller is replicated
on multiple servers using algorithms such as Paxos [51], and
it receives failure events from the fabric manager.
Switch Failures. Upon receiving a leaf or spine switch fail-
ure event, the centralized controller instructs all impacted
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switches’ controllers to remove the failed switch from their
memories and reset any state linkage information. Thus, the
failed switch will not be used for scheduling incoming tasks.
We note that leaf switch failures usually result in network
partitioning. Therefore, no new tasks could be assigned to
workers inside the rack during leaf switch failures, and Horus
does not attempt to retrieve the workers’ soft state stored at
the failed leaf switch.
Server Failures. The leaf switch controller locally detects the
failures of servers in the rack based on heartbeat packets and
a fixed timeout value. This localizes the state maintenance
at the rack level. After detecting a failure, the leaf controller
decreases the number of available workers and instructs its
data plane to remove the failed worker from its data structures.
Packet Losses. Packets carrying the submitted tasks as well as
packets sent to update the state at different schedulers can be
lost. Horus delegates handling the first case to the submitting
applications. Since Horus is designed for short-lived (µ or
millisecond sec) tasks, applications typically submit multiple
tasks in parallel and ignore the failed ones, as the latency of
resubmitting a failed task can be larger than the execution
time of the task itself.

Horus only retransmits the lost Idle Add/Remove messages
that are sent from a leaf to a spine. To detect a lost update
packet, the leaf and spine schedulers use a simple protocol:
Spine schedulers set the qLen field of the scheduled task to
idleSelected when it selects a rack from the idleList. When the
task arrives at the leaf, it checks the header field to determine
the state of the rack in the spine’s memory. If it mismatches the
current state, it will resend an Idle Add/Remove packet to the
spine based on the correct state. Horus frequently sends Load
Update packets to maintain the state at different schedulers.
Horus does not retransmit lost Load update packets, since
this would be costly and ineffective for the target application
environment. Rather, it relies on subsequent update packets
carrying fresh information to bring the state up to date. Recall
that Horus strives to approximate the current load on workers;
it is nearly impossible to make schedulers track the exact load
on every single worker, given the very short execution time
of tasks and the high dynamics nature of the workload.

A.4 Handling Multi-packet Tasks

When a task is composed of multiple packets, Horus sched-
ulers need to send these packets to the same worker. This
is known as task affinity. Applications expecting to submit
multi-packet tasks, set the isLastPacket flag to 0 for all packets
of the task except the last one. Also, for the non-first packets
of the task they should set the type in the Horus header to
taskContinuation (Figure 3).

Similar to prior approaches, e.g., [57, 78], Horus maintains
a connection table at switches. When the first packet of a
task arrives at a spine or leaf scheduler, the scheduler assigns
it to a node using its normal operation. Let us denote the

ID of this node by nodeID, which can be an ID of a rack
(in the case of a spine scheduler) or an ID of a worker (in
the case of a leaf scheduler). If the isLastPacket field is not
set for the first packet of task, the scheduler adds the entry
⟨hash(poolID, taskID), nodeID⟩ to its connection table. For
subsequent packets with the same taskID, the scheduler for-
wards them to the same node using the connection table. We
note that the leaf scheduler adds another field to each entry of
the connection table: spineID, which specifies the ID of the
spine switch from which the packet came.

Entries in the connection table are removed in one of two
ways. First, when a task submission by client completes, the
final packet with type of taskContinuation comes and the is-
LastPacket flag is set to 1, then the scheduler removes the
corresponding connection table entry. The second way to re-
move an entry from the connection table is through timeout.
Each entry automatically disappears after a pre-specified pe-
riod of time (in the order of 10s of milliseconds). This takes
care of failed tasks and lost final packets.

We note that the connection table is only maintained for
multi-packet tasks, not for short-lived granular tasks that are
composed of single packets.

A.5 Horus Overheads
Horus imposes multiple types of overheads. First, it attaches
a small header of size 11 bytes to include information such
as task ID and queue length as shown in Figure 3. Second, it
maintains state at switches to enable realizing a load-aware
scheduling policy. This consumes part of the memory of the
programmable switches. For granular tasks, which is the main
target of Horus, the maintained state at switches is indepen-
dent of task rates, which is an important property that makes
Horus scalable.*

The state, however, grows with the number of applications
submitting tasks and the number of workers assigned to each
of them. Let us consider one datacenter application with a
total of W workers allocated across R racks, where typically
R≪W . Spine schedulers do not maintain state about individ-
ual workers. Rather, they maintain the average worker load
in different racks. Thus, the memory requirements on spine
schedulers are in the order of O(R). Specifically, each spine
scheduler maintains one copy of the idleList and two copies
of each of the loadList and driftList data structures. It also
maintains a table mapping each rack to the fractional fixed-
point additive factor for updating the load values. The number
of entries in each list is R, each is 16 bits.

Leaf schedulers maintain a state about workers in their
racks, which is on average O(W/R) when workers are uni-
formly allocated across racks, and O(W ) in the worst case

*For multi-packet tasks, Horus maintains a connection table to ensure task
affinity. As discussed in §A.4, applications expected to submit multi-packet
tasks set the isLastPacket field to 0 in the Horus header (Figure 3), and
only state about such tasks are maintained in the connection table.
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Algorithm 1 Scheduling and state updates for idle nodes
- p: reg. pointing to the next available slot in idleList
- idleList: reg. array that holds the IDs of idle nodes
- idleIndex: reg. array holding indices of the nodes in
idleList.

1: // On an idleAdd pkt received
2: function ADD(pkt)
3: readInc(p)
4: idleList[p]← pkt.srcID // pkt.srcID is idle node ID
5: idleIndex[pkt.srcID]← p

6: function SCHEDULETASKIDLE(pkt)
7: readDec(p) // Only a leaf scheduler decrements p
8: selectedNode← idleList[p−1]
9: Update pkt with IP of selectedNode and Forward

10: A On an idleRemove pkt received: First Path
11: function REMOVE(pkt)
12: readDec(p)
13: lastNodeID← idleList[p]
14: removedNodeIdx← idleIndex[pkt.srcID]
15: resubmit(lastNodeID,removedNodeIdx)

16: B On an idleRemove pkt received: Resubmit Path
17: function REMOVE(lastNodeID, removedNodeIdx)
18: idleList[removedNodeIdx]← lastNodeID
19: idleIndex[lastNodeID]← removedNodeIdx

when all workers are in the same rack. Leaf schedulers main-
tain the same idleList, loadList, and driftList data structures
as spine schedulers.

For illustration, consider an application with W = 10,000
workers uniformly distributed across R = 10 racks. A spine
scheduler would need up to 120 bytes of memory, whereas
a leaf scheduler would need approximately 1000 bytes. The
recent Tofino switch has a few hundred Megabytes of memory.

In addition, Horus exchanges messages to update the state
at schedulers. However, following our design principles, we
keep the worker state localized within individual racks, and we
only send aggregated updates to spine schedulers. In addition,
Horus piggybacks the update messages with response packets
of tasks.

A.6 Pseudo Code and P4 Implementation

Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 show the high-level pseudo
code of Horus for handling idle nodes and busy nodes. Our
implementation only uses the stages in the ingress pipeline
of the switch. Upon receiving a task, Horus schedulers will
access and read the number of available idle noads and only
use the procedure in Algorithm 2 (line 15) if there are no
available idle nodes.

Recall that removing an idle node after being selected by
SCHEDULETASKIDLE depends on the scheduler type. A leaf
scheduler removes the selected idle worker immediately after
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Fig. 14: Testbed results for the RocksDB workload. Compar-
ing Horus vs RackSched extensions in multi-rack settings: (a)
90%-GET, 10%-SCAN, (b) 50%-GET, 50%-SCAN distribu-
tions.

sending a task to it because the worker is no longer idle. A
spine scheduler, however, only reads p and does not decre-
ment it, since removing an idle node in a spine scheduler is
triggered by an idleRemove packet sent by a leaf scheduler.

The UPDATE procedure (Algorithm 2, line 2) is triggered
by receiving a reply packet from the worker at leaf sched-
ulers. At the spine layer, updates are explicitly triggered by
loadUpdate packets sent by leaf schedulers. Note that leaf
schedulers increment the load or drift values after selecting
the target worker by one, which reflects the selected worker
queue length after the assignment. At the spine layer, the val-
ues are incremented by the additive factor for the selected
rack (1/#workers), based on the value stored in the tables as
described in §A.2, which is not shown in the pseudo codes
for simplicity.

Generating state update messages in the data plane can
be challenging since packet generation is triggered based on
the real-time state of the workers. Limiting the processing to
the ingress pipeline of the switch enables us to realize this
efficiently, without recirculating the packets. The leaf switch
checks the trigger conditions when processing each arriving
packet. If the condition to send an update is met, it dupli-
cates the original packet via the traffic manager and sends the
original copy to its destination. The switch then modifies the
header fields of the other copy and sends it as an update mes-
sage to the upper layer. As an example, idleRemove packet
is generated when the switch receives a task and becomes
aware that no more idle workers are available. The switch du-
plicates the packet, forwards the original packet to the worker,
changes the type field to idleRemove, sets the srcId to the ID
of the leaf switch, and sends the copied packet header to the
spine.

Appendix B More Results from Testbed

This appendix provides more evaluation results obtained from
the testbed.
Response Time. We present additional results for comparing
Horus against RackSched’s extensions in the multi-rack set-
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Fig. 15: Fraction of resubmitted tasks for the Uniform worker placement in (a)-(c) and for the Skewed worker placement (d)-(f).
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Fig. 16: Rate of state update messages for the Uniform work placement in (a)-(c) and for the Skewed worker placement in (d)-(f).

tings in Figure 14. As shown in Figure 14a, for the workload
with 90%-GET and 10%-SCAN requests, even using uniform
worker placement across the racks, Horus achieves signifi-
cantly lower tail latency at moderate and high loads. Similarly,
Figure 14b shows that for the workload with 50%-GET and
50%-SCAN requests, under a skewed worker placement, the
system maintains a lower latency and sustains up to 125 KRPS
throughput, which is 60% higher than RS-H and 400% higher
than RS-LB.
More Overhead Results. A Horus scheduler may selectively
resubmit a fraction of task packets to the switch pipeline to
update the scheduler view after making a scheduling decision.
We measure the fraction of task packets that are processed
twice by a spine or leaf switch in our experiments. Figure 15
shows that the maximum fractions of resubmitted tasks are
38% and 13% for the Uniform and Skewed placement setups,
respectively. When the load is low, the scheduler does not
need to resubmit tasks as most of the tasks are scheduled
based on idle nodes, and the rate of reply packets is high
enough to automatically update the scheduler state. We note
that simple solutions to update the state would result in a
100% resubmission rate because they resubmit every packet
after scheduling a task.

Further, we note that the rate of resubmitted packets is cor-
related with the placement of workers and the size of worker
pool. Recall that resubmissions are triggered when the drift
value is greater than the difference between the two sampled
load values while scheduling a task. Therefore, the rate of
resubmissions at the spine is impacted by the closeness of
the average load values of the racks in the spine memory.
In addition, the number of available racks impacts the rate
of resubmissions at the spine layer. That is, having a small
number of racks increases the probability of triggered resub-
missions as this increases the likelihood of drawing the same
two random samples for multiple arriving tasks before the

state update arrives, which results in a resubmission.
Next, we analyze the different types of state update mes-

sages processed by the spine scheduler in our testbed. Since
leaf schedulers passively track the load by processing tasks
and reply packets passing through them, there are no extra
overheads for state updates inside the racks. We measure and
plot the rate of messages normalized by the task rate across
different workloads and worker settings in Figure 16. There
are two types of messages sent to the spine layer. Selective
Load Updates are sent to update the average load of the rack,
and Idle Add/Remove messages are sent when the state of the
rack changes from busy to idle and vice versa.

As shown in Figure 16, the rate of the Load Update mes-
sages at the highest workload is less than 0.15. Horus signif-
icantly reduces the overheads compared to previous works
(e.g., [48, 60, 78]), which require at least processing one mes-
sage per task. The figure also shows a small rate for the Idle
Add/Remove messages. Similar to the fraction of resubmitted
packets, the rate of messages is impacted by the placement
of workers and the size of the worker pool. The number of
workers in each rack impacts the rate of oscillation between
the idle states as well as the rate of required average load
updates.

Appendix C More Results from Simulation

This appendix includes additional results from our simulation.
Analysis of Horus Components. We analyze the contribu-
tions of the two components of the proposed scheduling pol-
icy: (i) scheduling tasks to idle nodes using idleness informa-
tion and (ii) scheduling tasks to busy nodes using the power-
of-two policy. In this experiment, we focus on five sample
worker pools with sizes ranging from 50 to 20,000 workers
each, and we use the Bimodal task distribution.
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Algorithm 2 Scheduling and state updates for busy nodes
- loadList: reg. array that holds the queue length of nodes
(two identical copies maintained).
- driftList: reg. array holding the difference between val-
ues in loadList and actual load (two identical copies main-
tained).

1: // On a taskReply or loadUpdate pkt received
2: function UPDATE(pkt)
3: loadList1[pkt.srcID]← pkt.qlen
4: loadList2[pkt.srcID]← pkt.qlen
5: dri f tList1[pkt.srcID]← 0
6: dri f tList2[pkt.srcID]← 0
7: // Atomic, read-modify-write operation on the reg.
8: function CHECKDRIFT(selectedIdx,di f f Samples)
9: if dri f tList1[selectedIdx]≤ di f f Samples then

10: Increment dri f tList1[selectedIdx]
11: return NORESUB
12: else
13: return dri f tList1[selectedIdx]
14: A On an task pkt received: First Path
15: function SCHEDULETASKBUSY(pkt)
16: randIdx1,randIdx2← genRandomSamples()
17: sample1← loadList1[randIdx1]
18: sample2← loadList2[randIdx2]
19: selectedIdx,di f f Samples←CompareSamples()
20: dri f tSelected←CheckDri f t()
21: if dri f tSelected == NORESUB then
22: Increment dri f tList2[selectedIdx]
23: Update pkt headers and Forward
24: else
25: load1← dri f tSelected + loadSelected
26: load2← dri f tList2[otherIdx]+ loadOther
27: resubmit(selectedIdx, load1,otherIdx, load2)
28: B On an task pkt received: Resubmit Path
29: function SCHEDULETASKBUSY(selectedIdx, load1,

otherIdx, load2)
30: selectedIdx←CompareSamples()
31: Increment loadList1[selectedIdx]
32: Increment loadList2[selectedIdx]
33: Update pkt headers and Forward

We simulate two variants of the power-of-two policy. The
first relies only on reply packets from workers to update the
state, as done in RackSched [78]. This is referred to as Pow-
of-2 Delayed Updated (DU). The second variant, which is
used in Horus, updates the state while scheduling tasks, and it
may require resubmitting packets through the switch. We also
simulate a scheduler that uses the idle node selection only: it
schedules tasks to idle nodes, and if there are no idle nodes, it
will assign tasks to nodes randomly.

The results are presented in §C, where we present the aver-
age response time versus the system load. The results show
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Fig. 17: Analysis of Horus components.

the impact and importance of the two components of Horus.
That is, Horus achieves its performance by effectively tracking
the load on nodes and assigning tasks to idle nodes whenever
they are available. And when there are no idle nodes, Horus
uses the power-of-2 policy with accurate load information to
assign tasks to nodes with lower loads. Further, the random-
ness in the power-of-2 policy makes Horus robust against the
task herding problem.
Impact of Scheduler Failures. We analyze the impact of
spine scheduler failures while all of the 1K worker pools are
running. Upon detecting a failure, the centralized controller
notifies the leaf schedulers impacted by the failed spine sched-
uler. Similar to [38], we add latency to the control messages
carrying the failure notices based on the number of hops be-
tween the failed spine and each impacted leaf. The experiment
is repeated 30 times; each time, we fail a random spine sched-
uler. Notice that burst failures of spine switches are rare; the
median time between failures of such switches is multiple
hours [36]. Therefore, we only consider single spine failures.

We define r as the ratio of leaf to spine schedulers to control
the number of spine schedulers per worker pool. For exam-
ple, r = 40 indicates using four times fewer spine schedulers
compared to r = 10, for the same number of leaf schedulers.

Figures 18a and 18b show the impact of spine scheduler
failures and the trade-off for using different numbers of spine
schedulers for worker pools. Figure 18a shows the number
of messages sent from the centralized controller to the leaf
switches as a result of the failure. When the state is distributed
among more spine schedulers (i.e., small r), a failure results
in more control messages sent. This is because the Horus
controller sends a message to each leaf switch that needs to
update its state. In the worst case (r = 10), an average of
306 (maximum 624) messages need to be sent for each spine
failure event, which is a small message rate; centralized con-
trollers in today’s datacenters can send thousands of updates
per second [59, 76].

Figure 18b shows the fraction of aborted scheduling tasks
during spine switch failures. For all r values, less than 0.1%
of the total submitted tasks are aborted on average during a
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Fig. 18: Impact of spine scheduler failures.

spine failure. This is because of the distributed scheduling in
Horus, which enables multiple spine schedulers to handle the
tasks submitted to a worker pool. Horus equally distributes
the tasks belonging to a worker pool among spine schedulers.
Therefore, before the failed switch is removed from the list of
schedulers, only a small fraction of tasks that were sent to that
switch may be affected. The aborted tasks can be re-launched
by the application, which will be routed to the other active
spine schedulers. Using more spine schedulers per worker
pool provides better availability for the worker pools that
were using the failed spine scheduler, because the scheduling
requests of each worker pool are distributed uniformly among
a larger number of spine schedulers.
Impact of Worker Placement. Datacenter operators may use
different policies, e.g., [18], to allocate workers to worker
pools, which can result in various worker distributions across
racks. We analyze the impact of worker distribution on the
performance of the task scheduler. Recall that we simulate 1K
worker pools that have different numbers of workers (accord-
ing to exponential distribution) randomly distributed across
racks. We quantify the diversity in worker distribution by com-
puting the variance in the number of workers per worker pool.
A high variance indicates more scattered workers. We group
worker pools that observed similar variance in the worker
distributions together.

We plot, in Figure 19a, the average of the tail response time
(at 90% load) observed by various worker pools. We also plot
in the same figure, as error bars, the average plus/minus one
standard deviation. The figure shows that as the variance in the
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Fig. 19: Impact of worker placement and packet losses.

worker distribution increases, RS-H and RS-R result in higher
and more variable tail response times, whereas the response
time of Horus remains stable across all worker distributions.
For example, when the workers are highly scattered across
racks (i.e., variance is 140), Horus reduces the tail response
times by up to 94% and 99% compared to RS-R and RS-H,
respectively.

The results in Figure 19a imply that the performance
of Horus is robust against different worker distributions,
which offers flexibility to datacenter operators to employ var-
ious worker allocation policies. The robustness of Horus is
achieved by more accurately tracking the load on workers
compared to RS-R and RS-H.
Impact of Packet Losses on Update Messages. Figure 19b
shows the impact of packet loss on the rate of different types
of update messages. Since Horus sends average load updates
periodically based on the number of tasks that enter and exit
the rack, the rate of load updates is not sensitive to packet
losses. The idleAdd and idleRemove messages are, however,
re-transmitted in case of loss. For example, when an idleRe-
move packet from a leaf to a spine is lost, it re-transmits the
message until the leaf is removed from the idle list. This adds
extra overhead on switches. As the figure shows, the rate of
idleAdd and idleRemove messages increased by only 15%
when the loss rate is 0.1%. Even with the much higher loss
rates of 0.5 and 1%, Horus still functions properly, albeit at
increased rates of idleAdd and idleRemove messages.
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Fast Vector Query Processing for Large Datasets Beyond GPU Memory
with Reordered Pipelining
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Abstract
Vector query processing powers a wide range of AI applica-
tions. While GPUs are optimized for massive vector opera-
tions, today’s practice relies on CPUs to process queries for
large vector datasets, due to limited GPU memory.

We present RUMMY, the first GPU-accelerated vector query
processing system that achieves high performance and sup-
ports large vector datasets beyond GPU memory. The core
of RUMMY is a novel reordered pipelining technique that
exploits the characteristics of vector query processing to effi-
ciently pipeline data transmission from host memory to GPU
memory and query processing in GPU. Specifically, it lever-
ages three ideas: (i) cluster-based retrofitting to eliminate
redundant data transmission across queries in a batch, (ii)
dynamic kernel padding with cluster balancing to maximize
spatial and temporal GPU utilization for GPU computation,
and (iii) query-aware reordering and grouping to optimally
overlap transmission and computation. We also tailor GPU
memory management for vector queries to reduce GPU mem-
ory fragmentation and cache misses. We evaluate RUMMY
with a variety of billion-scale benchmarking datasets. The
experimental results show that RUMMY outperforms IVF-
GPU with CUDA unified memory by up to 135×. Compared
to the CPU-based solution (with 64 vCPUs), RUMMY (with
one NVIDIA A100 GPU) achieves up to 23.1× better perfor-
mance and is up to 37.7× more cost-effective.

1 Introduction
The breakthroughs in Deep Learning (DL) [1] enable un-
structured data (e.g., images, videos, and audios) [2, 3] to be
represented as high-dimensional feature vectors for serving
a wide range of AI applications [4–12]. In particular, recent
advancements in Large Language Models (LLMs) [13, 14]
have catalyzed the emergence of a new generation of AI appli-
cations. However, LLMs only support a short-term memory
(32k tokens limit for GPT-4 [15]). Vector databases [16–20]
can provide persistence and long-term memory for LLMs.
Consequently, Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) is ap-
plied to augment LLMs by dynamically retrieving relevant
documents from a database during the generation process,
thereby expanding LLMs’ knowledge base and contextual
understanding. Specifically, RAG first converts personal or or-

ganizational documents into vectors to build a vector database.
When users post a question, it first issues a vector query to
identify a set of documents that may contain the answer (i.e.,
find the most similar vectors from a vector database for a given
vector). These documents, along with the original question,
are then fed into an LLM, which analyzes the text information
and returns the final answer. Additionally, vector query pro-
cessing is also adopted in a wide range of applications, such
as recommendation systems [4–6, 21], recognition [7–9, 22],
and information retrieval [10–12].

With the explosive growth of the dataset scale, vector query
becomes a performance bottleneck for AI applications. To
reduce query overhead, GPUs, optimized for massive vector
operations, are a natural choice to process vector queries. This
is exemplified by early GPU-based vector query processing
systems that load vector datasets into GPU memory [23]. A
key problem is that they cannot support large datasets due to
limited GPU memory. The explosion of unstructured data [3]
and the increasing adoption of DL in production [4–9, 21, 22]
make this problem particularly acute. Even high-end GPUs
like NVIDIA H100 and A100, with tens of GB of memory,
fall short of today’s large vector datasets [24, 25] containing
billions of items with a memory footprint of hundreds of GB.
Thus, CPU-based solutions [16, 19, 23] are still the de facto
choice for billion-scale datasets in production.

Conceivably, GPU memory can be augmented with host
memory to support large datasets. A straightforward solution
is to divide the dataset into multiple parts in host memory.
Each part can be transmitted into GPU memory in rotation to
process vector queries. This solution performs transmission
and computation sequentially and cannot well utilize GPU re-
sources. Another possible solution is to integrate a GPU-based
solution with CUDA unified memory [26], which automati-
cally handles GPU memory swapping and supports parallel
transmission and computation. As CUDA unified memory is
unaware of vector queries, this solution would incur massive
GPU memory page faults, leading to low performance.

We present RUMMY, the first GPU-accelerated vector query
processing system that (i) supports large vector datasets be-
yond GPU memory, and (ii) achieves higher performance and
is more cost-effective than CPU-based solutions. The core
of RUMMY is a novel reordered pipelining technique that
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exploits the characteristics of vector query processing to effi-
ciently pipeline data transmission from host memory to GPU
memory and query processing in GPU.

Three primary technical challenges must be overcome to
realize RUMMY, each pertaining to a different aspect: trans-
mission, computation, and pipelining. First, redundant trans-
mission occurs when processing vector queries in a batch.
Due to limited GPU memory, the same data subset is trans-
mitted and evicted repeatedly for different queries in the same
batch. Leveraging the fact that each subset’s processing is in-
dependent, we design cluster-based retrofitting to restructure
the query plan for each vector query and completely eliminate
redundant transmission.

Second, the Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) in the GPU
suffer from low utilization due to pipelining-caused load im-
balance. Specifically, pipelining segregates the query process-
ing into groups, each corresponding to a GPU kernel. A kernel
comprises a grid of thread blocks, and each block is executed
within an SM. A kernel for a small group is launched with a
small grid of thread blocks, resulting in idle SMs (i.e., spatial
underutilization). Besides, the discrepancy between the size
of different data parts causes stragglers—some thread blocks
execute longer than others (i.e., temporal underutilization). To
maximize utilization, we introduce dynamic kernel padding
with cluster balancing. Cluster balancing equalizes data part
sizes offline. Dynamic kernel padding fills idle SMs with
padding thread blocks online to enhance GPU occupancy.

Third and most importantly, directly applying pipelining
suffers from limited overlapping between transmission and
computation, and has high pipelining overhead due to fre-
quent API invocations and synchronizations. The problem is
exacerbated by that the pipelining plan can only be decided
at runtime when queries arrive, as the quality of a particular
plan is query-dependent. We design query-aware reordering
and grouping, which dynamically reorders the query plan and
divides the plan into groups with two algorithms. The reorder-
ing algorithm hides small transmission operations with large
computation operations as many as possible to maximize
the overlapping. The grouping algorithm finds the best trade-
off between pipelining efficiency and pipelining overhead.
The two algorithms are lightweight with negligible runtime
overhead. We prove that the two algorithms achieve optimal
pipelining performance, respectively.

In addition, we also tailor the GPU memory management
for vector query processing. RUMMY pre-allocates GPU mem-
ory and re-allocates the memory to each transmission task,
without involving the general-purpose but costly GPU mem-
ory manager. We also exploit the vector query processing to
reduce GPU memory fragmentation and cache misses.

We remark that the runtime reordered pipelining technique
in RUMMY is distinct from canonical pipelining techniques
adopted in microprocessor architectures [27, 28], DL sys-
tems [29, 30], and task schedulers [31, 32]. Those techniques
rely on dependent and deterministic execution flows. For

instance, DL models have a pre-defined layer-by-layer com-
putation graph, which enables solutions like PipeDream [30]
and PipeSwitch [29] to compute a pipelining plan offline.
Besides, to ensure correctness, the deterministic computa-
tion graph cannot be reordered. In contrast, a vector query
plan is non-deterministic and can be executed in any order
since the processing of each subset is independent. The key
novelty of RUMMY is that it leverages the independent and
non-deterministic nature of vector query processing to dynam-
ically decide the pipelining plan with reordering at runtime,
and achieves optimal parallelism between transmission and
computation.

In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We present RUMMY, to the best of our knowledge, the

first GPU-accelerated vector query processing system that
achieves high performance and supports large vector
datasets beyond GPU memory.

• We introduce a new runtime reordered pipelining technique,
which leverages cluster-based retrofitting, dynamic kernel
padding with cluster balancing, and query-aware reorder-
ing and grouping to efficiently pipeline data transmission
and query processing.

• We implement a RUMMY prototype. The evaluation shows
that RUMMY outperforms IVF-GPU with CUDA unified
memory by up to 135×. Compared to the state-of-the-art
CPU solution (with 64 vCPUs), RUMMY (with one NVIDIA
A100 GPU) achieves up to 23.1× better performance and
is up to 37.7× more cost-effective.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we first introduce the background of vector
query processing. We then describe GPU-based solutions to
accelerate vector query processing. Finally, we summarize the
challenges to support billion-scale datasets for GPU-based
vector queries, which motivate the design of RUMMY.

2.1 Vector Query Processing

DL models convert unstructured data into high-dimensional
feature vectors to serve applications [4–12, 21, 22]. These
vector datasets [24, 25] are utilized to construct a vector
database [16–20] as the persistence and long-term mem-
ory. Specifically, RAG leverages these datasets to enhance
the quality of LLM-based AI applications. For instance,
TEXT1B [24] contains one billion data entries from both
textual and visual modalities, which can be used to enhance
multimodal LLMs. Vector queries are referred to as the mem-
ory retrieval part in RAG and are widely used in emerging
LLM-based AI applications [33–35].

Specifically, a vector query is to find the top-k nearest neigh-
bors (KNN) in a vector dataset that are most similar to the
given vector. KNN returns the exact top-k results and requires
searching on the entire dataset. KNN becomes impractical
for large datasets due to high query latency. Approximate
top-k nearest neighbor (ANN) search trades query accuracy
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Figure 1: Query plan for a batch of three queries.

for query latency. Previous works [36] show that ANN can
achieve 99% accuracy while only searching on 1% of the
dataset. Even for accuracy-sensitive scenarios, ANN can meet
the requirements of applications and outperform KNN by
hundreds of times. Since DL models inherently introduce er-
rors when generating vectors, ANN is widely used in existing
vector databases for large datasets [16, 18, 19, 37–40].

The basic idea of ANN search is to build an index struc-
ture [41–44] to sample a subset of the dataset for answering a
vector query. There are two representative ANN indexes, in-
verted file index (IVF) [41,45,46] and graph index [42,47,48].
While graph index is more accurate, it is more expensive to
build and maintain due to its large memory footprint and
building time. When confronting billion-scale datasets, IVF
is proved to be more efficient and accurate than the state-of-
the-art graph index [48] with the same memory consumption
according to recent work [46]. Thus, IVF is more suitable for
very large datasets. While IVF has many variants, their gen-
eral workflow is similar. At offline, IVF trains a list of clusters
({C1,C2, ...Cl}) by k-means clustering [49], and each vector
is assigned to the closest cluster. Online, it performs pairwise
comparison between the query vector and each vector in the
top-n closest clusters to produce the approximate top-k near-
est neighbor vectors. The number of sampled clusters n is a
configurable parameter to make a tradeoff between accuracy
and latency.

For example, Figure 1 shows a query plan of the batch
of three queries ({Q1,Q2,Q3}). IVF selects top-3 nearest
clusters (i.e., n = 3) for each query, e.g., {C1,C4,C3} for Q1.
Q1 is compared with each vector in the three clusters, in which
the top-k nearest vectors are returned as the result.

2.2 GPU Acceleration

Vector query processing is compute-intensive and involves
massive vector operations. GPUs are a natural choice to ac-
celerate vector processing [23]. The pairwise distance com-
putation between high-dimensional vectors is a good fit for
the GPU architecture. A detailed comparison between CPUs
and GPUs on IVF and graph index in terms of performance
and cost is listed in Appendix A.2, which demonstrates the
benefits of GPU-based vector query processing systems.

Vector query processing in GPUs. A GPU consists of many
SMs, each including numerous CUDA cores for extensive
vector operations. Such hardware architecture involves a hier-
archical parallel computation model [50]: each computation
consists of multiple CUDA kernels; each CUDA kernel in-

cludes a grid of thread blocks; and each block comprises a
number of threads. A block of threads can be executed simul-
taneously within one SM, where each thread is executed on a
CUDA core. To process a vector query in a GPU, the computa-
tion of the query on one cluster (e.g., Q1→C1 in Figure 1) is
a thread block. The computations of different queries on their
corresponding clusters (e.g., {Q1→C1,Q2→C2,Q3→C3})
form a grid of thread blocks, i.e., a CUDA kernel.

Limitation: GPU memory capacity. Existing GPU-based
vector query systems [23] load the entire dataset in the GPU.
Today’s large vector datasets [24, 25] contain billions of vec-
tors, which have a memory footprint of hundreds of GB. GPU
memory is too limited compared to large datasets. For ex-
ample, NVIDIA A100 GPUs are equipped with up to 80GB
of memory, while the size of the TEXT1B dataset [24] is
750GB. It requires at least ten NVIDIA A100 GPUs to store
the TEXT1B dataset. Using multiple GPUs causes a mis-
match between GPU compute resources and GPU memory
resources. In particular, as we have explained in §2.1 and
Figure 1, ANN search only performs vector operations on a
small subset of the dataset, which exacerbates this mismatch
and causes low utilization of expensive GPU resources.

The natural idea is to expand GPU memory with host mem-
ory. For example, the dataset is stored in host memory and is
divided into multiple parts, each of which can fit GPU mem-
ory. To process a query, each part is transmitted from host
memory to GPU memory in rotation. After iterating over all
parts, the intermediate results of each part are aggregated to
produce the final result. This solution has a long transmission
time, and because it performs transmission and computation
sequentially, it has low GPU utilization.

Another strawman solution is to integrate existing GPU-
based query systems with CUDA unified memory [26].
CUDA unified memory automatically handles data transmis-
sion at runtime, and performs parallel transmission and com-
putation to fully utilize the GPU copy engine and kernel
engine. However, it is a general memory swapping technique
that is unaware of vector queries. It incurs massive GPU mem-
ory page faults for data transmission. Besides, the overlapping
between transmission and computation is also limited as it is
agnostic of vector queries. Therefore, applying CUDA unified
memory introduces a large gap from the ideal performance.

2.3 Challenges

Opportunity: pipelining transmission and computation.
We can pipeline transmission and computation to increase
GPU utilization and improve performance. Specifically, we
divide the query processing into groups, e.g., {G1,G2,G3}
in Figure 1. The transmission of one group can be pipelined
with the computation of the preceding group. Figure 2(a)
shows how to pipeline the three groups in Figure 1, where
PCIe represents data transmission from host to GPU memory
over PCIe, and GPU represents computation in GPU. The
transmission of G2 is pipelined with the computation of the
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Figure 2: Examples for the pipelining plans (ignore data reuse).

preceding group G1, partly hiding the transmission overhead.
We summarize three challenges to exploit this opportunity and
achieve optimal pipelining efficiency, which focus on three
system aspects: transmission, computation, and pipelining.

Challenge 1: cross-query redundant transmission. The
first challenge is that processing a batch of vector queries
introduces redundant transmission. As Figure 1 shows, if the
GPU memory capacity equals three clusters and the execu-
tion order is [G1,G2,G3]. Initially, the GPU is empty. The
system transmits G1 = {C1,C2,C3} to the GPU, which fills
up the GPU memory. Next, to transmit {C4,C5,C6} for G2,
it first evicts {C1,C2,C3} and then starts the transmission.
As for G3, it clears the GPU memory again and then trans-
mits {C1,C2,C3} back to GPU memory. In total, the order
[G1,G2,G3] transmits nine clusters, among which C1, C2 and
C3 are transmitted twice each. Alternatively, swapping the
order between G2 and G3 only needs to transmit six clusters.
In this case, the system reuses the data {C1,C2,C3} for G3
after processing G1. Reordering G2 and G3 eliminates the
redundant transmission.

Challenge 2: spatial and temporal GPU underutilization.
The second challenge is the SMs in the GPU have low utiliza-
tion due to the load imbalance of thread blocks. The compu-
tation of G1 in Figure 1 corresponds to a kernel that contains
three thread blocks (i.e., {Q1 → C1, Q2 → C2, Q3 → C3}).
Qi → C j represents the thread block of the computation of
query Qi on cluster C j. Each thread block is executed within
one SM and cannot be migrated to other SMs [50]. As shown
in Figure 3, when processing G1, there are only three thread
blocks to run, if the GPU has four SMs, then one SM (i.e.,
SM4) is idle, causing spatial underutilization. Besides, be-
cause the clusters have different sizes, the thread blocks for
larger clusters take a longer time to run, i.e., stragglers. As
shown in Figure 3, SM2 and SM3 are idle after completing
their thread blocks, leading to temporal underutilization as
they wait for SM1 to finish. In summary, spatial underutiliza-
tion stems from a mismatch between the number of SMs and
thread blocks, while temporal underutilization is caused by
cluster heterogeneity.

Challenge 3: transmission and computation overlapping.
The third challenge is to maximize the overlapping between
transmission and computation in the pipeline. The overlap-
ping is affected by both the ordering and granularity of the
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Figure 3: Spatial and temporal GPU underutilization.

groups in the pipeline. We illustrate each of them in Figure 2,
and we do not consider data reuse in this example. Figure 2(a)
shows a primitive pipelining plan based on the execution or-
der [G1,G2,G3]. First, as shown in Figure 2(b), if we reorder
G2 and G3, then the transmission of G2 is completely hidden
by the computation of G3, which increases the overlapping.
Second, as shown in Figure 2(c), dividing G3 into two smaller
groups, G1

3 and G2
3, also improves the overlapping, because

finer-grained grouping can hide more transmission operations
with computation operations. However, finer-grained group-
ing also introduces more system overhead due to frequent
API invocations and synchronizations.

The challenge is exacerbated by the runtime nature of the
problem. The pipelining plan depends on the input vector
queries, as different queries process different clusters, which
affects the ordering and grouping decisions of the pipeline.
Let N be the number of thread blocks. The search space of
exhaustive search contains O(N!×2N) choices, as there are
O(N!) ordering cases and O(2N) grouping cases. It is chal-
lenging to find the best plan among these choices. In addition,
the system also needs an accurate profiler to precisely esti-
mate the transmission and computation time for a given group
at runtime.

3 RUMMY Overview
We present RUMMY, a GPU-accelerated vector query process-
ing system to support large vector datasets beyond GPU mem-
ory. RUMMY exploits the characteristics of vector queries to
achieve fast and cost-effective query processing. RUMMY
achieves so by pipelining transmission and computation
through a novel reordered pipelining technique. This tech-
nique eliminates redundant data transmission (§4.1), maxi-
mizes GPU utilization (§4.2), and finds out optimal pipelining
plans with negligible runtime overhead (§4.3). Here we pro-
vide a brief overview of RUMMY as Figure 4 shows. RUMMY
consists of an offline part and an online part.

Offline. RUMMY first builds a primitive IVF index for the
dataset, which can be extended into many variants of IVF. IVF
divides the vectors into a few clusters. RUMMY extends the
index building with cluster balancing to alleviate the strag-
gler problem (§4.2). The dataset is stored in host memory and
is transmitted to the GPU memory over PCIe online under
the control of the GPU memory management system (§4.4).
RUMMY also builds a profiler offline to measure the com-
putation and transmission time (§4.3.1) for online decision
making.
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Figure 4: RUMMY overview.

Online. At runtime, RUMMY processes vector queries that
arrive at the system. RUMMY has the following three major
components in the query runtime.

Query plan. After the top-n closest clusters of each query are
determined through IVF, RUMMY retrofits the query plan (i.e.,
queries to clusters as shown in Figure 1) of each query, which
eliminates the redundant data transmission (§4.1).

Pipelining scheduler. The runtime pipelining scheduler re-
ceives the retrofitted query plan. Based on the prediction time
provided by the profiler, the scheduler reorders the plan with
a greedy algorithm, which finds the optimal order that mini-
mizes the total time on per-cluster granularity (§4.3.2). After
the order is determined, the scheduler groups the query plan
with a dynamic programming algorithm, which finds the best
tradeoff between pipelining efficiency and pipelining over-
head (§4.3.3). Each group is pushed into a global group queue
for transmission and computation.

GPU Runtime. The GPU runtime of RUMMY consists of two
components: kernel controller (KC) and GPU memory man-
agement system (MM). The two components maintain two
local group queues respectively. They pull tasks from the
global group queue. MM starts transmission immediately as
long as its local group queue is not empty (§4.4). When fin-
ishing the transmission of a group Gi (i.e., T(Gi)), it notifies
KC to set the computation of Gi (i.e., E(Gi)) executable and
pops the next task for transmission. KC pops the task E(Gi)
and executes it if the kernel engine is idle and E(Gi) is ex-
ecutable. Besides, when launching E(Gi), KC will estimate
whether E(Gi) is able to saturate all SMs in the GPU. If not,
KC dynamically pads the kernel with more thread blocks to
utilize idle SMs (§4.2). After finishing the computation of all
groups in a batch, KC returns the final result to the user.

4 RUMMY Design
In this section, we present the design of RUMMY, i.e., re-
ordered pipelining that includes three main techniques. The
first is cluster-based retrofitting to eliminate redundant trans-
mission (§4.1). The second is dynamic kernel padding with
cluster balancing to maximize GPU utilization (§4.2). The

Symbol Description

Ci The ith cluster
Qi The ith query vector
Gi The ith group
{C1,C2...} A set of original clusters
[C1,C2...] The execution order of original clusters
{B1,B2...} A set of balanced clusters
[B1,B2...] The execution order of balanced clusters
ρ The fixed size of balanced clusters (the number of vectors)
T (G) The transmission (time) of group G
E(G) The computation (time) of group G
Qi→ B j The computation (thread block) of Qi on B j

Table 1: Key notations in the design.

third is query-aware reordering and grouping to overlap trans-
mission and computation (§4.3). Besides, we describe how
to tailor GPU memory management for vector query pro-
cessing (§4.4) based on IVF. The key notations are listed in
Table 1.

4.1 Cluster-based Retrofitting

The key observation behind our idea, namely cluster-based
retrofitting, is that the processing of each subset is independent
of vector query processing. This observation allows us to
retrofit the query plan of each query without changing its
correctness. We retrofit the query plan from two aspects, intra-
batch and inter-batch, to completely eliminate the cross-query
redundant transmission.

Intra-batch. Figure 1 shows an original vector query plan.
The order, [G2,G1,G3], eliminates the three redundant trans-
mission (§2.3). A strawman approach might attempt to find
the optimal order by enumerating all possibilities. It is imprac-
tical at runtime due to the problem’s combinatorial nature.

RUMMY’s solution, namely cluster-based retrofitting, is
based on the key insight: the optimal number of cluster trans-
missions is no smaller than the number of involved clusters.
In Figure 1, six clusters {C1,C2...C6} necessitate a minimum
of six transmissions, where each cluster is transmitted at least
once. As such, our goal is to transmit each involved clus-
ter only once. Figure 5(a) depicts a retrofitted query plan
based on Figure 1. We represent this process by a matrix
M. M[i, j] = 1 means that C j is involved in the i-th query
Qi, otherwise M[i, j] = 0. When transmitting a cluster C j, the
retrofitted plan instantly processes the corresponding queries
{Qi...} for i∈{1,2...BS} and M[i, j] = 1, with BS as the batch
size. For instance, it processes Q1 and Q2 immediately after
transmitting C1. In this way, cluster-based retrofitting com-
pletely eliminates the redundant transmission. Besides, the
retrofitting only traverses the original query plan once, result-
ing in a negligible linear time complexity.

Inter-batch. In intra-batch retrofitting, the cluster order is
irrelevant, and every permutation of [C1,C2...C6] transmits
six clusters. Conversely, inter-batch considers order. Let
GPU memory accommodate two clusters C5 and C6 initially.
Then it additionally eliminates two redundant transmissions
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Figure 5: Retrofit the vector query plan.

by moving C5 and C6 to the front, i.e., [C5,C6,C1...,C4] as
shown in Figure 5(b). To maximize data reuse from preced-
ing batches, RUMMY prioritizes moving the clusters already
present in the GPU to the forefront of the execution order.
Moreover, this mechanism works together with the reordering
algorithm, which will be described in §4.3.2.

4.2 Dynamic Kernel Padding with Cluster Balancing

Cluster balancing. The straggler causes temporal GPU under-
utilization by delaying the entire kernel. To address this issue,
we design a cluster balancing technique that equilibrates the
sizes of various clusters offline. Specifically, a cluster Ci is
divided into a set of balanced clusters {Bi1 ,Bi2 ...}. Each bal-
anced cluster B j is in equal size, denoted by ρ. The detailed
balancing algorithm is summarized in Appendix A.3. We
emphasize that this technique balances the clusters in host
memory offline, and the balanced cluster is transmitted into
the GPU at runtime to answer the queries. After eliminat-
ing the discrepancy between different clusters, the straggler
thread block is split into multiple balanced blocks, which
maximizes temporal GPU utilization. For instance, suppose
that the group G consists of two clusters, C5 and C6, in Fig-
ure 5(b). C5 is split into {B5}, and C6 is split into {B6,B7}.
The computation of G comprises three balanced thread blocks:
{Q2→ B5,Q3→ B6,Q3→ B7}. Each thread block completes
in the same time as illustrated by Figure 6(a). However, the
spatial GPU underutilization still exists (SM4 is always idle).

Dynamic kernel padding. Runtime kernel padding is a tech-
nique to address spatial GPU underutilization. An intuitive
solution is to process different groups simultaneously through
GPU space sharing and provision idle SMs to the subsequent
group of computation. This principle resembles the kernel
padding technique [51] in DNN schedulers, which shares the
GPU with various jobs. However, it is infeasible in the context
of pipelining, as the subsequent group remains unprepared
until its transmission is finalized. Two groups cannot be exe-
cuted simultaneously. We design a dynamic kernel padding
technique to pad one individual group of kernel execution.

The thread block, Qi → B j, receives Qi and a pointer Pj
to B j as inputs and returns the top-k nearest vectors as the
intermediate result. The inputs and outputs are both resident
in GPU memory. Suppose the size of each balanced cluster is
ρ and the dimension of each vector is d. The balanced cluster
is divided into two parts with two pointers: Pj and Pj +ρ×
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Figure 6: Dynamic kernel padding with cluster balancing.

d/2. Thus, Qi→ B j is divided into two smaller thread blocks,
namely kernel padding. The split number is decided by Kernel
Controller according to the number of SMs and the query plan
to achieve 100% SM utilization and high GPU occupancy [52].
As shown in Figure 6(b), the split number is 8 and the number
of padded blocks is 24. Every SM is utilized to achieve 100%
spatial utilization. As for GPU occupancy [52], two blocks run
on each SM concurrently to further improve the computation
efficiency. Since dynamic kernel padding only operates the
data pointers, its runtime overhead is negligible.

A natural question is why not solve the straggler problem
through kernel padding online only, given that straggler blocks
can easily be split at runtime. The reason is that computing
the split strategy incurs extra runtime overhead, as different
clusters need different split numbers. Thus, our design shifts
some work offline to simplify the online decision.

4.3 Pipelining Scheduler

As we describe in §2.3, it is impossible to enumerate every
pipelining plan to find out the optimal solution at runtime.
We break the entire problem into two individual tractable sub-
problems and design query-aware reordering and grouping
algorithms that reorder the retrofitted query plan and divide
the plan into groups. The algorithms compute optimal so-
lutions for each sub-problem, and the combination of them
achieves near-optimal results empirically (§6).

4.3.1 Profiler

Transmission profiler. The goal of the transmission profiler
is to measure T (Gi) for a given group Gi. The transmission
time from host memory to GPU memory can be divided into
two components: the propagation time and the overhead of
API invocation. Let Gi consist of m balanced clusters. The
propagation time is directly proportional to m. The overhead
of API invocation can be estimated as a fixed value. Therefore,
T (Gi) is estimated by the following formula: T (Gi) = a×ρ×
m+b, where a and b are parameters fitted offline, and ρ is the
size of balanced clusters (§4.2). Querying the transmission
profiler for T (Gi) only costs constant time.

Computation profiler. The goal of the computation profiler
is to measure E(Gi). We define the computation quantity as
Com = ρ×SIZE(Gi), where ρ is the size of balanced clusters
and SIZE(Gi) is the number of elements, whose value is 1, in
the retrofitted and balanced query plan of Gi (i.e., the matrix
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Figure 7: Two cases of the recurrence formula in formulation.

in Figure 5 with balanced clusters). Apparently, the degree
of parallelism (i.e., the number of thread blocks) and Com
dominate the computation time. Therefore, we map Com with
different block numbers to computation time offline. For the
intermediate point between the map keys, we use percentile-
wise linear interpolation to estimate its value. Similarly to
the transmission profiler, querying the unordered map of the
computation profiler online also only costs constant time.

4.3.2 Reordering

Problem formulation. The first sub-problem is to reorder
the clusters to maximize the overlapping between transmis-
sion and computation (i.e., minimize the total time). Let the
set of the involved balanced clusters be {B1,B2...Bm}, and
[B1,B2...Bm] represents an execution order. [o1,o2...om] is a
permutation of [1,2...m]. Due to cluster balancing, each Bi is
in equal size and introduces the same T (Bi) = η, unless Bi is
already in the GPU from the preceding batch (i.e., T (Bi) = 0).
The order [Bo1 ,Bo2 ...Bom ] is represented as O, and O[i : j] is
a slice of O and is also a new order. ϒ(O) is the total time
based on the order O, where O = [Bo1 ,Bo2 ...Bom ].

Based on these definitions, we have the following recur-
rence formula to calculate ϒ(O):

ϒ(O[1 : i]) = max( ϒ(O[1 : i−1])+E(Boi),

i

∑
k=1

T (Bok)+E(Boi) ). (1)

The entire computation of an arbitrary order is always later
than its transmission, which introduces a delay. Figure 7
shows the delay of three clusters (i.e., i = 3). The first formula
in the max function introduces that T (Boi) (i.e., the transmis-
sion of the last cluster in O[1 : i]) is not able to compensate
for the delay of O[1 : i−1] in Figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) demon-
strates T (Boi) is able to compensate for the delay, causing
the second formula in the max function. Consequently, the
maximal case is the final result, i.e., ϒ(O[1 : i]).

In summary, the reordering problem is formulated as the
following optimization problem, where the objective is to
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Figure 8: Examples for the reordering algorithm.

minimize the total time ϒ(O) based on Formula 1.

Min. ϒ(O).

s.t. O = [Bo1 ,Bo2 ...Bom ],

[o1,o2...om] = permutation([1,2...m]). (2)

To solve this optimization problem, one can use a search
algorithm with pruning or leverage existing solvers for opti-
mization problems. However, such solutions are complex and
infeasible due to the vast search space (m! possibilities), the
recursive nature of the objective function, and the discrete con-
straint (a permutation array). Designing an algorithm capable
of rapidly finding the optimal order during runtime poses a
substantial challenge.

Insights. We leverage two insights to address the challenge.
As described in the problem formulation, the transmission
time of each balanced cluster is either a fixed value, η, or
zero. However, the computation time of each balanced cluster
E(Bi) varies since each cluster relates to a different number
of queries. Such characteristics provide an opportunity to
simplify the problem with two insights. To demonstrate the
insights, we give an example of four balanced clusters in
Figure 8(a), and the execution order is [B1,B2...B4] where B4
is already in the GPU (i.e., T (B4) = 0).

The first insight is that moving a cluster with a transmission
time of zero to the front increases the overlapping. In the
example of Figure 8, T (B4) = 0. When moving B4 to the
front, i.e., [B4,B1,B2,B3], the overlapping increases as T (B1)
is hidden by E(B4) as shown in Figure 8(b).

The second insight is that moving a cluster with a large
computation time forward increases the overlapping. In the ex-
ample of Figure 8, B3 has the largest computation time. Mov-
ing B3 to the second, i.e., [B4,B3,B1,B2], further increases
the overlapping as shown in Figure 8(c). The intuition is that
E(B3) compensates the non-overlapping area between E(Bi)
and T (Bi) for i ∈ {1,2}.

Algorithm. Based on the two insights, we design a greedy
algorithm that reorders the clusters to maximize the over-
lapping and minimize the total time, and we prove that the
greedy algorithm is optimal. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-
code. The function FindOptOrder finds the optimal execution
order based on the greedy policy: moving the balanced clus-
ters with zero transmission time and large computation time
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Algorithm 1 Optimal greedy reordering algorithm
1: function FINDOPTORDER({B1, ...,Bm})
2: opt_order← /0

3: for i = 1→ m do
4: if T [Bi] == 0 then
5: Bi.priority←+∞

6: else
7: Bi.priority← E[Bi]

8: opt_order.append(Bi)

9: Sort opt_order in descending order based on Bi.priority
10: return opt_order

to the front. It takes the m balanced clusters. It uses opt_order
to store the execution order and initializes this variable with
none (line 2). It iterates over the balanced clusters, and as-
signs a priority to each cluster based on the greedy policy
(line 3-8). It then sorts opt_order in descending order based
on the priority of each cluster (line 9). Given m balanced
clusters, the critical path is the sort operation. Therefore, the
time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(m log m), which enables
RUMMY to quickly find the optimal order at runtime. We have
the following theorem for the reordering algorithm.

Theorem 4.1 Algorithm 1 finds the optimal execution order
of balanced clusters that minimizes the total time for the
pipelining on per-cluster granularity.

The main idea of the proof is to show that any transformation
of the optimal execution order does not decrease the total time.
The proof is in Appendix A.1. Since the reordering algorithm
moves the clusters with zero transmission time to the front, it
solves the inter-batch retrofitting problem described in §4.1.

4.3.3 Grouping

The second sub-problem is to group the balanced clusters af-
ter the order is determined. The basic way for pipelining is to
pipeline on per-cluster granularity, i.e., transmitting and com-
putes cluster by cluster. However, such fine-grain pipelining
introduces two sources of pipelining overheads: the overhead
of the frequent invocations and the synchronization overhead
between each group of transmission and computation. An-
other way for pipelining is to group all clusters together. It
eliminates the pipelining overhead, but there would be no
overlapping between transmission and computation at all.

We employ a dynamic programming algorithm, similar to
previous works [29, 30], to find the optimal grouping plan in
the context of pipelining. To further reduce the search space,
we use a heuristic pruning method, maintaining a global vari-
able to record the best time in the current search space. During
the search tree traversal, the lower bound of a node’s subtree
is calculated by completely overlapping leftover transmission
and computation while ignoring the pipelining overhead. If
such lower bound is greater than the best time, the subtree is
pruned. The time complexity of the dynamic programming
algorithm is polynomial, and the algorithm with the pruning

heuristic enables RUMMY to quickly find the optimal group-
ing plan at runtime.

4.4 GPU Memory Management

Existing GPU-based vector query processing systems lack
support for runtime GPU memory management and load the
entire dataset into the GPU offline. RUMMY provides runtime
GPU memory management tailored for vector query process-
ing. It leverages GPU’s native interfaces, like cudaMalloc
and cudaFree in NVIDIA GPUs, to pre-allocate the entire
GPU memory to RUMMY at system startup and manage the
memory internally. This avoids frequent invocations to GPU’s
native interfaces. RUMMY handles data transmission tasks
from its local task queue (§3), and notifies the kernel controller
upon completion. Below, we describe the GPU memory lay-
out and page replacement policy to reconcile vector query
processing with the limited GPU memory capacity. RUMMY
pins host memory to further reduce the transmission time.

GPU memory layout. The entire GPU memory is treated as
a consecutive memory space in RUMMY. RUMMY’s memory
layout is able to eradicate both internal memory fragmenta-
tion and external memory fragmentation. RUMMY allocates
GPU memory on page granularity for transmission tasks, en-
abling clusters to be stored in discontinuous space. RUMMY
returns several discontinuous pages for the allocation of a
transmission task. Thus, each free memory fragment (i.e., a
free page) can be allocated for any task, which minimizes the
external fragmentation issue. Besides, a large page size intro-
duces internal memory fragmentation while a small page size
introduces extra overhead of massive paging operations. Due
to cluster balancing (§4.2), the cluster size is fixed. Setting
the page size to the cluster size ensures that each page is fully
utilized and the overhead of paging is minimized, thereby
easily solving internal fragmentation issues.

GPU page replacement policy. When the GPU memory is
full, RUMMY has to evict a page (balanced cluster) for the
subsequent allocation. RUMMY’s GPU page replacement pol-
icy accounts for both intra-batch and inter-batch to minimize
the miss rate. For intra-batch, RUMMY traverses the local task
queue of the current batch, and pins the intersection clusters
between the future involvement in the current batch and those
already in the GPU, without evicting pinned clusters. As for
inter-batch, we observe that certain clusters (hot) are referred
to frequently, while others (cold) are occasionally referred to.
RUMMY records the referred count of each cluster. At runtime,
RUMMY evicts the cluster with the smallest counter if it is
not pinned, which is akin to LFU [53]. There are some canon-
ical page replacement policies, e.g., LRU. However, they are
not well-suited to vector query processing. Specifically, LRU
evicts the cluster that is least recently used. A vector query
with a large batch size uses every cluster. LRU may replace
the hot clusters, those accessed early in the batch, with cold
clusters, those accessed late in the batch. This leads to a high
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miss rate in the subsequent batch that predominantly relies on
hot clusters (i.e., small batch size).

Host memory pinning. The operating system swaps host
memory pages to the disk if this page is inactive for a cer-
tain time. This mechanism causes severe page faults during
GPU runtime data transmission, as GPU can’t directly transfer
pages from the disk. To mitigate the problem, RUMMY uses
page-locked host memory (i.e., pin memory) to store the clus-
ters through cudaMallocHost in NVIDIA GPUs. The pinned
memory, accessible directly by GPU, allows read/write oper-
ations with higher bandwidth compared to pageable memory
allocated by standard malloc.

5 Implementation
We implement a system prototype of RUMMY with 12K lines
of codes in CUDA and C++, and integrate it with Faiss [23],
a state-of-the-art vector query processing system adopted
by many vector databases, like Milvus [16], Zilliz [17] and
AnalyticDB-V [19]. RUMMY can be integrated with any
vector query system. We choose Faiss as it is the most
widely used GPU-based vector query processing system, and
is adopted in production like Meta. RUMMY is built on top
of IVF index rather than graph index, because the former
is proved to be more efficient on billion-scale datasets [46]
with limited memory capacity. Moreover, graph index (e.g.,
HNSW) cannot be easily integrated into GPU due to its ran-
dom access pattern. The code of RUMMY is open-source and
is publicly available at https://github.com/pkusys/Rummy.

Kernel controller. The kernel controller executes GPU ker-
nels. It learns the GPU hardware information (e.g., the number
of SMs) by reading CUDA macros. We extend CUDA kernels
in Faiss to dynamically pad the thread blocks according to
the split number. A larger split number means a larger block
number to saturate the GPU (SMs).

Memory management. RUMMY divides GPU memory into
two areas: auxiliary and primary memory. The auxiliary mem-
ory stores the query vectors, the query plan, and the intermedi-
ate results. The primary memory holds the clusters of vector
datasets. The auxiliary memory is managed as a stack, which
orchestrates memory for temporary data created and deleted
in order during query processing. The primary memory is or-
ganized as a heap to cache the clusters. Each page in the heap
is either free or allocated to a cluster. RUMMY uses an AVL
tree to manage these pages to quickly retrieve an allocated
page or allocate a free page.

System optimizations. Faiss spawns one CUDA stream to
process a vector query and synchronizes all operations by de-
fault. In contrast, RUMMY uses three CUDA streams: one for
launching CUDA kernel, another for GPU-to-host memory
transmission, and the third for host-to-GPU memory trans-
mission. This trio of streams allows RUMMY to parallelize
computation and two types of transmission in the pipeline.

Dataset Dimensions Database Query Distance Memory
Vectors Vectors Footprint

SIFT1B [25] 128 1B 10K Euclidean 480 GB
DEEP1B [24] 96 1B 10K Euclidean 361 GB
TEXT1B [24] 200 1B 100K Angular 748 GB
SIFT40M [25] 128 40M 10K Euclidean 31 GB
DEEP50M [24] 96 50M 10K Euclidean 29 GB
TEXT30M [24] 200 30M 100K Angular 32 GB
SIFT10M [25] 128 10M 10K Euclidean 9 GB

Table 2: Datasets used in the evaluation.

RUMMY wraps up each stream with a host thread to simplify
function invocations and metadata (e.g., AVL tree) changes.
RUMMY groups concurrent requests into one batch. The con-
current requests (i.e., one batch) are primarily processed on
the GPU. The host thread is responsible for generating the
query plan and directing the GPU to process the batch.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we first use end-to-end experiments to demon-
strate the overall performance improvements of RUMMY over
existing GPU-based and CPU-based solutions on billion-scale
datasets. Next, we use microbenchmarks to deep dive into
RUMMY and show the effectiveness of each component in
RUMMY under a variety of settings. As we discuss in §2.2,
IVF is more suitable for billion-scale datasets than graph in-
dex schemes (e.g., HNSW). Thus, we focus on the IVF index
in the evaluation. The baselines are also implemented based
on Faiss.

6.1 End-to-End Experiments

Setup. All experiments are conducted on AWS. The end-to-
end experiments use two types of AWS EC2 instances. One
is p4d.24xlarge configured with eight NVIDIA A100 GPUs
with 40 GB GPU memory each, 1152 GB host memory and
PCIe 4.0×16. The GPU instance is used to compare RUMMY
with existing GPU-based solutions (§2.2). While we only use
one GPU, we use p4d.24xlarge because it is the only type of
instance on AWS that has high-end GPU, A100. The other is
x1.16xlarge configured with 64 vCPUs (Intel Xeon E7-8880)
and 976 GB of host memory. The CPU instance is used to
compare RUMMY with the existing CPU-based solution.

Workloads. Table 2 summarizes the benchmarking datasets,
and the top three are used in end-to-end experiments.
The datasets include SIFT1B [25], DEEP1B [24], and
TEXT1B [24]. They consist of one billion database vectors
and some query vectors. These datasets are standard bench-
marks for vector database retrieval used by both academic and
industry. They can also be integrated with LLMs to support
retrieval augmented generation, e.g., TEXT1B (a cross-model
dataset) can be used to enhance multimodal LLMs. The mem-
ory footprint of the 1B datasets is in the hundreds of GB
range, which oversubscribes the 40 GB GPU memory, but
these datasets can be held in the host memory. Query vectors
are divided into two batch sizes, 2048 (large) and 8 (small),
representing offline and online workloads, respectively.
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Figure 9: Overall performance on GPUs.

Metrics. We use the average end-to-end time per query as
the main metric. In addition, when comparing GPU-based
solutions to CPU-based solutions, we also use per-dollar per-
formance, to evaluate the cost-effectiveness. Specifically, per-
dollar performance is calculated as Price

Time per Query , where Price
is the AWS EC2 On-Demand hourly rate [54].

Baselines. IVF is a state-of-the-art ANN index and has been
widely deployed in production for billion-scale datasets. It is
supported on both GPUs and CPUs in Faiss [23]. Its GPU ver-
sion requires the dataset to be fully loaded into GPU memory.
There are no existing GPU-based systems that support large
datasets beyond GPU memory. We extend the GPU version
of IVF to implement two baseline systems to compare with
RUMMY. Specifically, we compare RUMMY to the following
three baselines while keeping the same searching parameters
under two different batch sizes.
• IVF-Rotation. It extends the GPU version of IVF with

the strawman rotation method described in §2.2 to support
large datasets beyond GPU memory.

• IVF-CUM. It extends the GPU version of IVF with CUDA
unified memory [26] to expand GPU with host memory.

• IVF-CPU. It is the CPU version of IVF, which exploits
Intel AVX [55] to speed up vector operations.

Overall performance. We first compare the time per query
of RUMMY to the GPU-based baselines, IVF-Rotation and
IVF-CUM, and keep the same searching parameters. The
experiments are conducted on p4d.24xlarge with three billion-
scale datasets. We only use one GPU in p4d.24xlarge since
one GPU is enough for RUMMY and p4d.24xlarge is the only
instance configured with A100 GPUs on AWS. RUMMY out-
performs the baselines by hundreds of times and achieves
near-optimal performance with reordered pipelining. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 9. We summarize as follows.
• The lower bound is calculated by the larger value of trans-

mission and computation time per query. It represents an
ideal case that has the maximum overlapping between trans-
mission and computation without any pipelining overhead.
Figure 9 shows that RUMMY processes a query within a
few milliseconds and is close to the lower bound, i.e., it
achieves near-optimal performance.

• RUMMY outperforms IVF-Rotation by 10.7-11.7× under
large BS and hundreds of times under small BS. The per-
formance gap is larger on small BS, as IVF-Rotation iter-
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Figure 10: Comparison between RUMMY and IVF-CPU.
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Figure 11: Comparison under different accuracy.

ates over all data parts and introduces a fixed transmission
time under any batch sizes. When confronting small BS,
the query time is dominated by the fixed transmission time,
which introduces a large performance gap between RUMMY
and IVF-Rotation.

• RUMMY outperforms IVF-CUM by 121-135× under large
BS and by 2.1-3.7× under small BS. RUMMY outperforms
IVF-CUM by a large margin under large BS, since large
BS introduces heavier computation and more interference
between GPU SMs. This interference causes severe GPU
memory page faults.

Comparison to CPU. We then compare RUMMY and IVF-
CPU. The results are shown in Figure 10. RUMMY (with
one A100 GPU) achieves 2.4-23.1× higher performance than
IVF-CPU (with 64 vCPUs). Besides time per query, RUMMY
also achieves better per-dollar performance (26.7-37.7× un-
der large BS), i.e., RUMMY is more cost-effective. As the
batch size grows, the performance gap becomes larger. This
is because large BS introduces high computation parallelism
for RUMMY with GPUs but high computation interference
for CPU solutions. It is notable that the performance of two
GPU baselines (IVF-CUM and IVF-Rotation) falls short of
IVF-CPU. This is because the datasets exceed the GPU mem-
ory and existing GPU solutions are not optimized for such
scenario (§2.2). This emphasizes the necessity for RUMMY
on large datasets.

Moreover, Figure 11 demonstrates the performance im-
provement of RUMMY over IVF-CPU under different accu-
racy on SIFT1B. RUMMY constantly outperforms IVF-CPU
under any configuration.

6.2 Deep Dive of RUMMY

Setup & workloads. We use two AWS EC2 GPU instances to
deep dive into RUMMY and evaluate the effectiveness of each
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Figure 12: Effectiveness of RUMMY’s dynamic kernel padding with cluster balancing.
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Figure 13: Effectiveness of RUMMY’s profiler.

component in RUMMY. One is p3.2xlarge configured with
one NVIDIA V100 GPU with 16 GB GPU memory. The other
is g4dn.2xlarge configured with one NVIDIA T4 GPU with
16 GB GPU memory. In addition, we reduce large BS to 256
and the scale of the datasets since the computing power and
memory of T4 and V100 is not a patch on that of A100. The
four micro-datasets are listed at the bottom of Table 2, and
the top three all oversubscribe the 16 GB GPU memory. The
reason to use small GPUs and datasets is to reduce evaluation
costs due to our limited budget. Besides, the experiments
on million-scale datasets show that RUMMY maintains its
effectiveness even with moderately sized datasets.

6.2.1 Dynamic Kernel Padding with Cluster Balancing

We measure the computation performance with SIFT10M,
which can be held in GPU memory, and do not consider trans-
mission in this experiment. We run the vector queries under
various top-n. The baseline is IVF-GPU without the two tech-
niques. The two both operate the memory pointers. Thus,
the negligible overhead of index building and query is not
included in the evaluation.

As shown in Figure 12, the x-axis represents the ratio of
top-n to the number of all clusters. As the ratio grows, the
performance decreases. Meanwhile, large BS introduces high
computation density causing high time per query. As Fig-
ure 12(c) and Figure 12(d) show, RUMMY outperforms IVF-
GPU by up to 15.5× under small BS. The performance im-
provement is mainly from the dynamic kernel padding since
IVF-GPU cannot utilize the SMs under small BS. The perfor-
mance gap becomes smaller under small BS as illustrated by
Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b). Both RUMMY and IVF-GPU
fully utilize the SMs, but RUMMY still has a better perfor-
mance (1.1-2.3×) due to the cluster balancing that mitigates
the straggler block in the entire kernel.

6.2.2 Profiler

We use SIFT40M, DEEP50M, and TEXT30M to evaluate
the effectiveness of RUMMY’s profiler, and run the vector
queries on V100 and T4 GPUs with two batch sizes. We
record the profiler’s estimated time of each group and mea-
sure the group’s actual transmission or computation time.
Figure 13 shows the results. The colored lines represent the
actual time, and the black lines represent the estimated time.
We plot the points of two batch sizes in one line. The x-axis
represents the transmission quantity or the computation quan-
tity (defined in §4.3.1). The results confirm that the profiler
closely tracks the actual time, thereby demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of the simple yet practical formulas in §4.3.1.

6.2.3 Pipelining Scheduler & Cluster-based Retrofitting

We use SIFT40M, DEEP50M, and TEXT30M in this experi-
ment. We compare the following techniques discussed in §4.1
and §4.3, while keeping other components the same.
• Lower bound. It is the theoretical lower bound of time.
• RUMMY. It is RUMMY with all the techniques.
• No retrofitting. It does not use retrofitting.
• No reordering. It does not use Algorithm 1 for reordering.
• Per-cluster pipeline. It groups the clusters on per-cluster

granularity and processes the query cluster by cluster.
• One-group pipeline. It groups all clusters into one group.
Figure 14 shows the performance of the above techniques
under two batch sizes and two GPU instances. RUMMY’s
cluster-based retrofitting improves the performance by 1.1-
5.7× through eliminating the redundant transmission. The
reordering algorithm improves the performance by 1.5-2.4×
under large BS while only having a slight improvement under
small BS. This is because a larger batch size leads to a com-
plex query plan (allowing the reordering algorithm to identify
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Figure 14: Effectiveness of RUMMY’s reordering and grouping with cluster-based retrofitting.
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Figure 15: Effectiveness of RUMMY’s GPU memory management.

Workload Reorder Group Total
Overhead Overhead Time

SIFT40M (BS=256, V100) 7.4 µs (0.31%) 10 µs (0.44%) 2.4 ms
SIFT40M (BS=256, T4) 6.3 µs (0.12%) 7.4 µs (0.15%) 5.1 ms
SIFT40M (BS=8, V100) 57 µs (0.45%) 47 µs (0.37%) 12 ms

SIFT40M (BS=8, T4) 55 µs (0.2%) 42 µs (0.16%) 27.3 ms

Table 3: Runtime overhead of reordering and grouping.

a greater scope for optimization), while a smaller batch size
only has a few clusters for computation and the reordering
algorithm has little room for optimization. The per-cluster and
one-group pipelining are two extreme grouping plans, which
lead to the maximum pipelining overhead and the minimum
overlapping, respectively. RUMMY’s grouping plan achieves
the optimal tradeoff between them (1.1-13.8× performance
improvement). The one-group pipelining fails to process vec-
tor queries under large BS since it requires a large amount of
data transmission for one group, and thereby oversubscribing
the GPU memory. The lower bound is the theoretical lowest
time per query. RUMMY achieves the closest performance to
the lower bound with the aforementioned techniques.

The runtime scheduling overheads of the reordering and
grouping are listed in Table 3 on SIFT40M. The overhead
per query is within tens of microseconds, which is relatively
small compared to the total time per query (≤ 0.5%).

6.2.4 Memory Management

The setup is the same as §6.2.3. We do not compare RUMMY’s
memory management to CUDA unified memory, since the
comparison is already included in §6.1. We compare the fol-
lowing memory management mechanisms discussed in §4.3,
while keeping other components the same.
• Lower bound. The same with the lower bound in §6.2.3.
• RUMMY. It is RUMMY with all the techniques.

• No memory management. It allocates and frees GPU mem-
ory at runtime through cudaMalloc and cudaFree.

• No replacement policy. It evicts a random page (cluster).
• No pin memory. It uses pageable host memory.
As shown in Figure 15, the replacement policy improves the
performance by 1.2-1.6× under small BS while having little
effect under large BS. This is because large BS transmits most
of the clusters, including cold clusters. The differentiation be-
tween cold and hot clusters becomes meaningless. As for the
pin memory and the memory layout with pre-allocated mem-
ory techniques, they improve the performance by 1.3-1.6×
and 2.8-8.6×, respectively. This is because the pin memory
improves the overall memory transmission bandwidth, and
the memory layout reduces memory fragmentation and fre-
quent invocations to CUDA native interfaces. This experi-
ment demonstrates that all memory management techniques
of RUMMY are effective and the combination of them achieves
the closest performance to the ideal case.

7 Discussion

System, not index. We emphasize that RUMMY is not a new
ANN index, but a new vector query processing system (with
new techniques on query pipelining) to support billion-scale
datasets beyond GPU memory. RUMMY is built on the vector
query processing system, Faiss and ANN index, primitive IVF.
Many works (e.g., SPANN [46] and Auncel [56]) propose
variations of IVF to improve query efficiency. We do not
compare these works to RUMMY, as the underlying hardware-
backends and index algorithms differ significantly. However,
RUMMY is orthogonal to these algorithmic works and can
be integrated into these variations of IVF to support GPU
acceleration. We do not directly compare RUMMY to vector
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databases, since RUMMY focuses on the query processing
part.

Vector quantization. Vector quantization [57] is proposed to
reduce the memory footprint of large datasets. It compresses
high-dimensional vectors into low-dimensional space, thereby
reducing the memory usage. RUMMY supports vector queries
beyond GPU memory through system techniques and is or-
thogonal to vector quantization. Besides, vector quantization
can be integrated into RUMMY’s primitive IVF index to fur-
ther reduce memory usage and improve query efficiency.

Reordered pipelining. Pipelining, a common technique to
enhance computer system performance, is uniquely imple-
mented in RUMMY, which differs from traditional methods.
RUMMY leverages the independent and non-deterministic na-
ture of computational units in vector query processing on IVF.
RUMMY’s reordered pipelining is also applicable to other
domains, such as batch request processing in LLM inference.
Specifically, when using host memory to store the key-value
tensors, it offers a strategy to decide the group (i.e., batch)
and order of requests, which can efficiently parallelize the
computation and key-value tensor transmission between host
memory and GPU memory.

8 Related Work
A variety of ANN algorithms (e.g., inverted file [41, 45,
46], locality-sensitive hashing [44, 58–60], and graph algo-
rithms [42, 47, 48]) are proposed for vector query processing.
IVF and graph index are among the most popular ANN al-
gorithms. They have different system characteristics. There
are several reasons why we choose IVF to build RUMMY
to support billion-scale datasets beyond GPU memory. First,
IVF is proved to be more efficient than graph index on billion-
scale datasets with the same memory footprint according to
the recent work [46]. This work demonstrates the benefits of
IVF and the limitations of graph index, which applies IVF
and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art graph index,
DiskANN [48]. Second, graph index maintains a huge graph
which introduces 4× memory usage [61] than IVF. As a re-
sult, graph index is not suitable for billion-scale datasets with
limited GPU memory. Last, graph index (e.g., HNSW) cannot
be easily integrated into GPU due to its random access pattern.
This paper focuses on IVF-GPU, and we leave the support of
different ANN algorithms in RUMMY as future work.

A set of works [56, 62, 63] focuses on parameter tuning
to improve the accuracy and query latency. For example,
LAET [63] leverages a decision tree model to early terminate
a query when it is hard to improve query accuracy. These
optimizations can be integrated into RUMMY since RUMMY
focuses on system techniques and does not change any index
characteristics. ANN algorithms can be accelerated by hard-
ware accelerators, such as GPUs [23] and FPGAs [6]. How-
ever, prior solutions are not suitable for large vector datasets
and require the datasets to be preloaded into the global mem-

ory of the accelerators. We can exploit RUMMY’s core idea
(i.e., reordered pipelining) to expand the accelerator memory
with host memory as well.

With the proliferation of unstructured data and deep learn-
ing, ANN algorithms on embedding vectors become a key
component (long-term memory retrieval) in many AI appli-
cations, such as recommendation systems [4, 5, 21], recogni-
tion [7–9, 22], information retrieval [10–12] and LLM-based
AI applications [33–35]. RUMMY benefits these applications
by accelerating vector query processing and reducing cost. Re-
cent industrial vector databases [16,17,19,64] adopt Faiss [23]
as their query engine. RUMMY, based on Faiss, can be inte-
grated into these systems. Big data processing [65–67] is
prevalent in cloud services. RUMMY can be integrated into
these services with GPUs to manage large unstructured data
and accelerate vector query processing.

9 Conclusion
We present RUMMY, the first GPU-based system for billion-
scale vector query processing beyond GPU memory. RUMMY
expands GPU memory with host memory to achieve high
performance and low cost by leveraging a novel reordered
pipelining technique. We evaluate RUMMY on various bench-
marking datasets with billions of items and show that it outper-
forms GPU-based baselines by up to 135× with near-optimal
performance. Our experiments also show that RUMMY is
capable of achieving better performance and cost than the
state-of-the-art CPU-based solution.
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A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Theorem§ 4.1

Proo f . To further elaborate the problem formulation in §4.3.2,
let the final result of Algorithm 1 be O = [Bo1 ,Bo2 ...Bom ], and
there are m∗ balanced clusters that are already in the GPU
(i.e., T (Boi) = 0, 0 < i≤ m∗). η is the constant transmission
time of the leftover balanced clusters since these clusters have
the same size (i.e., T (Boi) = η, m∗ < i≤ m).

Based on Formula 1 and Formula 2, we employ greedy
exchange to show that FindOptOrder outputs the optimal
order. The original order is denoted by O. The exchanged
order is denoted by O∗. The general exchange can be trans-
ferred into the adjacent exchange. Our target is to prove that
ϒ(O)≤ ϒ(O∗) is always true if we exchange Boi and Boi+1 in
O, 1≤ i≤m−1. Boi has a higher priority than Boi+1 , and the
priority is shown in Algorithm 1. We classify the exchange
paradigm into the following three cases.

Case 1: T (Boi) = T (Boi+1) = 0. The balanced clusters, Boi

and Boi+1 , are already in the GPU and their transmission time
is both zero. Because of the delay, we have ϒ(O[1 : j]) ≥
∑

j
k=1 T (Bok)≥ ∑

j−1
k=1 T (Bok) where 1≤ j ≤ m. As such,

ϒ(O[1 : i+1]) = max(ϒ(O[1 : i]),
i−1

∑
k=1

T (Bok))+E(Boi+1)

= ϒ(O[1 : i])+E(Boi+1)

= max(ϒ(O[1 : i−1]),
i−1

∑
k=1

T (Bok))+E(Boi)+E(Boi+1)

= ϒ(O[1 : i−1])+E(Boi)+E(Boi+1) (3)

Similarly, we have:

ϒ(O∗[1 : i+1]) = ϒ(O∗[1 : i−1])+E(Boi)+E(Boi+1) (4)

Since O∗ is the exchanged order of O which only swaps Boi

and Boi+1 , we get O∗[1 : i−1] = O[1 : i−1] and O∗[i+1 : m]
= O[i+ 1 : m] (m is the number of input balance clusters).
Based on Formula 3 and Formula 4, we conclude that ϒ(O[1 :
i+1]) = ϒ(O∗[1 : i+1]). Besides, O∗[i+1 : m] = O[i+1 : m],
and ∑

j
k=1 T (Bok) is the same in the recurrence formula of O

and O∗ when j ≥ i+1. Therefore, ϒ(O) = ϒ(O∗).

Case 2: T (Boi) = 0 and T (Boi+1) = η. First, Boi is already
in the GPU and its transmission time is zero. η represents
the constant time to transmit a balanced cluster. According to
Formula 1,

ϒ(O[1 : i+1]) = max(ϒ(O[1 : i]),n×η)+E(Boi+1)

ϒ(O∗[1 : i+1]) = max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i]),n×η)+E(Boi) (5)

where n×η = ∑
i+1
k=1 T (Bok). Also, we have ϒ(O∗[1 : i]) =

max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i− 1]),n× η) + E(Boi+1) and ϒ(O[1 : i]) =
max(ϒ(O[1 : i−1]),(n−1)×η)+E(Boi) = ϒ(O[1 : i−1])+

E(Boi) because ϒ(O[1 : i− 1]) ≥ (n− 1)×η. As ϒ(O∗[1 :
i]) = max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i−1]),n×η)+E(Boi+1), we derive that

ϒ(O∗[1 : i])≥ n×η+E(Boi+1) (6)

As O[1 : i−1] =O∗[1 : i−1], we get ϒ(O[1 : i−1]) =ϒ(O∗[1 :
i−1])≤max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i−1]),n×η). Therefore, we conclude
that

ϒ(O[1 : i−1])≤ max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i−1]),n×η)

=⇒ ϒ(O[1 : i])−E(Boi)≤ ϒ(O∗[1 : i])−E(Boi+1)

=⇒ ϒ(O[1 : i])+E(Boi+1)≤ ϒ(O∗[1 : i])+E(Boi) (7)

Besides, we have the following formula based on Formula 5.

ϒ(O[1 : i+1])=

{
n×η+E(Boi+1), n×η≥ ϒ(O[1 : i])

ϒ(O[1 : i])+E(Boi+1), n×η < ϒ(O[1 : i])

No matter which case is true, we have ϒ(O[1 : i + 1]) ≤
ϒ(O∗[1 : i])+E(Boi) ≤ max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i]),n×η)+E(Boi) =
ϒ(O∗[1 : i + 1]) according to Formula 6 and Formula 7.
∑

j
k=1 T (Bok) is the same in the recurrence formula of O and

O∗ when j ≥ i+1. Therefore, ϒ(O)≤ ϒ(O∗).

Case 3: T (Boi) = T (Boi+1) = η and E(Boi) ≥ E(Boi+1). In
this case, we have a similar formula to Formula 5:

ϒ(O[1 : i+1]) = max(ϒ(O[1 : i])+E(Boi+1),

i+1

∑
k=1

T (Bok)+E(Boi+1))

ϒ(O∗[1 : i+1]) = max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i])+E(Boi),

i+1

∑
k=1

T (Bok)+E(Boi)) (8)

Also, we have ϒ(O∗[1 : i]) = max(ϒ(O∗[1 : i −
1]),∑i−1

k=1 T (Bok) + η) + E(Boi+1) and ϒ(O[1 : i]) =

max(ϒ(O[1 : i − 1]),∑i−1
k=1 T (Bok) + η) + E(Boi). As

O[1 : i−1] = O∗[1 : i−1], we have

ϒ(O[1 : i])−E(Boi) = ϒ(O∗[1 : i])−E(Boi+1)

=⇒ ϒ(O[1 : i])+E(Boi+1) = ϒ(O∗[1 : i])+E(Boi) (9)

Since Boi has a higher priority than Boi+1 , we get

E(Boi)≥ E(Boi+1)

=⇒
i+1

∑
k=1

T (Bok)+E(Boi+1)≤
i+1

∑
k=1

T (Bok)+E(Boi) (10)

Combining Formula 8, Formula 9 and Formula 10, we con-
clude

ϒ(O[1 : i+1])≤ ϒ(O∗[1 : i+1])

Because ∑
j
k=1 T (Bok) is the same in the recurrence formula

of O and O∗ when j ≥ i+1, we derive ϒ(O)≤ ϒ(O∗).
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Batch Size IVF-GPU (T4) IVF-GPU (T4) IVF-CPU (r5.2xlarge) IVF-CPU (r5.2xlarge) HNSW-CPU (r5.2xlarge) HNSW-CPU (r5.2xlarge)
Time per Query (ms) Per-Dollar Performance Time per Query (ms) Per-Dollar Performance Time per Query (ms) Per-Dollar Performance

8 0.394 3370.81 20.62 96.2 11.37 174.42
32 0.366 3631.12 18.34 108.163 10.5 188.96

128 0.356 3729.54 17.07 116.23 9.79 202.52
512 0.354 3755.30 16.29 121.77 9.47 209.37
2048 0.355 3740.74 16.25 122.05 9.51 208.55

Table 4: Comparison between GPU and CPU on different ANN indexes.

It’s easy to extend the three adjacent exchange cases to
a general exchange paradigm, i.e., exchanging two arbitrary
balanced clusters rather than an adjacent pair. We prove that
exchanging will reduce the overlapping and Algorithm 1 is
able to find the optimal order on per-cluster granularity.

A.2 Comparison between GPU and CPU

We perform a measurement to compare the performance and
the price of GPU-based and CPU-based (IVF and the state-of-
the-art graph index, HNSW) vector query processing systems.
The current GPU vector query processing systems are based
on IVF since the graph index requires random vector access
and is not suitable for the continuous memory access pattern
on GPUs. The setup is described as follows.

Setup. This measurement is conducted on AWS. We use three
EC2 instance types, including two GPU instances (p3.2xlarge
and g4dn.2xlarge) and one CPU instance (r5.2xlarge).
p3.2xlarge is configured with one NVIDIA V100 GPU
while g4dn.2xlarge is configured with one NVIDIA T4 GPU.
Both of the GPUs are equipped with 16 GB GPU mem-
ory. r5.2xlarge is configured with 8 vCPUs (Intel Platinum
8259CL) with 64 GB host memory. We use SIFT10M [25]
(with around 9GB memory footprint on GPU) in this mea-
surement and fix the parameters in index building and query
processing (e.g., similar memory footprint and accuracy, re-
call@10) for fair comparison. The per-dollar performance
is calculated by Price/Time per Query. Price is AWS EC2
On-Demand hourly rate [54].

Table 4 shows the time per query and per-dollar perfor-
mance of different devices under different batch sizes. The
GPU-based system [23] has lower cost per query than the
CPU-based system (IVF-CPU and HNSW-CPU). The larger
batch size introduces higher computation parallelism, which
fully utilizes the GPU resources. In summary, leveraging
GPUs to accelerate vector query processing provides higher
performance and is more cost-effective. It is notable that the
dataset can be held in the GPU memory, but when the scale of
datasets grows, existing GPU-based vector query processing
systems cannot support large datasets beyond GPU memory.

A.3 Cluster Balancing Algorithm

The pseudo-code is in Algorithm 2. The function BALANCE
balances the original clusters in host memory and returns the
balanced clusters with equal size. It takes two inputs: the l
original clusters and a configurable standard deviation. It uses
cluster_sizes to store the original clusters’ sizes, and uses

Algorithm 2 Cluster balancing algorithm
1: function BALANCE({C1, ...,Cl}, dev)
2: cluster_sizes← /0,map_sizes← /0

3: for i = 1→ l do
4: // SIZE function returns the size of the cluster
5: cluster_sizes.append(SIZE(Ci))
6: map_sizes.append( /0)

7: ρ←Min(cluster_sizes)
8: // χ is a configured value
9: while ρ≥ χ do

10: for i = 1→ l do
11: size← cluster_sizes[i]
12: while size≥ 0 do
13: if size≥ ρ then
14: map_sizes[i].append(ρ)
15: else
16: map_sizes[i].append(size)
17: size← size−ρ

18: // DEV function returns the standard deviation
19: cur_dev← DEV (map_sizes)
20: if cur_dev≤ dev then
21: break
22: else
23: ρ← ρ/2
24: for i = 1→ l do
25: map_sizes[i]← /0

26: BC← /0

27: for i = 1→ l do
28: start← 0
29: for j = 0→ SIZE(map_sizes[i]) do
30: BC.append(Ci[start : start +map_sizes[i][ j]])
31: start← start +map_sizes[i][ j]
32: return BC

map_sizes to store the balanced clusters’ sizes and their re-
lated original clusters. ρ represents the fixed size of balanced
clusters while χ is the minimal threshold specified by the user.
The function first initializes array cluster_sizes through a for
loop and initializes ρ as the minimum value in cluster_sizes
(line 3-7). It then starts a while loop that splits the original
clusters until the variance of the generated clusters is less
than the given standard deviation, dev (line 9-25). Finally, it
generates the balanced clusters with the appropriate sizes and
returns them (line 26-32). The algorithm runs offline, and the
overhead is negligible compared to the index building time.
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Abstract

We present LoLKV, a novel logless replicated key-value stor-
age system. LoLKV follows a fundamentally different ap-
proach for designing a linearizable key-value storage system
compared to state-of-the-art systems. LoLKV forgoes the clas-
sical log-based design and uses lock-free approach to allow
multiple threads to concurrently update objects. It presents a
novel leader election and consolidation approach to handle
complex failure scenarios. LoLKV’s followers are passive,
reducing their overall CPU usage. Our evaluation shows that
LoLKV achieves 1.7–10× higher throughput and 20–92%
lower tail latency than other state-of-the-art low-latency key-
value stores.

1 Introduction
Online services, such as financial services [1, 2] and inter-
active applications [3], have strict tail latency requirements
in the microsecond ranges [4]. Systems supporting these ser-
vices must achieve high throughput at a low tail latency. A
central category of systems supporting this class of services
is replicated and strongly consistent key-value stores [5, 6, 7].

State-of-the-art low-latency key-value stores such as APUS
[5], DARE [6], Mu [7], and uKharon-KV[8] use RDMA-
based consensus protocols, which replicate data across multi-
ple nodes in a few microseconds. While these systems achieve
acceptable tail latencies under low load, our evaluation (Sec-
tion 6) shows that these systems are unable to maintain these
low tail latencies under high load. The main reason for this in-
efficiency is that these systems follow the classical log-based
design [9, 10] for building a linearizable storage.

The classical log-based design has two steps for executing
operations that update objects: replication and application.
During the replication step, a leader stores and replicates
a new operation to a replicated log. Once the operation is
replicated on a majority of followers, the application step
applies the operation to the key-value store on all followers.

The log-based design [9, 10] has three fundamental ineffi-
ciencies when considering low tail latency workloads. First,
the log represents a single point of serialization, limiting con-
currency and prohibiting current systems from effectively
leveraging multi-core machines. To address this inefficiency,
modern systems resort to sharding [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14],
such that each shard serves a subset of the key space. Each
shard has a separate process with its own memory, threads,
and followers on other nodes. Current systems use sharding
for two purposes. First, to distribute shards among nodes to
scale to large clusters. Second, to have multiple active shards

per node to leverage multiple CPU cores. Unfortunately, de-
ploying multiple active shards per node leads to inefficient
memory use, especially when paired with RDMA, as each
shard process has its own pinned memory region causing
memory fragmentation. Furthermore, having a large number
of shards complicates supporting multi-key operations and
leads to lower performance for skewed workloads, in which a
few shards hold popular keys.

The second fundamental inefficiency is that the classical
log-based design separates data replication from application.
In key-value stores this leads to an extra memory copy as new
objects need to be first stored in the log [5, 6, 7] and later,
when committed, copied to the key-value store.

Finally, the classical design requires all followers to re-
execute every operation. This significantly increases system
overhead. For instance, with a replication level of three, every
operation is executed three times in the cluster.

We present the Logless Linearizable Key-Value (LoLKV)
storage system. LoLKV follows a fundamentally different
design approach compared to the state-of-the-art systems.
LoLKV forgoes the replicated log design and avoids placing
multiple active shards on a node. In LoLKV, a node may have
a single active leader shard and multiple passive follower
shards. The leader shard is multi-threaded and utilizes all of
the node’s CPU cores. The passive follower shards are not
involved in processing put and get operations. The leader
shard uses one-sided RDMA to replicate new objects on fol-
lowers. Once the new object is replicated on a majority of
nodes, the hash table is updated with a pointer to the new
object.

This approach overcomes the aforementioned shortcom-
ings. First, it uses multiple threads to utilize all CPU cores
and to concurrently replicate objects. It avoids extra memory
copies by only having pointers in the hash table. Finally, the
leader replicates the updates to the memory and hash table of
followers without requiring the follower to re-execute opera-
tions. This enables LoLKV to use all available resources on all
nodes to serve client requests, leading to higher performance.

While the proposed design increases system concurrency,
it introduces new challenges for leader election and data con-
solidation. The proposed design complicates fault tolerance
because LoLKV uses multiple concurrent threads that can
leave the system in an inconsistent state under leader failure
scenarios. Applying insert and delete operations directly in
the key-value store complicates garbage collection as well.
To realize LoLKV, we design novel leader election and data
consolidation protocols that identify the latest updates for
each memory segment and sync a new leader with the latest
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system state. In addition, LoLKV uses a replicated garbage
collection approach to maintain the storage system memory
in sync during garbage collection.

We implemented LoLKV and compared it to the state-
of-the-art systems. Our evaluation shows that for uniform
workloads, LoLKV achieves 1.69–2.9× higher throughput
and 20–55% lower tail latency over DARE [6], and 4–10×
higher throughput and 56–92% lower tail latency over APUS
[5], Mu [7] and uKharon [8]. In addition, our evaluation shows
that LoLKV achieves similar results under skewed workloads
and under different read and write ratios. Our evaluation of
system scalability shows that LoLKV can scale to efficiently
use all system resources and achieve up to 18 million op/s
which is 4×, 7×, 10×, and 36× higher than DARE, uKharon,
Mu, and APUS, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses RDMA and RDMA-based consensus protocols. Sec-
tion 3 and 4 discuss the design and implementation of LoLKV.
Section 5 discusses the correctness of LoLKV. Section 6
presents the results of our evaluation. Section 7 discusses ad-
ditional related work before the paper concludes in Section 8.

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access
Remote direct memory access (RDMA) [15] allows a machine
to directly access the memory of a remote machine without
involving the remote CPU. RDMA offers a low-latency and
high throughput communication mechanism as it bypasses
the kernel network stack.

Applications communicate over RDMA by establishing
queue pairs. Each queue pair consists of a send and a receive
queue. RDMA supports two main types of operations: two-
sided and one-sided operations. Two-sided operations include
Send and Receive operations and involve the CPUs of both
the sender and receiver. One-sided operations do not involve
the CPU on the receiving side. The sender specifies the data’s
remote address. One-sided operations have lower latency and
higher throughput compared to two-sided operations [16].

Current implementations of RDMA support three transport
protocols: Reliable Connected (RC), Unreliable Connected
(UC), and Unreliable Datagram (UD). In RC and UC, a con-
nection is established between two queue pairs, one on the
sender and one on the receiver, which communicate exclu-
sively with each other. RC guarantees that messages are deliv-
ered at most once, in order, and without corruption. In a UD
protocol, one queue pair can communicate with one or more
queue pairs. UD supports only two-sided operations.

In LoLKV, we use one-sided Writes over RC for data
replication and two-sided operations over UD for client com-
munication.

2.2 RDMA-based Consensus
Several RDMA-based leader-based consensus protocols have
been recently proposed. In leader-based systems, one replica

acts as a leader while others are followers. The leader is
responsible for processing client requests. The leader appends
new operations to the log and then replicates the log entry on
followers. The operation is considered committed only if it is
replicated on a majority of replicas. The leader then applies
the operation to the state machine and replies to the client.

DARE [6] is an in-memory RDMA-based consensus pro-
tocol that adopts the Raft protocol [9]. Replication in DARE
requires 2 RTT of one-sided Write operations. The first set of
Writes appends the log entry to the follower logs while the
second updates their tail indices. When both Writes succeed
on a majority of replicas, the leader updates its commit in-
dex and posts another Write to update the followers’ commit
indices. Followers check their commit index periodically to
apply newly committed entries to their state machines.

APUS [5] is a Paxos-based [10] consensus protocol which
uses RDMA. The leader stores new operations to its local
log and then replicates log entries to follower logs using one-
sided Writes and waits for acknowledgments. In contrast
to DARE, APUS followers actively participate in replication.
Each follower notifies the leader when it accepts a log entry by
sending an RDMA Write to update the entry in the leader’s
log. The leader commits an entry if it is accepted by a majority
of replicas. Committing an entry in APUS requires 2 RTTs.

Mu [7] is an RDMA-based consensus protocol that targets
microsecond-scale applications. The leader uses an RDMA
Write to append operations to follower logs. The operation is
considered committed if it is replicated on a majority. Follow-
ers poll committed requests from the log and pass them to the
application. The leader does not start replicating a log entry
until the previous one is committed. Mu requires a single RTT
to replicate an operation in the common case.

uKharon [8] is an RDMA-based consensus protocol opti-
mized for microsecond-scale failure recovery. uKharon uses
one-sided RDMA-based Paxos to achieve fast leader failover
times. To enable one sided Paxos, uKharon’s consensus en-
gine uses an RDMA Write and a Compare-and-Swap (CAS)
operation in the ACCEPT phase while Mu [7] only uses an
RDMA Write. While this additional CAS improves failure
recovery times, the authors mention that it causes uKharon to
perform worse than Mu in failure-free scenarios. In addition,
uKharon does not offer ways for failed or network-partitioned
nodes to rejoin the system.

These systems have three fundamental shortcomings.
Firstly, at the core of each of these systems is a replicated
log. The log limits concurrency because it introduces a serial-
ization point. New operations are inserted serially in the log.
Furthermore, in Mu, a new object is replicated only when the
previous object is committed.

We evaluate the overhead of having multiple threads ap-
pending to a log. Figure 1 shows the time a thread waits until
it acquires the lock protecting the log in APUS and Mu. Re-
sults show that the average wait time for 8 threads is 14.9×
and 38.5× higher than that with one thread for APUS and
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Figure 1: The average time needed to acquire the lock pro-
tecting the operation log in APUS and Mu.

Mu, respectively. Mu has a higher overhead as Mu holds
onto the lock until the operation is replicated and committed,
while APUS releases the lock after appending the request
to the log. Given the low latency that RDMA provides, the
delay imposed by the log serialization mechanism introduces
a bottleneck that limits the performance of the system.

Second, the log-based design imposes an additional data
copy. New objects are first inserted into the log and then
copied to the key-value store. Finally, to efficiently leverage
all CPU cores, multiple leader shards are deployed per node.
Deploying multiple leader shards per node requires physical
partitioning of memory between co-located shards, leading
to inefficient memory usage. Also, sharding leads to lower
performance under skewed workloads.

LoLKV adopts a fundamentally different design approach
to overcome these shortcomings. LoLKV adopts a logless
design that co-designs the storage and index data structures to
avoid unnecessary memory copies. LoLKV deploys a single
multi-threaded leader shard per node, which is able to effi-
ciently utilize all CPU cores. It also uses novel techniques
for leader election, data consolidation, and garbage collection.
These design decisions lead to higher concurrency and lower
system overhead.

3 LoLKV Design
LoLKV supports get, put, and delete requests, which read,
write, and delete entire objects respectively. Figure 2 shows
the architecture of LoLKV. The system consists of a set of
nodes (i.e., replicas or replica set) connected using an RDMA-
capable network, such as InfiniBand [15].

LoLKV adopts a leader-based replication protocol, in
which one replica acts as a leader while others are follow-
ers. All client requests are handled by the leader, which runs
multiple worker threads to process them. LoLKV does not
partition the key space among the threads, i.e., any thread can
process put or get requests for any object.

Similar to Raft [9] and Multi-paxos [17], LoLKV divides
time into terms with a single leader per term. Each term has a
unique term_id that is assigned in a strictly increasing order.
When the leader fails, a new leader is elected using a leader
election protocol (Section 3.4).
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Figure 2: LoLKV Architecture.

LoLKV has two components: the segment store, which
holds objects within memory segments; and the hash table,
which contains pointers to these objects. To store a new value,
the leader first stores the value in its local segment store (Step
2 in Figure 2) before replicating it on follower nodes (Step 3).
A new value is considered committed only if it is stored in
the segment store of a majority of followers. After an entry
is committed, the leader updates its local hash table (Step 4)
and replies to the client (Step 5). Updates to the hash table
are replicated lazily to the followers (Step 6) since the object
metadata stored in the segment store has enough information
to recover the hash table in case of leader failure.

LoLKV guarantees linearizability at the object level; up-
dates to the same object appear to be executed in a single
global order. While updates to different objects can proceed
concurrently. To manage concurrency within the segment
store, each worker thread has exclusive access to a subset
of the memory segments. The hash table is shared among
all threads and uses CAS operations to serialize concurrent
updates by multiple threads.

3.1 Segment Store
LoLKV divides allocated memory into equal sized segments
which hold objects. Each segment contains a metadata sec-
tion and an array of ObjectEntries. All objects within a
single segment have the same size but objects across different
segments may have different sizes. LoLKV’s segment store
design is inspired by the Hoard memory allocator [18].

A segment can be owned by a single worker thread at a time.
The thread which owns a segment has exclusive write access
to its objects. A segment can be free meaning it is unowned,
active meaning it has space for new objects, or sealed meaning
that it is full and its objects cannot be modified. As stored
objects are immutable, any thread can read any object from
any segment. Each thread typically owns multiple segments
with different object sizes.

3.1.1 Segment Metadata

Figure 3a shows the fields of a segment’s metadata:
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SegmentMetadata {
bit<64> owner_id;
bit<64> term_id;
bit<4> status;
bit<64> seg_ver;
bit<32> object_size;
bit<64> tail_idx;
}

(a) Segment Metadata

ObjectEntry {
bit<64> term_id;
bit<64> seq_num;
bit<64> incarnation;
byte<64> key;
byte<var> value;

}

(b) ObjectEntry
Figure 3: LoLKV data structures.

• owner_id : ID of the thread that owns the segment.
• term_id : Term during which the latest change to the

segment metadata occurred.
• status : Indicates whether a segment is active or sealed.
• seg_ver : Updated when a thread owns a segment.
• object_size : Size of objects within the segment. Ob-

ject size may differ between segments.
• tail_idx : Index of the latest inserted entry in the seg-

ment.

3.1.2 Owning a Segment

To claim ownership of a new segment, a thread traverses the
segments array in the segment store to find a segment that is
“free”. The thread then uses a CAS operation to change the
owner_id field of the metadata of the free segment. Following
this, the thread sets the seq_num for all ObjectEntries to
-1 to indicate that they are free. Then, it sets the fields of
the segment metadata: term_id to the current term number,
status to “active”, and tail_idx to 0.

LoLKV commits segment ownerships one at a time on
a majority of replicas. The thread owning a new segment
acquires a lock, increments a counter shared across threads,
copies the counter’s value to the seg_ver field in the segment
metadata, and then replicates this metadata. Once the opera-
tion is committed via replication on a majority of followers,
the thread releases the lock and uses the segment to store new
objects. This process guarantees that a segment’s ownership
is committed before it is used.

3.1.3 Sealing and Releasing a Segment

A thread seals a segment when it is full and all its objects
have been applied to the hash table. A segment remains sealed
until all its entries are garbage collected. After that, the thread
can release the segment. To release a segment, a thread will
change the owner_id to -1 and set the status to “free”. When
a segment is released, it becomes available for other threads
to own. Sealing and releasing a segment are performed by
changing the status field to “sealed” or “free”, respectively.

Segment sealing and releasing operations are not replicated.
If a leader fails after sealing or releasing a segment, a future
leader will perform the same operations as the old leader. If it
finds a full segment, it will seal the segment, and if it finds an
empty segment, it will release the segment.

3.2 Hash Table
The hash table stores pointers to ObjectEntries stored in
segments; The goal of the hash table is to implement efficient
get operations. The size of each hash table entry is 64 bits.

A hash table entry stores the offset of an ObjectEntry
within the segment store, to ensure portability across repli-
cas. While segment stores may have different base addresses
across replicas, an ObjectEntry in a segment will have the
same offset on all replicas. The hash table is shared among
all worker threads.

The main fields of an ObjectEntry are shown in Fig-
ure 3b:

• <key,value>: The object’s key and value.
• term_id : Term during which this entry was written.
• seq_num : Operation sequence number assigned by the

worker thread. Used to order all operations of a thread
within a term.

3.3 Replication Protocol
The leader runs multiple worker threads to process client
requests. Each request is processed by one worker thread.
Worker threads are independent; each thread has its own
RDMA resources (e.g., queue pairs and work completion
queues).

3.3.1 Worker Thread Metadata

Each worker thread maintains the following metadata
fields: sequence_number and latest_operation. The
sequence_number is a strictly increasing counter that is used
to assign a sequence number for put operations processed by
the thread. The latest_operation field stores the address
of the last ObjectEntry inserted by the thread.

The thread also maintains two metadata fields for
each follower: latest_replicated_operation and
latest_applied_operation. The thread uses these to
identify operations not yet replicated or applied at the
follower.

3.3.2 Put Requests

The processing of a put request has three main phases: cre-
ation, replication, and application phases.
Creation Phase. When a thread receives a put request, the
thread creates an ObjectEntry and populates its fields. The
thread increments its sequence_number and assigns it to the
entry. The thread writes the object to a segment. The thread
updates its latest_operation field and tail_idx field of
the segment metadata to point to the newly inserted entry.
Replication Phase. The thread commits the ObjectEntry by
replicating it on a majority of replicas. The thread replicates
entries in order of seq_num. Threads use RC transport to
replicate objects, which guarantees in-order message delivery.
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Once an ObjectEntry is replicated on a majority of repli-
cas, the request is considered committed. The thread updates
its latest_replicated_operation field whenever it repli-
cates an entry on a follower. The <term_id, seq_num> tuple
specifies the order of all operations processed by a thread.
Application Phase. After an ObjectEntry is committed,
the thread updates the hash table entry to point to the newly
inserted object. To guarantee consistency, entries must be
applied in the order specified by <term_id, seq_num> tuple.

LoLKV uses a linear probing hash table. The thread first
checks if the key already exists in the hash table. The thread
hashes the key K to determine the entry to begin probing from.
The thread checks that hash table entry and all successive
entries one by one. Probing terminates when the thread finds
either a hash table entry pointing to an ObjectEntry of the
key K or an empty entry. If the thread finds an entry pointing
to the key K, the thread only updates the entry if the insert is
a newer operation than the existing version (Section 3.3.3). If
probing ends at an empty entry, the key is inserted into the
empty entry.

As the hash table is shared among all worker threads, multi-
ple threads may concurrently try to update the same hash table
entry. To ensure correctness, hash table entries are updated
atomically using CAS operations. If a CAS operation fails,
the thread repeats the probing process.

After the thread applies the entry locally, it returns an ac-
knowledgement to the client. In the background, the thread
replicates the hash table updates to the followers. Periodically,
the thread updates segments’ tail_idx on followers.

3.3.3 Concurrent Put Requests to the Same Key

In LoLKV, multiple put requests for the same key might be
replicated concurrently by different threads. As a result, an
ordering mechanism is needed to ensure the correctness of
the system. LoLKV uses the incarnation array to ensure
operations are serialized. The incarnation array is an array of
K atomic counters. LoLKV divides the key-space into groups
and each group is mapped to a counter in the incarnation
array. The counter is atomically incremented whenever a put
operation for a key within the group is processed. This value
is then stored in the incarnation field of the ObjectEntry.

Before applying an ObjectEntry to the hash table,
its <term_id, incarnation> tuple is verified to ensure
that it is larger than the <term_id, incarnation> of the
ObjectEntry currently pointed to by the hash table. If it
is not larger, the hash table update is discarded since the
ObjectEntry currently pointed to by the hash table is newer.

The incarnation array is not replicated as it is only used
to order writes by leader threads. When a new term starts,
the new leader resets its incarnation array. The size of the
incarnation array is far larger than the number of worker
threads, which reduces the chance of false sharing between
concurrent put operations.

3.3.4 Get Requests

In LoLKV, get requests are served locally by the leader. Any
thread can process any get request for any key as a thread
can read objects from all segments, even a segment it does
not own. The worker thread probes the hash table in the same
manner used for put requests. The thread will return a value
to the client only if the hash table entry points to a valid
ObjectEntry. It is safe to serve get requests using only the
leader state because the leader obtains a lease [19] from a
majority of replicas. During the lease, other replicas will not
try to become a leader.

3.3.5 Delete Requests

Delete requests follow the same steps of the put requests
with a small difference: a tombstone object is replicated in
the segment store and the hash table is updated with to point
to the tombstone object.

3.4 Leader Election
LoLKV divides time into terms, and each term has at most
one leader. Before a replica becomes a leader, it must get the
votes of a majority of replicas. Each replica can vote only
once in a term. LoLKV relies on dynamically managing the
state of the RC QPs to ensure that only the current leader
has remote access to the system’s data structures. Before
accepting a vote request from a candidate, replicas revoke the
old leader’s access by transitioning the associated QPs into a
non-operational state.
Failure detection. LoLKV employs a heartbeating mecha-
nism to detect failures. Each replica maintains a heartbeat data
structure which consists of three fields: term_id, leader_id,
and counter. The counter field is incremented periodically.
The leader election protocol starts when a follower suspects
that the leader has failed (i.e., misses N heartbeats from the
leader). To detect leader failure, followers read the leader’s
heartbeat data structure periodically via RDMA. Followers
verify that the leader’s counter field has changed and that
the leader’s ID and term_id match their data structure. If a
follower cannot access the leader’s heartbeat data structure
or the leader’s counter does not change for a specific dura-
tion, the follower assumes that the leader has failed. Similarly,
the leader checks the followers heartbeat data structures pe-
riodically and steps down if it no longer has a majority of
followers.
Leader election. Leader election protocols of some systems
(e.g., Raft [20]) elect the most up-to-date replica as a leader.
However, using this approach in LoLKV is not feasible. In
LoLKV, different worker threads are independent. Different
threads may replicate different requests on different replicas.
That is, two committed operations could be replicated on two
different majorities. As a result, after a leader failure, there
could be no replica that is up-to-date for all threads.
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In LoLKV, each replica scans its segments to find the the
segment with the largest <term_id, seg_ver>. Replicas ex-
change their largest <term_id, seg_ver>. The replica with
the largest <term_id, seg_ver> becomes a leader. If mul-
tiple nodes have the same <term_id, seg_ver>, the node
with the smallest IP address among them becomes the leader.
Data consolidation. The elected leader may not have all the
segments up-to-date. Updating segments requires identifying
the most up-to-date replica for each thread. To do this, the
leader sends a request to each follower asking for the highest
<term_id, seq_num> of each thread. Using this information,
the leader identifies its missing operations for each thread and
the replicas which have these operations. The leader contacts
the most up-to-date follower to get the missing operations.
The leader commits any uncommited operations and applies
them to the hash table.
Update Followers. During the leader election and data
consolidation steps, the leader finds the highest <term_id,
seg_ver> for each follower and the highest <term_id,
seq_num> for all threads of the follower. The leader uses this
information to complete the work of the previous leader by
committing all uncommitted memory ownership operations
and put operations.

Once the leader completes this process, the leader has all
committed values and its segment store is up-to-date. After
that, the leader starts serving new client requests.

3.5 Fault Tolerance
Follower Failure. LoLKV is designed to tolerate N replica
failures given 2N + 1 replicas. When a follower fails,
the leader removes it from the active set and stops repli-
cating operations on that replica. Hence, follower fail-
ures do not affect the safety of the system. When a fol-
lower rejoins the system, the leader first finds the high-
est <term_id, seg_ver> of the follower, and then it repli-
cates all memory ownership operations that the follower
misses. Then, the leader recovers the worker threads metadata
for that follower (i.e., latest_replicated_operation and
latest_applied_operation). After that, the leader starts
replicating ObjectEntries on the follower.
Leader Failure. When the leader fails, the system will not be
available until a new leader is elected and the data consolida-
tion process completes. For any thread, it is guaranteed that at
least one replica in any majority has all committed entries that
are committed by the failed leader. The new leader will use
the data consolidation mechanism (Section 3.4) to bring itself
up-to-date. Hence, although a leader failure might affect the
availability of the system, it does not affect its correctness.
Message Loss. Client requests and responses are sent over
UD QPs, which do not guarantee delivery of messages. If a
request or a response is lost, the client times out and resubmits
the request again. Note that it is safe to process requests again
since they are idempotent. On the other hand, replication is
implemented on top of RDMA RC transport which offers

reliable and in-order message delivery.
Data Corruption. The data structures described in Section
3 can be accessed simultaneously by both local and remote
threads. As a result, the correctness of any data read must be
verified. LoLKV facilitates this by augmenting each struc-
ture with verification information. ObjectEntries are aug-
mented with a byte appended to the end of each entry. For seg-
ment metadata entries and heartbeat data structures, a counter
field is stored at the beginning of the data structure and again
at the end of the data structure. If a failure occurs while up-
dating this data structure, the counter field at the beginning
will not match the one at the end.

Self-verifying data structures [13] are able to detect cor-
ruptions at the remote side as well (e.g., incomplete RDMA
Write) because RDMA NICs guarantee that writes are per-
formed in an increasing address order, i.e., the verification
bytes at the end are not written before other bytes in the data
structure.

4 Implementation Details

4.1 Garbage Collection
The system will eventually run out of space if segments are not
released by owner threads. The garbage collection process is
responsible for releasing segments. A segment is not released
until all ObjectEntries in the segment become invalid, i.e.,
they are inaccessible through the hash table.

Each thread periodically checks its sealed segments to iden-
tify any segments that should be freed. In LoLKV, a segment
is freed if the ratio of valid objects in a segment drops below
a configurable threshold. Before a segment is released, all its
valid entries must be moved to another active segment. The
owner thread moves these entries to a new segment while pre-
serving their incarnation and term_id values in order to
avoid overwriting a newer entry of the same key. The thread
then inserts the objects in the hash table using the same prob-
ing mechanism. An entry in the hash table is updated with a
new address only if its incarnation equals that of the moved
object. Once the segment does not have any valid entries, the
thread releases the segment by updating its metadata.

4.2 Reusing Tombstones
While processing a put, if during the probing step the thread
reaches an empty hash table entry, this indicates that the key
does not exist. During probing, the thread records the first
hash table entry that points to a tombstone with a term number
smaller than the current term number. If probing terminates
at an empty hash table entry (i.e., the key is not found), the
thread updates the hash table tombstone to point to the new
ObjectEntry. If no tombstone is found, the empty hash table
entry is updated to point to the new ObjectEntry. We only
reuse tombstones from previous terms to avoid conflicts with
delete requests in the current term.
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5 Correctness
LoLKV design is based on the following assumptions; the
network is unreliable and asynchronous, as packets could be
dropped or take arbitrary time to arrive at the destination.
There is no limit on the time a node takes to process a request.
We assume a non-byzantine failure model in which nodes
may stop working but will never send erroneous messages.

LoLKV guarantees linearizability at the object level. All
operations for an object appear to be executed in a single
global order. We used the TLA+ model checking tool [21] to
verify LoLKV’s correctness. We use TLA+ model checking
to verify the correctness of the segment store, the hash table,
the replication protocol, and the leader election. In this section
we sketch out the proof of LoLKV’s correctness and discuss
the correctness of the segment store and the hash table. To
simplify the discussion, we sketch the proof without garbage
collection.
Property I. Memory ownership is safe, meaning if a segment
is owned by a thread, the segment ownership operation will
be present in all future leaders. To prove this, we use three
invariants:

1. A leader in term i commits segment ownership opera-
tions in order of the seg_ver. When a thread owns a
new segment, it acquires a lock, increments seg_ver and
assigns it to the new segment, commits the ownership
operation on a majority of followers, then releases the
lock. Using a lock guarantees that segments are assigned
an increasing seg_ver and are committed in order of
seg_ver.

2. For a given term i, if a follower has segment with
term_id = i and seg_ver = n, it is guaranteed that it
also has all segments with term_id = i and seg_ver < n.
Following the argument in the previous invariant, seg-
ment ownership operations are committed in order of
seg_ver. Furthermore, LoLKV uses RC transport to repli-
cate memory ownership operation. RC guarantees or-
dered delivery of messages. This means if a node re-
ceived seg_ver, then it must have received all previous
messages sent on that channel.

3. The last segment ownership operation committed in term
i is present in the leader of term i+1. The leader elec-
tion protocol elects a leader with the highest <term_id,
seg_ver> among a majority of replicas. If the last com-
mitted ownership operation on a majority in term i has
seg_ver = n, then the leader of term i+1 will have an
ownership operation with term id = i and seg_ver >= n.
Following invariant 1 above, the leader of term i+1 will
have the last committed entry in term i.

Invariant 3 indicates that a leader of term i has the latest
memory ownership committed in term i−1. Hence, invariant
2 implies that the leader of term i also has all segment owner-
ship committed in term i−1. By induction, the leader of term
i has all the segment ownership committed in all previous

terms.
Property II. The data consolidation process guarantees that
a leader has all committed entries from the previous term.
Without loss of generality, we sketch the proof for a single
thread here using the following invariants:

4. The leader thread in term i replicates put operations in
order of the seq_num. To commit an operation, the leader
thread increments the seq_num, stores the operation in
the local segment store, then replicates the operations to
followers.

5. If a follower in term i receives an operation with
seq_num = n, then this follower has received all opera-
tions from this thread in term i with seq_num < n. This
follows from invariant 4, and that we use RDMA RC
transport for replication. The RC transport guarantees
in-order delivery of messages.

6. For a given thread in term i, if an operation with
seq_num = n is committed, then all operations for that
thread in term i with seq_num < n are committed. If
operation with seq_num = n in term i is committed,
then this operation has been received by a majority of
nodes. From invariant 5 above, those nodes that received
seq_num = n must have received all operations in term
i with seq_num < n. Given that those are a majority of
nodes, then all operations in term i with seq_num <= n
are committed.

7. A node that has the highest seq_num in term i among
a majority of nodes has all of the committed entries in
term i. Assume that in term i, the largest seq_num on a
majority of nodes is n, and that the last committed entry
in term i is m. Given that seq_num = m is replicated on a
majority, then m <= n. Following invariant 5 above, the
node that has n also has all operations with seq_num < n,
including m. Following invariant 6, it has all committed
entries in term i.

The newly elected leader has the highest term number on
a majority of nodes, but may not have all committed entries
from the previous term. Before processing new requests, the
leader runs the data consolidation process. For each thread,
data consolidation looks for the highest <term_id, seq_num>
on a majority of replicas. If a follower has a seq_num higher
than the seq_num of the leader thread, then the consolidation
process updates the leader with all missing operations. At
the end of this process, for a given thread, the leader has all
operations from the previous term with the highest seq_num
among a majority of nodes. Following invariant 7 above, the
leader has all committed entries in that term for that thread,
verifying property II.
Property III. LoLKV guarantees if an object is committed by
a leader it will be present in the segment store of all future
leaders. From property II above, if a leader commits an oper-
ation in term i, the data consolidation process guarantees that
this operation will exist in the segment store in the leader of
term i+1. By induction, a committed entry will exist in the
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segment store of all future leaders.

5.1 Correctness of the Hash Table
We do not need to replicate updates to the hash table entries for
correctness. The object store has all the information needed to
recover the hash table on a new leader. LoLKV threads lazily
replicate updates to the hash table in the order of seq_num
only to optimize leader recovery.

We discuss safety when multiple threads try to update the
same slot in the hash table under two scenarios: concurrency
between threads updating the same slot with different keys
and concurrency between threads updating the same slot with
the same key.

The hash table uses CAS to update its slots. If a thread
finds an empty slot in the table and its CAS operation fails to
update that slot, the thread repeats the probing operation to
find the target slot for the new object.
Property IV. LoLKV applies updates to the hash table follow-
ing the order specified by the incarnation. If two threads
are processing a put request for the same key, one of them will
insert the update first in the table using CAS. While probing,
the second thread will find that the key already exists, but
since the object was inserted by a different thread, we cannot
use the seq_num to order these updates. For this scenario,
we rely on the incarnation field. When processing a put
request, a thread atomically increments the incarnation array
to get a unique increasing incarnation for its put operation.
We use this number to order operations on the same key. If a
thread finds the object in the table with incarnation higher
than the incarnation of its put operation, it discards its put
operation, otherwise it updates the hash table.
Property V. In LoLKV, A get request returns the latest com-
mitted object for the target key. In LoLKV, get requests are
served locally by the leader without contacting the followers.
To serve a get request, a worker thread probes the hash table
in the same manner used for a put request. If the thread finds
the target key in the table, the thread reads the object from the
object store. The thread verifies that the hash table slot was
not modified while the thread is reading from the object store
by verifying that the slot still contains the same object store
address. If the slot has a different address, the thread repeats
the process and reads the newer object of the key. Since a
key can have at most one slot in the hash table, and since
hash table slots point only to committed objects, the thread is
guaranteed to return the latest committed object for the key.
Property VI. LoLKV guarantees linearizability at the object
level. Properties I, II, and III guarantee that if a leader com-
mits an entry in the segment store, the entry will be present
in the segment store of all future leaders. Multiple threads
may concurrently commit entries for the same key. Property
IV shows how LoLKV uses the incarnation to create a
global order of updates to the same key. Finally, Property V
guarantees that get operations return the latest committed
entry. These properties guarantee that LoLKV is linearizable

for put and get operations per key.

6 Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of LoLKV and compare its
latency and throughput against the state-of-the-art alternatives
using uniform and skewed workload distributions.
Testbed. We conducted the experiments using a 12-node
cluster on Cloudlab Utah [22]. Each machine has a Xeon
E5-2450 8-core CPU with hyperthreading, 16GB of RAM,
and a Mellanox Dual port FDR CX3 adapter. Machines are
connected using a 56 Gbps Infiniband [15] network.
Alternatives. We compare LoLKV against DARE [6], APUS
[5], Mu [7], and uKharon [8]. DARE and uKharon imple-
mentations come bundled with an in-memory key-value store.
For APUS and Mu, we implemented an in-memory key-value
store following the same design as LoLKV’s in-memory key-
value store. Newly inserted keys are stored in the APUS or
Mu logs and then copied to the segment store during the
apply phase. We also evaluated LogCabin [20], a strongly-
consistent key-value store based on Raft [9]. LogCabin uses
TCP/IP stack for communication. Our results with write-only
workload show that LogCabin has a throughput of 12,500 ops,
which is at least two orders of magnitude lower than other
RDMA-based systems, and its latency is around 1.5ms, which
is three orders of magnitude higher latency than other RDMA-
based systems. We also evaluated HERD [12], an unreplicated
key-value store that uses a mixture of RDMA Writes and
RDMA Send and Receive for communication with clients. Re-
sults show that HERD achieves 4×, 8×, 8×, and 50× higher
throughput compared to LoLKV, DARE, Mu, and APUS, re-
spectively. This performance difference is mainly because
HERD is an unreplicated key-value store, while other systems
implement a replicated and linearizable key-value store. We
omit adding the results of LogCabin and HERD to the figures
for clarity.
Experiment Configuration. We run the systems in a multi-
sharded setting, in which multiple processes of a system are
deployed. Each process represents a replica of a single shard.
We benchmark each system and select the number of shards
and configurations that maximize its performance. We used a
replication factor of three in all our experiments. All replicas
of all shards were distributed among the same three nodes,
while other nodes are used to run clients. Unless otherwise
specified, we deploy the leader replicas of all shards on one
node. However, we evaluate the scenario when the leaders are
equally distributed among nodes in Section 6.6.
Shard Configuration. We run LoLKV with 8 threads, DARE
with 8 shards, APUS with 7 shards, and Mu and uKharon
with 4 shards. APUS does not scale to 8 shards as it runs a
background process to establish RDMA multicast commu-
nication paths. Mu does not scale to 8 shards as each shard
uses 4 threads; one thread performs log replication while 3
threads perform heart beating, monitoring, and permissions
management. uKharon also does not scale to 8 shards as each
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Figure 4: Throughput and tail latency using uniform YCSB workloads.
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Figure 5: Throughput and tail latency using skewed YCSB workloads.

shard uses two threads, one for processing client requests and
replication and one for monitoring and detecting failures.

Multi-shard deployment of DARE, APUS, Mu, and
uKharon requires sharding the key space into partitions, with
all requests to keys within a partition being served by the
same replica set. In our experiments with these systems, a
client picks the right shard for a request based on the hash
of the key. On the other hand, as LoLKV does not have a
fixed assignment of keys to threads, its clients send requests
to threads in a round-robin fashion.
Workload. We used the YCSB benchmark [23] in our experi-
ments with both uniform and skewed workloads. The skewed
workload follows the Zipf distribution with a skewness param-
eter of 0.99. We experimented with 100,000, 1 million, and
10 million keys. As the results obtained in all these cases are
similar, we present the results with 1 million keys. The key
and value sizes are 24 and 64 bytes respectively. We report
the averages from running 10 trials for each experiment. The
standard deviation of all our experiments is below 5%.

6.1 Performance Evaluation
We compare the throughput and latency of all systems using
the YCSB workloads with uniform and skewed key popularity
distributions (Figure 4 and Figure 5).

For uniform workloads (Figure 4), LoLKV achieves 1.7–
2.9× higher throughput and 20–55% lower latency compared
to DARE. LoLKV also achieves 4–10× higher throughput
and 56–92% lower latency compared to uKharon, Mu, and
APUS. Figure 5 shows that LoLKV’s performance is not
affected by workload skewness. On the other hand, DARE,
uKharon, Mu, and APUS achieve 14%, 16%, 6%, and 18%

lower throughput with the skewed write-only workload com-
pared to their throughput with uniform workload.

LoLKV outperforms other alternatives for several reasons.
First, LoLKV requires only one RDMA Write operation to
replicate an object. Second, LoLKV combines the replication
phase and the apply phase by replicating operations directly
to the object store, avoiding an extra memory operation to
copy the data from the operation log to the object store.

APUS has the lowest performance because replication in
APUS requires two RDMA Write operations: one from the
leader to followers to replicate log entries and one from fol-
lowers to the leader to indicate the acceptance of a log entry.
Hence, in APUS, the CPUs of the followers are involved in the
replication process, which reduces throughput and increases
latency. Replication in Mu and uKharon requires only one
RDMA write operation from the leader to the followers, which
results in higher throughput and lower latency compared to
APUS. However, Mu and uKharon do not employ batching in
the replication process, which imposes long queuing delays
under heavy workloads. DARE achieves better performance
than APUS and Mu as it employs batching. However, DARE
requires two RDMA Write operations to replicate a batch of
operations: the first operation replicates log entries on follow-
ers and the second one updates the tail index of the followers.

LoLKV outperforms other systems even under read-heavy
workloads due to two reasons. First, even with a small percent-
age of put requests, the overhead of replicating and applying
operations limits the performance of get requests. Second,
APUS, Mu, and uKharon are multi-threaded systems but not
all threads are utilized to serve client requests. As a result,
given the same amount of resources, LoLKV and DARE can
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Figure 6: Latency CDF with a uniform write-only workload (a) put latency. (b) commit latency. (c) apply latency.
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Figure 7: Throughput (a), average latency (b), and 99th percentile of latency (c) when varying skewness with write-only workload.

be deployed with larger number of threads/shards than APUS,
Mu, and uKharon. Finally, DARE’s batching mechanism
batches similar operations only (i.e., a batch can have only
get or put requests). This approach leads to small batches
and degrades DARE’s performance significantly when the
workload has both get or put requests.

6.2 Latency Evaluation
Figure 6.a shows the CDF of put latency for a uniform write-
only workload. Other workloads in the YCSB benchmark
have a similar pattern. LoLKV lowers the 90th percentile of
put latency by 30%, 42%, 80% and 91% compared to DARE,
uKharon, Mu, and APUS, respectively.

Figure 6.b and Figure 6.c show the breakdown of the put
latency into commit time and apply time under the uniform
write-only workload. We measure the commit time as the time
from when the leader polls a client request until the leader
commits the request. LoLKV lowers the 90th percentile of
commit latency by 33%, 73% and 89% compared to uKharon,
Mu, and APUS, respectively. DARE’s commit latency is com-
parable to LoLKV. However, DARE has a large queuing delay
as it polls requests one by one. The impact of this polling
mechanism appears in Figure 6.a. LoLKV outperforms other
systems as requests are replicated concurrently and commit-
ting an operation requires only one RDMA Write operation.

Figure 6.c shows the CDF of the apply time of different
systems under the uniform write-only workload. The apply
time is the time needed by the system to update the key-value
store. LoLKV lowers the 90th percentile of the apply latency
by 26%, 63%, 39%, and 45%, compared to DARE, uKharon,
Mu and APUS respectively. In LoLKV, applying an operation
requires only updating the hash table to point to the new

object. In all other systems, in addition to updating the hash
table, the object is copied from the log to the segment store.

6.3 Workload Skewness
We evaluate the impact of workload skewness on the through-
put (Figure 7.a), the average latency (Figure 7.b), and the
99th percentile latency (Figure 7.c) when varying the skew-
ness factor between 0.5 and 0.999 for the write-only work-
load. Results show that LoLKV handles extremely skewed
workload efficiently; its throughput and latency are not af-
fected by the workload skewness. With a skewness factor of
0.999, the throughput of DARE, uKharon, Mu, and APUS is
reduced by 14%,16%, 6%, and 18%, and their average laten-
cies is increased by 27%, 13%, 4%, and 27% compared to
their throughput and latencies with a skewness factor of 0.5.

Increasing the skewness factor does not result in a signif-
icant performance degradation for all systems. The reason
for this is that with a skewness factor of 0.999, 50% of the
requests target only 209 keys. However, we found that these
keys are distributed among different shards. Hence, the load
generated by the clients is still distributed among all shards.
As a result, we do not see a noticeable difference in the per-
formance when comparing uniform and skewed workloads.

Modern key-value stores allow clients to select a partition
function that maps keys to shards. These functions often group
related keys in a single shards. To better understand the im-
pact of workload skewness on the performance, we conducted
an experiment in which we control the percentage of requests
targeting a shard. Figure 8.a shows the systems throughput,
Figure 8.b shows the average latency, and Figure 8.c shows
the 99th percentile latency when we vary the percentage of
requests that are handled by a specific shard. For ease of com-
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Figure 8: Throughput (a), average latency (b), and 99th tail latency (c) when changing the percentage of requests targeting a
shard under write-only workload.
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Figure 9: Throughput (a), average latency (b), and 99th tail latency (c) of different systems when varying the percentage of read
requests.

parison, Figure 8 also shows the performance when requests
are uniformly distributed among shards ("U" in Figure 8).
Results show a significant degradation in the performance of
DARE, Mu, uKharon, and APUS. For instance, comparing the
uniform distribution to when 50% of requests are served by
one shard, the throughput of DARE, uKharon, Mu, and APUS
is reduced by 61%, 52%, 45%, and 62%, respectively. Simi-
larly, the average latencies of DARE, uKharon, Mu, and APUS
are 5.3× , 3.4×, 4.5×, and 5.9× their average latencies with
uniform distribution, and their 99th percentile latencies are
2.7×, 3.2×, 4×, and 2.8× of their 99th percentile latencies
with uniform request distribution.

LoLKV’s performance is not affected by the workload
skewness because LoLKV does not shard the key space
among worker threads and all threads can participate in serv-
ing requests for popular objects. Concurrent put operations
on the same key can be committed in parallel by different
threads. Concurrent updates are ordered when updating the
hash table. For all other systems, the commit and apply oper-
ations are serialized when there are concurrent updates to the
same key and all operations for a popular key are handled by
a single shard while other shards could be idle.

6.4 Read-to-Write Ratio
Figure 9 shows the throughput, the average latency, and the
99th percentile latency when varying the get requests per-
centage. Increasing the percentage of get requests increases
the throughput and lowers the latency of all systems as get
requests are served by the leader in all systems. Nonetheless,
LoLKV outperforms other systems for all read-to-write ra-
tios. For instance, when 70% of requests are get requests,

LoLKV achieves 2.8×, 2.75×, 4× and 6.3× higher through-
put compared to DARE, uKharon, Mu, and APUS, respec-
tively. LoLKV outperforms Mu and uKharon for read-only
workloads because LoLKV uses higher number of threads to
serve requests. DARE polls one request at a time which limits
its throughput even under read-only workloads.

6.5 LoLKV Failover

In Figure 10, we evaluate the recovery time of LoLKV when
the leader fails, including the time it takes to elect a new leader
and perform data consolidation. In this experiment, we use
the same uniform write-only workload we use in Figure 4.a
with the configuration that achieves the maximum throughput
of 5.7 Mops. We kill the leader process at the 50 ms mark.
The throughput drops to zero when the leader fails and the
system remains unavailable until a new leader is elected.

The total recovery time is around 4.5ms. Detecting the
leader failure and electing a new leader takes around 1.4ms.
This is dominated by waiting for 3 heartbeat periods (300µs
each) to start leader election. Around 3ms are spent bringing
the new leader up-to-date. Once the new leader is active, the
throughput of the system returns to 5.7 Mops. We note that the
current implementation of LoLKV is not optimized for fast
failure recovery. For instance, in the current implementation
one thread sequentially performs data consolidation for all
thread segments before the leader can begin serving client
requests. This can be parallelized by making each thread
update the segments it owns. We will explore optimizing
failure recovery in future work.
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Figure 10: Recovery time of LoLKV.

6.6 Scalability
In this section, we evaluate the scalability as we increase
the number of shards or threads. We deploy the systems on
three nodes and uniformly distribute shard leaders across
nodes, i.e., each node is a leader for one third of the shards
and a follower for others. Figure 11 shows the throughput of
different systems with increasing number of shards/threads.
The results show that LoLKV can scale to efficiently use
all hardware threads (i.e., 24 threads) on the three machines
and achieve up to 18 Mops which is 4× higher than DARE,
7× higher than uKharon, 10× higher than Mu, and over 36×
higher than APUS. LoLKV’s performance drops when having
more than 24 threads due to fully utilizing all CPU cores.

LoLKV efficiently use all CPU cores because followers
in LoLKV are not active during normal operations. Conse-
quently, all available CPU cores on each node are used to host
leader shards serving client requests. The other systems do
not scale as well because each node is a leader for n shards
and a follower for 2×n shards. Thus, two thirds of a node’s
resources are used by follower processes. Furthermore, in Mu,
uKharon and APUS not all threads are used for processing
client requests. For each shard process, Mu uses 4 threads
on the leader and 4 on each follower, out of which only one
of the leader’s threads processes client requests. APUS and
uKharon use 2 threads on the leader and every follower per
shard. DARE is a single-threaded system and thus it scales to
a larger number of shards. Each DARE shard uses one thread
on the leader and each follower.

7 Additional Related Work
Consensus optimizations. Numerous software-based ap-
proaches towards optimizing consensus protocols exist in cur-
rent literature. EPaxos [24] is a leaderless replication protocol
designed to optimize commit latencies. CURP [25] utilizes
commutativity to improve replication speeds. While these op-
timizations improve performance, they still result in latencies
in the hundreds of microseconds or millisecond ranges.
Network-accelerated consensus. FLAIR [26], NetChain
[27] and NetPaxos [28] utilize programmable switches to
accelerate consensus. However, FLAIR only optimizes read
operations while NetChain and NetPaxos are only suitable
for systems with data sizes of a few megabytes or less.
Micro-scale optimizations. Several software optimizations
have been developed to support microsecond range workloads,
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Figure 11: The throughput of different systems when varying
the number of shards/threads with leaders distributed on three
nodes.

such as low-latency network stacks [29, 30] and intra-node
schedulers [31, 32]. These optimizations are orthogonal to
LoLKV, as we explore a novel design for micro-scale lineariz-
able key-value storage.
Unreplicated RDMA KV Stores. The clients in Pilaf [13]
and XStore [14] use RDMA to access server-side data struc-
tures to reduce latency. HERD [12] uses RDMA writes when
clients submit requests to the server. The server polls these
requests for processing. To leverage multi-core machines,
scaling these systems requires key-space sharding and pro-
cessing all requests for a shard by a thread/process.
Distributed Transactional Systems. DrTM [33] and
DrTM+R [34] use RDMA and hardware transactional mem-
ory to support distributed transactions. RDMA-based CAS
operations are used to replicate local transactions supported
by HTM. These works are orthogonal to ours as we focus on
using RDMA to build a logless replicated key-value store.

8 Conclusion

We present LoLKV, a novel logless key-value storage system
which provides data replication and linearizability guaran-
tees while avoiding the shortcomings of modern log-based
key-value stores. LoLKV uses multi-threading to scale and
handle client requests, applies operations directly to the un-
derlying data structures of the object store, and uses RDMA
to accelerate its operations. LoLKV followers are passive,
enabling the efficient use of their resources. Our evaluation
shows that LoLKV achieves significantly lower tail latency
and higher throughput compared to the state-of-the-art sys-
tems. LoLKV shows that strong consistency guarantees can
be achieved without being restricted to classical log-based
consensus designs.
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Abstract. Kernel bypass systems have demonstrated order of
magnitude improvements in throughput and tail latency for
network-intensive applications relative to traditional operating
systems (OSes). To achieve such excellent performance, how-
ever, they rely on dedicated resources (e.g., spinning cores,
pinned memory) and require application rewriting. This is
unattractive to cloud operators because they aim to densely
pack applications, and rewriting cloud software requires a
massive investment of valuable developer time. For both rea-
sons, kernel bypass, as it exists, is impractical for the cloud.

In this paper, we show these compromises are not neces-
sary to unlock the full benefits of kernel bypass. We present
Junction, the first kernel bypass system that can pack thou-
sands of instances on a machine while providing compatibility
with unmodified Linux applications. Junction achieves high
density through several advanced NIC features that reduce
pinned memory and the overhead of monitoring large numbers
of queues. It maintains compatibility with minimal overhead
through optimizations that exploit a shared address space with
the application. Junction scales to 19–62× more instances
than existing kernel bypass systems and can achieve similar or
better performance without code changes. Furthermore, Junc-
tion delivers significant performance benefits to applications
previously unsupported by kernel bypass, including those that
depend on runtime systems like Go, Java, Node, and Python.
In a comparison to native Linux, Junction increases through-
put by 1.6–7.0× while using 1.2–3.8× less cores across seven
applications.

1 Introduction
Network-intensive applications have experienced remark-

able performance improvements (i.e., order of magnitude
better tail latency and throughput) from kernel bypass sys-
tems [6, 15, 28, 29, 37, 43, 44, 67]. Their key idea is to map
network queues into userspace, so applications can communi-
cate directly with the NIC and avoid kernel overheads.

Junction is a new kernel bypass system that targets cloud
applications (e.g., microservices, serverless, etc.). Like pre-
vious kernel bypass systems, Junction delivers significant
performance improvements, including higher throughput and
greater CPU efficiency, as well as order of magnitude reduc-
tions in tail latency relative to traditional OSes. At the same
time, Junction is the first kernel bypass system that retains
compatibility with unmodified Linux binaries and is capable
of achieving high density (i.e., the ability to scale to thousands
of instances on a machine). Junction delivers these benefits

while maintaining strict isolation between applications with a
narrower attack surface than existing cloud isolation schemes.

Prior kernel bypass systems make compromises that ren-
der them impractical for use in the cloud. For example, they
require dedicated, busy-spinning cores and pinned memory,
so very few instances can be packed on a machine. More-
over, they make significant changes to the programming
model [6, 14, 21, 33, 52] that break compatibility and sacrifice
the enormous investment made in existing software. Finally,
most kernel bypass systems provide no isolation of their own,
so they must be combined with virtualization—and its as-
sociated overheads (e.g., VM exit costs, nested page tables,
etc.)—to be deployed safely in a cloud setting.

Junction is able to retain the full performance benefits of
kernel bypass without these compromises through a set of
design contributions that target isolation, density, and compat-
ibility. To achieve strong isolation while avoiding virtualiza-
tion overheads, Junction runs each instance inside a normal
Linux process and installs a filter that limits access to sys-
tem calls. Within an instance, Junction runs as a library that
shares an address space with the application. Because Junc-
tion is able to build all of its OS abstractions on top of kernel
bypass hardware (e.g., NIC queues, CPU features, etc.) it re-
quires only minimal interactions with the kernel, just enough
to enable resource multiplexing (≈ a dozen system calls).

To achieve high density, Junction efficiently multiplexes
both cores and memory. For cores, Junction builds upon prior
work on a dedicated scheduler core, but overcomes the pre-
viously unaddressed challenge of scaling to a large number
of instances. To do so, Junction makes novel use of a NIC
hardware feature that delivers packet arrival notifications on
a dedicated queue instead of requiring each receive queue
to be polled individually. For memory, Junction employs a
variety of new techniques to reduce the footprint of packet
buffers, including configuring NIC hardware to share a queue
of receive buffers across multiple cores, as well as allowing
multiple packets to be posted in each receive buffer. Junction
also securely exposes the Linux page cache to share read-only
memory across instances.

To achieve Linux compatibility, Junction provides its own
implementation of the Linux Kernel system call interface.
This was challenging to do in a way that maintains the per-
formance benefits of kernel bypass. Junction exploits the
fact that it runs in the same address space as the application
to unlock optimizations that minimize the cost of compat-
ibility. For example, Junction safely converts system calls
into function calls, avoids transient execution mitigations,
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Density Compatibility

System Mem. overhead
(single core)

Mem. overhead
per instance per core

Max instances
(128GB RAM)

Ported
Application

Lines of code Compatible w/
existing clients

Added Removed Modified

eRPC [30] 24 MB 24 MB # of cores Masstree 551 0 0 ✗
Demikernel [67] 167 MB – # of cores Redis 926 819 213 ✓
Caladan [15] 648 MB 9 MB 200 Memcached 393 539 637 ✓

Junction 29 MB 0.47 MB 3,500 No porting – – – ✓

Table 1: Existing kernel bypass systems require large amounts of dedicated host resources and invasive changes to applications.

accesses arguments directly without copying them, exploits
undefined behavior to eliminate locking, and uses vector in-
structions without the need to save and restore register state.
Junction also provides many OS features that are missing
in existing kernel bypass systems (e.g., signals, thread-local
storage, randomness, file systems, timers, etc.) but are crucial
to supporting cloud applications. It maintains a kernel bypass
approach to delivering these features by exploiting modern
CPU extensions to avoid traps into the kernel.
Results. Junction helps to pave a path toward practical deploy-
ment of kernel bypass in the cloud by showing it is possible to
deliver high performance without sacrificing security, density,
or compatibility. For example, Junction can run unmodified
Linux binaries while matching or exceeding the performance
of three state-of-the-art kernel bypass systems that require
significant code changes. Moreover, Junction’s reliance on
kernel bypass hardware allows it to reduce the number of
system calls in its attack surface by 69%–87% relative to
two security-focused library OSes, and Junction’s buffer man-
agement and queue polling optimizations allow it to pack
thousands of instances on a machine. Finally, Junction is the
first system to bring the performance benefits of kernel bypass
to unmodified applications with complex language runtimes
(e.g., Python, Node, Go, Java, etc.). It improves throughput by
1.6–7.0× and reduces CPU use by 1.2–3.8× for seven appli-
cations relative to Linux. Junction is available as open source
software: https://github.com/JunctionOS/junction.

2 Background & Motivation
Kernel bypass systems eliminate the kernel from the net-

work datapath, and replace it with an optimized user-level
networking stack that communicates directly with the NIC.
In this section, we first discuss why the existing approach to
kernel bypass has shortcomings that hinder adoption, espe-
cially in a cloud setting where density and compatibility are
crucial issues. Next, we discuss current progress in making
kernel bypass more general purpose. Finally, we discuss how
a lack of security further compounds these issues.
Density challenges. Cloud providers commonly pack many
instances on a machine to improve density [16, 55, 62, 68].
This is necessary because latency-sensitive applications have
variability in their demand for resources, and utilization can
only be kept high by filling in idle resources with best-effort

applications. Furthermore, in serverless environments, it is
typical for thousands of instances to remain active on a single
machine to prevent cold start delays [1].

Unfortunately, kernel bypass systems today can only sup-
port a limited number of instances on a machine (left side of
Table 1). One major problem is the widespread use of busy
spinning and dedicated cores [30, 67]. Because this approach
requires a minimum of one core per instance (and often many
more), the maximum number of instances is limited by the
number of cores.

New approaches to CPU scheduling that speed up core
allocation can overcome this limitation and eliminate waste
from busy spinning without sacrificing tail latency [15,42,50].
However, these systems rely on a dedicated core to make
scheduling decisions, so their scalability is still limited. For
example, Caladan is unable to scale beyond a few hundred
instances because of bottlenecks in its scheduler core.

Finally, the memory footprint of kernel bypass systems is
also a significant barrier to achieving high density. This is
especially true for kernel bypass systems that handle TCP
connections, like the Demikernel and Caladan, because they
cannot guarantee the application will consume packet buffers
the moment they arrive (e.g., what if they arrive out of order?),
so they must reserve a significant number of buffers to avoid
packet drops. There is also an additional per-core cost for
packet buffers in multicore kernel bypass systems because
each core must post enough receive buffers to handle a worst
case burst in traffic, which could be uneven across cores.

Compatibility challenges. Ideally, a kernel bypass system
should support unmodified binaries. Existing kernel bypass
systems instead require applications to be ported by devel-
opers (right side of Table 1). This is a significant barrier to
adoption. For example, at the time of writing, three recent,
state-of-the-art kernel bypass systems (eRPC, Demikernel,
and Caladan) support just a handful of applications. More-
over, all of these applications are key-value stores written
in C or C++, which are less challenging to port than typical
cloud applications. A recent survey of serverless functions
found that Node and Python were among the most popular
languages [57], and both require a full language runtime with
a complex set of OS dependencies that cannot be met by
existing kernel bypass systems.

Breaking compatibility is not easy in the cloud because of
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Figure 1: Junction’s system architecture.

the significant investment developers have made in existing
software. One obvious solution would be to focus on rewriting
just the most popular applications. Unfortunately, this would
have little impact on efficiency overall because, even together,
these applications do not account for a large enough fraction
of overall resource usage [31].

Making kernel bypass general purpose. There have been
several recent efforts to make kernel bypass more general
purpose. For example, normally kernel bypass systems use
run-to-completion to optimize for short requests [6], but this
leaves them vulnerable to high tail latency when there is
dispersion in request service times. Shinjuku [29] and Persé-
phone [9] solve this through efficient, fine-grained preemption
and steering of short requests to separate cores respectively.
Many kernel bypass systems also use “share nothing” designs
that harm tail latency under load imbalance, an issue that
ZygOS addresses through work stealing [47]. Demikernel
provides unifying abstractions on top of different hardware
backends (e.g., RDMA vs. Ethernet) to reduce developer ef-
fort [67]. Finally, Arachne [50] and Shenango [42] show that
threading can be made fast enough to be used with kernel
bypass networking. Junction adopts several ideas from these
systems while solving the previously unaddressed challenges
of density and compatibility.

Security challenges. Most kernel bypass systems eschew
isolation and must be run as root. As a result, they depend on
other isolation mechanisms to be deployed safely in the cloud.
The most viable option is to run each instance in a separate
VM, but this increases overheads including extra TLB misses,
VM exit costs, and a larger memory footprint caused by the
guest kernel. In most cases, VMs also cannot take advantage
of the page cache, which further limits their density.

3 Junction Overview
Figure 1 provides an overview of Junction and highlights its

main components. Junction is designed to handle thousands of
instances on a machine. An instance is an isolated container
that runs one or more application binaries. From the host
kernel’s perspective, this container consists of a single process
(called a kProc) with a fixed set of threads (called kThreads)
that are statically initialized at startup time. The kThreads
are scheduled on cores by a centralized scheduler (left side
of Figure 1). An instance can load and run multiple binaries
in its shared address space (placing each at different offsets

in virtual memory). Each binary within an instance runs in a
userspace process abstraction called a uProc.

A copy of the Junction kernel runs inside each instance and
shares an address space with its uProcs. It directly handles
system calls from uProcs and provides OS abstractions (e.g.,
threading, networking, filesystems, signals, etc.) in userspace,
similar to a library OS [10, 46]. The Junction kernel supports
the Linux system call interface so that it can run existing
software without modifications.

The Junction kernel uses kernel bypass hardware (both
networking queues and CPU features) to provides its OS
abstractions. As a result, most system calls can be handled
entirely in userspace and it is only necessary to make system
calls into the host kernel to multiplex resources (i.e., cores and
memory)—all other host kernel system calls can be blocked.
Shifting OS functionality into userspace improves perfor-
mance by reducing the frequency of boundary crossings, and
limits the attack surface by allowing untrusted programs to
exercise only very small parts of trusted host kernel code.

Throughout this paper, we assume Linux is used as the
host kernel, but any standard OS could serve this purpose.
Junction can coexist with normal Linux processes that do not
use Junction. As a result, Junction can take full advantage of
existing debugging and profiling tools; and the control plane
and management functions of a standard Linux environment.

Networking and communication. Like other kernel bypass
systems, Junction instances are provisioned with one NIC
send and receive queue pair per kThread. This improves per-
formance by allowing concurrent access to the NIC with-
out synchronization. The Junction kernel provides a high-
performance TCP/IP and UDP networking stack, which en-
able uProcs to communicate with the outside world. uProcs
within the same instance can communicate with each other
using standard inter-process communication (IPC) primitives
(e.g., pipes), but different instances on the same host may only
communicate via loopback networking through the NIC.

Threading. The Junction kernel includes a high-performance,
user-level threading library that uses work stealing to balance
light weight user-level threads (uThreads) across kThreads.
uProc threads (i.e., those created when starting or via
clone3()) are mapped to uThreads. uThreads are also used
for various internal tasks like network protocol processing.
Each kThread runs a scheduling loop that polls local queues
for packets and timeouts, and runs pending uThreads.

Core scheduling. Junction relies on a microkernel-style
scheduler to make core allocation decisions [15, 23, 42, 48]. It
runs on a dedicated core and busy polls control signals to de-
cide how and when cores should be allocated to each instance
(indicated by the red double arrow in Figure 1). Instances can
use as few as zero cores when idle, or more than one if de-
mand justifies it (up to a per-instance limit). For each instance,
the scheduler monitors timer expirations and queueing delays
in both thread and network queues, which are made visible
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to the scheduler through shared memory. When the scheduler
grants a core to an instance, it selects one of its idle kThreads
and pins it to the core for the duration of the grant.

In addition to performing core allocation, the scheduler
assists the threading library in implementing fine-grained
timeslicing by sending user IPIs (UIPIs) [25] to cores where
a running uThread has exceeded its timeslice quantum. This
ensures that all uThreads can make progress, and that packet
queues are drained in a timely manner. It is also beneficial for
reducing tail latency when service time dispersion is high [29].
As an optimization, these interrupts are only sent when queued
packets or runnable threads are waiting to be processed.

Because Junction aims to support thousands of instances,
it employs novel techniques to ensure that control signals
can be monitored in a scalable way. A timer wheel keeps
track of the next timeout for each instance and a NIC event
queue provides notifications of packets arrivals. These reduce
how often the scheduler has to poll shared state inside each
instance to determine if it could benefit from additional cores.
We discuss these optimizations in more detail in §5.

4 Security
The conventional wisdom is to use virtual machines as

the isolation boundary for the cloud to reduce interactions
between untrusted code and the host kernel. However, virtu-
alization still exercises a large amount of trusted code in the
host kernel, resulting in a significant attack surface [3, 65].
Junction, by contrast, delivers OS abstractions directly on
top of kernel bypass hardware, significantly reducing its re-
liance on the host kernel. In this section, we discuss Junction’s
security design in more detail.

4.1 Threat Model
We assume each instance can run arbitrary and potentially

malicious code, so strong memory isolation is needed between
instances and the host kernel. We are particularly concerned
about a malicious user exploiting a bug in the host kernel
through a system call or VM exit. Today’s host kernels have
wide attacks surfaces that can exercise millions of lines of
code, and transient execution attacks potentially expose ad-
ditional vulnerabilities in this code [4]. This poses a large
security risk in cloud deployments [1, 17].

The Junction kernel, by contrast, runs as a separate copy
in each instance. Each copy shares an address space and has
fate sharing with the uProcs it handles, but is strictly isolated
from other instances. Therefore, if a uProc corrupts its mem-
ory or exploits a bug in a system call implementation, it can
only harm its own availability. Through the same reasoning,
validating system call arguments or preventing transient exe-
cutions attacks is not required for isolation with the Junction
kernel. This unlocks many opportunities for optimization that
are not available to the host kernel (§6.2). uProcs that are mu-
tually trusting can run in the same instance at lower overhead,

Category Syscalls

CPU scheduling yield_core()
Memory management mmap(), munmap(), madvise(),

mprotect(), mremap()
Loading binaries open(), close(), pread64()
Logging (optional) write()
Process management exit_group()

Table 2: System calls that Junction requires from the host kernel.

or in separate instances if isolation is needed.
The NIC is trusted and we assume it can provide network

virtualization and packet scheduling across multiple instances.
NICs with these capabilities are commonly deployed in pub-
lic clouds today (e.g., Microsoft Catapult [12] and Amazon
Nitro [2]).

4.2 Host Kernel Isolation

Isolation mechanisms. Junction relies on kProcs, which are
normal Linux processes, for isolation of its instances. Each
kProc installs a strict seccomp filter that limits access to a
restrictive set of system calls. Because Junction uses the
page cache to improve density, an instance is given read-only
access to a chroot jail directory with needed binaries and
shared libraries. Junction instances also have direct access
to the NIC through a set of queues and a dedicated page for
MMIO doorbell writes to PCIe. The NIC is aware of distinct
Junction instances, and provides each instance with its own
queues, pinned memory, and doorbell page.

Allowed system calls. Junction requires only 11 system
calls, as shown in Table 2. Two of these are used only
rarely: write() is used for debug logging to stdout, and
exit_group() is used only once when the instance ex-
its. Similar to Caladan [15], Junction uses a single block-
ing system call, yield_core(), to yield and allocate cores.
This call is provided by a custom Linux Kernel module,
and coordinates with the scheduler—informing it when a
kThread yields voluntarily. The module allows the scheduler
to wake a kThread on a specific core and unblock it from its
yield_core() call.

Junction requires five system calls to manage memory. This
is important for density because instances rarely need all of
the memory they reserve [1]. First, Junction relies on mmap()
to allocate anonymous memory and to map files. Second, it
relies on mprotect() and munmap() to change mapping per-
missions and remove mappings respectively. Third, mremap()
is needed to adjust existing mappings. Finally, madvise() is
exposed to provide hints to the Linux Kernel, such as releas-
ing unused memory without modifying the VMA, which has
lower overhead than munmap().

Page cache. To minimize the attack surface, we initially con-
sidered a design where Junction did not access the Linux
Kernel file system at all, instead delivering files over the net-
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work (e.g., 9P) or in memory. However, we realized that to
achieve density, limited access to the Linux file system is
necessary. This is because the host kernel is the only layer
that can mediate access to the page cache, allowing differ-
ent processes to share read-only mappings to the same disk
blocks. Reducing the memory footprint in this way allows
Junction to achieve higher density (§8.6).

Our goal, therefore, is to expose just enough of the file
system to make it possible to leverage the page cache. Using
the chroot jail, an instance can use open() to access allowed
files in read-only mode and close() when done. mmap()
is used to map the files into memory (i.e., ELF segments),
enabling use of the page cache. pread64(), which takes an
offset and is designed to scale well across cores, is also made
available to allow the contents of files to be read before they
are mapped into memory. Before adopting its syscall filter,
an instance scans the files and folders in its jail and caches
the metadata (e.g., file size), so it does not need access to any
further file-system calls when running.

5 Optimizing for Density
Junction’s goal is to deliver high networking throughput

and low latency, like existing kernel bypass systems, while
also packing significantly more instances on a machine. This
required us to resolve several problems related to the use of a
large number of NIC receive queues.

Normally, kernel bypass systems assign a separate receive
queue to each core in order to avoid synchronization over-
heads so they can scale linearly with the number of cores.
Although Junction differs in that it adjusts cores dynamically
based on load, it still must assign enough receive queues to
each instance so that one will be available for each kThread
that might be running. As a result, the number of queues
needed is the maximum number of cores per instance times
the number of instances.

Modern NICs can easily scale to thousands of queues, but
using them to pack many instances on a machine still poses
significant challenges. First, buffer memory consumption is
a key limit for density because each receive queue must post
enough buffers to accommodate a worst-case burst in arriving
packets, which is exacerbated by the unevenness in traffic
across cores. Second, the cost of polling every queue in the
core scheduler becomes prohibitive, with cache pollution caus-
ing a performance collapse. We now discuss our solution to
each of these problems in more detail.

5.1 Minimizing Buffer Memory Consumption
Existing kernel bypass systems maintain large pools of

memory for buffers that are used to send and receive pack-
ets through the NIC. These buffers must be available to the
NIC for direct memory access, so the backing memory must
be pinned to prevent the host kernel from swapping it out.
Pinning buffers at the time of sending/receive packets is pro-

Refill 
thread Shared

buffer queue

RQ 1

RQ 2

RQ 3

Pkt 1

Pkt 2

Pkt 3
Buffer

Figure 2: Junction reduces memory use through (A) a shared buffer
queue that supplies per-core receive queues (RQs), and (B) packing
many packets in each buffer (even when delivered to different RQs).
A refill thread replenishes buffers.

hibitively expensive, so it is instead better to maintain a pool
of pinned buffers. Sizing this pool requires consideration of
several factors, including the number of open connections
(i.e., the total outstanding send and receive windows for a
protocol like TCP), the worst-case delay in packet processing
time, and the network round trip time. To handle variability
in processing time and to absorb bursts, it is common to keep
receive rings full with buffers so that packets are not dropped.

Kernel bypass systems often provision pinned memory well
in excess of the minimum amount needed. One major factor
that contributes to this is the use of per-core receive queues.
Traffic is distributed among receive queues using RSS, which
is susceptible to skew and can lead to bursts on some queues.
Each queue must have enough posted buffers to ensure that
it can handle any traffic distributed to it. For example, kernel
bypass network stacks can drive a single TCP flow at speeds
greater than 100Gb/s. Because such a flow would be hashed
to one receive queue at random, each queue must have enough
buffers available to handle this high rate of traffic, despite the
fact that only one queue’s buffers will be consumed. Thus
the amount of buffer memory needs to scale linearly with the
number of cores an instance may be using.

A second factor that contributes to wasted memory is the
need to support variably-sized packets. Normally, each packet
that arrives consumes a single posted buffer, which must be at
least MTU-sized. Small packets consume only a fraction of
these buffers, so to ensure that enough bytes are available to
buffer small packets that arrive at high rates, the buffer pool
must be made proportionally larger.

As shown in Figure 2, Junction takes advantage of recent
NIC hardware to overcome both of these problems. First, it
uses a per-instance shared buffer queue to post buffers instead
of posting them separately in each receive queue. This allows
posted buffers to be shared amongst the receive queues, elim-
inating the need to scale the buffer pool with the number of
cores. Second, it avoids fragmentation in large packet buffers
by allowing many packets to be placed consecutively in each
buffer, reducing the minimum memory consumed per-packet
from MTU size (between 1500B to 9000B) to 256B.

Using a shared buffer queue requires coordination across
cores, which can add overhead and limit scalability. The host
cannot refill a slot in the buffer queue until the NIC has fin-
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ished writing to it, which is detected by tracking arrivals at
each receive queue. Additionally, because many packets can
be stored in a single buffer, a buffer cannot be reused until
all of its packets are freed. This is especially challenging be-
cause packets from a single buffer can be spread across many
receive queues, requiring coordination across cores when free-
ing packets and refilling the shared buffer queue.

Prior work on ShRing [45] proposed hardware modifica-
tions to the NIC to enable efficient coordination. However,
Junction reduces synchronization overhead with a software-
only approach by using per-core reference counters for each
slot in the shared buffer queue and each buffer in the buffer
pool (i.e., no cachelines are shared). Because buffer sizes
can be large (we picked 16KB), the shared buffer queue can
be kept small, resulting in low per-core memory overhead
(about 512B). A high-priority refill thread is responsible for
managing the shared buffer queue: it scans the counters and
replenishes queue slots with free buffers. We provide more
details on our approach and how it compares to ShRing in
Appendix B.

5.2 Scalable Queue Polling

Using a spinning core for rapid core scheduling eliminates
the need for each instance to spin-poll its own receive queues,
allowing idle cores to be reallocated to applications that need
them (§2). The scheduler polls shared memory locations in a
loop to monitor queueing delays across each instance’s net-
work receive queues, thread runqueues, and timers. With large
numbers of instances, the polling loop can take a long time to
complete, leading to delays in wakeups and increases in la-
tency. Furthermore, polling many locations pollutes the cache
for the scheduler, leading to additional slowdowns. Junction
avoids polling thread runqueues for inactive applications, but
must still track pending timers and arriving packets as both
may warrant an immediate core allocation for an idle instance.

Junction makes two main modifications to the scheduler
core model to dramatically improve its scalability by reduc-
ing the amount of memory that the scheduler must inspect
in each scheduling pass. First, it uses a set of NIC features
in a novel way to avoid continuously polling idle network
queues. Junction allocates a single event queue and a ded-
icated doorbell page for the scheduler core. Each time the
scheduler observes an empty receive queue, it arms the queue
by marking the index of the current head pointer and writing
to the doorbell. When a packet arrives on an armed queue,
the NIC writes an event into the event queue and disarms the
queue. The scheduler continually polls the event queue and
can react immediately when a packet arrives at an idle queue.
This feature is available on modern Mellanox NICs.

Expiring timers may also require cores to be allocated
to idle instances. High resolution timers are important for
datacenter workloads; for example, they may used to detect
when TCP segments need to be retransmitted, or an RPC

Subsystem Hardware Feature Syscall Alternative

Networking NIC Queues socket(),recv(),send()
Randomness RDRAND, RDSEED getrandom()
Threading (TLS) WRFSBASE arch_prctl()
Signals SENDUIPI, XSAVEC tgkill()

XRSTOR, UIRET rt_sigreturn()

Table 3: Kernel bypass hardware features used by Junction.

has failed. In order to ensure that instances with timers are
woken with minimal delay, Junction’s scheduler employs a
second optimization: a high resolution (16 µs) hierarchical
timer wheel [61]. The timer wheel allows the scheduler to
ignore instances with timers that expire far out in the future
and monitor only instances that are either active or have im-
mediately pending timeouts.

We also optimize the memory footprint of the data struc-
tures used by Junction’s scheduler to ensure that the state
from each instance occupies as few cache lines as possible.
Additionally, state is arranged to avoid false sharing, i.e., state
needed only when an application is active is kept separate
from state needed when an instance is idle. Together, these
optimizations overcome the scalability bottlenecks of a cen-
tralized core scheduler and enable Junction’s scheduler to
manage thousands of active instances without latency issues.

6 Linux Compatibility

In line with experiences reported by other researchers, we
found that it was tractable for a small team to implement
enough of the Linux interface to run a wide range of applica-
tions [20, 22, 46]. Constraining our goal to only supporting
cloud applications made this easier. For example, we could ig-
nore desktop features like graphics, input devices, and sound,
which would have required significantly more developer ef-
fort. In addition, most cloud applications are built for specific
runtime systems and do not perform system calls directly.
Therefore, targeting all the system calls needed by a partic-
ular runtime can enable a broad swath of compatibility. For
example, we found Junction could run any Go program after
implementing the set of system calls needed by its runtime.

We had to overcome two challenges to achieve Linux com-
patibility. First, we had to provide OS features that are not
available in prior kernel bypass systems, but are necessary for
cloud applications. Second, we had to minimize the overhead
of compatibility in order to not squander the performance
benefits of kernel bypass. We address the first challenge by
shifting OS abstractions into userspace and by building them
on top of kernel bypass hardware (Table 3). We address the
second challenge by exploiting fate sharing and a shared ad-
dress space to unlock performance optimizations. We discuss
each solution in more detail next.
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6.1 Adapting OS Features to Kernel Bypass

Loader and multiprocess support. The Junction kernel in-
cludes its own ELF loader to load uProcs inside an instance.
The ELF loader is invoked automatically at startup to load
the first uProc—a path to the program image is provided as a
configuration parameter. The ELF loader can also be invoked
later by the execve() system call, which enables loading of
additional uProcs. During ELF loading, Junction creates a
new uThread and populates its stack with environment vari-
ables, arguments, and an auxiliary vector. The auxiliary vector
contains several important parameters that are needed to emu-
late a Linux process environment [35].

In an earlier prototype of Junction, the Junction kernel was
instead deployed as a library that was linked with the appli-
cation, similar to a Unikernel [24, 34]. We decided against
this approach, however, because it required compiling a new
binary for each program. This breaks compatibility with exist-
ing Linux binaries and also makes it more difficult to support
multiple processes within an instance.

Multiprocess support is an important feature for some cloud
applications (e.g., microservices) because they rely on side-
cars for RPC handling, logging, and other services. Sidecars
are normally trusted by the application, so it is acceptable to
run them together, potentially without memory isolation [56].
In Linux, a new process is created via fork(), which spawns
a separate address space. However, Junction is a single ad-
dress space OS, so it cannot fork to create new uProcs.

To launch multiple uProcs, Junction instead relies on
vfork(), an optimized version of fork() that delays the cre-
ation of a new address space until execve() is called. Linux
uses this to fuse the fork operation with the loading of the
program, eliminating the need to clone the page table. How-
ever, Junction transparently co-opts the vfork() + execve()
sequence to provide a different behavior. Instead of creating
a new address space, it finds an empty location in the exist-
ing address space and loads the program there, allowing it
to support multiple uProcs in one instance. To avoid colli-
sions, a program must work correctly in any location in the
address space, so at most one uProc can be compiled without
position-independent code (PIC) enabled. Fortunately, for se-
curity reasons, PIC is enabled by default in most datacenters.

Threading. User-level threading packages are gaining trac-
tion because of their increased performance (e.g., Java’s
Project Loom [49] and the Go Runtime [39]). Junction brings
the same benefits to unmodified binaries by shifting all thread-
ing operations (e.g., creating threads, acquiring mutexes, con-
text switching, etc.) into userspace instead of going through
the host kernel. Junction maintains a separate uThread run-
queue in each kThread and uses packet arrivals, timeouts,
signals, and other events to wake uThreads.

Junction provides threading support at two layers of ab-
straction. First, it supports the low-level Linux system calls
that are required for threading (e.g., futex(), clone(), etc.).

This is needed to achieve compatibility with programs that use
nonstandard threading libraries. Second, for greater efficiency,
it overrides glibc’s pthread library, and provides a custom im-
plementation that is integrated directly with Junction and does
not make use of these system calls. For example, futex()
must normally do a hash table lookup to find if a thread is
blocking on an address, but Junction can instead reference the
mutex object directly to find the blocking uThread. Another
challenge not addressed in prior kernel bypass systems is sup-
port for thread-local storage (TLS). Junction’s solution is to
rely on the WRFSBASE instruction to switch between thread-
local regions during each uThread context switch. Without
this instruction, performance would be significantly worse as
the host kernel’s arch_prctl() system call would have to
be invoked at each context switch (§8.6).

Signals. Surprisingly, we found that many cloud applications
depend on signals for normal operation. For example, Go
uses signals to preempt and reschedule Go Routines, and the
Hotspot JVM uses signals as an optimization to avoid explicit
NULL pointer checks. This reflects two separate forms of
signals supported by Linux: 1) those that are sent internally
by an application (e.g., via tgkill()) and 2) those that are
generated by CPU exceptions (e.g., page faults).

The difficulty in supporting signals is that their behavior is
highly customizable (e.g., setting handlers, masking signals,
using alternate stacks, etc.). However, exposing sigaction()
and sigaltstack() through the host kernel would signifi-
cantly widen the attack surface. Signals also compose poorly
with Junction’s threading layer, because signals must nor-
mally wake or preempt a specific uThread, but the host kernel
is only aware of kThreads.

Instead, Junction uses UIPIs [25] to reduce the involvement
of the host kernel. When a uThread invokes tgkill() to send
an internal signal, the Junction kernel uses the SENDUIPI
instruction to send a UIPI (if preemption is necessary). We
discuss our implementation with UIPIs further in Appendix A.

CPU exceptions, however, still requires involvement from
the host kernel because the CPU does not support user-level
handling of these faults. Junction statically configures the host
kernel with handlers for every possible CPU exception signal
(using an alternate signal stack) before dropping privileges.
When a uThread triggers a CPU exception, the host kernel
sets up a trapframe on an alternate stack and invokes Junc-
tion’s signal handler. Thankfully, UIPI’s UIRET instruction
obviates the need for the host kernel’s rt_sigreturn() sys-
tem call since it can atomically restore stack and instruction
pointers. Though a system call is typically needed to unblock
signals that are masked during delivery, Junction configures
its Linux signal handlers to never alter the signal mask. This
is appropriate because CPU exceptions cannot be masked.

When an interrupt or Linux signal is delivered, Junction
uses its internal knowledge of uProcs and their signal configu-
ration to route the signal to the right handler, which pushes the
signal’s trap frame onto a uThread’s stack. This potentially
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includes waking a uThread or preempting a running uThread.
Other OS features. Junction provides support for network-
ing sockets, IPC (e.g., pipe() and loopback networking),
waiting for events (e.g., select(), poll(), epoll(), and
eventfd()), a virtual filesystem, memory management (e.g.,
mmap()), time keeping, and many more OS features not found
in prior kernel bypass systems. We adopted several novel
strategies to reduce overheads, discussed next in more detail.

6.2 Performance Optimizations

System call handling. The main mechanism for intercept-
ing system calls in Linux is seccomp, which can generate a
signal for each system call it intercepts. Junction uses this
mechanism as an occasional fallback, but we found that it
had a prohibitive level of overhead for intercepting all system
calls. A more efficient alternative would be to patch occur-
rences of the SYSCALL instruction so they jump directly into
the Junction kernel. Researchers recently discovered a clever
trick to support this without exceeding the instruction length
of SYSCALL, eliminating the need for binary rewriting [66].

However, Junction uses a different strategy to squeeze out
even more performance. When a program is loaded, Junc-
tion’s ELF loader transparently replaces glibc with a modified
version. We found that nearly all system calls are performed
through glibc so this was a good place to intercept them. The
modified library is designed to call into Junction during each
system call. This includes the use of a trampoline page that
finds the location of Junction, which is randomized for ASLR.

One key benefit to this approach is that it allows each sys-
tem call to be invoked like a normal function call with stan-
dard calling conventions. This is favorable for performance
because some general purpose registers and all floating point
and vector registers can be safely clobbered. As a result, un-
like the Linux Kernel, the Junction kernel can be compiled
with all optimizations enabled, including those that use vector
instructions. This also means that significantly less register
state has to be saved and restored when context switching be-
tween threads that are blocked. However, preempted threads
still require all state to be restored. Because of fate sharing,
there is also no need to apply transient execution attack mitiga-
tions during system calls [4]. Instead, these are only necessary
when entering the host kernel.
Reducing compatibility overheads. Junction further reduces
overheads by changing the way system calls are implemented.
First, Junction does not need to mitigate time-of-check to time-
of-use (TOCTOU) attacks, again because of fate sharing. As a
result, Junction does not copy system call arguments. Second,
the UNIX standard has many examples of undefined behavior.
In the Linux Kernel these have to be implemented carefully
to avoid compromising security, but in Junction they can be
implemented in whatever way achieves the best performance.

A good example of this opportunity is that if a file descrip-
tor is closed while select() is monitoring it, the behavior

is undefined. The Linux Kernel still requires extra locking to
prevent race conditions. On the other hand, Junction allows
these race conditions to happen and avoids the cost of locking
because it assumes a correctly written program will never trig-
ger undefined behavior. However, Junction must still perform
all standard argument checking (e.g., is a file descriptor valid)
because Linux programs depend on these behaviors.

7 Implementation
Junction is implemented in about 12,000 lines of C++23

code and runs on modern x86 CPUs. It is linked against Cal-
adan’s runtime (14,000 LOC), which it uses as a low-level
library for networking and threading routines. Caladan pro-
vided useful support for centralized core scheduling. However,
we had to heavily modify it to scale to more instances and
to run under our restricted host kernel interface. Moreover,
we completely replaced its mlx5 driver (for modern Mellanox
NICs) to enable shared buffer queues and multi-packet receive
buffers (5,000 LOC); and we modified its kernel module to
support UIPIs (500 LOC). The modified NIC driver replaces
Linux’s ibverbs and tightly integrates with the scheduler, al-
lowing it to expose the NIC event queue.
Linux compatibility. Junction’s current implementation sup-
ports 126 Linux system calls. We found this subset sufficient
to run language frameworks including Python, Go, Node.js,
and Java, as well as a variety of applications written in C,
C++, and Rust. With the exception of Go, Junction runs all
of these as unmodified Linux binaries. Go programs belong
to a rare class of applications that make most of their system
calls outside of libc (the only one we encountered). To deliver
the best performance, we added a new OS target to the Go
compiler that uses function calls and our trampoline instead
of system calls. However, seccomp can still handle system
calls even for unmodified Go binaries.

8 Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:

1. How does Junction’s performance compare to state-of-
the-art kernel bypass systems (§8.2)?

2. How many active instances can Junction pack on a ma-
chine (§8.3)?

3. Can Junction achieve compatibility with unmodified
cloud applications (§8.4)?

4. Can Junction be securely deployed in a multi-tenant
cloud (§8.5)?

5. What factors contribute to Junction’s better performance
and higher density (§8.6)?

8.1 Methodology

Experimental setup. Most experiments are run on a server
with an Intel Xeon 6354 3.6 GHz 18-core CPU, 64GB of
RAM, and a 200GbE Mellanox ConnectX-6 NIC. Scaling
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Files Net. Mem. Process
Threads/

Sync. Signals Rand. Timers
Multi-

threaded
Garbage
Collected

Kernel
Time (%)

Memcached (C) 6 20 4 12 4 2 1 1 ✓ ✗ 86.4
Redis (C) 11 14 5 9 5 3 1 1 ✗ ✗ 84.2
Masstree (C++) 4 14 5 6 4 4 0 1 ✓ ✗ 83.2
nginx (C) 5 9 4 10 2 0 1 1 ✗ ✗ 76.1
Node.js HTTP 7 12 6 14 4 2 1 0 ✗ ✓ 44.7
Python HTTP 11 10 4 11 3 1 1 0 ✗ ✗ 63.5
Go HTTP 4 9 4 6 4 3 1 1 ✓ ✓ 55.3
Rocket (Rust) 7 13 5 7 4 0 1 0 ✓ ✗ 44.7
Tomcat (Java) 15 18 5 15 5 4 1 2 ✓ ✓ 51.6

Table 4: Characteristics of evaluated applications, including unique system calls used grouped by kernel subsystem, whether an application is
multithreaded or uses garbage collection, and ratio of time spent in the kernel (when running in Linux).
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of Junction with state-of-the-art kernel bypass systems. Junction offers higher throughput than eRPC and
Demikernel and is competitive with Caladan despite requiring no code modifications.

experiments run on a server with an Intel Xeon 5420+ 2.7GHz
28-core CPU and 128GB of RAM. Unless otherwise noted,
we use a set of client machines connected to a 100GbE switch
to generate load. The server runs Linux Kernel version 6.2,
with the default mitigations enabled for CPU vulnerabilities.
We use an open-loop kernel bypass load generator with Pois-
son arrivals [42] for latency measurements.

Systems. We compare Junction to three state-of-the-art ker-
nel bypass systems: eRPC [30], Demikernel [67], and Cal-
adan [15]. We also compare Junction to two state-of-the-art
cloud isolation systems: Firecracker [1], a micro-VM iso-
lation system, and gVisor [17], a secure container isolation
system that also implements the Linux system call interface
in userspace. Finally, we show performance relative to native
Linux. We made every effort to tune each system for its max-
imum performance, and ensured that performance matched
what is reported in other studies.

Applications. Table 4 characterizes the applications that we
use throughout the evaluation, which include a range of web
servers and various in-memory database and key-value stores.

8.2 Comparison to other kernel bypass systems
Figure 3 shows that Junction delivers performance to un-

modified binaries that is on-par with or better than existing
kernel bypass systems that require modifications to applica-
tions. The set of applications that have been ported to existing
kernel bypass systems is limited and disjoint, making it dif-
ficult to use the same application to evaluate each system.
Instead, we select one of the ported applications that was used
originally to evaluate each kernel bypass system and compare
to an unmodified Linux binary running in Junction and Linux.

Table 1 shows the porting effort required for each of them.
Except for Demikernel, which doesn’t support multiple cores,
we configure each system to use up to 16 cores.
eRPC. We compare against eRPC using the in-memory
database called Masstree [36]. eRPC’s port of Masstree re-
places its included TCP/UDP server with its own wrapper
around the database and a custom wire format. We compare
the performance of eRPC running with RoCE versus Junc-
tion and Linux using standard TCP. We provision 128 client
threads across 8 machines to issue a mixture of 50% GET
and 50% PUT requests to the server (with four outstanding
requests per thread). Because of eRPC’s custom wire proto-
col, we use eRPC’s client to measure eRPC’s performance,
and the Linux binary running in Junction to measure Linux
and Junction. Junction achieves higher throughput (over 21
MOp/s) than eRPC (19.3 MOp/s), both significant improve-
ments over the Linux baseline. We observe that eRPC spends
up to 10% of its CPU time handling futexes while allocating
memory, an overhead that Junction largely eliminates.
Demikernel. We benchmark Demikernel using Redis and its
included redis-benchmark utility. We run the redis-benchmark
client inside Junction to measure throughput of GET and SET
requests over TCP connections. The Linux baseline achieves
260,000 RPS while consuming 1.5 CPU cores (this includes
softirq time). Demikernel improves throughput by about 7%
while using only 1 CPU core. Junction improves through-
put by 248% over Linux, while also using only 1 CPU core.
Junction’s TCP stack is more efficient (e.g., it uses a fast-
path [32]), and we suspect this is the main contributor to its
performance advantage relative to Demikernel in this setting.
Caladan. We use memcached [13] to compare performance
to Caladan [15], with additional detail on tail latency in Fig-
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Figure 5: Performance and resource consumption while varying
the number of single-threaded Rocket web servers packed into one
machine. Load is fixed at 150K RPS and spread evenly across all
instances. Junction supports up to 3,500 active instances while using
3.33× less memory per instance than Firecracker and keeping tail
latency 35× lower than Linux.

ure 4. This comparison highlights the performance costs of
using unmodified binaries because the two systems share a
user threading library and TCP stack. We found that the while
the native Linux binary in Junction could nearly match the
throughput of Caladan, its tail latency degraded more quickly.
This is because the Caladan version of memcached entirely
removes libevent and epoll(), which were used to mul-
tiplex large numbers of connections across a smaller set of
threads. We performed the same set of modifications to the
Linux binary and evaluated its performance on Junction. The
modified version (threaded) shows that Junction can match
the latency profile of Caladan, suggesting that limiting the
number of threads is important for OSes with high kernel
crossing overheads, but can be detrimental otherwise due
to head-of-line blocking. Thus, an optimal version of mem-
cached for Junction would merely spawn a thread for each
connection. Nevertheless, this result shows that Junction can
offer dramatic improvement for low-latency applications even
without modifications.

8.3 Density
We now demonstrate that Junction can densely pack many

active instances on a machine and deliver low tail latency.
Figure 5 shows an experiment where we provision increasing
numbers of instances of a multi-threaded HTTP server written
in Rust called Rocket. We use a host with 128GB of RAM.
Each instance is provisioned with 8 threads. We offer a total
load of 150,000 RPS to the machine, evenly divided across all
instances. At each instance count, we show the aggregate tail
latency experienced across all instances and the total memory
consumption. We compare Junction to a Linux baseline and
to Firecracker (designed to have a low per-instance memory
footprint while providing an isolated VM environment). We
also show Caladan*, which mixes Junction with Caladan’s
network stack that is not optimized for density; this scales
to only 180 instances. Linux consumes hardly any memory
per instance (<1MB) and can scale far beyond Junction, but
has poor tail latency. Firecracker’s memory overhead is 8.6×
lower than Caladan’s but suffers from even poorer tail latency.
Junction scales to 3,500 instances before running out of mem-
ory, with p99 latency below 350 µs, a 35× improvement over
Linux.

8.4 Compatibility
We demonstrate that Junction achieves broad compatibility

for cloud workloads by benchmarking a suite of HTTP servers
written in several popular languages/frameworks. This col-
lection includes (1) nginx [51], a popular load-balancer and
proxy written in C, (2) Node.js’s built-in web server [40], (3)
a simple web server written in Python [60], (4) Go’s built-in
HTTP package [39], (5) the Rocket framework in Rust [53],
and (6) the Apache Tomcat framework in Java [58]. These
applications cannot be supported by any existing kernel by-
pass system without a large porting effort. We compare them
to native Linux, and to both gVisor and Firecracker. We con-
figure each application to use up to 8 cores, though several
are single-threaded. All are configured to deliver small static
responses (14–600 bytes); nginx is the only one configured
to read its response from a file (stored in a RAM-backed file
system). We use 200 concurrent connections with connection
keep-alives to avoid the cost of additional TCP handshakes.

Figure 6 shows the p99 latency and total CPU utilization
across varying load for each application. For all applications,
Junction provides superior throughput, latency, and CPU ef-
ficiency. Relative to Linux, Junction improves throughput
by 1.62-3.69× and uses 19-65% less CPU when handling
Linux’s peak loads. Junction shows even larger gains against
Firecracker and gVisor.

8.5 Attack Surface
Junction’s use of kernel bypass reduces the host kernel

attack surface relative to existing security-focused library
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Figure 6: Service response-time and corresponding CPU usage at varying offered loads. Junction offers higher throughput and lower tail
latency while also using fewer cores compared to other systems.

Total Mem.
Threads/

Procs Sync I/O Misc.

Junction 11 5 2 0 4 0
gVisor (Sentry) [19] 64 7 11 2 34 10
gVisor (Gofer) [18] 57 4 11 1 36 5
Drawbridge 36 3 7 7 12 7

Table 5: Comparison of allowed syscalls to the host kernel for
Junction and two other library operating systems.

Unique syscalls Total syscalls (/s) VMEXITs (/s)

Junction 4 9,603 n/a
Firecracker [1] 5 68,162 102,027
gVisor [17] 21 99,879 13,084
Linux 14 34,087 n/a

Table 6: Kernel crossings (per second) when running Rocket for 10s
with an offered load of 10,000 RPS.

OSes. To demonstrate this, Table 5 shows the total number
of syscalls required to run Junction, compared to gVisor and
Drawbridge [46]. Drawbridge is a library OS that provides
applications with a Windows 7 interface (in total over 100,000
API calls) using 36 system calls. gVisor is broken down into
its two components, the Sentry and Gofer; the Sentry imple-
ments much of the system call interface but proxies access to
files through the Gofer to add defense in depth. Because Junc-
tion uses kernel bypass NIC and CPU features to implement
OS functionality, it requires 3.2–7.6× fewer syscalls to run.

Table 6 further demonstrates Junction’s lack of reliance
on the host kernel by showing profiling output from strace
while running an 8-threaded Rocket instance at 10K RPS (af-
ter initialization). We report host kernel interactions through
both system calls and VMExits. 99% of Junction’s syscalls
are to yield_core(), which is called when the application
idles between requests, enabling other applications to run. The
remaining 1% of calls are exclusively allocating and releasing
memory. Linux, gVisor, and Firecracker all rely heavily on

system calls that read from, send to, and block on file descrip-
tors. Firecracker and gVisor interact with a Linux TAP device
and virtio queues, while the Linux instance interacts with
sockets. Both gVisor and Firecracker use ioctl() to interact
with KVM. gVisor also heavily uses futexes and timers.

8.6 Performance Analysis
To better understand Junction’s performance, we evaluated

the impact of several of our design choices and mechanisms.

Performance optimizations. Figure 7 demonstrates how vari-
ous aspects of Junction’s design contribute to its performance.
Both (1) using the Linux TAP driver to send and receive pack-
ets (as gVisor and Firecracker do) and (2) using seccomp
filters to trap and intercept syscalls severely limit throughput
for Junction instances. Per-core kernel bypass queues allow
it to scale to significantly higher rates. Additional optimiza-
tions to enable compatibility with unmodified binaries further
improve performance: both the use of hardware instructions
to support TLS (WRFSBASE) and the optimization to allow
it to clobber floating point state during system calls. These
techniques allow Junction to nearly match the performance
of Caladan (i.e., the same TCP stack without compatibility).

Pinned memory. We quantify the improvements from adopt-
ing shared buffer queues and multi-packet buffers on the mem-
ory footprint of a Junction instance in Figure 8a, which shows
the amount of memory consumed by 8-threaded instances
with buffer pools sized to accommodate peak throughput. En-
abling shared buffer queues shrinks the footprint by 35%,
and enabling multi-packet buffers shrinks the footprint by an
additional 48%, yielding a 33MB footprint per instance.

Scaling core allocation. We evaluate the two techniques
discussed in §5.2 to scale the core allocator in Figure 8b.
This experiment uses the same scenario as Figure 5. Enabling
notifications from the NIC to a centralized queue allows the
scheduler to scale to handle an additional 4× the number of
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Page Cache Sharing Total CPU Utilization
None 65%
+ Sharing Junction Kernel 60%
+ Sharing common libraries 59%
+ Sharing Rocket binary 36%

Table 7: Impact on CPU consumption of varying page cache sharing
strategies for Rocket in Junction with 1500 instances.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Max requests per second (millions)

Baseline (TAP)
+ 1 Kernel bypass queue
+ Patched glibc

+ Per-core queues
+ WRFSBASE
+ FP optimization

Caladan

Figure 7: Contributions of several elements of Junction’s design to
its performance (using memcached).

0 20 40 60 80 100
Memory per instance (MB)

No Buffer Pool Optimizations
+ Shared buffer queues
+ Multi-packet buffers 

No Buffer Pool Optimizations
+ 
 

(a) Memory optimizations.

0 1000 2000 3000
Max instances

No Scheduler Optimizations
+ NIC Notifications
No Scheduler Optimizations
+
+ Timer Wheel

(b) Scheduler scalability.

Figure 8: Contributions of techniques to improve density (allowing
more instances to be packed on a machine).

instances; the timer wheel scales it by an additional 1.69×.

Impact of page cache sharing We investigate the impact
of Junction’s page cache sharing (unsupported by VMs) in
Table 7 by varying which binaries and dynamically linked
libraries can be deduplicated. This experiment shows that
in extreme case where a large number of identical binaries
are operating at once, allowing page cache sharing results in
a 44% decrease in CPU consumption. This is because data
in instruction caches can be shared across instances, which
suggests that operators that favor statically-linked binaries
may be squandering performance under dense deployments.

9 Discussion

Hardware features. The CPU features Junction relies on are
available on all modern Intel and AMD x86 CPUs. The only
exception is UIPIs, which were recently introduced in Intel’s
Sapphire Rapid CPUs, so their availability is more limited.
On older hardware, Junction falls back to the host kernel
(tgkill() and rt_sigreturn()) for signals. Junction also
relies on features in recent Mellanox NICs (ConnectX-5 and
later) to reduce buffer memory consumption and make polling

scalable, but can still support other NICs with potentially
higher memory use and less scalability.

In the future, Junction could benefit from additional hard-
ware support. For example, Junction could take advantage of
the ability to handle CPU exceptions in userspace without
involving the host kernel, as discussed in §6.1 and below.

Host kernel platform. Building Junction on Linux has many
advantages. However, better security might be achievable
by adopting a clean-slate approach, creating a purpose-built
kernel for Junction’s restricted host kernel interface. Such a
kernel could be extremely minimal and even formally verified,
reducing the chances of an exploit. uKVM provides a monitor
similar to this idea for the Solo5 library OS [64], and we plan
to investigate this for Junction in future work.

Another interesting tradeoff that such a platform could al-
low us to investigate is whether Junction should use Intel’s
VT-x and EPT extensions. An advantage could be that it
would enable Junction to manipulate its page table and handle
CPU exceptions directly, further reducing its reliance on the
host kernel. Indeed, Dune demonstrates that these extensions
can be configured in a way that maintains a process-like envi-
ronment (i.e., not a full VM) [5]. However, this would incur
extra costs when entering and exiting the host kernel.

Performance isolation. Providing performance isolation
across tenants is a challenging and important goal for cloud
providers. Tenants can contend for CPU time, memory,
network bandwidth, and microarchitectural CPU resources
(caches, memory bandwidth, etc.). Junction is in a good po-
sition to handle this because it builds on Caladan, which
already controls multiple forms of microarchitectural CPU
interference [15]. While not in our current prototype, Junc-
tion’s centralized core scheduler can easily implement priority
scheduling and enforce CPU shares, and Linux cgroups can
be used to enforce memory allocation limits. Finally, network
bandwidth allocation can be offloaded to the NIC (§4).

10 Conclusion
This paper presented Junction, a system that retains the

performance benefits of kernel bypass while scaling to thou-
sands of instances and maintaining compatibility with exist-
ing Linux applications. Junction uses kernel bypass hardware
(NIC queues and CPU features) to reduce its reliance on the
host kernel, and it restricts the host kernel interface to enable
efficient resource multiplexing with a minimal attack surface.
It exploits a variety of advanced NIC features and scheduler
optimizations to enable higher density. It also adapts OS sub-
systems to a kernel bypass setting and reduces system call
overheads to maintain compatibility without sacrificing per-
formance. Our evaluation shows that Junction can bring large
benefits to existing applications without modifications, deliv-
ering superior tail latency, throughput, CPU efficiency, and
density relative to state-of-the-art kernel bypass and cloud
isolation systems.
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A UIPI Support
Junction uses UIPIs to support preemptive core allocation,

timeslicing, and realtime POSIX signals between uThreads in
the same instance. UIPIs are a recent Intel CPU feature that
allow IPIs to be directly sent and received in userspace. At the
time of writing, UIPI support is not yet a part of the mainline
Linux Kernel, but Intel has proposed a patchset to add support
for it [38]. Junction’s design (e.g., the assumption that one
kThread runs on a core at a time) unlocks simplifications to
host kernel support for UIPI that diverge from this patchset.
Therefore, we implemented UIPI support from scratch as a
small Linux Kernel module (§7) that is integrated with the
central core scheduler.
Hardware interface. UIPIs build upon Intel’s existing posted
interrupt hardware, which was used previously to deliver in-
terrupts directly into VMs without involving the host ker-
nel. UIPIs instead allow IPIs to be sent between normal OS
threads (kThreads in Junction) without going through the
host kernel. Each interrupt receiver (i.e., a thread or vCPU)
is associated with a posted interrupt descriptor in memory,
which serves as a link between the interrupt sender and re-
ceiver. When the receiver is scheduled on a core, the host
kernel configures the core with several pieces of information:
(1) the address of the receiver’s descriptor, (2) a physical
interrupt vector to use for posted interrupts, and (3) the han-
dler (or guest interrupt vector) that should be invoked when
a posted interrupt is received. At the same time, the host ker-
nel writes information about the core into the descriptor (i.e.,
its APIC ID and the physical interrupt vector). This allows
a sender to send interrupts by only referencing a receiver’s
descriptor, which can be inspected by the CPU at send time
to find up-to-date information about which core is running
the receiver.

The ability to send UIPIs is restricted by target tables man-
aged by the host kernel, which enumerate the addresses of
descriptors that a thread is allowed to send to. To send a UIPI,
a program invokes the SENDUIPI instruction with an operand
that indexes this table. When this instruction is invoked, hard-
ware writes a pending interrupt flag to the target descriptor.
It then inspects the descriptor to determine whether or not to
send an IPI—if another interrupt is pending or the receiver
is not running, it skips sending an IPI. Otherwise, it uses the
information in the descriptor to deliver an IPI to the receiver’s
core. When a core receives an interrupt on its posted interrupt

vector, it inspects its current descriptor for pending interrupts
and delivers them to the receiver.

UIPI Driver. UIPI support for Junction is managed by its
UIPI kernel module. The kernel module receives notifications
from the core scheduling kernel module whenever a core
is reallocated, so it can appropriately program the core for
the next running kThread. Junction does not need to send
IPIs to inactive Junction kthreads, so we opt to use a single
interrupt descriptor for each core, instead of using one for
each kThread. Each Junction instance is provisioned with its
own target table for SENDUIPI with one entry for each core’s
descriptor. Rows that correspond to cores actively allocated
to this Junction instance are marked as valid, and all other
rows are invalidated. The core scheduler’s target table gives
it permission to interrupt any core on the machine so it can
use SENDUIPI when it needs to send an IPI. To correctly
implement support for UIPIs, the driver must interpose on
all context switches and system call entry and exit points for
Junction kthreads. It does so by registering itself for callbacks
through the Linux Kernel’s lightweight tracepoint system.

How Junction uses UIPIs. Both the scheduler and the Junc-
tion kernel can send UIPIs to kick cores that are running
kThreads and force them into the Junction kernel’s handler.
The handler determines the reason for the IPI and performs
the appropriate action (e.g., rescheduling uThreads, scanning
network queues, or yielding the core).

Junction’s core scheduler uses IPIs to notify kThreads when
their core is being revoked or when a uThread running on the
core has exceeded its timeslice. This works well when the
scheduler needs to send just a single IPI at a time. However,
because the scheduler implements microsecond-scale schedul-
ing, it often needs to send multiple IPIs. While the interrupt
controller supports IPI multicasting, a feature that reduces
the cost of sending multiple IPIs, there is no instruction that
exposes this functionality to userspace.

Our workaround is to take advantage of the fact that any
interrupt sent on a core’s posted interrupt vector can trigger
user interrupt handlers on the receiving side. We mapped
the interrupt descriptors for each core into the scheduler’s
memory so it can directly post the interrupt information, and
exposed a custom system call through the UIPI kernel module
that sends a multicast interrupt on the posted interrupt vector
(we use the same vector on all cores). Upon receipt of the
interrupt, hardware observes the interrupt in the descriptor
and transfers control to the userspace interrupt handler. This
approach still requires the scheduler to perform a system
call, but this cost is amortized across multiple interrupts. If
necessary, the APIC could be exposed directly to the scheduler
in the future since it is a trusted component. The receiver side
still benefits because it avoids interacting with the kernel.

Register saving. uThreads that are interrupted by UIPIs must
save their registers as well as extended CPU state, which in-
cludes all vector registers and can total many kilobytes. x86
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provides an instruction pair, XSAVE and XRSTOR, that can be
used in usermode to save and restore extended CPU states. It
also provides two variants of XSAVE that aim to reduce over-
head. XSAVEOPT avoids saving states that were not modified
since the previous XRSTOR, while XSAVEC reduces memory
fragmentation by saving to a compacted memory layout. Both
instructions save only active states. Intel warns that XSAVEOPT
is not recommended for user applications, because it is pos-
sible for the processor to mistakenly correlate save/restore
pairs between different applications [26]. We invested some
effort to ensure that XSAVEOPT was only used when it was
paired with a correct XRSTOR, however, we found that XSAVEC
was just as fast as XSAVEOPT, so Junction uses this instruction
when saving extended states.

Interactions with system calls. POSIX signals delivered
during a blocking interruptible system call should cause the
system call to return immediately with an error, so that sig-
nal handlers can run without delay. Junction must support
this at two levels. First, system calls that block inside the
Junction kernel (e.g., blocking network socket reads) must
be unblocked by signals. Each uThread in Junction has an
atomic flag that is used to coordinate blocking with wake-
ups from signal senders. Second, a uProc system call that
results in a host kernel system call (e.g., mmap()) must also
be unblocked when a signal is sent. Junction’s UIPI kernel
module handles this by redirecting the local core’s posted
interrupt vector whenever a Junction kThread enters a Linux
system call. This causes future interrupts on this vector (i.e.,
those sent by SENDUIPI or multicast) to be delivered to the
kernel module. Because the centralized core scheduler assigns
kThreads to cores with exclusive grants, the kernel module is
able to easily locate and wake up the blocked kThread.

Evaluation. We examined the impact of UIPIs on core al-
location, timeslicing, and inter-thread signalling. We found
that it only marginally improved latency and efficiency when
replacing Linux signals for preempting kThreads to reallocate
cores. We also have yet to find any real-world applications that
use signals frequently enough to benefit from the speedups
of UIPIs. We did observe, however, a significant reduction
in overhead for Junction’s uThread timeslicing. In Figure 9,
we measure this overhead for a range of scheduler quantums
with UIPIs and Linux signals. We observe that UIPIs reduce
timeslicing overhead by an average of 2.35×. In practice,
this unlocks the ability to timeslice uThreads at much finer
granularity, which is beneficial for reining in the tail latency
of microsecond-scale workloads with high service time dis-
persion [9, 27, 29].

B Buffer Management
Keeping the buffer memory footprint of a kernel bypass

application low is critical for density. To address this, Junction
leverages two NIC hardware features simultaneously—shared
buffer queues and multi-packet receive buffers.
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Figure 9: Comparison of preemption overheads for UIPIs versus
Linux signals for a synthetic workload performing square root com-
putations. UIPIs on average reduce slowdowns by 2.35×.

Using a shared buffer queue with per-core receive queues
introduces the need to coordinate across cores. Posting buffers
to the shared buffer queue involves two steps: writing the
buffer address into an available descriptor in the queue, and
advancing the index pointer forward to notify the NIC that
the descriptor is ready. When a core receives a packet on
its receive queue, it can immediately refill the correspond-
ing descriptor in the shared buffer queue with a new buffer.
However, it must wait to update the index pointer because the
preceding buffers may have not yet been received by other
cores. Therefore, if a core is slow to poll its receive queue, it
could stall the entire buffer posting process.

Using multi-packet buffers adds additional complexity,
since posted contiguous buffers are split into many smaller
packets and distributed to multiple cores. In addition to coor-
dinating updates to the index pointer, cores must coordinate
(A) when to refill an individual descriptor, which cannot hap-
pen until all of its individual packets are delivered; and (B)
when to mark a buffer as eligible to be reposted, which can-
not happen until packet processing has freed each individual
packet in that buffer.

Prior work on ShRing also explored using these hardware
features, but for a different goal of optimizing DDIO cache us-
age [45]. The authors argued for hardware changes to enable
efficient coordination. They proposed out-of-order posting
to shared buffer queues, to prevent a busy core from delay-
ing freeing slots. Instead, other cores can continue to supply
buffers to the NIC without waiting. This change is coupled
with a change to reduce the high cost of reference counting
buffers. Their solution is for the hardware to batch multiple
packets into a single buffer, but not deliver multiple packets
within one buffer to multiple cores. Instead, a buffer becomes
associated with a core when the first packet is delivered, and
only future deliveries to that core can use the buffer.

To the contrary, Junction shows that low coordination over-
head can be achieved with existing hardware (i.e., without
these changes). First, Junction relies on both UIPIs and work
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stealing across kThread receive queues to ensure that pro-
cessing delays cannot starve the shared buffer queue. Second,
Junction’s per-core reference counting reduces synchroniza-
tion overhead by allowing kThreads to update reference coun-
ters without frequently modifying shared cache lines.

When a kThread receives a packet, it increments a core-
local counter corresponding to the packet’s descriptor by the
number of bytes consumed. Once the sum of the per-core
counters is equal to the full size of the buffer, no further data
can be written, so it is safe to replenish the slot with a new
buffer. Similarly, after a packet is dequeued from the NIC, it
undergoes protocol processing and is delivered to the appli-
cation. Eventually, a core frees a packet by incrementing its
local counter corresponding to the buffer backing the packet.
Once all the packets in a buffer are free, the buffer can be
reused. The scheduler core monitors the number of posted
buffers and sends a notification over shared memory when
the queue needs to be refilled. This notification triggers a
high-priority refill thread that is responsible for managing
the shared buffer queue, which collects the reference counter
sums and refills the queue. This thread’s logic is shown in
algorithm 1.

C Additional Benchmarks

C.1 Threading & Networking
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Junction’s

threading and networking primitives.

Threading microbenchmarks. Figure 10a shows a set of
microbenchmarks that measure the performance of several
common threading operations. We use the same binary for
each system except Caladan, which required a custom im-
plementation due to its lack of compatibility. Each operation
is performed in a loop for 1,000,000 iterations to determine
the time per operation. The GetPID benchmark measures the
baseline cost of performing a syscall (getpid()). In Junc-
tion, syscalls are replaced with function calls, resulting in low
overheads (≈ 10 ns). Linux, Firecracker, and gVisor pay a
penalty for switching between user and kernel mode, while
gVisor pays additional penalties for its system call intercep-
tion techniques.

Yield and SpawnJoin measure overheads of the threading
subsystems. Relative to Caladan, Junction can context switch
between threads nearly as fast, but pays additional costs for
thread creation and teardown because of POSIX compatibility
and support for TLS—each thread must allocate and initialize
thread local variables when created. CondVar and Pipe mea-
sure the costs of synchronizing two threads using condition
variables and pipes; the Poll benchmark does the same but
uses poll() on non-blocking pipes. In most cases, Junction
fares at least an order of magnitude better than the systems
that rely on kernel crossings. Caladan’s performance on the
CondVar benchmark is slightly better than Junction’s in part

Algorithm 1: Refill Pool Algorithm

1 Function RefillPool():
2 // Refill free slots in the shared queue
3 while true do
4 index← CompletedBufs mod |RQ|
5 cnt← 0
6 foreach cpu do
7 cnt += SlotCompletions[cpu][index]
8 end
9 if cnt = PKTS_PER_BUF then

10 ResetSlotRefs(index)
11 BusyBufs.append(SharedQ[index])
12 SharedQ[index]← FreeBufs.pop()
13 CompletedBufs += 1
14 else
15 break
16 end
17 end
18 // Find free buffers
19 foreach buf in BusyBufs do
20 index← index_of(buf)
21 cnt← 0
22 foreach cpu do
23 cnt += BufCompletions[cpu][index]
24 end
25 if cnt = PKTS_PER_BUF then
26 ResetBufRef(index)
27 FreeBufs.push(buf)
28 BusyBufs.erase(buf)
29 end
30 end

due to its ability to inline synchronization functions (while in
Junction these calls must traverse the trampoline page).
PARSEC. We now show how these threading primitives trans-
late to Junction’s end-to-end performance in the PARSEC
benchmark suite [7], which consists of a set of compute-bound
applications that exhibit high degrees of parallelism with vary-
ing synchronization strategies. Figure 11 shows the time taken
to execute each PARSEC benchmark relative to Linux. As
expected, due to the low overall frequency of system calls,
Junction, Firecracker, and gVisor achieve mostly comparable
performance to Linux. However, in benchmarks where there
is heavier thread synchronization, Junction outperforms Fire-
cracker and gVisor because of its better load balancing and
more efficient system calls.
TCP Microbenchmarks. We evaluate the performance of
Junction’s kernel bypass networking and TCP/IP stack using
the standard netperf benchmark (TCP-Stream and TCP-RR).
For each experiment, we use a single flow and configure each
system with a single thread (but do not restrict SoftIRQ pro-
cessing on other cores). We use the same binary for every
system but Caladan, for which we wrote a compatible imple-
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Figure 10: Performance comparison with threading and network-
ing microbenchmarks. On most threading benchmarks, Junction
improves performance nearly 10× relative to non-kernel bypass
systems. Junction is also able to to sustain TCP throughputs of up
to 146Gbps with a single flow on a single core, a 2.2× improve-
ment over Linux. Junction’s low overhead network stack enables it
to achieve high transaction rates (100,000 messages per second), a
3.2–6.0× speedup over Firecracker and gVisor.
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tion is able to offer comparable performance to Linux, while other
systems perform worse in situations with heavier synchronization.

mentation. This benchmark runs between two machines that
are connected back-to-back with a 200GbE link.

The TCP-Stream benchmark measures data transfer rates.
Figure 10b shows that Junction and Caladan are able to
achieve 146 and 154 Gbps respectively, greater than 2.2× the
performance of the next best system (Linux). Junction’s im-
provements are even more pronounced relative to Firecracker
and gVisor, improving throughput 5.4–7.1×.

TCP-RR benchmarks the request/response rate which is
determined by the round trip latency between two TCP stacks.
Both Junction and Caladan achieve close to 100,000 transac-
tions per second, indicating a round trip time of 10 µs. Linux
adds marginal overhead with round trip times of 11 µs. Fire-
cracker and gVisor, however, have 32 µs and 60 µs latencies
respectively. They both use TAP devices for networking, re-
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Figure 12: Benefits of using Junction in an end-to-end experiment
with the serverless framework faasd. Accelerating each component
in the system using Junction leads to compounding benefits for tail
latency and throughput, with 3.5× lower tail latency and 10× higher
total system throughput.

sulting in additional scheduling and processing hops on top
of Linux.

C.2 FaaS Benchmark

We also evaluate the end-to-end performance of Junction
with a cloud framework to study the impact of adopting it
across a distributed system instead of just one application. We
use faasd [11], an open source serverless orchestration frame-
work based on OpenFaaS [41]. faasd uses Linux containers
to sandbox untrusted user applications, deployed by contain-
erd [8]. It includes two orchestration services written in Go:
a front-end load balancer and a per-host provider that com-
municates with containerd. To demonstrate the performance
benefits of Junction, we replace containerd with junctiond, a
C++ component that manages local instances of Junction. We
also run the two orchestration services inside Junction. We
evaluate the setup using invocations of a serverless function
from vSwarm [59,63] that encrypt a 600 byte input with AES.
We do not evaluate cold-starts here, but we separately profiled
the startup costs for a single-threaded Junction instance and
found that Junction takes 3.4ms to initialize. These exper-
iments used two machines with 10 core Xeon 4114 CPUs
running at 2.2GHz, 48GB of RAM, and 100GbE NICs.

Figure 12 shows the median and tail latency across varying
request rates offered via the front-end load balancer. Junction
can sustain up to 10× more throughput while lowering the
latency by ∼ 2× at the median and ∼ 3.5× at the tail. This
reflects the compounding end-to-end benefit of using Junction
across multiple components running in separate instances.
More discussion of the faasd architecture and this experiment
are available in [54].
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Abstract
Packet schedulers play a crucial role in determining the or-
der in which packets are served. They achieve this by as-
signing a rank to each packet and sorting them based on
these ranks. However, when dealing with a large number
of flows at high packet rates, sorting functions can become
extremely complex and time-consuming. To address this
issue, fast-approximating packet schedulers have been pro-
posed, but they come with the risk of producing schedul-
ing errors, or packet inversions, which can lead to unde-
sirable consequences. We present Sifter, a programmable
packet scheduler that offers high accuracy and large capac-
ity while ensuring inversion-free operation. Sifter employs
a unique sorting technique called “Sift Sorting” to coarsely
sort packets with larger ranks into buckets, while accurately
and finely sorting those with smaller ranks using a small
Push-In-First-Out (PIFO) queue in parallel. The sorting pro-
cess takes advantage of the “Speed-up Factor”, which is a
function of the memory bandwidth to output link bandwidth
ratio, to achieve Sift Sorting and ensure accurate scheduling
with low resource consumption. Sifter combines the ben-
efits of PIFO’s accuracy and FIFO-based schedulers’ large
capacity, resulting in guaranteed delivery of packets in an
accurate scheduling order. Our simulation results demon-
strate Sifter’s efficiency in achieving inversion-free schedul-
ing, while the FPGA-based hardware prototype validates that
Sifter supports a throughput of 100Gbps without packet in-
version errors.

1 Introduction
The Programmable Data Plane has seen increased interest in
both academia and industry to enhance the flexibility and the
programmability of ultra-high-speed networks without com-
promising the throughput and latency performance [9] [27]
[56] [53] [55] [23]. The academic and industry communities
have built a sophisticated ecosystem for the programmable
data plane including the P4 programming language (P4) [8],
cross-platform high-level languages and their compilers [42]
[38], programmable switch devices [11], [17], and a variety
of re-configurable network chip architectures [18] [10].

Recent research has focused on enhancing the pro-

*Corresponding author

grammability of packet scheduling in the data plane. Various
packet scheduling disciplines sort packets based on a “rank”
value assigned by the scheduler to represent their transmis-
sion order. [48] [49] [35].

However, implementing a priority queue that sorts packets
in an ultra-high-speed data plane is challenging. The sched-
uler needs to serve each packet within a very limited time
budget. For a 64-byte packet on a 100 Gbps Ethernet link, the
packet processing time is less than 7 ns. Packet schedulers
such as Sequencer [13] [14] [15] and PIFO[48] [49] manage
to sort packets with ultra-low time complexity by sacrific-
ing buffer capacity. To accommodate larger buffer sizes and
reduce the implementation complexity, the community pro-
posed a number of approximating packet schedulers such as
PCQ [45], SP-PIFO [2], Gearbox [24] and AIFO [54] that
trade-off scheduling accuracy for simplicity and scalability.

Scheduling errors, also known as packet inversions [2],
are introduced by approximating packet schedulers and may
impact network performance. These packet inversions cause
throughput fluctuation, affect fairness, introduce delay, and
slow down the flow completion time (FCT). Failure to rig-
orously adhere to the scheduling order of bandwidth alloca-
tion algorithms can negatively affect performance and fair-
ness, which are essential for network isolation [31] [6] [46]
[30] [41] [50]. Moreover, emerging applications, such as
self-driving vehicles and remote surgery, exhibit a high sen-
sitivity to packet inversions. As a result, there is a press-
ing requirement for precise packet scheduling to maintains
strict packet order, not only for delay-sensitive applications
but also for algorithms that react adversely to packet inver-
sions.

Accuracy and scalability of the scheduler are often con-
flicting requirements. We want a scheduler that can accu-
rately serve packets by the strict order of their ranks (e.g.,
PIFO) and also support a large buffer size with low hardware
resource consumption.

We present Sifter, an accurate and large-capacity pro-
grammable packet scheduler that operates free of packet in-
versions and supports a large buffer size with low imple-
mentation overhead. Sifter sorts packets by “Sift Sorting”,
a sorting method consisting of two parallel processes. Sifter
sorts packets with larger ranks coarsely into a FIFO-based
“Rotating Calendar Queue” (RCQ) and packets with smaller
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ranks accurately using a mini PIFO. Sifter is intended for
next-generation programmable switches and smart NICs. By
taking advantage of the “Speed-up Factor” provided by the
hardware architecture, Sifter combines the advantages of ac-
curate scheduling of a PIFO with the large capacity provided
by FIFO-based approximate schedulers. Based on our sim-
ulation results and our hardware prototype, Sifter eliminates
packet inversions1 while supporting a large buffer capacity
and low implementation complexity. The contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows:

• Analysis of the impact of packet inversions on network
performance. Starting from the different scheduling goals
of packet scheduling algorithms, this paper discusses the
impact of packet inversion errors on network performance.
Various scheduling algorithms have different sensitivities
to packet inversions, and delay-guarantee scheduling algo-
rithms are the most sensitive to the accuracy of the packet
scheduling order.

• Design of an accurate and large-capacity packet sched-
uler with inversion-free operation. This paper presents
Sifter, an accurate and large-capacity packet scheduler
that operates free of packet inversions without sacrificing
scalability or increasing implementation complexity using
“Sift Sorting”. By exploiting the “Speed-up Factor”, Sifter
combines the accuracy of PIFO and the large capacity of
RCQ, a FIFO-based scheduler.

• Definition of the conditions for achieving inversion-free
operation. This paper presents a quantitative analysis to
determine the conditions under which Sifter guarantees
operation with no packet inversions.

• Comprehensive simulation of Sifter on NS3 and exper-
iments on an FPGA-based Sifter prototype. We imple-
mented Sifter in the NS3 simulator and in VHDL on an
AMD/Xilinx Alveo U250 FPGA card [4] with a mid-speed
grade XCVU13P FPGA. In the NS3 [37] simulator, we
conduct comprehensive evaluations of Sifter using multi-
ple metrics, demonstrating that it provides packet schedul-
ing performance that is close to the ideal PIFO. Our hard-
ware testbed results show the FPGA-based Sifter prototype
operates at 322 MHz and achieves a line rate of 100 Gbps
for packets larger than 370 bytes2 without any inversions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the background and motivation of our work. Sec-
tion 3 presents the detailed architecture, scheduling pro-
cesses of Sifter and the conditions for inversion-free schedul-
ing. Section 4 provides a detailed Sifter prototype implemen-
tation and Section 5 presents the packet-based NS3 and the
hardware testbed evaluations. We discuss related works in
Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

1See Section 3.5 for the conditions for inversion-free scheduling.
2See Appendix H for more details.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Programmable Packet Scheduling
The concept of programmable packet scheduling is to en-
able network administrators to schedule packets using dif-
ferent packet scheduling algorithms. According to previ-
ous literature [48] [49] [35], different packet scheduling al-
gorithms determine the packet scheduling order to achieve
certain goals, such as max-min fairness in bandwidth allo-
cation [20] [39] [40] [25] [26] [57], minimizing FCT [43]
[3] as well as delay guarantee [34] [35]. When a gener-
alized scheduler serves packets in ascending order of their
rank values, it effectively implements the scheduling order
dictated by a specific scheduling algorithm. Consequently,
the abstraction of programmable packet scheduling involves
two key steps: (1) establishing the sequence for scheduling
each packet (Rank Calculation) and (2) enforcing this packet
scheduling sequence (Rank Sorting).

The calculation of packet rank can be programmed at the
end-hosts before the packet is sent out, or even in the pro-
grammable ingress and egress switch pipeline [9][8]. When
the packet arrives at the scheduler, the switch needs to en-
force the scheduling order by sorting the packets by their
rank values. Based on this theory, multiple works have im-
plemented generic programmable packet schedulers [45] [2]
[24] [54].

2.2 Packet Inversions
To deliver a correct packet scheduling order, an ideal packet
scheduler needs to serve packets strictly according to the in-
creasing order of the rank of each packet. However, due
to limited packet processing time and implementation com-
plexity, many generic packet scheduler designs cannot serve
packets in such an ideal order and instead, schedule pack-
ets in an approximate increasing order, which may introduce
packet inversions. We formally define packet inversions3.

Packet Inversions: When a packet with rank r departs
from the scheduler, there exists packet(s) with a smaller rank
r′ (where smaller rank has higher priority, r′ < r) in the
scheduler.

2.2.1 Impact of Packet Inversions
Packet inversions have various impacts on different packet
scheduling algorithms according to their logic and goals.

Fairness The impact of packet inversions on fairness-
based scheduling algorithms varies from fluctuation in short-
term bandwidth allocation to fairness impairment. Most
of the fairness-based algorithms [20] [39] [40] [25] [47]
[26] [57] are derived from GPS, which serves flows based
on round-robin logic by assigning a departure time to each
packet. Packet inversions can have several negative effects,

3We further extend Packet Inversions by Inversion Magnitude to quantify
the severity of packet inversions in AppendixA.
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including short-term fairness issues and fluctuations in both
throughput and delay.

However, for the fairness-based scheduling algorithms
that update the virtual clock according to the departure times
of packets [25] [26], the consequence of packet inversions
could be much more severe. When there is a packet inversion
and a packet with a very large timestamp (rank) t ′ departs
early, the scheduler updates its current virtual clock from t
to a much larger value t ′ in advance. The skew on the vir-
tual clock can prevent any newly arrived packet from getting
a departure time between t and t ′. As a consequence, exist-
ing packets with departure times smaller than t ′ would take
up the bandwidth and lead to starvation of the newly arrived
flows. The accumulation of such packet inversions can lead
to performance degradation and impairment of network iso-
lation [31] [6] [46] [30] [41] [50].

Minimizing FCT Other packet scheduling algorithms,
such as those designed to minimize average FCT [43] [3]
[28], can be significantly impacted by packet order inver-
sions. The core logic of minimizing FCT is to always serve
the flow with the minimum remaining flow size. However, if
packet inversions occur, the scheduler may serve other flows
with larger remaining sizes and may possibly serve multiple
flows at the same time. For example, when packet inversions
occur, the packet scheduler may fail to differentiate between
multiple flows that have similar remaining sizes. As a result,
the scheduler may start serving multiple flows in a round-
robin fashion instead of serving the flow with the minimum
size, which can dramatically increase the average FCT.

Delay Guarantee (Tail Packet Delay) Scheduling disci-
plines that are most affected by packet inversions are those
that provide a delay guarantee [34] [52]. Typically, these
scheduling algorithms cater to delay-sensitive applications
that impose strict end-to-end delay requirements, such as Ve-
hicle to Everything (V2X) and remote surgery. These algo-
rithms usually assign a delay budget to each packet (“slack
time”), which represents the end-to-end delay requirement.
Upon the arrival of each packet, the packet scheduler sorts
packets according to their urgency and always schedules the
packet with the least “slack time”. In this case, the accu-
racy of the packet scheduler is critical. A minor inversion in
scheduling could result in a series of packets missing their
deadlines and having a major negative impact on the perfor-
mance of the application.

Evaluating Impacts of Packet Inversions We evaluated
the impacts of packet inversions by running Start-Time Fair
Queueing (SFQ) [26] on approximate schedulers and a PIFO.
The evaluation setup is described in detail in Appendix F.

Figure 1(a) shows the impact of packet inversion on packet
delay. When packet inversions occur, packets with larger
ranks are scheduled prior to other packets with smaller ranks,
which leads to extra queuing delay for the packets that should

(a) Inversion impact on delay (b) Inversion impact on FCT

Figure 1: Impacts of Packet Inversions

have been scheduled earlier. Furthermore, Figure 1(b) shows
the impact of packet inversion on FCT. Approximate packet
schedulers introduce extra delay and unfairness in through-
put due to packet inversions, which impairs the FCT of small
flows.

We have also noted that the introduction of randomness
through packet inversion amplifies both throughput and de-
lay uncertainties. Certain applications like autonomous ve-
hicles and remote surgery heavily depend on consistent con-
nection performance.

2.3 Achieving accurate packet scheduling
2.3.1 Causes of Packet Inversions
As discussed in Section 2.2, existing implementations of ap-
proximating packet schedulers [44] [45] [2] [24] [54] are
subject to packet inversions. These approximating sched-
ulers are implemented with one or more FIFO queues and
packets from each FIFO queue are served on a first-come-
first-served basis, which can lead to packet inversions be-
tween the packets from the same FIFO queue. Although
such a FIFO-based structure has the advantages of low time-
complexity, high scalability, and implementation simplicity,
the potential packet inversions may result in various conse-
quences as discussed in Section 2.2.1. The key to eliminating
those packet inversions is to resolve any packet misordering
within each FIFO queue.

2.3.2 Proactive and Reactive Packet Sorting
An intuitive solution to resolve packet misordering is to sort
the packets in each FIFO queue before they are dequeued.
The existing solutions of packet sorting can be categorized
into two classes, proactive and reactive. The proactive ap-
proach sorts each packet upon arrival and maintains a sorted
priority queue [19]. As Figure 2(a) shows, each packet is
inserted into the correct place upon arrival. Such sorting
algorithms are subject to a fairly large time complexity of
O(logN) for each packet enqueue 4. This sorting is diffi-
cult to complete within the limited packet processing time in
ultra-high-speed data planes. A number of works [13] [14]
[15] [48] [49] overcome this challenge and provide proactive
packet sorters operating at line rate, however, they usually
cannot support a large buffer capacity. The reactive approach

4N is the total number of packets inside the packet sorter
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Figure 2: Proactive and Reactive Sorters

sorts packets as part of the dequeue process [45]. As shown
in Figure 2(b), reactive solutions enqueue packets into a set
of strict priority FIFO queues and sort them with finer granu-
larity when the scheduler is about to serve these packets. Al-
though these reactive sorters provide a fast enqueue process
and large capacity, the sorting process is time-consuming and
might lead to blocking in the dequeue process.

2.3.3 Speed-up Factor

We can achieve a perfect packet sorting solution that com-
bines the advantages of non-blocking dequeue from proac-
tive sorters and large capacity from reactive sorters. The key
to our approach to accomplish this is sorting packets in par-
allel with the dequeue process.

Memory bandwidth is usually higher than the output links
bandwidth on hardware switches and network interface cards
(NIC). In addition, packet schedulers usually schedule de-
scriptors5 that represent packets. Packet descriptors are
much smaller than the average size of a packet. Combin-
ing the above facts, hardware switches can access multi-
ple packet descriptors during the time of dequeuing a sin-
gle packet. We adopt the concept of “Speed-up Factor” K,
a number that measures the relative speed between the de-
scriptor access speed and packet dequeue speed.

K = ⌊RM

Ro
· minLP

Ld
⌋ (1)

where K is the minimum Speed-up factor6, RM is the
memory bandwidth, Ro is the output link line rate, minLP
is the minimum packet size and Ld is the byte-length of the
packet descriptor. For illustration purposes, let us consider
a system with RM = 64 Gbps (64-bit memory running at 1
GHz), Ld = 64 bits, minLP = 64 bytes, and Ro = 100 Gb/s,
then

K = ⌊ 64 ·109

100 ·109 · 64 ·8
64

⌋= ⌊5.12⌋= 5 (2)

A speed-up factor K means the scheduler can access at
least K packet descriptors during the time of dequeuing a

5A packet descriptor is also known as metadata.
6When packet sizes are larger than the minimum packet size minLP, the

speed-up factor would be larger accordingly.

packet. By taking advantage of the speed-up factor, the re-
active FIFO-based sorter can sort packets with a proactive
priority queue (PIFO) in parallel without causing blocking.

3 Sifter: An Accurate and Large-Capacity
Programmable Packet Scheduler

3.1 Concept and Architecture
The previous sections establish a need for a programmable
packet scheduler with accuracy and scalability, combining
the advantages of both a perfect and an approximating PIFO.

We introduce Sifter, a scalable PIFO to support large-
capacity programmable packet scheduling without packet in-
versions. As shown in Figure 3, Sifter consists of two ma-
jor components: (1) A Mini-PIFO and (2) An RCQ. The
Mini-PIFO stores the packets with relatively smaller ranks.
It performs a strict sorting of packets and always outputs the
packet with the smallest rank. The RCQ holds the rest of
the packets with relatively larger ranks. It stores and sorts
packets with coarse granularity7 similarly to [12] [51] [44]
[45] [2] [24] by a set of strict-priority FIFO queues and is
therefore widely scalable in rank range and capacity.

Sifter uses an algorithm, “Sift Sorting”, which consists
of two parallel processes to schedule packets in strict order:
The first process is Enqueue, in which packets are stored in
different components according to their ranks. The pack-
ets with larger ranks enter the RCQs and are sorted with
coarse granularity while the packets with smaller ranks en-
ter the Mini-PIFO and are strictly sorted. The second pro-
cess called “Sifting” operates in parallel. When packets de-
queue from the Mini-PIFO and there is available space, the
RCQ keeps migrating (sifting) the packets from FIFOs with
smaller ranks to the Mini-PIFO. The Mini-PIFO therefore
eliminates the potential misordering of ranks in a FIFO in the
RCQ using only minimal-sized sifting registers. By combin-
ing the RCQ and Mini-PIFO, Sifter schedules packets in the
correct order while supporting a large capacity.

The name Sifter is derived from its sorting method. If
each packet is a particle in the sifter, the rank of each packet
would represent the size of the particle. Sifter “filters” the
larger particles from the upper layers and passes through the
smaller particles, as shown in Figure 3. Since the Mini-
PIFO always holds the packets with the smallest ranks in
the scheduler, Sifter dequeues packets from the head of the
Mini-PIFO. For a more in-depth look at Sifter’s operation,
we introduce its three major processes: Enqueue, Dequeue,
and Sifting in Section 3.2.

Sifter only schedules packet descriptors8. In this paper,
“packets” refer to the packet descriptor in the scheduler. To

7Granularity: the rank range that a FIFO in the RCQ accommodates.
8Packets are stored in a shared-memory buffer [1] [16] and the sched-

uler only deals with their descriptors. An example of packet descriptor is
provided in Appendix E
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Figure 3: Sifter Architecture

Table 1: TERMS AND NOTATIONS

Notation Description
P(i,k) kth packet in flow i
R(i,k) Rank of packet P(i,k)
K Speed-up factor of Sifter
RM Memory bandwidth
Ro Line rate of the output link
minLP Minimal packet size
Ld Byte length of a packet descriptor
SF Max size of a FIFO in the RCQ
F Total number of FIFOs in the RCQ
g Granularity of a FIFO in the RCQ
OP Current occupancy of the Mini-PIFO
SP Max size of the Mini-PIFO
T hS Sifting threshold of the Mini-PIFO
s Rank value of the Sentinel

better illustrate the detailed schemes in Sifter, we summarize
the related concepts and notations in Table 1.

3.2 Enqueue, Dequeue and Sifting Processes
Sifter has three major processes: Enqueue, Dequeue, and
Sifting. Figure 4 shows the workflow of Sifter. When pack-
ets arrive at Sifter, those with larger ranks enter the RCQ
and those with smaller ranks enqueue directly into the Mini-
PIFO. When the Mini-PIFO’s occupancy is below a given
threshold described below, Sifter moves packets from the
RCQ to the Mini-PIFO through “Sifting”. If the Mini-PIFO
becomes full, the packet with the largest rank is evicted from
the tail of the Mini-PIFO back to the RCQ as it is replaced
with a smaller-rank packet. In the dequeue process, Sifter
dequeues the packet with the smallest rank from the head of
the Mini-PIFO.

Enqueue The enqueue process decides whether the packet
should be placed in the RCQ or the Mini-PIFO. As described
in Section 3.1, the Mini-PIFO stores the packets with the
smallest ranks in the scheduler. To preserve this property,
if a newly arriving packet has a rank smaller than the small-
est rank in the RCQ, it is stored in the Mini-PIFO. Here we
introduce the concept of Sentinel, which represents the max-

Figure 4: Sifter Workflow

imum rank value of a packet that can enter the Mini-PIFO.
In most cases9, Sentinel is equal to the smallest rank among
the packets in the RCQ.

The enqueue process consists of two steps: (1) Deter-
mine the target storage element (RCQ or Mini-PIFO) and
(2) Enqueue into that storage element. The target storage
element of a packet depends on the comparison between its
rank and the Sentinel value. If a packet has a rank smaller
than or equal to the Sentinel value, it is stored in the Mini-
PIFO, otherwise, it is stored in the RCQ. For the second
(enqueue) step, packets are enqueued in the Mini-PIFO and
the RCQ differently. Enqueuing in the RCQ is straightfor-
ward: the packet is stored in the FIFO that accommodates its
rank based on the FIFOs’ granularity g. To enqueue in the
Mini-PIFO, the packet’s position in the PIFO is determined
by its rank. If the Mini-PIFO is full when a new packet is
enqueued, the packet with the largest rank is evicted back to
the RCQ. Sifter updates the Sentinel to the evicted packet’s
rank and stores that packet in the RCQ as described above.

Dequeue Based on the property that the Mini-PIFO always
holds the packets with the smallest rank in the scheduler,
Sifter always dequeues the packet at the head of the Mini-
PIFO. As long as Sifter maintains the above property and
keeps sifting the packets with smaller ranks from the RCQ
into the Mini-PIFO, the dequeue process will always output
the packet with the smallest rank in the scheduler.

Sifting The sifting process is triggered by a “Sifting
Threshold”, denoted as T hS. When the occupancy of the
Mini-PIFO is lower than T hS and the RCQ is not empty,
Sifter finds the earliest10 non-empty FIFO in the RCQ and
transfers packets from it to the Mini-PIFO. The function and
configuration of the Sifting Threshold T hS are discussed in
further detail in Section 3.4

The process of sifting the packets from the RCQ into the
Mini-PIFO results in a strict ordering of the smallest ranks in
the Mini-PIFO. Since the RCQ sorts packets with granular-
ity g in each FIFO queue, the earliest non-empty FIFO queue
contains the packets with the smallest rank in RCQ. Sifter
needs to traverse all the packets in this FIFO to ensure that
the packets it migrates to the Mini-PIFO have ranks smaller

9When outside of the Sifting process.
10Earliest FIFO: the FIFO that covers the lowest-valued rank range.
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than all other packets remaining in the RCQ. This is accom-
plished by transferring all the packets from this FIFO to the
Mini-PIFO such that the packets with the smaller ranks will
remain in the Mini-PIFO while the others are evicted back to
the RCQ if the Mini-PIFO overflows.

To start the sifting process, Sifter first updates the Sentinel
value s to the maximum rank that the FIFO queue accom-
modates to guarantee that the Sentinel does not block that
FIFO’s packets from entering the Mini-PIFO. If the Mini-
PIFO becomes full, as new packets enter the Mini-PIFO and
the packets with the largest ranks are evicted back to the
RCQ, Sifter updates the Sentinel s to the rank of the last
evicted packet, as in the enqueue process. We further ex-
plain the Sentinel update mechanism in Section 3.3. When
all packets from the earliest non-empty FIFO are transferred,
the sifting process is completed and, as a result, the packets
with the smallest ranks are held in the Mini-PIFO. If, follow-
ing a sifting round, the Mini-PIFO occupancy is still lower
than the sifting threshold T hS, Sifter again finds the next ear-
liest non-empty FIFO and repeats the sifting process until the
occupancy of the Mini-PIFO is higher than T hS.

We describe the Enqueue, Dequeue and Sifting processes
in pseudo-code in Appendix I.

3.3 Sentinel Updates

The Sentinel s is a key element that controls the selection
of storage elements (Mini-PIFO vs. RCQ) when a packet
is enqueued. As described in Section 3.2, the sentinel rep-
resents the smallest rank in the RCQ and therefore guaran-
tees that the packets that enqueue into the Mini-PIFO have
ranks smaller than all packets in the RCQ. To maintain this
property, the Sentinel needs to be updated with each eviction
from the Mini-PIFO. Since the most recently evicted packet
has the smallest rank among the evicted packets, it is always
correct to update the Sentinel with the rank of the recently
evicted packet11.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of a sifting process with
Sentinel updates. At stage (1), the occupancy of the Mini-
PIFO is lower than the “Sifting Threshold” T hS, which
means Sifter needs to sift packets from the earliest non-
empty FIFO in the RCQ into the Mini-PIFO. Sifter deter-
mines the FIFO that it needs to sift from, which covers the
rank range from 20 to 29. To make sure all packets have
the opportunity to enter the Mini-PIFO, the Sentinel value
s is updated to 29, the highest possible rank in the FIFO.
As Sifter transfers packets from the RCQ to the Mini-PIFO,
the Mini-PIFO fills up and evicts the packet with the largest
rank as shown in stage (2). In this example, the packet with
a rank of 28 is evicted and sent back to the RCQ. Note that
this packet with a rank of 28 will stay in the RCQ until the
next sifting round, which means that other packets with ranks

11Before updating the Sentinel, Sifter compares the current Sentinel s
with the rank of the evicted packet and updates s to the smaller rank

larger than 28 will not enter the Mini-PIFO until then. To
achieve this, Sifter updates the Sentinel value s to 28 as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. In stage (3), although the Mini-PIFO
is not full, the packet with rank 29 cannot enqueue into the
Mini-PIFO since its rank is larger than the Sentinel value s
(28). The Sentinel guards the entrance of the Mini-PIFO to
keep the packets with larger ranks out and thus guarantees
all the packets in the Mini-PIFO have ranks smaller than any
packet in the RCQ after each sifting round 12.

3.4 Sifting Threshold

The configuration of the Sifting Threshold T hS is critical to
the performance of Sifter. It serves as a watermark below
which the Mini-PIFO is guaranteed to hold the packets with
the smallest ranks. As stated in Section 3.2, Sifter replen-
ishes the Mini-PIFO when its occupancy is below this thresh-
old using the sifting process that must traverse all the packets
in the earliest non-empty FIFO of the RCQ. Therefore, this
threshold T hS must be high enough, with enough packets
below it to guarantee that the Mini-PIFO will not underrun
before the sifting process is complete.

Although it would be reasonable to propose that the sifting
threshold T hS be large, at the limit as large as the size of
the Mini-PIFO SP, which would keep the Mini-PIFO fully
utilized, a large sifting threshold would result in too-frequent
sifting operations. If T hS is set as large as SP, Sifter would
trigger the sifting process after each packet dequeue. Since
the sifting process requires the transfer of all packets from
the earliest non-empty FIFO, frequent sifting rounds would
be unnecessarily wasteful, consuming a lot of energy with no
performance gain. Therefore, the sifting threshold T hS must
be the smallest value that guarantees that the Mini-PIFO does
not underrun.

Figure 6 shows the Mini-PIFO of size SP and a sifting
threshold, T hS. According to Figure 6, the Mini-PIFO is
bisected by the sifting threshold T hS. The segment below
(to the right of) T hS is guaranteed to be occupied as long as
packets are available in the RCQ. As mentioned above, this
segment holds enough packets to dequeue before the sifting
process is completed. The segment above (to the left of ) T hS
determines the interval between two sifting rounds. Typi-
cally, the sizes of the FIFOs in the RCQ SF are larger than the
Mini-PIFO SP, which means the Mini-PIFO would be filled
up after each Sifting process and it would take SP −T hS de-
queues until the Mini-PIFO occupancy triggers the next Sift-
ing. In other words, a larger segment above T hS leads to less
frequent sifting.

We provide the quantitative relationship between the FIFO
size SF , the Mini-PIFO size SP and the sifting threshold T hS
that guarantees the condition for strict-order scheduling in
Section 3.5. In Appendix C, we evaluate the average num-

12Sentinel is initialized to ∞ and will be reset to ∞ if RCQ is empty.
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Figure 5: Sifting and Sentinel Updates

Figure 6: The Mini-PIFO and the Sifting Threshold

ber of extra memory accesses13 per packet to show that a
larger space above the sifting threshold T hS would decrease
the number of extra memory accesses introduced by the sift-
ing process.

3.5 Condition for Inversion-free Scheduling
To guarantee there are no packet inversions in Sifter, we
must ensure that each dequeue will output the packet with
the smallest rank in the scheduler. According to the dequeue
process described in Section 3.2, Sifter always dequeues the
packet at the head of the Mini-PIFO. Therefore, Sifter needs
to guarantee that the Mini-PIFO always holds the packet with
the smallest rank at its head. We introduce Property 1 of
Sifter:

Property 1: The Mini PIFO always holds the packet with
the smallest rank at its head.

To maintain Property 1, Sifter needs to guarantee that all
the packets sifted into the Mini-PIFO have smaller ranks than
the ones that remain in the RCQ after each sifting process.
Thus Sifter needs to traverse all the packets in the earliest
FIFO before the original packets in the Mini-PIFO drain out.
That is the packets below the sifting threshold T hS multiplied
by the speed-up factor K should be larger than the maximum
size of a FIFO SF in the RCQ. We have:

T hS ∗K ≥ SF (3)

In addition to condition (3), Sifter must ensure that the
Mini-PIFO holds at least T hS packets before traversing
through the earliest FIFO in the RCQ.

13Average number of extra memory accesses: the average number of extra
memory access of a packet descriptor from the time it enters and until it
leaves the packet scheduler when compared with a simple FIFO queue.

The size of the Mini-PIFO region between SP and T hS
determines the number of packets transferred to the Mini-
PIFO in each sifting process, assuming the source FIFO has
enough packets. When Sifter sifts from a FIFO that has more
than (SP −T hS) packets, the Mini-PIFO will be loaded with
(SP − T hS) newly sifted elements at the end of the sifting
process. If the earliest FIFO in the RCQ has fewer than
(SP − T hS) packets, Sifter will keep transferring from the
next FIFOs until the Mini-PIFO fill level reaches T hS as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. Accordingly, Sifter guarantees a min-
imal Mini-PIFO fill level after each sifting as follows:

min{(SP −T hS),T hS} (4)

Since Sifter needs to ensure there are at least T hS packets
at the beginning of the sifting process, we have the following
additional condition:

SP −T hS ≥ T hS (5)

Rearranging terms:

SP ≥ 2∗T hS (6)

Combining conditions (3) and (6), Sifter always guaran-
tees Property 1, regardless of the state of the sifting process.
Therefore, Sifter guarantees there are no packet inversions.

4 Sifter Hardware Prototype

Figure 7 shows an abstraction of the system-level application
of a programmable packet scheduler.

Usually, the size of the packet descriptor14 is much smaller
than the packet itself. Thus, packet schedulers in high-speed
data planes need to process only the descriptors rather than
the packets themselves due to the limited packet processing
time. According to Figure 7, there are two paths in the sys-
tem: the Packet Path and the Descriptor Path. In the Packet

14In general, a packet descriptor in the data plane includes metadata re-
lated to the packet, including length, flow ID, memory pointer, etc.)
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Figure 7: System-Level Packet Scheduler Application

Path, the ingress packets are stored in the packet buffer and
wait to be dequeued or dropped. The packet scheduling takes
place in the Descriptor Path. The packet classifier and parser
extract the packet information from the packet header and
generate a packet descriptor by combining it with the mem-
ory address of the packet in the buffer. Next, the packet
rank calculator computes the rank of the packet according
to the applicable scheduling algorithm and updates the de-
scriptor. Finally, the system enqueues the descriptor into
the packet scheduler15, which drops or dequeues descriptors
according to their ranks. When the scheduler dequeues or
drops a packet descriptor, the system accesses the associated
packet in the buffer, referenced by its memory address, and
dequeues or drops the corresponding packet. Since this paper
focuses on programmable packet scheduling, the hardware
prototype design section also targets the Descriptor Path in
the system.

Hardware Prototype Architecture We implemented the
Sifter hardware prototype in VHDL according to the algo-
rithms in Section 3. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of
the Sifter hardware prototype. The RCQ and Mini-PIFO
hold descriptors during the enqueue and dequeue operations.
The Enqueue block stores the packet in one of the FIFOs in
the RCQ or in the Mini-PIFO according to the descriptor’s
rank. The Sifting process transfers the descriptors between
the RCQ and the Mini-PIFO to ensure that those with the
smallest ranks are held in the Mini-PIFO. Finally, the De-
queue block outputs the descriptors with the smallest rank.

There are multiple scaling parameters in the VHDL im-
plementation of Sifter, including: (1) the number and size
of FIFOs in the RCQ, (2) the size and sifting threshold of
the Mini-PIFO, and (3) other sizing parameters for memo-
ries and logic. These parameters improve the flexibility and
scalability of our design16.

We evaluate the performance impact and the resource
overhead of adjusting different design parameters in Ap-
pendix D.

We designed a 72-bit packet descriptor17 for the Sifter
hardware prototype, and Sifter schedules packets according
to a 20-bit Packet Rank field.

15Sifter is a specific implementation of such a packet scheduler.
16The VHDL code, test bench, and FPGA implementation files are avail-

able at https://github.com/Sifter-NSDI24/Sifter-NSDI24
17The details of the packet descriptor are revealed in Appendix E.

Figure 8: Sifter Block Diagram, VHDL Implementation

Rank Computation We programmed SFQ[26], a virtual-
clock-based fairness packet scheduling scheme, on the Sifter
hardware prototype. The transmission time is pre-calculated
by the packet classifier and stored in the Packet Rank field in
the packet descriptor. The Enqueue Process module updates
the Packet Rank by the system virtual clock and the last rank
of the corresponding flow.

According to the definition of programmable packet
scheduling in Section 2.1, most packet scheduling schemes
compute the ranks in the end-hosts or flow tables prior to
entering the packet scheduler[35] [48] [49]. Therefore, it
would be straightforward to extend the Sifter prototype to
support a wide variety of packet scheduling schemes with
the pre-calculated ranks in the packet descriptors.

Fast RCQ FIFO Indexing For each packet descriptor that
enqueues into the RCQ module, Sifter needs to find the FIFO
associated with its rank. We call this operation FIFO index-
ing. RCQ performs FIFO indexing when a new packet de-
scriptor arrives or when a packet descriptor is evicted from
the Mini-PIFO, which occurs whenever the Mini-PIFO be-
comes full and additional descriptors need to be stored in
the RCQ. Thus, FIFO indexing must be extremely fast in the
hardware implementation.

Rather than scanning through the rank bounds of each
FIFO, RCQ directly finds the corresponding FIFO index by
extracting a range of bits in the Packet Rank. We config-
ured the number of FIFOs F and the granularity g as powers
of two to be able to use bit slice selection and shifting op-
erations in the hardware implementation rather than slower
math operations, such as multiplication18.

Mini-PIFO The Mini-PIFO is implemented using a shift
register structure and performs a push operation in two clock
cycles. In the first clock cycle when a new descriptor is
pushed, its rank is compared in parallel to those of all de-
scriptors stored in the Mini-PIFO and an insertion position is
determined. In the second clock cycle, the descriptors with
higher ranks are shifted one position towards the tail, and the
new descriptor is inserted in the newly created “hole”. In the
process of shifting towards the tail, one descriptor may be
evicted and stored in the RCQ if the Mini-PIFO was previ-
ously full. The pop operation simply outputs the descriptor

18Additional details of fast FIFO indexing are provided in Appendix E
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at the head of the Mini-PIFO and shifts all other descriptors
toward the head. Once the Mini-PIFO fill level reaches the
reload threshold, the sifting process starts a reload operation
to replenish the PIFO from the RCQ.

The Mini-PIFO can also handle simultaneous push and
pop operations, whether the arriving descriptor needs to be
popped immediately or inserted in a Mini-PIFO location.

In addition, the Mini-PIFO has a logic “wrapper” that han-
dles the resolution of race conditions that may occur if en-
queue and reload operations generate simultaneous push op-
erations toward the PIFO.

Search for The First Non-empty FIFO When the Mini-
PIFO triggers a sifting process, RCQ finds the earliest non-
empty FIFO queue to replenish the Mini-PIFO with packet
descriptors. The FIFOs in the RCQ are organized as a cir-
cular list with an index indicating the current FIFO (earliest
time range) corresponding to the current value of the virtual
clock. The search for the first non-empty FIFO is performed
in parallel on two groups of FIFOs: (1) First Group: From
the current FIFO to the highest numbered FIFO in the range;
(2) Second Group: From FIFO zero to the FIFO preceding
the current FIFO.

Because of the circular structure, FIFOs in the First Group
hold descriptors that have smaller ranks than those in the
Second Group. Therefore, if the first non-empty FIFO is
found in the First Group, it is selected as the next non-empty
FIFO. Otherwise, the first non-empty FIFO in the Second
Group is selected.

5 Evaluation
In Section 5.1 and 5.2, we evaluate Sifter using the NS3 [37]
packet-based simulator and show the advantages of Sifter in
fairness, FCT, and delay due to the elimination of packet
scheduling inversions. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
flexibility of Sifter with two use cases. Finally, in Section 5.3
we implement Sifter on an AMD/Xilinx Alveo U250 FPGA
board and evaluate its functionality, performance as well as
resource utilization.

5.1 Micro-benchmark Evaluation
We first set up a micro-benchmark to evaluate the perfor-
mance of Sifter in detail at the packet level. The evaluated
performance metrics include fairness in short-term band-
width allocation shown in Section 5.1.2, the FCT and end-to-
end delay given in Appendix F, as well as the average extra
number of memory accesses shown in Appendix C.

5.1.1 Micro-benchmark setup

Topology Given that the micro-benchmark aims to assess
the intricate packet-level performance of schedulers, it is
advisable to maintain a compact topology scale. This ap-
proach facilitates a more straightforward observation of de-

tailed metrics. In the micro-benchmark, we set up a single-
node star topology with multiple end hosts connected via one
switch with programmable packet schedulers. All links have
a bandwidth of 10 Gbps and a delay of 3µs.

Traffic We prepared two sets of traffic for different eval-
uation proposes: (1) A set with small-scale traffic that con-
tains 8 flows to evaluate the convergence of fair bandwidth
allocation and (2) A set with large-scale traffic that contains
approximately 1k flows to evaluate the FCT and end-to-end
delay. To create network congestion on the bottleneck link,
we generate the TCP flows19 in an in-cast traffic pattern.

Schedulers Setup We applied packet schedulers on the
bottleneck link to evaluate their performance under conges-
tion conditions. The evaluated schedulers include Sifter, Pro-
grammable Calendar Queues (PCQ) [45] and SP-PIFO [2].
Each of the schedulers has 16 FIFO queues with a depth of
6420. Sifter has a mini-PIFO with a capacity of 32 descrip-
tors. In addition, we also introduce an ideal PIFO[48][49]
with a capacity of 1024 and a standalone Mini-PIFO with a
capacity of 32 to serve as benchmarks.

5.1.2 Convergence to fair bandwidth allocation

There are 8 TCP flows in the micro-benchmark test with the
small-scale traffic, with each flow becoming active at succes-
sive 2 ms intervals. Flow 8 stops 2 ms after its arrival, and
other flows stop progressively in reverse order of their arrival
at intervals of 2 ms. To evaluate the fairness of short-term
bandwidth allocation, we measure the throughput of each
TCP flow in a window size of 120 µs, which is ten times
the RTT. The evaluation results are shown in Figure 9.

Sifter converges to fairness in bandwidth allocation
Figure 9 shows that Sifter has a fair bandwidth allocation
close to that of an ideal PIFO. The 8 TCP connections in
Sifter converge to the fair share of bandwidth very fast and
with minimum fluctuations. On the other hand, PCQ and
SP-PIFO experience packet inversions, which result in fluc-
tuations in the short-term throughput as shown in Figure 9.
The fluctuation is due to the fact that PCQ and SP-FIFO store
packets in FIFOs. Packets in the same FIFO are scheduled
on a first-come-first-served basis, which means that multiple
packets from a flow could continuously enter the same FIFO
in a short burst, and later leave the scheduler continuously
in a burst. Such burstiness impairs the short-term fairness of
bandwidth allocation and the steadiness of the throughput.

Sifter eliminates packet inversions In the simulation re-
sults, we observe no inversions in Sifter while PCQ and SP-
PIFO exhibit a significant number of packet inversions with
large magnitudes due to their FIFO-based architectures. The

19We use TCP New Reno in our micro-benchmark simulation
20An Insufficient FIFO size can result in sub-optimal performance due to

overflows for both FIFO-based schedulers and Sifter. We will discuss the
overflows in Sifter in Appendix B.
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Figure 9: Convergence for fair bandwidth allocation

consequence of inversions is reflected in the fluctuations of
flow throughput as shown in Figure 9.

5.2 Large-scale Packet-based Simulation
To evaluate the performance of packet schedulers in data-
center environments, we use large-scale packet-based simu-
lations with a fat-tree topology with a variety of larger-scaled
empirical traffic loads.

We evaluate two use cases of programmable packet sched-
ulers: (1) Weighted max-min fairness in bandwidth alloca-
tion with SFQ [26] in Section 5.2.2 and (2) Minimizing FCT
with modified SRPT[3] in Appendix G.

5.2.1 Simulation Setup

Network topology We extend the topology to a 3-tier fat-
tree consisting of 4 core switches, 8 aggregation switches,
and 8 ToR switches. All the switch nodes are connected with
40Gbps links with 1µs delay. A total of 256 hosts are con-
nected by the fat-tree topology. Each ToR switch connects
with 32 hosts and the links between each host and the ToR
switch each have a bandwidth of 10Gbps with 10ns delay.

Simulation Traffic We generate two types of empirical
traffic with different patterns: (1) random pattern and (2)
incast pattern. For the random pattern, each generated TCP
flow randomly selects a source node and a destination node
among the 256 hosts in the topology, while the flows in the
incast pattern randomly select a source node but always have
a fixed destination node to represent an in-cast traffic pattern.
The arrival time of each TCP flow follows a Poisson distri-
bution, and the flow size follows the Web-search distribution
in data centers [3].

5.2.2 Use Case: Start-time Fair Queuing for weighted
max-min fairness in bandwidth allocation

Weighted max-min fairness in bandwidth allocation is one
of the most important goals of packet scheduling [46] [6]
[41] [32] [36]. Among the algorithms derived from Weighted
Fair Queueing (WFQ), Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) [26]

is the most popular one due to its simplicity and accuracy.
Therefore, we applied SFQ to all the schedulers in the simu-
lation. We configured all three schedulers (Sifter, PCQ, and
SP-PIFO) with 32 FIFO queues with a depth of 256 entries.
In addition, Sifter has a Mini-PIFO with 64 entries21. Fur-
thermore, we set two PIFO benchmarks with different sizes:
an ideal PIFO with a large capacity of 1024 entries and a
standalone Mini-PIFO with 64 entries to match the Mini-
PIFO in Sifter.

Sifter is a close approximation to the ideal PIFO Fig-
ure 10 (a)− (d) shows the Normalized FCT22 performance
of the different packet schedulers under random pattern and
in-cast pattern respectively. As shown in Figure 10, Sifter
has an FCT performance that is nearly identical to the ideal
PIFO. Similarly, the end-to-end delay performance of Sifter
matches closely that of the ideal PIFO. Figure 10 (e)− (h)
shows the 95th percentile end-to-end delay of the small flows
(≤50MB) with different setups. By providing an accurate
scheduling order, Sifter guarantees that packets with smaller
ranks are scheduled without the extra delay that would be
caused by scheduling inversions.

Compared with the standalone Mini-PIFO, the RCQ of
Sifter extends the buffer capacity and thus reduces the packet
loss rate for mid-sized flows. As Figure 10 (a) − (d)
shows, Sifter outperforms the Mini-PIFO among the mid-
sized flows by reducing packet loss and re-transmissions.

Sifter is stable under different traffic patterns Approxi-
mate packet schedulers are subject to the impacts of certain
traffic patterns while Sifter achieves a stable performance
close to that of the ideal PIFO.

As shown in Figure 10, PCQ has poor FCT and tail-
latency performance for small-sized flows for both random
and in-cast patterns. As illustrated in Section 2.3.1, the
FIFO-based calendar queue structure of PCQ introduces in-
versions and extra delays for packets within one FIFO queue.
The packets with small ranks from the short flows are signifi-
cantly affected by the extra delay, which results in significant
performance degradation for small flows between PCQ and
other schedulers.

Although SP-PIFO provides decent performance with the
random pattern, its performance degrades as the congestion
level increases for the in-cast pattern. Queue-bound adjust-
ments in SP-PIFO tend to put packets with larger ranks into
the queues with lower priorities. Since SFQ is a virtual-
clock-based scheduling algorithm where the ranks of incom-
ing packets keep increasing as the congestion persists, SP-
PIFO stores most of the packets in the last few FIFO queues.
We observe that SP-PIFO does not fully utilize all of its

21In the Mini-PIFO of Sifter, we set the Sift threshold T hS = 32 (half of
the PIFO size), and used a speed-up factor K = 4 to fulfill the conditions in
Section 3.5.

22Normalized FCT: The measured FCT normalized to the ideal FCT.
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Figure 10: Normalized FCT and End-to-End Delay with SFQ

available FIFO queues, and that the last few FIFOs become
particularly crowded under heavy congestion. This queue
congestion increases the end-to-end delay as Figure 10 (g)
and (h) shows and degrades the FCT of large flows as shown
in Figure 10 (c) and (d).

5.3 FPGA Hardware Testbed

We built a hardware testbed for the Sifter prototype on an
AMD/Xilinx Alveo U250 board [4], which uses an FPGA
similar in size to an UltraScale+ VU13P with mid-speed
grade. The hardware evaluation of the Sifter prototype cov-
ers three aspects: (1) Line rate measurement; (2) Verification
of no inversions in the output of Sifter to validate error-free
scheduling; (3) Evaluation of the hardware resources for dif-
ferent configurations by varying the design parameters.

Hardware Testbed Structure According to Section 4, we
focus on the descriptor path in the system. Therefore, in our
hardware testbed evaluation, we feed packet descriptors to
our hardware prototype and scale their input and output rates
to achieve a line rate of 100Gbps.

Figure 11 shows the structure of the hardware testbed. We
use two sets of packet descriptors parsed from a PCAP file.

For simulation purposes, we implemented the testbed in
Cocotb [21], a Python-based HDL simulation environment.
For the hardware testing, we implemented the same testbed
using Exegy’s nxFramework [22], which provides the PCIe
connectivity and C++ device drivers to access registers and
memories within Sifter.

The input packet descriptors are originally generated from
a PCAP packet capture [33]. We load the input packet de-
scriptors in the Input Buffer module on the FPGA, along
with time gaps between packets to set a line rate equiva-
lent to 100Gbps. The Enq Rate Ctl module reads the de-

Figure 11: Sifter Hardware Testbed

scriptors from the input buffer and enqueues them into Sifter
at the specified rate. After a software-programmable delay,
the Deq Rate Ctl module starts dequeuing packet descrip-
tor from Sifter at a rate equivalent to 100Gbps, by using
the packet length information to control the descriptor de-
queue rate. Dequeued descriptors are written to the Out-
put Recorder block along with timestamps and read out and
written to an output file by software at the end of the test.
We analyze the packet descriptor output file from the Output
Recorder to measure the line rate and validate that there are
no packet inversions or missing descriptors.

Running Sifter on an FPGA We configured Sifter with
32 FIFOs with 32 locations each and a Mini-PIFO with 32
locations. We used Vivado 2021.2 to generate a bitstream of
the test bed including the Exegy PCIe memory-mapped I/O
(MMIO) logic and loaded it on an AMD/Xilinx Alveo U250
board [4]. With the above design parameters, the Sifter pro-
totype achieved a frequency of 322MHz and used less than
1.25% of the FPGA. 23 We used C++ code and the Exegy
MMIO device drivers to write the input data into the Input
Buffer and read the output data from the Output Recorder.

23Additional information about the trade-off of different design parame-
ters with FPGA resource overhead is given in Appendix D.2.
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Figure 12: Inversion-free Scheduling Order of Sifter Prototype

Figure 13: Sifter Hardware Throughput and Packet Rate

Traffic Trace We generated the packet descriptor inputs
by parsing a PCAP packet capture, which includes 13708
packets and 941 flows. The average packet size of the input
trace is 823 Bytes. With the max frequency of 322 MHz of
its FPGA prototype, Sifter can achieve a line rate of 100Gbps
with packets larger than 370 Bytes24.Therefore, we modified
the packet size of the PCAP file and generated two sets of
packet descriptor inputs: (1) A fixed packet size input where
all the packets have the same size of 370 Bytes and (2) A
varying packet size input by modifying the small packets size
to 370 Bytes while preserving the original packet sizes of
other packets that are larger than 370 Bytes

Inversion-free Packet Scheduling Figure 12 shows the
packet descriptor scheduling order from the output of our
testbed. For both fixed and varying packet size traces, there
are no inversions in the packet scheduling order and the
packet loss rate25 of both input traces is lower than 0.6%.

Scaling to 100Gbps Line Rate Figure 13 shows the
throughput and the packet rate of Sifter’s hardware prototype
under fixed and varying packet size inputs. From the output
of our hardware testbed, Sifter reaches the line rate of 100
Gbps for both types of input. For the fixed packet size input,
the Sifter prototype operates at a constant packet rate of 32.2
Mpps, since the packet processing time of Sifter is 10 clock
cycles. On the other hand, for the varying packet size input,
the line rate is also 100Gbps with an average packet rate of
21.6 Mpps because the average packet size is larger.

24This packet length allows Sifter to dequeue at 100Gbps without inver-
sions on our prototype. With a higher clock frequency, Sifter supports a
100Gbps line rate with 64-byte packets. See Appendix E and H for details

25Packet loss may occur if FIFOs become full and is not related to Sifter’s
operation. See Appendix B for more information on overflows in Sifter.

6 Related Work

In the 1990s, early implementations of general packet sched-
ulers such as Sequencer [13] [14] [15] sort packets accurately
by their ranks based on a shift-register design. However, the
architecture of these ASIC-based packet schedulers limits
their capacity. In the 2000s, pipeline-Heap (pHeap) [7][29]
was proposed, which serves as an accurate packet scheduler
that supports a large buffer capacity. However, the high im-
plementation overhead of pHeap takes up a significant area
on the switch chip. This issue would be compounded if a
pHeap is used for each port on the switch.

In the 2010s, the advent of the programmable data plane
brought to light the topic of implementing general packet
schedulers in academia and industry. PIFO [48] [49] is a
fundamental building block for programmable packet sched-
ulers. However, while its design achieves accurate pro-
grammable packet scheduling with a small chip area over-
head, it is still limited by its capacity and the require-
ment of special hardware support such as Ternary Content-
Addressable Memory (TCAM).

PCQ [45] and SP-PIFO [2] are two approximate pro-
grammable packet schedulers based on strict-priority queues.
While they greatly reduce implementation overhead and
boost the capacity of the scheduler, the impact of the packet
inversions they introduce is not negligible. Approximate
Fair Queuing (AFQ) [44] and Gearbox [24] are two other
approximate packet schedulers focused on fair queuing and
weighted fair queuing, but are not generalized for pro-
grammable packet scheduling.

AIFO [54] is a programmable packet scheduler design,
which only requires a single FIFO queue and filters the in-
coming packets using admission control. However, AIFO
can cause packet inversions similar to the above-mentioned
approximate packet schedulers, and scaling it to support a
large buffer capacity would be challenging.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present Sifter, an accurate, programmable
packet scheduler that operates free of packet inversions and
supports a large buffer size with low implementation over-
head. By taking advantage of the “Speed-up Factor”, Sifter
sorts packets by “Sift Sorting” and combines the advantages
of accurate scheduling of a PIFO with the large capacity pro-
vided by FIFO-based approximate schedulers. Our simula-
tions in NS3 show that Sifter achieves better fairness, lower
FCT, and delay by eliminating packet inversions. We im-
plemented Sifter in VHDL, targeting an AMD/Xilinx Alveo
U250 FPGA card [4] with a mid-speed grade XCVU13P
FPGA. Our FPGA-based hardware prototype operates at 322
MHz and reaches a line rate of 100 Gb/s for packets larger
than 370 bytes. Sifter uses less than 1.25% of the FPGA
resources.
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Appendix

A Inversion Magnitude

In Section 2.2 we defined Packet Inversions. However, the
number of packet inversions alone cannot fully reflect the
severity of errors that an approximating packet scheduler
may introduce. To quantify the severity of each packet in-
version, we extend the concept of packet inversion with In-
version Magnitude.

Inversion Magnitude: When a packet with rank r departs
from the scheduler and a packet with smaller rank r′26 exists
in the scheduler, the inversion magnitude is r− r′.

Take the example in Figure 14: There are packet inver-
sions in both scenarios shown in Figure 14 (b) and (c), but
the severities are different. In the case of Figure 14 (c), a
large packet with rank = 25 is scheduled prior to a packet
with a smaller rank = 2. When compared with the case of
Figure 14 (b), packets with smaller ranks experience longer
delays in Figure 14 (c).

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, packet inversions with
larger magnitudes lead to more severe consequences. For
scheduling algorithms such as SCFQ [25] and SFQ [26],
which update a virtual clock using packet departure times,
a larger inversion magnitude leads to a worse skew of the
virtual clock and results in worse throughput loss or addi-
tional delay on newly arrived flows. For the scheduling dis-
ciplines that aim to minimize tail packet delay, a larger inver-
sion magnitude can cause packets with the least slack time to
experience longer delays.

(a) Ideal scheduling order

(b) Inverse between rank 2 and rank 3

(c) Inverse between rank 2 and rank 25

Figure 14: Packet Inversion and Inversion Magnitude

B Overflows in Sifter

There are two types of overflows in Sifter: (1) FIFO Over-
flow and (2) Calendar Queue Overflow.

FIFO Overflow FIFO overflows are the cases where a
packet is dropped when the associated FIFO is full. As
shown in Figure 15 (a), a packet with rank 15 is dropped

26The smaller rank has higher priority

Figure 15: Overflows in Sifter

since the FIFO that covers the rank range from 10 to 19 is al-
ready full. Such overflows lead to a different outcome when
compared with an ideal PIFO. PIFO always drops the packet
with the largest rank when the capacity is full, while Sifter
may drop packets with relatively smaller ranks in the cases
of FIFO overflow.

The solutions to mitigate FIFO overflow is straightfor-
ward: (1) extend the size of each FIFO in the RCQ or (2)
reduce the FIFO granularity g so that each FIFO covers a
narrower rank range, which reduces the number of packets
in each FIFO. In Appendix D, we show that the above adjust-
ments in the design parameters reduce the FIFO overflows.

Calendar Queue Overflow A Calendar Queue Overflow,
occurs when an incoming packet has a rank value larger than
the maximum rank that the scheduler covers. Figure 15 (b)
presents an example of Calendar Queue Overflow, where
the rank value of an incoming packet is 100 and the max-
imum rank value that the scheduler supports is 99. Such
overflows have a similar effect as overflows in PIFOs, where
packets with the largest ranks are dropped. Calendar Queue
Overflow can be mitigated by increasing the rank range that
the scheduler covers, however, if overflows are unavoidable,
packets with the largest ranks are the ones to be dropped in
most cases.

We further evaluate the impact of overflows and how the
above solutions mitigate them in Appendix D.

C Average Number of Extra Memory Ac-
cesses

According to Section 3, the key idea for Sifter to eliminate
packet inversions is to apply “Sift Sorting”, which moves
packet descriptors between the RCQ and the Mini-PIFO.
While Sifter ensures accurate packet scheduling, the trade-
off is the extra memory accesses introduced by the sift-
ing process. In our evaluation, we quantify the number of
extra memory accesses that Sifter introduces to guarantee
inversion-free packet scheduling.

As defined in Section 3.4, the average extra number of
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Figure 16: Average number of extra memory accesses per-packet.

memory accesses refers to the additional number of accesses
to a packet descriptor between the times it is enqueued and
dequeued from the packet scheduler when compared with a
simple FIFO queue. For all FIFO-based packet schedulers,
the number of memory accesses for each packet descriptor
is equivalent to that of a simple FIFO queue, which is one
access when writing the packet descriptor into the FIFO and
another access when reading it out.

We conducted multiple tests with our single-node micro-
benchmark in Section 5.1 to evaluate the average number of
extra memory accesses with different Mini-PIFO sizes SP.
We used a configuration with 25 FIFOs with a depth of 40
and a Mini-PIFO size SP between 10 and 20 in the evalua-
tion.

Figure 16 shows the average number of extra memory ac-
cesses per packet scheduled by Sifter with different Mini-
PIFO sizes SP under different traffic loads27. From the eval-
uation results in Figure 16, Sifter has an average number of
extra memory accesses of less than 2 in most cases, which,
in total, is less than twice the baseline (the number of mem-
ory accesses for FIFO-based schedulers). This indicates un-
der most circumstances that the packet descriptors in Sifter
would at most experience one Sifting Process which intro-
duces one extra read and one extra write operation before
the dequeue operation. As the Mini-PIFO size SP increases,
Sifter can achieve nearly zero extra memory accesses since
more packets would enqueue and dequeue directly from the
Mini-PIFO, bypassing the RCQ FIFOs and the Sifting pro-
cess.

D Evaluation of Design Parameters

As described in Section 3 and Section 4, there are multiple
design parameters in Sifter including the number of FIFOs F ,
the FIFO size SF , the PIFO size SP, as well as the granularity
g. In this section, we explore the performance and FPGA
resource consumption as a function of the design parameters.

27We applied empirical traffic based on web-search flow distributions [3].
The configured traffic loads control the arrival rate of flows.

D.1 FCT Performance
We set up a series of evaluations on the single-node micro-
benchmark28 to test the performance with different design
parameters.

FIFO size As stated in Appendix B, the FIFO overflow oc-
currence largely depends on the FIFO size SF . Here we eval-
uate the impact of the FIFO size SF on FCT. We set up four
Sifter schedulers with 32 FIFO queues with different FIFO
sizes SF ranging from 32 to 256 locations. The Mini-PIFO
size SP of all four Sifter schedulers is set to 32. In order
to meet the inversion-free condition (3) and (6), we set the
speed-up factor K of the four Sifter schedulers to range be-
tween 2 and 16.

Figure 17(a) shows that when the FIFO size SF is large
enough to hold the incoming packets associated with each
rank range, FIFO overflows are essentially eliminated and
Sifter delivers an identical performance of an ideal PIFO.

PIFO size To investigate how the Mini-PIFO size SP im-
pacts performance, we start with a design parameter config-
uration to induce overflows with a specific traffic profile. We
set up four Sifter schedulers with 32 FIFO queues, each with
a FIFO size SF = 64. We configured different Mini-PIFO
sizes SP as 32, 64, 128, and 256 to investigate whether a
larger PIFO would reduce overflow events.

Figure 17(b) shows the FCT performance of Sifter sched-
ulers with increasing Mini-PIFO sizes. From the results, a
larger Mini-PIFO provides better FCT performance for the
smaller flows (whose packets tend to have smaller ranks).
In addition, according to section 3.4 and Appendix C, a
larger Mini-PIFO decreases the frequency of Sifting opera-
tion, thereby reducing the number of extra memory accesses.

Number of FIFOs According to Appendix B, FIFO over-
flow occurs when the packets associated with a FIFO exceed
the FIFO capacity. In addition to increasing the FIFO size
SF , another solution to reduce FIFO overflows is to decrease
the rank range associated with each FIFO. To cover the same
overall rank range when reducing the rank range associated
with each FIFO, we increase the total number F of the FIFO
queues.

We set the FIFO size SF = 64 to observe the performance
improvements due only to increasing the total number of
FIFOs. All the Sifter schedulers cover the same total rank
range of 512. When increasing the number F of FIFOs from
8 to 64, the granularity g (the rank range that each FIFO cov-
ers) of each FIFO is decreased from 64 to 8.

Figure 17(c) shows the FCT performance of Sifter sched-
ulers with increasing the number of FIFO. Similarly to in-
creasing the FIFO size SF in the previous evaluations, in-

28Details of the micro-benchmark topology are given in Section 5.1.
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creasing the number of FIFOs F also decreases the occur-
rence of FIFO overflows. When the number of FIFOs F is
large enough to eliminate FIFO overflows, Sifter provides
performance that matches that of an ideal PIFO.

D.2 Resource Overhead
In this section, we assess the logic resource utilization of the
Sifter scheduler with different design parameters.

We synthesized the Sifter VHDL implementation with dif-
ferent parameter setups using AMD/Xilinx’s Vivado soft-
ware [5] targeting an AMD/Xilinx Alveo U250 FPGA board
[4], which we used to implement the Sifter hardware proto-
type described in Section 5.3. Figure 18 shows the increase
in resource consumption as we increase the FIFO size SF ,
Mini-PIFO size SP as well as the total number of FIFOs
F . The evaluated resources on the FPGA device are Look
Up Tables (LUT), Flip Flops (FF), and Look Up Table RAM
(LUTRAM).

FIFO size To observe how the resource utilization grows
as a function of the FIFO size SF , we configured Sifter with
32 FIFOs and a Mini-PIFO of size 32 and increased the FIFO
size SF from 32 to 256.

Figure 18(a) shows the growth of the resource utilization
as we increased the FIFO size SF . The results indicate that
the extra resources due to increasing the FIFO size SF are
not significant. From Figure 18(a), the resource consump-
tion is around 1.5% when we apply a fairly large FIFO size
SF = 256. Combined with the performance evaluations in
Appendix D.1, increasing the FIFO size SF of Sifter is the
most efficient way to reduce the occurrence of FIFO over-
flows and to match the performance of an ideal PIFO.

PIFO size According to Section 3.5, Sifter needs to fulfill
condition (3) and (6) to guarantee inversion-free operation.
To meet the above conditions, Sifter needs a larger Mini-
PIFO to support larger FIFO sizes.

We increased the Mini-PIFO size SP from 32 to 256 us-
ing the same parameter setup as in the previous evaluation,
where we fixed the total number of FIFOs F to 32 and set the
size of FIFOs SF as 256.

Figure 18(b) shows how the resource utilization grows as
the Mini-PIFO size SP increases. From the results, we find
that increasing the Mini-PIFO size SP consumes more re-
sources on the FPGA when compared with increasing the
FIFO size SF .

Number of FIFOs As stated in Appendix B and D, another
way to reduce FIFO overflows is to increase the number of
FIFOs F .

To evaluate the effect of increasing the number of FIFOs
on resource utilization, we fixed the size of FIFOs SF and the

size of the Mini-PIFO SP to 32 locations, while increasing
the number of FIFOs F from 8 to 128. Figure 18(c) shows
the growth of the resource utilization as we increase the num-
ber of FIFOs F . FIFOs consume fewer resources when com-
pared with the Mini-PIFO. According to the results in Figure
18(c), a configuration with 64 FIFOs only consumes 2% of
the resources on the FPGA while one with 128 FIFOs costs
around 3.3% of the available resources.

Combining the results of resource consumption in Fig-
ure 18(a) and 18(c), both solutions of increasing FIFO size
SF and increasing the number of FIFOs F are efficient ap-
proaches to reduce FIFO overflows.

E Sifter Hardware Prototype Details

Packet Descriptor We used a 72-bit packet descriptor for
the Sifter hardware prototype as shown in Figure 19. There
are 5 fields in the descriptor: (1) a 15-bit Packet Pointer for
the address of the packet in packet buffer, (2) an 11-bit Packet
Length for the packet length in bytes, (3) a 20-bit Packet
Rank for the assigned scheduling order of each packet, (4)
a 10-bit Flow ID to identify the flow and (5) a 16-bit Packet
ID for packet identification29.

Figure 19: Packet Descriptor Structure

Packet Rank and FIFO indexing According to Section
4, we designed a fast RCQ FIFO indexing operation to find
the index of the FIFO associated with the packet rank by bit
slice selection and shifting. By configuring the number of
FIFOs F and the granularity g as powers of two, the associ-
ated FIFO index is always equivalent to a grouping of bits in
the packet rank.

In the configuration shown in Figure 20, the scheduler has
32 FIFOs in the RCQ, and the granularity g of each FIFO
is 32 (each FIFO covers a rank range of 32). We subdivide
the 20-bit packet rank into three sections: 10 Rotation bits,
5 Index bits and 5 Lower bits. Since the granularity g = 32,
the RCQ does not discriminate between descriptors that have
equal (15) upper bits but different (5) Lower bits. Since the
RCQ has 32 FIFOs in total, the FIFO index contains 5 bits.
Sifter uses the Index bits (9th down to 5th bits, inclusive) in
the packet rank to find the FIFO associated with the rank
value. The Rotation bits in the packet rank only indicates

29The Packed ID may not be necessary in many applications but we added
it to detect and identify missing packets
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(a) Different FIFO sizes SF (b) Different PIFO sizes SP (c) Different FIFO numbers F

Figure 17: Normalized FCT with Different Design Parameters

(a) Different FIFO sizes SF (b) Different PIFO sizes SP (c) Different FIFO numbers F

Figure 18: Resource Overhead with Different Design Parameters

the number of times the RCQ has rotated and does not af-
fect FIFO indexing. In the following example in Figure 20,
Sifter needs to find the FIFO index associated with packet
rank 996. After we convert 996 into binary and select the
Index bits, the value is 11111 and matches index 31 of the
associated FIFO. This approach was used to implement fast
RCQ FIFO indexing to avoid using time-consuming math
operations.

Figure 20: Fast RCQ FIFO Indexing

Speed-up Factor in Sifter Prototype In Section 3.5, we
provided the conditions that Sifter must meet to guarantee
inversion-free packet scheduling. Specifically, for a given
FIFO size SF and Sifting threshold T hR, Sifter must provide
a speed-up factor K that satisfies condition (3). In our Sifter
prototype implementation, this speed-up factor K needs to be
greater than 2.

Our Sifter FPGA prototype implementation requires a
minimum of 5 clock cycles for each Enqueue and Dequeue
operation, as well as the operation to simultaneously “sift”
a packet descriptor between the RCQ and the Mini-PIFO.
However, to ensure inversion-free packet scheduling, we
need to provide a speed-up factor K = 2, which means that

the operation to sift a packet descriptor needs to be twice as
fast as the dequeue operation. Therefore, our hardware pro-
totype can sustain a dequeue interval of 10 clock cycles to
achieve the necessary speed-up factor.

F Micro-benchmark Evaluation: FCT and
end-to-end delay

We analyzed multiple flows using the micro-benchmark to
evaluate the FCT and end-to-end delay performance of dif-
ferent packet schedulers. We extended the single-node star
topology with 129 end-hosts to create a 128-to-1 in-cast pat-
tern. We generated empirical traffic according to web-search
flow size distributions in data centers [3]. The arrival pattern
of the TCP flows follows a Poisson distribution, where the
average arrival rate is determined by the configured traffic
load. Upon the arrival of each TCP flow, the simulator ran-
domly selects a sender host and starts a TCP connection30 to
the receiver host.

Sifter has the closest FCT to the ideal PIFO Figure 21
shows the FCT of Sifter, PCQ, SP-PIFO, the ideal PIFO, and
the stand-alone Mini-PIFO in this single-node star topology.
Overall, Sifter has the FCT performance that is closest to
the ideal PIFO. For the small-sized flows, Sifter outperforms
PCQ and SP-PIFO by eliminating packet inversions. When
compared with the stand-alone Mini-PIFO, Sifter has a much

30For simplicity, all packets in our packet-based simulation have the same
size of 1500 bytes and each TCP flow shares the same weight in SFQ.
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(a) Single-node FCT, 70% load (b) Single-node FCT, 90% load

Figure 21: FCT with single-node topology

(a) Average delay, 70% load (b) Average delay, 90% load

Figure 22: Average end-to-end delay with the single-node topology

better capacity to reduce packet losses, which leads to fewer
re-transmissions and lower FCT for the mid-sized flows.

Sifter provides lower delay for short flows We examine
the effect of scheduling inversions on short-flow delays be-
cause they are more susceptible to those inversions.

Figure 22 shows the end-to-end delay for packets of short
flows. When compared with PCQ and SP-PIFO, Sifter has
a lower end-to-end average delay in most cases. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.1, packet scheduling inversions have
a larger impact on the delays of short-flow packets. When
packets with larger timestamps depart before packets with
smaller timestamps from the short flows, packets from the
short flows experience longer delays.

G Use Case: Modified Shortest Remaining
Processing Time to minimize FCT

Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) [43] is an ef-
fective scheduling algorithm for minimizing average FCT.
However, SRPT may lead to starvation and packet misor-
dering within each flow. There are two mainstream solu-
tions for these issues: per-flow queues and pFabric’s star-
vation prevention [3]. However, these solutions have costly
implementations. The per-flow queue solution requires the
scheduler to support a number of queues equal to the num-
ber of active flows (> 10K flows [49]), which is imprac-
tical for current switches. The second solution, starvation
prevention by bit-wise comparison among packets from the
same flow, requires complex hardware implementation and
is power-hungry.

Figure 23: Normalized FCT with Modified SRPT

Figure 24: End-to-End Delay with Modified SRPT

pFabric also proposed a modification to the SRPT
scheduling algorithm to make it more practical with negligi-
ble impact on FCT performance. Instead of setting the rank
of each packet using the remaining flow size, this modified
SRPT algorithm simply sets the rank of all the packets from
the same flow as the total flow size. Although the rank does
not reflect the remaining size of each flow, the packet out-of-
order and starvation issues are eliminated.

In this part of the simulation, we applied the modified
SRPT algorithm for Sifter, PCQ, and SP-PIFO. Each of the
schedulers has 16 FIFOs with a depth of 64 and Sifter has
a Mini-PIFO with a capacity of 32. We also set up an ideal
PIFO with a capacity of 1024 and a standalone Mini-PIFO
with a capacity of 32, the same as Sifter.

We applied two types of traffic in the evaluation: Pois-
son arrival traffic and bursty arrival traffic. We generated the
Poisson arrival traffic following the procedure in Appendix F.
The flow size follows empirical distributions of Web-search
traffic [3] and the arrival pattern of the TCP flows follows
a Poisson distribution. In addition, we added short bursts of
TCP flows with Poisson arrivals to form bursty arrival traffic,
aiming to create congestion on the bottleneck link.
Sifter achieves FCT and delay performance matching an
ideal PIFO In the use case of the modified SRPT algo-
rithm, each packet’s rank is equivalent to the flow size it be-
longs to. As a result, the range of packet ranks is not larger
than that of active flow sizes, which makes packet schedul-
ing much easier. Therefore, all packet schedulers can achieve
near-optimal FCT and delay performance, as shown in Fig-
ure 23 (a) and Figure 24 (a).

To increase the range of packet ranks, we introduced short
bursts in flow arrivals. Figure 23 (b) and Figure 24 (b) show
that with a wider range of packet ranks and heavier packet
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(a) Throughput and Packet Rate

(b) Scheduling Order

Figure 25: ASIC Simulation

congestion, the performance of PCQ and SP-PIFO degrades
while Sifter still closely approximates the benchmark of an
ideal PIFO.

H Simulated ASIC Performance

As discussed in Section 5.3, the FPGA prototype sustains a
100 Gbps line rate for packets larger than 370 bytes, due to
the limitation of the clock frequency of 322 MHz achiev-
able in the target FPGA. The 370-byte value is derived as
follows: The 322 MHz clock has a period of 3.1 ns. As
explained in Appendix E it takes 10 clocks to achieve a K
factor of 2. Sifter’s FPGA prototype can dequeue a packet
every 10 x 3.1 = 31 ns, which is equivalent to 3100 bits ( 387
bytes) at 100 Gbps. The 387-byte length includes 20 bytes of
Ethernet overhead (Preamble, SFD, Interframe Gap), which
makes the actual packet 367 bytes. We rounded up this value
to 370 bytes so that we can easily control the dequeue rate
in hardware by counting down 37 bytes per clock (10 x 37
= 370). To demonstrate that Sifter can achieve 100 Gbps
with a faster clock rate (e.g., in an ASIC), we ran a simula-
tion using our Python-based Cocotb test environment [21],
where we set the clock frequency to 1.7 GHz. As shown in
Figure 25 (a), Sifter can sustain a 100 Gbps line rate with
the minimum size packets of 64 bytes. Figure 25 (b) shows
that Sifter’s VHDL implementation performs inversion-free
scheduling for 64-byte packets when running at 1.7 GHz.

I Pseudo-code of Sifter

We summarize the Enqueue, Dequeue, and Sifting processes
with pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Enqueue, Dequeue and Sifting process of Sifter

1: function INITIALIZATION
2: Initialize Sentinel s = ∞

1: function ENQUEUE PACKET(P(i,k))
2: if R(i,k) ≤ s then
3: Mini-PIFO enqueue P(i,k)
4: if P(i′,k′) evicted from Mini-PIFO then
5: RCQ enqueue P(i′,k′)
6: else
7: RCQ enqueue P(i,k)

1: function DEQUEUE PACKET( )
2: Dequeue packet P(i,k) from Mini-PIFO
3: if OP ≤ T hS then
4: SIFTING( )

1: function SIFTING( )
2: Find earliest non-empty FIFO f in RCQ
3: Update s as the largest rank covered by FIFO f
4: for Packet P(i,k) in f do
5: if R(i,k) ≤ s then
6: Mini-PIFO enqueue P(i,k)
7: if P(i′,k′) evicted from Mini-PIFO then
8: RCQ enqueue P(i′,k′)
9: s = MAX{R(i′,k′),s}

10: else
11: RCQ enqueue P(i,k)
12: if RCQ is empty then
13: Reset Sentinel s = ∞

14: else if OP ≤ T hS then
15: SIFTING( )

For variable names and definitions, please refer to Table 1.
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Abstract
Most existing data center network (DCN) flow schedul-
ing solutions aim to minimize flow completion times
(FCT). However, these solutions either require precise
flow information (e.g., per-flow size), which is challeng-
ing to implement on commodity switches (e.g., pFab-
ric [7]), or no prior flow information at all, which is at
the cost of performance (e.g., PIAS [10]). In this work,
we present QCLIMB, a new flow scheduling solution de-
signed to minimize FCT by utilizing imprecise flow in-
formation. Our key observation is that although obtain-
ing precise flow information can be challenging, it is pos-
sible to accurately estimate each flow’s lower and upper
bounds with machine learning techniques.

QCLIMB has two key parts: i) a novel scheduling
algorithm that leverages the lower bounds of different
flows to prioritize small flow over large flows from the
beginning of transmission, rather than at later stages; and
ii) an efficient out-of-order handling mechanism that ad-
dresses practical reordering issues resulting from the al-
gorithm. We show that QCLIMB significantly outper-
forms PIAS (88% lower average FCT of small flows) and
is surprisingly close to pFabric (around 9% gap) while
not requiring any switch modifications.

1 Introduction
Flow scheduling is an effective scheme for low latency
data center network (DCN) transport design [7, 10, 24,
41, 27, 37, 33]. One of the most important goals of flow
scheduling is to minimize flow completion times (FCT),
which is essential for many critical DCN applications,
such as web search [5], key value store [2, 40, 3], and
machine learning training [23]. These applications are
dominated by small messages and have stringent latency
requirements, as a result, even a very small delay can
significantly degrade application performance [37].

There are two lines of prior work aimed at mini-
mizing FCT, known as clairvoyant and non-clairvoyant
scheduling. The clairvoyant scheduling [7, 41, 37, 24]

assumes prior knowledge of precise flow size informa-
tion and uses it to approximate the Shortest Remain-
ing Processing Time (SRPT). This approach can theo-
retically achieve optimal performance, but is very chal-
lenging to be deployed in current DCNs, e.g., requir-
ing too many priority queues [7] or re-factor the entire
TCP/IP stack [41, 37, 24]. The non-clairvoyant schedul-
ing [10, 11, 21, 48] requires no prior flow information
and dynamically estimates flow size (e.g., based on the
bytes the flow has sent [10]). While this approach is easy
to implement in practice, it cannot precisely distinguish
between large and small flows at the beginning, thus fail-
ing to minimize FCTs for latency sensitive short flows.

To minimize FCT and be practical, we explore a new
design space that lies between existing clairvoyant and
non-clairvoyant scheduling solutions. Rather than rely-
ing on precise flow information or no prior flow infor-
mation at all, we ask: Is it possible to use imprecise flow
information to minimize FCT with commodity switches?

Answering this question requires identifying useful,
yet imprecise, flow information and incorporating it into
flow scheduling. Some existing work [23, 42] employ
machine learning (ML) techniques to estimate per-flow
size but fail to get high accuracy (§2.2). Utilizing im-
precise flow information is also very challenging. Sim-
ply feeding imprecise information to existing clairvoyant
schedulers significantly degrades their performance [23].

We address these challenges with QCLIMB, a practi-
cal flow scheduling solution that uses imprecise flow in-
formation to minimize FCT in DCNs. QCLIMB is based
on a key observation that although determining per-flow
size of DCN applications can be difficult, it is possi-
ble to accurately estimate each flow’s lower and upper
bounds. Our experiments (§2.3) on realistic DCN work-
loads have shown that the actual sizes of a majority of
flows (> 99.9%) fall within their lower and upper bounds
estimated by random forest (RF) model. Moreover, we
found the actual sizes of small flows are generally close
to their lower bounds, while medium and large flows may
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have a larger gaps between their actual sizes and lower
bounds. These findings provide an opportunity to pre-
cisely differentiate small flows from large flows based on
their lower bounds, making it possible to prioritize small
flows over large ones from the start, rather than in later
stages of transmission.

Based on these findings, we develop a novel schedul-
ing algorithm consisting of two main phases: queue-
climbing-up and queue-climbing-down. Each flow is
initially mapped to a priority queue based on its lower
bound. During the queue-climbing-up phase, the flow is
gradually promoted to higher-priority queues based on
its remaining data size relative to the lower bound. If
the flow is not yet completed after the first phase, it en-
ters the queue-climbing-down phase. During this phase,
QCLIMB gradually demotes the flow to lower-priority
queues based on its bytes sent, and once its upper bound
finishes, it is pulled directly to the lowest priority queue.

QCLIMB’s algorithm is effective at prioritizing small
flows over large ones for two reasons: i) small flows are
close to their lower bounds and thus can finish in the first
few higher priority queues during the queue-climbing-
up phase; and ii) medium and large flows will be trans-
mitted behind small flows during the queue-climbing-up
phase because their lower bounds are relatively larger.
They will also be penalized to the last few lower priority
queues during the queue-climbing-down phase.

In addition to designing the scheduling algorithm, we
must also tackle practical out-of-order (OOO) issues.
This is because during the queue-climbing-up phase, the
later packets of a flow can enter higher-priority queues
than the earlier ones. The default TCP OOO handling
mechanism considers this event as a packet loss and trig-
gers unnecessary retransmissions. This results in serious
performance degradation, especially for small flows (de-
tails in §5.2).

Addressing the OOO issue needs to overcome two
practical challenges: First, how to differentiate reorder-
ings caused by QCLIMB’s scheduling algorithm from
actual packet loss? Second, for packets reordered by
QCLIMB, how to efficiently reorder them at the receiver
side? Simply relying on the default TCP reordering
mechanism will cause redundant retransmissions.

To tackle the first challenge, we present a priority-
based loss detection mechanism at the receiver (§3.2.1).
The idea is to leverage the fact that the packets carrying
the same priority belonging to the same flow should be in
order, and a gap within the same priority is identified as
a loss. For the second challenge, we take a non-intrusive
approach by customizing ACKs for OOO packets at the
receiver to bypass the default TCP ACKing mechanism.
Through this way, normal TCP ACKs will not be sent for
OOO packets, and the senders have no chance to trigger
redundant retransmissions (§3.2.2). Moreover, with the

customized ACK, the sender can quickly retransmit the
lost packet without waiting for timeout (§3.2.3).

We have implemented a QCLIMB prototype (§4),
which only requires end host implementation and the
built-in function (e.g., strict priority queuing) in exist-
ing commodity switches. We implement the schedul-
ing logic and RF model inferencing as Linux kernel
modules, which reside between the NIC driver and the
TCP/IP stack as a shim layer. Further, OOO handling is
implemented within the TCP and IP layers and requires
minimal modifications to the kernel source code but does
not touch the core TCP congestion control code.

We build a small-scale 25G testbed with eight servers
and a Barefoot Tofino switch1, together with large-scale
simulations at 40/100G network, to evaluate the perfor-
mance of QCLIMB (§5). We find that:
• Compared to PIAS [10] that requires no flow size,

QCLIMB reduces the overall average FCT and the
average/tail FCT of small flows by up to 49.5% and
88%/97%, respectively. It also improves the query per-
formance by 70%∼97% in a Memcached application.

• Compared to pFabric [7] that assumes precise flow in-
formation, QCLIMB can deliver an average gap of 9%
for overall performance and even show a 6.8% lower
tail FCT of small flows in a PageRank workload.

• QCLIMB’s design components are effective for the
performance. QCLIMB is resilient to extreme cases
with model-application mismatching, coexisting appli-
cations, and tiny workload. Yet, it outperforms PIAS
even with two queues and low model accuracy.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Limitations of Existing Approaches
As shown in Table 1, existing DCN flow scheduling so-
lutions can be classified into two categories:
Clairvoyant solutions: Clairvoyant solutions attempt to
approximate the Shortest Remaining Processing Time
(SRPT) scheduling based on prior knowledge of pre-
cise flow size information. In general, they can provide
good performance but have significant limitations in de-
ployability. First, pFabric [7] uses millions of priorities
to implement SRPT, whereas such fine-grained priority
queues require clean-slate switches and are not supported
by existing commodity switches. Second, pHost [24],
Homa [37] and EPN [34] use limited number of priority
queues, but need to re-factor the network stack or rely
on programmable switches. Finally, PDQ [28] and Fast-
Pass [41] do not use priorities but are impractical as well.
For instance, PDQ [28] requires non-trivial switch modi-
fication to adjust the flow rate to implement flow preemp-
tion. FastPass [41], as a centralized scheduling design, is
challenging to be deployed in a large cluster.

1Though the switch is P4-programmable, we use it as a commodity
hardware in our evaluation.
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Schemes
Requiring no switch changes

or advanced hardware
Using limited number

of priority queues
Retaining existing

TCP/IP network stacks
Using lower bounds
for flow scheduling

Clairvoyant

pFabric [7] No No No No
PDQ [28] No × (priority queues are not required) No No
EPN [34] No Yes Yes No

FastPass [41] Yes (but centralized arbiter is required) × (priority queues are not required) No No
pHost [24] Yes Yes No No
Homa [37] Yes Yes No No

Non-Clairvoyant PIAS [10] Yes Yes Yes No
QCLIMB Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 1: Summary of main DCN flow scheduling schemes in literature and comparison to QCLIMB.

Non-clairvoyant solutions: Non-clairvoyant schedulers
are agnostic about flow size information and generally
use the idea of flow aging to estimate the pending data
with the bytes a flow has already sent. For exam-
ple, PIAS [10] gives the highest priority to new flows
and then gradually demotes their priorities as they send
more data. It is a readily-deployable solution that works
with multiple priority queues available in commodity
switches and is compatible with legacy TCP/IP stacks.
However, PIAS has limited ability in minimizing FCT
(§5).
In short, this short analysis inspires us to think about if
there is a middle-point design between clairvoyant and
non-clairvoyant schedulers, i.e., scheduling flows with
imprecise knowledge and with commodity switches.

2.2 Imprecise Flow Information
Indeed, researchers have shown the possibility to learn
flow size information from past traces using prevailing
ML techniques [23, 42, 35, 30]. Nevertheless, the esti-
mated flow sizes of ML models are often imprecise. To
validate this point, we use a widespread ML technique—
RF, over three workloads2: K-Means, PageRank, and
SGD, provided by [23]. Fig. 1 plots the gap between ac-
tual and estimated flow sizes for different-scale RF mod-
els we trained (i.e., different maximum tree depth d). In
general, a larger d leads to higher prediction accuracy.
However, the gap between actual and estimated flow
sizes always exists. Under d = 10, the mean/maximum
gap can reach 856KB/296811KB, 820KB/333271KB,
and 55KB/54446KB, for the K-Means, PageRank and
SGD workloads, respectively. In particular, for PageR-
ank under d = 10 RF model, 34% of flows have a gap of
over 100KB to their estimated sizes.

Little work can utilize imprecise knowledge well. The
only work, FLUX [23], directly takes imprecisely esti-
mated flow sizes as input for clairvoyant schedulers (e.g.,
pFabric [7]), which, however, suffers degraded FCT per-
formance. Indeed, we did a simulation and the results
show that the average FCT of small flows achieved by
pFabric with imprecise knowledge can be slowed down
by up to 22.8× (appendix A). Even though the estimated

2We did not use traditional DCN workloads like web search [5] and
data mining [25] because they only provide flow size distribution. The
workloads of [23] are collected from university clusters running real
ML applications and contain enough information for learning.
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Figure 1: The gap between predicted and actual flow sizes.

flow sizes are imprecise, in what follows we demonstrate
that the lower bound part is highly accurate.

2.3 Motivation: Lower Bound on Flow Size
2.3.1 Application Examples
We begin by introducing a few application examples in
which lower bounds on flow sizes indeed exist:

Distributed ML: Training ML models in parallel is an
increasingly important workload in datacenters. During
the model training, each generated flow needs to transfer
at least one parameter update (e.g., a 32-bit integer). This
means that the flow is at least ∼40 bytes, considering
the length of various headers including TCP and IP. As
a concrete example, we inspect the flow size distribution
of a SGD workload [23] and find that all flows are more
than 44 bytes (see §5.1).

Web Search: Large-scale web search application is an-
other example, where a query might be sent to many
aggregators and workers, each responsible for a dif-
ferent part of the index. From a networking perspec-
tive, it contains query traffic, delay-sensitive short mes-
sages for cluster coordination, and background traffic
for response-quality-oriented massive data transfer. The
smallest flow comes from the query traffic, e.g., transfer-
ring the index of at least one page between workers and
aggregators, which is typically lager than 1.6KB [5].

2.3.2 Experimental Observations
The above examples only provide application-level iden-
tical lower bounds for all flows. These bounds are loose
for individual flows. That said, they may be far away
from the actual flow sizes, thus limiting the effect of flow
scheduling. To provide a tight lower bound for each in-
dividual flow at its start, we use the RF technique [15].
Specifically, we keep the full conditional distribution of
each RF tree’s decisions and use a quantile regression
forest (QRF) method [36] to build a prediction interval
for each flow’s size (see appendix B). Fig. 2 gives an in-
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Figure 2: Relationship between actual flow sizes and pre-
diction intervals. For better visualization, flows are ordered
according to their prediction intervals.

tuitive visual feeling3 for the prediction intervals. We
have the following observations that inform our design.
Observation 1 (O1): With RF model, each flow can have
a bounded interval on its data size, and the vast majority
of flows can be accurately bounded.

A flow is bounded if its actual size falls exactly within
its lower and upper bounds; otherwise, it is an out-of-
bound flow. As shown in Table 2, the ratio of bounded
flows accounts for 99.9055%∼100%. This result stems
from the fact that QRF keeps the full conditional distri-
bution of the estimated size; thus, the obtained prediction
intervals can cover each flow with high probability.
Observation 2 (O2): For small flows, their actual sizes
are mostly close to their lower bounds.

From Fig. 2, we see that small flows are mostly scat-
tered around their lower bounds. The average gap of
small flows’ actual sizes to their lower bounds can be
only 12983B, 12630B, and 213B, for K-Means, PageR-
ank, and SGD workloads, respectively. For the root
cause of this phenomenon, an intuitive conjecture is that
these workloads exhibit a long-tail distribution where
most flows are short. This makes an RF model have
many small values in its leaf nodes, thus predicting a
lower bound close to the small flow’s size.
Observation 3 (O3): Medium and large flows’ lower
bounds are relatively larger than those of small ones.

Across all the cases we examined, the aver-
age lower bound of small flows is 52B∼12KB,
1002B∼1198B, and 80B∼664B, for K-Means, PageR-
ank, and SGD workloads, respectively, For medium
(large) flows, the average lower bound is 52B∼124KB
(52B∼26899KB), 1002B∼2090B (1002B∼19060KB),
and 255KB∼ 260KB (260KB∼1109KB) for the three
workloads, respectively.
Observation 4 (O4): For out-of-lower-bound flows, the
small flows have a smaller gap to relevant lower bounds

3Fig. 2 only shows two settings (i.e., the maximum tree depth d = 5
and 10), but our observations are condensed from all settings we tested.

Workloads
The ratio of

bounded flows
The ratio of

out-of-bound flows

K-Means d = 5 99.9936% 0.0064%
d = 10 99.9301% 0.0699%

PageRank d = 5 100% 0
d = 10 99.9055% 0.0945%

SGD d = 5 100% 0
d = 10 99.9877% 0.0123%

Table 2: The ratio of bounded and out-of-bound flows.

than medium and large ones.
We gather the out-of-lower-bound flows and explore

how far their actual flow sizes are from their lower
bounds. We observe that this differs in different types of
flows. For small flows, the average gap between their ac-
tual sizes and lower bounds is only 2.8B∼25KB, across
the cases we tested. For medium and large flows, this
gap can reach 68KB∼743KB and 6863KB∼77072KB,
respectively.

Observation 5 (O5): For out-of-upper-bound flows, they
are primarily medium and large flows and may go be-
yond their relevant upper bounds a lot.

We barely see any small flows going beyond their up-
per bounds in our experiments. The out-of-upper-bound
flows are dominated by medium and large ones; yet, their
actual flow sizes have a substantial gap to relevant upper
bounds, i.e., 54KB∼2322KB and 262KB∼43252KB for
medium and large flows, respectively.

Observations O4 and O5 can be intuitively caused by
different densities of flow size between small and medi-
um/large flows. Compared to small flows, medium/large
flows have a more sparse distribution of flow size value;
thus, if being out-of-bound, they are more likely to have
a larger gap to their bounds.
Discussion: The observations above might not manifest
for applications without long-tail flow size distributions,
e.g., local file system [22] and archival data [43]. This
is expected because regular RF shows high predictabil-
ity for majority class samples, while small flows in these
applications are minority classes. A possible way would
be to modify the weighting strategy in regular RF [45] to
bias small-value samples and consequently make better
predictions for small flows than medium/large ones.

3 QCLIMB Design

3.1 Lower-bound-based scheduling
The above findings offer an opportunity to differentiate
small flows from large flows precisely, based on their
lower bounds. This makes it possible to prioritize small
flows over large ones from the start, rather than in later
stages of transmission. Based on this insight, we develop
a novel flow scheduling algorithm consisting of two main
phases: queue-climbing-up and queue-climbing-down.
Phase 1: Queue-Climbing-Up. The observations O1 in
§2.3 indicate that the lower bound of each flow is highly
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credible. That said, each flow’s actual size is, with a high
probability, larger than its lower bound. So, QCLIMB
hypothetically believes that each flow’s size equals its
lower bound. In particular, QCLIMB lets each flow en-
ter a lower-bound-matched initial priority queue first and
then gradually promotes it from this initial queue to the
higher-priority ones based on the remaining bytes to its
lower bound (see Fig. 3). In this phase, flows with
smaller lower bounds but the same bytes sent or larger
bytes sent but the same lower bounds are likely to have
higher priority.
Phase 2: Queue-Climbing-Down. The hypothetical
judgment made above can be wrong for the flow not yet
completed after its lower bound part finishes. QCLIMB
thus takes an additional queue-climbing-down phase as
a remedy. Specifically, QCLIMB pulls back the flow to
its initially entered priority queue and punishes it by de-
moting it to lower-priority queues gradually based on its
bytes sent. Moreover, if the bytes sent exceed the upper
bound, QCLIMB takes a greater punishment by dragging
the flow down to the lowest priority queue.
Why this works. Our scheduling algorithm is able to
effectively prioritize small flows over large ones for the
following reasons. First, if a flow is a small one, its size
is near the lower bound (O2); thus, it can finish with the
first few higher priorities. Second, small flows can keep
relatively higher priorities than medium and large flows
during the queue-climbing-up phase since their lower
bounds are somewhat smaller (O3). Third, despite very
few small out-of-lower-bound flows, they will not enter
a priority queue lower than the one mapping their actual
sizes because of their small gap to lower bounds (O4)
and the relatively large flow size range of each priority
queue. Fourth, a medium or large flow will eventually
be penalized to lower-priority queues or even the lowest
priority queue (O5).

In comparison to the non-clairvoyant solutions such as
PIAS [10], which demotes flows as they transmit more
data, medium/large flows can only be detected and sep-
arated into low-priority queues after they coexist with
short flows in higher-priority queues for a short period.

In contrast, QCLIMB separates flows into different pri-
ority queues once they start, using their lower bounds.
Putting it all together: QCLIMB adopts multiple prior-
ity queues available in commodity switches. Packets car-
rying different priorities will enter into different priority
queues. Packets in different queues are scheduled with
strict priority, while packets in the same queue follow
FIFO scheduling. Packet priority tagging (appendix C)
is distributed at each end-host, which is triggered when-
ever a new packet p arrives. It first gets the bytes sent B,
lower bound L, and upper bound U for the parent flow
of the arriving packet p. It then relies on the following
three steps working cooperatively.

1. Priority Promoting: If B < L, we invoke get priority
for determining packet p’s priority, which scans queue
thresholds bottom-up and returns the first priority hav-
ing a threshold smaller or equal to L−B. Meaning, a
flow is initially mapped to a priority queue according
to its lower bound. Then, it climbs up from this initial
queue to higher-priority queues gradually based on the
remaining bytes to its lower bound.

2. Delay Demoting: A flow may only contain minor er-
rors: its lower/upper bounds map to the same priority.
Such flow can only remain a small amount of data af-
ter the first phase. So, we take a delay demoting ap-
proach here, i.e., we keep each flow’s priority (mostly
the highest one) for a short while to transmit a slack
size S more data to hope it can finish.

3. Priority Demoting: At this point, if a flow is not yet
completed, we will change the strategy and gradually
demote its packets to lower-priority queues according
to its bytes sent. If the flow is not end even after the
upper bound portion finishes, we move it to the lowest
priority queue directly.

Choice of Slack Size S: A larger slack size S may al-
low more flows to complete before switching to lower-
priority queues while leading more large flows to coexist
with small flows. The optimal value of S in terms of aver-
age FCT is closely related to the gap between the actual
sizes and lower bounds of flows, and varies under differ-
ent traffic patterns and different RF models. However,
as mentioned earlier, almost all small flows are close
to their lower bounds and can finish within the queue-
climbing-up phase, making QCLIMB beneficial under a
wide range of S (see §5.2).

3.2 Out-of-Order Handling
In addition to designing the scheduling algorithm, we
must also tackle practical out-of-order (OOO) issues.
This is because during the queue-climbing-up phase, the
later packets of a flow can enter higher-priority queues
than the earlier ones. As a result, the subsequent pack-
ets of a flow may arrive at the receiver before previous
ones, i.e., out-of-order (OOO). The default TCP OOO
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handling may treat this event as loss, thus triggering un-
necessary retransmissions and significantly hurting the
performance, especially for the tail FCT of small flows
(see Fig. 15 in §5.2). Addressing the OOO issue needs
to overcome two practical challenges: (i) how to differ-
entiate reorderings caused by QCLIMB’s scheduling al-
gorithm from actual packet loss? and (ii) for packets re-
ordered by QCLIMB, how to efficiently reorder them at
the receiver side?
3.2.1 Loss detection
To detect if an OOO event is due to loss, QCLIMB adopts
a priority-based loss detection mechanism at the receiver.
This mechanism leverages the fact that for each flow, the
packets carrying the same priority traverse the same pri-
ority queue in each switch along the transmission path4

and should be in-order. A gap within the same priority is
assumed to be a loss. For a better intuition of this point,
we consider a concrete example in Fig. 4. As we can
see, there appears a sequence number gap. We check if
the left-hand packet of this gap has different priority as
the right-hand packet. If yes, the packet may be in-flight,
and reordering is required (§3.2.2); Otherwise, the rel-
evant packet must be lost, and the retransmission logic
will be invoked (§3.2.3). Note that because a flow may
transmit multiple packets using the same priority, there
could be a corner case. More specifically, when the gap
occurs at the boundary of a priority, it will not be iden-
tified as a loss with the above mechanism, but it is still
likely to be a loss. In this paper, we leave such loss de-
tection to timeout.
3.2.2 Packet reordering
Packet reordering is conducted by separating OOO pack-
ets into slow path, as detailed below. Starting from the
bottom to up, packets arrive at the NIC and are read into
the kernel as skbs. Once a packet is copied to skb, it will
be pushed up to the TCP layer, where QCLIMB checks if
it is in-ordered. If yes, this packet will be sent along the
fast path that directly connects to the application layer re-
ceiver buffer. Otherwise, this packet will be identified as
an OOO packet. As such, QCLIMB will send this packet
along the slow path and store it in an OOO receive queue.
After the missing packets arrive, QCLIMB will forward
it up to the application layer receive buffer.

While the reordering is simple, the OOO event caused
by QCLIMB’s scheduling may mislead the default TCP

4We consider single-path routing for each flow, i.e., ECMP [29].

stack to trigger duplicate ACKs from receiver to sender,
thus leading to redundant retransmissions. To avoid this
phenomenon, we let the receiver bypass the default TCP
ACKing mechanism by directly sending a customized
ACK to the sender on receiving any OOO packet. Mean-
while, we let the sender maintain a scoreboard to track
which packets have been cumulatively and selectively
acknowledged. Here, each customized ACK carries the
cumulative acknowledgment (indicating its expected se-
quence number), a scoreboard update flag, and a SACK
tag (indicating the OOO packet received). Upon receiv-
ing such ACK, the QCLIMB sender checks if this ACK
contains an update flag. If yes, the sender will update its
scoreboard to allow TCP to continue as usual. As such,
the sender will not have a chance to trigger redundant re-
transmissions because the TCP’s normal ACKs for OOO
packets will not be sent.
3.2.3 Packet retransmission
When a loss is detected, the receiver will not discard
the OOO packet, and the sender will retransmit the lost
packet. More precisely, the receiver also sends a cus-
tomized ACK, which has the same format as that in
§3.2.2 but has a different (retransmission) flag. Upon
receiving such an ACK, the QCLIMB sender checks if
this ACK contains a retransmission flag. If yes, it enters
loss recovery mode, where the sender retransmits the first
packet that corresponds to the cumulative acknowledg-
ment value. Any subsequent packet will be retransmit-
ted if the sender receives another ACK carrying a higher
cumulative acknowledgment value and a retransmission
signal. Through this way, we can quickly retransmit the
lost packets without waiting for the timeout.

Note that to guarantee the delivery of all ACKs, we
transmit them at the highest priority. Moreover, we also
give the highest priority to retransmitted packets because
we want to fill the gap as soon as possible to minimize
the resequencing buffer’s memory footprint.

4 Implementation
We have implemented a QCLIMB prototype under the
Linux 4.15 kernel, as detailed below.

4.1 Sender
Flow monitoring: We implement this module in Linux
kernel space and integrate it with the RF inferencing and
packet tagging modules. It collects flow information us-
ing the Netfilter hook [1]. For each new flow, we collect
its start time, flow gap (time since the end of the previ-
ous flow), flow sizes for the last 5 flows, and TCP 5-tuple
(i.e., source/destination IPs and ports, protocol ID) and
feed them into the RF inference module. During the flow
lifetime, we also record its bytes sent to guide the packet
tagging. For each finished flow, we append its flow size
to the features and transfer the collected information to
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RF training using the netlink channel.
RF training: This module is in user-space. It receives
flow information and performs RF training. We trans-
fer the trained RF model to the RF inferencing module,
again using the netlink channel.
RF inferencing: We implement this module in the ker-
nel space to avoid frequent cross-space communication
between packet tagging and RF inferencing. Specifically,
we use C to implement the RF model in the kernel. This
module performs online inference to obtain the lower/up-
per bounds for each flow and passes the inferred informa-
tion to the packet tagging module for flow scheduling.
Packet tagging: This module enforces the scheduling
policies of QCLIMB algorithms by marking packets with
priorities at end hosts. We implement it as a Linux ker-
nel module, locating between TCP/IP stack and Linux
TC. For each outgoing packet, this module has three key
operations. First, it maintains a hash-based flow table
that stores the 5-tuple and bytes sent. Second, it iden-
tifies the flow the packet belonging to and updates the
bytes sent of the relevant entry in the flow table. Third,
based on the lower/upper bounds and bytes sent of the
flow, it calculates a priority for this packet and invokes
the ipv4 change dsfield function to tag the priority
into this packet’s IP header using three bits of the TOS
field (as shown in Fig. 5). Note that three bits can repre-
sent 8 priorities at most, which can match the number of
priority queues in most commodity switches.
Packet retransmission: This module is mainly respon-
sible for retransmitting the lost packet identified by the
priority-based loss detection mechanism. Specifically,
we have two operations. First, using some newly added
codes in the tcp rcv established function, we check
if an arriving ACK contains a flag (the 2nd and 3rd bit in
TOS field). If no, the TCP/IP stack continues as usual.
Otherwise, we go to the second operation, which first
further checks the value of this flag. If the flag equals to
01, retransmission is needed; if it is 10, only scoreboard
update is required. For retransmission, we get the se-
quence number of the lost packet according to the ACK’s
ack seq field and then invokes the tcp transmit skb

function to retransmit the lost packet.
Rate control: Since our implementation does not touch
the congestion control code, QCLIMB is compatible
with any TCP-like congestion control implementations
(e.g., TCP, DCTCP). Note that when a loss is detected
by the priority-based detection mechanism (§3.2.1), we
halve the window size of the relevant flow to avoid in-
jecting too many traffic in the network.
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SGD
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Flow size (B)
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Figure 6: Workloads used for evaluation.

4.2 Receiver
Loss detection: This module contains three opera-
tions to enforce the loss detection mechanism described
in §3.2.1. First, as packets are read in off the wire
and converted to skbs, the packet priority is copied to
the skb->priority field. Second, we compare the
skb->priority of the first segment in the OOO receive
queue with that of the last segment in the in-order TCP
receive buffer to check if there is a missing gap. Third,
QCLIMB adds a new skb->flag field in skb buff. The
skb->flag equals to 0 by default and skb->flag=1
means that the lost packet needs retransmission. Note
that skb->flag is in the receiver’s kernel, we need to
send it over the network to the relevant sender. To do this,
we call a newly added function, tcp send ack qclimb,
to send a customized ACK and tag the skb->flag in
this ACK packet. Specifically, we copy the skb->flag

value to the 2nd&3rd bits of the TOS field in this ACK’s
IP header. Note here, when an OOO event is not due to
loss, we will also send a customized ACK, but set the
skb->flag value to 2 and copy it to the ACK’s header
to notify the sender to update the scoreboard solely.
Packet reordering: As OOO packets and in-order pack-
ets are separated into different queues, the reordering
module is quite simple. Whenever there is a data packet,
the receiver scans the OOO receive queue to move any
in-sequence packets to the in-order receive buffer. After
that, users leverage recv function to copy data from the
TCP receive buffer to application layer receive buffer.
Remark: On the switch side, QCLIMB only needs to
configure strict priority queuing (SP); if TCP/ECN trans-
port is in use, ECN is also required. Both SP and ECN
are standard features in existing commodity switches.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate QCLIMB through a combination of testbed
experiments and large-scale simulations and show that
• QCLIMB achieves lower FCTs than PIAS (§5.1).
• QCLIMB’s design components are effective (§5.2).
• QCLIMB works well in large datacenters (§5.3).

5.1 Testbed Experiments
Testbed: We build a small-scale testbed consisting of
8 servers connected to a Barefoot Tofino switch using
25Gbps links. Each server is equipped with a 16-core
CPU (Intel Xeon Silver 4314@2.4GHz), 64G memory,
a 25G NIC (Mellonax CX5), and installed with Ubuntu
(kernel version 4.15.1). The switch runs SONIC and is
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configured with strict priority queuing with at most 8
queues. We use the DCTCP as the rate control.
Comparisons: We compare QCLIMB with PIAS [10]
and QCLIMB-PS. We chose PIAS because it has the
same practical features as QCLIMB but falls short
in FCT minimization. QCLIMB-PS is a variant of
QCLIMB that takes precise flow sizes as input and pro-
motes a flow to higher-priority queues based on its re-
maining bytes. For OOO handling, it uses the same com-
ponent as in §3.2. QCLIMB-PS is essentially a clair-
voyant scheduler and is used for quantifying how far
QCLIMB is from the scheme that has precise knowledge.
Workloads: As mentioned in §2, we mainly use three
workloads provided by the paper [23]: K-Means, PageR-
ank and SGD. Their distributions are shown in Fig. 6.
All the three workloads exhibit a heavy-tailed distribu-
tion, where most flows are short and most of the traffic
are dominated by a small percent of large flows. To re-
play these workloads in our testbed, we strictly keep the
message arrival order and let message sizes follow the
original testing traces. We reset the inter-arrival time of
requests to match a particular network load.
Setup: For each workload, we first train an RF model
(with the maximum tree depth d = 10 by default) for ∼3
minutes using 80% of the dataset and then use the trained
RF model for testing with the remaining dataset to con-
duct our evaluation. We use 8 priority queues by default.
We use the same queue thresholds as the PIAS paper [10]
for all workloads. We set slack size S to 100KB by de-
fault. We set the RTOmin to 10ms and use a per-port
buffer of 350KB at each switch.
Performance of small flows: Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 first
show the average and tail FCT of small flows, respec-
tively, for the K-Means, PageRank and SGD workloads
with the network load varying from 0.3 to 0.9. We
have the following two observations. First, for all work-
loads, QCLIMB outperforms PIAS in both the average
and tail FCT of small flows. Compared to PIAS, it
reduces the average/tail FCT of small flows by up to
44%/96%, 58%/96%, and 88%/97%, for the K-Means,
PageRank, and SGD workloads, respectively. This is be-
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Figure 9: Average FCT of 100KB-10MB medium flows.
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Figure 10: Average FCT of >10MB large flows.

cause QCLIMB promotes a flow’s priority until its lower
bound part finishes, while small flows are mostly scat-
tered around their lower bounds. Therefore, unlike PIAS,
QCLIMB will not let small flows suffer from the queue-
climbing-down phase (see §5.2). Second, QCLIMB
shows a comparable average and tail FCT of small flows
with QCLIMB-PS. Particularly, compared to QCLIMB-
PS at 0.7 network load, QCLIMB has a 3% gap for the
small average FCT in PageRank workload and a 5% gap
for the small tail FCT in SGD workload.
Performance of other flows: Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11
depict the FCT statistics for the other flows. The first ob-
servation is that QCLIMB outperforms PIAS for medium
flows. Under a moderate 0.5 load, QCLIMB reduces the
average FCT of medium flows over PIAS by 8%, 24%,
and 8% for the K-Means, PageRank, and SGD work-
loads, respectively. This is expected because medium
flows are more likely to leave a small amount of data
after their lower bound parts finish (see Fig. 2), thus are
more likely to complete in QCLIMB’s delay demoting
step. As the second observation, we find that QCLIMB
even performs slightly better than PIAS for large flows in
some cases. For instance, compared to PIAS, QCLIMB
reduces the average FCT of large flows by 5% on aver-
age across all network loads in the SGD workloads. The
last observation is for the average FCT of all flows. More
precisely, QCLIMB shows up to 6%, 15%, and 23% re-
ductions in overall average FCT over PIAS for the K-
Means, PageRank, and SGD workloads, respectively.
Results with the Memcached application: We further
build a Memcached application to evaluate QCLIMB’s
performance. We use one host as the client and the re-
maining 7 hosts as servers. Before sending each GET
query (i.e., memcached get()), the client will first send
a SET (i.e., memcached set()) request to pre-populate
each server with a key-value pair. The key is flow id.
The value is flow size which is randomly chosen ac-
cording to a Facebook Memcached workload [8]. Once
the SET request is completed, the client immediately
sends a GET query to each server to get the value just
populated by the SET request. We repeat this process
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Figure 11: Average FCT of all flows.
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Figure 12: QCT statistics across different query sizes.

roughly 140000 times and thus generate around 140000
GET queries. A GET query completes only when the
client receives all servers’ responses. We only consider
GET queries and measure the query completion time
(QCT) as the application performance metric. We also
inject background traffic, which is a mix of small and
large flows generated according to a Web Search work-
load [5]. The background traffic load varies from 0.3
to 0.9. We calculate each query’s size as the sum of
its individual flows’ size. Fig. 12 compares the QCT
of QCLIMB with that of PIAS, across different query
sizes and different background traffic loads. Compared
to PIAS, QCLIMB reduces the overall average QCT
by 70%∼97%, the average/tail QCT of 0-100KB small
queries by 70%∼97%/6%∼99.8%, and the average QCT
of >100KB queries by 21%∼94%. Note that QCLIMB’s
QCT does not increase with background traffic load.
This is because background traffic is transmitted with the
lowest priority, while all queries’ traffic is in flows less
than 100MB and will not overlap with background traffic
in the same queue under QCLIMB’s scheduling logic.
Tiny workload: We further evaluate QCLIMB in a Ten-
sorflow workload from the Flux dataset [23]. This work-
load contains a significant proportion (i.e., 77%) of very
tiny flows (i.e., with less than 100B) and thus is more
likely to cause congestion than the other workloads. De-
spite this, we can observe from Fig. 13 that QCLIMB
still shows superior performance. Compared to PIAS, it
reduces the overall average FCT by up to 81.1%. For
the average/tail FCT of small flows, the improvement of
QCLIMB over PIAS is up to 70%/96.4%. The reduc-
tions of QCLIMB in small flows do not penalize other
flows. In fact, QCLIMB even reduces the average FCT
of >100KB flows by 22.7%∼44.2%, compared to PIAS.
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Figure 13: FCT statistics across different flow sizes under
Tensorflow workload.
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Figure 14: Effectiveness of error-tolerant scheduling.

5.2 QCLIMB Deep Dive
5.2.1 Effectiveness of the design components
Effect of lower-bound-based scheduling: We first
check the effectiveness of QCLIMB’s scheduling design.
We construct two baselines, both of which directly use
the estimated flow sizes for scheduling. The first one,
QCLIMB-FP, determines a flow’s priority only once by
comparing its estimated flow size with queue thresholds.
The second one, QCLIMB-PP, has two more steps than
QCLIMB-FP. More precisely, it gradually promotes a
flow’s priority according to its remaining bytes to the
estimated size. Afterward, if the flow is not yet ended
and the sent bytes exceeds the estimated size, it directly
pulls this flow to the lowest priority queue. Fig. 14 shows
the results for different workloads under load 0.5. We
observe that compared to QCLIMB-FP and QCLIMB-
PP, respectively, QCLIMB brings up to 16% and 12%
improvements in overall average FCT, and especially,
it brings up to 70%/97% and 60%/96% improvements
in average/tail FCT of small flows. Since QCLIMB is
at most 1.63× slower than QCLIMB-PS for the aver-
age FCT of small flows (see 0.7 load in Fig. 7a), the
3.29× speedup of QCLIMB over QCLIMB-PP means
that QCLIMB reduces the impact of prediction size er-
rors on small flows by 3.29−1.63

3.29−1 = 72%.
Effect of priority-based loss recovery: To quantify the
effectiveness of our priority-based loss recovery mecha-
nism, we construct a variant of QCLIMB, which aban-
dons the proposed OOO design (§3.2) and uses the
default TCP loss recovery mechanism. Fig. 15 com-
pares the FCT performance achieved by this variant and
QCLIMB for the K-Means, PageRank and SGD work-
loads under load 0.7. As we can see from this figure,
QCLIMB outperforms the constructed variant signifi-
cantly, with the overall average FCT and the average/tail
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Figure 16: Performance breakdown.

FCT of small flows being reduced by up to 1.12× and
1.86×/17.2×, respectively. Meaning, the priority-based
loss recovery design brings up to 11% and 46%/94% im-
provements for the two flow types, respectively.
Performance breakdown: QCLIMB differs from PIAS
because it has an additional scheduling step—queue-
climbing-up, making it complete small flows with the
first few higher-priority queues while separating medi-
um/large flows into relatively low-priority queues. To
confirm this, we conduct a performance breakdown eval-
uation for QCLIMB and PIAS under the PageRank
workload at load 0.7. As we can see from Fig. 16, though
QCLIMB has more processing steps for flow schedul-
ing, it delivers significantly lower FCTs than PIAS. We
further observe that for small flows in QCLIMB, only
0.52% of the FCT is spent for RF model inference, and
the queue-climb-up step accounts for 99.47%, the re-
maining 0.01% is for the slacking step. By contrast,
PIAS only contains a queue-climbing-down step and will
keep demoting small flows to lower-priority queues, thus
delivering poor performance. Medium and large flows in
QCLIMB first go through model inference step and then
climb up to higher-priority queues. They will stay in the
highest-priority queue for short while using the slack-
ing step, and finally will be penalized to lower-priority
queues using the queue-climbing-down step. Owing to
the queue-climbing-up step, QCLIMB achieves lower
FCTs of medium/large flows than PIAS. Note that across
all flow types, the model inference time is ∼3.1 µs,
which is negligible as compared to the FCT of flows
(603µs∼784 ms). This means QCLIMB can quickly ob-
tain the lower/upper bounds for each flow and has the
potential to apply to high-speed datacenter networks.
OOO handling Overhead: We conduct a testbed evalu-
ation and consider two types of OOO handling overheads
at receivers: the average CPU utilization (including soft-
ware interrupts) and the OOO buffer space. Fig. 17 first
compares the CPU overheads of QCLIMB with that of a
QCLIMB variant using default TCP OOO. We observe
that QCLIMB incurs up to 17.4% less CPU overhead
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Figure 17: CPU overhead and software interrupts for ker-
nel packet processing.

Load K-Means PageRank SGD
QCLIMB

(TCP OOO) QCLIMB QCLIMB
(TCP OOO) QCLIMB QCLIMB

(TCP OOO) QCLIMB

0.3 1338.70 591.66 1204.25 604.39 1793.06 936.81
0.5 2776.05 1548.54 1924.27 769.42 2006.02 1812.35
0.7 5752.96 4979.13 3133.81 2620.44 2316.89 1888.72
0.9 8077.62 6096.89 3436.34 2787.49 3333.34 2016.14

Table 3: Buffer length (bytes) for storing OOO packets.

than the baseline. Yet, the software interrupts only oc-
cupy 6.2%∼17% of the total CPU overhead. Table 3
further shows the buffer length for OOO packet storing.
We observe that QCLIMB incurs 194B∼623B less OOO
buffer than the default TCP OOO, equaling a 10%∼60%
reduction. The reason why QCLIMB incurs less CPU
overhead and OOO buffer space is that QCLIMB can
quickly detect the loss and retransmit the lost packets to
fill the gap in the receiver’s sequence number list. Thus,
OOO packets do not need to stay too long in the OOO
buffer and can be quickly removed from this buffer.
5.2.2 Never-seen-before flow handling
One can either use QCLIMB or simply fall-back to PIAS
for handling never-seen-before flows.
Using QCLIMB: Using QCLIMB for never-seen-before
flow scheduling forms a model-application mismatching
scenario. To test QCLIMB in this case, we evaluate the
performance of the PageRank workload at 0.7 network
load while using the RF models trained based on the
K-Means and SGD workloads. Fig. 18 shows the FCT
statistics. We observe that when using the SGD model
for the PageRank workload, the average FCT of all flows
and small flows can be prolonged by 3.63× and 2.33×,
respectively. This is expected because the PageRank and
SGD workloads have very different flow size distribu-
tions (see Fig. 6). By contrast, when using the RF model
derived from a workload having a similar flow size dis-
tribution, the FCTs will not be affected too much. For
example, the average FCT of small flows is slowed down
by only 0.5% when using the K-Means RF model for the
PageRank workload.
Using PIAS: Using PIAS for never-seen-before flows
leads to QCLIMB flows coexisting with PIAS ones. To
show how these flows affect each other, we conduct
an experiment where PIAS traffic uses the WebSearch
workload [5] at load 0.3, and QCLIMB traffic is the
PageRank workload at load 0.5. We compare this mix-
ing solution with a baseline that uses PIAS for all traffic.
Fig. 19 shows the results. We see that for both workloads,
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the mixing solution achieves lower FCTs than the base-
line. Particularly, the average FCT of small flows can be
reduced by 62.7% and 10.1% for the PageRank and Web-
Search workloads, respectively. This implies that mixing
QCLIMB traffic in the network helps improve the perfor-
mance of non-QCLIMB traffic. Moreover, as the PIAS
flows does not use QCLIMB, the reduction of their FCTs
under the mixing solution is less than that of QCLIMB-
enabled PageRank flows.
Varying QCLIMB-enabled flow ratio: We proceed to
investigate the impact of the QCLIMB-enabled flow ra-
tio. We use PageRank workload at network load 0.7
and divide the traffic into two parts. The first part is
non-QCLIMB flows that use PIAS for scheduling, while
the second is QCLIMB-enabled flows. We vary the
QCLIMB-enabled flow ratio from 0.2 to 0.8. We com-
pare PIAS, QCLIMB, and the QCLIMB+PIAS mixing
solution. Fig. 20 depicts the results. As expected, the
performance of the mixing solution is between PIAS and
QCLIMB. Even when there are 20% QCLIMB flows, the
mix solution delivers ∼10% lower average FCT of small
flows than PIAS. We further observe that the higher the
QCLIMB-enabled flow ratio, the more flows can depart
quicker, thus leaving more room for non-QCLIMB flows
and consequently delivering lower FCTs.
5.2.3 Sensitivity to parameter settings
Impact of number of queues: To validate the impact of
the number of queues on QCLIMB, we further conduct
the testbed evaluation with 2 and 4 priority queues under
the PageRank workload at 0.7 load. Fig. 21 shows the re-
sults. We observe that in general, QCLIMB outperforms
PIAS under all shown settings. Even with two queues,
QCLIMB works well and reduces the overall average
FCT and the average/tail FCT of small flows by 28.6%
and 74.3%/96.3%, respectively, compared to PIAS.
Impact of model accuracy: To understand the impact of
the flow size predictor, we tested QCLIMB in the PageR-
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Figure 22: PageRank workload with different RF models.

ank workload at 0.5 load, under different RF models with
varying maximum tree depth d. Fig. 15 shows the re-
sults. It is clear that the overall average FCT decreases
as d grows. This means that the higher the RF model’s
accuracy, the better performance QCLIMB achieves. We
can further find that even under d = 5, QCLIMB still
performs significantly better than PIAS, with the over-
all average FCT reduced by 16.3% and the average/tail
FCT of small flows by 50%/93.8%. Note that for the
extreme case of d = 1, the RF model may predict a wide
size range for each flow, thus making QCLIMB achieve a
similar overall average FCT with PIAS. But the predicted
lower bounds of this d = 1 model might help QCLIMB
complete most small flows during the queue-climbing-
up phase. This makes QCLIMB achieve a dramatically
lower average/tail FCT of small flows than PIAS (see
Fig. 22b and Fig. 22c).
Impact of slack size S: QCLIMB allows each flow to
transmit a slack size S more data after its lower bound
part finishes. QCLIMB outperforms PIAS under a wide
range of S, and setting S to 100KB achieves the best per-
formance for QCLIMB (appendix D).

5.3 Large-scale Simulations
Settings: In our simulations, we use the same topology
as prior evaluations of PIAS [10] and pFabric [7], con-
sisting of 144 hosts divided among 9 racks with a 2-level
switching fabric; the difference is that we use 40Gbps
host links and 100Gbps core links. Again, we use the
K-Means, PageRank, and SGD workloads as above. We
vary the load from 0.3 to 0.9.
Comparison with PIAS: Fig. 23 compares the
FCT statistics of QCLIMB with that of PIAS.
Compared to PIAS, QCLIMB reduces the over-
all average FCT by 17.4%∼47.9%, 9.1%∼38.3%,
and 37.9%∼49.5%, for the K-Means, PageRank
and SGD workloads, respectively. QCLIMB also
achieves 1%∼30.1%/1%∼62%, 1%∼35.1%/1%∼55%,
and 3%∼46.5%/2%∼42.5% lower average/tail FCT of
small flows than PIAS, in the K-Means, PageRank and
SGD workloads, respectively. Such good results demon-
strate the effectiveness of QCLIMB’s scheduling. Note
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Figure 23: Comparison with PIAS in simulations.
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Figure 24: Comparison with QCLIMB-PS and pFabric in
simulations (KM: K-Means; PR: PageRank).
that QCLIMB’s overall improvement over PIAS in SGD
workload is relatively larger than those in other work-
loads. The reason is that the SGD workload is more
skewed. Around∼95% and∼74% flows in the K-Means
and PageRank workloads, respectively, are smaller than
100KB, while only ∼66% flows in the SGD workload,
are smaller than 100KB. In such case, large flows are
more likely to coexist with short flows under PIAS.
QCLIMB is less likely to be affected by such problems,
as medium and large flows have relatively higher lower
bounds and take less time in queue-climbing-up phase,
thus exhibiting less time to coexist with small flows.
Comparison with precise-knowledge-aware schemes:
We compare QCLIMB, QCLIMB-PS (§5.1) and pFab-
ric [7]. Note that QCLIMB-PS and pFabric take precise
flow sizes as scheduling input. Fig. 24 depicts the re-
sults and reveals the following findings. First, QCLIMB
does not show severely worse overall performance in
the K-Means and PageRank workloads. Specifically,
under K-Means, QCLIMB achieves 0.4%∼1.4% and
12%∼17% higher overall average FCT than QCLIMB-
PS and pFabric, respectively. For PageRank, this gap is
1.6%∼5.9% to QCLIMB-PS and 4.6%∼13.1% to pFab-
ric. The average gap of QCLIMB to pFabric is 9% in
PageRank workload. Second, for the SGD workload,
QCLIMB’s overall performance has a relatively large
gap to QCLIMB-PS and pFabric. This is because that
the SGD workload is more skewed, leading large flows
in QCLIMB to be more likely to coexist with small flows.
Third, QCLIMB can achieve comparable performance

Flow bins
Small
flows

Medium
flows

Large
flows

All
flows

QCLIMB 0 0 124
124

(83 by loss detection)

pFaric 10 25 414
414

(all by timeout)

Table 4: Loss events comparison (K-Means, 0.7 load).
with QCLIMB-PS for small flows.For the average FCT
of small flows, QCLIMB has 1%∼2.8%, −0.2%∼5.7%,
and 0.4%∼10.5%, for the K-Means, PageRank and SGD
workloads, respectively. Fourth, we find that the per-
formance gap between QCLIMB and QCLIMB-PS in
the K-Means workload is smaller than that in the other
workloads. This is because the RF model trained over
K-Means has a higher prediction accuracy than that over
the PageRank and SGD workloads. Note that QCLIMB
does not severely penalize large flows. In fact, Compared
to PIAS, it achieves up to 48.2% lower average FCT of
large flows. Further, it has at most 15% gap to pFabric in
the average FCT of large flows. For more details on the
performance of large flows, please see appendix D.
Remark: Fig. 24g and Fig. 24h reveal that QCLIMB can
even deliver a slightly lower tail FCT of small flows than
pFabric. This is because QCLIMB incurs fewer packet
loss events than pFabric. As a concrete example, Table 4
shows that QCLIMB has 70% fewer loss events than
pFabric and incurs no packet loss for small and medium
flows, under the K-Means workload at network load 0.7.
Moreover, 83 of these 124 loss events can be quickly de-
tected by QCLIMB’s priority-based loss detection mech-
anism (§3.2.1), whereas the packet loss events in pFabric
can only be detected by timeout.

6 Conclusion
Scheduling flows with imprecise knowledge is an impor-
tant and practical problem that has been neglected by
prior work in this field. QCLIMB bridges this gap with a
key observation that it is possible to accurately estimate
each flow’s lower bounds with ML techniques. QCLIMB
employs a lower-bound-based flow scheduling scheme to
ensure small flows can be prioritized over medium/large
ones from the beginning of transmission. It also con-
tains fast priority-based lost recovery and packet reorder-
ing mechanisms to handle OOO issues resulting from the
scheduling. We have implemented a QCLIMB prototype
using all commodity hardware, and evaluated it through
small-scale testbed experiments and large-scale simula-
tions. The results show that QCLIMB is a viable solution
for scheduling flows with imprecise size information.
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A The Performance of pFabric under Im-
precise Knowledge

In this section, we want to know how pFabric [7] per-
forms when scheduling flows with imprecise flow sizes.
We use the same topology and workloads as §5.3. The
load is 0.7. Fig. 25 shows the FCT statics across different
flow sizes when using imprecise flow sizes for pFabric
[7] as compared to using precise knowledge. From this
figure, we observe that due to the errors in flow sizes,
the FCT achieved by pFabric can be slowed down signif-
icantly. More specifically, the overall average/tail FCT
achieved by pFabric with imprecise flow sizes can be in-
creased by up to 1.8×/2.2×. Moreover, the average FCT
slowdown of small flows can even reach 22.8×.

B Obtaining Prediction Intervals
For brevity, let us consider an RF model with T trees,
trained over a set of flows, i.e., N = {1, . . . ,n}. Each
flow i is identified by (Xi,yi), where Xi contains the flow
features and yi is the flow size. For a new (testing)
flow with its X = x, each tree t will drop it down to
a specific leaf node l. Let Nl denote the set of flows
falling in l. The tree t will predict a size for this flow
as the weighted average over the sizes of all flows in
Nl , i.e., yt = ∑

n
i=1 wi(x, t) · yi, where wi(x, t) = 1/|Nl |

if flow i ∈ Nl and 0 otherwise. For the entire RF,
the predicted size is thus the average prediction of all
trees, i.e., y = 1

T ∑
T
t=1 yt = ∑

n
i=1 wi(x) · yi, where wi(x) =

1
T ∑

T
t=1 wi(x, t) represents the weight of flow i in pre-

dicting the new flow’s size. This implies that the con-
ditional mean of y, given X = x, is approximated by a
weighted mean over the sizes of all flows in N , namely,
E(y|X = x) = ∑

n
i=1 wi(x)yi.
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Figure 25: FCT slowdown across different flow sizes when
using imprecise flow sizes for pFabric [7] as compared to
using precise knowledge.

Unlike RF focusing on the conditional mean, QRF
considers the conditional distribution of y under X =
x by defining it as the probability that for X = x, y
is smaller than y′, i.e., F(y′|X = x) = P(y ≤ y′|X =
x) = E(1{y≤y′}|X = x). Just as the way approxi-
mating E(y|X = x), E(1{y≤y′}|X = x) can be approx-
imated by the weighted mean over the observations
of 1{y≤y′}. This leads to F(y′|X = x) = ∑

n
i=1 wi(x) ·

1{y≤y′}. With this function, the α-quantile Qα(x) is
defined such that the probability of y being smaller
than Qα(x) is, for a given X = x, exactly equal to α ,
i.e., Qα(x) = inf{y′ : F(y′|X = x)≥ α}. Using Qα(x),
one can build a prediction interval. For instance, a
β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) prediction interval for the value of y
is [Q(1−β )/2(x),Q(1+β )/2(x)]. Thus, Q(1−β )/2(x) and
Q(1+β )/2(x) are taken as the lower and upper bounds, re-
spectively, for the estimated size of the new flow. We set
β to 1 unless otherwise specified.

C QCLIMB’s Scheduling Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of QCLIMB’s
lower-bound-based scheduling. To understand this pro-
cedure, we use an illustrating example in Fig. 26. In this
example, there are two flows (i.e., f1 and f2) and one
switch port capable of transmitting 1 unit of data at each
time. This port has three priority queues (i.e., Q1, Q2,
and Q3), with queue thresholds being≤ 2, [3,5], and≥ 6,
respectively. We consider S = 0 for ease of presentation.
As shown in Fig. 26(a), f1 is actually larger than f2, but
its predicted size is smaller than f2’s. Purely performing
queue-climbing-up according to predicted size will make
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Load
K-Means PageRank SGD

PIAS QCLIMB-PS pFabric PIAS QCLIMB-PS pFabric PIAS QCLIMB-PS pFabric
0.3 1.21/1.67 0.99/1.0 0.89/1.07 1.11/1.41 0.99/1.0 0.96/1.09 1.25/1.11 1.0/1.01 1.06/1.06
0.5 1.93/1.53 0.99/1.0 0.86/0.95 1.60/1.84 0.99/1.0 0.95/1.07 1.22/1.16 1.02/1.05 1.07/1.08
0.7 1.48/1.37 0.99/0.99 0.85/1.07 1.47/1.56 0.99/1.0 0.92/1.10 1.29/1.23 1.05/1.04 1.10/1.10
0.9 1.41/1.25 0.99/1.01 0.86/1.08 1.34/1.58 0.99/1.01 0.91/1.09 1.36/1.27 1.06/1.05 1.08/1.07

Table 5: Average/tail FCT of large flows achieved by different schemes in simulation (norm. to QCLIMB).

Algorithm 1 QCLIMB’s Priority Tagging Algorithm

Require: An incoming packet p; A slack size S;
Queue priorities P= {P1, . . . ,Pk} and thresholds α =
{α1, . . . ,αk}

1: procedure PRIORITYTAGGING
2: B← bytes sent of parent flow(p)
3: L← lower bound of parent flow(p)
4: U ← upper bound of parent flow(p)
5: if B < L then . priority promoting
6: v← get priority(L−B, P, α)
7: else if B < L+S then . delay demoting
8: v← the value of the highest priority P1
9: else if B <U then . priority demoting

10: v← get priority(B, P, α)
11: else
12: v← the value of the lowest priority PK
13: end if
14: Tag v into the packet p’s header
15: end procedure
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Figure 26: An example for illustrating QCLIMB’s error-
tolerant scheduling.

f1 complete faster than f2 and result in an average FCT of
6+9

2 = 7.5. Conversely, QCLIMB lets f1 and f2 initially
enter Q3 and Q2, respectively, according to their lower
bounds. As a result, f2 has a higher priority than f1 to
transmit data and will be promoted to Q1 when its lower
bound portion reduces to 2. At time 3, since its lower
bound portion has finished, f2 will be moved back to the
queue it initially entered, i.e., Q2, where it finishes its
last packet transmission. After that, f1 starts data trans-
mission until time 10. Thus, the average FCT is reduced
to 3+9

2 = 6.

D Supplementary Experiment Results
Impact of slack size S [Testbed]: QCLIMB allows
each flow to transmit a slack size S more data after
its lower bound part finishes. To understand the im-
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Figure 27: Sensitivity to the parameter of slack size S.

pact of S, we measure the FCT statistics of QCLIMB
with different S in the PageRank workload at load 0.7.
As we can see from Fig. 27, with various settings
of S, QCLIMB reduces the overall average FCT by
4.1%∼18.3% and the average/tail FCT of small flows by
48.6%∼62.2%/15.6%∼93.4%, compared to PIAS. We
further observe that the overall average FCT of QCLIMB
reduces as S increases at the beginning (e.g., before S
reaches 100KB). This is reasonable because a larger S
makes more flows (especially small ones) complete at
the delay demoting step. However, as S keeps increas-
ing, this step will introduce more medium and large
flows to coexist with small flows in high-priority queues.
That’s why the FCTs of QCLIMB go up after S=100KB.
In general, QCLIMB shows performance improvements
over PIAS under a wide range of S, and we consider set-
ting S to 100KB (§5.1) is a feasible choice.
Large flow performance [Simulation]: Table 5 fur-
ther summarizes the average and tail FCT of large flows
achieved by different schemes in simulations. We have
the following observations. First, QCLIMB achieves
10%∼48.2%/10%∼45.7% lower average/tail FCT of
large flows than PIAS, across all workloads at all loads.
Second, for the average FCT of large flows, QCLIMB
is worse than pFabric by 14%∼4% across the K-Means
and PageRank workloads, and outperforms pFabric by
6%∼10% in the SGD workload. Third, QCLIMB main-
tains a lower tail FCT of large flows than pFabric for
most of the tested cases. In particular, it cuts the tail
FCT of large flows by 10% in both PageRank and SGD
workloads at 0.7 load, compared to pFabric. The rea-
son is again that pFabric detects packet loss too late with
timeout, deferring the retransmission of lost packets and
prolonging tail FCTs accordingly.
Comparison with Homa [Simulation]: We compare
QCLIMB with Homa [37] under the PageRank work-
load. The results are shown in Fig. 28. We ob-
serve that QCLIMB has up to a 12.5% gap to Homa
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for the overall average FCT. This is expected because
QCLIMB uses the reactive DCTCP for rate control. By
contrast, Homa can proactively allocate bandwidth as
”grants” to senders, who can then send scheduled pack-
ets at the correct rate to realize high utilization. Homa’s
improvements mainly come from medium/large flows.
In fact, our experiments show that Homa can achieve
up to 24.6%/6.7% lower average FCT of medium/large
flows (for brevity, we omit the detailed figures). For
small flows, Homa performs worse than our QCLIMB.
As shown in Fig. 28b and Fig. 28c, the reduction of
QCLIMB over Homa in the average/tail FCT of small
flows is up to 14.6%/24.2%. This is mainly because
of Homa’s proactive nature, which enforces Homa to
blindly transmit unscheduled packets in the first RTT,
causing traffic bursts, non-trivial queuing delay, and
eventually, packet losses. Such first RTT issue will se-
riously affect the performance of small flows [31].
Comparison with pFabric and Homa using impre-
cise knowledge [Simulation]: Readers may wonder
if QCLIMB can outperform pFabric and Homa with
imprecise knowledge as scheduling input. To answer
this, we conduct an experiment over PageRank work-
load with varying network load. The results are shown
in Fig. 29. Compared to pFabric and Homa with impre-
cise knowledge, QCLIMB can reduce the average FCT
of all flows by up to 18.8% and 25.6%, respectively. For
the average/tail FCT of small flows, the reductions of
QCLIMB are even larger: 85.9%∼87.1%/96.6%∼97.6%
and 74.5%∼79.8%/93%∼94.7% over pFabric and Homa
with imprecise knowledge, respectively.

E Discussion
The QCLIMB testbed measurements in this paper were
based on 25 Gbps link speeds, but QCLIMB may still
work in higher-speed networks. The reason is that the
dominant overhead of an end-to-end QCLIMB flow is
the end-host processing delay. Such processing delay is
independent of the line-rates and is mainly caused by ker-

nel network stack processing. In our evaluation, we ob-
serve that a 100KB flow requires roughly 200µs for the
end-host processing on both sender and receiver sides.
By contrast, QCLIMB’s model inference takes only 3µs,
which is negligible as compared to such processing de-
lay. One can further reduce this inference latency to 1µs
with advanced FPGA hardware [23] or may even reduce
it to tens of nanoseconds by carefully pipelining RF’s de-
cision tree on hardware [44].

F Other Related Work

We have discussed the closely related works [7, 28,
10, 34, 41, 24, 37, 23] extensively in §2.1. Here, we
only review some other DCN flow scheduling ideas that
have not been discussed elsewhere. For example, NDP
[27] uses receiver-driven scheduling but can only ac-
count for fair sharing rather than SRPT. Moreover, it re-
lies on special hardware support from switches to pro-
vide receivers a full view of the traffic demand. Ae-
olus [31] adds selective dropping and loss recovery on
top of receiver-driven transports (e.g., Home [37], NDP
[27], ExpressPass[20]), suffering the same issues as
above. dcPIM [16] takes multiple rounds of matching
to compute conflict-free pairings of sender and receiver
to achieve high utilization, but relies on precise flow size
information and also needs to refactor the network stack.
QJUMP [26] applies Internet QoS-like techniques (e.g.,
DiffServ [14]) to schedule flows of datacenter applica-
tions but requires the application itself to specify the pri-
orities. Karuna [17] schedules a mix of flows with and
without deadlines. It uses PIAS-like mechanisms for
non-deadline flows and hence suffers from the same ef-
fectiveness problems as PIAS. PASE [39] synthesizes ex-
iting transport designs to provide good performance, but
requires non-trivial switch modification or complex con-
trol plane for arbitration. Auto [19] applies deep rein-
forcement learning (DRL) techniques to flow scheduling
and traffic optimization. Aequitas [51] uses weighted fair
queuing (WFQ) to guarantee RPC-level service-level ob-
jectives (SLOs), while QCLIMB employs strict priority
queuing for prioritizing small flows to minimize FCTs.
Above all, there exist no existing schedulers in the litera-
ture that can address the flow scheduling problems under
imprecise flow sizes.

There are other DCN research efforts such as con-
gestion control (e.g., DCTCP [5], D3 [47], MCP [18],
L2DCT [38], HULL [6], HPCC [32], BCC [13, 9],
MQECN [12], and ECN] [50]) and multi-path load bal-
ancing (e.g., CONGA[4], Flowlet [46], and Hermes
[49]). These designs are insufficient for FCT minimiza-
tion as in-network priority queues are not used.
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Abstract
Congestion control (CC) plays a pivotal role in cloud gam-

ing services. However, existing CC methods often cause self-
induced bottleneck queuing. As a result, they may largely
delay game frame transmission and undermine the player’s
gaming experience. We present a new end-to-end CC algo-
rithm named Pudica that strives to achieve near-zero queuing
delay and high link utilization while respecting cross-flow
fairness. Pudica introduces several judicious approaches to
utilize the paced frame to probe the bandwidth utilization ratio
(BUR) instead of bandwidth itself. By leveraging BUR esti-
mations, Pudica designs a holistic bitrate adjustment policy to
balance low queuing, efficiency, and fairness. We conducted
thorough and comprehensive evaluations in real networks. In
comparison to baseline methods, Pudica reduces the average
and tailed frame delay by 3.1× and 4.9× respectively, and
cuts down the stall rate by 10.3×. Meanwhile, it increases the
frame bitrate by 12.1%. Pudica has been deployed in a large-
scale cloud gaming platform, serving millions of players.

1 Introduction
The digital world has been largely on the “cloud”, a metaphor
suggesting that storage- and computation-heavy applications
should be in the ether, available through the Internet whenever
and wherever we need them. The recent emergence of next
generation internet infrastructures such as WiFi-7, 5G, and
full fibre broadband catalyzes more cloud-based applications,
and one of the most notable is cloud gaming. Thanks to the
academic research effort [1–5] and industrial investment [6–
9], cloud gaming has already gained worldwide popularity
while still under rapid growth [10].

In the cloud gaming setup (see Fig. 1), the end device col-
lects user operations (e.g., mouse clicks and finger taps) and
immediately sends them to the cloud server, which runs the
entire game engine. Then, the corresponding game frame is
rendered on the server, streamed to the end device, and dis-
played locally. In this way, the often heavy-duty game engine
is moved to the cloud; the end device is only responsible for
user interactions, and thus, it can be lightweight, portable, and
low-cost while still providing engaging gaming experiences.

This is a promising paradigm for gaming, but a key premise
of this paradigm is that the game frames rendered on the cloud
must be transmitted to the end device at a consistent ultra-low
delay, typically within 50 ms. High frame delays, even if oc-

casional, would severely undermine the gaming interactivity
and in turn the player’s quality of experience (QoE) (see our
studies in §2.3). While many congestion control (CC) algo-
rithms [11–17] have been proposed to restrict the inflation
of bottleneck queuing, none of these solutions actually offers
ultra-low frame delays in both average and tail (§5.2).

Prior delay-aware CC methods [11, 12, 18, 19] strive for
approaching an ideal state with high link utilization, zero
queuing, and fair allocation, which is indeed a state we long
for as well. However, these methods often require a substantial
queue buildup initially to probe the link status before making
adjustments toward the ideal state. The periodic nature of
overshooting-based probing actions leads to frequent self-
induced queuing. Recently, some CC methods [13,20] achieve
low latency in single-flow or isolated environments, but they
fail to maintain low queuing when multiple flows coexist.

To achieve both stringent delay control and the highest pos-
sible bitrate, a cloud gaming system must be equipped with
a carefully designed CC algorithm that meets the following
three requirements. Firstly, it should be able to reach high link
utilization (i.e., efficiency) without resorting to overshoot-
based network probing. Secondly, heavy queuing should be
also prevented when multiple homogeneous flows run concur-
rently. Thirdly, when the link condition suddenly degrades, the
CC agent must promptly react to it and drain the bottleneck
queue (if any) as soon as possible. The last is crucial because
there exists a large amount of urgent bandwidth degradation
on the Internet (see our measurements in §2.2).

With the above principles in mind, we design a new CC al-
gorithm, which we call Pudica1, for large-scale cloud gaming
services. Under the constraint of consistent low frame delay,
Pudica achieves high bandwidth utilization and cross-flow
fairness (if applicable) in both single-flow cases and scenarios
where it contends with other homogeneous flows. Pudica has
been successfully deployed on a commercial cloud gaming
platform (Tencent START [9]), serving millions of players.

Unlike existing CC frameworks [11, 12, 18], which inten-
tionally trigger queue buildups to probe the link condition, we
estimate the link’s bandwidth utilization ratio (BUR) rather
than the bandwidth per se. This signal has been exploited
in [22,23] with explicit notifications, but in the context of end-
to-end CC design, we propose a new probing method with

1Pudica is a plant known for its sensitivity and rapid movement [21].
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Figure 1: A typical cloud gaming system. The congestion controller
adjusts both frame bitrates and packet pacing rates before transmit-
ting game frames from the gaming server to the end device.

adaptive pacing control and complementary probe packets to
estimate the BUR based on end-side feedback.

Based on the BUR estimation, Pudica multiplicatively in-
creases the bitrate to exponentially ramp up the link utilization
while ensuring that it remains below 100%. Then, Pudica can
sustain the state without heavy queuing, and at the same time,
quickly converge toward cross-flow fairness. This is achieved
by applying additive increase (AI) and multiplicative decrease
(MD) simultaneously and adaptively. In addition to smoothed
BUR estimations, short-term BUR signals are also utilized in
Pudica to make prompt reactions to any overshoots or urgent
link degradation. The proposed mechanisms, including tem-
porary bitrate fallback and active queue draining, facilitate
the minimization of queuing delay.

We implemented Pudica and several baselines, including
Copa [11], Salsify2 [13], and SQP [20], on Tencent START
cloud gaming production [9] for A/B tests. The final evalu-
ation involved real-world wired and wireless networks, and
more than 57,000 gaming sessions. In comparison to the
baselines, our experiments confirm Pudica’s advantages: i) It
reduces the average frame delay, the 95%-tailed frame delay,
and the 99%-tailed frame delay by 3.1×, 5.1×, and 4.7×,
respectively. ii) It reduces the percentages of frames whose
transmission to the end device exceeds 100 ms and 200 ms by
6.2× and 14.4×, respectively. And iii) it increases the frame
bitrate by 12.1%, better utilizing networks’ capacity.

Furthermore, we used a large-scale, in-the-wild network
testing platform [24] to assess Pudica’s efficiency and fair-
ness. It shows that Pudica offers a superior balance between
link utilization, cross-flow fairness, and convergence speed.
Additionally, we conducted comprehensive microbenchmarks
to justify the gains offered by Pudica.

2 Background and Related Work
In this section, we introduce the control variables, network
characteristics, and control objectives of cloud gaming sys-
tems, which necessitates a new CC algorithm. We also review
related CC algorithms and discuss their limitations.

2.1 Congestion Control for Cloud Gaming

Unlike the traditional transport-layer CC, the cloud gaming
CC agent operates on the application layer, and controls two

2In this paper, Salsify refers to its frame size control part solely.

factors on the fly, namely the frame bitrate and packet send-
ing pace (see Fig. 1). The bitrate is a parameter to the im-
age compression process that encodes the stream of game
frames before sending them to the end device. A lower bi-
trate reduces the bandwidth consumption but also sacrifices
displayed quality. The game frames after compression are
chopped into network packets, and the sending pace controls
how hastily the packets are sent to the network. Typically,
the sending interval of packets within a frame is the same.
Thus, we measure the pace based on the sending behavior of
the last packet for each frame. We quantify the pace using
a pace multiplier ρ, a scalar indicates that the last packet is
sent to the network within the time duration of L/ρ, where L
is the interval of frame sending (16.67 ms for the frame rate
of 60). For example, a pace with a multiplier of two means
that all packets of a frame are sent over within 8.34 ms after
encoding. Given a pace multiplier, the exact packet sending
interval (a.k.a., packet pacing rate) depends on the number
of packets within a frame, which is in turn up to the frame
bitrate, or more precisely, the frame size.

2.2 Network Measurement in Real Gaming Systems

We present two observations from real cloud gaming systems,
which greatly influence the rationale behind our CC design.

Short base RTTs. Edge computing has become the de facto
infrastructure for cloud gaming services in industry [2, 25],
which dramatically shortens the feedback loop of CC agents.
We conducted measurements of the base RTT (a.k.a, minimal
RTT) for over one million real cloud gaming sessions. As
depicted in Fig. 3, the base RTT for 50% and 90% gaming
sessions is below 10 ms and 20 ms, respectively, for both Eth-
ernet and WiFi networks. Such unique network characteristics
play an important role in our CC design. It not only helps
us narrow down the scope of issues to be addressed but also
opens up new possibilities for achieving a more suitable CC
solution for cloud gaming systems.

Frequent urgent bandwidth decreases. The available
bandwidth frequently encounters urgent, large reductions over
the Internet, e.g., due to channel degradation. We carried out
the consistent bandwidth measurement by mildly flooding-
based probing methods. The bandwidth was estimated and
recorded with a granularity of 100 ms interval. As shown in
Fig. 4, approximately 5.6% of Ethernet users and 35.5% of
WiFi users encounter at least five occurrences of dramatic
bandwidth reduction (i.e. reduction by more than 50% within
100 ms) per minute, which poses a non-trivial challenge to
achieving consistent low latency in real-world networks.

2.3 Control Goals through Real-World Case Studies

In this section, we crystalize our congestion control goals
through real-world case studies of user engagement on Ten-
cent START cloud gaming app [9].

We conducted case studies on two popular games, a multi-
player online battle arena (MOBA) game and a first-person
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Figure 2: A case study on cloud gaming QoE analysis: the effects of stall rate (i.e., the frame ratio with delay >100ms), average frame delay,
and average bitrate on playing time (as a proxy of QoE). The dataset involves two hot games (i.e., MOBA and FPS) and one million gaming
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shooting (FPS) game. We collected logs of more than a mil-
lion gaming sessions to study how network performance af-
fects user engagement in gaming. Following [26], we use the
user playing time (i.e., the length of a gaming session) to mea-
sure user engagement. We consider three metrics for network
performance: the average delay of game frames, the average
bitrate, and the stall rate. The last measures how often a player
experiences a stall, defined as the percentage of frames whose
delivery to the user device is delayed by more than 100 ms.

The results of our studies are plotted in Fig. 2. The stall
rate has a significant impact on user engagement (Fig. 2a):
as the stall rate increases linearly, the playing time rapidly
decreases in a superlinear manner. Average frame delay also
affects gaming engagement (Fig. 2b). But when the average
delay is sufficiently small (e.g., <40 ms), the negative impact
caused by an increased average delay is not as significant
as the stall rate, which reflects the long-tailed portion on the
distribution of frame delays (as opposed to the average delay).
Not surprisingly, the bitrate is also crucial to the user engage-
ment, since it determines the image display quality (Fig. 2c).
Lastly, Fig. 2d illustrates the percentage of sessions that re-
ceived user complaints with respect to different ranges of stall
rates. When the stall rate is in [1‰,1%), the percentage of
user-indicated unappealing gaming sessions is 10× more than
the percentage when the stall rate is within [0,1‱).

Our CC goals. To reduce the frame delay and stall rate, we
aim to achieve ultra-low (or nearly zero) queuing delay at the
bottleneck. To achieve the highest possible bitrate, we seek
to maximize bandwidth utilization; however, it should be pur-
sued only after the achievement of low frame delays. A high
bitrate with a high frame delay or stall rate is meaningless for
cloud gaming. We also value fairness among homogeneous
flows. It is noteworthy that, we specifically focus on achieving
frame-level zero queuing, which directly impacts the QoE.
This means that the queue induced by a frame should be
drained by the time the next frame arrives at the bottleneck,

rather than aiming for no queuing for every packet, although
these two levels of queuing are correlated.

2.4 Existing CC Solutions and Their Limitations

Many CC algorithms have been proposed with the aim of
reducing end-to-end delay, but they cannot simultaneously
fulfill the three specific requirements we mentioned in §1.

Delay-bounding CC. In previous studies, various delay-
bounding CC algorithms [11, 18, 19, 27–34] has been pro-
posed. Most of these algorithms, such as BBR [18] and PCC
Vivace [19], periodically increase packet sending rate beyond
the estimated bandwidth in order to dynamically probe net-
work bandwidth. This strategy, however, leads to frequent
queue buildup, and thus may cause the delay to oscillate per-
sistently even when the bandwidth stays stable. Other algo-
rithms (e.g., Vegas [27], Fast [28], and Copa [11]) use packet
delay as the congestion signal to avoid bufferbloat. When the
bottleneck queue is nearly empty, these methods tend to reck-
lessly raise the sending rate (even with an increasing step size)
until the queue is constructed, since these delay-based meth-
ods can only accurately assess link utilization when there is
sufficient queuing in the network. Thus, their CC frameworks
are fundamentally unable to maintain zero queuing.

RTC-oriented CC. Recent years have also witnessed the
development of CC algorithms specifically for real-time com-
munication (RTC) applications [12–17,35]. GCC [12] reduces
the bitrate only when the delay variation, rather than the delay
per se, becomes high. So, GCC is unable to empty the queue
promptly when an urgent congestion occurs. Similar to packet
delay-based methods, the network estimator in GCC works
only when there exists enough queuing in the network. As a
consequence, GCC has to often introduce queue buildups by
itself (as illustrated in Fig. 16, Appendix).

Salsify [13] (built upon Sprout [29]) adjusts frame sizes
based on the estimation of packet inter-arrival time. Using
samples in a short time scale for estimation, Salsify is sensible
to network changes and can respond to congestion quickly.
However, in real networks, the inter-arrival time at the packet
level suffers from significant fluctuations, which raise the
chances of estimation mistakes. Additionally, Salsify, which
is designed based on the assumption of independent queues,
is unable to detect other competing flows unless they intersect.
Furthermore, the aggressiveness of Salsify magnifies the im-
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pact of estimation errors stemming from the aforementioned
issues, ultimately leading to suboptimal performance.

SQP [20] utilizes frame-based packet trains to estimate
available bandwidth and adjusts the frame bitrate with AIMD-
style updates. This approach may allow SQP to achieve high
link utilization and avoid heavy queuing in an isolated envi-
ronment. However, when multiple flows coexist, SQP faces
challenges in accurately estimating the available bandwidth,
especially when the flows are staggered. This may result in
overshoots and queue buildups. Furthermore, SQP tries to
achieve competitive bandwidth shares when competing with
queue-building flows and may incorrectly identify a network
degradation as the competition of buffer-filling flows (as ex-
plained in Fig. 12). Consequently, SQP fails to promptly drain
the bottleneck queue in such situations.

3 Challenges and Rationale
Before diving into Pudica’s algorithmic details (in §4), we de-
scribe the challenges that Pudica aims to address for clouding
gaming applications and the rationale that leads to its design.

3.1 Network Probing and Estimation

Existing bandwidth estimation methods are unable to sustain
a nearly empty bottleneck queue at the frame level. In Pudica,
we opt to estimate the BUR (i.e., bandwidth utilization ratio)
rather than the bandwidth itself, and to achieve this, we design
a new network probing method.

Limitations of traditional methods. Many CC algorithms
aim to estimate the available bandwidth or capacity between
two ends of a connection [18–20]. Here, to eliminate ambigu-
ity, we refer to [36] to define the term "available bandwidth"
as the maximum rate that the path can provide to a flow,
without reducing the rate of the rest of the traffic. Similarly,
"available capacity" is defined as the amount of data that
can be inserted into a network path at a certain time, so that
the transit delay of these packets remains within a specified
maximum permissible delay (for further details, refer to [36]).

For estimating bandwidth or capacity, most of the existing
frameworks require the intentional and periodic introduction
of heavy queuing at the bottleneck to assess whether the link
is fully utilized. This network probing method is not at our
disposal, because we aim for a consistently empty queue. Re-
cently, a few low-latency CC methods try to probe the link
condition without resorting to heavy queuing [13, 20]. How-
ever, these designs often begin with a potential assumption
that the sender runs in a single-flow environment, without
giving due consideration to the collective dynamics of multi-
ple flows. This oversight may result in an overestimation of
available network resources when multiple streams coexist.

In fact, even with exact knowledge of the remaining band-
width or capacity, we cannot guarantee a rate increase without
surpassing the available resources. This is due to the fact that,
as an end-to-end CC agent, we lack information regarding
the number of flows utilizing the identical bottleneck link,
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Figure 5: An illustration of our BUR probing and estimation method
with the router acting as the bottleneck.

and consequently, an appropriate allocation for aggregated
resources remains unattainable. This limitation is inherent to
the signal of available bandwidth/capacity.

What to estimate? As will be mentioned repeatedly, it
is the requirement of nearly zero queuing delays for game
frames that profoundly shapes Pudica’s design in many as-
pects. As the prerequisite for control actions, not only should
the probing process keep no queuing, but the chosen signal
after probing must also enable the rate controller to avoid
queue buildups during the efficiency-convergence process,
particularly when multiple streams coexist.

Inspired by VCP [23], Pudica probes the BUR as a feedback
signal for CC, rather than the bandwidth per se. The BUR, a
scalar, is defined as the ratio of current bandwidth usage to the
link capacity, which provides an indicator of the precise level
of link utilization. It not only indicates whether congestion is
occurring (congested when BUR >1), but also distinguishes
between different utilization regions. As proved by [23], by
leveraging the BUR information, we can achieve efficiency
and fairness under the constraint of consistently low queuing,
regardless of the number of concurrent flows or link capacity.

How to probe? Our goal is to estimate BUR by relying
solely on end-to-end feedback. Basically, a queuing delay
greater than zero serves as a reliable indicator of the full-
load duration at the bottleneck. Since we aim for nearly zero
queuing at the frame level, for probing BUR, packet-level
queuing delay must be introduced judiciously.

To illustrate this, we present an example in Fig. 5, where
the router acts as the bottleneck. In the absence of cross traffic
(refer to Fig. 5a), all packets of a frame are transmitted in a
bursty manner by the sender between time t0 and t1, and they
reach the router between time t ′0 and t ′1. Due to the limitation
of network bandwidth, the queuing time of the last packet can
be denoted as (t ′′1 − t ′′0 ), during which the link utilization is
100%. In this case, the bandwidth utilization can be calculated
as (t ′′1 − t ′′0 )/L = (t ′′′1 − t ′′′0 )/L = (t ′′′1 − t0 −Dmin)/L, where
Dmin is the minimum one-way delay from the sender to the
receiver, and L is the interval of frame sending.

However, when cross traffic exists, traffic arriving at the
router after t ′1 cannot be detected by the receiver. To address
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this issue, we intentionally slow down the frame transmis-
sion slightly, allowing a portion of the cross traffic to arrive
between t ′0 and t ′1, as depicted in Fig. 5b. This enables the
receiver to observe the presence of such traffic. Although
extending the time period between t0 and t1 allows for more
cross traffic to arrive in this period, once the instantaneous
utilization drops below 100%, the packet-level queuing delay
becomes zero, and then we lose the ability to determine the
level of bandwidth utilization accurately. Therefore, our goal
is to send each frame as slowly as possible while maintaining
a packet-level queuing delay greater than zero (at least for the
last packet of each frame). To achieve this, we dynamically
and adaptively adjust the pace multiplier. As a result, we can
still basically estimate the BUR as (t ′′′1 − t0 −Dmin)/L, which
remains consistent with the no-cross-traffic cases.

Nonetheless, we are actually uncertain about the cross traf-
fic arriving after t ′1. To complement this, we employ a small
number of extra probe packets beyond frame data to measure
the queuing time and robustify the BUR estimation. Even
though a competing flow that consistently sends at a low rate
and causes zero queuing delay may still go undetected, this
complementary probing mechanism can greatly reduce the
occurrence of BUR underestimation (see Fig. 7). Furthermore,
the lack of awareness of such low-rate flows diminishes as
the link utilization approaches 100%.

3.2 Bitrate Adaptation based on BUR Estimations

Basically, Pudica utilizes BUR estimation to dynamically ad-
just the frame bitrate. When BUR is low, we multiplicatively
increase the rate for efficiency; when BUR is high (but less
than one), we operate AI and MD for fairness; when BUR
exceeds one, we reduce the bitrate to quickly drain the bottle-
neck queue. Within this framework, Pudica introduces several
meticulously designed methods to minimize queuing delay.

Coping with queuing caused by possible estimation errors.
Despite significant improvements in the accuracy of BUR
estimation, we acknowledge that there is still a gap between
the predicted value and the actual value. Therefore, we rec-
ognize the need for adaptive steps in bitrate upgrading, i.e.,
the step should be smaller (applied more cautiously) as the
BUR increases. Furthermore, we design a temporary fallback
mechanism to minimize the adverse effects of potential es-
timation errors. Specifically, Pudica timely and moderately
reduces the bitrate whenever it detects a significant delay in
any individual frame. To enhance resilience against jitters,
this reduction is limited to the subsequent frame only, ensur-
ing its transient nature. This fallback strategy is particularly
useful for cloud gaming due to the smaller RTT (§2.2). With
shorter feedback loops, we can effectively manage the effects
of minor overshoots through prompt corrections.

Balancing fairness and queuing. A common way to pro-
mote fairness in CC design is through additive increase and
multiplicative decrease (referred to as AI/MD) of the bitrate. It

additively increases the bitrate until a high queuing delay (or
overflow-induced packet loss) is detected, and then it switches
to multiplicatively decrease the bitrate.

Again, for cloud gaming this strategy falls short, because
we wish to minimize queue buildups. We therefore propose
a different strategy: While we additively increase the bitrate,
we do not wait until the queue is built up to begin the MD op-
eration. Instead, we apply MD earlier, concurrently with each
AI action, to proactively free up a portion of bandwidth before
the bitrate causes any queue buildup. In this way, MD-based
de-allocation occurs simultaneously with AI-based allocation,
executed more frequently as well. Thereby, fairness across
competing flows can be reached in a faster way while avoid-
ing excessive queuing. To distinguish it from the traditional
AI/MD, this strategy is referred to as AI-MD.

Yet, a naïve implementation of AI-MD with fixed MD am-
plitudes and AI steps may hinder link utilization. For instance,
in high-bandwidth scenarios, the de-allocation amount from
the MD operation may exceed AI’s allocation, leading to a
bitrate decrease even with a low utilization of overall band-
width. Our remedy to this limitation is by applying bitrate
AI in an adaptive manner. The step of AI gradually increases
from an initial small value until the link is close to being
fully utilized. This approach ensures high utilization and low
queuing during the convergence process toward fairness.

Handling bandwidth fluctuations. As a commercially de-
ployed system, Pudica must be able to cope with frequent
network fluctuations, especially urgent bandwidth degrada-
tion (which has been shown in §2.2). When the link degrades,
a belated bitrate reduction would result in severe queuing;
conversely, a timely response to this degradation would sig-
nificantly reduce the tailed delay and stall rate.

To achieve a timely response to bandwidth reduction, Pu-
dica relies on not only the smoothed BUR estimation but
also the BUR feedback from the latest frames, to judge if
congestion has occurred. When the BURs of three consecu-
tive frames both exceed one, Pudica will reduce the bitrate
to a value below the packet receiving rate. The underlying
insight is that when the link utilization exceeds 100%, the
short-term receiving rate can serve as a dependable indicator
of the achievable maximum throughput. At this time, if every
flow in the network can set its bitrate below the receiving rate,
the queue at the bottleneck can be drained quickly.

4 Pudica Design
We propose a new probing framework that achieves high-
accuracy BUR estimation. By leveraging both smoothed
(from long-term history) and short-term BUR estimations,
we design multiple bitrate control strategies to enhance effi-
ciency and fairness while minimizing the queuing delay. We
provide a brief overview of our control policy:
• MI for efficiency when smoothed BUR (or R̃) is low;
• AI-MD for fairness when R̃ is high but not more than one;
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Figure 6: Pudica sends several payload-free probe packets beyond
frame data during the intermission of frame sending to detect the
existing competing flows during the agnostic period.

• MD for queue draining when short-term BUR exceeds one.

4.1 BUR Probing and Estimation

Pudica utilizes all packets within each game frame as a short
burst (namely a packet train) to probe the link utilization (i.e.
BUR). To improve the accuracy of BUR estimation, Pudica
introduces an innovative adaptive pacing control algorithm,
accompanied by a complementary approach that uses a small
number of probe packets to detect competing flows.

As illustrated in Fig. 5 and §3.1, during the period of
[t0 +Dmin, t ′′′1 ], the queuing delay keeps non-zero, and in turn,
the bottleneck link is fully utilized. We refer to this period
as the sensible period. On the contrary, [t ′′′1 , t0 +L+Dmin] is
the agnostic period, during which there is no feedback from
the network. We adaptively adjust the pace multiplier such
that it introduces just a slight amount of packet-level queuing
for effective probing while maximizing the duration of the
sensible period. In the agnostic period, we insert several addi-
tional probe packets without payload to measure the potential
queuing time during this period.

BUR estimation. We estimate the BUR of a frame (denoted
by R) by calculating the difference between the transmission
delay of this frame and the physically minimal delay:

R =
D−Dmin

L
. (1)

Here, D is the one-way frame delay (in sec), i.e., the duration
from the sent time of the first packet to the received time of
the last packet for this frame. Dmin (in sec) is estimated as the
smallest packet one-way delay over the period of ten seconds.
L is the interval of frame sending (in sec). There is no clock
synchronization issue here, as the same errors for both D and
Dmin cancel each other out.

Adaptive pacing control. To extend the sensible period
while sustaining a slight burstiness, Pudica dynamically sets
the pacing multiplier ρ as:

ρ =
γρ

min( R, 1 )
, (2)

where γp is a constant greater than one, empirically assigned
a value of 1.25. Using this method, the sending duration be-
tween the first packet and the last packet in a frame (i.e.,
t1− t0 in Fig. 5) is slightly shorter than the queuing delay (i.e.,
D−Dmin), which introduces just a slight packet-level queuing
in the bottleneck buffer. By bounding the denominator up
to one, all packets of each frame are sent within the frame
interval, to avoid superfluous waiting time at the sender.

Competing flow detection with probe packets. To detect
potential competing flows after the sensible period, Pudica
sends Npacket (set as four) payload-free probe packets during
the agnostic period, as illustrated in Fig. 6. These probe pack-
ets are sent out evenly, i.e., the sending interval Tpacket (in sec)
between probe packets is set to be (1−1/ρ)×L

Npacket+1 .
Then, Pudica uses the feedback of probe packets to robus-

tify the BUR estimation within this frame interval. Let Di
denote the one-way delay (in sec) of the i-th probe packet
(i = 1, . . . ,Npacket). If the competing flows that occupy the
network resource during the agnostic period block the probe
packets, the queuing delay Ti, i.e., Di−Dmin, for the i-th probe
packet will be non-zero and should be taken into account.

However, the queuing delay also occurs when probe pack-
ets are blocked by the game frame data sent by Pudica itself.
Such queuing delay needs to be removed as it has already
been counted in the sensible period. If the frame data delays
the i-th probe packet, the actual queuing delay caused by com-
peting flows is the duration (in sec) between the arrival of
the frame’s last packet to the arrival of the i-th probe packet.
Such delay is smaller than Di −Dmin in this case, defined as
Hi. So far, a reasonable queuing delay can be expressed as:

Ti = min( Di −Dmin, Hi). (3)
Furthermore, if the queuing delay of the i-th probe packet

(i.e., Ti) is larger than the packet sending interval (i.e., Tpacket ),
it will also affect the queuing delay of the following probe
packet (i.e., Ti+1). To avoid repetitively counting the queuing
delay that has been already experienced by the previous probe
packets, Ti should be bounded by Tpacket in computation. The
rectified queuing delay is finally defined as:

Ti = min( Di −Dmin, Hi, Tpacket ). (4)
With the above analysis, Pudica can leverage the cross-

traffic-induced queuing delay of probe packets to obtain a
more accurate BUR estimation, i.e., Rcorrected :

Rcorrected = R+Σ
Npacket
i=1

Ti

L
. (5)

Validation of usefulness. We validated the effectiveness
of our BUR estimation method through a large-scale Internet
test. The details of the validation methodology are explained
in Appendix A. Fig. 7 depicts the BUR estimation perfor-
mance of different probing methods. Our probing approach
(see Fig. 7d), which incorporates both adaptive paces and ex-
tra probe packets, outperforms other alternatives in accurately
estimating BUR. Furthermore, as the actual BUR increases,
the estimation distributions exhibit reduced variance, indicat-
ing enhanced reliability. Fixed 2× pacing (used in SQP [20],
see Fig. 7a) and burst sending (see Fig. 7b) are prone to
unawareness of competing flows and consequently lead to
BUR underestimation, particularly in high-utilization scenar-
ios. The use of probe packets not only corrects unawareness-
induced BUR underestimation, but also guides the pacer to-
ward smaller multipliers. This, in turn, extends the sensible
period and enhances the precision of BUR estimation.
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(a) Fixed paces (2× pacing).
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(b) Fixed paces (burst sending).
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(c) Adaptive paces (w/o probe packet).
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(d) Pudica (complete).
Figure 7: Validation of various BUR estimation methods. Each method involves more than 2,000 groups of test data in real networks. Our
method, which combines adaptive paces and probe packets, significantly improves the accuracy of BUR estimation over the alternatives.

4.2 Bitrate Adaptation over the Smoothed BUR

In this section, we introduce how Pudica leverages a smoothed
BUR estimation as an indicator to dynamically adjust its bi-
trate for optimizing link utilization and cross-flow fairness
while sustaining near-zero bottleneck queuing.

Smoothed BUR computation. To obtain the smoothed
BUR (a scalar, denoted by R̃), we utilize historical BUR esti-
mation samples from Nsample frames over the past Twd ms. Twd
is set to 200, as most flows have base RTTs less than 200 ms.
This choice strikes a balance between the likelihood of aware-
ness for competing flows and the freshness of the data [23].
We employ the weighted average method to calculate R̃ as:

R̃ = ∑
Nsample
k=1 ωk ×Rk ×

B
Bk

, (6)

with weight coefficients ωk subject to ∑
Nsample
k=1 ωk = 1 (detailed

in Appendix B). Here, Rk and Bk represent the BUR feedback
and bitrate of the k-th frame, respectively. B is the current
bitrate for frame encoding, which is dynamically updated on
the fly. To address possible differences between B and Bk
(both in units of Mbps), we use the ratio of the two values
to rectify any deviation and ensure that the smoothed BUR
estimation aligns with the current state.

Multiplicative increase (MI) for efficiency. Similar to
VCP [23], Pudica decouples efficiency control and fairness
control. When the smoothed BUR estimation (i.e., R̃) is low,
Pudica prioritizes efficiency over fairness, by adjusting bi-
trate with MI operations. Then, when R̃ is high but less than
one, the goal of Pudica is to converge toward fairness while
maintaining nearly full utilization (will be introduced later).

Pudica employs a threshold, denoted by α, to determine
whether to activate the efficiency control or fairness control
phase. The value of α is empirically determined to be 0.85.
When R̃ ≤ α, the bitrate is multiplied to rapidly converge
toward efficiency, which can be expressed as:

Bnew = B× (1+ξ), (7)

ξ = γMI ×
(α+1)/2− R̃

R̃
, (8)

where γMI is a discounting coefficient, empirically set as 0.3.
Note that the next adjustment is postponed until the feedback
regarding the current adjustment is received, to prevent over-
aggressive rate increases and mitigate bitrate oscillation.

Simultaneous AI and MD for fairness. When R̃ > α, we
do not apply the traditional AI technique which linearly in-
creases the bitrate until the queue is built up. Instead, Pu-
dica operates AI and MD bitrate adjustment simultaneously
(namely AI-MD), by replacing the fixed AI step (used in clas-
sical AI/MD frameworks) with an adaptive step A :

Bnew = B+A , (9)

A = I − γMD ×B, (10)
where I is the linear part of the adjustment step (in Mbps), and
γMD is the MD parameter of the multiplicative part (set to be
0.05, empirically). Simultaneously performing AI and MD in
one step significantly augments the prospects for bandwidth
reallocation, thereby accelerating the convergence to fairness.
In practice, we enforce both upper and lower bounds on A to
prevent excessive bitrate oscillation during this stage.

Given an MD ratio (i.e., γMD), a fixed linear increase (i.e.,
I) may be too small to fully utilize bandwidth for a high link
rate, or conversely, it may cause rate oscillation and delay
spikes for low link bandwidth. To solve this dilemma, we
design an AI step adaptation mechanism to match the link
rate. Specifically, the value of I is determined by the equation
(Bmax +

2τ

log(B) )× ( γMD
2 ). Here, Bmax is the maximum bitrate

limited by the application (set as 50 Mbps in our implementa-
tion). τ denotes the accumulated number of received frames
after initialization (discussed later). This equation is designed
to be inversely related to the current bitrate B, to enhance
fairness convergence by increasing the value of I more slowly
for flows with higher bitrates.

Since the value of I keeps increasing, Pudica resets τ to
be zero when R̃ > 1, in order to prevent a heavy queuing
caused by an overlarge I. This initialization method relies on
BUR estimations, which may not be flawless. Thus, Pudica
further implements a time-driven initialization mechanism
to avoid severe unfairness. To be specific, τ is initialized
every five seconds. This periodical and highly synchronized τ

initialization enhances the robustness of our AI-MD scheme.
By applying AI-MD with an adaptive AI step, Pudica can
achieve faster convergence to fairness while avoiding frequent
queue buildups (further illustrated in Appendix C).

4.3 Bitrate Adaptation over the Short-Term BUR

Using a smoothed BUR estimation that combines multiple
BUR samples from the past can provide more robustness to
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network noises, compared to relying solely on a single-frame
BUR. However, due to its lagging nature, the smoothed BUR
may not be able to respond promptly to improper control de-
cisions or sudden network changes. To address this issue and
achieve more timely adaptations, we propose two additional
bitrate adjustment approaches that utilize the short-term BUR,
particularly the BUR of recently received frames. By combin-
ing the responsiveness of short-term BUR with the robustness
of smoothed BUR, Pudica strikes a superior balance between
timeliness and stability in bitrate control.

Temporary bitrate fallback. Upon detecting a potential
overshoot or congestion for the first time, Pudica instantly
takes action by temporarily reducing the bitrate. Specifically,
when the BUR feedback of any single frame exceeds one,
Pudica will reduce the bitrate by ζ (set to be 15%, empirically)
for the subsequent frame to be encoded. This bitrate reduction
is temporary, meaning that after adjusting the bitrate for the
next to-be-encoded frame, the encoder will revert back to the
previous bitrate setting.

It is important to highlight that in cases of sudden conges-
tion, the sender may experience delays in receiving feedback
regarding network degradation, which can lead to delayed
bitrate fallback. To address this issue, we monitor the frames
that have been sent to the network but have not yet been ac-
knowledged. We introduce the concept of next delay, which
represents the elapsed time from the moment the next to-be-
received frame (i.e., the earliest sent frame among the in-flight
frames) was sent until the current time. When the next delay
is significant, Pudica performs the bitrate fallback as well.
The introduction of the next delay signal enables Pudica to
respond to congestion more swiftly and timely.

This fallback scheme could reduce queue buildups caused
by potential overshoots since we acknowledge the inherent
difficulty in achieving flawless BUR predictions. The tran-
sient nature of the bitrate reduction helps minimize the impact
of incorrect fallback due to jitter-induced delay variations.

Active queue draining. When the BUR feedback of three
recently received frames both exceeds one, Pudica enters the
queue-draining phase with active undershooting. At this time,
the bitrate is set to be:

Bnew = α× receiving_rate−draining_rate, (11)

where receiving_rate is the average data receiving rate from
the onset of congestion to the present moment. It serves as
a reliable estimation of the maximum throughput achievable
during this period. Additionally, Pudica employs a calculation
to determine the required additional throughput rates (referred
to as draining_rate) needed to clear the self-induced queuing
at the bottleneck within the next 200 ms. Here, the volume
of self-induced queued data is quantified by measuring the
number of in-flight packets. By carrying out an active queue
draining over the Eq. 11, Pudica is able to efficiently and
swiftly empty the existing queue at the bottleneck.

Algo. Avg.
delay

95%/99%
-tile delay

Stall rate
>100/200ms

Avg.
bitrate

Copa 26.9ms 47.2/79.9ms 1.68%/0.77% 42.9Mbps
Salsify 21.5ms 30.0/67.0ms 0.48%/0.09% 42.4Mbps
SQP 41.8ms 101.7/147.8ms 1.27%/1.03% 43.7Mbps

Pudica 19.5ms 25.0/30.6ms 0.07%/0.004% 47.5Mbps
Table 1: Overall system-level performance at scale (Ethernet).

Algo. Avg.
delay

95%/99%
-tile delay

Stall rate
>100/200ms

Avg.
bitrate

Copa 76.5ms 305.2/672.8ms 7.7%/3.9% 22.6Mbps
Salsify 195.5ms 631.7/982.5ms 22.9%/13.5% 32.6Mbps
SQP 302.2ms 815.2/1218.5ms 10.3%/8.7% 23.2Mbps

Pudica 33.7ms 74.9/175.6ms 2.5%/0.72% 31.2Mbps
Table 2: Overall system-level performance at scale (WiFi).

On the other hand, when the congestion vanishes, gradually
increasing the bitrate from a low value can lead to suboptimal
utilization due to the delayed nature of smoothed BUR estima-
tion. Therefore, when the BUR of a recently arrived frame is
less than one, Pudica recalculates the current receiving_rate
and directly restores the bitrate to match it. Considering the
delay sensitivity of the queue draining mechanism, this one-
step recovery scheme improves resilience to network jitters
and consequently enhances link utilization, by promptly re-
covering when the delay returns to normal.

5 Evaluation
We deployed Pudica and the state-of-the-art CC algorithms
on a commercial cloud gaming platform, and conducted ex-
tensive evaluations in real-world wired and wireless networks.
We also evaluated the ability of convergence to efficiency
and fairness through a large-scale, in-the-wild network testing
platform. We demonstrated the reason for Pudica’s gain by
miscellaneous emulation experiments. Finally, we proved the
effects of several selected algorithm components on end-to-
end performances by microbenchmarks. All timeline-based
line charts in this section are presented at a frame-wise level.

5.1 Methodology for Large-Scale Algorithm Evaluation

We deployed four CC approaches, including Pudica, Sal-
sify [13], Copa [11], and SQP [20] on Tencent START cloud
gaming platform [9] for large-scale A/B tests3. The START
system integrates the customized network protocol stack and
video codec, supporting submillisecond-class pacing, packet-
level acknowledging, and frame-level size control.

Experiment setups. Our commercial system operates on
fully public networks over the Internet. The evaluation fi-
nally involved more than 57,000 gaming sessions across 15
cities, two network types (Ethernet and WiFi), and three ISPs
over five weeks. We randomly chose one of the CC algo-
rithms for each session and kept the other system modules the
same for a fair comparison. We set the frame rate as 60 and
the maximal bitrate as 50 Mbps4 for all algorithms. We set

3A preliminary emulation experiment is conducted in Appendix D.
4In production cloud gaming services, the gaming bitrate above 50 Mbps

is bandwidth-costly with low marginal benefits on player QoE.
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Figure 8: Performance at scale on a commercial cloud gaming platform over the Internet (Ethernet). X-axis in some figures is in log scale.
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Figure 9: Performance at scale on a commercial cloud gaming platform over the Internet (WiFi). X-axis in some figures is in log scale.

the delay constraint as (L+Dmin) in Salsify. Following [20],
Copa was implemented with a setting of δ = 0.1 and without
mode switching. For CWND-based methods, the frame bitrate
was determined based on the ratio of the CWND size to the
smoothed RTT.

Evaluation metrics. To evaluate operation interactivity, we
computed several metrics for each gaming session, including
the average, 95%ile, and 99%ile round-trip frame delay, and
the stall rates for frame delays exceeding 100 ms and 200 ms.
For display quality, we computed the average values of frame
bitrate and valid bitrate for each session. The valid bitrate
refers to the average bitrate of frames that have a low delay,
specifically less than 50 ms. While a delayed frame may have
a high bitrate, the information it carries could be outdated and
therefore useless to the player experience.

5.2 System-Level Performance at Scale

We list evaluation results by averaging across all sessions
in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, and we plot the CDF curves of the
various metrics in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In summary: i) Pudica
significantly reduces frame delay and stall rate, and cuts the
delay tail. ii) Pudica achieves an equivalent or higher bitrate.
iii) Pudica strikes a better balance between delay and bitrate.

Average and tailed frame delay. Fig. 8a–8d illustrates that
compared to the baselines, Pudica reduces the frame-level
average delay, 95%ile delay, and 99%ile delay by 1.5×, 2.4×,

and 3.2×, respectively, over Ethernet networks. Similarly,
over WiFi networks (Fig. 9a–9d), the corresponding reduc-
tions are 5.7×, 7.8×, and 5.5×, respectively. We observed
that Salsify experienced lower delays in situations of highly
underutilized bandwidth (especially on wired networks) due
to its relatively bursty sending, as compared to methods with
conservative pacing control. However, Salsify exhibited exces-
sive sensitivity to intensive packet arrival or jitters, which are
common occurrences in WiFi networks, leading to dramatic
overshoots, high queuing delays, and frequent stalls.

Stall rate. Compared to the alternatives, Pudica reduces the
stall rate with thresholds of 100 ms and 200 ms by 16.3× and
22.5×, respectively, over Ethernet networks (Fig. 8e–8f). On
WiFi networks (Fig. 9e–9f), the reductions are 5.5×–12.1×.
We noticed that many users had access to sufficiently high
bandwidth, and as a result, experienced negligible stall rates
regardless of the CC algorithm employed, due to the upper
limit of 50 Mbps set in our experiments. Nonetheless, there is
still a notable proportion of sessions that can derive benefits
from the implementation of Pudica.

Frame bitrate. As depicted in Fig. 8g and 9g, Pudica
achieves a 1.10× and 1.19× bitrate enhancement on aver-
age over the Ethernet and WiFi networks, respectively. While
Salsify outperforms Pudica in average bitrate for WiFi scenar-
ios, its average delay and stall rate is 5.8× and 9.2× higher
than Pudica, respectively. From Fig. 8h and Fig. 9h, we can
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Figure 10: Convergence ability evaluation for efficiency and fairness through a large-scale, in-the-wild network testing platform [24].
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Figure 11: The proportion of different bitrates for frames with a delay
greater than 50 ms (Left), and the average number of consecutively
stalled frames per occurrence of stall event (Right).

see that Pudica achieves the highest valid bitrate over both
Ethernet and WiFi networks.

Deeper analysis. To gain a better understanding of how
Pudica reduces the stall rate and cuts the delay tail, we fo-
cused on frames with large delays and observed how these
CC schemes respond to stalls. In Fig. 11, we present the bi-
trate distribution for frames with a delay exceeding 50 ms
(left-side), and the number/bitrate of consecutively stalled
frames per occurrence of stall event (right-side). Here, we set
a threshold of 100 ms for judgment of stall events/frames. Our
analysis shows that for Pudica, low-bitrate (<10 Mbps) frames
make up more than half of frames with a delay exceeding 50
ms (similar results for consecutively stalled frames), indicat-
ing Pudica’s superior performance in reducing CC-induced
queuing. When a stall event occurs, Pudica can quickly re-
spond to it by reducing the bitrate, resulting in a significant
reduction in the average stall count to 10.9 frames.

5.3 In-the-Wild Evaluation for Efficiency and Fairness

We used a large-scale network test platform [24] (detailed
in Appendix E) to evaluate the efficiency and fairness of
various CC algorithms, as well as the speed at which they
reached "steady state" and "fair state". A flow is deemed to
be in a steady state if it does not experience a bitrate change
exceeding 2% within the last two seconds. The fair state is
defined as a situation wherein the mean throughput of any two
flows does not diverge by more than 20% within a two-second
interval, or both flows have reached steady states.

Efficiency. Efficiency and its convergence are measured by
bandwidth utilization and the duration necessitated for each
algorithm to attain the steady state. Each test involved mea-
suring available bandwidth over a 90-second span, followed
by the random selection and execution of one CC algorithm
for 60 seconds. The average bandwidth utilization of the last
30 seconds of each test was calculated, as shown in Fig. 10a.

The findings indicate that Pudica achieved an average utiliza-
tion of 77.6%, while SQP, Copa, and Salsify achieved 76.8%,
70.8%, and 68.7%, respectively. Fig. 10b plots the time to
reach a steady state. The majority of flows (>80%) in Pu-
dica and Salsify converged within 6 seconds, whereas SQP
required an average of 9.7 seconds to reach a steady state.

Fairness. Fairness and its convergence are measured using
Jain’s fairness index and the time necessitated for each al-
gorithm to reach the fair state. In each test, we initiated one
flow, followed by the second and third flows with the same
algorithm after 20 and 40 seconds, respectively. Jain’s fair-
ness index was calculated using the throughput data collected
during the 45-60 second interval, as plotted in Fig.10c. Pudica
achieved an average fairness index of 0.95, while SQP, Copa,
and Salsify achieved 0.735, 0.965, and 0.947, respectively.
Fig. 10d illustrates the time to reach the fair state. We can see
that, Salsify achieved the fastest fairness convergence, while
SQP required the longest time to converge to a fair state.

Summary. Pudica provides high utilization and good fair-
ness, while also achieving rapid convergence to both. Con-
sequently, Pudica strikes a better balance between efficiency,
fairness, and low latency, compared to the baselines.

5.4 Pudica Deep Dive over Emulation

We assessed Pudica’s convergence capability over the Mahi-
mahi emulation [37], elucidating the reason for improvement.

Consistent convergence to low-queuing efficiency. As de-
picted in Fig. 12, Pudica exhibits a faster and more stable
adaptation to network variations, both in terms of bandwidth
decrease and increase, compared to the baselines. When the
bandwidth abruptly reduces, Pudica employs the active queue
draining mechanism (§4.3) to trigger a dramatic bitrate fall-
back in response to congestion. This allows Pudica to quickly
empty the queue, a process that typically takes only 200 ms.
Once the queue has been emptied, Pudica recovers the bitrate
by one step, ensuring a reasonable level of link utilization.
This strategy also provides Pudica with robustness against
network jitters, as demonstrated in Appendix F. As a con-
sequence, Pudica achieves a superior balance between low
queuing and efficiency. On the other hand, SQP exhibits slow
adaptation to reduced bandwidth, taking nearly five seconds
to drain the queue, resulting in high delay spikes and pro-
longed stall duration. Salsify and Copa are badly sensitive
to both transient packet queuing and empty queues, causing
choppy rate decisions and persistent delay oscillations.
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Figure 13: Comparison of fairness convergence: bitrate and delay of each frame for multiple competing flows as they gradually enter and quit.
Up to three flows share a 30 Mbps bottleneck. Pudica achieves rapid, stable convergence to fairness with sustaining low frame delays.

Rapid and stable convergence to fairness. As shown in
Fig. 13, Pudica achieves rapid and consistent fairness conver-
gence for both throughput and delay whenever a new stream
enters or leaves the same link. Pudica also prevents the for-
mation of significant queues in the presence of competing
flows. SQP utilizes an essentially MIMD-based rate adjust-
ment approach, leading to poor fairness, especially when a
slow-start newcomer encounters multiple existing high-bitrate
flows. Further, multiple concurrent SQP flows would mistak-
enly regard each other as the buffer-filling flow and enter the
competing mode by continually raising the estimate of min-
imum delay, resulting in an increasing delay. While Salsify
and Copa achieve decent fairness, they suffer from significant
bitrate and delay oscillation when multiple flows are present.

5.5 Microbenchmark

We conducted a microbenchmark in real networks to quantify
the contribution of different design elements to overall per-
formance. We plot the key evaluation results in Fig. 14 and
provide more detailed information in Appendix G.

Different BUR estimation methods. We replaced the BUR
estimator in Pudica with the network estimation methods in-
troduced in SQP [20] and Salsify [13]. SQP uses the frame as
a burst to probe the available bandwidth, while Salsify utilizes
packet trains to probe the available capacity. Therefore, these
methods do not directly estimate the BUR indicator. That
being said, we evaluated the performance of their probing
methods within the Pudica framework. To accomplish this,
we considered the ratio of the current bitrate to the estimated
available bandwidth/capacity as the BUR estimation in the
Pudica variants. As depicted in Fig. 14a, Pudica achieves
lower stall rates and tailed delay, particularly in multi-flow

scenarios, when compared to the variants. This confirms the
advantages of our BUR estimation approach.

AI-MD v.s. AI/MD. Fig. 14a also compares the strategy of
simultaneous AI and MD in Pudica (i.e., AI-MD) with the tra-
ditional AI/MD method. For AI/MD, we additively increase
the bitrate when the BUR is between α and one; we multi-
plicatively decrease the bitrate when the BUR exceeds one.
Our findings demonstrate that Pudica with AI/MD achieves
comparable performance to AI-MD in single-flow scenarios.
However, when three flows operate simultaneously on the
same link, AI-MD exhibits the advantage of reducing stall
rate and tailed delay (as well as fairness, see Appendix G).

Temporary bitrate fallback and active queue draining.
Fig. 14b evaluates the contributions of two bitrate adjustment
methods driven by short-term BUR signals (§4.3). Evidently,
the introduction of temporary fallback and active queue drain-
ing significantly improves the stall rate and tailed delay.

Sensitivity analysis for algorithm parameters. We as-
sessed the impacts of several parameter choices in Pudica. Tab.
6 in the Appendix shows that Pudica maintains consistent per-
formance across various parameter configurations, indicating
its lesser dependence on specific parameter settings.

6 Discussion
Granularity for periodic bursts. Pudica uses a network
probing approach where all packets within a frame are treated
as a burst, minimizing sender-side delay and aligning with
our focus on frame-level end-to-end delay. This granularity is
suitable for our context. However, periodic burst transmission
at different granularities could also be effective, especially for
applications beyond frame-level performance assessment.
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Figure 14: Key microbenchmark results: (a) Different BUR estimation; AI-MD v.s. AI/MD. (b) Responsive reaction.

Balancing feedback usefulness and cross-traffic detection.
Pudica may intentionally slow the pace multiplier to boost
the chance of detecting competing flows. While this packet
pacing may reduce feedback usefulness by eliminating packet
queuing, it shortens the agnostic period and lessens BUR
underestimation due to cross flow unawareness. This is a
trade-off between feedback precision and flow detection. Our
method may overrate BUR compared to fully bursty transmis-
sion, impacting efficiency convergence. However, it improves
delay performance, a more fitting trade-off for cloud gaming.

Handling packet losses. Since Pudica estimates available
bandwidth based on the actual arrived size of frames, it would
inherently respond to packet losses, triggering bitrate de-
creases, due to the reduced amount of arrived packets when
losses occur. However, the nature of the frame-as-a-whole
sending pattern in video streaming, coupled with various types
of network bottlenecks, can still result in losses despite BUR
being below 100% (e.g. in shallow buffer scenarios), causing
additional frame delays and unnecessary bitrate downgrades.
Moving forward, our research aims to explore practical strate-
gies for mitigating the impact of packet losses through both
proactive and reactive ways.

Competitiveness with buffer-filling flows. Pudica achieves
a decent fairness for homogeneous flows. However, unlike
mode-switched CC methods (e.g., Copa [11], Nimbus [33]),
Pudica does not explicitly compete with buffer-filling or in-
elastic flows. Instead, Pudica concedes to them by lowering
the bitrate whenever the queue becomes full. This approach
is adopted because sacrificing delay for high bitrate is mean-
ingless for cloud gaming. Actually, Pudica keeps fair com-
petitiveness with loss-based flows under the circumstance of
shallow bottleneck buffers (see Appendix H).

User-centric QoE optimization. Pudica primarily aims to
achieve the highest possible bitrate while maintaining low
latency. However, it may not necessarily result in the optimal
user QoE. For instance, excessively high bitrates may only
marginally enhance video quality but can make the streaming
session more susceptible to bandwidth fluctuations. In the
future, we will explore the opportunity that leverages cross-
layer and user-centric approaches (e.g., introducing visual
quality instead of bitrate) to further enhance player QoE.

Potential gains for other low-latency applications. While
Pudica is designed for cloud gaming, we believe that the con-
cepts and principles embedded within our CC framework

could be beneficial for other networked applications that re-
quire both low latency and high throughput. We intend to
investigate its potential across various domains.

7 Other Related Work
Prior works [22, 23, 35, 38] utilize explicit signals to judge
the precise level of utilization or congestion, enabling con-
vergence to both low queuing, efficiency, and fairness. How-
ever, it remains challenging to deploy these methods at scale.
Nimbus [33] tries to detect the elasticity of cross traffic and
dynamically switches between throughput-competitive and
delay-controlling modes based on its detection. It still prior-
itizes throughput over delay, which is unable to satisfy the
need for consistent low delay. Several works explore the use
of deep reinforcement learning on bitrate adaptation for video
telephony [14–16]. They partly imitate the behavior of GCC
agents or take GCC as the protective backup, thereby with
similar limitations as GCC. Moreover, cross-flow fairness is
not carefully handled by these methods. A detailed compar-
ison between our network probing method and traditional
packet-train techniques is included in Appendix I.

8 Conclusion
We present Pudica, a practical congestion control (CC) algo-
rithm designed for cloud gaming systems. Given a constraint
of near-empty bottleneck queues, we rethink how to achieve
efficiency and fairness in end-to-end CC design, regardless
of single-flow or multiple-flow scenarios. To reach this goal,
we propose a novel network probing method to estimate the
bandwidth utilization ratio (BUR) of the bottleneck link. By
leveraging both long-term and short-term BUR estimations,
we design several intuitive but effective control strategies to
minimize the queuing delay while maintaining efficiency and
fairness. By conducting large-scale experiments on Tencent
START cloud gaming services in both wired and wireless
networks, we demonstrate that Pudica considerably reduces
the frame delay and stall rate while preserving high bitrate
and decent fairness, compared to the alternatives.
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A Validation Methodology for BUR Estima-
tion Methods

In this section, we present the methodology used to validate
the effectiveness of our BUR estimation method. Following
[39], we regard the estimated bandwidth obtained through a
flooding-based probing approach (similar to SpeedTest [40])
as the ground truth of bottleneck bandwidth, denoted by C. For
each round of tests, after a short period of probing to judge C,
we conducted two simultaneous flows on the same connection.
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Figure 15: Fairness convergence trajectory for the traditional AI/MD paradigm and our AI-MD method (i.e., simultaneous AI and MD). Here,
these diagrams are presented for illustration purposes and do not exactly align with the proposed algorithms in Pudica.

One flow adopted our probing strategies and was set to a fixed
bitrate B. The other flow acted as the competing flow with a
random pace multiplier (to simulate complex traffic patterns)
and the same bitrate B. To evaluate the performance of various
BUR estimation methods, we use the ratio (2×B)/C as the
actual BUR. This allowed us to assess how well the estimation
methods performed in estimating the true BUR.

B Sample Weights for Smoothed BUR Compu-
tation

Due to the interdependence of sending behaviors and network
feedback, we assign different weights to the BUR samples to
enhance estimation robustness. Specifically, we set:

ω
I
k = min

(
Rk +1, 2

)
, (12)

ω
II
k = min

(
Bk +10, 50

)
, (13)

ω
III
k = k+20, (14)

ωk =
ωI

k ×ωII
k ×ωIII

k

∑
Npacket
j=1 ωI

j ×ωII
j ×ωIII

j

. (15)

ωk symbolizes the importance weight given to the k-th BUR
sample, comprising three elements. ωI

k assigns higher impor-
tance to samples with longer frame delays, as they spend more

time in flight. ωII
k assigns higher importance to samples with

larger frame sizes, as they exhibit greater estimation robust-
ness against delay jitters. ωIII

k assigns higher importance to
more recent samples, as they provide fresher feedback.

C Fairness Convergence Trajectory for Differ-
ent AI-and-MD Schemes

As referenced in [41], we plotted the trajectories of a two-flow
system starting from the same point using various AI-and-
MD policies via numerical simulation, which is depicted in
Fig. 15. On the figures, the horizontal axis represents the
bandwidth allocation ratio of Flow 1 (denoted by x1), while
the vertical axis corresponds to Flow 2 (denoted by x2). Al-
locations satisfying x1 + x2 = 1 indicate efficient allocations,
representing 100% bandwidth utilization (refer to Efficiency
line). Allocations satisfying x1 = x2 represent fair allocations
(refer to Fairness line). The optimal point is the intersection
of these two lines. The objective of control schemes should
be to converge the system to this optimal point, irrespective
of the initial position.

In the AI/MD method (see Fig. 15a), we additively increase
the bitrate when the BUR exceeds α but remains below one;
we multiplicatively decrease the bitrate by 15% when the
BUR surpasses one. For AI-MD methods, Fig. 15b illustrates
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Figure 16: Preliminary validation: the performance of various base-
line algorithms using Mahimahi emulations with a plain trace featur-
ing a constant bandwidth of 20 Mbps.

the trajectory of AI-MD with a bitrate-independent adaptive
AI scheme, where the AI step (i.e., I) is linearly increased. In
contrast, the AI-MD method in Pudica (see Fig. 15c) adopts a
bitrate-dependent adaptive AI scheme, where the magnitude
of increased AI steps (i.e., ∆I) is inversely proportional to the
bitrate. Compared to the AI/MD method, AI-MD reduces the
occurrences of over-sending and thus lowers the average queu-
ing delay, by executing MD before queue construction. At
the same time, AI-MD speeds up fairness convergence by in-
creasing the frequency of throughput reallocation. Moreover,
the implementation of bitrate-dependent AI step adaptation
further enhances the convergence speed toward fairness.

D Preliminary Evaluation for Various CC Al-
gorithms through Emulation

Prior to conducting large-scale experiments over the Internet,
we evaluated Pudica and the other potential solutions (i.e.,
GCC [12], Copa [11], Salsify [13], and SQP [20]) on the
Mahimahi network emulator [37]. These evaluations were
performed using a trace that maintained a constant bandwidth
of 20 Mbps and RTTs of 20 ms. As depicted in Fig. 16, Pu-
dica and SQP achieve consistent bandwidth convergence with
negligible queuing delays. Salsify and Copa maintain low
frame delays in spite of significant oscillations in bitrates.
In contrast, GCC fails to consistently achieve low latency,
displaying periodic delay spikes even under a constant band-
width. Therefore, we selected Pudica, Salsify, Copa, and SQP
for further performance testing at scale (shown in §5.2).

E A Large-Scale Dummy Client Platform
In our study, we utilized a specialized dummy client platform
called Bonree [24], instead of the real-user platform (i.e.,
START [9]), to evaluate the convergence ability of efficiency
and fairness in the wild. We opted for the Bonree platform
due to the additional client privileges required for testing
the aforementioned metrics, such as the permission to run
multiple streams simultaneously. These privileges cannot be
accommodated by our profit-oriented cloud gaming services.

Bonree offers millions of end devices (e.g., PCs) distributed
globally to emulate real user clients. These end devices pos-
sess computing capacities and network resources similar to
those commonly used by consumers. They can install cus-
tomized software, e.g., the cloud gaming client app, and es-
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Figure 17: Robustness test with a 40 ms jitter per period of 500
ms. Pudica achieves a good balance between fast responsiveness to
potential congestion and jitter resilience.

tablish connections with the cloud gaming servers designated
by us over the Internet. As a result, the gaming server can
transmit frame streams to these end devices and receive their
feedback. Additionally, these devices can record the necessary
logs as per our requirements. Unlike real users, we can im-
pose more demands on these devices without concerns about
user experience. Thus, we employed Bonree to conduct exper-
iments regarding efficiency and fairness convergence. Note
that the end devices on Bonree communicate with servers
through fully public networks. Consequently, the information
within the network remains unknown.

F Pudica Robustness to Network Jitters
In Fig. 17, we assessed Pudica’s robustness to delay jitters by
introducing a 40ms jitter every 500ms period. While this jitter
delays some packet arrivals, it does not impact the bandwidth.
These delayed packets eventually reach the receiver with sub-
sequent packets, leading to a burst arrival. The results show
that Pudica effectively balances sensitivity to high delay and
resilience against jitters. While SQP shows strong robustness
to jitters, it struggles with slow bandwidth adaptation (Fig.
12). The burst packet arrival can mislead Salsify and Copa
to momentarily overrate network conditions, which causes
bitrate overshoots and high delay spikes.

G Additional Microbenchmark Results
This section presents more statistics from our microbench-
mark experiment. Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 showcase the perfor-
mances of multiple Pudica variants under a single flow and
three simultaneous flows, respectively. These experimental re-
sults confirm the efficacy of Pudica’s BUR estimation method
and AI-MD technique. For Pudica with AI/MD, we substi-
tute our AI-MD scheme with the sole additive increase when
α < BUR ≤ 1. MD operations will be triggered by our queue-
draining scheme when BUR > 1. Tab. 5 shows the effective-
ness of Pudica’s control schemes driven by short-term BUR
signals in reducing tail delays and stall rates. Tab. 6 presents
Pudica’s performance under various parameter settings.

H Competitiveness with Buffer-Filling Flows
Figure 18 depicts the Pudica performance when it encounters
a buffer-filling flow. Upon initiating a Pudica flow, we subse-
quently launched and terminated a Cubic flow [42] at 5s and
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Algo. Avg.
delay

95%/99%
-tile delay

Stall rate
>50/100/200ms

Avg.
bitrate

Vanilla Pudica 18.0ms 22.3/29.2ms 0.73%/0.09%/0.0083% 46.940Mbps
Pudica w/ BUR estimation of SQP 20.1ms 26.1/39.0ms 1.25%/0.21%/0.0229% 47.103Mbps

Pudica w/ BUR estimation of Salsify 18.4ms 22.9/34.2ms 0.84%/0.13%/0.015% 41.164Mbps
Pudica w/ AI/MD 18.3ms 22.7/32.2ms 0.91%/0.10%/0.0117% 46.181Mbps

Table 3: Microbenchmarks: the performance of different Pudica variants when launching a single flow.

Algo. Avg.
delay

95%/99%
-tile delay

Stall rate
>50/100/200ms

Avg.
bitrate

Fairness
index

Vanilla Pudica 21.5ms 29.2/38.6ms 1.60%/0.11%/0.0164% 31.962Mbps 0.958
Pudica w/ BUR estimation of SQP 31.9ms 49.2/67.5ms 9.77%/0.42%/0.0391% 33.132Mbps 0.952

Pudica w/ BUR estimation of Salsify 21.7ms 34.2/51.8ms 2.81%/0.25%/0.0538% 33.185Mbps 0.941
Pudica w/ AI/MD 22.3ms 32.8/61.2ms 2.10%/0.29%/0.0747% 32.209Mbps 0.944

Table 4: Microbenchmarks: the performance of different Pudica variants when simultaneously launching three flows on the same link.

Algo. Avg.
delay

95%/99%
-tile delay

Stall rate
>100/200ms

Avg.
bitrate

Vanilla Pudica 20.6ms 27.3/33.6ms 0.17%/0.009% 46.21Mbps
Pudica w/o temporary bitrate fallback 20.9ms 28.4/38.3ms 0.29%/0.031% 46.19Mbps

Pudica w/o active queue draining 23.7ms 36.0/60.5ms 1.40%/0.193% 47.16Mbps
Table 5: Microbenchmarks: performances of multiple Pudica variants to explain the contribution of our short-term BUR-driven control schemes.

Algo. Avg.
delay

95%/99%
-tile delay

Stall rate
>100ms

Avg.
bitrate

Pudica 18ms 21.3/28.5ms 0.061% 47.86Mbps
α=0.8 17.9ms 21.3/29.1ms 0.075% 47.55Mbps
α=0.9 18.8ms 21.9/28.0ms 0.049% 48.28Mbps

γMI=0.20 18.5ms 22.1/30.7ms 0.084% 47.26Mbps
γMI=0.25 17.8ms 21.4/28.1ms 0.08% 48.14Mbps
ζ=10% 18.5ms 22.4/30.4ms 0.066% 47.99Mbps
ζ=20% 18.9ms 21.5/27.9ms 0.054% 47.42Mbps
Twd=150 18.5ms 22.0/30.6ms 0.058% 47.96Mbps
Twd=250 18.4ms 21.6/28.6ms 0.066% 47.82Mbps

Table 6: Sensitivity analysis for algorithm parameters.

10s, respectively. We can see that Pudica exhibits a certain
level of competitiveness when the buffer size of the bottle-
neck queue is small. However, when the buffer size increases,
Pudica fails to compete effectively against Cubic.

I Difference Between Our BUR Estimation
and Traditional Packet-Train Methods

Pudica leverages all packets within a frame as a short burst,
which can be regarded as a packet train, to probe the link
condition. The difference between our method and traditional
packet-train network estimation approaches lies in what ex-
actly to estimate and how to probe.

Traditional packet-train methods [43, 44] utilize the disper-
sion of a packet train, i.e., the gap in arrival time between
the first and last packets, to estimate the available bandwidth
or capacity. For a detailed definition of packet train and its
estimation method, see [43]. In a single-flow environment,
packet-train dispersion indicates the bottleneck link capacity,
which also represents the available bandwidth. However, for
a multi-flow scenario, the estimated value by these methods
is actually neither available bandwidth nor capacity [45].

By contrast, Pudica leverages the queuing delay of a packet
train to estimate the link utilization (i.e., BUR) during a frame
interval. As per [43], a link is either transmitting at full capac-
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(a) Buffer size: 10,000 bytes.
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(b) Buffer size: 50,000 bytes.
Figure 18: Pudica performance in the presence of a Cubic flow, with
different buffer size settings of the bottleneck queue.

ity or idle at any given moment, meaning its instantaneous
utilization is either zero or one. Therefore, BUR is defined
as the time-averaged instantaneous utilization over a specific
interval. In our case, this interval is the frame sending interval
(i.e., L), typically 16.67 ms for a 60 frame rate. Then, the
BUR of the time period (t, t +L) can be expressed as:

R(t, t +L) =
1
L

∫ t+L

t
r(x)dx (16)

where r(x) is the instantaneous link utilization at time x.
Traditional packet-train probing methods typically imple-

ment a fixed pace multiplier (as defined in §2.1). These meth-
ods can only adjust the pacing rate by resorting to bitrate
adjustments. In contrast, Pudica introduces an adaptive pace
multiplier algorithm that enables appropriate queuing even
when the bitrate remains unchanged. Another difference is
that Pudica proposes a supplementary probing technique via a
small number of probe packets beyond application data. This
method enables Pudica to effectively probe the link condition
even during the agnostic period.

Note that in Pudica, the BUR probing and estimation
method introduced in §4.1 is only used when the link uti-
lization is below one. When the link utilization exceeds one,
the agnostic period is eliminated, and we rely on the packet
receiving rate to estimate the available bandwidth (see §4.3),
which is similar to traditional packet-train techniques.
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Abstract
Congestion control is a key enabler for lossless Ethernet at
scale. In this paper, we revisit this classic topic from a new
perspective, i.e., understanding and exploiting the intrinsic
properties of the underlying lossless network. We experi-
mentally and analytically find that the intrinsic properties of
lossless networks, such as packet conservation, can indeed
provide valuable implications in estimating pipe capacity and
the precise number of excessive packets. Besides, we derive
principles on how to treat congested flows and victim flows
individually to handle HoL blocking efficiently. Then, we
propose ACK-driven congestion control (ACC) for lossless
Ethernet, which simply resorts to the knowledge of ACK time
series to exert a temporary halt to exactly drain out excessive
packets of congested flows and then match its rate to pipe
capacity. Testbed and large-scale simulations demonstrate
that ACC ameliorates fundamental issues in lossless Ethernet
(e.g., congestion spreading, HoL blocking, and deadlock) and
achieves excellent low latency and high throughput perfor-
mance. For instance, compared with existing schemes, ACC
improves the average and 99th percentile FCT performance
of small flows by 1.3~3.3⇥ and 1.4~11.5⇥, respectively.

1 Introduction

As the adoption of RDMA continues to grow in Ethernet-
based data centers, there is a wave of the deployment of
lossless networks. A lossless network can harness the full
potential of RDMA and benefit application latency perfor-
mance that used to be affected by packet loss [6, 15, 17].

Lossless Ethernet employs hop-by-hop flow control, i.e.,
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) [1], to ensure that pack-
ets are not dropped due to buffer overflow. However, when
persistent congestion occurs, PFC may impose a backpres-
sure effect on upstream ports, and the cascade reaction can
even spread to remote switches. Flows not destined to the
congestion point are also paused, which is well-known as the
Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking issue [42, 49]. The frequent

trigger of PFC may also be along with deadlock and unfair-
ness issues [21,25,26,34,42,49]. The root cause of the above
side effects is that PFC itself can not allocate appropriate
bandwidth for each flow, so network congestion can not be
eliminated but only spreads. As a result, end-to-end conges-
tion control becomes a key enabler for high-performance
lossless Ethernet at scale [21, 49].

Many efforts have been devoted to developing congestion
control to facilitate the deployment of lossless Ethernet. DC-
QCN [49] employs widely-used ECN in switches to detect
congestion and heuristically throttles congested flows. Never-
theless, ECN solely based on queue length may not provide
the correct congestion indicator once PFC takes effect [45].
HPCC [29] relies on high-precision INT [2] to guide conges-
tion control but incurs high per-packet overhead and sacrifices
throughput performance. TIMELY [33] advocates RTT-based
congestion control. Still, the RTT samples may mislead con-
gestion judgment when RTT suddenly increases owing to
HoL blocking. Recently, TCD [45] makes a new attempt to
accurately detect congested flows but still follows the heuris-
tic rate control rules as traditional congestion controls, which
makes it essentially hard to achieve low latency and high
throughput simultaneously.

Reflecting on these efforts, we notice that instead of de-
signing congestion control for lossless Ethernet from scratch,
almost all existing works weave unfitted pieces into their
schemes thus resulting in sub-optimal performance. In partic-
ular, congestion detection is the foundation while rate control
is indeed the core of achieving appropriate bandwidth allo-
cation for each flow. Both of them should consider essential
features of lossless Ethernet and work harmoniously together
to realize high-performance congestion control. Therefore,
we ask this question: can we take a step back and rethink con-
gestion control for lossless Ethernet by taking full advantage
of its intrinsic properties?

The crux to understanding the intrinsic properties of loss-
less Ethernet is to recognize the profound impact of hop-
by-hop flow control (i.e., PFC). For instance, the ON-OFF
regulation of hop-by-hop flow control introduces a new ON-
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OFF style port state in switches, changing the foundation of
congestion detection. More importantly, no packet dropping
at intermediate switches in turn enables an end-to-end loss-
less path, which alters the view of the network pipe and opens
new opportunities for flow-level bandwidth allocation. In fact,
previous efforts unconsciously neglect one intrinsic yet pow-
erful property, i.e., packet conservation: packets are not lost
in the lossless network1. All injected packets are eventually
delivered to receivers and acknowledged by ACKs, before
which they fly in the network pipe or queue at switches.

In this paper, based on the understanding of above intrinsic
properties and in-depth experimental investigations, we de-
rive two key principles to build a desirable congestion control
for lossless Ethernet: (1) Since packet conservation property
implies that the number of ACKs equals to the number of
packets injected into the network, the ACK-driven paradigm
should gain renewed emphasis in lossless Ethernet to infer
network pipe capacity and the exact number of excessive pack-
ets (§ 3.2). (2) To handle HoL blocking efficiently, congested
flows should be suppressed sufficiently to eliminate accumu-
lated buffers as soon as possible; victim flows should adapt to
the severity of congestion to balance HoL blocking alleviation
and throughput performance (§ 3.3).

Armed with the above principles, we propose a new conges-
tion control for lossless Ethernet called ACC (ACK-Driven
Congestion Control). ACC utilizes TCD [45] to accurately
detect congested flows and victim flows. For congested flows,
ACC gracefully employs a two-step strategy: senders first
wait for the excessive packets to drain out via a temporary
halt and then match the rate to network pipe capacity. In de-
tail, by correlating ACK sequences across multiple periods
and ACK arrival rate, ACC senders figure out the number of
excessive packets and the exact time to be drained at switches.
For victim flows, ACC senders collect the duration pattern of
ACK markings to perceive the severity of congestion and only
adjust the rate when congestion spreading lasts long.

Our key contributions are summarized as follows:
• Understanding the implications of intrinsic properties of

lossless Ethernet (e.g., packet conservation) on congestion
control and deriving basic principles for handling congested
flows and victim flows. Our perspective strikes out a new
path of exploiting intrinsic properties to guide the precise rate
control for lossless networks.

• Developing a new congestion control scheme called ACC
for lossless Ethernet. As ACK can correspond to each injected
packet precisely, ACC utilizes ACK time series to derive exact
backlogged packets in switches and network pipe capacity.
ACC can quickly converge to the proper rate in one RTT and
empty accumulated queues rapidly.

1Note that in lossy networks where packets can be dropped due to buffer
overflow, the number of packets injected into the network is not equal to
the number of ejected packets (i.e., acknowledged by receivers). So packet
conservation property does not hold in lossy networks. In addition, we do not
consider packet loss due to packet corruption or device failure in this paper.

• Implementing ACC in SoftRoCE [36] and evaluating
ACC via extensive experiments. Results show that ACC well
alleviates congestion spreading and HoL blocking issues and
can achieve low latency and high throughput. For instance,
compared with state-of-the-art schemes, ACC improves the
average and 99th percentile FCT performance of small flows
by 1.3~3.3⇥ and 1.4~11.5⇥, respectively.

2 Design Space
2.1 Desirable Properties
We begin with reexamining the desirable properties of conges-
tion control for lossless Ethernet. Specifically, we target the
scenario of a single RDMA domain deployed with a single
CC scheme, which is common in Ethernet-based datacenters.

(1) Fast convergence. The primary goal of congestion
control is allocating the proper rate for each flow thus the ag-
gregation rate converges to the bottleneck capacity. However,
in lossless Ethernet, fast convergence is particularly crucial
to the following issues:
• Restricting the spreading of congestion and alleviating

HoL blocking. Without fast convergence, a congestion point
is likely to spread into a congestion tree with cascading ac-
cumulated queues along branches. Take Figure 1(a) as an
example. After congestion happens at port P4, P4 becomes
the root of the congestion tree. Once the PFC pause prop-
agates to upstream switches, the paths of congested flows
(e.g., <S1-R1>) become the main branch of the congestion
tree. When other flows (e.g., F0) destined for non-congestion
points pass through the main branch, the backpressure of PFC
may further induce the secondary branch. Thus, HoL blocking
occurs. Flows not destined for congestion points innocently
suffer from PFC pause. The accordingly secondary branch
in Figure 1(b) is <P1-S0>. When the congestion tree grows,
the input and output of the switches along the branches are
prone to be modulated into an ON-OFF pattern by PFC (i.e.,
alternating between sending and pausing), thus disturbing con-
gestion detection and subsequent rate regulation. If multiple
congestion points are in the same congestion tree (i.e., a larger
congestion tree covers a smaller congestion tree), congestion
point in the larger congestion tree will be first eliminated then
the smaller congestion tree.
• Lowering the risk of deadlock. Deadlock is a silent killer

in the lossless network [21, 25, 26, 38]. The typical causes
of deadlock in today’s data centers are as follows: Initially,
owing to reasons such as routing misconfiguration, switch
firmware failure, or link failure, a Cyclic Buffer Dependency
(CBD) emerges in the topology. Then if congestion happens
and the congestion control fails to converge quickly, the fre-
quent trigger of PFC may be induced. Eventually, PFC pause
propagates to the whole cycle and all switches wait for its
upstream to send PFC resume, thus a deadlock occurs. From
another perspective, even if CBD exists, the fast convergence
of congestion control can make it resilient against deadlock.
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Figure 1: Typical scenario.

(2) Low latency and high throughput. Today’s applica-
tions increasingly pursue stringent latency and throughput
performance [23,27]. In lossless Ethernet, offloading network
stacks into hardware (i.e., RDMA) helps sustain the criti-
cal latency and bandwidth requirements at hosts but leads to
the network becoming the bottleneck. On the one hand, for
increasingly dominant storage workloads with NVMe-over-
Fabrics technology [10,27], the overall completion latency for
a single storage operation is determined by the latency of the
slowest network operation. Each storage operation involves
messages with a size of only several KB and may require
microsecond-scale latency [3, 19, 47, 48]. On the other hand,
data processing applications [16, 44] and AI applications in-
creasingly involve communicating among high computation
speed devices at scale [29, 39, 51]. These applications pe-
riodically transfer a large volume of data and the average
transfer time of each round directly impacts the overall pro-
cessing/training time and cost, which imposes high require-
ments on throughput performance. To sum up, congestion
control should be able to achieve low latency for short flows
and predictable high throughput for longer flows.

2.2 Ternary Flow States in Lossless Ethernet
The foundation of congestion control in lossless Ethernet is
understanding the network state space under the influence
of PFC. We notice that a recent work TCD [45] develops a
ternary congestion signal tailored to lossless networks, which
can distinguish between switch ports that are roots of con-
gestion trees (i.e., congestion ports) and switch ports on the
branches that are only affected by PFC (i.e., undetermined
ports). TCD terms the new state as "undetermined" because
the real states of these ports are masked due to intermittent
ON-OFF sending pattern when PFC triggers. TCD-enabled
switches mark packets passing through a congested port with
CE and mark packets passing through an undetermined port
with UE, which indicates “congestion encountered” and “un-
determined encountered”, respectively. Besides, UE can only
be marked when the packet is not marked with CE. As a result,
TCD can notify end hosts of ternary flow states: congested
flows that pass through congestion ports, undetermined flows
2 that only pass through undetermined ports, and uncongested
flows. As shown in Figure 1, port P4 is the congestion port,
while all other nodes of the congestion tree are undetermined
ports. F1 is the congested flow, while F0 is the victim flow.

2We interchangeably use “victim flows” and “undetermined flows”
throughout the paper.

(a) F1: inflight packets and packets
backlogged in switch buffers

(b) Packets arriving pattern

Figure 2: [N = 20] F1: packets backlogged in switches and
data/ACK arriving pattern.

However, although TCD can be useful for perceiving net-
work states, it remains an essential issue on how to deal with
these refined flows to fulfill the desirable properties for con-
gestion control. Concretely, for congested flows that are actual
contributors to congestion, congestion control should regu-
late its rate to converge quickly to the proper value and stay
near it. By doing so, emerging congestion can be eliminated
rapidly and prevents the potential risk of congestion spread-
ing. Still, chances are that congestion spreads (e.g., caused
by bursty traffic or first RTT traffic) and thus may accompany
the emergence of HoL blocking and victim flows.

3 Principles
In this section, we aim to present design principles to answer
key questions for congestion control in lossless Ethernet:

(1) How to adjust the rate of congested flows to achieve
fast convergence? (§ 3.2)

(2) How to treat congested flows and victim flows individ-
ually to handle HoL blocking? (§ 3.3)

3.1 Experiment Setup
To provide vivid illustration, we conduct detailed investiga-
tions via ns-3 simulations. The network topology is shown
in Figure 1(a). The link capacity is 100Gbps with 2 µs prop-
agation delay. F0 and F1 are long-lived flows. H1⇠HN send
concurrent 64KB bursts lasting for about 2ms and can hardly
be regulated by end-to-end congestion control as the size is
smaller than bandwidth-delay-product (BDP). For rate de-
crease algorithms at hosts, we adopt the widely-used DC-
QCN [49]. The PFC threshold is 512KB.

The switches support TCD so hosts are aware of ternary
states of flows. Specifically, assume F0 and F1 start simul-
taneously and achieve their fair bandwidth allocation, then
bursts start. After congestion occurs at port P4, F0 becomes
the victim flow in the branch <P4-S1>. We introduce differ-
ent congestion degrees by changing the value of N, which
indicates the number of concurrent senders. A larger N in-
duces more severe congestion at port P4, resulting in a deeper
congestion tree.

3.2 The Power of ACK-Driven
To explore the potential principle to throttle congested flows,
we first take a close look by combining the in-network per-
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(a) F1:DCQCN (b) F1 stops 20µs and sends
at PCrate

(c) F1 stops 180µs and sends
at PCrate

Figure 3: [N = 20] Queue occupancy at Port P3. PCrate: the rate
corresponding to the pipe capacity of the flow.

(a) F1: DCQCN (b) F1 stops 90µs and sends
at PCrate

Figure 4: [N = 10] Queue occupancy at Port P3.

spective (e.g., congested packets backlogged in switches) and
the end-host perspective (e.g., inflight bytes seen by senders).

Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of F1 packets backlogged
in each switch port (the upper subfigure) and the inflight
bytes maintained at the sender H1 (the lower subfigure) under
Setting I (N = 20). The inflight bytes are derived from the
difference between the next sending byte sequence and the
unacknowledged byte sequence. After congestion occurs at
1ms, F1 packets are only queued at P4 till 1.1ms. As PFC takes
effect and congestion gradually spreads to upstream switches,
the number of backlogged bytes at ports P3, P2, and P1 rise
one by one. For congested flow F1, the maximum amount
of traffic that can be delivered per RTT is C⇥RT T/(N +1),
also called as the network pipe capacity of this flow (around
0.012MB in this scenario). As shown in Figure 2(a), we notice
that the number of inflight bytes closely tracks the sum of total
backlogged packets (i.e., packets queued in P4, P3, P2, and
P1) and the network pipe capacity of F1.

From the end-host perspective, Figure 2(b) depicts the pack-
ets arriving pattern of congested flow F1 at R1 and its ACKs
at S1. After congestion occurs at 1ms, the arriving pattern of
F1 data packets is continuous for a long time period at first
because excessive packets would eventually go through the
continuously-ON congested port P4. The arriving pattern of
ACKs corresponds well to data packets. We also record the
arriving rate of F1 ACKs. For congested flow F1, the arriving
rate of ACKs (around 4.7Gbps) is exactly the available band-
width of F1, which can also deduce the capacity of network
pipe (i.e., available bandwidth⇥ RT T ). In summary, we have
Observation 1: For congested flows: (1) the number of exces-
sive packets backlogged in switches is exactly the difference
between inflight packets and the network pipe capacity; and
(2) the ACK arrival rate can imply the available bandwidth.

Indeed, the above observations corroborate an intrinsic
property of lossless Ethernet: packet conservation, i.e., sent
packets are never lost. Different from traditional lossy net-
works where packets may be dropped due to buffer overflow,
in lossless Ethernet, excessive packets will backlog in switch
buffers along the branch after filling the pipe. Thus all of them
are eventually delivered and acknowledged by ACKs.

The implications behind packet conservation property lie
in that: the precise number of excessive packets and the net-
work pipe capacity of congested flow can both be inferred

from the ACK time series. Thus, the ACK-driven paradigm
really comes into its own in a lossless network with packet
conservation property. To this end, we derive Principle 1: In
lossless Ethernet, the ACK-driven paradigm is a powerful
knob to infer the proper throttled rate and the precise
number of excessive packets for congested flows.

3.3 Handling HoL Blocking
Once PFC takes effect, victim flows may emerge and suffer
from HoL blocking. The following question is how to treat
congested flows and victim flows individually to handle HoL
blocking. Ideally, HoL blocking should be eliminated as soon
as possible without incurring unnecessary performance loss.

Next, we focus on the effect of rate control strategies of
congested flows on HoL blocking alleviation and victim flows
under different degrees of congestion (e.g., N = 20 and N =
10). We enable TCD in switches thus flows with packets
marked as UE are identified as victim flows. The default rate
control strategy is that only congested flows will be throttled
once detected, and victim flows will adjust the sending rate
the same as uncongested flows according to DCQCN.

Figure 3(a) reports the queue occupancy of individual flows
at the switch port P3 when N = 20 with DCQCN. After bursts
start at 1ms, congestion emerges at port P4. Then conges-
tion spreads to upstream switches and packets accumulate at
ports P3 and P2 (not shown in the figure). The HoL blocking
process lasts for about 2ms. We notice that the queue accumu-
lation of F0 accompanies with the queue buildup of F1, which
confirms that HoL blocking originates from queue buildup of
congested flows along the branch.

Further, to understand how congested flows with precise
rate adjustment may impact HoL blocking, we let congested
flow F1 first empty the accumulated packets along switches
by stopping for a while (after congestion is detected) and then
send at the rate corresponding to the network pipe capacity
(i.e., PCrate). As shown in Figure 3(b), congestion spreading at
P3 is largely alleviated. The queue occupancy of F1 is quickly
suppressed and the total blocking time of F0 is reduced. We
also estimate an ideal stopping time (i.e., 180us) and Figure
3(c) depicts the queue occupancy. With sufficiently long time
to empty the accumulated packets along switches, the duration
of HoL blocking is much shorter than in Figure 3(b). However,
F0 is still blocked at port P3 and has queue buildup. This is
because although congested flow F1 are stopped precisely,
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pause frames may still be triggered due to large ingress queue
previously accumulated at the downstream port 3.

When N = 10, we see a more desired impact on alleviat-
ing HoL blocking. As shown in Figure 4(a), the congestion
degree is smaller when N = 10, where the duration time of
HoL blocking is short. With DCQCN, the queue occupancy
of F0 is even much larger than F1 at port P3. However, as
depicted in Figure 4(b), once congested flow F1 stops for a
sufficient time to empty the queue and then sends at the rate
corresponding to the network pipe capacity, HoL blocking
can even be eliminated. With fewer accumulated packets and
a faster draining rate at the downstream congested port, the
corresponding ingress queue falls below the PFC threshold
faster. In this scenario, victim flows can safely pass without
causing pause frames and HoL blocking. In summary, we
have Observation 2: Stopping congested flows sufficiently
long can eliminate associated buffers as soon as possible.
However, under different congestion situations, HoL blocking
may still occur and victim flows have the risk of inducing
further congestion spreading.

The above observations tell that although stopping con-
gested flows does not necessarily stop pause frames from
affecting victim flows, it does help get rid of such blocking
states as soon as the accumulated buffer of congested flow is
sufficiently drained. During this process, victim flows may
still emerge and have the risk of congestion spreading. Thus,
we advocate treating victim flows dynamically to adapt to
different congestion situations, rather than treat them iden-
tically. We derive Principle 2: Stopping congested flows
sufficiently long is the foremost means to suppressing HoL
blocking. While congested flows are stopping, victim flows
should balance HoL blocking alleviation and throughput
by adapting to the severity of congestion.

Incorporating Principle 1 and Principle 2, we come to the
following strategies for congested flows and victim flows in
lossless Ethernet: Congested flows should first stop to wait for
accumulated congested queues to drain out, and then send at
the rate of network pipe capacity. While victim flows should
sacrifice throughput as little as possible and benefit HoL block-
ing alleviation. Such collaborative strategies can rapidly sup-
press congestion spreading without link underutilization, and
benefit latency and throughput performance.

4 ACK-Driven Congestion Control
Following the above principles, we present the design of ACK-
driven congestion control (ACC). The switch supports TCD
and marks ternary congestion notification in data packets.
A CE marked packet indicates a congested flow that passes
through a congestion port. A UE marked packet indicates that
the flow only passes through ports affected by PFC. The flow
is uncongested if neither CE nor UE is marked (denoted by

3PFC is triggered based on the ingress queue length. In today’s commodity
shared-buffer switches, the ingress queue length is a counter which is updated
when packets enqueue the ingress and dequeue the egress [21].
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ACK
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Figure 5: ACC state machine.

NO). The receiver copies the TCD marking to the correspond-
ing ACK and sends it back to the sender.

At its core, ACC conducts ACK-driven rate adjustment in-
cluding enforcing a source halt according to ACK sequences
(§ 4.2), and referring to ACK arrival rate to guide rate decrease
for congested flows (§ 4.3). The source halt state involves a
halt time which guarantees draining out accumulated packets
in the network while avoiding link under-utilization. For vic-
tim flows, ACC adaptively adjusts the rate according to the
feature of duration time of ACK markings (§ 4.4).

4.1 State Machine Overview
The ACC sender makes rate adjustment decisions every period
T (e.g., base RTT, see § 5). At the end of each period T , the
sender identifies the current state of the flow according to
TCD marking and conducts corresponding rate adjustment.

Figure 5 illustrates the state machine of ACK-driven rate
adjustment at ACC senders. TCD marking is aggregated in
each T with the priority order CE > UE > NO. If there is
ACK with CE received, the flow may experience congestion.
The ACC sender records the number of CE marked ACKs of
each flow. If the marking fraction of CE is above a threshold
(i.e., 90%) during a period T , it is considered a steadily con-
gested flow. If there is no ACK with CE received but with UE
marking received, the flow is regarded as a victim flow that
experiences an undetermined state. Only when neither UE nor
CE marking is received, the flow is uncongested. Specifically,
when the flow is identified as congested, it will first enter into
a source halt state where the connection ceases transmission
and the ACK arrival rate is recorded for later sending. After
leaving the source halt state, congested flows are throttled at
the proper rate derived from the ACK arrival rate. For uncon-
gested flows, the sender directly increases the sending rate.
For victim flows, the sender adjusts the sending rate according
to the duration pattern of UE markings.

4.2 Halting Congested Flows
For congested flows, ACC introduces a source halt state which
actively stops the transmission of congested flows before
sending at the appropriate rate (§ 3.2 Principle 2). The crux
of the source halt is the halt time. An appropriate halt time
should ensure that accumulated packets are drained without
under-utilizing the link. Indeed, a proper number of packets
should fill the network pipe without causing queue buildup
in the switch buffer. Specifically, ACC senders calculate the
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Figure 6: The rationale of calculating tHalt .

duration of the source halt state according to the time series
of ACK sequences (§ 3.2 Principle 1).

Concretely, for each flow, the sender maintains a value
called tNextPkt to represent when the next packet is transmitted.
Initially, tNextPkt is set to 0 and is assigned by the congestion
control algorithm. With ACC, tNextPkt is updated as follows
when the sender enters into the source halt state:

tNextPkt  tNextPkt + tHalt (1)

where tHalt is calculated based on the estimated draining time.
After tHalt , a sender considers that the accumulated queues
have drained out. Figure 6 illustrates the rationale under the
typical incast scenario with M senders. Assume for flow k,
DSk is the total sent out bytes in one period T (i.e., base RTT).
DAk is the total acknowledged bytes in the next period. Ideally,
all packets sent in one period should be acknowledged in the
next period when there is no congestion (i.e., DAk = DSk).
Once congestion happens, the excessive packets build up the
queue. The total excessive sent packets are ÂM

k=1(DSk�DAk).
Then the draining time of the bottleneck queue is ÂM

k=1(DSk�
DAk)/C, where C is link capacity. Since flow k can only pass
through the bottleneck with the rate Rk, the draining time of
total packets belonging to flow k in the bottleneck queue can
be calculated as (DSk�DAk)/Rk, which is the expected tHalt
of flow k. For clarity, in the following, we use DS and DA to
denote DSk and DAk for flow k, respectively.

Each flow maintains a sequence space to calculate DS and
DA. Assume snd_una denotes the first sequence that has been
sent but not acknowledged, and snd_nxt denotes the next
sequence to be sent. snd_una is updated every time an ACK
is received. When a packet is sent, snd_nxt is also updated.
Then DS is the difference between snd_nxt at the end of the
current period and snd_nxt at the beginning of the current
period. DA is the difference between snd_una at the end of the
next period and snd_una at the beginning of the next period.
When severe congestion causes no ACK to arrive during a
period, DS should accumulate until an ACK is received.

In detail, ACC senders manipulate DS and DA among sev-
eral periods to calculate tHalt and exert source halt as shown in
Figure 7: (1) Period Ti�1 in normal transmission; (2) Period Ti
starts receiving ACKs of packets sent in Ti�1 and sends at the
same rate as Ti�1; (3) The first period Ti+1 enters the source
halt state and stops transmission; (4) Period Ti+n leaves the
source halt state and starts transmission. Assume the sender
starts a flow and then experiences congestion during Ti�1. The
available bandwidth is derived from ACK arrival rate, and

Sender

Receiver

Ti Ti+1
Enter the
source halt

First period
in source halt:

…

Leave the source halt
and send normally

Ti+n

…

First ACK
Ti-1 ……

tHalt

packets sent in Ti	
are inflight

Figure 7: The timeline of entering and exiting source halt.

Ti�1 period directly uses ACK sequences received in Ti period
to obtain the excessive packets in Ti�1. Indeed only Ti period
will use the excessive rate to infer the excessive packets. The
detailed process of exerting source halt is as follows:
• At the end of Ti, the sender identifies the flow as congested

and prepares to exert source halt. tHalt is calculated by (DS�
DA)/R and the flow halts until over period Ti+1. DS is obtained
during Ti�1, while DA and R is obtained in Ti. Note that the
flow still sends packets at the previous rate during Ti, where
excessive packets sent in Ti may also lead to queue buildup.
• At the end of Ti+1, the sender already enters the source

halt state and stops transmission. The sender should estimate
excessive packets sent in Ti and extend the insufficient halt
time calculated at the end of Ti. We notice that the excessive
packets sent in Ti can be inferred according to how much the
sending rate exceeds the available bandwidth, without the
need to wait for the arrival of ACKs. Concretely, based on the
sending rate Rs in the period before source halt (i.e., sending
rate of Ti�1) and the current available bandwidth R (i.e., the
ACK arrival rate in Ti), the number of excessive sent packets
r in Ti equals to DS subtracting the estimated pipe capacity
(line 7 in Algorithm 1). Finally, tHalt is extended by textend
(line 8-9 in Algorithm 1).

• During Ti+n, the sender leaves the source halt state and
starts transmission. The sender should only consider ACKs
of new packets sent after leaving the source halt state for
following ACK-driven rate adjustment. To this end, the sender
records snd_nxt before entering into the source halt state. For
each received ACK, only when the current snd_una is greater
than the recorded snd_nxt, the ACK is considered eligible
(line 2 in Algorithm 1).

4.3 Throttling Congested Flows
For congested flows, after leaving the source halt state, the
sender utilizes the ACK arrival rate to guide rate decrease
(§ 3.2 Principle 1). ACK arrival rate (line 3 in Algorithm
1) can reflect the data receiving rate at the receiver 4. The
aggregate receiving rate is the capacity of the bottleneck link.
To reduce the disturbance due to congestion in the reverse
path, ACKs are sent with higher priority than data packets
to avoid a significant queueing delay. The effectiveness of
this method has been confirmed in [33]. Besides, the arrival

4Currently, we only consider per-packet ACKs for accurately estimating
excessive packets and network pipe capacity. However, if there is ACK
coalescing, the precise number of excessive packets can still be inferred from
cumulative ACK sequences.
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Variables Description
snd_una The current unacknowledged byte
snd_nxt_start The next sending byte when the sender

is allowed to send, initialized as 0
halt Whether the sender has halted
Rs The current sending rate
RI The rate increment value
tNextPkt The next sending time
Nu The number of consecutive uncon-

gested periods
Nv The number of consecutive periods re-

ceiving UE
Pthresh The threshold of Nv to throttle victim

flows

Table 1: Variables of ACC sender algorithm.

rate of ACKs may be so small that just one ACK arrives in
several periods. To address this corner case, the sender also
records the inter-arrival time of ACKs. When the inter-arrival
time is larger than T , the sender estimates the arrival rate by
replacing T with the inter-arrival time.

4.4 Adapting Undetermined Flows
If ACKs marked with UE are received in a period T , the cor-
responding flow is an undetermined flow (i.e., victim flow).
ACC treats victim flows adaptively according to the severity
of congestion (§ 3.3 Principle 2). Indeed, the duration of re-
ceiving UE marks can indicate the severity of congestion. If
congestion is not severe, ACC senders will receive few UE
marks (e.g., only within one period) as congestion may not
spread or can be quickly suppressed due to source halt of
congested flows. However, if congestion is severe, congestion
spreading may last long and ACC senders are likely to ob-
serve UE marks stretching across multiple periods. Thus, after
identifying victim flows, ACC senders continuously observe
the arriving pattern of UE marks to adjust the sending rate.

Concretely, ACC senders first keep the rate and then reduce
the sending rate according to the number of consecutive peri-
ods with UE marks. As shown in Algorithm 1 (lines 23-24), if
the number of consecutive periods with UE marks exceeds a
period threshold Pthresh, victim flows will decrease the current
rate by half to reduce the injection rate and prevent further
congestion spreading. In this way, victim flows avoids blindly
decreasing the rate with the side effect of losing throughput,
but help alleviate HoL blocking when congestion spreading
lasts long.

4.5 Rate Increase for Uncongested Flows
If neither CE nor UE marked ACKs are received during period
T , the flow is uncongested and should attempt to increase the
sending rate. The principles are as follows:

(1) The increase step of uncongested flows should consider
the current sending rate. A flow with a small sending rate
should increase more, while a flow with a large sending rate

Algorithm 1 ACC sender algorithm.
1: function CONGESTED(recvNum,snd_nxt_start,snd_una)
2: if halt == f alse and snd_una > snd_nxt_start then
3: R = recvNum⇤MTU/T ; //calculating ACK arrival rate
4: Rs = R;
5: SourceHalt(R,DS,DA); //calculating the halt time
6: else if Halt == true then
7: r = DS�DS⇤R/Rs;
8: textend = r/R;
9: tHalt  tHalt + textend ;

10: tNextPkt  tNextPkt + textend ;
11: end if
12: end function
13: function UNCONGESTED
14: if Nu < 2 then
15: RI = RILow;
16: else
17: RI = RIHigh;
18: end if
19: Rs = Rs +

(lineRate�Rs)
lineRate ⇤RI;//increasing the sending rate

20: Nu = Nu +1;
21: end function
22: function UNDETERMINED
23: if Nv > Pthresh then
24: Rs = Rs/2;
25: end if
26: end function
27: function SOURCEHALT(R,DS,DA)
28: if DS > DA then
29: tHalt = (DS�DA)/R;
30: tNextPkt  tNextPkt + tHalt ;
31: halt = true;
32: snd_nxt_start = snd_nxt;
33: end if
34: end function

should increase less.
(2) The rate increase process should be gradual at first to

avoid causing congestion immediately while aggressive after
available bandwidth is considered adequate.

ACC senders make rate adjustments following the law in
lines 13-21 in Algorithm 1. Generally, the sender increases
the sending rate by adding an amount proportional to the dif-
ference between lineRate and the current sending rate. Note
that lineRate means the maximum rate of NIC which may
vary if NIC speed changes. There are two stages for the rate
increase. RI is the maximum increase amount per period with
different values for two stages and is proportional to lineRate.
For the early stage, RI is set as a small value RILow. After two
consecutive increase periods, the maximum increase amount
per period RI is set as a large value RIHigh. RILow and RIHigh
are both proportional to RI. In this way, uncongested flows
increase gradually at first, then aggressively with a large in-
crease step and finally increase less per period as the sending
rate gets closer to the line rate.
4.6 Theoretical Analysis
We build a fluid model of ACC and analyze its performance,
including convergence and fairness. The main conclusions are
summarized in the following propositions, and the detailed
proof is listed in Appendix A.
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Figure 8: ACC implementation in SoftRoCE.

Proposition 1: When the aggregate sending rate is larger
than the bottleneck link bandwidth, ACC can converge the
aggregate sending rate towards the bottleneck link bandwidth
within one control period T .
Proposition 2: ACC can always guarantee fair bandwidth
allocation regardless of the initial sending rate of the flow, i.e.,

Si!
C
N

Si is the sending rate of flow i, C is the bottleneck link band-
width, N is the number of flows sharing the bottleneck link.

5 Implementation
In this section, we describe the Linux implementation of
ACC using SoftRoCE, which is a software implementation of
RDMA and fulfills the RoCE NIC function on Ethernet NICs.
Figure 8 illustrates the kernel SoftRoCE architecture with our
ACC extensions shaded in gray. ACC involves modifications
in three main modules, as described below.
rxe_completer This module is responsible for process-
ing received ACKs at the sender. We modify the check_ack
function to implement the ACC algorithm and maintain the
state machine of ACC. For the first ACK of each flow, we start
a timer for periodically checking ACKs in ACC. The ACC
algorithm determines the sending rate of each flow accord-
ing to current state (congested, undetermined or uncongested)
and converts the rate to pacing delay among packets. Based
on the latest sending time and pacing delay, the function can
calculate tNextPkt . tNextPkt is also updated once the flow enters
the source halt state (Equation 1).
rxe_requester This module is responsible for sending
data at the sender. Since the original SoftRoCE does not
support congestion control, we add a rate pacer to controlling
the transmission time of packets according to tNextPkt . The
rate pacer continues comparing current time with tNextPkt , and
source halt can be enforced by holding back the next packet
until tNextPkt .
rxe_responder This module receives data packets and
triggers the generation of ACKs. For ACC, after processing
the data packets and prepare to generate ACK, it will piggy-
back the TCD marking to ACK packets.
Discussion on NIC implementation. In RDMA NICs, the QP
Context (QPC) maintains for a QP all its contexts, including

the DMA states and connection states (e.g., expected packet
sequence numbers and sending rate). For ACC, the additional
QPC size required for each QP is less than 40B (including
ternary states and variables in Table 1), so the total required
size for 1K QPs can be less than 40KB, which is acceptable for
on-chip memory consumption. Besides, current commercial
RDMA NICs already support around 1K rate limiters based
on timers [43].

6 Evaluation
6.1 Evaluation Setup
Testbed. We build a testbed consisting of 5 servers connected
to one switch. Each server is equipped with AMD Ryzen 9
3950X CPU@3.5GHz, 64GB RAM, an Intel 82599ES 10GbE
NIC and runs Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel 5.4.127. All
hosts are connected via a 32⇥100Gbps Tofino switch. We use
the default shared buffer setting in the Tofino switch, and also
implement ACC and DCQCN [49] in SoftRoCE [36].
Schemes compared. We focus on the comparison among
ACC, ECN-based DCQCN [49], RTT-based TIMELY [33]
and INT-based HPCC [29]. We use the open-source code of
DCQCN, TIMELY and HPCC provided in the HPCC sim-
ulator [28] and implement ACC (including the support of
TCD in switches). HPCC and DCQCN are state-of-the-art
and state-of-the-practice in data centers, respectively. Note
that HPCC requires INT support from switches to obtain pre-
cise link load. In large-scale simulations, we also compare
ACC with DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD [45], which are
congestion control schemes enhanced by accurate congestion
detection in TCD. TCD preliminarily proposes to reduce the
rate of congested flows aggressively and adjust victim flows
gently via heuristically modifying the parameters of existing
algorithms.
Network topology. We adopt a fat-tree [5] topology in large-
scale simulations. There are 320 servers in 20 racks, 20 aggre-
gation switches and 16 core switches. Each server has a 100
Gbps link connected to ToR switches. All links between core,
aggregation and ToR switches are 400 Gbps. Each link has
1µs delay. The switch buffer size is set to 32MB according
to real device configurations. PFC is enabled by default and
XOFF is set to 512KB.
Workloads. We generate flows according to Web Search [6]
and Cache Follower [40] workloads. The overall load is 80%.
We also use Hadoop [40] workload (load 50%) adding in-
cast traffic (load 20%). For each incast, 64 randomly selected
senders send 20KB to one receiver. These workloads contain
typical traffic patterns in data centers with most traffic consti-
tuted by few but large flows [6, 11]. Cache Follower and Web
Search workloads contain more heavy flows. Hadoop work-
load is the lightest, around 70% flows smaller than 10KB.
Parameter setting. The core parameters of ACC include the
period T , RI (i.e., RILow and RIHigh) and Pthresh. Since ACC
relies on the difference between sent bytes and acknowledged
bytes in a period T to figure out excessive data, T must be
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(a) DCQCN (b) ACC

Figure 9: Testbed experiment.

the base RTT to ensure that ACKs can arrive during the next
period when there is no congestion. RILow and RIHigh are the
maximum increase amount in each period. As the aggres-
sive source halt state would directly cease transmission, RILow
and RIHigh can be set large to rapidly occupy available band-
width. We recommend setting RILow as 1/250 of the line rate
while RIHigh = 10RILow. For example, RILow is 400Mbps and
RIHigh is 4Gbps when link capacity is 100Gbps. We recom-
mend setting the queue length threshold in TCD as a small
value, i.e., 2MTU. A small but non-zero threshold ensures
that congestion can be sensed at the onset while not too sen-
sitive to transient jitter. By default, we set RIHigh = 4Gbps,
RILow = 400Mbps and Pthresh = 1. The experiments also indi-
cate that our default parameters are proper (Appendix B).

For congestion detection at switches, TCD relies on
max(Ton) to determine the maximum duration of a continuous
ON period to detect the ternary state transitions. According to
the equation in [45], max(Ton) is set to 24µs in our large-scale
simulations. For HPCC, we use the default parameter with
h= 0.95 and maxStage= 5. For DCQCN, we set Kmin = 5KB
and Kmax = 200KB following the parameter setting in [31,49].
For TIMELY, a = 0.875 and b = 0.8, as suggested in [50].

6.2 Testbed
We implement ACC and DCQCN in SoftRoCE referring to
[49]. In our testbed, RTT is around 20µs. Since the period
of generating CNPs in DCQCN is 50µs, we set the period
T in ACC also to 50µs. The congestion detection results of
TCD are equal with ECN in this incast scenario. We configure
SoftRoCE such that ACK is generated for every packet5.

We let each of the four servers start a long flow and record
the aggregated sending rates calculated by the congestion
control algorithm. Note that in ACC, the sender maintains a
sending rate driven by ACK arrival rate and the rate increase
algorithm. As shown in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b), ACC
outperforms DCQCN in terms of fast convergence and stabil-
ity. After the congestion occurs, DCQCN gradually reduces
the sending rate. Due to the heuristic rate regulation, it takes
about 0.5ms (⇠25RTT) to reduce to 10Gbps, and then the
aggregation sending rate is reduced to 1Gbps. Finally, it takes
around 18ms to converge to the fair share. By contrast, ACC
can directly adjust the rate to the proper rate (i.e., 10Gbps)

5We set MTU to 4000B due to the performance issue of SoftRoCE.

(a) Queue length (b) Halt time in ACC

(c) Bottleneck link utilization (d) Fair rate

Figure 10: Convergence, link utilization and fairness.

after one period. The subgraph in each figure shows the ag-
gregate sending rate just after the congestion occurs. The rate
determined by the ACC algorithm is maintained as 10Gbps
under the guidance of the ACK arrival rate. The actual sending
is halted because the flows firstly enter the source halt.

6.3 Microbenchmarks
We first conduct fine-grained simulations to evaluate the basic
performance of ACC (e.g., convergence, link utilization and
fairness). Then we focus on its ability in dealing with typical
issues in lossless Ethernet such as congestion spreading, HoL
blocking and deadlock.
ACC can quickly eliminate congestion, maintain near full
link utilization and attain fair rate allocation: We let ten
source nodes send long-lived traffic to a single destination
node through a switch. All links are 100Gbps. Figure 10(a)
shows the bottleneck queue length evolution. ACC quickly
suppresses the deep queue. Thus congestion is eliminated
rapidly. This benefits from the source halt state based on pre-
cise excessive packet information in ACC. As depicted in
Figure 10(b), the actual halt time of each flow after enter-
ing the source halt state is close to the ideal halt time (i.e.,
the maximum bottleneck queue length divided by link band-
width), but DCQCN and TIMELY fail to rapidly eliminate
the congestion and maintain a low-standing queue.

As for link utilization, both DCQCN and TIMELY incur un-
stable utilization and underutilize the link due to step-by-step
rate adjustment rules. Since HPCC trades high throughput for
low latency, it maintains a 95% link utilization. Overall, ACC
can achieve steady and near-full link utilization.

As illustrated in Figure 10(d), each flow attains the expected
average fair rate (i.e., 10Gbps) with ACC. DCQCN, TIMELY,
and HPCC also achieves reasonable fairness. The aggregate
flow rate attained in DCQCN, TIMELY, and HPCC are lower
than expected. The reasons are that HPCC reserves 5% link
bandwidth headroom and the heuristic rate adjustment in
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(a) DCQCN (b) TIMELY

(c) HPCC (d) ACC
Figure 11: Buffer occupancy at the congested port P4/SW4
and the number of received PAUSEs.

DCQCN and TIMELY.
ACC can effectively suppress congestion spreading and al-
leviate HoL blocking under challenging bursty traffic: We
adopt the topology in Figure 1 to further evaluate the ability
to deal with congestion spreading and HoL blocking under
bursty traffic in simulation (N=15). Note that uncongested
flow F0 shares links with congested flow F1 in SW1⇠SW3.
Figure 11 depicts the individual buffer occupancy of F1 and
burst at the congested port P4, as well as the number of re-
ceived PAUSEs in switches and hosts. DCQCN and TIMELY
both receive PAUSEs at switches and hosts, indicating that
congestion spreading is severe and the congestion tree grows
many branches. The backlogged packets of F1 can not be
drained rapidly due to sluggish rate decrease in DCQCN and
TIMELY. HoL blocking (i.e., F0 is blocked) also occurs be-
cause PAUSEs are received at SW1⇠SW3 where uncongested
flow F0 sharing ports with F1.

With ACC and also HPCC, congestion spreading is sup-
pressed rapidly with many fewer PAUSEs received at both
switches and hosts. ACC and HPCC receive no PAUSEs in
SW1⇠SW3, indicating that there is no HoL blocking and F0
avoids becoming a victim. Only a few PAUSEs are received
due to uncontrollable bursts from H1⇠H15. Besides, HPCC
drastically drains the queue at first, then suffers a standing
queue for a long period, i.e., from 2ms to 2.7ms, as illus-
trated in Figure 11(c). This is because the total sending rate
has matched the bottleneck bandwidth while there are still
backlogged packets. As shown in Figure 11(d), ACC drains
backlogged packets at the congested port at the maximum
rate, with 2ms to empty the long-standing queue. This is be-
cause ACC senders timely enter the source halt state and refer
to the precise information of excessive packets.
ACC is resilient against deadlock: To validate the signifi-
cance of congestion control in preventing deadlock in lossless
Ethernet, we adopt a typical topology as illustrated in Fig-

L1 L2

T1 T2 T3 T4

… …

400Gbps

100Gbps

Figure 12: Topology

Scheme Fraction
DCQCN 6%
TIMELY 74%

HPCC 0%
ACC 0%

Table 2: Fraction of deadlock

ure 12, which is a common unit in Clos topology. To emulate
the typical scenarios where deadlock is prone to appear, we
artificially let link L0-T3 and link L1-T0 fail to form a CBD.
There are eight servers under each ToR switch. We simulate
ACC, DCQCN, TIMELY, and HPCC with Web Search work-
load [6]. The load is 60%. We run simulations 50 times with
different traffic traces, and every simulation lasts for 100ms.
Table 2 shows the fraction of deadlock runs. We identify a
deadlock by finding whether there are flows with infinite com-
pletion times. Among 50 simulations, there is no deadlock in
ACC and HPCC. However, DCQCN and TIMELY encounter
deadlocks 3 and 37 times, respectively. With fast convergence,
ACC is resilient against deadlock.

6.4 Large-Scale Simulations
We conduct large-scale simulations to evaluate the over-
all FCT performance of ACC. For each workload, we clas-
sify flows into small (<100KB), medium ( �100KB and
< 10MB), and large (>10MB) flows. Note that in Hadoop
workload, the size of large flows is larger than 1MB.
ACC achieves low latency for small and medium flows:
Figure 13(a) exhibits the average FCT and 99th percentile
FCT under Web Search workload. On the whole, DCQCN
and TIMELY have undesirable performance. For DCQCN,
the average FCT for small flows is 3.3⇥ of ACC, and the 99th
percentile FCT is 11.5⇥ of ACC. This is because ACC can
quickly converge to the appropriate rate through the ACK
arrival rate. Besides, the FCT performance of ACC is better
than HPCC. For small flows, ACC reduces the average FCT
by 29% compared to HPCC, and the 99th percentile FCT
drops by 40%. The performance gain on small flows comes
from the source halt that directly stops the transmission of the
congested flow so that the queues can be rapidly drained.

Under Cache Follower workload, ACC achieves better FCT
performance than HPCC, with lower FCT even for small and
medium flows. For medium flows, ACC reduces the 99th
percentile FCT by 41% compared with HPCC. For DCQCN,
the average FCT and 99th percentile FCT are 2.4⇥ and 1.7⇥
larger than ACC, respectively.

Under Hadoop workload, the FCT performance of ACC is
close to HPCC. As shown in Figure 13(c), ACC achieves com-
parable FCT performance with HPCC for small and medium
flows. The flow sizes in Hadoop workload are smaller, with
55% of flows being less than 1KB. Such flow size distribution
induces less persistent congestion than the other two work-
loads. As a result, the queuing delay dominates the FCT for
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(a) Web Search 80% load (b) Cache Follower 80% load (c) Hadoop (50% load)+incast (20% load)

Figure 13: Average and tail (99th percentile) FCT performance under various workloads.

(a) Web Search 80% load (b) Cache Follower 80% load

Figure 14: FCT slowdown performance

(a) Web Search 80% load (b) Cache Follower 80% load

Figure 15: Number of PFC PAUSEs

small flows. As HPCC sacrifices link utilization leading to
queue underflow, thus benefiting FCT performance for small
and medium flows.
ACC does not sacrifice throughput of large flows: Fig-
ure 14(a) and Figure 14(b) depict the detailed FCT slowdown
under Cache Follower and Web Search workload. For numer-
ous small and medium flows, ACC achieves comparable or
even better 99th percentile FCT slowdown than HPCC under
both workloads while always attaining better performance
than HPCC for relatively large flows. For example, for flows
larger than 30MB/10MB, the 99th percentile FCT slowdown
with ACC is 26% and 27% lower than HPCC, respectively. In
Figure 13(b), ACC also outperforms HPCC by 30% for the
99th percentile FCT of large flows. ACC does not sacrifice
the throughput of large flows because it precisely drains out
excessive packets and does not underflow the queues to waste
link bandwidth.
ACC outperforms DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD
enhanced with heuristic rules: Figure 13 also demon-
strates that with accurate congestion detection and heuris-
tic rules on adjusting the rate of congested/victim flows,
both DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD improve the aver-
age and tail FCT performance compared with DCQCN and
TIMELY. However, since DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD
still heuristically decrease the rate of congested flows follow-
ing the original paradigm, they can not drain congested queues

(a) FCT slowdown (b) PFC PUASEs

Figure 16: Impact of source halt

rapidly and allocate the proper rate precisely under various
workloads. Thus, DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD may
suffer from slow convergence and long-standing queues. For
instance, under Cache Follower workload, ACC improves tail
FCT performance of small flows by 3.9⇥ and 5.1⇥ compared
with DCQCN+TCD and TIMELY+TCD, respectively.
ACC greatly reduces PFC PAUSE generation: The number
of received PAUSEs in different layers under Web Search
and Cache Follower workload is drawn in Figure 15. The
results show that ACC almost has no trigger of PFC messages
because of fast convergence and the ability to maintain low-
standing queues. Thus there is little HoL blocking. In Web
Search workload, for DCQCN and TIMELY, most PAUSEs
are received in the aggregation layer because the challenging
incast pattern happens in the ToR layer. In Cache Follower
workload, most PAUSEs are received at the aggregation layer
and servers, indicating that congestion spreading is severe
hence many innocent senders are affected.
Source halt benefits low latency for small flows and re-
duces the risk of PFC PAUSEs: Aiming at understanding
the significance of source halt, we take a closer look at the
comparison between ACC and ACC w/o halt. ACC w/o halt
removes the source halt state and directly decreases the send-
ing rate of congested flows according to the ACK arrival rate.
Figure 16(a) manifests that ACC w/o halt can achieve sim-
ilar performance for medium and large flows, while small
flows suffer from larger FCT. Small flows experience undesir-
able queueing delays as congested queues can not be rapidly
drained out. ACC w/o halt can still fulfill fast convergence ow-
ing to the guidance of ACK arrival rate. Besides, as illustrated
in Figure 16(b), since there are more long-standing queues,
the risk of triggering PFC PAUSEs increases. ACC signifi-
cantly reduces the PFC PAUSEs at each layer compared with
ACC w/o halt. The congestion spreading is also restricted
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effectively, with many fewer PAUSEs received at the servers,
ToR, and the core layer.

7 Related Work
Lossless Ethernet vs. Lossy Ethernet. There has been
an ongoing discussion about lossless and lossy Ethernet in
RDMA-based datacenter. Lossless Ethernet can benefit appli-
cation performance but comes with side effects of deploying
PFC (i.e., HoL blocking, congestion spreading, deadlock, etc).
However, ACC reveals that besides its side effects, PFC also
gives a unique packet conservation property which can facili-
tate precise congestion control and in turn mitigate the side
effects of PFC. In contrast, although lossy Ethernet can essen-
tially avoid the side effects of PFC, it may suffer from latency
degradation due to packet losses and imposes higher imple-
mentation requirements on RDMA NICs (e.g., more complex
loss recovery and reorder logic). Thus, existing efforts can
be mainly classified into two lines: (i) Developing conges-
tion control (or flow control) to minimize the side effects
of PFC: For example, CC schemes including DCQCN [49],
PCN [13], TCD/TCD-MQ [45, 46], ACC, etc, and new link-
layer flow control like deadlock-free GFC [38]. (ii) Develop-
ing advanced loss recovery to improve RDMA performance:
For example, IRN [34] first introduces selective retransmis-
sion into RDMA NICs. TLT [30] proposes to reduce timeouts
by protecting important packets. SLR [32] utilizes switches
to send loss notifications to request fast retransmissions and
is compatible with default Go-back-N retransmission.
Congestion control in lossless interconnects. Besides loss-
less Ethernet, there are other lossless interconnects, e.g., In-
finiBand [9] and Fibre Channel [8]. For example, InfiniBand
deploys credit-based flow control to guarantee no packet loss,
which also suffers from HoL blocking, congestion spreading,
and deadlock problems [9, 22, 41]. Despite the fact that ACC
is designed for lossless Ethernet employing PFC, we think
our key insights (e.g., utilizing the ACK-driven paradigm to
infer excessive packets and throttled rate) are also suitable for
congestion control in other lossless interconnects with packet
conservation property.
Receiver-driven and other advanced congestion controls.
Recently several receiver-driven congestion controls have
been proposed, such as ExpressPass [14], pHost [18], NDP
[23], and Homa [35]. The core of receiver-driven congestion
control is “request and allocation” style transport [24]. These
receiver-driven schemes are first proposed in lossy Ethernet,
where new flows blindly transmit unscheduled packets in the
first RTT. Hence congestion may also occur with the risk of
packet loss. Besides, NDP and ExpressPass utilize CP [12] or
explicitly drop credits to enforce a bounded queue. PCN [13]
is a receiver-driven congestion control scheme designed in
lossless Ethernet while only utilizing the receiving rate at
the receiver to guide rate decrease, thus accumulated queues
may still be eliminated slowly and HoL blocking can not
be suppressed rapidly. There are also other advanced con-

gestion controls designed for datacenters. For instance, Pow-
erTCP [4] proposes to fulfill fine-grained congestion control
by adapting to Power (i.e., bandwidth-window product) based
on INT. Bolt [7] leverages sub-RTT signals provided by pro-
grammable switches to enable reacting to congestion faster
than the RTT control loop, which realizes low queueing and
benefits minimal packet loss under bursty workloads. Besides,
Fasspass [37] first proposes to delegate all control (i.e., when
each packet should be transmitted and what path it should
follow) to a centralized arbiter.

ACC stands out as it fully builds on the simple yet powerful
packet conservation law in lossless Ethernet while achieving
low latency and high throughput simultaneously.
Source halt. On-Ramp [31] proposes to pause the source
actively to deal with transient and equilibrium tension in tra-
ditional lossy Ethernet. The source PAUSE technique in On-
Ramp is similar to the source halt state in ACC. However,
On-Ramp relies on clock synchronization [20] to obtain ac-
curate one-way delay measurement and roughly estimates
the pause time without knowing network pipe capacity. The
source halt state in ACC precisely drains out accumulated
packets of congested flows while only relying on the ACK
time series. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing
congestion control schemes in lossless Ethernet proposes to
accurately and rapidly drain out backlogged packets.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we revisit congestion control for lossless Ether-
net from the perspective of unlocking its intrinsic properties,
e.g., packet conservation. We propose a new congestion con-
trol called ACC, which essentially treats the ACKs as accurate
"tokens" of the network pipe to guide the traffic injection rate
and timing, i.e., waiting for backlogged packets to drain out
and then sending with the rate corresponding to network pipe
capacity. Extensive experiments show that ACC alleviates
thorny issues in lossless Ethernet, such as congestion spread-
ing, HoL blocking, and deadlock. Besides, ACC achieves low
latency and high throughput simultaneously under various
workloads and even outperforms state-of-the-art congestion
control schemes. We believe that the philosophy of exploiting
intrinsic properties opens new avenues for rethinking con-
gestion control and other traffic management mechanisms in
lossless Ethernet.
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Parameter Definition

C Bottleneck link bandwidth
N The number of flows
T Control period
k The kth period
RI Rate increment
Si(k) Sending rate of flow i at kth period
Ri(k) Actual sending rate of flow i considering

the source halt state at kth period
Q(k) Bottleneck queue length at kth period
ji(k) Allocated bandwidth fraction of flow i at

kth period, ji(k) =
Si(k)

ÂSi(k)

Table 3: Parameter list

APPEDNDIX

A. Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we analyze the convergence and fairness of
ACC in theory. The key parameters are listed in Table 3. We
assume that the receiver will generate ACK for each received
packet and the delay of generating ACK is negligible.

Convergence: Without loss of generality, assuming that the
switch queue corresponding to the bottleneck link is initially
empty, the sending rate of N flows is arbitrary. There are
following two cases:

(1) ÂSi(0)>C: If the aggregate sending rate of the initial
N flows exceeds the bottleneck link bandwidth, congestion
occurs and queues start to accumulate. All congested flows
will enter the source halt state:

8
<

:

Q(1) = (ÂSi(0)�C)T
Ri(1) = 0
Si(1) = ji(0)C

(2)

As shown in Figure 17(a), after each flow enters the source
halt state, the actual sending rate Ri(1) = 0. Flow i stops
transmission to wait for the queue to be emptied. During this
period, the sending rate Si(1) derived from ACK arrival rate
is ji(0)C, and is recorded for following transmission. The
congested queue drains at the rate C, and needs dÂSi(0)�C

C e
periods to approach 0:

8
<

:

Q(k) = (ÂSi(0)�C)T � (k�1)CT
Ri(k) = ji(0)C
Si(k) = ji(0)C

(3)

Thus, we derive ÂSi(k) = Âji(0)C = Â Si(0)
ÂSi(0)

C = C, in-
dicating that the aggregate sending rate ÂSi(k) converges
to C within one period. After leaving the source halt state,
Ri(k) = Si(k) and flow i starts normal transmission.

(2) ÂSi(0)C: If the initial aggregate sending rate of N
flows is less than or equal to the bottleneck link bandwidth,

Queue
length
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Figure 17: Convergence of ACC

all flows will try to increase the sending rate. Eventually, the
aggregate sending rate of N flows will exceed the bottleneck
bandwidth after k0 periods, then the evolution behavior of
the congested queue and aggregate sending rate of N flows is
consistent with those in the previous case. Figure 17(b) shows
the evolution of bottleneck queue length, Ri and Si.

To sum up, when the aggregate sending rate is larger than
the bottleneck link bandwidth, ACC can converge to the bot-
tleneck link bandwidth within one control period T and elimi-
nate queue accumulation at the fastest speed of the bottleneck
link bandwidth.

Fairness: Assuming that the above convergence process
ends at the beginning of the k1 period, when the switch queue
has been emptied, and the sending rate of the flow i starts to
increase from ji(k0)C. Let r = RI

C , we have
8
<

:

Q(k1) = 0
Si(k1) = (1� r)ji(k0)C+ rC
Ri(k1) = Si(k1)

(4)

We have

ji(k1) =
Si(k1)

ÂSi(k1)
=

(1� r)ji(k0)+ r
1� r+ rN

(5)
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Since N > 1, it is obvious that ÂSi(k1) = (1+ rN� r)C >C.
The link is congested, and the flow i will slow down in the
next period and enter the source halt state:

8
<

:

Q(k1 +1) = (rN� r)CT
Si(k1 +1) = ji(k1)C
Ri(k1 +1) = 0

(6)

The switch queue will be drained at a rate of C, during which
the sending rate Si is kept unchanged, we have

8
<

:

Q(k1 +m) = (rN� r�m+1)CT
Si(k1 +m) = ji(k1)C
Ri(k1 +m) = 0

(7)

Let M = drN� r+1e. Finally, at the beginning of the k1 +
M period, the queue length is 0, and the flow i will start to
increase the sending rate again. We have

8
<

:

Q(k1 +M) = 0
Si(k1 +M) = (1� r)ji(k1)C+ rC
Ri(k1 +M) = Si(k1 +M)

(8)

We have

ji(k1 +M) =
Si(k1 +M)

ÂSi(k1 +M)
=

(1� r)ji(k1)+ r
1� r+ rN

(9)

Comparing Equation (5) and Equation (9), it can be seen
that ACC will repeat the process of rate increase for one
period and rate decrease for M�1 periods. At the same time,
according to Equation (5) and Equation (9), we can calculate
ji(k1 + kM) as follows:

ji(k1 + kM) =
(1� r)ji(k1 +(k�1)M)+ r

1� r+ rN

=
1� r

1� r+ rN
ji(k1 +(k�1)M)+

r
1� r+ rN

· · ·

= (
1� r

1� r+ rN
)

k+1
ji(k0)+

k

Â
j=0

(
1� r

1� r+ rN
)

j
(

r
1� r+ rN

)

(10)

When k! •, as 1�r
1�r+rN < 1, so ( 1�r

1�r+rN )
k+1 approaches

zero. We have:

ji(k1 + kM)!
r

1�r+rN

1� ( 1�r
1�r+rN )

=
1
N

(11)

Equation (11) indicates that ACC can achieve fair rate alloca-
tion.

(a) Average slowdown

(b) The 99th percentile slowdown

Figure 18: Parameter sensitivity of RI, 80% load (WebSearch)

B. Supplementary of Evaluations

To better understand the parameter sensitivity and link utiliza-
tion performance of ACC, we supplement experiment results
in this section. In §B.1, we present the parameter sensitivity
of RI and Pthresh. After that, we present the simulation results
under typical bursty traffic (§B.2).

B.1 Parameter Sensitivity of RI and Pthresh

Parameter RI: In ACC, the key parameter in the rate increase
process is RI. A larger RI indicates a more aggressive rate
increase. To explore the performance sensitivity of ACC on
RI, we use the same Web Search workload and topology as
in Figure 14(a) but vary RI between 1G and 8G. Figure 18
shows the average FCT slowdown of small, medium, and large
flows. On the whole, a larger RI yields higher throughput
for large flows but may introduce larger FCT for small and
medium flows. Due to the source halt state and ACK arrival
rate guidance in ACC, the sending rate can quickly drop
once the aggressive rate increase induces congestion. As a
result, the average FCT slowdown of small and medium flows
is not sensitive to RI. The overall results indicate that our
recommended value of RI is reasonable.
Parameter Pthresh: In ACC, Pthresh controls the rate regulation
of victim flows. Victim flows will keep its rate until Pthresh
consecutive periods. A smaller Pthresh will enforce the victim
flow to throttle its rate earlier to help mitigate the congestion
spreading. To explore the performance sensitivity of ACC on
Pthresh especially when HoL blocking happen frequently, we
run a challenging workload consisting of foreground traffic
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(a) Average slowdown (b) The 99th percentile slowdown (c) The number of PFC PAUSEs

Figure 19: Parameter sensitivity of Pthresh, 80% load (WebSearch + incast)

(a) N = 10

(b) N = 20

Figure 20: Utilization of link <SW3-SW4>. Bursts start at
time 5ms. Topology is Figure 1(a)..

and background traffic: 60% Web Search workload as the
foreground traffic with 20% load of 64-1 incast workload as
the background traffic. For each incast, 64 randomly selected
senders send 50KB to one receiver. We vary Pthresh from 0
to 3. Note that Pthresh = 0 represents that victim flows will
always reduce half of the sending rate per T .

Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b) show the average and 99th
percentile FCT slowdown of the foreground WebSearch work-
load. As Pthresh increases, medium flows and large flows have
better FCT slowdown performance. For example, for large
flows, the 99th percentile FCT slowdown with Pthresh = 0 is
1.22⇥ of when Pthresh = 1. For medium and large victim flows,
by keeping the sending rate until Pthresh periods, they lose less
throughput with a larger Pthresh. While the FCT slowdown per-
formance of small flows with size less than 10KB are mainly

determined by queueing delay. As a result, the average and
tail FCT slowdown of small flows are not sensitive to Pthresh.

However, as shown in Figure 19(c), a larger Pthresh may
trigger more PFC PAUSEs at each layer, indicating heavier
HoL blocking and more risks of PFC. This is because with a
large Pthresh, victim flows react very late to congestion spread-
ing, at which HoL blocking already occurs for a long time
and propagations to multiple switches. Indeed, throttling the
rate of victim flows early can aggressively reduce the injected
traffic around the blocked switch ports, thus speeding up the
alleviation of HoL blocking. On the whole, the results indi-
cate that our recommended value of Pthresh (i.e., 1) is proper,
which can balance the FCT performance and alleviation of
HoL blocking.

B.2 Link Utilization
We adopt the same topology and traffic pattern as in Fig-
ure 1(a) to evaluate the link utilization performance especially
under bursty traffic. Note that uncongested flow F0 shares
links with congested flow F1 in SW1⇠SW3. At time 5ms,
concurrent bursts with size of 64KB start. Then the congested
flow F1 should be throttled while uncongested flow F0 should
be unaffected and occupy available bandwidth. We use N = 10
and N = 20 to introduce different degree of burstiness.

As illustrated in Figure 20(a), after time 5ms, both DCQCN
and TIMELY incur low link utilization lasting for around
1.5ms and 6ms, respectively. Figure 20(b) shows that when
N = 20, DCQCN and TIMELY get worse burst tolerance
performance, with around 7ms and 12ms to recover to full
link utilization. Due to step-by-step rate adjustment rules of
DCQCN and TIMELY, they can not eliminate congestion
at SW4 quickly and congestion spreads to upstream SW3,
thus link <SW3-SW4> is blocked. The low link utilization
is also attributed to the uncongested flow F0 being throttled
mistakenly due to misleading queue-based (or delay-based)
congestion signals. ACC incurs not full link utilization lasting
for about 1.5ms (N = 10) and 2ms (N = 20), which is the
time required for uncongested flow F0 to increase the sending
rate. HPCC can ramp up quickly after bursts start but only
maintains a 95% link utilization in steady state.
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Abstract
Achieving resource efficiency while preserving end-user

experience is non-trivial for cloud application operators.
As cloud applications progressively adopt microservices, re-
source managers are faced with two distinct levels of system
behavior: end-to-end application latency and per-service re-
source usage. Translating between the two levels, however,
is challenging because user requests traverse heterogeneous
services that collectively (but unevenly) contribute to the end-
to-end latency. We present Autothrottle, a bi-level resource
management framework for microservices with latency SLOs
(service-level objectives). It architecturally decouples applica-
tion SLO feedback from service resource control, and bridges
them through the notion of performance targets. Specifically,
an application-wide learning-based controller is employed
to periodically set performance targets—expressed as CPU
throttle ratios—for per-service heuristic controllers to attain.
We evaluate Autothrottle on three microservice applications,
with workload traces from production scenarios. Results show
superior CPU savings, up to 26.21% over the best-performing
baseline and up to 93.84% over all baselines.

1 Introduction

To ensure a seamless end-user experience, many user-facing
latency-sensitive applications impose an SLO (service-level
objective) on the end-to-end latency. Traditionally, cloud ap-
plication operators resort to resource over-provisioning to
avoid SLO violations, yet doing so unnecessarily wastes re-
sources [21, 32]. Previous efforts have demonstrated signif-
icant savings if the excess resources could be harvested or
reclaimed for co-located applications in a multi-tenant envi-
ronment [13, 29, 30, 39, 57, 62].

A key enabler for such resource saving is SLO-targeted re-
source management. Its goal is to continuously minimize the
total resources allocated, while still satisfying the end-to-end
latency SLO. Unfortunately, modern cloud applications can be
beyond current resource managers, due to the progressive shift
from monolithic to distributed architecture [11, 25, 31, 40, 64].
They are a topology of cloud-native services or microser-
vices1, and user requests traverse a chain of execution de-
pendencies among services of logic, databases, and machine
learning (ML) model serving. Notably, this creates distinct
levels of system behavior—the macro perspective reveals the

1In this paper, we use “services” and “microservices” interchangeably.
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Figure 1: Individual microservices (bottom two panels) can
exhibit vastly different resource usage patterns and short-term
fluctuations. In addition, they do not necessarily have a strong
correlation with the end-to-end application-level measure-
ments (top two panels).

end-to-end performance (e.g., user request latencies) and SLO,
and the micro perspective is scoped to local measurements
(e.g., service CPU usage) and resource control.

The distributed nature of microservices brings unique impli-
cations to resource management. First, heterogeneous services
can exhibit vastly different resource usage patterns, due to
how various user requests stress each service. The bottom two
panels in Figure 1 contrast the CPU usage of two services in
an application, Social-Network [22]. Second, application per-
formance and per-service resource usage are measurements at
different levels, without necessarily exhibiting a strong corre-
lation (top two vs. bottom two panels in Figure 1). Translating
between them requires knowing each user request’s actual re-
source requirements and its service-to-service execution flow.
Moreover, this execution chain incurs undesirable delays in
observing effects of allocation changes on the end-to-end
performance, further complicating resource management.

At first glance, it appears that resource managers could
implicitly address the distributed nature by either consider-
ing application-wide dependencies [17, 28, 43, 44, 63] or em-
ploying heuristics with operator-defined rules on individual
services [5]. The former centralizes resource control with a
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global view of the service topology, while the latter delegates
control to each service that acts on locally observed resource
usage. Nevertheless, maintaining a global view is susceptible
to topology changes and evolution [50,64], and relying solely
on local speculations may not achieve global optimality.

Instead, we embrace the distinct levels of distributed sys-
tem behavior, and architecturally decouple mechanisms of
application-level SLO feedback and service-level resource
control. We design Autothrottle, a bi-level learning-assisted
resource management framework for SLO-targeted microser-
vices. The goal is to better use the visibility into application
performance and SLO, to assist services in autonomously ad-
justing their own resource allocations. Autothrottle conveys
this bridging “assistance” through performance targets, which
translate the desired application performance to local proxy
metrics measurable by services. Doing so hides low-level
resource control details from the SLO feedback mechanism.
In this paper, we use CPUs to discuss the framework design—
not only is the CPU harder to manage due to its higher usage
fluctuation over time [13, 22, 40], but it also has an immense
impact on microservice response time [38, 57, 63].

At each microservice, Autothrottle locally runs a light-
weight resource controller called Captain. Captain swiftly
adjusts CPU allocations through OS APIs (e.g., CPU quota in
Linux’s cgroups), to ensure its governed microservice reaches
the given performance target. Autothrottle represents this tar-
get using an unconventional metric—CPU throttles, namely
the number of times a service exhausts its CPU quota in a time
period. Not only are CPU throttles sufficiently cheap to sam-
ple at high frequency to enable Captains’ timely adjustments,
but we also observe that they have higher correlation with
latencies than other proxy metrics such as CPU utilization
(§5.3). These characteristics make CPU throttles an indicative
target to track locally, for maintaining an end-to-end SLO.
At the application level, Autothrottle employs a centralized
SLO feedback controller called Tower. It observes the ap-
plication workload measured by RPS (requests per second)
and learns to determine the most cost-effective performance
targets that maintain the SLO, using a lightweight online al-
gorithm known as contextual bandits [14].

This paper makes the following key contributions:

• We examine unique implications that SLO-targeted mi-
croservices introduce to resource management (§2). Since
there is no strong correlation between the end-to-end appli-
cation performance and per-service resource usage, directly
computing the optimal resource allocations is non-trivial.

• Autothrottle is a bi-level learning-assisted framework (§3),
to embrace distinct levels of distributed system behavior. It
separately designs mechanisms of application-level SLO
feedback and service-level resource control, and introduces
CPU-throttle-based performance targets to bridge them.

• Comprehensive experiments (§5) demonstrate Autothrot-
tle’s superior CPU savings over state-of-the-art heuristics

and ML-based baselines, in three SLO-targeted applica-
tions: Train-Ticket [52], Social-Network [63], and Hotel-
Reservation [22]. Compared with the best-performing base-
line in each application, Autothrottle maintains the SLO for
the 99th percentile latency while saving up to 26.21% CPU
cores for Train-Ticket, up to 25.93% for Social-Network,
and up to 7.34% for Hotel-Reservation, across four real-
world workload patterns. Finally, running Social-Network
over a 21-day period with production workloads from a
global cloud provider, Autothrottle saves up to 35.2 CPU
cores while reducing hourly SLO violations by 13.2×.

2 Background and Motivation

Our goal of SLO-targeted resource management is to mini-
mize the total CPU allocations to microservice-based appli-
cations, while avoiding SLO violations on the user request
latency. Following real-world findings [19], our SLO is an
upper limit on tail latencies, specifically the 99th percentile
(P99) request latencies unless otherwise noted.

2.1 Implications of microservices

Unlike monolithic applications, the distributed nature of mi-
croservices implies that multiple services collectively con-
tribute to the end-to-end latency. This section presents obser-
vations, to motivate its implications on computing per-service
resource allocations from the end-to-end latency SLO.

2.1.1 Service execution dependencies

As user requests traverse services, their end-to-end latency is
a function of per-service performance (and hence resource
usage). Being functionally different, services can consume re-
sources differently. Moreover, service execution dependencies
can introduce complex correlations to this function—not only
are there various patterns such as parallelism, but services can
also exhibit unexpected increases in resource demand.

An illustrative example is backpressure [22]—as an under-
provisioned service undergoes performance degradation dur-
ing request processing, the resource manager can misinter-
pret its idling parent’s longer response time as the culprit.
Simply identifying all parent-child relations does not fully
solve the problem, as backpressure can vary subtly depend-
ing on service implementations. In one case we encountered,
the CPU usage of a waiting parent unexpectedly increased
with the number of requests, which was counterintuitive as
waiting for child services should result in idle CPUs. Fur-
ther investigations revealed that the parent service spawned
a separate thread for each outstanding request (i.e., Thrift’s
TThreadedServer RPC model), leading to excessive thread
maintenance and spurious context switching. An alternative
implementation with non-blocking or asynchronous I/O (e.g.,
Thrift’s TNonBlockingServer) eliminated the problem.
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To grapple with the complexities arising from service de-
pendencies, prior work considers how the end-to-end perfor-
mance directly correlates with application-wide execution
dependencies. However, maintaining an accurate and up-to-
date global view of these dependencies is both challenging
and costly. First, the interdependencies among services are
constantly evolving during development, often with multiple
versions of the same service coexisting [50], requiring fre-
quent updates to the global view. Second, although ML-based
resource management strategies [43, 63] have the potential to
comprehend complex and large-scale service dependencies,
they may entail substantial training and retraining expenses.
Third, fine-grained distributed tracing (beyond the basic mon-
itoring through sampling-based tracing) may be necessary for
resource managers to observe and analyze service dependen-
cies [23, 44], resulting in additional system overheads from
increased instrumentation and telemetry collection.

Observation #1: Maintaining an up-to-date global view
of service dependencies can be impractical.

2.1.2 Delayed end-to-end performance feedback

The chain of service execution dependencies brings about the
delayed effect, i.e., a time delay for the impact of any changes
in resource allocations or workloads to be fully observed in
the end-to-end performance. This prevents resource managers
from immediately responding to misallocations. The delayed
effect is often amplified. One source is service queues—under-
provisioning of resources will cause requests to accumulate
in queues, and thus SLO violations are not detected until all
queued requests are eventually processed or timed out. Even
if resources are scaled at this point, it takes time to flush
queues [22,63]. Another amplification is that SLO is typically
defined on aggregated performance data (e.g., percentiles),
which require a sufficient number of requests to be profiled.

In light of the delayed effect, prior work [63] proposes to
proactively predict the long-term impact of resource changes
on the end-to-end performance. Such performance predictions
are theoretically possible but they usually involve expensive
data collection and model training. On the other hand, prema-
turely deploying ML models can result in a high percentage of
mispredictions. For instance, our efforts to fully train Sinan’s
neural networks [63] for a 28-microservice application took
14+ hours, plus ∼6 hours to collect 20,000 training data points.
Despite reproducing the published prediction accuracy, we
observed that mispredictions can trick resource managers to
overallocate at least 40.75% more CPU cores (§5).

Observation #2: Predicting end-to-end application per-
formance under the delayed effect can be unreliable.

2.2 A practical approach
In light of the observations in §2.1, a more promising ap-
proach for SLO-targeted resource managers is to embrace the

distributed nature of microservices by taking into account of
the distinct levels of system behavior—the macro perspective
reveals the end-to-end performance (e.g., user request laten-
cies) and SLO, whereas the micro perspective is scoped to
local measurements (e.g., service CPU usage) and control.

Naturally, these two levels can map to: (1) application-level
SLO feedback, which compares the end-to-end performance
and SLOs, and (2) service-level resource control, which com-
putes resource allocations based on local measurements. In
fact, if we architecturally decouple these mechanisms, it be-
comes feasible to position them close to their required inputs.
Doing so brings the benefit of fast reaction, which opens up
opportunities for resource managers to relax the requirement
of computing the optimal resource allocations. Rather than
striving to accurately model service dependencies (§2.1.1)
or predict long-term application-wide behavior (§2.1.2), we
can now employ lightweight service-level controllers that
autonomously and swiftly adjust resource allocations, as-
sisted by periodic guidance computed at the application level
through a lightweight online learning approach.

In summary, SLO-targeted resource managers for microser-
vices should incorporate the following design principles.

1. Decouple mechanisms of application-level SLO feedback
and service-level resource control.

2. Rapidly drive per-service resource control with local per-
formance targets and near-term prospects.

3. Achieve practicality through lightweight solutions.

3 The Autothrottle Framework

Following the design principles laid out in §2.2, we present
Autothrottle, a practical and readily deployable resource man-
agement framework for SLO-targeted microservices.

3.1 Overview
Autothrottle is a bi-level learning-assisted framework, consist-
ing of an application-wide global controller and per-service
local controllers. The application-level controller is based on
online learning, periodically assisting local resource control
with its visibility into application workloads, end-to-end la-
tencies, and SLO violations. The service-level controllers, on
the other hand, are heuristic-based, continuously performing
fast and fine-grained CPU scaling using local metrics as well
as the assistance from the global controller.

The “assistance” bridging the two levels is based on the
notion of performance target, a target performance level set
by the application-wide controller for per-service controllers
to attain. Autothrottle implements the performance target
with CPU throttle ratio—the fraction of time a microservice
is stopped by the underlying CPU scheduler. This design is
motivated by the strong correlation between CPU throttles
and service latencies revealed by our correlation test (§5.3).
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Maintaining a CPU throttle ratio locally also allows tolerating
a certain range of workload fluctuations (§5.3). When per-
service controllers fail to rein in end-to-end latencies (e.g.,
the workload exceeds the tolerable range), the application-
wide controller issues lower throttle targets to guide local
controllers to allocate more CPUs. Conversely, higher throttle
targets are assigned in the event of CPU over-provisioning.

Acting as a broker, the performance target allows Autothrot-
tle to decouple the mechanisms of application-level SLO
feedback and service-level resource control. Consequently,
we are able to simplify the learning process of the application-
level controller by concealing low-level resource details and
avoiding the overhead of aggregating them, while enabling
per-service controllers to focus on a self-contained in-situ
task—reaching a given performance target using locally avail-
able information. Our bi-level design sets us apart from ap-
proaches that directly infer resource demands with proxy
metrics (e.g., [5]) or machine learning (e.g., [63]).

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of Autothrottle. We re-
fer to the per-service controllers as Captains (§3.2), and the
application-wide controller as the Tower (§3.3).2

Autothrottle Captains. At the local level, each microservice
runs a Captain instance, which periodically receives perfor-
mance targets—CPU throttle ratios—from the Tower and
strives to realize these targets using heuristic control. The
heuristic control algorithm collects statistics on CPU usage
and throttles, and employs two feedback control loops to scale
CPUs up and down, respectively. This lightweight design en-
sures swift and fine-grained CPU autoscaling of the Captain
even amid rapidly fluctuating workloads.

Autothrottle Tower. At the global level, the Tower leverages
contextual bandits [14], a lightweight class of online rein-
forcement learning (RL), to dynamically determine suitable
performance targets that maintain the SLO. It monitors ap-
plication workload (e.g., RPS) and observes CPU allocations
and end-to-end latencies (along with associated SLO viola-
tions) as feedback for its output targets. This online learning
approach is directly applicable to any microservices, elimi-
nating the need for extensive offline profiling or training.

Overall, Autothrottle takes a pragmatic stance and provides
a resource management framework that is readily deployable
across diverse latency-sensitive microservice applications.
Next, we elaborate on Autothrottle from the bottom up, start-
ing off with Captains (§3.2), followed by the Tower (§3.3).

3.2 Per-service controllers—Captains
Each Captain periodically (e.g., every minute) receives a tar-
get CPU throttle ratio from the Tower. Given a throttle target,
Captain focuses on a self-contained, in-situ task—scaling up
and down the CPUs made available to its governed service

2The air traffic control “tower” (application-wide controller) assigns
“routes” (performance targets) to flights, while each “captain” (per-service
controller) follows the assigned route by actually steering the aircraft.

Gateway

Application

Tower (§3.3)

RPS,

latency

SLO

Captain (§3.2)

CPU scheduler

throttle,

usage
quota

CPU allocation performance target

(Tower)

Figure 2: Autothrottle features bi-level resource management:
The application-level learning-based controller (Tower), ob-
serving end-to-end latencies and workloads, periodically sets
performance targets, expressed as CPU throttle ratios, for per-
service heuristic controllers (Captains) to meet.

in order to meet the throttle target upon changing demand.
Algorithms 1 and 2 present the pseudocode of Captain’s main
components, which we describe in detail below.

3.2.1 Resource metrics and knobs

Common CPU schedulers in the OS, such as the Linux CFS
scheduler we use as a running example in this paper, assign
each microservice a CPU quota (e.g., cpu.cfs_quota_us)
to limit and isolate resource usage. To accomplish the task
of maintaining a target CPU throttle ratio, Captain continu-
ously collects two statistics exposed by the OS in each time
window—CPU throttle count and CPU usage.

CPU throttle count. The Linux CFS scheduler maintains
a CPU throttle count for each microservice in the variable
cpu.stat.nr_throttled, which represents the cumulative
number of CFS periods (100 ms by default) during which
the CPU quota has been exhausted. Intuitively, if the CPU
quota is used up early in a CFS period before a request can be
fulfilled, the request will be approximately delayed by the re-
maining period, underscoring the importance of avoiding CPU
throttles when maintaining latency SLOs. Anecdotal evidence
in blog posts [15, 34] corroborates our intuition. To calculate
the CPU throttle ratio over a time window, we divide the in-
crease in the CPU throttle count (cpu.stat.nr_throttled)
by the number of elapsed CFS periods.

CPU usage. The Linux CFS scheduler also reports the total
CPU time consumed by a microservice as cpuacct.usage.
This metric is particularly useful when the CPU is over-
provisioned, as it reveals the actual (lower) CPU demand.
Otherwise, this actual demand would be capped by the allo-
cated CPUs if under-provisioned and thus remain unknown.

3.2.2 Multiplicative scale-up

In every time window of N (N = 10 by default) CFS periods,
each Captain compares the measured CPU throttle ratio at its
microservice with the target ratio. When the measured ratio
exceeds the target, it indicates the CPU is under-provisioned,
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Algorithm 1: Captain: scaling up and down
1 /* executes every N periods */
2 throttleCount = throttle count during last N periods;
3 throttleRatio = throttleCount/N;
4 margin = max(0, margin+ throttleRatio− throttleTarget);
5 if throttleRatio > α× throttleTarget then
6 /* multiplicatively scale up */
7 quota = quota× (1+ throttleRatio−α× throttleTarget);
8 else
9 /* instantaneously scale down */

10 history = CPU usage history in the last M periods;
11 proposed = max(history)+margin×stdev(history);
12 if proposed ≤ βmax ×quota then
13 quota = max(βmin ×quota, proposed);
14 end
15 end

Algorithm 2: Captain: rollback mechanism
1 /* executes every period for N periods after each scale-down */
2 lastQuota = CPU quota before scale-down;
3 throttleCount = throttle count since scale-down;
4 throttleRatio = throttleCount/N;
5 if throttleRatio > α× throttleTarget then
6 /* revert to the previous (higher) quota before scale-down
7 with an additional allocation equal to the quota difference */
8 quota = lastQuota+(lastQuota−quota);
9 margin = margin+ throttleRatio− throttleTarget;

10 end

demanding a prompt increase in the CPU quota to prevent
imminent SLO violations at the application level.

To ensure that any desired target can be reached quickly
within several steps, Captain increases the current CPU quota
multiplicatively. We further make the size of the increase
proportional to the difference between the measured CPU
throttle ratio and the target ratio. This represents a form of
proportional control, where a larger difference results in a
larger stride in the CPU quota increase. The rationale is that
when the difference is significant, a queue of requests is likely
to have built up, thus requiring more CPUs to drain.

In practice, we find that the local workload arriving at a
microservice is naturally bursty and irregular—regardless
of the pattern of end-to-end requests—tricking Captains into
spurious scale-ups. Hence, we execute the scale-up only when
the CPU throttle ratio surpasses “α× target ratio” (α ≥ 1),
where α is a customizable weight that controls the sensitivity
to transient load spikes. Correspondingly, the CPU quota
is also multiplied by “1+ throttle ratio−α× target ratio” in
each step. The pseudocode is in Line 5–7 of Algorithm 1.

3.2.3 Instantaneous scale-down

Under frequent CPU throttling, Captain is forced to incremen-
tally probe the actual CPU demand of the service. In contrast,
when the measured throttle ratio is below the target ratio,

the service’s CPU demand has been adequately met. Con-
sequently, historical CPU usage begins to more accurately
reflect the actual (less throttled) CPU demand and help instan-
taneously determine the desired CPU quota.

Motivated by this characteristic of over-provisioning, the
Captain maintains a sliding window of CPU usage over the
most recent M (M = 50 by default) CFS periods, and cal-
culates a new CPU quota based on two statistics from the
sliding window: the maximum and the standard deviation of
CPU usage. Specifically, the proposed quota is “max CPU
usage + margin× standard deviation of CPU usage,” where
margin ≥ 0 is a dynamically tuned parameter that generally
increases when the CPU throttle ratio exceeds the target ratio
and decreases otherwise. To avoid unnecessary fluctuations
in CPU allocation, the proposed quota is put into action only
when it represents a significant-yet-moderate change. The
details are described in Line 9–14 of Algorithm 1.

Our scale-down design draws inspiration from prior
work [45,46], but differs in the carefully maintained parameter
margin that depends on CPU throttles. Intuitively, if the CPU
is recently throttled more often than desired, we should be
more conservative by using a larger margin in the subsequent
scale-down to avoid overreacting to momentary tranquility
amid workload spikes; and vice versa. In summary, historical
CPU usage in the sliding window allows for instantaneous
scale-down, reclaiming extra CPU allocations in a single step.

3.2.4 Rollback mechanism after scaling down

Accidentally scaling up CPUs only leads to resource waste
(and existing cloud applications tend to be over-provisioned);
however, mistakenly scaling down the CPU allocation to any
microservice may cause SLO violations at the application
level. Thus, we introduce a fast rollback mechanism to the
Captain to revert “reckless” scale-downs as follows.

After each scale-down, we continuously check whether it is
“reckless”—if it has caused the CPU throttle ratio to exceed
α× target ratio—during every CFS period within the next N
periods. We note that the triggering condition is the same as
that used for scaling up, but due to the urgency of initiating
a rollback, this check is performed more frequently, without
waiting for the Captain’s regular decision-making interval
(N periods). After a rollback is triggered, the current CPU
quota is restored to the previous (higher) quota used before
the scale-down, plus an additional allocation equal to the
difference between the two quotas. We grant slightly more
CPUs to account for the potential processing delays that may
have occurred since the erroneous scale-down. Details of the
rollback mechanism are presented in Algorithm 2.

3.3 Application-level controller—Tower

In Autothrottle, Tower delegates the in-situ resource control
to per-service Captains and only provides periodic assistance
by dispatching the target CPU throttle ratios for Captains to
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meet. This indirection via throttle targets effectively avoids
the latency overhead associated with distributed tracing and
logging, while retaining Tower’s global perspective on end-
to-end requests and SLO feedback.

We design Tower to compute a new target throttle ratio in-
frequently, e.g., once a minute, leaving ample time for tail re-
quest latencies and average CPU usage to stabilize as the new
target settles in. Importantly, doing so minimizes the influ-
ence of Tower’s previous decisions, simplifying the problem
into a “one-step” decision-making process: Tower only needs
to determine the optimal CPU throttle targets for the current
step, without considering their long-term consequences.

This “one-step” nature motivates us to employ contextual
bandits, a lightweight class of online reinforcement learning
(RL) algorithms. In the taxonomy of RL, contextual bandits
can be viewed as one-step RL and are well suited for real-time
online scenarios in which the algorithm is required to learn
efficiently from a limited amount of sample data.

3.3.1 Primer on contextual bandits

Recent work has modeled resource management with se-
quential decision-making paradigms and seen the applica-
tion of multi-armed bandits [46, 47] and reinforcement learn-
ing [41, 44, 59]. Contextual bandits are intermediate between
multi-armed bandits and the full-fledged RL [54].

Contextual bandits are like multi-armed bandits in that
they are well suited to problems where an action (e.g., CPU
throttle targets) taken at a step (e.g., one-minute interval) does
not have long-term impact beyond that step. They receive
a cost (negative reward) as feedback for the chosen action,
and aim to minimize the cumulative cost (e.g., comprising
CPU allocations and SLO violations). Conversely, contextual
bandits also differ from multi-armed bandits by their ability to
make decisions based on the observation of the system state,
known as the context (e.g., RPS). This context can provide
valuable information that aids in the learning process (§5.3).

In contrast to the full RL, which optimizes a sequence of
future steps, contextual bandits only optimize the current step
owing to their assumption that each chosen action only af-
fects the immediate outcome without long-term consequences.
Moreover, full RL typically demands extensive offline train-
ing before deployment as well as frequent retraining (e.g.,
upon significant changes in microservices), whereas contex-
tual bandits are more lightweight (with simpler models) and
suitable for online learning with considerably fewer samples.

In solving contextual bandit problems, a common approach
is to train a cost-prediction model that estimates the cost of
taking each action within a context. Due to their inherent
partial observability, however, contextual bandits can only
observe the costs of actions they select but not the costs of
others. To enhance their performance and sample efficiency,
a widely adopted improvement is to estimate the costs of un-
used actions via counterfactual estimates [12, 20, 48]. This
approach reduces contextual bandit problems to cost-sensitive

classification [35], which can then be addressed using stan-
dard supervised learning. We adopt this approach and refer
the reader to Bietti et al. [14] for more details.

3.3.2 Realizing contextual bandits in Tower

Next, we describe the contextual bandit algorithm used in
Tower. The algorithm operates with a step size of one minute,
and it aims to learn to output an action that incurs the lowest
cost given the observed context at each step.
Context. Tower selects the average RPS observed in the last
step as the context because the optimal CPU throttle target
depends on the RPS (§5.3). We refrain from predicting the
RPS for the next step due to the inherent difficulty in accu-
rately forecasting RPS; moreover, our Captains have been
intentionally designed to tolerate short-term RPS fluctuations
(§5.3). Other metrics such as CPU usage are not included
in the context as they are merely the byproducts of applying
a throttle target to an RPS, with the RPS serving as the pri-
mary causal factor. The composition of the workload (i.e.,
the distribution of different request types) is relevant, but our
focus in this work remains on constant workload composition
(Appendix A), following the setup in prior work [22, 63].
Action. Given an instantiation of the Captain’s resource
control algorithm, we search for a ladder of CPU throttle
targets as the actions. The search is a one-time process for
all applications. By default, our action space consists of 9
throttle targets, ranging from 0 to 0.3 (§4).
Reduction of action space. A microservice-based applica-
tion can contain 10–1000s of services [11, 25, 31, 40, 64]. In
the case of 9 throttle targets, generating a different CPU throt-
tle target for each individual service would result in 9#services

actions, rendering it infeasible for contextual bandits to learn.
As a solution, Tower clusters microservices into two classes
and outputs an action for each class, effectively reducing the
action space to 92 = 81. To implement the clustering, we use
the standard k-means algorithm [37] to group microservices
based on their average CPU usage. Our empirical results in
§5.3 suggest a diminishing return beyond two clusters.
Cost function. We define the cost received per step as follows.
When the SLO is met after the step, we only use the total CPU
allocation as the cost, since the actual latencies below SLO
matter no more. To this end, Tower requests Captains to send
their actual CPU allocations as feedback every minute, and
then normalizes the total allocation linearly into [0,1]. On
the other hand, when the SLO is violated, we set the cost
to only contain the tail latency, linearly normalized to [2,3]
considering the higher priority of SLO violations. We arrived
at the two normalization ranges above based on their empirical
performance compared with other ranges we tested, but we
do not claim our cost function is the best.
Noise reduction for costs. Our contextual bandit algorithm
learns online and updates its model weights on every (context,
action, cost) tuple, i.e., most recent RPS, two throttle targets,
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and the incurred cost. In reality, however, we observe highly
noisy costs that result in confusion and poor performance
of the model, supposedly due to the complex microservice
system and the dynamics in Captains. To address this, we
buffer and group recent samples using (context, action) as the
index after quantizing the RPS. Given a new sample, we use
the median cost of the group it falls into—rather than the cost
computed for that individual sample—to update the model.
Doing so significantly reduces the noise in costs and stabilizes
the online learning process.

Exploration. Similar to multi-armed bandits and RL, contex-
tual bandits rely on exploration to acquire knowledge about
the costs of different actions, e.g., using ε-greedy [35] to
choose a random action with a small probability of ε (the best
action is selected otherwise). Despite a reduced action space,
randomly exploring all 81 actions within a context remains
inefficient as each sample requires one minute to complete;
repeated sampling is further required to calibrate noisy cost
estimates. To ensure efficient exploration without impeding
online learning, we explore only the neighbors of the best
action in the action space. Given a sorted ladder of the avail-
able CPU throttle target , r1 < r2 < .. . < r9, if the best action
consists of (ri, r j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 9, then each of its neighbors
(ri, r j−1), (ri, r j+1), (ri−1, r j), (ri+1, r j) is explored next with
an equal probability of ε/4 (subject to boundary conditions).
The rationale is that the throttle target ladder is monotonic,
allowing Tower to move upward or downward one step at a
time without missing the optimal action.

4 Implementation

Our current implementation supports microservice applica-
tions deployed as pods on Kubernetes, but it can be easily
extended to other container orchestration frameworks (e.g.,
OpenShift and Docker Swarm). Autothrottle is open-sourced
at https://github.com/microsoft/autothrottle.

Captain. Each microservice is associated with a Captain
co-located on the same worker node, so we deploy Captains
as processes on worker nodes of the Kubernetes cluster. Cap-
tain implements the following three functionalities. First, it
communicates with the Tower over a TCP socket, exchang-
ing CPU throttle targets and allocations. Second, it collects
CPU throttling and usage statistics from Linux cgroup API
in every CFS period of 100 ms, as the input to the local re-
source controller. Third, it runs the resource controller for
all microservices on the same worker node, and sets their
CPU quotas (cpu.cfs_quota_us) accordingly. As Captain
only comprises lightweight heuristic-based control loops, it
does not require any pre-deployment training.

The pseudocode of Captain is outlined in Algorithms 1
and 2. Our default parameters are N = 10, M = 50, α = 3,
βmax = 0.9, βmin = 0.5. They can be adjusted accordingly. A
larger N or M lowers sensitivity to the noise in CPU usage,

hence slower reaction. α sets the supported range of throttle
ratios to (0, 1/α). A smaller α increases the upper bound but
decreases the tolerance on throttle ratio fluctuations. βmax and
βmin prevent overly small or large allocation changes.

Tower. One instance of Tower runs globally alongside the
application (i.e., in the same cluster), initialized with a user-
specified SLO. It collects average RPS and tail latencies from
the Locust workload generator, but can be extended to hook
up to an application gateway. Furthermore, Tower receives
the actual CPU allocations from Captains after dispatching
CPU throttle targets to them every minute.

Tower leverages the widely used Vowpal Wabbit (VW) li-
brary [10] to implement contextual bandits. For each group
of microservices, the model outputs one of the 9 throttle tar-
gets: 0.00, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30.
Designed for efficient online learning, VW offers lightweight
model options such as linear regression or a shallow neural
network with a single hidden layer. We opt for a neural net-
work model with 3 hidden units after performing an ablation
study (§5.3), and train it with a learning rate of 0.5. The dou-
bly robust estimator [20] is employed in the bandits for policy
evaluation to estimate the costs of untaken actions. Moreover,
we disable the native ε-greedy algorithm to implement our
customized exploration strategy (§3.3.2). The specific VW
usage is detailed in Appendix B.

Online training starts with an exploration stage, which al-
lows VW to randomly explore how different CPU throttle
targets would impact application latencies. During this stage,
each randomly chosen action will be executed for 2 minutes.
Only the second minute is used for cost calculation and train-
ing, in order to avoid interference from the previous chosen
action. This exploration stage lasts ∼6 hours, during which
application latencies may exceed the SLO.

After the exploration stage, Tower starts to exploit the best
action, while still exploring neighboring actions with a total
of 10% probability using ε-greedy. Tower runs every minute
to collect last minute’s (context, action, cost) sample. All
recent samples are grouped using (context, action) as the
index with RPS quantized into bins of 20, and each group’s
cost is defined as the median cost of the group. Since training
each unique (context, action) only once is insufficient for
contextual bandits, 10,000 training data points are sampled
from these groups randomly. A contextual bandit model is
then trained on these samples, and predicts the next best action
based on RPS. As a reference, this training-and-prediction
process takes less than one second in our setup.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate Autothrottle’s superior resource saving with three
SLO-targeted microservice applications, against state-of-the-
art heuristic- and ML-based baselines. Major results include:

(1) Over the best-performing baseline in each application,
Autothrottle maintains the given application P99 latency SLO,
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while achieving a CPU core saving up to 26.21% for Train-
Ticket, up to 25.93% for Social-Network, and up to 7.34% for
Hotel-Reservation. Over all baselines, its savings can be up
to 93.84%, 55.32%, and 83.99%, respectively.

(2) A 21-day study of Social-Network (with real-world
workload trace from a global cloud provider) shows a sav-
ing up to 35.2 CPU cores, over the best-performing baseline.
Meanwhile, it reduces hourly SLO violations from 71 to 5.

(3) Microbenchmarks evaluate Autothrottle’s design and
tolerance to workload fluctuations and load-stressing.

5.1 Methodology

Benchmark applications. We deploy three SLO-targeted mi-
croservice applications: (1) Train-Ticket [52], with 68 distinct
services, (2) Hotel-Reservation from DeathStarBench [22],
with 17 distinct services, and (3) Social-Network used in
Sinan [63], a variant of the Social-Network application from
DeathStarBench, with 28 distinct services including two ML
inference serving services: a CNN-based image classifier and
an SVM-based text classifier. These applications are repre-
sentative of real-world microservices, with stateless services
(e.g., business logic), data services (e.g., key-value stores),
and gateways. Deployments are managed by Docker and Ku-
bernetes. Parent-child service communications are through
popular RPC frameworks such as gRPC and Thrift.

Application SLOs are specified on the hourly P99 la-
tency [19]—1,000 ms for Train-Ticket, 200 ms for Social-
Network, and 100 ms for Hotel-Reservation.

Comparison baselines. Baselines include (1) Kubernetes de-
fault autoscalers [5] (denoted as “K8s-CPU” and “K8s-CPU-
Fast”), and (2) state-of-the-art ML-driven solution, Sinan [63].

K8s-CPU locally maintains each service’s average CPU
utilization, with respect to the user-specified CPU utilization
threshold (e.g., 50%). Every m=15 seconds, it measures ser-
vice’s CPU usage, and computes the optimal allocation by
“CPU usage / CPU utilization threshold.” Then, it sets the CPU
limit to the largest allocation computed in the last s=300 sec-
onds. We also include a faster version called K8s-CPU-Fast,
which has m=1 and s=20. Since Kubernetes relies on users
to properly translate the application SLO to CPU utilization
threshold, we manually try different thresholds to find the
appropriate one for each experiment (Appendix F).

Sinan leverages ML models (e.g., a convolutional neural
network and a boosted tree model) to globally assess each
service’s resource allocation. Starting with the open-sourced
Sinan [8], we follow instructions to train application-specific
models offline for 20+ hours. Since Sinan relies on users to
properly set several hyperparameters, we manually tune for
each application. During experiments, we run Sinan every
second—given historical resource usage and latencies, Sinan
tries to predict the optimal CPU allocation that is unlikely to
violate the SLO over both the short and long terms.
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Figure 3: Our workload traces capture common patterns of
RPS (requests per second) on an hourly basis. These patterns
have been observed in real-world scenarios: Puffer stream-
ing requests [60], Google cluster usage [58], and Twitter
tweets [9]. We also recorded a full 21-day workload trace
from a global cloud provider for long-term evaluation. We
scale these traces accordingly for each benchmark application
to saturate the cluster (Appendix E).

Experiment setup. We generate workloads with Locust [7],
which is configured to mix application requests (Appendix A)
to stress as many services as possible. Locust replays work-
load traces to reproduce RPS (requests per second). The first
set of traces captures hourly RPS patterns, which are com-
monly observed in production environments: Puffer’s stream-
ing requests [60], Google’s cluster usage [58], and Twitter
tweets [9]. Figure 3 illustrates these patterns: diurnal, con-
stant, noisy, and bursty. We also keep a full 21-day workload
trace from a global cloud provider for long-term evaluation.
Depending on the complexity of benchmark applications, we
scale traces accordingly to saturate the cluster (Appendix E).

Each experiment ends when Locust finishes replaying a
trace. For comparisons, we record the following per-hour mea-
surements: (1) the average number of CPU cores allocated,
and (2) the application end-to-end P99 latency.

Our testbeds consist of a 160-core cluster (over five 32-
core Azure VMs with AMD EPYC 7763 processors) and a
512-core cluster (over six 64-core and four 32-core physical
servers with Intel Xeon Silver 4216 processors).

5.2 Application SLO and resource saving

We evaluate the amount of CPU resources that Autothrottle
saves over baselines, while every algorithm tries to maintain
the hourly SLO over time. To ensure that all baselines can
achieve their best results, we manually identify and tune their
settings prior to experiments (Appendix F).

Table 1 summarizes empirical results on the 160-core clus-
ter, and Autothrottle outperforms baselines in all applications.
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Workload Autothrottle K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast Sinan

Diurnal 30.4 58.0 (↓47.59%) 41.2 (↓26.21%) 278.4 (↓89.08%)
Constant 21.7 24.8 (↓12.50%) 27.3 (↓20.51%) 279.9 (↓92.25%)
Noisy 15.5 23.6 (↓34.32%) 17.7 (↓12.43%) 251.8 (↓93.84%)
Bursty 17.7 27.1 (↓34.69%) 21.9 (↓19.18%) 268.3 (↓93.40%)

(a) Train-Ticket application (SLO: 1,000 ms P99 latency)

Workload Autothrottle K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast Sinan

Diurnal 77.5 93.9 (↓17.47%) 115.5 (↓32.90%) 162.7 (↓52.37%)
Constant 88.7 115.6 (↓23.27%) 118.8 (↓25.34%) 149.7 (↓40.75%)
Noisy 57.5 66.5 (↓13.53%) 105.1 (↓45.29%) 105.2 (↓45.34%)
Bursty 50.0 67.5 (↓25.93%) 99.7 (↓49.85%) 111.9 (↓55.32%)

(b) Social-Network application (SLO: 200 ms P99 latency)

Workload Autothrottle K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast Sinan

Diurnal 15.3 15.7 (↓2.55%) 16.5 (↓7.27%) 45.5 (↓66.37%)
Constant 11.2 11.5 (↓2.61%) 11.3 (↓0.88%) 21.2 (↓47.17%)
Noisy 10.8 12.1 (↓10.74%) 11.6 (↓6.90%) 65.9 (↓83.61%)
Bursty 10.1 15.7 (↓35.67%) 10.9 (↓7.34%) 63.1 (↓83.99%)

(c) Hotel-Reservation application (SLO: 100 ms P99 latency)

Table 1: Average number of CPU cores that Autothrottle and
baselines allocate to satisfy the SLO (and thus latencies are
elided). Percentages in parentheses quantify Autothrottle’s
CPU savings over each baseline. The overall best-performing
baseline for each application is highlighted in gray. For K8s-
CPU and K8s-CPU-Fast, we manually search for their optimal
utilization thresholds (to minimize the average CPU alloca-
tion), per application and workload trace (Appendix F).

We make the following observations, with respect to heuristic-
based baselines. First, in Social-Network, Autothrottle saves
up to 25.93% of CPU resources (or 17.5 cores) over K8s-CPU,
and up to 49.85% of CPU resources (or 49.7 cores) over K8s-
CPU-Fast. Delving into empirical results, Figure 4 suggests
that tuning the baselines’ CPU utilization thresholds does
not make them outperform Autothrottle. Taking the diurnal
workload as an example, the figure shows that Autothrottle
is able to maintain the application SLO with the minimum
CPU allocation—Autothrottle achieves a P99 latency of 178
ms with only 77.5 cores, whereas K8s-CPU achieves 177 ms
with 115.5 cores and K8s-CPU-Fast achieves 171 ms with
93.9 cores, at best. When allocating a comparable number of
CPUs (∼80 cores) to Autothrottle, K8s-CPU and K8s-CPU-
Fast would violate the SLO, resulting in latencies of 252 ms
and 418 ms respectively. Second, Autothrottle has a relatively
low resource reduction on Hotel-Reservation. This is due to
the application simplicity where requests traverse an average
of only 3 microservices. A similar observation can be made
for the constant workload trace, where the relatively static
RPS pattern simplifies scaling decisions.

Furthermore, Table 1 shows that Autothrottle outperforms
the ML-enabled baseline, Sinan. Its CPU saving is at least
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Figure 4: Application latency vs. CPU allocations, as we
vary the two baselines’ CPU utilization threshold for Social-
Network under the diurnal workload trace. Dashed red line
illustrates the 200 ms SLO. Autothrottle is able to maintain
the SLO with the minimum CPU allocation.
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Figure 5: Autothrottle tailors CPU allocations to each mi-
croservice’s resource usage. Figure shows top 15 microser-
vices with the highest CPU usage in Train-Ticket under the
diurnal workload trace.

40.75% (or 61 cores for Social-Network). Deeper investiga-
tions suggest two reasons for this gap. First, while we are able
to achieve the model accuracy published by authors (e.g., train-
ing RMSE of 22.39 and validation RMSE of 22.07, for Social-
Network) after 20+ hours of training, this non-negligible error
can still mislead scaling decisions, especially for non-constant
workloads. Second, in order to reduce training costs, Sinan
learns to make relatively coarse-grained CPU allocation ad-
justments (i.e., ±1 core, ±10% cores, and ±50% cores).

Resource savings from Table 1 are due to Autothrottle’s
ability to tailor CPU allocations across services and over time.
For example, Figure 5 looks at top 15 microservices with the
highest CPU usage, under diurnal workload in Train-Ticket.
We note that CPU allocation is noticeably lower for services
with less CPU usage (e.g., price-service). Under the same
workload, Figure 6 illustrates how Tower updates performance
targets—as the RPS varies over time, Tower selects appropri-
ate throttle targets to adjust CPU allocations and maintain the
P99 latency. Note that per-minute P99 latencies are displayed
in this figure, different from the hourly P99 latencies shown
in the remaining evaluation.

5.3 Microbenchmarks

Correlation of proxy metrics to latencies. Compared with
the prevalent proxy metric for estimating resource demand—
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Figure 6: Measurements of Social-Network under diurnal
workload. Figures (a) and (b) show the latency and CPU statis-
tics achieved by Autothrottle. Figures (c) and (d) demonstrate
how Tower adjusts throttle targets in response to time-varying
workload for the two CPU usage groups (Appendix C).

CPU utilization, our use of CPU throttles is motivated by the
higher correlation with application latencies as demonstrated
by Figure 7. For each service in Social-Network, we manually
set its CPU quota (i.e., cpu.cfs_quota_us) to 40 uniformly
distributed values. Then, we measure CPU utilization, CPU
throttle counts, and application P99 latency, at 300 RPS. We
compute the Pearson correlation coefficient for (1) latency vs.
CPU throttles, and (2) latency vs. CPU utilization. Figure 7a
focuses on Social-Network microservices using the most CPU
cores. In all cases, CPU throttles exhibit a higher correlation
than CPU utilization, suggesting a stronger linear relationship.
Figure 7b shows the same conclusion for Hotel-Reservation.

Recall that Captains continuously collect local CPU throt-
tles for resource control (§3.2.2), and Tower distributes CPU-
throttle-based performance targets (§3.3.2). A high correla-
tion suggests that CPU throttling is indicative of the latency
and suitable to track locally in Captain as a target for main-
taining the SLO. The learning process in Tower can also be
simplified given a clear relationship between CPU throttles
and application latencies.

Tolerance to short-term workload fluctuations. Figure 8
shows that Captains can tolerate short-term local workload
fluctuations, even with static throttle targets. The experiment
starts by finding a throttle target for Social-Network’s 200
ms SLO, at 300 RPS. Then, we reuse this target while instru-
menting Locust to fluctuate RPS in a one-minute window for
60 minutes. The fluctuation ranges from 100 (i.e., RPS=250–
350) to 600 (i.e., RPS=1–600). In Figure 8a, boxplots sum-
marize the latency variance of 60 windows. Autothrottle can
keep the application P99 latency under SLO for a fluctua-
tion range up to 300 (i.e., RPS=150–450), or up to 500 (i.e.,
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Figure 7: As a proxy metric, CPU throttles exhibit a higher
correlation with application latencies than CPU utilization.
The figure shows top microservices with highest CPU usage.
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Figure 8: Captain maintains latency SLO under some work-
load fluctuations. Boxplots show latency variances, from
reusing the first blue boxplot’s performance target.

RPS=50–550) if we consider the median value instead. Sim-
ilarly, Figure 8b shows RPS fluctuation tolerance up to 800
(i.e., RPS=1,600–2,400) for Hotel-Reservation.

The tolerance to short-term workload fluctuations stems
from the use of performance targets (vs. exact resource alloca-
tions), which hide service-level resource details from Tower
and enable Captains to autonomously adjust resource allo-
cations. This tolerance is vital as it frees Tower from the
excessive recomputation of performance targets (§3.3.2).

Number of performance targets. Rather than generating
separate performance targets for individual microservices,
Tower clusters microservices into two categories based on
their average CPU usage, reducing the action space to two tar-
gets (§3.3.2). To assess this design, we empirically compare
the performance of 1, 2, 3, and 4 targets, under the constant
workload trace. In each scenario, we manually search for the
best-performing set of throttle targets that satisfy the SLO us-
ing the minimum number of CPU cores. For Social-Network,
Autothrottle allocates 70.8, 55.9, 55.1, and 54.7 cores with 1
to 4 targets, respectively. Hotel-Reservation consistently uses
the largest target (0.3) to meet the SLO on this trace, regard-
less of the number of targets. For Train-Ticket, the allocation
is 18.6, 18.1, and 18.1 cores with 1 to 3 targets (exhaustive
search is infeasible for 4 targets). Overall, these results sug-
gest a diminishing return beyond 2 targets.

Load-stressing to the limit. We stress resource managers, by
pushing Locust’s RPS to the application’s upper limit. This is
the breaking point (before application crashing) when almost
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Figure 9: A 21-day study on Social-Network with real-world workload trace from a global cloud provider. Compared with
Autothrottle, the K8s-CPU baseline over-allocates an average of 12.1 and up to 35.2 cores, and triggers 71 hourly SLO violations.

all CPU cores are allocated. To this end, we stress Social-
Network at constant RPS of 600 and 700, on the 160-core
cluster. At 600 RPS, Autothrottle still achieves a CPU core
saving of 27.67% and better SLO—it achieves a P99 latency
of 202 ms with only 98.3 cores, whereas K8s-CPU achieves
216 ms with 135.9 cores and K8s-CPU-Fast achieves 235 ms
with 133.1 cores. Finally, at 700 RPS, Autothrottle achieves a
P99 latency of 452 ms with only 106.8 cores, whereas K8s-
CPU achieves 600 ms with 153.1 cores, and K8s-CPU-Fast
achieves 551 ms with 143.8 cores.

Ablation study for contextual bandits. We investigate two
aspects that can impact Tower’s contextual bandits. The first
is the number of available throttle targets to choose from in
the action space (§3.3.2). For the constant workload trace,
reducing from 9 to 4 throttle targets results in over-allocating
5.6 CPU cores (or 10.03%) for Social-Network, and 0.7 CPU
cores (or 3.49%) for Train-Ticket. The second is the use of
neural networks (§4). Under various workload patterns on
Social-Network, we test a linear model and neural networks
with different numbers of hidden units, but their difference in
CPU allocation is small. None of the tested models violates
the SLO. We include the results in Appendix B.

5.4 Long-term evaluation

We perform a 21-day study with real-world workload trace
from a global cloud provider. Experiments are performed with
Social-Network on the 160-core cluster, and an hourly SLO
of 200 ms is set on P99 latency. We compare Autothrottle

with K8s-CPU, the best-performing baseline from §5.2. We
use day 1 for training and tuning Autothrottle and K8s-CPU.
For the former, we train the Tower’s model. For the latter,
we spend 24 man-hours to manually identify its best CPU
utilization threshold.

Figure 9 illustrates the results over the entire period. Fig-
ure 9a shows the CPU core saving that Autothrottle achieves
every hour, over the K8s-CPU baseline. First, Autothrottle
can save up to 35.2 cores (or an average saving of 12.1 cores)
over K8s-CPU. Second, although there are days when K8s-
CPU allocates fewer CPUs (e.g., an hourly average of −2.77
CPU cores on day 4), these are also the days when K8s-CPU
has a high chance of triggering SLO violations. In total, K8s-
CPU violates the hourly SLO 71 times (highlighted by red
boxes in Figure 9a). On the other hand, Autothrottle reduces
SLO violations to only 5 times—an investigation reveals that
these hours’ workloads appear anomalous (i.e., recorded RPS
jumps between 0 and ∼400) and unforeseen.

Figure 9b shows Social-Network’s P99 latency per hour.
One observation is that Autothrottle is able to continuously
maintain a P99 latency closer to the 200 ms SLO. Since its
P99 latency exhibits a much lower variance over time, this
results in a more stable application performance.

5.5 Large-scale evaluation
We now show Autothrottle’s scalability on the larger 512-core
cluster. It allows us to push RPS beyond the breaking point
of the 160-core cluster (§5.3), up to 1,200 on Social-Network
(the upper limit for comparison baselines). To fully allocate
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Figure 10: Number of CPU cores that Autothrottle and base-
lines allocate, to satisfy Social-Network’s P99 SLO. Figure
shows Autothrottle’s scalability on the larger 512-core cluster.

all cores, we replicate Social-Network’s CPU-intensive mi-
croservices: Nginx (×3) and ML-based image classifier (×6).

Figure 10 shows that Autothrottle is able to allocate fewer
CPU cores while meeting Social-Network’s 200 ms P99 SLO.
Compared to the best-performing baselines, K8s-CPU and
K8s-CPU-fast, Autothrottle saves up to 28.24% (or 150 CPU
cores) and at least 5.92% (or 24 CPU cores). Finally, we note
that K8s-CPU-Fast can have a higher CPU allocation than
K8s-CPU, especially for the noisy workload trace. Since K8s-
CPU-Fast is more sensitive to CPU utilization changes than
K8s-CPU, it can sometimes accidentally scale down and lead
to SLO violations. As a result, conservatively setting K8s-
CPU-Fast results in the trade-off of higher CPU allocation.

6 Related Work

Cloud resource management. Cloud vendors have long
offered services that enable elastic scaling of VMs and their
associated resources according to user-defined rules [1, 3, 4].
In addition to rule-based scaling, researchers have proposed
predictive scaling, which involves forecasting future demand
and adjusting resource allocation in advance of any demand
changes [2, 26, 42, 51]. Despite the cost effectiveness of these
mechanisms in meeting SLOs, they are primarily designed
for VMs (e.g., targeting monolithic applications or relying on
VM-specific techniques such as live migration), and cannot be
directly applied to microservices. Other cluster management
frameworks [18, 27, 49, 55, 56] that schedule jobs to clusters
may be used in conjunction with Autothrottle.

Vertical scaling of microservices. Vertical autoscalers adjust
the resource limits in a fine-grained manner, e.g., milli-cores.
Kubernetes Vertical Pod Autoscaler (VPA) [6] heuristically
adjusts resource limits to maintain a user-specified utilization
threshold. Autopilot [46] focuses on vertical scaling, selecting
resource limits based on moving windows of historical usage
and an ML technique akin to multi-armed bandit. Sinan [63]
trains ML models to infer the likelihood of SLO violations
given a set of proposed CPU limits. FIRM [44] reacts to SLO
violations and pinpoints a microservice as the root cause, us-
ing reinforcement learning to scale up the service. A recent
work [36] (also named “Autothrottle”) adjusts the CPU quota

of containers using closed-loop control to satisfy their individ-
ual network SLOs (e.g., throughput), rather than application
latency SLOs. Autothrottle differs from these approaches with
its bi-level design and the use of CPU throttle targets.
Horizontal and hybrid scaling of microservices. Horizontal
autoscalers operate at a coarse-grained level by adjusting the
number of replicas of a microservice. Kubernetes Horizontal
Pod Autoscaling (HPA) [5] employs a mechanism similar to
VPA at its core, except for choosing the appropriate number
of pods to meet an input utilization threshold. GRAF [43]
leverages graph neural networks to model service dependen-
cies. COLA [47] uses a multi-armed bandit to collectively
determine the number of replicas for each microservice. In
addition, there are hybrid autoscalers that combine vertical
and horizontal scaling and apply them selectively [24, 33].
Autothrottle focuses on vertical scaling due to its fine-grained
and rapid reaction that empowers per-service controllers. As
future work, we plan to explore the integration of horizontal
scaling with Autothrottle.
Proxy metrics for estimating resource demand. In compar-
ison to CPU throttles, alternative service-level proxy metrics
fall short in maintaining end-to-end latency under workload
changes. Kubernetes defaults to CPU utilization [5], but high
CPU usage does not always indicate an issue if requests can
still complete within the SLO [34,47]. Queue length [61], the
number of requests pending at a service, overlooks the com-
plexity of individual requests, while queuing delay [16, 64]
depends on the service’s threading model [53] and may re-
quire manual instrumentation of each service. The scattered
nature of queues across the application, OS, and network,
further complicates precise measurement of queue length or
queuing delay [63]. Regardless, dynamically adapting the
thresholds for these metrics may require an application-level
controller as proposed by Autothrottle.

7 Conclusion

Autothrottle is a bi-level learning-assisted resource manage-
ment framework for SLO-targeted microservices. It decou-
ples mechanisms of SLO feedback and resource control, and
bridges them through CPU-throttle-based performance tar-
gets. Going forward, we are extending to additional resource
types such as memory and storage, and exploring integrations
with additional scaling strategies such as horizontal scaling.
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Appendices

A Application workload details

We present the workload composition used in our experiments.
Our workload generator, Locust, follows the ratios specified
below when generating requests at a given RPS:

Train-Ticket:
• Mainpage: 29.41%
• Travel: 58.82%
• Assurance: 2.94%

• Food: 2.94%
• Contact: 2.94%
• Preserve: 2.94%

Hotel-Reservation:
• Search: 60%
• Recommend: 39%

• Reserve: 0.5%
• Login: 0.5%

Social-Network:
• Read-home-timeline: 65%
• Read-user-timeline: 15%

• Compose-post: 20%

B Vowpal Wabbit usage

The following VW parameters are used in our experiments.
• The doubly robust estimator [20] is employed for policy

evaluation: –-cb_type dr

• Number of available actions: –-cb_explore 81

• The native ε-greedy is disabled to implement our cus-
tomized exploration strategy (§3.3.2): –-epsilon 0

• Number of hidden units in the neural network: –-nn 3

• Learning rate: -l 0.5

We also compare different VW models—a linear model
and neural networks with 2, 3, 4 and hidden units, on Social-
Network under the same workload patterns (Figure 3). Fig-
ure 11 shows that Autothrottle perform similarly across differ-
ent models. We select the neural network model with 3 hidden
units, as it performs slightly better on the bursty workload (as
indicated by the lower whiskers in boxplots).

C Microservice clustering

Tower clusters microservices into two groups based on their
average CPU usage, denoted “High” and “Low”, using a stan-
dard k-means clustering algorithm (§3.3.2). Table 2 presents
a breakdown of the number of services in each group.

D Microservice replicas

Train-Ticket and Hotel-Reservation deploy each service with
one replica. For Social-Network, we employ three replicas of
media-filter-service except in the large-scale evaluation
(§5.5). In §5.5, 6 replicas of media-filter-service and 3
replicas of nginx-thrift are employed.
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Figure 11: Different VW models—a linear model and neural
networks with 2, 3, and 4 hidden units—perform similarly on
Social-Network under various workloads (Figure 3).

Application “High” group “Low” group

Train-Ticket 8 60
Hotel-Reservation 6 11
Social-Network (160-core cluster) 1 27
Social-Network (512-core cluster) 2 26

Table 2: Number of services in each application assigned to
the “High” and “Low” CPU usage groups.

E RPS range of workload traces

We scale the traces presented in Figure 3 to saturate the cluster
for each application, as documented in Table 3.

F CPU utilization thresholds in K8s-CPU and
K8s-CPU-Fast

In evaluating K8s-CPU and K8s-CPU-Fast, we test and select
the best-performing CPU utilization threshold from the set
{0.1,0.2, . . . ,0.9}, for each application and each workload
trace. The selected thresholds are presented in Table 4.

G Evaluation methodology details

All experiments are performed using one-hour workload
traces. Prior to testing, certain applications require additional
preparations. We warm up Hotel-Reservation by sending 200
requests per second for 15 seconds and waiting for 60 sec-
onds. For Social-Network, we populate the database with
962 users, 18,812 edges, and 20,000 posts. We then warm up
for 3 minutes by incrementally increasing the RPS by 10%
every 5 seconds, up to the initial RPS in the one-hour trace.
The warm-up phase is excluded from the calculation of P99
latency and resource allocation.

Autothrottle shown in Table 1 is warmed up for 12 hours.
The first 6 hours are the (random) exploration stage, followed
by 6 hours of normal learning with ε=0.5. We use a separate
1-hour diurnal trace, which is different from the one used for
testing but has the same RPS range. Warm up involves running
12 repetitions of this trace. During testing, exploration is
turned off completely (with ε set to 0). For Hotel-Reservation,
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Workload Min RPS Average RPS Max RPS

Diurnal 145 262 411
Constant 152 200 252
Noisy 75 157 252
Bursty 62 163 442

(a) Train-Ticket

Workload Min RPS Average RPS Max RPS

Diurnal 1721 2627 4003
Constant 1855 2002 2183
Noisy 793 1575 2470
Bursty 768 1633 4037

(b) Hotel-Reservation

Workload Min RPS Average RPS Max RPS

Diurnal 227 394 656
Constant 390 500 588
Noisy 105 236 390
Bursty 104 245 648
Long-term (§5.4) 1 230 592

(c) Social-Network

Workload Min RPS Average RPS Max RPS

Diurnal 479 787 1214
Constant 882 1001 1131
Noisy 232 472 771
Bursty 205 489 1266

(d) Social-Network, large-scale evaluation (§5.5)

Table 3: The RPS range of workload traces after being scaled
to saturate the cluster for each application.

RPS is grouped into bins of 200 due to its high RPS, while
other applications use the default bin size of 20.

H Captain performance

We demonstrate Captain’s ability to achieve Tower’s given
performance target of CPU throttle ratio (§3.2). This is one
factor that determines Autothrottle’s effectiveness in main-
taining the end-to-end SLO. To this end, Figure 12 dives into
Social-Network and illustrates two services from “High” and
“Low” CPU usage groups (§C): media-filter-service and
post-storage-service. Two subfigures compare the target
throttle ratio and the actual throttle ratio, over a period of 60
min. Captain’s heuristics meets the targets relatively well and
reacts quickly to target changes, especially when the target
is low (Figure 12b). In Figure 12a, we note that the actual
throttle ratio is lower than the target. The reason is that the
throttle ratio is very sensitive to CPU allocation, especially
when the target is high. As a result, Captain tries to err on
the safe side, and it can over-allocate to avoid exceeding the
targeted throttle ratio due to estimation errors.

Workload K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast

Diurnal 0.4 0.6
Constant 0.6 0.6
Noisy 0.5 0.7
Bursty 0.5 0.6

(a) Train-Ticket

Workload K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast

Diurnal 0.7 0.7
Constant 0.7 0.8
Noisy 0.6 0.7
Bursty 0.5 0.7

(b) Hotel-Reservation

Workload K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast

Diurnal 0.5 0.5
Constant 0.5 0.6
Noisy 0.5 0.4
Bursty 0.5 0.4
Long-term (§5.4) 0.5 –

(c) Social-Network

Workload K8s-CPU K8s-CPU-Fast

Diurnal 0.6 0.7
Constant 0.5 0.8
Noisy 0.5 0.5
Bursty 0.5 0.7

(d) Social-Network, large-scale evaluation (§5.5)

Table 4: The best-performing CPU utilization thresholds for
comparison baselines, per application and workload trace.
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Figure 12: Captain is able to follow the given performance
target over time, by adjusting per-service resources.
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Jolteon: Unleashing the Promise of Serverless for Serverless Workflows

Zili Zhang Chao Jin Xin Jin

School of Computer Science, Peking University

Abstract
Serverless computing promises automatic resource provision-
ing to relieve the burden of developers. Yet, developers still
have to manually configure resources on current serverless
platforms to satisfy application-level requirements. This is be-
cause cloud applications are orchestrated as serverless work-
flows with multiple stages, exhibiting a complex relationship
between resource configuration and application requirements.

We propose Jolteon, an orchestrator to unleash the promise
of automatic resource provisioning for serverless workflows.
At the core of Jolteon is a stochastic performance model that
combines the benefits of whitebox modeling to capture the ex-
ecution characteristics of serverless computing and blackbox
modeling to accommodate the inherent performance variabil-
ity. We formulate a chance constrained optimization problem
based on the performance model, and exploit sampling and
convexity to find optimal resource configurations that satisfy
user-defined cost or latency bounds. We implement a system
prototype of Jolteon and evaluate it on AWS Lambda with
a variety of serverless workflows. The experimental results
show that Jolteon outperforms the state-of-the-art solution,
Orion, by up to 2.3× on cost and 2.1× on latency.

1 Introduction
Serverless computing [1–6] aims to simplify cloud program-
ming and relieve developers from infrastructure management.
It exposes cloud functions as a key abstraction to developers.
Developers use cloud functions to build cloud applications,
and the serverless computing platform handles underlying
hardware resource management. Serverless computing pro-
vides fine-grained resource elasticity and billing at the granu-
larity of functions.

The potential benefits of serverless computing attract many
applications, such as data analytics [7–9], video process-
ing [10–12], and machine learning [13–15]. Applications are
typically orchestrated as serverless workflows on serverless
computing platforms [16–19]. Specifically, an application is
decomposed into a set of functions, and a serverless workflow
corresponds to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that organizes
these functions to implement the application logic.

Cloud platforms are expected to satisfy application-level
requirements for cloud applications [20–22]. These require-
ments typically refer to latency and cost bounds. For example,
a developer may expect the end-to-end latency to process a
request for an application (i.e., the corresponding serverless
workflow) to be no larger than 100ms, or the per-request cost

to be no larger than $1. There exists a trade-off between la-
tency and cost. Provisioning more resources results in lower
latency but higher cost, and vice versa. Given a bound on
one metric (e.g., a latency bound), it is desirable to provision
resources to minimize the other metric (e.g., minimize cost).

Serverless computing promises automatic resource provi-
sioning to relieve the burden of developers. Resource provi-
sioning includes two parts, i.e., resource configuration (i.e.,
the function instance size and the number of function in-
stances for each stage for a workflow instance) and resource
scaling (i.e., the number of workflow instances). While cur-
rent serverless platforms provide auto-scaling based on the
realtime load, developers still have to manually configure
resources for workflows to satisfy application-level require-
ments. AWS Lambda provides Power Tuning [23] for devel-
opers to profile the latency-cost curve for a particular function
and optimize the configuration for one function based on the
latency-cost curve. However, Power Tuning does not support
tuning the serverless workflow.

Several recent works have explored resource configura-
tion for serverless workflows [7–9, 24, 25]. Orion [24] uses
a blackbox model to approximate the latency-cost curve for
a workflow, and a heuristic algorithm to search for resource
configurations. The nature of the blackbox approach results
in inaccurate models and the resource configurations found
by the heuristic are sub-optimal. Ditto [9] enables developers
to optimize either latency or cost for a workflow. It only pro-
vides two extremes (minimum latency or minimum cost), and
does not allow developers to explore other trade-offs between
latency and cost. A 7% sacrifice on latency may bring a 1.8×
reduction on cost, which may be more preferable than the
configuration with the minimum latency.

We present Jolteon, a workflow orchestrator that provides
automatic resource configuration to satisfy application-level
requirements for serverless applications. Developers only
need to specify either a latency or cost bound for a work-
flow. Jolteon automatically configures resources to minimize
the execution latency for a cost bound or minimize the cost
for a latency bound. By doing so, Jolteon delivers a serverless
experience for workflow orchestration, and more importantly,
enables developers to navigate the entire latency-cost Pareto
front of the configuration space.

There are two challenges in realizing Jolteon. The first chal-
lenge is to build an accurate performance model to capture
the complex relationship between resource configuration and
application requirements. Existing works [7–9, 24, 25] rely
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Jolteon
Orion [24]

Ditto [9]
Caerus [8]

Locus [7]
Aquatope [25]

Stepconf [26]

CostPre [27]
Power-Tuning [23]

Cose [28]

Analytical performance model? Y N Y Y Y N Y N Y Y

Distribution-aware performance model? Y Y N N N Y N Y N N
Achieving the Pareto front

and guaranteeing the performance bound?
Y N N N N N N N Y Y

Supporting serverless workflow? Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N

Table 1: The design space of Jolteon against existing works of serverless computing.

on either blackbox modeling or whitebox modeling. Black-
box models capture the performance variability of serverless
computing, but lack explainability and ignore the execution
characteristics of serverless workflows. In contrast, white-
box models employ deterministic formulas to represent the
execution characteristics, which is faster and more accurate
on average prediction. However, whitebox models ignore
the inherent variability of serverless computing and fail to
guarantee the performance bound. Jolteon builds a stochastic
performance model. The model uses analytical formulas to
capture the execution characteristics of workflow execution,
which make the model more accurate and efficient (i.e., the
benefit of whitebox modeling). The model uses stochastic
functions to capture the performance variability, which can be
used to bound the performance (i.e., the benefit of blackbox
modeling). This approach leverages the benefits of whitebox
and blackbox models, and avoids their drawbacks.

Given the stochastic performance model, the next challenge
is to find the optimal resource configuration under a latency
or cost bound. As we use random variables to model the exe-
cution variability, the problem is mathematically formulated
as a chance constrained optimization problem, which is a type
of stochastic optimization problem. To solve the problem,
we first convert it to a deterministic formulation via Monte
Carlo sampling and guarantee the performance bound through
a novel inequality. Enumerating all possible configurations
under the deterministic formulation is not practical given the
large search space and the vast number of constraints. We
prove that our formulation is convex. Thus, we leverage the
convexity and use an efficient gradient descent algorithm to
find the optimal resource configuration under the bound.

We implement a system prototype of Jolteon and evaluate it
on AWS Lambda with a variety of serverless workflows. The
experimental results show that Jolteon outperforms Orion [24]
by up to 2.3× on cost and 2.1× on latency. Compared to
Ditto [9] which provides either minimum latency or minimum
cost, Jolteon is able to reduce cost by 1.8× or latency by 3.3×,
with a ≤11% reduction on the other metric. The evaluation
also confirms that Jolteon can satisfy different latency or cost
bounds given by users.

In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We present Jolteon, a workflow orchestrator for serverless

computing that provides automatic resource configuration
to satisfy application-level requirements.

• We propose a stochastic performance model that captures
both the execution characteristics and variability, and a
bound guaranteed sampler to transform the stochastic op-
timization problem. We further prove the convexity of the
problem and apply a gradient descent algorithm to find the
latency-cost Pareto front of the configuration space.

• We implement a Jolteon prototype. The experimental results
show that Jolteon outperforms the state-of-the-art solution,
Orion, by up to 2.3× on cost and 2.1× on latency.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we first introduce the background of serverless
computing and application workflows. Then we discuss the
limitations of existing work, which motivate the design of
Jolteon. Finally, we describe the technical challenges to find
the optimal resource configuration that satisfies performance
bounds for serverless workflows.

2.1 Serverless Workflows

Serverless computing simplifies cloud programming for cloud
application developers. It enables developers to create short-
lived, stateless functions triggered by events (e.g., HTTP re-
quest). Serverless platforms are responsible for resource scal-
ing and fault tolerance, allowing developers to concentrate
on application logic without managing cloud resources [5, 6].
Known for its high elasticity and pay-as-you-go billing, server-
less computing meters function run-time at a fine granularity,
one millisecond in major platforms [1–3], and bills users only
for the resources consumed during function execution.

These benefits lead to a shift of traditional serverful appli-
cations to serverless platforms across many fields, including
data analytics [7,8], video processing [10–12], machine learn-
ing [13–15], and vector query processing [29]. A serverless
application is orchestrated into a workflow, represented as a
DAG. Each stage (i.e., node) in the DAG consists of a col-
lection of parallel function instances. The quantity of cloud
resources dedicated to a stage is the product of the number
of function instances and the function size (e.g., the number
of vCPUs). Edges in the DAG denote data dependencies be-
tween consecutive stages. The intermediate data is transmitted
between stages via external storage services, such as S3 [30],

Developers expect that cloud applications are executed to
meet different application-level requirements. For instance,
they typically prioritize latency in online applications and
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Figure 1: Ditto’s performance model.

focus on cost efficiency for offline applications. A key require-
ment for workflow resource configuration is to minimize one
metric (e.g., minimize cost) while adhering to the limit on
another (e.g., a latency bound). Current serverless platforms
only offer auto-scaling to scale the workflow instances, and
delegate resource configuration (e.g., the function size and the
number of function instances in a workflow stage) to develop-
ers. To meet the application-level requirements, developers
have to understand the resource-to-performance mapping of
serverless workflows. This is cumbersome and error-prone,
as identifying the optimal trade-off between latency and cost
(i.e., Pareto front) is complex and most developers lack exper-
tise in the underlying system characteristics.

2.2 Existing Work and Challenges

In this subsection, we compare Jolteon with existing works
and describe the challenges. Table 1 summarizes the key
differences of Jolteon against other resource management
systems of serverless computing.

Whitebox and analytical performance model. To achieve
automatic resource configuration, an essential prerequisite
is to capture the resource-to-performance relationship with
a comprehensive and accurate performance model. Several
works [7–9] leverage whitebox approaches to deterministi-
cally predict the function execution time with analytical equa-
tions. For instance, Locus [7] observes that the data shuffling
time decreases with the increase in resources. Based on Locus,
Caerus [8] and Ditto further divide the execution into several
fine-grained steps (e.g., transmission and computation). They
build individual equations for each step based on its logic.

As depicted in Figure 1, Ditto’s performance model divides
function execution into transmission and computation steps.
The model recognizes that the transmission time remains con-
stant when the number of vCPUs surpasses one, given that a
single vCPU can fully saturate the network bandwidth. Hence,
it employs a piecewise function, using one vCPU as the bound-
ary, to characterize the relationship between resources and
transmission time. These efforts capture the underlying logic
of serverless computing and achieve fast and accurate predic-
tions of average performance. However, the model neglects
the intrinsic performance variability in serverless computing,
thus failing to guarantee the performance bound.

Blackbox and distribution-aware performance model.
Other works [24, 25, 27] note that real-world serverless plat-
forms suffer from performance variability. This variability
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Figure 2: Orion’s performance model.

stems from the skew of the input data characteristics, network
traffic, workflow structure, and invocation pattern, etc. To ad-
dress this, these works [24, 25, 27] employ distribution-aware
performance models to capture such performance variabil-
ity. Specifically, they first collect function execution traces
as sampling data, and then fit a blackbox model to cover the
function execution process.

Among these, Orion [24] utilizes a linear interpolation
method. As depicted in Figure 2, the two sampling distribu-
tions are illustrated by probability distribution functions. The
predicted distribution is fitted through linear interpolation.
Aquatope [25] and CostPre [27] rely on Bayesian optimiza-
tion and mixture density networks, respectively. Although
these techniques capture the performance variability, they
overlook underlying serverless computing characteristics, re-
sulting in imprecise predictions and time-consuming blackbox
fitting. The characteristics of serverless computing refer to
the step-by-step breakdown of function execution, i.e., ini-
tialization, transmission, and computation. We can exploit
the characteristics of each step to build a more accurate and
efficient performance model, e.g., the time of transmission
step is influenced by the available network bandwidth. We
will discuss the details in §4.1.
Pareto front and performance bound. Optimizing the cost
or latency for serverless workflows has been explored in prior
work. Caerus [8] and Locus [7] utilize proportional resource
allocation based on input data size. However, for applications
insensitive to data size, these approaches yield sub-optimal
performance. To rectify this, Ditto [9] introduces a bottom-up
DAG traversal algorithm to minimize either cost or latency,
and achieves near-optimal results. Nevertheless, these studies
do not support finding the optimal resource configuration
under specific performance bounds, and their deterministic
models fail to guarantee the performance bound under the
variability of serverless computing.

Orion [24], Stepconf [26] and Aquatope [25] aim to reduce
cost within a pre-defined latency budget. Orion, considered
as the state-of-the-art, leverages a best-first search algorithm
that explores resource configurations and selects the first one
that satisfies the given latency constraint. Similarly, Stepconf
applies heuristic search methods, while Aquatope resorts to
Bayesian techniques. Notably, the search space of the three
systems is limited, and they cannot enumerate all possible
resource configurations. Consequently, they fail to achieve
the Pareto front between latency and cost while guaranteeing
the performance bound.
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Supporting serverless workflows. At the function level,
some works such as AWS Lambda Power Tuning [23] and
Cose [28] characterize the deterministic latency-cost curve
for specific functions. They profile the latency-cost curve for a
particular function, and allow users to optimize latency or cost
under a given bound of the other metric. However, a serverless
workflow (i.e., a DAG) is composed of many functions with
varying data dependencies. These works are inadequate for
supporting the optimization of serverless workflows.

Challenges. Our goal is to provide automatic resource config-
uration to meet application-level requirements. Specifically,
the system is expected to configure resources automatically
to minimize the execution latency for a user-specified cost
bound or minimize the cost for a user-specified latency bound.
To achieve this goal, two main challenges must be addressed.

The first challenge is to build a performance model to ac-
curately capture the complex relationship between resource
configurations and application requirements (e.g., latency and
cost). As described above, whitebox models successfully cap-
ture the underlying logic of serverless computing and there-
fore provide fast and accurate predictions of average perfor-
mance. However, their deterministic nature fails to capture the
performance variability. Blackbox models, on the other hand,
concentrate on the performance variability but overlook the
underlying system characteristics, resulting in imprecise pre-
dictions and time-consuming blackbox fitting. It is desirable
to develop a performance model that leverages the benefits of
whitebox and blackbox while mitigating their shortcomings.

The second challenge is to identify the optimal resource
configuration within the given performance bound. With the
performance model including distributional factors, the opti-
mization problem becomes stochastic which cannot be solved
directly. Even if the problem is deterministic, the huge search
space of resource configurations and intricate formulation of
the problem make it hard to find the optimal solution. In short,
the second challenge lies in the formulation of the stochas-
tic optimization problem with performance guarantees and
efficiently solving the problem to find the optimal result.

3 Jolteon Overview
Jolteon is a serverless workflow orchestrator that facilitates
automatic resource configuration to meet application-level
requirements (i.e., latency or cost). It employs a novel stochas-
tic performance model to accurately profile the resource-to-
performance relationship in serverless computing (§4.1). It
formulates the chance constrained optimization problem. It
then converts it into a deterministic problem with Monte-
Carlo sampling and guarantees the performance bound via a
novel inequality (§4.2). It employs a gradient descent algo-
rithm that leverages the problem’s convexity to achieve the
optimal result (§4.3). Figure 3 shows the overview.

User interface. Users define their serverless workflow DAGs
and requirements (latency or cost bounds) as input to Jolteon.

Stage 1

Jolteon Monitor
... More Stages

Jolteon Orchestrator

Convex Optimizer

Performance Bound
User

Loggers

Workflow Management

Result
Serverless Runtime

Performance
Profiler

Bound Guaranteed
Sampler

Figure 3: Jolteon overview.

A workflow DAG includes the functions for each stage and
the data dependencies between the stages. Jolteon assesses the
validity of a DAG (e.g., confirming the absence of cycles) and
deploys the functions to the serverless platform. Jolteon then
processes the invocation requests for the workflow, and exe-
cutes the workflow with the optimal resource configuration.
The results are returned upon the completion of the requests.

Jolteon orchestrator. The orchestrator receives workflow
DAGs and requirements from users, and generates resource
configurations. It contains the following components.

Performance profiler. After a workflow is registered, Jolteon’s
performance profiler periodically polls the data logs of the cor-
responding workflow. It learns and updates the performance
model (§4.1) of each workflow stage, modeled by stochas-
tic functions. The stochastic functions are able to leverage
the advantages of both whitebox and blackbox models while
mitigating their shortcomings. Specifically, the performance
model treats every parameter in the analytical formula as a
random variable and fits it as a distribution.

Bound guaranteed sampler. Jolteon formulates the chance
constrained optimization problem based on the workflow
information and user-specified bound. In the formulation,
resource configurations are regarded as independent variables.
Since chance constrained optimization cannot be solved di-
rectly, this module converts it into a deterministic problem
through Monte-Carlo sampling. More samplings lead to a
higher confidence level, but more complicated formulation
with larger solving time. Jolteon proposes a novel inequal-
ity to decide the minimal sample size that guarantees the
performance bound with a high confidence level (§4.2).

Convex optimizer. After sampling, the chance constrained op-
timization problem is converted into a deterministic opti-
mization problem. Solving such problem with existing algo-
rithms [31] is both time-consuming and sub-optimal. Jolteon
leverages one key insight: the problem is convex. Conse-
quently, Jolteon employs a gradient descent algorithm to effi-
ciently find the optimal resource configuration (§4.3). More-
over, Jolteon prunes the constraints with the support constraint
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Symbol Description

di The number of function instances of the ith stage

vi The number of vCPUs of one function in the ith stage

d The array of di of all stages

v The array of vi of all stages

Tj(d,v) The transmission time of the jth function in one stage

C j(d,v) The computation time of the jth function in one stage

LSi(d,v) The latency of the ith stage

CSi(d,v) The cost of the ith stage

LW (d,v) The latency of the entire workflow

CW (d,v) The cost of the entire workflow

Table 2: Key notations in the design.

technique to further reduce formulation complexity. The con-
figuration is then sent to the serverless runtime for execution.

Serverless runtime. The serverless runtime receives the
serverless workflow and the optimal resource configuration
from the orchestrator. It then executes (i.e., through function
invocations) the workflow and records the execution logs. The
logs are used by the profiler to build the performance model.
The execution results are returned to the users.

4 Jolteon Design
In this section, we first describe the stochastic performance
model (§4.1). Then we formulate the chance constrained
optimization problem and introduce the bound guaranteed
sampler (§4.2). Finally, we introduce the convex optimizer
to solve the problem (§4.3). The key notations are listed in
Table 2. Lowercase symbols represent deterministic values
(e.g., x), uppercase symbols represent random variables (e.g.,
X), and bold symbols represent vectors (e.g., x).

4.1 Performance Profiler

Jolteon’s performance profiler collects the function logs to
periodically update the stochastic performance model. In this
subsection, we introduce the details of the stochastic perfor-
mance model which integrates the benefits of both whitebox
and blackbox models while mitigating their drawbacks.

The model first divides each workflow stage (i.e., each node
of the DAG) into functions and phases. A stage consists of
many parallel function instances. The latency of the stage is
the maximum latency of all function instances. Each function
instance is divided into two phases: initialization and execu-
tion. The initialization phase refers to setting up the function
environment while the execution phase is to run the user code.
The phase is further divided into fine-grained steps as follows.

Initialization phase. The initialization phase is to receive the
request and set up the function environment. The first step
involves a network delay and front door execution. The net-
work delay spans from the moment the function is triggered
to when it reaches the API gateway. It is inherently variable,
influenced by the network status. Subsequently, front door
execution includes request authentication, function routing,
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Figure 4: Time distribution of the first step in initialization.

and load balancing. The latency of this process is likewise
unpredictable, shaped by the overall system load. This step is
inevitable and irrelevant to resource configuration. We have
gathered data on the latency from AWS Lambda, where func-
tions are triggered at 30-second intervals via HTTP requests.
We omit the failed invocation requests and only record the
time of requests with a status code of 200. Evidently, this
latency is not stable, as illustrated in Figure 4. We model the
latency with a random variable, denoted by D.

The next step is to set up the function environment. The
serverless platform determines if a corresponding function
instance (e.g., VM or container) is present in the instance
pool. In the absence of such an instance (i.e., cold start), the
platform will allocate a new one, pull the function image,
and initiate the function runtime. Conversely, if an instance
does exist (i.e., warm start), the existing function instance
is reused. The latency is negligible for warm start. Jolteon
profiles cold or warm start according to the specific policy
(e.g., pre-warming or keep-alive) and employs the following
formula to approximate the time of this step, where C is a
random variable of cold start time.

G =

{
0, Warm start
C, Cold start.

Execution phase. In the execution phase, the function in-
cludes two steps: data transmission and computation. Typi-
cally, a workflow stage downloads the data from its preceding
stage, processes the data, and uploads the result to its subse-
quent stage. The allocation of computational resources has a
notable influence on the latency of these two steps. Specifi-
cally, more vCPUs result in higher network bandwidth and
higher computational capacity.

Transmission step. In the data transmission step, data is either
downloaded from or uploaded to external storage. We model
downloading as an example. Relevant factors for this step
include the data size, the available network bandwidth, and
the API overhead. The input data may vary due to the diversity
of data sources and the stochastic nature of data generation.
We model input data size (denoted as S) as a random variable.
The stage comprises d parallel function instances. Let the
available network bandwidth and the number of vCPUs of
a function instance be b and v, respectively. Our goal is to
formulate a model for the transmission time of a function,
based on the given resource configuration, d and v.
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Figure 5: Jolteon’s stochastic performance model.

The data transmission time for a serverless function has two
components: the propagation time and API invocation over-
head. The propagation time is influenced by the data size and
the available network bandwidth. The data of the entire stage
(with size of S) is partitioned into d parts, one for each func-
tion instance. The propagation time of each function instance
is S/(d ×b), where b represents the available bandwidth. b
scales with the number of allocated vCPUs (i.e., v). However,
the bandwidth reaches a saturation point when v is sufficiently
large. Thus, b is approximated by min(v×W,B), where B is
the maximum bandwidth and W is the per-vCPU bandwidth.
The API invocation overhead is independent of resource allo-
cation and denoted by OT . Therefore, the transmission time
for a function instance is summarized as follows:

T (d,v) =
S

d ×min(v×W, B)
+OT . (1)

Computation step. In the computation step, each function han-
dles a data subset of size S/d with v vCPUs. However, the
function logics are diverse. For example, in the frame extrac-
tion stage of video analytics, the function ingests S/d videos
and cycles through each frame with multi-core processing.
The computation time is A× S

dv , where A is the time to process
one video. Conversely, in the map stage of data analytics, the
function sorts the S/d data units. Since the time complexity
of sort is O(x lnx), the time is B× S

dv × ln S
dv , where B is the

time to operate one data unit with one vCPU.
To tackle such complexity, we propose a model that mathe-

matically characterizes the distinct computational logics with
appropriate equations. Specifically, we focus on two typical
function logics: those with polynomial complexity and loga-
rithmic complexity. The execution time of polynomial logic is
represented by ∑

l
i=0 Ai×xi, and the time for logarithmic logic

is lnx× (∑m
i=0 Bi × xi). Here, Ai and Bi are positive random

variables and x is defined as S
dv . For functions without the

relevant logic, the coefficients are set to zero. Consequently,
the computation time of a function instance is expressed as:

C(d,v) =
l

∑
i=0

Ai × (
S
dv

)i + ln
S
dv

×
m

∑
i=0

Bi × (
S
dv

)i. (2)

l and m are decided when fitting the parameters (Ai,Bi) with
historical data. Specifically, Ai is fitted one by one in ascend-
ing order. The fitting process terminates when a specific num-
ber of zero Ai are encountered, and l is the last index i. The

profiler monitors if the function supports multi-processing.
If latency remains the same when v > 1, it is deemed single-
processing. Consequently, the function’s performance model
restricts v’s feasible domain to (0,1]. Another concern is that
Formula 2 is not applicable to function logic with other com-
plexities (e.g., exhaustive search with exponential complexity
rather than polynomial complexity). However, since the fea-
sible domain of v and d is discrete and finite (e.g., v ∈ (0,6]),
other complexities can be approximated by the above poly-
nomial complexity, i.e., Lagrange interpolating polynomial.

Function model to stage model. The aforementioned per-
formance model pertains to an individual function instance.
We must consider the d parallel function instances for a stage.
The latency of the entire stage is the maximum latency of the
d parallel functions. We define the stage latency as LS(d,v):

LS(d,v) = max
{

D j +G j +Tj(d,v)+C j(d,v), j = 1 . . .d
}
.

(3)

Regarding the cost of a stage, current serverless platforms
do not bill users for initialization time. Therefore, the cost
is defined as follows, where α is the cost per second of one
vCPU and β is the cost per invocation.

CS(d,v) =
d

∑
j=1

(
(Tj(d,v)+C j(d,v))× v×α+β

)
. (4)

Stochastic model. The above formulas serve as analytical
(i.e., whitebox) models, and the parameters (e.g., C,W,Ai) are
fitted with historical data. The independent variables d and
v are the resource configuration. As we discussed in §2.2,
treating the parameters (e.g., C,W,Ai) as static values fails to
account for the inherent variability. We instead model these
parameters as random variables, transforming the determinis-
tic functions to stochastic functions. These random variables
are fitted as distributions and marked as uppercase letters. As
shown in Figure 5, when the resource configuration is given,
the stochastic function (SF) outputs a distribution of the pre-
dicted latency rather than a fixed value. Compared to blackbox
models, this stochastic model captures the underlying system
characteristics through the simple yet potent formulas, which
allows higher accuracy and lower fitting overhead. In short,
this stochastic model captures not only the variability but also
the underlying system characteristics, which leverages the
benefits of both whitebox and blackbox models.

4.2 Bound Guaranteed Sampler

Formulation of chance constrained optimization. We first
extend the above stage performance model to the entire work-
flow. In the workflow DAG, the latency of the complete work-
flow is modeled as the maximum latency of paths in the DAG.
One path is a sequence of stages that are connected by edges
and its latency is the sum of all sequential stages’ latency. The
workflow latency, denoted as LW (d,v), is calculated through
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Figure 6: Sampling under different sample size.

either addition or maximum on stage latency, LSi(di,vi). Here,
d and v are p-dimensional arrays where di and vi specify the
resource configuration of the i-th stage (p stages in total). As
for the cost of the workflow, denoted as CW , it is the sum of
all stage cost, i.e., CW (d,v) = ∑

p
i=1 CSi(di,vi).

We then mathematically formulate this stochastic problem
as a chance constrained optimization problem. The objective
is to minimize either latency or cost, subject to the constraint
of guaranteeing the performance bound. The problem is for-
mulated as follows (with cost as the objective function):

Minimize CW (d,v).
s.t. Confidence

(
LW (d,v)≤ εl

)
≥ δ. (5)

In this formulation, certain parameters are random variables
and the constraint mandates that the latency bound εl be guar-
anteed with a predetermined confidence level δ. The formula-
tion to minimize latency under a cost bound is similar.

Bound guaranteed sampling. Chance constrained optimiza-
tion, a subfield of stochastic optimization, deals with uncertain
parameters in constraint functions, while ensuring the con-
straints are guaranteed with a high confidence level. Such
problem has been extensively studied in various research
fields [32–34]. However, adapting this method to our specific
problem introduces two challenges.

The first challenge is that the objective and constraint func-
tions contain random variables. Jolteon employs Monte Carlo
sampling to transform the chance constraint into a set of deter-
ministic constraints. As for the objective function, the random
variables are usually regarded as their expectation values in
optimization. Let function G(d,v,X) be the constraint func-
tion in Formula 5, where X is the set of the random variables
defined in §4.1, represented as a random vector. For example,
G(d,v,X) = LW (d,v)− εl if user specifies a latency bound.
Monte Carlo sampling is used to sample n vectors from the
random variables in the constraint functions, e.g., xi is a de-
terministic sample vector of X. This converts the original
stochastic constraint into a series of deterministic constraints:

{G(d,v,xi) ≤ 0, for i = 1...n}. (6)

All random variables are replaced by their corresponding sam-
ple values. The deterministic problem can be solved directly.

The second challenge is to determine the number of sam-
ples to ensure the performance bound with a high confidence

level. Conceivably, the more samples, the higher confidence
the solution has. For example, assume that the random vector,
X, only contains one random variable, X . X conforms to nor-
mal distribution as shown in Figure 6. The figure contrasts
two different sample sizes: Figure 6(a) uses 100 samples,
while Figure 6(b) uses 10,000 samples. More samples yield
a higher confidence. Specifically, the prediction error for the
95% percentile is 13% in Figure 6(a) and only 0.15% in
Figure 6(b). However, a large sample size introduces high
sampling overhead and intricate problem formulation with
large solving time. The two illustrations in Figure 6 exemplify
a single random variable on two specific sample sizes. How-
ever, the actual problem arises with many random variables,
which further complicates the determination of sample size.

Jolteon leverages Hoeffding’s inequality and sample ap-
proximation theory to find the lower bound of sample size n.
This lower bound allows Jolteon to guarantee the performance
bound at confidence level δ while minimizing the sampling
overhead and simplifying the problem formulation. The lower
bound of sample size is as follows:

1
2× (1−percentile)2 log(

|D|
1−δ

). (7)

In this content, D denotes the domain of independent vari-
ables v and d. δ refers to the confidence level. Jolteon sets δ to
99.9% which is large enough for most user cases. percentile
refers to the percentile for the target bound, such as P95 la-
tency bound. The two parameters are both configurable for
developers. The theoretical proof of the lower bound of n to
guarantee the performance bound is given in Appendix A.1.
The proof is based on Hoeffding’s inequality [35] and sample
approximation theory [36, 37].

The definition domain, D, depends on the structure of work-
flow DAG and is a large value due to the large resource con-
figuration space. In real workflow executions, n may reach
up to thousands, according to Formula 7. However, the sub-
sequent convex optimizer reduces such number with pruning
technique and the evaluation (§6.4) shows that solving with
thousands of constraints is still efficient and fast.

4.3 Convex Optimizer

The sampler transforms the chance constrained optimization
problem (Formula 5) into a deterministic problem with a set
of constraints, i.e., random variables become the sampling
values. Thus, we replace the uppercase symbols with low-
ercase symbols. However, solving such problem at runtime
remains a challenge due to the complex constraints and huge
search space. Jolteon leverages an important insight: the op-
timization problem is convex. A convex problem means the
objective function and all constraints are convex functions.
This confers a significant advantage—the local extremum
also serves as the global extremum, enabling rapid, optimal
solutions via established algorithms [31]. We first prove the
convexity of the above deterministic problem.
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Convexity analysis. According to the definition of convex op-
timization problems [38], we need to prove that CW (d,v) and
LW (d,v) are convex, where (d,v) are independent variables
and all other parameters are constants after sampling.

Since the sum and maximum of convex functions remain
convex, we only need to prove that CSi(di,vi) and LSi(di,vi)
are convex. Formula 3 and 4 further simplify the proof by nar-
rowing the focus on proving T (d,v) and C(d,v) are convex.
We focus on one stage and omit the index i. All variables and
constants are positive due to their real-world meanings.

For the computation step, C(d,v) (i.e., Formula 2), is the
sum of two parts: the polynomial part and the logarithmic part.
Function f (x) = xi is convex and monotonically increasing.
s

dv is convex because its Hessian matrix is positive-definite.
Therefore, the polynomial part is convex due to the convexity
of composite functions. Since s is significantly larger than d×
v due to its real-world meaning (i.e., s

dv > 1), the logarithmic
part is also convex according to its positive-definite Hessian
matrix. Therefore, C(d,v), the sum of two parts, is a convex
function. For the transmission step, T (d,v) (i.e., Formula 1),
is also a convex function due to the convexity of piecewise
maximum functions, where s,w,ot are constants.

The detailed analysis of the convexity of the above sum,
maximum, composite, logarithmic, polynomial, and piecewise
maximum functions is given in Appendix A.2. In summary,
the sampling deterministic problem is convex.

Optimization algorithm. Based the convexity, we propose an
efficient algorithm to optimally solve the problem, as outlined
in Figure 7. Each point in the figure represents one resource
configuration (i.e., d,v). The feasible domain circles out the
points that satisfy the sampling constraints. The first proce-
dure is a gradient descent algorithm. It starts from a random
entry point and takes iterative steps following the gradient
until it approaches a local extremum. The second procedure is
a probe process. Due to the discrete nature of resource config-
urations in the real world, the continuous local extremum may
not be feasible. To address this, the probe process iteratively
examines feasible points surrounding this extremum to find
the final configuration. Given that the problem is convex, the
local extremum is also globally optimal. Thus, the optimiza-
tion algorithm is capable of identifying the optimal solution
under a given performance bound (i.e., Pareto front).

An excessive number of sample constraints complicate the
optimization process and exacerbate the constraints checking
overhead. To mitigate this, we employ a support constraint
technique to prune redundant constraints. This technique iden-
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Figure 8: DAGs of the serverless workflows in the evaluation.

tifies a minimal subset of {c1,c2, ...,cα} while preserving the
feasible domain. If xi < xj (xi is the parameter vector of ci),
then the feasible domain defined by c j becomes a subset of
that defined by ci. Thus, ci can be pruned. This is valid under
the assumption that all constants and variables are positive
and the inequality sign of constraint is ≤. For example, if c1
is x+ y ≤ 1 and c2 is 2x+2y ≤ 1, the feasible domain of c2
is encompassed by that of c1 when x,y > 0.

The solving time of convex optimizer occupies the majority
of Jolteon’s orchestration time. In particular, the solving time
escalates rapidly with the increasing number of constraints
and complexity of the workflow DAG. In §6.4, we evaluate
the solving time of the optimizer and show that it is efficient
and fast under most use cases. In summary, Jolteon’s convex
optimizer is capable of identifying the Pareto front, and is
efficient with the support constraint pruning technique.

5 Implementation
We implement a system prototype with ∼3,800 lines of code
in Python. Our prototype supports AWS Lambda [1] as the
serverless platform, and uses AWS S3 [30] as the external
storage. Jolteon handles execution failures by re-executing
the serverless workflow. Existing fault tolerance mechanisms
for serverless workflows [39–41] are orthogonal to Jolteon.
The code of Jolteon is open-source and is publicly available
at https://github.com/pkusys/Jolteon.

Performance profiler. The performance profiler periodically
polls the data from the serverless runtime and fits a stochastic
performance model through SciPy [42]. We employ the non-
linear least squares method to fit the parameters. The profiler
updates the expectation value and covariance matrix of each
parameter to characterize the distribution. These distributions
are then used to generate samples by the sampler.

Bound guaranteed sampler. The sampler module generates
a set of sample constraints to transform the original problem
into a deterministic problem. The sample size is determined
through Formula 7. Since the distributional parameters con-
stitute a multivariate distribution, the sampling process is
implemented through joint probability distribution with each
parameter’s expectation value and covariance matrix.

Convex optimizer. After sampling, we employ the SLSQP
(Sequential Least Squares Quadratic Programming) method as
the gradient descent algorithm in Figure 7. This method uses a
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(a) TPC-DS Query. (b) Video Analytics. (c) ML Pipeline.
Figure 9: Overall performance for different serverless workflows.

series of quadratic approximations to find the optimum under
a set of nonlinear constraint functions. Given that it performs
optimally when the objective function and constraints are
convex, it aligns well with the nature of our problem. The
probe procedure is implemented by breadth first search at a
fixed depth to iterate the points around the local extremum.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Jolteon from the following as-
pects: (i) overall performance against state-of-the-art solu-
tions (§ 6.1); (ii) performance guarantees provided by Jolteon
(§ 6.2); (iii) effectiveness of the performance model (§ 6.3);
(iv) time analysis for running Jolteon (§ 6.4). We also evalu-
ate the sensitivity of Jolteon to various initial configurations
(i.e., entry points) in Appendix A.3.

Setup. We conduct all experiments on AWS. The Jolteon
orchestrator is deployed on one c5.12xlarge EC2 instance
with 48 vCPUs and 96 GB memory. Jolteon executes the
serverless workflow applications on AWS Lambda [1] and
uses AWS S3 [30] as the external storage.

Workloads. Our experiments use three representative server-
less applications. The workflows of these applications have
different characteristics in terms of the number of stages, data
dependencies, I/O and compute demands. Figure 8 shows the
three workflow DAGs, and the details are as follows.
• ML Pipeline is a machine learning workflow adopted from

Cirrus [13]. It consists of four stages connected as a chain:
dimensionality reduction (PCA), model training, merging,
and testing. Using the LightGBM library [43], the training
stage runs multiple parallel functions to train a set of de-
cision tree models, and the merging stage combines them
into a random forest. Each workflow execution trains on
5K images and tests on 2K images of MNIST dataset [44].

• Video Analytics is adopted from Pocket [45] and is com-
posed of four stages: video splitting, frame extraction, pre-
processing and frame classification. There exists one branch
in the workflow, where some frames are preprocessed and
then classified by a pre-trained YOLO model [46], while the
others are directly dispatched to classification. Each work-
flow execution processes 32 YouTube videos in “Music”
and “News” categories, each with one minute duration.

• TPC-DS Query is a data analytics job (Query 95 in TPC-
DS benchmark [47]). This workflow is composed of eight
stages with complex dependencies. The stages perform

a series of filter, groupby, and join operations. Each
workflow execution processes 10 GB TPC-DS data.

Baselines. We compare Jolteon with the following baselines.
• Caerus [8] is a serverless scheduler that uses a heuristic

proportional resource allocation strategy based on input
data size to optimize latency and cost for a workflow.

• Ditto [9] is a state-of-the-art serverless scheduler that uti-
lizes whitebox modeling to provide either minimum latency
or minimum cost for a workflow execution, which we refer
to as Ditto-L and Ditto-C, respectively.

• Orion [24] is a state-of-the-art serverless scheduler that
employs blackbox modeling on the function instance size
and uses deterministic numbers of parallel functions. It then
uses a heuristic search algorithm with the blackbox model
to minimize cost under varying latency requirements.

Metrics. We use end-to-end latency and cost of the workflow
execution as the main metrics. The latency refers to the time
span from the submission of a workflow request to the receipt
of its execution results by the user. The cost is the expense
for the serverless function execution, which is extracted from
AWS Lambda’s “Billed Duration” log entry. We do not use
throughput, because throughput is determined by the number
of workflow instances, which is controlled by the auto-scaling
mechanism of serverless platforms, and the throughput of a
single instance, which is the reciprocal of latency.

6.1 Overall Performance

We first compare the overall performance of Jolteon against
the baselines. For systems that can meet varying performance
requirements (i.e., Jolteon and Orion), we set different la-
tency and cost bounds to obtain the latency-cost curve. For
those that do not explore the latency-cost curve (i.e., Ditto and
Caerus), we measure the best performance they can achieve.
We run the workflows under each resource configuration sev-
eral times and report the average latency and cost. The results
are shown in Figure 9, which we summarize as follows.
• Jolteon outperforms Caerus in both latency and cost. Specif-

ically, Jolteon achieves 1.75× lower latency and 1.33×
lower cost than Caerus for Video Analytics. This is because
the performance model of Caerus only considers the in-
put data size rather than the inherent logic of a serverless
function. As a result, it fails to capture the performance ac-
curately and thus the resource configuration is sub-optimal.
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(a) TPC-DS Query. (b) Video Analytics. (c) ML Pipeline.
Figure 10: Latency guarantee of Jolteon.
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Figure 11: Cost guarantee of Jolteon.

• Ditto-L and Ditto-C achieve minimum latency and cost,
respectively. However, Ditto does not support the trade-
off on the Pareto-optimal latency-cost curve. In serverless
workflow execution, a small sacrifice on one metric (e.g., la-
tency) may bring a significant reduction on the other metric
(e.g., cost). Compared to Ditto, Jolteon is able to trade-off
between latency and cost. With only 7% sacrifice on la-
tency, Jolteon reduces the cost by up to 1.77× compared
with Ditto-L. And an 11% increase on cost enables Jolteon
to reduce the latency by 2.44–3.25× against Ditto-C.

• Orion approximates the latency-cost curve and is able to
meet varying performance requirements. But it uses heuris-
tic search that returns as soon as one configuration meets the
performance requirement and only adjusts function sizes.
This approach significantly narrows the algorithm’s search
space and is far from the Pareto-optimal. Compared to
Orion, Jolteon achieves 1.45–2.07× on latency with the
same cost, and 1.04–2.3× on cost with the same latency.

6.2 Performance Guarantees

This set of experiments evaluates the effectiveness of Jolteon
to provide performance guarantees. We set the percentile of
the target performance requirement to 95%.

Latency guarantee. To evaluate the latency guarantee of
Jolteon, we set different latency bounds and measure the la-
tency. Figure 10 shows the actual 95% latency and the ideal
latency for the three workflows. The measured actual 95% la-
tency is consistently less than and close to the ideal line, which
demonstrates the capability of Jolteon to provide latency guar-
antee. When we increase the latency bound, the actual 95%
latency monotonically increases, indicating that Jolteon can
adapt to varying latency bounds. The actual latency does not
increase when the bound is loose (e.g., >80 seconds for Video
Analytics in Figure 10(b)), since the resource configuration
hits the floor to enable the execution.

Cost guarantee. We also evaluate the cost guarantee of
Jolteon by setting different cost bounds. Figure 11 shows
the actual and ideal 95% cost for the three workflows. Similar
to the latency guarantee, Jolteon is able to provide bounded
cost for all workflows. When the cost bound is relatively loose
(e.g., >$0.02 per run in Figure 11(b)), the actual cost is nearly
unchanged. This is because the optimization objective is la-
tency. Increasing resources does not further reduce latency. In
such cases, Jolteon avoids unnecessary allocation of resources.

6.3 Effectiveness of the Performance Model

To evaluate the performance model, we conduct step-level,
stage-level, and workflow-level experiments.

Step-level effectiveness. We first evaluate the performance
model for the critical execution steps in the workflow. The
critical steps have the longest execution time and the highest
cost in the workflow. Figure 12 shows the actual execution
time and the predicted time distributions against the total
number of vCPUs. The total number of vCPUs is defined
as the product of the number of function instances and the
number of vCPUs allocated to each function for the step.

The three workflows exhibit different characteristics. TPC-
DS Query is an I/O-intensive workflow, where the critical
step is to read the data from S3. Since S3 offers a steady
bandwidth for reading [7], the execution time of the step under
the same vCPU allocation remains stable in Figure 12(a), and
can be precisely predicted by the performance mode with
less than 1% error. Video Analytics and ML Pipeline are
compute-intensive, where the critical steps are computation
steps in video splitting and model training stages, respectively.
These steps have more variable execution time due to the
performance variability of serverless computing, as shown in
Figure 12(b) and Figure 12(c). The stochastic performance
model predicts the execution time distributions that cover
most of the actual execution time.
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(a) TPC-DS Query, map1, read. (b) Video Analytics, splitting, compute. (c) ML Pipeline, training, compute.
Figure 12: Effectiveness of the performance model for critical execution steps.

Video Splitting Stage

Resource Config: (d,v) P50 P95

Large: (16, 4) -6.07% 0.29%

Medium: (8, 2) 6.87% 5.47%

Small: (4, 1) -5.80% -4.50%

MAPE 6.25% 3.42%

Table 3: Errors of Jolteon for stage execution time prediction.

Resource Config #Funcs (d) #vCPUs/Func (v) #vCPUs in Total

Config 0 (32, 16, 8, 8) (2.5, 4, 2.5, 2.5) 184

Config 1 (32, 16, 16, 16) (2, 1.5, 1.5, 2) 144

Config 2 (16, 32, 8, 16) (2, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5) 116

Config 3 (16, 16, 16, 8) (1, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5) 76

Config 4 (8, 16, 4, 4) (1.5, 1, 1, 1) 36

Config 5 (4, 8, 4, 4) (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5) 30

Table 4: Six resource configurations to run Video Analytics.

Stage-level effectiveness. Then we use large, medium, and
small amounts of resources to examine the effectiveness of
the stage-level performance model. Table 3 lists the predic-
tion errors for the video splitting stage (i.e., the critical stage)
in Video Analytics. d represents the number of function in-
stances, and v represents the number of vCPUs per function.
The error range is [-6.07%, 6.87%]. The mean absolute per-
centage error (MAPE) is 6.25% for P50 and 3.42% for P95
time prediction, indicating that Jolteon is accurate and is able
to capture the performance variability for the stage.

Workflow-level effectiveness. Finally, we evaluate Jolteon’s
errors in predicting the end-to-end latency distributions for
the entire workflow, and compare it with Orion’s blackbox
and Ditto’s whitebox models. We vary the resource configura-
tions with different number of function instances (i.e., d) and
different number of vCPUs per function (i.e., v). The total
number of vCPUs is the dot product of vector d and v. The
detailed configurations are shown in Table 4. As shown in
Table 5 for Video Analytics, Jolteon has an error range in
[-7.59%, 9.29%] for P50 and P95 latency prediction, with a
MAPE under 4%. The two baselines perform much worse.
Orion experiences a MAPE exceeding 30% for both P50 and
P95 latency predictions since its linear interpolation is inac-
curate under large configuration space. Ditto has a MAPE of
33.98% for P50 and 28.00% for P95 latency predictions due
to its inability to accommodate performance variability in its
analytical model.

Video Analytics

Resource

Config

#vCPUs

in Total

Jolteon Orion Ditto

P50 P95 P50 P95 P50 P95

Config 0 184 0.88% -7.58% 20.00% 14.62% 51.75% 40.91%

Config 1 144 3.23% -1.21% 34.38% 36.03% 51.71% 40.89%

Config 2 116 9.29% 5.26% 32.86% 30.20% 75.71% 61.84%

Config 3 76 4.21% 2.56% 52.63% 57.52% 10.88% 8.03%

Config 4 36 3.46% -1.54% 43.53% 44.28% 9.39% 16.31%

Config 5 30 -2.19% -1.38% 12.23% 20.12% -4.46% -0.02%

MAPE 3.88% 3.26% 32.62% 33.80% 33.98% 28.00%

Table 5: Errors for end-to-end latency prediction of different models.

6.4 Time analysis for Jolteon
Performance model training time. We evaluate the offline
time to train the performance model. For each workflow,
Jolteon collects tens of execution profiles with different re-
source configurations. Then, it uses non-linear least squares
to fit the distributions of the random variables (parameters)
in the performance model. Table 6 reports the training time
for the three workflows. The training time is less than 70
milliseconds, which is negligible compared to the end-to-end
latency of tens of seconds.
Solving time. We measure the time of Jolteon’s gradient
descent algorithm in the convex optimizer. We vary the sam-
ple size from 10 to 10,000. Figure 13 shows the results. In
the case of latency bound, the algorithm finishes under 0.5
seconds when sample size is less than 5,000. When a cost
bound is specified, the algorithm finishes within 0.05 seconds.
The higher solving time under a latency bound is due to the
specifics of our implementation. With SLSQP as the algorithm,
constraint functions are smooth and differentiable. The pres-
ence of the max operator in the latency constraint violates
this condition. To address this, we replace the single latency
constraint for the entire workflow with individual latency con-
straints for each DAG path. It eliminates the use of the max
operator but increases the number of constraints.

More complex workflows result in longer solving time.
Among the three workflows, TPC-DS Query has the most
stages and complicated data dependencies (e.g., eight stages).
Our experiment on TPC-DS Query involves 4048 sampling
constraints. As Figure 13(a) shows, Jolteon can solve the
problem within 0.5 seconds. According to the characteriza-
tion on Azure Durable Functions [24], 95% of the serverless
workflows have fewer than eight stages, which indicates that
Jolteon provides sub-second solving time for most use cases.
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Training Time

TPC-DS Query 0.065 s

Video Analytics 0.016 s

ML Pipeline 0.014 s

Table 6: Training time for the performance model.

7 Discussion
Memory in serverless computing. Besides vCPU, the mem-
ory size of a serverless function also impacts its performance.
In AWS Lambda, the memory size of a function is propor-
tional to the configured vCPU. Therefore, the Jolteon proto-
type, which is on top of AWS Lambda, leverages this prop-
erty and uses the vCPU as the main influence factor. Recent
work [48] decouples the memory size from the vCPU in the
resource configuration of a serverless function. In such cases,
Jolteon chooses the memory size greater than the peak mem-
ory usage for the function and adjusts the number of vCPUs
to meet different application requirements.

Auto-scaling. Resource provisioning includes two parts: re-
source configuration and resource scaling. Resource scaling
(e.g., auto-scaling) is used to scale the workflow instances to
meet the realtime execution load. It is orthogonal to resource
configuration and is not the focus of Jolteon’s design.

Limitations of Jolteon’s performance model. One limita-
tion is that the IO model does not reflect intricate IO patterns.
For example, the serverless function may issue a SQL query
to an external database. The IO time is determined by the
SQL query’s logic rather than the returned data size. Another
limitation is that the performance model does not consider
pipelining in serverless workflows. The upload of the up-
stream function and the download of the downstream func-
tion can be pipelined to reduce latency. Jolteon’s performance
model can be extended to capture these complex scenarios.

8 Related Work
Characteristics of serverless computing. Different from
other cloud computing paradigms, serverless computing
exhibits unique performance characteristics. Serverless-
Wild [49] and Orion [24] analyze the performance of server-
less functions in Azure Functions [2], and emphasize the
performance variability and the impact of cold starts. FaaS-
Cache [50] categorizes a serverless function’s lifespan into
initialization and execution phases. Caerus [8] and Ditto [9]
view the function execution as fine-grained transmission and
computation steps. Jolteon integrates the above insights and
introduces a novel stochastic performance model to capture
the characteristics of serverless computing.

Resource configuration for serverless computing. Resource
configuration is critical to satisfy application-level require-
ments in cloud computing [20, 22, 51–53] and even more
important in serverless computing due to its fine-grained re-
source allocation [7, 8]. Existing works either use whitebox
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Figure 13: Solving time of Jolteon.

models [7–9, 23, 26, 28] or blackbox models [24, 25, 27] to
predict the performance of serverless functions and perform
optimization. Jolteon leverages the advantages of both white-
box and blackbox models while mitigating their drawbacks
in the performance model.

Serverless workflow orchestration. Many cloud providers
identify the necessity for serverless workflow orchestration
to facilitate the development of complex cloud applications.
Centralized workflow orchestrators, such as AWS Step Func-
tions [16], Google Workflows [19], and Azure Durable Func-
tions and Logic Apps [17,18], are adopted by major serverless
platforms. Recent works [54–56] propose decentralized work-
flow orchestrators to improve scalability and reduce network
latency. Jolteon can be integrated with them to provide auto-
matic resource configuration.

Serverless workflow execution. Some works [39–41, 57]
focus on the fault tolerance of serverless workflows to guar-
antee the exactly-once semantics. Jolteon can be integrated
with them by capturing the overhead of logging in the perfor-
mance model. Some works [9, 58, 59] exploit shared memory
to reduce data transmission time by co-locating two adjacent
stags in serverless workflows. Jolteon uses S3 as the external
storage and its performance model is also applicable to data
transmission through shared memory.

9 Conclusion
We present Jolteon, a serverless workflow orchestrator
that facilitates automatic resource configuration to satisfy
application-level requirements for serverless applications.
Jolteon employs a novel stochastic performance model to
capture both the execution characteristics and variability, a
bound guaranteed sampler to transform the stochastic prob-
lem and an efficient convex optimizer to find Pareto-optimal
configurations. We evaluate Jolteon with a variety of server-
less workflows. The experimental results show that Jolteon
outperforms the state-of-the-art solution by up to 2.3× on
cost and 2.1× on latency.
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A Appendix
A.1 Lower bound of sample size

Theorem A.1 One of the lower bounds of the sample size, n,
to guarantee the performance bound under confidence level
δ, (0 < δ < 1) is:

1
2× (1−percentile)2 log(

|D|
1−δ

)

Proof . Let Pr be the probability function, i.e., the percentile
function of a random variable, D be the definition domain and
FD be the feasible domain of (d,v). FD (i.e., the ideal feasible
domain) is constrained by Confidence

(
Pr{G(d,v,xi) ≤ 0}≥

percentile
)
≥ δ with percentile as Pr function, while FD′ (i.e.,

the sampling feasible domain) is constrained by n samples
{G(d,v,xi) ≤ 0, for i = 1...n}.

For simplicity, percentile is replaced by p. With
the percentile of performance metric (i.e., p), we have:
Pr{G(d,v,xi) ≤ 0} ≥ p if (d,v)∈ FD and Pr{G(d,v,xi) ≤
0} < p if (d,v) /∈ FD. We define the random variable Zi
by Zi = 1 if G(d,v,xi) ≤ 0 and Zi = 0 otherwise. Now, we
consider the probability of ∃(d,v) ∈ FD′ but (d,v) /∈ FD
(denoted by pro).

pro = Pr{
n

∑
i=1

Zi ≥ n and E(Zi)< p}

≤ Pr{
( n

∑
i=1

Zi −E(
n

∑
i=1

Zi)
)
≥ n−np}

According to Hoeffding’s inequality (0 ≤ Zi ≤ 1), we have:

pro ≤ e−2n(1−p)2

Since there may be |D| points in this domain, one of the
upper bounds of 1− δ (i.e., the probability of violating the
confidence level) is:

1−δ < 1− (1− pro)|D| < |D|× e−2n(1−p)2

Therefore, one of the lower bounds of sample size n is
1

2×(1−p)2 log( |D|
1−δ

).

A.2 Convexity Analysis

Lemma A.1 Given two convex functions f (x) and g(x),
h(x) = f (x)+g(x) is also a convex function, x ∈ D .

Proof . Functions f (x) and g(x) are convex, which satisfy the
following inequality:

f (λx1 +(1−λ)x2)≤ λ f (x1)+(1−λ) f (x2)

g(λx1 +(1−λ)x2)≤ λg(x1)+(1−λ)g(x2)

Here, λ is an arbitrary value in [0,1] and x1,x2 ∈ D . We have:

h(λx1 +(1−λ)x2) = f (λx1 +(1−λ)x2)+g(λx1 +(1−λ)x2)

≤ λ f (x1)+(1−λ) f (x2)+λg(x1)+(1−λ)g(x2)

= λh(x1)+(1−λ)h(x2)

Therefore, h(x) is a convex function.

Lemma A.2 Given two convex functions f (x) and g(x),
h(x) = max( f (x),g(x)) is also a convex function, x ∈ D .

Proof . First, we prove a basic inequality for max operation:

max(α1,α2)+max(β1,β2)

= max(α1 +max(β1,β2),α2 +max(β1,β2))

≥ max(α1 +β1,α2 +β2) (8)

We can set α1 = λ f (x1), α2 = λg(x1), β1 = (1−λ) f (x2) and
β2 = (1−λ)g(x2), where x1,x2 ∈ D . Based on Formula 8 and
Lemma A.1, we have:

h(λx1 +(1−λ)x2) = max( f (λx1 +(1−λ)x2),g(λx1 +(1−λ)x2))

≤ max(λ f (x1)+(1−λ) f (x2),λg(x1)+(1−λ)g(x2))

≤ max(λ f (x1),λg(x1))+max((1−λ) f (x2),(1−λ)g(x2))

= λh(x1)+(1−λ)h(x2)

Therefore, h(x) is a convex function.

Lemma A.3 Given two convex functions f (x) and g(x) ( f (x)
is a monotonically increasing function), h(x) = f (g(x)) is
also a convex function, x,g(x) ∈ D .

Proof . ∀x1,x2 ∈ D and λ ∈ [0,1], we have f (g(λx1 +(1−
λ)x2)) ≤ f (λg(x1)+ (1− λ)g(x2)) since f (x) is monotoni-
cally increasing and g(x) is convex. Based on this, we derive:

h(λx1 +(1−λ)x2) = f (g(λx1 +(1−λ)x2))

≤ f (λg(x1)+(1−λ)g(x2))

≤ λ f (g(x1))+(1−λ) f (g(x2)) = λh(x1)+(1−λ)h(x2)

Therefore, h(x) is a convex function.

Lemma A.4 ( s
xy )

α × ln s
xy is a bivariate convex function,

where s is a positive constant, s
xy ∈ (1,∞), x,y ∈ (0,∞) and α

is a nonnegative integer.

Proof . We divide the proof into two cases.

Case one: α = 0. Since ln s
xy has second derivatives when

s
xy ∈ (1,∞). We calculate the Hessian matrix of the bivariate
function:

Hessian(ln
s

xy
) =

[
1
x2 0

0 1
y2

]

Evidently, such matrix is positive semi-definite and ln s
xy is a

convex function.

Case two: α ≥ 1. We define f (z) = zα × lnz, and g(x,y) =
s

xy . We first calculate the derivative of f (z) (z > 1): f ′(z) =
(1+α lnz)× zα−1 > 0. Therefore, f (z) is a monotonically
increasing function. Then, we prove that f (z) is a convex
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Initial Config #Funcs (d) #vCPUs/Func (v) #vCPUs in Total

Large (16, 16, 16, 16) (4, 4, 4, 4) 256

Medium (8, 8, 8, 8) (2, 2, 2, 2) 64

Small (4, 4, 4, 4) (1, 1, 1, 1) 16

Mix1 (4, 8, 16, 4) (1, 2, 4, 1) 88

Mix2 (16, 4, 8, 16) (4, 1, 2, 4) 148

Table 7: Detailed initial configurations.

function when z > 1. When α = 1, we calculate the second
derivative f (z) = zα × lnz as follows:

f ′′(z) = (lnz+1)′ =
1
z
> 0

When α ≥ 2, we calculate the second derivative as follows:

f ′′(z) = ((1+α lnz)× zα−1)′

= α(α−1)zα−2 lnz+(2α−1)zα−2 > 0 (z > 1,α ≥ 2)

Therefore, f (z) is a convex function when z > 1. Last, we
need to prove that g(x,y) is a convex function. We calculate
the Hessian matrix of g(x,y) as follows (s,x,y are positive
and s is constant):

Hessian(g(x,y) =
s

xy
) =

[
2s
x3y

s
x2y2

s
x2y2

2s
xy3

]

Since s,x,y are all positive, this matrix is positive semi-
definite. Therefore, g(x,y) is a convex function. In sum-
mary, f (z) is a monotonically increasing convex function,
and g(x,y) is a convex function. Based on Lemma A.3, we
derive that h(x,y) = f (g(x,y)) is a convex function.

Lemma A.5 f (x,y) = s
x×min(y,w) is a bivariate convex func-

tion, where s,w are positive constants and x,y are positive
independent variables.

Proof . We are able to convert to f (x,y) to max( s
x×w ,

s
x×y ).

The Hessian matrix of s
x×w is:[

2s
wx3 0

0 0

]

It is a positive semi-definite matrix, and s
x×w is a convex func-

tion. As for s
x×y , its convexity is proved in Lemma A.4. Ac-

cording to Lemma A.2, f (x,y) = s
x×min(y,w) = max( s

x×w ,
s

x×y )

is a convex function.

A.3 Sensitivity of Jolteon

To evaluate the sensitivity of Jolteon’s convex optimizer al-
gorithm (§4.3) to various initial configurations (i.e., entry
points), we use five different initial configurations for Video
Analytics: large, medium, small, mix1, and mix2, with total
number of vCPUs ranging from 16 to 256. Table 7 shows them

Initial

Config

Output Config

Tight Bound (12 s) Moderate Bound (36 s) Loose Bound (80 s)

Large Config A Config B Config C

Medium Config A Config B Config C

Small Config A Config B Config D

Mix1 Config A Config B Config C

Mix2 Config A Config B Config C

Table 8: Output configurations of Jolteon for Video Analytics under
different initial configurations and bounds.

Output Config #Funcs (d) #vCPUs/Func (v) #vCPUs in Total

Config A (32, 16, 16, 16) (5, 1.5, 1.5, 5) 288

Config B (8, 8, 8, 8) (1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5) 48

Config C (4, 4, 4, 4) (1, 1, 1.5, 1.5) 20

Config D (4, 4, 4, 4) (1, 1.5, 1.5, 1) 20

Table 9: Detailed output configurations of Jolteon.

in detail, where d and v represent the vectors (four stages)
of the number of function instances and the number of vC-
PUs per function instance, respectively. We run Jolteon with
three different latency bounds: 12 seconds for tight bound, 36
seconds for moderate bound, and 80 seconds for loose bound.

As Table 8 indicates, Jolteon produces identical configu-
rations across all initial configurations under the tight and
moderate bounds. Under the loose bound, Jolteon generates a
slightly different configuration for the small initial configu-
ration. Table 9 further illustrates these output configurations.
Notably, Config C and Config D under the loose bound share
the same number of function instances and total vCPUs. The
slight discrepancy between them lies in the specific allocation
of vCPUs, i.e., (1, 1, 1.5, 1.5) vs. (1, 1.5, 1.5, 1). We run Video
Analytics under these two configurations and obtain similar
performance. Config C and Config D yield end-to-end latency
of 75.9 and 74.5 seconds and cost of $0.00916 and $0.00874,
respectively. The difference between the two configurations in
latency and cost are negligible, which are 1.9% and 4.8%, re-
spectively. In summary, Jolteon’s convex optimizer algorithm
is insensitive to initial configurations.
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Abstract
Cloud providers offer spot instances alongside on-demand
instances to optimize resource utilization. While economically
appealing, spot instances’ preemptible nature causes them
ill-suited for deadline-sensitive jobs. To allow jobs to meet
deadlines while leveraging spot instances, we propose a
simple idea: use on-demand instances judiciously as a backup
resource. However, due to the unpredictable spot instance
availability, determining when to switch between spot and
on-demand to minimize cost requires careful policy design. In
this paper, we first provide an in-depth characterization of spot
instances (e.g., availability, pricing, duration), and develop a
basic theoretical model to examine the worst and average-case
behaviors of baseline policies (e.g., greedy). The model serves
as a foundation to motivate our design of a simple and effective
policy, Uniform Progress, which is parameter-free and requires
no assumptions on spot availability. Our empirical study, based
on three-month-long real spot availability traces on AWS,
demonstrates that it can (1) outperform the greedy policy by
closing the gap to the optimal policy by 2× in both average
and bad cases, and (2) further reduce the gap when limited
future knowledge is given. These results hold in a variety of
conditions ranging from loose to tight deadlines, low to high
spot availability, and on single or multiple instances. By im-
plementing this policy on top of SkyPilot, an intercloud broker
system, we achieve 27%-84% cost savings across a variety of
representative real-world workloads and deadlines. The spot
availability traces are open-sourced for future research.1

1 Introduction
As organizations continue to migrate their workloads to

clouds, the need to minimize operational costs has become
a critical concern [41]. One of the top contributors to cloud
spending is the cost of compute instances [8], which are
typically offered in two pricing models: on-demand and spot.2

On-demand instances are available but come at a premium

1See spot traces: https://github.com/skypilot-org/spot-traces
2In this paper, we do not consider “reserved” instances, whose economics

involves volume contracts and is more complex.

V100 GPU 64-core CPU

AWS 3× 2–6×
Azure 3–6× 3–10×
GCP 3× 4–11×

Table 1: Cost savings of spot vs. on-demand instances.
cost. In contrast, spot instances are typically 3–10× cheaper
(Table 1), but are less available and they can be preempted unex-
pectedly. As a result, more applications such as analytics [13],
AI [28, 37, 40], HPC [29], and CI/CD workloads [1], are lever-
aging spot instances to reduce costs. To handle preemptions,
these jobs either checkpoint periodically and recover from the
last checkpoint on restart [25, 46], or re-execute the entire job.

However, while many applications can tolerate uncertainties
introduced by spot instance preemptions, others cannot. One
such category is delay-sensitive applications where a job needs
to finish by a certain deadline [24]. Examples include process-
ing new user data to keep an AI model up-to-date in a recom-
mendation system, or analyzing the latest information to make
timely decisions in a trading application. Therefore, most of
deadline-sensitive applications eschew spot instances in favor
of on-demand instances, thus trading off cost for predictability.

In this paper, we resolve this tradeoff by enabling an applica-
tion to leverage spot instances while still meeting its deadline.
For simplicity, we focus on recoverable jobs running on a sin-
gle instance, and assume the running time of the job is known,
as well as its deadline. A job can be in one of three states:
(1) running on a spot instance, (2) running on an on-demand
instance, or (3) idle, i.e., waiting for a spot instance to become
available. We design scheduling policies that periodically
decide whether a job should remain in the same state or switch
to another state. When a job switches to a non-idle state we as-
sume there is a delay, e.g., the overhead of provisioning/setting
up a new instance, and re-starting from a previous checkpoint.
Due to the high unpredictability in spot instance availability
(§2.2), the key challenge lies in striking a balance between cost
optimization and deadline adherence to effectively leverage
the low cost of spot instances without missing the deadline.

A simple solution to this problem would be for a job to
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use a spot instance up to the point at which the remaining
computation time equals the remaining time to deadline, and
then switch to an on-demand instance until it finishes. While
this “greedy” policy (§3.4) guarantees that the job will meet
its deadline, we show that it is sub-optimal. We do so by
developing a theoretical framework to study the worst-case
behavior (e.g., competitive ratio) of the policy (§4).

To address the limitations of “greedy” policy, we propose
a simple and effective policy, called Uniform Progress, which
aims to make uniform progress towards deadline, by distribut-
ing the job computation uniformly across the time. Uniform
Progress requires no assumption about spot instances’ avail-
ability and is parameter-free. Using simulations on real-world
traces we show that Uniform Progress outperforms greedy pol-
icy and approaches an optimal policy with limited knowledge
of the future (knowing how long the next spot instance is going
to last) in a variety of scenarios—from loose to tight deadlines,
and from low to high spot availability. We build a prototype
of Uniform Progress and evaluate it in a cloud setting on three
real-world workloads: ML training, scientific batch jobs, and
data analytics. Results show that Uniform Progress achieves
27–84% cost savings while meeting deadlines.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we provide an
in-depth characterization of spot instances across various
cloud regions, examining their availability patterns, pricing,
and lifetime to inform our policy design (§2). Next, we develop
a theoretical model that captures the essential dynamics of
spot instances, which enables us to examine the worst-case
behavior of a given policy (§3, §4). We then present our
policies for jobs with both single and multiple instances (§5)
and conduct a comprehensive empirical study on months-long
real-world traces of spot instances (§6). We build a prototype
implementation that supports the proposed policies in a
cloud setting, and evaluate these policies on three real-world
workloads (§7). Finally, we review related work in §8.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. We introduce a problem of using spot instances to min-

imize the cost of running a job with deadline adherence.
2. We develop a theoretical framework to study the worst

and average-case behavior of baseline policies, providing
insights on the tradeoff between cost and deadline.

3. We propose Uniform Progress, a simple but effective pol-
icy which is parameter-free and requires no assumptions
on spot availability. Empirically, we show the significant
improvement of the policy in a wide variety of scenarios.

4. We implement a prototype system with Uniform Progress,
and evaluate it on real-world workloads.

Finally, we open source our three-month traces of spot instance
availability to encourage future research in this area.

2 Characterization of Spot Instances
In this section, we characterize spot instance availability and

pricing over time and across availability zones. We observe
high volatility in availability but a smooth pricing pattern. We

04/22 04/24 04/25 04/27 04/28 04/30

Availability

Preemption

Figure 1: Real spot preemptions and availability are highly
correlated. Trace is in AWS us-west-2b. Upper: preemptions.
Horizontal lines represent a running spot instance. Vertical
bars are preemptions. Lower: availability. Horizontal lines are
spot instance available periods. Vertical bars are changes from
availability to unavailability. Grey gaps are unavailability pe-
riods. Note that although some vertical bars look immediately
followed by a horizontal line, there are still gaps in between.

use these insights to drive the design of our scheduling policy.
2.1 Methodology of Spot Trace Collection

We collect spot availability traces from public clouds. A
trace is a time series showing whether a particular spot instance
type is available at a given time in a zone. We collect these
traces over a three-month period and in nine AWS availability
zones (three in us-west-2, four in us-east-1, two in us-east-2).

A key challenge of trace collection is that it can be pro-
hibitively expensive. For example, a spot V100 instance costs
about $1/hour. If we collect a real preemption trace where an in-
stance is kept live as much as possible modulo preemptions, col-
lecting three-month long traces in all nine zones could cost over
$10,000. Instead, we propose an approximation: we collect
availability traces, where we try to launch a spot instance every
10 minutes to probe if it is available and then immediately termi-
nate it. To validate this approach, Figure 1 shows a high correla-
tion between the real preemption and availability signals over
a week-long period. This approach reduces the cost of trace
collection by about 100×. For completeness, we also include
real preemption traces in our evaluation of policy performance
on multi-instance jobs (§6.6) and real-world workloads (§7.2).

In this work, we focus on a few scarce instance types, i.e.,
Nvidia V100 and K80 GPU instances, which are now in high
demand [4] due to the rise of Generative AI and large language
models (LLMs). Focusing on these scarce instance types is thus
both useful and interesting, as they are frequently preempted,
providing a good testing ground for scheduling policies.
2.2 High Variance in Spot Availability

Our analysis reveals that spot availability varies significantly
across zones and over time. Figure 2 (left) shows the avail-
ability traces of 9 AWS zones over 2 weeks (4 example zones
are in Figure 2 and the rest 5 zones are in §A.1). We observe
a large difference across zones (e.g., us-west-2a vs us-east-1a).
The periods of unavailability can last for hours or even days.

To understand spot availability distributions, we overlay
6-hour windows on a 2-week period (thus, 14× 24/6 = 56
windows per zone) and count the fraction of availability
probes that succeeded in each window. Figure 2 (right)
plots the distributions of spot availability fractions in the 56
windows per zone, which approximate the fraction of time
spot instances are available in each zone. We observe that each
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Figure 2: Spot Availability is highly unpredictable and volatile. Traces are across four of nine AWS zones collected. Left: Availability.
Horizontal lines are available periods. Vertical bars are changes from available to unavailable, followed by grey gaps indicating un-
available period. Right: Boxplots of spot availability fraction, i.e., percentage of the time an instance is available in 6-hour windows.
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Figure 3: High volatility of spot availability fraction. Avail-
ability can jump from 100% to 0% within hours. Price ratio:
spot price divided by on-demand price.

zone can go from being highly available to mostly unavailable
across time (e.g., in us-east-2b, the difference between p25
and p75 is about 70%) and there is little correlation across
zones. In addition, Figure 3 shows changes in spot availability
fractions over time. We observe a highly volatile pattern:
availability can change from 100% to 0% within hours.

The results above suggest that scheduling policies should
be robust to highly unpredictable availability patterns. For
generality, in this paper, we make no assumptions on spot
availability patterns. We discuss existing prediction-based
approaches in §8 and leave this direction to future work.

2.3 Relative Stability in Spot Pricing
In contrast, we observe that spot pricing is much more stable

than availability. Figure 3 shows the price ratio of spot to
on-demand for AWS stays almost constant despite significant
changes in availability. In the three-month-long trace, we ob-
serve only a 5% price variation on average over any one-week
period, validating the recently introduced smooth pricing
model on AWS [5]. GCP’s spot instance prices are even more
stable as it is guaranteed to only change once every 30 days [3].

2.4 Correlation of Multi-Instance Availability
To understand the behavior of multiple spot instances, we

analyze 2-week preemption traces and 2-week availability
traces for clusters of 4 and 16 instances, respectively (see §6.1
for details). Notably, over 94% of the time, either all or none of
the instances are available in each cluster. This suggests avail-
ability tends to change simultaneously for multiple instances
(bulk preemption is also observed in [16]), up to a count of 16.

3 Using Spot for Deadline-Sensitive Jobs
In this section, we present a simple model to formulate the

problem, discuss when a policy matters, and then give three
rules for policy design followed by a basic greedy policy.

3.1 Problem Setup
We consider two types of instances with the same hardware:

an on-demand instance, which is always available,3 and a spot
instance, whose availability is unpredictable. We assume that
spot availability is non-adversarial, meaning that it is indepen-
dent of the job’s choices and observable factors, except for §4.1,
where we adopt competitive analysis for the worst case study.

We focus on long-running (hours to days) jobs where
preemptions are likely. We firstly assume each job uses one
instance. We will extend it to multiple instances in §5.5 and
evaluate it in §6.6.

For a deadline-sensitive job, we denote remaining compu-
tation time at time t as C(t) and remaining time-to-deadline as
R(t). This implies that the job’s total computation time is C(0),
and deadline is R(0). Based on the definition, we can derive that
R(t)=R(0)−t and when a job is progressing, ∂C(t)/∂t=−1.

We assume that both C(0) and R(0) are given and the
job is fault-tolerant to interruptions. For example, ML
training typically has a consistent per-epoch time, indicating
a predictable total runtime, and the model weights can be
checkpointed and resumed for fault tolerance. Additionally,
computation times for many recurring jobs (e.g., data analytics,
scientific HPC, CI/CD) can be derived from past executions.

To account for overheads of starting the job on a new
instance, we introduce changeover delay, d, which includes the
time required to launch an instance, set up dependencies, and
recover any potential progress loss caused by gaps between
checkpoints or restarting the most recent unsaved execution.
Whenever a job switches to a new spot or on-demand instance,
a changeover delay occurs, meaning that C(t) does not
decrease for a duration of d while R(t) continues to decrement.
A delay d is charged at the new instance type’s price. Switching
from an instance to idle (i.e., termination) does not incur a
delay. We will extend the model to consider variety with C(0)
and d in §5.6, and evaluate it in §6.7.

The goal is to minimize the cost for completing job’s
computation time C(0) before deadline R(0), i.e., C(R(0))≤0,
using spot and on-demand instances. For simplicity, we define
the price for an on-demand instance to be k > 1, and a spot
instance to be 1. We assume that cloud providers charge every
second when an instance is alive.4 Based on the observation

3This is a simplifying assumption. In practice, some on-demand instance
types can hit unavailability.

4Cloud providers have different billing practices, e.g., AWS does not
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Figure 4: Example decision traces of policies on real spot
availability on AWS.

in §2.3, we assume both the on-demand and spot price are
fixed throughout the time before deadline R(0).
3.2 Scheduling Policy

At any time t, a job can be in one of the following three
states: idle, running on a spot instance, or running on an
on-demand instance. While we assume that on-demand
instances are always available, spot instances can be in one
of two states: available or unavailable. The job’s state space is
the combination of any of the instance state and the spot state,
except for an impossible case where the instance state is spot
with spot state unavailable (Table 2). A scheduling policy is
invoked to decide how a job moves across instance states.

Spot State \ Instance State Idle Spot On-Demand

Spot Available ① ③ ④
Spot Unavailable ② - ⑤

Table 2: State space for a job.
In the ideal case where changeover delay d=0, the problem

is simple. An optimal policy is to use a spot instance whenever
it is available, i.e., transition between state ② and ③, until
C(t)=R(t). After that, the job cannot stay idle, as it needs to
utilize all the remaining time before deadline to make progress.
Since there is no changeover delay, the policy can use spot
whenever it is available and switch to on-demand when it is
not, i.e., transition between ③ and ⑤. This policy is optimal
because it utilizes all available spot instance lifetimes before
the deadline, without additional cost. Figure 4a shows an ex-
ample decision trace of how this policy performs for a job with
C(0)=48 hours and R(0)=60 hours on a real spot availability
trace, where the policy utilizes every spot lifetime, and runs
the remaining computation with on-demand instances.

However, when changeover delay d>0, which is the practi-
cal case, the problem becomes non-trivial. The policy now has
to decide whether it is worth switching to a different instance at
the expense of losing time d without making progress, which
increases the risk of missing the deadline. For example, apply-
ing the optimal policy above for d>0 would result in missing

charge for spot instances preempted within the first hour, while GCP does.

the deadline, since every switch costs an additional time d.
In the remainder of this paper, we focus on designing

policies for the more practical d>0 scenario.
3.3 Rules for Policy Design

Based on the problem setting, we propose three basic rules
that all policies without future knowledge should follow to
avoid unnecessary cost or missing the deadline.
Thrifty Rule. The job should remain idle after C(t)=0.
Safety Net Rule. When a job is idle and R(t) < C(t) + 2d,
switch to on-demand and stay on it until the end.

The policy is required to guarantee the job finished by
the deadline. After R(t) < C(t) + 2d becomes true, it is no
longer safe to move from idle to spot. Otherwise, when the
changeover delay of the spot finishes, the remaining time will
become R(t)<C(t)+d, which means any preemption to the
spot instance will result in missing deadline. Note that one
could wait until R(t)=C(t)+d then move to on-demand, but
there is no gain for waiting an additional d if the job is idle.
Exploitation Rule. Once start using a spot instance, stay on
it until it is preempted.

If the job is on a spot instance, any progress made will
always cost the minimum price any policy could get, i.e.,
the spot price. Voluntarily switching from spot to idle or
on-demand will have no benefit, but less progress or more cost.

This rule will not violate the deadline because the Safety
Net Rule guarantees that R(t) ≥ C(t) + 2d holds at the
time t when the job is moved to the current spot instance.
After the changeover delay is incurred and the job starts
progressing, R(t)−C(t) will not change, i.e., R(t)≥C(t)+d
holds, meaning the remaining time is enough for at least one
changeover even if the current spot is preempted. The job will
be able to switch to on-demand when Safety Net Rule kicks in.
3.4 Greedy Policy

Based on the three rules, we propose a straightforward
greedy policy. The greedy policy behaves as follows:

1. Stay on any available spot instance until it is preempted
(Exploitation Rule), and keep waiting if no spot instance
is available, i.e., transition between ② and ③ in Table 2.

2. (Safety Net Rule) When R(t)<C(t)+2d holds and the
job is idle, move to on-demand and stay there until the end.

In Figure 4b, we show the decision trace of the greedy policy
on the same spot availability trace as before (Figure 4a). The
greedy policy acts much more conservatively than the previous
optimal policy without changeover delay. That is because
greedy can no longer afford frequent switches between
on-demand and spot instances as before without missing the
deadline. Thus, we now turn our attention to: can we do better
than greedy while not assuming future knowledge?

4 Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we delve into theoretical aspects of the

problem and prove the existence of a policy that is better than
greedy in both worst and average cases.
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Figure 5: Example slicing for randomized shifted greedy (RSF)
policy, where deadline R(0)=6, computation time C(0)=3,
and slices n=3. Dashed lines indicate boundaries of slices.

4.1 Worst Case with Competitive Analysis
We first look into the worst case by investigating the

competitive ratio c of a policy without knowledge of future
spot availability, which is the ratio of the cost of the policy to
the best omniscient policy with full knowledge of future spot
availability. By “worst” case, we assume that spot instances
are chosen by an oblivious adversary, who can base their
decisions on complete knowledge of the job’s policy but not
on random coin flips used by the policy. Our goal is to prove
that there is a policy with lower competitive ratio c than greedy,
i.e., performs better in the worst case.

To simplify the presentation, we assume changeover delay d
is small and ignore the term O(d). Also, we use R(t)=C(t)+d
as Safety Net Rule’s condition, instead of R(t) =C(t)+ 2d,
which will not affect the conclusion, due to negligible O(d).

A natural bound for c is 1≤ c≤ k, where k can be reached
when the oblivious adversary choose a case that a given policy
have to use all on-demand, and the omniscient policy could use
all spot instances. We can prove that for any R(0),C(0), a deter-
ministic policy cannot perform better than greedy (see §A.2.1).
Theorem 1. For any deterministic policy P, c≥k−O(d).

With Theorem 1, we can conclude that a policy has to be ran-
domized to beat greedy, whose competitive ratio c=k, as an ad-
versary can simply make spot available from t ′, where R(t ′)=
C(t ′)+d. We now construct a better policy on top of greedy.
We first extend greedy to an n-sliced greedy policy, in which
we divide the time into n even slices with length R(0)

n and apply
greedy in each of these slices with C(0)

n progress to make. The
upper figure in Figure 5 is an example of n-sliced greedy, with a
deadline R(0)=6 and 3 slices. In each slice, the policy enforces
the job to make ≥ C(0)

n =1 units of progress within R(0)
n =2.

We then shift the n-sliced greedy policy by C(0)
n to get shifted

(n−1)-sliced greedy policy, which uses on-demand for time
C(0)

n from start (1 in the example Figure 5) and then applies
(n−1)-sliced greedy from t= C(0)

n until t=R(0)− R(0)−C(0)
n .

Although both policies have c = k, we can define a
randomized shifted greedy (RSF) policy by using either
the n-sliced or the shifted (n − 1)-sliced greedy with equal
probability at any time t. We can prove that the competitive
ratio for RSF is bounded and lower than greedy (see §A.2.1).
Theorem 2. If R(0) ≥ 2C(0), then for RSF policy has
c≤ k+1

2 + k−1
2n +O(d)<k.

When deadline R(0) is more than 2× longer than computa-
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Figure 6: Numerical results for validating the theoretical
greedy cost and the assumption for increasing variance in the
stochastic model. Both analysis are conducted on sampling
sub-traces from 2-month AWS spot availability traces.

tion timeC(0), the worst case (the largest gap to omniscient pol-
icy) for RSF policy is bounded, i.e., provably better than greedy.

For R(0) ≤ 2C(0), we can simply use on-demand until
R(t) = 2C(t) then start using RSF policy. We denote this
modified RSF (MRSF) policy.

Corollary 1. Let a= R(0)
C(0)−1 for 0<a≤1. MRSF policy has:

c≤k−ak+a(
k+1

2
+

k−1
2n

)+O(d)=k− a(k−1)(n−1)
2n

+O(d)<k

With MRSF policy, we shown that there exists a policy that
performs better than greedy for any R(0), C(0) in worst cases
by randomization and distributing job progress.
4.2 Average Case with Stochastic Model

Since spot availability is a complex stochastic process, we
propose a simpler model that is analytically tractable for the de-
velopment of practical policies. With that model, we will show
that n-sliced greedy is better than greedy in the average case.

In order to model the spot process, we consider a smoothed
version where we assume that a fractional spot is always
available, with a ratio r<1, i.e., a job running on the fractional
spot makes r amount of progress per unit of time. For example,
if spots have 4-hour average lifetimes and 1-hour average wait
times after preemption. Then, the fractional spot has a ratio,
r = 4/(4+1) = 0.8, and a job using it makes 0.8 amount of
progress per unit of time.

Similar as §4.1, for simplicity, we assume that d is relatively
small and ignore terms of O(d). We first consider greedy policy.
It will use the fractional spot until R(t ′) =C(t ′)+O(d) and
then switch to on-demand. At time t ′, the job progress on the
fractional spot would be C(0)−C(t ′)=rt ′−O(d), i.e., C(t ′)=
C(0)− rt ′+O(d), and the remaining time would be R(t ′) =
R(0)−t ′. We can derive t ′ and expected payment (total cost) p:

R(t ′)=C(t ′) =⇒ R(0)−t ′=C(0)−rt ′+O(d) (1)

t ′=
R(0)−C(0)+O(d)

1−r
(2)

p=rt ′+(R(0)−t ′)k+O(d)=(r−k)t ′+kR(0)+O(d) (3)

We can observe that the payment depends on the fractional
spot ratio r. For simplicity, we will drop O(d) in following
formulas. Since r−k< 0, payment p reduces when the time
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t ′ spent on the fractional spot increases.
In Figure 6a, we calculate both actual and theoretical costs,

p, for greedy policy on real availability traces for a 48-hour job
with various deadlines (52 to 92 hours) and small changeover
delays. It illustrates that theoretical costs with the significant
simplified stochastic modeling matches well with actual costs.

We now consider the n-sliced greedy policy from §4.1. For
a fixed r, the n-sliced greedy has the same expected payment
as original greedy. However, when we started considering
the expected payment across difference traces, variance for
fractional spot involves. We show that n-sliced greedy works
better than original greedy in average.

Consider spot fraction R as a random variable with mean
r and variance v. We can prove that the expected time on the
fractional spot E[t ′] increases with the variance v (see A.2.2).
With the formula in §A.2.2, we calculate the difference of
n-sliced (with variance v̂) to original greedy (with variance v):

∆=
R(0)−C(0)
(1−r)3 (v̂−v)

where v̂ is the variance over slices with length R(0)
n and v is

the variance for traces with length R(0). Since R is averaged
over time, we expect v̂ > v (shown in Figure 6b), i.e., ∆ > 0.
We can conclude that n-sliced greedy has larger E[t ′], leading
to a lower expected cost p than original greedy in average case.
Also, as v increases with n, n-sliced policy can achieve better
performance with more slices, when d is relatively small.

5 Methodology
Building on our theoretical analysis, we now propose poli-

cies for real-world cloud settings. In this section, we will exam-
ine the performance of a Time Sliced policy derived from the
theoretical analysis, and extend it to a parameter-free Uniform
Progress policy. Additionally, we present a upper bound of cost
savings through the Omniscient policy, which has the knowl-
edge of future spot availability, and a Partial Lookahead Omni-
scient policy that only has a shorter lookahead of the future (e.g.,
6 hours). Then, we will discuss an interesting scenario when
the next spot lifetime is given, and propose an extension that
combines Uniform Progress with a Next Spot Lifetime Oracle.
Lastly, we extend the policies to multiple instances, and relaxed
job computation times and changeover delays for generality.
5.1 Time Sliced

Based on the n-sliced greedy policy in §4.1, we propose the
Time Sliced policy. We divide the time before deadline, R(0),
into slices, and assign each slice a proportionate computation
time C(0)/n and deadline R(0)/n, denoted as Ci and Ri for
slice i. In each time slice, we apply greedy policy – switching
to on-demand instances when Ri(t)<Ci(t)+2d. We make two
changes compared to the n-sliced greedy policy: (1) jobs can
continue on spot instances whenever available after Ci(t)≤0,
and (2) if a slice makes more progress than required, we reduce
the required computation in the succeeding slice, Ci+1. We do
not apply randomness as in the competitive analysis for sim-
plicity based on the assumption that clouds are non-adversarial.
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Figure 7: Example decision traces comparing Time Sliced
and greedy policy. Time Sliced policy cuts costs by better
utilization of available spot near deadline.
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Figure 7 presents example decision traces for both greedy
and Time Sliced. The spot availability trace shows when spot is
available on cloud. The greedy policy utilizes all available spot
until R(t)<C(t)+2d. At this point, the job cannot tolerate
another changeover delay and must stay on on-demand until
the end, rendering available spots close to deadline unusable.
In contrast, Time Sliced policy’s decision is divided into seven
slices (with alternating colors), with greedy applied in each
slice. Due to the progress made in earlier slices, Time Sliced
allows more slacks to switch between spot and on-demand
instances when the deadline is close. This enables better
utilization of spot instances, reducing total cost. In this specific
example, Time Sliced reduces 30% cost compared to greedy.

In Figure 8, we evaluate Time Sliced by comparing it to
greedy in terms of average cost savings across 600 random
p3.2xlarge availability traces on AWS. Picking the optimal
number of slices enables Time Sliced to achieve 33-62% addi-
tional cost savings for relatively tight deadlines. These results
suggest that ensuring uniform progress throughout a job’s life-
time leads to better utilization of spot availability in expectation.
We apply this idea in the design of Uniform Progress below.
5.2 Uniform Progress

Although Time Sliced policy with the best slice number n
outperforms greedy, selecting the optimal n for different cases
is not practical. We take the uniform progress idea from Time
Sliced policy and design a parameter-free policy, denoted as
Uniform Progress.
5.2.1 Pushing the Slices to the Extreme

Time Sliced policy guarantees uniform progress by
enforcing it in discrete slices. While progress can be left
behind within a slice, it is ensured by the end of each slice.
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Figure 9: An example decision trace for Uniform Progress.

At the end of a slice i, ti = i R(0)
n , i.e., i = ti n

R(0) . The current
progress, cp(ti) = C(0) − C(ti), is guaranteed to meet the
expected progress, ep(ti):

cp(ti)≥ep(ti)= i
C(0)

n
= ti

C(0)
R(0)

(4)

Note that when the slice number n=1, there is only one ti,
i.e., t1 = R(0), and Time Sliced becomes greedy policy and
only enforces progress C(0) at deadline R(0). When more
slices involve, with larger n, (4) applies to more time steps
t ∈{R(0)

n , 2R(0)
n ,..., nR(0)

n }. According to the stochastic model
in §4.2, n-sliced greedy will perform better when n increases,
given small changeover delays. Intuitively, this is due to a more
aggressive enforcement of progress. For instance, increasing
n from 2 to 10 within a 50-hour deadline ensures expected
progress made every 5 hours instead of every 25 hours.

We adapt this idea into Time Sliced by pushing n → ∞,
making each slice infinitesimal. That enforces (4) at any
t≤R(0), i.e., fully distributing progress within the deadline:

cp(t)≥ep(t)= t
C(0)
R(0)

,∀t≤R(0) (5)

5.2.2 Uniform Progress Policy
We propose a parameter-free policy, called Uniform

Progress (plain), that switches among three instance states:
idle, spot, and on-demand. The policy, based on (5) and the
rules in §3, has the following rules:

1. Uniform Progress: When the job is idle and cp(t)<ep(t),
switch to on-demand and stay on it to catch up progress.

2. Taking Risks: Switch to spot whenever it is available
(even when cp(t) < ep(t)). Stay on the spot until it is
preempted (Exploitation Rule).

To avoid missing deadline, we also apply Safety Net Rule on
top. The first rule asks the policy to maintain steady progress,
while Taking Risks rule allows the policy to utilize any available
spot instances by taking the risk of changeover delays.

In Figure 9, we show an example decision trace. Similar to
Time Sliced, Uniform Progress (plain) can achieve better cost
savings compared to the greedy policy by evenly distributing
progress within the deadline. However, during periods when
spot life/wait time are relatively short, the policy suffers from
frequent switches between spot and on-demand instances.
When the job is on on-demand, and a spot becomes available,

                   , spot slice ends, spot

spot
IdleSpot On-

Demand

slice ends, spot

(a) Time Sliced

spot

spot
IdleSpot On-

Demand
               , spot

                     , spot

(b) Uniform Progress

Figure 10: State machine diagram for Time Sliced and Uniform
Progress. spot means spot unavailable and spot means spot
available. The Safety Net Rule is left out for simplicity.

our policy will immediately switch to spot. If the spot is
preempted by the cloud shortly, the job may make little
progress. When that happens, cp(t)<ep(t) can still hold and
the job will be scheduled to on-demand again, wasting two
changeover delays, 2d (one for spot and one for on-demand).

To address that, we propose adding hysteresis to the policy.
Although the policy does not know or control the lifetime
of a spot instance, it can ensure that the progress made on
on-demand instances is sufficient to compensate for potential
losses in the worst-case scenario. We thus add another rule:

3. Hysteresis: When the job is on on-demand, stay on it
until cp(t)≥ep(t+2d).

We call the resulting policy Uniform Progress. Figure 9 shows
that the hysteresis mitigates frequent switching by enforcing
more progress on on-demand, and improves cost savings.

Figure 10 compares the state transitions of Uniform
Progress and Time Sliced. Both policies share the uniform
progress idea, but Time Sliced is discretized, relying on Safety
Net Rule within each slice and slice boundaries to jump off
an on-demand instance. In comparison, Uniform Progress
replaces slice parameters with a global uniform progress
checker, cp(t)≥ep(t), and a hysteresis, cp(t)≥ep(t+2d).

We will evaluate the policies above in §6. In order to
properly assess a policy’s performance relative to the best cost
savings, we next discuss several policies, which have access to
future knowledge, and use them as cost saving upper bounds.

5.3 Omniscient
First, we propose the Omniscient policy, which assumes full

future knowledge and generates the theoretically optimal plan.

5.3.1 Omniscient Policy
The Omniscient policy minimizes cost for a given availabil-

ity trace and deadline R(0). We define some binary variables:
• a(t) whether a spot instance is available at time t.
• s(t), v(t) indicate the policy choose to use a spot/on-

demand instance at time t.
• x(t), y(t) represent changeover delays happen to a

spot/on-demand instance at time t.
By discretizing time, we can represent the policy as a cost
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minimization problem:

min
s(t),v(t)

R(0)

∑
t=0

[s(t)+v(t)k] (6)

∀t, s(t)+v(t)≤1, s(t)≤a(t) (7)
R(0)

∑
t=0

[s(t)+v(t)]≥d
R(0)

∑
t=1

(x(t)+y(t))+C(0) (8)

∀t, x(t)≤s(t), x(t)≤1−s(t−1), x(t)≥s(t)−s(t−1) (9)
∀t, y(t)≤v(t), y(t)≤1−v(t−1), y(t)≥v(t)−v(t−1) (10)

(7) ensures the policy to choose only one instance at a time
and only use spot when it is available; (8) requires the total
time on spot and on-demand instances to be larger than sum of
the time spent on changeover delays and the job runtime; (9)
and (10) set variables x(t) and y(t) to 1 when a changeover
occurs for spot and on-demand instances, respectively. The
resulting formula is an integer linear programming (ILP)
problem and can be solved using ILP solvers [14, 31].
5.3.2 Partial Lookahead Omniscient Policy

Omniscient, with complete knowledge of future spot
availability, produces an unachievable bound. To better
understand the impact of partial knowledge, we propose
Partial Lookahead Omniscient, which has limited foresight
into future spot availability. By partitioning the deadline into
n slices, it can only see complete availability within each
slice. To incorporate that knowledge, we modify Omniscient
formula to minimize the average cost of progress made in a
slice i while ensuring the job progress at the end to be at least
iC(0)/n. Further details can be found in §A.3.
5.4 Next Spot Lifetime Oracle

Both Omniscient and Partial Lookahead Omniscient
policies assume complete knowledge of future availability
with different lookahead windows. We propose a more
realistic scenario where cloud providers offer an oracle o(t)
that returns the lifetime of the next spot instance a job can
acquire at the current time t. This assumption is reasonable
as providers can determine when to reclaim a spot instance.

Uniform Progress can be extended to leverage this oracle.
We introduce two new conditions to replace the hysteresis:

1. If the job is idle, we only switch to spot when the average
cost per unit of progress is lower than on-demand cost

o(t)
o(t)−d <k, i.e., o(t)> kd

k−1 .
2. If the job is on on-demand instance, we switch to spot only

when the average cost per unit of progress, considering
switching to spot and back to on-demand, is less than stay-
ing on the current on-demand: o(t)+kd

o(t)−d <k, i.e., o(t)> 2kd
k−1 .

5.5 Extending to Multiple Instances
All the discussions above are based on single-instance

scenario. We now extend the policies to multiple instances. We
assume gang-scheduling is required, i.e., all instances must
be running for a job to progress. This is typical in distributed
ML training [22, 23, 36] and HPC workloads [11]. A cluster
may consist solely of spot instances, on-demand instances,
or a mix of both. We call clusters with an identical resource

type homogeneous and those with a mix heterogeneous.
Changeover delays are incurred when a cluster is reconfigured,
i.e., the number of spot/on-demand instances in it changes,
unless it has no instance after reconfiguration.

We introduce a new rule for all multi-instance policies:
Polarization Rule. For a job requiring N > 1 instances, a
policy should either use no instance or N instances at any time.

Since gang-scheduling is required, a cluster with fewer than
N instances incurs unnecessary costs without job progress.
Thus, once any instance is preempted, a policy should
immediately reconfigure the cluster to either 0 or N instances.

We now extend previous policies to multiple instances.
Extending Greedy and Uniform Progress. First, observing
that spot availability tends to change simultaneously for
multiple instances (§2.4), we propose each policy should
produce homogeneous clusters. We will show that this
assumption does not harm performance on reasonably large
clusters (§6.6). Combining this with Polarization Rule, the
action space for a policy is simplified to either: N spot, N
on-demand, or no instances at any time t.

The problem for multiple instances is now equivalent to the
single instance, with the one-to-one mapping of states (§3.2):

• Cluster state: N spot, N on-demand, or no instances map
to spot, on-demand or idle states for single-instance jobs.

• Spot state: If available spot instances a(t)<N, it is equiv-
alent to a spot being unavailable in the single-instance
scenario, and a(t)=N maps to a spot being available.

Thus, for multi-instance jobs, we directly execute greedy
and Uniform Progress using the mappings above.
Extending Omniscient. For Omniscient, we can also restrict
it to produce homogeneous clusters and get Omniscient (Ho-
mogeneous). The detailed formulation is in §A.7.2. To obtain
a better theoretical upper bound for cost savings, however, we
further adapt Omniscient to support heterogeneous clusters,
denoted as Omniscient (Heterogeneous), by modifying the
ILP (6) to factor in a mixed cluster configuration (§A.7.3).
5.6 Relaxing Computation Time and Changeover Delay

In real-world scenarios, exact computation times and
changeover delays may be uncertain. We generalize our model
to accommodate such variability.
Computation time. To account for the inaccuracies of a user-
provided job computation time C̄(0), we denote the difference
to the actual job computation time as δ=C(0)−C̄(0). Given
that no policy can predict C(0) precisely beforehand, we
adjust the deadline guarantee of the policies to be best effort,
ensuring a finish time within the original deadline plus the
difference, R(0)+δ. This is guaranteed by having all policies
stay on the current instance and switch to on-demand,5 after
the job does not finish but has already made C̄(0) progress,
i.e., C̄(t)≤0. When a user overestimates a job’s computation
time C̄(0)>C(0), it should finish before the original deadline.

5If the job was on a spot instance, it should switch to on-demand after the
spot instance is preempted (Exploitation Rule).
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Otherwise, if the job computation time is underestimated
C̄(0)<C(0), the job should finish within the original deadline
plus the difference. Note that there is no additional d, as Safety
Net Rule guarantees that when C̄(t)→0, the job should either
be on on-demand already or R(t) ≥ C̄(t)+ d, i.e., there is a
spare d for the job to switch to on-demand.
Changeover delay. We now adjust the model to factor in sys-
tem stragglers and variations in changeover delay. We assume
that no policies can foresee the exact changeover delay until its
occurrence, though the average changeover delay is given. If
the maximum possible changeover delay, d̂, is also given (e.g.,
the most significant possible progress loss is triggered), we can
prove that policies should be able to ensure a deadline of R(0)+
2(d̂−d). The proof can be found in §A.4. If a user would like to
ensure the original deadline with a given maximum changeover
delay, they can specify a new deadline R(0)−2(d̂−d).

With the new model, policies can account for the variety, by
guaranteeing a bounded relaxed deadline R(0)+δ+2(d̂−d).

6 Evaluation
In this section, we conduct experiments to assess the

performance of the proposed policies using real spot instance
traces collected from the cloud.
6.1 Datasets and Setup

We collected spot availability traces on AWS (§2.1). These
traces include a 2-week availability trace started on 10/26/2022,
with four instance types: p3.2xlarge/p3.16xlarge (1/8 V100),
p2.2xlarge/p2.16xlarge (1/8 K80), and two availability zones:
us-west-2a and us-west-2b. Moreover, we collect a 2-month
long availability trace started on 02/15/2023 for p3.2xlarge
instances across nine zones from regions, us-east-1, us-east-2,
and us-west-2. For multiple instances, we collect 2-week
preemption traces for 4 p3.2xlarge in 3 AWS zones (us-east-1f,
us-east-2a, us-west-2c), and 2-week availability traces for 16
p3.2xlarge in 3 zones (us-east-2a, us-west-2b, us-west-2c). All
the availability traces were collected with a 10-minute probe
interval. As demonstrated in §2.1, availability and preemption
traces are highly correlated, indicating that the performance of
the policies on availability traces should reflect their real-world
performance. We will use preemption traces in §6.6 for mul-
tiple instances benchmark and §7.2 for real system evaluation.

We evaluate the policies on both 2-week traces, and 2-month
traces. For all experiments, we randomly sample 300 starting
points for each trace, considering each pair of instance type
and zone. We consider cases where the job fraction C(0)

R(0) >0.6,
i.e., the deadline is relatively tight, as the problem becomes
less interesting when deadlines are loose and available spot
instances within deadline are sufficient to complete the job.
For loose deadlines, jobs can utilize spot instances whenever
they are available until the remaining time-to-deadline R(t)
is relatively tight compared to the remaining computation
time C(t), and then start applying policies (details in §A.8).
The computation time is set to 48 hours for consistent
comparison across different settings (experiments for different

Policy On-Demand (hours) Spot (hours) Spot Util.

On-Demand 48.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0%
Greedy 30.8±17.7 17.2 ± 17.7 63%
Uniform Progress 25.1±15.3 22.9 ± 15.4 84%

Omniscient 20.7±15.5 27.4 ± 15.5 100%

Table 3: Compute time spent on on-demand and spot instances,
averaged across 8 scenarios for a job fraction of 0.8. “Spot
Util.” indicates the fraction of compute time on spot leveraged
by a policy vs. the Omniscient policy.
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Figure 11: Cost savings (higher is better) against on-demand
instances on real spot availability traces. Omniscient (8 slices)
is Partial Lookahead Omniscient. Larger job fraction means
tighter deadline. Each sub-plot is on a (instance type, zone)
trace. Values in ‘(x)’ are average spot fractions (percentages of
time a spot instance is available) across all samples in the trace.

computation times can be found in §A.9). Unless noted,
changeover delays d are set to 0.2 hours and costs are
normalized by on-demand costs in all experiments.

Baselines. To our knowledge, existing methods in literature
(§8) do not consider switching between spot and on-demand
in a cost optimization and deadline adherence setting for batch
jobs. Thus, we compare our results against policies with future
knowledge, which serve as strong upper bounds.
6.2 Time Spent on On-demand and Spot Instances

We first show different policies’ overall compute times
on on-demand vs. spot instances, which exclude changeover
delays. Such breakdowns examine how well spot instances
are utilized. Table 3 shows the results with a fixed job fraction
C(0)
R(0) = 0.8 on the 2-week traces, averaging across eight (in-
stance type, availability zone) pairs, each with 300 randomly
sampled traces. We observe that our Uniform Progress runs
on spot instances 21% longer than greedy policy on average,
reducing the gap to Omniscient’s spot usage by 57%.
6.3 Various Deadlines

Figure 11 evaluates the cost savings achieved by the
policies across various deadlines (represented as job fractions)
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Figure 12: Cost difference compared to Omniscient policy
(normalized by on-demand cost, lower is better), measuring
a policy’s proximity to Omniscient. Error bars range from
p25 to p75. “Spot” represents spot fraction. It is on 2-week
availability traces, aggregated on 300×8=2400 sampled traces.

on the 2-week availability traces. Our Uniform Progress
consistently surpasses the greedy in cost savings in all cases,
while approaching savings of Omniscient policy.

While Uniform Progress excels, there is still a gap to Omni-
scient. We compare Uniform Progress with Partial Lookahead
Omniscient policy with 8 slices, which assumes strong knowl-
edge of the future (around 6 hours of lookahead): Uniform
Progress achieves similar performance in most cases, despite
lacking future knowledge. This suggests any other policy
without future knowledge may not yield much higher savings.

We also investigate the potential improvement of Uniform
Progress policy by assuming cloud providers offering an
oracle for the lifetime of the next spot instance (§5.4). With
such knowledge, cost savings improve significantly, nearing
the theoretical optimum when deadlines are tighter.

The conclusions also hold on the 2-month traces (§A.5).
6.4 Impact of Spot Fraction and Deadline

To better understand the influence of spot fractions (the per-
centage of time a spot instance is available) and deadlines on
policy performance, we categorize them into two dimensions:
low or high spot fraction, and loose or tight deadline. Tight
deadline represents job fraction C(0)

R(0) >75%, while high spot
fractions are defined as those exceeding 50%. Our 2-week
traces have an even distribution between high and low spot
fractions, while the 2-month traces show a dominance of high
spot fractions, which forms 72% of all cases. This aligns with
our earlier observation of the volatile nature of spot instance
availability (§2.2). Figure 12 presents the performance of the
policies compared to Omniscient policy (theoretical upper
bounds for cost savings) in the four categories. Results based
on the 2-month traces are covered in §A.5.

For tight deadlines, the number of feasible instance switches
is limited to at most R(0)−C(0)

d , demanding strategic planning of
each changeover. When spot availability is high and deadline
tight (the rightmost group of bars), all policies lacking future
knowledge exhibit a relatively large gap to the optimal.
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Figure 13: Impact of changeover delays (d). Values in ‘(x)’
are average spot fractions over all samples in the trace.

Nevertheless, Uniform Progress still reduces the gap by ∼2×
compared to the greedy policy. This efficiency arises from its
uniform progress guarantee and hysteresis, which optimize
spot utilization within the deadline while avoiding frequent
changeovers. The small gap between Uniform Progress with
the next spot lifetime oracle and Omniscient policy confirms
that the ability to skip short spot lifetimes and strategically
switching from on-demand to spot with the opportunity cost
in mind is crucial to achieve close to optimal performance.

As deadlines loosen and spot availability increases, all
policies perform closer to Omniscient policy, as jobs have
greater flexibility to wait for spot instances and switch between
resource types, i.e., judicious planning becomes less important.

Additionally, we show the performance of Time Sliced
policy with the best number of slices (within 50 slices).
Time Sliced policy outperforms Greedy because of uniform
progress it guarantees, but worse than Uniform Progress,
potentially due to a higher overhead between slice switches.

Regardless of the different categories, our Uniform Progress
policy reduces the gap to optimal by nearly 2× compared to
greedy policy for both average and tail (p75) cases.
6.5 Different Changeover Delays

In Figure 13, we evaluate the performance of policies across
various changeover delays. Our Uniform Progress performs
consistently similar to the Partial Lookahead Omniscient
policy. As changeover delays increase, cost savings compared
to on-demand instances are reduced. This is because for each
spot instance being used, a larger changeover delay means we
pay the same price for less actual progress, so that switching
to spot instances becomes less economical. Both Uniform
Progress and Partial Lookahead Omniscient approach the
greedy policy as d increases. However, Uniform Progress
combined with the next spot lifetime oracle consistently
remains close to the upper bound, due to its ability to skip
short spot lifetimes and judiciously calculate the opportunity
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Figure 14: Cost savings for jobs on 4 instances, compared to
Omniscient with heterogeneous clusters.

cost of switching from an on-demand to a spot instance.
6.6 Multiple Instances

We now evaluate the policies on multi-instance jobs.
Figure 14 shows the cost savings on 4-instance clusters for
various policies compared to the theoretical upper bound set by
our Omniscient (Heterogeneous) policy (§5.5). The difference
between Omniscient (Homogeneous) and Omniscient
(Heterogeneous) is negligible (at most 1%), which validates
the use of homogeneous clusters in our policy formulation.
Our Uniform Progress consistently outperforms the greedy
policy, especially in high-spot-availability, tight-deadline con-
ditions, which agrees with the conclusion on single-instance
jobs (§6.4). We observe a similar win for clusters with 16
instances (§A.7.4). Due to monetary budget limits, we leave
the extension to larger clusters (N>16) to future work.
6.7 Relaxed Computation Time and Changeover Delay

We show that the variations for computation time and
changeover delays introduced in §5.6, marginally influence
the cost savings. In Figure 15, we apply a uniformly distributed
variance to the computation time and changeover delays, and
compare all policies with Omniscient policy, which possesses
exact knowledge of the job and delays. The experiments
are conducted in the same settings as §6.4, with a single
instance, high spot fraction, and tight deadline. All policies
can guarantee deadlines in the new model. The performance of
Omniscient with only spot availability information degrades
when the variance of computation time increases. When
a user-provided job computation time is larger than the
actual one C̄(0)>C(0) (overestimate), it cannot fully utilize
spot instances close to the deadline, while, for C̄(0) < C(0)
(underestimate), it has to use on-demand after exceeding the
original deadline R(0). Similarly, it performs worse when the
variance of changeover delay increases, due to sub-optimal
decisions made with partial information. However, in all cases,
we observe Uniform Progress outperforms greedy with a
relatively stable gap, indicating its robustness.

7 Practical Usage
In this section, we discuss our implementation of the

prototype and evaluate it with three real-workload: machine
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Figure 15: Cost savings with relaxed job computation time
or changeover delays. All policies are compared against
Omniscient knowing exact spot availability, computation time,
and changeover delays in advance. Omniscient (Only Spot
Avail.) only has the information of spot availability.

learning training, bioinformatics (HPC), and data analytics.
7.1 Implementation

We implemented the policies on top of a real multi-cloud
system, SkyPilot [44], that supports launching instances on
the public cloud providers. Given an availability zone and
an instance type to use, our policies drive a job’s resource
provisioning and switching decisions.

In the system, a controller is in charge of monitoring spot
availability and managing the job with heartbeats. All policies
are invoked by the controller behind a simple interface as fol-
lows. Periodically, the policy observes current_instance_state
(in {idle, spot, on-demand}) and a boolean is_spot_available
through the controller, and then uses them to compute a
decision (in the same state set). If the decided state differs
from the current instance state, the decision is executed by the
system’s provisioner module (e.g., switch from on-demand to
spot). To obtain the boolean is_spot_available, the controller
invokes cloud-specific capacity reservation APIs (e.g., AWS
EC2 offers a create_capacity_reservation API) which return
whether a zone has capacity for a spot instance type.
7.2 Real Workloads

We validate our policy across AWS and GCP platforms using
real-world preemption traces with spot availabilities ranging
from 70% to 90%. Metrics like changeover delays and other
system lags are measured directly from the implementation and
included in the evaluation. We summarize the settings of the
three workloads, Machine Learning (ML) Training, Bioinfor-
matics, Data Analytics, in Table 4 and explain details in §A.6.

We consider two different deadlines (job fractions 90%
and 75%) for each workload. We first present detailed cost
breakdowns for the ML workload with loose deadlines in
Figure 16. Uniform Progress achieves 48% cost savings
compared to only using on-demand. It outperforms Greedy
(15%) and approaches the optimal (55%). Similar patterns are
observed in the other two workloads. We show the cost savings
in Table 5. For Bioinfo’s c3-highcpu-88, the spot price is 91%
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Workload Location Instance Type Spot Price (Discount) Computation Deadlines Changeover Delay

ML Training AWS (us-west-2b) p3.2xlarge $0.92/hr (-67%) 72 hrs 84/100 hrs 4+5+9 mins ≈0.3 hrs
Bioinformatics GCP (us-east1-b) c3-highcpu-88 $0.34/hr (-91%) 22.5 hrs 24/28 hrs 2+1+8 mins ≈0.2 hrs
Data Analytics AWS (us-east-1c) r5.16xlarge $1.85/hr (-55%) 27 hrs 30/36 hrs 4+1+7 mins ≈0.2 hrs

Table 4: Detailed characteristics of real workloads. Deadlines are derived from job fractions 90% and 75%, and changeover delays
are the sum of VM provisioning, environment setup, and job recovery progress loss time.

Uniform Progress
Workload On-demand Tight DDL (0.9) Loose DDL (0.75)

ML $233.5 $138.2 (-41%) $122.0 (-48%)
Bioinfo $140.5 $51.9 (-63%) $22.8 (-84%)
Analytics $109.6 $80.0 (-27%) $74.1 (-32%)

Table 5: Cost savings for real workloads. Results of two
deadlines are shown (job fractions 0.9 and 0.75).

cheaper than on-demand. This allows Uniform Progress to
achieve 63% cost savings even when the deadline is tight and
84% savings when the deadline is loose. For the analytics
workload, the spot price discount is much smaller (55%). In
this case, Uniform Progress achieved 27% and 32% savings
for tight and loose deadlines, respectively. Note, however,
these savings still approach those achieved by the Omniscient
(32% and 46%, for tight and loose deadlines).

8 Related Work
Spot pricing and availability modeling. AWS pioneered spot
instances in 2009, using a bidding mechanism to monetize
unused cloud capacity [5]. The pricing model has evolved
to offer more stability, diminishing bidding, with other cloud
providers adopting similar strategies, such as GCP’s constant
30-day spot price [2], Oracle Cloud’s fixed 50% discount
for preemptible instances [6], and Azure’s stable regional
pricing [21]. While spot pricing is relatively stable, modeling
spot availability remains challenging due to its black box
nature. While prior work attempted to model preemption pat-
terns [20] and employed ML prediction methods [16, 42, 43],
we design our policy to be robust against potential changes
in spot eviction strategies of the cloud providers.
Applications using spot instances. The cost-effective nature
of spot instances has driven their adoption for savings. Frame-
works like Bamboo [38], Spotnik [40], and Srifty [28], was
developed for machine learning on spot instances. Narayanan
et al. [33] showed significant reductions in machine learning
training costs using spot instances across multiple clouds.
CompuCache [47] leverages spot instances for in-memory
data caching. However, preemptions can negatively impact
application performance [10, 43], and deadline-constrained
applications may struggle to effectively utilize spot instances.
Job scheduling with preemptions. Running jobs on preemp-
tive devices is investigated on intermittent systems, where
jobs can be interrupted due to sporadic harvestable energy.
Many studies [12, 15, 18] focus on scheduling multiple real-
time IoT tasks, due to the limited computation resources on
these devices. Spot instances introduce preemption to resource-
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Figure 16: Cost breakdown of each policy for ML workload.

demanding batch jobs on clouds. From the cloud providers’ per-
spective, existing work [9,17,19] investigates how to maximize
revenue, or enhance runtime guarantees. For end-users, earlier
studies explored bidding-based policies for bag of tasks with
deadlines [30, 35, 39, 45], but these approaches are less appli-
cable to current spot markets due to changes in pricing model.
Recently, Snape [43] investigates using a mix of spot and on-
demand instances for long-running services. It optimizes for
SLO which require the number of instances available to be
close to the target one at any time. It is different from deadline-
sensitive batch jobs studied in this paper, where the job can
stay idle for long periods, as long as it can meet the deadline.

9 Conclusion
Spot instances are economically appealing, but unreliable

due to the preemptions. In this paper, we resolve a critical
challenge of minimizing the cost for delay-sensitive jobs by
utilizing a mix of spot and on-demand instances. Our work fea-
tures a comprehensive analysis of spot instances and presents
a theoretical framework to assess policies in both worst and
average cases. This inspires the development of our proposed
policy, Uniform Progress, which is simple, parameter-free, and
effective without relying on assumptions of spot availability.
Our empirical study using 3-month real-world traces demon-
strates a significant improvement in cost savings compared to
the greedy policy, closing gaps with the optimal policy by ap-
proximately 2× on both single or multiple instances. We also
find that if cloud providers were willing to offer an oracle for the
next spot instance’s lifetime, it could further improve applica-
tions’ cost efficiency, by enabling our Uniform Progress to ap-
proach the upper bound of cost savings. We implemented a pro-
totype on top of SkyPilot, and showcased the effectiveness of
Uniform Progress on three real workloads, reducing the cost by
27%-84%. We open source the spot traces for future research.
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A Appendix
A.1 Spot Availability and Preemption Traces

In Section 2.2, we highlighted the variability in spot
availability across four out of nine AWS availability zones.
For a comprehensive view, Figure 17 presents data for all nine
zones. It demonstrates the fluctuations in spot availability both
across zones and over time.
A.2 Proofs for Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we show the detailed proofs for the theorems
and statements in our theoretical analysis (§4).
A.2.1 Worst Case with Competitive Analysis

We first prove Theorem 1 (see §4.1), which states that a
deterministic policy cannot perform better than the greedy
policy in competitive analysis.
Theorem 1. For any deterministic policy P, c≥k−O(d).

Proof. Since the policy P is deterministic, the adversary can
choose spot availability as follows. It makes the spot available
only when P starts using on-demand or R(t)=C(t)+d. If P

switches to the spot, the adversary waits for d units of time,
then preempts the spot, so P makes no progress on any spot
instances, i.e., must use at least C(0) units of on-demand.

With that adversary,we examine P have to use all on-demand
while omniscient policy can finish the job with all spots. Con-
sider the first time t ′, where R(t ′) =C(t ′)+d. Over t ′ ≤ t ≤
R(0), P cannot switch to spot, but the omniscient policy could
as it knows the spot will remain available, i.e., P makes C(t ′)
progress on on-demand, while omniscient is on spot. Next, P
must have accumulated the C(0)−C(t ′) before t ′. Due to the
adversary, any work accumulated before t ′ should be on on-
demand when a spot is available. Thus, the omniscient policy
can makeC(0)−C(t ′) of progress on those spots before t ′.

We now show the proof for Theorem 2, i.e., the competitive
ratio for randomized shifted greedy (RSF) policy is bounded
and lower than greedy.
Theorem 2. If R(0)≥2C(0), then for RSF policy has c<k.

Proof. By ignoring the terms of O(d), at any time t before the
last split, at least one of the policies is looking to use a spot
(as shown in Figure 5), so any available spot is used for at least
half of the time. Thus, except for the last C(0)/n progress, at
least half of the remaining progress is done on spot instances:

c≤(
1
n
+

1−1/n
2

)k+
1−1/n

2
+O(d)=

k+1
2

+
k−1
2n

+O(d)<k

A.2.2 Average Case with Stochastic Model
In §4.2, we inferred that the expected payment (total cost), p,

for greedy policy in the stochastic model decreases (lower the
better) when the time t ′ spent on the fractional spot increases.
Consider spot fraction R as a random variable with mean r
and variance v. We now prove that the expected time spent on
the fraction spot E[t ′] increases when v increases, i.e., larger
v indicates lower expected cost.

Proof. Let R =r+δ. Based on (2), we have E[t ′]:

E[t ′]=E[
R(0)−C(0)
1−(r+δ)

]=
R(0)−C(0)

1−r
E[1+

δ

1−r
+

δ2

(1−r)2 +···]

where the second equation is derived from Taylor expansion
for δ→0. By construction, E[δ]=0 and E[δ2]=v>0. When
we take the first three terms, we get an approximation:

E[t ′]=
R(0)−C(0)

1−r
(1+

v
(1−r)2 )

We calculate the difference of the expected time on the
fractional spot E[t ′] for policies with variance v1 and v2

∆=
R(0)−C(0)
(1−r)3 (v1−v2)

Since ∆>0 when v1>v2, we can conclude that E[t ′] increases
with the variance v.

A.3 Partial Lookahead Omniscient Formulation
Instead of minimizing the total cost for the progress, in

Partial Lookahead Omniscient policy, a job can make more
progress than it is assigned in each slice and reduce the
computation time required in the next slice by the additional
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Figure 17: Spot availability is highly unpredictable and volatile. Traces are across nine AWS zones collected.

progress made. Therefore, we modify the ILP formula for the
Omniscient policy with the following formula for a slice i to
minimize the average cost of the progress made in that slice:

min
s(t>ti−1),v(t>ti−1)

ti

∑
t=ti−1

[s(t)+v(t)k]/Pi (11)

∀t, s(t)+v(t)≤1, s(t)≤a(t) (12)

Pi=
ti

∑
t=ti−1

[s(t)+v(t)]−d
ti

∑
t=ti−1+1

(x(t)+y(t)) (13)

Pi≥
iC(0)

n
−

i−1

∑
j=1

Pj (14)

i

∑
j=1

Pi≤C(0) (15)

∀t, x(t)≤s(t), x(t)≤1−s(t−1), x(t)≥s(t)−s(t−1) (16)
∀t, y(t)≤v(t), y(t)≤1−v(t−1), y(t)≥v(t)−v(t−1) (17)

where the (13) ensures the total progress at the end of the slice
is at least cp(ti)≥ iC(0)/n, and the (15) avoids making more
total progress than the job computation time.
A.4 Deadline for Changeover Delay Extension

In §5.6, we relaxed the model to account for the variations of
the changeover delay. We now prove that with the extension, the
deadline guaranteed by all policies should be R(0)+2(d̂−d).

Proof. With the assumptions, all variance of changeover delay
will be directly reflected in C(t).

We consider the last moment a job is idle before it finishes
(at time t), there are three cases:

1. R(t) > C(t) + 2d: Safety Net Rule should never be
triggered, causing the maximum time the job finishes to
be R(0)−R(t)+C(t)+d̂<R(0)+d̂−2d.

2. R(t) =C(t)+2d: Safety Net Rule kicks in at t +ε, and
the guaranteed deadline should be R(0)−R(t)+C(t)+d̂,
i.e., R(0)+d̂−2d.

3. R(t) < C(t) + 2d: It means the job was on a spot
instance and got preempted. In this case, at the time
t ′ the job jumped onto the spot instance, we have
R(t ′) ≥ C(t ′) + 2d. Thus, the worst case for the
guaranteed deadline would be the job experience
two maximum changeover delays, once for jumping
onto a spot, and once for jumping onto an on-demand
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Figure 18: Cost Savings against on-demand instance for
different policies on 2 months of spot availability traces.

instance. That said, the bound for the finish time would
be R(0)−R(t ′)+C(t ′)+2d̂≤R(0)+2(d̂−d).

Combining the three cases, the bound for the deadline
guaranteed should be R(0)+2(d̂−d)

A.5 Performance on 2-month Availability Traces
Various Deadlines. Figure 18 shows the cost savings of differ-
ent policies we consider on the 2-month spot availability trace.
Similar conclusions as §6.3 can be drawn from the figure that
our Uniform Progress has a much lower gap to the Omniscient
policy, with similar performance as the Partial Lookahead
Omniscient policy in various cases, including loose and tight
deadline as well as low and high spot fraction. The Next Spot
Lifetime Oracle improves our Uniform Progress even further
making the performance approach to the theoretical optimum.
Impact of Spot Fraction and Deadline. Figure 20 compares
the cost saving difference of the policies against Omniscient
policy on 2-month spot availability traces. Similar conclusions
as in §6.4 can be drawn that Uniform Progress consistently
outperforms greedy policy in all the scenarios, and applying
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Figure 19: Cost savings against on-demand instances for
different changeover delays.
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Figure 20: Cost difference compared to the Omniscient
policy (normalized by on-demand cost, lower is better). It
is on 2-month availability traces starting from 2/15/2023,
aggregated on 300×9=2700 sampled traces.

Next Spot Lifetime Oracle further increases the cost savings.
Different Changeover Delays. We also evaluate the per-
formance of the policies for different changeover delays on
the 2-month availability trace. Figure 19 illustrates that our
policy performs consistently better than the greedy policy
for different changeover delays. Similarly as §6.5, the gap of
Uniform Progress to the Omniscient policy increases while
the Next Spot Lifetime Oracle helps it regain the advantage.
A.6 Setup of Real Workloads

We benchmark all policies on real workloads in §7.2. We
describe detailed setups of the workloads in this section.
Machine Learning Training. We consider pre-training a
RoBERTa [27] model on a subset of Wikipedia, WikiText-103,
with a V100 GPU instance (p3.2xlarge) on AWS. We follow
the configuration of FairSeq’s reproduction [7, 34] to train the
model for around 110 epochs (each takes about 40 minutes).

To be fault-tolerant, we checkpoint the model weights twice
per epoch to a cloud object store (AWS S3). The average
progress loss and the time to reload the model into GPU are
included in the changeover delay.
Bioinformatics. We run a bioinformatics workload of map-
ping DNA cells of sequencing data [26] on GCP. The workload
has 90 independent tasks, each with a relatively short duration
(15 minutes). Each task requires a powerful multi-core CPUs
for parallelization. We use GCP’s latest C3 generation of com-
pute instance, c3-highcpu-88. In this workload, interrupted
tasks need to be recomputed entirely after recovery. We use the
average task duration as the changeover delay (see Table 4).
Data Analytics. We run Apache Spark [46] (v3.2.0) on a
widely-used benchmark, TPC-DS [32]. We use scale factor
1000 to generate 300 GB of data on a 64-core CPU instance
(r5.16xlarge). The data is stored on a persistent disk, which
is attachable for future instances. We run all queries 10 times.
Similar to the bioinformatics workload, each query needs to
start over if interrupted. We add a weighted average of query
runtimes (7 mins) as progress loss into the changeover delay.
A.7 Extending to Multiple Instances

We extend Omniscient policy to gang-scheduling jobs with
multiple instances as mentioned in §5.5.
A.7.1 Omniscient policy

We extend Omniscient’s ILP (6) to multiple instances.
A.7.2 Omniscient with homogeneous clusters.

We first extend the formula for the homogeneous cluster
case, where all instances in a cluster with N instances should
be the same type (all spot, all on-demand, or none). We revise
the semantics of the original variables:

• a(t): the number of spot instances available at time t.
• s(t), v(t) indicate the policy chooses to use all spot or all

on-demand for the cluster at time t.
• x(t), y(t) represent the changeover delay that happens

to the spot/on-demand cluster at time t.
The Omniscient policy with the same instance type can be

represented as:

min
s(t),v(t)

R(0)

∑
t=0

N[s(t)+v(t)k] (18)

∀t, s(t)+v(t)≤1, s(t)≤a(t)/N (19)
R(0)

∑
t=0

[s(t)+v(t)]≥d
R(0)

∑
t=1

(x(t)+y(t))+C(0) (20)

∀t, x(t)≤s(t), x(t)≤1−s(t−1), x(t)≥s(t)−s(t−1) (21)
∀t, y(t)≤v(t), y(t)≤1−v(t−1), y(t)≥v(t)−v(t−1) (22)

A.7.3 Omniscient with heterogeneous clusters.
We further generalize the Omniscient policy to support

heterogeneous clusters, allowing a mix of spot and on-demand
instances in a cluster. This is the theoretical upper bound of the
cost saving we can achieve under the problem setting in §5.5.
We update the definition of variables as follows:

• s(t), v(t): the number of spot and on-demand instances
in the cluster at time t.
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Figure 21: Cost savings for gang-scheduling jobs on 16-
instance clusters, compared against theoretical upper bound
(Omniscient policy allowing heterogeneous clusters). Uniform
Progress consistently outperforms greedy policy.

• p(t): whether the cluster is UP at time t.
• z(t): whether changeover delay is triggered at time t.
• m(t), n(t), j(t), k(t): intermediate binary variables.
The following is the Omniscient policy for multi-nodes

with gang scheduling.

min
s(t),v(t)

R(0)

∑
t=0

[s(t)+v(t)k] (23)

∀t, s(t)+v(t)−N ·p(t)=0, s(t)≤a(t) (24)
R(0)

∑
t=0

[s(t)+v(t)]≥d
R(0)

∑
t=1

z(t)+C(0) (25)

∀t, s(t)−s(t−1)≤N ·z(t) (26)
∀t, v(t)−v(t−1)≤N ·z(t) (27)

∀t, m(t)≤s(t)−s(t−1)+(N+1)· j(t) (28)
∀t, m(t)≤s(t−1)−s(t)+(N+1)·(1− j(t)) (29)

∀t, n(t)≤v(t)−v(t−1)+(N+1)·k(t) (30)
∀t, n(t)≤v(t−1)−v(t)+(N+1)·(1−k(t)) (31)

∀t, z(t)≤m(t)+n(t) (32)

(26) and (27) set z(t) = 1, when either the number of spot
or on-demand increases in the cluster; (28) to (32) enforces
z(t)=0 when s(t)= s(t−1)∧v(t)=v(t−1), i.e., the number
of spot or on-demand used by the job does not change. That
said, (26) to (32) make sure z(t) = 1 iff changeover delay
happens at time t.
A.7.4 Cost Savings on 16 Instances

We scale up the experiments to 16 instances using real
spot preemption traces. In Figure 21, we can observe that the
homogeneous cluster constraint only has negligible influence
on the Omniscient policy on 16-instance clusters, which is also
because the spot market is efficient enough, similar availability
of all the 16 instances in a cluster. Our Uniform Progress still
outperforms greedy policy on all 4 different scenarios with
a smaller gap to the best cost savings a system can achieve.
A.8 Loose Deadline

In this paper, we mainly discuss policy design for jobs with
relatively tight deadlines, as very loose deadlines will likely
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Figure 22: Cost savings for policies with very loose deadlines.
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Figure 23: Cost savings with various job computation time.
Job fraction (computation time/deadline) is set to 85%.

lead to jobs able to finish on spot instances only. As mentioned
in §6.1, when a loose deadline is given, a job can utilize spot
instances whenever available until timestamp t0, when the
remaining time to deadline R(t0) becomes tight compared
to the job progress C(t0), and apply the policy. We conduct
experiments for loose deadlines, by setting the switch point
at C(t0)

R(t0)
=0.7.

In Figure 22, we can see that greedy policy gets close to the
upper bound of the cost savings for very loose deadlines, as
jobs are likely to be able to finish on spot instances only. It is
worth noticing that job fraction 0.25 represents the deadline
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is 4x longer than the job duration. By allowing jobs to utilize
as many spot instances as possible when the remaining time is
abundant, all policies perform similarly in cases where loose
deadlines are given.
A.9 Various Job Computation Time

We compare the cost savings for the policies across
different job computation times with the same job fraction
85% in Figure 23. When job computation time is very
small (comparable to the changeover delay), all policies’
cost savings drop quickly, as switching between spot and
on-demand instances is not worth the cost caused by the
changeover delay. However, when the job computation time
increases, there is more optimization opportunity for the
policies, as more changeover delay can be tolerated, leading
to a larger gap between Uniform Progress and greedy policy.
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Abstract
An intelligent cockpit is now crucial in automobiles, not

just to provide digital instrumentation and in-vehicle controls
but also to offer a wide range of entertainment functional-
ities. To cater to the demands of these intelligent vehicles,
the automotive industry starts employing virtualization tech-
nology to offer a unified hardware and software architecture
that can simplify system management and enhance resource
utilization. Particularly in the domain of intelligent cockpits,
virtualization can tightly integrate systems with different crit-
icality levels (e.g., safety and real-time) on a single hardware
platform, improving inter-system communication quality and
the timely response to user-initiated requests. Currently, mi-
crohypervisor virtualization has been used in production to
achieve intelligent automobile cockpit. However, in addition
to the performance concern and high production costs, this
solution is suffering from the global shortage of chips capable
of running microhypervisor systems.

Our key insight is that, most functions within intelligent
cockpit systems are non-safety-critical and non-real-time mul-
timedia tasks. Based on this characteristic, in this paper we
present AutoVP, a new cockpit virtualization architecture. The
hardware foundation of AutoVP consists of two low-cost
chips: 1) a consumer-grade System-on-Chip (SoC) multi-core
processor as the main chip; 2) a typical automotive-grade
Microcontroller Unit (MCU) as the auxiliary chip. The MCU
auxiliary chip is responsible for hosting real-time and safety-
critical tasks, while the SoC main chip primarily handles mul-
timedia tasks, such as entertainment systems and digital instru-
mentation. Further more, we construct an Android container
virtual environment on the SoC main chip. This environment
integrates multiple media functions onto a single chip, result-
ing in efficient utilization of chip computational resources
and high system scalability. Our comparative performance
evaluation demonstrates that AutoVP is a cost-effective and
efficient solution to build intelligent cockpits.

*Operational Systems Track
†Corresponding authors.

1 Introduction

The automotive electrical and electronic systems comprise
hundreds of sensors, actuators, and Electronic Control Units
(ECUs). These units are responsible for running various
subsystems, such as instrumentation, entertainment, and ad-
vanced driver assistance systems. They collaborate while re-
maining relatively independent, ensuring the highest level of
performance, safety, and functionality. Today’s automobiles
are approaching the limits of their complexity. In the future,
the automotive industry will provide always-connected vehi-
cles, operating advanced autonomous driving functions and
an increasing array of cutting-edge applications. In this envi-
ronment, both the hardware and software components within
vehicles are experiencing exponential growth in line with the
increasing number of applications, leading to an explosion in
the complexity of vehicle architectures [1]. Furthermore, the
proliferation of connectivity and applications also results in a
larger attack surface [2]. This distributed computing architec-
ture is making automotive electrical and electronic systems
increasingly bulky, with challenges emerging in wiring, ther-
mal management, and power distribution [3].

A promising approach to address the aforementioned prob-
lem involves the adoption of a virtualization solution. Virtu-
alization primarily serves the purpose of integrating multi-
ple business subsystems that originally operated on different
ECUs [4, 5], thus reducing software and hardware costs, and
shortening product time-to-market. At the beginning of the
21st century, this technology was first adopted as a centralized
software technique for avionics systems [6]. Nowadays, sev-
eral commercial virtualization solutions in the market have
achieved significant success in safety-critical applications,
including aerospace, national defense, and healthcare. There
is currently a drive to promote virtualization as the preferred
integrated solution within the automotive electrical and elec-
tronic architecture [1].

In the automotive landscape, vehicles can be categorized
into various functional domains, including the Powertrain
domain, Chassis domain, Body/Comfort domain, Cockpit/In-
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fotainment domain, and Autonomous Driving domain [7].
The Cockpit/Infotainment domain encompasses both safety-
critical tasks such as instrumentation and driver assistance, as
well as non-critical multimedia entertainment functions like
central control and heads-up displays. These subsystems op-
erate relatively independently while collaborating, interacting
directly with users to provide intelligent experiences [8, 9].
By employing a centralized virtualization solution to inte-
grate multiple subsystems within the Cockpit/Infotainment
domain, it can reduce costs, enhance collaborative processing
efficiency, and optimize user experience.

Currently, commercial intelligent cockpit virtualization
products are dominated by the hypervisor-based solution [10,
11], such as QNX Hypervisor [12], INTEGRITY Multivi-
sor [13], and PikeOS Hypervisor [14]. They enable the opera-
tion of multiple virtual systems on a single set of hardware
(e.g., ECU), with each virtual system running in a relatively
independent virtual environment, hosting different functions.

These vehicle hypervisor solutions typically adopt a micro-
kernel architecture [15, 16]. However, compared with user-
attractive Android applications, microkernel architecture has
a notable drawback, namely the absence of a rich software
ecosystem [17–21]. For instance, if the cockpit needs to run
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) functions (e.g.,
automated parking), they require support for deep learning,
computer vision, video encoding/decoding, and 3D graphics,
necessitating substantial resource investment for development.
Furthermore, existing hypervisor solutions must handle both
safety-critical tasks and complex multimedia operations, lead-
ing to specific hardware requirements. Consumer-grade SoC
chips or even standard automotive-grade MCU chips fail to
meet these demands. Automotive-grade SoC chips are capa-
ble of accommodating such intricate software systems [22],
but their development entails significant challenges and high
production costs. Even worse, the auto industry is facing a
global shortage of automotive-grade SoC chips [23–25].

We have three observations motivating a new cockpit vir-
tualization design: 1) only a minority of functions within an
intelligent cockpit are safety-critical (e.g., instrumentation and
driver assistance), while the majority of modules classified
as non-critical operations (e.g., all multimedia entertainment
tasks); 2) a typical automotive-grade MCU chip can host
these real-time and safety-critical functions, while a cheap
consumer-grade SoC chip (e.g., smartphone chips) can han-
dle the remaining non-critical functions; 3) these two kinds
of chips are affordable, and they have not been significantly
impacted by recent supply chain shortages. As a result, this
paper presents a cost-effective virtualization architecture for
constructing an intelligent cockpit, called AutoVP.

As shown in Figure 1, AutoVP employs Android container
technology [26, 27] to integrate non-safety-critical subsys-
tems, such as instrument display, central control system, and
passenger entertainment system, into a single entity, which
is deployed on a cheap consumer-grade SoC chip. Container

Consumer-grade SoC (SMP multi-core platform)

Linux Kernel (Real-Time)

Automotive-grade 
MCU

Safety Functions

Vehicle Bus

interconnect

Host

AutoVP
Control 
Plane

Figure 1: AutoVP’s mixed-criticality decoupled design.

is a lightweight virtualization technology [28–30] that can
efficiently leverages the computational power of the SoC chip
while ensuring the independent operation of each business
subsystem, thereby enhancing service quality. Safety-critical
tasks such as safety monitoring and vehicle bus, are handled
by an automotive-grade MCU chip. Interconnection between
the SoC chip and MCU chip is facilitated through inter-chip
communication technologies, forming a complete intelligent
cockpit system. Please note that AutoVP’s mixed-criticality
decoupled design also complies with automotive functional
safety requirements, as outlined in ISO 26262 [31].

We developed a new Android container framework on top
of Cells [26, 27]. This container imposes no specific hard-
ware requirements and incurs very small virtualization perfor-
mance overhead, making it suitable for widespread deploy-
ment across various low-power SoC chips. Besides, in the
automotive industry, the deployment of safety-critical tasks
using automotive-grade MCU chips is a well-established and
mature method [32]. In addition to container-based virtualiza-
tion, AutoVP’s differences in design also involve monitoring
mechanisms, implementing corrective measures for abnormal
behaviors, and ultimately isolating the safety-critical tasks
from the business functions. Hence, deploying the AutoVP-
powered cockpit system within intelligent vehicles is rela-
tively straightforward.

We compared AutoVP with a commercial hypervisor prod-
uct on the same automotive-grade platform. Our extensive
performance experiments demonstrate that AutoVP incurs
significantly lower performance overhead. When examining
various aspects such as CPU overhead, memory usage, power
consumption, startup time, peripheral performance, and frame
rate, AutoVP’s container outperforms the hypervisor solution.

In a nutshell, we make the following key contributions:

• We propose a mixed-criticality decoupled architecture
to address the need for centralized deployment of vari-
ous business subsystems within the intelligent cockpit
domain, all while offering ease of construction, low pro-
duction costs, and small performance overhead.

• We present a new Android container framework tailed
for intelligent cockpits. Our work represents the latest
progress in mobile container-based virtualization, and it
is an ideal solution to host the non-safety-critical subsys-
tems that require display screens for user interaction.
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• Our evaluation and real-world deployment demonstrate
that AutoVP is a viable in-vehicle virtualization alterna-
tive to mitigate the ongoing automotive chip crisis.

Real-world Deployment AutoVP has been deployed in two
flagship electric vehicle models under a leading automotive
manufacturer.* The installation volume in the past year has
exceeded one million units.
Open Source We have released a prototype of AutoVP’s
container to facilitate reproduction and reuse, as all found at
https://github.com/jianglin-code/AutoVP.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we first provide background information on
the evolution of in-car virtualization. We also review existing
approaches for intelligent cockpit virtualization and identify
their limitations, which have prompted our work. Next, we
underline the need of using the Linux container technology
for in-car virtualization. Finally, we introduce the specific
Android container framework that we leverage to implement
AutoVP’s container.

2.1 The Development of In-Car Virtualization
With the emergence of multi-core embedded System-on-Chip
(SoC) devices, the integration of multiple applications with
varying levels of criticality on a single platform has be-
come increasingly popular. This platform is referred to as
a mixed-criticality system, which needs to meet various re-
quirements, including real-time constraints, operating system
(OS) scheduling, and memory/OS isolation [33].

The cockpit system of intelligent vehicles represents a typi-
cal mixed-criticality system. It comprises non-critical subsys-
tems such as entertainment, networking, and voice systems,
as well as safety-critical subsystems like the vehicle bus and
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). The non-critical
subsystems often involve multimedia subsystems that rely on
hardware modules for tasks such as display, encoding/decod-
ing, networking, AI, and voice processing. Therefore, these
subsystems are typically deployed on SoC chips to provide
users with a seamless intelligent experience. On the other
hand, safety-critical subsystems must adhere to functional
safety requirements to ensure error-free operation [31]. They
are usually deployed on automotive-grade MCU chips, offer-
ing users a stable safety and automated experience.

A key challenge in the design of mixed-criticality systems
is the isolation of software applications with varying degrees
of criticality on a common hardware platform. In the automo-
tive domain, a common practice for isolating safety-critical
applications is through the proliferation of multiple hardware
Electronic Control Units (ECUs). These control units are

*Until the publication of this paper, we have not been granted authoriza-
tion to disclose the name of the automotive manufacturer.

Automotive-grade SoC (multi-core platform) 

Microhypervisor

VMM Fast-Boot Applications

Security Applications

Safety Applications

Real-Time Applications

HostVirtual Machine

Figure 2: In-vehicle microhypervisor architecture.

dedicated to various tasks, including basic operations like
intelligent infotainment, as well as critical functions such
as automated parking and adaptive cruise control. However,
this approach is highly inefficient, as many of the resources
within these ECUs often remain underutilized. However, with
the evolution of multi-core architectures and the introduction
of new hardware extensions such as virtualization, securely
executing multiple applications on the same platform while
reducing costs and vehicle weight to enhance resource utiliza-
tion has become feasible [33].

Virtualization is considered a solution for isolating oper-
ating systems within virtual machines, and its advantages
include cost reduction through the abstraction of the host plat-
form [10]. Additionally, features provided by a hypervisor,
such as the abstraction of memory, CPU, and interrupts, aid
in the isolation of operating systems. This approach, as exem-
plified by commercial products like QNX Hypervisor [12],
INTEGRITY Multivisor [13], and PikeOS Hypervisor [14],
can be applied to create mixed-criticality systems. A common
industry practice is to employ a hypervisor system with a
microkernel architecture to ensure real-time capabilities and
functional safety [15, 19]. We will further discuss the pros
and cons of this approach in §2.2 and §2.3.

Android Automotive [34] is a new vehicle OS based on
Android, designed to run in-vehicle infotainment systems
and pre-installed Android applications. However, Android
Automotive is not a virtualization solution and thus lacks a
mechanism for system isolation. If several different types of
services are running on the same Android Automotive system
at the same time, sharing system resources, such as network,
storage, multimedia, etc., these services will interfere with
each other, affecting the user experience and in-vehicle safety.

2.2 Microkernel + Hypervisor
Embedded systems in vehicles often adopt microkernel-based
operating systems due to their inherent real-time and security
features. Such microkernel OSs are responsible for hosting
safety-critical tasks; besides, they employ hypervisor tech-
niques to run virtual OSs that have a richer software ecosys-
tem, addressing the limitation of their own software ecosys-
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Table 1: Comparison of three in-vehicle chips. The unit prices
displayed represent their median ranges.

Chips Production Unit Supply Chain
Cost Price ($) Shortages?

Automotive-grade SoC High 300∼500 Yes
Consumer-grade SoC Low 70∼150 No

Automotive-grade MCU Minimum 5∼10 No

tem [12–14]. Running this type of software-configured kernel
is referred to as a “microhypervisor,” which combines both
microkernel and hypervisor functionalities [35].

The microhypervisor is responsible for providing resource
containers, execution contexts, scheduling, inter-process com-
munication, and synchronization mechanisms for its user
mode. As shown in Figure 2, the user mode of the micro-
hypervisor can directly run applications, making it suitable
for executing real-time tasks, fast boot tasks, and functional
safety tasks, among others. Furthermore, the user mode of
the microhypervisor can also run virtual machines through a
virtual machine manager, making it suitable for running OSs
with a rich software ecosystem, such as virtual Linux systems.

From a functional safety perspective, because virtual OSs
have a vast software ecosystem that can support complex
hardware for business tasks, while the microhypervisor sys-
tem can directly host safety-critical tasks, this approach is a
feasible design for in-vehicle virtualization. The hypervisor
host domain serves as the guardian of the virtual machine
domain, similar to the role of an independent MCU.

2.3 Limitations of In-Vehicle Microhypervisor
However, in-vehicle microhypervisor solutions present two
significant challenges. One is the requirement for a specific
high-end hardware base, and the other is the performance
of inter-process communication (IPC), which can become a
bottleneck for the entire software-hardware system.

The microkernel can provide verified real-time capabilities
and a minimal trusted computing base for safety-sensitive ap-
plications, thus requiring a hardware platform with safety and
reliability. Furthermore, the microkernel can run complex mul-
timedia and intelligent AI tasks by executing virtual machines.
In this scenario, it demands a hardware foundation with sub-
stantial computational power, abundant peripheral modules
such as display units, GPU modules, AI components, and net-
work modules. Consumer-grade SoC chips lack safety and re-
liability assurances, while automotive-grade MCU chips often
cannot meet the computational and peripheral requirements of
complex multimedia tasks. Typically, automotive-grade SoC
chips are needed to simultaneously run safety-critical and
non-critical tasks. However, as shown in Table 1, the produc-
tion costs of automotive-grade SoC chips are exceptionally
high, and they are currently being adversely affected by global
supply chain shortages [23–25].
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Figure 3: The overview of Cells [26, 27]. Only the virtual
phone running in the foreground is displayed at any time.

Furthermore, within microkernels, any communication be-
tween different user processes is based on IPC, and this is an
operation-intensive process. For instance, if a client process
writes data to an external block device, it first communicates
with the file system, which then notifies the disk device driver
to write data to the block device. All communication is car-
ried out through IPC. Therefore, IPC performance is a crucial
technical metric for microkernels [36].

2.4 Linux Container for In-Car Virtualization
One way to address the challenges discussed in §2.3 is to com-
bine a consumer-grade SoC chip with an automotive-grade
MCU chip. High-computational tasks like deep learning, com-
puter vision, video encoding/decoding, and 3D graphics run
on the ordinary SoC chip, while critical tasks run on the
MCU chip. This approach not only alleviates the shortages of
automotive-grade SoC chips but also reduces costs. Further-
more, this combined chip structure does not require the use of
a complicated microhypervisor. Instead, the Linux container
technology, together with an independent MCU solution, can
better meet the “one-core, multiple-screen” requirements of
intelligent cockpits [37]. The entire solution involves isolat-
ing non-critical subsystems using the container technology to
ensure software service quality. Simultaneously, it employs a
dedicated MCU chip to host safety-critical tasks.

2.5 Android Container Framework
The Linux container technique used by AutoVP is derived
from the Cells project [26, 27], a lightweight Android virtual-
ization framework. It enables multiple containerized Android
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Figure 4: Overview of AutoVP’s architecture. AutoVP supports multiple Android containers. For example, both driver and
co-driver can have their own in-vehicle infotainment systems running on isolated Android containers.

instances to run simultaneously on the same mobile device
in an isolated manner. As shown in Figure 3, Cells intro-
duces the concept of foreground and background container
systems, where only one container system is displayed in the
foreground while others operate in the background. Cells im-
plements a new device namespace mechanism and user-level
proxy method, which, in conjunction with Linux namespaces,
allows for the multiplexing of hardware resources across mul-
tiple containerized Android instances while providing nearly
lossless performance.

However, the foreground-background design used by Cells
is not applicable to the automotive application scenario, in
which, each virtual system needs to directly provide services
to users simultaneously; in other words, all virtual systems
must be running in the foreground. Additionally, Cells pri-
marily focuses on how to share hardware resources among
multiple virtual Android systems through software virtual-
ization methods. In contrast, in the automotive application
scenario, the emphasis is on isolating and decoupling multiple
virtual systems and reducing interference between them.

Therefore, the virtualization methods of Cells, such as user-
level proxy and mutual-exclusion use of hardware modules,
may not be applicable in automotive cockpits. Furthermore,
in Cells, all virtual phones share hardware resources such as
CPU and memory. When multiple virtual phones run simulta-
neously, they contend for these resources, leading to mutual
interference. In automotive systems, hardware resources also
need to be forcibly isolated.

3 AutoVP Overview

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of AutoVP, including the
mixed-criticality decoupled design using two low-cost chips.
The consumer-grade SoC chip runs a root namespace and two
container spaces. The root namespace runs AutoVP’s con-
trol plane ( 0 in Figure 4), which has a small software stack
primarily responsible for managing the startup, shutdown, re-
source allocation, and isolation functions of container systems.
The other two container spaces are dedicated to instrument
cluster (IC) display and in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) func-
tions, respectively. These container systems have undergone
software-based resource isolation for CPU, memory, and pe-
ripheral resources. Additionally, the separate MCU chip hosts
safety-critical operations, such as safety monitoring and Con-
troller Area Network (CAN bus). Interconnection between the
SoC chip and MCU chip is facilitated through inter-chip com-
munication technologies such as Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI). AutoVP employs software virtualization techniques for
various devices such as binder, WiFi network, and sensors,
allowing multiple virtual systems to simultaneously utilize
these devices.

The container hosting the instrument cluster display ( 1 in
Figure 4) consists of the Qt framework abstraction layer [38],
Qt native API, Qt UI, CAN message parsing service, and in-
strument display app. The vehicle data required for the digital
instrumentation comes from the vehicle standard communi-
cation service running on the MCU chip. The instrument
display app on the SoC chip exchanges data with the MCU
chip through the SPI interface ( 3 in Figure 4). This con-
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tainer needs to occupy GPU and display hardware resources
to visualize instrument graphical interfaces.

The second container ( 2 in Figure 4) runs a complete
Android system. It is responsible for hosting complex in-
vehicle infotainment functions such as high-definition navi-
gation map, voice broadcasting, Bluetooth headset, and WiFi
network services. It also provides smooth interactive func-
tions to respond promptly to user command operations. This
container occupies most of the SoC chip’s hardware resources,
such as GPU, display, WiFi, camera, Bluetooth, and USB.

Both the two containers are configured with independent
touchscreens for user operations. The display and input sub-
systems of the two containers are completely independent.
Please note that AutoVP supports multiple Android contain-
ers. For example, two isolated Android containers ( 2 vs. 6
in Figure 4) can host separate in-vehicle infotainment systems
for the driver and co-driver, respectively.

For safety-critical functions, AutoVP utilizes a hardware-
based isolation by employing an external MCU chip to host
them ( 4 in Figure 4). This MCU chip is responsible for run-
ning safety-critical functions such as automotive regulation
communication on an embedded real-time OS, serving as a
guardian system to the main SoC chip.

4 In-Vehicle Container Implementation

The development of an in-vehicle container presents a
plethora of challenges, ranging from intricate hardware re-
source multiplexing to the need for a fine-grained isolation
mechanism, and to interactions with safety-critical tasks. In
this regard, AutoVP has made significant advancements over
the Cells solution [26, 27]† to fulfill the requirements of an
intelligent cockpit. Unlike Cells, AutoVP does not rely on the
foreground-background container system design. Instead, all
container systems operate in the foreground. Therefore, our
approach’s crux is to ensure that these virtual systems operate
independently without interfering with each other.

Compared to Cells, AutoVP’s container mainly differs in
three perspectives: device virtualization methods, isolation,
and monitoring mechanisms. AutoVP’s monitoring mecha-
nism allows for the early detection of potential failures in
complex systems running on the SoC chip. We will introduce
them in the follow-up subsections.

4.1 Device Virtualization Methods
AutoVP’s device virtualization involves a significant work-
load, encompassing various board-level and peripheral de-
vices. In particular, the device virtualization methods can be
summarized as follows.

†Cells’s virtualization methods to many hardware devices (e.g., filesystem,
network, display, and power) have been obsolete since Android 6.0.

Table 2: The list of virtualized devices and services. Virtualiza-
tion method ID: (1) multiple identical devices; (2) kernel-level
device virtualization; (3) user-level device virtualization.

Virtualization Virtualized
Method ID Devices and Services

(1) Display, Input, Audio, Bluetooth

(2) Binder, Power Management, Network
Sensors, GPS, SELinux

(3) WiFi, Adb

1. Multiple Identical Devices: In this approach, the hard-
ware base supports multiple instances of the same type
of device, each serving different virtual systems. For in-
stance, in an automotive cockpit, there may be multiple
touchscreen displays. These displays can be allocated
to different virtual systems by modifying the system
configuration.

2. Kernel-level Device Virtualization: In cases where the
hardware base is equipped with a single device, such as
power management, we made modifications to the kernel
power driver to provide data isolation and multiplexing
capabilities for that hardware module, allowing the hard-
ware module to respond to power control requests from
multiple virtual systems simultaneously.

3. User-level Device Virtualization: In scenarios where vir-
tualization at the kernel level for complex devices is chal-
lenging, like the WiFi module, modifications are made to
the user-level WiFi service process. Then, we implement
a system-level IPC mechanism to enable multiple virtual
systems to share the WiFi functionality provided by the
customized WiFi service process.

AutoVP employs the above methods to conduct specific
device virtualization work, resulting in the list as shown in
Table 2. Simultaneously, in order to meet the requirements of
smart cockpit applications, adjustments have been made to
the virtualization methods of certain modules.
One-Core, Multiple-Screen To fulfill the demand for a “one-
core, multiple-screen” smart cockpit, the SoC chip supports
multiple display interfaces, such as Camera Serial Interface
and DisplayPort, allowing the system to connect to multiple in-
dependent touchscreens. We configure separate touchscreens
for both the IC display container ( 1 in Figure 4) and the IVI
container ( 2 in Figure 4) to accommodate user interactions.
The display and input subsystems of these two containers are
entirely independent.
Inter-system Communication Within the automotive cock-
pit, multiple touchscreens are positioned in close proximity.
This configuration necessitates frequent collaboration among
these screens, such as sharing map services from the driver’s
in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) system to the instrument display
screen or sharing a video between the driver’s IVI and the
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co-driver’s IVI systems. Therefore, the inter-system commu-
nication mechanism becomes pivotal.

AutoVP achieves this by virtualizing the binder IPC mech-
anism [39], ensuring that each virtual machine (VM) has its
own virtual binder node. The binder driver is a pseudo device
in the kernel and does not correspond to any actual hardware.
We modify the binder driver so that each VM has its own
independent set of data structures within the binder driver;
these binder data structures for different VMs do not interfere
with each other. Furthermore, we introduce a routing and for-
warding mechanism, adding “bridges” between virtual binder
nodes, making it easier for virtual machines to access each
other’s functional services. The virtual binder routing and
forwarding mechanism effectively meets the requirements for
inter-VM screen casting and data transmission. For instance,
AutoVP provides compositor image stacking services in the
IC display container, allowing the IVI container to access
the compositor service to project navigation maps onto the
instrument cluster display screen, thereby enhancing the user
experience.

4.2 Isolation Mechanisms
As an intelligent cockpit system, ensuring an isolation among
different functions is imperative to prevent interference be-
tween them. AutoVP achieves the isolation of various busi-
ness subsystems through several mechanisms within the host
system. First, it employs the chroot mechanism to isolate
the file system environment, thereby separating the software
stacks of each business subsystem. Second, it utilizes the
cgroups mechanism to allocate system hardware resources
such as CPU, memory, and peripherals, ensuring that high-
priority tasks have independent resources to execute critical
functions. Third, AutoVP employs the namespace mechanism
to segregate the kernel resources of different systems, effec-
tively hiding them from each other, thereby reducing inter-
system coupling and ensuring minimal interference among
the various business subsystems. Additionally, it leverages
the new MPAM (Memory System Resource Partitioning and
Monitoring) feature [40] to dynamically isolate resources like
cache and memory bandwidth, thus mitigating performance
interference between different workloads at the hardware level
and ensuring stable performance for high-priority tasks.
Cgroups AutoVP employs the cgroup mechanism [41] to iso-
late the hardware resources utilized by each business subsys-
tem, thus reducing coupling and interference between these
subsystems ( 5 in Figure 4). For instance, the cpuset subsys-
tem is used to allocate independent CPU cores and memory
nodes to task groups; the memory subsystem is employed
to allocate memory usage to task groups, and the devices
subsystem is utilized to allocate peripheral resources to task
groups. AutoVP, taking into account the characteristics of
each business subsystem, engages in precise management of
the hardware resources consumed by these subsystems. This

resctrl
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Display Group
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Cache Memory

MSC

Memory Controller

MSC

Figure 5: MPAM utilizes PARTID (Propagation of a Parti-
tion ID) and PMG (Performance Monitoring Group) to label
business groups, and it employs MSC (Memory-System Com-
ponent) configuration list for various hardware modules.

Table 3: Cache and memory bandwidth allocation strategies
for various business subsystems.

Business Subsystem Cache Memory Bandwidth

Instrument Cluster Display 70% 15%
( 1 in Figure 4)

In-Vehicle Infotainment 30% 80%
( 2 in Figure 4)

Root Namespace 0 5%
( 0 in Figure 4)

prevents resource contention among the business subsystems
during their operation, thereby avoiding mutual interference.
For example, in certain scenarios where the IVI container ( 2
in Figure 4) plays multiple videos, consuming a significant
amount of memory resources, this might lead to memory star-
vation in the IC display functions running in 1 of Figure 4.
By implementing resource isolation through the cgroup mech-
anism, AutoVP effectively ensures the long-term stability and
robust operation of each business subsystem.
Namespace AutoVP utilizes the namespace mechanism [42]
to isolate the kernel resources of each system, such as pro-
cesses, networking, file systems, and driver data. This separa-
tion allows multiple business subsystems to hide from each
other, reducing coupling between subsystems and striving to
ensure the independent operation of each business subsystem
without mutual interference. For instance, it becomes possible
to halt a specific business subsystem without affecting the
normal operation of other business subsystems.
MPAM MPAM (Memory System Resource Partitioning and
Monitoring) is a new feature introduced in ARM v8 [43],
enabling the allocation and monitoring of resources such as
cache, memory bandwidth, and SMMU (System Memory
Management Unit). This feature, operating at the hardware
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level, reduces the interference between different workloads,
ensuring the stability of high-priority task performance.

AutoVP leverages the hardware feature of MPAM to dy-
namically isolate resources at runtime for various business
subsystems. For instance, cache and memory bandwidth for
the IC display subsystem ( 1 in Figure 4) and the IVI sub-
system ( 2 in Figure 4) are isolated using MPAM. As shown
in Figure 5, different configurations of cache and memory
bandwidth access policies are tagged with PARTID (Propa-
gation of a Partition ID). These PARTIDs are then bound to
the IC display subsystem and the IVI subsystem, respectively.
Consequently, every time cache and memory resources are
accessed, the resource queries the resource usage policy of the
subsystem associated with the bound PARTID. This control
of resource utilization boundaries reduces resource conflicts
and competition when the IC display subsystem and the IVI
subsystem access cache and memory resources.

We empirically configure cache and memory bandwidth
allocation strategies for business subsystems based on their
specific characteristics, as outlined in Table 3. The IC display
subsystem, although much smaller compared to the IVI sub-
system, demands higher real-time performance. Therefore, it
is allocated a greater share of cache space and a smaller por-
tion of memory bandwidth. This resource allocation strategy
allows the instrument cluster subsystem to dominate more
than half of the cache resources, significantly enhancing cache
hit rates. Besides, it is also assigned 15% of the memory band-
width, reducing interference from the complex central control
Android container. By employing this configuration strategy
to elevate the priority of dynamic resource utilization for crit-
ical instrument cluster tasks, we are able to reduce IC display
function latency and improve stability.

4.3 Monitoring Mechanisms
In Figure 4, the subsystems built on top of the main SoC chip
primarily host non-safety-critical tasks. However, these sub-
systems include certain critical functions that have to interact
with safety-critical data. For example, the IC display sub-
system is responsible for displaying real-time vehicle infor-
mation such as speed, fuel consumption, warning indicators,
and other vehicle status data while the vehicle is in opera-
tion. These pieces of information are particularly crucial for
the driver during the driving process. As a result, AutoVP
needs to implement mechanisms for real-time monitoring of
such functions. These mechanisms are designed to determine
whether these critical functions are operating according to
the prescribed procedures. In the event of any irregularities
or malfunctions detected in these critical functions, the sys-
tem must promptly alert the driver and employ redundancy
mechanisms to rectify the abnormal functions.
kCollectD Kernel Module AutoVP establishes a monitoring
module within the system kernel. As shown in Figure 6, this
module, called kCollectD, periodically collects behavioral
data from critical entities within the system, analyzing and
assessing whether these entities are operating in accordance
with predefined procedures. The critical entities under scrutiny
include processes and kernel modules. The behavioral data
encompass various aspects such as which system interfaces
were invoked, which files were manipulated, the utilization
of heap and stack memory, the CPU time slices consumed,
and the number of frames rendered, among others. Given that
collecting behavioral data from these entities can incur per-
formance overhead, it is imperative to target the acquisition
of key data specific to the relevant business processes and
analyze essential behavioral characteristics. For example, in
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the case of the instrument cluster display subsystem where
the displayed content is crucial for the driver, it is essential to
monitor the number of frames of graphics rendered by the IC
display subsystem per second. If, during the periodic analysis
phase, it is determined that a critical entity has deviated from
the prescribed actions, an audit alarm is triggered immediately.
This leads to the termination of the relevant entity’s opera-
tions, followed by the initiation of redundancy mechanisms to
rectify the error. For instance, if it is observed over a period of
time that the number of frames rendered per second by the IC
display subsystem is lower than expected, indicating a freeze
in the display program, the system will sound an alarm to
alert the driver and activate an emergency instrument cluster
program to take over the display screen.
Monitoring Hardware Data Simultaneously, AutoVP’s
monitoring module, kCollectD, also collects hardware infor-
mation from the SoC chip in real-time, such as power, clock,
reset, and temperature. Both collected kernel resources (e.g.,
APIs, files, and networks.) and hardware characteristics (e.g.,
voltage, frequency and temperature) are then stored in an
external flash memory. The Safety Monitor module, which
runs on the MCU chip, analyzes the data stored in the flash
memory and assesses whether the critical functions running
on the SoC are operating normally. For example, if the Safety
Monitor module detects an excessively high CPU voltage,
changes in clock frequency, or excessive temperature on the
SoC chip, it indicates that the software running on the SoC
may not be functioning correctly or could potentially result in
abnormal behavior. In such cases, the Safety Monitor triggers
an alarm sound, notifying the driver of the system’s abnormal
operation and the need for manual intervention.

5 Evaluation

Our experiments focus on measuring performance metrics
from seven aspects: startup time, memory usage, battery con-
sumption, CPU, GPU, network performance, and real-world
workloads. We compare AutoVP with a microhypervisor-
based in-vehicle virtualization product. Although they are de-
signed to run on different hardware bases, we deploy them on
the same automotive-grade SoC chip to preserve the same test
conditions. The commercial product used in our experiments
has terms of use that disallow publication of tool performance
and tool output. Therefore, we anonymize the product name in
this paper. Furthermore, as MPAM is a new feature introduced
in ARM v8 [43], we also want to evaluate the effect of MPAM
on dynamically isolating cache and memory bandwidth.

5.1 Experiment Setup
We conduct performance experiments on top of an automotive-
grade SoC chip (configuration: 8-core ARM Cortex-A710 at
2.15 GHz, ARM Mali G78 GPU, 8GB DDR, 128GB UFS) to

(a) Microkernel + Hypervisor(a) Microkernel + Hypervisor (b) AutoVP Container(b) AutoVP Container

Automotive-grade SoC

Instrument Cluster Display
In-Vehicle Infotainment 

Instrument Cluster Display

In-Vehicle Infotainment 

AvutoVP Containter

Figure 7: Two in-vehicle virtualization solutions are running.

Table 4: The subsystems of two in-vehicle virtualization solu-
tions. The numbers in Row 2∼4 represent the boot sequence
of each subsystem. “IC” is short for instrument cluster.

Boot Microhypervisor AutoVPSequence

(1) Application Domain Root Namespace(Instrument Cluster)

(2) System Domain VM Namespace 1
(IC Display)

(3) Android VM VM Namespace 2
(In-Vehicle Infotainment) (In-Vehicle Infotainment)

run the microhypervisor-based in-vehicle virtualization sys-
tem (commercially licensed) and AutoVP. Please note that
here we also run AutoVP on an automotive-grade SoC in-
stead of a consumer-grade SoC. The primary reason is that
Microhypervisor solutions can only run on top of automotive-
grade SoCs; otherwise, we cannot perform the comparative
evaluation. Due to safety considerations, we are unable to
conduct road testing on an actual vehicle; instead, we use
the simulated data provided by the automotive manufacture
as vehicle-related data. Figure 7 shows the effect of running
both in-vehicle virtualization solutions with simulated vehicle-
related data. The specific subsystems and their boot sequence
for both solutions are listed in Table 4. Next, we present de-
tailed software & hardware configurations for each solution.
Please note that with regards to the static allocation of specific
hardware resources for each subsystem, we adhere to the ref-
erence configuration information provided by the automotive
manufacturer.
Microhypervisor Configurations The instrument cluster
(IC) subsystem, deployed within the microkernel’s applica-
tion domain, consists of a set of graphical display programs.
Hardware resources, including CPU physical core 1 and 2,
500MB of memory, Display 1, and 50% of GPU partition
resources are allocated to the IC subsystem. This group of
programs also includes driver modules that can directly uti-
lize the corresponding hardware devices. The microkernel’s
system domain comprises system components, hardware mod-
ules, and some device drivers, such as network device driver.
The system domain is allocated with CPU physical core 3
and 4, 2GB of memory, storage, and network devices. The in-
vehicle infotainment (IVI) subsystem is deployed in the form
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Figure 8: Standard benchmark evaluation results. “SYS” represents the system domain for the microhypervisor product and the
root namespace for AutoVP, respectively. “IC” is short for instrument cluster, and “IVI” means in-vehicle infotainment.

of an Android virtual machine, which runs the Android ver-
sion of 12.0. We allocate all remaining hardware resources to
the virtual machine, such as CPU physical cores 5∼8, 5.5GB
of memory, 50% of GPU partition resources, and Display 2.
AutoVP Configurations The Linux kernel version used by
AutoVP is 5.10.221. The root namespace require low com-
puting resources to run management panel software, and thus
AutoVP employs cgroup technology to allocate CPU phys-
ical core 1 and 300MB of memory to the root namespace.
The instrument cluster display subsystem runs the Qt graph-
ical display framework (version 5.12.); CPU physical core
2 and 3, 500MB of memory, Display 1, and 50% of GPU
partition resources are allocated to this subsystem. The con-
tainer running Android 12.0 hosts the in-vehicle infotainment
subsystem, which occupies all remaining hardware resources
of the chip, including CPU physical cores 4∼8, 7.2GB of
memory, 50% of GPU partition resources, and Display 2.

5.2 Methodology
According to the boot sequence of each subsystem (see Ta-
ble 4), the method for collecting startup time data involved
sequentially starting the application domain, system domain,
and Android virtual machine for the microhypervisor solution
and recording the startup time. This process was repeated
20 times, and the average startup time was calculated in sec-

onds. Measuring AutoVP’s startup time followed a similar
procedure, but with a boot sequence of the root namespace, IC
display, and Android container. We collect real-time memory
usage data for each subsystem after it has been running stably
for a period of two hours. Similarly, battery consumption data
are recorded within the same two-hour time window.

To collect CPU performance data, we installed the Linpack
benchmark in the application domain, system domain, and
Android virtual machine for the microhypervisor solution,
respectively. We ran the Linpack benchmark for 1 hour and
recorded normalized resource utilization data—we repeated
this process 10 times and calculated the average value. The
CPU measurement of AutoVP followed a similar procedure,
but with performance data collected in the root namespace,
IC display, and Android container. A higher Linpack score
indicates more efficient CPU utilization, resulting in lower
performance overhead. It should be noted that the Linpack
benchmark evaluates the single-core CPU performance.

The method for collecting GPU performance data was sim-
ilar to that for CPU performance testing, but we used the
3DMark benchmark. A higher 3DMark score indicates supe-
rior GPU utilization, leading to reduced performance over-
head. In a similar vein, the method for collecting network
performance data leverages the wget application. A high wget
score is indicative of an efficient utilization of network band-
width, thus resulting in lower bandwidth consumption.
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5.3 Performance Measurements
Startup Time Figure 8(a) shows the results of startup time.
The microhypervisor solution, due to its microkernel structure,
can minimize the startup time of the instrument cluster (IC)
subsystem. The IC operates as a microkernel application run-
ning on top of the microkernel OS, enabling a swift initiation
of the IC display. In contrast, AutoVP employs a monolithic
kernel approach, with many drivers deployed in the kernel
mode. During the system startup phase, it is necessary to ini-
tialize all driver modules as a priority, even if certain driver
modules will not be immediately used. This results in a longer
initialization time for the Linux kernel itself in AutoVP. Addi-
tionally, AutoVP requires the container management program
to be started before the IC display can be initiated. Experi-
mental data indicates that the startup time for the IC display in
AutoVP is slower compared to the microhypervisor solution.

However, the microhypervisor needs to first run the sys-
tem domain and then initiate complex software virtualiza-
tion frameworks, such as the virtual machine manager, before
launching the virtualized Linux kernel and subsequently the
Android VM that hosts in-vehicle infotainment functions. Au-
toVP, by contrast, requires initializing the Linux kernel only
once and then running the container management program to
start the Android container. As a result, AutoVP starts the IVI
subsystem faster than the microhypervisor solution.
Memory Usage Figure 8(b) shows the comparison of mem-
ory usage. Both of these two solutions are allocated 500MB
of memory for the IC subsystem. However, in the microhyper-
visor, the IC subsystem also includes display driver and GPU
driver, whereas in AutoVP, the required display and GPU
drivers for the IC run within the Linux kernel. Therefore, the
memory usage of the IC subsystem in the microhypervisor
is slightly higher. Furthermore, the microhypervisor requires
the prior execution of complex software virtualization frame-
work, such as the virtual machine manager, before running the
virtualized Linux kernel and subsequently the Android VM.
In contrast, AutoVP can directly run the Android container
on the Linux kernel. Experimental data demonstrates that the
memory usage of the container in AutoVP is lower than the
that of Android VM in the microhypervisor solution.
Battery Consumption Figure 8(c) shows the measurement
of battery consumption. The IC subsystem in the microhy-
pervisor requires running display driver and GPU driver, as
well as directly managing hardware resources for IC display
peripherals and GPU components. In contrast, the required
display and GPU drivers in AutoVP run within the Linux
kernel. This can explain why the IC subsystem in the mi-
crohypervisor consumes more power. The microhypervisor
solution necessitates the prior execution of complex software
virtualization framework. Additionally, some hardware de-
vices are directly allocated to and managed by the virtualized
Android system. Conversely, AutoVP can directly run the
Android container on the kernel, with the kernel managing

all peripheral hardware. Therefore, experimental data demon-
strates that the power consumption of the Android container in
AutoVP is lower than that of the virtualized Android system
in the microhypervisor solution.
CPU Performance Figure 8(d) shows the scores of Linpack
benchmark, which is the most popular benchmark for ranking
of high performance systems. Since both the microhypervisor
and AutoVP allocate two CPU physical cores and 500MB of
memory to the IC subsystem, the CPU performance data for
the IC subsystem are comparable between the two solutions.
However, the virtualization framework and virtualized Linux
kernel running in the microhypervisor solution consume a
significant amount of CPU and memory resources. As a result,
experimental results indicate that the CPU performance data
for AutoVP’s container is superior to that of the virtualized
Android system in the microhypervisor.
GPU Performance Figure 8(e) shows the scores of 3DMark
benchmark that tests the system’s GPU performance. Both
the microhypervisor and AutoVP employ GPU partitioning
technology, a hardware resource slicing technique that effec-
tively addresses the isolation of GPU resources between the
IC subsystem and the Android VM. Neither the system do-
main of the microhypervisor nor AutoVP’s root namespace
utilizes GPU resources. Therefore, the GPU performance data
obtained from tests conducted on the IC subsystems and the
Android VMs are comparable between these two solutions.
Network Performance The network performance data mea-
sured by wget is depicted in Figure 8(f). While the microhy-
pervisor’s WiFi module is deployed in the system domain,
enabling it to benefit from superior network performance,
AutoVP’s root namespace does not utilize the network in its
normal functioning. Furthermore, neither of the IC subsys-
tems in these two solutions use the network. However, the
Android VM in the microhypervisor necessitates software vir-
tualization techniques to time-share the WiFi functionality in
the system domain. On the other hand, the Android container
in AutoVP requires only Linux kernel features to access exter-
nal networks through the WiFi module. Experimental results
show that the network performance of AutoVP’s container is
significantly better than that of the virtual Android system in
the microhypervisor solution.
Real-world Workloads We run common in-vehicle applica-
tions such as the dashboard, navigation, music, movie, climate
control, vehicle settings, infotainment, Bluetooth connectivity,
voice navigation, and reverse camera in both solutions. We use
Android gfxinfo tool to measure the frame rate (frames drawn
per second) of each application. The frame rate metric reflects
the performance of the application interface and can assess
whether user interactions with the application are smooth.
The evaluation results are depicted in Figure 9, wherein a
higher frame rate correlates with a better quality of the video
or animation. If an application is relatively smooth with a
high frame rate, it indicates good performance in the current
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Figure 9: Comparative performance evaluation results with common in-vehicle applications. The higher the frame rate, the better
the quality of the video or animation will be.

system environment, including CPU, GPU, and file I/O. Ex-
perimental results indicate that the frame rates per second for
common in-vehicle applications are higher when running in
AutoVP compared to the Hypervisor solution.
Summary The microhypervisor solution, owing to its micro-
kernel structure, enables a quick launch of its IC subsystem.
In contrast, AutoVP runs the IC display on the Linux mono-
lithic kernel, which fails to ensure a rapid startup of the IC
display. The distinct advantage of AutoVP lies in its ability to
ensure efficient utilization of system resources by the Android
container. In this configuration, the Android container does
not need to run complex virtualization frameworks, and thus
can make better use of CPU, network, memory, and battery,
resulting in a smoother user experience when running com-
mon in-vehicle applications. Due to the same GPU resource
allocation, the microhypervisor’s VM achieves GPU resource
utilization efficiency that is on par with AutoVP’s container.

5.4 MPAM Measurements
Due to the noticeable isolation effect of MPAM on mixed-
criticality systems [40, 43], we conduced a separate experi-
ment for MPAM resource isolation scenarios in AutoVP. The
experiment involved disabling/enabling the MPAM mecha-
nism for IC display and IVI subsystems. For the initial 14
minutes, IC display and IVI shared CPU cache and mem-
ory bandwidth resources. At the 15th minute, MPAM was
activated. We follow the specific cache and memory band-
width allocation strategies for various business subsystems,
as outlined in Table 3.

As show in Appendix Figure A1(a), it is evident that with-
out enabling MPAM, there is intense competition between
IC and IVI services for cache resources, leading to signifi-
cant mutual interference. However, upon enabling MPAM,
the usage of cache resources by IC and IVI services stabilized.
Notably, IVI’s usage of cache resources was significantly sup-
pressed, with IC’s cache usage percentage increasing to about
70%. This drastic improvement notably enhanced cache hit
rates and consequently improved IC’s performance. However,
Appendix Figure A1(b) reveals that the impact of MPAM

mechanism on memory bandwidth control was minimal. One
contributing factor is that MPAM is a new mechanism in-
troduced by ARM v8, and the current testbed does not offer
comprehensive support for the new MPAM mechanism.

6 Discussion & Conclusion

The development of smart automobile cockpits for civilian
vehicles needs to balance multiple factors such as safety, reli-
ability, and production costs. The advantages of AutoVP are
evident: cost-effectiveness and an almost entirely open-source
system. Thanks to the lightweight virtualization features of
containers, it allows non-safety-critical tasks to efficiently uti-
lize hardware resources. AutoVP is poised to have enduring
significance, persisting beyond the resolution of the automo-
tive chip crisis [23–25]. At present, our approach involves
a static resource allocation strategy, as outlined in Table 3.
Future endeavors will delve into enabling dynamic resource
allocation. Furthermore, we will also explore how to pro-
vide real-time capabilities for safety-critical tasks on a Linux
system without the need for an external MCU chip.
Conclusion In this paper, we present a new intelligent cockpit
virtualization architecture. We segregate safety-critical func-
tions from other non-critical functions into two low-cost chips,
respectively. We also run an Android container on the main
SoC chip to host non-safety-critical tasks. Our Android con-
tainer solution features a rich software ecosystem, excellent
performance, and inherent cost-effectiveness. By incorporat-
ing automotive-grade MCUs to handle safety-critical tasks,
the entire system complies with automotive standards. Our
comparative evaluation results with a commercial in-vehicle
microhypervisor product are exciting.
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Figure A1: The measurement of MPAM effects on dynamically isolating cache and memory bandwidth.
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MuCache: A General Framework for Caching in Microservice Graphs

Haoran Zhang*, Konstantinos Kallas*, Spyros Pavlatos, Rajeev Alur, Sebastian Angel, Vincent Liu
University of Pennsylvania

Abstract
This paper introduces MuCache, a framework for extend-
ing arbitrary microservice applications with inter-service
caches. MuCache significantly improves the performance
of microservice graphs (commonly found in large applica-
tions like Uber or Twitter) by eliminating the need for one
microservice to call another when the relevant state has not
changed. MuCache is enabled by a novel non-blocking cache
coherence and invalidation protocol for graph topologies that
minimizes critical-path overhead. For this protocol, we prove
a strong correctness result: any execution observed by the
cache-enabled microservice application could have been ob-
served by the original application without caches. Our eval-
uation on well-known microservice benchmarks shows that
MuCache reduces the median request latency by up to 2.5×,
and increases throughput by up to 60%.

1 Introduction
Many of today’s largest web services, such as Uber, Lyft,
Twitter (now X), and Meta structure their applications as mi-
croservices to enjoy the benefits of developer agility, resource
provisioning, maintainability, fault tolerance, and other im-
portant metrics. Fortunately, these benefits can be reaped by
smaller companies and individual developers too; recent run-
times and service mesh frameworks like Dapr [3], Envoy [4],
and Istio [6] have been created to help design, deploy, and
manage microservices. In a microservice architecture, ap-
plications are decomposed into a call graph of services that
interact with each other and with end-users through API calls.
The ‘root’ of the microservice call graph is typically a client-
facing frontend service, while the ‘leaves’ are databases that
store service state. This call graph is dynamic in the sense
that it may be different for each request.

The call graphs of today’s services are complex. Services
like Airbnb and Uber consist of thousands of unique microser-
vices that support their functionality [5, 40]. Each user request
will flow through a substantial subset of these microservices.
A typical Twitter request, for instance, can traverse a call
graph that is 6 levels deep with significant fan-out at each
level [36], and requests to popular Facebook pages often in-
volve hundreds of servers [30]. Given the depth and breadth
of modern microservice call graphs and that each edge corre-
sponds to a network request, it is important to avoid making

*Equal contribution.

such calls whenever possible. One way to do so is by having
each microservice reuse the responses of the services it con-
tacts if it knows that a request will produce the same answer.
Caching the responses in this fashion improves both the la-
tency of the target request (if the branch would have been on
the request’s critical path) and the system’s throughput as a
whole (by freeing resources for other requests).

Response caching is, of course, a common technique in
system design that many services are already employing to
great effect. For example, a recent Alibaba analysis of its
storefront microservice architecture found that around 40%
of its call graphs have a depth of 3 because they hit a cache;
while requests that do not hit caches reach call graph sizes of
more than 40 [28]. Similarly, half of Twitter’s cache clusters
are used to cache intermediate computation results [38], and
a study of the cache clusters at Facebook [37] reported that
the cache-hit ratio for a specific cluster was more than 80%.

Unfortunately, adding caching to a microservice graph is
difficult, and is something that only well-resourced companies
can afford to do correctly. Indeed, no existing service mesh
provides support for inter-service caching, leaving mid-size
and small companies to deal with caching on their own.

The complexity of caching in microservices stems from the
fact that—unlike traditional cache coherence protocols where
one can reason about individual read and write operations to
a target object—microservice responses are a function of the
input request, the service’s state, and an unbounded number
of downstream services that are recursively called during the
processing of a request. The resulting web of dependencies
means that developers must carefully study the interactions
between all services in the system.

Consider, for example, a user’s home timeline in a social
network (e.g., [14, 36]). A cached timeline response can be
invalidated by changes to the user’s followees, the content of
contained posts, the security policies of users included in the
timeline, and tweaks to the ranking algorithm; these changes
can stem from requests that never touch the home timeline
mixer, modifications to objects from services several hops
downstream, and revisions to the control flow of dependent
services. Note that, depending on the nature of the change,
subtrees of the call graph may be cacheable even if the fi-
nal response is not, and effective caching approaches should
consider that distinction.

Given the benefits of caching and the absence of automated
tools that developers can use to help them with this task, what
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can developers do today? Broadly speaking, developers today
add caching by either (a) creating manual or application-
specific coherence protocols, which are error-prone and fail
to generalize; (b) focusing on the backend-storage layer [24,
30], which ignores the significant advantages of terminating
request call graphs early; or (c) giving up on consistency and
implementing simple TTL-based eviction mechanisms [1, 27,
33] that can produce stale responses.

In this paper, we propose MuCache, a framework that ex-
tends existing service meshes like Dapr to automatically pro-
vide microservice applications with inter-service caches that
improve performance. Users declare the read-only methods
of each service’s API, and then MuCache caches the results
of calls to these methods to avoid re-executing them if the
data has not changed. To keep caches coherent, MuCache im-
plements a novel lazy-invalidation cache coherence protocol
for dynamic graphs of services. This new protocol has two
important features. First, all cache accesses are non-blocking,
so requests never need to wait for other requests to finish.
This greatly reduces latency during cache hits and ensures
that in the event of a cache miss, the overhead of having had to
access the cache is both constant and small. Second, the proto-
col is provably correct and provides a very strong consistency
guarantee: all executions of a cache-enabled application are
equivalent to an execution of the original application without
caches. Note that optimal tuning of these caches (e.g., select-
ing the optimal cache size or eviction policy) is out of the
scope of this paper; instead, MuCache allows the developer to
use other tools to tune each cache separately without having
to worry about coherence.

Our experimental evaluation shows that MuCache achieves
a median request latency reduction of up to 2.5× and a 95th-
percentile tail latency reduction of up to 1.8× for well-known
microservice benchmarks and applications. Additionally, Mu-
Cache increases throughput by up to 60% and allows appli-
cations with MuCache to scale as well as the original im-
plementation. We also perform worst-case tests, artificially
reducing the cache hit rate to 0%, and the results indicate that
MuCache’s overheads are minimal.

MuCache is open-source at https://github.com/
eniac/mucache.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly review microservice architectures
and the graphs that are formed by their interconnections.
Microservices. Applications today often comprise various
services, each of which handles an incoming request, per-
forms some task, and returns a response. This microservice
paradigm has many benefits over prior (monolithic) architec-
tures in which all functionality exists within a single compo-
nent. For example, microservices are modular, so they can
be implemented in any language and with any features so
long as they expose an appropriate API (e.g., REST). This
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FIGURE 1—MuCache’s Architecture. (C) denote caches, (CM)
cache managers, (W) wrappers, and (D) the datastores. Wrappers
are interceptor functions in the sidecar of each service. Solid arrows
denote baseline communication while dashed arrows and blue com-
ponents denote additions by our system. RO means read-only.

also allows teams to design, develop, deploy, scale, and op-
timize each microservice independently. Furthermore, each
microservice can manage its own datastore, ensuring data
sovereignty, which is important for fault tolerance and when
regulations place strict access control requirements on data.
Microservice graphs. Today’s microservice applications col-
late information from multiple backend sources and distill it
into a single user interface with the help of intermediate pro-
cessing functions. Such a design naturally leads to a directed
graph of microservices that collectively implement the appli-
cation’s behavior. In this graph, the vertices are microservices,
and the edges represent calls between them.

A drawback of this approach is that it incurs higher commu-
nication costs and response latency compared to monolithic
systems. Whereas in a monolithic system, all invocations
would typically be local function calls that leverage a ma-
chine’s fast memory and native data structures, in a microser-
vice graph, the caller needs to create the request (e.g., an
HTTP request with a serialized JSON payload) and send it
over the network to the callee (which may include compres-
sion and encryption), who must then deserialize it and execute
it—potentially having to call further microservices. The re-
sponse will incur similar overheads. For long chains of calls,
the additional latency can be in the order of 100ms.

3 Goals and Overview

Given the prevalence of microservice architectures and the
high costs associated with inter-service communication, we
wish to design a general caching layer that avoids having one
microservice call another whenever such a call is unnecessary,
e.g. when the request is similar to a prior request and the state
of the callee has not changed. While there is a vast design
space that one could consider for achieving this high-level
goal, we are grounded by a set of pragmatic requirements:
• Correctness: The cache should not introduce behaviors

that are not part of the original application.
• Non-blocking and low overhead: The cache should not

require blocking on the critical path, and any overhead
should be minimal.

• Dynamic graphs: It should support microservices where
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FIGURE 2—(Left) Moview Review application fragment. (Right) An example execution of this application. Each line corresponds to a different
component, and arrows denote communication. (C) components are caches and (CM) cache managers.

the call-graph varies per-request and is not known a priori.
• Sharding: It should support microservices that are de-

ployed with multiple shards to enable scaleout.
• Application and datastore agnostic: It should not require

any modifications to application logic or backend datas-
tores for easier adoption.

• Incremental deployment: It should provide benefits even
when only deployed on a subset of the microservice graph,
e.g., if subgraphs are managed by different organizations.

3.1 Overview of MuCache

To meet the above requirements, we design and implement
MuCache, a new caching framework for microservice graphs;
we depict its architecture in Figure 1. In this figure, MuCache
extends an application that consists of two microservices,
Service1 and Service2, each of which has its own datastore
and exposes a set of available methods that clients or other
services can call. We refer to these methods as endpoints,
borrowing from REST terminology. Throughout the paper,
when a Service1 calls a Service2, we refer to Service1 as the
upstream and Service2 as the downstream.

MuCache extends each service with wrappers (W), a cache
manager (CM), and a cache (C). The wrappers are a shim
layer that intercepts all communication among services and
their datastores. MuCache’s wrappers are implemented on top
of Dapr [3], a distributed application runtime that orchestrates
service invocations and datastore accesses through its API.
Dapr supports many datastores through the same API, so
our wrappers inherit this compatibility without additional
effort. The cache manager saves and deletes entries from
the cache to maintain coherence by tracking all inter-service
communication and datastore accesses through the wrappers.
It is deployed as a separate executable on the same node with
the service. Microservices are often sharded across multiple
instances to support larger workloads; in such cases, each
shard has its own cache manager and cache. MuCache does
not impose any configuration restrictions on the cache which
can be configured to have any eviction policy, cache size,
etc. MuCache acquires knowledge of the graph topology in a
decentralized way: each cache manager only knows about its
immediate predecessor cache managers.
Workflow. To deploy MuCache, developers must first declare
the read-only (RO) endpoints that do not mutate the datastore.
If developers use REST APIs, MuCache can automatically
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FIGURE 3—An example execution of the movie review application
that includes an invalidation.

infer this by treating ‘GET’ endpoints as RO. The cache will
then store the responses of successful requests to the RO end-
points of other services. For example, the cache of Service1
would store the return values of requests to /endpoint1 of
Service2. The cache manager of Service2 would then track all
of the keys that were read during each RO call, and whenever
one of these keys is modified by a write, it sends messages
to all of its caller’s cache managers (in this case, the CM of
Service1) to invalidate the relevant cache entries.

As a concrete example, consider Figure 2 (left), which
shows a fragment of a movie review application (Cf.
IMDB) [24]; clients request the page of a specific movie
from the Page service, which in turn calls the MovieReview
and Plot service to compute its results. The right side of Fig-
ure 2 shows one example execution. The first time Page tries
to get the plot for movie id, it does not find it in the cache
(1) and then invokes Plot. After the call returns, the cache
manager of the Plot service informs the cache manager of
Page to save the return value of this call (5). For a subsequent
call with the same arguments (7), the return value is found in
the cache, and the Plot service is never contacted. Figure 3
shows an execution where some other user adds a new review
to the movie id (1). While the write happens, different users
successfully access the page of that movie from the cache (2),
(3). The invalidation is propagated in the background between
cache managers, until it invalidates all affected saved cache
entries, including the one in the cache of Page.

We note that most of the processing to update and inval-
idate caches in MuCache is done off the critical path. With
reference to Figure 2, the only operations in the critical path
are steps (1), (2b), and (4b), all of which are local accesses.
In particular, (1) is an access to a local cache, and (2b) and
(4b) involve communication with a co-located cache manager.
Furthermore, MuCache supports sharding without any com-
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FIGURE 4—An application exhibiting a “diamond” pattern.

munication between shards on the request processing critical
path—cache managers of different shards only communi-
cate invalidation in the background. At the same time, the
invalidation delays in MuCache are very small (ms)—orders
of magnitude smaller than standard values of TTL used in
practice to evict cache items (seconds to hours) (§7).
Correctness. The correctness condition for MuCache is based
on classical refinement modulo reordering, i.e. that all behav-
iors exposed by a cache-enabled application are equivalent to
a behavior of a cache-free version after potentially reordering
independent observable events. The execution in Figure 3 is
correct because it could have been observed from the original
application if the write (1) had happened right after (2) and
(3) since they are independent requests from different clients.

Guaranteeing correctness is challenging for call graphs
with more than one path between the same two services, i.e.,
when a request accesses the same backend service twice in
its lifetime. Figure 4 shows such an example of a ‘diamond’
pattern. In this example, a service S1 first calls S2, which in
turn calls S4 that writes to its store. Then S1 calls S3, which
calls S4 trying to read from the same value that was written
by S2. It is possible that S1 could find the result of a previous
call to S3 in its cache, reading a stale value, leading to an
execution that would not be observable without caches. Since
microservice call graphs are dynamic, this pattern cannot be
identified and prevented statically (before execution). Mu-
Cache addresses this at runtime by keeping track of visited
services during request processing, not checking a cached
entry if it depends on a service that has already been visited.
Summary. We conclude this section by describing how Mu-
Cache satisfies the previously stated requirements:
• Correctness: We prove that MuCache does not introduce

behaviors that are not part of the original application (§5).
• Non-blocking and low overhead: Cache managers do all

processing in the background and the wrappers only send
messages to them, never blocking for a response.

• Dynamic graphs: MuCache tracks dependencies to guar-
antee correctness in the presence of dynamic call graphs.

• Sharding: MuCache supports sharding without any addi-
tional communication on the critical path.

• Application and datastore agnostic: MuCache does not
require any modification to the application or datastore
code because wrappers intercept all communication.

• Incremental deployment: Developers can gradually declare
read-only endpoints to get incremental benefits.

4 MuCache Protocol

Figure 5 shows the complete MuCache protocol for the wrap-
pers of a single service shard and its cache manager in Python-
like pseudocode. The wrapper of each service communicates
with its associated cache manager through an ordered mes-
sage queue (using SendToCM). Downstream cache managers
also issue Save/Inv events to upstream ones through the same
queue. Cache managers in different shards of the same ser-
vice also communicate with each other when broadcasting
invalidations using SendToShardCM.

The code on the left depicts wrapper logic run before
a request starts processing (preReqStart), when a request
has finished processing (preReturn), when a request reads
from a key (preRead), before a request performs a call to
another service (preCall), and after a request writes to a key
(postWrite). The code on the right depicts cache manager
logic, which processes events in the message queue sent by
the wrappers and cache managers of other services.
Wrapper. The wrappers keep two types of state. The first
is a global (per service shard) readsets map from request
identifiers to sets of keys and call arguments, which keeps
the dependencies of each pending read-only (RO) request.
The second is the per-request context ctx, which is carried
around while a request is processed. ctx contains (1) the
id of the request (ctx.call_id); (2) the hash value of the
request’s arguments (ctx.ca); (3) the caller of the request
(ctx.caller); (4) the visited services of the request and
its subrequests (ctx.visited); and (5) whether the current
request is read-only and, therefore, cacheable by its caller
(ctx.isRO). Wrappers send a Start(ca) message to their as-
sociated cache manager before a request starts processing and
then maintain the request readset when a read or a subrequest
is performed. Once the request is complete, the entire readset,
along with the call arguments, the caller, the return value,
and the visited services are sent to the cache manager as
an End(ca, rs, caller, ret, vs) message. Wrappers also
send Inv(k)messages to cache managers after a datastore key
k is modified. preCall checks the cache before invocation
and returns directly upon cache hits.
Cache manager. The cache manager controls the contents of
the cache. The cache manager contains two global (per service
shard) state components: saved and history. The saved map
acts as an inverted index of wrappers’ readsets by mapping
keys (or call arguments) to the corresponding service that
has read (or called) them. When a key or a set of calls is
invalidated, the cache manager looks up saved to locate all
the affected upstream services and asks them to invalidate the
set of relevant calls that they have cached by sending them
Inv messages. The second state component, history, is a
sequence of calls and invalidations used to determine whether
a call can be safely cached upstream. When a request with
readset rs is complete, the cache manager scans the history
in reverse chronological order for invalidations that intersect
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1 global readsets : map(Key, set(Key | CallArgs))
2

3 def preReqStart(ctx):
4 if ctx.isRO:
5 cid, ca = ctx.call_id, ctx.ca
6 readsets[cid] = set()
7 SendToCM(Start(ca))
8

9 def preReturn(ctx, ret):
10 if ctx.isRO:
11 cid, ca = ctx.call_id, ctx.ca
12 rs = readsets.pop(cid)
13 caller = ctx.caller
14 vs = ctx.visited
15 SendToCM(End(ca, rs, caller, ret, vs))
16

17 def postWrite(ctx, k, _v):
18 SendToCM(Inv(k))
19

20 def preRead(ctx, k):
21 if ctx.isRO:
22 cid = ctx.call_id
23 readsets[cid].insert(k)
24

25 def preCall(ctx, ca):
26 if ctx.isRO:
27 cid = ctx.call_id
28 readsets[cid].insert(ca)
29 # Check if ca refers to a read-only endpoint and if
30 # the visited services are disjoint with the cache
31 # item subtree
32 if ca.isRO and visited_disjoint(ctx, ca):
33 return cache.get(ca)
34 return None

1 # Tracks which keys and calls will invalidate
2 # which cache entries upstream
3 global saved : map(Key | CallArgs, map(Service, CallArgs))
4 # Sequence of calls and invalidations
5 global history : list(Call(CallArgs) | Inv(Key | CallArgs))
6

7 def startHandler(ca):
8 history.append(Call(ca))
9

10 def endHandler(ca, rs, caller, ret, vs):
11 # Checks if there are any invalidations
12 # to the readset since the call start
13 if empty([for Inv(k) in history.invs_after(Call(ca))
14 if k in rs]):
15 SendToCM(caller, Save(ca, ret, vs))
16 saved.store(rs, ca, caller)
17

18 def invHandler(k):
19 match type(k):
20 case Key:
21 history.append(Inv(k))
22 case CallArgs:
23 history.extend([Inv(ca) for ca in k])
24 # Inform CMs of same-service shards
25 SendToShardCMs(Inv(k)) # (see Sec. 4.1)
26 # Ask all affected callers to invalidate
27 affected = saved.pop(k)
28 for caller, cas in affected:
29 SendToCM(caller, Inv(cas))
30

31 def saveHandler(ca, ret, vs):
32 save_visited(ca, vs)
33 cache.set(ca, ret)

FIGURE 5—(Left) The wrapper code of the protocol that intercepts the start of request processing, returns, writes, reads, and calls. (Right) The
cache manager code that processes work queue items sent by the wrappers and other cache managers.
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FIGURE 6—A bug that would occur if invalidate messages were
allowed to overtake saves.

with rs since the call started. If there is no such invalidation,
it asks the upstream cache manager to save the result. The
cost of this scan is proportional to the product of request
rate and average request duration, which is typically a small
number. For example, a service handling 10,000 requests
per second, each lasting 100 milliseconds, requires scanning
several thousand items.
Saving a new cache entry. A naive method of saving a new
entry involves the caller immediately saving it to the cache
upon the result’s arrival, rather than awaiting an explicit Save
message from the callee’s cache manager. This is not correct,
as it allows the bug shown in Figure 6 where the invalidation
message by the S2 cache manager “overtakes” the save done
by S1, leading to the cache entry never being invalidated.
Thus, it is necessary for Invs and Saves to not be reordered.
MuCache achieves that by issuing them sequentially through
the cache manager.
Invalidating an entry. Invalidations are triggered when a key
used in a cached result is modified. Naively, the cache man-
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FIGURE 7—Possible imprecisions in invalidation. The three lines
represent two service threads processing requests and the cache
manager.

ager could track the exact order of all reads and writes to pre-
cisely track invalidations. Since requests are being processed
concurrently, this would require coordination across different
service threads, which would significantly slow down request
processing along the critical path. MuCache relaxes the track-
ing of reads and writes in two ways that do not jeopardize cor-
rectness, but reduce the synchronization overhead. First, all
reads of a request are gathered by the wrappers (preRead) and
are only sent to the cache manager at the end of the request
(the rs argument in the End message). To ensure correctness,
the cache manager then assumes that all reads happened at
the start of the call, considering the call invalid if a write
happened in its duration even if it happened before the reads
(Fig. 7, Left). Second, writes are intercepted in a non-atomic
fashion after they have been completed (postWrite). This
could allow for a call to start and complete in between the
actual write and postWrite, leading to its cached response
being unnecessarily invalidated (Fig. 7, Right).
Evicting an entry. There are two types of evictions in Mu-
Cache. First, a cache could fill up with entries and needs to
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evict an entry to make space for new ones; in this case, the
eviction is safe without any additional work since the proto-
col is robust to re-invalidations (i.e., it is safe to invalidate a
cache entry that was previously evicted). Second, the cache
manager might need to reclaim space if it is keeping track of
the dependencies of many calls. It reclaims space by evicting
a key or call from its saved dependencies and consequently
sends invalidation messages to all affected calls upstream as
if the key were invalidated (see inv(k) in Figure 5).
Garbage collection. The cache manager has two state com-
ponents that grow during execution: (1) the history and (2)
the dependencies. It keeps the history bounded by remov-
ing completed calls when processing an End request, adding
minimal overhead. The protocol preserves correctness in the
presence of multiple pending calls with the same arguments
by removing the latest occurrence of a call start (potentially
overapproximating the duration of the other calls). When the
cache manager reaches a memory limit, it deletes some of its
saved dependencies as long as it informs the upstream caches
to evict relevant entries (similarly to a normal invalidation).
The current implementation evicts dependencies following an
LRU policy, though other choices could be used.
Sharding. MuCache supports sharded service deployments
by attaching a cache manager to each shard; the only require-
ment being that read-only calls with the same arguments are
always processed by the same shard (e.g., by load balancing
these calls based on a hash of the call arguments). This guar-
antees that a single cache manager is the sole authority for
the invalidations of each read-only call, ensuring that they
will be the only ones to send cache-save and cache-invalidate
messages for that call. The only change in the protocol is that
a cache manager processing an invalidate due to a write needs
to broadcast it to all cache managers of the other shards of the
same service, so that they can invalidate their relevant calls
(see L.25 in Figure 5). It is important to note that broadcasts
only happen upon users’ writes; transitive invalidations propa-
gated upstream do not trigger broadcasts. Broadcasting out of
the critical path is safe because, similarly to the single-shard
protocol, overapproximating the write duration might lead to
additional invalidations but not fewer. MuCache, therefore,
does not add any latency overhead on the request processing
critical path to support sharded services.
Handling Dynamic Call-graphs. Microservice applications
can exhibit a diamond pattern (Figure 4) where a request
performs multiple subrequests to the same service through
its lifetime. In such applications naive caching could lead
to executions that cannot be observed without caches. Mu-
Cache addresses this by keeping track of the visited services
in two locations. First, each request keeps visited services in
its context (ctx.visited); whenever a subrequest ca returns,
the parent request adds all the visited services of the subre-
quest (ca.visited) to its own visited services (ctx.visited).
Second, when saving a cache entry for call ca, the cache

manager also stores the services, S’, that were visited during
the processing of ca. Before checking the cache, the wrap-
per checks if the downstream service has ever visited a ser-
vice in S’ that has also been visited by the current request
visited_disjoint(ctx, ca); if so, it does not retrieve the
return value from the cache to preserve correctness. MuCache
tracks visited services using a binary encoding that keeps its
size small—less than 1 KB for 1000 services.

5 Protocol Correctness
To demonstrate the correctness of MuCache, we show that
clients cannot differentiate a MuCache-enabled application
from the original without caches. We give semantics to mi-
croservice applications (with and without caches) using ob-
servable execution events and traces. Events are indivisible
actions (steps) that can be performed by a microservice ap-
plication; examples of events include reading from a key in
the datastore and receiving a response from a completed sub-
request. An application can be uniquely described by the set
of traces (event sequences) that can be observed in it. Two
traces are said to be equivalent modulo reordering when all
events in one trace exist in the other trace but potentially in a
different order. Reorderings are necessary for our correctness
theorem to allow reads and writes to proceed concurrently (as
in Figure 3). In this section, we informally describe three as-
sumptions that are central to our formal development, the first
two hold for all microservice applications, and the last one is
a requirement of MuCache. We then state our main theorem
and give the high-level intuition for the proof. The complete
formal development and proof can be found in Appendix A,
which is available in the supplementary material.
(A1) Always enabled requests. Requests in a microservice
application only block when waiting for subrequests that they
have invoked to finish executing and there is no blocking
communication across independent requests. In other words,
if a trace can be observed in an application, then we can pick
and execute any pending request, or any of its subrequests,
until it produces an execution event, and the new trace will
also be part of the application’s set of traces.
(A2) Reordering independent events. Two events are depen-
dent when the first event affects the execution of the second:
some examples include two events that are part of the same
request, or a write and a read event to the same key in a ser-
vice datastore. The complete definition of dependent events
is given in Appendix A. We assume that due to multithread-
ing, independent events commute; that is, reordering any two
consecutive independent events in an application trace results
in a trace that can also be observed by the application.
(A3) Linearizable datastores. We assume that the datastore
of each service is linearizable [26]: operations on an object
take place atomically, in an order consistent with the oper-
ations’ real-time order. For instance, if a write completes
before a read begins, then the read must observe the effects
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of the write and complete after it. This is necessary due to
the requirement that MuCache does not modify the under-
lying datastore and can only observe writes to the datastore
before or after they are completed. If we were to use a non-
linearizable datastore a write could take effect after it returns,
making it impossible to track which calls it invalidates.

Theorem 1 (Protocol Correctness). For all traces in a cache-
enabled application, there exists a trace in the original appli-
cation without caches, such that all the client events in the
two traces are equivalent modulo reordering.

Proof intuition. To show the theorem, we prove a stronger
lemma, namely that for all cache-enabled traces, we can con-
struct an original trace where (1) all request subtraces are the
same (modulo the missing requests due to cache hits), and (2)
that the application state is the same at the end of both traces.
The proof proceeds by induction on the length of traces and
has three phases: (1) given a trace in the cache-enabled ap-
plication that ends with a cache-hit, it uses assumption (A2)
to move writes that happened before the cache-hit but would
later invalidate its entry to the end of the trace (together with
their dependencies); (2) it then uses the inductive hypothesis
to construct a trace in the original application for the prefix
up to the cache-hit; and (3) it uses assumption (A1) to fill in
all subrequest events that are missing due to the cache-hit,
and then it fills in the writes and all their dependencies (A3),
ending up with a trace that satisfies the requirement.

6 Implementation
The MuCache implementation comprises roughly 2k LoC of
Go [12], including the wrappers that intercept invocations and
state accesses, and the cache manager that makes invalidation
and saving decisions. Communication between wrappers and
the cache manager happens with ZeroMQ [16] and between
cache managers with HTTP. Our current implementation uses
Redis [9] as the cache, but any in-memory store could be used
in its place. We use 32-bit FNV-1a [11] algorithm to compute
the hash values of call arguments.
Batching. Cache managers instruct their upstream counter-
parts to save or invalidate cache entries by sending HTTP
requests that might become a bottleneck when the load is
high. To increase throughput at high loads without affecting
correctness, MuCache allows batching requests that are sent
upstream. At low loads, batching increases the time it takes
for an invalidation to propagate through the system based on
the batching timeout, which is currently set to 1ms. Batching
also enables the simplification of upstream requests by can-
celing out operations at the sender, i.e., invalidates and saves
override previous invalidates and saves on the same key. This
reduces the size of requests and the number of operations
upstream cache managers have to process, while incurring
minimal cost since it requires a single pass over the batch.
General support. MuCache is designed to not be limited

to a single communication protocol, cache, or datastore. Our
wrappers are built on top of Dapr [3], a service mesh extended
to also support state accesses through its API. Dapr supports
custom middlewares that can be used to intercept invocations
and state accesses. It also provides a common abstraction for
many service communication protocols and different storage
backends, allowing us to implement our wrappers once and
inherit support for all the alternatives.
Dependencies between client requests. MuCache’s caching
protocol treats client requests as independent and allows them
to be reordered, processing reads and writes from different
clients without synchronization. However, this might not al-
ways be desirable, e.g., when a client request expects to see
the effects of a previous request. To support this, we extend
MuCache’s dependencies (Sec. 4) to client requests. Specifi-
cally, when a client request is complete, visited services are
included in the result, and passed to the subsequent request
of the same client (if one is performed), allowing MuCache
to avoid violating dependencies across client requests.
Supporting third-party services. Microservice applications
often perform requests to third-party services that might not
be extensible with MuCache, e.g., if they are owned by a dif-
ferent organization. To support such applications, MuCache
allows declaring requests to third-party services as read-only
using a TTL, saving their values to the cache on return, but
invalidating them when the TTL has passed instead of wait-
ing for a downstream cache manager. This setup provides
caching benefits with at least as strong guarantees as if all
the caches in the application were configured with a TTL,
however for the complete subtrees of the microservice graph
that are MuCache-enabled the guarantees are stronger.

7 Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer these high-level questions:
• (Q1) Throughput and latency benefits: Does MuCache

provide throughput and latency benefits compared to other
caching alternatives? Does it scale with sharding? How do
cache sizes affect its performance? How are its benefits
affected by the application call-graph? (§7.3)

• (Q2) Costs: What are the costs of deploying MuCache?
What is its CPU and memory usage, total network costs,
and its latency overhead on the critical path? Does the
cache manager throughput become a bottleneck? (§7.4)

• (Q3) Invalidation: How fast can MuCache invalidate
cache entries? (§7.5)

Before we answer these questions, we describe the experimen-
tal setup (§7.1) and our methodology and baselines (§7.2).

7.1 Experimental Setup

We deploy a Kubernetes [7] cluster on CloudLab [2] m510 ma-
chines that have 8-core 2.0 GHz CPUs, 64GB RAM, 256GB
NVMe SSDs, and 10GB NICs. Machines run Ubuntu 20.04.
The average round-trip time between servers is 0.15ms. Ex-
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cept for sharding experiments, we utilize a single Kubernetes
cluster where the number of worker nodes is equal to the
number of services, plus one node acting as a control plane.
Each service is deployed via Dapr [3] and is affinitized to a
single node. We use Redis [9] configured with an LRU evic-
tion policy as the cache. Unless otherwise noted, MuCache is
configured with a sending batch size of 20 and a 1 ms timeout.
Cache manager dependencies are stored in a LRU cache, with
the maximum number of entries being proportional to the
user cache size. In our experiments, the cache manager stores
100 dependencies per 1 MB of user cache (e.g., a user cache
of 20 MB allows the storage of 2,000 dependencies).

7.2 Applications, Method, and Baselines

Throughout our evaluation we perform experiments on four
open-source microservice applications, as detailed in Figure 8,
along with four synthetic ones. Workloads are adapted from
the original testbeds, including the dataset and request distri-
bution. Cache sizes are set relative to the application working
data set; small enough that they do not fit the entire work-
ing data set but big enough so that there is a non-negligible
amount of cache-hits.
SocialMedia. A social network application (Cf. Twitter or
Facebook) that provides three main endpoints, viewing a
user’s homepage timeline (RO), viewing a user’s personal
timeline (RO), and composing a post. The workload ratio is
60% homepage, 30% user timeline, and 10% compose post.
The cache size for each service is set to 20 MB. When there
are no new posts and each timeline contains 10 posts, the total
cacheable posts are around 20 MB.
MovieReview. A movie review application (Cf. IMDB or
Rotten Tomatoes) that offers two main endpoints: viewing the
page of a movie (RO) and creating a review. The workload
ratio is 90% viewing a page and 10% creating reviews. The
cache size for each service is set to 70 MB.
HotelRes. A hotel reservation application (Cf. Booking or
Airbnb) that offers two main endpoints: searching for hotels
in a specific area (RO) and making a reservation. The work-
load ratio is 80% searching for hotels and 20% making a
reservation. The cache size for each service is set to 20 MB.
OnlineBoutique. An online store application (Cf. Amazon
or Walmart) that offers multiple endpoints, retrieving the
store homepage (RO), updating the currency rate, viewing a
product (RO), adding a product to the cart, and checking out.
The workload ratio is 75% read-only (homepage, viewing
products, and carts) and 25% non-read-only (updating the
currency, updating the cart, checking out). The cache size for
each service is set to 80 MB.
Synthetic Benchmarks. Figure 9 shows four synthetic ap-
plications: ProxyApp, a two-service app where a stateless
frontend forwards requests to the backend, which in turn
reads/writes to a key-value store; and three applications that
extend ProxyApp with archetype call-graph patterns—chain,

Benchmark Services LoC RO/NonRO Sources

1 SocialMedia 6 532 90/10 [10, 24, 32]
2 MovieReview 12 913 90/10 [13, 24]
3 HotelRes 6 608 80/20 [24]
4 OnlineBoutique 9 1,088 75/25 [8]

FIGURE 8— Real-world applications used in our evaluation.

FIGURE 9—Shapes of synthetic benchmark call-graphs.

fan-out, and fan-in. ChainApp has four stateless services and
a stateful backend. FanoutApp has a single frontend forward-
ing requests to four backends. FaninApp has four separate
frontends, each forwarding requests to one backend.
Method. We measure throughput and latency (median and
95th percentile) using the wrk2 [15] HTTP benchmarking
tool. Experiments include a 30-second cache pre-warming
period, followed by a 60-second testing period. Each experi-
ment is run three times, and the average is reported. We run
MuCache and the baselines with the same CPU resources;
that is, MuCache’s cache managers are not given extra cores
but share resources with the application.
Baselines. We compare MuCache to the following baselines.

BC (Backend Cache): A baseline that lacks inter-service
caching and only caches data from the backend datastore.

TTL: A baseline that reflects the current best practices for
automated inter-service caching [1, 27, 33]. Caching occurs at
both the backend and intermediate services. Upon invocation,
the caller saves the result in the cache asynchronously without
communicating with any cache manager. The caches can then
evict an entry when they become full or, in the case of an inter-
service cache, when a configured time-to-live (TTL) timer
has expired. Cached data can be inconsistent and arbitrarily
stale (depending on the TTL and access pattern).

TTL-∞: A special case of TTL that serves as an upper bound
on the performance achievable by TTL implementations;
cache entries never expire and are only evicted when the
cache reaches maximum capacity.

7.3 (Q1) Throughput and Latency Benefits

We first measure the throughput and latency of a set of real-
world applications with and without MuCache (§7.3.1). We
then compare it against different TTL baselines (§7.3.2), we
evaluate whether it limits throughput scalability in the pres-
ence of sharding (§7.3.3), and we evaluate whether configur-
ing caches with different sizes and whether different applica-
tion call-graphs affect MuCache’s benefits (§7.3.4–7.3.5).
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FIGURE 10—Latency and throughput of real-world applications (described in Figure 8).

7.3.1 Real-world applications

We evaluate MuCache’s benefits on throughput and latency on
the four open-source microservice applications. We compare
MuCache against (1) BC to evaluate performance benefits
over not having inter-service caches, and (2) TTL-∞ to eval-
uate how close MuCache is to an implementation that caches
results but provides no consistency guarantees.
Results. Figure 10 shows the results, where the X-axis is
request rate, and the Y-axis shows latency in ms. MuCache
reduces median latency by up to 1.8× in HotelRes, 2.5× in
MovieReview, 1.5× in SocialMedia, and 2.1× in OnlineBou-
tique. The tail latency between MuCache and BC is similar,
except for OnlineBoutique, where MuCache reduces tail la-
tency by up to 1.8× by avoiding many invocations from the
Checkout service, such as retrieving product information, get-
ting shipping quotes, etc. Furthermore, MuCache improves
throughput by 1.6× in HotelRes, 1.5× in MovieReview, and
1.4× in SocialMedia, while achieving similar throughput in
OnlineBoutique. Compared to TTL-∞, MuCache’s median
latencies are up to 1.2× higher before saturation, and Mu-
Cache’s throughput is around 0.95×.
Take away. MuCache outperforms BC in terms of median and
tail latency, and throughput across all workloads. MuCache
also performs close to the upper bound TTL-∞. Improve-
ments in median latency can be attributed to cache hits, while
improvements in throughput are due to lower utilization of
backend services.

7.3.2 Comparison with TTL baselines

Tuning TTL values for caches in real systems is complex and
depends on the application requirements; suggested values
could range from seconds to hours [18, 23]. To simulate that
in a shorter experiment, we vary TTL from 100 ms to 10 s—
values under 100 ms lead to negligible cache hits, and a TTL
of 10 s is already a large fraction of the total experiment (60 s).
Results. Figure 11 shows the results. As the TTL increases
from 0.1 to 10 s, median latency drops from 18.2 ms to
10.9 ms, tail latency drops from 29.3 ms to 10.9 ms, and
throughput increases from 2,489 to 3,470 rps. MuCache out-
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FIGURE 11—HotelRes: Latency and throughput of MuCache com-
pared with various TTL.

performs TTL-1s (1.3× lower median latency), but is outper-
formed by TTL-10s (which performs similarly to TTL-∞).
Take away. Getting comparable performance to MuCache
with a TTL-based caching approach requires setting the TTL
to a high value (>1 s)—orders of magnitudes higher than
the MuCache invalidation times (on the order of ms per call-
graph depth as shown in Section 7.4.3). Furthermore, finding
an appropriate TTL value is challenging for developers, as this
value has implications for the correctness of the application.
In contrast, MuCache requires no tuning of expiration times,
and invalidations happen automatically and correctly.

7.3.3 Sharding Scalability

We evaluate the scalability of MuCache by deploying So-
cialMedia to multiple shards. We provision a fixed pool of
machines and restrict each shard to a fixed CPU usage of
2 cores (1 running the service, 1 running the Dapr sidecar)
to have multiple shards on a single machine. Each shard is
deployed with its own cache manager. We compare against
BC to determine whether MuCache limits scalability.
Results. Figure 12 shows the maximum throughput of the
SocialMedia when deployed using 1, 2, and 4 shards, with and
without MuCache. MuCache scales as well as BC (achieving
1.44×, 1.38×, and 1.37× the throughput of BC).
Take away. MuCache does not limit scalability for sharded
applications as the only cost occurs in the background; when
the cache manager of a shard broadcasts received writes to all
cache managers that belong to the same service shards.
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FIGURE 12—Throughput of MuCache and BC when sharding the
services in SocialMedia.
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FIGURE 13—HotelRes: Impact of different cache sizes on latency
(left Y-axis) and combined cache hit rate (right Y-axis).

7.3.4 Cache size effect

To evaluate how MuCache responds to the cache size of each
service, we measure latency and cache hits on HotelRes with
a fixed load of 1K req/s while varying the cache size from
16 MB to 1024 MB. TTL-∞ acts as an upper-bound baseline.
Results. Figure 13 shows the results. Increasing the cache
size lowers the median latency of MuCache from 9.9 ms to
8.2 ms and tail latency from 22 ms to 13.6 ms; it also increases
the cache hit rate from 5% to 91%. Similarly, in TTL-∞, the
median latency decreases from 9.9 ms to 7.3 ms, tail latency
from 21.6 ms to 10.6 ms, and cache hit rate from 5% to 100%.
Take away. Caching with MuCache reduces mean and tail
latency. Furthermore, the reductions achieved by MuCache
are close to those achieved by TTL-∞ across all cache sizes.

7.3.5 Application call-graph effect on performance

To evaluate how the application call-graph pattern affects the
benefits of MuCache, we use the three synthetic applications
in Figure 9. We use a synthetic workload with 50% cache hit
rates and compare against BC.
Results. Figure 14 shows the results. For ChainApp, Mu-
Cache’s median latency is 2.6–3.1× lower than that of BC,
while its tail is comparable before reaching saturation. Its
maximum throughput is 1.5× higher. For FanoutApp, the
median latency and maximum throughput of MuCache are
similar to that of the BC, but its tail latency is up to 1.6×
lower. In FaninApp, MuCache improves median latency by
1.1–1.3× and 95th percentile latency by up to 1.9×; maxi-
mum throughput is 1.75× higher than BC.
Take away. MuCache provides different benefits depending
on the call-graph shape. For long call-chains MuCache re-
duces latency by avoiding network hops; for fan-out it slightly
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FIGURE 14—Latency and throughput of the graph shape mi-
crobenchmarks (Fig. 9).

Benchmark Average (MB) Max (MB) Cache Size (MB)

1 HotelRes 0.08 0.27 20
2 MovieReview 0.07 0.31 70
3 SocialMedia 0.02 0.09 20
4 OnlineBoutique 0.1 0.45 80

FIGURE 15—Cache manager state and cache size for each service.

improves tail-latency but not median latency since the fron-
tend has to wait for the slowest path to respond; and when the
backend is the bottleneck it improves throughput by reducing
the number of requests that reach the backend.

7.4 (Q2) MuCache costs and overheads

In order to evaluate the costs of MuCache, we measure its
CPU, memory, and network usage (§7.4.1), its latency over-
head on the critical path (§7.4.2), and the cache manager’s
throughput and whether it can be a bottleneck (§7.4.3).

7.4.1 Memory / CPU / Network costs

We evaluate MuCache’s memory cost on all four applications
and its CPU and network usage on HotelRes. We evaluate
MuCache’s network usage by measuring data transfer be-
tween nodes using iftop. We measure the memory cost of
each cache manager instance as the average size of its state
(history and dependencies) and CPU cost as the average CPU
usage of each service during the experiment. We use standard
cache sizes and load (2K req/s for HotelRes, 2.5K req/s for
MovieReview, 1K req/s for SocialMedia, and 3.5K req/s for
OnlineBoutique) for 300 seconds.
Results. Figure 15 shows the cache manager state size and the
cache size across services. The average size of the CM state
across services ranges from 0.1–0.4% of the cache size per
service. Garbage collection plays an important role in keeping
the memory usage low: without GC, the CM state in HotelRes
goes up to 5 MB in 1 minute. Figure 16 shows the average
CPU usage of each service during the experiment. Usage is
broken down between the service logic, the Dapr sidecar, and
the cache manager. The average CPU usage across services
with and without MuCache is 4.2 and 5.1 cores respectively.
The average CM CPU usage across services is 0.5 cores. The
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FIGURE 17—Latency distribution w.r.t. hit-rate for ProxyApp. Solid
and dashed lines show the latencies when the hit rate is 0% and 60%
respectively. Split in 70th percentile for clarity.

average network usage per service without MuCache is 9.0
MB/s, while the average with MuCache is 6.6 MB/s, of which
cache managers use 2.9 MB/s.
Take away. Memory costs are low compared to the cache
size (<0.4% on average). The CPU usage of MuCache is
13% of the total service CPU on average while at the same
time reducing the total CPU usage of the whole application
due to some backend services being less utilized because of
cache hits in the frontend. Though cache managers use some
bandwidth to save/invalidate caches, MuCache reduces the
total network usage by 27% due to local cache hits.

7.4.2 MuCache latency overhead

We evaluate MuCache’s latency overhead by focusing on
ProxyApp, which performs minimal work, to measure the
worst-case overhead. We create a synthetic workload with
0% and 60% cache hit rates and compare against (1) BC to
evaluate the overhead over no caches when there are no hits,
and (2) TTL-∞ to evaluate the wrapper overhead.
Results. Figure 17 shows the complete request latency distri-
bution. We report overheads as absolute values because they
are constant and independent of the work that the services
do. For a hit rate of 0%, MuCache’s median latency (4 ms) is
0.5 ms higher than BC and 0.3 ms higher than TTL-∞, while
the 95th-percentile (5.7 ms) is 0.9 ms and 0.5 ms higher re-
spectively. When the hit rate is 60%, MuCache’s median and
95-th percentile latencies are 0.15 ms and 0.5 ms higher than
TTL-∞. When the hit rate is 60%, MuCache median latency
is 1.4 ms better than BC (3.5 ms to 2.1 ms).
Take away. Even in a worst-case scenario (an application that

Batch Size 1 2 5 10 20 50

Throughput (krps) 19.2 26.5 44.5 74.7 75.2 74.6

FIGURE 18—Batching effects on cache manager throughput.

Chain Size 2 3 4 5

Mean invalidation time (ms) 3.94 6.13 8.41 10.66

FIGURE 19—Invalidation time for different chain sizes.

performs minimal work), MuCache imposes a low (∼10%)
latency penalty on cache misses.

7.4.3 MuCache’s throughput

To determine whether MuCache’s cache manager can be a
bottleneck, we measure the its maximum throughput on the
ProxyApp and load the backend’s cache manager directly be-
cause the backend service becomes the bottleneck otherwise.
The load is 80% read-only requests and we vary the batch
size of the HTTP sending buffer between cache managers.
Results. Figure 18 shows the throughput in terms of the
number of events the cache manager processes per second.
Without batching, the cache manager has a throughput of
∼19K events per second, while gradually increasing the batch
size up to 20 improves it to ∼75K events per second.
Take away. The cache manager has a reasonably high
throughput and is not the bottleneck even for an application
with minimal computation. To further increase throughput,
developers may deploy multiple shards for each service.

7.5 (Q3) Invalidation time

We evaluate the time needed for invalidations to reach the root
of the call-graph, namely the frontend service, by measuring
the observed inconsistency window [19], the elapsed time
between the write happening in the backend and the inval-
idation becoming visible in the frontend. The invalidation
time in our experiment is determined solely by the depth of
the call graph. To measure the increase in invalidation time
per hop, we conducted experiments on a microservice chain
consisting of 2 to 5 services, which represents the typical
depths of call-graphs in the applications that we studied.
Results. Figure 19 shows the results. For a two-service ap-
plication, the invalidation time is ∼4 ms; for a five-service
application it is ∼10 ms. Each additional service in the chain
increases invalidation time by ∼2.2 ms.
Take away. MuCache’s invalidation time is ∼2.2 ms per
call-graph hop—orders of magnitude smaller than the typical
invalidation times observed in TTL-based approaches (which
range from seconds to hours [18, 23]).

8 Related Work
Caching in microservice applications. Several works study
cache usage in real-world microservices, including work from
Alibaba [28], Twitter [38], and Facebook [37]. These papers
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confirm that caches are heavily used in microservice applica-
tions and provide significant performance benefits, but only
mention manual, ad-hoc, or inconsistent coherence schemes
and do not propose an automatic way to manage these caches.
Caching frameworks for web services. There is a lot of
work on caching frameworks for web services for both static
and dynamic data. These frameworks focus on three key as-
pects: (1) content admission, (2) cache size management, and
(3) invalidation and data freshness (for a more detailed clas-
sification see a recent survey [29]). The first two aspects are
orthogonal to our work since we do not focus on optimizing
the performance of a cache given a specific workload, but
rather propose a general system for keeping caches coherent
in a microservice setting. To the best of our knowledge, all
frameworks that focus on invalidation (e.g., [21, 22, 31]) are
designed as a single cache layer on top of a database without
taking into account the inter-service caching.
Cache coherence protocols. There is extensive literature on
cache coherence protocols (see survey [34]), none of which
considers inter-service caching. Lazy caching [17] exploits
the fact that writes do not always require exclusivity (M or
E in MOESI [35]), allowing cores to perform concurrent
buffered writes, albeit blocking reads to ensure that depen-
dencies are not violated. Our work extends this insight by
avoiding all blocking communication on the request’s criti-
cal path—allowing writes downstream without immediately
informing the upstream caches and without blocking on reads.
Incremental computation. Caches are also used to enable in-
cremental and reactive computation: some examples include
Reactive Caching [20], Noria [25], and Diamond [39]. Reac-
tive Caching proposes caches for graphs of single-threaded
services to support reactive computation, i.e., writes down-
stream are propagated upstream to refresh the results. Noria is
an incremental stream processing engine that uses caches for
fast propagation of updates in a dataflow. Both differ from our
work in two ways: (1) they only provide eventual consistency
that violates dependencies when there are multiple paths be-
tween two services (see Fig. 4); and (2) they do not support
true multi-threading, as Noria limits writes to a single thread
and Reactive Caching only supports single-threaded services.
Diamond is a system that automates data management for
distributed reactive applications by providing reactive trans-
actions to clients. Similarly to MuCache, Diamond reactively
informs clients about data invalidations in the backend store,
but in contrast to MuCache it does not support service graphs.

9 Discussion and Limitations
Supporting transactions and non-KV stores. Our imple-
mentation does not currently support transactions or non-KV
stores. Supporting single-service transactions would require
that the wrappers perform the postWrite after the transaction
has completed to overapproximate the time that the write
operation completed. Supporting multi-service transactions

would be more challenging since caches should not violate
transactional guarantees, which would require additional syn-
chronization in the protocol. Supporting non-KV stores, such
as relational databases, would require monitoring the depen-
dencies of read-only calls and determining when to invalidate
cache entries, which could be done by leveraging the expres-
sive semantics of SQL (as in the case of Noria [25]).
Supporting weaker consistency datastores. The correctness
of MuCache depends on the datastores being linearizable;
MuCache needs to be sure that after a write has completed,
it has taken effect in the database. Being able to determine
the order of reads and writes by intercepting the datastore ac-
cesses is necessary so that MuCache is database-agnostic (see
requirements in Section 3). Supporting weaker consistency
datastores would likely require a more intrusive design with
modifications to a datastore—tightly integrating wrappers in
the store to provide additional metadata to the cache managers
about the precise order of reads and writes—forfeiting the
generality of being database-agnostic.
Application debuggability. Extending an application with
MuCache provides performance benefits and does not affect
the application behavior but adds complexity to the end-to-
end deployment and therefore increases the effort required
to maintain and debug it. This is an inherent software en-
gineering challenge—the bigger a codebase is, the harder
it is to maintain it. A direction for future work that could
help address this is to integrate MuCache with existing dis-
tributed tracing and debugging tools for microservices, so that
engineers have visibility on MuCache’s state and actions.
Write-intensive workloads. Even though a service might
offer a read-only endpoint, its workload might be write-
intensive, leading to overheads without the accompanied ben-
efits if extended with MuCache. Developers can currently
manually detect such cases and avoid declaring those end-
points as read-only, but it would be interesting to explore
whether MuCache can be extended with an adaptive moni-
toring mechanism that only enables caching if the read-write
ratio of a service is above some threshold.
Sharding. MuCache requires hard affinity sharding of read
requests to ensure correctness, i.e., all read-only calls with
the same arguments need to be processed by the same shard.
Write requests have no such limitation and can be dispatched
to any shard. An interesting avenue for future research would
be to lift the requirement for hard affinity, allowing for more
flexible load balancing and autoscaling.
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A Detailed Protocol Correctness

Preliminaries. We start with some basic notation:

• nS denotes a service name

• ca denotes the arguments of a service call, including
the name of the service (which can be extracted using
name(ca)) and the endpoint.

• i ∈ R denotes request identifiers (each request has a
unique i). The service name and the arguments to the
request can be extracted using name(i) and ca(i). We
will define a binary relation sr ⊆ R×R that determines
when a request is spawned by another request. We can
also define sr∗ as the reflexive transitive closure of sr.
There is also a client(i) predicate, which returns true for
requests that are initiated by a client.

• v denotes a return value

• k denotes a key that indexes values in the state of a
service

• rs(i, t) is a function that returns all of the keys that a
particular request (and all of its subrequests) have read
in trace t. We will often ignore t when it is obvious
which trace we refer to.

Events and traces. We will describe microservice applica-
tions and their executions using traces, i.e., sequences of
events that describe application actions. We are only inter-
ested in events that describe interactions between services
and other services and actions on their states. We call the set
of all events Σ, and we now define all events in it.

• Reqi(ca) denotes the start of processing of a single re-
quest with id i and arguments ca.

• Reti(v) denotes that a request with id i has finished
processing and is returning value v.

• Readi(k, v) denotes that request with id i performed a
read of key k from its state and returned v.

• Writei(k, v) denotes that request with id i performed a
write with value v to key k of its state.

• Calli(ca, i′) denotes that request with id i performed a
call to another service with arguments ca and the request
id of that internal request is i’.

• Respi(v, i
′) denotes that request with id i received a

response with value v from a finished call with id i’.

We represent the set of all events for a request with identi-
fier i as Σi and the set of all read (or write) events as ΣR (or
ΣW ). We also define a set of output events ΣO = {Reti(v) :
∀i, v}∪{Readi(k, v) : ∀i, k, v}∪{Writei(k, v) : ∀i, k, v}∪

{Calli(ca, i′) : ∀i, ca, i′} that are events that are determined
by the program when processing a single request, and input
events ΣI = {Reqi(ca) : ∀i, ca} ∪ {Respi(v, i

′) : ∀i, v, i′}
that are events that are given as inputs to the processing of a
single request. Finally, we can define the set of client events
ΣC = {Reqi(v) : ∀i, client(i)} ∪ {Reti(v) : ∀i, client(i)}
We can now describe complete executions of microservice
applications using traces t, i.e., sequences of the above events.
We can project all events of a trace t from a particular set Σ
using t[Σ], e.g., t[ΣW ] are all the write events in a trace. Note
that this projection creates an ordered sequence of events by
maintaining the trace order.
Applications and Assumptions. We can now define the be-
havior of a microservice application P ∈ P using its execu-
tion traces, JP K ⊆ Σ∗, and state some assumptions on these
traces. First of all, an application determines the processing
of each request using the step : P×R × Σ∗ × (ΣO ∪ {⊥})
relation, that determines the next step of the processing of a
request, or ⊥ if the request is waiting for a response or hasn’t
started yet. Now we define what it means for a trace to be
well formed.

Property 2 (Well-formed traces). All traces t ∈ JP K are well-
formed, i.e., for each trace t the following properties hold:
(1) Reqi(ca) are the first events for any request i and Reti(v)
are the last; (2) for each i ∈ t there exists a unique Reqi(ca)
and at most one Reti(v); (3) a Reqi(ca) always comes after
a Calli(ca, i′) except in the case of client requests; (4) a
Respi(v, i

′) always comes after a Calli(ca, i′) and Reti′(v);
(5) for all Calli(ca, i′), sr(i, i′); and for all prefixes t′ =
t0.e with e ∈ ΣI , either step(P, i, t0, e) or step(P, i, t0,⊥);
(6) for all e ∈ ΣC for any i ∈ t, s.t. client(i) holds, then
∄Calli′(ca′, i) ∈ ΣC .

The last requirement relates the step relation with the traces,
i.e., each event in the trace is the result of stepping a request
or a request start or response. We also know that the events in
a trace are equivalent up to an injective renaming of request
identifiers.

Property 3. For any microservice application P , for all
traces t ∈ JP K and for all i ∈ t, then for any i′ /∈ t we can
construct a new trace t′ = t [i 7→ i′], s.t. t′ ∈ JP K.

In addition to the above, we also know that requests are
always enabled in microservice applications, i.e., a pending
request can always take a step.

Definition 1 (Pending Requests). We say that a request
Reqi(ca) is pending in a trace t iff Reti(v) does not exist
in t.

Property 4 (Request Step Always Enabled). For any mi-
croservice application P , for all traces t ∈ JP K, and for all
pending requests Reqi(ca) for some i, there exists a trace
t′ ∈ JP K such that t′ = t.ei, where ei ∈ Σi′ and sr∗(i, i′).
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Property 4 means that requests are always enabled to take
a step, sometimes through their subrequests. This is a valid
assumption for microservice applications since they are mul-
tithreaded, and therefore a single request can not block other
requests from proceeding, and a request can only block while
waiting for a response from its subrequests. Note that this
assumption requires that the network does not drop requests,
i.e., calls eventually lead to request starts and that returns
eventually lead to response events.

We also know that the values of read events depend on the
latest write to the same key or the original value.

Property 5 (Read return value). For all applications P , re-
quest identifiers i and traces t s.t. step(P, i, t,Readi(k, v))
holds, then either ∃i′,Writei′(k, v) = last(t[ΣW (k)]) or
v = ⊥.

Intuitively, this means that writes are immediately visible to
reads, thus that the underlying stores are linearizable, which
is a valid assumption for most key value stores.

We can now define read-only calls, that is calls that never
perform writes (even in their subrequests).

Definition 2 (Read-only requests). Given an application P
a request with request identifier i and call arguments ca,
i.e. ca(i) = ca, is read-only for this application iff for all
traces t ∈ JP K, and for all i′ such that sr∗(i, i′), it holds that
t[ΣW ∩Σi′] = ∅. We define a predicate RO(i) that holds for
read-only requests.

State. We represent the state of an application as σ ∈ D.
Concretely, a state σ is a tuple of maps from keys to values,
one for each service. We define the function S : Σ∗ → D
that returns the state of an application after the trace t. Due to
Property 5 the state at each point in the execution depends on
the prefix of write events and the starting state. We assume
that all executions start from the same starting state σ0.
Caching. Up to this point we have established all important
properties of microservice applications without mentioning
caches. A cache-enabled application P̃ can be similarly de-
fined by its execution traces, JP̃ K ⊆ Σ̃∗, where Σ̃∗ is a su-
perset of the set of events of applications without caches, i.e.
Σ ⊆ Σ̃. The additional cache related events are defined as
followed:

• CacheHiti(ca, v) denotes a cache-hit that replaces a
Respi′(v, i) for some i′ (also conforming to its well-
formedness conditions Property 2).

• Save(nS , i, v) denotes that the cache of service nS has
saved the value v for request i with call arguments ca(i).

• Inv(nS , i, i
′) denotes an invalidation of the cache of ser-

vice nS with ca(i′) from a write with identifier i.

Essentially, a cache-enabled application P̃ is a transformation
of a regular microservice application P . We know that our

protocol does not affect the stepping of requests other than
allowing some calls to return immediately with call hits. We
can also lift the step relation to account for cache-enabled
applications. The lifted step relation describes the logic of our
cache coherence protocol.

Property 6 (Cache Stepping). For any application P the
transformed P̃ can step, i.e. step(P̃ , i, t, e) holds, if

• step(P, i, t, e) when e ∈ Σ or

• e = Save(nS , i
′, v) and ∃Reti′(v) ∈ t or

• e = Inv(nS , i
′, i′′) and ∃Writei′(k, v) ∈ t with k ∈

rs(i′′).

• e = Inv(nS , i
′, i′′) and ∃Inv(nS , i

′, i′′′) ∈ t with
ca(i′′′) ∈ rs(i′′).

• e = CacheHiti(ca, v) and ∃Save(name(i), i′, v) ∈ t
and ∄Inv(name(i), i′′, i′′′) ∈ t and ca = ca(i′) =
ca(i′′′) between the save and the cache-hit.

Intuitively, Property 6 means that the cache-enabled appli-
cation does not affect the next steps of any specific request
other than sometimes finding a result in the cache.

Definition 3 (Dependency). We say that event e′ ∈ Σi′ is a
dependency of e ∈ Σi in a trace t if e′ is after e and if either:

• i = i′, i.e. the two events are part of the same request

• e = Calli(ca, i′) and e′ = Reqi′(ca) i ̸= i′ and
sr∗(i, i′), i.e., the second event is a part of a subrequest
of the first event

• e = Reti(v) and e′ = Respi′(v, i), i.e., the events are a
pair of return and handle response.

• e = Writei(k, v) and e′ = Readi′(k, v′) or e =
Writei(k, v) and e′ = Writei′(k, v′) or e = Readi(k, v)
and e′ = Writei′(k, v′), i.e., read and write events to
a key k are dependencies of a prior write to the k and
write events are dependencies of a prior read.

• e = Reti(v) and e′ = Save(nS , i, v) for some nS

• e = Writei(k, v) and e′ = Inv(nS , i, i
′) for some nS

• e = Inv(nS , i
′, i′′′) and e′ = Inv(nS , i

′, i′′) with
ca(i′′′) ∈ rs(i′′).

• e = Save(name(i), i′, v) and e′ = CacheHiti(ca, v)
where ca(i′) = ca

• e = Save(nS , i
′, v) and e′ = Inv(nS , i, i

′′) for some i
and ca(i′) = ca(i′′)

We will use deps(e) to refer to all the transitive depen-
dencies of an event e. We now state a final assumption on
application traces, namely that two independent events can
be commuted.
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Property 7 (Commute independent events). For any trace t ∈
JP K with t = t0.e.e

′.t1 and e′ ̸∈ deps(e), then t′ = t0.e
′.e.t1

can also be observed by the application, i.e. t′ ∈ JP K.

This holds because in microservice applications indepen-
dent requests do not affect each other except through reads
and writes to the same key in the same service datastore.

We are now ready to state the main theorem that describes
the correctness of our protocol.

Theorem 8 (Protocol Correctness (corresponds to Theo-
rem 1)). For all traces t in a cache-enabled application JP̃ K,
there exists a trace t’ in the original application without
caches JP K, such that their respective client events are equiv-
alent (but potentially reordered), i.e., ∀i t[ΣC(i)] = t′[ΣC(i)].

This makes sense because correctness is only relevant from
the perspective of the clients and not all of the internal events
that an application performs. Actually, the cache implemen-
tation does not contain the same traces because some calls
return immediately on cache-hits without triggering all the
internal events. In order to prove this theorem, we show that
something stronger holds, a lemma that is stated below. Be-
fore stating it, we need to define what it means for an event
in the cache-enabled event set to be equivalent to the original
one.

Definition 4 (Equivalent events). Equivalence between a
cache-enabled event ec and an original event e (denoted with
ec ≃ e) is defined as followed:

• if e ∈ Σ and ec ∈ Σ are the same event or

• ec = CacheHiti(ca(i′), v) and e = Respi(v, i
′)

We can lift the equivalence relation of events to account
for sequence of events in a straightforward way.

Lemma 1. Given an arbitrary trace t ∈ JP̃ K we can construct
a trace t′ ∈ JP K such that (i) the states at the end of the traces
are the same for both traces, i.e. S(t) = S(t′), and (ii) for
all i, t[Σi] ≃ t′[Σi] modulo the missing events due to the
cache-hits.

At a high-level the proof proceeds by constructing a t’ from
t in the missing events and also by moving some write events
later in the trace. Theorem 8 follows directly from Lemma 1
since client events will be the same in both traces.
Proof sketch. We will proceed by induction on the size of
traces and for the inductive case we will focus on the only
interesting scenario where the trace t ends with a cache-hit
event CacheHiti(ca, v), because these are the only events for
which the effects of our cache-subsystem are observed by the
rest of the application. For illustrative purposes we extend
traces with the state of all services σn between each event.

t = t0|σn
.CacheHiti(ca, v)

For this cache-hit to have happened, the step relations implies
that there must exist some Save(nS , i

′, v) before it, such that
name(i′) = nS . Similarly, for the cache save to have happened,
there must have been a completed request with call arguments
ca = ca(i′).

t = · · · .Reqi′(ca)|σ1
. · · · .Reti′(v)|σ2

. · · · .
· · · .Save(nS , i

′, v)|σ3
. · · · |σn

.CacheHiti(ca, v)

Given Property 2 (extended in a straightforward way to sup-
port cache events), we know that t[Σi′ ] can be produced by
the step relation. The inductive hypothesis and the fact that t
is finite ensure the equivalence of the traces even in the pres-
ence of cache-hits for subrequests of the original request. We
will now do a case analysis on the existence of a Write(k, v1)
where k ∈ rs(i′) between Reqi′(ca) and CacheHiti(ca, v).
No such write exists. If no such write exists, then σ1|rs(i′) =
σ2|rs(i′) = . . . = σn|rs(i′). Then, we can construct a trace
t1 ∈ JP K using the inductive hypothesis and by replacing
CacheHiti(ca, v) with Calli(ca, i′′) for some fresh i′′ (due to
Property 6).

t1 = . . . |σn.Calli(ca, i′′)

Then, given that σ1|rs(i′) = σn|rs(i′) and that Properties 5 and
3 hold, we can construct the same request steps tc as in the
original trace (t[Σi′ ] [i

′ 7→ i′′]) using the step relation, ending
up with a trace t2 ∈ P such that:

t2 = t1.tc.Respi(v, i
′′)

Since CacheHiti(ca, v) ≃ Respi(v, i
′′) and read-only re-

quests do not modify the state, we are done with this case.
Write exists. We now need to focus on the case where a
write Write(k, v1) with k ∈ rs(i′) exists between Reqi′(ca)
and CacheHiti(ca, v). We can first show that the write is be-
tween Save(nS , i

′, v) and CacheHiti(ca, v), because if it was
earlier, it would have been processed by the cache manager,
prohibiting Save(nS , i

′, v) to have happened. However, there
could be an invalidate between the cache save and the cache-
hit that has originated from a previous write in another service
between Reqi′(ca) and Save(nS , i

′, v). We can now use Prop-
erty 7 to move all writes together with their dependencies to
the end of the trace to get a trace tw.

tw = · · · .Save(nS , i
′, v)|σ3 · · · |σn.CacheHiti(ca, v). · · · .twd

where twd contains all the writes and their dependencies. This
is possible because CacheHiti(ca, v) is not a dependency of
the writes between the save and the cache-hit; if it was, there
must have been a subcall to the service where the write hap-
pened, which would have been caught by our dependency
tracking (see Section 4). Second, all i′ events are not depen-
dencies of the writes between Reqi′(ca) and Save(nS , i

′, v)
because (1) i′ is read-only (so it cannot have performed those
writes or subcalls that performed those writes), and (2) the
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FIGURE 20—A bug that would occur if preReqStart does not
wait until the Start event is added in the CM workqueue.

write happened after the call to start i′.
We can now follow the same reasoning as in the no-write-

exists case. We first use the inductive hypothesis on the prefix
until the cache-hit and Property 6 to get the following trace:

t1 = · · · |σn.Calli(ca, i′)

We then construct the original trace that caused the save using
the step relation (like in the no-write-exists case) to get

t2 = · · · |σn.Calli(ca, i′). · · · .Respi(v, i
′)

Finally, given that both prefixes and states are the same for tw
and t2, we can use Property 4 to step all the writes and their
dependencies to acquire the same exactly events as the suffix
of tw, proving that the states are the same and the traces for
each request in the end are equivalent.

B MuCache protocol design details
B.1 Waiting for events to be added in the queue

It is crucial that the caller waits until the event is added to
the queue when sending a Start message, otherwise the bug
shown in Figure 20 could occur. In this scenario, thread T1
of a service S starts processing a RO request ca before wait-
ing for the Start(ca) event to be added to the workqueue.
In the meantime, another thread T2 of S performs a write
which invalidates the results of the call ca. However, since the
Start(ca) event was added in the cache manager workqueue
after the Inv(k), the cache manager does not detect the inval-
idation.
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Abstract

This paper describes the process and operational experiences
of deploying the Data Center TCP (DCTCP) protocol in a
large-scale data center network. In contrast to legacy conges-
tion control protocols that rely on loss as the primary signal
of congestion, DCTCP signals in-network congestion (based
on queue occupancy) to senders and adjusts the sending rate
proportional to the level of congestion. At the time of our
deployment, this protocol was well-studied and fairly estab-
lished with proven efficiency gains in other networks. As
expected, we also observed improved performance, and no-
tably decreased packet losses, compared to legacy protocols
in our data centers. Perhaps unexpectedly, however, we faced
numerous hurdles in rolling out DCTCP; we chronicle these
unexpected challenges, ranging from its unfairness (to other
classes of traffic) to implementation bugs. We close by dis-
cussing some of the open research questions and challenges.

1 Introduction

Congestion control algorithms (CCAs) modulate traffic
entry into the network, seeking high utilization, low latency,
and relative fairness by making frequent decisions about how
much data to send and when. These decisions are based on
congestion signals, and the base signal in many CCAs is the
dropped packet. CCAs tend to increase the amount of data
in flight until the point to induce packet loss. Subsequently,
they create queue buildup and increase delay. This impacts
latency requirements for our datacenter applications. These
workloads generate a large number of small request and re-
sponse flows across the datacenter that, combined, complete
a user-requested computation. For a fast response time, each
of these short flows should be completed fast.

A class of CCAs [4, 5, 12, 14, 17, 20, 24] tailored specifi-
cally to the requirements of datacenters workloads, leverage

Lawrence Brakmo and Hechao Li contributed to this work during their
time at Meta.

a diverse set of congestion signals (notifications from the net-
work, measured delay at endpoints, etc.) to detect and react to
imminent congestion faster. As one of the earliest and most
mature protocols in this class, Data Center Congestion Control
(DCTCP) [4] uses Explicit Congestion Notifications (ECNs)
from the switches to adjust the sending rate proportional to
the level of congestion. ECN remedies large queue buildups
and drops by providing a congestion signal before queues
overflow, and DCTCP interprets the fraction of ECN-marked
packets to scale its response, avoiding persistent queueing
and overflows that lead to loss.

A few features of our network made DCTCP’s potential
worth considering. First, our top of rack switches had “shal-
low buffers,” providing limited space for queueing. Second,
buffer sharing and contention over buffers led to variable and
unpredictable queue capacities [13]. Finally, our approach
to distributing jobs across datacenters created a set of racks
with a mixture of large throughput-heavy flows and small
latency-sensitive flows that had to compete for the limited and
variable buffer space in the network. DCTCP could moderate
large flows’ use of switch buffers, providing more isolation
between jobs sharing shallow-buffered switches.

Using DCTCP required resolving a challenge: designed
specifically for short-RTT datacenter traffic, DCTCP had to
be applied exclusively to in-region1 traffic and not cross-
backbone traffic. This translates to a few problems: (a) we
had to identify in-region traffic, separate it from cross-region
traffic, and negotiate DCTCP only for the former. Doing so
in a network with the scale and complexity of ours, without
risking a broken network, required a large engineering effort,
and (b) the in-region DCTCP and cross-region Cubic traffic
had to co-exist and share the network. This required careful
parameter tuning and network configuration to strike a bal-
ance between various classes of traffic. Although challenging,
these were surmountable issues that our engineers could over-
come to apply DCTCP only to the in-region traffic alongside
the Cubic cross-region traffic.

1A region is a collection of datacenters in roughly the same location.
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In addition to fitting our workloads’ needs, one specific
feature of DCTCP made it an operationally appealing choice:
it was a relatively simple, mature, and well-established pro-
tocol. When we initiated an effort to change our datacenter
congestion control algorithm from Cubic in 2018, DCTCP’s
design had been published eight years prior (2010), its design
was well-understood, it had been added to the Linux kernel
for four years (since 2014), and had widespread hardware
support for ECN marking. We anticipated a smooth transition
to DCTCP. Contrary to our anticipation, however, nearly ev-
ery point in the end-to-end stack presented a riddle to solve
to rollout DCTCP: the kernel had bugs; optimizations such
as receive offloading could not always inter-operate with it
as DCTCP’s smaller congestion windows were not always
enough to trigger prompt delivery; some switches dropped
ECN-capable packets despite having space to buffer them,
resulting in poor application performance; not all switches
could consistently and reliably support ECN; we could not
change the congestion control of long-running connections in
the middle of their data transfer, etc.

In this paper, we share our experience of deploying DCTCP
in Meta Datacenters. This project started in earnest in 2018,
balancing successful tests with head-scratching problems. We
share the stumbling blocks we discovered in the hope of
helping researchers consider the deployability of new data
center congestion control algorithms. In particular, switch and
NIC implementations are diverse, vendor specific, not always
known to datacenter operators, and evolve frequently as the
scale and demand of our networks change. Protocols that
are dependent on parameter tuning for optimal performance
are hard to deploy and maintain. In a large-scale and diverse
network, each congestion control algorithm will coexist with a
large and diverse set of protocols. Finally, bugs are inevitable
in any large-scale, complex network. Ideally, the congestion
control protocols should be equipped with mechanisms to
detect and gracefully handle bugs and corner cases. We found
every problem in the text that follows to be rich and deep,
with quite a few surprises. In the moment, we questioned
why is this so hard: switches can mark ECN and the kernel
implements DCTCP. What more does there have to be? But
reflecting on the experience, by expecting unforeseen trouble,
careful deployment and monitoring paid off.

Ours is not the first report on production DCTCP deploy-
ment; Judd [15] shared experiences that influenced our design.
They showed that DCTCP could be unfair to an established
Cubic flow, motivating our study of mark and drop thresholds
to keep them fair. He also noted that SYN and SYN/ACK
packets should be ECN-capable, despite standards; we were
surprised to find the same even after our switch thresholds
prevented DCTCP from starving out Cubic. His deployment
supported ECN marking only on top-of-rack switches; this
became the starting point we focus on in this paper.

We organize the paper by characterizing problems by
where they occurred. In the next section, we briefly overview

DCTCP. Feel free to skip this section or read Alizadeh et
al. [4] instead. Section 3 describes how we chose to enable
DCTCP for in-region TCP connections but not cross region
ones; focusing on deployment safety. Section 4 describes how
to configure switches to mark DCTCP traffic and encourage
balance with competing Cubic flows; for some devices in our
network, this was unexpectedly elaborate. Section 5 describes
what we built to monitor the deployment, looking to confirm
that congestion-experienced bits were set, DCTCP was nego-
tiated and not falling back to Reno, switch buffers were less
occupied, etc. Section 6 describes the often subtle kernel and
driver bugs that ECN marking packets and smaller congestion
windows surfaced. Section 7 describes a few extensions we
applied to the initial DCTCP deployment, extending where
congestion can be instrumented with ECN. We conclude in
section 8, discussing lingering problems in congestion and
reflecting on how the design of nearly every component in
the network influenced this deployment.

2 Background

Data Center TCP (DCTCP). DCTCP uses Explicit Con-
gestion Notification (ECNs) signals from switches. It uses 2
bits in the IP header for ECN information. If neither of the two
bits are set, the flow does not support ECN and switches will
not mark the packets. When only one bit is set, the flow sup-
ports ECN signals and no congestion has been encountered.
Finally, when both bits are set, the flow supports ECN and
the packet has encountered congestion. Congestion, in this
context, is usually defined as the queue sizes of the switches
on the packet’s path passing a pre-defined threshold. That is,
when a switch receives an ECN-enabled packet, if the queue
used to enqueue the packet is larger than some threshold, the
switch marks the packet as having experienced congestion.
This signal then arrives at the receiver. The receiver notifies
the sender by echoing back the congestion signals on the TCP
header of the ACK packet.

Pre-DCTCP, senders treat ECN-marked ACKs as packet
loss. TCP Reno, for instance, reduces its congestion window
(CWND) by 50%. This aggressive throttling can lead to link
under-utilization. Another issue is that legacy protocols do
not differentiate between short bursts and standing congestion.
For example, sub-RTT queue buildups due to microbursts still
result in reducing CWND, a suboptimal outcome.

In contrast, DCTCP reduces CWND proportional to the
level of congestion by tracking the percentage of bytes per
RTT. For example, if 100% of bytes encounter congestion,
DCTCP reduces its CWND by 50% but if only 50% of bytes
do so, it reduces CWND by 25%. DCTCP also leverages a
moving average to avoid overreacting to transient bursts. For
example, if 100% of the bytes in an RTT encounter conges-
tion, but there was no congestion in previous RTTs, then the
CWND would only be reduced by 1/32 instead of 1/2 [9].

Given the characteristics of our workloads, notably their
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Figure 1: Retransmission rates drop following DCTCP rollout.

burstiness [13, 27], we expected DCTCP’s faster reaction to
bursts to improve the performance of our applications.

DCTCP helped our network. Encouraged by positive test
results, we gradually rolled out DCTCP to each region in the
fleet. Overall, we observed improvements in network metrics
such as reduced top-of-rack switch congestion discards and
queue lengths, resulting in the reduction in the number of
retransmitted packets that hosts received. We compared the
overall volume of retransmissions for each region after de-
ploying DCTCP and compared it against one week before the
transition and observed a reduction of around 75%. Figure 1
shows the change in normalized retransmission rates2 for four
regions a few days before and after the rollout of DCTCP in
each region. Note that the reduction in retransmissions after
deploying DCTCP is not immediate. In §3.2, we discuss a
potential reason (the delay in changing the congestion control
algorithm for long-running connections).

Along with retransmissions, we tracked base host metrics
like throughput, and the congestion window size, as well as
general system state metrics such as CPU and memory utiliza-
tion. We did not observe any regressions in these metrics. For
four regions, we measured the changes in retransmission rates,
throughput, the average CWND, and the average smooth RTT
(srtt) after transitioning to DCTCP. Table 1 reports the re-
sults. Note the variance across different metrics and regions,
e.g., while srtt did not change in Region 4, it did improve
in Region 5 albeit not as dramatically as the retransmission
rate (7% vs. 50%). Moreover, for one of our data-intensive
services, we measured the changes in read latency in a region
before and after transitioning to DCTCP and observed 38%
reduction in the 90th and 99th percentiles of latency (from
65ms to 40ms and from 130ms to 80ms, respectively).

Rollout timeline. It should be noted that we did not upgrade
all selected regions to DCTCP at the same time; we proceeded
gradually over a four-month period while carefully monitor-
ing the impact of the change on our networks (§5). Figure 2
shows the timeline of the per-region rollout, overlapped with

2Normalized retransmission rates are retransmission rate of each region
divided by the maximum retransmission rate across all regions.

Figure 2: DCTCP’s rollout accelerated over time.
Metric Region 3 Region 4 Region 5 Region 6
Retrans. 33% ↓ 79.5% ↓ 50% ↓ 73.4% ↓
Throughput 10.3% ↑ 4.8% ↑ 2% ↑ 5.8% ↓
Avg. srtt No change No change 7% ↓ 7% ↓
Avg. cwnd 30% ↑ 22.3% ↑ 20% ↑ 18.1% ↑

Table 1: Changes in performance metrics.

the aggregate rate of ECN-enabled packets during this pe-
riod. The rate of ECN-enabled packets in our networks is a
proxy of DCTCP’s adoption, as DCTCP traffic is by default
ECN-enabled. During this interval, the DCTCP was the only
class of ECN-enabled traffic in our networks. To compute
the normalized rates in Figure 2, we divided the number of
ECN-enabled packets received by all datacenter hosts by the
maximum number of ECN-enabled packets received by all
hosts once the rollout process was completed. The figure de-
picts progressively smaller and smaller time gaps between
successive rollouts; our deployment process gradually acceler-
ated as our initial deployments helped us identify and resolve
the issues that we will discuss in the rest of the paper.

To gauge the impact and effectiveness of DCTCP after
the rollout, we temporarily disabled it for a few hours in one
region. This resulted in around a 10% drop in throughput and
4.5× increase in retransmissions in that region.

3 Enablement

We wanted to enable DCTCP only for in-region connections,
which have small enough RTTs that DCTCP is effective. This
presented several immediate challenges for us as our available
options could not achieve this, e.g., the selective enablement
requirement meant that sysctl is not viable, while complex-
ity ruled out options such as setsockopt and routes.

As we explored and experimented with enablement options,
we also encountered several other challenges related to kernel
features, and obscure DCTCP fallback behavior. We discuss
these challenges below.

3.1 Enabling DCTCP for only in-region flows
We discuss the drawbacks of available knobs in greater detail
before presenting our approach for resolving this challenge.
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3.1.1 Potential knobs for changing congestion control

Our goal was to identify knobs to target short-RTT connec-
tions and change their congestion control algorithm (CCA).
For DCTCP, this should be done before the 3-way handshake
since ECN is negotiated during connection establishment. We
targeted sub millisecond latency which is typical for traffic
within a region. In our data center network, we can use IP ad-
dresses as a proxy for RTT, and classify connections created
within the region by looking at the source and destination IP
addresses. CCAs can be changed in many ways, notably via
sysctl, setsockopt, and routes as we discuss next.
sysctl sysctl is the most common and easiest approach

to change CCA. This takes effect for all new sockets. This was
not ideal for two reasons: (a) we could not easily distinguish
between inter- and intra-region traffic and limit the adaptation
of DCTCP only to the latter, and (b) the transition process
would be slow. Since changes through sysctl take effect
only on new sockets, listening sockets had to be reset for the
passive side of the connection to pick-up this change. At a
region-scale, resetting listening sockets requires restarting
services which takes days or weeks.
setsockopt The most granular approach is to call

setsockopt() per socket. This also provides the most flex-
ibility since it enables running arbitrary logic for each in-
dividual connection. On a datacenter scale, setsockopt in-
volves building a library that is used by every service and
fitting into the continuous integration and delivery schedule
of thousands of services which run across the fleet. Although
this was conceptually feasible, this tight coupling was opera-
tionally not ideal as it would complicate debugging and fault
isolation. Plus, it offered little benefit since DCTCP did not
require any service-specific information that would justify
inter-dependency with services.
routes Linux supports customizing TCP parameters per

IP destination route. By changing the granularity of routes,
we could target different scopes, ranging from an entire region
to a single host. For enablement, we needed to enumerate all
the intra-region route prefixes and create multiple route table
rules. This approach was attractive since it had the lowest de-
pendencies across all options. However, it was not extensible:
it did not support matching based on other criteria such as
the port number, the kernel version, and the NIC model that
we envisioned using in future designs. Another risk of this
approach was modifying the host routing table and depend-
ing on aggregatable IP prefixes. Given how routes control
reachability in our fleet, these created substantial risks.

In summary, none of the approaches discussed above was
adequate for our use case. We had to develop a new approach
based on eBPF which we discuss next.

3.1.2 TCP socket hook eBPF

We developed a method based on eBPF to address the chal-
lenges discussed above. By providing hookpoints across the

kernel stack, eBPF allows us to customize the network stack.
Since its introduction in Linux 4.11, sockops has provided
a way to run eBPF programs during TCP socket events. A
major advantage of sockops is its flexibility and programma-
bility. It enables running an eBPF program at the start of
every connection which can use user-space configuration to
select a CCA for every connection. We use the same IP-based
classifier to identify connections to enable DCTCP.

By design, sockops is restricted to a specific version of
cgroup (cgroup-v2).3 Alas, in our fleet, we deployed hetero-
geneous kernel versions with two versions of cgroup. Kernel
and cgroup limitation meant this cannot be used standalone.

To work around the dependence of sockops on cgroup
version, we used two BPF programs to enable DCTCP for
new in-region TCP connections: (1) On cgroup-v2 hosts,
we attached a per-connection sockops BPF program to set
DCTCP as the CCA for in-region connections while leaving
inter-region connections unchanged, and (2) on cgroup-v1
hosts, we used sysctl to set DCTCP as the default CCA
and attached a per-packet Traffic Control (TC) program to
clear ECN-related bits on inter-region SYN packets, forcing
those connections to fallback to Cubic. This program not
only disables DCTCP for inter-region traffic, but also enables
DCTCP for connections on pre-existing listening sockets.

3.1.3 Enablement plan

Our intended scope for deploying DCTCP was an instanta-
neous region-wide enablement, so that we could minimize
disruption in the network caused by in-region DCTCP and
Cubic flows interacting in the same switch buffer. This was a
substantial change that had never been done before in our
network and had to be performed safely without causing
disruption to services. This was a challenge given the het-
erogeneity of our fleet (e.g., in terms of cgroup and kernel
versions). Ensuring safety despite the diversity of the fleet
required having visibility and monitoring into enablement
knobs to detect problems, and the ability to revert fast if there
was a problem. Safety, flexibility, and fail-open characteristics
made eBPF a good choice for this problem. Given we had
90% of the fleet already on cgroup-v2 when we started with
this effort, we took on more complexity in the short-term to
handle cgroup-v1, but over time, we retired the cgroup-v1
solution and evolved eBPF to be able to customize both the
algorithm and deployment capabilities that we had originally
envisioned. We explain the two separate eBPF knobs for the
two cgroup versions next.

3.1.4 cgroup-v2 and 4.11+ kernels

We attach a per-connection sockops BPF program [8] to the
root-cgroup. A sockops program is invoked for different state

3Control groups or cgroups is a Linux kernel feature that limits, monitors,
and isolates the resource usage of a collection of processes.
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int sockops_program(skops) {
switch (skops->op) {
// Before sending SYN on client or SYN-ACK on server
// if peer in-region request ECN
case BPF_SOCK_OPS_NEEDS_ECN:
if(in_region(skops)) {

skops->reply = 1;
}
break;

// Once connection is established
// If we see ECN then enable DCTCP, else Cubic
case BPF_SOCK_OPS_ACTIVE_ESTABLISHED_CB:
case BPF_SOCK_OPS_PASSIVE_ESTABLISHED_CB:
if(ecn_enabled(skops)) {
bpf_setsockopt(skops, TCP_CONGESTION, "dctcp");

} else {
bpf_setsockopt(skops, TCP_CONGESTION, "cubic");

}
}

}

Figure 3: Summary of ECN enablement in cgroup-v2 sockops

transitions in the lifetime of a TCP connection. During spe-
cific TCP events, sockops eBPF programs can change some
TCP parameters using setsockopt() calls or influence ker-
nel actions. For example, when client or server have to decide
ECN negotiation, eBPF programs registered on this callback
can opt-in for ECN negotiation after analyzing the TCP and
IP headers in the packet or any user-space map state. Our
cgroup-v2 program uses the source and destination IP ad-
dress and calculates the scope (rack/cluster/dc/region) of the
connection. It uses an IP prefix eBPF map populated with all
intra-region IP prefixes. It takes the following actions also
summarized in Figure 3.

#1: NEED_ECN: When kernel asks whether a socket
needs ECN or not, choose “YES” for in-region traffic and
“NO” for inter-region traffic.

#2: CONN_ESTABLISHED: When a connection is estab-
lished, if it is in-region and ECN enablement succeeded, then
call bpf_setsockopt to set the socket’s CCA algorithm to
DCTCP. Inter-region CCA remains unchanged and uses the
default specified via sysctl.

3.1.5 cgroup-v1 and older kernels

On hosts with cgroup-v1 or older kernels where sockops
eBPF hookpoint was not available (less than 10% hosts), we
still needed a solution to selectively change CCA. We chose a
combination of sysctl and TC eBPF to solve this. We used
sysctl to set DCTCP as the default CCA and used a Traffic
Control (TC) eBPF program to terminate ECN negotiation
for inter-region connections, thereby forcing them to fall back
to Cubic as we explain below. Table 2 shows the sequence of
events that happen during a 3-way handshake (the blue parts
are specific to ECN/DCTCP).

To selectively disable DCTCP for inter-region scope, we
use a per-packet TC eBPF program on the server in the ingress
direction. TC eBPF programs can access socket buffer (skb)
and through this modify packet contents. This program can
thus selectively clear all ECN state set by the client (step

Step Direction IP flags TCP Flags

1 Client→Server ECT(0) SYN + ECE + CWR
2 Server→Client ECT(0) SYN + ACK + ECE
3 Client→Server ECT(0) ACK

Table 2: ECN + DCTCP Handshake

1 from Table 2). This is possible because in the ingress di-
rection TC programs are executed before the TCP stack can
negotiate ECN. This program uses a similar scope resolver as
explained in the sockops section above to detect inter-region
clients and match TCP SYN packets with ECN negotiation
bits (ECE/CWR bits [6]). If there is a pattern match, this pro-
gram clears the ECN-related bits in the TCP and IP header
of the SYN packets thus causing the ECN negotiation to fail.
Without ECN, DCTCP is configured to fallback [7] and this
eBPF program exploits this configuration.

Although the Linux DCTCP implementation was config-
ured to fall back to TCP Reno as the CCA when ECN ne-
gotiation failed, we did not want this extra algorithm to be
added to the set of algorithms in our networks. Recall that
the co-existence of Cubic and DCTCP traffic was a major
challenge in deploying DCTCP. Adding a new protocol to
the set of CCAs would exacerbate the situation and require
re-running the entire process of parameter tuning and switch
configuration with a new combination of protocols. To avoid
this problem, our kernel team altered the DCTCP code [7]
to fallback to Cubic instead, a change we did not publish
upstream.4 This was our only custom kernel change for the
effort, and we removed this patch by replacing the logic with
BPF code that could itself handle the fallback.

3.2 Long-lived connections
ECN is negotiated at the onset of the connection: this created a
challenge for changing the CCA of ongoing connections from
Cubic to DCTCP as we could not enable ECN for a flow in the
middle of the connection. Unfortunately, many connections in
our networks are long, running for days or longer. This slowed
down the process of migrating to DCTCP. The naive solutions
such as terminating the existing connections and collaborating
with service owners to force all services to be restarted were
suboptimal due to their complexity and perceived impact on
service performance.

We realized that one of our internal disaster recovery tools,
Maelstrom, can be repurposed to aid with the CCA upgrade
process. Maelstrom [26] is a large-scale disaster recovery sys-
tem. It provides a traffic management framework with modu-
lar primitives that can be composed to safely and efficiently
drain the traffic of interdependent services from one or more
failing datacenters to the healthy ones. Maelstrom encoded
inter-service dependencies and had a safe way to temporarily

4There are some drawbacks to including this fallback policy in the main-
line kernel, e.g., Cubic is an optional module in Linux, while Reno is not.
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drain traffic from a region. We leveraged Maelstrom to run
multiple drain exercises to gradually upgrade the connections
to DCTCP. Each drain exercise resulted in approximately 50%
of the connections to flip to DCTCP resulting in significant
coverage for the CCA change.5

To enable future upgrades and maintenance, eventually,
we enhanced our eBPF framework with a connection iterator
which can iterate over all existing connections, upgrade con-
gestion control, and make other transport changes. The ability
to trigger this program on-demand and share similar code as
sockops simplified CCA’s evolvability and maintenance.

4 Switches and buffers

DCTCP relies on network support—switches mark packets
with ECN when buffer occupancy exceeds a certain thresh-
old. Most modern switches support ECN, but it quickly be-
came clear that our specific network characteristics made
widespread deployment of ECN unfeasible. We list the spe-
cific challenges we faced in deploying ECN in our network.

4.1 Switch queues are a scarce resource
DCTCP, as the name suggests, is designed for data center
flows with low RTT (∼ 1ms). It is not expected to work well
with long-distance flows (10s to 100s of ms). This is because
the ECN signal, based on queue occupancy, is ephemeral;
current queue occupancy is meaningless several milliseconds
in the future. So, for our cross-region flows, we continue using
Cubic, which relies on packet loss as its signal.

It is common that DCTCP and Cubic flows terminate at
the same host, a service can talk to other hosts both in-region
and cross-region. In such cases, ideally, we would isolate the
feedback signal of the two CCAs in the network. For Cubic
and DCTCP, isolation is even more important because they
rely on two very different signals. ECN-based CCAs aim
to keep bottleneck buffer utilization low, while loss-based
CCAs drives the buffer to capacity and loss. In switch terms,
conceptually, isolation is easy enough to achieve – we just
need to put each CCA in its own queue where it gets access
to its own allocation of the dynamically shared buffer.

However, switch queues are primarily used for traffic clas-
sification in our network; we support several classes of traf-
fic [3], and each class is allocated to a queue. To isolate CCAs
from each other, we would need two queues per traffic class.
While later generations of switches supported this, initially,
our switches did not have enough queues to support this con-
figuration. This meant that we had to put both DCTCP and
Cubic in the same queue, and depending on the switch vendor,
the switch supported ECN and Drop Tail (or WRED) in the
same queue, or only either ECN or Drop Tail (or WRED).

5Another benefit of Maelstrom was that it could keep the region in the
drained state if we observe any CCA-related outage. This enabled us to
manually connect to hosts and remediate the issue.

Luckily for us, the bottleneck layer in our data center network
had the switches that supported both.

4.2 ToR switches were sufficient for ECN
We analyzed our production network, and found that bottle-
necks largely occurred in the ToR switch downlinks [13]–to
hosts–or in our backbone WAN network. The latter is out of
scope for this work, as DCTCP does not traverse regions, so
we focused only on the ToR downlinks.

A natural question is why we saw congestion largely in
the ToR downlink. The answer is a combination of factors.
First, due to the nature of our hardware, there was very high
disparity in link speeds in the ToR downlink compared to the
rest of the fabric, making this layer more susceptible to bursty
incasts. Secondly, provisioning and topology ensured high
cross-section bandwidth between racks. Finally, rack-agnostic
job scheduling ensured a high level of heterogeneity in traffic,
largely preventing potential hotspots caused by concentrated
placement of network-heavy services.

As we mentioned previously, not all layers in our fabric had
switches that supported dual mode thresholding to support
DCTCP and Cubic. However, since congestion was rarely an
issue elsewhere in the network (and therefore buffer utilization
not a big enough issue to cause discards), we could effectively
ignore them, and focus our attention of getting the thresholds
right for the ToR downlink.

4.3 How to set a mark and drop threshold
Our switches had the ability to mark ECN or do Drop-
Tail/WRED on a flow depending on ECN-Capable Transport
(ECT) marking, so both DCTCP and Cubic would receive
the correct signal, but the buffer itself was shared across both
classes of flows, resulting in no isolation.

ECN signaling tries to keep DCTCP queues low, but offers
no guarantees – it is entirely possible that a burst of DCTCP
traffic can occupy a buffer well beyond the ECN threshold.
Cubic flows, on the other hand will try to maintain high buffer
utilization. This is a challenging scenario: high buffer occu-
pancy with bursty Cubic flows will result in very high ECN
marks for a competing DCTCP flow, while high buffer oc-
cupancy with bursty DCTCP flows will result in very low
available buffer for competing Cubic flows. Complicating the
issue further, not all DCTCP flows are bursty (unless within
an incast), while even a few long-RTT Cubic flows could be
bursty due to the high BDP.

Our hypothesis was that we need to prevent either CCA
from entirely taking over the buffer – but we were more con-
cerned about Cubic’s ability to do so, so we narrowed down
to a solution where we set relatively high ECN thresholds for
DCTCP and low droptail thresholds for Cubic. This was a
sub-optimal solution for both CCAs, because it diluted ECN
for DCTCP and made loss likelier for Cubic, but it solved for
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what we thought was the dominant problem in our network –
Cubic bursts undermining DCTCP.

Post-deployment experience proved our hypothesis to be
not entirely correct: while Cubic indeed could capture a shal-
low buffer, incast scenarios were far more serious in our net-
work than we originally anticipated, and had to implement
further features to control DCTCP burstiness and buffer uti-
lization, particularly for services that had both sets of flows.

4.4 The multi-host NIC
Multi-host NICs use a single connection to a ToR switch
to provide connections to the PCI busses of (typically two
or four) different hosts. The multi-host (MH) NIC design
is efficient in space, power, and hardware, but is a network
component not typically modeled in congestion control work.

The MH NIC connects multiple machines to the network
and has a buffer (on the order of 0.5 to 1 MB in size), but it
does not act as a conventional switch. The MH NIC does not
mark ECN mark by default; earlier versions do not even have
this feature. The buffer is not partitioned explicitly across
hosts or queues, so it does not provide isolation, nor is able
to preferentially deliver high priority traffic. It does not have
predictable downlink rates; PCI bus rates are split across the
hosts, resulting in per-host rates being significantly less than
the MH NIC rate. Furthermore, when a host kernel is unable
to keep up with interrupts, or is unable to supply free buffers,
the delivery speed to an individual host can drop further.

As the MH NIC buffer fills, the NIC can send ethernet
pause frames back to the top-of-rack switch, leading to queu-
ing at the switch. This can happen when a single host is the
target of incast: the complete bitrate of the NIC can be applied
to deliver the burst of traffic from switch to NIC, reaching a
bottleneck at delivering the data to the memory of the desti-
nation host. This delivery can also be slowed enough to send
pause frames when a host is processing difficult-to-accept
data such as small frames from many different connections
not amenable to offloaded reassembly.

Unmodified, the ECN marking threshold at the ToR means
that the effective queue backlog to the host is the ToR ECN
threshold plus the size of the NIC buffer. This creates an
effectively far-too-high ECN threshold, resulting in persistent
unfairness, poor performance, and even packet loss of DCTCP
traffic as the congestion window overshoots the target.

The effectively larger buffer for a host is not as severe a
problem for Cubic alone: it appears as a single large buffer
shared across the hosts. However, a single host’s traffic can
still dominate the buffer, and since only the switch has the
ability to prioritize traffic, unfairness between buffer-hungry
services and services that need highly-reliable delivery led to
shifting the buffer to the switch via per-host queuing.

On racks with this type of MH NIC, the ToR switch creates
a separate, rate-limited queue for each downstream host. This
rate limit is based on the host’s “share” of the NIC bandwidth,

i.e., 1/2 or 1/4. This queue is then configured with ECN mark
and drop thresholds from Section 4.3. This queue-per-host
design does not remedy all interactions between different jobs
sharing the same NIC: for example, a slow kernel processing
small packets can still fill the NIC buffer, leading to some
pause frames to the ToR, but while the link is unpaused, the
ToR can round-robin among the other hosts to limit perfor-
mance degradation. Important for DCTCP however is that
in the expected case, packets are marked when the effective
queue, entirely on the ToR, reaches the intended threshold.

This queue-per-host feature played an important role in
getting performance and fairness out of DCTCP on MH NIC
systems. Testing focused on fairness and performance of flows
to individual hosts; the performance of concurrent, production-
like traffic to different hosts on the MH NIC was not easily
observed. We were fortunate that the queue-per-host feature
in our ToRs was rolled out in time for DCTCP deployment.

4.4.1 Database clients in particular

Here is a specific example of how queue-per-host became
necessary to deploy DCTCP. During our first region rollout,
it turned out that many in-region connections establishments
were timing out. After one second, the Database client code
making this connection would time out and report an error.
Packet loss and retransmissions overall were down, utilization
up; the typical signals of network performance looked good.

We have a set of tools that instrument retransmissions gen-
erated by the Linux kernel using eBPF “tracepoints” and
“kprobes.” While the kernel’s built-in counters can track how
often retransmissions happen, with eBPF we can classify what
generated the retransmission (timeout? duplicate ACK?) what
was retransmitted (a SYN? SYN/ACK? a tail loss probe?),
and which services were the endpoints of these retransmis-
sions. We observed both SYN retransmissions toward the
Database server and SYN/ACKs in return.

The issue was that while SYNs and data packets were
marked as being ECN-capable, potentially being marked, the
listening socket did not mark the SYN/ACK as being ECN-
capable, directing it into the Cubic connection packet drop
profile. With DCTCP acting aggressively due to the too-high
effective threshold, DCTCP traffic from—potentially from
other hosts in the MH NIC—would fill the space between
its mark threshold and the Cubic drop threshold, causing the
“Cubic” seeming SYN/ACK to be discarded.

We were fortunate that this problem affected this Database
client, which had a hard-coded application level timeout just
long enough that SYNs and SYN/ACKs would be retransmit-
ted. With that information, it was easy to find endpoints that
saw SYN/ACK loss. Many other services abandon connec-
tions after a short timeout, and thus do not retransmit SYN
packets; such services also reuse connections, making them
less sensitive to problems in the three way handshake.

Enabling the queue-per-host feature immediately solved
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this problem, though we also prepared BPF filters that
would look at each packet to ensure that DCTCP-negotiating
SYN/ACK packets would be ECT marked, just in case.

4.5 Experience with different switch ASICs
We discussed in §4.3 how we tuned our ECN and Droptail
thresholds for the ToR layer. At the time of initial deploy-
ment, the vast majority of ToR switches had the same ASIC,
which we refer to as Asic-A1. However, our production net-
work continued to evolve, with newer ASICs from the same
manufacturer (Asic-A2), and a new ASIC from a new vendor
(Asic-B). There are two major issues to consider about switch
ASICs when we rely on them for congestion marking: buffer
sizing and ECN implementation.

In our case, initially, the newer ASICs, Asic-A2 and Asic-
B inherited the thresholds that we developed for Asic-A1.
Asic-A2 had the same architecture as Asic-A1, though it had
4x the buffers. With host NIC speeds also evolving, the newer
switches also served faster NICs (2-4x). Put together, although
the original thresholds were not always optimal, they still
resulted in reasonably good performance.

However, Asic-B had a fundamentally different approach to
buffer design and management making our thresholds behave
differently from Asic-A family. For service operators, ToR
placement is considered to be transparent: however, with Asic-
B, performance was potentially now dependent on the ToR
hardware; we explain the differences in ASIC architecture
that proved consequential for threshold tuning next.

Queue management. Asic-B used separate Virtual Output
Queues (VOQs) for ECN-Capable Transport (ECT) traffic
and non-ECT traffic, which facilitated isolating these two
classes of traffic, even when they are destined to the same
host. For Asic-B, we could separate out DCTCP and Cubic
buffer threshold tuning as two independent problems. How-
ever, this raised unexpected, somewhat intractable issues due
to how the shared buffer was allocated in Asic-B.

Buffer allocation. Asic-B’s shared buffer space is divided
into separate “slices”, and buffer thresholds are applied in-
dependently in each slice. This is in contrast to Asic-A fam-
ily where the shared buffer pool is broken down into ingress
traffic managers (ITMs), but the buffer threshold for a spe-
cific VOQ is applied as the sum of buffer to that VOQ across
all the ITMs. This distinction was particularly important for
any traffic pattern more than a single flow: any such traf-
fic could end up consuming effectively more buffer space
on Asic-B–across all slices–compared to Asic-A family for
the same buffer thresholds. Needless to say, naively reducing
thresholds by a factor of number of slices was not an option
because that would affect individual flows that get mapped
to a single slice when we did not have incast.

Quantized thresholds. Further complicating threshold de-
ployment, the Asic-B architecture used “quantized” regions,

resulting in a small number of actual threshold values, which
meant that it did not support arbitrary thresholds, and any
configured threshold between two quantized values would
be applied on the lower value. For example, if the quantized
regions are at 100KB and 200KB, the configuration would
accept 120KB, but it would actually apply the threshold at
100KB. This quantized buffer management reduced the ef-
fective parameter space; although this had the potential to
simplify search, it also reduced tuning flexibility.

Quantized drop probabilities. Similar to thresholds, Asic-
B also has quantized drop probabilities (important for
schemes such as Drop Tail and WRED. This made it hard to
model WRED’s performance in our fleet as it was unclear
if WRED would perform consistently for different sets of
flows with the same thresholds and drop probabilities.

Drop decisions. Although all our ASICs have a notion of
dynamically shared buffers, Asic-A family and Asic-B use
very different logic to share available buffer. The Asic-A
family use the α parameter to share available buffer, while
Asic-B uses a function based on the total buffer use, the
VOQ size, and the delay experienced by the last packet sent
from the VOQ. These values were quantized and used to
index into a lookup table. Compared to the Asic-A family’s
single-parameter shared-buffer model, this mechanism is
substantially more complicated, with many knobs to tune.
This was further compounded by the fact that the value of
these knobs were not always known to us.

These differences are irreconcileable—it is impossible to
guarantee that a specific traffic pattern will see the same buffer
and marking or drop probabilities across all platforms, or even
just across Asic-A2 and Asic-B, which we consider to be gen-
erationally equivalent. Even with only a single parameter to
tune—ECN—the above challenges underscore the difficulty
and complexity of parameter tuning, particularly for more
complex parameter-sensitive protocols, in an increasingly het-
erogeneous network similar to ours.

5 Visibility for Operations

We approached visibility from two perspectives. First, we
looked at metrics from each of the layers in the network—
from switches and their counters through to services and
their query times. Second, we looked at covering different
time scales—fine-grained debugging at RTT scale, looking at
packet traces, out to long term trends in network metrics such
as retransmissions. Visibility and monitoring are important
components to any deployment effort. We needed to ensure
that our regular monitoring systems were enhanced to account
for CCA where possible, and DCTCP-specific counters, such
as packet counts with ECT/CE bits set.
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5.1 eBPF for monitoring

We used eBPF-based instrumentation extensively to monitor
the DCTCP deployment. Similar to our enablement efforts, we
found that kernel-maintained counters are not always enough:
they do not separate bytes sent with DCTCP and with Cubic,
or in-region and cross-region traffic. Similarly, counters of
retransmissions have major limitations, as we describe later.

Each TCP connection has a field that stores the CCA for
that connection. This allows us to track, using our fbflow [25]
packet sampling implementation, the specific CCA that gov-
erned that transmission. With this, we can quickly confirm
that in-region flows are using DCTCP when we expect them
to, and that the overall bit rate of in-region traffic is about the
same before and after enablement.

We also instrument and log retransmissions with an eBPF-
based system that traps calls to the tcp_retransmit_skb
function, and annotates the retransmission event with the type
(timeout, fast, syn, and synack), CCA, information about the
endpoints and the services involved. The CCA field doesn’t
always have a well defined answer, since a SYN packet can
be retransmitted before ECN capability has been negotiated.

5.2 The puzzle of more retransmissions

We observed unexpected increases in retransmissions, both in
kernel netstat counters (RetransSegs), and in our eBPF-based
pipeline. Packet discard counters at switches were down; so
why would the kernel need to retransmit more often?

This increase in retransmissions turned out to be a result
of tail loss probes (TLP) [11]. TLP is a means of guarding
a TCP connection from a packet loss that otherwise needs
a complete RTO to recover. The sender eagerly retransmits
as soon as an ACK is overdue, in order to repair the missing
packet, to receive an ACK that identifies the missing packet,
or to confirm that the original was delivered.

The algorithm for deciding when to send a TLP imple-
mented in Linux is to set a timer after each transmission,
set to expire after two times the RTT plus two “jiffies” (i.e.,
milliseconds when the constant HZ is 1000). We observed
that DCTCP reduced queueing and RTTs; on hosts that were
somewhat busy and needed a couple milliseconds to answer a
query, this reduction was enough to shift the connection from
not seeing a TLP (a 3ms RTT would lead to an 8ms TLP timer,
and 8ms was plenty to generate the response) to seeing TLPs
frequently (a 0ms RTT leads to a 2ms TLP timer). Although
there is a counter of transmitted TLPs, it includes both new
data and retransmissions, since both can be used in a TLP; the
count of necessary retransmissions is not easily recovered.

We adjusted our instrumentation to identify this class of
retransmission, allowing us to largely ignore them to focus in-
stead on other retransmissions when debugging performance.
TLPs may be wasteful in the common case of a DCTCP con-
nection, where losses are infrequent and RTTs short, but we

have not yet experimented with disabling it; the overhead of
sending the TLP is low and it may help in certain situations.

5.3 Metrics we monitored for sanity checks
We also monitored existing network metrics that tell us the
network state of the fleet. These included metrics from the
hosts (e.g., throughput, socket counts, RTOs, TCP memory,
CPU utilization), from switches (link utilizations, buffer uti-
lization, congestion discards, queue lengths). To this existing
set of metrics, we also added ECT and CE marked packets.
These data provided us with baseline assurances that DCTCP
was not unnecessarily throttling links, and that it was indeed
reducing buffer utilization and packet discards in switches,
and that the ECN signaling was working as expected.

We also focused on service monitoring identifying top
services in the region of rollout and proactively alerting their
oncalls to the rollout. In addition we worked on aggregating
metrics to allow both problem identification and the ability
to dig into them. The aggregations allowed users to go from
a single host to a service to the entire region to see what the
scope of an anomaly was and vice-versa from a region level
anomaly to a host facing the issue.

Another effort we undertook was to identify if the network
improvements were attributable only to DCTCP rollout or
some other parallel network change caused by say a higher
surge or users in the region. To perform this we created a
background signal using all the non-rollout regions and com-
pared it with the signal from the rollout one. We were able
to ascertain a statistically significant correlation between the
rollout of DCTCP and the improvements in the metrics.

5.4 Metrics that helped us troubleshoot issues
Troubleshooting performance is important—whenever a
change of this magnitude is made to the network, any per-
formance degradation seen by services are attributed to the
network, whether deserving or not. In such scenarios, the abil-
ity to confirm that the network is at fault, or not, can make
the difference between a successful versus an unsuccessful
deployment. There were several metrics that helped us trou-
bleshoot issues, and blame our rollout as appropriate. We list
two in this section.

Connection set up failures: For the Database issue we
discussed in 4.4.1, we noticed that connection set up failures
spiked at the time of the rollout. This metric was a fleet-wide
existing counter; it eventually led us to the root cause, when
we saw with the retransmissions data ( 5.1) that SYNs were
affected. Ultimately, we needed tcpdump to identify that the
ECT bits were missing in the SYNACK.

Hardware tagging: During the initial wave of rollouts, we
started noticing that a particular service in a few regions were
seeing increased fast retransmissions and timeouts. This led
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us to initially wonder if the service was bursty, and whether
DCTCP was unable to handle the bursty traffic. However,
NIC vendor tagging in our retransmissions data isolated the
issue to only one particular vendor, and service tagging in
the same dataset told us that other services were affected as
well, just not to the same extent. We also built tools for burst
visibility that helped us root cause the issue to a driver bug.

The general takeaway is that in a vast and heterogeneous
network such as ours, we need extensive monitoring of a
variety of network metrics. Even if most of them are not used
day-to-day, or point to symptoms rather than the cause, they
help isolate the issue and focus the effort to root cause, saving
hours or more of engineer time.

6 Kernel and driver trouble

DCTCP exposes a set of interactions with features in the
kernel and NIC driver that can lead to undesirably poor or
uneven performance. At a high level, the smaller congestion
windows of DCTCP mean that CPU-efficiency techniques
for segmentation offload (“TSO”) and reassembly offload
(“GRO”) behave a little differently, perhaps adding delay
waiting for more data to work with, or simply requiring more
operations to send the same number of packets.

Others have noticed performance issues that result from
interactions between the kernel’s typical use of Cubic, with
large windows and large backoff, and DCTCP. For example,
Misund [23] notes an interaction between DCTCP, propor-
tional rate reduction [10] and segmentation offload.

6.1 Delayed ACKs
DCTCP appeared in the Linux kernel in 2014 [7], with sub-
stantial fixes to delayed ACK handling in 2018. The central
bug was that when the sender has a congestion window of
1, the receiver did (but should not) delay its ACK [9]. The
delayed ack timeout was 40ms by default, resulting in con-
nection having a CWND of 1 stalling that long. We had to
backport this change to a significant set of hosts running an
older kernel. Although we try to upgrade to the newest kernels
whenever possible, sometimes there are specific regressions
or driver issues that give older kernels extended life.

6.2 GRO creates unfairness
In addition to issues with delayed acks, a certain vendor NIC
delayed delivering packets that it expected to be able to re-
assemble, and this delay led to wild imbalance in throughput
in small scale testing. In particular, an established test flow
would reach 91% of link rate, while a second flow would only
get 2%. Of course, the fraction of packets being ECN marked
was comparable, so one would expect the two flows to con-
verge as they would on a different NIC. With much testing,

sending small RPCs that were not delayed, and tcpdump at
both ends, we found that the NIC was applying the following
rule for its GRO. The NIC would deliver if it could reassemble
ten packets, if it saw a push bit, or after 1 millisecond.

In practice, this rule meant that flows with a CWND below
ten packets would see an extra millisecond added to their
delay, and flows having larger windows would not. This GRO
rule probably didn’t affect long RTT flows, where the 1ms
timer was relatively small. But inside the same datacenter, this
is much larger than the base RTT. This difference in effective
RTT reinforced the unfair distribution of bandwidth between
them. To fix, we had to disable hardware GRO for this NIC.
There were other alternatives (e.g., to force setting push bits
on segments that would not otherwise merit them), but the
complexity did not seem worth it.

6.3 New eBPF

In Section 3, we described how BPF provided our best means
to express policy about which connections should use DCTCP.
However, this left us some additional problems.

First, we had to fix issues with getting ECT marked on
SYN/ACKs based on the decision to use DCTCP. This was
possible (the decision is made by the BPF code before the
SYN/ACK is sent) but was not the default behavior.

Second, to give more flexibility in how DCTCP adapts to
different signals, we reimplemented DCTCP in BPF. New
features in Linux allow BPF-based congestion control, and
we can use the same logic as before to attach a BPF con-
gestion control algorithm to a new socket. However, we also
want to be able to upgrade the BPF-based congestion control
algorithm “on the fly,” replacing the algorithm used by an
existing connection. Although it isn’t practical to “upgrade”
Cubic to DCTCP (if ECN wasn’t negotiated, the signal won’t
be there), replacing one “version” of DCTCP with another
allows us to keep fewer versions in use. The key feature here
is “bpf-iter,” which allows running a loop over all sockets
in the system. With this loop, we can replace the congestion
control algorithm on every active socket. This is far better
than alternatives (drain a datacenter, terminate connections,
or wait until all the old connections disappear).

Implementing eBPF CCA. We leverage struct-ops [19],
an eBPF interface to implement DCTCP through specific ker-
nel function pointers, to create an eBPF program that provides
a tcp-congestion-ops structure [1] implementation to the
TCP subsystem. This capability allows us to manage CCAs
similar to all the other eBPF programs we already manage in
the fleet. Our DCTCP eBPF implementation closely matches
the kernel eBPF example [18].

Managing eBPF CCAs. We built NetEdit [16], an agent
that orchestrates the composition, deployment and life-cycle
management of network eBPF programs across our fleet of
servers. NetEdit supports implementation, experimentation,
testing and rollout of custom CCAs. This allows us to select
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fleetwide defaults for different RTT and also run active ex-
periments at desired scales (specific services or data center).
We push a new version of NetEdit almost every week. This
allows fast iteration on CCA changes.

7 Ongoing Work, Limitations, Enhancements

This paper up to this point has been primarily about enabling
DCTCP and making it work for in-region traffic, and enabling
ECN on ToR-switch downlinks. This was a large first step.
In this section, we describe some of the follow-on steps: en-
hancements we made to signaling, and CCA development
based on our experience with the deployment. We also list
the limitations of DCTCP, in particular for our traffic, and
ongoing and future work to mitigate the limitations.

7.1 ECN marking on other hotspots

Our focus on marking from the ToR down ignored all the
other links in the network maximizing benefit by targeting
where most congestion occurs: most services overload their
inbound network connection. However, there were a few cases
where the ToR downlink was not the major bottleneck.

The first instance was when the ToR saturated its uplinks;
we saw this situation in cases where there were several write-
heavy services concentrated on racks, or when the rack did
not have its entire capacity available due to maintenance. For
such cases, we enabled ECN on the ToR link uplinks

The second instance was when ToR downlink congestion
bled over up into the fabric: this happened when there were
several read-heavy services concentrated on a rack, with their
incoming traffic bursts synchronized at millisecond timescales.
This resulted in high contention in both the ToR buffer, as
well as the fabric switch immediately uplink of the ToR. To
mitigate these cases, we deployed ECN on the fabric switch
down links. For both this case as well as the ToR uplinks, we
reused the original ECN/DropTail thresholds, which worked
well enough. We saw a reduction in uplink queue length
and buffer watermark on the switches as well as incoming
retransmissions on the hosts.

The third—and surprising—instance was when we saw
significant packet discards on the host NIC. This happened on
the newer generation faster NICs; our hypothesis is that the
host CPU is unable to keep up with faster bursts, resulting in
the local NIC buffer overflowing. ECN on the NIC buffer is
available to us on a subset of our vendor NICs, however, only
one vendor implementation allows us to turn on this feature
without rebooting the NIC. None of the vendors provided the
means to tune the threshold—in fact, even the marking thresh-
olds are not public information. These limitations meant that
we could not deploy NIC ECN marking; however, limited
testing showed promise in reducing NIC drops when we en-
abled it on one vendor NIC with just the default threshold.

Figure 4: ECN marking on NICs reduces retransmissions.

We tested this feature on one host that was experiencing sub-
stantial NIC buffer drops. Turning on this feature reduced
incoming retransmissions by about 30% (Figure 4). As host
NICs become faster, challenging the CPU’s ability to keep
up with the incoming traffic, we expect that host-network
congestion will become a larger problem for us to resolve.

7.2 Limitations of DCTCP

DCTCP does not solve all congestion issues. Figure 1
showed that DCTCP significantly reduced retransmission
rates; it also shows that the gains are uneven across re-
gions, and there is a significant amount of retransmissions
that DCTCP is unable to solve. Some of it was due to other
hotspots in the network and NIC that we observed and in some
cases fixed (Section 7.1). A significant amount, however, is
caused by traffic and network characteristics, which DCTCP,
in its current form, is unable to solve. Our traffic is charac-
terized by short and heavy incast bursts [13]. Short bursts
do not allow the incast senders to converge, resulting in high
buffer usage even with ECN. Heavy of the incast means that
a CWND of 1, the lowest DCTCP can maintain, is too high.
Other work has tackled high-degree incast [2,14,17,21]; they
require enhanced hardware support and a new networking
stack. Our bursts can also synchronize across hosts in a ToR:
with our ToR buffers being shallow and dynamically shared,
synchronized bursts result in contention and high buffer pres-
sure on the ToR, meaning that bursts can receive variable
buffer allocation depending on the degree of synchronization.

Although DCTCP by itself is unable to solve the above
challenges, we are working on complementary systems and
better CCAs that can. One area of ongoing work is receiver-
based flow control to help senders converge faster and more
reliably [22]; this has resulted in significant wins. Buffer
tuning to manage contention is a promising area of research
as well. Ultimately though, ECN is a coarse signal which has
its limitations; we are working on using delay-based signals
that offer more responsive congestion control.

Jumbo frames. Jumbo frames are more efficient on the net-
work; however, enabling Jumbo faced challenges to enabling
DCTCP—different kernels and NICs support larger packets
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differently; there are bugs in the handling of, say, large TCP
fast open SYN packets or in handling a mixed configuration
of MTU sizes on MH NICs. We note that open questions exist
on how jumbo and non-jumbo frames interact, and whether
our empirically derived thresholds need revisiting as frames
are larger. We leave that for future work.

7.3 DCTCP implemented in BPF
We reimplemented DCTCP using the recent “bpf-cc” system,
a task made a bit easier by the software that used BPF to
enable DCTCP. This alternate implementation of the same
CCA allows us to make modifications both minor—such as
experimenting with different parameters—and major—using
the established framework of DCTCP’s response to ECN
as a foundation, but building-in a response to delay or loss
that differs slightly for our environment. Finally, our BPF
implementation of DCTCP allows us to log internal CCA
state (e.g., to log cwnd every RTT) rather than infer it from
packet capture analysis.

We ran extensive tests comparing in-BPF to in-kernel im-
plementations of DCTCP, using long flows as well as small
and large RPCs. CPU use at sender and receiver was about the
same (perhaps dominated by other parts of packet processing).
Both implementations were fair to each other, getting roughly
the same throughput alone and in contention.

8 Takeaways and Conclusion

We leave the community with a few observations about de-
ploying CCAs in a large scale production network, which we
hope will influence CCA research.

Deploying a CCA in production is not a flip of a switch.
Safely and incrementally deploying changes leads to a transi-
tion period where there is a mixture of CCAs in use. This is
not just due to hosts and network devices that have not picked
up the changes, but also due to existing connections that have
not (and might not be able to) flip over. The resultant transi-
tion period could vary depending on the complexity of the
switch as well as the nature of the connections / traffic. This
means that we have to consider performance during transition
as well—if the stable states has excellent performance, but
the (long) transition period could have significantly degraded
performance, the switch will be more complex. Much of CCA
research focuses on the stable state after the transition; in-
sights into how the transition period could affect performance
would be immensely useful to plan the deployment.

Data centers are complex and heterogeneous. CCAs
must be simple, and forgiving. The mixture of hardware
(NIC vendors, NIC speeds, switch vendors, switch ASICs,
queues), software (OS kernels, driver versions), and applica-
tions (bursty, variable RTT, latency/throughput/tail sensitive),
and the combinations thereof can be daunting—making any
planned deployment a logistical challenge. While it may be

impossible to account for every eventuality prior to deploy-
ment (indeed, we discovered a good number of issues only
in retrospect), simpler CCAs can be easier to reason about
and plan for. This means that new requirements either in the
network (ECN, network telemetry) or in the host (hardware
timestamps) need to be as minimal and simple as possible.
The tuning of the new features must also be as forgiving as
possible. Much work has gone into identifying ideal ECN
thresholds—however, those assume ideal cases where there is
no sharing with other CCAs, and the threshold search space
is continuous, and not quantized. We were unable to deploy
those ideal thresholds, instead having to do extensive testing
to find “good-enough” thresholds that resulted in reasonable,
though not ideal performance. A CCA that relies heavily on
tuned parameters without graceful degradation is harder to
deploy successfully in a large scale data center.

Expecting the unexpected. Sometimes long-deployed
(and forgotten) configurations or optimizations can be ex-
posed with new CCAs. An ideal CWND size that is only
large enough to make full theoretical use of the network link,
for example, might not be large enough to trigger the NIC
to deliver a reassembled collection of packets, resulting in
increased latency, or worse, breaking fairness. Simplicity of
CCAs can also reduce probability of bad interactions with
other components such as host and NIC optimizations, but it
may not be possible to account for every eventuality.

Hotspots may occur in unexpected places. CCAs must
have good fallbacks. CCAs moderate how concurrent flows
share a known bottlenecked resource, but the location of the
bottleneck (in-network, host-side, multi-host NICs) is not
necessarily clear. A bottleneck in an unexpected location,
which is not amenable to deploying the signal that the CCA
relies on can be problematic. For example, when we found
NIC bottlenecks, we realized that we could not deploy ECN
there; therefore packet loss in NICs continued to occur, with
DCTCP reacting suboptimally to such losses, being designed
to respond optimally to ECN and not loss.

Ultimately, a CCA that might work well analytically and
in simulation might not work well in practice—we hope that
our experience guides researchers avoid common pitfalls, and
design CCAs with an eye towards real-world deployability.
Our experience with DCTCP has also guided our own evalua-
tion of the potential of more advanced CCAs with reliance on
wider set of signals: in-network telemetry, fine grained hard-
ware timestamps, or early congestion signaling from switches.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present TECC, a system based on collab-

orative transmission control that mitigates the mismatch of
sending behavior between the inner and outer connections
to achieve efficient QUIC tunneling. In TECC, a feedback
framework is implemented to enable end hosts to collect more
precise network information that is sensed on the tunnel server,
which assists the inner end-to-end connection to achieve better
congestion control and loss recovery.

Extensive experiments in emulated networks and real-
world large-scale A/B tests demonstrate the efficiency of
TECC. Specifically, compared with the state-of-the-art QUIC
tunneling solution, TECC significantly reduces flow com-
pletion time. In emulated networks, TECC decreases flow
completion time by 30% on average and 53% at the 99th
percentile. TECC also gains a reduction in RPC (Remote
Procedure Call) request completion time of 3.9% on average
and 13.3% at the 99th percentile in large-scale A/B tests.

1 Introduction

Internet privacy has become a more and more serious concern
for all Internet residents today. Although policymakers have
been making regulations (e.g., GDPR [1]) on Internet privacy
stricter than ever to protect users from the abuse of their per-
sonal information, these regulations may only be respected
by legitimate organizations (e.g., large service providers such
as Google), not by malicious hackers on the Internet. There-
fore, many knowledgeable people resort to privacy-preserving
technologies to further secure their surfing on the Internet.

iCloud Private Relay [2] (PR) is a new privacy protec-
tion service announced by Apple at its developer conference
(WWDC) in June 2021, which aims to protect customers’ In-
ternet activities initiated via the Safari web browser. It uses
an architecture with two layers of proxies to guarantee that no
one in the middle can directly correlate the user and the target
service accessed by the user. In PR’s architecture, users’ traf-
fic is first routed to an Apple-controlled ingress proxy and the
ingress proxy then forwards the received traffic to an egress
proxy hosted by third parties (e.g., Cloudflare, Akamai, etc)
that finally initiates connections to the target hosts. As Apple
has a considerable amount of share on the global smartphone

* Co-first authors
Corresponding authors: Qinghua Wu (wuqinghua.mail@gmail.com),

Yanmei Liu (miaoji.lym@alibaba-inc.com)

market and PR has a much lower entry barrier compared with
traditional privacy-preserving technologies such as Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs), Proxies, and The Onion Router
(Tor), a significant usage increase of PR is envisioned [3, 4].

To steer user traffic to an egress proxy via an ingress proxy,
a tunneling protocol called MASQUE (Multiplexed Appli-
cation Substrate over QUIC Encryption) is used in PR. In
this MASQUE use-case, a client first initiates a QUIC-based
HTTP/3 connection to a tunnel server (an ingress proxy) and
uses an extended HTTP CONNECT method [5] to open a
UDP tunnel towards a target server (an egress proxy). Af-
terward, the client can communicate with the target server
using QUIC (UDP-based) through the opened tunnel. This
ultimately leads to a QUIC-in-QUIC communication pattern,
as shown in Figure 1.

However, as disclosed by recent studies [4,6], such a QUIC-
in-QUIC communication pattern enabled by MASQUE faces
several performance challenges. MASQUE only provides a
tunneling mechanism and leaves the impact of tunneling on
the performance of end-to-end (E2E) connections unexplored.
There are also a few recent studies [7–11] that discussed using
MASQUE or similar QUIC tunneling schemes to enhance the
performance of E2E connections, e.g., accelerating the recov-
ery of packets lost at the last-mile wireless link. Nonetheless,
there remains a lack of systematic measurement of MASQUE,
which is of great importance for designing efficient QUIC
tunneling. To fill the gap, we first conducted a thorough mea-
surement study to dissect the performance of MASQUE in
depth. We then identify two fundamental problems that lead
to sub-optimal performance:

• Retransmission in the tunnel: While retransmission in the
tunnel is crucial for accelerated loss recovery, it may cause
duplicated retransmissions by both the tunnel server and
the server, leading to bandwidth waste and exacerbated
network congestion.

• Congestion control (CC) in the tunnel: CC in the tunnel
is necessary as it can reduce the tunnel’s retransmission
rate and alleviate network congestion. However, it causes
a sending rate mismatch between the inner and outer con-
nection, which can severely degrade E2E throughput.

To tackle these issues, we propose TECC which makes
the end hosts and the tunnel server collaboratively control
their transmission. In a nutshell, TECC works as follows:
network information collected on the tunnel server is fed back
to the server through the “Tunnel Server->Client->Server”
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Figure 1: The QUIC-in-QUIC communication pattern enabled
by QUIC tunneling

path, which aligns the server’s retransmission and sending
behavior with the tunnel server. At the same time, TECC
offloads the server’s CC to the tunnel server, reducing the
control loop from the original E2E path to the path between
the tunnel client and tunnel server.

We implement TECC and integrate it with the Taobao An-
droid app. Extensive experiments in emulated network envi-
ronments and real-world large-scale A/B tests demonstrate its
efficiency. To sum up, our contributions are:

• We conducted a set of experiments to systematically eval-
uate MASQUE. An in-depth analysis based on the results
reveals the impact of transmission modes (using QUIC
streams or datagrams for tunneling E2E packets), retrans-
mission, and CC on the performance of MASQUE.

• Motivated by our key observations on the fundamental
limitations of MASQUE, we propose a collaborative trans-
mission control system, TECC, which coordinates the re-
transmission and CC of the inner and outer connections
to achieve enhanced performance.

• We carried out extensive experiments in networks emu-
lated by Mahimahi [12] and large-scale A/B tests in which
over 10 million users were involved. Compared with the
vanilla MASQUE, TECC decreases the flow completion
time (FCT) by 30% on average and by 53% at the 99th
percentile in emulated networks. In production networks,
TECC reduces the FCT of RPC requests by 3.9% on aver-
age and 13.3% at the 99th percentile.

2 Background

2.1 MASQUE overview

MASQUE is a set of specifications developed at the IETF
MASQUE working group, which defines new tunneling mech-
anisms that can leverage QUIC to tunnel E2E UDP and IP
packets. Compared with previous tunneling mechanisms (e.g.,
TCP-based or IP-based tunneling), it benefits from the supe-
rior features of QUIC, e.g., 0-RTT connection establishment,
more accurate RTT estimation and loss detection, and elimi-
nation of head-of-line (HoL) blocking between independent
data streams.

Currently, there are two released RFCs in MASQUE: RFC
9297 of “HTTP Datagrams and the Capsule Protocol” [13]

and RFC 9298 of “Proxying UDP in HTTP” [5]. The former
defines HTTP Datagrams that are the carriers of E2E packets
in the tunnel. HTTP Datagrams can be used for conveying
multiplexed and potentially unreliable datagrams (e.g., UDP
or IP packets) inside an HTTP connection (a tunnel connec-
tion). Note, if the tunnel connection is based on HTTP/3 over
QUIC, HTTP Datagrams can be transmitted in two different
modes: stream mode and datagram mode. In the stream
mode, QUIC streams are utilized to reliably transmit HTTP
Datagrams, whereas QUIC datagrams [14] are leveraged to
unreliably convey HTTP Datagrams in the datagram mode.
The latter specification defines the signaling protocol to set
up UDP tunnels inside an HTTP connection. Specifically, de-
pending on the HTTP version of the tunnel connection, a tun-
nel client can request the tunnel server to open a UDP tunnel
via sending an extended HTTP CONNECT request [15,16] or
an HTTP Upgrade request [17] with the IP and port of the tar-
get server encoded in the request. If the tunnel server accepts
such a request, the tunnel is established and the packets of the
E2E connection can be transmitted over the opened tunnel. As
the tunnel server knows about the addresses of both the client
and server, it can forward E2E packets to the correct targets.
At the time of writing, there are also a few other specifications
under development, e.g., the signaling protocol to establish IP
tunnels [18] and the QUIC forwarding mode [19] to reduce
the wire and encryption overhead.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the QUIC-in-QUIC use-
case enabled by MASQUE UDP tunnels, which means both
the tunnel connection and the E2E connection are based on
QUIC. We refer to the stream mode and the datagram mode
as MST (MASQUE stream tunnel) and MDT (MASQUE
datagram tunnel) in the following paragraphs respectively.

2.2 The potential issues of MASQUE

Although the MASQUE specifications provide functional
mechanisms for QUIC-in-QUIC tunneling, the impact of such
tunneling mechanisms on the performance of the E2E QUIC
connection remains unclear.

First, the two tunnel modes, MST and MDT, could have
different impacts on the E2E performance. In MST, each UDP
tunnel uses one QUIC stream for the underlying transmission.
As the QUIC stream is reliable, if the tunneled E2E packets
are lost in the tunnel segment, they can be recovered by the
tunnel connection, which is faster than the E2E retransmis-
sion. This benefit is not provided by MDT as QUIC does
not retransmit QUIC datagrams in which E2E packets are
encapsulated. But, MST also has a disadvantage compared
with MDT. Due to the QUIC stream only delivering in-order
data to its upper layer, MST has a significant HoL blocking
problem where a lost packet leads to all subsequent packets
being blocked in the tunnel. In MDT, as the QUIC datagrams
are independently delivered to the upper layer, the HoL prob-
lem does not manifest. Consequently, there are some attempts
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(e.g., [7]) trying to combine the advantages of MST and MDT
by enabling retransmission for MDT (RMDT). Neverthe-
less, a quantitative comparison between these tunnel modes
is essential to understand how they perform in practice.

Second, in MST and RMDT, there may be excessive re-
transmissions as both the tunnel connection and the E2E con-
nection can retransmit packets lost in the tunnel segment.
Excessive retransmissions may exacerbate the congestion in
the tunnel and waste bandwidth. Applying CC on the tunnel
connection may alleviate this problem, but, it also introduces
two layers of nested CC, as the E2E connection also performs
CC. The nested CC may lead to unwanted sending behav-
ior mismatches between the tunnel connection and the E2E
connection.

3 A deep dive into MASQUE

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of differ-
ent tunnel modes. Then, the necessity of CC in the tunnel
is assessed. Finally, as both the tunnel connection and the
E2E connection have their own CC, the impact of nested CC
is studied. All experiments in this section are conducted in
networks emulated by Mahimahi [12].

3.1 The performance of MASQUE
Observation 1: HoL blocking in MST degrades through-
put and bloats packet delay. Retransmission in the tunnel
is crucial for reducing the complete time of short flows.

To evaluate the performance of different tunnel modes, we
transferred files of different sizes through MST, MDT, and
RMDT tunnels and calculated the average FCT of the E2E
transfers. In the experiments, the E2E RTT and the RTT of the
tunnel segment are 200 ms and 100 ms respectively. The loss
rate of the tunnel segment is 10%, which emulates a congested
link. As the E2E QUIC connection is certainly congestion-
controlled (using BBR [20]), the CC of the tunnel connection
is disabled in the experiments.

The results are shown in Figure 2a. As observed, MST
achieves better performance for short flows compared with
MDT, as MST can recover packets lost between the tunnel
client and the tunnel server faster than MDT via local retrans-
mission of the tunnel connection. However, as the file size
increases, the performance gain of MST is gradually dimin-
ished. The diminished return is a result of the HoL blocking
in MST as we will explain in the next paragraph. RMDT
does the same as MST regarding faster loss recovery, but it
performs better than MST as it does not suffer from HoL
blocking. We also measured the E2E packet delay of the three
tunnel modes, and the results are shown in Figure 2b. Com-
pared with that of MDT and RMDT, the packet delay of MST
is higher, which comes from the impact of HoL blocking.
Because RMDT also retransmits lost packets, the delay of
some packets appears longer from the server’s view, as these
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Figure 2: The performance of different tunnel modes

packets have been retransmitted in the tunnel connection. This
explains that the packet delay of RMDT is higher than MDT.

Analysis of HoL blocking in MST: When an E2E packet
is lost in an MST tunnel, all subsequent E2E packets that have
been sent via the tunnel are blocked in the QUIC stream and
thus cannot be decapsulated until the lost packet is retrans-
mitted by the tunnel connection. Consequently, the sender of
the E2E connection may consider all packets sent after the
lost packet as lost, which appears as a huge burst of packet
losses. The burst of losses misleads the sender to reckon that
it is in a persistent congestion event and it should significantly
cut off its sending rate. As there are more packets in large
transfers (thus more losses) and large transfers are more sen-
sitive to throughput, the impact of MST’s HoL blocking is
more evident. Note that the failure of timely decapsulation of
packets blocked in the QUIC stream also leads to increased
E2E packet delay. Using multiple QUIC streams for the un-
derlying transmission of an MST tunnel can alleviate the
impact of HoL blocking, but, our experience indicates that it
is still worse than RMDT. Specifically, we extend MST to use
a group of QUIC streams (MASQUE stream group tunnel,
MSGT). The packet delay of MSGT is between that of RMDT
and MST, as shown in Figure 2b.

In conclusion, the earlier retransmission in the tunnel pro-
vided by MST and RMDT is indeed useful, especially for
short flows. As MST suffers from the HoL blocking problem,
RMDT seems the more desirable tunnel mode in practice.

3.2 The necessity of CC in the tunnel
Observation 2: Applying CC on the RMDT tunnel signifi-
cantly reduces retransmissions and bandwidth waste. But,
the E2E throughput does not benefit from the reduction
in retransmissions.

In RMDT, packets lost in the tunnel could be retransmitted
by both the tunnel connection and the E2E connection. Thus,
there is a risk that the tunnel connection sends excessive
packets to exacerbate the congestion in the tunnel segment
as well as waste bandwidth resources. Ideally, enabling CC
on the tunnel connection can reduce such a risk and boost
performance.

We conducted experiments to compare the performance of
RMDT with BBR and RMDT without CC. In the experiments,
the E2E RTT and the RTT of the tunnel are 140 ms and 40 ms.
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Figure 3: The comparison between RMDT with and without
CC

The loss rate of the tunnel is 10% and the bandwidth bottle-
neck is put on the tunnel segment. The bottleneck bandwidth
is emulated by Mahimahi which replays traces collected from
real-world networks. More details about the traces can be
found in §5.1. The flow size in the experiments is 30 MB.

The average FCT and the overall retransmission rate (in-
cluding retransmissions of the tunnel and E2E connection)
are reported in Figure 3b. Indeed, RMDT with BBR signifi-
cantly reduces retransmissions compared to RMDT without
CC. When CC is disabled on the tunnel connection, all lost
packets are retransmitted immediately into the network that
may already be congested, which in turn triggers more re-
transmissions and aggravates network congestion. Despite
the reduced retransmissions, no significant gain in FCT is ob-
served in Figure 3a. We will see later that this is an outcome
of the side effects of nested CC.

3.3 The impact of nested CC
Observation 3: Nested CC causes mismatched sending
rates between the tunnel connection and the E2E con-
nection, leading to an increase in the queue length at the
tunnel server and bloated E2E smoothed RTTs (SRTTs).

Using the same emulated network environments as in §3.2,
we launched long-lived transfers to investigate the impact of
nested CC. Note that both the tunnel connection and the E2E
connection employed BBR as their CC algorithm. During the
transfers, the pacing rate and the SRTT of both the tunnel and
E2E connection were recorded. In addition, the sending queue
length of the tunnel connection (QLen) was also logged. We
present the result of one of the transfers in Figure 4, as the
conclusion drawn from the results is generic across different
runs.

In Figure 4, we can clearly observe that there is a sending
rate mismatch between the tunnel server and the server, lead-
ing to persistent queuing at the tunnel server and bloated E2E
SRTTs. When packets are sent from the server to the client,
the CC of the tunnel server controls the sending rate of the
tunnel connection. However, if the sending rate of the tunnel
server is lower than that of the server, the tunnel server will in-
evitably queue packets. The queuing time will increase as the
rate difference grows. At the 24th second, the tunnel segment
experiences a sudden drop in bandwidth without significant
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Figure 4: The impact of nested CC: the pacing rate and SRTT
of the tunnel and E2E connection are depicted.

changes in SRTT. The tunnel server can quickly detect this
drop in bandwidth and decrease the pacing rate accordingly,
whereas the server cannot. This is mainly because the increase
in SRTT prolongs the bandwidth updating cycle of BBR in
the E2E connection.

3.4 Summary and implication

Our experiment results indicate that RMDT with CC is the
more desirable tunnel mode in practice. First, it provides
better loss recovery via retransmission in the tunnel while
not suffering from the HoL blocking problem of MST. In
addition, it limits the risk of sending excessive retransmissions
to exacerbate network congestion in the tunnel segment by
applying CC on the tunnel connection. However, the two
layers of nested CC introduce sending behavior mismatches
between the tunnel connection and the E2E connection, which
ultimately leads to sub-optimal performance. This calls for
coordinating the sending behavior of the two connections to
eliminate such mismatches.

In fact, the tunnel server provides opportunities for the co-
ordination of the tunnel and E2E connection. As the tunnel
server is closer to the client than the server, it is able to sense
the network conditions of the tunnel segment, which is usu-
ally the bottleneck (the last-mile access link resides here),
in a more accurate and timely manner. The sensed network
conditions can be fed back to the server, which assists the
server in aligning its sending behaviors with the tunnel server.

4 TECC design and implementation

In this section, we present TECC, a collaborative transmission
control system, where the server updates its sending rate based
on the feedback from the tunnel server, enabling the efficient
coordination of the sending behaviors of the server and the
tunnel server.
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4.1 Overview

First, we present an overview of TECC as shown in Figure 5.
TECC is based primarily on the RMDT mode and includes
three components: the client, the tunnel server, and the server:

Client: Client application modules are mainly responsible
for sending and receiving E2E connection data packets. This
application uses the QUIC protocol, and the generated QUIC
packets will be sent to the tunnel module for encapsulation
preparation for entering the tunnel connection. Conversely,
QUIC packets received from the tunnel connection will also
be sent to the application module. The tunnel module will pass
the collected tunnel network info frames to the application
module, which will then encapsulate the frame into a QUIC
network info frame and pass it to the E2E server application
module.

Tunnel Server: The tunnel server mainly employs RMDT.
There are three main modules in the tunnel server as shown in
Figure 5. The data forward module is responsible for forward-
ing E2E packets to the client and the server. The retransmis-
sion module detects whether the tunnel packets are lost and
retransmits those lost packets. The network sampler module
is placed in the tunnel server in order to collect important
information about tunnel networks and transmission status.
The module subsequently generates and transmits network
info frames containing the collected information to the client.

Server: The server is mainly responsible for maintaining
E2E application modules, and its sending behavior is con-
trolled by the feedback information of the tunnel network.
When receiving network feedback information from the client,
it parses different network information and uses it for sending
rate updates.

4.2 Collaborative transmission control

TECC is based on the RMDT framework. The tunnel server
uses the tunnel connection to provide feedback on detected
tunnel network information, as well as its own sending and

queuing status to the client. After receiving the feedback,
the client inserts it into the E2E QUIC frame. Finally, the
server updates its sending rate through network feedback of
the QUIC frame. TECC achieves two major goals: 1) By
quickly collecting bottleneck bandwidth in the tunnel server,
the server can respond promptly to dynamic network changes.
2) Through feedback on the retransmission and queue status in
the tunnel server, the server can decrease its rate for draining
queues, thus reducing queuing delay.

4.2.1 Inaccurate CC in the server
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Figure 6: Illustration of retransmission with Tunnel

ACK packets play a vital role in providing network state
measurements for server congestion control algorithms. How-
ever, due to the impact of RMDT, these packets can in-
evitably suffer from delays. As shown in Figure 6, assum-
ing the RTT from the client to the server is Ts, and the tun-
nel is Tt . The retransmission detection time in the server
and tunnel is TRetrans and T ′Retrans, respectively. At the time
tsend = 0, the server transmitted packets with sequence num-
bers 1-4, but the packet with sequence number 1 was lost
in the tunnel link. If the tunnel server does not retransmit,
the server receives the ACK packet with sequence number 1
at tack = TRetrans +Ts. However, if the tunnel server retrans-
mits the packet, the server receives the retransmitted ACK
packet at t ′ack = 1/2(Ts−Tt)+T ′Retrans +Tt +1/2(Ts−Tt) =
T ′Retrans + Ts. However, since the server does not have the
knowledge of whether the tunnel server has retransmitted the
lost packets, the delays calculated for the packet(s) at the
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time t ′ack is Delay(t ′ack) = t ′ack− tsend = T ′Retrans +Ts. And for
packets retransmitted by the server, the delay is Delay(tack) =
tack−TRetrans = Ts. In addition, the delay in the tunnel server
also increases extra response time. Therefore, these can result
in an incorrect evaluation of delay by the server, which affects
the accuracy of the server-side congestion control.

4.2.2 Tunnel feedback

To solve the problem of inaccurate CC, we propose a collab-
orative feedback control framework that offloads the server-
side CC to the tunnel server. This framework proactively
perceives network information in the tunnel link close to the
client and provides feedback to the server for sending rate
estimation.

There are two main factors that affect the server’s network
assessment in the Tunnel Server: retransmission and conges-
tion control. Retransmission causes the lost packets in the
tunnel server to be delayed at least Tt after the client responds
with an ACK packet, and the signal of packet loss is trans-
formed into a signal of delayed packet delay. Therefore, we
need to collect the proportion of retransmitted packets in Tun-
nel Server r(t) at time t and the min RTT Tt of the tunnel
server. Meanwhile, the delay in ACK perception will lead to a
slower response of the server to the changes in the tunnel net-
work. Therefore, transmitting the tunnel server’s sending rate
Tr(t) can more quickly perceive the probe of the tunnel net-
work. The congestion control of the tunnel server makes the
queuing situation more severe. Therefore, recording the length
of the queue within the connection in the Tunnel Server q(t)
can explicitly reduce the server’s rate and empty the queue.

Feedback cycle: To determine the optimal tunnel feedback
cycle τ, we may need to conduct experiments and evaluate the
trade-offs between the accuracy of feedback and the overhead
of sending feedback messages. The RTT between the client
and the tunnel server is Tt . In our extensive experiments, set-
ting τ to Tt yields high accuracy at a low cost, therefore we
use Tt as the cycle τ for tunnel feedback.

4.2.3 Server’s pacing rate updating rule

The server in the cooperative scheme employs a pacing-based
CC algorithm to regulate its sending rate. It makes sense to
use the pacing mechanism in the tunneling scenario to prevent
the accumulation of tunnel server queues caused by burst traf-
fic. Therefore, we use the server’s sending rate Sr(t) at time t
as an indicator to control the sending of packets. In addition
to the sending rate, window-based congestion control can also
be supported, with the send control window, W (t) = Sr(t) ·Ts,
limiting the total number of packets sent in an RTT. In order
to better understand, the relevant parameters are presented in
Table 1.

The congestion control mechanism on the server is trig-
gered when it receives a feedback packet containing tunnel

Parameter Explanation

Sr(t) server’s sending rate
Tr(t) tunnel server’s sending rate
U(t) proportional parameter, U(t) ∈ [0,1]
rai additive increase part

q(t) queue length of the tunnel server
θ the time needed for the server to empty its queue
δ proportional parameter, approximately 1

r(t) retransmission rate of the tunnel server
max_p f maximum penalty factor on the queue

Table 1: Explanation of parameters

information frame from the tunnel server. After parsing the
tunnel information frame, server obtains the latest sending
rate Tr(t) of the tunnel server. To ensure that the tunnel server
and the server send packets at the same rate, we assign the
sending rate Sr(t) of the server to Tr(t).

If Sr(t) > Tr(t) and the bottleneck link is the link be-
tween the client and the tunnel server, the queue at the tunnel
server will be built up rapidly and grow gradually. However,
if Sr(t) < Tr(t), the tunnel server is limited by the number
of packets sent by the server and may not have enough pack-
ets to utilize the available bandwidth. Therefore, to avoid
queue creation while maximizing the utilization of bottleneck
bandwidth, it is important to ensure that Sr(t) = Tr(t).

Additionally, in traditional congestion control algorithms,
the sending rate rapidly increases at the beginning of con-
nection establishment to occupy the bandwidth. However,
by congestion control in tunnel, servers pacing as Tr(t) can
avoid the data limitation at the early stage of connection es-
tablishment to probe the bandwidth at the tunnel server. The
server pacing rate is:

Sr(t) =U(t) ·Tr(t)+ rai (1)

Due to bandwidth changes or response delays, the tunnel will
inevitably build up a queue. To ensure a consistent rate, it
will be impossible to empty the queue completely. Therefore,
we use U(t) ∈ [0,1], which changes in real-time according to
the tunnel link, as shown in Equation 1. Additionally, we use
the multiplicative-increase/multiplicative-decrease (MIMD)
strategy to enable the server to quickly respond to tunnel
link changes, and add an additive increase (AI) part to en-
sure fairness, which decouples link control and fairness. This
approach is inspired by HPCC [21].

4.2.4 Penalty for building up queue

In a tunneling scenario, a tunnel server hosts multiple E2E
connections simultaneously, which makes it more prone to
queuing than traditional E2E connections. This is due to a
reduced bandwidth of the tunnel link. Therefore, a penalty
mechanism for queue establishment is needed in the tunneling
scenario to reduce the sending rate and empty the queue in
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time. This ensures that the queue at the tunnel server remains
almost empty.

There are many traditional congestion control algorithms
that guarantee low queue length. For example, DCTCP uses
ECN markers to feedback on the queueing of the switch and
reduces the sending window by ECN feedback [22]. However,
these algorithms have limited transmission information and
their performance is limited by ECN thresholds, which makes
them inflexible. Additionally, HPCC algorithms can transmit
detailed intermediate link load information, which can detect
the network queueing situation promptly and accurately for
more precise regulation [21]. However, they have complex
software and hardware implementations, which makes them
difficult to deploy. In the tunneling scenario, the feedback
framework can easily feed back the network status and queu-
ing situation to the server for congestion control.

Server Tunnel Server Client

QLen 
Feedback

e2e Packet

tunnel
hdrUnsent queue

Forward

Retransmission lost pkt

Figure 7: Queueing in the tunnel server

Estimate server pacing rate based on QLen:The tunnel
server is responsible for transmitting E2E packets from the
server to the client in the downlink, which can result in the
buildup of the queue when the server’s transmission rate Sr(t)
surpasses the rate of transmission Tr(t). As shown in Figure 7,
the minimum observed queue length (QLen) within a feed-
back cycle τ is denoted as q(t), representing the QLen at time
t.

The server calculates the pacing rate to drain the queue as:

Sr(t) = Tr(t)− q(t)
θ

(2)

The parameter θ represents the time needed for the server to
empty its queue and is useful in preventing abrupt changes to
the sender rate. Usually, θ is set as a fraction of Ts. However,
setting a small θ value can lead to inadequate bandwidth for
packet probing in the tunnel server, while a large θ value may
cause a delay in clearing the queue. To find an appropriate
value of θ, we conducted lots of experiments with various
values of θ. Eventually, we discovered that it achieves better
performance when θ is around 2/3Ts. Therefore, our research
set θ = 2/3Ts.

Alleviate congestion caused by retransmissions: Al-
though retransmission from the tunnel server might decrease
the time required for loss recovery, it can increase congestion
on the tunnel link. This occurs because retransmitted packets
are inserted into the queue of the tunnel server. Therefore,
when determining the appropriate queue length, it is important
to consider the retransmission of lost packets.

Sr(t) = Tr(t)− q(t)+δr(t)Tr(t)
θ

(3)

The retransmission rate of the tunnel server is represented
by r(t). We assume that r(t) remains constant throughout
the feedback delay Ts +dq, resulting in r(t +Ts +dq) = δr(t),
where δ is approximately 1 (e.g., δ= 0.95). At time t+Ts+dq,
the queue length is the sum of retransmitted packets δr(t) ·
Tr(t) and the queue length q(t) at time t.

From Equation 1 and Equation 3, we get

U(t) = 1− q(t)+δr(t)Tr(t)
θTr(t)

(4)

When there is a sudden drop in the bandwidth of the tunnel
link, the queue will experience significant growth. Therefore
U(t) may decrease to near 0. In order to prevent a rapid de-
crease in the server rate, We place constraints on the variable
U(t) to remain within a specific range:

U(t) = max{1− q(t)+δr(t)Tr(t)
θTr(t)

,1−max_p f} (5)

The symbol max_p f represents the maximum penalty factor
on the queue to prevent the server rate from dropping too fast.
In later experiments, we set max_p f to 1/2.

Queue length noise filtering: To mitigate real-time queue
length fluctuations caused by measurement errors, network
delays, and other transient factors, we implement a queue
length noise filtering procedure. Such fluctuations may cause
the server to overreact and lead to substantial changes in
transmission rates, subsequently impacting client application
performance. We employ two primary methods. Firstly, we
perform multiple detections at the tunnel server to obtain an
accurate measurement of the queue length, allowing us to
filter out invalid information. Secondly, we use Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) to filter the queue ra-
tio U(t) before updating the server’s transmission rate. This
strategy ensures a smoother, more gradual adjustment of the
server’s send rate while minimizing the impact on client ap-
plications.

4.2.5 Retransmission trigger on the server

There are primarily two ways to trigger packet retransmission
on the server: timeout retransmission and fast retransmission.
The fast retransmission includes time-based fast retransmis-
sion and packet-based fast retransmission. The first type is
triggered based on a time threshold, which we set as 9/8 SRTT.
The second type is triggered based on receiving subsequent
packet ACKs, with an initial threshold value of 3. Due to the
retransmissions of the tunnel server, the SRTT of the server
should increase. Thus, to suppress duplicated retransmissions,
we increase the time-based fast retransmission threshold of
the server by Tt . Regarding packet-based fast retransmission,
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since retransmission by the tunnel server exacerbates the out-
of-order client ACK packets, the threshold for reordering in-
creases gradually as spurious retransmission by the server is
triggered, leading to a decrease in the probability of server
retransmission. Therefore, the server’s rate of duplicated re-
transmission is relatively small and does not exceed 1% in
our experiments.

4.2.6 Fairness

In tunnel scenarios, multiple flow connections go through the
same tunnel server to different servers on the same bottleneck
link. Unlike traditional E2E congestion control algorithms,
the bottleneck link detection for tunnel connections relies
on the sending rate of the tunnel server, which is dependent
on the information of the tunnel connections. However, be-
cause the pacing rate update rule uses MIMD strategy, fair-
ness cannot be provided among multiple competing tunnel
flows. To achieve fairness among multiple flows, we add an
additive-increase (AI) term to the update of pacing rate, mak-
ing it a multiplicative-and-additive-increase/multiplicative-
decrease (MAIMD) scheme. This approach theoretically pro-
vides better fairness among multiple competing flows [23–26].
The additive-increase (AI) is set as follows:

rai =
MSS

Ts
(6)

Sr(t) = U(t) ·Tr(t)+ rai = U(t) ·Tr(t)+
MSS

Ts
(7)

The server increases the pacing rate every time it updates
by one Maximum Segment Size (MSS) in one server round-
trip time, which is a small increase designed to control rate
convergence while preventing network congestion. Achieving
equilibrium requires that multiple competing tunnel flows
pass through the same bottleneck link, resulting in the bottle-
neck bandwidth being constant between flows. Consequently,
the server’s sending rate is then modified based on the bottle-
neck bandwidth such that the sending rates of multiple flows
can achieve equilibrium. By reaching equilibrium, fairness is
maintained among competing flows.

The server’s sending rate depends on the detected band-
width of the tunnel server. Therefore, TECC’s RTT fairness
depends on the tunnel server’s original congestion control
algorithm (wherein we have used BBR [20]). Consequently,
the collaboration approach and BBR have varying throughput
rates under different tunnel RTT flows [27]. In tunnel sce-
narios, the original congestion control algorithm’s unfairness
can be mitigated even further. In §5.4, we demonstrate this
through experiments including multiple tunnel flows with
various RTTs.

Algorithm 1 Sender algorithm
Data: Tunnel Server Feedback: Tr(t), q(t), Tt
Result: Server: Sr(t)

1 function UpdateSenderRate():
2 e(t)← q(t)+δr(t)Tr(t)

θTr(t)

3 U(t)←max{1− e(t),1−max_p f}
4 U ← (1− ewma_weight) ·U + ewma_weight ·U(t)

5 Sr(t) =U ·Tr(t)+ MSS
Ts

6 return Sr(t)

The sender’s sending rate must consider not only the tunnel
server’s sending rate but also the current queue length of the
tunnel server and fairness. Ultimately, the complete logic of
the sender’s sending rate is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

4.3 Implementation
This section mainly discusses the methods we deployed
TECC as well as the optimizations we made for large-scale
deployment.
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Figure 8: Data forwarding logic in the tunnel server: forward-
ing downstream/upstream E2E packets

Forwarding in the tunnel server: The packet forward-
ing mechanism in the tunnel server both encapsulates and
decapsulates the E2E packets and directs them to their re-
spective destination addresses, as shown in Figure 8. When
a client establishes a tunnel connection to the tunnel server,
the server’s IP and port are forwarded to the tunnel server as
well. After receiving the tunnel setup signal, the tunnel server
generates a mapping of the tunnel channel ID that associates
the client’s IP and port and the server’s IP and port. As a re-
sult, the E2E packets from the corresponding tunnel channel
ID are decapsulated and transmitted to the UDP socket that is
bound to the same server IP and port. Correspondingly, the
E2E packets from the equivalent socket are encapsulated into
the corresponding datagram. Furthermore, the tunnel server
facilitates updating forwarded information. If clients require
rebinding the forwarding mapping, they can retransmit the
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tunnel setup signal on the relevant tunnel server.
Retransmission: Retransmission plays a crucial role in

enhancing client performance in tunnels. In the downstream
link, retransmission can significantly decrease packet loss re-
covery time in the tunnel connection. Furthermore, the tunnel
server can preemptively detect packet loss from the client
in the upstream link, enabling packet loss recovery ahead of
time on the client side. We follow the retransmission mech-
anism in RMDT to eliminate blocking and ensure improved
performance. Datagram retransmission requires the tunnel to
track the lower-layer QUIC datagram’s delivery status closely.
Selective retransmission of data packets is adopted with indi-
cations of packet loss. The experiment in this paper mainly
focused on download scenarios that necessitate retransmit-
ting all data packets in the tunnel connection. Nevertheless,
some time-sensitive video scenarios permit partial packet
loss. Therefore, leveraging the client’s application informa-
tion allows us to retransmit crucial or time-constrained frames
selectively, thereby enhancing bandwidth utilization.

Feedback implementation in the tunnel: The feedback
in TECC relies on the support of both the QUIC protocol
stack and the tunnel protocol stack. To accomplish this, we
have developed the TUNNEL_INFO frame and QUIC_INFO
frame in the tunnel protocol and the QUIC protocol. These
frames are used to transmit feedback information from the
tunnel server to the tunnel client and from the app client
to the app server. Because both the tunnel client and app
client are deployed on our APP, the tunnel client can directly
transfer feedback information to the app client when receiving
feedback information.

Tunnel server selection: It’s important to select the appro-
priate edge tunnel server since users can experience better
performance by selecting the edge tunnel server closest to
them. In our app, the client obtains real-time information
about the tunnel server from our own DNS. The tunnel client
needs to obtain tunnel information, including the protocol ver-
sion and the tunnel server information from our DNS first. It
then establishes a tunnel connection to complete the transmis-
sion of the E2E connection through the tunnel packets. Our
DNS owns the information of all tunnel servers and selects
the tunnel servers that are close to the user and have sufficient
resources.

Load balancing: Load balancing (LB) in the tunnel server
is essential because the tunnel server has to handle a large
number of tunnel requests and forward massive E2E connec-
tion packets. In practical deployments, a bidirectional LB
strategy is required, which includes packets from the tunnel
client and the server. To achieve this, we use multiple work-
ers with NGINX. Due to the address migration in QUIC,
the QUIC CID is considered instead of traditional network
five-tuples [28]. Since "tunnel connection CID" and "E2E con-
nection CID" don’t follow the same generation rules, it can be
challenging to balance the packets to the same worker. There-
fore, during actual deployment, the CIDs in tunnel QUIC

connections and E2E QUIC connections follow the same con-
sistency encoding rules. This allows the same client’s tunnel
connection and E2E QUIC connection packets to be routed
to the same worker.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of the TECC, which
consists of two parts: online evaluation and simulated envi-
ronment evaluation.

Online evaluation: In this part, we collected anonymous
data from mobile users who upgraded our app with "QUIC
Tunnel". To validate the improvement of TECC compared to
the MST, MDT, and RMDT, we conducted a series of large-
scale A/B experiments. The user scale of the experiment
exceeds ten million. The experimental results show that the
TECC significantly reduces completion time.

Evaluation in emulated networks: The Mahimahi-based
emulation environment was established to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the QUIC Tunnel. The test environment comprises
three principal containers: a client running HTTP/3 and the
tunnel stack, a tunnel server running the tunnel stack, and a
server running HTTP/3. Mahimahi emulates the links from
the client to the tunnel and from the tunnel to the server. We
presume that the link from the client to the tunnel is the bottle-
neck link, so all test cases mainly involve client requests for a
specific file. This download scenario is widely used in several
applications, such as web browsing and video downloading.

5.1 Experiment setup
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Figure 9: Bandwidth variation of different traces

Baseline: In the non-tunnel solution, the tunnel server acts
as an intermediate forwarding node based on iptables, for-
warding packets between the client and the server. MDT and
RMDT come from vanilla MASQUE and are detailed in Sec
2. We also compared the forwarding mode (MFT) suggested
by Apple to proxy QUIC in MASQUE similar to non-tunnel
methods [29]. Since the performance of the non-tunnel solu-
tion is similar to MFT, we will refer to both as MFT later. In
addition, the RTT between the tunnel server and the server is
set to 100ms.

Traces: We used five real-world mobile network traces,
four from cellular and one from Wi-Fi, namely: cellu-
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Figure 10: FCT of different solutions under various flow sizes
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Figure 11: FCT of different solutions under various delays
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Figure 12: FCT of different solutions under various loss rates
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Figure 13: FCT of different solutions in mobile networks

lar_driving (C1), cellular_outdoor (C2), cellular_home (C3),
cellular_subway (C4), wifi_office (W1). Among them, the
detailed bandwidth information for C3 and W1 is shown in
Figure 9. We also measured the performance at stable band-
width, the bandwidth was set to 10Mbps.

5.2 End-to-end performance

Flow size: Tunnel is an effective way to reduce the flow com-
pletion time, particularly for short flows. We run the request
for different size files from the server on 10Mbps bandwidth,
the result shown in Figure 10. The tunnel solutions, including
RMDT, and TECC, outperform non-tunneling MFT methods
in the case of short flows (flow length less than 10M). The
performance of MDT is similar to that of MFT. For short
flows, packet loss delays can seriously reduce the overall
flow completion time, while the tunnel’s early retransmission
mechanism can effectively reduce the packet loss recovery
time and improve overall performance. As the flow length
increases, the delay of a small number of lost packets has less
impact on the overall flow completion time, so the benefit of
the tunneling mechanism is relatively reduced. In TECC, the
end-tunnel cooperative scheme outperforms RMDT. RMDT
solves the HoL blocking problem by reducing the latency
of blocking but leads to low bandwidth utilization due to a
mismatch of the sending rate and bandwidth.

Client-Tunnel delay: The benefits of the tunnel vary with
the change of Client-Tunnel delay and lower delay results in
higher benefits. In our experiment, we transmitted thousands
of 30M files with various delays on a 10Mbps network, and
the results are presented in Figure 11. As the delay increases,
the benefits provided by the tunnel gradually decrease. Com-
pared to MDT, RMDT performs better and still has over 2%
optimizations even at 50ms. However, due to rate mismatch,
its performance declines when compared to MFT at higher de-
lays. TECC is significantly optimized when compared to the
others, and it still maintains good optimization effects even
at 60ms. These findings indicate that the TECC continues

to deliver certain optimization effects even in mobile edge
networks with high RTT.

Loss rate in Client-Tunnel link: The benefits provided
by the tunnel increase as the loss rate increases, especially
in tail optimization. We conducted experiments involving the
transmission of thousands of 30M files with varying loss rates
on a 10Mbps network, and the results are depicted in Figure
12. When the packet loss rate is low, the additional overhead
of the tunnel results in lower performance compared to MFT.
However, as the packet loss rate increases to over 5%, the
FCT of MDT and MFT are similar. Simultaneously, RMDT
and TECC display superior performance compared to MFT.
At the 99th percentile, when the packet loss rate exceeds 10%,
TECC can reduce FCT by over 21.7%. These findings suggest
that in mobile edge networks with a high loss rate, TECC can
provide significant throughput enhancements.

Mobile networks: TECC exhibits strong optimization
effects in mobile networks, achieving an average reduction of
over 15% at the 99th percentile. To evaluate the performance
of the tunnel in mobile networks with dynamic bandwidth
fluctuations, we conducted tests on a large number of 30MB
files under various mobile network traces. A comprehensive
introduction to the trace can be found in the appendix. The
result is shown in Figure 13. In terms of both average FCT
and 99th percentile FCT, TECC outperforms MFT and other
tunnel solutions across different network traces. In some cases,
the average FCT of TECC was reduced by over 30%, and the
99th percentile saw a reduction of more than 53%. Although
RMDT has limitations, they generally perform better than
MFT in mobile network environments. This evidence suggests
that TECC can perform well in different mobile network
scenarios.

5.3 Tunnel overhead

Compared to not using the tunnel, the tunnel incurs additional
overhead, primarily involving the setup delay in connection
establishment and the extra packet overhead of packet encap-
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Figure 14: Tunnel overhead in networks without random
losses
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Figure 15: Fairness among competing tunnel flows

sulation. Consequently, we respectively tested the overhead
of the tunnel under different client-tunnel delays and different
file request sizes, the result shown in Figure 14.

Setup delay: The setup delay of the tunnel is higher, but
overall it does not exceed 2%. Owing to the processing over-
head of the tunnel protocol stack and the delay in establishing
the tunnel connection, the setup delay is slightly elevated. As
the delay fluctuates, the increase in setup delay time remains
relatively constant, suggesting that the setup delay does not
exhibit significant changes with increasing delay.

Extra packet overhead: The tunnel incurs additional
packet overhead, which overall does not exceed 4% in long
flow. Due to the tunnel packet encapsulation in the QUIC data-
gram, TECC adds a datagram header, QUIC header, and other
QUIC frame overhead compared to UDP. With the increase
of data flow, the relative proportion of data packet overhead
gradually decreases, from only 5% in the 100K to 3% when
it reaches 10M.

5.4 Fairness

MFT (BBR) TECC (BBR)

Different Server Delay 0.8039 0.9916
Different Client Delay 0.6759 0.8620

Table 2: Jain’s Fairness Index among different RTT flows

Flows with the same RTT: First, we demonstrate that the
TECC can converge to fair bandwidth allocation for flows
with the same RTT upon arrival and departure. We first start
a client-to-server flow through a tunnel server, with a fixed

mean p95 p99 p999

MST 2.7% 1.9% 6.0% 17.5%
TECC 3.9% 4.5% 13.3% 36.0%

Table 3: Improvements of MST and TECC

10Mbps bandwidth in the tunnel link. Then, we incrementally
add a flow from a different client accessing a different server
through the same tunnel server. Finally, we start tearing down
flows one by one. As shown in Figure 15, without additive in-
crease, the MIMD strategy may exhibit throughput jitter upon
flow arrival, as flows in the startup phase of BBR [20] initially
preempt the bandwidth, leading to a rapid increase in through-
put for newly arrived flows. By adding an additive increase,
the competition flow can converge more smoothly, making it
less likely for existing flows in the link to be preempted by
new flows, resulting in better fairness. By calculating Jain’s
fairness index, the value is greater than 0.99, ensuring fairness
for TECC when tunnel flows with the same RTT enter the
same tunnel link.

RTT unfairness: In tunnel scenarios, including the two
delays of client-to-tunnel server and tunnel server-to-server
links, we conducted fairness experiments on flows with dif-
ferent delays in each link. For different server delays, we
launched 8 different flows with server delays of 10-80 ms on
the same 10Mbps bandwidth tunnel link, with a fixed client-to-
tunnel delay of 10ms. Based on the average throughput of the
8 flows after convergence, we calculated the corresponding
Jain’s fairness index values. We conducted the same experi-
ment for different client delay, with 8 different client delays
of 10-80, and the results are shown in Table 2. We compared
the cooperative solution’s CC with MFT. Each experiment
was run for 10 rounds, and the average index value was taken
in the table. As the results show, compared to MFT, the CC of
the cooperative solution can achieve RTT fairness on differ-
ent server delay, because the tunnel detection by the server is
mainly completed through the tunnel node, and the bandwidth
allocation and detection frequency are related to the tunnel’s
RTT, thus achieving fairness in flows with different server de-
lays. Different client delays are related to the original tunnel
detection congestion control algorithm (BBR [20, 27]), but
because the original end-to-end control loop is shortened to
the client-to-tunnel, the impact of different RTTs on through-
put is reduced, thus mitigating the RTT unfairness problem
of the original congestion control algorithm.

5.5 Real-world A/B tests
We compared the completion times for RPC requests from
over 10 million users who use vanilla MASQUE and TECC.
To investigate the reduction of FCT with TECC, we deployed
three different types of tunnels (MST, MDT, and TECC) to
users in the same region. At the same time, the tunnel server
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is deployed at the edge nodes closer to the selected users.
In order to measure the effectiveness of TECC, we used the
completion time of user requests with MDT as the baseline.
The recorded relative improvements of the MST and TECC
in reducing completion time are presented in Table 3.

MDT does not optimize the mobile edge network and is
equivalent to direct forwarding similar to MFT. Our results
demonstrate that, regardless of average or tail completion
times, both MST and TECC outperform MDT. Furthermore,
due to the HoL blocking problem and mismatch in CC actions
in MST, TECC achieved a 7.3% improvement in the 99th
percentile and an 18.5% improvement in the 999th percentile
compared to MST.

6 Discussion

Multiple E2E connections in tunnel: In real-world network,
it is common for a bottleneck link to transmit multiple net-
work connections simultaneously. These different connections
compete for bandwidth through their respective bandwidth
probing techniques. While using a tunnel to transport multi-
ple E2E connections, in addition to priority rules, the TECC
tunnel can dynamically control the bandwidth probing of each
E2E connection based on the type of each connection. This
can achieve better traffic fairness on mobile edge networks.

Congestion control in tunnel: The congestion control at
the tunnel server can prevent traffic congestion by restricting
the sending rate of packets. However, this may result in longer
delay of packets that have arrived at the tunnel server. In our
work, we only compared the results when using CC or not. It
is beneficial to design a CC framework which also considers
the sojourn time of packets at the tunnel server, to balance the
tradeoff between efficient congestion control and short delay.
This is left as our future work.

Potential enhancements for MASQUE: Presently, the
research efforts in the MASQUE working group primarily
concentrate on providing generic solutions to proxy differ-
ent protocols. However, employing these techniques maybe
degrade user performance. TECC is dedicated to address-
ing the performance issues of MASQUE’s generic solutions,
but achieving an effective universal standard necessitates the
support of MASQUE.

7 Related work

Last-mile performance optimization: For most applications
where remote servers are involved, optimizing the wireless
network close to the client is crucial for last-mile perfor-
mance. CDNs cache user-requested resources in edge servers
closer to user networks; however, the efficiency of CDNs
decreases for processing dynamic data [30–32]. An alterna-
tive method is Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP), which
optimizes different feature links by breaking the E2E connec-

tion [33]. PEP mostly relies on TCP protocols to achieve per-
formance gains in mobile and satellite networks [34–36]; how-
ever, it is not applicable to the header encryption and ver-
ification mechanism of QUIC packets. Sidecar [37] pro-
posed an ACK-based protocol that enables the proxy to per-
ceive E2E encrypted data, but servers need to explicitly per-
ceive and communicate with the intermediate proxy, mak-
ing deployment more difficult and increasing communi-
cation overhead. TECC leverages QUIC tunnel’s own de-
tection and feedback mechanisms to mitigate PEP’s dam-
age to E2E connection semantics and ensure data pri-
vacy by sending feedback information to the sender in the di-
rection of the receiver.

Middlebox feedback for rate control: Feedback-based
middleware has gained widespread application in optimiz-
ing server congestion control algorithms [21, 26, 38–40].
Zhuge [38] shortened the control loop by increasing the delay
of ACK packets in wireless Access Points. ABC [26] con-
trols server window size by explicitly marking "accelerate"
or "brake" signals based on router’s perception of network
conditions. HPCC [21] obtains accurate load information and
rate control via in-network telemetry (INT). However, these
congestion control protocols are mostly based on router or
switch information package condition detection of a network.
In a tunnel, the middle server can actively detect network con-
ditions and control packet transmission rate, thus providing
servers with more rate information.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present TECC to optimize the E2E perfor-
mance of the QUIC tunnel. Deployed at the tunnel server
which is closer to the client, TECC provides faster and more
precise network feedback to assist servers with a more ac-
curate estimation of the available bandwidth. In emulated
networks, TECC decreases flow completion time by 30% on
average and 53% at the 99th percentile. TECC also gains a re-
duction in RPC (Remote Procedure Call) request completion
time of 3.9% on average and 13.3% at the 99th percentile in
large-scale A/B tests.
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Abstract
Named Data Networking (NDN) shifts the network from

host-centric to data-centric with a clean-slate design, in which

packet forwarding is based on names, and the data plane main-

tains per-packet state. Different forwarders have been imple-

mented to provide NDN capabilities for various scenarios,

however, there is a lack of a network stack that is integrated

with operating systems (OS) for general purpose. Designing a

stateful and entirely name-based protocol stack in OS kernel

remains a challenge due to three factors: (i) an in-kernel name

resolution architecture for packet demultiplexing is necessary,

(ii) an entirely name-based stack requires to be compatible

with the current address (MAC/IP/port)-based architecture in

OS kernel, and (iii) maintaining per-packet state introduces a

trade-off between performance and resource consumption.

In this paper, for the first time, we take NDN into OS ker-

nel by proposing iStack, an Information-Centric Networking

(ICN) protocol stack. The main innovations of iStack are

threefold. First, we propose a name resolution architecture

to support both network-layer forwarding and local packet

demultiplexing. Second, a two-layer face system is proposed

to provide abstraction of address-based network interfaces.

Third, we design socket-compatible interfaces to keep the

uniformity of current network stack in OS. Besides, we de-

sign compact forwarding data structures for fast packet pro-

cessing with low memory footprint. We have implemented

prototypes on multiple platforms. The evaluation results show

that iStack achieves 6.50 Gbps throughput, outperforming the

NDN-testbed forwarder by a factor of 16.25x, and reduces

46.08% forwarding latency for cached packets with its in-

kernel packet caching. iStack is not just another forwarder for

NDN, but a step forward for practical development of ICN.

1 Introduction

Named Data Networking (NDN) [1] has been regarded as a

leading Information-Centric Networking (ICN) design, which

∗Corresponding author: Tian Song (songtian@bit.edu.cn)

addresses data directly with hierarchical names rather than

hosts. Its novel architecture enables a number of valuable

features, including in-network caching [2, 3], securing data

directly [4, 5], mobility support [6, 7], and native multicast

support [8, 9]. Furthermore, a gateway for integrating NDN

into the Internet has been designed [10]. Many studies have

explored NDN’s advantages in diverse scenarios [11–14].

NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) has been implemented

and intended to be used as a general-purpose forwarder since

2014 [15, 16]. It is effective in supporting architectural re-

search and being used on the public NDN project testbed [17].

However, it is a user-space forwarder rather than an operating-

system resident. In comparison, in the following three ways,

an in-kernel network stack like TCP/IP gains additional bene-

fits for practical deployment with operating systems support.

First, a stack integrated into the operating system is de-

signed to work with the socket mechanism. It can provide

system-level network functionality and be shared by multiple

applications with varying purposes and requirements. Second,

an in-kernel stack runs as kernel threads, which gain system-

level security from the OS kernel protection. Typically, the

x86 architecture has 4 rings of protection, with the kernel run-

ning in ring 0 with the greatest privileges and user programs

running in ring 3. Because user-space programs cannot access

kernel-space memory, the in-kernel networking architecture

is naturally isolated and protected from applications. Third,

an integrated stack can evolve with operating systems for the

long term, providing a stable foundation for network commu-

nication. As operating systems are updated or new hardware

is introduced, an in-kernel network stack can adapt to these

changes seamlessly. Hence, it is worthwhile to take NDN, a

clean-slate networking architecture, into operating systems.

However, there are three challenges for designing an in-

kernel stack for NDN. First, name-based packet demultiplex-

ing requires a well-thought-out design. A general stack needs

to distinguish and deliver packets among local applications,

which is done by transport-layer ports in TCP/IP stack. Specif-

ically, an application creates a socket and binds it to a port.

The port number is carried in packets and identifies the appli-
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cation to the receiving end, whereas NDN is entirely based

on names. An in-kernel stack for NDN requires a name reso-

lution architecture for packet demultiplexing.

Second, an in-kernel NDN stack should be compatible with

the existing TCP/IP stack in OS for dual-stack usage. The

traditional network stack relies on address (MAC/IP/port)

based communication. In contrast, NDN has no endpoints or

host addresses. Therefore, an abstraction of network interfaces

to support network processing is necessary. NFD incorporates

a face mechanism intending to achieve this [16]. However, an

in-kernel stack needs to interact with both application sockets

and link-layer physical/virtual devices, presenting significant

differences from a user-level forwarder.

Third, a general-purpose network stack for NDN should bal-

ance its performance and resource consumption. Unlike IP’s

stateless data plane, NDN adopts a stateful forwarding model.

For the first time, a network stack requires large memory

for in-network caching and involves multiple table lookups,

which remains a challenge for an efficient stack design.

In order to address these challenges, we propose iStack, a

general and stateful name-based protocol stack in OS kernel

for NDN. The stack itself is native to OS kernel and compati-

ble with other in-kernel network protocol suites. Meanwhile,

iStack is an information-centric stack that is entirely based

on names and enables kernel-level NDN functionality. Our

major contributions are listed as follows:

First, we propose iStack, which for the first time, takes

NDN into OS kernel to support application hosts. iStack has

a fully name-based architecture. It adopts NDN forwarding

model and introduces a name resolution architecture for de-

multiplexing. Its architecture can support applications with

the native socket mechanism in OS.

Second, we design a two-layer face system as the network

interface abstraction, which maps both of high-layer socket

interfaces and low-layer network devices into logical FaceIDs.

Hence, iStack uses logical FaceIDs for network processing.

Third, we design high-speed forwarding data structures,

which efficiently maintain per-packet state and cache packets

directly in the kernel. Furthermore, we also implement a fast

two-level lock mechanism to ensure multi-threading safety

while leveraging parallel processing for higher performance.

Besides, we implemented iStack prototypes in two differ-

ent Linux kernel versions, four different Linux distributions

(Ubuntu, CentOS, Raspberry Pi OS Lite, and OpenWrt), and

four different platforms (x86 server, personal computer, Rasp-

berry Pi and edge router (MT7621AT)). Our evaluation results

show that iStack achieves 6.50 Gbps throughput, measured

with the standard size (1500 bytes) of Ethernet frames. Its

throughput outperforms the general NDN forwarder, NFD,

by a factor of 16.25x. Moreover, iStack takes in-network

caching into kernel space, reducing 46.08% forwarding la-

tency for cached packets. Unlike the previous forwarders,

iStack focuses on providing NDN functionality on end hosts

for applications rather than mainly supporting high-speed

routing/forwarding. Our prototypes demonstrate that iStack

is promising to advance ICN deployment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 in-

troduces the background as well as the related work. Sec. 3

details the design and architecture of iStack. Sec. 4 describes

a suite of efficient extensions and miscellaneous considera-

tions for iStack. Sec. 5 presents the evaluation results of our

implemented prototypes and includes lessons learned. Sec.

6 finally concludes this paper and discusses our future work.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 Background

2.1 Named Data Networking
NDN is one of the most important instances of ICN [1]. It

uses hierarchically structured names to address the content.

NDN uses ‘/’ to indicate the boundaries of name components.

For example, segment 2 of version 1 of a video provided

by Alice may have the name: /Alice/videos/DemoA.flv/1/2,

which contains three parts: where to forward it (/Alice), which

application to deliver it (/videos), and application-specific

information (/DemoA.flv/1/2). As NDN matters the content

rather than where it is from and caches Data in the network,

security is built into content itself [4]. It adopts a stateful

forwarding model that primarily consists of three structures:

Pending Interest Table (PIT), Forwarding Information Base

(FIB) and Content Store (CS).

In NDN, a consumer (client) requests content by sending a

packet with the content name, namely Interest, to the network.

Any node receiving it tries to find the corresponding Data
identified by that name in its CS. If it is found, the Data will

be returned. Otherwise, the node inserts this Interest into PIT

and then forwards it based on both the matching result from

FIB and the forwarding strategy. When the Interest finally

meets the corresponding Data at the producer (server) or a CS

on the Interest forwarding path(s), the Data is sent back in the

reversed path of the Interest and meanwhile removes those

records in PITs. In particular, different Interests with the same

name can be merged into a single PIT entry without redundant

forwarding. In this case, the merged PIT entry records all

Interests incoming interfaces. When the Data is back, it is

forwarded via multicast based on that PIT record. With this

design, NDN gains a number of benefits such as network-layer

request aggregating and native multicast support.

2.2 Related Work
In the last decade, NFD, the most important NDN forwarder,

has been designed and implemented for architectural research

[15]. Besides, several dedicated forwarders are proposed to

meet the requirements of different scenarios.

NFD is designed modularly and extensively to support

diverse NDN technology experimentation [15]. It is written
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Figure 1: Comparison among TCP/IP stack, NDN user-space forwarders, and iStack from a high-level perspective

in C++ language and has a well-modular design. Although

it intends to be used for general purposes, NFD is a user-

space forwarder rather than an in-kernel stack. A user-space

forwarder must use an inter-process communication (IPC)

mechanism (specifically in NFD, Unix domain socket [16])

to communicate with local applications. It does not provide

system-level support for applications.

NDN-RIOT is proposed as a lightweight implementation

for RIOT-OS [18]. RIOT is a micro-kernel operating system

for resource-limited IoT devices. It does not support virtual

memory and separate of user and kernel space, which is com-

mon in modern general OS. Hence, although NDN-RIOT

integrates the core NDN forwarding logic into the RIOT-OS

kernel and demonstrates the feasibility of bringing NDN’s

data-centric communication and security model to constrained

IoT platforms, it is a dedicated solution for particular scenar-

ios rather than a general forwarder.

For further supporting embedded/constrained environ-

ments, a low-overhead forwarder, NDN-Lite is carried out

[19]. Unlike NFD, NDN-Lite simplifies the forwarder design

and is written in C language. However, NDN-Lite has to in-

tegrate with the thread of a NDN application and can only

support a single application simultaneously. This is suitable

for low-end platforms but meanwhile limits its generality.

In order to achieve high-speed NDN forwarding, NDN-

DPDK is proposed [20] and reaches a peak forwarding rate of

1.84 MPPS1 by leveraging the fast user-space packet process-

ing framework Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [21]. For

paralleling, NDN-DPDK dispatches the incoming Interests to

the private sharded data structures of threads by hashing their

name prefixes. For dispatching retrieved Data to the correct

1In form of throughput, it achieves 22 Gbps with 1500 Bytes standard

Ethernet frame and 108 Gbps with 8000 Bytes jumbo frames.

thread, this work proposes PIT token, a small hop-by-hop

header field added to each packet. Due to its high perfor-

mance, NDN-DPDK may be suitable for throughput-sensitive

cases such as backbone routers and data centers. However,

the DPDK-based solution limits the generality of it.

MW-NFD is proposed to provide a high-performance for-

warder without DPDK support [22]. It splits the forwarding

pipeline into multiple threads and follows the packet dispatch-

ing method of NDN-DPDK. Its polling-based design has a

100% CPU use rate, which is not suitable for general purposes.

The forwarders discussed above either achieve high perfor-

mance but are unsuitable for general purpose or vice versa.

Given the opportunity that it lacks a more efficient NDN for-

warder for edge, YaNFD is proposed [23]. YaNFD is a multi-

threaded alternative to existing software packet forwarders for

the NDN architecture. The performance of it is higher than

that of NFD and lower than that of MW-NFD, while it keeps

a reasonable resource usage for generality. Nevertheless, it

is written in Go language as a user-space forwarder, which

suffers from the garbage collection overhead.

From the practical usage perspective, the genuine requests

and content are finally from and to applications running in OS.

Hence, a forwarder enabling NDN packet forwarding may

be suitable for supporting architectural research purposes,

whereas a network stack integrated with OS kernel is still

required to provide system-level supporting for real applica-

tions. This is also our motivation for proposing iStack. Fig. 1

illustrates the comparison among TCP/IP stack, NDN user-

space forwarders, and iStack from a high-level perspective.

2.3 Network Stack in OS Kernel
Modern operating systems implement network protocols from

the link layer to the transport layer. They also implement
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a version of Berkeley socket as application programming

interfaces (API). Different layers in a network stack have their

own abstractions. Taking the Linux kernel network stack for

example, in its link layer, NICs and their drivers are abstracted

as net_device(s), bound with their hardware MAC addresses.

In the network layer, address_family is used to specify the

network stack suites, such as AF_INET and AF_INET6 for

IPv4 and IPv6, respectively. As the transport layer provides

end-to-end services for endpoints of network communication,

it is integrated with the network socket. A socket created by

an application has two parts: socket as an abstraction in user

space for the application and sock as the in-kernel network

representation. The transport-layer functionalities are inte-

grated with the sock and specified by sock_type. For example

in IP stack, SOCK_STREAM and SOCK_DGRAM represent

for TCP and UDP, respectively. Hence, the network layer is

shared in a host, whereas the transport layer is isolated by

different applications with their created sockets separately.

Notably, a non-port-based raw type socket allows applica-

tions to directly access network/link-layer packets. It catches

all packets and shifts the responsibility of (de)multiplexing

from the kernel-space network stack to the user-space for-

warders/applications. Yet a general-purpose in-kernel network

stack requires suitable (de)multiplexing models.

As presented in Fig. 1, the current network stack is address-

based: packets go through a process of filtering by network-

layer addresses, which are then distinguished by transport-

layer ports before finally being delivered to their intended

sockets of applications. In contrast, NDN takes all function-

alities into name prefixes and there is no port. Therefore, an

in-kernel network stack for NDN requires a name resolution

architecture for network-layer forwarding and local packet

demultiplexing. The current NDN forwarder-based solutions

use IPC mechanisms for applications, leaving system-level

support for applications as an open issue. iStack is designed

to address this and takes NDN into OS kernel.

3 iStack Design and Architecture

3.1 Design Overview
As an in-kernel network stack, iStack operates between the

applications sockets and the link-layer devices. As illustrated

in Fig. 2(a), iStack primarily consists of three parts: a name

resolution architecture, a two-layer face system, and socket-

compatible interfaces for applications and configuration.

The name resolution architecture enables packet demulti-

plexing for local applications with two packet paths as shown

in Fig 2(b). For supporting name-based Interests demultiplex-

ing, it introduces a Binding Prefix Table (BPT) which records

the relationship between application sockets and their prefixes.

iStack separates application binding prefixes from registering

routable prefixes to the network.

In order to integrate the name resolution architecture with

(a) iStack architecture

(b) Two paths of name resolution

Figure 2: iStack architecture and name resolution

OS kernel compatibly, iStack involves a two-layer face sys-

tem, which abstracts upper layer handles and lower layer com-

munication channels as general interfaces. It separates the

upper and lower layer due to the fact that different layers treat

semantics of names differently.

iStack provides interfaces based on socket mechanism. Ap-

plications can use network sockets to communicate with iS-

tack, following a practice similar to TCP/IP. The only differ-

ence is that in TCP/IP, a socket needs to bind an <address,
port> pair, whereas in entirely name-based iStack, there are

no addresses or ports. Instead, an iStack socket binds a local

faceID to represent where packets are from. A provider-side

application socket also needs to bind a prefix to notify iStack
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where Interests should be delivered to. iStack configuration

is isolated from the common network socket communication

for system security consideration. Specifically in the Linux

kernel, it is through Netlink socket with superuser privilege.

3.2 Name Resolution Architecture
In iStack, name resolution utilizes NDN-semantic names,

which carry the information of forwarding and demultiplexing.

In this paper, we use the term routable prefix to represent a

prefix that can be forwarded to, and the term application-
specific prefix to represent an extension of the routable prefix

used for distinguishing applications. For example with the

name: /Alice/videos/DemoA.flv/1/2, its routable prefix and

application-specific prefix could be /Alice and /Alice/videos,

respectively. According to the two types of prefixes, the packet

processing path is divided into network-layer forwarding path
and local delivering path as shown in Fig. 2(b).

For the network-layer packet forwarding, iStack follows

the basic design of NDN. Interests are pending in PIT and for-

warded based on FIB and forwarding strategies. Data packets

are forwarded along the reverse path of the pending Interests.

The main difference is the serving scope of FIB. In previ-

ous design of NDN forwarders like NFD, a local application

registers the content prefixes with its identification into FIB,

hence the forwarder can deliver the corresponding Interests to

it. In contrast, FIB in iStack serves for the network layer only,

which means it only records routable prefixes rather than a

vast number of application-specific prefixes.

FIB in iStack can only be updated by (i) routing protocols

running in kernel threads and (ii) user-space configuration

tools. The former one updates FIB with routing information

learned from the network and the later one is used by supe-

rusers to register routable prefixes of providers on this host.

The network layer only determines whether Interests should

be delivered to this host based on routable prefixes in FIB

and hands over these Interests to BPT. FIB is agnostic to

application-specific prefixes and local packet distinguishing.

The local part of name resolution is situated above the

network layer and provides local packet distinguishing func-

tionality. It maintains BPT, which records the mapping be-

tween application sockets and application-specific prefixes.

Indicated by its name, an application registers its application-

specific prefix through socket API bind.

There are two rules for applications to bind their prefixes.

First, in BPT, any prefix must not be identical to or be a proper

prefix2 of another prefix. Otherwise one application may hi-

jack the Interests intended for other applications. Second, an

application-specific prefix should be an extending string of a

routable prefix that has been pre-registered in FIB. Otherwise,

the application may never receive any Interests as the network

layer does not pass Interests with that prefix to local host.

2In this paper, we use proper prefix to indicate a component-level prefix

of a name, such as /A/B or /A for /A/B/file

The local name resolution provides flexibility for applications

by using finer-grained and more complex prefixes without

messing up FIB. As needed, an application can create mul-

tiple sockets and bind them to different application-specific

prefixes which share a common routable prefix.

3.3 Two-Layer Face System

The face system is designed to (i) hide details of various

interfaces and (ii) ensure thread safety against the system

events such as interface adding/removing. It provides Faces,

the generalization of different network interfaces.

From the layered networking perspective, different layers

have different targets and communicating scopes. In iStack,

for packets travelling down to the lower layer, i.e. the link

layer, the semantics of name/prefix is not concerned. Whereas

for packets travelling up to the upper layer like applications,

the name/prefix semantics may still be concerned. Due to this

difference, iStack contains a two-layer face system to provide

the generalization of interfaces from different layers.

3.3.1 Face Upper Layer

The face upper layer targets to abstract the local handles upon

the network layer, which commonly are application sockets.

An upper face consists of a unique FaceID, a handler, and a

prefix. The handler is composed of an entity pointer, which

points to the upper entity represented by the face, and a func-

tion entry pointer which points to the handler function of

that upper layer entity. If an entity wants to receive Interests,

then the prefix field of its face has to be specified. Otherwise

this field is null. In the network layer, PIT and FIB only use

FaceIDs to represent network interfaces. Face upper layer

maintains a face upper table to map local handles to faces.

In the network part of iStack name resolution, incoming

Interests are filtered by FIB, and those intended for local ap-

plications are passed to BPT. In iStack network layer, there

are only FaceIDs for interfaces and entrances of BPT is also

encapsulated as faces. Face upper layer provides a perma-

nent face, Facelocal , as the local entrance. Routable prefixes

that can be served by the host are registered to FIB with

FaceIDlocal . When provider-side applications bind their sock-

ets with application-specific prefixes, the prefixes are mapped

to their faces and then the faces are put into BPT. When an

Interest comes, it is firstly passed to Facelocal based on FIB.

Then the handler of Facelocal queries BPT and returns the

corresponding face. Finally the handler of the returned face

delivers the Interest to the application socket.

3.3.2 Face Lower Layer

The face lower layer targets to abstract the link layer commu-

nication channels. It uses a face lower table to map link-layer

interfaces to faces. A lower face consists of a unique FaceID,
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a device, and a field for transmitting information. The device

can indicate either physical hardware devices like ethernet

adapters or virtual devices such as loopback device. Specif-

ically in implementation, all link-layer devices for network

accessing in the Linux kernel are abstracted as net_device and

hence, the device of a lower face is a pointer of that.

A single device is not enough to transmit link-layer frames.

A link-layer device may be connected with different remote

devices at different time or even with multiple remote devices

at the same time, like the wireless NIC of a WLAN access

point. Besides, the link-layer transmission includes unicast,

multicast and broadcast. Only broadcast needs no remote

information for transmitting while the other two needs the

destination address(es) of the remote host(s) or group(s). Thus,

the field for transmitting information is used for recoding

remote host information which typically is a destination MAC

address. Obviously, a lower face represents for the channel

between a local device and a remote host/group.

3.3.3 Thread-Safe Face Operations

The principle of face system is that the control path should not

expose details to the data path and the data path processing

should not block the control path operations. To achieve these,

the face structure has a field of user count and thread-safe

function pairs are provided: face_register and face_release
for the control path; face_hold and face_put for the data path.

In the control path, face_register is used to create a new

face and bind a network interface to it. Meanwhile, the user

count of it is set to 1. For interface removing operations, such

as closing a socket or taking a network adapter offline, the

control path uses non-blocking function face_release. The

function decreases the user count value of the face and its

further behaviour depends on the result. If the decreased user

count is 0, which means the face is not in use, then face_free is

called to free the face and recycle its FaceID. In the other case,

a positive user count means that the face is still referenced by

at least one thread, then face_orphan is called. The function

face_orphan releases everything in the face except the shell

of it and meanwhile, it set the FaceID to 0 and the handler to

face_output_blackhole, which drops any packets passed to it.

The release of the face shell is delayed to the last data path

calling face_put. Hence, the data path threads do not block

the control path operations such as closing a socket.

In the data path, when a FaceID is transformed to the face,

face_hold is called to increase the user count of it. When

the packet processing is finished, face_put is called to de-

crease its user count. Specially, if the decreased user count is

0, which means the real interface of the face has been dead,

then face_free is called to free the shell of this face. The

function pair face_hold and face_put only involves an integer

increasing/decreasing operation in common cases and a mem-

ory free operation in the case of interfaces removing. Thus the

performance influence from control path events is minimized.

3.4 Socket-Compatible Interfaces
3.4.1 Forwarding Configuration

As shown in Fig. 2(a), configuration of iStack is isolated from

common network socket communication. iStack utilizes a

specific communication mechanism between kernel and user

space supported by operating systems to provide control func-

tionalities such as configuring FIB and exporting information.

Specifically in the Linux kernel, iStack exploits two mech-

anisms: the procfs and the Netlink socket. Procfs is a virtual

filesystem which allows the Linux kernel to export internal

information to user space. Netlink socket is more powerful

than procfs. Procfs is able to read/write kernel exported data

as operating files, while the Netlink socket communicates

with kernel using socket programming model and moreover,

the later one can initiate a transmission rather than only wait-

ing for responses to user-space requests. Hence, iStack uses

procfs to export its running status and statistical information in

form of files as convenient interfaces. Meanwhile, we develop

some utility tools with the Netlink socket for configuration

requirements such as FIB configuration and CS management.

3.4.2 Application View

The common communication between applications and iS-

tack is entirely based on the network socket mechanism. An

application uses iStack via creating a socket with the address

family AF_NNET. Then, the application can send/receive

NDN packets with the socket. We provide three socket types

to support different application requirements (detailed in Sec.

4.3.3). Note that a socket of iStack can support both consumer-

side and provider-side applications at the same time. Just for

ease of understanding, we introduce them separately.

For a consumer-side application, it can send out Interest
and receive the corresponding Data once the socket is cre-

ated. When send is called for the first time, the face system

allocates a FaceID and automatically bind the socket to it.

Then the Interest goes to the network layer through that face

and is inserted into PIT and then forwarded based on FIB and

forwarding strategies. When the corresponding Data is re-

trieved, it matches the record in PIT and then is passed to the

socket via the FaceID. The Data is put in the socket receiving

queue and waits until the application fetches it with recv, or

in other cases, the application is blocked with recv until the

Data queues in the socket and triggers a software interrupt

request to retrieve it. Note that an application can send out a

batch of Interests and receive the Data packets one by one.

The order can be implied by the segment numbers contained

in names. The socket owns the face until it is closed.

For a provider-side application, it needs one more step to

receive Interests. That is, using bind to bind a prefix. The face

system allocates a FaceID and maps the binding prefix to it in

BPT. When an intended Interest arrives, it is inserted into PIT

and then finds out that the outgoing interface recorded in FIB
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is FaceIDlocal . After matching the application-specific prefix

in BPT, the FaceID of that application’s socket is returned and

the Interest is delivered to that socket. Finally the application

receives the Interest and sends out the corresponding Data
which will go along the reverse path of that Interest.

iStack adopts the sockets API rather than the established

NDN API. Consequently, it is presently incompatible with

existing NDN applications. However, rectifying this disparity

through API code modification is a straightforward process.

Our forthcoming endeavor involves streamlining the transi-

tion of existing NDN applications to iStack. To achieve this,

we will provide a user-space library that seamlessly translates

the current NDN API into iStack socket API. Furthermore, we

are proactively engaged in the development of an information-

centric programming model, complemented by a dedicated

set of primitives and a socket-based API tailored for the ad-

vancement of future NDN applications.

4 Efficient Design and Extension for iStack

4.1 Compact Forwarding Data Structures
4.1.1 Design Rationale

In NDN design, each Interest/Data carries a variable-length

hierarchical name. As PIT maintains per-packet state and

CS caches content in the network, it takes much more mem-

ory than traditional stateless network stacks. An in-kernel

general-purpose network stack should take the trade-off be-

tween performance and resource consumption. In order to

reduce the kernel-space memory consumption while keeping

fast packet processing, we design compact forwarding data

structures for PIT and CS in iStack.

The compact design ingeniously utilizes the fact that the

life time of a PIT/CS entry is the same as that of an Inter-
est/Data packet. In iStack, each PIT entry keeps at least one

Interest packet pending for the potential retransmission in

its lifetime and obviously, the entry name is carried by that

Interest. For CS, it caches Data packets in kernel directly and

each of its entry name is carried by the corresponding Data.

4.1.2 Compact Hash-Based Data Structures

PIT needs to support both exact name matching (ENM) and

longest prefix matching (LPM). Hash table is naturally fit

for ENM. LPM in PIT is for the situation where an Interest
is marked with CanBePrefix flag. Such an Interest can be

satisfied by the Data with the same name prefix. As PIT only

records Interest, LPM needs no modification of the hash table,

but requires a particular lookup procedure for incoming Data.

The compact PIT structure is shown in Fig. 3(a), which

is a separated chaining hash table and takes Interest names

as keys. For an incoming Interest whose name has not been

recorded before, PIT creates an entry and pends the packet

directly. The entry uses a pointer to reference the name string

(a) Compact hash-based data structure for PIT

(b) Compact hash-based data structure for CS

Figure 3: Compact forwarding data structures

in the payload of that Interest and an unsigned integer to

record the name length. Note that an iStack PIT entry keeps

one and only one Interest. In case that more Interests with the

same name arrive before the corresponding Data is retrieved,

PIT records the incoming FaceIDs of them in the existing

PIT entry and updates the entry life time. Then the duplicate

Interests are dropped.

When a Data packet arrives, PIT performs LPM in two

steps. First, it queries the full Data name to find the matched

entry and forwards it to the incoming faces. Then, each proper

prefix of the Data name are queried for thoseCanBePrefix-flag

marked entries. Note that forwarding Data to multiple faces
is done by the kernel network function skb_clone which in-

creases the packet reference count and only copies the sk_buff
structure for management. Hence, iStack multicast has no

additional overhead for duplicate Data packets.

CS needs to support both of ENM and all sub-name match-

ing (ASNM) [24], which means all the proper prefixes of a

Data name need to be indexable. CS caches Data packets in

kernel directly and the compact structure of CS is shown in

Fig. 3(b). In order to extend supporting from ENM to ASNM,

CS creates a series of entries for a cached Data packet. Each

of the entries uses a pointer to reference the name string in
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Figure 4: Fast two-level locks structure

the payload of that Data and an unsigned integer to record

the length of the whole name or one of its proper prefixes.

With this design, CS in iStack supports NDN name dis-

covery: an Interest with CanBePrefix flag can be satisfied by

cached Data with an extended name. Moreover, entries in CS

may be evicted based on the replacement policies. In order to

evict the series of entries of a cached Data packet efficiently,

the entry of CS is designed with another dual pointer field

which forms a doubly linked list associating the series of

entries for a Data packet. With this, evicting a cached Data
packet from CS is simple: find the entries with the specific

name and then remove all the entries in its doubly linked list

and finally release the referenced packet.

The compact hash-based data structures in iStack take zero

memory copy for names and prefixes and have no packet du-

plication, which reduce the memory consumption. Moreover,

as both of the data structures and packets are in kernel space,

there is also no memory copy and context switch overhead

between kernel and user space.

4.2 Fast Locks for Multi-Threading Safety
There are forwarders which choose sharded data structures to

improve multi-thread performance, whereas keeping private

instance of PIT/CS per thread may break down NDN name

discovery. The proposed solution is introducing PIT token
which is the hash value of the entire name or a fixed-length pre-

fix of Interest name and is carried hop-by-hop (NDN-DPDK,

YaNFD [20, 23]). As a general-purpose network stack, iS-

tack avoids involving dependency on under-layer protocols.

Hence, the three key NDN data structures in iStack are shared

by parallel kernel threads. In order to ensure multi-threading

safety while achieving high performance, we carry out fast

two-level locks structure which reduces locking overhead.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, there are two-level locks for iS-

tack compact hash-based data structures, the table locks and

the entry locks. Instead of competing for a single lock, each

bucket of the separate chaining hash table is equipped with an

individual table lock. Since parallel operations are naturally

distributed to different chains by hashing, the blocking over-

head is limited to the concurrent operations on entries with a

same name and with hash collisions.

As name lookup without table modification takes a signifi-

cant proportion of name-based forwarding processing, iStack

adopts readers-writers locks as the table locks [25]. The criti-

cal area of reader locks is a traversal of a hash table chain and

writer locks protects for entry insertion and removal. To mini-

mize the impact on performance, the critical area only covers

direct operations on the corresponding hash table chain while

other processing including entry initialization and memory

free are done before and after the critical area, respectively.

The entry lock is used for safely updating the state of an

entry such as adding incoming faces to an existing PIT entry.

Due to most of the entry related operations are mutually ex-

clusive and likely to be finished in very short period, iStack

takes spinlocks as the entry locks.

The fast two-level locks structure reduces performance

degradation of parallel processing while ensures multi-

threading safety with little cost of memory consumption. iS-

tack only equips per-bucket table locks for three tables: PIT,

CS, and FIB. Given the assumption that setting those table

heads length to 65536, the extra memory for table locks is 1.5

MB in total. The entry locks are equipped on all table entries.

Nevertheless, PIT entries are temporarily pending in the table.

For CS and FIB, the size of entry lock is negligible compared

with that of cached Data and stored routable prefix strings.

4.3 Miscellaneous Design
4.3.1 In-Network Caching

As iStack is an in-kernel stack, it naturally takes CS into

the kernel. For generality, two issues should be considered,

namely the kernel-space memory consumption for storage

and the capacity of CS. For the former one, iStack provides

two parameters for management. They are maximum number

of entries and maximum size. The two limitations take effect

simultaneously. The maximum size is to limit the kernel-

space memory consumption. As CS in iStack creates entries

for each proper prefix of a Data packet, the maximum number

of entries is used to prevent from a large amount of entries

for Data with an extremely long name overwhelming CS and

decreasing its performance. For the latter, we design hierar-

chical structure for CS. The in-kernel part is used for Data
with the most popular prefixes. The out-kernel part utilizes

hard disk space to provide vast size of storage. We implement

in-kernel CS with configurable parameters in our prototypes

and leave the hierarchical CS implementation as future work.

4.3.2 Loadable Kernel Module

There are two ways to implement iStack in the Linux kernel:

i) add iStack codes to the kernel source tree and recompile

the kernel or ii) add iStack as kernel loadable module to the

running kernel. As an in-developing novel network stack,

the main part of iStack is implemented as a loadable kernel

module (LKM). But some socket-like APIs remain to be
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completed. With the current socket APIs, the parameter of

bind is limited to 128 bytes long, which limits the maximum

binding prefix length. Besides, with Berkeley socket API, the

programming model of iStack includes merely send and recv.

We also design information-centric programming model and

implement new socket-like APIs for iStack to be published.

Practically, there is a static size array for the system call table

and adding new system calls needs to modify the architecture-

specific table and recompile the kernel.

In principle, NICs provide receive side scaling (RSS) on

hardware for dispatching incoming packets to different CPU

cores. Nevertheless, the typical filter used in RSS is a 4-tuple

hash over IP addresses and TCP ports of a packet. Based on

our observations from implementing, most of the commer-

cial off-the-shelf NICs do not perform RSS for packets with

unknown ether types and they just send all packets with un-

known type to a single RX queue. Hence, we implement a

software-based dispatcher to enable multi-threading packet

processing in iStack with two dispatching strategies: dispatch-

ing based on hashing entire names and dispatching randomly.

4.3.3 Reliability and Security

Although the raw type of socket provides maximum flexibil-

ity for applications, a general-purpose network stack should

provide interfaces with different levels of granularity in

terms of reliability. Hence, besides the basic socket type

SOCK_RAW and SOCK_DGRAM, we also implement the

type SOCK_SEQPACKET in iStack. SOCK_RAW only pro-

vides a basic interface for applications to send and receive

packets. SOCK_DGRAM provides packet encapsulating and

decapsulating functions with which applications can focus on

names and content rather than manually deal with packet for-

mat. SOCK_SEQPACKET provides more reliability. In the

sock part of this type of socket, we implement slice-window

flow control, retransmission, and name-based reordering. To

save space, more details are not elaborated here.

It is worth noting that iStack represents an in-kernel design

and prototype for NDN. Its primary value lies in its robust

framework. It is designed to offer fundamental NDN func-

tionalities and facilitate integration of additional features and

strategies, rather than presenting a finalized production-ready

solution. Given that ICN/NDN fundamentally transforms the

network communication paradigm from host-dependent to

host-independent, and introduces state into the network, the

required transport abstractions may differ significantly from

the established end-to-end protocols in IP realm. Ongoing

research has been dedicated to transport-layer services [26],

congestion control [27–29], and etc. Furthermore, in NDN,

each Data carries a unique name, resulting in distinct transport

service requirements compared to traditional models. Con-

sequently, iStack currently incorporates essential transport

functionalities for application development, rather than fully

piggy-back established end-to-end transport abstractions like

TCP/QUIC. We will keep the evolution of iStack.

NDN secures data directly by requiring data producers to

cryptographically sign every Data packet [1]. There are also

literatures investigating security mechanisms for different

scenarios [30–32]. Based on the basic Interest/Data commu-

nication, users can retrieve both content and the corresponding

keys and perform verifications. We leave the security opera-

tions to user space and plan to carry out function libraries for

the convenience of applications in the future.

5 Evaluation and Discussion

5.1 Implementation and Experimentation

We have implemented iStack in the Linux kernel 4.14 and

4.19 and tested on PCs, servers, Raspberry Pies (4B+), and

edge routers. We also implemented several applications over

iStack, including file transfer, streaming video player, and

etc. Our prior test shows that iStack can achieve 1 Gbps line

speed on laptops and low-end devices like Raspberry Pies.

We built a pure NDN local area network (LAN) with iStack

and applications including file transfer and video player ran

in the LAN successfully. In this paper, our evaluation focus

on two aspects: (i) network performance benchmark and (ii)

application-level performance for real edge.

For the network performance measurement, we ran a

provider-side file transfer application on a server equipped

with dual 6 cores CPUs (hyper to 24 threads in total) and con-

nected it to a packet (Interest) generator. As the hyper thread

of a core is abstracted as a processor in the Linux kernel, we

interchangeably use the terms core and thread in the follow-

ing paper. We evaluated the maximum network throughput

with different working threads and compared the delay of

cached Data response between in-kernel and out-kernel CS.

To evaluate application-level performance for real edge, we

deployed multiple consumer-side file transfer applications to

request different files from the server. All applications use the

same format of content names and an example is /Net-A/prdc-
01/0/PubFiles/ABCD/1 which consists of three distinct parts:

1) A prefix of the provider (/Net-A/prdc-01).

2) A provider application defined prefix part (/0/PubFiles).

3) A part of application-specific information including a

segment number (/ABCD/1, /ABCD/2).

As the consumer applications run with socket APIs in user

space, this scenario can obtain "goodput", application-layer

throughput, and monitor CPU usage and memory consump-

tion as the applications are running. For fair comparison with

existing forwarders, the throughput and the forwarding rate in

the evaluation only accounts for Data packets. Hence the total

packet forwarding rate (including both Interest and Data) is

at least twice3 of the results in this paper.

3There is potential of Interest packet loss and retransmission which makes

the total packet forwarding rate may higher than twice of the reported results.
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Figure 5: Throughput with different processor affinity settings

Table 1: Delay comparison between in/out-kernel CS

CS size
Avg Delay for Cache Hit (us)

Reduction RatioIn-Kernel Out-Kernel

10 MB 3.85 7.14 46.08%

100 MB 4.17 7.69 45.77%

1 GB 4.55 8.33 45.38%

5.2 Throughput and Delay

As described in Sec. 4.3, the commercial off-the-shelf NICs

do not perform RSS for the packets with unknown ether types.

All these packets are passed to a single RX queue and handled

by one thread. Hence, in our current implementation, there is

only one thread running the dispatcher which distributes all

incoming packets to different CPU cores. In the experiments,

we used a random dispatching strategy, in which packets are

dispatched to different kernel threads randomly and evenly.

Fig. 5 shows that both of the throughput and the Data
forwarding rate grow almost linearly up to 8 or 12 forwarding

cores. After that, the growing slows down and finally achieves

6.50 and 6.13 Gbps with 24 cores. We also evaluated the

performance influence of whether using a separated core for

the dispatcher. Note in Fig. 5 that the separated-* represents

that the dispatcher never dispatches packets to the core it is

running on. The core (separated or shared) for dispatcher is

also counted in the number of working cores, hence the result

of separated-* starts from two.

In Fig. 5, we observe that the performance of shared core is

higher than that of the separated core with up to 4 cores. This

is because the software based dispatcher has not achieved its

performance bottleneck yet and separating a core for it means

decreasing the number of cores for packet forwarding and

finally leads to performance decreasing. However, when there

are more than 8 cores, the forwarding throughput is relatively

sufficient and the single core dispatcher becomes the bottle-

neck. In this case, sharing a core decreases the throughput of

the dispatcher and finally limits the maximum throughput of

iStack. Hence, with a separated core for the dispatcher, the
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Figure 6: Goodput with different content-payload sizes

input bottleneck comes later (12 instead of 4 cores as shown

in Fig. 5) and the maximum throughput of iStack achieves

6.50 Gbps. Given that the number of cores for packet ingress

depends on how many NICs are installed on the system and

the hardware RSS of the NICs, we plan to eliminate the dis-

patching bottleneck in the future work.

In order to evaluate the overhead reduction of taking CS

into kernel space, we also implemented an out-kernel version

which communicates with iStack through Netlink sockets. CS

in user space needs to copy packet buffer from/to kernel space

via system calls for Data insertion/retrieval. It has signifi-

cant overhead comparing with the in-kernel version. Table.

1 presents the forwarding delay with capacity varying from

10 K to 1M. The forwarding delay increases slightly with

capacity as larger capacity means higher workload. Table. 1

also shows that the in-kernel CS of iStack reduces over 45%

forwarding delay for the case of cache hit.

5.3 Application Performance

Fig. 6 shows that varying content size, the goodput grows

up linearly from 762.4 Mbps to 5.07 Gbps. Meanwhile the

Data forwarding rate keeps at about 0.45 Mpps, which proves

that the payload length has limited impact on iStack forward-

ing rate but is important for application goodput. Due to the

applications imports additional overhead, the measured maxi-

mum Data forwarding rate (0.48 Mpps) is slightly lower than

that measured with the Interest generator, which achieves

0.53 Mpps. Another observation is that comparing with an

iStack router, an edge host running applications with iStack

can achieve 90.5% of the maximum performance.

In Fig. 6, the differences between the results of excluding

and including names are similar with different content size,

whereas it is worth noting that with the content size growing,

the proportion of the difference decreases. Hence, if the name

does not carry application information, using larger content

size and shorter name is more efficient.
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5.4 CPU Usage and Memory Consumption

As iStack targets to deploy on edge hosts and routers for

general purpose, we evaluated CPU usage and memory con-

sumption of it. The result is measured from the entire system

instead of some specific applications. Hence it can better indi-

cate the resource overhead of an end host. In this measurement

CS was disabled on end hosts to avoid its influence on mem-

ory consumption. All consumer applications continuously ran

for 30 times after a warm-up running.

The result is illustrated in Fig. 7. Note that the two hosts

were equipped with different cores of CPU and hence the

celling of CPU usage in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) are 800% and

2400%, respectively. The CPU usage of consumer applica-

tions is relatively high, because the consumer-side applica-

tions used sockets with the type SOCK_SEQPACKET, each

of which ran a TCP-like sliding window algorithm and took

care of retransmission based on timeout. The average goodput

in this measurement is about 4.97 Gbps. Fig. 7(b) shows that

such scenario is an easy task for providers as most of the time

the CPU usage is under 200% (maximum 343.3%).

We measured initial system memory consumption before

running consumer/provider applications and the result in

Fig. 7 is the real-time measurement minus the initial value.

Fig. 7(a) shows that the total memory consumption with 15

consumer applications concurrently running is less than 50

MBytes. The memory consumption of both the server and the

host vary slightly, which indicates that excepting CS, iStack

has little memory consumption and is suitable for edge usage.

5.5 Discussion

Our evaluations show that iStack is a promising in-kernel

network stack for general purpose. iStack achieves up to

6.50 Gbps throughput and meanwhile keeps low CPU usage

and memory consumption. A comparison among iStack and

other NDN forwarders is shown in Table 2. NDN-DPDK has

the highest throughput. Nevertheless, DPDK-based solutions

have limitation of hardware depending and polling-based I/O

is not suitable for edge usages, especially for low-end devices.

Among all event-driven forwarders, iStack outperforms in

terms of the throughput/goodput with a factor of 6.26x-16.25x.

Besides, our in-kernel CS eliminates the overhead of memory

copy between kernel space and user space for caching and

retrieving Data, respectively. The evaluation result shows that

in-kernel caching reduces upto 46.08% forwarding latency in

case of cache hit. It is worth noting that currently iStack has

not been fully optimized and the single-thread dispatcher also

limits its multi-threading performance.

iStack is not another NDN forwarder but an ICN protocol

stack. The other implementations in Table 2 are all user-space

forwarders. In contrast, iStack is designed and implemented

integrated with OS kernel and our prototypes can be compiled

with the source code of Linux kernel. iStack provides system-
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Figure 7: CPU usage and memory consumption

level NDN functionality supporting. Applications can access

the named network through OS network sockets directly.

5.6 Lessons Learned
Our experiences constructing iStack have revealed important

insights into putting NDN into OS kernel. First, we have dis-

covered that from a system perspective, the namespace of

NDN should be carefully organized. Allowing applications to

register arbitrary prefixes into FIB results in unnecessary over-

head of the in-kernel network stack. Hence, iStack classifies

prefixes into routable ones and application-specific ones. In

the network layer of iStack, FIB only deals with routable pre-

fixes. Applications can binding more specific prefixes which

are handled by BPT. Hence, iStack decouples local demul-

tiplexing from network-layer routing and forwarding, while

keeping NDN name-based communication model.

Second, in contrast to IP’s stateless forwarding design,

NDN maintains per-packet state at the network layer. Crafting

a robust stateful network stack introduces additional complex-

ity. One challenge arises from the potential for network state

to create blockages with certain OS interfaces. Events such

as socket closed or network cable unplugged can occur while
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Table 2: Comparison with other forwarders

Forwarder/Stack Type I/O Driven Programming Model Net. Throughput App. Goodput Language

NFD [33] App-level Event Specific API 0.4 Gbps N/A C++

NFD-Opt. [33] ditto ditto ditto 0.9 Gbps N/A ditto

YaNFD [23] App-level Event Specific API N/A 0.81 Gbps Go

MW-NFD [22] App-level Polling Specific API 4.26 Gbps N/A C++

NDN-DPDK [20] Bypass kernel Polling Specific API N/A 22 Gbps* C & Go

iStack In kernel Event Network socket 6.50 Gbps 5.07 Gbps C
* NDN-DPDK achieves 108 Gbps throughput with Jumbo frames (8000 B). For fairness, we list results that are based on standard Ethernet frames (1500 B).

corresponding Interests are still pending in PIT. iStack mit-

igates such potential blockages through its thread-safe face

system, elaborated in Section 3.3.3. Another consideration

is the need for judicious management of overhead. iStack

employs streamlined forwarding data structures and avoids

packet duplication to minimize the overhead with stateful net-

work processing. Additionally, iStack adopts an interruption-

based packet reception approach rather than a polling-based

one. Note that in cases of extremely high throughput demands,

such as those in data-center server environments, a polling

approach like DPDK might be a viable alternative. However,

such solutions often lead to elevated CPU usage even during

idle periods, potentially monopolizing resources required for

non-networking processes. Consequently, iStack ultimately

embraces an interruption-based approach.

Third, as NDN enables in-network caching, an in-kernel

network stack for it involves storage into the OS kernel. As

mentioned in Sec. 4.3.1, taking storage into kernel should

consider two issues: memory consumption and capacity. As a

packet certainly exists in the network stack before it is cached,

an in-kernel stack can directly cache Data packets in kernel-

space memory for fast response. However, consuming too

much memory for fast in-network caching hinders other tasks

running on the host. Hence, iStack carefully limits the in-

kernel memory usage for CS and utilizes external storage to

extend CS capacity. The Linux kernel disapproves operating

files directly and from our developing experience, there are

two promising methods to achieve this. One is building a user-

space CS and exchange packets with in-kernel stack through

socket interfaces. Another one is designing a new storage

mode for the rising in-network caching involved by NDN.

Network stacks in current OS is built to support the exist-

ing node-centric networking model, with the intrinsic notion

of socket-connection-interface mapping. An in-kernel stack

communicates with user-space applications through system

calls. Specifically for networking, there are socket-based sys-

tem calls. Although presently the socket API of iStack is able

to support essential NDN communication functionalities, it

is a send/receive programming model and lacks the aware of

symmetrical flow, the unique naming of each packet, and other

features included by NDN. Hence, designing an information-

centric programming model and the corresponding API for

NDN applications is an attractive research topic.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes iStack, a general-purpose information-

centric network stack, taking NDN into OS kernel, for practi-

cal deployment and usage. Our work contains both intellectual

and practical contributions. On the intellectual side, iStack

shows how to integrate a stateful, entirely name-based proto-

col stack into OS kernel and be compatible with the socket

mechanism. On the practical side, iStack demonstrates itself

as a practical kernel-level protocol stack for NDN.

We implement iStack prototypes on different four kinds of

platforms from high performance servers to low-end devices.

Evaluation shows that iStack achieves 6.50 Gbps throughput

and meanwhile keeps reasonable CPU usage and memory

consumption, which indicates that iStack is sufficient for the

requirements of general usage and practical deployment.

To the best of our knowledge, iStack is the first in-kernel

stack for NDN and achieves both generality and high per-

formance. In terms of generality, iStack supports multiple

applications that have different purposes and requirements

with network socket mechanism implemented by operating

systems directly. In terms of performance, iStack outperforms

the NDN-testbed forwarder by a factor of 16.25x and even

faster than the polling-based MW-NFD by a factor of 1.52x.

Our future work includes the following aspects. First, we

also design a series of information-centric socket primitives

and the corresponding programming models for iStack to

be published. Second, we are working on porting iStack to

other platforms including Andriod and Windows. Third, with

further developing and extensive testing in more cases, we

will provide a well-polished version for community as well

as long term support and evolution in the near future4. We

believe that iStack is not just another forwarder for NDN, but

a step forward for the development of ICN.
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Abstract
Bulk data replication across multiple cloud regions and
providers is essential for large organizations to support data
analytics, disaster recovery, and geo-distributed model serving.
However, data multicast in the cloud can be expensive due
to network egress costs and slow due to cloud network con-
straints. In this paper, we study the design of high-throughput,
cost-optimized overlay multicast for bulk cloud data replica-
tion that exploits trends in modern provider pricing models
along with techniques like ephemeral waypoints to minimize
cloud networking costs.

To that end, we design an optimization algorithm that uses
information about cloud network throughput and pricing to
identify cost-minimizing multicast replication trees under
user-given runtime budgets. Our open-source implementation,
Cloudcast, is used for cloud overlay multicast that supports
pluggable algorithms for determining the multicast tree struc-
ture. Our evaluations show that Cloudcast achieves 61.5%
cost reduction and 2.3× replication speedup compared to
both academic and commercial baselines (e.g., AWS multi-
region bucket) for multi-region replication.

1 Introduction

Increasingly, data in the cloud must be replicated to multiple
cloud providers and different regions within each provider.
For example, geo-distributed applications like model serving
require model weights or features computed in a single region
to be replicated to multiple geographic regions to reduce serv-
ing latency for users accros the globe [22,44,51]. Data sharing
between collaborating organizations using different providers
similarly requires replicating data to multiple locations. Fi-
nally, the growth of multi-cloud applications that leverage
resources from multiple providers is dependent on application
data being available across provider boundaries [13, 51, 52].

Of course, data replication and multicast are not new. Both
topics have been extensively studied to optimize throughput
and scalability in the context of IP networks, peer-to-peer over-
lays [12,14,19,22,33], and inter-DC networks [20,36,47,54].

Figure 1: Direct replication from a source region (purple)
to destination regions (blue) may traverse expensive or slow
links, which can be avoided via waypoint regions (yellow).

However, replication between cloud regions and providers
introduces first-order concerns beyond just throughput and
scalability. In particular, the monetary cost of the transfer
is a critical factor and one that (as we show later in this pa-
per) is poorly handled by existing techniques for optimizing
throughput [33, 36, 54]. While some existing works consider
the monetary cost for multicast, they either ignore the through-
out [24] or assume a capacity-based pricing model [35] which
is inconsistent with today’s cloud. In contrast to capacity-
based pricing, cloud providers charge per-GB network egress
fees for data transferred out of a given region to another re-
gion or cloud provider. Per-GB egress fees introduce a multi-
plicative term into the transfer cost—(egress price)×(amount
transferred)—making it significantly more difficult to opti-
mize throughput and cost.

Egress costs can vary by orders of magnitude depending
on the source and destination [42], as well as the capacity
of cross-region links. As a result, the structure of the multi-
cast replication tree (i.e., what data is replicated along which
paths) can dramatically affect the end-to-end throughput and
monetary cost of replication. As a concrete example, consider
replication from a GCP source region to six AWS regions
(Figure 1). Direct replication of the data between the source
and each destination region (shown in red arrows) would cost
$720 per TB. Instead, replicating to an AWS region with
the lowest cross-region egress fees once and multicasting
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data from that AWS region to other regions (shown in dotted
green arrows) would reduce the price to $240 per TB. Further
modifying the multicast tree to utilize high-throughput links
and offload egress bandwidth from the source node can also
improve throughput.

In this work, we solve the problem of high-throughput,
cost-optimized cloud multicast in which we minimize the cost
of data replication while achieving a target replication time
(across all destinations) for bulk multicast replication. Cloud
multicast incurs costs from network egress fees and compute
resources needed to mediate the transfer. In addition, cloud
multicast must meet application Service Level Objectives
(SLO) for the replication time, such as providing freshness
guarantees on replicated data.

We design an optimizer to determine a multicast tree
structure given a user-specified source region, destination
regions, and target replication time. By providing varying
target replication times, our optimizer can generate a Pareto-
curve (shown in Figure 8) that improves replication cost and
throughput compared to prior approaches for cloud multi-
cast [23, 24]. We achieve this by leveraging techniques such
as striping, VM parallelism, and overlay networking, while
also accounting for the cloud providers’ network characteris-
tics, resource constraints, and per-GB network pricing model.

Designing this optimization is challenging for two main
reasons. First, the optimizer must account for path-specific
pricing models, resource constraints, and varying performance
across cloud providers. Existing techniques that formulate
the optimization problem in terms of bandwidth allocation
cannot be adapted to account for per-GB network pricing
without making the problem non-linear (described further in
Section 3). Second, the optimization search space is combi-
natorially large, as the optimizer must determine both the set
of overlay waypoint regions (regions which are neither the
source nor destination) as well as how data will be routed
along the overlay network. Unlike the traditional overlay set-
tings, the cloud offers significantly more flexibility in the num-
ber and the location of overlay nodes, as cloud VMs can dy-
namically be instantiated in specified cloud provider regions.
Furthermore, replicating subsets of data (i.e., stripes) via dif-
ferent paths is critical for achieving high-throughput [12]. We
introduce several approximations (e.g., pre-selecting the re-
gions and limiting path lengths) to reduce this search space
and enable the optimizer to run within seconds.

To run overlay multicast across clouds, we develop Cloud-
cast, a system for bulk data overlay multicast across GCP,
AWS, and Azure. Cloudcast has a centralized control plane
that supports pluggable algorithms for determining the num-
ber and location of overlay nodes and replication trees for
multiple segments of data. We implement our optimizer as
well as several baseline algorithms as part of Cloudcast’s con-
trol plane. We run system experiments to multicast data across
clouds and show that Cloudcast is able to achieve up to 62.4%
cost savings and 2.84× replication speedup depending on the

Figure 2: Egress fees between regions (in cents per GB).

control plane algorithm (Figure 10).
We run an end-to-end system evaluation comparing Cloud-

cast with BitTorrent [19] and AWS’s commercial offering for
multi-region bucket replication [50], which, like most cloud
data replication offerings, only supports replication into or
within that cloud. We find that Cloudcast achieves 7.7× repli-
cation speedups and 28.4% cost savings compared to BitTor-
rent (Figure 12). Compared to multi-region bucket replication,
we find that Cloudcast achieves up to 61.5% cost reduction
and 2.3× replication speedup (Figure 11).

To summarize, we make the following contributions:
1. We design an optimizer for minimizing replication cost

under replication time constraints.
2. We introduce several approximations to reduce the

search space for the optimizer, reducing the solver run-
time from hours to seconds.

3. We build Cloudcast, an open-source system for cloud
overlay multicast with pluggable data transfer policy.

2 Problem Setup

We frame the problem of cloud multicast in terms of construct-
ing an overlay network for replicating data, which involves
defining: (1) the set of overlay nodes (i.e., cloud VMs) and
(2) the paths between those nodes that will be included in a
multicast replication tree. Cloudcast eventually divides the
target data into multiple stripes (i.e., partitions), so concur-
rent replication trees may be used in a single transfer. Our
optimization objective is to minimize the monetary cost of
replication while also meeting a replication time constraint.

2.1 Egress Costs
A unique aspect of multicast in the cloud is the effect of
egress costs incurred for data transferred across cloud regions.
Cloud providers charge for wide-area data transfer per-GB
of data transferred. Egress prices—as a method of keeping
data within the provider’s regions without disincentivizing
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Figure 3: Bandwidth distribution (in Gbps) between regions.
Per-VM egress limits are marked in red dotted lines.

migration into the provider—dominate data movement costs
in the cloud and fundamentally change the multicast problem.
Figure 2 visualizes the pricing for 11 regions across AWS,
Azure, and GCP. Prices vary depending on the source and
destination cloud or region, with differences of up to 23×
across region pairs. Along those lines, one particularly impor-
tant axis is whether the transfer stays within a given cloud
provider or crosses provider boundaries, as inter-cloud egress
costs are generally higher than intra-cloud egress.

Intra-cloud egress (data movement between geographically
separated datacenters in the same cloud provider) is priced
between $0.01−$0.19 per GB transferred. Prices typically
increase with longer-distance transfers. For example, GCP
charges $0.08 for transfers between continents but only $0.02
for transfers within the US. Some smaller providers (e.g.,
IBM, Cloudflare) offer free cross-region egress.

Inter-cloud egress (data movement between different cloud
providers) is typically priced at a much higher rate per GB
($0.08− $0.23). As such, it is essential to minimize cross-
cloud transfers in a multicast replication tree.

2.2 Bandwidth Variability Across Endpoints

Meeting replication time constraints can be challenging due to
network bandwidth variability in the cloud. One type of vari-
ability arises from cloud providers, who impose constraints on
per-VM egress and ingress bandwidth. These constraints dif-
fer significantly across providers: for instance, AWS throttles
intra-cloud and inter-cloud egress to 5 Gbps per VM, while
Azure imposes no VM-level limits. The impact of these egress
limits can be observed in Figure 3, where bandwidth is capped
at the VM egress limit for AWS and GCP. Limited node egress
poses a particular challenge for cloud multicast, as the source
node’s egress bandwidth is often the bottleneck.

Even when source-node bandwidth is not the bottleneck,
observed network capacity can also vary considerably across
cloud region pairs (up to 202×). Note that these networks
are relatively stable across time; prior work [28] has found
that network throughputs are stable over periods of at least

24 hours. Instead, variations are primarily observed across
different source and destination regions. Figure 3 depicts the
distribution of profiled bandwidth between VMs running in
AWS, Azure, and GCP. Intra-cloud bandwidth is typically
(but not always) higher than inter-cloud bandwidth.

2.3 Elasticity of Resources

A major advantage of the cloud is resource elasticity and the
ability to flexibly provision VMs across many regions. In the
face of the source bottlenecks described above, VM elasticity
translates to a corresponding elasticity of bandwidth. Allocat-
ing multiple parallel VMs enables users to scale throughput
beyond per-VM network bandwidth limits.

Unfortunately, adding elastic VM capacity at the source re-
gion has limitations. Additional VMs add additional costs
due to per-second billing on VMs, which can impact the
cost/throughput tradeoff. We note that because the marginal
cost of additional VMs is often relatively small compared
to egress fees, the tradeoff is often worth making. However
even in these situations, bandwidth elasticity has limits: for in-
stance, if a network-based bottleneck is unavoidable or when
cloud providers limit the number of vCPUs per region.

Crucially, elastic VM capacity can also be deployed at way-
point regions that are neither the source nor the destination.
These waypoint regions can help mitigate source VM bot-
tlenecks by distributing load from multicast fan-out across
multiple separate regions. Waypoint regions also mitigate
points of congestion by routing data around slow paths.

2.4 Illustrated Example

Selecting overlay nodes and replication trees to optimize cost
and throughput is challenging. Consider the toy example in
Figure 4 for a 2 GB replication with two 1 GB stripes. Assum-
ing a 4 Gbps bandwidth limit for all nodes and one VM per
region, the source (“S”) and destination (“D”) nodes have fast
but expensive outgoing paths, capable of sending at 2 Gbps but
costing 10¢ per GB transferred. Other regions have cheaper
but slower outgoing paths, capable of sending at 1 Gbps but
costing 2¢ per GB transferred. In a simple direct replication
scenario, the replication will be bottlenecked by the source
node’s egress limit (4 Gbps). With two copies of data to send,
the total transfer time will be 8 seconds.

Like many bandwidth-optimized techniques [12, 23, 33],
we offload egress bandwidth by sending a single data copy
from the source and leveraging multiple replication trees.
Replication cost is reduced by replicating to a waypoint, and
then multicasting to destinations. This doubles replication
time to 16 seconds due to stripes being replicated via the
slower path (dotted arrows). An 8-second replication SLO is
met by transferring just one stripe via the cheaper waypoint.

This simple example presents a large search space for pos-
sible replication trees, and real-world cloud networks present
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Figure 4: Overlay node set and distribution trees for a toy example. The source and destination nodes are marked ‘S’ and ‘D’
respectively, while waypoint nodes in yellow are marked ‘W’. Expensive, fast paths ($0.1 per GB, 2 Gbps) are shown in solid
red, while slow, cheap paths ($0.02 per GB, 1 Gbps) are shown in dashed green.

additional parameters such as choosing the number of VMs
per region and many possible waypoint regions.

3 Cost Optimization in Cloudcast

We design an optimizer to minimize replication cost while
meeting a replication time SLO (i.e., a constraint on the max-
imum replication time to a destination). Our optimizer has
two main contributions. The first is a Mixed-Integer Lin-
ear Program (MILP) formulation of the cost-aware multicast
problem, jointly selecting overlay nodes and replication trees.
While others [23, 54] have used MILP formulations for multi-
cast overlay design, they formulate the optimization problem
in terms of bandwidth. Extending these formulations to ac-
commodate per-GB costs would violate linearity as data trans-
fer volume (cost) is proportional to the product of the key de-
cision variables: allocated bandwidth and replication time. As
a consequence, we propose a new formulation that reframes
the optimization in terms of data volume. Our new formula-
tion assigns discrete subsets of data (i.e. stripes) to replication
paths in the network while ensuring that a complete copy of
the data arrives at all destinations. Unfortunately, solving this
MILP formulation can be intractable for larger numbers of
destinations. Our second contribution is an approximation of
the MILP formulation that significantly reduces solve time
without significantly degrading the solution quality.

3.1 Egress Cost Minimization Algorithms
The challenge with our optimization problem stems from hav-
ing to consider both throughput and cost. Without replication
time constraints, we observe that the Steiner Tree [27] mini-
mizes egress cost. A Steiner Tree is a set of cost-minimizing
edges that form a tree that connects a subset of nodes within
a graph. If we do not allow the use of waypoint regions, the
cost-minimizing tree is a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST).
While solving for the MST can be done in linear time, the
Steiner Tree problem is NP-hard, though many approxima-
tions exist [43]. We cannot use the Steiner Tree to account

Inputs
TRANSFER-SIZE ∈ R Transfer size in GB
TIME ∈ R Replication time constraint
STRIPES ∈ Z+ Number of data stripes

Decision Variables
P ∈ {0,1}|STRIPES|×|V |×|V | Path indicator variable
N ∈ Z|V |

+ Number of VMs per region
F ∈ R|STRIPES+1|×|V |×|V |

+ Flow feasibility variable
Constants: Cross-Region Paths (edges)

BANDWIDTHpath ∈ R|V |×|V |
+ Bandwidth profile matrix (Gbps)

COSTpath ∈ R|V |
+ Network cost ($/Gbit)

Constants: VM Instances (nodes)
EGRESSVM ∈ R|V |

+ Per region per VM egress limit (Gbps)
INGRESSVM ∈ R|V |

+ Per region per VM ingress limit (Gbps)
COSTVM ∈ R|V |

+ Per region per VM cost ($/s)
LIMITVM ∈ Z|V |

+ Max number of VMs per region

Table 1: Symbol table for Cloudcast’s ILP formulation.

for replication throughput or instance costs, since it only opti-
mizes total edge cost, but we expect our optimizer’s solution
to be similar to a Steiner Tree in cases where the replication
time constraint is loose.

3.2 Profiling Cross-region Bandwidth

The bandwidth of paths between cloud regions (both intra-
cloud and inter-cloud) is determined by the number of VMs
in each region, each VM’s egress and ingress limits, and the
profiled bandwidth. As discussed in Section 2.2, cross-region
bandwidth per VM can be estimated by profiling the band-
width between region pairs using iperf3. Egress and ingress
limits vary across cloud providers but are static and can be
determined by cloud providers’ documentation [8, 10, 16].
We utilize these profiles as an estimate of expected network
bandwidth for the duration of a transfer. Profiling results are
included as part of our open-source repository and shared
across all users of Cloudcast.
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Figure 5: Stripes transferred from the source (purple) to desti-
nations (blue) are placed by the solver along edges depending
on edge capacity (yellow) and node capacity (green).

3.3 Optimizing Cost with Time Constraints

In order to minimize replication price while meeting run-
time requirements and cloud resource constraints, we frame
a MILP on a directed graph representing the entire cloud
topology. The input to the optimizer is the transfer size:
TRANSFER-SIZE, the runtime budget: TIME, and the number
of stripes: STRIPES to divide the data into.

To formulate the optimization problem as a MILP, for-
mulate the problem in terms of allocating data volume
to edges rather than bandwidth, with allocation units per
stripe. We translate cross-region bandwidth and per-region
egress/ingress limits into volume capacities, as shown in Fig-
ure 5, this determines how many stripes can fit along each
edge. This makes the MILP similar to a bin packing problem,
where we aim to pack stripes into edges such that all desti-
nations receive all stripes. The volume-based representation
allows cost to be computed as a function of the number of
stripes placed on each edge.

Next, we formally describe the MILP decision variables, ob-
jectives, and constraints. The cloud regions and cross-region
paths are represented as G = (V,E), where V denotes the set
of cloud regions and E denotes paths between regions. We
provide a reference table for the notation in Table 1.

3.3.1 Decision variables

The MILP formulation consists of three decision variables.
The path indicator variable Ps,(v,u) indicates whether a stripe
s is sent between regions (u,v) ∈ V . The paths selected by
P make up the multicast replication tree for each stripe. The
decision variable Nv represents the total number of overlay
routers in the region v. An additional flow variable Fs,(u,v)
ensures valid paths when constructing the multicast tree. It
ensures that the paths selected by P do not contain cycles and
are connected, by allowing flow to be pushed from the source
to all destinations for each stripe (see Section 3.3.3).

3.3.2 Objective: minimizing price under a deadline

To minimize the price of a multicast transfer while meeting
replication time constraints, we use a two-part objective func-
tion. The first part optimizes the number of virtual machines
(VMs) per region, represented by N, and the second part opti-
mizes the distribution trees per stripe, represented by P. The

objective is formulated as follows:

argminP,N TIME×⟨COSTVM,N⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
Instance Cost

(1)

+
TRANSFER-SIZE

STRIPES
× ∑

s∈STRIPES

⟨COSTpath,Ps⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
Egress Cost

(2)

The price of a data transfer is the sum of the instance fee and
the egress fee. The instance fee depends on the number of
VMs running per region, the job completion time, and the per-
region VM fee. The egress fees are determined by the data
distribution path and the amount of data traversed through the
path, as defined by P. We note that the instance cost is also
an upper bound as it can be potentially overestimated if the
data transfer is completed in less than the user-defined time
budget. However, this is necessary to ensure linearity.

3.3.3 Constraints
We represent cross-region bandwidth, node egress/ingress
bandwidth, per-region VM limits, and replication tree struc-
ture requirements as constraints within the MILP.

Representing Inter-Region & Inter-Cloud Bandwidth.
Cross-region bandwidth is represented as the per-GB capacity
given the run-time budget, i.e., how many stripes can fit along
an edge. Increasing the number of VMs in the source regions
linearly increases the rate at which we can send data. We thus
model the bandwidth between two regions as the per-VM
bandwidth profiled between those two regions multiplied by
the number of VMs in the source region:

CAPACITYpath = ⟨N,BANDWIDTHpath⟩ ∗ TIME, (3)

and constrain P in terms of the path capacity:

∀(u,v) ∈ E SIZESTRIPE ∗∑
s

Ps,(u,v) ≤ CAPACITYpath
(u,v). (4)

to ensure allocated stripes fit within the capacity.

Representing VM Bandwidth Constraints. Cloud providers
impose per-VM bandwidth constraints on network egress, as
described in Section 2.2. As such, a major bottleneck of mul-
ticast transfer is the source region’s limited egress bandwidth.
We constrain P in terms of the ingress and egress limits:

∀v ∈V SIZESTRIPE ∗∑
s

∑
u∈V

Ps,(v,u) (5)

≤ EGRESSVM
v ∗Nv ∗ TIME (6)

∀u ∈V SIZESTRIPE ∗∑
s

∑
v∈V

Ps,(v,u) (7)

≤ INGRESSVM
u ∗Nu ∗ TIME (8)

Representing VM Capacity Constraints. We account for
per region VM limits by adding the constraint N ≤ LIMITVM.
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Figure 6: Visualized solver output for inter-cloud replication
described in Section 5.1, consisting of source (purple), way-
point (yellow), and destination (blue) regions. The data is
divided into 5 stripes (marked on edges).

Ensuring Valid Multicast Trees. We use an additional vari-
able F to ensure that the paths selected by P are valid distribu-
tion trees, i.e., they are connected and acyclic, and they deliver
all data to each destination. At a high level, we ensure that
Fs,(u,v) ≥ 1, if Ps,(u,v) = 1, and impose conservation of flow
constraints on F but not P, since P is an indicator variable not
a flow variable. We then ensure that flow can be pushed from
the source node to destination nodes on F for each stripe,
which also ensures that flow can be pushed from the source
to destination for the paths selected by P (without having to
impose flow conservation on P). We leave details on this part
of the formulation for Appendix B due to space.

3.3.4 Solver feasibility
Our formulation so far has a search space of size
O(2|V |2×|STRIPES|). With 71 possible regions across GCP, AWS,
and Azure and 10 stripes, the search space is, therefore,
O(250410), which is infeasible even for advanced solvers to
solve within a few minutes, necessitating approximations.

3.4 Reducing Optimizer Runtime
In this section, we describe several mechanisms that we com-
bine to reduce the optimization runtime or an order of seconds,
while still maintaining solution quality.

Node Clustering. We observe that many regions across cloud
providers share similar characteristics in terms of bandwidth
and the costs of their outgoing and incoming paths. A moti-
vating observation was that sub-sampling regions randomly
could produce similar solutions with much lower solve time,
as shown in Figure 17. At a high level, AWS regions in Europe
regions all have similar egress/ingress costs and bandwidth, so
only one of those regions needs to be considered as a potential
waypoint. Therefore, to reduce the optimizer search space, we
cluster regions using their incoming and outgoing path costs
and bandwidth as features and select a representative node
from each cluster. We empirically find that, with about 20
clusters (i.e. 20 subsampled regions), the optimizer can gen-

Figure 7: Cloudcast system architecture.

erate solutions that are reliably similar to the original MILP
without approximation (more discussion in Section 5.3.2).

Hop Constraining. To further reduce the optimization space,
we only consider a maximum of 2-hop overlay waypoints.
Previous research has shown that limited numbers of overlay
hops are often sufficient [7, 41, 46]. Our analysis also found
solutions using multiple overlay hops to be rare, suggesting
that they need not be considered. We implement the hop
constraints as an additional constraint on the MILP.

Stripe-iterative Approximation. To make the optimizer run-
time linear with respect to the number of stripes (rather than
exponential), we design a greedy, stripe-iterative approxima-
tion algorithm that solves for one stripe per iteration. We solve
for each stripe independently, then update the input graph for
the next stripe by reducing the path capacity (CAPACITYpath),
instance limits, and egress/ingress limits per region (LIMITVM,
EGRESSVM, and INGRESSVM).

3.5 Example Topology
We show an example of the optimizer’s output replication
tree topology visualized in Figure 6. Due to variability in
cloud provider egress pricing and cross-region throughput,
our optimizer often finds unexpected solutions, such as routing
one stripe (marked [3]) from GCP to AWS, AWS to Azure,
then back to GCP. Although questionable at first glance, we
evaluate this same replication in Figure 10 and demonstrate
both cost and replication time improvements over baselines.

4 Architecture of Cloudcast

A key contribution of this work is the design and implemen-
tation of the Cloudcast artifact, which provides a practical,
performant, and extensible system for studying overlay multi-
cast algorithms in cloud environments. The Cloudcast system
simplifies the design and deployment of multicast overlays
spanning cloud object stores, and is used to implement the
optimizer described in Section 3.

We provide an overview of Cloudcast in Figure 7. Cloud-
cast is designed with a centralized control plane and a dis-
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tributed data plane. The control plane determines the set of
overlay nodes and routing paths, and it dispatches and moni-
tors multicast jobs. The data plane consists of overlay routers,
which we implement as modular software routers running on
overlay nodes deployed on cloud VMs. The control plane
configures overlay routers using a router program, which
specifies a graph of modular operators for processing data.
Each overlay router gets a unique router program, which, in
cooperation with other routers in the system, implements the
desired flow of data over the overlay network.

Cloudcast is implemented as part of the Skyplane [28] open
source project and consisted of 5K additional lines of Python
to implement a design based on overlay routers.

4.1 Control Plane
The control plane contains the planner, which supports plug-
gable algorithms for determining the placement of overlay
routers across cloud providers and paths along which data is
replicated (shown in Figure 7). The output of the planner is
used to provision VMs to act as overlay routers across cloud
regions and to compile a router program for each overlay
router that configures its behavior. Finally, the control plane
initiates the transfer and monitors its progress.

Planner. The planner is responsible for creating a multicast
plan based on a target replication time, source and destina-
tion object store paths provided by the user, and profiling
data described in Section 3.2. The planner takes as input the
algorithm to use for generating a multicast plan, which can
be the default Cloudcast optimizer described in Section 3.3
or a custom plan (e.g., a Steiner Tree over the cost graph).
The planning algorithm determines how many overlay nodes
to create in each region and how each data stripe should be
routed through the overlay network. The planner uses the al-
gorithm output to generate a router program for each overlay
router, which specifies how the overlay router should pro-
cess a chunk header when received. The Cloudcast default
optimizer is implemented using Python’s CVXPY library [3]
(version 1.3.2) with a Gurobi solver [26].

Provisioner. Once a multicast plan is determined, the provi-
sioner instantiates the overlay routers. The provisioner creates
a VPC in each cloud provider and provisions VMs to act as
overlay routers within these VPCs. The provisioner also sets
firewall rules to allow network traffic between overlay routers,
which send and receive data from each other, as specified by
the planner-generated router programs. Once a VM has been
instantiated, the provisioner installs and launches the router
programs as containers on the VMs.

Chunk Dispatching and Status Tracker. The control plane
subdivides replication target data into chunks, which are at
most 64MB in size, to allow for transfer pipelining and par-
allelism. Each chunk has a chunk header, which specifies a
key (e.g., object store object, filename), byte range, and an
optional multipart ID (required for multipart uploads). The

chunk header also contains a stripe ID, which specifies which
path along the overlay the chunk will take.

The control plane informs each source overlay router
(i.e., overlay routers responsible for reading source data) the
chunks for which they are responsible by sending the cor-
responding chunk headers. We refer to this as registering a
chunk to an overlay router. The control plane’s status tracker
monitors the status of each chunk by querying the status of
chunks on each overlay router.

4.2 Data Plane
The data plane is composed of overlay routers, each running
on a single VM. The overlay routers are created and config-
ured by the control plane to execute the transfer according
to the multicast plan. Cloudcast supports configurable over-
lays by defining processing on overlay routers using modular
operators, inspired by the design of configurable routers [32].

The router program provided by the control plane specifies
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of operators (analogous to
elements) and connections, all of which run on each overlay
router and are used to process incoming chunk headers reg-
istered to the overlay router. The DAGs are created at the
overlay router’s startup time based on the router program,
and they allow overlay routers to process chunks without
additional coordination with the control plane.

Operators are implemented as a pool of worker processes
running processing steps for a chunk, such as reading the
chunk from the source object store, relaying the chunk to an-
other overlay router, writing the chunk to a destination object
store, or transforming the chunk data (e.g., compression or
encryption). Connections pass chunk headers between opera-
tors via thread-safe queues, and can be configured to send a
chunk header to one or all of multiple downstream operators.

For example, on a source overlay router, chunk registrations
from the control plane will provide chunk headers to the first
operator in the DAG, which downloads chunk data from an
object store. All chunk data is stored in a shared memory
filesystem to allow for fast access across operators. Once
chunk data is downloaded, the chunk header is passed to the
next operator via a connection, which runs LZ4 compression
[4]) and secret key encryption [5, 18] on the chunk data. The
leaf operators are ‘sender’ operators, which relay the chunk
header and data to other overlay routers.

Chunk data is relayed between overlay routers by a ‘sender’
operator on the sending router and a ‘receiver’ operator on the
receiving overlay router. When the sender operator is created,
it creates parallel TCP connections which are kept open for the
duration of the transfer. Before sending chunk data, the sender
will attempt to register the corresponding chunk headers with
the receiving overlay router to ensure it has space in its shared
memory file system to write the chunk data. Once chunks are
registered, the sender will send the chunk data over the TCP
sockets, and the receiver will wait for the written chunk data
size to match the size specified by the chunk header, before
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System Description

Direct Data is transferred directly from the source to the destination regions.
MDST Data is transferred along edges selected by a Minimum Directed Spanning Tree (including source and destination regions)

computed from network costs.
Steiner Tree Data is transferred along edges selected by a Steiner tree (including optional waypoint regions) computed from network costs.
SPIDER [23] Data is transferred according to the plan generated by SPIDER, a system designed for fast bulk replication to multiple destinations.
Skyplane Skyplane’s optimizer is used to select paths for each source-destination pair, which are combined to build the distribution tree.
CloudMPCast [24] Data is transferred over a set of cost-minimizing edges that meet a minimum bandwidth threshold.
Deadline-aware
Inter-DC Multicast [30]

Data is transferred to meet deadlines in the inter-DC context according to [30]. Note that due to scalability issues, we needed to
modify the candidate tree generation step to only consider a subset of waypoint regions to achieve tractable runtimes.

AWS S3 Multi-
Region Bucket [9]

Vendor product that supports intra-cloud between AWS regions only. We enable Replication Time Control [38].

Bullet [33] Data is transferred according to the plan generated by Bullet, a high-bandwidth dissemination technique using an overlay mesh.
BitTorrent [49] Peer-to-peer protocol where peers download data from each other in a decentralized manner.

Cloudcast-Opt (HT) Data is transferred along the highest throughput (HT) multicast tree generated by our optimizer (tightest time constraint).
Cloudcast-Opt (LC) Data is transferred along a low cost (LC) multicast tree generated by our optimizer (relatively loose time constraint).

Table 2: All of the systems and variants we evaluate, covering a mix of academic baselines and commercial solutions.

sending chunk headers to the next operator. Successfully sent
chunk data is deleted from the shared memory filesystem.

Backpressure. Connections are configured with a maximum
size for the underlying queues. If the queue reaches its max-
imum size, the upstream operator will wait until the queue
size decreases sending chunk headers to the connection.

Striping. Registered chunk headers with different stripe IDs
are placed in different queues and processed by separate
DAGs, so that different stripes can be routed differently.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Cloudcast across three metrics:
replication cost, replication time, and the optimizer solve time
(or simply, runtime). In particular, we show that for intra-
cloud and inter-cloud bulk data transfer, Cloudcast is able to
achieve up to 61.5% cost improvements under a tight runtime
budget when compared to academic, commercial, and open-
source baselines. We also show that our approximations to
reduce the optimizer solve time (as discussed in Section 3.4)
are highly effective by reducing the runtime by, on average,
30.68× for 5-destination replications. To simplify evaluation,
we disable compression and encryption in experiments.

The full list of evaluated baselines is shown in Table 2. We
note that many algorithms do not determine the number of
VMs to use in each region. To present them in the best light
possible, we maximize the number of VMs in each region
traversed by data, subject to per-region quota limits.

5.1 Comparison to Multicast Algorithms
We compare the replication time and cost of existing multicast
algorithms with Cloudcast’s optimizer to send 100 GB of data
from one source to six destination regions.

Simulation results. Given the above replication scenario, we
start by exploring a wide range of algorithmic baselines and

Figure 8: Simulated results for Multicast Algorithms.

Cloudcast parameter settings through simulation. While we
tested many configurations through the development of Cloud-
cast, due to limited space, we present results for a representa-
tive configuration1. Evaluated systems include Cloudcast-Opt,
direct transmission to the destinations, sending along cost-
minimizing trees (MDST and Steiner Tree), SPIDER [23],
CloudMPCast [24], Skyplane [28], and a deadline-aware inter-
DC optimizer [30]. Although Skyplane’s optimizer is de-
signed for unicast, not multicast, we adapt the optimizer’s
solution to multicast by running the optimization for each
source-destination pair, and then combining all the graphs to
build the distribution tree.

For Skyplane, CloudMPCast, and Cloudcast-Opt, we vary
the throughput parameter to evaluate the performance range.
For CloudMPCast [24], the optimizer allows for the level of
throughput degradation to be controlled by an α ≤ 1 term,
which determines how aggressively edges are filtered out. Our
parameter sweep includes α ∈ [1,0.5,0.1], where α = 1 maxi-
mizes CloudMPCast’s throughput. For Skyplane, we vary the
target throughput to maximize throughput and minimize cost,
and plot both of these points. For Cloudcast-Opt, we show

1Simulated Inter-Cloud: from gcp:asia-southeast1-a to azure:
eastasia, aws:af-south-1, azure:brazilsouth, aws:sa-east-1
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(a) AWS Intra-Cloud (b) Azure Intra-Cloud (c) GCP Intra-Cloud

Figure 9: Intra-cloud multicast results for algorithms implemented on Cloudcast.

Figure 10: Inter-cloud multicast results for different algo-
rithms implemented on Cloudcast. The Cloudcast replication
tree is visualized in Figure 6.

results for several replication time constraints.
In Figure 8, we see that all baselines improve signifi-

cantly upon direct transmission, and while some can match
Cloudcast-Opt’s capacity for fast replication time or low cost,
no existing baseline can optimize both metrics simultaneously.
Rather, Cloudcast-Opt’s Pareto-curve can match or beat all
baselines on at least one of cost or performance. CloudMP-
Cast, whose α parameter does provide some flexibility, still of-
fers a worse tradeoff than Cloudcast-Opt. Skyplane also has a
significantly worse tradeoff curve, as it is not designed for mul-
ticast, so does not perform optimizations to alleviate source
bottlenecks which are crucial for achieving high throughput.
Despite this, even Skyplane’s can improve throughput (for
the throughput-maximizing solution) and reduce cost (for the
cost-minimizing solution) as compared to direct transfers.

Cloud deployments. The remainder of our evaluations
present empirical results from real cloud data transfers. Due to
the high cost of running data multicast in the cloud ($20–$110
per transfer), we limit our evaluation to four representative
configurations and four representative baselines identified by
our simulation results. Among the configurations, three are
intra-cloud replications corresponding to AWS2, Azure3 and

2AWS Intra-Cloud: from ap-east-1 to us-west-1, ap-northeast-3,
eu-north-1, ap-south-1, ca-central-1, ap-northeast-1

3Azure Intra-Cloud: from brazilsouth to westeurope, westus,

GCP4, and one is an inter-cloud replication workload that
covers all three major providers5. These configurations are
chosen to contain a source region with high egress costs to
demonstrate potential cost savings. Among the baselines, we
sub-selected the best-performing baselines from our simula-
tion results in terms of throughput (SPIDER) and cost (Steiner
Tree), with direct transmission providing a naive baseline.

Figures 9a to 9c show results for AWS, GCP, and Azure
intra-cloud replication, and Figure 10 shows inter-cloud re-
sults. Across all configurations, given a very tight replica-
tion time constraint, Cloudcast-Opt (HT) solution leads to
46− 62.4% cost reductions and 2− 2.84× replication time
speedup compared to sending directly to each destination.

Of the baselines tested, SPIDER [23] consistently demon-
strates the lowest replication time, as it did in simulation.
However, as SPIDER is not cost-aware, Cloudcast-Opt (HT)
can achieve 28.4− 44.0% cost savings. Surprisingly, while
saving significant cost, Cloudcast-Opt (HT) simultaneously
speeds up replication by 1.11−1.35×, beating SPIDER on
both axes. If, on the other hand, Cloudcast is given a loose
replication time budget, i.e., Cloudcast-Opt (LC), it can find
the cost-optimal solution in all setups, matching Steiner Tree
solutions.

5.2 Cloud Provider and P2P Systems
We run end-to-end evaluation comparing Cloudcast with a
commercial baseline (AWS S3 multi-region bucket replica-
tion) and P2P systems (BitTorrent and Bullet).

5.2.1 AWS S3 Multi-Region bucket replication
We run an end-to-end comparison between Cloudcast and
AWS’s S3 multi-region bucket replication [9] for single-
provider multicast. AWS supports adding multiple replication
rules to a source bucket to specify automatic replication to

koreacentral, australiaeast, uaenorth, centralindia
4GCP Intra-Cloud: from asia-southeast2-a to australia-

southeast1-a, southamerica-east1-a, europe-west4-a,
europe-west6-a, asia-east1-a, europe-west2-a

5Inter-Cloud: from gcp:asia-southeast1-a to azure:
australiaeast, azure:eastasia, aws:ap-southeast-2, azure:
brazilsouth, aws:sa-east-1, gcp:australia-southeast1-a
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Figure 11: Cloudcast outperforms AWS S3 Replication Time
Control while reducing total transfer costs.

one or more replication buckets. In the aspect of time control,
AWS supports a replication time control with a minimum
15-minute SLO. However, we found that in our experiments,
replications typically completed much faster than 15 minutes.
Therefore, we use the actual replication time as a point of
comparison.

We compare AWS’s replication time and cost to Cloudcast
with the planner implemented with both direct transfer and
the optimizer. We transfer an OPT model [53] with 66 billion
parameters (122 GB in total across 9 files) between regions
in a single continent6. To evaluate AWS replication time and
cost, we create buckets with replication rules from a bucket
in the source region to buckets in destination regions. Once
the replication rules are created, we copy data from a bucket
in the same region into the source bucket with 16 VMs. After
the write completes, we measure the time until the comple-
tion of replication into all destination buckets. We calculate
the transfer cost according to AWS’s pricing page [39]. We
compare AWS multi-region bucket replication to Cloudcast
implemented with both the direct and optimizer planner and
running. As shown in Figure 11, the direct transfer has the
same egress costs as AWS bucket replication, but the VM
costs are much less than the service fee charged by AWS for
the replication. Overall, Cloudcast with the optimizer is able
to achieve 2.3× replication speedup and 61.5% cost savings.
This is a result of being able to leverage VM parallelism as
well as an overlay network that minimizes total egress costs.

5.2.2 P2P BitTorrent and Bullet
We also compare Cloudcast against P2P systems like Bit-
Torrent and Bullet. We run the same transfer benchmark in
Azure in Figure 9b, sending 100GB within Azure to 6 desti-
nation regions. We host our own BitTorrent tracker and use
aria2 [48] as a BitTorrent client. Since Bullet’s implemen-
tation is not available, we evaluate Bullet by implementing
Bullet’s algorithm inside Cloudcast’s planner. The result is
shown in Figure 12: both BitTorrent and Bullet have lower
egress costs than direct but higher than Cloudcast. BitTor-
rent is the slowest because most clients cannot utilize the full
bandwidth. The clients are built for scenarios like background
seeding and transfer off the critical path, rather than for bulk

6from aws:ap-east-1 to aws:ap-southeast-2, aws:ap-south-1,
aws:ap-northeast-3, aws:ap-northeast-2, aws:ap-northeast-1

Figure 12: Comparison with BitTorrent protocol on the intra-
cloud Azure workload in Figure 9b.

(a) Cost Reduction (b) Replication Time Speedup

Figure 13: Cloudcast optimizer’s cost and time improvement
over direct replication with varying destination numbers.

data transfer. Interestingly, without a centralized planner, Bit-
Torrent is able to find a low-cost multicast replication tree by
inferring the bandwidth among peers and preferring the data
from peers who have the highest throughput. However, it is
still significantly more expensive than Cloudcast.

5.3 Ablations of Cloudcast’s Optimizer
To understand how our optimizer behaves for different selec-
tions of source and destination regions and different target
replication times, we run simulated ablations.

5.3.1 Varying region selection
We test the generality of our improvements by randomly se-
lecting source and destination regions for varying numbers of
destinations. We show aggregated results over 100 samples
for different numbers of destinations in Figure 13. Cloud-
cast is able to improve the runtime and cost of replication
consistently across varying numbers of destinations. Cost
and throughput improvement increase with more destinations,
since more destinations provide a larger optimization space.

5.3.2 Impact of approximations on solutions
We evaluate how the optimizer with and without approxima-
tions scales to larger numbers of destinations in Figure 14, by
randomly selecting source and destination regions for varying
numbers of destination regions. We find that combining all
three approximation mechanisms is necessary to scale the op-
timizer: using no approximations, or only one approximation,
takes several minutes for just 10 destinations while using all
approximations together reduces solve time to seconds.

We also evaluate how approximations affect the quality of
the solution using the monetary cost of the solver-generated
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Figure 14: Approximations reduce solver runtime from the
cutoff of 30 minutes to seconds for up to 20 destinations.

Method Mean error Solver speedup
(geomean)

Node Clustering 0.3% 9.04×
Hop Constraining 1.1% 5.72×
Stripe Iterative 0.0% 7.02×
All Approximations 1.1% 30.68×

Table 3: Solve time and solution quality with approximations.

solution. We randomly sample 100 source/destination com-
binations for 5 destinations and compute the difference in
the solution’s monetary cost and replication runtime com-
pared to MILP without approximation in Table 3. We find
that the difference in cost averages around 1%, and estimate
the worst-case approximation ratio to be 1.4. We find that for
even just 5 destinations, the approximated solver runs with a
geometric-mean speedup of 30.68×.

5.3.3 Accuracy of replication time model
We compare optimizer-modeled throughput and real through-
put in Table 4. As transfer size increases, the approxima-
tion becomes more accurate. This is because Cloudcast’s
optimizer, designed for bulk data replication, makes several
simplifying assumptions, such as perfectly pipelined stripes.
Thus, transient inefficiencies during startup and teardown
mean smaller transfers may experience lower throughput than
the optimizer expects, but for larger, more expensive transfers,
modeled throughput closely matches empirical results.

5.4 When to Use Cloudcast for Multicast?
Cloudcast is designed for bulk multicast replication in the
cloud, so should only be used with data sizes are sufficiently
large. Since Cloudcast relies on creating VMs in the cloud
at transfer initiation time, there is a constant overhead from
VM startup time. We calculate the transfer size break-even
point (i.e. the minimum data size for using Cloudcast) for
varying providers and VM capacity limits (constraining the
throughput for the Cloudcast overlay), shown in Figure 15.
We approximate the per-destination replication throughput
without Cloudcast as equal to the per-VM egress bandwidth
limit, ignoring congestion between source and destination
VMs. Azure has a higher break-even point than AWS and
GCP due to two effects. First, the VM startup time is the

Transfer Size (GB) Prediction error

16 16.6%
32 8.51%
64 3.31%
128 1.69%

Table 4: Accuracy of the optimizer’s predicted throughput.

Figure 15: Estimated break-even point for a 6-destination
replication based on VM startup times (35, 56, and 34 seconds
for AWS, Azure, and GCP, respectively) and VM egress limits.

highest of all providers (56 seconds). Second, VMs in Azure
are not subjected to egress constraints (5 Gbps and 7 Gbps for
AWS and GCP, respectively). As a result, the benefits of using
Cloudcast’s techniques are only realized for larger transfer
sizes or larger numbers of destinations.

6 Related Work

Overlay Unicast. A significant body of prior work uses over-
lay networks to improve the performance and resilience of
one-to-one data transfers in the Internet and peer-to-peer net-
works [7, 12, 33]. In clouds, previous work has also leveraged
cloud elasticity to further improve performance [28,37]. How-
ever, they do not consider multicast, and except Skyplane [28],
none consider the monetary cost of replication in the cloud.
Handling multicast is challenging. For example, while [28]
can leverage elastic resources, cloud pricing models, and over-
lay networking for bulk unicast replication in the cloud, its
techniques are not directly applicable to the multicast setting.
More specifically, Skyplane’s flow-based throughput model
results in ambiguous multicast distribution tree solutions as it
ignores the identity of data sent along multiple paths. Further-
more, since Skyplane’s optimizer is not designed for multicast,
it cannot take advantage of techniques such as leveraging mul-
tiple distribution trees to alleviate source bottlenecks.

Overlay Multicast. End-system multicast [15] and over-
lay multicast have been proposed to efficiently disseminate
data from a single source to multiple destinations. Many
application-level multicast algorithms have been proposed.
Algorithms like SPIDER [23], SplitStream [12], Bullet [33],
and Overcast [29] are designed for high-bandwidth, cross-
internet file distribution with application-level multicast over-
lays. However, these algorithms ignore monetary costs and
focus on techniques to maximize bandwidth.
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Inter-DC Replication. Extensive prior work addresses inter-
DC replication [21, 22, 34, 44, 54], including bulk multi-
cast [36]. Recent research includes deadline [36] and cost-
awareness [20, 21]. However, the cost model in the Inter-DC
setting cannot be easily adapted to cloud users, for which
network pricing is based on total data volume rather than
bandwidth (which introduces a non-linearity for a standard
bandwidth-based MILP formulation). Furthermore, existing
formulations are not designed for multicast [20, 21] or do not
consider more than a few geo-distributed regions [36]. Our
work focuses on public clouds, considering unique per-GB
network pricing, elastic resources, and cloud-specific resource
constraints. Our approximation algorithm is also designed to
scale to all regions across multiple cloud vendors.

Traffic Engineering. The classic problem of traffic engineer-
ing has also formulated optimization problems for minimizing
cost under performance constraints. These techniques have
recently been applied to cloud providers and their monetary
costs. For example, Entact [55] studied how to optimize costs
for online service providers while still minimizing user la-
tency. Similarly, Cascara [45] leveraged latency-equivalent
paths to identify cost-minimizing paths for cloud providers.
Like Inter-DC Replication, these approaches have been de-
veloped from the perspective of the cloud or service provider
and, thus, present a materially different optimization problem.

Steiner Trees. The Steiner Tree algorithm has been applied
in the multicast setting both to minimize costs in terms of de-
lay [31] and cloud egress costs [24]). CloudMPCast [24] mini-
mizes egress costs in cloud bulk data multicast by constructing
a Steiner Tree overlay network that avoids low-throughput
cross-region paths. However, CloudMPCast overlooks VM
capacity and per-VM egress/ingress limits in its MILP for-
mulation. Also, CloudMPCast aims to achieve comparable
performance to direct transfers while minimizing cost, unlike
Cloudcast, which optimizes throughput.

Geo-Distributed Storage. Geo-distributed storage via data
replication is supported by a variety of cloud services, such as
AWS Cross-Region Replication [9], AWS Multi-Region Ac-
cess Points [11], and GCP Multi-region buckets [25]. Cross-
region replicated buckets (e.g., S3 replication rules) automat-
ically replicate written data from a bucket in one region to
one or more buckets in other regions. However, these services
have limited support for cross-cloud data movement and do
not minimize egress costs even for intra-cloud data movement.
SPANStore [51] designs a system for geo-distributed storage
across multiple cloud providers, and also optimizes egress
costs of relaying data on PUT requests. However, its relay
strategy is optimized for latency, not bandwidth.

Peer-to-peer Multicast. Peer-to-peer systems (P2P) support
file sharing among a set of end-user clients. The BitTorrent
protocol [17] reduces the network load on the source by al-
lowing clients to upload and download data to each other.
BitTorrent is widely used for data multicast in data center

METHOD MULTICAST
CLOUD

PRICING
STRIPING

RESOURCE
ELASTICITY

Unicast overlay networks
RON [7] × × ✓ ×
Skyplane [28] × ✓ ✓ ✓
COMS [20] × × × ∼

Peer-to-peer
BitTorrent [17] ✓ × ✓ ×
SplitStream [12] ✓ × ✓ ×
Bullet [33] ✓ × ✓ ×

Inter-DC overlay multicast
SPIDER [23] ✓ × ✓ ×
CodedBulk [47] ✓ × ✓ ×
BDS [54] ✓ × ✓ ×
Deadline-aware Inter-DC [30] ✓ × × ✓

Cost optimized overlay networks
SPANStore [51] ✓ ✓ × ×
CloudMPCast [24] ✓ ✓ × ×
Jetway [21] × ✓ ✓ ×

Cloudcast (ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 5: Cloudcast builds on prior work by enabling multi-
cast, optimizing cloud costs, and leveraging cloud resource
elasticity and multiple distribution trees.

environments by Facebook [19] and Twitter [49]. Special-
ized systems for data multicast that use BitTorrent include
Uber’s Kraken [40] and Ant Group’s Dragonfly [6]. These
P2P systems have significant overhead as they are designed
for adversarial settings where peers may be unreliable or fail.
Moreover, P2P systems must scale to millions of destinations
and therefore lack centralized control which prevents custom
routing topologies. P2P systems may redundantly send data
over expensive links due to a lack of cost awareness.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the problem of cost-optimized
cloud multicast by introducing overlay networks of ephemeral
VM waypoints that exploit path-specific cloud pricing to sig-
nificantly reduce cost and improve throughput. We developed
a MILP formulation of this problem and introduced approxi-
mations that make the solving time feasible for practical ap-
plications. Our evaluation against academic and commercial
baselines demonstrated up to a 61.5% reduction in cost and a
2.3× improvement in runtime. Cloudcast has been released
as part of the Skyplane open source project with pluggable
planning algorithms to enable future research in this space.
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A Optimizer Parameters

A.1 Stripe Granularity
The number of stripes is a parameter in the optimizer that
determines the unit of data size that the optimizer determines
routes. Choosing too small a number of stripes (e.g., 1-4) can
result in solution infeasibility, since an individual stripe may
be too large to fit along any given link under a replication
time constraint. We show the tradeoff in 16 between solution

quality (dollar cost) and the number of stripes set of solving
a 3-destination topology. Adding more stripes can increase
the solver runtime unnecessarily. We use 8− 16 stripes for
experiments.

Figure 16: Solution quality v.s the number of stripes. Given
a 6-destination intra-AWS transfer job and the same runtime
SLO, our optimizer generates different solutions for different
numbers of stripes. Small numbers of stripes can result in no
feasible solution or solution with worse quality (i.e., higher
cost). However, increasing the number of stripes to larger than
10 has diminishing returns.

A.2 Node Sub-Selection
In Figure 3.4, we describe how we cluster nodes to select
a subset of nodes for consideration by the optimizer. We
motivate this by running an experiment to randomly select a
subset of nodes in Figure 17. Generally, there are diminishing
returns (beyond 20 nodes) to consider additional nodes. To
avoid variability from randomness, we use the techniques
described in Figure 17 to select a represented subset of nodes.

Figure 17: Solution quality versus the number of considered
nodes. Considering a larger set of regions has diminishing re-
turns of solution quality but exponentially increases optimizer
runtime.

B Formulation Details

B.1 Ensuring Valid Paths
We cannot ensure connectivity of prevent cycles in paths
defined by P without adding an exponential number of con-
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straints. We define a special flow variable F to add constraints
that ensure that flow can be pushed along paths from P from
the source to all destinations. The source node is denoted as
the source region index in the transfer, the destination nodes
are denoted as the destination region indices, and the sink
node is denoted as a special node that is only connected to
destination nodes. We constrain F to have flow if and only if
the corresponding stripe and edge for P is set to 1.

Fs,(u,v) ≥ 1, if Ps,(u,v) = 1 (9)

We ensure zero or negative flow for Ps,u,v = 0 via capacity
constraints. We set special capacity constraints between des-
tination nodes and the sink, to ensure that the sink can only
receive sufficient flow if it receives flow from all destinations.

Fs,(u,v) ≤


1, if u ∈ DEST,v = sink

0, if Ps,(u,v) = 0
|DEST|, otherwise

(10)

We impose conservation of flow ∀s:

∑
u∈V

Fs,(u,v) =


|DEST|, if v is the source
−|DEST|, if v is the sink
0, otherwise

(11)

If the above constraints are met, this ensures that the stripe
paths assigned by P are able to push flow from the source to
all destinations.

B.1.1 Full Formulation

We can write a full formulation of an integer linear program
as the following:

argmin
P,N,F

TIME ∗ ⟨COSTVM,N⟩+∑
s
⟨COSTpath,P⟩ (12)

N ≤ LIMITVM (13)

SIZESTRIPE ∗∑
s

Ps,(u,v) ≤ CAPACITYpath
u,v (14)

SIZESTRIPE ∗∑
s

∑
u∈V

Ps,(v,u) ≤ EGRESSVM (15)

SIZESTRIPE ∗∑
s

∑
v∈V

Ps,(v,u) ≤ INGRESSVM (16)

Fs,(u,v) ≥ 1, if Ps,(u,v) = 1 (17)

∑
u∈V

Fs,(u,v) =


|DEST|, if v is the source
−|DEST|, if v is the sink
0, otherwise

(18)

Fs,(u,v) ≤


1, if u ∈ DEST,v = sink

0, if Ps,(u,v) = 0
|DEST|, otherwise

(19)

C How does Cheaper Egress Affect Cloud-
cast’s Optimizations?

Some existing cloud providers (e.g., Cloudflare [42], Wasabi
[2], and Blackblaze [1]) offer discounted or even free network
egress. Interestingly, incorporating free-egress clouds into
Cloudcast offers further opportunities to reduce costs. Figure
18a illustrates this effect. This highlights the importance of
using a system like Cloudcast, which can adapt replication
plans in response to cheaper network offerings.

It is possible that major cloud providers will also adapt free-
egress models or, in a less extreme case, make intra-cloud
network fees more uniform as they build up additional capac-
ity for inter-region networks with limited bandwidth. In this
case, the techniques used by Cloudcast (overlay networking,
VM parallelism, and striping) would achieve only substantial
throughput improvements but no cost improvement.

(a) Example of routing via no egress fee clouds.

Direct Cloudcast w/o
Cloudflare

Cloudcast w/
Cloudflare

Cost ($/GB) 0.24 0.2075 0.12

(b) Egress cost is 2× cheaper including Cloudflare in Cloudcast.
Figure 18: Routing data through clouds with no egress fees
(e.g., Cloudflare) can reduce inter-cloud replication costs as
egress fees need to be paid only once rather than a minimum
of twice to replicate data across AWS, GCP, and Azure.
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Abstract
Routable PCIe has become the predominant cluster inter-

connect to build emerging composable infrastructures. Em-
powered by PCIe non-transparent bridge devices, PCIe trans-
actions can traverse multiple switching domains, enabling a
server to elastically integrate a number of remote PCIe de-
vices as local ones. However, it is unclear how to move data
or perform communication efficiently over the routable PCIe
fabric without understanding its capabilities and limitations.

This paper presents the design and implementation of rP-
CIeBench1, a software-hardware co-designed benchmarking
framework to systematically characterize the routable PCIe
fabric. rPCIeBench provides flexible data communication
primitives, exposes end-to-end PCIe transaction observability,
and enables reconfigurable experiment deployment. Using
rPCIeBench, we first analyze the communication characteris-
tics of a routable PCIe path, quantify its performance tax, and
compare it with the local PCIe link. We then use it to dissect
in-fabric traffic orchestration behaviors and draw three inter-
esting findings: approximate max-min bandwidth partition,
fast end-to-end bandwidth synchronization, and interference-
free among orthogonal data paths. Finally, we encode gath-
ered characterization insights as traffic orchestration rules and
develop an edge constraints relaxing algorithm to estimate
PCIe flow transmission performance over a shared fabric. We
validate its accuracy and demonstrate its potential to provide
an optimization guide to design efficient flow schedulers.

1 Introduction
Composable infrastructures–organizing computing, memory,
and storage as elastic resource pools–have gained a rising
attraction recently. Empowering by emerging cluster inter-
connects [7, 8, 16], applications running over such a platform
can access disaggregated hardware resources natively as lo-
cal ones, adaptively scale based on workload demands, and
achieve fine-grained sharing with co-located tenants, yield-
ing independent scaling capability, high device utilization,

1rPCIeBench is available at https://github.com/netlab-wiscons
in/rPCIeBench.

and cost-efficiency improvement. We have seen a number of
early engineering samples and commodity prototypes, such
as GigaIO’s FabreX [10], Liqid’s SmartStack [13], H3’s Fal-
con [12], Groq’s GroqRack [11], and Enfabria’s ACF [9].

PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express) is the
defacto interconnect for high-performance intra-host com-
munications. With the introduction of a specialized non-
transparent bridge (NTB) device, one can extend the PCIe
bus tree and facilitate communications between PCIe devices
from different switching domains, enabling inter-host PCIe
transactions or routable PCIe. Based on this capability, we
can interconnect tens to hundreds of PCIe devices using NTB-
enabled PCIe switches and adapters, which lays the founda-
tion for many of today’s composable infrastructures. More
importantly, routable PCIe also serves as the basis for emerg-
ing memory fabrics, like CXL [8].

However, our community lacks a systematic understanding
of the capabilities and limitations of routable PCIe. Specif-
ically, first, as a routable PCIe fabric introduces extra exter-
nal hops to PCIe transitions, what are the latency and band-
width overheads? Second, since the fabric concatenates an-
other PCIe switching domain at the endpoint of the local
PCIe bus tree, compared with the intra-host PCIe link, how
does the inter-host link behave? How well does it orches-
trate co-located flows? Third, the routable PCIe fabric allows
concurrent host-device and device-device communications.
Since the existing PCIe layered protocol still applies with no
changes, when different communication paths interleave, how
do they interact with each other? In sum, there is a strong
need to characterize the routable PCIe fabric, firmly answer
these questions, and derive some design guidelines to assist
in building communication sublayers and runtime systems
atop routable PCIe-enabled composable infrastructures.

Toward this end, we design and implement a software-
hardware co-designed benchmarking framework (called rP-
CIeBench) to help us conduct the characterization study. It
consists of three major components: (1) programming APIs
that provide various data movement primitives and allow de-
velopers to configure arbitrary testing scenarios; (2) host run-
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time and driver, responsible for both data-plane PCIe trans-
action delivery as well as control-plane platform manage-
ment and profiling; (3) FPGA bitstream, realizing the device-
side logic and manifesting itself as a reconfigurable target
accelerator. Overall, rPCIeBench is generic and device/fabric-
independent, enables end-to-end PCIe transaction observabil-
ity, and allows flexible HW/SW/traffic configurations.

We apply rPCIeBench to GigaIO’s FabreX testbed [10] and
first examine the performance characteristics of one routable
PCIe path. We find routable PCIe indeed incurs performance
tax. Its one-way PCIe latency between two endpoints is 868.6
ns, while a local one takes 379.0 ns. The forwarding rate of an
external PCIe switch is slower than a server internal one, yield-
ing 30.4% and 6.9% bandwidth degradation for host→device
and device→host scenarios. Further, as routable PCIe hinges
on the credit-based flow control, the more intermediate hops
along a routable PCIe path, the more time it takes to replenish
credits, resulting in higher latencies, especially when band-
width is oversubscribed. Our findings also indicate that an
external PCIe link preserves most proprieties of a local one
due to the inherent same layered protocol architecture. For ex-
ample, the bandwidth partition among concurrent PCIe flows
over a link depends on the ratio of their outstanding bytes.
PCIe is bidirectional, imposing little interference between
concurrent reversed flows, regardless of local or external.

We then use rPCIeBench to dissect in-fabric traffic orches-
tration characteristics and draw three findings. First, in a
routable PCIe fabric, each communication port realizes a
credit-by-credit round-robin scheduling discipline across ac-
tive lanes, yielding an approximate max-min bandwidth parti-
tion. Second, the fabric preserves little buffering at adapters
and switches, where the bandwidth availability can be pig-
gybacked via credits and quickly back-propagated from the
congestion point to other parts along the path. Third, orthogo-
nal data communication paths over the routable PCIe fabric
can be viewed as physically isolated communication domains,
imposing little performance interference.

Finally, we formalize the data movement problem over a
routable PCIe fabric, encode our empirical findings as traf-
fic orchestration rules, and derive a solution to estimate flow
transmission performance. Our edge constraints relaxing al-
gorithm takes the underlying fabric topology and PCIe flow
properties as inputs, applies iterative reduction by gradually
constraining flow bandwidth based on the capacity of oversub-
scribed links, and outputs the per-flow achieved bandwidth.
Our characterization insights make the routable PCIe fab-
ric well-structured and predictable, holding great potential to
assist flow scheduling design. We validate the algorithm in
three different experimental settings and show that the average
performance prediction error rate is 2.9–11.3%.

2 Background
This section provides the necessary background about
routable PCIe and the resulting composable infrastructures.

2.1 PCIe Non-Transparent Bridge and Routable PCIe

PCIe [16], introduced in 2003, is an interconnect for com-
munication among processors and peripheral devices. It is
a packet-based data communication network and provides
point-to-point connections through high-speed serial buses.
PCIe is organized into three layers: (a) physical layer, which
transmits/accepts packets over a link and performs packet
encoding/decoding; (b) data link layer, maintaining data in-
tegrity, sequencing packets from the transaction layer, and
ensuring reliable delivery via the credit-based flow control
protocol [38–40]; (c) transaction layer that realizes different
request and completion transaction semantics. Today, PCIe
Gen3/4 devices and ecosystems are predominant, Gen5/6 is
gaining adoption, and industry standardization of Gen7 is
underway and expected to be finalized in 2025.

Generally, a PCIe interconnect network consists of end-
points, switches, bridges, and root complexes, running under
one memory domain within a host and supporting the cor-
responding layer functionalities. A bridge, switch, and root
complex forwards and routes packets using memory-mapped
I/O (MMIO) addresses or requester IDs. To enable cross-host
PCIe communication, a special type of PCIe bridge device–
PCIe Non-Transparent Bridge (NTB)–is introduced. A PCIe
NTB allows a local host to interact with a remote device via
native PCIe transactions by building two memory address
mappings: (1) between a remote host and a local NTB: and
(2) between an NTB and a local host. As such, one can en-
able routable PCIe traversing through multiple hosts without
sharing the same memory domain. To realize scalable deploy-
ment, one can integrate a PCIe NTB into an external PCIe
switch that interconnects tens of remote PCIe devices. Con-
sequently, these remote PCIe devices will appear in the host
PCIe subsystem as a PCIe subtree, laying out the foundation
for composable infrastructures. More importantly, routable
PCIe has become the basis of emerging memory fabrics (such
as CXL [8] and CCIX [7]).

2.2 Composable Infrastructures

Infrastructure composability has gained significant attraction
recently because of its independent scaling capability, high
device utilization, and improved cost efficiency. By exposing
remote accelerators and I/O devices as local, applications can
access a large pool of computation/storage resources using
native PCIe or other interconnect transactions (without proto-
col conversion), adaptively scale based on workload demands,
and achieve fine-grained sharing with co-located tenants. We
have seen a rising number of infrastructure startups delivering
a variety of solutions, such as GigaIO’s FabreX [10], Liqid’s
SmartStack [13], H3’s Falcon [12], Groq’s GroqRack [11],
and more. We use the FabreX system as the developing target,
and our benchmarking system generally applies to others. Fig-
ure 1-a and -b depict our prototyped composable testbed and
the architecture of a typical routable PCIe fabric. It encloses
(1) a couple of external PCIe switches that realize scalable
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geted composable hardware testbed.

topologies; (2) host PCIe adapters, offering server-side con-
nectivity; (3) endpoint PCIe adapters, which hold accelerators
and I/O devices in standalone chassis. All connections use
PCIe copper SFF-8644 cables [18]. There is a fabric manager
deployed at one dedicated server, responsible for system man-
agement, such as device enumeration, topology configuration,
and liveness monitoring.

As discussed above, routable PCIe is the technology en-
abler to build composable infrastructure. However, our com-
munity lacks a systematic understanding and detailed per-
formance characterization of routable PCIe, especially when
communicating with composable devices. There are no canon-
ical software utilities, test suites, or referenced hardware plat-
forms. Thus, we fill this gap by developing a benchmarking
framework (called rPCIeBench). Based on it, we design vari-
ous experimental composable scenarios, dissect how routable
PCIe interacts with remote devices, and analyze its in-fabric
traffic characteristics.

3 rPCIeBench Framework

This section first describes the design principles of rP-
CIeBench, and presents its system design and implementation.

3.1 Design Principles

Our goal is to systematically characterize the performance of
routable PCIe and analyze its execution behavior under dif-
ferent composable scenarios. We build rPCIeBench adhering
to the following principles:

• Generality. rPCIeBench supports any PCIe-based hosts
and routable PCIe fabric testbeds, not relying on device-
dependent functionalities. We divide the benchmarking
functionalities between host servers and target devices;

• End-to-end operation. rPCIeBench should capture the
communication performance of an entire data movement
between the data generator and data consumer. We enable
end-to-end tracing and equip a reconfigurable accelerator
at the target side to interact with hosts flexibly;

• Reconfigurability. rPCIeBench should be able to generate
stipulated benchmarking requests based on a traffic profile.
We expose a set of programmable APIs, open-source the
reference hardware architecture and software implementa-
tion, and define pluggable interfaces for module updates.

3.2 Overview

rPCIeBench consists of three components (Figure 1-b),
spreading across host servers and remote devices. The first
one is programming APIs that allow developers to implement
and deploy arbitrary testing scenarios. Users prescribe bench-
marking servers and target devices, initialize the system envi-
ronment, and configure data movement patterns and attributes.
The second part is the host runtime and driver, responsible for
fabricating and submitting PCIe requests, interacting with the
underlying PCIe subsystem and host adapter, handling trans-
action completions, and conducting performance analyses.
The last piece is the bitstream within the FPGA accelerator.
An FPGA generally encloses programmable LUTs (lookup
tables), DSPs (digital signal processors), domain-specific en-
gines, and heterogeneous memory domains (like block RAMs
and HBMs), enabling us to emulate different types of data
communications. Specifically, our bitstream sets up the FPGA
execution environment, receives data transfer requests, instan-
tiates a series of data transfers via DMA engines over routable
PCIe fabric, reads/writes data to memory destinations, and
issues completion signals back.

3.3 System APIs

rPCIeBench provides three types of APIs. The first one is
used to initialize the execution environment of remote FP-
GAs, configure the device memory, and set up the host-device
address mapping. The second category allows device-side
memory management such that one can specify the source
and destination of memory locations for a data transfer. The
last one offers generic communication primitives, enabling
host-device and device-device data movement via the MMIO
(memory-mapped I/O) or DMA engine. We equip each primi-
tive with several attributes, such as performing batched com-
munications via a scatter-gather list, enabling flexible load
balancing among multiple queues, and more.

3.4 Software Components

rPCIeBench benchmarks and characterizes the routable PCIe
fabric using three software subsystems (Figure 1-b).

Performance Profiler. We trace a PCIe transaction’s en-
tire lifetime, from when the benchmarking application sub-
mits the requests until receiving the completion signals. Our
utility timestamps the transaction queueing time at the host
server (phase 1), data traversing time over the fabric (phase
2), and command execution at the remote accelerator (phase
3). All timestamps are marked at the nanosecond precision.
We use polling to improve the system profiling accuracy.
After all stipulated requests are finished, we report (a) the
overall bandwidth, queueing, and average/tail latency; (b) the
CDF/histogram of each transaction and its individual phases.
We follow design strategies (e.g., bitwise recording format,
compact data structure, and memory logger) of contemporary
perf tools [15, 17] when building the profiler.
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Category API Description

Device Conf.
dev_init (pci_bus_addr, bar_addr, size) Initialize the FPGA device and map the corresponding BAR address

dev_mem_init(pci_bus_addr, region) Instantiate the memory manager for the given FPGA memory region
dev_setup_mapping(pci_bus_addr, region, hmem_addr) Map the FPGA’s region to the host and set up the device mapping

Memory Mgt.
dev_mem_alloc (pci_bus_addr, region, size) Allocate the device memory from a given region of an FPGA

dev_mem_free (pci_bus_addr, dmem_addr) Free the allocated address from an FPGA and clear up the mapping
dev_mem_getaddr (pci_bus_addr, hmem|dmem_addr) Obtain the memory-mapped host(device) address

Communication
mmio_rd|wr(pci_bus_addr, hmem_addr, dmem_addr, size) Perform an MMIO read/write from the host to a device

h2d|d2h(pci_bus_addr, hmem_addr, size, dmem_addr, qnum) Move data between the host and the device via a given DMA queue
dev2dev_rd|wr(pci_bus_addr, dmem1_addr, size, dmem2_addr, qnum) Move data between two FPGA devices via a given DMA queue

Table 1: The rPCIeBench API list. hmem/dmem = Host(Device) memory address. All communication APIs support a batched version.

Runtime & Driver. Our system runtime has three parts: (a)
a memory manager that allocates and reclaims host-side mem-
ory for data movements; (b) a request submission scheduler,
determining the next issuing transaction based on the specified
policy; (c) a response handler, which polls the completion vec-
tor and wakes up the corresponding submission path. We use
the Linux hugepage and implement a segment-based memory
allocator [23, 24] atop. As shown in Figure 1-c, the sched-
uler is a multi-queueing system, exposing a programmable
interface for users to limit the number of outstanding requests
and define the scheduling policy. One can further control
the scheduling behavior at a fine granularity for each queue.
Besides, our driver layer realizes a slim PCIe subsystem that
implements the basic functionalities (such as bus enumeration,
device registration, and buffer/engine management) to interact
with the device on the control plane (using memory-mapped
registers) and data plane (through DMA).

Bitstream. Figure 1-c depicts the circuit diagram of the
remote accelerator. It has three 64-bit base address register
(BAR) spaces for different roles. BAR0 is used for configuring
the DMA engine, and BAR2 enables passing benchmarking
parameters. BAR4 is connected with the FPGA’s HBM and
mapped to the host memory for data movement. One can
also use BlockRAM in this case and we present the latency
comparison in Appendix B. There are five modules along
the command execution pipeline: (a) command FIFO queues,
taking user requests via MMIO write, where the host runtime
specifies the queue ID; (b) command parser, analyzing the
request format, extracting the parameters, and checking the
request’s validity; (c) command fabricator, which encapsu-
lates PCIe transactions and submits them to the DMA engine;
(d) command executor, reading from device-side memory,
buffering data temporarily, and issuing PCIe writes to the host
memory under host→device communications (device→host
works vice versa); (e) completion notifier, writing the com-
pletion signal to a predefined memory region. Note that (1)
host→device and device→host, albeit exhibiting similar pro-
cessing paths, use different hardware components; (2) we real-
ize device↔device communications by mapping one FPGA’s
HBM to the host memory and accessing it via another FPGA’s
DMA engine, causing data copied from one FPGA to another.

3.5 Command Data Path

rPCIeBench supports three types of communication primi-
tives (Table 1). An MMIO read/write, issued from the host

processor, is the first category, generating only one PCIe
read/write transaction to access the device memory. The sec-
ond one is a host-device data movement. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2-a/b, it encompasses four steps: (a) passing command
arguments via an MMIO write, (b) moving data between host
and device, (c) reading/writing to the HBM, and (d) issuing
completion signals via another PCIe write, yielding 1 MMIO
write and 2 PCIe transfers (which will translate to multiple
PCIe transactions based on the command size) in total. The
last type is device-device communication (Figure 2-c/d), oper-
ating similarly to the host-device case. The difference is that
two device memory accesses are triggered at both source and
destination. We use a server host to submit requests and catch
completion signals. In our implementation, command FIFO
queues and data buffer (of the command execution engine) are
located in the block RAMs (BRAMs). Under batch execution,
the command fabricator within each device (Figure 1-c) for-
malizes a list of transactions and schedules them concurrently.
We trace each primitive between submitting the command
and receiving the completion acknowledgment.

3.6 Workflow

Using the rPCIeBench framework requires three basic steps,
and we follow them when performing the characterization
throughout this paper. First, one should configure the com-
posable testbed based on the experimental data movement
flows, considering how host adapters, PCIe switches, and end-
point adapters are connected. The second step is to write
profiling applications using our system APIs. This includes
determining traffic profiles and benchmarking parameters. Fi-
nally, one will deploy the host execution environment, load
the bitstream into FPGAs, run the profiling application, and
collect performance results.

4 Basic Performance of Routable PCIe
This section examines the performance characteristics of
routable PCIe and compares them with the local PCIe case.

4.1 Experimental Methodology

Hardware testbed. Our host servers are 2U Dell R740
boxes, enclosing two 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 6248 pro-
cessors (running at 2.5GHz), 192GB DRAM, and 1.92TB
HDD. We disable both Hyper-Threading and Turbo Boost
features. All PCIe lanes of the server are Gen3. We use Xilinx
Alveo U55C cards (×16) as the major fabric-attached devices.
As discussed above, we choose the GigaIO’s Fabrex as the
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Figure 3: Latency of MMIO, Device→Host, and Host→Device communication when varying the data sizes.

routable PCIe-based composable testbed. Its RS4024 switch
has 24 ports, where each connects to a PCIe Gen3×4 link.

Terminology. We use a PCIe flow to describe one data
transfer from a source entity to a destination entity. Multiple
flows can interleave over the same communication path for
different data movements. A PCIe transaction layer packet (or
packet for short) and a PCIe transaction are used interchange-
ably, referring to the smallest transmission granularity of a
PCIe flow. Our work mainly considers three types of PCIe
transactions [16]: memory read, completion with data, and
memory write. The first two are non-posted, requiring data
responses, while the last one is a simple posted transaction.
MPS (maximum payload size) and MRRS (maximum read
request size) limit the size of corresponding packets, which
are 1024B and 512B in our case.

Experiment configuration. This section focuses on the
single communication path. There are three types of commu-
nication paths in a composable testbed: host→device (H2D),
device→host (D2H), and device→device (D2D). We set up
each of them and use the rPCIeBench’s communication prim-
itives for traffic generation. We change our traffic profile by
varying the number of outstanding PCIe flows, the packet size
per flow, and its burstness. rPCIeBench reports average/tail
latency and throughput as the major performance metrics.

4.2 Latency

One-way PCIe. We first dissect the one-way PCIe latency
between two entities using the rPCIeBench’ tracing function-
ality. When communicating within a server, we find out that
the local PCIe one-way latency is 379.0 ns, which matches
the number reported in recent literature [1, 2, 56]. However,
when traversing across the routable PCIe fabric, the one-way
PCIe latency rises to 868.6 ns, adding 489.6 ns (129.2%)

overheads! This is non-trivial for small-sized PCIe transfers.
We further worked with the device vendor and performed a
latency breakdown. We find that (1) the host adapter, switch,
and target adapter consume ∼105ns each due to the NTB
switching, respectively; (2) the propagation delay of the cop-
per wire is around 5ns; (3) the RS4024 has a 10ns processing
delay; (4) the host-side software takes ∼150ns.

DMA-induced PCIe. When PCIe transfers are triggered
via DMA, we should include the DMA engine execution
cost, including preparing the command, submitting it to the
command queue, and catching the completion signal. We
examine the hardware module within the accelerator and find
out this overhead is around 418.0 ns regardless of local or
remote. For example, a 64B PCIe write issued via the DMA
engine would take 946.0 ns and 1421.4 ns to complete in the
local and remote cases, respectively.

MMIO & H2D & D2H. The latency of an MMIO read
depends on the number of generated cache lines. As shown
in Figure 3-a, a local 64B PCIe read takes 766.0 ns, while
the remote one consumes 1751.0 ns, because one PCIe round
trip (two-way) is required. When crossing the CPU socket,
we observe there is an additional 67.0 ns and 52.0 ns for the
local and remote scenario, contributing 833.0 ns and 1803.0
ns, respectively. When the MMIO read size is 1KB, yielding
16 cache lines, a local PCIe latency rises to 11.9 us, while the
remote one increases to 27.8 us.

Both device→host and host→device trigger the same
amount of PCIe transactions (Figures 2-a/b). However, in
the D2H case, as we overlap the data write and completion
acknowledgment, it takes less time to finish. Figures 3-b/c
report our results. For example, a 64B D2H data movement
consumes 1.3 us, while the H2D takes 2.0 us. When the data
size is less than 4KB, routable PCIe adds 69.3% and 91.5%
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Figure 6: D2D bandwidth when communi-
cating within or across a PCIe switch.

latency penalties to the D2H and H2D cases due to 3 one-way
PCIe. With larger data movement sizes, such overheads di-
minish considerably. For instance, when performing a 64KB
data transfer over the routable PCIe fabric, the D2H/H2D
path takes 8.0/11.1 us, adding 17.9%/48.7% (6.8/7.5 us) com-
pared to the local scenario. This emphasizes the importance
of batching when building systems over the routable PCIe
fabric. Further, NUMA still hurts latency a little bit. On av-
erage across all cases, it brings in 10.7%/7.0% overheads for
the local H2D/D2H data transfers and adds 7.5%/11.2% more
latencies for the remote ones.

D2D. We focus on two types of device-device communi-
cation: one is crossing the external PCIe switch; the other is
within the PCIe subtree, not across the switch. Clearly, travers-
ing the switch is not free. When the data transfer size is less
than 1KB, as shown in Figure 4, crossing the switch incurs
2.2% and 11.0% more latencies for the read and write scenar-
ios, respectively. As the data movement size increases beyond
1KB, we find that the overhead increases significantly. For
example, a 64KB data transfer over D2D read/write within the
subtree consumes 10.0/10.8 us, but takes 29.6/18.6 us when
passing the switch, resulting in 194.4%/72.6% overheads.

Takeaways. Communicating over the routable PCIe fabric
(via the switch and adapters) is not as performant as the local
case. A one-way PCIe transfer takes 868.6 ns (compared with
379.0 ns in the local case). When using DMA engines for
data movements, one should also consider the engine execu-
tion cost (which is 418.0 ns in our case). Large data transfer
(beyond 4KB) can amortize the routable PCIe-induced la-
tency overheads for H2D and D2H scenarios, suggesting the
effectiveness of batching. However, for D2D communication,
traversing the external PCIe switch is costly, especially for
4+KB data sizes. This indicates that when building D2D com-
munication subsystems, one should consider not only their
positions over the fabric, but also the data transfer granularity.

4.3 Bandwidth

H2D&D2H. We gradually increase the data transfer size
and measure the communication bandwidth (Figure 5). Within
a server host, H2D and D2H max out their bandwidth with
at least 1MB data granularity, achieving 12.2 GB/s and 12.3
GB/s. However, when communicating across the routable
PCIe fabric, H2D and D2H drops to 8.4 GB/s and 11.3 GB/s,
contributing to 30.4% and 6.9% degradation. We carefully
examine each communication entity across the path and find

out that the maximum payload size (MPS) and the number
of concurrent PCIe transactions are the same in both local
and remote cases. This indicates the bandwidth drop mainly
comes from the fact the PCIe transaction rate of the external
switch is slightly lower than an internal PCIe switch on the
server board. The H2D and D2H have different performance
degradation because the adapters and switch of our compos-
able testbed use different DMA engines for upstream and
downstream links, respectively.

D2D. Next, we present the device→device communication
bandwidth. As shown in Figure 6, within a PCIe subtree
(not across the remote switch), a read/write D2D transfer
achieves 9.8/8.0 GB/s. However, surprisingly, when travers-
ing the switch, the maximum achieved bandwidth is only
2.3/4.3 GB/s! The 4.2/1.8× bandwidth degradation cannot be
simply attributed to the additional switching hop across the
path (§4.2). By dissecting the data path (Figure 2), we find
out that another limitation–root complex contention, happen-
ing because all the PCIe transactions (including launching,
preparing, and running the command) pass the root of a PCIe
bus tree–throttles the number of concurrent cross-switch D2D
transfers. However, in the within case, step 3 (Figure 2-c) and
steps 3/5 (Figure 2-d) are executed locally within the subtree.

Takeaways. The forwarding rate of an external PCIe switch
operates slower than a server internal PCIe switch, yielding
30.4% and 6.9% bandwidth degradation for H2D and D2H
scenarios. Device-to-device communications not only traverse
the external PCIe switch but might also cause root complex
contention (when devices are located in a local-remote hybrid
scenario), jeopardizing the maximum achieved bandwidth.

4.4 Latency v.s. Throughput

We examine the latency-throughput relation for each data
movement direction. We gradually inject more background
traffic (generated via large PCIe transactions) and measure the
average latency of 64B PCIe requests. As shown in Figures 7
and 8, the latency starts to rise when approaching the maxi-
mum bandwidth because credit starvation happens, causing
request stalls. However, we find that it takes more time for a
routable PCIe fabric to replenish credits. For example, when
achieving 80–90% of the maximum bandwidth, the local H2D
and D2H experience 20.2% and 28.7% higher latencies, while
the remote ones see 55.3% and 28.1%, respectively. Similarly,
within a PCIe subtree, there is an 18.3%/3.9% higher laten-
cies for the D2D read/write case, while the cross fabric case
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Figure 10: Bandwidth partition between two concurrent flows of Host→Device, Device→Host, and Host→Device communications.

experiences 41.1%/6.7% more. Since the (routable) PCIe
fabric applies a hop-by-hop credit-based flow control, the
more intermediate entities along the path, the more credit
interactions one would observe. When bandwidth is (close
to) oversubscribed, a longer communication path needs more
credit coordination to deliver a transaction.

Tail latency. Next, we interleave 16 concurrent
homogeneous-sized PCIe flows and sweep the request
size of each flow from 64B to 64KB. For each data movement
direction, when the number of available credits runs out
at the link layer, a PCIe transaction would be queued up,
increasing the service latency. Hence, we measure the
average/P99 latency and use the Taillat

Avglat
metric to estimate the

credit capacity. As shown in the Figure 9, we find that the
credit capacity is not consistent for different directions. For
example, the H2D experiences the largest ratio under 16 4KB
requests, generating up to 512 concurrent transactions, while
the D2H direction can sustain 4096 ones (i.e., 16 32KB).
This is the same for both local and remote cases, indicating
that the routable PCIe fabric has provisioned enough credits
(or communication resources) than endpoints. Similarly, D2D
reads/writes support 128 and 512 concurrency when staying
within and across the fabric, respectively.

Takeaways. Similar to most communication fabrics, one
would experience latency rises under high bandwidth utiliza-
tion. However, the issue stems from the credit-based flow
control in the data link layer. It generally takes more time
for a routable PCIe fabric to replenish credits because there
are more intermediate identities along the path, requiring
more credit coordination. The fabric is provisioned with more
credits than endpoints, leaving itself from becoming a com-
munication bottleneck from the data link layer perspective.

4.5 Bandwidth Partition

We explore how bandwidth is partitioned across concurrent
PCIe flows. Our experiments are configured as follows. For
each data movement direction, we consolidate two PCIe flows
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Figure 11: Path asymmetry demonstration of Device→Host and
Device→Device communications.

that continuously issue one outstanding PCIe request: Flow1
sends a 4KB request; Flow2 increases its transaction size from
64B to 32KB. We find that when concurrent PCIe flows share
the same communication path, bandwidth partition among
these flows is roughly proportional to the ratio of their out-
standing bytes. Take the H2D case as an example (Figure 10-
a). When a 4KB flow contends with a 128B one, Flow1 and
Flow2 achieve 9.5 GB/s and 0.39 GB/s, respectively, resulting
in a 32.8 partition ratio. When two 4KB flows interleave, both
sustain at 5.5 GB/s. The remote H2D scenario shows simi-
lar results. This observation also holds for the device→host
data movement. For example, a 4KB flow achieves 4.3/3.9
GB/s in the local/remote D2H case (Figure 10-b), one-third
of the total bandwidth, when intermixing with the 8KB flow.
When moving data between two devices, such a bandwidth
partition rule still holds. As shown in Figure 10-c, Flow1 only
consumes 0.5 GB/s and 1.9 GB/s in the D2D read case when
across or within the external PCIe switch, ∼22.0% of the total
bandwidth, where Flow2 issues a 16KB request.

Takeaways. Between two endpoints, the bandwidth parti-
tion among concurrent PCIe flows mainly depends on the
ratio of their outstanding bytes. The defacto transaction layer
imposes no fair bandwidth enforcement. The routable PCIe
fabric extends the basic scheme of a local PCIe network.

4.6 Asymmetric Communication Path

PCIe is a full-duplex bidirectional network. This section ex-
plores whether flows with opposite directions interfere with
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and (b) present in-fabric traffic sharing scenarios. (c) shows the generic architecture of a communication port. RC=Root Complex.

each other. We place a latency-sensitive flow (Flow2) from A
to B and a throughput-oriented flow (Flow1) in the reverse di-
rection B→A over one physical communication path, and then
analyze how latency varies with the throughput. Figure 11 re-
ports our results. Take the device→host as an example. When
maxing out the bandwidth, Flow2’s latency only increases
from 1.6 us to 1.8 us in the local case, while the remote one
stays around 2.2–2.3 us. Similarly, in terms of device-device
communications, within a PCIe subtree, Flow2’s latency sus-
tains at 3.1 us regardless of how much traffic is injected on the
reversed side; across the PCIe switch, Flow2’s latency varies
between 3.0 us and 3.1 us. Hence, there exists little interfer-
ence among concurrent flows under opposite directions.

Takeaways. Akin to the local PCIe network, routable
PCIe incurs no communication interference among concur-
rent reverse PCIe flows over one physical path, no matter
whether transmitting data is in any of the following directions:
host→device, device→host, and device→device.

5 In-Fabric Traffic Orchestration
§4 focuses on understanding different aspects of a single
communication path. This section analyzes how multiple
paths interact over the routable PCIe fabric, especially at the
host adapter, external PCIe switch, and endpoint adapter.

5.1 Max-Min Fair Bandwidth Allocation

Across the fabric, PCIe flows from different communication
paths contend for the bandwidth resource of any intermediate
transmit points. As shown in Figure 12-a, we configure three
path interleaving scenarios that share the host adapter (F1 v.s.
F2), switch (F1 v.s. F3), and endpoint adapter (F2 v.s. F4),
respectively. In each experiment, we fix the packet size of one
flow, gradually increase the packet size of another flow, and
explore how bandwidth is partitioned.

Our results show that each communication entity (e.g., an
adapter or a switch) realizes an approximate max-min band-
width allocation scheme. Specifically, when N flows from
different paths/lanes share an upstream/downstream port with
the following demands BWF1 ,BWF2 , ...,BWFn , if the aggre-
gated bandwidth is less than the link capacity, each flow can
achieve its desired rate; if the bandwidth is oversubscribed,
each flow Fi will receive its max-min share.

For example, as shown in Figure 13-a, when a 256B flow
is interleaved with a 4KB one at the downstream path of a

host adapter, both max out their bandwidth, resulting in 10.7
GB/s, less than the link capacity. However, in terms of the
1KB and 4KB mixed case, they achieve 7.5 GB/s and 8.5
GB/s when running in a standalone mode, but receive an
equal bandwidth share (i.e., 5.6 GB/s). The upstream one
presents similar results (Figure 13-d). Regarding the PCIe
switch (Figures 13-b/e), when a 64B flow (Flow1) shares
with the other one, it can always achieve 0.5/1.3 GB/s along
the downstream/upstream path. When Flow1’s packet size
rises to 1KB, Flow1 sustains at 7.5 GB/s if the packet size of
Flow 2 is less than 512B, and drops to 5.6 GB/s, which is the
same as Flow2 if the packet size exceeds 1KB. The endpoint
adapter behaves similarly. Take the 4KB+X upstream con-
tention as an example (Figures 13-f). Since two flows traverse
different communications (one is host→device and the other
is device→device), Flow1 and Flow2 achieve 12.6 GB/s and
8.2 GB/s at most if deployed exclusively. When interleaving,
Flow2 is able to max out, but Flow1 is limited to 11.3 GB/s
due to the link capacity. We also notice that the bandwidth
partition at the upstream and downstream points is not always
symmetric (Figure 13-c). We believe this is mainly due to
the implementation differences across our communication
primitives (e.g., the completion delivery step in Figure 2).

We then drill down to the underlying mechanism to explore
how such cross-lane (link) max-min fairness is realized. By
walking through the hardware details of the adapter/switch,
we find that they all employ a generic port architecture (Fig-
ure 12-c), which includes: (a) a SerDes module for data con-
version, (b) a upstream and downstream pipeline for packet
transmission, and (c) a credit engine to realize the link layer
protocol. Some might also include a PCIe retimer to retrans-
mit signals. The reason why max-min fairness across lanes is
guaranteed is due to the compounding effect between the
credit engine and round-robin arbiter within the pipeline.
Specifically, the credit-based flow control enforces an even
credit distribution scheme across active lanes, whereas the ar-
biter inside the pipeline schedules each fixed-size PCIe flit in
a round-robin fashion. Note that a flit is the basic transmission
unit over the PCIe, which is 64B in our case. Therefore, each
communication port realizes a credit-by-credit (or flit-by-flit)
round-robin scheduling across all active lanes, resulting in an
approximate max-min bandwidth allocation. Even though this
is in contrast to the classic bit-by-bit round-robin (BR) [25]
or deficit round-robin (DRR) [53] algorithm, given most PCIe
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(a) Host adapter downstream.
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(b) PCIe Switch downstream.
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(c) Endpoint adapter downstream.
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(d) Host adapter upstream.
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(e) PCIe Switch upstream.
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(f) Endpoint adapter upstream.

Figure 13: We report the bandwidth of two PCIe flows contending the upstream/downstream point of the host adapter, PCIe switch,
and endpoint adapter, where Flow1 is fixed-size and Flow2 varies from 64B to 4KB. The number of outstanding PCIe transitions is 1.
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(a) Host adapter.
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(b) PCIe Switch.
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(c) Endpoint adapter.

Figure 14: We report the P50, P90, and P99 latency of Flow1 when varying the bandwidth of Flow2, where two PCIe flows contend the
host adapter, PCIe switch, and endpoint adapter, respectively. We consider the upstream and downstream of each scenario.

flows in our context contain a sequence of flits, max-min
bandwidth partition is achieved.

Takeaways. In a routable PCIe fabric, any communication
port (within a switch or adapter) realizes a credit-by-credit
round-robin scheduling across different active lanes, resulting
in a max-min bandwidth partition. This not only helps us to
simplify the performance reasoning under traffic congestion
but also assists us in deriving a predictable flow scheduler.

5.2 Fast End-to-End BW Synchronization

In a shared networking fabric, the link available bandwidth
fluctuates considerably with the application behaviors and the
underlying topological changes. Such vagaries would cause
either traffic congestion (e.g., in-network queue build-up and
transmission delay increase) or bandwidth underutilization.
In an Ethernet fabric, the congestion control mechanism at the
end host will adjust the traffic sending rate accordingly based
on stipulated congestion signals. Since the routable PCIe has
no such layer, in this section, we’d like to explore how PCIe
flow bandwidth is adjusted based on the traffic condition.

We configure three experimental scenarios, where each has
two PCIe flows sharing an intermediate communication point
from different paths. The first flow is fixed and consumes more
than half of the link bandwidth capacity. We then gradually
increase the bandwidth utilization of the second flow and mea-
sure the P50, P90, and P99 latency of each PCIe transaction of
Flow1. We find that the routable PCIe fabric has little queue-
ing effect and the bandwidth demand can quickly propagate

from the bottleneck point to upstream entities along the path.
Ash shown in Figure 14-a/b, when contending the host adapter
or PCIe switch, we observe up to 3.5%/2.3% or 2.6%/2.1%
P99 latency increase at the upstream/downstream port. This is
mainly because the flow at a congested upstream/downstream
port would receive fewer credits than it requires, where such
information will be back-propagated to the upstreamed ports
until the source host. Since the adapter and switch within
the fabric preserve little buffering, the end host could then
adjust the flow rate based on how fast the PCIe transactions
are delivered to the destination. However, the end host adapter
(Figure 14-c) behaves differently, where contention at the up-
stream/downstream path can use drastic P99 latency increase,
more than 10us. This is because our device engine (Figure 1)
doesn’t implement an auto-pacing module as the host and uses
a large command queue inside, yielding significant queueing.

Takeaways. The routable PCIe fabric provides ultra-low
latency communication between two endpoints and preserves
little buffering at both adapters and switches. The bandwidth
availability will be piggybacked over credits, which can be
quickly back-propagated from the congestion point to up-
stream entities until the source node. One can use this as a
congestion signal when coordinating concurrent flows.

5.3 Interference-free Orthogonal Paths

Last, we explore how orthogonal communication paths inter-
act with each other over the PCIe fabric since they stay under
the same PCIe root complex. As shown in Figure 12-b, we
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(b) Upstream.

Figure 15: Performance interference among orthogonal paths.

enable concurrent data movements across these orthogonal
paths (e.g., F1 v.s. F3, F2 v.s. F4, F1 v.s. F4) and explore how
latency and bandwidth are affected. Specifically, we increase
the bandwidth of PCIe flow1 by increasing the number of out-
standing requests and measure the transaction latency of flow2
(which is a 64B flow). As shown in Figures 15, unsurprisingly,
orthogonal paths across both upstream and downstream links
are completely independent and interference-free.

Takeaways. Orthogonal data paths over the routable PCIe
fabric can be viewed as physically isolated communication do-
mains, imposing little performance interference. When reason-
ing about the fabric performance or designing flow schedulers,
one can apply a divide-and-conquer strategy and categorize
flows into different isolated domains.

6 Performance Model of the Routable PCIe
Fabric: An Optimization Guide

Based on gathered characterization insights, we formalize the
data movement problem over a routable PCIe fabric, develop
an algorithm to predict the PCIe flow transmission perfor-
mance, and validate its accuracy in real settings.

6.1 Problem Formalization

We describe a routable PCIe fabric as a directed tree G =
{N,E}, where the host root complex is the root, PCIe end-
points are leaves, and internal/external PCIe switches are
branches. Each edge represents a PCIe upstream or down-
stream link with capacity. The fabric holds a set of active
flows F = { fi}, where each is described by fi = (Bin

i ,src,dst).
Bin

i is the bandwidth of a flow when running exclusively over
the fabric (i.e., standalone BW). src and dst are the source
and destination nodes of a PCIe transfer, which can be a host
or PCIe endpoint. We assume there is a unique path between
two nodes, which is widely applicable to the PCIe subsystem.

We aim to estimate how much bandwidth a flow is allocated
when deploying all the flows concurrently over the routable
PCIe fabric. To achieve this, we encode the above characteri-
zation insights as the following traffic orchestration rules:

• Rule 1: Maximum bandwidth bound. The aggre-
gated bandwidth of co-located flows over an up-
stream/downstream link should be no larger than the link
bandwidth capacity (§4.3);

• Rule 2: Bandwidth partition of a single link. Over one
PCIe link, the bandwidth partition among concurrent PCIe
flows depends on the ratio of their outstanding bytes (§4.5).

Algorithm 1 Bandwidth Constraints on an Edge
Input: Edge Capacity C, flows F = { fi} and their unconstrained bandwidths {Bu

i }
Output: The bandwidth constraints of flows {Bc

i }
1: if ∑Bu

i ≤C then
2: Bc

i = Bu
i , for each fi; ▷ not oversubscribed

3: else
4: n = F.size(); C′ =C;
5: while True do
6: m = 0;
7: for each fi in F do
8: if Bu

i ≤C′/n then ▷ less than equal share
9: Bc

i = Bu
i ; C =C−Bu

i ; ▷ not constrained
10: F.remove( fi); m = m+1;
11: n = n−m; C′ =C;
12: if m == 0 then ▷ all flows exceed equal share
13: break; ▷ must break if oversubscribed
14: for each fi in F do
15: Bc

i =C′/n; ▷ equal share on remaining capacity

Besides, there exists no interference between the upstream
and downstream direction (§4.6);

• Rule 3: Approximate max-min fair bandwidth alloca-
tion. Each communication entity guarantees the max-min
fairness across active lanes/links due to the credit-by-credit
round-robin scheduling discipline (§5.1). A PCIe flow can
max out its bandwidth when the link is under-utilized and
drops to a fair share when oversubscription happens;

• Rule 4: Isolated communication domains. There exists
no interference among orthogonal paths (§5.3). One can ap-
ply it to categorize flows in the first place and then conduct
performance analysis hierarchically.

6.2 Edge Constraints Relaxing Algorithm

We propose a new algorithm (called Edge Constraints Relax-
ing) to solve the problem. The key idea is to apply iterative
reduction by gradually constraining flow bandwidth based on
the capacity of oversubscribed links. Given the fabric topol-
ogy and deployed flows as inputs, based on the encoded rules,
our algorithm first finds all the oversubscribed edges and their
bandwidth constraints, and then updates each flow with its
most conservative constraints. Such iterative relaxing allows
all flows to converge to one allocation in finite steps where no
oversubscribed edge exists. The algorithm requires us to main-
tain two tables: oversubscribed edges and flow constraints.

Next, we’ll describe the algorithm in detail. To begin with,
we first initialize all flows with their standalone bandwidths
(ALG2 L1). For the oversubscribed edges table, each link is
associated with its housed flows (ALG2 L2–L6). Next, for
each round, the algorithm traverses each edge and determines
if it is under oversubscription or not by comparing the link
bandwidth capacity and the aggregated target bandwidth of
its housed flows. For all oversubscribed ones, we use the
Algorithm 1 based on Rule 3 to compute the constrained
bandwidth of each flow, which is then stored in the flow con-
straints table (ALG2 L10–L12). After all edges are traversed
in this round, flows that have constraints are updated accord-
ingly. The largest constraint of a flow is chosen as its next
bandwidth (ALG2 L17). Flows not being captured means
they are able to achieve their bandwidth in the current round,
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Figure 16: The workflow of the proposed algorithm (§6.3). (a) shows algorithm inputs, including the topology graph and flows. (b) and
(c) depict the flow constraints table and oversubscribed edges table for each execution round. The units of all numbers are GB/s.

Algorithm 2 Edge Constraints Relaxing
Input: Edges E = {ei} and their capacities {Bei}, flows F = { fi} and their standalone

bandwidths {Bin
i }.

Output: Bandwidth allocation of flows {Bout
i }

1: Bi = Bin
i , for each fi in F; ▷ initialize

2: for each ei in E do
3: if ei has flows then
4: EdgeTable.add(ei); ▷ initialize Edge Table
5: for each fi in ei do
6: ei.flow_list.add( fi);
7: while EdgeTable.empty() == False do
8: for each ei in E do
9: if ∑ f j∈ei

f j >Cei then ▷ an oversubscribed edge
10: {Bc

j}= Algorithm1(Cei ,{B j}), f j ∈ ei;
11: for each f j ∈ ei do
12: f j .constraints.add(Bc

j);

13: else ▷ not oversubscribed, delete;
14: EdgeTable.delete(ei)
15: for each fi in F do
16: if fi.constraints.empty() == False then
17: Bi = fi.constraints.max(); ▷ flow update
18: Bout

i = Bi ▷ loop finishes, output bandwidth

which are the final outputs and will not be updated in later
phases. The insight of choosing the most conservative band-
width constraint is that it can guarantee the flow bandwidth
will always be at least its fair share. At the end of the current
round, we remove all edges that are no longer oversubscribed
from the edge table and use the new bandwidth (ALG2 L14)
for the next round to continue the iteration. When there are
no more oversubscribed edges, the bandwidths of each flow
are the final allocated results (ALG2-L18).

The algorithm is guaranteed to converge because there are
only finite edges generating fixed constraints in the system. At
any round, every constrained flow will be reduced, indicating
that at least one constraint will be eradicated from the list.
Thus, the algorithm must converge in finite rounds. Since the
number of edges a flow traverses is the maximum number
of constraints, the number of steps to converge is bounded
by twice the height of the tree. Our algorithm has a O(N)
complexity where N is the number of input flows.

6.3 A Walkthrough Example

We now use an example to show how the proposed algorithm
works. Figure 16-a shows a PCIe tree topology based on
our testbed. Specifically, node H represents the host adapter,
node S refers to the external PCIe switch, and nodes M/N are
endpoint adapters. Nodes A/B are two FPGAs in chassis 1

and C/D are the other two in chassis 2. The flows and their
standalone bandwidths are listed in the right table.

At the beginning, we initialize the flows with standalone
bandwidth and fill the flow list in the edge table. Then, we
calculate the aggregated bandwidth of each edge and compare
it with the link capacity to determine oversubscribed ones.
For example, edge HS is an oversubscribed one because its
capacity is 12, while the two housed flows f1 and f3 require
8 and 9 transmission bandwidths (8+9 > 12), respectively.
Applying the Algorithm 1 to HS, we will obtain a constraint
{6,6}, which is inserted into f1 and f3’s constraints in the table
(Figure 16-b). In the first round, the algorithm decides that
edges HS, SN, and ND are oversubscribed ones. As shown in
Figure 16-b, HS and SN put 6,6 to the f1’s constraints entry,
SN and ND insert 6,5 to the f2’s constraints, and HS writes 6
to f3’s constraints. After finding all constraints, we now use
these constrained bandwidths to reduce flows. We update the
f1’s bandwidth to 6 as its largest constraint is 6. The same
logic is applied to f2 and f3. Since f4 has no constraints,
as discussed above, it means that f4 can take the original
bandwidth as the final one with no bandwidth reduction.

In the second round, only those oversubscribed edges are
left in the edge table (Figure 16-c). After the first round, HS
and SN are no longer oversubscribed links, except ND. We
will then repeat the same procedure to update the flow. The
entire process is completed at the end of the second round as
all links are not oversubscribed (i.e., the edge table becomes
empty). So our final estimated results are: f1, f2, f3, and f4
will achieve 6, 5, 6, 4, respectively.

6.4 Validation and Discussion

We designed three experiments to validate the accuracy of
our proposed algorithms. Each experiment targets different
oversubscribed links. We use rPCIeBench to figure out the
standalone bandwidth of each flow and the link capacity (Ta-
ble 2-a). Tables 2-b/c/d present the comparison of each exper-
imental scenario (i.e., measured v.s. estimated).

The oversubscribed edge of the first validation experiment
is HS, where two downstream PCIe flows from the host fully
utilize the bandwidth between the host and switch. The two
flows should receive an equal bandwidth share. As shown
in Table 2-b, H→C and H→A achieve 5.77 GB/s and 5.43
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Edge Capacity
HS / SH 11.55 / 12.25
SM, SN 15.56
MS, NS 15.46

MA,MB,NC,ND 8.74
AM,BM,CN,DN 11.70

(a) Measured edge capacities.

Flow Sta. Est. Mea.
H->C 8.51 5.78 5.77
H->A 7.21 5.78 5.43
C->B 1.76 1.76 1.70
B->D 7.19 7.19 6.93
A->H 2.54 2.54 2.52

(b) HS is oversubscribed.

Flow Sta. Est. Mea.
H->C 8.56 8.37 7.82
H->A 0.53 0.53 0.47
C->B 1.76 1.76 1.63
B->D 7.19 7.19 7.00
A->H 2.54 2.54 2.53

(c) SN is oversubscribed.

Flow Sta. Est. Mea.
H->C 0.55 0.55 0.49
H->D 8.58 4.37 3.58
C->B 1.76 1.76 1.75
B->D 7.19 4.37 3.59
A->H 2.54 2.54 2.54

(d) ND is oversubscribed.

Table 2: Measured bandwidth v.s. estimated bandwidth for three validation experiments. Sta. refers to the standalone bandwidth
measured via rPCIeBench. Est. means the estimated bandwidth using our Algorithm 2. Mea. shows the actual measured bandwidth
when all flows are deployed. The unit of all numbers is GB/s.

GB/s, respectively, close to our estimation. SN link is not over-
subscribed after H→C is constrained. The average error of
our estimation is 2.94%. In the second validation experiment,
the oversubscribed edge is SN. Our algorithm suggests that
H→C should be reduced for fairness, same as the measured
result (Table 2-c). Yet all other flows are affected a little bit.
Our modeling indicates that most PCIe flows in this setting
have no interactions with each other. But still, the algorithm
identifies the most constrained flow (H→C) and delivers a
5.15% estimation error. In the last validation experiment, the
oversubscribed point is at edge ND. The computed allocation
suggests an equal bandwidth share should happen on the end-
point link while other flows are left unchanged. The actual
bandwidth (Table 2-d) is almost the same except the overall
link capacity on ND decreases. We suspect this is mainly
due to the MMIO contention impact, which bounds the maxi-
mum PCIe bandwidth [50]. Because of this, our algorithm is
able to predict the right trends, but the estimation error rate is
increased to 11.32% due to decreased link capacity.

7 Related Work
PCIe Characterization. People have studied extensively
on understanding PCIe for different contexts. Kalia et al. [35]
explored the interaction between PCIe and RDMA primitives,
providing a low-level evaluation and system design guide-
lines to optimize RDMA-based systems. Researchers [50]
proposed a theoretical model of PCIe and developed the
pcie-bench to systematically measure the host PCIe sub-
strate. NetTLP [37] enhances the observability of PCIe trans-
actions by separating the PCIe transaction layer into a soft-
ware layer and connecting it to the hardware root complex.
Wei et al. [56] characterized an off-path SmartNIC when run-
ning distributed applications and unearthed the peculiarities
of the SmartNIC PCIe subsystem. Unlike these studies that
predominantly consider intra-host PCIe, we focus on under-
standing the performance implications of routable PCIe when
holding composable infrastructures.

System Benchmarking. Our study benefits from prior pio-
neering efforts in developing benchmarking systems for dif-
ferent computing domains, such as single-/multi-core proces-
sors [21, 33], domain-specific accelerators [32, 41, 52], cloud
applications [26, 36], microservices/serverless functions [28,
54], interconnects [35,50], storage systems [22,31,43,48,49],
and programmable networking devices [27, 30, 44, 46, 51, 56,

58, 59]. We follow similar design principles when building
the rPCIeBench framework: hardware/software open-source
across the system stack, end-to-end visibility, elastic modu-
larity for upgrading/replacing sub-components, and parame-
terized deployments with reconfigurability.

Memory Fabrics. The past few years have seen rising in-
terest from industry [3–8, 14, 19, 20] and academia [29, 34,
42, 45, 47, 55, 57] in developing this new cluster interconnect.
Memory fabrics (such as CXL [8] and CCIX [7]), provid-
ing the load/store interface, allow tight integration of cross-
server computational resources, yielding next-generation sys-
tem composability. However, under the hood, the memory
load/store instructions are carried over a PCIe-like substrate.
Therefore, our experimental methodology, performance anal-
yses, and findings would be generally applicable.

Discussion. Compared with an intra-server PCIe switch,
the external PCIe one offers higher scalability, allows elas-
tic resource management, and can assign remote endpoint
PCIe devices to different server hosts. However, its routing
table is still constructed during the bus enumeration phase
when booting the server host. Our characterization results
and findings (such as max-min bandwidth fairness and fast
bandwidth synchronization) are applicable to other routable
PCIe testbeds, not only GigaIO Fabrex. Future PCIe Gen5/6
devices would see a latency and throughput improvement.

8 Conclusion
This paper presents rPCIeBench, a software-hardware co-
designed benchmarking framework to characterize the perfor-
mance of routable PCIe, the underlying cluster interconnect
for building emerging composable infrastructures. Using rP-
CIeBench, we first examine the performance of one routable
PCIe path and then dissect the in-fabric traffic orchestration
behaviors. Based on the gathered insights, we develop an
edge-constrained relaxing algorithm to accurately predict the
communication performance of each PCIe flow over a shared
routable PCIe fabric.
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Words/Burst Channel (#) Throughput (GB/s) Latency (ns)
1 (32B) 1 6.8 326.3
2 (64B) 1 13.4 330.3
4 (128) 1 13.7 649.5

8 (256B) 1 13.7 1301.9
16 (512B) 1 13.0 1677.9
1 (32B) 32 216.2 326.4
2 (64B) 32 427.4 330.5
4 (128) 32 438.2 648.7

1 (256B) 32 439.5 1297.6
1 (512B) 32 416.1 1671.5

Table 3: Throughput and latency of HBM data read when vary-
ing the number of channels.

Granularity BRAM Latency (ns) HBM Latency (ns)
8B 627 762
16B 632 763
32B 640 768
64B 644 766

128B 1264 1551
256B 2511 3091
512B 4993 6055
1KB 9992 11961

Table 4: MMIO read latency comparing between BRAM and
HBM when varying the request size.

A HBM Performance Characterization
We characterized the latency and throughput of the enclosed
HBM of U55C. Table 3 presents our results.

B BlockRAM MMIO Performance
We compared the MMIO latency between BlockRAM
(BRAM) and HBM. In this experiment, we configure the
BlockRAM as the target device. Table 4 presents our results.
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Abstract
Traditional Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) state machine

replication protocols assume a partial synchrony model, lead-
ing to a design where a leader replica drives the protocol and
is replaced after a timeout. Recently, we witnessed a surge of
asynchronous BFT protocols, which use randomization to re-
move the need for bounds on message delivery times, making
them more resilient to adverse network conditions. However,
existing research proposals still fall short of gaining practi-
cal adoption, plausibly because they are not able to combine
good performance with a simple design that can be readily
understood and adopted. In this paper, we present Alea-BFT,
a simple and highly efficient asynchronous BFT protocol,
which is gaining practical adoption, namely in Ethereum dis-
tributed validators. Alea-BFT brings the key design insight
from classical protocols of concentrating part of the work on
a single designated replica and incorporates this principle in
a simple two-stage pipelined design, with an efficient broad-
cast led by the designated replica, followed by an inexpensive
binary agreement. The evaluation of our research prototype
implementation and two real-world integrations in cryptocur-
rency ecosystems shows excellent performance, improving
on the fastest protocol (Dumbo-NG) in terms of latency and
displaying good performance under faults.

1 Introduction
The history of Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) replication

has gone through different stages throughout the years, from
the initial exploration of the topic in the 1980s [34] to the
start of a series of practical protocols that achieve good perfor-
mance in the late 1990s [16], and more recently the real-world
adoption of this class of protocols in the context of cryptocur-
rencies and blockchains [55].

BFT protocols must carefully navigate the constraints of
the FLP impossibility result [23]. This result states that no
deterministic algorithm can guarantee consensus (or, equiva-
lently, agreement on the outcome of a client request within

∗A. Oliveira is now with Three Sigma. M. Franco is now with ssv.network.

a replicated state machine) in a fully asynchronous system
where even a single process might experience a crash failure.
For many decades, the almost universally accepted way to
circumvent this hurdle was by assuming a partial synchrony
model, where the network is assumed to be initially asyn-
chronous but, after an unknown point in time, delivers and
processes messages within a certain time bound [21]. This
model leads to a class of protocol designs where a leader
can drive the execution of the protocol. In this case, after a
timeout indicating that the protocol is not making progress,
all replicas must cooperate in picking a new leader.

Recently, researchers picked up a different line of research
that had been somewhat dormant for many years: asyn-
chronous BFT protocols [9]. These protocols are safe and live
irrespectively of any timing assumptions being met, but at the
cost of probabilistic guarantees, i.e., they are provided with
very high probability. Removing these timing assumptions im-
proves protocol resilience against replica and network delays,
which may be due to reasons ranging from network problems
to malicious activity [17, 50]. The recent surge of interest in
asynchronous BFT came after the publication of a protocol
called HoneyBadgerBFT (HBBFT) [40]. Since its publica-
tion, several other protocols appeared [20,25–27,29,35,36,54],
making tremendous progress in the properties of these proto-
cols, namely their performance and asymptotic complexity.

However, while these proposals succeeded in showing that
asynchronous BFT algorithms can perform well, they have
yet to gain practical adoption in production systems. In our
view, this can largely be due to the fact that existing protocols
fall short of striking a virtuous combination of good perfor-
mance and simple protocol design. The academic research
community often overlooks the latter, but it can be a decisive
factor in practical adoption. An illustrative example of this
point, from the partially synchronous arena, is the work of
Istanbul BFT [41] (also known as QBFT [7]). This protocol is
widely adopted by the blockchain community [6], to a large
extent due to it being simple to understand and implement,
and despite it being published more than two decades after
PBFT [16] and its many successors.
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In this paper, we present Alea-BFT, the first protocol for
asynchronous BFT state machine replication that brings to-
gether top-notch performance – in terms of throughput, la-
tency, and asymptotic complexity – with a simple and elegant
design and practical adoption in real-world systems.

The main insight in Alea-BFT is that it selectively brings a
key design feature from classical partially synchronous proto-
cols, namely having a per-request designated leader replica
that drives the protocol execution for that request. To avoid
resorting to timeouts for leader replacement, the choice of
leader can constantly rotate among all replicas, as previously
done in the crash [39] and Byzantine [53] models. Then, by
splitting the request execution into two phases and placing on
this replica the responsibility of initiating the broadcast phase
to disseminate client requests, Alea-BFT avoids redundant
instances of expensive building blocks present in existing
asynchronous protocols and also avoids the use of threshold
cryptography to encrypt proposals replicated across processes.
However, this also introduces challenges, namely that there is
no guarantee that the broadcast by the leader will reach a suffi-
cient number of replicas in time for the subsequent agreement
phase. We address this challenge by including an agreement
phase, pipelined with the broadcast phase, whose goal is to
allow replicas to agree on whether it is safe to execute the
client request. The execution can proceed if sufficient replicas
received the request to reconstruct it. Otherwise, the request is
locally stored in one of the queues of pending requests. This
leads to a design featuring a novel combination of existing
building blocks, namely using VCBC as a broadcast primitive
and ABA as the driver for agreement, which are judiciously
joined together to provide a simple and performant protocol.

We report on three implementations of Alea-BFT: a re-
search prototype and two real-world implementations, one
of them in the context of the SSV Ethereum distributed val-
idator (the key technology behind staking pools), which is
currently being considered to replace QBFT as its main con-
sensus protocol in the near future [51], and another in the
context of an experimental consensus layer for the subnets of
Filecoin [45]. More recently, a second Ethereum distributed
validator incorporated Alea-BFT in its protocol roadmap [32].

Our experimental evaluation of these three prototypes
shows that Alea-BFT has excellent performance, namely with
comparable throughput and better latency than the fastest
available asynchronous BFT from the recent literature [24].
This combination of excellent performance, protocol elegance,
and real-world adoption makes Alea-BFT a practical solution
for asynchronous BFT.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 surveys related work. Section 3 describes the system
model and building blocks. Section 4 presents the design of
Alea-BFT, and we optimize it in Section 5. Section 6 analyses
its asymptotic complexity. Section 7 sketches a correctness
proof. Section 8 describes our various implementations, which
are evaluated in Section 9. We conclude in Section 10.

2 Related Work
The Byzantine consensus problem was formulated by Lam-

port et al. [34], and, over time, accumulated a large body of
research in the area [4,16,30,31,38,48]. BFT recently gained
adoption in cryptocurrencies and blockchains, with several
new protocols for those deployments [41, 55].

From these, the protocols that implement a form of con-
sensus – namely state machine replication protocols [49] –
face the FLP impossibility of consensus in asynchronous
systems [23]. To circumvent this result, most BFT systems
rely on timing assumptions such as partial synchrony [21]
for liveness. This is the case, for instance, of systems such
as PBFT [16] and also more recent proposals such as Hot-
Stuff [55], Kauri [44] or ISS [52]. Partially synchronous pro-
tocols can, however, be sensitive to conditions like a primary
that deliberately slows down the system [17] or situations
where replicas are correct but the network is unreliable [50].

As an alternative to assuming partial synchrony, random-
ized protocols circumvent FLP by guaranteeing the liveness
property with high probability. The design for this class of
protocols runs the main algorithm through multiple rounds
until its nondeterministic nature allows the probability of not
having liveness to be irrelevant. These protocols can then op-
erate over a fully asynchronous model, eliminating the need
for timing assumptions.

Existing asynchronous BFT protocols do not simultane-
ously achieve the goals of simplicity and performance, which
are key for practicality. In particular, the initial asynchronous
BFT protocols [10, 11, 14, 42, 47] are very elegant (some-
times described in less than 10 lines of pseudocode [11])
but have high communication costs and expected termina-
tion time. More recently, several new randomized protocols
appeared. At the core of this new line of proposals is an
asynchronous binary agreement (ABA) primitive, in which
processes decide on the value of a single bit. These ABA pro-
tocols are then used as building blocks for atomic broadcast
and state machine replication solutions. After a small set of
initial proposals, namely HoneyBadgerBFT (HBBFT) [40],
BEAT [20], EPIC [35], and Dumbo [27], a large number of
proposals emerged over the last few years [25, 26, 29, 36, 54].
Given the relatively large literature, we only describe in de-
tail two of these proposals, namely the pioneering work of
HBBFT [40] and a recent proposal with excellent performance
named Dumbo-NG [24].

HBBFT [40] is based on the observation that atomic broad-
cast can be built on top of an asynchronous common subset
(ACS) framework by combining it with a threshold encryp-
tion scheme. In ACS, every party proposes an input value
and outputs a common vector containing the inputs of at
least N − f distinct parties. HBBFT constructs ACS from
the composition of two phases: reliable broadcast (RBC) and
asynchronous binary agreement (ABA). During the broadcast
phase, every replica starts an RBC instance to disseminate its
proposal to all other replicas. Then, in the agreement phase,
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N parallel ABA instances are invoked to decide on an N-bit
vector, where the i-th value indicates whether or not to include
the proposal from replica Pi in the final ACS output. Here,
threshold encryption prevents an adversary from selectively
censoring requests by selecting which proposals to include in
the ACS output vector.

To our knowledge, the best performing and state-of-the-
art proposal in this area (outperforming its competitors by
several-fold) is Dumbo-NG [24]. This protocol decouples a
continuously running broadcast phase from a sequence of
multi-valued Byzantine agreement (MVBA) instances. The
broadcast phase uses a custom protocol that resembles VCBC
(see Section 3), whereas the MVBA phase reuses an exist-
ing protocol, whose validity predicate is fine-tuned to check
for valid threshold signatures and other protocol-specific con-
ditions. The presence of an MVBA protocol introduces an
O(n3) message complexity, which contrasts with Alea-BFT’s
use of a round-robin ABA, with only O(n2) complexity.

Generally, we can categorize previous proposals as either
suffering from high communication costs (pre-HBBFT proto-
cols) or having a more complex design that hinders practical
adoption (new generation, starting from HBBFT). In contrast,
Alea-BFT brings together a simple and elegant design with
excellent performance and is now being adopted in real-world
systems, namely Ethereum distributed validators. This might
be in part due to the simplicity of the protocol and its compo-
nents – for instance, while Dumbo-NG uses an MVBA, which
is complex in both the provided guarantees and its implemen-
tation, Alea-BFT leverages a much simpler ABA primitive,
resulting in an overall protocol that is easier to understand and
implement. Furthermore, Alea-BFT improves on most prior
asynchronous protocols through its near quadratic message
complexity. Note that while quadratic protocols have been
theoretically proposed [5], we do not know of any protocol
with such characteristics that was implemented.

3 Basics
In this section, we present the system model and precisely

define the basic blocks upon which Alea-BFT is built.

3.1 System model
We consider a distributed system composed of N pro-

cesses, also called replicas, uniquely identified from the set
S = {P0, ...,PN−1} and an arbitrary number of clients.

We assume a Byzantine failure model where up to f =
⌊N−1

3 ⌋ replica processes can fail arbitrarily during the exe-
cution of the protocol. The remaining processes follow the
protocol specification and are termed correct. Alea-BFT is
adaptively secure against an adversary that dynamically de-
termines the replicas to compromise. That said, it reuses two
classes of protocols described later in this section, which
can have either statically secure or adaptively secure instantia-
tions. As such, choosing a statically secure subprotocol would
downgrade the solution to be statically secure.

The system is asynchronous, with the message delivery
schedule under adversarial control, and without bounds on
communication delays or processing times. Processes are
fully connected by channels, providing guarantees that mes-
sages are not modified in transit and are eventually delivered.
In practice, this requires message retransmission and point-to-
point authentication, but by considering this network model,
we can omit these from the protocol description.

Lastly, the adversary is assumed to be computationally
bound and thus unable to subvert cryptographic primitives.

3.2 Specification
We specify Alea-BFT as an atomic broadcast protocol,

which is a common abstraction for implementing state ma-
chine replication. Intuitively, this allows a process (e.g., a
proxy replica) to broadcast a message (e.g., a client request1

to be executed on the state machine) to all processes, ensur-
ing that all processes deliver all messages in the same order
(executing all client requests in the same order and therefore
transitioning through the same sequence of states). Formally,
atomic broadcast is defined as follows (with the standard as-
sumption that messages include a per-sender id and sequence
number to make them unique) [28]:
• Validity. If a correct process broadcasts a message m, then

some correct process eventually delivers m.
• Agreement. If any correct process delivers a message m,

then every correct process delivers m.
• Integrity. A message m appears at most once in the delivery

sequence of any correct process.
• Total order. If two correct processes deliver messages m

and m′, then both deliver m and m′ in the same order.

3.3 Building blocks
Alea-BFT is designed in a modular way by reusing several

subprotocols to carry out certain tasks. In this modular archi-
tecture, upper-level protocols provide inputs and receive out-
puts from subprotocols at the lower layers. Next, we present
the precise specification of these underlying primitives.
3.3.1 Verifiable Consistent Broadcast Protocol

Verifiable consistent broadcast (VCBC) is a broadcast vari-
ant that was first proposed by Cachin et al. [14]. It can only
guarantee that all correct replica processes deliver the broad-
cast value if the sender is correct; however, it always ensures
that no two correct processes deliver conflicting messages.
Additionally, it allows any party Pi that has delivered mes-
sage m to inform another party Pj about the outcome of the
broadcast execution, allowing it to deliver m immediately and
terminate the corresponding VCBC instance. More formally,
a VCBC protocol ensures the following properties [14]:
• Validity: If a correct sender broadcasts m, then all correct

parties eventually deliver m.
• Consistency: If a correct party delivers m and another cor-

rect party delivers m′, then m = m′.
1Client requests are also referred to in the literature as state machine

commands. Throughout the paper, we will use only the term request.
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• Integrity: Every correct party delivers at most one mes-
sage. Additionally, if the sender is correct, then it previously
broadcast the message.

• Verifiability: If a correct party delivers a message m, then
it can produce a single protocol message M that it may send
to other parties such that any correct party that receives M
can safely deliver m.

• Succinctness: The size of the proof σ carried by M is inde-
pendent of the length of m.

In Alea-BFT, we use a VCBC implementation consisting
of extending an echo broadcast protocol [14] with thresh-
old signatures to generate the proof σ. In short, the protocol
consists of the distinguished sender process sending m to
all processes and collecting a Byzantine quorum of ⌈ n+ f+1

2 ⌉
signature shares in the replies, allowing the sender to com-
bine these shares and convey the signature to all processes in
the final message step. Using threshold signatures keeps the
message size constant, ensuring succinctness. The message
complexity of the VCBC protocol we use is O(N) and its
communication complexity is O(N(|m|+λ)), assuming the
size of a threshold signature and share is at most λ bits.
3.3.2 Asynchronous Binary Agreement

An asynchronous binary agreement (ABA) protocol allows
correct processes to agree on the value of a single bit. Each
process Pi proposes a binary value bi ∈ {0,1} and decides
a common value b from the set of proposals by correct pro-
cesses. Formally, a binary agreement protocol can be defined
by the following properties:
• Agreement: If any correct process decides b and another

correct process decides b′, then b = b′.
• Termination: Every correct process eventually decides.
• Validity: If all correct processes propose b, then any correct

process that decides must decide b.
Given the FLP theorem [23], no deterministic algorithm can
satisfy all the previous properties in the asynchronous model
of Alea-BFT. As such, we use a randomized solution with the
following termination property:
• Termination: The probability that a correct process is un-

decided after r rounds approaches 0 as r approaches ∞.
This way, even though the number of rounds required to reach
agreement is unbounded, the probability that the protocol
does not terminate converges to zero.

We instantiate this primitive via the Cobalt ABA [37] pro-
tocol, a modified version of the proposal by Mostéfaoui et
al. [43]. The protocol relies on a common source of ran-
domness, i.e., a “common coin”, realized from a threshold
signature scheme by signing a unique bit string corresponding
to the name of the coin and combining the signature shares to
generate a random seed [15]. The protocol proceeds in rounds,
each consisting of the following all-to-all message communi-
cation steps: INIT, conveying the most recent proposal (0 or 1)
of each process, followed by AUX and CONF, trying to confirm
the existence of strong support (i.e., a Byzantine quorum) in
the previous step for a value. At the end of these exchanges,

processes either decide a value (if that support was gathered)
and convey it through a FINISH message or otherwise move
to the next round, changing their proposal to the value of the
common coin whenever both final outcomes are considered
possible. This protocol provides optimal resilience, O(N2)
expected message complexity, O(λN2) expected communica-
tion complexity and terminates in O(1) expected time.

4 Alea-BFT
This section presents Alea-BFT, starting with a broad

overview, followed by a detailed description and pseudocode.

4.1 Overview
One of the central insights of Alea-BFT is to have a single

replica propose a value per consensus instance, similar to what
happens in leader-based protocols in the partially synchronous
model, and all others agree on whether to deliver it or not.
Departing from a design where all replicas try to insert each
client request in the total order enables us to remove an all-
to-all communication phase and only have a single ABA
execution per client request (or batch of requests). This insight
then leads to the following initial design.
Strawman Proposal. The first design consists of adapting
the ACS construction of HBBFT but, instead of having all
replicas simultaneously propose values, a single replica is
selected as the proposer for each consensus round. The role of
the proposer is to choose a value (or batch of values) from its
buffer of pending requests to serve as a proposal and broad-
cast it to all replicas, using a broadcast primitive that ensures
that all replicas receive the same value – if they output a value
at all – a property ensured by consistent broadcast [13]. Cor-
rect replicas would then proceed to execute a single ABA
to determine whether to deliver the proposed value for that
round (if enough replicas have received it to ensure it persists
despite faults or asynchrony) or not deliver anything. Addi-
tionally, the proposer is deterministically rotated upon every
ABA execution to address the scenario where the proposer is
faulty without introducing a fail-over sub-protocol, similar to
what happens in other protocols for the partially synchronous
model (both with crash [39] and Byzantine [53] faults) that
incorporate leader rotation into the normal operation, such
that it is constantly changing.

This strawman protocol, however, raises an immediate prob-
lem. In previous protocols based on an ACS framework, repli-
cas are guaranteed to receive proposals from at least N− f
correct replicas. Therefore, they can wait until this threshold is
met before deciding which values to input for the subsequent
agreement stage. In contrast, in our strawman protocol, only
a single replica takes the role of the proposer at any given
time, so there is no way to determine whether the current
proposer is faulty or not, thus making it difficult to decide
which value to input into the ABA without resorting to some
timeout, which contradicts the asynchronous model.
Final design. The impossibility of waiting for some threshold
to be met before deciding the value to input to the ABA stage
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Figure 1: Overview of Alea-BFT. Requests go through a
single broadcast primitive (VCBC), are inserted in a priority
queue at each replica, determining the final ABA input.

leads us to the insight of not waiting at all and instead allowing
undelivered proposals to exist, which are then carried over
across rounds. In other words, every time a particular replica
is reelected as the proposer, the corresponding ABA execution
will decide over its queue of pending proposals instead of a
single newly proposed value (or batch of values). This way,
replicas can submit their input to start the ABA for a new
round as soon as they conclude the previous round, since even
if the decision is 0 (i.e., not deliver any proposal in the round),
the same proposal will be eventually revisited when the same
replica becomes the leader and a larger threshold of replicas
become aware of the proposal, guaranteeing convergence to
an ABA decision of 1 over time. The ABA execution also
serves as a synchronization mechanism between replicas since
no replica can progress to a round until it concludes all ABA
instances for previous rounds.

In Alea-BFT, we leverage this idea to decompose the mono-
lithic architecture of previous ACS-based protocols, in which
a binary agreement instance actively waits for the correspond-
ing broadcast to terminate, into a two-stage pipeline, where
the results of the first phase (broadcast component) are queued
to be eventually processed, either by the current or by a subse-
quent execution of the second phase (agreement component).
Very importantly for performance, these two phases are exe-
cuted in parallel, allowing for efficient pipelining.

Figure 1 depicts the resulting overall protocol flow. It
starts with the broadcast component of the Alea-BFT pipeline,
where replicas receive client requests, (optionally) batch them
by storing these in a pending buffer of size B, and, when the
buffer is full, disseminate its contents via a VCBC primitive
tagged with an incremental sequence number s. The output of
VCBC at each replica is stored in a buffer and only removed
upon a decision of 1 in the subsequent phase. The broadcast
stage produces an instance of an ordered queue of undelivered
proposals at each replica. These instances are then used as
input to the next component of the pipeline. Note that every
replica maintains N queues of undelivered proposals, one for
each replica in the system, and these grow and shrink over
time depending on how efficiently the agreement component
can process them.

The next stage is the agreement component, which itera-
tively selects one of the queues and decides whether to deliver
the oldest proposal. To this end, replicas participate in a single
ABA execution, voting 1 if their queue contains this proposal
or 0 otherwise. If the decision is 1, then a sufficient threshold
of correct replicas are aware of the proposal and may safely
deliver it, as explained next. Otherwise, if a decision is 0, the
agreement component simply moves on to the next queue,
repeating the same process.

As mentioned, since the broadcast’s VCBC primitive may
terminate at different times in different processes, we need
to address the scenario where a correct process outputs an
ABA decision of 1, but does not yet know the corresponding
proposal. In this scenario, such a correct process requests the
missing proposal from the other processes that voted 1. This
recovery mechanism is guaranteed to work for the following
reasons. Since ABA decided 1, at least one correct process
voted for 1. Therefore, this process has the required VCBC
proof (as guaranteed by VCBC’s verifiability property) and
can forward it to the requesting process.

4.2 Detailed description
Processes in Alea-BFT maintain two state variables shared

between the two components of the pipeline: variable Si, con-
sisting of the set of all messages delivered by the protocol,
which is initialized as empty upon a call to the START pro-
cedure, and updated during the execution of the agreement
component; and variable queuesi, comprising an array of
N priority queues, each corresponding to a distinct replica
Px,∀x ∈ {0, ...,N−1}. Algorithm 1 is responsible for initial-
izing the shared state variables and starting the pipeline com-
ponents upon a call to the START procedure. In the remainder
of this section, we begin by specifying the data structure of
the priority queues and then describe the two components of
the pipeline in turn.

Algorithm 1 Alea-BFT - Initialization (at Pi)

1: constants:
2: N
3: f

4: state variables:
5: Si← /0

6: queuesi← /0

7: procedure START
8: queuesi[x]← new pQueue() ,∀x ∈ {0, ...,N−1}
9: async BC-START()

10: async AC-START()

4.2.1 Priority queues
A priority queue is a custom data structure for storing el-

ements sorted according to their priority values. We refer to
each position in a priority queue as a slot, uniquely identi-
fied by a priority value associated with it, where the lower-
numbered priority values represent the elements that must be
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processed first. Only a single element can be inserted in a
given slot, even after being removed, as the slot is permanently
labelled as used and cannot store another element. A special
slot called the head slot always points to the slot with the
lowest-numbered priority whose value has not been removed
yet. The pointer to the head slot progresses incrementally,
conditioned by the removal of elements from the queue. A
priority queue exposes the following attributes:
• id: The unique identifier of the queue (static).
• head: The priority value associated with the head slot of

the queue (dynamic).
Additionally, a priority queue provides an interface for access-
ing and modifying its contents as described below:
• Enqueue (v,s): Add an element v with a given priority

value s to the queue (ignored if the corresponding slot is
not empty).

• Dequeue (v): Removes all instances of the specified ele-
ment v from the queue if it is present.

• Peek ()→{v,⊥}: Retrieve, without removing, the element
v in the head slot of the queue or ⊥ if the slot is still empty
(because no Enqueue for that slot has been invoked yet).

As we will see, Alea-BFT leverages the properties of this
structure to mediate the communication between the broad-
cast and agreement components of the protocol pipeline. In
particular, each of the N priority queues that each replica
maintains keeps track of the undelivered proposals originating
from the other replicas, ordered by the priority value assigned
to those proposals.
4.2.2 Broadcast Component

The broadcast component is responsible for establishing
an initial local order over the client updates received and
propagating that order to other replicas. Every replica process
maintains two local state variables, a buffer of pending client
requests bu fi, and an integer value priorityi, indicating the
next sequence number it should assign to a proposal. The
main logic of this component, illustrated in Algorithm 2, is
split between two upon rules:
Upon rule 1 (lines 9 to 15): The first rule is triggered at
process Pi upon receiving a client message m to be broadcast
in total order. It is responsible for waiting until a batch of B
requests has been accumulated, assigning it a local sequence
number, and VCBC-broadcasting it to all replicas. In more
detail, process Pi proceeds as follows:
• If the set of delivered messages Si does not contain the

client message m, append it to the buffer bu fi, or ignore it
otherwise (lines 10 to 11).

• If the size of bu fi reached a threshold B, input bu fi to a
VCBC instance tagged with ID (i, priorityi), indicating that
Pi assigned the local priority value priorityi to a proposal
consisting of the current buffer contents (lines 12 to 13).

• Increment priorityi, so that it can be assigned to the next
proposal from Pi, and clear the buffer (lines 14 to 15).

Upon rule 2 (lines 16 to 20): The second rule is triggered
at process Pi upon the delivery of a proposal m for a given

VCBC instance tagged with ID ( j, priority j), where j corre-
sponds to the identifier of the replica Pj that proposed m, and
priority j to the sequence number assigned to it by Pj. Process
Pi proceeds as follows:
• Insert the delivered proposal m into the slot priority j of

the priority queue Q j, mapping to Pj (lines 17 to 18). This
corresponds to Pi updating its view on the state of Pj’s
pending requests.

• If the set Si contains m, indicating that it had already been
delivered, then process Pi immediately removes it from
Q j to prevent a duplicate delivery that would violate the
integrity property (lines 19 to 20).

Algorithm 2 Alea-BFT - Broadcast Component (at Pi)

1: constants:
2: B

3: state variables:
4: bu fi
5: priorityi

6: procedure BC-START
7: bu fi← /0

8: priorityi← 0

9: upon receiving a message m, from a client do
10: if m /∈ Si then
11: bu fi← bu fi∪{m}
12: if |bu fi|= B then
13: input bu fi to VCBC (i, priorityi)
14: bu fi← /0

15: priorityi← priorityi +1

16: upon outputting m for VCBC ( j, priority j) do
17: Q j← queuesi[ j]
18: Q j.Enqueue(priority j,m)
19: if m ∈ Si then
20: Q j.Dequeue(m)

4.2.3 Agreement Component
The agreement component presented in Algorithm 3 es-

tablishes a total order among client requests. Requests are
ordered through a succession of agreement rounds that iterate
through the various priority queues and decide whether to
insert the head of that queue in the total order or skip it. Pro-
cesses maintain a single state variable ri, serving as a unique
identifier for the current agreement round. The execution of
the agreement component starts with a call to the AC-START
procedure (line 3), which initializes the local variable ri to 0
and begins executing the agreement loop.
Agreement loop (lines 5 to 16): For each iteration ri of the
agreement loop, the queue of proposals pertaining to a certain
replica is selected. This replica is a designated round leader,
chosen through a deterministic function of the round number
F (e.g., by rotating through all replicas). Let Pa denote the
current round leader, and Qa the corresponding priority queue
at each replica ri. Process Pi proceeds as follows:
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• Run an ABA instance with id (ri) to determine whether
the value in the head slot of Qa should be delivered in this
round. Process Pi, inputs 1 to ABA if its local Qa contained
value in the head slot, or 0 otherwise (lines 6 to 9).

• If the ABA execution decided for 0, indicating that no pro-
posal should be delivered for the current round ri, simply
proceed to the next loop iteration, otherwise:

– If process Pi input 0 to ABA, send a FILL-GAP mes-
sage to all processes that voted for 1. This step is
required because, at this point in time, Pi is unaware
of the value to deliver for ri and, therefore, must re-
quest it from another process. (lines 12 to 13).

– Block execution until the head slot of Qa contains a
value to be delivered via a call to the AC-DELIVER
procedure (line 14). The value of the head slot can be
updated by the delivery of a pending VCBC instance,
either through “normal” execution or as a result of the
reception of a FILLER message.

In addition to the main agreement loop, the agreement compo-
nent also defines two upon rules associated with the recovery
sub-protocol to handle the reception of valid FILL-GAP and
FILLER messages:
Upon rule 1 (lines 17 to 21): The first rule is triggered
by any correct process Pi upon the reception of a valid
⟨FILL-GAP,q,s⟩ message from Pj, where q identifies a prior-
ity queue Qq, and s specifies the current head slot of Qq in Pj.
Process Pi then proceeds as follows:
• Check if its local queue pertaining to Pq is more advanced

than the one of Pj, by comparing the head pointer of its
Qq against s (line 19). If it is lower, Pi cannot satisfy the
FILL-GAP request and thus ignores it. Otherwise:
– Compute and store in entries a verifiable message M for all
VCBC instances originating from Pq tagged with a priority
comprised between the value s, requested by Pj, and the
current head slot of Qq in Pi (line 20).
– Send a FILLER message to Pj containing all the VCBC ver-
ifiable messages M, computed in the previous step (line 21).

Upon rule 2 (lines 22 to 24): The second rule is trig-
gered by any correct process Pi upon receiving a valid
⟨FILLER,entries⟩ message. This message is received as a
response to a FILL-GAP request. It contains the required in-
formation necessary for Pi to progress in the execution of
the protocol by completing pending VCBC instances after
blocking in line 14. Process Pi proceeds as follows:
• Deliver all M messages in entries to the corresponding

VCBC instances. Note that the verifiability property of
VCBC ensures that it immediately terminates upon the
reception of M, therefore triggering the second upon rule
of the broadcast component.

Finally, the AC-DELIVER procedure (line 25), called dur-
ing the execution of the agreement loop, is responsible for
delivering the contents of value, a batch of totally ordered
messages m, to the application layer (line 31). Additionally,

this procedure also removes value from all priority queues
and appends its contents to the set of delivered requests S.
Note that if batching is naively used, this scheme would likely
lead to some redundant work being done by the replicas, as
large batches differing only in a few requests could not be
removed from the priority queues (in line 27), and therefore
redundant operations would go through agreement and only
be removed before attempting to execute them (line 29). To
avoid this, we steer the protocol towards all replicas having
the same batches by having the client optimistically submit
requests to a single replica. If, after a timeout, the client does
not receive a response, then it resubmits to all replicas. Fur-
thermore, a real-world implementation would place an upper
bound on the number of broadcast but not delivered requests,
which implies that requests are not batched as soon as they
are received but instead stay in a pool until the protocol pro-
gresses. Because of this, deduplication can be made before
the batch is created, avoiding the redundant work problem.

Algorithm 3 Alea-BFT - Agreement Component (at Pi)

1: state variables:
2: ri

3: procedure AC-START
4: ri← 0
5: while true do
6: Q← queuesi[F(ri)]
7: value← Q.Peek()
8: proposal← value ̸=⊥ ? 1 : 0
9: input proposal to ABA (ri)

10: wait until ABA (ri) delivers b then
11: if b = 1 then
12: if Q.Peek() =⊥ then
13: broadcast ⟨FILL-GAP,Q.id,Q.head⟩
14: wait until (value← Q.Peek()) ̸=⊥ then
15: AC-DELIVER(value)
16: ri← ri +1

17: upon receiving a valid ⟨FILL-GAP,q,s⟩ message from Pj do
18: Q← queuesi[q]
19: if Q.head ≥ s then
20: entries←VCBC(queue,s′).M ∀s′ ∈ [s,Q.head]
21: send ⟨FILLER,entries⟩ to Pj

22: upon delivering a valid ⟨FILLER,entries⟩ message do
23: for each message M ∈ entries do
24: deliver M to the corresponding VCBC

25: procedure AC-DELIVER(value)
26: for each Q ∈ queuesi do
27: Q.Dequeue(value)
28: for each m ∈ value do
29: if m /∈ Si then
30: Si← Si∪{m}
31: output m
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5 Optimizations
As we implemented and tested Alea-BFT, we developed

the following optimizations to improve its performance.
Input unanimity. When a replica observes all N replicas pro-
viding as input the same value v to an ABA instance, then
it is guaranteed that the ABA will decide v. To leverage this
observation, we added an early termination path to the ABA
protocol. This is achieved by modifying the INIT message
(which is only sent once at the start of the protocol) to convey
the input of each replica. Then, when a replica receives N
modified INIT messages with the same value v, it immedi-
ately delivers v and broadcasts FINISH (if not broadcast yet).
Crucially, it continues executing the ABA protocol normally
until it receives 2 f + 1 FINISH messages, as only then it is
guaranteed that all correct replicas can eventually terminate.
Pipelining prediction. To maximize the chances of a success-
ful outcome of the ABA stage, replicas keep statistics about
the time to complete previous VCBC and ABA executions
and use that information to fine-tune the pipeline and adapt it
to the network conditions. In particular, replicas delay nega-
tive votes for an ABA when a VCBC for the slot being voted
is still in progress but is expected to end soon (according to
the current estimate), with the expectation that the time to
complete the broadcast is smaller than the cost of a negative
ABA result. Additionally, replicas anticipate batch formation
(and consequently the start of VCBC) when deemed useful
to minimize the chance of a negative ABA result. This is
achieved by attempting to time the start of the broadcast, such
that it ends right before the corresponding ABA.
Leader prediction. Latency can be improved if the client
sends the request to a replica that is about to become a leader:
if that happens, that replica will quickly include it in the next
batch to be processed and delivered. In situations with low
load and where a single client issues a sequence of requests,
we found that using a round-robin approach is very effective
because the rate of requests followed the leader rotation. Al-
ternatively, clients can receive periodic hints from the replicas
about the rotation schedule or rely on the replica they contact
to redirect the request to a faster replica.

6 Analysis
This section analyzes the asymptotic efficiency of the Alea-

BFT protocol according to time, message, and communication
complexity metrics. The results of this analysis are summa-
rized in Table 1.

To analyze Alea-BFT we observe that message exchanges
occur in three places for each proposal payload to be deliv-
ered. First, during the execution of the broadcast component,
a replica initiates a VCBC instance to disseminate the locally
ordered proposal. Second, all replicas participate in succes-
sive ABA executions to decide whether or not to deliver the
proposal in a particular slot. Here, we denote by σ the average
number of ABA instances executed over a given slot to reach
a positive decision. Finally, a fetch request is triggered by

replicas that did not VCBC-deliver the proposal before the
corresponding ABA decided 1.

6.1 Time Complexity
Time complexity is defined as the expected number of

communication steps from a client request to its output. In
the case of Alea-BFT, the first and third steps terminate in
constant time O(1). In contrast, the total number of rounds
required for the agreement component to decide depends on
the value of σ, therefore giving an expected time complexity
of Alea-BFT of O(σ).

6.2 Message Complexity
We measure message complexity as the expected number

of messages generated by correct replicas to execute a sin-
gle client request. In Alea-BFT, the VCBC instance from
the broadcast phase generates O(N) messages; then, every
ABA instance exchanges O(N2) messages in expectation;
and finally, the third recovery phase incurs an overhead of
O(N) messages per replica that triggers this fallback proto-
col. Hence, the expected message complexity of Alea-BFT is
O(σN2), due to the σ ABA instances that are executed per pri-
ority queue slot before delivery, which is close to the quadratic
lower bound on message complexity shown by Dolev and
Reischuk [19].

6.3 Communication Complexity
Communication complexity consists of the expected total

bit-length of messages generated by correct replicas during
the protocol execution. Let |m| correspond to the average
proposal size and λ the size of a threshold signature share.
The execution of VCBC incurs a communication complexity
of O(N(|m|+λ)). Each ABA instance requires correct repli-
cas to exchange O(λN2) bits in expectation, and finally, each
replica that triggers the recovery phase adds communication
cost of O(N(|m|+ λ)) bits. This results in an expected to-
tal communication complexity of O(N2(|m|+σλ)) due to σ

ABA executions and up to N recovery rounds being triggered.

Table 1: Complexity of Alea-BFT decomposed by stages.

Stage Message Communication Time
Broadcast O(N) O(N(|m|+λ)) O(1)
Agreement O(σN2) O(σλN2) O(σ)

Recovery O(N2) O(N2(|m|+λ)) O(1)
Total O(σN2) O(N2(|m|+σλ)) O(σ)

6.4 Estimating σ

As previously mentioned, Alea-BFT does not guarantee
a constant-time execution, which could negatively affect the
protocol latency. In particular, this is because multiple zero-
deciding ABA instances could be executed over the same
priority queue slot until its contents are considered totally
ordered. However, we argue that, despite being theoretically
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unbounded, the value of σ (the number of ABA instances re-
quired for a decision) is, in practice, close to the optimal value
of 1. This is justified by the observation that, in a round-robin
leader assignment, each queue is revisited every N rounds,
meaning that N−1 other ABA instances were executed by the
time a given queue is revisited. Considering ABA’s validity
property, which states that the decided value must have been
proposed by a correct process, the termination of a VCBC
instance by N− f correct replicas guarantees that the next
ABA execution pertaining to it will decide for 1. Therefore,
for the value of σ to increase by a single unit, correct replicas
would, on average, have to complete N sequential ABA execu-
tions for every single VCBC instance. In our experiments, we
validated that the value of σ was very close to 1 in practice.

7 Correctness
Next, we sketch the correctness of the protocol, and we

provide a complete proof in a separate arXiv e-print [8]. The
complete proof follows the structured proof format by Lam-
port [33] for increased preciseness.
Safety. The two safety properties that need to be proven are
integrity (each message m appears at most once in the deliv-
ery sequence of correct process i) and total order (any two
messages m and m′ are delivered in the same order by any
pair of correct processes i and j). Integrity is derived from
the fact that once a message is delivered, it is added to the set
of delivered messages, dequeued from all queues and never
enqueued again. The total order property follows from the
fact that delivering two different messages at different replicas
in the same slot would lead to a violation of the consistency
property of VCBC.
Liveness. The liveness properties build mostly on the liveness
guarantees of the protocols used as building blocks. Given
these guarantees, it suffices to follow the protocol steps to
prove that we eventually satisfy the preconditions for the
building block protocols to produce the necessary outputs to
decide a value, namely that the messages that were broadcast
reach a sufficient number of correct processes.
Censorship resilience. Prior asynchronous BFT protocols
include mechanisms to enforce that Byzantine replicas cannot
significantly delay the delivery of any particular message
(i.e., a fairness property). This is required, in particular, for
protocols that use an asynchronous common subset (ACS)
to agree on a subset of the various proposals from different
replicas to deliver, since a Byzantine replica can bias the
choice of proposals to be included in the output of ACS. In
Alea-BFT, however, censorship resilience is easily achieved
by construction, given that any replica can initiate a VCBC for
a client request. Thus, clients can broadcast their requests to
f +1 or more replicas (possibly after a wait, to optimistically
check if sending to a single replica suffices). This guarantees
that at least one of these replicas is non-faulty and will drive
the request execution.

8 Implementations
We implemented Alea-BFT in three open-source proto-

types: an initial research implementation, and then two real-
world integrations, namely with the SSV Ethereum distributed
validator (where it is being considered to replace QBFT as its
main protocol in the near future [51]) and with an experimen-
tal consensus layer for subnets in the Filecoin network [1].
Research prototype. Our first prototype implementation
of Alea-BFT, which is available as open source [2], com-
prises 20,000 lines of Java code. The source code is orga-
nized in a modular manner, with the main logic of Alea-BFT
leveraging different subprotocols (namely broadcast and bi-
nary agreement) as building blocks. Reliable point-to-point
links were implemented using TCP streams, similar to prior
work [24, 27, 40]. Additionally, we implemented HBBFT us-
ing the same codebase as a starting point to use it as one of
the comparison baselines.
Ethereum distributed validator. Decentralized Validator
Technology (DVT) is a technology to improve the security,
robustness, and openness of the Ethereum network [12, 22].
Using distributed validators, several non-trusted parties coop-
erate to logically act as a single validator, and this way each
participant is able to overcome the need to commit 32 ETH
(over USD 3,700 as of this writing) to enter the network. To
act as a single logical entity, once a distributed validator is
called to conduct a validation task (called a duty in Ethereum),
the various parties that form the validator run a BFT consen-
sus protocol to decide on the input to the duty (which can
be, for instance, a block or a pointer to the head of the chain,
depending on the type of duty) and the respective outcome.

We have been collaborating with ssv.network for over one
year [51] to implement Alea-BFT in the SSV codebase, with
the goal of offering stronger resilience in the presence of ad-
verse network conditions or Byzantine behavior. Their current
plan is to incorporate Alea-BFT in their production codebase
in the near future. The repository for this implementation is
available as open source [3].

The main integration challenge came from the fact that
consensus is used as a standalone instance, instead of a repli-
cated state machine that executes a command sequence, which
would be more aligned with the abstraction offered by Alea-
BFT. Therefore, we adapted Alea-BFT with the following
design features and optimizations to fit this specific context.
Adapting Alea-BFT to one-shot consensus. In a distributed
validator, even though the duty is the same across the pro-
cesses that comprise the validator, because it is known a few
epochs in advance, the input to that duty needs to be agreed
upon because each process may retrieve it from a different
source (called a beacon client in Ethereum, with several possi-
ble providers). To reach consensus on that input, each process
will attempt to send its input using Alea-BFT’s atomic broad-
cast protocol, and the first to be delivered by the protocol is the
output of consensus. Note that only one instance of VCBC per
process is needed to implement this one-shot consensus, thus
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simplifying the implementation. A possible concern is that the
validity condition for this consensus implementation allows
for a single divergent opinion to be the final output. However,
this is safe because the inputs are coming from sources that
are outside of the distributed validator system. Therefore their
correctness is beyond the scope of the distributed validator.
(In addition, some basic validation checks can also be con-
ducted.) Additionally, for fairness, the round-robin rotation of
protocol leaders in different consensus instances is based on
a pseudorandom sequence, allowing the advantageous roles
to even out over time.
Early consensus termination. As an optimization, if a replica
receives a VCBC proof for the same value for every partici-
pant, it knows in advance that the corresponding value is the
only possible output of consensus and can return it immedi-
ately. However, it continues to run the consensus protocol
in case other replicas do not receive the same view. This is
particularly useful in distributed validators because replicas
have a high chance of proposing the same value. This is be-
cause, for most validations, different inputs only occur when
different replicas have a divergent view of the current state of
the blockchain, which is rare. Note that this optimization dif-
fers from the first optimization described in Section 5, which
refers to ABA instead of VCBC instances.

The current implementation consists of 5,000 lines of Go
code, integrated as a subset of the large codebase of SSV.
Consensus layer for Filecoin subnets. We also imple-
mented Alea-BFT as part of Mir/Trantor [45, 46], an experi-
mental framework for distributed protocols, which is meant
to become a new consensus layer for the subnets of File-
coin [18, 45]. This framework already supports the ISS-
PBFT [52] protocol, and an upcoming implementation of
a new protocol, apart from Alea-BFT. We implemented Alea-
BFT in 4,000 lines of Go code and are currently merging it
into the main repository [45]. It is nonetheless already freely
available as open source [1]. The subprotocols used by Alea-
BFT – ABA and VCBC – are implemented as independent
modules, allowing their reuse by other protocols to be imple-
mented within the same framework. In addition, we added
support for threshold cryptography and BLS signatures within
the framework, to be available to other protocols.

We improved the performance of this implementation
through the parallel execution of agreement rounds. In
Alea-BFT, the system can only order one batch of requests
per agreement round, capping the system throughput to
BatchSize×ABARate. To overcome this limit, we allow mul-
tiple agreement rounds to make progress in parallel, but they
buffer the delivery until it is guaranteed that the instances are
delivered in order. However, we have to be careful so that
this parallelization does not overload the network, while also
remaining effective. To this end, we limit parallelization to the
next N agreement rounds and restrict ABA execution as fol-
lows. Before all the preceding agreement rounds deliver, ABA
instances are only allowed to make progress using the una-

nimity optimization and otherwise need to wait for their turn.
Under this restriction, the eager execution of ABA instances
only broadcasts up to two messages (INIT and FINISH), thus
limiting its network impact.

9 Evaluation

We evaluated the three implementations of Alea-BFT under
several scenarios. The following questions guide our evalua-
tion. (1) How does the performance of Alea-BFT compare to
other asynchronous BFT protocols across different configu-
rations? (2) How robust is Alea-BFT to faults? (3) How do
the real-world implementations of Alea-BFT compare to the
previous protocols that they employed?

9.1 Experimental environment

Baselines. The research prototype of Alea-BFT was evalu-
ated against two baselines. First, we compared it to our own
implementation of HBBFT [40], the first protocol in the new
generation of asynchronous BFT, and where, to obtain an
apples-to-apples comparison, we started from the same code-
base as Alea-BFT and tried to optimize the implementation
of HBBFT to the fullest extent. Second, we compared to
Dumbo-NG [24], which is the state-of-the-art asynchronous
BFT protocol with outstanding performance (several-fold bet-
ter than the direct competitors, according to their results [24]),
and, in this case, we deploy their unmodified codebase. For
the two real-world implementations, we used the protocols
that those systems originally supported as baselines.

Setup. We deployed Alea-BFT in a cluster where the replica
and client instances ran on machines equipped with AMD
EPYC 7272 12-Core Processors. In addition, Docker was
used to limit each replica’s CPU usage to 4 cores and the Java
VM was capped at 10GB of memory. These machines were
connected to the same local network with 1Gb connections.
To evaluate the effects of deploying Alea-BFT in a wide-area
network, we emulate varying additional inter-replica latency
using netem. Some deployment characteristics for the real-
world prototypes differed whenever noted.

Clients submit requests in an open loop, and we vary the
inter-request interval and the number of clients to increase
the load. The payload size of the requests and responses is
256 bytes, aligned with the size of Bitcoin transactions (as
noted and employed in previous work [40]). Each experiment
runs for 2 minutes, and we repeat experiments 5 times and
report the average. When measuring latency for Dumbo-NG,
its implementation always loads the system, and therefore we
would have to modify their codebase to measure the latency
of an isolated request. As such, the latency measurements
for Dumbo-NG represent the performance at an intermediate
load generated by the implementation, where the system is
not quiescent but also not as overloaded as during throughput
measurements for the other protocols.
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9.2 Performance under different parameters
We start by using our research prototype to measure the

latency and throughput of Alea-BFT and the two baselines
under different configurations and deployments, namely vary-
ing the batch size, the replication factor, and the inter-replica
latency. When the sensitivity to one of these parameters is
being evaluated, the remaining ones are fixed to a batch size
of 1024, n =4 replicas (i.e., f = 1), and LAN (minimal inter-
node latency), respectively.

Figures 2a and 2b show the peak throughput and latency
while varying the batch size. In this particular setting, the
latency at the peak throughput is reported instead of the base
latency (measuring an isolated request without any system
load). This is because the latter would require issuing only
one or a few requests, much less than the batch size. Thus, the
measured latency would correspond to either slowly filling
up the batch or triggering a batch timeout. The results show
that Alea-BFT is competitive with the state of the art (Dumbo-
NG) and that both are a significant improvement over their
predecessor (HBBFT). While Alea-BFT cannot match the
peak throughput of Dumbo-NG, they are both in the same
order of magnitude (hundreds of thousands of txs/s), versus
≈15k txs/s for HBBFT. When considering latency, Alea-BFT
outperforms Dumbo-NG across all tested batch sizes. We
attribute these differences in throughput and latency to the
choice of agreement primitive. In particular, Dumbo-NG uses
MVBA, which allows for better throughput by accepting sev-
eral batches at once, but the simpler ABA primitive of Alea-
BFT enables a better latency under a comparable load. Note
that the fact that Alea-BFT’s throughput peaks earlier than
Dumbo-NG’s in this setting is mainly an implementation ar-
tifact – our codebase has an external open loop client that
further saturates the network, unlike Dumbo-NG’s.

Next, we use netem to evaluate the performance under
different network conditions (LAN vs. WAN). Figures 2c
and 2d show the peak throughput and latency when varying
inter-replica latency. The results show that Alea-BFT has
the lowest latency of all protocols while achieving a peak
throughput in the tens of thousands of requests per second
when the inter-node latency is under 25ms. HBBFT witnesses
a similar degradation in latency to Alea-BFT because the
critical path for a normal-case request execution is the same
for both protocols, except for a single protocol step, which
explains the slightly higher latency of HBBFT.

Finally, we scale out the experiments by increasing the
number of replicas participating in the consensus. For these
experiments, we use 13, 25, 37 and 49 replicas, and, in this
case, we use netem to simulate a WAN environment, with a
75ms inter-replica latency, corresponding to an RTT of 150ms
(approximating a cloud deployment). Furthermore, since the
available setup forced some replicas to be co-located on the
same machine, to ensure a realistic and uniform bandwidth
availability, each instance’s bandwidth was capped at 50Mb/s
using a token bucket filter.

(a) Peak throughput vs batch size (b) Latency at peak throughput
vs batch size

(c) Peak Throughput vs inter-
replica latency

(d) Base latency vs inter-replica
latency

(e) Peak throughput vs system
size

(f) Base latency vs system size

(g) Throughput during crash fault

Figure 2: Prototype implementation evaluation
In this case, we were not able to configure the Dumbo-

NG code to use the same replica group sizes as the ones
we employed for the other two systems, which explains why
there are only two curves. Our results show that Alea-BFT
not only has superior throughput but also achieves very good
latency in unloaded scenarios, due to the clients being able
to predict the current leader and send requests to the replica
that will drive the decision the fastest. On the other hand, in
unloaded scenarios, HoneyBadger’s clients need to contact
2 f +1 replicas to ensure progress, meaning that, for a single
request to go through, 2 f +1 ABAs need to be executed.

9.3 Performance under faults
We compared the performance of Alea-BFT and the base-

lines in a scenario where one of the replicas crashes 50
seconds into the trace. We inject a crash fault instead of a
protocol-specific Byzantine fault, for a direct comparison be-
tween protocols. The results in Figure 2g show that Alea-
BFT and HBBFT suffer more with the crash of f replicas
because they share the unanimity optimization described in
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Section 5 (which cannot be used when a replica is unrespon-
sive), but Dumbo-NG also takes a significant hit (around 30%
of throughput) due to bandwidth wasted on the faulty replica.

We also evaluate the performance under faults for the other
implementations and present the results in the next section.

9.4 Real-world implementations
Ethereum distributed validator. We start this part of the
evaluation with the implementation of Alea-BFT in the SSV
distributed validator of Ethereum. In this case, the experimen-
tal methodology is constrained by the way that SSV operates,
namely that the system progresses in a sequence of slots of
fixed duration (12 seconds in Ethereum), and during each slot,
each validator is assigned a set of duties (tasks such as block
proposal and attestation). Thus, to measure the base latency,
we set the number of duties per slot to 1 and measure the time
to complete it, whereas throughput is measured by increasing
the number of duties per slot until this metric peaks. Since
the performance is not network-bound and the number of
nodes is low, we did not use the bandwidth cap. We used a
group of 4 replicas, with no added inter-replica latency, and
batching is not applicable in this setting. We tested variants of
Alea-BFT that use different message authentication methods
and compared these to the existing QBFT-based codebase. In
particular, we start with a direct comparison to QBFT (which,
in the SSV codebase, uses BLS digital signatures without ag-
gregation), and then add BLS aggregation to Alea-BFT. (This
change could also be applied to QBFT, but this was avoided to
keep the baseline as the existing codebase.) Then, we replace
signatures with HMACs, which is possible in Alea-BFT but
would not be directly applicable to QBFT, because of mes-
sages conveyed to all processes during round changes. In the
case of HMACs, BLS is only used to verify the final VCBC
signature and compute ABA’s shared coin.

Figure 3 shows the performance of the SSV validator using
different protocols. In these plots, the latency and throughput
in the most basic setting can be determined by the leftmost
point of Figures 3a and 3b. These results show that Alea-BFT
with BLS aggregation and with HMACs has similar peak
throughput and better latency than the previous codebase that
uses QBFT. This highlights how designing Alea-BFT to have
a small number of protocol steps, combined with the possi-
bility of using HMACs that comes from not having the view
change mechanism from partially synchronous protocols can
lead to competitive performance in this setting. We attribute
the slightly better throughput of QBFT to the leader-driven
protocol allowing for exchanging a smaller number of mes-
sages. However, we see the overhead of Alea-BFT as a modest
price to pay for not making partial synchrony assumptions.

The effects of varying the inter-replica latency is shown in
the remainder of Figures 3a and 3b. The key takeaway is that,
for all tested conditions, Alea-BFT closely follows QBFT in
terms of base latency and peak throughput and, with the best
choice of cryptographic primitives in place, Alea-BFT can

(a) Peak throughput vs inter-
replica latency

(b) Base latency vs inter-replica
latency

(c) Peak throughput vs system
size

(d) Base latency vs system
size

(e) Throughput during crash fault

Figure 3: Distributed validator deployment evaluation

even achieve lower latency values. Figure 3b also depicts the
change of relative importance of cryptographic primitives as
inter-replica latency varies – in a LAN environment, as the
network delay is small relative to the cost of cryptography,
the several variants have a very noticeable relative difference
among them. However, as the inter-replica delay increases,
this difference decreases in proportion.

Next, we measured performance as the group size increases
(Figures 3c and 3d). Currently, in SSV, a validator can only
employ 4, 7, 10, or 13 operators, as defined in its smart con-
tract. In this experiment, as in the previous one, Alea-BFT’s
latency and throughput follow QBFT’s, achieving lower la-
tency and higher throughput values when using HMAC for
point-to-point authentication and BLS digital signatures.

Finally, Figure 3e shows the results of an experiment where
we crash one of the processes, chosen at random, at the be-
ginning of the 11th slot in the run, then restart it in the 21st
slot, and we plot the number of duties that are executed per
slot throughout the trace. The results show that Alea-BFT is
more resilient to this fault because of the principles behind
its design: the fault will affect 1/4 of the VCBC instances,
but these rounds will quickly be skipped and replaced with
productive work led by the other replicas. In contrast, QBFT
waits for a timeout and a leader change protocol to complete,
which slows down the entire system for that duration.
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Consensus layer for Filecoin subnets. In the last part of
this section, we evaluate Alea-BFT’s integration into an ex-
perimental consensus layer [45, 46] for Filecoin subnets [18]
against the existing implementation of ISS-PBFT [52] in the
same codebase. ISS-PBFT uses the same parameters as in its
original evaluation [52].

Base latency experiments use two co-located closed-loop
clients per replica, ensuring incoming request queues are
never empty. This was required because the implementation
of ISS-PBFT stalls when there are no requests to propose.
However, it has the downside of generating some load that
may negatively affect latency. We only present results for
replica 0 in the ISS-PBFT latency measurements due to an
implementation issue that inflates latencies in other replicas,
which would unfairly harm the baseline’s performance. Peak
throughput is measured in a configuration of 8∗B closed-loop
clients co-located with each replica, where B is the batch size,
which we empirically determined to maximize the throughput.

We begin by evaluating Alea-BFT’s performance against
ISS-PBFT when varying the inter-node latency. Figures 4a
and 4b show that Alea-BFT closely follows the performance
ISS-PBFT in wide-area settings, in terms of peak throughput
and base latency. Furthermore, while Alea-BFT is initially
limited to ≈40k requests/s and ≈50ms base latency, it be-
comes on par with ISS-PBFT when the limiting factor shifts
from threshold cryptography to network latency.

Additionally, we evaluated Alea-BFT’s ability to scale
against ISS-PBFT, which is relevant given that scalability is a
key design goal in ISS. Figures 4c and 4d show peak through-
put and base latency measurements for Alea-BFT and ISS-
PBFT for a variety of system sizes. Regarding peak through-
put (Figure 4c), Alea-BFT’s throughput degrades gracefully
as the system size increases, fully saturating the (bandwidth-
capped) network. In contrast, ISS-PBFT degrades abruptly
and stops processing requests altogether after a few seconds
for N = 49. However, we believe this is an artifact of this im-
plementation of ISS-PBFT, which reacts poorly under strained
network conditions and is not intrinsic to the ISS-PBFT pro-
tocol. Regarding latency (Figure 4d), both protocols maintain
near-constant base latency under system sizes up to N = 22,
after which it begins to increase. In this case, ISS-PBFT has a
lower latency than Alea-BFT because its multi-leader design
allows requests to be processed as soon as they reach the
PBFT primary replica, whereas in Alea-BFT we have to wait
for the designated replica’s turn to run its agreement round.

Finally, we studied the impact of crash faults on both Alea-
BFT and ISS-PBFT. Figure 4e shows an execution trace of
one Alea-BFT and one ISS-PBFT execution with the default
settings, where a single replica crashes after 150s (and stays
crashed). To aid evaluation, a dotted line was added to both
curves, showing a moving average of the system’s through-
put across all repetitions. In this trace, we first observe a
15-second stall of ISS-PBFT after the crash, waiting for a
timeout for the detection of the crashed replica, whereas Alea-

(a) Peak throughput vs inter-
replica latency

(b) Base latency vs inter-replica
latency

(c) Peak throughput vs system
size

(d) Base latency vs system size

(e) Throughput during crash fault

Figure 4: Mir/Trantor deployment evaluation
BFT can continue uninterrupted (albeit at reduced through-
put) thanks to its leaderless design. After this timeout expires,
ISS excludes the crashed replica from the set of leaders and
continues with a relatively small (≈20%) performance hit.
However, Alea-BFT is penalized on two fronts – it both loses
a replica proposing requests (like ISS) and the ABA unanim-
ity optimization – leading to a reduction in throughput when
compared to the system with all replicas functional.

10 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented Alea-BFT, a practical asyn-

chronous BFT protocol with a design that combines simplic-
ity with performance. Our experimental evaluation shows that
Alea-BFT performs better than the top-performing Dumbo-
NG in latency, offers comparable throughput, and is resilient
to faults. Importantly, Alea-BFT is being adopted in the real
world, namely by Ethereum distributed validators.
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Abstract
Datacenter networks today provide best-effort delivery—
messages may experience unpredictable queueing, delays, and
drops due to switch buffer overflows within the network. Such
weak guarantees reduce the set of assumptions that system
designers can rely upon from the network, thus introducing
inefficiency and complexity in host hardware and software.

We present Harmony, a datacenter network architecture
that provides “congestion-free” message delivery guarantees—
each message, once transmitted by the sender, experiences
bounded queueing at each switch in the network. Thus, by
design, Harmony ensures that network delays are bounded in
failure-free scenarios, and that congestion-related drops are
eliminated. We establish, both theoretically and empirically,
that Harmony provides these powerful properties with near-
zero overheads compared to best-effort delivery networks: it
incurs a tiny additive latency overhead that diminishes with
message sizes, and achieves near-optimal network utilization.

1 Introduction

Datacenter networks today provide best-effort delivery—it
is hard, or even impossible, to bound queueing and delays
experienced by messages at switches; even worse, messages
may be dropped due to switch buffer overflows, and may need
to be retransmitted multiple times before they are delivered
to their destination. As a result, messages experience unpre-
dictable and variable network delays and congestion-related
drops. Such unpredictability and variability reduces the set
of assumptions that system designers can rely upon from the
network. Thus, to operate correctly on such best-effort de-
livery networks, host hardware and software must embrace
inefficiency and complexity.

We present Harmony, a distributed packet-switched
datacenter network architecture that provides powerful
“congestion-free” message delivery guarantees: each message,
once transmitted by the sender, is guaranteed to experience a
small bounded amount of queueing at each switch along the
path(s) it traverses. Thus, by design, Harmony ensures that

network delays are bounded in failure-free scenarios, and that
congestion-related drops are eliminated. The bounded net-
work delay and zero switch buffer overflow guarantees also
allow Harmony to handle inevitable failures efficiently: since
delayed and/or undelivered messages are limited to hardware
failures, Harmony enables extremely fast failure reaction.

Harmony enables these powerful properties by placing its
intellectual roots in the classical Resource ReSerVation proto-
col (RSVP) [71]. We demonstrate that naïvely using RSVP
on datacenter networks enables bounded queueing at each
switch; however, throughput can be significantly lower than
the optimal. Intuitively, the core reason for the suboptimal
throughput is that the RSVP-based design maintains the in-
variant that each switch observes zero queueing at all times;
enforcing zero queueing leads to non-trivial throughput over-
heads in distributed designs. Harmony combines the idea of
virtual channels [23, 60] with RSVP to orchestrate network
resources among competing messages while maintaining the
invariant that each switch observes bounded, albeit potentially
non-zero, queueing. We establish theoretically that allowing
a small amount of queueing at the switches enables Harmony
to provide bounded queueing and network delay guarantees
while achieving near-optimal throughput.

We evaluate an end-to-end implementation of Harmony
over a testbed, and over simulations across a variety of set-
tings that mix-and-match multiple workloads, traffic pat-
terns, network topologies, network oversubscription, and net-
work loads with and without background (best-effort) traf-
fic. Our evaluation reveals several interesting phenomenon.
First, we find that Harmony achieves network delay and
throughput very close to centralized zero-queue network
designs [55], while providing the benefits of a completely
distributed architecture. Second, rather surprisingly, we find
that Harmony’s tail latency and throughput is comparable or
even better than state-of-the-art distributed datacenter proto-
cols [19, 27, 32, 33, 44, 51] that provide best-effort delivery.
Finally, we find that Harmony performance near-perfectly
matches our theoretical bounds.

Harmony demonstrates that it is possible to rearchitect dat-
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Figure 1: Motivation for congestion-free datacenter architectures. (left) modern high-bandwidth datacenter networks have tiny unloaded
RTTs, and worst-case per-hop queueing delays can be orders-of-magnitude higher than unloaded RTTs; (center) a large fraction of messages
are smaller than a single BDP for high-bandwidth networks, rendering modern best-effort delivery protocols inefficient; (right) switch buffer
sizes are growing slower than switch capacities, resulting in increasingly more packet drops for best-effort delivery protocols. Discussion in §2.

acenter networks to provide much stronger guarantees than
today’s best-effort delivery networks, while maintaining near-
optimal performance. There are two important caveats, how-
ever. First, our point is not that every application will ben-
efit from Harmony—achieving these guarantees requires a
tiny additive latency overhead (that diminishes with message
sizes) at low and moderate loads; since not all applications
may want to tradeoff such an overhead for strong guarantees
from the network, datacenter networks should simultaneously
support both Harmony and best-effort delivery, allowing ap-
plications to choose between the two depending on desir-
able goals. Second, the current implementation of Harmony
requires support from the network: the two highest priority
levels, a small amount of per-port soft state, support for embed-
ding path identifiers in packet headers, routing based on path
identifiers in packet headers, and support for packet modifica-
tions. While modern (programmable) switch hardware readily
support these functionalities, it remains an interesting ques-
tion whether Harmony guarantees can be achieved without
network support. Finally, Harmony provides network-layer
guarantees: bounded queueing, delays, and zero switch buffer
overflows within the network; additional work is needed at
each layer of systems stack to reap Harmony benefits in terms
of improved host software and hardware. While it may take
longer than the lifetime of a single project to realize systems
that efficiently exploit all the benefits of Harmony, we believe
the potential benefits make it a worthwhile exploration.

2 Congestion-free Datacenters: Motivation

Our exploration of congestion-free datacenter network archi-
tectures is motivated by three datacenter hardware trends1.

Modern datacenter networks have tiny unloaded2 round

1We use Maverick (48-port 10G with 12MB buffers), Trident-2 (32-port
40G with 16MB buffers), Tomahawk (32-port 100G with 22MB buffers),
Tomahawk-2 (64-port 100G with 42MB buffers), Tomahawk-3 (32-port
400G with 64MB buffers) and Tomahawk-4 (64-port 400G with 113MB
buffers) switches [4].

2Defined as the maximum, across all sender-receiver pairs, time taken
for a single MTU-sized packet to go from the sender to the receiver, and a
40-byte control packet to go from the receiver to the sender in the absence of
any other packet in the network. This is a property of the network hardware.

trip times (RTTs); queueing delays and buffer overflow
are the root cause of unpredictability. Network hardware
has improved over the past few years: multi-hundred gigabit
links are already being deployed and Terabit Ethernet de-
ployments are anticipated soon. Thus, datacenter networks
will soon, if not already, support single-digit microsecond
unloaded RTTs between hosts—as shown in Figure 1(left),
transmission delays are reduced to a bare minimum, and un-
loaded RTTs are now sum of tiny propagation delays and
switching delays. Furthermore, emergence and deployment of
high-performance host network stacks [21, 38, 46], hardware-
offloaded network stacks [2, 26, 58], host congestion control
mechanisms [7, 31], and µs-scale host schedulers [21, 37, 53]
have reduced host processing variability to a bare minimum.
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1(left), the worst-case
queueing delay experienced by a packet is, and will continue
to remain, much larger than unloaded RTTs. Put together,
these trends result in queueing delays and buffer overflows as
the root cause of network unpredictability.

Large bandwidth-delay products (BDPs) in modern dat-
acenter networks make congestion control ineffective.
Network RTTs limited by propagation and switching de-
lays means that network BDP now increases linearly with
link bandwidth. Such rapid increase in BDP means that
most messages in the network now fit within a few BDPs.
Figure 1(center) demonstrates this for several production
workloads [8, 13, 18, 61, 65]: for 100 and 400Gbps links,
more than 54% and 64% of the messages in the websearch
workload are less than 1BDP; for the IMC10 workload, the
corresponding numbers are 82% and 89%; a recent study
from Google presents similar numbers for RPCs within
Google [11]. Modern best-effort delivery datacenter trans-
port protocols [19, 27, 32, 41, 44, 51, 72] advocate to blast
the first BDP worth of packets into the network during the
first RTT; blasting the first BDP worth of data fundamentally
means that even optimal congestion response, one that de-
tects congestion and responds perfectly in one network round
trip, will not have time to converge to the “right” rates for an
overwhelmingly large fraction of the messages resulting in
larger amounts of data in flight, and larger unpredictability in
queueing and network delays.
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Larger BDPs and relatively stagnant switch buffer sizes
make packet drops more likely for best-effort delivery net-
works. Rapid increase in BDP and switch capacities coupled
with relatively stagnant switch buffer sizes (Figure 1(right))
also suggest that increasing link bandwidths will make it eas-
ier to overwhelm switch buffers. As a result, best-effort deliv-
ery networks will experience an increasingly larger fraction of
packets dropped within the network, resulting in even higher
network unpredictability and reduced network throughput.

3 Harmony
This section presents Harmony, a distributed packet-switched
datacenter architecture that guarantees bounded queueing at
each switch in the network, while achieving near-optimal
network throughput. We describe the Harmony protocol in
§3.1, provide low-level details on Harmony design in §3.2,
and establish theoretical properties of Harmony in §3.3.

3.1 Harmony Protocol
Harmony ensures bounded queueing at each switch by plac-
ing its intellectual roots in the classical Resource ReSerVation
protocol (RSVP) [70,71], and integrating it with another clas-
sical idea: virtual channels [23, 60].

We outline the Harmony protocol below, followed by an
intuitive description of how it guarantees bounded queueing
while achieving near-optimal throughput. Harmony protocol
uses the following two constructs: host slots and virtual links.

Host slots. Each sender and receiver maintains K slots, each
allowing a message to be sent and received using bandwidth
B/K, where B is the access link bandwidth. Importantly, each
slot can be allocated to at most one message; however, a
message may be allocated more than one slot (that is, a sender-
receiver pair may simultaneously use as many as K slots to
send and receive a message).

Virtual links. Each physical link in the network is logically
decomposed into virtual links, each of bandwidth B/K. Each
virtual link can be allocated to at most one message, allowing
the message to be transmitted using bandwidth B/K; however,
a message may be allocated more than one virtual link.

Harmony protocol. The Harmony protocol is extremely
simple, and works as follows:

• Each sender, immediately upon a message arrival, sends a
request control packet to the receiver.

• Each receiver keeps track of its free slots. Upon receiving
a request, if the receiver has one or more free slots, it
assigns one of the slots to the message, updates the number
of free slots, and sends a rsvp to the corresponding sender.
If the receiver has no free slots, it adds the request to a list
of pending_requests and starts a timer (using its local
clock) for the request. Whenever a slot becomes free, the
receiver picks the request with the largest timer value,

assigns the slot to the message, updates its number of free
slots, and sends a rsvp to the sender for this request.

• Whenever the timer for a request reaches δadmission
time, the receiver removes the request from the
pending_requests list and sends a reject to the sender
indicating that the receiver is unable to admit the message
due to high load at the receiver.

• Each switch maintains, for each of its links, the number
of free virtual links. Upon receiving a rsvp, the switch
uniform randomly chooses a free outgoing virtual link along
one of the shortest paths to the sender, embeds its identifier
into the rsvp header, updates the number of free virtual
links for the port, and forwards the rsvp on to that link. If
no free virtual link is available, the switch transforms the
rsvp into a reject packet, and sends it towards both the
sender and the receiver using information in rsvp headers.
reject traverses the same set of switches that forwarded
rsvp so that corresponding links can be freed. Importantly,
only shortest paths are used to ensure deadlock freedom.

• Each sender also keeps track of its free slots. Upon receiving
a rsvp, if the sender has one or more free slots, it assigns
one of the slots to the message, updates the number of free
slots, and starts transmitting the message at a slot bandwidth.
Once the message is finished, the sender sends a complete
and marks the corresponding slot as free. Upon receiving
a rsvp, if no free slots are available, the sender sends a
reject to the receiver. All data and control packets are
source routed using switch identifiers in the rsvp header.

• Each switch, upon receiving the reject or complete,
marks the corresponding virtual link as free (using identi-
fiers in the header), and forwards it to the next hop;

• Each receiver, upon receiving reject or complete, marks
one of its slots as free; for complete, the receiver also
sends a complete to the sender indicating completion of
message transmission.

• Each sender, upon receiving a reject or complete, marks
such for the message.

We describe additional design details for Harmony, including
fast failure reaction, handling background (best-effort) deliv-
ery traffic, prioritization mechanisms for isolating messages
from control packets and best-effort delivery traffic, optimiza-
tions like multi-slot allocation to individual messages, etc.,
in the next subsection. Below, we provide an intuitive de-
scription on how Harmony guarantees bounded queue at each
switch and how it uses multiple virtual links and host slots to
achieve near-optimal throughput. Figure 2 shows an example.

Intuitively understanding the invariants maintained by Har-
mony. Harmony maintains two invariants. First, for each out-
going link at each switch, the sum of arrival rates of all mes-
sages to be transmitted on the outgoing link is no more than
the link bandwidth; and second, at all times, a small bounded
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Figure 2: Understanding benefits of virtual links and host slots. (left) without multiple virtual links, network may be underutilized due
to switches making uncoordinated decisions; and (center) without multiple host slots, network may be underutilized due to hosts making
uncoordinated decisions; (right) using multiple virtual links and host slots, Harmony alleviates network underutilization. Discussion in §3.1.

number of messages use any link in the network. The first
invariant ensures zero persistent queueing since the rate at
which messages (destined to a particular outgoing link) arrive
is at most the link bandwidth. However, while each message
uses a different virtual link, multiple messages may now share
a physical link; thus, data from multiple messages may arrive
at the switch (via different virtual links) at the same time
resulting in transient queueing. The second invariant ensures
that transient queueing is bounded since a physical link is
shared by at most as many messages as the number of virtual
links (in §3.3, we will bound worst-case queueing in terms of
link bandwidth, number of virtual links and maximum number
of switches along any network path). Put together, these two
invariants are sufficient for Harmony to guarantee bounded
queueing at each switch in the network.

Intuitively understanding the necessity of virtual links. Virtual
links in Harmony design are not merely a heuristic—they
are key to Harmony achieving near-optimal throughput. In-
tuitively, in the above design, switches make decisions on
forwarding rsvp based on purely local information, with-
out any view of the state of links at neighboring switches.
Switches making such uncoordinated decisions could lead
to requests being rejected even if there is a path available
in the network. For instance, consider the example shown
in Figure 2(left): here, green message is using a reserved
path 1 → 4; when receiver 5 sends a rsvp toward 2, its leaf
switch uniform randomly chooses the left spine switch and
forwards the rsvp. Since there is no unreserved outgoing link
from the left spine switch to 2, the rsvp will be rejected. Had
the leaf chosen the right spine switch, it would have success-
fully reached sender 2, improving network throughput. As
shown in Figure 2(right), virtual links help alleviate unnec-
essary rsvp rejections by enabling fine-grained sharing of
network resources. Intuitively, since an rsvp message can be
forwarded along any of the virtual links, and there are more
virtual links than physical links, the probability of an rsvp
being unnecessarily rejected reduces significantly.

Intuitively understanding the necessity of host slots. Host slots,
on the other hand, help alleviate network underutilization due
to hosts making uncoordinated decisions. Specifically, since
receivers do not have information about the network and/or

sender state, an incorrect choice on messages to send rsvp
for can lead to suboptimality: for the last rsvp sent by the
receiver, it may receive a reject if there is no available
path to the sender. This, in turn, will result in suboptimal
throughput. An example is shown in Figure 2(center): here,
receiver 6 has two outstanding requests, one from sender 1
(red) and one from sender 3 (violet). The receiver, however,
can choose only one message to send rsvp to; if the receiver
sends a request for 1, it will receive a reject since there
is no unreserved path between 1 and 6. However, ideally the
receiver should have selected 3 for request since there is an
unreserved path between 3 and 6. As shown in Figure 2(right),
with multiple host slots, receivers can now send rsvp for
multiple messages again increasing the network throughput.

Intuitively understanding the benefits of δadmission. Harmony
design allows requests to wait for time δadmission at the receiver
before they can be rejected. This parameter enables Harmony
to handle bursty traffic and/or incasts—with higher δadmission
values, Harmony will be able to admit larger amounts of bursty
traffic and/or larger incasts. Network operator can choose
the right δadmission to accommodate the desired bursty traffic
and/or incast within Harmony.

3.2 Harmony Design Details
We now provide additional details on Harmony design.

Handling control packets. Harmony design uses a number
of control packets—{request, rsvp, reject, complete}.
These control packets utilize non-zero bandwidth, and could
potentially interfere with message transmission at switches.
To minimize impact of control packets on message transmis-
sions, Harmony uses priorities, a standard technique for traffic
isolation in modern datacenters [19, 27, 64]. Specifically, all
messages are transmitted using the highest priority, all rsvp
and complete messages are also transmitted using the high-
est priority, and all other control packets are transmitted using
the second highest priority. In [5], we provide details on how
this prioritization mechanism maintains Harmony queueing
and delay bounds; intuitively, rsvp and complete packets
transmitted using the highest priority does not impact mes-
sage queueing much: these are tiny packets, and each link
forwards a small number of rsvp and complete packets
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(in the worst-case, as many as the number of virtual links).
Furthermore, since Harmony bounds the switch buffer oc-
cupancy due to data packets at all times, and since control
packets are small, Harmony can absorb large number of low-
priority control packets within switch buffers—for instance,
16− 32MB buffer space in switches today can hold up to
∼400,000−800,000 concurrent 40-byte control packets per
switch; even with Harmony’s worst-case queueing bound for
data packets, we can still sustain ∼300,000−700,000 con-
current control packets per switch. To ensure that low-priority
control packets are not starved by data packets, Harmony also
reserves a small amount of bandwidth at each host and switch
for control packet transmission.

Exploiting bounded network delays in failure-free scenarios
for fast reaction to failures and rejects. Harmony eliminates
congestion-related drops in failure-free scenarios. However,
inevitable hardware failures can still lead to data and control
packet drops. Harmony uses the key insight that all data pack-
ets in Harmony traversing a bounded-queue path means that
receivers know exactly when to expect data packets corre-
sponding to a rsvp message in a failure-free scenario; sim-
ilarly, senders know exactly when to expect complete or
rsvp message in a failure-free scenario. Indeed, absence of
any of these events must imply a hardware failure or a reject.
Harmony exploits such a predictability in failure-free scenar-
ios to trigger fast retransmission mechanism—as soon as a
sender or a receiver infers a failure or a reject has happened,
they trigger fast retransmission (receiver sending a failure
control packet to the sender, and/or sender retransmitting data
using a new request or using best-effort delivery interface,
as described below).

Exploiting bounded network delays in failure-free scenarios
for efficient multi-slot allocation to individual messages. To
ensure high utilization in practice, Harmony assigns multi-
ple host slots and virtual links to a single message when a
receiver has less than K active messages. A message that
has been allocated at least one slot is marked as an active
message. Whenever receiver has a free slot and no pending
requests, an active message is allocated additional slots; to
ensure that additional slot allocation does not block future
requests, additional slots are allocated for one BDP worth
of data only. Harmony receivers always send one rsvp per
slot, independent of which message the rsvp is for. When
a new rsvp message is received by the sender for an active
message, an additional virtual path of bandwidth B/K has
been reserved and the sender can now send the message us-
ing an additional slot (increasing the transmission rate for
this message by B/K). This ensures correctness, while also
maximizing network throughput in practice [5].

Exploiting bounded network delays in failure-free scenarios
for efficiently handling best-effort delivery traffic. Harmony
can be integrated with any existing datacenter transport mech-
anism to handle best-effort traffic. The only constraint is that

bounded-queue traffic and control packets must be isolated
from best-effort traffic; Harmony thus uses the third priority
level for best-effort traffic. Thus, the only impact best-effort
traffic has on Harmony’s timely delivery or bounded queueing
properties is that latency can increase by as many packet trans-
mission times as the number of switches in the path—each
switch can incur one extra packet transmission time due to
non-preemptive nature of today’s switches (Harmony packet
will be transmitted immediately after ongoing transmission
of best-effort traffic packet).

We present additional details on Harmony design such
as handling drops of control packets under failures, utilizing
predictable network delays to optimize Harmony performance
via pipelining rsvp packets, handling packet reordering, etc.,
in the technical report [5].

3.3 Harmony Theoretical Properties
We now establish theoretical properties of Harmony under a
model similar to previous studies [19, 22, 45, 47, 55, 62].

Network model. For our theoretical analysis, we assume full-
bisection bandwidth datacenter networks; this assumption is
purely for ease of theoretical analysis—Harmony guarantees
bounded queueing even for oversubscribed networks [5]. We
model the network as a N ×N crossbar switch, with N inputs
(sender hosts) and N outputs (receiver hosts). Each input has
a buffer of infinite capacity, and is partitioned into N virtual
output queues (VOQ); each output also has a buffer of infinite
size. The virtual output queue VOQi j holds packets arriving
at input i and are destined for output j. It is well-known that,
under the above assumptions, datacenter network transfers
can be modeled as a bipartite matching problem [9,19,27,55].

We assume that time is slotted. Packets are transferred from
input buffers to output buffers in scheduling cycles. Each
scheduling cycle consists of a matching phase and a data
transfer phase. In the matching phase, an algorithm computes
a matching between inputs and outputs in a manner that no
input may be matched to more than one output, and no output
is matched to more than one input. For each input i and output
j matched to each other, one MTU-sized packet is removed
from VOQi j and one MTU-sized packet is put into the output
buffer of j during the data transfer phase (assuming VOQi j
is non-empty). The network is said to have a speedup of s if,
during each time slot, there are s scheduling cycles.

Let the average rate of packet arrival at VOQi j be λi j. The
input traffic is said to be admissible if ∑i λi j < 1 and ∑ j λi j <
1, that is, the load at each input and output is less than 1.

Fundamental limits. It is known that full-bisection band-
width networks can achieve 100% throughput for any admis-
sible input traffic as long as the underlying protocol computes
a so-called maximum matching [22]. However, computing
a maximum matching typically requires complex implemen-
tations; thus, existing switch fabrics and network protocols
typically compute a so-called maximal matching [19, 27, 55].
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A classical result establishes that any maximal matching based
protocol requires a network with a speed up of 2 to achieve
100% throughput [22, 45] for all admissible input traffic.

Theoretical analysis for Harmony. We now provide bounds
on queueing, network delays and throughput for Harmony.

Theorem 3.1 Let #H be the number of switches along the
longest path (across all sender-receiver pairs), K be the num-
ber of virtual links per physical link, B be the minimum band-
width across physical links, and p be the maximum packet
size. Then, maximum queueing observed by any packet at any
switch in Harmony is bounded by

QHarmony ≤ #H · (K −1) · p

Moreover, the total queueing delay (across all switches) in-
curred by any packet in Harmony is bounded by:

δqueueing ≤
#H · (#H+1) · (K−1)

2
· p

B
(1)

We provide the full proof in [5]. Intuitively, given that we have
K virtual links sharing the physical link, we would expect a
queue bound of (K −1) · p; however, our proof demonstrates
that, in the worst-case, packet transmissions across multiple
switches can (mis)align in a manner that the worst-case queue-
ing bound worsens with more switches along the path. The
bound on queueing delay follows by aggregating the precise
amount of queueing delay at each switch along the path. These
bounds hold independent of the underlying network topology
(since they are parameterized by number of switches along
the path and K).

Let S⋆ be the minimum buffer size across all switches, let
#ℓ be the number of ports at the switch, and let K⋆ = S⋆/(#H ·
p ·#ℓ). Then, the first part of the theorem shows that for K ≤
K⋆, Harmony will ensure that queueing at each switch never
grows beyond the switch buffer size, and that congestion-
related drops are eliminated. For modern datacenter hardware,
K⋆ turns out to be large enough for all practical purposes.
For instance, for a datacenter organized around a FatTree
topology using 100Gbps Tomahawk switches (32 ports and
22MB switch buffer size) and with 1.5KB packet sizes, we get
K⋆ ≈ 91. For a FatTree topology with 400Gbps Tomahawk-4
switches (64 ports and 113MB buffers), we get K⋆ = 235.

Theorem 3.1 not only guarantees that congestion-related
drops are eliminated for K ≤ K⋆, but also bounds the queue-
ing delay seen by any packet: for the above two topologies
and for K = 8, we get that δqueueing = 12.6µs and δqueueing =
3.15µs, respectively. Thus, Harmony guarantees tiny worst-
case queueing delays. The bound on queueing delays can be
trivially used to bound the delay between the sender starting
to transmit a message m (upon receiving an rsvp) until it re-
ceives the complete for the message [5]. Extending Harmony
design to guarantee end-to-end delays (that is, including pro-
cessing delays at the sender and at the receiver, and queueing
delays at the sender) is an intriguing open question (§6).

Harmony uses a distributed protocol for allocating host
slots and virtual links to senders and receivers, with hosts and
switches making decisions based on purely local information.
It, thus, becomes an interesting question to characterize the
quality of successful allocations—requests for which the re-
ceiver sends a rsvp that is not rejected within the network.
The following theorem characterizes the slot and virtual link
allocation efficiency of Harmony for a full-bisection band-
width leaf-spine topology with respect to an ideal centralized
algorithm that performs K maximal matching for allocating
host slots, and perfectly allocates virtual links to matched
slots (see [5] for a basic extension of [55] that realizes such
an ideal centralized algorithm). Let Θ⋆ denote the number of
successful slot allocations by such an ideal algorithm.

Theorem 3.2 Let K be the number of virtual links per physi-
cal link and C be the number of core switches in the topology.
Then, the expected number of successful slot allocations by
Harmony, randomized over choice of rsvp forwarding deci-
sions, is:

E[ΘHarmony] = f (K,C) ·Θ⋆, where, (2)

f (K,C) =
∑

KC
i=0 min(i,K)

(KC
i

)( 1
C

)i (
1− 1

C

)(KC−i)

K
We provide a full proof in Harmony technical report [5]. At a
high-level, our proof for Theorem 3.2 uses an argument sim-
ilar to the classical balls-and-bins problem [59] to establish
the slot allocation efficiency in Harmony. This result, simi-
lar to most prior analytical results [19, 55], assumes two-tier
full-bisection bandwidth leaf-spine network topology; it is an
intriguing open question to generalize our bounds to FatTree,
expander-based and oversubscribed network topologies. Nev-
ertheless, this result provides us several insights on the behav-
ior of Harmony. First, for the special case of K = 1 (which is
roughly equivalent to RSVP adapted to datacenter networks),
the above expression leads to E[ΘHarmony|K=1] = (1−1/e)Θ⋆,
where e ≈ 2.72 is base of the natural logarithm. That is, for
K = 1, the slot allocation efficiency is merely ∼63% of the
optimal. Second, Figure 4 confirms the intuition discussed
earlier: increasing the number of virtual links and host slots
(increasing K) results in significantly improved efficiency of
Harmony, converging to the optimal Θ⋆. Harmony evalua-
tion in §5.1 demonstrates that, in practice, Harmony achieves
significantly better performance even for small values of K.

4 Harmony Implementation
We have done prototype implementation of Harmony using
readily available programmable switches and DPDK-based
hosts. This section provides some of the most interesting
implementation details. We provide more details in [5].

The Harmony interface. Harmony currently implements
a RPC interface [38, 66]: messages are submitted to a sub-
mission queue and the message delivery status is updated in
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Figure 4: Harmony’s performance in terms of successful host slot
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maximal matching based algorithm with increasing values of K. We
use a 64-port leaf-spine full-bisection bandwidth topology with 32
core switches in this figure.

the completion queue (using a complete or failure flag).
The only difference between Harmony and standard RPC in-
terfaces is that the completion queue in Harmony has one
additional flag: reject, which indicates that Harmony is un-
able to guarantee bounded queueing for that message (e.g.,
due to failures, high receiver load, high network load, etc.). If
the flag is either reject or failure, the message can be re-
submitted using the Harmony interface, or using the standard
best-effort delivery interface.

Harmony host implementation. Harmony maintains the in-
variant of bounded queueing at switches thus alleviating the
need for congestion control on the fast path at hosts; as a
result, Harmony can be easily integrated with existing high-
performance userspace or in-kernel network stacks [21,38,46],
as well as existing accelerator based network stacks [2,26,58].
To implement Harmony-specific functionality, much of our
host implementation uses modules from existing network
stacks. For example, generating and responding to rsvp mes-
sages is similar to the grant mechanism in receiver-driven
transport protocols [19, 27, 32, 33, 51]. As another example,
Harmony design requires senders to transmit messages at a
rate that is dependent on the number of slots allocated to that
message; such a rate limit functionality at the sender is al-
ready implemented in almost all network stacks. Overall, our
Harmony host implementation uses ∼3107 lines of code.

Harmony switch implementation. Harmony switch imple-
mentation uses programmable switches [3]. The data plane

of these switches employs Portable Switch Architecture [3],
and is composed of a parser, an ingress and an egress pipeline
and a traffic manager (Figure 3). Upon a packet arrival on an
ingress port, Harmony parser extracts the header, identifies
the packet type (rsvp, reject, complete, or data packet),
and forwards the packet to the ingress pipeline. The ingress
pipeline decides the egress port to forward the packet to,
embeds switch identifiers within the packet header (using
techniques from path tracing mechanisms on programmable
switches [67, 68]), and then passes the packet to the traffic
manager (which then forwards the packet to the desired egress
port). Harmony’s implementation of the ingress pipeline
uses two data structures: A FIFO UplinkQ, and a counter
DlinkCounter. UplinkQ maintains the available virtual
links which can be reserved by rsvp packets while traversing
uplink (toward the spine, or the core switch). DlinkCounter
maintains the number of reserved virtual links at the downlink
path (away from the core switches). In addition, Harmony
switches maintain a small constant amount of state to avoid
blocking of virtual links during control packet drops [5].

5 Harmony Evaluation

We now evaluate Harmony performance over a small-scale
testbed (§5.1), and over large-scale packet-level simulations
(§5.2). We start by describing our evaluation setup.

Network Topologies. We use a testbed with 8 servers orga-
nized along a two-tier topology with 10Gbps links (as shown
in Figure 5a). For our simulations, we use the same default
setup as in [9, 19, 27, 44]: the standard 144-node leaf-spine
topology with 9 top-of-rack (ToR) switches, each connected
to 16 hosts with 100Gbps access link bandwidth. The propa-
gation and switching delay are 200ns and 450ns, respectively.
We use switch buffer capacity of 32MB. The unloaded RTTs
and bandwidth-delay product values for this topology are
4.6µs and 56KB, respectively. We also use oversubscribed
and FatTree topologies. For the former, we vary the oversub-
scription (1:1 to 2:1 and to 4:1) in our leaf-spine topology by
correspondingly reducing the leaf-spine link bandwidths; we
reduce the load based on oversubscription factor to ensure that
the traffic remains admissible. Our three-tier FatTree topol-
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Figure 5: Evaluation of Harmony implementation on a small-scale testbed. (a) The testbed used in this evaluation; (b) Harmony’s feasibility
region in terms of achievable delays and maximum sustainable loads (the green dotted line represents Harmony’s delay bound for this topology);
(c) Harmony evaluation over the testbed almost perfectly matches the theoretical bounds, as well as simulation results in Harmony’s packet-level
simulator; (d) for a fixed delay bound, Harmony sustains larger loads with larger RPC sizes (as expected). Discussion in §5.1.

ogy contains 1024 hosts, 64 core switches, 128 aggregation
switches, 128 ToRs and 100Gbps access link bandwidth. We
use the same propagation delay, switching delay and switch
buffer size as above. The unloaded RTT and bandwidth-delay
product for this topology are 7.6µs and 93KB, respectively.

Evaluated schemes. Existing distributed datacenter trans-
port protocols are not designed to achieve congestion-free
communication; thus, comparison with Harmony would be
unfair to any choice of protocols. Nevertheless, we eval-
uate Harmony performance against state-of-the-art sender-
driven (HPCC [44]) and receiver-driven (dcPIM [19]) dat-
acenter transport protocols. We use the default parameters
from HPCC and dcPIM papers. We also extend the central-
ized Fastpass scheduling algorithm to support message-level
scheduling3 to provide an ideal baseline for Harmony. Unless
specified otherwise, we use the following values for Harmony
parameters: K = 8 and δadmission =∼63µs (a factor 5 of Har-
mony worst-case queueing delay bound); we also perform
sensitivity analysis against these two Harmony parameters.

Workloads and traffic patterns. We used 128KB RPCs (as
in [49, 72]) as our default workload since it allows us to pro-
vide in-depth insights due to each message having the same
latency bound, but also present results for RPC sizes varying
from 0.5KB to 512KB. For evaluation of Harmony with back-
ground (best-effort) traffic, we use a mix of RPCs (for traffic
desiring congestion-free guarantees), and the standard web-
search datacenter workload [9, 19, 27, 44] (for the best-effort
traffic). We use the standard methodology of generating mes-
sage arrival times using Poisson arrival process [8,9,19,27,44]
and use an all-to-all traffic pattern by default. To avoid degen-
erate scenarios, we ensure that the generated load for each
sender and each receiver is less than 1 for every δadmission
duration of time.

Evaluation metrics. Harmony guarantees bounded queueing

3The original Fastpass algorithm performs per-packet scheduling; this
provides delay guarantees for each individual packet, but not for each mes-
sage as in Harmony. We make two extensions: (a) to enable message-level
delay guarantees, we ensure that all packets for a message are scheduled
in consecutive timeslots; and (b) to enable a fair comparison in terms of
maximum sustainable load, we allow a message request to wait for δadmission
time before it is rejected.

at each switch in the network, thus ensuring bounded queue-
ing delays for each message. However, Harmony does not
bound processing delays at the sender and at the receiver, and
queueing delays at the sender. Nevertheless, in our evaluation,
we use Harmony queueing delay bound as the overall end-to-
end bound. We use two metrics—maximum sustainable load
(defined as the input load for which no message is rejected)
and latency. For latency, we use the standard slowdown met-
ric, defined as the ratio of the message completion time under
loaded and unloaded scenarios; we present slowdown spread—
{minimum, mean, 99%-ile, 99.9%-ile, and maximum}—using
lower whisker, lower box edge, mid-line in the box, upper box
edge, and upper whisker, respectively.

5.1 Harmony Testbed Evaluation
We start with evaluation of Harmony implementation over
a small-scale testbed. Our testbed results are primarily to
demonstrate the feasibility of Harmony—it is an extremely
simplified setup with no contending applications, dedicated
cores to ensure minimal host processing delays, no host con-
gestion, etc.; more work is needed to evaluate end-to-end
performance of Harmony over large-scale deployments.

Our first result, shown as the shaded region in Figure 5b,
shows that Harmony enables a unique trade-off space between
the delay bound and maximum sustainable load. Specifically,
the two parameters in Harmony—K and δadmission—allow it
to tradeoff the delay bound for higher maximum sustainable
loads. Here, we vary K and δadmission, and plot the pareto curve
on the observed worst-case delay and sustainable loads. This
tradeoff essentially follows the intuition discussed earlier—
with a larger bound on target message delay (via increasing
K and δadmission), Harmony sustains higher loads. Figure 5d
shows this tradeoff for varying RPC sizes: we observe that
Harmony can sustain as high as 0.9 load for 128KB RPCs,
and 0.65 load for 8KB RPCs.

We also use our testbed to verify the simulator fidelity; in
particular, we incorporate the measured testbed parameters
(link propagation, switching and average PCIe delays) into
our simulator and show the corresponding results alongside
the testbed results in Figure 5c. The testbed latency results
near-perfectly match our simulator (which, in turn, matches
the analytical bounds in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2).
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Figure 6: Evaluation of Harmony and Fastpass using large-scale simulations. Harmony achieves feasibility region surprisingly similar to
Fastpass—for any given latency bound, it can sustain loads as high as Fastpass (and vice versa). Discussion in §5.2.

5.2 Harmony Large-Scale Simulation

We now evaluate Harmony over simulations, both in absence
(Figure 6) and in presence (Figure 7) of best-effort delivery
traffic. For the former, we compare Harmony with Fastpass;
for the latter, we compare Harmony with HPCC and dcPIM.

[Figure 6, no best-effort delivery traffic]. Figure 6a shows
maximum sustainable loads for varying target delay bound (or,
slowdown) for both Harmony and Fastpass; each point in the
feasibility region of Figure 6a is achieved using a combination
of K and δadmission.

We observe that, despite using a purely distributed design,
Harmony’s feasibility region closely matches that of Fastpass.
This result may be surprising. Digging deeper, we found that
this result is due to Fastpass and Harmony making signifi-
cantly different tradeoffs. Fastpass enforces zero queueing
at each switch by transmitting each message on a dedicated
pre-reserved path—the arrival rate for each message thus per-
fectly matches the outgoing bandwidth available for that mes-
sage at each switch. However, this invariant—enforcing zero
queueing at each network switch—incurs high overheads for a
distributed protocol like Harmony. Instead, the key insight in
Harmony design is that it is feasible to achieve bounded (but
not necessarily zero) queueing at each switch using a com-
pletely distributed design, while maintaining high throughput.
Figure 6c provides more insights on how Harmony achieves
performance so close to an ideal centralized architecture even
with non-zero queueing at switches. Essentially, by enabling
bounded queueing (rather than zero queueing) within the net-
work, Harmony significantly reduces the amount of time a
message spends waiting at the sender before it can be sched-
uled and can start transmitting packets; this reduced host-side
delay easily compensates for the increased queueing delay in
the network when compared to Fastpass. Overall, this turns
out to be a good tradeoff—Harmony, despite its distributed
nature, achieves delays and maximum sustainable loads com-
parable to an ideal centralized datacenter architecture.

Harmony does make a different tradeoff compared to Fast-
pass: as shown in Figure 6b, it achieves ∼2× higher mean
and ∼1.3× higher P99 latencies, while enjoying the benefits
of a distributed datacenter architecture.

[Figure 7, Harmony performance with best-effort traffic].
We now discuss Harmony performance for scenarios where

congestion-free traffic (using 128KB RPCs) coexists with
best-effort delivery traffic (generated using websearch work-
load). We vary the load of congestion-free traffic from 0.3 to
0.5, and respectively vary the load of co-existing best-effort
delivery traffic from 0.3 to 0.1, such that the total offered load
is 0.6 and hence remains sustainable for all protocols.

Figure 7 shows a surprising result: when compared to ex-
isting state-of-the-art sender-based and receiver-based best-
effort delivery protocols, Harmony sustains similar or higher
loads for best-effort traffic (with varying congestion-free traf-
fic load, as shown in top row), achieves significantly better tail
latencies for congestion-free traffic, and significantly better
mean and tail latencies for best-effort traffic! Upon digging
deeper into this surprising result, we found the following two
interesting phenomena.

First, as discussed earlier, Harmony ensures that the rate at
which congestion-free traffic arrives at any switch perfectly
matches the bandwidth available to forward this traffic; as a
result, congestion-free traffic incurs a small amount of queue-
ing at each switch. The result is that, despite lower priority,
best-effort delivery traffic experiences minimal contention
with congestion-free traffic in Harmony. For other protocols,
however, these two traffic create queueing for each other re-
sulting in lower sustainable loads and higher latencies. The
problem exacerbates at higher loads.

Second, for HPCC, we observed that RPC traffic creates
congestion in the network core despite a full-bisection band-
width topology. This is because the transmission time for a
128KB RPC on a 100Gbps link is ∼10.2µs, which is ∼2.2×
the unloaded network RTT. Thus, even a small amount of
queueing can result in congestion control being ineffective—
by the time congestion signal arrives, the network condition
has changed. For dcPIM, we found that 128KB RPCs were
larger than a single BDP and thus required matching before
they can start transmitting; this leads to larger mean and tail
latencies. Harmony avoids both of these problems—it ensures
congestion-free network for the RPC traffic, and minimizes
queueing experienced by best-effort delivery traffic.

[Figure 8, Sensitivity analysis for Harmony]. Figure 8
demonstrates that Harmony performance is robust across all
evaluated scenarios—as long as the load is sustainable, Har-
mony achieves low tail slowdown and bounded worst-case
message delays. We discuss three important observations.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of Harmony with background (best-effort delivery) traffic. Figures in the top row show maximum sustainable loads
for traffic desiring best-effort delivery (lighter color) and traffic desiring congestion-free guarantees (darker color) for HPCC, dcPIM and
Harmony. Bottom row shows the slowdown spread for congestion-free traffic (left), mean latency for best-effort traffic (center) and tail latency
for best-effort traffic (right).

First, as expected, Harmony sustains low load for small-
sized RPCs; for instance, Figure 8a shows that when RPC
size is 4KB (that is, each RPC is ∼14× smaller than the
network BDP), Harmony requires a target delay that is 20×
larger than the unloaded RTT to sustain 0.5 load. For such
small RPCs, modern best-effort delivery datacenter transport
protocols will simply send all the packets within the first
RTT, rendering congestion control essentially irrelevant. As
a result, depending on the network load, network topology,
oversubscription ratios, load balancing mechanisms and/or
traffic patterns, queueing delays may or may not dominate
network delays; thus, Harmony may or may not be the best
choice for such small transfers. Recent studies from datacen-
ter networks suggest that RPCs are much larger in practice
(e.g., a recent study from production datacenters demonstrates
that median RPC size is greater than 40KB [11]; similar ob-
servations have been made in prior studies [49, 72]); for such
real-world scenarios, Harmony guarantees small worst-case
delays while sustaining high loads.

Second, Harmony maintains its performance for oversub-
scribed topologies. This is not surprising—as discussed in
§3.3, for all sustainable loads, Harmony delay bounds hold
even for oversubscribed topologies. This is because each
message is still transmitted over a dedicated set of virtual
links. Moreover, the worst-case queueing delay bounds re-
main near-identical with increasing oversubscription because
(i) the maximum possible per-hop queueing decreases; and,
(ii) the per-packet transmission delay increases, by roughly
the same amount (the delay bound now uses the minimum
link bandwidth in the topology). These two factors essentially
balance out resulting in near-identical delay bound. Finally,
since load is now defined with respect to the minimum link
bandwidth in the topology, Harmony is also able to sustain

similar loads as in full-bisection bandwidth topologies.
We present results for sensitivity analysis of Harmony

performance over the two Harmony parameters—K and
δadmission—in [5]. To briefly summarize, the results confirm
the intuition from our theoretical analysis: with increase in
K, Harmony delay bounds are higher but maximum sustain-
able load is also higher. Increase in δadmission has the same
effect; however, δadmission has lower impact than K in terms
of the magnitude of change in delay bounds and maximum
sustainable load. Moreover, since these parameters can be set
independently, any operating point in the feasibility region
for Harmony (shown in Figure 6) can be achieved.

6 Harmony benefits

Harmony enables bounded queueing and network delays, and
eliminates congestion-related drops for each message. This
leads to some immediate benefits. For instance, Harmony
has the potential to enable efficient RDMA over converged
Ethernet deployments. Specifically, most current RDMA de-
ployments use Priority Flow Control (PFC), a mechanism
to enable lossless network fabrics (no buffer overflows and
packet drops within the network fabric) [1, 44, 49, 72]. While
PFC enables lossless network fabrics, it suffers from sev-
eral undesirable problems: head-of-line blocking, inevitable
deadlocks, congestion spreading, reduced network utilization
and increased tail latencies [34–36, 44, 50, 72]. Harmony, by
design, eliminates congestion-related drops thus enabling loss-
less networks without the need for PFC.

However, to truly realize Harmony benefits, Harmony must
be extended to provide end-to-end delay guarantees. Specif-
ically, we need extensions in Harmony to bound host-side
processing delays (e.g., due to slow software [20]), and to
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of Harmony performance with (a) varying RPC sizes (b) varying oversubscription ratio in network topologies; and
(c) varying scale of topologies (two-tier versus three-tier). Discussion in §5.2.

eliminate packet queueing and delays at the host (e.g., due to
host congestion [7,31]). To bound host-side processing delays,
we observe that Harmony maintains the invariant of bounded
queueing at switches thus allowing to move congestion con-
trol out of the fast path; as a result, Harmony can be easily
integrated with existing high-performance userspace network
stacks [38, 46], in-kernel network stacks [21], and accelerator
based network stacks [2, 26, 58]. These stacks often use dedi-
cated cores and/or specialized hardware for packet processing,
reducing host processing overheads to a tiny fraction of the
network RTT. To eliminate queueing and packet drops at the
host due to host congestion, Harmony can be easily integrated
with recent mechanisms for host congestion control [7]. Fi-
nally, to extend Harmony’s bounded delay guarantees all the
way to the application layer, Harmony can be integrated with
µs-scale network, CPU and storage schedulers [21,37,53]. We
leave these extensions to the future; however, we demonstrate
several applications that may benefit from such extensions.

To demonstrate potential application-layer benefits of Har-
mony, we use the DPDK-based prototype implementation
of Harmony from §4, and use three dedicated cores—one
for pacing data, one for control packet processing, and one
for implementing the remainder of the logic—to minimize
host processing delays. We integrate this implementation with
several applications, while ensuring that network layer pro-
cessing is isolated and host does not observe congestion. In
extremely rare scenarios where Harmony incurs worst-case
network-layer delays as well as host processing delays, appli-
cations may get a reject message—this does not violate any
correctness guarantees, and simply requires applications to
retry; nevertheless, to account for these delays, we simply add
1µs to Harmony’s end-to-end delay bound. This prototype
implementation thus offers bounded message delays between
sender-side and receiver-side Harmony interfaces. We inte-
grate it with three applications, that we discuss next.

CPU-efficient storage stacks. Disaggregated storage has be-
come common in today’s datacenters. As a result, modern
storage stacks have been integrated with network transports
(e.g., NVMe-over-Fabrics) in order to facilitate access to re-
mote storage devices. Today’s storage stacks rely on one of
the two designs: polling-based or interrupt-based mechanisms.
Polling-based designs provide extremely good latency when

applications are run in isolation, but suffer when applications
share CPU resources. Interrupt-based designs work better in
the shared scenario, however have suboptimal CPU-efficiency
due to frequent context-switches. Harmony’s predictable de-
lay guarantees enable a new point in the design space of
CPU-efficient storage stacks: improved CPU efficiency with-
out sacrificing tail latency. Specifically, storage stack running
atop Harmony can use predictable network delays in Har-
mony to avoid both interrupts or polling—applications can be
scheduled more precisely using the delay bound. In [5], we
demonstrate the feasibility using the Harmony prototype: we
find that Harmony enables new operating points in terms of
tail latency and system throughput.

Efficient host packet processing pipelines. Recent work [20,
28] has demonstrated that CPU-efficiency of host packet pro-
cessing pipelines can degrade significantly when multiple ap-
plications/connections running on a single CPU core contend
for cache capacity, leading to higher cache misses. Recent
work on Reframer [28] tries to reduce these misses by de-
liberately buffering packets, and waiting for a fixed amount
of time for a batch worth of packets to arrive per applica-
tion, before allowing them to be processed by the CPU. The
choice of timeout value presents an inherent tradeoff: a larger
timeout value results in better CPU-efficiency due to more
packets getting batched at the cost of higher latency, while a
smaller timeout value results in lower latency but worse CPU-
efficiency. Determining the ideal timeout value is difficult
in best-effort networks due to unpredictable network delays.
Harmony’s predictable network delay guarantees enable over-
coming the above tradeoff: in absence of failures, receivers
receive data at a fixed bandwidth, allowing to set a timeout
to reap the maximum benefits of Reframer. Evaluation of
our prototype, integrated with Reframer, achieves 2× higher
throughput than the original Reframer [5].

Efficient failure detectors. Detecting host failures is a funda-
mental problem in distributed systems. Designing a failure
detector that is reliable (i.e. provides small false positive prob-
ability) and fast (provides failure notification within a small
delay) is a hard problem, especially in best-effort networks
where network delays are unpredictable [43]. Harmony, us-
ing its bounded delay guarantees, has the potential to allow
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achieving both these goals simultaneously. In [5], we present
a prototype failure detection built on top of Harmony. The fail-
ure detector probes the target host by issuing a request and
waiting for an rsvp. Given Harmony’s predictable delay guar-
antees, the failure detector knows exactly when to expect the
corresponding rsvp message. The absence of such a message
implies there was a failure, either at the host or in network
hardware. We show analytically that, for modern datacenter
networks, the probability of the probe encountering a network
failure is relatively small (and decreases with the number of
tries) due to large path diversity; based on this, we are able
to demonstrate the feasibility of designing low-latency host
failure detectors that also have low false positive rates.

7 Related Work

Our exploration of congestion-free datacenter architecture is
related to three key areas of research.

Pre-datacenter network designs (RSVP, virtual circuit
switching, ATM networks, etc.). There have been sev-
eral attempts to designing Internet architectures with pre-
dictable performance, e.g., using Resource ReSerVation pro-
tocol (RSVP) [70, 71], virtual circuit switching [12, 40, 56],
and hop-by-hop flow control in ATM networks [17, 54], to
name a few. Realizing predictable performance on the In-
ternet faced several challenges: large RTTs, the lack of a
single administrative entity precluding support from hosts
and routers, and potential deadlocks due to policy-driven rout-
ing [17, 54]. These challenges proved to be insurmountable
in the Internet context; however, the equation is quite dif-
ferent for modern datacenter networks: they support small
RTTs, operate within a single administrative domain allowing
us to leverage both host and switch support, and are already
exploring programmable switches and custom-designed net-
work interface cards (NICs) with more powerful interfaces
than commodity hardware. Our work builds upon decades
of work on predictable Internet architectures, but advances
them significantly: combining the idea of virtual channels
with RSVP to avoid throughput loss in datacenter networks
and presenting analytical bounds on bounded queueing in the
datacenter context.

Circuit-switched networks. Circuit-switched datacenter net-
work architectures [10, 25, 42, 48, 57, 63], by establishing an
end-to-end dedicated path prior to data transmission, enable
bounded queueing at each switch in the network. Our goals
are aligned with those in circuit-switched networks; unsur-
prisingly, some of our ideas resemble the techniques used in
circuit-switched networks, e.g., wavelength-switching [14,16,
52] and packet-based optical switching [24, 30]. However,
there are two—fundamental—differences. First, our work
demonstrates that it is possible to achieve powerful guaran-
tees using distributed packet-switched networks, the primary
deployment scenario in today’s datacenter networks; recent

results [10] demonstrate that it is impossible to simultane-
ously achieve low latency and high network utilization for all
workloads using distributed circuit-switched networks. Sec-
ond, unlike circuit-switched networks that assume host and
network hardware clocks to be perfectly synchronized (that
is known to be hard at the datacenter scale [69]), our design
does not make any assumptions on clock synchronization.

Predictable and low-latency datacenter network designs.
Most of the existing datacenter network designs focus on
best-effort delivery [6, 8, 9, 19, 27, 29, 32, 33, 44, 51]. There
are two exceptions. The first exception is the recent work on
lossless network designs [1, 44, 72]; while these techniques
ensure that packets are never dropped due to buffer overflow,
by design, they can suffer from packet stalls—packets can be
queued in switch buffers for an unpredictable amount of time
due to PFC pause frames [1, 44]. Thus, they do not guarantee
bounded network delays. Harmony enables lossless networks
by design (in failure-free scenarios), thus offering a way to
realize RDMA over converged Ethernet without PFC.

Another closely related line of work [15, 39, 55, 69] is on
predictable network performance using centralized schedulers.
These designs suffer from the usual centralized design limita-
tions, namely scalability and availability, especially for high-
bandwidth links. Harmony focuses on achieving predictable
network performance over distributed packet-switched net-
works. Indeed, our evaluation results suggest that Harmony
achieves performance similar to centralized designs while
enjoying the benefits of a distributed datacenter architecture.

8 Conclusion
Existing datacenter networks provide best-effort delivery, that
is, messages may experience unpredictable queueing, delays,
and congestion-related drops due to switch buffer overflows
within the network. System designers are thus forced to rely
on minimal assumptions from the network, resulting in ineffi-
ciency and complexity in host hardware and software. This
paper argues for datacenter architectures that provide stronger
guarantees by design. We have presented Harmony, a datacen-
ter architecture that provides congestion-free message deliv-
ery guarantees—each message experiences bounded queueing
at each switch in the network. Harmony thus ensures that net-
work delays are bounded in failure-free scenarios, and that
congestion-related drops are eliminated. We establish that
Harmony provides these properties with near-zero overheads
compared to best-effort delivery networks.
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Abstract
Cloud services improve their availability by replicating data
across sites in different geographical regions. A variety of
state-machine replication protocols have been proposed for
this setting that reduce the latency under workloads with low
contention. However, when contention increases, these proto-
cols may deliver lower performance than Paxos. This paper
introduces SwiftPaxos—a protocol that lowers the best-case
latency in comparison to Paxos without hurting the worst-case
one. SwiftPaxos executes a command in 2 message delays
if there is no contention, and in 3 message delays otherwise.
To achieve this, the protocol allows replicas to vote on the
order in which they receive state-machine commands. Differ-
ently from previous protocols, SwiftPaxos permits a replica
to vote twice: first for its own ordering proposal, and then
to follow the leader. This mechanism avoids restarting the
voting process when a disagreement occurs among replicas,
saving computation time and message delays. Our evaluation
shows that the throughput of SwiftPaxos is up to 2.9x better
than state-of-the-art alternatives.

1 Introduction

Context. Today’s cloud services run in data centers scattered
around the world. The critical part of these services is repli-
cated at different geographical sites and maintained strongly
consistent [9, 14, 40, 48]. To achieve this, cloud providers
rely on state-machine replication (SMR) [45], where a ser-
vice is defined by a deterministic state machine and each site
maintains its own replica of the machine. An SMR protocol
coordinates the execution of commands at the sites, ensur-
ing that they stay in sync. The resulting system is lineariz-
able [21], providing an illusion that each command applied
to the service executes instantaneously at all sites.

Unfortunately, common SMR protocols, such as Paxos [29]
and Raft [39], have a high latency in geo-replicated deploy-
ments. These protocols funnel all commands through a leader
site, which orders commands and persists them at replicas.
If the leader fails, a new one is elected; the period when a
given site acts as a leader is called a ballot. In such protocols
the client finds out the result of a command execution after 4
message delays: a round trip from the client to the leader plus
a round trip from the leader to the replicas. This high latency
is made worse by the fact that geo-replicated transaction pro-

cessing systems (such as Spanner [14]) use Paxos multiple
times when executing a single transaction, e.g., to implement
a fault-tolerant version of two-phase commit.

Problem. There have been several proposals of SMR proto-
cols aiming to lower latency. One approach, pioneered by Fast
Paxos [31], is for clients to contact replicas directly, bypassing
the leader, and let each replica order the command indepen-
dently. If enough replicas (usually > 3/4 of the total) agree on
the ordering of the command, it takes the fast path. Otherwise,
it is processed via a slow path, which requires extra message
exchanges to resolve the disagreement. We can increase the
chances of spontaneous agreement on command ordering
by observing that, to satisfy linearizability, it is enough that
replicas only agree on the order of non-commuting (aka con-
flicting) commands [30, 42]. This allows taking the fast path
when there is no contention, i.e., when replicas receive con-
flicting commands in the same order, as is often the case in
application workloads [26, 38, 41]. Unfortunately, protocols
using this approach, such as Generalized Paxos [30], become
very expensive once even a single pair of commands contend:
in this case the protocol changes the ballot, similarly to how
it would handle a leader failure. This requires transferring a
large amount of state between replicas and disrupts the pro-
cessing of all commands, even those that do not conflict. For
this reason, Generalized Paxos has not been used in practice.

An alternative approach eliminates the leader altogether,
allowing the replicas to order commands in a peer-to-peer
manner (EPaxos [38] and follow-ups [3, 6, 17]). To perform
optimally, such leaderless protocols require clients to be co-
located with a data replica. However, as replication is expen-
sive, geo-distributed systems often do not maintain a data
replica at each client site [9, 40]. In addition, the execution of
commands in this class of SMR protocols is often delayed by
a form of a convoy effect. As a consequence, these protocols
have a high tail latency even at low conflict rates; once the
conflict rate increases, the latency skyrockets [6, 19, 50].

Contributions. To address these limitations, in this paper
we present SwiftPaxos—a new SMR protocol providing fast
linearizable operations over geo-replicated data. It processes
a command in 2 message delays when this command com-
mutes with concurrently submitted ones (fast path). Other-
wise, SwiftPaxos takes just one extra delay for the leader to
resolve the conflict, requiring 3 message delays overall (slow
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path). Unlike in Generalized Paxos [30], the slow path does
not disrupt the system and does not require transferring sig-
nificant amounts of state. Since in SwiftPaxos conflicts are
resolved by the leader, it also exhibits low tail latency, unlike
EPaxos [38]. Thus, SwiftPaxos lowers the best-case latency
in comparison to Paxos without hurting the worst-case one.

To achieve such benefits, in SwiftPaxos a client sends its
command c directly to the replicas, which compute the set of
c’s dependencies—commands conflicting with c that should
be executed before it. At each replica, dependencies form
a partial order on commands, dictating how they should be
applied to the local copy of the state machine. To compute the
dependencies of a command, replicas make proposals based
on the order in which they receive commands, and then agree
on one of these. If enough replicas make the same proposal,
the command is processed in a single round-trip (fast path).
Otherwise, the replicas adopt the leader’s proposal, requiring
one extra message delay (slow path).

The key novelty of this scheme is that on the slow path a
replica votes for two different proposals: first for its own and
then for the leader’s, with latter superseding the former. Such
double voting would usually be unsafe in Paxos-like SMR
protocols: this is why Generalized Paxos [30] can only resolve
a disagreement by changing the ballot. It is safe in SwiftPaxos
because we include the leader into all fast quorums. Hence,
if a fast quorum replica disagreed with the leader, the replica
knows that the command could not have been committed on
the fast path. The replica can then quickly correct its vote
without compromising safety by sending a new message over-
ruling the previous one. This enables processing a command
on the slow path in just 3 message delays.

We have experimentally evaluated SwiftPaxos across 13
regions on Amazon EC2. Depending on contention, the pro-
tocol delivers 16–29% lower average latency than Paxos, and
in mixed YCSB workloads [13] its throughput is up to 2.9x
higher than EPaxos.

2 System Model

We consider a geo-distributed message-passing system where
processes may fail by crashing, but do not behave maliciously.
The processes are split into replicas, running a distributed
service, and clients using it. We denote the set of replicas by
R and assume that there are N = 2 f + 1 of these, at most
f of which may fail. Each process in R models a server
located in a separate data center; clients can be co-located
with servers or located elsewhere. The set of replicas can be
changed using standard reconfiguration techniques [29, 46],
and we omit details related to this.

State-machine replication (SMR) is a common approach to
designing highly available distributed services in the above
system [14, 45]. The service is defined by a deterministic
state machine, which has a set of states S and accepts a set
of commands C . Given a command c and a state s, a func-

tion exec(c,s) returns a pair (r,s′) of the return value r and
the new state s′ obtained by executing c in s. Each replica
maintains its own copy of the state machine, accessible via
a variable state. An SMR protocol coordinates the execution
of commands at the replicas, ensuring that their copies of the
state machine stay in sync.

Clients are stateless, but they know how to contact the repli-
cas. The SMR protocol allows a client to submit a command
c for execution using an API call submit(c). Each submit-
ted command c is tagged with a unique identifier id(c). A
function client associates each identifier with the client that
submitted the command. When the SMR protocol obtains the
response value r of a command c, it upcalls into the client
with a notification response(id(c),r).

The protocol we propose in this paper satisfies lineariz-
ability [21]. Informally, this means that commands appear
to clients as if executed sequentially on a single copy of the
state machine in an order consistent with the real-time order,
i.e., the order of non-overlapping command invocations. To
satisfy linearizability, it is enough that replicas agree on the
execution order of non-commuting commands [30, 42]. More
precisely, two commands c and d commute if for every state
s of the state machine: (i) executing c followed by d or d
followed by c in s leads to the same state; and (ii) c returns
the same response in s as in the state obtained by executing
d from s, and vice versa. When the two commands do not
commute, we say that they conflict, written c ▷◁ d. Conflicts
can be over-approximated using the service API: e.g., in a
key-value store operations on different keys commute. In
transactional systems with deferred update replication, such
as Spanner [14], conflicts can be detected at commit time.

To give a specification of an SMR protocol, we first define
a relation≺ over C so that c≺ d if: (i) c ▷◁ d and some replica
p executes c before d; or (ii) c was executed by some replica
before any client submitted d. An SMR protocol needs to
satisfy the following properties:

Validity. If a replica executes a command c, then some client
has submitted c before.
Integrity. A replica executes each command at most once.
Ordering. The relation ≺ is acyclic.
Nontriviality. The return value r obtained by the client for a
command c is the result of c’s execution at some replica.
Liveness. If a command c is submitted by a non-faulty client
or executed by some replica, then c is eventually executed by
all non-faulty replicas.

Implementing this specification is sufficient to ensure the
linearizability and responsiveness of the service [30, 42]. In
particular, Ordering guarantees that different replicas can-
not execute conflicting commands in different orders. As is
standard, to ensure liveness we assume that the system is
eventually synchronous [16], so that message delays between
non-failed processes are eventually bounded.
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3 Core Concepts and Protocol Overview

We first provide an overview of SwiftPaxos, and then cover
it in detail. We have rigorously proved SwiftPaxos correct,
but due to space constraints we defer this proof to §A. In-
stead, in our explanations we state key protocol invariants and
informally explain why they hold.

3.1 Ballots
As usual for Paxos-like protocols, SwiftPaxos’s execution
is divided into a sequence of ballots. A replica can be in a
single ballot at a time, tracked in a variable bal. Each ballot
b has a fixed leader replica leader(b) = p(b mod N); all other
participants of b are followers. If leader(b) is suspected of fail-
ure, a follower initiates a recovery procedure, which switches
to a higher ballot with a new leader. A variable status at a
replica records whether it is operating normally (NORMAL)
or is recovering (RECOVERING).

We call a majority of replicas a quorum. Each ballot b is
associated with a set of fast quorums FQ (b) and a set of slow
quorums SQ (b); these are respectively used on the fast and
slow paths of SwiftPaxos. For a replica p, we write fast(p,b)
and slow(p,b) if p belongs to a fast and a slow quorum of b,
respectively. We require that the leader of b belong to every
fast and slow quorum of b. Apart from this constraint, slow
quorums can be any majorities of replicas. Fast quorums must
satisfy a stricter condition (as in Fast Paxos [31]), requiring
that any two fast quorums intersect in a majority:

∀Q1,Q2 ∈ FQ (b). |Q1∩Q2|> N/2. (FQI)

This condition can be satisfied in different ways. In the rest
of the paper we consider the following two:

(C1) A fast quorum is any set containing > 3/4 of all replicas,
including the leader.

(C2) There is a unique fast quorum consisting of a fixed
majority of replicas, including the leader.

These two quorum systems offer different optima in the trade-
off defined by (FQI). On the one hand, (C1) supports up to
(N/4− 1) follower failures without blocking the fast path.
On the other, (C2) has a better complexity, only requiring a
majority of replicas to order commands [32, 33, 36, 38], but
may block the fast path when any of these replicas fails.

3.2 Dependencies and Key Invariants
As we noted earlier, to ensure linearizability it is enough for
replicas to only agree on the order of non-commuting com-
mands. SwiftPaxos represents such an order by associating
with each command c the set of its dependencies—commands
conflicting with c that must be executed before it. To compute
this set, the replicas make their proposals and then agree on
one of them. We say that the command c is committed when
the replicas agree on all its transitive dependencies, i.e., the

dependencies of c, the dependencies of these dependencies,
and so on. The protocol ensures:

INVARIANT 1. Any two replicas commit a command with
the same set of dependencies.

A command moves through different phases as it is pro-
cessed, from the initial phase (START) to the final one, where
the command is committed (COMMIT). Each replica tracks
the progress of commands in an array phase, indexed by com-
mand identifiers. The name of the phase written in italics
denotes the set of all commands in this phase, e.g., Commit
stands for {id | phase[id] = COMMIT}. An array dep maps
a command identifier to its direct dependencies: if the com-
mand’s entry in the phase array is COMMIT, then the depen-
dencies are committed; otherwise, they record the replica’s
proposal. The dep array defines the edges of a dependency
graph at a replica. Initially, all the entries are null (⊥).

A replica executes a command once it is committed and all
its dependencies are executed. Since dependencies relate only
conflicting commands, replicas are thus free to execute inde-
pendent commands in any order. Then to satisfy the Ordering
property of SMR (§2), the protocol needs to ensure:

INVARIANT 2. For any two conflicting commands c and c′

committed at a replica, either c belongs to the dependencies
of c′, or the converse holds.

To illustrate, consider commands x, y and z such that x ▷◁ y
and y ▷◁ z and their committed dependencies are dep[id(x)] =
dep[id(z)] = /0 and dep[id(y)] = {x,z}. Then a replica can
execute x and z in any order, provided they execute before y.

Finally, as the protocol delays executing a committed com-
mand until its dependencies are executed, for the protocol to
be live, committed dependencies should not form a cycle:

INVARIANT 3. The committed part of the dependency graph
at each replica is acyclic.

3.3 Agreeing on Dependencies
Before describing SwiftPaxos in detail, we give its overview
using the example in Figure 1. Here the system consists of
5 replicas, thus tolerating 2 faults. Replicas p4 and p5 host
one client each. A third client is not co-located with any of
the replicas. The fast quorum intersection requirement (FQI)
is satisfied with configuration (C2), so that there is a single
fast quorum {p1, p2, p3}. To avoid clutter we omit most of
the interactions with the two replicas outside this quorum.

Propagation. A client sends a submitted command c to the
replicas in a Propagate(c) message. When a replica receives
c, it computes its proposal for c’s dependencies as the set of
the previously received commands that conflict with c—to
satisfy Invariant 2. In Figure 1, proposals are depicted using
→, so that {x,y}→ z means that z depends on x and y.

Fast path. Each replica in a fast quorum broadcasts its pro-
posal in a FastAck message. Replicas wait until they receive
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Propagation (1 δ) Fast path (1 δ) Slow path (0-1 δ)
Q
∈

FQ

p4/client1

p5/client2

client3

p1

p2

leader

p3

submit(x)

submit(y)

submit(z)

exec(y)

exec(x)

response(z)

exec(y) exec(x) exec(z)

Reply(z) FastAck(x) FastAck(y) FastAck(z)

FastAck(x) FastAck(y) FastAck(z)

FastAck(z)FastAck(x) FastAck(y)

SlowAck(x)

SlowAck(x)

SlowAck(x) SlowAck(z)

/0→ x /0→ y {x,y}→ z

/0→ y /0→ x {x,y}→ z

/0→ y {y}→ z {z}→ x

Figure 1: An execution of the protocol processing commands x, y and z such that x ▷◁ z and y ▷◁ z.

proposals from all members of some fast quorum. If all such
proposals are the same, then there is a spontaneous agree-
ment [31]. In this case, a replica commits the command once
its dependencies are also committed. This represents the fast
path of the protocol, which under favorable conditions allows
a replica to execute a command within 2 message delays from
the time it was submitted. For example, in Figure 1 replica
p1 commits and executes y immediately after receiving the
same proposal /0→ y from all fast quorum members. Since
each replica computes its proposal from the conflicting com-
mands it has seen before, a command takes the fast path when
there is no contention—something that occurs frequently in
application workloads [26, 38, 41].

Slow path via double voting in a fast quorum. Fast quo-
rum replicas compute their proposals based on the order in
which they receive conflicting commands. As this depends on
the ordering generated by the network, the replicas may dis-
agree, in which case the command takes the slow path. To this
end, each fast quorum replica that disagreed with the leader
adopts its proposal and acknowledges this by broadcasting a
SlowAck message. A replica can commit the command once
it receives a set of matching FastAck and SlowAck messages
from all the members of some fast quorum and it has commit-
ted the command’s dependencies. This may require an extra
message delay in comparison to the fast path. For example,
in Figure 1 replicas p1 and p2 receive x before z, while p3
receives z before x, which results in different proposals. Since
p3 disagrees with the leader p2 on the dependencies of x and
z, it adopts the leader’s proposals /0→ x and {x,y}→ z and
broadcasts SlowAcks for the two commands. Consequently,
replica p1 commits and executes x and z in 3 message delays.

Note that on the slow path a fast quorum replica votes for
two different proposals in the same ballot—once for its own
(FastAck) and once for the leader’s (SlowAck). Such double
voting would usually be unsafe in Paxos-like protocols. In
SwiftPaxos this is safe because the leader belongs to all fast
quorums: if a fast quorum replica disagreed with the leader,
the replica knows that the command could not have been
committed on the fast path, and may safely correct its vote.

Slow path via a slow quorum. SwiftPaxos can also com-

mit commands using a slow quorum, just like Paxos. A slow
quorum replica acts similarly to a fast quorum replica, except
that it does not make proposals of its own. Namely, when it
receives a FastAck from the leader, a slow quorum replica
adopts the leader’s proposal and broadcasts a SlowAck mes-
sage. Any replica can commit the command after receiving
FastAck from the leader and SlowAcks from the followers
of a slow quorum. In a wide-area network, where latencies
between different pairs of replicas vary, the slow path may
be faster than the double-voting mechanism in the fast path.
Going back to Figure 1, assume that the latency between p4
and p3 is higher than between p4 and p5. Instead of waiting
for a SlowAck message for x from p3, replica p4 can use the
earlier SlowAck message from p5 and the FastAck from the
leader p2 to commit x via the slow quorum {p4, p5, p2}. Since
a slow quorum can be any majority, this additional mecha-
nism for committing commands ensures that SwiftPaxos is
at least as fast as Paxos. In fact, on the slow path SwiftPaxos
corresponds to a well-known faster variation of Paxos where
followers broadcast 2B messages to all replicas.

Message complexity. SwiftPaxos has a quadratic message
complexity, as opposed to linear complexity of classical Paxos.
However, for typical geo-replicated SMR deployments (N = 3
or N = 5) [9, 14] the difference between these complexities
is fairly small. Besides, the additional messages issued by
SwiftPaxos are light, as they only carry metadata. We compare
the bandwidth usage of SwiftPaxos and Paxos in §5.1.

3.4 Ensuring Low Tail Latency
Dependencies are also used to order commands in
EPaxos [38] and its follow-ups [3, 17]. However, in EPaxos
dependencies may form cycles, and thus command execution
cannot simply follow their order. Instead, EPaxos waits until
it forms strongly connected components of the dependency
graph and then executes these components one at a time. Since
such components can be arbitrary large, the protocol may de-
lay command execution for an unbounded amount of time.
This phenomenon is known as convoy effect and in practice it
leads to a high tail latency [6, 19, 50].

In contrast, dependencies in SwiftPaxos remain acyclic (In-
variant 3, §3.2), and command execution can simply follow
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Dependency graph Dependencies of c3 Paths to c3
leader c1→ c2→ c3 {c2} {[c3,c2,c1]}

p1 c2→ c3 {c2} {[c3,c2]}
p2 c2→ c3 {c2} {[c3,c2]}

Figure 2: To accept the result of optimistic execution, clients wait
for matching dependency paths.

them. The only delay between committing a command and ex-
ecuting it is similar to one present in Multi-Paxos, where each
consensus instance depends on the prior ones. This makes
the tail latencies of SwiftPaxos and Paxos comparable, as we
empirically show in §5.2. We compute the theoretical latency
of SwiftPaxos and compare it against other protocols in §A.6.

3.5 Faster Responses at Non-Collocated Clients

Clients located in the same data center as a replica receive the
result of a command directly from that replica. For instance,
client2 in Figure 1 is co-located with p5 and receives the
response to y immediately after p5 executes y. Clients that are
not co-located with a replica need to wait for an extra message
delay to hear the response. To speed up delivering responses
at such clients, SwiftPaxos optimistically executes commands
at the leader (similarly to Zookeeper [23] and CURP [41]).

In more detail, when the leader receives a command c from
a client that is not co-located with a replica, it computes the
result of executing c and replies to the client with a Reply
message. In Figure 1, client3 gets this message for command
z. Followers send their FastAck and SlowAck messages for
c not only to other replicas—as described before—but also
to the client that submitted c. The client accepts the response
in Reply once it receives matching FastAck or SlowAck
messages from a fast or slow quorum. This ensures that a
client always gets a response within 2 or 3 message delays,
regardless of whether it is co-located with a replica.

There is a subtlety, though: on the fast path a client can-
not accept the result of optimistic execution using only the
dependency sets, because these sets contain direct dependen-
cies of the command but say nothing about their predecessors.
Figure 2 illustrates this. It depicts the dependency graphs at
some point in time where (FQI) from §3.1 is satisfied with a
single quorum {p0, p1, p2}, with p0 as the leader. In Figure 2,
clients submit 3 commands c1, c2 and c3, with c2 conflicting
with both c1 and c3. The replica p0 is the only one to receive
c1, yet all three replicas agree on the ordering of c2 and c3.
Assume that p0 now optimistically executes c1, c2 and c3 in
this order before it gets any messages from other replicas,
and thus before this ordering is durable. It will then send the
result of executing c3 to the client. The leader’s proposal for
the dependency set of c3 matches the proposals of p1 and p2,
but the three replicas disagree on c3’s transitive dependencies.
Hence, the client cannot accept the reply from the leader: if
the leader crashes, its ordering of c1 will be lost, invalidating
the optimistic execution. Notice that this problem does not

occur at replicas, as they execute each command only after it
gets committed, implying that all its transitive dependencies
are also committed, and thus durable.

To ensure that clients accept only valid results from op-
timistic execution, FastAck messages contain not only the
direct dependencies of the command but also the set of all
the paths leading to it in the dependency graph. If these sets
match, the ordering of the command is durable and the client
may accept the result via the fast path. For a command c, we
represent the set of c’s dependency paths as a set of ordered
lists, where each list starts with c and continues with its tran-
sitive dependencies arranged according to the dependency
graph (see Figure 2). In §4.1 we explain how dependency
paths can be efficiently implemented in practice.

In Figure 1 when the fast quorum replicas receive z, their
FastAck replies carry not just dependency sets, but also de-
pendency paths: replicas p1 and p2 send {[z,x]; [z,y]}, while
p3 sends {[z,y]}. Since these sets do not match, the result of
z cannot be accepted by client3 on the fast path.

4 SwiftPaxos in Detail

We define the protocol logic in Figures 3–5 using a set of
handlers, each of which executes atomically once its precon-
ditions are true (keyword pre).

4.1 Normal Operation

Propagation. Upon receiving a Propagate(c) message
from a client (lines 2 and 6), a replica p saves c in an array
cmd and moves c to the PREACCEPT phase, to record that it
is now waiting for the leader’s proposal. If the replica belongs
to some fast quorum, it also computes its proposal dep[id(c)]
for c’s dependencies and broadcasts it in a FastAck message
together with c’s dependency paths paths[id] (line 21).

If p is the leader, upon receiving a command p also exe-
cutes it and sends its result in a Reply message (lines 16-19).
The command is not committed at this point. The execution is
optimistic and p does not modify its local copy of the state ma-
chine. Instead, p maintains a list pending_log of commands
that are received but not committed yet. The command is
added to the list and p determines its result using a function
opt_exec (further discussed in §4.4).

Fast path. A replica p commits a command c via the fast
path when it receives matching dependency sets from a fast
quorum. In this case, p first processes the FastAck message
from the leader (line 22), which advances c to the ACCEPT
phase (line 24). Then p processes FastAcks from the other
quorum members (line 30). Once the dependencies of c are
committed (line 31), p commits c as well. A client receives a
response on the fast path once it gets a Reply message from
the leader and matching dependency paths from the followers
of a fast quorum (line 3).
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1 function submit(c):
2 send Propagate(c) to R

3 when received Reply(b, id,P,r) from leader(b) and
FastAck(b, id,_,P) or SlowAck(b, id)
from all followers in Q ∈ FQ (b), or

4 when received Reply(b, id,_,r) from leader(b) and
SlowAck(b, id) from all followers in
Q ∈ SQ (b)

5 response(id,r)

Figure 3: Client code.

Slow path. Upon the receipt of FastAck(b, id,D,P) from
the leader, a fast quorum replica checks whether its local
value of dep[id] is equal to D (line 25). If this is not the
case, the command takes the slow path: the replica overwrites
dep[id] with D, advances the command’s phase to ACCEPT
and notifies the other replicas and the client with a SlowAck
message. A slow quorum replica also sends the SlowAck to
speed up agreement on dependencies, as described in §3.3.
To commit the command, the replica then waits until the
other fast (or slow) quorum members send either a FastAck
matching the leader’s proposal or a SlowAck (line 30).

The client acts similarly to compute the response to its
command, except that it waits for matching dependency paths
instead of dependency sets (line 3). This justifies line 29:
when a fast quorum replica receives the leader’s proposal
that matches its own vote but does not match the dependency
paths, it sends a SlowAck message to the client. In this way
the client learns that the replica is now in sync with the leader
and can thus accept the result of the optimistic execution.

To ensure that the replica is indeed in sync with the leader,
we need the last conjunct of the precondition at line 23. This
requires the replica to handle a FastAck(_,_,D,_) message
from the leader only if it has already handled such messages
from all the commands in D. This condition is automatically
satisfied when communication channels are FIFO. To illus-
trate its role, imagine that in Figure 1 replica p3 updated the
dependencies of z before those of x, violating the precondition
in line 23. Then right after p3 changed dep[z] to {x,y}, the
three replicas of the fast quorum disagree on the set of depen-
dency paths of z: at replicas p1 and p2 the set is {[z,x]; [z,y]}
but according to p3 there is a path [z,x,z]. As seen in §3.5
accepting the result of the execution of z would be unsafe.

Command execution. A replica keeps track of commands
executed on its copy of the state machine using a variable
Exec. A replica executes a command once it is committed and
all its dependencies are executed (line 33). If the replica is the
leader, it then removes the command from pending_log.

Representing dependency paths. Sending full dependency
paths is not an option in practice due to their fast-growing
size. This issue is solved by trimming the paths of a command
c up to the last committed or accepted transitive dependency.
For example, if c’s set of dependency paths is {[c,d,e]} and

6 when received Propagate(c) from client q
7 pre: status= NORMAL∧id(c) ∈ Start
8 phase[id(c)]← PREACCEPT
9 cmd[id(c)]← c

10 if fast(p,bal) then
11 let D = {id | cmd[id] ▷◁ c}
12 let P = pset(id(c))
13 dep[id(c)]← D
14 paths[id(c)]← P
15 if p = leader(bal) then
16 pending_log← pending_log · c
17 let r = opt_exec(pending_log,state)
18 send Reply(bal,id(c),P,r) to q
19 send FastAck(bal,id(c),D,P) to R
20 else
21 send FastAck(bal,id(c),D,P) to R ∪{q}

22 when received FastAck(b, id,D,P) from leader(b)
23 pre: status= NORMAL∧ id ∈ Preaccept∧bal= b

∧D⊆ Accept∪Commit
24 phase[id]← ACCEPT
25 if (fast(p,b)∧dep[id] ̸= D)∨ slow(p,b) then
26 dep[id]← D
27 send SlowAck(bal, id) to R ∪{client(id)}
28 else if fast(p,b)∧paths[id] ̸= P then
29 send SlowAck(bal, id) to client(id)

30 when received FastAck(b, id,D,_) or SlowAck(b, id)
from all followers in Q f ∈ FQ (b), or
SlowAck(b, id) from all followers in Qs ∈ SQ (b)

31 pre: status= NORMAL∧ id ∈ Accept∧bal= b
∧D = dep[id]⊆ Commit

32 phase[id]← COMMIT

33 when there exists id ∈ Commit\Exec with dep[id]⊆ Exec
34 (_,state)← exec(cmd[id],state)
35 Exec←{id}∪Exec
36 if p = leader(bal) then remove(pending_log, id)

37 function pset(id):
38 if dep[id] = /0 then return {[id]}
39 else return {id :: l | ∃id′ ∈ dep[id]. l ∈ pset(id′)}

Figure 4: Normal operation at a replica p.

d is in the COMMIT or ACCEPT phase, the set is reduced to
{[c,d]}. Thanks to the preconditions at lines 23 and 31, this
is safe: if a command is committed or accepted then so is
any of its transitive dependencies. When the reduced sets
match, the omitted parts match as well, as they correspond to
the ordering at the leader. Additionally, instead of the paths
themselves one may send hashes of the (reduced) paths [44].
This optimization is also applied in our implementation.

Garbage collection. Standard periodic checkpoints can be
used to bound memory usage of the protocol [7,23]. In our im-
plementation, we simply trim a command from the protocol’s
state once it is executed at all replicas. In §5.1 we discuss the
memory consumption in more detail.
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40 function recover():
41 let b > bal such that leader(b) = p
42 send NewLeader(b) to all

43 when received NewLeader(b) from q
44 pre: b > bal
45 status← RECOVERING
46 bal← b
47 send NewLeaderAck(b,cbal,phase,cmd,dep) to q

48 when received NewLeaderAck(b,cbalq,phaseq,cmdq,depq)

from all q ∈ Q
49 pre: status= RECOVERING∧bal= b∧|Q|> n/2
50 reset phase, cmd and dep
51 let bmax = max{cbalq | q ∈ Q}
52 let U = {q ∈ Q | cbalq = bmax}
53 forall id such that

∃q ∈U.phaseq[id] ∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT} do
54 phase[id]← phaseq[id]
55 cmd[id]← cmdq[id]
56 dep[id]← depq[id]
57 forall id /∈ Accept∪Commit do
58 if ∃D ̸=⊥.∃Q f ∈ FQ (bmax).Q∩Q f ⊆U

∧∀q ∈ Q∩Q f .depq[id] = D then
59 phase[id]← ACCEPT
60 cmd[id]← cmdq[id]
61 dep[id]←

D∪{id′ | cmd[id′] ▷◁ cmd[id]∧ id /∈ dep[id′]}
62 forall (id, id′) such that id′ ∈ Start∩dep[id] do
63 dep[id]← dep[id]\{id′}
64 arbitrarily break cycles in dep
65 send Sync(b,phase,cmd,dep) to R

66 when received Sync(b,phase,cmd,dep)
67 pre: b≥ bal
68 status← NORMAL; bal← b; cbal← b
69 phase← phase; cmd← cmd; dep← dep
70 clear(pending_log)
71 if slow(p,b) then
72 forall id in an order consistent with dep do
73 if p = leader(b)∧ id /∈ Exec then
74 pending_log← pending_log · cmd[id]
75 else if id ∈ Accept then
76 send SlowAck(b, id) to R

Figure 5: Recovery at a replica p.

4.2 Recovery from Leader Failures
Replicas continuously monitor the progress of the protocol.
When the current leader is suspected of hindering progress,
the protocol nominates a new one to take over. This nomi-
nation can be done in a standard way, e.g., using a failure
detector [8], and we defer the details to §A.4. We now explain
the algorithm followed by the potential leader.

Leadership change. The recovery procedure begins similarly
to Paxos [29]. When a replica p is nominated to become the
new leader, it calls recover (line 40). This function picks
a new ballot b led by p and higher than any ballot p has
previously joined. Replica p then sends b in a NewLeader
message to all replicas, asking them to support its leadership.
A replica acknowledges p as the new leader only if b is higher

than any ballot it has previously joined (line 44). In this case
the replica changes its status to RECOVERING, which stops
normal message handling, and replies with a NewLeaderAck
message carrying the commands it knows about.

Once the leadership of p is approved by a quorum Q
(line 48), p’s next goal is to bring the replicas into the same
state from which they will resume processing commands.

Recovering commands. To maintain consensus on depen-
dencies (Invariant 1), the new leader’s state must include all
commands committed in lower ballots. To ensure this, the
leader computes the initial state of b based on the states and
the values of a cbal variable reported by the replicas in their
NewLeaderAck messages. This variable maintains the last
ballot at which each replica successfully completed recovery.

Similarly to Paxos [29], p focuses on the set U of replicas
that reported the maximal ballot bmax: the state of these repli-
cas supersedes that of replicas from lower ballots. The leader
p then incorporates into its state all the commands that could
have been committed up to bmax. In lines 53–56 the leader
does this for commands that could have been committed on
the slow path. Any such command would have to be accepted
by a slow quorum Qs, which must intersect with the recovery
quorum Q in at least one process. Hence, for each command
c in the ACCEPT or COMMIT phase at a replica q ∈ U , the
leader incorporates c and its dependencies as reported by q
into its state. In lines 58–61 the leader collects all commands
that could have been committed up to bmax on the fast path.
Any such command would have to be preaccepted with the
same dependencies by a fast quorum Q f . Hence, p adds to its
state all commands c such that Q∩Q f ⊆U and all replicas in
Q∩Q f report the same dependency set D for c. This condition
is similar to Fast Paxos [31]; we later explain the rationale for
the second term of the union at line 61 and how we ensure that
we don’t create cycles in the dependency graph. Note that the
condition at line 58 defines D uniquely: there may not be two
different fast quorums Q f and Q′f whose members in Q re-
port different dependency sets. This is because (FQI) implies
(Q∩Q f )∩ (Q∩Q′f ) = Q∩Q f ∩Q′f ̸= /0. But then the depen-
dencies reported for the command c by Q∩Q f and Q∩Q′f
cannot be distinct, since they were reported by some replica
belonging to both sets.

Thanks to the conditions at lines 53 and 58, all commands
committed at earlier ballots are included into the new state.
Next, the leader removes from the dependency graph all com-
mands that do not satisfy those conditions (lines 62-63). To
see that the loop at line 62 does not violate safety properties,
note that for a pair of commands c and c′ whose identifiers
id and id′ satisfy the condition at line 62, neither command
can be committed at a previous ballot: c′ is not committed
because it does not satisfy any of the two conditions at line 53
and line 58; c is not committed because it depends on an un-
committed command c′. Thus, it is safe to completely remove
c′ from the state and update the dependencies of c.
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Q f 0 = {p0, p1, p3, p4}
Q f 1 = {p1, p2, p3, p4}
Q f 2 = {p0, p2, p3, p4}

p0 : c0→c1→ c2→c3→ c4
p1 : c2→c3→ c4→c5→ c0
p2 : c4→c5→ c0→c1→ c2

Qr = {p0, p1, p2} F = {p3, p4}
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Figure 6: Avoiding dependency cycles during recovery.

After the above computation, the leader breaks cycles in
the dependency graph; we explain this step shortly. The
leader then broadcasts a Sync message, defining the state
from which the new ballot starts. When another replica re-
ceives this message (line 66), it overwrites its state with the
one provided, changes its status to NORMAL, and clears the
log of pending commands. If the replica belongs to a slow
quorum, it broadcasts a SlowAck message for each uncom-
mitted command (line 76), to ensure that such commands are
committed in the new ballot. Finally, if the replica is the new
leader, it adds all unexecuted commands to pending_log in
an order consistent with the dependencies (line 72).

Recovery can be easily optimized so that Sync messages
only transfer the parts each replica is missing (although our
prototype implementation omits this optimization).

Preserving the invariants. During the normal protocol oper-
ation, both on the fast and slow paths replicas commit com-
mands with the dependencies proposed by the leader. Then,
due to the way the leader computes its proposals, commit-
ted conflicting commands cannot be independent, and the
dependencies of committed commands cannot form a cycle,
as respectively required by Invariants 2 and 3. However, pre-
serving these invariants during recovery requires care.

First, during recovery the new leader can introduce a cycle
when it merges replica states. To see how this can happen,
consider the example illustrated in Figure 6. The system con-
sists of five replicas and recovers from Qr = {p0, p1, p2} after
the failure of the remaining replicas F = {p3, p4}. Assume
that on recovery all replicas in Qr report the same cbal = b
and the orderings shown in Figure 6a. Assume also that the
leader of b is p4, and that this ballot is associated with three
fast quorums Q f 0, Q f 1 and Q f 3, defined in the figure. On re-
covery the replicas in Qr ∩Q f 0, Qr ∩Q f 1 and Qr ∩Q f 2 agree
on the orders c2→ c3→ c4, c4→ c5→ c0 and c0→ c1→ c2,
respectively (Figure 6b). According to line 58, the new leader
has to incorporate all of them into its state. But when these
orderings are combined, they yield a cycle over commands
c0, . . . ,c5. To preserve Invariant 3 in such cases, the leader
arbitrarily breaks cycles by inverting relations between any
two commands in them (line 64). For example, the cycle in

Figure 6 can be broken by removing c5 from dep[id(c0)] and
adding c0 to dep[id(c5)] (Figure 6c). Note that this compu-
tation does not violate Invariant 1 because it changes only
those dependencies that could not have been committed in
previous ballots. Namely, if some command on the cycle is
committed, then so are all its predecessors, i.e., all commands
on the cycle (by line 31); but this is impossible by Invariant 3.
We refer to §A for a detailed proof.

When computing the new state during recovery, the new
leader can also end up with two conflicting commands none
of which is a dependency of the other. To see how this can
happen, imagine that in Figure 1 recovery occurs right after
the moment p3 received FastAck(b,x, /0,_) from the leader.
At this moment the replica has x in the ACCEPT phase with an
empty set of dependencies, and z in the PREACCEPT phase,
with y as its only dependency. Incorporating both commands
into the new state with the dependencies reported by p3 would
violate Invariant 2, because neither of the conflicting com-
mands x and z is a dependency of the other. To avoid such
situations, the new leader updates dependency sets of the com-
mands that are not in the ACCEPT or COMMIT phase at some
replica of the recovery quorum (line 61). The leader adds to
the dependencies of c all conflicting commands, excluding
those that already depend on c. In the above example, the
leader includes x in the dependency set of z (line 61), which
is safe because z is not committed at previous ballots. In §A
we prove that this computation is also safe in general.

4.3 Recovery from Client and Follower Failures
Before voting on a command, a replica must know its payload
(lines 6 and 23), which may not be available locally if the
client has failed. To deal with this, if the replica receives an
acknowledgment from the leader regarding this command,
after some time it tries to fetch the payload from the leader.
Additionally, followers re-propose commands if they are not
committed after some timeout. This helps when the payload
is available at followers but missing at the leader.

Follower failures do not impact the availability of
SwiftPaxos. But the failure of a follower within the fast quo-
rum can disable the fast path of the protocol and degrade its
performance. SwiftPaxos can deal with this using the same
procedure as for leader failures, changing the ballot to one
with a different fast quorum.

4.4 Optimistic Execution
The execution performed by the leader to compute the result
of a command (line 17 in Figure 4) is optimistic: at the time
the leader invokes opt_exec, the command has not yet been
accepted by the followers. However, the followers will always
accept the command unless one of them suspects the leader
of failure, which happens rarely. Hence, the work done during
the optimistic execution is rarely lost.

The optimistic execution in SwiftPaxos can be imple-
mented using existing mechanisms [25, 28, 41, 49]. For ex-
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ample, the command’s response can be computed by reading
the local copy while taking into account prior uncommit-
ted commands in pending_log, and its side effects can be
buffered until commit. Such a mechanism is already at work
in industrial-grade systems, such as Zookeeper [23].

SwiftPaxos can also be optimized by speculatively exe-
cuting read-only commands not at the leader, but at any fast
quorum replica. A client receives a reply from this replica and,
as before, accepts it on the fast path when other fast quorum
members report matching dependency paths. This optimiza-
tion distributes the load across replicas, preventing the leader
from saturating. We assess its benefits in §5.6.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation compares SwiftPaxos against several other
protocols, as detailed next. All protocols are written in Go,
building on the codebase of EPaxos [38]. The source code is
publicly available [1].

Paxos [29]. Commands get ordered and disseminated by the
leader replica, which is also in charge of replying to clients.
N2Paxos. A variation of Paxos that broadcasts 2B messages
(corresponding to our SlowAcks) to all replicas. A client
receives the response from the site closest to it. This cuts one
message delay for clients close to a replica, allowing them to
learn a response in 3 message delays instead of 4.
FastPaxos+ [31]. Clients send their requests directly to all
replicas, and a command is committed if enough replicas
agree on its ordering. When replicas disagree, the protocol
starts a new ballot of N2Paxos. We implement uncoordinated
collision recovery [31] (hence the +), which reduces commit
latency in exchange for a fixed collision-recovery quorum. In
this version replicas locally compute a proposal for the next
ballot, bypassing the coordinator and saving one round trip.
GPaxos [30]. Generalized Paxos improves Fast Paxos by
increasing fast path rate using the commutativity of com-
mands. However, it needs heavy metadata that requires fre-
quent checkpointing [20, 47].
CURP+. CURP [41] boosts leader-based SMR protocols by
separating ordering from durability. Each command is opti-
mistically executed at the leader while being stored at > 3/4
of replicas (“witnesses”). If there is no conflict, the result of
the optimistic execution at the leader is usable right away,
without waiting for the command to commit. CURP is a
primary-backup replication protocol, i.e., it uses only f +1
replicas but requires accurate failure detection. We use its vari-
ant for 2 f +1 replicas [41, Appendix B.2] based on N2Paxos,
to reduce latency (hence the +). See §B for the details.
EPaxos [38]. A leaderless protocol where clients connect to
the closest replica, which coordinates access to the replicated
service. In the conflict-free case, clients co-located with a
replica know the response after 2 message delays. Far-away

clients need an extra round trip to receive it. We deploy
EPaxos in thrifty mode, which reduces the overall number of
sent messages and the size of fast quorums.
Mencius [37]. Mencius rotates the role of the consensus
leader among the replicas. This spreads the load, but makes
the system run at the speed of the slowest replica.

We use two benchmarks: a no-op service and a key-value
store with an API following the one of YCSB [13]. The data
model is a set of records that are accessed using the com-
mands insert, get, and update. Each record is stored un-
der some key. Two commands conflict when they access the
same record and one of them is a write. The no-op service
executes commands accessing a random key and carrying a
default payload of 1 KB (the standard YCSB payload size).
Two commands conflict when they are on the same key. Fol-
lowing standard practice [38], to measure performance under
a conflict rate ρ a client chooses key 0 with a probability ρ,
and some unique key otherwise.

We deploy the services on Amazon EC2 over 5 replicas
in different geographical regions, so that the system tolerates
both a failure and a planned outage due to maintenance—a
common deployment configuration [14]. Clients are spread
over 10 regions all around the world, 2 of which also host
replicas. Hence, our experiments use 13 EC2 regions in total
(see §C for more details). Both clients and replicas execute
in virtual machines running Amazon Linux 2 with 16 vCPUs
and 32 GB of main memory. Unless stated otherwise, clients
execute commands in a closed loop, waiting for the previous
command to return before submitting a new one. Leader-
based protocols execute with the leader placed at the site that
minimizes the average (mean) latency across all clients. By de-
fault, our experiments use configuration (C2) to satisfy (FQI)
for both SwiftPaxos and FastPaxos+, as it is slightly more
favorable than (C1). We investigate the trade-offs between
the two configurations in §5.5.

5.1 Impact of the Conflict Rate

Our first experiment varies the conflict rate from 0 to 100% in
10% increments. Each site hosts 100 clients (1000 clients in
total). Figure 7(a) presents the speedup relative to Paxos. The
latency experienced by clients under each protocol depends
on where they are relative to the replicas. The top row of
Figure 7(a) reports the average (mean) latency across all sites.
The middle row reports the speedup observed at the best site
for SwiftPaxos, and the bottom row reports the worst.

The latencies of Paxos, N2Paxos, and FastPaxos+ are in-
dependent of the conflict rate. On average the improvement
of N2Paxos over Paxos is slightly below 1.05x: from 239 ms
to 229 ms. This is due to clients co-located with replicas,
which benefit from the broadcast of 2B messages. FastPaxos+
has an almost null fast path ratio because it is rare that the
replicas receive two concurrent commands (conflicting or
not) in the same order. Its slow path follows the message
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Figure 7: (a) Speedup over Paxos when varying the conflict rate
and (b) latency distribution under 2% conflicts. From top to bottom,
we report the average (mean), best, and worst sites for SwiftPaxos.

flow of N2Paxos with one difference: to take the slow path, a
replica must first detect a collision (with a majority of 2B mes-
sages). This explains why FastPaxos+ is slower than N2Paxos:
300 ms against 229 ms. For this reason, the average latency
of FastPaxos+ is omitted from Figure 7(a). The same happens
with Mencius, which displays a latency of 360 ms on average.

The average latency of SwiftPaxos is between 170 ms and
201 ms. With a 0% conflict rate this is 1.4x faster than Paxos.
Each 10% increase in the conflict rate yields a 1–3% increase
in latency. With 100% of conflicts, the speedup is 1.19x. At 7
out of 10 client sites SwiftPaxos is more than 20% faster than
Paxos, achieving more than 40% improvement at 3 of them.

At a low conflict rate, EPaxos and GPaxos are faster than
Paxos, yet both see their performance decrease abruptly as
conflicts increase. This is mainly explained by the drop in the
fast path ratio. Another reason is that at 8 out of 10 client sites
there is no service replica. These clients need an extra round-
trip to get a reply. In EPaxos, performance also deteriorates
due to the convoy effect in command execution (§3.4). Thanks
to its optimistic execution mechanism, CURP+ is the second
best protocol, with a 1.18x speedup on average. Similarly to
other protocols, its performance decreases with conflicts.

SwiftPaxos is faster than other protocols at all sites except
one (last row in Figure 7(a)): this site is too far away from
the fast quorum to leverage it. The improvement over CURP+
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Figure 8: Saturation points for 5 replicas when the total number of
clients increases from 100 up to 5000.

comes from a better fast path condition and smaller fast path
quorums.

5.2 Tail Latency
Figure 7(b) reports the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the latency at clients with 2% of conflicts. As before, we
run 100 clients per site. EPaxos has a suboptimal tail latency
distribution due to a convoy effect in its execution mechanism
(§3.4). GPaxos has similar issues because it requires complex
data structures and needs to regularly start new ballots to
minimize metadata. Other leader-based protocols do not suffer
from tail latency issues.

5.3 Metadata Usage
The leader in Paxos sends the payload of each command to the
quorum of replicas. This is not the case with SwiftPaxos, be-
cause the protocol uses command identifiers for ordering. As
a consequence, SwiftPaxos can be cheaper than Paxos when
contention is rare. With 0% conflicts, metadata in SwiftPaxos
consumes 2.83 GB in the experiment of Figure 7(a). This
is 1.16x better than Paxos (3.27 GB). The protocol message
complexity increases with more conflicts. In Figure 7(a) with
100% conflicts data consumption is 3.36 GB, around 3% more
than Paxos. At a replica, the dependency graph grows over
time, but shrinks due to garbage collection (see §4.1). In Fig-
ure 7(a), the average size of a command’s dependency set is
only 24 B. On average, the dependency graph at a replica is
about 8% of the protocol’s memory usage.

5.4 Scalability
To evaluate the scalability of SwiftPaxos, we run an experi-
ment that progressively brings it to saturation. The results are
reported in Figure 8. The total number of clients increases
from 100 to 5000, and the payload of each command is set to
3 KB (this payload size is chosen so as to saturate the system
with a reasonable number of client machines).

During this experiment, Paxos and N2Paxos display sim-
ilar behavior. The two protocols saturate when 2500 clients
are deployed across the 10 sites. This is due to the fact that
the leader is in charge of broadcasting the commands to the
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replicas. In the absence of conflicts, the throughput of EPaxos
is around 24% higher than that of Paxos (7.8K ops/s against
6.3K ops/s) at almost the same average latency (≈260 ms).
When we further increase the system load, responsiveness is
affected. Saturation occurs at 400 clients per site, where the
system delivers 12K ops/s at an average latency of 424 ms.

In contrast to Paxos, leader-based algorithms with fast paths
(CURP+ and SwiftPaxos) do not funnel commands through
the leader. Instead, each client is responsible for sending its
commands to the replicas. This increases the throughput of
the protocol by (at least) 30% on average.

5.5 Performance under Asynchrony
Figure 9 compares how SwiftPaxos, EPaxos, and Paxos be-
have under asynchrony. We run this experiment for both con-
figurations (C1) and (C2) with 100 clients per site. For (C2)
the fast quorum of SwiftPaxos and the lowest-latency quorum
of Paxos are the same. For both configurations after 20 s, the
latency at one site increases by 200 ms, and it drops back to
normal after another 20 s (interval (a)). Then the leader fails
(event (b)).

Before and after the first slowdown, SwiftPaxos performs
slightly better in configuration (C2), confirming that a single
majority fast quorum is beneficial in our configuration. How-
ever, during the slowdown the throughput of (C2) decreases
by 27%, whereas it decreases only by 12% for (C1). The
degradation is smoother in the latter case because (C1) allows
multiple fast quorums, and thus makes the fast path more
robust. In Figure 9, SwiftPaxos always outperforms Paxos.
This is because, in the worst case, the protocol can commit
a command using a slow quorum (see §3.3). Upon event (b),
the two algorithms recover at similar speeds. The gap is the
largest with configuration (C2) where SwiftPaxos and Paxos
take respectively 7 s and 6 s. EPaxos is the most stable proto-
col because it is leaderless: during the two experiments, its
throughput never drops by more than 20%.

5.6 Applications
We now evaluate the protocols under two representative appli-
cation scenarios. In a first scenario, we consider applications
that are pipelining state-machine commands. Such a pattern
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Figure 11: Throughput under different YCSB workloads.

occurs in log replication as well as in pub/sub architectures.
In the second scenario, we run the Yahoo! Cloud Serving
Benchmark (YCSB) [13].

Pipelining (Figure 10). In this synthetic benchmark clients
pipeline commands to the protocol. This pattern is common in
distributed applications, for instance in pub/sub systems such
as Apache Kafka [27]: in this case all the messages published
by the producer are appended to a log before being read by the
consumers. A similar pattern is used when updating an object
o accessible through a reference r [23]. The client creates
a new version o′ of o via asynchronous changes, and then
atomically updates r to store the address of o′.

In this experiment, we deploy a client at every datacenter.
Each client pipelines commands accessing the same key. Each
command carries a payload of 4 KB. The window parameter
determines the maximum number of in-flight commands.

Even though commands are received in the same order at
the replicas, CURP+ never takes the fast path. This is because
witnesses in CURP+ cannot process more than one conflicting
command at a time. Conversely, because the run is contention-
free, replicas in EPaxos and SwiftPaxos compute the same
dependencies, enabling the fast path. On average, both proto-
cols improve over CURP+ by 24% and 49%, respectively.

YCSB (Figure 11). This benchmark consists of workloads
with zipfian-like access patterns: workload A is update-heavy
(20% update, 80% get), B is read-heavy (95% get, 5%
update) and C is read-only. Workload D contains repeated
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reads (95% of the calls) mixed with insertions of new records.
The key-value store service holds 106 records. A record has
10 fields of 800 B each (8 KB in total). We run 4000 YCSB
clients scattered around the world, 400 per site.

In Figure 11, SwiftPaxosreads indicates that read requests
are optimistically executed at the closest fast quorum replica,
and thus not necessarily at the leader (§4.4). Paxos is not eval-
uated because, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, EPaxos performs
better than Paxos under low conflict rates. This is the case in
YCSB, as the benchmark is read-dominated.

EPaxos is most efficient with the read-only workload (C).
In this case, all commands execute after a single round trip
to the closest quorum, and only the replica that submitted
a command executes it. In Workload C, the performance of
CURP+ and SwiftPaxos without optimized reads is limited, as
only the leader responds to clients. When reads are optimisti-
cally executed at any fast quorum replica, SwiftPaxosreads im-
proves over the base version of the protocol, from 17K ops/s
to 19K ops/s. In Workload D, the protocols behave similarly
to Workload C, as there are also no conflicts.

Workloads A and B contain respectively 20% and 5% of
writes. The access distribution is zipfian, with 20% of chance
to access the 12 most popular records. In Workload B, CURP+
and SwiftPaxos are around 1.8x faster than EPaxos. This
difference is due to the high ratio of slow paths and the convoy
effect: 5% of the slowest commands take 470 ms to execute.
This performance gap further increases with workload A,
where CURP+ and SwiftPaxos provide respectively 2.2x and
2.9x improvement over EPaxos.

6 Related Work

Standard SMR protocols [22, 29, 39] are leader-driven, re-
quiring 4 message delays for a client to receive a response:
a round-trip from the client to the leader plus a round-trip
from the leader to the replicas. Replicas can compute the re-
sponse earlier if they exchange Paxos 2B messages. This cuts
one message delay for clients close to a replica, but faraway
clients still need one more message delay to get notified. We
evaluate this variation of Paxos in §5. SDPaxos [52] separates
durability from ordering. As the leader still orchestrates order-
ing, clients not co-located with a replica wait for 4 message
delays for a response.

Detecting conflicts to boost parallelism has a long history
in distributed systems [10,34,49,51]. Fast Paxos [31] was the
first SMR protocol that used fast paths to minimize latency,
allowing clients to contact replicas directly. Later work lever-
aged commutativity to increase the chances of taking the fast
path [30, 42, 47]. As explained in §1, leader-based protocols
following this approach can only resolve a conflict via a ballot
change, which may require extensive state transfer between
replicas and disrupts the system.

EPaxos, a leaderless SMR protocol, reduces the average
latency under low conflict rates. But as we noted in §3.4 and

§5.2, its tail latency is high due to a convoy effect in command
execution [6, 19, 50]. It also requires clients to route requests
via a data replica, increasing latency. As shown in [18], follow-
ups to EPaxos, such as Caesar [3] and Atlas [17], suffer from
the same problems. Tempo [18] uses a decentralized time-
stamping mechanism to reduce the convoy effect in leaderless
SMR, but does not fully eliminate it. Gryff [6] mixes EPaxos
with ABD [4]. The protocol speeds up blind writes, but like
in ABD, has expensive reads [15]. Mencius [37] distributes
leader responsibilities round-robin. When conflicts are rare,
this protocol is slower than EPaxos [17, 38].

Several protocols rely on optimistic execution to boost per-
formance. Speculative Paxos [44] enforces spontaneous or-
dering in the network to obtain identical optimistic execution
at all replicas. Eve [25] executes state-machine commands
optimistically in parallel, failing back to sequential execution
if the results do not match. In practice, clients might not be lo-
cated near a service replica [2,5]. For such clients, CURP [41]
speeds up the response by executing optimistically commands
at the leader. CURP does not use dependencies but instead
computes a total order. In particular, a client accepts the result
of optimistic execution only if it is conflict-free. SwiftPaxos
is more permissive, allowing the result to be used as long as
the dependency paths match.

Some protocols leverage access locality to boost SMR
performance [11,12,43]. These protocols use Paxos as a black
box, invoking it one or more times per command. Spanner [14]
and CockroachDB [48] also use it to implement the more
complex abstraction of strongly consistent transactions. All
these systems may benefit from the performance improvement
brought by SwiftPaxos.

Some recent works [24, 35] use dedicated network compo-
nents to implement fast SMR protocols. But this approach
has not yet been applied to geo-distributed systems.

7 Conclusion

Over the past decade a plethora of protocols was pro-
posed to improve SMR in geo-distributed systems. Unfortu-
nately, these protocols may deliver a lower performance than
Paxos when contention on the replicated service increases.
SwiftPaxos does not have this drawback. It executes a com-
mand in 2 message delays if there is no contention, and in
3 message delays otherwise. Our experimental evaluation
demonstrates the benefits of this design. SwiftPaxos delivers
16–29% lower average latency than Paxos, and its throughput
is up to 2.9x that of EPaxos.
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A Correctness

4. If at a replica cmd[id] = c ̸=⊥ then id(c) = id and Propagate(c) is a sent message.

5. At a replica, whenever a command c is in the START phase, it does not belong to the dependencies of any command.

6. When a replica p sends an Ack message, cbal= bal at p.

7. At a ballot b

• if leader(b) sends Ack(b, id,D,_) and Ack(b, id,D′,_) then D = D′;

• if leader(b) sends Ack(b, id,D,_) and Sync(b,_,_,dep) then dep[id] = D;

• if leader(b) sends Sync(b,phase,cmd,dep) and Sync(b,phase′,cmd′,dep′) then phase = phase′, cmd = cmd′ and
dep = dep′.

8. If a replica sends an Ack message at a ballot b and a NewLeaderAck(b′,_,_,_,_) message with b′ > b then it sends Ack
before sending NewLeaderAck.

9. If the leader of a ballot b sends Ack(b,_,_,P) after sending Ack(b, id,D,_) for id ∈ Ids(P) then D = Dep(id,P).

10. If a replica has cbal= b, dep[id] = D and id ∈ Accept∪Commit then there is a moment when leader(b) has cbal= b and
status= NORMAL, and after which whenever it has cbal= b and status= NORMAL it also has dep[id] = D.

11. If 3acc(b, id,c,P) and 3acc(b, id,c′,P′) hold then c = c′ and Dep(id,P) = Dep(id,P′).

12. If 3acc(b,_,_,P) then for all id ∈ Ids(P), whenever a replicas has cbal= b and id ∈ Accept∪Commit, it also has dep[id] =
Dep(id,P).

13. Whenever at a replica a command c is in the ACCEPT or the COMMIT phase, any transitive dependency of c is in the ACCEPT
or the COMMIT phase as well.

14. If 3acc(b,_,_,P) holds then for all id ∈ Ids(P) whenever at a replica we have cbal> b, we also have dep[id] = Dep(id,P)
and id ∈ Accept∪Commit.

Figure 12: Additional invariants of SwiftPaxos.

In this section we prove Invariants 1–3 (defined in §3.2) together with additional low-level invariants listed in Figure 12. We
then show how these invariants imply that SwiftPaxos satisfies the SMR protocol specification (§2).

Definition 1 (acc). We say that a command c with an identifier id is accepted with dependency paths P at a ballot b—and
we write acc(b, id,c,P)—if at b there is a fast or slow quorum such that each replica of this quorum acknowledges P as the
dependency paths of c with FastAck or SlowAck messages.

In the following we say that a replica sends Ack(b, id,D,P) if it sends FastAck(b, id,D,P) or SlowAck(b, id) and by that time
it has dep[id] = D and pset(id) = P.

We write 3acc(b, id,c,P) to denote that at some point of protocol execution acc(b, id,c,P) holds.

Definition 2 (Ids). We say that id appears in a set of dependency paths P (or simply id in P) if there exists at least one path in P
that contains id. We define Ids(P) as the set of all id in P.

Definition 3 (Dep). For a set of dependency paths P and id ∈ Ids(P), we define Dep(id,P) as the dependency set of id inferred
from P.

Note that by definitions of acc and dependency paths, if 3acc(b, id0,c,P) holds for some quorum Q then at the moment when
a replica q ∈ Q sends Ack(b, id0,_,P) message it has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) for all id ∈ Ids(P).

Invariants 4–10 easily follow from the structure of the protocol. We now prove the rest of the invariants.
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Proof of Invariant 11. Each time a command c is accepted at a ballot the leader of this ballot must acknowledge c’s dependencies
either with an Ack or a Sync message. By Invariant 7 the leader cannot acknowledge two distinct dependency sets for the same
command at a single ballot.

Proof of Invariant 12. Assume 3acc(b, id0,_,P) and let id be any identifier in Ids(P). Take a replica p with cbal = b and
id ∈ Accept∪Commit. Two cases are possible: either p receives Ack(b, id,D,_) from leader(b), or it receives Sync carrying id
in the ACCEPT or COMMIT phase.

First assume that p receives Ack(b, id,D,_) from the leader of b. Since 3acc(b, id0,_,P) holds, the leader also sends
Ack(b, id0,_,P). Then by Invariant 9, we have D = Dep(id,P). Hence, when p receives Ack(b, id,D,_) from leader(b) it
sets dep[id] to D = Dep(id,P) and after that—according to Invariant 7—dep[id] remains unchanged at b, as required.

Suppose now, that p receives Sync carrying id in the ACCEPT or COMMIT phase with the dependency set D. Then any
replica with cbal= b receives that message, sets dep[id] to D and by Invariant 7 never changes it at b. When leader(b) sends
Ack(b, id0,_,P) message it has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) = D, as required.

Proof of Invariant 13. We prove the invariant by induction on the length of the protocol execution. Initially at any replica each
command is in the START phase and hence, the invariant is satisfied. We now consider transitions at lines 22, 30, and 48, as they
are the only transitions affecting the validity of the invariant in a nontrivial way.
• Transition at line 22. According to line 23 after the execution of the handler at line 22 for a command c, any dependency of c

is in the ACCEPT or COMMIT phase and hence, by induction hypothesis any transitive dependency of c satisfies the invariant.
• Transition at line 30. The handler simply moves an ACCEPTed command to the COMMIT phase, which allows us to conclude

with the induction hypothesis.
• Transition at line 48. By the structure of the protocol after a replica p executes this handler all the commands are in the

START, ACCEPT or COMMIT phase at p. From Invariant 5 the commands that are in the START phase do not belong to the
dependency set of any command, hence our property.

Proof of Invariant 3. By the induction on the length of the protocol execution: at the beginning of the execution dep is empty
at each replica, which makes the dependency graphs acyclic; for the induction step we consider transitions at lines 6, 22, and
48—the only transitions affecting the validity of the invariant in a nontrivial way.
• Transition at line 6. In order to introduce a cycle upon receipt of a Propagate(c) message at a replica p, id(c) must belong

to the dependencies of some other command before the transition is triggered. However, according to the precondition at line
7 at this moment c is in the START phase and, thus, from Invariant 5 no command depends on it, as required.
• Transition at line 22. We prove this case by contradiction. Assume that right after a replica p executed the handler at line 22

for a command c, some command transitively depends on itself at p. According to Invariants 10 and 13, and the precondition
at line 23, all commands of this cycle are in sync with the leader at the time when the leader sends Ack for c. However, by
induction hypothesis, by that time the dependency graph at the leader is acyclic, which yields a contradiction.

• Transition at line 48. According to line 64, after a replica executes the handler at line 48 its dependency graph is acyclic, as
required.

The proof of Invariant 2 relies on the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Whenever at a replica p we have id /∈ p.dep[id′] and id′ /∈ p.dep[id] for two identifiers id and id′ of two conflicting
commands:

1. p is not the leader of its ballot (i.e., p ̸= leader(p.cbal));

2. at p one of two identifiers is in the PREACCEPT phase while the other is in the ACCEPT or the COMMIT phase.

Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on the length of the protocol execution. The property holds at the beginning of the
execution because no commands are recorded at any of replicas. For the induction step we consider transitions at lines 6, 22, and
48, as they are the only transitions affecting the validity of the proposition in a nontrivial way.
• Transition at line 6. Consider a moment when a replica p receives a Propagate(c′) message and take any command c that

conflicts with c′ and which is already recorded in p.cmd. According to line 11, after the execution of handler at line 6 we
have id(c) ∈ p.dep[id(c′)].
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• Transition at line 22. Assume that p receives a FastAck(b, id,D,_) message for a command c from the leader. Take any
command conflicting with c with an identifier id′ that is already recorded at p at the moment of the execution of transition.
Let D′ be p.dep[id′] at this moment.
If p is the leader of b then it receives its own proposal, and thus the handler is not affecting dep at p. By induction hypothesis,
before executing this transition process p has id ∈ p.dep[id′] or id′ ∈ p.dep[id], as required.
Suppose that p ̸= leader(b). If by the moment p executes line 22 it has phase[id′] = PREACCEPT then the transition
does not affect the validity of the proposition because in this case p moves id to the ACCEPT phase without changing
phase[id′]. Thus, p has phase[id] = ACCEPT and phase[id′] = PREACCEPT after executing the transition, as required. If
phase[id′] ∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT} then after the execution of the transition both identifiers are in the ACCEPT or the COMMIT
phase. Therefore, from Invariant 10 there is a moment when leader(b) has dep[id] = D and dep[id′] = D′. By induction
hypothesis at this moment leader(b) has id ∈ dep[id′] or id′ ∈ dep[id], as required.

• Transition at line 48. Let id and id′ be two identifiers of conflicting commands such that process p has dep[id] = D ̸= ⊥
and dep[id′] = D′ ̸= ⊥ after executing transition at line 48. By the structure of the algorithm id ∈ Accept∪Commit and
id′ ∈ Accept∪Commit (lines 54 and 59). We prove that either id ∈ dep[id′] or id′ ∈ dep[id]. We know that both identifiers
satisfy condition at line 53 or condition at line 58. If both identifiers satisfy condition at line 53 then at some point leader(bmax)
has dep[id] = D and dep[id′] = D′ (Invariant 10). By induction hypothesis by this moment either id ∈ D′ or id′ ∈ D, as
required. Assume now that at least one command satisfies condition at line 58. According to line 61 either id ∈ dep[id′] or
id′ ∈ dep[id].

Proof of Invariant 2. Whenever two conflicting commands are committed at a replica p both of them are in the COMMIT phase,
which by Proposition 1 means that one of the two is a dependency of the other.

Proposition 2. If 3acc(b,_,_,P) then whenever there is a quorum Q such that each replica q ∈ Q sends the
NewLeaderAck(b′,cbalq,phaseq,_,depq) message with b′ > b and cbalq ≤ b, the following property holds for any id ∈ Ids(P):

There is a quorum Q′ ∈ FQ (b)∪SQ (b) such that for any replica q ∈ Q∩Q′ we have depq[id] = Dep(id,P), cbalq = b and
if Q′ ∈ SQ (b) then ∀q ∈ Q∩Q′.phaseq[id] ∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT}.

Proof. Assume 3acc(b, id0,_,P) and let Q be a quorum such that each replica q ∈ Q sends a
NewLeaderAck(b′,cbalq,phaseq,_,depq) message with b′ > b and cbalq ≤ b. Let id ∈ Ids(P). Since 3acc(b, id0,_,P),
there exists a quorum Q′ ∈ FQ (b)∪SQ (b) such that each replica in Q′ sends Ack(b, id0,_,P) message, and by that time it has
dep[id] = Dep(id,P). After sending Acks, replicas in Q′ can change dep[id] at b only if they receive an Ack message from
leader(b) with a proposal different from D. However, according to Invariant 7, once leader(b) has voted for D it never sends a
new proposal at b. Thus, after sending Ack, replicas in Q′ never change dep[id] at b. Moreover, from Invariant 8 we know that at
the moment a replica in Q′ sends a NewLeaderAck message it has cbal ≥ b and since we assume that for all q ∈ Q we have
cbalq ≤ b we also have ∀q ∈ Q∩Q′, cbalq = b. Hence, when a replica q ∈ Q∩Q′ sends the NewLeaderAck message, it has
depq[id] = Dep(id,P), as required. If now we assume that Q′ ∈ SQ (b) then all replicas in Q′ send SlowAck(b, id) messages,
implying that for all q ∈ Q∩Q′, phaseq[id] ∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT} (lines 24 and 75).

Proof Invariant 14. We prove the invariant by induction on the value of cbal. Assume 3acc(b, id0,_,P) and consider a ballot
b′ > b such that

For all id ∈ Ids(P), whenever a replica has b < cbal< b′, it also has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) and id ∈
Accept∪Commit.

(H)

We prove by induction on the length of the protocol execution that

For all id ∈ Ids(P), whenever a replica has cbal= b′, it also has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) and id ∈ Accept∪
Commit.

(1)

At the beginning of the execution at each replica we have cbal = 0 ≤ b < b′, hence (1) trivially holds. For the induc-
tion step, only handler at line 48 affects validity of the invariant in a nontrivial way. Let p be a replica that receives a
NewLeaderAck(b′,cbalq,phaseq,_,depq) message from each q ∈ Q. Let bmax = max{cbalq | q ∈ Q} and U = {q ∈ Q | cbalq =
bmax}. We prove that after executing transition at line 48, p has dep[id] =Dep(id,P) and id ∈ Accept∪Commit for all id ∈ Ids(P).

We first note that bmax ≥ b. Indeed, from Invariant 8 replicas in Q that have voted for Dep(id,P) at b send an Ack message
before NewLeaderAck, hence bmax ≥ b.
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As the first step, we prove that after executing transition at line 48 up to line 61, p has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) and id ∈
Accept∪Commit for any id ∈ Ids(P). We then prove that after executing lines 62–64 the dependency sets of all identifiers in
Ids(P) remain unchanged.
Step 1. Take any id ∈ Ids(P) and c such that id(c) = id.

• Suppose that bmax > b. By (H), id satisfies condition at line 53. Process p sets dep[id] to Dep(id,P) and phase[id] to ACCEPT
or COMMIT, as required.

• Suppose now that bmax = b (i.e., ∀q ∈ Q.cbalq ≤ b). From Proposition 2, either the condition at line 53 or the one at
line 58 is satisfied for id. Assume that the condition at line 53 holds: there exists a replica q ∈ Q such that cbalq = b
and phaseq[id] ∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT}. Then at line 56 process p sets dep[id] to depq[id] = Dep(id,P) (Invariant 12) and
phase[id] to phaseq[id], as required. Assume now, that the condition at line 58 holds. Then for all q ∈U we have phaseq[id] /∈
{ACCEPT,COMMIT} and there exists a quorum Q′ ∈ FQ (bmax) such that Q∩Q′ ⊆U and all replicas in Q∩Q′ report the
same dependency set D for id. From Proposition 2, there exists a quorum Q0 such that Q∩Q0 ⊆U and that for any replica
in q ∈ Q∩Q0, depq[id] = Dep(id,P). Since Q∩Q′∩Q0 ̸= /0, we have D = Dep(id,P). We now prove by contradiction that
dep[id] computed at line 61 equals D. Assume the converse. Then there exists a command conflicting with c with an identifier
id′ such that id′ /∈ D and by the time p executes line 61 for id it has id /∈ dep[id′] and id′ /∈ Start. Let D′ be dep[id′] at that
moment. Since id′ /∈ Start either condition at line 53 or the one at line 58 is satisfied for id′ with D′.

(a) Assume that condition at line 53 is satisfied. There exists a replica q ∈U such that phaseq[id
′] ∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT}

and depq[id
′] = D′, with id /∈ D′. From Invariant 10 there is a moment t after which whenever leader(b) has cbal= b it

also has dep[id′] = D′. Moreover, there is also a moment t ′ when leader(b) sends the Ack(b, id0,_,P) message, and by
this moment it has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) = D. Therefore, at max(t, t ′), the leader of b has dep[id] = D and dep[id′] = D′,
with id /∈ D′ and id′ /∈ D, contradicting Proposition 1.

(b) Suppose that the condition at line 58 is satisfied for id′: there exists a fast quorum Q′′ such that Q∩Q′′ ⊆U and all
replicas in Q∩Q′′ report D′ as the dependency set of id′. Since Q∩Q′′ ∩Q0 ̸= /0, there is a replica in q ∈ Q∩Q′′

with depq[id] = Dep(id,P) and depq[id
′] = D′. Recall that we are under the assumption that both identifiers, id

and id′, satisfy condition at line 58. Therefore, they also satisfy loop condition at line 57. As a result we have
∀q′ ∈U.phaseq′ [id] /∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT}∧phaseq′ [id

′] /∈ {ACCEPT,COMMIT}. Thus, phaseq[id] = PREACCEPT and
phaseq[id

′] = PREACCEPT, contradicting Proposition 1.

We thus have proved that dep[id] computed at line 61 equals D = Dep(id,P), as required.

Step 2. Now that we have proved that after executing transition at line 48 up to line 61, p has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) for all
id ∈ Ids(P), we prove that the loop at line 62 does not affect these dependencies. Let id ∈ Ids(P) and let id′ be any identifier
in dep[id] at p at the moment when p executes lines 62–63. Since at this moment dep[id] = Dep(id,P), we have id′ ∈ Ids(P)
(by definition of Ids). As we saw earlier, either bmax = b or bmax > b and according to Proposition 2 and (H), id′ either satisfies
condition at line 53 or condition at line 58. Thus, at the moment p executes lines 62–63 it has id′ /∈ Start and hence condition at
line 62 does not hold for (id, id′), as required.
Step 3. Finally we prove by contradiction that after executing line 64, p has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) for all id ∈ Ids(P). Assume
that at p, just before the execution of line 64 there is a cycle id1 → ··· → idn → id1 in the dependency graph. We prove by
contradiction that none of the identifiers of this cycle belongs to Ids(P). Assume the converse, i.e., there exists m ∈ [1;n] such
that idm ∈ Ids(P). We have already proved that prior to executing line 64 process p has dep[id] = Dep(id,P) for all id ∈ Ids(P).
Thus idm−1 ∈ Dep(idm,P) also belongs to Ids(P). Moreover, all identifiers of the cycle are in Ids(P) because each of them is a
transitive dependency of each other. Hence, when leader(b) sends an Ack(b, id0,_,P) message it has this cycle in its dependency
graph, contradicting Invariant 3.

Proof of Invariant 1. Take two replicas that commit a command c with an identifier id. We have 3acc(b, id,c,P) and
3acc(b′, id,c,P′) for some b and b′. Let D and D′ be Dep(id,P) and Dep(id,P′), respectively. We prove that D = D′. As-
suming that b equals b′ we conclude with Invariant 11. Suppose now that b ̸= b′ and (without loss of generality) that b < b′.
Consider the moment when a replica p sends Ack(b′, id,D′,P′). From Invariant 6 at this moment cbal= b′ > b at p. Hence, from
Invariant 14 we have D = D′, as required.

A.1 Validity
Proof of Validity. Consider a replica that executes a command c. By Invariant 4, Propagate(c) is a sent message, hence, some
client submitted c.
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A.2 Integrity
Proof of Integrity. At a replica, each executed command is tracked with the set Exec: a command can be executed only if its
identifier is not included in the set, and once it is executed, the set is updated to include the identifier. Furthermore, during the
protocol execution no elements are removed from Exec and only one identifier can be associated with a single command. Hence,
at each replica line 34 is executed at most once per command.

A.3 Ordering
To prove Ordering we first introduce the following notations: for two commands c and d we write (i) c ◁p d if c ▷◁ d and some
replica p executes c before d, and (ii) c ◀ d if c was executed by some replica before any process submitted d. Using these
notations the relation ≺ from §2 can be expressed as ≺= (

⋃
p◁p)∪◀.

Proposition 3. If for two conflicting commands c and d we have c ◁p d for some replica p then at the moment when p executes
c, we have id(d) /∈ dep[id(c)].

Proof. Consider the moment when p executes c. The Integrity property and c ◁p d imply that p has not executed d at this
moment, and thus id(d) ̸∈ Exec at p. From the precondition at line 33, dep[id(c)]⊆ Exec, so that id(d) /∈ dep[id(c)].

Proposition 4. The relation
⋃

p◁p is asymmetric.

Proof. Assume the contrary: c ◁p d and d ◁q c for two conflicting commands c and d. From Proposition 3, when p executes c it
has id(d) /∈ dep[id(c)], and when q executes d it has id(c) /∈ dep[id(d)]. But this contradicts Invariant 2.

Proposition 5. Assume c1 ≺ c2. Whenever a replica p executes c2, some replica has already executed c1.

Proof. Assume c1 ≺ c2 and that replica p executes c2. Then we have either c1 ◀ c2 or c1 ◁q c2 for some replica q. Consider
first the case when c1 ◀ c2. Then c1 is executed at some replica before c2 is submitted and, hence, before c2 is executed at p, as
required. Consider now the case when c1 ◁q c2 for some replica q. We must have either c1 ◁p c2 or c2 ◁p c1. The latter case
would contradict Proposition 4, so that c1 ◁p c2, as required.

Proposition 6. Assume c1 ≺ ·· · ≺ cn for n≥ 2. Whenever a replica p executes cn, some replica has already executed c1.

Proof. Follows from Proposition 5 by induction on n.

Proof of Ordering. By contradiction, assume that c1 ≺ ·· · ≺ cn = c1 for n≥ 2. Consider the first time when some replica executes
c1. By Proposition 6, at this time c1 has already executed at some replica, which yields a contradiction.

A.4 Liveness

77 Alive← R ⊆ R
78 trusted← leader(0) ∈ R
79 when 3P ̸= Alive
80 Alive←3P
81 trusted← select(Alive)

82 when leader(bal) ̸= trusted
83 if p = trusted then recover()
84 else send Recover(bal) to trusted

85 when received Recover(b)
86 if p = trusted then recover()

Figure 13: Recovery policy at a replica p.

For simplicity, in this section we assume that the set of slow quorums con-
sists of all majorities, i.e., ∀b.SQ (b) = {Q ∈ P (R ) | |Q| ≥ ⌈N/2⌉}. Since
we assume that the system is eventually synchronous (§2), it is possible to
implement an eventually perfect failure detector, denoted 3P [8]. At each
replica p, the failure detector 3P outputs the set of replicas that p believes
are correct. 3P guarantees that eventually all crashed replicas are detected
by p and no correct replica remains indefinitely suspected.

In Figure 13 we present an algorithm according to which a replica p invokes
the recovery mechanism. 3P constantly outputs a set of correct replicas into
a variable Alive (line 80), which is then used to select the trusted replica (line
81), i.e., the replica that (according to p) should be the leader. To this end,
p passes Alive to a function select that deterministically picks one replica
among the set of replicas. A possible implementation of select returns the
replica with the lowest identifier. A replica constantly checks if its leader is
the trusted one (line 82). If this is not the case p checks whether it trusts itself—in which case p initiates recovery (line 83)—or
some other replica—which causes p to send a Recover message to trusted (line 84). With this message p asks trusted to impose
its leadership: upon the receipt of Recover(b), a replica verifies whether it should be a leader and then starts the recovery (line
86). The Recover message carries the value of bal, which helps trusted to choose at line 41 a ballot high enough to convince p
to follow it: when p receives Recover(b) it selects a ballot b′ owned by p such that b′ > b. Additionally, if possible, trusted tries
to choose b′ such that all replicas of at least one fast quorum associated with b′ belong to Alive, i.e., ∃Q ∈ FQ (b′).Q⊆ Alive.
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We now describe the measures to be taken on the client-side of the protocol. First of all, a submitted command may be lost
during the recovery if it has not been accepted before. For example, suppose that at some ballot b a replica p receives a command
c submitted by a correct client. Then p starts a new ballot b′ and becomes its leader. If c is not accepted at b before the recovery
is started, p might not include c in the new state (conditions at lines 53 and 58 do not hold for c). Since p already received c, it
will never make a new proposal for c at b′ or any subsequent ballots. To avoid such scenarios, we allow clients to resubmit their
requests. Note that this does not affect the proof of Integrity. In the example above, the leader receives c at b′ or any higher ballot
and eventually makes its proposal.

Finally, as discussed in §4.3 an additional mechanism is needed to deal with client failures. A client may crash at any time
and thus may fail to send a command to a subset of the correct replicas. If for each fast and slow quorum only some replicas
receive request c then further progress is impossible not only for c but also for any command c′ that depends on c at the leader.
To circumvent such situations, a replica tracks the command identifiers that belong to the dependency sets received in leader’s
FastAck messages. If the replica detects that the payload of one of such commands is missing, it asks its leader to retransmit it.
It is enough to contact the leader because no command is committed if it is not received by the leader. It is also possible that
some followers receive a command c while the leader does not. These followers will take a dependency on c for any conflicting
command, disabling a fast path for each of them. To deal with this, followers re-propose c if it is not committed after some
timeout.

To prove that the above mechanisms ensure Liveness we rely on the following propositions.

Proposition 7. Either no correct replica ever receives a NewLeader message, or there exist a correct replica p and a ballot b
owned by p such that

1. each correct replica eventually trusts only p;

2. b is the maximal ballot received by any correct replica in NewLeader messages.

Proof. If no correct replica ever receives a NewLeader message then the proposition trivially holds. Assume that at least one
correct replica receives a NewLeader message. From the properties of 3P, there exist a replica p and a time t0 such that after
this time failures stop occurring and at each correct replica trusted= p and Alive is the set of all correct replicas.

We first prove by contradiction that p sends a finite number of NewLeader messages. Assume the converse. After t0, p is
the only correct replica that can start the recovery. Therefore, there is only a finite number of the NewLeader messages sent
by the correct replicas other than p, because all such messages are sent before t0. Moreover, the number of messages sent by
a faulty replica is finite by definition. Thus, each correct replica joins only a finite number of ballots that are not owned by p.
Since p increases its ballot with each issued NewLeader message and because the number of such messages is infinite, there is
a time t1 ≥ t0 after which each correct replica always follows p (i.e., leader(p.bal) = p). Therefore, at t1, there are no replica
at which the condition at line 82 is satisfied. Hence, no replica sends a Recover message after t1 and thus the total number of
such messages is finite. Let t2 ≥ t1 be the time after which p no longer receives Recover messages. After t2, p never executes
handler at line 85. Therefore, after t2, p never executes lines 83 or 86, and hence, it stops sending the NewLeader messages,
which contradicts our assumption.

Now, that we have proved that there is only a finite number of NewLeader messages sent by p, let b be the maximal ballot
for which p sends a NewLeader message. We prove by contradiction that for each NewLeader(b′) message received by a
correct replica, b′ ≤ b. Assume the contrary. Let q be a correct replica receiving at time t ′ the NewLeader(b′) message from
a replica p′ ̸= p with b′ > b. After t ′, q has bal ≥ b′. Since p never chooses a ballot greater than b < b′, after t ′ we also have
leader(q.bal) ̸= p. Eventually q trusts p and thus at some point it forces p to recover (line 82) with the ballot at least as high
as b′ (lines 83 and 84). As a result, p sends the NewLeader(b′′) message with b′′ > b′ > b, contradicting the fact that b is the
maximal ballot chosen by p during the whole execution.

Proposition 8. There exist a ballot b and a point in time after which every correct replica has status = NORMAL and bal =
cbal= b.

Proof. If during the whole execution no correct replica ever receives a NewLeader message then all correct replicas always
follow the same correct replica at the same ballot, as required. If at least one correct replica receives a NewLeader message
then according to Proposition 7, there exists a correct replica p eventually trusted by all correct replicas and a ballot b such
that b is the maximal ballot received by a correct replica in NewLeader messages. Eventually a correct replica q receives the
NewLeader(b) message and joins b. After that, q never changes its ballot, as it ignores any other NewLeader messages (line 44).
All correct replicas eventually answer to p with a NewLeaderAck message. Thus, eventually p sends Sync to all correct replicas,
as required.
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Proposition 9. If a replica p commits c with a dependency set D then any correct replica eventually commits c with D.

Proof. Suppose that a replica p commits c with D at a ballot b. From Proposition 8 we know that there exists a ballot b′ after
which the system stabilizes with the one correct leader.

We first prove by contradiction that b≤ b′. Suppose that b > b′. Since c is committed at b, there is at least one correct replica
q that sends an Ack message for c at b. To this end, q has to join b (i.e., at some point we have q.cbal= b), however, b′ < b is the
maximal ballot joined by q (Proposition 8), hence the contradiction.

We thus have b≤ b′. Suppose that b = b′. This means that there is a quorum of correct replicas sending Ack messages that
lead to acceptance of c. Eventually each correct replica receives all these messages and commits c with D.

Suppose now that b < b′. Eventually each correct replica joins b′ (i.e., cbal = b′). In order to join b′, each correct replica
receives the Sync(b′,_,_,_) message, sent by leader(b′). Moreover, according to Invariant 14 this message carries a state that
contains c with the dependencies D.

Proof of Liveness. We first prove that if a command c is executed by a replica p then c is eventually executed by all correct
replicas. Before executing c, p commits c together with c’s transitive dependencies D. According to Proposition 9, the correct
replicas eventually commit c as well as any command in D, which enables the condition at line 33 for c.

We now prove that if a command c is submitted by a non-faulty client then c is eventually executed by all correct replicas. Let
b be the last stable ballot (Proposition 8). Note that the client submitting c is correct and that it resubmits c if it does not receive a
response after some time. Hence, eventually c is accepted at some ballot. Let D be the set of all transitive dependencies of c.
Similarly to c, those commands in D that are submitted by non-faulty clients are eventually accepted. Moreover, from Invariant 13
and Invariant 14, when c is accepted and the leader of b has cbal= b, it also has payload of any command in D. Therefore, by
contacting the leader and thus obtaining the missing payloads according to the mechanics described at the beginning of the
section, the replicas eventually accept the commands in D submitted by the faulty clients. Regardless of the ballots at which the
different commands in D are accepted, from Invariant 14, each correct replica eventually receives and commits c together with
any command in D. We conclude with Invariant 3 according to which, once committed, c is never blocked in the execution.

A.5 Nontriviality
The proof of Nontriviality relies on the following proposition:

Proposition 10. If 3acc(b,_,_,P) then for all id ∈ Ids(P) all correct replicas eventually commit id with Dep(id,P).

Proof. From Proposition 8 we know that there exist a ballot b′ ≥ b and a time t after which recovery stops occurring and at
least a majority of replicas are correct. If b′ = b then by the structure of the protocol all correct replicas eventually commit
id ∈ Ids(P) with Dep(id,P)—this is because communication between replicas cannot be disturbed by recovery or failures and
because replicas communicate through reliable channels.

Assume that b′ > b. Eventually each correct replica receives a Sync(b′,_,_,_) message carrying id with Dep(id,P) and
phase[id] = COMMIT or phase[id] = ACCEPT (Invariant 14). If phase[id] = COMMIT, a correct replica commits id immedi-
ately after receiving Sync, as required. If phase[id] = ACCEPT, correct replicas of some slow quorum eventually broadcast a
SlowAck(b′, id) message (line 76). Eventually replicas at b′ receive SlowAcks from each replica of this quorum and commit id
with Dep(id,P), as required.

Proof of Nontriviality. A client accepts the result of execution of a command c only if there is a ballot b at which leader(b)
optimistically executes c and replicas of some quorum of b agree on c’s dependency paths P. Thus, if the client gets the result of c
then we have 3acc(b,_,c,P). Note that leader(b) executes client requests in the order inferred form P, i.e., for each id ∈ Ids(P),
cmd[id] is executed with respect to dependency set Dep(id,P). Moreover, according to Proposition 10, each correct replica
eventually commits id ∈ Ids(P) with Dep(id,P), and hence, it eventually executes c following the same order. Thus, the result of
execution of c at any correct replica equals to the result of optimistic execution at leader(b), as required.

A.6 Latency
Asynchrony and failures may arbitrarily delay the execution of a command. For that reason, we measure latency only after the
system stabilizes. We denote by δ the upper bound on the message delay after stabilization (see §2). As usual, we ignore the cost
of local computation (in our setting, it is orders of magnitude lower than latency). The latency of a protocol is the maximum
amount of time a client must wait before delivering a response once the system is stable.

Table 1 summarizes the latency of various state-machine replication protocols. We consider the following classes of runs
commonly found in practice: (sequential) commands are never concurrent, i.e., upon the submission of a command, prior submitted
commands are already committed everywhere; (conflict-free) concurrent commands are all commuting; and (contention-free) all
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sequential conflict-free contention-free general
Paxos [29] 4δ

N2Paxos [29] 3δ+1
Mencius [37] 2δ+1 4δ+1
FastPaxos+ [31] 2δ+1 3δ+1
Generalized Paxos [30] 2δ+1 6δ+1
Egalitarian Paxos [38] 2δ+1 O(nδ)

CURP+N2Paxos [41] 2δ 3δ+1
SwiftPaxos 2δ 3δ

Table 1: Latency of state-machine replication protocols. We denote by δ the upper bound on message delay when the system is stable. For
non-colocated clients +1 denotes the additional message delay.

concurrent conflicting commands are received in the same order at the replicas. The last class (general) is the worst-case latency
when the system is stable. For protocols that have a fast path this corresponds to the slow path. Worst-case latency matters for hot
items and when the fast path is no longer available (e.g., if a machine gets disconnected). Notice that these classes are ordered as
follows: sequential ⊊ conflict-free ⊊ contention-free ⊊ general. In Table 1, the notation +1 refers to the additional message delay
to reach non-colocated clients.

Below, we prove that the latency of SwiftPaxos matches the results in Table 1. Namely, we establish that SwiftPaxos executes
state-machine commands in two message delays in the absence of contention, and three otherwise.

Lemma 1. Assume a contention-free run ρ of SwiftPaxos. At any time t in ρ, if p and q in some FQ (b) have both received c at
t, then (i) dep[c] is the same at the two processes, and (ii) the evaluation of pset(id(c)) on the two processes is identical.

Proof. We prove this result inductively. The property holds obviously at t = 0. Assume that it is true at t− 1. At time t, if
no command is newly received by either p or q, we are done. Otherwise, let c be such a command and wlog. consider that q
receives c at time t. Process q executes line 11 for command c at that time. Consider a command d in depp[c] at t. As the run is
contention-free, d is received before time t at q. Thus, it is added to depq[c] at t. This shows that depp[c]⊆ depq[c] at t. Using a
symmetrical argument, we have depq[c]⊆ depp[c], as required. Now consider that q evaluates pset(id(c)) to the set of paths P at
t. By a short induction, because for any received command d, depp[d] = depq[c] at t, the evaluation on p must also return P.

Proposition 11. The latency of SwiftPaxos is 2δ when the run is contention-free, and 3δ otherwise.

Proof. Consider a run ρ of SwiftPaxos. Let t0 be the point in time after which the system is stable in ρ. By Proposition 8, for some
ballot b0 at every correct replica, bal= cbal= b0 and status= NORMAL hold forever after time t0. Let p be the leader of ballot
b0. Pick a command c submitted after time t0. According to SwiftPaxos (line 2), client(c) broadcasts a message Propagate(c)
to all replicas. Any replica receives such a message after δ units When receiving it, p sends a message Reply(bal,id(c),P,r) to
client(c), with r the result of the optimistic execution of c (line 17). There are two cases to consider:
• (ρ is contention-free) Assume a command d non-commuting with c was received at replica p before c. Because c is

uncontended, it must be the case that d was also received before c at any other replica q ∈ FQ (b0). By Lemma 1, p and q
execute the exact same computation at lines 11 and 12. From which, we deduce that all the fast quorum replicas broadcast the
same message FastAck(b0,id(c),D,P) to client(c) (lines 19 and 21). The precondition at line 3 on client(c) triggers
after (at most) δ units of time, delivering the response of c. It follows that the message delay of c is 2δ in this case.

• (Otherwise) Leader p sends a message FastAck(b0,id(c),D,P) to all replicas. Choose some replica q ̸= p in SQ (b0).
Consider the point in time when q has already received c as well as the above message from p. This takes at most 2δ units of
time. Because the system is stable, recovery never takes place after time t0; hence id(c) ∈ Preaccept. Furthermore, we know
that bal= cbal= b0 and status= NORMAL at q. Pick some command d ∈D. From the fact that the system is stable, replica q
has already received a message FastAck regarding command d from the leader. Hence, by a short induction, the precondition
D ⊆ Accept∪Commit is eventually true at q. It follows that replica q eventually sends a message SlowAck(b0, id(c)) to
client(c) (either at line 27, or at line 29). From what precedes, client(c) eventually receives a message SlowAck(b0, id(c))
from all such replicas. Consider the point in time at which this holds for some slow quorum of the ballot b0. Eventually, the
client also receives a Reply message from the leader. When these two happen, the precondition at line 4 is true. In this case,
the response of command c is known at the client after 3δ units of time.
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B CURP for Geo-Replication

1 func submit(c):
2 send Record(c) to P

3 when received Reply(b, id,r) from leader(b)
and RecordAck(b, id) from all q ∈ Q

4 pre: |Q|> 3N/4
5 response(id,r)

6 when received SyncReply(id,r)
7 response(id,r)

Figure 14: CURP+N2Paxos: client.

Although CURP is a primary-backup protocol, its authors also describe
a variation for eventually synchronous systems [41, Appendix B.2]. This
variation reuses a black-box leader-driven SMR protocol to enforce the
agreement on the state-machine transitions at the replicas. In Figures 14
and 15 we use N2Paxos for this purpose. For the sake of brevity, we
omit recovery from the protocol’s description. CURP+N2Paxos slightly
differs from the logic described in the CURP paper [41], as highlighted
in blue in the figures.

CURP+N2Paxos is a leader-based protocol. The non-leader replicas
(aka followers) acknowledge each transition proposed by the leader.
The protocol uses a set of witnesses, which are co-located with the
followers and durably store each state-machine command (variable
Unsynced in Figure 15). If a command is conflict-free (line 21), its
client receives the result via the fast path after a single round-trip to the replicas (line 5). Otherwise, the command takes the slow
path (line 7).

CURP+N2Paxos cuts one message delay in comparison to a combination of CURP with Paxos or Raft. This is because a
replica sends an AcceptAck message to all the replicas and not simply to the leader (line 27). Each replica can now rapidly find
out when a command is committed, and the replica closest to the client returns the response (lines 36-37). This change is helpful
in geo-distributed systems, where reducing the latency is key for performance. Another difference with CURP [41, Appendix
B.2] is the client’s logic. To address the problem of zombie leaders, the authors of CURP propose to rely on a cached value of the
term number (or ballot) at each client. Instead, we piggyback this value on the messages addressed to the client, which simplifies
the protocol (see line 3 in Figure 14).

8 when received Record(c) from client q
9 pre: p = leader(b)∧ cmd[id(c)] =⊥

10 cmd[id(c)]← c
11 next← next+1
12 log[next]← id
13 pending_log← pending_log · c
14 if ∀n < next.cmd[log[n]] ▷◁ c =⇒

log[n] ∈ Commit then
15 let r = opt_exec(pending_log,state)
16 send Reply(bal,id(c),r) to q
17 send Accept(bal,id(c),next) to all

18 when received Record(c) from client q
19 pre: p ̸= leader(b)∧ cmd[id(c)] =⊥
20 cmd[id(c)]← c
21 if ∀id ∈ Unsynced.¬(cmd[id] ▷◁ c) then
22 Unsynced← Unsynced∪{id(c)}
23 send RecordAck(bal,id(c)) to q

24 when received Accept(b, id,n) from q
25 pre: bal= b∧ cmd[id] ̸=⊥
26 log[n]← id
27 send AcceptAck(b, id,n) to all

28 when received AcceptAck(b, id,n) from all q ∈ Q
29 pre: bal= b∧|Q|> N/2∧ cmd[id] ̸=⊥ ∧

log[n] = id∧∀n′ < n. log[n′] ∈ Commit
30 Commit← Commit∪{id}
31 if p ̸= leader(b) then Unsynced← Unsynced\{id}

32 when there exists (n, id) such that id /∈ Exec ∧
log[n] = id∧ id ∈ Commit∧∀n′ < n. log[n′] ∈ Exec

33 Exec← Exec∪{id}
34 let (r,state) = exec(cmd[id],state)
35 if p = leader(bal) then remove(pending_log, id)
36 if IsClosest(p,client(id)) then
37 send SyncReply(id,r)

Figure 15: CURP+N2Paxos: replica p.
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C Configuration of the Experiments from §5

ap-south-1 ap-northeast-1 eu-west-3 us-west-1 af-south-1 ap-east-1 ap-southeast-2 ca-central-1 eu-west-1 sa-east-1 us-east-1 us-east-2
ap-northeast-1 128 ms

eu-west-3 108 ms 217 ms
us-west-1 231 ms 110 ms 143 ms
af-south-1 164 ms 359 ms 152 ms 292 ms
ap-east-1 91 ms 54 ms 201 ms 156 ms 254 ms

ap-southeast-2 152 ms 111 ms 281 ms 140 ms 414 ms 130 ms
ca-central-1 191 ms 146 ms 86 ms 81 ms 228 ms 192 ms 200 ms
eu-west-1 125 ms 203 ms 20 ms 130 ms 163 ms 216 ms 258 ms 72 ms
sa-east-1 301 ms 259 ms 197 ms 175 ms 344 ms 304 ms 314 ms 127 ms 180 ms
us-east-1 190 ms 147 ms 84 ms 64 ms 232 ms 193 ms 201 ms 17 ms 71 ms 116 ms
us-east-2 201 ms 136 ms 93 ms 55 ms 242 ms 180 ms 191 ms 27 ms 81 ms 125 ms 18 ms
us-west-2 221 ms 99 ms 135 ms 24 ms 277 ms 146 ms 142 ms 61 ms 121 ms 176 ms 65 ms 54 ms

Figure 16: Latency table of AWS regions.

Replicas
ap-south-1

ap-northeast-1
eu-west-3
us-west-1
af-south-1

Clients
ap-east-1

ap-northeast-1
ap-southeast-2

eu-west-1
ca-central-1

sa-east-1
us-east-1
us-east-2
us-west-1
us-west-2

Figure 17: Regions used for replicas and clients.
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Abstract
Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (BFT) protocols cover a broad spec-
trum of design dimensions from infrastructure settings, such
as the communication topology, to more technical features,
such as commitment strategy and even fundamental social
choice properties like order-fairness. The proliferation of dif-
ferent protocols has made it difficult to navigate the BFT
landscape, let alone determine the protocol that best meets
application needs. This paper presents Bedrock, a unified
platform for BFT protocols analysis, implementation, and ex-
perimentation. Bedrock proposes a design space consisting
of a set of dimensions and explores several design choices
that capture the trade-offs between different design space di-
mensions. Within Bedrock, a wide range of BFT protocols
can be implemented and uniformly evaluated under a unified
deployment environment.

1 Introduction
Distributed systems rely on fault-tolerant protocols to pro-

vide robustness and high availability [43, 57, 63, 87, 102,
145, 197]. While cloud systems, e.g., Google’s Spanner [87],
Amazon’s Dynamo [102], and Facebook’s Tao [63], rely
on crash fault-tolerant protocols, e.g., Paxos [164], to es-
tablish consensus, a Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) proto-
col is a key ingredient in distributed systems with non-
trustworthy infrastructures, e.g., permissioned blockchains
[1–3,26,29,30,32,45,67,82,127–129,137,162,213,220,223],
permissionless blockchains [64, 154, 156, 183, 253], dis-
tributed file systems [14, 75, 85], locking service [86], fire-
walls [55, 122, 123, 219, 230, 251], certificate authority sys-
tems [257], SCADA systems [41, 153, 205, 256], key-value
datastores [53,106,126,140,219], and key management [187].

BFT protocols use the State Machine Replication (SMR)
technique [163,221] to ensure that non-faulty replicas execute
client requests in the same order despite the concurrent fail-
ure of at most f Byzantine replicas. BFT SMR protocols are
different along several dimensions, including the number of
replicas, processing strategy (i.e., optimistic, pessimistic, or
robust), supporting load balancing, etc. While dependencies

and trade-offs among these dimensions lead to several design
choices, there is currently no unifying tool that provides the
foundations for studying and analyzing BFT protocols’ de-
sign dimensions and their trade-offs. We envision that such
a unifying foundation will provide an in-depth understand-
ing of existing BFT protocols, highlight the trade-offs among
dimensions, and will enable protocol designers to find the
protocol that best fits their needs.

This paper presents Bedrock, a unified platform that en-
ables us to analyze, implement, and experimentally evaluate
partially asynchronous SMR BFT protocols within the design
space of possible variants. Bedrock presents a design space
to characterize BFT protocols based on different dimensions
that capture the environmental settings, protocol structure,
QoS features, and performance optimizations. Each protocol
is a plausible point in the design space. Within the design
space, Bedrock defines a set of design choices demonstrating
trade-offs between different dimensions. For example, the
communication complexity can be reduced by increasing the
number of commitment phases or the number of phases can
be reduced by adding more replicas. Each design choice ex-
presses a one-to-one function to map plausible input points
(i.e., a BFT protocol) to plausible output points (i.e., another
BFT protocol) in the design space.

The Bedrock platform has three main practical uses:
• BFT protocols analysis. Bedrock can be used to ana-

lyze and navigate the evergrowing BFT landscape to
principally compare and differentiate among BFT proto-
cols. The Bedrock design space and its design choices
organize protocols in an ordered fashion and provide new
insights into the properties of existing BFT protocols.

• BFT protocols implementation. Within Bedrock, a
wide range of BFT protocols, e.g., PBFT [73], SBFT
[131], HotStuff [252], Kauri [202], Themis [149], Ten-
dermint [66], Prime [24], PoE [135], CheapBFT [146],
Q/U [5], FaB [190], and Zyzzyva [157], are implemented.
The Bedrock implementation supports different stages
of protocols, e.g., ordering, execution, view-change, and
checkpointing. A domain-specific language (DSL) is
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provided to rapidly prototype BFT protocols by spec-
ifying the protocol config, including the chosen value
for each dimension in the design space, the list of roles,
phases, states, and exchange messages of the protocol.
Bedrock also includes a plugin manager to first, imple-
ment protocol-specific behaviors that can not be speci-
fied by the protocol config and second, enable users to
add their own methods, dimensions, or values to support
more protocols or to modify existing dimensions, e.g.,
add a new signature algorithm.

• BFT protocols experimentation. In addition to rapid
prototyping, the unified deployment environment of
Bedrock enables users to experimentally evaluate and
compare different BFT protocols proposed in diverse
settings and contexts under one unified platform. To our
best knowledge, our paper presents the largest (and most
varied) number of BFT protocols compared and experi-
mented with within a single unified platform.

The paper makes the following contributions.
• A design space for BFT protocols, a set of design choices

and possible design trade-offs are presented to help users
analyze BFT protocols and understand how different
protocols are related to each other.

• We present Bedrock, a platform that aims to unify BFT
protocols. Bedrock derives valid protocols by combining
different design choices in the design space.

• A wide range of BFT protocols can be implemented
in Bedrock. The DSL specifications result in orders of
magnitude reduction in code size compared to equivalent
open-source implementations, greatly improving code
readability and the ability to rapidly prototype protocols.

• The unified experimentation environment of Bedrock
provides for the first time new opportunities to evaluate
and compare different existing BFT protocols fairly and
efficiently (e.g., identical programming language, used
libraries, cryptographic tools, etc.).

2 Bedrock Overview
System model. A BFT protocol runs on a network consist-
ing of a set of nodes that may exhibit arbitrary, potentially
malicious, behavior. BFT protocols use the State Machine
Replication (SMR) algorithm [163, 221] where the system
provides a replicated service whose state is mirrored across
different deterministic replicas. At a high level, the goal of
a BFT SMR protocol is to assign each client request an or-
der in the global service history and execute it in that or-
der [226]. In a BFT SMR protocol, all non-faulty replicas
execute the same requests in the same order (safety) and all
correct requests are eventually executed (liveness). In an asyn-
chronous system, where replicas can fail, no consensus solu-
tions guarantee both safety and liveness (FLP result) [117].
As a result, asynchronous consensus protocols rely on tech-
niques such as randomization [48, 70, 121, 214], failure detec-
tors [80, 185], hybridization/wormholes [88, 204] and partial
synchrony [108, 111] to circumvent the FLP impossibility.

Figure 1: A simplified design space with two dimensions: number of
replicas and number of commitment phases. Green dots ( ) specify
valid points (i.e., BFT protocols) while red dots ( ) show invalid
points (i.e., impossible protocols). A design choice, i.e., phase re-
duction, is a one-to-one transformation function that maps a protocol
in its domain to another protocol in its range.

Bedrock assumes the partial synchrony model as it is used
in most practical BFT protocols [73, 131, 157, 252]. In the
partial synchrony model, there exists an unknown global stabi-
lization time (GST), after which all messages between correct
replicas are received within some known bound ∆. Bedrock
further inherits the standard assumptions of existing BFT pro-
tocols. First, while there is no upper bound on the number
of faulty clients, the maximum number of concurrent mali-
cious replicas is assumed to be f . Second, replicas are con-
nected via an unreliable network that might drop, corrupt,
or delay messages. Third, the network uses point-to-point
bi-directional communication channels to connect replicas.
Fourth, the failure of replicas is independent of each other,
where a single fault does not lead to the failure of multiple
replicas. This can be achieved by either diversifying replica
implementation (e.g., n-version programming) [40, 118] or
placing replicas at different geographic locations (e.g., data-
centers) [51, 112, 229, 241]. Finally, a strong adversary can
coordinate malicious replicas and delay communication. How-
ever, the adversary cannot subvert cryptographic assumptions.

Usage model. Bedrock aims to help users analyze, imple-
ment, and evaluate BFT protocols within one unified platform
and find the protocol that fits their needs. To achieve this goal,
the Bedrock platform makes available the design dimensions
of BFT protocols and different design choices, i.e., trade-offs
between dimensions, to users to tune. Figure 1 illustrates an
example highlighting the relation between design space, di-
mensions, design choices, and protocols in Bedrock. For the
sake of simplicity, we present only two dimensions of the
design space (among more than 10 dimensions, as described
in Section 3), i.e., number of replicas and number of commitment
phases. Each dimension, e.g., number of replicas, can take dif-
ferent values, e.g., 3 f +1, 5 f +1, or 7 f +1. A BFT protocol
is then a point in this design space, e.g., ("3", "3 f +1"). Note
that each dimension not presented in this figure also takes a
value, e.g., communication strategy is assumed to be pessimistic.

Moreover, only a subset of points is valid and represents
BFT protocols. In Figure 1, green dots ( ) specify valid points
(i.e., BFT protocols) while red dots ( ) show invalid points
(i.e., impossible protocols). For example, there is no (pes-
simistic) BFT protocol with 3 f + 1 nodes that commit re-
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Figure 2: Different stages of replicas in a BFT protocol

quests in a single commitment phase. A design choice is then
a one-to-one function that maps each BFT protocol in its
domain to another protocol in its range. For example, phase
reduction (through redundancy) maps each protocol with 3 f+1
nodes and 3 communication phases, e.g., PBFT [73], to a pro-
tocol with 5 f+1 nodes and 2 communication phases, e.g.,
FaB [190] (assuming both protocols are pessimistic with
clique topology). The domain and range of each design choice
are a subset of protocols in the design space.

BFT protocols structure. In a BFT protocol, as presented
in Figure 2, clients communicate with a set of replicas that
maintain a copy of the application state. A replica’s lifecycle
consists of ordering, execution, view-change, checkpointing,
and recovery stages. The goal of the ordering stage is to estab-
lish agreement on a unique order among requests executing
on the application state. In leader-based consensus protocols,
a designated leader node proposes the order and, to ensure
fault tolerance, needs to get agreement from a subset of the
nodes, referred to as a quorum. In the execution stage, requests
are applied to the replicated state machine. The view-change
stage replaces the current leader. Checkpointing is used to
garbage-collect data and enable trailing replicas to catch up,
and finally, the recovery stage recovers replicas from faults
by applying software rejuvenation techniques.

PBFT Protocol. To better illustrate the Bedrock design space,
we give an overview of the PBFT protocol [73, 75] as a driv-
ing example. PBFT, as shown in Figure 3, is a leader-based
protocol that operates in a succession of configurations called
views [114, 115]. Each view is coordinated by a stable leader
(primary) and the protocol pessimistically processes requests.
In PBFT, the number of replicas, n, is assumed to be 3 f +1
and the ordering stage consists of pre-prepare, prepare, and
commit phases. The pre-prepare phase assigns an order to the
request, the prepare phase guarantees the uniqueness of the
assigned order and the commit phase guarantees that the next
leader can safely assign the order.

During a normal case execution of PBFT, clients send their
signed request messages to the leader. In the pre-prepare phase,
the leader assigns a sequence number to the request to de-
termine the execution order of the request and multicasts a
pre-prepare message to all backups. Upon receiving a valid
pre-prepare message from the leader, each backup replica mul-
ticasts a prepare message to all replicas and waits for prepare
messages from 2 f different replicas (including the replica
itself) that match the pre-prepare message. The goal of the
prepare phase is to guarantee safety within the view, i.e., 2 f
replicas received matching pre-prepare messages from the

Figure 3: Different stages of PBFT protocol

leader replica and agree with the order of the request.
Each replica then multicasts a commit message to all repli-

cas. Once a replica receives 2 f + 1 valid commit messages
from different replicas, including itself, that match the pre-
prepare message, it commits the request. The goal of the com-
mit phase is to ensure safety across views, i.e., the request has
been replicated on a majority of non-faulty replicas and can be
recovered after (leader) failures. The second and third phases
of PBFT follow the clique topology, i.e., have O(n2) message
complexity. If the replica has executed all requests with lower
sequence numbers, it executes the request and sends a reply
to the client. The client waits for f+1 matching results from
different replicas.

In the view change stage, upon detecting the failure of
the leader of view v using timeouts, backups exchange view-
change messages including requests that have been received
by the replicas. After receiving 2 f +1 view-change messages,
the designated stable leader of view v+1 (the replica with ID
= v+1 mod n) proposes a new view message, including the list
of requests that should be processed in the new view.

In PBFT, replicas periodically generate checkpoint messages
and send them to all replicas. If a replica receives 2 f + 1
matching checkpoint messages, the checkpoint is stable. PBFT
includes a proactive recovery mechanism that periodically
rejuvenates replicas one by one. PBFT uses either signa-
tures [73] or MACs [75] for authentication. Using MACs,
replicas need to send view-change-ack messages to the leader
after receiving view-change messages. Since new view messages
are not signed, these view-change-ack messages enable replicas
to verify the authenticity of new view messages.

3 Design Space
In Bedrock, each BFT protocol can be analyzed along sev-

eral dimensions. These dimensions (and values associated
with each dimension) collectively help to define the overall
design space of BFT protocols supported by Bedrock. The
dimensions are categorized into four main families: proto-
col structure and environmental settings that present the core
dimensions of BFT protocols, two optional QoS features in-
cluding order-fairness and load balancing that a BFT protocol
might support, and a set of performance optimizations, such
as request pipelining, parallel execution, and trusted hardware,
for tuning BFT protocols. Due to space limitations, the perfor-
mance optimizations are discussed in Appendix A. In the rest
of this section, we describe these families of dimensions in
greater detail. As we describe each dimension, we prefix label
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them with "E" for environmental settings, "P" for protocol
structure, etc. Hence, "E 1" refers to the first dimension in the
environmental settings dimensions family.

This section is not meant to provide a fully exhaustive set of
dimensions but rather to demonstrate the overall methodology
used to define dimensions usable in Bedrock.

3.1 Protocol Structure
Our first family of dimensions concerns customization of

the protocol structure by Bedrock, which will further define
the class of protocols permitted.

P 1. Commitment strategy. Bedrock supports BFT proto-
cols that process transactions in either an optimistic, pes-
simistic, or robust manner. Optimistic BFT protocols make
optimistic assumptions on failures, synchrony, or data con-
tention and might execute requests without necessarily estab-
lishing consensus. An optimistic BFT protocol might make a
subset of the following assumptions:
a1. The leader is non-faulty, assigns a correct order to re-

quests and sends it to all backups, e.g., Zyzzyva [157],
a2. The backups are non-faulty and actively and honestly

participate in the protocol, e.g., CheapBFT [146],
a3. All non-leaf replicas in a tree topology are non-faulty,

e.g., Kauri [202],
a4. The workload is conflict-free and concurrent requests

update disjoint sets of data objects, e.g., Q/U [5],
a5. The clients are honest, e.g., Quorum [37], and
a6. The network is synchronous (in a time window), and

messages are not lost or delayed, e.g., Tendermint [65].
Optimistic protocols are classified into speculative and

non-speculative protocols. In non-speculative protocols, e.g.,
SBFT [131] and CheapBFT [146], replicas execute a trans-
action only if the optimistic assumption holds. Speculative
protocols, e.g., Zyzzyva [157] and PoE [135], on the other
hand, optimistically execute transactions. If the assumption
is not fulfilled, replicas might have to rollback the executed
transactions. Optimistic BFT protocols improve performance
in fault-free situations. If the assumption does not hold, the
replicas, e.g., SBFT [131], or clients, e.g., Zyzzyva [157], de-
tect the failure and use the fallback protocol.

Pessimistic BFT protocols, on the other hand, do not make
any optimistic assumptions about failures, synchrony, or data
contention. In pessimistic BFT protocols, replicas communi-
cate to agree on the order of requests. Finally, robust protocols,
e.g., Prime [24], Aardvark [86], R-Aliph [37], Spinning [240]
and RBFT [38], go one step further and consider scenarios
where the system is under attack by a very strong adversary.

In summary, BFT protocols demonstrate different perfor-
mances in failure-free, low-failure, and under-attack situa-
tions. Optimistic protocols deliver superior performance in
failure-free situations. However, in the presence of failure,
their performance is significantly reduced, especially when
the system is under attack. On the other hand, pessimistic
protocols provide high performance in failure-free situations

and are able to handle low failures with acceptable overhead.
However, they show poor performance when the system is
under attack. Finally, robust protocols are designed for under-
attack situations and demonstrate moderate performance in
all three situations.

P 2. Number of commitment phases. The number of com-
mitment (ordering) phases or good-case latency [12] of a
BFT SMR protocol is the number of phases needed for all
non-faulty replicas to commit when the leader is non-faulty,
and the network is synchronous. We consider the number of
commitment phases from the first time a replica (typically the
leader) receives a request to the first time any participant (i.e.,
leader, backups, client) learns the commitment of the request,
e.g., PBFT executes in 3 phases.

P 3. View-change. BFT protocols follow either the stable
leader or the rotating leader mechanism to replace the cur-
rent leader. The stable leader mechanism [73, 131, 157, 190]
replaces the leader when the leader is suspected to be
faulty by other replicas. In the rotating leader mechanism
[20,67,76–78,86,125,139,155,162,240,241,252], the leader
is replaced periodically, e.g., after a single attempt, insufficient
performance, or an epoch (multiple requests).

Using the stable leader mechanism, the view-change stage
becomes more complex. However, the routine is only exe-
cuted when the leader is suspected to be faulty. On the other
hand, the rotating leader mechanism requires ensuring view
synchronization frequently (whenever the leader is rotated).
Rotating the leader has several benefits, such as balancing
load across replicas [46,47,240], improving resilience against
slow replicas [86], and minimizing communication delays
between clients and the leader [112, 189, 241].

P 4. Checkpointing. The checkpointing mechanism is used
to first, garbage-collect data of completed consensus instances
to save space and second, restore in-dark replicas (due to net-
work unreliability or leader maliciousness) to ensure all non-
faulty replicas are up-to-date [73, 103, 135]. Checkpointing
is typically initiated after a fixed window in a decentralized
manner without relying on a leader [73].

P 5. Recovery. When there are more than f failures, BFT pro-
tocols, apart from some exceptions [84, 178], completely fail
and do not give any guarantees on their behavior [103]. BFT
protocols perform recovery using reactive or proactive mech-
anisms (or a combination [230]). Reactive recovery mech-
anisms detect faulty replica behavior [138] and recover the
replica by applying software rejuvenation techniques [95,142]
where the replica reboots, reestablishes its connection with
other replicas and clients, and updates its state. On the other
hand, proactive recovery mechanisms recover replicas in pe-
riodic time intervals. Proactive mechanisms do not require
any fault detection techniques; however, they might unneces-
sarily recover non-faulty replicas [103]. During recovery, a
replica is unavailable. A BFT protocol can rely on 3 f +2k+1
replicas to improve resilience and availability during recovery
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where k is the maximum number of servers that rejuvenate
concurrently [230]. To prevent attackers from disrupting the
recovery process, each replica requires a trusted component,
e.g., secure coprocessor [75], a synchronous wormhole [239]
or a virtualization layer [105, 216], that remains operational
even if the attacker controls the replica and a read-only mem-
ory that an attacker cannot manipulate. The memory content
remains persistent (e.g., on disk) across machine reboots and
includes all information needed for bootstrapping a correct
replica after restart [103].

P 6. Types of clients. Bedrock supports three types of clients:
requester, proposer, and repairer. Requester clients perform a
basic functionality and communicate with replicas by sending
requests and receiving replies. A requester client may need to
verify the results by waiting for a number of matching replies,
e.g., f+1 in PBFT [73], 2 f+1 in PoE [135] and PBFT (for
read-only requests) [75], or 3 f+1 is Zyzzyva [157]. Using
trusted components, e.g., Troxy [175], or threshold signatures,
e.g., SBFT [131], the client does not even need to wait for and
verify multiple results from replicas. Clients might also play
the proposer role by proposing a sequence number (acting as
the leader) for its request [5, 130, 186, 188]. Repairer clients,
on the other hand, detect the failure of replicas, e.g., Zyzzyva
[157], or even change the protocol configuration, e.g., Scrooge
[222], Abstract [37], and Q/U [5].

3.2 Environmental Settings
Environmental settings, broadly speaking, encompass the

deployment environment for a BFT protocol. These input
parameters help scope the class of BFT protocols that can be
supported to fit each deployment environment best.

E 1. Number of replicas. The first dimension concerns se-
lecting BFT protocols based on the number of replicas (i.e.,
network and quorum size) used in a deployment. In the pres-
ence of f malicious failures, BFT protocols require at least
3 f+1 replicas to guarantee safety [59, 60, 91, 111, 170]. Us-
ing trusted hardware, the malicious behavior of replicas is
restricted and safety can be guaranteed using 2 f + 1 repli-
cas [84, 90, 92, 216, 241, 241, 242]. Similarly, leveraging new
hardware capabilities or using message-and-memory mod-
els the required number of replicas can be reduced to 2 f +1
[15–17]. On the other hand, the number of communication
phases can be reduced by increasing the number of replicas
to 5 f + 1 [190] (its proven lower bound, 5 f − 1 [12, 161])
or 7 f + 1 [228]. A BFT protocol might also optimistically
assume the existence of a quorum of 2 f + 1 active non-
faulty replicas (put f replicas as passive) to establish consen-
sus [104,146]. Using both trusted hardware and active/passive
replication, the quorum size is further reduced to f +1 during
failure-free situations [104, 105, 146].

E 2. Communication topology. Bedrock allows users to an-
alyze BFT protocols based on communication topologies,
including: (1) the star topology where communication is
strictly from a designated replica, e.g., the leader, to all other

replicas and vice-versa, resulting in linear message complex-
ity [157, 252], (2) the clique topology where all (or a subset
of) replicas communicate directly with each other resulting
in quadratic message complexity [73], (3) the tree topology
where the replicas are organized in a tree with the leader
placed at the root, and at each phase, a replica communicates
with either its child replicas or its parent replica, causing log-
arithmic message complexity [154, 155, 202], or (4) the chain
topology where replicas construct a pipeline and each replica
communicates with its neighbor replicas [37].

E 3. Authentication. Participants authenticate their mes-
sages to enable other replicas to verify a message’s origin.
Bedrock support both signatures, e.g., RSA [218], and au-
thenticators [73], i.e., MACs [237]. Constant-sized threshold
signatures [70, 224] have also been used to reduce the size of
a set (quorum) of signatures. A protocol might even use dif-
ferent techniques (i.e., signatures, MACs) in different stages
to authenticate messages sent by clients, sent by replicas in
the ordering stage, and sent by replicas during view-change.

E 4. Responsiveness, synchronization, and timers. A BFT
protocol is responsive if its normal case commit latency de-
pends only on the actual network delay needed for replicas to
process and exchange messages rather than any (usually much
larger) predefined upper bound on message transmission de-
lay [36, 208, 209, 225]. Responsiveness might be sacrificed
in different ways. First, rotating the leader, the new leader
might need to wait for a predefined time before initiating
the next request to ensure that it receives the decided value
from all non-faulty but slow replicas, e.g., Tendermint [162]
and Casper [68]. Second, optimistically assuming all replicas
are non-faulty, replicas (or clients) need to wait for a prede-
fined upper bound to receive messages from all replicas, e.g.,
SBFT [131] and Zyzzyva [157].

BFT protocols need to guarantee that all non-faulty repli-
cas will eventually be synchronized to the same view with a
non-faulty leader enabling the leader to collect the decided
values in previous views and making progress in the new
view [62, 198, 199]. This is needed because a quorum of
2 f + 1 replicas might include f Byzantine replicas and the
remaining f "slow" non-faulty replicas might stay behind
(i.e., in-dark) and not even advance views at all. View syn-
chronization can be achieved by integrating the functionality
with the core consensus protocol, e.g., PBFT [73], or assign-
ing a distinct synchronizer component, e.g., Pacemaker in
HotStuff [252], and hardware clocks [6].

Depending on the environment, network characteristics,
and processing strategy, BFT protocols use different timers to
ensure responsiveness and synchronization. Protocols can be
configured with the following timers by Bedrock.
τ1. Waiting for reply messages, e.g., Zyzzyva [157],
τ2. Triggering (consecutive) view-change, e.g., PBFT [73],
τ3. Detecting backup failures, e.g., SBFT [131],
τ4. Quorum construction in an ordering phase, e.g., prevote
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and precommit timeouts in Tendermint [65],
τ5. View synchronization, e.g., Tendermint [65],
τ6. Finishing a (preordering) round, e.g., Themis [149],
τ7. Performance check (heartbeat), e.g., Aardvark [86], and
τ8. Atomic recovery (watchdog timer) to periodically hand

control to a recovery monitor [74], e.g., PBFT [75].
3.3 Quality of Service

There are some optional QoS features that Bedrock can
support. We list two example dimensions.

Q 1. Order-fairness. Order-fairness deals with preventing
adversarial manipulation of request ordering [42, 71, 149, 150,
159, 160, 255]. Order-fairness is defined as: "if a large num-
ber of replicas receives a request t1 before another request
t2, then t1 should be ordered before t2" [150]. Order-fairness
has been partially addressed using different techniques: (1)
monitoring the leader to ensure it does not initiate two new
requests from the same client before initiating an old request
of another client, e.g., Aardvark [86], (2) adding a preorder-
ing phase, e.g., Prime [24], where replicas order the received
requests locally and share their orderings with each other,
(3) encrypting requests and revealing the contents only once
their ordering is fixed [35, 69, 193, 232], (4) reputation-based
systems [35, 99, 156, 173] to detect unfair censorship of spe-
cific client requests, and (5) providing opportunities for every
replica to propose and commit its requests using fair elec-
tion [9, 35, 125, 151, 173, 208, 248].

Q 2. Load balancing. The performance of fault-tolerant pro-
tocols is usually limited by the computing and bandwidth
capacity of the leader [18, 21, 56, 81, 195, 196, 202, 245]. The
leader coordinates the consensus protocol and multicasts/-
collects messages to all other replicas in different protocol
phases. Load balancing is defined as distributing the load
among the replicas of the system to balance the number of
messages any single replica has to process.

Load balancing can be partially achieved using the ro-
tating leader mechanism, multi-layer, or multi-leader proto-
cols. Using leader rotation, one replica (leader) is still highly
loaded in each consensus instance. In multi-layer protocols
[25, 137, 179, 201, 203], the load is distributed between the
leaders of different clusters. However, the system still suffers
from load imbalance between the leader and backups in each
cluster. In multi-leader protocols [22,33,39,136,233,243], all
replicas can initiate consensus to partially order requests in
parallel. However, slow replicas still affect the global ordering
of requests. To resolve the bandwidth limit of small replicas
decomposing consensus into data availability agreement and
block retrieval is proposed [250].

4 Design Choices Landscape
Given a set of specified dimension values in Section 3, each

protocol represents a point in the Bedrock design space. In
this section, using PBFT as a driving example, as illustrated in
Section 2, we demonstrate how different points in the design
space lead to different trade-offs.

4.1 Expanding the Design Choices of PBFT
Using PBFT and our design dimensions as a baseline, we

illustrate a series of design choices that expose different trade-
offs BFT protocols need to make. Each design choice acts as
a one-to-one function that maps each valid input point (i.e., a
protocol) to another valid output point in the design space.

Design Choice 1. (Linearization). This function explores a
trade-off between communication topology and communica-
tion phases. The function takes a quadratic phase, e.g., prepare
or commit in PBFT, and splits it into two linear phases: one
phase from all replicas to a collector (typically the leader) and
one phase from the collector to all replicas, e.g., SBFT [131],
HotStuff [252] and HotStuff-2 [184]. The output protocol re-
quires (threshold) signatures for authentication. The collector
collects a quorum of (typically n− f ) signatures from repli-
cas and broadcasts its message including the signatures, as a
certificate of having received the required signatures. Using
threshold signatures [69, 70, 215, 224] the collector message
size becomes constant. Some BFT protocols [124, 143, 235]
use linear communication during the ordering phase but fol-
low the quadratic view-change routine of PBFT.

Design Choice 2. (Phase reduction through redundancy).
This function explores a trade-off between the number of
ordering phases and the number of replicas. The function
transforms a protocol with 3 f + 1 replicas and 3 ordering
phases (i.e., one linear, two quadratic), e.g., PBFT, to a fast
protocol with 5 f + 1 replicas and 2 ordering phases (one
linear, one quadratic), e.g., FaB [190]. In the second phase
of the protocol, matching messages from a quorum of 4 f +1
replicas are required. Recently, 5 f − 1 has been proven as
the lower bound for two-step Byzantine consensus [12, 161].
The intuition behind the 5 f − 1 lower bound is that in an
authenticated model, when replicas detect leader equivocation
and initiate view-change, they do not include view-change
messages coming from the malicious leader, reducing the
maximum number of faulty messages to f −1 [12, 161].

Design Choice 3. (Leader rotation). This function replaces
the stable leader with the rotating leader mechanism, e.g.,
HotStuff [252], where the rotation happens after each request
or epoch or due to low performance (as discussed in P 3).
This function eliminates the view-change stage and adds a
quadratic phase or two linear phases (using the linearization
function) to the ordering stage to ensure that the new leader
is aware of the correct state of the system.

Design Choice 4. (Non-responsive leader rotation). This
function replaces the stable leader mechanism with the rotat-
ing leader mechanism without adding a new ordering phase
(in contrast to design choice 3) while sacrificing responsive-
ness. The new leader assumes that the network is synchronous
(after GST) and waits for a predefined known upper bound ∆

(Timer τ5) before initiating the next request. This is needed to
ensure that the new leader is aware of the highest assigned or-
der to the requests, e.g., Tendermint [66,162] and Casper [68].
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As an optimization, if the new leader is aware of the highest
assigned order (the leader was part of the quorum), it can initi-
ate the next request right after receiving 2 f +1 votes (without
necessarily waiting for ∆ [184]).

Design Choice 5. (Optimistic replica reduction). This func-
tion reduces the number of involved replicas in consensus
from 3 f+1 to 2 f+1 while optimistically assuming all 2 f +1
replicas are non-faulty (assumption P 1, a2). In each phase of
a BFT protocol, matching messages from a quorum of 2 f +1
replicas is needed. If a quorum of 2 f +1 non-faulty replicas
is identified, they can order (and execute) requests without
the participation of the remaining f replicas. Those f replicas
remain passive and are needed if any of the active replicas
become faulty [104, 146]. Note that n is still 3 f +1.

Design Choice 6. (Optimistic phase reduction). Given a lin-
ear BFT protocol, this function optimistically eliminates two
linear phases (i.e., the equivalence of a single quadratic prepare
pahse) assuming all replicas are non-faulty, e.g., SBFT [131].
The leader (collector) waits for signed messages from all
3 f + 1 replicas in the second phase of ordering, combines
signatures and sends a signed message to all replicas. Upon
receiving the signed message from the leader, each replica
ensures that all non-faulty replicas have received the request
and agreed with the order. As a result, the third phase of com-
munication can be omitted and replicas can directly commit
the request. If the leader has not received 3 f + 1 messages
after a predefined time (timer τ3), the protocol fallbacks to its
slow path and runs the third phase of ordering.

Design Choice 7. (Speculative phase reduction). This func-
tion, similar to the previous one, optimistically eliminates two
linear phases of the ordering stage assuming that non-faulty
replicas construct the quorum of responses, e.g., PoE [135].
The main difference is that the leader waits for signed mes-
sages from only 2 f +1 replicas in the second phase of order-
ing and sends a signed message to all replicas. Upon receiving
a message signed by 2 f + 1 replicas from the leader, each
replica speculatively executes the transaction, optimistically
assuming that either (1) all 2 f +1 signatures are from non-
faulty replicas or (2) at least f +1 non-faulty replicas received
the signed message from the leader. If (1) does not hold, other
replicas receive and execute transactions during the view-
change. However, if (2) does not hold, the replica might have
to rollback the executed transaction.

Design Choice 8. (Speculative execution). This function
eliminates the prepare and commit phases while optimistically
assuming that all replicas are non-faulty (assumptions P 1, a1
and a2), e.g., Zyzzyva [157]. Replicas speculatively execute
transactions upon receiving them from the leader. If the client
does not receive 3 f +1 matching replies after a predefined
time (timer τ1) or it receives conflicting messages, the (re-
pairer) client detects failure and communicates with replicas
to receive 2 f +1 commit messages.

Design Choice 9. (Optimistic conflict-free). If requests of
different clients are conflict-free (assumption P 1, a4), there is
no need for a total order among all transactions. This function
eliminates all ordering phases while optimistically assuming
that requests are conflict-free and all replicas are non-faulty.
The client becomes the proposer and sends its request to all
(or a quorum of) replicas where replicas execute the requests
without any communication [5, 97].

Design Choice 10. (Resilience). This function increases the
number of replicas by 2 f enabling the protocol to tolerate
f more failure with the same safety guarantees. In particu-
lar, optimistic BFT protocols that assume all 3 f +1 replicas
are non-faulty (quorum size is also 3 f +1) tolerate zero fail-
ures. By increasing the number of replicas to 5 f +1 replicas,
such BFT protocols can provide the same safety guarantees
with quorums of size 4 f +1 while tolerating f failures, e.g.,
Zyzzyva5 [157], Q/U [5]. Similarly, a protocol with the net-
work size of 5 f + 1 can tolerate f more faulty replicas by
increasing the network size to 7 f +1 [228].

This function can also provide high availability during
the (proactive) recovery stage by increasing the number of
replicas by 2k (the quorum size by k) where k is the maximum
number of servers that recover concurrently [230].

Design Choice 11. (Authentication). This function replaces
MACs with signatures for a given stage. Signatures are typi-
cally more costly than MACs. However, in contrast to MACs,
signatures provide non-repudiation and are not vulnerable
to MAC-based attacks from malicious clients. If a protocol
follows the star communication topology where a replica
needs to include a quorum of signatures as a proof of its mes-
sages, e.g., HotStuff [252], k signatures can be replaced with
a threshold signature. In such protocols MACs cannot be used
since MACs do not provide non-repudiation.

Design Choice 12. (Robust). This function makes a pes-
simistic protocol robust by adding a preordering stage to the
protocol, e.g., Prime [24]. In the preordering stage and, upon
receiving a request, each replica locally orders and broadcasts
the request to all other replicas. All replicas then acknowledge
the receipt of the request in an all-to-all communication phase
and add the request to their local request vector. Replicas pe-
riodically share their vectors with each other. The robust func-
tion provides (partial) fairness as well. Robustness has also
been addressed in other ways, e.g., using the leader rotation
and a blacklisting mechanism in Spinning [240] or isolating
the incoming traffic of different replicas, and checking the
performance of the leader in Aardvark [86].

Design Choice 13. (Fair). This function transforms an unfair
protocol, e.g., PBFT, into a fair protocol by adding a preorder-
ing phase to the protocol. In the preordering phase, clients
send requests to all replicas, and once a round ends (timer τ6),
each replica sends a batch of requests in the received order
to the leader. The leader then initiates consensus on the re-
quests following the order of requests in the received batches.
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Table 1: Comparing selected BFT protocols based on different dimensions of Bedrock design space

Protocol E1.
Nodes

E2.
Topo.

E3.
Auth.

E4.
Timers

P1.
Strategy

P2.
Phases

P3.
V-change

P5.
Rec.

P6.
Client

Q1.
Fair.

Q2.
Load.

Design
Choices

PBFT [73] 3 f+1 clique MAC || Sign τ1, τ2, τ8 pessimistic 3 stable pro. Req. � � (11)

Zyzzyva [157] 3 f+1 star MAC || Sign τ1, τ2 optimistic (spec): a1, a2 1 (3) stable - Rep. � � 8, (11)

Zyzzyva5 [157] 5 f+1 star MAC || Sign τ1, τ2 optimistic (spec): a1 1 (3) stable - Rep. � � 8, 10, (11)

PoE [135] 3 f+1 star MAC || T-Sign τ1, τ2 optimistic (spec): a2 3 stable - Req. � � 1, 7, 11

SBFT [131] 3 f+1 star T-Sign τ1, τ2, τ3 optimistic: a2 3 (5) stable - Req. � � 1, 6, 11

HotStuff [252] 3 f+1 star T-Sign τ1, τ2 pessimistic 7 rotating - Req. � � 1, 3, 11

Tendermint [66] 3 f+1 clique Sign τ1, τ2, τ5, τ6 optimistic: a6 3 rotating - Req. � � 4, 11

Themis [149] 4 f+1 star T-Sign τ1, τ2, τ6 pessimistic 1+7 rotating - Req. � � 1, 3, 13, 11

Kauri [202] 3 f+1 tree T-Sign τ1, τ2 optimistic: a3 7h stable* - Req. � � (3), 14, 11

CheapBFT [146] 2 f+1 clique MAC τ1, τ2 optimistic: a2 3 stable - Req. � � 5

FaB [190] 5 f+1 clique (Sign) τ1, τ2 pessimistic 2 stable - Req. � � 2

Prime [24] 3 f+1 clique Sign τ1, τ2, τ6, τ7 robust 6 stable - Req. � 11, 12

Q/U [5] 5 f+1 star MAC τ1, τ2 optimistic: a4, a5 1 (3) stable - Rep. � � 9, 10

FLB 5 f−1 clique Sign τ1, τ2 pessimistic 2 stable - Req. � � 1, 2, 11

FTB 5 f−1 tree T-Sign τ1, τ2 optimistic: a3 3h stable - Req. � � 1, 2, 14, 11

Hint: "T-Sign": threshold signatures, "Req": requester client, "Rep": repairer client, "Pro": proactive recovery. The number of phases in the slow path of
protocols is shown in parentheses. While Kauri is implemented on top of HotStuff, it does not use rotating leaders. Prime provides partial fairness.
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Figure 4: Derivation of protocols from PBFT using design choices

Depending on the order-fairness parameter γ (0.5<γ≤1) that
defines the fraction of replicas receiving the requests in that
specific order, at least 4 f +1 replicas (n> 4 f

2γ−1 ) replicas are
needed to provide order-fairness [149, 150] 1.

Design Choice 14. (Tree-based LoadBalancer). This func-
tion explores a trade-off between the communication topology
and load balancing where load balancing is supported by or-
ganizing replicas in a tree topology, with the leader at the root,
e.g., Kauri [202]. This function splits a linear communication
phase into h phases where h is the tree’s height and each
replica uniformly communicates with its child/parent replicas
in the tree. The protocol optimistically assumes all non-leaf
replicas are non-faulty (assumption P 1, a3). Otherwise, the
tree is reconfigured (i.e., view change).

4.2 Deriving and Evolving Protocols
Figure 4 demonstrates the derivation of a wide spectrum

of BFT protocols from PBFT using design choices. Table 1
provides insights into how each BFT protocol maps into the
Bedrock design space. The table also presents the design

1With 3 f+1 replicas, as shown in [149], order-fairness requires a syn-
chronized clock [255] or does not provide censorship resistance [159].

Figure 5: Overview of BFT protocols

choices used by each BFT protocol. A detailed explanation
of protocols is presented in Appendix B.

Figure 5 focuses on different stages of replicas and demon-
strates the communication complexity of each stage. The
figure presents: (1) the preordering phases used in Themis
and Prime, (2) the three ordering phases, e.g., pre-prepare, pre-
pare or commit in PBFT (labeled by o1, o2, and o3), (3) the
execution stage, (4) the view-change stages consisting of view-
change and new-view phases (labeled by v1 and v2), and (5)
the checkpointing stage. As can be seen, some protocols do
not have all three ordering phases, i.e., using different de-
sign choices, the number of ordering phases is reduced. The
dashed boxes present the slow-path of protocols, e.g., the third
ordering phase of SBFT is used only in its slow-path. Finally,
the order of stages might be changed. For example, HotStuff
runs view-change (leader rotation) for every single message
and this phase takes place at the beginning of a consensus
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instance to synchronize nodes within a view.
These case studies demonstrate the value of Bedrock in

providing a unified platform for analyzing a range of exist-
ing BFT protocols. Note that the Bedrock platform enables
users to implement new dimensions or design choices. For
example, recently directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based BFT
protocols [42,100,101,119,148,231,247] have emerged as an
efficient way of establishing consensus. In DAG-based proto-
cols and in each round, replicas independently send their own
block of transactions as well as references to 2 f +1 received
blocks (in the previous round) to other replicas in parallel.
The references that blocks carry then become the backbone
of a causally ordered DAG structure. DAG-based protocols
provide higher throughput by separating transaction dissemi-
nation (by all replicas) from ordering. One can evolve PBFT
to a DAG-based protocol in three steps (using three design
choices); linearization, pipelining, and parallelization, with
some minor modifications. Linearization makes PBFT linear
(design choice 1), pipelining enables a node to piggyback the
messages of a new consensus instance on the second round
messages of the previous instance (as it is used in Chained-
HotStuff [4]), and parallelization enables multiple replicas to
propose messages in parallel (as used in multi-leader proto-
cols [136, 233], discussed in Appendix A, 3).

Bedrock’s utility can go beyond an analysis platform to-
wards a discovery tool as well. Appendix C demonstrates two
BFT protocols (FLB and FTB) uncovered using Bedrock.
5 Bedrock Implementation

Bedrock enables users, e.g., application developers, to im-
plement and evaluate different BFT protocols. Bedrock is
implemented in Java. The modular design of Bedrock enables
a fair and efficient evaluation of BFT protocols using identical
libraries, cryptographic functions, etc. The Bedrock platform
consists of four main components: the core unit, the state
manager, the plugin manager, and the coordination unit.
The core unit defines entities, e.g., clients and nodes, and
maintains the application logic and application data. Client
transactions are executed using the application logic resulting
in updating the data. Entities track the execution of requests
through various state variables, e.g., view and sequence num-
ber. Within the core unit, different workloads and benchmarks
can be defined. Client requests can be initiated using a con-
stant interval or a dynamic interval updated based on a moving
average of response times. Different utility classes, such as
Timekeeper to handle timers, and BenchmarkManager to mea-
sure and report results are also defined within the core unit.
The state manager enables the core unit to track the states
and transitions of each entity according to the utilized BFT
protocol, e.g., different stages of a replica or different phases
of consensus. Bedrock defines a domain-specific language
(DSL) to rapidly prototype BFT protocols. The DSL code
written in the protocol config defines different dimensions and
the chosen value for each dimension, the list of roles, phases,
states, exchange messages, quorum conditions of the protocol,
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Figure 6: Lines of code in Bedrock and the original implementation

and also, the list of protocol-specific plugins required to run
the protocol. The EO-YAML and Apache Commons Lang libraries
are used for parsing, loading, and holding the protocol config
data. Appendix E demonstrates the PBFT code using the DSL.
The protocol config greatly reduces the effort needed to write
a BFT protocol. Figure 6 compares the lines of code in the
original open-source implementation of several known proto-
cols and their implementation in Bedrock., e.g., the original
Zyzzyva source code includes more than 14000 lines while its
config in Bedrock is only 112 lines2. Overall, using Bedrock,
the code size is reduced by orders of magnitude. Each proto-
col, in addition to the config file, uses a set of plugins defined
in Bedrock, as explained in the next part. Chained-HotStuff,
as a protocol that uses the most plugins (five), requires only
412 more lines of code to implement its five plugins, several
of them are shared with multiple protocols.
The plugin manager serves two purposes. First, it enables
the implementation of protocol-specific behaviors that cannot
be handled by the protocol config defined in the state man-
ager. For example, the speculative execution in Zyzzyva [157]
or handling view-change without using a different process
or states in Tendermint [162]. Second, it enables Bedrock
users to define their own dimensions/values to support more
protocols or to update existing dimensions without requiring
changes to the platform code or rebuilding the platform bina-
ries. For example, if a developer wants to use a new digest
or signature algorithm for an existing or a new protocol, the
algorithm can be implemented within a plugin.

Four types of plugins have been defined in the current ver-
sion of Bedrock. Role plugins that define specific behavior
for a certain role in a specific sequence number, view number,
state, etc., e.g., message dissemination by the primary node in
CheapBFT [146] where nodes are divided into active and pas-
sive nodes. Message plugins that define specific methods to
process incoming or outgoing messages, e.g., perform digest
validation. Transition plugins that specify an action to be per-
formed during or after a state transition, e.g., how to process
checkpoint messages. Pipeline plugins that enable manipu-
lating the flow of messages, e.g., Chained-HotStuff [252] (as
discussed in Appendix A, O 2).
The coordination unit manages the run-time execution of
Bedrock. The coordination unit consists of a coordinator and a
set of executors. The coordinator manages the benchmark pro-

2 We count only the lines of source code related to the core consensus
protocol and not the applications or the utilized libraries.
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Figure 7: Performance with different number of replicas

cess and setups all entities by initializing replicas and clients,
sending config parameters to executors, enabling plugins to
run additional initialization steps, starting and stopping exe-
cution threads, and reporting results. The executors, on the
other hand, run the utilized BFT protocol.

The data (e.g., messages, requests, blocks) for the events
and messages transmitted between nodes and clients is de-
fined using the Google Protocol Buffers syntax and then
compiled using the protoc tool.
6 Experimental Evaluation

Our evaluation studies the practical impact of the design
dimensions and the exposed trade-offs presented as design
choices on the performance of BFT protocols under one uni-
fied platform. We use typical experimental scenarios used for
existing BFT protocols and permissioned blockchains, includ-
ing (1) varying the number of replicas, (2) under a backup fail-
ure, (3) multiple request batch sizes, and (4) a geo-distributed
setup (presented in Appendix D).

All protocols listed in Table 1 are implemented in Bedrock.
Note that the original implementations of such BFT protocols
utilize different (often old, inefficient) libraries, crypto algo-
rithms, etc. Hence, it was unfair to experimentally compare
such original implementations with their implementations
in bedrock. Using the platform, we also experimented with
many new protocols resulting from the combination of design
choices. Due to space limitations, we present the performance
evaluation of a subset of protocols. In particular, we evaluate
PBFT, Zyzzyva, SBFT, FaB, PoE, (Chained-) HotStuff, Kauri,
Themis, and two of the more interesting new variants (FLB
and FTB). This set of protocols enables us to see the impact of
design choices 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, and 14 (discussed in
Section 4). We also use the out-of-order processing technique
for protocols with a stable leader and the request pipelining
technique for protocols with a rotating leader. In our experi-
ments, Kauri and FTB are deployed on trees of height 2 and
the order-fairness parameter γ of Themis is considered to be
1 (i.e., n = 4 f + 1). We use 4 as the base pipelining stretch
for both Kauri and FTB and change it depending on the batch
size and deployment setting (local vs. geo-distributed).

The experiments were conducted on the Amazon EC2 plat-
form. Each VM is a c4.2xlarge instance with 8 vCPUs and
15GB RAM, Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3 processor clocked at
3.50 GHz. When reporting throughput, we use an increasing
number of client requests until the end-to-end throughput is
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Figure 8: Performance with different f value

saturated and state the throughput and latency just below sat-
uration. The results reflect end-to-end measurements from
the clients. Clients execute in a closed loop. We use micro-
benchmarks commonly used to evaluate BFT systems, e.g.,
BFT-SMART. The results are the average of five runs.
6.1 Fault Tolerance and Scalability

In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the performance
of the protocols by increasing the number of replicas n (each
runs on a separate VM) from 4 to 100 in a failure-free situ-
ation. For some protocols, the smallest network size might
differ, e.g., FaB requires 5 f +1 = 6 replicas. We use a batch
size of 400 (we discuss this choice later) and a workload with
client request/reply payload sizes of 128/128 byte. Figure 7
reports the results.

Zyzzyva shows the highest throughput among all protocols
in small networks due to its optimistic ordering stage (design
choice 8). However, as n increases, its throughput significantly
reduces as clients need to wait for reply from all replicas.
Increasing the number of replicas also has a large impact on
PBFT and FaB (65% and 63% reduction, respectively) due to
their quadratic message complexity.

On the other hand, the throughput of Kauri and FTB is
less affected (31% and 32% reduction, respectively) by in-
creasing n because of their tree topology (design choice 14)
that reduced the bandwidth utilization of each replica. Simi-
larly, PoE, SBFT and HotStuff incur less throughput reduction
(39%, 55% and 45% respectively) compared to PBFT and
FaB due to their linear message complexity (design choice 1).
In Bedrock, Chained-HotStuff has been implemented using
the pipelining technique, resulting in lower average latency.
In comparison to HotStuff, SBFT has slightly lower through-
put in large networks (e.g., 8% lower when n = 100) because
the leader waits for messages from all replicas. SBFT, on the
other hand, shows higher throughput compared to HotStuff
in smaller networks (e.g., 12% higher when n = 4) due to
its fast ordering stage (design choice 6). PoE demonstrates
higher throughput compared to both SBFT and HotStuff, es-
pecially in larger networks (e.g., 39% higher than SBFT and
26% higher than HotStuff when n = 100). This is expected
because, in PoE, the leader does not need to wait for messages
from all replicas and optimistically combines signatures from
2 f +1 replicas (design choice 7). Compared to PBFT, while
HotStuff shows better throughput (e.g., 48% higher when
n = 64), the latency of PBFT is lower (e.g., 32% lower when
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Figure 9: Performance with faulty backups

n = 64). One reason behind the high latency of HotStuff is its
extra communication round (design choice 3).

Supporting order-fairness (design choice 13) leads to de-
ficient performance of Themis compared to HotStuff (83%
lower throughput when n=5). In Themis, replicas order trans-
actions and send batches of transactions to the leader, and
the leader needs to generate a fair order. As the number of
replicas increases, Themis incurs higher latency (the latency
increases from 9 to 137 ms as n increases to 101), mainly
due to the overhead of generating the dependency graph and
reaching a fair order by the leader. Using design choice 2 and
reducing the number of communication phases results in 41%
higher throughput and 46% lower latency of FTB compared
to Kauri in a setting with 99 replicas (100 for Kauri).

Finally, using design choices 1 and 2, FLB demonstrates
better performance for large n (2.25x throughput and 0.55x
latency compared to PBFT). This is because FLB reduces
both message complexity and communication phases, and
replicas do not need to wait for responses from all replicas.

Figure 7 depicts the results with different numbers of repli-
cas. However, with the same number of replicas, different
protocols tolerate different numbers of failures. For instance,
PBFT requires 3 f + 1 and when n = 100 tolerates 33 fail-
ures while FaB requires 5 f +1 and tolerates 19 failures with
n = 100. To compare protocols based on the maximum num-
ber of tolerated failures, we represent the results of the first
experiments in Figure 8. With f = 20, Themis incurs the high-
est latency because it requires 81 (4 f +1) replicas and deals
with the high cost of achieving order-fairness.

6.2 Performance with Faulty Backups
In this set of experiments, we force a backup replica to fail

and repeat the first set of experiments. Figure 9 reports the
results. Zyzzyva is mostly affected by failures (82% lower
throughput) as clients need to collect responses from all repli-
cas. A client waits for ∆ = 5ms to receive reply from all repli-
cas and then the protocol switches to its normal path.

We also run this experiment on Zyzzyva5 to validate design
choice 10, i.e., tolerating f faulty replicas by increasing the
number of replicas. With a single faulty backup, Zyzzyva5
incurs only 8% lower throughput when n = 6.

Backup failure reduces the throughput of SBFT by 42%.
In the fast path of SBFT, all replicas need to participate, and
even when a single replica is faulty, the protocol falls back to
its slow path, which requires two more phases. Interestingly,
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Figure 10: Impact of request batching

while the throughput of PoE is reduced by 26% in a small net-
work (4 replicas), its throughput is not significantly affected
in large networks. This is because the faulty replica (which
participates in the quorum construction but does not send reply
messages to the clients) has a higher chance of becoming a
quorum member in small networks.

Faulty backups also affect the performance of HotStuff,
especially in small networks. This is expected because Hot-
Stuff uses the rotating leader mechanism. When n is small,
the faulty replica is the leader of more views during the exper-
iments, resulting in reduced performance. HotStuff demon-
strates its best performance when n = 31 (still, 36% lower
throughput and 2.7x latency compared to the failure-free sce-
nario). While Themis uses HotStuff as its ordering stage,
a single faulty backup has less impact on its performance
compared to HotStuff (25% reduction vs. 66% reduction in
throughput). This is because Themis has a larger network size
(4 f +1 vs. 3 f +1) that reduces the impact of the faulty replica.
In Kauri and FTB, we force a leaf replica to fail in order to
avoid triggering a reconfiguration. As a result, the failure of a
backup does not significantly affect their performance (e.g.,
3% lower throughput with 31 replicas in Kauri). Finally, in
small networks, FLB demonstrates the best performance as it
incurs only 8% throughput reduction.

6.3 Impact of Request Batching
In the next set of experiments, we measure the impact of

request batching. We consider three scenarios with batch sizes
of 200, 400 and 800. The network includes 16 non-faulty repli-
cas (17 replicas for Themis, 14 replicas for FLB and FTB).
Figure 10 depicts the results. Increasing the batch size from
200 to 400 requests improves the performance of all protocols.
This is because, with larger batch sizes, more transactions can
be committed while the number of communication phases and
exchanged messages is the same and the bandwidth and com-
puting resources are not fully utilized yet. Different protocols
behave differently when the batch size increases from 400 to
800. First, Kauri and FTB still process a higher number of
transactions (42% and 34% higher throughput) as both proto-
cols balance the load and utilize the bandwidth of all replicas.
Second, SBFT and FaB demonstrate similar performance as
before; a trade-off between smaller consensus quorums and
a higher cost of signature verification and bandwidth utiliza-
tion. Third, the performance of Themis decreases (24% lower
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throughput and 3.16x latency) compared to a batch size of
400 due to two main reasons. First, the higher cost of signa-
ture verification and bandwidth utilization, and second, the
higher complexity of generating fair order for a block of 800
transactions (CPU utilization).

6.4 Evaluation Summary
We summarize some of the evaluation results as follows.

First, optimistic protocols that require all nodes to participate,
e.g., Zyzzyva and SBFT, do not perform well in large net-
works, especially when nodes are far apart. In small networks
also, a single faulty node significantly reduces the perfor-
mance of optimistic protocols. Second, the performance of
pessimistic protocols highly depends on the communication
topology. While the performance of protocols with quadratic
communication complexity, e.g., PBFT and FaB, is signif-
icantly reduced by increasing the network size, the perfor-
mance of protocols with linear complexity, e.g., HotStuff, and
especially logarithmic complexity, e.g., Kauri and FTB, is
less affected. Interestingly in small networks, protocols that
use the leader rotation mechanism show poor performance.
This is because the chance of the faulty node becoming the
leader is relatively high. Third, the load-balancing techniques,
e.g., tree topology, enable a protocol to process larger batches.
Finally, in a wide-area network, out-of-order processing of
transactions significantly improves performance.

7 Related Work
SMR regulates the deterministic execution of requests on

multiple replicas, such that every non-faulty replica executes
every request in the same order [163,221]. Several approaches
[164,207,221] generalize SMR to support crash failures. CFT
protocols [19, 61, 79, 81, 107, 141, 141, 144, 165, 166, 168, 169,
171, 177, 181, 200, 206, 207, 210, 238] utilize the design trade-
offs between design dimensions, e.g., Fast Paxos [166] adds
f replicas to reduce a communication phase.

Byzantine fault tolerance refers to nodes that behave arbi-
trarily after the seminal work by Lamport, et al. [170]. BFT
protocols have been analyzed in several surveys and empirical
studies [7, 8, 23, 28, 44, 50, 52, 54, 72, 93, 103, 120, 133, 134,
211, 226, 244, 254]. We discuss some of the relevant studies.

Berger and Reiser [50] present a survey on BFT proto-
cols used in blockchains where the focus is on scalability
techniques. Similarly, a survey on BFT protocols consisting
of classical protocols, e.g., PBFT, blockchain protocols, e.g.,
PoW, and hybrid protocols, e.g., OmniLedger [156], and their
applications in permissionless blockchains, is conducted by
Bano et al. [44]. Platania et al. [211] classify BFT protocols
into client-side and server-side protocols depending on the
client’s role. The paper compares these two classes of proto-
cols and analyzes their performance and correctness attacks.
Three families of leader-based, leaderless, and robust BFT
protocols with a focus on message and time complexities have
been analyzed by Zhang et al. [254]. Finally, Distler [103] ana-
lyzes BFT protocols along several main dimensions: architec-

ture, clients, agreement, execution, checkpoint, and recovery.
The paper shares several dimensions with Bedrock.

A recent line of work [10–13] also study good-case latency
of BFT protocols. Bedrock, in contrast to all these survey
and analysis papers, provides a design space, systematically
discusses design choices (trade-offs), and, more importantly,
provides a tool to analyze BFT protocols experimentally.

BFTSim [226] is a simulation environment for BFT pro-
tocols that leverages a declarative networking system and
compares a set of representative protocols using the simula-
tor. Abstract [37] develops each protocol as a sequence of
BFT instances, e.g., AZyzzyva, Aliph, and R-Aliph as three
protocols where Each protocol itself is a composition of Ab-
stract instances presented to handle different situations (e.g.,
fault-free, under attack). In contrast to such studies, Bedrock
develops a design space for BFT protocols, enabling end-users
to analyze, implement, and evaluate different protocols.

In addition to CFT and BFT protocols, consensus with
multiple failure modes has also been studied for both syn-
chronous [152, 192, 227, 236], and partial synchronous [31,
85, 131, 182, 212, 222] models. Finally, leaderless protocols
[58, 98, 109, 132, 167, 193, 234] have been proposed to avoid
the implications of relying on a leader.
8 Conclusion

Bedrock is a unified platform for BFT protocols analysis,
implementation, and experimentation. Bedrock demonstrates
how different BFT protocols relate to one another within a
design space and along different design dimensions. Using a
domain-specific language, the Bedrock facilitates rapid proto-
typing of BFT protocols. Finally, different BFT protocols pro-
posed in diverse settings and contexts can be experimentally
evaluated under one unified platform fairly and efficiently.

As future work, we plan to enable users to check the cor-
rectness of their written protocols by transforming the DSL
code written in Bedrock to the specification language used by
tools such as DistAlgo [180] or TLAPS [83,96]. Moreover, to
ensure the independent failure of replicas, we plan to diversify
replica implementation using n-version programming, where
Bedrock provides different implementations of the same pro-
tocol config. We will further design a constraint checker to
automatically find all plausible points (valid combinations
of design choices) in the design space based on user queries.
Incorporating automatic selection strategies in Bedrock based
on the deployment environment and application requirements
could be the next step. Machine learning techniques may be
useful here in aiding the user in selecting the appropriate BFT
protocol, or switch one protocol to another at runtime as sys-
tem parameters are updated. Finally, we plan to extend the
supported protocols to include synchronous and fully asyn-
chronous protocols and expand the design space accordingly.
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A Performance Optimization Dimensions
We present a set of optimization dimensions that target the

performance of a BFT protocol.
O 1. Out-of-order processing. The out-of-order processing
mechanism enables the leader to continuously propose new
requests even when previous requests are still being processed
by the backups [135]. Out-of-order processing of requests is
possible if the leader does not need to include any certificate
or hash of the previous request (block) in its next request.
O 2. Request pipelining. Using request pipelining, the mes-
sages of a new consensus instance are piggybacked on the
second round messages of the previous instance [202, 252].
This technique is especially efficient when a protocol rotates
the leader after every consensus instance.
O 3. Parallel ordering. Client requests can be ordered in
parallel by relying on a set of independent ordering groups [46,
47, 176] where each group orders a subset of client requests
and then all results are deterministically merged into the final
order. Similarly, in multi-leader protocols [22, 33, 34, 39, 113,
136, 176, 194, 233, 243], different replicas are designated as
the leader for different consensus instances in parallel and
then a global order is determined.
O 4. Parallel execution. Transactions can be executed in
parallel to improve the system’s overall performance. One
approach is to detect non-conflicting transactions and exe-
cute them in parallel [27, 116, 158]. This approach requires
a priori knowledge of a transaction’s read-set and write-set.
Switching the order of agreement and execution stages and
optimistically executing transactions in parallel is another ap-
proach [32,147]. If the execution results are inconsistent (due
to faulty replicas, conflicting transactions, or nondeterministic
execution), replicas need to rollback their states and sequen-
tially and deterministically re-execute the requests. switching
the order of agreement and execution stages also enables
replicas to detect any nondeterministic execution [32, 147].
O 5. Read-only requests processing. In pessimistic proto-
cols, replicas can directly execute read-only requests without
establishing consensus. However, since replicas may execute
the read requests on different states, even non-faulty repli-
cas might not return identical results. To resolve this, the
number of required matching replies for both normal and
read-only requests needs to be increased from f +1 to 2 f +1
in order to ensure consistency (i.e., quorum intersection re-
quirement) [75]. This, however, results in a liveness challenge
because f non-faulty replicas might be slow (or in-dark) and
not receive the request. As a result, the client might not be
able to collect 2 f +1 matching responses (since Byzantine
replicas may not send a correct reply to the client).
O 6. Separating ordering and execution. The ordering
and execution stages can be separated and implemented in
different processes. This separation leads to several advan-
tages [103] such as preventing malicious execution repli-

cas from leaking confidential application state to clients
[110, 251], enabling large requests to bypass the ordering
stage [85], moving application logic to execution virtual ma-
chine [105, 216, 246] or simplifying the parallel ordering of
requests [46, 49]. Moreover, while 3 f+1 replicas are needed
for ordering, 2 f +1 replicas are sufficient to execute transac-
tions [251].

O 7. Trusted hardware. Using trusted execution environ-
ments (TEEs) that prevent equivocation, e.g., Intel’s SGX
[191], Sanctum [94], and Keystone [172], the number of re-
quired replicas can be lowered to 2 f +1 because the trusted
component prevents a faulty replica from sending conflict-
ing messages to different replicas without being detected.
A trusted component may include an entire virtualization
layer [105,216,241], a multicast ordering service executed on
a hardened Linux kernel [89, 90], a centralized configuration
service [217], a trusted log [84], an append-only log [249],
a trusted platform module, e.g., counter [241, 242], a smart
card TrInc [174], or an FPGA [104, 146]. The current version
of Bedrock does not support trusted hardware.

O 8. Request/reply dissemination. A client can either mul-
ticast its request to all replicas [54,97,240] where each replica
relays the request to the leader or optimistically send its re-
quest to a contact replica, typically the leader. The contact
replica is known to the client through a reply to an earlier re-
quest [73, 157]. If the client timer for the request (τ1) expires,
the client multicasts its request to all replicas. This optimistic
mechanism requires fewer messages to be sent from clients
to the replicas. However, this comes at the cost of increased
network traffic between replicas, because the leader needs to
disseminate the full request to other replicas to enable them
to eventually execute it.

On the other hand, all replicas can send the results to clients
in their reply messages. This, however, leads to significant net-
work overhead for large results. A protocol can optimistically
rely on a designated responder replica (chosen by the client or
servers) to send the full results. Other replicas then either send
the hash of the results to the client or send a signed message
to the responder enabling the responder to generate a proof
for the results, e.g., SBFT [131]. While this technique reduces
network overhead, the client might not receive the results if
the responder replica is faulty, the network is unreliable, or
the responder replica was in-dark and skipped the execution
and applied a checkpoint to catch up [103].

B Case Studies on Protocol Evolution
In this section, we provide insights into how each BFT

protocol, mentioned in Figure 4 and Figure 5, maps into the
Bedrock design space and relates to one another through using
design choices. For illustrative purposes, we describe each
protocol relative to PBFT, along with one or more design
choices.
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Figure 11: Zyzzyva Figure 12: Zyzzyva (slow) Figure 13: Zyzzyva5 Figure 14: Zyzzyva5 (slow)

Figure 15: HotStuff Figure 16: Kauri

Zyzzyva [157]. Zyzzyva3 (Figure 11) can be derived from
PBFT using the speculative execution function (design choice
8) of Bedrock where assuming the leader and all backups
are non-faulty, replicas speculatively execute requests with-
out running any agreement and send reply messages to the
client. The client waits for 3 f +1 matching replies to accept
the results. If the timer τ1 is expired and the client received
matching replies from between 2 f + 1 and 3 f replicas, as
presented in Figure 12, two more linear rounds of communi-
cation are needed to ensure that at least 2 f +1 replicas have
committed the request. Finally, Zyzzyva5 is derived from
Zyzzyva by using the resilience function (design choice 10)
where the number of replicas is increased to 5 f +1 and the
protocol is able to tolerate f and 2 f failures during its fast
and slow path respectively (presented in (Figures 13 and 14)
AZyzzyva [37, 130] also uses the fast path of Zyzzyva (called
ZLight) in its fault-free situations.
PoE [135]. PoE Figure 17 uses the linearization and specula-
tive phase reduction functions (design choices 1 and 7). PoE
does not assume that all replicas are non-faulty and constructs
a quorum of 2 f + 1 replicas possibly including Byzantine
replicas. However, since a client waits for 2 f +1 matching
reply messages, all 2 f +1 replicas constructing the quorum
need to be well-behaving to guarantee client liveness in the
fast path.
SBFT [131]. Bedrock derives SBFT4 from PBFT using the

3The view-change stage of the Zyzzyva protocol has a safety violation as
described in [7]

4SBFT tolerates both crash and Byzantine failure (n = 3 f +2c+1 where
c is the number of crashed replicas). Since the focus of this paper is on
linearization and optimistic phase reduction functions (de-

sign choices 1 and 6). SBFT presents an optimistic fast path
(Figure 18), assuming all replicas are non-faulty. If the leader
does not receive messages from all backups (in the prepare
phase) and its timer is expired (i.e., non-responsiveness timer
τ3), SBFT switches to its slow path (Figure 19) and requires
two more linear rounds of communication (commit phase).
The Twin-path nature of SBFT requires replicas to sign each
message with two schemes (i.e., 2 f +1 and 3 f +1). To send
replies to the client, a single (collector) replica receives replies
from all replicas and sends a single (threshold) signed reply
message.
HotStuff [252]. HotStuff (Figure 15) can be derived from
PBFT using the linearization and leader rotation functions
(design choices 1 and 3) of Bedrock. Chained-HotStuff (per-
formance optimization 2) benefits from pipelining to reduce
the latency of request processing.
Tendermint [65, 66, 162]. Tendermint5 leverages the non-
responsive leader rotation function (design choice 4) to ro-
tate leaders without adding any new phases. The new leader,
however, needs to wait for a predefined time (timer τ4), i.e.,
the worst-case time it takes to propagate messages over a
wide-area peer-to-peer gossip network, before proposing a
new block. Tendermint also uses timers in all phases where
a replica discards the request if it does not receive 2 f + 1
messages before the timeout (timer τ6). Note that the origi-
nal Tendermint uses a gossip all-to-all mechanism and has
O(n logn) message complexity.

Byzantine failures, we consider a variation of SBFT where c = 0.
5Tendermint uses a Proof-of-Stake variation of PBFT where each replica

has a voting power equal to its stake (i.e., locked coins).
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Figure 17: PoE Figure 18: SBFT Figure 19: SBFT slow path (Linear PBFT)

Figure 20: CheapBFT Figure 21: FaB Figure 22: Q/U Figure 23: Q/U slow path

Themis [149]. Themis is derived from HotStuff using the
fair function (design choice 13). Themis add a new all-to-all
preordering phase where replicas send a batch of requests in
the order they received to the leader replica and the leader
proposes requests in the order received (depending on the
order-fairness parameter γ) [150]. Themis requires at least
4 f +1 replicas (if γ = 1) to provide order fairness.
Kauri [202]. Kauri (Figure 16) can be derived from HotStuff
using the loadbalancer function (design choice 14) that maps
the star topology to the tree topology. The height of the tree
is h = logd n where d is the fanout of each replica.
CheapBFT [146]. CheapBFT (Figure 20) and its revised
version, REBFT [104] is derived from PBFT using the op-
timistic replica reduction function (design choice 5). Using
trusted hardware (performance optimization O7), a variation
of REBFT, called RWMINBFT, processes requests with f +1
active and f passive replicas in its normal case (optimistic)
execution.
FaB [190]. FaB6 (Figure 21) uses the phase reduction func-
tion (design choice 2) to reduce one phase of communication
while requiring 5 f +1 replicas. Fab does not use authentica-
tion in its ordering stage, however, requires signatures for the
view-change stage (design choice 11). Note that using authen-
tication, 5 f −1 replicas is sufficient to reduce one phase of
communication [12, 161].
Prime [24]. Prime is derived from PBFT using the robust
functions (design choice 12). In prime, a preordering stage is
added where replicas exchange the requests they receive from
clients and periodically share a vector of all received requests,

6FaB, similar to the family of Paxos-like protocols, separates proposers
from acceptors. In our implementation of FaB, however, replicas act as both
proposers and acceptors.

which they expect the leader to order requests following those
vectors. In this way, replicas can also monitor the leader to
order requests in a fair manner.
Q/U [5]. Q/U (Figure 22) utilizes optimistic conflict-free and
resilience functions (design choices 9 and 10). Clients play
the proposer role and replicas immediately execute an update
request if the object has not been modified since the client’s
last query. Since Q/U is able to tolerate f faulty replicas, a
client can optionally communicate with a subset (4 f +1) of
replicas (preferred quorum). The client communicates with
additional replicas only if it does not receive reply from all
replicas of the preferred quorum (Figure 23). Both signatures
(for large n) and MACs (for small n) can be used for authen-
tication in Q/U. Quorum [37] uses a similar technique with
3 f + 1 replicas, i.e., only the conflict-free function (design
choices 9) has been used.

C Discovering New Protocol Using Bedrock
Bedrock provides a systematic way to explore new valid

points in the design space and help BFT researchers uncover
novel BFT protocols. We uncover several such new protocols,
although not all are necessarily practical or interesting. For
example, simply making a protocol fair by adding the pre-
ordering phase of fairness results in a new protocol. While this
is an interesting insight, the resulting protocol may have lim-
ited practical impact. We select as highlights two new BFT
protocols (FLB and FTB) that are new and have practical
value that we have uncovered using Bedrock.
Fast Linear BFT (FLB). FLB (Figure 24) is a fast linear
BFT protocol that commits transactions in two phases of
communication with linear message complexity. To achieve
this, FLB uses the linearization and phase reduction through
redundancy functions (design choices 1 and 2). FLB requires
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Figure 24: FLB Figure 25: FTB
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Figure 26: Performance with a geo-distributed setup

5 f − 1 replicas (following the lower bound results on fast
Byzantine agreement [12, 161]). The ordering stage of FLB
is similar to the fast path of SBFT in terms of the linearity
of communication and the number of phases. However, FLB
expands the network size to tolerate f failures (in contrast
to SBFT, which optimistically assumes all replicas are non-
faulty).
Fast Tree-based balanced BFT (FTB). A performance bot-
tleneck of consensus protocols is the computing and band-
width capacity of the leader. While Kauri [202] leverages a
tree communication topology (design choice 14) to distribute
the load among all replicas, Kauri requires 7h phases of com-
munication to commit each request, where h is the height of
the communication tree.

FTB (Figure 25) reduces the latency of Kauri based on
two observations. First, we noticed that while Kauri is imple-
mented on top of HotStuff, it does not use the leader rotation
mechanism. As a result, it does not need the two linear phases
of HotStuff (2h phases in Kauri) that are added for the purpose
of leader rotation (design choice 3). Second, similar to FLB,
we can use the phase reduction through redundancy function
(design choice 2) to further reduce 2h more phases of com-
munication. FTB establishes agreement with 5 f −1 replicas
in 3h phases. FTB also uses the pipelining stretch mechanism
of Kauri, where the leader continuously initiates consensus
instances before receiving a response from its child nodes for
the first instance (similar to the out-of-order processing used
by many BFT protocols).

D Impact of a Geo-distributed Setup
In this part, we measure the performance of protocols in

a wide-area network. Replicas are deployed in 4 different
AWS regions, i.e., Tokyo (TY), Seoul (SU), Virginia (VA),

and California (CA) with an average Round-Trip Time (RTT)
of TY 
 SU: 33 ms, TY 
 VA: 148 ms, TY 
 CA: 107
ms, SU 
 VA: 175 ms, SU 
 CA: 135 ms, and VA 
 CA:
62 ms. The clients are also placed in Oregon (OR) with an
average RTT of 97, 126, 68 and 22 ms from TY, SU, VA and
CA respectively. We use a batch size of 400 and perform
experiments in a failure-free situation. In this experiment,
the pipelining stretch of Kauri and FTB is increased to 6.
Figure 26 depicts the results.

Zyzzyva demonstrates the best performance when n is
small. However, when n increases, its performance is signifi-
cantly reduced (87% throughput reduction and 115x latency
when n increases from 4 to 100). This is because, in Zyzzyva,
clients need to receive reply messages from all replicas. Simi-
larly, SBFT incurs a significant reduction in its performance
due to its optimistic assumption that all replicas participate in
a timely manner. In both protocols, replicas (client or leader)
wait for ∆ = 500 ms to receive responses from all replicas be-
fore switching to the normal path. This reduction can be seen
in PBFT as well (84% throughput reduction when n increases
to 100) due to its quadratic communication complexity. PoE
incurs a smaller throughput reduction (51%) in comparison
to Zyzzyva, SBFT, and PBFT because it does not need to wait
for all replicas and it has a linear communication complex-
ity. Increasing the number of replicas does not significantly
affect the throughput of FTB compared to other protocols
(36% throughput reduction when n increases to 99) due to its
logarithmic message complexity and pipelining.

Interestingly, HotStuff shows very low throughput. In Hot-
Stuff, the leader of the following view must wait for the pre-
vious view’s decision before initiating its value. Even though
Chained-HotStuff is implemented in Bedrock, the leader still
needs to wait for one communication round (an RTT). As a
result, in contrast to the single datacenter setting where each
round takes ∼1 ms, request batches are proposed on average
every ∼190 ms. Similarly, in Themis and FLB, the leader
must wait for certificates from n− f replicas before initiating
consensus on the next request batch. In Themis, network la-
tency also affects achieving order-fairness as replicas might
propose different orders for client requests. This result demon-
strates the significant impact of the out-of-order processing
of requests on the performance of the protocol, especially in
a wide area network.
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E PBFT DSL Specification in Bedrock
1 plugins:
2 role: primary
3 message:
4 - digest
5 - mac
6 - checkpoint
7 transition:
8 - checkpoint
9 pipeline: direct

10
11 protocol:
12 general:
13 leader: stable
14 requestTarget: primary
15
16 roles:
17 - primary
18 - nodes
19 - client
20
21 phases:
22 - name: normal
23 states:
24 - idle
25 - wait_prepare
26 - wait_commit
27 - executed
28 messages:
29 - name: request
30 requestBlock: true
31 - name: reply
32 requestBlock: true
33 - name: preprepare
34 requestBlock: true
35 - prepare
36 - commit
37 - name: view_change
38 states:
39 - wait_view_change
40 - wait_new_view
41 messages:
42 - view_change
43 - new_view
44 - name: checkpoint
45 messages:
46 - checkpoint
47
48 transitions:
49 from:
50 - role: client
51 state: idle
52 to:
53 - state: executed
54 update: sequence
55 condition:
56 type: msg
57 message: reply
58 quorum: 2f + 1
59
60 - role: primary
61 state: idle
62 to:
63 - state: wait_prepare
64 condition:
65 type: msg
66 message: request
67 quorum: 1
68 response:
69 - target: nodes
70 message: preprepare
71 extra_tally:
72 - role: primary
73 message: prepare
74
75 - role: nodes
76 state: idle
77 to:
78 - state: wait_prepare
79 condition:
80 type: msg

81 message: preprepare
82 quorum: 1
83 response:
84 - target: nodes
85 message: prepare
86 extraTally:
87 - role: primary
88 message: prepare
89
90 - role: nodes
91 state: wait_prepare
92 to:
93 - state: wait_commit
94 condition:
95 type: msg
96 message: prepare
97 quorum: 2f + 1
98 response:
99 - target: nodes

100 message: commit
101 - state: wait_view_change
102 update: view
103 condition:
104 type: timeout
105 mode: sequence
106 response:
107 - target: nodes
108 message: view_change
109
110 - role: nodes
111 state: wait_commit
112 to:
113 - state: executed
114 update: sequence
115 condition:
116 type: msg
117 message: commit
118 quorum: 2f + 1
119 response:
120 - target: client
121 message: reply
122
123 // view -change
124 - role: nodes
125 state: wait_view_change
126 to:
127 - state: wait_new_view
128 condition:
129 type: msg
130 message: view_change
131 quorum: 2f + 1
132 - role: primary
133 state: wait_new_view
134 to:
135 - state: executed
136 update: sequence
137 response:
138 - target: nodes
139 message: new_view
140 - target: client
141 message: reply
142 - role: nodes
143 state: wait_new_view
144 to:
145 - state: executed
146 update: sequence
147 condition:
148 type: msg
149 message: new_view
150 quorum: 1
151 response:
152 - target: client
153 message: reply
154 - state: wait_new_view
155 update: view
156 condition:
157 type: timeout
158 mode: stat

Listing 1: The DSL specification of PBFT Protcol
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This section shows the implementation of PBFT using the
DSL defined by Bedrock. Listing 1 demonstrates the code.
The specification has two main parts: the protocol and the
plugins used by the protocol. The plugins, as discussed earlier,
are categorized into four groups: role, message, transition, and
pipeline. For each category, several plugins have been imple-
mented in Bedrock that can be used by different protocols.

Users can also define their plugins or update existing ones.
For example, the pipeline of messages could be direct, as it
is used in most protocols including PBFT, or chained as it is
used in Chained-HotStuff [4] or Kauri [202] where messages
of consecutive requests are pipelined. The implementation of
Digests, MACs, and checkpointing is presented as plugins to
enable developers to update them quickly and reuse them in

multiple protocols.
The protocol code defines roles, phases, transitions, and

the view-change routine. Each phase itself consists of
different states, e.g., idle, wait-prepare, wait-commit,
and executed, and messages, e.g., request, reply,
preprepare, prepare, and commit. The transitions between
different states and the condition for each transition are
specified in transitions. For example, node goes from idle
state to wait-prepare by receiving a single preprepare
message and in response to this event, node sends a prepare
message to all other nodes (as shown in listing 1, lines
75-85). The state manager enables the core unit to track the
states and possible transitions of each entity according to the
protocol.
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Abstract
Serializable distributed in-memory transactions are important
building blocks for data center applications. To achieve high
throughput and low latency, existing distributed transaction
systems eschew the kernel networking stack and rely heavily
on kernel-bypass networking techniques such as RDMA and
DPDK. However, kernel-bypass networking techniques gener-
ally suffer from security, isolation, protection, maintainability,
and debuggability issues, while the kernel networking stack
supports these properties well, but performs poorly.

We present DINT, a kernel networking stack-based dis-
tributed transaction system that achieves kernel-bypass-like
throughput and latency. To gain the performance back under
the kernel stack, DINT offloads frequent-path transaction op-
erations directly into the kernel via eBPF techniques without
kernel modifications or customized kernel modules, avoiding
most of the kernel stack overheads. DINT does not lose the
good properties of the kernel stack, as eBPF is a kernel-native
technique on modern OSes. On typical transaction workloads,
DINT even achieves up to 2.6× higher throughput than us-
ing a DPDK-based kernel-bypass stack, while only adding at
most 10%/16% average/99th-tail unloaded latency.

1 Introduction
Serializable distributed transactions are important program-
ming abstractions and building blocks for distributed data
center applications, such as object store and online transac-
tion processing (OLTP) systems. With the advance of battery-
backed DRAM [14] and fast NVRAM [10], the bottleneck
of distributed in-memory transactions shifts from the stor-
age to the networking. This has spurred extensive research
on how to implement fast distributed in-memory transac-
tions using kernel-bypass networking techniques, such as
RDMA [14, 29, 82] and DPDK [6, 28]. One of the key as-
sumptions for these works is that kernel-bypass is the key to
realizing fast distributed in-memory transactions that match
the underlying hardware speed.

However, kernel-bypass is not a panacea—it essentially
trades security [69], isolation [38,39], protection [3,63], main-
tainability [53,79], and debuggability [70,79] for performance.
In addition to these issues, kernel-bypass techniques such as

∗Equal contribution

DPDK usually burn one or more CPU cores for busy-polling
even at low loads; this is usually non-acceptable in public
cloud deployments due to per-core pricing [80]. These issues
collectively have led to the well-known Open vSwitch giving
up DPDK-based dataplane designs recently [79].

Instead, we choose to embrace the kernel networking
stack with interrupt-driven packet processing. The kernel
networking stack provides nice properties of good security,
isolation, protection, maintainability, debuggability, and load-
aware CPU scaling—but not performance. Its poor perfor-
mance mainly comes from three sources: heavy-weight net-
working stack traversing [19, 89], user-kernel context switch-
ing [89], and interrupt handling.

This paper therefore asks: can we remove such kernel stack
overheads while keeping all of its nice properties for dis-
tributed in-memory transactions? To this end, we follow a
decade-old methodology called extensible kernels [4], and
realize it in modern OS kernels without any kernel code modi-
fications or customized kernel modules. The key enabler is the
eBPF technique that allows users to run customized functions
easily, safely, and efficiently inside the kernel networking
stack at run time. With eBPF, we can run transaction process-
ing logic at the early stage of the kernel networking datapath
without going to the user space, avoiding most of the kernel
networking stack functions and user-kernel context switching.
For the overhead of interrupt handling, it could be amortized
by adaptive batching [3] that the kernel networking stack
NAPI [34] already did. Besides the potential performance
benefit, eBPF is a kernel-native technique shipped with and
well-maintained by each release of modern Linux kernels.
Due to its safety and kernel-native nature, it has been rapidly
adopted by applications and cloud vendors [2, 16, 55]. For
example, Meta runs over 40 eBPF programs on every server
with ∼100 loaded on demand [75].

We introduce DINT1, which accelerates distributed transac-
tion systems using eBPF. DINT handles as many transactions
as possible in the kernel to improve their critical path per-
formance. In distributed transaction systems, a transaction
usually involves three components in its critical path: it first
acquires various locks from a lock manager, then reads rele-
vant key-values from a key-value store and does local updates,
next logs key-value updates to a log manager, and finally com-

1DINT as a noun is an archaic word, meaning force and power.
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mits key-value updates to the key-value store. Offloading the
three components to eBPF is challenging because eBPF has
a constrained programming model (for kernel safety).

To address this challenge, our key idea is to redesign
transaction-related data structures following the principle of
kernel-offloading for frequent critical paths to guarantee high
performance, and use user space programs as backups for
rare paths to support full functionalities.

First, the lock manager normally maintains many locks with
efficient indexing and complex locking operations. However,
it is hard for eBPF to handle hash collision during indexing,
because eBPF only allows statically-bounded loops. Further, it
is also hard to maintain shared lock states because eBPF does
not support common synchronization primitives like Mutex.
To address these issues, the DINT lock manager embraces
lock sharing to avoid the slow and complex hash collision
handling, and directly leverages low-level eBPF atomics to
implement transaction locking.

Second, the key-value store normally stores a large num-
ber of key-values with different sizes, and requires frequent
lookups and updates. However, eBPF does not support dy-
namic memory allocations, causing low memory efficiency
for the key-values. To address these issues, the DINT key-
value store directly stores small key-values, which dominate
in transaction workloads [12, 47, 77], in kernel memory us-
ing a set-associative cache, while leaving large key-values
to the user space, avoiding dynamic memory allocations in
eBPF. DINT further designs a write-back mechanism with
Bloom filters [5] to efficiently handle most key-value lookups
and updates in the kernel, while guaranteeing the key-value
consistency across the user and kernel.

Third, for the log manager, DINT designs efficient per-CPU
log buffers to record logs directly in eBPF, while supporting
log replaying from the user space during failure recovery.

We evaluate DINT on two OLTP workloads: a read-
intensive TATP workload [47] and a write-intensive Small-
Bank workload [77]. DINT achieves up to 2.6× higher
throughput than using a recent well-engineered kernel-bypass
stack based on DPDK (i.e., Caladan [17]), while only adding
at most 10% and 16% unloaded latency for the average and
99th-tail respectively. We achieve even higher throughput
mainly because the kernel-bypass baseline builds a high-level
abstraction for packets that incurs packet copy overhead be-
tween network buffers and application buffers, while DINT di-
rectly modifies incoming packets and forwards back. DINT’s
designs are also generic to transaction protocols to some
extent—it easily supports an OCC (opportunistic concurrency
control) protocol for the read-intensive workload and a 2PL
(two-phase locking) protocol for the write-intensive workload.

In summary, this paper makes three contributions:
• We design and implement a high-performance distributed

transaction system under the widely-deployed kernel net-
working stack and the widely-available common commod-
ity NICs, with the key idea of kernel offloading via eBPF.

Coordinator
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B2a
B2b

1. Read + lock 2. Validate 3. Log 4. Commit 
backup

[Replicated]
Log manager

Shard 2

Shard 1

5. Commit 
primary

Figure 1: The FaSST [29] transaction protocol with two data shards
and three-way replication. P = primary and B = backup. This exam-
ple transaction reads from the shard 1 and writes to the shard 2.

• We design a state synchronization mechanism for the key-
value cache across the kernel and user space that efficiently
handles consistency and write-backs.

• We are the first to experimentally show that a distributed
transaction system under the kernel networking stack can
achieve kernel-bypass-like performance and latency.
DINT has some limitation: it currently targets UDP un-

reliable transport protocol to simplify packet processing in
eBPF. Some research work [76] on designing offload-friendly
reliable transports might help address our limitation.

2 Background

2.1 Distributed Transactions
We focus on serializable distributed transactions over a repli-
cated sharded in-memory key-value store with replicated log-
ging to handle failures. Along with recent works [14, 29, 72,
82] in this space, we assume logging into fast persistent stor-
age like battery-backed DRAM or NVRAM (instead of disks)
to match in-memory transaction speed, and having a sepa-
rate fault-tolerance configuration manager to handle machine
failures off the critical path of transaction processing. These
works usually employ transaction protocols consisting of opti-
mistic concurrency control (OCC) and two-phase commit for
distributed atomic commit, and primary-backup replication
to support high availability. Below, we briefly go through the
critical path of one of such protocols from FaSST [29].

In the FaSST transaction protocol, each transaction has
a set of keys to read (i.e., read-set) and a set of key-values
to write (i.e., write-set), and a transaction coordinator issues
transaction requests to finish each transaction. As shown in
Figure 1, the primary in each shard runs a lock manager; both
the primary and backups run a replicated key-value store; a set
of servers run a replicated log manager (could just be on the
primary and backups). To finish a transaction, the transaction
coordinator executes the following phases:
1) Read+lock: the coordinator reads all values + locks +

versions for the read-set and locks all key-values for the
write-set. If any key-value in the two sets is already locked,
the transaction aborts. The coordinator buffers key-value
writes/updates locally.

2) Validate: the coordinator reads again all locks + versions
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in the read-set, and checks if any read-set value has been
changed or locked since the first phase. If so, the transac-
tion aborts.

3) Log: the coordinator writes a transaction record contain-
ing the write-set’s key-values and their versions into the
replicated log manager.

4) Commit backup: the coordinator updates the write-set
values to corresponding backup replicas.

5) Commit primary: the coordinator updates the write-set
values to corresponding primary replicas, increments key-
value versions, and unlocks key-values.

Besides the OCC, there are many more concurrency control
protocols for serializable distributed transactions. Another
well-known one is two-phase locking (2PL) used in Span-
ner [9]; it locks before each read and write, and is suitable for
write-intensive workloads. More advanced protocols include
MDCC [40], Tapir [87], Janus [58], ROCOCO [57], which
reduces the number of transaction phases by co-designing
concurrency control and replication, and allows more concur-
rency by tracking fine-grained transaction dependencies.

Distributed transactions inside a data center typically have
bottlenecks on the networking stack. For example, when we
run the above transaction protocol using a typical OLTP work-
load under the kernel UDP stack (see §5.2 for a detailed
setup), we observe 64% of CPU time is spent on traversing
the kernel networking stack, 16% is on the user-kernel context
switching, and 12% is on the interrupt handling. This further
motivates the huge performance benefits of kernel offloading
by avoiding kernel stack overheads.

2.2 eBPF in Kernel Networking Stack
eBPF basics: eBPF (extended Berkeley Packet Filter) is a
kernel-native mechanism to let users write safe, customized
programs that run inside the OS kernel without kernel code
modifications or customized kernel modules. Users typically
write a high-level C-like eBPF program that gets compiled
into low-level eBPF bytecode by Clang/LLVM. Users can
then load the eBPF bytecode to predefined attachment points
or the so-called eBPF hooks in the kernel. Upon loading, the
kernel will first verify if the eBPF bytecode meets the safety
(e.g., no out-of-bounds memory accesses) and liveness (i.e.,
it will always terminate in finite steps) requirements. If so,
the kernel will compile the eBPF bytecode to native machine
code, and run it in a kernel-embedded virtual machine in an
event-driven manner; otherwise, the kernel will reject it.

The Linux kernel networking stack has two main eBPF
hooks: XDP (eXpress Data Path) [21, 67] and TC (Traffic
Control) [50]. The XDP hook only works for ingress pack-
ets, and triggers the eBPF program immediately after the
NIC driver receives the packet upon NIC interrupts, before
sk_buff [35] creation. The TC hook works for both ingress
and egress packets, and triggers the eBPF program between
the NIC driver layer and UDP/TCP layers. For ethernet packet
forwarding, TC has lower performance than XDP, as it has
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Figure 2: DINT’s high-level architecture.

run more kernel networking stack functions.
eBPF maps: eBPF programs are event-driven, therefore
program states that cross different invocations must be stored
in a global heap-like memory region—eBPF maps are exactly
for this purpose. eBPF maps are a variety of built-in data
structures in the kernel to maintain eBPF program states with
various eBPF helper functions. An eBPF map could contain
up to 232−1 elements each with maximum 232−1 bytes, with
total size bounded by the server memory; it must be declared
and created statically with a fixed size. Typical eBPF maps
include arrays, per-CPU arrays, stacks, and queues [49], with
lookup and update functions [32]. The power of eBPF maps
is that they can be shared among different eBPF programs
and user-space processes. For example, the eBPF program
attached to XDP can share an eBPF map with another program
on TC and even with a user-space process.
eBPF programming constraints: Due to the safety and
liveness verification by the kernel, eBPF programming has
some constraints. Perhaps the most important one is not sup-
porting dynamic memory allocations, as correctly handling
memory allocation failure and verifying no memory leaks are
challenging for eBPF. The second constraint is that eBPF only
supports statically-determined bounded loops to ensure live-
ness. Finally, eBPF lacks high-level thread synchronization
primitives such as Mutex. This is because eBPF code runs
inside the kernel, and arbitrary/unexpected kernel sleeping
by Mutex is dangerous. Instead, eBPF only supports spinlock
(i.e., bpf_spin_lock [48]) with deep constraints that make
it less useful: one cannot call any functions (including built-
in eBPF helper functions) while holding the lock, and must
release the lock before forwarding/dropping the packet.

3 DINT Design
Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of DINT. DINT
assumes an asymmetric transaction model or the so-called
client-side transaction model, similar to [42, 56, 60, 87]. In
this model, each transaction client, as the transaction coor-
dinator, sends transaction requests to transaction servers to
finish locking, key-value, and logging operations, and then re-
ceives responses. As described in Section 6, DINT could also
support the symmetric model used in [14, 29, 82]. Like prior
works, DINT shards transactions states (i.e., locks, key-values,
and logs) among servers, and uses three-way replication and
logging for high availability. DINT is generic to a variety
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of transaction protocols, and currently supports two differ-
ent ones: a 2PL-based protocol and an OCC-based protocol
similar to FaSST [29].
Offloading request frequent path to kernel: To achieve
high-performance transaction processing, DINT offloads
frequent-path states and operations into the kernel, avoiding
kernel stack overheads. Each DINT transaction server main-
tains most of its transaction states in the kernel memory via
eBPF maps, and serves most of its transaction requests di-
rectly in the kernel via an eBPF program attached to the XDP
hook. Since eBPF programs cannot generate new packets by
themselves, DINT reuses the request packet by modifying its
payload to carry the response message, and forwards it back
to clients as the response.
Userspace as backups: To support the full functionalities of
transaction processing, DINT handles rare-path states and op-
erations in the user space. Each DINT transaction server runs
a user-space process listening on UDP sockets to receive and
handle a small portion of transaction requests that cannot be
served directly in the kernel. Transaction responses returned
from the user-space process will go through a bookkeeping
eBPF program attached to the TC hook, which helps maintain
transaction states in eBPF maps, e.g., releasing some internal
locks (not transaction locks).

DINT uses UDP protocol between transaction clients and
servers to allow easy parsing of transaction requests and re-
sponses in eBPF programs. While UDP protocol is lossy,
packet losses happen rarely in modern data centers as shown
by prior works [28, 29, 65]. When packet losses happen dur-
ing severe network hardware failures, DINT would detect
such losses using coarse-grained client-side timeouts and han-
dle them by the transaction protocols, similar to FaSST [29].
DINT targets accelerating the handling of transaction request-
s/responses that can fit into one ethernet packet, i.e., up to
9KB for jumbo frames. This works well for transactions with
mostly small key-values, which are quite common in many
transaction processing workloads [12,29,47,77,82]. For large
key-values, DINT could just pass them to the user-space pro-
cess to handle, at the cost of lower throughput.

3.1 DINT Lock Manager
The DINT lock manager is responsible for the transaction con-
currency control, i.e., controlling how multiple transaction
clients concurrently access individual key-values. Such con-
currency control mainly involves quickly indexing lock states
by lock IDs and maintaining the shared lock states. These two
operations are challenging for the constrained programming
model in eBPF that lacks dynamic memory allocations, only
supports bounded loops, and has nearly no high-level thread
synchronization primitives like Mutex (§2.2). For example,
lock state indexing usually requires implementing a hash table
in eBPF; however, handling hash collisions is nearly impos-
sible or very inefficient in eBPF for either open hashing that
requires dynamically allocating a new hash table entry or

closed hashing that may require unbounded loops.
To support efficient lock state indexing and shared lock

state maintenance in eBPF, DINT leverages two techniques:
• lock sharing to avoid handling hash collisions. Lock sharing

means two lock IDs may get mapped to and use the same
lock state. DINT further designs a mechanism to avoid
possible deadlocks during lock sharing.

• leveraging low-level eBPF atomics [23] to carefully syn-
chronize shared states operations.

Lock sharing: DINT leverages eBPF array maps (i.e.,
BPF_MAP_TYPE_ARRAY [32]) to implement static tables of
lock states in the kernel space. Typical lock states include
lock status bits, sharer counters (for read-write locks), etc.
Each lock ID gets mapped to one shared lock state in the
table via a hash function, and later lock acquiring/releasing
operations just work on this lock state. Lock sharing avoids
handling tricky hash collisions, at the cost of slightly increas-
ing the failure probability when acquiring locks.

However, deadlocks could happen if a transaction client
tries to acquire two locks that get mapped to the same lock
state (assuming exclusive locking). This is because: the first
acquiring operation succeeds, while the second acquiring fail-
s/blocks; however, the first acquiring will not release the lock
until the transaction finishes, while the second acquiring al-
ways blocks the transaction progress. To resolve such possible
deadlocks, DINT lets the lock manager check if any two ex-
clusive lock acquiring operations on the same lock state come
from the same transaction client, by maintaining a holder
client ID (e.g., IP and port pair) for each exclusive lock; if so,
the lock manager directly returns a locking success message.

By leveraging low-level eBPF atomics, DINT supports
a variety of locking mechanisms for concurrency control
protocols, including the basic read-write locking for 2PL
and version-based locking for OCC, in a fail-and-retry man-
ner [8,18,83]. Supporting more advanced concurrency control
protocols [40, 57, 58, 87] is also possible in DINT, as they are
essentially underpinned by the two basic locking mechanisms;
we discuss further in Section 6.
Read-write locking: This locking mechanism includes two
types of locks: exclusive locks and shared locks. Transaction
clients send lock acquiring/releasing requests with lock IDs
to the lock manager, and the manager responds with either
success or failure. Lock acquiring requests may receive fail-
ure responses, while lock releasing requests always receive
success responses. If a client receives a failure response, it
will re-send the lock acquiring request again after an optional
period of time, until receiving the success response (i.e., fail-
and-retry).

To implement the read-write locking, the DINT log man-
ager maintains a per-lock spinlock bit, a per-lock counter that
counts how many sharers hold the lock, and a per-lock status
bit indicating if this lock is held exclusively. Upon receiv-
ing an exclusive lock acquiring request, the lock manager
looks up the corresponding spinlock bit and executes eBPF
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Figure 3: The layout of the key-value store in DINT (assume using
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atomics to check if it can acquire the spinlock. It runs the
__sync_val_compare_and_swap() function inside eBPF
to atomically test-and-set the spinlock bit. This function gets
compiled into corresponding ISA-specific operations and is
equally efficient as in the user space. If the lock test-and-set
succeeds, which means the lock state is not being modified
by other transaction clients, the load manager will check the
exclusiveness status bit—if the bit is clear, it will set the bit
and return a success response; in any other cases, a failure
response is returned to let the client retry. Handling the ex-
clusive lock releasing and shared lock operations involves
similar atomic operations.
Version-based locking: Version-based locking is widely
used in recent high-performance distributed transactions sys-
tems [14, 29, 82], together with the OCC protocol to avoid
locking operations for key-value reads. It involves version
checking to make sure the read key-values used in a transac-
tion are not stale (see §2.1).

To implement version-based locking, DINT maintains a
table for the lock status bit indexed by the lock ID, and main-
tains a per-key-value version counter in a key-value store that
we discuss in the next Section. Every read operation directly
reads the key-value and corresponding version from the key-
value store. Every write operation tries to test-and-set the lock
status bit (i.e., exclusive lock); if test-and-set fails, the transac-
tion aborts. After acquiring all write locks and then finishing
all transaction writes locally, the transaction coordinator reads
the key-value versions again and compares them with the old
versions. If the two version vectors do not change, the coor-
dinator can successfully log and commit the transaction, and
increment the versions; otherwise, the transaction aborts.

3.2 DINT Key-Value Store
The DINT key-value store maintains the mapping between
keys and values, and supports various operations like GET,
INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE. Conventional user-space
key-value store [54, 71] would normally maintain a hash in-
dex that maps keys to dynamically-allocated values. Unfortu-
nately, this design does not work for eBPF that lacks dynamic
memory allocations.

Figure 3 illustrates how DINT addresses this challenge
by storing key-values into an in-kernel set-associative cache
backed by a fixed-size eBPF map, while spilling overflowed
key-values (includes corresponding versions) into the user
space. The eBPF map contains many kernel buckets indexed

by the key via a hash function, and each bucket stores multiple
key-values and valid bits (denoting whether a key-value field
stores object data)2. By default, DINT stores 4 key-values per
kernel bucket. Inside each kernel bucket, DINT stores keys
contiguously for better cache locality during lookups; DINT
provisions each value field with a fixed size that can cover
most of the transaction objects (e.g., dozens of bytes in TPC-C
and SmallBank workloads [82, Table 3]). Any kernel bucket
that gets too many key-values will spill some key-values into
the user space (putting into the overflow buckets); any key-
value that cannot fit into the fixed value field in the kernel
bucket will also spill into the user space.

A kernel bucket contains a bucket-level lock implemented
using eBPF atomics to synchronize concurrent key-value op-
erations on the same bucket. We note that this lock is different
from the transaction locks in Section 3.1. Each key-value
operation will first try acquiring the bucket lock before touch-
ing the bucket data, in a fail-and-retry manner. Most of the
time, the key-value operation finishes directly in eBPF and
returns the response to clients, before which it releases the
bucket lock. In rare cases where its interested key-value is
in the user space, the operation needs to pass the operation
request/packet to the user-space process via the UDP sockets.
Under such cases, the operation still holds the bucket lock
when going to the user space, and only releases the lock when
it returns to eBPF. By “returns to eBPF”, we mean that the
response packet sent back by the user-space process will trig-
ger an eBPF program attached to the TC egress hook, which
releases the bucket lock.

However, to support high-performance key-value opera-
tions in this kernel-user-hybrid key-value store, we must ad-
dress two additional challenges:
• How to efficiently perform INSERT and UPDATE opera-

tions while maintaining read-all-write consistency? Prior
eBPF-offloaded key-value store BMC [19] adopts a simple
write-through cache design and performs well when all op-
erations are GETs. However, in workloads like TATP [47]
where 20% of transactions involve INSERTs/UPDATEs,
BMC would perform poorly because every such operation
will go to the user space.

• How to minimize the chance of going to the user space,
especially when clients issue many GET requests for non-
existing keys? Non-existing key lookups would require
enumerating all keys mapped to the kernel bucket includ-
ing those spilled into the user space, incurring high kernel
stack overheads. Such lookups are common in transaction
workloads; e.g., 68.75% of GETs for TATP’s largest table
target non-existing keys.

To this end, DINT designs a write-back mechanism that lazily
and efficiently maintains the read-after-write consistency, and
leverages a per-kernel-bucket Bloom filter to avoid frequently
going to the user space for non-existing key lookups.

2Maintaining the valid bit for each key-value should be straightforward;
for conciseness, we do not explicitly describe it unless necessary.
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3.2.1 Write-Back Key-Value Store in eBPF

As shown in Figure 3, a kernel bucket contains a dirty bit for
each stored key-value, indicating whether the value is different
from the user space; a key-value that only exists in eBPF will
always have the dirty bit set. Below, we go through how DINT
efficiently realizes each of the key-value operations across
eBPF and the user space. A recurring theme in the design of
each operation is that: DINT tries to support the majority of
key-value operations directly in eBPF by leveraging the dirty
bit, while maintaining consistency.
GET (Figure 4a): For simplicity, we assume the looked-up
key exists in the key-value store; we describe the non-existing
case in the next Section. In the frequent path (a) where the
GET operation finds the key in the kernel bucket, DINT di-
rectly returns the requested value to the client. In the rare
path (b) where the GET operation does not find the key: if the
kernel bucket is full, DINT chooses one existing key-value to
evict following a certain policy (described later) to make a
space for the looked-up key-value; otherwise, DINT chooses
one dirty key-value (if any) for lazily writing back to the user
space. DINT then optionally piggybacks the chosen key-value
on the packet and forwards it to the user-space process; DINT
uses the bpf_xdp_adjust_tail() function [48] to increase
the packet size for piggybacking. Once the process receives
the request packet, it will look up the key-value in the over-
flow buckets, and send back the response packet to the client
via the UDP sockets. For the piggybacked key-value, the user-
space process will update it into the overflow buckets. Finally,
the response packet goes through the TC egress eBPF pro-
gram, which clears the dirty bit of the piggybacked key-value
(if any), and fills the requested key-value into an empty or
non-dirty key-value field in the kernel bucket.
INSERT (Figure 4b): For simplicity, we assume the to-be-
inserted or the incoming key-value does not exist in the key-
value store; if it already exists, we could just return a insertion
failure message to the client. In the frequent path (a) where
the INSERT operation finds an empty slot in the kernel bucket,
DINT directly writes the incoming key-value there, sets an
initial version and the dirty bit, and returns to the client. In
the rare path (b) where there is no empty slot in the kernel
bucket, DINT chooses a key-value to evict. Then there will be
two cases:
• If the to-be-evicted key-value is not dirty, DINT will directly

replace it by the incoming key-value with a set dirty bit and
an initial version, and return to the client. DINT can directly
return as the to-be-evicted key-value has the same copy in
the user space, so there is no need to write it back. Since
the incoming key-value is marked dirty, a later eviction will
lazily write it back to the user space.

• If the to-be-evicted key-value is dirty, DINT will piggyback
it on the request packet, replace the bucket’s to-be-evicted
key-value by the incoming key-value with a clear dirty bit
and an initial version, then pass the request packet to the
user space. The user-space process will then update both

the evicted key-value and the incoming key-value into the
overflow buckets, and send back a response packet to the
client via the UDP sockets.

UPDATE (Figure 4c): For simplicity, we assume the to-be-
updated or the incoming key-value exists in the key-value
store; if it does not exist, we could just return an update failure
message to the client. In the frequent path (a) where the key-
value is found in the kernel bucket, DINT directly updates the
key-value there with a set dirty bit, increments the version
counter, and returns to the client3. In the rare path (b) where
the key-value is not found, DINT chooses a key-value to evict.
No matter whether the to-be-evicted key-value is dirty or
not, DINT always needs to go to the user space, in order to
fetch (and increment) the version counter corresponding to
the incoming key-value. Therefore, DINT will piggyback the
to-be-evicted key-value on the request packet, replace the
bucket’s to-be-evicted key-value by the incoming key-value
with a clear dirty bit and an undefined version, then pass the
request packet to the user space. The user-space process will
then update both the evicted key-value and the incoming key-
value into the overflow buckets, increment the version counter
of the incoming key-value, and send back a response packet
to the client via the UDP sockets. More importantly, this
response packet will piggyback the updated version of the
incoming key-value, so that the TC egress eBPF program can
update the bucket’s undefined version to the updated one.
Eviction policy: DINT currently uses a simple eviction pol-
icy: it tries to evict the first non-dirty key-value when enu-
merating the bucket; if all the key-values are dirty, it then
evicts a random key-value. Prioritizing evicting non-dirty
key-value avoids going to the user space as much as possible
(especially under INSERT operations). Randomly choosing a
key-value if all is dirty minimizes the compute for selecting
a victim key-value. Implementing a more complex eviction
policy, e.g., based on key-value accessing frequency, might
help further reduce the chance of going to the space. But such
policy should be compute-light; otherwise, it may incur per-
formance drops [19]. Recent fast cache eviction algorithms
such as QD-LP-FIFO [84] may shed light on this space, and
we leave such exploration as future work.
Remark: So far, DINT carefully leverages the dirty bits to
run the majority of key-value operations directly in eBPF,
while maintaining read-all-write consistency and correct key-
value versions. For the DELETE operation, we deliberately
leave it for the next Section to describe, as it is highly related
to how we efficiently handle non-existing key lookups.

3.2.2 Handling GETs for Non-Existing Keys
So far, in the DINT key-value store, GET requests for non-
existing keys would enumerate all keys mapped to the indexed
kernel bucket including those spilled into the user space, in-
curring high kernel stack overheads. Conventional key-value

3If the new value is too large for the kernel bucket, we will evict the
key-value to the user space.
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Figure 4: DINT key-value store operations. Solid thick lines indicate frequent paths, while dotted thin lines mean rare paths. BF = Bloom Filter.

stores implemented in the user space do not have such a prob-
lem because the enumeration overhead for them is only a few
more memory accesses; however, for the key-value store in
eBPF, the overhead escalates into expensive kernel network-
ing stack traversing and user-kernel context switching [19,89].

To handle non-existing key GETs efficiently, DINT main-
tains a small Bloom filter [5] in each kernel bucket, represent-
ing the membership of key-values spilled into the user space
(Figure 3). The Bloom filter is updated whenever a key-value
gets spilled into the user space. When a GET operation does
not find the looked-up key in its kernel bucket, it looks up
the Bloom filter to check if the key possibly exists in the user
space. If the Bloom filter answers no, then the GET operation
can guarantee that the key does not exist in the key-value
store, and directly return none to the client; otherwise, the
operation must go to the user space to check the overflow
buckets (see §3.2.1). Since the Bloom filter never reports an
existing key as non-existing (i.e., no false negative errors),
the above “early returning” in the GET operation is always
correct. DINT currently provisions 64 bits for the Bloom filter
in each kernel bucket, sufficient to handle dozens of spilled
key-values. To reduce the hash calculation overhead for the
Bloom filter, DINT reuses the highest six bits of the raw hash
value from the key-value store. We choose to implement our
custom Bloom filter instead of using the built-in Bloom filter
eBPF map [33], in order to avoid extra eBPF map lookup
overhead.

However, the Bloom filter design creates a challenge for
the key-value DELETE operation. This is because: when the
to-be-deleted key-value is in the user space, the DELETE
operation will need to remove the key-value from the Bloom
filter; however, the Bloom filter does not support member-
ship removal in order to guarantee no false negative errors.
To address this challenge, DINT lets the user-space process
reconstruct a new Bloom filter for the remaining key-values
whenever it deletes one, and then updates the new Bloom filter
to the kernel. Reconstructing the Bloom filter is doable, as the
user space records all the spilled key-values in its overflow
buckets. Formally, the DELETE operation works as follows.
DELETE (Figure 4d): For simplicity, we assume the to-be-
deleted key-value exists in the key-value store. In the frequent
path (a) where the INSERT operation finds the key-value in
the kernel bucket, it clears the valid bit and directly returns to
the client. In the rare path (b) where the key-value is not found
in the kernel bucket and the Bloom filter reports its existence
in the user space, the DELETE operation must forward the

request packet to the user space. The user-space process will
look up the key-value in the overflow buckets, clear its valid
bit, reconstruct a new Bloom filter based on the remaining
spilled key-values, and send back a response packet to the
client. The response packet will piggyback the new Bloom
filter and an optional spilled key-value (if existing, and this
key-value should not be covered in the new Bloom filter), and
trigger the TC egress eBPF program, which fills the Bloom
filter and key-value into the kernel bucket.

3.3 DINT Log Manager
High-performance distributed transaction systems store trans-
action logs in memory for failure recovery (assuming battery-
backed DRAM or fast NVRAM [14, 29]). The transactions
logs grow up as the transaction systems run: if they exceed the
log space (e.g., memory capacity of the machine), the trans-
action systems usually truncate the oldest logs [14] or dump
them into disks [78]; DINT follows the truncating manner.
Since the logging operation is on the transaction critical path,
DINT aims to provide a fast logging mechanism entirely in-
side the eBPF in failure-free cases, while supporting complex
offline recovery in failure cases.

To this end, DINT leverages the eBPF maps to implement
a circular log buffer abstraction entirely in the kernel. A cir-
cular log buffer allows pushing log entries to the tail to sup-
port logging operations in transaction systems; it also allows
popping log entries from the head (from the user space) to
support log replaying during failure recovery. DINT imple-
ments such a circular log buffer using a large-size eBPF ar-
ray map to store log entries, and another eBPF array map
to maintain the head and tail, both inside the kernel. These
two eBPF maps are also accessible to the user space for log
replaying. To avoid thread contentions during logging oper-
ations, DINT provisions a circular log buffer on each CPU
core. This is achieved by using the eBPF per-CPU array map
(BPF_MAP_TYPE_PERCPU_ARRAY [32]). When the log man-
ager looks up a per-CPU array map, it will automatically get
the map entry corresponding to its local CPU core.

4 DINT Implementation
Our DINT prototype consists of 2.1K lines of eBPF (for kernel
code) and 4.3K lines of C++ (for user-space code). DINT uses
Clang/LLVM-16 to compile the eBPF program into eBPF
bytecode. The eBPF bytecode gets attached to and runs inside
the XDP and TC hooks of the standard kernel networking
stack, atop unmodified Linux OSes. The user-space process
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uses the standard POSIX kernel-visible threads (i.e., pthreads)
and the Linux UDP socket to receive rare-path request packets
and send response packets. Our prototype currently supports
two different transaction protocols, i.e., a 2PL-based proto-
col and an OCC-based protocol, demonstrating the genericity
of DINT’s designs to some extent. Our DINT prototype cur-
rently does not implement failure recovery to handle machine
failures; as described in Section 2.1, we assume a separate
configuration manager would handle them off the critical path,
thus not impacting the critical-path performance we focus on.

To reduce the performance impact of user-kernel context
switching when passing request packets to the user space,
DINT runs the user-space process (that handles rare-path re-
quests) on CPU cores that do not receive NIC interrupts or run
eBPF programs, similar to prior work [89]. This is achieved
by configuring the IRQ affinity of the NIC device to exclude
the rare-path handling core. Note that the rare-path handling
core does not do any busy polling and can be shared with
other applications.

To better reason about the performance of DINT, we build
two baseline transaction processing systems that run in the
user space. One baseline uses the standard kernel UDP
socket with SO_REUSEPORT enabled to reduce thread con-
tentions [19], and pthreads. Another baseline uses the UDP
stack from the kernel-bypass runtime Caladan [17] that sup-
ports DPDK-style packet busy-polling and user-space thread-
ing for fast context switching. Both baselines leverage DINT’s
performance optimizations (e.g., lock sharing) if helpful, but
without eBPF programming constraints—so that they can
handle hash collisions efficiently using state-of-the-art solu-
tions [44]. The two baselines consist of 6.1K lines of C++.

5 Evaluation
This section aims to answer the following questions:
1. What is the throughput and latency of DINT compared to

kernel-bypass approaches (§5.1 and §5.2)?
2. Can DINT support different transaction protocols on trans-

action workloads efficiently (§5.1 and §5.2)?
3. Can DINT provide load-aware CPU scaling (§5.3)?
4. What are the effects of the write-back mechanism, Bloom

filter, and rare paths on DINT’s performance (§5.6)?
Testbed: We use 13 r650 physical machines from Cloud-
Lab [15]. Each machine has two 36-core (72 logic-core) Intel
Xeon Platinum 8360Y CPUs at 2.4GHz, 256GB memory,
and a dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-6 100Gb NIC via PCIe
4.0×16. All machines are connected via a Dell Z9432F switch
under the same rack. For all experiments, we use a single CPU
in the same NUMA domain as the NIC to enforce NUMA
locality; we also use a single 100Gb NIC port, as CloudLab
currently only wires one such port of r650 to the switch.

For all experiments, each machine runs an unmodified
Ubuntu 20.04 OS. For eBPF and UDP-related experiments,
we use kernel v6.1.0 which has full support for eBPF atomics.
We use the built-in Mellanox NIC driver on Linux kernel

v6.1.0 that has a default NAPI poll budget/batch size of 64
upon each interrupt. We disable Mellanox NIC’s interrupt
coalescing feature [11], as we find it hurts latency while not
increasing throughput, similar to prior work [89]. For Caladan-
related experiments, we are not able to run the Caladan run-
time on kernel v6.1.0, as it requires a customized kernel mod-
ule that relies on specific kernels; instead, we manage to run
it on kernel v5.8.0. Since Caladan uses the kernel-bypass net-
working stack and threading, different OS kernels should not
have a significant impact on its performance.
Measurement methodology: For transaction benchmark-
ing, we use 3 machines to run transaction servers with three-
way replication and sharding; that is, each machine is the
primary for one shard and a replica for the other two. For
microbenchmarks that benchmark individual lock manager,
key-value store, and log manager, we use 1 machine to run
the microbenchmark server without replication or sharding
to understand their standalone performance. We use the rest
machines to run multiple transaction/microbenchmark clients
that issue requests in a closed-loop manner. To avoid the
client machines becoming the bottleneck, we provision 8
cores on each transaction/microbenchmark server; the client
machines further use Caladan’s kernel-bypass UDP stack and
user-space threading to generate requests. We then vary the
number of clients, and measure the achieved throughput and
client-perceived median/average and 99th-tail latency, similar
to prior transaction works [6, 42, 56, 87].
Comparison baselines: As mentioned in Section 4, we com-
pare DINT to two baseline transaction processing systems:
one is based on the Linux kernel UDP socket, another is
based on the UDP stack from the kernel-bypass runtime Cal-
adan [17]. For simplicity, we just use kernel UDP and Caladan
to refer to these two baselines respectively. The Caladan base-
line is a challenging baseline that features DPDK-style packet
busy-polling, NIC RSS to evenly spread packets among avail-
able cores, and well-implemented and efficient user-space
UDP stack and threading.

We provision the memory sizes of the user-space key-value
store (for the two baselines), eBPF key-value store (for DINT),
and lock table (for all three) to be 1.5× of the key-values/locks
in corresponding workloads, similar to FaSST [29]. By de-
fault, kernel UDP and Caladan use all provisioned cores to
handle requests, while Caladan uses one extra core to run its
scheduler. DINT devotes one core out of the provisioned cores
to handle rare-path requests (§4), while the rest cores handle
frequent-path requests.

5.1 Microbenchmarks
To understand how each DINT component compares to base-
lines, we implement a series of microbenchmarks, including
a 2PL-based and an OCC-based lock manager with skewed
locking requests (80% shared locking requests or version
reads), a key-value store with 40B skewed reads, and a log
manager with 56B writes. These microbenchmark parameters
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(b) OCC lock manager.
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(c) Key-value store.
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Figure 5: Microbenchmark load-latency curves (both median and 99th-tail).

(e.g., skewness, value size) are derived from the TATP work-
load [47]. The two lock managers and the key-value store
are provisioned with 36 million lock/key slots, while their
requests target 24 million locks/keys.
Lock manager: Figure 5a and 5b show how the latencies
(both median and 99th-tail) of the 2PL and OCC lock manager
vary with different achieved throughput for different systems,
respectively. Each system performs similarly across the two
lock managers with the OCC lock manager being slightly
faster, as version reads in OCC do not run atomic operations.
Overall, DINT achieves 3.1×-3.2× higher throughput than
Caladan, with 0%-8%/5%-55% higher unloaded median/99th-
tail latency, while kernel UDP performs much worse than
others. We notice that DINT has throughput fluctuations at
high loads; we think this is because the achieved batch size
during interrupt handling gets changed unstably.

It might be supersizing that DINT achieves even higher
throughput than the kernel-bypass Caladan system. How-
ever, this is achievable, as Caladan wraps raw UDP pack-
ets into a high-level connection-oriented abstraction (i.e.,
rt::UdpConn) for applications, which incurs packet copy
overhead between network buffers and application buffers,
thus losing some performance, while DINT directly works on
low-level UDP/ethernet packets. Additionally, each Caladan
transaction server creates a rt::UdpConn for each transac-
tion client and spawns a user-space thread to handle corre-
sponding transaction requests. Although rt::UdpConn only
maintains simple connection states with small packet copy
and user-space threading is efficient (e.g., 50ns per context
switch [61]), they still consume extra CPU time, compared
to DINT that directly modifies incoming ethernet packets and
forwards back.

In terms of latency, kernel-bypass Caladan achieves lower
minimum latency than kernel-stack DINT, e.g., 13µs vs. 14µs
of the median and 20µs vs. 23µs of the 99th-tail for the
2PL lock server. The latency gap, especially for the 99th-
tail, is mainly caused by the interrupt-driven nature of DINT,

which includes the overheads of NIC interrupt delivery and
running interrupt handler. We note that such overheads can
be effectively amortized under high loads, thus not impacting
throughput. We think the small increased latency is acceptable,
as the current data center network usually has one or a few
tens of microseconds RTT [20, 51].
Key-value store: Figure 5c shows the load-latency curves
for the key-value store. Both Caladan and DINT’s perfor-
mance gets dropped compared to the lock managers, due to
more compute in key-value operations. DINT achieves 2.17×
higher throughput than Caladan, while having 0%-7%/27%-
57% higher unloaded median/99th-tail latency. The minimum
latency for Caladan and DINT is 14µs vs. 15µs for the me-
dian, and 21µs vs. 25µs for the 99th-tail, demonstrating DINT
only incurs small interrupt handling overheads.
Log manager: Figure 5d shows the load-latency curves for
the log manager. Similarly, DINT outperforms Caladan on
throughput (by 3.6×) but sacrifices latency (by 0%-7% for
unloaded median and 5%-40% for unloaded 99th-tail). Re-
garding the absolute performance number, DINT achieves up
to 7.4 Mops per core. This translates into as low as 0.14µs per
operation/packet, demonstrating the efficiency of offloading
frequent-path operations into the kernel. Both DINT and Cal-
adan achieve higher throughput on the log manager than the
lock managers, as the serial log appending operations have
better cache locality.

5.2 Transaction Benchmarks
We now evaluate DINT and other baselines on typical OLTP
workloads, including TATP [47] and SmallBank [77]. TATP
is a read-intensive OLTP benchmark modeling database be-
haviors of telecommunication providers. It features small
key-values (8B keys and 40B values), 80% read-only transac-
tions that read one or more keys, and 20% transactions that
modify key-values. We provision 7 million TATP subscribers
sharded across the three transaction servers. Similar to prior
works [14, 29], we use the OCC-based transaction protocol
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Figure 6: OCC on TATP workload. Mtps = Million transactions per
second.

(see §2.1) for the read-intensive TATP workload.
SmallBank is a write-intensive OLTP benchmark model-

ing bank account transactions, with 8B keys and values, and
85% write transactions. We provision 24 million bank ac-
counts sharded across the three transaction servers. We use
a 2PL-based transaction protocol suitable for write-intensive
workloads. Compared to OCC, the 2PL-based protocol uses
read-write locks in the read+lock phase without the validate
phase; it has similar log and commit phases (§2.1).

DINT can easily support both transaction protocols by lever-
aging different lock managers and slightly changing client
behaviors, demonstrating the genericity of its designs.
TATP: Figure 6a and 6b show how the average4 and 99th-tail
transaction latencies of different systems change when vary-
ing the throughput, respectively. DINT achieves 1.9× higher
transaction throughput than Caladan with 6%-10%/12%-16%
higher unloaded average/99th-tail latency. As described in
Section 5.1, the higher throughput of DINT benefits from
directly manipulating and forwarding raw ethernet/UDP pack-
ets immediately after the NIC driver receives the packets, in
contrast to Caladan that works on a high-level connection-
oriented abstraction. Meanwhile, batching effectively amor-
tizes interrupt handling overheads in DINT, leading to a high
sustained load on transaction servers. On the other hand, such
batching inevitably causes higher latency for DINT when
compared to the kernel-bypass polling-based Caladan, i.e.,
3µs/14µs higher minimum average/99th-tail latency.

Although not an apple-to-apple comparison, we cite pub-
lished performance numbers of RDMA-based transaction sys-
tems to demonstrate the throughput achieved by DINT is
within the same order of magnitude as RDMA-based ones.
For example, FaSST reports 8.7 Mtps/machine with 14 cores
and 1 million TATP subscribers per machine [29, §6.2], while
DINT achieves 5.62 Mtps/machine with 8 cores and 2.3 mil-
lion subscribers per machine.
SmallBank: Figure 7a and 7b show the average and 99th-
tail transaction latencies of different systems when varying
transaction throughput under the SmallBank workload. DINT
achieves 2.6× higher throughput than Caladan, while only
adding 1%-5%/3%-9% unloaded average/99th-tail latency;

4We show the average rather than the median, as transaction workloads
contain many small transactions that dominate the median latency.
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Figure 7: 2PL on SmallBank workload.
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Figure 8: Core usage vs. throughput (on TATP).

the added minimum average/99th-tail latency is 2µs/5µs.
Each SmallBank transaction consists of ∼10 transaction re-
quests on average, including locking and key-value opera-
tions; therefore, DINT could sustain ∼82 million/sec request
rate on 24 cores across three machines. Therefore, DINT’s
per-core request rate, i.e., ∼3.4 mops, is also within the same
order of magnitude as RDMA two-sided operations, i.e., 3.6
mops reported by [81, Figure 3] on a ConnectX-6 NIC.

5.3 CPU Utilization
We now examine whether DINT can scale CPU usage as load
changes, avoiding burning CPU cores. We use the same TATP
workload as in Section 5.2, but provision enough number of
clients, specify different transaction rates (by adjusting the
sleeping time interval between two consecutive transaction
requests in each client), and measure the CPU core usage of
transaction servers. For kernel UDP and DINT, they rely on
NIC interrupt to wake up any sleeping kernel-visible thread
(i.e., pthread) when packets arrive. For Caladan, it supports a
CPU-efficient non-spinning mode where the dedicated sched-
uler busy polls the NIC, and wakes up sleeping user-space
threads when needed via IPIs (Inter-Process Interrupt); the
Caladan scheduler also reallocates CPU cores every 5µs for
the application process based on various load signals (e.g.,
packet and thread queueing delay [17]), to provision just-
enough CPU cores for the current load.

Figure 8 shows how the CPU core usage varies with dif-
ferent throughput for different systems. Until 5 Mtps load,
Caladan achieves the lowest core usage and can additively
allocate more cores as the throughput increases, due to its fast
core reallocation. After 5 Mtps load, DINT achieves lower
CPU usage than Caladan and can additively scale its CPU
usage to 17 Mtps, because of packet batching during inter-
rupt handling. Kernel UDP has the worst CPU scaling curve,
caused by the high overheads of frequent kernel networking
stack traversing and user-kernel context switching. Neverthe-
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Figure 9: Comparing raw DPDK with DINT (on TATP).

less, to enable more efficient CPU scaling for DINT under low
loads, one way could be consolidating multiple NIC interrupts
onto fewer cores to leverage batching to reduce per-packet
processing overheads. We discuss more in Section 6.

5.4 Comparison to Raw DPDK
Figure 9 compares raw DPDK performance with DINT on
the TATP workload. Here, “raw DPDK” means busy polling
a batch of transaction packets (up to 64, similar to kernel
NAPI) from the NIC, processing transaction requests, and
then directly modifying and forwarding packets back in a
batch as responses. Therefore, it is more efficient than the
Caladan baseline, but requires busy polling all cores. Overall,
DINT achieves 71% of the raw DPDK performance with
21%-25%/24%-28% higher unloaded average/99th-tail la-
tency. The lower performance of DINT is mainly caused
by two factors: 1) DINT devotes one core (out of eight) to
the user-space process, and 2) DINT is interrupt-driven, trad-
ing some performance for better CPU efficiency by not busy
polling any core (see §5.3). We note that the curves of the
raw DPDK experience latency spikes in the middle due to
insufficient packet batching.

5.5 Comparison to More Baselines
We now compare the performance of DINT with more base-
lines that leverage other networking stacks. In particular, we
compare to eRPC [28] and AF_XDP socket [31]. eRPC is a
kernel-bypass event-driven RPC library that builds on top of
raw ethernet packets with its own efficient reliable transport
protocol. It supports both DPDK and RDMA in busy-polling
manners; our testing uses DPDK. AF_XDP is a new ker-
nel socket family that leverages eBPF/XDP to directly DMA
packet payload to a pre-registered user-space memory region,
so that user-space applications can efficiently receive and
send packets in a zero-copy manner. AF_XDP appears to ap-
plications as a set of socket APIs, so the application’s packet
processing logic can be written in a normal programming lan-
guage (e.g., C/C++, Go) without the strict kernel verification
as in eBPF. We run AF_XDP with two modes: floating where
all provisioned cores handle NIC interrupts and run transac-
tion servers, and dedicating where half of the cores handle
NIC interrupts and another half run transaction servers.

Figure 10a and 10b shows the load-latency curves of eRPC,
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Figure 10: Comparing eRPC and AF_XDP with DINT.

KV workload
[Throughput (Mops)]

Write-through
(BMC [19])

Write-back Write-back+BF
(DINT)

All GETs, all exists 21.6 21.7 21.7
80% GETs, all exists 1.0 21.1 20.9

80% GETs, 31% exists 0.4 0.5 25.0

Table 1: Impact of write-back and Bloom filter. “80% GETs” and
“31% exists” are based on the TATP workload and its largest table.

AF_XDP, and DINT for the OCC lock manager and key-value
store respectively. For both applications, eRPC achieves the
lowest minimum latency—8µs lower than DINT on both ap-
plications. For the lock manager, DINT achieves the highest
throughput, and outperforms AF_XDP by 1.6× and eRPC by
2.3×. eRPC suffers from latency spikes at low loads because
of insufficient RPC batching. For the key-value store that has
more compute per operation, DINT has similar throughput as
AF_XDP while achieving 29% lower minimum latency, be-
cause of directly handling requests in the kernel without going
into the user space; DINT achieves 1.4× higher throughput
than eRPC. The throughput results for eRPC must be taken
with a grain of salt: eRPC builds a generic loss-tolerant RPC
abstraction with session management, while DINT relies on
transaction semantics to handle packet losses and works on
raw ethernet/UDP packets.

One interesting observation is that AF_XDP in the floating
model performs much worse than the dedicating mode; simi-
lar results occur for DINT on the CPU placement of rare-path
request handling process as described in Section 4. This is
caused by the high user-kernel context switching overheads
when co-locating interrupt handling and the application pro-
cess on the same cores. We discuss further in Section 6.

5.6 Design Drill-Down
5.6.1 Impact of Write-Back and Bloom Filter
Table 1 shows how the write-back and Bloom filter designs
impact DINT performance on different key-value store work-
loads. With all GETs and all keys existing, the write-through,
write-back, and write-back + Bloom filter achieve similar
throughput. Once with 20% PUTs, the write-through through-
put drops to 1.0 Mops because of handling PUTs in the user
space, while the other two keep similarly high throughput.
Furthermore, adding 68.75% key-value operations for non-
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Figure 11: Impact of varying the eBPF memory size under the TATP workload. “Ratio of eBPF memory” is against the workload dataset size
including both locks and key-values.

Interrupt collocation
Lowest unloaded

average/99p latency
Maximum
throughput

Collocating with app 35/139 µs 7.0 Mtps
Not collocating (DINT) 34/122 µs 16.9 Mtps

Table 2: Impact of collocating interrupt processing and the applica-
tion on the same cores (on TATP).

existing keys, only the write-back + Bloom filter can achieve
high throughput, as it handles most key-value operations in
the kernel, for both existing and non-existing keys.

5.6.2 Impact of Rare-Path Ratio

Figure 11a and 11b shows how different rare-path ratios (by
changing the eBPF memory size) impact DINT’s transaction
throughput. The rare-path ratio significantly impacts DINT
performance. For example, with 10% of the workload dataset
size in the eBPF memory, which gives 18% of rare-path packet
ratio, DINT only achieves 740 Kops. Once we provision the
eBPF memory to be 1.5× of the workload dataset size, similar
to how FaSST [29] provisions its hash table, there will be
only 1.7% of rare-path packet ratio, and DINT reaches 16.7
Mops. This supports the DINT’s design principle of offloading
frequent-path operations as much as possible into the kernel.

5.6.3 Impact of Lock Sharing

Figure 11c shows how the failure rate caused by lock sharing
varies with different sizes of the eBPF memory (i.e., differ-
ent sizes of the lock table). Overall, the failure rate is under
0.03%; when we provision the eBPF memory to be 1.5×
of the workload dataset size, the failure rate is only around
0.002%. This confirms that lock sharing works well on typical
OLTP workloads.

5.6.4 Impact of Interrupt Collocation with Applications

Table 2 shows how collocating interrupt processing with the
application impacts transaction latency and throughput. In-
terrupt collocation slightly increases the lowest unloaded
average/99th-tail latency by 3%/14% compared to no col-
location, because interrupt processing contends CPU cores
with application threads; it significantly reduces the maximum
throughput by 59%, as high interrupting rate easily starves the
application threads, bottlenecking the system performance.

6 Discussion and Future Work

Symmetric vs. asymmetric models: DINT adopts an asym-
metric client-side transaction model [42, 56, 60, 87], where
each transaction server “passively” handles incoming trans-
action requests. DINT then leverages eBPF/XDP to offload
transaction server operations into the kernel. In contrast, a
symmetric model [14, 29, 82] requires the transaction server
to also act as a client to issue transaction requests. This cre-
ates challenges to DINT, as eBPF/XDP itself cannot generate
new packets. Fortunately, by leveraging the AF_XDP tech-
nique (see §5.5) that provides fast packet sending function-
ality, DINT could support symmetric models efficiently. We
leave the integration of DINT with AF_XDP as future work.
Implications to networking stack research: DINT shows
that the kernel networking stack can achieve kernel-bypass-
like throughput and latency, but has worse CPU efficiency
under low loads than well-engineered kernel-bypass stacks
(§5.3). Therefore, we call for more research on optimizing the
CPU efficiency of the kernel networking stack that offloads
application operations. One idea may be smartly consolidat-
ing NIC interrupts to just-enough CPU cores by manipulating
the NIC IRQ affinity, which leverages batching during inter-
rupt handling to reduce per-packet processing overheads. This
shares the same goal as Shenango [61] and Caladan [17], but
targets the interrupt-driven kernel networking stack.

Another research problem is how to isolate the kernel stack-
offloaded operations and user-space operations, as naively
co-locating both on the same cores would cause severe per-
formance drop due to frequent user-kernel context switching
(see §4 and §5.5). DINT currently uses a simple static par-
titioning policy, but a more advanced dynamic partitioning
policy could possibly provide better performance.
Implications to transaction protocol research: Co-
designing transaction protocols with eBPF allows for both
high performance and good CPU efficiency. In this work, we
co-design an OCC/2PL-based transaction protocol in DINT.
DINT should also be able to support more advanced trans-
action protocols like MDCC [40] and Tapir [87] that essen-
tially rely on read-write and version-based locking. To sup-
port advanced protocols like ROCOCO [57] and Janus [58]
that maintain transaction dependency DAGs in the lock man-
ager, DINT would need to maintain complex graph data struc-
tures in eBPF, which calls for more co-designs to address the
challenge of eBPF programming constraints. In an attempt
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to reduce CPU utilization, many transaction systems have
pushed to incorporate network offload devices like RDMA
and smartNICs [14, 73]. However, these devices are much
more expensive than commodity NICs, and come with cus-
tomized network stacks that have high maintenance overheads
in terms of engineering. DINT provides the opportunity for
accomplishing similar goals without the need for expensive
customized hardware, and provides a new point in the design
space for transaction protocol developers to explore.
Wish list for eBPF: DINT suffers from the fixed-size eBPF
maps, and no dynamic memory allocations for handling large
key-values. Therefore, the most helpful eBPF feature would
be supporting dynamic memory allocations so that offloaded
states could be more memory-efficient. Another helpful fea-
ture would be the egress XDP hook. When developing DINT,
we were thinking of using the AF_XDP socket to process
rare-path request packets (instead of the slower UDP socket);
however, AF_XDP faces troubles with the egress bookkeep-
ing of in-kernel states (§3.2), as it relies on the ingress-only
XDP while bypassing the egress TC hook. Currently, the only
way for AF_XDP to work is by calling eBPF functions in the
user space, but this suffers from high syscall overheads. If
the kernel supports the egress XDP hook, DINT could instead
leverage the faster AF_XDP socket to handle rare paths.

7 Related Work
Distributed in-memory transactions: By leveraging battery-
backed DRAM or NVRAM, distributed transactions are
no longer bottlenecked by disk IOs, but the networking
IOs. This has spurred a series of research that leverages
RDMA to implement distributed in-memory transactions, e.g.,
FaRM [14], FaSST [29], DrTM [83], DrTM+R [8], DrTM+H [82],
and Prism [6]. Rather than using RDMA that bypasses ker-
nels, DINT sticks to the most common commodity NICs with
the kernel networking stack for better security, isolation, pro-
tection, maintainability, and debuggability, without losing per-
formance.
High-performance networking stacks: The inefficiency of
traditional kernel networking stack has motivated the designs
of many kernel-bypass networking stacks, e.g., mTCP [24],
eRPC [28], Snap [51], Demikernel [86] and more [17, 30, 37,
61, 63, 74]. These stacks generally require DPDK-style busy
polling, and trades security, protection, maintainability, and
more for high performance. Instead, DINT provides compa-
rable high performance without busy polling for distributed
transaction applications, while guaranteeing kernel-based se-
curity, protection, maintainability, etc.

Perhaps the most relevant work to DINT in this space is
IX [3] which implements a protected kernel networking stack
and achieves kernel-bypass performance. To achieve high
networking performance, IX leverages adaptive batching to
amortize user-kernel transition overheads, while DINT relies
on the built-in batching of the existing kernel networking stack
to amortize interrupt handling overheads. One advantage of

DINT over IX is that DINT directly works for existing widely-
deployed Linux kernels without any kernel modifications or
customized kernel modules.
Hardware offloading for applications: Offloading network-
intensive operations to specialized hardware such as FPGA [1,
22, 41, 45], SmartNICs [36, 43, 46, 64, 72, 81], and pro-
grammable switches [13, 25, 26, 85] significantly improves
application performance. However, they are generally hard
to deploy in today’s cloud environments [28, 89], as these ad-
vanced hardware are not widely available in the public cloud.
In contrast, DINT aims to be generic and readily-deployable
without relying on any specialized hardware by leveraging the
kernel-native eBPF techniques on widely-deployed modern
Linux kernels and CPU platforms.
eBPF applications: eBPF is mostly used for packet filter-
ing [52], infrastructure monitoring [2,66], and L4 load balanc-
ing [16] in industry. Recent research has proposed more appli-
cations including: accelerating key-value stores [19], sidecar
proxies [68], Paxos [89], DBMS proxies [7], gathering con-
gestion control signals [59], guiding request scheduling [27],
offloading storage functions [88], and optimizing locks [62].
DINT is a new eBPF application targeting distributed transac-
tions.

8 Conclusion
DINT is a distributed in-memory transaction system under
the kernel networking stack, yet achieving kernel-bypass-like
throughput and latency. DINT achieves this by offloading
transaction data structures and operations into the kernel via
eBPF techniques, significantly reducing kernel stack over-
heads. Compared to a transaction system implemented using
Caladan, a well-engineered kernel-bypass networking stack,
DINT even achieves 2.6× higher throughput and only adds
10%/16% unloaded average/99th-tail latency.

More importantly, DINT challenges the conventional belief
that the kernel networking stack is not suitable for distributed
in-memory transactions, or generally, µs-scale networked ap-
plications; DINT shows that, with proper application-kernel
co-design enabled by eBPF, one important class of such ap-
plications under the kernel networking stack can achieve
kernel-bypass-like performance. DINT code is available at
https://github.com/DINT-NSDI24/DINT.
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Abstract
The emerging programmable networks sparked significant

research on Intelligent Network Data Plane (INDP), which
achieves learning-based traffic analysis at line-speed. Prior
art in INDP focus on deploying tree/forest models on the data
plane. We observe a fundamental limitation in tree-based
INDP approaches: although it is possible to represent even
larger tree/forest tables on the data plane, the flow features
that are computable on the data plane are fundamentally lim-
ited by hardware constraints. In this paper, we present BoS
to push the boundaries of INDP by enabling Neural Network
(NN) driven traffic analysis at line-speed. Many types of
NNs (such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and trans-
formers) that are designed to work with sequential data have
advantages over tree-based models, because they can take
raw network data as input without complex feature compu-
tations on the fly. However, the challenge is significant: the
recurrent computation scheme used in RNN inference is fun-
damentally different from the match-action paradigm used
on the network data plane. BoS addresses this challenge by
(i) designing a novel data plane friendly RNN architecture
that can execute unlimited RNN time steps with limited data
plane stages, effectively achieving line-speed RNN inference;
and (ii) complementing the on-switch RNN model with an
off-switch transformer-based traffic analysis module to fur-
ther boost the overall performance. We implement a prototype
of BoS using a P4 programmable switch as our data plane,
and extensively evaluate it over multiple traffic analysis tasks.
The results show that BoS outperforms state-of-the-art in both
analysis accuracy and scalability.

1 Introduction

The emerging programmable network hardware (e.g., P4
switch [5], NetFPGA [36] and SmartNIC [13,37,54]) sparked
significant research on Intelligent Network Data Plane (INDP).
Compared with other AI-assisted networking designs which

*Equal contribution. # Corresponding author.

deploy learning models on either end-hosts (e.g., congestion
control [1, 63]) or network control plane (including auxiliary
servers) (e.g., routing control [29, 72]), INDP is forwarding-
native since it deploys learning models directly on network
data plane. Thus, the key merit of INDP, as first summarized
in [71], is that it enables intelligent network traffic analysis at
line-speed based on data-driven learning models rather than
empirical rules/protocols.

The initial exploration of INDP begins with extracting fine-
grained flow information from the programmable data plane
to support a variety of overarching applications, such as covert
channel detection [61], RTT measurement [45], traffic clas-
sification [4], and DDoS mitigation [30]. Yet, the subtle dis-
tinction between these early approaches and the native INDP
paradigm is that they fail to directly deploy learning models
on the data plane due to various hardware constraints. For
example, the lack of support for floating-point arithmetic on
P4 switches makes it significantly more difficult to execute
model inference on the data plane than on general-purpose
processors like CPUs and GPUs.

The community since then make substantial progress on re-
alizing tree-based INDP [7,24,57,58,68,69,71], based on the
insight that the decision making process in tree-models can be
implemented using match-action tables on the programmable
data plane. State-of-the-art (SOTA) in this regard is NetBea-
con [71] which designs a novel ternary table encoding mech-
anism to efficiently deploy fairly large tree/forest models on
programmable switches. Further, the recent art [43, 50–52]
embrace neural networks by deploying binarized Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) on SmartNIC. Yet, the capacity of Smart-
NIC (e.g., 2×40 GbE for Netronome Agilio CX [37]), which
co-locates with an end-host, is several orders of magnitude
smaller than the in-network programmable switches (e.g.,
6.4 Tbps for Barefoot Tofino 1 switch).

In this paper, we propose Brain-on-Switch (BoS) to ad-
vance state-of-the-art of INDP in two fundamental ways. First,
BoS enables the use of Neural Network (NN) in INDP. NNs
have several advantages over tree-based models for traffic
analysis. For instance, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), a
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type of NN designed to work with sequential data, outper-
forms tree-models in both efficiency (e.g., not requiring com-
plicated feature computations on the fly, consuming fewer
hardware resources to maintain per-flow state, etc.) and ac-
curacy (especially when handling more complex tasks, such
as multi-class traffic classification). Second, BoS is architec-
turally complete in the sense that it can accommodate full-
precision and advanced models in INDP. Hardware limitations
(e.g., lack of floating-point number support) on switches force
model binarization [2, 51, 58], which, unfortunately, reduces
performance. Although prior art (e.g., IIsy [68], [49]) men-
tioned the hybrid analysis concept of forwarding certain flows
to large tree-based models deployed at the endpoint for reeval-
uation, they lack the fundamental design to precisely control
the amount of such escalated flows processed off-switch. In
contrast, BoS proposes a novel approach to accommodating
advanced off-switch models (e.g., transformer-based models)
into INDP to improve the overall analysis performance, while
ensuring that the vast majority of traffic (e.g., over 95% of
flows) is still analyzed at line-speed on the data plane.

Concretely, BoS has the following innovative designs:
(i) A novel binary RNN architecture that retains full-

precision model weights during on-switch inference (i.e., only
activation functions are binarized), realized by encoding the
complex layer forward propagation functions as match-action
tables. Compared to the fully-binarized MLP model [51], our
binary RNN exhibits substantial performance advantages.

(ii) A sliding-window based computation scheme to execute
unlimited RNN time steps using limited forwarding stages on
switches. BoS overcomes various switch hardware limitations
in realizing the critical operations essential to this compu-
tation scheme, such as the read/write of a ring buffer like
data structure, and an argmax like operation to make compre-
hensive inference decisions by aggregating the intermediate
analysis results as a flow proceeds.

(iii) An analysis-escalation module to accommodate full-
precision transformer-based models in BoS. The key design
is two-fold: accurately identifying the flows for which on-
switch analysis confidence is insufficient, and designing an
Integrated Model Inference System (IMIS) to enable fast off-
switch inference for escalated flows.
Contributions. The major contribution of this paper is the
design, implementation and evaluation of BoS, the first INDP
design that enables NN-driven traffic analysis at line-speed.
We implement a prototype of BoS and evaluate it extensively
using several use cases. The experimental results show that
BoS outperforms SOTA in analysis accuracies by non-trivial
margins, achieving up to ∼19% higher F1-scores than tree-
based NetBeacon [71] and up to ∼40% higher than binary
MLP based N3IC [51]. We further perform thorough system-
level evaluations, demonstrating that BoS is scalable to handle
high network loads (flow concurrency), attributing to the co-
design of the on-switch binary RNN and off-switch IMIS.
Finally, we evaluate hardware resource utilization by BoS.

2 Background and Motivation

Programmable Network Data Plane. The emerging of
Protocol-Independent Switch Architecture (PISA) enables
flexible data plane programmability, empowering fast innova-
tions of networking designs. In PISA, the switching pipeline
can be programmed via P4 [5], a domain-specific program-
ming language. A PISA pipeline consists of a parser for
header parsing, multiple match-action stages for header fields
and metadata manipulating, and a deparser for header reassem-
bling. In general, the actual packet processing logic is imple-
mented using these match-action stages. PISA also supports
components for stateful storage, such as registers.

Despite the programmability mentioned above, PISA has
the following limitations. First, only simple operations like
add, subtract, shift and bit-wise operations are supported, ex-
cluding floating numbers, multiplication, division and com-
plex comparisons. Second, the resources (such as the number
of stages, SRAM, TCAM) are limited. For instance, on Bare-
foot Tofino 1, each pipeline has 12 stages, 120 Mbit SRAM
and 6.2 Mbit TCAM [71]. Finally, each register can only be
accessed once through an atomic operation for each packet.
RNNs and Transformers. RNN [31] is designed to process
sequence data of varying lengths by maintaining an inter-
nal state (i.e., the hidden state). Specifically, given the input
xt ∈ Rm at time step t, the hidden state ht ∈ Rn is calculated
as ht = tanh(W [xt ,ht−1] + b), where W and b are trainable
parameters. As ht encodes the current input xt and the histori-
cal information ht−1 at the same time, RNN can capture the
relationships between the data points in a sequence. The algo-
rithm used to calculate the hidden states is called a recurrent
unit, and the two most popular recurrent units are LSTM [17]
and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [8].

Transformers [56] excel at modeling sequential data. Re-
cently, several traffic analysis approaches [11, 26, 28, 59, 66]
treat the bytes of packets as words or images, and introduce
a variety of transformer-based models to achieve impres-
sive traffic classification performance. In addition, the self-
supervised pre-training paradigm used in transformer-based
traffic analysis requires a small amount of labeled data.
Motivation. Our community make substantial progress [7,
24, 57, 58, 68, 69, 71] on realizing Intelligent Network Data
Plane (INDP) by embedding decision tree models in the for-
warding pipeline of programmable switches. Their key insight
is that the decision making process in tree/forest models (i.e.,
comparing a value to a threshold and then moving on to the
next tree node until a leaf node is reached) is very similar
to the match-action table paradigm used on the data plane.
For instance, state-of-the-art NetBeacon [71] designs a novel
coding algorithm to effectively represent multiple tree models
using ternary matching tables.

We forecast a performance ceiling in further innovating
tree-based INDP designs. Specifically, tree models often rely
on advanced feature engineering (i.e., extracting various types
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Figure 1: The BoS architecture enables NN-driven traffic analysis in INDP.

of statistics/properties/attributes from raw data) to boost ac-
curacy. However, the features that are computable on the data
plane at line-speed are fundamentally limited due to hardware
constraints. For instance, flow features such as the s.t.d., fre-
quency, and percentile of packet lengths are critical to tree
models [40, 71]. Yet, computing these features is either im-
possible or difficult, often requiring ad-hoc tricks to estimate
these statistics. For instance, prior art [71] estimates s.t.d. of
packet lengths upon receiving certain packets (i.e., the 2k-th
packet in each flow), indicating it can only execute inference
at these locations. The limitation is obvious: an inference
error obtained on the 2k-th packet cannot be corrected until
the arrival of the 2k+1-th packet.
Design Goals. Therefore, philosophically, it is worth ask-
ing: can we expand the boundaries of INDP to a new type
of learning models that is not limited by the availability of
flow features on the data plane. In this paper, we address this
research question concretely by enabling NN-driven traffic
analysis in INDP. Unlike tree/forest models, many types of
NNs (such as RNNs and transformers) that are designed to
process sequential data can directly take raw network traf-
fic data as input, eliminating the requirements of computing
complex features on the data plane on the fly. However, the in-
corporation of NNs into INDP presents significant challenges.
For instance, the recurrent computation scheme in RNN is
fundamentally different from the match-action paradigm on
the data plane, making it more difficult to realize on-switch
RNN inference. Additionally, existing transformer-based traf-
fic analysis approaches [11,26,28,59,66] simply treat network
traffic as another form of sequential data, without construct-
ing appropriate systems to analyze the network flows online
while they are traversing the data plane.

To address these challenges, we architect BoS, the first
NN-driven INDP system. A recent art N3IC [51] explores to
deploy binary MLP models on SmartNIC, which is more com-
putationally flexible, yet with much lower throughput than
programmable switches. We focus on programmable switch
based INDP in this paper (although we also compare the traf-
fic analysis accuracy of BoS with N3IC in our evaluations).
Concurrent with BoS, Broadcom unveils the early-stage de-
velopment of their novel NN inference switching chip [6],
underlining the significance of INDP.

3 Design Overview

We plot the architecture of BoS in Figure 1. The overarching
traffic analysis logic in BoS centers around (i) a data plane
friendly RNN inference architecture and (ii) a co-design with
an Integrated Model Inference System (IMIS) to accommo-
date full-precision transformer-based traffic analysis models.
The key designs toward hardware friendliness are two-fold:
(i) realizing the online forward propagation of RNN layers via
offline-trained input-output-mapping tables, and (ii) executing
unlimited recurrence of RNN time steps via a sliding window
mechanism that recurrently processes fixed-length packets
segments. The key to co-design with IMIS is accurately identi-
fying the flows that do not receive sufficient confidence from
the on-switch analysis, and to only escalate these flows to the
off-switch IMIS, so that BoS still processes the vast majority
of traffic on-switch (e.g., over 95% flows). Nevertheless, we
optimize the system design of IMIS so that a single instance of
IMIS can process ten million packets per second while main-
taining low inference latencies (see § 7.3). This ensures the
off-switch IMIS is unlikely to be the bottleneck of BoS.

4 Data Plane Friendly RNN Architecture

4.1 Raw Packet Sequences as Input Features

The on-switch RNN uses raw flow sequences as the input
features, i.e., the packet length sequence and the inter-packet
delay (IPD) sequence. When a packet in the flow arrives at
the switch, we extract its length and get IPD based on the
subtraction of timestamps. Through feature embedding, these
metadata are mapped into an embedding vector, which is
stored in a sequence for subsequent model inference.

Using raw sequences as input features has several key ad-
vantages over using statistical flow features (such as the mean
and s.t.d. of packet lengths). First, the availability of criti-
cal flow features is greatly limited on switch (explained in
§ 2). Second, storing per-flow statistical features on switch
is expensive: NetBeacon [71] consumes 2.5x storage to store
features as evaluated in § 7.2. Finally, feature engineering,
without careful designs, could result in overfitting problem.
For instance, we notice that some features (e.g., the num-
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ber of packets with packet size in [48,64)) are heavily task-
specific [3, 71], and features like port number can lead to
overfitting on host configurations.

4.2 Binary RNN Architecture

As shown in Figure 2, architecturally, the binary RNN model
in BoS consists of three building blocks: feature embedding,
RNN cell and output layer. In the feature embedding, the
length and IPD of each packet are passed through two dif-
ferent embedding layers, respectively, and then fed into a
fully-connected layer to obtain an embedding vector. Taking
the embedding vector sequence of per-flow packets as input,
the RNN cell performs sequence analysis based on GRU [8].
In each time step of GRU calculation, the current embedding
vector and the previous hidden state (i.e., output activations
of GRU) are used as input, and the output is used to update
the hidden state. Finally, the hidden state of the last step is
passed through the output layer (i.e., a fully-connected layer
with softmax) to obtain the analysis result.

Each GRU calculation contains 3 Hadamard product oper-
ations and 3 multiplications with nonlinear functions, which
cannot be natively implemented on programmable switches
due to hardware constraints. To cope with this challenge, we
perform binarization on neural network activation functions
to enable hardware-friendly model deployment. Specifically,
we set all activation functions in the feature embedding and
the RNN cell to Straight-Through Estimator (STE) [64]. STE
performs a sign function in forward propagation, which makes
all neural network activations +1 or -1. And in backward prop-
agation, STE estimates the incoming gradient to be equal to
the clipped outgoing gradient.

Prior art N3IC [51] performs binarization on both weights
and activations of an MLP model, and then implements fully-
connected layer forward propagation on the SmartNIC using
XOR and customized population count (popcnt) operations.
The popcnt operation, unfortunately, is not friendly to the
switch pipeline: realizing a single popcnt operation for a 128-
bit string takes 14 switch stages. Yet, one 128bit-to-64bit
fully-connected layer in an MLP model requires 64 popcnt

Table 1: Binary RNN v.s. Binary MLP

Prior Work
Binary

Activations
Full Precision

Weights
Stage

Consumption⋆
Model

Accuracy†

Binary MLP (N3IC [51]) " % High Low
Binary RNN " " Low High

⋆ Estimated if we were to implement the binary MLP on a programmable switch.
† See § 7.2 for quantitative results.
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operations. More crucially, as evaluated in § 7.2, full model
binarization results in significant performance degradation.
In Table 1, we summarize the key differences between our
binary RNN and the binary MLP in N3IC [51].

4.3 Data Plane Native Model Inference

We now present the data plane native RNN inference.
Forward Propagation. The key to retain full precision model
weights in our RNN models is to avoid direct computations
of the layer forward propagation on the data plane. To this
end, BoS realizes forward propagation based on match-action
table lookup. Specifically, since all activations are binarized
to +1 or -1, the input and output vectors of any neural network
layer (e.g., the embedding layer, FC layer and GRU layer in
Figure 2) are essentially bit strings. Therefore, regardless of
what computations are executed in a neural network layer, we
can realize equivalent input-output-relationship by recording
an enumerative mapping from input bit strings to output bit
strings as a match-action table. Thus, in the online forward
propagation through any layer, BoS uses input bit string as the
key to match the output bit string stored in the corresponding
table on switch. The caveat of this design is that the number
of required entries N in each table is determined by the num-
ber of input bits, i.e., N = 2input bit-length. We recognize this
constraint and demonstrate, via experiments (§ 7.2), that BoS
can deploy efficient RNN models under this constraint.
RNN Time Steps. As shown in Figure 3(a), a straightforward
way to implement RNN time steps is to store the RNN hidden
state for each flow sequence. Upon packet arrival, we read the
previous RNN hidden state, perform layer forward propaga-
tion, and then update the hidden state. Unfortunately, due to
hardware constraint, each register can only be accessed once
when a packet traverses the switching pipeline. Therefore, we
need to expand RNN time steps in serial stages, as shown
in Figure 3(b), where the read/write of hidden states spread
across multiple stages. Alternatively, we can store a sequence
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of embedding vectors corresponding to packet sequence of a
flow, as shown in Figure 3(c). In online forward propagation,
BoS calculates the embedding vector for each packet, updates
the sequence in storage and executes all RNN time steps for
this flow sequence in serial stages. We adopt this solution in
the final prototype as it consumes fewer hardware resources.
Sliding Window Mechanism. Since the number of switch
stages is limited, expanding the RNN time steps into serial
stages would also limit the total number of time steps exe-
cutable in our model. To address this problem, BoS designs a
novel sliding window mechanism that can recurrently apply
RNN inference on fixed-length flow segments. Therefore, the
number of RNN time steps executable on a flow is no longer
limited by switch stages. Specifically, in online traffic analy-
sis, BoS uses a window with fixed-size S to extract a segment
of S packets from the flow, executes S RNN time steps on
this segment to obtain an intermediate inference result ri, and
swifts the window by one packet to obtain a new segment, and
repeats the process. Therefore, BoS can continuously execute
RNN time steps as the flow proceeds.

The key to fulfill the sliding window design is to properly
aggregate these intermediate results. Specifically, upon receiv-
ing the jth packet, suppose that the binary RNN has processed
g full segments. Then the inference result for the jth packet
shall consider all the g intermediate inference results. In the
case of multi-class traffic classification, one simple strategy
is to select the majority class from these intermediate results.
More crucially, we can co-design the aggregation algorithm
with an off-switch module to improve the overall traffic anal-
ysis accuracy, as described below.

4.4 Analysis Escalation

Although BoS primarily relies on binary RNN to ensure line-
speed traffic analysis, we still want to embrace full-precision
and more advanced models (e.g., transformers) to handle
corner cases. For instance, in multi-class traffic classification,
it is possible that none of the classes dominates (e.g., the
numbers of flow segments for different classes are close to
each other). In this case, adopting the majority voting policy
may reduce classification confidence.

To this end, BoS adopts an off-switch traffic analysis mod-
ule co-located with the programmable data plane. We recog-
nize two challenges in accommodating this analysis module.
First, the aggregation algorithm must be carefully designed to
ensure that it can accurately capture ambiguity, while avoid-
ing consistently escalating flows (i.e., only a small fraction of
flows should be escalated to the co-located analysis module
in order to preserve line-speed analysis for the vast majority
of traffic). Second, the analysis module adopts a transformer-
based model to improve accuracy. However, due to the com-
plex computations required for inference, it is non-trivial to
scale the online analysis throughput to maintain the high
speed of network forwarding.

The Escalation Mechanism. To address the first challenge,
we measure the classification confidence in the aggregation
algorithm. Specifically, for each extracted packet segment in a
flow, the binary RNN predicts an intermediate inference result,
which is a vector of probabilities, one for each class. Suppose
that upon receiving the jth packet of the flow, the binary RNN
has processed g packet segments for the flow (i.e., the arrival
of the jth packet will form the {g+1}th segment). Then, our
algorithm aggregates all g+1 intermediate inference results
by accumulating the per-class prediction probabilities. The
class with the largest cumulative probability is selected as the
inference result for the jth packet.

Whether a flow should be escalated is determined by the
number of ambiguous packets in the flow. Upon receiving the
jth packet, suppose the largest cumulative probability among
all classes is CPRm and the total number of intermediate re-
sults is wincnt, then the classification confidence for the jth

packet is quantified as CPRm/wincnt. The packet is consid-
ered ambiguous if its confidence is below a predefined confi-
dence threshold. We use Tconf to represent the vector of con-
fidence thresholds, one for each class. The flow is escalated
when the number of ambiguous packets in the flow exceeds a
predefined escalation threshold Tesc.

Tconf and Tesc are learned based on the distributions of
the classification confidences of the training samples. Con-
sider the example in Figure 4. For the VoIP class in the IS-
CXVPN2016 dataset (see detailed descriptions in § 7.1), we
plot the CDF of the confidence scores for both correctly classi-
fied packets and misclassified packets. The confidence scores
are quantized because they are eventually computed on the
data plane (see § 5.2). An appropriate Tconf should escalate as
many misclassified packets as possible without affecting cor-
rectly classified packets. To this end, we design the following
loss function to train our binary RNN.

Suppose pi is the RNN’s prediction probability for class i
and y is the ground-truth class. The classic cross entropy (CE)
loss is CE =− log(py). The CE loss solely considers to im-
prove the model’s ability to predict the correct class. Our loss
is defined as L1 =−(1− py)

γ log(py)−λ∑i̸=y pγ

i log(1− pi),
which adds another item to explicitly negate the model’s pre-
diction on the non-ground-truth classes. The factor λ balances
the two items, while the modulating factors (1− py)

γ and pγ

i
down-weight easy samples and focus on hard samples, as pro-
posed in the Focal Loss [27]. Intuitively, this loss enhances the
confidence differences between misclassified and correctly
classified packets by reducing pi(i ̸= y) while retaining high
py. Since our aggregation algorithm chooses the class with
the largest accumulative probability, a simplified version of
the above loss function is to only reduce the maximum pre-
diction probability among all the non-ground-truth classes,
i.e., L2 = −(1− py)

γ log(py)−λpγ

false log(1− pfalse), where
pfalse is the largest pi among all the non-ground-truth classes.
We thoroughly evaluate these loss functions in § 7.3.

Once Tconf is determined, we set Tesc to control the amount
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Figure 4: The selection of Tconf and Tesc.

of escalated flows. As shown in Figure 4, we select a Tesc

to ensure that no more than 5% flows are escalated to the
co-located analysis module for further analysis.
Integrated Model Inference System. To address the second
challenge, we design an IMIS that enables fast online inference
for a full-precision transformer-based model. As illustrated by
Figure 1, IMIS orchestrates four types of stateful and single-
threaded tasks (called engines) to realize a non-blocking traf-
fic processing pipeline. We describe the transformer model
training and the architecture of IMIS in § 6.

4.5 Integrated Analysis Logic

Algorithm 1 summarizes the complete logic of our online traf-
fic analysis in BoS. Because our binary RNN model leverages
flow-level data for inference, BoS designs a dedicated flow
manager to store per-flow state. When a packet P is received,
the flow manager first checks if per-flow state for P has al-
ready been allocated. If not, the flow manager allocates new
per-flow storage for the packet. The packet then enters the
normal flow-aware inference pipeline based on the retrieved
flow state. Due to the limited capacity of the switch, when
the flow manager cannot allocate storage for a new flow, BoS
falls back to analyzing the packets of that flow using a tree
model trained only using per-packet features (e.g., packet
length, TTL, Type of Service, TCP offset). This tree model is
deployed on the data plane alongside our binary RNN model.
The detailed design of the flow manager is deferred to § A.1.4.

We elaborate on one key design that has not been thor-
oughly discussed yet. In line 24, we periodically reset the
window counter and per-class results every K packets. This
effectively clears the contributions of very ancient flow seg-
ments (i.e., more than K +1 packets apart) when aggregating
the intermediate inference results. This design rationale is
that if we obtain a sub-flow fsub by extracting a continuous
and sufficiently long sequences of packets (starting from any
position) from a flow f , it is very likely that fsub and f are
classified as the same class. Thus, clearing the results of very
remote segments will not affect traffic analysis results. On
the contrary, without periodical reset, the per-class results
CPR would be consistently accumulated. To prevent buffer
overflow, we need to allocate more bits to store CPR, which,
unfortunately, results in significant hardware resource con-
sumption (see § 5.2). Note that the periodical reset does not
clear the embedding vectors for the previous S−1 packets.

Algorithm 1: Integrated Traffic Analysis Logic
Define :WIN[0 . . .S−1] sliding window; N No. of classes;

CPR[0 . . .N−1] per-class results; Tconf[0 . . .N−1]
the per-class confidence threshold; Tesc the
escalation threshold

1 if FlowManager(packet P ) fails then
2 Fall back to use the per-packet model, and exit

3 Retrieve the flow state for P
4 if P is matched by the EscTable then
5 Forward P to IMIS, and exit ▷ Escalated flows

6 pktcnt← pktcnt+1 ▷ Count packets
7 ev← FeatureEmbedding(P .length,P .IPD)
8 WIN[pktcnt % S]← ev ▷ Slide the window
9 if pktcnt < S then ▷ The first S−1 packets

10 Pre-analysis packet handling ▷ See § A.1.6
11 else
12 h← 0⃗
13 for i← 1 to S do ▷ RNN time steps
14 evi←WIN[(pktcnt+ i) % S]
15 h← RNNCell(evi,h)

16 PR← OutputLayer(h) ▷ Intermediate result: a
probability vector

17 CPR← CPR+PR
18 Class← argmax(CPR) ▷ Measure confidence
19 wincnt← wincnt+1 ▷ No. of windows
20 if CPR[Class]< Tconf[Class]∗wincnt then
21 esccnt← esccnt+1 ▷ Ambiguous packets

22 if esccnt ≥ Tesc then
23 Initiate escalated analysis for subsequent packets

24 if pktcnt % K = 0 then Reset(wincnt,CPR)

5 Model Realization on the Data Plane

5.1 Embedding Vector Storage and Retrieval

As shown in Figure 3(c), the RNN cell takes the embedding
vectors of the packets in each sliding window (with length
S) as input. Consider the flow segment starting with the kth

packet and ending with the {k+S−1}th packet. Upon arrival
of the {k+S−1}th packet, the current flow segment is full and
is ready to execute all S RNN steps simultaneously, i.e., using
the embedding vector of each packet as the key to obtain
the matched output in each GRU table (S tables in total).
Thus, before a segment is full, we need to temporally hold
the embedding vectors for prior S−1 packets. We design
a ring buffer with S−1 bins (registers) to store embedding
vectors. In particular, the kth packet in the segment is stored in
the {k % (S−1)+1}th bin (indexed from 1) of the ring. The
embedding vector of the {k+S−1}th packet eventually takes
the bin occupied by the kth packet, which will be out-of-scope
upon the arrival of the {k+S}th packet. The second benefit of
the ring buffer design is that all bins are mutually independent,
so that they can be accessed in parallel.

The efficient storage of embedding vectors leads to a chal-
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lenge in reading these vectors. Specifically, given a flow seg-
ment, the embedding vector of the first packet in this seg-
ment is not always stored in the first bin of the ring buffer.
Therefore, it is incorrect to statically align the ring buffer
with GRU tables, i.e., using the value stored in the kth bin
as the input key of the kth GRU table. Instead, the input
of the ith GRU (for i ∈ [1,S− 1]) should be read from the
{(k−S+ i)%(S−1)+1}th bin. However, when declaring a
lookup table for GRU on switch, the storage locations of its
keys must be static and predetermined. Thus, to realize the
above dynamic mapping, we need to first read values from the
ring buffer to several intermediate variables (called metadata),
and then dispatch the metadata to the proper GRU tables, as
shown in Figure 5.

5.2 Intermediate Results Aggregation
As described in § 4.4, the key operation in our RNN inference
is to select the largest cumulative probability from all interme-
diate inference results, i.e., executing an argmax operation.
Ternary-Matching Based Design. Argmax is not a primi-
tive available on the switch. We realize argmax based on an
efficient data plane design of number comparison. Intuitively,
number comparison can be accomplished by either condi-
tional statements or exact-matching table matching. Neither
of them, however, is scalable (see § A.1.1).

In BoS, we propose a scalable ternary-matching based de-
sign. Suppose argmax compares n numbers each with m bits.
The key of a table entry consists n segments, each with m
ternary bits (i.e., 0, 1, or ∗). The value represents the winner
(i.e., the largest number). Starting from the most significant
bit (MSB), to generate the lth bit for each key segment, there
are 2n possible cases. Consider a case C(l,k) where the lth bits
of the first k (k∈[1,n-1]) segments are 1 and the lth bits of the
remaining segments are 0. Clearly, the segments whose lth

bits are 0 will not be the winner, so that we can stop further
enumerating the lower bits (i.e., the {l+1}th,{l+2}th, ...,mth

bits) for these segments. Thus, among all 2(m−l)·n sub-cases
of the case C(l,k), we do not need further enumerations for
2(m−l)·k of them, achieving a 2(m−l)·(n−k) reduction ratio. Take
C(1,1) as an example: it represents the case where the first (i.e.,
the most significant bit, MSB) of the first segment is 1 and the
MSBs for other remaining segments are 0. Thus, all 2(m−1)n

sub-cases for C(1,1) have clear winners and are collapsed into

Inputs:

n: number of keys; m: bit width of each key  

Procedure Generate(n, m):

T = {1...n} ▷ initial input, all the numbers can be the winner

▷ For explanation purpose, entry is represented as a 2-D array

entry = array[1..n][1..m] ▷ array of ternary bits (0, 1, *) 

Work(T, 1)

Procedure Work(S, L): ▷ S: possible winners in this iteration

for num ∈ 𝑇\S⇒ entry[num][L] = ‘*’ ▷ cases cannot win

if L = m ⇒ Output(S), return ▷ base case: last bit

for 𝜙 ⊂ 𝑆′ ⊂ 𝑆:  ▷ cases similar to 𝐶(𝐿,|𝑆′|)
for num ∈ S\S′⇒ entry[num][L] = ‘0’

for num ∈ S′⇒ entry[num][L] = ‘1’

Work(S’, L+1) ▷ Recursive resolve

for num ∈ S⇒ entry[num][L] = ‘*’ ▷ case 𝐶(𝐿,0) & 𝐶(𝐿,|𝑆|)
Work(S, L+1)  ▷ Recursive resolve

Procedure Output(S):  ▷ S: possible winners in this iteration

a = list(S) in INCREASING order ▷ indexed from 1

for i = len(a) downto 2:  ▷ winning case for a[i≥2]

for k ∈ [1..i-1] ⇒ entry[a[k]][m] = ‘0’

entry[a[i]][m] = ‘1’

for k ∈ [i+1..len(a)] ⇒ entry[a[k]][m] = ‘*’

install(entry, winner=a[i])

for num ∈ S ⇒ entry[num][m] = ‘*’  ▷ winning case for a[1]

install(entry, winner=a[1])
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Figure 6: The procedure to generate a ternary-matching table
to realize argmax on the data plane.

one key (e.g., 1∗∗∗,0∗∗∗,0∗∗∗ if n=3,m=4).
Based on the above protocol, we derive the number of

required table entries F(n,m) as (see details in § A.1.2).

F(n,m) = 2∗F(n,m−1)

+
n−1

∑
i=1

(
n
i

)
F(i,m−1) for n,m≥ 2

F(n,1) = 2n for n≥ 2; F(1,m) = 1 for m≥ 1.

(1)

Further Optimizations. We make two subsequent optimiza-
tions to further reduce F(n,m). First, the two special cases
C(l,n) (i.e., the lth bits in all n segments are 1) and C(l,0) (i.e.,
the lth bits in all n segments are 0) can be further merged.
Specifically, for all 2m−l sub-cases of C(l,n), their winners re-
main the same if we modify the lth bits of all n segments to
0; and similarly for 2m−l sub-cases of C(l,0), their winners
remain the same if we modify the lth bits of all the n segments
to 1. Thus, C(l,0) and C(l,n) can be merged by modifying the
lth bit as an wildcard asterisk in each segment. We handle this
merged case lastly in the current enumeration of the lth bit
(see lines 13 and 14 in Figure 6), so that these wildcard aster-
isks will not interfere with previous cases with higher priority
(see lines 9 to 12 in Figure 6). With this optimization, F(n,m)
is reduced as F(n,m) = F(n,m−1)+∑

n−1
i=1

(n
i

)
F(i,m−1).

The second optimization is reducing the base case F(n,1).
By reversely encoding the one-bit number comparison (see
Figure 7), F(n,1) is reduced to n from 2n. Combining both
optimizations, we obtain F(n,m) = nmn−1.
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Figure 7: The reverse encoding for F(n,1).

6 Implementation

Our BoS prototype1 includes: 1500 lines of Python code for
model training, 1900 lines of P4 code for on-switch RNN, and
3300 lines of C++ code for IMIS. To evaluate the prototype,
an additional 1600 lines of code are developed.
Model Training. We train a binary RNN to analyze flow
segments extracted by the sliding window. Given the window
size S and a flow sample (P1,P2, . . .) in the training dataset,
we slice this flow into all possible packets segments (e.g., con-
secutive S packets like (P1, . . . ,PS) and (P2, . . . ,PS+1)) where
the label of each segment is the flow label. For each segment,
we use its packet length sequence and IPD sequence as inputs,
and train the binary RNN to predict its label correctly. Recall
that our binary RNN outputs vector of probabilities, one for
each class. The training process is to maximize the prediction
probability on the ground-truth class.

We use YaTC [66], a recent masked autoencoder
(MAE) [16] based traffic transformer with multi-level flow
representation, in IMIS to analyze escalated flows. YaTC only
uses the first 5 packets of a flow for analysis. For each packet,
it extracts the first 80 header bytes and 240 payload bytes as
inputs. We first determine the two thresholds in § 4.4 to col-
lect the escalated flows in the training set, and then fine-tune
the pre-trained YaTC model [66] to obtain our final model.
On-Switch RNN Implementation. We implement a proto-
type on our Tofino 1 programmable switch. The top part of
Figure 8 shows the workflow of all the components in our
prototype. The left-bottom table in Figure 8 lists the hyper-
parameters of our prototype, and the right-bottom table lists
the detailed per-stage arrangement of our components. Due
to space constraints, we defer the detailed description of our
prototype to § A.2.1. Although the hardware resources on the
Tofino 1 are very limited (e.g., only 12 stages), we manage to
implement a prototype that supports all four traffic analysis
tasks evaluated in § 7.1. The on-switch RNN is programmable
in runtime via the control plane (see § A.3).
IMIS Implementation. The core design of IMIS is a non-
blocking traffic processing pipeline. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, architecturally, IMIS is designed around stateful, single-
threaded tasks, which we call engines. The parser engine uses
DPDK [18] (version 20.11) APIs to consistently collect the
packet bytes from the escalated traffic; the pool engine takes
the stream data as input and organizes it into per-flow state;
the analyzer engine calls the pool engine to collect a batch
of fresh per-flow data, and uses CUDA (version 11.7) [38] to

1Available at https://github.com/InspiringGroup-Lab/Brain-on-Switch

interact with an auxiliary GPU to accelerate model inference;
and the buffer engine stops packets without inference results
to wait in memory, and sends those who have inference results
to NIC. The pool engine is the key to dynamically coordi-
nate the speeds of the parser engine and analyzer engine, thus
achieving a non-blocking packet processing pipeline. The
detailed architecture of the IMIS system is deferred to § A.2.2.

7 Evaluation
7.1 Experiment Setup

Testbed Setup. We deploy our binary RNN model using one
pipe of a Barefoot Tofino 1 programmable switch. One server
generates network traffic to an inbound port of the switch
based on the pcap files we created for various traffic analysis
tasks and traffic loads. Each flow is either analyzed by the on-
switch RNN or redirected from one specific switch port to an
off-switch server that deploys IMIS. For the flows analyzed on-
switch, we develop a dedicated on-switch module to collect
their analysis statistics online. Scaling the on-switch analysis
of BoS beyond a single pipe of the switch is feasible given
proper flow management. We discuss this in § A.3.
Tasks. We evaluate BoS using the following four tasks.
(i) Encrypted traffic classification on VPN: this task clas-
sifies network traffic encrypted by VPNs. We use the IS-
CXVPN2016 [12] dataset, a six-class classification task
(Email, Chat, Streaming, FTP, VoIP, P2P). (ii) Botnet traffic
classification: this task classifies botnet traffic collected from
the IoT systems. We use the BOTIOT [22] dataset, a four-
class classification task (Data Exfiltration, Key Logging, OS
Scan, Service Scan). (iii) Behavioral analysis of IoT devices:
this task classifies traffic generated by IoT devices in differ-
ent working states. We use the CICIOT2022 [10] dataset,
a three-class classification task (Power, Idle, Interact). (iv)
P2P application fingerprinting: this task classifies network
traffic generated by P2P applications. We use the PeerRush
dataset [40], a three-class classification task (eMule, uTorrent,
and Vuze). We supplement additional details regarding the
processing of these datasets in § A.4.
Network Load. We would like to evaluate BoS under dif-
ferent network loads. Similar to prior art [51, 61, 71], we use
the number of new flows arrived in each second to represent
the network load. Specifically, for each testing flow in a task,
we extract its raw packets from the pcap file while preserving
the inter-packet delays. Given the total number of flows in
this task, and a desired network load, we calculate the total
time period required to replay these flows, and then uniformly
release these flows within this period. If the period is too
short, we replay these flows multiple times in a loop to create
consistent loads throughout our test.

The actual network load varies in different deployment.
We make load estimations based on prior measurements. In
2015, Meta [42] reported that its external-facing web server
generates 500 new flows per second (median). Meanwhile,
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Figure 8: The breakdown of our on-switch RNN implementation on a Tofino programmable switch.

Table 2: Experimental settings.

Datasets
(Tasks)

ISCXVPN
2016

BOT
IOT

CICIOT
2022

Peer
Rush

Training Flows 7801 7835 5332 30770
Testing Flows 1951 1961 1335 7694

Classes 6 4 3 3
Class Ratio⋆ 2:6:1:5:9:3 1:1:4:19 1:4:1 2:1:1

Best Loss L1 L1 L2 L1
λ,γ 0.8, 0 0.5, 0.5 3, 1 1, 0

Optimizer AdamW AdamW AdamW AdamW
Learning Rate 0.01 0.005 0.005 0.005

RNN Hidden States† 9 bits 8 bits 6 bits 5 bits
Per-packet Model Acc. 0.596 0.327 0.759 0.684

Network Load Low Normal High Scaling

No. of flows / s 1000 2000 4000 up to 7.8M
⋆ See § A.4 for the accurate numbers of flows in each class.
† We evaluate BoS under different binary RNN model sizes in § A.6.

CISCO [9] measures that Internet traffic grows 3-fold from
2016 to 2021. Combining these measurements, we estimate
that 2000 new flows per second are a reasonable network load
that BoS may face in practice. In our scaling test (see § 7.3),
we stress test BoS with up to 450,000 new flows per second
on our testbed (a 225x increase from the normal load, and
30-300x over NetBeacon [71]).
Metrics. We use packet-level macro-F1 (the average of F1-
score for different classes) as the accuracy metric, and further
report the breakdown of the Precision / Recall of each class.

7.2 End-to-end Performance
In this section, we report the end-to-end performance of BoS
for different tasks. The main experimental settings are sum-
marized in Table 2. In § 7.3, we evaluate BoS under a variety
of settings. We also compare BoS with two recent art NetBea-
con [71] and N3IC [51]. N3IC deploys the binary MLP on a
SmartNIC. For fair comparison, we simulate the switch-side
traffic management logic and the binary MLP inference in
software to obtain the traffic analysis results for N3IC. The
detailed descriptions about the reproduced versions of the two
art are given in § A.5.
Accuracy. We summarize the analysis accuracy results in
Table 3. Across all evaluated tasks, BoS achieves significantly

better performance than NetBeacon and N3IC, with an aver-
age F1-score improvement of 0.13 and 0.31, respectively. On
more challenging tasks with more classification classes, the
improvement is even greater, up to 0.19 and 0.42, respectively.
We observe the binary MLP performs the worst because the
accuracy loss caused by binarizing all model weights is sig-
nificant. In fact, on the ISCXVPN2016 and CICIOT2022
datasets, the F1-scores of N3IC are even lower than these of
our fallback tree-based model (0.596/0.759). Constrained by
the availability of flow features, NetBeacon can only execute
model inference at discrete locations. Thus, an inference error
affects all its subsequent packets until it is corrected by the
next inference point. This fundamentally limits its F1-scores,
especially for more difficult tasks. In contrast, BoS retains
full-precision model weights in the on-switch RNN model and
continuously produces fresh inference results as a flow pro-
ceeds. Together with the co-located IMIS, BoS produces more
accurate analysis results than existing arts, achieving over
0.920 F1-score in all tasks. We observe very minor declines
of F1-scores in BoS as the network load increases, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of our flow management (note that we
use the same flow management module for other two systems
as well). The minor accuracy loss is because a small frac-
tion of flows (e.g., 2.77%/1.43%/2.05%/5.22% in the normal
network load case) fall back to using the per-packet model.

Hardware Resource Utilization. We report the stateful
SRAM and stateless SRAM/TCAM usage by BoS on the pro-
grammable switch in Table 4. The stateful SRAMs are con-
sumed to maintain per-flow states, which mainly consist of the
flow management information (e.g., TrueID and timestamp,
see § A.1.4), the embedding vectors (EV) for binary RNN
inference, and the cumulative probability counter (CPR) for
each class. In our prototype, the hardware consumption for
the first two parts is task-irrelevant, and one task uses roughly
8.85% of SRAM. The consumption for the last part depends
on the number of classification classes in a task, and the four
tasks use roughly 5.63%/3.75%/2.81%/2.81% of SRAM, re-
spectively. The embedding vectors stored for each flow take
8× (S−1)+8 bits (64 bits in our prototype). Compared with
existing approaches [51, 71] that require online feature com-
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Table 3: Analysis accuracy for BoS and other two closely related art.

Methods BoS NetBeacon [71] (Tree-based Models) N3IC [51] (Binary MLP)

Network Load Low Normal High Low Normal High Low Normal High

Encrypted Traffic Classification on VPN (ISCXVPN2016)

Email 0.935 / 0.933 0.936 / 0.925 0.933 / 0.923 0.309 / 0.514 0.315 / 0.524 0.320 / 0.525 0.347 / 0.326 0.354 / 0.339 0.367 / 0.350
Chat 0.903 / 0.818 0.902 / 0.818 0.901 / 0.814 0.739 / 0.935 0.739 / 0.933 0.742 / 0.925 0.336 / 0.655 0.336 / 0.654 0.342 / 0.656

Streaming 0.926 / 0.941 0.926 / 0.939 0.926 / 0.910 0.963 / 0.919 0.962 / 0.904 0.962 / 0.874 0.741 / 0.608 0.742 / 0.603 0.743 / 0.581
FTP 0.973 / 0.928 0.973 / 0.926 0.973 / 0.922 0.946 / 0.659 0.946 / 0.655 0.947 / 0.654 0.563 / 0.396 0.567 / 0.396 0.575 / 0.397
VoIP 0.968 / 0.958 0.968 / 0.958 0.968 / 0.957 0.938 / 0.882 0.939 / 0.881 0.939 / 0.882 0.883 / 0.783 0.884 / 0.782 0.886 / 0.787
P2P 0.905 / 0.927 0.903 / 0.928 0.876 / 0.930 0.810 / 0.959 0.798 / 0.959 0.778 / 0.960 0.578 / 0.739 0.577 / 0.742 0.565 / 0.748

Macro-F1 0.926 0.925 0.919 0.786 0.784 0.780 0.565 0.567 0.568

Botnet Traffic Classification on IoT (BOTIOT)

Data Exfiltration 0.964 / 0.974 0.951 / 0.973 0.899 / 0.971 0.691 / 0.845 0.684 / 0.847 0.658 / 0.848 0.514 / 0.879 0.508 / 0.881 0.506 / 0.879
Key Logging 0.960 / 0.946 0.961 / 0.962 0.959 / 0.902 0.921 / 0.425 0.921 / 0.419 0.918 / 0.399 0.055 / 0.033 0.058 / 0.033 0.052 / 0.031

OS Scan 0.996 / 0.996 0.995 / 0.989 0.995 / 0.966 0.838 / 0.963 0.841 / 0.963 0.844 / 0.945 0.831 / 0.693 0.830 / 0.677 0.831 / 0.672
Service Scan 0.993 / 0.992 0.986 / 0.973 0.979 / 0.978 0.928 / 0.876 0.927 / 0.870 0.917 / 0.858 0.845 / 0.663 0.830 / 0.664 0.840 / 0.663

Macro-F1 0.978 0.974 0.955 0.785 0.782 0.769 0.547 0.542 0.541

Behavioral Analysis of IoT Devices (CICIOT2022)

Power 0.926 / 0.887 0.924 / 0.882 0.921 / 0.882 0.819 / 0.726 0.820 / 0.724 0.817 / 0.724 0.639 / 0.750 0.640 / 0.750 0.640 / 0.748
Idle 0.922 / 0.943 0.921 / 0.942 0.918 / 0.941 0.810 / 0.938 0.808 / 0.938 0.806 / 0.936 0.618 / 0.640 0.620 / 0.642 0.622 / 0.646

Interact 0.934 / 0.946 0.934 / 0.948 0.934 / 0.943 0.871 / 0.786 0.873 / 0.786 0.872 / 0.784 0.651 / 0.504 0.655 / 0.506 0.661 / 0.510
Macro-F1 0.926 0.925 0.923 0.822 0.821 0.820 0.629 0.631 0.633

P2P Application Fingerprinting (PeerRush)

eMule 0.943 / 0.949 0.918 / 0.949 0.898 / 0.950 0.846 / 0.954 0.821 / 0.955 0.805 / 0.954 0.734 / 0.866 0.730 / 0.867 0.723 / 0.875
uTorrent 0.949 / 0.924 0.950 / 0.912 0.941 / 0.894 0.882 / 0.870 0.885 / 0.858 0.885 / 0.831 0.734 / 0.789 0.735 / 0.790 0.738 / 0.783

Vuze 0.946 / 0.962 0.945 / 0.947 0.941 / 0.930 0.910 / 0.810 0.907 / 0.790 0.904 / 0.793 0.821 / 0.626 0.826 / 0.622 0.826 / 0.616
Macro-F1 0.945 0.937 0.925 0.877 0.866 0.858 0.755 0.755 0.752

Table 4: Hardware resource utilization.
Datasets
(Tasks)

ISCXVPN
2016

BOT
IOT

CICIOT
2022

Peer
Rush

SRAM

Flow Info. (stateful) 5.21% 5.21% 5.21% 5.21%
EV (stateful) 3.65% 3.65% 3.65% 3.65%

CPR (stateful) 5.63% 3.75% 2.81% 2.81%
FE (stateless) 2.19% 2.19% 2.19% 2.19%

GRU (stateless) 3.02% 1.56% 0.73% 0.73%
Total⋆ 23.44% 20.10% 18.33% 18.33%

TCAM Argmax (Total) 1.74% 1.04% 0.69% 0.69%
⋆ Including other components not listed, e.g., packet counters for each flow.

putation, their per-flow storage consumption depends on the
used flow features. For instance, NetBeacon [71] engineers 7
important features for the P2P application fingerprinting task,
which consumes roughly 150 bits.

The stateless SRAM is used to implement the lookup ta-
bles for feature embedding (FE) and GRU layers in our binary
RNN. Specifically, the SRAM consumption of GRU layers
depends on the number of bits used for storing RNN hidden
states. Using the default bitwidth in Table 2, the four tasks
use roughly 3.02%/1.56%/0.73%/0.73% of SRAM, respec-
tively, for GRU layers. Additionally, each task uses 2.19%
of SRAM for feature embedding. In total, the four tasks use
23.44%/20.10%/18.33%/18.33% of SRAM, respectively.

BoS uses TCAM to implement the argmax operation. Com-
pared with NetBeacon [71], BoS consumes SRAM of similar
size and 20x less TCAM (note that the ternary matching in
TCAM is 6x more expensive than exact matching with SRAM,
in terms of required silicon resources [51]).

7.3 BoS Deep Dive

Analysis Escalation. In this segment, we study the trade-off
between the amount of escalated flows and the overall macro-
F1, demonstrating that our loss functions defined in § 4.4
achieve a better trade-off than the classic cross entropy loss.
As described in § 4.4, the escalation threshold Tesc controls
the amount of escalated flows. Using the setting in Table 2, we
train the binary RNN with our losses and cross entropy loss,
respectively, and measure the overall macro-F1 with different
amount of escalated flows under the normal network load
(2000 flows/s). The results are plotted in Figure 9, and the
best parameters (λ,γ) of our losses in each task are presented.
We make the following key observations. (i) Regardless of
the used loss functions, the overall macro-F1 scores for all
tasks improve as the percentage of escalated flows increases
from 0% to 5%. This demonstrates the necessity for accom-
modating the off-switch analysis model to compensate for
on-switch analysis. (ii) For the same amount of escalated flows,
our losses outperform the cross entropy loss by significant
margins across all tasks. This shows that our loss designs
can more effectively identify the ambiguous packets that re-
quire additional reevaluation. This is crucial to improve the
overall system performance without consistently escalating
flows. (iii) The performance of our two losses L1 and L2 is
task-dependent. In general, L1 outperforms L2 in three tasks,
yet L2 requires less training epochs to converge.
System Performance of IMIS. In this segment, we stress test
the performance of off-switch IMIS upon a burst of concurrent
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Figure 9: [Testbed] The trade-off between percentage of escalated flows and the overall accuracy.
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Figure 10: [Testbed] The inference throughput and latency of the off-switch IMIS.

flows. We run the IMIS with 8 parallel analysis modules. We
evaluate four different levels of flow concurrency (2048, 4096,
8192, and 16384 flows) with three different aggregate inbound
rates (5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 million packets per second). The
complete inference pipeline for a packet P in IMIS has six
phases: (1) P is fetched from the NIC by the parser engine; (2)
its metadata is organized by the pool engine; (3) its metadata is
sent to the analyzer engine; (4) the analyzer engine generates
the inference result; (5) the result is collected by the buffer
engine; (6) P is dispatched to NIC by the buffer engine.

The transformer model in IMIS performs inference on the
first five packets of each flow. Given that the average length
of the escalated flows in each tasks is 801, 255, 167, and 138
packets, respectively, the vast majority of packets in these
escalated flows are directly forwarded to the buffer engine
after being collected from the NIC, experiencing very minor
latency (less than 1ms). In the following, we only consider
the latency for the packets that traverse the entire inference
pipeline. The CDFs of the end-to-end latencies are plotted in
Figures 10(a) to (c). When the number of concurrent flows
is below 4096, the maximum end-to-end latency imposed
by IMIS is less than 2 seconds even for 10.0 Mpps inbound
rate (equivalently 41 Gbps as the packet sizes we send are
512 B). Considering that BoS typically escalates less than 5%
of flows, the flow concurrency levels experienced by the IMIS
are expected to be low in most deployments. In Figure 10(d),
we further report the breakdown of the end-to-end latency
(i.e., the time intervals between two consecutive phases in
the inference pipeline) under 8192 concurrent flows and an
inbound rate of 5.0 Mpps. We observe that the major latency
occurs between the second and third phase, when the packets
are waiting to be collected by the analyzer engine. The net
inference time spent in the analyzer engine is about 0.6 s.

Scaling Test. We stress test BoS in high-throughput scenarios
with high flow concurrency and high flow throughput. Specif-
ically, because all the original network traces are collected
in low bandwidth networks (e.g., tens of Mbps), we create
high-throughput network traces by concurrently packaging a
large number of flows (while ensuring each flow has a unique
identifier) and accelerating the packet replay speeds (by re-
ducing the inter-packet delays). Then we replay these pcap
files to generate traffic on our testbed. Figure 11 presents the
scaling test results, where we progressively increase the flow
concurrency to saturate the physical capacity of the NIC on
our traffic generator. The results demonstrate that BoS can
comfortably handle this level of scale, as the macro-F1 scores
remain nearly identical compared to the results in Table 3.

To evaluate BoS at even larger scales, we build a simula-
tor to emulate the entire workflow of BoS. The accuracy of
the simulator is validated by replicating the experimental set-
tings of Table 3 and Figure 11. The accuracy results obtained
through the simulation are almost the same as those collected
from our testbed. We subsequently employ the simulator to ex-
plore significantly larger scales, progressively increasing flow
concurrency to up to 7.8 million flows per second, and the
aggregate throughput to over 1.6 Tbps. The results depicted in
Figure 12 reveal a sublinear decline in the macro-F1 scores of
BoS, culminating in a ∼11.6% reduction at the largest scale.

Fallback Alternative. The default handling of the flows with-
out dedicated per-flow storage is to analyze their packets using
a tree-model trained trained only on per-packet features (see
§ A.1.5). Alternatively, a subset of the flows without dedicated
per-flow storage can be forwarded to a new instance of off-
switch IMIS dedicated to handling these flows. In Figure 11
and 12, we report the macro-F1 when forwarding a certain
percentage of flows without per-flow storage to a dedicated
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Figure 11: [Testbed] Scaling test of BoS when we progressively increase the aggregate throughput to 100 Gbps.
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Figure 12: [Simulation] Scaling test of BoS when we progressively increase the aggregate throughput to 1.6 Tbps.

IMIS. When the flow concurrency is high (i.e., Figure 12), this
method exhibits reasonable accuracy advantages over falling
back to use the per-packet model.

8 Discussion and Related Work
Hardware Dependency. BoS is generic in the sense that
all its core designs (e.g., retaining full-precision RNN model
weights, using sliding windows to compute unlimited RNN
step times) are all realizable using match tables. Since table
matching is the universal primitive for any data plane, we
expect our designs, with lightweight adaptation, are also de-
ployable on other types of programmable data plane devices.
ML-driven Traffic Analysis. Our community has proposed
various ML-powered traffic analysis designs, such as intrusion
detection [15, 19, 33], website fingerprinting [11, 41, 46, 65],
and encrypted traffic classification [39, 47, 48, 55]. However,
it is difficult to directly apply their models in INDP due to the
hardware constraints on the data plane.
Advances in the Programmable Data Plane. The flex-
ibility of programmable switches encourages a number of
customized applications on the data plane, including net-
work telemetry and monitoring [34, 35, 45], network secu-
rity [60, 62, 67, 71], and network functions [20]. Addition-
ally, [23, 44] use programmable switches to accelerate ML
training, and [25, 53, 70] design auxiliary modules within a
switch or leverage off-switch FPGA. Our work focuses on
enabling NN-driven INDP using only commodity hardware.
Deployment. BoS is an application-specific system de-
signed for high-throughput and low-latency NN-driven traf-
fic analysis. Therefore, we have not discussed co-deploying

other networking functions with BoS on the same pro-
grammable switch. Although BoS consumes multiple stages,
the SRAM/TCAM consumption per stage is small (see Ta-
ble 4). Thus, networking functions orthogonal to BoS (e.g.,
the ECMP in [14]) can be co-deployed with BoS in parallel.
Additionally, the latest Tofino chips have almost doubled the
number of stages and TCAM/SRAM resources compared to
the Tofino 1 chip we use. Thus, we envision that networking
functions that may depend on BoS’s analysis results (e.g., the
traffic policing in [14]) may also be co-deployed with BoS.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we present BoS, the first INDP design that en-
ables NN-driven traffic analysis at line-speed. The key novelty
of BoS is to realize complex RNN computations using a set
of novel data plane native operations, and meanwhile to ac-
commodate a transformer-based traffic analysis module via a
carefully designed flow escalation mechanism. We implement
a prototype of BoS and evaluate it thoroughly on four traffic
analysis tasks. The results demonstrate that BoS advances
SOTA in both traffic analysis accuracy and scalability.
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A Appendix

A.1 Model Realization on the Data Plane
In this segment, we supplement additional design details re-
garding deploying our binary RNN on the programmable data
plane.

A.1.1 Intuitive Number Comparison

The foundation to realize argmax is number comparison.
There are two types of approaches to compare numbers on the
programmable data plane. The first is based on conditional
statements. Specifically, a simple statement to compare numA
and numB is

if (num_A > num_B) act_A; else act_B;

which, unfortunately, is not compiled because the condition
is too complex. We could avoid complex condition by the
following statement

tmp = num_A - num_B;
if (tmp > 0) act_A; else act_B;

which takes at least two switch stages. More crucially, it is
difficult to scale statement-based approaches to compare n
numbers since it would take n× (n−1)/2 differences.

The alternative approach is designing a match-action table
which takes the numA and numB as keys (e.g., the concate-
nation of their bits) and performs actA or actB according to
the lookup result. Meanwhile, we can easily extend width of
keys to realize the comparison of multiple numbers, which
is exactly the argmax operation. Yet, the drawback is the
explosion of required table entries: to obtain the maximum
number among n values, each with m-bits, it takes 2nm entries
to enumerate all possible key-value combinations.

A.1.2 Ternary-Matching Based Design

In § 5.2, we discuss the implementation of argmax operation
with ternary matching. We define the problem as following
conditions and restrictions.

1. There are n numbers of m bit(s) each, where n,m≥ 1.

2. There is a predefined order to determine which number
to select when there is a tie for maximum value.

3. Only one ternary matching is allowed, i.e., the calcula-
tion before matching is prohibited.

We denote the number of table entries as F(n,m). Based
on the basic optimization in § 5.2, we get the following recur-
rence relationship of F(n,m).

F(n,m)= 2×F(n,m−1)+
n−1

∑
i=1

(
n
i

)
F(i,m−1),n≥ 2,m≥ 2

(2)

We explain the meaning of the above equation as follows.
The entries should cover all possible combinations of the
n numbers. We consider all the combinations in different
categories classified according to the combination of most
significant bits (MSBs). Among all 2n categories, there are(n

i

)
categories where i numbers are with MSB = 1 and n− i

numbers are with MSB = 0 (i∈ [1,n−1]). In these categories,
we do not further consider those n− i numbers with MSB = 0,
and only focus on the possible combinations of the i numbers
with MSB= 1, which are sub-problems with n′= i,m′=m−1
and require

(n
i

)
F(i,m− 1) entries in total. In the other two

categories (all MSB= 0 or all MSB= 1), we continue to focus
on the possible combinations of all the n numbers, which
are both sub-problems with n′ = n,m′ = m− 1 and require
2×F(n,m−1) entries in total.

After the two optimizations described in § 5.2, the recur-
rence relation of F(n,m) is given as follows.

F(n,m) = F(n,m−1)+
n−1

∑
i=1

(
n
i

)
F(i,m−1),n≥ 2,m≥ 2

(3)

F(n,1) = n,n≥ 1 (4)

F(1,m) = 1,m≥ 1 (5)

By solving this iterative formula, we obtain F(n,m) =
nmn−1. We provide the derivation process from Equation (3)
as follows. First, let F(0,m) = 0,m≥ 1, which is consistent
with the Equation (4). Then the Equation (3) can be written
as:

F(n,m) =
n

∑
i=0

(
n
i

)
F(i,m−1),n≥ 0,m≥ 2 (6)

Then, we transform the formula and get:

F(n,m) =
n

∑
i=0

n!
i!(n− i)!

F(i,m−1),n≥ 0,m≥ 2 (7)

F(n,m)

n!
=

n

∑
i=0

F(i,m−1)
i!

1
(n− i)!

,n≥ 0,m≥ 2 (8)

We denote F(n,m)
n! as mgn, and 1

n! as hn. Then we construct
the generating function of mg and h.

mG(x) = ∑
n=0

mgnxn = ∑
n=0

F(n,m)

n!
xn,m≥ 1 (9)

H(x) = ∑
n=0

hnxn = ∑
n=0

xn

n!
= ex (10)
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Table 5: The no. of entries required for different m,n.

No. of Entries Opt 1 & 2 Opt 2 only Opt 1 only Base Design 2mn

n=3,m=16 768 2949123 863 4587523 2.81e14
n=4,m=8 2048 44028 2788 76028 4.29e9
n=5,m=5 3125 10245 5472 21077 3.36e7
n=6,m=4 6144 10890 13438 26978 1.68e7

We can obtain the recursive relations between mG and
m−1G from Equation (8).

mG =m−1 G×H,m≥ 2 (11)

And for m = 1, we have

1G(x) = ∑
n=0

1gnxn = ∑
n=0

F(n,1)
n!

xn

= ∑
n=0

n
n!

xn = ∑
n=1

1
(n−1)!

xn

= x ∑
n=0

1
n!

xn = xex

(12)

With the mathematical induction, we can get

mG(x) = xemx,m≥ 1 (13)

Compared with the Equation (9) and we can get

F(n,m) =m G(n)(0) = (xemx)(n)
∣∣∣∣
x=0

= (nmn−1 +mnx)emx
∣∣∣∣
x=0

= nmn−1,n≥ 1,m≥ 1

(14)

We can verify the result using mathematical induction.

F(n,m−1)+
n−1

∑
i=1

(
n
i

)
F(i,m−1)

=
n

∑
i=1

(
n
i

)
i(m−1)i−1

= n
n

∑
i=1

(
n−1
i−1

)
(m−1)i−1

= n
n−1

∑
i=0

(
n−1

i

)
(m−1)i

= nmn−1 = F(n,m)

(15)

In Table 5, we list the number of entries required for differ-
ent combinations of m and n. The results demonstrate that our
design, augmented by two optimizations, significantly reduces
table consumption for achieving the argmax operation.

A.1.3 Packet Counters

Because the number of packets in a flow is unknown in ad-
vance, statically allocating a fixed width of bits for packet

counters may result in buffer overflow. Meanwhile, as de-
scribed in § 5.1, we need to perform modulo operations on
packet count (i.e., pktcnt % (S−1)) when storing embedding
vectors. Thus, packet counting in BoS is designed based on
two parallel counters: the first counter increases from 1, and
stops at S (the sliding window size). For the ith packet, it re-
turns i if i < S, otherwise it returns S. The second counter
increases from 0 and cycles back to 0 after S− 2, simulat-
ing the modulo operation. Thus, when the number of arrived
packets in the flow exceeds S, the first counter essentially be-
comes a flag indicating that index for the ring buffer (storing
embedding vectors) can be read from the second counter.

A.1.4 Flow Management

BoS relies on stateful storage to maintain per-flow state.
Prior art [4, 61] relies on the control plane to allocate non-
conflicting storage indices for different flows. To achieve line-
speed traffic analysis, BoS relies on the readily available hard-
ware hashing to allocate flow storage indices. In particular, the
storage index for flow f is computed as H ( f (5-tuple) % N),
where H is the hash function, and N represents the total num-
ber of continuous per-flow storage blocks allocated for main-
taining per-flow state.

Both hash and modulo operations may result in flow index
collisions, i.e., two different flows (with different 5-tuples)
may receive the same storage index. To avoid confusions,
BoS stores a tuple {TrueID, timestamp} alongside the storage
index, where TrueID represents the actual flow identifier2 and
timestamp represents the latest packet arrival time for the flow.
When storage indices collide, BoS allows the new flow to take
the occupied storage only if the existing flow is timed out (i.e.,
the stored timestamp is earlier than a predefined threshold).
Otherwise, the new arrived flow falls back to use the per-
packet tree model trained using only per-packet features, or
falls back to IMIS; see discussions in § 7.3.

When developing the prototype of BoS, we observe a possi-
ble corner case for flow management. Specifically, the switch
has multiple forwarding pipes, each of which has several
processing stages. To support more complex RNN models,
we can simultaneously use the stages in both the ingress
and egress pipes. However, if multiple ingress pipes could
be mapped to the same egress pipe (e.g., traffic entered from
both pipe A and pipe B may exit from pipe A), we would need
to deploy a flow management module in both the ingress and
egress pipe, because flows that do not collide in their ingress
pipes may collide in the egress pipe. We have not encountered
this corner case even in our scaling experiments (see § 7.3),
and therefore we only deploy the flow management module
in the ingress pipe.

2To avoid resubmitting or recirculating packets, the read and write of the
tuple need to be finished in an atomic operation. This restricts the length of
TrueID so that we cannot directly use 5 tuple as the TrueID. Thus, we leverage
a different hash function H ′ to calculate the TrueID as H ′( f (5-tuple)).
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A.1.5 Per-packet Fallback Model

When the flow manager cannot allocate storage for a new
flow, BoS falls back to analyzing the packets of that flow
using a tree model trained only using per-packet features.
Specifically, we use a 2×9 Random Forest model (2 trees with
max depth 9), and use the same per-packet features as in [71]
(e.g., packet length, TTL, Type of Service, TCP offset). We
apply the coding mechanism from NetBeacon [71] to deploy
this tree model on the data plane alongside our binary RNN
model.

A.1.6 The Pre-analysis Issue

As discussed in § 4.3, we employ a sliding window mech-
anism in our binary RNN inference where the model con-
tinuously processes packet segments. The length of the seg-
ment is a hyper-parameter S (set to 8 in our prototype). As
a result, the very first S−1 packets of a flow cannot form a
complete segment. This results in the pre-analysis issue: the
inference results on these packets may be inaccurate because
the model simply has not observed enough information. Any
model-driven (or data-driven) traffic analysis approach has
this limitation.

To avoid premature inference results caused by the pre-
analysis problem, BoS regards the first S−1 packets of a flow
as pre-analysis packets, and only starts to produce inference
results for the Sth and subsequent packets (i.e., any inference
result output by BoS is based on at least one full segment).
The protocol for forwarding these pre-analysis packets should
be application-specific. For instance, in security-oriented task,
BoS can forward pre-analysis packets via a dedicated low pri-
ority queue so that a strategic adversary cannot overwhelm the
network by sending very short flows (less than S packets). In
other tasks (e.g., an inbound gateway on a campus/enterprise
that loads balance different types of traffic received from
the Internet), simply forwarding these pre-analysis packets
may be sufficient, considering the average length of campus
Internet flows (∼120) [21] is much larger than S (8 in our
prototype). Finally, it is possible to employ another learning
model trained only on per-packet features (such as [58]) to
process these pre-analysis packets.

A.2 Prototype Implementation
In this segment, we supplement additional details about our
implementation.

A.2.1 On-Switch RNN Inference

Component Overview. We plot the hardware implementa-
tion of the binary RNN in BoS in Figure 8. The top part shows
the simplified dependency graph of all components. We plots
two types of dependency: if a has data dependency on b, then
the input data of a is (partially) provided by b; if a has control

dependency on b, then the execution of a is determined by
b. For instance, the GRU tables have data dependency on
embedding vector storage; the window CTR (counting the
number of windows/segments) has control dependency on
the PKT CTR-1 (indicating whether the number of received
packet is no less than S).
Per-Stage Breakdown. The bottom-right part shows the
breakdown of stage usage for deploying a BoS model with
the hyper-parameters shown in the bottom-left part. We use
the stages in both ingress and egress pipeline. The kth ingress
stage and kth egress stage share the same underlying hardware
resource.

We first introduce the stage usage in ingress. In the stage 0,
besides calculating the flow index and TrueID for flow man-
agement, it also executes embedding of packet length, since
it has no other dependency. Then, the FlowInfo tuple (i.e.,
{TrueID, timestamp}) is stored in stage 1 for flow collision
avoidance. Flow management is only necessary in the ingress
pipeline (see § A.1.4). The inter-packet delay (IPD) embed-
ding is implemented using the following three stages: stage
2 stores the last packet timestamp, stage 3 obtains IPD by
subtracting the current packet arrival time with the last times-
tamp, and stage 4 computes the embedding of IPD. In stage
5, an FC layer takes in the packet length embedding and IPD
embedding to output an embedding vector, which is stored
using 7 bins and dispatched to corresponding GRU tables in
stages 6 to 8. All seven bins cannot be allocated into one stage
because only 4 registers (register arrays) are allowed in one
stage. In the last three stages of ingress, the first four GRU
tables (i.e., GRU1,2,3,4) are placed sequentially. The first two
GRU tables (i.e., GRU1,2) are implemented with one match-
action table, i.e., h=GRU2(GRU1(0,ev1),ev2) is merged as
h=(GRU2 ◦GRU1)(0,ev1,ev2).

In the egress pipeline, the remaining four GRU tables (i.e.,
GRU5,6,7,8) are placed from stage 0 to stage 3. The output
layer is merged with GRU8, i.e., C=Output(GRU8(h,ev8)) is
merged as C=(Output◦GRU8)(h,ev8). The counters to accu-
mulate per-class probabilities (CPR1..6) are spread in stage 4
and 5. To accumulate the probability vectors (i.e., the interme-
diate results) on the data plane, we quantize the probability
for a class to an integer from 0 to 15. Considering the reset
period of 128 packets, the width of cumulative probability is
⌈log2(16×128)⌉=11. To implement argmax for n=6,m=11,
we split it into three sequential argmax operations, two for
n=3,m=11 and one for n=2,m=11, i.e., comparing the first
three numbers in stage 5, then comparing the rest three num-
bers in stage 6, then comparing the two winners in stage 7.
Finally, the escalation logic is implemented in stage 8 to 9.
To obtain the classification confidence for a packet, we do
not actually divide the largest accumulative probability with
wincnt (the total number of intermediate results for the flow),
as division is not supported on the data plane. Instead, we
compare the probability with Tconf×wincnt, which is divided
into a subtraction and a comparison with 0. The subtraction
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Figure 13: The architecture of IMIS.

is performed in the action of the winning case of argmax
match-action table. And the comparison with 0 is executed
while reading/updating the counter that stores the number of
ambiguous packets in stage 8. If the counter exceeds Tesc, the
packet is escalated to IMIS.
Escalation Flag. Due to the limited number of stages in the
ingress pipeline of the Tofino 1 switch, we must use both the
ingress and egress pipelines in our prototype. However, this
poses a challenge because the egress port of a packet must be
determined in the ingress pipeline, but we cannot determine
whether a packet should be escalated to IMIS until all opera-
tions in the egress pipeline have completed. To address this
challenge, we store an escalation flag in the ingress pipeline
so that the egress port for a packet can be properly deter-
mined. We update the escalation flag through egress-to-egress
mirroring and recirculating.

A.2.2 Implementation of IMIS

The architecture of IMIS is plotted in Figure 13. We use
Intel Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK version 20.11.9
LTS) [18] to enable multiple NIC RX/TX queues, each of
which is bound to one analysis module. The Receive Side
Scaling (RSS) [32] is enabled to efficiently distribute traffic
to each analysis module.
Analysis Module. The parser engine uses DPDK APIs to
parse flow identifier (e.g., 5-tuple) and the raw bytes from
the input traffic. It stores the parsing results into a lock-free
ring buffer consumed by the pool engine to maintain per-
flow state and perform batch arrangement. After obtaining the
parsing result of a packet, the packet is sent to another lock-
free ring buffer consumed by the buffer engine to perform
egress queuing according to model inference results. As our
transformer-based model only uses the first 5 packets in a
flow for inference, the subsequent packets sent by the flow
will be forwarded to the buffer engine directly without raw
bytes extraction.

The pool engine translates the streamed parsing results into
batched data to facilitate model inference. Specifically, it con-
tinuously fetches the raw byte features of packets from the
lock-free ring buffer linked to the parser engine, and organizes

them as per-flow state. When it receives a call from the ana-
lyzer engine, the pool engine selects flows according to their
timestamps to form a batch of inputs, and sends the batch
to the analyzer engine for inference. If a selected flow has
fewer than 5 packets, the pool engine pads its data with zeros.
The inference result obtained for this flow is considered to
intermediate, and the pool engine may select this flow again
in the next round.

To accelerate model inference, the analyzer engine uses
CUDA (version 11.7) [38] to interact with the auxiliary GPU
card. Specifically, it continuously requests input batches from
the pool engine. Upon receiving a batch, the analyzer engine
executes inference on the GPU and sends the results to a
lock-free ring buffer consumed by the buffer engine.

The buffer engine continuously fetches the latest inference
results from the analyzer engine and uses the results to release
packets. Upon receiving a packet from the parser engine, the
buffer engine checks if the inference result for the packet’s
flow has been determined. If so, the packet is released imme-
diately. Otherwise, the packet is placed in the egress queue for
its flow to wait for the inference result. When the buffer en-
gine receives a flow inference result from the analyzer engine,
it releases all packets in the egress queue for that flow.

The buffer engine keeps fetching the latest inference results
from the analyzer engine, and uses the results to release pack-
ets. Upon receiving a packet from the parser engine, the buffer
engine checks if the inference result for the packet’s flow has
been determined. If so, the packet is released immediately.
Otherwise, the packet is placed in the egress queue for its
flow to wait for the inference result. When the buffer engine
receives a flow inference result from the analyzer engine, it
releases all packets in the egress queue for that flow.

A.3 Additional Details about Testbed
We use a Wedge 100BF-32X programmable switch with 2
pipes and 32×100 Gbps ports to deploy the on-switch RNN
in BoS. The version of SDE is 9.7.0. The off-switch IMIS is
hosted on server with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6348 CPUs
(2×28 cores), Ubuntu 20.04.1, 512 GB memory, and one Mel-
lanox 100 Gbps NIC with two ports that support DPDK (ver-
sion 20.11). We reserve 160 GB memory as huge pages for
DPDK (80 GB/NUMA Node), and an NVIDIA A100 GPU
is attached to IMIS. All physical cores for parser engines, pool
engines and buffer engines are on the same Node with NIC,
and all the physical cores for analyzer engines are on the same
Node with an auxiliary GPU.
Scaling the On-switch Analysis Beyond One Pipe. The
on-switch analysis of our current prototype is implemented
using one switch pipe. The complexity of scaling the analysis
beyond one pipe depends on whether cross-pipe traffic for-
warding is allowed. Specifically, if the traffic forwarding for
each pipe is self-contained (i.e., the traffic ingressing from
one pipe will only exit from this pipe), we can easily operate
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multiple pipes independently, where each pipe hosts an in-
stance of our on-switch RNN and processes traffic in parallel.
However, when the flows entering from different pipes can
eventually exit via the same pipe, we have to deploy our flow
management modules in both the ingress and egress pipes (as
we have discussed in § A.1.4). In this case, the flows allocated
dedicated per-flow storage within their ingress pipes may still
end up using the per-packet model if their storage indices col-
lide when exiting from the same egress pipe. This would lead
to the underutilization of storage resources initially reserved
for these flows within their ingress pipes.
Runtime Programmability. The on-switch analysis model
of BoS can be programmed in runtime. Specifically, the
weights of RNN layers, the escalation thresholds, the number
of classification classes, and widths of the inputs and outputs
of each layer (i.e., the number of binary neurons) are all pro-
grammable via the control plane. For instance, the weights
can be reconfigured by updating the table entries from the
control plane.
On-switch Statistics Collection. To collect the evaluation
results from our testbed, we use the second pipe on our switch
to implement a result collection module. Specifically, we
allocate registers to count the numbers of escalated packets,
packets analyzed by per-packet model, packets analyzed by
binary RNN, and pre-analysis packets. Further, we allocate a
register array for reporting the on-switch analysis precision
and recall for each class, using the combination of ground-
truth label and predict label as index. We read these registers
from the control plane to obtain the raw data for calculating
the macro-F1 scores.
Flow Replayer. To generate traffic according to our pcap files,
we investigate both tcprelay and DPDK pktgen. We choose
to use pktgen because it can generate high-throughput traffic
that saturates the physical 100 Gbps NIC on our testbed. Yet,
the key problem of pktgen is that it fails to honor the packet
timestamps when sending traffic. However, the on-switch
RNN relies on inter-packet delays for inference. To work
around this issue, we embed the desired timestamp of each
packet within the MAC address field of its Ethernet frame.
The on-switch analysis pipeline reads this field for flow man-
agement and inference. We create 32 pcap files throughout
the evaluation. When the flow replayer sends an excessively
large pcap file that cannot be loaded into the memory at once,
it breaks the file into smaller slices and replays these slices
sequentially.
Stress Test of Standalone IMIS. To stress test the system
performance of IMIS (§ 7.3), we generate flows on a server
with DPDK packet generator (pktgen version 23.06). These
flows are sent directly to the server where we deploy IMIS,
bypassing the on-switch analysis. To generate a burst of con-
current flows, the packet generator repeatedly sends packets
within a group of selected 5-tuples and the packet size is fixed
as 512 bytes.

A.4 Additional Details about Datasets
Data Pre-processing. For every dataset used in our evalu-
ations, we collect flow records from the original pcap files
using the following procedure. (i) We collect the original pcap
files for each class in the dataset separately, and all the flow
records extracted from a pcap file are labelled as the class
of this file. (ii) For each pcap file, we collect the TCP and
UDP packets of IPv4, and remove other irrelevant packets,
e.g., packets of Domain Name System (DNS), Address Reso-
lution Protocol (ARP), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) and so on. (iii) We split a clean pcap file by five tu-
ple, and further split packets of the same five tuple into flow
records by inter-packet delays. Specifically, if the inter-packet
delay between two packets is greater than 256 ms, we con-
sider the latter packet as the first packet of a new flow record.
This is consistent with our online inference where we con-
sider a flow is completed if we do not receive new packets for
the flow for 256 ms. (iv) 80% of flow records in a dataset are
used as the training set and the remaining records are used as
testing set.

Traffic Analysis Tasks. We evaluate BoS using the follow-
ing tasks.

• Encrypted traffic classification on VPN. This task classi-
fies traffic encrypted by Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).
We use the ISCXVPN2016 [12] dataset, which contains 7
categories of communication applications captured through
the Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity in both VPN and
non-VPN. We process the original pcap files for 6 classes
of VPN flows, including Email, Chat, Streaming, FTP, VoIP,
and P2P. We exclude the Browsing class in our evaluation
because some of the applications used for generating Email,
Streaming, VoIP packets are web-based, resulting in signifi-
cant noises, as explained in [12]. The number of flows in
each of the six classes is 613, 2350, 375, 1789, 3495, and
1130, respectively.

• Botnet traffic classification on IoT. This task classifies dif-
ferent botnet traffic collected from the Internet of Things
(IoT) systems. We process the original pcap files for 4
classes of flows (Data Exfiltration, Key Logging, OS Scan,
Service Scan) from the BOTIOT [22] dataset, collected in a
realistic network environment deployed in the Cyber Range
Lab of UNSW Canberra. The number of flows in each class
is 353, 427, 1593, and 7423, respectively.

• Behavioral analysis of IoT Devices. This task classifies
traffic generated by IoT devices in different working states.
We collect the original pcap files for 3 classes (Power, Idle,
Interact) from the CICIOT2022 [10] dataset, which contains
40 devices of audio, camera, home automation and so on.
We process the original pcap files for the Power and Interact
classes, and select one day from the 30 days of Idle pcap
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Figure 14: [Testbed] The traffic analysis accuracy given different binary RNN model sizes.

files. The number of flows in each class is 1131, 4382, and
1154, respectively.

• P2P application fingerprinting. This task classifies P2P ap-
plication traffic. We process the original pcap files for 3
classes (eMule, uTorrent, and Vuze) from the PeerRush
dataset [40]. Each class captures one hour of traffic. The
number of flows in each class is 20919, 9499, and 7846,
respectively.

A.5 Reproducing [71] and [51]
We reproduce two recent art NetBeacon [71] and N3IC [51]
for evaluation.

• NetBeacon [71]: a reproduced version of NetBeacon, which
deploys multi-phase tree-based models on switch using
both flow-level features and per-packet features. We use
the same per-packet features as in [71], and use the max,
min, mean, and variance of the packet size and IPD as
flow-level features. The inference points are located at the
{8th,32nd,256th,512nd,2048th} packet. For each phase we
train a 3×7 (3 trees with max depth 7) Random Forest
model (their largest model).

• N3IC [51]: a reproduced version of N3IC, which deploys

binary MLP on SmartNIC using both statistical flow-level
features and per-packet features. We use the same features
and phases as NetBeacon for fair comparison, and for each
phase the number of neurons in the hidden layers is [128,
64, 10] (their largest model). Note that N3IC deploys binary
MLP on SmartNIC but the model cannot be deployed on
P4 switches due to hardware resource constraints. Thus, we
simulate the switch-side traffic management logic and the
binary MLP inference in software to to obtain the traffic
analysis results for N3IC.

A.6 Binary RNN Model Complexity
The number of bits allocated to store the RNN hidden states
determines both the performance of our RNN model and the
size of match-action table for a GRU layer. In Figure 14, we
present the performance of BoS under different bit lengths.
The default bit lengths used in four tasks are 9, 8, 6, and 5,
respectively. This is because further increasing the bit lengths
does not significantly improve F1 scores, while it does in-
crease the SRAM consumption (especially for the first two
tasks). When the bit length is smaller than 6, the size of one
GRU table is smaller than the minimum allocation unit of
SRAM. Thus, further reducing bit lengths will not reduce
SRAM consumption.
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Abstract

Web centralization and consolidation has created potential
single points of failure, e.g., in areas such as content host-
ing, name resolution, and certification. The "Decentralized
Web", led by open-source software implementations, attempts
to build decentralized alternatives. The InterPlanetary File
System (IPFS) is part of this effort and attempts to provide
a decentralized layer for object storage and retrieval. This
comes with challenges, though: Decentralization can increase
complexity, overhead, as well as compromise performance
and scalability. As the core maintainers of IPFS, we have
therefore begun to explore more hybrid approaches. This pa-
per reports on our experiences building three centralized com-
ponents within IPFS: (i) InterPlanetary Network Indexers,
which provides an alternative centralized method for content
indexing; (ii) Hydra Boosters, which are strategic DHT nodes
that assist IPFS in content routing; and (iii) HTTP Gateways,
which are a public access point for users to retrieve IPFS-
hosted content. Through this approach, we trade-off the level
of decentralization within IPFS in an attempt to gain certain
benefits of centralization. We evaluate the performance of
these components and demonstrate their ability to success-
fully address the challenges that IPFS faces.

1 Introduction

Driven by powerful economies of scale, the centralization
and consolidation of the web seems unstoppable [11, 19]. For
example, website administrators will often choose to rely on
large cloud platforms such as Amazon EC2, third-party DNS
providers like GoDaddy, content delivery networks such as
Akamai, and certificates issued by Let’s Encrypt. These are
well-engineered, performant services. Yet, they are also a
potential single point of failure. Disruptions and outages in
these centralized entities (e.g., a cloud platform) can result in
enormous financial losses, such as the reported loss of over
$60,000 per minute by Amazon’s eCommerce platform due
to an outage [13, 15, 29, 33].

The “Decentralized Web” is a response to this growing
concentration. The Decentralized Web refers to a group of
technologies that aim to decentralize control away from major
players. These technologies rely on open-source, community-
led software implementations that decentralize traditional web
functions, such as name lookup, object storage, and certifica-

tion. As anyone can use and contribute to the software, the
effort strives to reduce barriers to participation and reduce
current trends towards web consolidation [19]. Note, we draw
a clear distinction between decentralized, and distributed. Al-
though many web system implementations are distributed,
their control and operation remain centralized.

The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is part of this decen-
tralization effort. IPFS is a storage layer for the Decentralized
Web. It is a decentralized content-addressable object storage
and retrieval platform. IPFS is a community-driven, open-
source project, which covers 200 git repositories with 67809
stars and 12407 forks. In total, there are 83.5 K commits by
1352 code contributors, covering 400+ organizations includ-
ing universities, start-ups and large corporations.

IPFS has seen widespread uptake with more than 1 B web
client accesses and more than 250 k unique nodes participat-
ing in its peer-to-peer (P2P) network every week. Critically,
IPFS underpins various other Decentralized Web applications,
including social networking and discussion platforms (Dis-
cussify, Matters News), data storage solutions (Space, Peer-
gos, Temporal), content search (Almonit, Deece), messaging
(Berty), content streaming (Audius, Watchit), and e-commerce
(Ethlance, dClimate) [2].

Although these figures point to the success of IPFS, our
experience has shown that decentralization comes at a cost
(§2.2). Decentralization can increase complexity and over-
head due to the need to coordinate a large number of decen-
tralized entities. Consequently, performance can be compro-
mised, scalability can be challenging, and this can lead to a
less practical system. Measuring, managing and debugging
such systems is also more challenging. As part of the group
of core maintainers, our operational experience has identified
three key challenges faced by IPFS and similar systems:

1. Massive content publication: IPFS uses a distributed
hash table (DHT) for content indexing and publication.
However, our measurements show that publications can
take over 1 minute, hindering the publication of large
amounts of content. This is caused by the (i) decentral-
ized routing process of node discovery in the DHT; and
(ii) the need to replicate content indexing data across
many nodes to mitigate the impact of churn.

2. Content retrieval performance: IPFS’s overall retrieval
delay is approximately 3x slower than HTTPS. By de-
ploying a range of applications, we have found that
IPFS’s fully decentralized model is well suited to serving
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delay-tolerant objects like file hosting, yet struggles with
real-time applications such as live video streaming.

3. Adoption: The content-addressed IPFS protocols differ
from traditional location-based protocols. This makes
adoption difficult for both web developers and browser
manufacturers, who mostly do not support IPFS retrieval.
As IPFS retrievals tend to be slower than HTTPS, it also
makes it difficult to integrate HTTP and IPFS objects
within a single webpage. Further, full decentralization
means that all clients should ideally install the IPFS
node software. Yet, this requires technical skills, and
IPFS software is currently too heavyweight for mobile
devices. This presents barriers to adoption.

Our initial strategy was to tackle all these challenges in an
entirely decentralized manner. However, practical constraints
make this difficult, primarily driven by the inherent perfor-
mance issues associated with DHTs, and the limited resources
of (some) peers operating in the system. Thus, we have since
been experimenting with the introduction of centralized com-
ponents to complement the IPFS decentralized architecture.
We argue that this can be an effective middle-ground, while
decentralized technologies continue to be developed. The
idea is to tradeoff the degree of decentralization of IPFS in
order to attain potential benefits. Although this may result in
a more efficient system, this also means that IPFS is partially
centralized, raising certain issues which require exploration.
For example, users may interact exclusively with centralized
components during object retrieval, placing significant ad-
ditional power in the hands of operators. This brings risks
related to security, robustness, privacy, alongside raising philo-
sophical questions related to the role of centralization in the
Internet. Thus, we strive to design centralized components
that are optional, allowing the system to continue operation
even in the failure of centralized aspects (albeit with degraded
system properties). With this tussle in mind, we report on our
operational experiences at Protocol Labs in deploying a set
of three complementary centralized components within the
wider IPFS network.

First, we present the InterPlanetary Network Indexers.
These provide an alternative centralized method for content
indexing and lookup. Each Indexer acts as a server-based key
store, complementing the role of the fully decentralized DHT.
This avoids the overheads associated with peer-to-peer rout-
ing. Importantly, any entity can operate an Indexer with the
ability (and expectation) to synchronize indexing data, thereby
reducing the risks of consolidation. Second, we present the
Hydra Boosters, a small set of high-performance DHT nodes
that assist IPFS in content routing, content provision, and
peer routing. The Hydra Boosters are strategically spread
across the DHT key space and try to provide one-hop access
to data records. Third, we present the HTTP Gateways, a
set of proxy servers that offer an HTTP bridge into the IPFS
network. These help reduce barriers to adoption by allowing
clients to access IPFS content without installing the fully de-

centralized IPFS node software. Additionally, the centralized
gateways benefit from aggregation in demand, allowing us
to deploy caching of content in a way that was not possible
when operating in a fully decentralized fashion. No privileges
are required to establish these components, and anybody can
contribute to the effort.

The contributions are as follows:
1. We present the design and implementation of three new

centralized components deployed within the IPFS infras-
tructure. For each component, we explore the challenges
it addresses and how we have tackled those challenges.

2. Based on real-world operational data, we present an
evaluation of the three complementary components. We
demonstrate that these centralized components do bring
large benefits to IPFS, addressing the challenges dis-
cussed above.

3. We explore security, privacy, and other risks that could
arise from the centralized nature of these components.
We discuss the associated trade-offs that must be consid-
ered when designing hybrid solutions such as IPFS.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 IPFS Fundamentals

We start by providing a brief overview of IPFS. We redirect
interested readers to [41] for full details.
Content Addressing. IPFS is a decentralized object store.
Much like prior information-centric networks, it uses self-
certifying hash-based Content Identifiers (CIDs) to decouple
content names from their storage location. When content
is added to IPFS, it is split into chunks and each chunk is
assigned its own CID, which is the result of hashing its content
and adding metadata. These CIDs are then used to construct
a Merkle Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of the file. The
root node of the DAG combines all the CIDs of its descendant
nodes and forms the final content CID, which allows for chunk
de-duplication and eliminates the need to store or transmit the
same content twice. Merkle DAGs are agnostic to where the
content is stored, so they do not need to be updated when a
file is replicated on or deleted from nodes in the network.
Peer Addressing. Each peer has a unique ID, generated as
a hash of its public key, and represented as a Multihash [7].
A multiaddress is then associated with each PeerID. Mul-
tiaddresses are a simple data structure that allows multiple
protocols and address types to be included for each peer.
Content Indexing. IPFS relies on a fully decentralized
Kademlia DHT for content indexing. The DHT does not store
content itself but, instead, hosts (i) peer records that map
PeerIDs to the multiaddresses that can be used to contact the
peer; and (ii) provider records that map the CIDs of content
to the PeerIDs of the peers who provide the content. This
indexing allows clients to map their desired content to a peer
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that can provide it and to discover the multiaddresses that can
be used to contact the peer.
Content Publication. To publish content, the host first gener-
ates a provider record that maps the CID to its own Peer ID. It
then pushes it to the DHT. To ensure availability, this record
is stored on the 20 closest peers in terms of their PeerIDs’
XOR distance from the SHA256 hash of the CID. Note, peers
retrieving the content can volunteer to become temporary or
permanent content providers by publishing a provider record
pointing to their own node on the DHT. By doing this, it
avoids the original source becoming a single point of failure.
Content Retrieval. Content retrieval involves four steps: con-
tent discovery, peer discovery, peer routing, and content ex-
change. Content discovery is the process of looking up the
provider record using the CID of the content. Before entering
the DHT lookup, the requesting peer asks all peers it is already
connected to for the desired content in an opportunistic fash-
ion, using a protocol called BitSwap [3]. If this initial attempt
is not successful, content discovery falls back to the DHT.
After getting the PeerID of the provider from the provider
record, peer discovery then involves querying the DHT and
retrieving the PeerID’s peer record. Recall, the peer record
contains the peer’s multiaddresses, listing the protocols and
physical addresses that can be used to reach the node. To
streamline this process, each IPFS node maintains a local ad-
dress book of up to 900 recently seen peers. Once the PeerID
is resolved to a peer record, the requesting node uses the list
of Multiaddresses to connect to the desired peer, a process
called peer routing. Finally, content exchange is carried out
using the Bitswap protocol. Importantly, all the above steps
take place across a fully decentralized infrastructure.

2.2 Challenges of Decentralization in IPFS

Our experience in operating the above decentralized setup has
highlighted three key challenges that we discuss in this paper.
Massive Content Publication. IPFS utilizes a Kademlia dis-
tributed hash table (DHT) for publishing and locating content.
Although Kademlia enables seamless distribution, this brings
additional overhead and high delay when compared against
simple centralized key stores (e.g., SplinterDB). To highlight
this, Figure 1 shows the content publication time as measured
in our experiments (detailed in §4.2). The overall publication
process across all regions takes 11.81s, 40.81s, and 66.73s
at the 50th, 90th, and 95th percentiles, respectively. This is
a clear cost of decentralization, which is not experienced by
well-resourced centralized database lookups The delay is dom-
inated by the DHT walk to find the nodes to publish provider
records to (covering 83.37% of the overall delay), due to the
need to distribute records to 20 different peers. Furthermore,
the IPFS DHT requires re-publication of records every 24
hours. In practice, this takes an excessive amount of time,
generates large traffic volumes, and consumes a substantial
amount of storage space for peers to store provider records.

Figure 1: CDF for content publication for each AWS region:
a) The overall publication duration, and b) the DHT walk.

Figure 2: CDF for content retrieval for each AWS region: a)
The overall retrieval duration, and b) the DHT walk.

Content Retrieval Performance. The decentralized nature
of IPFS results in slower content retrieval speeds compared
to well-resourced centralized systems. This is because all
content must first be mapped to an appropriate source, via
(several) routing hops in the DHT. Figure 2 shows the content
retrieval time measured in our experiments (detailed in §4.2).
The overall retrieval process across all regions takes 2.72
seconds, 4.03 seconds, and 4.42 seconds in the 50th, 90th, and
95th percentiles, respectively. This is slower than HTTP and
is not suitable for certain delay-sensitive applications, such as
live video streams. Moreover, the decentralization of storage
across many independent nodes hinders the aggregation of
demand, making it difficult to use techniques such as caching
to improve the retrieval of frequently accessed content.
Adoption. To access IPFS-hosted content, users must run the
IPFS node software, thereby participating in the storage and
distribution of files. This is vital for the self-scaling properties
of our decentralized setup, ensuring that no single node be-
comes overly powerful. However, setting up an IPFS node re-
quires specific skills, which is a barrier for some users. Due to
its footprint, the IPFS node software cannot yet run on mobile
devices. This is problematic because 58% of website traffic
comes from mobile devices, and approximately 92% of Inter-
net users access the web using their smartphone [4]. There are
also adoption challenges for web developers wishing to em-
bed IPFS-host content within traditional HTML/HTTP web-
sites. This is because IPFS retrievals tend to be slower than
HTTP, creating usability issues with mixing HTTP and IPFS-
hosted objects. Unfortunately, few browser implementations
can retrieve IPFS content, further disincentivizing integration.
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Figure 3: The publication and retrieval steps for Indexers. (1)
Content provider publishes announce message. (2) Indexer
synchronizes advertisements with the content provider. (3)
Retrieval client queries Indexer using CID or multihashes and
gets the provider record. (4) Retrieval client gets data from
content providers according to the provider record.

3 Design and Implementation

To tackle the above challenges, we have experimented with
deploying three new centralized elements to IPFS. These
are all open-source, allowing anybody to set them up and
contribute to IPFS. Through this, we strive to address the
above challenges. These centralized components are:

1. InterPlanetary Network Indexers provide an alternative
centralized approach to content indexing, complement-
ing the DHT. It primarily targets the massive content
publication challenge by making it faster to push new
provider records. It also enhances content retrieval per-
formance by making lookups faster.

2. Hydra Boosters introduce strategically placed reliable
routing nodes in the DHT, to improve performance in a
coordinated manner. This offloads work from the remain-
ing nodes. Thus, the primary goal of Hydra Boosters is
to enhance publication routing performance, as well as
retrieval performance. It does this in two ways: (i) by
hosting a large number of provider records in a stable
fashion; and (ii) by providing stable routing nodes with
the DHT.

3. HTTP Gateways provide an HTTP bridge into the IPFS
network. Its primary focus is on improving adoption,
by allowing access to IPFS without a full stack IPFS
installation. Further, gateways also serve as a centralized
point of request aggregation, enabling us to improve
content retrieval performance via caching.

Although Protocol Labs has built and deployed these com-
ponents, we emphasize that any stakeholder could adopt their
usage. As such, whereas each individual component is central-
ized, there can be many instantiations by different operators.
The rest of this section describes the components in detail.

3.1 InterPlanetary Network Indexers

Recall that the first challenge of decentralization in IPFS is
massive content publication. We define this as the ability for
providers to publish large numbers (i.e., millions) of objects
in an efficient fashion. This is currently difficult because
IPFS’s decentralized routing requires protocol exchange with

at least 20 nodes to publish each object. Thus, in contrast to
a centralized index, the overhead is dominated by the DHT
hops that must be undertaken to publish provider records.

Overview of Indexers. To address this issue, we have built
the InterPlanetary Network Indexers (aka “the Indexers”)
to complement the DHT. Put simply, an Indexer is a high-
performance keystore server that indexes provider records.
The provider records in the Indexers differ from those in the
DHT. They comprise the identity of the content provider, its
physical address, and the protocols required for retrieving the
data. As a result, there is no need to resolve the PeerID to a
physical address. Providers can push their provider records
directly to the Indexer, and clients can directly retrieve the
records from the Indexer using the appropriate CID. As this
can be done within a single protocol exchange, it substan-
tially reduces the overhead of storing provider records with
the decentralized DHT. Importantly, the Indexer is optimized
for bulk publication with certain requirements that publishers
must adhere to. Hence, it is recommended for large content
providers (and not for ordinary users) to publish via an In-
dexer. We emphasize that the Indexers do not replace the DHT
but, instead, complement it by offering an additional content
indexing approach. Figure 3 illustrates an overview of the
publication and retrieval process, as detailed below.

Preparation of Advertisements. Each provider is required to
record their own available content using a chain of immutable
advertisements. An advertisement is a data structure asserting
the publication or deletion of content by a given provider. An
advertisement may contain multiple provider records. Impor-
tantly, by constructing an immutable chain of advertisements,
it becomes possible for any Indexer to audit what content has
been provided over time by each provider. Note, to achieve
incremental verifiability, all advertisements are signed by the
provider. To publish content, the provider adds a new adver-
tisement to its chain and notifies the Indexers.

Sending Announcement Message. To notify the Indexers
of newly published content, the provider sends an announce-
ment message (Figure 3 (1)). An announcement message
contains the CID of the advertisement, and the publisher’s ad-
dress (where to retrieve the advertisement from). By default,
the announcement messages are sent via Gossipsub [42] (a
P2P protocol to broadcast messages to nodes in a network).
Through this, the providers gossip announcement messages
among all Indexers. The Indexers can also receive such mes-
sages via an HTTP RESTful API call. The announcement
messages can be shared among Indexers when configured
to do so: they can re-publish HTTP announcements to other
Indexers, and relay Gossipsub announcements.

Synchronize Advertisements. Once an Indexer receives an
announcement message from a provider, it connects to the
provider and traverses the advertisement chain to construct the
up-to-date provider records (i.e., advertisement synchroniza-
tion, Figure 3 (2)). Since the advertisements are immutable,
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the Indexers can recognize which portions of the chain are
new and only traverse those sections. Once the provider
records have been constructed, we use Pebble [8], a high-
performance key-value store, to index all records.

Note, unlike the IPFS DHT, which only allows one file to
be published at a time, the Indexers allow multiple provider
records to be packed into a single advertisement. Addition-
ally, content does not need to be repeatedly republished by
providers, because there is no time-to-live for records in In-
dexers. Instead, only changes (additions or removals) are pub-
lished, and the Indexers can reconstruct all provider records
based on the advertisement chain. This makes the Indexer
unsuitable for ephemeral publishers. Indexers must, therefore,
configure their own policies for the removal of stale content.
This design is based on our prior experiences with scalability
and is optimized for bulk publication, directly addressing the
previous massive publication challenge. Specifically, batching
large amounts of provider records within a single advertise-
ment makes it highly efficient to publish multiple objects at
once and avoids republishing unless changes occur.
Retrieval of Content. Clients that wish to retrieve provider
records interact with the Indexers via a RESTful HTTP query
API. The identities of Indexers are currently public, with a
default set distributed with client binaries. Clients can issue
queries containing a single CID or several CIDs. In both cases,
the Indexers return a list of provider records that match the
query (Figure 3(3)). Retrieval clients can then retrieve the con-
tent directly from the providers based on the provider records
(Figure 3(4)). To exploit the aggregation of queries at the
Indexers, they utilize a frontend server to perform caching on
the HTTP API calls. This caching stores frequently accessed
provider records, allowing these requests to be directly served
without querying the Indexer’s Pebble database. This further
reduces response latency and enhances overall performance.

3.2 Hydra Boosters

The second challenge of decentralization in IPFS pertains
to content retrieval performance. This is because the DHT
walk often needs to pass through multiple intermediate nodes,
which can take a considerable amount of time.
Overview of Hydra Boosters. To address this issue, we have
developed a set of Hydra Boosters. These are highly con-
nected DHT nodes, which offer “shortcuts” through the rout-
ing space to provider records. They also help address the
challenge of massive content publication, as they accelerate
routing for publishing records.

The Hydra Boosters consist of: (i) Hydra Head DHT nodes,
comprising thousands of virtual nodes in the DHT, such that
every other peer has at least one Hydra Head in its rout-
ing table; and (ii) A shared Hydra Database that stores all
provider records in the DHT and can be accessed by all Hy-
dra Heads. This allows Hydra Boosters to serve other peers
with the provider records immediately through the directly

connected Hydra Heads, thereby improving content retrieval
performance. Our key idea is that it does not require IPFS
itself to adopt any infrastructure that is hard-coded into the
protocol, or controlled by a few parties. Instead, Hydra Head
nodes operate at the same level as any other node in the net-
work, without any privileged status, making it a complement
to the regular content routing operation.

Hydra Heads. The Hydra Boosters introduce the concept
of Hydra Heads. Each head is perceived by other network
participants as a conventional, distinct peer without special
privileges. Each head has its own unique PeerID, routing
table, and peer store. However, these heads are strategically
positioned within the Kademlia XOR keyspace. The strategic
positioning strives to make sure every peer has at least one
Hydra Head within its 20-peer XOR proximity. If this goal is
achieved, every provider record should be stored on at least
one Hydra Head. Thus, giving the Hydra Boosters full vantage
on all provider records. To further accelerate performance,
records are stored in a distributed database shared across all
Hydra Heads. As a result, any DHT walk to find a provider
record will have a high chance of immediately getting the
result from the Hydra database through the nearest Hydra
Head in the routing table.

Peer ID Assignment. The main design challenge is to achieve
this optimal placement. To address this, it is necessary to de-
termine the total number of participating network peers and
generate an appropriate set of peer identities to cover the en-
tire keyspace. Initially, we considered relying on randomly
generated peer identities, but in practice, this resulted in an
uneven distribution. To mitigate this issue, we rely on the
"power of two choices" [31]. This relies on a biased random
algorithm and has been demonstrated to be effective at bal-
ancing loads when each load balancer has an incomplete or
delayed view. First, all Hydra Head PeerIDs are tracked in
an XOR trie. For each new head’s PeerID, two choices are
generated. The one that decreases the trie’s depth the least
is selected. This approach ensures an average depth of logN,
with a maximum depth of logN + log logN. Importantly, the
trie’s depth correlates with proximity to existing nodes. If a
new Hydra head node were inserted at depth D, then its closest
node is at a distance 2−D. Having all nodes at similar depths
means they are implicitly equidistant in the XOR metric.

Hydra Database. The Hydra Booster system stores recent
records in a shared Amazon DynamoDB key-value store. All
heads can access this database, allowing every individual
head to have full vantage on all provider records known by
any head. Importantly, recall our earlier distinction between
decentralized and distributed. Although DynamoDB is dis-
tributed, it sits under the control of Protocol Labs. Note, the
Hydra database is not related to the peer routing functionality
of Hydra heads. Thus, even if DynamoDB fails, the heads
can continue to assist with peer routing similarly to any other
node (although they cannot directly serve provider records).
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3.3 HTTP Gateways

The third challenge of decentralization in IPFS pertains to
adoption, particularly when compared to the simplicity of
browser-based access using HTTP. Accessing IPFS content
necessitates running an IPFS node, which requires technical
expertise. Further, due to the computational cost, the imple-
mentation is currently not compatible with mobile systems.
Additionally, due to the use of incompatible protocols, inte-
grating IPFS with conventional (HTML/HTTP) websites is
challenging. In part, this is also because IPFS experiences
longer retrieval delays than traditional client-server HTTP,
creating usability challenges for composing a webpage from
both HTTP and IPFS-hosted objects.
Overview of Gateways. To address this issue, we have de-
ployed a small set of gateway servers. A gateway works as a
simple HTTP bridge into the IPFS network. We implement
this as a Nginx web server front end, co-located with a full
IPFS node installation. Clients interact with a gateway by
issuing a GET request using the CID as a URL parameter. The
gateway then retrieves the requested object from the IPFS net-
work on behalf of the client before returning it via the HTTP
connection. Note, as our software is open-source, any entity
can deploy their own gateway. Indeed, other organizations
such as Cloudflare have done precisely that.
Caching. To exploit the centralized aggregation of demand,
and improve retrieval performance, we also enable caching on
the gateways. Specifically, we use Nginx’s default web cache
with a Least Recently Used replacement strategy. Thus, any
requested objects are cached within the default HTTP cache
of the gateways. The gateways also allow authorized third par-
ties to actively push content objects into its local object stores
(i.e., its node cache). To date, this is used by NFT.storage and
Web3.storage. Web3.storage stores over 40M objects, while
NFT.storage stores over 91M objects. This serves as a signif-
icant benefit of centralization: By aggregating user requests
within the gateways, we can serve popular objects from the
cache, avoiding repeatedly retrieving the same content from
the IPFS network (as the gateway only forwards a request
when it is not stored or cached locally). Alongside improv-
ing performance for the client, it also offloads unnecessary
requests from the remainder of the network.

4 Evaluation Methodology & Data

To explore the efficacy of the above centralized components
and their impact on IPFS’s decentralization efforts, we rely
on operational data collected from the components managed
by Protocol Labs. See Appendix A for ethics discussion.

4.1 InterPlanetary Network Indexer Data

The below IPNI datasets are obtained from the Indexer man-
aged by Protocol Labs (https://cid.contact).

Providers and Provider Records. Our first dataset covers
the indexed records in the Indexer’s data storage. As of
2023-04-24 UTC , the dataset consists of 173,998,039,712
(approximately 0.17 trillion) provider records.
Index Ingestion Performance Data. Our second dataset cov-
ers the performance of our Indexer. We collect data from the
operational logs of the Indexer. Because the Indexer processes
approximately 5.3 billion provider records per day, we take a
sample of advertisement synchronization operations covering
16,757,817 provider records on 2023-04-24.
Index Query Performance Data. Our third dataset covers the
Indexer query performance. The Indexer employs Amazon
CloudFront. Our dataset comprises HTTP requests made to
Amazon CloudFront, along with cache hit information and
the request complete time. The dataset covers a period of one
day, from 2023-04-18 09:05 UTC to 2023-04-19 09:05
UTC. During this time, 62,611,156 successful requests were
made, and 246.77 GB of traffic was served.

4.2 Hydra Boosters Data

Protocol Labs has deployed 135 Hydra Booster nodes on
Amazon ECS in the us-east-1 region. Each of these Hydras
has between 10 and 15 heads, resulting in a total of 2,015
Hydra heads.
Active Retrievals with Hydra Boosters. To evaluate the per-
formance benefit of the Hydra Boosters, we perform a set of
active measurements with the Hydra Boosters enabled. We
utilize six machines that are located in different regions on
Amazon AWS (see Table 1). On each machine, we run an
IPFS DHT server node (Kubo implementation v0.16.0).

In each iteration, we randomly select a single node to pub-
lish a new 0.5 MB object (CID) to the network. Subsequently,
all other nodes retrieve that object. Once all the nodes com-
plete this process, they disconnect to prevent the next retrieval
operation from being resolved through Bitswap. It is impor-
tant to note that this is the closest one can get to a controlled
test in the public IPFS network.
Active Retrievals without Hydra Boosters. To evaluate the
benefit of Hydra Boosters, it is also necessary to perform the
above measurements without the Hydra Boosters (as a base-
line). Therefore, we repeat the above active measurements,
whilst performing a controlled deactivation of Hydra Boost-
ers. Specifically, we unplug the common database from the
Hydra Boosters for a period of 7 days. We leave Hydra Heads
in the network but configure them to behave differently:

• ADD-PROVIDER queries are ignored. Since Hydra
Heads make about 10-15% of the network, this means
we are artificially decreasing the k-replication to 19 [30].

• GET-PROVIDER queries are answered with only closer
peers (i.e., no provider records) because the common
database is not there anymore.

The active retrieval experiment starts on 2022-11-25 15:27
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UTC to 2022-12-01 17:30 UTC. We have deployed the
change of unplugging the database from the Hydra Boost-
ers on 2022-12-01 17:30 UTC, thus the active retrieval ex-
periment without Hydra starts on 2022-12-01 17:30 UTC
to 2022-12-08 20:00 UTC. This gives us approximately 6
days of data with the Hydra Booster database, and 7 days
without it. Table 1 summarizes the number of retrievals from
each region before and after unplugging the database.

Retrieval Publication
with without with without

af_south_1 9590 12084 2579 3284
ap_southeast_2 10375 13143 2579 3282
eu_central_1 10180 13233 2578 3289
me_south_1 10183 12814 2579 3280
sa_east_1 10192 12904 2578 3291
us_west_1 10162 12821 2579 3286

Table 1: The number of retrievals and publications from each
region with and without the Hydra Boosters database.

4.3 HTTP Gateway Data

Finally, we gather a dataset from the public IPFS gateway
(https://ipfs.io) managed by Protocol Labs. The dataset
comprises of all HTTP GET requests made on 2023-03-15
UTC+0. Each record in the dataset represents the request and
response details, covering remote IP address, request times-
tamp, user agent, HTTP referrer, request complete time, re-
sponse size, response latency, and cache hit/miss information.
In total, the dataset covers 69,339,954 successful requests
from 1,645,611 IP addresses, with response sizes equalling
91,869 GB.

5 Evaluation

We now assess the effectiveness of our centralized compo-
nents in addressing the challenges outlined in Section 2.2.
We focus on (i) The effectiveness of the Indexers in support-
ing massive content publication; (ii) The effectiveness of
the Indexers, the Hydra Boosters, and gateways in improving
content retrieval performance; (iii) The effectiveness of the
gateways in increasing the adoption of IPFS.

5.1 Challenge 1: Massive Content Publication

The first challenge of IPFS’s decentralization pertains to the
massive publication of objects. This is caused by the need
to traverse many decentralized routing hops and replicate
provider records to mitigate churn. To overcome this, we have
introduced the Indexer, a centralized key store. Therefore, we
start by evaluating the efficacy of our centralized components
in improving the publication process.
Indexer Adoption. We first investigate the adoption of In-
dexers by content providers, by checking the number of

provider records that have been uploaded to our Indexer
server. Figure 4a illustrates the total number of provider
records in the Indexer and IPFS DHT, alongside the number
of provider records offered by the top 100 content providers
in both sub-systems. We get the DHT data from our Hydra
Booster database, as discussed in §3.2. The Indexer stores
173,998,039,71 provider records, over 100x more than the
number stored in DHT. Additionally, we observe that the
top providers in the Indexer offer 100-1000x more provider
records than the top providers in the DHT, with most of them
hosting around 109 provider records. Initially, one might as-
sume that the Indexers have therefore eclipsed the DHT, and
created a fully centralized environment. Closer inspection
reveals a more nuanced situation though. Although the Index-
ers host many records, these are uploaded by just 604 major
providers, with most of them running NFT or storage services.
In contrast, 56k providers use the DHT, confirming the ma-
jority still choose to use the DHT. This confirms that large
content providers do see benefit in using the Indexer system,
while outside of these large providers, the remaining IPFS
users continue to publish via the DHT.

We further examine the adoption of Indexers by retrieval
clients. Our data shows that the Indexer receives 2.5k lookup
requests per second, while the IPFS DHT receives around 5k
(estimated using the number of GET-PROVIDER requests
received by Hydra Boosters). These statistics confirm that, al-
though the DHT plays a larger role, the Indexers successfully
support massive content publication activities by this small
number of major publishers. Overall, the results indicate that
the Indexer is fulfilling its intended purpose of supporting
massive content publications from large content providers
and that clients do have interest in such content.

Publication Performance. The above confirms the adoption.
We next assess if the Indexer indeed improves content publica-
tion performance. Figure 4b plots the CDF of advertisement
synchronization time for the Indexer and compares it with
the DHT publication time. We see that the advertisement syn-
chronization time is faster than the DHT publication time at
all percentiles. It is approximately twice as fast at the 50th
percentile. Unsurprisingly, this confirms that the performance
of the centralized Indexer is faster than the DHT publication.

However, an advertisement can contain multiple provider
records (see §3.1). This implies that the time taken by the
Indexer to index each provider record may be significantly
shorter than what is depicted in Figure 4b. To explore this, Fig-
ure 4c presents the relationship between the synchronization
time of advertisements and the number of provider records
in the advertisement. Indeed, we find that the majority of ad-
vertisements contain 16K to 20K provider records (compared
to 1 record for the DHT publications). Additionally, the syn-
chronization time of advertisements is almost agnostic to the
number of provider records, confirming that the Indexer is
well suited for bulk publication.
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Figure 4: (a) The number of provider records offered by the top 100 content providers in the Indexer and IPFS DHT, alongside
the total number of provider records in the Indexer and IPFS DHT; (b) CDF of the advertisement synchronization time for the
Indexer, and the DHT publication time of an IPFS node for comparison; (c) Advertisement synchronization time vs. the number
of provider records in the advertisement; (d) CDF of the content lookup time of the Indexer, and of the DHT for comparison.

Discussion & Takeaways. The above shows that Indexers ef-
fectively support massive content publication, with 604 large
content providers hosting provider records 100x more than
those in the DHT. Moreover, it offers a significantly faster
indexing speed of approximately 500µs per provider record.

However, the Indexers also introduce centralization that
brings certain trade-offs. Most noteworthy is the significant
monetary cost of operating Indexers. In our experience, an
Indexer server costs $5–10K in capital expenditure, with ap-
proximately $1K per month in operating expenditure. In con-
trast, IPFS’s original publication mechanism (via the DHT)
is designed such that the load is spread evenly (thereby re-
moving the need for individuals to host expensive hardware).
Moreover, the Indexer introduces a single point of failure as
centralized failures in the Indexer can make significant vol-
umes of provider records inaccessible. This is because some
provider records are only stored within Indexers and is not
replicated in IPFS DHT. We further discuss this in §6.

5.2 Challenge 2: Content Retrieval Performance

The second challenge of IPFS’s decentralization pertains to
content retrieval performance. This is driven by the need for
clients to perform distributed lookups across (many) nodes.
The Indexer, Hydra Boosters, and gateways are all geared
towards addressing this, by complementing the distributed
lookups and retrievals with centralized acceleration. We use
the content lookup time as a metric to evaluate content re-
trieval performance. It refers to the duration between the point
when the retrieval client launches a query and the point when
the content is found. Across the three components, this metric
corresponds to the time to get the first provider record in the
DHT walk; the request completion time in an Indexer query;
and the response latency in a gateway query.
Indexer Content Lookup Time. Figure 4d plots the CDF
of the content lookup time of the Indexer. We also plot the
content lookup time in a vanilla DHT lookup for comparison,
as measured in our Hydra Booster experiments (§4.2). As
expected, the Indexer’s overall content lookup time is signifi-
cantly shorter than the decentralized DHT lookup time. Our
Indexer servers achieve approximately 10x better performance

than the DHT lookup time at the 50th percentile.
One reason for the improvement is that the centralization

allows us to exploit caching in the Indexer server (§3.1). On
average, the cache hit rate is 65.22%. This means that the
majority of queries hit the Indexer’s cache, which is approx-
imately 100x faster than the DHT lookup time in the 50th
percentile. This is a significant benefit of centralization, as
it allows us to aggregate demand into a small set of central
points. Doing the same across our DHT is much less effective.
We also note that, even for the 34.78% of requests that result
in a cache miss, the content lookup times still outperform
the DHT, as shown by the black line in Figure 4d. The per-
formance around the 65th percentile is due to an optional
cascading lookup which makes the Indexer query the IPFS
DHT. Thus, even without the cache mechanism, the central-
ized Indexer still offers better content retrieval performance
than the DHT.
Hydra Booster Lookup Time. The Hydra Boosters also im-
prove content retrieval performance by shortening the DHT’s
provider record lookup. To evaluate this, recall that we per-
formed a controlled experiment running IPFS both with and
without the Hydra Booster active (see §4.2).

Figure 5a displays the content lookup time across all
probed AWS regions, with and without the Hydra Booster
database. We observe a clear performance improvement
in us-west-1, af-south-1, ap-southeast-2, sa-east-1,
and me-south-1, with the median improved by 36.5%,
25.1%, 16.4%, 11.7%, and 3.8% respectively. Although this
is not as impactful as the Indexer speedups, it still constitutes
a notable improvement. However, there is one outlier: the
Hydra Booster database provides no performance improve-
ments in eu-central-1. Our investigation suggests that this
is because the retrieval performance in Europe is already opti-
mized. As shown in Figure 5a, it is significantly better than in
other regions, leaving limited room for further improvement.
This suggests that the decentralization vs. centralization trade-
off may differ based on region, and raises questions about
whether such speed-ups warrant the high monetary cost.

We further investigate how these speedups are achieved.
Recall, the Hydra Boosters improve performance by: (i) the
strategic placement of stable Hydra Heads across the DHT
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Figure 5: (a) The content lookup time across all probed AWS regions with and without the Hydra database, the values at the top
refer to the medians; (b) Breakdown of the hop count per provider record lookup across all probed AWS regions with (left bar)
and without the Hydra database (right bar); (c) CDF of the content lookup time of the Gateway and of the DHT for comparison;
(d) Cache hit rate of the Gateway throughout the day, aggregated in 1-hour intervals.

hash space so that every peer has a Hydra Head in its 20-
proximity; and (ii) the storage of provider records in the
shared database, allowing many records to be retrieved within
one hop. To confirm this, we examine the closest neigh-
bors of each peer by taking a DHT routing table snapshot
[40]. Confirming our expectation, we find a total of 16,208
peers in the network, with 96.6% having at least one Hy-
dra Head in their 20-proximity. To quantify how this im-
pacts path length, Figure 5b shows the hop count of DHT
walks with and without the Hydra database. We separate the
data into each AWS region. With the hydras, many DHT
walks reach provider records within one hop. This is the case
for 41.45% in af-south-1, 27.81% in ap-southeast-2,
26.68% in eu-central-1, 29.79% in me-south-1, 17.04%
in sa-east-1, and 46.64% in us-west-1. In contrast, with-
out the Hydra database, under 5% in af-south-1 and 2% in
other regions of queries achieve single hop routing, and about
20% of DHT walks require three or more hops to access the
provider record in all regions.

Gateway Content Lookup Time. We finally inspect the gate-
way, which also improves retrieval performance by introduc-
ing centralized caching, circumventing the need to traverse
the DHT or Indexers. Figure 5c displays a comparison be-
tween the gateway content lookup time for IPFS node-stored
content and non-cached content. As a baseline, it also shows
the DHT content lookup time when retrieving from an IPFS
node, as obtained from our Hydra Booster data (§4.2). Note
that Nginx cached content is not plotted separately because
the latency is too short (near 0) to be plotted for comparison.

We see that introducing this centralized caching brings sig-
nificant retrieval performance benefits. At the 50th percentile,
the gateway achieves approximately 100x better performance
than the DHT. This is because most requests hit either the
Nginx cache or the node cache, as plotted in Figure 5d. On
average, the Nginx cache hit rate is 50.3% and the average
IPFS node storage hit rate is 27.6%. The gateway lookup time
for cached objects is just 24 ms at the 95th percentile.

That said, there is little improvement for the remaining
objects that are not cached. The non-cached content shows a
similar trend to DHT lookup in Figure 5c. This is not surpris-

ing since, for non-cached objects, the gateway’s co-located
IPFS node also needs to perform a DHT lookup. On top of
this, the co-located IPFS node needs to retrieve the content
and then forward it to the retrieval client, thus introducing
extra overhead (which causes the disparity between the non-
cached line and the DHT line). This highlights the complexity
of inter-linking these centralized components with the larger
(slower) decentralized system.
Discussion & Takeaways. The centralized Indexer, Hydra
Boosters, and gateways improve content retrieval performance
from different perspectives. The Indexer offers better content
lookup time in 90% of cases, while the gateway aggregates
user demand to provide better content retrieval via caching,
in 95% of cases compared to DHT lookup time. The Hydra
Boosters reduce the number of hops during DHT lookups to
achieve faster lookup times. Overall, deploying these com-
ponents successfully improves content retrieval performance
compared to our earlier fully decentralized design. That said,
the introduction of these components leads to clear trade-
offs, most notably between performance and privacy. As
centralized instances, they allow operators to monitor and
even censor usage. However, our experience and previous
research [10, 37] has shown that these attacks are still possi-
ble in DHTs, regardless of whether Indexers or gateways are
present. We further discuss this in §6.

5.3 Challenge 3: Adoption

Client Adoption. The gateways are our main mechanism to
improve adoption, by providing direct integration with HTTP.
Thus, we first inspect its success by measuring the number of
gateway users as a metric of adoption. For this, we categorize
all user-agents into three categories: desktop browsers, mobile
browsers, and other net tools [9] or libraries such as wget.
Access from both desktop browsers and mobile clients is
a crucial metric for evaluating improvements in adoption
because IPFS node is not yet implemented on mobile devices,
and setting up an IPFS on a desktop can be complicated.

Figure 6a depicts the number of requests, number of users
(we treat each IP address as an individual user), and total traf-
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fic served for different user-agents. Figure 6b also presents
a breakdown of the file types requested. Confirming up-
take, 771,977 users access the gateway from mobile clients,
776,286 from desktop user-agents, and 195,854 using net
tools. 31.8% of the total traffic and 18.8% of the total requests
come from mobile devices, whereas 32.9% of the total traf-
fic and 29.8% of the total requests originate from desktop
browsers. This suggests that our gateway has successfully
expanded access to IPFS.

For completeness, Figure 6b presents a breakdown of the
file types requested. Note, stream refers to media streaming.
We observe a wide range of object types. Excluding the un-
known objects, for desktop agents, the most popular type of
content is stream (20.47%) and json (12.99%). For mobile
agents, the most accessed is other content (26.42%) followed
by web content (14.57%). This confirms that the gateway has
been adopted for various applications and content types.

Web Developer Adoption. To assess the adoption of the gate-
way by traditional websites, we look into the HTTP referer.
This tells us from which website a request has been gener-
ated. We measure the number of requests with and without
a referral, as well as the number of users and the total traf-
fic served. The results show that 51.6% of the total traffic
and 29.8% of the total requests come from a referral website,
suggesting significant integration by web developers. This is
similar to the percentage of traffic (48.3%) without a referral
and lower than the requests (70.1%) without a referral. The
requests with a referer come from 1,312,066 users, while the
requests without a referer come from 405,087 users, which is
more than 3x fewer, confirming that the majority of users use
gateways due to integration with websites. This suggests that
the gateway has supported web developer adoption, with the
placement of IPFS-hosted objects in their pages.

We finally check the top 100 referral sites (based on the
number of requests received) and manually label them with
their website category. Figure 6c displays the request volumes
among different referral types, the number of referral sites,
total traffic served, and user count. Note, the IPFS type con-
sists of IPFS official sites and tool sites such as the Gateway
Checker [6]. We see that NFT and online video are the most
common types of referral for the gateway, while other referral
types only account for a small fraction. The former is likely
because a large amount of NFT content is stored on IPFS,
whereas the latter may simply be an effort to offload traffic
from a developer’s own server. Figure 6d also displays the top
100 referral sites, ranked by the number of requests and the
number of users respectively. We observe a long-tail distri-
bution, with 70.23% of the requests originating from just 23
websites. The findings arguably point to a level of additional
centralization, with the majority of referred requests coming
from a small number of top websites.

Discussion & Takeaways. The gateways enhance the adop-
tion of IPFS for both clients and web developers, with a sig-

nificant number of users accessing IPFS through our gateway
on their mobile devices (which would not be possible with-
out it). Additionally, over half of the traffic to our gateway is
generated by referrals from existing HTML-based sites. The
introduction of this centralization, therefore, has clear benefits.
However, the use of such HTTP gateways does sacrifice the
end-to-end cryptographic validation of IPFS content, which
may enable man-in-the-middle attacks. Moreover, as central-
ized instances, gateways enable their operators to monitor
usage, raising privacy concerns. We further discuss these con-
cerns in §6. We also note that gateways may create other risks.
For example, ideally, nodes who retrieve content also volun-
teer to serve it for others. This enables self-scaling, naturally
creating more replicas of popular content. However, the use
of the gateways prevents this and may risk an over-reliance
on centralized elements. Thus, even though one can always
circumvent any gateway, a lack of decentralized participants
could hamper this in the longer term.

6 Discussion

The above solutions were introduced to mitigate challenges
related to content publication, retrieval, and system adoption.
This creates a trade-off, potentially undermining certain bene-
fits of decentralization. We explore this below.

6.1 Security

Hydra Booster Security. One concern regarding the Hydra
Boosters is that a centralized entity controlling multiple heads
might theoretically gain excessive influence over IPFS rout-
ing, leading to issues such as result poisoning and Eclipse
attacks [36]. However, we posit that these security concerns
are unlikely to manifest. First, it is difficult for false content
to be returned, as IPFS relies on self-validating CIDs. Addi-
tionally, while Hydra Boosters can supply the provider record,
they do not serve the content itself. Thus, the most severe
action Hydra Boosters could engage in is presenting a false
provider record, forcing another query. This means that such
an attack would only slow retrieval, rather than prevent it.

Second, as outlined in §3.2, the primary objective of the
Hydra Boosters is to achieve a uniform distribution of Hy-
dra heads. Our measurement (See Appendix B for details)
shows that the mean number of hydra heads within a peer’s
20-proximity is 2.36, and 99.5% peers have no more than five
peers in the 20-proximity. Given the presence of just a few
Hydra heads within 20-proximity, the ability to manipulate
routing or execute eclipse attacks is constrained. This is be-
cause peers connect to not just the Hydra heads, but also and
primarily to other peers. Thus, as long as the ordinary nodes
in the IPFS network continue to function as intended, the
routing of IPFS should remain resilient against potential dis-
ruption from Hydra Boosters. That said, the disruption would
inevitably lead to a performance decline. The performance
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Figure 6: (a) Number of requests, number of unique users, and total traffic served for different user-agents; (b) Breakdown of
requested file types for different user-agents; (c) Breakdown of referers for number of referral sites, the number of requests, total
traffic served, and user count of the different referral types across the top 100 sites ranked by requests count; (d) The requests
count and user count of the top 100 referer sites, ranked by request count and by user count, respectively.

impact, in this case, is similar to the situation where all Hydra
Boosters are inactive, a topic we discuss further in §6.2.
Gateway Security. The HTTP gateway sacrifices the end-to-
end cryptographic validation of content, which raises potential
man-the-middle attacks that IPFS strives to prevent. To over-
come this, retrieval client browsers could compute the hash
of the retrieved file to verify whether they have received the
correct content. However, this process entails the use of addi-
tional functionality in the browser, which may undermine the
goal of improving adoption.

6.2 Robustness

Hydra Booster Robustness. The robustness of the Hydra
Boosters could impact IPFS in two ways: (i) failing to return
provider records (e.g., due to the failure of the DynamoDB
instance); or (ii) failing to correctly participate in IPFS rout-
ing (e.g., due to failures on AWS EC2). Despite this, we
emphasize that the failure of either component will result in
IPFS peers falling back to the traditional decentralized model.
Thus, although performance will suffer, availability will not.
Confirming this, §5.2 demonstrated the scenario where Hydra
Boosters stop returning provider records. This situation mir-
rors the conditions that arise when DynamoDB experiences a
shutdown. Here, we observe a performance decrease by up to
36.5%, yet the content availability is not affected.

An additional risk is that the failure of the Hyrda Boosters
will negatively impact routing. To test this, we repeat the
methodology in §4.2, but prevent peers from utilizing any
Hydra Boosters for routing (detailed in Appendix B). We do
not observe any failed retrieval, indicating that the availability
of provider records remains unaffected even when the peers
do not interact with Hydra Boosters.
Indexer Robustness. When using the Indexers, the availabil-
ity of provider records is entirely dependent on the availability
of the Indexers. Unlike the DHT, which replicates provider
records across 20 peers, centralized failures in the Indexer
can make significant volumes of provider records inaccessible.
This is mitigated by the ability of Indexers to gossip announce-

ment messages among themselves. However, gossipsub (see
§3.1) offers no hard guarantees on real-time synchronization.
There are already 7 Indexers available for public use, and Pro-
tocol Labs is working on a protocol for automatic discovery of
alternative Indexers. As more stakeholders operate Indexers,
we hope the risk of Indexer unavailability decreases.

Briefly, it should be noted that the failure of an indexer does
not necessarily result in a permanent loss of provider records.
As explained in §3.1, Indexers obtain provider records from
the advertisement chain of content providers. Therefore,
provider records are inherently replicated by providers’ adver-
tisement chains. If an Indexer loses any provider records,
it can restore them by re-synchronizing with the original
providers, assuming such providers still wish to make their
content available.

6.3 Privacy

Another concern is that, as centralized instances, these com-
ponents may enable their operators to monitor usage. For
instance, the Indexers and gateways can monitor the queried
CIDs from the clients. Similarly, the Hydra Boosters can ob-
serve almost every DHT query in IPFS because most peers
are directly connected to a Hydra Head. This asymmetry of
power is a key concern and makes it necessary for clients to
trust the operators with their data. We conjecture that this is
one of the reasons why most IPFS clients use an instance of
these components operated by Protocol Labs. Despite this,
we acknowledge this is not a sustainable solution, with the
risk of Protocol Labs becoming an overly central dependency.
Although not discussed here, we also briefly note that the
Indexers use a double-hashing technique to make this moni-
toring more difficult [5].

Our experiences within IPFS have also flagged that many
of these attacks are possible in the decentralized DHT routing
subsystem, agnostic to the presence of Indexers or gateways.
For instance, a well-placed node in the DHT can learn which
files are requested by a client during the routing process. By
performing a Sybil attack, a well-resourced adversary could
even gain global vantage on the routing process. Recent works
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also show that privacy attacks [10] and censorship [37] are
possible in the purely decentralized IPFS DHT. Despite that,
it is clear that greater decentralization reduces the vantage of
individual nodes, raising the barrier to such attacks.

6.4 Incentives

In previous subsections, we mention that issues with robust-
ness can be mitigated by multiple stakeholders running these
centralized components. This, however, requires a clear incen-
tive model to encourage third-party operators to contribute
their resources. To date, there are 7 Indexers and over 80 Gate-
ways, and the stakeholders running them typically have three
types of incentives: (i) Stakeholders that provide storage ser-
vices utilizing IPFS can benefit from running Indexers and/or
Gateways. These ease the discovery of their stored content,
broaden adoption, and improve their service’s performance.
Such stakeholders include NFT.storage, Web3.storage, DSS,
SXX, FilSwan, PikNik, Ken Labs, etc. (ii) Stakeholders that
provide other applications built on top of IPFS benefit from
running an Indexer and/or a Gateway to improve the stability
and performance of their service. Such stakeholders include
LeewayHertz, 4everland, Aragon, Pinata, etc. (iii) Stakehold-
ers that have a broader interest in decentralized web appli-
cations have a motivation to contribute to the environment
as it aligns with their long-term interests. Such stakeholders
include CloudFlare and Infura.

We acknowledge that none of the aforementioned reasons
provide formal incentives by design. It is yet to be determined
how wide uptake is among third-party stakeholders without
a formal incentive model in place. Our future plans involve
implementing incentive mechanisms, and there are several
potential options available [24].

7 Related Work

Decentralized Web. The IPFS network has grown alongside
other Decentralized Web technologies, particularly the "fedi-
verse". This is composed of server-based federated services,
such as Mastodon [32], Pleroma [23], and Diaspora [22]. The
service closest to IPFS is Nextcloud, which offers a federated
file storage platform that integrates IPFS with server-local
storage [1]. This functions similarly to IPFS gateways. How-
ever, IPFS can operate without gateways, while fediverse apps
rely entirely on the uptime of federated servers [32].
P2P Networks. There have been numerous P2P overlay ar-
chitectures, with dozens of DHT structures proposed, includ-
ing Chord [38], Tapestry [44], Koorde [26], Pastry [34], and
others [25]. Various applications have been built atop, such
as large-scale content delivery platforms [14] and decentral-
ized social networks [21], among others. Rather than creating
an entirely new system, IPFS uses the Kademlia DHT for
content indexing [30]. IPFS is built upon these technologies

and is currently one of the largest “Decentralized Web” tech-
nologies deployed in the world. BitTorrent, which also uses
Kademlia [14], is another example of a large-scale deploy-
ment. Note, as part of our decentralization efforts, IPFS aims
to be resistant to censorship, much like other platforms such
as Freenet [12] and Wuala [28]. These platforms achieve their
goal by storing encrypted content across a random subset of
peers. In contrast, IPFS follows a BitTorrent-like approach
where nodes store only the content they are interested in.
DHT Optimization. Various attempts have been made to en-
hance the performance and usability of DHTs by employing
caching [35], network-aware peer selection [27], and paral-
lelizing lookups [39]. We also take inspiration from prior
Information-Centric Networking designs that use DHTs for
content indexing [17, 18]. We build on these prior works with
our deployment of hydra boosters. These improve perfor-
mance while offloading traffic from the DHT.
P2P System Evaluations. Closest to our evaluation are stud-
ies that measure operational IPFS [41]. Moreover, in [20],
the authors measure DHT lookup latencies in the range of
tens of seconds, but it was not a controlled experiment. There
have been various performance evaluations of P2P systems.
For example, [16] and [43] evaluate BitTorrent’s implementa-
tion of Kademlia, to find a significant number of failed nodes
that adversely affected the lookup times. Further, Stutzbach
and Rejaie [39] model Kademlia’s performance and propose
several improvements. We borrow from these measurement
studies to inform our methodologies in §4.

8 Conclusion
This paper has presented our experiences of deploying three
centralized components within IPFS, namely Indexers, Hy-
dra Boosters, and Gateways. Using real-world operational
data, we have demonstrated their effectiveness in addressing
the challenges faced by IPFS: massive content publication,
content retrieval performance, and adoption. We have also
discussed trade-offs, related to security, privacy, and other
risks caused by the compromises of prior decentralization.
Overall, our findings highlight the persistent challenges that
exist in deploying operational decentralized systems with
tight performance constraints. Equally, we have highlighted
the challenges of overcoming traditional issues with central-
ized deployments (e.g., single points of failure and privacy).
Thus, we emphasize that developers must make judgment
calls about how to balance such trade-offs. In the future, we
plan to explore the remaining challenges discussed in §6. We
will continue working on the research and development of
decentralized protocols, and we hope that IPFS can eventually
perform similarly even without these centralized parts.
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A Ethics

All data used within this paper is collected as part of Pro-
tocol Lab’s operational activities. Although we observe IP
addresses, we do not attempt to map these back to personal
identities, as such analysis is not within the scope of this study.
The IPFS gateway data also contains user information, as it
covers requests from web clients. In all cases, we anonymize
IP addresses, and do not perform lookups on the CIDs to
infer the nature of the content exchanged. We perform no
per-user analysis, and focus only on overall system analysis.
All information is collected as part of our routine operations,
and in line with IPFS policies. This paper has not triggered
additional data collection.

B Additional Experiments

B.1 Hydra Heads in 20-Proximity

We examine the closest neighbors of each peer by taking a
DHT routing table snapshot [40]. Figure 7 shows the CDF of
the number of hydra heads in a peer’s 20-proximity.

Figure 7: CDF of the number of hydra heads in a peer’s 20-
proximity.

B.2 Active Retrieval Ignoring Hydra Boosters

We conduct another experiment using the same methodology
as described in §4.2. However, in this experiment, we utilize
modified IPFS nodes that disregards all Hydra heads. This
modification incurs minimal overhead since we possess a list
of the PeerIDs of all Hydra heads. This simulation mirrors
the conditions where a peer choose not to interact with any
Hydra head. The experiment starts on 2022-11-28 16:17
UTC to 2022-12-09 20:00 UTC. Table 2 list the number of
retrievals and publications from each region with modified

Retrieval Publication
af_south_1 7533 1674

ap_southeast_2 7800 1674
eu_central_1 8003 1677

me_south_1 7578 1674
sa_east_1 7529 1675
us_west_1 7886 1571

Table 2: The number of retrievals and publications from each
region with modified IPFS nodes that ignore Hydra Boosters.

Figure 8: The content lookup time across all probed AWS
regions with and ignoring the Hydra database, the values at
the top refer to the medians.

IPFS nodes that ignore Hydra Boosters. Figure 8 shows the
performance comparison by plotting the content lookup time
across all probed AWS regions with and ignoring the Hydra
database.
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Abstract
The need for fairness, strong isolation, and fine-grained con-
trol over network traffic in multi-tenant cloud settings has
engendered a rich literature on packet scheduling in switches
and programmable hardware. Recent proposals for hardware
scheduling primitives (e.g., PIFO, PIEO, BMW-Tree) have
enabled run-time programmable packet schedulers, consid-
erably expanding the suite of scheduling policies that can
be applied to network traffic. However, no existing solution
can be practically deployed on modern switches and NICs
because they either do not scale to the number of elements
required by these devices or fail to deliver good throughput,
thus requiring an impractical number of replicas.

In this work, we ask: is it possible to achieve priority packet
scheduling at line-rate while supporting a large number of
flows? Our key insight is to leverage a scheduling primitive
used previously in software – called Hierarchical Find First
Set – and port this to a highly pipeline-parallel hardware de-
sign. We present the architecture and implementation of the
Bitmapped Bucket Queue (BBQ), a hardware-based integer
priority queue that supports a wide range of scheduling poli-
cies (via a PIFO-like abstraction). BBQ, for the first time,
supports hundreds of thousands of concurrent flows while
guaranteeing 100 Gbps line rate (148.8 Mpps) on FPGAs and
1 Tbps (1,488 Mpps) line rate on ASICs. We demonstrate
this by implementing BBQ on a commodity FPGA where it
is capable of supporting over 100K flows and 32K priorities
at 300 MHz, 3× the packet rate of similar hardware priority
queue designs. On ASIC, we can synthesize 100K elements
at 3.1 GHz using a 7nm process.

1 Introduction
Packet scheduling, the problem of deciding what order

and/or time network packets ought to be served or transmitted,
has long occupied a prominent position in networking litera-
ture. Prior work in this space has resulted in a rich repertoire
of packet scheduling algorithms with a variety of different
properties: fairness and starvation avoidance [9], attack re-
silience [7], burst reduction [34], optimal flow completion
time [4], etc. At the heart of many of these algorithms is a pri-
ority queue data-structure, which allows the scheduler to map
packets’ relative order (or scheduling time) to unique priori-
ties, sort them, and subsequently extract the highest-priority
item (i.e., the next packet to schedule) from the queue.

Despite these strong theoretical foundations, network
switches and NICs have historically failed to provide anything
beyond a small suite of simple scheduling algorithms [41].

The key problem is the complexity associated with implement-
ing a fast, scalable, and generic priority queue in hardware.
PIFO [41] was a foundational paper in articulating the im-
portance of priority queueing and providing a practical im-
plementation of a hardware priority queue. Yet, as we will
discuss further in §2, PIFO falls short of achieving suitable
performance for deployment either on an ASIC (as in a tra-
ditional switch) or on an FPGA (as in modern SmartNICs).
Today, line rates run at 100+ Gbps, and comprise tens or even
hundreds of thousands of concurrent flows, but PIFO can
support at most 2048 concurrent flows while guaranteeing
line-rate processing.

This performance bottleneck arises because implementing
an exact priority queue involves comparison-based sorting
a sequence of n arbitrary elements, which imposes a theo-
retical lower bound of Ω(n logn) on the required number of
comparator operations. While PIFO reduces this complexity
to O(n) by observing that priority can be determined at en-
queue time, and the spatial nature of switch or NIC hardware
allows this computation to be parallelized (i.e., by unrolling
the operations in space instead of time), spatial parallelism
only scales so far: as the number of comparator operations
increases, so does the complexity of the resulting datapath cir-
cuit, causing the maximum operating frequency of the switch
or NIC to drop dramatically. Although prior work has since
improved upon PIFO using more sophisticated parallelization
techniques [40, 47]), they are nonetheless limited in terms of
performance, scalability, or both. Moreover, many of these so-
lutions give up logical partitioning, a key feature of PIFO that
is essential for practical switch deployment. For instance, the
state-of-the-art priority queue design, BMW-Tree [47], would
require 1,056 replicas in order to support a 32× 400 Gbps
output-queued switch (§2.1.1)!

In this paper, we ask: is it possible to achieve priority
packet scheduling on NICs and switches at state-of-the-art
line rates with 100K+ flows without sacrificing accuracy or
the expressiveness that PIFO offers?

As we look to build a highly performant and scalable pri-
ority queue for hardware packet scheduling, we are inspired
by data structures with constant worst-case time complexity.
In particular, we find that integer priority queues (IPQs) are
well suited to the task: they subvert the complexity barrier
imposed by comparison-based sorting, so performance and
scalability are no longer at odds. Further, there should be no
loss in precision so long as the relative ordering of packets
can be encoded in the priority span of the IPQ.

In this work, we present the design and implementation
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of the Bitmapped Bucket Queue (BBQ),1 a scalable, high-
performance IPQ for hardware packet scheduling. The data
structure underlying BBQ is a Hierarchical Find-First Set
(HFFS) queue [38, 45], which guarantees constant worst-case
time complexity for standard heap operations. While HFFS
is a well-known data structure that has found applications
in several software systems,2 our key insight is that HFFS
queueing is amenable to a highly efficient, fully-pipelined
hardware implementation. As a consequence, BBQ enables,
for the first time, packet scheduling at 100 Gbps line rate
using minimum-sized packets on a commodity FPGA-based
SmartNIC, and can be incorporated into state-of-the-art 32×
400 Gbps switches [33] with as little as 12 replicas.

Although efficient pipeline parallelism is key to BBQ’s
high performance and scalability, incorporating this paral-
lelism introduced new challenges in avoiding data hazards
(parallel reads and writes to the same data) and correctness.
As we will discuss in §4.2, hazards manifested in our design
in three ways and required careful design to disentangle par-
allel access to shared data without sacrificing performance.
Nonetheless, BBQ ultimately makes one sacrifice to correct-
ness in that it cannot support back-to-back dequeues of pack-
ets from the same flow; in §5 we show that by combining
BBQ with a tiny PIFO instance we can guarantee the perfor-
mance of BBQ with the correctness of PIFO.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 we
provide background and discuss the challenges of incorpo-
rating a programmable scheduler into modern switches and
NICs. In §3, we provide an overview of the BBQ design,
followed by a more detailed description of the architecture in
§4, focusing on the challenges due to parallelism and hazards.
In §5, we explore an augmentation to the BBQ design that
counteracts the latency artifacts introduced by pipelining. In
§6 we evaluate BBQ, followed by a discussion on how to
incorporate the design into modern switches and NICs in §7.
We then describe the related work in §8, discuss limitations
and future work in §9, and conclude in §10.

2 Background and Motivation
More than ever, there is a need for programmable packet

scheduling in hardware. Switches have long offered a limited
set of packet scheduling algorithms and NICs are increasingly
taking over dataplane tasks traditionally performed in soft-
ware [37], including end-host packet scheduling [26, 34, 42].
In the case of switches, having a programmable packet sched-
uler could not only vastly expand the catalog of scheduling
algorithms available to network operators, but also pave the
way for faster innovation and customization [11, 41]. With
NICs, system administrators already expect to be able to cus-
tomize the packet scheduler that runs on the end host [37].

1Available at https://github.com/cmu-snap/BBQ.
2The Linux kernel uses FFS-based priority queueing for process schedul-

ing. Eiffel [38] demonstrates how HFFS queueing can be used to realize
high-performance software packet scheduling, and [45] even gives a sketch
for a hardware design.

2.1 Lack of Support for Emerging Use-Cases
PIFO [41] is a seminal work in this regard. It makes the

observation that, when considering a single node [28], all
scheduling algorithms can be expressed in how they make
two decisions: which packet to schedule next and when to
schedule it. The authors observe that for many scheduling
algorithms this behavior can be captured simply with a hard-
ware priority queue. This priority queue can be used in one
of two ways: it can implement work conserving algorithms
by sorting flows by rank, or it can implement non-working
conserving algorithms by sorting flows by scheduling time.
While PIFO was initially conceived to run on switches, it has
also been shown to be a useful primitive to schedule packets
on NICs [26, 42].

Unfortunately, existing solutions for programmable packet
scheduling in hardware fail to meet the requirements for both
state-of-the-art NICs and switches. In what follows, we elab-
orate on these two use cases, highlighting how their stringent
performance requirements are at odds with existing proposals
for programmable hardware packet schedulers.

2.1.1 Line-Rate Switches
In order to support packet scheduling without impeding

the rest of the switch’s dataplane functionality, any realis-
tic proposal for a packet scheduler ought to satisfy two key
requirements:
(A1) Match the switch’s aggregated packet rate: For
scheduling in output-queued switches, the worst-case through-
put demand corresponds to the scenario where ingress traffic
from all ports is incident on a single egress port (i.e., incast
behavior). In order to avoid backpressuring the switch fabric,
the packet scheduler must be able to process packets at the
same rate as the switch backplane (i.e., its aggregated packet
rate) at any given port. For instance, in NVIDIA’s Spectrum
SN4700 (a state-of-the-art 400 GbE switch with 32 ports), the
packet scheduler for a single port must be able to handle an
aggregated packet rate of 8.4 billion pps [33].
(A2) Allow every port to address all buffered packets: In
order to efficiently utilize on-chip memory, switches use a
shared packet buffer that is dynamically partitioned between
its output ports [41]. In the worst case, every packet in the
shared buffer might be destined for the same output port, and
each packet might map to a different flow to be scheduled.
If the packet scheduler at a given port could only address
a subset of buffered elements, it would impose additional
constraints on the switch’s ability to handle such bursts. Thus,
a second key requirement for schedulers is the ability to allow
any output port to address every buffered packet. In modern
switches, shared packet buffers are provisioned for hundreds
of thousands of packets [33].

In 2016, a single physical PIFO instance could handle
the full aggregated packet rate for a 64-port 10 GbE switch
(1 Bpps) [41]. Today, state-of-the-art switches, e.g. the
SN4700, offer 400 GbE line rates with 32 ports (20× higher
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Figure 1: Scheduler architecture using priority queues without
(left), and with (right) support for logical partitioning. In a k-port
switch using priority queues without logical partitioning, we need
k2 + k priority queues in order to both implement output queueing
and absorb incast traffic from all the ports. Support for logical
partitioning reduces the number to 2k.

aggregated throughput). Given the large (and ever-widening)
gap between network and processing speeds, a single priority
queue instance can no longer sustain aggregated packet rates.
Consequently, to satisfy (A1), packet schedulers for modern
switches must “scale out” using a mesh of priority queues.

Unfortunately, priority queue designs that do not support
logical partitioning, i.e., the ability to multiplex several in-
dependent queues atop a single physical queue, require pro-
hibitively large meshes. To the best of our knowledge, PIFO
and PIEO are the only existing design that support logical par-
titioning, while more recent proposals (e.g., BMW-Tree [47])
do not. Generously assuming that a single priority queue
instance could handle 400 Gbps line-rate input in a k-port
switch, these designs would require, at minimum, a (k2 + k)
mesh of instances to realize per-output-port scheduling while
supporting the full aggregated throughput due to incasts; an
example mesh for k = 4 is depicted in Figure 1(a). Further,
every instance would have to be provisioned with hundreds
of thousands of queue elements to satisfy (A2). Overall, a
32-port switch operating at 400 Gbps line-rate would require
at least 322+32 BMW-RPU instances, each provisioned with
100K+ entries, to implement priority queueing alone. Based
on synthesis numbers reported by the authors and considering
that a switch chip area ranges from 200 mm2 to 800 mm2 [41]
this corresponds to 1.5−6× the total area.

The ability to logically partition a physical priority queue
enables a significantly simpler mesh architecture. Assuming,
again, that each priority queue instance can sustain 400 Gbps
input, we would only need 2k instances, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1(b). Each physical instance in the first layer ingests
packets from a single ingress port, but enqueues into one of
k logically independent queues corresponding to the k pos-
sible destination ports. The second layer then periodically
schedules packets among their k inputs, feeding traffic to their
respective egress ports. Despite the fact that PIFO benefits

from this architecture, its inability to scale beyond 2,048 ele-
ments means that it does not satisfy (A2). Conversely, while
PIEO scales marginally better, it does not provide the requi-
site performance, violating (A1).

Consequently, we find that no existing hardware priority
queue design is suitable for modern switches due to a funda-
mental limitation on either scaling (e.g., PIFO), performance
(e.g., PIEO), or their ability to provide logical partitioning
(e.g., BMW-Tree).

2.1.2 SmartNICs in the Public Cloud
Another key driver for programmable packet schedulers in

hardware are SmartNICs in the public cloud, either ASIC [26,
34, 37, 42] or FPGA-based [6, 15, 16, 20, 27, 35, 37]. Packet
schedulers for such NICs ought to satisfy three requirements:
(B1) Scale to tens of thousands of flows: The packet sched-
uler on the SmartNIC may need to implement scheduling
policies for a large number of active (concurrent) flows. This
might seem surprising because NIC packet buffers are typi-
cally orders of magnitude smaller than those used in switches;
however, unlike switches, modern SmartNICs may be re-
quired to make scheduling decisions for flows not just in their
local TX or RX queues, but also those residing in host memory.
This is a popular theme in the cloud setting where, in order
to save valuable CPU cycles, the hypervisor dataplane (in-
cluding scheduling functionality) is offloaded to the NIC [15].
The packet scheduler aboard the NIC is then responsible for
deciding which backlogged flow queues in host memory to
serve at any point, with the number of scheduling candidates
scaling as (tenants × flows per tenant). For instance, across
1M+ VMs in Azure, VFP [14] reports 4.8K active connec-
tions per VM at the 99th percentile, and as high as 12K at
P99.9. We expect the scalability problem to become all the
more apparent given trends of increasing core counts [5] (and
therefore potential for multitenancy), and as more services
that traditionally used multiple physical NIC queues (e.g.,
RDMA) become amenable to virtualization [19].
(B2) Sustain 100GbE+ line-rates: While state-of-the-art
NICs have lower throughput requirements compared to
switches, they still need to support line rates of 100 Gbps
and beyond [32]. This is particularly relevant in the context of
public clouds because network bandwidth is a commoditized
resource and an important driver for many high-performance
cloud-based applications [35].
(B3) Implement scheduling both across and within ten-
ants: Finally, in the context of multi-tenant clouds, the NIC
scheduler should be able to provide, at minimum, the ability
to schedule traffic across tenants (to enforce cloud providers’
policy requirements, e.g., fairness or bandwidth quotas) and
within tenants (to provide application-level priority queueing),
without imposing significant resource overhead.

Recent priority queue designs (e.g., PIEO [40], BMW-Tree
[47]) symbolize a concerted effort towards addressing the
scalability requirement outlined in (B1). For instance, we
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can synthesize a PIEO instance with up to 64K entries, and a
BMW-RPU instance with 350K entries on a state-of-the-art
FPGA (§6.2). Unfortunately, these designs do not meet both
the performance (B2) and provider policy (B3) requirements.

In the context of (B2), the problem with existing de-
signs is that performance degrades rapidly as the number
of elements increases, a fundamental tradeoff associated
with comparison-based sorting. Moreover, scaling out us-
ing a mesh is not feasible because NICs are considerably
smaller and more resource-poor than switches; as such,
single-instance performance is the key factor in determining
feasibility. For example, [47] reports that a single BMW-RPU
instance can sustain 200 Mpps with 85K elements using a
28nm ASIC process; this is sufficient to drive line rate at
100 GbE (148.8 Mpps), but not at 200 GbE. The picture
is even more dire for packet scheduling on FPGA-based
SmartNICs [15, 20]. For instance, as we will show in §6.2,
BMW-Tree achieves a packet rate of 55 Mpps for 85K ele-
ments on a state-of-the-art, Intel Stratix 10 MX FPGA, 37%
of line rate even at 100 Gbps.

A second, more fundamental problem with these designs is
that it is impossible to disentangle their function (implement-
ing priority queueing) from their form (a fixed tree [10,25,47]
of queue elements). As a result, implementing n distinct
priority queues (e.g., for n tenants) requires duplicating the
underlying data structure, imposing significant resource over-
head, fragmentation of queue memory, or both. As before,
the key enabler for (B3) is logical partitioning.

Once again, we find that existing hardware priority
queues are not viable alternatives for packet scheduling
in modern SmartNICs because they do not provide the nec-
essary performance or logical queueing functionality.

2.2 Exploring a Different Tradeoff

In this work, we seek to explore a different tradeoff that
allows us to circumvent the performance-scalability barrier:
sacrificing a small amount of precision to achieve the best of
both worlds. In this regard, we are motivated by prior work’s
observation that a large fraction of networked applications do
not require particularly high precision [2, 39]. For instance,
both VLAN and DSCP support up to 8 traffic classes (3-bit
priority tags), priority-qdisc (tc-prio) in the Linux kernel
provides at most 16 priority bands, and state-of-the-art com-
mercial switches support up to 32 strict-priority queues [2].
These, in turn, provide sufficiently fine-grained priority queue-
ing to support a variety of higher-level abstractions: trans-
port protocols and frameworks (e.g., Homa [30], PASE [31],
PIAS [8]), congestion and interference controllers (RC3 [29],
QJUMP [18]), and high-performance overlay networks (e.g.,
GRIN [1], SLIM [49]). In what follows, we describe the
design of a highly scalable and performant priority queue
exploring this tradeoff.

3 BBQ Overview
BBQ is a new hardware-based priority queue architecture

for packet scheduling that is designed with three goals in mind:
(1) scalability, the maximum number of concurrent flows
that the queue can support, (2) performance, the maximum
steady-state packet rate that the queue can sustain, and (3)
logical partitioning, the ability to multiplex several logical
queues atop a single physical queue. In this section, we
give an overview of BBQ’s design before diving into the
architectural details in §4. We start with a brief introduction
to the data structure underlying BBQ in §3.1, followed by a
high-level description of the BBQ primitive in §3.2. Finally,
in §3.3, we describe the challenges the hardware architecture
must address in order to meet our system goals.

3.1 Data Structure
Integer Priority Queueing: BBQ leverages an Integer Pri-
ority Queue (IPQ) scheme to alleviate the tension between
scalability and performance (§2). Unlike traditional priority
queues where elements can have arbitrary priorities, an IPQ
requires elements to map to a finite set of integer priorities,
called its priority span; for an IPQ that supports P integer
priorities, the span is represented by the set {0, ..., P− 1}.
Quantizing the priority range allows IPQs to implement a
simple counting sort-like algorithm: the IPQ maintains an
array of P priority buckets, each representing a unique priority
in its span; when a new element is enqueued, it is inserted
into the bucket indexed by the element’s priority.

The only remaining challenge is to find the right prior-
ity bucket to dequeue from. Since only a subset of buckets
may be occupied at any time, dequeueing entails finding the
highest-priority bucket containing at least one element. A
naive approach is to sequentially check buckets in decreasing
order of priority, stopping at the first non-empty bucket; how-
ever, this may turn out to be expensive, necessitating O(P)
sub-operations in the worst case.
Building efficient IPQs using Find-First Set: One approach
to improve the run-time efficiency of dequeue operations is to
encode the occupancy of the IPQ’s priority buckets as a P-bit
wide bitmap, with ‘0’s representing empty buckets, and ‘1’s
representing buckets containing at least one element. Then,
the most-significant set bit (MSSb) in the bitmap yields the
required bucket to dequeue from. Finding the MSSb, an oper-
ation known as Find First Set (FFS), can be performed with
Θ(logP) simple bit operations (bit-shifts and additions) using
a binary search algorithm. Unfortunately, scaling to large
values of P (e.g., 32K) using FFS Queues quickly becomes
impractical due to constraints on the maximum word size
that the hardware can efficiently operate upon. For example,
general-purpose processors provide FFS intrinsics for at most
64-bit words; similarly, implementing FFS on bitmaps larger
than 64 bits would result in low operating frequency even in
more specialized circuits (e.g. ASICs or FPGAs).
Scaling to larger priority spans using Hierarchical FFS:
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[45] novelly observed a recursive structure to the problem:
given an array of bitmaps ordered by priority, the highest-
priority non-zero bitmap can also be identified via a single
FFS operation using a schema similar to the one described
above. This observation naturally leads to the notion of a
Hierarchical FFS (HFFS) Queue.

The idea is to construct a tree of bitmaps, with leaf nodes
representing regular FFS Queues. The bitmaps are encoded
such that, at any level in the tree, a ‘1’ in any bit position
indicates a non-empty priority bucket in the subtree rooted at
that node. Now, to dequeue the highest-priority element, we
recursively perform FFS at each level of the tree starting with
the root, following the MSSb until we arrive at the required
priority bucket. BBQ uses a variant of the HFFS Queue as its
underlying data-structure.

3.2 The BBQ Primitive
At the heart of BBQ is a priority index structure inspired

by HFFS Queues: a perfect w-ary tree of w-bit bitmaps rep-
resenting the queue occupancy. The bitmap tree in a BBQ
can be composed of an arbitrary number of levels, which in
turn dictates the queue’s priority span. In general, for a BBQ
with w-bit bitmaps and D≥ 1 levels, the number of supported
priorities is P = wD. Figure 2 depicts a BBQ with w = 3 and
D = 2, representing P = 32 = 9 unique priorities.

The bitmap tree has a recursive structure: at the leaf level
of the tree (e.g., the L2 bitmaps in Figure 2), each bit maps
to a unique priority bucket; at non-leaf levels (e.g., L1), each
bit maps to a unique subtree of bitmaps. In either case, we
maintain the invariant that a bit in any bitmap is 1 if and only
if there is a priority bucket containing at least one element
in the corresponding subtree. In BBQ, we additionally as-
sociate with every bit a subtree occupancy counter (StOC)
that indicates the total number of elements in that subtree; a
StOC is non-zero if the corresponding bit is 1, and vice versa.
As we will see in §4, the design choice of storing additional
counters enables us to achieve stall-free execution of the BBQ
pipeline, yielding high performance (i.e., full pipelining) with
a relatively small memory overhead.

IPQs group queue elements (QEs) with identical priority in
the same priority bucket (PB). In BBQ, PBs are implemented
as doubly-linked lists of QEs. In particular, each PB stores
a pair of pointers: HEAD and TAIL, pointing to the first and
last QE in the linked list, respectively. QEs themselves are
composed of two attributes: (1) a DATA field to store arbitrary,
user-supplied identifiers3, and (2) a pair of pointers (PREV and
NEXT) to other QEs, allowing them to interface with the PBs’
doubly-linked lists.

The final component of the BBQ is the Free List (FL): a
FIFO queue containing pointers to QEs that are currently

3BBQ, like most priority queues, is agnostic of the data contained in the
QEs. The DATA attribute has a configurable bit-width and could be used to
store a pointer to a packet, flow ID, or even a reference to another BBQ.
Unless specified otherwise, we will assume that QEs represent flows [41].
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FFS
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...
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0   1   0

0    2    0

1 0   0   0
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1   0   1
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FFS

Figure 2: 2-level BBQ with w = 3 bit bitmaps. To dequeue the
highest-priority element, we recursively perform FFS at each level
of the tree starting with the root, following the most-significant set
bit (MSSb) until we arrive at the required priority bucket.

unallocated (i.e., not enqueued in the BBQ). Table 1 depicts
the operations supported by BBQ.

3.3 Goals and Challenges
Recall that we sought out to build BBQ with three key goals

in mind: scalability, performance, and logical partitioning. In
this section, we describe how BBQ meets these goals, and the
challenges the underlying hardware architecture must address
to achieve them.

3.3.1 Scalability
Using an IPQ-based design breaks the dependence between

run-time complexity of operations and queue size, allowing
BBQ to support a large number of QEs without necessitating a
fundamental performance trade-off. In many ways, scalability
“falls out” of this high-level design choice, allowing us to
explicitly optimize for the other goals.

3.3.2 Performance
While the data structure underlying BBQ is conceptually

simple, realizing this functionality in hardware in a manner
that achieves high performance is a challenging proposition.

The overall performance of the hardware queue (measured
in packets per second) is the product of two independent
metrics: (C1) fmax or the maximum frequency that the queue
operates at, which is dictated by its critical path (i.e., the
worst-case combinational delay in the hardware circuit), and
(C2) the number of operations that can be issued every cycle.
Given the logical complexity of the queue operations (i.e.,
ENQUEUE or DEQUEUE), it is impractical to perform them in
a single hardware clock cycle because it would significantly
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Operation Description

ENQUEUE(X, p) Inserts the given data, X, into the
BBQ with priority p.

DEQUEUE(t)
−→ (Y, p) or ∅

t ∈ {MAX,MIN}

Extracts the data, Y, corresponding to
either the highest-priority QE (when
t is MAX) or the lowest-priority QE
(when t is MIN) currently enqueued
in the BBQ. Returns ∅ if empty.

Table 1: Priority Queue operations supported by BBQ.

throttle fmax, hurting (C1). Instead, operations must be divided
into a sequence of n stages, where each stage involves a
smaller quantum of work. While this improves fmax of the
resulting circuit by reducing combinational delay, doing so
naively (e.g., trying to avoid concurrency problems by issuing
one operation every n cycles) would slash (C2) by a factor of
n, once again degrading performance.

The key to high performance – and simultaneously the
most challenging aspect of BBQ’s architectural design – is
pipelined parallelism. In this context, pipelining refers to
designing the hardware architecture such that multiple stages
may simultaneously be active at the same time, thereby allow-
ing operations to be issued fewer than n cycles apart. Unfor-
tunately, there are several sources of complexity that make it
non-trivial to achieve a high degree of pipelined parallelism:
practical limitations on the number of R/W ports on physical
memory blocks, data hazards (i.e., ephemeral memory depen-
dencies between active pipeline stages), and control hazards
(i.e., logical and algorithmic dependencies between stages).

Our key finding in this context is that by carefully archi-
tecting BBQ’s hardware pipeline, we can, in fact, achieve
fully-pipelined execution (i.e., guaranteed throughput of 1
operation per cycle) without compromising on the maximum
clock frequency. This is realized by: (a) employing deep
pipelining to preserve fmax, and (b) using a variety of archi-
tectural techniques (speculation, write-forwarding, and in-
struction coloring) to handle pipeline hazards without stalling
or discarding operations. We describe the BBQ pipeline in
detail in §4.

3.3.3 Logical Partitioning
Full decoupling between BBQ’s queue memory (i.e., its

QEs) and its priority index structure (i.e., the bitmap tree)
gives BBQ a unique opportunity to provide logical partition-
ing with no resource overhead. The idea is to treat the bitmap
tree as a collection of n disjoint subtrees, each of which maps
to an independent BBQ. This effectively partitions the origi-
nal BBQ’s priority span into n disjoint regions; then, in order
to DEQUEUE an element from a logical BBQ, we simply “mask”
the appropriate bits in the bitmap tree while performing FFS
such that we only traverse down the corresponding subtree.

This technique allows us to fully reuse all of the physical
BBQ’s resources without any performance degradation or

fragmentation of queue memory. There is, however, a cost
in terms of precision, because each logical BBQ can only
address 1

n ’th of the priority span of the underlying instance.
For use-cases where the number of logical partitions is not
too large (e.g., 32-64 port switches [33], or cloud servers host-
ing 16-128 tenants), this is simply a matter of appropriately
provisioning the priority span of the underlying BBQ.

Since logical partitioning is, (a) a key enabler for building
efficient priority queue meshes for line-rate switches and re-
alizing hierarchical scheduling in multi-tenant cloud NICs
(§7), and (b) adds negligible overhead in the BBQ datapath,
we natively support this feature in the BBQ primitive. We
describe logical partitioning (both for prior work, as well as
BBQ) in more detail in Appendix A. Logical partitioning also
enables us to extend the BBQ primitive to operate over dy-
namic priority ranges with zero overhead, an idea we describe
in Appendix D.

4 BBQ Architecture
In this section, we describe the architectural details that

enable us to map BBQ’s design to hardware in a manner that
achieves our performance goals. We begin by describing the
hardware pipeline in §4.1, followed by a description of the
hurdles that arise while trying to fully pipeline the design.

4.1 Hardware Pipeline
In principle, enqueueing and dequeueing follow a similar

blueprint, yielding an intuitive algorithm for mapping them to
a unified datapath: for each level of the tree starting with the
root (i.e., L1), compute the bitmap index (for DEQUEUE(t),
the index is computed by performing FFS on the bitmap,
while for ENQUEUE(X, p), it is computed using simple bit
manipulations on p), increment/decrement the corresponding
StOC, then update the bitmap; finally, enqueue into or de-
queue from the doubly-linked list corresponding to the target
priority bucket. To maximize performance, we take a careful
two-pronged approach.
(1) Maximizing fmax: Our first objective is to maximize
fmax, or the maximum clock frequency at which the BBQ
circuit can operate. To do this, we use a deep pipeline where
individual stages are designed to do both little and roughly
equal amounts of work. Table 2 depicts the events that occur
at cycle-level in a 11-stage pipeline for a 2-level BBQ.4 By
load balancing expensive operations across stages, we min-
imize the number and severity of same-stage dependencies
(depicted by

↰

and⇝). For instance, chaining FFS and StOC
updates (multi-bit addition or subtraction) would result in a
large combinational delay, so we split this work across stages

4Since the L1 level has a small memory footprint, we choose to store the
associated metadata (bitmaps and StOCs) in registers with single-cycle access
latency. The larger arrays (e.g., L2 bitmaps and StOCs, priority buckets, and
queue elements) use substantially more memory and involve more complex
address decoding logic; as such, we store these in SRAM with a 2-cycle
access latency in order to optimize fmax.
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Cycle Description PHR

0 Register inputs

If ENQUEUE:
F ←− FreeList.POP() // Pop free list

1 Compute L1 bitmap index↰

Read the corresponding L1 StOC L1

2 Compute, Write: L1 StOC⇝ L1 bitmap

Read L2 bitmap

L2

3 // Read delay for L2 bitmap

4 Compute L2 bitmap index↰

Read the corresponding L2 StOC

5 // Read delay for L2 StOC

6 Compute, Write: L2 StOC⇝ L2 bitmap

Read the corresponding PB

PB

7 // Read delay for PB

8 If DEQUEUE:
(a) Read X←− QEDATA[PB.TAILnew]
(b) Read Y ←− QEPREV[PB.TAILnew]

9 // Read delay for QEDATA and QEPREV

10 If ENQUEUE: // Enqueue at the HEAD
(a) QEDATA[F]←− Data to enqueue
(b) Write QENEXT[F]←− PB.HEAD
(c) Write QEPREV[PB.HEAD]←− F
(d) Write PB.HEAD new ←− F

If DEQUEUE: // Dequeue from TAIL
(a) FreeList.PUSH(PB.TAIL)
(b) Write PB.TAILnew ←− Y
(c) Output X

Table 2: 11-stage hardware pipeline for a 2-level BBQ (without
operation coloring) highlighting independent pipeline hazard regions
(PHRs).

↰

and⇝ indicate same-stage dependencies, which result in
more complex combinational logic. In general, a BBQ with D > 1
levels entails a pipeline depth of p = 7+4× (D−1) stages.

(e.g., cycles 1 and 2).

(2) Maximizing operations per cycle: As described in
§3.3.2, high fmax is only useful if we are not rate-limited
by the pipeline latency or even a portion of it. Our second
objective is to fully pipeline the BBQ design so it can concur-
rently process as many operations as there are pipeline stages,
thereby achieving its maximum rate of 1 op/cycle. There are
several challenges we encounter in this process, which we
address in detail next.

4.2 A Fully-Pipelined Architecture
Pipeline Hazard Regions: The first key enabler for BBQ’s
stall-free architecture is the design choice of associating every

bit in the bitmap tree with a subtree occupancy counter. Re-
call that for a given bit, the associated StOC indicates the total
number of elements contained in the corresponding subtree.

To understand how this enables pipelining, consider a straw-
man design with n pipeline stages where we only store the
bitmaps for each level of the HFFS tree, but not the associated
StOCs. Here, the earliest time we know whether a DEQUEUE
operation causes a priority bucket to become empty is when
the operation is committed (i.e., the final pipeline stage). Now,
consider what happens if this causes a bit in any bitmap along
the path to that priority bucket to flip (i.e., become ‘0’). Any
subsequent DEQUEUE operations in the pipeline may have been
routed along the tree based on stale state, creating an incor-
rigible control hazard. As a result, we would have to either:
(a) discard and re-issue the subsequent DEQUEUE operation(s),
hurting worst-case performance, or (b) only issue DEQUEUEs
every n cycles, defeating the purpose of pipelining altogether.

Instead, StOCs allow us to divide the BBQ pipeline into
independent pipeline hazard regions (PHRs) mapping to dif-
ferent levels of the bitmap tree, as shown in Table 2. When
exiting a PHR, the outcome of every operation (either an
ENQUEUE or a DEQUEUE) is committed to the StOC. This has
two implications: (1) two operations can only be conflicted
(i.e., have data or control dependencies between them) if they
are in a PHR at the same time, and (2) conflicts are lim-
ited to intra-PHR state (e.g., the bitmap or StOC data at that
tree level). As a result, we only have to address intra-PHR
hazards (i.e., dependencies between active operations in the
same PHR), which are far more localized – and therefore
more tractable – than hazards spanning the entire pipeline.
We characterize our implementation of StOCs in detail in
Appendix B.

While StOCs enable us to achieve stall-free operation, they
are not sufficient to guarantee a fully-pipelined design on their
own. In what follows, we describe three types of intra-PHR
hazards we encountered in our endeavor to fully-pipeline
BBQ, and the architectural techniques used to address them.
(H1) Data Hazards: The simplest form of hazards we en-
counter are data hazards, where one stage of the pipeline
either: (a) issues a memory read, or (b) waits on completion
of a memory read at an address that is concurrently updated
by a different pipeline stage.

For instance, consider the BBQ pipeline depicted in Table 2.
If Stage 2 issues a read for an L2 bitmap that is simultaneously
being modified by Stage 6, it will receive either a stale or
invalid value 2 cycles later.5 Similarly, if Stage 3 has a read
in progress for the same memory address, it will receive a
stale value on the next cycle. This is a common problem
in processor design, where the standard solution – and the
one we use here – is to perform write forwarding from a
later pipeline stage to its predecessors when a read-after-write
conflict occurs.

5Certain hardware platforms may guarantee a consistent memory view,
but this is not true in general (e.g., FPGA SRAM).
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In order to resolve data hazards, we need to first compute
whether and which pairs of operations in a PHR access the
same state (e.g., bitmaps, StOCs, PBs). BBQ exploits the
hierarchical nature of the queue to make this computation
efficient: since bitmap and StOC addresses also have a hier-
archical structure to them (e.g., the address of an L3 bitmap
is generated by splicing together the address of its L2 parent
and its own index in the parent bitmap), we can both reduce
address comparator logic and improve fmax by memoizing
address conflicts at higher levels and propagating them down
the pipeline; then, when we need to compute address conflicts
for lower levels, we reuse the memoized results, necessitating
comparison of only the lower address bits.
(H2) Non-atomic bitmap accesses: A second type of intra-
PHR hazard arises due to the non-atomic nature of bitmap
accesses, causing back-to-back DEQUEUE operations to be
routed down incorrect paths in the bitmap tree.

To illustrate this problem, consider the example depicted
in Figure 3. Initially, at 1 , both the MSb and LSb of an
L2 bitmap are set, and the corresponding StOC values are
1 and 2, respectively. Now, consider two DEQUEUE-MAX op-
erations, OPA and OPB, issued one cycle apart. Since the
highest-priority (left-hand) subtree has just one element and
becomes empty after the first DEQUEUE operation (i.e., OPA),
we would expect to see OPB to be routed down the right-hand
subtree (corresponding to the LSb). Instead, we find that both
operations are incorrectly routed down the left-hand subtree.
The problem arises at 3 , the moment OPB and OPA reach Cy-
cles 4 and 5 of the pipeline, respectively. At this point, OPA is
waiting on the read for the MSb’s StOC (issued one cycle ear-
lier, at 2 ) to complete, while OPB computes the same MSSb
as OPA and issues a read for the same StOC. It is only on
the following cycle – at 4 , when OPA decrements the MSb’s
StOC down to 0 – that we discover that the left-hand subtree
becomes empty, and that OPB should have been steered to
the right-hand subtree instead; unfortunately, it is far too late
by this point. Note that this is not simply a rare performance
issue that can be addressed by, e.g., discarding trailing op-
erations in case of conflicts; rather, it is a correctness bug.
In this case, since OPB may have already been “committed”
to StOCs earlier in the pipeline, the operation cannot simply
be discarded. Once again, we would have to either: (a) stall
the pipeline, hurting worst-case performance, or (b) enforce
that DEQUEUE operations are issued at least 2 cycles apart,
throttling the queue’s DEQUEUE throughput.

To address this problem, we adopt another technique from
the architecture literature: speculation. The idea is as fol-
lows: within the Li PHRs, if we have two back-to-back
DEQUEUE-MAX operations (say, OPA and OPB, issued in that
order, respectively) that access the same bitmap, we compute
the bitmap index for OPB speculating that OPA causes the
MSSb to become ‘0’. Consequently, OPB will issue a read for
the next-MSSb. On the following cycle, if we find that OPA
indeed caused the MSSb to flip (i.e., the corresponding StOC
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Figure 3: Non-atomic read-modify-write accesses to bitmaps cause
OPB (the second of two consecutive DEQUEUE-MAX operations) to be
incorrectly routed to the left-hand subtree.
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Figure 4: If there are conflicting operations in the Li PHRs, op-
erations issued later compute bit indices speculating that earlier
operations will change the bitmap.

becomes 0), our speculation was correct, and OPB proceeds
as usual. Otherwise, OPB simply discards its own state, and
adopts both the MSSb index and StOC values computed by
OPA for the remainder of the pipeline. The speculation logic
is illustrated in Figure 4.

The key observation here is that instead of squandering
OPB’s one available read on data that are going to be available
anyway (via inter-stage forwarding), we can “hedge” our bet
on multiple bits simultaneously, ensuring that at least one of
them yields the desired outcome. We also note that, while the
description presented here involves only DEQUEUE-MAX opera-
tions for the sake of simplicity, the same technique generalizes
to any combination and order of operations (i.e., ENQUEUE,
DEQUEUE-MIN, and DEQUEUE-MAX).
(H3) Non-atomic PB accesses: Conceptually similar to (H2),
the third and final type of hazard arises due to the non-atomic
nature of priority bucket accesses, causing back-to-back
DEQUEUE operations to potentially corrupt state within the
PB PHR. To see why, consider stages 6− 10 of the BBQ
pipeline. In Stage 10, DEQUEUE operations cause the PB’s
TAIL pointer to be updated (now denoted by PB.TAILnew). In
stage 8, DEQUEUE operations perform a read that is supposed
to be addressed by the most up-to-date TAIL pointer for the
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corresponding PB. However, consider what happens when
two back-to-back DEQUEUE operations (say, OPA and OPB,
issued in that order, respectively) land at the same priority
bucket. At Stage 9, OPB is waiting on completion of the
read addressed by PB.TAIL available on the previous cycle.
However, OPA, now at Stage 10, modifies the TAIL pointer,
causing the read issued by OPB (for QEDATA and QEPREV) to
become stale. Unfortunately, write-forwarding does not help
here because the stale variable (PB.TAIL) is being used to
address other state, creating a control hazard.

To address this problem, we introduce the notion of opera-
tion coloring (inspired by graph coloring, problems where
vertices in a graph must be assigned colors such that no two
adjacent vertices have the same color), which works as fol-
lows. First, we tag each operation with a Color attribute,
which assumes one of two values: Purple ( ) or Orange
( ). An operation’s color determines which end of the PB’s
doubly-ended linked-list it interacts with: operations colored
purple operate on the HEAD of the PB, while those colored or-
ange operate on the TAIL. All ENQUEUE operations are always
colored purple, while DEQUEUE operations are, by default, col-
ored orange. Finally, we add a single constraint on color:
a DEQUEUE operation must not have the same color as a
conflicting operation issued immediately before it (i.e., one
cycle earlier). In the first cycle of the PB PHR (Cycle 7), if
the active operation is a DEQUEUE that conflicts with another
operation in the subsequent pipeline stage, it is recolored.
Table 3 depicts the relevant portion of the BBQ pipeline post
operation coloring (extraneous details are omitted for the sake
of brevity).

C Description

7 // Color operation

8 If DEQUEUE :
Rd QEDATA[PB.HEADnew]
Rd QENEXT[PB.HEADnew]

If DEQUEUE :
Rd QEDATA[PB.TAILnew]
Rd QEPREV[PB.TAILnew]

9 // Read delay

10 If ENQUEUE :
Update PB.HEAD new

If DEQUEUE :
Update PB.HEAD new

If DEQUEUE :
Update PB.TAIL new

Table 3: Updated stages 7−10 showing operation coloring.

Observe that, so long as the DEQUEUE operations are col-
ored differently from any operation immediately preceding
them in the pipeline, they will not incur stale reads. The key
idea here is that each operation (whether an ENQUEUE or a
DEQUEUE) only affects one pointer in the PB’s (HEAD, TAIL)
pair.6 As a result, picking a mutually exclusive color also

6The only situations in which both pointers are affected is when the
priority bucket becomes empty (i.e., due to a DEQUEUE), or a priority bucket
that was previously empty becomes non-empty (i.e., due to an ENQUEUE).
Speculation precludes the first possibility (attempting to DEQUEUE an empty
PB), so we are left with the second corner case, which we handle explicitly.

guarantees exclusivity on the data structure itself. Operations
spaced more than one cycle apart can be safely handled via
write forwarding. An artifact of this design choice is that
back-to-back DEQUEUEs landing at the same priority bucket
will not dequeue elements in FIFO order; however, since
DEQUEUEs are bound to be interleaved with ENQUEUEs during
typical operation, we do not expect this case to arise often.

Together, these optimizations realize a fully-pipelined pri-
ority queue architecture with both high fmax, and a guaranteed
operation throughput of 1 op/cycle independent of workload.

5 BBQ : A Latency-Free BBQ
While deep pipelining is key to BBQ’s high performance,

the resulting pipeline latency (i.e., the number of clock cycles
that elapse between when an operation is issued and when it
completes) introduces a new source of error in the relative
ordering of elements compared to an “ideal” priority queue.

The problem manifests due to a confluence of two factors:
(a) since it takes several cycles for an operation to traverse the
pipeline, in order to use BBQ at full throughput (1 op/cycle),
multiple operations need to be issued concurrently; and (b) for
a pipeline of depth p, the minimum delay for a high-priority
element to be dequeued, served, and re-enqueued into the
queue is also p. Consequently, any DEQUEUE operations
that are issued in the p cycle interval that the highest-priority
element is not present in the queue might ultimately dequeue
lower-priority elements. A concrete example of the prob-
lem is described in §C.1. The aforementioned problem is
inextricably tied to our decision of using a pipelined architec-
ture, implying that the BBQ primitive alone cannot guarantee
absolute accuracy at full throughput.

However, we find that a simple augmentation to the BBQ
primitive allows us to hide this latency and avoid the accuracy
issues that come with it: use a tiny PIFO as a “cache” in front
of the BBQ to hold the highest-priority elements. Whenever
this tiny PIFO overflows, it “leaks” the lowest priority element
to the BBQ. This PIFO only needs to be able to hold as
many elements as the BBQ’s pipeline depth (order of tens
of elements). Because of its small size, this instance does
not face the scalability limitations associated with the PIFO
architecture and only adds a small footprint to the design.

The augmented design, BBQ , provably guarantees zero
loss in accuracy (i.e., any dequeued element is always the
highest-priority one in the system at that time) while providing
full throughput (1 op/cycle). We can show this by proving the
sufficient condition in Theorem 1: with a PIFO whose size
exceeds the pipeline latency of the BBQ, the highest-priority
element is always served from the PIFO, such that we never
experience the accuracy or latency artifacts introduced by the
accompanying BBQ. We describe BBQ in detail in §C.2.

Theorem 1 (Priority Set Invariant for BBQ ). In a BBQ
instance composed of a BBQ with pipeline latency p cycles
and a PIFO of size k > p, the top (k− p) highest-priority
elements are always in the PIFO.
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The proof can be found in §C.3.

6 Evaluation
We now evaluate BBQ. Our main goal is to understand

BBQ’s performance and viability for both ASICs and FPGA
designs. We also compare BBQ with PIFO [41], PIEO [40],
and BMW-Tree [47]. PIFO is the state-of-the-art hardware
priority queue in terms of throughput while BMW-Tree is
the state of the art in terms of scalability. Throughout this
evaluation, we show that BBQ can surpass PIFO’s throughput
while achieving similar scalability to BMW-Tree.

6.1 Setup and Methodology
We implement BBQ in SystemVerilog. Given the recur-

ring and composable structure of the design, we implement a
Python script to automatically generate different configura-
tions of BBQs by stitching together modular blocks of hand-
written SystemVerilog code. Users can specify the number
of levels in the tree (D), the bitwidth of every node (W), and
the maximum number of elements (N). We synthesize BBQ
targeting both an FPGA (Intel Stratix 10 MX FPGA [24])
as well as an ASIC. The Stratix 10 MX contains 702,720
Adaptive Logic Modules (ALMs), 140 Mb of SRAM, and two
100 Gb Ethernet ports. For comparison, we also synthesize
PIFO, PIEO, and BMW-Tree targeting the same board. For
each design and configuration, we conduct a bisection search
to find the maximum clock frequency achievable with 3 MHz
precision, picking the best synthesis across 10 seeds. To syn-
thesize the FPGA we use Intel Quartus [21]. To synthesize the
ASIC, we use Synopsys Design Compiler [43] using a 7 nm
Standard Cell Library [44] based on the ASAP7 PDK [13].

All the designs we evaluate have deterministic performance
that is independent of the workload. As such, our analysis
focuses on the packet rate that each design is able to sus-
tain, as well as the cost [36] (in terms of die area and FPGA
resources).

6.2 FPGA
As mentioned in §2.1.2, FPGA-based NICs are increas-

ingly used as a way to achieve programmable offloads on
the NIC [15, 16, 23, 35, 37]. Having a programmable packet
scheduler on the NIC would allow administrators to change
the packet scheduling algorithms at run time. In this section,
we evaluate how BBQ and the baseline designs perform, in
terms of throughput (§6.2.1) and FPGA resources (§6.2.2).
We also explore how the different BBQ design parameters
affect its performance when running on an FPGA (§6.2.3).

6.2.1 Throughput Scalability
Queue capacity can influence throughput by increasing the

hardware critical path, which in turn reduces the maximum
clock frequency that we can achieve with the design ( fmax).
To understand this effect, we synthesize BBQ (with 8-bit
bitmaps) and the baselines while changing both the queue
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Figure 6: Throughput as we scale the queue capacity.

capacity and the number of bits used to express the priorities
(precision). We report both the clock frequency as well as the
overall throughput achievable by each design.

Figure 5 shows the clock achievable by each design when
we increase the queue capacity. BBQ achieves a clock as
high as 500 MHz with 9-bit precision and 400 MHz with 15-
bit precision, significantly higher than the baseline designs.
Moreover, BBQ is able to scale to up to 217 elements while
still sustaining a 300 MHz clock. In comparison, PIFO can
only scale to up to 211 elements.

In addition to achieving a higher clock frequency, BBQ’s
fully pipelined design allows it to execute an operation (en-
queue or dequeue) every clock cycle. As a result, the through-
put difference is even higher compared to BMW-Tree (that
consumes 1 cycle to enqueue and 2 cycle to dequeue) and
PIEO (that consumes 4 cycles to enqueue and 4 cycles to
dequeue). However, different from the other designs, PIFO
is able to execute both an enqueue and a dequeue operation
in the same cycle, allowing its packet rate to match its clock
frequency. Figure 6 shows the throughput of the different
designs for different queue capacities. BBQ is able to drive
100 Gbps line rate (148.8 Mpps) with as many as 217 elements.
Also note that PIFO is able to achieve similar throughput to
BBQ, but only for small queues (128 elements or less).

6.2.2 Resource Scalability
We also evaluate how the different designs scale in terms

of FPGA resources. We report both ALM utilization and
SRAM blocks, both as a fraction of the overall number of
resources available in the target FPGA. Figure 7 shows how
the ALM utilization scales as we increase the number of ele-
ments that the queue can support. In BBQ, scaling the queue
capacity has little effect on the logic utilization. This is a
direct consequence of BBQ’s use of an integer priority queue,
which lets it avoid comparison-based sorting. BMW-Tree’s
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PIFO is not included in the plot as it does not use SRAM.

hierarchical design also gives it much better scalability, using
only slightly more ALM resources than BBQ. In contrast,
both PIFO and PIEO use significantly more resources as we
scale the capacity.

While BBQ’s ALM utilization remains low even for
131,072 elements (217), BBQ, like PIEO and BMW-Tree,
relies on SRAM to store its elements. As a result, we expect
SRAM utilization to increase with the queue capacity for all
these designs. Figure 8 shows this effect. Note that BBQ’s
SRAM utilization is in between PIEO’s and BMW-Tree’s.
However, PIEO and BMW-Tree require multiple copies in
order to match BBQ throughput, which causes them to use
vastly more SRAM if provisioned to meet the same perfor-
mance target.

6.2.3 BBQ Sensitivity Analysis
To understand the impact of BBQ’s configuration on per-

formance, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the bitmap
tree parameters: the number of levels (D), and the bitmap
width (W) (recall that the number of priorities is computed as
P =W D), while keeping the number of elements fixed.

Figure 9 depicts how BBQ’s throughput behaves as a func-
tion of the bitmap width. We sweep the number of levels
in the bitmap tree from D = 3 to 15 (or until we reach 215

priorities) for different bitmap widths. Then we plot the at-
tained throughput for the corresponding priority count. We
find that bitmap widths between 2 and 8 yield similar per-
formance (with 4 being optimal), but this deteriorates as the
bitmap width increases. In particular, starting with W = 16,
FFS computation becomes the primary fmax bottleneck. We
can similarly infer from the same graph that level count has
little impact on performance; for instance, we observe that
a (D = 4,W = 2) BBQ achieves the same throughput as a
(D = 8,W = 2) BBQ despite the latter containing 16× as
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many priorities. Figure 10 shows the complementary view
of the data, depicting change in throughput as a function of
priorities for different numbers of tree levels.

6.3 ASIC
We now evaluate BBQ in the context of designs targeting

ASICs. Here we compare BBQ with PIFO for two reasons:
(1) it is one of the two baseline designs that supports logical
partitioning, which, as we discussed in §2, is essential to
allow them to be efficiently incorporated into state-of-the-art
switches, and (2) it offers the best throughput among all the
baseline designs.

We synthesize both BBQ and PIFO using a 7 nm process.
PIFO only meets timing at 1 GHz with up to 211 elements,
which is consistent with [41]. BBQ meets timing at 3.1 GHz
with 217 elements, but we did not try scaling beyond this
point. The difference in the clock frequency achieved by
BBQ and PIFO means that BBQ is able to run at 55% higher
throughput. To evaluate the cost of the design, we compare
the chip area when synthesizing a single queue. We use the
synthesis results to calculate the area used by the logic gates
and estimate the SRAM area using the cost of 0.027mm2/Mb
reported by TSMC for their 7 nm process [12, 46].

Table 4 shows the chip area breakdown, divided in logic
and SRAM for both BBQ and PIFO, using 9b and 15b priori-
ties. BBQ uses very little area with logic; most of its area is
taken up by SRAM. BBQ is not only able to scale to many
more elements than PIFO, but also consumes less area when
both are provisioned for the same capacity.

Area (mm2)

Design Elements Priorities Clock Logic SRAM Total

PIFO 211 29 1 GHz 0.043 0.043
211 215 1 GHz 0.058 0.058

BBQ

211 29 3.1 GHz 0.00071 0.0029 0.0037
211 215 3.1 GHz 0.0011 0.035 0.036
217 29 3.1 GHz 0.00095 0.24 0.24
217 215 3.1 GHz 0.0014 0.29 0.29

Table 4: Chip area for the different designs. BBQ uses little logic,
causing its area to be primarily determined by SRAM.
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Figure 11: A two-level hierarchical NIC scheduler using BBQ. The
first BBQ schedules traffic across tenants. The second BBQ (which
is logically partitioned) is used to schedule traffic within each tenant.

7 Applications
In Section 2, we motivated the need for a hardware priority

queue capable of supporting packet scheduling for two rapidly
emerging use-cases: terabit-scale switches, and NICs in multi-
tenant cloud datacenters. Having evaluated its scalability,
throughput, and resource usage, in this section we describe
how BBQ can fill these application-level gaps.

7.1 Packet Scheduling on Switches
As described in §2.1.1, a key enabler for priority queue

deployment in modern switches is the ability to realize log-
ical partitioning, allowing the packet scheduler to leverage
the simpler priority queue mesh architecture depicted in Fig-
ure 1(b). BBQ achieves this by treating disjoint subtrees in
its priority index structure as independent queues (§3.3.3),
enabling multiplexing of the underlying instance; as noted
earlier, this comes at a cost in terms of precision (each logi-
cal queue gets 1

k ’th the original priority range), but with no
resource overhead, performance penalty, or fragmentation of
queue memory.

In terms of performance and scalability, we can synthe-
size BBQ instances with 100K+ entries and 32K priorities
at 3.1GHz using a 7nm ASIC process; at two operations
per packet, each BBQ instance can sustain a packet rate of
1.55Bpps. Our target switch (NVIDIA SN4700, 400GbE x32)
supports an aggregated packet rate of 8.4Bpps, implying that
a total of

⌈ 8.4
1.5

⌉
×2 = 12 BBQs that are logically partitioned

among the 32 output ports in a shared scheduler pipeline
are sufficient to match the switch fabric’s processing speed.
Based on our ASIC synthesis results for a single BBQ (§6.3),
we estimate that provisioning each of these 12 instances with
131K queue entries and 32K priorities (1K priorities per port)
would require a total area of 3.48mm2. Considering that a
switch chip area ranges from 200mm2 to 800mm2 [41] this
corresponds to 0.4–1.74% of the total chip area.

Thus, BBQ’s scalability, performance, and ability to be
logically partitioned make it, for the first time, a plausible
candidate to realize priority queueing in modern switches.

7.2 Packet Scheduling on Cloud SmartNICs
A key requirement for NIC-based packet schedulers in pub-

lic clouds is the ability to independently perform scheduling
both across tenants and within each tenant (§2.1.2). By al-
lowing several logical BBQs (each representing one tenant)

to share a single BBQ instance, we can efficiently use the
available resources (e.g., queue memory) without having to
provision one priority queue per tenant. In order to enforce
cross-tenant traffic policies, we instantiate another, smaller
BBQ that stores references to the tenant BBQs. Conceptually,
this corresponds to the two-level hierarchical scheduler de-
picted in Figure 11, with the lower and upper levels handling
intra- and inter-tenant scheduling decisions, respectively.

Previously, we evaluated the feasibility of operating BBQ
on an ASIC in the context of switches (§7.1). We now frame
our discussion about scalability and performance for Smart-
NICs in the context of the more resource-constrained device
family: FPGAs. On an Intel Stratix 10MX we can synthesize
a BBQ instance with 100K+ entries and 32K priorities that
meets timing at 302MHz, and uses 0.45% of the available
ALMs and and 9% of the total FPGA SRAM, respectively.
Consequently, a single instance can sustain 151Mpps, sur-
passing 100GbE line rate with minimum-sized packets (148.8
Mpps).

On FPGAs, scaling to higher line rates (e.g., 400GbE [22])
is beyond the capability of any single priority queue instance,
and would require augmenting the scheduler pipeline with
multiple BBQs. However, given the resource cost of each
instance relative to total FPGA resources, this is currently
impractical; any priority queue design would have to signifi-
cantly reduce its SRAM footprint (e.g., offloading elements
to DRAM) in order to make scaling out on FPGAs practical.

8 Related Work
Counting priority index: The data structure used in BBQ
is similar to the counting priority index (CPI) proposed by
Wang and Lin [45]. They were the first to hypothesize that
an integer priority queue could be used to speed up packet
scheduling in both software and hardware. Unfortunately,
CPI is not implementable in hardware in its original form as it
fails to account for the many practical issues that arise when
building a pipelined hardware design, e.g., memory access
latency, hazards, and limited memory. As we discussed in
§3 and §4, the challenging aspects of BBQ’s design stem
from these very issues. BBQ is also orthogonal to Eiffel [38],
which deals with the practical issues of using a priority index
to schedule packets in software.
Hardware priority queueing: PIFO [41] is the current
state-of-the-art priority queue implementation in terms of
throughput, and BMW-RPU [47] is the current state-of-the-art
in terms of scalability. As confirmed in our evaluation, BBQ
is able to match PIFO’s throughput while scaling beyond
BMW-RPU’s maximum capacity. Another notable hardware
priority queue design is pHeap [10], unfortunately pHeap
can only process an operation every two clock cycles, which
makes it unsuitable for line-rate switches. Further, besides
PIFO and PIEO, none of the designs that close the gap in
terms of scalability (including BMW-Tree and pHeap) support
logical partitioning efficiently, making them impractical for
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deployment in both switches and SmartNICs in the cloud
setting. We characterize the efficiency that existing designs
achieve in implementing logical partitioning in §A.1.
Approximate priority queueing: There is also a line of work
that proposes approximating different scheduling algorithms
to make them amenable to hardware implementation [2, 3,
17, 39, 48]. BBQ borrows from these works the observation
that a small priority set (at the hardware level) is sufficient for
most use cases. These works provide interesting theoretical
insights and a path to implement some scheduling policies
on existing programmable switches. However, BBQ’s design
shows that it is unnecessary to sacrifice accuracy in order to
achieve scalability and speed.

9 Discussion
Limitations: A key limitation of IPQ-based designs such
as BBQ is that they operate over priority ranges that are
both finite7 and static. While we can, in fact, augment the
vanilla BBQ primitive to support dynamic priority ranges
(Appendix D), boundedness of the priority span remains an
immutable constraint. The fundamental reason is that we
must map every priority in BBQ to a bucket in physical mem-
ory, so SRAM usage scales linearly with the priority span.
Notably, this scheme becomes altogether impractical when
the required precision grows beyond a certain threshold (e.g.,
supporting 232 priorities would require over 500MB of SRAM
just to store bitmaps). In §6, we demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of synthesizing a BBQ instance with 15-bit priority tags
(32K priorities), but we don’t expect this number to scale
much further. Thus, the ideal operating point for BBQ corre-
sponds to a setting where we need to support a large number
of queue entries falling in a small (possibly dynamic) pri-
ority range. Some priority queue architectures also enable
richer abstractions (e.g., PIEO’s predicate-based filtering al-
lows scheduling based on eligibility criteria such as virtual or
wall-clock time [40]), which BBQ does not support.
Future Work: Today, we are at an inflection point with
regard to the scalability of hardware priority queue designs.
On the one hand, support for 100K+ queue entries is the cul-
mination of a decade-long concerted effort towards jointly
optimizing scalability and performance. On the other hand,
this appears to be the end of the scalability roadmap: since
every queue element must be stored somewhere, we are ul-
timately bottlenecked by available memory. For the sake of
performance, today’s designs exclusively use SRAM, which

7Technically, priority ranges are always finite (regardless of the underly-
ing priority queue design) because they are ultimately upper-bounded by the
maximum precision afforded by the priority tag (i.e., number of priority bits).
However, the point here is that comparison-based priority queue designs
(e.g., PIFO) can, in principle, create the illusion of an infinite priority range
using large priority tags; for instance, a time-based PIFO scheduler that uses
nanosecond-granularity timestamps as priorities would require well over 500
years to exhaust a 64-bit priority range (264 = 1.8× 1019 priorities). Con-
versely, IPQs hit their priority scaling limits far earlier than any reasonable
interpretation of infinity.

offers deterministic, single-cycle memory access. However,
SRAM is a scarce resource, and even highly scalable designs
such as BBQ and BMW-Tree [47] would require over 10%
of the available FPGA SRAM (§6.2) to support 200K queue
entries – a highly impractical proposition. However, given the
trend of increasing multi-tenancy in datacenters, it is not far
fetched to believe that schedulers will some day need priority
queueing for 1M+ flows. A natural question then is: how do
we get there? We believe the key to this lies in offloading
queue entries to DRAM, which provides much slower (and
non-deterministic) access latencies compared to SRAM, but is
a far more abundant memory resource. The clean decoupling
between BBQ’s priority index structure and its queue memory
(i.e., BBQ’s ability to locate the highest-priority entry without
needing access to the entry itself) makes it feasible to offload
queue memory to DRAM, but there are several challenges
that need to be addressed along the way. We leave it to future
work to realize this lofty goal.

10 Conclusion
PIFO’s vision—a programmable packet scheduler that op-

erates at line rate even on high-throughput switches—has
been hampered by throughput and scalability issues of ex-
isting priority queue designs. In this paper, we presented
BBQ, a new priority queue design that is both scalable and
fast. At the heart of its design is an integer priority queue
that allows BBQ to avoid the complexity barrier imposed
by comparison-based sorting. While this paper shows the
usefulness of BBQ for performing packet scheduling in both
FPGA SmartNICs and line rate switch ASICs, we expect such
a high-performance priority queue to find use in many other
contexts. We look forward to future work that creatively use
BBQ for other purposes.
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Appendix A Logical Partitioning in Practice
In §2, we motivated logical partitioning (i.e., the ability to

multiplex several logical priority queues atop a single physi-
cal queue) as a key requirement for deployability in modern
switches and SmartNICs. In this section, we first character-
ize the extent to which existing priority queue designs can
realize logical partitioning (§A.1), followed by a detailed de-
scription of the mechanisms that enable BBQ to achieve this
functionality (§A.2).

A.1 Existing Designs
The goal of logical partitioning is to allow a single,

physical priority queue to emulate a collection of multiple,
logically-independent priority queues. Simply realizing this
abstraction is not particularly challenging, but doing so effi-
ciently turns out to be a major impediment for most priority
queue designs. We can evaluate efficiency along three axes:
(1) queue fragmentation, or the worst-case fraction of queue
elements (QEs) lost to external fragmentation when an in-
stance is partitioned q ways; (2) performance overhead, or
the throughput degradation resulting from logical partitioning;
and, (3) resource overhead, or the resource cost (e.g., logic,
memory) required to support q logical partitions relative to
an unpartitioned priority queue.

PIFO supports logical partitioning with zero queue frag-
mentation, a small performance overhead, and a resource
overhead that scales linearly with queue size: Consider
the example depicted in Figure 12, where a physical PIFO
(provisioned with N = 8 QEs) is partitioned into q = 2 logical
PIFOs. Per usual, PIFO maintains a sorted list of QEs ordered
by priority [41]. To realize logical partitioning, PIFO anno-
tates every QE with a Logical PIFO ID (in this case, q0 or
q1) at enqueue time. Then, in order to dequeue from the i’th
logical PIFO, it first “selects” the subset of elements with the
corresponding ID (q1 in our example), then performs priority
decoding to extract the highest-priority element from that
subset. Since every QE in the physical instance can always be
independently addressed by every logical PIFO, queue mem-
ory is fully multiplexed, yielding zero fragmentation. Every
element must be annotated with a log2 q bit wide ID, resulting
in a resource overhead that scales with queue size. Finally,
selecting the appropriate subset of elements involves an extra
comparator per element, incurring a small performance cost.

With modest changes, PIEO can support logical par-
titioning with zero queue fragmentation, and perfor-
mance/resource overheads that scale with queue size: Ar-
chitecturally, PIEO is organized as a matrix: an array of
2
√

N sublists, each consisting of
√

N QEs sorted by prior-
ity. Besides standard priority queue operations, PIEO allows
specifying eligibility predicates: a programmable function
that “selects” a subset of elements to dequeue from. In princi-
ple, this is similar to the mechanism PIFO uses to implement
logical partitioning (Figure 12), and an appropriate predicate

A, 2
q1

D, 4
q0

G, 7
q1

B, 9
q1

C, 12
q0

E, 16
q0

Priority Decoder

B

PIFO

F, 1
q0

Figure 12: A single physical PIFO partitioned into 2 logical PIFOs:
q0 consisting of 4 elements, and q1 consisting of 3 elements. Avail-
able queue memory is fully multiplexed among the logical PIFOs,
resulting in zero fragmentation.

function can be used in PIEO to the same effect. Unfortu-
nately, the vanilla PIEO design does not allow QEs belonging
to different logical PIEOs to coexist in the same sublist. The
reason is that, as a first step, PIEO must perform predicate
filtering at sublist level, which only supports range-based
queries (e.g., a≤ f ≤ b) but not set queries (e.g., f ∈ X) that
are required for logical partitioning. Consequently, it would
incur external fragmentation at the granularity of sublists.
However, we note that this is not a fundamental limitation,
and with minor changes to the design (e.g., by annotating ev-
ery sublist with a q-bit bitmap representing the logical PIEO
QEs contained therein), PIEO can, in theory, achieve logical
partitioning with no external fragmentation while incurring a
resource/performance cost similar to PIFO.

B, 16

3

D, 9

1

C, 12

1

A, 4

1

flow, priority

counter

BMW-Tree

q0 q1

E, 7
Flow is dropped
despite available
QEs in physical

instance

Figure 13: A 2-level 2-way BMW-Tree instance partitioned into 2
logical queues. Each logical queue must be mapped to a physical
subtree, resulting in external fragmentation. Once a subtree becomes
full, enqueues into the corresponding logical queue are impossible
even if there are available QEs in other subtrees.

Other comparison-based priority queue designs cannot
efficiently implement logical partitioning: PIFO and PIEO
both satisfy a property that is key to achieving zero fragmen-
tation in fixed-layout priority queues: maintaining a total
ordering over elements at all times. In their effort to lever-
age spatial and pipelined parallelism, other designs violate
this property, inducing significant queue fragmentation. We
illustrate this point using the 2-way BMW-Tree depicted in
Figure 13. To implement partitioning between q = 2 logical
BMW-Trees, each logical queue must be statically mapped
to a physical subtree as shown in the figure;8 any other ar-
rangement might result in inadvertently dequeueing from the
wrong logical queue. The result is that, for a BMW-Tree
instance of size N, each logical queue can address only N

q

8Heap property is intentionally violated at root level to enable partitioning.
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QEs, incurring a fragmentation cost that scales with q. For
instance, with q = 8 partitions, we would risk losing up to
87% of the queue memory to external fragmentation (and still
not be able to support N flows). Instead, over-provisioning the
physical instance to account for the worst case (all N elements
being enqueued in a single logical queue, while the other 7
queues remain empty) would incur a 700% memory overhead.
Other tree-like priority queue designs, such as pHeap [10]
and Pipelined Heap [25], encounter precisely the same issue.

Overall, we find that besides the designs that maintain a to-
tal ordering over elements (PIFO and PIEO), realizing logical
partitioning in comparison-based designs incurs prohibitively
high resource overhead, queue fragmentation cost, or both.

A.2 Logical Partitioning in BBQ
Given a BBQ instance with w-bit bitmaps, we illustrate how

to partition it into q logical BBQs by means of two exemplar
configurations: one where q≤ w, and another where q > w.
(1) Fewer logical partitions than the bitmap width (q≤ w):
Consider a 2-level BBQ with 4-bit bitmaps (i.e., w= 4, D= 2)
that we would like to partition into q = 2 logical BBQs. The
physical BBQ has a priority span of P = 42 = 16 priorities.
As a first step, we partition this range equally between the
two logical instances, allocating priorities [0,7] to queue q0,
and [8,15] to q1. Observe that, in order to facilitate this
split, the L1 bitmap also needs to be partitioned as shown
in Figure 14, with the lower two bits corresponding to q0,
and the upper two bits corresponding to q1. Enqueueing an
entry, X , into logical queue i ∈ [0,1] with relative priority
j ∈ [0,7] is simple: first, we compute the absolute priority
corresponding to the physical BBQ as p = (i×8)+ j,9 then
perform ENQUEUE(X, p) as usual. In order to dequeue the
highest (or lowest) priority entry from the i’th logical queue,
we first mask the bits in the root bitmap not corresponding
to qi (e.g., for i = 1, we would apply the mask 0xC), perform
FFS on them, then proceed down the bitmap tree as in a
typical DEQUEUE operation.

1  0  1  1

1  0  0  1 0  0  0  0 0  0  1  0 1  1  0  1
7    6    5    4

Queue q1 (Mask: 0xC) Queue q0 (Mask: 0x3)

15   14   13   12 3    2    1    011   10   9   8 

Figure 14: Bitmap tree for a 2-level BBQ with 4-bit bitmaps parti-
tioned into 2 logical BBQs, q0 and q1. Each logical BBQ is allocated
disjoint ranges of 8 priorities. To DEQUEUE from a logical BBQ, we
first apply the corresponding mask to the L1 bitmap before perform-
ing FFS on it.

(2) More logical partitions than the bitmap width (q >
w): Consider again a (w = 4, D = 2) BBQ that we would
now like to partition into q = 8 logical BBQs. Observe that

9Logically, this corresponds to simply concatenating together i and j.

each bit in the root bitmap now corresponds to two different
logical BBQs, and therefore does not offer any discriminatory
power.10 Consequently, we eliminate this level of the bitmap
tree; in its place, we insert a single pipeline stage that steers
operations to their respective subtrees based on the logical
queue index (e.g., ENQUEUE and DEQUEUE operations on i ∈
{2,3} are steered to the second-from-right subtree). The
updated bitmap tree structure is depicted in Figure 15. Each
L2 bitmap now maps to q′ = 2 different logical BBQs, and
we apply the idea described in (1) (since q′ ≤ w) to achieve
this partitioning.

1  0  0  1 0  0  0  0 0  0  1  0 1  1  0  1
11  10 9   815  14 13  12

Steering Logic

7   6 5   4 3   2 1   0

q7 q6 q5 q4 q3 q2 q1 q0

L2 bitmap

Figure 15: Bitmap tree for a 2-level BBQ with 4-bit bitmaps par-
titioned into 8 logical BBQs. The root (L1) bitmap no longer adds
any value, so we replace it with a steering stage that simply routes
operations on logical BBQs to the corresponding subtree.

Thus, with nominal changes to the BBQ pipeline, we can
support a broad range of partitioning configurations without
any performance overhead. In contrast to PIFO and PIEO,
the resource cost (corresponding to over-provisioning the
priority range) scales with the degree of logical partitioning
rather than queue size. Finally, full decoupling between its
priority index structure (i.e., the bitmap tree) and QEs enables
BBQ to achieve zero queue fragmentation. Overall, these
techniques make it possible for BBQ to efficiently realize
logical partitioning.

Appendix B Using StOCs in Practice
In §4.2, we described how every bit in BBQ’s bitmap tree

is associated with a StOC, which represents the total number
of elements contained in the corresponding subtree. StOCs
are an important component in BBQ because they are a key
enabler for its fully-pipelined architecture. In this section, we
characterize two practical details regarding our implementa-
tion of StOCs: how they are sized (§B.1), and a general opti-
mization technique that improves their performance (§B.2).

B.1 Sizing
In order to handle the worst case (i.e., all elements in the

BBQ being contained in a single priority bucket), every StOC
must be provisioned to represent the range [0, N], where N is
the number of supported queue elements. Conventionally, N
is configured to be a power of two (i.e., 2k) to avoid wasting
resources such as pointer address bits. However, in the case

10Since either of the logical BBQs contained therein may be empty, a ‘1’
in any bit position of the L1 bitmap provides no guarantee that a DEQUEUE
operation on that subtree will succeed.
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of BBQ, naively provisioning the queue with N = 2k elements
would entail (k+1)-bit StOCs, with the most-significant bit
(MSb) only ever being used to encode the maximum occu-
pancy of 2k. Instead, in BBQ, we snap N to a value of the form
(2k−1), allowing us to use k-bit StOCs. Thus, carefully siz-
ing the queue (and deliberately wasting one element’s worth
of address space) saves 1 bit per StOC, yielding a sizeable
reduction in memory footprint.

B.2 Waterlevel Bit Optimization
Since StOC bit-widths scale with the queue size (§B.1),

performing arithmetic or logical operations on these counters
can be expensive for large BBQ instances. As we will see,
these operations sometimes need to be chained together with
other combinational logic in a single pipeline stage, which
in turn inflates the critical path and significantly degrades
fmax. In this section, we describe a general optimization tech-
nique that alleviates counter-related performance bottlenecks,
yielding up to 17% higher fmax for some BBQ configurations.

(a) 15-bit Reduce-OR 
Logically: (x15 ∨ ... ∨ x1)

Predicate

(b) Complex logic
(Bitmap update or

speculation)

Long critical path

16-bit StOC
(X−1) ≠ 0  if (Y) ... 

X−1

X'

Updated StOC

X = {x15 ... x0}

Re
gi

st
er

Y

Figure 16: Dependency chain involving 16-bit counter logic for
a DEQUEUE operation. The critical path comprises of (a) a 15-bit
Reduce-OR (to determine whether the StOC becomes 0), chained
with (b) more combinational logic (which uses (a) as a predicate).

To illustrate the problem, consider a DEQUEUE operation in
stage 6 of the BBQ pipeline depicted in Table 2. This stage
comprises of several sub-operations, two of which we will
focus on here: (a) decrementing an L2 StOC and checking
if the resulting value becomes zero, and (b) updating the L2
bitmap predicated on the result of (a). Note that (a) oper-
ates on a log2(N +1)-bit counter and (b) operates on a w-bit
bitmap, and chaining these sub-operations together inevitably
puts them on the critical path. The problem is further exacer-
bated if (b) entails more complex combinational logic (e.g.,
resolving speculation outcomes, which, as shown in step 4
of Figure 4, follows the same blueprint). The critical path for
this sequence of sub-operations is depicted in Figure 16.

To address this performance bottleneck, we augment every
StOC in BBQ with an additional bit called the waterlevel
bit (WLb). We maintain the invariant that the WLb is set
to ‘1’ if the current StOC value is greater than or equal to
2, otherwise it is set to ‘0’. The key idea is that the WLb
opportunistically memoizes the future result of (a),11 allowing

11Observe that, for positive values of X , the expression evaluated by (a),
(X−1) ̸= 0, is logically equivalent to X ≥ 2, the value encoded in the WLb.

if (Y) ...

X'

WLb
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(X−2) ≠ 0  
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Figure 17: The waterlevel bit (WLb) replaces (a), improving fmax
by removing the counter operations from the critical path.

it to directly serve as the predicate for (b) instead of having to
compute it from scratch (Figure 17). This avoids chaining the
expensive Reduce-OR computation with other complex com-
binational logic, thereby shrinking the critical path. Moreover,
the updated value of the WLb (corresponding to the current
StOC value minus 2) can be efficiently computed using an-
other 16-bit operation; however, since this is not chained with
additional logic, it does not appear on the critical path.

In the context of BBQ, this optimization yields between
5−17% higher fmax on the Stratix 10 MX FPGA for configu-
rations with (217−1) queue entries (i.e., 17-bit StOCs). This
does come at a resource cost, since every StOC must now be
one bit wider to accommodate the WLb (corresponding to
approximately 4.75kB higher SRAM usage for a BBQ that
supports 32K priorities with 8-bit bitmaps). However, we
find that the resulting performance improvements justify this
resource overhead, and we enable this optimization by default
in the BBQ artifact.

Finally, we note that the underlying technique – memoiz-
ing useful counter arithmetic results in the counter structure
itself – is a general one that may benefit any design which
employs occupancy counters that might ultimately appear on
the critical path (e.g., BMW-Tree [47]).

Appendix C BBQ : A Latency-Free BBQ
In §5, we briefly described the latency artifacts that arise

due to pipelining, and how they might cause the packet sched-
ule produced by BBQ to deviate from that of an “ideal” pri-
ority queue. In this section, we describe BBQ , an augmen-
tation of BBQ that counteracts the latency issue. We start
with a concrete example motivating the problem (§C.1), then
dive into BBQ ’s design (§C.2), followed by a proof of its
correctness (§C.3).

C.1 Motivating Example
Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 18, where we use

a BBQ instance with a pipeline latency of p = 4 cycles to
implement strict priority scheduling at a bottleneck switch.
There is a single high-priority flow, A, competing with 3
lower-priority flows (B, C, and D); if none of the flows are
application-limited, we expect A to receive the full share of
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bandwidth, while the other flows should starve (i.e., never be
served). Assume now that a single packet can be transmitted
every other cycle (i.e., line rate corresponds to one packet
every two cycles). Since it takes 4 cycles for the BBQ instance
to complete a DEQUEUE request and yield the appropriate flow
to schedule, we are faced with two alternatives for managing
priority queue state.

First, when a flow is scheduled, we might re-enqueue the
flow in the BBQ and immediately issue another DEQUEUE
request, wait 4 cycles for the BBQ to respond with the next
flow to schedule, and so on. This guarantees accuracy (i.e., the
scheduled flow is always the highest-priority one), but implies
that flows can only be scheduled every 4 cycles, wasting half
the link bandwidth.12
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Figure 18: Issuing concurrent DEQUEUE requests, in combination
with BBQ’s pipeline latency, incorrectly causes a lower-priority flow,
B, to be extracted (at t = 3) and scheduled (at t = 6).

The second option is to preemptively maintain multiple con-
current DEQUEUE requests in flight such that a flow is always
available to be scheduled. In our example, this corresponds
to issuing DEQUEUE operations 2 cycles apart such that a flow
gets dequeued every other cycle (e.g., at t = 5 in Figure 18).
While this saturates the link bandwidth, it also implies that
not all active flows are enqueued in the BBQ at dequeue time.
For instance, at t = 1, the first issued DEQUEUE operation ex-
tracts flow A from the BBQ. Consequently, at t = 3, the next
DEQUEUE operation results in the extraction of a lower-priority
flow, B. Flow A eventually returns to the BBQ at t = 4, but
it is far too late by this point: at t = 6, the second DEQUEUE
operation completes, yielding B. In effect, this violates the
strict priority scheduling requirement we sought to enforce.

12Alternatively, we might schedule bursts of packets at a time so as to
hide the pipeline latency, but this effectively imposes a leaky bucket atop the
underlying scheduling policy, which may not always be desirable.

C.2 BBQ Design
BBQ is composed of two components: a BBQ and a

PIFO instance, which are connected as shown in Figure 19.
To simplify the theoretical analysis of this system (§C.3), we
assume that both components run at the same clock frequency
(say 250MHz), and the system clock, denoted by CLOCKsys
runs at half the frequency. On each CLOCKsys cycle, we can
insert one element into the BBQ , extract the highest-priority
element, or both.

BBQ

PIFO

1 ENQUEUEPIFO

3 DEQ-MAXPIFO2 DEQ-MINPIFO

4
R
eq
ue
st

5 DEQ-MAXBBQ

BBQ

Figure 19: BBQ design.

At a high level, our goal is to keep the PIFO full, only in-
serting into the BBQ when low-priority elements “spill over”
from the PIFO. When a new element arrives at the system, it
is first ENQUEUE’d into the PIFO 1 ; if this causes the PIFO
to overflow its capacity (k), we perform a DEQUEUE-MIN PIFO

operation 2 , inserting the resulting element into the BBQ.
Extracting the highest-priority element from the system in-
volves two steps: (a) we perform a DEQUEUE-MAX PIFO opera-
tion to get the highest-priority element in the PIFO 3 , which
completes immediately, and (b) we issue a DEQUEUE-MAX BBQ

request to fetch the highest-priority element from the BBQ 4 ,
which takes p timesteps to complete (where p is the pipeline
latency of the BBQ in units of CLOCKsys cycles). Finally,
when a DEQUEUE-MAX BBQ operation completes 5 , we insert
the resulting element into the PIFO; as before, if this causes
the PIFO to overflow, we move the lowest-priority element
in the PIFO to the BBQ. Observe that on every CLOCKsys
cycle (corresponding to 2 clock cycles for each component),
we issue at most 2 BBQ operations and 4 PIFO operations (2
ENQUEUEs and 2 DEQUEUEs), which matches their respective
operation throughputs.

C.3 Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we prove a sufficient condition for BBQ

to guarantee zero accuracy loss when using an appropriately-
sized PIFO. We start by proving a lower bound on PIFO
occupancy when the associated BBQ is not empty, followed
by an invariant regarding the subset of priorities contained
in the PIFO at any time. In the remainder of the section, we
use P (t) to denote the set of elements contained in the PIFO
at time t, and |P (t)| to denote the cardinality of this set (and
transitively the PIFO occupancy).

Lemma 1 (Lower-Bound on PIFO Occupancy). In a
BBQ instance composed of a BBQ with pipeline latency
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p cycles and a PIFO of size k > p, if |P (t)| < (k− p), the
BBQ is empty at time t.

Proof. The intuition behind the Lemma is that, so long as the
BBQ is not empty, it will prevent the PIFO occupancy from
dropping below a certain threshold (corresponding to k− p).
We prove this claim via contradiction, showing that if |P (t)|<
(k− p) starting with a full PIFO (a necessary condition for
the BBQ to be non-empty), at least one DEQUEUE-MAXBBQ
request resulted in ∅ after p timesteps, implying that the
BBQ is empty at time t.

Let t1 denote the latest time that the PIFO was full, and let
t2 denote the earliest time such that |P (t2)|< (k− p). Note
that no elements are inserted in the BBQ in the period [t1, t2];
otherwise ∃ t ′1 > t1 where the PIFO is still full, implying that
t1 was not the latest time. Assume towards a contradiction
that a total of n1 DEQUEUE-MAXPIFO operations and n2 ≥ 0
ENQUEUEPIFO operations were performed in [t1, t2], and n3
DEQUEUE-MAXBBQ operations completed in the same period,
all of which returned non-∅ values.

n1− (n2 +n3)> p, (1)
n3 ≥max(0,n1− p) (2)

where (1) is true because the difference between the number
of departures from the PIFO (n1) and the number of arrivals
to the PIFO (n2 +n3) in [t1, t2] must correspond to an occu-
pancy drop from k to |P (t2)|< k− p, i.e., exceeding p. (2) is
true because a DEQUEUE-MAXBBQ request is issued for every
DEQUEUE-MAXPIFO operation, and the maximum number of
requests still outstanding is at most p. Substituting (1) into
(2), we get: n3 ≥ (n1− p)> n2 +n3, a contradiction.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 (restated below for
reference).

Theorem 1 (Priority Set Invariant for BBQ ). In a BBQ
instance composed of a BBQ with pipeline latency p cycles
and a PIFO of size k > p, the top (k− p) highest-priority
elements are always in the PIFO.

Proof. Given Lemma 1, we only need to consider the scenario
where (k− p) ≤ |P (t)| ≤ k. Assume that the BBQ is not
empty, otherwise all |P (t)| ≥ (k− p) elements in the PIFO
are trivially the highest-priority ones. Now, assume towards
a contradiction that only the m < (k− p) highest-priority
elements in the system are in the PIFO at a certain time t2. It
follows that the highest-priority element in the BBQ, x, has
a higher priority than the remaining |P (t2)|−m elements in
the PIFO at t2. Observe that x may only have been inserted in
the BBQ if, at the time of insertion, t1: (1) the PIFO was full,
and (2) all k elements in the PIFO had higher priority than x.

Now, for x to be the (m+1)’th highest-priority element in
the system at time t2, we must have performed n = (k−m)>
(k− (k− p)) = p number of DEQUEUE-MAXPIFO operations

since t1, implying that n (> p) DEQUEUE-MAXBBQ opera-
tions were issued in the interval [t1, t2]. Since at most one
DEQUEUE-MAXBBQ operation can be issued every timestep and
each such operation takes exactly p timesteps to complete,
it follows that at least one DEQUEUE-MAXBBQ operation com-
pleted and returned x. Thus, x is in the PIFO at time t2, a
contradiction.

Appendix D Dynamic Priority Ranges
As described in §3.1, the standard BBQ primitive operates

over a priority range that is both finite and static. While this
is sufficient in some contexts (e.g., strict priority scheduling),
many policies implicitly assume an infinite priority set (e.g.,
fair queueing). IPQs are fundamentally incapable of uphold-
ing this assumption (§9). Fortunately, prior work has shown
that in most cases, a dynamic – albeit finite – priority range is
sufficient to realize these policies [38, 39]. In this section, we
describe how BBQ can be extended to provide the abstraction
of a rolling priority window.

To handle dynamic priority ranges, we directly adapt Eif-
fel’s [38] idea of using a Circular Hierarchical FFS-based
Queue (cFFS). The idea is to have two independent HFFS
queues, each with priority span P, working in tandem: a pri-
mary HFFS queue, q0, that stores elements with priorities
[0, P), and a secondary HFFS queue, q1, mapping to elements
with priorities in [P, 2P) (i.e., just outside q1’s range). To-
gether, these queues represent a logical priority window of
[0,2P). Once the primary queue becomes completely empty,
the logical priority window advances by P, and the queue
designations are swapped, with q0 – now the secondary queue
– buffering elements with priorities in [2P, 3P), and so on and
so forth.

We follow precisely the same blueprint for BBQ, with logi-
cal partitioning enabling us to multiplex both q0 and q1 atop
a single physical BBQ instance with no resource overhead
(or modification to the primitive, for that matter). The only
additional component required is a simple controller to or-
chestrate the two logical queues. We do not implement this
feature as part of our research artifact (yet), but we expect it
to have little to no impact on BBQ’s performance.
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Sirius: Composing Network Function Chains into P4-Capable Edge Gateways
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Alibaba Cloud

Abstract
Alibaba Cloud designs and deploys P4-capable gateway to

accelerate the processing of the diverse business traffics in
the edge cloud. Since the programmable ASIC in the gateway
only accepts a monolithic, pipelined P4 program, the dozens
network function chains for different business traffics have
to be composed into one. This is non-trivial due to the con-
tention between the complexity of network function chains
and the limited resource in the programmable ASIC. In this
paper, we present Sirius, a system that automates network
function chain composition process. Sirius synthesizes tables
to identify which business traffic the input packet belongs to,
pipelines loops in the merged network function graph via re-
circulations, and partitions the graph between programmable
ASIC and CPU when the required memory consumption ex-
ceeds the ASIC’s capability. So far, Sirius has automated
network function arrangement in hundreds of gateways, and
has effectively decreased our programmers’ workload by three
orders of magnitude, from weeks to minutes.

1 Introduction

As a cloud provider, Alibaba operates hundreds of edge clouds
to deliver fast services (e.g., game and video) to global end
users. To maintain reasonable costs, each of these small-scale
edge clouds contains a pair of gateways, a few switches, and
tens of light-weight servers with tight space constraints and
CPU compute limitations. Our typical edge cloud topology
is shown in Figure 1(a). Depending on the services deployed,
the edge cloud can serve more than 10 types of business
traffics (load balancer, proxy, Virtual Private Cloud (VPC),
etc.) Illustrated in Figure 1(b), each business traffic requires its
own network function processing chain, different directions
of the same business traffic may traverse network functions
in different orders. As services today constantly evolve, it has
become increasingly difficult for these resource-limited edge
clouds to handle the ever-growing traffic and CPU overhead.

Recent advances in programmable switch ASICs have en-
abled us to offload network functions from edge cloud servers
to the programmable switch ASICs. We designed and built
our own P4-capable edge gateway. Shown in Figure 1(c),
the gateway is equipped with a programmable switch ASIC
and server-grade CPU with dozens of cores, connected via
a pair of non-programmable NICs with hundreds of gigabits
throughput. The gateway sits on the border of the edge cloud

†
Both authors contributed equally to this paper

between the ISP and edge cloud switches. Deploying network
function chains onto the P4-capable gateway significantly
reduces the usage of constrained server CPU resources and
improves the performance of our edge clouds.

Despite the P4-capable gateway’s performance and flexi-
bility, we face a tough programming challenge. Recent com-
piler works such as Lyra [5], Cetus [13] allow programmers
to develop one network function chain fast and resource-
optimized. However, programmers struggle with compos-
ing all network function chains into the gateway while
satisfying the throughput requirement. More specifically,
since the programmable ASIC is performant but limited in re-
sources, the programmers have to merge all network function
chains into a graph by reusing overlapping network func-
tions, and maximize the network functions assigned to the
programmable ASIC to process hundreds of gigabits of traffic
flowing through the gateway. Network function chain compo-
sition involves three major challenges:

Identification. When a packet arrives, the first step is to iden-
tify which business traffic it belongs to and which network
functions to execute. While there are many potential ways of
identifying a packet, the solution should be generic and can
be implemented with reasonable resource overhead.

Pipelining. In real-world applications, it is inevitable that dif-
ferent business traffics execute network functions in different
orders. Given the ASIC’s pipeline architecture, it is infeasible
to compose these different processing chains directly. Such
ordering conflicts can be resolved by inserting recirculations
but with substantial human efforts.

Partitioning. Even after resolving ordering conflicts, the com-
posed program containing all required network functions may
not fit on the programmable ASIC due to its resource con-
straints. Thus, some components in the composed program
have to be moved to the gateway’s CPU, at the expense of
lower performance and degraded traffic throughput. Such
partitioning between programmable ASIC and the CPU is
non-trivial because it requires careful balancing between the
deployment capability and the overall throughput.

State of the art. To the best of our knowledge, no prior com-
piler work [3, 5–7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 19, 20, 23–25, 27] targeted
the above-mentioned network function chain composition
problem. µP4 [21] and P4 Weaver [4] enables modular P4
programming and composes multiple P4 modules into a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) without reusing any common
code block across modules. P4Visor [28], HyperV [26], De-
javu [25], and HyPer4 [8] merge multiple P4 programs into
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Figure 1: Our edge cloud’s topology, business traffic examples, and architecture of our P4-capable gateway.

one but do not handle ordering conflicts, or partition the pro-
gram across ASIC and CPU. These approaches incur high
memory overhead and cannot handle production-scale com-
plexity with tens of business traffics and hundreds of match
action tables.

Our system: Sirius. In this paper, we present Sirius, a sys-
tem that automates network function chain composition in
Alibaba’s edge clouds. Sirius takes the following inputs: (1)
P4 programs that define the network function chains for each
business traffic, (2) a traffic identification database that de-
scribes flow characteristics for sets of business traffics, and
(3) edge cloud topology and the throughput requirement for
each traffic. Sirius then returns a composed P4 program that
can handle all the above traffics and can deploy on the pro-
grammable ASIC. It also outputs the list of modules that
must be moved to the CPU, so that our developers can later
implement them as C++ programs.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

• A synthesis algorithm that generates a memory-efficient P4
traffic identification table, along with corresponding guard
conditions to identify each business traffic (§4).
• A pipelining algorithm that finds all possible candidates for

resolving ordering conflicts in composing business traffic
processing chains (§5).
• A new resource encoding paradigm and iterative searching

approach to find the best pipelining and partitioning plan
to minimize CPU load. (§6)

We have been using Sirius in production for one year, and
it has automated the arrangement of network functions for
hundreds of gateways in our global edge clouds. Sirius has
effectively decreased our network function arrangement work-
load by three orders of magnitude (from weeks to minutes).
In §7, we share our experience in using Sirius, representa-
tive cases solved by Sirius, and lessons we learned. We also
evaluate Sirius’s performance in §8.

2 Background

Edge clouds are deployed closer to end users and deliver
dozens of services (e.g., IoT, cloud gaming, CDN, and storage)
with lower latency. Gateways on the edge cloud host network
functions to process all services’ business traffic at hundreds
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Figure 2: The length and resource consumption of overlapping
tables of each network function chain.

of gigabits per second, such as balancing e-payment load,
translating network address for VPC, collecting statistics for
QoS and billing, etc. Traditionally, the network functions are
implemented as software programs running on the CPU. As
the scale of the edge cloud and the complexity of deployed
services grow, the CPU-based solution struggles to keep up.
We spent hundreds of CPU cores on an edge cloud site only
processing the traffic traversing through, resulting in huge
overhead both in cost and space. Therefore, we built our own
P4-capable gateway and accelerated our network functions via
the programmable ASIC. Depending on the services deployed,
the gateway serves traffic at hundreds of gigabits to multi-
terabits per second.

Developing atop the P4-capable gateway is challenging
due to the scale and complexity of our network functions. To
quantify the complexity, we examined four P4 programs for
different edge cloud sites and summarized the line of codes
and resource consumption in Table 1. We can see that all four
programs occupy all 12 stages of the programmable ASIC,
and all have high Packet Header Vector (PHV) usage. The
largest program has 248 tables and consumes all four pipelines
in the gateway’s ASIC.

We experience such complexity and scale because each
P4 program is composed of tens of network function chains
processing different business traffic. We further dive into
the ‘Medium 1’ program, which is composed of 10 network
function chains. We examined the length of each network
function chain and the result is recorded in Figure 2. The
length varies from 9 to 26, which means some chain occupies
at least 26 stages in the programmable ASIC. We also observe
a huge amount of table overlapping between the chains. We
recorded the SRAM and TCAM memory size of the tables
shared with other chains and the result is shown in Figure 2.
Each chain at least reuses 1MB of SRAM memory and 180KB
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Scale LoC # of Table # of Pipe. PHV (%) SRAM (%) TCAM (%) Stage
Small 4155 81 2 81.1%/68.8% 78.0%/98.8% 28.1%/10.1% 12/12

Medium 1 11870 197 2 88.9%/87.0% 51.7%/49.3% 64.6%/25.3% 12/12
Medium 2 9996 156 2 69.1%/85.4% 34.9%/47.2% 27.8%/29.2% 12/12

Large 16190 248 4 85.9%/97.3%/59.4%/87.4% 39.5%/67.2%/86.8%/66.9% 26.4%/33.0%/17.0%/35.4% 12/12/12/12
Table 1: The resource usages of four P4 programs at different scales.

of TCAM memory. If we choose not to reuse the tables and
duplicate them, the overall memory consumption explodes by
3.56X in SRAM and 4.93X in TCAM, which way exceeds
the ASIC’s capability. Thus, it is necessary for us to compose
network function processing chains that overlap with each
other.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work can handle
the complex challenges we face. We believe the fundamental
reason is that current abstractions either assume there exists
only one huge network function chain (P4) or multiple chains
are independent of each other (Lyra [5]). Such assumptions
do not hold in our edge cloud scenario, as explained above.

Now we use the example network function chain shown in
Figure 1(b) to illustrate the network function chain composi-
tion process and the challenges. The three network function
chains create a simple edge cloud instance that allows bidirec-
tional communication between private and public networks.
SNAT-IN and SNAT-OUT chains process traffic going in and
out of the edge cloud respectively, and VPC-VPC chain pro-
cess traffic flowing between private networks. The expected
throughput is 300 Gbps for all business traffics.

It is impossible to compose the three chains by directly
merging their network functions into a single P4 program.
As illustrated in Figure 3(a), each chain defines a mandatory
ordering among its network functions. The orderings imposed
by different chains conflict with each other, resulting in the
two loops (highlighted in red) in the graph. In particular,
SNAT-IN and SNAT-OUT traffic flow in reverse directions,
thus, the two network function chains execute modules in
reversed orders as well. Such conflicts are inconsistent with
the pipelined architecture of the programmable ASIC. To
successfully compose the three chains onto our P4-capable
gateway, the following three challenges must be addressed.
Challenge 1: Pipelining network functions. Ordering con-
flicts commonly exist when composing diverse network func-
tion chains. We employ the recirculation feature to resolve
these conflicts. Recirculation allows a packet to go through
the programmable ASIC one more time, at the cost of re-
ducing the overall processing throughput. For example, Fig-
ure 3(b) shows a pipelining plan that follows the order of
the SNAT-OUT chain. This allows SNAT-OUT traffic to be
processed in one pass, while introducing two recirculations
for SNAT-IN traffic (i.e., a packet visits checker and acl in
round 0, session in recirculation round 1, and VxLAN and
switch in recirculation round 2). As a result, SNAT-IN traffic’s
maximum throughput is reduced to 1/2 of the recirculation
channel’s bandwidth since every packet goes through the re-
circulation channel twice. Assuming that the recirculation
channel has 400 Gbps bandwidth, this pipelining plan vio-

lates the throughput requirement (i.e., 300 Gbps). Instead, a
feasible pipelining plan is shown in Figure 3(c), where both
SNAT-IN and SNAT-OUT traffics recirculate only once and
guarantees 400 Gbps maximum bandwidth. Note that this
is not the only feasible pipelining plan, swapping VxLAN.p4
and session.p4 in Figure 3(b) also satisfies the throughput
requirement.
Challenge 2: Identifying business traffics. Despite the fact
that all network functions are present in the composed pro-
grammable ASIC, different business traffics visit different
network functions defined by their processing chains. This
requires us to identify which business traffic an input packet
belongs to and only execute relevant P4 modules. Figure 3(d)
shows a naive solution that inserts different identification ta-
bles before each module. For example, the two identification
tables marked in red ignore VPC-VPC traffic according to the
network function chain. The rest of the identification tables
marked in blue allow all traffic to go through but also ensure
that the table only executes at the correct recirculation round.
However, this solution incurs high memory overhead and may
lead to a longer execution chain of P4 tables. According to
findings in Cetus [13], this approach does not scale.
Challenge 3: Partitioning network functions. In many
cases, the composed P4 program simply requires too much
memory resource and does not fit on the programmable ASIC.
We have to partition the program and move some tables to
the CPU. This requires careful balancing between resource
consumption on the programmable ASIC and the throughput
degradation caused by moving to the CPU. Furthermore, since
the CPU sits on the recirculation path, a careless partitioning
plan can introduce additional recirculations. For example, if
we assign switch.p4 to the CPU based on the pipelining plan
in Figure 3(c), all three business traffics have to recirculate
once more time to be forwarded out of the gateway. A better
plan is to assign session.p4 to the CPU since it already sits
on the recirculation path, which we will detail in §6.1.

The network function composition problem causes signifi-
cant overhead during gateway development. It often takes
weeks for our programmers to find an arrangement plan,
which is subject to change when the network function imple-
mentation or the gateway configuration (e.g., set of supported
business traffics) changes. Thus, it is necessary to build a sys-
tem to automate the network function composition process.

3 Sirius Overview

Figure 4 presents Sirius’s architecture. Sirius offers our pro-
grammers a set of high-level interfaces to automatically ad-
dress the network function composition problem. The inter-
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Figure 3: An example of a merged graph and two pipelining
plans for this graph.

faces require the following input: (1) P4 programs that specify
all the individual network functions and how these network
functions are chained for diverse business traffics, (2) a traffic
identification database, which contains flow characteristics
rules (flow predicates) that distinguish sets of business traffics,
(3) edge cloud topology and throughput requirements, which
specify the throughput needs of different business traffics.

As shown in Figure 5, given a set of original P4 code for
each network function chain (Figure 5(a)), Sirius follows three
phases to produce the final composed P4 program that can
compile and deploy to a programmable ASIC.

In the first phase, Sirius leverages the input traffic identifica-
tion database to generate a traffic identification table that tags
each packet according to a selected set of flow predicates. In
addition, it generates guard conditions that utilize these tags
to distinguish each business traffic (Figure 5(b)), such that a
network function is only visited by traffic chains it belongs to.
To accommodate memory constraints on the programmable
ASIC, we describe in §4 our algorithm for synthesizing a
memory-efficient traffic identification table.

In the second phase, Sirius generates solutions for resolving
network function ordering conflicts among different process-
ing chains. This is a unique challenge for composing network
function chains onto a programmable ASIC, which follows
a pipelined architecture. Sirius resolves such conflicts by in-
serting recirculations after certain network functions. To find

NF Chain 1

NF Chain 2

NF Chain 3

(2) Traffic Identification DB
(3) Topology and
Throughput Requirement  

(1) P4 Programs

Sirius

Partitioning Plan

… ..
.

Partitioning (§6)
CPU

ASIC

Pipelining Plan
Candidates

Program
Synthesizer

P4 Program

C++ Program

Traffic
Identification (§4)

Finding Pipelining 
Candidates (§5)

Figure 4: Sirius’s system architecture overview.

pipelining plan candidates (i.e., candidate recirculation points)
with a satisfied number of recirculations efficiently, Sirius
models this pipelining process as a feedback arc set problem
and introduces an algorithm as explained in §5. Figure 5(c)
illustrates the deployment of a candidate solution, where the
guard condition before network functions are extended with
predicates on the recirculation count.

In the third phase, if no pipelining candidate can fit within
the switch resource, Sirius searches for P4 tables to assign to
the CPU. We propose a novel logical stage encoding paradigm
to transform this search into a satisfiability problem, and em-
ploy an iterative strategy to generate the optimal partitioning
between the programmable ASIC and the CPU (§6). As il-
lustrated in Figure 5(d), a solution may involve moving the
session module to the CPU and adjusting recirculation desti-
nations accordingly.

In this way, Sirius generates a composed P4 program
that accommodates all original network function processing
chains and can compile to the programmable ASIC.

4 Traffic Identification

The composition of multiple traffic processing chains requires
the integrated program to distinguish business traffics from
each other and add corresponding guard conditions at the entry
of each module. This ensures a packet only visits modules that
belong to its processing chain. Because the programmable
switch has limited resources, it is necessary to reduce the
memory usage overhead of traffic identification and to fit as
much business traffic processing logic as possible.

In this section, we first show the input to Sirius, i.e., the
traffic identification database that records how header fields
and metadata identify different business traffics (§4.1). Then,
we introduce the insight that Sirius uses to synthesize the
traffic identification table and add guard conditions on the
programmable switch (§4.2).

4.1 Traffic Identification Database

Each business traffic has its unique flow characteristics. For
example, VPC-VPC traffic travels within the internal network,
and thus its source and destination IP are both in the internal
IP range, while for SNAT-IN traffic, its source IP belongs to
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control chain1{
  …...
  checker.apply();
  vxlan.apply();
  switch.apply();
  …...
}

control chain2{
  …...
}

control chain3{
  …...
}

control chain1{
  …...
  if (guard1){
    checker.apply();
  }
  
  if (guard1){
    vxlan.apply();
  }
  
  if (guard1){
    switch.apply();
  }
  …...
}

…...

control merged{
  id_table.apply();
  …...
  if (guard1 ||
     (guard2 && recirc == 0) ||  
     (guard3 && recirc == 0)){
    checker.apply();
  }
  
  if (guard1 ||
     (guard2 && recirc == 0) ||  
     (guard3 && recirc == 1)){
    vxlan.apply();
  }

  /* acl, session, switch */
  …...

  update_recirc.apply();
}

(a) (b) (c) (d)

control partitioned{
  /* checker */
  …...

  if (guard1 ||
     (guard2 && recirc == 0) ||  
     (guard3 && recirc == 1)){
    vxlan.apply();
    if (guard2){
      output_port = to_cpu;
    }
  }

  /* acl, switch */
  …...

  update_recirc.apply();
}

Figure 5: Changes on the P4 implementation after each phase. (a) depicts the original P4 code for each network function
processing chain. (b) depicts chain 1 (VPC-VPC) after going through the traffic identification phase, where guard1 denotes the
synthesized guard condition for it. (c) depicts the merged P4 code after going through the pipelining phase, assuming the pipeling
solution shown in Figure 2(d). Here, recirc is a variable recording the number of recirculations experienced by a packet. (d)
depicts the P4 code after going through the partitioning phase. Here, traffics belonging to chain 2 will be directed to the CPU
after the vxlan module, which implements the solution in Figure 7(b).

Rule ID Flow Predicate Business Traffics Entries
Rule 1 src_ip ∈ Public IP SNAT-IN 100
Rule 2 src_ip ∈ VPC IP VPC-VPC ∪ SNAT-OUT 10
Rule 3 dst_ip ∈ Public IP SNAT-OUT 100
Rule 4 dst_ip ∈ VPC IP VPC-VPC ∪ SNAT-IN 10
Rule 5 phy_port ∈ Internal Port VPC-VPC ∪ SNAT-OUT 48

Rule 6
(src_ip, dst_ip) ∈

VPC IP PAIR VPC-VPC 50

Table 2: Our example’s traffic identification DB.

the public IP range. Sirius relies on the traffic identification
database to maintain this information.

Sirius’s traffic identification database adopts a flow-
predicate-centric approach, i.e., the primary key of the
database is the membership relation of header fields (such
as the source IP field) or metadata (such as the physical port
ID on the switch) that distinguishes a subset of the business
traffics (being a necessary and sufficient condition). An exam-
ple traffic identification database is shown in Table 2. Rule
2 means if a traffic’s source IP belongs to the VPC IP set,
then it is either VPC-VPC or SNAT-OUT traffic, and vice
versa. Besides the basic flow predicate and the corresponding
business traffic set, the database also provides the number of
entries in each rule. Three factors together decide the memory
consumption of each rule. For example, Rule 6 occupies 10×
more memory than Rule 2 in Table 2 because Rule 6 checks
both source and destination IP and has 5× more entries1.

We rely on the composition of flow predicates to distinguish
each business traffic. For example, (Rule 2 AND Rule 4)

1Rule 6’s size is smaller than 90 (i.e., 10 × (10 - 1)) because some source
and destination IP pairs are not possible in reality.

separates VPC-VPC traffic from the rest, and (Rule 4 AND
(NOT Rule 1)) also achieves the same goal. The reason for
such a design is twofold. On the one hand, it is not always
feasible in practice to find a single predicate to identify each
business traffic. On the other hand, although Rule 6 uniquely
defines VPC-VPC traffic, it requires more memory resources
than composing Rules 2 and 4.

Implementation: parallel matching on all predicates We
use parallel matching to implement the above flow predi-
cate composition in a generic way. As illustrated in Figure 6,
when a packet arrives at the programmable switch, we match
it against all flow predicates in parallel and store the results
in corresponding flags. Upon subsequent network functions,
guard conditions are generated by composing these predi-
cates, e.g., hdr.p2 && hdr.p4 denotes (Rule 2 AND Rule
4), which uniquely identifies VPC-VPC traffic.

4.2 Synthesis of Traffic Identification Tables
As discussed above, we draw flow predicates from a
developer-provided traffic identification database (e.g., Ta-
ble 2) and use their logical compositions to identify each
business traffic. This section describes how we choose the set
of flow predicates (i.e., rules) that is both complete (able to
distinguish each business traffic) and memory efficient when
implemented on the programmable switch2.

2We ignore other types of resources (especially PHV) because (1) ac-
cording to our experience, memory is the major bottleneck, and (2) it is
challenging to quantify other resources’ overhead and hard to choose one
solution over another.
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rule4.p4

rule2.p4
VxLAN.p4 acl.p4 session.p4

Programmable ASIC

Two flags are
updated in parallel:

bit<1 > hdr.p2;
bit<2> hdr.p4;

VPC-VPC traffic visits
VxLan:

If (hdr.p2 && hdr.p4){
  vxlan.apply();
}

VPC-VPC traffic skips other
modules:

If (!(hdr.p2 && hdr.p4)){
  …...
}

Figure 6: Implementation of flow predicates: rule 2 and rule 4

Our synthesis algorithm takes the traffic identification
database as input and returns a set of rules as output that
is complete and incurs minimum resource usage. The pseudo-
code is listed in Algorithm 1. First, the algorithm iterates
through each rule and builds a search tree from all the rules
behind, where each node in the tree represents a subset of the
rules in the database, and each branch adds one more rule to
the subset (Line 3-4). There are |R | trees in total. Next, we
iterate through all nodes in the search tree and find a node
that represents the minimum valid set of rules (Line 5-15).

Because the resource consumption increases monotonically
as rules are added, we apply three more optimizations to
prune the search tree. Before searching, we sort the rules in
the database by memory size and traverse them in ascending
order (Line 2). Within a tree, we sort the nodes in the tree by
their resource consumption in ascending order (Line 4) and
stop searching when we find the first valid set (Line 19-22).
Between trees, we stop searching the current tree when the
current set has higher resource consumption than the global
best solution (Line 16-18).

Example. Assume the business traffics shown in Figure 1
and the traffic identification database shown in Table 2. When
searching directly without the optimizations, we need to check
the search tree of each rule. For example, in the first round,
we check the search tree of {Rule 1} and obtain three traffic
identification tables: {Rule 1,Rule 3}with (100×32+100×
32) bits, i.e., 800 bytes of memory usage, {Rule 1,Rule 4}
with (100× 32+ 10× 32) bits, i.e., 440 bytes of memory
usage, and {Rule 1,Rule 6} with (100× 32+ 50× 64) bits,
i.e., 800 bytes of memory usage. After we check all search
trees in all rounds, we choose {Rule 2,Rule 4} with 80 bytes
of memory usage generated in the second round. With the
optimizations, we directly check the search tree of {Rule 2}
and obtain {Rule 2,Rule 4}, since {Rule 2} has the smallest
memory usage and {Rule 2,Rule 4} has the smallest resource
consumption in the tree.

5 Finding Pipelining Candidates

A unique challenge in composing multiple network func-
tion processing chains is the inevitable ordering conflicts

Algorithm 1: Traffic identification table synthesis
Input: T : Business traffic.
Input: R : Rules in traffic separation DB.
Output: F : Rules to synthesize traffic identification tables.

1 F ← R
2 R ← SizeSortAscending(R )
3 foreach ri ∈ R do
4 C ← SizeSortAscending(Combinations({ri,ri+1, · · · ,r|R |}))
5 foreach R ′ ∈ C do
6 X ←{{t, t ∈ T }}
7 S ← /0

8 terminate← False
9 foreach rk ∈ R ′ do

10 foreach x j ∈ X do
11 tmp1← x j ∩ rk.action
12 tmp2← x j− tmp1
13 if ((tmp1 ∪ tmp2)−X ) ̸= /0 then
14 X ← tmp1 ∪ tmp2
15 S .append(rk)

16 if RuleSize(S)≥ RuleSize(F ) then
17 terminate← True
18 break

19 if AllElementSizeOne(X ) then
20 F ← S
21 terminate← True
22 break

23 if terminate then break

24 return F

A

// All existing processing loops
L = { [B, C, B], [B, C, D, B] } 

// Key-Value Table  V 
Execution Sequence Loops

B → C { [B,C,B] , 
[B,C,D,B] }

C → B { [B,C,B] }

D → B { [B,C,D,B] }

A → C { }

… ... … ...(a) An example merged network 
function graph (b) Vector and Key-Value Table

B

C D

Figure 7: An example for our insight and modeling.

between individual network functions. Manifested as loops
in the merged network function graph, these ordering con-
flicts commonly exist because business traffic going in and
out of the gateway usually visits network functions in oppo-
site directions. A network function graph with loops cannot
be deployed on the programmable ASIC directly due to the
ASIC’s pipelined architecture. Sirius solves this problem by
inserting recirculations in the merged network function graph.
In this section, we first explain that the problem resembles
a feedback arc set problem (§5.1), and next, we show how
Sirius solves the problem and finds all pipelining candidates
(§5.2).

5.1 Modeling Pipelining Process

It is impossible to deploy a set of network functions contain-
ing ordering conflicts (i.e., loops in the merged graph) on
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the programmable ASIC directly. We address this issue by
inserting recirculations at the end of certain network func-
tions, which effectively breaks the immediate ordering (i.e.,
removes the edges) after these network functions. Until there
is no longer ordering conflict (i.e., the merged graph becomes
acyclic), this set of network functions becomes deployable on
the programmable ASIC. Figure 5(c) illustrates that multiple
processing chains can be merged into a single P4 program
after resolving all ordering conflicts.

We use Figure 7(a) to explain this process. In Figure 7(a),
there are four network functions A-D, and each directed edge
represents an immediate ordering between two network func-
tions, such as B→C, required by the network function pro-
cessing chain it belongs to. There are two processing loops,
B ⇄ C and B→ C → D→ B. If we remove the ordering
B→C, the two processing loops disappear. Removing D→ B
only removes one processing loop B→C→ D→ B.

This tells us that we can leverage the recirculation feature (a
commonly used feature in P4 for processing a packet multiple
times) to “remove” a network function ordering, which even-
tually removes processing loops. At the same time, we should
use recirculations as little as possible to avoid throughput
drop. Therefore, our goal is to remove all processing loops
with minimal recirculations, making the network function
graph a directed acyclic graph.

This resembles the feedback arc set problem [2], which
removes edges from a directed graph until it becomes acyclic.
However, the main difference is that the original problem for-
mulation focuses on minimizing the number of edges removed
or by minimizing a certain weight. As a comparison, we ulti-
mately focus on the traffic throughput, which is determined
by a lot more factors, including the number of edges removed
on each processing chain (i.e., the number of recirculations).

5.2 Generating Pipelining Candidates

There are multiple pipelining candidates (i.e., set of edges
to remove) for the same merged graph. For example, both
{B→ C} and {C→ B, D→ B} are valid solutions for Fig-
ure 7(a). However, it is hard to tell which one is better without
going through the partitioning phase. In order to reduce the
number of candidates entering the partition phase, Sirius em-
ploys the following two pruning strategies during the search.
(1) The search backtracks if the current solution violates the
throughput requirement, since inserting more recirculations
would only result in lower throughput. (2) The search back-
tracks when a valid solution is found, such that unnecessary
recirculations are prevented.

To generate the above sets of candidates, Sirius first com-
putes a set L, which contains all processing loops, and a key-
value table V . Figure 7(b) illustrates an example for L and V .
In V , each key (say ki) represents an execution sequence, and
the corresponding value records all the processing loops that
disappear once ki is removed. It then searches for all sets of

edges that collectively remove all loops in the graph, i.e., for
any set of edges K ,

⋃
k∈K V [k] must equals L.

Sirius introduces a dynamic programming approach to ex-
plore the search space and applies heuristics based on the
throughput specifications. The algorithm works as follows:

• (1) Remove the keys with an empty value from the key-
value table V , and sort the keys based on the number of
elements in the mapped values in descending order. For
example, execution sequence {B→C} has two elements.
• (2) In the ranked V , traverse each key ki and add it to K ,

which denotes that the edge ki is removed.

• (2.1) Then (still for ki), iterate each network function
chain and compute the expected throughput given the cur-
rent K . When a chain contains n keys in K , the chain’s
throughput is reduced to T/n, where T is the recircula-
tion channel’s throughput. If the expected throughput is
violated, remove key ki from K , and jump to (3).

• (3) Select key ki+1 from the remaining elements in the
ranked V , continue step (2) until the values of K covers L,
then K is a solution (i.e., a pipelining candidate). Continue
the iteration until all solutions are found.

6 Partitioning

Given a set of pipelining plan candidates that have resolved
all ordering conflicts and also satisfied the throughput re-
quirements considering all inserted recirculations (generated
from §5), we now need to compile and fit them into the pro-
grammable ASIC. Based on our one-year experience, none of
the merged P4 code (e.g., Figure 5(c)) can directly compile to
the programmable ASIC due to its limited resources. Sirius
thus proposes a partitioning approach that tries to move some
tables or an entire network function to the CPU so that the
resulting P4 code can be successfully compiled.

Similar to Lyra [5] and Cetus [13], our partitioning ap-
proach leverages the SMT solver to search for a satisfied
result (i.e., tables or network functions to move to the CPU);
however, our scenario needs to take into account many dif-
ferent factors such as the recirculation feature and the CPU.
Existing SMT solver-based approaches do not address these
unique challenges.

In this section, we present a novel logical stage encoding
approach (§6.1) that transforms partitioning problems into
SMT problems. Then, we explain how we use iterative search-
ing to find the best partitioning plan that minimizes the load
on the CPU (§6.2).

6.1 Partitioning Encoding

Moving some tables or the entire network function to the CPU
may add additional recirculation to the input network function
chain, because a packet needs to first leave the programmable
ASIC, then enter the CPU, and finally enter the programmable
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checker.p4 VxLAN.p4 session.p4acl.p4

switch.p4 CPU

Programmable ASIC

checker.p4 VxLAN.p4

session.p4

acl.p4 switch.p4

CPU

VPC-VPC: 
checker → VxLAN → (Recirculation) → switch

SNAT-OUT: 
checker → VxLAN → session → (Recirculation) → acl → (Recirculation) → switch

SNAT-IN: 
checker → acl → session → (Recirculation) → VxLAN → (Recirculation) → switch

VPC-VPC: 
checker → VxLAN → switch

SNAT-OUT: 
checker → VxLAN → (Recirculation) → session → acl → switch

SNAT-IN: 
checker → acl → (Recirculation) → session → VxLAN → switch

Programmable ASIC

(a)

(b)

SNAT-OUT

SNAT-OUT

Figure 8: Recirculation situations resulting from two different
partitioning plans.

ASIC again in a recirculation. If a partitioning plan is not
well-chosen, the entire network function chain may include
additional recirculations (introduced by the CPU), violating
the throughput requirement. Figure 8 shows an example.

Suppose a programmable ASIC can only hold four net-
work functions in Figure 3(a), and we have a pipelining result
shown in Figure 3(c). Because the entire network function
chain shown in Figure 3(c) cannot be put in the programmable
ASIC, we need to move a network function to the CPU. Fig-
ure 8(a) shows a partitioning result that moves the switch.p4
to the CPU. In such a partitioning plan, unfortunately, VPC-
VPC, SNAT-OUT, and SNAT-IN have one, two, and two recir-
culations, respectively. Namely, this partitioning additionally
adds a recirculation to each of these three chains. As a result,
the throughput is significantly decreased. Figure 8(b) shows a
better partitioning plan that moves session.p4 to the CPU.
In this case, all three network function chains achieve the de-
sired throughput without any additional recirculation caused
by the CPU.

Encoding. It is common to address resource allocation prob-
lems by encoding relevant constraints as math formulas and
invoking SMT solvers to find a satisfying solution. However,
encoding the effect of moving P4 tables to the CPU is not
straightforward due to its intertwining with existing recircula-
tions generated in §5.

We propose a concept called logical stage to address this
challenge. While a physical stage describes where a P4 table
is actually deployed, the logical stage depicts its execution
sequence, i.e., physical stage + N × recirculation rounds,
where N denotes the number of physical stages in the switch.

12 stages

Ingress

CPU

Egress

Physical Stages:

Logical Stages
(with 1 recirculation)

Logical Stages
(with m recirculations) … ...

m - 1

12 stages

Ingress Egress Ingress Egress

12 stages12 stages CPU12 stages 12 stages 12 stages

Ingress Egress Ingress Egress

12 stages CPU12 stages 12 stages 12 stages

Ingress Egress

CPU 12 stages 12 stages

Figure 9: Physical stages and their logical stages.

As illustrated in Figure 9, Sirius duplicates m ingress and
egress pipelines to model the logical execution sequence that
spans m recirculation rounds. Further, Sirius inserts a new
CPU stage between each egress and ingress pipeline to model
the execution on the CPU.

The partitioning phase takes the merged P4 code (e.g.,
Figure 5(c)) as input and calculates the set of tables to move
to the CPU that enables the successful deployment of the
remaining P4 tables. We encode this phase as a satisfiability
problem as below.

Input: We use k to denote the total number of stages on
the target ASIC. For the particular pipelining candidate, we
use rc to denote the number of recirculations for chain c.

Output: For each table t, spt and sct represents its physical
and logical stage index, respectively.

Constraints:
• ASIC stage constraint: a table can either deploy at a phys-

ical stage or be moved to the CPU (the (k + 1)th stage).
Thus, 0≤ spt ≤ k must hold.
• A physical stage must correspond to a logical stage at a

particular recirculation round: (sct < k+1 =⇒ spt = sct)∧
(k+1≤ sct < 2k+2 =⇒ spt = sct−k−1)∧·· · must hold.
• Moving tables to the CPU does not result in more recir-

culations: for each table t belonging to chain c, 0≤ sct ≤
(rc +1)× (k+1) must hold.
• Ordering constraint: if a chain orders table t after t ′, sct >

sct ′ must hold.

In addition to the above partitioning constraints, we also
apply resource constraints defined in Lyra [5] and Cetus [13]
to determine whether the remaining tables can indeed deploy
to the programmable ASIC.

6.2 Finding the Partitioning Result
Given the above encoding, we invoke an SMT solver to search
for a partitioning result with the optimization goal of minimiz-
ing the CPU usage. The performance of a program running
on the CPU is affected by many factors and is hard to pre-
dict. Recent works such as Bolt [11] require packet traces to
predict performance at reasonable accuracy. Instead, Sirius
uses two heuristic metrics to achieve the goal: (1) minimizing
the number of tables assigned to the CPU3, and (2) when two

3We choose not to assign TCAM tables to the CPU since ternary match-
ing’s complexity is O(nlog3 2) [1] while LPM and exact match’s complexity
is only O(1) [18]
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plans assign the same number of tables, choose the one with
lower traffic volume.

In particular, Sirius adopts iterative searching and increases
the allowed number of tables to move to the CPU gradually
until a feasible plan is found by the SMT solver.

Iterative searching. The iterative searching reduces an op-
timization problem into a series of satisfiability problems,
which the SMT solver is good at. Atop the existing encoding,
for each table t, Sirius introduces one 0-1 variable it that de-
notes whether the table should be deployed on the CPU, which
must satisfy: (spt = k+1 =⇒ it = 1)∧(spt < k+1 =⇒ it =
0). Then the summation of all such variables I = ∑t it means
the total number of tables assigned to the CPU. Then, Sir-
ius limits the summation I == m starting from m == 0, and
checks whether there exists a partitioning plan Partm. If not,
this means no solution can be found when assigning m ta-
bles to the CPU, and then Sirius increases m by one and calls
the solver again. If Partm exists, Sirius records it as a candi-
date. In case multiple solutions exist, we remove Partm from
the solution set by negating it atop the encoded formula E,
and check whether E & ¬Partm is solvable. We continue the
above process until all candidates under m are found. Among
all the pipelining candidates that assign m tables to the CPU,
Sirius selects the result with minimal CPU usage.

7 Experience

This section shares the deployment experience of Sirius (§7.1),
real cases with Sirius (§7.2), and our lessons (§7.3).

7.1 Deployment Experience
We started to deploy the edge clouds in 2017. As the number
of business traffics and offloaded functions grew, it became
increasingly difficult to arrange network functions in our edge
clouds manually. We, therefore, started building Sirius in
2020. So far, Sirius has been used for one year. The network
functions arranged by Sirius have been used to carry O(10)
types of business traffics, including streaming, games, IoT
devices, and e-payments. With Sirius’s assistance, we have
built O(100) gateways for edge-cloud services, O(100) CDN
nodes, and nearly 100 nodes for security in the past year. The
peak throughput was higher than 10 Tbps across all edge-
cloud instances.

Performance of gateways arranged by Sirius. An important
metric for evaluating the effectiveness of Sirius is throughput,
namely, whether the throughput of network functions arranged
by Sirius meets our expectations. Figure 10 randomly selected
two gateways where we used Sirius to arrange network func-
tions automatically. These two gateways have been deployed
in two edge clouds, respectively, and are mainly used to carry
the streaming service. The throughput requirements for all
the traffics on these two gateways are 500 Gbps. Figure 10
shows the performance of the gateways within one week. We

(a) The performance of gateway in the edge cloud A.

(b) The performance of gateway in the edge cloud B.

Figure 10: One-week performance of two edge clouds (for
streaming service) where the network functions are arranged
by Sirius. In - Traffic going into the edge cloud. Out - Traffic
going out of the edge cloud.
can observe that the peak traffic within one week was 300-
400 Gbps, and the network functions arranged by Sirius can
handle the traffic with very stable performance.
Development workload saved by Sirius. In terms of de-
velopment efficiency, we combined Sirius with Lyra [5] to
directly generate the compilable P4 programs that meet our
specified throughput requirement. For the CPU-side code, our
programmers have internal scripts to automatically generate
C++ code. Before using Sirius, our gateway engineering team
(more than twenty persons) spent more than two weeks ana-
lyzing and discussing a network function arrangement plan.
After the initial network function arrangement version, it fur-
ther took more than two weeks for adaptation and resource
optimization. On the contrary, using Sirius, our programmers
only need to write simple, high-level P4 programs and specify
the throughput requirement. Sirius generates the expected re-
sults in an efficient and automatic way (within a few minutes).
In the past year, Sirius decreased our programmers’ workload
by three orders of magnitude (from weeks to minutes).

7.2 Real Cases Addressed by Sirius
We now describe three representative cases to show the prac-
ticality of Sirius in real world.
Merging and arranging network function chains for O(10)
business traffics. We now present a real network function
arrangement process produced by Sirius in Figure 11. In one
of our edge clouds, there are O(10) network function chains
(each for one sub-business traffic) needed to be offloaded onto
the single programmable gateway in this edge cloud. These
business traffics contain our mainstream services, including
games and streaming. These O(10) network function chains
are merged into a network function graph shown in Figure 11a.
This graph contained 127 processing loops. Figure 11a only
colors three of these loops.
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(a) Merging O(10) network function chains results in a network
function graph containing 127 processing loops. We only color
three of the processing loops in this figure.

(b) A pipelining plan output by Sirius. There are only two recircu-
lations in this result.

(c) The pipeline after the partitioning (this figure shows the part
offloaded onto the programmable ASIC).

Figure 11: A real network function arrangement in our pro-
duction. Over 10 network function chains types of traffics are
arranged into a single gateway. Each back node in the above
figures represents a snippet of P4 code containing around ten
tables. Each→ denotes the execution sequence.

Figure 11b shows a pipelining result output by Sirius. This
pipelining result only contains two recirculations in three sub-
chains. Our specified throughput for all business traffics is
0.5 Tbps, so this candidate meets the specifications. More im-
portantly, our programmers spent one week creating a traffic
identification table for forwarding different business traffics to
the corresponding network functions. This manually-written
table occupied 15.7% of SRAM memory and 38.1% of TCAM
memory of the entire data plane program. With Sirius, we got
this traffic identification table within a few minutes, and the
table only used 11.5% of SRAM memory and 42% of TCAM
memory of the manually-written one.

Figure 11c shows a partitioning result generated by Sirius.
Some of the programs in Figure 11b have been moved to the
CPU. Each node in the graph shown in Figure 11 represents a
snippet of code—containing around 10 match-action tables
if it is implemented in P4, and each arrow denotes the execu-
tion sequence. The entire network function arrangement
process, with Sirius, was finished within 10 minutes.

Safely and easily network function updating. Another ben-
efit Sirius offers is to ease our network function updating
across edge clouds. Different edge clouds serve different busi-
nesses; thus, the data plane programs running on different
edge clouds are diverse. However, before Sirius was deployed,
our programmers used to update network functions across

table snat_session {
key = {
#ifdef IPv4

hdr.ipv4.src_ip: lpm;
#endif
#ifdef IPv6

hdr.ipv6.src_ip: lpm;
#endif
...
}
size = SNAT_SESSION_NUM;

actions = {
#ifdef IPv4

snat_ipv4_rewrite;
#endif
#ifdef IPv6

snat_ipv6_rewrite;
#ifdef VXLAN

snat_vxlan_rewrite;
#endif
#endif

}}

Figure 12: Example code snippet using macro extensively.

edge clouds via macros in P4. On different gateways, our
programmers turned on different macros, and the compiler
can remove the rest code. The macro solution is, nevertheless,
hard to maintain and error-prone, because the P4 programs
end up with O(10) different macros and O(100) copies of
them spread across different files. Figure 12 shows a real ta-
ble definition in our edge cloud, which adds many macros to
change its key and actions based on the actual needs. We can
observe that multiple macros are chained and nested together.
A failure event that occurred two years ago in one of our
edge clouds was caused by incorrectly updating macros, since
our programmers made a mistake when they updated nested
macros. Sirius solves this problem. For different gateways, the
programmers only need to specify network function chains
in P4 and provide the correct traffic separation DB, freeing
them from the “tangled” macros.

Real partitioning case. Without Sirius, even though our
programmers generate a pipelining plan with the satisfied
number of recirculations, it is very hard to squeeze this sin-
gle pipeline into the programmable ASIC due to the limited
hardware resources. Thus, our programmers used to reduce
the size of some tables in some network functions that they
thought would experience low volume for a while to ensure
the tailored pipeline complies with the hardware constraints.
After a while, when the traffic volume went back up, they
moved them back and shrank some tables in another net-
work function. The above situations occurred on almost ev-
ery gateway before Sirius was built. In a recent case, our
programmers spent two weeks squeezing a merged graph
(with Source NAT, destination NAT, and load balancer net-
work functions) into the programmable ASIC. They tried to
reduce the size of the routing tables but still failed to com-
pile the entire graph. Sirius helped them to automatically
generate a partitioning result that guided them to move the
source_NAT_session_table to the CPU, efficiently solv-
ing this problem. Moving source_NAT_session_table to
the CPU does not affect our throughput, since for that edge in-
stance, the source NAT traffic volume is low while the session
table sits in a critical position in the network function pipeline.
Assigning it to the CPU not only frees up a lot of memory
resources but also significantly shortens the length of the table
dependency chain [13], which creates more headroom and
makes the program easier to compile.
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Figure 13: Various metrics under different numbers of business traffics. (a) Number of tables in the merged network function
graph. (b) Memory cost and execution time of constructed traffic identification tables. (c) Number of traffic identification tables.
(d) Number of loops in the merged graph. (e) Time to encode and solve the SMT formula.

7.3 Lessons and Discussions

We now share our lessons in using Sirius in our edge clouds,
and also discuss the limitations of Sirius and open questions.

Can any of the pipelining candidates directly comply
with the hardware constraints? Our one-year experience
shows that none of the pipelining plan candidates can directly
comply with the programmable ASIC’s constraints. In other
words, the partitioning between the programmable ASIC and
the CPU is a must for the network function arrangement
in our edge clouds. This situation results from (1) the lim-
ited hardware resources in programmable ASICs, and (2) our
large-scale production programs.

Can a pipelining plan with more processing loops produce
a better partitioning result? This may happen. We selected
pipelining plan candidates that meet the specified throughput,
and then partitioned these candidates. In other words, the
pipelining plans that violate the specification are ineligible to
join the partitioning phase, because they cannot be better than
the pipelining candidates meeting the specification, no matter
how to partition them. However, for the pipelining candidates,
a candidate with more processing loops might be partitioned
to a result with less CPU usage than another candidate with
fewer processing loops.

Duplicating the overlapping network functions to remove
processing loops is impractical. We now use the recircula-
tion to remove processing loops. Another option is to dupli-
cate the overlapping network functions to remove the loops.
While such a solution, in principle, works and does not sacri-
fice the throughput, it is impractical due to the limited hard-
ware resources. Since a network function needs about 5-10
stages, additional 5-10 stages for one processing loop is too
expensive to the precious hardware resources.

Optimization target. Sirius currently minimizes the total
number of tables assigned to the CPU, which is not always
the best optimization target. For example, in some cases, our
programmers want to pin some tables or network function
chains onto the programmable ASIC to achieve consistency or
low processing latency. Sirius can support such cases by only
searching through candidates that satisfy the requirement.

Gateways in edge clouds v.s. Gateways in data center
networks. We have equipped gateways with programmable

ASICs in both edge clouds and data center networks. Com-
pared with the data center case, deploying programmable data
planes in the edge clouds is much more challenging.

First, each gateway in a data center network needs to hold
only one network function, unlike the edge cloud, where a
gateway needs to hold a large number of network functions.
This is because there are O(100) gateways in a data center
network in our global network, and multiple network func-
tions can be horizontally distributed across these gateways
without squeezing all of them into a single gateway [16]. On
the contrary, each edge cloud only contains two gateways
(for redundancy) since edge clouds are typically deployed
in the rented cheap, small-size machine rooms close to end
users. Each gateway in our edge clouds needs to hold O(100)
network functions, and squeezing so many network functions
into a programmable ASIC is very hard due to limited hard-
ware resources. For the same reason, it is impossible to deploy
multiple groups of gateways in the edge clouds.

Second, network functions in the edge clouds are logically
more complex. In the edge clouds, the gateways process pack-
ets from over 10 types of business traffics. On the contrary,
gateways in the data center just forward packets to the corre-
sponding switches. We typically developed the P4 program
for data center network gateways by just tailoring switch.p4.

Partitioning across switching ASIC, smartNIC, and CPU.
Offloading network functions to smartNIC, in principle, can
alleviate programmable ASIC hardware resources issue while
maintaining the throughput, It can replace CPU and reduce
the overall cost of the gateway. We are developing the next-
generation gateway that replaces CPU with SmartNIC. We are
also working on building a partitioning approach to distribute
the code across ASIC, smartNIC, and CPU in order to balance
the trade-off between performance and cost. While Flight-
Plan [23] has presented a good effort toward this direction,
deploying such a system in production remains challenging.

8 Evaluation

Our evaluation mainly focuses on presenting the scalability
of each component in Sirius. We chose 9 different business
traffics, added them one by one, and recorded the time of
execution and other metrics we were interested in. All experi-
ments were performed on a server with a 2.5GHz CPU and
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768GiB RAM.
Figure 13(a) shows the program scale. There are two obser-

vations. Firstly, different business traffics had many tables in
common. Because the number of tables only doubled when
we added 8 more business traffics. Secondly, the difference
between different business traffics is similar, as the number
of tables grows gradually as the traffic number increases.

Traffic identification table construction. We recorded the
SRAM and TCAM usage under different numbers of network
functions, and the time Sirius took to solve the problem. Fig-
ure 13(b) shows the result. Both types of memory increased
as the number of traffics increased, which showed the over-
head of distributing flows to different network functions. Also,
the time it took to compute the minimal traffic identification
table increased dramatically as the number increased. This
is because Sirius had to try more combinations to find the
optimal result. When there were 9 business traffics, Sirius
took 371 seconds to construct the distribution tables. We also
recorded the number of tables constructed in Figure 13(c). We
observed that even though the memory increased, the number
of tables did not always increase. This is because Sirius chose
multiple rules that shared the same match field so that they
could share the same table.

Pipelining. In the pipelining process, the algorithm Sirius
used to solve the set covering problem is efficient enough to
finish all experiments within a second. So we mainly present
the number of processing loops in the network function graph
as more business traffics are added. Figure 13(d) shows the
result. The number of processing loops increases quickly as
the business traffics become more complicated, which also
demonstrates the programmers’ workload before Sirius is
deployed. Programmers had to plan carefully to make sure
each business traffic visit functions in its desired order.

We also noticed that when adding the 6th and 7th business
traffic, the number of loops stayed the same. This is because
those business traffics are similar, and they shared the same
code snippet that was in the loop.

Partitioning. In the partitioning phase, we mainly evaluated
the time for Sirius to encode the SMT formula and for the
SMT solver to solve it. The result is shown in Figure 13(e).
Both the encoding and solving time increase as the number
of business traffics increases. We can see that the encoding
time grows faster than linear because the encoding is built
atop the network function pipeline, whose complexity grows
faster than linear as the business traffic is added. Solving
the formula is faster than encoding it. This is because Sirius
leverages the constraint encoding optimizations proposed by
Cetus [13]. Overall, the partitioning finishes within minutes.

9 Related Work

Partitioning hardware code to CPU. Closed to Sirius’s par-
titioning goal, Gallium [27] automatically translates a part

of software-version middlebox programs into a P4 program
running on a programmable ASIC. Gallium does not support
recirculation modeling and mainly targets a specific switch-
CPU architecture. In addition, Sirius’s partitioning goal is
also different from Gallium’s. FlightPlan [23] deployed P4
programs across the switch, FPGA, and CPU to benefit band-
width and heterogeneity. FlightPlan relies on programmers to
explicitly split the program and profile each code block’s per-
formance on each platform. We cannot apply FlightPlan, since
the above requirements do not hold in our scenario. Some of
the prior work targeted partitioning between the SmartNIC
and the CPU, such as iPipe [14], Clara [15], and Floem [17].
These efforts are quite different from Sirius’s focused goal
and assumptions. Dejavu [25] leverages recirculation to com-
pose multiple network function chains to a single ASIC but it
cannot handle the three challenges Sirius solves.

Compiler for programmable data planes. The state-of-the-
art compiler systems for P4 [3,5,9,10,19,22] aim to optimize
resource usage in programmable ASICs or simplify program-
mers’ tasks on expressing their coding intent. For example,
P4All [9,10] optimizes resource usage by leveraging reusable
data structures. P4visor [29, 30] optimizes resources by merg-
ing redundant code fragments (e.g., header parser and tables).
µP4 [22] and P4 Weaver [3] propose P4 modular program-
ming to write P4 code from scratch or in an incremental way.

Extend switch memory with host memory. TEA [12] ad-
dresses the memory constraint issue on the programmable
ASIC by extending ASIC memory with the DRAM on server
machines. Even though memory occupation is one of our
major concerns, as shown in Figure 2 and Cetus [13], our
long network function chain is another major concern. TEA
reduces memory footprint by introducing more computation
logic in the programmable ASIC. This worsen our network
function chain dependency issue and does not solve our prob-
lem.

10 Conclusion

This paper has shared our design of Sirius, and our experience
with Sirius in our edge clouds after one year of use. Sirius is
the first system capable of automating the network function
arrangement problem. Compared with manual solutions to
the network function arrangement problem, Sirius effectively
decreased our workload for deploying and updating our edge
clouds by three orders of magnitude from weeks to minutes.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Abstract
Programmable pipeline offers flexible and high-throughput
packet processing capability, but only to some extent. When
more advanced dataplane functions beyond basic packet pro-
cessing and forwarding are desired, the pipeline becomes
handicapped. The fundamental reason is that most stateful
operations require backward cross-stage data passing and
pipeline stalling for state update and consistency, which are
anomalous to a standard pipeline. To solve the problem, we
augment the pipeline with a low-cost, yet fast side ring to
facilitate the backward data passing. We further apply the
speculative execution technique to avoid pipeline stalling. The
resulting architecture, RAPID, supports native and generic
stateful function programming using the enhanced P4 lan-
guage. We build an FPGA-based prototype to evaluate the
system, and a software emulator to assess the cost and perfor-
mance of an ASIC implementation. We realize several stateful
applications enabled by RAPID to show how it extends a pro-
grammable dataplane’s potential to a new level.

1 Introduction

Dataplane devices equipped with high-performance, pro-
grammable switch chips are changing the landscape of net-
works in a profound way. More and more potentials, from re-
alizing customized forwarding and middlebox functions to en-
abling in-network computing applications, are unleashed. The
high-throughput demand makes the hardware Match-Action
Table (MAT) pipeline [23] the chief choice of the switch chip
architecture. For example, Intel Tofino [7] and Broadcom
Trident [2] are both pipeline-based. Pipeline is also used in
high-performance NIC (e.g., PANIC [38], nanoPU [33], and
RingLeader [37]) for packet processing. Although a pipeline
has unmatched throughput, it assumes a forward processing
flow, impeding the efficient support for stateful functions es-
sential to many valuable applications.

†Co-first authors.

A stateful dataplane function can be generalized as an Ex-
tended Finite State Machine (EFSM) [42]. The state of a
packet is read from a flow state table; the corresponding ac-
tions are executed based on the current state and input; the
action may result in a state update, which is written back to
the state table. We discuss several real use cases in Sec. 2.1.

Trivial stateful functions (e.g., counter) can be realized as
atomic operations using registers in a single pipeline stage.
However, Most stateful functions need state writeback beyond
the capability of a pipeline. For such functions, determining
the next state often requires multiple actions and table ac-
cesses, causing delayed cross-stage state writeback. For cer-
tain applications [35,40], the size of state tables size surpasses
the memory capacity of a single stage, compelling cross-stage
table writebacks even with straightforward logic. To preserve
state consistency, potentially impacted packets are blocked
until writeback completion. The only recourse for data write-
back is recirculation (i.e., looping the data back to the head of
the pipeline). Both these inefficiencies can reduce the pipeline
throughput to an unacceptable level.

Pure pipelines therefore falter in supporting stateful packet
processing. There is a clear call for a new chip architecture
that prevents pipeline stalls while facilitating fast, unobtrusive
packet and data backtracking. One tentative method decou-
ples the stage processors by placing all tables in a separate
memory pool, allowing stages to interface with the same table,
obviating writeback paths. However, pipeline stalling persists,
accompanied by notable interconnection expenses and table
access scheduling intricacies [26].

In this paper, we target a cost-effective, high-performance
solution for arbitrary stateful functions via the MAT pipeline.
We augment the pipeline with a simple side ring and make
each pipeline stage interface with it. On the ring, data flows in
the reverse direction of the pipeline, providing a fast backward
communication path. The new architecture, Ring-Augmented
PIpeline Dataplane (RAPID), is illustrated in Fig. 1. RAPID
introduces a new “dataplane writable table” abstraction to en-
hance the programming language such as P4 [22] for flexible
and easy stateful function composition and implementation.
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Figure 1: RAPID high-level architecture.

The ring serves two main purposes. First, it provides a fast
path for new state writebacks to an earlier pipeline stage. Sec-
ond, it is used to handle the failures of speculative execution.
The speculative execution allows packets of the same flow to
enter the pipeline without being blocked. But once the state is
changed, the packets that read the stale state are resubmitted
to the first stage of the stateful function through the ring for
reprocessing, avoiding expensive packet recirculation.

This paper presents the design, implementation and evalua-
tion of RAPID. Our key contributions are as follows:
• Cross-stage table writeback: The architecture support and
language abstraction enable programming stateful functions
on a pipeline-based dataplane;
• Speculative execution: RAPID uses it and ring-based failure
resubmission to ensure state consistency and good pipeline
throughput.
• Multi-level consistency support: RAPID supports different
consistency levels based on application needs.

We prototype RAPID on FPGA and evaluate its cost and
performance. Estimations for area and power are made for
a 45nm ASIC setup [10]. We enhance the P4 language for
stateful functions, developing its compiler. A software ASIC
emulator is used to emulate RAPID’s behavior for parameter
tuning and performance insights. Several use cases demon-
strate the capability of RAPID.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Sec.2
outlines stateful processing needs and our architectural ratio-
nale. Sec.3 reviews prior work. The architecture of RAPID is
elaborated in Sec.4. Sec.5 presents the enhanced P4 language
and compiler issues. Implementation and evaluations appear
in Sec.6 and Sec.7. We discuss design choices in Sec.8 and
conclude in Sec.9.

2 Background

2.1 Motivating Stateful Functions
Stateful functions are ubiquitous in network applications.
The generic support for stateful functions enriches the pro-
grammable network dataplane devices, as embodied in the
following motivating use cases.

• Stateful Load Balancer. Load balancers (LBs) are piv-
otal in cloud networks, where stateful LBs preponderate over
stateless ones due to their flexibility [19,34,40,62]. LBs need
to ensure connection affinity. If a packet matches an existing
flow in the state table, it adopts the old connection; otherwise,
it triggers a strategy to set up the connection with a new server,
and subsequently updates the state table. The strategy may en-
tail intricate logic. Typically, the state table is updated through
a controller, inducing queue buildup and lower throughput.
Recent efforts [19, 40] champion dataplane-centric solutions,
but when applied on a pipeline architecture, these necessitate
cross-stage data writebacks.
• DDoS Detection and Mitigation. DDoS attacks (e.g.,
TCP SYN floods) persist as major security concerns. Con-
ventional server or middlebox solutions are costly and con-
strained in throughput [63]. Thus, in-network dataplane so-
lutions start to gain traction [31, 36, 39, 59, 63]. However,
prevalent switch-driven DDoS defenses [1, 12, 27, 63] often
lean on controllers or middleboxes for detection. We advo-
cate a pure dataplane solution for better performance and
efficiency. Packets undergo initial categorization using list
tables (denylist, allowlist, graylist) and subsequent analysis
by a detection module. This module, possibly a sketch or
header-check series, re-categorizes suspicious packets from
the allowlist to graylist. Such a method necessitates cross-
stage writebacks in a pipeline to update tables.
• Traffic Shaping and Policing. Traffic shaping and polic-
ing are essential in enforcing Quality of Service (QoS) poli-
cies and ensuring optimal bandwidth allocation. During the
process, packets are first classified by user-defined header
fields, and then evaluated by rate control or scheduling al-
gorithms based on the current queue or link status. Next,
packets are queued or dropped, and the queue status is up-
dated (i.e., a writeback to the evaluation module). In this
case, the writeback would be from the egress pipeline to
the ingress pipeline. Since the seminal work of PIFO [51],
many efforts have been made to make packet scheduling pro-
grammable [18, 45–47, 61]. However, most of them cannot
avoid data writebacks. On today’s pipeline-based chips, these
schemes have to use packet recirculation or approximation
which influences the scheduling performance or accuracy.
• Stateful Firewall with Connection Tracking. A stateful
firewall tracks active connections, discerning malicious traf-
fic via flow context and a finite state machine. It consults a
table to determine if a packet belongs to a current connection,
updating connection details as necessary. For new packets,
predefined rules dictate connection permission. Approved
connections prompt state table updates with details like flow
ID. Given complex state transitions and inter-module mes-
saging, a direct dataplane pipeline cannot be realized without
cross-stage data writebacks.
• Heavy Hitter Detection. Top-K heavy hitters aid in traffic
routing, engineering, and real-time monitoring [20,32,52,56].
For in-dataplane detection, the sizable hash table is spread
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across multiple pipeline stages. Packets traverse each stage
to find an appropriate location, and then the flow data is writ-
ten back to a chosen stage. Present pipeline devices lean
on controllers or packet recirculation for these tasks. A data
writeback channel would be both practical and efficient.

2.2 Architecture Considerations
We can dissect a stateful function as state lookup, state cal-
culation, and state update processes as shown in Fig. 2. State
consistency issues may arise when a packet is updating a state
from s0 to s while another packet of the same flow reads the
stale state s0. Two major chip architectures (pipeline-based
and RTC-based) use different strategies to ensure consistency
but so far none are ideal.

state lookup state calculation state update

cross-stage table writeback

Figure 2: Stateful function abstraction.

• Pipeline-based Architecture. For a pipeline, there is no
direct dataplane path for state updates if the function occupies
more than one stage. Single-stage stateful functions [42] or
atomic stateful functions [51] limit the scope of applications.
Due to the unpredictable complexity of stateful functions, it is
implausible to try to design a single stage processor to support
an arbitrary stateful function which could make the resource
intractable.

The existing architectures (e.g., FlowBlaze [42]) assume
that all packets entering a stateful function may change the
state, and to guarantee state consistency (i.e., avoid reading
stale states), they block all the subsequent packets during the
stateful processing of a packet, which creates a performance
bottleneck. However, stateful functions often target a flow
subset; distinct flows may access separate states, and packets
within the same flow might not modify the state [41, 42, 63].
Therefore, it is rare for back-to-back packets to concurrently
read and update the same state. Speculative execution tech-
niques can prevent pipeline stalls. Once a speculative failure
happens, reprocessing affected packets is essential for state
consistency, manifesting another backward data passing re-
quirement. Packet recirculation, retracing the whole pipeline,
or controller detours involving a slower path are suboptimal.
A dataplane path for fast and direct data writeback is desired.
• RTC Architecture. The Run-to-Completion (RTC) mode
on multi-core, multi-thread processors (e.g., Trio [60] and
dRMT [26]) supports stateful functions, but requires complex
access scheduling and table locking to ensure state consis-
tency if shared memory is used. To prevent state inconsistency
during state calculation, the conflict-avoidance algorithm in
dRMT needs to schedule halts for the cores with data de-
pendency. Trio uses read-modify-write engines to do stateful
operations. However, a long latency in state access (from read

to write) results in extended suspension for other threads. Al-
ternatively, each thread can maintain its own copy of the state
table, but this demands table synchronization and consumes
much more memory.
• Consistency Levels. Depending on applications, state con-
sistency can be either strict or loose. For instance, a stateful
firewall may tolerate a transitory state inconsistency whereby
some packets employ outdated states [30]; on the contrary,
NAT and MAC learning demand strict consistency to guaran-
tee accurate packet processing and forwarding [62]. Enforcing
strict consistency requires more resource and may affect the
throughput. A good design should be able to adapt to the
application requirements with a sound tradeoff.
• Ring Topology. When unidirectional data passing is the
predominant communication pattern, a ring is the simplest
and most efficient interconnection topology. On a unidirec-
tional ring, there exists a unique path for a node to send mes-
sages to another node. Although a crossbar or other intercon-
nection networks can provide more flexible communication
paths [26, 28], they are an overkill to our problem and incur
high implementation cost.

2.3 Traffic Trace Analysis
Before delving into the new architecture details, under var-
ious traffic traces and the assumption of different stateful
processing latency cycles, we test the pipeline’s throughput
and latency using the conventional blocking scheme to expose
the problem and motivate our work.

We collect 10 traffic traces (Table 8 in Appendix A) from
campus, data center, and IoT networks and analyze the flows
based on different specifications (i.e., five-tuple and sIP-dIP
pair). Ignoring the timestamp, we feed the packets from the
traces back-to-back into a 1GHz⇥64Byte pipeline. We define
the Conflict Ratio (CR) as the ratio of the packets from the
same flow which are spaced less than n clock cycles by pack-
ets of other flows, suggesting a potential consistency violation
provided the state update latency of a stateful function is n. Ta-
ble 8 in Appendix A shows the CR results for n = 16. As the
value of n increases, maintaining state consistency through
packet blocking and pipeline stalling reduces the pipeline
throughput progressively.

Flow queues in front of a stateful function can mitigate the
Head-of-line blocking (HOL) issue, enabling more flows to
process packets in the stateful function pipeline, but may
cause inter-flow packet reordering. Consider four queues,
each holding 32 packets. The packets are scheduled in a
round-robin manner as long as there is no packets of the
same queue in the stateful function. We evaluate packet pro-
cessing throughput and latency multiplication ratio over the
stateless processing with five packet traces from Table 8 under
varied state update latency cycles, shown in Fig. 3. With fewer
cycles (e.g., 20-30 cycles), the queues buffer incoming pack-
ets effectively. As cycles rise, queues become overwhelmed,
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leading to increased packet drops, reduced throughput, and
heightened latency that plateaus.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency ratio.

Figure 3: Packet throughput and latency under different state-
ful processing cycles (i.e., state update latency).

Our analysis, as well as the results from others [24], con-
firms that the state consistency does require pipeline to stall
for real traffic. A coarser flow specification makes the prob-
lem even more severe. While more flow queues can reduce
the HOL blocking probability, the system cost increases. All
these point to the conclusion that the speculative execution is
not only beneficial, but also imperative.

3 Related Work

There have been a long track of works concerning the state-
ful function support in programmable dataplane. The works
range from new abstractions, new chip architectures, and so-
lutions based on existing chips.
• Abstraction. OpenState [21] proposes a dataplane abstrac-
tion that uses eXtensible Finite State Machine (XFSM) to do
stateful flow processing in switches. It relies on the Open-
Flow protocol and has no real hardware support. Fast [41]
uses multiple tables to simplify the flow-level state transition.
The state transitions need data writeback to previous tables
which can only be implemented in software.
• Architecture. Banzai [51] is the first hardware architec-
ture for stateful functions. However, the stateful functions
supported are limited to those that can be compiled as an
atomic operation in a single pipeline stage. FlowBlaze [42]
extends the OpenState abstraction to EFSM and modifies the
stage processor of the conventional Reconfigurable Match
Tables (RMT) pipeline to support stateful functions that can
be implemented in a single stage. Due to the state process-
ing latency, it needs to stall the pipeline for state consistency.
SDPA [54] and SDP-CDP [29] use a co-processor to handle
packets that need stateful processing and keep the pipeline
for stateless processing only. Since a packet can only take
one path, the scheme degrades into a software-based solution
if most packets require stateful processing. dRMT [26] and
Trio [60] are both multi-core-based architectures working in
RTC mode. When supporting stateful functions, due to the
state writeback and synchronization, their performance deteri-

orates. Banzai-based MP5 [49] further allows communication
between multiple pipelines via crossbars, but it does not solve
the cross-stage state writeback problem. Thanos [48] supports
multidimensional packet filtering using a series of condition
assertions in the pipeline, but it does not involve flow tables
and thus cannot support functions that need state tables.
• Solution. The flexible match-action tables for the DPDK-
based t4p4s target [50] are dataplane writable, so software-
based stateful functions can be supported. Lucid [53] is a
high-level programming language supporting event-driven
dataplane packet processing. It relies on packet recirculation
for stateful functions. Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA)
can be used to reduce certain complex stateful functions to
basic atomic operations supported by the Banzai architec-
ture [25]. However, its limited capability cannot support most
of the use cases we discussed. RIBOSOME [44] leverages ex-
ternal CPUs or FPGAs to perform stateful packet processing.
The programmable chip sends the packet headers and pay-
loads to different external devices for processing, and then the
processed packets are sent back to the pipeline for packet re-
assembly and forwarding. The processing latency and system
cost are both high.

4 RAPID Architecture

4.1 Overview
While the concept of a side ring is simple and convenient,
many details need to be considered to make it work. A stateful
function involves a sequence of stage processors in a pipeline.
The first processor (PR) maintains the flow state table. It re-
trieves the states of incoming packets, and updates the states
of flows as instructed by the last processor (PW ) after the inter-
mediate processors finish the stateful processing and calculate
the new states. PW communicates with PR through the ring.
The “packet” processed in a pipeline is actually just a Packet
Header Vector (PHV) which contains the parsed headers and
other metadata pertaining to the packet. As shown in Fig. 4,
a scheduler module can be configured as a ¨ Read Sched-
uler (rd_sched) in PR or a ≠ Write Scheduler (wr_sched) in
PW . Each stage processor is attached with a Æ Ring Node
Scheduler, which is responsible for resolving access conflicts
between different types of data on the ring. Traversing a ring
node requires only one cycle in most cases, much faster than
the data flow on the pipeline.

We elaborate RAPID by answering the following critical
questions:
• How to prevent packets who read stale states from being

wrongly processed and forwarded? (Sec. 4.2)
• How to write back the updated states? (Sec. 4.3)
• How to ensure state consistency and in-order processing

under speculative execution? (Sec. 4.4)
• How to support different levels of consistency? (Sec. 4.5)
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Figure 4: RAPID’s architecture.

4.2 Stale State Safeguard
Before a new state is potentially calculated and written back,
the state may be in a stale condition. Reading a stale state
unattended could break the application. To prevent this, a
small Content Addressable Memory (CAM) table, dTable, in
both rd_sched and wr_sched is used to register the “dirty”
flows which have packets currently under stateful processing.
The search key of dTable is the flow’s state table index (e.g., a
flow ID’s hash value). While dTable in wr_sched is a key-only
table, dTable in rd_sched also contains associated data to keep
the information for dirty flow handling (Sec. 4.4).

Once wr_sched realizes that a packet causes a change of
its flow state, the flow is registered in its dTable. Meanwhile,
wr_sched sends the updated state to rd_sched, as well as
notifying rd_sched to register the flow in its own dTable. For
any following packet under speculative execution, if it hits
dTable at PW , it means that the packet reads a stale state and
it will be resubmitted to PR through the ring.

A flow registered in dTable in rd_sched serves as the safe-
guard to prevent newly arriving packets of the flow from
entering the stateful processing. During its residency, any
already admitted packets of the flow would undergo a specu-
lation failure and are resubmitted to PR. When all the packets
of the flow under speculation failure have been resubmitted,
rd_sched sends a cancel_dirty signal to notify wr_sched to
remove the flow from its dTable. The flow is removed from
local dTable after all its backlogged packets are cleared.

For fairness, the packets of the flows which are not in
dTable are processed without blocking. The resubmitted and
blocked packets of a “dirty” flow are opportunistically sched-
uled at free pipeline cycles only. Therefore, a buffer is needed
for the resubmitted and blocked packets. Under normal traffic
conditions, the switch pipeline is only lightly loaded, leaving
enough free cycles to handle the buffered packets.

4.3 Fast State Writeback
At PR, the state of a packet is retrieved from a flow state table
and stored as metadata which can be used as key for further
table matching or as parameter for action execution. If the
state is updated to a new value, the metadata is marked. If

wr_sched finds the state is updated, the update is uploaded
onto the ring for a writeback to PR. Meanwhile, the flow is
registered in dTable to detect speculation failures.

On the ring, the data can usually pass one node per clock
cycle. However, it is possible that some other cross-stage
table write operations exist, so there can be race condition
(e.g., a function’s resubmitted PHV may conflict with another
function’s cancel_dirty signal) delaying the data. A small
buffer for the attached stage processor and another for the
upstream ring node are allocated for a ring node. The ring
node scheduler prioritizes control signals (including write-
backs and cancel_dirty signals) over resubmitted PHVs, and
merges the signals if possible.

At the destination ring node, the writeback data is offloaded
to PR. The flow is registered in dTable and the updated state
is written into the flow state table, which is either a TCAM
table or an SRAM-based hash table. Updating existing en-
tries is straightforward, while some stateful functions (e.g.,
MAC learning) require generating and inserting new entries.
While it is easy for an SRAM-based table (e.g., using a small
stash [42]), it is complicated for a TCAM table. To resolve the
priority order, significant calculation and entry relocation may
be needed [57,58], incurring an intolerable delay. Fortunately,
most use cases do not need TCAM table entry insertion. We
leave the solution to this issue as future work.

4.4 Speculative Execution
The blocking scheme that blocks every packet before its pre-
decessor completes the stateful processing is too conservative.
The improvement that only blocks packets of the same flow
for which a packet is under stateful processing is still not good
enough: a stateful function using only one stage processor
can still result in more than 20% throughput reduction [24].

Instead, we use speculative execution. If a packet is under
the stateful processing, the following packets of the same flow
can still enter the stateful processing pipeline until the flow
is registered in dTable in rd_sched. The packets under spec-
ulation failure must be resubmitted and reprocessed. These
measures have some performance impact. The worst case,
which is unlikely in reality, happens when a long sequence
of back-to-back packets come from the same flow and each
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packet causes a state transition. Our evaluation shows that in
normal cases RAPID maintains a high throughput thanks to
the speculative execution.

A speculation failure is handled by three procedures: packet
backhauling, packet buffering, and packet releasing, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6.

Packet Backhauling. Packet backhauling uses the ring to
send packets back to PR for reprocessing. As shown in Fig. 5,
a 4096-bit data bus on the ring is sufficient for transmitting
either a PHV or a state data which contains a stateful function
ID, a flow state table index (addr), and an updated state value
(e.g., our use cases only use 128 bits for the state value).
The signal type is indicated by ctrl_tag: 0b00 for invalid
signal, 0b01 for state writeback and cancel_dirty, and 0b10
for resubmitted PHVs. The destination stage processor’s ID
is encoded in the one-hot bitmap dst2.

dst1

ctrl_tag

dst2

payload

control

data

# of processors

2

# of processors

PHV width

Width (bits)Ring Bus Usage

Heartbeat destination

Signal type

Signal destination

State index & state value
or PHV

Figure 5: Ring bus composition.

Packet Buffering. The resubmitted packets need to be
buffered in a FIFO queue at PR and wait for free cycles to en-
ter the pipeline. Since the match-action unit requires a PHV to
calculate the table search keys in a stage using the hash mod-
ule, the buffer for resubmitted packets - Resubmitted packet
Buffer (RB), is located before the hash module (Fig. 4).

Newly arriving packets from the pipeline that hit dTable
in rd_sched are kept in PHV Buffer (PB) in rd_sched. The
packets for each flow are linked in a list, and the link pointers
are maintained by the corresponding flow entries in dTable.

Once the first packet in RB gets a chance to enter the
pipeline, it is moved from RB to PB. In PB, the resubmitted
packets for each flow are also linked in a list, and their link
pointers are maintained in dTable as well.

rd_sched can schedule a packet of a flow suffering specu-
lative failure in PB only if (1) all resubmitted packets of the
flow have arrived at PR, and (2) all the resubmitted packets
of the flow in RB have been moved to PB. Condition (2) can
only be satisfied after condition (1) has been met. The former
is guaranteed by the flow timers (described in the next subsec-
tion), and the latter is guaranteed by the resubmitted packet
counters, both maintained in dTable. Each time PR receives a
resubmitted packet, the corresponding counter is incremented,
and each time a resubmitted packet is moved from RB to PB,
the corresponding counter is decremented. A counter value 0
means the condition (2) is met.

Fig. 6 illustrates an example of packet scheduling in

rd_sched. A shows the dTable which has three flows f1, f2,
and f3, where “Timer Offset" means the elapsed time since
the flow is last blocked or resubmitted (at most T ). B shows
the current status of RB and PB in which p(i, j) means the jth
packet of fi. In this example, all the packets of f1 have been
in PB, but f2 and f3 each have one packet left in RB (i.e., p2,2
and p3,1). At this moment, f1 and f2’s timers are both expired.
In summary, only f1 is legitimate to be scheduled.
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Figure 6: Scheduling dirty flows at rd_sched. (f3 in Block
Queue; f2 in Suspend Queue; f1 in Schedule Queue.)

Once a flow can be scheduled by rd_sched , the flow record
should be removed from dTable in wr_sched. To achieve
this, rd_sched sends a cancel_dirty signal to PW by setting
ctrl_tag to 0b01, the same as state writeback signal. Because
the cancel_dirty signal carries only a 64-bit index while PHV
has 4096 bits, multiple cancel_dirty signals can be merged
with their indices placed in different locations in the pay-
load in Fig. 5. Furthermore, cancel_dirty signals can also be
merged into writeback data, so they share the same ctrl_tag.
This mechanism resolved the potential conflict. Because the
control signals have priority in the ring node scheduler, they
are never delayed. Assume the pipeline has l stages and the
stateful function occupies m stages, the cancel_dirty signal
would traverse l �m+ 1 ring nodes to reach PW . A reason-
able design can guarantee the signal reach PW earlier than
any packet of the addressed flow1, to avoid the case that a
newly released packet hits the dTable in wr_sched again and
is wrongly resubmitted.

Packet Releasing. From the moment rd_sched learns a
flow changes its state, it needs at least T = c(m) + m + 2
clock cycles to ensure that the speculative packets of the
flow that read the stale state, if any, have all been received and
buffered in RB at PR, where m is the number of pipeline stages
1The cancel_dirty signal needs at most processor_num cycles to reach the
destination processor, where processor_num < 16 in general designs. The
number of cycles of a processor is greater than 20, and then the cancel_dirty
signal can arrive earlier than the released packets.
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between PR and PW (each ring node takes one clock cycle to
pass), c(m) is the pipeline processing latency on these stages,
and 2 accounts for the cycles for uploading and downloading
the PHV to and from the ring. This waiting time, T , must be
observed by each flow in dTable.

Instead of maintaining a timer for each flow in dTable,
we use a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue and two clocks to
achieve the same goal: the DECREASE clock (D.clk) keeps
the remaining waiting time for the first flow to be scheduled,
and the INCREASE clock (I.clk) keeps the elapsed time since
the arrival of the last packet from one of the flows in dTable.
The reason we need only two clocks is that the flows are
scheduled in the same order as they are registered in dTable.
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Timer
Offset=� 
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Figure 7: Achieve per-flow timer with two timers.

We use an example in Fig. 7 to show how this works. When
the first packet of the first flow f1 arrives, the initial value of
I.clk, T , is copied to D.clk and f1’s timer offset field in dTable,
and then I.clk is reset to 0 (¨!≠); both clocks start to work.
When the first packet of flow f2 arrives at the D-th cycle, the
value of I.clk, D, is copied to f2’s timer offset (which means f2
can be scheduled D cycles after f1 is scheduled), and then I.clk
is reset to 0 (Æ!Ø). After T-D cycles, D.clk decrements to 0,
so f1 meets its scheduling condition (1). Now f2 becomes the
next flow to be considered (∞). Its timer offset, D, is copied
to D.clk (±). As a result, f2 will meet its scheduling condition
(1) after D cycles and its total waiting time is also T cycles.

During a race condition on the ring, a resubmitted packet
may be delayed by the ring node scheduler. Thus, a constant
value of T is no longer accurate. To address this problem, we
introduce a heartbeat signal, dst1, on the ring bus as shown
in Fig. 5. dst1 is a one-hot bitmap. Each PW sets the corre-
sponding bit for PR to one. At each cycle, if PW generates
another type of data, the heartbeat is piggybacked on it. If PW
has no other data to send to the ring and the ring is free, a
heartbeat-only data is generated by setting ctrl_tag to 0b11;
if the ring is not free (i.e., a data from an upstream node on
the ring is scheduled), the heartbeat signal is overloaded to
that data by setting the corresponding bit for PR in dst1 of
the data. Thus, for each cycle of delay a resubmitted packet

experiences, rd_sched will not receive the heartbeat for the
flow for one cycle, which causes both I.clk and D.clk to halt for
a cycle, so the scheduling time for the flow is compensated. A
ring node can combine non-conflicting signals (e.g., different
heartbeats or heartbeat with updated states) to use the ring
bus bandwidth more efficiently.

A and B of Fig. 6 show that in PB, the resubmitted pack-
ets and the newly arriving packets of a flow in dTable are
maintained in two linked lists (e.g., the resubmitted packet
p2,1 is in a linked list and the newly arriving packets p2,3 and
p2,4 are in another linked list. When the timer of a flow expires
and all the resubmitted packet of the flow are moved to PB,
the resubmitted packet list is prepended to the newly arriving
packet list, and the flow can be scheduled to release its packet
from the newly arriving packet list. C in Fig. 6 illustrates the
flow scheduling process. The Block FIFO queue stores the
flows in dTable which have not met the scheduling condition
(1) . The Suspend FIFO queue stores the flows which have
met condition (1) but not condition (2). A flow removed from
the Block queue may not enter the Suspend queue if its resub-
mitted packets are all moved to PB before its timer expires.
Such a flow or a flow removed from the Suspend queue has
met both conditions, so it is transferred to a circular Sched-
ule queue. Flows in the Schedule queue are scheduled in a
round-robin manner. When all the packets of a flow are sched-
uled, the flow is removed from the Schedule queue, and its
record is removed from dTable as well. Thus, the process of a
flow suffering speculation failure ("Block Queue - Suspend
Queue - Schedule Queue" in the read scheduler of Fig. 4) is
illustrated.

If a scheduled packet is resubmitted to PR again before all
the backlogged packets of the same flow are cleared, the flow
is removed from the Schedule queue and inserted to the back
of the Block queue. Its timer is restarted. The corresponding
flow entry in dTable is updated accordingly. Appendix B
illustrates that the probability of hash collisions in dTable is
so negligible that it can effectively be disregarded.

4.5 Multi-level Consistency
SwiSh [62] categorizes stateful functions by their consistency
needs: strict, weak, and bounded staleness. Applying strict
consistency universally may sacrifice performance unneces-
sarily. In RAPID, an FSM guides wr_sched to accommodate
these varied consistency levels.

For strict consistency, every packet hitting dTable in
wr_sched should be resubmitted. With weak consistency, state
changes trigger writebacks without dTable registration, avoid-
ing future resubmissions. This model works for scenarios
where the state can eventually converges even some packets
read stale states (e.g., a flow rate limiter).

Bounded staleness consistency tolerates stale state reads for
up to K packets. Once this limit is met, state synchronization
is mandatory before continuing. Fig. 8 presents the FSM. In
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the Run state, no flow exists in dTable of wr_sched. On a
state change, the FSM shifts to Expiring with a counter set
to K. Here, K packets can proceed without resubmission. At
counter zero, the FSM enters Expired, registering the flow in
dTable for strict synchronization. Only a cancel_dirty from
rd_sched can deregister the flow and return to the Run state.

Run

Expiring
(state) Expired

Write State/
Start counter (K) cancel_dirty

counter=0

Figure 8: Multi-consistency support.
Key applications for this model are packet scheduling and

sketch-based DDoS detection. Sketch-based DDoS detection
risks measurement inaccuracies. Using weak consistency can
delay state convergence, while strict consistency can burden
the pipeline. Bounded staleness offers a balance between
accuracy and efficiency with a configurable K threshold.

4.6 Handling High State Update Rate
Consider a flow with n back-to-back packets and a state update
latency of T cycles between PR and PW . RAPID struggles with
elevated state update rates, leading to more writebacks and
speculation failures. When the state update rate exceeds a =
2T�3
2T+n , RAPID starts to exhibit even worse performance than
the blocking scheme (Appendix C). Although this scenario is
highly unlikely, it can be handled by introducing an additional
field resubmit_cycle in dTable to downgrade the RAPID
scheme to the blocking scheme once a high state update rate
is observed on the per-flow basis.

Run Wait

Timeout

Write dTable

Timeout

PB not empty

Schedule Suspend

PB empty

PB not empty

Figure 9: FSM for the blocking mode in RAPID.

When the packets of a flow have not been fully sched-
uled to be reprocessed, a new state for this flow may be writ-
ten back, followed by some resubmitted packets again. In
this case, the flow resets its timer to T (re-enqueued into the
Block queue), and its resubmit_cycle increments by one.
When the resubmit_cycle exceeds a threshold, the blocking

scheme is applied to the flow. At the same time a cancel_dirty
signal is transmitted. The blocking scheme lasts until PB
of the flow is cleared. Consequently, the resubmit_cycle

serves as an indicator of the state writeback rate. PB drives
an FSM in the blocking mode. As depicted in the FSM in
Fig. 9, if packets of the flow are present in PB, the flow enters
a Suspend state, requiring the timer (no need for heartbeat)
to expire before a packet can be scheduled. Once the packet
is scheduled, if remaining packets of the flow still reside in
PB (PB non-empty), the flow re-enters the Suspend state; oth-
erwise, the flow transitions to the Wait state and is removed
from dTable when the timer expires.

5 Programming Language and Compiler

5.1 P4 Language Enhancement
P4 [22] only supports atomic stateful operations using regis-
ters in a single stage (i.e., the Banzai architecture). NPL [11]
does not support stateful functions at all. XL [55] requires
intricate design to extract usable state transitions [25]. After
evaluating the existing dataplane programming languages, we
take P416 as the baseline and enhance it to support general
stateful function programming on the RAPID architecture.

/* can be written by the data plane or the control plane; 
   can be compiled as registers or flow state tables */
muTable packet_filter {

keys = {
hdr.ipv4.src_addr;
hdr.ipv4.dst_addr;
hdr.ipv4.protocol;

}

 values = {
bit<2> state;

}

type = exact; // ternary, lpm, direct
consistency = STRICT; // WEAK, BS(K)
size = 4096;

}

/* read out the current state */
cur_state = packet_filter.read(hdr);
/* get new state with calculations */
new_state = cal_state(...);
/* write back the new state */
packet_filter.write(hdr, new_state);

Figure 10: P4 language enhancement.

We introduce muTable, akin to table of P4, but modifiable
by the dataplane, suitable for flow state tables. Unlike ta-
ble, muTable leverages various memory types (e.g., SRAM,
TCAM) for multi-stage functions or registers for single-stage
atomic stateful functions. As depicted in Fig.10, keys index
states, values store state data, type defines the match method
(i.e., exact, ternary, LPM, or direct), and consistency sets
consistency levels. muTable supports both read and write
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primitives, enabling customized stateful processing logic. The
compiler determines if a stateful function spans single or mul-
tiple stages based on complexity. A port_knocking example
using muTable is presented in Fig. 25 of Appendix H.

5.2 Data Renaming
If the stateful processing involves modifying some data (e.g.,
decrementing ipv4.ttl), packet resubmission may cause the
data to be modified more than once, leading to incorrect re-
sult. The compiler uses the “field renaming” technique to
solve the problem, which is similar to the “register renaming”
used for instruction-level parallelism in computer processor
architecture [43].

1st round 
processing
2nd round 
processing

stage1: A = C + D
stage2: D = G + H

stage1: A = C + D
stage2: D = G + H

stage1: A = C + D
stage2: D1 = G + H

A = C + D
D1 = G + H

result A = C + G + H A = C + D

Before Field Renaming After Field Renaming

stage1:
stage2:

Figure 11: Field Renaming.

Fig. 11 shows an example. In the first packet processing
round, D is used as an rvalue for calculating A before it is
updated. Without field renaming, if this packet is resubmitted
and reprocessed, D will use its new value to calculate A again.
Instead, for a “Write-after-Read” (RAW) data, the compiler
renames it to avoid such errors, and the new field D1 remains
to be used for processing beyond the stateful function.

6 Implementation

6.1 Hardware Prototypes
We build hardware prototypes on a Xilinx UltraScale+
XCVU13P-based programmable switch. XCVU13P has up
to 1.7M LUTs, 3.5M FFs, and 2.7K BRAMs. We implement
PISA [23], Banzai [51], FlowBlaze [42], and RAPID with
2,584, 2,292, 3,627, and 4,676 lines of Scala code, respec-
tively. For RAPID, 1,822 lines of code are dedicated to the
ring. The prototypes of PISA, Banzai, and RAPID contain
4 physical pipeline stages; the prototype of FlowBlaze has
only 3 stages due to its high resource consumption. All the
prototypes use a 512-byte PHV. Each prototype has 4 hash
modules, 4 parallel matching tables (FlowBlaze has one addi-
tional TCAM-based EFSM table), and a number of SRAMs
and ALUs. We set 4 queues for FlowBlaze with each having a
depth of 64. The RAPID ring bus is 4,114-bit wide (8-bit dst1,
8-bit dst2, 2-bit ctrl, and 4,096-bit payload for PHV or state
data). The configuration of the RAPID schedulers is shown
in Table 1. All prototypes run at 100 MHz clock frequency.
A stage processor of PISA, Banzai, FlowBlaze, and RAPID
takes 16, 16, 21, and 18 clock cycles, respectively.

Type Size
Resubmitted Packet Buffer (RB) 16

dTable 64
PHV Buffer (PB) 32

Block Queue 64
Suspend Queue 64
Schedule Queue 64

Ring Buffer from pipeline 8
Ring Buffer from ring bus 8

Table 1: Configuration of RAPID schedulers.

6.2 Software ASIC Emulator
We develop software emulators for RAPID [14] (2,557 lines)
and FlowBlaze (1,440 lines) using C++ on the Ubuntu 20.04
LTS server which can emulate the ASIC behavior. Users
can write stateful packet processing programs using the the
enhanced P4 language to test it on the emulator. The virtual
clock of the emulators is set to 1 GHz. Since FlowBlaze only
supports single-stage SRAM-based state updates, we test it
with a simple case, the elephant flow detector. The emulators
are configured to support 16x 100Gbps ports per pipeline.

6.3 Compiler and Controller
We develop a compiler (5,606 lines) in C++ to compile pro-
grams in the enhanced P4 language. The compiler generates a
JSON file that describes configurations of every stage proces-
sor which can be directly used by the software target. For the
hardware target, we further use Python to convert the JSON
file into a binary file which can be downloaded to the FPGA.
We also implement a controller (1,967 lines) in Python to
communicate with the pipeline at runtime.

6.4 Implemented Use Cases
We implement and verify the following three use cases in
both hardware and software. These use cases use 2, 3, and 4
stage processors, respectively.
• Port knocking stateful firewall. Port knocking [21] enables
a firewall to accept connection attempts on a sequence of
closed ports, and upon receiving the correct sequence, mod-
ifies rules to grant access. Using muTable in Proc1, packets
retrieve the current state. Proc2, integrating this state and the
port of the packet, updates the knocking state table in Proc1.
Packets matching the “pass” state are forwarded; others are
dropped.
• DDoS detection and mitigation. We implement a cookie-
based SYN flood detection and mitigation approach. Proc1
keeps an Access Control List (ACL) table for admission con-
trol, and Proc2 maintains a bloom filter to identify the first
packet of a new flow. In Proc3, for a new flow, the hash value
of the packet’s five-tuple is sent back to the sender as a cookie;
otherwise, the packet is dropped, and the five-tuple is written
back to Proc1’s ACL for blocking. For a packet of monitored
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TCP flow, if the bloom filter reports positive match and the
packet carries the correct cookie with the right ACK, its flow
will be added to Proc1’s ACL as an admitted flow.
• NAT with load balancing. We adopt the method from
SilkRoad [40]: at the load balancer, a packet looks up a Con-
nTable using the carried VIP. If found, the associated DIP is
retrieved and used for forwarding; otherwise, the VIP is used
to look up a VIPTable, selecting a DIP with the lowest load
from a list. The load is then updated, and the new {VIP: DIP}
mapping is added to the ConnTable. The ConnTable resides
in Proc1, with writebacks issued from Proc4.

7 Evaluation

• Methodology. We use Vivado Design Suite [17] to syn-
thesize the four prototypes (PISA, Banzai, FlowBlaze, and
RAPID), obtaining the FPGA resources usage. To evaluate the
throughput and latency performance, we feed three real traffic
traces (ISP DC, Equinix, and MAWI22) to the FPGA proto-
types. We feed three synthetic traces to the ASIC emulator to
test RAPID’s sensitivity to different factors.
• Testbed. The testbed comprises the switch prototype with
four 100Gbps ports, a server as the controller, and two servers
for traffic sending and receiving through two 100Gbps NICs.

7.1 FPGA Resource Consumption
Table 2 compares the FPGA resource consumption for a pro-
cessor of different architectures. RAPID consumes more re-
sources than PISA and Banzai, but less than FlowBlaze. Con-
sider RAPID’s capability, the overhead is well-justified.

Architecture LUT FF BRAM
PISA 13.91% 1.71% 14.08%

Banzai 15.77% 1.73% 14.08%
FlowBlaze 27.32% 2.48% 25.99%

RAPID 20.22% 2.35% 19.55%

Table 2: Resources for different architectures.

Table 3 breaks down the resource of the scheduler compo-
nents in a RAPID processor. As the three queues only use
pointers, they consume a few LUTs and FFs. The BRAMs
are mainly used for storing PHVs in RB and PB.

Component LUT FF BRAM
RB 9.273% 5.255% 9.324%

dTable 6.869% 4.476% 0
PB 3.104% 0.543% 18.649%

Block Queue 0.050% 0.063% 0
Suspend Queue 0.101% 0.034% 0
Schedule Queue 0.055% 0.034% 0

Ring Node 9.003% 10.667% 0
Sum 28.455% 21.073% 27.973%

Table 3: Resource breakdown of scheduler components.

We can feed the traces at 100Gbps rate to the RAPID
prototype running different use cases and find no packet drop.

7.2 ASIC Implementation Cost
We run Design Compiler [15] to synthesize the prototypes on
an open-source 45nm ASIC technology library [10], and show
the chip area and power consumption of single stage processor
in Table 4. The clock frequency of the RAPID prototype
reaches 1GHz. While FlowBlaze’s cost is significantly higher
than PISA, RAPID’s cost is only slightly higher.

Area (mm2) Power (mW )
PISA 94.33 65000

Banzai 95.17 66100
FlowBlaze 176.08 86900

RAPID 99.45 67500

Table 4: Area and power of different architectures.

Table 5 summarizes the cost breakdown of the scheduler
components in a RAPID processor. The area and power over-
head of the scheduler accounts for only 4.18% and 1.2% of
the entire processor, exhibiting a low implementation cost.

Area (mm2) cost Power (mW ) cost
RB 0.5263 0.5292% 108 0.1600%

dTable 0.0740 0.0744% 7.724 0.0114%
PB 2.4874 2.5009% 516 0.7644%

Block Queue 0.0074 0.0074% 1.56 0.0023%
Suspend Queue 0.0036 0.0036% 0.728 0.0011%
Schedule Queue 0.0036 0.0036% 0.729 0.0011%

Ring Node 1.0515 1.0573% 178 0.2637%
Total 4.1537 4.1764% 812.7 1.2041%

Table 5: Area and power overhead of scheduler components.

In both FPGA and ASIC, the hardware overhead (i.e.,
LUTs, FFs, ASIC area and power) to support stateful opera-
tions is moderate and constant. When there is no speculation
failure, the pipeline latency and throughput remain unaffected.
RAPID’s dTables and the three extra queues are functioning
in parallel with the main processing engine (MAUs), so the
scheduling cycles do not incur extra clock cycles.

7.3 Parameter Setting
It is important to set the right size for the key performance
and cost influencers (i.e., RB, PB, dTable, and Ring Node
Buffer). We study this with the ASIC emulator. Assuming
90% pipeline throughput (i.e., 10% free pipeline cycles), we
vary the number of stateful function stages and state update
rates (i.e., the proportion of packets that trigger state updates
to the total packets). We use three traces, ISP DC, Equinix,
and MAWI22, for the test, and replicate each trace multiple
times to get 1-minute worth of traffic. The results on Equinix
are shown in Fig. 12, and the other results can be found in Ap-
pendix D. In general, the required component sizes increase
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(a) RB. (b) PB.

(c) dTable. (d) Ring Node Buffer.

Figure 12: Scheduler parameters under CAIDA Equinix trace.

as the state update rate and stateful function stage count grow.
However, the sizes remain in an acceptable range. In real net-
work scenarios, the pipeline throughput, the state update rate,
and the stateful function stage are mostly at their low end of
the scope, implying our configuration in Table 1 is sufficient.

7.4 Influence of Stateful Function Stages
The length of a stateful function pipeline determines the state
update latency. We test RAPID and the blocking scheme with
different number of stateful function stages (2, 3 and 4) which
take 36, 54 and 72 clock cycles, respectively. The blocking
scheme uses 4 queues of size 32. We synthesize three traces
with packet lengths of 256 bytes, 384 bytes, and 512 bytes,
respectively. The characteristics of three traces are shown in
Table 6. We orchestrate the packet headers for each trace to
achieve a consistent state update rate of 30%.

Trace packet size spacing probability of two packets in a flow
< 36 cycles < 54 cycles < 72 cycles

Trace 1 256 B 31.42% 35.59% 39.33%
Trace 2 384 B 26.83% 31.42% 34.67%
Trace 3 512 B 21.65% 26.83% 31.42%

Table 6: Features of three synthetic traces.

We get the packet throughput and latency performance in
terms of the number of function stages under Trace 2 as shown
in Fig. 13 (other results are in Appendix E). As the number

of stages increases, both the blocking scheme and RAPID
exhibit a declining performance, but RAPID outperforms the
blocking scheme and maintains a stable low latency.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 13: Performance with < 0.1% and 0 packet drop rate
on Trace 2.

7.5 Influence of State Update Rate
A high state update rate predictably leads to a poorer pipeline
throughput. To test how RAPID performs under different state
update rate, we run Trace 2 on three hypothetical stateful func-
tions with 2, 3, and 4 stages, and adjust the state update rate
to examine its impact on the system. The throughput with
no packet loss is derived. Fig. 14(a) shows that, as the state
update rate increases, RAPID’s throughput gradually declines,
but its performance remains better than the blocking scheme.
From Fig. 14(b) shows that RAPID’s packet processing la-
tency gradually rises with the increase of state update rate,
and approaches the latency of the blocking scheme. The rea-
son is that, when state update rate increases, packets may be
resubmitted more than one time, leading to longer latency.
Same conclusion can be drawn from results on Trace 1 and
Trace 3 in Appendix F.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 14: Performance on different state update rates of
Trace 2.

7.6 Influence of Intra-flow Packet Gap
A larger intra-flow packet gap means that, for RAPID, it is less
likely for the packets to be resubmitted or blocked, and for the
blocking scheme, it is less likely for a packet to experience
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HOL blocking. A gap larger than the state update latency can
make both problems disappear. We devise experiments to val-
idate this. Based on the Trace 2, we generate three additional
traces (Table 7) with different intra-flow packet gap distribu-
tion. We set the state update rate to 30%. The result is shown

Trace packet size spacing probability of two packets in a flow
< 36 cycles < 54 cycles < 72 cycles

Trace 4 384 B 24.57% 26.83% 31.42%
Trace 5 384 B 21.65% 24.57% 28.62%
Trace 6 384 B 17.74% 21.65% 26.83%

Table 7: Features of three additional synthetic traces.
in Fig. 15. Fig. 15(a) demonstrates that as the packet gap
within a flow increases, the throughput of both RAPID and
the blocking scheme rises, which aligns with our hypothesis.
RAPID approaches full throughput progressively. Fig. 15(b)
confirms that the processing latency of the two approaches re-
mains stable, and RAPID’s performance gradually converges
to that of stateless processing.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 15: Performance on different intra-flow packet gaps.

7.7 Influence of Consistency Level

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 16: Performance on different consistency levels.

Different consistency levels affect packet resubmission
rates and packet blocking. To compare RAPID’s performance
under different consistency levels, we test RAPID on a two-
stage stateful function (i.e., 36-cycle state update latency).
We run three traces with six different consistency level con-
figurations: STRICT, BS(1), BS(2), BS(3), BS(4), and WEAK.
The state update rate is fixed to 30%. As shown in Fig. 16, as

the consistency requirement becomes looser, the throughput
of RAPID keeps increasing until it reaches the full through-
put, and the latency keeps decreasing. Results on 54-cycle
(3-stage) and 72-cycle (4-stage) functions are shown in Ap-
pendix G, which lead to a similar conclusion.

8 Discussion

• Potential Scalability of the Ring: We investigate the appli-
cation of the ring within a single pipeline. A ring can also be
concurrently leveraged by multiple pipelines. For instance, if
one pipeline utilizes only 10% of the Ring’s bandwidth for
data transfer, it would be feasible for two or more pipelines to
share the ring. Similar with MP5 [49], this approach provides
a viable design for collaborative task execution across mul-
tiple pipelines. Moreover, if the necessity for "cancel_dirty"
communication between the Read and Write schedulers can
be eliminated, allowing for independent scheduling on both
sides, then the unidirectional ring could be evolved into a
unidirectional backward path.
• Priority of Resubmitted Packets: When handling spec-
ulation failures, we currently give priority to new packets.
We can also prioritize flows suffering speculation failures to
speed up their processing to align with user-specific needs.
This is reserved for future exploration.
• Potential Optimization of RTC: Compared to pipelines,
RTC offers enhanced flexibility in function support. Moreover,
RTC’s multi-threading can leverage speculative execution
too. Instead of stalling threads during state access conflicts,
packets are reprocessed if errors are detected.

9 Conclusion

RAPID makes it possible to support advanced stateful packet
processing functions on a pipeline-based programmable data-
plane. A side ring is used to support cross-stage state write-
back and speculative execution. The non-blocking speculative
execution reduces the packet buffer requirements necessary
for traditional stateful support, leading to diminished back-
pressure and fewer congestion in the network. The applica-
tion programming is enabled by a simple extension to the P4
language. When it comes to hardware, RAPID is not only
efficient but also excels in performance across real-world use
cases. As a result, tasks that traditionally require ASIC-CPU
collaboration can now be executed by RAPID solely, saving
the system cost and improving the system performance.
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# of flows, average # of pkts per flow, and conflict ratioTraces # of pkts (K) average pkt size (B) five-tuple avg. CR sIP-dIP avg. CR
CTU4 [6] 24392 93 1422109 17.2 68.81% 8655 2818.3 84.27%

MACCDC [8] 6598 142 73071 90.3 8.76% 9594 687.8 43.38%
Equinix [3] 31540 482 1085931 29 1.47% 870685 36.2 1.49%

CIC-IOT [4] 1836 484 78799 23.3 46.46% 3774 486.6 56.81%
MAWI22 [9] 121308 606 13607494 8.9 9.53% 9627481 12.6 11.18%

ISP DC 33514 642 1199269 27.9 11.16% 873011 38.4 20.79%
UNIV1 [16] 912 673 10945 83.4 16.66% 2719 335.8 17.98%
CTU2 [5] 685 750 24274 28.2 27.21% 2312 296.6 29.51%

UNIV2 [16] 11772 780 33987 346.4 23.27% 19006 619.4 23.30%
Simple Web [13] 2636 836 51194 51.5 26.08% 4917 536.2 27.34%

Table 8: Statistics of the packet traces.

A Trace Statistics

Table 8 lists the statistics of the 10 traffic traces. Specifically,
the ISP DC trace is collected from the data center of an ISP.

B Hash collision in dTable

dTable records the hash values of flows. In the case of hash
collision, a flow might be mistakenly blocked and its packets
resubmitted, but this will not cause catastrophic consequences.
The victim flow only experiences an increased latency.

Given that a flow is hashed to a M-bit hash value, the proba-
bility of hash collision among this flow and another incoming
flow is P = 1

2M . Assuming M=64, the collision probability is
5.42⇥10�20, which is low enough to make its impact negli-
gible to the overall performance.

C Writeback Rate Calculation

Assuming that within T clock cycles, a flow has n back-to-
back packets arriving, and the writeback rate is a. We investi-
gate the performance similarity point between the blocking
scheme and RAPID by considering the maximum scheduling
latency experienced by the last packet in both approaches. Set
the latency of the blocking scheme is tb(T,n,a) and RAPID
is tR(T,n,a).

Based on the properties of the Blocking scheme, it is evi-
dent that its performance remains stable across varying write-
back rates, i.e.,

tb(T,n,a) = (n�1)T (1)

Suppose a = 1
n , i.e., only one out of n packets updates states,

the latency of the last packet being scheduled is: the cycles it
will pass through (T ) and the cycles it waits to be scheduled
(n). So the time is

tR(T,n,
1
n
) = n+T (2)

When a > 1
n , we assume that the first packet updates states

and the later packets update state evenly. We can get the
latency in terms of a:

tR(T,n,a) =
i=1

Â
na
(

i
na

n+T ) = naT +
na+1

2
n (3)

Combining Eq. 1 and Eq. 3, we can get the a in which two
schemes perform similarly:

a =
2T �3
2T +n

(4)

When n = 60 and T = 60, packets will experience similar
latency for both RAPID and the blocking scheme if the write-
back rate is 65%.

D Parameter Setting

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the scheduler parameters under ISP
DC trace and MAWI22 trace, respectively. Based on these
two traces, we can draw similar conclusions as in Sec. 7.3.
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(a) RB. (b) PB.

(c) dTable. (d) Ring Node Buffer.

Figure 17: Scheduler Parameters under ISP DC trace.

(a) RB. (b) PB.

(c) dTable. (d) Ring Node Buffer.

Figure 18: Scheduler Parameters under MAWI22 trace.

E Different used stages on Trace 1 and 3

The system throughput and latency performance in terms of
the number of function stages under Trace 1 and Trace 3 can
be seen in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 respectively.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 19: Throughput and latency with different consistency
levels under Trace 1.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 20: Throughput and latency with different consistency
levels under Trace 3.

F Different State Update Rates on Trace 1 and
Trace 3

The system throughput and latency performance in terms of
different state update rates under Trace 1 and Trace 3 can be
seen in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 respectively.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 21: Performance on different state update rates of
Trace 1.
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(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 22: Performance on different state update rates of
Trace 3.

G Influence of Consistency Level under 54-
cycle and 72-cycle

The system throughput and latency performance in terms
of different consistency levels under 54-cycle and 72-cycle
functions can be seen in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 23: Performance on different consistency level under
54-cycle functions.

(a) Throughput. (b) Latency.

Figure 24: Performance on different consistency level under
72-cycle functions.

H Simple Example with muTable

Fig. 25 shows a simple code example (port knocking [21])
written in the enhanced P4 language. The flow state table
port_knocking stores the current state. The state can be read
out with the stateful primitive read. Then with another state-
less flow table, the packet can get the next state of the flow
and write it back to the port_knocking state table.

/* define stateful table */
muTable port_knocking {

keys = {
hdr.ipv4.src_addr;
hdr.ipv4.dst_addr;

}

 values = {
bit<8> state;

}

type = exact;
consistency = STRICT;
size = 4096;

}

table port_FSM {
keys = {

meta.cur_state;
hdr.ipv4.dst_port;

};

actions = {
get_new_state; // modify meta.new_state

};
}

/* read out the cur_state */
meta.cur_state = port_knocking.read(hdr);
/* get new_state to look up table */
portFSM.apply();
/* write back the new_state */
port_knocking.write(hdr, meta.new_state);

Figure 25: A simple port knocking example with muTable.
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Abstract
In real-time video communication, retransmitting lost packets
over high-latency networks is not viable due to strict latency
requirements. To counter packet losses without retransmis-
sion, two primary strategies are employed—encoder-based
forward error correction (FEC) and decoder-based error con-
cealment. The former encodes data with redundancy before
transmission, yet determining the optimal redundancy level
in advance proves challenging. The latter reconstructs video
from partially received frames, but dividing a frame into inde-
pendently coded partitions inherently compromises compres-
sion efficiency, and the lost information cannot be effectively
recovered by the decoder without adapting the encoder.

We present a loss-resilient real-time video system called
GRACE, which preserves the user’s quality of experience
(QoE) across a wide range of packet losses through a new
neural video codec. Central to GRACE’s enhanced loss re-
silience is its joint training of the neural encoder and decoder
under a spectrum of simulated packet losses. In lossless sce-
narios, GRACE achieves video quality on par with conven-
tional codecs (e.g., H.265). As the loss rate escalates, GRACE
exhibits a more graceful, less pronounced decline in qual-
ity, consistently outperforming other loss-resilient schemes.
Through extensive evaluation on various videos and real net-
work traces, we demonstrate that GRACE reduces undecod-
able frames by 95% and stall duration by 90% compared with
FEC, while markedly boosting video quality over error con-
cealment methods. In a user study with 240 crowdsourced
participants and 960 subjective ratings, GRACE registers a
38% higher mean opinion score (MOS) than other baselines.
We make the source codes and models of GRACE public at
https://uchi-jcl.github.io/grace.html.

1 Introduction
Real-time video communication has become an integral part
of our daily lives [29], spanning online conferences [3, 20],
cloud gaming [11, 17], interactive virtual reality [6, 18], and
IoT applications [16, 19]. To ensure a high quality of ex-
perience (QoE) for users, real-time video applications must
protect against packet losses1. However, retransmitting lost
packets across high-latency networks is not feasible due to
stringent real-time latency requirements [57].

1In this study, we use the term “packet loss” to refer to both packets
dropped in transit and those not received by the decoding deadline. Under
this definition, a video frame could experience a high packet loss rate (e.g.,
50%) even if the actual network loss rate is low [86].

Grace

Forward Error
Correction (FEC)

Error Concealment

Packet loss rate

V
id

eo
 q

ua
lit

y

Figure 1: Illustration of the video quality achieved by different
loss-resilient schemes, operating under the same bandwidth
budget, across varying packet loss rates. Actual experimental
results are shown in Figure 8.

Loss-resilient techniques generally fall into two categories.
First is encoder-side forward error correction (FEC), such as
Reed-Solomon codes [100], fountain codes [76,77], and more
recently, streaming codes [28, 86]. FEC incorporates redun-
dancy into data prior to transmission. With a redundancy rate
of R%—the percentage of redundant data relative to the total
data size—up to R% of lost data can be recovered. Beyond
that, the video becomes undecodable, rendering a sharp col-
lapse in video quality (Figure 1). Increasing R protects against
higher losses but also entails a higher bandwidth overhead,
which in turn reduces video quality. Thus, determining the
optimal R in advance poses a practical challenge.

The second category is decoder-side error concealment,
which reconstructs portions of a video frame affected by
packet losses, through handcrafted heuristics [63, 97, 115] or
neural networks [59,67,79,87,102]. Nevertheless, implement-
ing error concealment requires partitioning a video frame into
independently decodable units (e.g., slices [99] or tiles [64])
first, thus reducing compression efficiency. Moreover, since
the encoder is not optimized for loss resilience, the lost infor-
mation cannot be effectively recovered by the decoder alone.
As a result, the video quality tends to deteriorate rapidly with
increasing packet loss, as illustrated in Figure 1.

In this paper, we present GRACE, a loss-resilient real-time
video system designed to maintain the user’s quality of ex-
perience (QoE) across a wide range of packet losses. Our
key insight is that jointly optimizing the encoder and de-
coder under a spectrum of simulated packet losses consider-
ably strengthens loss resilience. To facilitate this joint opti-
mization, GRACE strategically employs a neural video codec
(NVC) [73], integrating neural networks into the core compo-
nents of a conventional video encoder and decoder. In contrast
to FEC, GRACE’s NVC is trained to handle diverse packet
losses, eliminating the need to predict a loss rate beforehand
and preventing the undecodable video under exceedingly high
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losses. Unlike decoder-side error concealment, GRACE jointly
trains the encoder and decoder, so that the encoder learns
to properly distribute each pixel’s information across mul-
tiple output elements in anticipation of losses, facilitating
the decoder’s frame reconstruction when packets are actually
lost. Consequently, GRACE displays a more graceful quality
degradation amid varying losses, while consistently delivering
higher video quality than previous solutions (Figure 1).

To materialize the above benefits of GRACE’s codec, our
design of GRACE addresses three system challenges.

First, to ensure loss tolerance, each packet must be inde-
pendently decodable. Existing solutions achieve this by di-
viding the frame into independently decodable units. How-
ever, this introduces a size overhead because the data in each
unit follows different distributions and thus cannot be com-
pressed efficiently. In response to this challenge, we train
GRACE’s neural encoder to regularize the values in its out-
put to conform to the same distribution, thereby reducing the
partitioning overhead. We also utilize reversible random map-
ping [8] during such partitioning, making it more amenable to
NVCs. While training GRACE under packet losses, simulating
random partitioning and packet losses is inefficient and pre-
cludes differentiability. Hence, we apply random zeroing to
the encoder’s output directly, simulating packet losses without
actually dropping packets (§3).

Second, packet losses can lead to discrepancies between the
reference frames at the encoder and decoder side, resulting in
sustained quality degradation in the decoded video stream if
synchronization is not maintained. Traditional remedies, such
as retransmission or sending a new keyframe, fall short of
seamlessly rectifying this inconsistency. GRACE introduces
an innovative protocol to adeptly realign the encoder and
decoder states without hindering video decoding. In the event
of packet loss, the decoder leverages the loss resilience of
GRACE to decode partially received packets. Simultaneously,
the decoder communicates the loss details to the encoder. This
feedback mechanism enables the encoder to swiftly adjust its
recent reference frames to match those at the decoder end,
eliminating the need for additional data transmission (§4.2).

Third, GRACE must be efficient to encode and decode video
in real-time across various devices, from laptops to mobile
phones. Existing NVCs, however, often employ expensive
neural networks, particularly for motion estimation and post-
processing. We show that by downscaling the image input for
motion estimation and simplifying post-processing, GRACE
accelerates the encoding and decoding by 4× without a no-
ticeable impact on loss resilience. Moreover, with hardware-
specific runtimes such as OpenVINO and CoreML, GRACE
attains over 25 fps on CPUs and iPhones (§4.3).

Comprehensive experiments (§5) on a diverse set of videos
and real network traces show that with the same congestion
control logic, GRACE reduces undecodable frames by 95%
and stall duration by 90% compared with state-of-the-art FEC
baselines. It also boosts the visual quality metric of SSIM by

3 dB over a recent neural error concealment scheme (§5.1).
Our IRB-approved user study with 240 crowdsourced partici-
pants and a total of 96 subjective ratings demonstrates a 38%
higher mean opinion score (MOS) for GRACE, further attest-
ing to its effectiveness. Regarding computational efficiency,
GRACE achieves more than 25 fps on popular mobile devices
(e.g., iPhone 14 Pro), meeting the real-time requirement.

Our contributions are summarized as follows. (i) We
present GRACE, which, to the best of our knowledge, rep-
resents the first effort to jointly train a neural video en-
coder and decoder under a spectrum of packet losses,
aiming to improve loss resilience in real-time video (§3).
Different from other recent ML-based real-time video sys-
tems [107, 108, 114] that use ML-based rate adaptation to
minimize packet loss, GRACE uses ML to make the video
codec itself resilient to packet loss. (ii) We build the end-to-
end video system to address the practical challenges associ-
ated with integrating a new NVC, developing optimization
techniques related to packetization, encoder/decoder state syn-
chronization, and runtime efficiency (§4).

2 Background
2.1 Real-time video coding

To help explain GRACE’s design, we first introduce some key
concepts in real-time video coding and streaming.

The sender encodes video at a specific frame rate and bi-
trate, e.g., with 25 fps (frames per second) and 3 Mbps, the
encoder generates a 15 KB frame on average every 40 ms. An
encoded video is composed of groups of consecutive frames,
called a group of pictures (GoP). Each GoP starts with an
I-frame (or key-frame), followed by multiple P-frames (or
inter-frames)2. I-frames are independently encoded without
referencing other frames, while P-frames encode only the dif-
ferences relative to previous reference frames. In real-time
video, the majority of frames are P-frames to minimize frame
sizes, so our discussion here focuses on P-frames. Figure 2
shows the workflow of P-frame encoding and decoding. Given
a new frame and a reference frame, the encoder (1) calculates
motion vectors (MVs) and residuals for each macroblock
(MB), e.g., 16×16-pixel samples, (2) transforms and quan-
tizes the MVs and residuals, (3) performs entropy encoding
on the transformed data, (4) divides the entropy-encoded data
into packets, and (5) transmits these packets with congestion
control, such as GCC [31]. Correspondingly, the receiver de-
packetizes and decodes the received data to reconstruct each
frame from the received packets.

To reduce frame delay, which denotes the time from frame
encoding to rendering, real-time video clients (e.g., WebRTC)
commonly make two choices that differentiate them from
video streaming (e.g., Netflix, ESPN Live):

2On-demand video also uses B-frames (bidirectional predicted frames),
which refer to both past and future P-frames. However, real-time video rarely
uses B-frames in order to render frames as soon as possible.
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Figure 2: A typical workflow of video frame encoding.
• Real-time video employs notably shorter (tens of ms)

buffers, as opposed to video streaming that utilizes several
seconds of playback buffer for on-demand or live content.
Thus, retransmission delay is difficult to conceal with such
short buffers, especially in high-latency networks.

• To maintain a short buffer, real-time video sends each
frame in a burst and decodes it as soon as its packets are re-
ceived. As a result, any lost packets, whether due to drops
or queuing, can affect frame decoding. In contrast, stream-
ing video is transmitted in chunks (each with hundreds of
frames) over the HTTP/TCP protocol.
Ideally, congestion control and bitrate adaptation (e.g.,

GCC [31], Salsify [45], and NADA [116]) are designed to
handle bandwidth fluctuations, thereby avoiding congestion-
induced packet losses. However, predicting bandwidth fluctua-
tions in advance is challenging, making loss-resilient methods
necessary when decoding frames under packet loss.

We define packet loss per frame as any packets not received
before the receiver is expected to decode the frame. In other
words, even if a packet is not dropped, it can still be counted
as packet loss if it arrives too late. It is important to note
that our notion of packet loss differs from network-level loss.
Even with low network loss (which typically remains below
1%), real-time video may still encounter a high packet loss
rate (e.g., over 50%) in certain frames, as corroborated by
recent research in this space [35, 36, 86].

2.2 Related work
Various loss-resilient schemes have been studied.
Forward error coding (FEC) adds redundancy at the en-
coder before the data is sent to the network. This is also
known as error-resilient channel coding. Examples include
Reed-Solomon codes, LDPC [77], fountain and rateless
codes [33,76], streaming codes [28,86], and recent ones based
on DNNs [32, 50]. There are also hierarchical and multilevel
FEC [94, 95], which organizes FEC into multiple layers and
protects each layer with different redundancies. FEC is also
used to protect frame metadata or the base layer in SVC (also
known as UEP [25,113]). However, in order to pick a suitable
rate of redundancy, they need to estimate how many packets
will be lost in advance. If the loss rate is underestimated, the
redundancy will be insufficient to recover missing packets.
On the other hand, adding excessive redundancy results in a
higher bandwidth overhead and, in turn, a lower video quality.
Postprocessing error concealment reconstructs missing data
in lost packets at the decoder. These methods generally con-

sist of two components. First, the encoded packets should
be decodable when only a subset of the packets is received.
This is accomplished through INTRA-mode macroblock en-
coding [38], slice interleaving [56], or flexible macroblock
ordering [66]. However, these approaches often compromise
the encoder’s ability to exploit redundancies across neigh-
boring MBs, as adjacent MBs are either encoded in INTRA
mode or split into different packets (in a checkerboard man-
ner [64, 66] or based on ROI detection [93]). Therefore, these
methods impair compression efficiency, causing the encoded
frame size to inflate by 10%–50% [42, 64, 74, 99].

Then, the decoder reconstructs lost data based on the re-
ceived packets, using classic heuristics (e.g., motion vectors
interpolation [63, 97, 115] and intra-block refreshing [64] in
H.264) or neural-network-based inpainting [59,67,79,87,102].
Recent work [67] use vision transformers [27, 43] to directly
predict the missing bits in the lost packets before frame de-
coding. However, due to the encoder’s lack of awareness of
the decoder’s postprocessing, each encoded packet contains
limited redundancy and information that could aid in recon-
structing missing motion vectors or residuals. As a result, the
reconstruction process is forced to guess the missing data
when a packet is lost. Even recent techniques still see a no-
table drop in video quality (e.g., PSNR drops from 38 dB to
25 dB at a 20% packet loss [81]).

GRACE takes a different approach than FEC and error
concealment. Unlike error concealment that relies only on
decoder-side postprocessing, GRACE jointly optimizes (via
training) both the (neural) encoder and decoder. Unlike FEC
that requires a pre-determined redundancy rate, GRACE’s
codec is optimized across a range of packet loss rates.

Other schemes: While there exist other techniques that might
help mitigate the impact of packet loss, their primary goals are
not loss resilience. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness,
we discuss some notable schemes here and also quantitatively
compare GRACE against several of them in §5.

Scalable video coding (SVC) [40, 88, 89] and fine-
granularity scalability (FGS) [68, 75] aim to optimize rate-
distortion (RD) tradeoff—video quality achieved by a single
encoded bitstream under different received bitrates. SVC en-
codes a video in multiple quality layers and sends data layer
by layer. This is feasible for on-demand video [40, 72] but
in real-time video, all packets of a frame are sent together to
reduce frame delay (§2.1). When a packet loss occurs to a
base layer, it will block the decoding of any higher layers. For
this reason, SVC is rarely used to improve unicast real-time
video (though it is used in multicast video to serve users with
heterogeneous network capacities [88]).

There are a few alternatives to postprocessing error conceal-
ment. For instance, when loss occurs, Salsify [45] reverts to an
older but reliably received frame—instead of the last frame—
as the reference frame, so the decoder can safely skip a loss-
affected frame without hurting subsequent frames. However,
it needs more bits to encode the same quality than using the
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last frame as the reference frame, e.g., the P-frames between
every other frame are 40% greater in size than between two
consecutive frames. Similar limitations apply to long-term
reference frame (LTR) [112], which makes each P-frame in-
dividually decodable if the long-term reference is received,
regardless of packet loss in between or not. Voxel [83] skips
a loss-affected frame if the encoder indicates that skipping
the frame does not affect video quality. It works well for on-
demand video where B-frames can be safely skipped, and the
impact of a skipped frame will stop at the next chunk within a
few seconds. Unfortunately, neither applies to real-time video.

Recently, deep learning has been used in super resolu-
tion [61, 92, 106], SVC [40, 75], and postprocessing error
concealment based on CNNs [59, 79, 87, 102] or transform-
ers [44, 67]. Super-resolution can reduce packet losses by
sending the video in a lower bitrate and enhancing the video
quality on the receiver side. However, it still requires retrans-
missions to rectify frames impaired by packet loss. For SVC
and postprocessing error concealment techniques, the afore-
mentioned limitations inherent to these approaches remain,
despite the use of deep learning.

Loss resilience has also been studied under specific as-
sumptions, such as availability of multi-path [41, 80], early
retransmission driven by router feedback [117], low-latency
networks [85], and availability of video gaming states [52, 53,
101]. We do not make special assumptions in this work.

2.3 Neural video codec background
Our work is based on neural video codecs (NVCs), which use
learned neural networks (NNs), instead of handcrafted logic,
to encode and decode video frames [40,55,73]. Recent NVCs
have demonstrated comparable or even better compression
efficiency than traditional video codecs for two reasons:
• They leverage logical components commonly found in

traditional video codecs, such as motion estimation, warp-
ing, and transformative compression (§2.1), replacing their
handcrafted heuristics with NNs, which can learn more
sophisticated algorithms from data.

• These NVCs exhibit remarkable generalization across a
variety of video content because of training on a large
corpus of videos (e.g., Vimeo-90K [103]). This capability
to generalize is also observed in our evaluation (§5).
Despite their exceptional compression efficiency, NVCs

have received little attention so far in the context of loss
resilience. However, we believe NVCs have the potential to
achieve greater loss resilience for the following reasons.
• First, unlike traditional codecs that map each pixel (or

macroblock) to a distinct motion vector/residual, the highly
parameterized NN of NVC’s encoder can be trained to map
the information of each pixel to multiple elements in output
tensor, potentially making lost information recoverable.

• Second, the NVC’s decoder, comprising convolutional
NNs, can be trained to decode not only a direct encoder out-

put but also tensors that resemble those with perturbations
such as random noise or zeroing. In contrast, traditional
codecs might fail to decode under similar circumstances.
Nevertheless, NVCs as is still lack tolerance to packet loss.

Their standard training implicitly assumes that the encoder’s
output is identical to the decoder’s input, so it does not prepare
the NVC to handle data loss between the encoder and decoder.
Meanwhile, entropy encoding used in conventional NVCs
compresses the entire encoder output as a single bitstream,
and thus any packet loss will render it undecodeable.

GRACE is an attempt at transforming NVCs to be re-
silient to different packet loss rates. Our work is related to
an emerging line of work on deep joint source-channel cod-
ing [30, 37, 65], which trains an NVC to encode images in
a representation robust to signal noises. GRACE differs with
them on two key fronts. First, GRACE handles video frames,
which cannot be treated separately as individual images be-
cause any error in one frame can propagate to future frames.
Second, GRACE handles packet losses rather than physical-
layer signal noises, which can be naturally modeled by differ-
entiable linear transformations [30, 51].

In short, traditional error-resilient methods struggle to main-
tain video quality across a range of packet losses. Encoder-
based forward error coding (FEC) optimizes quality only for
a pre-determined maximum loss rate, whereas decoder-based
postprocessing error concealment suffers from suboptimal
quality especially at high loss rates. On the other hand, exist-
ing NVCs have the potential to tolerate data perturbations but
are not explicitly designed to handle packet losses.

3 Training GRACE’s neural video codec
This section outlines the training process of GRACE’s neural
video codec (NVC). At a high level, GRACE jointly trains the
neural encoder and decoder under a range of packet losses
to achieve enhanced loss resilience.

Basic NVC framework: Figure 3 depicts the workflow of
GRACE’s encoder and decoder (excluding entropy coding and
packetization). The encoder follows a similar logical process
as a traditional video encoder (Figure 2). It first employs a
neural network (NN) to estimate motion vectors (MVs) and
encodes them into a quantized tensor using an NN-based
MV encoder. Subsequently, the tensor is decoded back into
MVs to match those received by the decoder. Next, the en-
coder applies these MVs to the reference frame to generate
a motion-compensated frame, and uses a frame smoothing
NN to increase its similarity with the current frame before
calculating the residual differences between them. Finally,
an NN-based residual encoder encodes the residuals into an-
other quantized tensor. When the encoded MV tensor and the
encoded residual tensors are received by the decoder, they
go through the NN-based MV decoder and residual decoder
jointly trained with their respective encoders. Appendix A.1
provides more details of the tensors and NNs.

Although both the encoder and decoder of GRACE contain
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Figure 4: Unlike traditional NVC training that assumes no
data loss between the encoder and decoder, GRACE applies

“random masking”—setting a fraction of randomly selected
elements to zeros—to the encoder’s output.

multiple steps, they can be viewed as two differentiable mod-
els. We denote the encoder by fφ (with its NN weights φ) and
the decoder by gθ (with its NN weights θ). The encoder en-
codes a frame x into a coded tensor y= fφ(x), and the decoder
decodes y into a reconstructed frame x̂ = gθ(y). Traditionally,
NVC seeks to minimize the following loss function:

Ex[ D(gθ(y),x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pixel error

+α· S( fφ(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Encoded size

], where y = fφ(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
No data loss

(1)

Here, D(x̂,x) is the pixel-level reconstruction error of the
decoded frame x̂ (by default, L2-norm3 of x̂− x), and S(y)
is the entropy-coded data size of y in bit-per-pixel (BPP).
The parameter α governs the size-quality tradeoff: a higher
α leads to a smaller frame size, S(x), but higher distortion
(i.e., poorer quality) of the reconstructed frame x̂. As all the
functions— fφ, gθ, D, and S (approximated by a pre-trained
NN [73])—are differentiable, the NN weights φ and θ can be
trained jointly via gradient descent to minimize Eq. 1.
Simulating packet loss during training: We begin by pre-
training an NVC using Eq. 1, which we refer to as GRACE-P,
and then fine-tune it by introducing simulated packet losses in
the following manner. GRACE simulates the impact of packet
losses by randomly “masking”—zeroing selected elements—
in the encoder’s output, fφ(x), as shown in Figure 4. The
fraction of zeroed elements is dictated by a distribution,
P(y| fφ(x)), which represents the probability distribution of
the resulting tensor y after random masking fφ(x). For in-
stance, with a 33% loss rate, P(y| fφ(x)) is the probability
of y arising from the random masking of 33% of elements
in fφ(x), as illustrated in Figure 4. Formally, GRACE jointly

3Note that the L2-norm (or mean squared error) of x̂ and x is closely
related to the PSNR of x̂. To avoid this bias, our evaluation in §5 measures
the quality improvement in SSIM and subjective user studies.
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trains the encoder and decoder NNs to minimize:

Ex[D(gθ(y),x)+α·S( fφ(x))], where y ∼ P(y| fφ(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Simulate packet loss

(2)

The key difference from the traditional objective in Eq. 1
is the distribution function P (highlighted in blue), which
captures the distribution of decoder input under packet loss.

To train the weights of φ and θ under the random perturba-
tions of P, we employ the REINFORCE trick [62] (commonly
used in reinforcement learning [84, 109]) to approximate the
gradient through Monte Carlo sampling. A more detailed
mathematical formulation is included in Appendix A.2.
Choosing simulated packet loss rates: To prepare GRACE’s
NVC to handle a wide range of loss rates, it is essential to
simulate such losses in training. One approach is to select
loss rates uniformly at random from [0, 100%) and apply
them to the encoder output fφ(x). However, the resulting
NVC turns out to perform poorly, especially when dealing
with low loss rates. Notably, even when high loss rates (e.g.,
over 80%) are introduced only in a small fraction of training
samples, we empirically observe a significant drop in video
quality under low loss rates while the quality improvement
under high loss rates is only marginal. This phenomenon
could be attributed to the encoder’s tendency to incorporate
more redundant information to prepare for high loss rates,
adversely affecting video quality at low loss rates. Therefore,
a practically effective distribution should cover both low and
high loss rates, with a slight emphasis on low losses. Our final
choice of loss rate distribution is described in §4.4.
Packetization during inferencing: Recall that during train-
ing, we simulate packet loss by applying random masking
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rather than replicating the actual packetization and packet
dropping process. Therefore, it is important to ensure that
the impact of actual packet loss during runtime mirrors the
effects of random masking. To achieve this, GRACE employs
reversible randomized packetization as shown in Figure 5.
GRACE’s sender first splits the encoded tensor of a frame
(both the encoded MVs and encoded residual) into multiple
subtensors using a uniform random mapping. We use a re-
versible pseudo-random function to generate the mapping so
that the receiver can correctly recover the original tensor with
the same random seed. Specifically, we map the ith element to
the j = (i · p mod n)th packet at the [(i · p− j)/n]th position,
where n is the number of packets and p is a prime number.
If a packet is lost, the decoder assigns zero to each element
whose position is mapped to the lost packet. Consequently, an
x% packet loss rate has the effect of randomly zeroing x% of
the values in the encoder’s output tensor. 4 §4.1 explains how
each subtensor is losslessly compressed via entropy encoding
into the bitstream of a packet, but this lossless compression is
bypassed during training for efficiency purposes.
Why is GRACE more loss-resilient? Unlike decoder-side
error concealment, the joint training ensures that the encoder
is also aware of packet losses. Empirically, we observe that
GRACE’s encoder tends to produce more non-zero values
in its output than an NVC pre-trained on the same dataset
but without simulated packet loss. This increase in non-zero
values can be viewed as more “redundancy,” as the encoder
embeds each pixel’s information into multiple elements in
its output tensor, assisting the decoder in discerning loss-
affected elements (from intended zeros) and reconstructing
video better under packet losses. §5.4 empirically shows that
training only the decoder with simulated loss cannot reach
the same level of loss resilience (Figures 20 and 29).

4 Real-time video framework
With the training techniques detailed in §3, GRACE’s NVC
acquires the ability to withstand simulated packet losses. This
section describes the integration of this NVC into a real-time
video delivery framework: GRACE entropy-encodes the neu-
ral encoder’s output into packets (§4.1), streams frames under
packet loss (§4.2), and accelerates encoding and decoding
across various devices (§4.3).

4.1 Entropy encoding the encoder’s output
As mentioned in §3, GRACE splits the encoder’s output into
subtensors using a reversible-random function, with each sub-
tensor corresponding to an individual packet. Similar to clas-
sic codecs such as H.265 and VP9, each subtensor undergoes
lossless compression into a bitstream through arithmetic (en-
tropy) coding. An arithmetic encoder uses an underlying sym-

4That said, such reversible random packetization requires a frame con-
taining multiple packets. Therefore, GRACE’s encoder controls the packet
size such that each frame has at least 2 packets, since real-time video packets
don’t need to be as large as 1.5 KB [90] in practice.

bol distribution to compress the values in the tensor. Instead of
relying on hand-tuned heuristics (e.g., CABAC [4] in H.265),
we adopt the method described in [73], training a distribution
estimator in conjunction with the neural encoder and decoder
to better estimate the symbol distribution of each encoder out-
put. Since GRACE decodes individual packets independently,
the symbol distribution of a packet must be sent as part of the
packet to the decoder, which implies that the size overhead of
symbol distributions increases with more packets.

GRACE reduces this overhead by employing a simpler sym-
bol distribution that requires fewer bits to store within each
packet. Specifically, GRACE trains the neural encoder to reg-
ularize the distribution of values in each encoder’s output
channel (224 channels in total) to conform to a zero-mean
Laplace distribution. In doing so, the symbol distribution
only needs to store the variance for each channel while still
effectively compressing the encoder’s output tensor. As a re-
sult, the symbol distribution now requires only ∼50 bytes per
packet to store, a reduction from 40% of the packet size to
5%, without notably affecting the compression efficiency.

4.2 Streaming protocol
Basic protocol of GRACE: The encoder of GRACE encodes
new frames at a fixed frame rate. When any packet for the next
frame arrives, the decoder immediately attempts to decode
the current frame. Unless all packets of the current frame
are lost (which triggers a request for resending the frame),
the decoder will decode the current frame using whatever
packets have been received. We refer to a frame decoded using
partially received packets as an incomplete frame. However,
while GRACE can decode incomplete frames with decent
quality, using these incomplete frames as reference images
for decoding future frames causes the encoder’s and decoder’s
states to be “out of sync,” i.e., the next frame will be decoded
based on a different reference image than the one used during
encoding. This inconsistency causes error to propagate [96]
to future frames even if all their packets arrive without loss.

One strawman solution to resolve error propagation is to
synchronize the encoder and decoder on each frame. How-
ever, the encoding of each frame would be blocked until it
knows which packets are used to decode the previous frame.
This synchronization delay would render pipeline encoding,
transmission, and real-time decoding infeasible.

Optimistic encoding with dynamic state resync: GRACE
employs two strategies to prevent out-of-sync states from
blocking the encoder or the decoder.

First, the encoder optimistically assumes all packets will be
received and encodes frames accordingly, taking advantage
of GRACE decoder’s tolerance to packet losses for a small
number of frames. For instance, §5.2 shows that GRACE is
resilient against packet loss across 10 consecutive frames.

Second, when receiving an incomplete frame, the decoder,
without stopping decoding new frames, requests the encoder
to dynamically resynchronize the state in the following man-
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ner. Upon receiving a resync request, the encoder re-decodes
the recent frames starting from the incomplete frame, using
only the subset of packets received by the decoder (as indi-
cated in the resync request), to compute the latest reference
frame used by the decoder. As illustrated in Figure 6, if the
encoder is about to encode the 9th frame and learns that the
6th frame has been decoded using partially received packets,
it then quickly re-decodes frames from the 6th to the 8th. The
8th frame now aligns with the receiver’s observation and thus
is used as the reference frame for encoding the 9th frame.

A potential speed bottleneck is the re-decoding of frames
during state resynchronization (e.g., the 6th to 8th frames
in Figure 6). Fortunately, the encoder can re-decode these
frames much faster than the regular decoding process by run-
ning only the motion decoder and the residual decoder. The
insight is two-fold. First, motion estimation, motion encoding,
and residual encoding can be skipped because these frames
have already been decoded once at the encoder side, so the
re-decoding only needs to estimate the incremental changes
caused by the lost packets. Second, while skipping the frame
smoothing NN may impact the compression efficiency of the
last frame (e.g., the 9th frame in Figure 6), it only affects a
single frame since the next frame will still be optimistically
encoded. Appendix B.1 provides more details on the dynam-
ics re-decoding, and §5.4 analyzes its runtime overhead.

GRACE’s approach of optimistic encoding and dynamic
state resynchronization capitalizes on a key advantage of
GRACE’s NVC—it does not need to skip or block the de-
coding processing for loss-affected frames; instead, it can
decode them with decent quality while the encoder’s and de-
coder’s states are out-of-sync for a few frames, thus reducing
frame delay. This approach differs from NACK (negative ac-
knowledgement) in WebRTC [54], which requires blocking
the decoding of loss-affected frames, and from Salsify’s state
synchronization [45], which skips all loss-affected frames.

4.3 Fast coding and bitrate control
Fast encoding and decoding: Using a standard GPU runtime
with PyTorch JIT compiling [14], GRACE meets the latency
requirement for real-time video communication on GPUs.
As shown in §5.4, GRACE encodes and decodes 720p video
at 31.2 and 51.2 fps respectively, on an NVIDIA A40 GPU

(a) Grace-Lite’s workflow: use downscaled image for motion 
prediction and skip the frame smoothing NN.

(b) Accurate bitrate control: When the frame size is too large or 
small, only the residual requires re-encoding.
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Figure 7: GRACE adapts the NVC for efficient execution on
CPUs and accurate bitrate control.

(5× cheaper and 3× slower than A100). However, GRACE’s
NVC remains too heavy to run on laptops with CPUs and
mobile phones. To address this, we develop GRACE-Lite, a
lightweight version of GRACE that incorporates three opti-
mizations (Figure 7a): (i) motion estimation NN operates on
2× downsampled frames, speeding up the motion estimation
by 4×; (ii) frame smoothing NN is skipped; (iii) the floating
point precision in NNs is reduced from 32 bits to 16 bits,
making the inference 2× faster. These optimizations allow
GRACE to encode and decode frames on an iPhone 14 Pro at
26.3 and 69.4 fps when compiled with the CoreML [5] library,
while maintaining similar loss resiliency as GRACE (§5.4).

Accurate bitrate control: Video encoders are expected to
encode frames to match the target frame sizes. Similar to Sal-
sify [45], GRACE encodes a frame multiple times at different
quality levels but in a faster way than encoding the frame from
scratch each time (illustrated in Figure 7b). To achieve this,
GRACE trains multiple neural encoders, each with a different
α (in Eq. 2) to enable different quality-size tradeoffs. During
the training phase, adjustments are confined to the residual
encoders and decoders, leaving other NN weights fixed. Thus,
once a frame is encoded, both the motion vector and residual
are reusable, with the residual undergoing further encoding
through different encoders, each producing a different frame
size. This procedure, taking under 3 ms, can encode a frame
multiple times using residual encoders with distinct α values.
In practice, residual sizes can vary from 0.1× to 10× the MV
size, allowing GRACE to cover a wide range of bitrates (§5.2).

4.4 Implementation of GRACE

GRACE is implemented in ∼2000 lines of Python code, in-
cluding its NVC, packetization, bitrate adaptation, and state
synchronization protocol.

Training: GRACE’s NVC model architecture is based on
a recent work called DVC [73]. We fine-tune GRACE from
the pre-trained DVC model on the Vimeo-90K [103] dataset,
under the following distribution of simulated per frame packet
loss (§2.1): with an 80% probability, the loss rate is set to
0%; with a 20% probability, the loss rate is randomly selected
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from {10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%} 5. By using this loss
distribution, GRACE can be resilient to a wide range of loss
rates without assuming the underlying network loss pattern.
To achieve accurate bitrate control (§4.3), we first fine-tune
an NVC with a default α (2−7) using Eq. 2. Subsequently, we
perform fine-tuning with 11 α values spanning from 2−8 to
2−15, specifically to refine the residual encoder and decoder
for bitrate adaptation. With a learning rate of 10−4, each fine-
tuning step takes about 1–2 hours on an Nvidia A40 GPU.
Delivery: We use torchac [13] for entropy encoding and de-
coding. GRACE utilizes PyTorch JIT compilation [14] when
running on GPUs, while GRACE-Lite leverages CoreML [5]
for inferencing on mobile devices. Both GRACE and GRACE-
Lite operate using 16-bit floats at runtime. GRACE uses
BPG [21] to encode and decode I-frames every 1000 frames,
and can be integrated with any congestion control (CC) al-
gorithms. Due to space limitations, we provide more details
about I-frames and CCs in Appendix B.2 and B.3.

5 Evaluation
Our key findings are as follows:
• Loss resilience: GRACE’s quality under no packet loss

is on par with H.264/H.265 and gracefully declines with
higher loss rates. Under 20–80% packet loss, GRACE im-
proves the SSIM by 0.5–4 dB compared with other loss-
resilient baselines across diverse videos.

• Better video smoothness: Under bandwidth fluctuations
in real network traces, GRACE reduces the number of video
freezes over 200 ms by up to 90%, tail frame delay by up
to 2–5×, and non-rendered frames by up to 95%. Our user
study also confirms a 38% rated score for GRACE.

• Speed: Our implementation of GRACE encodes/decodes
480p video at 65.8 fps/104.1 fps and 720p video at
33.6 fps/44.1 fps using Nvidia A40 GPU, 1.5–5× faster
than recent neural video codecs [40, 73, 91, 105]. With the
optimization detailed in §4.3, GRACE can encode/decode
720p video at 26.2 fps/69.4 fps on an iPhone 14 Pro with
marginal quality degradation.

5.1 Setup
Testbed implementation: Our testbed 2 Nvidia A40 GPUs
to run the video encoding and decoding with GRACE’s NVC
(each using one GPU). We use a packet-level network simula-
tor to compare GRACE with baselines under various network
conditions. The simulator uses a configurable drop tail queue
to mimic congestion-induced packet losses and uses a token
bucket scheme to simulate bandwidth variation every 0.1 sec-
onds. Google Congestion Control (GCC) [31], a standard
WebRTC algorithm widely used in real-time video applica-
tions, is used to determine the target bitrate of video codecs

5The packet loss rate should follow a uniform distribution covering a
continuous range of losses (e.g., [0, 60%]). However, we empirically observe
that using a discrete loss rate distribution makes the model converge faster
without sacrificing the loss resilience.

Dataset
# of

videos Length (s) Size Description

Kinetics 45 450
720p
360p

Human actions and
interaction with objects

Gaming 5 100 720p PC game recordings

UVG 4 80 1080p
HD videos (human,
nature, sports, etc.)

FVC 7 140 1080p In/outdoor video calls

Total 61 770

Table 1: Dataset description.

at each frame. It is worth noting that GCC is responsive to
bandwidth drops and packet losses, as it tends to send data
conservatively to avoid video delays and stalls caused by
packet losses. The simulator includes encoding, packetization,
rate adaptation, and decoding. We set the default frame rate
at 25 fps (on par with typical RTC frame rates [78]), though
GRACE can encode at a higher frame rate (§5.4). Instead of re-
playing stationary traffic/loss traces, the testbed can simulate
dynamic packet loss rates under real-world bandwidth fluctu-
ations. It records each decoded frame and its delay, including
encoding, transmission, and decoding. We have confirmed our
simulator’s accuracy regarding frame delay via a real-world
validation experiment in the appendix (§C.3).

Test videos: Our evaluation uses 61 videos randomly sam-
pled from four public datasets, summarized in Table 1. The
total content length is 770 seconds where each video is 10–30
seconds long, matching the setup of similar works [39,45,86].
Importantly, these videos are obtained from entirely differ-
ent sources than the training set, and they span a range of
spatial complexity and temporal complexity (detailed in Ap-
pendix C.4), as well as multiple resolutions. This diversity
allows us to assess GRACE’s average performance across dif-
ferent contents and study how content affects its performance.

Network traces: We test GRACE and the baselines on 16
real bandwidth traces, eight of which are LTE traces from
the Mahimahi network-emulation tool [9,82], and the rest are
broadband traces from FCC (July 2021) [10]. The traces are in
the format of bandwidth timeseries. The bandwidth fluctuates
between 0.2 Mbps to 8 Mbps in the traces. By default, we set
the one-way propagation delay to 100 ms and the queue size
to 25 packets. We also vary these values in §5.3.

Baselines: We employ H.265 (through FFmpeg v4.2.7) as
the underlying video codec for all baselines (except for NVC-
based ones) since H.265 is recognized with comparable or bet-
ter compression efficiency than VP8/9 and H.264 [15, 49] (as
confirmed in Appendix C.1). We compare GRACE against a
range of loss-resilient baselines that cover various approaches
outlined in §2.2 (more details in Appendix C.2).

• Forward error correction: We use Tambur [86], a state-
of-the-art FEC scheme based on streaming codes [28]. Its
redundancy rate dynamically adapts based on the mea-
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Figure 8: Video quality achieved by different schemes under varying packet loss rates at the same encoded bitrate (6 Mbps).

sured packet loss in the preceding 2 seconds. Compared
with regular FEC, streaming codes reduce the number of
non-decodable frames when transmitting an equivalent
amount of parity packets. We have also validated that Tam-
bur outperforms WebRTC’s default FEC scheme.

• Decoder-side neural error concealment: We use
ECFVI [59], an NN-based error concealment method
shown to outperform previous techniques relying on mo-
tion estimation recovery [87] or inpainting [34].6 To ensure
each packet is independently decodable, we apply flexible
macroblock ordering (FMO) [42] to split the frame into
64×64-pixel7 blocks and map them randomly to packets.
This results in a 10% increase in the encoded frame size,
in line with previous findings [64, 74, 99]. After decoding
an incomplete frame, ECFVI uses NNs to estimate miss-
ing motion vectors and enhance the reconstructed frame
through inpainting.

• Scalable video coding (SVC): We implement an idealized
SVC, designed so that when the first k layers arrive, it
achieves the same quality as that of H.265 with the same
number of received bytes. This idealized implementation
surpasses the state-of-the-art NN-based SVC [40]. We also
add 50% FEC to protect the base layer for SVC, following
a common practice in real-time video applications [60].

• Selective frame skipping: Salsify [45] skips frames af-
fected by loss at the decoder side after the encoder receives
the packet loss indication and resends a new P-frame using
the last fully received frame as a reference. Voxel [83]
employs selective frame skipping to mitigate video re-
buffering and improve the user’s QoE.
We make another idealized assumption in favor of SVC,

Salsify, and Voxel. We assume that their codec’s output bitrate
on every frame perfectly matches the target bitrate determined
by the congestion control algorithm, i.e., no overshoots or
undershoots. This idealization makes these baselines perform
slightly better than they would under real-world conditions.

Variants of GRACE: To highlight the impact of different
design choices, we evaluate GRACE-P and GRACE-D. They

6A parallel effort, Reparo [67], demonstrates effective error concealment
for a particular video type (talking head), but it lacks comparisons with any
NN-based baselines and does not provide a public codebase for testing.

7A smaller block size such as 16×16 can greatly inflate the frame
size [64, 74, 99], while a larger block size such as 256×256 hinders informa-
tion recovery upon packet loss. We empirically choose the 64×64 block size
to balance between frame size and quality.

are trained the same way as GRACE, except that GRACE-
P does not use simulated loss while GRACE-D freezes the
encoder NN weights (i.e., fine-tuning only the decoder NN
with simulated loss). They represent alternative ways to simu-
late packet losses during training. We also test GRACE-Lite,
which incorporates the optimizations described in §4.3.

Furthermore, we present the quality improvement achieved
by the state-of-the-art super-resolution (SR) model [70] when
applied to GRACE and other baselines. It is important to note
that SR can be applied to any decoded frames, making it or-
thogonal to GRACE’s design space. Details of this experiment
are provided in Appendix C.8.

Metrics: Following prior work on real-time video communi-
cation [26, 45, 47, 48, 86], we measure the performance of a
video session across three aspects.
• Visual quality of a frame is measured by SSIM. Following

recent work [45, 104], we express SSIM in dB, calculated
as −10log(1−SSIM) across all rendered frames.

• Realtimeness is measured by the 98th percentile (P98)
of frame delay (time elapsed between the frame’s encod-
ing and decoding), and non-rendered frames (either unde-
codable due to insufficient FEC protection or exceeding
400 ms after the frame is encoded).

• Smoothness of the video is measured by video stall, defined
as an inter-frame gap exceeding 200 ms, following the
industry convention [78]. We report the average number
of video stalls per second and the ratio of video stall time
over the entire video length.

5.2 Compression efficiency and loss resilience

Loss resilience: In real world, packet loss per frame (defined
in §2.1) can span a wide range from 0 to over 80% [86].
Figure 8 compares GRACE’s video quality with the baselines
under varying packet loss rates across different test video
sets. For a fair comparison, we fix the encoded bitrate of all
baselines at 6 Mbps (with actual differences under 5%) while
ensuring that GRACE’s encoded bitrate never exceeds that
of the baselines. On average, the quality of GRACE drops by
0.5 dB to 2 dB in SSIM as the packet loss rate rises from
20% to 50%, and by up to 3.5 dB when the packet loss rate
reaches 80%. These quality drops of GRACE are notably
lower than the baselines, including FEC-based and neural
error concealment schemes, at the same packet loss rates.

Figure 9 shows the average quality across all test videos
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Figure 9: Video quality of each scheme under different packet
loss rates when videos are encoded at different bitrates.
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Figure 10: Stress test of applying persistent packet loss on
consecutive frames.

when the encoded bitrates of all schemes are set to 1.5, 3, 6,
and 12 Mbps. Compared with the baselines, GRACE achieves
a more graceful and less pronounced quality decline as packet
loss increases. Figure 10 further stress tests the loss resilience
of GRACE against neural error concealment (the most com-
petitive baseline), when a 30% or 50% packet loss is applied
to 1 to 10 consecutive frames without the encoder and de-
coder synchronizing their states. Although the figure shows
that both methods experience quality degradation, GRACE
markedly surpasses the neural error concealment baseline in
these extreme conditions. Figure 11 visualizes their decoded
images after a 50% packet loss is applied to three consecutive
frames, confirming that the image decoded by GRACE has
less visual distortion.

Compression efficiency: We verify whether GRACE’s com-
pression efficiency under no packet loss is on par with H.264
and H.265, which are advanced video codecs designed for
high compression efficiency rather than loss resilience. Fig-
ure 12 groups the test videos by resolution. On low bitrates,
GRACE demonstrates similar compression efficiency as H.264
and marginally underperforms H.265 on both 720p and 1080p
videos. On high bitrates (over 3 Mbps for 720p and 6 Mbps
for 1080p), GRACE’s compression efficiency matches or even
surpasses H.265. Compared against Tambur with a persis-
tent 50% FEC redundancy, GRACE achieves a better quality-
bitrate tradeoff across the entire bitrate range.

Impact of video content on compression efficiency: To

Grace
SSIM: 12.0 dB

Error concealment
SSIM: 10.9 dB

Original frame

Figure 11: Sample images decoded by GRACE and error
concealment under a 50% packet loss on three consecutive
frames. GRACE achieves less image distortion.

(a) Resolution = 720p (b) Resolution = 1080p
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Figure 12: Quality-size tradeoff of GRACE on videos with
different resolution. Overall, GRACE is better than H.264 and
slightly worse than H.265 in terms of compression efficiency.
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Figure 13: Mean difference in SSIM (dB) between GRACE
and H.264 on videos grouped by SI and TI. At the same bitrate
(5 Mbps), GRACE achieves better video quality than H.264
on low-SI videos but lags behind H.264 on high-SI videos.

understand the impact of video content on GRACE’s com-
pression efficiency, we group the video content based on
spatial index (SI) and temporal index (TI), which are estab-
lished metrics for assessing the spatiotemporal complexity of
videos [58]. Figure 13 presents the average gain of GRACE
over H.264 in terms of SSIM for videos in each SI-TI combi-
nation, encoded at a bitrate of 5 Mbps. The results indicate
that GRACE’s compression efficiency has a higher advantage
over H.264 for videos with low spatial complexity, but this ad-
vantage diminishes as the spatial index increases. For a more
thorough understanding of GRACE’s behavior, Appendix C.5
also shows an example where GRACE performs poorly.

5.3 Video quality vs. realtimeness/smoothness
Figures 14a evaluates GRACE against baselines in terms of
average quality (SSIM) and video stall ratio (a smoothness
metric) using the network traces from the LTE dataset, under a
one-way network delay of 100 ms and a drop-tail queue of 25
packets. Although the SSIM of GRACE is slightly lower than
that of the baselines with the highest average SSIM, GRACE
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Figure 14: End-to-end simulation results over different net-
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significantly reduces the video stall ratio.
We repeat the test on a different dataset (FCC) under the

same network setup (Figures 14b), with a lower one-way net-
work delay of 50 ms (Figure 14c), and with a longer queue
length of 45 packets (Figure 14d). In all settings, GRACE
maintains a video stall ratio below 0.5%, whereas the base-
lines have 4–32× more video stalls, except for the error con-
cealment baseline, which yields a 3dB lower SSIM compared
with GRACE. This is because when packet loss happens,
GRACE can still decode the frame, while the baselines other
than error concealment may experience video stalls due to
either skipping frames (e.g., Salsify or Voxel) or waiting for
retransmission packets (FEC and SVC).

Figure 15 compares GRACE with the baselines using other
realtimeness and smoothness metrics, with the one-way delay
set to 100 ms and the queue length set to 25 packets over
the LTE traces. For clarity, we only include baselines with
comparable average SSIMs in this figure (excluding Voxel
and error concealment). While achieving similar video quality,
GRACE reduces the 98th percentile frame delay by a factor
of 2–5× and non-rendered frames by up to 95%. In §C.7,
we also evaluate GRACE with a different congestion control
algorithm—Salsify’s CC [45].

Figure 16 provides a concrete example of GRACE’s behav-
ior. The bandwidth drops from 8 Mbps to 2 Mbps at 1.5 s,
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Figure 16: GRACE achieves lower delay and maintains decent
visual quality during sudden bandwidth drops: its delay is
lower than both baselines while rendering more frames than
Salsify without frame skipping or packet retransmission.

lasting for 800 ms, before returning to 8 Mbps (another band-
width drop occurs at 3.5 s and lasts for the same duration).
During each drop, GRACE’s delay does not experience a sharp
increase as the baselines. Salsify is the second best owing to
its frame skipping while H.265 must wait for retransmissions.
In this experiment, both GRACE and Salsify use the same CC,
leading to similar qualities on frames not skipped by Salsify.
However, during congestion, GRACE’s quality degrades only
marginally without skipping any frames, limiting the drop of
SSIM to less than 4 dB even when more than 10 consecutive
frames encounter a packet loss of over 50%. With the assis-
tance of state resync (§4.2), GRACE’s quality resumes quickly
(within 1 RTT) after packet losses.
User study: To validate GRACE’s effectiveness, we con-
ducted an IRB-approved user study, collecting 960 user rat-
ings from 240 Amazon MTurk workers [1]. We first choose a
few genres based on the real-time video streaming use cases,
including cloud gaming, real-time sports events, daily human
activities, and video conferencing. Then, we randomly se-
lected 8 video clips from the UGC dataset [98]. These video
clips were streamed using GRACE, Salsify codec, WebRTC
with default FEC, and H.265 with Tambur. (A screenshot of
each video clip is shown in Figure 26 in Appendix.) The sam-
pled videos have a similar distribution of quality, realtimeness,
and smoothness as seen in Figure 14. Following [22], when
an MTurk user signs up for the user study, they are randomly
assigned to rate their user experience on a scale of 1–5 for
the videos delivered through different methods. Figure 17
displays the mean opinion score (MOS) for each video, con-
firming that the videos rendered by GRACE are consistently
favored by real users.

5.4 Microbenchmarking
Encoding/decoding latency breakdown: Figure 18 shows a
breakdown of the encoding and decoding delays of GRACE on
an Nvidia A40 GPU (5× cheaper and 3× slower than Nvidia
A100). GRACE encodes and decodes a 720p frame within
29.7 ms (33 fps) and 19.5 ms (51.2 fps), respectively. It can
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Figure 18: Latency breakdown of GPU-based encoding and
decoding of GRACE on a 720p frame.
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Figure 19: GRACE-Lite realizes similar loss resilience to
GRACE and outperforms other baselines.

also encode/decode 480p video at 65.8 fps/104.1 fps.
This breakdown also carries several implications. First, the

fast resync logic (§4.2) requires the encoder to run the MV
decoder and residual decoder, which together only consume
6 ms on a 720p frame, allowing resync to complete with a
minimal increase in encoding delay. Moreover, GRACE may
need to encode a frame multiple times as explained in §4.3,
but the extra overhead only involves residual encoding, which
takes only 1.5 ms on a 720p frame.

Speed optimization in GRACE-Lite: With the optimizations
described in §4.3, GRACE-Lite reduces the encoding delay of
a 720 frame on iPhone 14 Pro from 314 ms to 38.1 ms, and
the decoding delay from 239 ms to 14.4 ms. We also report
GRACE-Lite’s speed on CPUs with OpenVINO compilation
in Appendix C.9. Figure 19 compares the loss resilience of
GRACE-Lite and GRACE with the two most competitive base-
lines in §5.2—neural error concealment and Tambur. At the
same packet loss, GRACE-Lite achieves slightly lower quality
than GRACE, yet it still outperforms other baselines.

Impact of joint training: Figure 20 compares GRACE with
its two variants: GRACE-P and GRACE-D, showing that both
variants have lower levels of loss resilience than GRACE due
to not jointly training the encoder and decoder. Appendix C.10
shows an example of frames decoded by the variants.
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Figure 20: Although GRACE-D and GRACE-P attain slightly
better quality than GRACE in the absence of packet loss, they
are much less resilient to loss than GRACE.

6 Limitation
The current implementation of GRACE still has several limi-
tations. First, it is not optimized enough to run at 30 fps on
very resource-constrained devices that barely sustain a classic
video codec. For instance, achieving real-time encoding and
decoding on regular CPUs (e.g., Intel Xeon Silver 4216) still
requires 32 cores (§C.9). Secondly, due to its use of NVC,
GRACE may have lower compression efficiency than tradi-
tional handcrafted codecs on some video content that deviates
a lot from the training data of NVC. For instance, its com-
pression efficiency is worse than H.26x on videos with high
spatial complexity (§5.2). In rare instances, GRACE is ob-
served to fail to accurately reconstruct original frames under
high packet losses. Third, our focus with GRACE is on unicast
video communication rather than multiparty conferencing.
We hope GRACE can inspire future work to address these
limitations. Potential avenues include democratizing GRACE
on more devices by embracing the recent advancements in
hardware [23, 24], distilling more lightweight models suit-
able for less powerful devices. We acknowledge there is not a
good solution to address GRACE’s generalization issue, which
is a problem not unique to GRACE but inherent in general
NVCs. We hope that future measurement studies may shed
light on the generalization of NVCs and contribute to their
improvement.

7 Conclusion
This paper presents GRACE, a real-time video system de-
signed for loss resilience, preserving quality of experience
(QoE) for users across diverse packet losses. GRACE enhances
loss resilience by jointly training a neural encoder and decoder
under a spectrum of packet losses. It attains video quality on
par with conventional codecs in the absence of packet loss,
and exhibits a less pronounced quality degradation as packet
loss escalates, outperforming existing loss-resilient methods.
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A Details of NVC architecture and training

A.1 More details on GRACE’s NVC model
Grace uses the exact same model architecture as the orig-
inal DVC model [73]. With an RGB input image of size
C×H ×W , where H,W are the height and width of the im-
age, and C = 3 is number of channels in RGB images, the
encoder neural network will encode the image into a com-
pressed motion vector of size 128× (H/16)× (W/16) and
a compressed residual of size 96× (H/16)× (W/16). Then
those two compressed features will be quantized and con-
verted into bytesteam using entropy encoding.

When we finetune the DVC model to get our GRACE’s
loss resilient model, we train on the 90k Vimeo Dataset, with
batch size of 4, learning rate of 10−4 and learning rate decay
of 0.1, and an Adam optimizer.

A.2 Making GRACE trainable
Since P is a non-differentiable random function, the gradient
of the expectation of D in Eq. 2 cannot be directly calculated.
To address this issue, we use the REINFORCE trick [62] for
reparameterization. First, given the packet loss distribution
P(y), we can apply the differentiation property of logarithms
to get

∇φP(y) = P(y)∇φ logP(y)

Therefore, our gradient of the expectation of D(gθ(y),x)
becomes

∇φEy∼P(y)([D(gθ(y),x)])

= Ey∼P(y)([D(gθ(y),x)∇φ logP(y)]) (3)

which can be estimated using Monte-Carlo sampling ≈
1
N ∑

N
i=1 D(gθ(yi),x)∇φ logP(yi). Since in our application, the

loss is an independent and identically distributed random
variable, the gradient evaluates to either 0 or 1, hence we
propagate the gradients for the encoder only for D(gθ(yi),x)
where P(yi) = 1.

B Realtime video framework for GRACE

B.1 Fast re-encoding and re-decoding under
loss

In GRACE’s NVC, the most time-consuming components are
motion estimation NN and frame smoothing NN, taking 28%
and 42% of the total encoding time respectively. Fortunately,
we do not need to use them during resync (§4.2). When the
packet loss feedback arrives at the encoder, it takes the follow-
ing steps to generate a new reference frame to re-sync with
the decoder (Assuming the loss feedback is for 6th frame and
the encoder is about to encode 10th frame)
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Figure 21: Encoding each P-frame with a small I-patch leads
to smoother frame sizes than naively inserting I-frames.

• First, GRACE re-decodes the motion vector and residuals
based on the packet loss feedback for 6th frame. This step
needs to run the motion decoder NN and residual decoder
NN, which only takes around 18% of the encoding time.

• Second, GRACE apply the cached motion vector and resid-
uals of 7th frame on the “reconstructed” 6th frame to gener-
ate the “reconstructed” 7th frame. It applies the same logic
on 8th and 9th frame and finally gets the “reconstructed”
9th frame. We do not run frame smoothing NN since the
quality of the reference frame does not have a significant
impact on compression efficiency. Therefore, this step does
not involve any NN inference. It only needs to apply the
motion and add the residuals, which takes 1% of the en-
coding time.

• Finally, GRACE uses the “reconstructed” 9th frame as the
reference frame to encode the 10th frame. It is the same as
encoding a frame when there are no packet losses. It will
add an extra tag to the frame so that the receiver knows
which reference frame to use.

To summarize, the encoder side’s computational overhead
is usually less than 10%. The logic requires the encoder to
cache the motion vectors and residuals, but the cached value
of frame x can be dropped after receiving the packet loss
feedback of that frame.

At the receiver side, when receiving the frame with the
extra tag, it will follow the same process as the second step
above to generate the same “reconstructed” reference frame
as the encoder. Again, the overhead is negligible since it does
not require NN inference.

B.2 How GRACE handles I-frames

GRACE uses BPG [21] (also used in H.265) to encode and
decode I-frames every 1000 frames. That said, in many NVCs
(including DVC), the quality of P-frames will gradually de-
grade after an I-frame. By simply adding frequent I-frames
(e.g., every 10 frames), we can achieve similar average com-
pression efficiency with H.264 and H.265 when they use an
optimal I-frame interval. However, since I-frames are larger
than P-frames, adding too many I-frames causes frequent
spikes in frame size. Instead, GRACE uses an extra small
square-sized patch as a tiny I-frame, called I-patch, on every
P frame. We split each frame into k patches, and for a window
of k frames, each frame is sent with an extra I-patch at a differ-
ent location, so I-patch “scan through” the whole frame every

k frame. By default, k = 30 though we empirically found any
value between 10 and 30 works well. With I-patch, GRACE
does not need to send any I-frames (except the first frame).
We use BPG [21] to encode/decode the I-patch. Figure 21
shows that when k = 10, I-patch mitigates the sudden size
increase caused by I-frames.

It is worth noting that though I-patch encoding can also use
a loss-resilient NVC, we do not protect their packet loss to
simplify the system design. This is because if each patch will
see an I-patch every k frames, so even if one patch is lost, its
impact is confined to the next k frames, and empirically, even
this impact is marginal since P-frames are still delivered.

B.3 Working with congestion control
GRACE can be integrated with any existing congestion con-
trol (CC) algorithms. When combined with GRACE, CC does
not need to retransmit packets, unless no packets of a frame
are received. CC determines the sending rate of packets and
the target size of the next frame, while GRACE decides the
content in each packet. Therefore, GRACE would not change
the properties of the CC, such as fast convergence, oscillation
avoidance, and TCP friendliness. In real-time video commu-
nication, traditional CC algorithms like GCC [31] typically
mitigate packet losses by reducing bandwidth use, due to
the non-loss-tolerant nature of conventional video codecs.
These codecs necessitate retransmissions when packet loss
happens, causing frame delays and video stalls. Conversely,
GRACE is designed to handle packet losses by decoding the
partially received frames with graceful quality. This capabil-
ity allows GRACE to employ a more aggressive congestion
control strategy, which, while resulting in occasional packet
losses, enhances bandwidth utilization. An illustration of this
approach can be found in Appendix C.7, where GRACE works
with Salsify’s congestion control (Sal-CC) [45] that yields a
higher average sending rate albeit with increased packet loss.

B.4 Integration in WebRTC
GRACE is implemented with 3K lines of code, in both Python
(mostly for NVC NNs) and C++ (for frame delivery and We-
bRTC integration). The code and trained model of GRACE
will be made public upon the publication of this paper. The
integration with WebRTC is logically straightforward since
GRACE (including I-frame and P-frame encodings) exposes
similar interface as the default codec in WebRTC.

We substitute the libvpx VP8 Encoder/Decoder in WebRTC
with our GRACE implementation. When the sender encodes
a frame, it parses the image data from the VideoFrame data
structure (YUV format) into torch.Tensor (RGB format)
and feed it into our GRACE encoder, which will return the en-
coded result as a byte array. Then the encoded bytes are stored
into an EncodedImage (class in WebRTC) and sent through
the network to the receiver as RTP packets. We modify the
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Figure 22: H265 vs VP9 Encoding Efficiency on Kinetics

built-in RtpVideoStreamReceiver (class in WebRTC) so
that the receiver could flexibly decode the received packets
even when not all the packets are received. When the receiver
decides to decode the frame, it depacketizes the received pack-
ets into encoded data. Then it will use the GRACE decoder to
decode the image into RGB format and then convert it back
to YUV for displaying on the receiver side.

C Supportive details for GRACE’s evaluation
experiments

C.1 VP9 and H265 Comparison
In our paper we mainly compared with codecs in the H26x
family. Since many prior work used VPx codec, we ran a
simple experiment to show they have similar efficiency. We
randomly chose 12 videos with resolution 1280x720 from
the Kinetics dataset we used and compared encoding effi-
ciency between VP9 and H265. We configured VP9 to use
speed/quality tradeoff level 8 and set H265 to very-fast, zero-
latency, and no B-frame. We confirm that they have similar
performance as shown in Fig 22.

C.2 Baseline and testbed implementation de-
tails

We provide the extra implementation details of our baselines
here:
• Tambur: To match the implementation in Tambur’s

paper [86], we force the codec to not encode any I-frames.
Following recent work in real-time video coding [2, 7], we
use the zerolatency option (no B-frames) and the fast
preset of H.265. The command line we used to encode
a video is ffmpeg -y -i Video.y4m -c:v libx265
-preset fast -tune zerolatency -x265-params
"crf=Q:keyint=3000" output.mp4 where Q controls
the quality of the frame.

• Error concealment: We employ ECFVI [59], an NN-
based error concealment pipeline, to mitigate errors from
packet losses with H.265 encoding/decoding. When an
incomplete frame is received, it starts a 3-step process to
compensate for the errors. First, it uses a neural network

to estimate the motion vector of the missing part from the
previous N frames. Next, the missing pixel values are prop-
agated from the reference frame using the estimated motion
vector. Finally, an inpainting neural network is applied to
enhance frame quality and minimize error propagation. We
set N = 5 during our evaluation.

ECFVI operates under the assumption that packet loss
only corrupts portions of a frame, leaving the rest part
(corresponding to the arrived packets) decodable. How-
ever, as discussed in §4.1, a single packet loss typically
renders an entire frame undecodable in H.264/H.265. To
reconcile this, we use flexible macroblock ordering (FMO)
technique within the underlying H.265 video codec. This
allows different parts of a frame to be encoded and packe-
tized independently into distinct packets. In our baseline
implementation, the frame is partitioned into 64×64-pixel
blocks and randomly mapped to various packets during
packetization. This method introduces a size overhead, as
the codec cannot eliminate redundancy among packets.
Based on prior works [64, 74, 99], we account for an ad-
ditional 10% size overhead to ensure that each packet is
individually decodable.

ECFVI is chosen as the baseline for error concealment
for two main reasons: (i) Its 3-step method is recognized
as state-of-the-art within the computer vision research area.
It surpasses the prior works that only do motion estima-
tion [87] or inpainting [34]. (ii) Similar methods have
been adopted by various recent works such as [46], [69],
and [111], while ECFVI ranking as the most proficient
among them. (iii) ECFVI’s performance is also on par with
or better than other recent error concealment techniques,
including those utilizing transformers [71, 110].

• Voxel (selective frame skipping): We sort the video frames
by the SSIM drop caused by skipping the frame (in real-
time video communication, we usually cannot get the qual-
ity drop caused by skipping frames in advance. Thus, we
are making an idealized assumption that improves the base-
line). For 25% frames with the lowest SSIM drop, we use
the default error concealment method in H.264/AVC [115]
without any packet retransmission, and for the remaining
frames (which cause more SSIM drops when skipped), we
retransmit all the lost packets. We use a GoP (chunk length)
of 4 seconds, which is also used by Voxel.

• Salsify (functional codec): We implement the Salsify codec
based H.265 with the following two key features: firstly,
the encoded frame size never surpasses the target bitrate
determined by the underlying congestion control algorithm;
secondly, upon packet loss, the encoder can dynamically
select a reference frame, enabling subsequent frames to be
decoded without resending any packets.
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Figure 23: The simulated frame delay of GRACE is close to
the real world measured frame delay

C.3 Simulator validation
Our simulator runs on an Ubuntu 18.04 server with 2 Intel
Xeon 4210R CPU, and 256GB memory, with 2 Nvidia A40
GPUS. To validate that the frame delay measured in simu-
lation matches the real-world numbers, we run a real-world
emulation using GRACE. Being the same as simulation, we
use 2 Nvidia A40 GPUs, one for encoding and one for decod-
ing. The encoder process encodes the video using GRACE’s
encoder and send the encoded packets through an emulated
network. The decoder process decodes the frame using the
same logic as mentioned in §4. We compute the real-world
frame delay by calculating the difference between the en-
coding time and the decoding time of a frame. Figure 23
compares the simulated frame delay and real-world measured
frame. We use the bandwidth trace same as Figure 16. The
result validates that our simulated frame delay is accurate. It is
worth noting that we are running real encoding and decoding
process in the simulation, hence the calculated frame quality
should also be the same as using GRACE in the real world.

C.4 Distribution of video content complexity

Figure 24: Spatial information (SI) and temporal information
(TI) of test videos

To validate the test videos that we use cover different con-
tent complexities and movements, we calculate the spatiotem-
poral complexity of the video. We use Spatial Information (SI)
and Temporal Information (TI) [58], which are frequently-
used metrics to measure the spatiotemporal complexity and a
larger SI/TI means that the video has a higher spatial/temporal

complexity. The metrics are calculated by the tool [12] pro-
vided by Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) and the result
is shown in Figure 24.

The result validates that (i) the spatiotemporal complexity
of the videos we used covers a wide range: SI is ranging
from 15 to 85 and TI is ranging from 3 to 25. (ii) Our test
videos covers all the following types: high spatial complexity
and high temporal complexity, high spatial complexity but
low temporal complexity, low spatial complexity but high
temporal complexity, and low spatial complexity and low
temporal complexity.

C.5 Illustration example where GRACE per-
forms poorly

In some rare cases, GRACE may suffer from poor quality.
Figure 25 visualizes an example of four consecutive frames
when GRACE performs poorly. As shown in the yellow box,
the frame decoded by GRACE has some notable artifacts
around the moving object, which degrades the SSIM.

C.6 Screenshot of videos we used for user study
Figure 26 shows the screenshot of the videos we used for the
user study (in §5.3)

C.7 Working with other congestion control
GRACE can also work with the congestion control algorithm
proposed in Salsify (Sal-CC) [45], which is more aggressive
than GCC. Sal-CC has a higher average sending rate, while
paying the cost of potentially having more packet losses. Fig-
ure 27 show that changing from GCC to Sal-CC increases the
average SSIM of 0.7-1.1dB for GRACE with a negligible in-
crease in video stall ratio. In contrast, the video stall ratio for
Salsify codec will increase a lot when using Sal-CC, because
Salsify codec needs to keep skipping frames for more than
one RTT when packet loss happens, which leads to frequent
video stalls.

C.8 Working with super resolution
In line with the discussion in §2.2, Super-Resolution (SR)
can supplement the receiver-side video quality. We employed
SwinIR [70], a leading SR model, in our simulation to confirm
that GRACE, like baselines, can also leverage SR benefits. Our
experiments demonstrated that SR boosts receiver-side quality
for all codecs, irrespective of the specific codec employed.
For more details, refer to Appendix C.8.

Figure 28 shows the tradeoff between quality and video
stall ratio when using SR to enhance the quality at the receiver
side. We run the simulation using LTE traces with a 100ms
one-way delay and a 25-packet queue and then use a state-
of-the-art SR model, SwinIR [70], to improve the quality of
the decoded videos. When using SR, GRACE can still have
on-par SSIM with Salsify codec and H.265 w/ Tambur: the
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Figure 25: An example where GRACE performs poorly. It shows four consecutive decoded frames where the pink brush moves
down quickly. Some artifacts in The yellow box degrade the frame quality and impact the SSIM.

(a) Sports: Football (b) Sports: Soccer (c) Gaming: Fortnite (d) Gaming: Genshin Impact

(e) Daily movement: Taekwondo (f) Daily movement: Baby in crib (g) Talking heads: indoor (h) Talking heads: outdoor

Figure 26: Summary of videos used in our user study. They span four categories: sports (a, b), gaming (c, d), daily movement (e,
f), and talking heads (g, h).

(a) One-way delay = 50ms (b) One-way delay = 75ms (c) One-way delay = 100ms (d) One-way delay = 150ms
Figure 27: End-to-end simulation result under different one-way delay. Network queue length = 25 packets

Figure 28: The quality of GRACE and baselines after super-
resolution

SSIMs are 15.8 dB, 16.4 dB, and 16.0 dB respectively. The
SSIM of SVC (15.4 dB) is still lower than GRACE even with
super-resolution. This is because packet loss can make higher
layers of SVC undecodable, resulting in lower quality. This
shows SR technique is complementary to our work, as it can
improve the quality for any codecs at the receiver side.

Encoding (ms) Decoding (ms)
720p 480p 720p 480p

GRACE-Lite 35.1 17.2 40.9 21.6

Table 2: Encoding/decoding time per frame for GRACE-Lite
on Intel CPU

C.9 Encoding/decoding time on CPU

We use OpenVINO library to run GRACE on a 32-core In-
tel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210R CPU. Table 2 shows the en-
coding/decoding time of a 720p/480p frame respectively. It
can encode/decode a 720p frame at 28.5 fps and 24.4 fps
respectively.
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SSIM
(dB)

% of non
rendered frames

Video stall
ratio

GRACE 15.53 0.21 0.0011
GRACE-Lite 15.01 0.22 0.0012
GRACE-D 13.91 0.24 0.0014
GRACE-P 12.53 0.33 0.0023

Table 3: End-to-end simulation shows GRACE-Lite has the
same benefits in video realtimeness/smoothness compared
to GRACE with marginal quality drop. Although GRACE-D
and GRACE-P have similar video realtimeness/smoothness
as GRACE, they suffer from low video quality.

Grace-D
SSIM: 10.7 dB

Grace-P
SSIM: 8.8 dB

Grace
SSIM: 12.0 dB

Figure 29: Comparing reconstructed image when the same
packet loss is applied to the pre-trained NVC (GRACE-P), a
variant with only decoder fine-tuned with loss (GRACE-D),
and GRACE (both encoder and decoder jointly fine-tuned).

C.10 Simulation results and visualization ex-
amples for GRACE-Lite, GRACE-P and
GRACE-D

Table 3 shows the end-to-end simulation results comparing
GRACE, GRACE-Lite, GRACE-D, and GRACE-P. We use the
LTE traces, and set the one-way-delay to 100 ms and the net-
work queue length to 25 packets. GRACE-Lite has both simi-
lar quality and realtimeness/smoothness as GRACE. Without
jointly training the encoder and decoder with loss, GRACE-P
and GRACE-D fail to achieve similar quality as GRACE.

Figure 29 visualizes the reconstructed frame of GRACE,
GRACE-P, and GRACE-D when the same 50% packet loss is
applied to the encoded tensor of the same image, demonstrat-
ing that by jointly training both the encoder and decoder under
various packet losses, GRACE delivers the best reconstruction
quality without any prominent artifacts, and achieves a high
SSIM.
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Abstract
Video codecs are essential for video streaming. While tradi-
tional codecs like AVC and HEVC are successful, learned
codecs built on deep neural networks (DNNs) are gaining pop-
ularity due to their superior coding efficiency and quality of
experience (QoE) in video streaming. However, using learned
codecs built with sophisticated DNNs in video streaming
leads to slow decoding and low frame rate, thereby degrad-
ing the QoE. The fundamental problem is the tight frame
referencing design adopted by most codecs, which delays the
processing of the current frame until its immediate predeces-
sor frame is reconstructed. To overcome this limitation, we
propose LiFteR, a novel video streaming system that operates
a learned video codec with loose frame referencing (LFR).
LFR is a unique frame referencing paradigm that redefines
the reference relation between frames and allows parallelism
in the learned video codec to boost the frame rate. LiFteR has
three key designs: (i) the LFR video dispatcher that routes
video data to the codec based on LFR, (ii) LFR learned codec
that enhances coding efficiency in LFR with minimal impact
on decoding speed, and (iii) streaming supports that enables
adaptive bitrate streaming with learned codecs in existing
infrastructures. In our evaluation, LiFteR consistently out-
performs existing video streaming systems. Compared to
the existing best-performing learned and traditional systems,
LiFteR demonstrates up to 23.8% and 19.7% QoE gain, re-
spectively. Furthermore, LiFteR achieves up to a 3.2× frame
rate improvement through frame rate configuration.

1 Introduction

The video streaming industry has grown rapidly in recent
years, with revenues of $72.2 billion in 2021 and expected
to reach $115 billion by 2026 [20]. To achieve high-quality
video streaming with minimal bandwidth usage, an essential
component is the video codec, which compresses the video
data while maintaining its visual fidelity.

Traditional codecs, such as AVC (x264) [57], HEVC
(x265) [52], and MPEG-2 [33], are widely used and built

on handcrafted modules such as block-based motion estima-
tion, discrete cosine transform, and entropy coding. Recently,
learned codecs, built entirely on deep neural network-based
modules and end-to-end optimized, have been introduced and
have demonstrated superior coding efficiency, i.e., the ability
to encode videos with low bitrates while maintaining video
quality [2, 25, 38, 39, 62, 63]. As a result, learned codecs have
the potential to offer a better quality of experience (QoE) in
video streaming.

Despite the potential, the use of existing learned codecs
in video streaming faces major limitations. The complicated
neural processing incurs a slow decode speed at the video
player, causing a low frame rate and QoE during video play-
back. Our results (§2) show that, on a GPU, the frame rate
of systems using learned codecs is still one magnitude lower
than that of systems using traditional codecs on a CPU. On
many hardware configurations, learned codecs cannot reach a
real-time frame rate for smooth streaming. While the QoE in
systems using traditional codecs is mainly affected by slow
video downloads, we discover that those using learned codecs
can suffer additionally from slow decode speed.

The root cause of this limitation is the tight frame refer-
encing (TFR) principle that has been in use for decades in
traditional video codecs. This principle encodes and decodes
each frame by referencing the immediate predecessor frame.
For example, frame#1 is referenced by frame#2, and frame#2
is referenced by frame#3. It minimizes the difference be-
tween the current frame and the reference frame and makes
coding efficient. However, the processing of the current frame
must be delayed until the processing of its reference frame is
completed. As traditional codecs are highly optimized in com-
putation complexity [52, 57], they can work with TFR with a
reasonable frame rate. In contrast, TFR incurs an unaccept-
able frame rate in learned codecs with computation-intensive
deep neural networks (DNNs). The frame dependency un-
derlying TFR also impedes the possibility of parallel frame
processing.

Aiming at improving the frame rate and achieving high
QoE in video streaming, we propose to operate the learned
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(c) Learned codecs rebuffer and stall.

Figure 1: The potential and limitation of applying learned codecs in video streaming systems.

codec with loose frame referencing (LFR). In contrast to
TFR, the reference of a frame in LFR only needs to be a
temporally close frame, instead of the immediate predecessor.
The rationale is that similarity exists between temporally close
video frames, which are not necessarily adjacent. As such,
frames with the same reference can be processed in parallel,
which improves the frame rate of learned video codecs. More
importantly, the similarity between a frame and its reference
with LFR still preserves the coding efficiency.

As TFR has been the de facto design for both traditional
and learned codecs that maximizes coding efficiency, imple-
menting LFR in video streaming presents three challenges.
First, optimally balancing the coding efficiency and decod-
ing speed with LFR is non-trivial. Additionally, the reference
frames in LFR could lead to significant memory consump-
tion. Second, the existing architecture of the learned codec
cannot handle the degradation in coding efficiency caused by
LFR. Third, the existing streaming infrastructure is compati-
ble with the learned codec regarding bitrate adaptation, frame
rate configuration, and buffer level.

We design LiFteR, a novel on-demand video streaming
system that leverages a learned codec with LFR, to address
the above challenges. First, we introduce the LFR video
dispatcher that routes frames to the learned codec iteratively.
It strikes a balance between coding efficiency and decoding
speed by defining frame dependency based on a binary tree
and pre-order traversal. The memory consumption of it is
constrained by processing frames in a GOP on a per-tree
basis. Second, we design a unique LFR learned codec. It
improves coding efficiency by exploiting the inter-frame
correlation presented by LFR with self-attention. More
importantly, it imposes minimal impact on the frame rate due
to highly parallelized motion estimation. Finally, we adopt
bitrate-adaptive training, frame rate configuration, and an
enhanced adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm to bridge the gap
between learned codecs and modern streaming infrastructure.

We compare LiFteR to video streaming systems built on dif-
ferent traditional codecs (x264 and x265) and learned codecs
(DVC [39] and RLVC [63]). Results show that LiFteR consis-
tently outperforms other streaming systems on different GPU
capabilities and network conditions. Compared to the best-
performing baselines using learned and traditional codecs,

LiFteR achieves up to 23.8% and 19.7% QoE gain, respec-
tively. We also demonstrate the capability of LiFteR to boost
system frame rate by up to 3.2× via LFR on everyday GPUs.
In summary, the contributions of this work are as follows.

• We identify the limitations of applying learned codecs
in video streaming and propose the LFR paradigm.

• We build LiFteR to showcase a practical system through
the design of the LFR video dispatcher, the LFR learned
codec, and streaming supports for the learned codec.

• We evaluate LiFteR to demonstrate its multi-fold benefits
in frame rate, video quality, and rebuffer rate.

2 Background and Motivation

Adaptive video streaming has been predominantly used. At
the server, a video is segmented and encoded into different
bitrates in advance. A client-side ABR algorithm [51, 61]
adaptively downloads video segments of the appropriate bi-
trate level based on network conditions. The received seg-
ments are then decoded for playback. Studies have shown that
the QoE of video streaming [51] is primarily determined by
video quality Q, measured by PSNR, and playback smooth-
ness, measured by the rebuffer rate R (the rebuffer duration
divided by the video session duration). Therefore, the QoE
metric can be formally defined as in Equation 1.

QoE = Q− γR, (1)

where γ is a parameter balancing Q and R. The value of γ in
this paper is chosen according to BOLA [51].

2.1 Advantages of Learned Codecs
Video codecs play a crucial role in ensuring QoE in video
streaming by improving the trade-off between video qual-
ity and bitrate. Though, traditional codecs like x264, x265,
and MPEG [33, 52, 57] have been widely utilized in video
streaming, the advancement in deep learning allows learned
codecs [2,38,39,63] to challenge the dominance of them. Un-
like traditional codecs, learned codecs implement the codec
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pipeline with DNN modules instead of handcrafted modules.
These DNN modules are trained end-to-end to optimize video
quality and bitrate.

In Figure 1(a), the coding efficiency of two learned codecs
(DVC [39] and RLVC [63]) is compared to three presets,
i.e., veryslow (s), medium (m), and veryfast (f), of traditional
codecs, i.e., x264 and x265. For instance, x264f represents
the codec x264 using the veryfast preset. The comparison
is performed on the UVG dataset [42] with the same group
of pictures (GOP) size as specified in §4. Each point on the
figure represents a rate-distortion trade-off for a codec, where
bits per pixel (bpp) is the rate metric and PSNR is the distor-
tion metric. A rate-distortion curve closer to the top-left side
of the figure indicates higher coding efficiency, thus demon-
strating the superiority of learned codecs. For example, DVC
achieves a similar PSNR (38.73 dB) as x265s (38.68 dB), the
best-performing traditional codec, while reducing the bpp by
almost half (0.55 vs. 1.05 bpp). Similarly, RLVC improves
the PSNR by 1 dB compared to x265s (39.22 dB vs. 38.20
dB) with a similar bpp (0.57 vs. 0.59 bpp).

2.2 Learned Codecs Are Slow In Decoding

Despite the benefits of learned codecs, they exhibit a rela-
tively low decode frame rate due to the computation over-
head of DNNs, which may lead to rebuffering or stall and
affect QoE in video streaming. For simplicity, we will use the
term “frame rate” whenever referring to the decode frame rate
throughout the remainder of this paper. To assess such im-
pacts, we developed a video streaming prototype with various
traditional and learned codecs (see §5 for a detailed setup).
Our rate adaptation algorithm was BOLA [51], a widely used
industrial-level ABR algorithm. We used the UVG [42] and
MCL-JCV [56] video datasets, along with 1,000 traces from
the FCC broadband network data [23] to emulate the stream-
ing environment. The video client utilizing traditional codecs
and learned codecs was run on an Intel Core i9-8950HK CPU
and an NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU, respectively.

Figure 1(b) shows that, despite the advantage of the
hardware, the frame rates of systems using learned codecs
remain one order of magnitude lower than traditional codecs.
It is worth noting that the “veryfast” preset in x265 typically
yields a faster frame rate compared to the “medium” and
“veryslow” presets. However, the impact of presets may vary
based on distinct video contents and configurations, such as
quantization parameters and resolution. Consequently, scenar-
ios may arise where x265f does not achieve a faster frame rate
than x265m and x265s, as depicted in Figure 1(b). Figure 1(c)
compares the QoE of systems via rebuffer rate and stall rate
(the number of segments that cannot be played immediately
after its previous segment, divided by the total number of
segments). The rebuffer rates of DVC (0.15) and RLVC
(0.75) are drastically higher than those of traditional codecs,
indicating the videos are freezing 15% and 75% of the time.
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Figure 2: The frame processing dependency in today’s codecs.
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Figure 3: The canonical pipeline of learned codecs. This
iterative pipeline means DNN processing at timestamp t is
dependent on that at timestamp t −1.

The stall rate of 1.0 for both learned codecs implies that video
playback freezes for every segment, as the decoding frame
rate is lower than the target frame rate of the source of 30 fps.

2.3 Preliminary Analysis of Learned Codecs

Background. Similar to traditional codecs, a video is divided
into GOPs in learned codecs for encoding/decoding. Typically,
the processing of a GOP starts from an I frame (intra-coded)
that can be processed by an image codec. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2, all other frames in the GOP are P frames (predicted) and
undergo predictive coding with the immediate predecessor
frame as the reference frame, i.e., TFR. An alternate imple-
mentation inserts additional B frames (bi-directional) between
I frame and P frames, referencing past and future frames [62].
Still, the fundamental frame referencing of I and P frames of
such an implementation follows TFR.

The canonical pipeline for encoding a P frame at timestamp
t, t = 1,2, ..., with learned codecs, is illustrated in Figure 3
(top), involving four DNN-based modules: motion estimation
(MotEst), motion encoder/decoder (MotEnc/MotDec), mo-
tion compensation (MotCmp), and residual encoder/decoder
(ResEnc/ResDec). Initially, MotEst estimates the motion, a
vector representing the displacement of each pixel, based on
the current frame (Raw Frame t) and the reference frame
(Reconstructed Frame (t −1)), the reconstructed immediate
predecessor frame. MotEnc compresses the raw motion data
into bitstreams and MotDec decompresses bitstreams into the
reconstructed motion, representing the motion received by the
video decoder. MotCmp then generates the predicted frame
based on the reconstructed motion and the reference frame.
The raw residual data between the predicted and raw current
frame is then calculated via subtraction and processed by Res-
Enc and ResDec into the reconstructed residual. Finally, the
reconstructed residual and the predicted frame are added to
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produce the reconstructed current frame (Rec. Frame t). The
decoding process partially follows the encoder pipeline in
Figure 3 (top) that produces the current reconstructed frame
(Rec. Frame t) from the bitstreams of the motion and residual.
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Figure 4: DNNs for decoding save time via parallelism.

The need and potential of parallelism. Unlike heavily-
engineered modules in traditional codecs that can run fast
enough to support real-time encoding/decoding, the sophis-
ticated DNN modules in learned codecs are inherently slow.
As a result, even a single iteration in Figure 3 pipeline can be
time-consuming, resulting in a low frame rate.

Parallelism, which accelerates DNN by processing multiple
instances of data simultaneously in a batch, is a potential
solution for improving the frame rate of learned codecs, by
processing frames in parallel. To demonstrate the potential
of parallelism, we isolate DNN modules for decoding, i.e.,
MotCmp, MotDec, and ResDec, from learned codecs. Then,
we separately measure the mean processing time per frame
of these DNN modules for different batch sizes, ranging from
1 to 16 frames, on NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti and RTX 2080
Ti. Figure 4 demonstrates the average processing time per
frame when the batch size is one, the case with TFR, can be
significantly improved by adopting a larger batch size. When
the batch size increases from one to four, the speed of the
motion compensation modules can be boosted by 74% and
71% on NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti and RTX 2080Ti, respectively.
Parallelism is infeasible with TFR. Parallelism requires
that the processing of different frames t = 1,2, . . . is inde-
pendent. For existing learned codecs with TFR, DNN pro-
cessing of modules like MotDec, MotCmp, and ResDec at
timestamp t happens after the reconstructed frame t −1. The
reconstructed frame t −1, produced by DNN modules Mot-
Dec, MotCmp, and ResDec, happens after DNN processing
of MotDec, MotCmp, and ResDec at timestamp t −1. As a
result, the processing of MotDec, MotCmp, and ResDec at
timestamp t depends on the processing at timestamp t −1, as
illustrated in Figure 3 (bottom). Such a dependency contra-
dicts parallelism.

2.4 Intuition and Challenges

Intuition. Our intuition is that frame similarity exists not
only between adjacent frames but also between non-adjacent,
temporally close frames. By leveraging the temporally close

frames for reference in video coding, i.e., loose frame refer-
encing (LFR), multiple frames can share the same reference
frame. Therefore, these frames with the same reference can be
processed in parallel, improving the frame rate. Meanwhile,
the similarity between a frame and its reference, a temporally
close frame preserves coding efficiency.
Challenges. Designing a learned video streaming system with
LFR presents three main challenges:

1. Processing pipeline: It remains a question of how to con-
figure LFR that 1) optimally balances the coding efficiency
and decoding speed and 2) minimizes the memory usage
due to buffering multiple reference frames.

2. Learned codec: LFR, by its design, introduces a larger
difference between the raw and reference frames than TFR.
The existing learned codec design cannot handle such
discrepancies.

3. Streaming infrastructure: The existing video streaming
infrastructure is incompatible with learned codecs, which
exhibit different behaviors from traditional ones.

3 LiFteR Overview

The overview of LiFteR is illustrated in Figure 5, which com-
prises offline and online stages. In the offline stage, we con-
struct the LFR learned codec (§3.2), a unique codec design
that mitigates the impact of LFR by using an elastic compres-
sion component (§3.2.2) and maintains the decoding speed
through highly-parallelized motion estimation (§3.2.1). Then,
the codec is trained and configured before being deployed on
the media server and the client.

After deployment, the server utilizes the LFR video dis-
patcher (§3.1) to route the raw video to the video encoder iter-
atively based on LFR. The LFR video dispatcher balances cod-
ing efficiency and decoding speed with a dependency graph
(§3.1.1) and constrains memory usage via a frame iterator
(§3.1.2). The video encoder compresses the raw video dis-
patched by the LFR video dispatcher into video segments
of different bitrates, ready for Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH).

During the online stage, the client employs an ABR algo-
rithm to download video segments with appropriate bitrates
from the media server. These downloaded segments are routed
to the decoder by the LFR video dispatcher and reconstructed
into video frames. To integrate LiFteR into existing ABR
streaming infrastructures, we build streaming supports that
enable adaptive bitrate in training (§3.3.1), frame rate config-
uration (§3.3.2), and the enhanced ABR algorithm (§3.3.3).

3.1 LFR Video Dispatcher
LFR video dispatcher models frame processing dependency
with the dependency graph (§3.1.1). Driven by the depen-
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Figure 5: Overview of the video streaming pipeline in LiFteR.
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Figure 6: Frame reference structures.
A binary tree balances reference cost
and depth.

dency graph, it iteratively feeds frames to codec (§3.1.2).

3.1.1 Dependency Graph

In the dependency graph, each vertex with a unique positive
integer label corresponds to a video frame processed at a
particular timestamp, and the directed edge represents the
dependency, pointing from a reference frame to the to-be-
processed frame. Traversing the dependency graph is equiva-
lent to processing video frames, which starts from a visited
vertex representing the I frame. Then, graph traversal proceeds
in iterations until all vertices are visited. In each iteration, we
can visit vertices pointed by directed edges starting from vis-
ited vertices in previous iterations. The visited vertices in
the same iteration represent frames that can be processed in
parallel. As this paper focuses on the dependency of I and P
frames (Figure 2) where a frame with a smaller timestamp
is typically processed earlier, we constrain this dependency
graph such that the end of a directed edge has a larger index
than the start. We aim to minimize two metrics when deciding
the shape and labeling of indices in the dependency graph.

1) Reference cost: The sum of the difference in indices be-
tween the end and start of directed edges, which indicates
the difference between the frames and their reference in
video coding and relates to coding efficiency.

2) Reference depth: The maximum depth of a vertex, which
indicates the number of iterations needed to process all
frames and relates to parallelism.

Shape: binary tree. It is challenging to balance the reference
cost and depth. The dependency graph representing TFR has
the shape of a chain. In Figure 6 (top), we provide a visual rep-
resentation of the chain while also labeling index differences
between frames and their references. Iterations are colored
differently for clarity. The chain displays a low reference cost
of 6 and a high reference depth of 6. Alternatively, we con-
struct the dependency graph as a one-hop tree in Figure 6
(middle), which represents a fully parallelized way where all
P frames reference the same I frame. This tree boasts a small
reference depth (1) but has a high reference cost (21).

Our insight is that the binary tree as the dependency graph
effectively balances the reference cost and depth. First, unlike
the chain, the reference depth in a binary tree increases slowly
with the number of vertices in the tree in a logarithmic manner.
Second, in contrast to the one-hop tree, the reference cost is

more constrained as one frame is used at most twice for frame
referencing. While N-ary trees (N = 2,3, . . .), e.g., the 3-ary
tree, may have similar properties as the binary tree, as the first
effort to explore frame dependency with a tree, we focus on
the binary tree for simplicity.
Labeling: pre-order traversal. The derivation of the depen-
dency graph is essentially finding the Minimum Spanning
Tree (MST) in the particular shape of the binary tree, termed
Minimum Spanning Binary Tree (MSBT), within a dense
graph. Assuming there are N frames, the dense graph consists
of N vertices indexed by 0,1, . . . ,N −1. In this dense graph,
there exists an edge between every pair of vertices, whose ab-
solute difference in indices is the edge weight. It is important
to minimize the reference cost in labeling.

Naively, we can construct the MST by leveraging the well-
known Prim’s algorithm to add vertices and edges in the
dense graph into a tree starting with the vertex 0. However,
the derived MST would have the shape of the chain like Fig-
ure 6 (top) instead of the binary tree. To tackle this problem,
we modify the Prim’s algorithm by skipping the addition of
vertices and edges that 1) cause the MST to have a depth
that is higher than a complete binary tree of N vertices, i.e.,
⌈log2(N +1)⌉ and 2) cause one vertex to have more than two
children. The resulting algorithm is equivalent to assigning
frame indices (from small to large) to vertices of a binary
tree via pre-order traversal. Intuitively, this algorithm greedily
minimizes the reference costs of both children of any vertex.
Theoretical analysis. Figure 6 (bottom) illustrates the de-
pendency graph with a binary tree and pre-order traversal.
Such a tree results in a reference depth (2) that is consider-
ably smaller than that of the chain while using only half the
reference cost of the one-hop tree, i.e., 6. In Figure 7, we
delve further into how the reference cost and depth change
as the number of frames in a GOP increases. The number
of frames is expressed as a function of the full binary tree
depth D. Our analysis reveals that the binary tree strikes a
better balance between the frame rate (reference depth) and
the coding efficiency (reference cost) and displays a more
pronounced advantage when processing more frames.

3.1.2 Frame Iterator

With the dependency graph, a straightforward way is to in-
clude all frames of a GOP in it. However, a GOP can have
a large number of frames, which requires processing more
frames in parallel than a system can afford. To scale to arbi-
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Figure 7: The binary tree achieves a better trade-off between
reference cost and depth.

trary GOP sizes, we process frames in a GOP on a per-tree
basis, as illustrated in Figure 8, where each tree is processed
with three steps: slice, map, and iterate.

P2 P3 P4 P5P1 P6 P7I P8 P9 P10 P11
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P1 P4

P2 P3 P5 P6

P6
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P8 P9 P11
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1. Slice subGOP subGOP

3. Iterate(#1,#2)

Figure 8: Video processing on a per-tree basis.

Slice: Frames within a GOP (excluding the I frame) are sliced
into non-overlapping, consecutive subGOPs, each contain-
ing N sequential frames. Here, N is the subGOP size, which
equals the number of non-root vertices in a full binary tree.
For instance, full binary trees of depth D = 2,3,4 correspond
to subGOP sizes N = 2D −2 = 2,6,14.
Map: Frames in each subGOP are mapped to the binary
tree via pre-order traversal as shown in Figure 8. The root
of a tree is the latest I or P frame preceding a subGOP. The
reference of each frame is determined as the frame at its parent
vertex. It is worth noting that the last subGOP might not have
enough frames to fill all vertices in the full binary tree, which
marginally affects the functionality of our approach.
Iterate: To achieve parallelism in the video encoding/decod-
ing, the frames are processed level by level iteratively in the
tree. The processing of frames at the same level of the tree
is parallelized. For example, the codec first processes frames
that reference the tree root (I frame), such as P1 and P4 in
Figure 8. Then, it processes frames (P2, P3, P5, and P6) that
reference the previously processed frames (P1 and P4).

3.2 LFR Learned Codec
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Figure 9: Design of LFR Learned Codec.

LFR learned codec (Figure 9) replaces motion estimation
in canonical learned codec (Figure 3) with highly-parallelized
motion estimation (§3.2.1) and encodes/decodes motion/resid-
ual of one or multiple frames via elastic compression compo-
nent (§3.2.2).

3.2.1 Highly-parallelized Motion Estimation

In Figure 8, the processing of frames at the lower level (e.g.,
two frames at level 1 of the tree) are less parallelized than
those at the higher level (e.g., four frames at level 2), which
hinders the decoding speed. The fundamental problem is that
DNN modules in the learned codec, i.e., motion estimation
and compensation, rely on the reconstructed version of the
reference frame(s).
Frame approximation. The key intuitions are that 1) the raw
and reconstructed frames are similar and 2) motion estimation
is performed only on the encoder. Therefore, it is possible
to approximate (replace) the reconstructed reference frames
with the raw reference frames with the same index in motion
estimation. As such, the processing of all frames (e.g., frames
P1, P2, ..., and P6 in Figure 8), relying on only raw frames,
are parallelized. Such approximation allows us to speed up
motion estimation, motion encoder, and motion decoder. More
importantly, the coding efficiency is negligibly affected due
to the frame similarity.

3.2.2 Elastic Compression Component
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Figure 10: Elastic compression component design

As shown in Figure 10, the elastic compression component
(ECC) comprises an encoder and a decoder. Following ex-
isting efforts on learned codecs [39, 63], the encoder utilizes
a convolutional neural network (CNN) to transform the raw
motions or residuals, into high-level features. Then, quanti-
zation and entropy encoding [58] are performed to compress
quantized features into more compact bitstreams. In reverse,
the decoder adopts entropy decoding to convert the bitstreams
to quantized features, and a CNN to transform the features to
the same shape as the raw motions or residuals. However, as
the difference between a frame and its reference is increased
by LFR, the coding efficiency could be compromised.
Inter-frame layer. We make two key observations. First,
LFR expands the frame dimension of the input to DNN mod-
ules from one to multiple. The expanded dimension presents
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inter-frame dependency in video coding that does not ex-
ist in existing learned codecs [38, 39, 63]. Such dependency
presents an opportunity to enhance coding efficiency. Second,
the self-attention module [55] is a generic learner of depen-
dency adopted in numerous video-related tasks [9, 26, 44, 46]
for spatial and temporal dependency.

Based on these observations, we design the inter-frame
layer (IFL) that leverages inter-frame dependency in LFR
with self-attention. The IFL involves sequentially connected
sub-inter-frame layers (subIFL). Each subIFL is constructed
with inter-frame, intra-frame, and feedforward blocks. Given
common practice, the IFL is placed after CNN in the encoder
and before CNN in the decoder.

The input dimension of the subIFL is F×C×H×W , where
F , C, H, and W represent the number of input frames, the
number of channels, and the height and width of the feature,
respectively. The output of the subIFL has the same dimen-
sion as its input. The inter-frame and intra-frame blocks ex-
ploit inter-frame and intra-frame dependency with a reshape
function and the multi-head Attention (Attn) [55]. The input
of Attn has three dimensions (batch× sequence× f eature),
which correlates data in the sequence dimension, with no
correlation along the batch dimension. We reshape the in-
put to shapes HW ×F ×C and F ×HW ×C for inter-frame
(F) and intra-frame (HW ) dependency, respectively. The last
block converts the input shape to BHW ×C and applies a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) consisting of two linear neural
network layers to refine features.

3.3 Streaming Supports

We integrate our system into existing streaming infrastruc-
ture through bitrate-adaptive training (§3.3.1), frame rate
configuration (§3.3.2), and enhanced ABR algorithm (§3.3.3).

3.3.1 Bitrate-adaptative Training

To leverage ABR algorithms that require multiple bitrates of
the same segment, a learned codec must be configurable to
encode and decode videos at different compression levels,
which correspond to different trade-offs of bitrates and dis-
tortion. However, a typical learned codec cannot adjust the
trade-offs of bitrates and distortion as easily as traditional
codecs with the quantization parameter (QP) [52,57]. A naive
approach that prepares different versions of the codec of dif-
ferent compression levels is memory-consuming.
Compression-level embedding. To attain similar rate adapt-
ability with learned codecs, we adopt a compression-level
embedding approach [48]. In this approach, the compression
level is treated as an input, in addition to video frames, to the
learned codec. Specifically, multiple compression levels l = 1,
2, ..., are converted into one-hot vectors, spatially tiled, and
concatenated to the input of DNN modules. This approach al-
lows the trade-off of bitrates and distortion to be conveniently

adjusted by changing the input, without storing multiple ver-
sions of the codec. Meanwhile, this approach minimally de-
grades the coding efficiency compared to a canonically trained
learned codec.

3.3.2 Frame Rate Configuration

When working with a specific hardware platform, it is critical
to attain a targeted frame rate. For canonical learned codecs,
adjusting the frame rate may require compressing and retrain-
ing DNNs in the learned codec, which is time-consuming.
SubGOP probing. In LiFteR, this can be easily achieved by
configuring the subGOP size. Specifically, we probe the target
hardware with the LiFteR decoder using different subGOP
sizes. Based on the frame rates achieved at various subGOP
sizes, we select the smallest one that surpasses the targeted
frame rate, e.g., 30 fps. Choosing a subGOP size than what
is needed is not recommended, as it would consume more
GPU resources while offering only marginal enhancements
to coding efficiency (Figure 18).

3.3.3 Enhanced ABR Algorithm

The buffer level is a critical factor in the decision-making pro-
cess of adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms, such as BOLA [51],
which adjusts video quality according to network conditions.
In video streaming systems, the buffer level represents the
duration of video frames in the playback buffer. A low buffer
level indicates low network bandwidth, causing the ABR al-
gorithm to download segments of lower bitrates to avoid re-
buffering. Conversely, a higher buffer level triggers the ABR
algorithm to download segments of higher bitrates. However,
for learned codecs, the buffer level does not accurately re-
flect network conditions and may mislead ABR algorithms
for learned codecs. For instance, when the decoding rate of
frames equals the consumption rate, the playback buffer re-
mains almost empty, as each decoded frame is immediately
consumed. This is likely to happen with learned codecs whose
decoding rate is more comparable to the consumption rate
than traditional codecs. As the buffer level is low, the ABR al-
gorithm may download segments of low bitrates, even though
the network bandwidth is abundant, leading to wastage.
Virtual buffer. To tackle this issue, we introduce the virtual
buffer. It captures the length of received but unwatched seg-
ments, irrespective of whether they are stored in the replay
buffer. By utilizing the level of the virtual buffer instead of the
actual buffer level in the ABR algorithm, we avoid potential
conservative decision-making by the ABR algorithm.

4 Implementation

Model choices and streaming configuration. We implement
motion estimation using convolutional neural networks [47]
and motion compensation using a warping function and an
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interpolation network [39]. As per [9], we configure the atten-
tion mechanism’s number of heads and each head’s channel
number to 8 and 64, respectively, and the number of sub-
inter-frame dependencies (subIFL) to 12. During training,
we set the subGOP size to six, which we empirically find to
be sufficient for the high coding efficiency and frame rate of
LiFteR. We utilize BOLA [51], an industrial-level ABR algo-
rithm [19], as the ABR algorithm in LiFteR, which decides
the bitrate every time the system tries to download a segment.
The segment and GOP size are set to 5s following [21].
Training. We jointly optimize our model using the Vimeo-
90k dataset [60]. In this dataset, every training sample consists
of seven images, with the first image being the I frame (k = 0)
and the remaining images being P frames (k = 1, ...K). K
corresponds to the number of P frames in a GOP during
training. The I frame is encoded and decoded using an image
codec, Better Portable Graphics (BPG) [7], while the learned
codec compresses the P frames on a per-tree basis. We scale
the training images’ resolution to 256 × 256. We use the
Adam optimizer [31] with a learning rate of 10−4, which is
reduced by a factor of 10 after convergence until 10−6. Our
loss function L is defined as follows.

L =
K

∑
k=1

E
l
[λlD(xk, x̂k

l)+ v̂k
l + r̂k

l ]. (2)

We set λl = 256,512,1024,2048,4096,8192,16384 at differ-
ent compression levels l = 0,1, ...,6, which cover bitrates
from 1 Mbps to 16 Mbps. The estimated bits per pixel (bpp)
of the motion or residual for the compression level l is de-
noted by v̂k

l or r̂k
l . The distortion, measured by mean square

error (MSE), between the raw frame xk and the reconstructed
frame at compression level l, x̂k

l , is denoted by D(xk, x̂k
l). In

training, the compression level l in each sample is randomly
and iteratively generated, following ELFVC [48].

5 Evaluation

We evaluate LiFteR regarding streaming performance, coding
efficiency, and adaptability. Our highlights are

1. LiFteR achieves superior QoE compared with systems
using learned and traditional codecs across different
GPUs and network conditions (Figures 11-14).

2. LiFteR improves the rate-distortion trade-off of learned
and traditional codecs (Figure 16).

3. LiFteR maintains a real-time frame rate across differ-
ent GPUs (Figure 15) and improves the frame rate by
adapting the subGOP size (Figure 17).

4. The component designs of LiFteR show effectiveness in
contributing to the overall gain (Figures 18-22).

5.1 Methodology

Hardware setup. We conducted our experiments on Linux
desktops featuring various NVIDIA GeForce GPUs and
CPUs, which are listed in Table 1. The learned codecs are
executed on all three Linux desktops, “1080”, “2080”, and
“3090”. Although the traditional codecs always run on “2080”,
the choice of the three hardware platforms has a minimal
impact on the QoE for them.

Table 1: Hardware setup.

Name GPU CPU
1080 GTX 1080 Ti Intel Core i9 @ 2.90GHz
2080 RTX 2080 Ti Intel Core i7 @ 3.60GHz
3090 RTX 3090 Ti AMD Ryzen 9 @ 4.95GHz

Network traces. We use network traces from FCC [23], ran-
domly selecting 1,000 traces from two tests conducted for
“video streaming” and “http get”. These traces represent a
range of diverse network scenarios. The “video streaming”
and “http get” traces have an average bandwidth of 3.9 Mbps
and 15.8 Mbps, respectively, indicating limited and adequate
bandwidth.
Video datasets. We merged two video datasets, UVG [42]
and MCL-JCV [56]. This unified dataset consists of 37 videos
with a resolution of 2K, operating at 30 frames per second
with a total runtime of around 5 minutes.
Baselines. In our evaluation, we compare LiFteR with video
streaming systems that use state-of-the-art learned codecs
(DVC [39] and RLVC [63]) and traditional codecs (x264 [57]
and x265 [52]), all employing BOLA for rate adaptation with
the same GOP and segment size as LiFteR. To test the tradi-
tional codecs, we use the FFmpeg [54] implementation and
configure each codec into three modes: veryfast, medium,
and veryslow. These modes are denoted by x264-veryfast
(x264f), x264-medium (x264m), x264-veryslow (x264s),
x265-veryfast (x265f), x265-medium (x265m), and x265-
veryslow (x265s). Commands for the different modes can
be found in Appendix A. To optimize PSNR, DVC and RLVC
are configured in the same way as LiFteR. To ensure a fair
evaluation, we encode videos for all baseline systems into
seven bitrates, covering a range that is comparable to LiFteR’s
videos. Note that there are learned codecs [2, 48] that adopt
alternate designs of motion estimation and compensation in-
stead of that of DVC, RLVC, and ours, which are not included
in the evaluation for fairness. However, as they still rely on
TFR, we claim the performance gain achieved with LFR is
applicable to them.

5.2 End-to-end performance

End-to-end QoE. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate that the over-
all QoE of LiFteR outperforms other baselines on network
traces with limited (“video stream”) and adequate (“http
get”) bandwidth, respectively. The QoE metric is calculated
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Figure 11: LiFteR shows consistent advantages in QoE across different hardware on the “video stream” traces.
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Figure 12: LiFteR demonstrates consistent advantages in QoE across different hardware on the “http get” traces.
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Figure 13: LiFteR’s normalized QoE is 1.5%-23.8% and 5%-10.3% higher than the best-performing learned and traditional
approaches, respectively, with limited bandwidth (“video stream” traces).
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Figure 14: LiFteR demonstrates 4.5%-23.2% and 9.6%-19.7% improvements in normalized QoE than the best-performing
learned and traditional approaches, respectively, with adequate bandwidth (on “http get” traces).

based on Equation 1, normalized per hardware and trace, with
the lowest and highest values mapped to 0 and 1. On the
“video stream” traces with limited bandwidth, LiFteR’s nor-
malized QoE is 1.5%-23.8% and 5%-10.3% higher than the
best-performing learned and traditional streaming systems,
respectively (Figure 13(a)). On the “http get” traces with ade-
quate bandwidth, the advantages in normalized QoE become
4.5%-23.2% and 9.6%-19.7%, respectively (Figure 14(a)),
indicating that LiFteR better utilizes adequate bandwidth than
other approaches. The performance of DVC and RLVC is

significantly impacted by the hardware platform. DVC has
the second-best performance on “2080” but one of the worst
performances on “1080”, whereas RLVC has the second-best
performance on “3090” but the worst performance on “1080”
and “2080”. In contrast, LiFteR performs well on different
hardware consistently.

QoE breakdown. To improve visualization, the metrics of
video quality and rebuffer rate were normalized per hardware
and trace, with the lowest and highest values being mapped
to 0 and 1, respectively. In Figure 13(b) and Figure 14(b), the
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Figure 15: LiFteR decodes faster
than other learned codecs.
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best coding efficiency.
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video quality of DVC and RLVC is mostly better than others
because their virtual buffers are consumed slower or increas-
ing, resulting in the ABR algorithm downloading segments
with higher bitrates. Regarding the rebuffer rate (Figure 13(c)
and Figure 14(c)), LiFteR significantly outperforms DVC and
RLVC due to its real-time frame rate (Figure 15). For high-
end hardware like NVIDIA RTX 3090 Ti, the rebuffer rate of
LiFteR is lightly above others because it tends to wait for bit-
streams of several frames before parallel processing. It causes
rebuffering more easily than learned codecs with TFR (DVC
and RLVC), which plays frames immediately after receiving
them. Although this downside is outweighed by the bene-
fits of LiFteR’s superior frame rates on low-end hardware,
it becomes noticeable for high-end hardware. Nevertheless,
LiFteR’s overall QoE is better than others due to its superior
quality. We also notice a gap in rebuffer rate between our
system and traditional systems, particularly on less power-
ful hardware. The reason is primarily the longer decoding
latency of LiFteR than traditional codecs. It causes LiFteR
to take more time on average to display the first frame after
rebuffering. Nevertheless, the subsequent frames in LiFteR
do not experience any additional delays. As a result, the QoE
of LiFteR is not significantly affected by this fact.

Frame rate. In Figure 15, we compare the frame rates of
systems using learned codecs on different GPUs and systems
using traditional codecs on a CPU. LiFteR achieves consis-
tent real-time frame rates across different hardware platforms.
However, DVC and RLVC demonstrate worse frame rates
than LiFteR on low-end hardware, such as “1080” and “2080”.
Despite optimizations in LiFteR, it does not outperform tradi-
tional video codecs, which are heavily engineered in speed.

Compression performance. In Figure 16, it is evident that
LiFteR outperforms other baselines in terms of coding effi-
ciency. Among the traditional systems, x265-veryslow per-
forms the best, achieving a PSNR of 38.20 dB at 0.59 bpp.
However, LiFteR achieves the same PSNR with less than half
the bandwidth usage, requiring only 0.28 bpp. In comparison,
the best-performing learned approach, RLVC, needs 0.39 bpp
to achieve a PSNR of 38.50 dB, while LiFteR achieves a su-
perior PSNR of 39.12 dB at the same bpp. LiFteR’s superior
coding efficiency stems from (i) the inter-frame dependency
presented by LFR at the cost of increased GPU utilization,
and (ii) ECC (§3.2.2), which effectively captures such de-

pendency via the self-attention mechanism. These factors
mitigate and outweigh the negative impact of the LFR video
dispatcher (§3.1) and highly-parallelized motion estimation
(§3.2.1), which potentially widen the gap between a frame
and its reference.
Adaptability of LiFteR. LiFteR has the unique feature of
adapting the subGOP size to achieve varying speeds. We eval-
uated LiFteR’s performance across different subGOP sizes,
including 2, 6, 14, and 30, corresponding to the full binary
tree depths of 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. We also included a
special case, “subGOP=1”, representing LiFteR processing
with TFR, similar to DVC and RLVC. In Figure 17, we can
observe the frame rate of LiFteR as a function of the subGOP
size and compare it with other learned approaches processing
the same number of frames. The results indicate that LiFteR
improves its speed by 2-3.2× as the subGOP size increases,
while the other learned approaches’ speed remains almost
unchanged. It is worth noting that there is a slight increase in
frame rates of other learned approaches. The reason is that the
GPU is relatively slower when performing the first forward
propagation. Then, it improves and gradually stabilizes for
subsequent forward propagations. As a result, even if these
approaches process frames one by one with TFR, their speed
is slightly increased when the number of frames increases.

Figure 18 compares LiFteR’s coding efficiency at different
subGOP sizes. Initially, LiFteR is suboptimal when the sub-
GOP size is 1 or 2. We speculate the time dimension of the
input is not large enough to benefit from ECC for these small
subGOP sizes. As the subGOP size increases, the coding ef-
ficiency improves and stabilizes. This result also indicates
LiFteR’s ability to adapt to larger subGOP sizes (14 and 30)
than what it is trained with (6) with noticeable degradation.

5.3 Design Analysis

Impact of dependency graph and ECC. The dependency
graph and ECC are the two key designs in LiFteR. To demon-
strate their significance via comparison, we introduced three
alternative designs, in addition to our original design (“De-
fault”): 1) “w/o IFL”: eliminating inter-frame dependency
from the learned codec, i.e., removing IFL, 2) “Chain”: sub-
stituting the binary tree in the dependency graph with a chain,
and 3) “One-hop”: substituting the binary tree in the depen-
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Figure 22: LiFteR’s quality is more stable than others.
dency graph with a one-hop tree. We examine the impact of
each design on coding efficiency and frame rate. For coding
efficiency, Figure 21(a) shows both “Chain” and “One-hop”
modes cause a PSNR drop of approximately 0.5 dB at the
same bpp, compared to “Default”. Additionally, the “w/o IFL”
mode experiences a more significant loss of coding efficiency
than the “Default” mode, as its PSNR drops by around one
dB at the same bpp. These results highlight the importance
of the combination of binary tree and inter-frame dependency
in achieving satisfactory coding efficiency. Regarding frame
rate, the “Default” mode has roughly twice the frame rate of
the “Chain” mode, demonstrating a significant advantage of
the binary tree. The “One-hop” mode exhibits a similar frame
rate as the “Default” mode, indicating that is it not necessary
to parallelize the processing of all frames to achieve substan-
tial decode speed improvement. It is also found that the “w/o
IFL” and “Default” modes have similar frame rates, which
suggests that the inclusion of the inter-frame dependency has
negligible impact on the frame rate. Overall, the binary tree
and the leverage of inter-frame dependency strike the optimal
balance of coding efficiency and frame rate for LiFteR.
Impact of the virtual buffer. To illustrate the significance
of the virtual buffer, we remove it from LiFteR and perform
streaming experiments with the “1080” hardware on two net-
work traces. Figure 23 reports the average normalized QoE,
video quality, and rebuffer rate. We observe a decline in both
the learned approaches’ QoE and video quality. Even when
the bandwidth condition changes from limited to adequate,
the quality and QoE of the learned approaches do not im-
prove as significantly as the traditional approaches. This is
because, without the virtual buffer, the real buffer in learned
approaches remains consistently low, causing the ABR algo-
rithm to download low-quality segments, irrespective of the
bandwidth condition. Additionally, the downloaded segments
have low bitrates, so the contrast in rebuffer rates between

traditional and learned approaches is less pronounced than in
Figure 13(c) and Figure 14(c).

5.4 Micro Benchmark
Resource allocation. Time (computation time) and space
(bitstream size) are two critical resources for learned codecs.
We analyze the allocation of these resources in our approach,
DVC, and RLVC using the UVG dataset. Figure 19 displays
the time spent on encoding and decoding across various hard-
ware. All approaches require more time for encoding than
decoding, as the decoder modules are a subset of the encoder
modules. Figure 20 illustrates the allocation of bits for mo-
tions and residuals over λ values of 256, 512, 1024, and 2048.
We observe that our approach allocates a higher percentage
of bits to the residual bitstream than the other approaches.
We speculate that this is because LFR increases errors in ME
and MC, thereby necessitating more bits in the residual to
compensate for those errors.
Error propagation. In Figure 22, we visualize the quality of
frames reconstructed by our codec, DVC, and RLVC, based
on their position in a seven-frame GOP using the UVG dataset
(λ = 256 and 2048). For our codec, we set the subGOP size to
6. As the temporal distance between P and I frames increases,
the PSNR of the P frame monotonically decreases for DVC
and RLVC, which could lead to degradation of QoE when
viewing frames distant from the I frame, particularly with
large GOP sizes. In contrast, our approach with LFR can
increase the PSNR of P frames even when their temporal
distance to the I frame increases, potentially allowing for a
smoother viewing experience.

6 Related Work

Video codecs. Video codec standards, such as MPEG-2 [33],
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Figure 23: Learned codecs do not outperform traditional codecs without the virtual buffer.

H.264 [57], and H.265 [52], rely on traditional handcrafted
methods. Due to recent advancements in deep learning, re-
searchers have started to replace operations in traditional
video codecs with DNNs [1, 6, 12, 16, 18, 37, 40, 47, 59].
DNNs can also serve as hints to assist codecs in video analyt-
ics [13,14,22,36]. Besides, researchers have proposed learned
codecs built purely from DNNs [2, 25, 38, 39, 48, 62, 63]. An-
other category of learned approaches integrates DNN and
progressive coding [21]. However, all existing learned codecs
employ a TFR principle, suffering from slow decoding and
low QoE problems. LiFteR addresses the low frame rate prob-
lem in video streaming systems with learned codecs with
LFR. Further, LiFteR can be easily integrated into these TFR-
based learned codecs for improved decoding speed. Although
learned codecs with speed optimization like ELFVC [48] may
achieve near real-time performance, e.g., 30 fps, on certain
hardware, they cannot meet the real-time requirements when
the hardware degrades or the frame rate requirements increase
to 60 fps or 120 fps. In contrast, LiFteR flexibly handles these
variations by adapting the subGOP size.

Video streaming. Enhancing the quality of video streaming
has been the focus of numerous techniques, typically falling
into one of three categories: push-based, pull-based, and video
super-resolution (VSR). Push-based strategies analyze play-
back statistics from clients and push the appropriate bitrate
of videos to each client from a central server. Several stud-
ies [8, 24, 28, 35] have investigated the effectiveness of these
approaches. In contrast, pull-based strategies guide clients to
download videos of appropriate bitrates from the server based
on the predicted bandwidth or buffer level. Several studies,
such as [41, 51, 61, 65, 67, 68], have explored the efficacy of
these strategies. VSR techniques can also be applied to im-
prove video streaming quality, where super-resolution models
are used to increase the video resolution of downloaded seg-
ments, enhancing QoE [30, 64, 66]. Our approach innovates
the video codecs of video streaming systems and can be in-
tegrated into these orthogonal designs without requiring any
changes to the network protocol or application details.

Parallelism in video codec. Parallel processing techniques
have been widely exploited in video compression to circum-
vent the speed limit of processors. There have been sophis-
ticated hardware designs that parallelize vector quantization
[43,45], discrete cosine transform [17,29,53], variable length
coding [11], and motion estimation [15, 27, 49]. Software-

based techniques are categorized into spatial and temporal
parallelism. Spatial parallelism [4, 5, 32] processes different
regions in a frame concurrently. Temporal parallelism [3, 50]
allocates several video frames to each processor. In contrast
to these works focusing on parallelism at the GOP level, we
allow parallelism at the frame level.

7 Discussion

Hardware requirements. As LiFteR trades the GPU uti-
lization for its frame rate via LFR, the GPU memory might
limit its decode speed. However, our experiments have demon-
strated that everyday GPUs are sufficient for LiFteR to achieve
a frame rate over 30 fps (Figure 15). It is also feasible to fur-
ther reduce the hardware requirements via neural network
compression [10, 34], which is orthogonal to our approach.
Applicable scenarios. As shown in Figure 19, the encoding
time of LiFteR, like other learned codecs, is higher than that
of decoding. However, in video-on-demand (VoD) streaming,
the encoding speed is not critical since video segments are en-
coded before streaming. Therefore, LiFteR is highly suitable
in the VoD streaming scenario.

8 Conclusion

Tight frame referencing has a long history of being adopted
in video codecs. However, it is proven ineffective in video
streaming with learned codecs, causing a low frame rate. To
overcome its limitation, we design LiFteR, a video stream-
ing system that employs a learned codec with loose frame
referencing. Our experiments show that LiFteR delivers supe-
rior QoE compared to systems using existing traditional and
learned codecs consistently.
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A H.264 and H.265 Commands

We denote the frame width, the frame height, the frame rate,
the GOP size, the compression quality, and the output file-
name as w, h, f ps, GOP, Q, and out put. The command for
compressing a video from Pipe using ‘veryfast’, ‘medium’
and ‘veryslow’ modes of x264 are listed as follows, respec-
tively.

ffmpeg -y -s wxh -pixel_format bgr24 -f rawvideo -r fps -i
pipe: -vcodec libx264 -pix_fmt yuv420p -preset veryfast -tune
zerolatency -crf Q -g GOP -bf 2 -b_strategy 0 -sc_threshold 0
-loglevel debug output

ffmpeg -y -s wxh -pixel_format bgr24 -f rawvideo -r fps -i
pipe: -vcodec libx264 -pix_fmt yuv420p -preset medium -crf
Q -g GOP -bf 2 -b_strategy 0 -sc_threshold 0 -loglevel debug
output

ffmpeg -y -s wxh -pixel_format bgr24 -f rawvideo -r fps -i
pipe: -vcodec libx264 -pix_fmt yuv420p -preset veryslow -crf
Q -g GOP -bf 2 -b_strategy 0 -sc_threshold 0 -loglevel debug
output

The command for compressing a video from Pipe using
‘veryfast’, ‘medium’ and ‘veryslow’ modes of x265 are listed
as follows, respectively.

ffmpeg -y -s wxh -pixel_format bgr24 -f rawvideo -r fps -i
pipe: -vcodec libx265 -pix_fmt yuv420p -preset veryfast -tune
zerolatency -x265-params "crf=Q:keyint=GOP:verbose=1"
output

ffmpeg -y -s wxh -pixel_format bgr24 -f rawvideo -r fps
-i pipe: -vcodec libx265 -pix_fmt yuv420p -preset medium
-x265-params "crf=Q:keyint=GOP:verbose=1" output

ffmpeg -y -s wxh -pixel_format bgr24 -f rawvideo -r fps
-i pipe: -vcodec libx265 -pix_fmt yuv420p -preset veryslow
-x265-params "crf=Q:keyint=GOP:verbose=1" output
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Abstract

Camera orientations (i.e., rotation and zoom) govern the
content that a camera captures in a given scene, which in
turn heavily influences the accuracy of live video analytics
pipelines. However, existing analytics approaches leave this
crucial adaptation knob untouched, instead opting to only
alter the way that captured images from fixed orientations
are encoded, streamed, and analyzed. We present MadEye,
a camera-server system that automatically and continually
adapts orientations to maximize accuracy for the workload
and resource constraints at hand. To realize this using com-
modity pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras, MadEye embeds (1) a
search algorithm that rapidly explores the massive space of
orientations to identify a fruitful subset at each time, and (2) a
novel knowledge distillation strategy to efficiently (with only
camera resources) select the ones that maximize workload ac-
curacy. Experiments on diverse workloads show that MadEye
boosts accuracy by 2.9-25.7% for the same resource usage, or
achieves the same accuracy with 2-3.7× lower resource costs.

1 Introduction
Building on the steady growth in camera deployments and
advances in deep neural networks (DNNs) for vision tasks
(e.g., classification or detection) [8, 21, 46, 66, 70], live video
analytics pipelines have become prevalent. These pipelines
operate by continually streaming live video feeds from cam-
eras to processing servers (either edge [9, 11, 76, 82, 109] or
cloud [33, 56, 67, 119]), where DNNs are run on incoming
frames to produce low latency and highly accurate results for
different application queries, i.e., combinations of task, DNN,
and object(s) of interest. Key use cases include autonomous
driving, footfall tracking, traffic coordination, business ana-
lytics, among others [6, 10, 12, 25, 27, 31, 41, 42, 90, 91].

Given their practical importance, much research has been
devoted to improving both the resource efficiency and ac-
curacy of live video analytics pipelines. Existing solutions
include accuracy-aware tuning of inference configuration, en-
coding, or appearance knobs [34, 40, 57, 85, 119], filtering
out redundant content [26, 33, 53, 67], using cheaper model
variants [9, 92], improving job scheduling [82, 96, 119], and
so on. However, all of these works assume that the content
observable by cameras is unchangeable, and instead can only

be encoded, streamed, or analyzed differently. In essence, they
focus on optimizing fixed, preset camera deployments.

Unfortunately, the deployment of cameras for analytics is
itself a daunting task for operators. Subject to practical con-
straints (e.g., mounts, power sources), for a scene of interest,
operators must determine the number of cameras to deploy
and the orientation (i.e., combination of rotation and zoom
factor) to use for each. There exist many possible orientations,
and altering these decisions requires manual intervention. Yet
we find that doing so can be highly fruitful: across differ-
ent workloads and scenes, dynamically adapting orientations
over time can yield accuracy improvements of 21.3-35.3%
(without inflating resource usage) compared to even the best
fixed-orientation scheme. These wins cannot be reaped by
simply deploying more fixed cameras to simultaneously cover
more orientations: most orientations are ‘best’ for short total
times (median of 6 sec per 10-min video), drastically hinder-
ing the efficiency of such an approach, especially in resource-
constrained settings where video analytics run [9, 68, 76, 97].

An alternative strategy is to leverage PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom)
cameras that offer software libraries for tuning orientations,
thereby providing a logical approach to capturing the above
wins. Indeed, despite existing for nearly two decades, PTZ
camera popularity has surged in recent years (global market
value of $1.5 billion in 2021 that is expected to reach $3.6
billion by 2028 [20]) largely due to declining price points that
can rival fixed-camera costs [1–4,94,102]. However, multiple
challenges complicate their use for live analytics (§2.3). First,
queries are highly sensitive, in different ways, to orientation
knobs due to their diverse goals (e.g., tasks), inherent model
biases (how models perceive scenes and objects), and scene
dynamism (where objects are located) – optimizing orienta-
tion tuning for one workload can forego up to 25.1% of the
potential median accuracy wins for another. Second, the ‘grid’
of orientations is large, but the selection space is sparse, with
steep accuracy drops from the best orientation(s) to others
at any time. Third, the best orientation changes rapidly, e.g.,
85% of changes occur in ≤1 sec since the last change.

To overcome these issues, we present MadEye, a camera-
server system that automatically and continually adapts PTZ
camera orientations to maximize analytics accuracy for the
scene and workload at hand. The key insight behind Mad-
Eye is that the speed at which commodity PTZ cameras can
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change orientations (i.e., upwards of 600° per sec with con-
current zoom) far outpaces the rate at which applications
require analytics results (typically 1-30 frames per second
(fps), i.e., every 33-1000 ms). This, in turn, allows MadEye
to eschew typical non-stationary multi-armed bandit strate-
gies [64, 81, 107] that rely purely on previous explorations to
determine orientation importance, in favor of a more informed
strategy based on current scene content. Concretely, in each
timestep (33 ms for 30 fps) and subject to network/compute
resource availability, MadEye cameras explore multiple orien-
tations and quickly determine which will maximize workload
accuracy and warrant transmission to backend servers for full
inference. Though intuitive, realizing this strategy in practice
involves addressing several core challenges.

First, to enable fast camera-side evaluation of the impor-
tance of different orientations, MadEye adopts a custom
knowledge distillation [49] strategy with edge-grade, ultra-
compressed NN models. To cope with their potentially limited
predictive power, we task them with modeling query sensi-
tivities only to the point of accurately ranking orientations in
terms of impact on workload accuracy – precise results are
left to backend servers. Even with this relaxed framing, Mad-
Eye must employ several optimizations to achieve sufficient
rank accuracy. Most notably, MadEye trains edge models us-
ing a common abstraction – detection for objects of interest
– that reflects the minimum information needed to capture
sensitivities and biases for popular tasks. Task-specific seman-
tics need not be baked into edge models, and instead can be
incorporated by post processing the generated detections.

Edge models are continually trained on MadEye’s backend
using both the latest and historical workload results to mitigate
data skew towards recently-selected orientations. Importantly,
to balance resource costs and accuracy, each edge model cov-
ers only a single query but all orientations. The intuition is
that, while results from different query models can substan-
tially divergen [14, 35, 63, 77], feature-level variance between
orientations for the same scene is considerably narrower, often
smaller than that in typical pre-training datasets [69]. Accord-
ingly, MadEye freezes pre-trained feature extraction layers
across queries, caching those weights on cameras to lower
retraining and (downlink) model update overheads.

Second, we devise a novel, on-camera search strategy to
explore orientations with the goal of capturing the best one
(accuracy-wise) at each timestep. Three key empirical obser-
vations guide our search: (1) despite rapid temporal shifts,
transitions between best orientations move slowly in the spa-
tial dimension, (2) the best orientations at any time are usu-
ally clustered spatially, and (3) neighboring orientations (with
overlapping views) have highly correlated trends in efficacy.

Building on these observations, MadEye explores a flexible
shape of contiguous orientations at each timestep, and con-
siders shifting only towards neighboring orientations whose
efficacy can be robustly predicted. Decisions to keep/remove
orientations are governed by both response rates (and the cor-

responding time budgets) and relative comparisons of recent
edge model results. For the former, MadEye uses an efficient
heuristic to determine path feasibility in the time budget (a
variant of the NP-Hard Traveling Salesman Problem [48]).
For the latter, MadEye gracefully trades off exploration (i.e.,
shape size) for network usage (i.e., sending more orientations
for backend inference) to bound the effects of edge model
errors and maximize accuracy for the required response rate.

To evaluate MadEye, we developed the first (to our knowl-
edge) dataset that supports tuning rotation and zoom at each
time instant by splicing out scenes of interest from publicly
available 360° videos. Using this dataset, we evaluated Mad-
Eye on a variety of network conditions, commodity PTZ cam-
era hardware, and workloads that incorporate multiple vision
DNNs and query tasks: classification, counting (per-frame
and aggregate), and detection. Across these settings, MadEye
boosts accuracy by 2.9-25.7% compared to an oracle fixed-
orientation strategy without inflating resource usage; these
wins are within 1.8-13.9% of the oracle dynamic strategy.
Framed differently, MadEye achieves those accuracy boosts
with 2-3.7× lower resource footprints than the best strategy of
using (multiple) fixed-orientation cameras. Moreover, Mad-
Eye outperforms recent PTZ tracking algorithms [93, 98] (by
2.0-3.8×) and multi-armed bandit solutions [106] (by 5.8×).
The source code and datasets for MadEye are available at
https://github.com/michaeldwong/madeye.

2 Background and Motivation
We start with an overview of live video analytics deploy-
ments (§2.1). We then show measurements highlighting the
importance of dynamically adapting camera orientations to
workloads and scenes (§2.2), and the challenges associated
with realizing those benefits in practice (§2.3).
2.1 Overview of Live Video Analytics
In a live video analytics deployment, one or more cameras
continually stream their video frames to servers for process-
ing. Servers can range from distant (but powerful) cloud ma-
chines [96,119] to nearby (but weaker) edge boxes [9,76,82],
and are tasked with running queries on the incoming frames
to support different applications. Queries most often involve
running deep neural network (DNN) inference on individual
frames, with the goals of locating and characterizing vari-
ous objects in the scene, e.g., an intersection. Moreover, the
queries for different applications can vary in terms of the
tasks they perform, the objects they consider, the DNNs they
use (different architectures and weights), and the response
rates they require. For instance, footfall tracking for business
analytics will count people passing through an area, with re-
sponse rates at 1 fps or less [12]. In contrast, smart driving or
sports analytics applications will detect the specific locations
of cars or people, with response rates upwards of 30 fps [91].

In this paper, we focus on the following four query tasks
(and their corresponding accuracy metrics) that have been
prevalent in recent literature [23,33,58,59,67] and real-world
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deployments [74, 82]; §3.4 details our target queries. We note
that these tasks also serve as the building blocks for more
complex queries, e.g., tracking relies on detections.

• Binary classification: asks if any objects of interest are
present in a frame. Accuracy across the video is measured
as the fraction of frames with the correct binary decision.

• Counting: counts the number of objects of interest in each
frame. Accuracy for each frame is measured as the percent
difference between the returned and ground truth counts.

• Detection: finds the precise bounding box coordinates for
objects of interest in a frame. Accuracy per frame is mea-
sured using mAP [38], which evaluates the overlap between
each returned box and its ground truth counterpart.

• Aggregate counting: counts the unique objects of interest
that appear in a scene. Accuracy per video is the percent
difference between the returned and ground truth counts.

Over time, an analytics deployment will face diverse work-
loads to run on the feeds it manages, each varying in query
composition and size [77, 82]. Yet, the overarching goals per-
sist: subject to resource constraints, deliver low-latency results
(at the desired response rate) with maximal accuracy.

2.2 Opportunities with Tuning Camera Orientations

Existing video analytics systems (§6) assume that a stationary
camera’s orientation (rotation and zoom), and thus what it
ingests from the target scene, is fixed and incapable of being
adapted. To quantify the significance of this restriction, we
run experiments on our 50-video dataset and workloads that
incorporate 4 model architectures, the tasks from §2.1, and
people/cars; §5.1 details our setup. Each video supports tun-
ing of rotations (150° horizontally by 30°, 75° vertically by
15°) and zoom (1-3×); we use other granularities in §5.4.

For each video, we obtained per-frame (15 fps here) results
for each workload by running its queries on all 75 orientations.
We then define accuracy relative to the best orientation for
each frame, i.e., the orientation that maximized per-frame ac-
curacy for the workload. In other words, best orientations rep-
resent an upper bound on the accuracy that could be achieved
by using a single orientation at a given timestep. For instance,
for counting, an orientation’s accuracy at any time is its object
of interest count divided by the max count across all orienta-
tions at that time. Using this methodology, we compare three
schemes: (1) one time fixed which selects the best orientation
at time=0 and keeps it throughout the video, (2) best fixed
which uses oracle knowledge to pick the best single orienta-
tion that maximizes average workload accuracy for the video,
and (3) best dynamic which selects the best orientation per
frame in the video.

As shown in Figure 1, adapting camera orientations brings
substantial accuracy improvements without inflating resource
usage, i.e., the same number of frames are transmitted and pro-
cessed: median boosts with best dynamic are 30.4-46.3% over
one time fixed and 21.3-35.3% over the best fixed scheme that
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Figure 1: Accuracy for 5 representative workloads when using
varying degrees of orientation adaptation. Bars list results for
the median video, with error bars spanning 25-75th percentiles.
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Figure 2: Accuracy wins from adapting orientations (compared
to best fixed) grow as query specificity grows. Bars list median
videos, with error bars for 25-75th percentiles. We exclude agg.
counting+cars due to limits of multi-object trackers (§5.1).

is an upper bound for any fixed-orientation approach. Figure 2
breaks down these results by query task. Notably, the impor-
tance of adapting orientations grows as query types become
more specific. For instance, for YOLOv4 and cars, median
accuracy improvements over best fixed are 1.2%, 13.4%, and
16.4% for binary classification, counting, and detection. The
reason is that coarser queries mask certain differences across
orientations, e.g., if many objects of interest are present in the
scene, any orientation that catches a single object will deliver
max accuracy for binary classification; counting, on the other
hand, will favor the orientation with the most objects.

Primer on PTZ cameras. Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras
present an intuitive mechanism to realize such adaptation.
PTZ cameras come in two forms, traditional [36, 86] and
electronic (ePTZ) [51, 87], both of which support software
tuning of pan (horizontal rotation), tilt (vertical rotation), and
zoom. The key difference between the two variants is in their
tuning mechanisms. Traditional PTZ cameras embed physical
motors to rotate at up to 600°-per-second and concurrently op-
tically zoom (i.e., without reducing resolutions). In contrast,
ePTZ cameras capture wide field-of-views and employ near-
instantaneous digital rotation and zoom to focus on specific
parts of the scene. ePTZ cameras change orientations faster
and are cheaper, but also cover smaller rotation areas (150° vs.
360°) and degrade image quality by using digital zoom. PTZ
cameras rival traditional ones in on-board compute resources,
with recent offerings housing edge-grade GPUs [79].

2.3 Challenges

Despite the potential benefits of adapting camera orientations
using PTZ cameras, three fundamental challenges complicate
this approach in practice. We describe them in turn.
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Figure 3: Shifts in the best orientation are frequent. Results
list a PDF (binned by 1 sec) of time between switches in best
orientation across all videos and workloads.
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Figure 4: Workloads exhibit different sensitivity to orientations.
Results apply the best orientations for workload X (legend) to
workload Y (x axis), and plot the accuracy wins (over best fixed
for Y ) that are lost from not using the best orientations for work-
load Y . Bars list medians; error bars for 25-75th percentiles.

C1: rapid changes in best orientation over time. As shown
in Figure 3, switches in best orientation are frequent: 85%
of switches occur in ≤1 sec since the last switch. The reason
for this high flux is threefold: (1) the typical motion for cer-
tain objects (e.g., moving car or walking person) is sufficient
to frequently cross orientation boundaries, especially since
orientations exhibit a degree of content overlap, e.g., an ob-
ject may be visible in two orientations and quickly move to
change the one it is most prominent in, (2) models can pro-
vide inconsistent results across even back-to-back frames that
are seemingly unchanged [60, 61], so best orientation swaps
can occur even with static objects, and (3) aggregate queries
seek previously unseen objects and thus intentionally move to
new orientations, e.g., the percentage of sub-second switches
mildly drops to 70% when aggregate queries are excluded.

C2: diverse workload sensitivities to zoom and rotation.
At any point in time, the best orientation can vary across
individual queries and workloads. Figure 4 illustrates this,
showing that adapting orientations to maximize accuracy for
one workload can result in foregoing 3.2-25.1% of the poten-
tial (median) accuracy wins for other workloads.

Figure 5 highlights this at a query level, showing that differ-
ent models, objects, and tasks can all influence orientation se-
lections. Model discrepancies influence what can be discerned
in the scene during inference and under what orientations. For
instance, with people counting, selecting best orientations for
a YOLOv4 query will miss out on 26.3% median accuracy
wins for the same task using SSD (even when trained on the
same dataset). In contrast, tasks dictate the specificity needed
in the collected results, e.g., optimizing for counting people
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Figure 5: Applying the best orientations for a base query of
{YOLOv4, counting, people} to a query Y that modifies a single
element in the base query; we compare the accuracy wins (over
best fixed) to those when using the best orientations for Y . Bars
list medians; error bars for 25-75th percentiles.

rather than aggregate people counting with the same model
foregoes 10.2% of potential wins. Lastly, object type governs
the importance of regions based on object densities, as well
as the features used for and difficulty in detecting relevant
objects (smaller objects are tougher to discern [88]). Thus, op-
timizing for a YOLOv4 people counting query would forego
13.3% of wins if the query considered cars instead.

Figure 6 provides example screenshots to illustrate the ben-
efits and harm of changing orientations. Importantly, tuning
orientations does not simply bring new objects into field of
view, and instead plays a large role in a model’s ability to
detect objects that were already visible. Indeed, simply using
the lowest zoom factor will capture the largest portion of the
scene, but can result in models missing in-view objects due
to degradations in object size or resolution.

C3: massive (but sparse) search space. The orientation
space exhibits substantial sparsity in the spatial and temporal
dimensions. For the former, among the 75 orientations at
any time, only 1 (or several, with ties) is best, with steady
dropoff in accuracy to the others, e.g., median dips of 4.8%
and 20.7% from the best to 2nd and 5th best. For the latter,
most orientations are best for short total times in each video,
with median durations of 5-6 sec across workloads (Figure 7).

3 Design
Figure 8 shows the end-to-end operation of MadEye. The
main insight behind MadEye is to leverage fast PTZ rotation
speeds to explore many orientations in each timestep (i.e.,
between when results are needed for an fps), and then select,
based on their current content, the one(s) that maximize work-
load accuracy under resource constraints. The idea is to limit
the “guess work” compared to prior search algorithms that
rely only on past orientation efficacy (§5.3).

As in other video analytics systems [33, 57, 67, 82], users
register queries with a backend agent (on an edge or cloud
server), specifying a target scene, as well as a model to use,
object(s) of interest, and a task. To operate under camera com-
pute constraints, MadEye then trains edge-compatible (i.e.,
highly compressed) models (§3.1), not to replace the original
(more accurate) query models (as in typical knowledge distil-
lation [49]), but instead to approximately extract information
of importance in a frame for each query. In other words, ap-
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Figure 6: Screenshots showing the (diverse) impact of rotation and zoom for different queries. Each column shows two images from the
same time instant that use either different rotation or zoom. On the bottom row, green arrows show newly captured objects, while red
arrows show objects that are newly missed after the orientation change. Left: rotation brings a new object into the scene, helps detect 2
previously-visible objects, but loses a previously-detected object. Middle: zooming in helps detect new people. Right: after switching
models, the same zoom from the middle column actually reduces the number of detected people.
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Figure 7: Most orientations are best for short total times in each
video. Results consider all orientation-video pairs per workload.

proximation models are explicitly designed to estimate the
inherent sensitivities of each query (C2 from §2.3).

To cope with the large space of orientations and rapid shifts
in best ones (C1 and C3 from §2.3), MadEye employs an effi-
cient on-camera search strategy (§3.3) that explores as many
potentially fruitful orientations as possible while avoiding fps
violations for results. The camera then runs approximation
models on all captured orientations in each timestep and uses
the results to (1) rank the orientations in terms of their like-
lihood to maximize workload accuracy, and (2) determine
the orientations to consider in the next timestep. The highest
ranked orientations that the network can support are sent to
the backend for full workload inference, with results used to
continually adapt approximation models to the scene (§3.2).

3.1 Designing Approximation Models

The primary objective of MadEye’s approximation models
is to quantify the relative importance of orientations for the
queries in a workload. However, this requires capturing the
sensitivity of each query to different orientation and scene dy-
namics, subject to camera compute constraints. Given the po-
tential complexity of workload queries, we eschew noisy (and
limited) vision features based on local gradients [30, 73] in
favor of knowledge distillation with compressed models [49].
However, we alter this approach in several ways to favorably
balance ranking accuracy and resource efficiency.

We design approximation models using a common abstrac-
tion that reflects the minimum amount of information needed
to sufficiently rank orientations. The key idea is that the core
elements of query sensitivity pertain to how models find and
characterize objects, rather than how tasks post-process those
results. Thus, MadEye’s approximation models are structured
purely as ultra-lightweight detectors for objects of interest;
this strategy also avoids tricky development of compressed
models per task. Concretely, we use the smallest variant of
the edge EfficientDet family [103], EfficientDet-D0 (3.9M
parameters, >150 fps on a Jetson edge GPU), which enables
MadEye to scale to multi-query workloads. More complex
detectors could be used, but cameras possess limited GPU
memory [67, 82], and inference delays negatively influence
the degree to which MadEye can explore orientations (§3.3).

Why a detector? Two alternatives we considered for the
approximation models are to directly estimate object counts
in an image, and to directly output rank orderings across
multiple images. However, we empirically observed high error
rates with both. This is largely because such approaches can
only relate the presence of features to objects via a global
regression over an entire image (or multiple images), failing
to leverage local regressions via bounding box predictions
to boost precision. While image-level DNN object counters
do exist [99, 113, 118, 122], they focus on large crowds of
people. In contrast, there are often few objects of interest
in an orientation at any time (§2.3), making rank orderings
extremely sensitive to small errors in count prediction.

MadEye uses one approximation model per query, rather
than per workload or object. Though more efficient, we avoid
per-workload and per-object approximation models as we
(like others [77]) find that different DNNs can exhibit wildly
varying response profiles to even the same object classes due
to object-independent factors like scale and resolution [50].
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Figure 8: Overview of MadEye’s end-to-end workflow.

Moreover, DNNs trained on very different datasets are known
to inherit different algorithmic biases [14,35,63,80,100,111].

However, each approximation model is configured to sup-
port all orientations for two reasons. First, the number of
orientations is large (§2.3), making per-orientation approxi-
mation models impractical with on-camera GPUs. Second,
neighboring orientations exhibit substantial overlap, and since
we only consider orientations for a given scene, divergence
in background content, lighting, shadows, etc. are minimal.
Indeed, we measured the perceptual distance [89] of images
(LPIPS) from different orientations in the same scene to be
0.30. For context, the same value for the popular MS-COCO
and Pascal VOC datasets used to successfully pre-train many
vision models (including EfficientDet) are 0.46 and 0.41.

Estimating workload accuracies. MadEye post-processes
the generated bounding boxes from all approximation mod-
els to compute predicted workload accuracies for orientation
ranking. To do this, MadEye follows the per-task accuracy
metrics from §2.1, but computes per-orientation predicted ac-
curacy in a relative manner compared to the other orientations
under test. For instance, counting computes the ratio of object
counts between each orientation and the max among the set
of explored orientations at that timestep, while detection ex-
pands this to incorporate object area sizes (as per mAP score).
Lastly, aggregate counting modulates count scores to favor
less explored orientations (that may have unseen objects).

3.2 Continually Training Approximation Models

MadEye servers train a new approximation model for each
new query, with the goals of being fast and accurate (in rank-
ing orientations). Initial training uses a small set of 1000
historical images from the target scene that is then labeled (on-
line) using the DNN in the registered query; label generation
takes 7-90 sec depending on the DNN. However, to accelerate
this process, MadEye begins with a version of EfficientDet
that is pre-trained on Pascal VOC, and freezes both the back-
bone and BiFPN layers responsible for feature extraction and
fusion. Only weights for the final 3 bounding box and class
prediction layers are fine-tuned to mimic the target query’s
behavior. The rationale is that model features progressively
move from general (e.g., textures, gradients) to task-specific
(e.g., object labels) from model start to end [16, 116, 117].
Initial fine-tuning lasts 40 epochs (≈25 mins).

Even after initial fine-tuning, approximation models may
fail to generalize to changing scene dynamics [101], leading
to degrading accuracy. To cope with such data drift, Mad-
Eye employs continual learning (every 120 sec) to update the
model’s weights using the latest query results on orientations
sent to the server for full workload inference. While contin-
ual learning has been applied to edge video analytics [9, 75],
MadEye requires several alterations from prior efforts. The
main challenge is that within each retraining window, sam-
ples are only available for the orientations that MadEye’s
camera-side component recently visited and deemed worthy
of backend inference. Since orientations are typically best for
short total times (§2.3), there is often severe imbalance in the
orientations covered by new training samples. For instance,
with perfect rankings, the average 2-minute window sees only
9.3% of orientations get sent to the backend. This can result
in overfitting to certain orientations, and catastrophic forget-
ting [62] for others that may soon be ranked highly.

To deal with this, MadEye retrieves the most recent histor-
ical training samples from each orientation and uses this to
balance the dataset. As we will discuss in §3.3, we find that
orientation shifts are often spatially localized, with changes to
distant orientations happening over longer timescales. Thus,
MadEye pads the data samples for neighboring orientations
(up to 3 away from the latest one) to match the count for
the most popular orientation in the retraining window. The
remaining orientations use an exponentially declining number
of samples based on their distance from the latest orientation.

Each continual learning round considers the last 120 best
orientations selected by MadEye (1 sample per second since
the last retraining round), as well as 200 historical images (on
average) to account for neighboring orientations; a random
30% of this is reserved for validation. Retraining runs for
5 epochs and takes an average of 32 seconds. Note that all
continual learning runs asynchronously on backend servers;
§5.4 profiles network usage for shipping model updates which
are small due to the use of ultra-lightweight (compressed)
detectors and the aforementioned backbone freezing.

3.3 Exploring and Ranking Orientations

The primary goal of MadEye’s on-camera component is to
efficiently explore (a subset of) the large orientation space
to capture the best orientation for each timestep. Realizing
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Figure 9: Spatial distance between successive best orientations
is small, with most transitions between neighboring orientations.
Results aggregate across all videos and workloads for 15 fps.

this is challenging for three reasons. First, MadEye only has
visibility into the orientations that it has recently explored, but
other orientations can change in content and importance at
any time. Second, even among recently explored orientations,
MadEye only has access to coarse results from approximation
models (i.e., that accurately capture only relative importance)
for most. Third, each timestep is not only dedicated to explo-
ration, but also (1) running approximation models on explored
orientations, (2) encoding and shipping select orientations to
the server, and (3) running the workload on shipped images.

Rather than relying on previous (and potentially stale) ob-
servations at each orientation (§5.3), MadEye opts for a more
informed strategy guided by 3 empirical observations.

• Although best orientations change rapidly over time (§2.3),
those changes are far slower in the spatial dimension. Fig-
ure 9 illustrates this, showing that the median and 90th
percentile spatial distance between successive best orienta-
tions are 30° and 63.5°, which pertains to shifts spanning
only 1 or 2 orientations in our default grid (§5.1).

• The best performing orientations (accuracy-wise) at any
time are often spatially clustered (Figure 10). Concretely,
across our dataset, the 75th percentile distance separating
orientations in the top k at each timestep is 1 and 2 orienta-
tions for k values of 2 and 6.

• Accuracy for neighboring orientations often shift in tandem.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 11, the correlation coefficient
for accuracy changes in direct neighbors is 0.83; intuitively,
this value shrinks to 0.75 when considering neighbors 2-
hops away (that exhibit less content overlap).

Taken together, these findings motivate a search strategy that
considers a flexible shape of contiguous orientations at each
timestep, and swaps out underperforming orientations in the
previous shape only for neighboring ones whose trends we
can robustly predict for the next timestep. We start with a
description of the algorithm that does not account for zoom
or resource constraints and later incorporate those elements.
Common themes are: only relative comparisons of approxima-
tion model results are used, we leverage all outputs from those
models (including bounding boxes), and search decisions are
entirely local (i.e., on cameras) to remain rapid.

MadEye begins with a rectangular seed shape that reflects
the largest coverable area in the time budget, thereby maximiz-
ing early exploration; we reset to this shape any time 0 objects
of interest are found in a shape. The corresponding orienta-
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Figure 10: Top ranked orientations are often spatially clustered.
Results use 15 fps, are aggregated across all workloads and
videos, and show the max distance between orientations in the
top k ranked orientations at each timestep.
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Figure 11: Correlation in accuracy changes across orientations
separated by N hops. Results list Pearson Correlation Coeffi-
cients and cover 3 representative videos and workloads (15 fps).

tions are captured and analyzed with approximation models
to compute a predicted workload accuracy for each (§3.1).
After sending the top k orientations to the server for workload
inference, MadEye must use these prior results to determine
the set of orientations to explore in the next timestep.

To do this, MadEye labels each orientation from the last
timestep with a value that indicates the likelihood of being
fruitful in the next timestep. Concretely, we combine the
exponentially weighted moving averages from recent (10)
timesteps for (1) any computed predicted accuracy values,
and (2) the deltas between those values. Weighted averages
are used to remain robust to inconsistencies in DNN results
across consecutive frames [77, 84], which is especially pro-
nounced with MadEye’s compressed approximation models.

Using those labels, MadEye must now determine which
orientations to remove and add for the upcoming timestep.
For this, MadEye sorts orientations into an ordered list based
on their label values. Using pointers at the head H (largest
label) and tail T (smallest label) of the list, MadEye iteratively
compares orientations by asking: should we remove the ori-
entation at T in favor of adding a neighbor to H? Concretely,
MadEye computes the ratio of label values for H/T . If (1) that
ratio exceeds a threshold (indicating a substantial disparity
in the potential of H and T ), (2) H has neighbors not already
in the shape, and (3) removing T would not break contiguity,
we remove the orientation at T and increment the pointer.
The process repeats by considering the addition of another
neighbor for H, this time using a larger threshold to account
for the additional uncertainty of adding more neighbors. H
is decremented when a neighbor cannot be added, and the
process ends when even one neighbor for H cannot be added.
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For each iteration that results in a neighbor addition for
H, MadEye selects among H’s neighbors by analyzing the
bounding boxes that its approximation models generated in
the last timestep. For each candidate neighbor, we compute
the ratio of two values: normal distances to the center of H and
to the centroid of all bounding boxes in H. Values <1 indicate
lower chances of H’s objects moving to the candidate in the
next timestep. We repeat this process for all other orientations
in the last shape that the candidate exhibits any non-zero
overlap with. Candidate neighbor scores are computed as the
weighted sum of these ratios (weights according to degree of
overlap), and the candidate with the max score is selected.

Reachability and path selection. The search algorithm thus
far ignores whether a PTZ camera can sufficiently cover the
selected shape in a given time budget. Formally, the shape
of orientations can be represented as a fully-connected undi-
rected graph with edge weights pertaining to the time taken
to move between two adjacent orientations (given a rotation
speed). Our goal is to determine whether the shape is cover-
able in a given time budget, and if so, what is the shortest path.
The paths between orientations satisfy the triangle inequality
property [104], so this can be modeled as a variant of the
NP-Hard Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [18]. Given our
tight time budgets, MadEye employs the Minimum Spanning
Tree (MST) heuristic [48], but optimizes it to minimize online
delays. In particular, since our orientation grid is static, we
precompute pairwise distances and the entire MST ahead of
time. Online, for a given shape, we quickly extract and per-
form a preorder walk on the corresponding subgraph to get the
shortest path. This reduces the heuristic to linear complexity
(in orientations); each path computation takes 14 µs, and the
resultant paths are within 92% of optimal. Upon failure, Mad-
Eye greedily removes the orientation with the lowest potential
(that does not break contiguity) and rechecks reachability.

Balancing search size and network/compute delays. Mad-
Eye pipelines its exploration through orientations with the
running of approximation models on each one. However, net-
work transmission to and workload inference on the backend
do not overlap with orientation exploration. The reason is
that transmissions are governed by global ranks across all ori-
entations explored in each timestep. Thus, in each timestep,
we face a tradeoff between exploring more orientations and
sending more orientations to the backend.

MadEye resolves this tension based on the expected dif-
ficulty for its approximation models to accurately rank the
considered orientations, which in turn governs the risk asso-
ciated with exploring more orientations (and sending fewer
to get ground truth results). Intuitively, scenarios where the
considered orientations are projected to contribute similar ac-
curacies pose the biggest difficulty for approximation models
(as the gaps between ranks shrinks). MadEye determines the
right balance by first selecting a target number of frames to
send according to the training accuracy for approximation

models (provided by the backend) and the variance in pre-
dicted accuracy values in the last timestep, e.g., with 85%
training accuracy, any frames within 15% accuracy of the top
ranked frame are sent. MadEye then computes a target shape
size for exploration, accounting for network delays (harmonic
mean of past 5 transfers [115]), backend compute delays,
rotation speeds, and approximation model inference delays.

Handling zoom. After selecting the set of orientations to
visit, the search algorithm must determine the zoom factor
to use for each one. The challenge is that past accuracies are
insufficient for determining zoom fidelity as MadEye cannot
know what objects are being missed by not zooming in/out.
Instead, we rely on bounding boxes from approximation mod-
els to determine the risk of zooming in. When an orientation
is added to the shape, we start at the lowest zoom factor to
gain visibility into its whole content. At each timestep, we
compute the average distance between each bounding box
and the centroid of all boxes; smaller distances indicate more
clustering and less risk of zooming in. These values are com-
pared with the area covered by each zoom factor to select
one, and MadEye automatically zooms out after 3 seconds to
avoid missing newly entering objects in the orientation.

Transmitting images. At the end of each timestep, MadEye
must transmit select images to the server for workload in-
ference. Unlike standard streaming, MadEye sends disjoint
sets of images from each orientation’s video stream. To keep
bandwidth costs low, MadEye maintains a list of the last im-
age shared for each orientation, and employs a functional
encoder [39] that computes deltas relative to that image.

3.4 Query Support and Deployment Discussion

As noted in §2.1, MadEye targets the large class of object-
centric queries (i.e., those that find and label people or cars)
which have dominated reported industrial workloads [74, 82]
and prior work [23,33,58,59,67,75,77]. Further, we consider
tasks that return per-frame (e.g., counting, detection) and per-
video (e.g., aggregate counting) results.

Supporting other object-centric queries with new objects
of interest or tasks involves two main steps: training a new
approximation model, and (potentially) developing new logic
to rank orientations using approximation model results. The
former is automated; MadEye does not make any assumptions
about object type or task, and instead trains its approximation
models as detectors for the objects of interest identified by
results of provided query models. The latter is only required
for new tasks and can be arbitrarily complex, e.g., a ranker can
consider keypoints of detected objects for activity recognition
queries. §A.1 presents results for other object types and tasks.

MadEye currently operates on videos from cameras that
are statically mounted. For changing mounting locations (e.g.,
dashcams), MadEye will face similar challenges to any multi-
armed bandit strategy: past content becomes a weaker indica-
tor of orientation efficacy since orientations continually point
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to new scenes. MadEye may still outperform prior approaches
by comparing explored orientations in terms of current con-
tent, but we leave a detailed exploration to future work.

4 Implementation
MadEye’s core components are written in 9.1k lines of Python
code, with all training and inference tasks across the backend
and camera run in PyTorch. We use TensorRT [7] to accel-
erate inference on the backend, and a variant of Nexus [96]
as a round-robin scheduler for approximation model infer-
ence. Orientations are first represented as rotational values,
projected onto a 360° space, and then converted using an in-
house equirectangular-to-rectilinear image converter (in C++)
to match the APIs offered by PTZ cameras [17]. For ground
truth accuracy computations (§5.1) that need a global perspec-
tive on object locations and uniqueness, atop the ByteTrack
multi-object tracker [114] that links objects across an orienta-
tion’s video, we use cv2 and scikit-image to extract image
features (e.g., SIFT) that link objects across orientations.

5 Evaluation
We evaluated MadEye across diverse workloads, network
settings, and videos. Our key findings are:

• MadEye increases median workload accuracies by 2.9-
25.7% compared to an oracle fixed-orientation strategy
(while using the same amount of resources); wins are
within 1.8-13.9% of the oracle dynamic strategy.

• Achieving MadEye’s accuracy wins with 1 PTZ camera
would require the best 4-6 fixed-orientation cameras, which
comes with a 2-3.7× inflation in resource costs.

• MadEye outperforms prior PTZ algorithms by 2.0-5.8×,
providing 31.1-52.7% higher accuracy than Panoptes [98],
tracking [93], and multi-armed bandits [106].

• MadEye gracefully balances on-camera exploration and
transmission of orientations to maximize accuracy even as
resources shrink and response rates rise.

5.1 Methodology

Video dataset for PTZ analysis. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there does not exist a public video dataset for PTZ cam-
eras that enables users to tune rotation and zoom knobs; in-
stead, existing PTZ datasets reflect pre-determined knob deci-
sions. Thus, to evaluate MadEye, we generate our own dataset.
To construct our dataset, we begin with the abundance of
360° datasets. Concretely, we use 50 360-degree videos (5-10
mins each) from YouTube that incorporate scenes of interest
resembling those from prior video analytics work [9, 33, 67],
e.g., searching for people and/or cars in traffic intersections,
walkways, shopping centers. From each video, we carve out
the scenes of interest as regions that each span 150° hori-
zontally and 75° vertically. We then subdivide each scene
into grids of orientations to mimic recent PTZ offerings [51]
(30° and 15° granularities for pan and tilt; we explore other

grids in §5.4), and extract a full video per orientation. For
zoom, since we operate on pre-captured videos, we employ
digital zoom (1-3×) by cropping images and scaling back the
dimensions to match the original image.

Models and workloads. We consider 4 popular architec-
tures for vision tasks: SSD [71] and Faster RCNN [95] with
ResNet-50 backbones, YOLOv4 and Tiny-YOLOv4 [108]
with CSPDarknet53 backbones. We consider two versions of
each model trained on Pascal VOC and MS-COCO, but show
results for the latter as the trends were similar. To construct
queries, we follow the same methodology from production
analyses [82]. Each model can perform any of the 4 tasks from
§2.1 with a focus on people or cars. We enumerate all possible
workloads sized between 2-20 queries and pick 10 randomly.
§A.2 details each workload. As in prior work [23,82], we run
each workload on all videos in our corpus that contain the
objects of interest for the workload’s queries. Since MadEye
does not make any assumptions about frame arrival rates, we
consider response rates between 1-30 fps.

Hardware and networks. On-camera computations run on
an edge-grade Jetson Nano [79] equipped with a 128-core
Maxwell GPU, quad-core ARM CPU with 1.43 GHz clock
speed, and 4 GB of memory. We consider default camera
rotation speeds of 400° per second and study this parameter
in §5.4. Workload inference and training of approximation
models run on a server with an NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU
(8 GB RAM) and 18-core Intel Xeon 5220 CPU (2.2 GHz;
125 GB RAM). Camera and server components are connected
with emulated Mahimahi networks [78] using fixed-capacity
(24-60 Mbps; 5-20 ms) and real-world mobile traces.
Note. Although we run on real edge hardware and emulated
networks, we do not use a deployed PTZ camera for our main
evaluations as it would preclude practical consideration of
diverse scenes and camera parameters, e.g., different rotation
speeds. We present results with a real PTZ camera in §5.5.

Metrics. Our primary evaluation metric is average workload
accuracy per video. For each frame, following the accuracy
definitions from §2.1, we compute per-orientation accuracy
for each query relative to the orientation that delivers the max
accuracy at that time. Per-query accuracies at each time are
averaged to compute per-frame workload accuracies, which in
turn are averaged to compute workload accuracy for a video.

While computing these values for binary classification and
counting are straightforward, detections and aggregate count-
ing need slight alterations. For detections, mAP scores depend
on bounding box coordinates for specific objects and thus
cannot be measured by comparing results across orientations.
Thus, we consolidate the bounding boxes across orientations
into a global view, and employ de-duplication [83] to elimi-
nate redundant objects in overlapping regions. We then com-
pute each orientation’s mAP score relative to the global scene,
and assign per-orientation accuracies as the ratio of its mAP
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Figure 12: Comparing MadEye with the best possible fixed- and adaptive-orientation schemes across all videos and workloads with a
{24 Mbps, 20 ms} network and varying fps. Bars list medians with errors bars spanning 25-75th percentiles.
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Figure 13: Comparing MadEye with the best possible fixed- and adaptive-orientation schemes across all videos and workloads with
fixed fps (15) and varying networks (improving from left to right). Bars list medians with errors bars spanning 25-75th percentiles.

score to the max one across orientations. For aggregate count-
ing which is evaluated across an entire video, we compute the
ratio of unique objects across the orientations that a system
selects with the total number of unique objects in the video.
Note that ByteTrack (§4) was unable to robustly support car
tracking, so we exclude aggregate counting for cars.

5.2 Overall Results

We first compare MadEye with the two baselines from §2.2,
best fixed and best dynamic, on different network and fps set-
tings. Both baselines impractically rely on oracle knowledge
of video content and workload accuracy, i.e., to pick the best
orientation per video or per timestep, respectively, that maxi-
mizes accuracy for the target workload-video. Nonetheless,
they serve as useful context for MadEye’s performance. Note
that MadEye automatically adapts the number of frames it
explores and transmits based on network delays and response
rates (§3.3). For best fixed, we leverage increasing network
speeds by adding more fixed cameras (i.e., best, 2nd best,
etc.), rather than simply capturing more (redundant) frames
from 1 camera. Best dynamic does not change for any query
other than aggregate counting, for which we send the largest
number of fruitful orientations that the network can support.

Our results are captured in Figures 12-13. Across these set-
tings, MadEye delivers median and 75th percentile accuracies
that are 2.9-25.7% and 1.6-20.7% higher than best fixed, and
within 1.8-13.9% and 1.3-12.5% of best dynamic. Digging
deeper, our results show two key trends. First, as frame rates
decrease (for a fixed network), MadEye’s accuracies and wins
over best fixed grow, e.g., for a {24 Mbps, 20 ms} network,
median wins improve from 5.8-13.3% to 12.4-25.7% as fps
drops from 15 to 1. The reason is that lower fps yields larger
timesteps (e.g., 1 sec for 1 fps, 66.7 ms for 15 fps), enabling
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Figure 14: MadEye’s accuracy wins (over best fixed) for different
tasks and objects (left: people, right: cars). Results consider all
videos and models, and use 15 fps and {24 Mbps; 20 ms}.

MadEye Variant Median Accuracy (%) # Fixed Cameras
MadEye-1 63.1 3.7
MadEye-2 66.3 5.5
MadEye-3 66.8 6.1

Table 1: Number of optimally-configured fixed cameras needed
to match the accuracy of MadEye. MadEye-k refers to a version
of MadEye that is restricted to sending the top k frames to the
server for workload inference. Results consider a {24 Mbps; 20
ms} network, 15 fps response rate, and all video-workload pairs.

more exploration and/or transmission. Second, as network
speeds grow (for fixed fps), the same trends persist (since
each network transfer is faster) but to a lesser extent, e.g.,
median 15 fps wins grow to 8.6-18.4% for {60 Mbps, 5 ms}.

Figure 14 breaks down MadEye’s wins over best fixed by
task and object. Following the rationale from §2.2, accuracy
boosts with MadEye grow as task specificity grows: median
wins grow from 8.6% to 13.3% to 22.1% as we move from
counting to detections to aggregate counting for people. We
also observe consistently larger accuracy wins for people
queries (rather than cars) due to their less structured motion
patterns (more frequent and scattered orientation switches),
e.g., for detections, wins for cars shrink to 6.7%.
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Figure 15: MadEye vs. 3 camera tuning strategies. Results are
for all workloads and videos, 15 fps, and {24 Mbps; 20 ms}.

Results thus far focus on accuracy improvements. However,
a key goal with MadEye is to maximize accuracy for a given
resource cost, i.e., network and backend inference overheads.
Table 1 lists the smallest number of optimally configured fixed
cameras that would be required to match the accuracies that
different versions of MadEye deliver, each of which sends a
different number of frames per timestep. As shown, it would
take 3.7 fixed cameras to realize the 63.1% accuracy that
MadEye-1 achieves, implying a 3.7× reduction in network
and backend compute usage. MadEye-2 is matched by 5.5
fixed cameras; here, however, the resource reduction factor is
2.8× since MadEye also sends 2 frames per timestep.

5.3 Comparisons with State-of-the-Art

We compare MadEye with 3 alternate approaches for adaptive
camera orientations. Figure 15 shows results for a {24 Mbps;
20 ms} network and 15 fps; trends hold for all other scenarios.

First, we consider Panoptes [98], a recent PTZ system that
configures orientations for workloads of applications, each
explicitly concerned with specific orientation(s). For orien-
tations of relevance, Panoptes generates a static round-robin
schedule that is weighted according to how many queries
an orientation is of interest to and how much motion has
been detected historically in that orientation; higher weights
indicate staying in an orientation for longer. Panoptes then
switches between orientations according to this schedule with
one exception: if motion gradients in the direction of any over-
lapping orientation of interest exceed a threshold, Panoptes
switches there for several sec before resuming the round robin.
Panoptes does not specify a zoom strategy, so we consider the
best zoom (accuracy-wise) for any orientation it visits.

We consider two versions of Panoptes, Panoptes-all and
Panoptes-few, in which each workload query is interested
in all orientations or only its best fixed orientation, respec-
tively. Max accuracy in both cases is defined relative to the
best orientation among only the set of considered ones. As
shown in Figure 15, MadEye outperforms Panoptes-all by
3.8×, with 46.8% higher accuracy at the median. The rea-
son is that Panoptes cycles through orientations based on
a pre-determined schedule and motion gradients in the cur-
rent orientation, neither of which are sufficient indicators of
importance of other orientations at the current time, e.g., ori-
entations are suboptimal most of the time (§2.3). In contrast,
MadEye considers many orientations per timestep, ranking
them based on current content. The wins persist compared to

System Resource reduction Median accuracy
Chameleon [57] 2.4× 46.3%
Chameleon + MadEye 2.4× 56.1%

Table 2: MadEye preserves resource savings of recent systems,
while improving accuracy. Results use 15 fps, {24 Mbps; 20 ms}.

Panoptes-few (not shown due to the different accuracy met-
ric), but are less pronounced (median of 40.5%) as there are
fewer unfruitful orientations for Panoptes to consider.

Next, we consider tracking algorithms that most PTZ cam-
eras come equipped with today [93]. This algorithm starts
in a home region (best fixed in our experiment), selects the
largest object it finds, and tracks that object continually across
orientations aiming to keep it as centered as possible. The
algorithm resets to the home region upon losing the tracked
object. We consider a favorable variant in which all orien-
tations explored in a timestep are shared with the backend,
which uses the one with the highest accuracy. As shown, Mad-
Eye delivers 2.0× higher workload accuracies (31.1% more
at the median) compared to this tracking scheme. The main
reason again is that the presence of a large object is a poor
indicator of accuracy importance as it fails to capture more
general scene properties and specific query sensitivies.

Finally, we consider the common UCB1 multi-armed ban-
dit (MAB) algorithm [106]. Each orientation is considered
a lever with a weight set to the average observed accuracy
across all past visits (we seed this with historical data). The
algorithm continually selects an orientation to visit as the
one with the highest sum of weighted average and upper con-
fidence bound (which favors less-visited orientations). As
with tracking, we send all visited orientations to the backend,
which selects the best one per timestep. MadEye delivers
52.7% higher median accuracies than this scheme, i.e., a 5.8×
win. Unlike the schemes above, MAB does factor in workload
accuracies in selecting orientations. However, its adaptation
considers only historical efficacy (not current content), and
scene dynamics have shifted by the time it updates its patterns.

Compatibility with other optimizations. By focusing on
previously un-tuned knobs (rotation and zoom) to boost ac-
curacy, MadEye is largely compatible with prior efforts that
optimize resource overheads. To illustrate this, we consider
a variant of Chameleon [57] that dynamically tunes pipeline
knobs (resolution and frame rate) to lower network and back-
end inference resource costs without harming accuracy; we
brute force selections per frame focused on the best fixed
orientation. We then run MadEye atop the fps and resolution
selections that Chameleon makes, sending the same amount
of network data. As shown in Table 2, Chameleon lowers
resource costs by 2.4× compared to the naive scheme that
sends all frames at the highest resolution; MadEye preserves
these efficiency wins, while increasing accuracy by 9.8%.

5.4 Deep Dive Results

Rotation speeds. We evaluated the impact of camera rotation
speed on MadEye’s performance by considering values of
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{200, 400, 500, infinite}° per second, a fixed network ({24
Mbps; 20 ms}), and 15 fps. Intuitively, accuracy grows as
rotation speeds increase, e.g., jumping from 54.2% to 64.9%
as rotation speed grows from 200 to 500° per second. The rea-
son is that faster rotations enable the exploration of additional
orientations or, in rarer instances, additional transmissions.
Importantly, benefits plateau since most queries (other than
aggregate counting) are fully satisfied accuracy-wise as long
as MadEye finds the best orientation at each timestep.

Grid granularity. To understand the effect of grid granularity
(with other settings fixed), we focus on the pan dimension
(since it is wider) and consider steps of {15, 30, 45, 60}°.
Overall, MadEye’s accuracy benefits shrink as grids become
more fine-grained (with more orientations), e.g., median ac-
curacies drop from 67.5% to 51.8% when pan steps drop
from 45 to 15. This is because, although exploration in a time
budget is governed by rotation speeds rather than grid gran-
ularity, the same distance (in °) of exploration will warrant
more approximation model inference on more orientations,
thereby shrinking each timestep’s exploration budget.

Overheads. On MadEye’s backend, the primary overheads
are in initializing approximation models and continually shar-
ing model updates with the camera. Across our workloads, we
find median bootstrapping delays to be 27 mins (including la-
beling and initial fine-tuning). Downlink streaming consumes
3.2 Mbps for the median experiment. Recall that both over-
heads are mitigated by MadEye’s fine-tuning strategy (§3.2).
On cameras, the main overheads are in selecting orientations
to explore and running approximation models; for the median
workload-video pair, per-timestep delays for each task were
17 µs and 6.7 ms for 15 fps and {24 Mbps; 20 ms}. The former
benefits from pre-computed reachability analysis (§3.3).

Microbenchmarks. MadEye’s performance is governed by
two main tasks: (1) ranking orientations with approxima-
tion models, and (2) selecting orientations to explore to find
the best one(s) per timestep. For the former, Figure 16 (in
§A) show that MadEye’s approximation models assign me-
dian ranks of 1.1-1.3 to the best explored orientation at each
timestep, significantly outperforming the variant that relies
on counting directly on images. For the latter, for the median
workload-video pair on {24 Mbps; 20 ms} and 15 fps, Mad-
Eye explores best orientation 89.3% of the time, with 6.8%
of errors coming from our conservative zoom strategy (§3.3).

Downlink network speeds. MadEye servers periodically ship
updated weights for approximation models to cameras for ori-
entation ranking. To understand the impact that downlink
network speeds have on MadEye, we augmented the set of
networks used in our main experiments with two network
scenarios that deliver far slower transmissions: Narrowband-
IoT ({10 Mbps; 50 ms} on average) and AT&T 3G network
({2 Mbps; 100 ms} on average). Across five representative
videos and workloads (at 15 fps) from our corpus, we ob-
served increases in weight transmission times from {11, 5, 2}

seconds for Verizon LTE, {24 Mbps; 20 ms}, and {60 Mbps;
5 ms} networks to {13, 66} seconds for the two new networks.
These delays, in turn, resulted in mild accuracy degradations
of up to 0.9% and 2.1% relative to MadEye running on the
{24 Mbps; 20 ms} network. The reason is that on such short
timescales, previous approximation models deliver only mod-
erate errors in orientation ranking as they were trained just
several minutes in the past. Those errors are further bound
by the fact that MadEye’s search strategy moves slowly spa-
tially to ensure that the several top-ranked orientations are all
considered for ranking at each timestep (§3.3).

5.5 On-Camera Evaluation

To demonstrate that commodity PTZ offerings (and their cor-
responding tuning APIs and rotational motors) can support
the computational and exploratory requirements that MadEye
imposes, we ran experiments using the PTZOptics PT12X-
USB [5]. We selected a random set of 6 videos and 4 work-
loads from our main corpus, and considered response rates
of 1-30 fps and the networks from §5.1. For each scenario,
we fed the video into the PTZ camera at 30 fps. MadEye’s
camera-side processing ran on a Jetson Nano and interacted
directly with the camera through its native HTTP interface
for tuning orientations; the server was the same as in §5.1.

Overall, the camera was able to support the required explo-
ration and computation load. However, we observed several
rare artifacts that deviate from our main setup: (1) seemingly
random, though minor, delays in API responsiveness for tun-
ing orientations, and (2) small delays to reach max rotation
speed, which our setup failed to capture by not modeling the
physical mechanics of camera motors. These discrepancies
mildly reduced the number of orientations that MadEye could
explore in especially high-exploration windows with scattered
orientations, but the effect on accuracy was minimal: across
the experiments, wins over best fixed dropped by <1%.

Note that these results do not evaluate the long-term wear-
ing effect of high exploration on PTZ camera components,
which falls outside the scope of this paper and our setup.
However, the results in §5.4 show that MadEye can still pro-
vide substantial accuracy benefits even with highly restricted
rotation speeds (and thus, exploration rates).

6 Related Work

Adapting video analytics knobs. VideoStorm [120] selects
an input knob configuration (e.g., frame rate, resolution) per
workload to lower resource costs and facilitate job scheduling
on servers. Chameleon [57] extends such tuning to adapt to
dynamic scenes, while Llama [40] further tunes knobs across
heterogeneous hardware to meet latency targets. By focusing
on tuning camera orientations, MadEye provides comple-
mentary benefits to these efforts, boosting accuracies while
preserving their resource efficiency wins (§5.3). Other efforts
focus on camera-side knobs as MadEye does. For example,
CamTuner [85] learns to boost accuracy by automatically
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tuning capture knobs that cameras do not usually auto-adjust,
e.g., brightness and contrast. AccMPEG [34] predicts the ef-
fects of macroblock encoding settings on DNNs, and tunes
encoding to maximize accuracy. MadEye shares the goal of
these efforts – tune camera knobs to boost workload accuracy
– but focuses on complementary knobs, i.e., orientations.

Frame filtering and result reuse. Many prior efforts exploit
temporal redundancies in video data by filtering out frames
for network transfer and processing, and reusing results ac-
cordingly [13, 22, 26, 29, 32, 43, 44, 65, 67, 84, 112, 121, 124].
Spatula [53] extends this to multi-camera settings, selecting
among cameras in a network. These optimizations are logi-
cally similar to MadEye, which also aims to maximize accu-
racy per network usage. However, the techniques are largely
complementary: filtering decisions could be made among
explored orientations to maximize new content in transfers.

Computation and network optimizations. Several efforts
lower compute footprints either by identifying lightweight
model variants [19, 28, 45, 49, 52, 72, 92, 123], sharing model
layers during inference [55, 82], or using smarter job schedul-
ing [96,120]. Other systems lower network overheads by com-
pressing transmitted frames in a manner that is recoverable on
the server or does not negatively impact accuracy [33,37,110].
MadEye is entirely complementary to both directions in that
it solely focuses on judiciously selecting images (i.e., orien-
tations) to process at any time for an application-provided
model (which can be compressed).

Drone coordination. Many efforts adapt drone flight plans
(and thus what on-board cameras see) to maximize analytics
accuracy or scene coverage [15, 47, 54, 105]. However, these
systems focus on identifying events of interest (e.g., wildfires)
in a geographically dispersed area for a preset application. In
contrast, MadEye tunes camera orientations for a single scene
to cope with workload nuances and maximize accuracy.

7 Conclusion
MadEye continually tunes PTZ camera orientations to max-
imize accuracy for a given analytics workload and resource
setting. Key to MadEye are a rapid algorithm that searches
through the large space of orientations at each time, and a new,
approximate knowledge distillation strategy that efficiently
selects the most fruitful (accuracy-wise) orientations from
those explored. Across diverse workloads and settings, Mad-
Eye improves accuracy by 2.9-25.7% or resource costs by
2.0-3.7× without affecting the other.
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A Appendix
A.1 Additional objects and tasks

To evaluate MadEye’s generality, we ran experiments that
target different object types (counting lions and elephants in
safari videos using FasterRCNN and SSD) or tasks (find sit-
ting people using the OpenPose [24] pose estimation model).
Importantly, MadEye did not require any special tuning, and
instead learned the (new) objects and tasks of interest via
training on the original models’ results. In line with our main
evaluation results, MadEye improved accuracies over best
fixed by 4.6 - 14.5% and 2.8 - 10.9% for lions and elephants
respectively and by 9.5 - 17.1% for pose estimation when
using 400° per second rotation speeds and a {24 Mbps, 20
ms} network. The differences in improvements can be ex-
plained by the dynamics of the videos – elephants in the
videos were largely static so best fixed performed well; in
contrast, the videos used for identifying lions and sitting peo-
ple had many moving objects which necessitated frequent
orientation switches.

A.2 Workloads

Model Object Type
SSD people aggregate count
Faster RCNN cars binary classification
SSD people count
YOLOv4 people detection
Faster RCNN people detection

Table 3: Workload 1 (W1)

Model Object Type
YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Tiny YOLOv4 people detection
YOLOv4 people binary classification
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Faster RCNN people count
Faster RCNN people detection
Faster RCNN car count
YOLOv4 people aggregate count
YOLOv4 people detection
YOLOv4 people count
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
YOLOv4 car count
YOLOv4 car detection
Tiny YOLOv4 car count
SSD person binary classification
Faster RCNN car count
SSD car count

Table 4: Workload 2 (W2)

Model Object Type
SSD car binary classification
Faster RCNN people aggregate count
Faster RCNN people count
Tiny YOLOv4 people binary classification
Tiny YOLOv4 people binary classification
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
YOLOv4 people count
Faster RCNN people aggregate count
SSD people binary classification
Faster RCNN car count
SSD car count

Table 5: Workload 3 (W3)

Model Object Type
Tiny YOLOv4 car count
Faster RCNN car detection
Faster RCNN people aggregate count

Table 6: Workload 4 (W4)

Model Object Type
Tiny YOLOv4 car count
SSD car count
Faster RCNN people aggregate count

Table 7: Workload 5 (W5)

Model Object Type
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Tiny YOLOv4 people binary classification
SSD car count
YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Tiny YOLOv4 people count
Faster RCNN car binary classification
SSD people detection
Faster RCNN car detection
Faster RCNN people aggregate count
YOLOv4 car count
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Faster RCNN people detection
SSD people aggregate count
YOLOv4 car detection

Table 8: Workload 6 (W6)
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Figure 16: Comparing different approximation model designs:
MadEye’s lightweight detection models and compressed count-
ing models (Count CNN). Results use all videos, {24 Mbps; 20
ms}, 15 fps, and list median rank assigned to the best explored
orientation at each timestep (error bars for 25-75th percentiles).

Model Object Type
YOLOv4 people binary classification
SSD people detection
Tiny YOLOv4 car binary classification
Tiny YOLOv4 people detection
SSD people binary classification
SSD people aggregate count
Tiny YOLOv4 people detection
SSD car count
SSD people count
Faster RCNN people count
YOLOv4 people count
Faster RCNN people binary classification
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Faster RCNN people aggregate count
Faster RCNN car count
YOLOv4 car binary classification

Table 9: Workload 7 (W7)

Model Object Type
Faster RCNN car count
Tiny YOLOv4 people binary classification
YOLOv4 people aggregate count
YOLOv4 car count
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Faster RCNN people aggregate count
YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Faster RCNN car count
SSD car count
Faster RCNN car count
SSD car binary classification
YOLOv4 car binary classification
SSD car binary classification
SSD people count
YOLOv4 people count
YOLOv4 car binary classification
Faster RCNN person aggregate count
SSD car detection

Table 10: Workload 8 (W8)

Model Object Type
Tiny YOLOv4 people aggregate count
Faster RCNN people count
Faster RCNN people count
Tiny YOLOv4 car detection
Tiny YOLOv4 people binary clasification
YOLOv4 people detection
Faster RCNN people count
YOLOv4 people aggregate count
SSD people aggregate count

Table 11: Workload 9 (W9)

Model Object Type
Faster RCNN people aggregate count
Faster RCNN car count
Faster RCNN people count

Table 12: Workload 10 (W10)
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Abstract

Video conferencing systems suffer from poor user expe-

rience when network conditions deteriorate because current

video codecs simply cannot operate at extremely low bitrates.

Recently, several neural alternatives have been proposed

that reconstruct talking head videos at very low bitrates

using sparse representations of each frame such as facial

landmark information. However, these approaches produce

poor reconstructions in scenarios with major movement or

occlusions over the course of a call, and do not scale to higher

resolutions. We design Gemino, a new neural compression

system for video conferencing based on a novel high-frequency-

conditional super-resolution pipeline. Gemino upsamples

a very low-resolution version of each target frame while

enhancing high-frequency details (e.g., skin texture, hair, etc.)

based on information extracted from a single high-resolution

reference image. We use a multi-scale architecture that runs

different components of the model at different resolutions,

allowing it to scale to resolutions comparable to 720p, and we

personalize the model to learn specific details of each person,

achieving much better fidelity at low bitrates. We implement

Gemino atop aiortc, an open-source Python implementation

of WebRTC, and show that it operates on 1024×1024 videos in

real-time on a Titan X GPU, and achieves 2.2–5× lower bitrate

than traditional video codecs for the same perceptual quality.

1 Introduction

Video conferencing applications have become a crucial part

of modern life. However, today’s systems continue to suffer

from poor user experience: in particular, poor video quality

and unwelcome disruptions are all too common. Many of these

problems are rooted in the inability of today’s applications to

operate in low-bandwidth scenarios. For instance, Zoom rec-

ommends a minimum bandwidth of 1.2Mbps for one-on-one

meetings and 2-3 Mbps for group meetings [1]. In certain parts

of the world, Internet broadband speeds remain insufficient for

reliable video conferencing. For example, large swaths of the

population in Africa and Asia had average Internet broadband

speeds less than 10 Mbps in 2022 [2], with the five slowest

countries having speeds under 1 Mbps. Mobile bandwidth is

even more restricted: SpeedTest’s Global Index [3] suggest that

global mobile bandwidth average is 50% of broadband speeds.

Even in regions of North America and Europe with high

broadband speeds [2], over 30% of users surveyed about their

video conferencing experience claimed that “video quality”

issues were their biggest pain point [4]. This is because the user

experience is not just determined by the average bandwidth,

but rather by tail events of low bandwidth (a few seconds every

5–10 minutes) that cause glitches and disrupt the video call.

When the network deteriorates, even briefly, existing video

conferencing solutions cope to an extent by lowering quality,

but below a certain bandwidth (e.g., 100s of Kbps for HD

video), they must either suspend the transmission altogether

or risk packet loss and frame corruption.

Recently, several neural approaches for face image synthesis

have been proposed that deliver extreme compression by

generating each video frame from a sparse representation

(e.g., keypoints) [5–9]. These techniques have the potential to

enable video conferencing with one to two orders of magnitude

reduction in bandwidth (as low as ∼10Kbps [6, 8]), but their

lack of robustness and high computational complexity hampers

their practicality. Specifically, synthesis approaches work by

“warping” a reference image into different target poses and

orientations captured by such sparse keypoints. These methods

produce good reconstructions when the difference between the

reference and the target image is small, but they fail (possibly

catastrophically) in the presence of large movements or

occlusions. In such cases, they produce poor reconstructions,

for both low-frequency content (e.g., missing the presence

of a hand in a frame altogether) and high-frequency content

(e.g., details of clothing and facial hair). As a result, while

synthesis approaches show promising average-case behavior,

their performance at the tail is riddled with inconsistencies in

practice. Furthermore, real-time reconstruction is only feasible

at low resolution for such models [5,8], even on high-end GPUs,

while typical video conference applications are designed for

HD, Full HD, and even 4K videos [10, 11]. Naïvely reusing

these models on larger input frames can quickly become

prohibitively expensive as the resolution is increased.

We present Gemino, a neural compression system for

low-bitrate video conferencing, designed to overcome the

above robustness and compute complexity challenges. Gemino

targets extreme compression scenarios, such as delivering

video in ∼100 Kbps or less. At such bitrates, the bandwidth

required for video becomes comparable to a typical audio

call [12], greatly expanding the range of networks that can

support video conferencing.

Gemino’s design begins with the observation that current
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2 Related Work

Traditional Codecs. Most video applications rely on

standard video compression modules (codecs) such as

H.264/H.265 [22,23], VP8/VP9 [24,25], and AV1 [13]. These

codecs separate video frames into keyframes (I-frames) that

exploit spatial redundancies within a frame, and predicted

frames (P-/B-frames) that exploit temporal—as well as

spatial—redundancies across frames. Over the years, these

standards have been improved through ideas like variable block

sizes [23] and low-resolution encoding for lower bitrates [13].

These codecs are particularly efficient in their slow modes

when they have generous time and compute budget to compress

a video at high quality. However, these codecs still require

a few hundred Kbps for real-time applications such as video

conferencing, even at moderate resolutions like 720p. In low-

bandwidth scenarios, these codecs cannot do much other than

transmit at the worst quality, and suffer packet loss and frame

corruption [26]. To circumvent this, some applications [27]

switch to lower resolutions when the network degrades. How-

ever, as new video conferencing solutions such as Google’s

Starline [11] with a large bandwidth footprint are introduced,

these concerns with current codecs become more acute.

Super-resolution. Linear single-image super-resolution (SR)

methods [28, 29] provide robust quality enhancements in

various contexts. Neural SR methods have further enhanced

the upsampling quality by learning better interpolation or in-

painting methods [21,30–32]. Video SR methods [33,34] build

on image SR but further improve the reconstruction by exploit-

ing redundant information in adjacent low-res video frames.

Certain approaches like FAST [35] and Nemo [36] further opti-

mize SR forvideo generation byperforming SR onlyon “anchor

frames” and generating the rest by upsampling motion vectors

and residuals. For video conferencing, domain-specific SR has

also shown promising outcomes utilizing facial characteristics

and training losses in their models [37,38]. However, to the best

of our knowledge, none of these prior methods study upsam-

pling conditioned on a high-resolution image from the same

context. Unlike pure SR methods, Gemino provides access to

high-resolution reference frames and learns models that jointly

in-paint and propagate high-frequency details from the ref-

erence frame. In recent work, SRVC [39] uses content-specific

super-resolution to upsample a low-resolution video stream.

Our approach is similar to SRVC in that it designs a model

adapted to a specific person. However, to enable real-time

encoding, Gemino only customizes the model once per person

rather than continuously adapting it throughout the video.

Neural Codecs. The inability of traditional codecs to operate

at extremely low bitrates for high-resolution videos has led re-

searchers to consider neural approaches that reconstruct video

from very compact representations. Neural codecs have been

designed for video-streaming [39–41], live-video [42], and

video video conferencing [6, 8]. Swift [41] learns to compress

and decompress based on the residuals in a layered-encoding

stack. Both NAS [40] and LiveNAS [42] enhance video quality

using one or more DNN models at either the client for video

streaming, or the ingest server for live video. The models

have knobs to control the compute overheads by using a

smaller Deep Neural Network (DNN) [40], or by adjusting the

number of epochs over which they are fine-tuned online [42].

All of these approaches have shown improvements in the

bits-per-pixel consumption across a wide range of videos.

However, video conferencing differs from other video

applications in a few ways. First, the video is unavailable ahead

of time to optimize for the best compression-quality tradeoff.

Moreover, the interactivity of the application demands that the

video be both compressed and decompressed with low-latency.

Second, the videos belong to a specific distribution consisting

primarily of facial data. This allows for a more targeted model

for generating videos of faces. A number of such models have

been proposed [5–9, 43, 44] over the years. These models use

keypoints or facial landmarks as a compact intermediary repre-

sentation of a specific pose, to compute the movement between

two poses before generating the reconstruction. The models

may use 3D keypoints [6], off-the-shelf keypoint detectors [7],

or multiple reference frames [9] to enhance prediction.

Challenges forneural face imagesynthesis.Neuralsynthesis

approaches and specifically, keypoint-based models fall short

in a number of ways that make them impractical in a video con-

ferencing setting. These models operate similarly to the model

described in Fig. 1 but do not transmit or use the downsampled

target frame. They extract keypoints from the downsampled tar-

get frame, and transmit those instead. This choice causes major

reconstruction failures when the reference and target frames are

not close. Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction produced by the First-

Order-Motion Model (FOMM) [5], a keypoint-based model, on

1024×1024 frames. We focus on the FOMM as a representative

keypoint-based model, but these limitations extend to other

such models. The FOMM only produces blurry outlines of the

faces in rows 1 and 3 where the reference and target differ in

orientation and zoom level respectively. In row 2, the FOMM

misses the arm altogether because it was not present in the

reference frame and warping alone cannot convey the arm’s

presence. Such failures occur because keypoints are limited

in their representation of differences across frames, and most

warping fields cannot be modeled as small deformations around

eachkeypoint. Poorprediction quality in the eventof suchmove-

ments in video calls seriously disrupts the user experience.

Secondly, even in regions without much movement between

the reference and the target frames, current approaches do not

have good fidelity to high-frequency details. In row 2 of Fig. 2,

the microphone does not move much between the reference

and the target, but possesses a lot of high-frequency detail in

its grille and stand. Yet, the FOMM has a poor reconstruction

of that area. In row 1 of Fig. 2, it misses even those details in

the hair that are similar between the reference and the target.

This issue becomes more pronounced at higher resolutions

where more high-frequency content is present in each frame,
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apply NetAdapt on the generic Gemino model with short-term

finetuning on the generic dataset. This is because neural

architecture search is expensive to run, and we observe that

the pruned architecture at the end of NetAdapt is the same for

generic and personalized models. We finally long-term finetune

the shrunk model in a personalized manner to better recover its

accuracy (§5.4). These optimizations allow us to run inference

on the Titan X GPU in 27ms with barely any loss in visual

quality (last column of Tab. 1) when upsampling 128×128

frames at 15Kbps to 1024×1024. Given that video conferenc-

ing applications tolerate latencies of up to 200 ms (5–6 frames)

in their jitter buffers [50], we believe that the additional delay

from generating the received frame will be negligible.

3.5 Operational Flow

Training Procedure. To train Gemino, we first obtain

weights from a trained FOMM model on the entire VoxCeleb

dataset [45] at 256×256 resolution. We choose the appropriate

training data for the specific person we want to train a Gemino

model for, and train from scratch the additional downsampling

and upsampling layers in the HR pipeline as well as all layers in

the LR pipeline, while fine-tuning the rest of the model for 30

epochs. We repeat this procedure for different LR frame resolu-

tions and target bitrate regimes mention in Tab. 2, and different

people. In parallel, using the same procedure, we also train a

generic version of the model on a larger corpus of people. Both

models are replaced with depthwise-separable convolutions

and optimized using NetAdapt [18] to produce the final model.

Inference Routine. Once versions of the model have been

trained and optimized for different LR resolutions and target

bitrates, we simply use the appropriate model for the current

target bitrate regime and the person on the video call. The

sender and the receiver pre-negotiate the reference frame at

the beginning of the video call. This model performs inference

on a frame-by-frame basis in real-time to synthesize the video

stream at the receiver. We detail our prototype implementation

and WebRTC pipeline further in §4.

4 Implementation

Basic WebRTC Pipeline. Our neural video conferencing

solution uses WebRTC [51], an open-source framework that

enables video and audio conferencing atop the real-time

transport protocol (RTP) [52]. Since we perform neural frame

synthesis, we use a Python implementation of WebRTC called

aiortc [19] that allows easy interfacing with PyTorch. Aiortc

handles the initial signaling and the peer-to-peer connection

setup. A typical video call has two streams (video and audio)

that are multiplexed onto a single connection. The sender

extracts raw frames from the display, and compresses the

video and audio components separately using standard codecs

like VPX [24, 25], H.264/5 [22, 23], Opus [53], etc.. The

receiver decompresses the received data in both streams before

synchronizing them and displaying each frame to the client.

New Streams. We extend the standard WebRTC stack to use
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Figure 5: Neural video compression pipeline atop WebRTC [51].

We use two RTP streams: A sparse reference stream that sporad-

ically sends high-resolution reference frames, and a per-frame

(PF) stream that is used on every frame. The PF stream sends

downsampled frames of the highest resolution that the current

bandwidth can support, and thus has separate VP8 compression

modules for each resolution. The receiver decompresses the

downsampled frames, and supplies them, along with the latest

reference frame, to the neural network that reconstructs the

target video. If bandwidth is high enough, the PF stream is used

for full-resolution VP8 frames without synthesis.

two distinct streams for video: a per-frame stream (PF stream)

that transmits downsampledvideo (e.g. 64×64 frames) on every

frame, and a reference stream that transmits occasional but high-

resolution reference frames that improve the synthesis fidelity.

We anticipate using the reference stream extremely sparsely.

For instance, in our implementation, we use the first frame of

the video as the only reference frame. However, more reference

frames may help recover high-frequency fidelity as it worsens

when the reference and target frames drift apart. But, most low-

frequency changes between the reference and the target can be

communicated simply through the downsampled target in the

PF stream3. The receiver uses the per-frame information in the

PF stream, with the reference information, to synthesize each

high-resolution frame. Fig. 5 illustrates the expanded WebRTC

architecture to accommodate the Gemino design.

The PF stream is implemented as a new RTP-enabled stream

on thesamepeerconnection between thesenderandthe receiver.

We downsample each input frame to the desiredresolution at the

sender and compress it using the appropriate VPX codec. The

frame is decompressed at the receiver. The bitrate achieved is

controlled by supplying a target bitrate to VPX. Our PF stream

can support full-resolution video that is typical in most video

conferencing applications, while also supporting a range of

lower resolutions for the model to upsample from. To enable

this flexibility, we design the PF stream to have multiple VPX

3We observe that sending reference frames with any fixed frequency adds

significant bandwidth overheads. So, we only use a single reference frame

in our evaluations. We leave an investigation of mechanisms to detect the

need for a new reference frame (speaker moves significantly, high-frequency

content or background changes) to future work.
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encoder-decoder pairs, one for each resolution that it operates

at. When the sender transmits a frame, it chooses an appropriate

resolution and codec based on the target bitrate,and compresses

the video at that resolution and target bitrate. The resolution

information is embedded in the payloadof the RTP packetcarry-

ing the frame data. When the receiver receives each RTP packet,

it infers the resolution and sends it to the VPX decoder for that

resolution. Once decompressed, the low-resolution frame is up-

sampled by Gemino to the appropriate full-resolution frame. If

the PF stream consists of 1024×1024 frames,Gemino falls back

onto the regular codec and stops using the reference stream. The

reference stream is repurposed from the existing video stream.

Model Wrapper. To enable neural frame synthesis, we define

a wrapper that allows the aiortc pipeline to interface with

the model. We reuse most of the pipeline from frame read at

the sender to display at the receiver, except for introducing a

downsampling module right after frame read, and a prediction

function right before frame display. The wrapper is structured

to perform format conversions and data movement from the

AudioVisual [54] frames on the CPU that aiortc needs, to

the PyTorch [55] tensors on the GPU required by the model.

We initialize models separately for the sending and receiving

clients. The wrapper also allows us to save (and periodically

update) state at the sender and receiver which is useful for

reducing the overheads from modules where we can reuse

old computation (e.g., run the encoder for high-resolution

reference features only when the reference changes).

Further Optimizations. We optimize a number of other

aspects of the aiortc pipeline. For instance, we move data

between the CPU and GPU multiple times in each step of

the pipeline. Batching these operations is difficult when

maintaining low latency on each frame. However, to minimize

PCIe overheads from repetitive data movement, we use uint8

variables instead of float. We also keep reference frames and

their encoded features stored as model state on the GPU. We

pipeline as many operations as possible by running keypoint

extraction, model reconstruction, and conversions between

data formats in separate threads.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate Gemino in a simulation environment and atop

a WebRTC-based implementation. We describe our setup

in §5.1 and use it to compare existing baselines in §5.2. §5.3

motivates our model design, §5.4 discusses the impact of

having the codec in our training process, and §5.5 shows that

Gemino closely matches a time-varying target bitrate.

5.1 Setup

Dataset. Since most widely used datasets are of low-resolution

videos [6, 45, 56] and lack diversity in the extent of the torso

or face-zoom level, we collected our own dataset comprising

of videos of five Youtubers with publicly available HD

(1920×1080) videos. For each Youtuber, we curate a set of

20 distinct videos or URLs that differ in clothing, hairstyle,

accessories, or background. The 20 videos of each Youtuber

are separated into 15 training videos and 5 test videos. For each

video, we manually record and trim the segments that consist of

talking individuals; we ignore parts that pan to news segments

or different clips. The segments are further split into 10s

chunks to generate easily loadable videos for training, while the

segments of the test video are combined to form a longer video.

We also spatially crop each frame into our desired dimensions

(typically 1024× 1024). based on the average location of the

person across all frames of the video. Note that 720p and

1024×1024 frames have similar numbers of pixels. We strip the

audio since our focus is on video synthesis. Tab. 8 in App. A.3

describes the details of the dataset. We do not own any of these

videos, and we only use images of frames produced by our eval-

uation pipeline in this paper. We use the 512×512 dataset from

NVIDIA [6] to train a generic model to illustrate the benefits

of personalization. Our evaluation focuses on reconstructing

a single front-facing person in a video call; Gemino can be

extended to multiple speakers if there are application-level

techniques to separate speakers into individual streams [57,58].

Model Details. The main model we evaluate is our high-

frequency conditional super-resolution model that consists

of an upsampling module that takes in features from a low-

resolution (LR) frame, and upsamples it to 1024×1024. To pro-

vide the high-frequency details, it uses two pathways consisting

of warped and unwarped features from the high-resolution (HR)

reference image (Fig. 3). We use the first frame of the video as

the sole reference image fortheentire testduration. Thewarping

field is produced by a motion estimation network that uses the

first-orderapproximation near10keypoints [5]. Ourmulti-scale

architecture runs motion estimation always at 64×64 irrespec-

tive of the input video resolution. The neural encoder (for the

HR features) and decoder (for both LR and HR features) consist

of four down and upsample blocks. The discriminator operates

atmultiple scales anduses spectralnormalization [59] for stabil-

ity. Layers of our model that are identical in dimensions to those

from the FOMM are initialized from a public FOMM check-

point trained on the VoxCeleb dataset [45], and fine-tuned on a

per-person basis. The remaining layers are randomly initialized

and trained on a per-person basis over 30 epochs. We fine-tune

the FOMM baseline also in the same personalized manner. We

use Adam optimizer [60] to update the model weights with a

learning rate of 0.0002, and first and second momentum decay

rates of 0.5 and 0.999. We use equally weighted multi-scale

VGG perceptual loss [61], a feature-matching loss [62], and

a pixel-wise loss. We also use an adversarial loss [17] with

one-tenth the weight of remaining losses. The keypoints use

an equivariance loss similar to the FOMM [5]. We train our

models to reconstruct from decompressed VPX frames corre-

sponding to the low-resolution target frame so that the model

learns to correct any artifacts produced by VPX.

Evaluation Infrastructure. We evaluate our neural compres-

sion system in a simulation environment where frames are read

from a video, downsampled (if needed) for the low-resolution
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PF stream, compressed using VPX’s chromium codec [63],

and passed to the model (or other baselines) to synthesize

the target frame. Note that the FOMM [5] uses keypoints and

four “Jacobian” values around each keypoint for producing

its warping, and transmits them over the network. We design

a new codec for the keypoint data that achieves nearly lossless

compression and a bitrate of about 30Kbps. For VPX, we

compress and decompress the full-resolution frame at different

target bitrates, and measure the difference in visual quality

between the output and the original frame.

To obtain end-to-end latency measurements and to demon-

strate Gemino’s adaptability to different target bitrates, (§5.5),

we use ouraiortc [19] implementation. A sending process reads

video from a file frame-by-frame and transmits it to a receiving

process that records each received frame. The two processes,

running on the same server, use the ICE signaling [64]

mechanism to establish a peer-to-peer connection over a UNIX

socket, which then supports video frame transmission using

the Real-Transport Protocol (RTP). We timestamp each frame

as it is sent and received, and save the sent and received frames

in their uncompressed forms to compute latency and visual

metrics. We also log RTP packet sizes to compute the bitrate.

Metrics. To quantify the aesthetics of the generated video, we

use standard visual metrics such as PSNR (peak signal-to-noise

ratio), SSIM (structural similarity index) in decibels [65], and

LPIPS (learned perceptual image patch similarity) [20]. For

PSNR and SSIM, higher is better; while for LPIPS, lower is

better. We observe that differences in LPIPS are more reflective

of how natural the synthesized frame feels and use that as

our main comparison metric ( §B.2); we also show visual

strips where appropriate. We report the bitrate consumed to

achieve a particular visual quality by measuring the total data

transferred (size of compressed frames or RTP packet sizes)

over the duration of the video, and dividing it by the duration

itself. To measure the end-to-end latency, we record the time

at which the frame is read from the disk at the sender as well

as the time at which prediction completes at the receiver. We

report the difference between these two timestamps as our

per-frame latency metric. We also report the inference time per

frame when running the trained model in simulation; this does

not capture the overheads of data conversion or movement in

an end-to-end pipeline. This inference time needs to be<33ms

to maintain a 30fps video call. We run all our experiments for

the entire duration of each test video in our dataset (Tab. 8),

and report the average over all frames for each metric.

Baselines. We obtain the bitrate for VP8, the default codec in

its Chromium settings [63] that comes with the aiortc codebase.

We also implement and evaluate VP9 in the same setup. To

evaluate the benefits of using a neural approach to video con-

ferencing, particularly at lower bitrates, we compare a few dif-

ferent models: (1) FOMM [5], a keypoint-based model for face

animation, (2) our approach, Gemino, (3) state-of-the-art super-

resolution model based on SwinIR [21], and (4) bicubic upsam-

pling [28] applied to the low-resolution VPX target frame. All
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(b) Rate-distortion curve in low-bitrate regimes.

Figure 6: Rate-distortion curve for Gemino compared with

existing baselines. VP8 and VP9 require ∼5× and ∼3× the

bitrate consumed by Gemino to achieve comparable LPIPS.

At lower bitrates, Gemino outperforms other approaches

that upsample low-resolution video frames. Gemino’s benefits

become prominent as the bitrate regime is lowered.

Figure 7: CDF of reconstruction quality across all video frames

as that shows that, as we move from higher bitrates to lower, the

improvement from Gemino relative to Bicubic, particularly over

VP9, becomes more pronounced.

of the compared models generate 1024× 1024 frames except

for the generic model that uses NVIDIA’s 512×512 corpus [6].

5.2 Overall Bitrate vs. Quality Tradeoff

To quantify the improvements of our neural compression

system, we first compare Gemino with VP8 and VP9 in their

chromium configuration [63]. Fig. 6 shows the rate-distortion

curve for all schemes. For VPX, we alter the target bitrate

alone for full-resolution (1024×1024) frames in the PF stream.

For Gemino, bicubic, and SwinIR, we vary the resolution

and target bitrate of the low-resolution (LR) frame in the

per-frame (PF) stream. For each point on the rate-distortion

curve for Gemino, we train a personalized model to reconstruct

full-resolution frames from LR frames encoded at the highest

resolution supported by that target bitrate. We motivate using
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frame. The accuracy is reported in the form of the average

LPIPS [20] across all frames of our corpus. We observe that

DSC reduces the decoder to 11% of its original MACs. While

this gives limited improvements on large GPU systems, it

improves the inference time on Jetson TX2, an embedded

AI device, by 1.84×. Running NetAdapt further reduces the

inference time to 87ms at 1.5% of the model MACs on the TX2.

The NVIDIA compiler on the Titan X GPU and the Jetson

TX2 is not optimized for DSC [49]; this can be improved with

a TVM compiler stack [66] and optimized engines such as Ten-

sorRT [67]. However, running NetAdapt produces a real-time

model for Titan X even at 10% of the original model MACs.

As expected though, there is a loss of accuracy as the models

become smaller. This loss is negligible in moving from the

full model MACs to 10%, particularly when personalizing, but

is more significant at 1.5%. The trend with personalization is

expected since smaller models do not generalize well with their

limited capacity, however it does not help if the optimizations

are extreme. This illustrates that there is a sweet spot (such as

decreasing MACs to 10%) wherein the gains from decreased

compute outweigh the loss (or lack thereof) in accuracy.

Choosing PF Stream Resolution. Gemino is designed

flexibly to work with LR frames of any size (64×64, 128×128,

256×256, 512×512) to resolve them to 1024×1024 frames, and

to fall back to VPX at full resolution if it can be supported. VP8

and VP9 achieve different bitrate ranges at every resolution by

varying how the video is quantized. For instance, on our corpus,

we observe that 256×256 frames can be compressed with

VP8 in the 45Kbps–180Kbps range, but VP9 can compress

even 512×512 frames from 75Kbps onwards. These bitrate

ranges often overlap partially across resolutions. This begs

the question: given a target bitrate, what resolution and codec

should the model use to achieve the best quality? To answer

this, we compare the synthesis quality with Gemino atop VP8

from three PF resolutions, all at 45Kbps in Tab. 6. Upsampling

256×256 frames, even though they have been compressed more

to achieve the same bitrate, gives a nearly 4 dB improvement

in PSNR, more than 2 dB improvement in SSIM, and a 0.03

improvement in LPIPS, over upsampling lower resolution

frames. This is because the extent of super-resolution that

the model performs decreases dramatically at higher starting

resolutions. This suggests that for any given bitrate budget,

we should start with the highest resolution frames that the

PF stream supports at that bitrate, even at the cost of more

quantization. This also means that if VP9 can compress higher

resolution frames than VP8 at the same target bitrate, we

should pick VP9. Tab. 2 shows the resolution and codec we

choose for different target bitrate ranges in our implementation.

Encoding Video During Training. A key insight in the design

of Gemino is that we need to design the neural compression

pipeline to leverage the latest developments in codec design.

One way to do so is to allow the model to see decompressed

frames at the chosen bitrate and PF resolution during the train-

ing process so that it learns the artifacts produced by the codec.

PF Stream Resolution PSNR (dB) SSIM (dB) LPIPS

64×64 23.80 6.77 0.27

128×128 25.72 7.86 0.27

256×256 27.12 9.01 0.24

Table 6: Reconstruction quality from different resolution

PF stream frames at the same bitrate of 45 Kbps. Gemino

reconstructs better from higher resolution frames.

Training Regime PF @ 15 Kbps PF @45 Kbps PF @75 Kbps

No Codec 0.32 0.30 0.28

VP8 @ 15 Kbps 0.26 0.25 0.23

VP8 @ 45 Kbps 0.28 0.27 0.25

VP8 @ 75 Kbps 0.30 0.28 0.26

VP8 @ [15, 75] Kbps 0.28 0.26 0.25

Table 7: LPIPS for different regimes wherein we include the VP8

codec in the training pipeline. The model trained with the lowest

bitrate videos at a given resolution performs best regardless of

what the bitrate of the video is at inference time.

This allows us to get extremely low bitrates for LR frames

(which often causes color shifts or other artifacts) while main-

taining good visual quality. To evaluate the benefit of this ap-

proach, we compare five training regimes for Gemino when up-

sampling 128×128 video to 1024×1024: (1) no codec, (2) VP8

frames at 15Kbps, (3) VP8 frames at 45Kbps, (4) VP8 frames

at 75Kbps, (5) VP8 frames at a bitrate uniformly sampled from

15Kbps to 75Kbps. We evaluate all five models at upsampling

decompressed frames at 15Kbps, 45Kbps, and 75Kbps.

Tab. 7 shows the LPIPS achieved by all the models in each

reconstruction regime. All models trained on decompressed

frames perform better than the model trained without the codec.

Further, the model trained at the lowest bitrate (15Kbps)

performs the best even when provided decompressed frames

at a higher bitrate at test time because it has learned the

most challenging Super-Resolution task from the worst LR

frames, and performs well even with easier instances or higher

bitrate frames. This suggests that we only need to train one

personalized model per PF resolution at the lowest bitrate

supported by a resolution, and then we can reuse it across the

entire bitrate range that the PF resolution can support.

5.5 Adaptation to Network Conditions

To understand the adaptability of Gemino, we explore

how it responds to changes in the target bitrate over the

course of a video. We remove any conflating effects from

bandwidth prediction by directly supplying the target bitrate

as a decreasing function of time to both Gemino and the VP8

codec. Gemino uses only VP8 through all bitrates for a fair

comparison. Fig. 11 shows (in black) the target bitrate, along

with the achieved bitrates of both schemes, and the associated

perceptual quality [20] for a single video over the course of

220s of video-time5. We observe that initially (first 120s), at

5The timeseries are aligned to ensure that VP8 and Gemino receive the

same video frames to remove confounding effects of differing latencies.
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Figure 11: Gemino’s ability to adapt to a time-varying target

bitrate. As the target bitrate reduces, Gemino gradually lowers

its PF stream resolution trading off more upsampling and less

quality (increased LPIPS) for a reduction in achieved bitrate.

VP8, in contrast, lowers the bitrate initially, but once at its

minimum quality, it stops responding to the target bitrate.

high target bitrates, Gemino and VP8 perform very similarly

because they are both transmitting just VP8 compressed frames

at full (1024×1024) resolution. Once VP8 has hit its minimum

achievable bitrate of ∼550 Kbps (after 120s), there is nothing

more it can do, and it stops responding to the input target

bitrate. However, Gemino continues to lower its PF stream

resolution and/or bitrate in small steps all the way to the lowest

target bitrate of 20Kbps. Since Gemino is only using VP8 here,

it switches to 512×512 at 550Kbps, 256×256 at 180Kbps,

and 128×128 at 30Kbps. This design choice might cause

abrupt shifts in quality around the transition points between

resolutions. However, Gemino prioritizes responsiveness to

the target bitrate over the hysteresis that classical encoders

experience which, in turn, leads to packet losses due to

overshooting and glitches. As the resolution of the PF stream

decreases, as expected, the perceptual quality of Gemino

worsens but is still better than VP8’s visual quality. This shows

that Gemino can adapt well to bandwidth variations, though

we leave the design of a transport and adaptation layer that

provides fast and accurate feedback to Gemino for future work.

6 Limitations and Future Work

While Gemino greatly expands the operating regime for

video conferencing to very low bitrates, it incurs significant

overheads in the form of training costs for codec-in-the-loop

training and personalization. It compresses better than VPX,

but the encoding and decoding processes are quite a bit slower

than VPX, and not as widely supported on devices without

access to some graphical processing engine. However, we

believe that device improvements year on year are trending

in a favorable direction, particularly with the emergence of

optimized runtimes and hardware for running machine learning

workloads on both Apple and Android devices [68,69]. Further,

NetAdapt [18] and layer-by-layer pruning is only one technique

amongst a large suite of model optimization approaches. We

believe that with more targeted optimizations for particular

devices, we can do better. Such optimizations become more

salient when operating on higher-resolution video (e.g., 4K,

UltraHD) and in higher bandwidth regimes (∼ 5Mbps). We

leave an exploration of such optimizations to future work.

Gemino, though trained on random pairs of reference and

target frames, always uses the first frame of the test video

as its reference frame. The reconstruction fidelity can be

improved by using reference frames close to each target frame.

However, sending more frequent reference frames incurs very

high bitrate costs due to their high resolution. We leave to

future work a more thorough investigation of reference frame

selection mechanisms that weigh these tradeoffs to squeeze

the maximum accuracy for a given compression level.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes Gemino, a neural video compression

scheme for video conferencing using a new high-frequency-

conditional super-resolution model. Our model combines

the benefits of low-frequency reconstruction from a low-

resolution target, and high-frequency reconstruction from a

high-resolution reference. Our novel multi-scale architecture

and personalized training synthesize good quality videos at

high resolution across many scenarios. The adaptability of the

compression scheme to different points on a rate-distortion

curve opens up new avenues to co-design the application and

transport layers for better quality video calls. However, while

neural compression shows promise in enabling very low bitrate

video calls, it also raises important ethical considerations about

the bias that training data can introduce on the usefulness of

such a technique to different segments of the human population.

We believe that our personalized approach alleviates some of

these concerns, but does not eliminate them entirely.
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Figure 12: Keypoint Detector used as a precursor for computing

the warping field between the reference and target images.

Low-resolution versions of both frames are supplied to a UNet

architecture [46], and then put through convolutional layers to

generate keypoint locations and four “Jacobian” values in the

neighborhood of each keypoint.

A Model Details

In the following subsections, we detail the structure of the mo-

tion estimator that produces the warping field for Gemino and

the neural encoder-decoderpair that produce the prediction. We

also describe additional details about the training procedure.

A.1 Motion Estimator

UNet Structure. The keypoint detector and the motion esti-

mator use identical UNet structures (Fig. 12 and Fig. 13) to

extract features from their respective inputs before they are post-

processed. In both cases, the UNet consists of five up and down-

sampling blocks each. Each downsampling block consists of

a 2D convolutional layer [70], a batch normalization layer [71],

a Rectified Linear Unit Non-linearity (ReLU) layer [72], and a

pooling layer that downsamples by 2× in each dimension. The

batch normalization helps normalize inputs and outputs across

layers, while the ReLU layer helps speed up training. Each up-

sampling block first performs a 2× interpolation, followed by

a convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer, and a ReLU

layer. Thus, every downsampling layer reduces the spatial di-

mensions of the input but instead extracts features in a third

“channel” or “depth” dimension by doubling the third dimen-

sion. On the other hand, every upsampling layer doubles in each

spatial dimension, while halving the number of features in the

depth dimension. In our implementation, the UNet structure al-

ways produces 64 features after its first encoder downsampling

layer, and doubles from there on. The reverse happens with the

decoder ending with 64 features after its last layer. Since the

UNet structure operates on low-resolution input (as part of the

keypoint detector and motion estimator), its kernel size is set

to 3×3 to capture reasonably sized fields of interest.

Keypoint Detector. To obtain the warping field between the

reference frame and the target, Gemino first uses a keypoint

detector to locate key facial landmarks. It then uses a first-order

approximation in the neighborhood of these keypoints similar

to the FOMM [5]. To extractkeypoints,we firstdownsample the

input image to 64×64, and then feed it into the UNet structure

described above in its RGB space itself. The UNet structure pro-

duces a set of output features from its decoder, which are then

put through two separate pipelines to extract the keypoint loca-

tions and the “Jacobians.” The keypoint locations are extracted

via a single 7×7 convolutional layer, which is then put through

a softmax to extract probabilities for keypoint presence at each

spatial location. This is then converted to actual keypoint loca-

tions by performing a weighted average of these probabilities

across the entire spatial grid. Note that this process is replicated

10 times by having 10 separate channels to extract 10 keypoints.

The Jacobians are simply four floating point numbers that are

used to approximate the movement (derivatives) in the neigh-

borhood of each keypoint. This is used for the first-order ap-

proximation when computing the motion around each keypoint.

To generate these Jacobians, the output from the UNet is simply

put through a single 7x7 convolutional layer. Fig. 12 describes

this architecture. Note that both the reference and the target

images are fed to this pipeline independently to generate two

separate sets of reference and target keypoints and Jacobians.

Motion Estimation Fig. 13 describes the working of the mo-

tion estimator in Gemino’s design in detail. First, the motion

estimator creates Gaussian heatmaps corresponding to the key-

point locations from both the reference and the target frames.

It subtracts the two on a per-keypoint basis to generate the dif-

ference between the two frames’ keypoints. It adds a separate

heatmap consisting of zeros to denote the fact that the back-

ground is identical in the two frames. The motion estimator then

generates sparse motion vectors or motion vectors in the neigh-

borhood of each keypoint using the first-order Taylor series

approximation [5] and the Jacobian values from the keypoint

detector. These motion vectors (along with an identity for the

background) are applied to the low-resolution reference frame

to obtain a setofdeformedreferences. This effectivelygenerates

11 heatmaps (10 keypoints + 1 forbackground),and11 different

RGB (3 channels) deformed references. The 44 resulting chan-

nels are provided as input along with 3 RGB features from the

low-resolution target image to another replica of the UNet struc-

ture described above. This UNet’s decoder also outputs a set of

predicted features based on all the provided 47 input features.

The predicted features are put through three separate 7×7

convolutional layer followed by Sigmoid layers and a Softmax

layer to produce three occlusion masks. Each occlusion mask

is later used in the decoding pipeline to convey how to combine

information from three pathways: the warped high-resolution

features, the non-warped high-resolution features, and the

low-resolution features to generate the prediction. We use a

Softmax layer to enforce that the sum of these three occlusion

masks is 1 at every spatial location so that they do not compete

in later parts of the decoding pipeline. Intuitively, this forces

each pixel to be generated from one out of the three pathways.

If a feature represents a part of the frame that has moved

between the reference and the target frames, reconstruction

relies on the HR warped pathway, while if it represents a part

of the frame that has not moved, it relies on the non-warped
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Abstract
Live streaming of segmented videos over the Hypertext

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is increasingly popular and serves
heterogeneous clients by offering each segment in multiple
representations. A bitrate ladder expresses this choice as a
list of bitrate-resolution pairs. Whereas existing solutions
for HTTP-based live streaming use a static bitrate ladder,
the fixed ladders struggle to appropriately accommodate
the dynamics in the video content and network-conditioned
client capabilities. This paper proposes ARTEMIS as a
practical scalable alternative that dynamically configures the
bitrate ladder depending on the content complexity, network
conditions, and clients’ statistics. ARTEMIS seamlessly
integrates with the end-to-end streaming pipeline and
operates transparently to video encoders and clients. We
develop a cloud-based implementation of ARTEMIS and
conduct extensive real-world and trace-driven experiments.
The experimental comparison vs. existing prominent
bitrate ladders demonstrates that live streaming with
ARTEMIS outperforms all baseline solutions, reduces
encoding computation by 25%, end-to-end latency by 18%,
and increases the quality of experience by 11%.

1 Introduction

Live streaming is an increasingly prominent variant of video
streaming. Video applications keep gaining popularity in
general, with the Internet experiencing a 24% increase in
video traffic during 2022 [55]. Live streaming constitutes a
major contributor to this growth and feeds on support by social
media platforms and streaming services such as Facebook
Live, Twitch, and YouTube Live. The skyrocketing rise of
live streaming in all Internet traffic from less than 1% to
nearly 18% during the 2015-2022 period substantiates the
importance of this streaming mode.

HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) comprises an attractive
option for not only Video On Demand (VOD) but also live
streaming. The two leading representatives of the HAS
paradigm are Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [52]
and standardized Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(DASH) [36]. Both formats have low-latency extensions [20,
26] that accept the same Common Media Application Format
(CMAF) [35] for video packaging. While WebRTC [38]
enables streaming with subsecond latency and creates

a promising alternative to HAS formats for interactive
applications, the HAS paradigm maintains its dominance in
live streaming distribution [63] due to its easy deployment,
great scalability, and good performance.

In HAS, an origin server partitions a video into segments
and encodes each segment into multiple representations
characterized typically by a bitrate and resolution. A
bitrate ladder, aka an encoding ladder or simply a ladder,
comprises a list of the bitrate-resolution pairs. Each client,
aka player, downloads from the server a manifest file
that describes the bitrate ladder and other metadata. The
video delivery is segment by segment, with the client
requesting the next segment in a representation chosen by
an adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm [24]. The choice strives
to accommodate dynamic network conditions and balance
conflicting performance objectives. For example, a higher
bitrate might increase both video quality and stall duration
because the client does not receive the segment in time for its
playback.

A key metric of HAS performance is Quality of Experience
(QoE) which captures the overall satisfaction of the user
with the streaming service [56]. In this paper, we evaluate
QoE using the model introduced by Comyco [33]. This
QoE model measures video quality by means of Video
Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [45] and expresses
QoE as a weighted sum of VMAF, stall duration, and VMAF
instability over a sequence of segments. VMAF relies on
machine learning to account for human perception, spatial
and temporal video characteristics, and many other factors.
Appendix A describes the QoE model in more detail.

HAS scales up to millions of clients due to two features.
First, because the number of representations, rather than
the number of clients, controls the encoding, storage, and
bandwidth overhead, bitrate ladders contain relatively few
representations, e.g., Twitch and Apple use ladders with six
and nine representations, respectively [21, 22]. When the
network bandwidth available for a client aligns with a bitrate
imperfectly, the discrepancy does not disrupt QoE as long
as it lies within the Just-Noticeable Difference (JND) [18].
Second, HAS employs Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
which deploy edge caches around the world to serve end users
with low latency [31].

In comparison to VOD, live streaming faces new challenges.
The fundamental difference lies in the real-time operation of
the end-to-end pipeline from the video ingestion at the camera
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to the playback at the client. Specifically, VOD encoding
is offline and free from stringent latency constraints. The
state of the art in ladder construction goes beyond one-
size-fits-all ladders [32, 42] and leverages video content and
viewing context to build more effective ladders [28, 32, 37,
40, 47, 53, 54, 64, 65]. The construction of content-aware
and context-aware ladders commonly relies on exhaustive
search or other time-consuming methods. In contrast, live
streaming is subject to tight constraints on end-to-end latency
and calls for new designs. For example, live streams encode on
a subsegment level, e.g., all the way down to individual frames.
Also, a live encoder is unable to assess video quality via
VMAF because the computation of VMAF would introduce
substantial latency which might even exceed the encoding
latency. On the ABR side, L2A [39] and LoL+ [22] represent
prominent low-latency ABR algorithms that leverage the
subsegment encoding structure and incorporate additional
mechanisms. For example, LoL+ includes a learning-based
technique that proactively controls the playback speed by
considering both current latency and buffer occupancy level
so as to jointly handle stalls and achieve the latency target.

The live mode also creates opportunities for more effective
streaming. In VOD, the origin server stores the video in all
representations of the bitrate ladder for future streaming to
a priori unknown clients. In live streaming, the server does
not necessarily need to store the streams for future playback.
Apart from making video storage less of a concern, this
aspect of live streaming opens the possibility of dynamically
configuring the bitrate ladder of the session to improve the
encoding efficiency and QoE of current clients.

In this paper, we design ARTEMIS1, a system that
dynamically constructs effective ladders for the live encoder
during the live video session without any pre-encoding step.
The system objectives are to: (1) support end-to-end streaming
latency of a few seconds, (2) provide heterogeneous clients
with high QoE, (3) utilize network bandwidth efficiently
with low storage and processing overhead, and (4) operate
transparently with existing video codecs, players, and ABR
algorithms.

ARTEMIS achieves its key innovation by collecting client-
state information via CDN log files and leveraging this
information to dynamically configure the bitrate ladder. The
added mechanisms preserve the scalability of CDN-assisted
HAS. In particular, whereas the number of representations
encoded in real time constitutes the most critical resource in a
live streaming system, the encoding of the live video into the
representations that fully accommodate the capabilities of all
individual clients in the session does not constitute a practical
option, and ARTEMIS instead constructs bitrate ladders
with a relatively small number of representations. Another
important innovation of ARTEMIS is a mega-manifest file
that advertises a large number of representations. ARTEMIS

1ARTEMIS is an abbreviation of the following full name of the design:
Adaptive bitRaTE ladder optiMIzation for live video Streaming.

Origin Server         CDN

ARTEMIS Analytics
 (AA) Server 

Encoded 
Segments

ARTEMIS Origin 
(AO) Agent

Media Players

CDN Log

Live Camera

HTTP Res.

ARTEMIS 
Messages

Mega-Manifest

HTTP Req. + CMCD

Figure 1: Conceptual architecture of live video streaming with
ARTEMIS enhancements (in blue).

utilizes the mega-manifest to collect information about the
bitrate preferences of the clients with a higher fidelity.

Figure 1 depicts the ARTEMIS architecture and its role in
live streaming. ARTEMIS consists of an ARTEMIS analytics
(AA) server and ARTEMIS origin (AO) agent with limited
communications between these two components. Operating
in real time to dynamically compose the bitrate ladder from
the representations advertised in the mega-manifest, the AA
server utilizes CDN logs in the Common Media Client Data
(CMCD) format [7] to scalably collect client-side information
about stall duration and numbers of requests for each bitrate
in the mega-manifest. ARTEMIS uses the Peak Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [34] as a metric of video quality
because the latency of computing a PSNR value is negligible,
within a millisecond. Specifically, based on the PSNR values
computed by the live encoder for past segments, the AO
agent trains a function predicting the video quality of future
segments and communicates this quality indicator function
to the AA server. Because the AO agent runs on the machine
of the live encoder, ARTEMIS trains the quality indicator
function at the AO agent, rather than at the AA server, in
order to reduce traffic from the live encoder to the AA server.
Utilizing the quality indicator function received from the AO
agent, the AA server solves a Mixed Integer Linear Program
(MILP) to update the bitrate ladder. Upon receiving the
updated ladder from the AA server, the AO agent instructs the
origin server to encode the subsequent segments of the video
according to this new ladder. In the most likely economic
realization, the streaming service provider administers both
components of ARTEMIS.

We implement the ARTEMIS system in the Amazon cloud
infrastructure and report an extensive real-world evaluation
of ARTEMIS-enhanced live streaming. Specifically, our
Python implementations of the AA server and the AO agent
run in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [2]. To
complete the end-to-end streaming pipeline, we utilize the
Bitmovin Live Encoder [5] for the origin-server encoding
of videos, Amazon CloudFront as the CDN, and multiple
instances of the DASH JavaScript Player (dash.js) [27] as
video clients on the CAdViSE platform [57]. The Bitmovin
Live Encoder and CAdViSE also run in EC2. The live
streaming experiments confirm that ARTEMIS achieves
its design objectives and significantly outperforms existing
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techniques for ladder construction in terms of provided QoE
and network utilization while imposing low computation and
communication overhead.

Our paper makes the following main contributions:

1. We design ARTEMIS, a practical system that enhances
live video streaming by dynamically constructing the
bitrate ladder accounting for the content complexity
and network conditions. The construction leverages
the clients’ fine-grained bitrate preferences and stall
information collected scalably through the CDN.

2. The paper reports a cloud-based implementation of
ARTEMIS and an extensive real-world evaluation of
its utility for end-to-end live streaming.

3. The experimental comparison vs. existing prominent
bitrate ladders demonstrates that ARTEMIS delivers
multi-objective improvements over the static ladders
to reduce encoding computation by 25%, end-to-end
latency by 18%, and increase QoE by 11%.

2 Related Work

The traditional HAS approach relies on the same bitrate ladder
throughout the streaming session. The fixed ladder might
be agnostic of the video content, e.g., Apple’s ladder [51],
or depend on the content type, e.g., per-title encoding by
Netflix [28, 47]. One can classify recent advanced solutions
into content-aware and context-aware categories.

Content-aware ladder construction accounts for the
content complexity. Whereas the initial proposal of per-title
encoding [28] seeks to improve the resolution for each bitrate
in the ladder, [19] aims at content-aware improvements in
both resolution and frame rate. [46] considers the content
complexity to partition the video offline for streaming with
segments of variable duration and then augments the bitrate
ladder with additional representations to improve QoE via
fine-grained adaptation. [40] extracts content features and
applies machine learning to configure each quantization
parameter (QP) based on the rate-distortion curves of different
resolutions. [25] uses metrics of video quality to select a
resolution for each bitrate in a perception-aware manner.
[49, 50] extract low-complexity video features to set the
resolutions and QPs in bitrate ladders for live streaming.
While all the above solutions successfully leverage content
awareness to improve bitrate ladders, [19, 28, 46] rely on
brute force to construct the ladders, which is computationally
untenable in live streaming. On the other hand, [25,40,49,50]
do not consider network conditions. In contrast, ARTEMIS
accounts for both content complexity and dynamic network-
conditioned client capabilities to efficiently construct dynamic
ladders for live streaming.

Context-aware ladder construction addresses the impor-
tance of the context such as the network bandwidth available

for the segment download by the clients. [54] models the avail-
able network bandwidth as a continuous random variable and
uses its probability density function to build ladders. [43] con-
structs bitrate ladders by analyzing the content complexity and
historical data on the available network bandwidth in order to
reduce the likelihood that the user quits watching the streamed
video. [60] accounts for the user population, network dynam-
ics, video content, and other factors in its ladder construction
with the objective to improve user satisfaction. [32] applies
deep reinforcement learning to build ladders with features
that describe the content, available network bandwidth, and
storage overhead. [41] uses a Markov model to predict the
bitrate of the next requested segment so as to support transcod-
ing and ladder construction in VOD settings. [58] modifies
ABR algorithms with a plug-in to obtain feedback from the
clients, characterizes video quality via VMAF estimates, and
evaluates the utility of the constructed bitrate ladders via trace-
driven emulations. Although sharing some aspirations and
techniques with ARTEMIS, the above context-aware propos-
als tend to make problematic design choices that jeopardize
their chances for wide deployment in practice, e.g., deep learn-
ing or other computationally expensive techniques unsuitable
for live streaming. The key innovation of ARTEMIS as a
practical scalable system for live streaming lies in collect-
ing client-side information via CDN logs and leveraging this
information to construct dynamic context-aware bitrate lad-
ders. ARTEMIS operates transparently to ABR algorithms
and uses a mega-manifest file to accurately detect the bitrate
preferences of the clients.

3 Problem Description and Motivation

This paper deals with the problem of constructing improved
bitrate ladders for live streaming. As shown in Figure 1, the
end-to-end streaming pipeline passes through a CDN and
has two ends on the origin and client sides. On the origin
side, the encoder creates a bitrate ladder from the live video
captured by a camera. On the client side, the ABR algorithm
continuously requests segments of the video at a dynamically
chosen representation, with the client subsequently buffering
and playing back the received segments. In this section, we
discuss the utility and challenges of using information from
both origin and client sides to improve the ladder construction.

Client-side motivation. While ARTEMIS constructs the
bitrate ladder based on the bitrates requested by the clients,
an alternative foundation might be the network bandwidth
available for the segment download. ABR algorithms
typically predict the future network bandwidth through
various techniques, e.g., based on historical measurements of
throughput and occupancy level of the playback buffer [24].
However, ABR algorithms differ greatly in their logic of
selecting the bitrate for the next requested segment: whereas
the greedy approach requests the highest bitrate that does
not exceed the predicted available bandwidth, many ABR
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Figure 2: The bitrate ladder advertised in the mega-manifest,
predicted bandwidth and requested bitrates by two ABR
algorithms, and actually served bitrates at the origin side.

algorithms choose to keep the requested bitrate stable over
consecutive segments because QoE might benefit from the
bitrate stability even when the bitrate is significantly below
or above the available network bandwidth.

To support live streaming with low latency and utilize
efficiently the limited computation, bandwidth, and storage
resources, ARTEMIS constrains the number of encodings
to yield fewer representations than advertised in the mega-
manifest, and a client might receive a segment in a
representation with a lower bitrate than requested. Although
serving the segment at a lower bitrate might degrade QoE
for the client, prior work adopting this technique for similar
overhead reasons shows that the technique works well in
conjunction with client-side ABR algorithms and supports an
effective trade-off between the complexity and QoE [44, 59].

We explore the loose coupling between the client-side
and origin-side logics in experiments where the mega-
manifest advertises 19 representations2. Out of the 19
representations, the origin server actually maintains only the
five representations with the bitrates of 0.145, 0.365, 1.1,
2, and 4.5 Mbps. When the client requests a representation
with a different bitrate, the server delivers the maintained
representation with the highest bitrate that does not exceed
the requested one. The experiments evaluate the L2A ABR
algorithm [39] with the segment duration of 1 s and the LTE
network trace [61] as well as the LoL+ ABR algorithm [22]
with the segment duration of 2 s and the Cascade network
trace [23]. In both experiments, the content type is animation.
Figures 2a and 2b plot the results for L2A and LoL+,
respectively, and depict the 19 representations in the mega-
manifest as horizontal gray lines, bandwidth predictions by
the ABR algorithm as blue dashed lines, its requested bitrates
as green dots, and actually served bitrates as orange dash-
dotted lines.

2(0.09 Mbps, 270p), (0.145 Mbps, 270p), (0.24 Mbps, 270p), (0.365 Mbps,
360p), (0.5 Mbps, 360p), (0.6 Mbps, 360p), (0.75 Mbps, 360p), (0.9 Mbps,
360p), (1.1 Mbps, 480p), (1.4 Mbps, 480p), (1.6 Mbps, 720p), (1.8 Mbps,
720p), (2 Mbps, 720p), (2.25 Mbps, 720p), (2.8 Mbps, 720p), (3.4 Mbps,
720p), (4.5 Mbps, 1080p), (5 Mbps, 1080p), and (7 Mbps, 1080p).
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Figure 3: Dependence of video quality on the bitrate for two
different content types.

Figure 2 provides two relevant observations. First, the
predicted available bandwidth is a poor proxy of the bitrate
requested by the ABR algorithm. It is common for the
discrepancy between these two values to span multiple
representations. Therefore, compared to the available network
bandwidth, the bitrates requested by the clients constitute a
better foundation for constructing a dynamic bitrate ladder.
Second, the L2A and LoL+ algorithms adapt the bitrate
effectively even though the origin server encodes segments
into a smaller number of representations than advertised in the
mega-manifest. Thus, the mega-manifest empowers the origin
server to detect the bitrate preference of the client with a
higher accuracy and yet preserves the effectiveness of diverse
ABR algorithms. The above two observations substantiate a
promise of our approach where the origin server leverages the
mega-manifest technique and relies on the bitrates requested
by the clients, rather than the available network bandwidth,
to construct the dynamic bitrate ladder.

Origin-side motivation. Even if the origin server collects
real-time fine-grained feedback about the bitrate preferences
of the clients, the dynamic construction of an effective bitrate
ladder requires additional information from the origin side.
In particular, video quality is relevant because it strongly
correlates with QoE. Figure 3 plots VMAF as a function of
the bitrate for two different resolutions in the experiments that
consider two content types of sport and documentary. The
graphs depict the average VMAF over 100 segments, where
each segment has the duration of 2 s, and show that VMAF
grows sublinearly with the bitrate and greatly depends on the
content type. Hence, in addition to the bitrate preferences of
the clients, the construction of effective bitrate ladders should
also consider the sublinear impact of the chosen bitrate on
video quality as well as the specific content type. Thus, origin-
side awareness of video quality and content complexity is
critical for constructing an effective bitrate ladder.

Exploitation of content awareness in live streaming has
additional challenges compared to VOD. Content-aware
VOD solutions typically rely on offline search in the bitrate
and resolution spaces to find a bitrate ladder where the
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chosen list of bitrate-resolution pairs provides a good
coverage of the VMAF space for the given content. However,
the exhaustive search requires extensive computations and
imposes extra latency unacceptable for real-time operation.
Similarly, the computation of VMAF is untenably slow for
live streaming. Therefore, construction of a dynamic bitrate
ladder for live streaming requires efficient techniques to
quickly measure content complexity and select a content-
aware ladder configuration.

4 System Design

4.1 Design Principles
Based on the motivation in Section 3, we now present
our ARTEMIS system and start by establishing its design
principles. ARTEMIS aspires to build a dynamic bitrate
ladder for a live streaming session by leveraging real-time
information from both origin and client sides of the streaming
pipeline. However, the provided improvements in the bitrate
ladder should not undermine the traditional ability of HAS
to scale up well with respect to the number of clients in the
session, computation and storage overhead, and bandwidth
consumption. This constraint forms a basis for our first design
principle:

Design Principle 1 Enhancements of the ladder construc-
tion should preserve scalability of live streaming and, in par-
ticular, require only affordable amounts of extra feedback
from both client and origin sides.

The existing ecosystem of live streaming is diverse in
regard to deployed clients and their ABR algorithms. At the
same time, ABR streaming also has standard features, e.g., the
client learns about available representations by receiving from
the origin server a manifest file and reacts by requesting one
of the advertised representations. For ease of deployment, the
proposed design should exploit common elements of end-to-
end streaming and avoid modifications in the components that
exist in heterogeneous instances. The above considerations
lead us to the following design principle:

Design Principle 2 ARTEMIS should seamlessly integrate
with today’s streaming ecosystem by leveraging its standard
features and, in particular, operate transparently to heteroge-
neous clients and their ABR algorithms.

Constructing an effective bitrate ladder with inexpensive
overhead constitutes an important but not the only goal in
live streaming. A major objective of end-to-end streaming
is to support high QoE. Furthermore, because live streaming
imposes tight constraints on end-to-end latency, the ladder
construction should be sufficiently fast so that the streaming
session fulfills the end-to-end latency constraints. Thus, we
establish the final design principle for ARTEMIS:

Design Principle 3 The ladder construction should simul-
taneously achieve multiple interdependent objectives that
include the ladder effectiveness, reasonable overhead, high
QoE, and satisfaction of end-to-end latency constraints.

4.2 ARTEMIS Overview

We derive the ARTEMIS design from the principles
established in Section 4.1. Figure 1 shows the conceptual
architecture of our proposal with the AA server and AO agent
as its two primary components. We envision that the provider
of the streaming service administers both components and
instantiates them in a cloud, e.g., in EC2.

To fulfill Design Principle 1 on the client side, the AA
server in ARTEMIS utilizes a CDN service to scalably collect
client-state information. Akamai [1] and other major CDNs
offer such services that transmit log files to third parties, e.g.,
Conviva [6] and Datazoom [8] analytics platforms. When a
streaming session uses multiple CDNs, the analytics platform
obtains the client-state information separately from each
individual CDN. Without loss of generality, the rest of our
paper assumes that each streaming session utilizes a single
CDN. In ARTEMIS, each player appends its stall information
and unique player identifier (pid) in the CMCD format to
the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the HTTP request
message sent to the CDN edge server [3, 7]. The URL also
includes the ID of the segment representation requested by
the player. The CDN compiles both kinds of information
provided by the players to the CDN edge servers and
periodically provides the AA server with log files that contain
information about stall duration and requested representations
for all players in the session during the covered period. By
processing the CDN log files with negligible computation
overhead, the AA server extracts aggregate statistics in the
form of average stall duration and request counts for each
bitrate in the mega-manifest. The AA server leverages these
two kinds of statistics in its computation of a new bitrate
ladder.

To satisfy Design Principle 1 on the origin side, the AO
agent acts as an intermediary between the origin server and the
AA server in order to reduce traffic from the live encoder to
the AA server. The AO agent runs on the machine of the live
encoder, trains a quality indicator function on the segments
produced by the encoder, and sends the quality indicator
function to the AA server. The reliance of ARTEMIS on
PSNR as the quality metric enables low end-to-end latency
of a few seconds while accomplishing the QoE, overhead,
and other objectives in compliance with Design Principle 3.
Because the computation of VMAF is unacceptably slow
for live streaming, Figure 14 in Appendix B shows a strong
correlation between PSNR and VMAF across different
segment durations and content types.

The AA server utilizes the collected origin-side and client-
side information to solve an optimization program that
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Figure 4: Time-slotted operation by ARTEMIS.

produces an optimized temporary ladder (OTL). Because the
number of representations encoded in real time constitutes
the critical resource in a live streaming system, the AA
server dynamically composes the OTL from only some of
the representations listed in the mega-manifest and instructs
the origin server through the AO agent to use the OTL as the
current ladder for segment encoding. The origin server does
not encode any mega-manifest representations that do not
appear in the OTL. When a client requests a representation
absent from the OTL, ARTEMIS instructs the origin server to
stream the segment in the closest lower representation in the
OTL. Hence, ARTEMIS operates transparently to the clients
and origin server in accordance with Design Principle 2.

ARTEMIS relies on time slots in its internal and external
communications. As shown in Figure 4, each time slot is
θ seconds long and consists of two distinct intervals: the
collecting inputs (CI) interval and determining OTL (OT)
interval. During the CI interval, the AA server collects inputs
from the CDN and AO agent. In the OT interval, the AA server
uses the collected data to update the OTL. Below, we detail
the methodology and explain our algorithm for determining
the OTL based on the data collected during the CI interval.

4.3 OTL Selection

During each OT interval, the AA server decides whether to
update the OTL. In the following, we formulate a Mixed
Integer Linear Program (MILP) that computes a new OTL.
Table 2 in Appendix C summarizes our notation. Without
loss of generality, we assume only one fixed resolution for
each bitrate in the mega-manifest. The optimal resolution for
a bitrate is determinable in an online manner [50]. Set B =
{1,2, . . . ,m} indexes the m mega-manifest representations in
increasing order of their bitrates, and bi refers to the bitrate
of representation i. List R = {r1,r2, . . . ,rm} consists of m
nonnegative integers, where ri denotes the number of requests
for bitate bi.

The OTL contains at most ℓ of the m representations.
For each representation i, we define binary variable xi that
indicates whether bitrate bi appears in the OTL (xi = 1) or
not (xi = 0). When the OTL does not include bitrate bi, and
the AA server observes requests for this bitrate (i.e., ri > 0),
ARTEMIS selects a lower bitrate in the OTL to serve the
requests. To model such situations, our MILP incorporates a
list of i−1 binary variables Yi = {y1,i,y2,i, . . . ,yi−1,i} and the
following two constraints:
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Figure 5: Execution time to: (a) train quality indicator
function F for different numbers of segments and (b) solve
the MILP as a function of m, the number of representations
in the mega-manifest.

∑
j∈B & j<i

y j,i + xi = 1 ∀i ∈ B, (1)

∑
i∈B & j<i

y j,i ≤ x j×m ∀ j ∈ B (2)

where y j,i = 1 indicates that ARTEMIS instructs the origin
server to transmit the segment at bitrate b j which is lower
(i.e., j < i) than requested bitrate bi. Constraint 1 guarantees
that ARTEMIS accommodates the requests for bitrate bi
by either including this bitrate into the OTL (xi = 1) or
serving them at a lower bitrate in the OTL (∑ j∈B & j<i y j,i = 1).
Constraint 2 enforces x j = 1 when the OTL includes bitrate
b j to accommodate requests for higher bitrates than b j.

The following constraint ensures that the OTL comprises
at most ℓ representations:

∑
i∈B

xi ≤ ℓ. (3)

If all bitrates in the OTL would change every OT interval,
excessive bitrate switching might degrade the QoE. To prevent
frequent bitrate changes, the MILP imposes an upper limit on
the number of changes in the OTL over two consecutive OT
intervals:

∑
i∈B
|xi− x̄i| ≤ β, (4)

where β > 0 and x̄i ∈ {0,1} indicates whether bitrate bi
appears in the OTL of the previous OT interval.

The live encoder calculates the PSNR value of a segment on
the fly during the encoding process, e.g., by appending -psnr
to the FFmpeg command line [10]. Based on the PSNR values
collected from the encoder for previous segments, the AO
agent computes a function estimating the quality of upcoming
segments. Specifically, the AO agent uses linear regression to
train quality indicator function F that maps a bitrate to PSNR.
Figure 5a plots the execution time to train function F . The
AA server leverages quality indicator function F to estimate
the PSNR values for all bitrates in the mega-manifest for
subsequent segments. When the OTL relies on bitrate b j
to accommodate the requests for higher bitrate bi, the AA
server utilizes function F to measure the respective change in
PSNR. The following inequality introduces the nonpositive
real variable q to express the quality improvement that the
requested bitrates would provide compared to the bitrates
chosen in the OTL:
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q×∑
i∈B

ri ≤∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B & j<i

ri× y j,i×
(
F(b j)−F(bi)

)
. (5)

The final constraint of our MILP brings in the nonnegative
real variable s to represent the traffic reduction that happens
because clients receive segments in lower representations than
the requested ones:

s×∑
i∈B

ri ≤∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B & j<i

ri× y j,i× (bi−b j). (6)

For the sake of normalization, we introduce Q and S as
bounds on the possible values of quality improvement q
and traffic reduction s, respectively, and define the following
Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) function:

MOO = α× q
Q
+(1−α)× s

S
. (7)

Our MILP strives to maximize the MOO function where
weight α controls the relative priorities of the quality
improvement vs. traffic reduction. The two individual
objectives are in conflict: increasing q decreases s and vice
versa. Note that α = 1 emphasizes increasing the video
quality, which conforms to the OTL selecting its bitrates as
close as possible to the requested bitrates. On the other hand,
α = 0 places the only focus on minimizing the traffic, which
corresponds to serving all requests with the lowest bitrate.
We detail our algorithm for determining the value of α in
Section 4.4. To summarize, ARTEMIS relies on the following
MILP:

Maximize: MOO in Equation 7 (8)
subject to: Constraints 1 through 6 (9)
variables: xi, y j,i ∈ {0,1}, q≤ 0, and s≥ 0. (10)
The computational complexity of the formulated MILP

depends on the number of representations in the mega-
manifest, and not on the number of clients in the session. The
total number of variables equals m+ m(m−1)

2 +2 because each
bitrate bi contributes i−1 binary variables y j,i and one binary
variable xi, with two real variables q and s completing the total.
The number of individual constraints behind Constraints 1
through 6 amounts to 2m+4. Despite being an NP-complete
problem [30], the MILP is applicable for optimizing the
OTL in live streaming due to the relatively low numbers
of variables and constraints. We solve the MILP by using the
PuLP library [14]. Figure 5b reports the respective execution
time as a function of m, the number of representations in the
mega-manifest.

4.4 Algorithm Details

Input processing. Algorithm 1 constitutes the core algorithm
of ARTEMIS. Lines 3-6 of the pseudocode describe the
operation during the CI interval when the AA server retrieves
the latest version of quality indicator function F and client-
state log files from the AO agent and CDN, respectively.
After extracting the request counts and stall information from
the CDN logs, the AA server stores the data as list R =
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Figure 6: (a) Rate-distortion curves v1 and v2 with 30 bitrates
between 0.09 Mbps and 7 Mbps and (b) impact of the α value
on quality improvement and traffic reduction.

{r1,r2, . . . ,rm} and set T that consists of tuples (pid, ts, te),
where pid denotes the unique player identifier included
in the URLs of HTTP requests according to the CMCD
specification, and ts and te represent the start and end times of
a stall event. A player that experiences a stall event sends the
respective (pid, ts, te) tuple to the CDN and requests to buffer
all encoded segments that reach the CDN edge server. The
time-slot duration divided by the segment duration imposes
the upper limit on the number of requests that the player
contributes to the R list during the time slot. For each of the
players that request segments and do not report any stalls, set
T includes tuple (pid,0,0).

Algorithm for determining α. Before answering the
question how to determine the best α value, we use Figure 6 to
illustrate the impact of α on quality improvement q and traffic
reduction s, i.e., the two individual objectives of our MILP.
Figure 6a depicts rate-distortion curves v1 and v2 associated
with two different content types and m = 30 bitrates. For each
bitrate bi, we randomly pick a value between 50 and 100
for request count ri and configure x̄i to 0. The example also
assumes ℓ = β = 8. Figure 6b reveals the opposite impact
of changes in α on q and s. When α equals 0, the MILP
produces OTLs that offer the worst video quality, with q
being about -4.2 and -10.2 for curves v1 and v2, respectively.
However, the traffic reduction in this α setting is the largest,
with s reaching around 2.4 Mbps for both curves. Increasing
the α value improves quality and increases traffic. When α

becomes 1, the MILP-produced OTLs support video quality
within 0.2% and 3% of the PSNR values with the requested
bitrates, and traffic reduction s drops to 0.35 Mbps for both
curves v1 and v2.

Because Figure 6b shows that α significantly affects both
video quality and traffic volume, ARTEMIS adjusts the α

value based on the origin-side and client-side information.
For instance, larger traffic with a greater α value might
cause not only improved video quality but also increased
stall duration, which the AA server detects by observing the
increased average stall duration in the client-side feedback
provided via the CDN. In adjusting the α value based on the
stall information, ARTEMIS avoids dramatic changes over
consecutive OT intervals so that the resulting updates in the
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Algorithm 1 ARTEMIS Algorithm
1: for each time slot do
2: R←[], T ←[], F ←∅, O∗←∅
3: while in CI do ▷ CI interval starts
4: T,R← ProcessCDNlogs()
5: F ← QualityFunction()
6: end while ▷ OT interval starts
7: α, f1←StallAnalysis(T ) ▷ Algorithm 2
8: O,q← Optimization(α,O∗,R,F)
9: if f1 then

10: SendOTLtoAOagent(O)
11: O∗← O
12: else
13: f2←QualityAnalysis(q,F) ▷ Alg. 3
14: if f2 then
15: SendOTLtoAOagent(O)
16: O∗← O
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for

Algorithm 2 StallAnalysis Function
1: Inputs: LastStall, StallAlpha
2: function STALLANALYSIS(T )
3: l∗← mean(T )
4: α←SelectAlpha(StallAlpha,l∗)
5: l←LastStall
6: if l == 0 then
7: t← min(1, l∗)
8: else
9: t← min(1, l∗−l

l )
10: end if
11: LastStall← l∗

12: p←GenerateRandom(uniform[0,1))
13: if p≤ t then
14: f ← True
15: else
16: f ← False
17: end if
18: return α, f
19: end function

Algorithm 3 QualityAnalysis Function

1: Inputs: O∗

2: function QUALITYANALYSIS(q,F)
3: d←[]
4: for i ∈ B do
5: d.append(DiffQuality(bi,ri,ai,F ,i))
6: end for
7: q∗← mean(d)
8: if q == 0 then
9: t← min(1,q∗)

10: else
11: t← min(1, q∗−q

q )

12: end if
13: p←GenerateRandom(uniform[0,1))
14: if p≤ t then
15: return True
16: else
17: return False
18: end if
19: end function

OTL do not degrade QoE for the clients, e.g., due to frequent
bitrate switching.

Algorithm 2 presents pseudocode of the StallAnalysis()
function that determines the α value. The function seeks
an appropriate balance between high video quality and
low stall duration. In addition to set T , the function takes
LastStall and StallAl pha as two other local inputs. LastStall
refers to the average stall duration calculated during the
previous time slot. StallAl pha is a dictionary that specifies
the α value for each range of stall duration. For example,
StallAlpha={(0,2):1.0,(2,’inf’):0.8} means α = 1.0
for the average stall duration between 0 and 2 s and α = 0.8
for the average stall duration exceeding 2 s. Supplied by
the streaming service provider, the StallAl pha dictionary is
updatable during the streaming session.

Line 3 of Algorithm 2 computes l∗ as the average stall
duration in set T . Line 4 configures α according to the
StallAl pha dictionary. With variable l initialized to LastStall,
Lines 6-10 adjust threshold t according to the difference
between l∗ and l. Line 12 draws random number p uniformly
between 0 and 1. If p is at most threshold t, i.e., the stalling is
significantly higher than in the previous time slot, Line 14 sets
flag f to True, indicating the need for a new OTL to decrease
the stalling. Otherwise, Line 16 sets flag f to False. Line 18
returns the α and f values. The core algorithm of ARTEMIS
obtains these values as α and f1, respectively, by calling the
StallAnalysis() function in Line 7 of Algorithm 1.

OTL computation. Based on the determined α value,
previous OTL O∗, list R of request counts, and quality
indicator function F , Line 8 of Algorithm 1 computes new
OTL O as described in Section 4.3. Solving the MILP also
returns quality improvement q that satisfies Constraint 5.

Communication of the OTL to the AO agent. If flag f1
is set to True, Line 10 of Algorithm 1 sends the new OTL
from the AA server to the AO agent. Otherwise, with flag f1

set to False and indicating insignificant stalling, Line 13
calls a QualityAnalysis() function to explore whether quality
improvement justifies adopting the new OTL.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of the
QualityAnalysis() function, with previous OTL O∗ as
an extra input. Lines 4-6 of Algorithm 3 measure how much
the requested bitrates would improve video quality compared
to the bitrates in the previous OTL. While ri refers to the
number of requests for bitrate bi, input ai in Line 5 indicates
how many requests the previous OTL accommodates with
bitrate bi. Lines 7-12 introduce threshold t that captures
the difference between q∗ and q, which refer to the quality
improvement for the previous and new OTL, respectively.
Line 14 compares the threshold with random number p drawn
uniformly between 0 and 1. The QualityAnalysis() function
returns a True flag if p is at most t. Otherwise, Algorithm 3
returns a False flag.

When Line 13 of Algorithm 1 receives a True flag from
the QualityAnalysis() function, Line 15 of the core algorithm
sends the new OTL to the AO agent. With this flag f2 set to
False, ARTEMIS continues operation with the previous OTL.
Hence, in deciding whether to update the OTL, ARTEMIS
considers not only the StallAl pha dictionary but also video
quality and stalling information across two consecutive time
slots.

5 Performance Evaluation

This section describes our practical implementation of
ARTEMIS as well as the evaluation methodology and results
of our real-world experiments. The evaluation intends to
answer the following questions: (i) What is the impact of
ARTEMIS on QoE? How do the constructed dynamic bitrate
ladders fare against existing fixed-length and content-based
ladders? (ii) What is the influence of ARTEMIS on resource
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Figure 7: Cloud-based implementation of ARTEMIS.

consumption? (iii) How do different real-world network traces
affect the ARTEMIS performance? (iv) How sensitive is the
ARTEMIS performance to changes in the number of players,
segment duration, content type, end-to-end latency, and α

value?

5.1 ARTEMIS Implementation

Our real-world experimentation combines existing infras-
tructure with our own cloud-based implementations of the
ARTEMIS functionalities. The existing infrastructure in-
cludes Amazon CloudFront as the CDN, Bitmovin Live En-
coder [5] as the origin server, and CAdViSE [57] for hosting
media players. Both Bitmovin Live Encoder and CAdViSE op-
erate as EC2 implementations. We implement the ARTEMIS
functionalities in EC2 as well. Figure 7 depicts our implemen-
tations and their interactions with the existing infrastructure.

Media players. CAdViSE is a cloud-based platform for
automated testing of media players. We use CAdViSE to run
multiple players on different kinds of EC2 machines. Each
EC2 instance fetches from Docker Hub [9] a Docker container
holding the DASH JavaScript Player [27]. We modify the
player to send the pid and stall information in the CMCD
format as a query argument in the URL of every HTTP request
for a segment.

Emulated CDN frontend. To support the mega-manifest
feature of ARTEMIS, we emulate a CDN frontend by
implementing it in Python and running the frontend on an EC2
machine. The emulated CDN frontend faces the players and
receives their HTTP requests. Also, the AA server provides
the CDN frontend with an OTL and Segment ID (SID) to
indicate the validity of the given OTL for segments with
numerical IDs that are equal or greater than this SID. Before
forwarding each HTTP request for a segment to the CDN, the
CDN frontend checks whether the requested representation
appears in the OTL associated with this segment. If the
representation ID is not in the OTL, the CDN frontend
changes the representation ID in the HTTP request to the ID
of the representation with the closest lower bitrate in the OTL.
The emulated CDN frontend also provides the AA server with
CDN logs in the form of requests’ URLs.

AA server. We implement the AA server in Python and,
specifically, employ the Pulp library [14] to solve the MILP.
Apart from determining the OTL and communicating it
to the CDN frontend and AO agent, the AA server also
coordinates the time-slotted operation of ARTEMIS. The two
main threads of the AA server utilize Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) sockets to receive the requests’ URLs and
quality indicator function F from the CDN frontend and AO
agent, respectively.

AO agent. Our Python implementation of the AO agent
runs in EC2 on the same machine with the Bitmovin Live
Encoder. The encoder uses DASH packaging, computes
PSNR values during the encoding process, and records
a (SID, bitrate, PSNR) tuple for each encoded segment.
The computational burden of extracting the PSNR values
during the encoding process is negligible [62]. The main
computational task of the AO agent is to train quality indicator
function F by means of linear regression. Figure 5a shows that
the execution time to train function F is low, below 20 ms,
and largely independent from the number of segments. In
addition, based on the OTL received from the AA server, the
AO agent updates the encoder settings of the Bitmovin Live
Encoder. The AO agent also stores the bitrates of the previous
OTL along with their resolutions. Our experiments employ
predetermined resolutions for all bitrates.

5.2 Evaluation Methodology

Bitrate ladders. We consider two groups of baselines
for evaluating the dynamic bitrate ladders constructed by
ARTEMIS. The first group consists of common fixed-length
ladders used by conventional HAS solutions for live streaming
that do not account for the content type or network conditions.
Table 1 presents the Theo [16], Bitmovin [4], Mux [11],
Pensieve [48], and Twitch [17] ladders that comprise this
first group. The second group consists of three bitrate ladders
designed for particular content types and/or specific average
available bandwidth. Table 3 in Appendix D describes
these three ladders. Designed offline for VOD scenarios, the
ILP ladder [60] targets animation videos with the average
available bandwidth of the clients being around 3 Mbps. The
other two baselines in the second group are the Netflix ladders
for animation [12] and movie [13] as the content type and do
not account for the available network bandwidth.

Network traces. Our experiments use the LTE [61], Ama-
zonFCC [15], Cascade-5, and Cascade-20 traces. Figure 15
in Appendix D depicts the four traces for 500 s, i.e., the total
duration of each streaming session. Cascade-5 and Cascade-
20 are synthetic network traces generated using five distinct
bandwidth values of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 7 Mbps, where labels 5
and 20 indicate the the available bandwidth remains constant
for 5 and 20 s, respectively. To allocate a network trace to each
player, we convert a longer network trace into circular arrays.
Then, we generate a random number uniformly distributed
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Table 1: Representations advertised by the mega-manifest of ARTEMIS vs. the five static bitrate ladders.
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Figure 8: QoE, latency, stall, bitrate, and VMAF performance of ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders vs. the five static ladders.

between 0 and 500. This random number determines the time
at which the allocated network trace starts for the specific
player. Thereby, we have a distinct network trace for each
player.

Content types and encoding parameters. Animation,
sport, movie, and documentary are four distinct content types
in our experiments. The Bitmovin Live Encoder encodes
segments at a constant bitrate with segment duration of 1, 2,
and 4 s and extracts the PSNR values of the segments during
the encoding process.

Default ARTEMIS parameters. By default, we set
maximum OTL length ℓ to 5 representations, dictionary
StallAl pha to {1 : [0,1],0.9 : [1,2],0.8 : [2,3],0.7 : [3,4],0.6 :
[4,5],0.5 : [5,100]}, time-slot duration θ to 10 s, segment
duration to 2 s, and target end-to-end latency to 4 s. The
default number of players, ABR algorithm, and content type
are 50 players, L2A, and animation, respectively.

Experimental scenarios. We experiment in two scenarios.
Using the default parameter settings, Scenarios I and II
evaluate ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders against the bitrate
ladders from the first and second baseline groups, respectively.
We also analyze performance sensitivity to changes in the
experimental settings, including the ABR algorithm, content
type, ARTEMIS parameters α, ℓ, and θ, and the number of
players. While individual experiments in our preliminary
investigation substantiate the potential of ARTEMIS in
sessions with as many as 15,000 players, the evaluation in
this paper accomplishes its multifaceted agenda in the settings
where each session serves 10, 20, 50, or 100 players. For each
experiment, we average the results over five runs.

Evaluation metrics. We evaluate QoE via the QoE model
of Appendix A and also zoom in on instability of the
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Figure 9: Bitrates used by the five static ladders and
ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders on different network traces.

bitrate and VMAF. For each of these two underlying metrics,
we calculate its instability as the average of the absolute
differences between their consecutive values throughout a
sequence of segments. Besides, we calculate ladder efficiency
and resource cost. To compute ladder efficiency, we divide
the average served bitrate of the clients by the average
encoded bitrate of the ladder. Instead of directly measuring
computation and bandwidth costs, we report encoding time
and volume of traffic from the live encoder to the CDN and
from the CDN to the player. We choose these metrics because
the computation and bandwidth costs are proportional to the
processing time and traffic volume.

5.3 Results and Analysis
Scenario I. Our evaluation of ARTEMIS starts by comparing
its dynamic bitrate ladders with the five fixed-length ladders.
Figures 8a-8e and, in more detail, Table 4 in Appendix E show
the average relative improvement in QoE, end-to-end latency,
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Figure 10: Computation cost, traffic volume, and ladder efficiency with ARTEMIS vs. the five static ladders.

stall duration, bitrate and VMAF instability for ARTEMIS
vs. the baselines. The results demonstrate that ARTEMIS
consistently improves QoE compared to the baselines, with
the average QoE improvement ranging from 4% to 16.5%
with respect to the Bitmovin and Mux ladders, respectively.
Figure 8a shows that ARTEMIS yields the largest average
QoE improvement in comparison to the Mux ladder because
ARTEMIS mitigates stalls for the players by selecting lower
bitrates than 0.75 Mbps, which is the lowest bitrate in the Mux
ladder. Although the Bitmovin ladder includes the lowest
bitrate of 0.145 Mbps, ARTEMIS outperforms this ladder
as well, e.g., by reducing the stall duration by 17.3% and
improving QoE by 10.9% on the Cascade-5 network trace.
Similarly, Figure 8b reveals that ARTEMIS outperforms the
baselines by reducing the end-to-end latency. The latency
reduction occurs due to shorter encoding time arising from
the more effective ladder selection in ARTEMIS.

Figures 8d and 8e demonstrate that ARTEMIS decreases
the bitrate instability compared to the baseline ladders,
particularly on the LTE, AmazonFCC, and Cascade-5 network
traces. While the VMAF instability gets worse with
ARTEMIS on the AmazonFCC and Cascade-20 traces,
ARTEMIS still improves the overall QoE on these traces.
Furthermore, the observed increase in the VMAF instability
lies within the JND, meaning that humans do not perceive the
quality decrease.

Figures 8f and 8g offer further insights into the impact of
ARTEMIS on the decrease in the average bitrate and VMAF
compared to the baseline ladders. Although ARTEMIS serves
the players with lower bitrates, the decrease in VMAF is
negligible for some combinations of ladders and network
traces, and ARTEMIS improves the VMAF value in other
cases. ARTEMIS attains this performance by using PSNR
as a proxy of VMAF in predicting the video quality of
the subsequent segments. Figure 8g shows that ARTEMIS
provides higher VMAF compared to the Theo ladder on
the LTE and Cascade-20 network traces. The Theo ladder
yields the lower VMAF values due to employing only
four representations with the largest bitrate of 4 Mbps only,
whereas ARTEMIS includes higher bitrates into its dynamic
ladders and thereby improves the video quality.

Figure 9 reports on the bitrates used by ARTEMIS’
dynamic ladders vs. the static baselines. While the static
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Figure 11: Normalized average computation time for
encoding each bitrate in ARTEMIS.

ladders always employ the same bitrates regardless of the
network trace, ARTEMIS adapts its ladders to network
conditions. Only the lowest mega-manifest bitrate of
0.145 Mbps always appears in ARTEMIS’ OTL. The second
lowest bitrate of 0.365 Mbps is always present in the OTL for
the AmazonFCC and Cascade-20 network traces only. The
bitrate of 1.1 Mbps is consistently in demand on the LTE and
Cascade-5 traces. For all four traces, ARTEMIS includes the
bitrate of 2 Mbps in the OTL most of the time but not always.
Finally, ARTEMIS never puts into the OTL the largest mega-
manifest bitrate of 7 Mbps on all four traces and occasionally
employs the second largest bitrate of 4.5 Mbps in the OTL.
Overall, Figure 9 corroborates that ARTEMIS effectively
adjusts its ladders for the current network conditions.

Figure 10 evaluates ARTEMIS vs. the baselines in regard
to computation cost, traffic volume, and ladder efficiency.
While Figures 10a and 10b focus on the computation cost,
we also investigate the relationship between the computation
cost and processing time by measuring the time to encode
each bitrate to the ultrafast preset on an EC2 machine
and by calculating the average processing time to encode
each segment according to the selected OTL. Figure 11
shows the normalized average computation time for encoding
each bitrate. The findings corroborate earlier research
conclusions that the computation cost is proportional to
the processing time [29]. Figures 10a and 10b demonstrate
that, by accounting for the network conditions, ARTEMIS’
dynamic ladders provide lower computation cost than the
baseline ladders, except for the Theo ladder that comprises
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Figure 12: Requested and served bitrates, stall duration, VMAF, QoE, and encoding time with ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladder vs.
the static Twitch ladder when both approaches advertise the mega-manifest bitrates to the players.

only four representations. Despite limiting the maximum
ladder length to five representations, ARTEMIS requires less
computation than the Bitmovin ladder due to selecting a lower
bitrate to cope with fluctuations in the available bandwidth.
Additionally, ARTEMIS selects a smaller ladder when the
bitrate preferences of the clients indicate a need in less than
the maximum ℓ representations.

Figure 10c demonstrates that ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders
increase the normalized average QoE compared to almost
all baselines across the four network traces. This finding
highlights the effectiveness of ARTEMIS even under
challenging network conditions. While the Pensieve ladder
on the LTE network trace delivers nearly the same QoE as
ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders, the computation cost incurred
by the Pensieve ladder is 44% higher than with ARTEMIS.
Figure 10d shows that ARTEMIS substantially outperforms
the static baselines with respect to ladder efficiency across all
four network traces within a time slot of at most θ.

The network traces in our study exhibit high bandwidth
fluctuations resulting in frequent stalls for the players.
Whereas Figure 9 unveils that ARTEMIS reacts to the highly
variable bandwidth by limiting the highest bitrate in the
OTL to 4.5 Mbps, we conduct an additional experiment
on a network trace with minimal bandwidth fluctuations.
Specifically, the available bandwidth for each player is
10 Mbps initially, decreases to 6.5 Mbps after 85 s, and
remains at this level for the subsequent 65 s. The experiment
evaluates ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladder against the static Twitch
ladder, which is the only baseline that includes the largest
considered bitrate of 7 Mbps. Additionally, we expose the
mega-manifest bitrate preferences of the players not only to
ARTEMIS but also to the Twitch alternative. In this setup,
we anticipate ARTEMIS to serve the players with the highest
available bitrate until 85 s into the experiment.

For this additional experiment, Figures 12a and 12b depict
the bitrates requested by the players as black dots and
the bitrates available for serving the requests as horizontal
purple lines. The Twitch alternative supports the bitrate
of 7 Mbps and affirmatively responds to all requests for
this highest bitrate in the mega-manifest until 85 s into the

experiment. After 85 s however, the players request bitrates
that are below 7 Mbps and above 3.75 Mbps, which is the
second highest bitrate in the Twitch ladder. Hence, the
Twitch alternative serves the requests with the bitrate of
3.75 Mbps, which degrades the video quality by underutilizing
the available bandwidth. On the other hand, Figure 12b
shows that ARTEMIS efficiently selects the OTL to serve the
requests with higher bitrates. The gray vertical lines indicate
the times when ARTEMIS changes its OTL. During the first
10 s that comprise the first slot of the time-slotted operation,
ARTEMIS uses the OTL predefined by the streaming service
provider and depicted as gray rectangles in Figure 12b. Upon
receiving requests for the bitrates of 6.5 and 7 Mbps during
the first time slot, ARTEMIS updates the OTL and, due to
low stalling and frequent requests for the bitrate of 7 Mbps,
converges by the third time slot to serving the players with the
bitrate of 7 Mbps until time 85 s. During the five consequent
time slots, ARTEMIS instructs the live encoder to use the
OTL with only three bitrates of 0.145, 1.1, and 7 Mbps, which
efficiently reduces the computation and bandwidth costs.
However, when the clients request lower bitrates at time
85 s, ARTEMIS reacts quickly, and Figure 12b shows that
ARTEMIS determines the four bitrates that closely match all
bitrates requested by the players.

Figures 12c-12f compare ARTEMIS with the Twitch
alternative in regard to the average stall duration, VMAF, and
normalized QoE as well as encoding time (labeled as E. Time),
encoded bitrate (E. Data) and served bitrate (S. Data). The
results show that ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders perform better
than the static Twitch ladder in all metrics while reducing the
traffic volume by 0.3%.

We further extend our exploration of Scenario I by
evaluating QoE in Figure 16 of Appendix E, LoL+ as
an alternative low-latency ABR algorithm in Figure 17
of Appendix F, and influence of the content type in
Figures 18 and 19 of Appendix G. We also study how the
ARTEMIS performance depends on weight α in Figure 20 of
Appendix H, maximum OTL length ℓ in Figures 21 and 22 of
Appendix I, and time-slot duration θ in Figures 23 and 24 of
Appendix J.
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Figure 13: QoE, end-to-end latency, VMAF, served bitrates, traffic volume, and encoding cost for ARTEMIS’ customized BL1,
BL2, and BL3 ladders vs. the ILP, Netflix-Animation, and Netflix-Movie ladders.

Scenario II. We also assess ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders
in comparison to the three fixed-length ladders described in
Table 3 of Appendix D. These baselines aim at particular
content types and/or available network bandwidth. Because
the average bandwidth in the LTE network trace is nearly
3 Mbps, i.e., as targeted by the ILP ladder, we evaluate
ARTEMIS against the ILP ladder specifically on the LTE
trace. However, we consider all available network traces
for the two Netflix ladders. To cover the representations in
the considered baselines, we customize ARTEMIS’ mega-
manifest by introducing additional representations into it.
For example, the comparison with the ILP ladder customizes
ARTEMIS’ mega-manifest by including all representations
of the ILP ladder and the additional seven representations
described in Table 3.

Figure 13, along with Table 5 in Appendix K, shows that
ARTEMIS consistently outperforms the baselines across all
network traces in terms of QoE and end-to-end latency by
selecting the maximum five representations. ARTEMIS also
exhibits better performance in terms of stall duration, bitrate
instability, and VMAF instability. While Figure 13c reveals a
negligible decrease in VMAF, Figure 13d demonstrates that
ARTEMIS effectively serves the players with lower bitrates,
thereby reducing the traffic from the CDN to the players.
Figure 13e illustrates that ARTEMIS decreases the volume
of encoded data, reducing the consumption of computational
resources in the live encoder and also lowering the traffic
from the encoder to the CDN.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents ARTEMIS, a practical scalable system
for efficient dynamic construction of effective bitrate ladders
during a live session of video streaming. ARTEMIS
seamlessly enhances the end-to-end HAS pipeline and
innovatively leverages its standard features, such as the
advertisement of representations via the mega-manifest to
collect fine-grained client-side information transparently to
heterogeneous ABR algorithms. The context-aware system

is also efficient in its capture of the content complexity
via PSNR. We provide a cloud-based implementation of
ARTEMIS and extensively evaluate it in real-world and trace-
driven experiments.

Whereas ARTEMIS pursues multifaceted goals that
include low end-to-end latency, high QoE, and low encoding
computation, the evaluation against prominent static bitrate
ladders shows that ARTEMIS successfully delivers multi-
objective improvements to reduce end-to-end latency by 18%,
increase QoE by 11%, and decrease encoding computation
by 25%. The deeper analysis of ARTEMIS’ success reveals
that its accounting for dynamic network conditions is crucial.
When the available network bandwidth fluctuates significantly
to increase the likelihood of stall events, ARTEMIS prioritizes
lower bitrates in the ladder construction while maintaining
QoE close to the maximum achievable under the poor
network conditions. By scaling down the bitrate ladder,
ARTEMIS also reduces encoding computation, decreases
storage and bandwidth costs (especially at the network edge),
and thereby enables the streaming service to support more
clients. Under stable network conditions, ARTEMIS also
lowers the resource consumption by composing a ladder
with a smaller number of representations and improves QoE
through a better alignment of the representations with the
bitrate preferences of the clients.
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A QoE Model

Our work and, specifically, the evaluation metrics in
Section 5.2 adopt the following QoE model to express QoE
as a weighted sum of four terms [33]:

QoE = ω1

N

∑
n=1

q(Rn)+ω2

N

∑
n=1

Tn+ (11)

ω3

N−1

∑
n=1

[q(Rn+1)−q(Rn)]++ω4

N−1

∑
n=1

[q(Rn+1)−q(Rn)]−

where bitrate Rn and stall time Tn characterize each segment n,
function q(Rn) computes VMAF of the segment, and the
last two terms express VMAF instability over N consecutive
segments, with different weights for VMAF increases and
decreases. The QoE model uses weights ω1 = 0.8469, ω2 =
−28.7959, ω3 = 0.2979, and ω4 =−1.0610.

B Correlation between PSNR and VMAF

To measure video quality quickly enough for live streaming,
the ARTEMIS design in Section 4.2 relies on PSNR rather
than VMAF. For different segment durations and content
types, Figure 14 demonstrates that PSNR strongly correlates
with VMAF.

C Notation in the OTL Selection

Table 2 sums up the notation in Section 4.3 that formulates
and solves the MILP to determine a new bitrate ladder.

D Experimental Settings

To elaborate on the setup presented in Section 5.2,
Table 3 describes the three static content-aware ILP, Netflix-
Animation, and Netflix-Movie bitrate ladders in contrast with
three customized ARTEMIS ladders. Figure 15 illustrates
bandwidth fluctuations in the LTE, AmazonFCC, Cascade-5,
and Cascade-20 network traces used in our experiments.
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Figure 14: Correlation between PSNR and VMAF.

Table 2: Notation summary.
Symbol Description

Input parameters
B Set with indexes of the m representations in the mega-manifest
bi Bitrate of representation i
ri Number of requests for bitrate bi

F(bi) Quality indicator function that predicts the PSNR value
of the segment with bitrate bi

ℓ Maximum number of representations in the OTL
β Maximum changes between two successive OTLs
α Weight in the objective function
x̄i Indicator whether bitrate bi appears in the previous OTL

Variables
xi Indicator whether bitrate bi appears in the the new OTL

y j,i Indicator whether the OTL uses bitrate b j to accommodate
the requests for higher bitrate bi

q Quality improvement that the requested bitrates would
provide compared to the OTL bitrates

s Traffic reduction due to using the OTL bitrates instead of
the requested bitrates

E Additional Results for Scenario I

To complement the experimental results presented for
Scenario I in Figures 8a-8e of Section 5.3, Table 4 depicts the
mean and standard deviation for the stall duration, bitrate,
and VMAF. The results on the stall duration show that
ARTEMIS outperforms the baselines by efficiently updating
the OTL. Due to leveraging the client-side information,
ARTEMIS succeeds in detecting the stalls and adjusts the
OTL by selecting lower bitrates to mitigate the stalls while
maintaining an acceptable average VMAF value. Table 4
reveals that ARTEMIS serves the players with lower average
bitrates for almost all network traces and numbers of players.
However, because ARTEMIS considers the estimated PSNR
values of the subsequent segments, the lower served bitrates
decrease VMAF insignificantly. The comparison with the
Theo ladder on the LTE network trace shows that ARTEMIS
even improves the average VMAF in some situations despite
decreasing the average served bitrates. Figure 16 evaluates the
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Figure 15: Bandwidth fluctuations in the network traces.
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Figure 16: Normalized average QoE with ARTEMIS’
dynamic ladders vs. the five static baselines.
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Table 3: Representations in the three static content-aware ILP, Netflix-Animation, and Netflix-Movie ladders vs. three customized
ARTEMIS ladders.
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Table 4: Impact by the Theo (T), ARTEMIS (A), Bitmovin (B), Mux (M), Pensieve (P), and Twitch (W) bitrate ladders (BLs) on
the stall duration, bitrate, and VMAF of served segments on four network traces (NTs).

NT BL
Stall duration (s) Bitrate (Mbps) VMAF

#10 #20 #50 #100 #10 #20 #50 #100 #10 #20 #50 #100

LT
E

T 37.1±13.9 41.3±17.4 37.5±14.8 36.7±13.1 2.2±0.5 2.3±0.5 2.1±0.5 2.2±0.6 57.0±21.0 58.5±20.5 57.5±20.9 57.9±20.8
A 36.4±11.6 29.9±10.6 30.6±9.9 33.5±10.4 2.0±0.4 1.7±0.3 1.7±0.2 2.1±0.4 60.0±18.5 60.4±18.5 60.6±18.4 62.5±18.9
B 36.1±15.9 38.6±14.1 37.1±11.3 34.3±13.4 2.2±0.6 2.1±0.5 2.1±0.5 2.1±0.5 62.6±19.4 61.7±18.7 62.2±18.9 62.3±19.2
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B 44.1±20.0 39.6±21.8 35.7±19.1 36.1±20.2 1.9±0.8 1.8±0.7 1.8±0.7 1.8±0.7 56.2±22.1 55.1±23.1 54.0±23.5 55.2±22.7
M 62.0±13.9 63.1±17.9 53.3±18.5 55.2±19.7 2.5±0.7 2.5±0.6 2.3±0.6 2.3±0.7 61.4±20.8 62.4±19.3 54.3±21.4 55.4±20.9
P 51.3±19.0 46.7±18.2 53.5±17.2 42.2±18.6 2.2±0.7 2.2±0.8 2.2±0.8 2.2±0.7 58.3±21.9 57.7±21.2 57.2±22.1 58.0±21.7
W 52.1±20.9 50.2±21.4 48.5±19.2 48.9±20.7 2.4±1.2 2.5±1.2 2.3±1.2 2.3±1.1 58.5±20.9 59.1±20.8 57.3±21.0 58.1±21.3

C
as

ca
de

-5

T 37.1±10.9 36.6±10.8 32.6±8.8 32.0±11 1.8±0.3 1.7±0.4 1.8±0.3 1.7±0.3 52.7±22.5 51.0±22.5 52.1±23.4 51.8±22.4
A 29.6±8.9 30.7±10.3 32.6±11.2 27.7±10.3 1.5±0.2 1.6±0.2 1.6±0.3 1.5±0.3 56.5±20.2 55.3±20.6 56.7±20.8 54.5±21.7
B 36.0±10.1 36.3±9.5 35.7±10.5 33.6±12.5 1.8±0.3 1.7±0.3 1.8±0.4 1.7±0.3 57.4±21.9 56.0±22.3 56.4±22.0 56.3±21.6
M 45.1±10.6 48.1±10.3 46.8±10.6 44.7±10.3 2.1±0.3 2.0±0.3 2.0±0.3 2.0±0.3 48.4±21.3 57.7±21.2 57.4±20.9 57.2±21.1
P 43.5±11.2 46.0±12.0 44.2±9.6 42.5±12.6 2.1±0.4 2.1±0.4 2.1±0.3 2.0±0.4 58.6±21.2 58.8±19.9 59.1±20.4 57.9±20.6
W 37.3±10.7 43.3±12.0 38.5±11.3 38.4±12.9 1.9±0.3 2.0±0.4 1.8±0.3 1.9±0.4 57.2±20.5 57.4±20.5 56.4±21.0 57.1±20.4

C
as

ca
de

-2
0

T 26.4±15.7 21.8±12.4 19.3±13.7 20.5±14.5 1.8±0.2 1.6±0.3 1.6±0.2 1.6±0.3 54.1±22.4 51.3±23.6 51.2±23.8 49.0±23.0
A 11.4±8.2 13.3±11.9 16.7±10.5 15.1±11.2 1.7±0.4 1.5±0.2 1.4±0.3 1.4±0.3 55.2±22.7 52.5±25.3 51.1±23.3 50.3±21.8
B 15.4±10.9 18.8±13.3 17.3±14.2 17.4±13.9 1.6±0.1 1.6±0.3 1.6±0.3 1.6±0.3 53.1±23.9 52.5±25.2 52.2±24.9 51.9±25.0
M 30.0±15.1 34.5±13.7 32.3±14.9 32.0±15.0 2.0±0.2 2.0±0.2 2.0±0.3 2.0±0.3 55.2±21.9 55.3±22.3 56.9±23.3 54.0±23.0
P 20.4±13.4 22.5±14.6 20.8±14.5 21.0±14.1 1.8±0.2 1.8±0.3 1.7±0.2 1.7±0.3 55.0±22.6 54.7±23.7 54.7±23.5 52.0±24.0
W 23.9±15.0 26.5±14.5 24.8±15.2 25.2±15.5 1.8±0.2 1.8±0.3 1.8±0.3 1.8±0.2 54.7±22.8 54.2±23.4 54.6±23.8 51.9±23.0

F Sensitivity to the ABR Algorithm

While the default ABR algorithm in our experiments is L2A,
we also examine how the choice of the ABR algorithm affects
the ARTEMIS performance. Specifically, we consider LoL+

as an alternative to L2A. Figure 17 evaluates ARTEMIS’
dynamic ladders against the five static baselines on the

four network traces. The results demonstrate that ARTEMIS
consistently outperforms the baselines in terms of the
stall duration, bitrate switching, VMAF switching, bitrate
instability, and VMAF instability regardless of the chosen
ABR algorithm. Although Figure 17b shows that ARTEMIS
serves the players with lower bitrates, Figures 17g and 17h
reveal that the decreases in VMAF and PSNR are negligible.
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Figure 17: Impact of choosing L2A vs. LoL+ as the ABR
algorithm on the performance with the five static ladders and
ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders.

G Influence of the Content Type

We assess ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders against the five
static baselines on the LTE and Cascade-5 network traces.
Figure 18 reports on the stall duration, bitrates, VMAF, and
PSNR. ARTEMIS reduces the stall reduction compared to
the static fixed-length baselines for two different content
types. We attribute the reduction to the substantial bandwidth
fluctuations in both considered network traces, which leads to
frequent stalls. Figures 18c and 18d illustrate that ARTEMIS
mitigates the stalls by adding representations with lower
bitrates to the OTL. Despite the reduction in the served
bitrates, ARTEMIS maintains an acceptable VMAF value
for the two content types. ARTEMIS surpasses the baseline
performance because its ladder construction accounts for
video quality measured via PSNR which, unlike VMAF, is
quickly computable. The comparison of Figures 18c and 18d
with Figures 18g and 18h suggests a strong correlation
between PSNR and VMAF. Figure 14 in Appendix B
corroborates this correlation.

Figure 19 extends the evaluation by reporting on the bitrate
switching, bitrate instability, JND switching, and VMAF
instability. We set JND to 6 [18]. While the bitrate switching
is similar with ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders and baselines,
ARTEMIS reduces the bitrate instability compared to the
baseline ladders. We attribute this reduction to composing
the mega-manifest from the large number of representations.
Overall, the evaluation shows that ARTEMIS outperforms the
baselines with different content types.
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Figure 18: Stall duration, served bitrates, VMAF, and PSNR
under the five static ladders and ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders
for sport vs. documentary as the content type.
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Figure 19: Bitrate switching, bitrate instability, JND switch-
ing, and VMAF instability under the five static ladders and
ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders for sport vs. documentary as the
content type.

H Impact of Weight α

We evaluate the impact of weight α on the LTE trace and a
constant-bandwidth trace where the network bandwidth avail-
able for each player remains fixed at 7 Mbps throughout the
streaming session. We assess how ARTEMIS performs when
provided with the following three StallAl pha dictionaries:

• D-I = {1:[0,1], 0.9:[1,2], 0.8:[2,3], 0.7:[3,4], 0.6:[4,5],
0.5:[5,100]},

• D-II = {1:[0,2], 0.9:[2,4], 0.8:[4,6], 0.7:[6,8], 0.6:[8,10],
0.5:[10,100]}, and
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Figure 20: Impact of using the D-I, D-II, and D-III dictionaries
to dynamically determine the α value vs. employing the static
α values of 0.5 and 1.

• D-III = {1:[0,5], 0.9:[5,10], 0.8:[10,15], 0.7:[15,100]}.

The D-I, D-II, and D-III StallAl pha dictionaries exhibit
different sensitivity levels to stall events. Dictionary D-I
prioritizes stall duration over video quality and decreases
α in response to short stalls. For example, ARTEMIS with
dictionary D-I sets α to 1 when the average stall duration
in the current time slot, which lasts 10 s, is less than 1 s.
On the other hand, dictionary D-III sets α to 1 when the
average stall duration is below 5 s. Figure 20 shows that
reduction of this sensitivity causes more stalls and increases
the bitrate instability, JND switching, bitrate instability, and
VMAF instability.

We also consider an ARTEMIS variant that uses a static
α value instead of relying on the StallAnalysis() function
to determine α dynamically. Figure 20 indicates that the
ARTEMIS instances with dictionary D-I and constant α of
0.5 behave similarly on the LTE trace. The similar behavior
occurs because the bandwidth in the LTE trace fluctuates
significantly and forces ARTEMIS with dictionary D-I
to update the OTL eight times in order to handle stalls.
Figure 20h demonstrates that the average of dynamic α values
for ARTEMIS with dictionary D-I is 0.69, which is close
to 0.5 in the static α setting. However, a static α value
makes ARTEMIS perform suboptimally on the constant-
bandwidth network trace by considerably reducing the video
quality. Based on the experiments, we select D-I as the default
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Figure 21: Impact of maximum OTL length ℓ on the
ARTEMIS performance.
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Figure 22: Bitrates selected by ARTEMIS with different
values of maximum OTL length ℓ.

StallAl pha dictionary of ARTEMIS because dictionary D-I
supports the best response to different network conditions
while maintaining high video quality.

I Impact of Maximum OTL Length ℓ

We run ARTEMIS on the LTE and AmazonFCC network
traces with different values of maximum OTL length ℓ.
Figure 21 presents an exciting result that an increase in
ℓ improves the served bitrates, VMAF, and encoding cost.
However, these improvements do not guarantee higher QoE,
i.e., longer OTLs increase the resource cost without achieving
a remarkable improvement in QoE. With relatively short
OTLs, the difference between two adjacent bitrates in the OTL
is typically large. Thus, the ABR algorithm keeps requesting
the same bitrate when the available network bandwidth
fluctuates mildly. On the other hand, when the bitrate
switching does occur, the amplitude of the bitrate change
is high. With a longer OTL, the bitrate switching becomes
more frequent, and the bitrate-change amplitude diminishes.
Figure 22 depicts the bitrates selected by ARTEMIS for its
OTL with different values of the maximum OTL length.

J Impact of Time-Slot Duration θ

We investigate the impact of the time-slot duration on the
ARTEMIS performance. It is essential for the time-slot
duration to be neither too long nor too short. When the
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Figure 23: Impact of the time-slot duration on the ARTEMIS
performance with the segment duration of 2 s.
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Figure 24: Impact of the time-slot duration on the ARTEMIS
performance with the segment duration of 1 s.

time-slot duration is too long, ARTEMIS might be unable
to promptly react to condition changes because ARTEMIS
checks for a need to update the OTL only at the end of each
time slot. The slow response degrades QoE. On the other
hand, if the time-slot duration is too short, ARTEMIS incurs
larger overhead, e.g., due to solving the MILP more frequently.
Other potential concerns include unnecessary updates of the
OTL, higher bitrate instability for the clients, drifts in the live
encoder, and emergence of video compression artifacts due
to frequent changes in the OTL.

Figures 23 and 24 evaluate the impact of the time-slot
duration on the ARTEMIS performance when the segment
duration is set to 2 s or 1 s, respectively. The experiments
rely on the LTE and Cascade-5 network traces and consider
6, 10, and 14 s as three values of the time-slot duration. For
both values of the segment duration, our results show that the
time-slot duration of 10 s provides the best performance. An
algorithm for dynamic configuration of the time-slot duration
is an exciting direction for future research on ARTEMIS.

Table 5: Stall duration, bitrate instability, and VMAF
instability under ARTEMIS’ dynamic ladders compared to
the ILP and Netflix ladders in Scenario II.

NT Bitrate ladder Stall (s) Bitrate instability VMAF instability
(×1e6)

LT
E

ILP BL [60] 32.3±14.6 0.5±0.2 6.3±2.8
ARTEMIS-BL1 [60] 31.1±12.7 0.2±0.08 3.2±1.4
Netflix-Animation 35.5±11.8 0.27±0.1 3.9±1.8
ARTEMIS-BL2 33.2±11.1 0.19±0.07 3.6±2.1
Netflix-Movie 40.6±13.5 0.37±0.13 4.0±2.1
ARTEMIS-BL3 36.1±16.6 0.22±0.077 3.0±1.6

A
m

az
on

FC
C Netflix-Animation 36.5±12.7 0.21±0.032 3.29±1.4

ARTEMIS-BL2 34.5±14.4 0.18±0.069 3.22±1.6
Netflix-Movie 40.8±13.8 0.35±0.12 4.8±2.2
ARTEMIS-BL3 35.1±10.11 0.20±0.069 4.5±2.3

C
as

ca
de

-5

Netflix-Animation 37.2±9.0 0.296±0.065 4.5±1.41
ARTEMIS-BL2 29.5±9.1 0.185±0.041 3.4±1.07
Netflix-Movie 45.5±0.2 0.42±0.087 4.5±1.5
ARTEMIS-BL3 31.5±12.3 0.22±0.081 3.5±1.4

C
as

ca
de

-2
0 Netflix-Animation 20.7±11.2 0.1±0.026 2.4±0.5

ARTEMIS-BL2 17.1±13.2 0.1±0.038 2.1±0.7
Netflix-Movie 24.5±11.6 0.16±0.035 3.2±1.09
ARTEMIS-BL3 17.9±13.8 0.13±0.032 2.9±0.92

K Extra Results for Scenario II

Table 5 characterizes the performance of the ILP, Netflix-
Animation, and Netflix-Movie bitrate ladders compared to
ARTEMIS’ three customized ladders in Scenario II.
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Abstract
Packet buffers in datacenter switches are shared across all the
switch ports in order to improve the overall throughput. The
trend of shrinking buffer sizes in datacenter switches makes
buffer sharing extremely challenging and a critical perfor-
mance issue. Literature suggests that push-out buffer sharing
algorithms have significantly better performance guarantees
compared to drop-tail algorithms. Unfortunately, switches are
unable to benefit from these algorithms due to lack of support
for push-out operations in hardware. Our key observation is
that drop-tail buffers can emulate push-out buffers if the future
packet arrivals are known ahead of time. This suggests that aug-
menting drop-tail algorithms with predictions about the future
arrivals has the potential to significantly improve performance.

This paper is the first research attempt in this direction. We
propose CREDENCE, a drop-tail buffer sharing algorithm aug-
mented with machine-learned predictions. CREDENCE can
unlock the performance only attainable by push-out algorithms
so far. Its performance hinges on the accuracy of predictions.
Specifically, CREDENCE achieves near-optimal performance
of the best known push-out algorithm LQD (Longest Queue
Drop) with perfect predictions, but gracefully degrades to the
performance of the simplest drop-tail algorithm Complete
Sharing when the prediction error gets arbitrarily worse. Our
evaluations show that CREDENCE improves throughput by
1.5x compared to traditional approaches. In terms of flow com-
pletion times, we show that CREDENCE improves upon the
state-of-the-art approaches by up to 95% using off-the-shelf
machine learning techniques that are also practical in today’s
hardware. We believe this work opens several interesting fu-
ture work opportunities both in systems and theory that we
discuss at the end of this paper.

1 Introduction
Datacenter switches come equipped with an on-chip packet
buffer that is shared across all the device ports in order to
improve the overall throughput and to reduce packet drops.
Unfortunately, buffers have become increasingly expensive
and chip-manufacturers are unable to scale up buffer sizes
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Figure 1: Augmenting drop-tail buffer sharing with ML
predictions has the potential to significantly improve
throughput compared to the best possible drop-tail algorithm
(without predictions), and unlock the performance that was
only attainable by push-out so far.

proportional to capacity increase [13]. As a result, the buffer
available per port per unit capacity of datacenter switches
has been gradually reducing over time. Worse yet, datacenter
traffic is bursty even at microsecond timescales [22, 57]. This
makes it challenging for a buffer sharing algorithm to max-
imize throughput. Recent measurement studies in large scale
datacenters point-out the need for improved buffer sharing
algorithms in order to reduce packet drops during congestion
events [22]. To this end, buffer sharing under shallow buffers
is an emerging critical problem in datacenters [1, 12].

The buffer sharing problem has been widely studied in the
literature from an online perspective [15] with the objective
to maximize throughput [9, 24, 26, 33, 34]. Traditional online
algorithms for buffer sharing can be classified into two types:
drop-tail e.g., Dynamic Thresholds (DT) [20], Harmonic [33],
ABM [1] and push-out e.g., Longest Queue Drop (LQD). The
performance gap of these algorithms compared to an offline
optimal (clairvoyant) algorithm can be expressed in terms of
the competitive ratio [15]. For instance, we say that an online
algorithm is 2-competitive if it performs at most 2x worse
compared to an offline optimal algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates
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Algorithm Competitive Ratio
Complete Sharing [26] N+1

Dynamic Thresholds [20, 26] O(N)
Harmonic [33] ln(N)+2

LQD (push-out) [9, 26] 1.707
LateQD (clairvoyant) [14] 1

CREDENCE min(1.707 η, N)

Table 1: CREDENCE’s performance smoothly depends on
the prediction error (η). CREDENCE outperforms traditional
drop-tail buffer sharing algorithms and performs as good as
push-out when the predictions are perfect (η=1) but is also
never worse than Complete Sharing even when the predictions
are bad (η→∞). N denotes the number of ports.

the performance spectrum of drop-tail and push out buffer
sharing algorithms. In terms of throughput-competitiveness, it
is well-known that push-out algorithms perform significantly
better than drop-tail algorithms. In fact, no deterministic
drop-tail algorithm can perform better than a certain through-
put (a lower bound for competitive ratio), beyond which
only push-out algorithms exist (Figure 1). Table 1 presents
the competitive ratios of known algorithms. Interestingly,
LQD pushes out packets when the buffer is full, and it is
≈ 2-competitive whereas Complete Sharing drops packets
when the buffer is full, but it is N+1-competitive.

Intuitively, the poor throughput-competitiveness of
drop-tail buffers owes it to the fundamental challenge that
utilizing the buffer for some queues comes at the cost of
deprivation of buffer for others [1]. To this end, drop-tail
algorithms proactively drop packets i.e., packets are dropped
even when the buffer has remaining space [11, 20, 26, 28, 33].
On one hand, maintaining remaining buffer space is necessary
to serve future packet arrivals. On the other hand, maintaining
remaining buffer space could lead to under-utilization,
throughput loss and excessive packet drops. In contrast, the
superior throughput-competitiveness of push-out algorithms
owes it to their fundamental advantage to push out packets
instead of dropping them1. Hence, push-out algorithms can
utilize the entire buffer as needed and only push out packets
when multiple ports contend for buffer space. Although
push-out algorithms offer far superior performance guarantees
compared to drop-tail, hardly any datacenter switch supports
push-out operations for the on-chip shared buffer. This begs
the question: Are drop-tail buffer sharing algorithms ready
for the trend of shrinking buffer sizes?

Our key observation is that every push-out algorithm
can be converted to a drop-tail algorithm. However, such a
conversion requires certain (limited) visibility into the future
packet arrivals. Specifically, pushing out a packet is equivalent
to dropping the packet when it arrives. Recent advancements

1Push-out operation, similar to a drop operation, does not incur any
transmission delays, unlike extract-out [51].

in dataplane programmability and traffic predictions play a
pivotal role in providing such visibility into the future packet
arrivals [4, 17, 31, 37]: paving a way for better drop-tail buffer
sharing algorithms.

In this paper, we take the first step in this direction.
Figure 1 illustrates our perspective. We propose CREDENCE,
a drop-tail buffer sharing algorithm augmented with machine-
learned predictions. CREDENCE’s performance is tied to
the accuracy of these predictions. As the prediction error
decreases, CREDENCE unlocks the performance of push-out
algorithms and reaches the performance of the best-known
algorithm. Even when the prediction error grows arbitrarily
large, CREDENCE offers at least the performance of the
simplest drop-tail algorithm Complete Sharing. Table 1 gives
the competitive ratio of CREDENCE as a function of the
prediction error η. Importantly, CREDENCE’s performance
smoothly varies with the prediction error, generalizing the
performance space between the known push-out and drop-tail
algorithms. Hence, CREDENCE achieves the three goals of
prediction-augmented algorithms, in the literature referred
to as consistency, robustness and smoothness [42, 46].

In addition to the theoretical guarantees for CREDENCE’s
performance, our goal is also its practicality. Specifically,
without predictions, CREDENCE’s core logic only uses
additions, subtractions, and does not add additional complex-
ity compared to existing approaches. For predictions, we
currently use random forests, which have been recently shown
to be feasible on programmable switches at line rate [4, 17]. A
full implementation of CREDENCE in hardware unfortunately
requires switch vendor involvement since buffer sharing is
merely a blackbox even in programmable switches. With
this paper, we wish to gain attention from switch vendors
on the fundamental blocks required for such algorithms
to be deployed in the dataplane. We currently implement
CREDENCE in NS3 to evaluate its performance using realistic
datacenter workloads. We present a detailed discussion on the
practicality of CREDENCE later in this paper.

Our evaluations show that CREDENCE performs 1.5x better
in terms of throughput and up to 95% better in terms of flow
completion times, compared to alternative approaches.

We believe CREDENCE is a stepping stone towards further
improving buffer sharing algorithms. Especially, achieving
better performance than CREDENCE under large prediction
error remains an interesting open question. Our approach
of augmenting buffer sharing with predictions is not limited
to drop-tail algorithms, but push-out algorithms can also
benefit from predictions. We discuss exciting future research
directions both in systems and theory at the end of this paper.
In summary, our key contributions in this paper are:
■ CREDENCE, the first buffer sharing algorithm augmented

with predictions, achieving near-optimal performance with
perfect predictions while also guaranteeing performance
under arbitrarily large prediction error, and gradually
degrading the performance as the prediction error increases.
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■ Extensive evaluations using realistic datacenter workloads,
showing that CREDENCE outperforms existing approaches
in terms of flow completion times.

■ All our artifacts have been made publicly available at
https://github.com/inet-tub/ns3-datacenter.

2 Motivation
In this section, we provide a brief background and motivate
our approach by highlighting the drawbacks of traditional ap-
proaches. We show the potential for reaching close-to-optimal
performance when buffer sharing algorithms are augmented
with machine-learned predictions. To this end, we first
describe our model and throughput competitiveness (§2.1).
We then discuss the drawbacks of existing approaches (§2.2).
We show that a renewed hope for improved buffer sharing is
enabled by the recent rise in algorithms with predictions (§2.3).

2.1 Buffer Sharing from Online Perspective
A network switch receives packets one after the other at each
of its ports. The switch does not know the packet arrivals
ahead of time. This makes buffer sharing inherently an online
problem i.e., algorithms must take instantaneous decisions
upon packet arrivals without the knowledge of the future. In
order to systematically understand the performance of such
algorithms, we take an online approach following the classical
model in the literature [9, 24, 26, 33, 34]. In this section, we
describe our model intuitively, and we refer to Appendix A
for formal definitions. Figure 2 illustrates the model.

Buffer model: We consider an output-queued switch with
N ports and a buffer size of B. Buffer is shared across all the
ports. A buffer sharing algorithm takes buffering decisions
that we describe next. We assume that time is discrete. At most
N packets can arrive in a single timeslot (since there are N
ports), and each port removes at most one packet in a timeslot.

Online algorithm: When a packet arrives, a buffer sharing
algorithm determines whether it should be accepted into the
available buffer space. Drop-tail algorithms can only accept
or discard incoming packets, while push-out algorithms can
also remove packets from the buffer.

Objective: The network throughput is of utmost importance
for datacenter operators since throughput often relates to the
cost in typical business models (e.g., $ per bandwidth usage).
We hence consider throughput as an objective function,
following the literature. Specifically, for any packet arrival
sequence, our objective is to maximize the total number of
transmitted packets. The throughput maximization objective
is closely related to packet drops minimization objective. In
this sense, our objective captures two important performance
metrics i.e., throughput and packet drops.

Competitive Ratio: We use competitive ratio as a measure to
compare the performance of an online algorithm to the optimal
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Figure 2: The switch has a buffer size of B shared across N
output ports. Each color indicates the packets residing in the
shared buffer corresponding to each port. A buffer sharing al-
gorithm takes decisions (accept or drop) for each input packet.

offline algorithm. Specifically, let ALG and OPT be an online
and optimal offline algorithm correspondingly. Let ALG(σ)
be the throughput of ALG for the packet arrival sequence σ.
We say an algorithm ALG is c-competitive if the following
relation holds for any packet arrival sequence.

OPT (σ)≤c·ALG(σ)

Competitive ratio is a particularly interesting metric for
buffer sharing since it offers performance guarantees without
any assumptions on specific traffic patterns. For example, the
buffer may face excessive packet drops or may temporarily ex-
perience throughput loss due to bursty traffic. One could argue
that the buffer sharing algorithm is the culprit and should have
allocated more buffer to the bursty traffic. While this may have
solved the problem for a particular bursty arrival, the same so-
lution could result in unexpected drops and throughput loss if
there were excessive bursty arrivals i.e., large bursts could mo-
nopolize the buffer. Instead, from an online perspective, better
competitive ratio indicates that the buffer sharing algorithm
performs close to optimal under any traffic conditions.

■ Takeaway. A buffer sharing algorithm with lower compet-
itive ratio improves the throughput of the switch and reduces
packet drops under worst-case packet arrival patterns.

2.2 Drawbacks of Traditional Approaches
We observe two main drawbacks of traditional buffer
sharing algorithms, both affecting the competitive ratio. First,
algorithms proactively and unnecessarily drop packets in view
of accommodating future packet arrivals. Second, algorithms
reactively drop packets when the buffer is full and incur
throughput loss, which could have been avoided. We argue that
these drawbacks are rather fundamental to drop-tail algorithms
and cannot be addressed by traditional online approaches.

Proactive unnecessary packet drops→ throughput loss: A
drop-tail buffer sharing algorithm typically drops packets even
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Figure 3: Upon a large burst arrival, a typical drop-tail algorithm
(ALG) proactively drops the incoming packets in anticipation
of future bursts and significantly under-utilizes the buffer. In
this case, an optimal offline algorithm accepts the entire burst
without any packet drops.
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Figure 4: In pursuit of high burst absorption, a drop-tail
algorithm ALG may absorb bursts but this results in excessive
reactive drops for the future packet arrivals. In this case, an
optimal offline algorithm OPT drops few packets such that the
overall throughput is maximized.

if there is remaining buffer space available [1,11,20]. We refer
to such drops as proactive drops. Being proactive is indeed
necessary in order to accommodate transient bursts. However,
proactive packet drops and the corresponding remaining
buffer space ends up being wasteful if the future packet
arrivals do not need additional buffer space (if the anticipated
burst does not arrive). Figure 3a and Figure 3b illustrate an
example. Consider a traffic pattern where there is little to no
congestion on all the ports but once in a while, a large burst
appears. Specifically, the buffer is empty initially and a large
burst of size B appears. A deterministic drop-tail algorithm has
two choices: (i) accept a portion of the burst and proactively
drop the rest of the burst or (ii) accept the entire burst. Typical
algorithms in the literature choose the former in view of accom-
modating future packet arrivals. An optimal offline algorithm
that knows the arrivals ahead of time would accept the entire
burst of size B in this case. This makes an online algorithm at
least c-competitive for this particular arrival pattern, where 1

c
is the fraction of the burst accepted: since the optimal solution
accepts and transmits B packets over time, whereas an online
algorithm only accepts and transmits only B

c packets over time.
We observe that recent works focus on minimizing proactive
unnecessary packet drops by prioritizing bursty traffic to the
extent that they allow burst on a single port to monopolize the
buffer [1, 11, 28]. However, note that competitive ratio is not
defined for a particular arrival sequence, but over all scenarios.
To this end, accepting a larger burst size may be helpful in the
above example but if there were indeed future packet arrivals
on other ports that need buffer, the algorithm incurs excessive
reactive drops (described next) and throughput loss.

Reactive avoidable packet drops→ throughput loss: Any
drop-tail algorithm is forced to drop the incoming packets
once the shared buffer is full. We call such drops reactive
drops. Reactive drops result in throughput loss if the algorithm
fills up significant portion of the buffer on a small set of ports
but reactively drops incoming packets to other ports. Figure 4a
and Figure 4b illustrate an example. Consider that the buffer
is initially empty and four simultaneous bursts each of size

B arrive to four ports. If an algorithm proactively drops a
significant portion of the bursts, it would suffer under arrival
sequences such as in the previous example (Figure 3a). Alter-
natively, the algorithm may choose to accept a larger portion of
the bursts and ends up filling up the entire buffer in aggregate.
At this point, several short bursts arrive to multiple other ports.
An optimal offline algorithm accepts only a fraction of the
large bursts such that it is able to accommodate upcoming
short bursts. In doing so, the optimal algorithm benefits in
throughput since the switch transmits packets from more
number of ports. However, since the online algorithm fills up
the entire buffer due to the initial large bursts, it is forced to
reactively drop the upcoming short bursts, losing throughput.
In fact, a similar arrival pattern for Dynamic Thresholds yields
at least Ω

(√
N

log(N)

)
-competitiveness [26]. The known upper

bound for Dynamic Thresholds is O(N) [26]. Further, it has
been shown in the literature that no deterministic drop-tail
algorithm can be better than Ω

(
log(N)

log(log(N))

)
-competitive [33].

Interestingly, push-out algorithms are not prone to the
problems discussed above, since they can take revocable
decisions i.e., to accept a packet and drop it later. Hence,
push-out algorithms do not have to maintain free space in the
buffer in order to accommodate transient bursts. Instead, such
algorithms can defer the dropping decision until the moment
the drop turns out to be necessary.

■ Takeaway. Traditional drop-tail algorithms are fundamen-
tally limited in throughput-competitiveness as they are unable
to effectively navigate proactive and reactive drops due to the
online nature of the problem i.e., future packet arrivals are
unknown to the algorithm.

2.3 Predictions: A Hope for Competitiveness
Given that the fundamental barrier in improving drop-tail
buffer sharing algorithms is the lack of visibility into the
future arrivals, we turn towards predictions. The recent rise
of algorithms with predictions offers a renewed hope for
competitive buffer sharing. Algorithms with predictions
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successfully enabled close to optimal performance for various
classic problems [46]. The core idea is to guide the underlying
online algorithm with certain knowledge about the future
obtained via predictions. The machine-learned oracle that
produces predictions is considered a blackbox with a certain
error. The main challenge is to offer performance guarantees
at the extremes i.e., close to optimal performance under perfect
predictions and a minimum performance guarantee when the
prediction error gets arbitrarily large. Further, it is desirable
that the competitiveness of the algorithm smoothly degrades
as the prediction error grows.

2.3.1 Prediction Model
In the context of the buffer sharing problem, there are several
prediction models that can be considered e.g., drops or packet
arrivals. In this paper, we assume that a blackbox machine-
learned oracle predicts packet drops. Our choice is due to the
fact that packet drops are the basic decisions made by an algo-
rithm. Concretely, we consider an oracle that predicts whether
an incoming packet would eventually be dropped (or pushed
out) by the Longest Queue Drop (LQD) algorithm serving
the same packet arrival sequence. We classify the predictions
into four types: (i) true positive i.e., a correct prediction that
a packet is eventually dropped by LQD, (ii) false negative i.e.,
an incorrect prediction that a packet is eventually transmitted
by LQD, (iii) false positive i.e., an incorrect prediction that
a packet is eventually dropped by LQD and (iv) true negative
i.e., a correct prediction that a packet is eventually transmitted
by LQD. Figure 5 summarizes this classification. Following
the literature [42, 46], our goals for prediction-augmented
buffer sharing are consistency, robustness and smoothness.

α-Consistent buffer sharing algorithm has a competitive
ratio α when the predictions are all true i.e., perfect predictions.

β-Robust buffer sharing algorithm has a competitive ratio β

when the predictions are all false i.e., large prediction error.

Smoothness is a desirable property such that the competitive
ratio degrades smoothly as the prediction error grows i.e.,
a small change in error does not drastically influence the
competitive ratio.

Our goal is to design a prediction-augmented buffer sharing
algorithm that is close to 1-consistent (with perfect predictions)
i.e., near-optimal, at most N-robust (with arbitrarily large
error) i.e., not worse than Complete Sharing algorithm, and
has the desirable property of smoothness.

2.3.2 Common Pitfalls
It is intuitive that predictions can potentially improve the per-
formance of a drop-tail algorithm. For instance, in the examples
from Figure 3 and Figure 4, our prediction-augmented online
algorithm could take nearly the same decisions as a push-out al-
gorithm. However, the main challenge is to ensure robustness
and smoothness. If an algorithm blindly trusts the predictions,
we observe that false positive and false negative predictions

Ground truth: Drop
    Prediction: Drop

Ground truth: Accept
    Prediction: Accept

Ground truth: Accept
 Prediction: Drop

Ground truth: Drop
       Prediction: Accept

True Positive

True Negative

False Negative

False Positive

Figure 5: Confusion matrix for our prediction model.

have a significantly different impact on the performance.
Excessive false positives can lead to starvation: The worst
case for a naive algorithm that blindly trusts predictions is
when all the predictions are false positives. In this case, the
algorithm ends up dropping every incoming packet. Blindly
trusting false predictions could lead to a competitive ratio
worse than the simplest drop-tail algorithm Complete Sharing
i.e., the competitive ratio becomes unbounded (∞-robust) if
the predictions are mostly false positives.

A single false negative can hurt throughput forever: A
naive algorithm that blindly relies on false negative predictions
is susceptible to adverse effects that propagate over time. Con-
sider a packet arrival sequence that hits only one queue initially
and consider that the predictions are all true negatives until the
queue length reaches B−1, where B is the total buffer size. At
this point, one more packet arrives and our prediction is a false
negative. As a result, our naive algorithm has a queue of size
B and the optimal algorithm has a queue of size B−1. Note
that all non-empty queues drain one packet after each timeslot.
From here on, in every timeslot, one packet (first) arrives to the
large queue and one packet (second) arrives to any other queue.
Also consider that all the predictions are true from now on.
The optimal algorithm accepts both first and second packet in
every timeslot. However, in every timeslot our naive approach
can only accept the first packet to the large queue and cannot
accept the second packet since the buffer is full. Notice that
relying on just one false negative resulted in cumulative drops
in this case even though all other predictions were true. In fact,
a tiny error such as just N number of false negatives even with
all other predictions being true could result in a competitive
ratio for a naive approach as worse as Complete Sharing.

■ Takeaway. Augmenting drop-tail algorithms with predic-
tions has the potential to unlock the optimal performance.
Ensuring performance guarantees with inaccurate predictions
remains a challenge.

3 Prediction-Augmented Buffer Sharing
Reflecting on our observations in §2, our goal is to design
a drop-tail buffer sharing algorithm that performs close
to optimal with perfect predictions but also provides a
minimum performance guarantee when the prediction error is
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arbitrarily large. In essence, our aim is to enable performance
improvement in terms of throughput and packet drops in
datacenter switches. To this end, we first present an overview
of our algorithm (§3.1). We then present the workings of
CREDENCE (§3.2) and discuss its properties (§3.3). Finally,
we discuss the practicality of CREDENCE (§3.4).

3.1 Overview
In a nutshell, CREDENCE relies on predictions and follows
a push-out algorithm, reaching close to optimal performance
under perfect predictions. CREDENCE cleverly takes certain
decisions independent of the predictions in order to guarantee
a minimum performance. Further, CREDENCE’s competitive-
ness gradually degrades as prediction error grows (a property
known as smoothness [42]), hence the algorithm still performs
near-optimally when predictions are slightly inaccurate.
CREDENCE follows Longest Queue Drop algorithm: Our
design of CREDENCE consists of two key ingredients. First,
CREDENCE uses thresholds as a drop condition irrespective
of the predictions. CREDENCE treats thresholds as queue
lengths of LQD and updates the thresholds based on the
LQD algorithm (simply arithmetic) upon every packet arrival.
Second, CREDENCE relies on predictions as long as the queue
lengths satisfy the corresponding thresholds. The combination
of thresholds and predictions allows CREDENCE to closely
follow the Longest Queue Drop algorithm (LQD) without
requiring push-out operations2.
CREDENCE guarantees performance under extremities:
When all the predictions are perfectly accurate, CREDENCE
achieves a competitive ratio of 1.707 (consistency) due to the
straight-forward argument that the drops by CREDENCE and
LQD are equivalent for true predictions. In order to guarantee
a minimum performance even with arbitrarily large prediction
error (robustness), CREDENCE bypasses the threshold and
predictions as long as the longest queue is within B

N size.
Here, B is the buffer size and N is the number of ports. This
allows CREDENCE to be most N-competitive even under large
prediction error, similar to the Complete Sharing algorithm.
We prove our claim formally in Appendix C.
CREDENCE smoothly degrades with prediction error:
We design our error function in terms of the performance of
LQD and the predicted drops. We analyze the types of drops
incurred by CREDENCE due to false positive and false negative
predictions. This allows us to show that CREDENCE satisfies
the smoothness property i.e., the competitive ratio smoothly
degrades from 1.707 to N as the prediction error grows.

3.2 CREDENCE

We now present CREDENCE and explain how it operates.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of CREDENCE. Our
pseudocode is simplified to discrete time for ease of presenta-
tion and for simplicity of analysis. It can be trivially extended

2Recall that LQD is close to optimal with a competitive ratio of 1.707.

to continuous time, and our implementation incorporates it3.
Arrival: Upon a packet arrival, CREDENCE has three
important steps that are highlighted in Algorithm 1. First,
CREDENCE updates the threshold for the current queue
(highlighted in blue). Second, CREDENCE takes a decision
based on the thresholds and predictions whether or not to
accept the incoming packet (highlighted in yellow). Finally,
the packet is either accepted or dropped. We next describe each
of these steps in detail. Third, depending on the state of the
buffer, CREDENCE bypasses the thresholds and predictions
with a safeguard condition in order to accept or drop the
incoming packet (highlighted in green).
Thresholds: CREDENCE updates its thresholds based on the
longest queue drop algorithm. Specifically, upon a packet
arrival at time t to a queue i, CREDENCE increments the thresh-
old Ti(t) for queue i by the packet size. If upon arrival the sum
of thresholds Γ(t) is equal to the buffer size B, then CREDENCE
first decrements the longest queue threshold by packet size and
then increments the threshold for queue i by the packet size.
Note that upon a packet arrival to a queue, the corresponding
threshold is updated before accepting or dropping the packet.
Drop criterion: Similar to existing threshold-based algo-
rithms, CREDENCE also uses thresholds as a drop criterion.
CREDENCE compares the queue length qi(t) of a queue i
against its threshold Ti(t) and drops an incoming packet if
the queue length is larger than or equal to the corresponding
threshold. If and only if an incoming packet satisfies the thresh-
olds, then CREDENCE takes input from a machine-learned
oracle that predicts whether to accept or drop according to our
prediction model discussed in §2.3.1. Finally, based on the
thresholds and predictions, CREDENCE either accepts or drop
the incoming packet.
Safeguard: In order to bound CREDENCE’s competitiveness
under arbitrarily large prediction error, we bypass the above
drop criterion under certain cases. Specifically, when the
longest queue length is less than B

N , CREDENCE always accepts
a packet irrespective of the thresholds and predictions. This en-
sures that CREDENCE is at least N-competitive even with large
prediction error. Our safeguard is based on the observation that
even the push-out longest queue drop algorithm cannot push
out a packet from a queue less than B

N size since the longest
queue must be at least B

N size when the buffer is full. In essence,
CREDENCE circumvents the impact of large prediction error by
accepting packets until a certain amount of buffer is filled up.
Predictions: CREDENCE can be used with any ML oracle
that predicts whether to accept or drop a packet, according
to our prediction model (see §2.3.1). We do not rely on the
internal details of the oracle. However, certain choices of ML
oracles are better suited to operate within the limited resources
available in a switch hardware. We discuss further on our
choice of oracle later in §3.4.

3Our source code is available is at https://github.com/inet-tub/
ns3-datacenter.
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Algorithm 1: CREDENCE

Input : Packet arrivals σ,
Drop predictions φ′(σ)

1 procedure ARRIVAL(σ(t)):
2 for each packet p∈σ(t) do
3 Let i be the destination queue for the packet p
4 UPDATETHRESHOLD(i,arrival)

5

▷ Guarantees N-competitiveness
Let j be the longest queue
if q j(t)< B

N then
qi(t)←qi(t)+1 ▷ Accept
Continue to next packet

6

▷ Enables 1.707 η-competitiveness
if qi(t)<Ti(t) then

if Q(t)<B then
drop = GETPREDICTION()
if drop then

▷ Drop
else

qi(t)←qi(t)+1 ▷ Accept
else

▷ Drop
7 procedure DEPARTURE(i):
8 if qi(t)>0 then
9 qi(t)←qi(t)−1 ▷ Drain one packet

10 UPDATETHRESHOLD(i,departure)
11 procedure UPDATETHRESHOLD(i, event):
12 if event = arrival then

13

▷ Thresholds are treated as LQD queue lengths
if Γ(t)=B then ▷ Sum of thresholds

Let Tj(t) be the highest threshold
Tj(t)←Tj(t)−1 ▷ Decrease
Ti(t)←Ti(t)+1 ▷ Increase

else
Ti(t)←Ti(t)+1 ▷ Increase
Γ(t)←Γ(t)+1

14 if event = departure then
15 if Ti(t)>0 then
16 Ti(t)←Ti(t)−1 ▷ Decrease
17 Γ(t)←Γ(t)−1

3.3 Properties of CREDENCE

CREDENCE offers attractive theoretical guarantees in terms
of competitive ratio. In this section, for simplicity, we refer
an offline optimal algorithm as OPT .

Although we have so far discussed the prediction error
more intuitively, it requires a quantitative measure in order
to analyze the performance of an algorithm relying on predic-
tions. There are two important considerations in defining a
suitable error function. First, following the literature, an error
function must be independent of the state and actions of our
algorithm, so that we can train a predictor without considering
all possible states of the algorithm [29]. Second, it is desirable

that the performance of our algorithm can be related to the
error function in an uncomplicated manner. Taking these into
consideration, we define our error function in Definition 1.
Our definition captures the prediction error in terms of the
performance of LQD (push-out) and the performance of an
algorithm FollowLQD. Here, FollowLQD (Algorithm 2 in
Appendix B) is a deterministic drop-tail algorithm (without
predictions) with thresholds similar to CREDENCE.

Definition 1 (Error function). Let LQD(σ) and FollowLQD(σ)
denote the total number of packets transmitted by the online
push-out algorithm LQD and the online drop-tail algorithm
FollowLQD over the arrival sequence σ. Let φ denote the
sequence indicating drop by LQD for each packet in the
arrival sequence σ. Let φ′ denote the sequence of drops
predicted by the machine-learned oracle. Let φ′T P, φ′FP, φ′T N ,
and φ′FN denote the sequence of true positive, false positive,
true negative and false negative predictions for the arrival
sequence σ. We define the error function η(φ,φ′) as follows:

η(φ,φ′)=
LQD(σ)

FollowLQD
(
σ−φ

′
T P−φ

′
FP

) (1)

Using Definition 1, we analyze the throughput of CRE-
DENCE over an entire packet arrival sequence σ based on the
predictions φ′. In fact, our error function is upper bounded by an
intuitive closed form expression, in terms of the number of true
and false predictions, as follows, that can be easily computed:4

η(φ,φ′)≤ φ′T N+φ′FP

φ
′
T N−min

(
(N−1)·φ′FN ,φ

′
T N

)
The upper bound of our error function indicates intuitively
that (i) the error decreases as the total number of true negative
predictions dominate the total false predictions, (ii) the error
increases with each false positive prediction and (iii) the
error increases with each false negative with a larger weight.
Lemma 1 states the relation between the throughput of
CREDENCE, throughput of LQD and the prediction error.

Lemma 1. The total number of packets transmitted by
CREDENCE for an arrival sequence σ, a drop sequence φ by
LQD and the predicted drop sequence φ′ is given by

CREDENCE(σ)≥ LQD(σ)

η(φ,φ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
error

(2)

Equation 2 shows that the throughput of CREDENCE
reaches closer to (moves away from) LQD as the prediction
error becomes smaller (larger). We present a sketch of our
proof here. Our full proof appears in Appendix C. We begin
by analyzing the drops incurred by CREDENCE based on the
drop criterion described in §3.2. We argue that for every true
positive and false positive predictions, there is at most one

4We prove our upper bound in Theorem 2 (Appendix C).
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drop by CREDENCE. All other drops incurred by CREDENCE
are due to the thresholds. Using these observations, we
show that CREDENCE transmits at least the number of
packets transmitted by FollowLQD over the arrival sequence
σ−φ′T P−φ′FP. This leads us to Equation 2.

Recall that CREDENCE bypasses the drop criterion and
accepts packets through a safeguard condition under certain
cases (see §3.2). Based on this, we obtain another bound
for the throughput of CREDENCE in Lemma 2, which is
independent of the prediction error.

Lemma 2. CREDENCE transmits at least 1
N times the number

of packets transmitted by an offline optimal algorithm OPT
i.e., CREDENCE(σ)≥ 1

N ·OPT (σ).
Lemma 2 shows that irrespective of the prediction error

(even under large error), CREDENCE can always transmit
at least 1

N fraction of the packets transmitted by an optimal
solution. Our proof of Lemma 2 is based on the fact that upon
a drop by CREDENCE, there is at least one queue with length
B
N (the safeguard condition). As a result, for every B packets
transmitted by OPT , there are at least B

N number of packets
transmitted by CREDENCE over the arrival sequence σ. This
leads us to the bound expressed in Lemma 2.

Finally, using the above two results, we prove the compet-
itive ratio of CREDENCE as a function of the prediction error.
CREDENCE’s competitive ratio satisfies the three desirable
properties: 2-consistent, N-robust and exhibits smoothness.

Theorem 1. The competitive ratio of CREDENCE grows
linearly from 1.707 to N based on the prediction error η(φ,φ′),
where N is the number of ports, φ is the drop sequence of LQD
and φ′ is the predicted sequence of drops i.e., the competitive
ratio is at most min(1.707 η(φ,φ′),N).

Our proof follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 (see Appendix C).
Theorem 1 essentially shows how CREDENCE’s competitive
ratio in terms of throughput improves from N to 1.707 as
the prediction error (Definition 1) decreases. Interestingly,
CREDENCE’s competitive ratio is independent of the buffer
size B i.e., CREDENCE is compatible for shallow buffers as
well as deep buffers. We note that our analysis compares
an algorithm against an optimal offline algorithm over a
fixed packet arrival sequence. This allows us to analyze
the competitive ratio via an error function defined over
the corresponding arrival sequence. However, real-world
traffic is responsive in nature due to congestion control and
packet retransmissions. Although we have used η as our error
function to express the competitiveness of CREDENCE, in our
evaluation (§4), we compare CREDENCE with state-of-the-art
approaches under realistic datacenter workloads and we also
present the quality of our predictions using more natural error
functions that are widely used for machine learning models.

3.4 Practicality of CREDENCE

CREDENCE’s algorithm itself is simple and close to com-
plexity of the longest queue drop (push-out). However,

the machine-learned oracle producing the predictions adds
additional complexity in order to deploy CREDENCE on
switches. Overall, there are three main parts of CREDENCE that
contribute to additional complexity in terms of memory and
computation: (i) finding the longest queue (and its threshold),
(ii) remembering thresholds and (iii) obtaining predictions.

Finding the longest queue (and its threshold): For every
packet arrival, CREDENCE requires finding the longest queue
for the safeguard condition described in §3.2. Additionally,
CREDENCE requires finding the largest threshold during the
threshold updates upon every packet arrival. The maximum
value search operation has a run-time complexity of O(N),
where N is the number of ports. Note that typical datacenter
switches have a relatively small number of ports e.g., 64 ports
in Broadcom Tomahawk4 [16]. Prior work in the context of
LQD proposes an approximation to further reduce the com-
plexity of finding the longest queue [52] to O(1). The average
case complexity can further be reduced by only maintaining
the list of queue lengths (and their thresholds) that are larger
than B

N . This is sufficient since the safeguard condition checks
whether the longest queue is less than B

N , which is the same as
checking that no queue is longer than B

N . Similarly, the largest
threshold search during the threshold updates is only triggered
when the buffer is full. In this case, the longest queue must be
at least B

N . Given that switches are becoming more and more
computationally capable, we believe that a basic function
such as finding the maximum value in a small list is feasible
to implement within the available resources.
Thresholds memory: In contrast to existing threshold-based
algorithms, CREDENCE’s thresholds depend on their previous
value i.e., thresholds must be remembered. As a result,
CREDENCE adds a small memory overhead of O(N) for
the thresholds. The threshold calculations are in fact much
simpler than existing schemes and do not add any further
computational complexity since CREDENCE only requires
adding and subtracting the threshold values by the packet size.
Predictions: Our prediction model (drop or accept) essentially
boils down to binary classification problem. To this end, nu-
merous ML techniques exist ranging from linear classifiers
to more advanced neural networks. In view of practicality,
we consider random forests as they are implementable in pro-
grammable hardware [4, 17, 31]. In order to reduce the predic-
tion latency,we also limit the number of trees and the maximum
depth of our trained random forest model. We find that, even a
model trained with a maximum depth of four, and as low as four
to eight trees achieves reasonable prediction error (precision≈
0.65). Further, to reduce the complexity of the model, we also
limit the number of features to four: queue length, total shared
buffer occupancy and their corresponding moving averages
(exponentially weighted) over one round-trip time (baseRTT).

The fundamental blocks required for CREDENCE are all
individually practical in today’s hardware. Unfortunately,
modifying the buffer sharing algorithm and integrating it
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Figure 6: Performance of CREDENCE across various loads of websearch workload and incast workload at a burst size 50% of
the buffer size, with DCTCP as the transport protocol. As the load increases, ABM penalizes long flows. DT and ABM are unable
to absorb bursts of size 50% of the buffer size. CREDENCE achieves superior burst absorption and does not penalize long flows.
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Figure 7: Performance of CREDENCE across various burst sizes of incast workload and websearch workload at 40% load, with
DCTCP as the transport protocol. At small burst sizes, DT and ABM achieve similar performance compared to CREDENCE but
as the burst size increases, CREDENCE outperforms DT and ABM in terms of FCTs for incast flows (burst absorption).

with predictions requires switch vendor support. Even in pro-
grammable switches, the traffic manager is merely a blackbox
that implements Dynamic Thresholds with a single parameter
exposed to the user [8, 10]. Given the superior performance of
CREDENCE (§4), we wish to gain attention from switch ven-
dors to discuss further on the implementation of CREDENCE.

4 Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of CREDENCE and compare it
against state-of-the-art buffer sharing algorithms in the context
of datacenter networks. Our evaluation aims at answering
three main questions:
(Q1) Does CREDENCE improve the burst absorption?
Our evaluation shows that CREDENCE significantly improves
the burst absorption capabilities of switches. We find that
CREDENCE improves the 95-percentile flow completion
times for incast flows by up to 95.4% compared to Dynamic
Thresholds (DT) and by up to 96.9% compared to ABM.
(Q2) Can CREDENCE improve the flow completion times for
short flows as well as long flows?
We find that CREDENCE performs similar to existing
approaches in terms of 95-percentile flow completion times
for short flows and improves upon ABM by up to 22%
correspondingly for long flows.
Q3 How does prediction error impact the performance of

CREDENCE in terms of flow completion times?
We increase the error of our prediction by artificially
flipping the predictions with a probability. As the probability
increases (error increases), we find that CREDENCE sustains
performance up to 0.01 probability and smoothly degrades
in performance beyond 0.01.

4.1 Setup
Our evaluation is based on packet-level simulations in
NS3 [44]. We embed a Python interpreter within NS3 using
pybind11 [47] in order to obtain predictions from a random
forest model trained with scikit-learn [49].
Topology: We consider a leaf-spine topology with 256 servers
organized into 4 spines and 16 leaves. Each link has a propa-
gation delay of 3µs leading to a round-trip-time of 25.2µs. The
capacity is set to 10Gbps for all the links leading to 4:1 over-
subscription similar to prior works [1, 3, 48]. All the switches
in our topology have 5.12KB buffer-per-port-per-Gbps similar
to Broadcom Tomahawk [16].
Workloads: We generate traffic using websearch [6] flow size
distribution that is based on measurements from real-world
datacenter workloads. We vary the load on the network in
the range 20-80%. We additionally generate traffic using
a synthetic incast workload similar to prior work [1]. Our
incast workload mimics the query-response behavior of a
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Figure 8: Performance of CREDENCE across various burst sizes of incast workload and websearch workload at 40% load, with
PowerTCP as the transport protocol. Even with advanced congestion control, DT and ABM only benefit in terms of FCTs for
long flows, but CREDENCE outperforms in terms of FCTs for incast flows (burst absorption) as well as FCTs for long flows.

distributed file storage system where each query results in
a bursty response from multiple servers. We set the query
request rate to 2 per second from each server, and we vary the
burst size in the range 10-100%5 of the switch buffer size. We
use DCTCP [6] and PowerTCP [3] as transport protocols.
Comparisons & metrics: We compare CREDENCE with
Dynamic Thresholds [20] (the default algorithm in datacenter
switches), ABM [1] and LQD (push-out). Hereafter, we refer
to Dynamic Thresholds as DT. We report four performance
metrics: 95-percentile flow completion times for short flows
(≤ 100KB), incast flows (incast workload), long flows
(≥1MB), and the 99-percentile shared buffer occupancy. We
present the CDFs of flow completion times in Appendix D.
Predictions: We collect packet-level traces from each
switch in our topology when using LQD (push-out) as the
buffer sharing algorithm. Each trace consists of five values
corresponding to each packet arrival: (i) queue length, (ii)
average queue length, (iii) shared buffer occupancy, (iv)
average shared buffer occupancy and (v) accept (or drop). We
train a random forest classifier using queue length and shared
buffer occupancy as features and the model predicts packet
drops. We set the maximum depth for each tree to 4 in view
of practicality. At a train-test split 0.6 of our LQD trace, based
on our parameter sweep across the number of trees used for
our classifier (Figure 15 in Appendix D), we set the number of
trees to 4. We observe that the quality of our predictions does
not improve significantly beyond four trees in our datasets.
This gives us an accuracy of 0.99, error score 1

η
0.996 (inverse

of our error function based on Definition 1), precision of 0.65,
recall of 0.35 and F1 score of 0.45. We defer the definitions
of these prediction scores to Appendix C as they are standard
in the literature. We train our model with an LQD trace

5We note that if the burst size exceeds the buffer size (> 100%), then
no buffer sharing algorithm can prevent excessive packet drops. As such,
controlling and mitigating the extent of incast scenarios can be better
addressed by congestion control and scheduling techniques.

6The high values of accuracy and our error score 1
η

are attributed to the
dataset being skewed i.e., congestion is not persistent.

corresponding to websearch workload at 80% load, and a burst
size of 75% buffer size for the incast workload, using DCTCP
as the transport protocol. We use the same trained model in all
our evaluations. We ensure that our test scenarios are different
from the training dataset by using different random seeds in
addition to different traffic conditions (different loads and
different burst sizes) in each experiment in our evaluation.
Configuration: CREDENCE is parameter-less, and it takes
input from an oracle (described above) that predicts packet
drops. We set α = 0.5 for DT and ABM similar to prior
work [1]. ABM uses α= 64 for all the packets which arrive
during the first round-trip-time [1]. We configure DCTCP
according to [6] and PowerTCP according to [3].

4.2 Results
CREDENCE significantly improves burst absorption: In
Figure 6a, using DCTCP as the transport protocol, we generate
websearch traffic across various loads in the range 20-80%
and generate incast traffic with a burst size of 50% buffer size.
We observe that CREDENCE performs close to the optimal
performance of LQD. CREDENCE improves the 95-percentile
flow complete times for incast flows by 95.50% compared
to DT, and by 95.53% compared to ABM. In Figure 7a, we
set the load of websearch traffic at 40% and vary the burst
size for incast workload in the range 10-100% buffer size.
CREDENCE performs similar to DT and ABM for small burst
sizes. As the burst size increases, CREDENCE improves the
95-percentile flow completion times for incast workload by
95% on average compared to DT, and by 96.92% on average
compared to ABM. In Figure 8a, even when using PowerTCP
as the transport protocol, we see that CREDENCE improves
the 95-percentile flow completion times for incast flow
by 93.27% on average compared to DT and by 93.36% on
average compared to ABM. In terms of burst absorption, both
DT and ABM are drop-tail algorithms, hence they face the
drawbacks discussed in §2.2. CREDENCE relies on predictions
and unlocks the performance of LQD (push-out) as shown by
our results in Figure 6a and Figure 7a.
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Figure 9: ABM is sensitive to RTT and performs significantly worse compared to CREDENCE at low RTTs. At high RTTs, ABM
performs similar to CREDENCE.
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Figure 10: Even though the predictions from our random forest classifier are intentionally flipped (to increase error), CREDENCE
performs close to LQD up to 0.005 flipping probability but smoothly diverges from LQD at 0.01 flipping probability.

CREDENCE improves long flows FCTs: CREDENCE not
only improves the burst absorption but also improves the flow
completion times for long flows. In Figure 6c, at 50% burst
size for incast workload and across various loads of websearch
workload, we observe that CREDENCE performs similar to DT
in terms of 95-percentile flow completion times for long flows
and improves upon ABM on average by 28.49%. At 80% load,
CREDENCE improves upon ABM by 49.34%. Across various
burst sizes, and at 40% load of websearch workload, we
observe from Figure 7c that CREDENCE improves upon ABM
by up to 22.02% and by 12.02% on average. With PowerTCP
as the transport protocol (Figure 8c), CREDENCE improves
the 95-percentile flow completion times for long flows by
3.31% on average compared to DT and by 17.35% compared
to ABM. At a burst size of 100% buffer size, CREDENCE
improves the flow completion times by 5.49% compared
to DT and by 24.09% compared to ABM. As described
in §2.2, drop-tail algorithms such as DT and ABM cannot
effectively navigate proactive and reactive drops, resulting
in throughput loss i.e., high flow completion times for long
flows. In contrast, predictions guide CREDENCE to effectively
navigate proactive and reactive drops. This allows CREDENCE
to achieve better flow completion times even for long flows.

CREDENCE does not waste buffer resources: In anticipation
of future burst arrivals, both DT and ABM buffer resources. We

show the 99.99-percentile buffer occupancies7 in Figure 6d for
various loads of websearch workload and at a burst size of 50%
buffer size for incast workload. We observe that, DT (ABM)
utilizes 3.77% (18.68%) lower buffer space on average com-
pared to CREDENCE, at the cost of increased flow completion
times even for long flows. Even as the burst size increases (Fig-
ure 7d), DT and ABM are unable to efficiently utilize the buffer
space. In contrast, CREDENCE efficiently utilizes the available
buffer space as the burst size increases, improving burst absorp-
tion without sacrificing flow completion times for long flows.

ABM is sensitive to RTT: Although ABM is expected to
outperform DT, our evaluation results especially in terms
of flow completion times for incast flows contradict the
results presented in [1]. We ran several simulations varying
all the parameters in our setup in order to better understand
the performance of ABM. We found that ABM is in fact
sensitive to round-trip-time (RTT). We vary the base RTT
of our topology in Figure 9 and compare CREDENCE with
ABM. At high RTTs, we observe that ABM performs close to
CREDENCE, but degrades in performance as RTT decreases.
Specifically, at 8µs RTT, ABM performs 97.73% worse
compared to CREDENCE in terms of flow completion times for
incast flows. Although ABM achieves on-par flow completion

7DT, ABM and CREDENCE have similar tail occupancies (100-percentile)
that occurs at rare congestion events in our simulations.
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times for short flows, we observe that ABM degrades in flow
completion times for long times as well as under-utilizes the
buffer as RTT decreases. The poor performance of ABM at
low RTTs is due to the fact that ABM prioritizes the first RTT
packets and considers the rest of the traffic as steady-state
traffic. However, it is not uncommon that datacenter switches
experience bursts for several RTTs [22]. Further, congestion
control algorithms require multiples RTTs to converge to
steady-state. In contrast, CREDENCE is parameter-less and
does not make such assumptions. CREDENCE performs
significantly better than existing approaches even with an
off-the-shelf machine-learned predictor with a simple model.

CREDENCE gradually degrades with prediction error:
Our random forest classifier that we used in our evaluations
so far, has a precision close to 0.65. In order to evaluate the
performance of CREDENCE with even worse prediction error,
we artificially introduce error by flipping every prediction
obtained from our random forest classifier with a certain
probability. We consider LQD (push-out) as a baseline since
CREDENCE is expected to perform close to LQD and degrade
as the prediction error grows large. Figure 10 presents our
evaluation results, under websearch workload at 40% and
burst size 50% of the buffer size for incast workload. At
0.001 flipping probability, CREDENCE performs close to
LQD. However, at 0.01 flipping probability CREDENCE starts
to diverge8 from LQD and gets significantly worse at 0.1
flipping probability. Figure 10 gives practical insights into
smoothness of CREDENCE in addition to our analysis.

5 Related Work
The buffer sharing problem has been widely studied for
many decades. Research works in the literature range from
push-out as well as drop-tail algorithms tailored for ATM
networks [19,20,35,52,54] to more recent drop-tail algorithms
tailored for datacenter networks [1, 2, 8, 11, 28, 50]. While
we focus on the buffer sharing problem in this paper, several
related but orthogonal approaches also tackle buffer problems
in datacenter networks e.g., end-to-end congestion con-
trol [3, 6, 18, 25, 36, 38], AQM [21, 43, 45], scheduling [7, 27],
packet deflection [56] and load-balancing [5, 23, 32]. These
approaches aim at reducing congestion events and the
overall buffer requirements, but they cannot fundamentally
address buffer contention across multiple switch ports sharing
the same buffer. Research on algorithms with predictions
for various problems has recently been an active field of
research [30, 39--42, 46] but ours is the first approach tackling
the buffer sharing problem with predictions. Ongoing research
efforts show the feasibility of deploying machine-learned
predictions in the network data plane [4, 17, 31, 55].

8The extent of divergence in FCT slowdown relates to minRTO (set to 10
ms) due to packet drops that result in timeouts, and is not explicitly bounded
by O(N) similar to throughput. Yet, incast and short flows can be protected
by incorporating packet priorities (discussed in §6).

6 Future Research Directions
CREDENCE is the first approach showing the performance ben-
efits and guarantees by augmenting buffer sharing algorithms
with predictions. This work barely scratches the surface and
leaves intriguing open questions: (i) practically training the
prediction oracle in the real-world, (ii) accounting for packet
priorities in taking buffering decisions, (iii) integrating pre-
dictions with buffer sharing in hardware. We believe that this
paper opens several interesting avenues for future work both
in systems and theory. In this section, we discuss some of the
future work directions to push approaches such as CREDENCE
to be deployed in the real-world (§6.1), as well as to improve
the performance guarantees offered by such approaches (§6.2).

6.1 Systems for In-Network Predictions
In this paper, we show how predictions can improve the
performance of drop-tail buffer sharing. Many interesting
systems research questions remain in order to integrate buffer
sharing and predictions in the network data plane.
Training the model: Training a prediction oracle based
on the model described in §2.3.1 involves collecting the
buffering decisions (ground truth) of Longest Queue Drop
algorithm (LQD), i.e., push-out, along with a set of features
e.g., queue lengths, overall buffer occupancy. We envision two
approaches to collect the training data in practice. First, similar
to our approach in §4, the training data can be obtained from
packet-level simulations that implement LQD on the switches.
While this approach is simple, it has the limitation that the
training data does not necessarily reflect real-world traffic
arrivals and the corresponding buffering decisions of LQD.
However, simulation-based training data could still be suitable
for traffic patterns of a datacenter that can be explicitly mod-
eled e.g., collective communications in GPU clusters [53, 58].
Second, the buffering decisions of the LQD algorithm can be
exported by each switch in a real-world datacenter. This can
be achieved by implementing LQD virtually without taking
any buffering decisions on packets, along side any underlying
buffer sharing algorithm i.e., maintaining per-queue counters
that are incremented and decremented upon packet arrival,
departure and drop (virtually based on LQD) events, similar
to CREDENCE’s thresholds. Any feature values exported must
also correspond to these counter values. Exporting LQD’s
events even in a coarse-grained manner would suffice if the
trace is sufficiently large. We believe that future work on
implementing a virtual LQD (CREDENCE’s thresholds) in
hardware would not only strengthen CREDENCE’s practicality
but also improves the accuracy of the trained model, thereby
also improving the performance. For simplicity, our random
forest model in § 4 uses only four features, yet exploring the
tradeoff between prediction error and model complexity in
terms of space and time would be valuable. Further, the trained
model must be simple enough that fits within the resources
available in the data plane. Developing such trained models
is an important step forward.
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Deploying the model: Recent works propose practical
implementations for in-network machine-learning models e.g.,
in the context of traffic classification [17]. P4 implementation
of a model that predicts drops would enhance not only the prac-
ticality but also stimulate further research to design algorithms
with performance guarantees better than CREDENCE.
Alternative predictions: As mentioned in §2.3, there are
several different prediction models that can be considered for
the buffer sharing problem. For instance, instead of predicting
the drops, an oracle could predict packet arrivals just for a
tiny window of the near future. Alternatively, techniques
such as online reinforcement learning can be adopted,
where rewards are based on how closely the queue lengths
track their thresholds9. Systems research on studying the
practicality and deployability of different prediction models is
a valuable future direction that would better guide the design
of algorithms with predictions for the buffer sharing problem.
Understanding push-out complexity: While push-out
algorithms raised much interest initially, over the last years,
research on this approach has been less active. We believe
this is partly due to the lack of support from switch vendors.
It is an open question how the complexity of obtaining drop
predictions and the complexity of push-out fare against each
other. Although we focused on augmenting drop-tail algo-
rithms with predictions, we believe that our approach of using
predictions has much potential also in other types of buffer
algorithms. While switch vendors may be better informed
about the complexity of push-out buffers, an understanding
of this complexity in the scientific community is much needed
in order to navigate the complexity vs performance spectrum.

6.2 Theory for Performance Guarantees
We believe the performance guarantees offered by CREDENCE
can be improved in the future. Further, considering packet
priorities and traffic classes in the competitive analysis is an
open question.
Improving consistency and robustness: An open question
is whether an algorithm could be designed to improve the
competitive ratio under perfect predictions (consistency) better
than 1.707, while also improving the ratio under large error
(robustness) better than N. Further research in this direction
would enable a better understanding whether a consistency-
robustness tradeoff exists for the buffer sharing problem.
Competitive analysis with packet priorities: Literature in
theory considers that all packets are of the same priority in the
context of competitive analysis. One of the current limitations
of CREDENCE is its obliviousness to packet priorities. It is
well-known that preferential treatment of packets has various
performance benefits, especially in terms of flow completion
times when short flow packets are prioritized. The perfor-
mance degradation of CREDENCE for short flows and incast

9CREDENCE’s thresholds are equivalent to LQD’s (push-out) queue
lengths for the same packet arrivals (see §3.2).

flows (Figure 10a, 10b) can potentially be shielded from pre-
diction errors by employing packet priorities. We believe that
defining throughput (objective function) as the weighted sum
of the number of transmitted packets of different priorities
would enable the design of online algorithms that prioritize
higher-priority packets, e.g., bursts or short flows, in order
to be competitive. For instance, throughput can be defined as
∑αp ·np, where αp is the relative importance of a priority p and
np is the number of transmitted packets of priority p by a buffer
sharing algorithm. To this end, developing analysis techniques
for such a setup is an interesting future research direction.

7 Conclusion
We presented CREDENCE, the first buffer sharing algorithm
augmented with predictions that not only reaches close to
optimal performance given low prediction error but also
guarantees performance with arbitrarily large prediction error,
while maintaining smoothness. We analytically proved our
claims and our evaluations show the superior performance
of CREDENCE even with an off-the-shelf machine-learned
predictor, compared to the state-of-the-art buffer sharing
algorithms. The building blocks required for CREDENCE are
all individually practical in today’s hardware. In future, we
plan to pursue switch vendors to further discuss the integration
of predictions with buffer sharing algorithm in hardware.
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A Model and Definitions
We consider a network switch equipped with an on-chip buffer
size of B units shared by N ports. We mainly follow the widely
used model in the literature [9, 26, 33]. Time is discrete, and
we refer to each step as timeslot. Packets (each of size unit 1)
arrive in an online manner as time progresses. Each timeslot
is divided into two phases, arrival phase and departure phase.
During each arrival phase, at most N number of packets (in
aggregate) arrive destined to N ports. During each departure
phase, every queue drains out one packet unless the queue is
empty. A buffer sharing algorithm manages the shared buffer
allocation across the N ports. We next define preemptive
(push-out) and non-preemptive (drop-tail) buffer sharing.

Definition 2 (Preemptive buffer sharing). During every
arrival phase, the buffer sharing algorithm is allowed to
preempt i.e., drop any number of existing packets in the buffer.

Definition 3 (Non-preemptive buffer sharing). During every
arrival phase, the buffer sharing algorithm is only allowed
to accept or drop the incoming packet. Every accepted packet
must eventually be drained out from the corresponding queue.

We denote by σ(t) = (σi(t),σi(t), ...,σN(t)), an N-tuple,
where σi(t) denotes the number of packets arriving at time
t to queue i. We study the performance of a buffer sharing
algorithm in terms of throughput i.e., our objective is to
maximize the total number of packets transmitted over the
entire arrival sequence. We compare the performance of
our online algorithms against an offline optimal algorithm,
which has access to the entire arrival sequence at t=0 and has
infinite computational capacity.

Definition 4 (Competitive ratio). Let ALG be an online
algorithm and OPT be an offline optimal algorithm for the
buffer sharing problem. Let ALG(σ) and OPT(σ) be the total
number of packets transmitted by ALG and OPT for the arrival
sequence σ. We say ALG is c-competitive if it satisfies the
following condition for any arrival sequence σ.

OPT (σ)≤c·ALG(σ) (3)
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Algorithm 2: FollowLQD
Input : σ(t)

1 procedure ARRIVAL(σ(t)):
2 for each packet p∈σ(t) do
3 Let i be the destination queue for the packet p
4 UPDATETHRESHOLD(i, arrival)
5 if qi(t)<Ti(t) then
6 if Q(t)<B then
7 qi(t)←qi(t)+1 ▷ accept
8 else
9 ▷ Drop

10 procedure DEPARTURE(i):
11 if qi(t)>0 then
12 qi(t)←qi(t)−1 ▷ Drain one packet
13 UPDATETHRESHOLD(i, departure)
14 function UPDATETHRESHOLD(i,event):
15 if event = arrival then
16 if Γ(t)=B then ▷ Sum of thresholds
17 Let Tj(t) be the largest threshold
18 Tj(t)←Tj(t)−1 ▷ Decrease
19 Ti(t)←Ti(t)+1 ▷ Increase
20 else
21 Ti(t)←Ti(t)+1 ▷ Increase
22 Γ(t)←Γ(t)+1
23 if event = departure then
24 if Ti(t)>0 then
25 Ti(t)←Ti(t)−1 ▷ Decrease
26 Γ(t)←Γ(t)−1

B FollowLQD: A Deterministic Algorithm
In this section we propose a new online deterministic
algorithm FollowLQD in the non-preemptive case which is
a non-predictive building block of CREDENCE. Intuitively,
FollowLQD simply follows the Longest Queue Drop (LQD)
queues in the preemptive model. In particular, FollowLQD
maintains a threshold Ti(t) for each queue at time t. The
thresholds are updated for every packet arrival and departure
according to LQD in the preemptive model. We present
the pseudocode for FollowLQD in Algorithm 2. While
FollowLQD tries to follow LQD queue lengths by accepting
packets as long as the queue lengths are smaller than the
thresholds, it may happen that FollowLQD queues are larger
than their thresholds. This is since FollowLQD cannot preempt
(remove) existing packets in the buffer whereas LQD can pre-
empt and correspondingly the thresholds may drop below the
queue lengths. FollowLQD simply drops an incoming packet
if it finds that the corresponding queue exceeds its threshold.

Although LQD is known to be 1.707-competitive, we show
that FollowLQD is still at least N+1

2 -competitive. We present
our lower bound based on a simple arrival sequence.

Observation 1. FollowLQD is at least N+1
2 -competitive.

Proof. We construct an arrival sequence such that for every

two packets transmitted by FollowLQD, the offline optimal
algorithm OPT transmits N+1 packets. Consider that all the
queues are empty at time t = 0. We then burst packets to a
single queue say i until its queue length reaches B. Note that
this is possible since the threshold for queue i that follows the
corresponding LQD queue also grows up to B. At the end of
the departure phase, FollowLQD transmits one packet and the
queue length becomes B−1. At this point, we send N packets,
one packet to each of the N queues. The thresholds are updated
based on LQD, which has the following actions: (i) preempt
N − 1 packets from queue i and (ii) accept all N packets to
N queues. Correspondingly, the threshold for queue i of Fol-
lowLQD drops to B−N + 1 but it still has B− 1 packets in
queue i. As a result, it can only accept one packet out of the
N incoming packets. At the end of the departure phase during
this timeslot, FollowLQD has B−1 packets in queue i and has
transmitted 1 packet in total. In the next timeslot, we send N
packets to the queue i so that LQD’s queue i now gets back to
size B again. As the threshold is larger than the queue length
(B−1), FollowLQD accepts 1 packet. At the end of the depar-
ture phase, FollowLQD transmits 1 packet from the queue i.
Overall, FollowLQD transmitted 2 packets but OPT transmit-
ted N+1 packets. We then repeat the sequence such that for
every N+1 packets transmitted by OPT, FollowLQD transmits
2 packets. The competitive ratio is then at least N+1

2 .

C Buffer Sharing Algorithms with Predictions

In this section, we introduce our model for buffer sharing
where there exists an oracle that predicts packet drop (or
accept) for each packet in the arrival sequence σ, according
to the prediction model introduced in §2.3.1. We denote the
drop sequence of LQD for the arrival sequence σ by φ(σ), and
the predicted drop sequence by φ′(σ). We classify prediction
for each packet in to four types: true positive, false positive,
true negative and false negative (see Figure 5. We denote the
sequence of true positive predictions by φ′T P(σ), false positive
predictions by φ′FP(σ), true negative predictions by φ′T N(σ)
and false negative predictions by φ′T P(σ). We drop σ in our
notations when the context is clear.

Hereafter, we mainly compare our online non-preemptive
algorithm with predictions against online LQD (preemptive).
We define the error made by the oracle by the following error
function.

Definition 1 (Error function). Let LQD(σ) and FollowLQD(σ)
denote the total number of packets transmitted by the online
push-out algorithm LQD and the online drop-tail algorithm
FollowLQD over the arrival sequence σ. Let φ denote the
sequence indicating drop by LQD for each packet in the
arrival sequence σ. Let φ′ denote the sequence of drops
predicted by the machine-learned oracle. Let φ′T P, φ′FP, φ′T N ,
and φ′FN denote the sequence of true positive, false positive,
true negative and false negative predictions for the arrival
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(a) Burst size = 12.5% (b) Burst size = 25% (c) Burst size = 50% (d) Burst size = 75%

Figure 11: CDF of flow completion times (slowdown) for CREDENCE, DT, ABM and LQD across various burst sizes of incast
workload and websearch workload at 40% load, with DCTCP as the transport protocol. Burst size is expressed as a percentage
of the buffer size.

sequence σ. We define the error function η(φ,φ′) as follows:

η(φ,φ′)=
LQD(σ)

FollowLQD
(
σ−φ

′
T P−φ

′
FP

) (1)

We now analyze CREDENCE that relies on drop predictions
φ′ and takes decisions in pursuit of following LQD more accu-
rately. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode for our algorithm.

In essence, perfect predictions allows us to perfectly follow
LQD queues, essentially transmitting as many packets as
LQD. However, we are also concerned about the performance
of the algorithm when the oracle makes mispredictions. In the
following, we study the competitive ratio of CREDENCE as the
error grows. We obtain the competitive ratio as a function of
the error η: we show that CREDENCE is 1-competitive against
LQD with perfect predictions but at most N-competitive when
the error is arbitrarily large.

Theorem 1. The competitive ratio of CREDENCE grows
linearly from 1.707 to N based on the prediction error η(φ,φ′),
where N is the number of ports, φ is the drop sequence of LQD
and φ′ is the predicted sequence of drops i.e., the competitive
ratio is at most min(1.707 η(φ,φ′),N).

Lemma 1. The total number of packets transmitted by
CREDENCE for an arrival sequence σ, a drop sequence φ by
LQD and the predicted drop sequence φ′ is given by

CREDENCE(σ)≥ LQD(σ)

η(φ,φ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
error

(2)

Proof. For simplicity, we refer to CREDENCE as ALG in the
following. We prove our claim by analyzing the drops of ALG
and relating the transmitted packets by ALG(σ) to LQD(σ′).
Every drop of ALG arises from three types of situations. First,
ALG can drop a packet due to the thresholds. Note that the
thresholds used by ALG correspond to the queue lengths of
preemptive LQD over the same arrival sequence σ. As a
result, both ALG and FollowLQD algorithm have the same
thresholds at any time instance. Second, ALG drops a packet if
the prediction is either true positive or false positive if and only
if the queue length satisfies the corresponding thresholds. This
type of drops are at most the total number of true positive and
false positive predictions. Third, ALG drops a packet when
the buffer is full which is the same condition for FollowLQD.
In essence, ALG drops at most all the positive predictions and
drops at most the number of packets dropped by FollowLQD
serving the arrival sequence σ− φ′T P − φ′FP i.e., the arrival
sequence in which all the packets predicted as positive are
removed from σ. In order to prove our main claim, it remains
to argue that the extra packets accepted by ALG due to the
safeguard condition do not result in additional drops compared
to FollowLQD with the arrival sequence σ−φ′T P−φ′FP. For
every packet that fails to satisfy the threshold but gets accepted
due to the safeguard condition by ALG, could cause at most
one extra drop due to the thresholds before the buffer full
again compared to FollowLQD. This is since, if FollowLQD
accepts a packet, then its queue length is certainly less that
the corresponding threshold (that is same for ALG). However,
the queue length of ALG may have some extra packets that are
accepted due to the safeguard condition. As a result, each such
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Figure 12: CDF of flow completion times (slowdown) for CREDENCE, DT, ABM and LQD across various loads of websearch
workload and incast workload at a burst size 50% of the buffer size, with DCTCP as the transport protocol.

extra packet (dropped by FollowLQD) contributes to at most
one drop compared compared to FollowLQD and the trans-
mitted packets remains equivalent. Further, by the time the
buffer is full in ALG, all the extra packets accepted due to the
safeguard condition would have been drained out of the buffer.
This is due to the fact that any such extra packet is at a queue
length of at most B

N (the safeguard condition) that drains out be-
fore the buffer fills up i.e., it takes at least B

N timeslots to fill the
buffer (only N packets can arrive in each timeslot). As a result,
ALG transmits at least the total number of packets transmitted
by FollowLQD over the arrival sequence σ−φ′T P−φ′FP i.e.,

ALG(σ)≥FollowLQD(σ−φ
′
T P−φ

′
FP)

Using Definition 1, we express FollowLQD in terms of LQD
and the error function η(φ,φ′), and obtain Equation 2.

Lemma 2. CREDENCE transmits at least 1
N times the number

of packets transmitted by an offline optimal algorithm OPT
i.e., CREDENCE(σ)≥ 1

N ·OPT (σ).

Proof. Irrespective of the predictions, CREDENCE always
accepts an incoming packet if the longest queue is less than
or equal to B

N . When CREDENCE drops a packet, there is at
least one queue that has at least B

N number of packets. Hence,
every packet in OPT can be matched to at least B

N number of
packets. Consequently, the competitive ratio is at most N.

We are now ready to prove our main claim (Theorem 1)
using the above results.

Proof of Theorem 1. From Definition 4, in order to prove
the competitive ratio of our CREDENCE, we are mainly

concerned with the upper bound of OPT (σ)
CREDENCE(σ) for any

arrival sequence σ. Since OPT (σ)
LQD(σ) ≤ 1.707 is known from

literature [9, 26], we use this result to compare CREDENCE
and LQD in order to argue about the competitive ratio i.e,

OPT (σ)
CREDENCE(σ) ≤ 1.707 · LQD(σ)

CREDENCE(σ) for any request sequence
σ. From Lemma 1, we have the following:

LQD(σ)

CREDENCE(σ)
≤η(φ,φ′)

From Lemma 2, irrespective of the predicted sequence,we have
that OPT (σ)

CREDENCE(σ) ≤ N. Finally, since OPT (σ)
CREDENCE(σ) ≤ 1.707 ·

LQD(σ)
CREDENCE(σ) , the competitive ratio of CREDENCE is given by:

OPT (σ)
CREDENCE(σ)

≤min
(
1.707 η(φ,φ′), N

)
The proof follows by Definition 4.

Theorem 2. Let φ′ denote the sequence of drops predicted
by the machine-learned oracle. Let φ′T P, φ′FP, φ′T N , and
φ′FN denote the sequence of true positive, false positive,
true negative and false negative predictions for the arrival
sequence σ. The error function η(φ,φ′) (Definition 1) is upper
upper bounded as follows:

η(φ,φ′)≤ φ′T N+φ′FP

φ
′
T N−min

(
(N−1)·φ′FN ,φ

′
T N

)
Proof. Our proof is based on two arguments: (i)
LQD(σ)=φ′T N +φ′FP and (ii) FollowLQD(σ−φ′T P−φ′FP)≥
φ′T N−min

(
(N−1)·φ′FN ,φ

′
T N

)
.
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(a) Burst size = 12.5% (b) Burst size = 25% (c) Burst size = 50% (d) Burst size = 75%

Figure 13: CDF of flow completion times (slowdown) for CREDENCE, DT, ABM and LQD across various burst sizes of incast
workload and websearch workload at 40% load, with PowerTCP as the transport protocol. Burst size is expressed as a percentage
of the buffer size.

First, LQD(σ) is the total number of transmitted packets by
LQD. Recall that the ground-truth (transmitted by LQD) for
a prediction is an accept if and only if the prediction is either
true negative or a false positive. Hence, the total number of
packets transmitted by LQD i.e., LQD(σ) is the sum of true
negative predictions and the false positive predictions.

Second, FollowLQD(σ − φ′T P − φ′FP) transmits at
least φ′T N + φ′FN − Y , where Y is the total number of
drops caused by false negative predictions. Note that
σ = φ′T N +φ′FN +φ′FP +φ′T P. The proof follows by showing
that each false negative results in at most N extra drops due
to the buffer limit. Further, these extra drops must be true
negative predictions since we have already removed positive
predictions from our arrival sequences (i.e., we assume at most
all the positive predictions have be dropped). Additionally,
since the extra drops are true negative predictions, it implies
that LQD transmits those packets but although our prediction
is true, we incur additional drop due to the buffer limit. For
each false negative, there can be at most one drop in a single
timeslot for up to N−1 distinct timeslots such drops that LQD
accepts and transmits those packets but FollowLQD drops
them. Beyond N−1 drops, there can only be at most 1 other
drop upon which the existence of an additional packet (false
negative) in FollowLQD’s buffer would be nullified. This is
since, during the initial N− 1 drops, FollowLQD could not
accept the incoming packet but after the transmission phase,
the queues having false negative predictions decrement their
size by 1. This leaves at least N − 1 packets free space in
FollowLQD after N − 1 drops and LQD also has the same
remaining space after those extra N−1 accepted by LQD are
also transmitted. At this time, both LQD and FollowLQD have
the same remaining space and they also transmit the same
number of packets in each timeslot. One additional drop by
FollowLQD corresponding to a false negative is still possible
due the thresholds i.e., if there exists a packet arrival to the

queue having false negative, the incoming packet is dropped
since the existence of false negatives implies that the queue
length is large than the threshold. As a result, there are at most
N drops by FollowLQD for each false negative prediction.

The proof follows by the above two arguments.

For completeness, although well-known in the literature,
we define accuracy, precision, recall and f1 score below (used
in Figure 15 in §4).

Accuracy=
φ′T P+φ′T N

φ′T P+φ′T N+φ′FP+φ′FN

Precision=
φ′T P

φ′T P+φ′FP

Recall=
φ′T P

φ′T P+φ′FN

F1 score=
2·φ′T P

2·φ′T P+φ′FP+φ′FN

D Additional Results
In this section, we present additional results from our
evaluations. Figures 11, 12, 13 present the CDF of flow
completion times for each experiment in our evaluations (§4),
showing the complete performance profile of each algorithm.

Figure 14 presents our numerical results based on a custom
simulator in discrete time. Note that Figure 14 shows the
throughput ratio of an algorithm vs LQD. We perform this
experiment using custom simulator in order to fully control
the prediction error (artificially).

We generate large bursts of the size of the total buffer,
where each such burst arrives according to a poisson process
(which is fixed in subsequent runs). We then collect a trace
of per-packet drop (or accept) trace using LQD as the buffer
sharing algorithm. This trace serves as the ground-truth as well
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Figure 14: As the probability of false predictions increases,
CREDENCE’s throughput compared to LQD (push-out) i.e.,
the ratio LQD

ALG increases from 1 to 2.9 (lower values are better).
CREDENCE performs significantly better than DT even when
the probability of false predictions is as high as 0.7.

as the case for perfect predictions for CREDENCE. We then
run CREDENCE over the same packet arrival sequence from
above, and use the drop trace of LQD as predictions. With full
access to this trace i.e., perfect predictions case, CREDENCE
performs exactly as LQD as expected. However, in order to
study the performance of CREDENCE with increasing error, in
a controlled manner, we flip each packet drop (or accept) from
our LQD’s drop trace i.e., each flip becomes a false prediction.
We control the error via the flipping probability i.e., the false
prediction rate. We observe from Figure 14 that CREDENCE
degrade in throughput as the probability of false predictions
increases i.e., as the prediction error increases. However, even
at as high as 0.7 probability of false predictions, CREDENCE
still out-performs DT.

In Figure 15, we present our results obtained from a
parameter sweep across the number of trees used for random
forest model vs prediction scores.
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Figure 15: The quality of our predictions does not improve
significantly beyond 4 trees in our random forest classifier.
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Abstract
State-intensive network and distributed applications rely heav-
ily on online caching heuristics for high performance. How-
ever, there remains a fundamental performance gap between
online caching heuristics and the optimal offline caching al-
gorithm due to the lack of visibility into future state access
requests in an online setting. Driven by the observation that
state access requests in network and distributed applications
are often carried in incoming network packets, we present
Seer, an online caching solution for networked systems, that
exploits the delays experienced by a packet inside a network –
most prominently, transmission and queuing delays – to no-
tify in advance of future packet arrivals to the target network
nodes (switches/routers/middleboxes/end-hosts) implement-
ing caching. Using this as a building block, Seer presents
the design of an online cache manager that leverages visibil-
ity into (partial) set of future state access requests to make
smarter prefetching and cache eviction decisions. Our evalu-
ations show that Seer achieves up to 65% lower cache miss
ratio and up to 78% lower flow completion time compared to
LRU for key network applications over realistic workloads.

1 Introduction
Online caching is a key component of every class of computer
systems, ranging from microprocessors [19] to file and storage
systems [35] to networked and distributed systems [8, 15, 37].
It is well-known that the optimal (offline) caching algorithm
for minimizing cache misses, namely Belady [7], requires
visibility into all future access requests, thus making it im-
practical in an online setting. Hence, there have been several
works [6, 13, 30, 56, 59, 60] over the past several decades de-
signing online caching heuristics that closely emulate Belady.
However, there remains a fundamental gap between the per-
formance of online caching heuristics and the optimal offline
algorithm due to the lack of effective mechanisms to provide
visibility into future access requests in an online setting.

In this paper, we present Seer, that aims to bridge the per-
formance gap between online and optimal offline caching in a
networked system, by providing a perfectly accurate visibility
into (partial) set of future access requests to the target network
nodes (switches/routers/middleboxes/end-hosts) implement-
ing caching. We assume that the target nodes have a small
cache with a larger backing store, and run network/distributed
applications that operate over large amounts of state that may
not fit entirely in the cache. Examples of such applications
include virtual switching [15,37], stateful load balancing [31],

NATs and firewalls [25], receive-side host network stack pro-
cessing [10], CDN caching [8], distributed key-value [34],
network monitoring [33], content-based networking [9], and
network intrusion detection [21]. Further, we note that the
state access requests in such applications are often carried
in incoming network packets, e.g., NAT accesses the address
translation table based on the address carried in incoming
packets, virtual switch and stateful load balancer access the
flow table based on the flow id carried in received packets, and
CDN server accesses the content based on content id carried
in incoming client packets. Thus there lies an opportunity to
provide visibility into future access requests to target nodes
implementing caching for such applications, if only one could
notify them of the state access metadata carried in future
incoming packets well in advance before those packets arrive.

To achieve this, Seer leverages the fact that packets expe-
rience various forms of delays in the network – most promi-
nently, transmission and queuing delays – and while the pack-
ets are waiting at a network node to be transmitted, one could
put that delay to good use by notifying in advance the tar-
get nodes implementing caching about the future incoming
packets. More specifically, in Seer, the directly connected
neighbors of each target node continuously forward the rele-
vant state access metadata carried in the packets (e.g., the flow
id or the object id) for all the packets in their egress queues
to the respective target nodes. Thus, while the packets are
still waiting in the neighbor queues for transmission, the for-
warded metadata about the future state access requests allow
the target nodes to make closer to optimal caching decisions
in terms of what to prefetch to the cache and what to evict
from the cache.

However, implementing the above idea in practice requires
solving several key challenges.

Challenge # 1. Notifying of future state access requests in a
timely manner with low bandwidth overhead.

A neighbor node must forward the relevant state access meta-
data in every queued packet destined to the target node as
soon as possible, to provide the target node maximum visibil-
ity into future access requests. However, doing this naively
would require generating a control packet corresponding to
every packet destined to the target node, thus resulting in high
bandwidth overhead.

In §3.1, we describe Seer’s solution to reduce the band-
width overhead of control packets. The key idea is to leverage
the inter-packet gap (IPG) to exchange control information at
zero bandwidth overhead.
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Challenge # 2. Caching with partial future visibility.
In an online system, it is impractical to provide full visibility
into all future access requests. Hence fundamentally, Seer
could only provide a partial visibility into future requests, and
in practice, at any given time, Seer only provides visibility into
the future requests currently queued at the directly connected
neighbors of a target node. This presents the challenge of de-
signing a cache manager for a new caching design point, that
sits somewhere in between the two previously explored design
points of optimal offline caching (that assumes full visibility
into future access requests) and online caching heuristics (that
assume no visibility into future access requests).

In §3.2, we describe the design of Seer’s cache manager.
The cache manager implements cache prefetching and cache
eviction algorithms in Seer. For prefetching, the cache man-
ager uses the knowledge of future access requests to prefetch
corresponding state to the cache in the order of future re-
quest arrival. This reduces cache misses for future arrivals.
For cache eviction, Seer dynamically combines a default on-
line caching heuristic1 with Belady’s optimal offline cache
eviction policy, based on the current degree of visibility into
future requests. In the best case, Seer emulates Belady, while
in the worst case, Seer simply reduces to the default online
caching heuristic.

Challenge # 3. Limited time budget for caching decisions.
Seer’s cache manager has a limited time budget to make the
prefetching and cache eviction decisions, as determined by
the access time of the backing store. In particular, Seer must
be able to make caching decisions in lesser time than the
backing store access time in order to ensure that fetching
data from the backing store remains the bottleneck for cache
replacement throughput. To make matters worse, the time
budget for caching decisions can be as small as 10s to 100s
of nanoseconds for a backing store such as DRAM, which is
a common backing store for several state-intensive network
applications [15, 31, 38].

In §4, we describe the hardware implementation of Seer’s
cache manager, that exploits massive hardware parallelism to
implement both the prefetching and cache eviction algorithms
in a total of log(P)+2k+1 clock cycles, where k is the cache
set size (in a set associative cache) and P is the number of
ingress ports in the target network node implementing caching.
In practice, this translates to ∼100 ns latency on FPGA/NIC
target and ∼25 ns latency on ASIC switch/router target.

We implement and prototype Seer’s design on an FPGA
(§5). Our evaluations on a small hardware testbed show that
Seer achieves up to 80% fewer cache misses compared to
LRU while remaining within 20% of Belady. Based on larger-
scale network simulations (§6), we show that Seer achieves up
to 65% lower cache miss ratio and up to 78% lower flow com-
pletion time compared to LRU for key network applications
over realistic workloads.

1Any existing online caching heuristic can be used for this purpose.

2 Seer: Overview and Insights
Seer is an online caching system for state-intensive network
and distributed applications. Seer is designed for networked
systems, where a subset of network nodes implement online
caching (called "target nodes"). A network node in Seer could
be any networking device, including switches, routers, mid-
dleboxes, or end-host NICs and processors.
Network node model. Seer assumes an abstract model of a
network node, where a node has N ingress and egress ports.
To support differential service, each egress port has k priority
classes implemented using k strict priority FIFO queues, i.e.,
packets from a lower priority FIFO are scheduled if and only
if all the higher priority FIFOs are empty. Strict priority FIFOs
are widely implemented in modern networking devices due
to their scalability, e.g., datacenter switches typically have
8 strict priority FIFO classes [18]. Further, recent works [2]
have shown that strict priority FIFOs are also expressive and
can implement wide range of packet scheduling algorithms.
Finally, each target node in Seer is assumed to have a small
local cache (e.g., SRAM) and a larger backing store (e.g.,
DRAM). The backing store could either be local or remote.

Seer’s protocol runs between a target node and its directly
connected neighbor node(s), with the goal to provide the target
node a visibility into future state access requests. The objec-
tive in Seer is to minimize cache misses using the future
visibility. Seer’s design is based on following key insights.

Insight # 1. For network/distributed applications, state access
requests are often carried in incoming network packets.

State accesses in several key network and distributed appli-
cations are triggered by incoming network packets. The state
in these applications are typically indexed by some metadata
carried in the incoming packets, e.g., address translation table
in NAT is indexed by the address field of incoming packets,
flow table in a virtual switch or a stateful load balancer is
indexed by the flow id (such as hash of 5-tuple) of incoming
packets, and the content store in a CDN is indexed by the
content id carried in client packets. Thus, by notifying the
target nodes in advance of the state access metadata carried in
future incoming packets, one could provide the target nodes a
visibility into future state access requests.

Insight # 2. Network delays can be leveraged to provide visi-
bility into future state access requests.

In a networked system, a packet typically hops through multi-
ple network nodes before arriving at the destination. At each
hop, the packet can experience various delays in the form of
transmission, propagation, processing, and queuing delays.
The key insight in Seer is that these delays can be leveraged
to notify the target nodes of future state access requests. Sup-
pose a packet p arrives at a node Y at time 0, and is destined
to target node X after a further network delay of T time units.
Thus, if Y notifies X of the state access metadata in p by time
t < T , X will get visibility into a future state access request.
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Figure 1: A toy example illustrating the potential of Seer in terms of minimizing cache misses over Least Recently Used (LRU) [56]
policy. Example assumes two directly connected nodes A and B. Node A has four packets p1, p2, p3, p4 in its egress queue.
Transmission delay of each packet is 120 ns and propagation delay is 0. The time to fetch a state from the backing store is 100 ns
(e.g., DRAM). In Seer, node B has already received notifications from node A at time t = 0 about the future state accesses along
with the expected time of arrival of corresponding packets. Seer is able to use this information to minimize cache misses by (i)
prefetching states into the cache well before the packets that will access those states arrive (done at t=120 and t =240), and (ii)
evicting cache entries that will be accessed farthest in the future (done at t=240) following Belady’s optimal offline algorithm.

Insight # 3. Even small network delays can provide enough
visibility into future requests to result in significant gains.

We illustrate this insight using an example. Consider an
extreme case of zero queuing delay, where an MTU-sized
packet p arrives at t = 0 in an empty egress queue of node
X . Over a 100 Gbps link, it would take 120 ns to transmit this
packet. Thus the packet will reach the next hop node Y at
t = 120+ ε ns, where ε is the propagation delay. Hence, if
Seer could notify Y of the arrival of p at t = 0, Y could poten-
tially prefetch the state p would access into the cache before
p arrives at Y , assuming a backing store such as DRAM with
access time of 50–100 ns. Thus one can avoid a cache miss
even in this extreme case scenario of zero queuing delay. In
practice, due to many-to-one (incast) traffic pattern, bursty
traffic, routing inefficiencies, and bandwidth oversubscription,
the queuing delay experienced by a packet is much higher.

Insight # 4. An accurate estimation of the time of arrival of
future packets is necessary for optimal caching.

Notifying the target nodes of future state access requests is
not sufficient for optimal caching. Target nodes also need an

accurate estimation of when in the future those states will
be accessed, i.e., an accurate estimate of the arrival times
of packets corresponding to each future state access request.
This knowledge would allow the target nodes to create a
global arrival order of future packets (potentially coming from
different sources over different paths), which can then be
leveraged to prefetch states in the order of their (future) access
time, and implement optimal cache eviction policy that evicts
state that will be accessed farthest in the future [7].

Insight # 5. A directly connected neighbor can provide a
perfectly accurate estimation of future packet arrival times.

If two network nodes X and Y are separated by multiple
hops, it becomes extremely challenging to provide an accurate
estimate of when a packet p currently queued at node X would
eventually arrive at Y , due to non-deterministic queuing along
the path from X to Y . In fact, in the worst case, p could be
dropped along the path from X to Y and may never arrive
at Y . However, if X and Y are directly connected, X could
accurately calculate when a packet queued at X would arrive
at Y . Consider an egress queue Q at X directly connected
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to Y with B bytes of queued data. If a packet p of size P
bytes arrives at queue Q at time t, then p will arrive at Y
at time T = t +(B+P)/L+ ε time units (assuming a FIFO
queue), where L is the link speed and ε is the link propagation
delay. Based on this insight, Seer’s protocol only runs between
directly connected nodes in a network.

Putting it all together, Figure 1 shows the potential of Seer
in terms of minimizing cache misses over the most popular
online caching heuristic, LRU [56], that assumes no visibility
into future state access requests.

3 Design
In this section, we describe the two key design components in
Seer—(i) a low overhead notification protocol (§3.1) running
between directly connected nodes in a network, that notifies
target nodes of future state access requests and correspond-
ing packet arrival times in a timely manner, and (ii) a cache
manager (§3.2) that leverages the future visibility into state
access requests and packet arrivals to make smarter caching
decisions in terms of prefetching and cache eviction. Finally,
in §3.3, we discuss the limits of Seer’s design.

3.1 Future Packet Notification Protocol
As mentioned in §2, an N-port network node in Seer has k
FIFO queues (priority classes) per egress port, thus totaling
N ∗ k egress queues per node. Each neighbor node of a target
node in Seer maintains a Future Packet Metadata (FPM)
queue per egress queue, thus totaling N ∗ k FPM queues per
node, as shown in Figure 2. Each FPM queue is a FIFO queue.
Every time a packet is added to an egress queue, Seer en-
queues a corresponding FPM of the form <request id, pkt size,
expected delay> to the tail of the corresponding FPM queue.
A FPM encodes the state access request corresponding to a
given packet. Seer assumes that the state at the target node
is indexed by request id. For most network applications, the
request id is the hash of a subset of packet header fields, e.g.,
the flow table (state) in a virtual switch or a stateful load bal-
ancer is indexed by the hash of 5-tuple (request id), whereas
the address translation table (state) in a NAT is indexed by
the hash of <IP address, port> (request id). Seer assumes that
a target node and its neighbors share the same hash function.

The expected delay field in a FPM is written once a FPM
is dequeued and ready to be transmitted on the link. This field
represents the expected delay since the FPM transmission
until the corresponding packet arrives at the target node. The
expected delay for a packet is calculated as follows:

Assume at egress port P, the currently dequeued FPM cor-
responds to a packet p in priority class i. Assume priority
classes at port P are indexed from 1 to k, such that for any two
priority classes i and j, if i< j, then i has higher priority. Next,
let t j = total transmission delay2 of all packets queued in prior-
ity class j ( j ̸= i). Let ti = total transmission delay of packet p
plus all packets queued ahead of p in priority class i. And let

2transmission delay = packet size / link bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Illustrates the functioning of FPM queues in Seer.
It assumes the network node has two egress ports and each
port has two priority classes (Priority Class 1 has higher
priority). It also assumes that the FPMs corresponding to
packets p1 and p2 have already been transmitted via egress
port 1, as well as FPMs corresponding to packets p10, p11,
p13 and p14 have already been transmitted via egress port
2. The figure shows the next FPMs being transmitted via the
two egress ports, and the calculation of expected delay for the
packets corresponding to those FPMs.

tFPM = transmission delay of packet carrying FPM. Then the
expected delay for packet p is td = ∑

i−1
j=1 t j + ti + tFPM . This

calculation is illustrated in Figure 2 for packets p3 and p8.
Once a FPM reaches the directly connected target node, the
target node can easily estimate the expected time of arrival
for packet p by simply adding td to its current time.

Finally, each egress port continuously dequeues the FPM
from the head of one of its k FPM queues, and sends it out
to the target node directly connected to that egress port. The
scheduling of FPM queues follow the same (strict) priority
order as the packet queues, i.e., a FPM queue at an egress port
is selected for dequeue only when all the FPM queues with
higher priority at that port are empty (as illustrated for egress
port 2 in Figure 2). This ensures that FPMs are transmitted in
the same order as respective packets.

Balancing timely notification and bandwidth overhead.
Seer needs to send a FPM corresponding to each packet in the
egress queue. Unfortunately, if done naively, this could result
in high bandwidth overhead. The naive approach would gener-
ate one control packet (of size equal to the minimum allowed
packet size) for each FPM. This could result in high band-
width overhead for applications with small sized packets—in
the worst case where all packets are minimum sized, the con-
trol packets would end up consuming half the total bandwidth.
One could potentially reduce the number of control packets
by batching multiple FPMs into a single control packet. How-
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Figure 3: Illustrates how Seer efficiently navigates the trade-
off between timely delivery of FPMs and bandwidth overhead
incurred. It assumes Seer only generates a control packet
when FPM queue size reaches 6 or beyond, i.e., m = 6. Also
assumes that a control packet can batch up to 6 FPMs and
IPG can batch up to 2 FPMs. At t = T 1, since FPM queue size
is less than 6, Seer uses IPG to send FPM. Now suppose at
t = T 2, egress port receives a burst of 7 packets p3− p9 due
to incast. Now the FPM queue size exceeds 6, and hence Seer
generates a control packet that can batch 6 FPMs, p2− p7,
while the remaining two FPMs, p8− p9, can be carried in
IPG. Thus, within just two packet transmission times, the
neighbor knows about all the incoming packets. And this
comes at the bandwidth overhead of just 1 control packet.
Instead, if we had only used IPG, it would have resulted in
zero bandwidth overhead, but it would have taken five packet
transmission times to notify the neighbor of all incoming
packets. Finally, if we had used the classic approach of control
packets only with, say, a batch size of 6, to send FPMs, then it
would have waited till t = T 2 before transmitting FPMs p0−
p5 in 1 control packet, and again would have kept waiting
starting at t = T 2 for two more packets to arrive so it could
batch them with FPMs p6− p9 to form a batch size of 6. Thus,
this approach would not only have required 1 extra control
packet compared to Seer, but would have also added high
non-deterministic latency in the delivery of the FPMs.

ever, batching could result in delayed notifications, as Seer
would need to wait for as many packets as the batch size to
arrive before sending out the control packet. Ideally, Seer
would like to send FPMs as soon as possible, so that at any
given time, the target node has maximum possible visibility
into the future state access requests.

IPG for exchanging FPMs. To overcome the aforemen-
tioned challenge, Seer uses the insight of using inter-packet
gap (IPG) to exchange FPMs. A given communication proto-
col typically enforces a minimum IPG between consecutive
packet transmissions, e.g., IEEE 802.3ae standard for Ether-
net enforces a minimum IPG of 96 bits (called "idle" bits).
The physical layer at the sender adds the idle bits (set to 0 by

default) at the end of each transmitted packet, and the physical
layer at the directly connected receiver removes the idle bits
before sending the packet to higher layers. Thus, idle bits are
only accessible at the physical layer.

Seer re-purposes the idle bits in IPG by overwriting the
default 0s with FPMs on the transmit side, and extracting the
FPMs and overwriting them with default 0s on the receive side
(implementation details can be found in §5). Thus Seer effec-
tively creates a side channel for exchanging control messages
(FPMs) between directly connected nodes, with zero band-
width overhead for normal data communication. This is in the
same spirit as prior works that have leveraged idle bits in IPG
to build systems such as a covert channel [28], a bandwidth
estimator [55], and a time synchronization protocol [27, 43].

Opportunistic batching using control packets. While
using IPG to exchange FPMs results in zero bandwidth over-
head, it also limits the maximum rate at which Seer can ex-
change FPMs. Assuming one could encode X FPMs in each
IPG, the rate of exchange reduces to X FPMs per packet trans-
mission time. This is not ideal for scenarios where a burst of
packets arrive at a queue in a short duration of time (e.g., in-
cast). Assuming a burst of k packets arrive at an empty queue
at time 0, it would take Seer k/X packet transmission times to
transmit the FPMs for all k packets. Ideally, one would want
to transmit the FPMs for all k packets at time 0 itself, so as
to provide maximum future visibility to the target node. Seer
achieves this by using the insight that in scenarios where the
FPM queue size grows large, one can batch all the FPMs in
a single control packet without incurring the batching delay.
Of course this would result in bandwidth overhead, but the
amount of overhead can be controlled by tuning how often
Seer generates these control packets. In particular, Seer uses
two tuning parameters, m and t, where Seer only generates
a control packet when the total FPM queue size at an egress
port exceeds m entries and at least t time units have elapsed
since the last control packet was generated on that egress port.
Otherwise, Seer exchanges FPMs using IPG. This way, Seer
is able to balance the trade-off between timely notification
and bandwidth overhead, as illustrated in Figure 3. We tune
m and t for realistic experiments in §6.

3.2 Cache Manager
The cache manager in Seer is implemented on the target nodes
implementing caching. The cache manager leverages the re-
ceived FPMs to minimize cache misses using a novel prefetch-
ing and cache eviction algorithm as described below.
Assumptions. Seer assumes that the state stored in the back-
ing store is indexed by request id carried in FPMs. Fur-
ther, Seer assumes that the cache is a k-way set-associative
cache [50] storing the <key (request id), value (state)> pairs
for a subset of state from the backing store. If we set k=1,
the cache becomes a direct-mapped cache, and if we set k=N,
where N is the maximum number of cache lines, the cache
becomes a fully-associative cache.
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Data structures. The key data structure in Seer’s cache man-
ager is a set of queues, one per ingress port, storing the re-
ceived FPMs from the neighbors directly connected to those
ingress ports. The queue corresponding to ingress port i is
shown as Fi in Algorithm 1. On receiving a FPM of the
form <m.id, m.size, m.td> on ingress port i, Seer first cal-
culates the expected time of arrival for the corresponding
packet, tarrival = tcurr +m.td , where tcurr is the current time at
the receiver. Seer then adds the updated FPM <m.id, m.size,
m.tarrival> to the queue Fi. Finally, Seer also maintains a
global queue, shown as X in Algorithm 1, that stores any
FPM whose corresponding state has been (pre)fetched to the
cache but the state has not yet been accessed by the packet
corresponding to the FPM.
Prefetching algorithm. The visibility into future state ac-
cess requests provides Seer the opportunity to prefetch the
corresponding states to the cache before the packets that will
access those states arrive at the target node, thus minimizing
cache misses. To achieve this, Seer prefetches the states in the
order of increasing expected time of arrival of packets that
will access those states.

Algorithm 1 describes Seer’s prefetching algorithm in its
entirety. It is an endless iterative algorithm that iterates over
each queue Fi in parallel (lines 7–8 in Algorithm 1). In each
iteration, the algorithm finds the FPM e with the minimum
tarrival across all the queues Fi (lines 9–18 in Algorithm 1) and
whose corresponding state is not in the cache (lines 11–15 in
Algorithm 1). It then fetches the corresponding state (indexed
by e.id) from the backing store to the cache, provided the
cache is not full (lines 25–27 in Algorithm 1). In case the
cache is full, Seer first calls its cache eviction algorithm (lines
19-20 in Algorithm 1) to evict an entry from the cache. If the
cache eviction algorithm succeeds, Seer replaces the evicted
entry with the fetched state from the backing store (lines
21–24 in Algorithm 1).

One key thing to note in Algorithm 1 is that it does not
destroy a FPM after the corresponding state has been fetched
to the cache. Instead, it stores all such FPMs in a separate
queue, X (lines 12, 22 in Algorithm 1). This is done to make
sure that we don’t loose the tarrival information for the states
already fetched to the cache, as that information will be later
used by Seer’s cache eviction algorithm to make optimal
eviction decisions.

A FPM is finally removed from all queues and destroyed
once either the corresponding state has been accessed in the
cache by the corresponding packet or the packet correspond-
ing to the FPM is dropped at the target node, perhaps due to
excessive queuing at the ingress (lines 29–32 in Algorithm 1).
Cache eviction algorithm. The cache eviction algorithm is
triggered when Seer tries to add a state to the cache, but the
cache is full. The eviction algorithm applies to a "cache set" in
a set-associative cache (shown as S in Algorithm 2) to which
the index of the state being added is mapped to. In a k-way
set-associative cache, a cache set size is k cache lines.

Algorithm 1 Seer’s Prefetching Algorithm

1: P: number of ingress ports
2: m: a FPM with attributes m.id, m.size, m.tarrival
3: Sm: a cache set in a k-way set associative cache mapped

to state index m.id (where state[m.id] may be cached)
4: Fi: queue storing received FPMs on ingress port i
5: X : queue storing FPMs whose corresponding states have

been fetched to the cache but not yet accessed
6: X = {}
7: while True do
8: for i = 1 to P do in parallel:
9: Yi← NULL

10: m← entry in Fi with minimum tarrival
11: if m.id ∈ Sm then
12: Remove m from Fi and add it to X
13: else
14: Yi ← m
15: end if
16: end for
17: idx← index in Y with minimum tarrival
18: e← Yidx
19: if Se is full then
20: Evict an entry from Se using Algorithm 2
21: if Algorithm 2 succeeds then
22: Remove e from Fidx and add it to X
23: Fetch state at index e.id from backing store
24: end if
25: else
26: Fetch state at index e.id from backing store
27: end if
28: end while
29: Asynchronously do:
30: if state indexed by m.id is accessed in the cache or packet

corresponding to m is dropped at the target node then
31: Remove m from X and F
32: end if

Algorithm 2 Seer’s Cache Eviction Algorithm

1: S: cache set under consideration for eviction
2: e.id: index of the state being considered for fetch
3: A← {x.id ∈ S: ∃ m s.t. x.id = m.id and m ∈

⋃P
i=1 Qi∪X}

4: B← {x.id ∈ S: x.id /∈ A}
5: if B not empty then
6: Evict an entry from B using any caching heuristic
7: return Success
8: else
9: m.id← entry in A with maximum tarrival

10: if e.tarrival < m.tarrival then
11: Evict m.id from A
12: return Success
13: end if
14: end if
15: return Failure
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Intuitively, Seer’s cache eviction algorithm tries to emulate
the optimal (offline) algorithm for minimizing cache misses,
namely Belady’s algorithm [7]. Belady evicts the cache entry
that will be accessed farthest in the future. However, unlike
Belady, which assumes full visibility into the future requests,
Seer only has a partial view of the future, i.e., at any given
time, Seer only knows about a partial set of future state ac-
cess requests (namely, the requests corresponding to packets
currently queued at a neighbor node). Thus, it may be possi-
ble that there are entries in the cache for which Seer has no
knowledge of when those entries will be accessed in the future
(i.e., there is no received FPM corresponding to the packet
that will access that cache entry). Thus, Seer’s cache eviction
algorithm first separates all the entries in the cache set into
two sets — set A (line 3 in Algorithm 2) which includes all
the entries in the cache set for which tarrival is known, and
set B (line 4 in Algorithm 2) which includes all the remain-
ing entries in the cache set. Thus, set A stores all the states
that will be accessed in the near future, while the states in
set B are expected to be accessed farther in the future, if at
all. Hence, in the spirit of Belady, Seer prioritizes set B over
set A for eviction (line 5 in Algorithm 2). To evict an entry
from set B, Seer relies on some default caching heuristic, such
as LRU [56] (line 6 in Algorithm 2). Note that any caching
heuristic can be used for this purpose. On the other hand, to
evict an entry from set A, Seer uses Belady’s algorithm (lines
8–14 in Algorithm 2). Overall, in the best case, when set B is
empty, Seer emulates Belady, while in the worst case, when
set A is empty, Seer reduces to the default caching heuristic.

An interesting consequence of Seer’s design is that it may
result in scenarios where the cache eviction algorithm fails
to evict an entry from the cache set, thus aborting the current
state fetch from the backing store. This is because in Seer,
states are prefetched to the cache and that too in the order of
their tarrival . Thus, if currently every entry in the cache set has
tarrival value less than the tarrival value for the entry currently
being considered for prefetching from the backing store (and
replace an existing entry in the cache), Seer does not evict any
existing entry in the cache and the fetch is aborted, otherwise
eviction succeeds (lines 9–13 in Algorithm 2). This is in the
spirit of Belady, where the state that will be accessed farthest
in the future (in this case, the state that is currently being
considered for prefetching) is evicted from the cache.

3.3 Limits of Seer
In this section, we discuss some of the limits of Seer’s design.

The gains of Seer’s cache eviction algorithm over existing
online caching heuristics is dependent on the degree of future
visibility, which in turn, is dependent on the degree of queuing
at the neighbor nodes — the more the queuing, the higher the
gains. In the worst case, when queuing is extremely small,
Seer’s cache eviction algorithm would reduce to the default
caching heuristic. On the other hand, the effectiveness of
Seer’s prefetching algorithm is dependent on both the degree

of queuing at the neighbors and the access time of the backing
store. In particular, for prefetching to be effective, the amount
of queuing delay for a packet must be greater than the access
time of the backing store, in order to ensure that the state has
been fetched to the cache before that packet arrives. Hence
prefetching will be most effective for high-speed network and
distributed applications that use a faster backing store such
as DRAM (with SRAM as cache). However, note that even
for applications that use a slower backing store compared
to the typical network queuing delays, Seer’s cache eviction
algorithm will continue to provide gains, e.g., by ensuring one
does not evict an entry that will be accessed in the near future.
Finally, Seer’s design is also somewhat susceptible to FPM
drops. If a FPM is dropped (e.g., queue tail drop at either the
neighbor or the target node) but the corresponding packet is
not dropped, Seer might end up with a non-continuous view
of future state access requests. This may result in priority
inversion, e.g., replacing a cache entry with another entry that
will be accessed farther in the future. Fortunately, it is fairly
easy to avoid FPM drops in Seer, by provisioning sufficient
memory for FPM queues at both the neighbors and the target
nodes. Given the size of a FPM is very small, the amount of
memory needed to avoid drops in practice is nominal (§6).

4 Implementation
In this section, we describe the implementation Seer’s cache
manager. We start by first discussing the performance goals
for the cache manager, followed by an implementation that
achieves those goals.
Performance goals. Seer’s cache manager operates itera-
tively, and in each iteration it can have three potential perfor-
mance bottlenecks – (i) time taken to decide what state to
prefetch (tpre f etch), (ii) time taken to evict a cache entry (tevict ),
and (iii) time taken to fetch the state from backing store into
the cache (tbkStore). Prefetching decision and eviction needs
to happen sequentially in each iteration, but they both can
be parallelized with the state fetch from the backing store
from the previous iteration. Thus the goal of Seer’s implemen-
tation is to ensure that tpre f etch + tevict ≤ tbkStore, so that the
backing store access time remains the bottleneck for cache
replacement throughput. Further, we also want to ensure that
the received FPMs are added to the respective queues in the
cache manager in ideally O(1) time, so that the prefetching
and eviction algorithms get access to the FPMs as soon as
they arrive at the target node.
Primitives. Next, we present the key primitives needed to
implement Seer’s prefetching and cache eviction algorithms.

1. insert(m,Q): Adds an element m to queue Q (lines 12, 22
in Algorithm 1).

2. delete(m,Q): Removes an element m from queue Q (lines
12, 22, 31 in Algorithm 1).

3. max-min(Q): Returns the max (line 9 in Algorithm 2) or
the min (line 10 in Algorithm 1) value in a queue Q.
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4. min(Y1,Y2, ....,YP): Returns the min value (line 18 in Al-
gorithm 2) in an un-ordered set of entries Yi, i=1 to P.

5. intersect(S1, S2): Returns the set of elements present in
both sets S1 and S2 (line 3 in Algorithm 2).

6. difference(S1, S2): Returns the set of elements present in
set S1 but not in set S2 (line 4 in Algorithm 2).

We bundle primitives 1–4 into order primitives and primi-
tives 5, 6 into set primitives. Next, we describe the implemen-
tation of both sets of primitives.
Implementing order primitives. To find the minimum ele-
ment in an un-ordered set of P elements, one fundamentally
requires at least O(log(P)) time. Thus, Seer implements prim-
itive 4, min(Y1,Y2, ....,YP), in log(P) clock cycles.

Next, we focus on primitives 1–3 that operate over a queue.
The natural data structure for implementing max/min (primi-
tive 3) would be a priority queue. A priority queue can return
the max/min value in O(1) time. However, insertions and
deletions may take O(log(N)) time, where N is the queue
size. To make matters worse, in Seer, adding an element to
a queue may require updating the value of the attribute over
which max/min is calculated for n (n ≤ N) other elements
in the queue, thus resulting in an added O(n(log(N)) time to
re-insert each updated element to the queue. This is because
of the presence of multiple priority classes. A packet p1 in
a higher priority class will be transmitted before a packet p2
queued in a lower priority class at the same egress port, even
if p2 arrived before p1. As a result, the tarrival field in the
received FPM corresponding to p2 will need to be updated
once the FPM for p1 arrives at a later time. This update can be
done by adding the transmission delay for packet p1 to p2’s
current expected time of arrival, i.e., p2.tarrival += p1.size /
link bandwidth. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

Seer solves the above challenge by replacing the priority
queues with fully ordered lists. A fully ordered list maintains
the invariant that the list is always sorted (by tarrival in Seer)
even under insertions, deletions, and updates. This automati-
cally reduces the time complexity for max/min operations to
1 clock cycle. Seer implements a fully ordered list of size N
using N flip-flops, which allows parallel access to each of the
N elements in the list. To add an element m to the list, Seer
first determines the right index in the list to add m that would
still keep the list sorted. This can be done in 1 clock cycle by
comparing the tarrival value for m against the tarrival values of
each element in the list in parallel. Once the right location
has been determined, Seer adds m to that location and shifts
the rest of the elements in the list in parallel, again requiring
only 1 clock cycle. Further, parallel access also allows Seer to
update the tarrival values of multiple elements in the list in just
1 clock cycle. Note that in Seer, the tarrival values of the exist-
ing elements are all updated by the same amount (namely, the
transmission delay of m), and hence their relative positions in
a fully ordered list will not change. So, Seer does not need to
re-insert the updated elements. This entire design is an adapta-
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Figure 4: Illustrates that with multiple priority classes, adding
a FPM to a queue at the target node may require updating
existing elements in the queue. Assumes the transmission
delay for each packet is 10 time units and propagation delay
0. Initially, the FPMs for packets p1− p4 were all received
at the target node at time 0. Then at some later time, packet
p5 arrived at the neighbor node, and its corresponding FPM
was received at the target node at time 10. Since p5 arrived
in a higher priority class, it will be transmitted right after
p2, preempting p3 and p4. Thus, the expected delay for p5 is
only 20 time units (sum of transmission delays of p5 and p2).
But it also pushes the transmission of p3, p4 back by 10 time
units (equal to p5’s transmission delay). Hence, the current
expected time of arrival for p3, p4 need to be updated at the
target node, by adding to them the transmission delay for p5.

tion of the classic parallel compare-and-shift architecture [32]
that has also been used recently in other contexts, such as
packet scheduling [40, 45] and filtering [41]. Overall, with
an ordered list, Seer can implement max-min(Q) in 1 clock
cycle, delete(m, Q) in 2 clock cycles, and insert(m, Q) in 3
clock cycles (including the updates triggered by an insert).

Implementing set primitives. Implementing the queues
in Seer’s cache manager using flip-flops also helps with
fast implementations of the two set primitives, namely
intersect(S1,S2) and difference(S1,S2). In Seer, S1 is a cache
set of size k in a k-way set-associative cache. Implementa-
tion of the cache itself is outside the purview of Seer, but
we assume that it takes O(k) time to locate an element in a
cache set of size k. On the other hand, set S2 in Seer refers
to queues Fi and X in Algorithm 1, which we implement as
fully ordered lists using flip-flops, as discussed above. Fur-
ther, in Seer, the intersect and difference operations execute
synchronously over the same input sets (lines 3–4 in Algo-
rithm 2). Hence, Seer implements the two primitives jointly
(in parallel) as described below.
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Seer iteratively compares the id of each state s in the cache
set (set S1) with all the elements in

⋃
Fi and X (set S2) in

parallel. Since flip-flops allow parallel access, this can be
done in k clock cycles, where k is the cache set size. If the id
of s matches the id of an element m in Fi or X , Seer adds it to
set A (output of intersect(S1,S2)), else it adds it to set B (output
of difference(S1,S2)). Thus, it takes a total of k clock cycles
to implement both the intersect and difference primitives.
Additionally, Seer also calculates the max tarrival within set
A (line 9 in Algorithm 2) in parallel while building set A.
Essentially, while adding an element m to set A, Seer updates
the current max tarrival value, tmax, to max(tmax, m.tarrival), and
accordingly updates the state id with the current max tarrival ,
idmax, to m.id if m.tarrival > tmax. Thus, after k iterations, idmax
stores the state id in set A with max tarrival . Hence, Seer could
execute the entire cache eviction algorithm in k clock cycles.
Overall performance. Overall, Seer takes k clock cycles
for the cache membership check (line 11 in Algorithm 1),
1+ log(P) clock cycles to find the FPM with minimum tarrival
(lines 10 + 17 in Algorithm 1), and k clock cycles in the best
case or k clock cycles plus the latency of the default caching
heuristic (for LRU the best known implementation has O(1)
time) in the worst case, to evict an element from the cache.
Thus, tpre f etch + tevict = log(P) + 2k + 1 clock cycles. The
value of k, the cache set size, is typically 4–8 for modern
caches [52]. The value of P, number of ports, varies from 2–4
for NICs and FPGAs to few 100s for switches and routers.
Assuming clock rates of around 100–200 MHz as typically ob-
served for NICs and FPGAs, and clock rates of around 1 GHz
as typically observed for ASIC switches and routers [42], the
total tpre f etch + tevict time would be 100–200 ns for NICs and
FPGAs and under 25 ns for ASIC switches and routers.

5 Prototype
We prototype Seer in System Verilog (∼1200 LOCs) on an
Altera Stratix V [49] FPGA comprising 234 K Adaptive Logic
Modules, 52 Mbits SRAM, and four 10 Gbps network ports.
The architecture of the prototype is shown in Figure 5.

To implement Seer’s future packet notification protocol
using IPG, as described in §3.1, we modify Ethernet’s phys-
ical layer (PHY) as shown in Figure 5. Once the Physical
Coding Sublayer (PCS) in PHY receives a packet from higher
layers to transmit, the Encoder module in PCS reformats the
packet into a sequence of one /S/ block (Start of an Ethernet
frame), multiple /D/ data blocks, and one /T/ block (End
of an Ethernet frame). PCS inserts at least twelve 8-bit idle
characters (/I/) between two Ethernet frames (IPG). The /I/
characters are set to 0 by default. The /T/ block can have
0–7 /I/ characters, and PCS inserts one or more special /E/
block with eight /I/ characters to make up the minimum
requirement of twelve /I/ characters. Note that if there are
no Ethernet frames to transmit, PCS continuously keeps trans-
mitting /E/ blocks. The /T/ and /E/ blocks (and hence the
/I/ characters) are accessible as part of the output from the
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Figure 5: Seer’s FPGA prototype. Seer’s modules are shown
in gray boxes.

Encoder on the TX path and input to the Decoder on RX path.
Hence, we implement Seer’s logic after the Encoder/Decoder
modules. On the TX path, Seer creates a separate data path
(shown using red lines in Figure 5) that bypasses the nor-
mal data path for Ethernet frames, and connects Seer’s PHY
module directly to the FPM FIFO queues. If any of the FPM
queues are non-empty, Seer immediately dequeues an FPM
from the queue and overwrites the outgoing /I/ characters
with the FPM. On the RX path, when Seer receives a /T/ or
an /E/ block, it extracts the FPM from the /I/ characters in
those blocks, and overwrites those bits with all 0s before send-
ing to Decoder, following the Ethernet standard. Seer adds
the extracted FPM to the fully ordered list of FPMs through
another separate data path (shown using a red line in Figure 5)
bypassing the normal Ethernet frame’s data path. Finally, we
also implement Seer’s cache manager as described in §4.
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Queue size
FPGA ASIC

Clock Logic Clock Area
N = 128 170 MHz 8% 4.2 GHz 0.012 mm2

N = 256 150 MHz 15% 4.1 GHz 0.022 mm2

N = 512 120 MHz 30% 3.7 GHz 0.042 mm2

N = 1024 100 MHz 60% 3.5 GHz 0.085 mm2

N = 2048 – >100% 3.4 GHz 0.167 mm2

N = 4096 – >100% 3.2 GHz 0.324 mm2

Table 1: Clock speed and resource usage for Seer’s prototype
with varying size of the fully ordered list data structure.

5.1 Resource Usage
The most resource consuming component of Seer’s design
(and also the bottleneck for clock speed) is the fully ordered
list used to store the received FPMs. This is the price we way
for parallelism via flip-flops. Table 1 shows Seer’s overall
clock speed and resource consumption for varying sizes of
the fully ordered list. We also synthesize Seer’s RTL design
on Synopsys Design Compiler tool [53] using an open-source
15 nm process technology [29], and report the results in Ta-
ble 1. On the FPGA, we are unable to synthesize a design
beyond queue size of 1024, as we run out of FPGA logic re-
sources. On the ASIC however, Seer is able to support much
larger queue sizes with clock rates in excess of 3 GHz. To
put this in perspective, modern switching chips typically run
at around 1 GHz clock rate [42, 45]. Chip area increases lin-
early with queue size. Note that the numbers reported are
for a single queue. If the processor has multiple ports, the
area usage will be multiplied by the number of ports, as Seer
maintains one queue per ingress port. Thus, for N = 4096,
and 100 ports, the total area consumed will be 32 mm2. This
is between 5%–10% overhead for switching chips whose chip
areas vary from 300–700 mm2 [12].

5.2 Prototype Experiments
We directly connect two FPGA prototypes from Figure 5
using an optical cable of length 2 m (propagation delay of
around 10 ns). One FPGA emulates the neighbor node while
the other emulates the target node. On the neighbor FPGA,
we implement two priority classes at the egress. We also im-
plement a packet generator on the FPGA to feed the packets
into the priority classes. Packet generator randomly decides
which priority class to put a packet into. Packets arrive ac-
cording to a Poisson process. We assign a random flow id to
each packet, chosen uniformly at randomly from 0 to 100 K,
thus emulating 100 K flows. On the target FPGA, we populate
the DRAM with 100 K flow state entries. Each flow state is
512 bits. We implement a 2-way set associative cache of size
2 MB in SRAM (can cache around 30 K flow states).
Parameters. The default packet size to 256 B. The default
average rate of packet generation is 6 Gbps. The FPM queue
size at both the egress and ingress is 256 entries. The size of
each FPM is 44 bits – 17 bits for flow id, 11 bits for packet

(a) Incast workload. (b) Permutation workload.

Figure 6: Cache miss ratio for Seer vs. LRU and Belady for
different packet sizes and packet generation rates. For each
data point, all the cache miss ratios are normalized w.r.t. the
corresponding cache miss ratio for Seer.

size, and 16 bits for td . Thus we can send two FPMs in the
minimum sized Ethernet IPG. The control packet size is 64 B,
and we send a control packet only when the FPM queue size at
egress exceeds 8 entries (m = 8) and at least 5 us have elapsed
since the last control packet was sent (t=5 us). This limits the
bandwidth overhead of control packets to ∼ 1%. The default
caching heuristic used in Seer is LRU [56] (Algorithm 2).
Evaluation metric. We use cache miss ratio, i.e., number of
cache misses divided by total cache access requests.
Baselines. We use LRU [56] and Belady [7] as the baselines.
Experiment results. Figure 6a shows the cache miss ratio
against packet size. Seer outperforms LRU for all packet sizes,
but the gains decrease for larger packet sizes (80% gain for
64 B vs. 20% for 1500 B). This is because with smaller packet
sizes, the number of packets in a queue of given size (in bytes)
would be higher. This works to Seer’s advantage, as Seer re-
ceives higher number of FPMs within a given time window,
thus allowing it to make more informed prefetching and evic-
tion decisions. Finally, we also note that Seer performs very
close to Belady (within 20%) for all packet sizes.

Next, Figure 6b shows the cache miss ratio against differ-
ent packet generation rates. As the packet generation rates
increase, Seer outperforms LRU by a bigger margin (by 8% at
2 Gbps vs. 94% at 9 Gbps). Similarly, Seer performs closer to
Belady at higher packet generation rates (within 5% at 9 Gbps
vs. 20% at 2 Gbps). This is because higher packet generation
rate leads to more queuing at the egress, thus providing Seer
with more visibility into the future state access requests.

6 Simulations
In this section, we do large scale network simulations to eval-
uate the performance of Seer over state-intensive network
applications. Our simulator is written in C built on top of [44].
Setup. We simulate a two-tier Fattree [1] topology with 16
spine switches, 9 ToR switches, and 16 hosts per ToR switch,
for a total of 144 hosts. All links in the network are 100 Gbps.
Per-hop propagation delay is 100 ns. Each host in the network
is running DCTCP [3] congestion control and each switch
supports ECN. Switches do ECMP [51] load balancing.
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(a) Incast workload. (b) Permutation workload. (c) Websearch workload. (d) Datamining workload.

Figure 7: Cache miss ratio for Seer vs. LRU and Belady for different packet sizes. For each packet size, all the cache miss ratios
are normalized w.r.t. the corresponding cache miss ratio for Seer.

Applications. Each spine switch in the network runs a stateful
layer 4 load balancing application, similar to SilkRoad [31].
Each ToR switch in the network runs an intrusion detection ap-
plication [57] that stores several per-flow states in the switch,
e.g., packet counts, packet inter-arrival times, etc. By default,
we assume the cache in each switch can store up to 20% of
the total flow states. We assume DRAM as the backing store.

Workloads. We evaluate Seer against a variety of workloads
– (i) a permutation workload, where each host sends and re-
ceives exactly one flow; (ii) an incast workload, where we
select a rack as the incast destination and all other hosts in the
network send to the hosts in that incast rack; (iii) websearch
workload [3]; and (iv) datamining workload [17]. Websearch
and datamining are representative datacenter workloads, with
heavy-tailed flow size distribution. Flows arrive according to
a Poisson process for a target network load of 0.6.

Baselines. We evaluate Seer against a variety of state-of-
the-art online caching algorithms – LRU [56], LFU [13],
ARC [30], S3-FIFO [59], and SIEVE [60]. We also evalu-
ate Seer against the optimal offline algorithm, Belady [7].

Evaluation metrics. We use two evaluation metrics – (i)
cache miss ratio aggregated across all the switches running
the above applications, and (ii) flow completion time (FCT).

Parameters. The FPM queue size at each egress and ingress
port is 1024 entries. The size of each FPM is 44 bits – 17 bits
for flow id, 11 bits for packet size, and 16 bits for td . Thus we
can send two FPMs in the minimum sized Ethernet IPG. The
control packet size is 64 B, and we send a control packet only
when the FPM queue size at egress exceeds 8 entries (m = 8)
and at least 500 ns have elapsed since the last control packet
was sent (t=500 ns). This limits the bandwidth overhead of
control packets to ∼ 1%. The default caching heuristic used
in Seer is LRU [56] (Algorithm 2).

Experiment results. Figure 7 shows that for incast work-
load, Seer significantly outperforms LRU for all packet sizes.
This is due to the fact that incast workload results in signifi-
cant queuing in the network, which allows Seer to get better
visibility into future state access requests. In contrast, for
the permutation workload, Seer performs very close to LRU,
since this workload observes least queuing in the network.

This is also the reason why for this workload, the gap be-
tween the performance of Seer and Belady is largest. Next,
even for realistic datacenter workloads, namely websearch
and datamining, Seer significantly outperforms LRU (by up
to 65%) while remaining between 15–35% of Belady for all
packet sizes. Finally, across all the four workloads, as the
packet sizes increase, the gains of Seer over LRU decrease
and the performance gap between LRU and Belady increase.
The reason for this trend is explained in §5.2.

Next, Figure 8 shows the performance of Seer with varying
cache capacity. As expected, as the cache capacity increases,
the number of cache misses decrease for both Seer and the
baselines. However, Seer performs consistently better than
LRU for all cache sizes. While the gains are more for smaller
cache sizes, but even for larger cache sizes, the gains are
significant. This is because even with a large cache size, LRU
is unable to avoid cold cache misses, where a state is fetched to
the cache for the first time. However, Seer can avoid such cold
misses due to its prefetching algorithm leveraging visibility
into future state access requests.

Next, Figure 9 shows the performance of Seer against
state-of-the-art online caching heuristics. LFU performs the
worst, which is an indication that frequency is perhaps not the
right metric for caching in these experiments. ARC is based
upon LRU while S3-FIFO and SIEVE are recent FIFO-based
caching heuristics designed to be more scalable than LRU.
But ultimately, all these heuristics are limited by the lack of
visibility into future state access requests, which both Seer
and Belady exploit to gain much better performance.

Finally, in Figure 10, we show the performance of Seer in
terms of flow completion time. The trend here is similar to
the trend observed with cache miss ratio, since higher cache
misses at the switches result in higher latency (and lower
throughput) for in-network packet processing, ultimately re-
sulting in higher flow completion time.

7 Related Work
Belady’s algorithm [7] exemplifies an optimal caching algo-
rithm. While a true implementation of Belady’s algorithm
would be ideal, it is impractical due to its fully offline nature.
Seer attempts a practical, best-effort emulation of Belady.
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(a) Incast workload. (b) Websearch workload.

Figure 8: Number of cache misses for different cache capaci-
ties. A cache capacity of X% means the cache can hold X%
of total state. The packet size used is 64B.

(a) Incast workload. (b) Websearch workload.

Figure 9: Cache miss ratio for Seer vs. state-of-the-art online
caching heuristics and Belady. The cache miss ratios are
normalized w.r.t. the cache miss ratio for Seer. The packet
size used is 64B.

(a) Websearch workload. (b) Datamining workload.

Figure 10: Flow completion time (FCT) for Seer vs. LRU.
FCTs are normalized w.r.t. to the FCT for Seer.

Recency and frequency metrics form the backbone of tra-
ditional caching heuristics, such as LRU [56], LFU [13],
LRU-K [36], 2Q [23], ARC [30], SLRU [24], GDSF [11],
EELRU [46], LRFU [26], CAR [5], CLOCK-Pro [22],
TinyLFU [14], S3-FIFO [59], and SIEVE [60]. The LRU
algorithm maintains an ordered queue based on access re-
cency, evicting the oldest entry whenever necessary. LRU-K,
2Q, ARC, SLRU, and EELRU use multiple LRU queues in
tandem to improve performance or cover weaknesses of LRU,
such as thrashing. Frequency also serves an important role in
caching, most notably with LFU. For example, LRFU com-

bines recency and frequency into a single metric for consider-
ation. Tiny-LFU augments any arbitrary caching algorithm
with an LFU-like admission policy. Real world factors are
also often taken into consideration with caching. For exam-
ple, GDSF optimizes around the time cost disparity between
different memory accesses. Practical-minded cache designers
may instead use CLOCK-based algorithms such as CAR and
CLOCK-Pro, or FIFO-based algorithms, such as S3-FIFO
and SIEVE, due to their speed and ease of implementation
in real-world settings. These algorithms all attempt to ap-
proximate Belady’s algorithm to varying degrees of success.
However, they are ultimately limited by their online design,
as being oblivious to future state access requests leaves much
performance on the table.

Machine learning has also been used to aid caching, espe-
cially in web caching or content delivery settings. LHD [6],
Raven [20], LeCaR [54], CACHEUS [39], LRB [47], GL-
Cache [58] and HALP [48] are examples, each of which
integrate ML into their designs in different ways. Some al-
gorithms like LHD and Raven are probability-based, while
others such as LeCaR and CACHEUS learn weights between
well-studied algorithms. Others, such as LRB and HALP
use network statistics to learn an approximation of Belady’s
algorithm. Still others take wholly unique angles, such as GL-
Cache, which classifies objects together for grouped cache
management. ML-based algorithms have their time and place.
However, their reliance on the historical or statistical patterns
to make future predictions is their achilles heel. In contrast,
Seer provides a perfectly accurate mechanism for visibility
into future state access requests in a networked setting.

Some solutions do not neatly fit into the above categories,
such as Belatedly and its practical approximation MAD [4],
which minimize cache delay instead of cache misses as tradi-
tional algorithms do. And finally, Reframer [16] intentionally
delays and reorders packets belonging to different flows to re-
duce end-host cache misses, however is challenging to imple-
ment at line rate, and introduces delay to reordered packets.

8 Conclusion
We presented Seer which is an online caching system for
state-intensive network and distributed applications. Seer min-
imizes cache misses by providing visibility into future state
access requests. Seer leverages the delays experienced by
packets in a network to notify network nodes implementing
caching of future state access requests carried in incoming
network packets that are currently queued at a neighbor node.
Using this as a building block, we presented the design of an
online cache manager that leverages visibility into (partial)
set of future state access requests to make smarter prefetching
and cache eviction decisions. Seer’s design has been proto-
typed and implemented on an FPGA. Our evaluations showed
that Seer achieves up to 65% lower cache miss ratio and up
to 78% lower flow completion time compared to LRU for key
network applications over realistic workloads.
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Abstract

The switch buffers in datacenters today are dynamically shared
by traffic classes with different loss tolerance and reaction to
congestion signals. In particular, while legacy applications
use loss-tolerant transport, e.g., DCTCP, newer applications
require lossless datacenter transport, e.g., RDMA over
Converged Ethernet. Unfortunately, as we analytically show in
this paper, the buffer-sharing practices of today’s datacenters
pose a fundamental limitation to effectively isolate RDMA
and TCP while also maximizing burst absorption. We identify
two root causes: (i) the buffer-sharing for RDMA and TCP
relies on two independent and often conflicting views of the
buffer, namely ingress and egress; and (ii) the buffer-sharing
scheme micromanages the buffer and overreacts to the changes
in its occupancy during transient congestion.

In this paper, we present REVERIE, a buffer-sharing scheme,
which, unlike prior works, is suitable for both lossless and loss-
tolerant traffic, providing isolation and better burst absorption
than state-of-the-art buffer-sharing schemes. At the core of
REVERIE lies a unified (consolidated ingress and egress)
admission control that jointly optimizes the buffers for both
RDMA and TCP. REVERIE allocates buffer based on a low-
pass filter that naturally absorbs bursty queue lengths during
transient congestion within the buffer limits. Our evaluation
shows that REVERIE can improve the performance of RDMA
as well as TCP in terms of flow completion times by up to 33%.

1 Introduction
Network devices contain a buffer that can temporarily store
excessive packets during congestion events. As the link
speeds increase, maintaining a constant buffer-bandwidth
ratio would require buffer memory to evolve faster than
Moore’s law and is hence impractical [33]. As a result,
we observe buffer-per-Gbps to constantly shrink [12, 26]
making performance problems rooted in buffer sharing more
evident. Indeed, our expert survey, which included experts
from six companies, revealed that buffer sharing is causing
performance problems in most large-scale datacenters.

At a high level, the goal of a buffer-sharing scheme is to
provide isolation between traffic classes, while maximizing
the benefit of the buffer e.g., by absorbing bursts and achieving
high throughput. Existing buffer management schemes
(even recent ones) [1, 8, 15, 25] were designed considering
exclusively loss-tolerant traffic (e.g., TCP variants). However,
modern datacenters host traffic classes with different loss toler-
ance. Concretely, along with traditional loss-tolerant transport
protocols, many clouds, e.g., Azure [11], Alibaba [22] and
OCI [38], deploy RDMA over Converged Ethernet which
requires lossless transport. In order to guarantee zero packet
loss for RDMA, production datacenters enable Priority Flow
Control (PFC) at the switches [11].

The co-existence of TCP and RDMA traffic in the switch
buffer makes sharing the buffer particularly challenging. While,
in principle, TCP and RDMA traffic have the same perfor-
mance objectives (e.g., high throughput, low latency), their
reaction to network events such as congestion is vastly differ-
ent in terms of speed and granularity. A PFC pause proactively
throttles RDMA traffic at per-hop granularity before the buffer
fills up in order to prevent packet loss due to congestion. On the
contrary, a packet drop throttles TCP at per-flow granularity
once the buffer is filled up due to congestion. Moreover, the ef-
fect of PFC pause (in RDMA) on the buffer is not immediately
evident as all incoming packets after the PFC has been triggered
must be admitted in the buffer further increasing its occupancy.
On the contrary, the effect of a packet drop (in TCP) on the
buffer is immediately evident in the buffer as current packets do
not further increase the buffer occupancy which can decrease
proportionately to the aggregate port bandwidth. Since RDMA
and TCP share the same switch buffer, congestion caused by
TCP can result in excessive PFC pauses for RDMA and sim-
ilarly the buffer occupied by RDMA (especially when it is
paused) can result in excessive packet drops for TCP; leading
to throughput degradation and poor burst absorption.

A naive approach for isolating RDMA and TCP in the shared
buffer is to statically partition it e.g., dedicate 50% of the buffer
to each class. However, such an approach will result in subop-
timal burst absorption; and (in the worst case) poor throughput
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Figure 1: 1 Current buffer-sharing practices maintain two
independent and at times conflicting views of the buffer i.e.,
ingress and egress, which are subdivided into various pools;
posing a challenge to achieve isolation across RDMA and TCP
traffic. 2 REVERIE maintains a bird’s eye view of the buffer;
effectively unifying ingress and egress admission control with-
out statically partitioning the buffer to achieve isolation.

when one of the two classes is not using its dedicated portion of
the buffer. On the one hand, production-grade buffer-sharing
schemes do not significantly depart from static partitioning
among TCP and RDMA. The root cause of this pitfall is the
unnecessary complex buffer model together with the use of pre-
configured buffer pools i.e., pieces of buffer dedicated to certain
queues only. On the other hand, research-grade buffer-sharing
schemes such as ABM [1] can –at best– achieve steady-state
isolation across traffic priorities only for loss-tolerant traffic,
but would fail to isolate lossless and lossy traffic, even if we
extend them to work in such settings, as we show in §2.3. Our
goal in this paper is to formally navigate the trade-off between
isolation and burst absorption in a setting where lossless and
lossy traffic co-exist. Two key insights allow us to do so.

Our first key insight –after thoroughly studying the current
buffer-sharing practices– is that although lossless and lossy
traffic are, in practice, independently managed, the available
buffer for both depends on each other’s occupancy. Concretely,
today’s switches maintain two views of the buffer (i.e., ingress
and egress); each of these views is virtually further split into
pools i.e., buffer pieces configured to serve a subset of the
queues. Figure 1 summarizes these views. The complexity
of the buffer design stems from its evolution over the years
from serving lossy traffic to serving both lossy and lossless.
Unfortunately, as we show in this paper, this complex buffer
design of today’s datacenter switches leads to unexpected
buffer issues e.g., lossy traffic gets more buffer allocation
than lossless traffic when they compete, against the high-level
objective of the configuration. Our analysis shows that buffer
pools and the independent views of the buffer at the ingress
and egress are the root causes of such issues. To tackle this
problem, we propose a simple buffer-sharing scheme in which
both RDMA and TCP are managed jointly with a bird’s eye
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Figure 2: Prior works calculate 1 thresholds and compare
against 2 instantaneous queue lengths, which leads to 3
overreaction to bursts and a high loss rate. REVERIE takes a
different approach and compares the thresholds against 4
low pass filtered queue lengths. This allows REVERIE to 5
smoothly react to congestion while absorbing transient bursts.

view of the buffer. Such an allocation scheme facilitates novel
admission control schemes that can efficiently isolate RDMA
and TCP without statically partitioning the buffer.

Our second key insight is that absorbing RDMA bursts
is extremely challenging because the decisions of a buffer-
sharing scheme are on a per-packet basis but PFC pause
(required for RDMA) is a per-hop signal affecting not just the
incoming packet but all the future arrivals from the previous
hop. Moreover, sudden and concurrent fluctuations in multiple
queue lengths can rapidly change the buffer occupancy. Worse
yet, the incoming rate at today’s link speeds can very rapidly
fill in a buffer. Existing schemes [1, 8, 25] that were designed
specifically for loss-tolerant traffic apply large thresholds to
those packets that are classified as short flows or incast flows.
Unfortunately, as we later show in this paper, these techniques
cannot fundamentally achieve better burst absorption for
lossless traffic since PFC works at per-hop or per-queue
granularity and not per-packet i.e., burst absorption for RDMA
requires prioritizing a queue experiencing burst (not just spe-
cific packets). To address this problem, we show that instead
of increasing thresholds at per-packet granularity under bursty
scenarios, it is sufficient to dampen the queue statistic (e.g.,
by a low-pass filter) against which thresholds are compared,
when taking buffer decisions. Figure 2 illustrates our main
idea. This essentially prioritizes queues experiencing bursts
and improves the burst absorption capabilities of the buffer.

We present REVERIE, a buffer-sharing scheme suitable
for modern datacenters hosting traffic with different loss
tolerance. REVERIE jointly optimizes the buffer allocation
for lossless and lossy traffic with a bird’s eye view over the
buffer; essentially unifying ingress and egress admission
control as shown in Figure 1. Further, REVERIE significantly
improves the burst absorption capabilities of the buffer by
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comparing low-pass-filtered queue lengths against thresholds
as illustrated in Figure 2.

Our extensive evaluation of REVERIE based on large-scale
simulations in NS3 shows that REVERIE effectively isolates
RDMA and TCP, reduces the overall number of PFC pauses
by 60% on average and improves the flow completion
times for bursty workloads by up to 33% compared to the
state-of-the-art approaches.

In summary, our key contributions in this work are:
• The first analysis of a production-grade buffer model

(exemplified by the open source SONiC [44]) that
includes both ingress and egress admission control.
This analysis generates multiple insights including the
conflicting buffer views of ingress and egress that prevent
effective isolation between lossless and lossy traffic.

• REVERIE, the first buffer-sharing scheme that can
isolate lossless and lossy traffic while improving burst
absorption for both.

• As a contribution to the research commu-
nity and to facilitate future work, all our ar-
tifacts have been made publicly available at
https://github.com/inet-tub/ns3-datacenter.

2 Motivation
We first present unintuitive outcomes (issues) that arise under
typical configurations (§2.1). To explain the root cause of
those issues (§2.3), we first describe in detail a representative
buffer-sharing architecture of an open-source and widely-used
switch OS, i.e., SONiC [44] (§2.2). Our buffer model has been
endorsed by major Ethernet switch ASIC vendors, including
Broadcom, Cisco and NVIDIA.

2.1 Buffer Issues in Datacenters
In this section, we walk through three issues that operators
of large-scale RDMA deployments [11] can face while
debugging buffer problems. We have verified that these issues
are (i) possible by showing them analytically (§2.3); and
(ii) realistic by direct communications with operators of
large-scale RDMA deployments. Consider an operator who
wants lossless traffic to get as much buffer as it needs, i.e.,
lossless is prioritized over lossy traffic under buffer contention.
This is a typical use case in datacenters with large RDMA
deployments. Although the operator closely follows the "best
practices" (i.e., a set of heuristics) to configure the buffer,
which we explain in §2.2.2, they observe the following issues.

Issue 1. Lossy traffic gets more buffer allocation than lossless
traffic when they both compete for buffer space.

Issue 2. Lossless traffic yields to the increase in buffer
occupancy of lossy traffic, while the opposite is not true, i.e.,
the allocation for lossy traffic is not affected by the buffer
occupancy of lossless traffic.

Issue 3. The buffer is more efficient in absorbing bursts of
lossy traffic than bursts of lossless traffic.

2.2 Buffer Sharing Practices
To understand the root cause of the issues (§2.3), we need to
understand the buffer model used in today’s datacenters and the
"best practices" for configuring it. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to present a detailed and up-to-date description
of a buffer model of a datacenter switch that serves both lossless
(e.g., RDMA) and lossy (e.g., TCP) traffic. We use SONiC [44],
an open-source network operating system that is the closest we
can get to the modus operandi for buffer management. SONiC
runs on switch ASICs from multiple vendors, e.g., Broadcom,
NVIDIA, Cisco and Intel, and has been widely deployed in Mi-
crosoft [11], Alibaba [48], LinkedIn [51] and Tencent. Impor-
tantly, our buffer model aligns with that of NVIDIA Onyx [47].
Hence, we believe our buffer model is representative of a broad
range of scenarios and settings. We next describe the terminol-
ogy and the configurable parts according to the buffer model of
SONiC. We tabulate the important notations we use in Table 1.

Hereafter, we denote lossless by • and lossy by ◦. The
switch uses a memory management unit (MMU) to manage
the packet buffer.

Ingress and Egress Counters (Queues): The MMU main-
tains two types of counters1, ingress denoted by← and egress
denoted by → that serve admission control purposes. We
henceforth refer to these counters as queues. Let Q be the set
of all queues maintained by the MMU. Once a packet arrives at
the switch, the packet is mapped to an ingress queue (s,p)∈

←
Q

based on the source port s and the packet’s priority p2; and
an egress queue (d, p) ∈

→
Q based on the destination port d.

Ingress (egress) admission control acts over ingress (egress)
queues. Each packet is admitted to the buffer if and only if the
corresponding ingress and egress queues pass the ingress and
egress admission controls. An arriving and admitted packet
increases both the corresponding ingress and egress queues,
while a departure packet decreases the queues. A packet is
only buffered once regardless of the number of counters it is
accounted by. Note that once a packet is admitted, it cannot be
pushed out by new packet arrivals. A queue carrying lossless
(lossy) traffic is known as a lossless (lossy) queue. Overall,
the MMU maintains four sets of queues i.e., ingress lossless←•
Q , ingress lossy

←◦
Q , egress lossless

•→
Q and egress lossy

◦→
Q .

Buffer Size and Pools: The packet buffer has a total size of
b. Current datacenter practices define pools that can intuitively
be viewed as the buffer available for certain types of queues.
In other words, the pool is a group of queues. The user can
configure the buffer allocation policy, including the allocation
algorithm, per-queue limit, and total size, for this group of
queues. SONiC defines the following four pools:

• Ingress pool of size
←
b shared by both ingress lossless and

lossy queues, with an occupancy of
←q (t) at time t.

1Not to be confused with ingress and egress pipelines. Throughout this
paper, ingress and egress are merely counters (referred to as queues).

2Most of the switch ASICs support 8 priorities. Operators typically map a
packet to a priority based on its DSCP value.
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Figure 3: Buffer bookkeeping: packets are stored once but
accounted twice; once in the ingress and once at the egress for
admission control purposes.

• PFC headroom pool of size bh used only by ingress
lossless queues upon PFC pause (described next).

• Egress lossless pool of size
•→
b used by egress lossless

queues, with an occupancy of •→q (t) at time t.
• Egress lossy pool of size

◦→
b used by egress lossy queues,

with an occupancy of ◦→q (t) at time t.
Note that pool sizes and occupancy are also counters. A

packet can be counted in multiple pools while being buffered
once (pools may overlap), thus the sum of all pools may
exceed the actual buffer occupancy.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the buffer bookkeeping.
Packets are physically stored only once, but are accounted
twice. For example, packet 5 is accounted in the ingress queue
(counter) q4 and in the egress queue (counter) qa. In essence,
all packets are accounted in the ingress pool, but packets of
lossless queues are also accounted in the egress lossless pool,
while packets of lossy queues are also accounted in the egress
lossy pool.

Admission Control: Each queue i.e., counter (i,p)∈Q at an
input or output port denoted by i, corresponding to priority p is
associated with a threshold Γ

p
i (t) at time t. The admission con-

trol scheme compares the instantaneous length qi
p(t) of a queue

against its threshold to make buffering decisions. Thresholds
can be intuitively viewed as the maximum size of a queue. Once
the queue hits the threshold, the switch will drop the incoming
packet or send PFC pause frames to throttle the queue build-up.
We emphasize that the switch cannot push out existing packets
in the buffer to make room for the incoming packet.

2.2.1 Journey of a Packet in the Switch MMU

We walk through the various counters that are incremented and
decremented during a packet’s journey in the MMU. Recall
that a packet can travel through the switch if and only if it
satisfies both ingress and egress admission control.

Ingress Admission Control: The admission control in the
ingress is different for lossy and lossless queues since as
TCP (lossy) tolerates packet loss whereas RDMA (lossless)
requires PFC and does not tolerate packet loss. The admission
for ingress lossy queues is straightforward. If the ingress lossy

queue hits the threshold (meaning if the length of the queue
equals or exceeds the corresponding threshold devised by
the buffer-sharing logic), the packet is dropped. Otherwise,
both the ingress lossy queue and ingress pool counters are
incremented upon admission and decremented as the packet
departs to its destination.

In contrast, the admission control for ingress lossless queues
is more complex and designed to achieve zero packet loss.
If the ingress queue hits the threshold, the switch moves the
queue to “paused” state and keeps sending PFC pause frames
to the peer device. Then the arriving packet is admitted, but
it increments the PFC headroom pool occupancy rather than
the ingress pool occupancy. In other words, once an ingress
lossless queue uses up its limit in the ingress pool, it starts to
consume (or be accounted in) the PFC headroom pool. As the
buffer drains, an ingress lossless queue under “paused” state
first decrements its headroom pool occupancy, and then its
ingress pool occupancy. When the headroom buffer occupancy
is zero and the ingress pool occupancy is below the threshold,
the switch moves the “paused” ingress lossless queue back
to “resumed” state and sends PFC resume frames.

Egress Admission Control: Egress counters are straight-
forward. Egress queue length and pool occupancy based on
the class of packet (lossy or lossless) are incremented upon
admission and decremented as the buffer drains. The switch
drops packets if egress queues hit thresholds.

2.2.2 Buffer Management

The MMU of the switch uses a buffer management algorithm
that assigns thresholds to all ingress and egress queues. Dy-
namic Thresholds [15] (DT) is the state-of-the-art buffer man-
agement algorithm widely adopted by ASIC vendors [37, 45].

In a nutshell, DT calculates dynamic thresholds for each
queue (i,p) ∈ Q as the product of a configurable parameter
αi

p and the remaining buffer space in the corresponding pool.
We refer the reader to Table 1 for the list of notations we use.
In the following, we summarize DT’s buffer management for
lossless and lossy traffic, at ingress and egress queues.

Γ
i
p(t)=α

i
p×


←
b−
←q (t) Ingress Lossless: (i,p)∈

←•
Q

←
b−
←q (t) Ingress Lossy: (i,p)∈

←◦
Q

•→
b −

•→q (t) Egress Lossless: (i,p)∈
•→
Q

◦→
b −

◦→q (t) Egress Lossy: (i,p)∈
◦→
Q

(1)
In addition to the above threshold checks, the switch also

uses the physical packet buffer limit as the last defense.
Having a better understanding of how the buffer works, we

can go back to the operator’s goal to prioritize lossless over
lossy and explain how they would in practice configure the
buffer. To avoid lossless packet drops, they would want to
control lossless traffic only at the ingress with PFC thresholds.
To make the problem easier to debug and more intuitive, they
would want to control lossy traffic only at the egress with drop
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Notation Description
← Ingress
→ Egress
• Lossless
◦ Lossy
∗ Shared
b Total buffer size
bh Headroom pool size
Q Set of all queues
←•
Q Set of ingress lossless queues

(i,p) Queue at input or output port i, priority p
qp

i (t) Length of queue (i,p) at time t
Γ

p
i (t) Threshold of queue (i,p) at time t
◦→q (t) Occupancy of egress lossy pool

α
p
i Parameter for queue (i,p)
←•
α α for ingress lossless queues (for simplicity)
◦→
α α for egress lossy queues (for simplicity)
←•n # ingress lossless queues using buffer
◦→n # egress lossy queues using buffer

Table 1: Important notations used in this paper.

thresholds. To this end, they would use the following buffer
configuration heuristics. For simplicity, in this section, we set
αi

p to←•α ,←◦α , •→α and ◦→α for all ingress lossless, ingress lossy,
egress lossless and egress lossy queues respectively.

Heuristic 1. To avoid packet drops for lossless traffic at
ingress, the sum of the ingress pool size

←
b and headroom pool

size bh should be equal to (or smaller than) the total size of
the switch buffer b i.e.,

←
b+bh≤b.

Heuristic 2. To bypass egress admission control for lossless
traffic and to allow fully utilizing the buffer space i.e., to avoid
lossless packet drops at egress, we should set egress lossless
pool size

•→
b to total switch buffer size b and use an infinitely

large egress lossless threshold i.e., •→α ≫1.

Heuristic 3. To avoid packet drops for lossy traffic at ingress,
we should set ingress lossy threshold←◦α to an infinitely large
value, and ensure that egress lossy pool size

◦→
b is not larger

than ingress pool size
←
b i.e.,

◦→
b ≤

←
b .

2.3 Root Causes of the Buffer Issues
To systematically analyze the problems, we consider a fluid
flow model with deterministic packet arrivals and analyze the
steady state3 of the buffer, similar to prior works [1, 15]. In the
following, we explain our key findings intuitively. Our model
and complete analysis can be found in Appendix A.

First, based on Heuristic 1, lossless traffic is allowed to
use the entire buffer at the ingress i.e.,

←
b +bh ≤ b. Further,

lossless traffic is allowed to use the entire buffer at the egress
i.e.,

•→
b =b based on Heuristic 2. Still, we end up with Issue 1.

3A steady state is achieved when the queue lengths stabilize i.e., packet
arrival rate equals departure rate.

Root cause of Issue 1: To shed light on this issue, we ana-
lytically derive the aggregate buffer allocation←•q to lossless
queues and the aggregate buffer allocation ◦→q to lossy queues.
Let ←•n and ◦→n denote the number of ingress lossless queues
and egress lossy queues using the buffer respectively. We have:

←•q =
←
b ·
( ←•n ·←•α

1+←•n ·←•α

)
−◦→b ·

( ←•n ·←•α

1+←•n ·←•α
·
◦→n ·◦→α

1+◦→n ·◦→α

)
(2)

◦→q =
◦→n ·◦→α ·◦→b
1+◦→n ·◦→α

(3)

Figure 4 illustrates the ratio of buffer allocated to lossy
and lossless. Notice that for a sufficiently large number of
lossless queues←•n and lossy queues ◦→n , the buffer allocation
to lossless queues tends to

←
b −

◦→
b (based on Equation 2)

and the allocation for lossy queues tends to
◦→
b (based on

Equation 3). Unless
←
b ≥ 2 × ◦→b , we end up with Issue 1,

caused by the buffer pools. Specifically, although lossless
queues are allowed to fully utilize the buffer, the egress lossy
pool effectively overlaps with both ingress pool and egress
lossless pools as shown in Figure 1, leading to Issue 1.

■ Takeaway. The buffer is pre-fragmented in a way that makes
enforcing high-level objectives through low-level configu-
ration impossible. Current buffer sharing practices cannot
prevent Issue 1 unless the ingress pool is at least twice as large
as the egress lossy pool i.e., the buffer is statically partitioned.

Second, according to Heuristic 2 and Heuristic 3, since
lossless (lossy) bypasses egress (ingress) admission control,
we would expect that lossless and lossy traffic are isolated
in the buffer. While Issue 1 already suggests that lossy traffic
may effectively get more buffer allocation than lossless traffic,
we find yet another issue that lossy and lossless traffic interact
in a surprisingly unfair manner: lossy traffic is effectively
prioritized over lossless traffic (Issue 2) although our expert
heuristics are intended otherwise.
Root cause of Issue 2: Notice that the buffer occupancy of
lossy traffic at the egress equals its occupancy at the ingress
i.e., ◦→q =

←◦q , since every packet is accounted both in the
ingress and egress as shown in Figure 3. As a result, the overall
ingress pool occupancy is the sum of egress lossy occupancy
and the ingress lossless occupancy i.e.,

←q =
◦→q +

←•q . Using
Equations 2 and 3, as well as the above relation, we derive the
steady-state thresholds for ingress lossless (PFC thresholds)
and egress lossy (drop thresholds) based on Equation 1.

Figure 5a shows how PFC thresholds for lossless queues
vary depending on the number of ingress lossless queues using
the buffer and the number of egress lossy queues. Interestingly,
we find that the drop thresholds vary only according to the
number of egress lossy queues (affected by the own buffer
occupancy), but remain unchanged as the number of ingress
lossless queues increases, see Figure 5b. We observe that cur-
rent buffer sharing practices allow buffering lossy packets
mostly independently of lossless traffic, but lossless traffic is
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(b) Drop thresholds (for egress lossy queues)
are affected only by lossy queues.

Figure 5: Contrary to the expectation that lossless and lossy traffic are admitted
independently in the buffer, lossless traffic is throttled due to the buffer occupancy
of lossy, whereas lossy is admitted independent of the presence of lossless i.e.,
seemingly prioritizing lossy over lossless.

suppressed due to lossy traffic i.e., effectively prioritizing lossy
over lossless. Our analysis reveals two root causes of Issue 2: (i)
the egress lossy pool occupancy ◦→q which is used to calculate
egress lossy drop thresholds (see Equation 1) does not account
for lossless traffic whereas (ii) the ingress pool occupancy

←q
which is used to calculate ingress lossless PFC thresholds (see
Equation 1) accounts for both lossless and lossy traffic.

■ Takeaway. Although lossless and lossy traffic are admitted
seemingly independently by ingress and egress, the admission
control for lossless traffic depends on both lossy and lossless
occupancy, whereas the admission control for lossy traffic
depends only on its own occupancy.

It is natural to ask here whether these issues are due to the
underlying buffer management scheme DT [15], and hence
whether recent proposals such as ABM [1] should be able
to avoid them. Although ABM can address isolation across
various traffic priorities, it only works for a buffer-sharing
architecture that supports lossy traffic but not lossless traffic.
While, in theory, one could extend ABM to calculate the
thresholds accordingly (by replacing Equations 1 within
the same buffer architecture with the corresponding pools
described in §2.2), both Issue 1 and Issue 2 would still hold. In-
deed, if ABM operates in the default buffer architecture, it will
(similar to DT) control lossless and lossy independently since
lossless (lossy) bypasses egress (ingress) admission control.
As a result, ABM cannot jointly impose fairness and isolate
lossless and lossy traffic. Importantly, the technique used for
burst absorption in ABM and other recent proposals [8, 25],
i.e., prioritizing burst packets by using a high α parameter for
thresholds, also results in Issue 3.

Root cause of Issue 3: Indeed, several recent works [1, 8, 25]
rely on selectively taking action on burst and non-burst packets

i.e., if the queue length exceeds its threshold, the buffer
management scheme still accepts burst packets selectively by
increasing the thresholds using a higher α parameter value only
for those packets identified as burst. Figure 13 in Appendix A
intuitively summarizes our key points. For example, if a
non-burst (e.g., long flow) packet interleaves burst packets,
the non-burst packet would be dropped since the queue length
exceeds its threshold. However, a key property of PFC is that
once PFC is triggered due to a non-burst packet, it affects all
arriving traffic (including bursts) to the queue due to PAUSE
frames. Selectively accepting packets does not apply for PFC.

■ Takeaway. Optimally prioritizing bursts involves prefer-
entially treating packets belonging to the burst only; this is
possible for lossy but not for lossless traffic where congestion
is signaled at a per-queue granularity.

3 REVERIE

Based on the lessons learned from our analysis in §2, we design
a buffer-sharing scheme REVERIE which prevents harmful
interactions between lossless and lossy traffic (isolation) while
absorbing bursts of both. We first describe the two pillars on
which REVERIE relies: (i) consolidated admission control;
and (ii) a low pass filter. Next, we explain how they fit together
to form REVERIE. Finally, we discuss REVERIE’s properties
and its practicality.

3.1 Single Buffer Pool for Isolation
We argue that the first step towards achieving isolation is to
have full visibility and control over the state of the buffer.
Yet, current buffer-sharing practices maintain independent
views and admissions at the ingress and egress, prohibiting
global visibility and control. To address this, REVERIE
uses a single shared buffer pool as shown in Figure 1, in
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addition to a headroom pool dedicated to lossless queues.
Further, REVERIE uses a single admission control that jointly
optimizes the buffer allocation for lossless and lossy queues.
The single shared buffer pool and a single admission control
offer REVERIE a bird’s eye view over the buffer.

Specifically, upon a packet arrival, REVERIE first deter-
mines the packet’s class (lossless or lossy). If the packet
belongs to lossless • class, REVERIE maps the packet to an
ingress lossless queue (s,p)∈

←•
Q , where s is the source port

that received the packet and p is the packet priority. Similarly,
if the packet belongs to the lossy class, REVERIE maps the
packet to an egress lossy queue (d,p)∈

◦→
Q , where d is the port

to which the packet is destined and p is the packet priority.
As illustrated in Figure 6, REVERIE maintains only two

types of queues (counters) i.e., ingress lossless and egress
lossy, as opposed to the four types of queues in SONiC (see
Figure 3). Further, REVERIE accounts for each packet only
once as opposed to twice (once at ingress and once at egress)
in the current buffer-sharing practices. In essence, all the
lossless and lossy queues are mapped to the same (single)
shared buffer pool as shown in Figure 1.

Using a single shared buffer pool and a single admission
control leaves REVERIE solely responsible for fairly allocating
the buffer across all queues to ensure isolation. In §3.3, we
show how REVERIE’s allocation achieves isolation across
lossless and lossy.

3.2 Low-Pass Filter for Burst Absorption
A vast majority of prior works, including DT [15], FAB [8],
ABM [1], TDT [25], calculate a threshold and compare it
against instantaneous queue lengths in order to take buffer
decisions. To improve burst absorption, prior works [1,8,25] se-
lectively prioritize certain packets (e.g., short flows) by assign-
ing them a larger threshold compared to the default threshold
for other packets (e.g., long flows). However, as we explained
in §2.3, selective packet prioritization cannot improve burst
absorption for lossless traffic leading to Issue 3. It is essential
to identify a queue experiencing a burst and prioritize all in-
coming traffic to the queue under bursty scenarios. A natural
indicator for a queue that is experiencing a burst is its queue gra-
dient, i.e., the rate of change of queue length. Thus, one could
increase thresholds proportionally to the queue gradient. While
intuitive, queue gradient is hard to monitor/calculate in practice
in hardware, especially at microsecond granularity. To address
this, we show an equivalence between an admission control
based on queue gradient and an admission control based on
first-order low-pass filtered queue lengths (Property 1). Our full
proof can be found in Appendix B. Leveraging this equivalence,
REVERIE uses an exponential weighted moving average which
is an easy-to-implement first-order low-pass filter. In essence,
REVERIE compares average queue lengths against a threshold,
unlike prior works that use instantaneous queue lengths.

Property 1 (Relationship of low pass filter and gradient). Let
Ψ be an admission control scheme that compares first order

Lossless Queues
(Only at ingress)

Lossy Queues 
(Only at egress)

q1

q2

q3

q4

qa

qb

qc

qd

Shared Pool= 6 

Figure 6: REVERIE’s buffer bookkeeping: packets are stored
once and accounted for once; lossless and lossy packets are
accounted in the ingress and egress queues, respectively. All
the queues are managed by a single admission control scheme.

low pass filtered queue length q̂(t − δt) against a threshold
Γ(t) i.e., q̂(t−δt)≤ Γ(t), where t−δt denotes the previous
time instance. Let Φ be an admission control that compares
instantaneous queue length q(t) against Ψ’s threshold Γ(t)
incremented proportionally based on the average queue
gradient dq̂(t)

dt i.e., q(t)≤Γ(t)+K · dq̂(t)
dt ; where K is a constant

and dq̂
dt is the gradient. Then, there exists a constant K such

that Ψ and Φ are equivalent.

3.3 The Workings of REVERIE

In this subsection, we put all the pieces together, to describe
REVERIE’s buffer-sharing architecture, admission control,
and the underlying buffer management scheme.
Buffer sharing architecture: Let b be the total buffer space.
REVERIE dedicates a headroom pool of size bh for lossless
traffic similar to the existing architecture. The rest of the
shared buffer space denoted by

∗
b = b−bh is shared by both

lossless and lossy traffic dynamically. A lossless packet is
mapped to a lossless queue (s,p) ∈

←•
Q and a lossy packet is

mapped to a lossy queue (d,p)∈
◦→
Q based on the source port s,

destination port d and the packet priority p. In total, REVERIE

maintains a set
∗

Q of queues, where
∗

Q =
←•
Q ∪

◦→
Q consists of

only two types of queues i.e., lossless and lossy instead of the
four types maintained by SONiC.
Admission control: REVERIE calculates a threshold Γi

p(t) for
each queue (i,p) and compares it against the moving averaged
queue length q̂i

p(t) of the corresponding queue at time t i.e.,

q̂i
p(t)≤Γ

i
p(t) (4)

where q̂i
p(t) is given by,

q̂i
p(t)=

Capture steady congestion︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ·q̂i

p(t−δt) +

Capture transient bursts︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1−γ)·qi

p(t) (5)

Here γ is a constant and a parameter for REVERIE, qi
p(t) is the

instantaneous queue length, and t−δt denotes the previous
time instance. γ can be intuitively viewed as the degree of burst
absorption. Since REVERIE’s admission control (Equation 4)
compares the threshold of a queue against its average queue
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length (Equation 5), a higher γ masks the impact of transient
bursts on the average queue lengths and, as a result, allows the
admission control to absorb more transient bursts as illustrated
in Figure 2. However, setting γ arbitrarily close to 1 makes
admission control more oblivious to persistent or steady-state
congestion. We leave it for future work to study the optimal
parameter setting.

Any arriving packet that satisfies Equation 4 is buffered in
the shared pool. If a lossy packet does not satisfy the above
condition, the packet is simply dropped. However, if a lossless
packet does not satisfy the above condition, the queue enters
pause state (sends a PFC pause frame to its peer) and all the
subsequent packets to the queue are buffered in the dedicated
headroom irrespective of Equation 4. The queue sends out
a PFC resume frame once the queue’s headroom drains out
completely and when Equation 4 is satisfied again.
Buffer management: The threshold Γi

p(t) for each queue
(i,p)∈

∗
Q calculated by REVERIE at time t, depends on (i) a con-

figurable parameter αp for each priority, (ii) the number of con-
gested queues np of priority p and the remaining shared buffer
space

∗
b−∗q(t) where

∗
b is the size of shared buffer pool and ∗q(t)

is the pool occupancy at time t. The threshold Γi
p(t) is given by,

Γ
i
p(t)=αp ·

1
np
·(∗b−∗q(t)) ∀(i,p)∈

∗
Q (6)

The thresholds used by REVERIE are similar to ABM [1]
but we drop the dequeue rate factor due to the complexity
of measuring it, especially when queues pause in the case of
lossless traffic. However, our design does not prevent using the
dequeue rate factor as well if it can be systematically measured.

3.4 The Properties of REVERIE

REVERIE inherits the steady-state isolation properties of
ABM’s thresholds for lossy as well as lossless traffic. Unlike
ABM, though, which can only achieve isolation across
priorities within lossy traffic, REVERIE can also achieve
isolation across lossless and lossy priorities. In the following,
for simplicity, we consider that all lossless and lossy queues
are configured with the parameter value •α and ◦α respectively.
Our full proofs can be found in Appendix B. Next, we discuss
our results intuitively.

In Theorem 1, we state the ratio in which buffer is allocated
in the steady-state across lossless and lossy traffic in aggregate
when both traffic classes compete for buffer. The ratio turns
out to be the ratio of the configured α parameter. This makes
it very intuitive and flexible to configure the buffer required
for each traffic class, rather than the complicated pool sizes
in the current practices.

Theorem 1 (Isolation). Under contention, REVERIE allocates
buffer across lossless and lossy in the ratio of the corresponding
α parameters i.e.,

•q
◦q
=
•
α
◦
α

where •q and ◦q denote the steady-state shared buffer occupancy
of lossless and lossy traffic respectively; •α and ◦α denote the
parameter values for lossless and lossy queues respectively.

Based on Theorem 1, it is sufficient that the α parameter for
lossless is greater than lossy in order to prevent issue 1. Further,
since the thresholds are calculated with a bird’s eye view of
the buffer, the thresholds for both lossless and lossy depend on
the overall buffer occupancy (see Equation 6). Hence, given
that the α parameter for lossless is greater than lossy, REVERIE
assigns a larger threshold for lossless compared to lossy i.e., pri-
oritizing lossless over lossy. Essentially, REVERIE solves both
issue 1 and issue 2 without statically partitioning the buffer.

When a single traffic class utilizes the buffer, REVERIE al-
locates α

1+α
fraction of the shared buffer, where α corresponds

to the parameter value of the traffic class using the buffer.
Notice that REVERIE allocates more buffer to a traffic class
when it is not competing with the other class e.g., REVERIE

allocates
•
α·∗b
1+•α amount of buffer when only lossless traffic

is using the buffer compared to
•
α·∗b

1+•α+◦α amount of buffer
allocation for lossless when both traffic classes are competing
for buffer space. Intuitively, REVERIE dynamically adapts
the buffer allocation to lossless and lossy according to their
load as opposed to the static pool sizes in the current practices.
However, REVERIE keeps some buffer idle.

Theorem 2 (Buffer waste). REVERIE keeps idle a certain
amount of buffer in the steady-state denoted by bw given by,

∗
b

1+ •α+ ◦α
≤bw≤

∗
b

1+min( •α, ◦α)

where
∗
b is the shared buffer pool size; •α and ◦α are the parameter

values for lossless and lossy queues correspondingly.

Although REVERIE keeps a tiny buffer portion idle in the
steady state, this helps in absorbing transient bursts. REVERIE
effectively absorbs transient bursts even for lossless traffic
since it compares average queue lengths against the threshold.
Indeed, upon burst arrival, the average queue length hits
the threshold slower than the instantaneous queue length,
essentially absorbing transient bursts even for lossless queues.
As a result, REVERIE finally solves issue 3.

3.5 Implementation Feasibility
A prototype implementation of REVERIE is beyond the scope
of this paper and is part of our future work. Our discussions
with NVIDIA already confirm that an approximation of the
shared buffer pool model of REVERIE is feasible in hardware.
In fact, we are currently discussing with a major Ethernet
switch vendor on implementing REVERIE using their latest
ASIC with programmable admission control features.

REVERIE is within reach of today’s hardware because
it does not significantly depart from commodity ASICs’
buffer-sharing architecture and admission control mechanisms.
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Figure 7: Buffer sharing under incast RDMA (DCQCN) workload and across various loads of websearch TCP (Cubic) workload.
ABM achieves better performance for TCP but heavily penalizes RDMA, while REVERIE balances the two.

REVERIE introduces two primary changes. First, REVERIE
uses a simpler buffer-sharing architecture with a single shared
pool (excluding PFC headroom) and two types of queues.
We have confirmed with NVIDIA that this architecture is
supported by existing NVIDIA Ethernet switch ASICs4.
Second, REVERIE uses a first-order low pass filter to obtain the
moving averaged queue lengths. We believe this is practical
as moving averages are used by common AQM like RED [20].
As previous works (e.g., ABM [1], [42] ) have noted, various
queue-length statistics are available and already used by the na-
tive buffer management of the MMU (although switch vendors
do not open up the API for operators to do so on their own).

4 Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of REVERIE and compare it
against the state-of-the-art approaches in the datacenter. Our
evaluation aims to answer four main questions:
(Q1) Can REVERIE protect RDMA from TCP?
We find that REVERIE shields the performance of RDMA
from TCP under various loads. At increased loads, REVERIE
reduces the number of PFC pauses by 60% on average
compared to DT and by 71.2% compared to ABM, with
DCQCN as the transport protocol. When using advanced
congestion control for RDMA, REVERIE reduces the number
of PFC pauses by up to 100% compared to ABM.
(Q2) Can REVERIE improve burst absorption of any class?
We show that REVERIE significantly improves the burst
absorption for RDMA and for TCP. With background TCP
traffic (websearch), REVERIE improves the incast perfor-
mance of RDMA by up to 33.3% compared to DT and by
50.4% compared to ABM. Under background RDMA traffic
REVERIE improves the incast performance of TCP by up to
46.8% compared to DT and by up to 2.1% compared to ABM.
(Q3) Does REVERIE penalize TCP?
REVERIE does not penalize TCP. We find that REVERIE also
improves the 99-percentile flow completion times (FCT) for

4To implement this buffer-sharing architecture, we just need to map both
egress lossy queues and egress lossless queues to a single egress buffer pool,
and use an infinitely large egress lossless threshold.

short flows of TCP by 42.7% on average across various loads
compared to DT. On this front, REVERIE is on par with ABM.
(Q4) How sensitive is REVERIE to its parameters?
We find an interesting characteristic of the parameter γ in
REVERIE: increasing γ arbitrarily close to 1 dramatically
reduces the number of PFC pauses, and improves the FCT
for incast flows. However, beyond a certain value of γ, the
infrequent PFC pauses negatively affect FCT. Finding the
optimal γ value for a given switch remains an open question.

4.1 Setup
Our evaluation is based on network simulator NS3 [36].
Topology: We consider a leaf-spine datacenter topology
with 256 hosts organized into 4 spines and 16 leaves with
25Gbps links; link delay to 2µs (thus 17.28µs base RTT and
54KB bandwidth-delay product) and an oversubscription
of 4, similarly to previous work [1, 2, 41]. All switches have
5.12KB buffer-per-port-per-Gbps similar to Broadcom Tom-
ahawk [14]5. All server NICs and switches are PFC enabled.
Traffic mix: We launch two types of workloads in our
evaluation: (i) background and (ii) incast workloads. First,
we generate background traffic across 20%-80% loads using
websearch [5] flow size distribution, which is based on
real-world datacenter measurements. Second, similar to prior
works [1,2,4], we generate incast traffic using a synthetic work-
load that simulates the query-response behavior of a distributed
file system. Specifically, each server in our topology sends out
requests (queries) to all servers connected to a different leaf
switch, chosen uniformly at random. These servers respond
by sending a fraction of the file. We generate requests from
each server based on a poisson process and we set the average
request rate to 2 per second. We vary the file size (referred
to as burst size). We use DCQCN [53] and PowerTCP [2] for
RDMA congestion control; and Cubic [23] for TCP.
Baselines & metrics: We compare REVERIE with the
SONiC [44] buffer model which is the state-of-the-art buffer
sharing architecture widely deployed in today’s datacenters.

5While Tomahawk splits the buffer across 4 MMUs, for simplicity, we
assume a single MMU manages the entire buffer.
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Figure 8: Buffer sharing under websearch TCP (Cubic) 80% load and across various burst sizes of incast RDMA (DCQCN)
workload. As the burst size increases, the inability of DT and ABM to absorb RDMA bursts becomes more.

SONiC uses Dynamic Thresholds (DT) [15] as the buffer
management scheme. The vast majority of the schemes in
the literature are tailored for loss-tolerant traffic; thus it is
unclear how those schemes can be evaluated in a fair manner
for lossless traffic. To address this, we extend ABM [1] to
support lossless traffic within the SONiC buffer model (after
discussing with the authors) by accounting for the drain rate as
well as the number of saturated queues in the ingress, and use
it as a baseline. We report the following metrics: (i) number
of PFC pauses triggered, (ii) average FCT slowdown for incast
traffic, (iii) 99-percentile FCT slowdown for short flows of
background traffic (iv) 99-percentile buffer occupancy of
RDMA and (v) 99-percentile buffer occupancy of TCP, as a
percentage of the total shared buffer.

Switch buffer configuration: We set the headroom pool
size based on the NIC bandwidth and link delay, according
to [49]. The remaining buffer is configured as ingress pool
size. We set the egress lossless pool to the total switch buffer
size and the egress lossy pool to 80% of the ingress pool size.
For REVERIE, the headroom pool configuration is the same as
stated earlier and the remaining buffer is configured as shared
pool size. We set α= 1 for all the schemes and set γ= 0.999
for REVERIE. We configure DCQCN according to [31], which
is based on industry experience, and PowerTCP according
to [2]. We set TCP minRTO to 1ms.

4.2 Results
REVERIE significantly reduces PFC pause rate: We
generate TCP traffic using websearch workload and RDMA
traffic using the incast workload in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
RDMA uses DCQCN for congestion control. Across various
loads of TCP and a burst size of 2MB for RDMA traffic, we
observe from Figure 7a that REVERIE reduces the number of
PFC pauses by 60% on average compared to DT and by 71.2%
on average compared to ABM. Specifically, even at 20% TCP
load, REVERIE reduces the number of PFC pauses by 58.9%
compared to DT and by 87.9% compared to ABM. Further,
across various burst sizes of RDMA with 80% TCP load,
REVERIE reduces the number of PFC pauses by 61.8% on

average compared to DT and by 57.4% on average compared
to ABM, as shown in Figure 8a. In Figure 11 and Figure 12,
we generate RDMA traffic using websearch workload and
TCP traffic using the incast workload. We use PowerTCP as
the congestion control for RDMA. From Figure 11a showing
various RDMA loads at 1.5MB TCP burst size, and Figure 12a
showing various TCP bursts at 80% RDMA load, we observe
that REVERIE significantly reduces the PFC pauses by 100%
compared to ABM, while REVERIE and DT perform similarly
in this case. This confirms our observations in §2 on SONiC
that lossy severely interacts with lossless traffic even though
they are controlled independently by ingress and egress.
REVERIE drastically reduces TCP’s interference with RDMA.

REVERIE improves burst absorption for RDMA & TCP:
Figure 7b, shows that across various TCP loads, REVERIE
significantly reduces the average FCT for incast flows by
18.5% on average compared to DT and by 18.2% on average
compared to ABM. At 80% TCP load, across various RDMA
burst sizes, Figure 8b shows that REVERIE improves the
average FCT for incast flows by 10% on average compared to
DT and by 17% compared to ABM. This shows that REVERIE
improves the overall burst absorption for RDMA. Although
REVERIE’s thresholds are similar to ABM’s, REVERIE
achieves better performance for lossless traffic due to its
LPF-based admission control which favors transient bursts.

Across various loads of RDMA and 1.5MB TCP burst size,
in Figure 11b, we see that REVERIE significantly reduces the
average FCT for incast flows by 33.7% on average compared
to DT and by 1.08% compared to ABM. From Figure 12b,
across various TCP burst sizes, we observe that REVERIE
reduces the average FCT for incast flows of TCP by up to 30%
for large bursts compared to DT while REVERIE performs
similarly to ABM. Overall, REVERIE’s LPF-based admission
control scheme improves burst absorption for RDMA as well
as for TCP.

REVERIE protects RDMA from TCP in the buffer: Given
the better burst absorption of REVERIE and significantly fewer
PFC pauses even in the presence of TCP as seen in Figures 7-
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Figure 9: Buffer sharing under websearch TCP (Cubic) 80% load and incast RDMA (DCQCN) workload across various egress
lossy pool sizes (% of ingress pool size) available for lossy TCP traffic. By changing the size of lossy pool, ABM and DT can only
decide which traffic class will be prioritized against the other.
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Figure 10: As the parameter γ value approaches 1, REVERIE
becomes oblivious to the changes in the buffer and drastically
reduces the number of PFC pauses. However, beyond a certain
value, the lack of PFC pauses negatively impacts FCTs.

12, already shows that REVERIE successfully prevents TCP’s
interactions with RDMA. Moreover, from Figure 7d, we see
that DT reduces its buffer allocation significantly for lossless
traffic as the load of TCP increases, while increasing buffer
allocation for TCP (Figure 7e). However, REVERIE gives
lossless traffic its fair share in the buffer even at high TCP loads.
Further, as the burst size of RDMA increases, from Figure 8d,
we see that REVERIE opportunistically allocates increasingly
buffer to RDMA whereas DT and ABM fail to allocate more
buffers to RDMA, thus significantly increasing PFC pauses
(Figure 8a). REVERIE’s isolation properties allow RDMA to
get its fair share of buffer even at high TCP loads. Reducing
TCP’s buffer share (egress lossy pool size) for DT and ABM
improves the number of PFC pauses (Figure 9a) and flow
completion times for RDMA incast flows, but TCP long flows
suffer (Figure 9c) due to the reduced overall buffer available for
TCP (Figure 9e). In contrast, REVERIE dynamically utilizes
the entire shared buffer space in a fair manner and protects
RDMA from TCP in the buffer as seen in Figures 7, 8, 9.

With advanced congestion control for RDMA (PowerTCP)
under websearch workload, across various RDMA loads and
TCP incasts (Figures 11d, 12d), REVERIE and DT as well as
ABM occupy a significantly small portion of buffer and achieve
similar FCTs for short flows of RDMA (Figures 11c, 12c).
However, REVERIE triggers much lower PFC pauses than
ABM as we observe in Figures 11a, 12a even with PowerTCP.

REVERIE also protects TCP in the buffer: Under websearch
workload for TCP and RDMA incasts, from Figures 7c and 8c,

we see that REVERIE and ABM achieve similar FCTs for
short flows of TCP whereas DT severely penalizes TCP. DT
penalizes TCP short flows even though it allocates more buffer
to TCP compared to REVERIE as seen in Figures 7c, 8e. This
excessive buffering results in increased queueing delays for
DT. Further, under incast workload for TCP and websearch
workload for RDMA, while REVERIE and ABM achieve
similar FCTs for incast TCP flows, DT suffers from poor FCTs
for TCP incasts (Figures 11b, 12b). Unlike DT, REVERIE and
ABM protect TCP in the buffer.

Impact of LPF filtering: As discussed in §3.3, the parameter
γ balances the capturing of steady-state (long-term) congestion
against transient-state (short-term) congestion is captured by
the admission control scheme. To better understand the impact
of γ, we generate RDMA traffic using websearch workload
at 80% load along with incast workload at 2MB burst size. In
Figure 10, we show the number of PFC pauses and the average
FCT for incast flows as a function of γ value. We observe that
PFC pauses dramatically reduce as γ increases. Average FCT
for incast flows decreases as γ increases until γ= 0.999. Yet,
for γ = 0.999999 (close to 1), the average FCT increases by
9%. Naturally, a small γ value makes the admission control
scheme highly sensitive to instantaneous queue lengths, which
triggers PFC more frequently upon transient bursts. Similarly,
a high γ value makes the admission control scheme insensitive
to queue length and PFC is not triggered even when the queues
steadily grow. In such cases, the excessive buffer occupied by
steady-state traffic leaves less buffer to absorb transient bursts.
Finding an optimal γ value is not required for reaping the
benefits of REVERIE, as long as we avoid the extreme values
that are easy to distinguish.

5 Related Work

Our work relates to (i) buffer management; and (ii) RDMA.
Multiple works focus on sharing the on-chip buffer across

queues of the same switch [1, 7–10, 13, 15, 18, 19, 29] and
on sharing bandwidth across queues of the same port e.g.,
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Figure 11: Buffer sharing under incast TCP (with Cubic) and across various loads of websearch RDMA (with PowerTCP). ABM
can only deal with low loads of RDMA traffic as it cannot distinguish or priortize it.
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Figure 12: Buffer sharing under websearch RDMA (with PowerTCP) at 80% load varying burst sizes of incast TCP (with Cubic).
As TCP traffic increases, ABM further penalizes RDMA to protect TCP traffic.

AQM and scheduling [6, 20, 21, 35, 39]. In fact, there are also
proposals to combine the two [16]. Further, augementing
buffer sharing algorithms with machine-learned predictions
has been shown to improve performance [3]. While useful,
such works are designed exclusively for lossy traffic (i.e., TCP
variants) and often with loss-based congestion control in mind.
As a result, they are orthogonal to this work.

Many cloud providers have deployed RDMA over Ethernet
to accelerate storage [11, 22], HPC, and ML [38]. To the best
of our knowledge, all of these deployments [11, 22, 38] rely
on PFC. Other research efforts related to RDMA include
congestion control [2, 31, 53], efficient loss recovery [34],
deadlock prevention [24], high performance RDMA appli-
cations [17, 26, 27, 30], testing [28], security [40, 46, 50] and
performance isolation [52]. Among them, the most related
topic is congestion control, but also in those works the buffer
is only used by RDMA traffic [31, 53] (i.e., no TCP).

Coexistence of RDMA and TCP is an emerging new
problem. Several recent parallel works proposed alternative
solutions e.g., dynamically sharing the headroom buffer
space under extremely shallow buffers [43]; using average
occupancy time of packets to allocate buffers for each
queue [32]. Yet, unlike REVERIE, these works do not address
the fundamental issues that arise due to the static buffer pool
configurations in today’s switches. We leave it for future work

to evaluate how the emerging alternative approaches fare
against REVERIE’s allocation.

6 Conclusion
This paper addresses the tension in buffer sharing between
lossy traffic (e.g., TCP variants) and lossless traffic (e.g.,
RDMA) on datacenter switches. To this end, we first uncover,
and explain analytically three particular unexpected buffer
behaviors (issues) that today’s buffer-sharing scheme can
cause. Next, we find the root cause of these inefficiencies,
and design a new buffer sharing scheme, REVERIE that can
provide both isolation and high burst absorption to lossy and
lossless traffic. In future work, we will try to closely work with
a switch ASIC vendor to incorporate REVERIE into an ASIC’s
programmable admission control features.
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A Analysis of SONiC
In this section, we formally model the buffer sharing scheme
of SONiC [44] as well as REVERIE and analyze their buffer
allocation properties. Our analysis aims to understand the
steady-state behavior of the buffer. We build upon the model
and the notation introduced in §2. Specifically, we analyze a
shared buffer switch architecture whose buffer sharing scheme
supports both lossless traffic and lossy traffic. Our analysis
is based on a fluid flow model with deterministic packet arrival
rates, extending [1, 15].

We begin by analyzing the drop thresholds for lossy traffic.
As we study the steady-state of the buffer, we drop the time
variables in our notation for ease of presentation. Since every
packet is accounted both in the ingress and egress, the follow-
ing relations hold at all times: (i) lossy traffic buffer occupancy
◦→q at egress equals its occupancy ←◦q at ingress; (ii) lossless
traffic buffer occupancy at egress •→q equals its occupancy at the
ingress pool←•q plus headroom occupancy qh; (iii) ingress pool
occupancy

←q equals the sum of occupancy of lossless←•q (with-
out PFC headroom) and lossy←◦q traffic occupancy at ingress.

◦→q =
←◦q (7)

•→q =
←•q +qh (8)

←q =
←◦q +

←•q (9)

Based on the egress admission control for lossy traffic i.e.,
Dynamic Thresholds (see Equation 1 in §2), if ◦→n egress lossy

queues are in the steady state, then the total buffer occupancy
is ◦→q =◦→n ·(◦→b −

◦→q ). By rearranging the terms, we obtain the
egress lossy pool occupancy:

◦→q =
◦→n ·◦→α ·◦→b
1+◦→n ·◦→α

(10)

Similarly, based on the ingress admission control for lossless
traffic, if ←•n lossless queues are in the steady state, then the
total buffer occupancy is←•q =←•n ·←•α ·(←•b −

←•q ). Substituting
in Equation 9 and using Equation 10 for ◦→q , we obtain the
following:

←q =
←
b ·
( ←•n ·←•α

1+←•n ·←•α

)
+
◦→
b ·

(
1

1+←•n ·←•α
·
◦→n ·◦→α

1+◦→n ·◦→α

)
Finally, substituting

←q from above in←•q =←•n ·←•α ·(←b−
←q ), we

obtain←•q , the buffer occupied by lossless traffic at the ingress
pool.

←•q =
←
b ·
( ←•n ·←•α

1+←•n ·←•α

)
−◦→b ·

( ←•n ·←•α

1+←•n ·←•α
·
◦→n ·◦→α

1+◦→n ·◦→α

)
(11)

Overall, our steady-state analysis gives the amount of buffer
occupied by lossless traffic (Equation 11) and lossy traffic
(Equation 10) based on the buffer configuration and the state
of the buffer i.e., the number of active queues of each class.
Following the admission control of Dynamic Thresholds from
Equation 1, we could compute the drop thresholds for egress
lossy and PFC thresholds for ingress lossless by using each
pool occupancy from above.

✔✔✘

Default packets Burst or high priority packets

Accept
Accept

Drop

Threshold for priority packets

Threshold for default packets

PFC Pause
(Headroom)

✔ Accept

✔Headroom
✔Headroom

✘Paused

✔

Lossy Queue Lossless Queue

Figure 13: Per-packet prioritization cannot increase burst ab-
sorption for lossless traffic since PFC works at per-queue gran-
ularity.

B Analysis of REVERIE

In this section, we formally prove the properties of REVERIE
stated in this paper. Before analyzing the steady-state behavior
of REVERIE, we first show the relation between low-pass
filters and gradient which builds the intuition for our low-pass
filter-based approach.
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Property 1 (Relationship of low pass filter and gradient). Let
Ψ be an admission control scheme that compares first order
low pass filtered queue length q̂(t − δt) against a threshold
Γ(t) i.e., q̂(t−δt)≤ Γ(t), where t−δt denotes the previous
time instance. Let Φ be an admission control that compares
instantaneous queue length q(t) against Ψ’s threshold Γ(t)
incremented proportionally based on the average queue
gradient dq̂(t)

dt i.e., q(t)≤Γ(t)+K · dq̂(t)
dt ; where K is a constant

and dq̂
dt is the gradient. Then, there exists a constant K such

that Ψ and Φ are equivalent.

Proof. We consider exponentially weighted moving average
for the first order low pass filter in this context. Let q(t) denote
the instantaneous queue length and let q̂(t) denote the average
queue length. We denote the moving average parameter by
ν. The moving average of the instantaneous queue lengths is
then as follows:

q̂(t)=ν·q(t)+(1−ν)·q̂(t−δt)

where δt denotes the previous time when the average was
updated. By rearranging the terms and dividing by δt,

q̂(t)−q̂(t−δt)
δt

=
ν

δt
·(q(t)−q̂(t−δt))

Let K = δ

ν
. Using Euler’s approximation method, we obtain

the following:

K · dq̂(t)
dt

=q(t)−q̂(t−δt) (12)

Using this relation, we now prove that Ψ and Φ admission con-
trol schemes are equivalent. We begin with Ψ which compares
average queue lengths against a threshold Γ(t) at time t.

q̂(t−δt)≤Γ(t)

Using Equation 12, we convert the above inequality as follows:

q(t)−K · dq̂(t)
dt
≤Γ(t)

By rearranging the terms, we obtain the the admission control
scheme Φ. Hence Ψ and Φ are equivalent.

q(t)≤Γ(t)+K · dq̂(t)
dt

Property 1 underlies the design of REVERIE’s admission
control based on LPF. We next prove the steady-state proper-
ties of REVERIE. Notice that by definition, the average queue
length equals instantaneous queue length in steady-state. Due
to this, REVERIE’s steady-state properties are largely inherited
from ABM. REVERIE differs from ABM in that, REVERIE’s
admission control is based on a single shared pool, where as

ABM in the SONiC model would assign thresholds based on
the pool size and occupancies for each priority (within a class).
ABM cannot dynamically allocate buffer across RDMA and
TCP since the pool sizes are fixed in the SONiC buffer model.

We next analyze the buffer allocation ratio for lossless and
lossy.

Theorem 1 (Isolation). Under contention, REVERIE allocates
buffer across lossless and lossy in the ratio of the corresponding
α parameters i.e.,

•q
◦q
=
•
α
◦
α

where •q and ◦q denote the steady-state shared buffer occupancy
of lossless and lossy traffic respectively; •α and ◦α denote the
parameter values for lossless and lossy queues respectively.

Proof. Since under steady-state, average and instanta-
neous converge, we simply use instantaneous values to
prove our claim. Let •n and ◦n be the number of congested
queues of lossless and lossy. REVERIE allocates a total of
•q = •n · •α · 1•n · (

∗
b− ∗q) = •

α ·(∗b− ∗q) to •n lossless and a total of
◦q = ◦n· ◦α· 1◦n · (

∗
b− ∗q) = ◦

α·(∗b− ∗q) to ◦n lossy queues. Since both
lossy and lossless are mapped to the shared pool, we have that
•q+
◦q= ∗q. But substituting the previous relations, we obtain:

∗q=
(
•
α+

◦
α)· ∗b

1+(
•
α+

◦
α)

(13)

•q=
•
α·∗b

1+(
•
α+

◦
α)

(14)

◦q=
◦
α·∗b

1+(
•
α+

◦
α)

(15)

From the above relations, it is easy to see that the ratio
•q◦q =

•
α◦
α

.

Theorem 2 (Buffer waste). REVERIE keeps idle a certain
amount of buffer in the steady-state denoted by bw given by,

∗
b

1+ •α+ ◦α
≤bw≤

∗
b

1+min( •α, ◦α)

where
∗
b is the shared buffer pool size; •α and ◦α are the parameter

values for lossless and lossy queues correspondingly.

Proof. Our proof follows from the proof of Theorem 2. Specif-
ically, for •n lossless queues and ◦n lossy queues, REVERIE
allocates ∗q in aggregate given by Equation 13. The remaining
buffer

∗
b−∗q which is wasted in the steady state is then given by,

bw≥
∗
b−∗q=

∗
b

1+(
•
α+

◦
α)

However, if a traffic class eg., lossless does not use the buffer,
we can derive the remaining shared pool buffer similar to
above. Depending on the smallest α value across all traffic
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classes, when such a class uses the buffer alone, then in this
case the buffer waste is given by,

bw≤
∗
b−∗q=

∗
b

1+(min( •α, ◦α))

We believe that REVERIE not only has interesting steady-
state properties but its low pass filter based admission control
find its best benefit under transient state analysis. We plan to
analyze more such properties in the future.
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Abstract
Data center traffic engineering (TE) routes flows over a set
of available paths following custom weight distributions to
achieve optimal load balancing or flow throughput. However,
as a result of hardware constraints, it is challenging, and often
impossible for larger data center networks, to precisely imple-
ment the TE weight distributions on the data plane switches.
The resulting precision loss in the TE implementation causes
load imbalances that can result in congestion and traffic loss.

Instead of treating all flows equally, we adapt the hardware
resource allocation to a flow’s traffic volume and its contribu-
tion to the overall precision loss. We intelligently prune select
ports in weight distributions and merge identical distributions
to free up hardware resources. Evaluation using realistic traffic
loads shows that our techniques approximate ideal TE solutions
under various scenarios within 7% error, compared to a 67% er-
ror for today’s state-of-the-art approach. In addition, our design
avoids traffic loss triggered by switch rule overflow. Finally,
the execution time is 10× faster than the current approach.

1 Introduction
Data center networks (DCNs) have resorted to using links with
abundant bandwidth, topologies with rich connectivity, and
operation at enormous scale to meet growing application needs.
However, these additional resources come at a significant
cost and DCN operation must ensure efficient utilization of
the network infrastructure. Traffic engineering (TE) plays a
critical role in addressing this efficiency need by routing traffic
over carefully chosen paths. Existing TE designs consist of
two parts: (1) calculating the optimal plan for mapping of flows
to links, which is called the TE solution; (2) implementing
the TE solution on data plane switches, which we call TE
implementation. Past TE research [3–5, 9, 22, 31, 38] has
mostly focused on the TE solution, but the TE implementation
impacts operational efficiency greatly and, despite this, has
received much less attention.

Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) [30] is the most widely
adopted method to implement TE solutions because of its

♦ This work was done when Keqiang He was at Google.

universal hardware support. Weighted-Cost Multi-Path
(WCMP) [73] is an extension of ECMP that supports a
weighted split of traffic among paths by using forwarding table
entry replication. This enables finer-grained traffic control but
can consume much more space in the switch hardware table. As
a result, two problems occur. First, some groups (the data struc-
ture that implements weight distributions in the switch) used by
the TE solution cannot be installed in the switch after the switch
group table becomes full, leading to traffic loss. Second, if the
weights are adjusted to use less space in the group table, the
resulting TE implementation may have poor TE performance.
We refer to the difference between link utilization of the TE
solution and of the TE implementation as the precision loss.

Recently, spine-free DCN designs [7, 45, 46] propose to
replace the traditional Clos topology with clusters connected
as a full mesh. Spine-free design reduces the total cost of
ownership and accelerates DCN evolution, but we found that
they also increase usage on the group table, exacerbating
WCMP’s performance issues.

We seek to answer this question: how to implement TE solu-
tions with high precision given constrained hardware space?
Adjusting weight distributions of groups proves effective in
lowering table space requirement. However, when we com-
pared the groups retrieved from production switches with the
TE solution, we found that the precision loss is often high. We
analyzed the differences, which led to several insights on how
to reduce the group table usage with lower precision loss: (1)
Groups that serve significant traffic contribute disproportion-
ally to the precision loss. They should be given more group
table space. (2) Some groups have very skewed weight distribu-
tions and consume many table entries. Normal weight adjust-
ment that preserves all paths struggles to avoid high precision
loss. However, certain paths can be pruned from the distribu-
tion to significantly lower the table space requirement, often
with little impact on precision loss. (3) After adjusting weights,
some groups can become identical. Deduplicating such groups
frees up group table space without incurring precision loss.

We develop three heuristics based on the insights: (1) traffic-
aware resource allocation, (2) prune paths, and (3) deduplica-
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tion. We then implement two algorithms that map TE solutions
to switch hardware, applying the above heuristics. They
both aim to minimize precision loss while adjusting group
weights to meet the hardware resource constraint. Heuristic
2 is invoked conditionally when the resource constraint is
otherwise impossible to satisfy. The two algorithms make
different tradeoffs: one has very low precision loss, while the
other runs faster but with higher precision loss in some cases.

Since evaluation in production DCNs could impact user
traffic, we built a data center TE evaluation framework named
FabricEval that allows us to run controlled experiments
using production-like DCN topologies and traffic loads.
Our implementations of the algorithms are compared to the
state-of-the-art approach [73] under both common and extreme
DCN configurations. Results show that our design implements
TE solutions with no more than 7% precision loss, while using
the state-of-the-art approach can have up to 67% precision
loss. Furthermore, our design achieves a 10× execution speed
improvement over the existing approach and successfully
avoids traffic loss triggered by exhausted hardware resources.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We quantify the TE precision loss problem for a variety

of DCN topologies, scale, and traffic patterns. Our study
identifies five root causes of precision loss (§3).

• We present two algorithms with different speed and
optimality tradeoffs that can generate high precision
TE implementations, at the same time complying with
hardware resource constraints (§4).

• We develop a TE evaluation framework that mirrors
Google’s production DCNs and TE system and use it to
evaluate our design (§5).

• We release the source code of our algorithm implemen-
tation and the evaluation framework FabricEval [1].

2 Background
We provide an overview of how data center traffic engineering
systems are designed, as well as the hardware resource con-
straint these systems face. We then describe how the emerging
spine-free DCN architecture differs from the traditional
Clos-based design from a traffic engineering perspective.

2.1 Traffic engineering in data center networks
End hosts in DCNs are densely connected by many paths
traversing different switches. The TE system acts as a
centralized controller that manages all links/switches and
routes traffic end-to-end via available paths. It looks for an
optimal plan to fulfill a list of goals, including serving all
traffic demands (bytes to send between each src-dst pair),
maximizing flow throughput, balancing link loads etc. The
TE problem is typically formulated as a multi-commodity
flow (MCF) optimization problem. Though it is theoretically
possible to obtain a TE solution by solving an MCF with
comprehensive constraints, e.g., switch group table size limits,
the scale of today’s DCNs makes this approach prohibitively
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Figure 1: Hardware representation of flows/groups, and a
demonstration of group reduction.

expensive. Common TE systems break the task into two steps:
first generate a TE solution to the MCF problem without
hardware constraints, and then map the TE solution to a data
plane TE implementation. Some TE systems generate solutions
hierarchically [18] for better scalability, but this does not
impact the TE implementation step—the focus of this paper.

The TE solution specifies for each demand which paths to
use and how much traffic to place on each path. When paths
diverge at a switch, the demand is split by a ratio (weight
distribution) according to the routing decision. The TE system
updates each switch along the paths to reflect the routing
decision. To map the TE solution to a TE implementation,
the end-to-end TE solution first needs to be broken down into
switch-local routing decisions. Next, switch-local decisions
are translated to switch rules, namely longest prefix match
(LPM) entries and groups, and installed on switches using
switch control plane APIs (e.g., OpenFlow/SDN [44]).

An LPM/flow entry points to a group that is used for packet
forwarding (see the pre-reduction phase in Figure 1). A group
consists of a set of ports, each with an integer weight reflecting
the rounded fractional traffic volumes assigned to each path.
Weight distributions are achieved via port/entry replication
since all entries in a group are selected by uniform hashing
with equal probability at runtime. When ECMP is used, each
port in a group uses exactly one entry in the group table,
which is very efficient. With WCMP, the entries a port uses
is proportional to its weight in the group. It is easy to see that
the number of entries needed depends strongly on the weight
ratios, e.g., G1={p1:85;p2:68} will require a lot of entries.

The group table space is a scarce resource. Table 1 lists
the group table capacity of a few types of switches found in
production DCNs (also called fabric). Given the large number
of flows, and the use of WCMP in today’s DCNs, it is hard to
avoid exhausting the group table. A group reduction algorithm
is needed to reduce group sizes—the sum of entries used by
each group—so the TE solution fits in the group tables. The
group reduction algorithm should generate a new weight distri-
bution that closely approximates the original one. For example
in Figure 1, groups G1-G3 can be reduced to G′

1,2 and G′
3 with
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Table 1: Switch hardware profile of an example deployment.
Switch generation Port speed Group table size
Gen. 1 40 Gbps 4096 entries
Gen. 2 100 Gbps 16384 entries
Gen. 3 200 Gbps 32768 entries
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Figure 2: Traditional Clos and spine-free DCN topology. A
path segment is an abstraction of parallel physical links.

minimal precision loss, while lowering table usage from 259 to
10 entries (more details given in §3 and §4). The state-of-the-art
group reduction algorithm is called WCMP TableFitting [73].

2.2 Spine-free data center networks
Until recently, DCNs have used a traditional Clos topology
that connects clusters to a spine layer, as illustrated in Figure 2
(top left). Inside each cluster, a non-blocking tree topology
connects a large number of hosts. In this paper, we consider
a 3-stage cluster layout, as illustrated in Figure 2 (right). Stage
1 (S1) switches are also called ToR switches. Stage 2 (S2) and
stage 3 (S3) switches are aggregation switches. The S2 and
S3 switches in each cluster also form an aggregation block.

Clos DCNs can use all links leaving a cluster to reach
another cluster (assuming no failure) because they belong
to the same shortest path. For example, for cluster 1 to reach
cluster N in the traditional Clos DCN in Figure 2, there is only
one shortest path: 1⃝→ 2⃝ through the spine. The spine is often
the link speed bottleneck of all paths because of infrequent
upgrades. TE in Clos DCNs is thus straightforward, with all
links running at the same speed after speed auto-negotiation,
flows are spread across links in the shortest path in the form
of either ECMP or very simple weight distributions (e.g., due
to asymmetric link striping or some out-of-service links). In
a cluster with egress demands, each switch has one flow entry
matching the aggregated IP prefix of each destination cluster.
Every flow references an individual group that contains ports
used for reaching the next-stage switches, e.g., S1→S2 and
so on1. Groups on S3 switches contain ports to the spine.

The spine layer is expensive and requires frequent upgrades
to keep up with the growing traffic demand. To overcome this

1A small, constant number of static flows/groups are installed on each
switch to handle intra-cluster and ingress (destination) traffic. They are not
an important factor in the discussion of this paper, hence ignored.

cost disadvantage, DCNs are moving to a spine-free topology
enabled by optical circuit switching [64] that directly connects
the clusters using a full mesh, as illustrated in Figure 2 (bottom
left). Note that the intra-cluster topology and number of links
coming out of a cluster remain the same.

TE in spine-free DCNs is different and more challenging
to implement than in Clos DCNs in two ways. First, link
speed differences hidden by the slow spine layer are now
exposed. This translates to more skewed weight distributions
in groups, which consume more hardware resources. Second,
spine-free DCNs have far fewer direct-connect links in the
shortest path between clusters. In order to support high traffic
volumes, non-shortest-path forwarding must be adopted to
utilize all links. In the spine-free DCN of Figure 2, cluster 1
can reach cluster N via the direct path 3⃝, as well as multiple
indirect paths such as 4⃝→ 5⃝ through cluster 2. However,
graph theory shows that longer paths lead to higher bandwidth
overhead and lower flow throughput [61]. Therefore, the
length of non-shortest paths is limited to two hops, i.e., a flow
can transit through at most one intermediate cluster to reach
the destination. We term these two types of paths direct and
indirect paths. In practice, TE avoids using all indirect paths
simultaneously since this leads to a Valiant Load Balancing
(VLB) scheme [72] with higher link loads, although VLB does
reduce the group table footprint. The benefits of combining
VLB with WCMP are left for future work.

For both direct and indirect paths, switches of the source
cluster need to install flows and groups the same way as in Clos
DCNs. We call these src-typed flows/groups. In addition,
the intermediate cluster in an indirect path uses separate
transit-typed flows/groups to forward traffic from source
clusters to the final destination. Indirect-path traffic only
traverses the aggregation block. transit flows are installed
on all S2/S3 (but S1) switches to match on the source and
destination prefixes. Corresponding transit groups reflect
indirect-path traffic in the direction of S3→S2→S3.

3 TE precision loss challenges
To illustrate the pressure on group tables, Figure 3a shows
the group table utilization on Google’s production spine-free
fabrics. We see that group table usage can be as high as 90-
100%. However, high table usage does not directly represent
the negative impact on traffic. The key network-level metrics
are the traffic load and loss on each link. We observed that
high table usage strongly correlates with high link utilization.
For example, Figure 3b shows the actual link utilization
in a spine-free fabric in which the TE implementation
produces a max table utilization of 90%. We see that the
TE implementation results in a much more imbalanced link
utilization distribution compared to the (ideal) TE solution.
Moreover, 15% of the links exceed the max link utilization.
The worst few links see an actual utilization 5 times higher than
that of the TE solution, resulting in congestion loss. Figure 3c
shows that a Clos fabric of similar scale also experiences
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precision loss due to group table constraints, although the
problem is less severe. We focus our discussion on a spine-free
TE setting, though our findings also apply to Clos DCNs.

We compared a large number of TE solutions and their result
and identified five key challenges that exacerbate precision
loss: (1) Large network scale leads to more groups sharing
hardware resources; (2) TE solutions are generated without
considering hardware constraints and often contain skewed
weights that are difficult to reduce; (3) Heterogeneous DCN
hardware subjects parts of the network to higher precision loss;
(4) Diverse paths in spine-free TE result in larger group sizes;
and (5) The cascading impact of errors in one stage to the next
in multi-stage DCNs increases precision loss multiplicatively.
We now explain these challenges in detail.

1⃝ Scalability challenge. The total number of flows/groups
to install on a switch increases with the number of clusters
because each cluster has demands for virtually all clusters. As
the number of groups in a table increases, each group has to
use fewer entries, resulting in higher precision loss overall.

Considering the Clos and spine-free DCNs in Figure 2,
hosts in each cluster are usually assigned continuous IP
addresses that aggregate into a single prefix. The number
of distinct prefixes equals the number of clusters N. In Clos
DCNs, each switch needs to support N-1 src flows/groups,
one for each destination cluster. In spine-free DCNs, each
switch not only has N-1 src groups, but also one transit

group for each indirect path traversing it. In the worst case,
a cluster can be used by all (N-2) source clusters to reach (N-1)
destination clusters indirectly. This sums up to (N-1)(N-2)
transit groups on each aggregation switch.

2⃝ Skewed weights challenge. Since the TE system is not

aware of any hardware resource constraint, the TE solution
it generates may include highly skewed traffic distributions.
Consider the example in Figure 4a, demand C→B has a total
volume of 61G. The TE solution assigns 1G to path C→D→B
and 60G to path C→B—a rather skewed split because path
C→A→B has no slack capacity left and at least two paths
must be used for diversity. Aggregation blocks A, B, C, and
D each has four physical S3 switches. The four switches in
each block are connected pair-wise (via four links) to the
four switches in each of the other blocks. As a result, the src
group for demand C→B on the S3 switches in C has a weight
distribution of 0.25:15, which is rounded to 1:15.

Demand C→B experiences precision loss for two reasons.
First, rounding weights to integer as required by the hardware
triggers precision loss. We could also use 1 : 60, but this
increases the group size. Second, if we cannot afford 16
entries, we can reduce the larger weight while retaining
all member ports in the group, which is a common group
reduction behavior. However, this further increases precision
loss and leads to oversub(scription) on link C→D. In the worst
case, 1 :15 is reduced to 1:1 (ECMP), resulting in an oversub
of actual volume

desired volume = 1/2·(0.25+15)
0.25 =30.5 times more traffic on link

C→D. Alternatively, precision loss can be lowered if certain
ports are removed from the group. We discuss this option as
a heuristic in §4.

3⃝ Heterogeneity challenge. Cloud data centers are
expanded incrementally to deal with growing traffic demand.
Newly installed clusters are always equipped with the
latest generation switch hardware, which means different
generations of hardware co-exist in the DCN. Switches differ
in link speeds and group table sizes, as demonstrated in Table 1.
This heterogeneity aggravates precision loss in two ways: (1)
The smaller table size of older switches forces groups to be
reduced more heavily; (2) Mixed link speeds make group sizes
larger on newer generation switches.

Gen. 3 switches have bandwidth 5× higher than Gen. 1
switches, but group table size is 8× larger. This means newer
switches can support more groups with less group reduction
if flow/group counts scale with bandwidth; however, older
switches may will struggle to store the necessary state.

In spine-free DCNs, a switch can see multiple speeds
across its ports since they may peer with switches of different
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generations. The TE system seeks to balance link loads by
placing more traffic on links with higher speed. A switch with
mixed link speeds (e.g. Gen 3 switches with connections to
slower hardware) increases the skew of group weights. This is
defined as the max-to-min weight ratio of a group. The larger
the ratio, the more skewed a group is. Our experiments (§5.4)
show that in a baseline spine-free topology, the average skew
ratio on Gen. 1 switches, which don’t suffer from this issue, is
484 and the max ratio is 1176. In contrast, for Gen. 3 switches,
the average ratio is 1187 and the max ratio is 2676.

4⃝ Path diversity challenge. Group pruning can result in a
significant reduction of path diversity which may result in high
link utilization when there are traffic shifts or link failures. [52]
proposes a technique that accounts for potential demand shifts
by imposing a minimum level of path diversity for each flow.
We incorporate this technique as a path diversity constraint into
our MCF formulation2 that generates TE solutions. With this
constraint, TE solutions must use at least a certain percentage
of the available paths to serve each demand. This percentage
is referred to as the spread. While this constraint makes the
TE solution more resilient, it degrades the solution optimality.

We compared the TE solutions generated by the MCF
without and with a path diversity constraint for the same
traffic load. Findings suggest that the standard formulation
tends to use as few paths as possible. Many groups in the
standard solution contain only one member port because the
demand is small enough to fit onto one path. These groups
use only one entry in the group table. Solution to the modified
formulation uses several paths as the diversity constraint
mandates. With a spread=50%, flows use more paths, which
increases the pressure on the group table. As mentioned in the
Heterogeneity challenge, larger groups will be reduced more
heavily to fit into the same table space, hence causing high
precision loss. We present a quantitative study in §5.3.

5⃝ Cascading precision loss challenge. The multi-stage
DCN topology has a cascading effect that amplifies precision
loss multiplicatively as traffic flows from upstream switches
to downstream switches.

To understand the cascading effect, consider the example in
Figure 4b. Switches E, F and G form a 2-stage topology inside
an aggregation block. A demand of 100G needs to be sent out
from switch F and G. The TE solution (illustrated in dashed
blue) divides the demand uniformly on upstream (S2) switch
E, i.e., it sends 50G to both F and G. Next, downstream (S3)
switches F and G each uniformly split the traffic between their
two ports. However, to conserve group table entries, the TE
implementation places all 100G on link E→G (shown in solid
red) while switch F receives zero traffic. The oversub of link
E→G is 2, while the undersub of link E→F is 0. This oversub-
/undersub is inherited by the downstream links on switches F
and G. The two ports on switch F are undersubscribed with
zero traffic, regardless of the groups installed on F. On the other

2§A.1 details the formulation. Equation 2f is the path diversity constraint.

hand, even if switch G implements a perfect ECMP group, port
G-p1 and G-p2 will each carry 50G, which yields an oversub of
2. This is the baseline precision loss inherited from switch E.

This example only shows the cascading precision loss inside
one aggregation block. For indirect paths, the aggregation
block of intermediate clusters inherits the baseline precision
loss from the upstream aggregation block in source clusters.

4 Design
We now present two algorithms that lower the TE precision
loss compared to current group reduction solutions. Our
algorithms, called Direct Mixed-Integer Reduction (DMIR)
and Iterative Greedy Reduction (IGR), aim to convert a set
of original input groups to weight-reduced output groups
so that the sum of the group sizes does not exceed hardware
limit. DMIR builds on top of mixed-integer programming
(MIP) to approximate groups to the TE solution. Specifically,
it uses an MIP solver (e.g., Gurobi [24]) to directly find the
optimal weight assignment for each group. Since MIP-based
solutions have exponential time complexity, we also develop
IGR which greedily searches for the smallest-sized groups that
best approximate the TE solution in polynomial time. IGR is
similar to WCMP TableFitting but uses additional heuristics.

Both algorithms achieve group reduction by decreasing
group weights relatively. They also use three heuristics to
deal with challenging scenarios (§3) in the reduction process.
We first describe the heuristics in §4.1 and then introduce the
algorithms in §4.2 and §4.3.

4.1 Shared heuristics
The heuristics described next are used in both algorithms.
The first two, Group Sharing and Group Pruning, directly
reduce the number of entries used in the group table. The third
heuristic, Table Carving, ensures that high-volume flows have
sufficient group entries to accurately distribute traffic.

Group Sharing. Group table usage depends on both the
number of groups and the number of entries per group. As the
network size increases, the number of groups to install on a
switch increases, requiring more hardware resources (see §3
Scalability challenge). This heuristic reduces the number of
groups by eliminating duplicates. Two groups are identical
if they use the same ports and weights for each port. While
src and transit flows/groups must be kept isolated by a
design requirement, flows of the same type can share the
same group entries to distribute their traffic. This optimization
does not incur any penalty, since it does not change the traffic
distribution. For example, G1 and G2 in Figure 1 can be
reduced to the same G′

1,2, which is shared by the two flows.
We find that while src groups generally differ, transit

groups often become identical after group reduction. For
instance, the TE solution in Figure 4a leverages both direct
and indirect paths to fulfill demands A→B and C→B. Two
transit groups are installed on switches of aggregation block
D, one for path C→D→B and one for path A→D→B. Since
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D→B is a common segment, the same ports are used in both
transit groups. The two groups only differ in pre-reduction
port weights. Considering any S3 switch in D, it only has
one port connected to B, as explained in the Skewed Weights
challenge. The transit group for C→D→B places 0.25G
on this port while the transit group for A→D→B puts 75G
on it. Both groups can be reduced to single-port ECMP groups
with weight 1, so they become identical. Generally speaking,
transit groups for indirect paths with a common segment
are identical post-reduction.

In production DCNs, groups are reduced batch by batch
as the TE system generates new groups in response to the
ever-changing network conditions. Since Group Sharing itself
does not incur TE precision loss, it should always be invoked
to conclude a round of reduction. The saved table space can
subsequently benefit the next batch.

Group Pruning. Sometimes not all groups in the TE so-
lution fit in the table, even if they are reduced to ECMP. In this
case, some groups are not installed, and their corresponding
traffic is dropped by the switch. Barring this heuristic, group
reduction algorithms do not proactively reduce groups beyond
ECMP because they aim to preserve the path diversity. But
as a last resort to avoid dropping traffic, our algorithms invoke
this Group Pruning heuristic that prunes ports from groups.

The key question is which port to prune. There exist
multiple victim selection policies, e.g., prune the first port
or a random port. The strategies are easy to implement, but
they are not necessarily good choices. For example, a port
carrying 90% of the group traffic might be pruned, impacting
precision loss significantly. Our pruning policy considers
both group size reduction (which impacts the path diversity
of the group) and the increase in precision loss. Similar to
WCMP TableFitting, our goal is to limit the max port oversub
in a group. For IGR, we prune the port that results in the least
increase in max oversub across all member ports, i.e., the port
with the smallest weight (traffic volume). For example, p1 in
G3 of Figure 1 can be pruned—the size of pruned G′

3 becomes
one, while the remaining p2 is merely oversubscribed by
1.016×. As discussed later in §4.2, the best port to prune in
DMIR is not always the one with the smallest weight, but
rather the port that yields the optimal objective.

We expect Group Pruning to be especially useful in
addressing the Skewed Weights and Heterogeneity challenges.
The reason is that both challenges lead to small weights
on some ports, which can be pruned with minimal impact
on precision loss. Our evaluation in §5.8 shows that Group
Pruning has very little impact on path diversity.

Table Carving. This heuristic addresses the Path Diversity
and Cascading Precision Loss challenges. Groups are forced
to use more egress ports to satisfy the path diversity constraint.
This means groups used by flows with a low traffic volume
may have a lot of non-zero weights and large sizes, even
though their contribution to the overall precision loss is more
limited than high-volume groups. We develop Table Carving

Algorithm 1 DMIR({Gi}, T ), 1≤ i≤ n. {Gi} is a set of src
or transit groups. T is the available table space.

1: // Step 1: Table Carving.
2: for i=1 to n by 1 do
3: Ti=MAX(len(Gi),

⌊
SUM(Gi)

∑iSUM(Gi)
·(T−∑ilen(Gi))

⌋
)

4: // Step 2: single-group optimization.
5: {G′

i}={Gi}
6: for i=1 to n by 1 do
7: G′

i=SINGLEGROUPMIP(Gi,Ti) // Equation 1.
8: // Step 3: reclaim and redistribution.
9: for G′

i=G′
1,...,G

′
n∈SORT({G′

i}) do
10: unused=RECLAIMUNUSED({G′

i})
11: if unused>0 then
12: G′

i=SINGLEGROUPMIP(Gi,Ti+unused)
13: // Step 4: Group Sharing.
14: return DEDUP({G′

i})

to ensure high-volume groups are prioritized over others and
can receive sufficient resources during group reduction.

Table Carving allocates table entries exclusively to each
group. A minimum number of entries are allocated per-group
to avoid that low-volume groups end up with too few entries
and little path diversity. Remaining entries are allocated to
groups in proportion to their traffic volume. Note, a group will
receive an allocation at least equal to the number of entries
required by its ECMP form. Some low-volume groups are
likely to be reduced to ECMP (or even get pruned) if they are
only allocated ECMP-sized entries. Nevertheless, the mini-
mum allocation is a tradeoff between protecting high-volume
groups and avoiding starving low-volume groups.

While G′
1,2 in Figure 1 can be pruned to G′′

1,2 to further
reduce table usage without hurting path diversity, reducing G3
to G′

3 is preferred because it carries less traffic. In addition to
the Path Diversity challenge, this heuristic also helps address
Cascading Precision Loss. Protecting the high-volume groups
in the upstream switches through Table Carving effectively
limits the baseline precision loss on the downstream switches.

4.2 Direct mixed-integer reduction
DMIR is a parallel group reduction algorithm. For a given set
of input groups, DMIR performs a reduction on each group
individually while ensuring the overall resource constraint
is not violated. Algorithm 1 presents the structure of DMIR.
Reduction happens in four steps: (1) The Table Carving
heuristic allocates table space T to each group (line 2-3). (2)
DMIR instantiates a number of single-group MIP optimization
problems (described below) and solves them in parallel to get
final reduced groups (line 5-7). (3) Table entries unused by
reduced groups are reclaimed (line 10) and redistributed to
other groups, potentially allowing precision improvements
over that of the original allocation (line 12). (4) Final groups
are deduplicated using the Group Sharing heuristic (line 14).
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Algorithm 2 IGR({Gi}, T ), 1≤ i≤n.

1: // Step 1: Table Carving, see Algorithm 1
2: // Step 2: single-group reduction.
3: θ=1.00 // oversub limit.
4: {G′

i}=SORT({Gi}) // sort by descending group size.
5: while SUM({G′

i})>T or SUM(G′
i)>Ti,∃i do

6: for i=1 to n by 1 do
7: G′

i=REDUCESINGLEGROUP(SORT(Gi),Ti,θ)
8: if SUM({G′

i})≤T and SUM(G′
i)≤Ti,∀i then

9: return DEDUP({G′
i})

10: θ += 0.05
11: PRUNEGROUPIFSTUCK(Gi_not_ f it)
12: // Step 3: Group Sharing.
13: return DEDUP({G′

i})
14: function REDUCESINGLEGROUP(G={wi}, Ti, θ)
15: G′∗=G′={w′

i}=(1...1) // G′∗: optimal G′.
16: oversubmin=∞

17: for w′
1=1 to wmax=

⌈
w1·Ti

SUM(G)

⌉
by

⌈wmax
IT ER

⌉
do

18: for i=2 to p by 1 do
19: w′

i=
⌈

w′
1

w1
·wi

⌉
20: oversub = MAXPORTOVERSUB(G, G′)
21: if oversub<oversubmin then
22: UPDATE(oversubmin=oversub,G′∗=G′)
23: if SUM(G′)>Ti or oversubmin≤θ then
24: break
25: return G′∗

The objective of single-group MIP optimization is to
minimize the difference between an original group G and the
reduced group G′ such that G′ uses no more than its allocated
resources. Equation 1 is the single-group MIP formulation. wi
and w′

i are port weights of groups G and G′. p is the number of
ports on the switch. TG is the allocated table entries for group
G′. The formulation treats G and G′ as two p-dimensional
vectors such that G=(w1,w2,···,wp) and G′=(w′

1,w
′
2,···,w′

p).
This brings G and G′ into the same vector space Rp for
convenient comparison. Note that this formulation also
organically integrates Group Pruning with the common path-
diversity-preserving reduction behavior by allowing w′

i to be 0.

minimize
p

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ wi

∑
p
i=1wi

− w′
i

∑
p
i=1w′

i

∣∣∣∣
s.t.

p

∑
i=1

w′
i≤TG

w′
i∈Z+,∀i∈{1,...,p}

(1)

The difference between G and G′ can be measured by
various metrics, such as cosine similarity, L1-norm, Kullback-
Leibler divergence etc. We choose L1-norm ||G−G′||1 since
finding the best G′ is a combinatorial optimization problem
and L1-norm’s linearity makes it computationally tractable.
This metric is different from that used by WCMP TableFitting

and IGR: restricting the max port oversub of a group. While
restricting max port oversub is an intuitive objective—as long
as none of the ports exceeds the oversub limit, the overall
precision loss is bounded—subjecting all ports to the same
oversub limit does not always produce the optimal group
reduction outcome (as seen in the Skewed Weights challenge).

An alternative to single-group MIP is directly solving all
groups in a monolithic formulation3. This is nevertheless
infeasible because with so many decision variables and
constraints, it takes the solver more than days to find a solution.

In the third step, DMIR collects the unused entries from
each group after reduction. This is in order to make further
improvements on some groups by rerunning reduction with
extra hardware resources. Some groups have unused entries
because these entries do not significantly improve the solution
quality, so we reclaim them for other groups as follows. After
the initial reduction, we sort groups by their objective metric
(line 9). The group with the largest difference from its original
group is ranked on top. All the unused entries are allocated
to the top group, and group reduction is rerun with the larger
space limit. It is possible that the top group only consumes
a few or none of the unused entries. If so, unused entries are
reclaimed again and redistributed to the next group in line.
This process repeats until either all groups are reduced again
or all previously unused entries have been used.

4.3 Iterative greedy reduction
IGR has two objectives: a primary one to keep reduced
group sizes under resource limit, and a secondary one to
restrict the max port oversub in each group to an upper bound.
Algorithm 2 describes the three-step structure of IGR. Step 1 is
the same Table Carving heuristic of Algorithm 1. In step 2, IGR
iteratively reduces all groups (line 5-11) until both conditions
are met: (1) sum of all group sizes meets the table limit T ,
and (2) each group size meets its allocated space limit Ti. Each
group is reduced individually by the REDUCESINGLEGROUP
function. IGR is greedy because reduction could terminate
in the middle of an iteration once the two conditions are met
(line 8-9), leaving some groups reduced more than the rest.
Some groups may fail to meet the upper bound θ on port
oversub, especially when θ is very tight in the initial iterations.
IGR relaxes θ in each iteration (line 10) by a constant step size.
A more relaxed θ enables REDUCESINGLEGROUP to reduce
the group size more. If the reduced group size stops decreasing
after θ has been relaxed for thresh=3 consecutive times, we
consider the reduction “stuck”. thresh is a tunable parameter
that allows us to balance between aggressive reduction and
more port oversub tolerance. When the reduction is stuck, the
Group Pruning heuristic is invoked (line 11).

REDUCESINGLEGROUP starts the search for a final group
from the original group’s ECMP form (line 15). It locks
the relative weight ratio between ports in the group under
reduction G′. In each iteration, ports in G′ are sorted by their

3See §A.2 for a comprehensive monolithic formulation.
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weights in descending order (line 7). Once the assigned weight
of the first port w′

1 is determined, all the remaining port weights
are determined based on the relative weight ratio (line 18-19).
The number of iterations performed on each group is limited
to a small constant IT ER. REDUCESINGLEGROUP conducts
the search in increments of

⌈wmax
IT ER

⌉
instead of the smallest

increment of one (line 17), to ensure the search process
finishes within IT ER iterations. This effectively mitigates the
long convergence time (see §5.6) that iterative-reduction-style
algorithms suffer from—there are many groups (Scalability
challenge) and many ports per group (Path Diversity challenge)
to iterate through. REDUCESINGLEGROUP makes the best
effort to meet the oversub limit and returns the smallest group
it has found when it hits the group size limit (line 21- 24).

5 Evaluation
In §5.1, we describe FabricEval, a data center TE evaluation
framework that we created. The DMIR and IGR algorithms
are compared to WCMP TableFitting under a wide range
of network conditions in §5.3-§5.5. We also present group
reduction speed as another metric in §5.6. §5.7 investigates the
application layer impact. §5.8 inspects the side effect of Group
Pruning. §5.9 discusses the contribution of each heuristic.

5.1 FabricEval evaluation framework
FabricEval is a network-level data center TE evaluation
framework. It models the entire data center TE pipeline
end-to-end: from taking snapshots on network states and traffic
demands to generating TE solutions, group reduction and
finally implementing the solution on data plane. FabricEval
employs a modular design that allows us to plug in different
TE solving algorithms, group reduction algorithms, and switch
hardware models with different configurations. This enables
us to compute both the ideal link utilization expected by the
TE solution and the actual link utilization from different group
reduction algorithms, on all links. It also tracks table usage and
traffic loss due to missing forwarding entries from switches.

In FabricEval, topology inputs are represented as Proto-
buf [49]. Traffic demands are represented as plain matrices.
Inputs are passed to a TE solver module, which by default
runs the same TE algorithm used in our production fabrics.
The generated TE solution is organized by cluster and
forwarded to a group reduction module of each cluster. Finally,
reduced groups are installed on the corresponding switches.
FabricEval is implemented in 15,820 lines of Python code.
Since FabricEval is not a packet-level simulator, we use
ns-3 [51] to study application layer metrics.

Open source releases. The source code of FabricEval,
DMIR, IGR and our implementation of WCMP TableFitting
is released online [1].

5.2 Experimental setup
All configurations used in the evaluation are developed from
a baseline production-like configuration that includes (1) a
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Figure 5: (a) 50% spread achieves best link utilization using
production traffic trace and routing settings. (b) larger spreads
are more robust against traffic spikes.

65-cluster heterogeneous spine-free fabric, (2) a path diversity
spread of 50%, and (3) a traffic matrix (TM) representing the
total egress/ingress demands between ToR pairs. Due to secu-
rity and privacy reasons, we cannot publish most results from
production fabrics and traffic traces. However, we carefully
tuned FabricEval to match production results. Using FabricE-
val also avoids the difficulty of running controlled experiments
on live fabrics. All experiments in this paper are conducted on
a Dell PowerEdge R720 server, with two 20-core Intel Xeon
E5-2680 CPUs, 128 GB of memory and 1.2 TB of disk.

Network topology. The baseline fabric features 2.6K
switches and 83.2K links. Each cluster in the fabric has 32
S1 switches. Each S1 has 32 ports—8 facing the S2 switches
and 24 facing the host machines. The aggregation block in each
cluster has 4 S2 and 4 S3 switches interconnected as a nonblock-
ing FatTree; each has 128 ports—64 facing up and 64 facing
down. The 64 up-facing ports on S3 are evenly spread to 64 peer
S3 switches. The S2 switches connect to each S1 with 2 links.

Traffic matrix. The baseline TM captures properties
found in production traffic traces. Clusters have unequal
egress and ingress demands—storage clusters, for example,
typically have a small ingress but a large egress because
applications often read more data than they write. The
demands follow an exponential distribution. The traffic
volume between a cluster pair is characterized by the Gravity
model [52, 55, 63, 70]. A cluster’s total egress/ingress volume
is distributed proportionally among peer clusters, weighed by
each peer’s total volume. Incremental data center expansion
could leave a few clusters deployed but having zero demand.
They can still be used by other clusters for transit.

5.3 Spread and path diversity
The Path Diversity challenge in §3 focuses on balancing
resilience to traffic changes and optimal efficiency. This
tradeoff depends on the spread. To determine an appropriate
spread for our evaluation, we run production trace using
realistic routing settings (i.e., TM fed into TE comprises peak
demands of the past 24 hours and TE is recomputed every hour)
on a large spine-free production fabric4. Figure 5a shows the
link utilization for this realistic scenario, normalized relative
to the optimal TE solution computed against the instantaneous

4§D.3 includes link utilization data for more production fabrics.
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Table 2: Summary of various fabrics used in FabricEval.
name topology #

Gen1
#
Gen2

#
Gen3

link
failure

Fabric 1 spine-free 22 22 21 none
Fabric 2 spine-free 11 11 11 none
Fabric 3 spine-free 65 0 0 none
Fabric 4 spine-free 22 22 21 1%
Fabric 5 Clos 21 21 22 1%
Fabric 6 random graph 22 22 21 none

demand (i.e., assuming traffic measurement and TE solution
programming have zero delay). We find that 50% spread
achieves link utilization closest to OPT (1.14× OPT) because
higher spreads rely on costly indirect paths and lower spreads
are fragile to TM changes. To understand how spread values
affect TE solution’s robustness, we further study more extreme
cases, such as when 25% of the original demands spike by 4×.
We define robustness as the link utilization post-spike divided
by the pre-spike link utilization for the same spread. Figure 5b
shows this ratio for each link in the same production fabric
for 0% (no) spread, 50% and 100% (full) spread. As expected,
100% spread is most robust since spikes are spread throughout
the network. 50% spread is significantly more robust than
0%. Overall, 50% spread proves to be a reasonable tradeoff
between TE optimality and robustness.

Figure 6 compares the link utilization of IGR and DMIR
with that of the TE solution (assuming no table size constraint)
and WCMP TableFitting (TF) for five spread values. The re-
sults are collected on the baseline fabric and TM. In each graph,
the y-axis shows the link utilization of the 50th (p50) and 99th
(p99) percentile, and the maximum (max) link in the network.
We see that with 0% spread, all algorithms come close to the
link utilization of the TE solution, which is not surprising since
most flows have a group size of one. As the spread increases,
the link utilization difference between the TE solution and
the group reduction algorithms increases. With a 50% spread,
WCMP TF’s link utilization is 25.4% higher at p99 and 67.1%
higher at max. DMIR sees link utilization 1.6% higher at p99
and 9.1% higher at max. IGR increases over the TE solution
by 4% and 7.4%, respectively. The result at 75% spread largely
resembles that at 50% spread, except for a seemingly counter-
intuitive link utilization improvement from WCMP TF 5.

5WCMP TF’s result at 75% spread does not reflect a true improvement.
The reason is that the groups generated by WCMP TF do not fit in the switch

As the spread further increases, link utilization continues
to deteriorate due to increased pressure on the group tables. At
100% spread, all algorithms achieve a link utilization equal to
the TE solution. Since 100% spread forces demands to spread
across all paths, groups become identical and after dedupli-
cation, they easily fit in the table with minimum precision loss.

5.4 Heterogeneous fabrics
In order to understand how different fabric configurations
affect TE precision, we construct a list of fabrics that differ
in scale, hardware and/or topology, as described by Table 2.
Fabric 1 is the baseline fabric. Fabric 6 is a Jellyfish-like fabric
with random graph topology [61] using the same hardware
as fabric 1.

Figure 7 shows how results differ across these fabrics.
Compared to fabric 1, all three algorithms in fabric 2 and 3
operate close to the TE solution in terms of both median and
tail utilization. This confirms our analysis in §3 that Scalability
and Heterogeneity both have an impact on precision loss.
The tail link utilization in fabric 3 is noticeably higher than
other fabrics of same scale because the same TM is applied
to a fabric with lower capacity. Note that DMIR’s max link
utilization in fabric 3 is 10% higher than the TE solution, while
WCMP TF and IGR are 12.4% and 3% higher, respectively.
This is caused by a 120-second timeout on DMIR. Due to the
nature of MIP problems, we use a timeout to ensure DMIR
terminates within a duration comparable to the other two
algorithms, which can lead to a suboptimal solution. Without
this timeout, DMIR can still find an optimal solution within
10 minutes in all the experiments we run.

Looking at fabric 1 and 4, we find that the impact of failure
is mostly on tail link utilization. The max link utilization
under failure has increased by up to 63% over that without
failure. Among the three algorithms, DMIR and IGR are more
affected than WCMP TF. Compared to fabric 1, precision
loss in fabric 5 is moderate—WCMP TF is 9% higher than
the TE solution, yet IGR and DMIR are still effective in
bringing this down to 1.3%. This aligns with our production
observation that precision loss in Clos fabrics is not as grave
as spine-free fabrics. Precision loss in fabric 6 is high. This is
due to the asymmetry and imbalance introduced from random
link assignment. WCMP TF has a max link utilization 55.1%
higher than the TE solution, while IGR and DMIR lower this

table. The overflow groups cause the associated traffic being dropped. This
benefits the groups that do fit.
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Figure 9: Comparison of group reduction speed.

gap to 8.4% and 7.5%. Generally speaking, IGR and DMIR
are more effective when the topology is irregular.

5.5 Traffic pattern
The baseline TM has an average cluster ingress/egress volume
that is about 40% of the cluster’s bisection bandwidth. 15% of
the latest generation clusters are configured to be in expansion
mode with empty demands. For comparison, we created two
more TMs: a high load TM and a flat TM. The high load TM
is generated in the same way as the baseline TM, except that
its average cluster volume is raised to 70% of the bisection
bandwidth and all clusters have non-empty demands. The flat
TM does not follow the Gravity model. Instead, each cluster
has an equal ingress and egress demand of 7.68 Tbps (240
Gbps per ToR) that is uniformly spread across all peer clusters.
There are no empty clusters in the flat TM. We run all three
TMs on the baseline fabric with 50% spread.

With the high load and flat TMs, WCMP TF results in
traffic loss due to group table overflow, as shown in Figure 8.
As much as 7% and 12% of the total demands are dropped,
respectively. In the high load TM scenario, even with a fraction
of groups rejected, WCMP TF increases the actual link
utilization over the TE solution by up to 62.1%. On the other
hand, DMIR increases actual link utilization by only 9.4%
over the TE solution at max, and IGR increases by 19%. This
result is consistent with the increase found in the baseline TM
scenario. The flat TM results are slightly better: WCMP TF
has a max link utilization 28.4% higher than the TE solution,
while it is 11.1% for DMIR and 20.2% for IGR.

All three algorithms will result in congestion loss due to
oversub on some links. For example, in the high load TM
scenario, WCMP TF’s actual max link utilization is 1.49,
almost 50% over the physical link capacity, while that of
DMIR and IGR are 1.007, and 1.096. This is however expected
given that the max link utilization of the TE solution is over 0.9.
Any error in group reduction could lead to traffic exceeding the

link capacity. While the average cluster volume is configured
to 70% of the bisection bandwidth, link utilization of the TE
solution ends up much higher. We attribute this to the blocking
property of the spine-free topology.

5.6 Execution speed

The execution speed of the IGR and DMIR algorithms is
important since they are used online. Each switch runs group
reduction twice, first on the transit groups and then on
the src groups. We measure the total time to complete
both reductions on each switch. A number of representative
configurations are selected to cover the common and corner
cases. They include: (1) fabric 2 (small-scale) in §5.4, (2) 0%
spread in §5.3, (3) the baseline fabric/TM in §5.5, (4) 75%
spread in §5.3, and (5) the high load TM in §5.5.

Figure 9 plots the distribution of per-switch group reduction
time as standard boxplots with max/min, first/third quartile
and median. As can be seen, the reduction time on each switch
spans a wide range: there is about two orders of magnitude
difference. The reduction time differs significantly across
switches as well as between different group types. On switches
with smaller tables it take longer to fit the groups since there is
a tighter table size constraint. The transit groups are easier
to reduce than src groups because they are mainly ECMP-like
groups. If a cluster has a zero demand, there is no src group
to be installed on the switches in this cluster. The execution
time is then solely up to transit reduction.

DMIR and WCMP TF have overlapping ranges. In some
scenarios, such as 0% and 75% spread, DMIR is slower than
WCMP TF, while in other cases, they are on par. IGR is the
fastest among all three. It generally completes group reduction
in under a second. Overall, IGR is 17-42× faster than DMIR
and 10× faster than WCMP TF by comparing the median
reduction time.
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5.7 Impact on flow completion time
Thus far, we have shown our approach is effective at meeting
TE’s link utilization objectives. We now explore the impact
our approach has on flow completion times. We extend our
FCT comparison to include flowlet-based and host-based
schemes. The traffic trace is constructed by sampling the flow
sizes and start times from published production measurement
studies [8, 35, 41, 56, 69] while ensuring that the total flow size
of each cluster adds up to its demand in the TM.

In contrast to ECMP/WCMP, TE approaches such
as [5, 37, 38, 65] balance load at the flowlet level [34].
While this finer grain load balancing could improve FCT,
most large-scale DCN operators adopt some form of ECM-
P/WCMP [2,22,47,58,60] instead of a flowlet-based approach.
We attribute this to the universal vendor support for ECM-
P/WCMP and the simplicity of deployment, e.g., no parameter
tuning is required. We focus on LetFlow [65], a recent flowlet
proposal that provides significant FCT performance gains.

We implemented IGR, DMIR, WCMP TF and LetFlow
in ns-3, and use the baseline fabric/TM. As per [65], each
switch uses a flowlet table that maps a 5-tuple hash to an
egress port id. ECMP groups are still required to track ports
that can reach the destination for each flow aggregate. When
the inactive interval in a flow exceeds the pre-configured
timeout, the flowlet entry expires and a new egress is randomly
selected from the corresponding group. The best timeout
value is picked by sweeping through a range of timeout values.
We assume the flowlet table is subject to hardware resource
constraints similar to WCMP. A 32K-entry memory is split
in half—16K for groups and 16K for flowlets6.

Figure 10 shows that IGR and DMIR reduce the p99 FCT of
WCMP TF by 28.1% and 27.8%, respectively. LetFlow with an
unlimited table size outperforms all other candidates, shorten-
ing the p99 FCT of WCMP TF by 37.8%. With a 16K table size

6Cisco ACI fabric with Nexus 9300 switches supports flowlets under the
feature named Dynamic Load Balancing [13]. A total of 4096×8-way ECMP
entries (see Table 7 in [14]) are available on chip.

constraint,LetFlow underperforms IGR and DMIR but remains
better than WCMP TF by 8.7% in p99 FCT. To put this improve-
ment into perspective, we run flows of two sizes in two produc-
tion fabrics, then we steadily increase average link utilization
of the fabric, the p50/p99 FCTs at every link load are collected.
Figure 11 illustrates how FCT normalized to each flow’s min
RTT correlates with link utilization (more data in §D.4). On
the more loaded side of the spectrum, a 10% reduction in link
utilization can translate to a 20-40% reduction in p99 FCT.

Another class of designs that has reported significant FCT
gains is host-based TE (e.g., PLB [53]). [53] shows that PLB
can fully correct load imbalance caused by ECMP between two
links with 1:2 capacity difference. However, with capacity dif-
ference of 1:100, PLB can only correct it to 1:3.5, and p99 FCT
is 2.3× higher than that of a load balanced scenario. Figure 10
indicates that PLB alone achieves FCT on par with WCMP TF
and we hold the same view as [53] that in-network WCMP and
host-based PLB are complementary in performance benefits.

5.8 Group Pruning’s impact on path diversity
A potential side effect of Group Pruning is that heavily pruned
groups might lose a lot of paths. This reduced path diversity
could impact the network’s resilience to link failures. To un-
derstand the impact of pruning, we record the paths/ports used
by all groups in the baseline fabric/TM experiment. Figure 12
shows that IGR prunes less than 0.01% of the total groups,
while DMIR prunes 0.07% of them. DMIR’s pruning decision
is more aggressive than IGR: 48 groups (out of 1350624) are
pruned down to a single port. In contrast, groups pruned by
IGR only lose 1-3 ports. More results can be found in §D.5.

Figure 12 also shows the fraction of traffic impacted by
Group Pruning. Impacted means that the traffic is steered
away from pruned paths, but is not dropped. Despite DMIR’s
more aggressive pruning, the total traffic impacted (area under
curve) is lower than IGR. We attribute this to DMIR’s tradeoff
between path diversity and lower traffic impact.

Overall, the small number of aggressively pruned groups
and tiny fraction of traffic impacted suggests that the negative
impact of Group Pruning is minor.

5.9 Ablation study
Now, we evaluate how much each of the heuristics in §4 con-
tributes to the overall precision improvements. We use the
baseline fabric/TM and 50% spread. First, the contribution of
Group Sharing is evaluated by disabling this heuristic in both
DMIR and IGR. Figure 13 illustrates the significant impact
of Group Sharing on IGR: 5× decrease in max link utiliza-
tion. DMIR is improved by 1.7×. Additionally, Group Sharing
reduces the O(N2) transit group entries (e.g., 162K) to no
more than 64 (see §D.2 for details). Next, the contribution of
Table Carving is demonstrated in Figure 14. Instead of standard
Table Carving, the algorithms are modified to carve the table in
constant sizes: each group receives an equal share of the table
space. IGR and DMIR with standard Table Carving perform
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1.2× and 1.24× better than the constant version. Finally, we
look at the contribution of Group Pruning in Figure 15. 75%
spread is used to reflect how Group Pruning avoids traffic loss.
The pruning logic is hard to completely disable in both algo-
rithms, so instead, we add Group Pruning to WCMP TF. With
Group Pruning, WCMP TF can avoid group installation fail-
ures and the consequent traffic loss entirely, at the cost of a 2.4×
increase in link utilization. However, this increase is specific
to certain scenarios and can be offset by other improvements.

5.10 Recommendation
While both our algorithms perform well, DMIR generally has
lower precision loss than IGR. Though its advantage is usually
small, some extreme scenarios can benefit from DMIR. For
example, in the high load TM scenario (§5.5), DMIR is the
only option that avoids link utilization above 1.0, except for
a slight violation on the worst link. In contrast, IGR is always
faster than DMIR, so it responds better to traffic load changes.
Because of that, we recommend generally using IGR, except
for difficult scenarios where low precision loss matters.

6 Related work
Data center TE. Many data center network designs [2–4, 22]
leverage flow-level ECMP [30] to achieve failure resilience
and efficient bandwidth utilization. However, ECMP is
known to perform poorly with asymmetry and heterogeneity.
WCMP [73] improves over ECMP. Niagara [36] distributes
traffic using flow rules instead of group rules. DASH [32] splits
traffic via comparison-based hash space partition. It avoids
WCMP-style entry replication but requires arithmetic oper-
ation and P4 [11] support. Our work assumes fixed-function
switches but also applies to programmable switches.

Flare [34], CONGA [5], HULA [38], Clove [37], Let-
Flow [65], and Contra [31] leverage the elasticity of flowlets
to balance traffic load across paths. In networks with different
path latencies [12,17,42,45,50,66,67], one has to carefully se-
lect the flowlet detection timeout to avoid reordering. Flowlets
are also susceptible to traffic characteristics, e.g., [43, 62]
find that RDMA traffic [6, 19, 23, 27, 39, 47, 74] exhibits
weak flowlet pattern. As described in LetFlow [65], flowlet
switching requires switch support [13], which is not as widely
available as ECMP. There are also works like DRILL [20] and
RPS [16] that operate at packet-level.

Host-based TE approaches like Presto [26], Hermes [68],
MPTCP [54], FlowBender [33], RePaC [71] and PLB [53]
assume either no in-network support or merely ECMP.
PLB [53] shows that our work complements host-based TE.

Spine-free data center. Dragonfly [40], Dragonfly+ [59],
Slim Fly [10], Slingshot [15], Aquila [21] have studied
direct-connect topology networks. However, they primar-
ily focus on HPC networks. Meanwhile, most deployed
DCNs [2, 22] employ a Clos topology with a spine. Harsh et
al. [25] discusses ECMP-based TE in spine-free data centers.
Sirius [7] and RotorNet [46] are spine-free but spread traffic
using extended VLB [72]. Jupiter [52] explores advanced TE
in spine-free DCNs. We believe our work is among the first
to improve TE precision loss in spine-free DCNs.

Wide area network TE. Wide area network TE faces sim-
ilar switch hardware constraints. SWAN [28] allocates traffic
demands to a set of tunnels, which are limited by the number
of supported switch rules. B4 TE [29] generates groups that
consume 14× the switch table space. It has to decouple traffic
splitting rules across two stages in its Clos fabric to reduce
per-switch table consumption. Meta’s Express Backbone [48]
and Edge Fabric [57] run centralized TE on BGP and ECMP.
We found no available data on their TE precision loss.

7 Conclusion
Precision loss is an inherent problem when implementing
traffic engineering with limited switch hardware resources
and the shift towards spine-free topologies exacerbates the
problem. We introduce two group reduction algorithms that
offer different tradeoffs in terms of precision and execution
time. Both algorithms use heuristics to address challenges,
such as the hardware-agnostic nature of TE algorithms, switch
heterogeneity, and path diversity. Our evaluation shows they
achieve significant improvements in various network scenarios
compared to the current solution.
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Appendix
A Formulations
A.1 Data center TE formulation
The TE system solves a multi-commodity flow (MCF) problem
on a network G=(V,E) with a set of vertices/switches V and
edges/links E. Assume that there are k commodities between
sources and destinations, denoted as (si,ti,di),0≤ i≤k. Each
commodity has demand di between source si and destination
ti. The objective of the TE system is to balance load (i.e., link
utilization) across all links. This objective can be linearized
as minimizing the maximum link utilization. Below is the
path-based MCF formulation.

minimize umax (2a)
s.t. u(x,y)≤umax,∀(x,y)∈E (2b)

u(x,y)=
∑

k
i=1∑p∈P(x,y)i

fip

c(x,y)
, ∀(x,y)∈E (2c)

k

∑
i=1

∑
p∈P(x,y)i

fip≤c(x,y), ∀(x,y)∈E (2d)

∑
p∈Pi

fip=di, ∀i∈{1,...,k} (2e)

fip≤di ·
cp

S·∑p∈Picp
, ∀p∈Pi (2f)

fip>=0, ∀p,i (2g)

umax is the maximum link utilization of the network, u(x,y)
is the link utilization of link (x,y)∈ E. c(x,y) represents the
capacity of link (x,y). fip is a portion of commodity i (i.e., flow)
assigned on path p, where p includes multiple links between
the source and destination. Pi is the set of all paths between si

and ti of commodity i. P(x,y)
i is the subset of Pi where all paths

contain link (x,y). cp represents the capacity of path p, which
is the bottleneck capacity across all links in this path.

Equation 2d is the (optional) link capacity constraint. If a
commodity has a high demand such that no valid assignment
exists to meet this constraint, the problem is considered
infeasible. However, if we are willing to overload a link, this
constraint can be removed. Equation 2e is the flow conser-
vation constraint. It indicates that all demands must be fully
served, the network cannot hold or drop any demand. Equation
2f is the path diversity constraint mentioned in §3. It enforces
that no more than a certain fraction of demand di is assigned
to flow fip. The fraction is proportional to the total capacity of
the paths used to serve di, which is controlled by a spread pa-
rameter S∈(0,1]. When S is close to 0, fip becomes essentially
unbounded. When S approaches 1, flows for commodity i are
forced to use all available paths. Note that S cannot be set to
0, but a small enough value is sufficient to completely remove
this constraint, as fip is upper bounded by Equation 2e instead.

A.2 Multi-group monolithic reduction
To extend the discussion in §4.2, we now consider another
group reduction formulation. Unlike Equation 1, this for-
mulation attempts to combine all the single-group reduction
problems into one monolithic formulation that can be directly
solved by calling the MIP solver. Since this monolithic for-
mulation needs a single optimization objective, we construct
a weighted sum of L1-norm based on each group’s individual
L1-norm, where the weights are the total traffic volume carried
by each group. The intuition is that groups with more traffic
contribute more to the overall precision loss metric. Therefore,
the MIP solver should spend more effort in optimizing those
groups. Equation 3 shows the comprehensive formulation.

minimize
n

∑
i=1

(
p

∑
j=1

wi j)·
p

∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣ wi j

∑
p
j=1wi j

−
w′

i j

∑
p
j=1w′

i j

∣∣∣∣
s.t.

n

∑
i=1

p

∑
j=1

w′
i j ≤T

w′
i j ∈Z+,∀i∈{1,...,n}, j∈{1,...,p}

(3)

Gi=(wi1,wi2,...,wip) is the original group i, wi j is the original
weight on port j of group i. Similarly, w′

i j is the reduced weight
on port j of group i. T is the total available table space on
the target switch. This formulation only enforces the sum of
group sizes across all reduced groups to meet the table space
limit, there is no per-group space limit and the Table Carving
heuristic is not invoked.

Multi-group monolithic formulation scales poorly as men-
tioned in §4.2. For a large-scale production DCN, we fail to find
a solution to the monolithic formulation after running the latest
version of Gurobi solver for days. On the other hand, with a
one-hour timeout set on Gurobi, the resulting solution is consid-
erably worse compared to that obtained from single-group MIP.

B Example snippet of TEIntent
The TE system in large-scale DCNs usually divides the TE
solution into batches, where each batch contains instructions
of traffic split for all demands in a cluster. In FabricEval,
such a batch is referred to as a TEIntent. The instruction
of traffic split for one demand in a cluster is referred to
as a PrefixIntent. A TEIntent can contain multiple
PrefixIntents. Each PrefixIntent needs to specify its
type (src or transit). This information is required to later
translate the PrefixIntent to groups. The PrefixIntent
also specifies the name of the destination aggregation block it
wants to reach. Here the name of the destination cluster is not
used instead because the PrefixIntent indicates the ports
to use in the aggregation block. It should be consistent to use
names of aggregation blocks for source, transit, and destination.
Finally, the PrefixIntent lists all the northbound ports on
S3 used to forward the demand, and the amount of traffic
to be placed on each port in Mbps. The Protobuf format of
TEIntent and PrefixIntent is as follows.
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1 message PrefixIntent {
2 enum PrefixType {
3 UNKNOWN = 0;
4 SRC = 1;
5 TRANSIT = 2;
6 }
7

8 message NexthopEntry {
9 // Name of next-hop port.

10 string nexthop_port = 1;
11 // Traffic volume in Mbps.
12 double weight = 2;
13 }
14

15 string dst_prefix = 1;
16 uint32 mask = 2;
17 string dst_name = 3;
18 PrefixType type = 4;
19 repeated NexthopEntry nexthop_entries =5;
20 }
21

22 message TEIntent {
23 // Name of cluster.
24 string target_cluster = 1;
25 // A list of PrefixIntents.
26 repeated PrefixIntent prefix_intents = 2;
27 }

We also capture an actual TEIntent forwarded to one of
the clusters in an experiment in §5.4. Due to the large Protobuf
size, only a small snippet is demonstrated below.

1 te_intents {
2 target_cluster: "toy3-c1"
3 prefix_intents {
4 dst_name: "toy3-c2-ab1"
5 type: SRC
6 nexthop_entries {
7 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i1-p1"
8 weight: 25.5
9 }

10 nexthop_entries {
11 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i2-p1"
12 weight: 25.5
13 }
14 nexthop_entries {
15 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i3-p1"
16 weight: 25.5
17 }
18 nexthop_entries {
19 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i4-p1"
20 weight: 25.5
21 }
22 nexthop_entries {
23 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i1-p3"

24 weight: 0.765625
25 }
26 nexthop_entries {
27 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i2-p3"
28 weight: 0.765625
29 }
30 nexthop_entries {
31 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i3-p3"
32 weight: 0.765625
33 }
34 nexthop_entries {
35 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i4-p3"
36 weight: 0.765625
37 }
38 }
39 prefix_intents {
40 dst_name: "toy3-c3-ab1"
41 type: SRC
42 ...
43 }
44 prefix_intents {
45 dst_name: "toy3-c2-ab1"
46 type: TRANSIT
47 nexthop_entries {
48 nexthop_port: "toy3-c1-ab1-s3i1-p9"
49 weight: 3095.288
50 }
51 ...
52 }
53 }

The network entities follow a naming scheme of [network
name]-[cluster name]-[aggregation block name]-[switch
stage][switch name]-[port name]. Each entity is indexed in
the topology, hence its name is always the entity type + index.
For example, in next-hop port “toy3-c1-ab1-s3i1-p1”, “toy3”
is the network name, “c1” identifies cluster 1, “ab1” is the only
aggregation block in cluster 1, “s3i1” refers to the first switch
in stage 3, and “p1” is the first port on this switch.

C Time complexity of IGR
Step 1 of IGR (Table Carving, line 2-3 of Algorithm 1)
computes len(Gi), SUM(Gi) and ∑i SUM(Gi). This requires
iterating over all p port weights in all n groups, so it takes
O(pn). Function REDUCESINGLEGROUP runs at most IT ER
iterations in the outer loop. The inner loop iterates over each
port. So REDUCESINGLEGROUP takes O(p·IT ER). Each
iteration of oversub relaxation (line 5-11) takes O(pn·IT ER).
In the worst case, oversub relaxation stops when all groups are
pruned until one port is left (zero port left means traffic loss).
Here we make a reasonable assumption that a set of singleton
groups must fit. This means the while loop (line 5) runs at
most O(pn) times, hence making step 2 O(p2n2 ·IT ER). Step
3 Group Sharing requires scanning all groups and their ports
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Table 3: Group table space usage on sampled S1/S2/S3
switches by different group types.

stage group type original usage post-reduction
S1 src 8 entries 8 entries
S2 src 1746624 entries 64 entries
S3 src 2241913 entries 18285 entries
S1 transit 0 entry 0 entry
S2 transit 162112 entries 64 entries
S3 transit 792738 entries 60 entries
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Figure 16: (a, c, e) Median and tail link utilization if running
original group reduction algorithm vs. running it with infinite
group table size, so that there is only precision loss caused by
rounding weights. (b, d, f) Per-link utilization delta over the
TE solution.

to mark duplicates, so it is O(pn). Overall, the time complexity
of IGR is O(pn+p2n2 ·IT ER+pn), which is polynomial.

D Extra evaluation
D.1 Quantization error
Rounding fractional weights in groups to integers introduces a
minor yet acceptable quantization error. We choose to express
weights in Mbps so that the quantization error of rounding is
at most ±1Mbps. Weights in Kbps or bps can further reduce
quantization error, but it comes at a cost where the Protobuf

is bloated with larger integers. Figure 16 shows that the
quantization error of Mbps granularity is sufficiently small.

We repeat the baseline fabric/TM experiment using three
group reduction algorithms, WCMP TableFitting, DMIR and
IGR, with unlimited group table space on each switch. In other
words, the original fractional weights in each group only need
to be rounded to integers, but will not be reduced in size—as
there is infinite group table space to store any arbitrary number
of entries. The precision loss over the TE solution from each
group reduction algorithm with unlimited table space reflects
the pure impact of rounding.

For instance, WCMP TableFitting is significantly improved
with unlimited table space. The TE implementation is almost
identical to the TE solution. Per-link utilization delta over the
TE solution is also reduced to close to zero, which means there
is very minimum oversub and the implementation overall is
accurate. Similarly, for DMIR and IGR, the implementation
is also improved, although the improvement is not as large as
WCMP TableFitting. The TE precision loss (i.e., quantization
error) achieved by all three group reduction algorithms is
generally under 0.01%.

D.2 Table usage
Table 3 lists the group table usage statistics from sampled
S1/S2/S3 switches in the baseline fabric from §5.4. The
original usage column indicates the number of entries required
if the table space is unlimited (pre-group-reduction). The
post-reduction column indicates the actual number of entries
consumed found on the switch (after running group reduction).
We can see that table usage on S1 switches is low and group
reduction is irrelevant here. This is because the groups are
always ECMP on S1 switches and a shared group is used for
serving all demands. As mentioned in §4, the Group Sharing
heuristic significantly reduces the number of entries required
by transit groups to no more than 64, on both S2 and S3
switches. The src groups on S3 switches see a table usage
reduction from 2241913 to 18285—a 122× reduction!

D.3 Spread in TE solution
Figure 17 demonstrates the link utilization relative to optimal
link utilization under shifting traffic demands for 7 different
production spine-free fabrics. As can be seen, 50% spread
generally yields the best link utilization comparing to other
spreads. In some fabrics, e.g., Fabric A and Fabric D, 25%
or 75% spread can achieve a link utilization similar to 50%
spread due to the traffic demands on these fabrics are either
more stable or more uncertain.

Figure 18 plots the CDF of per-link utilization delta under
different spreads. Some links are severely under-utilized
and some are severely over-utilized by up to 65%. However,
the relative percentage change in link utilization does not
always translate into high absolute link utilization because the
traffic volume carried on such links can be low. We are more
interested in the absolute link utilization than per-link delta.
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Figure 20: Original path diversity (x-axis) vs. reduced path
diversity (y-axis) for each group of 64 ports.

D.4 Flow completion time
Figure 19 extends Figure 11 in §5.7 and shows a total of 5
production fabrics. The first 4 fabrics are spine-free fabrics of
different sizes and the last one is a large traditional Clos fabric.
As we can see, these fabrics share the same general trend—tail
flow completion time of large flows could increase drastically
as the average link load increases. In terms of network topol-
ogy, spine-free fabrics see no difference than the Clos fabric,
which confirms that the tail FCT increase is a universal trend.

D.5 Reduced path diversity
Group Pruning is a mechanism to further reduce group sizes
while sacrificing path diversity. With the pruning policy
introduced in §4.1, we try to minimize the impact on path
diversity by pruning the small weights in the groups. Figure 12
and Figure 20 confirm that the chosen pruning policy indeed
has very minor impact on path diversity. We obtain all the
groups in the baseline fabric and plot a scatter plot of their
used paths in the TE solution vs. TE implementation. As
Figure 20 shows, groups (markers) on the y = x line are not
pruned and see no reduction in path diversity. Those not on
the line have reduced path diversity. The closer a group is to
the x-axis, the more reduction in path diversity it has. DMIR
is more aggressive in pruning, some groups could have only
a few paths left. However, such groups only constitute less
than 0.003% of the total groups (48 out of 1350624) and their
traffic impact is insignificant as discussed in §5.8.

One might argue that even 48 groups (of one single port left)
would be a blast radius too large. If link failure does happen,
traffic on these groups will be dropped. However, these 48
groups are distributed across different switches, they do not
share the same port/link. The probability for all of them to fail
simultaneously is extremely low. On the other hand, we have
implemented a protective lower bound in the Group Pruning
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heuristic. If users prefer not to have single-port groups, they
can set this lower bound to a number greater than 1 (e.g., 2). In
which case, Group Pruning will stop when there are only two
ports left in the group. The larger this lower bound, the less

likely the group is going to drop its traffic (unless all ports in
the group fail). But this also comes with a disadvantage: groups
may no longer fit in the table if the lower bound is set too large.
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Abstract
We propose a practical approach to implementing multite-

nancy on programmable network switches to make in-network
acceleration accessible to cloud users. We introduce a Switch
Virtual Machine (SwitchVM), that is deployed on the switches
and offers an expressive instruction set and program state ab-
stractions. Tenant programs, called Data-Plane Filters (DPFs),
are executed on top of SwitchVM in a sandbox with memory,
network and state isolation policies controlled by network
operators. The packets that trigger DPF execution include the
code to execute or a reference to the DPFs deployed in the
switch. DPFs are Turing-complete, may maintain state in the
packet and in switch virtual memory, may form a dynamic
chain, and may steer packets to desired destinations, all while
enforcing the operator’s policies.

We demonstrate that this idea is practical by prototyping
SwitchVM in P4 on Intel Tofino switches. We describe a
variety of use cases that SwitchVM supports, and implement
three complex applications from prior works – key-value store
cache, load balancer and Paxos accelerator. We also show
that SwitchVM provides strong performance isolation, zero-
overhead runtime programmability, may hold two orders of
magnitude more in-switch programs than existing techniques,
and may support thousands of concurrent tenants each with
its private state.

1 Introduction

Data-plane programmable PISA switches1 transformed the
field of in-network computing from dream into reality. By
enabling stateful custom packet processing at a switch line-
rate, they offer dramatic performance boost in infrastructure
services such as telemetry [26, 33, 35] and congestion con-
trol [18, 34], and accelerate networking applications such as
load balancers [24, 37, 59], distributed protocols [10, 11, 31],
concurrency control [30, 54], aggregation [42, 43], storage
[22, 23, 32], and more [25].

Unfortunately, the benefits of in-network application ac-
celeration have only been accessible to data center opera-
tors. The vision of in-network programs being deployed in
switches by tenants [28,50] has so far remained quite far from
materialization. The main obstacle is well-known: existing
switches, such as Intel Tofino [19], lack the essential support

1We only discuss programmable switches, so we omit programmable in
the rest for brevity.

for multitenancy as they do not guarantee fault, resource, and
performance isolation of individual programs. Furthermore,
they cannot enforce the program compliance with operator
security policies, and require expensive reconfiguration each
time a new program is installed, causing traffic disruption for
all tenants. These limitations are further aggravated by the
severe scarcity of on-switch hardware resources partitioned
among co-resident data-plane applications.

Motivated by the need for in-network acceleration of ten-
ants’ applications, recent proposals tackle the challenge of
switch virtualization. These solutions, however, still have
some practical limitations. Novel switch hardware [15, 28, 44,
46,49] offers isolation, but the perspectives of its adoption are
unclear. Others propose to run P4-based hypervisors [17, 56]
to guard the execution of application code, but high resource
demands limit their application to FPGAs and software targets
rather than ASIC switches such as Tofino. Another approach is
to merge multiple P4 programs into a single one while enforc-
ing isolation among them in software [41, 50, 58]. However,
neither does this approach guarantee fault isolation nor does
it scale beyond a handful of co-resident programs because the
switch resources must be provisioned at compile-time for the
aggregate of their hardware demands. Further, deploying a
new program requires recompilation and reconfiguration that
disrupts the traffic through the switch. Runtime programmabil-
ity for partial reconfiguration alleviates the traffic disruption
problem [53] but still requires an isolation-aware source code
merging mechanism to allow multitenancy.

In summary, multitenancy poses two fundamental chal-
lenges: (1) how to execute code on physical network switches
while constraining it to a stringent security sandbox guarded
by network operators; (2) how to enable a concurrent deploy-
ment, execution and update of thousands of switch programs
while assuring strong isolation among tenants.

We advocate for a Language-Level Virtualization approach
to overcome these challenges. The switch runs a Switch Vir-
tual Machine, SwitchVM, which executes Data-Plane Fil-
ters, (DPFs), written using a specialized, Turing-complete
Instruction Set. SwitchVM dynamically loads a DPF spec-
ified by the tenant on a per-packet basis, either from pre-
deployed in-switch libraries or from code located in the pack-
ets themselves. SwitchVM allows every packet to be pro-
cessed by a different DPF, allocating switch hardware re-
sources on demand per DPF while reusing the VM runtime.
Thus, SwitchVM introduces a runtime interpreter for DPF
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code that translates it into switch operations using a shared
dataplane runtime. This approach enables time-sharing of
switch hardware across multiple DPFs, as opposed to static
resource partitioning in alternative solutions, and is key to
achieving superior multi-tenant scalability.

SwitchVM is inspired by software sandboxing techniques
such as Berkeley Packet Filters (BPFs) [36]. DPFs are Turing-
complete, yet they are less flexible than P4. Notably, DPFs
cannot parse new protocol headers or define match-action
tables with arbitrary keys and actions. Nevertheless, DPFs
are powerful enough to implement a variety of sophisticated
in-network applications. A DPF may perform arithmetic oper-
ations or hashes on packet header fields, update the in-switch
program state, and modify the packet forwarding depending
on the execution output, e.g., by choosing from a pre-defined
set of possible destinations or by performing a multicast. We
discuss many applications (§4), and fully implement a Key-
Value cache [23], count-min sketch [9], Paxos accelerator [10],
and several load balancers [40, 59]. Furthermore, SwitchVM
architecture is modular and can be easily extended to imple-
ment additional functionality, e.g., as new instructions.

DPFs of the same tenant may share a state in a switch. At
the same time, SwitchVM ensures strict resource isolation
between DPFs across tenants. A DPF uses virtual registers
with load/store instructions to access the state in the packet,
in-switch meta-data, or access virtual per-tenant space in the
switch memory. In RMT switches, DPFs invoked by different
packets will only observe consistent updates to the shared
state thanks to the per-packet atomicity guarantees of the
pipelined architecture. Proper placement of DPFs in multi-
pipeline switches is crucial for achieving this consistency
(§3.1). Furthermore, cross-tenant performance isolation is
achieved thanks to the RMT line-rate throughput guarantees.

Crucially, SwitchVM restricts DPFs to a sandbox, giving
fine-grain control over the data-plane functionality to opera-
tors on a per-tenant basis. SwitchVM enforces the sandbox
policy at runtime because DPFs originate from untrusted ten-
ants. Deployment of DPFs is performed via a control plane.
Runtime reconfiguration by a tenant, i.e., code deployment
and resource allocation, has no impact on the traffic of other
tenants, as it is equivalent to adding/removing entries of
match-action tables. Operators may deploy a per-tenant se-
curity policy, such as disallowing access to switch state, use
of packet steering, or disabling DPF execution. The switches
that are not authorized or unable to execute DPFs forward
the packets as usual as they are compatible with network
encapsulation protocols.

DPFs may reside in packets, similar to capsule-based active
networks [13, 21, 45, 47, 48], and also pre-stored in a switch
and invoked on-demand. In-switch deployment option is im-
portant because it eliminates the non-negligible bandwidth
overheads of the DPF code header in a packet, and enables
code sharing among tenants thus saving in-switch resources,
yet without compromising inter-tenant state isolation.

Under the hood, SwitchVM implements a pipeline of
generic Execution Units (EUs) that enable Multiple Instruc-
tion Multiple Data instruction execution, with several virtual
registers and an extensive instruction set. Each DPF is spa-
tially mapped onto the EUs. DPF chaining is supported by
allowing a DPF to choose and invoke another DPF in the same
or different switch to implement more complex logic.

We prototype SwitchVM on Intel Tofino-1. Implement-
ing such a complex mechanism in P4 under tight hardware
constraints is a formidable challenge. The key goal has been
to fit as much logic as possible in a single hardware stage
to increase the maximum instruction count of a single DPF.
Higher instruction count allows DPF execution in a single pass
through the switch, thereby eliminating bandwidth overheads
associated with recirculation, and guaranteeing atomicity of
accesses to a shared switch state, as well as strict performance
isolation among DPFs.

We evaluate SwitchVM on a range of microbenchmarks
and real-world applications of in-network acceleration which
were originally developed in P4 in prior works. We demon-
strate that performance overheads of SwitchVM compared
to the P4 analogous code are negligible or none, whereas it
allows concurrent execution of thousands of DPFs from dif-
ferent tenants, each with its own private state. We also show
zero-overhead reconfiguration without packet loss, and strong
performance isolation among different DPFs.

2 Motivation

The demand for in-network data-plane acceleration of net-
work applications is steadily growing, and there is an abun-
dance of proposals to use data-plane programmable switches
for that purpose [10, 22, 23, 25, 40, 59]. Such switches have
become a commodity, with offerings from multiple vendors,
most notably Intel [19], Broadcomm [5], Juniper [38], and
NVIDIA [39].

In practice, this acceleration has been accessible only to
the data center’s operators, not its tenants. Predeploying in-
network applications as services by the data center is possi-
ble, but these applications might require fine-tuning for the
needs of the specific tenant, i.e., custom-specific policies for
the RPC scheduler [27], or non-standard key-value sizes and
cache admission policies for KVS [23]. Such fine-tuning is
impractical on a per-tenant basis.

Building general in-switch acceleration services that can
suit multiple use cases of different tenants is notoriously dif-
ficult due to the switch’s hardware constraints. Satisfying
these constraints is fundamental to achieving high perfor-
mance on any architecture, as both Reconfigurable Match
Table switches (RMT), e.g., Intel Tofino, and disaggregated
RMT (dRMT) switches, e.g., NVIDIA Spectrum, cannot guar-
antee line-rate throughput if attempted to execute a program
that does not fit their hardware constraints.
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Multitenancy in the switch would enable tenants to acceler-
ate their own virtual networking infrastructure with custom
network stacks and functions. Similarly, tenants might need
to deploy custom in-network telemetry to debug their network
performance. These services are difficult to offer as a gen-
eral service since the internals of tenant virtual networks are
usually not visible to the data center operators.

In summary, switch multitenancy is not supported today, but
could have significantly extended the range of applications
accelerated on switches in data centers and clouds.

2.1 Challenges

Present ASIC-based programmable switches lack the neces-
sary mechanisms for multitenancy. Their programs expect to
run assuming unmediated access to all hardware resources,
and existing platforms do not provide any kind of privilege
separation necessary to isolate tenant applications from the
infrastructure packet processing logic. Any bug in a program
may disrupt the stability of all the network traffic. Therefore,
network operators might be reluctant to use the solutions that
merge P4 programs of multiple clients into a single one to be
executed on the switch [7, 41, 50, 58].

Another challenge stems from the need to support thou-
sands of tenants with their own in-switch programs. Existing
compile-based solutions that merge multiple P4 programs, or
allow runtime reconfigurability in hardware [15,49,53], allow
co-residency of about a dozen of programs, which is a few
orders of magnitude less than needed.

Last, allowing a program to be dynamically updated with-
out disrupting the rest of the network traffic is difficult. Recent
works have introduced runtime reconfigurability by extending
the dRMT [53] and RMT [49] architectures. The dRMT ex-
tensions are indeed feasible on existing CPU-based switches,
but the RMT modifications are more invasive as they require
hardware changes. Our goal is to achieve runtime reconfig-
urability without architectural changes.

2.2 Packet Filters for Switches

The primary tenet of multi-tenancy is per-tenant isolation of
state, faults, and performance. Language Virtual Machines
(LVM), such as the Java Virtual Machine, can achieve the
first two. Such virtual machines enable full sandboxing of the
untrusted tenant code, with fine-grain control over the acces-
sible hardware resources. Furthermore, it may help solve the
current scalability issue by enabling switch compute resource
sharing among the programs, by loading and unloading the
relevant bytecode at runtime, without provisioning the actual
hardware resources at compile time for all co-resident pro-
grams as has been done till now. Last, if such an LVM could
run at line-rate on an RMT switch, then it would be possible
to provide perfect performance isolation among the tenants.

Implementing a general-purpose high-performance VM
in RMT systems is clearly unrealistic. Fortunately, however,
many data-plane programs do not require such a VM, and
involve relatively simple, more restricted logic. This obser-
vation is not new, as it served the designers of the popular
Packet Filters [36] (BPF) virtual machine to allow the execu-
tion of untrusted code in the OS kernel. Drawing inspiration
from BPFs, we seek to build an LVM to be executed on a
switch, while potentially restricting the scope of programs
that it can run efficiently and deviating from the standard P4
programming model.

Last, by implementing our design in P4, we intend it to
be modular and flexible, serving as the framework for im-
plementing a broader set of in-switch functions tailored to a
particular network environment.

2.3 Target Switch Architectures
Switch architectures with data-plane programmability range
from ASIC pipelines (i.e., Intel Tofino, RMT) and FPGAs to
manycore CPU processors (i.e., NVIDIA Spectrum-3, dRMT),
as well as a variety of hybrid designs. Among these, Tofino
switches have been prominent in in-network computing re-
search for the past few years. This success can be attributed to
the ability to execute stateful packet processing logic, defined
using the P4 language, while maintaining line-rate perfor-
mance on a multi-Tbps switch. These capabilities lead us
to focus on the Tofino RMT architecture as the target for
SwitchVM design.

We believe, however, that the concept of running in-
network programs in a Language Virtual Machine sandbox to
offer scalable multi-tenancy in resource-constrained switches
is not limited to RMT architecture. Yet, using other archi-
tectures may involve different design considerations. For in-
stance, CPU-based switches may benefit from Just-in-Time
compilation to reduce virtualization overhead. We leave the
exploration of other architectures for future research.

3 Design

SwitchVM enables secure and isolated per-tenant execution
of short programs, called Data Plane Filters (DPFs). DPFs are
invoked for each packet arriving at the switch. The packets
include the input and the reference/code of the DPF to invoke.
DPFs are executed inside a sandboxed environment controlled
by the operator. We first discuss the DPF programming model,
and then explain the SwitchVM design.

3.1 Programming Model
A DPF comprises three sections. A prolog specifies the loca-
tion of the input parameters and initializes the DPF execution
registers. A body specifies the actual data-plane logic using
the SwitchVM instruction set. An epilog determines what to
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Instructions Description Instructions Description
Data Movement ALU Operations

MOV R1=R2 ADD SUB A = A op B
LOAD_IMM B=imm AND OR XOR
LOAD_CONST B=const_tbl[imm] LSH RSH NEG A = op(A)
HASH A=hash(A) MIN MAX A = op(A, B)

Memory Operations Control Flow
LOAD B = mem[A] HALT Goto END
STORE mem[A] = B JMP Goto pc

FAADD FAOR
FAAND FAMAX

t=Mem[A]
Mem[A]=op(t, B)
B=t

BEQ BSET BLT
BGT BLTS
BGTS

Goto A==B ?
pc_taken :
pc_not_taken

Prolog Epilog
POP R=stack.pop() PUSH stack.push(R)
PEEK R=stack.peek() FWD fwd according to R
LOAD_MD R=MD[md_idx] NEXT_PC pkt.next_pc = R
RAND R=rng.get() HDR_MOD drop DPF from pkt

Table 1: SwitchVM Instruction Set with representative in-
structions of each type. A/B are the register types, R can be
either, other values are immediates.

do with the packet after the DPF completes, e.g., send it to a
new destination based on the DPF output. It may also store
the DPF outputs in the packet.
In-packet state. The data inside the packet is handled as a
stack, similar to Tiny Packet Programs [21]. It can be read
in the prolog and written in the epilog. This is convenient:
when a packet traverses multiple switches, each pops the
inputs and pushes the output back to the stack, simplifying the
implementation of multi-switch applications. A variable-size
stack allows each application to allocate precisely the required
packet space, potentially growing or shrinking a packet during
processing, using a single unified SwitchVM parser.
Body. The code is organized into a sequence of Execution
Stages (ES), each comprising several instructions arranged in
lanes. The instructions in an ES are executed in parallel, effec-
tively implementing a Multiple-Instructions-Multiple-Data
(MIMD) program. Intra-lane parallelism is also available:
each lane may concurrently execute instructions of different
types. There are three types of instructions: ALU operations,
in-switch memory access and control flow branches.

Instructions use virtual registers shared across the execu-
tion stages. Thus, DPF computation can be seen as the process-
ing of information in the registers while it is flowing through
the pipeline of DPF ESes. There are two sets of registers,
A and B, and certain restrictions apply to their usage, e.g.,
only A registers may be used as addresses for memory access
instructions. Memory is virtualized to provide inter-tenant
isolation.

DPFs inherit the constraints of the RMT pipeline. Therefore,
a memory buffer is accessible only to a specific ES and lane,
since a packet may access each memory location only once.
Instruction set. The SwitchVM instruction set is summarized
in Table 1. Some instructions have restrictions. First, they
might support specific register types (either A, B, or both).
Second, some instructions are limited to the prolog/epilog
DPF sections only: register initialization is restricted to the
prolog, while packet steering, program-counter modification,

and stack enlargement must be performed at the epilog. Other
instructions are not limited to specific DPF sections.
Turing completeness. Turing completeness of a computa-
tional system implies that it is universal, i.e., it can perform
arbitrary computations. A system is Turing-complete if it can
access arbitrary memory locations and read/write any amount
of data, and perform conditional jumps [16]. SwitchVM in-
struction set satisfies these requirements.
DPF size. The number of instructions in a DPF is constrained
by the availability of hardware resources. If the application
code does not fit in a single DPF, dynamic chaining can be
used whereby one DPF may choose to invoke any other DPF,
enabling them to be automatically invoked one after the other.
The sequence of DPFs may run either on the same switch (via
recirculation) or on another one. We note that recirculation
might affect the performance isolation, so we strive to enable
the execution of complex DPFs in a single switch pass. For
non-RMT switches, DPFs can be sized for line-rate processing
to achieve performance isolation in the common case.
Atomicity execution semantics. DPFs naturally inherit the
per-packet atomicity execution semantics offered by the RMT
architecture. Specifically, the intermediate state updates done
by a packet are not visible to other packets that invoke the
same DPF on the same switch pipeline. Moreover, the state
shared among multiple DPFs of the same tenant is also up-
dated atomically, significantly simplifying the program de-
velopment. Multi-pipe switches, such as Tofino, comprise
multiple packet processing pipelines, each designated to serve
a subset of ports. Switch allocation to run DPFs in a data cen-
ter (§3.8) must consider the switch configuration to guarantee
atomicity for a particular DPF.
Example: in-switch counter. Assume that several clients
mark their outgoing packets with a unique application ID
∈ {1, . . . ,N}, and wish to count the total number of packets
per ID. One possible implementation of this logic in a DPF is
as follows. The DPF maintains one counter per ID allocated
to lane 0 of EU 0. The ID is used as a memory address of
the counter. The prolog POP-s the ID from the stack head in
the packet into register A[0]. Then, EU 0 loads constant 1
(LOAD_IMM) into register B[0], and invokes a fetch-and-add
(FAADD) operation in that lane to update the counter. The
epilog then can PUSH back the ID back onto the stack along
with the counter value. DPF placement and memory allocation
for the counters are executed by the control plane in the setup
stage, as explained in §3.8.

3.2 SwitchVM Design

Figure 1 shows the high-level design of the SwitchVM pro-
cessing pipeline. It comprises several fixed function modules:
Filtering and Permissions, Prolog, and Epilog, as well as a
variable number of Execution Units, (EUs). Each EU has L
lanes which is analogous to an execution unit of a Very Large
Instruction Word (VLIW) processor. Each Execution Stage
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Figure 1: SwitchVM data-plane processing pipeline.

of a DPF is mapped onto its own EU. The instruction schedul-
ing is static, i.e., a DPF specifies which instructions must be
scheduled on which EU and each lane. The maximum number
of EUs determines the maximum number of instructions in
the DPF, and depends on the number of available hardware
stages in the switch. The maximum number of lanes is deter-
mined by the number of match-action tables that can applied
in parallel at a single hardware stage. For example, we can
place 4 and 8 EUs in Tofino-1 and Tofino-2 respectively.
Packet processing flow. The packet is first passed to the
Permissions module which determines whether a tenant may
invoke a DPF. The Prolog then prepares the inputs of the
first EU. The EUs then execute the DPF body. Finally, the
Epilog prepares the output packet, and the Steering executes
the forwarding logic.

3.3 Filtering and Permissions
The permission module is not visible to an executing DPF. It
is managed by a privileged operator.

When a packet first enters the pipeline, its trusted
tenant_id is matched against the permissions table. This ta-
ble is programmed by the operator for each tenant that wishes
to run a DPF. The table contains the action to perform on a
packet that attempts to invoke a DPF without authorization
(i.e., drop or pass), and also may specify the default DPF to
invoke on any packet from that tenant. The table also stores
a bit vector that controls tenant’s access to certain functions
such as access to the switch metadata.

In addition, a user may want to invoke only a subset of DPFs
on a subset of switches. She specifies a special app_id token
when asking for the DPF authorization. This token is stored in
the Permission table as well. It must match the app_id token
in the packet to execute a DPF. We use this functionality in
our KVS cache application (See §4).

3.4 Program Loading and Initialization
The prolog module is responsible for initializing the virtual
registers (2L, where L denotes the number of lanes) used
as inputs for the first EU. The initial values can come from
three sources: the in-packet stack (POP,PEEK), switch meta-
data (LOAD_MD), or from a random number generator (RAND).
These instructions are the only ones available in Prolog.

Initializing registers from the packet stack cannot lead to
underflow since the data stack size is known. The switch

metadata may include ingress/egress ports, timestamps, or
a switch identifier. Execution of LOAD_MD can be restricted
to specific tenants to keep the network topology hidden for
the rest. Access to predefined protocol fields, e.g., TCP/IP
headers of inner packet, could also be supported in the same
manner, assuming it aligns with the operator’s sandboxing
policy.

The code for each segment (prolog, execution units, or epi-
log) may reside in a packet, or in the SwitchVM code memory
in the switch. A pointer to the prolog is taken from the packet
header, or is passed from the Permission module, effectively
enforcing invocation of a default DPF for the current tenant
on all the packets even without the SwitchVM header. The
prolog transfers the execution to the first EU, by specifying
the pointer to the first EU’s instruction.

3.5 Epilog and Steering
The epilog pushes the results of the computations into the
in-packet stack (up to 2L entries). It works similarly to Prolog.
Specifically, the only operation that can be executed is PUSH,
using any register as its input.

The epilog code additionally defines how to steer the
packet. This is determined by a dedicated immediate
value in the epilog, or from any of the 2L registers. This
value is then used to fetch a matching entry from a for-
warding table defined for the specific tenant_id. We
currently support the following actions (but more can
be added): pass, drop, return-to-sender, forward,
multicast, set_port, recirculate.

The default action is pass. The set_port and
recirculate actions are reserved only for privileged ten-
ants. Since the network uses encapsulation, some of these
actions can also affect the headers of the encapsulated packet.
Updates to the steering table require the use of privileged
control-plane requests to allow secure handling of virtual net-
work address translations without disclosing the physical IPs
to the tenant as we explain below.

A DPF may drop the code header after execution, saving
bandwidth if there is no need to keep it.

3.6 Execution Unit
The architecture of a single EU is shown in Figure 2. An EU
comprises L lanes. For each lane, each EU holds several fixed-
function modules: Selectors that determine how to move data
among registers, an ALU (one per lane), an in-switch memory
access (one per lane), and a branching unit (one per EU) that
determines the instruction pointer for the next EU. These
modules are divided between two switch pipeline stages, and
all modules in the same stage are executed in parallel.
Registers. An EU operates on 2L 32-bit registers, two for each
lane. These are divided into 2 groups: A[1..L] and B[1..L]. Due
to resource constraints, the registers from different groups
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Figure 2: Execution Unit (EU) architecture.

have minor usage restrictions. Specifically, only A registers
are allowed to compute a hash of their previous value, and
only B registers may store an immediate or a constant. These
constraints are insignificant in practice but allow reducing
required switch resources per EU, specifically the action in-
struction memory and hashing logic, as shown in §5.1.

The Selector module allows transferring data among ar-
bitrary registers via MOV instruction. This is crucial because
ALUs are constrained to execute operations only on the regis-
ters belonging to the same lane, as explained next.
ALU. Each ALU only performs 32-bit operations on regis-
ters from its lane, i.e., ALU i operates on A[i] and B[i]. The
supported set of operations can be easily extended (§3.7).

3.6.1 Memory Access

A DPF invokes LOAD, STORE and a few atomic operations to
access in-switch memory buffers. These buffers are separately
allocated for each EU, and each lane in the EU, without the
ability to share them among EU instructions. As mentioned
earlier, this limitation is due to Tofino RMT implementation
(see §3.1).

DPFs may only access virtual memory to isolate memory be-
tween tenants. The memory is allocated by the control-plane
API. Memory accesses involve virtual-to-physical address
translation as we explain next. Once translated, the respective
memory instruction is executed. The address operand in lane
i is provided in A[i], and B[i] is used for the stored or loaded
data.
Virtual address translation. SwitchVM supports two types
of translation mechanisms. A segment-based memory transla-
tion allows allocating power-of-two-sized contiguous buffers.
The allocation request specifies the requested virtual address
and the buffer size. The control plane then allocates a con-
tiguous range in physical memory, and uses TCAM to store
the virtual address range as a key, and the numerical offset
between the virtual and physical addresses as a value. The
virtual address needs to be aligned to the segment’s size.

When attempting to translate any address in this buffer, that
address will match the allocated range and TCAM will re-
trieve the offset, allowing one to compute the physical address
by adding that offset to the virtual address. For example, given
the virtual address 0x4 and the request to allocate 4 bytes,

the control plane may allocate a physical buffer of that size
at physical 0x2. The TCAM will store the range 0x4-0x7
as the key (using the mask 0xC), and the offset -2 as the
value. When accessing virtual 0x6, the respective physical
is computed as 0x6-2. Note that if a virtual address is not
mapped, it will not be found in the translation table, so no
buffer overflows are possible.

However, for the cases where we need to store sparse data
structures such as hash tables, the segmented allocation is
wasteful. Using many small segments depletes the TCAM
storage (about 1500 ranges per lane), whereas large ranges
waste too much memory due to internal fragmentation.

In applications where the data to store is known in advance,
one can create one-to-one virtual addresses mappings we
call direct. These mappings are stored in a table with up-to
45K entries per lane. One notable example of using direct
mappings is a KVS cache (see §4).
Memory Isolation. The entries in the translation tables are all
amended with tenant_id as another key. Thus, each tenant
may access only its own translation table.

3.6.2 Control Flow

Branching is essential to support realistic DPFs. Each EU
contains a single Control Flow Unit (CFU) that implements
different types of branches. Thus, DPFs specify the addresses
of the instructions in code memory, or from the packet.

Each stage in a DPF, including prolog, EUs and epilog, may
alter the control flow and choose the instructions invoked in
the next stage. The CFU may use any register to compute
the predicate and determine whether a branch is taken or not.
The code specifies the instruction pointers for both taken and
not-taken branches. SwitchVM supports multiple types of
conditional and unconditional branches.
Code memory. To allow code sharing among DPFs, code
memory is not virtualized and provides no memory protection.
The security is not compromised, because the DPF memory
isolation, permissions, and steering are enforced at runtime.
Thus, even though a DPF code is shared, each DPF instance
operates on a separate, per-tenant state.

The code addresses used in each stage point to code in the
following stage. For example, the addresses in the Prolog are
interpreted as addresses for the first EU, addresses in first EU
point to instructions in the second EU, and so on.

The use of instruction pointers per stage is useful for other
purposes too. First, it allows reusing code in switch mem-
ory by storing an init_pc that points to the prolog code
that needs to be executed. This pointer is stored either in the
packet (to invoke a specific DPF), or in the Permission table
of a switch to serve as a default DPF. This enables atomic
reconfiguration when replacing an in-switch DPF in-place, by
replacing the prolog only after all other stages of a DPF have
been stored in the switch. We demonstrate in-place replace-
ment in §6.2. Second, in the epilog, the code has the ability
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to change the init_pc field in the SwitchVM header, which
allows service chaining whereby one DPF invokes the next
one in the next supporting switch. We show several examples
of such applications in §4.

3.7 P4 Extensions
We envision SwitchVM to serve as an extensible framework
that can be tailored to the needs of the specific environment
by minor modifications to its P4 implementation. Thanks to
its modular design, the modifications are localized. These
additions will extend SwitchVM’s capabilities and can be
invoked from DPFs.

SwitchVM parser can be easily modified to expose new
packet fields to a DPF and use them in the prolog to initialize
DPF registers. Similarly, it is possible to expose additional
switch metadata, such as port queue length. The steering unit
can also be updated with new steering policies. Further, new
instructions can be easily added to ALUs and memory units if
the hardware support is available. For example, one may add
support for bit slicing, or new Read-Modify-Write operations.
More elaborate changes may involve new fixed-function mod-
ules added to an EU. The code for these modules can be
integrated into an EU, and contain the control signals needed
to invoke them. For example, one may add a match-action
table that can match on multiple registers and access memory
from different lanes. Last, one may replace individual EUs
with fix-function units, e.g., complex data-plane sketch.

3.8 Control Plane
Control plane is used for managing authorization, deployment,
configuration, and memory allocation in switches. Our current
design assumes that this functionality is implemented in a
centralized controller managed by data center operators.
Authorization and Scheduling. DPF placement for in-
network computing must be taken into account by the data
center’s resource management and scheduling system [2–4].
A tenant may ask to invoke specific DPFs (or a DPF chain) on
certain switches along the data path of its virtual machines. To
prevent exposing the physical network topology to tenants, au-
thorization requests are expressed relative to a tenant’s virtual
network structure. Resource allocation should consider both
resource utilization and the network topology in order to en-
sure consistent processing of tenant’s DPFs across all packets,
in accordance with the packet routing policies. While these
aspects are beyond the scope of this paper, SwitchVM offers
flexible mechanisms to control the DPF execution (§3.3).
In-switch memory management. The mechanisms are sim-
ilar to the OS memory allocation. We implement a simple
first-fit allocation policy. Unlike the traditional allocators,
however, the tenant chooses the virtual addresses.
In-switch code deployment. Deploying a DPF involves sev-
eral steps. When a DPF does not invoke the code from other

DPFs (simplest case), the branch addresses it uses internally
can be automatically inferred during the deployment. The
physical address of the prolog is then reported to the user to
be specified in the packets. However, reusing in-switch code
requires knowledge of the addresses of the deployed code,
requiring a process analogous to linking, which currently is
performed manually.
Steering rules. The tenants use virtual networks with their
private IP addresses, thus they are unaware of the physical
addresses used to forward packets in a physical network. Thus,
updates to DPF steering rules require translation from the
virtual to physical IP addresses. The physical addresses are
not visible to the DPF. DPF chaining is already considered at
the authorization time, thus its effect on routing is acceptable
to the operator.
Switch state migration and replication. In-switch state be-
comes an integral part of the tenant’s application logic. Thus,
migration of a VM to a different location in the network
topology might require one to also migrate the state in the
respective switches. Multi-path forwarding in modern net-
works might require maintaining consistent program state
across multiple switches. Data-plane inter-switch replication
solutions [55] can be deployed by data center operators to
automatically synchronize the tenant’s state across switches.

3.9 Security
Tenant identifier. Ensuring isolation among tenants relies on
a trusted tenant_id, as it is used to distinguish tenants in all
the security-critical units in SwitchVM, such as steering and
virtual memory mappings. We use virtual network identifier
fields, e.g., VID or VXLAN ID, common to encapsulation
protocols, similar to prior research [28, 46, 49, 50].
DPF injection. Adding the DPF code or data to the packets re-
quires privileged access to the encapsulation protocol headers
via a hypervisor, which is expensive. One option is to add the
DPF invocation requests in the control path (e.g., by attaching
a function to an OS socket [14]), while adding the respective
headers during encapsulation. Another option that we leave
for future work is to modify the hypervisor networking in-
terface to specify DPF invocation requests per packet. The
in-packet data stack size needs to be validated at this point to
prevent under-/overflow during packet parsing and deparsing.
Steering, chaining and routing. By default, DPFs cannot
change packet steering nor routing, unless specifically autho-
rized via dedicated steering rules installed by the control plane.
These rules are tenant-specific, and they ensure that the tenant
packets cannot escape the virtual network. The same mecha-
nism applies to DPF chaining. In summary, neither steering
nor chaining can affect the packet’s original network path
without control plane authorization, which only installs rules
compliant with the network routing policies.
Unauthorized operations. Unauthorized access to memory
and the attempt to invoke non-installed steering rules is iden-
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Application DPF Logic Memory Mapping Packet State Steering Chaining

KVS Cache [23] Cache-put/get/update Math Direct,Segment In/Out Return-to-sender ✓
Count-min sketch [9] Hash,Math Segment In/Out Optional

Load Balancer
LB1 (Beamer [40]) Hash Segment Out Dest. array

LB2 (Batch) Math Direct Dest. array
LB3 (RackSched [59]) Rand Segment Dest. array

Paxos [10] Leader Math Direct Out Mulitcast ✓
Acceptor Math Segment In/Out Mulitcast,Drop ✓

Table 2: Applications implemented using DPFs and the features they use.

tified by SwitchVM and can be reported to a control plane for
further handling.
Denial-of-service with recirculation. Packet recirculation is
not allowed by default, and can be limited to specific appli-
cations. Further, per-tenant rate limiting can be employed to
guarantee performance isolation between recirculated packets
of different tenants. In theory, packets can be recirculated
indefinitely, as expected from a Turing-complete system. This
can be prevented using per-packet recirculation counters, akin
to the concept of gas in blockchain smart contracts [6, 52], or
by re-purposing in-packet TTL counters.

4 Applications

We explain several complex applications we implement using
DPFs (Table 2). More use-cases supported by SwitchVM are
described in Appendix C.

4.1 Key-Value Store Cache
We implement an in-switch KVS cache, similar to Net-
Cache [23] with keys and values of 4B and 12B, respectively.

Frequently accessed keys are cached and returned upon
GET requests, while PUT requests invalidate the respective
cached entries. The installation and eviction of the entries
are performed by the control plane and orchestrated by the
auxiliary mapping data stored in the server using UPDATE
operations. The cache evictions are guided by hit-counters
and a count-min sketch [9] for frequently accessed keys.

Figure 3 summarizes the GET, PUT, and UPDATE opera-
tions. There are four DPFs (in boxes) in the application.

We implement a chain of two DPFs on the miss path. Specif-
ically, cache-get invokes count-min in case of a miss. The
DPFs are invoked in two pipes of the same switch, as our
prototype only runs on the ingress pipe. These DPFs make use
of most SwitchVM functions as explained next.
Data structures. Denote the cache size as k. We use direct
mapping for k memory elements in EU0 for mapping keys to
<valid-bit, index> tuples. The valid bit is reset when an entry
is invalidated. The index represents the virtual address where
the value for that key is stored. Additionally, a null segment
mapping maps all misses to a single invalid tuple. Values are

Client Sketch

count
min

Cache

get1

2

Client SketchCache

put

update
ServersServers

Figure 3: In-swtich key-value store cache implemented using
SwitchVM. 1 and 2 show the flow of cache hit and miss
respectively. Cache-get/put/update and count-min represent
DPFs and the pipeline they are executed on.

stored in 3 k-large segment-mapped arrays in EU2 using 4B
per entry, and a k-large array in EU3 for the hit counters.
Cache-get. The prolog POPs the requested key from the stack
and EU0 fetches the corresponding <valid-bit, index> tuple. A
BSET (branch-if-set) in EU1 computes AND between an MSB
one-hot mask (MSB set) and the tuple’s valid-bit and accesses
the tuple’s index upon a hit. On a hit, EU2 LOADs the 12B
value, and EU3 atomically increments the hit counter using
a FA-ADD instruction. The epilog PUSHs the key and value
onto the stack, executes a return-to-sender steering policy,
and drops the code section. On a miss, the epilog PUSHs the
key onto the stack and changes the DPF pointer in the packet
code header to point to the Count-Min DPF, and the packet
continues to the next switch pipe.
Cache-put. The prolog POPs the requested key from the stack
and EU0 performs a FA-AND operation with an MSB one-cold
(all but LSB set) mask to mark the entry as invalid. Invalidat-
ing a non-cached key is okay, since it is mapped to an invalid
entry anyway. The epilog PUSHs the key onto the packet stack,
and changes the code pointer to a default empty program entry.
The packet then continues to the next pipe which passes it as
is.
Cache-update. The server maintains the mappings of valid
keys and their corresponding tuple indices in the switch cache.
Upon the installation of a new key, the server sends the index
of a free tuple to the switch, alongside the key and the 12B
value. The prolog POPs these values from the stack, EU0 maps
the key to the new tuple, and marks the tuple as valid using
an FA-OR operation with an MSB one-hot mask. EU2 STOREs
the 12B value and the epilog executes a return-to-sender
operation and returns the packet as an ACK to the server.
Count-min sketch. The prolog extracts the key into first
three lanes using two PEEKs and a single POP operations. EU0
HASHes these lanes using three different hashing polynomials,
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and ANDs the results to acquire only the logk least significant
bits. EU1 use the results as indices for atomically increment-
ing three counters using FA-ADD instructions. EU2 and EU3
extract the MIN value from all three counters. The epilog
PUSHes the key and the frequency back into the packet.
Selective execution. This application demonstrates the use
of app_id token for selective DPF execution. The server uses
the cache-update DPF, which executes at the cache switch.
The DPF needs to pass through the sketch switch, but it should
not be executed there. However, the tenant_id is already con-
figured there for allowing the count-min DPF to execute. Thus,
we use a separate app_id token for the cache-update DPF and
configure it only in the caching switch. We use a different
app_id for all other DPFs.
Comparison to NetCache. The key/value bitwidth is limited
in SwitchVM, due to the small number of lanes. Therefore,
the amount of data that can be read from the packet is lim-
ited too. The number of entries in the cache is also limited
because we divide the memory between VLIW lanes equally.
Consequently, while NetCache supports up to 64K entries,
16B keys, and 128B values, SwitchVM can only support up
to 45K entries, 4B keys, and 12B values.

4.2 Load Balancer
We implement three switch-accelerated load balancers.
Load-agnostic LBs. We consider two policies. LB1 splits
the traffic by hashing a user-defined value, as previously sug-
gested by Beamer [40]. LB2 schedules batches of 1024 pack-
ets to each server using round-robin.
Load-aware LB (LB3). Traffic is split according to load on
the servers. Similar to RackSched [59], requests are forwarded
to the least loaded server using an in-switch scheduler that
implements a power-of-two-choices selection. Servers send
their loads by piggybacking on existing traffic (Figure 4).

For lack of space, we only explain the details of LB3 DPFs.
LB3 setup. Denote the number of servers as 2m. We store
two copies of the server loads in two segment-mapped arrays
of size 2m, each assigned to a different lane of EU1. Updates
are assured to be consistent between the two arrays due to the
RMT per-packet atomicity guarantees.
Client requests. The prolog RAND-omizes two registers. EU0
AND-s each register with a mask to achieve the m least signifi-
cant bits per register. The results indicate the indices of two
servers. Next, EU1 LOAD-s the values of the server-reported
loads, and performs a conditional branch using BGT. The se-
lected packet steering policy is based on the branch result.
Server responses. The prolog extracts the server index and
updates two registers using two PEEKs and two POPs. EU1
uses these indices to STORE the new load into the correspond-
ing array entries. The packets are not modified.
Comparison to RackSched/Beamer. LB1 and LB3 func-
tionalities are identical to those of Beamer [40] and
RackSched [59]. RackSched uses a different memory for each
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Update
Client Servers

Lead
Accept

1 2

Figure 4: 1 Load-aware load balancing. 2 In-network Paxos
acceleration with one leader switch and three acceptors.
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Figure 5: Program encoding for prologs, EUs, and epilogs.

server load, allowing it to use a single copy. This, however,
limits the number of supported servers to a few dozens.

4.3 Paxos
Paxos [29] is a consensus protocol in which clients agree on
one proposed value. Figure 4 shows how we use DPFs for an
in-network acceleration of Paxos, similar to P4xos [10]. The
leader is similar to NoPaxos [31]. Due to space limitations,
we provide the DPF descriptions in Appendix A.

5 Implementation

Our prototype targets Intel Tofino [19] and has four EUs,
each with four lanes. Each lane has up to 45K 32-bit memory
entries and 1.5K segment mappings. The first lane of each
EU has additional direct mappings, possibly to all registers.
Overall, each DPF can execute up-to 16 ALU and 16 Memory
operations. Permissions and forwarding tables have up to
32K entries each. It is possible to store up-to 4K in-switch
instructions of each type. Assuming each DPF uses at most a
single two-way branch, as is the case with our applications,
the switch can store up-to 2K entirely distinct DPFs. These
can be shared among tenants thanks to virtual memory and
instruction pointers. We highlight only the most interesting
aspects of the implementation for the lack of space.
Packet structure. DPFs are stored in an option field of the
Geneve encapsulation protocol [20]. It includes parser hints,
data used by SwitchVM, optional ingress and/or egress DPFs
and a data stack. If the stack is small (up to 16 entries) it can
be fully parsed with the encapsulated packet (up to layer 4).
Code header. The code header encodes the DPF program
(Figure 5). All fields have a default nop operation to be ig-
nored by the relevant unit. The SEL field determines where
to read register values from. The EXEC_OP and MEM_OP
fields dictate which operation should be executed by the ALU
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or Memory access. The CTRL field determines the DPF con-
trol flow. All SwitchVM components are implemented using
match-action tables. These tables effectively map the opcodes
to the actual execution logic.

We use the prolog unit as an example to show how code in
the header is translated into the actual execution. A unit with
four lanes is built with 8 match-action tables we call selectors,
and each initializes the value of a respective virtual regis-
ter. The value SEL[i] in the prolog code section determines
the source for initialization of the i-th register, i.e., the stack
(POP,PEEK) the metadata (LOAD_MD) or RAND. These opcodes
are used by the selector match-action table to initialize the re-
spective register. Semantically, the A registers are initialized
first, and the registers with lower indices are initialized before
those with higher ones.
Execution Unit. Each EU occupies two hardware pipeline
stages (Figure 2). In the first it executes register selection,
memory translation, and comparisons. The second runs ALU
operations, memory access and branching. Selection is im-
plemented similarly to the Prolog selection above, and it is
used to shuffle the registers between different lanes, use them
for hashing, and for loading immediate values. The ALUs are
per-lane match-action tables with the key being the operation
opcode, and the action simply performs the operation on the
respective register pair.
Memory Access. Direct and segmented mappings are done in
first stage of the EU, for each lane. We match on both tables,
but only at most one action is executed, giving priority to
the direct mapping. In addition to the address at the lane’s A
registers, each table accepts the tenant_id as an additional
matching key for isolation. The resulting physical address is
used to access the per-lane Tofino register in the next stage,
using the RegisterAction specified by the opcode.
Control Unit. In each EU, we can perform a single branch
operation based on evaluating a predicate on two registers. In
the first stage, we use comparison to compare two registers. In
the second stage we use the result to select code for execution
in the next EU. More details about the implementation of all
branching operations are found in Appendix D.

5.1 Resource Usage

The key optimization goal is to reduce the number of hardware
stages, hence our decision to use VLIW EUs. Permissions,
prolog, epilog and steering each requires one hardware stage,
whereas each execution unit takes up two. Since we have four
execution units, SwitchVM uses all 12 stages of Tofino-1.

Appendix B reports total resource consumption of our
SwitchVM prototype, which we summarize here. Our pro-
totype utilizes 57% of available SRAM, due to having the
memory access only at the second stage of the two-stage EU.
We use the 41% of the TCAM for virtual memory mappings
and the control flow units. We utilize 64% of the PHV con-
tainers, used to mainly to carry the in-packet parsed DPF code

through the pipeline.
The primary constraint on expanding the EU size is the

number of logical tables (73%) and available action instruc-
tion memory (85%) within each stage. Tofino’s design is
geared towards a small number of large tables capable of exe-
cuting wide actions, i.e., ones that can modify many header
fields simultaneously. In contrast, SwitchVM would bene-
fit from a large number of small tables with narrow actions.
Tofino-2 has 20 stages, which can be utilized for doubling the
number of EUs from 4 to 8, implementing P4 extensions, or
for handling standard data-center networking operations. We
note that we were able to compile eight 2-way VLIW EUs for
Tofino-2, but increasing the number of ways failed to compile
due to a compiler bug.

As mentioned earlier, the switch can store a maximum of
2K distinct DPFs. These can be safely shared among tenants
because they use virtual memory. However, certain resources
that cannot be shared may limit the number of co-located
tenants. These include the number of direct and segmented
mappings in each EU, total memory per EU, and the overall
number of forwarding rules.

Appendix B offers more details on the resource usage by
the concrete DPFs we implemented in our prototype. The
number of distinct co-resident DPFs of the same type depends
on the resource usage of each DPF. For example, a single
key-value cache can accommodate up to 45K keys, but the
number of isolated key-value cache instances is capped at
2K, regardless of the cache size, because of the limit on the
number segmented mappings. Similarly, the total memory
capacity directly impacts the number of co-resident DPFs. On
the other hand, some of the scalability limits can be increased
via a more sophisticated implementation of SwitchVM, e.g.,
by implementing direct mappings on additional lanes.

This factor should be carefully considered, as highlighted
in previous research [60].
Deployment. It is often desirable to combine the execution
of SwitchVM with traditional networking functions, such as
a regular switch. Indeed, we implement a simple L3 switch
on the same pipeline. However, relatively high resource us-
age of SwitchVM may complicate colocation with resource-
intensive P4 programs. To this end, we propose three practical
deployment options: (1) Leveraging additional pipeline stages
of Tofino-2, where 12 stages can be used for SwitchVM and
the rest 8 stages for other data-plane functions. (2) In a multi-
pipe switch, dedicating a separate pipe for SwitchVM at the
cost of reduced bandwidth. (3) Employing SwitchVM as a
discrete in-network computing appliance, in line with the
existing proposals for stateful network function disaggrega-
tion [1].

5.2 Limitations
Design limitations. First, by choosing the language-level vir-
tualization approach, SwitchVM introduces non-negligible
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resource overheads which increase the resource consump-
tion and constrain the generality of the functions that can
be implemented on top. We believe that this is a viable de-
sign point, however, as many in-network computing functions,
e.g., eBPFs, require a fairly limited functionality. Second,
SwitchVM is tailored for in-network computing and not for
general data-plane programmability. This specialization facil-
itates implementing the security sandbox, which restricts the
packet headers exposed to DPFs and constrains the effect of
the DPFs on the packet network behavior. The downside of
this design choice is that DPFs cannot be used to implement
new network protocols, for example.
RMT-related constraints. First, to guarantee performance
isolation, RMT-based switches require a DPF to fit within a
single pipeline pass. This requirement places a hard upper
limit on the DPF size. In contrast, CPU-based dRMT archi-
tectures could allow longer DPFs at the expense of gradual
performance degradation. Second, RMT switches parse the
entire packet prior to processing, necessitating the use of a
uniform packet structure for all tenants. Since in SwitchVM
the access to packet headers is virtualized, DPFs cannot access
the headers, unless dedicated P4 extensions are incorporated
during compile time, as discussed in §3.7.
Prototype. We do not yet have a compiler for DPFs, so they are
implemented in assembly, using a Python framework for code
construction. Further, SwitchVM cannot run on both egress
and ingress pipelines due to the limitations of the egress parser
in Tofino-1. Last, our control-plane APIs and the client API
for using DPFs in applications are rather immature, and the
Recirculation rate-limiting logic is not implemented.

6 Evaluation

We aim to highlight the following SwitchVM characteristics:

1. Strong performance isolation among tenants;
2. Runtime programmability behavior without interference

when adding/removing tenants;
3. Low latency and bandwidth overheads;
4. End-to-end performance in applications equivalent to P4

baselines.

We emphasize that SwitchVM was compiled once and never
modified throughout all the experiments.

6.1 Methodology
Setup. We use a dual-socket machine with Intel Xeon Silver
4216@2.1 GHz CPU with 188 GB of RAM and connect it
to a 3.2Tbps Intel Tofino switch (EdgeCore Wedge 100BF-
32X) via two two-port 100G NICS (Intel E810-C). Unless
stated otherwise, the packet generator and the receiver server
use different NIC ports and run on different sockets. Hyper-
threading and power saving are disabled for consistent results.
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Figure 6: A load-aware load balancer using SwitchVM. (a)
SwitchVM demonstrates negligible end-to-end latency over-
heads compared to RackSched in P4 [59]. (b) SwitchVM
changes the load-balancer scheduling policy at times t = 6,12
without any request delays or packet drops.

Packet generator and receiver. Microbenchmarks were per-
formed using Cisco TRex traffic generator [8] (DPDK-based).
End-to-end applications are implemented using DPDK. Un-
less stated otherwise, packets are encapsulated using the Gen-
eve protocol [20] for simulating data center environments.

6.2 End-to-End Applications
We show SwitchVM performance using the Load Balancer
and KV store cache applications from §4.

6.2.1 Load-Aware Load Balancer

Our environment consists of two servers that execute the
requests of a single client. We compare our implementation
to the RackSched [59], a load-aware load balancer written
in P4. We use the original RackSched implementation for
clients, servers and the P4 scheduler. To run with DPFs we
slightly modify the client and servers. Additionally, we add
a dummy payload to RachSched original packets to mimic
the bandwidth overheads of Geneve encapsulation protocol
in SwitchVM, but without performing encapsulation itself to
avoid intrusive P4 code changes.

As in RackSched, we run a synthetic workload with a bi-
modal request processing distribution (5µs and 50µs, for 90%
and 10% of the requests respectively). We measure the me-
dian and the 99-percentile latency as a function of the load for
three systems: the original RackSched, SwitchVM using in-
switch DPF, and a client-based implementation that randomly
selects a server for each request.
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Figure 6a shows no latency difference compared to the
P4-only baseline for up to 180K requests/s for the median
latency, and up to 15% overheads in the 99% latency for
higher rates. We believe, however, that the overhead is not
related to the in-switch processing (which shows no sensitivity
to load as we see in microbenchmarks), but is an artifact of the
increased server load due to the Geneve encapsulation used
in SwitchVM. Regardless of these artifacts, the use of DPFs
improves the client-only implementation latency by 1.4× and
2.4× at maximum throughput.
In-place policy replacement. Unlike RackSched, SwitchVM
can easily replace its scheduling policy without suffering
from packet loss due to switch reconfiguration. We show this
by dynamically modifying the scheduling policy from batch-
round robin to the load-aware power-of-two-choices policy
and back (§4). Figure 6b demonstrates the end-to-end median
and the 99-th percentile latency as observed by the client.
At t = 6 and t = 12 the policy is altered without the client
having to stop. These results clearly demonstrate the power
of SwitchVM to react to different network conditions with
full application transparency.

6.2.2 In-Switch Cache for Key-Value Stores

We connect one client to a server and use two switch pipes,
i.e., each pipe acts as an independent switch. SwitchVM runs
a chain of two DPFs that act similarly to NetCache [23].

We demonstrate SwitchVM end-to-end latency for GET
operations under abrupt changes in the key distribution (hot-in
in [23]) and a constant TX throughput. The client sends 10K
requests per-second (10 Kpps) while targeting a set of 128
keys that repeatedly changed every 10 seconds. The server
periodically collects the most frequently accessed keys from
a count-min sketch [9] implemented in DPF, then caches the
128 most frequent keys in the in-switch cache. Cache hits and
sketch counters are cleared every 5 seconds.

Figure 7 reports the median and the 99th percentile of
the requests’ end-to-end latency. The periodic key changes
induces cache misses that redirect the requests to the server,
as evident from the momentary latency spikes.

This experiment shows the power of DPFs to implement
complex in-network accelerated applications.

6.3 Microbenchmarks
Similar to previous works [23], we simulate a fully loaded
switch using a snake configuration, where two ports are con-
nected to the traffic generator and to the receiver server while
all remaining ports are connected to each other in pairs. Un-
less states otherwise, we use MTU-size packets (1500B).
Throughput vs. latency. We compare SwitchVM perfor-
mance to a standard L3 forwarding application implemented
in P4. SwitchVM invokes a private counter DPF that incre-
ments a counter stored in switch memory, similar to the leader
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Figure 7: NetCache-like cache for key-value store imple-
mented with DPFs. Latency spikes reflect cache misses due to
an abrupt change in the hot-key working set. As the cache is
re-populated with new hot keys the latency drops.
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Figure 8: Throughput vs. per-port median latency using
1.5KB MTU-size packets. L3 fwd shows the smallest latency
of a functional switch.

DPF used in Paxos (§4).
We compare the performance of three ways to invoke a

DPF: in-switch, in-packet, and in-switch default DPF that has
no bandwidth overheads.

Direct measurements of per-port latency were too noisy
due to sub-µs values. Instead, we calculate the average per-
port latency as follows. First, we measure the median latency
from the generator to the receiver after passing through the
switch in the snake configuration. Next, we obtain the median
latency from the generator to the receiver using a single pass,
and subtract the two to cancel the latency of the server and
client machines. We then divide the result by 31, which is the
number of additional times the packet traverses the switch in
the snake configuration.

Figure 8 shows that the switch approaches its maximum
throughput (3.14Tbps) at about the same latency for all in-
vocation techniques. As expected, L3 forwarding has lower
latency, all three ways to invoke DPFs perform the same.
Performance isolation. We demonstrate the performance
isolation among tenants by running five network flows which
together achieve the maximum aggregate switch bandwidth.
Among these, there are four flows, each with its own DPF,
and a base flow that does not invoke any. We measure the
throughput per DPF at the receiver. We start with a single flow
and gradually add more to see if there is any interference
between them. No measurable interference was observed;
neither among the DPFs nor with the other traffic (Figure 9a).
Scalability. We measure SwitchVM tenant reconfiguration
performance by scaling the number of served tenants. We use
the private counter DPF again, with in-packet code. Note that
for a given amount of required resources, the DPF code has
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Figure 9: (a) SwitchVM demonstrates strong performance
isolation between different DPFs and a base flow without DPF
invocation. (b) Aggregate receive throughput vs. the number
of tenants, each having its own DPF and a private switch state.
Packets of unauthorized tenants are dropped. Base represents
the background traffic not using DPFs.

no effect on scalability, therefore this experiment is represen-
tative for the case when each tenant executes her own DPF
(Figure 9a).

We start by dynamically adding tenants in batches of 350
tenants per second until reaching 30K tenants, then removing
them at the same rate. The process invokes the control plane
API to authorize execution of DPFs for the respective tenants,
and allocates the private state in the switch (or deauthorizes
and deallocates state upon tenant removal). For the purpose
of this experiment, SwitchVM is configured to drop packets
that attempt to run a DPF that has not been authorized.

The packet generator constantly sends packets for all the
tenants at 80% line rate. The remaining bandwidth is occupied
by packets that do not invoke any DPF. We measure the total
bandwidth at the receiver. Initially, tenants are not authorized
to run any DPF, so all the packets but those not invoking DPFs
are dropped, as expected (Figure 9b). Once the tenants are
authorized to run, the aggregate bandwidth grows until all the
30K tenants are authorized. Symmetrically, the tenants are
gradually removed in the second part.

This experiment shows that SwitchVM scales to up to 30K
tenants with strong performance isolation and without measur-
able interference. A similar experiment with in-switch code,
instead of in-packet, shows the same results. Note however
that in this case the amount of different DPFs (shared across
tenants) is limited to 2K, assuming each DPF has at most a
single branch instruction. For comparison, compiler-based
approaches for merging P4 programs [41,50,58], and runtime
reconfigurable switches [53] can only scale to a handful of
co-resident in-switch applications.
DPF bandwidth overheads. Figure 10a reports the additional
header size required for a representative DPF application. This
overhead translates to a reduction in the effective bandwidth
of the system (goodput) as a function of the packet size.

Figure 10b shows the maximal achievable throughput per
packet size for different DPF invocation mechanisms. Natu-
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Figure 10: (a) Packet overheads for DPFs. (b) Receive side
throughput as a function of the packet size.

rally, the throughput is lower for smaller packets but eventu-
ally converges to 99% of the line-rate for all types, at MTU-
size packets. Small in-packet DPFs impose packet parsing
overheads that reduce the receive-side throughput.

7 Related Work

P4 virtualization. Several prior works focus on virtualization
of the data-plane at the P4-level. HyPer4 [17] and HyperVDP
[56] use a hypervisor P4 program that emulates other P4
programs, thus incurring significant overheads that limit these
approaches to software and FPGA targets. SwitchVM offers a
more efficient virtualized ISA that is optimized for in-network
computing.
In-switch programming abstractions. Several works im-
plement application-specific in-switch primitives that can be
composed at runtime to implement certain in-switch applica-
tions. DIP [51] proposes in-switch primitives combined using
in-packet recipes for implementing network layer protocols.
NetRPC [57] offers primitives that can be composed via an
in-switch recipe to implement a few popular in-network ap-
plications. Their primitives, however, are tailored to specific
tasks. Moreover, their multitenancy is limited to a few dozens
of concurrent applications of a few types. SwitchVM is more
general and flexible, and scales to thousands of tenants exe-
cuting arbitrary DPFs.
Compile-time merge. P4Visor [58], PRIME [41], SPEED [7]
and [50] propose merging p4 programs before compilation.
This has the potential of providing multitenancy, but is limited
to only a few applications due to logic partitioning. In addi-
tion, changing the set of applications requires recompilation
and switch reconfiguration and disrupts the switch traffic.
New architectures. Menshen [49] proposes an extension
of the RMT architecture for data-plane multitenancy at the
P4 level. Their solution adds a hardware indirection layer
to allow running per-tenant packet processing logic on each
packet, ensuring cross-tenant isolation using a specialized
trusted compiler. SwitchVM also adds an indirection layer
with its virtual ISA, with the key difference that it allows se-
cure execution of untrusted DPFs thanks to runtime checks.
P4VBox [44], MTPSA [46] and [28] propose new hardware
architectures for data-plane virtualization. These architectures
allow spatial partitioning of the resources between different
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hot-pluggable applications. However, they are currently lim-
ited to FPGA targets as they require hardware modifications,
and they cannot scale beyond tens of programs. In contrast,
SwitchVM runs on commodity switches and can scale to
thousands of DPFs.
Runtime programmability. FlexCore [53] and IPSA [15],
propose a runtime programmable dRMT architecture that
allows changing functionality without causing traffic dis-
ruptions. These works do not discuss inter-tenant isolation.
SwitchVM naturally offers runtime programmability since
changing programs is equivalent to installing match-action
entries. HW modification proposals [44, 46, 49] naturally in-
tegrate runtime programmability, a necessity for ensuring
performance isolation across tenants.
In-network computing as a service. Several works discuss
the isolation requirements [28, 46, 49, 50] for allowing multi-
tenancy of programmable switches in data centers. Runtime
memory allocation was proposed in [50, 60] to allow chang-
ing memory allocation between tenants. SwitchVM allows
implementing such allocation policies due to virtual memory.
Multi-core switches. Multicore switches, e.g., Juniper’s Trio
[38] and NVIDIA’s Spectrum [39], follow a more conven-
tional Von Neumann hardware architecture, rather than the
dataflow type architecture of RMT switches. SwitchVM can
be seen as a compatibility layer that allows architecture-
independent network function development, but we leave
adaptation of SwitchVM for such targets for future work.
These architectures differ substantially from RMT, and there-
fore might require different design considerations.

RMT switches feature a simple programming abstraction,
where packets execute a sequence of match-action tables,
such that each packet appears to execute to completion before
the next packet processing starts. CPU-based switches on the
other hand are more versatile, which potentially makes them
better suited for complex in-network applications. In partic-
ular, they offer gradual performance degradation for longer
programs, as opposed to the RMT pipelines that either fail
to run or require coarse-grained packet recirculation. Addi-
tionally, CPU-based switches can potentially achieve higher
scalability by utilizing a memory hierarchy, in contrast to
the use of stage-local memory in RMT pipelines. However,
achieving line-rate processing and performance isolation be-
tween co-resident programs on CPU-based switches is much
more challenging, and cannot be generally guaranteed.
Deployment. Harmony [2] and HIRE [3] discuss the manage-
ment implications and scheduling requirements of multitenant
in-network computing. SwitchVM’s scalability reduces the
complexity of these management tasks as it makes migrating
programs between switches more efficient.
Active Networks. The idea of embedding code into pack-
ets for in-network execution dates back to Active Net-
works [45,47,48]. Active networks allow users of a shared in-
frastructure to inject customized packet processing programs
into network nodes, primarily driven by the desire to intro-

duce new networking services on a per-user basis. SwitchVM
can be viewed as a version of active networks for multi-tenant
in-network computing within a data center. A key difference,
however, is that SwitchVM establishes clear privilege separa-
tion between the network’s operator and its users, sidestepping
the security and management issues associated with active
networks. The in-packet state management we implement in
SwitchVM is inspired by tiny packet programs [21]. TPPs
do not consider multitenancy and isolation and are focused
primarily on telemtery applications.

In a concurrent work, ActiveRMT [12, 13] proposes a
capsule-based active networking approach with a shared
runtime for interpreting small in-packet programs. Simi-
larly to SwitchVM, ActiveRMT also enables per-packet re-
programmability, with the primary goal of improving in-
switch memory utilization for multiple programs. Despite
this similarity, ActiveRMT pursues different goals which fur-
ther dictate different design choices, and make it less suitable
for our purposes. First, the in-switch memory in ActiveRMT
is segmented, rather than virtualized as in SwitchVM. As a
result, in-switch program deployment and sharing available in
SwitchVM cannot be easily supported, incurring bandwidth
overheads due to in-packet code header and preventing ser-
vice chaining natively supported in DPFs. Another implication
is that, unlike in SwitchVM, in-switch memory reallocation
requires updating all the tenants affected by it, impeding scal-
ability in a multi-tenant system. Further, ActiveRMT design
relies heavily on packet recirculations, which SwitchVM ex-
plicitly strives to minimize in order to enjoy atomic in-switch
state update, reduce bandwidth overheads, and achieve strict
performance isolation. Last, ActiveRMT does not support
variable-size in-packet state, so it complicates its use in multi-
switch applications such as in-network telemetry.

8 Conclusion

SwitchVM enables data center tenants to build in-network
accelerated applications by securely deploying and executing
Data Plane Filters on programmable switches. SwitchVM
supports concurrent execution of thousands of DPFs while
offering strong performance, state and fault isolation. We
show SwitchVM’s ability to build complex applications and
experimentally demonstrate its performance and scalability.
We envision that SwitchVM will open new opportunities for
in-network accelerated applications in data centers.
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A The Paxos DPFs
We focus on two DPFs that correspond to Paxos’s second
phase messages.
Leader. This DPF requires a single directly mapped counter
that can be placed in either lane of any EU. Upon packet
arrival, the EU increments the counter using a FA-ADD in-
struction. Next, the epilog PUSHes the register value onto the
packet stack alongside the Paxos round number, which is a
constant zero for the fast-path phase of Paxos. The epilog
also changes the program counter to the acceptor DPF and
performs multicast steering action to send the packet to all
acceptors.

Resource Utilization

Exact match Xbar 24%
Ternary match Xbar 20%

TCAM 41%
SRAM 57%

Hash bit units 49%
Hash distribution units 72%

Gateways 17%
Action instruction memory 85%

Logical tables 73%
Normal PHV containers 64%

Table 3: SwitchVM resource utilization on Tofino-1 with 4
EUs and 4 lanes per EU.

Acceptor. Three n-sized arrays are allocated; one in EU0,
two in EU2. The first array holds a list of Paxos round values
per proposition. Similarly, the second and third arrays hold
the most recent value and the Paxos vround value for each
proposition, respectively.

The prolog POP-s the value proposition, its index i (i < n),
and the round number from the packet stack. EU0 performs
an atomic fetch and max (FA-MAX) between the locally saved
ith instance’s round number and the one extracted from the
packet. Next, EU1 compares these two values. If the local
round number is larger than that of the packet, the packet
is dropped. Otherwise, EU2 updates the ith vround entry to
hold the new round value and alters the ith value to the one
suggested by the packet. Then, the epilog multicast-s the
packet to all learners.
Comparison to P4xos and NoPaxos. The leader is func-
tionally identical to NoPaxos. Constraints similar to the ones
presented for the KVS application (§4.1) limit the values to
4B, compared to 32B in P4xos.

B Resource Usage

Table 3 reports total resource consumption of the SwitchVM
prototype. Table 4 shows the resource consumption of various
DPFs in terms of SwitchVM resources.

C Additional Applications

Tiny Packet Programs. SwitchVM extends Tiny Packet Pro-
grams (TPP) [21] with the ability to do complex computations
instead of a handful of simple instructions. This allows, for
example, aggregation of the maximal hop latency along the
path instead of collecting the samples into the packet.
Distributed coordination. A small amount of stateful mem-
ory can be used for implementing several distributed latency-
sensitive coordination tasks, including leader election, aggre-
gation, and distributed barriers.
NetChain. NetChain [22] performs in-network coordination
between switches. It requires similar functionalities as in
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App EU0 EU1 EU2 EU3 FWDDir Seg Mem Dir Seg Mem Dir Seg Mem Dir Seg Mem
Cache k k 3 3k 1 k 1
Sketch 3 3k
LB1 3 3k 1 1 k
LB3 2 2k k

Leader 1 1 1
Acceptor 1 k 1 2 2k+1 1

Available total 45K 6K 180K 45K 6K 180K 45K 6K 180K 45K 6K 180K 32K

Table 4: SwitchVM resource consumption for various DPFs. k stands for the size of each DPF (top to bottom): number of cached
keys, number of counters in sketch, number of servers, number of servers, N/A, number of value propositions.

Paxos and NetCache, both already implemented. Source rout-
ing can be performed using the in-packet data stack.
Complex functions. Turing-completeness allows building
arbitrary functions using packet recirculation and the code-
pointer changing mechanism. For example, one can imple-
ment bubble sort in a few DPFs, i.e., element swapping DPF,
comparison DPF, and an iterator DPF.
Fast-path/slow-path. By adding mirroring capabilities to the
steering module, complex data-plane operations can split the
traffic to fast-/slow-paths. For example, all packets execute
a DPF that selects which packets to mirror at egress while
changing their code pointer to a slow-path DPF, which may
be a complex Turing-complete program.

D Control Unit Implementation

We now describe how the control logic parses the DPF fields
and changes the execution flow. The DPF fields that are
taken into account in the control unit are CTRL_OP, PC_TAKEN,
PC_NTAKEN, SEL_OP1, SEL_OP2, IMM_OP1 and IMM_OP2. We
refer the reader to Figure 5 for a complete list of the DPF fields.
PC_TAKEN and PC_NTAKEN contain pointers to the next execu-
tion unit’s instruction, or for the epilog code in the last EU.
It can point to either an in-packet instruction, or an in-switch
one.

Figure 11 provides an overview of the control logic. At first,
the operands are acquired based on the SEL_OP1 and SEL_OP2
fields. Each of these fields may either represent a register in-
dex or denote that an immediate value should be loaded from
one of the IMM_OP fields. After obtaining the operands they
get compared using five operators (CMP component in Fig-
ure 11): bitwise-AND, bitwise-XOR, saturated-subtraction,
sign-operand1, and sign-operand2. The outcome is a vector
that holds the results of all operations.

Next, a branch resolution unit takes the CTRL_OP data-field
for determining the next program-counter value. This is per-
formed using a TCAM selection that finds the first matching
result and acts according to the output action, effectively
implementing a long if-else-if operation. Depending on the
result, the code for the next stage is loaded from either the
packet or the stage local instruction memory. The table is
configured as follows (underscores represent don’t-cares):

table branch_tbl {
key = {

ctrl_op : ternary;
bitwise_and : ternary;
bitwise_xor : ternary;
sat_sub: ternary;
oprnd1_sign : ternary;
oprnd2_sign : ternary;

}
entries = {

(HALT, _, _, _, _, _) : halt();
(JMP, _, _, _, _, _) : taken();
(BSET, 0, _, _, _, _) : not_taken();
(BSET, _, _, _, _, _) : taken();
(BEQ, _, 0, _, _, _) : taken();
(BEQ, _, _, _, _, _) : not_taken();
(_, _, 0, _, _, _) : not_taken();
(BLT, _, _, 0, _, _) : taken();
(BGT, _, _, 0, _, _) : not_taken();
(BGT, _, _, _, _, _) : taken();
(BSLT, _, _, 0, 0, 0) : taken();
(BSLT, _, _, 0, 1, 1) : taken();
(BSLT, _, _, _, 1, 0) : taken();
(BSGT, _, _, _, 0, 1) : taken();
(BSGT, _, _, 0, 0, 0) : not_taken();
(BSGT, _, _, _, 0, 0) : taken();
(BSGT, _, _, 0, 1, 1) : not_taken();
(BSGT, _, _, _, 1, 1) : taken();
(_, _, _, _, _, _) : not_taken();

}
}

HALT stops the execution, JMP unconditionally choose the
instruction at PC_TAKEN for the next stage, all others op-
codes implement conditional branches by choosing between
PC_TAKEN and PC_NTAKEN based on the comparison result.
BEQ checks for equality, BLT and BGT check of less-than and
great-than inequalities of unsigned integers, BSLT and BSGT
are their signed counterparts, BSET performs a bitwise-and
between the operands and compares it to zero. Due to the
use of two-way branches, we can achieve more functionality
by swapping PC_TAKEN and PC_NTAKEN. For example, to im-
plement a less-than-equal branch we can use a greater-than
branch with swapped PC targets.

2L

oprand2
Selection

oprand1
Selection

compare

Branch
Resolution

CTRL_OP
taken

IMEM

A[L:1]
B[L:1]

C[2]
CMP
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B[L:1]

C[2]

PKT_OPT1

PKT_OPT2
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Next
Code
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CTRL_OP

Figure 11: Overview of SwitchVM control unit.
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Abstract
Large Language Models (LLMs) have presented impressive
performance across several transformative tasks. However, it
is non-trivial to efficiently utilize large-scale cluster resources
to develop LLMs, often riddled with numerous challenges
such as frequent hardware failures, intricate parallelization
strategies, and imbalanced resource utilization. In this paper,
we present an in-depth characterization study of a six-month
LLM development workload trace collected from our GPU
datacenter Acme. Specifically, we investigate discrepancies
between LLMs and prior task-specific Deep Learning (DL)
workloads, explore resource utilization patterns, and identify
the impact of various job failures. Our analysis summarizes
hurdles we encountered and uncovers potential opportuni-
ties to optimize systems tailored for LLMs. Furthermore, we
introduce our system efforts: (1) fault-tolerant pretraining,
which enhances fault tolerance through LLM-involved failure
diagnosis and automatic recovery. (2) decoupled scheduling
for evaluation, which achieves timely performance feedback
via trial decomposition and scheduling optimization.

1 Introduction
Over the years, advances in LLMs have attracted significant
attention from both academia and industry owing to their
impressive performance and capabilities, such as ChatGPT
[2] and GitHub Copilot [3]. However, due to their immense
model sizes and extensive data demands, training such models
necessitates a substantial computational infrastructure with
thousands of accelerators [27, 68]. Hence, it is a common
practice for tech companies and cloud providers to build large-
scale GPU clusters to facilitate LLM development, especially
after the popularity of ChatGPT. Nevertheless, it is non-trivial
to perform efficient LLM development on such high-cost
infrastructure. Developers often confront numerous issues
and challenges, including frequent hardware failures [64, 96],
intricate parallelization strategies [68, 113], unstable training
progress [1, 110], long queuing delay [104], etc.

Developing LLMs is closely intertwined with the support
of GPU clusters in various aspects. A thorough analysis of
cluster workloads is essential for comprehending challenges
and uncovering opportunities in designing systems tailored

*Equal Contribution.

for LLMs. However, many conclusions and implications from
existing DL workloads analysis works [38, 45, 97], conducted
before the rise of LLMs, are not applicable to LLM develop-
ment. This is primarily due to the divergent characteristics
and requirements of LLMs:
(1) Paradigm Transition. DL workloads generally follow
a task-specific paradigm that trains the model on domain-
specific data to tackle a particular task (e.g., translation [18]).
In contrast, LLMs follow an emerging paradigm that performs
self-supervised training on broad data to generate a foundation
model [19] and further adapts to a wide range of downstream
tasks. This shift signifies a substantial divergence in the model
development pipeline (e.g., pretraining [85], alignment [37])
and workload characteristics from prior DL workloads (§2.1).
(2) Tailored Software Stack. To accommodate the enormous
model size of LLMs, a series of systems implement advanced
techniques to optimize the execution of LLMs. For instance,
Deepspeed [79], Megatron [68] and Alpa [113] accelerate
the training via hybrid parallelism or state-sharding optimizer.
As for model serving, Orca [104] and vLLM [51] improve
throughput via iteration scheduling or memory management.
(3) Unified Architecture. Prior DL workloads usually employ
various model architectures (e.g., CNN [54], RNN [18]) to ad-
dress diverse tasks. In contrast, LLMs commonly embrace the
Transformer [93] architecture, like BERT [31], GPT-3 [20],
LLaMA [91] and PaLM [27]. The architectural homogeneity
suggests a high level of uniformity in the LLM development
pipeline and similarity across different datacenters.

To bridge this gap, we present an in-depth study of our
operational experiences in the datacenter Acme of Shanghai
AI Laboratory. It houses two distinct clusters, Seren and
Kalos, dedicated to LLM development and equipped with
4,704 A100 GPUs in total. Our analysis draws upon traces
collected over a six-month period from March to August 2023,
encompassing scheduler logs, infrastructure monitoring data,
failure logs, and fine-grained profiling data. Our key findings
and identified challenges can be summarized as follows:
• Shorter Job Duration and Unfair Queuing Delay. In
contrast to the common stereotype that LLM workloads are
usually long-term, the workloads in our datacenter exhibit
2.7∼12.8× shorter average job duration compared to the
DL workloads in previous traces [38, 45, 97]. This can be
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attributed to the presence of numerous short-term tasks such
as evaluation. In terms of job queuing delay, our findings
also diverge from previous DL traces that larger-scale jobs
experience longer wait times. We observe that evaluation jobs,
despite being short-term and small-scale, have the longest
queuing delay. This discrepancy stems from reserving the
majority of resources for pretraining jobs to minimize their
queuing delays. Evaluation jobs are scheduled with a lower
priority, utilizing the limited spare resources.
• Imbalanced Resource Usage. The imbalance is manifested
in two aspects. Firstly, in terms of workload distribution, pre-
training jobs only account for 3.2% of the total job count but
consume 94.0% of the whole compute resource (i.e., GPU
time) in Kalos. Conversely, evaluation jobs, despite constitut-
ing 92.9% of all jobs, only utilize a meager 0.8% of resources.
Secondly, when looking at infrastructure utilization, we find
that associated resources including CPU, host memory, and
network, are frequently underutilized. In contrast, the GPU, as
the primary resource, shows high utilization rates. Both GPU
memory and GPU utilization exhibit substantially higher me-
dian values at 75% (60GB) and 99% respectively in Kalos,
as opposed to the 10% and 4% observed in PAI [97]. These
observations corroborate that LLMs are computationally and
memory intensive. It also implies that GPU-sharing-based
techniques [40, 98, 99, 106] may not be suitable for LLMs.
• Long GPU Idle Time in Evaluation Workload. Our
profiling of evaluation workloads reveals substantial under-
utilization of GPU resources at various stages. For example,
the evaluation job on HumanEval consumes 29.5% of its time
for model loading and data preprocessing, and an additional
19.0% is spent conducting synthesized program correctness
tests. As a result, only half of the time is dedicated to GPU
inference, leading to long queuing delays in evaluation trials.
• Frequent Job Failures. We find various errors primarily
occur at the beginning of LLM workloads, leading to fast
job termination. However, infrastructure failures, which are
common in long-term pretraining jobs, significantly impede
training efficiency. Therefore, prompt diagnosis and recovery
from these failures are crucial to enhance training efficiency.

Based on our characterization study, we identify several
challenges encountered during the LLM development, such
as unstable training progress, remote storage bottleneck and
delayed feedback on model performance. To tackle these is-
sues, we consolidate the insights gained from our operational
experience and build two systems that are integrated into our
LLM framework to improve development robustness and effi-
ciency. Firstly, to mitigate the frequent failure problem, we
establish a system to achieve fault-tolerant pretraining. It
incorporates three key designs: (1) achieving frequent model
saving through asynchronous checkpointing, (2) identifying
the root causes of various failures through a combination of
heuristic rules and LLM, (3) employing a holistic detection
toolkit to pinpoint fault nodes and automatically restart train-
ing from properly saved checkpoint. It accelerates checkpoint-
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Figure 1: Overview of the LLM development pipeline.

ing by 3.6∼58.7× and significantly reduces manual interven-
tion. Secondly, we develop a system that performs decoupled
scheduling for evaluation to provide developers with timely
feedback on model quality. It not only resolves the remote
model loading contention issue via decoupled model retrieval
but also minimizes GPU idle time via decoupling the metric
computation process. It further leverages the prior knowl-
edge and flexibility of datasets to balance workload across all
GPUs. Our experiment shows that it can reduce the evaluation
makespan by up to 1.8×.

We believe the observations and insights derived from our
datacenter do not stand in isolation. Our traces are publicly
available at https://github.com/InternLM/AcmeTrace.
We also release our system code and models (Appendix C).
We hope these resources and lessons can benefit researchers in
optimizing LLM systems as well as GPU cluster management.

2 Background
2.1 LLM Development Pipeline
Distinguished from task-specific DL models, LLMs follow an
emerging paradigm that performs self-supervised training on
broad data and further adapts to a wide range of downstream
tasks [19]. The development of LLMs necessitates the use of
extensive computational infrastructure due to their substantial
model size (comprising billions of parameters) and the vast
amount of training data involved. Figure 1 depicts the com-
prehensive LLM development pipeline, encompassing five
distinct stages (blue blocks) that span from scratch to service
(follow blue arrows). The grey circular arrow indicates that
the pretraining stage enables periodical alignment and evalua-
tion to assess intermediate models and adjust configuration
on the fly. We explain each stage as follows:
Data Preparation. The initial stage involves gathering and
preprocessing the training data, which can be categorized
into two parts: (1) pretraining data, consisting of extensive
unlabeled corpora obtained from public or private sources
and curated through processes like detoxification and dedu-
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Cluster #CPUs #GPUs Mem(GB) Network #Nodes

Seren
128 8

1,024 1×200Gb/s 286
Kalos 2,048 5×200Gb/s 302

Table 1: Summary of per-node specification and cluster scale
for two independent LLM clusters in Acme.

plication; (2) alignment data, comprising a smaller set of
high-quality labeled corpora used to align the model with spe-
cific tasks. This data is typically acquired through expensive
human annotation or labeling [71]. Besides, all the data must
be tokenized to ensure compatibility with the model’s input.
Pretraining. It involves self-supervised training on large-
scale curated data, demanding a majority of resources within
the overall development workflow. Training LLMs efficiently
at scale necessitates various system innovations, such as state-
sharding optimizers [79], meticulous model placement using
data, pipeline, and tensor parallelisms [67, 68, 113].
Alignment. This stage aims to adapt LLMs with user intent
on a wide range of downstream tasks. Two primary align-
ing paradigms are commonly used: (1) prompt engineering,
specifying prompts (i.e., inputs) without modifying model
parameters. For example, in text summarization, appending a
prompt TL; DR to the input article can improve model per-
formance [78]; (2) fine-tuning, updating model parameters on
a task-specific dataset to improve performance in a particular
domain. Additionally, reinforcement learning from human
feedback (RLHF) [71] further enhances the alignment effect,
and parameter-efficient techniques like LoRA [37] have been
proposed to reduce the cost of fine-tuning.
Evaluation. Given the vast application scenarios of LLM,
it may be inaccurate to assess model quality solely based
on a single metric like training loss. There are numerous
factors to consider, such as accuracy, fairness, and toxicity
[58]. Consequently, it is crucial to account for a diverse set
of criteria and measure performance across multiple tasks
[22]. Furthermore, regular evaluation is essential during the
pretraining stage to provide timely feedback on model quality.
Deployment. To meet the strict cost and latency constraints of
LLM applications, several advanced techniques have been de-
veloped to achieve efficient model serving, including quantiza-
tion [30], distillation [83], CUDA kernel optimization [29,43],
model parallelism [57, 104] and memory management [51].

2.2 Acme Overview
Acme is our private GPU datacenter that empowers researchers
and engineers to develop DL models across diverse domains.
In this work, we focus on analyzing workloads within two
clusters dedicated to developing LLMs: Seren and Kalos. We
collect and analyze all jobs in these two clusters. Note that
there are additional clusters within Acme that are designated
for different fields, such as autonomous driving, and AI for
scientific research. However, these clusters are excluded in
this work as they are unrelated.

Cluster Architecture. Table 1 summarizes configurations of
these two homogeneous LLM clusters. Seren and Kalos have
2,288 and 2,416 GPUs respectively. Each node is equipped
with 8× NVIDIA A100-SXM 80GB GPUs [6] and 2× Intel
Xeon Platinum 8358P CPUs (128 threads in total). GPUs are
interconnected to each other by NVLink and NVSwitch [9],
and inter-node communication is achieved via NVIDIA Mel-
lanox 200Gbps HDR InfiniBand [4]. Compared to Seren,
Kalos is a relatively newer cluster with an improved net-
work configuration. Each node in the Kalos has a larger host
memory (2TB) and is equipped with four InfiniBand HCAs
specifically for application communication, along with an
extra HCA dedicated to storage.

Besides, the distributed storage system is also critical for
workload performance. Acme adopts an all-NVMe shared par-
allel file system for fast data access and storage. Moreover,
as time has advanced, our resource scheduling system has
evolved to support diverse cluster environments. Specifically,
our scheduler on Seren and Kalos is built atop Slurm [102]
and Kubernetes [21] respectively. In order to provide resource
guarantees for large-scale pretraining jobs, our scheduler en-
ables resource isolation and quota reservation. It further in-
corporates a best-effort job mechanism for higher utilization.
LLM Workloads. We develop a collection of LLMs1 rang-
ing from 7B to over 123B parameters. All of these models
follow the transformer-based decoder-only architecture, simi-
lar to the GPT [20, 77, 78] and LLaMA [91, 92] series. Acme
encompasses tasks in the aforementioned general LLM devel-
opment pipeline (§2.1). Note that Acme does not involve any
serving jobs, as our LLMs are deployed on a separate cluster
specifically for serving purposes.
Software Stack. To support the training of billion-scale mod-
els across thousands of GPUs, we built a system InternEvo2,
which integrates various system optimization techniques, such
as FlashAttention [28, 29], 3D parallelism [68], zero redun-
dancy optimization [79], mixed precision training [10], selec-
tive activation recomputation [50] and fine-grained communi-
cation overlap. Moreover, it accommodates additional tasks
such as model fine-tuning and evaluation.

2.3 Traces from Acme
The optimization of LLM-tailored systems and datacenter
management can significantly boost development efficiency
and yield substantial financial benefits. Achieving this goal
requires a profound understanding of the intrinsic charac-
teristics of LLM workloads. Many insights in existing DL
workloads analysis works [38, 45, 97] are not applicable to
LLM workloads due to the unique attributes of LLMs. To
fill this gap, we collected and analyzed workload traces from
our datacenter Acme. Table 2 compares the specifications and
trace information of Acme with prior trace analysis works
conducted by Microsoft, SenseTime, and Alibaba. Unlike

1Model: https://huggingface.co/internlm
2System: https://github.com/InternLM/InternEvo
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For Task-Specific DL Models For LLMs

Datacenter Philly [45] Helios [38] PAI [97] Acme

Year 2017 2020 2020 2023
Duration 3 months 6 months 2 months 6 months
#Jobs 113K 3.36M 1.26M 1.09M
Avg. #GPUs 1.9 3.7 0.7 6.3
GPU Model 12GB/24GB 1080Ti/V100 T4/P100/V100 A100
Total #GPUs 2,490 6,416 6,742 4,704

Table 2: Comparison between our datacenter Acme and GPU
datacenters in prior trace analysis works: Microsoft Philly
[45], SenseTime Helios [38], Alibaba PAI [97]. Philly only
provides GPU memory sizes without clarifying GPU models.
The average number of requested GPUs in PAI can be less
than 1 (0.7), as it supports fractional (<1) GPU requests.

Acme, which is solely dedicated to LLM development, these
datacenters encompass a mixture of general DL workloads
from various domains. For instance, Helios [38] consists of
4 clusters dedicated to training models in computer vision
and reinforcement learning, while PAI [97] includes a diverse
range of servers for training and serving jobs.

Trace Source. Our characterization study is based on traces
collected from two LLM clusters in Acme. The traces span 6
months from March to August 2023. Seren contains 368K
CPU jobs and 664K GPU jobs, while Kalos job trace con-
sists of 42K CPU jobs and 20K GPU jobs. Additionally, we
provide a summary of the data sources for the traces used
in our study: (1) Job Log. We collect the job logs from our
scheduler database, which contains detailed information for
each job. This includes the job’s execution time (submission,
start, and end), final status (completed, canceled, failed), re-
quested resources (CPU, GPU, memory), work directory, and
other relevant data. (2) Hardware Monitor Data. This en-
compasses long-term, multi-dimensional data obtained from
various sources. We collect CPU, memory, and network us-
age data from Prometheus [75] database, GPU-related met-
rics from NVIDIA DCGM [7], and power-related data from
IPMI [12]. The sampling interval for this data is set at 15
seconds. (3) Runtime Log. To conduct a precise job failure
analysis, we capture stdout and stderr logs from LLM frame-
works during job execution. (4) Profiling Data. For a subset
of representative jobs, we delve deeper by performing fine-
grained profiling using tools like DCGM. The synergy of
these trace dimensions allows us to gain a holistic understand-
ing of LLM job characteristics in datacenters.

3 Datacenter Characterization

In this section, we perform a thorough analysis of Acme, in-
cluding comparing workload distribution between LLMs and
previous DL workloads (§3.1), investigating different LLM
workload types (§3.2), exploring resource utilization patterns
(§3.3) and assessing environmental impacts (§3.4).
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Figure 2: Overview of different datacenter characteristics. (a)
Workload: CDF of the GPU job duration. (b) Infrastructure:
CDF of GPU utilization, where Helios’ data is not available.
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Figure 3: Comparison of workload distribution based on the
number of requested GPUs. (a) CDF of job count. (b) CDF
of GPU time (i.e., requested GPU number × duration).

3.1 LLMs versus Prior DL Workloads
Shorter Job Duration. As shown in Figure 2 (a), contrary
to the prevailing stereotype that LLM-related jobs are typ-
ically long-running, we find the workloads in our clusters
(blue and orange lines) exhibit shorter GPU job durations
(i.e., job runtime, excluding queuing delay) compared to the
DL workloads observed in previous job traces (dotted lines).
Specifically, both the Seren and Kalos have a median job
duration of 2 minutes, which is 1.7∼7.2× shorter than the
median job durations of other clusters. Furthermore, it is ev-
ident that the more recent trace demonstrates a shorter job
duration distribution. In particular, when considering the av-
erage job duration in the Philly cluster (collected in 2017), it
is 2.7∼3.8× longer than Helios (2020) and PAI (2020), and
12.8× longer than Acme (2023). To provide an explanation
for this observation, we outline three potential factors: (1)
Hardware upgrade. The iteration of GPU and networking
delivers substantial efficiency improvement. (2) Abundant
resources. Users usually request more resources (as shown
in Table 2), averaging 5.7 GPUs in the Seren and 26.8 GPUs
in the Kalos. This can significantly accelerate the training
process. (3) Extensive associated workloads: LLM develop-
ment pipeline involves numerous small-scale associated jobs,
such as evaluation. We will delve into this in §3.2. (4) High
incompletion rate: Approximately 40% of jobs fail, with com-
pleted jobs consuming only 20∼30% of GPU resources. This
highlights the urgent need for a fault-tolerant system. Further
details can be found in Figure 17 and Appendix A.1.
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Figure 5: The boxplot of the distribution of GPU demand
across different workload types in Seren (a) and Kalos (b).

Polarized GPU Utilization Figure 2 (b) shows cluster-wide
GPU utilization distributions across various clusters. It is ev-
ident that the GPU utilization in our two clusters exhibits a
polarized pattern, primarily concentrated in two distinct states:
0% and 100%. This polarization mainly stems from the fact
that the workloads in our clusters share similar model archi-
tectures, i.e., transformer-based LLMs. In contrast, Philly and
PAI encompass a broader range of utilization. Besides, when
comparing the median GPU utilization, Seren and Kalos
exhibit significantly higher values at 97% and 99%, respec-
tively, in contrast to 48% and 4% observed in Philly and PAI.
This observation aligns with the common understanding that
LLMs are computationally intensive. It also implies that GPU-
sharing-based scheduling techniques [40,98,99,106] may not
be suitable for LLM development. Note that ‘GPU utilization’
may sometimes be a weak utilization indicator [8, 94]. We
provide a more precise utilization analysis in §3.3.
High-skewed Workload Distribution. We further investigate
the CDF of GPU demands in relation to the number of jobs
(Figure 3 (a)) and GPU time (Figure 3 (b)). For the number of
jobs, all the clusters share a similar pattern in that the majority
of jobs are single-GPU jobs and less than 7% of jobs request
over 8 GPUs. However, when examining GPU time, single-
GPU jobs only account for less than 2% resources in our
two clusters, while taking over 68% GPU time in PAI. In
stark contrast, large-scale jobs (≥ 256 GPUs) dominated the
GPU time in Kalos, occupying more than 96% of resources.
The much steeper distribution poses substantial challenges
for the design of cluster schedulers. A majority of resources
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Figure 6: CDF of GPU job duration and queuing delay for
different workload types in Seren (a, b) and Kalos (c, d).

are allocated to a few pretraining jobs, potentially causing
head-of-line blocking issue and resulting in severe queuing
delay. Existing DL cluster schedulers [35, 61, 74, 98, 101]
typically depend on preemption mechanism, however, the
considerable recovery overhead makes them not applicable
to LLM workloads. This highlights the critical need for a
scheduling system tailored for LLM clusters, considering the
workload features of the entire pipeline.

3.2 Workload Categories
To strive for a deeper understanding of the characteristics of
different workloads in the LLM development pipeline (§2.1),
we further categorize jobs into specific types according to
their production division and metadata (e.g., job names).
Irrelevance of Job Count and Resource Usage. Figure 4
presents the distribution of job counts and GPU time across
various workload types, where only Seren contains SFT
and MLLM workloads. Besides, MLLM jobs incorporate
their own development pipeline (e.g., pretraining) and adopt
smaller model scales for exploration purposes. Our analysis
primarily focuses on LLM jobs. It is obvious that evaluation
jobs constitute the majority of the total job count in both clus-
ters, yet they consume a relatively small portion of resources
(0.8% in Kalos). In contrast, pretraining jobs only account for
0.9% and 3.2% of the total job count but consume 69.5% and
94.0% of the total GPU time in Seren and Kalos respectively.
Job Type Correlates with GPU Demand. We further depict
GPU demand distribution across various workload types in
Figure 5. Each box is framed by the first and third quartiles,
while the median value is indicated by the black line within
the box. Both whiskers are defined at 1.5× the InterQuartile
Range (IQR). Compared to evaluation jobs, which typically
require less than 4 GPUs, pretraining jobs often require over
100 GPUs. This observation partially explains why evaluation
jobs in Kalos consume only minimal resources in Figure 4(d).
Additionally, we notice that debugging jobs have a wide range
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Figure 7: Infrastructure utilization. CDF of various metrics:
(a) active fractions of Streaming Multiprocessor (SM) and
Tensor Core (TC), (b) memory footprints of host and GPU, (c)
CPU utilization, (d) normalized InfiniBand (IB) HCA send
and receive bandwidths (Seren only). Seren and Kalos are
represented by blue and orange lines respectively.

of GPU requests, which aligns with the fact that testing jobs
are typically needed for various types of tasks.
Similar Temporal Distribution. Figure 6 shows the distri-
bution of job duration and queuing delay across different
workloads. In terms of job duration, although pretraining jobs
have the longest duration, they surpass other workloads within
an order of magnitude in the median, and less than 5% jobs
last for over 1 day in both clusters. This can be attributed
to frequent failures during pretraining, which will be further
explored in §5. Regarding job queuing delay, contrary to pre-
vious reports [38, 45, 97] suggesting that larger-scale jobs
experience longer wait times, we observe that evaluation jobs
have the longest queuing delay despite having the lowest GPU
demands and shortest job duration. This discrepancy is due to
the majority of resources being reserved for pretraining jobs
to minimize their queuing delays. Evaluation jobs are typi-
cally submitted as a batch simultaneously with lower priority,
utilizing the limited spare resources.

3.3 Infrastructure
Beyond the workload characterization, we further conduct a
comprehensive analysis of our infrastructure utilization.
Higher GPU Utilization. Given the critical role of GPUs
in LLM development, as shown in Figure 7 (a, b), we col-
lect fine-grained performance counter metrics from DCGM
[7], including SM Activity (PROF_SM_ACTIVE), TC Activity
(PROF_PIPE_TENSOR_ACTIVE), and GPU memory footprint
(DEV_FB_USED). In contrast to PAI [97], where a significant
portion of GPU memory is underutilized (less than 25% mem-
ory), our observations in Kalos indicate that 50% of GPUs
consume over 75% of GPU memory (60 GB). Furthermore,
we observe that the median SM activity in both clusters is
approximately 40%, which is twice the reported 20% in PAI.
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Figure 9: Average power distribution of hardware modules
in Seren GPU servers, gathered from IPMI and DCGM.

These findings align with the memory-intensive and compute-
intensive natures of LLMs.
Underutilized Associated Resources. We also delve into the
aspects of CPU, host memory, and network that are closely
associated with LLM development. In Figure 7 (b), we com-
pare the memory footprint on the host side and GPU side. It
is evident that CPU memory utilization remains below 50%.
Note that Kalos boasts twice the memory capacity (2TB)
compared to Seren (Table 1). This demonstrates the signifi-
cant underutilization of CPU memory. More detailed analysis
is provided in Appendix A.2. Although the GPU memory of-
floading technique [80,81] improves CPU memory utilization
and alleviates GPU memory limitations, it also impedes train-
ing throughput due to limited PCIe bandwidth. Therefore, we
do not employ the offloading mechanism. Additionally, due
to a high CPU-to-GPU ratio (16 CPUs per GPU), CPUs are
typically underutilized, as depicted in Figure 7 (c). Moreover,
in Figure 7 (d), we measure the network send and receive
bandwidths of IB in Seren. Two lines are well overlapped,
as IB serves for symmetrical communication during LLM
execution. We observe that NICs remain idle for over 60% of
the time, and the active bandwidth rarely surpasses 25% of
the maximum bandwidth provided by IB.

3.4 Environmental Impact
LLM development leads to substantial energy consumption
and carbon emissions [72, 103]. We report our analysis of
infrastructure power consumption patterns to inspire future
datacenter designs that minimize environmental impact.
GPUs Dominate Power Consumption. Figure 8 (a) depicts
the distribution of GPU power consumption. We observe that
around 30% of GPUs are in an idle state and still need to con-
sume 60W. Besides, due to intensive computation demand,
we find that 22.1% and 12.5% of GPUs consume over 400W
(TDP) in Seren and Kalos respectively, with some even reach-
ing 600W. This may cause the risk of some metastable is-
sues [41]. Figure 8 (b) presents the power consumption distri-
bution of all GPU servers, along with an additional 6 CPU-
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Figure 10: GPU SM utilization of pretraining a 123B LLM
using different strategies of InternEvo [25] over 2048 GPUs.

only servers, in Seren. We find GPU servers consume 5×
power than CPU servers on average. Additionally, Figure 9
demonstrates that GPUs account for approximately 2/3 of the
total power consumption in GPU servers, while CPUs only
contribute 11.2% and power supply units (PSUs) consume
9.6% of the energy during voltage conversion. These observa-
tions align with the understanding that GPUs are the primary
power consumers in LLM development. We also provide the
estimation of datacenter carbon emission in Appendix A.3.

4 Workload Profiling
In this section, we conduct fine-grained analyses of resource
utilization for representative tasks. Specifically, we focus on
pretraining and evaluation jobs, as they are the most resource-
intensive or quantity-intensive workloads.

4.1 Pretraining Workload
As aforementioned, pretraining LLMs requires substantial
computational resources. To enhance training efficiency, our
pretraining framework, InternEvo [25], undergoes continuous
refinement and iteration in its system design. As presented
in Figure 10, the initial version of InternEvo (adopted by
our early jobs) is denoted as (a) primarily utilizes 3D paral-
lelism akin to that of MegatronLM [68], and (b) employs a
hierarchical ZeRO mechanism [25] that implements selective
redundant sharding of model states. To provide a detailed ex-
ample, we profile an LLM with 123 billion parameters across
2048 GPUs. We also provide the profiling results of 1024
GPUs in Appendix A.4. For (a) 3D parallelism approach,
we adopt a configuration with pipeline parallelism= 4,
tensor parallelism= 8. We sample the first GPU of the
first pipeline rank for profiling. For (b) hierarchical ZeRO ap-
proach, we limit parameter sharding to subgroups of 64 GPUs
each and enable recomputation. We collect GPU performance
counters like DCGM metrics at 1 ms intervals.
GPU SM Utilization. Figure 10 illustrates the GPU SM uti-
lization for the same LLM under various training strategies.
Both versions maintain the same global batch size and are
optimized according to their respective configurations. It is
evident that InternEvo V2 presents superior peak SM utiliza-
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Figure 11: Memory snapshot under different pretraining
strategies. Note that the extensive blue segment at the top
of (a) is simplified and can be further broken down into mas-
sive fragments (memory allocations), similar to the lower part.
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Figure 12: GPU memory consumption of different pipeline
ranks employing the 1F1B [67] strategy in InternEvo V1.

tion and exhibits reduced idle periods compared to InternEvo
V1, achieving around 16% acceleration. The relatively low
utilization of 3D parallelism is mainly due to the impact of
communication introduced by hybrid parallelism on the crit-
ical path, such as bubbles in pipeline parallelism. Note that
the different inter- and intra-node communication hardware
settings may lead to different optimal configurations.
GPU Memory Footprint. For a model comprising Ψ pa-
rameters, in the mainstream mixed precision training using
Adam [48] optimizer, the memory footprint of the parame-
ters, gradients, and optimizer states are 2Ψ, 2Ψ, and 12Ψ,
respectively. To reduce memory cost, ZeRO [79] effectively
shards redundant memory of these elements across global
GPU workers. Figure 11 illustrates the actual GPU memory
usage over time captured by the Pytorch memory snapshot
tool [11]. The upper dynamic part represents activations and
gradients, while the lower static part represents the mem-
ory occupied by parameters and optimizer states. Note that
only allocated memory is depicted, while reserved memory
is not presented. Our analysis reveals that, in comparison to
hierarchical ZeRO, the memory requirement for activations
in 3D parallelism is substantially higher. This observation
underscores the importance of efficient activation memory
management as a key factor for enhancing batch size and
throughput in 3D parallelism.
Imbalance in Activation Sizes. When employing pipeline
parallelism, each rank needs to hold a different quantity of
activations since the diverse number of micro-batches pending
backward computation across various pipeline ranks. Figure
12 illustrates this imbalance issue on different pipeline ranks.
It suggests that we should employ a specialized partitioning
mechanism to address the unbalanced memory usage among
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Figure 13: GPU SM utilization for the entire evaluation work-
load on HumanEval [24] dataset using a 7B LLM.

different ranks in pipeline parallelism, in order to achieve
higher efficiency, such as recomputing activations.

4.2 Evaluation Workload
It is necessary to regularly evaluate the checkpoints produced
during pretraining to guide the evolution of LLM pretrain-
ing. Therefore, the LLM evaluation jobs take the majority of
jobs, each performing metric computation on different LLM
benchmark datasets. We analyze the workflow of the entire
evaluation and combine it with fine-grained resource usage
information collection quantitatively, demonstrating two up-
coming resource utilization issues. We will also discuss the
corresponding solutions in §6.2.
High Model Loading and Data Preprocessing Overhead.
During the initiation phase of evaluation jobs, it is imperative
to load model checkpoints for each task. Additionally, the data
preprocessing stage, particularly for tokenization, constitutes
a significant time expenditure. These factors contribute to the
underutilization of allocated GPU resources for a relatively
long period. As illustrated in Figure 13, the evaluation task
consumes over 1 minute prior to the actual GPU inference, ac-
counting for 29.5% of the evaluation duration. This overhead
is likely to increase with larger models or datasets. To address
the preprocessing overhead, one effective strategy is to cache
the tokenized data. Moreover, evaluation jobs are flexible,
allowing for the consolidation of multiple evaluation tasks
(datasets) into a single job. This consolidation can effectively
reduce the relative time overhead of the model loading phase
within the evaluation process.
High Metric Computation Overhead. The evaluation pro-
cess can often involve complex and time-consuming met-
ric computation. For example, synthesized program correct-
ness tests need to be performed on coding datasets like Hu-
manEval [24] and MBPP [17]. Moreover, the OpenAI GPT-4
API is invoked to assess the performance of model conver-
sations (e.g., Chatbot Arena [112]). These procedures can
take up to 30 minutes, during which the GPU remains idle.
Therefore, we can observe distinct stages of GPU usage, in-
cluding stages that require GPU for inference and generation,
and stages that do not require GPU for metric computation
and verification. Taking the HumanEval benchmark as an ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 13, the GPU is idle for the last 42
seconds, wasting about 19.0% of the total GPU time.
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Figure 14: The training progress of two LLMs, with special
emphasis on the manual recovery at night.

5 Failure Analysis
In this section, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of job
failures, primarily relying on runtime logs and hardware mon-
itor data from our two clusters. In Kalos, we gather logs from
32,500 tasks, which include 31,293 (96.3%) inference tasks,
647 (2.0%) pretraining tasks, and debugging tasks (1.7%).
In Seren, we only collected logs from 675 pretraining tasks.
Additionally, for pretraining tasks, we extract all pertinent
information and metadata recorded in the logs, including ac-
tual training steps, cold-start overhead, recovery timestamp,
etc. We hope our analysis can provide insights for future
fault-tolerance research in the development of LLMs.

5.1 Failure Category
We employ a failure diagnosis system, leveraging a combi-
nation of rule-based and LLM techniques, to extract error
information from the runtime logs. We provide detailed expla-
nations of this system in §6.1. Besides, to ensure the accurate
identification of the types and root causes of failures, manual
checks and corrections are conducted. Table 3 provides a sum-
mary of common failures in Acme, including their occurrence
frequency and restart time. Basically, they can be classified
into three categories as follows. Note that these classifica-
tions may overlap, and the primary criterion for classifying a
specific type of error is its most frequent occurrence.
• Infrastructure. Infrastructure-related failures arise from is-
sues within the underlying computational platform or remote
storage. These failures mainly occur midway through the
job execution process, especially in pretraining tasks. They
severely impact the training progress due to laborious and
time-consuming recovery process.
• Framework. Several types of runtime errors, such as Run-
timeError, ValueError, and AttributeError, can be associated
with tensor operations, shapes, data types, or unexpected be-
haviors. They are often observed in the initial phases of jobs
and are typically resolved by fixing the configurations.
• Script. Script errors typically stem from programming er-
rors or user oversights. They constitute the majority of failures
and are often addressed by revising codes.

5.2 Failure Characterization
We highlight several key observations from our analysis:
Infrastructure Failures Cause Most Severe Impact. As
shown in Table 3, jobs that fail because of infrastructure is-
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Category Reason Num GPU Demand Time to Failure (mins) GPU Time (mins) Time to Restart (mins) Cluster
Average Median Average Median Average Total% Average Median TR/TF%

Infrastructure

NVLink Error 54 800 896 868.1 155.3 585683 30.25% 95.6 0.2 11.02% S, K
CUDA Error 21 847 1024 923.2 586.0 785099 15.77% 78.3 2.0 8.48% S, K
Node Failure 16 712 768 1288.8 535.8 934394 14.30% 102.8 21.5 7.98% S
ECC Error 12 680 512 1303.4 1192.3 958404 11.00% 2.8 1.8 0.21% S, K
Network Error 12 758 768 549.6 310.1 394821 4.53% 592.1 7.4 107.74% S, K
Connection Error 147 29 1 51.9 0.5 24492 3.44% 0.8 0.0 1.51% S, K
S3 Storage Error 10 422 256 2317.8 202.2 222151 2.12% 6.2 0.2 0.27% S
NCCL Timeout Error 6 596 512 159.7 48.1 86856 0.50% 66.7 43.6 41.78% K
NCCL Remote Error 3 1152 1024 50.5 22.6 52419 0.15% 0.0 0.7 0.09% K

Framework

Dataloader Killed 6 445 508 1580.6 961.4 764170 4.38% 115.1 0.9 7.28% K
Attribute Error 67 228 8 67.8 1.2 60914 3.90% 2.4 0.0 3.58% S, K
Out of Memory Error 14 572 640 323.8 14.5 245278 3.28% 122.7 1.2 37.89% S, K
Runtime Error 65 441 352 66.4 3.9 27667 1.72% 10.9 1.5 16.41% S, K
Assertion Error 105 413 256 41.7 3.0 12315 1.24% 185.9 1.6 445.87% S, K
Value Error 33 387 256 9.9 3.7 5049 0.16% 27.4 0.6 276.74% S, K
Zero Division Error 5 499 256 14.5 15.6 5363 0.03% 2.5 1.1 17.31% S, K
Model Loading Error 104 8 8 2.6 2.6 20 0.00% 0.0 0.0 0.00% K
Dataset Loading Error 5 1 1 1.6 1.6 1 0.00% 0.0 0.0 0.00% K

Script

File Not Found Error 568 21 1 14.2 0.4 5210 2.83% 0.4 0.0 2.58% S, K
OS Error 266 8 1 9.6 0.8 1098 0.28% 0.3 0.0 3.17% S, K
Type Error 620 18 4 0.9 0.3 97 0.06% 0.2 0.0 28.27% S, K
Name Error 18 247 24 3.2 0.5 947 0.02% 2.9 2.4 90.92% S, K
Permission Error 7 438 512 4.3 0.8 2131 0.01% 2.4 2.2 56.38% S
Import Error 111 93 8 1.1 0.4 74 0.01% 0.7 0.0 63.68% S, K
Key Error 260 7 0 3.0 1.6 55 0.01% 0.1 0.0 2.10% S, K
Syntax Error 10 391 384 0.7 0.6 348 0.00% 1.7 1.7 261.73% S, K
Argument Error 3 344 512 0.7 0.7 288 0.00% 2.7 0.7 408.47% S
Called Process Error 4 256 256 0.2 0.2 52 0.00% 11.7 10.9 5714.29% S
Index Error 23 6 1 1.6 0.9 21 0.00% 0.8 0.0 49.73% S, K

Table 3: Job failure statistics. It is sorted based on Total% (i.e., the percentage of GPU time summation in different categories).
Num: Number of Occurrence. TF: Time to Failure. TR: Time to Restart (i.e., Restart Timestamp − Failure Timestamp). GPU
Time: TF×GPU Demand. S/K: Occurrence of errors in Seren/Kalos respectively.

sues often use a substantial number of GPUs (GPU Demand)
and require considerable effort to restart (Time to Restart).
They take over 82% GPU resources (GPU Time) with only
11% failed job quantity (Num). Most of these jobs are long-
term pretraining tasks that can experience hardware failures
multiple times, such as issues with GPU (e.g., CUDAError,
ECCError), NVLink (NVLinkError), and network system
(NCCLRemoteError, S3StorageError). Note that NodeFail-
ure indicates uncategorized errors caused by unclear hardware
issues. Addressing these infrastructure failures requires metic-
ulous diagnostic efforts to pinpoint the source of the problems,
often leading to the maintenance or replacement of defective
hardware, which results in significant restart costs.

Failures Caused by High Temperature. Another notewor-
thy observation is that training 7B models in Kalos tend to
result in GPU overheating, which can cause NVLinkError
or ECCError. This phenomenon is largely due to the highly
optimized communication cost, resulting in an exceptionally
low GPU idle rate. We observe that the overall temperature
in the cluster server room increased by approximately 5◦C
when training these models. Besides, we find most of these
jobs occurred in July 2023, which is the hottest month on
record [63]. This anomalous climate may be a potential cause
of these failures, which is aligned with the finding recently re-

ported by Microsoft [100]. We provide more detailed data on
GPU temperature in Appendix A.5. Subsequently, our team
enhanced the cooling capabilities of the cluster, leading to a
significant reduction in the frequency of such failures.
Many Failures Induced by Auxiliary Services. In our pre-
training framework, we connect to external components or
services for metric reporting, logging, monitoring and alerting.
These auxiliary services are vulnerable to network instabili-
ties, potentially resulting in timeouts or failures that can de-
celerate or disrupt the training process. A significant number
of ConnectionError and NetworkError incidents stem from
these auxiliary services.
Evaluation Jobs Rarely Encounter Errors. In Kalos, only
6.7% of evaluation tasks encounter errors, and notably, there
are no recorded instances of GPU or NVLink failures. The
low error rate may be attributed to their short duration and the
resultant decreased stress on GPUs and NVLink connections.
Consequently, this diminishes the chance of hardware and
operational failures that are more frequent in pretraining jobs.

5.3 Failure Recovery
There are three scenarios where we should restart a job: (1)
when an error occurs within the job, (2) when there are anoma-
lies in training metrics such as a loss spike, and (3) when the
training process is stuck. A ‘loss spike’ refers to a sudden
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increase in the loss that was previously decreasing normally,
and does not recover over a certain period. Upon restarting,
jobs revert to the last checkpoint, resulting in loss of train-
ing progress. Since existing LLM frameworks lack automatic
recovery support, developers usually manually restart inter-
rupted training jobs. Developers often need to be on call in
turn to ensure timely completion of the pretraining model.

As shown in Figure 14, we select two pretraining jobs in
the early stage (March to April) when we handle all fail-
ures manually. We extract information from the logs of two
clusters’ large-scale model training processes, including the
runtime duration of each submission, start and end times, and
the initial and final iteration numbers of training. The 104B
model is an early attempt when the framework is still under
development. Consequently, the process of loading previous
model checkpoints led to a substantial loss in the overall train-
ing process. Conversely, in the training of the 123B model a
month later, we improved the framework and adopted smaller
checkpoint save intervals. Moreover, we added a feature to
gracefully terminate jobs, allowing for the preservation of
current training results before ending the job. It is evident that
the training process of the 123B model is more stable, with
fewer losses incurred due to rollbacks. However, this progress
came at a cost, as jobs that were interrupted at various times
had to be rapidly restarted.

6 Deployed LLM Systems
As highlighted earlier, the development process of LLMs
presents significant obstacles yet unveils viable strategies for
overcoming these issues. This section will introduce our ef-
forts in two stages: (1) Pretraining: enhancing fault tolerance
through LLM-involved failure diagnosis and automatic recov-
ery. (2) Evaluation: achieving prompt performance response
via task decomposition.

6.1 Fault-tolerant Pretraining
Motivation. During LLM pretraining, failures are inevitable
and frequently occur due to the substantial number of GPUs
involved and the extensive duration of the training process
[15, 44, 88, 96]. These failures can dramatically impede the
training progress and lead to severe resource inefficiency (§5).
Consequently, to minimize infrastructure downtime, it is com-
mon practice to assign on-call duties to address failures man-
ually. This places a significant burden on engineers and re-
searchers, as expressed in the complaints raised by the Meta
OPT [110] and BigScience BLOOM [1] teams. Our team
also faces this problem. To alleviate this burden and enhance
hardware efficiency, we develop a system that automatically
detects the root causes of faults and facilitates recovery.
System Design. Our fault tolerance system is seamlessly
integrated into our LLM pretraining framework. It com-
prises three essential modules: (1) Checkpointing, achieving
more frequent model saving to minimize the loss of training
progress; (2) Diagnosis, using a combination of heuristic rules
and LLM to identify the root cause of different failures accu-
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Figure 15: Workflow of failure diagnosis and model recovery.

rately; (3) Recovery, employing a holistic detection toolkit to
pinpoint fault nodes and automatically restart training from
the properly saved checkpoint. We delve into them in detail.
1. Asynchronous Checkpointing . Frequent checkpointing
efficiently mitigates the wasted time caused by unexpected
faults [32]. However, as LLMs can produce TB-scale model
states (referring to total model states across all GPUs), the
process of saving checkpoints itself can introduce substantial
overhead, resulting in training time slowdown up to 43% [60].
To tackle this problem, we adopt the asynchronous check-
pointing strategy [64, 69], which effectively separates the
checkpointing process from the training process. Our obser-
vations indicate that the CPU memory (refer to Figure 7 (b))
is capable of accommodating several checkpoints. By taking
advantage of this, we can store the model state in memory
and utilize a separate thread to regularly save these states to
remote persistent storage. This simple strategy significantly
reduces checkpointing overhead.
2. Failure Diagnosis . As we discussed in §5, failures can arise
from numerous intricate factors, including errors from user
script or framework, as well as issues with hardware subjected
to high-stress conditions. It is crucial to determine whether a
failure is recoverable for the purpose of automatic recovery.
A common approach is to use a combination of heuristic rules
to filter and conduct regular expression matching on the logs
of faulty jobs [23, 45, 52, 53, 66]. However, this approach
often proves inaccurate due to the wide-ranging diversity and
complexity of error logs. There might not be a specific error
statement in many cases, but multiple errors could coexist
simultaneously. For example, a job might fail with messages
that include NCCLTimeoutError, CUDAError, and multiple
kinds of RuntimeError, whereas the root cause is CUDAError.
Trying to match every error scenario with a specific rule set
can become impractical.

To address this challenge, we utilize the exceptional text un-
derstanding ability and extensive knowledge base of LLMs to
identify the root causes of different failures automatically. As
depicted in Figure 15, we incorporate an LLM with rule-based
diagnosis to achieve efficient and accurate failure diagnosis.
It mainly contains the following two steps:

➤Real-time Log Compression. The extensive log files
generated by pretraining jobs, primarily consisting of training
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metric records, can reach sizes of hundreds of MBs. To accel-
erate diagnosing and meet the context length limit of LLMs,
log compression is conducted first. The system continuously
updates a collection of regular expressions, termed as Filter
Rules. These rules efficiently remove regular log outputs, such
as initialization information, training metric records, frame-
work outputs, and debug information. A vital component of
the system, the LLM-based Log Agent, is responsible for ana-
lyzing real-time generated log segments and identifying lines
that follow fixed patterns. By doing so, the LLM-based Log
Agent dynamically writes regular expressions to update the
Filter Rules, effectively minimizing the size of the log files.
Additionally, the Log Agent forwards identified error mes-
sages to subsequent modules for diagnosis.

Furthermore, we employ the self-consistency [95] approach
to ensure the robustness of the Log Agent’s results and to guar-
antee the formatting of these results. This involves processing
each log segment multiple times and having another LLM
vote on multiple results from the Log Agent, ensuring the ac-
curacy of matches through regular expressions. Over time, the
Filter Rules become more comprehensive for the current task,
making the log filtering process more efficient. Furthermore,
the system can utilize metadata from tasks to identify repeti-
tive or similar tasks, directly applying existing Filter Rules for
log filtering, thereby avoiding redundant work. This feature
is particularly beneficial in large model cluster environments,
where fewer tenants and task resubmissions are common.

➤LLM-assisted Automated Diagnosis. The Log Agent
efficiently compresses runtime logs, isolating critical error
logs like CUDAErrors or runtime exceptions. Though logs
are already compressed upon arrival at this module, error logs
may still be lengthy. We apply a two-step approach to tackle
this issue. First, the error logs are compared against a rule
set that has been defined over time through the diagnosis of
errors from past failed jobs. If the pre-defined rules fail to
diagnose the issue, the compressed log is vectorized through
an embedding model and stored in a vector store, serving as
a retrieval repository. Then, the Failure Agent intervenes. It
utilizes a Query Engine [55] to search through the vector store.
Through this search, the Failure Agent can identify log lines
that reflect the root cause of job interruption, extract the type
of error, and indicate whether the error originated from user
mistakes or infrastructure failures, providing a hint for the
recovery process. In addition, it also generates a mitigation
suggestion for users or the operation team.

The Failure Agent also contributes to the continuous learn-
ing of the failure diagnosis system. For each new failure,
once diagnosed and resolved, the Failure Agent writes a cor-
responding regular expression and adds it to the Rule-based
Diagnosis module. This process is iterative and ensures that
the Failure Diagnosis system evolves, becoming more adept
at diagnosing and suggesting mitigation methods for failures.
To achieve more robust performance, we currently utilize the
GPT-4 [2] for diagnosis, with plans to transition to our LLMs.
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Figure 16: Left: Stress testing of model loading from re-
mote storage in Seren. Each trial involves one GPU. Right:
Scheduling evaluation trials. (a) Baseline: each dataset is
treated as a trial. (b) Our system: decoupled scheduling.

3. Fast Fault Detection and Recovery . Based on the failure
diagnosis result, if it belongs to one kind of infrastructure
failure, we conduct a corresponding detection test to identify
the problematic nodes. For instance, to promptly resolve the
frequent NVLinkError, we employ a two-round NCCL test
[5] approach. First, we divide all nodes into multiple two-
node worlds and execute allgather task in each pair. If the
total number of servers is odd, we leave one world size as
three. If allgather task fails in a world, the nodes in that
world are potentially faulty nodes. Then, in the second round,
we pair potential faulty nodes with normal nodes to form
new worlds. The nodes in each world continue to execute
the allgather task, thus identifying the faulty nodes and
then cordoning them off. On the other hand, if the failure
is attributed to a sudden increase in loss (i.e., ‘loss spike’
[27,110]), which is automatically triggered by our pretraining
framework, we opt to an earlier healthy restart checkpoint and
bypass subsequent data batches. This approach effectively
maintains model quality.
System Performance. Our asynchronous checkpointing strat-
egy offers a substantial reduction in checkpointing overheads,
as the checkpointing process does not block the training pro-
cess. The checkpoint time and overhead percentage of 7B and
123B size models are reduced by 3.6∼58.7× (interval=30
mins), respectively. Note that the time taken for persisting to
storage is not included in asynchronous checkpointing mea-
surement. Moreover, our failure diagnosis system significantly
reduces manual intervention by around 90% and thus reduces
developers’ burden. Note this is not a rigorous assessment
since components of our system are still under improvement.

6.2 Decoupled Scheduling for Evaluation
Motivation. Evaluating the quality of LLMs based solely on
a single metric, such as training loss, may not provide an ac-
curate assessment [58]. Therefore, it is vital to incorporate a
variety of criteria and evaluate performance across an array of
tasks [22]. Our LLM framework conducts regular evaluations
for every checkpoint during the pretraining phase in our data-
center. This allows developers to track the progress of model
training and identify the optimal model checkpoint. We aim
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for swift feedback to facilitate timely adjustment. However,
as shown in Figure 6, evaluation jobs experience the longest
queuing delay due to limited resources and concurrent submis-
sion of numerous trials. Despite these challenges, we identify
several opportunities to expedite the evaluation process.
System Design. We develop a trial coordinator to harmonize
the operations of the cluster scheduler and LLM framework.
This design incorporates the following three key techniques
aimed at enhancing the efficiency of the evaluation process.
1. Decoupling Remote Model Loading . Given the substan-
tial size of LLMs, retrieving and loading them from remote
storage can be a lengthy process. Furthermore, the concurrent
execution of numerous evaluation tasks (around 60 datasets)
can exacerbate this loading process due to increased con-
tention. Figure 16 (Left) shows the average model loading
speed on a range of concurrent evaluation trials within Seren.
It reveals a huge decline in loading speed when increasing the
number of single-GPU trials from 1 to 8 on a single node, due
to the bandwidth limitation (25Gb/s) of our storage NIC. On
the other hand, the loading speed stabilizes when the number
of trials ranges from 8 to 256 GPUs. This observation inspires
us to take a strategic approach. Rather than submitting each
evaluation dataset as a separate trial, we separated the model
loading process from the evaluation process, as depicted in
Figure 16 (Right). Specifically, the trial coordinator initially
retrieves the available node list from the cluster scheduler
and then generates a series of precursor jobs for each node.
These jobs load the model from remote storage to local shared
memory. Following this, the coordinator submits the evalu-
ation jobs to the scheduler, which loads the model via the
high-bandwidth PCIe. This method effectively utilizes spare
host memory. After the evaluation finishes, the coordinator
clears the files.
2. Decoupling Metric Computation . As shown in Figure
13, the evaluation process can often involve complex and
time-consuming metric computation. For example, synthe-
sized program correctness tests must be performed on coding
datasets like HumanEval [24] and MBPP [17]. To address
this issue, we decouple the metric computation process from
the evaluation trial. After the model inference is performed
on the GPU, its output is quickly saved into files, terminating
the inference workload. Given that the outputs are typically
text-based and thus small in size, this file-dumping process
is swift. We then generate CPU jobs to carry out the metric
computations. This approach effectively minimizes GPU idle
time and accelerates the evaluation.
3. Prior-based Elastic Scheduling . In addition to the decou-
pling approach, we notice that our prior knowledge regarding
the approximate trial runtime for each evaluation dataset is
quite robust. Furthermore, these datasets are flexible, allowing
us to batch multiple sets into one trial to circumvent model
loading. We can also break down large datasets and decou-
ple metric computation. As a result, the trial coordinator can
maximize GPU occupancy through decomposition, balance

each GPU’s workload using prior information, and employ a
round-robin allocation strategy on sorted job queues. More-
over, we prioritize evaluation trials with lengthy CPU metric
computations in the job queue to better overlap its computa-
tion. This approach not only enhances workload balance but
also minimizes trial switch overhead.
System Performance. We conducted a representative test of
the trial coordinator using a typical evaluation job on a 7B
size LLM, which involved evaluating the workload across 63
datasets. We measured the makespan necessary to complete
all evaluation trials under two different conditions: a single
node (representing limited resources) and four nodes (repre-
senting relatively ample resources). The trial coordinator can
reduce the makespan by 1.3× and 1.8× respectively.

7 Discussion
Related Work. Due to the page limit, we provide a detailed
discussion of our related work in Appendix B.
Scope Limitations. Despite our best efforts to analyze the
workloads in Acme, it is an inescapable reality that we can-
not cover all types of workloads. Limitations include: (1)
Our analysis focuses on the developmental process preceding
model serving and Acme does not encompass any serving jobs
(i.e., workload in the deployment stage). (2) We concentrate
our analysis predominantly on GPU jobs, providing limited
room for CPU jobs. (3) We mainly characterize transformer-
based, decoder-only architecture models (GPT-3 [20] and
LLaMA 2 [92]). For newer model architecture, we provide
a simple characterization of the Mixture of Experts (MoE)
model [84] in Appendix A.6. Other model architectures like
the Multimodal LLM [76] fall outside our scope of analysis.
Continuous System Enhancement. With the rapid advance-
ment of large models, the systems described in this work
may not suffice for the demands of future workloads. In re-
sponse, we are actively refining our system to accommodate
advanced training workloads, including long sequence pre-
training, MoE pretraining, and efficient RLHF. Additionally,
we are upgrading our infrastructure, with a particular focus on
NIC, and expanding our computing cluster to facilitate larger-
scale pretraining. Furthermore, we are exploring promising
directions, such as improving the quality of LLMs through
hyperparameter optimization using Hydro [39], and providing
efficient system support for emerging model architectures like
Diffusion [82] and Mamba [34].

8 Conclusion
In summary, we analyze LLM workloads and resource uti-
lization in our datacenter Acme, revealing unique features and
challenges of LLM development, such as resource inefficien-
cies and failure impacts. We also uncover potential opportuni-
ties to optimize systems tailored for LLMs and introduce our
efforts for pretraining and evaluation workloads. We believe
that our lessons and insights have broad applicability and can
well benefit subsequent research.
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Figure 17: Final statuses of jobs in terms of (a) quantity and
(b) utilized GPU resources.
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Figure 18: Distribution of host memory on a server in Seren
during executing a pretraining job. Idle memory is not shown.

A Supplementary Characterization
In this section, we provide additional analysis to further char-
acterize the workload features during our LLM development.

A.1 Job Final Statuses
High Incompletion Rate. Figure 17 summarizes the distribu-
tion of three key final statuses across our two clusters, reveal-
ing a similar pattern. It is obvious that only approximately
20∼30% of resources are consumed by jobs that finally com-
plete. Besides, about 40% of jobs fail, utilizing 10% of GPU
resources. This suggests that failures predominantly occur
in the early stages of execution, aligning with the statistics
presented in Table 3. Canceled jobs, while constituting only
around 7% of the total job count, command over 60% of GPU
resources. This pattern suggests a prevalence of large-scale
pretraining jobs being canceled by users. Beyond the com-
mon cancellation motives cited in prior studies (e.g., achieving
desired model performance sooner than expected, early recog-
nition of poor hyperparameter configuration) [38, 73, 98], our
experience with LLM pretraining has identified two additional
frequent causes: (1) Users pausing jobs to adjust parameters
in response to performance anomalies, such as loss spikes.
(2) Jobs stalling due to infrastructure issues without throwing
error messages, only to be addressed upon manual inspection
by users, leading to significant resource wastage. These obser-
vations underscore the necessity for a failure-handling system
that can autonomously detect and rectify faulty jobs, which is
further elaborated in §5.3 and §6.1.

A.2 Host Memory
Memory Footprint Breakdown. As depicted in Figure 18,
we illustrate the distribution of active physical host memory
within a compute node, which utilizes 123GB of the total 1TB
available. This showcases a typical pattern of CPU memory
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Figure 19: GPU SM utilization of pretraining a 123B LLM
using different strategies of InternEvo [25] over 1024 GPUs.
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Figure 20: Memory snapshot under different pretraining
strategies. Note that the extensive blue segment at the top
of (a) is simplified and can be further broken down into mas-
sive fragments (memory allocations), similar to the lower part.

consumption for pretraining jobs. However, it is important to
note that memory usage can significantly vary across different
tasks. Specifically, the memory footprint of the dataloader can
be considerably larger when employing Megatron-LM [68],
which requires loading the metadata of the entire dataset.
In contrast, our approach of loading data on-the-fly proves
to be more memory-efficient without obviously impacting
throughput. Furthermore, the memory requirements for asyn-
chronous checkpointing (§6.1) largely depend on the model
size and training configurations. The memory footprint de-
picted in this figure corresponds to the configuration outlined
in Figure 10(a). In addition to the training processes, memory-
intensive operations include TensorBoard [13] (6.5GB), the
client daemon along the critical components (e.g., data and
metadata caching) of the distributed file system (45.3GB).
The remainder (0.6GB) encompasses Prometheus monitoring
components, NVIDIA drivers, the Slurm scheduler daemon,
and other system processes primarily related to sensor mon-
itoring and system management. In general, there is a sub-
stantial amount of memory available, which can be leveraged
for various purposes. Previous efforts [16, 65] have shown
the potential for disaggregating CPU and memory usage from
GPU allocations, suggesting that there may be additional op-
timization opportunities for LLMs, such as enhancing fault
tolerance [96].
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Figure 22: GPU SM utilization of pretraining a MoE model
Mistral 7B [46] with 1024 GPUs in Seren.

A.3 Carbon Emission
Our datacenter Acme has a PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness)
of 1.25. Moreover, it operates on approximately 30.61% of
carbon-free energy (statistics for the year 2022), which in-
cludes renewable sources like solar and wind power and
achieves a carbon emissions footprint (CO2e) rate of 0.478
tCO2e/MWh. Based on our node-level power consumption
data, we calculate that Seren consumed approximately 673
MWh electricity in May 2023, which leads to total effective
emissions of 321.7 tCO2e. We believe that implementing ad-
vanced approaches like [14, 26, 103] can effectively reduce
carbon emissions.

A.4 Pretraining under Different Scale
Figures 19 and 20 provide supplementary pretraining profiling
results for a 123B LLM across 1024 GPUs. These figures
complement the profiling observations depicted in Figures 10
and 11. It is evident that they present very similar patterns
to the 2048 GPUs, demonstrating the generalizability of our
characterization.

A.5 GPU Temperature
Figure 21 depicts the temperature distributions of GPU core
and GPU memory. The GPU memory temperature is gener-
ally higher than the GPU core temperature. As corresponding
to power consumption distribution shown in Figure 8, temper-
ature presents a similar pattern in that some GPUs are under
heavy load and have higher temperature (over 65◦C). These
suggest a need for enhancements in our cluster’s cooling sys-
tem to address the issue of elevated temperatures.

A.6 MoE Model
As shown in Figure 22, the MoE model presents much lower
GPU utilization compared with the dense model shown in
Figure 10. This is mainly due to the fact that the MoE model
requires frequent all-to-all communication and necessitates
high-quality internode communication, however, our single
IB NIC server cannot efficiently handle such job. Here we
directly use the official training configuration released by Mis-
tral. On the other hand, InternEvo is still under development
and we are working on performing tailored optimizations for
MoE models.

B Related Work
DL Workload Characterization. Prior works conduct DL
workloads analysis from different companies. Philly [45] pro-
vides insights on the impact of job locality on queuing delay
and resource utilization from Microsoft, in addition to identi-
fying different failure reasons. Helios [38] from SenseTime
illustrates the nature of cluster resource utilization and user
disparity, evaluated from the perspectives of the cluster, job,
and user. Alibaba’s PAI [97] contributes to this discourse by
analyzing the challenges encountered within their clusters
from both temporal and spatial viewpoints. Different from
them, we focus on the characteristics of LLM workloads. Con-
currently, MegaScale [47] presents ByteDance’s experience
in training LLMs using a formidable array of over 10,000
GPUs, complementing our focus with their practical insights.
Fault Tolerance Systems. Fault tolerance is a crucial con-
sideration across various disciplines. In the context of LLM
systems, Varuna [15], Bamboo [88], and Oobleck [44] fo-
cus on the fast recovery from failures in cloud spot in-
stance scenarios. Gemini [96] facilitates swift recovery
through CPU memory checkpointing. In addition, a body
of research works dedicated to GPU-related failure analy-
sis [33, 45, 60, 70, 86, 89, 90, 109], while several deep learn-
ing schedulers [42, 56, 107] consider fault tolerance. Further-
more, a series of studies have profiled [49, 62, 111] or diag-
nosed [36, 47, 59, 87, 105, 108] potential performance bottle-
necks within RDMA or intra-host network communication.
We provide a thorough analysis of the failure events in LLM
workloads and propose a LLM-involved diagnosis system.

C Resource Links
InternLM is a project focusing on LLM research in Shanghai
AI Laboratory. InternLM team keeps open-sourcing high-
quality LLMs as well as a full-stack toolchain for LLM de-
velopment. More resources can be accessed via the following
links:

InternLM Links
Project: https://github.com/InternLM
Trace: https://github.com/InternLM/AcmeTrace
System: https://github.com/InternLM/InternEvo
Model: https://huggingface.co/internlm
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Abstract
Deep learning recommendation models play an important

role in online companies and consume a major part of the AI
infrastructure dedicated to training and inference. The accu-
racy of these models highly depends on how quickly they are
published on the serving side. One of the main challenges
in improving the model update latency and frequency is the
model size, which has reached the order of Terabytes and is
expected to further increase in the future. The large model
size causes large latency (and write bandwidth) to update
the model in geo-distributed servers. We present QuickUp-
date, a system for real-time personalization of large-scale
recommendation models, that publishes the model in high fre-
quency as part of online training, providing serving accuracy
that is comparable to that of a fully fresh model. The sys-
tem employs novel techniques to minimize the required write
bandwidth, including prioritized parameter updates, intermit-
tent full model updates, model transformations, and relaxed
consistency. We evaluate QuickUpdate using real-world data,
on one of the largest production models in Meta. The results
show that QuickUpdate provides a serving accuracy that is
comparable to a fully fresh model, while reducing the average
published update size and the required bandwidth by over 13x.
It provides a scalable solution for serving production models
in real-time fashion, which is otherwise not feasible at scale
due to the limited network and storage bandwidth.

1 Introduction

Deep Learning Recommendation Models (DLRM) are widely
used in many online companies. These models are trained
using data at scale to learn user and product characteristics,
providing personalized recommendations in a variety of con-
texts. For instance, Netflix [7] and YouTube [4] provide lists
of movies for customers; Amazon [19] and Alibaba [20] rec-
ommend relevant products based on user search queries, and
Google [3] and Meta [23] display ads and contents accord-
ing to user interests. DLRMs consume a major part of the

AI infrastructure in these companies. In Meta, for example,
DLRMs consume more than 80% of the machine learning
inference cycles [8] and more than 50% of the training cycles.

Recommendation models help the business grow. For in-
stance, they contribute to 35% of the entire purchase in Ama-
zon [8, 14]. As a result of such extensive business impact,
accuracy becomes an important performance metrics for rec-
ommendation models at scale. In particular, Meta business
required accuracy loss to be less than 0.01% in designing
checkpoint and quantization algorithms [5]. This is a very
narrow margin, indicating the importance of recommendation
models and their accuracy.

Model freshness is a key contributor to the accuracy of
personalized recommendation models [4, 6, 9, 22, 25]. The
accuracy can deteriorate rapidly because the models run in-
ferences in very highly dynamic environments. For instance,
every day new users and items are registered in the system and
user interests may be impacted by recent events. If the model
is not updated frequently, it would not incorporate the changes
in users and products, leading to a gradual deterioration in
accuracy. To further highlight the impact of freshness, Figure
3 displays the significant accuracy loss when the model is not
refreshed for hours. Thus, in order to keep accuracy at an ac-
ceptable level, recommendation models need to be retrained
using the most recent data, and the updated models should be
used to serve real time inferences.

A common technique to keep inference models fresh is
online training. Instead of re-training the model from scratch
each time, it is continuously trained and refined using real-
time streaming data. Periodically, a snapshot of the model is
created and published to hundreds of servers, located across
different geographical regions. These servers then utilize the
model to perform real-time predictions for online queries.
However, updating the serving model incurs latency between
the training cluster and the distributed serving hosts, resulting
in a delay in refreshing the model, primarily due to the large
size of modern models.

Over the years, model sizes have grown rapidly, reach-
ing the scale of terabytes and containing trillions of param-
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eters [5, 10, 15] to capture millions of sparse features and
improve the model accuracy. The limited write bandwidth
poses a challenge when transferring such large models to
distributed servers and storage. As a consequence, the up-
date latency can extend to the order of hours. This prolonged
latency can adversely affect accuracy, as discussed in more
detail in section 3.

To address the above challenges posed by the large model
sizes and their consequent update latency, we present Quick-
Update. QuickUpdate employs the following design elements
to provide real-time personalization of large-scale DLRM:

1. Prioritized parameter update: Performing a complete up-
date of all parameters in each of the serving models across
hundreds of geo-distributed nodes, would require substan-
tial network and storage bandwidths, which constitute a
bottleneck.
QuickUpdate minimizes the update size by performing pri-
oritized parameter selection. It ranks and selects specific
parameters to be updated in the serving model while prun-
ing the remaining ones from the update. This approach
significantly reduces the overall update size and mitigates
the bandwidth demands.
The parameter ranking algorithm is important to avoid
accuracy degradation when minimizing the update size.

2. Intermittent full model update: Intermittent full model
updates occur when a series of consecutive partial updates
are followed by a complete model update. The primary
purpose of these full updates is to maintain long-term ac-
curacy in the serving model. After each partial update, the
serving model deviates from the training model, since the
former still utilizes outdated parameter values. This devi-
ation grows larger with more partial updates, leading to
potential accuracy implications over time. To improve ac-
curacy, a full model update is published intermittently to
limit the gap between the serving model and the training
model.

3. Model transformations for real-time update: QuickUp-
date employs several model transformations to reduce the
published model size, including inference pruning and
quantization.
Quantization has been successfully implemented in some
studies [11, 24, 27] to reduce floating-point precision with-
out sacrificing accuracy. It helps to reduce the required size
of storage in the inference cluster and the required commu-
nication cost. Inference pruning is implemented on very
large look-up tables. Entities, such as users or videos, and
their corresponding vectors are stored as look-up embed-
ding tables in DLRMs. The entity indices (or IDs) that are
practically inactive are pruned from the serving platform
to significantly reduce the size of the served model.

4. Simplified serving design and relaxed consistency re-
quirements: In traditional serving designs, the model is
fully loaded in the serving platform before starting to serve
queries, to maintain strong consistency. In such designs,

each inference request is executed based on a specific ver-
sion of the model weights, ensuring consistent and reliable
results. However, this approach incurs considerable infras-
tructure overhead due to the use of extra buffer nodes.
In QuickUpdate, we introduce a more efficient serving
design by relaxing the consistency requirements. Instead
of using buffer nodes, the weights are directly updated
in the serving nodes. This eliminates the need for extra
infrastructure and reduces overhead. However, this relaxed
design may result in some inconsistency in the embedding
tables, as they may contain a mixture of fresh and stale
weights.
Despite the potential inconsistency in the embedding tables,
our evaluation demonstrates that the accuracy of the serving
model is not compromised, but rather it leads to accuracy
gains.
We evaluate QuickUpdate using real-world data and one

of the largest models that is deployed in production at Meta.
Overall, our results demonstrate that QuickUpdate is able to
provide a serving accuracy that is comparable to a fully fresh
model, while minimizing the required write bandwidth by
over 13x. It provides a scalable solution for serving produc-
tion DLRM in real-time fashion, which is otherwise not feasi-
ble at scale due to the limited network and storage bandwidth.
QuickUpdate achieves this by leveraging novel techniques,
including selectively publishing the most important parts of
each update, while still incorporating low-frequent intermit-
tent full model updates that ensure long term accuracy.

2 Background

2.1 Deep Learning Recommendation Models
(DLRM)

Typically, deep learning recommendation models are com-
posed of sparse and dense layers, as displayed in Figure
1 [5, 10, 26]. Sparse layers are practically the embedding
tables, where each embedding table represents a categorical
feature and each row of this table represents a specific ID (e.g.,
user ID or video ID). The embedding table transforms each
ID into a fixed size vector with float values that are trainable.
The remaining trainable parts of the model are called dense
layers.

Figure 1 displays how data flows in a DLRM. Sparse fea-
tures are transformed by embedding tables; and dense features
are transformed by the bottom dense layer. The transformed
features are then concatenated and further transformed in the
top dense layer to compute a likelihood for the input data.

2.1.1 Training DLRM

Parallelization is the main approach to train recommendation
models at scale [5, 8]. Different parallelization logic can be
implemented for the sparse and dense layers. Sparse layers
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Figure 1: A DLRM architecture

contribute to > 99% of the entire model size and can be in
the order of several terabytes. Because storing all the sparse
layers in a single node is not feasible, a model parallelism
approach is used to shard the tables on several nodes. The
dense layer size, on the other hand, is small enough to be
accommodated by each node, thus they are replicated across
the nodes to leverage data parallelism.

At Meta, a typical training cluster includes 16 nodes, where
each node contains a multi-socket CPU and 8 GPUs. Sparse
layers are sharded across all the GPUs, with “all-to-all” com-
munication during both forward and backward computations.
Dense layers are replicated across all the GPUs, with “all-
reduce” communication to aggregate gradients computed in
multiple GPUs during the backward propagation [16]. During
training, the new weights are computed and updated for sparse
and dense layers synchronously to avoid accuracy degrada-
tion.

2.1.2 Serving DLRM

To efficiently serve batches of requests in a high-throughput
manner, GPUs are typically used for model serving. In Meta,
serving nodes are located in dedicated serving clusters. A
serving node consists of a host CPU and GPUs attached to it.
The serving model is replicated across the serving nodes, and
data parallelization is used for model serving at scale. Ads
embedding tables are stored in a single GPU because they re-
quire higher read throughput. The other embedding tables are
stored in the CPU, which typically has much larger memory
capacity (e.g., 1.5 TB DRAM). For storing the embedding
tables, a compact data structure is used to minimize the size
and store it in a GPU access friendly manner. In particular,
the embedding tables are stored consecutively, and each em-
bedding table is stored with row-major order in an array data
structure.

To refresh the serving model, additional buffer nodes are
utilized to avoid pausing the currently serving nodes. After the
newly published model is loaded into a buffer node, request
traffic is switched to the buffer node.

2.2 Online versus Offline Training

Online training is implemented when the serving model needs
to be continually trained and updated using a real-time stream
of data. In online training, the serving model provides pre-
dictions while being updated in regular time intervals (in the
order of minutes to hours). The training continues to operate
in the background (typically in a separate cluster) to fine tune
the model. The rate at which the trained model is published
to the serving platform can have a significant impact on the
accuracy of the predictions it generates.

In contrast, offline training does not use a real-time stream
of data for training and does not have a tight time constraint
to train and publish the model to the serving platform. Instead,
it usually uses a bulk of data that is already stored in a data
storage. The model is trained using the entire available data,
and the training stops when certain optimality conditions are
satisfied, after which it is published to the serving platform.

Deciding between online and offline training depends on
the use case. Online training systems are implemented when
the model needs to be updated in a timely fashion. A typ-
ical use case could be DLRMs for ads, search and videos
(e.g., [13, 18, 21]) when the environment is highly dynamic
and requires the model to be updated almost in real time (in
the order of minutes). The online training helps these mod-
els to incorporate the most recent data and to avoid accuracy
degradation. When the business requirements do not justify
real time model update, one can use an offline training ap-
proach to update models.

2.3 Optimizer State as Feature Importance
Measure

In general, large DLRMs can use hundreds of thousands of
features for training; however, some of these features and
corresponding weights do not impact the accuracy. These
features may belong to inactive users or content IDs, or some
other features may not provide training signals. Maintaining
all these parameters would consume some extra bandwidth
when the model is published, or some extra computation and
GPU storage when the inference is run in the serving platform.
To mitigate these adverse impacts, we can compute feature
importance and accordingly prune the features and weights
that practically do not impact the accuracy.

QuickUpdate uses optimizer state (or gradient momentum)
to compute feature importance. It belongs to the family of
gradient-based feature importance metrics (e.g., [2, 12, 18]).
The optimizer state is the historical average of gradient values
and is more stable than gradient values, which sometimes
oscillate between positive and negative values. The optimizer
state can give us the following indications:

1) Impact on accuracy: it practically shows how often and
how much a specific parameter has been updated during the
course of training. A high value of gradient value shows a
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high impact on improving accuracy; and if this impact per-
sists historically, we can more confidently deduce that the
parameter is important for accuracy; thus the optimizer state
would be a stable indication of feature impacts on accuracy.

2) Access rate: The optimizer state of zero (or near zero)
indicates that the parameter has not been practically updated
during the course of training. This has twofold implications.
First, it can imply that the parameter has not been accessed.
This can happen for some inactive user IDs or outdated videos.
Second, if the entity is active, near-zero values can imply that
there may not be important signals to learn from the relevant
data. For instance, it can happen for a specific user ID that is
not using the platform to click on ads.

Based on the information above, QuickUpdate uses opti-
mizer state for two different tasks: 1- to perform inference
pruning when a complete model is published to reduce the
size of the complete model update. In this stage, QuickUpdate
focuses on low tail of optimizer state values and prunes the
parameters that do not have impact on accuracy 2- to perform
prioritized parameter selection when a partial update is pub-
lished. In this stage, the QuickUpdate focuses on the high
tail of the optimizer state values to update more important
parameters.

2.4 Inference Pruning

Inference pruning is performed to reduce the size of the model
when a complete snapshot is published to the serving platform.
Pruning is particularly implemented on the look-up embed-
ding tables and reduces their size by a significant amount (e.g.
50%). Since look-up tables compose more than 99% of the
size of DLRMs, the pruning considerably reduces the size
of the model without compromising the accuracy. Reducing
the size of the model helps to consume smaller bandwidth
to publish the model updates; and as a result, they can be
published to hundreds of geo-distributed clusters with shorter
latency. Additionally, it helps to perform inference faster be-
cause fewer number of rows are involved in the computations.

Figure 2 displays an example of a look-up table which
includes indices and the corresponding row. Each index repre-
sents a unique ID which is assigned to users, videos, etc. Each
row can be considered as a vector of trainable float values
used by the model to generate personalized recommendations
for users.

Intuitively, the inference pruning algorithm identifies the
rows that represent entities that are inactive or do not provide
training signals to improve accuracy. Mathematically, this is
accomplished using the optimizer state vector. In particular,
the trainer can provide a vector of optimizer state for each row.
Each element in the optimizer state vector demonstrates the
gradient momentum of the corresponding element in the row.
The average of the elements in the optimizer state vector is
used to quantify the row importance value. If the row impor-
tance value is close to zero, it implies that the row elements

Figure 2: Inference pruning of embedding tables

have not been practically updated during the training; and as
a result that row can be pruned.

Figure 2 also shows how the lookup table changes before
and after pruning. Using the row importance values, the infer-
ence pruning algorithm determines the least important indices,
and prunes them before publishing the complete update to
servers. For operational purposes, the original index values
are remapped to new indices. The new indices are simply
incremented as they appear in the original table.

It should be noted that in this paper, a complete model
update refers to the model snapshot after performing inference
pruning.

3 Motivation

In this section, we present real-world data that highlights the
motivation behind the development of QuickUpdate. First,
we demonstrate how accuracy considerably drops when the
model is not updated for an hour or longer. Then, we discuss
the implications of scaling up the model size. Without modi-
fying the model publishing approach, we have to either accept
prolonged update latency and diminishing accuracy, or invest
heavily in infrastructure to keep the update latency consistent.
Finally, we highlight the limitation of lossless model updates,
emphasizing the need for prioritized updates.

Accuracy gain: Updating a full serving model is a time-
intensive process that may span several hours. As a result,
recent updates like user actions and interests (e.g., posting
new stories or engaging with specific content) would not be
reflected in the serving model for several hours, potentially
reducing the model accuracy.

Figure 3 demonstrates how accuracy drops as we postpone
the model update for one of the large scale models at Meta.
It compares the accuracy loss of a stale serving model with
different model update latencies (1 to 7 hours), to a fully fresh
model. It shows that accuracy loss significantly increases
when model updates are delayed, reaching a loss of more than
0.6% after 7 hours.

Reducing the update size can help accelerate the model
updates and improve the accuracy of the serving model.

Model size: DLRM sizes have seen a marked increase
over the past years. These models utilize a large amount of
data and parameters to better understand user interests and
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Figure 4: The percentage of the model updated over time

product characteristics, leading to improved accuracy. This
progress has resulted in the development of complex models
with trillions of parameters [15] and several terabyte model
size [5]. Moreover, this trend is expected to continue in the
future.

With the growth in model size comes the challenge of ex-
tended model update latency due to the increased bandwidth
required for transfers. If left unaddressed, this is expected
to lead to model freshness degradation in the future. Simply
augmenting the infrastructure is not a viable long-term solu-
tion, given the relentless expansion of model sizes. Therefore,
performing partial updates for large DLRM appears to be a
promising strategy, aiming to reduce update latency without
the demand for more infrastructure.

Lossless model updates: To better understand the propor-
tion of the model that is modified over time, we monitored
the updated embedding rows and accordingly computed the
average fraction of the model touched. Figure 4 shows the
percentage of the model updated over time. It is evident that a
large part of the model is updated in a short span of time. For
example, in just a 10-minute interval, 58% of the model gets
updated. Updating 58% of the model is resource-intensive,
requiring considerably more infrastructure than a full model
update every hour. This leads us to explore an approach of pri-
oritized updates to significantly reduce the update footprint.

4 System Overview

Figure 5 provides an overview of QuickUpdate architecture.
The DLRM system consists of training nodes, serving nodes,
and remote storage to save the model snapshots. The publish-
ing logic of QuickUpdate has been mainly implemented in the
UpdateSelector and UpdatePatcher agents, which are respec-
tively implemented in the trainer node and serving node. The
UpdateSelector is responsible to decide which portion of the
model should be updated and quantize it before saving in the
remote storage. UpdatePatcher implements different patching
strategies depending on the type of update being performed.
Additional information is provided in the following sections.

4.1 What to Update

QuickUpdate focuses on performing partial updates specif-
ically for the embedding tables, which typically constitute
the big majority of deep learning recommendation models
(more than 99% in our workload). In such models, each table
represents a categorical feature (e.g., users, videos), and each
row within a table corresponds to a specific ID associated
with that feature.

During our exploration, we considered two options for up-
dating the embedding tables: 1. Updating all rows for selected
tables. 2. Updating selected rows for all tables (the selected
row indices may vary from one table to another).

We found that updating at the row level granularity resulted
in improved accuracy while minimizing the overall update
size. Consequently, QuickUpdate determines which specific
rows within the tables need to be updated on the serving side.
This approach enables QuickUpdate to prioritize the updates
of certain content or user IDs that are more likely to contribute
to accuracy gains, ensuring an efficient and effective update
strategy. For dense layers in the model, QuickUpdate performs
a full update. This is because the size of the update for these
layers is relatively small, and any optimization specific to
these layers would not have a significant impact on the overall
update process.

4.2 UpdateSelector

The UpdateSelector component of QuickUpdate is imple-
mented within the training cluster. This is because it requires
certain model information, such as parameter values, from
the trainer in order to prepare the model update.

During online training, the trainer operates in batch inter-
vals. At the end of each training interval, the trainer shares
both the model state and the optimizer state with the Update-
Selector. The model state includes sharded embedding tables
and dense parameter values, while the optimizer state includes
gradient values and their momentum. These states are copied
from GPU memory to the host CPU memory.
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Figure 5: System architecture

UpdateSelector uses optimizer state to perform the follow-
ing two tasks on the copied model in CPU:

1. Prioritized parameter selection: The primary objective of
this task is to update only a small percentage of the model
parameters, while minimizing any degradation in accuracy
(compared to a full update). In this stage, QuickUpdate
selects the embedding rows based on their optimizer state
values, prioritizing those that are likely to result in a larger
improvement in accuracy.

2. Inference pruning: This task is implemented when a full
model is published. Inference pruning focuses on the sparse
embedding tables and aims to reduce the size of the full
model update. During this stage, QuickUpdate identifies the
low-tail optimizer state values and prunes the embedding
rows with values close to zero. These rows have negligible
impact on the accuracy of the model.
Once the updates (whether full or partial) are prepared, they

undergo quantization to reduce their size. The quantization is
used as a compression method and has negligible impact on
the model accuracy. The quantized updates are then stored in
remote storage, ready to be utilized for the update process.

4.3 UpdatePatcher
UpdatePatcher is responsible for loading the published snap-
shots and updating the serving model. It utilizes an efficient
non-atomic update approach for both partial and full model
updates. In the non-atomic update process, multiple threads
have access to the model parameters and gradually patch the
parameters to the servers. This allows for concurrent parame-
ter patching without the need to lock the servers or models.
As a result, the servers can continue to run inference on in-
coming traffic simultaneously while the updates are being
applied. This approach ensures efficient and uninterrupted
serving of real-time traffic during the update process.

4.4 Workflow
Figure 6 demonstrates QuickUpdate workflow. For simplicity,
we only show the timescale in the trainer, UpdateSelector, and
a serving node. The evolution of the model is a repeatable

pattern, thus we focus on one cycle, which is further divided
into intervals. At the beginning of each interval i in the cycle
c, UpdateSelector has access to a full model Fc,i to determine
which portion of the model should be updated. In particular,
first, a full snapshot (i.e., Fc,1) will be published and loaded in
the server, and then consecutive partial updates (Pc,i for i > 1)
will be published and patched to the full snapshot to create
the serving snapshot Sc,i.

Merging more partial updates with the serving model may
cause more deviation between the serving model Sc,i and
the current trainer state Fc,i. This deviation may result in
accuracy degradation. As a result, another full fresh snapshot
(i.e., Fc+1,1) will be published to the serving cluster, marking
the end of the current cycle. This model evolution in the
serving side can be represented as follows:

Sc,1 = Fc,1

Sc,i = M(Sc,i−1,Pc,i) for 1 < i ≤ I
where I is the number of intervals in a cycle, and M is

the merge operator. The merge operator simply copies the
parameter values of Pc,i and updates them in Sc,i−1.

5 Design

In this section, we discuss the design options and their im-
pact on accuracy metrics. We begin by defining the specific
accuracy metrics that guide our design and evaluation. By pri-
oritizing accuracy throughout the design process, we aimed to
create an effective system that provides high serving accuracy
while addressing the network and storage bandwidth bottle-
neck. Note that QuickUpdate is configurable and monitored
in production for the unlikely event of accuracy degradation.

5.1 Accuracy Metrics

Binary Cross Entropy or Entropy [17] is a well known aggre-
gate metric to evaluate accuracy of ads models. In this study,
we use Normalized Entropy (NE) which is defined as the
Binary Cross Entropy divided by a constant. The variations
of NE are computed as follows to understand how the partial
update would perform with respect to the fully fresh snapshot
and stale model. For simplicity, we drop cycle subscript c
from the notation.

1- NE loss: It determines the accuracy reduction when
model Si is used instead of the corresponding fully fresh
model Fi to run inferences.

NEloss(Si) =
NESi −NEFi

NEFi

∗100 (1)

where NESi and NEFi respectively denote Normalized En-
tropy for models Si and Fi.

2- NE gain: It represents how much accuracy improvement
to expect if Si is used for inference instead of the stale model:
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Figure 6: QuickUpdate workflow

NEgain(Si) =
NESi −NEstale

NEstale
∗100 (2)

The stale model is considered to be the latest published full
model F1.

3- NE recovery: It demonstrates the percentage of maxi-
mum NE gain that has been attained by model Si. We assume
that the maximum NE gain is achieved if the fully trained
model, Fi, could have been used for inference. Thus, the NE
recovery is defined as:

NErecovery(Si) =
NEgain(Si)

NEgain(Fi)
∗100 (3)

5.2 Selection Criteria
To prioritize updating rows that yield larger accuracy gains,
we need a reliable indicator that remains stable throughout
the training process. While the gradient vector could serve
as a criterion, its oscillation between positive and negative
values introduces numerical instability. Instead, we can utilize
the optimizer state vector, also known as momentum, which
provides a more stable measure. The optimizer state vector
represents the averaged squared sum of historical gradients
for a specific row. By denoting OSr

c,i as the optimizer state
vector for a row r in the model at interval i, and OSr

c,i as the
average of its elements, we can leverage this measure as an
indication of row importance.

Intuitively, the rows with larger values of OSr
c,i would be

more likely to improve accuracy. For example, these rows
can represent a specific user who frequently uses the platform
to click on ads, or it can represent a specific video with a
high access rate. Other than the magnitude of OSr

c,i for a
given interval, it might be important to track how it changes
over time. This can be potentially informative for situations
when we prefer to prioritize parameters that have changed

Table 1: NE recovery for different selection criteria

Selection criteria NE recovery

Absolute optimizer state 70%
Delta optimizer state 100%

with respect to older versions. Based on these intuitions, we
evaluate the following selection criteria:

1- Absolute optimizer state:

abs(OSr
c,i) f or i > 1 (4)

2- Delta optimizer state:

abs(OSr
c,i −OSr

c,i−1) f or i > 1 (5)

The choice between using absolute optimizer state or delta
optimizer state as selection criteria depends on their respec-
tive advantages and trade-offs. While absolute optimizer state
provides a stable and aggregate measure of how a row impacts
accuracy, delta optimizer state captures the change in impact
compared to the previous interval. However, using delta opti-
mizer state requires additional memory to store the optimizer
state from the previous interval. To evaluate the impact of
these criteria, we conducted experiments with a 30-minute
interval length and a 10% update size. After publishing a full
snapshot and training for another hour, we published a partial
snapshot with a 10% update size based on the two criteria. We
then evaluated the serving accuracy compared to a fully fresh
model. The results in Table 1 (which were consistent across
multiple such experiments) indicate that delta optimizer state
achieves 100% NE recovery, while absolute optimizer state
achieves 70% NE recovery. This implies that selecting rows
based on delta optimizer state reduces the discrepancy be-
tween the serving model and the corresponding full snapshot.
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Table 2: NE recovery and NE gain for different baselines

Baseline NE recovery

Previous full update 95.94%
Previous update 99.05%

5.3 Baseline for Delta Selection
Delta optimizer state is computed with respect to a baseline.
We considered two options for choosing a baseline when
computing the delta optimizer state:

1- Model state at the previous update: This option considers
the model state at the time of the previous update as the
baseline. It is the same as the delta optimizer definition in the
previous section.

2- Model state at the previous full update: As elaborated
in section 5.6, QuickUpdate also leverages intermittent full
updates. In this baseline option, the model state at the time
of the last intermittent full update is used as delta. The delta
optimizer is defined in this case as the following:

abs(OSr
c,i −OSr

c,1) f or i > 1 (6)

For the first option, the baseline needs to be saved at the end
of every training interval, while for the second option, only
one baseline is saved in the first interval of the cycle. Thus, the
first option provides a more recent and fresh baseline at the
cost of extra compute resources for saving it in the memory.

We examine the impact of the different baselines on the
serving accuracy by conducting an experiment where each in-
termittent full update is followed by four partial updates. We
evaluate the serving accuracy (NE recovery) compared to a
fully fresh model. The results in Table 2 show that previous in-
terval baseline would deliver 3.11% (95.94% versus 99.05%)
more NE recovery. This suggests that using the model state
of the previous update as a baseline can better reflect recent
user interests, as it is refreshed in every update interval. In
addition, the use of full updates as baseline may prioritize
parameters that were important in previous intervals but are
no longer contributing to accuracy. Over time, the optimizer
states of these parameters may reach a plateau, yet the full
update baseline may still consider them due to their large
delta optimizer state values. Refreshing the baseline more fre-
quently helps eliminate the prioritization of such parameters
and instead prioritize recently changed parameters that are
more likely to contribute to accuracy improvements.

5.4 Real-time Inference Pruning
Inference pruning, described in subsection 2.4, helps reduce
the size of the serving model and the number of required
GPUs. It practically prunes rows (or IDs) that are not active
anymore or have a negligible impact on accuracy to reduce the
size of embedding tables. Then, the pruned tables are stored

compactly in a GPU access-friendly manner to further reduce
their size in the serving cluster.

The pruning is only implemented when a full model is pub-
lished to the serving cluster. For the subsequent intervals, we
like partial updates to be compatible with pruned tables in full
model updates. Ideally, the row IDs in partial updates should
be present in the pruned table. This helps us to simply update
the values of existing rows without re-structuring the tables in
GPUs. However, this is not always the case. Since the training
data for partial updates is different from the full model update,
it is possible that some row IDs become important in partial
updates while those IDs are not present in the serving-side
pruned table. When such cases occur, a naive implementa-
tion would involve the insertion of the missing rows into the
serving-side pruned table, which can be resource-intensive
and may require reshuffling of all the embedding tables across
all GPUs to ensure accessibility and efficiency (e.g., avoid
memory fragmentation).

To avoid intensive reshuffling of embedding tables, we
explored two alternative inference pruning strategies that are
compatible with the partial updates:

1. Fixed indices pruning (see figure 7a): In this strategy,
QuickUpdate performs prioritized parameter selection to
choose candidate row indices for updating. However, only
the rows that are already present in the embedding table
are updated, while the pruned rows remain unchanged.

2. Fixed pruning ratio (see figure 7b): In this strategy, a fixed
ratio of rows is pruned from the embedding table at each
full update. When QuickUpdate performs prioritized pa-
rameter selection, it selects a maximum of X indices to
update, where X is the total number of rows in the given
table on the serving platform. This ensures that the number
of rows in a table is consistent.

The first strategy avoids reshuffling, as there would be only
row update operations and no row insert operations into the
embedding tables. The second strategy avoids reshuffling by
using both row update and remapping index operations. As
the sizes of the embedding tables don’t change in the second
strategy, it would also avoid the need to reshard the embedding
tables across the GPUs.

To evaluate the two pruning strategies, we consider three
training scenarios: 1-No pruning, 2-fixed pruned indexes and
3-fixed pruned ratio per table.

Our experiments showed that NE loss due to pruning is
practically negligible (<0.001%), with no accuracy difference
between the pruning strategies. Considering implementation
requirements, we opted for the fixed pruned indexes strategy
due to its simpler implementation. Unlike the fixed pruned
ratio strategy, it does not necessitate updating the index map
with each new update.
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(a) Fixed indexes pruning

(b) Fixed ratio pruning

Figure 7: Inference pruning strategies

5.5 Granularity
The granularity in QuickUpdate refers to the percentage of
rows to include in a partial update. This parameter determines
the amount of bandwidth required to transfer the update to the
serving nodes. While a smaller granularity allows for faster
and more efficient transfer, it may also limit the inclusion of
important rows, potentially leading to a reduction in accuracy.

The granularity setting is configurable and can be adjusted
based on various factors such as available infrastructure re-
sources, desired accuracy, and the overall size of the model. In
section 6 we evaluate the trade-off between update granularity
and accuracy on our production workload.

5.6 Intermittent Full Model Update
After each partial update, the serving model deviates from
the most recent trained model. It is because only a small
percentage of parameters in the serving model are based on
the most recent trained model, and the rest of the parameters
are based on the older versions. As we perform more partial
updates, the deviation becomes larger, leading to accuracy
degradation. Thus, intermittent full model update is required
to maintain the accuracy of the serving model and keep its
long term accuracy at a desired level.

The main design parameter for the intermittent full model
update is its frequency. Determining the desired frequency
of full model updates depends on different factors such as
granularity and the required accuracy. As we show in section
6, there exists a trade-off between the granularity of partial
updates and the required frequency of full model updates. A
system that applies larger granularity in partial updates can
delay the need for a full model update, at the cost of higher
average write bandwidth.

5.7 Relaxed Model Update Consistency
Traditionally, in order to ensure consistency during a full
model update, the updated model is first loaded into buffer

nodes. Only when loading is completed, the user request
traffic is re-routed to the buffer nodes, which then serve as the
new inference nodes. In QuickUpdate, we relaxed this design
because it uses considerable infrastructure resources. Instead,
whenever updates are available, they are directly patched to
the serving model, which continues to serve real-time traffic
concurrently without the need for a separate buffer node. This
relaxation of the design allows for more efficient utilization
of infrastructure resources.

The relaxed consistency in QuickUpdate is specifically re-
lated to the loading duration of parameters in the serving node.
During this loading process, incoming inference requests may
encounter inconsistent views of the embedding tables, leading
to three possible cases for a particular query:

1. None of the parameters have been updated yet, and the
inference is performed using the stale parameters.

2. Some parameters have been updated, and inference is per-
formed using a mixture of stale and fresh parameters.

3. All parameters have been updated and inference is based
on the fully fresh model.
Our experiments have shown that this relaxed consistency

approach does not result in a negative impact on the serving
accuracy when compared to a fully consistent policy, while
also eliminating the need for additional buffer nodes. In sec-
tion 6, we further evaluate the effect of these inconsistent
embedding tables on the serving accuracy and demonstrate
that they actually lead to positive accuracy gains, providing
an additional benefit of the relaxed consistency approach.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate QuickUpdate on one of the largest recommen-
dation models deployed in Meta, using real-world data, and
trained on our production training cluster in a setup similar
to [15]. The model is an extension of the DLRM model pro-
posed in [16], but it is substantially larger, in the order of
Terabytes. We used the same pre-recorded data stream for all
the experiments, making the experiments reproducible and
comparable, and eliminating potential result skew due to tem-
poral data variations. The model was initially trained using
several weeks of real-world data as the warm-up period, in
order to reach a steady state. For accuracy evaluations, we
evaluate the serving predictions on data stream that comes
after the training data in time (i.e., the data evaluated during
inference was not used in previous training).

6.1 Accuracy
In this section, we compare the accuracy implications of differ-
ent update granularities, and derive the minimal full snapshot
frequency such that the NE loss does not fall below 0.01%. In
these experiments, we publish a full snapshot in the beginning
and continue to publish partial updates with different granu-
larities. These partial updates are applied on top of the full
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Figure 8: NE gain for partial updates with varying training
periods

served snapshot and evaluated for accuracy using the same
recorded dataset.

6.1.1 NE gain compared to a stale model

We begin by comparing the accuracy of QuickUpdate with
the accuracy of a stale model, to quantify the accuracy gains
and to validate that applying partial updates on top of a full
snapshot does not negatively affect accuracy. Here, the stale
model refers to the initially published full snapshot. Figure
8 shows the NE gain with respect to the stale model, for
different update granularities (and without intermittent full
model updates). All the update sizes result in higher NE gain
than the stale model, and the NE gain increases over time. The
5% and 10% updates provide very similar NE gains, but the
1% update returns less NE gain, indicating some important
rows are not included in the 1% updates. Overall, these trends
indicate that even after applying partial updates for over 10
hours, there is no adverse impact and accuracy improves by
0.7% compared with the stale model.

6.1.2 NE loss compared to a fully fresh model

In this section, we investigate the NE loss of a model pub-
lished by QuickUpdate using partial updates, compared to
an ideal fully fresh serving mode. The results presented in
figure 9 show that with 10% update, the NE loss is below
0.005% during the entire 10 hours. With 5% update, the NE
loss is consistently higher than 10% update, but is still less
than 0.01% during over six hours. The NE loss increases as
training period increases, since the discrepancy between the
serving model and the corresponding trained model increases.

The results also demonstrate the impact of employing dif-
ferent update granularities on the delay of full model publica-
tion, while ensuring the NE loss remains below the acceptable
threshold of 0.01%. By adopting a 10% granularity, we can
effectively delay the need for full model publication by over
10 hours. Similarly, when utilizing a 5% granularity, we can
postpone the full model publication by 6 hours while still
keeping the NE loss within the acceptable range. This high-
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Figure 9: NE loss for partial updates with varying training
periods
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Figure 10: NE loss of partial updates with different granulari-
ties, in 4 consecutive 10 minute intervals

lights the efficacy of partial updates at the 5% granularity
in capturing important updates and maintaining the model’s
accuracy and freshness over a considerable period.

6.1.3 NE loss over short time periods

In order to analyze the NE loss over short time periods, we
conducted an evaluation involving four consecutive 10-minute
updates. The update granularities examined were 5%, 3% and
1%. The NE loss was measured after each update in compari-
son to a fully fresh model using unseen data. Figure 10 shows
the variance across different 10 minute intervals, emphasizing
the fluctuating nature of the streaming data. However, the NE
loss stabilizes when averaged over multiple short time inter-
vals. As expected, the results show that the NE loss reduces as
we increase the granularity. The average NE loss presented at
the last column confirms that the 5% granularity would return
an acceptable NE loss (on average) in our workload.

6.1.4 Conclusion

The accuracy results demonstrate the effectiveness of Quick-
Update in employing a 5% update granularity for up to 6
hours, while maintaining accuracy levels comparable to a
fully fresh model and ensuring NE loss below the threshold
of 0.01%.
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Additionally, the use of QuickUpdate with 5% update gran-
ularity allows for a delay of 6 hours before the necessity of
publishing a full model arises. This delay is possible due to
the successful incorporation of partial updates, which capture
and integrate important changes, resulting in accurate and
up-to-date models.

Based on these findings, QuickUpdate triggers intermittent
full model publishing every 6 hours by default, optimizing
the balance between accuracy and update frequency.

6.2 Analyzing Long Term Row Convergence
In the previous analysis, our focus was on minimizing partial
update granularity and determining the appropriate frequency
for intermittent full updates, based on the accuracy metrics.
The results indicated that utilizing partial updates with granu-
larity of 5% for 6 hours achieved satisfactory accuracy.

In this experiment, our objective is to explore what percent-
age of the important rows in the model is updated by partial
updates.

In order to determine a proxy of the important rows, we
train the model for a duration of 6 hours (i.e., the same du-
ration with satisfactory accuracy). We determine important
rows to be the top percentage of rows in the trained model
such that publishing them once at the end of the 6 hours du-
ration, instead of the entire model, would have returned the
satisfactory accuracy (i.e., below 0.01% difference compared
to a fully fresh model).

Figure 11 shows the NE loss (compared with a fully fresh
model) with different sizes of a single update after 6 hours
of training. As can be seen, a single 5% partial update is
not sufficient to achieve an NE loss below the acceptable
threshold of 0.01%. However, a 10% partial update proves to
be adequate in reducing the NE loss to an acceptable level.
This indicates that the top 10% of the ranked embedding rows
are a good proxy of the important rows in this time window.

To understand the percentage of those important rows that
is covered by multiple smaller 5% updates, we ran QuickUp-
date for 6 hours with multiple partial updates of 5% granu-
larity. Upon combining all these updates into a union set, we
observe that this set encompasses 70% of the important rows
mentioned above, and overall covers 7.3% of all the rows in
the model. Thus, a large portion of the important rows are
covered by consecutive, smaller partial updates.

6.3 Bandwidth Usage
In QuickUpdate, the update size is a proxy for the bandwidth
usage. The amount of bandwidth usage depends on the granu-
larity, update interval, and frequency of the intermittent full
model update. In general, these parameters are configurable
and may change according to the type of DLRM and the de-
sired accuracy. In this section, we evaluate bandwidth usage
for different policies based on the percentage of the model
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Figure 11: NE loss versus update size for a 6-hour training
period

that is published. The details of them are elaborated below
and in Figure 12:

1. Baseline 1: Full model is published every hour
2. Baseline 2: Full model is published every 10 minutes (not

shown in the figure)
3. 5% update (default policy): A partial update is published

every 10 minutes with a granularity of 5%, with intermittent
full update every 6 hours (as discussed in 6.1).

4. 10% update: Similar to the previous policy, a partial update
is published every 10 minutes, but with a granularity of
10%. An intermittent full update is published every 6 hours.
In order to compare these policies, we average the con-

sumed bandwidth. The results show that the default policy
of 5% update granularity with 6-hour intermittent full update
interval writes on average 43.6% of the model size per hour,
compared with 68.2% in policy 3 (10% update), and 100% in
the baseline 1 case. Baseline 2, which provides a comparable
accuracy to policies 2 and 3, would require publishing 600%
of the model size per hour.

Overall, with default policy, QuickUpdate is able to reduce
the consumed bandwidth by 2.3x compared to baseline 1,
while providing a better accuracy that is comparable to a fully
fresh model. Compared to baseline 2 (which is not feasible at
scale due to the network and storage bandwidth limitation),
QuickUpdate is able to reduce the required bandwidth by over
13x, while still providing comparable accuracy.

6.4 Relaxed Consistency
Traditionally, serving models are updated atomically to main-
tain consistent inference. This involves loading all model
weights into buffer nodes, which later become the serving
nodes for computing inferences. However, this approach is
resource intensive due to the use of buffer nodes. To address
this, QuickUpdate relaxes the consistency requirement and
parameters are directly updated in the serving nodes while
simultaneously performing inference queries.

We evaluate the NE recovery (compared to a fully fresh
model) during an intermittent full model update in QuickUp-
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Figure 13: NE recovery during model update (relaxed consis-
tency)

date, as a function of the percentage of the weights that have
been updated. As shown in figure 13, relaxing the consistency
can improve the accuracy in production during loading. The
NE recovery increases as more parameters are loaded. Our
data shows that we can capture about 54% of the NE recovery
by patching 30% of the parameters. The NE recovery reaches
around 94% after patching just 70% of the parameters.

Relaxed consistency allows for the early serving of fresh
rows (rather than waiting for the entire model to update),
leading to overall higher accuracy. Although there is an incon-
sistent view of tables during loading (implying that different
rows may belong to different states), serving a subset of fresh
rows already leads to in increase in accuracy. The NE recov-
ery continues to grow over time until the entire model have
been updated.

7 Related Work

Asynchronous or partial update strategy has been imple-
mented for few real-time DLRMs [13,18,21]. In Kraken [21],
dense parameters are updated every few seconds in a batch,
while the sparse parameters are updated whenever their values
change in the trainer. This is a lossless parameter update that
can produce a significant amount of traffic for large models
with 100-1000 billion parameters [15] and geo-distributed

servers. Monolith [13] mainly focused on developing a sys-
tem with collision-less embedding tables for sparse features.
A sparse parameter can be updated in minute-level granularity
when it is trained and its value changes from the last synchro-
nization. Similar to Kraken, this is a lossless update which
can create huge traffic. Overall, the lossless model update
can be very resource intensive, as discussed in section 3. To
overcome this issue, QuickUpdate can perform prioritized
parameter selection that results in about 78%− 92% band-
width reduction and a negligible accuracy loss (< 0.01%). In
another study, Ekko [18] is designed as an efficient system to
broadcast the updates from the trainer model to all the serv-
ing inference nodes. To quickly update the larger embedding
tables in the serving models, they used the sparsity and tempo-
ral locality in the embedding table updates. The Ekko system
is orthogonal to QuickUpdate, and both can be implemented
together. In the QuickUpdate, we optimized the design el-
ements such as publishing interval, update granularity and
parameter selection criteria to achieve the desired accuracy
and minimize publishing the full model. Prioritized parameter
selection is one of the techniques we used in this paper. In
past studies (e.g., [1,2,12] Gradient based parameter selection
has been explored for distributed training systems. Ekko [18]
further expanded this criterion and additionally considered
request frequency for each parameter and parameter freshness
to the selection criteria. In QuickUpdate we decided to choose
delta of gradient momentum which is a more stable measure
than gradient itself, and additionally it publishes parameters
such that it returns the highest accuracy compared with the
baseline snapshot.

8 Conclusion

QuickUpdate is a system that enables online training to per-
form low-latency partial updates while providing a serving
accuracy that is comparable to a fully fresh model. It offers
a scalable solution for serving production-scale DLRM in
real-time. This is particularly valuable because serving such
models in real-time is challenging at scale due to limitations
in network and storage bandwidth.

QuickUpdate achieves its scalability and accuracy goals by
utilizing innovative techniques. One of these techniques in-
volves selectively publishing the most important parts of each
update, reducing the overall update size while maintaining ac-
curacy. Additionally, QuickUpdate incorporates intermittent
full model updates at a low frequency to ensure long-term
accuracy. This combination of selective partial updates and
intermittent full updates enables QuickUpdate to balance be-
tween low-latency serving and preserving accuracy over time.

We evaluated QuickUpdate using real world data for a large
personalized ads model and showed that QuickUpdate is able
to provide a serving accuracy that is comparable to a fully
fresh model, while minimizing the required write bandwidth
by over 13x.
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Abstract
We present the design, implementation and engineering ex-

perience in building and deploying MegaScale, a production
system for training large language models (LLMs) at the scale
of more than 10,000 GPUs. Training LLMs at this scale brings
unprecedented challenges to training efficiency and stability.
We take a full-stack approach that co-designs the algorithmic
and system components across model block and optimizer
design, computation and communication overlapping, oper-
ator optimization, data pipeline, and network performance
tuning. Maintaining high efficiency throughout the training
process (i.e., stability) is an important consideration in pro-
duction given the long extent of LLM training jobs. Many
hard stability issues only emerge at large scale, and in-depth
observability is the key to address them. We develop a set
of diagnosis tools to monitor system components and events
deep in the stack, identify root causes, and derive effective
techniques to achieve fault tolerance and mitigate stragglers.
MegaScale achieves 55.2% Model FLOPs Utilization (MFU)
when training a 175B LLM model on 12,288 GPUs, improv-
ing the MFU by 1.34× compared to Megatron-LM. We share
our operational experience in identifying and fixing failures
and stragglers. We hope by articulating the problems and
sharing our experience from a systems perspective, this work
can inspire future LLM systems research.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) [1] have emerged as a trans-
formative technology in artificial intelligence (AI). Recent
advancements in LLMs have significantly improved their ca-
pability. LLMs have demonstrated tremendous potential in
a wide range of domains, such as machine translation, text
summarization, and conversational agents [2]. As a company

∗Equal contribution.
†Correspondence to: Xin Liu <liuxin.ai@bytedance.com>, Xin Jin

<xinjinpku@pku.edu.cn>.

serving billions of users, we have been aggressively integrat-
ing AI into our products, and we are putting LLMs as a high
priority to shape the future of our products.

Training LLMs is a daunting task that requires enormous
computation resources. The scaling law [3] dictates that the
model size and the training data size are critical factors that
determine the model capability. To achieve state-of-the-art
model capability, many efforts have been devoted to train
large models with hundreds of billions or even trillions of
parameters on hundreds of billions or even trillions of to-
kens. For example, GPT-3 [4] has 175 billion parameters and
PaLM [5] has 540 billion parameters. Major players in this
field build large-scale AI clusters with tens of thousands of
GPUs to train LLMs.

Scaling LLM training to tens of thousands of GPUs brings
unprecedented challenges. As AI has been at the core of many
of our products, we have extensive experience in training
deep neural networks (DNNs). Yet, training a model like
ResNet [6] only takes tens or hundreds of GPUs. Compared
to these models, the scale of training LLMs is unparallel.
While we are not new to building and operating large-scale
GPU clusters, these clusters are normally shared by many
training jobs. Now, in the context of LLM training, a single
job is occupying tens of thousands of GPUs and taking all the
resources. The sheer scale of LLM training introduces two
specific challenges from a systems perspective.

The first challenge is to achieve high training efficiency
at scale. Model FLOPs utilization (MFU) is the ratio of the
observed throughput to the theoretical maximum throughput
assuming 100% of peak FLOPs [7]. It is a standard metric
to evaluate training efficiency that directly translates to end-
to-end training speed. LLM training is not embarrassingly
parallel. To train an LLM, the model is split across GPUs
and the GPUs heavily communicate with each other to make
progress. Besides communication, other factors such as op-
erator optimization, data preprocessing and GPU memory
consumption also contribute significantly to MFU.

The second challenge is to achieve high training stability
at scale, i.e., maintaining high training efficiency throughout
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the training process. Stability is particularly important from
a production perspective, as LLMs take a long time to train.
Training an LLM with one trillion tokens can take weeks.
The scale and time are orders of magnitude larger than those
of regular DNN training jobs. Failures and stragglers are the
norm rather than the exception for LLM training. At such a
scale, the consequences of failures and stragglers are devas-
tating. Failures are very expensive, and it is critical to reduce
the recovery time, given the large scale. A straggler not only
affects its own work, but slows down the entire job involving
tens of thousands of GPUs.

In this paper, we present the design, implementation and
engineering experience of MegaScale, a production system
for training LLMs at scale. MegaScale enables us to scale
LLM training to more than 10,000 GPUs. We are able to
harness the power of the massive number of GPUs to train
LLMs with high training efficiency and stability. In building
and operating MegaScale, we apply two systems principles:
algorithm-system co-design and in-depth observability.

MegaScale is a specialized system tailored for LLM train-
ing. Algorithm-system co-design is a key principle to max-
imize performance for specialized systems, which has been
applied widely in computer systems. We apply this principle
to MegaScale in the context of LLM training with a full-
stack approach that spans all important system components.
We make several modifications and incorporate effective op-
timization techniques to the model architecture, including
parallel transformer block [5], sliding window attention [8]
and LAMB optimizer [9]. We leverage mixed parallelism
strategies that combine data parallelism, pipeline parallelism,
tensor parallelism, and sequence parallelism. Importantly, we
design custom techniques based on the pattern of each par-
allelism strategy to maximize the overlapping between com-
munication and computation. We apply prefetching and tree-
based loading to optimize the data pipeline. We leverage
non-blocking asynchronous operations and eliminate global
barriers for large-scale collective communication group ini-
tialization. We design a custom network topology, reduce
ECMP hash conflicts, customize congestion control, and tune
retransmit timeout parameters for high network performance.

Stability problems including failures and stragglers in large-
scale systems are notoriously hard to diagnose and fix. Many
hard stability issues only emerge at large scale, which can
stem from a wide range of software and hardware faults deep
in the stack. Manually identifying and resolving every sin-
gle issue is infeasible given the scale and complexity of the
system. We apply the principle of in-depth observability to
build a set of diagnosis tools. By ‘in-depth observability’, we
mean a comprehensive monitoring and visualization strategy
that penetrates beyond surface-level metrics to gather detailed,
granular data across every component of the system stack, aim-
ing to create a multidimensional view of system performance.
The set of tools allows us to diagnose the system and iden-
tify root causes, by uncovering the intricate interactions and
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Figure 1: Data parallel training with Zero Redundancy Optimizer.

dependencies that contribute to stability issues. We develop
a robust training framework to automate fault localization
and recovery. We design heartbeat messages encapsulating
various forms of information to facilitate real-time anomaly
detection and provide early warnings. We implement a suite
of diagnostic tests to identify nodes causing disruptions. We
optimize the checkpointing and recovery procedure to reduce
interruptions. To troubleshoot nuanced cases caused by strag-
glers, we develop a performance analysis tool to record fine-
grained CUDA events and generate system-wide heat-map
and timeline trace from a distributed view, and develop a 3D
parallel training visualization tool to show data dependencies
between ranks for diagnosis.

MegaScale is deployed in our datacenters to train LLMs
for our products. Over the years, we have built several AI
clusters with different size and hardware configurations. Our
largest AI cluster has over 10,000 GPUs. In terms of training
efficiency, MegaScale achieves 55.2% MFU when training a
standard 175B transformer model on 12,288 GPUs, providing
an improvement of 1.34× compared to the state-of-the-art
open-source training framework Megatron-LM [10]. In terms
of model converge and stability, we show a real production run
of MegaScale that trains a proprietary model with hundreds
of billions of parameters on multi-trillion tokens for several
weeks. Over the weeks, the loss continues to converge, and
MegaScale repairs and recovers the training process for over
100 times in presence of failures. We also share our experience
in diagnosing and fixing some intriguing problems. We are
working on open-sourcing components that can benefit the
community on GitHub3.

2 Background

The training of LLMs, characterized by their vast model ar-
chitectures and massive datasets, is computationally intensive.
Parallelism strategies distribute the training process across
multiple devices.

Data parallelism. It replicates the model and optimizer states
across multiple devices and the data is evenly divided among
all devices. Each model replica executes the forward and
backward propagation computation in parallel. Upon com-
pletion of each iteration, all model replicas synchronize to

3https://github.com/volcengine/veScale
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Figure 2: Interleaved 1F1B pipeline.

update the model. Instead of duplicating model states (like
the optimizer states, gradients, and parameters), Zero Redun-
dancy Optimizer (ZeRO) [11] shards these states across every
data-parallel process. As a result, the traditional all-reduce
operations that aggregate gradients are decomposed into sep-
arate reduce-scatter and all-gather operations. This is because
every data-parallel process retains only a fraction of the total
state. ZeRO is structured into three incremental stages of op-
timizations. Notably, the second stage is commonly adopted
to shard both the optimizer states and gradients, while en-
suring no additional communication overhead is introduced
(Figure 1).

Pipeline parallelism. It distributes model layers among mul-
tiple devices and each device owns a portion of the model.
Meanwhile, each training batch is subdivided into a number of
micro-batches for pipelined execution. To reduce pipeline bub-
bles, various pipeline scheduling strategies are proposed, e.g.,
GPipe [12], PipeDream 1F1B [13], etc. Megatron-LM [7] em-
ploys the interleaved 1F1B scheduling. Each pipeline stage
on every worker is subdivided into multiple virtual stages,
which represents a subset of layers, referred to as a model
chunk. Initially, workers enter a warm-up phase, executing the
forward pass for a limited number of in-flight micro-batches.
Following the warm-up, each worker progresses to the steady
phase where workers perform one forward pass followed by
one backward pass, often abbreviated as 1F1B. Upon con-
cluding a batch, workers finalize the backward passes for
any remaining in-flight micro-batches during this cool-down
phase. Figure 2 shows an three-stage pipeline where each
stage is further divided into two virtual stages.

Tensor parallelism. It distributes individual operators over
multiple devices, with each device executing a portion of the
computation in parallel. Depending on the specific partition-
ing strategy and its relationship to prior and subsequent oper-
ators in the model, partitioning can require communication
among participating GPUs to split the input and then merge
the output. For example, we can split GEMMs in the MLP and
self-attention blocks among multiple GPUs to utilize more
computational units. Some other operations like LayerNorm
and Dropout are less computationally intensive but demand
a considerable amount of activation memory. Another form
of tensor parallelism called sequence parallelism is proposed
to distribute these operators along the sequence dimension to
effectively reduce the activation memory footprint.

Combination of parallelism strategies. These parallelism
strategies can be combined into 3D parallelism to scale the
training of LLMs across many GPUs [10]. Given the high
communication overhead associated with tensor parallelism,
it is preferable to confine such communication within a sin-
gle cluster node. Conversely, data parallelism and pipeline
parallelism are more amenable to inter-node communication.
In this case, we choose to prioritize building the data paral-
lelism groups over pipeline parallelism, which can mitigate
cross-minipod communication for data parallelism.

3 Efficient Training at Scale

In the realm of LLMs, efficient training at scale becomes
paramount. As we venture into deeper and more expansive
models, the computational demands surge explosively. Han-
dling such computation requirements without compromising
on model accuracy necessitates the adoption of state-of-the-
art algorithmic optimizations, communication strategies, data
pipeline management, and network performance tuning tech-
niques. This section delves deep into the methods employed
to optimize the training of large models in order to achieve
high training efficiency at scale.

3.1 Algorithmic Optimizations
We make a few modifications and incorporate recent optimiza-
tions at the algorithmic level to improve training efficiency,
without compromising accuracy. We validate the impact of
these techniques on model convergence in §6.2.

Parallel transformer block [14]. We adopt a parallel version
of the transformer block in lieu of the standard serialized for-
mulation. Specifically, the standard formula of the transformer
block can be reformatted from

y = x+MLP(LN(x+Attention(LN(x)))) (1)

into
y = x+MLP(LN(x))+Attention(LN(x)) (2)

With this approach, the computation of the attention block
and the MLP block can be executed in parallel, thereby re-
ducing the computation time. Prior work [5] shows that this
modification does not degrade the quality of models with
parameters in the hundreds of billions.

Sliding window attention (SWA). Sliding window atten-
tion [8] is a sparse attention mechanism that employs a fixed-
size window surrounding each token in the input sequence.
The computation complexity is O(s×w), where s is the in-
put sequence length and w is the fixed window size. Sliding
window attention is more efficient than the full self-attention,
whose computation complexity is O(s× s), given that w ≪ s.
Past work [8] and our micro-benchmark (§6.2) have shown
that the information across the entire input can be retained
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Figure 3: Overlapping communication in tensor parallelism (TP) and sequence parallelism (SP) with parallel transformer block (PTB).

with a large receptive field created by stacking layers of such
windowed attention. This enables faster training without com-
promising the accuracy.

LAMB optimizer. Efficient training at a large scale is often
hindered by batch size constraints. Particularly, increasing
the batch size may adversely affect model convergence. The
LAMB optimizer [9] has been demonstrated to enable the
scaling of BERT’s training batch size to 64K without com-
promising accuracy. In the LLM setting, our experiments find
that LAMB can scale the batch size to 4× without accuracy
loss. With interleaved pipeline parallelism, the original sched-
ule contains 4

v
p−1
m pipeline bubbles when training four steps

with 1× batch size [7], while the pipeline bubbles of training
one step with 4× batch size are 1

v
p−1
4m . Hence, MegaScale

reduces 87.5% of the pipeline bubbles via LAMB optimizer.

3.2 Communication Overlapping in 3D Paral-
lelism

To reduce the iteration time, we systematically analyze the
dependencies between computation and communication for
all the operators in 3D parallelism, and design techniques to
hide the overhead of all the off-the-critical-path operations.

Overlapping in data parallelism. As shown in Figure 1, for
data parallelism, two main communication operations stand
out. One is the all-gather operation, which fetches the most
recent model parameters from workers in other data parallel
ranks during the forward pass. The other is the reduce-scatter
operation, which collect the gradients in the backward pass.

In 3D parallelism, a single device may host multiple model
chunks. Overlapping is implemented on a model chunk basis
to maximize bandwidth utilization. The all-gather operation
is triggered prior to the forward pass of a model chunk, and
the reduce-scatter operation commences after its backward
pass. This results in a challenge where the first all-gather op-
eration and the last reduce-scatter operation cannot be hidden.
Inspired by PyTorch FSDP [15], the initial all-gather opera-
tion is pre-fetched at the beginning of each iteration, allowing
it to overlap with data loading operations, effectively reducing
the communication time by a factor of 1/(2∗ vpp_size). We
also launch the high priority communication first to maximize
overlapping. The priorities of communication operators are
determined by the order of the corresponding computation
operators that depend on the communication result.

Overlapping in pipeline parallelism. Pipeline parallelism
features point-to-point send/receive communication. MegaS-
cale uses the interleaved 1F1B scheduling method mentioned
in 2. We note that in the warm-up phase, the forward pass only
depends on its previous receive. We thus decouple the send
and receive, which are often implemented together and can
be blocked by the slower one. By breaking this dependency,
we enable the send operation to overlap with the computation
as shown in the left part of Figure 4. The cool-down phase
can be viewed as the inverse of the warm-up phase, allowing
for the inverse application of the same technique. As for the
steady phase, both the forward and backward computation are
independent of adjacent communication operations. Taking
the backward as an example, as shown in the right part of
Figure 4, its previous receive is for the next forward compu-
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Figure 4: Overlapping communication in pipeline parallelism.

tation while the send is for the backward computation in the
previous stage. So the send and receive operations can be
launched asynchronously to overlap with the computation.

Overlapping in tensor/sequence parallelism. Tensor
parallelism is commonly used to partition weights in
computational-intensive operations, while operations like Lay-
erNorm and Dropout are partitioned along the sequence di-
mension to save GPU memory. This necessitates all-gather
and reduce-scatter operations for input collection and output
redistribution across GPUs. Figure 3a shows this communi-
cation pattern in the parallel transformer block architecture.
Here the two communication operators are in the critical
path. To eliminate this overhead, we choose to fuse all-gather
and reduce-scatter with the parallel Linears on the FFN path
(Figure 3b). Since the GEMM kernels on the FFN path is
larger, the communication can be hidden better. We break the
GEMM kernel into small chunks, and pipeline the execution
with the communication (Figure 3c). This strategy can be
applied in the backward pass similarly.

3.3 Efficient Operators
Despite the optimization for GEMM operators in Megatron-
LM, we identify opportunities for further enhancement
in other operators. For the attention part, we adopt
FlashAttention-2 [16], which improves work partitioning be-
tween different thread blocks and warps. For LayerNorm and
GeLU, we observe that they are composed of fine-grained
kernels in previous implementations. By fusing these kernels
together, we reduce the overhead associated with launching
multiple kernels and aid in optimizing memory access pat-
terns, thereby achieving better performance.

3.4 Data Pipeline
Data preprocessing and loading are often overlooked. How-
ever, these operations create non-negligible GPU idle time at
the beginning of each training step. Optimizing these opera-
tions are essential for efficiency of the training process.

Asynchronous data preprocessing. Data preprocessing is
not on the critical path. As a result, while the GPU workers
are synchronizing gradients at the end of each training step,
the data preprocessing for the subsequent step can start, which
hides the preprocessing overhead.

Redundant dataloader elimination. In a typical data loading
phase of distributed training, each GPU worker is equipped
with its own data loader, responsible for reading training data
into the CPU memory before forwarding it to the GPU. This
leads to competition among workers for disk read bandwidth,
thereby creating a bottleneck. Notably, we observe that in the
LLM training setting, GPU workers within the same machine
are in the same tensor parallel group. Consequently, their
inputs for each iteration are inherently identical. Based on
this observation, we adopt a two-layer tree-based approach.
We use a single, dedicated data loader on each machine to read
the training data into a piece of shared memory. Subsequently,
each GPU worker is responsible for copying the necessary
data to its own GPU memory. This eliminates redundant reads
and significantly enhances the efficiency of data transfer.

3.5 Collective Communication Group Initial-
ization

In distributed training, the initialization phase involves the
establishment of NVIDIA Collective Communications Li-
brary (NCCL) communication groups among GPU workers.
Since this overhead is relatively negligible in small-scale
scenarios, torch.distributed is used by default. As the
number of GPUs scales to over ten thousand, the overhead
introduced by naive implementations becomes intolerable.
We conduct experiments on the same AI cluster in §6 and our
empirical measurement indicates that the initialization time
for Megatron-LM on 2,048 NVIDIA Ampere GPUs is approx-
imately 1047 seconds. While this may appear relatively small
compared to the training duration, it imposes a significant hur-
dle to routine testing and iterative development (e.g., minor
code adjustments in hyperparameter tuning and debugging). It
also hampers the implementation of fast restart-and-recovery
mechanisms.

To address this issue, we perform a detailed profiling of
torch.distributed [17] and identify two primary causes of
excessive initialization time. The first issue resides in the syn-
chronization step, where each process is involved in a barrier
operation at the end of initialization a specific communication
group. This barrier uses TCPStore, an inner distributed Key-
Value Store implementation in Pytorch which operates in a
single-threaded, blocking read-write manner. We replace TCP-
Store with Redis, which is non-blocking and asynchronous.
This reduces the initialization time to 361 seconds on 2,048
GPUs. The second issue is related to the incautious usage of
global barriers. Each process executes a global barrier after
initializing its corresponding communication group. We care-
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fully design the order in which communication groups are
initialized to minimize the need for global barriers. This ap-
proach lowers the time complexity of the global barrier from
O(n2) to O(n). The initialization time is reduced to under 5
seconds on 2048 GPUs, and to under 30 seconds on more
than 10,000 GPUs with those optimizations.

3.6 Network Performance Tuning
We analyze the traffic across machines in 3D parallelism and
design techniques to improve network performance.

Network topology. Our datacenter network is built with high-
performance switches based on Broadcom Tomahawk 4 chips.
The total bandwidth of each Tomahawk chip is 25.6Tbps with
64×400Gbps ports. Three layers of switches are connected
in a CLOS-like topology to connect more than 10,000 GPUs.
For switches at each layer, the bandwidth percentage between
downlink and uplink is 1:1. That is, 32 ports are used as down-
link and 32 ports are used as uplink. The network provides
high bandwidth with a small diameter. Every node can com-
municate with other nodes within a limited number of hops.

Reducing ECMP hashing conflicts. We carefully design
the network topology and schedule network traffic to reduce
ECMP hashing conflicts. First, at the top-of-rack (ToR) switch
level, one 400G downlink port is split into two 200G down-
link ports with specific AOC cables. The conflict probability
is reduced as the bandwidth of each uplink is double of that
of a downlink. Second, eight 200G NICs on the server is
connected to eight different switches in a multi-rail way. The
number of GPU servers connected by the same sets of ToR
switches can reach 64. And we strategically schedule the data-
intensive nodes from our training tasks to operate under the
same Top of Rack (ToR) switch. This approach significantly
reduces the number of switch hops required for communica-
tion and further reduce ECMP hashing conflicts probability.

Congestion control. In distributed training, all-to-all commu-
nication may lead to congestion and elevated levels of Priority
Flow Control (PFC) [18] when employing the default DC-
QCN [19] protocol at scale. Excessive use of PFC can result
in head-of-line (HoL) blocking [19], thereby diminishing net-
work throughput. To mitigate these issues, we have developed
an algorithm incorporating principles from both Swift [20]
and DCQCN, which integrates the precise measurement of
Round-Trip Time (RTT) with the rapid congestion response
capabilities of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN). This
approach significantly enhances throughput and minimizes
congestion related to PFC.

Retransmit timeout setting. Parameters in NCCL can be
set to control retransmit timer and retry count. We tune these
parameters for fast recovery under link flapping. To further
reduce the recover time, we enable the adap_retrans feature
on the NIC. This feature enables retransmission in a shorter
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Figure 5: Robust training workflow.

interval and help recover the transmission more quickly when
the link flapping period is short.

4 Fault Tolerance

As the training cluster scales to over tens of thousands of
GPUs, software and hardware faults become virtually in-
evitable. We introduce a robust training framework for LLM
training that achieves automatic fault identification and fast
recovery, enabling fault tolerance with minimal human inter-
vention and negligible impact on ongoing training tasks.

4.1 Robust Training Workflow
As Figure 5 shows, upon receiving a submitted training task,
the driver process interfaces with a custom Kubernetes to
allocate computing resources and initiate the corresponding
Pod for each executor. One executor manage one node. Once
the executor has completed a series of initialization tasks, it
creates the training process on each GPU and a robust train-
ing daemon which sends heartbeat to the driver periodically.
These heartbeats encapsulate various forms of information to
enable real-time anomaly detection and issue early warnings
(§4.2). When the driver process detects an abnormal status
in a particular training process, or fails to receive a heartbeat
from an executor within a predefined time window, it trig-
gers the fault recovery procedure. The driver will suspend
the ongoing training task across all executors and command
them to run a series of self-check diagnostics (§4.3). These
diagnostic tests are carefully designed to be lightweight yet
comprehensive, covering the majority of common hardware
and software faults. Once the problematic nodes are identified,
the driver submits the IP addresses of the nodes to be blocked,
along with the information of the Pods running on them, to
Kubernetes, which evicts the faulty nodes and replenishes the
cluster with an equivalent amount of healthy ones which pass
our diagnostic tests. Additionally, we provide a user interface
that allows for manual eviction of nodes, particularly for those
identified through manual analysis as in §5. After the recov-
ery process is complete, the driver resumes training from the
latest checkpoint. We optimize the checkpoint and resume
process to minimize the loss of training progress (§4.4).
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4.2 Data Collection and Analysis
The heartbeat messages includes the basic information of
the executor, such as the IP address, the Pod name, and hard-
ware information, etc. Additionally, the current status of the
training processes is reported, enabling the driver to promptly
detect any explicit anomalies. The stdout/stderr logs of train-
ing processes are also included. They will be aggregated,
filtered and analyzed on the fly. If specific warning or error
keywords are detected, the driver will report real-time diag-
nostic information. Moreover, RDMA traffic metrics are also
included, serving as an indicator for network utilization and
efficiency. Some anomalies in the training process may not
manifest as explicit errors, giving the appearance that training
is proceeding as expected. In such cases, RDMA traffic met-
rics serve as a critical indicator. Given the periodic nature of
the training tasks, the network traffic characteristics for each
step should exhibit similar patterns. Therefore, any significant
decline or abnormal fluctuation in RDMA traffic is a signal
of potential anomalies. Upon detecting such irregularities, the
driver will issue alerts for manual investigation. If the traffic
ceases entirely, the driver will automatically initiate the fault
recovery procedure.

In order to enhance the monitoring of training stability and
performance, we have developed a monitoring system with
precision reaching the millisecond level. Different levels of
monitoring are employed to track various indicators. Second-
level monitoring is typically used to assess the overall health
status and to rule out common configuration impacts on train-
ing. For instance, ECN/PFC/QoS configurations, link flapping,
or any other issues of NICs. Millisecond-level monitoring,
on the other hand, is used to determine if the network is con-
gested and whether the data transfer speed of data parallelism
and pipe parallelism has reached its physical limit.

4.3 Diagnostic Tests
There exists a trade-off between execution time and accuracy
in self-check diagnostics. Extended diagnostic duration can
adversely affect the effective training time, while high false
positive rates can lead to unnecessary exclusion of machines
that are actually functional. Through iterative experimentation
and optimization, we have deployed a suite of lightweight di-
agnostic tests that effectively cover a broad spectrum of hard-
ware and software faults encountered during actual training
processes.

Intra-host network tests. To diagnose potential bottlenecks
in intra-host network, we use our internally developed tool
to test two things. The Loopback test measures the loop-
back bandwidth from all RDMA NICs (RNICs) to various
intra-host endpoints, including memory nodes and GPUs. It
conducts a full-mesh test within the host, covering all possible
link combinations. This allows us to infer link-specific band-
width degradation and irregularities in PCIe configurations

based on end-to-end bandwidth results. The second RNIC-
to-RNIC test examines the connectivity and bandwidth per-
formance between different RNICs on the same host. These
tests provide insights into whether the RNICs meet the hard-
ware speed specifications and whether the underlying routing
configurations are correctly configured.

NCCL tests. To identify potential faults in GPU communica-
tion, we run an all-to-all test among the GPUs within a single
node to observe whether the bandwidth aligns with expected
benchmarks. Once intra-host communication test is passed,
each node also conducts an all-reduce test with neighboring
machines under the same ToR switch to assess inter-node
GPU communication.

4.4 Fast Checkpointing and Recovery
After identifying and evicting faulty machines, the driver
needs to resume the training by loading model weights and
optimizer states from the most recent checkpoint. It is critical
to ensure that the latest checkpoint is as close as possible
to the state of training progress when the faults happened,
to minimize loss in computation and time. This require us
to increase the frequency of checkpointing during training.
However, we also want to reduce the latency introduced by
the checkpointing process, especially the time on the critical
path which blocks the training progress, thus impeding the
overall system throughput.

To achieve fast checkpointing, we introduce an optimized,
two-stage approach. In the first stage, each GPU worker writes
its on-chip states to the host memory, and then continues the
training process. After the optimization of Pytorch’s serializa-
tion mechanism and the use of pinned memory, this process
can be reduced to several seconds thanks to the high PCIe
bandwidth, thereby minimally interrupting the ongoing train-
ing process. In the second stage, a background process takes
over, asynchronously transferring the state from the host mem-
ory to a distributed file system (HDFS in our deployment)
for centralized maintenance. This decoupling of operations
into two stages allows the GPU workers to resume training
almost immediately after dumping their state, while the more
time-consuming process of writing to HDFS is offloaded to a
separate, non-blocking process.

In the context of recovery from a checkpoint, it is on the
critical path since training can not be started without the last
checkpoint. The bottleneck is the bandwidth of HDFS, espe-
cially when each GPU worker needs to read its corresponding
state partition. To alleviate this bottleneck, we propose an
optimized data retrieval strategy. We recognize that multiple
GPU workers often share the same state partition, e.g., the
workers in the same data parallel group. Accordingly, we des-
ignate a single worker in the group to read the shared state
partition from HDFS, thereby reducing the load linearly. This
worker then broadcasts the state partition to all other GPU
workers that share the same data. This approach effectively
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mitigates the bandwidth constraints of HDFS, leading to a
substantial reduction in the recovery time.

5 Training Troubleshooting

Although our robust training framework automatically discov-
ers, pinpoints, and resolves the majority of common faults,
there remain certain hardware anomalies that manifest proba-
bilistically and cannot be found by machine self-checks. Some
anomalies may make the system appear to operate normally,
yet significantly degrades the training efficiency. To address
these nuanced cases, we have implemented several custom
monitoring and analysis tools designed to support case-by-
case anomaly detection.

5.1 Performance Diagnosis with CUDA Event
Monitor

At the scale of tens of thousands of GPUs, we observe that,
unlike in smaller-scale experiments, different runs exhibit
varying computational efficiencies. Even with identical con-
figurations , this inconsistency persist, as shown in Figure 6.
We also observed that the performance of training tasks is not
consistent at this scale. The MFU for various training tasks
gradually declines over time. While this leads us to suspect
variations between individual machines, no evident variations
are detected under single GPU GEMM micro-benchmarks.
To diagnose those performance issues, we develop a perfor-
mance analysis tool that records the execution time of critical
code segments on each machine rank during a run. In contrast
to previous tools such as the torch profiler or the Megatron-
LM timer, our tool times events based on the CUDA events
method. This approach minimizes the need for CUDA syn-
chronization, thus preventing performance degradation, allow-
ing us to consistently run it in our production training jobs.
This tool offers two visualization modes and can analyze the
collected data from different perspectives.

The first mode uses a heat map to show time consumption
differences between machines from various dimensions, de-
picted in Figure 7. We gather latency data of the computation
phase (forward and backward) across devices and average
the latency across steps. The aggregated data is visualized
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Figure 7: Performance heat-map. The color denotes the running
time of the code segments on a rank. The figure also shows the
3D visualization feature, where rank 20 has been selected and the
dependency across different parallelism dimensions become visible.

using a heat-map. The heat-map reveals that a minor frac-
tion of machines (approximately 0.5%) exhibit substantially
slower performance during training, thereby hindering overall
training progress. The training efficiency is predominantly
determined by the slowest machine’s performance (i.e., strag-
glers), leading to inconsistencies in training efficiency across
diverse runs, since machine scheduling within the cluster is
stochastic. After excluding these outlier machines, the peak
MFU across runs becomes consistent.

The other mode displays the event timeline on machines
in a trace format from different distributed views (data paral-
lelism, pipeline parallelism, tensor parallelism). Traditional
profiler, such as PyTorch Profiler, is primarily designed for
single-node activity analysis. This approach offers limited
insight in distributed training scenarios where execution de-
pendencies frequently span across multiple nodes. By ag-
gregating the trace spans of various ranks onto a singular
timeline, we gain a comprehensive perspective, revealing the
overall execution order, pipeline bubbles, and synchronization
characteristics among data parallel ranks. Figure 8 displays
how our distributed tracer visualizes the actual execution of
pipeline parallelism, detailing the data dependencies between
different pipeline stages through the consolidation of event
data across a pipeline parallelism group.

Every piece of data from the CUDA event timer is stored
in a remote analytical database, allowing for easy retrieval of
details from any step event. While the timer data is wrote to a
local file in a line-by-line format, a separate streamer process
then synchronizes this log file with a Kafka queue in real-time.
The analytical database remains updated by consuming data
from this Kafka queue, enabling on-the-fly analysis without
interrupting the training job. All the monitoring features are
turned on during real production training and the overhead is
negligible compared to the training time.
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Figure 8: The trace shows events collected in a pipeline group on a unified timeline. Dependencies become visible when an event is selected.

5.2 3D Parallel Training Visualization

With 3D parallelism and our optimization techniques (§3),
the landscape of data flow and task sequencing is exceedingly
intricate. Each GPU worker may be engaged in several syn-
chronous or asynchronous operations at the given moment,
leading to complex dependencies among them. This intricacy
amplifies the challenges of fault diagnosis: when a single
GPU worker experiences a fault, the entire cluster of nodes
can stall in the NCCL communication operations, ultimately
leading to a system-wide timeout. Externally, this situation
manifests as a generic blockage, but the root cause of which is
often buried under a deluge of timeout messages. To rapidly
pinpoint the problematic nodes, we let each GPU worker log
its own ongoing event upon communication timeout. These
logs are then used to construct a visual representation of data
dependencies based on the logical topology in the 3D parallel
setting.

As Figure 7 shows, the cluster in 3D parallel training can
logically be split into three dimensions: tensor parallelism,
pipeline parallelism, and data parallelism. When we select a
specific GPU worker, it displays its position within the logical
topology, the direction of data flow and the different commu-
nication operations it involves. Importantly, in the event of
an error, the tool provides direct access to the worker’s error
messages if any. This serves as a powerful tool for diagnos-
ing training anomalies, enabling quicker identification and
resolution of faults.

Consider the aforementioned case when defective GPUs
probabilistically cause blocking when executing NCCL com-
munication operations. Such blocking can hang the entire
machine, leading to cascading timeouts across other depen-
dent nodes and ultimately resulting in the paralysis of the
entire training process. To swiftly identify these faulty nodes,
we utilize the 3D parallel training visualization tool. Nodes
that timeout due to waiting for the faulty ones will log their
ongoing operations upon exiting. In contrast, the nodes with
the faulty GPUs are hung and do not log any such infor-
mation. Therefore, by examining the logs and the data flow
within the visualization, these problematic nodes can be easily
pinpointed. Once identified, these nodes can be manually iso-
lated and flagged for maintenance through the robust training
framework, as described in 4.1.

Model
Size Heads

Hidden
Size Layers TP PP

175B 128 12288 96 8 8
530B 160 20480 105 8 35

Table 1: Model configurations.

6 Experience

In this section, we describe our deployment and operational
experience of MegaScale. We build dedicated AI clusters for
LLM training. Over the years, we have iterated several ver-
sions of our specialized AI cluster architecture, and we are
currently operating several AI clusters with varying size and
hardware configurations. We use these AI clusters to train a
wide range of models, from computer vision and recommen-
dation models to LLMs. With the increasing importance of
LLMs, we are building AI clusters with larger size to cater the
need of LLM training. As of September 2023, the largest AI
cluster in our production for LLM training contains more than
10,000 NVIDIA Ampere GPUs. We are also in the process of
building large clusters based on the newest NVIDIA Hopper
GPUs, as NVIDIA is ramping up production.

6.1 Training Performance
MegaScale is built on top of Megatron-LM [7], which is a
state-of-the-art open-source LLM training framework that
integrates 3D parallelism techniques and takes advantage
of hardware resources. Our experiments use the Megatron-
LM (commit hash: 285068c8) on Github [21], committed on
January 11, 2023, chosen for its stability and feature set at the
commencement of our experiments. We use the same batch
size for Megatron-LM and MegaScale for fair comparison. We
use two model sizes: 175B parameters and 530B parameters.
We use interleaved pipeline-parallel schedule [22] with six
and three interleaving stages for the 175B and 530B models,
respectively. Sequence length is 2,048 and vocabulary size
is 64,000 for all the cases. Table 1 shows the details of the
model configuration.

Scalability. Figure 9 compares Megatron-LM and MegaScale
when training the 530B model, where we set the batch size as
the number of GPUs with adjusted learning rate to show the
MFU results. We see that the MFU of MegaScale is higher
than Megatron-LM by up to 6.1%. With increasing scales, the
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Batch Size Method GPUs Iteration Time (s)
Throughput
(tokens/s)

Training Time
(days) MFU

Aggregate
PFlops/s

768

Megatron-LM

256 40.0 39.3k 88.35 53.0% 43.3
512 21.2 74.1k 46.86 49.9% 77.6
768 15.2 103.8k 33.45 46.7% 111.9

1024 11.9 132.7k 26.17 44.7% 131.9

MegaScale

256 32.0 49.0k 70.86 65.3%(1.23×) 52.2
512 16.5 95.1k 36.51 63.5%(1.27×) 101.4
768 11.5 136.7k 25.40 61.3%(1.31×) 146.9

1024 8.9 176.9k 19.62 59.0%(1.32×) 188.5

6144

Megatron-LM

3072 29.02 433.6k 8.01 48.7% 466.8
6144 14.78 851.6k 4.08 47.8% 916.3
8192 12.24 1027.9k 3.38 43.3% 1106.7

12288 8.57 1466.8k 2.37 41.2% 1579.5

MegaScale

3072 23.66 531.9k 6.53 59.1%(1.21×) 566.5
6144 12.21 1030.9k 3.37 57.3%(1.19×) 1098.4
8192 9.56 1315.6k 2.64 54.9%(1.26×) 1400.6

12288 6.34 1984.0k 1.75 55.2%(1.34×) 2166.3

Table 2: Strong-scaling training performance for the 175B model. We set the batch size to 6144 when training with 3072 to 12288 GPUs. For
256 to 1024 GPUs, we decrease the batch size to 768 due to GPU memory limit. We report the training time required for training 300B tokens
here. The number in parentheses in the MFU column represents the speedup of MegaScale compared to Megatron-LM.
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Figure 9: Weak-scaling training performance of Megatron-LM and
MegaScale on the 530B model, where the batch size is scaled pro-
portionally with the number of GPUs.

MFU of Megatron-LM decreases by 1.6% with more strag-
glers and communication, while MegaScale has near-linear
scalability due to 3D-parallel communication overlapping.

In Table 2, we evaluate the strong-scaling training perfor-
mance of Megatron-LM and MegaScale on the 175B model by
increasing number of GPUs and maintaining a constant batch
size. This experimental setting is more realistic, given that
batch size is constrained by convergence effects and cannot
be indefinitely scaled with the number of GPUs. MegaScale
achieves up to 1.34× speedups over Megatron-LM across
all settings. With increasing GPUs, we observe the MFU
of MegaScale decreases from 59.1% to 55.2%. This is ex-
pected since the batch size is fixed and the computation-to-
communication ratio decreases with more GPUs. Even in the
largest scale with 12,288 GPUs, MegaScale still outperforms
Megatron-LM by 14% MFU. For the smaller scale training,
the speedup of MegaScale over the baseline ranges from
1.23× to 1.32×. Note that the difference in the maximum

number of GPUs between this and the previous experiments
(e.g., 12,288 vs. 11,200) is due to distinct 3D parallelism
configurations for 175B and 530B models.

Ablation study. We evaluate the effectiveness of our opti-
mization techniques of MegaScale. Table 3 shows the MFU
improvement breakdown with different optimizations when
training the 175B model on 256 GPUs. The baseline is the
original Megatron-LM and has 47.7% MFU. It is worth not-
ing that the networking optimizations are turned on for both
Megatron-LM and MegaScale in this evaluation. We first ap-
ply two algorithmic techniques, parallel transformer block
and sliding window attention, to Megatron-LM, achieving
5.6% MFU improvement. Communication is the major bot-
tleneck of large-scale LLM training, and the 3D parallel com-
munication overlapping of MegaScale hides the overhead and
accelerates training by 6.2% MFU. We further adopt efficient
operators and obtain 1.7% acceleration. Other optimizations
such as data pipeline optimizations and the problematic code
elimination mentioned in 6.3 further achieves 1.1% perfor-
mance gain. Finally, we scale the batch size from 256 to 768
with LAMB optimizer, which significantly extends the steady
phase in interleaved pipeline parallelism and achieves 3.0%
MFU improvement. To sum up, MegaScale outperforms the
baseline by 17.6% in the MFU number with all these opti-
mizations.

6.2 Model Convergence and Stability

Model convergence microbenchmarks. We first conduct
microbenchmark experiments to validate the algorithm tech-
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(a) The training loss curve of MegaScale, which includes algorithm opti-
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Figure 10: The training loss curves in microbenchmark experiments.
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Figure 11: The normalized training loss curve of a real production run on more than 10,000 GPUs for several weeks. This run trains a model
with hundreds of billions of parameters on multi-trillion tokens. Different colors indicate training restarts. MegaScale repairs and recovers the
training process for over 100 times in presence of failures.

Idx Method MFU (∆ MFU)
1 baseline 47.7%
2 (1) with PTB 52.3% (4.6%)
3 (2) with SWA 53.3% (5.6%)
4 (3) with TP overlap 55.5% (7.8%)
5 (4) with PP overlap 58.0% (10.3%)
6 (5) with DP overlap 59.5% (11.8%)
7 (6) with efficient operators 61.2% (13.5%)
8 (7) with misc optimizations 62.3% (14.6%)
9 (8) with LAMB (BS×3) 65.3% (17.6%)

Table 3: MFU improvement breakdown when training the 175B
model with 256 GPUs and batch size 256.

niques do not affect the model convergence. Due to the re-
source limit, the microbenchmarks are done on the 13B model.
As shown in Figure 10a, while MegaScale adopts algorithm
techniques, including parallel transformer block and sliding
window attention, it achieves comparable loss results with the
baseline when training with more than 100B tokens. We also
evaluate the effect of LAMB optimizer as depicted in Fig-
ure 10b, which shows that LAMB optimizer with four times
of batch size achieves the same loss as ADAM optimizer after

around 250B tokens. Based on these observations, we turn on
all the algorithmic optimizations in production training.

Model convergence and stability in real production LLM
training. We show the model convergence and stability from
a real production run. This run trains a proprietary model with
hundreds of billions of parameters on multi-trillion tokens.
This run uses more than 10,000 GPUs and lasts for several
weeks. Figure 11 shows the loss continues to converge, with
distinct colors indicating the training is restarted. Over the
several weeks of this run, we experience training restarts over
100 times. With the robust training framework, over 90%
of software and hardware faults are automatically identified
and fixed by the techniques detailed in §4. The rest of the
problems are handled with the help of the troubleshooting
tools described in §5.

6.3 Problems Discovered and Fixed
We conduct an analysis of the fault records for the afore-
mentioned production training job over several weeks. Our
findings indicate that over 90% of the exceptions among them
are automatically detected, located, and recovered using our
robust training framework, such as CUDA error and segmenta-
tion fault. The average time required for detecting failure and
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Figure 12: The MFU becomes stable after addressing the stragglers
and problematic code segments. Different colors represent different
training trials with the same setup.

executing diagnostic tests is less than 10 minutes. Moreover,
the system can catch up to the training progress prior to the
crash within 15 minutes from the latest checkpoints, maintain-
ing over 90% effective training time rate, which is calculated
as the number of iterations multiplied by the iteration training
time, divided by the total training time. Below we show our
experience in diagnosing and fixing some intriguing prob-
lems, which need to be analyzed using the troubleshooting
tools in §5.

Computational stragglers. Building upon our utilization of
CUDA event timers, we made another pertinent observation
across multiple experimental setups. We noted that specific
hosts took approximately 10% more time to execute the same
forward computations compared to other ranks. This consis-
tency across different experiments led us to conclude that the
issue was not with the software but rather inherent to certain
machines in the cluster. After isolating and removing these
problematic hosts from the cluster, we observed an approxi-
mate 0.7% improvement in MFU.

MFU decreasing. In such large-scale training experiments,
another phenomenon we observed is that training efficiency
did not remain consistent over time. Instead, as the training
progressed, the MFU of our training job gradually decreased.
Through a step-by-step analysis based on CUDA event timer
metrics, we noted several key findings. While the time con-
sumed per training step was increasing, the time spent on
forward, backward, and optimizer computations remained sta-
ble, irrespective of the increasing number of steps. This led us
to infer that the time increase must be attributed to the collec-
tive communication overhead. Upon a reverse chronological
examination, we identified the last collective communication
step as the gradient reduce-scatter in data parallelism. If this
step is delayed, the overall time per step elongates. Since we
observed network bandwidth to be largely stable, we ruled out
slowed communication speed as a factor for the increased time.
According to the synchronization characteristics of collective
communication, this leaves us with one conclusion: some
ranks initiate the reduce-scatter operation later than others,
forcing a wait for the slowest rank to catch up. In a scaled-
down experiment involving only two ranks per data parallel
group, we measured the launch times for reduce-scatter calls

and found them to not be consistently staggered but rather fluc-
tuating reciprocally. Furthermore, the size of this time stagger
increased as more steps were executed. Specifically, Rank A
may initially lag behind Rank B but might eventually surpass
Rank B in speed and by a growing margin. Ultimately, all
ranks waited for the slowest rank. To trace back the root cause
of this time skew, we located the variance to occur during
the forward computation stage. Digging deeper into the code,
we attributed this irregularity to fluctuations caused by some
code segments. For instance, irregular garbage collection can
introduce disturbances into the training procedure, and cer-
tain PyTorch operations can lead to performance fluctuations.
These operations are on the critical path but can be affected
along the training procedure. After modifying or removing
those problematic code segments, we no longer observed a
significant decline in MFU, as shown in Figure 12.

Frequent network interface flapping problem. We occa-
sionally encounter training stall or training speed drop prob-
lem due to frequent network interface flapping. When the
network interface flapping phenomena happens, the network
interface goes down at first then goes up again. The interval
between down and up time usually lasts for several seconds.
During the down process, all the packets in transmission will
be dropped. The first lesson we learn is the timeout threshold
should be set explicitly to a larger value , otherwise the default
value will make NCCL timeout very quickly and return a com-
pletion error before the network card up again. The second
lesson we learn is that the root cause of this problem is the
bad link quality between network card, AOC cable and switch.
The flapping frequency can be reduced to a satisfactory level
by doing lower level quality control over network card signal
strength, AOC cable quality and switch side signal strength.

7 Related Work

LLM training. A lot of efforts have been put to the train-
ing of pre-trained LLMs, including proprietary ones such as
GPT-3 [1], GPT-4 [23], GShard [24], PaLM [5], and many oth-
ers [25–29], as well as open-source alternatives like OPT [30],
BLOOM [31], Llama [32], Llama-2 [33]. Existing technical
reports in the field predominantly focus on model perfor-
mance comparisons, leaving out the specific details of the
system infrastructure that makes such training possible. This
paper fills this gap by sharing our experience of end-to-end
LLM pre-training at the scale of over 10,000 GPUs from a
systems perspective.

After pre-training, pre-trained base models can be further
fine-tuned to adapt to downstream tasks better. This has led to
the emergence of a range of dialogue models [34–37] exempli-
fied by ChatGPT. However, it is worth noting that the compu-
tational power and data requirements for fine-tuning are sub-
stantially lower than those for pre-training. With the applica-
tion of optimization techniques such as quantization [38–41]
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and low-rank adaptation [42], fine-tuning can be efficiently
accomplished with limited resources.

LLM optimizations. In addition to the techniques mentioned
previously in the paper, there exists a lot of other works tar-
geted at improving the efficiency of LLMs. Sparse or linear
attentions [43–45] are proposed to make the memory con-
sumption scales approximately linearly. Several studies aim
to design new architectures rather than conventional trans-
former architectures to address the efficiency issue, such
as RWKV [46] and RetNet [47]. Many recent studies have
been devoted to developing communication acceleration tech-
niques for LLMs. Some works reduce communication traffic
using gradient compression [48] or mixed-precision train-
ing [49], while others schedule communication to overlap it
with computation. Many popular ML frameworks, such as
TensorFlow [50] and PyTorch [51], enable overlapping com-
munication with backward propagation by default. Recent
works [52–55] further overlap gradient synchronization with
forward computation via tensor partitioning, at the cost of
extra overhead. Some works [56,57] introduce fixed staleness
to the training pipeline for full overlapping communication
and communication. However, the staleness may degrade the
model performance.

Diagnosis tools in datacenters. Many diagnosis tools have
been developed to identify and pinpoint hardware and soft-
ware problems in datacenters. Pingmesh [58] is an active
probing system based on end hosts. Network wide RTT and
packet loss and measured by sending probing ping packets
and doing data analysis. Network-wide SLAs are provided
and network problems including packet-blackhole and packet
silent drop are detected. EverFlow [59], LossRadar [60], Net-
Bouncer [61] exploits the capability of switches to diagnose
detailed network problems like network path failures or spe-
cific network port failures. NetBouncer leverages IP-in-IP
tunnel techniques to do path probing. EverFlow requires mir-
roring network packets to a centralized server to do debugging.
Hostping [62] is a diagnosis system based on end hosts that
focuses on intra-host bottlenecks. It actively senses complex
GPU server PCIe/NVLINK interconnects and does loopback
bandwidth and latency tests.

Fault tolerance in large-scale distributed systems. Fault
tolerance has been a major concern in large-scale distributed
systems, where a wide range of hardware and software fail-
ures can occur. Many fault tolerance techniques have been
proposed in the past that cater the needs of different systems
and deployment scenarios. Reactive fault tolerance techniques
are used to reduce the impact of failures on a system when
the failures occur. There are many techniques in this category
such as Retry [63], Replication [63], Checkpointing [64] and
Message Logging [65]. These techniques incur some system
overhead to recover from failures. Proactive fault tolerance
techniques keep healthy components in place as backups of
the faulty components, obviating the need of recovery from

faults and errors, e.g., preemptive migration [66–68] and load
balancing [69]. However, these approaches often assume that
failures are predictable, while it is challenging for real large-
scale distributed systems to predict the failures due to the
complexity of the systems.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we offer an in-depth look at the design, imple-
mentation and deployment of MegaScale, a production-grade
system built to train LLMs at the scale of over 10,000 GPUs.
MegaScale exploits algorithm-system co-design to optimize
training efficiency. MegaScale achieves 55.2% MFU when
training a 175B LLM model on 12,288 GPUs, a 1.34× im-
provement over Megatron-LM. We emphasize the need for
fault tolerance throughout the training process and imple-
ment a tailored robust training framework to locate and fix
faults automatically. We provide a comprehensive set of mon-
itoring tools for deep observability into system components
and events, facilitating root cause identification for intricate
anomalies. We believe that our work not only offers practical
insights for those working on LLM training, but also paves
the way for future research in this rapidly evolving field.
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Abstract
TPUv4 (Tensor Processing Unit) is Google’s 3rd genera-

tion accelerator for machine learning training, deployed as
a 4096-node supercomputer with a custom 3D torus inter-
connect. In this paper, we describe our experience designing
and operating the software infrastructure that allows TPUv4
supercomputers to operate at scale, including features for
automatic fault resiliency and hardware recovery. We adopt
a software-defined networking (SDN) approach to manage
TPUv4’s high-bandwidth inter-chip interconnect (ICI) fab-
ric, using optical circuit switching to dynamically configure
routes to work around machine, chip and link failures. Our
infrastructure detects failures and automatically triggers re-
configuration to minimize disruption to running workloads,
as well as initiating remediation and repair workflows for
the affected components. Similar techniques interface with
maintenance and upgrade workflows for both hardware and
software. Our dynamic reconfiguration approach allows our
TPUv4 supercomputers to achieve 99.98% system availability,
gracefully handling hardware outages experienced by ~1% of
the training jobs.

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) models continue to grow in size and
complexity [9, 24], enabled by the massive compute capabil-
ity of heterogeneous supercomputers, where CPUs handle
runtime task coordination and I/O, and accelerators such as
TPUs [18–20] and GPUs deliver the computational perfor-
mance needed for model training. Scaling up a supercom-
puter’s node count enables more capable models because
the training process can be effectively parallelized along the
batch, tensor, and pipeline dimensions [17, 33].

The hardware/software ecosystem of ML supercomputers
faces two challenges at scale: first, effectively parallelizing
model training workloads, and secondly – and the focus of this
paper – maintaining high availability of compute resources
and consequently high goodput for ML training jobs. The lat-
ter has become increasingly difficult in recent years because:

• unlike loosely-coupled distributed applications such as
Map-Reduce [12] that can effectively tolerate dynam-
ically varying resource allocation, ML training jobs
more often use static (compile-time) sharding strategies
and gang scheduled execution, requiring all compute
resources to be healthy simultaneously;

• modern ML models such as Large Language Models
(LLMs) need an unprecedented amount of hardware
(conventional compute, accelerators, networking and
storage) [2], dropping the expected MTBF to hours or
even minutes [15];

• in a cloud or shared cluster environment, many users
contend for different subsets of supercomputer resources,
making it essential to be able to reconfigure or rebalance
resource allocations over time.

Google’s TPUv4 machine learning supercomputing infras-
tructure is designed to meet these challenges. It comprises the
following hardware and software components:

• A number of cubes: a cube is a hardware unit with 64
TPU chips arranged in a 4x4x4 3D mesh; each super-
computer or pod has 64 cubes, for a total of 4096 TPUs.

• A proprietary inter-chip interconnect (ICI): this is a
high-speed network fabric that directly interconnects
TPUs to allow direct device-to-device communication
(i.e. RDMA) without involving the CPUs.

• Optical circuit switches (OCSes) [25]: these are used
to dynamically cross-connect (xconnect) the ICI from
different cubes to form the user-requested torus topology.

• Borg [31]: a cluster management service that admits,
schedules and manages TPUv4 jobs (and others).

• Pod Manager: a cluster-level software service that man-
ages multi-cube connectivity by actuating OCS xconnect
setup in response to Borg scheduling decisions.
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Figure 1: Availability of jobs size improves at scale with
TPUv’4 cube configurability and fault-tolerant ICI routing.

• libtpunet: a software library that sets up the requested
ICI network topology for each TPUv4 user job.

• healthd: a software daemon running on each host in a
pod that continuously monitors machine hardware health
and reports back to cluster-level software systems.

In TPUv4 pods, hardware and software are co-designed.
Hardware provides a configurable compute substrate (the
4x4x4 cubes) with a programmable ICI protocol stack im-
plemented by the OCS switches and on-chip ICI switches.
Software dynamically manages the hardware by configur-
ing the OCSes to combine multiple cubes into larger slices
of the pod, and by programming the ICI routing policy via
libtpunet. Connectivity is reconfigured according to the
user-requested torus topology as Borg schedules jobs onto the
various cubes. The Pod Manager mediates reconfiguration,
and monitors ICI- and OCS-related health, excluding cubes
from the resource pool as soon as faults are discovered.

In this paper, we describe how we make our TPUv4 su-
percomputers automatically resilient to faults at scale. More
specifically, we:

– explain the TPUv4 supercomputer’s configurable system
architecture based on a programmable ICI protocol with
OCS and ICI switches, optimizing for system availability
and resiliency at scale;

– describe the software infrastructure that schedules, con-
figures, and optimizes TPUv4 resources, focusing on our
design principles of configurability and modularity;

– outline our optimized strategy for accelerator-side multi-
hop RDMA routing for resilient collective operations
over regular and twisted torus topologies; and

– report on our experiences to date in operating TPUv4
supercomputers in production.

Figure 2: Static pods face resource fragmentation problems.

2 The Reconfigurable ML Supercomputer
System Architecture

The TPUv4 reconfigurable supercomputer is designed for
scalability, availability, resiliency, and cost [18]. At its core
is a reconfigurable ICI fabric topology that connects differ-
ent TPUv4 chips, backed by a set of programmable OCSes
for each pod. Without TPUv4’s OCS-based reconfigurability,
job availability quickly drops as compute resource scales up.
Figure 1 shows this effect with measured data from deployed
TPUv3 static pods and TPUv4 reconfigurable pods.

For a conventional supercomputer like TPUv3 [19] where
compute resources are statically interconnected, the overall
availability of a job drops precipitously as the required amount
of compute resources increases to 1024 chips. This is be-
cause in a static pod, all resources in a contiguous set of
nodes must be simultaneously healthy to be assigned to a
user, which becomes combinatorially less likely as the system
scales. With TPUv4’s cube-level configurability, availability
stays high through about 94%, corresponding to ~50 cubes or
3200 TPUv4 chips.

The decreasing availability beyond this point is because of
occasional machine and ICI link faults that can occur between
different cubes. As we will show in Section 4, tolerating occa-
sional OCS failures or maintenance events with fault-tolerant
routing further increases availability to 99.98% because cubes
are still accessible to users even in these rare events.

2.1 Lessons from Static Pod Architectures
Before the TPUv4 ML supercomputer, the state of the art
was the TPUv2 and TPUv3 static pods [19] – ‘static’ because
they feature a non-reconfigurable fixed ICI mesh. A TPUv2
pod has 256 TPUs connected in a 16x16 ICI torus, while
TPVv3 had 1024 TPUs connected with a 32x32 torus. There
is also a scale-up variant of TPUv3 that combines 4 pods
into a 128x32 mesh with limited ICI routing capability. This
so-called multipod version was co-designed with application
collective patterns and used to explore scaling strategies for
large models [21].

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the availability challenges as
the model size scales in a static pod. To train a model, all
TPU processes must be simultaneously up to synchronously
update their weights via ICI collectives. A single failed, or
interrupted process will interrupt the whole training process.
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Finding the appropriate compute resources for a user’s job
faces the following challenges:

1. Hardware outages: regular scheduled maintenance of
hardware, firmware, and software at the ICI link, TPU
chip and CPU host level can remove resources from
the schedulable pool [22]. For a supercomputer with
thousands of TPUs, an event affecting any one compo-
nent occurs relatively frequently, making it difficult to
find usable sets of resources. Furthermore, unexpected
faults occur more frequently as systems and applications
increase in both size and complexity. Without recon-
figurability, obtaining decent availability for a job that
requires 1024 hosts means that each individual host must
sustain 99.9% availability; introducing reconfigurable
OCS drops the host availability requirement to 99%.

2. Workload defragmentation: it is common for many jobs
to contend for different subsets of a pod’s schedulable
resources. Since these jobs come and go at unpredictable
times, sometimes Borg must move (preempt) smaller
jobs to free up contiguous TPUs for pending larger train-
ing jobs. The scheduling complexity worsens with a
mixture of user priorities. With OCS-based reconfigura-
bility, Borg does not need to worry as much about the
physical contiguity of TPU resources. Instead, any set
of vacant cubes can be cross connected via the OCS for
use by a user’s job.

3. Deployment lead time: a static pod is not usable until all
hardware is installed due to the tightly coupled nature
of compute and network resources. With reconfigurable
pods, once the OCS footprint is installed, cubes can be
deployed and used as soon as they land.

The above challenges challenges motivated us to rethink
things for the TPUv4 pod architecture.

2.2 TPUv4: OCS-based Reconfigurability
TPUv4 adopts a reconfigurable architecture which makes
use of the Palomar Optical Circuit Switch (OCS) [25] to
address the problems with static systems. By adopting this
architecture, we have been able to effectively scale to 4096
TPU nodes, and to support a per-job choice of either 3D torus
or 3D twisted-torus [7] topology.

The OCS is a dynamically configurable N×N switch based
on an array of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
mirrors that can switch in milliseconds. Each OCS allows
programmable cross-connect creation (xconnect) between
any pair of ports on the (logical) north side of the switch to
the (logical) south side. Once a connection between an Ni to
S j port is made, a dedicated ICI link connection is established
such that optical signal from Ni can only be routed to S j and
vice versa, until these ports are reconfigured in some different
permutation.

Figure 3: A 4x4x4 cube consists of 16 TPUv4 machines, each
of which organizes 4 TPUs in a 2x2x1 mesh. The TPUs in a
cube are interconnected over ICIs along X /Y /Z dimensions,
with 16 optical links per cube face for OCS xconnect.

TPUv4 compute resources are organized at the granularity
of multi-machine cubes. Each individual TPU machine has a
CPU tray and a TPU tray, linked over PCIe. Each TPU tray
has 4 TPUv4 chips arranged in a 2x2x1 ICI mesh; 16 TPU
machines are grouped together as one datacenter rack; and
the ICI links within the rack are interconnected over ICI to
form a 4x4x4 mesh. This ensemble is a cube.

The optical switches interconnect multiple cubes to form
larger ICI topology shapes with one or more cubes in each
of the three dimensions. Each 3D cube exposes 16 ICIs on
each face of the X /Y /Z dimension to the optical switches,
totaling 96 ICIs per cube. A TPUv4 supercomputer consists
of 64 cubes, with a total of 6144 optical ICI links connected
to 48 distinct optical circuit switches. The lower-bandwidth
CPU-side datacenter network is managed separately [25, 29].

TPUv4’s OCS configurability greatly improves availability.
Training jobs can use any cubes even if they are not phys-
ically contiguous, which mitigates resource fragmentation
from competing jobs. Hardware failures remove the affected
cube(s) from the resource pool but allow continued operation
using healthy cubes. The 16-machine granularity for fault-
tolerance was chosen to balance convenience (per rack de-
ployment, power and networking) while retaining a relatively
small blast radius in case of failure.

Reconfigurability is managed by the accompanying soft-
ware infrastructure. Each job launch induces the software to
establish a unique OCS xconnect depending on the required
topology and cube selection. The large number of chips, links,
and switches also requires automatic fault diagnosis, recovery,
job rescheduling, and fault-tolerant ICI routing.

Using OCS scales TPUv4 pod with low cost: the OCS and
optical fiber costs are < 5% of a TPUv4 pod’s total capital
cost, and their operating power is < 3% of a pod’s total power.
The capital and operating cost of TPUv4 OCS supercomputer
is considerably lower than the alternative of scaling with
packet switches such as Infiniband [18].
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Figure 4: TPUv4’s ICI switch implements layered, pro-
grammable ICI protocol.

2.3 Programmable ICI Protocol
TPUv4’s ICI protocol is designed to be programmable so that
software can tackle the operational complexity of reconfigura-
bility and resilience. A TPUv4 pod is one ICI domain, where
any pair of TPUs can RDMA to each other. Each ICI link
can carry 50GBps uni-directional bandwidth. TPUv4 adopts a
3D ICI network topology for high bisection throughput, large
system scale and low latency while maintaining low cost and
supporting workload parallelization via collectives.

As shown in Figure 4, each TPUv4 chip has some compute,
some high-bandwidth memory and an ICI switch that imple-
ments various ICI protocol layers. The ICI protocol facilitates
per-job network partitioning, where connectivity, addressing,
routing, and flow control are set up for each job, and where
user sessions do not cross job boundaries. In this way, each
job has exclusive ownership of all the links it uses, increas-
ing security and removing additional system complexity for
network sharing and congestion control. Table 1 shows the
protocol layers and their corresponding software agents. From
the bottom up, these are:

• Physical Layer: the SERDES, PCS, and link auto-
establishment modules build a high-speed link, despite
the inevitable presence of transmission errors. The Pod
Manager controls xconnect of a physical channel by ro-
tating OCS MEMS mirrors, and an on-chip manager au-
tomatically initializes and configures the physical links.
The healthd daemon running in every TPU machine’s

Layer Functionality S/W Agent ISA
Visible?

Transaction RDMA XLA yes
Routing packet forwarding libtpunet hint

Data
link enable, flow control,

retry, ordered delivery
libtpunet
healthd

no

Physical
link xconnect
port training

pod mgr,
chip mgr,
healthd

no

Table 1: ICI protocol layers.

Linux system container continuously reads link quality
and connectivity signals to track hardware health.

• Reliable Data Layer: Packets are delivered in-order
with automatic retransmit when data is lost at the physi-
cal layer, thus hiding the unreliable characteristics of the
physical layer. Link-level, credit-based flow control is
enforced. An enabled data layer signifies a ready-to-use
ICI user session; prior to becoming ready, the system
clears all data buffers to ensure we eliminate any archi-
tectural state pollution from prior ICI sessions. If one
end of an enabled data layer is down, we automatically
bring down the other end of the link to ensure a func-
tional session. The libtpunet issues session start/stop
commands, and adjusts optimal flow control buffer sizes.
The privileged healthd machine daemon can explicitly
disable a data layer link, forbidding its usage by any user
session, in the case of an online link recovery (§3.6.3).

• Routing Layer: Packet forwarding tables are pro-
grammed by libtpunet with global load balancing.
Each packet in a RDMA instruction goes from a source
to destination TPU, indexing into the forwarding tables
in each chip by the destination chip ID. The detailed
routing policies are hidden from the ISA abstraction,
although the libtpunet library can provide hints to the
compiler to help guide program optimization.

• Transaction Layer: Compiler-generated RDMA in-
structions initiate hardware-mediated transfers which
read data from memory and feed it to the ICI switch.
A transaction spanning a group of individual RDMAs
forms a collective communication operation.

Using a software-programmable ICI protocol stack allows
us to flexibly cope with the complexity of a resilient 4096-
node supercomputer, while allowing hardware to deal with
real-time control of the links and offer high-bandwidth low-
latency data transmission.

3 Automating Supercomputer Management

In the following we provide an overview of the end-to-end
software infrastructure that we use to launch TPUv4 ML
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Figure 5: A TPUv4 job’s life-cycle: the Pod Manager cooperates with the Borg scheduler to ask OCS to xconnect cubes, after
which healthd preflight runs and libtpunet sets up the ICI network. XLA compiles programs with a distributed shared-memory
system abstraction. In case a failure is detected, running jobs can be automatically interrupted and rescheduled.

training jobs, and to subsequently monitor and manage their
life-cycle (see also Figure 5 for a summary).

3.1 Overview

When a user wishes to launch a large job1 on a TPUv4 super-
computer, they specify their desired 3D slice topology in the
form (4x,4y,4z), along with other metadata. The Borg cluster
scheduler [31] receives all such requests and queues them
pending resource assignment. Once a job becomes eligible
for scheduling, Borg will select a prospective set of cubes and
then publish a xconnect request.

The Pod Manager periodically polls Borg to learn about
any pending xconnect requests. For each one, it instructs the
pertinent OCS switches to rotate their MEMS mirrors to es-
tablish the optical ICI physical channels. Assuming all OCS
xconnects complete correctly, the Pod Manager sends a con-
firmation to Borg.

With Pod Manager’s approval, Borg then dispatches the
job binaries to the selected set of TPU machines. A preflight
health check is first run to guarantee full hardware health for
each TPU machine (any failures lead to Borg rescheduling
onto different cubes). Following this, the ICI network is set
up by libtpunet (i.e. validating the physical and link layers,
and programming forwarding tables).

The XLA TPU compiler [3] takes the slice topology ab-
straction built by libtpunet and generates auto-parallelized
TPU programs for distributed training. On each machine, the
compiled TPU binary will be sent over PCIe to the TPU after
which it can be executed. The above workflow is common to

1We also support smaller (sub-cube) jobs. In these cases no OCS configu-
ration is required, but the rest of the workflow is similar.

all ML frameworks, including TensorFlow [4], Jax [1] and
Pathways [5].

During training, fleet maintenance services continuously
monitor the hardware and software health of all the TPU
machines. Any detected abnormality triggers a notification
to Borg, which in turns notifies any affected running jobs so
they can write an up-to-date model checkpoint (if possible).
Once a job is rescheduled, it resumes from the latest model
checkpoint. The faulty hardware is identified and sent to a
repair workflow for diagnosis and repair.

The following sections describe this software infrastructure
in some more detail.

3.2 Supercomputer Modeling

The foundation of the supercomputer software stack is a dat-
acenter model [23] that reflects the TPUv4 machines and
all related components. The model is stored in a dedicated
database whose schema allows us to represent a graph of
entities including racks, switches, RPC endpoints, and oth-
ers. To support TPUv4 supercomputers some key entities are
the TPUv4 cubes (i.e. the 16 machines with their trays and
chips and static ICI inter-connection topology) as well as the
ICI cabling from cubes to OCS along with additonal optics
metadata. Once constructed, the model sets up the intent for
cube deployment, job scheduling, OCS xconnect, network
setup, and health checks. The model is consumed by both
Borg and Pod Manager to serve as the source of truth for a
each particular supercomputer configuration.

TPUv4 topologies are statically modelled up to cube size,
as larger shapes require dynamic cube xconnect. For example,
a single machine is a 2x2x1, two adjacent machines can be
combined to form a 2x2x2, and so on up to 4x4x4.
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3.3 Cluster Scheduling

The Borg cluster scheduler [31] is responsible for assigning
appropriate machines to each TPUv4 job. There are many
Borg cells in Google’s worldwide datacenters, and each cell
may include several TPUv4 supercomputers. Each cell is
managed by N replicated Borg service instances which, in
combination, provide one logical Borg instance we call Borg
Prime which includes a cluster scheduler.

The cluster scheduler combines the intended configuration
(from the datacenter model) with its current view of the world
to organize all of the TPUv4 resources it is responsible for
into schedulable machine groups. Users generally select a cell
in which launch their jobs, and indicate which 3D topology
to use to train their model. Borg matches each user request
to a set of feasible (usable) machines and creates a proposed
assignment. In the case of multi-cube jobs, Borg publishes
the proposed set of cubes to the Pod Manager and waits for it
to signal xconnect success before proceeding.

Each TPU machine runs a borglet daemon that cooperates
with Borg Prime to handle job life-cycle management. After
Pod Manager approval, Borg Prime instructs each borglet
in the assigned cubes to create a task container with the ma-
chine’s TPUv4 devices2 exposed in the task’s container. The
borglet then launches a sequence of binaries in the container,
starting with the pre-flight check and finishing with the user
binary.

Borg Prime and borglet combine to manage the response
to events such as planned maintenance (e.g. firmware or soft-
ware upgrades) or unexpected hardware faults. These events
are aggregated from different sources, e.g. borglet is notified
about critical local machine faults by the healthd daemon,
and passes the details up to Borg Prime; the Pod Manager
similarly forwards details about any critical OCS problems.
Borg Prime also receives notification about less critical events
from the Repair Automation System and the software Pack-
age Manager. In all cases, affected TPU machines are marked
as unavailable, evicting any running jobs with notice, and ex-
cluding pending jobs from landing on them until things have
been resolved.

Borg Prime implements priority scheduling (for higher
and lower priority jobs). To help with fragmentation, Borg
Prime can also choose to preempt a running workload (e.g. to
relocate multiple sub-cube jobs to fit into a smaller number
of cubes, or to move multi-cube workloads to a different pod
so as to accommodate very large jobs). This happens in a
controlled fashion, ensuring that jobs are minimally and fairly
impacted.

2Very small jobs may use just a single TPU. In such cases, borglet will
restrict container access to one device, and disable on-host ICI links.

Figure 6: Each of the 64 cubes contributes two optical ICI
links from two opposite sides of a ring to each of the 48
OCSes. 16 OCSes are needed for each dimension.

3.4 Pod Manager

Pod Manager is a highly available service critical to a TPUv4
system. It runs on dedicated network control servers that are
independent of Borg, and interacts with clients such as Borg
and OCS switches over the Google control plane network.
The Pod Manager has two main functions: creating OCS
xconnects to configure the user-requested TPU topology, and
real-time monitoring of pod health .

The Pod Manager relies exclusively on model data (§3.2) to
configure its services. It periodically polls the network model
service for the latest information about the specific TPUv4s
that it is serving, such as OCS endpoints and machines that
are planned to be deployed. The OCS xconnect plan and
continuous health check for every job is derived from the
model. Using a model-driven Pod Manager design allows
gradual deployment of a full TPUv4 supercomputer while
having a subset of cubes available to customers early on.

The Pod Manager is replicated for high availability: a pri-
mary instance serves outside requests, while the remaining
instances operate in hot stand-by mode so that one can quickly
be elected primary if necessary. Our stand-by scheme relies
on each follower continuously receiving copies of the check-
points (also persisted externally), meaning fail-over is gen-
erally very fast. We rely on this for non-disruptive software
upgrades and to tolerate hardware and software crashes.

The Pod Manager also serves as a central hub for a TPUv4
supercomputer’s health monitoring. The service periodically
checks the hardware health of all the optical switches by
querying the OCS hardware over RPC. This telemetry is
exported to Google’s fleet-wide health management system
(§3.6) and also used in real-time to guide fault-tolerant ICI
routing optimizations (§4.2).
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Figure 7: xconnect of an 8-cube 8x8x8 torus. Each OCS needs
to pair 16 north/south OCS ports. Cube faces with the same
color are interconnected to form multi-cube torus topologies.

3.4.1 Torus xconnect

Each 3D cube exposes 16 optical ICIs on each of the 6
faces of the X , Y , Z dimensions for a total of 96 ICI links.
Pod Manager assigns each of these links a unique identifier
{cube_id,dim, index, polarity}, where cube_id is a Google-
wide cube UID, index ranges from 0–15 indicating the po-
sition within a cube face, and polarity can be in or out. 48
OCSes are use to xconnect these ICIs, 16 for each of the di-
mensions. Pod Manager gives each OCS a unique identifier
{dim, index} matching the ICI optical cables.

Fig 6 illustrates this cable connection scheme. Each OCS
provides 128 ports for optical ICI connection from the cubes,
allowing full connection of a single port for all 64 cubes.
This scheme allows any (4x,4y,4z) TPU topology shape to
be formed, including a 4x4x4 single-cube full torus. Note that
since the connected ICI and OCS have the same {dim, index}
parameters, if an OCS becomes unavailable, every cube ob-
serves one broken ICI link with the same {dim, index} param-
eter.

To perform a job’s cube xconnect, Pod Manager leverages
its internal representation of the optical ICIs and OCSes. Fig 7
illustrates the process for a 8x8x8 torus:

• Step 1: Borg publishes the set of UIDs and the desired
topology. Pod Manager assigns a 3D coordinate to each
cube based on the topology; any cube can be chosen for
any coordinate since the Pod Manager can instruct the
switches to apply arbitrary port-port xconnect. For each
(4x, 4y, 4z) shape, there are x · y · z cube coordinates.

• Step 2: Pod Manager computes the inter-cube neigh-
bor information based on the assigned coordinates; e.g.
(0,0,0) is adjacent to (1,0,0) along Xout and Xin.

• Step 3: Pod Manager tells OCS to xconnect the ICIs
{cubeA,dim, index, in} and {cubeB,dim, index,out} be-
tween every pair of adjacent cubes. For any topology,
all 48 OCSes need to execute commands to xconnect

Figure 8: xconnect of (a) 2-cube 4x4x8 twisted-torus, and (b)
4-cube 4x8x8 twisted-torus. Cube faces with the same color
are interconnected by OCS to form twisted-torus wrap-around
ICIs. The twisted dimensions always have shorter ring sizes.

ICI links, as all 16 ICI ports along all 3 dimensions
and polarity must be connected to their remote neighbor.
Each OCS can execute a variable number of commands,
depending on the topology, although the OCSes for a
single dimension always execute the same number. For
8x8x8 there are 8 cubes, and each OCS along the x,y,z
dimensions must connect 8 pairs of ports to form the
torus (one per cube).

• Step 4: The required connections are compared against
the current configuration, cached inside Pod Manager,
and we filter out any connections that will remain the
same. RPCs are sent to xconnect the new connections.

During any of the steps above, if Pod Manager determines that
any port connections are infeasible, e.g., due to a hardware
problem, Pod Manager will indicate this to Borg and reject
the proposed set of cubes. Borg can then propose a new set of
cubes set for the user’s job.

3.4.2 Twisted-torus xconnect

In additional to a regular torus topology, we support the use of
a twisted torus topology [7] if requested by the user. In TPUv4
twisted-torus [18], the wrap-around links are shifted with a
vector offset, depending on the overall job shape. TPUv4
supports two families of twisted-torus topology: (4k,4k,8k)
and (4k,8k,8k). Figure 8 illustrates how they are built.

For (4k,4k,8k) shapes, the asymmetry grows along the
Z dimension, with the X and Y dimensions being identical
with the same size (i.e. half the Z dimension). The X and Y
wrap-around links are shifted by a (0,0,4k) vector offset.

For (4k,4k,8k) shapes, the asymmetry grows along both
the Y and Z dimensions, and the X dimension has the smaller
size (i.e. half of the Y and Z dimensions). The X wrap-around
links are shifted by a (0,4k,4k) vector offset.

Cube coordinates are identical in both the regular and
twisted torus case, but the latter changes which cube faces are
deemed to be adjacent, and ultimately leads the Pod Manager
to instruct each OCS to xconnect different north/south ports.
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3.5 libtpunet

Once the ICI physical channels have stabilized after xconnect
completion, Borg dispatches the job binaries to the host ma-
chines. The libtpunet library runs within a user’s job to set
up the ICI network (data and routing layer).

The first step is topology discovery. Discovery is a bottom-
up process that scans each TPU’s local neighbor ICI connec-
tivity information, and runs breadth-first-search to ensure that
the configured global topology matches the user request. In
this process, each TPU in a job is assigned a unique chip
id; this id is exposed as part of the ISA interface for RDMA
instructions. The discovery process also identifies any faults
that may need to be routed around, or exposed to users in
the system abstraction. Topology discovery complements the
intent-driven modeling of the network.

libtpunet then computes and programs the forwarding
tables of each TPU based on the information curated during
topology discovery. The forwarding tables are part of a job’s
globally optimized routing solution (more details in §4).

Along with ICI routing programming, libtpunet sets up
the link-level flow-control buffer size, in proportion to the
the link RTT. libtpunet also programs the configuration
of consistent clocking on a job’s distributed TPU set. The
clock configuration is generated using a minimum spanning
tree, factoring in the longest RTT of any ICI path. Using a
consistent clock enables precise timestamps for performance
tracing and debugging.

Finally, libtpunet starts an ICI session, allowing the use
of various compiler-generated collective ops with RDMA.
This is done by synchronously enabling the data layer of each
ICI link across its two ends. An ICI handshake is performed
in hardware to confirm the reliable data link enable request is
initiated from both ends of the link.

libtpunet stays active through the job’s lifetime to mon-
itor the health of the ICI session. If any TPU observes an
error, the link layer comes down, or the driver panics, a PCIe
MSI-X interrupt is raised to libtpunet, which notifies Borg
to initiate rescheduling.

3.6 Hardware Maintenance and Recovery

At global fleet scale, disruptive maintenance events (e.g. hard-
ware repair or replacement, or critical software/firmware up-
grades) occur relatively frequently. To maximize overall main-
tenance efficiency, Google operates a fleet automation system.
Its remit covers hardware failure diagnosis, a hardware recov-
ery workflow, and system software package installation (e.g.
host kernel or device firmware).

Events generated by the fleet maintenance automation sys-
tem send notifications to Borg to evict running jobs on im-
pacted machines; any evicted jobs are queued for rescheduling.
In case of suspected failures, the impacted hardware is sent
to a repair workflow that marries automatic diagnosis with

technician input if needed. Once the hardware is recovered it
flows through an automated QA process before rejoining the
resource pool. For our TPUv4 supercomputer we extended
this system with continuous TPU hardware health telemetry,
explicit preflight checks before job launch and a scheme for
on-line ICI link repair.

3.6.1 healthd

We added a healthd daemon on every TPUv4 machine to
perform real-time monitoring of hardware parts including the
24 unidirectional ICI links, the PCIe channels between the
TPUs and CPUs, and the 4 TPU ASICs themselves. A set of
hardware symptoms are defined for each of these components
based on the telemetry data gathered by healthd. healthd
consumes the same model as Pod Manager which provides
the necessary details about monitoring endpoint, firmware,
and ICI cable metadata.

For each ICI link, the cable connection and associated link
quality are continuously checked against the modeled values
and a set of predefined thresholds. Any detected symptoms
are ranked by their criticality, with severe symptoms leading
healthd to notify Borg to evict and reschedule affected jobs.

3.6.2 Preflight Check

A preflight check runs before every user job to ensure hard-
ware is healthy. We currently include two different checkers:
an end-to-end check validates the TPU hardware by running
a mini sample workload, while an intent-driven checker vali-
dates physical-level hardware metrics against a set of golden
“within spec” thresholds. The former provides broad coverage
of both the hardware and software components including the
TPU driver, firmware and libtpunet which all interact with
the underlying chip and ICI; the latter allows detection of less
obvious issues such as substandard link quality metrics. If
the preflight checks fail, borglet will indicate to Borg Prime
that the job should be rescheduled.

3.6.3 Online ICI Link Repair

For TPUv4, ICI link repair can be carried out online, auto-
matically coordinated across the two ends of a link so that
recovery can be reliably verified. The two endpoints can span
two different machines, or a machine and an OCS switch.
The Pod Manager coordinates all ICI network maintenance
through ICI link drains. A drained ICI link is automatically
excluded from user applications, although the TPU compute
resources are not impacted (i.e. jobs can still land on the TPU
machines providing they do not use the broken ICIs).
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Figure 9: Shortest-path routes from the origin (S) in a 2D 3x6
twisted torus are confined to a diamond-shaped region [7].
Destinations along the boundary are labeled with their coordi-
nates, with each destination appearing at least twice, meaning
we need tiebreaking to pick among the shortest paths. For
example, there are two possible paths to (x = 2,y = 1), shown
as dashed lines, and there are four possible paths to (0,3).

4 ICI Routing

We use multi-hop packet routing over high-bandwidth ICI
links to provide fast TPU RDMA and collectives. ICI routing
allows RDMA packets to be sent between arbitrary pairs of
TPUs in the pod, and can work around certain ICI faults. The
ICI forwarding tables are programmed once by libtpunet
at job start-up, and remain fixed over the job’s lifetime. Each
source-destination pair sends packets along a single predeter-
mined path through the ICI topology.

While simple, this approach is sufficient to achieve high
performance on the typical collective communication patterns
(e.g. all-gather, reduce-scatter, all-reduce, all-to-all) that arise
during parallel decomposition of ML models [33].

There are two cases described in this section where
libtpunet must carefully select a single path among multi-
ple candidates to satisfy the ICI forwarding table constraints:
tiebreaking and fault-tolerant wild-first routing. We perform
path selection off-line using an integer linear programming
approach and the results of this optimization are cached. This
allows libtpunet to quickly load the precomputed solution
during ICI network setup.

4.1 Fault-free Routing
When configured for regular torus topology, ICI uses
dimension-order routing (DOR) [11]: all packets route one
dimension at a time in a fixed order (e.g. X then Y then Z)
following a shortest-path from source to destination in the
torus. The dimension order is chosen so that longer dimen-

Figure 10: Example of ICI links impacted by an OCS being
unavailable along the X dimension of a 4x4x8 torus. The
unavailable OCS results in two unavailable X links along
one XZ plane of the torus; the other XZ planes are unaf-
fected. Unavailable links are emphasized with dashed red
lines. The connectivity of the OCSs creates a periodic fault
pattern, where unavailable links repeat every 4 hops along Z.
This pattern is due to the OCS connectivity (Figure 6).

sions of the torus are routed first as described in [8]. DOR
is sufficient to balance load for the common traffic patterns
of ML jobs. It can also be made deadlock-free with just two
virtual channels [10], making it inexpensive to implement.

One complication occurs when a packet needs to travel
exactly halfway around a dimension since tn this case, there
are two shortest paths to choose from. For example, in an
8x8x8 torus, routing a packet from source (x= 1,y= 0,z= 0)
to destination (x = 5,y = 0,z = 0) can travel 4 hops in either
the X+ or X− direction.

We handle this tiebreak case algorithmically: a packet takes
the positive direction when the relevant source node coordi-
nate along that dimension is even, otherwise uses the negative
direction. In our example, the source (x = 1,y = 0,z = 0) has
an odd X coordinate, so tiebreaking chooses X−. This scheme
balances load for common all-to-all traffic patterns.

Routing in the twisted torus also uses DOR and is deadlock
free with two virtual channels. However tiebreaking in the
twisted torus is more complicated because the dimensions
are not separable as in the regular torus: Figure 9 illustrates
this using two dimensions for simplicity. We decided to fold
handling tiebreaking in the twisted torus case into a more
general integer-linear programming framework that also han-
dles fault-tolerant routing (§4.3). This obviates the need to
develop an explicit tiebreaking algorithm in this case.

4.2 Fault-tolerant Routing

The reconfigurable ICI architecture is inherently resilient to
machine outages due to the ability for dynamic cube selection.
In libtpunet, further resilience against OCS unavailability
events is added by supporting fault-tolerant routing. If an
OCS is unavailable, a sparse set of links becomes unavailable.
As shown in Figure 10, the patterns of unavailable links are
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Figure 11: Example routes (dashed paths) between a source S
and destination D. The XY dimension order route (A) crosses
the unavailable link (red dashed line) so cannot be used. The
two possible yXY wild-first routes (B and C) take a single
hop in Y before continuing with XY DOR, avoiding the fault.

highly symmetric with respect to the cube granularity as a
consequence of cube-OCS connectivity. With a small amount
of routing flexibility, packets can avoid the broken links. We
optimize routing algorithms for these scenarios off-line.

The path between a source-destination pair selected by
dimension-order routing (DOR) becomes unusable if it
crosses an unavailable link. In this case, alternative paths
are created using wild-first routing (WFR). In WFR, a packet
is allowed to take at most one wild hop along each dimension
before reverting to use DOR to its destination.

Fig 11 shows an example of WFR routing in a two-
dimensional torus. In this example, the dimension order is
X then Y and only wild hops along Y (either Y+ or Y−) can
help avoid unavailable links. We use the shorthand yXY to
denote a wild-first routing algorithm that takes a wild hop
along Y before continuing with XY dimension-order route.
The yXY algorithm can avoid any single unavailable link in
the X dimension.

There is a sandwich rule that captures the fault tolerance
of WFR: to avoid a fault in one dimension, hops in another
dimension must occur before and after it in the routing algo-
rithm. For the yXY , X is “sandwiched” by hops in Y , so it
avoids faults in X . Similarly, the xY X algorithm can avoid
faults in Y. Extending to three dimensions, the xyZY X algo-
rithm can avoid a single fault in both the Y and Z dimensions.

The development of WFR was influenced by the microar-
chitecture of the ICI switches. While beyond the scope of
this paper, WFR can be made deadlock-free with two virtual
channels with one restriction: the wild hop order must be
the reverse of the dimension order. For example, xyZY X is
deadlock-free with two virtual channels, but yxZY X is not.

4.3 Offline Route Optimization
The previous sections described situations where multiple can-
didate paths can be produced, either due to tiebreaking or due
to the wild-first routing algorithm. The ICI switch implemen-

Slice No faults
(GB/s)

1 fault
(GB/s)

1 fault
(% of no faults)

4x4x4 75.9 70.0 92.2%
4x4x8 twisted 62.1 63.2 101.7%
4x8x8 twisted 54.3 53.7 98.8%

Table 2: Measured all-to-all throughput with (a) all OCSs
healthly and (b) one OCS unavailable. The last column shows
the throughput of the single-fault case versus the healthy case.

tation, however, makes use of static forwarding tables, which
are programmed with a single path for each source-destination
pair. As mentioned previously, we formulate path-selection as
an integer-linear program (ILP), calculating solutions offline
and caching them for use at runtime.

The goal of the ILP is to maximize the throughput of a pre-
defined traffic pattern by solving a maximum concurrent flow
problem [27]. All-to-all is typically chosen as the traffic pat-
tern and supplemental constraints ensure other collectives (e.g.
all-reduce) perform well. Per-path variables are constrained
to Boolean values to adhere to the static routing constraints,
with exactly one path per source-destination pair.

In both the fault-free and fault-tolerant cases, the ILP is
designed to exploit translational symmetry to reduce the num-
ber of variables [30]. This makes finding optimal solutions
for practical network sizes tractable. The torus and twisted
torus are both vertex symmetric, so a single set of path vari-
ables can be used for a canonical source and then translated
to all other sources. When an OCS is unavailable, the fault
pattern is periodic with cube granularity, as was shown in Fig-
ure 10. While the resulting topology is less symmetric than
the fault-free cases, the ILP can be still restricted to a set of
canonical sources. This also enables a single canonical case
to be solved offline and cached. The canonical fault pattern,
trivially translated from the actual fault pattern, is initialized
during network setup.

Table 2 compares measured all-to-all throughput in fault-
free and single OCS failure scenarios when the forwarding
tables are optimized using this methodology. For the regular
torus networks, a single unavailable OCS reduces the ideal
all-to-all performance to 15/16≈ 93.4% of the fault-free net-
work. This corresponds to losing one of the 16 links along
one face of the 4x4x4 cubes that connect to the OCSs. In-
terestingly the twisted torus shows better resilience, with the
4x4x8 performance improving slightly in the presence of an
unavailable OCS . This is because of the flexibility offered by
tiebreaking: by balancing different tiebreaking paths, traffic
can be shifted from one dimension to another. This balancing
is not possible in the regular torus. The slight improvement in
the 4x4x8 case is a good illustration that the ILP formulation
is only a proxy for real world performance.
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(a) Machine daily failure rate. (b) ICI link daily failure rate. (c) OCS daily failure rate.

Figure 12: Weekly statistics of a supercomputer’s hardware failure and recovery, including TPU machines, ICI cables, and OCS.

5 Fleet Statistics

In this section, we describe Google’s fleet experience of op-
erating TPUv4 supercomputers over the past two years. We
focus on the software stack’s automatic management of OCS
xconnect, faults, and overall system availability.

5.1 Cube Reconfigurations

Thousands of training jobs are submitted to Google’s TPUv4
supercomputers every day. Figure 13 shows a sample super-
computer’s OCS xconnect actions over two months, correlated
with the pod’s number of admitted jobs. A higher number of
jobs normally incurs more OCS xconnect changes because
the Pod Manager updates ICI port xconnect for each job on
arrival. We also see OCS xconnect changes when there are
very large and/or long running training jobs which will experi-
ence reschedules to handle maintenance and failures. Overall,
TPUv4 supercomputers function reliably with many tens of
thousands of OCS xconnect changes per pod per day.

Training jobs can vary drastically in size and system topol-
ogy, ranging from sub-cube mesh jobs for small scale experi-
ments to large jobs that use almost the entire pod for LLM pre-
training. We anecdotally observe that many embedding-heavy
recommendation models adopt the twisted-torus topology,
and some transformer-based models use model parallelism
across more irregular torus topologies.

Figure 13: The OCS xconnect actions and jobs admitted by a
TPUv4 supercomputer over two sample months.

5.2 Hardware Maintenance Automation
TPUv4’s reconfigurability and fault-tolerant routing allow for
resiliency against machine and OCS outages. Figure 12 shows
the average failure rate of different hardware components in
each supercomputer.

Faults are diagnosed at the TPU machine, ICI link, and
OCS levels. The Pod Manager and healthd automate the
repair and recovery process. In an average supercompuer,
each day, 0.08% of the TPU machines, 0.005% of the ICI
cables, and 0.04% of the OCS experience a failure. While
these values are small, the number of jobs that are impacted by
hardware outages is non-trivial because each supercomputer
has a large number of machines, ICIs, and OCS. Machine
and ICI outages are automatically tolerated by reconfiguring
jobs to use spare healthy cubes. An OCS outage has larger
blast radius as it can impact all cubes in a supercomputer.
Fault-tolerant ICI routing lets us tolerate OCS outages with
some performance impact; and we priority recovery time for
OCS components compared with others to minimize this.

5.3 Fault-tolerant Jobs
In our experience to date, 95% of all TPUv4 training jobs opt
in to fault-tolerant ICI routing so they can be resilient to OCS
outages; the remaining jobs opt-out to rule out performance
non-determinism caused by different routing strategies. Fig-
ure 14 shows the ratio of all fleet-wide jobs actively running
with fault-tolerant routing across a 8-month sample period.
In general at any time, fewer than 2% of the jobs are running
with fault-tolerant routing. This quantity is highly correlated
with OCS maintenance events and the per event recovery
time. The spike around day 60 is due to a planned fleet-wide
upgrade of OCS parts to improve reliability.

Fault-tolerant ICI routing comes with a performance
penalty due to more congested traffic around faulty links.
The load imbalance affects collective operations including all-
to-all and all-reduce. We measured the performance impact
across a range of key Google workloads spanning Recommen-
dation Models (RM), Large Language Models (LLM), and
BERT-based [13] models. Table 3 summarizes our results.
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Figure 14: Percentage of jobs using fault-tolerant routing
(OCS outage resiliency) over an 8-month window.

For all-to-all heavy workloads, the step time degradation
is not significant because the offline routing optimizer has
minimized, if not improved, all-to-all performance. This is par-
ticularly true for embedding-heavy twisted-torus shapes. The
all-reduce workloads experience higher performance impact
because the nearest-neighbor communication pattern receives
50% throughput hit. The impact on all-reduce operation can
be improved by smarter overlapping between compute and
communication. Overall, all workloads experience a small
slowdown in step time.

6 Related Work

The architecture decision to use OCS for TPUv4 is discussed
in [18], while [20] and [19] evaluate the design of prior gen-
eration static TPU pods. This paper describes the software
ecosystem for TPUv4 and how it achieves resilience at scale.
The usage of OCS in production-scale data center networks
was described in [25], discussing considerations for scala-
bility, cost, and topology engineering. This paper focuses on
OCS use TPUv4 supercomputers.

Previous work has covered circuit switching for supercom-
puters [28] and proposed topology engineering for ML train-
ing [32]. Nvidia uses a 2-tier NVswitch-based fat tree network
over NVlink for inter-GPU collectives. These represent a dif-
ferent design point compared with ours: OCS simplifies the
ICI network design compared to introducing packet switches
because it establishes dedicated physical channels without
the need to control shared traffic, while the lower purchasing
price and stand-by power also reduces operating cost [20].

Twisted tori are due to [6, 26]; the specific (4k,4k,8k) and
(4k,8k,8k) twisted torus shapes supported TPUv4 conform
to those of [7]. Finally software-defined datacenter networks
have been described extensively in the literature (e.g. [14, 16,
25, 29]). To our knowledge, we are the first to describe this
approach for an exascale supercomputer.

Workload Topology Step Time Slowdown
RM-1 4x4x8 twisted 0.5%
RM-2 4x4x8 twisted 3%
RM-3 4x4x8 twisted 3.9%
RM-4 4x4x8 twisted 8.6%
RM-5 4x4x8 twisted 8.3%
RM-6 4x4x8 twisted 4.7%

LLM-1 4x4x8 2.6%
BERT-1 4x4x4 1.2%
BERT-2 4x8x8 3.2%

Table 3: Performance impact from fault-tolerant ICI routing.

7 Future Work

Our main short term priorities are improving the performance
and recovery overhead of TPU pods: ML supercomputing
hardware is in high demand, and every little helps. In future,
as well as supporting increased line rate for ICI links, we plan
to introduce a randomized routing capability to ICI switches
to enables better load balancing for both torus and twisted
torus topologies in the presence of faults, particularly for
nearest-neighbor communication patterns.

We also plan tighter integration between OCS-based con-
figurability and workload reconfiguration by allowing jobs
to continue mostly unaffected by failures. Our approach here
is to provision a hot-standby cube in response to an outage
event, and directly migrate accelerator state to the new TPUs
without ever writing a persistent checkpoint. This work in-
volves changes to the Borg scheduler (to provision on de-
mand), libtpunet (to dynamically adjust a built ICI session)
and the Pathways ML runtime [5] (to manage state transfer).

8 Conclusion

The TPUv4 supercomputer is an exascale 4096-chip com-
puting system that addresses the availability and scalability
challenges of fast-paced ML model evolution. TPUv4 of-
fers approximately 2.1× performance compared to the previ-
ous generation, but also features cube-level reconfigurability
based on optical circuit switching and uses fault-tolerant ICI
routing to allow operation if switches fail.

This paper has described the end-to-end software infras-
tructure for TPUv4 that provides flexibility for topology,
routing, scheduling, interrupting, monitoring, and hardware
health management. TPUv4’s software-defined ICI network-
ing approach enables strong fault resiliency to machine and
switch outages at scale. The software has been operating in
production since 2020, running TPUv4 supercomputers for
both Google Cloud clusters and internal users, and sustaining
99.98% system availability,
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Abstract
A physical-layer modulator is a vital component for an IoT

gateway to map the symbols to signals. However, due to the
soldered hardware chipsets on the gateway’s motherboards or
the diverse toolkits on different platforms for the software ra-
dio, the existing solutions either have limited extensibility or
are platform-specific. Such limitation is hard to ignore when
modulation schemes and hardware platforms have become
extremely diverse. This paper presents a new paradigm of
using neural networks as an abstraction layer for physical
layer modulators in IoT gateway devices, referred to as NN-
defined modulators. Our approach addresses the challenges of
extensibility and portability for multiple technologies on vari-
ous hardware platforms. The proposed NN-defined modulator
uses a model-driven methodology rooted in solid mathemat-
ical foundations while having native support for hardware
acceleration and portability to heterogeneous platforms. We
conduct the evaluation of NN-defined modulators on differ-
ent platforms, including Nvidia Jetson Nano and Raspberry
Pi. Evaluations demonstrate that our NN-defined modulator
effectively operates as conventional modulators and provides
significant efficiency gains (up to 4.7× on Nvidia Jetson Nano
and 1.1× on Raspberry Pi), indicating high portability. Fur-
thermore, we show the real-world applications using our NN-
defined modulators to generate ZigBee and WiFi packets,
which are compliant with commodity TI CC2650 (ZigBee)
and Intel AX201 (WiFi NIC), respectively.

1 Introduction
In recent years, we have observed the swift progression of the
Internet of Things (IoT), transitioning from theoretical con-
cepts to tangible reality. IoT’s objective is to connect many
devices, such as sensors and actuators, globally via various
Physical (PHY) layer technologies. These technologies are
tailored to suit IoT connections based on factors like through-
put, power consumption, and coverage area. For instance,
IEEE 802.15.4 [19] is specifically designed for short-range,
low-rate IoT connections, while NB-IoT [7] is intended for
broader, low-power IoT connections. The IoT gateway func-
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Application Layer

Hardware

Modulator on Heterogeneous Platforms

NN-compliant Platforms

Symbols from encoder

SDR Hardware

NN compiler

Modulator
in
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Modulator implemented 
with neural networks
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Network Layer

Figure 1: (a) Simplified layered model for IoT protocol stack.
Our design is focused on the Physical layer. (b) Left: de-
ployment of the modulator based on Neural Network. Right:
deployment of the modulator based on SDR toolkits.

tions as a central hub, establishing wireless communication
links with IoT devices and bridging them to the rest of the
Internet. Within PHY of IoT communication (Figure 1a), the
modulator plays a vital role in generating signals for data
transfer to transmit over the air.

Therefore, it is essential for the gateway to be flexible, al-
lowing it to support a variety of wireless technologies used
by IoT devices and even accommodate emerging technolo-
gies for future readiness. However, numerous existing gate-
way designs [5, 21, 27, 43] employ hardware-based solutions,
where wireless technologies are integrated into dedicated
chipsets, which are either soldered onto the gateway’s mother-
board or connected through extension ports. Such hardware-
based solutions offer limited adaptability, as their functions
are fixed upon manufacturing. Software Defined Radio (SDR)
is introduced as a flexible alternative for IoT gateways to ad-
dress these limitations. Users can implement both current and
emerging wireless transceivers as software, surpassing the
extensibility of hardware-based solutions.

Despite the advantage of flexibility, SDR-based gateway
design comes with several drawbacks. SDR-based designs
consist of the radio frequency (RF) front-end and the comput-
ing device serving as the host device for the software radio
application. The software radio application requires using
signal processing toolkits or libraries, like GNURadio [4]
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and SciPy [15]. Owing to the variety of development tools
and host platforms, transferring the same functionality to a
new platform demands a considerable learning curve and
extensive effort in software development. Meanwhile, soft-
ware radio comes at the cost of efficiency loss as we shift
the signal processing from specialized hardware to general
software systems. Many researchers and developers intend to
optimize the software radio with the capability of hardware
acceleration [26,37,38]. However, these works are targeted at
specific platforms and require a considerable learning curve
and extensive effort during development. Given the diversity
of platforms and toolkits, deploying a highly efficient software
modulator on multiple platforms becomes challenging.

To address these issues, we propose to develop a novel
framework that facilitates the design of software transmitters
on a variety of IoT gateways using neural networks. This ap-
proach would maintain the flexibility needed to accommodate
a wide range of transmitters while enhancing portability and
efficiency on different platforms. Our work is motivated by
several interesting observations: i) the neural network module
is widely supported across diverse hardware platforms due to
the flourishing AI technologies, and ii) our research demon-
strates that signal processing blocks within a modulator can
be equivalently implemented using neural network models.
These insights have led to the development of our innovative
neural network-defined modulator 1, which offers a flexible
and portable design for IoT gateways. The complete archi-
tecture of the design is depicted in Figure 1b. The proposed
neural network-defined modulator functions are implemented
by a unified neural network framework that can take advan-
tage of accelerators across various platforms. In essence, the
unified neural network framework operates as an abstraction
layer for modulation tasks across heterogeneous platforms.

In summary, the original contributions of this paper are
listed as follows:

• Conceptually, we propose an NN-defined physical layer
modulator, which achieves high flexibility and exten-
sibility to support multiple modulation schemes, and
portability and efficiency on heterogeneous platforms.

• Technically, we adopt a model-driven approach to build
the NN-defined modulators. The structure and parame-
ters in the NN-defined modulators are rooted in a solid
mathematics foundation from the modulation model.

• Experimentally, we deploy the NN-defined modulators
on multiple hardware platforms (e.g., Nvidia Jetson
Nano, Raspberry Pi) with extensive evaluations. We also
employ our NN-defined modulators into the workflow of
the IoT gateway to generate protocol-compliant signals,
including ZigBee and WiFi.

1The code for reproduction is available at the anonymous repository:
https://github.com/Repo4Sub/NSDI2024

2 Motivation
2.1 Problem Statement
Modern IoT gateways strive to offer adaptable transmitters
to address the ever-evolving landscape of IoT connectivity
technologies. Present IoT gateway solutions can be classified
into hardware-based gateways and those based on software-
defined radio (SDR). Hardware-based solutions, as the term
implies, combine numerous chips/modules tailored for vari-
ous connectivity technologies on a single board [5, 21, 27, 43].
While these hardware chips/modules exhibit merits such as
cost-effectiveness and efficiency, they are limited by their lack
of adaptability. This limitation stems from the fixed nature
of technologies within the chips/modules and the restricted
capacity for users to alter connectivity technologies. Gate-
way platforms can take the form of diverse devices, including
personal computers, edge servers, and, increasingly, embed-
ded computers, which can function as host devices for SDR.
Consequently, it is possible to develop software radio for dis-
tinct IoT technologies, surpassing hardware-based solutions
in terms of flexibility. Nevertheless, the multitude of devel-
opment tools and deployment platforms for software radio
can impede portability. For instance, GNU Radio establishes
the signal processing blocks required for software radio con-
struction, yet porting GNU Radio to embedded computers for
IoT gateways is challenging, necessitating recompilation for
target devices [28]. Moreover, platform/toolkit-specific im-
plementations often depend on optimized designs that exploit
acceleration capabilities, potentially resulting in efficiency
loss when transferring SDR-based solutions to new platforms.
For example, cuSignal [20] is a GPU-accelerated signal pro-
cessing library, exclusively designed for devices equipped
with NVIDIA GPUs, thus not providing a universal solution.

2.2 Opportunities
Our design is inspired by the extensive integration of AI
frameworks and hardware across diverse computing plat-
forms, which can serve as IoT gateways. Hardware manu-
facturers continuously enhance their devices to facilitate neu-
ral network deployments, incorporating specialized instruc-
tion sets [18] and distinct hardware accelerators [9], along
with programming libraries that capitalize on these features.
Concurrently, nearly all mainstream machine learning frame-
works, such as Tensorflow [16] and PyTorch [13], endeavor
to function across various operating systems and hardware ar-
chitectures. Additionally, these frameworks encapsulate low-
level acceleration libraries, promoting developers to speed up
the execution of neural network models.

By constructing transmitters as neural network modules
with widespread support, we can attain not only extensibility
for an array of technologies but also portability and efficiency
on platforms compatible with neural networks. For one thing,
a gateway device can always update its supported modula-
tion schemes by retrieving the corresponding neural network
implementation from the repository server (Figure 2a). Si-
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Figure 2: (a) Different devices can retrieve various neural
network models to update modulation schemes. (b) Neural
network modulators can be accelerated to achieve better effi-
ciency compared with software modulators.

multaneously, the neural-network-defined modulators are ex-
pected to achieve superior efficiency compared to traditional
software modulators (Figure 2b), which are blessed by the
advantages of the hardware accelerators.

2.3 Challenges

The primary technical challenge involves integrating signal
processing blocks into neural network models. One direct
method is to utilize general-purpose neural network models,
such as fully-connected (FC) layers, as in the literature [46,
58]. Nevertheless, we contend that this approach has two
principal disadvantages compared to the traditional digital
modulation model. The operational mechanism of a general-
purpose machine learning model is often perceived as a black-
box approach [31], which raises concerns about its reliability.

To illustrate this, we present a straightforward example of
modulators based on general-purpose neural networks. We de-
velop an FC-based neural network model to modulate OFDM
symbols and train it using the dataset gathered from the stan-
dard 64-S.C. (subcarrier) OFDM modulator. The FC-based
OFDM modulator converges to a Mean Squared Error (MSE)
loss of 1.5×10−6 for the training set, signifying that the gen-
erated signals from training symbols closely resemble the
corresponding training signals. However, it fails to modulate
new OFDM symbols from the test set. The produced sig-
nal samples are depicted in Figure 3. The output from the
FC-based modulator substantially deviates from the standard
signals. Although this is a simple case study, we can deduce
from these results that the neural network ought to be meticu-
lously designed and executed to achieve modulation tasks.
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Figure 3: Waveform (real part) comparison of FC-based mod-
ulator and standard 64-S.C. OFDM modulator.
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Figure 4: Architecture of NN-defined modulator.

Our research advocates for a model-driven strategy that
integrates domain-specific knowledge of modulation tech-
niques into the neural network design process. Instead of
employing general-purpose neural network models or creat-
ing tailored neural network layers, our objective is to interpret
fundamental neural network layers using domain-specific ex-
pertise regarding modulation schemes. By assembling the
modulator with these neural network layers, which are com-
prehensively supported and efficiently implemented across
diverse frameworks and platforms, we accomplish an inter-
pretable, lightweight, and efficient neural network-based im-
plementation for software modulators.

The architecture of the proposed Neural-Network-Defined
(NN-defined) modulator is depicted in Figure 4. As in the
figure, a modulator template (Section 3) rooted in solid math-
ematical foundations can be configured to implement specific
modulation schemes either manually as in Section 4, or in a
learning manner as in Section 5. Next, the NN-defined modu-
lator will be transformed into a unified NN framework capable
of executing across heterogeneous platforms (Section 6). The
unified NN framework can be deployed onto various plat-
forms and incorporated into the transmission pipeline (Sec-
tion 7).

3 Template of NN-defined Modulator
In this section, we discuss how to use a model-driven method-
ology to construct neural networks for modulation tasks based
on the underlying digital modulation models.

3.1 Mathematical Foundation of Digital Modulation

In wireless communication, a transmitter uses a modulator to
convert symbols to signals before transmitting them to the air.
The modulation process is usually analyzed through the Sig-
nal Space Analysis [29, 48], which is widely adopted in mod-
eling amplitude/phase modulation techniques or named as
linear modulation [29], including pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM), phase-shift keying (PSK), and quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM). And the concepts are also applicable in
modeling multicarrier modulation schemes, like OFDM.

Based on this method, a signal Si(t) modulated from a
symbol si is considered a linear combination of the set of
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basis functions. The synthesis process is given as

Si(t) =
N

∑
j=1

si jφ j(t) (1)

where φ j(t)∈ {φ(t)}N is the j-th function in the set of N basis
functions and si j is the j-th elements of the N-dimensional
vector representation of the input symbol si. The basis func-
tions and format of the symbol can be diverse and determine
the different modulation schemes.

3.2 Modulator Template via Neural Network
After modeling the modulation process, we start to fit such a
mathematical model into the neural network design to con-
struct the proposed NN-defined modulator template.

3.2.1 Discrete-time Modulation Model
To accommodate the model into the neural networks, we first
derive the discrete-time representation of the general model.
The N-dimensional symbol vector si will be modulated to a
series of signal samples as:

Si[n] =
N

∑
j=1

si jφ j[n] (2)

where φ j[n] is the discrete-time form of the basis functions.
The symbols are processed sequentially, and the signal sam-
ples are concatenated into the final modulated signals for the
whole symbol sequence, given as:

S[n] = ∑
i

Si[n− iL] (3)

where L is the number of samples per symbol, meaning that L
samples represent one symbol in the final modulated signals.

To extend Equation (2) to a complex I/Q signal, we have:

SI [n]+ jSQ[n] = Re{Si[n]}+ jIm{Si[n]}

=
N

∑
j=1

[Re{si j}+ jIm{si j}][Re{φ j[n]}+ jIm{φ j[n]}]

=
N

∑
j=1

Re{si j}Re{φ j[n]}−
N

∑
j=1

Im{si j}Im{φ j[n]}

+ j(
N

∑
j=1

Re{si j}Im{φ j[n]}+
N

∑
j=1

Im{si j}Re{φ j[n]})

(4)

where SI is the In-Phase signal and SQ is the Quadra-
ture. We can observe Equation (4) is composed of multiple
∑

N
j=1 si jφ j[n] patterns.

3.2.2 Basics of Transposed Convolutional Layer

Then we convert the ∑
N
j=1 si jφ j[n] pattern to a neural network.

We find the transposed convolutional layer is a mathemati-
cally equivalent implementation. We first introduce the basic
computation of a transposed convolutional layer in Figure 5.

stride=4

input:

kernel:

Figure 5: Diagram of the basic operation of the transposed
convolutional layer.

Input Kernels Output

+

Figure 6: Diagram of the operation of multi-channel trans-
posed convolutional layer.

The 1-D transposed convolutional layer has only 1 input chan-
nel and 1 output channel. The elements in input sequence
[+1,−1] are multiplied by a kernel. The multiplication results
are mapped to the output. The step between each multiplica-
tion result is determined by the stride parameter.

The transposed convolutional layer supports multiple input
channels and multiple output channels [13, 16]. In Figure 6,
we visualize the operation of the transposed convolutional
layer with multiple input and output channels (both are 2
in this figure). As illustrated here, each input channel will
convolve with a set of 2 kernels, and the results are com-
bined to generate one output channel. The calculation process
of the transposed convolutional layer is the same as in one
channel of Equation 4, if the kernel is set to the same as the
real/imaginary parts of the basis functions, i.e., Re{φ j[n]}
and Im{φ j[n]}, and the stride is set to the samples per symbol,
i.e., L as in Equation 3.

3.2.3 NN-defined Modulator Template
With the transposed convolutional layer, we can express the
whole modulation process in Equation (4) as an NN-defined
template modulator in Figure 7. The input channel comprises
real and imaginary parts of the symbol vectors, which form
two groups of the transposed convolutional layer. The kernels
of the transposed convolutional layer are determined by the
basis functions. After that, a linear (fully-connected) layer
is added to merge the four-channel outputs to generate the
real and imaginary parts of the modulated signals. Its weight
are set as [+1,0,0,−1] and [0,+1,+1,0] according to the
coefficients in Equation (4) as shown in Figure 7.

Thus, we begin with the mathematical foundation of the
modulation process and derive a generalized modulation
model. Subsequently, we show how to adapt the general model
within our template for the NN-defined modulator. The uni-
versal template comprises a transposed convolutional layer
followed by a fully-connected layer. By meticulously con-
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Transposed Convolutional Layer Fully-Connected Layer

+1

+1

+1

-1

Figure 7: Diagram of the template of NN-defined modulator.
0-weight connections are omitted in the fully-connected layer.

figuring the template for the NN-defined modulator, we can
accomplish a range of modulation schemes.

4 Instances of NN-defined Modulator Tem-
plate

With the NN-defined modulator template, we further study
how to generate specific modulation schemes.
4.1 Common NN-defined Modulators
4.1.1 Single Carrier Amplitude/Phase Modulation
For amplitude/phase modulation on the single carrier, the
information is carried by the modulated signal’s amplitude
and/or phase. The most general case is quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM). For example, ZigBee [24] adopts Offset-
Phase-Shift Keying (O-QPSK) as its modulation scheme,
which is a variant of QPSK or 4-QAM scheme.

The QAM symbols are represented in a complex scalar as
sk =Re{sk}+ jIm{sk}. The symbols pass a real-valued pulse-
shaping filter to generate signals. Similar to equation (4), we
represent the I/Q signals as in

SI [n] = Re{S[n]}= ∑
k

Re{sk}p[n− kL]

SQ[n] = Im{S[n]}= ∑
k

Im{sk}p[n− kL]
(5)

where p[n] represents the pulse-shaping filter, and L is the
number of samples per symbol.

Based on Equation (4) and (5), when applying the NN-
defined modulator template, we can configure the kernels of
the transposed convolutional layer to be the values of shap-
ing filter p[n]. This also implies the potential simplification
of the template. If the shaping filter is real-valued, we can
omit two channels of the transposed convolutional layer that
correspond to the imaginary parts. We can also discard the
fully-connected layer in the template because the output from
the remaining 2 output channels from the transposed convo-
lutional layer directly forms the desired modulated signals.
For better illustration, an NN-defined QPSK modulator with
a half-sine wave shaping filter is depicted in Figure 8. The
output from the transposed convolutional layer is I/Q signals.
4.1.2 Multicarrier Modulation
We also extend our design for multicarrier modulation
schemes, more specifically, the widely used OFDM scheme.

Trans Conv Layer
I

Q

Kernels

Figure 8: Diagram of a simplified NN-defined QPSK modula-
tor with half-sine wave shaping filter.

We consider a N-S.C. OFDM modulator as an example,
of which the input symbol vector consists of N elements,
s0,s1, · · · ,sN−1, that correspond to the components in the fre-
quency domain. Thus, to get the signal samples S[n], they
are transformed to the time domain by performing an inverse
Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) on the input N elements,
given as

S[n] =
N−1

∑
i=0

sie j2πni/N , 0 ≤ n ≤ N −1. (6)

The transformation can be interpreted as mapping the com-
plex symbol vector s = [s0,s1, · · · ,sN−1] of N dimensions to
signal S[0], · · · ,S[N − 1] with the basis functions set φi[n],
which consists of N functions in total, like φi[n] = e j(2πni/N).

The OFDM scheme is consistent with the general case as in
Equation (4). As discussed in Section 3, the input to the NN-
defined modulator consists of real and imaginary elements
from the complex symbol vectors. They are divided into 2
groups at the transposed convolutional layer. For each group,
the kernels are set based on the real and imaginary parts of
e j2πni/N . Then, the four-channel output from the transposed
convolutional layer is fed into the fully-connected layer to
generate the final In-phase and Quadrature signals.
4.2 Protocol-specified NN-defined Modulators
IoT protocol modulators may incorporate additional oper-
ations to enhance system reliability. For instance, ZigBee
adopts an offset operation to the QPSK modulator by shifting
the quadrature signals by half a symbol duration. OFDM sys-
tems used in WiFi adopt cyclic-prefix to improve robustness
against multipath effects. Concurrently, some IoT protocols
introduce intricate frame structures containing various fields
for signaling. For example, WiFi frames typically encompass
different signal fields. Although all these fields utilize the
OFDM modulator, they may require different operations.

To address these additional operations, we draw inspiration
from the inheritance feature in computer programming. The
NN-defined modulators serve as the foundational component,
and we attach operations to the temporal output from the
base NN-defined modulator to generate the ultimate output
signals. The attached processes are also achieved through
operators supported by neural networks, allowing us to derive
specialized NN-defined modulators for diverse protocols. We
will discuss the protocol-specific NN-defined modulator in
greater detail in Section 7.
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Figure 9: Different approaches to configure kernels. (a) Manual setting with expert knowledge, (b) Learning from existing
datasets, (c) Fine-tuning with other ML modules.

5 Modulator Kernel Configuration
From the previous sections, we designed a template for the
general modulation model, where the kernels of the template
can be derived for a specific modulation scheme. In this sec-
tion, we will discuss how to use the NN-defined modulator
template to learn from signals whose analytical expression is
unknown or fine-tune the NN-defined modulator to compen-
sate for hardware distortion in practical systems.

5.1 Manual Setting with Expert Knowledge
As shown in Figure 9a, for a modulation scheme with a known
analytical expression, communication experts can take a direct
way to derive the kernels of the transposed convolutional layer
as discussed in Section 4. It is an efficient and accurate way to
construct signals in the NN-defined modulator, similar to the
conventional Software modulator in the SDR development.

5.2 Learning from Dataset
As shown in Figure 9b, for a signal with an unknown analyti-
cal expression or a non-expert developer, the kernels of the
template can be derived by training the NN-defined modula-
tor. For example, a non-expert developer who intends to shift
an existing software radio to another platform can utilize the
learning ability of the NN-defined modulator from the existing
system to reconstruct the modulator, which will significantly
ease the development complexity. One can treat it as a stan-
dard machine learning task to minimize the mean squared
error. Thanks to the model-driven approach, the trained ker-
nels imply a potential signal processing pipeline to mimic the
target signal.

More specifically, the training input has the dimension
of [Batch_size,2 × Symbol_dimension, Sequence_length],
where 2 × Symbol_dimension indicates the input is repre-
sented using the real and imaginary parts. And the training out-
put has the size of [Batch_size,Signal_length,2], where the
2 on the last dimension also indicates the real and imaginary
parts of complex signals. There are 2× Symbol_dimension
kernels to train in total.

For demonstration, we apply the NN-defined modulator
template to learn the 64-S.C. OFDM scheme. The NN-defined
OFDM modulator is trained with the same training settings
as the example FC-based modulator in Section 2 with the

same dataset and training epochs. The training set contains
256 different OFDM symbol sequences, each of which repre-
sents 128 input complex symbols. The FC-based modulator
is implemented with two fully-connected layers, with almost
∼ 60000 trainable parameters in total. We calculate the mean
squared error between the modulated signals from two kinds
of modulators and the standard signals on the training and test
sets, respectively. Both the FC-based modulator and our NN-
defined modulator have tiny errors on the training set. Our
NN-defined modulator outperforms the FC-based modulator
significantly on the test set. We plot signals generated from
our NN-defined and the FC-based modulator in Figure 10.
As in the figure, our NN-defined modulator can modulate the
symbols correctly, while the FC-based modulator fails. The
NN-defined modulator has much fewer parameters to train
compared with the FC-based modulator, and the parameters
are physically meaningful, which ensures that our NN-defined
modulator is more reliable.
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Figure 10: Waveform (In-phase) comparison of FC-based
modulator, NN-defined modulator, and standard modulator
for 64-S.C. OFDM scheme.

5.3 Fine-tuning for Better Performance
As shown in Figure 9c, the NN-defined modulator can be com-
bined with extra AI/ML models to fine-tune to meet specific
performance demands. During the fine-tuning procedure, the
kernels of the NN-defined modulators and parameters within
the appended AI/ML module are adjusted to fulfill the goals.
The fine-tuning process is an open design because the per-
formance demands and the AI/ML extra modules are diverse.
For better illustration, we discuss combining the proposed
NN-defined modulator with additional AI/ML modules to
handle the hardware distortion in the transmitter systems.
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The modulated signals are processed at the RF front-end
in the transmitter systems to send over the air. Due to the
characteristics of the circuits, there is some non-linearity in
the RF front-end hardware, which will introduce distortion
to the output signal compared with the ideal output. One
efficient approach to reduce the distortion effect is to apply the
predistortion process to the modulated signals before feeding
into the RF front-end [52]. Here, we propose to use a neural
network-based predistortion (NN-PD) module. Without loss
of generality, we focus on the non-linearity introduced by the
power amplifier.

Standard signal
FE Model

Distorted signal

NN-PD FE Model
(Fixed)

Modeling Distortion at Front-End

Fine-tuning of NN-defined Modulator with NN-PD module

NN-defined 
Modulator

Fine-tuning 
Algorithm

Pre-distorted signal

Compensated signal

Figure 11: Diagram of Front-End model and NN-defined
modulator with NN-PD module.

As illustrated in Figure 11, we first use a neural network,
the front-end (FE) Model, to model the nonlinear behavior of
the RF front-end. The FE model serves as the simulator of the
RF front-end for the fine-tuning procedure. Next, we construct
the NN-PD and insert it between the NN-defined modulator
and the FE model. The predistorted signals from the NN-PD
will pass the FE model, and the compensated signal is gen-
erated. The compensated signal is supposed to be as similar
as possible to the ideal output signal. So, we set the training
goal of our fine-tuning algorithm and tune the kernels in the
NN-defined modulator and the parameters in NN-PD module
while the parameters in the FE model are fixed. Once the
fine-tuning procedure is finished, the NN-defined modulator
and NN-PD module can generate predistorted signals, which
can compensate for the non-linearity of the RF front-end.

As for verification, we compare the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance of QAM-modulated signals with predistortion
and those without predistortion. The simulation is conducted
in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. We plot-
ted the BER curves in Figure 12. The BER curve of the ideal
signals is also visualized as the baseline. Furthermore, we
conduct Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) test on the modu-
lated signals. EVM can be evaluated by a percentage scale
that reflects the deviation of the modulated and standard con-
stellations. We measure the root mean squared EVM of the
signals at different SNR levels. The results are illustrated in
Table 1. When the SNR is low (SNR< 0dB), the noise is dom-
inant in such conditions, so all three signals suffer from noisy
environments, resulting in high error rates and high EVM.
However, when SNR is relatively high (SNR> 0dB), the dis-

tortion effect of the RF front-end is more significant than the
noise. Hence, the signals with predistortion perform much
better than those without predistortion because the hardware
distortion is reduced. However, the compensation is imper-
fect, so the error rates and EVMs of the predistorted signals
are still slightly larger than the ideal signals. The above re-
sults indicate the great potential that the proposed NN-defined
modulator can be integrated with other AI/ML modules and
deliver better performance.

SNR=-10dB 0dB 10dB
EVM of ideal signals 65.9% 31.2% 15.4%

w/ predistortion 66.6% 32.1% 15.7%
w/o predistortion 79.5% 33.4% 21.7%

Table 1: Root mean squared EVM of ideal modulated signals,
signals with predistortion, and signals without predistortion.
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Figure 12: BER of NN-defined Modulator with NN-PD.

6 Modulator with Portability
We first highlight better portability of NN-defined modu-
lators compared with conventional software radio systems
by demonstrating the pipeline of the software modulator to
generate signal samples. The software radio relies on some
libraries which contain signal processing operations. We
choose SciPy [15], a scientific computing library in Python,
and GNURadio [4], the recognized software radio library, as
case studies. Moreover, without loss of generality, we con-
sider the QAM with Root Raised Cosine (RRC) pulse shaping
filter as an example. It requires two major steps for modu-
lation: upsampling and pulse-shaping filtering. We list the
corresponding implementation for the GNURadio-based and
the SciPy-based modulators in Table 2. As shown in the
table, although the two kinds of implementations share the
same pipeline, the functions used are quite different, which
requires the developer to master new development tools for
smooth conversion. Besides, we also notice that GNURadio
provides several predefined shaping filter blocks, like Root
Raised Cosine Filter(rrc_fir) for quick usage. In con-
trast, SciPy does not provide such predefined functions, so
we need to configure the filter manually, which also increases
the difficulty of porting.
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Operations GNURadio SciPy
Upsampling interp_fir scipy.interpolate

Filtering rrc_fir scipy.convovle

Table 2: Operations for QAM modulator in different toolkits.

6.1 Framework-Independent NN-defined Modulators
Framework-dependent design implies that the NN-based
modulators depend on unique functions or models provided
by specific machine learning frameworks. Although ma-
chine learning frameworks offer some mathematical func-
tions that can be employed to develop customized neural
network layers for modulation tasks, as seen in NVIDIA
Sionna [33] based on TensorFlow, the customized neural net-
work modulator remains reliant on the development frame-
work. To exemplify, we demonstrate the implementation
details of the Sionna-based QAM modulator. Sionna em-
ploys the built-in operations and encapsulates them into the
customized neural network layers, Upsampling and Filter,
to emulate the functions as in the conventional pipeline.
Upsampling layer applies tf.pad and some dimensional op-
erations like tf.expand_dims to insert zeros between sym-
bols, and Filter layer applies tf.math.convolve which
takes the upsampled symbol sequences and filter taps as input
to generate the modulated signals. We compare the availabil-
ity of mathematical functions used in the Sionna modulator
across other mainstream ML frameworks. The results are
presented in Table 3. Although there are similar functions
such as pad and convolve, the direct transition among dif-
ferent frameworks is still hard. Consequently, the framework-
dependent modulator can be ported to platforms running the
same framework, but it is challenging to deploy it on plat-
forms operating with different frameworks.

Tensorflow PyTorch

NN-defined Conv1DTranspose ConvTranspose1d
Linear Linear

Sionna
pad pad+concatenate

expand_dims unsqueeze
convolve convolve

Table 3: Original operations and converted ONNX operators
in our NN-defined and Sionna QAM modulator.

Framework-independent design means our NN-based
modulators are implemented by the share functions or models
by various machine learning frameworks. Unlike NVIDIA
Sionna, which constructs customized layers fro modulators,
our NN-defined modulators utilize the fundamental neural
network layers that are considered basic components of ex-
isting machine learning frameworks. More specifically, the
transposed convolutional layer and the fully connected layer
are generally supported by various frameworks [13, 16, 23].
Although the layer names vary (Table 3), they share the same
functionalities, which ensures that the proposed NN-defined
modulator can be a framework-independent design.

inputsymbol

ConvTranspose

W〈2×2×33〉

Transpose

MatMul

B〈4×2〉

outputwaveform

(a)

Modulator 
Implementation

Portable 
Format

Interpreter

(b)

Figure 13: (a) Example converted ONNX format of a QAM
NN-defined modulator, (b) Diagram of development and de-
ployment of NN-defined modulators.

We utilize the ONNX [10] as an intermediate framework
to ensure the interoperability. ONNX is an open ecosystem
for technology companies and research organizations to store
and import neural network models onto different frameworks.
ONNX defines a common set of operators that contains the
fundamental layers of neural network models, including the
transposed convolutional layer and the fully-connected layer
used in our design. As a validation, we visualize the graph
of the ONNX model of our NN-defined modulator template
in Figure 13a. As depicted in the figure, the transposed con-
volutional layer operator is ConvTranspose, and the fully-
connected layer is represented by the MatMul operator. Al-
most all mainstream machine learning frameworks support
conversions between their native models and ONNX ones. It
is also worth noting that porting customized neural network
layers to ONNX models demands significant effort. Conse-
quently, the custom layers in NVIDIA Sionna are challenging
to convert to ONNX models, while our NN-defined modulator
built upon fundamental layers exhibits better interoperability
across different frameworks.

6.2 Seamless Acceleration
As previously illustrated, IoT gateway hardware platforms
provide acceleration capabilities to expedite the execution of
neural network models. The proposed NN-defined modulator
is constructed based on fundamental neural network layers
that are generally supported and well-optimized for execution
on various hardware platforms. Therefore, the NN-based mod-
ulator can leverage these capabilities to enhance efficiency,
speeding up the modulation process.

A typical development and deployment workflow for the
proposed NN-defined modulators is depicted in Figure 13b.
The prototype of the NN-defined modulators can be devel-
oped in mainstream machine learning frameworks, such as
PyTorch. Then, NN-defined modulators are converted to a
portable ONNX format for improved interoperability across
different platforms. Deploying ONNX models requires a com-
piler, such as ONNX runtime [11] or Apache TVM [2]. Using
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Figure 14: Prototype of NN-defined modulator. Left box:
Nvidia Jetson Nano as the host device for the NN-defined
modulator. Right box: ADI Pluto SDR as SDR hardware.

ONNX runtime as an example, it can utilize different accel-
erator backends. Numerous accelerator backends have been
developed by the community. For instance, it can employ
Nvidia GPU [8] on GPU-equipped systems, Arm ACL [3]
for Arm SoC platforms, and OpenVINO [12] for Intel x86
platforms. Therefore, the NN-defined modulator can be seam-
lessly accelerated on various platforms.

7 Evaluation
7.1 Implementation
7.1.1 Framework and hardware
We design the NN-defined modulator in PyTorch [13] with
ConvTranspose1d and Linear layers. Once the NN-defined
modulators are ready for port, we convert the modulators into
ONNX format. We port the ONNX NN-defined modulator to
Nvidia Jetson Nano [9] and Raspberry Pi [14] for verification.
Both devices support the ONNX runtime, and Jetson Nano
is equipped with a GPU, which can be used to accelerate the
execution of the ONNX NN-defined modulators.

Besides, we also implement an NN-defined modulator pro-
totype. We connect the host (Nvidia Jetson Nano) running the
NN-defined modulator with the SDR hardware (ADI Pluto
SDR [1]) as shown in Figure 14. We use this prototype to
transmit the modulated signals over the air.

7.1.2 Modulation schemes
Without loss of generality, we choose several typical schemes
for 1) PAM-2 with the rectangular filter, 2) QPSK with the
half-sine wave filter, 3) 16-QAM with RRC filter for ampli-
tude/phase modulation, and 4) 64-S.C. OFDM scheme for
multicarrier modulation. We use MATLAB Signal Processing
Toolbox [6] to generate the symbols and the signals as for
training sets. When evaluating the efficiency and portability,
we select 16-QAM modulator with RRC filter as the example.
The conventional SDR modulators for 16-QAM with RRC
filter are implemented with signal processing libraries, GNU-
Radio [4] on x86 laptop, and SciPy [15] on Nvidia Jetson
Nano, as the baselines. For comparison, we also implement a

16-QAM modulator with RRC filter using Nvidia Sionna [33]
on the x86 laptop for comparison.

7.2 Signal Quality of NN-defined Modulator

7.2.1 Trained kernels in NN-defined modulators

As discussed in Section 5, the kernels within the NN-defined
modulator can be trained with training sets. Here, we use
16-QAM with RRC filter and 64-S.C. OFDM scheme as ex-
amples to analyse the trained kernels.

For the 16-QAM scheme with RRC shaping filter, the in-
put symbol is 1-dimensional, so there are 2 kernels trained.
According to the analysis in Section 4, the trained kernels
are supposed to be the real and imaginary parts of the shap-
ing filter. We visualize trained kernels and the original RRC
shaping filter in Figure 15a. One of the trained kernels is
nearly identical to the original shaping filter. The other one is
almost zero-valued, which is consistent with the zero-valued
imaginary parts of the shaping filter.

For the 64-S.C. OFDM scheme, there are 2× 64 kernels
trained. According to the analysis in Section 4, the kernels
are supposed to be the real and imaginary parts of the sub-
carrier functions, i.e., e j 2πin

64 . We also visualized a pair of the
trained kernels in Figure 15b. And these two kernels are the
same as real and imaginary parts of the standard subcarrier
e j 2π×32n

64 . The NN-defined OFDM modulators share the same
conclusion that the trained kernels perfectly match the signal
processing pipeline in conventional modulators.
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Figure 15: Trained kernels from NN-defined modulators for
(a) QAM with RRC filter, (b) 64-S.C. OFDM.

7.2.2 Transmission performance in AWGN channel

We apply the trained NN-defined modulators to generate sig-
nals and pass the signals in the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel to verify the transmission performance.
And we plot the Bit Error Rate (BER) curves in Figure 16.
Meanwhile, The BER curves of the signals from standard
modulators in MATLAB are also plotted as the baseline. As
illustrated in the figure, the NN-defined modulators for the
selected modulation schemes can modulate the symbols cor-
rectly so that the modulated signals can achieve the same error
performance as standard modulators in AWGN channels.
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Figure 16: The BER performance of NN-defined modulator
compared with standard modulators.

7.3 Efficiency and Portability
7.3.1 Efficiency improvement
To verify the efficiency improvement of the NN-defined mod-
ulator, we measure the running time of the conventional SDR
QAM modulator, the NN-defined QAM modulator, and the
Nvidia Sionna QAM modulator on an x86 laptop and compare
these time recordings in Figure 17. All the QAM modulators
modulate a batch consisting of 32 symbol sequences with 256
symbols.
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Figure 17: Running time of different implementations.

When all three modulators run without acceleration, it takes
0.58ms for our design to finish, which is much faster than the
conventional (1.7ms) and Sionna modulator (1.9ms). Our NN-
defined modulator applies the fundamental neural network
layers that are well-optimized so that it performs better than
the customized neural network layers implemented in Nvidia
Sionna as well as the conventional SDR modulator.

The NN-defined and Sionna modulators support hardware
acceleration thanks to the neural network implementation.
We measure their running time with acceleration enabled. We
also implement an accelerated QAM modulator with cuSig-
nal [20]. The NN-defined modulator and Sionna modulator
execute much faster than without acceleration. The running
time of the NN-defined modulator is reduced to 0.059ms from
0.58ms, which is 28 times faster than the conventional SDR
modulators without acceleration, even 10 times faster than the
implementation using cuSignal. For the Sionna modulator, the
running time is also reduced to 0.25ms. Both our NN-defined
modulator and Sionna modulator run faster than the conven-

tional modulator. These results prove that the NN-defined
modulator can significantly improve efficiency compared with
conventional SDR modulators.
7.3.2 Portability
Porting among platforms. As aforementioned in Section 6,
porting the conventional SDR implementations and Sionna-
based one from one platform to another requires consider-
able effort. Here, we focus on the portability of our NN-
defined modulator. Following the development diagram of
the NN-defined modulators, we first implement the NN-
defined QAM modulator in PyTorch and convert it into
the ONNX model. We list the converted operations in
the ONNX framework in Table 4. The transposed con-
volutional layer (torch.ConvTranspose1d) and the linear
layer (torch.Linear) are widely supported so that they can
be converted to the portable format.

Implementations PyTorch layer ONNX operator

NN-defined ConvTranspose1d ConvTranspose
Linear MatMul

Table 4: Original operations and converted ONNX operators
in the NN-defined modulator.

Performance on different platforms. We now deploy the
ONNX NN-defined QAM modulator on embedded computers
such as Nvidia Jetson Nano and Raspberry Pi. Figure 18a
illustrates the running time on different platforms. Sionna
modulator fails to be ported because the customized layers
are hard to be transformed into ONNX models. Although
the running time of the NN-defined modulator on embedded
systems is longer than that on the x86 laptop, we successfully
port our NN-defined modulators to different platforms.
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Figure 18: (a) Running time on different platforms of x86 PC,
Nvidia Jetson Nano, Raspberry Pi. (b) Acceleration evaluation
on the target platform of Nvidia Jetson Nano.

The following evaluation demonstrates the acceleration
capability of the target platform. We configure the ONNX
NN-defined QAM modulator on Nvidia Jetson Nano to run
with GPU acceleration as discussed in Section 6. We compare
the running time of the conventional modulator and our NN-
defined modulator modulate symbol batches of different sizes.
The evaluation results are visualized in Figure 18. We can
observe a considerable efficiency improvement compared
with the conventional modulator as well as the CPU-only
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NN-defined modulator. Moreover, the efficiency of our NN-
defined modulator is still much better than the conventional
modulator implemented with an accelerated signal processing
library. More specifically, when the number of input symbol
sequences is 32, the accelerated NN-defined modulator is 4.7
times faster than the conventional modulator and even 2.5
times faster than the accelerated modulator. These results
showcase that we can easily run the NN-defined modulators
on target platforms with acceleration capability.

7.4 Application in IoT Technologies
The proposed NN-defined modulators are employed to gen-
erate protocol-compliant signals, showcasing representative
use cases in IoT gateways.

7.4.1 ZigBee-compliant Signals
ZigBee [24], developed based on IEEE 802.15.4 [19], utilizes
Offset-QPSK, a variant of amplitude/phase modulation, as its
modulation scheme. The diagram of the O-QPSK modulator
is illustrated in Figure 19. The modulator input comes from a
4-QAM constellation, where the symbols are {±1±1 j}. The
real and imaginary parts of the input symbols are processed
separately to generate I/Q signals. The quadrature branch of
signal samples is shifted by a delay to introduce the offset.
As evident in the output waveform, the quadrature branch
exhibits a slight lag.

NN-defined O-QPSK Mod

NN-defined
QPSK Mod

Conventional O-QPSK Mod

Upsampling
Pulse 

Shaping

Upsampling
Pulse 

Shaping
Shift

Shift

I

Q

I

Q

Figure 19: Diagram of conventional O-QPSK modulator (top)
and the NN-defined O-QPSK modulator (bottom).

To construct an O-QPSK modulator for ZigBee protocol,
we combine the NN-defined QPSK modulator with a shift-
ing process to form the NN-defined O-QPSK modulator, as
depicted in Figure 19. We generate symbols from messages
following the specification and feed them into our NN-defined
O-QPSK modulator. The modulated signals are sent over the
air utilizing the prototype in Figure 14. We employ the TI
CC2650 Kit [17] as the ZigBee receiver, which can parse the
captured signals into messages.

We generate ZigBee packets with varying message lengths
and transmit 100 packets. At the receiver side, the received
ZigBee packets without errors are recorded, and we calculate
the packet reception ratio (PRR) in different settings, repeat-
ing the evaluation 5 times. We compare the performance with
the SDR implementation using signal processing libraries.
And we conduct the same experiments on commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) TI devices as a baseline. The evaluation
is conducted indoors and outdoors. The settings of indoor
environments are demonstrated in Figure 20a. As depicted in

Figure 20b, the ZigBee signals generated by the NN-defined
modulator can be successfully received by the commercial
device, achieving performance comparable to the existing
SDR implementation and commercial devices.
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Figure 20: (a) Evaluation settings in indoor environment. (b)
Packet Reception Ratio of ZigBee packets modulated by NN-
defined modulator and SDR modulator.

7.4.2 WiFi-compliant Signals
WiFi, which is also extensively utilized for IoT communica-
tion, typically employs the OFDM scheme. When implement-
ing the NN-defined modulator for WiFi communication, the
process becomes slightly more complex, as WiFi utilizes the
CP-OFDM [48] modulator, and WiFi frames generally consist
of signals generated from various fields.

Taking IEEE 802.11a/g as an example in Figure 21, WiFi
frames comprise four fields: Short Training Field (STF), Long
Training Field (LTF), Signaling Field (SIG), and Data Field
(DATA). The STF and LTF primarily serve detection, synchro-
nization, and channel estimation purposes at the receiver. The
SIG contains information about the current frame, such as
frame length and modulation and coding scheme information,
while the DATA field carries the data.

STF LTF SIG DATA

8us

8us

4us

Variable

Figure 21: Fields in IEEE 802.11a/g frame.
Different fields need specific operations. The STF and LTF

involve repeating the signals from the OFDM modulator,
while the SIG and DATA require adding a cyclic prefix to the
modulated signals by copying the ending parts of the OFDM
signals to the front. Following the discussion in Section 4, we
combine an NN-defined OFDM modulator with additional
operations to add the cyclic prefix.

Four NN-defined modulators corresponding to the four
fields in IEEE 802.11a/g WiFi frames are implemented. These
modulators are then combined to create a single NN-defined
WiFi modulator. The overall structure is illustrated in Fig-
ure 22. The NN-defined modulators for STF, LTF, SIG, and
DATA fields collectively form the NN-defined WiFi modula-
tor, allowing for a comprehensive modulation process that
addresses the unique requirements of each field.

We generate beacon packet signals using the NN-defined
WiFi modulator and transmit them over the air. A laptop is
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Figure 22: NN-defined Wi-Fi modulator.

used to sniff the beacon packets. We test beacon reception in
an indoor environment at the 5GHz band, transmitting 100
beacon packets for 5 times. Figure 23 demonstrates that the
laptop can successfully receive the beacon with an SSID of
"NN-definedModulator", achieving a PRR at 96%.

Figure 23: Reception of beacon signals generated by NN-
defined Wi-Fi modulator.

Next, we extend our design to transmit data by generat-
ing data packets and passing the signals through simulated
AWGN channels. We follow the standard process to detect
and synchronize WiFi frames using STF signals, conduct
channel estimation and equalization using LTF signals, and
then demodulate and decode the SIG and DATA signals. In
our evaluation, the symbols for a grayscale image data are
generated using 16-QAM and 64-QAM. The results are listed
in Figure 24. As shown in the figure, we can successfully
reconstruct the transmitted images under different settings,
further demonstrating the effectiveness and versatility of our
NN-defined modulator design in practical applications.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 24: (a) Original image of 256×256 pixels; Received
images using (b) 16-QAM at SNR=10dB and (c) using 64-
QAM at SNR=20dB.

8 Related Works
SDR solutions for IoT gateway: SDRs are proposed as
universal gateways operating across technologies. Past work
[22, 51, 59] has developed smart home gateways using the
USRP radio with GNUradio support. [45] revisited the SDR-

based IoT gateway for decoding collapsed packets. Other so-
lutions employed the cross-technology communication tech-
nique as an alternate for IoT gateways [34–36, 39–42, 53–56].

Machine learning for communication system: Neural
networks or machine learning has been extensively used in
physical layer designs [25, 31, 44, 47, 49, 57, 61]. [46] intro-
duced a method to learn an end-to-end communication sys-
tem by interpreting it as an autoencoder [30]. In [60], a DNN
model replaces all blocks in the conventional OFDM receiver.
In [50], the researchers propose to replace processing blocks
in the OFDM receiver with neural network models and deploy
them on IoT devices.

Our work has innovations in two tiers, distinctive objectives,
and different methodologies. Objective-wise, most literature
views the neural network as an optimizer and seeks perfor-
mance gains under complex conditions [61]. In contrast, we
use the neural network as an abstraction layer for the porta-
bility of IoT gateway functionalities. Methodology-wise, the
literature commonly adopts data-driven approaches that em-
ploy general-purpose neural networks [25,49,57]. We adopt a
model-driven approach that designs the neural network-based
modulators with reference to the mathematical models.

9 Discussion
It’s worth pointing out that we only discuss the linear ampli-
tude/phase modulation schemes in this paper. Other modula-
tion schemes require further study, such as frequency modula-
tion, also known as non-linear modulation. Following the sim-
ilar idea, We can model the frequency modulation based on
the phase changes and construct another NN-defined modula-
tor template that can be used for the Gaussian frequency shift
keying (GFSK) modulators used in Bluetooth [32]. Moreover,
we intend to extend the application of the learning ability.We
can further apply the neural network to learn to reduce the ad-
jacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) for single carrier scheme
or to reduce the peak-average power ratio (PAPR) for OFDM
scheme. We can also apply the NN-defined modulator to learn
from noisy signal samples to reconstruct noiseless modulators.
The model-driven approach can also be applied to the receiver
design, including demodulation and decoding, which is an
emerging topic in wireless communication.

10 Conclusion
In this paper, we present an NN-defined modulator template
for various modulation schemes that can be converted to a
unified NN framework for portable deployment for IoT gate-
way design. The proposed NN-defined modulator has the
extensibility to achieve various modulation schemes for IoT
connections, and the evaluation results show that they can
perform well. The NN-defined modulator outperforms the
existing SDR solutions in terms of portability and efficiency
thanks to the wide support of the NN on heterogeneous com-
puting platforms. Meanwhile, the NN-based implementation
also enables our design with the learning ability, featuring the
potential for intelligent communication systems.
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Abstract
Multi-tenant Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites emerge as a

cost-effective win-win solution for direct 4G/5G access to our
regular phones/IoTs anywhere on Earth. However, the current
hop-by-hop stateful cellular session impedes this effort due
to its need for tight functional coupling and stable service
relationships among satellite operators, mobile operators, and
users. Our empirical study with real satellite data shows that,
it restricts LEO satellites’ serviceable areas, limits the use of
available (possibly competitive) satellites, and suffers from
signaling storms and dynamic many-to-many relationships
in extreme LEO mobility. We thus devise MOSAIC to strive
for self-serve multi-tenant LEO satellites. MOSAIC defines
policy-embedded one-time tokens for pay-as-you-go local
satellite access. These tokens allow satellites to self-serve
users anywhere without relying on remote mobile operators,
alleviate inter-satellite coordinations to enjoy competitive
satellites, and simplify many-to-many service relationships
for on-demand multi-tenancy. MOSAIC is attack-resilient and
incrementally deployable using our SIM-based solution. Our
evaluations with the real satellite data and commodity 3GPP
NTN protocol stack validate MOSAIC’s viability.

1 Introduction
Space is the new business growth point for cellular networks.
The emergent direct-to-cell LEO satellites, such as SpaceX’s
Starlink [1, 2], Iridium [3, 4], Globalstar [5], AST [6, 7], and
Lynk [8] complement terrestrial networks to eliminate their
coverage holes for 2.7 billion “unconnected” global users [9]
and offer their regular phones/IoTs direct satellite access via
4G, 5G, and beyond. They can significantly save operators’
infrastructure costs in under-served areas and expand their ser-
vice to anywhere on Earth for new subscribers and revenues.
So, mobile network operators (MNOs) and satellite network
operators (SNOs) have actively partnered to deploy [10–15]
and standardize [16–27] direct-to-cell LEO satellite services.

Rather than owning dedicated satellites by every MNO,
building multi-tenant direct-to-cell satellites for sharing is a
more practical and favorable win-win solution for MNOs and
SNOs [1] (Figure 1). On the one hand, satellites are a scarce
and competitive resource for MNOs. The highly congested
near-Earth space leaves insufficient orbital slots for all MNOs’
satellites [28–30]. LEO satellites’ capital expenses are also
prohibitive for MNOs [31, 32]. Instead, renting satellites is
more affordable and lowers the barriers to entry for MNOs.
On the other hand, SNOs also have incentives to partner with
MNOs due to their lack of licensed 4G/5G spectrums to serve

SNOs MNOs UEs

LEO
mobility

Cells

t1 t2

Figure 1: Dynamic multi-tenant direct-to-cell LEO satellites.

regular phones/IoTs independently. Akin to cloud computing,
leasing satellites to more MNOs increases SNOs’ revenues
and return on investment through economies of scale.

Sharing satellite access has been a decades-old practice.
Traditional geostationary satellites are single-hop physical
pipes that are easily sharable using the infrastructure-as-a-
service model. While ideal for multi-tenancy, this transparent
pipe model suffers from low service coverage, missed radio
processing deadlines, and unaffordable bandwidth demands
in 4G/5G due to its heavy reliance on remote ground stations
(§3.1). To this end, modern LEO satellites like Starlink, AST,
and Lynk have adopted onboard cellular network functions
for scalable and performant direct-to-cell services [8, 33–36].

However, cellular network functions in LEO satellites are
not easily sharable due to their requirement for tight func-
tional coupling and stable service relationships among SNOs,
MNOs, and user equipment (UEs). This requirement is rooted
in the cellular architecture’s stateful hop-by-hop session that
assumes fixed, always-on, and trusted infrastructure. It is hard
to meet in multi-tenant LEO satellites due to their fast mobil-
ity, intermittent accessibility to MNOs for remote control, and
3rd-party nature as intermediate session nodes. Our empirical
study with real satellite data shows that (§3), this defect is
detrimental to everyone: It impedes UEs’ flexible use of any
available satellites, restricts MNOs’ serviceable areas, compli-
cates MNOs’ use of diverse (potentially competitive) SNOs’
satellites, and exhausts SNOs’ satellites with signaling storms
and dynamic many-to-many relationship management.

We explore an alternative cellular scheme for self-serve
multi-tenant direct-to-cell satellites. Our solution, MOSAIC
(Multi-Operator Satellite Access via In-band Control), adopts
the pay-as-you-go paradigm that is more suitable than hop-by-
hop stateful sessions for sharing the mobile infrastructure like
LEO satellites (§5): Akin to mobile bike sharing [37], each
MNO supplies its UEs with self-certified one-time tokens (a
satellite version of restrictive blind signatures from the offline
cash system [38]) as “coins” to pay for local satellite access
on demand. These tokens embed UE-specific roaming, billing,
and QoS policies to let any authentic satellite self-serve UEs
without contacting remote MNOs. This UE-initiated in-band
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state provision enables near-stateless/sessionless satellites for
transparent pipe-like multi-tenancy. It also simplifies inter-
satellite coordination and dynamic many-to-many service
relationships to avoid signaling storms and encourage the use
of competitive SNOs’ satellites. MOSAIC’s tokens retain the
same security level as the legacy 4G/5G and are incrementally
deployable using our SIM card-based deployment (§6).

We prototype MOSAIC and evaluate it using real satellite
data and Amarisoft’s commodity 3GPP non-terrestrial net-
work (NTN) protocol stack. Compared to the NTN [16–27]
and Starlink [34–36], MOSAIC scales to a large number of
satellites, COTS UEs, and MNOs with signaling storm free-
dom, 116% serviceable area expansion to the LEO constella-
tion’s entire coverage, and 4.71–14.25⇥ service resumption
latency reduction in LEO mobility at negligible costs.

2 Why Multi-Tenant LEO Mobile Satellites?

In this section, we motivate the need for direct-to-cell LEO
satellites (§2.1) and the incentives for sharing them among
MNOs from the MNO, SNO, and UE perspectives (§2.2).

2.1 The Need for Direct-to-Cell LEO Satellites

Direct-to-cell satellites originate as a complementary method
to connect phones/IoTs where the terrestrial infrastructure
cannot reach. To offer ubiquitous access, terrestrial cellular
networks should deploy radio access networks (RANs) with
numerous radio base stations to cover broad geographic areas
and bridge them to the Internet via core networks (Figure 2a).
While profitable in urban areas with sufficient subscribers,
such capital-intensive infrastructure loses revenues when cov-
ering rural areas with few subscribers [39, 40] and is even
undeployable in oceans and airplanes, thus leaving 2.7 billion
global users unconnected [9, 41]. Instead, direct-to-cell satel-
lites can complement terrestrial networks with their broad
coverage, offer direct cellular access to phones/IoTs, and save
MNOs’ capital and operation costs in under-served areas.

Traditional direct-to-cell satellites, such as Inmarsat [42],
Thuraya [43], and Tiantong [44], operate in the geostationary
orbit (GEO) at an altitude of 35,786 km. While excellent for
broad coverage, GEO satellites are unfriendly to commodity
phones/IoTs since their distant transmission is power-hungry,
slow, and noisy. Dedicated satphones with high-gain antennas
can alleviate this issue, but they are not widely available or
affordable to most consumers. Instead, modern satellites like
Starlink [1, 2], Iridium [3, 4], Globalstar [5], AST [6, 7], and
Lynk [8] operate in LEOs at the altitude of 340–2,000 km
to be closer to phones/IoTs for faster network speed, lower
energy costs, and more affordable hardware. Due to each LEO
satellite’s smaller coverage, a constellation with 10s–1,000s
satellites is typically adopted for global coverage.
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Figure 2: State-of-the-art cellular network function splits in
3GPP NTN and Starlink for direct-to-cell satellites.

2.2 Incentives for LEO Satellite Multi-Tenancy
The traditional satellite network market is monopolistic: Each
SNO independently launches its own satellites (most of which
reside in the GEO) to operate its own network services using
dedicated satellite-specific radio spectrums. While feasible
for standalone GEO satellites for customized terminals, this
dedicated mode is not technically feasible or commercially
profitable for both MNOs and SNOs in direct-to-cell LEO
constellations due to three fundamental constraints:

1. MNOs: Scarce orbital slots. LEOs are highly crowded,
with about 8,300 satellites [29] and 27,000 space junks [28],
leading to 3,500–60,000 conjunction events per month [45,
46] and 24,410 collision avoidance maneuvers per year [47].
The recent mega-constellation deployment further congests
LEOs and raises collision risks [30] and RF interferences [48].
This situation leads to more stringent and time-consuming
orbit allocations (typically years) by ITU [49]. There are
insufficient orbital slots to accommodate all MNOs’ satellites.

2. SNOs: Shortage of licensed 4G/5G spectrums. To
be compatible with commodity phones/IoTs, direct-to-cell
satellites should use the legacy 4G/5G spectrums, most of
which have been allocated to terrestrial MNOs by ITU/FCC.
SNOs alone do not have sufficient licensed cellular spectrums
to offer direct-to-cell services.

3. MNOs & SNOs: Prohibitive capital costs. Despite
advances in satellite miniaturization and rocket reusability,
deploying a LEO constellation is still capital-intensive for
both MNOs and SNOs [31, 32]. Building dedicated direct-to-
cell LEO constellations raises the barrier to entry for MNOs
and lowers the commercial return on investment for SNOs.

To this end, SNOs like Starlink [10–12, 33, 50], AST
[6, 7, 51], and Lynk [8] have recently partnered with global
MNOs (e.g., T-Mobile, AT&T, Vodafone, and KDDI) to ad-
vocate multi-tenant direct-to-cell satellite services. FCC has
recently proposed a regulatory framework to foster collabo-
rations between SNOs and MNOs, allowing SNOs to utilize
spectrum previously allocated only to MNOs through lease
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Figure 4: Limited coverage for transparent LEO satellites.

agreements or partnerships [52]. Each MNO rents SNOs’
satellites and grants its licensed 4G/5G spectrums to them for
direct phone/IoT connection. The SNO’s satellites can host
multiple MNOs’ direct-to-cell services, while each MNO can
rent diverse SNOs’ satellites for coverage and cost optimiza-
tions. Akin to cloud computing, LEO multi-tenancy yields
a win-win situation: it lowers the barrier to entry for MNOs,
complements MNOs’ terrestrial coverage in under-served ar-
eas at low costs, and increases SNOs’ revenues and return
on investment through economies of scale. UEs also benefit
from it through a more open, competitive market that offers
cheaper satellite data plans and complementary coverage1.

3 Challenges for Multi-Tenant LEO Satellites

While appealing to SNOs, MNOs, and UEs, multi-tenant
direct-to-cell LEO satellites are still in their infancy. The
ongoing direct-to-cell satellite solutions under development,
such as Starlink [34–36] and 3GPP NTN [16–27], have not
started to support multi-tenancy. Our empirical study driven
by real satellite data in Figure 3 shows that traditional 2G/3G
GEO transparent pipe sharing model is not feasible for LEOs
due to its incomplete coverage, 4G/5G deadline violations,
and unaffordable bandwidth demands (§3.1). While moving
4G/5G functions to LEO satellites can resolve this issue, its
multi-tenancy can be impeded by the cellular hop-by-hop
stateful session’s need for tight functional coupling and stable
service relationships among SNOs, MNOs, and UEs (§3.2).

3.1 Transparent Satellite Pipe as a Service?
Sharing satellite access is a decades-old practice. Most GEO
satellites today are transparent physical pipes that can multi-
plex radio signals from diverse MNOs. Similar to fiber rentals,
it is easy for MNOs to rent these satellites to relay raw RF
signals (IQ samples) between UEs and terrestrial infrastruc-
ture, as shown in Figure 4a. This physical network slicing has

1The latest Huawei Mate 60 Pro+ smartphone has supported both
Tiantong and Beidou satellites for messaging services [53].
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Figure 5: Transparent satellite pipes cannot meet 4G/5G’s
deadline and throughput requirement for basic functionality.
been successful in direct-to-cell GEO satellites for low-speed
2G/3G. It is a preferable multi-tenancy model for both MNOs
and SNOs due to its simplicity and transparency: MNOs
can rent satellites on demand as plug-and-play pipes with-
out exposing their internal network functions to SNOs, thus
retaining complete control of their mobile services. SNOs
can transparently accommodate and isolate diverse (poten-
tially competitive) MNOs without deploying or maintaining
complex, per-MNO cellular functions in satellites.

Unfortunately, while excellent for low-speed 2G/3G GEO
satellites, this transparent pipe sharing becomes technically
infeasible for faster 4G/5G LEO satellites for three reasons:

(1) Incomplete coverage: For a standalone satellite, UEs
and ground stations must concurrently reside in its coverage
for functional direct-to-cell services. While acceptable for
GEO satellites with broad coverage, this issue limits low-
coverage LEO satellites’ globally serviceable areas (Fig-
ure 4b). Most “unconnected” UEs today [9] reside in remote
areas with sparse or no ground stations, thus leaving them
still disconnected by bent-pipe satellites. This prevents MNOs
from expanding their services to these UEs for more revenue.

(2) Missed 4G/5G radio deadlines: To expand coverage,
LEO satellites can be networked via inter-satellite links (ISLs)
to reach remote ground stations. However, such a networked
physical pipe still cannot meet 4G/5G’s basic functional re-
quirements. From the functional split view, networked trans-
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parent LEO satellites essentially follow the standard 3GPP
option-8 split [56–58] in Figure 5a: Each satellite relays all
serving UEs’ RF IQ samples to remote ground stations for
processing. For functional correctness, each 4G/5G IQ sam-
ple should be delivered to the ground station within 250µs,
which accounts for 80 km distance between the satellite and
ground station [56]. This stringent deadline is unsatisfiable
for LEO satellites, whose distance to ground stations is at
least 340 km. Figure 5d–5e quantify real Starlink dish termi-
nals’ ping RTTs to ground stations with/without multi-hop
ISL traversals based on the RIPE’s global open Starlink dish
probes [54]. Both RTTs exceed the 250-µs deadline by 1–2
orders of magnitude, thus crashing the basic 4G/5G radio
functions if the transparent satellite pipe model was used.

(3) Unaffordable bandwidth demands: Each transparent
LEO satellite relays all serving UEs’ IQ samples to ground
stations for processing, which requires 7.86 Gbps for a typical
5 MHz radio channel [58]. As shown in Figure 5b–5c, all
these satellites’ IQ samples to remote ground stations will
accumulate and congest ISLs (typically with 20 Gbps capac-
ity [59, 60]), thus further impeding the 4G/5G functionality.

3.2 In-Orbit Cellular Function as a Service?

To avoid the transparent LEO satellite pipe’s constraints for
functional 4G/5G in §3.1, SNOs have started to offload ter-
restrial cellular network functions to LEO satellites. Starlink
Gen 2 satellites have equipped medium access control (MAC)
and radio link control (RLC) protocols [33, 34], resulting in
an option-2 split in Figure 5a. 3GPP also extends its 4G/5G
standards to place partial (option-2) or complete (option-1)
radio functions to satellites [20] (Figure 2b–2c). Due to the
stringent 4G/5G radio deadlines in Figure 5a, only option-

(a) RAN (Option 1 in Fig.6b) (b) RAN-DU (Option 2 in Fig.6c)
Figure 7: Signaling storms in satellites under LEO mobility.

1 and 2 split are feasible for LEO satellites. Both localize
the radio processing to avoid missing deadlines and wasting
ISL bandwidth, thus enabling functional direct-to-cell 4G/5G
LEO satellite services for commodity phones/IoTs.

However, in-orbit cellular functions are not easily sharable
from the multi-tenancy perspective. Localizing radio process-
ing in satellites in Figure 2 requires exposing MNOs’ internal
cellular functions to SNOs’ fast-moving, intermittently acces-
sible, and potentially untrusted LEO satellites. This functional
split among SNOs, MNOs, and UEs becomes burdensome in
LEO satellites due to two fundamental issues:
Tight functional coupling: Today’s cellular network
adopts a stateful session-based architecture for carrier-grade
services. To activate services for each UE, it should set up a
hop-by-hop session across the UE, base station, and core net-
work that binds this UE’s ID, QoS, billing, and security states.
As the UE moves, it should migrate this hop-by-hop session
to the new infrastructure node to retain services. This stateful
session implies a tight coupling and trust among the UE, base
station (SNO), and core network (MNO) to coordinate for
successful network services, which is not flexible or efficient
for LEO multi-tenancy from all participants’ perspectives:
� SNOs: Signaling storms. The exposure of MNOs’ stateful

cellular functions can exhaust the SNO’s satellites. Each LEO
satellite has a short-lived coverage for each area due to its fast
mobility (e.g., ⇡3 minutes for a Starlink satellite at 7.6km/s).
When entering a new area, each LEO satellite should take
over all active UEs’ sessions from the previous LEO satellite
for continuous services. The session migration procedures
differ between functional split options (F1AP [62] for option-
2 between local and remote radio functions in Figure 6c, and
NGAP [63] for option-1 between RAN and core network in
Figure 6b). We evaluate the number of signaling processed by
each satellite per second in Figure 7. Since each satellite can
cover multiple MNOs (each having 1,000s of UEs), both incur
signaling storms for LEO satellites.These signaling storms
can consume up to 15.75% of total ISL bandwidth.
� MNOs: Restricted serviceable areas. Due to the tight

functional coupling, the radio functions in SNOs’ satellites in
Figure 2b–2c still rely on the remote ground station to contact
the terrestrial MNO and fetch each UE’s session states for
functioning. Note that most LEO satellites today do not have
active or reliable ISLs2. Similar to transparent pipes in §3.1,
they cannot serve UEs in remote areas without ground stations
even if physically covering them (Figure 4). To independently

2For example, Starlink’s ISLs have just started to operate in limited
areas [64, 65], while AST, Globalstar, and Lynk’s satellites have no ISLs.
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function without MNOs, SNOs’ satellites should equip the
MNO’s full-fledged radio and core network functions, which
becomes out of the MNO’s control due to satellites’ intermit-
tent accessibility and is vulnerable to attacks in space [66].

� MNOs & UEs: Inflexible use of competitive SNOs. As
explained in §2.2, both MNOs and UEs have incentives to
employ diverse LEO satellites from multiple SNOs. However,
the hop-by-hop session in Figure 2 limits this flexibility due
to its tight coupling among the UE, SNO, and MNO. As the
LEO satellite moves, the UE and its MNO should re-establish
or migrate the session among competitive SNOs’ satellites
that are unlikely to coordinate directly. Re-establishing the
session requires the new satellite to fetch UE states from the
ground station, thus limiting its serviceable area without ISLs
(Figure 4). Migrating the session from the old SNO’s satellite
to the new SNO’s satellite is prohibitive due to its competitive
nature. While the MNO’s terrestrial core can bridge these
satellites for indirect migration, its reliance on remote ground
stations again limits LEO satellites’ serviceable area.
Dynamic SNO-MNO-UE service relationship: Due to the
extreme LEO mobility, the many-to-many relationship among
SNOs, MNOs, and UEs fluctuates and challenges everyone:

� SNOs: Exhaustive MNO reconfigurations. Each SNO
aims to host as many MNOs as possible for higher revenue.
As its LEO satellite moves, it should repeatedly reconfigure its
serving MNOs in the current coverage (Figure 1 and 8a–8b).
With its cellular functions coupled to MNOs, this reconfigu-
ration is more exhaustive than transparent pipes in §3.1 since
it should manage MNOs’ per-UE stateful sessions (Figure 7).

� MNOs & UEs: Dynamic trust establishment. As shown
in Figure 8c–8d, the LEO satellites that each MNO and UE
can employ change over time due to their transient coverage,
some of which can be untrusted. They must frequently re-
establish trust with the new incoming satellite to maintain the
hop-by-hop stateful session (thus signaling storms), which is
hardly scalable to LEO constellations from diverse SNOs.

4 Overview

We propose an alternative cellular network scheme for multi-
tenant direct-to-cell LEO satellites to address issues in §3.
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Figure 9: Overview of MOSAIC.

Our solution, MOSAIC, adopts in-orbit cellular functions for
functional direct-to-cell 4G, 5G, and beyond (§3.1). As shown
in §3.2, these functions are not easily sharable due to their
tight functional coupling and demands for stable service re-
lationships among SNOs, MNOs, and UEs. Both are hard
to meet in SNOs’ LEO satellites due to their fast mobility,
intermittent accessibility to remote MNOs when ISLs are not
reliable or active, and 3rd-party nature for MNOs and UEs.

To this end, MOSAIC shifts from the hop-by-hop session-
based cellular service to pay-as-you-go satellite self-service.
We note that, the need for tight cellular functional coupling
and stable service relationships stems from the hop-by-hop
stateful session for carrier-grade services. These sessions are
inherently vulnerable to extreme LEO mobility, intermittent
satellite connectivity, and untrusted satellites. Instead, the
pay-as-you-go paradigm is more suitable for sharing mobile
infrastructure like LEO satellites3: Analogous to bike-sharing
systems [37], each UE pays for its runtime satellite access on-
demand using one-time digital tokens (“coins”) provisioned
by its MNO. Any SNO’s authentic local satellite can accept
these tokens to serve this UE without pre-establishing ses-
sions or contacting MNOs. When this satellite can reach the
remote MNO (e.g., using ISLs immediately if available or ge-
ographically covering the MNO’s ground station afterward),
it uses these tokens as a proof of service to charge the MNO
for on-demand satellite leasing. This scheme departs from the
session-based cellular architecture today in three aspects:
� Loose coupling: Each satellite locally self-service UEs

without contacting remote ground stations or other satellites.
This alleviates the coordination among satellites and ground
stations, prevents signaling storms for SNOs under fast LEO
mobility, lets the MNO employ remote satellites for more
coverage and revenue, and facilitates the UE to take advantage
of diverse (potentially competitive) SNOs’ satellites.
� Simple SNO-MNO-UE relationship: The pay-as-you-go

tokens eliminate stateful sessions and decouple the SNO,
MNO, and UE to benefit everyone. SNOs’ in-orbit cellular

3Although the pay-as-you-go paradigm has also existed in terrestrial
mobile networks (e.g., prepaid SIM cards [68]), it is still based on hop-by-
hop stateful session. It is infeasible for multi-tenant LEO satellites (§3.2).
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functions become near-stateless, thus more transparent and
friendly for multi-tenancy (similar to pipes in §3.1). MNOs
and UEs can rent SNOs’ satellites on demand, which is more
cost-effective and flexible to use competitive satellites.

� Retain carrier-grade services: Despite near-stateless, this
scheme can still retain carrier-grade services. Its pay-as-you-
go paradigm naturally enforces the billing and even avoids
traditional 4G/5G’s exhaustive charging data signalings [69].
The MNO can embed the roaming, QoS, and other policies
into its digitally signed tokens. When accepting these tokens
from the UE, the SNO’s satellite locally learns these policies
to enforce them without directly contacting remote MNOs.

Figure 9 overviews MOSAIC. It comprises multi-tenant
satellites from SNOs, the remote terrestrial home network
from MNOs, and UEs. Satellites equip full-fledged radio and
data-plane functions to meet the 4G/5G deadline and band-
width requirements in §3.1. These functions’ states are decou-
pled from satellites and provisioned by UEs’ tokens, result-
ing in near-stateless satellites for transparent multi-tenancy.
To foster self-service, MOSAIC does not mandate ISLs in
these satellites for immediate access to ground stations. Each
MNO’s terrestrial home maintains its subscriber database and
provisions its UEs with self-certified, policy-embedded to-
kens online or offline. For compatibility and integration with
terrestrial 4G/5G, the MNO can reuse its core network to
manage these tokens. The UEs store these tokens in their
SIM cards and feed them to the satellites via runtime in-band
signaling for pay-as-you-go services.

5 Design of MOSAIC
This section addresses three key issues to realize MOSAIC:

1. How can SNOs arrange cellular functions in satellites to
enable self-serve multi-tenancy for MNOs (§5.1)?

2. How can MNOs generate pay-as-you-go tokens for UEs
to leverage these 3rd-party satellites, while still retaining
full (remote) control of carrier-grade services (§5.2)?

3. How can UEs consume these tokens to access any local
authentic satellites without mutual trust (§5.3)?

5.1 Self-Serve Multi-Tenant Orbital Functions
The first step for MOSAIC is to enable multi-tenant direct-to-
cell LEO satellites for SNOs that are (I) as easily sharable by
MNOs as the classic transparent pipe in §3.1 but (II) free of
their incomplete global coverage, 4G/5G deadline violations,
and bandwidth exhaustion in §3.1. The challenge arises from
the tension between both goals: (II) requires pushing 4G/5G
functions to LEO satellites, which, however, suffers from tight
coupling with MNOs and complex SNO-MNO-UE service
relationship dynamics to meet (I). As explained in §3.2, this
tension is rooted in the hop-by-hop stateful cellular session.

To this end, MOSAIC rearranges orbital cellular functions
to be self-contained for (II) and decouples them from stateful
sessions for (I). Each satellite deploys self-contained 4G/5G

radio and user-plane functions, so that it can independently
serve local UEs in case its ISLs are unavailable/disrupted and
remote ground stations are unreachable. These orbital cellular
functions are near-stateless and decoupled from MNOs: At
runtime, they are locally driven by UE-paid tokens in §5.2
provisioned by MNOs that have embedded session states,
thus free of signaling coordination (storms) among satellites
and ground stations. This design allows the satellite to serve
MNOs and UEs on demand and approximates the transparent
pipes in §3.1. We next elaborate on the design details.

Step 1: Self-contained cellular functions in satellites. As
shown in Figure 9, each satellite in MOSAIC runs full-fledged
4G/5G radio functions as standalone base stations, thus free of
deadline violations and bandwidth exhaustion in §3.1. It also
integrates the core network’s user-plane functions to enforce
self-serve traffic forwarding, QoS, and billing. To decouple
these functions from stateful sessions, MOSAIC adopts a
session state proxy in each satellite. This local proxy emulates
control-plane core network functions for radio and user-plane
functions through the standard interface (e.g., NGAP [70]
and GTP-U [71] in 5G). It provisions session states to these
functions using the UE-paid tokens rather than contacting
remote MNOs. Even without ISLs or access to ground stations
in the worst case, each satellite can still independently offer
the minimum 4G/5G access and local communications (e.g.,
voice calls, short messaging, and emergency SoS) for UEs
inside its coverage4. In this case, each satellite can still serve
a considerable number of users due to its wide coverage area
(covering 10–100s km2). When the ground stations or ISLs
are available, it can also roll back to the legacy 4G/5G to fetch
states from MNOs (though not necessary in most cases).

Step 2: Transparent MNO multi-tenancy. To serve a
MNO in a given geographic area, each LEO satellite should
be (1) granted the use of this MNO’s licensed 4G/5G spectrum
in this area for the radio access; (2) paid by UE-side tokens
for runtime on-demand access; and (3) paid by MNOs offline
by showing these tokens as a proof of service. To achieve
this, the MNO signs a digital certificate for each authorized
satellite that binds its spectrum grant with this satellite’s iden-
tity and geographic areas to use these spectrums. The satellite
stores this certificate as a proof for UEs and global spectrum
regulators to offer services when covering the target areas. At
runtime, it accepts UE-side tokens with session states to drive
its stateless 4G/5G functions, and saves these tokens into its
bucket for offline financial clearing with the MNO (detailed in
§5.2). Its stateless functions can easily accommodate multiple
MNOs with their certificates for multi-tenancy.

Step 3: Dynamic multi-tenancy under LEO mobility. As
the LEO satellite rapidly moves over time, its serving MNOs
also update frequently in response to its terrestrial coverage
change. MOSAIC’s stateless nature simplifies this process:
Except for 4G/5G spectrums and cell broadcast information,

4Services that mandate ground stations (e.g., emergency calls) may be
unavailable but are also impossible for any solutions without the connectivity.
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Figure 10: MOSAIC’s dynamic multi-tenancy.

no other stateless cellular functions need to be reconfigured
since they are decoupled from MNOs. To further simplify
spectrum and cell information updates, MOSAIC inherits the
idea of Earth-fixed geographic cells from SpaceCore [66]
that are stable despite satellite mobility and coupled with
each MNO’s location-dependent roaming, QoS, billing, and
spectrum policies. As shown in Figure 10, for each MNO,
MOSAIC defines its 4G/5G cells by their geography rather
than their fast-changing service satellites. MOSAIC uses
SpaceCore’s affine spherical coordinate to align these cells
with satellites’ orbital parameters, thus linearizing each satel-
lite’s runtime mapping of cells it covers. Each satellite tracks
its runtime coverage to these cells, determines the MNOs
to be served using its local certificates, and reconfigures its
radio with these MNOs’ 4G/5G spectrums and geographic
cell identity. If a LEO constellation is used, the successive
satellite takes over a cell’s service when the previous satellite
leaves, while retaining the same geographic cell and service
area IDs for UEs to prevent unnecessary handover signalings.

5.2 Pay-as-you-go Satellite Access Tokens
The key enabler of MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go satellite access
is its self-certified, policy-embedded one-time tokens. These
tokens are generated by MNOs, provisioned to each UE online
or offline based on its data plan, consumed by UEs for runtime
local satellite access, and deposited by SNOs back to MNOs
online or offline to close the financial transaction. The issue
is that, UEs in remote areas may have to pay these tokens
for access to SNOs’ satellites out of the MNO’s reachability.
This threatens the MNO’s controllability of its carrier-grade
services and the security of the token-based satellite access.

To this end, MOSAIC adopts the idea of cryptographic
“restrictive blind signatures” from the offline cash system [38]
as provably secure one-time tokens, embeds MNO-controlled
carrier-grade service policies into these tokens for remote en-
forcement, locally restrains the UE-side token misuses using
MNO-issued tamper-resistant SIM cards, and lets the MNO
detect and penalize token misuses as the ultimate defense.
Semantics of policy-embedded tokens: Each one-time to-
ken represents a unit of satellite access defined by each MNO
based on its billing granularity (e.g., by time, data volume,
message count, satellite access count, or even flat rate). The
MNO embeds each UE’s location-dependent roaming, QoS,
billing, access control, and other policy states into its token
to enforce its carrier-grade services. The UE should consume

the corresponding token to enjoy the carrier-grade satellite
services in the target location. Some MNOs may want to offer
multi-stage data plans (e.g., “$10/GB for the first 5GB data,
then free data throttled at 128Kbps afterward”). MNOs can
enforce them by generating and provisioning a corresponding
quota of differentiated tokens for each stage for the UE.
Token generation/provision: Figure 11a illustrates how
each MNO generates and provisions tokens for each UE. It
can occur offline (e.g., the user purchases the prepaid SIM card
with pre-generated tokens) or online (e.g., the MNO offers
tokens to the UE after the initial registration over a secure
channel). It involves the MNO, the UE, and the MNO-issued
tamper-resistant SIM card to the UE. There are two steps:

(1) Preparation: The MNO maintains two databases for the
UE subscription and the consumed token, both of which can
reuse the legacy cellular functions (detailed in §6). Following
the one-time restrictive blind signature [38], the MNO gener-
ates tokens using a function pair hx,(Gq,g,g1,g2,H ,H0)i,
where x is its private key, (Gq,g,g1,g2) is its public key
for UEs/SNOs based on the classic discrete logarithm chal-
lenge [72], H is a public hash function for token generation
and verification, and H0 is a public hash function for SNOs
for runtime challenge-response token verification.

(2) Token generation: To create a token, the MNO gener-
ates a random number pair (a,b) to the UE. The UE with the
SIM card generates a third random number o2, and computes
a number pair (A,B) based on (a,b,o2) and MNO’s public
key in Figure 11a. To restrain the UE-side token manipulation,
the SIM card stores o2 for later token consumptions below.
To retain MNOs’ control of carrier-grade services, MOSAIC
extends [38] to bind (A,B) with each UE’s session states p (in-
cluding but not limited to location-dependent roaming, QoS,
billing, and access control profile) using the hash function H

and digitally signs this binding as sign(A,B) using the private
key x. The UE stores the tuple hA,B,sign(A,B)i as a token.
SIM-enforced one-time token consumption: At runtime,
the UE should consume a token to “pay” for the satellite
access (whose detailed workflow will be introduced in §5.3).
For correctness, each token should be used at most once. This
can be threatened by selfish or malicious UEs that attempt to
gain free or unauthorized satellite access by spending a used
token multiple times. The issue is that such token misuse may
occur for SNOs’ satellites in remote areas without ISLs or
ground stations to reach the MNO for detection. MOSAIC
must mitigate it locally without the remote MNO’s assistance.

MOSAIC mitigates this threat using SIM card-assisted
token consumption. Recall that SIM cards are MNO-issued,
trusted, and tamper-resistant hardware that are resilient to UE
manipulations. They are mandatory for UEs to gain network
services. Although the MNO may not be able to remotely
detect the UE’s token multi-spending, it can delegate this task
to SIM cards for local enforcement. A side benefit of this
approach is that its local nature also saves time and signaling
overhead among satellites and remote ground stations.
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Figure 11: MOSAIC’s self-certified, policy-embedded one-time tokens for pay-as-you-go local satellite access.

Figure 11b shows how the SIM card enforces the local one-
time token consumption. To use a token hA,B,sign(A,B)i, the
UE should correctly respond to the serving satellite’s runtime
challenge. The computation of this response must rely on
this token’s random number o2, which has been stored in the
SIM card and never exposed to the UE. After computing the
response and receiving the token acknowledgment from the
satellite, the SIM card deletes this token’s o2. In case the
UE double-spends the same token, its random number o2 has
been lost in the SIM card, thus failing to pass the satellite’s
challenge and access network services. If the token packet
from the UE to the satellite is lost over the air, the UE will
not receive the token acknowledgment. After the timeout, the
UE will retransmit the token for loss recovery.
Token clearing and misuse penalty: Upon the successful
token validations, the SNO’s satellite obtains the token as
proof of its service to remote UEs. It can use this token to
charge the corresponding MNO by usage, as shown in Fig-
ure 11c. This token-clearing process can happen either online
(if the satellite has ISLs or direct ground station coverage to
contact the MNO) or offline otherwise. For the latter case, the
LEO satellite should maintain a token bucket to hold and clear
these tokens when it eventually moves to cover the MNO’s
accessible ground station. On receiving the satellite’s tokens,
the MNO records them in its consumed token database. In the
extreme case when the UE manages to crack the SIM card to
bypass its local one-time consumption enforcement (though
we are unaware of such attacks for commercial SIM cards
in reality), the MNO can still eventually detect it by compar-
ing the multi-spent token with those in this database. In this
case, the MNO notifies this UE to the satellite. The satellite
blacklists this UE and later denies its service as a penalty. In
practice, this process is responsive due to the considerable
ground station availability, as we will evaluate in §7.

5.3 Local Self-Service via In-Band Control

We last present how the UE can use tokens in §5.2 to enjoy
self-serve satellites in §5.1. Its policy-embedded tokens can
locally drive the stateless satellite to establish and enforce
carrier-grade services via in-band control, thus alleviating the
need to redirect to MNOs via ISLs (which may not always

exist in LEO satellites today) or ground stations (unavailable
in remote areas in Figure 4b) and minimizing the amount
of signaling. To maximize the number of phones/IoTs (thus
higher revenue) to enjoy MOSAIC, this in-band control re-
quires no changes for the UE hardware or the standard 4G/5G
interfaces between UE and infrastructure.
Preparation: Each UE should prepare tokens in §5.2 in
advance for later satellite access. There are various ways
to achieve this. For example, the UE can purchase prepaid
SIM cards with tokens, retrieve tokens from the MNO offline
through a secure out-of-band channel (e.g., WiFi or terrestrial
4G/5G when available), or fetch tokens from the MNO online
through an end-to-end secure channel if the serving satellite
has active ISLs or direct coverage to the ground station.
Service establishment: There are two scenarios:
• Uplink service: When the UE needs to send data but has

no active connectivity, it should establish the service with a
satellite. As shown in Figure 12, the UE first selects any au-
thentic satellite based on its broadcasted identity and sets up
an insecure radio connectivity. It then performs identity-based
cryptography [73, 74] to authenticate this satellite using its
certificate in §5.1 and negotiates local security keys for this
connection, thus preventing the invocation of signaling pro-
cedures with the remote MNO. After the successful satellite
authentication, it follows the procedure in Figure 11b to con-
sume token. For backward compatibility, the UE and satellite
piggyback the necessary information using standard transpar-
ent ULInformationTransfer and DLInformationTransfer message
containers in 4G/5G [26, 27]. After the token consumption,
the satellite extracts the UE’s session states from the token
to enforce carrier-grade services. If any of these procedures
fails, the satellite will terminate the service or roll back to the
legacy procedure in Figure 6 if it can reach the MNO.
• Downlink service: When a satellite receives data destined

for the UE, it should forward the data to satellites covering
this UE or establish downlink services if covering the UE by
itself. The challenge is that MOSAIC’s stateless satellite has
no prior knowledge of the UE’s location. 4G/5G resolves this
issue by paging the UE through all base stations in the service
area through the downlink broadcast channel, which, however,
is expensive for satellites due to their broad global coverage
and many more UEs to serve in these areas.
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Figure 12: MOSAIC’s in-band control for local self-service.
Instead, MOSAIC leverages the Earth-fixed geographic

cells in §5.1 and Figure 10 as the UE’s location reference
for downlink services. MOSAIC assigns each UE’s IP ad-
dress as PLMN.cell-ID.UE-identity, where PLMN is the UE’s
serving MNO’s 4G/5G Public Land Mobile Network identity,
cell-ID is this UE’s residing geographic cell’s identity, and
UE-identity is this UE’s globally unique identity (e.g., IMSI in
4G and SUCI in 5G). This IP address is globally unique and
locates this UE at the cell granularity. For each geographic
cell, MOSAIC assigns one satellite per MNO that fully covers
this cell to serve it. This is achieved in the LEO constellation
through an initial bipartite matching between satellites and
geographic cells per MNO and linear cell mapping update
over time in Figure 10. For multiple MNOs, the SNO runs
this matching separately to distribute MNOs among multiple
satellites. Given the UE’s packet with its geographic IP ad-
dress, the satellite can easily detect if it is responsible for this
cell for paging or locates the satellite serving this cell for geo-
graphic satellite routing. Upon receiving the paging message,
the UE follows Figure 12 to establish the connectivity to this
satellite and receive the downlink data.
Carrier-grade service enforcement: With the MNO-
signed token from the UE, the serving satellite can extract the
session states p from each token to locally enforce various
carrier-grade services per UE, including but not limited to:

• Billing: The pay-as-you-go nature readily enforces it;
• QoS: The token embeds the 4G/5G QoS indicator for the

satellite to run MAC-layer QoS-aware radio scheduling;
• Location-based service: The MNO can embed the appli-

cable location in each token to let the satellite enforce
location-specific roaming and access control; and

• Customized service: Some services (e.g., emergency
calls) mandate redirecting data to specific infrastructure.
The MNO can embed these rules into the corresponding
token for the satellite to guide its traffic forwarding.

UE-driven mobility support: MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go

paradigm implicitly moves the mobility support out of the
infrastructure. The extreme LEO satellite mobility does not
trigger any signaling procedures for a static UE, thus avoiding
signaling storms in §3.2. The UE’s in-band state provision
also prevents inter-satellite coordination for handovers, letting
the UE access any available and even competitive satellites.
When the UE roams to a new geographic cell, it does not
have to update its location to the remote core network like the
legacy 4G/5G or SpaceCore [66]. Instead, it can immediately
gain services using the tokens tailored to this new cell.
Security analysis: MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go paradigm de-
parts from today’s stateful session-based cellular architecture.
It does not require the strong trust among the SNOs, MNOs,
and UEs that is a must-have for hop-by-hop stateful sessions
(§3.2), thus more dependable for multi-tenancy in untrusted
satellites. Appendix A details how MOSAIC is resilient to
threats from UEs, SNOs, MNOs, and external attackers to re-
tain at least the same security as the legacy cellular network.

6 Practical Deployment
We focus on three issues for MOSAIC’s practical large-scale
deployment: (1) How to minimize SNOs’ satellite changes
for MOSAIC? (2) How to integrate MOSAIC satellites with
MNOs’ terrestrial 4G/5G for coexistence? (3) How to enable
MOSAIC for commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) phones/IoTs?

Our deployment resolves these issues with three principles:
(I) MOSAIC as a plug-and-play proxy: For the minimal

changes for SNO’s satellites, we realize MOSAIC as
an external proxy for the unmodified cellular functions.

(II) Seamless integration with terrestrial 4G/5G: MOSAIC
reuses and incrementally upgrades terrestrial cellular
core networks to integrate pay-as-you-go satellites.

(III) SIM-based deployment for UEs: Rather than changing
the COTS UE hardware, we realize MOSAIC’s UE-
side logic as SIM applet and mobile app. UEs can
readily enjoy MOSAIC with a new SIM card.

Figure 9 shows MOSAIC’s practical deployment scheme
based on these principles. It spans three participants:
• SNO-side satellites: Each satellite installs the legacy cel-

lular RAN and user-plane function (UPF). It further installs a
proxy that emulates the cellular core network’s control-plane
functions. This proxy packages MOSAIC’s self-serve multi-
tenant functions in §5.1. It maintains this satellite’s certificates
from MNOs, accepts tokens from each UE through ULInforma-
tionTransfer messages, extracts the UE’s session states from
tokens, and feeds these states to RAN and UPF to enforce
carrier-grade services. As the LEO satellite moves, this proxy
also updates its mapping to cells and MNOs (§5.1 and §5.3).
To facilitate this proxy’s deployment with minimal satellite
changes, we can reuse operational satellites’ built-in software-
defined telemetry, tracking, and control (TT&C) features to
remotely upgrade onboard satellite software/firmware5.

5For instance, Starlink has demonstrated its quick satellite software up-
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Figure 13: Our MOSAIC prototype and testbed setup.

• MNO-side terrestrial infrastructure: For tokens in
§5.2, MOSAIC reuses the standard subscription server (HSS
in 4G [77] and UDM in 5G [78]) as the user profile database
and charging function (OCS/OFCS in 4G [77] and CHF in 5G
[78]) as the consumed token database. It offers tokens to UEs
and their SIM cards through the standard APDU interface for
remote over-the-air update [79]. This unifies the management
between satellite and terrestrial cellular networks. It also uses
this core network to bridge the handover between satellites
and terrestrial base stations using procedures in Figure 6. This
integration requires no changes for terrestrial base stations.

• UE-side SIM card: MOSAIC requires no hardware
changes for COTS phones/IoTs. Instead, each UE just needs
to (1) get a SIM card from the MNO with MOSAIC’s token
capabilities in §5.2 as an applet and (2) install a mobile app
to store tokens in §5.2 and invoke the in-band control in §5.3.
This app coordinates with the SIM/eSIM via TelephonyMan-
ager APIs [80] to jointly perform procedures in §5.2–5.3.
MNOs can remotely upgrade SIMs/eSIMs and provision to-
kens using the standard over-the-air update interfaces [81,82].
Proof-of-concept prototype (Figure 13): We follow the
above methodology to prototype MOSAIC with Amarisoft
Callbox NR-4-U Ultimate [83], one of the first available
3GPP NTN software protocol stacks on the market for direct-
to-cell satellite communication testing. This suite realizes
full-stack 3GPP-R17 IoT/NR-NTN protocols and standard-
compliant LEO satellite RF channel emulators [19]. We use
one Amarisoft node to emulate the SNO’s LEO satellite, one
Amarisoft node to emulate the MNO’s terrestrial 4G/5G core,
and COTS phones/IoTs with programmable sysmoISIM-SJA2
SIM cards [84] and an Android app to realize MOSAIC’s pay-
as-you-go paradigms. We test various COTS UEs, including
the Huawei Mate 60 Pro with direct-to-cell communication
with the Tiantong GEO satellite via 2G GMR, and Huawei
Mate 50 with messaging services via Beidou GEO satellites.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate MOSAIC using a combination of qualitative anal-
ysis, quantitative micro-benchmark test with our prototype
in Figure 13, and large-scale what-if emulations driven by
satellite data in Figure 3. We compare MOSAIC with state-of-
the-art in Figure 2, assess its modules in §5.1–5.3, and show

grade capability [75] to defend against jamming attacks. Spire Global de-
ployed software-defined satellites to facilitate remote firmware upgrade [76].

COTS 4G/ Self- Multi- Competitive
UEs? 5G? service? tenancy? satellites?

Transparent pipe
p

⇥ ⇥
p p

Starlink [33–36]
p p

⇥ Partial Partial
NR NTN (5G) [20]

p p
⇥ ⇥ ⇥

IoT NTN (4G) [23]
p p

⇥ ⇥ ⇥
SpaceCore [66] ⇥

p p
⇥ ⇥

MOSAIC
p p p p p

Table 1: Comparison of direct-to-cell satellite solutions.

(a) Service establishment (b) Satellite handover in LEO mobility
Figure 14: MOSAIC reduces signalings for satellites.

how it addresses issues in §3.2 for SNOs, MNOs, and UEs.

7.1 Qualitative Advantages over SOTAs
Table 1 compares MOSAIC with existing work in Figure 2
regarding their support for multi-tenant LEO satellites to di-
rectly connect COTS phones/IoTs. By offloading cellular
functions to satellites, MOSAIC avoids the transparent satel-
lite pipes’ shortage of enabling satellite 4G/5G for UEs (§3.1).
By replacing the stateful hop-by-hop cellular sessions with
the pay-as-you-go paradigm, MOSAIC also overcomes the
limitations in §3.2 to enable self-serve satellites for SNOs for
transparent multi-tenancy. Its near-stateless nature lets UEs
and MNOs flexibly use competitive SNOs’ satellites for com-
plementary coverage and lower costs. While SpaceCore [66]
achieves similar stateless 5G core functions in LEO satellites
with UE-driven state management, it cannot readily support
multi-tenancy or competitive satellites because it assumes all
satellites belong to a single MNO (i.e., no trust concerns).
Moreover, unlike MOSAIC, SpaceCore requires modifying
4G/5G radio resource control (RRC) messages to piggyback
UE states, thus not applicable to COTS phones/IoTs.

7.2 Self-Serve Multi-Tenant Orbital Functions
We assess how MOSAIC’s self-service paradigm in §5.1 frees
SNOs’ satellites from signaling storms, expands their global
serviceable areas for more revenues, and simplifies their dy-
namic many-to-many mapping to MNOs and UEs.
Self-contained orbital cellular functions: MOSAIC’s
function split in §5.1 lets each satellite independently serve
UEs without interacting with other satellites or ground sta-
tions, thus free of signaling storms in §3.2. Figure 14a counts
the signalings for each fast-moving LEO satellite to establish
services for incoming UEs using the procedure in Figure 6a.
It confirms that MOSAIC avoids the signaling storms with its
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Figure 15: Service setup latency. Figure 16: DL paging cost.

Figure 17: Serviceable areas. Figure 18: Mapping overhead.
pay-as-you-go tokens. Note that SpaceCore also saves signal-
ings with its UE-driven state fetching but requires modifying
4G/5G standards, thus not applicable to COTS UEs.

A side benefit of MOSAIC’s self-contained orbital cellular
functions is that it saves UE-perceived service latencies. Fig-
ure 15 shows that, compared to NTN, MOSAIC’s localized
service setup reduces signaling latency by up to 5.19⇥, 1.33⇥,
and 2.33⇥ in Starlink, Globalstar, and Iridium, respectively.
Its service setup latency is slightly higher than SpaceCore by
0.33⇥ as a tradeoff for compatibility with COTS UEs with
additional standard-compliant signalings (Figure 12).
Expansion of serviceable areas: MOSAIC’s self-service
nature eliminates satellites’ reliance on ground stations for
broader serviceable areas. We define each LEO constellation’s
cellular service ratio as h= Areas with functional satellite 4G/5G

Total areas covered by all satellites . Fig-
ure 17 showcases Starlink Phase II satellites’ service ratio as
a function of activated satellites. When ISLs are not reliable,
NTN’s serviceable areas are constrained by ground stations
similar to transparent pipes in §3.1. More satellites do not
suffice to fulfill serviceable areas due to the non-uniform dis-
tribution of ground stations in Figure 4b. Instead, MOSAIC is
free of this deficiency. It expands these satellites’ serviceable
areas with up to 116% increment and achieves 100% service
ratio within this LEO constellation’s terrestrial coverage.
Simplified dynamic many-to-many mapping: MOSAIC
adopts the orbit-aligned geographic cell division in §5.1 to
simplify the dynamic SNO-MNO-UE service relationships.
Figure 18 compares this method with H3 hexagonal cells
[85] (likely used by Starlink [86]) and the latitude-longitude
rectangular cells in terms of their computation cost of dynamic
re-mapping. MOSAIC reduces CPU cycles by 100⇥, 63⇥,
and 73⇥ in Starlink, Globalstar, and Iridium, respectively.

7.3 Pay-as-you-go Satellite Access Tokens

We next evaluate the efficiency, scalability, and resiliency of
MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go tokens in §5.2 for MNOs and UEs.
Efficiency of token consumption: MOSAIC’s localized
token consumption in Figure 11b slightly incurs extra delays
between the UE and satellite. As shown in Figure 19a, each
token’s consumption latency is  16.4 ms, 41.9 ms, and 34.8
ms in Starlink, Globalstar, and Iridium, respectively. They are
marginal compared to MOSAIC’s savings in Figure 15.

(a) Token consumption latency (b) Num. tokens each (e)SIM can support
Figure 19: MOSAIC token’s system overhead.

Scalability of SIM-enforced tokens: MOSAIC’s SIM-
enforced one-time token requires storing per-token metadata
o2 in the SIM card. Figure 19b quantifies the number of avail-
able 1024-bit tokens that each commercial standard-compliant
SIM card (with 64KB–384KB RAM [84,87–89]) can support.
Each SIM card can store 3,279-19,661 tokens’ 160-bit meta-
data o2. If the MNO lets each token represent 1 minute, 1 text,
or 1 MB of data quota, then the quota of MOSAIC based on
today’s SIM card is comparable to prepaid SIM cards on the
market today (e.g., 250 units/month SIM [68])6.
Scalability of token generation and verification: Both
are scalable to many UEs. Our test with a workstation using a
single core of 2.30GHz Intel Xeon Gold 5218 shows that, each
MNO in this setup can generate 1,175 tokens/s (Figure 11a)
and verify 1,401 tokens/s (Figure 11c) on average.
Resiliency to token manipulations: MOSAIC’s SIM-
enforced token consumption locally restrains most token mis-
use since the SIM is tamper-resistant. In the extreme case
where the MNO-controlled SIM is cracked and remote LEO
satellites have no ISLs to reach remote MNOs, the token mis-
use is still detected when the LEO satellites eventually move
to the ground station to interact with MNOs in Figure 11c.
Figure 20 quantifies this worst-case token multi-spending by
a misbehaved UE before it is detected by blacklisted by SNOs
and MNOs. Due to LEO satellites’ fast mobility and consid-
erable ground station availability (exemplified in Figure 4b),
even this worst-case misuse time is still bounded by 0.2–0.88
satellite orbital periods (22.8–87.7 minutes). It can be further
shortened if ISLs exist for timely token clearing in Figure 11c.

7.4 Local Self-Service via In-Band Control
We last assess how MOSAIC’s UE-driven procedures in §5.3
localize satellite access, simplify signalings in LEO mobility,
and facilitate the use of competitive SNOs’ satellites.
Service establishment: MOSAIC’s uplink service estab-
lishment has been studied in §7.2. Its downlink service is
similar to the uplink one except for the additional paging
procedure, which could overload the 4G/5G broadcast chan-
nel given numerous UEs in satellites’ broad coverage [91].
Figure 16 compares the paging load assuming 5MHz 4G/5G
radio bands for each satellite and 400 UEs/km2 by following
[91]. Compared to NTN and SpaceCore, MOSAIC reduces
paging channel load by 23⇥, 4⇥, 8⇥ in Starlink, Globalstar,
and Iridium, respectively. Note that NTN and SpaceCore’s
paging load can even exceed the 4G/5G channel capacity, thus
unable to support numerous UEs. Instead, by mapping each

6Besides, existing SIM cards allow for 100,000–500,000 read/write opera-
tions during their lifetime [90], so the number of writes won’t be a bottleneck.
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(a) Misuse time per token (b) Misuse count per token
Figure 20: Worst-case token misuse when SIMs are cracked.
geographic cell to a corresponding satellite in §5.3, MOSAIC
reduces the areas to page for functional 4G/5G services.
UE-driven mobility support: As explained in §5.3, MO-
SAIC’s UE-driven primitive avoids procedures triggered by
extreme LEO satellite mobility. As shown in Figure 14b, this
helps MOSAIC eliminate the signaling storms in §3.2: Rather
than coordination between satellites, each new satellite di-
rectly fetches each UE’s states from its one-time tokens.
Use of competitive SNOs’ satellites: By minimizing the
coordination among satellites and ground stations, MOSAIC’s
in-band control lets UE freely choose any authentic satellite
for use. Instead, existing solutions require the MNO’s involve-
ment to indirectly coordinate competitive SNOs’ satellites,
which require ISLs to remote ground stations and incur sig-
naling storms. Figure 21 quantifies these costs assuming two
SNOs (Starlink and Iridium) with ISLs. Compared to the
state-of-the-art, MOSAIC saves 850–7,640⇥ signaling costs
and 4.71–14.25⇥ latencies due to its local in-band control.

8 Limitations
MOSAIC is our first step to enable self-serve multi-tenant
direct-to-cell satellites for our regular phones/IoTs. While
encouraging, we believe that it could be further improved in
at least three aspects in the future work: (1) For SNOs, while
MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go token grants service access, it does
not guarantee verifiable carrier-grade service. Selfish SNOs
may not offer carrier-grade services after gaining tokens, thus
causing overbilling. This issue could be resolved using recent
two-sided measurement and negotiation mechanisms [69, 92].
(2) For MNOs, while MOSAIC’s policy-embedded tokens
let MNOs retain cellular policy control, the offloaded cellu-
lar functions to satellites still cannot be directly managed by
MNOs. How to enhance MNOs’ configurability and manage-
ability of on-board satellite cellular functions deserves further
research. (3) For UEs, MOSAIC’s tokens suppress signaling
overhead at the cost of some UE-to-satellite bandwidths due
to its in-band control. It is worth exploring how to compress
tokens for more bandwidth-efficient pay-as-you-go services.

9 Related Work
We are witnessing a boom in LEO networks. Extensive efforts
have been made on LEO physical topology [30,93], link-layer
scheduling [94,95] and handovers [96,97], network-layer rout-
ing [98–100], edge computing applications [101, 102], and
real-world measurements [103–105]. Instead, enabling direct-
to-cell satellites for commodity phones/IoTs has gained less

(a) Handover signaling message costs (b) Service resumption latency
Figure 21: Inter-SNO satellite handover under LEO mobility.
attention until recently. These LEO satellites differ from other
non-terrestrial 4G/5G via balloons [106] or UAVs [107–109]
due to their extreme mobility and scale in foreign outer
space. Recent studies [20,66,110] focus on coping with these
challenges for functional satellite 4G/5G. Our work comple-
ments them by exploring the sharing of direct-to-cell satellites
among SNOs and MNOs as a cost-effective win-win solution.

Cellular network multi-tenancy has been a long-standing
desire and is becoming a reality in terrestrial networks with
the maturity of standards [111–113], cloudified 5G [114,115],
and decentralized architecture [92, 116, 117]. But these ter-
restrial efforts cannot support sharing the extremely mobile
LEO satellite infrastructure (§3), which motivates our design.
MOSAIC borrows the idea of UE-driven state management
from SpaceCore [66] but extends it as pay-as-you-go tokens
for multi-tenancy. MOSAIC’s SIM-based solution also avoids
SpaceCore’s incompatibility with regular phones/IoTs.

10 Conclusion
We present MOSAIC, a pay-as-you-go solution to enable self-
serve multi-tenant LEO direct-to-cell satellites for our regular
phones/IoTs in under-served areas via 4G, 5G, and beyond.
MOSAIC departs from today’s hop-by-hop stateful cellular
session that impedes multi-tenancy due to its need for tight
functional coupling and stable relationships among SNOs,
MNOs, and UEs. Instead, it adopts policy-embedded one-
time tokens for on-demand satellite services. This paradigm
realizes near-stateless satellites for transparent multi-tenancy,
alleviates their reliance on remote ground stations for self-
service, and alleviates inter-satellite coordinations to encour-
age the use of diverse satellites from competitive SNOs.

In a broader context, MOSAIC is an attempt to democratize
cellular networks from space. While cellular democratization
has been nice-to-have in terrestrial networks to foster market
competition, it has become a must-have in space due to the
mutual need for scarce orbital slots from satellite operators,
licensed spectrums from mobile operators, and lowered capi-
tal costs of LEO constellations for both participants. We hope
our lessons can spur this effort toward a win-win sharing of
space networks by the community and for the community.
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A Security Analysis

MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go paradigm departs from traditional
stateful session-based cellular architecture. It does not require
the strong trust among the SNOs, MNOs, and UEs that is
a must-have for conventional hop-by-hop stateful sessions
(§3.2), thus more feasible for multi-tenancy over untrusted
satellites. We next show how MOSAIC is resilient to various
threats from UEs, SNOs, MNOs, and external attackers to
retain at least the same security as the legacy cellular network.

Mitigating threats from UEs: A selfish UE is incentivized
to forge, manipulate, or multi-spend a token for unauthorized
satellite access. MOSAIC avoids so with its cryptographically
restrictive blind signature-based tokens (whose security has
been formally proved in [38]) and SIM-assisted protection.
Without the MNO’s secret key x in §5.2, the UE cannot forge
or modify a valid token. The MNO-issued tamper-resistant
SIM locally denies the UE’s token multi-spending. In the
worst rare case that the SIM is cracked, the MNO can still
detect the multi-spending and permanently blacklists this UE
for later services in the clearing phase in Figure 11c.

Mitigating threats from MNOs: A selfish MNO may want
to save its rental bill to SNOs by underclaiming its usage of
satellites. MOSAIC’s pay-as-you-go tokens offer undeniable
proof of service for SNOs to mitigate this threat: Each satellite
can only gain the token if serving the UE. By showing the
ownership of these tokens to trusted third parties (e.g., court),
the SNO can prove the MNO’s satellite usage for charging.

Mitigating threats from SNOs: An unauthorized satellite
without the certificate from the MNO cannot legally use this
MNO’s licensed 4G/5G spectrums; otherwise, it fails to pass
the authentication in Figure 12 and can be detected by spec-
trum regulators (e.g., ITU/FCC). Besides, a selfish SNO may
refuse to offer carrier-grade services after gaining the UE’s to-
ken, thus overbilling the UE and MNO. This issue has existed
in terrestrial cellular networks for decades [69, 92, 117] due
to the lack of verifiable accounting and QoS. To avoid this at-
tack, MOSAIC can leverage the two-sided measurement and
negotiation in [69,92] between the UE and satellite to form an
undeniable, publicly verifiable proof of service enforcement.
The SNO can only convincingly charge the MNO when both
this proof and token are available.

Mitigating threats from external attackers: MOSAIC
retains at least the same security as the legacy 4G/5G. Like
4G/5G, it adopts authentication and key agreement in Fig-
ure 12 to protect its over-the-air signaling and data. Its tokens
and certificates are exchanged afterward over the encrypted
channel, thus resilient to eavesdropping or manipulation by
man-in-the-middle attackers. MOSAIC’s in-band control also
localizes the UE’s state retrieval to mitigate potential leaks
during the state migrations between satellites and ground sta-
tions in the outer space filled by untrusted 3rd-party satellites.
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B Acronyms in This Work

AMF Access and Mobility Management Function
AUSF AUthentication Server Function
COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf
CU Central Unit (in radio access networks)
DU Distributed Unit (in radio access networks)
F1AP F1 Application Protocol [62]
GEO Geostationary Earth Orbit
GTP-U GPRS Tunneling Protocol–User plane [71]
HSS Home Subscriber Server
IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity
ISL Inter-Satellite Link
LEO Low Earth Orbit
MNO Mobile Network Operator
MM Mobility Management protocol
NAS Non-Access Stratum
NGAP Next Generation Application Protocol [20, 70]
NTN Non-Terrestrial Network
OCS Online Charging System
OFCS OFfline Charging System
PCF Policy and Charging Function
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network
RAN Radio Access Network
RLC Radio RLC Control protocol
RRC Radio Resource Control protocol
SCTP Stream Control Transport Protocol
SM Session Management protocol
SMF Session Management Function
SNO Satellite Network Operator
SUCI Subscription Concealed Identifier
SUPI Subscription Permanent Identifier
UDM Unified Data Management
UE User equipment
UP User Plane
UPF User Plane Function
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Known Knowns and Unknowns: Near-realtime Earth Observation Via Query
Bifurcation in Serval

Bill Tao, Om Chabra, Ishani Janveja, Indranil Gupta, Deepak Vasisht
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

Abstract

Earth observation satellites, in low Earth orbits, are increas-
ingly approaching near-continuous imaging of the Earth. To-
day, these satellites capture an image of every part of Earth
every few hours. However, the networking capabilities haven’t
caught up, and can introduce delays of few hours to days in
getting these images to Earth. While this delay is acceptable
for delay-tolerant applications like land cover maps, crop type
identification, etc., it is unacceptable for latency-sensitive ap-
plications like forest fire detection or disaster monitoring. We
design Serval to enable near-realtime insights from Earth im-
agery for latency-sensitive applications despite the network-
ing bottlenecks by leveraging the emerging computational
capabilities on the satellites and ground stations. The key
challenge for our work stems from the limited computational
capabilities and power resources available on a satellite. We
solve this challenge by leveraging predictability in satellite
orbits to bifurcate computation across satellites and ground
stations. We evaluate Serval using trace-driven simulations
and hardware emulations on a dataset comprising ten million
images captured using the Planet Dove constellation compris-
ing nearly 200 satellites. Serval reduces end-to-end latency
for high priority queries from 71.71 hours (incurred by state
of the art) to 2 minutes, and 90-th percentile from 149 hours
to 47 minutes.

1 Introduction

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites promise to deliver continu-
ous, high-resolution imagery of the Earth through large con-
stellations of low cost cubesats. These constellations, e.g.,
Planet Dove [50], deploy imaging sensors on cubesats in low
orbits nearly 500 Kilometers above the Earth’s surface. Due
to their low orbits and large constellation size, they can cap-
ture an image of every location on Earth multiple times per
day. The imagery from these satellites is useful for many
applications such as disaster monitoring [11, 18], precision
agriculture [9, 40], disease modeling [14], climate monitor-
ing [64], and financial analytics [62].

However, Earth observation constellations today cannot
support many latency sensitive applications because they suf-
fer from large latency of few hours to days between an image
capture and its availability to the end user [59]. For example,
a fire department needs the images of a wildfire within a few
minutes so as to limit risks to human lives, forest ecosystems,

Figure 1: Serval distributes computation across satellites
and ground stations to prioritize latency-sensitive imagery
and insights.

and property. Such delays largely arise from a satellite’s data
transfer process (see Fig. 1). Satellite imagery must be trans-
ported to ground stations on Earth, and from there to the cloud,
where processing, storage, and insight generation can occur.
This pipeline can incur a delay of hours and sometimes days.
This is due to several factors: (a) orbital dynamics, as satellites
have intermittent access to ground stations on Earth—about
ten minutes per contact, with 4-5 good quality contacts per
day; and (b) the bandwidth from satellite to ground station
is limited due to the large distance from satellite to Earth,
making it nearly impossible to downlink all the images from
a satellite during every contact.

This paper’s goal is to enable near-real-time insights from
satellite imagery by reducing the time-to-insight for satellite
imagery to O(minutes). We do so by by leveraging emerging
compute capabilities on satellites and ground stations. This is
feasible today due to the ongoing push to equip satellites with
small amounts of compute resources such as a Raspberry Pi or
a NVIDIA Jetson, e.g., in 2020, the European Space Agency
(ESA) deployed a neural-network based cloud detector on
their Φ-Sat-1 mission [28]. Similarly, many recent proposals
from industry [7, 46] and academia [60, 61] argue for co-
locating ground stations and data centers to reduce terrestrial
networking delays and enable compute on ground stations.
Our core idea is to leverage the emerging general-purpose
computational capabilities available on satellites and ground
stations to prioritize latency-sensitive images such as those
containing forest fires, while deprioritizing other images that
are relatively less latency-sensitive.
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To achieve this goal, we build Serval 1, a novel edge com-
puting framework designed to derive near-real-time insights
from LEO satellites. Serval allows multiple long-running
queries to execute simultaneously on incoming satellite im-
agery. Given a query set, Serval intelligently distributes com-
pute across satellite, ground station, and the datacenter. Simi-
lar to comodity products for satellite imagery analysis such
as Planet Analytics [1], Serval represents each query as a
logical intersection of a sequence of filters, e.g. “forest fires in
California” is denoted as three sequential filters {California,
forest, fire}, each of which involves geographical or statistical
computation (e.g., a neural network). Different queries may
have different latency-sensitivity and compute requirements.
Unlike past work [23], Serval does not discard any images
because new applications can emerge post-collection (e.g.,
historical data analysis or disaster management). For example,
recently Planet [51], a leading Earth observation company,
used their satellite imagery to retroactively track the origin and
flight of a balloon that entered the United States airspace [5],
which would be impossible if images had been discarded.
Instead, Serval focuses on dynamically reordering image
delivery to reduce end-to-end delays for latency-sensitive con-
tent.

The key challenges in Serval stem from the scale of satel-
lite imagery and the limited compute capabilities available
inside a LEO satellite. First, each satellite generates nearly a
Terabyte of data per day. Second, a satellite needs to perform
the query compute on this data using its limited compute ca-
pacity. LEO satellites generally have small solar panels that
generates limited power. For instance, the model used in [23]
has a 7W solar panel, a large fraction of which is utilized for
critical satellite function. However, a Jetson TX2 itself con-
sumes 11.3W. Moreover, solar panel power supply is further
diminished because it generates no power when the satellite
is on the dark side of the Earth. This means that the computer
onboard cannot be always on. Together, this means it is in-
feasible for all images being collected by the satellite to be
processed on-board.
Serval’s key insight is based on our observation that a

query is typically composed of two kinds of filters, determined
by the rate of change of the data the filter pertains to. The data
beneath some filters may change quite quickly—we call these
as dynamic filters. Examples include (the outline of) fires,
(position of) boats, etc. However, the data beneath the second
class of filters changes much more slowly—we call these
as glacial filters. Examples include forest identification, and
ocean and land boundaries—these boundaries do not often
change within a day (or even weeks).
Serval bifurcates a query—it assigns the temporally static

(glacial) parts of the query to spatially static entities (ground
stations, the cloud) while assigning temporally dynamic parts
of the query to spatially dynamic entities (satellites). Consider

1Smart Edge-based Realtime Visual Analytics for LeoSats

a query such as “forest fires in California”. Serval can de-
compose this query into identifying “California”, identifying
“forests”, and identifying “fire”. In this set, “California" and
“forests” are both glacial filters, while “fire” is a dynamic filter.
Our key insight is that glacial filters can be pre-computed on
the ground stations using stale imagery (e.g., a day-old im-
age). Such glacial filter computation can be done even before
an image is captured at the satellite and the results can be
conveyed to the satellite. Serval’s bifurcated approach has
two advantages. First, the pre-computed glacial filter results
on the ground means that the LEO satellite only needs to com-
pute the dynamic filters of a query. Second, the same glacial
filter inferences can be reused by multiple satellites (single
compute, multiple use). The glacial filter offload to ground
stations is enabled by the predictability of satellite orbits and
as a result, predictability of the geographical location and
time of each image.

For some filters that have to run in real-time, such as cloud
detection, we can infer high-quality priors by additionally
incorporating auxiliary information available at the ground
station, e.g., weather forecast information. Cloud detection
is an important component of RGB image analysis because
clouds occlude useful information and must be rejected prior
to processing. For instance, if the forecasted cloud cover is
either very low or very high, Serval can skip the cloud de-
tection step altogether aboard the satellite.

We evaluate Serval using a combination of trace-driven
simulations and hardware emulation on two applications: ‘for-
est fires in California’, and ‘vessel counting at ports’. These
applications represent opposite ends of a spectrum: the for-
mer outputs a set of images, while the latter outputs counts.
We designed a LEO satellite simulator and evaluated Serval
using real image traces collected from PlanetScope, a con-
stellation of over 200 CubeSats launched by Planet Lab. Our
paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest evaluation
performed using data collected by a real operational satel-
lite constellation. Specifically, our traces contain ten million
images collected using 151 satellites across 20 days. We
evaluate Serval using two different satellite configurations
and two different ground station configurations.

Contributions: We summarize our contributions below:

• We present the first system that distributes compute across
satellites and ground stations to deliver near-real-time
insights from Earth observation satellites.

• We propose a new bifurcated query execution approach
that offloads glacial (slowly-changing) filter computation
to the ground in order to reduce computational load on
satellites, and end-to-end latency.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate
our system on a real-world raw and continuous trace col-
lected by the world’s largest LEO satellite constellation
for Earth observation.
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• Our evaluation shows that the Serval scheduler improves
end-to-end median percentile latency on high-priority im-
ages from over 70 hours to 2 minutes (90-th percentile
from 149 hours to 47 minutes), while also improving de-
tection accuracy and reducing satellite compute load by
over 80%.

2 Background

In the 1990’s, Iridium, Globestar, and Teledesic [27, 30, 42]
planned constellations of tens of satellites to provide direct
connectivity to handheld terminals. Similarly, early imaging
constellations, such as NOAA’s series for weather sensing,
comprised of a couple of satellites. These early constellations
triggered important research in satellite networking [19, 21,
34, 38, 49, 52].

More recently, within the last 5-10 years, the emergence
of large LEO constellations, comprising of hundreds of satel-
lites, has been driven by lower launch and manufacturing
costs of small satellites. For instance Planet’s Dove constel-
lation for Earth imagery is composed of nearly 200 low-cost
cubesats (‘shoebox-sized’ satellites) with off-the-shelf com-
ponents. Our work focuses on these modern constellations for
Earth observation. These modern constellations differ from
traditional satellite constellations in three ways:
• Constellation size: Modern satellite constellations (e.g.,

Planet Inc. [26], Spire Inc. [3], etc.), consist of hundreds
of satellites as opposed to few satellites in traditional
constellations. This allows modern constellations to get
more frequent imagery of any part of Earth with revisit
frequency of few hours as opposed to a delay of several
days from traditional constellations.

• Data volumes: The low orbit of LEO satellites and im-
proved imaging hardware enables high resolution imagery
(e.g. 1m2 per pixel). They capture images of Earth in dif-
ferent parts of the frequency spectrum, e.g., RGB, Ra-
dio Waves, Infrared, etc. The multi-spectral imagery, in-
creased satellite number, and high resolution lead to in-
creased data volumes—from few GBs of data per day to
TBs of data per day. For instance, Planet’s Dove satellites
generates approximately one Terabyte of data per satellite
per day.

• Applications: Traditional Earth observation satellites
could only support delay-tolerant applications like crop
yield estimates, land cover use, etc. Modern constella-
tions gather images more frequently and offer the promise
of real-time applications like disaster monitoring, traffic
analysis, maritime monitoring, etc.

• Processing pipelines: Modern data processing pipelines
increasingly rely on modern Machine Learning (ML)
methods, in contrast to (merely) traditional signal pro-
cessing based approaches. For example, European Space
Agency’s Φ-Sat-1 [28] recently demonstrated the ability

to perform neural network-based cloud detection on board
a satellite.

Network pipeline: Finally, we provide a brief description of
satellite network pipeline as context for the rest of the paper.
LEO satellites for Earth observation operate in polar orbits
and go around the Earth once every 1.5 hours appoximately.
During each orbit, they pass over a different part of the Earth
due to Earth’s rotation. The data from these satellites is usu-
ally downloaded using few dedicated ground stations with
Gbps link capacities [25]. Due to a satellite’s orbital motion,
it can contact each ground station four to six times a day, with
each contact lasting up to ten minutes. To improve down-
load latency and increase the number of contacts, recent work
has proposed distributed ground station designs with multiple
general-purpose ground stations [60,61]. In the industry, Ama-
zon and Microsoft have launched ground-station-as-a-service
platforms [7, 46], wherein satellite operators can rent time on
existing ground stations to download data from satellites.

3 Serval’s Design

In this section, we present the problem setup, Serval’s ap-
proach to distributing compute across Earth and space, and
Serval’s incorporation of auxiliary information. Finally, we
describe Serval’s execution engine.

3.1 Problem Setup

Fig. 1 shows the three layers in a satellite networking system:
(1) the LEO satellite constellation containing hundreds of
orbiting satellites, (2) few ground stations across the world,
each of which can communicate with satellites, and (3) the
cloud consisting of one or more data centers. The satellites
continuously image the Earth’s surface and send the captured
images down whenever they make the next contact with a
ground station. The ground stations eventually upload images
to the cloud.

The satellites are energy-constrained, i.e., they have ac-
cess to limited amounts of power, and only a fraction of the
power is available for compute. The primary usage of the
power is to maintain temperature, power attitude determina-
tion, and control systems, communicate with ground stations,
and other critical satellite functionality. We assume each satel-
lite has limited computational capability such as a Jetson
TX2 or Jetson AGX Orin. This assumption is validated by
recent proposals of incorporating compute in satellites in
academia [15, 22, 23, 44, 45], and by recent launches that in-
corporate computational capabilities on satellites [4, 28].

Ground stations have no power limits and are equipped
with more (though not infinite) computational resources than
satellites. This assumption is reasonable in both traditional
ground station designs which were capital-intensive, as well
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Figure 2: Serval represents queries as a set of sequential
filters. The picture above represents two queries: ‘images
containing forest fire in California’, and ‘Number of ves-
sels at ports’.

Figure 3: Example output images for queries ‘California
Forest Fire’ (left) and ‘Vessels Counting in Port’ (right).

as in modern ground station designs wherein cloud providers
co-locate compute resources at the ground stations.

Graph representation: Application developers who are
customers of the satellite constellation operator company sub-
mit queries that will run on the Earth observation imagery.
For example, Planet Inc. has a product named “Analytics"
which allows users to run user-defined analytic applications.
The user can choose a specific object detection model to run,
and limit the set of images to run the selected model on by
defining additional filters based on image metadata, includ-
ing date, time, geographic location, cloud cover ratio, etc. [1].
However, today such queries are executed offline on the cloud
once all the images have been delivered to the cloud — we
seek to execute them in real-time.

While some queries may not be sensitive to taking days to
generate a response, several queries are latency-sensitive and
require responses in minutes. The satellite operator company
may charge a premium for such latency-sensitive queries.
Examples include: (a) a forest department may design a query
like ‘images of forest fires in California’; (b) a trading firm
may be interested in a query like ‘number of ships at major
ports across the world’; (c) a disaster response team might
be interested in ‘images of, or number of, flood-damaged
buildings in Florida’.
Serval supports two types of queries: (I) image outputs:

queries that require images to be outputted matching the query,
e.g., forest fire images from California may be needed for a
detailed inspection of the damage and to create a plan for
action, (II) statistic outputs: queries that only require the
inference to be delivered, e.g., a hedge fund may need the
count of cars in different parking lots across Beijing, rather
than the actual images, or, financial traders may need to know

the count of ships at a port.
We represent each query as a sequence of filters, which is

consistent with the current commodity products such as Planet
Analytics [1]. For example, ‘forest fires in California’ can be
represented as California→forest→cloud→fires. Similarly,
‘ships around ports’ is represented as Port→Cloud→Ship
count. Note that each query contains a cloud filter to remove
images that are occluded by clouds. The filter representation
is depicted visually in Fig. 2.

Each filter is a computational block that takes an image as
an input and outputs either a boolean value or a number. For
example, the California filter performs a geographical check
and returns True or False, i.e., do the geographical coordinates
of the image overlap with the geographical boundaries of Cal-
ifornia. Similarly, the filters Vessel counter may be a neural
network (a stock network, or one supplied by the application
developer) that detects and counts the number of vessels in an
image. Cloud, Forest, and Fire are other neural network-based
filters in examples above.
Serval’s goal is to prioritize images that pass all the filters

corresponding to at least one latency-sensitive query. We also
note that the filter representation of our queries lends itself
to cross-query optimization. For example, if two different
queries rely on the same underlying filters, Serval does not
need to perform the computation twice, e.g., if two queries
both rely on forests in California, then we do not need to
perform forest detection twice. Similarly, Cloud filter needs
to be computed only once for an image even though the image
may be relevant to multiple queries.

Note on inter-satellite links: While Inter-satellite Links
(ISLs) have generated a lot of interest, none of the Earth ob-
servation constellations today are equipped with ISLs. Hence
we do not consider ISLs. Starlink demonstrated feasibility of
laser-based ISLs [41, 57], and Planet and Telesat announced
their plans to explore radio-frequency ISLs across orbits (e.g.,
from Low Earth Orbit to Middle Earth Orbit or Geostationary
Orbits) [36]. Given the uncertainty over feasibility and type
of ISLs, we choose to exclude them in our analysis. If ISLs
mature in the future, Serval’s design can be generalized to
accommodate and exploit ISLs.

3.2 Distributing Compute Across Earth and
Space

Today’s delay between image capture at satellite and image de-
livery to the cloud/end-user ranges from several hours to many
days. To enable near-realtime insights for the end user(s),
Serval’s primary goal is to reduce this delay to minutes
for latency-sensitive queries, while accommodating the con-
straints imposed by the satellite’s limited power and compute
capabilities. Towards this goal, we first consider the place-
ment of computation at the different compute units: satellite,
ground station, and the cloud servers. There are two existing
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approaches to perform inference on Earth imagery:
(i) In-order Delivery and Computation: In the traditional

approach, images are delivered to the cloud in the same times-
tamp order as they were captured by the satellite, and then
inference is run on these images in the cloud. This approach
suffers from large delays because of networking bottlenecks.
Specifically, the LEO satellites exhibit fast motion with re-
spect to ground stations on the Earth [23, 61]. Therefore,
any ground station-satellite contact is fleeting – less than ten
minutes per contact, few contacts per satellite per day. This in-
termittent connectivity, in conjunction with the small number
of ground stations, leads to large networking delays. Since
images cannot be processed before they are received at the
data center, the time-to-insight for this approach is very large.

(ii) In-orbit Computation: Recently, there is a growing push
to place computation on the satellites. The first wave of this
push demonstrated the use of satellite computation to reject
cloud-occluded images [28]. Orbital edge computing [23]
broadens the scope of satellite computing to reject images
that do not meet the application goals, e.g., if the goal is to se-
lect images containing buildings, the satellite runs a building
detector and rejects images that contain no buildings. This
approach places a high computational load on satellites.

Specifically, such in-orbit computation techniques suffer
from two problems: (a) as the number of applications in-
creases or becomes more complex (such as the compositional
filters discussed in Sec. 3.1), satellites cannot accommodate
this compute with their limited resources, and (b) new appli-
cations emerge for historical data. Such applications may not
be known a priori. If a satellite discards data that does not
match current applications, new applications that emerge later
cannot be served.
Serval takes the practical approach of distributing com-

pute between satellites and ground stations. Our approach is
centered around three properties of satellite imagery:

• Image locations are predictable: Satellites follow pre-
dictable orbital paths that can be estimated using their
orbit descriptors, e.g., using Two Line Element (TLE) or-
bit descriptors published by observatories as well as many
satellite operators. Therefore, even before an image is
taken, we can predict what the geographical content of
the image is.

• Content of most images is glacial: For most images
taken at a given location, most of their content is glacial,
i.e., stationary—it does not change rapidly within a few
days. An image that contains buildings yesterday, will
likely contain buildings today. Similarly, forests, desserts,
farms, and other land types rarely change over the time
span of a few days.

• Ground station compute capabilities are rising: In-
creasingly, ground stations are designed to include com-
putational resources. These computers are more powerful
and better resourced in terms of power and networking as

compared to computational devices on the satellite.
Based on these observations, Serval divides the filters for

all the queries into two types: (a) fast-changing dynamic filters
that need to be executed on the satellite at run-time, and (b)
glacial slow-changing filters that can be executed using stale
imagery on the ground stations. Serval executes the glacial
filters at the ground station or the cloud before the image is
captured and uses the ground stations to communicate the
results to the satellite in advance. This allows the satellite to
process a very small fraction of images on the satellite in the
bottleneck execution path.

Pre-computing such glacial information can significantly
reduce the compute requirements on the satellite. As satellites
orbit rapidly around the earth, their footprint looks like thin
belts that extend almost vertically from the south pole to the
north pole. Therefore, ordinary user requests, such as forests
in California or farm land in the U.S., generally only makes
up a tiny portion of a satellite’s imagery.
Serval attaches a dynamic or glacial attribute to each filter

to aid the execution engine. This can either be supplied by the
developer, or estimated from data. Consider the query ‘forest
fires in California’. We find that among the millions of images
captured by a constellation, only 0.4% contain any land area
in California. Two-thirds of California images contain forests,
i.e., only 0.25% of all images captured by the constellation
contain ‘forests in California’. Since we can estimate the
exact set of images that will contain ‘forests in California’
using historical data, the satellite needs to run a fire detector
on only this small set of images. In this case, California and
Forest are glacial filters, and Fire is a dynamic filter. Only
dynamic filters need to run on satellites using fresh data.

3.3 Incorporating Auxiliary Information
Sources

Ground stations, unlike satellites, have continuous access to
auxiliary information sources like weather forecasts. We ask
if such information can be used by Serval to either improve
inference quality or to skip computation on the satellite.

We first make the observation that clouds occlude many of
the images taken by a satellite, and a cloud-occluded image
is not useful for any query. In fact, there has been a lot of
work in cloud detection for satellite imagery before [28, 35,
47, 53], both using statistical methods [35, 53] and neural
networks [28, 47].

Given this observation, Serval’s key idea is to leverage
weather forecasts in order to skip on-board processing of
images over areas that are forecast to have high cloud cover.
Concretely, if the probability of cloud cover is high, then
Serval assigns a ‘cloudy’ tag to the image and exclude it
from any other computation and de-prioritize its transfer to the
ground station. Conversely if the probability of cloud cover is
very low, then Serval assigns a ‘cloud-free’ tag to the image.
In this case, the processing pipeline on the satellite can skip
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Figure 4: Serval’s satellite execution engine re-orders the
images to prioritize latency-sensitive data download.

the Cloud filter and proceed to the next steps of computation.
Finally, all other images that are not tagged in either of the
above ways are processed through the Cloud filter on-board
the satellite.

In practice, we use cloud probability thresholds of
{0.2,0.8} for the above processing. If the cloud cover proba-
bility for an image is less than 0.2, Serval assumes the image
to be cloud-free. If the probability is greater than 0.8, Serval
de-prioritizes the image. If the probability is between these
two values, Serval processes the image through the Cloud
filter, which is a neural network model.

While the current version of Serval does not incorporate
weather forecasts in other inferences, there are many other po-
tential optimizations for future work. For applications like for-
est fire, weather forecasts also contain information regarding
forest fire risks, which can be used to select high-likelihood
images to run filters on. Also, cloud detectors are known to
confuse smoke and cloud which can be improved by com-
bining cloud detection results and weather forecasts. Finally,
auxiliary information may contain other types of information
such as information extracted from previous satellite images,
e.g., if a different satellite observed forest fire in the same
region a few hours ago.

3.4 Serval’s Execution Engine

We describe how Serval captures the insights discussed in
Sections 3.1-3.3. We discuss how Serval’s execution engine
works on a satellite, at a ground station, and in the cloud.

3.4.1 The Satellites

Fig. 4 shows that each satellite maintains three queues for
images: (i) a low priority queue, (ii) a high priority queue,
and (iii) a compute queue. The low priority queue contains
images that do not match any latency-sensitive query. The
high priority queue contains images that definitely match
latency-sensitive queries. The compute queue contains images
that need more computation to be performed on the satellite

in order to ascertain their status.

Network delivery order: When the satellite comes into con-
tact with the ground station, it will first downlink images in the
high priority queue. If the high priority queue is emptied and
ground station contact remains, it will downlink the images
in compute queue. This is because even though computation
hasn’t run on these images on the satellite, these images have a
higher likelihood of being latency-sensitive than images in the
low-priority queue. Finally, if the compute queue is emptied
and ground station contact remains, it will downlink images
from the low priority queue. This multi-queue architecture
allows Serval to benefit from limited compute available on
satellites, even when it may not be able to compute on all
images.

Image placement in queues: When a satellite comes in
contact with a ground station, the ground station sends the
following information to the satellite: (a) pre-computed val-
ues for glacial or slow-moving filters for each image that
the satellite is expected to capture in its upcoming orbital
path leveraging the observation from Sec. 3.2 that satellite
orbits are predictable, and (b) weather predictions for the ge-
ographical location corresponding to each image the satellite
is expected to capture. For each image captured by a satellite,
Serval’s first goal is to identify whether the image meets the
requirements for any (at least one) of the on-board queries.
Serval does so by immediately applying all pre-computed
filters. For a given query, if any of its pre-computed filters
rejects the image, the image is considered rejected by that
query. If an image is rejected by all queries, then the image
is placed in the low priority queue. Note that in practice this
entire filtering process is fast as it does not involve signifi-
cant compute but is a quick classifier based on pre-computed
inferences received from the ground station.

To be placed in the compute queue, an image must meet
two criteria: (a) all the pre-computed glacial filters in at least
one query must select that image, and (b) there must be at
least one dynamic filter in that query that needs computation.
For example, for ‘forest fires in California’, if an image is
selected by the California and Forest filters, it is placed in the
compute queue to run the Cloud and Fire filters.

Any image that is selected by all the filters in at least one
query is placed by Serval into the high priority queue. If a
query has some dynamic filters, then an image moves to the
high-priority queue from the compute queue. For example,
in the example above, if the image in the compute queue is
selected by both Cloud and Fire filters, it will move to the
high priority queue. Note that, if all the filters in a query are
glacial filter (precomputed on the ground station), then, some
images can skip the compute queue and directly move to the
high priority queue as well.

Finally, if the output of a query is an inference and not an
image (e.g., Vessel Count), then Serval places the image in
the low priority queue and creates an empty image with just
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the metadata information (e.g., number of cars in parking lots
or number of vessels at a port). Serval places this (much)
smaller metadata value in the high priority queue.

In situations where the satellite has sufficient surplus energy
to compute on an image, Serval pulls an image from the
compute queue and runs the dynamic filters corresponding to
the query on the image. At any time, if the satellite determines
that an image is not possibly high priority in the multi-stage
filtering process, it will immediately put it into the low priority
queue and start doing computation on the next image. On
the other hand, if the satellite determines that an image is
high-priority, it will put the image into the high priority queue
without running additional filters on that image. In each queue,
images are ordered by their capture timestamp.

3.4.2 The Ground Stations

Recall that ground stations have much higher computation
capability than the satellites, while having much fewer power
constraints. In Serval, the ground station maintains two
queues: a high priority queue and a low priority queue. When
a ground station receives an image from the satellite, it first
runs the uncompleted filters of the query and the places the
image in the high priority if the image is selected by all the
filters in at least one query, otherwise it places it in the low
priority queue. Whenever the ground station has free computa-
tional resources, Serval opportunistically uses the downtime
to compute the results of ‘glacial’ filters for upcoming satellite
contacts. A ground station has a steady backhaul connection
to the cloud, and uses this backhaul to constantly stream im-
ages to the cloud starting from the high-priority queue.

3.4.3 The Cloud

The cloud acts as a frontend to all users. The images and
insights will be uploaded to the cloud and made available
for users to download. The cloud also acts as the central
coordinator of the entire Serval system and computes the
future orbits, positions of satellites and other preemptively
computed values for the images taken in the future. The cloud
will also schedules satellite-ground station contacts and sends
the pre-computed values to the appropriate ground station
to be relayed to the satellites in the control plane. Fig. 5
demonstrates Serval’s placement of different filters for the
example queries in Fig. 2.

4 Experimental Setup

We evaluate Serval using a combination of trace-driven simu-
lations and emulations. Our code is open source and available
at https://github.com/ConnectedSystemsLab/Serval.

Figure 5: Serval Example Execution: The placement of
different compute units for queries defined in Fig. 2.

4.1 Applications
We picked two sample user applications to evaluate Serval’s
performance: (a) identification of all Forest Fire images in
California, and (b) Counting Marine Vessels in Ports in the
world’s busiest ports, including Shanghai, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Hamad, and Jebel Ali. These applications cover vast
geographical areas, and yet they are different in output (im-
ages vs. count) and in their internal query filters, ML models,
and resultant computational needs.

Fig. 2 showed that the California Forest Fire application is
a sequence of four filter stages:
1. Is the Image from California? A geographic filter (Glacial
filter);
2. Is the Image in a woody zone? Computed from stale data
(Glacial filter);
3. Is the Image cloud-free? (Dynamic filter); and
4. Does the Image contain smoke or haze from a forest fire?
(Dynamic filter).

Using Planet images, we trained three deep-learning mod-
els for the identification of the forest, fire, and cloud. The
forest and fire identification is based on a ResNet architec-
ture [31] while the cloud identification is based on a Mo-
bileNet architecture [33]. The label for woody/non-woody is
obtained from the USDA Forest Service; the labels for cloud
and non-cloud are obtained from Planet UDM2; the fire labels
are manually created. We divided our data into a training set
and a testing set.

Our second application, Marine Vessel in Ports Counting,
is a sequence of three filter stages:
1. Is the Image near one of the focus port areas? A geographic
filter (Glacial filter);
2. Is the Image cloud-free? (Dynamic filter); and
3. Counting the number of vessels in the image. (Dynamic
filter).

We trained a ResNet-based [31] vessel classifier using a
Kaggle planet imagery dataset2. This dataset did not con-
tain bounding boxes or vessel counts as training labels; it
just contained vessel classification labels. Therefore, we used

2https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/rhammell/ships-in-satellite-imagery
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the trained classifier and a weakly supervised object detec-
tion [58] (WSOD) to draw object bounding boxes on sample
images taken by Planet. We then trained a yolov5 [37] model
using our automatically labeled training images. We divided
our data into a training set and a testing set.

Obtaining historical data for forests: To simulate extract-
ing forest data from stale images, we initially run the forest
model over images collected from the first 10 days. We, then,
evaluated Serval over the last 10 days of the trace we ob-
tained. To label each image in the later 10 days, we find all
images in the first 10 days that intersect with the image, and
if any such image is labeled as forest, we determine that the
target image is forest.

Weather data: We obtained weather forecast data from open-
meteo for all the images [2]. For each image that requires
cloud detection, if the cloud coverage is more than 80%, we
determine that it is cloudy without running the cloud detection.
Similarly, if cloud coverage is less than 20% we determine
that it is not cloudy without running the model. If the cloud
coverage is between 20% and 80%, we run the cloud detection
model.

4.2 Real-world Dataset
We obtained a large image dataset from Planet’s Dove satel-
lite constellation [50], comprising nearly 200 satellites. This
dataset contains the metadata (size, location, etc.) for all im-
ages captured by all 200+ satellites between July 1st and July
20th, 2021. We use this time interval because of the preva-
lence of forest fires in California during the summer of 2021.
This dataset contains metadata for ten million images. Due to
the limited quota of images we can download, we analyzed the
metadata to find images in California and multiple port areas.
Based on our analysis of the metadata, we requested around
40k complete images from Planet’s Planetscope API [51].
Each image contains 4 channels (red, green, blue, NIR). The
collective size of our downloaded images is 13 TB.

Planet has 3 different types of sensors to collect images:
PS2, which covers an area of 24km by 8km; PS2.SD, which
covers an area of 24km by 16km; and PSB.SD, which covers
an area of 32.5km by 19.6km. The runtime of a neural network
largely depends on the image size and not the content of the
image. Therefore, for the images that we only downloaded
the metadata, we used the average running time of the models
as an assumed running time for the corresponding model on
those images, when necessary.

4.3 Hardware-benchmarking and Simulator
Design

First, we use real hardware to benchmark the performance
of different filters, such as the Machine Learning models for
various filters. Table 1 shows that we evaluated Serval using

two different modes of on-board computers for satellites:
Jetson ORIN 30W and 15W modes. The microcomputer is
equipped with a GPU that is able to run neural network based
models in the images.

Mode 15W 30W
CPU Cores 4x1.1MHz 8x1.7MHz
GPU Speed 420 MHz 624 MHz

RAM 32 GB 32 GB
Storage 64 GB 64 GB

Table 1: Jetson AGX Orin Hardware Configurations

We tested the performance of Serval at scale in simula-
tion. Our simulator computes the orbits of satellites using
Two-Line-Element [32] orbit descriptors for each Planet satel-
lite. The simulator tracks satellite-ground station contacts and
the link quality of each of these contacts by following the
specifications of Planet’s ground stations in [25]. The simula-
tor also keeps track of the energy generation and consumption
on each satellite, as well as the compute time on it. We ran
the simulation with a time granularity of ∆t = 1min. For each
satellite, we assume that it is equipped with the Jetson AGX
Orin and operates in one of its two power modes.

Power management: Our simulator models the satellite
power profile in Table 2. The satellite generates power using a
solar panel. The satellite’s ADACS (Advanced Data Acquisi-
tion and Control System) and other systems always need to be
on and consume continuous power. We select these numbers
to match previously reported numbers [23]. When the satellite
takes photos or transmit power, it will also cost energy. We
schedule the computation in a greedy approach: whenever
there is spare power available and images requiring compu-
tation, the satellite will run the next-queued computation (if
any).

Resource limit: We run two applications that target a small
fraction of the Earth’s surface area. In practice, many more
applications may run on satellite imagery and cover a larger
geographical area. Therefore, for fairness, we limit network
and compute usage for Serval to 1% of the total network
and compute capacity available on the satellite (roughly pro-
portional to the surface area of the geography we cater to
as compared to all the area imaged by Planet’s satellites).
Note that high-priority images identified by Serval are bot-
tlenecked by this network restriction, other images (e.g., from
other locations) can still use the full network.

Ground stations: We evaluated Serval’s performance un-
der two different ground station configurations: (a) a state-
of-the-art distributed ground station architecture [61] where
we placed 200 ground stations across the globe; and (b) a tra-
ditional monolithic ground station configuration from Planet’s
current ground station system [20,24]. We model approximate
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Component Power
ADACS 1.13W

Computation Depends on hardware
Camera 6J per photo

Transmission 50 W

Table 2: Power consumption of the satellites

Application 1 Application 2
Filter Amount Filter Amount
Total 10097097 Total 10097097

California 37037 Port 2642
Forest 26153 Cloud-less 1769

Cloud-less 24578 Vessel 1769
Fire 243

Table 3: Number of images in each stage of the pipeline.

locations of Planet’s ground stations from publicly accessi-
ble information. The ground station system in our simulation
consists of 12 different ground stations distributed across the
globe, carrying 48 antennas in total, where each antenna can
talk to a single satellite at a time. We assume that the ground
stations have a steady backhaul Internet connection that is
sufficient to transmit everything it receives to the cloud.

We used the link quality model described by Planet in [25]
for traditional ground station setup. For distributed ground
station network, we scaled down the downlink data rate for
each ground station to 25%—this makes the total downlink
bandwidth constant across the two scenarios (as done in [61]).

5 Microbenchmarks

5.1 Number of Final Images ≪ Number of Col-
lected Images

Table 3 quantifies the proportion of latency-sensitive images
across different days. For the California forest fire application,
just 0.36% of the images pass the geographic filter (Califor-
nia) and just 0.26% of the images pass the Forest filter. The
number of actual fire images is just 243. Therefore, in Serval,
the satellite needs to analyze at most 26k images and select
243 latency-sensitive images to download. For the vessel in
ports application, we find 1769 images containing vessels at
ports. These small final image counts indicate the potential
latency benefits from transferring only a small (but just right!)
set of images from the satellite down to the cloud.

5.2 Preemptive Compute at Ground Station
We estimate the burden on the ground station to run the re-
quired preemptive computation task by profiling it on a large
cluster of computation nodes. The results show that on one
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Figure 6: Resource utilization over time for satellite “103b"
passing over California

data-center-grade GPU such as NVIDIA Tesla K80, it takes
an average of 4.39s to run the forest detector on one image
taken by the satellite. Running a forest detector on all Califor-
nia images across ten days takes no more than 24 GPU hours.
This cost is distributed across multiple ground stations (at
least 12 stations in our setup) and due to the station’s higher
power, this is preferable to running the same compute on the
satellites. Further, because such data is glacial, this station
runtime (O(hours)) suffices to update the satellite’s glacial
filters and auxiliary information once a day.

5.3 Hardware Emulation
We tested the system load of a typical satellite under Serval
via hardware emulation. We emulate the satellite with a Rasp-
berry Pi serving as an onboard control system, connected to a
Jetson ORIN serving as the computation system. The Rasp-
berry Pi “captures" images and sends them to the Jetson for
running on-board computation. After receiving results from
the Raspberry Pi, the Jetson will execute Serval’s execution
engine (Section 3). The Raspberry Pi will send images over a
TCP connection for emulating the satellite-ground station link,
to a dedicated server. We emulated the time period from 17:30
on July 19, 2021, to 18:30 on July 19, 2021: when satellite
“103b" flies over California and does on-board computation
on the interesting images.

Figure 6 shows the variation of system load over time. We
observe that before 18:05, the Jetson periodically wakes up to
do heartbeat communication with the controller (Raspberry
Pi) and consumes low energy. When the satellite starts to pass
over California, we see a significant increase in all types of
resource usage on the Jetson machine, especially GPU usage,
because the applications require running neural networks on
the GPU. After the satellite passes California, the CPU, GPU
utilization, and power consumption drop to normal levels. We
use the numbers obtained from these emulations to benchmark
different filters in our simulated at-scale evaluation below.

We trained different deep learning models (as described
above) to perform tasks of cloud detection, forest detection,
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vessel detection, and forest fire detection. Table 4 presents the
average run time of each filter on the Jetson device. Specif-
ically, we report the time taken to classify one image using
the filter.

Model 15W 30W
Cloud 1.5 3
Forest 17 8.5
Fire 0.246 0.245

Vessel 3.85 1.846

Table 4: Average runtime of filters on Jetson machine
(seconds)

6 End-to-End Results

6.1 End-to-end Performance

We evaluate the end-to-end latency for all the latency-sensitve
imagery that matches our two applications. We define the la-
tency as the delay between when the corresponding image is
generated and when the information is delivered to the cloud
and available for the user to download. For the vessel counting
application, just the vessel count needs to be delivered to the
user. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the end-to-end latency
achieved by Serval compared to in-order delivery. We plot
this result for two hardware configurations of the AGX ORIN
– 15W power consumption and 30W power consumption, to
benchmark Serval’s benefits across different types of com-
putational platforms. AGX ORIN can operate in these power
modes and offers less computational capability in the lower
power mode.

Using the 15W power mode, and a monolithic ground sta-
tion architecture, Serval reduces the median latency by 70×
from 78.2 hours to 1.1 hours, and 90-th percentile from 145.55
hours to 2.71 hours. For Serval, a large part of this latency
stems from the fact that even after high-priority images have
been identified, they must wait for the first ground station
contact. Distributed ground stations (DGS) [7, 46, 61] have
recently been designed to provide more opportunities for
data download. In the DGS case, Serval can download im-
ages with a median latency of 0.03 hours, compared to 71.71
hours median latency for in-order delivery. Even the 90th per-
centile for Serval is 0.78 hours, compared to 149.05 hours
for in-order delivery. This result shows that even with sim-
ple compute capabilities on the satellite, Serval can achieve
near-realtime delivery of latency-sensitive insights.

Next, we compare results for the high-power 30W mode on
Jetson AGX ORIN deployed on the satellite. In this case, the
delays for the baseline do not change because it includes no
compute. For Serval, the median delay is 1.1 hours (90-th
percentile – 2.7 hours) and 0.03 hours (90-th percentile – 0.78
hours) for monolithic ground stations and DGS respectively.
Note that the median delay for monolithic stations does not

change. This validates our hypothesis that the delay stems
from the sparsity of ground station locations. When com-
bined with DGS, Serval can achieve a median latency of
few minutes. Unless noted otherwise, the evaluation below
is performed using the 30W, DGS, 1% resource-constrained
setting.

Impact of scaling up applications: Recall that, for the eval-
uation below, we limit the Serval’s resource usage for high-
priority images to 1%. We would like to see how having more
or less applications would impact the performance of Serval,
which is equivalent to changing the resource usage threshold.
We tested resource limit values of 0.05%, 0.1% and 0.5%.
Figure 7c shows that Serval’s performance remains steady
even when the resource limit is reduced to 0.5% from 1%.
Its performance starts to decrease when the resource limit is
reduced to 0.1%, and the computation starts to emerge as a
bottleneck. As discussed in our future work (Sec. 8), such
bottlenecks can be overcome by architectural optimizations.

Effect of running computation on satellites: To evaluate
the effect of running compute on satellite, we compared the
performance of Serval against the case when satellites will
do no computation tasks on board but only prioritize all im-
ages based on glacial filters alone. The results are illustrated
in Figure 8a. By running compute on the satellite, Serval
was able to reduce the median latency by 23×.

One might wonder why filtering based on glacial filters
is insufficient since the number of California forest images
is small. This is because the high-priority traffic arrives in
a bursty manner: when a satellite is over an area of interest,
it continuously captures images that need to run the com-
putation. When a satellite is not over an area of interest, it
does not require computation. This is true for all applications
whose images are not evenly distributed across the globe.
Therefore, when a satellite is in contact with a ground station,
the proportion of images in transmission queues with high
“pre-computed" scores could be much larger than the average
during a satellite-ground station contact. On the other hand,
we know that for instance, only 1% of images are forest fire in
all California forest images. Therefore, running computation
on the satellite can help filter a significant chunk of images
that pass the glacial filter pre-computed on the ground.

Benefit of using auxiliary information: To validate our
decision to use side-channel information for cloud detection,
we first checked the accuracy of weather information. The
results are shown in Table 5. In this experiment, we only run
the cloud detector on images that have a cloud coverage value
between 20% and 80%. From the table, we can see that this
method saves 83.6% computation on cloud detection while
yielding an accuracy of 96.3% and recall of 99.3%. Indeed,
we can precisely estimate the cloudiness of a majority of
images without sacrificing accuracy, saving a large amount of
compute.
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Figure 7: End-to-end latency of Serval compared to in-order baseline. Serval can achieve a median end-to-end latency of
0.1 hours when using distributed ground stations. Serval’s performance is stable across different hardware constraints.
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Figure 8: Effect of different components in Serval. (Ground station setup is DGS)

Prediction Cloudy (>0.5) Not Cloudy
(<0.5)

High (>0.8) 251 226
Medium (0.2-
0.8)

1668 4873

Low (<0.2) 1245 31750

Table 5: Accuracy of weather information. Each row indi-
cates the weather forecast, and each column indicates the
output of the Cloud filter.

We evaluated the weather information’s contribution to
the end-to-end performance by comparing Serval against
when the side channel information is disabled. The results are
shown in Figure 8b. We can see that by employing weather
information, Serval improves the median latency by 8.8×.

Benefit of using historical data: Does pre-computation of
glacial filters on the ground station have an advantage? To
test this hypothesis, we move the Forest filter to the satellite
and test if this move hurts the latency. For this experiment,
we consider a single application: “California forest fire". The
comparison is shown in Figure 8c. We can see that the median
latency increased by 1670× when we don’t use historical data.
We observe that there are two reasons for this large perfor-

mance drop: (a) running forest model on satellites consumes
a great amount of computation time (the number of images
is larger, and each image requires more computational re-
sources) and (b) since the model is being run in real-time,
some of the fire images do not look like forest for the neural
network, because of the presence of the smoke. Therefore,
these images get misclassified as ‘not forest’ and placed in
the low priority queue. However, Serval considers stale data
for such analysis when it places the glacial filter execution
on ground stations. Such images are not occluded by forest.
The second benefit is an unintended consequence of running
glacial filters on ground stations.

Comparison to early discard : As an extension to the above
experiment, we compared Serval’s performance against an
early discard scheme inspired by OEC [23]. OEC relies solely
on computation on satellites and discards all images deemed
low priority. Similar to the above experiment, since OEC does
not use historical data or ground station computation, it incor-
rectly discards some images that contain forest fire. In fact,
OEC only successfully identified and downlinked 14.7% of
all images with forest fire. Since it discards all “low priority"
images on the satellite, the “false negative" images do not
even have a chance to reach the user. The “false negative"
images appear in the “long tail" distribution in Figure 8c. In
contrast, Serval’s classifier makes fewer mistakes because
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Figure 9: Average Power over time for different applica-
tions

of its reliance on historical data. Even when Serval makes
a mistake, it just adds additional latency to that image rather
than discarding that image. For the vessel counting applica-
tion, both OEC and Serval are able to downlink all images
containing vessels primarily because historical data doesn’t
help with the classification strategy.

6.2 Satellite Power Usage
We monitored the power usage for different functions during
the simulation period. The energy cost consists of 3 main
parts: regular power (ADACS and other essential functions
to keep the satellite alive), transmission power and compute
power. Figure 9 illustrates a sample satellite’s ("Dove 103b")
power consumption profile during a period in which it flys
over California. We observed that while the satellite is con-
stantly consuming power for regular functions and from time
to time for transmission, the compute function is only acti-
vated when the satellite receives some potential high-priority
image. We can see that the compute power consumption is
much more sparse than either transmission or regular main-
tenance. In our simulation, we saw 68.1% energy being con-
sumed by transmission, 28.9% consumed by regular mainte-
nance, and 2.9% consumed by computation. Because of our
limit on resource utilization for the high-priority applications,
we only used 1% of the 2.9% total compute energy, and the
rest of the energy was reserved for other computation tasks
(e.g., for other tenant applications, satellite maneuvering, etc.
).

7 Related Work

Our work builds on results in terrestrial edge computing, video
processing systems, and orbital edge computing.

Terrestrial edge computing pipelines: Edge computing has

been a widely studied topic in terrestrial networks [8,13,17,29,
54, 55] for diverse applications such as traffic camera analyt-
ics [8, 12], augmented reality systems [56], and robotics [63].
These systems tend to push computation as close to the video
sensor as possible while being cognizant of the resource con-
straints of the edge devices. Serval naturally builds on this
line of research. Satellites are similar to resource-constrained
mobile devices with relatively weak connectivity to the cloud.
The LEO setting presents the additional challenge that the
sensor devices (satellites) themselves are moving. Serval
addresses this by leveraging the predictable orbital paths of
satellites, query filters and bifurcation, and using auxiliary
information.

Video processing systems: Much recent work [6,8,13,39,48,
65] has focused on improving the execution of video analytics
pipelines on edge devices. These systems consider different
aspects of optimizing video analytics such as efficient model
retraining [13], model merging for efficient execution on edge
GPUs [48], etc. This line of work makes varying assumptions
about the availability of compute resources such as powerful
GPUs and continuous connectivity with the cloud—these lux-
uries are not available on satellites. Nevertheless, ideas from
video processing systems are complementary to Serval, and
our work opens an avenue to explore such future directions.
For instance, model merging, an idea from video process-
ing systems, can be useful if the models (inside the filters of
different Serval queries) share a lot of common layers.

Satellite edge computing: Traditional satellites packaged
radiation-hardened specialized hardware [10]. Due to the
lower orbits of LEOSats which suffer much less radiation
exposure, and for economies of scale in manufacturing, there
has been a move towards general-purpose hardware for
LEOSats [28]. This has blossomed research in satellite edge
computing systems [15, 16, 22, 23, 43–45]. Some papers pro-
pose new edge-enabled functionalities for communication
megaconstellations [15, 16], e.g., deploying content delivery
networks in space to improve network performance. This
work is independent of Serval due to its focus on a different
class of satellites. [45] and [44] evaluate the performance
of compression techniques and Machine learning models on
satellite-compatible hardware such as NVIDIA Jetson Nano
and/or NVIDIA Jetson AGX. We believe such optimizations
demonstrate the feasibility of deploying Machine Learning
workloads on satellites, and such architectural optimizations
(including from other domains like approximate computing)
can be applied orthogonally to Serval to improve perfor-
mance.

Our work is closest to Orbital Edge Computing (OEC [23])
and Kodan [22]. Both OEC and Kodan aim to reduce the
amount of satellite imagery transferred to Earth by enabling
early rejection of imagery that is not considered useful. While
OEC reimagines different satellites in a constellation as a com-
putational nanosatellite pipelines that seamlessly distribute
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computational tasks, Kodan focuses more on the computation
at each satellite. In contrast to both these works, Serval does
not discard any images on the satellite, and focuses on reduc-
ing the delay of latency-sensitive images via prioritization
and reordering. This has the advantage that post facto queries
on historical can be performed, e.g., in a recent high-profile
incident, Planet used historical satellite imagery to trace the
historical motion of a Chinese balloon entering into the US
airspace from its origin to destination [5]. Kodan’s contri-
bution is orthorgonal to ours, since Kodan aims to train the
optimal neural network model for specific user applications,
while we focus on how to optimally schedule compute on
satellites and ground stations given a fixed neural network.
Hence Kodan can be used alongside Serval.

8 Concluding Discussion

We build Serval, a distributed computation framework for
near-realtime insights from Earth imagery satellites. Serval
can deliver latency sensitive imagery such as forest fire im-
agery in minutes as opposed to hours or days of delay for
traditional in-order delivery systems. We conclude by listing
some possible extensions of Serval in future work:
• Multi-modal imagery: Serval currently focuses on

RGB imagery captured by satellites. Increasingly, satel-
lites capture other forms of imagery such as radar, hyper-
spectral, and multi-spectral. We believe Serval can natu-
rally extend to support these emerging image types.

• Merging filters across queries: As the number of applica-
tions scales, there are more opportunities to reduce redun-
dant compute within and across queries. Multiple queries
may share filters to reduce compute on satellites. More-
over, multiple neural network models may share weights
for a subset of the layers and present opportunities for
model merging techniques like [48] to optimize compute
on the satellite.

• Architectural optimizations: We did not consider archi-
tectural optimizations such as model pruning or precision
drop to pack more compute on the limited satellite re-
sources. Such techniques can further improve Serval’s
performance.
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Abstract
Low Earth Orbit satellite constellations are gaining traction
for providing connectivity to low-power outdoor Internet of
Things (IoT) devices. This is made possible by the devel-
opment of low-cost, low-complexity pico-satellites that can
be easily launched, offering global connectivity without the
need for Earth-based gateways. In this paper, we report the
space-to-Earth communication bottlenecks derived from our
experience of deploying an IoT satellite. Specifically, we char-
acterize the challenges posed by the low link budgets, satellite
motion, and packet collisions. To address these challenges,
we design a new class of techniques that use the Doppler
shift caused by the satellite’s motion as a unique signature for
packet detection and decoding, even at low signal-to-noise
ratios and in the presence of collisions. We integrate these
techniques into our system, called Spectrumize, and evaluate
its performance through both simulations and real-world de-
ployments. Our evaluation shows that Spectrumize performs
3× better compared to the classic approach in detecting pack-
ets with over 80% average accuracy in decoding.

1 Introduction

The emergence of the "new space" era has led to the growing
popularity of small satellites aimed at connecting Internet of
Things (IoT) devices. These satellites offer connectivity to
devices where terrestrial networks do not exist, for example,
in farms, forests, oceans, and others. With their small size and
low-complexity hardware, these satellites are easy to build
and launch into orbit, resulting in the rapid growth of the
IoT satellite industry. Over a dozen companies [3–6, 33, 35]
are investing heavily in deploying constellations of hundreds
of these small IoT satellites to provide connectivity using
the Direct-to-Satellite (DtS) model. This allows IoT devices
on the ground to uplink data directly to orbiting satellites,
without requiring deployment of gateway devices. The satel-
lites collect and downlink data to ground stations which have
terrestrial backhaul for cloud-based data aggregation.

The main focus of IoT satellites is to achieve a low price
point, setting them apart from traditional earth observation
and broadband connectivity satellites. These satellites are
smaller in size and optimized for IoT applications, which typ-
ically require low data rates, usually in the range of hundreds
of bits per second, and operate at a bandwidth of around a
hundred kilohertz. Therefore, IoT satellites are equipped with
simple connectivity hardware, such as half-wave dipole cable

(a) Our satellite and 4 others from the same constellation

(b) Our industry collaborator’s ground station

Figure 1: Our real-world testbed: an IoT satellite launched in
collaboration with FOSSA [7], and multiple ground stations.

antennas with no beamforming capability or inter-satellite link
(ISL) [43]. Similarly, ground stations (GS) and IoT devices
on the ground are designed to be simple and can be deployed
anywhere using small antennas that are either omnidirectional
or have limited directionality. In conclusion, the connectivity
design and hardware of IoT satellites closely resemble that of
state-of-the-art terrestrial IoT networks.

We collaborated with FOSSA Systems [7], an IoT satellite
company, to launch an IoT pico-satellite and investigate the
characteristics of this emerging network class. We utilized
their ground stations in Spain to facilitate data downloads
from the satellite. To our surprise, despite using standard
hardware, we encountered significant packet loss during the
downlink from the satellite to the ground station. Specifically,
we found that 65.28% of the packets transmitted by the satel-
lite were lost and remained undecoded by the ground station.
This paper stems from the challenges of enabling a robust
downlink from low-cost, low-power IoT satellites. In particu-
lar, we observe that the following three challenges limit our
ability to decode downlink transfer from IoT satellites.

Challenge 1: Low link budget – The link budget for satellite
to ground communication is low because of the large distance
(around 500 km), limited directionality of antennas on satel-
lites, ground stations without beamforming capabilities, and
atmospheric attenuation. We observe an average link budget
of only −133.78 dBm during a satellite pass over a ground
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station. Increasing transmission power is not feasible due to
power constraints on the satellite and regulatory restrictions.
Though the use of a high-end setup like a phased array an-
tenna on the ground can increase the link budget, it requires
a large antenna setup and is expensive, especially for IoT
satellites that operate on lower frequency bands like VHF and
UHF. Lower link budget leads to frequent packet drops and
a low data rate. It is particularly problematic for the down-
link transmissions because ground stations also experience
increased noise floor due to terrestrial transmissions.

Challenge 2: Packet collisions and spectral inefficiency –
LEO IoT satellites have limited antenna directionality and can
transmit signals across vast areas on Earth, referred to as their
footprint. These footprints can span up to a million square
kilometers of surface area. Since multiple satellites operate
within the same frequency band, their transmissions collide
at ground stations located within the overlapping footprints
(Fig. 2). For example, consider the Swarm constellation con-
sisting of 170+ satellites [9]. A ground station situated in a
polar region, ideal due to the satellites’ orbital dynamics, falls
within the view of an average of 7 satellites simultaneously.
Consequently, satellites may encounter a high collision rate
when downloading data to the ground station. As a preemp-
tive measure, ground stations are scheduled in advance to
communicate with only one satellite, even when in the line
of sight of multiple satellites. This scheduling strategy, while
necessary, has a significant impact on spectral efficiency.

Challenge 3: Satellite motion – The satellite-ground link
exhibits fluctuations in link quality due to two distinct types
of motion: (a) the orbital motion of the satellite introduces
variations in the distance between the ground device and the
satellite, and (b) localized satellite motion, often characterized
by tumbling. This phenomenon is particularly pronounced
in small-sized IoT satellites, as they lack an altitude control
system to stabilize their motion. While large broadband satel-
lites tackle this issue through real-time bit-rate adaptation, it
presents a more formidable challenge with IoT satellites due
to their lower data rates and limited bandwidth. This challenge
is especially evident in receive-only distributed ground sta-
tions employed for downloading data from the satellite [2,48].
As a result, the satellite chooses conservative bit rates for
transmission that can work even for the lowest signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). This leads to sub-optimal spectrum efficiency.

This paper presents Spectrumize, a novel approach de-
signed to enhance the spectral efficiency of IoT satellite down-
links, thereby enhancing reliability, robustness, and scalability
in satellite-based IoT networks. Spectrumize stands out by
not treating satellite motion as a problem but as a unique
enabler for satellite-based IoT networks. The core concept
behind Spectrumize hinges on the predictability of satellite
motion, which results in predictable Doppler shifts in the sig-
nal unique to each satellite. Consequently, we leverage the
temporal variation of these Doppler shifts as signatures, akin

to codes in CDMA. Much like CDMA, Doppler signatures
empower us to elevate SNR and demultiplex simultaneous
transmissions, resulting in higher spectral efficiency.

SNR boosting: As mentioned previously, distinguishing the
signal received from a satellite from noise at a ground station
can be challenging. Traditional methods of packet detection
using preamble-based correlation are often ineffective be-
cause of the signal’s frequency shifts due to Doppler effects.
We have made two key observations: first, Doppler shifts be-
tween satellites and ground stations are predictable due to
stable orbital paths, and second, satellites typically transmit
a periodic train of packets. To address this, Spectrumize em-
ploys a series of preambles, each adjusted with the appropriate
Doppler correction, for correlation with the received signal
to facilitate packet detection. In our empirical studies, we
confirm that both Doppler shift correction and signal repeti-
tion are necessary for successful packet detection, even in the
presence of hardware errors like carrier frequency offsets.

Collision resolution: Spectrumize introduces a new approach
to address packet collision challenges in satellite IoT net-
works, particularly those caused by overlapping satellite foot-
prints. This approach relies on three distinguishing factors:
the unique Doppler shift of each satellite-ground link, the
symbol reception time, and the received signal intensity. By
leveraging the distinct Doppler shift patterns experienced by
colliding packets from different satellites, we use the Doppler
signature as a self-contained code to demultiplex signals from
multiple transmissions. As a result, a ground station can si-
multaneously download data from multiple satellites, leading
to a significant enhancement in spectral efficiency.

We conduct evaluations of Spectrumize through simula-
tion, emulation, and real-world testbed, which encompasses
our satellite in orbit. This testbed also involves other satel-
lites from the same constellation and multiple ground stations
provided by our industry collaborator, FOSSA. Utilizing this
testbed, we characterize the nature of satellite-ground trans-
missions for IoT satellites and validate our design. The results
demonstrate that Spectrumize outperforms state-of-the-art
methods, achieving a 3× enhancement in packet detection
with an average decoding accuracy exceeding 80%.
Summary of Contributions:
• We characterize the communication challenges posed by

the constraints in a deployed IoT satellite network.

• We propose a new ‘Doppler signature as a code’ approach
to boost satellite decoding and demultiplexing performance.

• We evaluate Spectrumize in a real-world testbed including
satellites in orbit.

2 Motivation from Real-world Experience

IoT satellites constitute a rapidly growing category of low-
cost, low-complexity mini-satellites. As of 2022, approxi-
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Figure 2: Overview of end-to-end satellite IoT communication
using Direct-to-Satellite technology.

mately two thousand such satellites have been launched into
orbit [8]. Swarm, FOSSA, Astrocast, EchoStar, Myriota, and
more than ten other companies are leading this growing satel-
lite IoT industry [3–6, 35]. To gain a better understanding
of the industry practices, challenges, and the need for inno-
vation in this burgeoning industry, we collaborated with an
industry leader, FOSSA Systems [7], to launch an IoT satellite
shown in Fig. 1a. Our collaborator designed and launched
the satellite according to industry standards, without any de-
sign input from us. We utilized the satellite as a real-world
testbed for our research along with the collaborator’s ground
station to communicate with the satellite, creating a testbed
that accurately represents the ecosystem of today’s satellite
IoT industry. In this section, we delve deeper into the practices
of the satellite IoT network industry and share our firsthand
experiences with the challenges it presents.

2.1 Satellite as the Global IoT Gateway

In traditional terrestrial wide-area IoT networks such as Lo-
RaWAN, IoT devices follow a star-of-stars topology with
a gateway aggregating data from the IoT devices. In con-
trast, in satellite IoT networks, the IoT gateway is carried
by the satellites themselves. This is achieved through direct-
to-satellite (DtS) communication, where IoT devices on the
earth send data directly to the overhead satellites. As the satel-
lite orbits around the Earth, it can collect data from different
locations and work as the global IoT gateway (Fig. 2). Simi-
larly, our satellite carries a SX1302 LoRa gateway produced
by Semtech [10]. The satellite has dimensions of around
10cm× 5cm× 5cm – this class of satellites is smaller than
cube-satellites and is referred to as pico-satellite. Due to its
small size, the satellite’s power is restricted, with a maximum
average power of 1.6 watts produced by its solar panel and
stored in rechargeable batteries. To maintain low hardware
complexity and cost-effectiveness, the satellite does not have
any active altitude control system. It orbits Earth in a low
earth orbit (LEO), typically between 450 to 550 kilometers

above Earth’s surface, allowing it to observe different parts of
the planet over time. Because of its orbital motion, the satellite
can only communicate with ground devices for brief periods,
typically lasting 5-9 minutes for a location on Earth. There
are usually only 2-3 such communication windows per day
for a location. As a result, a constellation of 150+ satellites is
required to ensure 24/7 global coverage.

2.2 Ground Stations
To communicate with our satellite, we rely on two ground
stations provided by our collaborator (Fig. 1b), which we use
for downloading data and configuring the satellite through
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C) communication.
To keep costs low, these ground stations use low-end connec-
tivity hardware, including omnidirectional or directional Yagi
antennas, rather than phased array antennas (Fig. 1b). The
directional Yagi antennas have a beamwidth of 30° and a gain
of 12 dBic, and they are coupled with rotators that can move
them to point towards the satellite when it is in view. While
we primarily use Yagi antennas, several other companies opt
for omnidirectional antennas, which can further simplify their
designs [2, 25]. The antenna is linked to a software-defined
radio (SDR) to process the communication signal. The idea
of using SDR-based ground stations is also popular in the
ground station as a service industry [14, 29]. Furthermore,
due to the short contact time and low data rate of the sat-
ground communication link, there is currently a significant
effort to develop receive-only distributed ground stations that
can reduce data latency in satellite IoT networks [1, 2, 48].
For example, SatNOGS is an open-source global network of
ground stations equipped with low-cost SDR and Raspberry
Pi [1]. Our satellite also broadcasts health beacons targeting
these distributed ground stations.

2.3 Communication
Our IoT satellite communicates with ground devices in three
ways: 1) the satellite collects data from IoT devices, 2) the
satellite communicates with ground stations for TT&C and
downloading data to ground stations, and 3) the satellite sends
data/beacons to distributed ground stations. In this section,
we focus on communication between the satellite and ground
stations. The satellite is equipped with a half-wave dipole
cable antenna and does not have beamforming capability.
It employs a Semtech SX1262 radio to communicate with
the ground stations, which supports both LoRa and 2-FSK
modulation [21]. We use the 401 - 402 MHz band assigned
by the local regulators for Earth exploration satellites, me-
teorological aids, and meteorological satellites. The uplink
communication (ground station to satellite) takes place on
401.3 MHz, while the downlink communication (satellite to
ground station) occurs on 401.9 MHz. The satellite also sends
a health beacon every 30-120 seconds on 401.7 MHz. The
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channel bandwidth is max 125 kHz with LoRa modulation
and 39 kHz with 2-FSK.

Before a satellite-ground station communication takes
place, the contact is scheduled in advance using the satellite’s
two-line element (TLE) and the ground station’s location [47].
During the contact, the communication is initiated by sending
specific commands from the ground station to the satellite.
Once the satellite receives a command, it relays it back to the
ground station. The ground station confirms the command if
it matches the one it sent, and then the command is executed.
Depending on the command, the satellite either updates its
onboard configuration or sends data to the ground station.
When the satellite sends data, it does so in a stream of N data
packets, where N is defined in the command. If the satellite
does not have N packets to send, it sends all the packets that it
has. Since the channel is not expected to be used for multiple
satellite-ground communications at the same time, the packets
are transmitted at a plain interval without any random back-
off. A constant bit rate is maintained during communication,
given the low bandwidth and short contact time.

2.4 Our Experience and Challenges

Following the successful launch of our satellite, we com-
menced the commissioning phase which involves several
stages such as initial orbit determination and tracking, first
contact with the satellite, sequential activation and checks of
spacecraft subsystems, and calibration of payloads, sensors,
and control systems. Ideally, this phase should take about
two weeks to complete. Unfortunately, we encountered some
issues from the first contact with the satellite which extended
the duration of the commissioning phase by several weeks. It
was persistent across other satellites launched together. The
issue primarily appeared to be related to the downlink com-
munication, prompting us to conduct further investigations to
identify the root cause.

The expected signal from our satellite using 2-FSK modu-
lation can be seen in Fig. 3a(top) in the time domain, which
was emulated in the lab using our satellite’s RF setup. When
we transfer the signal in the frequency domain using Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) as shown in Fig. 3a(bottom),
we see two distinct peaks with the perfect frequency deviation
configured in 2-FSK modulation. In Fig. 3b, we can see the
signal recorded by the SDR of our ground station during a
satellite pass of approximately 10 minutes. According to the
config of our satellite’s regular beacon transmission, we ex-
pect to receive 10-14 packets. However, in the received signal
shown in Fig. 3b, we do not see any clear signs of the packets
as we saw in the emulated signal (Fig. 3a). When we transfer
the received signal to the frequency domain using FFT, as
shown in Fig. 3b(bottom), we do not see any clear peaks cor-
responding to 2-FSK modulated packets. It is apparent that
the packets are buried under the heavy noise and interference
on the ground. Nevertheless, we attempted to run a classic

preamble-based packet detection by running correlation be-
tween the received signal and the known packet preamble.
Ideally, we should have seen a prominent correlation peak
corresponding to the beginning of each packet in the signal,
translating to 10-14 peaks in our case. However, as shown
in Fig. 4, we hardly see a prominent correlation peak. We
then conducted a manual inspection of the received signal in
search of the packets and found 12 packets in the signal, as
shown in Fig. 3c after zooming in on the signal. We ran FFT
on this part of the signal and found clear 2-FSK peaks in the
frequency domain, confirming that the packet was transmit-
ted from the satellite. In aggregate, the SNR of the received
signal was so low that the classic preamble correlation-based
technique failed in detecting packets. This experience led us
to dig deeper into the reasoning behind our experience.

To begin with, the link between the satellite and ground
station has a low link budget due to several factors, such as
the omnidirectional radiation pattern of the satellite’s antenna,
the long distance between the two (hundreds of kilometers),
the satellite’s power limitation, and regulatory restrictions on
the power flux density of satellite transmission on the ground.
For instance, in the case discussed, the link budget is −112
dBm with the satellite’s transmission EIRP of 22 dBm, which
is comparable to other satellite service providers like Swarm
reporting −108.24 dBm [43]. However, these values are cal-
culated by assuming an elevation angle of 50°. The elevation
angle has a direct impact on path loss and consequently, the
link budget. In other words, a lower elevation angle means the
satellite is closer to the horizon, resulting in a lower link bud-
get. Using data from the TinyGS, an opensource distributed
ground station network for IoT satellites, over a six-week
period, we found that the average elevation angle across the
ground stations is 26.68° indicating that the link budget is
lower in the real world than the value calculated for nominal
elevation angle of 50°. Furthermore, the link budget in reality
is even lower due to environmental factors such as weather
and surrounding infrastructure that cause signal attenuation.
The average RSSI across the TinyGS ground stations was
found to be −133.78 dBm, which is −128.12 dBm for our
ground stations. Note that this data had packet survival bias
since we have the RSSI values for only the detected packets,
whereas, the packets having a RSSI below the minimum de-
tectable intensity (MDI) of ground station radio or very poor
SNR values, are not detected and hence not recorded. Addi-
tionally, we noticed that the rotation of the satellite around its
own axis, known as tumbling, leads to the antenna depointing,
resulting in decreased signal strength.

The ability to detect and decode packets despite having
an RSSI above the MDI depends on the level of noise and
interference at the ground station, which can originate from
both terrestrial and non-terrestrial sources. Interference from
other satellite constellations is common since IoT satellites
often use a band designated for Earth exploration, meteoro-
logical, and mobile satellites. In addition, interference from
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(a) Emulated signal containing 2-FSK
packets transmitted by satellite. Time do-
main (top) and frequency domain (bottom).

(b) Signal received at the ground station
in real-world. Time domain (top) and fre-
quency domain (bottom).

(c) Packet found after manual inspection by
zooming in the signal. Time domain (top)
and frequency domain (bottom).

Figure 3: Our experience in processing signal received from our satellite at the collaborator’s ground station.

Figure 4: Packet detection from a real-world signal using
single preamble correlation. Results: no clear correlation
peak at the beginnings of packets.

terrestrial communication can significantly affect the satel-
lite signal due to the low link budget, and operation in the
ISM band can make them susceptible to direct terrestrial in-
terference [15, 28, 31, 59]. Besides, the use of low-cost and
low-complexity hardware in ground stations also contributes
to the noise. As a combined effect of these factors, the SNR
value gets extremely poor and becomes negative [19]. To
highlight the extent of the poor SNR values, the average SNR
at our ground station locations was found to be as low as −18
dB, while it was −17.11 dB across TinyGS ground stations.

In addition to external interference, IoT satellites also face
interference from other satellites within their own constella-
tion. This is due to the omnidirectional radiation pattern of a
satellite’s antenna, which results in a footprint that can cover
millions of square kilometers. The footprints of adjacent satel-
lites from the same constellation overlap with each other as

shown in Fig. 2. As mentioned earlier, ground stations are
strategically placed in locations where they can maximize the
number of satellite passes, such as the polar regions. With
over 170 IoT satellites in a constellation like Swarm, a ground
station in such an optimal location spends 83% of its time
in the overlapping footprint of two or more satellites. At any
given time, the ground station can see up to 23 satellites with
a median of 4 (see Appendix A). Now, the satellites having
overlapped footprints create interference with each other as
they transmit to a ground station in an overlapping region.
As a solution, when downloading data from a satellite at a
ground station, only one satellite is scheduled for communi-
cation at a time, despite multiple satellites being within view.
The ground station sends a command to the scheduled satel-
lite to initiate data transfer while keeping the others silent.
This approach, while addressing interference issues, results in
significantly reduced spectral efficiency. This impact is even
more pronounced for ground stations located in polar regions,
which are almost all the time in overlapping footprints of
multiple satellites.

3 Spectrumize’s Algorithm

In this section, we present our technique for detecting and
decoding the packets received from IoT satellites that are
severely buried under the noise floor (Fig. 3b (top)). We
found that conventional technique of correlating with a sin-
gle preamble exhibits poor performance (Fig. 4), where the
peaks corresponding to packet start time are obscured by the
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Satellite Doppler Based Signature across packets

Time

Frequency
DataPreamble

• Packets are sent periodically, but in the case of satellite reception, each packet is affected by a doppler shift
• Doppler shift is produced because of the relative motion between the satellite and the ground station
• Each packet has a preamble to aid packet detection

DataPreamble

Sat 1 Doppler Signature
Sat 2 Doppler Signature

Figure 5: Unique Doppler Signatures allow us to disentangle
the collisions from two different satellites at a ground station.

overwhelming noise.
To enhance the prominence of the peaks associated with

packet start times, it is crucial to increase the correlation score
of the genuine packet within the noisy received signal. To do
so, we leverage two unique observations specific to the IoT
satellite domain.

1. Downlink from satellite to ground stations are
contention-free transmissions: Traditional wireless net-
works, such as WiFi and cellular, operate on a contention-
based system where transmitters employ carrier sense before
transmitting packets. Consequently, packet transmissions in
traditional wireless networks do not typically adhere to a pe-
riodic or predetermined pattern. However, the dynamics in
IoT satellite networks differ. Techniques like carrier sense
are ineffective due to the vast footprint of satellites on the
Earth’s surface, making it possible for distant satellites to
inadvertently collide at a ground station. As a result, the cur-
rent industry standard for deploying downlink communication
protocols from IoT satellites to ground stations adheres to a
contention-free schedule.

More specifically, the IoT satellite network employs a cen-
tralized downlink scheduler that assigns ground stations to
receive packets from specific satellites during each satellite’s
contact period with the ground station. The IoT satellite re-
ceives this transmission schedule in advance, along with com-
mands that specify the number of packets, denoted as N, that it
can transmit. During the satellite’s contact period with its des-
ignated ground stations, it transmits a train of N data packets,
each periodically spaced. It’s essential to note that because the
satellite does not perform carrier sensing before transmitting
data packets, its packet transmissions follow a deterministic
periodic pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The key insight of
Spectrumize is that this known periodic sequence of N pack-
ets can be harnessed to construct a longer virtual preamble
train. This virtual preamble train serves to enhance the corre-
lation score of the target signal, elevating it above the noise
floor and facilitating the detection of packets.

2. Orbital motion of satellites contribute unique Doppler
signatures at the physical layer: The second pivotal insight
underpinning Spectrumize revolves around the exploitation
of the orbital motion of the satellite during its contact period
with a ground station, which introduces a distinctive Doppler
signature unique to each satellite-ground station link. This

signature is influenced by factors such as the satellite’s po-
sition and velocity w.r.t. the stationary ground station. Fig 5
provides an example of two satellites, each characterized by
its unique Doppler signature. These Doppler signatures effec-
tively introduce an additional layer of physical modulation
over the existing data packets transmitted. In essence, this
process is akin to the codes used in CDMA. Similarly, we can
harness this well-known temporally varying Doppler signa-
ture of the satellite-ground station link to enhance signal SNR
and to demultiplex simultaneous transmissions.

We next detail our packet detection and collision resolu-
tion algorithm, followed by techniques to address hardware
imperfections like CFO and time jitter in the packet sequence.

3.1 Packet Detection

Following the transmit schedule and command from the
ground station, the satellite transmits N data packets to the
assigned ground station during its contact period. Each indi-
vidual data packet is preceded by a preamble to help with the
detection of packet start time and subsequent decoding. Let
the preamble signal be denoted by p(t). Then the sequence
of preambles s(t) transmitted by the satellite over the course
of the N data packets is:

s(t) =
N−1

∑
k=0

hk p(t − kτ)+n(t) (1)

where τ represents the inter-packet interval at which the
satellite transmits its data packets. The wireless channel expe-
rienced by the kth data packet, denoted as hk, and the received
signal’s noise, n(t), comprise both thermal noise and exter-
nal interference originating from terrestrial source or other
satellite transmissions.

Traditional packet detection methods would attempt to find
the packet start times by correlating the received signal s(t)
with the known preamble p(t). However, in our real-world
experiments, due to the overwhelming amount of noise, we
could not detect any packet start times reliably. To address
this challenge, Spectrumize’s insight is that we can leverage
the known periodicity of the transmitted signal and construct
a longer virtual preamble train to correlate with the received
signal. This, in turn, would allow us to boost the correlation
score and would raise the peaks corresponding to the packet
start times above the noise floor.

Specifically, the simulated preamble train p̃(t) that we con-
struct to correlate with the received signal s(t) is:

p̃(t) =
N−1

∑
k=0

p(t − kτ) (2)

where p(t) is the known preamble structure. So given the
virtual preamble train, our packet detection method works by
correlating s(t) with p̃(t). That is, we want to find

arg maxt ′ |s(t) p̃∗(t − t
′
)| (3)

where p̃∗ is the complex conjugate of p̃. The time t
′

that
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maximizes the above correlation would be when the preamble
trains in the two signals s(t) and p̃(t) perfectly align. So when
the two trains align, the value of the correlation score is

Corr_Score =
N−1

∑
k=0

hk
∣∣∣∣p(t)∣∣∣∣2 (4)

As observed in Eq. 4, the utilization of a preamble train for
correlation results in the aggregation of correlation terms from
each preamble in the train. This aggregation allows the peak
corresponding to the packet start times to surpass the noise
floor. It’s important to note, however, that the terms in the
summation do not add up constructively due to the presence
of the channel term hk. The channel hk introduces a random
phase and gain variation to each term in the summation. While
coherent addition of the terms in the summation would be
the ideal scenario for packet detection, we still get significant
gains from non-coherent combination alone. In Appendix B,
we present the proof for the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.1 Consider a1,a2, . . . ,an to be complex numbers
on the unit circle with random phase. That is, ai = e jθi where
θi is uniformly sampled from [0,2π]. Let sn be defined as
sn = ∑

n
i=1 ai. Then we have E

[
∥sn∥2

]
= O(n).

The above Lemma 3.1 demonstrates that the gains from non-
coherent combining grows monotonically with the number
of terms in the non-coherent summation. Hence, leveraging a
preamble train allows us to detect the packets buried under the
noise floor, and this was not possible with single preamble-
based correlation techniques. This observation also aligns
with the rich body of literature on non-coherent combining
and beamforming of wireless signals [32, 37, 50, 51, 58].

Up to this point, we have discussed how leveraging a virtual
preamble train can enhance the SNR and enable the detection
of packet start times. However, this alone is not sufficient. In
addition to the wireless channel’s contribution represented by
hk, it is crucial to consider the presence of a Doppler signature
component. As previously discussed, the orbital motion of
the satellite results in a unique Doppler signature for each
satellite-ground station link, which overlays the data transmis-
sions from the satellite. This time-varying Doppler signature
is denoted as fd(t). As illustrated in Fig. 5, the Doppler sig-
natures for two satellites are depicted in green and blue. This
signature essentially introduces frequency modulation on top
of the sequence of data packets transmitted by each satellite.
Given that the Doppler signature differs for each satellite-
ground station link, we can liken them to CDMA codes. We
can leverage these Doppler signatures to further enhance the
SNR of the desired signal.

Specifically, we can modify our simulated preamble train
p̃(t) as follows

p̃(t) =
N−1

∑
k=0

p(t − kτ) e j2π fd(t)t (5)

Note that the actual received signal s(t) from the satellite
already has the Doppler shift encoded in it, so in the correla-

tion equation shown in Eq. 4, when we plug in our modified
p̃(t) from Eq. 5, the Doppler signature terms will cancel and
our correlation score is going to remain the same as in Eq. 4.
Hence, correcting for this Doppler signature fd(t) is essential
for the correlation across preambles from different packets to
add up constructively.

Packet separation: We would like to emphasize that the
term e j2π fd(t)t effectively functions as a time-varying code in
this context, aiding in the separation of packets between trans-
missions from terrestrial sources or other satellites operating
in the same frequency band. To illustrate this, let’s consider
the reception of transmissions from two satellites, as depicted
in Fig. 5, with their respective Doppler signatures denoted
as f 1

d (t) and f 2
d (t). Without loss of generality, let’s focus on

detecting the start times of packets from satellite 1, while
considering packets from satellite 2 as interference. For satel-
lite 1, employing the modified preamble train shown in Eq.
5, our correlation score achieves its highest value when the
simulated preamble train with the Doppler signature aligns
precisely with the train of packets present in the transmitted
signal from satellite 1.

However, when considering the transmissions from satellite
2 that cause interference at the ground station, the correlation
between our simulated preamble train and the signal from
satellite 2 diminishes. This is because the Doppler signature
encoded in satellite 2’s transmissions differs from the Doppler
signature we are seeking in the received signal. Specifically,
the correlation score for satellite 2’s transmission will be:

Corr_Score ∼
N−1

∑
k=0

hk
∣∣∣∣p(t)∣∣∣∣2e j2π( f 2

d (t)− f 1
d (t))t (6)

Hence, as evident from the above equation, the correla-
tion terms from different packets in the train no longer add
up constructively. This occurs because the value of the term
( f 2

d (t)− f 1
d (t)) varies with time, contributing different phase

offsets to each term in the summation. Consequently, by har-
nessing the unique Doppler signature for each satellite, we can
further effectively suppress transmissions from other sources.

3.2 Hardware Imperfections

However, it is important to note that we have not yet accounted
for hardware imperfections in our technique. Due to these
hardware imperfections and the lack of perfect synchroniza-
tion, there will be disparities between the real signal s(t) and
our simulated preamble train p̃(t). More specifically, the re-
ceived signal s(t) will exhibit a Carrier Frequency Offset
(CFO) component, causing it to deviate from the simulated
preamble train p̃(t). Additionally, our assumption of a uni-
form periodic train of data packets every τ seconds may not
hold true in practical scenarios. Processing delays through
different layers of the network stack often introduce some
jitter, causing the packets in the train not to be transmitted at
precisely τ-second intervals.
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It is imperative that we consider the impact of these hard-
ware imperfections when creating the virtual preamble train
used for detecting the presence and start times of packets.
However, standard channel-based techniques are inadequate
for estimating these offsets, as we must first locate the packet
to measure these channels. Consequently, we begin with a set
of initial values and iterate on these values until we observe
the peaks from the data packets rising above the noise floor.
Specifically, we construct the virtual preamble train with a
CFO value of ∆ f and jitter denoted as ε. In this scenario, our
modified virtual preamble takes the following form –

p̃(t) =
N−1

∑
k=0

p(t − k(τ+ ε)) e j2π fd(t)t e j2π∆ f t (7)

The above equation for the preamble train takes into ac-
count the unique Doppler signature fd(t), the Carrier Fre-
quency Offset (CFO) ∆ f , and the jitter ε in the periodic train.
It is worth noting that the jitter may result in non-uniformly
spaced packets, rather than just a uniformly perturbed period-
icity of ε. However, for the sake of maintaining manageable
computational complexity, we assume only a jitter in the pe-
riodicity of the train. Our experiments have demonstrated
that this approach is sufficient to elevate the correlation score
above the noise floor.

The algorithm operates as follows: We start by selecting a
set of candidate CFO values {∆ f1, . . . ,∆ fx} and a set of can-
didate jitter values {ε1, . . . ,εy}. It is important to note that the
Doppler signature is known, thanks to the TLE information
from the satellite. For each pair of CFO and jitter values, we
create a virtual preamble train to correlate with the received
signal s(t). From the collection of candidate preamble trains,
we identify the CFO value ∆ f ∗ and jitter value ε∗ that maxi-
mize the correlation score with s(t). These chosen values of
CFO and jitter may not be perfectly accurate, but our objec-
tive is to select values that are close enough to elevate the
correlation score above the noise floor. This approach enables
us to determine the position of the first packet in the signal.
However, what about subsequent packets?

According to Eq.4, the correlation peaks for subsequent
packets decrease as we decode and discard packets from the
signal. It causes the peaks of trailing packets in the train to
become increasingly obscured by noise. This makes detection
as challenging as single-preamble-based detection for these
trailing packets, as Eq.4 loses its summation advantage. To
tackle this issue, we must restore the summation advantage by
reconstructing the preamble train. To achieve this, following
the initial packet detection and decoding, we remove the cor-
responding portion in the signal and append it to the end of
the signal. We apply the same process to the virtual preamble
train, with the second packet now becoming the head of the
train. This procedure continues until we successfully decode
all the packets in a circular queue fashion. This approach en-
sures the train’s length is maintained, allowing us to preserve
the summation advantage in Eq. 4.

3.3 Collision Resolution for Packet Decoding

As previously mentioned, ground stations frequently find
themselves within the overlapping footprints of multiple satel-
lites due to the large coverage areas of these satellites. Al-
though they have the potential to communicate with several
satellites, current scheduling practices dictate that only one
satellite can be active at a time. This precaution is taken to pre-
vent collisions between transmissions from satellites within
the same constellation, but it comes at the cost of poor spectral
efficiency. As a remedy, Spectrumize facilitates simultane-
ous transmissions in the same frequency band from multiple
satellites within the same constellation.

Spectrumize efficiently separates and decodes data symbols
from the intended satellite while filtering out symbols from
collided packets of other satellites. This capability is made
possible by the distinct Doppler signature unique to each
satellite-ground station link. Each packet, within its duration,
carries a Doppler signature that differs significantly among
satellites. In essence, each packet can be seen as encoded with
a unique physical layer code defined by its Doppler signature,
as demonstrated in our results. Multiplying the combined sig-
nals of collided packets by the complex conjugate of the rele-
vant Doppler signature ( f ∗d (t)) allows us to enhance the SNR
of the desired packet’s data symbols while attenuating data
symbols from interfering packets. This approach leverages
Doppler signatures in a manner akin to CDMA codes. Fol-
lowing this SNR enhancement, we employ a standard LoRa
collision resolution algorithm to further isolate the symbols
corresponding to the target packet, effectively eliminating
symbols from interfering packets.

We focus on LoRa modulation for our packet decoding use
case, which is prevalent in the satellite IoT industry [6, 7, 43].
Our satellite employs LoRa modulation along with 2-FSK,
and the techniques we employ can also be extended to 2-FSK.
Numerous studies have delved into decoding collided LoRa
packets [24, 45, 46, 52, 53]. In our work, we employ the CIC
algorithm [38] for decoding collided packets. It is important
to note that merely applying the CIC algorithm [38] to the
received signal s(t) without prior Doppler signature correc-
tion, as demonstrated in Section 4, is ineffective, especially
for long packets. The correction of the Doppler signature is a
prerequisite for successfully decoding collided packets and
extracting the desired data symbols.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate Spectrumize’s performance in both simulation
and real-world environments. In simulation and benchtop em-
ulator setup, we assess the micro-benchmarks and scalability
of Spectrumize, while in the real-world testbed, we evaluate
its performance in actual operation settings.
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(a) Single preamble with Doppler signature (b) Preamble train without Doppler (c) Preamble train with Doppler signature

Figure 6: Micro-benchmark of packet detection techniques: a single preamble or a train without the Doppler signature suffering
from large noise. A preamble train with the Doppler signature applied exhibits a 13dB gain in correlation detection power.

4.1 Real-world Testbed
Our real-world testbed consists of our own satellite that is
launched in collaboration with FOSSA Systems, along with
two ground stations operated by the same collaborator, as
described in Section 2. While most of the experiments are
conducted using our own satellite, we also use other satellites
in the constellation for certain experiments, such as those
involving packet collisions. At the ground stations, we collect
raw SDR recordings of satellite passes, as well as the SNR and
RSSI values of the packets that are decoded by the Semtech
SX126x radio. This radio is connected to the receive chain
of the ground station through an RF splitter. Additionally, we
utilize the Microsoft Azure Orbital ground stations to receive
signals from our satellite [29].

4.2 Simulator and Benchtop Emulator Setup
For simulations, we employ MATLAB, leveraging the Com-
munications Toolbox for 2-FSK modulation and LoRaMatlab
for LoRa modulation [12]. To bring the evaluation closer
to real-world conditions, we also establish a benchtop em-
ulator setup. In this benchtop setup, we utilize three SDRs,
specifically USRP B200 [11], integrated with GNU Radio and
tuned to the satellite frequency plan. Two of these SDRs repli-
cate the transmitters of two distinct satellites, while the third
serves as the ground station. To introduce the Doppler effect,
we calculate the Doppler signature for a satellite pass over our
actual ground station location using the corresponding satel-
lite’s TLE. Subsequently, we multiply this Doppler signature
with the transmission signal. It’s important to note that, simi-
lar to the real-world testbed, there is no clock synchronization
across the SDRs.

4.3 Packet Detection
In order to assess the effectiveness of Spectrumize’s packet
detection technique, we initially conduct a series of micro-
benchmark tests to determine how different parameters impact
our approach, as detailed in Section 3. Subsequently, we apply

our method to the data collected from the real-world testbed,
and compare its performance with the conventional technique.

4.3.1 Micro-benchmark

We first conduct the benchtop emulation to examine the im-
pact of different correlation setups. We take a scenario where
a satellite transmits 2-GFSK packets at a 9600 baud rate, ev-
ery 30 seconds, with Doppler variation and Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) based on real-world measurements.
Our baseline approach employs classic preamble-based cor-
relation for packet detection in the received signal. However,
we encounter a lack of prominent correlation peaks at the start
of packets, as illustrated in Fig. 4. To improve the correlation
results, we correlate the signal with a single preamble mul-
tiplied by the Doppler signature. This results in marginally
improved correlation outcomes where the peak remains rela-
tively subtle in terms of correlation magnitude as shown in
Fig. 6a. Subsequently, we experiment with correlating the sig-
nal using a preamble train aligned with the satellite’s packet
transmission sequence but without Doppler correction. This
approach yields subpar results, with indistinct peaks that are
challenging to distinguish, as demonstrated in Fig. 6b. Fi-
nally, we implement our proposed method, which involves
correlating the signal with a preamble train multiplied by the
Doppler signature. This approach demonstrates a significant
improvement, showcasing a gain of approximately 13dB in
correlation detection power, as depicted in Fig. 6c. In cer-
tain scenarios, we achieve an even higher gain of up to 25dB
demonstrating the effectiveness of our technique in detecting
packets despite heavy noise.

After examining our technique’s performance under ideal
conditions, we then investigate its robustness against real-
world factors such as hardware imperfections. We begin by
introducing a CFO of 100 Hz to the transmitted packets. When
we use our correlation technique to detect these packets, we
observe a decrease in the correlation peak (Fig. 7a), but it is
still very prominent compared to the baseline results shown
in Fig. 4. Next, we consider an extreme case of Doppler esti-
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(a) Preamble train with Doppler signature
and 100 Hz CFO

(b) Preamble train with Doppler signature
having 500 Hz estimation error

(c) Preamble train with Doppler signature
and 0.3 sec packet interval mismatch

(d) Impact of Doppler estimation error (e) Impact of interval mismatch error

Figure 7: Robustness of packet detection to errors: our packet detection is robust to timing or frequency mismatch.

mation error, 500 Hz. Although the resulting correlation peak
is shorter (Fig. 7b) than the ideal case, it is still very promi-
nent. We then study the impact of packet interval mismatch
by adding a 0.3 sec delay to each preamble in our preamble
train. As shown in Fig. 7c, this factor has a negative impact on
our performance. However, we still obtain a distinguishable
correlation peak that is much higher than the baseline. For
further investigation of the impact of these factors, we try out
a range of values. The results are presented in Fig. 7d and 7e.
In Fig. 7d, we demonstrate the effect of Doppler estimation er-
ror and CFO on the F1 score for packet detection. We observe
that our technique can tolerate a Doppler estimation error of
up to 1 kHz, while the CFO can reach several hundred Hz
without significantly affecting the F1 score. Fig. 7e shows
the impact of packet interval estimation error on the F1 score,
indicating that our technique can perform well with an inter-
val estimation error of up to one second. However, we have
observed an average interval estimation error of around 0.18
sec in real-world scenarios, and our algorithm makes iterative
adjustments to the preamble train to further reduce this error.
Additionally, we found that when the F1 score decreases, it is
mainly due to a decrease in precision rather than recall. This
indicates that our technique can detect actual packets even
under very adverse conditions.

4.3.2 Real-world evaluation

In addition to emulating our technique, we also test it in real-
world scenarios using our testbed. We apply our technique on

SDR recording traces gathered from ground station setups,
which contain packets transmitted from our satellite. We col-
lect traces from 67 satellite passes at various times over a
one-year period to ensure that we capture a range of factors
related to satellite orbital motion and noise at the ground sta-
tion, including weather conditions. These traces contain over
700 packets of varying lengths transmitted using 2-GFSK and
LoRa modulation schemes with intervals of a few seconds to
a minute between transmissions. To carry out the evaluation,
we implement our technique using MATLAB and execute it
in a virtual machine having 32 GiB RAM and 4 vCPUs.

The results of the real-world evaluation and comparisons
among different approaches are presented in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a
displays the F1 score for packet detection using Spectrumize
and a classic approach of single preamble-based correlation
at different SNR values (rounded off to the closest integer
number). Additionally, the distribution of packets across SNR
values is shown. As we only have the SNR values for the
packets decoded by the SX126x radio at the ground station
during a pass, we use this as a reference and calculate relative
SNR values for the packets detected by our approach but not
by the SX126x radio. Fig. 8a demonstrates that Spectrumize
outperforms the classic approach by 5× in low SNR scenar-
ios, where we have a higher distribution of packets since a
significant amount of packets reaching the ground station
suffer from low SNR. In Fig. 8b, the overall performance
of Spectrumize and other approaches in detecting packets is
shown. Spectrumize exhibits 3× better performance than the
classic approach of single preamble-based correlation and
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(a) F1 score for packet detection using
Spectrumize and classic approach along
with distribution of packet by SNR

(b) Overall F1 score for packet detection
using Spectrumize and other approaches

Figure 8: Real-world evaluation: performance of Spectrumize
in packet detection and comparison against classic approach
(single preamble correlation without Doppler correction) and
other intermediate approaches.

2× better performance even when we incorporate Doppler
correction with a single preamble.

4.4 Collision Resolution

As explained in Section 2 and 3, packet collision is a signifi-
cant problem when downloading data from a satellite, affect-
ing the spectral efficiency. We now evaluate how effectively
Spectrumize mitigates this issue.

4.4.1 Simulation

We first evaluate Spectrumize’s ability in resolving packet
collision through simulation. It further aims to assess the scal-
ability of Spectrumize in terms of the number of satellites
visible from a ground station as illustrated in Fig. 2. We select
a polar region as the location for the ground station, as this
is where satellites most frequently pass overhead, resulting
in higher overlaps of their footprints. We simulate over 170
IoT satellites from the Swarm constellation by using their
TLEs. Satellites are set to transmit packets at 2-second inter-
vals when they come into view of the ground station. The
packet length is set to 3.5 seconds to cause frequent collisions.
The rest of the simulation setup is similar to that described in

(a) Collision resolution accu-
racy by number of satellites in
view of ground station

(b) Collision resolution accu-
racy by the correlation coeffi-
cient of Doppler signatures

Figure 9: Performance of Spectrumize in collision resolution
and its scalability in simulation.

Figure 10: Performance of Spectrumize’s collision resolution
in real-world. Spectrumize achieves over 80% accuracy on
average across different SNR conditions.

Section 4.2. As discussed in Section 3.3, we here use Spectru-
mize for packet detection and boosting the SNR of a packet
of interest w.r.t. colliding packets using Doppler signature.
We later employ CIC [38] to extract the symbols in a packet.
Since the opensource source code of CIC supports only LoRa
modulation, we use LoRa packets in our simulation. However,
a similar technique can be translated to 2-FSK.

The performance of Spectrumize in resolving packet colli-
sions is depicted in Fig. 9a, where we illustrate how its accu-
racy varies by the number of satellites that cause collisions.
We begin with a few satellites from the Swarm constellation
and gradually increase the number to the maximum in the
simulation. We achieve an accuracy of over 90% in resolving
collisions caused by up to eight satellites. The accuracy goes
down as the number of satellites causing collision increases.
This occurs since more satellites lead to a higher probability
of similarity in Doppler signatures among the satellites. In
Fig. 9b, we show the impact of similarity in Doppler signa-
ture on the accuracy, where it is measured in terms of the
correlation coefficient between Doppler signatures from two
satellites. The accuracy is observed to decline exponentially
with the correlation coefficient.

4.4.2 Real-world evaluation

In addition to the simulation, we conduct the real-world evalu-
ation of Spectrumize’s ability to resolve packet collision using
our testbed. To perform this evaluation, we use multiple satel-
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lites from the same constellation launched by our collaborator.
We configure two satellites to cause packet collision at the
ground stations using LoRa modulation with a spreading fac-
tor of 11, a bandwidth of 125 kHz, and a code rate of 8. Given
the limited number of satellites in orbit, naturally occurring
collision scenarios are low. To address this, we employ our
benchtop emulator to create such collisions and enrich the
dataset of SDR traces. We then employ Spectrumize on the
SDR traces to detect the packets and resolve the collision. We
further compare its performance with the standalone CIC [38]
approach proposed for terrestrial networks as a baseline. It
is important to note that CIC does not use Doppler correc-
tion. The results in Fig. 10 show that Spectrumize achieves
over 80% accuracy on average, with more than 70% accu-
racy in low SNR conditions and 90% accuracy in good SNR
conditions. On the other hand, CIC performs poorly in low
SNR conditions as it relies on the classic approach of sin-
gle preamble correlation for packet detection. Although the
performance slightly improves with the SNR, the absence of
Doppler adjustment hampers its performance. We also ob-
serve that CIC struggles in decoding longer packets compared
to shorter ones given the Doppler change within a packet.

5 Related Work

The quest to enhance spectral efficiency in satellite communi-
cation has garnered considerable attention in the state-of-the-
art literature, with numerous techniques proposed, including
MIMO and beamforming. [20, 44, 54], cognitive radio com-
munication [39, 40], and interference mitigation and cancella-
tion [16, 22, 22, 22, 23, 41], among others. As the coexistence
of space and terrestrial networks becomes important in 5G
and 6G, this field is gaining significant interest [18, 26, 34].
However, all of these techniques have been developed for
broadband communication in space. This paper focuses on
solving the problem of spectral efficiency in narrowband IoT
satellite communication, which has unique challenges such
as power constraints, lack of beamforming capability, lower
frequency and bandwidth, and the use of low-cost and low-
complexity connectivity hardware. As a remedy, we leverage
the unique Doppler signature of satellites in packet detection
and collision resolution.

5.1 Packet detection

In wireless communication, a preamble is added to the start
of a packet to aid in synchronization. Various correlation-
based methods have been proposed and implemented to de-
tect the preamble in the received signal [27, 30, 56, 57]. How-
ever, in low SNR situations encountered in satellite IoT net-
works, single-preamble correlation techniques are not effec-
tive, as we have previously shown. To counteract the Doppler
shift caused by the high relative motion of LEO satellites,

Doppler compensation techniques are typically used in satel-
lite communication, both at the hardware and software lev-
els [13, 17, 42, 49, 55]. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the initial proponents of utilizing a series of preambles multi-
plied with the Doppler shift of a satellite to identify packets
in situations where the signal-to-noise ratio is low.

5.2 Collision resolution

The process of collision resolution in satellite communica-
tion is well researched, but not specifically in the context of
narrowband IoT satellite communication. On the other hand,
in terrestrial IoT networks, such as LoRa, various techniques
have been proposed to address packet collision. For exam-
ple, Choir [24] groups LoRa symbols based on the CFO of
the transmitter hardware, while FTrack [53] generates time-
frequency tracks of the symbols using sliding window Short
Term Fourier Transforms (STFT) on the de-chirped signal.
Similarly, mLoRa [52] and CoLoRa [46] group LoRa sym-
bols based on the power of the received signal. NScale [45]
translates the packet time offset into frequency features for
improved robustness, while CIC [38] cancels out interference
by combining spectra obtained from different parts of each
symbol. However, the major challenges in applying these
techniques to satellite IoT networks are very low SNR and
RSSI, and Doppler frequency offset.

6 Conclusion

The IoT satellite industry is growing rapidly due to the low
cost, low-complexity, and ease of deployment of satellite con-
stellations in orbit. However, our experience with launching a
satellite shows that the downlink from the IoT satellite to the
ground station suffers from large packet losses due to their
low link budget, large footprint and packet collisions, and
satellite motion. This paper introduces Spectrumize, a novel
approach to improve the spectral efficiency of IoT satellite
downlink. Spectrumize leverages the predictable motion of
the satellite and uses the temporal variation of the Doppler
shift as a signature to boost signal SNR and de-multiplex
simultaneous transmissions. Our evaluation involving our
launched satellite and collaborator’s ground stations shows
that Spectrumize improves downlink communication by 3×
over state-of-the-art.
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A Simulation of Orbital Dynamics

Throughout the paper, particularly in Section 2, we incorpo-
rate various statistical data related to the orbital dynamics of
a LEO IoT satellite constellation. This data includes informa-
tion on the satellite’s footprint coverage, elevation angles, and
more. To generate these statistics, we utilize the CosmicBeats
Simulator [36] provided by Microsoft Research. We configure
the simulator with the locations of our ground stations and
the TLEs for the complete Swarm constellation.

B Proof of Lemma 3.1

Lemma: Consider a1,a2, . . . ,an to be complex numbers on
the unit circle with random phase. That is, ai = e jθi where
θi is uniformly sampled from [0,2π]. Let sn be defined as
sn = ∑

n
i=1 ai. Then we have E

[
∥sn∥2

]
= O(n).

Proof: sn is the sum of n random phasors on the unit circle
with phase sampled uniformly from [0,2π]. By leveraging the
commutative property of addition of complex numbers we
have

sn = sn−1 +an (8)
We know that an has magnitude 1 and has uniform random

phase in [0,2π]. Hence, the phase difference between the
complex numbers an and sn−1 can also be treated as uniformly
distributed in [0,2π]. Let the phase difference between an and
sn−1 be denoted by φn. So from a simple inner product, we
have

∥sn∥2 = ∥sn−1∥2 +∥an∥2 +2 cos(φn) ∥an∥ ∥sn−1∥ (9)

∥sn∥2 = ∥sn−1∥2 +1+2 cos(φn) ∥sn−1∥ (10)

E
[
∥sn∥2]= 1

2π

∫ 2π

0

(
E
[
∥sn−1∥2]+1+

2 cos(φn) E
[
∥sn−1∥

])
dφ (11)

E
[
∥sn∥2]= E

[
∥sn−1∥2]+1 (12)

We know that s1 = 1. Hence, by induction we can see that

E
[
∥sn∥2]= O(n) (13)

The key takeaway from the above lemma is that even
though we are adding up unit phasors with random phase
values in [0,2π], the expected magnitude of their summation
grows monotonically with number of terms rather than go-
ing to 0. Hence, by leveraging a virtual preamble train in
Spectrumize, although we do not see the complete benefits of
coherent combination, we still see enough gains that allows
our system to detect satellite packets even in very low signal
strength conditions.
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Abstract

This paper presents Zipper, a novel Radio Access Network

(RAN) slicing system that provides assurances of application-

level throughput and latency. Existing RAN slicing systems

optimize for slice-level assurance, but these methods fail to

provide predictable network performance to individual mobile

apps. Extending the slice-level formulation to app-level

introduces an intractable optimization problem with exploding

state and action spaces. To simplify the search space, Zipper

casts the problem as a model predictive controller, and

explicitly tracks the network dynamics of each user. It uses

an efficient algorithm to compute slice bandwidth allocations

that meet each app’s requirements. To assist operators with

interfacing admission control policies, Zipper exposes a

primitive that estimates if there is bandwidth available to

accommodate an incoming app’s requirements.

We implemented Zipper on a production-class 5G virtual

RAN testbed integrated with hooks to control slice bandwidth,

and we evaluated it on real workloads, including video

conferencing and virtual reality apps. On a representative

RAN workload, our real-time implementation supports up to

200 apps and over 70 slices on a 100 MHz channel. Relative

to a slice-level service assurance system, Zipper reduces tail

throughput and latency violations, measured as a ratio of

violation of the app’s request, by 9×.

1 Introduction

A rapidly growing number of mobile applications—such as

mixed reality, cloud gaming, video conferencing, and cloud

robotics—require predictable network connectivity (i.e.,

throughput and latency). The 3GPP specifications for 5G

Radio Access Networks (RANs) recognized this requirement

for next-generation mobile apps and introduced network

slicing [20], a virtualization primitive that allows an operator to

run multiple differentiated virtual networks, called slices, atop

a single physical network. A slice can support a set of users or

a set of applications1 with similar connectivity requirements.

1By “app”, we refer to a single mobile application. “User” refers to a

mobile device, which can run multiple apps.

It can span multiple network domains, including the radio

access network (RAN) [15,24,41], core [46,68], transport [59]

and fronthaul [8]. Operators can distribute resources, like

physical resource blocks (PRBs) in the RAN, amongst the

slices to provide differentiated connectivity. RAN slicing is of

particular interest for service assurance [13] since the last-mile

wireless link is often the bottleneck for mobile apps [4, 6].

Existing approaches [7, 15, 24, 41, 72] allocate PRBs to

different slices to guarantee slice-level service assurance,

e.g., through service-level agreements (SLAs) for total slice

throughput. However, in order to realize the vision of network

slicing, where apps achieve the network performance that

they require, the service assurance should be provided at

application-level. Existing approaches fall short of enabling

operators to provide this important capability. Slice-level

service assurance does not guarantee throughput and latency to

each app in the slice, since different users in the same slice can

experience wildly different channel conditions, as we explain

in §3. We need app-level service assurance in order to meet the

requirements of each app within a slice. However, two key chal-

lenges arise when optimizing for app-level service assurance:

Challenge #1: Search space complexity. Prior approaches [7,

24, 41, 72] provide slice-level service assurance by tracking

a state space consisting of aggregate slice-level statistics, in-

cluding the average channel quality of all users in a slice, the

observed slice throughput, etc. To extend these slice-level meth-

ods to support app-level requirements, one could potentially

expand the state space to track the channel quality, the observed

throughput, and the observed latency experienced by each app

in a slice,essentially treating each app as a slice for the purposes

of service assurance. However, the state space, consisting of all

possible values that the tracked variables can take, grows ex-

ponentially in terms of the number of tracked variables. Thus,

treating each app as a slice grows the state space exponentially

in the number of apps rather than in the number of slices. Fur-

ther, the control policy involves searching through this state

space to determine an allocation of PRBs to slices that com-

plies with the SLA constraints. This results in an intractable

optimization problem for practical deployments, where each
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Figure 1: Apps express their connectivity requirements in terms of

SLAs, and the operator provisions slice bandwidths to fulfill all SLAs.

slice accommodates tens to hundreds of apps (§3.2).

Challenge #2: Determining resource availability. To

compute slice bandwidth allocations within the total available

bandwidth, operators typically run admission controllers that

admit or reject incoming apps according to a policy that de-

pends on slice monetization preferences, fairness constraints,

and other objectives. Algorithms for admission control have

been studied widely [9, 10, 52, 62] and are not the focus of this

paper. However, operators need a way to determine if the RAN

has resources to accommodate the SLAs of an incoming app,

in addition to the apps already admitted. We cannot adapt prior

approaches [29, 37, 40], which compute required PRBs to

support slice-level SLAs, because the state-space complexity

precludes treating each app as a slice (§3.3).

This paper presents Zipper, a real-time RAN slicing system

that dynamically allocates PRBs (i.e., bandwidth) to network

slices to ensure app-level throughput and latency SLAs for ev-

ery app in every slice.2 As illustrated in Fig. 1, under this model,

apps express their network requirements to the operator in the

form of SLAs, i.e., minimum throughput and maximum latency.

The operator then fulfills these SLAs over the shared wireless

medium by bundling apps into slices, and then computing and

allocating the PRBs required by each slice. This paradigm of

operators provisioning connectivity, so that each app meets its

desired network requirements, is similar to the familiar model

of cloud computing—where the developer requests a combina-

tion of compute, memory, and I/O bandwidth for a particular

workload, and the cloud service provider finds the right allo-

cation of resources to reliably deliver the desired performance.

Zipper addresses the challenges in enabling app-level ser-

vice assurance via three contributions:

• To manage the search space complexity, we decouple

the network model and the control policy by formulating

SLA-compliant PRB allocation as a model predictive

control (MPC) problem. Zipper uses standalone predictors

to forecast each of the tracked state space variables, such as

the wireless channel experienced by each app. It then feeds

these predictions into a control algorithm that computes a

sequence of future bandwidths for each slice based on the

predicted state. Our insight is that Zipper does not need to

enumerate different future states within the state space, by

using the well-known MPC framework (§4.1).

• We propose an efficient control algorithm to allocate

2We focus on app-level, but our solution also generalizes to the user-level.

PRBs (i.e., bandwidth) amongst the slices. Zipper efficiently

prunes the search space of possible PRB allocations

using the insight that app throughput and latency vary

monotonically with the number of PRBs (§4.2).

• We forecast RAN resource availability, guided by the

following question: for an incoming app A, does the RAN

have enough PRBs to admit A, given the other apps already

admitted? Naively applying Zipper’s bandwidth estimation

algorithm for a distribution of possible channel conditions

experienced by the app resulted in prohibitive estimation

times. We instead design a family of deep neural networks

(DNNs) to predict the distribution of required PRBs. We

train these neural networks on simulations of Zipper’s

control algorithm offline and then apply them to predict the

resource availability in real time (§4.3).

We design an O-RAN-compatible [34] architecture to realize

these algorithmic concepts (Fig. 4). We have implemented

Zipper atop a production-class end-to-end 5G vRAN platform,

implementing hooks [25] across different modules in vRAN

Distributed Unit (DU) to control slice bandwidth dynamically

without compromising real-time performance (§5). On a

typical RAN workload consisting of video streaming, con-

ferencing, IoT, and virtual reality apps, our real-time system

can support up to 200 apps and over 70 slices on a 100 MHz

channel. We find that Zipper outperforms prior schedulers

and slicing frameworks (§6); relative to a slice-level service

assurance scheduler [41], Zipper reduces SLA violations,

measured as a ratio of the violation of the app’s request, by 9×.

2 Related Work

RAN slicing. While a static allocation of PRBs to slices

provides traffic isolation and simplifies radio resource

management [57], it does not guarantee reliable slice

performance, since throughput and latency vary with dynamic

wireless channel conditions. Orion [24] and SCOPE [7]

are slicing-capable RAN virtualization frameworks, and

implement existing slice bandwidth schedulers like Network

Virtualization Substrate (NVS) [41]. NVS, designed originally

for WiMAX, allocates PRBs among slices to deliver a target

aggregate slice throughput, assuming invariant Modulation

and Coding Scheme (MCS) conditions. However, RAN

operators adjust MCS according to time-varying channel

conditions. Slice-level service assurance is also the primary

focus of many other RAN slicing proposals [3, 14, 17, 45, 55].

RadioSaber [15], a recent RAN slicing system, allocates

PRBs to slices in a channel-aware manner, by extending

NVS to query each slice’s Medium Access Control (MAC)

scheduler and find the PRBs that are best-suited for each user’s

channels. RadioSaber is complementary to Zipper: it focuses

on slice-level throughput assurance for enterprise slices, while

Zipper is designed for app-level SLAs. Future work includes

incorporating RadioSaber’s techniques for channel-aware

PRB allocation into Zipper.

LACO [72] proposes a reinforcement learning-based
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Figure 2: Zipper can efficiently manage an expressive and comprehensive state space to deliver SLAs for each app in each slice.

framework to provide latency guarantees in multi-tenancy

environments by minimizing the number of bits missing the

specified latency tolerance. By contrast, this paper presents

a novel framework that tailors radio resource schedules for

applications SLAs such as throughput and latency in the

presence of dynamic wireless channel conditions.

Admission control. Admission control proposals for RAN

slicing cover traffic prediction [58], load balancing [9], pric-

ing [52,62], and game-theoretic formulations [10]. Zipper does

not propose a new method for admission control; instead, we

recognize that, to use Zipper on production networks, operators

need to know if Zipper’s slice controller has resources to ac-

commodate the SLAs of an incoming app. Typical approaches

to assess resource availability [29, 40] are not compatible with

Zipper’s app-level formulation; we elaborate in §3.3. Recent

5G network slicing proposals [15, 24, 72] do not address how

to estimate resource availability, which is vital for operators to

use these systems in practice.

RAN virtualization. Virtual RANs serve multiple logical

RANs from the same physical hardware. They have garnered

significant attention [18, 21, 65], with a number of proposals

across different compute platforms, including CPUs [21, 27,

61,67], DSPs [5] and GPUs [50]. Zipper leverages this body of

work to dynamically allocate RAN resources among different

virtual resources and expose them to the network slices.

Scheduling. Efficient RAN utilization is a key principle of

mobile network design [30, 32]. Canonical algorithms, such as

proportionally-fair [63], round-robin, and priority-based [71]

schedulers, only consider aggregate throughput and fairness.

3 Problem Setup and Challenges

In this section, we formalize the optimization problem of

providing app-level throughput and latency assurance, and

illustrate, through a toy example, the challenges in computing

slice bandwidth allocations efficiently.

3.1 Problem formulation

Zipper allocates slice bandwidths to meet app-level through-

put and latency SLAs, while (i) each app’s wireless channel

quality fluctuates and (ii) apps join and leave the network

asynchronously. We assume that the operator configures its

RAN with a set of slices, catering to different traffic types (e.g.,

cloud gaming, video streaming, etc.) and to different enterprise

policies (e.g., separate slices for Zoom and Microsoft Teams

sessions). The operator configures each each slice with a partic-

ular MAC scheduler, which is responsible for allocating PRBs

to apps in each slice. Fig. 2 illustrates a RAN serving two

slices: slice A for VR remote rendering and slice B for video

downloads (e.g., video editing).

Formalizing SLAs. We assume that each app selects a slice,

based on its specific throughput and latency requirements.3 For

example, in Fig. 2, the two VR apps each require a minimum

throughput of 8 Mbps and a worst-case latency of 60 ms, while

the file sync app requests a minimum throughput of 20 Mbps

and a worst-case latency of 250 ms. Let xSLA
a and dSLA

a denote

the throughput and latency SLAs for an app a.

Let x̄a(t) be the average throughput over a moving window

of Tw slots. App a requires that x̄a(t) ≥ xSLA
a . Similarly, let

d̄a(t) be the average latency over Tw. When app a expresses a

latency SLA, it requires that the average latency da(t)≤dSLA
a .

Formalizing slice bandwidth allocation. We formalize the

optimization problem to compute SLA-compliant schedules.

Since there can be multiple valid allocations that satisfy the

SLAs, we choose the one that minimizes the total bandwidth:

argmin
Ss(t),Bs(t)∀s∈S ∀t

∑
t
∑
s∈S

Bs(t) (1)

s.t. ∑
s∈S

Bs(t)≤B ∀t (2)

xa(t)≥xSLA
a ∀a∈As ∀s∈S ∀t (3)

da(t)≤dSLA
a ∀a∈As ∀s∈S ∀t, (4)

where B is the total bandwidth available at the base station, S is

the set of network slices, and As(t) is the set of apps subscribed

to slice s∈S at time t. Bs(t) denotes the bandwidth allocated to

slice s in scheduling round t. Ss is the MAC schedule for slice s.

At each timestep t, Zipper must select Bs(t) for each slice

s∈ S such that the throughput and latency SLAs for all apps

a ∈ As(t) are satisfied, as captured by the constraints in

Eqn. 3 and Eqn. 4 respectively. Eqn. 2 ensures that the sum

of slice bandwidths does not exceed the bandwidth available

3Alternatively, the slice controller can automatically match the app to a

slice already catering to apps with similar connectivity requirements. We leave

app-to-slice matching to future work.
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at the base station. The objective in Eqn. 1 states that Zipper

must find the sequence of slice schedules and corresponding

bandwidths that minimizes the overall spectral utilization.

This approach differs from previous approaches that com-

pute the minimum bandwidth required by each slice to satisfy

slice-level SLAs, such as average slice throughput. For exam-

ple,Fig. 2 visualizes the results achieved by NVS [41],a widely-

used slice-level service assurance system [7,19,24], for our toy

example with two slices. Notice that NVS is not able to meet

the throughput for App 1, and instead overcompensates for App

2. However, directly extending slice-level service assurance

approaches to satisfy app-level SLAs explodes the state space.

Sometimes, the network could be at capacity, and the formu-

lation in Eqn. 1-Eqn. 4 will not have a valid solution. To make

the problem tractable, we can relax the constrains in Eqn. 3

and Eqn. 4 into two penalty functions that quantify how far—if

at all—an app deviates from its throughput and latency SLAs:

f a
x (t)=

∣

∣min
(

xa(t)−xSLA
a ,0

)

/xSLA
a

∣

∣ (5)

f a
d (t)=

∣

∣min
(

dSLA
a −da(t),0

)

/dSLA
a

∣

∣ (6)

f a
x (t) in Eqn. 5 is nonzero only when the throughput is less than

the SLA and measures the deviation as a fraction of the SLA.

Similarly, f a
d (t) measures the deviation as a fraction of agreed-

upon latency SLA, if that SLA is violated. So, we modify the

objective of Zipper (Eqn. 1) to include a term that minimizes

these penalties. In practice, penalties will remain to close to

0 most of the time, since operators admit/reject incoming apps

by determining whether the RAN has sufficient capacity.

3.2 Challenge: state space complexity

Prior methods [41, 72] monitor aggregate state variables like

average slice throughput [41], average channel quality across

all users, and average latency across all users [72], to deliver ser-

vice assurance at the slice level. The search space for such state

vectors grows exponentially with the number of slices. Fig. 2

shows that considering a slice level state space could yield

poor app performance. While the slice-level method meets

the overall slice throughput SLAs, it violates App 1’s SLA

because App 1 has an inferior channel quality to that of App 2.

We could expand the state space by considering app-level

characteristics, e.g., average measured app throughput,

average measured app latency, channel quality of each user,

etc. We could then extend slice-level service assurance

approaches to meet app-level SLAs, treating each app as an

individual slice for the sake of service assurance. However,

the state space grows exponentially with the number of apps,

rather than with the number of slices. The number of apps

served by each slice in a base station could range from tens

to hundreds, resulting in an intractable state space to deliver

real-time performance. For example, LACO [72] trains an

agent using reinforcement learning to learn a policy that selects

slice bandwidths. If we adapt that architecture to a fine-grained

state space, the training complexity explodes, since the agent

needs to explore a more expansive search space.

3.3 Challenge: determining RAN resource availability

Apps 1, 2

Time Slot

R
B

s

throughput: 1 RB/slot
latency: 5 slots

App 3

Before App 3 ZipperSLA translation

+ App 3 Time Slot

R
B

s

Time Slot

R
B

s

Extra BW!

Figure 3: Translating an app’s SLAs directly to required slice band-

width can ignore schedules with greater spectral efficiency.

Recall that the slice controller’s bandwidth allocations Bs

cannot exceed the total available bandwidth B. As load at

the RAN increases, it becomes more challenging to fulfill all

SLAs under this bandwidth constraint. As a result, operators

typically run admission controllers on top of their slicing

systems, only admitting apps that can receive the requested

SLAs. Admission control policies can depend on a variety of

objectives, such as slice monetization preferences, operational

costs, fairness, energy constraints, etc. Admission control

for network slicing has received significant attention over the

years [9,10,52,62], and is not the focus of this paper. However,

in order to interface the slice controller with a particular policy,

we need a mechanism [52] that answers the following question:

for a pre-determined time period (i.e., contract duration),

can the RAN fulfill the SLAs for an incoming app without

compromising on commitments made to existing apps?

NVS adds a buffer to each slice [41] to absorb errors that

operators make in admitting apps that it cannot support.

However, a constant buffer can underutilize the spectrum.

Prior work [37] injects the incoming app into a separate “best

effort slice” and observes whether it achieves its SLAs to

determine if the RAN has resources in the desired slice to

accommodate this app. However, performance in the “best

effort” slice may not faithfully represent performance in the

target slice. A more analytical approach [29, 40] is to translate

the SLAs for the incoming app into a measure of resource

blocks required to support that app in the desired slice via an

analytical model or a lookup table that maps SLAs to a PRB

requirement. These methods can waste spectrum.

Consider the example in Fig. 3, where a slice in the RAN

initially serves Apps 1 and 2. We show the resource block

schedule for these two apps; notice that the RAN allocates 4

RBs of bandwidth to the slice. Our goal is to determine how

much bandwidth is required to accommodate App 3, who has a

throughput SLA of 1 RB/slot and a latency SLA of 5 slots. Sim-

ply translating the 1 RB/slot throughput SLA for App 3 to RB

overhead, would lead us to allocate an extra RB of bandwidth

to the slice. Zipper, by contrast, accommodates App 3—along

with Apps 1 and 2—without adding any more bandwidth.

SLAs are two-dimensional (i.e., throughput and latency),

and a slice could have an arbitrarily complex PRB scheduler,

whose behavior depends on additional factors, such as the

status of app queues at the base station and changing MCS

in response to the wireless channel. It is therefore challenging
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Figure 4: Zipper provisions connectivity by dynamically optimizing network slice bandwidth and resource allocation to meet app-level SLAs.

to map SLAs to a PRB differential via an analytical model.

We need a primitive to determine RAN resource availability

for an incoming app that generalizes to MAC schedulers

and apps with different demand patterns. Recent RAN

slicing systems [15, 24] do not address how to interface their

slice controllers with operators’ admission control policies.

Since the RAN is often the bottleneck link [4, 6], it is often

oversubscribed. Thus, slicing systems are unusable in practice

without a mechanism to estimate resource availability and an

accompanying admission control policy.

4 Design

In this section, we describe how we design Zipper, illustrated

in Fig. 4 to enable app-level service assurance. Zipper consists

of a model predictive control (MPC) framework to manage

the search space complexity (§4.1), uses an efficient algorithm

to compute slice bandwidth allocations within this MPC

formulation (§4.2), and exposes a primitive to help operators

forecast RAN resource availability (§4.3).

Traffic 
demand

Wireless 
channel

Model
Optimizer

BW 
binary 

search

predictions

slice BW 
actions

MAC 
scheduler

measured SNR

System

measured throughput and latency 

State
Track history

Figure 5: Zipper uses model predictive control (MPC) to compute

slice bandwidths that comply with all app SLAs. With MPC, Zipper

decouples prediction from control to manage the state space.

4.1 Model predictive control

MPC [26] is a framework to solve sequential decision making

problems over a moving look-ahead horizon. It decouples

a controller, which solves a classical optimization problem,

from a predictor, which explicitly models uncertainty in

the environment. MPC has proven practical in a number of

real-world control problems, including in adaptive bitrate

selection for video streaming [66, 70] and in robotics [64].

Fig. 5 illustrates how Zipper applies MPC to solve the op-

timization problem formulated in Equations 1-4. The state

space consists of (i) the average throughput and average la-

tency experienced by each app over the past Tw slots, (ii) the

average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each user over Tw as

a measure of the channel quality, and (iii) the incoming data

traffic. The action space consists of a bandwidth allocation Bs

for each slice s. Independent forecasters predict how each of

the state space variables evolves over a short term planning

horizon. The controller uses these predictions to determine the

bandwidth schedule Bs(t) for each slice.

MPC allows us to use network models to explicitly predict

the future states over the short term, and thus avoid searching

over different future states within the state space. We describe

predictive models for each of the state space variables ahead.

Forecasting the wireless channel. Zipper supports different

channel predictors that forecast how each app’s wireless

channel (i.e., SNR)4 will evolve over the near term. Forecasting

the wireless channel is a well-researched and fundamentally

challenging problem [38, 44, 47, 49]. We acknowledge this in

our design, and do not aim for a perfect predictor. Instead, we

quantify a desirable performance for our bandwidth allocation

task, and then propose methods that meet that target.

To understand the impact of SNR prediction error on

Zipper’s ability to meet SLAs, we run a simple experiment,5

involving a 40 MHz channel and 10 video conferencing apps

(i.e., 2 Mbps min throughput, 150 ms max latency), split across

2 slices. We randomly assign each user a 30-second SNR trace

gathered on a production 5G network. To understand the effect

of prediction error in the worst case, we introduce a dummy

predictor that simply returns the ground truth SNR value

added to some constant prediction error. Fig. 6a visualizes the

results as CDFs of the throughput and latency penalties ( f a
x (t)

and f a
x (t) in Eqn. 5 and Eqn. 6 respectively) for different

prediction errors. As expected, larger prediction errors lead

to higher penalties. However, notice that a small (but not

insignificant) error of 2 dB has a modest impact on penalty.

We also observe that the MAC scheduler uses the SNR

forecast to determine what MCS to assign an app. The 3GPP

standards define 32 MCS values [35], and MAC schedulers use

a lookup table to map measured channel quality to MCS [39].

We find that this table is quantized in 2 dB steps, so a prediction

error of under 2 dB may still yield the correct MCS. The

results from Fig. 6a and this insight about MCS quantization

show why MPC is resilient to modeling error in the context

of Zipper’s scheduling problem.

To forecast each user’s channel, we train a sequence-to-

4For simplicity, we forecast SNR as an aggregate quantity over all subcar-

riers in a given time slot. However, Zipper can support richer predictors and

schedulers [15] predict SNR at a subcarrier granularity.
5We evaluate Zipper more extensively against an Oracle policy in §6.
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Figure 6: Zipper is resilient to modest∼2 dB error in forecasting SNR.

Its MPC framework supports different channel forecasters. While

both have small median errors, the RNN model outperforms EWMA.

sequence Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [56], which uses

an input sequence of SNR measurements over the last 1 second

to predict a sequence of SNR measurements over the next

150 milliseconds. App. A.1 describes the architecture of this

RNN. We train this model using a dataset of SNR traces [54]

collected over a commercial network at scale. We evaluate

the accuracy of this RNN on a holdout set from the same bank

of traces. Fig. 6b shows the prediction error (relative to the

ground truth) at different points over the 150 ms prediction

horizon. Each boxplot shows a distribution of error over all

traces in our holdout set. We compare the accuracy of our

RNN against a simpler predictor that tracks the SNR with

an exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA). Both

predictors have a suitable median performance, which falls

within our target of∼2 dB error. However, the RNN has a more

consistently tight distribution. Moreover, as we describe below,

prediction errors at later timesteps are less consequential, since

Zipper recomputes fresh allocations at a finer granularity of 50

ms. Although we use this RNN model in our implementation,

Zipper could use any other predictor—including the EWMA

filter—with comparable error.

Other state space variables. Zipper tracks the average

throughput and latency, xa(t) and da(t) respectively, expe-

rienced by each app in the past Tw time slots. Since Zipper

only tracks historical averages, there is no need for prediction.

We assume that the traffic demand for each app follows the

throughput SLA requested by the app. If the traffic demand

from an app is higher than the agreed upon throughput

SLA, Zipper only ensures that it fulfills the negotiated SLAs.

Tuning slice bandwidths using more detailed traffic demand

predictions is part of future work.

4.2 Tuning slice bandwidths efficiently

Given the state space, defined as each app’s SNR, average

throughput, average latency, and traffic demand, the slice man-

ager must find the most spectrally-efficient slice bandwidth

allocation that satisfies the SLAs, as we formalize in §3.1.

One approach to is to analytically derive a function that maps

SLAs to a valid slice bandwidth. However, this is challenging,

since the expected throughput and latency of any given app

depends not only that app’s channel quality and queue status

at the base station, but also on the characteristics of the other
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Figure 7: Exposing more bandwidth to a slice reduces packet latency.

apps contending for the same radio resources in the slice.

Monotonicity. Our insight is that both app throughput and app

latency are monotonic functions of slice bandwidth. Fig. 7 illus-

trates this monotonicity property for latency with an example.

Consider two apps (green and orange) with different packet

sizes, and a round-robin MAC scheduler. We define latency as

the difference between the times at which (i) the first byte of a

packet arrives at the base station and (ii) the last byte of a packet

is sent over the air. The diagram on the left visualizes a round-

robin schedule for a slice with 4 resource blocks. Notice that

the green app’s packet is spread across multiple slots, and since

the MAC is round-robin, the packet’s latency is at least 3 slots.

By contrast, when the bandwidth is 6 resource blocks (diagram

on the right), the packet latency is just 1 slot. Thus, per-packet

latency is a monotonically-decreasing function of slice band-

width. Similarly, the app throughput increases monotonically

with slice bandwidth. App. A.2 elaborates on this property.

Because app throughput and latency vary monotonically

with slice bandwidth, there exists a minimum bandwidth Bs

for s ∈ S that satisfies all SLAs. Therefore, a solution that

minimizes Eqn. 1 is one that minimizes the individual slice

bandwidths, and Zipper can optimize each slice independently.

Computing bandwidths. Zipper treats slice MAC schedulers

as a blackbox; the search algorithm does not need to know the

scheduling logic. Instead Zipper uses each slice’s scheduler

as a building block to find the smallest bandwidth that satisfies

the SLAs of all apps in the slice. In each time interval t, Zipper

computes Bs(t) using an iterative algorithm that simulates the

MAC scheduler for different candidate bandwidths B̃s. Zipper

queries the MAC scheduler for each B̃s. Zipper supplies the

MAC scheduler with (i) all outstanding packets in each app’s

queue, and (ii) a forecast of each app’s channel quality over

the scheduling horizon (§4.1). Zipper evaluates the resulting

schedule S̃s by computing the penalty scores, f a
x (t) and f a

d (t)
as defined in Eqn. 5 and Eqn. 6, respectively, to determine if

the schedule satisfies the SLAs. Then, amongst the set of valid

schedules (i.e., when f a
x (t) = f a

d (t) = 0), Zipper chooses the

one that requires the least slice bandwidth, i.e., the smallest B̃s.

Zipper navigates the search space of candidate bandwidths

using binary search. It starts with the entire range 0≤ B̃s≤B,

and prunes the search space by half in each iteration. In the

first iteration, Zipper computes a MAC schedule S̃ for the allo-

cation B/2. For instance, if at least one app’s throughput in S̃

is less than the throughput agreed to in the SLA, then Zipper

determines that the slice needs more bandwidth to satisfy the

constraint; so it continues the search in the range (B/2,B]. By

contrast, if all performance metrics comply with the SLA con-

straints, then Zipper determines that the slice could possibly
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meet the SLAs with less bandwidth; so it continues the search

in the range [0,B/2). We can apply this binary search optimiza-

tion because app throughput and latency vary monontonically

with slice bandwidth.

Zipper computes schedules in a cascading manner, where,

in each timestep t, Zipper solves the MPC problem for a finite

future horizon of Th. It recomputes its allocation every Te≤Th

in order to incorporate recent snapshots of user channel and

app queue statuses. We use Th = 150 ms and Te = 50 ms6 to

ensure that Zipper is reactive but not myopic. If Bs(t) violates

Eqn. 2 for any slice s, Zipper resolves the conflict to ensure

that the allocated bandwidth does not exceed the capacity.

Resolving conflicts. Since Zipper tunes slice bandwidths in-

dependently, the allocations could conflict, i.e., ∑s∈SBs(t)>B,

which violates Eqn. 2. To resolve conflicts, Zipper deducts—

from each slice—the excess bandwidth in proportion to the

share of bandwidth that each slice was originally allocated.

In practice, Zipper will not trigger this step often because it

gates incoming requests with an admission controller (§4.3).

App. A.3 provides pseudocode for how Zipper computes

slice bandwidth allocations. Note that Zipper only considers

the number of resource blocks in aggregate when allocating

resource blocks to a slice. In future work, we can extend Zipper

to determine the most suitable set of resource blocks given

the channel conditions, using the techniques proposed by Ra-

dioSaber [15]. We can also model methods to increase user

capacity, such as beam steering [11, 28].

4.3 Forecasting RAN resource availability

To estimate if the RAN has resources to support an incoming

app, Zipper answers the following question: for the contract du-

ration, does the RAN have enough PRBs to accommodate the

incoming app and to fulfill SLAs for all other admitted apps?

Predicting bandwidth statistics. Zipper estimates the distri-

bution of bandwidths, i.e., number of PRBs, that each slice will

require over a predetermined contract duration—including the

incoming app. Translating the SLAs of each app in a slice to

radio resource requirements [29, 40] can yield overestimates

of the required bandwidth. Instead, Zipper simulates its slice

manager over thousands of channel traces. Direct simulations

capture how the slice MAC exploits statistical multiplexing

6We found that Zipper was not very sensitive to Th and Te; we selected

Te =50 ms because our SNR predictors are most accurate over this horizon

(§4.1). A shorter horizon allows us to replan with fresh estimates of SNR.

to fulfill the SLAs without adding bandwidth to a slice (§3.3).

However, running thousands of simulations for a reasonable

contract duration (e.g., 5 mins) is expensive, since the slice

manager computes and evaluates many MAC schedules.

All we need from the simulations is the bandwidth statistics—

not the PRB schedules. To approximate the bandwidth

statistics, Zipper develops a family of deep neural networks

(DNNs), instead of running thousands of micro-simulations

at runtime. Fig. 8 illustrates the design of this module. Since

each slice caters to apps with similar network requirements

(i.e., SLAs), we tailor a DNN for the traffic characteristics

of each slice, similar to lookup tables in prior work [29, 40]

that translate SLAs to PRB requirements. Each DNN treats

a slice’s MAC scheduler as a blackbox process and learns the

nonlinear relationship between inputs—app demand patterns,

SLAs, and channel quality—and the required bandwidth.

To create a simple and tractable input embedding for the

DNN, we make a few assumptions. First, we assume that all

apps in a slice have the same SLAs; this is reasonable because,

in practice, network slices often isolate similar kinds of traf-

fic [24]. Moreover, slight variations in SLAs (e.g., 4 Mbps vs.

5 Mbps video conference flows) should have negligible impact

on bandwidth requirements. Second, in order to discretize the

space of possible SNR values, we assign each app to an SNR

bucket from the set {poor, bad, good, great}, where each

bucket corresponds to a range of SNR values (e.g., -5 dB≤ bad

< 2 dB).7 Zipper drops each incoming app into the best effort

slice for a brief period (e.g., 5 seconds), computes its median

SNR, and assigns it an SNR bucket. For existing apps, Zipper

uses SNR measured over the lifetime of each app to determine

the most suitable bucket. Note that the best effort slice is only

for measuring SNR, not for assessing resource availability. For

each slice, Zipper generates a feature embedding consisting

of the number of apps in the slice (including the incoming app,

if applicable), and the number of apps in each SNR bucket.

App. B.1 describes the DNN architecture.

Training DNNs. We generate training data by using Zipper’s

slice manager as a simulator. We start by enumerating all

possible feature embeddings, and run a micro-simulation of

Zipper for each embedding using simulated channel traces

(assuming a Rayleigh channel model) with SNR values

corresponding to the SNR bucket for that embedding. We

prune the space of embeddings using some simple heuristics.

For instance, if we find that a simulation of 55 apps—all with

poor SNRs—requires a maximum bandwidth of 100 MHz,

we discard all embeddings with 56 or more poor apps, since

those configurations will also require at least 100 MHz.

Estimating resource availability. Each DNN returns

slice bandwidths as a probability distribution Ps for slice

s. To compute a distribution of the required spectrum, we

convolve8 the slices’ independent probability distributions:

7Note that we only discretize SNR into bins to estimate resource availability

with the DNNs; at runtime, the slice controller forecasts SNR (§4.1).
8The probability distribution of a sum of independent random variables is
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Figure 9: We implement Zipper atop a production-class 5G network.

P = P1 ⊛ P2 ⊛ ··· ⊛ Pn. P is the forecasted distribution of

required bandwidth. Operators can choose a suitable percentile

of P (e.g., p95, p99, etc.) based on their tolerance preferences.

For instance, a conservative policy might deem resources

available for the incoming app if the p99 bandwidth is less

than the total available bandwidth B.

5 Implementation

We implemented Zipper atop an end-to-end production-class

5G network built on virtual RAN (vRAN) and Core compo-

nents. Our testbed uses commercial off-the-shelf user devices.

Testbed hardware. As illustrated in Fig. 9a, our production

testbed consists of two 32-core HPE ProLiant DL110 Gen10

Plus Telco-Grade servers with Intel Xeon-Gold 6338N CPUs

and an Azure Stack Edge Pro device. The servers perform all

baseband processing in software, except for LDPC decoding

which is performed by a lookaside accelerator—Intel eASIC

ACC100—to meet the stringent real-time requirements

posed by baseband processing workloads. We use Foxconn

RPQN-7800 5G Open Radio Units (RUs) operating on 100

MHz channels in the n78 band. We obtained FCC STA licenses

to operate the radios for experimental purposes. The radio units

support the popular O-RAN split Option 7.2x [51], designed

to reduce the optical bandwidth required for fronthaul traffic

while keeping the RU simple and inexpensive. The radio has

four antennas and supports up to four spatial streams. The RU

and the Telco servers are synchronized using a Qulsar Qg2

carrier-grade PTP Grandmaster [53]. The testbed additionally

includes a high-speed datapath switch Arista 7050 to carry the

fronthaul traffic, as well as a management switch from Netgear

to facilitate remote management of the hardware devices.

Testbed software. Fig. 9b illustrates the software stack. For

the L1, our testbed runs production-ready Intel FlexRAN

v20.11 [18]. For the L2/L3, we use Altran 5G vRAN software

from Capgemini [2]. A single Telco server hosts both the

Altran and FlexRAN software, while Zipper runs on another

server. We installed Azure Private 5G Core (AP5GC) [48]

on the Azure Stack Edge Pro device to provide 5G core

services. Both Altran vRAN and AP5GC core support

standard-compliant slicing and can provide differentiated

service to commercial devices. We integrated all of these

systems end-to-end to realize a production-class 5G network

using virtualized RAN and Core components.

Zipper can programmatically control the RAN using this

the convolution of their individual distributions [31].

virtualized setup . We implemented a vRAN data collection

system to retrieve SNR of each user and buffer occupancy from

the 5G vRAN software. We monitor the user throughput using

diagnostic information from AP5GC. We utilize the buffer

occupancy and user throughput information to estimate the

latency experienced by each dataflow. We use a custom slice

bandwidth controller from Altran 5G vRAN that changes the

slice bandwidth according to the output from Algorithm 1. The

controller is lightweight, and this API allows us to adjust slice

bandwidth allocations at the granularity of a few milliseconds.

Zipper is compatible with O-RAN specifications [34]. Zip-

per would be hosted in the Near-Real-Time RAN Intelligent

Controller (RIC). In an O-RAN deployment, Zipper would

retrieve SNR, buffer occupancy and throughput from the E2

Monitor interface, and would send slice bandwidth control

signals over the E2 Control interface.

Zipper slice manager. Our implementation of the slice man-

ager (Fig. 4), which includes the MPC framework, bandwidth

allocation algorithm, and resource availability module, is

about 4,000 lines of Go. The slice manager is multi-threaded.

It computes the bandwidth allocations for each slice in parallel.

When Zipper receives a new app request, the slice manager

spawns a new thread to run the admission controller. Zipper

obtains RAN telemetry (i.e., SNR measurements, app buffer

occupancy [43], etc.) from the vRAN via a UDP socket.

Zipper populates its state—maintained over a moving horizon

Tw (§3.1)—with these measurements. We implemented data

buffers to support quick, thread-safe read/write access that

meets the stringent slot deadlines for 5G workloads [1].

6 Evaluation

We evaluate Zipper with typical RAN workloads (§6.1) on our

production-grade testbed (§6.2) and in emulated environments

(§6.3-§6.5). Our evaluation highlights include:

• On our end-to-end testbed, Zipper dynamically tunes slice

bandwidths every millisecond to fulfill app SLAs (§6.2).

• Compared to a slice-level service assurance scheduler,

Zipper reduces tail throughput and latency penalties as a

percentage of app SLAs by 9× (§6.3).

• Zipper can support 150 apps drawn from a typical workload,

and incur nearly no penalty in throughput and latency (§6.3).

• In order to fulfill app SLAs, Zipper utilizes about 30% more

bandwidth than RAN schedulers without SLA constraints,

but 50% less bandwidth than prior slicing systems (§6.3) .

• Zipper’s admission control framework can intelligently

allocate unutilized bandwidth, admitting 15% more apps

for a first-come-first-served policy (§6.4).

• Zipper supports 200 apps and 70 slices in real time (§6.5).

6.1 Evaluation setup

Emulation. We develop a real-time emulation framework to

compare Zipper against baselines under controlled network

environments. We develop a data generator to emulate realistic

demand patterns for different apps, and develop a channel
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App Type Min Tput Max Latency QCI [36] Freq.

Video conf. 2 Mbps 150 ms 40 30%

Voice 200 kbps 100 ms 20 30%

Vehicle-to-X 200 kbps 50 ms 40 10%

Video stream. 2 Mbps 300 ms 60 20%

VR offload 10 Mbps 30 ms 68 5%

File sync 20 Mbps — 80 5%

Table 1: Apps, SLAs, and frequencies selected for experiments.

emulator that exposes apps to real network traces. We describe

both below.

Apps. For our experiments, we choose several representative

applications that cover the gamut of throughput and latency

requirements. Table 1 summarizes the SLAs we select for

these applications, based on the definitions in the 3GPP

specifications [36], and also reports the frequency of each app

type (as a percentage) in our experiments. Since we do not

have access to real-world cellular traces, we mimic a typical

workload according to breakdowns of mobile Internet traffic

published in industry technical reports [23, 60].

For file sync apps, we instrument iPerf [22] to send UDP

traffic at different rates. For video conferencing, video stream-

ing, IoT, and v2x apps, we implement a data generator in Go to

send UDP packets at different sending rates and inter-packet

delays. For VR remote rendering, we gather traces from a real

Hololens app, and replay the packet captures over UDP.

SNR traces. To evaluate Zipper against the baselines under

a controlled setting, we use a publicly available dataset of

SNR traces, collected by running mobile traffic (e.g., Netflix

videos, Amazon browsing, etc.) over a production 5G network

in Ireland [54]. Our testbed experiment with real client devices

(§6.2) evaluates Zipper on a live wireless channel.

Base station configuration. For all of our experiments, we

configure our base station to have a total bandwidth of 100 MHz

and 4×4 MIMO (i.e., 4 layers). For simplicity, we configure

all slices to numerology µ=1 (i.e., 30 kHz subcarrier spacing).

In our experiments, each slice caters to apps of the same type.9

6.2 End-to-end evaluation

We begin by evaluating Zipper end-to-end on our production-

grade 5G vRAN testbed (§5), in order to demonstrate that

Zipper can deliver reliable connectivity by dynamically

adjusting slice bandwidths in real-time, while adapting to

variations in channel. For this experiment, we consider a

scenario where the base station has one slice that serves a

single file sync app. We would like to see that Zipper (i)

allocates minimal slice bandwidth such that it does not always

use all 100 MHz available, and (ii) adapts the bandwidth

allocation for this slice as the measured channel quality varies.

We run a 17 Mbps iPerf flow on a OnePlus mobile phone that

is connected to the 5G base station running Zipper. During

the download, we both walk around the room and stand in a

9If the operator does not know the app type ahead of time, she could match

apps with similar connectivity requirements, by clustering based on SLAs

(e.g., high bandwidth only, or high bandwidth and low latency).
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Figure 10: Zipper tunes the bandwidth allocated to a slice serving a

mobile OnePlus phone running 17 Mbps iPerf flow.

fixed location to capture a variety of channel conditions.

Fig. 10 shows a stacked time series chart of the bandwidth

that Zipper allocates to the slice (bottom), the application

throughput (middle), and the SNR of the OnePlus phone (top).

The segment highlighted in yellow corresponds to the segment

of time during which the UE was stationary. Notice that Zip-

per reliably meets the target throughput of 17 Mbps—without

significantly over-delivering. To do this, it adjusts its slice

bandwidth allocation at a millisecond granularity; notice, in

particular during the stationary period, where the measured

SNR is relatively high and stable, the allocated bandwidth is

accordingly lower (i.e., 30 MHz).

6.3 SLA compliance

Setup. In order to evaluate Zipper’s ability to comply with

SLAs, we use our emulation framework (§6.1) to compare

Zipper against other schemes in settings where the wireless

conditions are controlled. Like the testbed, our emulator runs

in real time. We compare Zipper against the following four

baseline algorithms:

• The Single Slice policy schedules all apps together in one

slice, using a proportional fair scheduler [63], which is

widely used by base stations today [4].

• The QoS policy [12, 71], like Single Slice, schedules all

apps in one slice with a proportional fair scheduler, but

additionally prioritizes each app according to its QoS Class

Identifier (QCI). The 3GPP standards specify a unique QCI

priority for each traffic type [36]. Table 1 shows the QCIs

we use for the apps in our experiments. This policy is also

common in production RAN deployments today.

• The NVS policy [41] is a dynamic network slicing algorithm

for WiMAX, which provides slice-level QoS guarantees by

multiplexing slices over time. Each slice requests an aggre-

gate throughput (for all users). The NVS controller tracks

each slice’s throughput. In each time interval (e.g., 10 ms),

it computes—for each slice—a priority, which is defined

as the ratio of requested throughput to average throughput,

and then selects the slice with the highest priority. While
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Figure 11: Tail throughput penalties for varying load. Apps scheduled

by Zipper experience 95th percentile penalties close to 0%.

the NVS paper assumes constant MCS, we implement a

modified version of the algorithm that uses channel forecasts

to dynamically adjust MCS. NVS is a popular benchmark

among recent RAN slicing proposals [15, 19, 24].

• The Oracle policy simply runs Zipper’s bandwidth alloca-

tion algorithm (§4.2), but instead of forecasting wireless

channel, it reads the true channel quality that each user will

experience from the trace of SNR values. This algorithm

allows us to validate our hypothesis that Zipper should be

robust to modest SNR prediction error (§4.1).

Zipper and all baselines have access to the same overall

bandwidth (e.g., 100 MHz channel). These algorithms differ

in how they divide up the bandwidth amongst slices.

We vary the number of apps, ensuring, for all baselines, that

apps connect in the same order and that each has the same SNR

trace. We create 6 slices—one for each traffic type—and run

each experiment for 3 minutes. We measure the throughput and

latency penalties (Eqn. 5 - Eqn. 6) for each app, after all apps

have connected to the RAN (i.e., we exclude the time when

apps join/leave the RAN). To create some background load

at the base station, we assign twenty 20 Mbps iPerf flows to

a “best effort” slice.10 We do not use the resource availability

estimator to admit/reject apps for these experiments.

Metrics of merit. We compare how well the different schemes

satisfy each app’s throughput and latency requirements, since

these two quantities impact the quality-of-experience for

most typical mobile apps [23, 36, 60]. In particular, for each

experiment, we compute the throughput and latency penalties,

defined in Eqn. 5 - Eqn. 6, and report the p95 and p99 penalties

to quantify the tail performance. A lower penalty is better.

Note that we evaluate penalties (as a fraction of the requested

SLAs) instead of evaluating absolute throughputs and latencies.

The penalty metric allows us to directly compare app-level

service assurance across slices serving apps with significantly

different network requirements. Consider a slice serving a 20

Mbps file sync app A and a different slice serving a 2 Mbps

video conferencing session B. A scheme that delivers 19 Mbps

to A and 1 Mbps to B would yield 1 Mbps less than the requested

amount for each app. But 1 Mbps is more consequential to B

(50%) than it is to A (5%). The penalty metric captures this.

Throughput penalties. Fig. 11 shows the results. The Single

Slice scheduler consistently incurs the highest penalty. It

cannot differentiate between traffic types, and its proportional

fair scheduler will attempt to maximize throughput subject

10We assign these flows the lowest QCI priority amongst those in Table 1.
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Figure 12: Tail latency penalties for varying base station loads. Apps

scheduled by Zipper have low 95th and 99th percentile penalties.

to some fairness constraints. Therefore, it tends to favor

bandwidth intensive apps (e.g., file sync). Notice that, because

Single Slice runs a proportional fair scheduler, it does not

starve any app (throughput penalty is never 100%). The QoS

policy does marginally better than Single Slice. The QCI

priorities only control the relative frequencies at which the

scheduler allocates resource blocks to apps, but if there is a

contention, an app with higher priority may not get its desired

rate. Moreover, the standards pre-define the QCIs [36], and

the scheduling algorithm has no ability to dynamically tune

these priorities to have the desired effect on app throughput.

NVS sees a marked improvement in penalty, compared to

both Single Slice and QoS. However, the throughput penalties

are still high, even at low loads (e.g., p95 penalty for 50

apps is 25%). This is because it optimizes for slice-level

throughput instead of for app-level. Zipper, by contrast,

exhibits comparatively lower penalties at both p95 and p99.

Latency penalties. Fig. 12 shows the latency penalties (on

a log-scale) for the same experiment. The Single Slice policy

delivers the worst latency penalties: it tends to favor bandwidth-

intensive apps, and thus, low bandwidth, latency-critical apps

(e.g., v2x and voice) will suffer. These apps, in particular, expe-

riences latencies as high as 200 ms. QoS achieves around 40%

lower penalties than Single Slice at p95, since the QCI priorities

allow the scheduler to explicitly prioritize the latency-critical

apps with higher QCI by scheduling them more frequently.

This is because NVS multiplexes slices over time, and, in each

timestep, it gives all bandwidth to the slice it chooses. Even if

the switching interval is low, apps can go unscheduled for long

periods of times in configurations with many slices. Zipper,

by contrast, maintains very low latencies up to 150 apps, after

which the base station starts to become oversubscribed.

Notice that Zipper’s performance is comparable to that of

the Oracle. The difference in the p95 penalty is <5% for fewer

than 150 apps, which is consistent with our observations when

modeling the system (§4.1). The gap widens slightly at 200

apps, since the system is more congested, and thus, assigning

a suboptimal MCS would be more consequential.

RAN utilization. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show that Zipper reliably

delivers the connectivity requested by each app. However,

fulfilling SLAs for each app rather than for a slice in aggregate

requires more bandwidth. We conduct an experiment to

measure how much spectrum or capacity Zipper wastes at the

expense of allocating resources to meet SLAs. Fig. 13 shows

a 150-second time series snapshot of the aggregate RAN
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Figure 13: Throughput for 75 apps + 20 best effort apps. Zipper meets

the SLAs reliably, and allocates excess capacity to best effort.
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Figure 14: Zipper’s performance is invariant to the number of slices.

throughput achieved by Zipper and the different baselines

for 75 apps (+ 20 best effort apps). On top chart, we show the

throughput amongst the 75 apps that requested SLAs, and on

the bottom chart, we plot the total RAN throughput (including

best effort). The dotted blue line shows the total throughput

requested by the 75 apps.

Zipper, Oracle, and NVS closely track the requested through-

put at the level of slice—providing reliable and consistent

performance despite the wireless channels that each app expe-

riences. Single Slice and QoS fall about 18% below the target

throughput. However, as Fig. 11 shows, this drop translates to

far worse in terms of throughput penalty.

When we include the best effort apps, we find that QoS and

Single Slice indeed achieve the highest total RAN throughput.

NVS does not schedule the best effort apps because there is

no excess bandwidth when all bandwidth is allocated to a

single slice in a given scheduling interval. Zipper strikes a

nice balance between these extremes: in addition to meeting

requested SLAs, Zipper utilizes spectrum about 50% better

than NVS and 30% worse than Single Slice or QoS.

Scaling up slices. The experiments so far considered 6

slices—one for each app type. However, an operator may

choose to have multiple slices for the same app type, for e.g.,

if Zoom and Teams want to isolate their traffic. Therefore, we

would like Zipper to be invariant to the number of slices. We

run an experiment similar to the setup described above; we fix

the number of apps at 100 and vary the number of slices. We

still dedicate each slice to serving a unique app type, and we

randomly assign apps to slices when there are multiple slices

of the same type. Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b show the throughput

and latency penalties, respectively, for Zipper and NVS.

NVS scales poorly with the number of slices. Since NVS
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Figure 15: Both the conditional and DNN-based resource estimation

methods achieve bounded (and low) penalties.

does not multiplex slices across frequency, slices get scheduled

less frequently. Both penalties suffer with more slices, even

when the switching interval is short (i.e., 10 ms). By contrast,

Zipper’s performance is invariant to the number of slices, since

it multiplexes slices across frequency and time.

6.4 Forecasting RAN resource availability

Setup. To evaluate this module, we consider a simple first-

come-first-served (FCFS) policy that admits incoming apps

in the order that they arrive, as long as there is enough capacity

to accommodate them without violating SLAs for other apps.

Specifically, from the distribution P (§4.3), we admit an

incoming app to its designated slice if the p95 bandwidth is

within an ε=5 MHz tolerance of the total bandwidth B, and

assigns it to the best effort slice otherwise (i.e., P < B+ ε).

Note that the specific policy does not matter for this evaluation;

we only want the policy to be consistent across different

resource availability modules that we compare.

We compare against a “conditional” resource availability

primitive: it (i) admits the incoming app into a best effort

slice, (ii) measures its throughput and latency penalties for

10 seconds, and (iii) then admits in FCFS order if it incurs

zero penalty or leaves it in the best effort slice otherwise. This

form of probing resource availability conditionally is common

in many admission control proposals [29, 37, 52]. Our goal

is to evaluate if the resource availability forecasts provided

by Zipper’s DNN family yield better RAN utilization than

this “conditional” primitive. Both use Zipper to compute slice

bandwidth schedules in real-time. As in §6.3, we draw apps

from the distribution in Table 1, and select app arrival times

and contract durations at random.

Bounded penalty. A good forecaster of resource availability

should ensure that it can satisfy the SLAs of apps that it has al-

ready admitted before committing to a new app. This amounts

to ensuring that the RAN maintains a bounded and low penalty,

as more apps connect to the system. Fig. 15 shows the 95th

and 99th percentile throughput penalties for different numbers

of apps that try to connect to the RAN; the algorithm named

“Zipper” uses no admission controller. Notice that, by letting

each incoming app experience the network, both methods that

use an admission control policy keep the penalties bounded,

and, more importantly, close to 0% at the 95th percentile.

Admit rate. While the penalties are bounded, does the RAN

have some unutilized capacity that it could have allocated by

admitting more apps? Fig. 16a compares the admit rates for
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Figure 16: Zipper’s DNN resource estimator achieves a higher admit

rate and utilization by squeezing in apps with lighter demand.
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Figure 17: Runtime of Zipper and NVS. Even though Zipper involves

more computation than NVS, it is still practical for large workloads.

different resource availability modules. As we would expect,

when the base station is not congested (e.g., 100 apps), the

admit rate is high (around 95%) for both the conditional and

DNN-based policies. However, as more apps join the system,

the DNN policy has a higher admit rate—about 15% higher

for 225 apps. We observe similar trends for latency.

The policy that uses the “conditional admit” forecaster re-

jects apps too aggressively because it conditions its decision

on an app’s measured penalty in the best effort slice. At higher

loads, Zipper ends up allocating most—if not all—spectrum to

slices serving apps with SLAs. So Zipper allocates little band-

width to the best effort slice, and the incoming app receives

infrequent air time in its initial 10 second sampling period. Its

penalties are thus high, and the controller has little confidence

that the app can meet its requirements in the target slice.

The DNN’s admit rate is higher at greater load because it

is able to differentiate between different traffic types. For in-

stance, the DNN infers that a voice app could still achieve its

light target throughput and latency because the slice’s MAC

scheduler could accommodate a new app without degrading the

SLAs of the apps already admitted to that slice. By contrast, the

“conditional admit” mechanism has little data make this infer-

ence, since the voice app gets little air time in a best effort slice.

RAN utilization. Aggressive resource availability forecasts

can underutilize the RAN. Fig. 16b compares the total RAN

throughput for both estimators. Notice that the two methods

diverge around 150 apps, after which the DNN can better pack

more “lightweight” apps.

6.5 Microbenchmarks

We profile Zipper’s slice allocation and management overhead

as we stress the system with more apps and with more slices.

For the traffic distribution listed in Table 1, we profile the time

it takes to compute the bandwidth allocations and MAC sched-

ules. We compare Zipper with NVS. Fig. 17 shows the results

as a CDF of runtimes over all scheduling intervals in each 3

minute experiment. The vertical black lines indicate the dead-

lines required to operate in real time. Zipper, though more com-

plex, reliably meets processing deadlines, as the load increases

with more apps or fewer slices (i.e., more apps per slice).

7 Discussion

Network APIs. Provisioning connectivity based on app SLAs

creates new opportunities. For instance, a developer can split

their app into multiple data streams (e.g., audio, video, and

sensory for VR), and define SLAs independently for each one.

Because Zipper internally estimates network capacity to fore-

cast resource availability, an operator using Zipper could create

a network API that exposes metrics like true network capacity

to developers. This helps make the network more transparent.

ML components. The ideal deployment for Zipper should

have a V100 GPU. However, note that Zipper is compatible

with any channel predictor, and Fig. 6 shows that a simple

EWMA predictor works reasonably well. Moreover, the DNNs

in the resource availability estimator are lightweight and do not

have real-time deadlines, unlike channel prediction; if resource

constrained, operators could serve the DNN on a CPU.

Application adaptivity. An important benefit of the paradigm

proposed by Zipper is that application developers no longer

need to stress about making their apps reactive to the network.

By design, Zipper seeks to provision the right amount of

bandwidth so that each app experiences a relatively static

network. As a result, interactive and adaptive apps will no

longer have to adapt to changing network conditions.

8 Conclusion

We developed Zipper, the first 5G RAN slicing system for

application-level service assurance. Zipper formulates the

scheduling problem with MPC and develops an efficient

optimization algorithm to compute SLA-compliant schedules

in real-time. Zipper also introduces a primitive to forecast

RAN resource availability, with which operators can interface

an admission control policy. We implemented Zipper on a

production-grade 5G vRAN testbed, adding critical hooks

to control slice bandwidths in real time. We evaluated Zipper

extensively on realistic workloads, our results showed that

Zipper more reliably fulfills app-level SLAs than do QoS

schedulers and slice-level service assurance systems.

There several opportunities to extend Zipper. First, to accom-

modate highly mobile users, we can co-optimize slicing across

base stations. Second, we believe we can extend the formu-

lation and optimization techniques we developed to other SLA

types, such as energy consumption and bit error rate. Finally,

we hope to explore robust economic models for admission

control that build on Zipper’s resource availability estimator.
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A Allocating Slice Bandwidth in Zipper

A.1 Forecasting the wireless channel with an RNN
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Figure 18: Architecture of RNN model to forecast wireless channel.

To forecast each user’s channel, we train a sequence-to-

sequence Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [56], which uses

an input sequence of SNR measurements over the last 1 second

to predict a sequence of SNR measurements over the next

150 milliseconds. Each RNN cell is a Gated Recurrent Unit

(GRU) [16], a lightweight mechanism that learns both short-

term and long-term trends in a signal. GRUs are popular in

temporal prediction tasks, like time-series prediction [33] and

natural language models [69]. Zipper’s RNN model includes

two types of GRU cells—encoder and decoder—allowing the

model to develop two distinct skills: (i) to build a model of the

current state by looking at past values and (ii) to understand the

current state to predict future values. Our implementation uses

50 hidden neurons in each layer of the encoder and decoder.

Fig. 18 illustrates the architecture of this RNN.

RNNs are emerging a popular method to forecast timeseries,

including wireless channel [38, 44, 47, 49]. We develop and

train a model, but note that Zipper can support any predictor

of wireless channel. §4.1 characterizes the requirements for

suitable predictor.

A.2 Monotonicity of throughput and latency

An app’s instantaneous RAN throughput depends on (i)

the number of resource blocks it is allocated in each slot

and (ii) the MCS scheme used to modulate data onto those

resource blocks [4, 42]. If a scheduler assigns an app more

resource blocks (i.e., bandwidth) in a slot, then the app will

experience a higher throughput. Therefore, app throughput

is a monotonically-increasing function of slice bandwidth.

§4.2 explains how latency is a monotonically-decreasing

function of slice bandwidth. The intuition is that adding more

bandwidth to a slice gives the scheduler more space to fit

packets for an app and therefore reduce its latency.

A.3 Algorithm

Algorithm 1 specifies (in pseudocode) how Zipper computes

slice bandwidth allocations. SearchBandwidth() is a

recursive function that evaluates candidate bandwidths,

pruning the search space with binary search, using the property

that app throughput and latency vary monotonically with slice

bandwidth.

Algorithm 1 Allocating slice bandwidth in Zipper

1: procedure ZIPPER

2: for each scheduling round t do

3: for slice s∈S do

4: Bs← FINDBANDWIDTH(s, B)

5: Resolve conflict if ∑s∈SBs >B

6: Update app xa(t) and da(t) and run MAC/PHY

7: function FINDBANDWIDTHSLICE(s, B)

8: Grab snapshot of app queues, throughput, and latency from s

9: Forecast SNR for apps in s

10: return SEARCHBANDWIDTH(s, 0, B, NULL)

11: function SEARCHBANDWIDTH(s, Bmin, Bmax, best)

12: B̃s←(Bmin+Bmax)/2 ▷ Find midpoint bandwidth.

13: schedule← RUNMAC(s, B̃s)

14: throughput← ISTHROUGHPUTVALID(schedule)

15: latency← ISLATENCYVALID(schedule)

16: if throughput ∧ latency then

17: best = B̃s ▷ Save best bandwidth.

18: decrease = true

19: if B̃s≤Bmin or B̃s≥Bmax then

20: return best

21: if decrease then

22: return SEARCHBANDWIDTH(s, Bmin, B̃s, best)

23: else

24: return SEARCHBANDWIDTH(s, B̃s, Bmax, best)

B Estimating resource availability in Zipper

B.1 DNN architecture

Zipper builds a family of DNNs to estimate resource avail-

ability. Each DNN caters to different slice types. The input

embedding consists of (i) the number of apps in the slice (in-

cluding the incoming app, if applicable) and (ii) the number of

apps in each SNR bucket. There are four possible SNR buckets.

Each DNN is a fully-connected network with 5 hidden

layers, ranging from 512 to 10 neurons. The final layer has

7 output values for different percentiles of the probability

distribution, i.e., p10, p25, p50, p75, p90, p95, p99.
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Abstract
Network slicing reserves a portion of the physical resources of
radio access networks and makes them available to consumers.
Slices guarantee traffic isolation, strict bandwidth and quality
of service. However, the abstraction of slicing has been lim-
ited to access networks. We develop CHISEL, a system that
dynamically carves slices of the wide-area network (WAN),
enabling an end-to-end network slicing abstraction. CHISEL
creates optical slices between WAN endpoints to avoid queue-
ing and congestion delays inherent in packet switched paths
in WANs. CHISEL incrementally allocates optical spectrum
on long-haul fiber to provision slices. This task is made chal-
lenging by the co-existence of data-carrying channels on the
fiber and numerous physical constraints associated with pro-
visioning optical paths e.g., spectrum contiguity, continuity
and optical reach constraints. CHISEL leverages the empiri-
cal finding that cloud WANs have abundant optical spectrum
to spare — 75% of optical spectrum on 75% of fiber spans
is unused. CHISEL can optimally allocate terabits of slice
requests while consuming minimal optical spectrum within
seconds without increasing spectral fragmentation on fiber.
CHISEL trades-off optimality of slice bandwidth allocation
for faster run-time, provisioning slices within 2% of optimal
in less than 30 seconds in a commercial cloud WAN. Finally,
CHISEL reduces the latency of provisioning optical slices
on hardware by 10X. Compared to IP tunnels of equivalent
capacity, CHISEL consumes 3.3X fewer router ports.1

1 Introduction
Next generation mobile wireless networks are undergoing
a technological revolution. The 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) has played a key role in this change by defin-
ing international standards that govern the capability and im-
plementation of 5G technology [1]. Recently, 3GPP defined
a network slice as “A logical network that provides specific
network capabilities and network characteristics.” Network
slices guarantee traffic isolation, bandwidth and quality of ser-
vice (QoS) by dynamically creating logical network instances
that share the underlying physical network.

A case for end-to-end network slices. Slicing is primarily
limited to access networks in the mobile network architecture

1CHISEL’s code and data is at: http://opticalslice.network/.

User Equipment Base station Core Network Cloud WAN

applications

access network slice
Figure 1: Access network slices.

(Figure 1) [30]. In this setting, traffic from user equipments
(UEs) can be allocated a network slice for guaranteed QoS
on the access network. However, the remaining network path
from the radio access network (RAN) to the traffic destination
does not support the slicing abstraction. Many applications
(e.g., voice, live-video, gaming) require strong network per-
formance guarantees for reliable user experience. We aim to
enable this by extending network slices from user endpoints
all the way to the application server for an end-to-end QoS
guarantee. The strict performance requirements of service-
oriented traffic flows in next-generation mobile networks com-
pound the need for end-to-end network slices [2].
Slices of the wide-area network. Next-generation mobile
networks like 5G, offer a unique opportunity to implement
end-to-end network slicing. Unlike the monolithic implemen-
tation of previous generations of mobile wireless, 5G disag-
gregates the access and packet core capability. The disaggre-
gated access and packet core can be implemented as network
functions on cloud-hosted servers and accelerators (Figure 2).
The resulting cloudification of 5G networks has extended the
placement of mobile network functions from operator base
stations to cloud edges and datacenters [8]. Enabling end-to-
end network slices from user equipment to cloud edges and
datacenters requires a mechanism for slicing the cloud WAN.

Figure 2: Access network slices vs. end-to-end network slices.

Optical slicing. In this work we undertake the task of slicing
the wide-area network to implement end-to-end slices for net-
work transport in the era of disaggregated and cloud-hosted
mobile wireless networks. At their core, network slices pro-
vide dedicated bandwidth to their clients with strict QoS guar-
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antees. While tunneling abstractions (e.g., MPLS tunnels [11],
IP-in-IP [35]) make similar promises regarding performance,
they fall short in practice (§2). By virtue of being built over
packet-switched networks, such tunneling abstractions suffer
from queuing delays and congestion at packet switches. These
phenomena weaken the latency and throughput guarantees
offered by tunneling, making them unsuitable for WAN slic-
ing. Instead, we propose to slice the wide-area network at the
physical or the optical layer.

We propose CHISEL, a system that provisions on-demand
optical slices of the WAN. CHISEL’s slices expose a network
connection of dedicated bandwidth and strict performance
guarantees to network tenants (e.g., mobile access providers)
of the cloud WAN. CHISEL slices provide one-hop connec-
tions between a source and destination router in the WAN
by provisioning an all-optical path between them. CHISEL’s
slices achieve traffic isolation and performance guarantees
on shared network infrastructure by optically bypassing all
electrical packet switching between the endpoints of the slice.

Challenges. Provisioning on-demand optical WAN slices is
challenging in practice for several reasons. First, while cloud
providers are financially incentivized to provide an end-to-
end slicing abstraction, the deployed network infrastructure
(optical switches, fiber, amplifiers etc.) must support exist-
ing inter-datacenter traffic. Thus, carving on-demand optical
slices requires accommodating slice requests in the partially
occupied optical spectrum on fiber without disrupting existing
traffic. Second, carving all-optical slices of the spectrum chal-
lenges physical limits like optical reach of signal transmission
on fiber. Finally, cloud operators use static channel maps to
assign optical spectrum to packet switches, making dynamic
spectrum slicing slow and potentially disruptive.

Contributions. We tackle these technical challenges by first
examining the utilization of spectrum in the optical backbone
of a large commercial cloud provider. We find that nearly 75%
of optical fiber spans in the cloud backbone have more than
75% of their spectrum freely available, showing that sufficient
spectrum is free for CHISEL to carve wide-area optical slices
(§3). We make the following contributions to leverage the
available optical spectrum for enabling WAN slices:

Optimal slice allocation. CHISEL formulates the problem
of dynamically allocating optical spectrum in cloud WANs as
an optimization. CHISEL’s optimization algorithm encodes
physical constraints of optical signal transmission — limited
optical reach, wavelength continuity and contiguity. CHISEL’s
algorithm can efficiently allocate optical slices in planet-scale
WANs in seconds without fragmenting the spectrum (§4, §5).

Rapid and hitless provisioning of slices. CHISEL develops
tools to implement optimal slice allocations computed by the
algorithm on WAN optical switches. CHISEL can program-
matically provision a slice of spectrum within 10 seconds
without disrupting the existing channels on fiber (§6).

Field and lab experiments for evaluation. We build a hard-

ware testbed to mimic a point-to-point wide-area fiber span
of 2,600 km to proof-of-concept optical slicing. Additionally,
we evaluate CHISEL in the field by provisioning a slice in an
educational WAN located in New York, USA. Both laboratory
and field experiments show that allocating on-demand optical
spectrum is not disruptive to existing traffic and CHISEL can
provision an optical slice in tens of seconds (§6).

Results. We show that CHISEL can compute slice allocations
for terabits of bandwidth within a few seconds. Moreover,
CHISEL takes tens of seconds to allocate an on-demand slice
on optical hardware. CHISEL’s allocations can be efficiently
packed with existing wavelengths without increasing spec-
trum fragmentation. Not only do CHISEL-provisioned optical
slices enable better performance guarantees and isolation than
packet-switched tunnels, they offer these benefits at a lower
price point. We show that CHISEL slices consume 3.3X fewer
router ports compared to traffic engineering (TE) tunnels of
the same bandwidth (§7).

General-purpose abstractions for optical circuit switch-
ing. We note that slicing optical spectrum on-demand is a
general idea that is broadly applicable to other settings where
network tenants require strict performance guarantees that
go beyond the ability of packet switched networks. We be-
lieve that cloudified 5G network operators would benefit from
CHISEL’s optical slices in the near term (§8).

2 CHISEL Design
CHISEL creates on-demand optical slices of the WAN, in
response to user requests. CHISEL’s users are the tenants
of the WAN, like cloudified access network operators [8].
Optical slices are optical tunnels, similar in function as tunnels
at higher layers of the networking stack (e.g., IP-in-IP, MPLS,
GRE) — they provide a bandwidth pipe between the two
ends of the slice. Unlike traditional tunnels, optical slices
provide guaranteed network bandwidth and quality of service
between endpoints. These strict guarantees are made possible
by dynamic reservation of physical resources on the optical
WAN. CHISEL’s slices eliminate packet switching on the slice
since bulk of network delays, packet drops and performance
jitter are caused at the router hops in the path [4].
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Figure 3: Latency difference of all-optical and routed paths between
the same endpoints in a WAN.
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Why optical slicing? We quantify the benefit of an optical
slice vs. a packet switched path in a production WAN. We
describe the detailed setup for this experiment in Appendix A.
We use isochronous round-trip testing or irtt measurements at
every 500 ms over the span of 24 hours to compare the latency
between the same endpoints in the WAN over an all-optical
path (like the ones enabled by CHISEL) and a routed path.
We find that despite keeping all factors the same, e.g., , the
underlying fiber path, the endpoint equipment, time of day
etc., the all-optical path outperforms the routed path in terms
of latency and jitter by a significant amount (Figure 3). Moti-
vated by this experiment and the intuition that optical paths
offer more predictable performance, we implement network
slicing in the wide-area at the optical layer.

What about statistical multiplexing? CHISEL slices the
WAN by carving chunks of optical spectrum, dynamically.
This is similar to circuit switching at the physical layer. One
might argue that packet switched paths offer a multitude of
benefits to networks, like statistical multiplexing [29] over
network resources and CHISEL is decidedly avoiding packet
switched long-haul paths. Moreover, circuit switching necessi-
tates the reservation of resources which can lead to inefficient
utilization of the network. However, the optical layer of cloud
WANs is massively over-provisioned by design (§3), making
abundant optical spectrum available for reservation with no
downside. Therefore, by using CHISEL, we are not making
the network inefficient in carrying existing traffic and are ad-
ditionally saving network tenants from the downside inherent
to routed paths — unpredictable performance.

Why is this new? Network operators incrementally provi-
sion capacity on long-haul fiber (§3). At first glance, these
well-known network capacity provisioning mechanisms seem
sufficient to achieve CHISEL’s goals [31]. However, CHISEL
must dynamically carve bandwidth on fiber at both line-rate
(§6) and sub line-rate granularity (§8) in operational networks
without causing side-effects to existing traffic. These require-
ments pose harder technical challenges in terms of system
design, hardware implementation and algorithmic complexity.
We focus on these challenges in this work.

Our contribution. CHISEL relies on the availability of op-
tical spectrum in operational cloud networks. We first show
that optical spectrum is available in abundance in large parts
of a cloud network (§3.3), making it feasible to carve it for op-
tical slicing. Spectrum allocation on an operational network is
subject to a number of complex physical constraints of signal
transmission on fiber and hardware limitations. We formulate
the problem of efficient spectrum slicing by encoding these
constraints as an optimization objective (§4) and solve it in
a few seconds for large WANs. Finally, implementing the
optimal allocation of optical slices computed by CHISEL’s op-
timization requires careful software design that works around
the limitations of current optical hardware. CHISEL acceler-
ates this by programmatically creating all-optical slices within

seconds on off-the-shelf optical hardware without disrupting
existing data-carrying channels (§6).

How will CHISEL enable end-to-end network slicing?
Radio-access network slices are created and managed by a
Network Slice Subnet Management Function (NSSMF) as
per the 3GPP standard [26]. Similarly, CHISEL will interface
with the transport NSSMF to provision WAN transport slices.
Together with the RAN and core NSSMFs, CHISEL will en-
able end-to-end slices from the user end point to the traffic
destination in next-generation mobile wireless networks.

3 Optical spectrum in long-haul fiber
Long-haul connectivity in wide-area networks is built with
optical wavelengths on fiber. Cloud providers provision their
WANs by laying fiber between cloud datacenters. Such fiber,
often referred to as “dark fiber”, is acquired by expensive
manual effort of laying fiber under the ground. Once acquired,
long-haul fiber is incrementally utilized for several decades.

Figure 4: shows how capacity between routers (in blue) is provi-
sioned by adding wavelengths via optical hardware (in pink). Provi-
sioned capacity translates to spectrum allocation on optical fiber.

Capacity is provisioned incrementally. Based on the es-
timated capacity required between routers, cloud operators
provision wavelengths on the fiber. Provisioning a wavelength
requires connecting ports on a packet router to an optical
switch or multiplexer which can add or drop an optical wave-
length onto connected fiber (Figure 4). A wavelength is a
unit of optical spectrum on fiber that is encoded with bits
egressing from router ports. Provisioning a wavelength incurs
bulk of the hardware cost of acquiring network capacity (e.g.,
router ports, transceivers, optical switch ports) and is done
incrementally as the need for more capacity arises.
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L3 links
L1 links
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L3 topology
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Figure 5: Spectrum allocation to provision router edges A−B, A−C
and B−C. Edge A−B uses spectrum chunk 2 on optical span A′−B′.
Edge B−C uses chunk 3 on span B′−C′. Edge A−C uses chunk 1
on both spans A′−B′ and B′−C′.
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Optical spectrum is limited. A wavelength on fiber can
have variable spectral widths, corresponding to the size of
optical spectrum they occupy. Advances in optics and signal
processing have enabled transmitting over 100 wavelengths
on a single strand of fiber. However, the overall spectrum
on fiber is limited to the frequencies in the C-band of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Optical signals with frequencies
belonging to the C-band and nearby suffer the lowest loss as
they propagate. Therefore, most long-haul signal transmis-
sion in WANs is limited to the C-band. Figure 5 shows how
multiple wavelengths occupy the optical spectrum on fiber.

3.1 Spectrum translates to network capacity

Higher layers in the networking stack abstract network con-
nections as edges between routers, annotated with capacity.
The physical network underlying this graph abstraction trans-
lates edge capacities into allocations of optical spectrum in
fiber (Figure 5). The Shannon capacity [33] of a wavelength
i.e., the theoretical upper bound on the wavelength’s capac-
ity, is proportional to the width of spectrum allocated to the
wavelength. Thus, allocating larger chunks of spectrum leads
to higher data rates and vice versa.

Modulation format. Modulating the wavelength with higher-
order modulation formats (e.g., 8-QAM, 16-QAM) packs
more bits per symbol of the wavelength, resulting in higher
data rates or capacity of the wavelength. Overall, the choice
of spectral width and modulation format decides the data rate
of router ports that are the endpoints of a newly provisioned
network edge in the logical wide-area network.

Signal quality. Sustaining higher order modulation formats
requires a sufficiently high signal-to-noise-ratio or SNR — the
second factor that determines the Shannon capacity of a data
channel. Signal quality can be engineered by the operator only
to a certain extent. Factors outside the control of the operator
affect the signal quality e.g., impairments to fiber, noise and
power levels of amplifiers etc.Thus, the signal quality can
often limit the achievable data rates of wavelengths.

Optical reach. A consequence of the selected modulation
format is the reach of the optical signal. Optical reach is the
longest distance a signal can travel on fiber before it needs
to be regenerated. After traversing distances higher than the
optical reach on fiber, it is essential to regenerate signals to re-
cover data bits from the errored bits. Signal regenerations are
expensive in terms of hardware and power since they require
conversion of optical signals into electrical signals followed
by a conversion back into optical signals. Higher order mod-
ulation formats are more susceptible to signal attenuation
during transmission and therefore have shorter optical reach.

3.2 Spectrum usage in the wild

Operational networks provision wavelengths manually to-
day. Network operators keep offline channel maps that map
capacity between router ports to wavelengths and their corre-
sponding spectral widths on all fiber spans in the WAN. For

instance, in Figure 4 three router ports are multiplexed to feed
bits into the chunk of spectrum allocated on fiber towards
node B whereas a single port feeds bits to the smaller chunk
of spectrum on fiber towards node C.

Ideally, spectrum channel maps should be correct, efficient
and performant. Correct channel maps ensure that different
router ports are not allocated overlapping spectrum. Efficient
channel maps reduce the amount of spectrum used to provi-
sion the network as electromagnetic spectrum, especially the
C-band, is limited. Performant channel maps ensure that the
allocated spectrum meets the network capacity and optical
reach goals. For example, an operator intends to augment the
capacity between router ports in Austin, TX and New York
City, NY. In this case, the provisioned wavelength should have
an optical reach roughly equivalent to the distance between
the two cities ≈ 2,800 km. In Figure 5, to connect A and
C directly at the Network layer, an operator must provision
the same wavelength on both fiber spans A′−B′ and B′−C′.
Maintaining continuity of wavelength allocations across spans
is essential in fiber transmission to connect endpoints without
regenerations at intermediate hops, like B.

Regenerations or OEO conversions. Cloud providers op-
erate point-to-point optical networks [37]. In point-to-point
optical networks, physically adjacent locations in the WAN
are also adjacent electrically. In other words, all wavelengths
undergo optical to electrical to optical (OEO) conversion at ev-
ery hop in the network. Operators run point-to-point networks
for flexibility and operational simplicity. The OEO conversion
forces correction of errors that happen during transmission
of signals. In such networks, capacity between router ports
in Austin, TX and New York City, NY can be provisioned
using different wavelengths on multiple fiber spans connect-
ing the two cities. For instance, in Figure 5, A and C have
indirect connectivity via B. This connection is enabled by two
different wavelengths, 2 on A′−B′ and 3 on B′−C′.

Fully-loaded line systems. Cloud providers operate fully-
loaded line systems [14]. In such line systems only a frac-
tion of the optical spectrum is provisioned and connected to
router ports. However, the entire spectrum has optical chan-
nels traversing it. The optical channels that are not connected
to router ports simply carry noise generated by specialized
equipment. Network operators fully-load their optical line sys-
tems to ensure that the network will function as needed in the
future, when high network demands necessitate the allocation
of the entire spectrum. The steady-state of optical spectrum
in an operational cloud network appears fully utilized since
operators use fully-loaded line systems. Therefore, it is im-
portant to differentiate between noise-carrying wavelengths
and data-carrying wavelengths. Data-carrying wavelengths
are the ones that contribute to spectrum utilization since they
are allocated for provisioning capacity in the network.
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(c) Size of unused spectrum chunks.
Figure 6: Figure 6a shows the percentage of optical spectrum pixels that are free across all spans in a commercial cloud provider’s WAN.
Figure 6b shows the number of contiguous unused chunks of spectrum across all spans in the cloud provider’s network. Figure 6c shows the
size of unused regions of spectrum on fiber.

3.3 Available spectrum

We measure the state of optical spectrum on fiber spans of
a large commercial cloud provider. We collect which wave-
lengths (or frequencies) map to different ports of wide-area
optical switches or reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplex-
ers (ROADMs). Since the cloud provider runs a fully-loaded
line system, the data collected from optical switches alone
will not accurately inform us of the true spectrum alloca-
tion. Instead, we augment the Layer-1 data collected from
ROADMs with Layer-3 network capacity information that
maps router ports to ROADM ports. If we find that no router
ports map to a given part of the optical spectrum, we mark that
spectrum available. In this manner, we differentiate between
noise-carrying vs. data-carrying optical channels in the WAN.

The C-band consists of frequencies in the range 191100−
195900 Ghz. We discretize the frequency band into 128 pixels,
each corresponding to 37.5 GHz of frequency. Using the
cross-layer data, we mark which pixel is free vs. used by data-
carrying wavelengths for all spans in the planet-scale cloud
WAN. Since CHISEL’s goal is to allocate unused portions of
spectrum to slice requests, we quantify the unused spectrum
on optical spans of the WAN. Figure 6a shows that 75% of
optical spans have over 75% of their spectrum available. The
free pixels in the spectrum are concentrated in a small number
of contiguous chunks of free spectrum. Figure 6b shows that
free pixels in over 70% of spans are concentrated in less than
10 contiguous chunks. Finally, majority of spans have free
spectrum chunks that are less than 25 pixels wide (Figure 6c).

Implications for CHISEL. Our empirical analysis shows
that the physical layer of wide-area networks is heavily over-
provisioned in terms of optical spectrum on fiber. The main
reason for the low utilization of optical spectrum is the large
difference between switching capacity of state-of-the-art net-
work routers and data-carrying capacity of modern optical
fiber. Fiber can carry tens of terabits of traffic, which is a mag-
nitude higher than the total port capacities of a router linecard.
Moreover, operators incrementally deploy more router ports
to provision capacity but fiber is typically acquired by mul-
tiple strands in the same conduit. Large providers can fill

the the spectrum over the next several years from the time
they first acquire fiber. This fits well with CHISEL’s agenda —
there is sufficient free optical spectrum on fiber for CHISEL
to carve slices without impacting existing traffic.

4 Bandwidth slices in optical WANs
We formalize the problem of carving optical slices on opera-
tional optical cloud WANs. Our goal is to establish end-to-end
optical slices for access network operators using the available
optical spectrum in the cloud backbone.

4.1 Switching in the optical domain

CHISEL’s goal is to dynamically carve optical spectrum on
end-to-end wide-area paths. This task is subject to physi-
cal considerations of signal transmission on fiber. Moreover,
while CHISEL’s algorithm will be a part of a Layer 1 software-
defined controller [9, 12, 20, 34] optical switches should be ca-
pable of efficiently implementing decisions made by CHISEL.
We briefly discuss the signal transmission and hardware con-
siderations that shape CHISEL’s algorithm design.

Discrete units of spectrum. The entire spectrum on fiber
is limited to the C-band and parts of the L-band. Roughly,
there is 4,800 GHz of usable spectrum on fiber. We discretize
the spectrum into chunks of 37.5 GHz. While fiber carries
wavelengths, the decisions of routing wavelengths on different
fiber paths are made by the optical switches or ROADMs.
Each ROADM has a grid of pixels to represent parts of the
spectrum. A pixel is one unit of spectrum that the ROADM
can provision towards a wavelength that connects ROADM
ports to router ports. We denote the grid of an optical switch
(v) using Sv where Sv

i represents the ith pixel’s state. If Sv
i is

1, it means the corresponding part of the optical spectrum is
already in use and Sv

i = 0 implies the corresponding portion
of the spectrum is available to carve slices using CHISEL.

Slicing requests. CHISEL receives a set of slicing requests
from clients. Each request specifies the desired bandwidth
between a pair of source and destination WAN routers. We
represent every slice using the source and destination pair (sd)
of the slice. We represent the set of fiber paths between source
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s and d using Psd . We compute the set of fiber paths using
Yen’s k-shortest path algorithm [40]. Each fiber path p ∈ Psd
is an ordered set of optical circuit switches or ROADMs and
v ∈ p means that path p contains switch v. The variable yp

sd
is an indicator that path p is chosen to carve slice sd,where
p ∈ Psd . We use xsd to refer to the vector of spectrum pixels
allocated to the sd slice. The vector xsd is indexed at position
j by x j

sd . x j
sd is binary.

4.2 Optimal slice allocation

In this section, we discuss the physical, hardware and opera-
tional constraints that impact optical slicing with CHISEL.

Pick only one path for a slice request. This constraint
ensures that of the possible fiber paths that can be selected for
carving the sd slice, CHISEL should select only one.

∑
p∈Psd

yp
sd = 1, ∀sd (1)

Using available parts of the spectrum for slices. The spec-
trum allocated to a slice on a fiber path must not overlap with
the spectrum that has already been allocated for carrying inter-
datacenter traffic in the cloud WAN. Sv is a binary vector that
represents the initial state of spectrum utilization on switch v.
Sv is a result of the existing capacity provisioned in the cloud
network before CHISEL can carve slices. Sv is an input to
CHISEL. The decision variable xsd in CHISEL’s optimization
is a binary vector of size M, where M is the total pixels in
every optical switch. xsd represents pixels allocated to the sd
slice. The following constraint ensures that CHISEL allocates
only the available portions of spectrum to slices:

(yp
sd = 1) =⇒ xsd · (Sv)ᵀ = 0, ∀sd, p ∈ Psd ,v ∈ p (2)

Non-overlapping use of spectrum slices. The spectrum
allocated to different slices by CHISEL should not overlap.
We encode this constraint as:

∑
sd

∑
p∈Psd ,p3v

yp
sd · xsd ≤ 1, ∀v ∈V (3)

The constraint selects switches (xsd) that are on the chosen
path (yp

sd) for a slice (sd) and ensures that a pixel on each
switch is allocated across all slices at most once. We use 1 to
present a vector of length M consisting of all 1s.

Spectral width. The spectral width of an optical slice is the
portion of the spectrum assigned to it by CHISEL. We denote
the spectral width of the sd slice with wsd .

j=M

∑
j=1

x j
sd = wsd , ∀sd (4)

Slice bandwidth. The bandwidth allocated to a slice is de-
cided by two factors: (1) the chosen path for the slice and (2)
the spectral width of the slice. The chosen path determines
the signal quality of the received signal. The signal quality, in
turn, determines which modulation format can the signal be

modulated with. Higher order modulation formats can pack
more bits on the channel, increasing their bandwidth. We
represent the modulation format of a optical path (p) with
mod(p). The data rate of a slice is the product of the spectral
width of the slice and the modulation format of optical path.

(yp
sd = 1) =⇒ wsd ·mod(p)≤ Bsd , ∀sd, p ∈ Psd (5)

Wavelength contiguity. Optical spectrum allocation is sub-
ject to the physical constraint of contiguity. As per this con-
straint, CHISEL must assign every slice contiguous parts of
the spectrum on fiber. Wavelength contiguity ensures efficient
use of the spectrum since every data channel on the fiber
must be separated from the next with guard bands. Chopping
the spectrum in non-contiguous smaller chunks increases the
number of guard bands, wasting the spectrum available for
carrying data. By allocating contiguous parts of the spectrum
to slices, CHISEL minimizes the number of guard bands.

To represent this constraint we track the first pixel that
transitions from used to unused states. We call this state the
toggle state and denote it by the binary variable t j

sd . Pixels
after the toggle state should not be used in a slice allocation.
We encode the contiguity constraint using three inequalities:

x j−1
sd ≤ x j

sd + t j
sd , ∀sd, j ∈ {2, . . .M} (6)

t j−1
sd ≤ t j

sd , ∀sd, j ∈ {2, . . .M} (7)

t j
sd + x j

sd ≤ 1, ∀sd, j ∈ {1, . . .M} (8)
The first inequality enforces the toggle to be 1 whenever

the j’th pixel transitions from used to unused. Inequality (7)
ensures that the toggle remains 1 after it is set, and (8) prevents
pixels to be used after the first transition from used to unused.
What about wavelength continuity? A key physical con-
straint for spectrum allocation on optical fiber is called wave-
length continuity constraint. This constraint ensures that the
pixels assigned to all switches on the path for a slice should
be the same. For instance, if pixels 2 and 3 are assigned to al-
locate a slice on one optical span of the selected path, all other
spans should also use pixels 2 and 3 for the slice. A discontin-
uous allocation of spectrum across optical spans necessitates
a conversion of the signal to the electrical domain to change
the wavelength of the channel. OEO conversions are expen-
sive and CHISEL avoids them. Instead of adding spectrum
continuity as a constraint to the optimization, CHISEL embeds
it in the formulation by assigning one spectrum allocation
decision variable (xsd) for all spans on the path of a slice.
This reduces the number of decision variables and constraints,
making CHISEL’s optimization scale to large problem sizes.
Objective. CHISEL’s goal is to maximize the bandwidth
provisioned towards slices. We express the overall slice band-
width as the total bandwidth allocated to all slices by CHISEL:

∑
sd

∑
p∈Psd

yp
sd ·wsd ·mod(p) (9)
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Algorithm 1 Optical slicing with CHISEL

Inputs:
G〈V,E〉: optical network G, optical switches V and

fiber links E
Sv: binary vector indicating initial spectrum

utilization on the optical switch v
Psd : set of fiber paths between optical terminals s, d
Bsd : bandwidth request for the sd slice

mod(p): modulation format supported on path p
M: total pixels available on optical switches

Outputs:
yp

sd ∈ {0,1} 1 if fiber path p in Psd is selected to
carve the sd slice, 0 otherwise

xsd ∈ {0,1}M binary vector represents spectrum
allocated to sd

tsd ∈ {0,1}M binary vector represents toggle of xsd
wsd ∈ {1, . . .M} spectral width of the sd slice

Maximize: ∑sd ∑p∈Psd
yp

sd ·wsd ·mod(p)

subject to ∀sd, p ∈ Psd ,v ∈ p:
(1) ∑p∈Psd

yp
sd = 1

(2) (yp
sd = 1) =⇒ xsd · (Sv)ᵀ = 0

(3) ∑sd ∑p∈Psd ,i3v yp
sd · xsd ≤ 1

(4) ∑
j=M
j=1 x j

sd = wsd

(5) (yp
sd = 1) =⇒ wsd ·mod(p)≤ Bsd

(6) x j−1
sd ≤ x j

sd + t j
sd j ∈ {2, . . .M}

(7) t j−1
sd ≤ t j

sd j ∈ {2, . . .M}
(8) t j

sd + x j
sd ≤ 1 j ∈ {1, . . .M}

Managing spectral fragmentation. An important considera-
tion for CHISEL is to allocate slices in a way that does not in-
crease spectral fragmentation on fiber spans. Higher spectral
fragmentation makes it challenging to find large enough con-
tiguous free pixels in the spectrum. The lack of large chunks
of contiguous spectrum can hamper provisioning capacity in
the network. We encourage CHISEL to reduce spectral frag-
mentation by pushing the allocated slices to the extreme left
of the spectrum on any fiber span.

∑
sd

∑
p∈Psd

yp
sd ·wsd ·mod(p)+ ε∑

sd
∑
p
[yp

sd ·mod(p) ·
j=M

∑
j=1

t j
sd ]

(10)

Key insight. Equation 10 sums the toggle variables for a
slice on every span. Recall that the toggle variables (t j

sd) are
set for all pixel counts higher compared to the one where the
spectrum allocation of a slice ends. Therefore, larger sum of
toggle variables means the slice allocation is to the left of the
spectrum since that will allow more toggle variables to be
set. By encouraging the allocations to be shifted to the left of
the spectrum, we aim to close gaps in allocations of CHISEL.

We trade-off the two goals i.e., allocating spectrum for most
slice requests and reducing spectral fragmentation using the
parameter ε. We set the value of epsilon empirically to achieve
high slice allocations with less spectral fragmentation in §5.4.

Implementation. Algorithm 1 summarizes CHISEL’s opti-
mization formulation for allocating slices in the WAN. We
implement Algorithm 1 in Python 3 and solve it using the
commercial solver, Gurobi [16]. We evaluate CHISEL on an
Ubuntu 22.04.1 server with 128 cores and 1024 GB RAM.

5 Slice allocation with CHISEL

We first evaluate our implementation of CHISEL’s optimiza-
tion formulation (Algorithm 1) on the optical WAN of a large
commercial cloud provider. We then show that our results are
robust on different publicly available network topologies.

Network topologies. We work with a large commercial
cloud provider to collect optical topology information in their
WAN. The physical topology consists of optical switches or
ROADMs and fiber spans that connect them. In addition to the
cloud provider’s network topology, we also evaluate CHISEL
on publicly available topologies in the Topology Zoo [39].
These topologies (G〈V,E〉) are input to an instance of Alg 1.
We compute k-shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in
the topology to provide possible fiber paths for slices (Psd in
Alg 1). We set k = 4 for the evaluation.

Initial spectrum state. We infer the spectrum utilization on
fiber spans of the commercial cloud WAN (§3.3). For each
fiber span, we construct a bitmap (Sv) of 128 pixels (M in
Alg 1), each pixel representing 37.5 GHz of the 4,800 GHz of
spectrum in the C-band. We collect spectrum channel maps
for all fiber spans in the cloud network and mark bits in the
bitmap to 1 if they are allocated to a data-carrying channel.
Figure 6a in §3.3 shows the percentage of unset bits in the
bitmap across all fiber spans. While Topology Zoo provides
several real network topologies, it does not have spectrum
utilization information for them. Instead, we use the bitmaps
from the cloud provider network as a distribution of spectrum
allocations. For every edge in a network from Topology Zoo,
we randomly sample a bitmap from the distribution to popu-
late the spectrum bitmaps of edges in all network topologies.

Modulation formats and fiber lengths. We use geographic
distance between the end points of individual fiber spans as a
proxy for the lengths of fiber spans. We derive the length of
fiber paths input to CHISEL by adding the lengths of individ-
ual fiber spans that compose the path. Modulation formats and
the corresponding data rates of wavelengths are a function of
the path length (Table 1). Thus, we assign modulation formats
to all paths input to CHISEL based on their fiber path length.

Mod. format QPSK 8-QAM 16-QAM

Data rate 100 Gbps 150 Gbps 200 Gbps
Optical reach 5,000 km 2,500 km 800 km

Table 1: Data rates and optical reach of sigal modulation on fiber.
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Hardware pixel counts. State-of-the-art flexgrid ROADMs
can allocate spectrum to wavelengths in increments of 6.25
GHz. Ideally, 6.25 GHz should be the width of one pixel
for CHISEL. However, optical line-side ports on ROADMs
operate at coarser granularity of spectrum, traditionally 37.5
GHz and above. Moreover, very fine-grained allocation of
spectrum increases the number of variables that CHISEL has
to contend with (xsd in Algorithm 1). Given CHISEL solves a
mixed-integer program, a class of problems well known for
being NP-Hard, increasing the width of a pixel also improves
the scalability of CHISEL. Therefore, we set each pixel to
have a width of 37.5 GHz while evaluating CHISEL. We note
that this is not a fundamental limitation of CHISEL but a
hyperparameter that the operator can set for their network.

5.1 Efficiency of slice allocations

We generate slice requests on the cloud WAN to test what
fraction of them can get allocated by CHISEL. We scale the
number of slice requests input to CHISEL and observe what
fraction of overall bandwidth demands can be successfully
allocated on the cloud WAN.
Granularity of slice allocations. In practice, customers of
CHISEL can request a variety of slice bandwidths, similar
to numerologies in 5G parlance. To test this, we allow each
slice request to select a bandwidth value from 50 Gbps to
200 Gbps in discrete increments of 50 Gbps. For each slice
request, we randomly sample a bandwidth value from the set
[50, 100, 150, 200] Gbps. Figure 7 shows the percentage of
overall slice bandwidth requests were successfully allocated
by CHISEL on the cloud WAN. The shaded region shows the
std. deviation from the mean allocation across five instances
of the experiment for each data point. For smaller number
of slice requests, CHISEL can allocate nearly 100% of the
requests but as we increase the number of slices beyond 50,
CHISEL is limited by the availability of contiguous spectrum
in the WAN. Interestingly, we find that only a handful of fiber
spans are bottlenecks in allocating more spectrum.
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Figure 7: shows the percentage of slice bandwidth requests CHISEL

can optimally allocate on the cloud wide-area network.

5.2 Scalability of the algorithm

The mixed integer program (MIP) in Algorithm 1 forms the
core of CHISEL. MIPs are difficult to scale to large prob-

lem sizes. We pay attention to these scaling challenges while
both designing the MIP and providing it inputs. For instance,
we obviate the need to encode continuity constraints (§4)
for slices and decide appropriate pixel widths to reduce the
number of decision variables in Algorithm 1. For MIPs, com-
mercial solvers like Gurobi allow setting a MIP gap which is
the difference between the solution found by Gurobi and the
optimal solution. Gurobi estimates the optimal by relaxing
the integer program to a linear program which can be solved
quickly. The MIP gap parameter tells Gurobi to find solutions
that are close to the optimal. We set the MIP gap to 2%, a
small percentage away from optimal, for the next set of ex-
periments. We evaluate the time it takes for the optimization
to converge to a solution within 2% of optimal.
Scaling with the number of slice requests. Figure 8a shows
the time needed to solve Algorithm 1 as we increase the
number of slice requests. We find that CHISEL’s optimization
can be solved within 12 seconds on average for up to 200
slice demands, allocating optical spectrum for up to 40 Tbps
across all slices. To put this in context, a well-known resource
allocation problem in WANs, traffic engineering (TE), routes
traffic on an existing Layer 3 network graph. The time budget
to compute optimal routes in TE is nearly five minutes [24].
Scaling with slice granularities. Next, we show how long
CHISEL takes to allocate slices at different granularities. We
allow slices to request bandwidth from ranges [50, 100, 150,
200] Gbps, [150, 200, 250, 300] Gbps, [250, 300, 350, 400]
Gbps and [350, 400, 450, 500] Gbps. Figure 8b shows that
it takes longer for CHISEL to allocate large slices close to
500 Gbps per slice. This is because it is harder to find large
contiguous chunks of spectrum that already do not have data-
carrying channels on it vs. allocating smaller chunks needed
for small slice granularity. We show the modulation formats
of CHISEL-provisioned slices in Appendix B.
Scaling with network sizes. Figure 8c shows how well our
findings generalize to other network topologies aside from the
one of the commercial cloud provider. We find that CHISEL
can scale to different realistic network topologies and slice
counts while staying within 2% of the optimal solution. For
all networks in Figure 8c, CHISEL takes less than 30 seconds
to converge to a solution that is 2% away from the optimal.

5.3 Bounded sub-optimality for fast runtime

We evaluate how CHISEL performs in tight time budgets of
cloud operators who need to provision optical slices rapidly.
To do this, we give Gurobi small time budgets and evaluate the
quality of solutions found for Algorithm 1 within these time
budgets. We find that for small slice bandwidths, CHISEL can
find solutions with less than 2% MIP Gap within 5 seconds.
So, we focus on the time vs. MIP gap tradeoff for larger
slice bandwidths in Figure 9. It shows how far the solution
is from the optimal when the solver is given a time budget.
We find that CHISEL converges to within 5% of optimal in
thirty seconds even for large slice bandwidth requests (e.g.,
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Figure 8: Figure 8a the time taken by CHISEL to allocate different number of slices. CHISEL can efficiently compute slice allocations within
2% of optimal in less than 10 seconds for up to 200 slices. Figure 8b measures the effect of slice granularities on how long CHISEL takes to
compute solutions. We show that CHISEL takes longer to find large slice (350−500 Gbps per slice) allocations. Figure 8c shows how the time
to compute slice allocations with CHISEL changes for different network topologies. All experiments are repeated five times with different
randomly sampled slices bandwidths. The shaded region around data points show the 25 and 75 percentile of results.

300–750 Gbps per slice). While there is a small improvement
in MIP Gap when the time budget is increased to 60 seconds,
increasing the budget past 90 seconds is not needed since the
problem has converged to optimal.
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Figure 9: shows how CHISEL can tradeoff optimality for faster
runtime in practical deployments.

5.4 Spectral fragmentation

In §4 we formulate two goals for CHISEL. The first (Equa-
tion 9) objective maximizes the bandwidth allocation across
all slice requests. The second (Equation 10) objective maxi-
mizes the bandwidth allocation across slices while attempting
to push all allocations on the low end of the optical spectrum.
This formulation aims to reduce the fragmentation of spec-
trum by incentivizing the solver to allocate all slices in the
lower frequencies. We evaluate the effect of both objectives
on the amount of fragmentation and the allocated bandwidth.

We increase the value of ε in Equation 10 from 0.01 to 1 to
vary the importance of fragmentation awareness in CHISEL.
To show the effect of fragmentation clearly, we start with
empty spectrum allocation on all spans of the cloud network
and then allocate 200 slices in the range 50−200 Gbps. Fig-
ure 10 compares the fragmentation index (Eq 11) for all spans
in the network and finds that operators can set ε to minimize
fragmentation while allocating all slice requests.

F = 1− largest block of free spectrum
Total free spectrum

(11)
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Figure 10: Fragmentation index of spectrum on spans with various
degrees of fragmentation awareness in CHISEL. Each curve is anno-
tated with percentage of allocated bandwidth across slices.

6 Hardware Evaluation
Once CHISEL computes slice allocations (§5), it must pro-
gram these allocations on to the hardware. In this section,
we discuss the process of physically allocating spectrum on
optical fiber. We experiment with slice allocation on a labora-
tory hardware testbed that mimics a single optical span in a
production network. We then repeat these experiments in the
field in the optical WAN of an ISP in NY state.
Lab experiment setup. In the lab we replicate a typical
optical span in cloud WANs using the optical line system
equipment from the equipment manufacturer, VENDOR-A.
The span connects two optical switches with 2,600 km of opti-
cal fiber. The two end points of the span have optical switches
or ROADMs which can add/drop wavelengths on the fiber.
ROADMs come in the form of linecards that fit into optical
shelves which are multiple rack unit chassis devices. The
2,600 km fiber span is constructed using fiber spools. Like
in a typical production setting, we connect an amplifier node
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at every 80–100 km of fiber distance on this span. Overall,
our testbed has 26 nodes in as many shelves where node 0
and node 25 have ROADM cards. Figure 11a shows one of
the 26 shelves in our hardware testbed. We loaded this span
with three bi-directional channels added and dropped at the
ROADMs at the endpoints. The channels are roughly posi-
tioned at 25% 50% and 75% points of the C-band spectrum.

Field experiment setup. We verify our findings by repeat-
ing the lab tests in the production network of a regional ISP
connecting universities, ISPWAN, in New York state. We
were given access to ROADMs in two locations in ISPWAN.
These two ROADMs are connected by a multi-hop optical
path spanning ≈ 300 km. ISPWAN’s optical line system is
from the equipment manufacturer, VENDOR-B. Figure 11b
shows one of shelves of VENDOR-B line system equipment
used in ISPWAN.

6.1 Adding optical channels on fiber spans

We begin our experiments in the lab testbed. The optical line
system in the lab consists of VENDOR-A equipment. Mod-
ifications to the VENDOR-A line system can be done using
a GUI (Figure 16 in Appendix C.1). To provision a channel,
we first create a software port and assign it a center frequency
and spectral width. In all our lab testbed experiments, we
use channels of spectral width 37.5 GHz, same as the pixel
width in CHISEL’s algorithm. We repeat the same steps for
configuring ports on the ROADM at the far end of the span.

Equalizing power levels. After provisioning the new channel,
the channel has to be built by the line system. Figure 16 in
Appendix C.1 shows the GUI status while a channel is being
built. Building the channel requires the proprietary vendor line
system controller to communicate with all nodes in the span,
including the amplifiers and the ROADMs about the newly
provisioned channel. Finally, the power levels of all amplifiers
on the span are equalized to ensure that the new spectrum on
the fiber receives adequate amplification power. We note that
building of the channel and equalizing its power consumes
the bulk of the time to provision the channel. Depending on
the vendor ecosystem and number of nodes on the span, it
takes roughly five minutes to provision a channel.

6.2 Effect on existing data channels

Previous work has expressed concerns about the adverse ef-
fects of adding new wavelengths on existing channels in fiber
spans [42]. Since CHISEL must provision channels to meet
slicing requests, we set out to measure how addition and
removal of channels on the testbed fiber span impacts the
quality factor (Q-factor) of existing channels. Recall that the
hardware testbed has 3 existing channels (six bidirectional
channels) on it. We remove one of the channels by deleting
the software port and tearing down the L1 connection between
the software ports. We verify, by measuring receive power
of the deleted channel at the endpoints of the span, that the
channel has indeed been removed. We add the channel back

soon after it has been removed. We repeat this experiment
with a second channel. We find that the remaining channels
on the span, regardless of their position in the spectrum, re-
main unaffected with both the addition and the removal of
new channels (Figure 11c).

Finally, we repeat this experiment in the field. We note that
ISPWAN uses a different optical line system than the one
in our lab. However, this line system is also primarily pro-
grammed using a GUI. We add a wavelength at the ROADM
located in CITY-B and drop the wavelength at the ROADM
in CITY-A. During the process, the existing telemetry mecha-
nism in the production network is gathering the performance
statistics. Figure 11d shows the Q-factor of existing chan-
nels on the span (not including the wavelength we added).
Confirming the findings from our lab experiment, the figure
shows that all wavelengths on the path remain unaffected by
the addition of the new channel.

6.3 Latency of provisioning channels

We used the equipment from two major vendors of optical
line systems in WANs and found that both use GUI-based
management tools for creating and deleting channels. These
tools only allow configuring channels and equalizing them
serially at every node on the span. In our experiments, the
process of creating and equalizing channels took ≈5 minutes
for spans with moderate number of nodes on the path. We set
out to investigate if creating channels programmatically would
significantly reduce the delay of provisioning wavelengths.
Benefits of automating provisioning. VENDOR-B provides
a REST API for configuring their line system. Seldom used
in practice by network operators, we leverage the REST inter-
face to programmatically add optical channels in a lab setup
of the VENDOR-B line system. Our tool first provisions the
software port on the ROADM for a new channel and con-
figures its position in the spectrum and spectral width. Our
tool uses channels of 50GHz spectral width since it was the
only available width on this ROADM. It then equalizes the
power on nodes in the path. We repeat the provisioning of a
channel rapidly using our tool and find that on average it takes
8 seconds seconds to add a new channel. Therefore automa-
tion shaves off most of the observed latency of provisioning
channels seen by network operators.
Parallel equalization of power. In an attempt to reduce the
latency of provisioning a channel, CHISEL’s automatic pro-
visioning tool equalizes the channels in parallel instead of
sequentially. We find equalizing in parallel can further reduce
the latency of provisioning wavelengths significantly in prac-
tice. We release our tool to aid operators in rapid provisioning
of channels in their networks.
Contrast with heavily-loaded spans. Our findings in §6.1
are from networks with lightly loaded spectrum, both in the
lab (Figure 11c) and in the field (Figure 11d). Large portions
of the spectrum in these settings were free. To ensure that
our findings hold in heavily loaded optical networks, we use
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(a) Optical shelf (VENDOR-A). (b) Optical shelf (VENDOR-B).
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Figure 11: Figure 11a one shelf of equipment that forms one node in the 26 node hardware testbed used by CHISEL. Figure 11c shows that the
addition and removal of channels does not affect the Q-factor of existing wavelengths on the same fiber. Figure 11d shows the same effect in
the field. Q-factor of the channel that is being added is not shown in Figure 11d.

CHISEL’s tool to programmatically provision wavelengths
that fill the optical spectrum on fiber and monitor the effect
of adding these wavelengths on existing channels on the span.
We provide details of this setup in Appendix C.1. Over time,
we kept adding wavelengths to the span and monitoring the
two channels that are connected to data sources. Figure 12
shows that even with increasing spectrum utilization, addition
of new waves does not disrupt signal transmission on the
existing wavelengths on the span. Figure 17 shows the fully-
loaded spectrum at the end of our experiment. In summary,
our experiments show that it is safe to provision wavelengths
incrementally as instructed by CHISEL’s algorithm.
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Figure 12: Impact of adding new wavelengths on fiber as a function
of percentage spectrum occupied by existing channels.

7 CHISEL vs. wide-area traffic engineering
An alternative to optical slicing with CHISEL is using Layer
2 or Layer 3 tunnels for allocating bandwidth between end-
points in the WAN. This approach is used by WAN traffic
engineering (TE) [18, 19, 23]. Cloud providers deploy TE to
efficiently use their network infrastructure [18, 19, 23]. TE
systems take demands between sources and destinations as
input to solve a multi-commodity flow problem that allocates
demands on network tunnels. Network tunnels are built by
tunnelling protocols like MPLS [32], IP-in-IP [35], GRE [25]
etc.At the optical layer, cloud WANs are point-to-point which
means that the tunnel abstraction of Layer-2 and above is
enabled by a series of one-hop optical links [37].

We contrast the two approaches of allocating bandwidth,
CHISEL vs. WAN TE, along the axis of marginal hardware

expense needed to provision the bandwidth. We assume that
CHISEL and network TE take the same hop paths in the net-
work with one difference — CHISEL constructs an end-to-
end optical slice over the path while TE constructs a packet
switched tunnel over the path. We compare the hardware cost
of allocating slices using CHISEL with that of allocating equal
bandwidth using TE. We implement the most commonly used
TE formulation that maximizes network throughput [18, 23].
Both the TE algorithm and CHISEL allocate the bandwidth
requests and we compute the number of router ports required
to provision the slice requests for both. TE tunnels carry traf-
fic that undergoes OEO conversion at every hop by design
and thus consumes router ports not only for adding (dropping)
traffic at the source (destination) router but also at all interme-
diate hops. In contrast, an all-optical slice from CHISEL only
needs router ports at the slice source and destination router.

Figure 13 shows the number of network ports used in provi-
sioning different number of slices in the cloud WAN. We find
that allocating bandwidth using CHISEL’s slices not only im-
proves performance under strict QoS requirements (Figure 3)
but is also significantly cheaper in terms of the hardware
cost of provisioning network bandwidth compared with cloud
WAN TE. On average, CHISEL-provisioned slices consume
2.6−3.3X fewer router ports than an equivalent TE tunnel.
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Figure 13: Hardware cost reduction using CHISEL vs. TE.

8 Giving tenants access to optical slices
Once CHISEL computes optimal allocations to slice requests
(§5), it provisions the slices on the optical line system (§6).
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The final step of provisioning an end-to-end slice is to give
the network tenants access to the provisioned optical slice.
In this section we discuss the mechanism CHISEL uses to
furnish optical slices to its clients. CHISEL exposes the slice’s
allocated bandwidth using ports on WAN routers. Since slice
allocations are dynamic, CHISEL needs a mechanism to map
the slice to router ports dynamically. If this mapping is static,
CHISEL would need to reserve router ports and potentially
waste the allocated ports if they were not needed.
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Figure 14: Mapping router ports to optical spectrum.

Dynamically mapping router ports to slices. CHISEL
uses colorless, directionless multiplexers and demultiplexers
(CCMDs) which connect multiple ports of WAN routers to
the client port of the ROADM using coherent optical transpon-
ders. Each of these transponders are tuned to generate signals
of specific wavelengths. Once CHISEL has provisioned the
slice, it can program the ROADM to select wavelengths in-
cident on the client port that correspond to the appropriate
router ports. For instance, Figure 14 shows that the ROADM
can select ports 1, 2, 3 to drop traffic from those ports into the
allocated optical slice. While the remaining router ports (4,
5, 6) are connected to the same CCMD and ROADM client
port C, the ROADM can select alternate routes for traffic from
those ports by dropping their channels on a different network
port of the ROADM (e.g., N2). CCMDs are common and
relatively inexpensive equipment that can be leveraged by
CHISEL to make allocated spectrum available on router ports.

8.1 Sub-rate optical slices with OTN switching

Our evaluation of CHISEL (§6) allocates slices at the gran-
ularity of 37.5 GHz of the optical spectrum. A slice of this
spectral width can carry up to 200 Gbps of traffic depending
on the signal quality of the channel in fiber, length of the
fiber path and modulation format with which the channel is
encoded. While we expect cloudified access networks require
large optical slices for service-oriented traffic classes (e.g.,
voice over IP, tele-presence), some clients of CHISEL might
want to carve smaller chunks of the optical spectrum.

We discuss whether CHISEL can be used to to carve smaller
bandwidth slices. We note that the CHISEL spectrum alloca-
tion algorithm (Algorithm 1) is agnostic to pixel width and
can compute allocations of spectral widths as small as 6.25
GHz. This is in line with the the capability of state-of-the-art
flexgrid ROADMs that can only allocate spectrum in multi-
ples of 6.25 GHz pixels. The challenge of allocating spectrum
at this fine granularity lies in the lower bound on the spectrum
expected at the client port of a ROADM (Figure 14). The

minimum width of spectrum that the client port of a ROADM
can add or drop on the fiber is restricted by the minimum spec-
trum of light produced by optical transponders that connect
router ports to ROADM client ports. This lower bound is 37.5
GHz for the line system equipment we work with.

However, the problem of carving sub-rate slices i.e., slices
that need bandwidth lower than that one a single wavelength
on fiber, can be solved using Optical transport networking
(OTN) switches. OTN switches can multiplex sub-rate chan-
nels from router ports in the time domain to feed a larger wave-
length to the ROADM client port. The use of OTN switches
will not change how the CHISEL algorithm functions but will
change how sub-rate slices are made available to clients.

9 Related Work
We now place CHISEL in the context of related work:

Optical reconfigurability in WANs. Researchers have de-
veloped techniques to reconfigure the optical backbone to
improve throughput [38] and reliability [42]. For instance,
RADWAN [38] adapts data rates of long-haul links in re-
sponse to changes in signal quality. ARROW [42] recovers
from fiber cuts by migrating wavelengths to alternate paths.
CHISEL uses similar ideas of optical reconfiguration as these
systems but solves a very different challenge: that of opti-
cal spectrum slicing. Previous work in networked systems
has largely ignored the problem of spectrum management,
especially at the scale and time budget demanded by network
slicing. OWAN [21] schedules transfers on existing optical
circuits in the WAN to meet long-running bulk transfers. In
contrast, CHISEL establishes new circuits in operational net-
works for slicing without impacting engineered traffic. The
resources allocated by OWAN are optical circuits whereas the
resource allocated by CHISEL is optical spectrum, similar to
radio spectrum allocation in RAN slicing. As a result, chal-
lenges faced by CHISEL are around fast spectrum allocation,
spectral fragmentation and hardware support for dynamic
spectrum allocation in WANs.

Optical network design. ISPs have studied the design of
optical networks in depth [5, 6, 7, 10, 15, 27, 28]. Shoofly [37]
solves a similar problem in the context of cloud providers.
Shoofly uses optical bypass to lower the cost of provisioning
capacity in cloud WANs. In contrast, CHISEL is solving a
runtime problem and not a design-time problem.

Spectral allocation. Optical communication researchers
have studied the problem of spectral allocation and fragmen-
tation in fiber [41]. However, they approach spectral allo-
cation as a network capacity provisioning problem that is
done infrequently. Authors of [31] discuss the problem of
assigning wavelength to circuits in a traffic demand matrix
without considering existing traffic on the network. In con-
trast, CHISEL considers existing traffic on the network and
also models the hardware constraints into the algorithm. In
contrast, CHISEL works in tandem with traffic engineering
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and allocates spectrum at fine granularity for optical slices.
Our goal with CHISEL is to not replace existing network
provisioning or network traffic engineering. Instead, CHISEL
introduces a new way of rapidly allocating bandwidth at the
physical layer for clients who need it.

Elastic spectrum slicing. Researchers have established elas-
tic bandwidth circuits using optical frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) modulation format and variable bandwidth
cross connects (OXC) [22]. This work builds a mechanism to
dynamically change the bandwidth associated with a circuit
in the spectrum domain. It is complementary to our work
since CHISEL’s algorithm determines how much bandwidth
to allocate to each circuit and can be modified to work with a
different circuit switch’s characteristics.

Wide-area traffic engineering TE is a related problem that
allocates bandwidth along tunnels in WANs using a central-
ized, software-defined controller [19, 23, 36].

RAN slicing. There has been a lot of work on slicing the
radio access network and algorithms for slicing with high
efficiency [13]. CHISEL is complementary to RAN slicing
and in fact extends the reach of RAN slicing to WANs.

10 Conclusions
We develop CHISEL, a system that creates slices of optical
spectrum on fiber. CHISEL’s algorithm computes bandwidth
optimal slice allocations that consume 2.6−3.3X fewer router
ports compared to Layer-3 traffic engineering. CHISEL dy-
namically allocates spectrum slices while limiting spectral
fragmentation. CHISEL programs spectral allocations auto-
matically within seconds without impacting existing data-
carrying channels on fiber. We have released CHISEL’s ex-
perimental data, implementation and automation tools [3].
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A Optical vs. Electrical paths
In this section we provide an in-depth detail about the setup
for Figure 3 in §2. For this experiment, we gained access to
two machines connected to two routers in ISPWAN, a NY
state based WAN. We established two routes between the two
routers, one that goes over a routed path and one that is an all-
optical path. The routed path has 4 intermediate routers. The
all-optical path bypasses conversion to the electrical domain
entirely. The length of the fiber path in between these routers
is the same — roughly 500 km.

We set out to contrast the performance of the two paths
using isosynchronous RTT measurements [17]. We start an
irtt server on one of the machines. We start measurement
of both paths from the other machine at the same time and
run it for roughly 24 hours. We measure every 500 ms and
track the mean and standard deviation of RTT between the
machines. Figure 3 in §2 shows that the routed path performs
worse compared to the all-optical path consistently. Moreover,
the jitter on the routed path is significantly higher than the
optical path. This paves the way for CHISEL’s design. CHISEL
implements slicing in the wide-area by carving chunks of the
optical spectrum.

B CHISEL algorithm evaluation
In this section we characterize the slices carved by CHISEL.
This is in addition to the experiments in §5.

B.1 Modulation formats of slices

Figure 15 shows the modulation formats of slices allocated by
CHISEL. Most slices are short enough to have the modulation
format of 8-QAM (150G), some slices with shorter fiber paths
have the modulation format 16-QAM (200G) and some have
the modulation format of QPSK (100G).
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Figure 15: Modulation formats of slices.

B.2 Comparison with TE

We provide a detailed description of the setup for comparing
CHISEL with wide-area traffic engineering in §7. We evaluate
TE as an alternative to CHISEL on the same network graph
with the same set of slice requests. The slice requests between
router pairs and their corresponding bandwidths form the de-
mand matrix for TE. We compute k-shortest paths for both TE
and CHISEL. For TE, we solve the most common optimization
formulation — the max throughput edge formulation [18].

TE computes allocations along paths it considers tunnels
and CHISEL allocates spectrum along paths it considers op-
tical slices. While both can meet the demands, we compare
the number of router ports the two approaches will use across
the entire network. We show in Figure 13 that TE requires
a significantly larger number of router ports. This large dif-
ference in ports consumed by CHISEL and TE arises from
the fact that TE tunnels are constructed over point to point
optical links in the WAN. Therefore, traffic carried over TE
tunnels consumes router ports at ingress as well as egress at
each intermediate router hop in the tunnel.

C Hardware Evaluation
We evaluated CHISEL using the optical line system from two
major equipment vendors: VENDOR-A and VENDOR-B. We
found that line systems from both vendors were primarily
programmed in the field using graphical interfaces.

C.1 VENDOR-A hardware testbed

The VENDOR-A lab testbed consisted of a point-to-point
optical link typical of cloud WANs. The two end points of
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the link were ROADMs with add/drop capability. In between
the two ROADMs were amplification sites. Overall, the two
ROADMs were connected using fiber spools of 2,600 km.
The testbed took 26 shelves in our lab and Figure 11a shows
one of the shelves. Configuration on the VENDOR-A line
system was done over a GUI. Figure 16 shows the status of
the GUI as we added a channel between the ROADMs and
waited for the line system to build the channel.

C.2 VENDOR-B hardware testbed

We used the VENDOR-B line system in our field experiment
with sysname. This line system had a GUI similar to VENDOR-
A’s GUI for configuration but it also provided a REST API
to make the same configuration.

We also used VENDOR-B line system in the lab setting to
test automatic addition and removal of optical slices through
code. To do this, we created an optical span in the lab with
two amplifiers and ROADM ports on each end of the span.
This span had two legitimate light sources and configured
channels. Our goal was fully populate the spectrum on this
span. To do this, we used an amplifier as a source of noise
channels to the ROADM. Once we had the amplifier setup as
a light source, we developed the software tool to populate the
entire spectrum on the span.

C.3 Fully loading the spectrum

We automated the creation of slices on VENDOR-B ROADM
cards using the REST interface exposed by the card. The
creation of a slice involves three main steps, first, we create
a channel on the frequency picked by CHISEL in either the
add/drop or passthrough modes, second, we enable the com-
ponents of the channel so that they start receiving or sending
signals and finally, we equalize the channel. We configure
the terminal ROADMs in the setup in add/drop mode. the
passthrough mode is for the intermediate ROADMs in the
path to enable light to pass through them.

We now describe the process in detail for a single ROADM.
The channel creation step invokes a POST request with
the mode of the channel which can either be add/drop or
passthrough and the spectrum frequency picked by CHISEL.
In the second step we issue a GET request to list the compo-
nents of the channel and enable them to be in service. Finally,
we make a GET request to start the equalization process. Dur-
ing this, we periodically (1s) monitor the power level of the
newly provisioned wavelength using a different GET end-
point. The first two steps complete within 2 seconds and the
third step completes within 5-7 seconds.

We run the script in a loop to completely fill the spectrum
of the ROADM form VENDOR-B. We can see in figure 17
that all the channels that have been provisioned are equalized
to have power higher than -16dBm.
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Figure 16: VENDOR-A GUI for provisioning waves.

Figure 17: GUI on the ROADM showing that the complete spectrum is filled. The power levels of all the created channels are around -16dBm.
The power levels of existing channels carrying data are not affected throughout the experiment.
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Abstract
Edge clouds are expected to be a key revenue growth driver

for cloud vendors in the next decade; however, simply replicat-

ing the network infrastructure for the public cloud to the edge

experiences deployment issues. At the edge, the challenge for

cloud network design is to deliver the required performance

under the stringent restrictions of hardware budget and de-

ployment footprints, while retaining functionality equivalence.

To this end, we propose LuoShen, a hyper-converged gateway

for multi-tenant multi-service edge clouds by consolidating

the entire cloud network infrastructure into a 2U server switch

with a P4-centric architecture. At the data plane, LuoShen

conducts pipeline folding and fits the original overlay and

underlay devices into the switch pipeline via meticulous on-

chip resource budgeting. At the control plane, LuoShen relies

on BGP peering to ensure inter-component reachability. Lu-

oShen achieves 1.2Tbps throughput and reduces the upfront

cost, deployment size and power usage by 75%, 87%, 60%,

compared with the original cloud network architecture. It has

been deployed in Alibaba Cloud at hundreds of edge sites.

1 Introduction
The past decade has witnessed the rise of the public cloud

to reshape the global IT infrastructure [10]. The success of

the public cloud lies in a win-win economic model: cloud

vendors save money by bulk purchasing computing resources

at lower costs, while cloud customers utilize the shared re-

sources without investing in their own expensive hardware in

a pay-as-you-go manner [28, 32, 49]. Following this model,

we have built 28 public cloud regions globally for worldwide

service coverage [6]. Recently, however, we have seen a surge

in customer requests to provide cloud infrastructure close to

their sites to address evolving needs, such as ultra-low-latency

applications like machine learning inference [56], local data

processing of large volumes of data [52], data residency due

to security or data sovereignty [43] and the cloudification of

∗These authors contributed equally to this work. �Corresponding author.

telecom infrastructure [23, 29]. These requirements can cer-

tainly be addressed by on-premises data centers; however, not

everyone can afford to build their own. To meet local process-

ing needs, we start to build edge clouds near our customers

with products like Local Region [2] and Cloud Box [1, 3].

To offer customers the same product experience as provided

by the public cloud and reduce the time-to-market cycle of our

edge clouds, replicating the existing public cloud architecture

to the edge is a wise strategy. In our public cloud, to manage

traffic bursts from various cloud services and accommodate

large forwarding tables due to multi-tenancy, we deploy dif-

ferent roles of gateway clusters for handling different cloud

services [41]. However, when extending such “role-splitting”

gateway architecture to the edge, we’ve encountered several

deployment issues. The first is how to fit the entire network

infrastructure within a constrained space. For example, the

Cloud Box condenses the entire cloud infrastructure into a

42U server cabinet. If the network infrastructure consumes

too much space, there will be little room left for the server

payload, which will reduce the available VMs for sale as well

as the vendor’s revenue. The second is how to save upfront

and operational costs without economies of scale [49]. A typ-

ical public cloud region can have tens of thousands of servers,

thus the costs of the network infrastructure can be spread over

the vast number of servers. However, such economies of scale

diminish in a single edge cloud as the network infrastructure

constitutes a substantial proportion of its upfront cost due to

the much reduced server payload. Moreover, as the number of

edge clouds grows rapidly, such cost inefficiency will be mag-

nified many times. The third is how to provide the required

stable performance in extreme cases. Although the traffic vol-

umes and the table sizes are significantly reduced at the edge,

high-bandwidth traffic and heavy-hitter flows may still occur

in some edge cloud use cases, e.g., high-bandwidth traffic

directed from the local edge cloud to the remote public cloud,

IoT traffic aggregation into a single heavy-hitter flow after

being tunneled. Besides, the cloud network infrastructure in

production should be durable for a longer service time to save

development expenses and adapt to future traffic growth.
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To address the above issues, we propose LuoShen, a hyper-

converged programmable gateway for multi-tenant multi-

service edge clouds, which provides the required performance
under the stringent restrictions of hardware budget and de-
ployment footprints, while retaining functionality equivalence.

Unlike the expensive role-splitting gateway architecture that

uses separate underlay/overlay devices to handle different

cloud services like VM-VM (same VPC), VM-VM (differ-

ent VPC), VM-Cross-region-VM, VM-IDC/IDC-VM, VM-

Internet/Internet-VM and SLB, LuoShen fits the entire cloud

network infrastructure into a 2U server switch with a “P4-
centric” design. That is, all stateless cloud network functions

are converged into the Tofino pipeline, with the remaining

stateful processing handled by the CPU and accelerated by

the FPGA. All traffic will traverse through the Tofino pipeline

before being forwarded to the external networks or distributed

to the CPU/FPGA by the converged underlay devices. At the

data plane, we propose a novel pipeline layout with pipeline

folding and carefully budget the on-chip resources to house

all the major cloud network functions. At the control plane,

we achieve resource isolation, efficient table provisioning and

inter-component BGP peering for coexistence of different

components. To save the development costs, retain the system

stability and shorten the time-to-market cycle, we extensively

reuse mature code from the existing public cloud infrastruc-

ture. LuoShen has been deployed in Alibaba Cloud for over

two years at hundreds of edge sites. We share the experiences

and lessons from its development and deployment.

Our major contributions are summarized as follows.

• LuoShen is the world’s first hyper-converged gateway

disclosed for multi-tenant multi-service edge clouds. It

follows a p4-centric architecture and achieves a good bal-

ance of performance, costs and deployment footprints.

• At the data plane, we propose techniques such as pipeline

folding, pipe/table bypass, on-chip resource budgeting

to maximize the table convergence density in the Tofino.

• At the control plane, we reserve multiple configuration

channels, and conduct BGP peering with hot standby for

inter-component reachability and high availability.

• LuoShen achieves 1.2Tbps throughput and reduces the

upfront cost, deployment size and power usage by 75%,

87%, 60%, compared with the role-splitting architecture.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we introduce the cloud network infrastructure

in Alibaba Cloud over the years, followed by the issues we’ve

encountered when mirroring the infrastructure at edge clouds.

2.1 VPC Network Infrastructure
Virtual private clouds in the public cloud. The public cloud

vendors serve a massive number of tenants with a shared

infrastructure, where tenant isolation is essential to ensure that

their resources are segregated and secure, e.g., one tenant’s

traffic should be invisible to any other tenant [40]. In addition,

some tenants own lots of VMs distributed worldwide but still

want to manage them in a unified network address space. To

this end, the cloud vendors are expected to virtualize a flat

address space for each tenant, hiding the physical network

intricacies [26]. To satisfy the isolation and virtualization

needs, virtual private clouds (VPCs) [55] are created in the

public cloud. The VPC multiplexes the underlying resources

and offers a logically isolated address space, and each VPC

is uniquely identified by its VNI. Today, overlay protocols,

such as VXLAN [37], NVGRE [24], GENEVE [27], are used

for VPC implementation. They leverage tunneling to stretch

virtualized networks over an underlying L3 network within

or across geo-distributed data centers.

Networking requirements of VPCs. A tenant’s VMs need

to cooperate for delivering scalable cloud services and this

produces the VM-to-VM traffic. These VMs can reside in

one VPC as the simplest deployment case. They can also

reside in multiple VPCs within the same region as some

tenants wish to isolate different parts of their infrastructure

into different VPCs for more precise access control. A tenant’s

VPCs can even reside in multiple regions as top tenants deploy

VMs across geo-distributed data centers for global service

delivery. To this end, the cloud vendors need to address the

communication requirements between VMs in the same VPC,

in different VPCs within the same region, and across regions.

For enterprise customers who use public cloud resources, the

connectivity between their on-premises data centers (IDCs)

and their VPCs needs to be established. For cloud services

through the Internet, to allow Internet traffic to enter into

VPCs and vice versa, the connectivity between the Internet

and the selected VPCs is also needed. Besides, to handle the

massive scale and rapid growth of cloud traffic, either from the

Internet (north-south traffic) or from within the data centers

(east-west traffic), horizontal scaling of VMs is required and

the incoming traffic needs to be directed to the load balancers

first, before reaching the backend VMs [18, 39, 42, 57].

Roles of gateways/load balancers in the VPC network. As

mentioned, traffic and address space isolation is achieved by

assigning one or more VPCs to each tenant, where traffic is

isolated within a VPC by default, unless the routes to the ex-

ternal networks are explicitly added to the cloud gateway [31]

at the VPC border. Therefore, the first role of a gateway is

to route outbound traffic from the local VPC to the external

networks and vice versa. To achieve this, the gateway will

query its routing table with the VNI of the local VPC and the

destination VM IP as the key to obtain the VNI of the next-

hop VPC/tunnel if the external network is another virtual net-

work. Besides, traffic will be forwarded across the underlying

physical network when being tunneled between two adjacent

virtual network devices (e.g., vSwitch [44] or cloud gateway).

Therefore, the second role of a gateway is a virtual tunnel

endpoint (VTEP), where the outer header encapsulation or

decapsulation is conducted when relaying traffic onto or off a

physical network domain. When tunneling a packet from the

local gateway to a remote VTEP across a physical network,
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Table 1: Major cloud services and the corresponding traffic

routes in Alibaba Cloud’s VPC network infrastructure.

Cloud services Traffic routes
VM-VM (same VPC) VM-vSwitch-VGW-vSwitch-VM

VM-VM (different VPCs) VM-vSwitch-VGW-vSwitch-VM
VM-Cross-region-VM VM-vSwitch-TGW-Cross-region-TGW-vSwitch-VM

VM-IDC VM-vSwitch-TGW-CSW-IDC
IDC-VM IDC-CSW-TGW-vSwitch-VM

VM-Internet VM-vSwitch-IGW-Internet
Internet-VM Internet-IGW-vSwitch-VM

Internet-LB-Service Internet-IGW-SLB-vSwitch-VM
VM-LB-Service VM-vSwitch-VGW-SLB-vSwitch-VM

the outer SIP will be the gateway’s physical IP, the outer DIP

will be the remote VTEP’s physical IP, and the VNI of the

tunnel will also be encapsulated. Furthermore, as most legacy

IDCs are non-virtualized (e.g., bare-metal servers) [11, 58],

protocol translation is needed for connecting IDCs and VPCs.

Similarly, address translation is also required when the gate-

way provides external connectivity to the Internet. For traffic

to be load balanced, it will be delivered to the gateway first,

then the gateway will route the traffic to the load balancer.

For a better understanding of our design, we elaborate on our

gateway’s different use cases (see Table 1) as follows.

1©VM-VM (same VPC): If two VMs are in the same VPC,

inter-VM traffic will first query the VXLAN routing table,

confirming that the destination VM is in the local VPC. Then,

traffic will be forwarded to the physical server hosting the

destination VM with the server IP obtained by querying the

VM-NC mapping table using the local VNI and the VM IP.

2©VM-VM (different VPCs): If two VMs are in different

VPCs within the same region, inter-VM traffic will query the

VXLAN routing table twice. In the first pass, we will obtain

the VNI of the VPC containing the destination VM. In the

second pass, we use the obtained VNI to query the routing

table again and the remaining procedure is the same with 1©.

3©VM-Cross-region-VM: For cross-region VM communi-

cation, traffic from the source VM will first query the VXLAN

routing table at the local gateway to obtain the VNI of the

cross-region tunnel and the physical IP of the remote gate-

way. After that, traffic will be tunneled to the remote gateway,

where its VXLAN routing table will be queried for the VNI

of the remote VPC containing the destination VM. The re-

maining procedure is the same with the second pass of 2©.

4©VM-IDC: For communication between a virtual network

and a non-virtualized network, a specialized device is placed

at the border of the public cloud to decapsulate the packets

from the virtual network and make the VXLAN-to-VLAN

translation if needed. On receiving the outbound traffic from

VMs to IDCs, the gateway will first query the VXLAN routing

table to tunnel the traffic to the specialized device.

5©IDC-VM: For inbound traffic from IDCs to the public

cloud, the specialized device at the border of the cloud will

encapsulate the incoming packets with VXLAN headers and

then tunnel them to the gateway of the destination VM. The

remaining procedure is the same with 2©.

6©VM-Internet: The VMs in the cloud use private ad-

dresses while accessing the Internet needs public addresses.

Therefore, the outbound traffic to the Internet needs to query

the SNAT table (key: VM IP, value: EIP) at the local gateway

to obtain the public address EIP. Then, the gateway will re-

place the VM IP (i.e., inner SIP) with the EIP and decapsulate

the tunnel header before sending the traffic to the Internet.

7©Internet-VM: The inbound traffic from the Internet will

be tunneled to the VM via the gateway. The tunnel encapsu-

lation requires the destination VM IP, the VNI of the VPC

containing the VM and the physical address of the server host-

ing the VM, which can be obtained by querying the DNAT

table at the gateway using the EIP (i.e., DIP of the packet).

8©Internet-LB-Service: Traffic to be load balanced will first

hit the gateway before reaching the load balancer. For traffic

from the Internet, it will query the DNAT table at the gateway

and then be encapsulated and tunneled to the load balancer.

9©VM-LB-Service: For traffic from the VMs in the cloud

(e.g., to use database hosted on servers behind a load balancer),

it will query the VXLAN routing table and VM-NC mapping

table at the gateway and then be tunneled to the load balancer.

Alibaba Cloud’s solution for scalable VPC networking.
The challenges of building a scalable VPC network infrastruc-

ture lie in many aspects. In a typical cloud region, there are

tens of thousands of servers, equipped with 25G/100G NICs,

contributing to dozens of Tbps traffic to the gateway. The gate-

way contains several major tables including the VXLAN rout-

ing table, the VM-NC mapping table and the SNAT/DNAT

table. In our cloud region, there are O(1M) VPCs and O(1M)

VMs, leading to a very large VXLAN routing table, VM-NC

mapping table and SNAT/DNAT table. Fitting these tables

into an x86 server may not be a serious problem; however,

if you want to make hardware acceleration to combat the

rapid growth of cloud traffic, the hardware’s on-chip memory

can easily be exhausted [41]. In Alibaba Cloud, we adopt a

centralized gateway model that the traffic from the source

VM will first be tunneled from its vSwitch to the gateway,

where the next-hop forwarding decision will be made. That

is, the gateway needs to handle all kinds of traffic as listed in

Table 1, leading to a sophisticated packet processing pipeline

under ultra-high traffic rates. Moreover, as traffic volumes and

cloud services change rapidly, the infrastructure needs to be

elastic and flexible. Finally, as the central hub of east-west

and north-south traffic, the stability of the gateway is equally

important as its performance since failures of the gateway will

affect a wide range of tenants and their services. To address

these challenges, we have the following architectural designs.

The first design is separation of underlay and overlay net-
work devices. Fig. 1 shows the VPC network infrastructure

in Alibaba Cloud. There are underlay devices such as SW,

LSW, BSW and overlay devices such as vSwitch, SLB and

gateways (vendor-specific acronyms are defined in Table A1

in §D). The underlay devices provide underlying network con-

nectivity on top of which overlay tunnels are built. The traffic

through the overlay tunnels carried by the underlay devices

includes 1©east-west traffic between VMs within a region (via
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Figure 1: In Alibaba Cloud, different roles of gateway clusters

are deployed to forward traffic of different cloud services.

SW); 2©traffic routed to the gateways/SLB (via SW, BSW and

LSW); 3©traffic routed to the external networks (e.g., Internet,

via LSW and BSW). The overlay devices provide tenant isola-

tion, virtual routing/forwarding, and tunnel encap/decap. The

separation of the underlay and overlay enables rapid cloud

service iteration. When cloud services need a change, we only

need to update the overlay devices without reconstructing the

underlay infrastructure. Besides, caching VM-to-VM routes

at vSwitches enables bypassing overlay gateways for faster

routing directly through the scalable underlay SW fabric [54].

The second design is deploying different roles of gateway
clusters for different cloud services. To handle cloud-scale

traffic and huge forwarding tables caused by multi-tenancy,

the logically centralized gateway is further split into multiple

gateway clusters, each dealing with a particular cloud service.

For example, VGW handles VM-to-VM traffic within a region,

TGW handles VM-to-VM traffic across regions as well as traf-

fic between VMs and IDCs, IGW handles Internet traffic, SLB
is for server load balancing, CSW is a specialized device for

VXLAN-to-VLAN translation and vice versa, XGW holds all

the gateway tables for fallback traffic processing. In the early

days, all gateways are based on x86 servers and clustered for

scalable performance. To prevent CPU overload due to traf-

fic bursts, some gateways are accelerated via programmable

switches [41]. To increase elasticity and flexibility, some state-

ful gateways, such as NAT and VPN, reside on servers in the

form of NFV instances [47]. All the gateways will advertise

their VIPs to the underlay network and the vSwitch will tun-

nel the VM traffic to different gateways by encapsulating the

traffic with different outer DIPs based on the VNIs and the in-

ner DIPs. Table 1 shows some major cloud services and their

corresponding traffic routes. In the “role-splitting” gateway

architecture, failures will be isolated within a single gateway

cluster. If horizontal splitting of tenants [41] is enabled, fail-

ures will be further isolated within a single physical gateway

in the cluster. Similarly, the development, deployment and

update of different gateway clusters can also be decoupled.

2.2 Rise of Edge Clouds
Extending public cloud services to the edge. Alibaba Cloud

has built 28 public cloud regions across the globe. However,

we are increasingly requested by more and more customers

to provide cloud infrastructure close to their locations for the

following use cases. The first is ultra-low-latency applications

such as cloud gaming, live streaming, manufacturing control

and machine learning inference [56], which cannot afford the

large latencies of task processing in the remote cloud. The

second is local data processing needs for large volumes of

data generated at the edge, e.g., data uploaded by IoT nodes,

which can save network bandwidth usage between the edge

and the remote cloud. The third is data residency needs due

to security or data sovereignty [43], e.g., financial services.

Another potential market is the cloudification of telecom in-

frastructure, e.g., cloud-native 5G core and RAN [23, 34]. To

meet the above needs, we replicate our public cloud infrastruc-

ture to the edge, expecting to continue its past success. In this

way, there is no need for our customers to build and operate

their own on-premises IDCs and they can use the same tools

and APIs that they use in the public cloud to manage their

edge clouds. Specifically, we have launched two edge cloud

products, namely, Local Region [2] and Cloud Box [1,3]. The

Local Region is a local public cloud infrastructure serving

nearby customers in the same city while the Cloud Box is a

highly-converged public cloud infrastructure within a 42U

server cabinet. They both offer a user experience akin to the

public cloud but with significantly reduced capacities, e.g.,
a Local Region usually has dozens of servers, and a Cloud

Box contains even fewer. As a comparison, our largest public

cloud region houses hundreds of thousands of servers.

Deployment constraints of edge clouds. When extending

the VPC network infrastructure to the edge, we’ve experi-

enced the following deployment issues. 1© Fitting the entire
public cloud into limited space. Edge clouds have small foot-

prints but full functionality of the public cloud. For example,

for Cloud Box, the entire cloud infrastructure (including com-

pute, storage, network, power supply, cooling system) will be

packed into a 42U server cabinet, leaving limited space to ac-

commodate servers running tenants’ VMs. In addition, if the

network occupies too much cabinet space, the server payload

will be further compacted, which reduces the available VMs

for sale as well as the cloud vendor’s revenue. If we pack the

9 different types of underlay and overlay devices (as shown

in Fig. 1) with 1:1 backup into the 42U cabinet, there will be

little room left for the server payload. 2© Cost disadvantages
without economies of scale. In a public cloud region, the VPC

network infrastructure consists of a few clusters of underlay

and overlay devices, serving tens of thousands of servers. The

upfront and operational costs of the VPC network infrastruc-

ture can be spread over the huge number of servers due to the

economies of scale [49]. However, for a single edge cloud,

the situation has changed as the network infrastructure will

occupy a significant proportion of its upfront cost due to the

much reduced server payload. Moreover, the “role-splitting”

architecture is not conducive to operational cost reduction.

Last but not least, as the edge clouds are placed near the cus-

tomer sites, they will have a huge site number compared with

the public clouds. For example, Alibaba Cloud now has only
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28 public cloud regions but the number of edge clouds grows

rapidly. That is, the cost inefficiency of the original VPC net-

work architecture in a single edge cloud will be magnified

thousands of times when edge clouds become more popular.

Possible solutions and their limitations. The traffic load is

significantly reduced at the edge due to the fewer tenants

served. Therefore, the 3-tier switch fabric for underlay traffic

processing can be simplified and the role-splitting gateway

clusters for overlay traffic handling are indeed overkill. Ac-

cordingly, in our first generation of edge cloud products, we

simply use a few ToR switches for the underlay and a few

x86 server-based gateways and load balancers for the overlay.

Specifically, for the Local Region, we use separate x86 servers

to build XGW and SLB. As the XGW holds all the gateway

tables, it can easily replace all the single-role gateways, signif-

icantly saving the upfront and operational costs as well as the

deployment footprints. For the Cloud Box, to maximally save

the cabinet space, we further converge the XGW and the SLB

into a single x86 server, using different groups of CPU cores

to perform different tasks. To handle potential traffic growth

in the future, horizontal scaling [41, 50] is still leveraged.

Although extensive horizontal scaling will cause cost inef-

ficiency and large deployment footprints of the VPC network

infrastructure, we believe this will not happen soon at the edge.

However, two real edge cloud use cases change our minds.

The first is about the high-bandwidth requirement at the edge.

In this case, our customer expects to migrate his data from the

local IDC to the remote public cloud through the nearest point

of presence (PoP). However, the nearest PoP is in another city

hundreds of miles away from the customer IDC and a leased

line from an ISP is needed for the IDC-PoP connection. To

save expenses and time, our customer decides to route his

data to the public cloud directly through the Local Region in

his city, which produces hundreds of Gbps traffic and floods

the XGWs in the Local Region. The second is about CPU

overload by a heavy-hitter flow. In this case, our customer

uses the Cloud Box to manage his IoT devices. The data col-

lected by the IoT devices is sent through a tunnel to the Cloud

Box. The tunnel aggregates the traffic into a single flow that

reaches dozens of Gbps. At the XGW, the heavy-hitter flow

is hashed to a CPU core via the RSS mechanism [25], which

easily overloads the CPU core and causes packet drops.

3 LuoShen’s Architecture
In this section, we list the design goals of LuoShen, followed

by its architectural innovation to achieve these goals.

3.1 Design Goals
1©Small deployment footprints. The VPC network infrastruc-

ture at the edge should have small footprints to leave more

room for the server payload, maximizing the VM capacity.
2©Complete VPC network functions. At the edge, our cus-

tomers want ultra-low latency but do not want to compromise

the consistent product experience of the public cloud. The

VPC network inside the 42U server cabinet needs to provide

the same functions as provided by the public cloud.

3©Cost efficiency. Considering the large edge cloud number,

the upfront and operational costs of the network infrastructure

in each edge cloud should be controlled. Besides, network

architectures with smaller energy footprints are preferred.

4©Performance stability. In a multi-tenant cloud, failures

of the shared network infrastructure will affect a large number

of tenants. As the gateway is the central hub of the cloud

traffic, its performance stability needs to be strengthened to

avoid being overloaded by either high-bandwidth traffic or

heavy-hitter flows. Once a failure occurs, traffic should be

taken over by the backup component as soon as possible.

5©Elasticity and flexibility. Different edge cloud use cases

have different network customization needs in terms of traffic

scale and network functionality, so the edge cloud network

infrastructure should be elastic and programmable to quickly

respond to the changing service requirements.

6©Avoid reinventing the wheel. We have invested tremen-

dous person-months into developing the network infrastruc-

ture for the public cloud. The stability of the system has stood

the test of time. As the edge clouds inherit all the functions of

the public cloud, to save the development costs, retain the sys-

tem stability and shorten the time-to-market cycle, we’d better

reuse as much code as possible from the existing systems.

3.2 Hyper-Converged Gateway
Opportunities for infrastructure convergence. Pro-

grammable switches [15, 16] have been proved to work

well even under cloud-scale traffic bursts [41]. They are

suitable for stateless forwarding which covers a majority of

cloud gateway functions. However, some cloud services are

stateful (e.g., SLB, NAT) and better to be processed by the

CPU due to the large memory footprints as well as the high

processing complexity. To deal with high-bandwidth traffic,

the stateful processing can also be offloaded to the FPGA. In

the following, we discuss how to converge the core functions

of the VPC network infrastructure into a Tofino chip [5] and

how to converge the remaining functions into the CPU with

high-performance functions accelerated by the FPGA.

1©Converge different gateway functions sharing the same
table. As you may notice in §2.1, many gateway functions in

our cloud share the same forwarding tables, e.g., the VXLAN

routing table is involved in all gateway functions except

Internet-related services. Hence, we can converge these func-

tions from different gateways into the same Tofino pipeline

stages. Actually, in past deployments, we have already made

efforts in this direction, e.g., VGW handles VM-VM (same

VPC), VM-VM (different VPCs) and VM-LB-Service traffic

within a region and TGW handles all the cross-region traffic

between two VMs and between VMs and IDCs. Actually,

VGW and TGW also share the VXLAN routing table, that is,

they can be further converged into a single gateway. Besides,

given that Tofino is programmable, we can also converge the

VXLAN-to-VLAN translation function into it, saving space

originally for CSW. Finally, in the Tofino, we converge VGW,

TGW and CSW into a converged gateway called CGW .
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2©Converge different gateway functions without table over-
lapping. In edge clouds, the gateways serve tenants a few

miles away, so there is a significant reduction in the number

of table entries compared to the public cloud. As a result, it is

possible to converge different gateway functions into the same

Tofino chip even though their tables have no overlap. Specif-

ically, we can place different functions in different pipeline

stages. Packets will be sequentially processed by each func-

tion when they traverse through the pipeline. In this way, we

can further converge CGW and IGW into the Tofino chip.

3©Converge underlay and overlay devices. After we con-

verge overlay devices (i.e., CGW, IGW) into the Tofino, there

are still many standalone underlay devices such as SW (for

switching east-west traffic), LSW (for routing traffic to gate-

ways) and BSW (for connecting Internet/remote regions),

which need additional costs as well as space for placement.

Given that Tofino has ultra-high throughput, if its on-chip

resources are still available, we can further converge the un-

derlay devices together with the overlay devices into the same

gateway. Specifically, we converge the original SW and LSW

into a new SW, which is further converged with the CGW and

IGW into the Tofino (BSW is still standalone). In this way,

one Tofino handles both overlay and underlay traffic.

4©Process fallback traffic and stateful forwarding at the
CPU. The P4 switch pipeline cannot handle all types of cloud

traffic. Some traffic needs fallback processing. For example,

the VM-to-VM route caching at vSwitches requires special

treatment of the first packet of the VM-to-VM traffic within a

region. If a packet from a VM cannot hit the route cache at the

vSwitch, it will be forwarded to the gateway [54]. After query-

ing the VM-NC mapping table at the gateway, a reply packet

containing the mapping relationship will be constructed and

sent back to the vSwitch for route cache population. However,

the reply packet construction is a bit complicated for the P4

pipeline and better to leave to the CPU. Besides, some cloud

services (e.g., NAT, VPN) require stateful processing at the

gateway with large session tables. These tables are too large

to fit into the Tofino and better to use CPU to process them.

5©Offload high-bandwidth stateful forwarding to the
FPGA. Although we can use kernel-bypass techniques (e.g.,
DPDK) [13] to accelerate CPU-based stateful packet process-

ing, for some stateful cloud services, high-bandwidth traffic

can easily overload a CPU core [36, 41, 48]. One example is

east-west traffic load balancing. Sometimes, a massive num-

ber of VMs want to access the cloud service hosted on a server

cluster behind a load balancer. The load balancer may face

huge traffic pressure since the east-west traffic in a data center

is usually not rate-limited. As a comparison, the Internet-

related and cross-region traffic are often rate-limited based

on tenants’ spending. To handle high-bandwidth stateful for-

warding, we can use FPGA with large HBM to meet both

search speed and memory capacity requirements [57].

The server-switch hardware. According to the above infras-

tructure convergence principles, we build LuoShen, a hyper-

Figure 2: LuoShen fits the entire VPC network infrastructure

into a 2U server switch with full functionality retained.

converged programmable gateway for multi-tenant multi-

service edge clouds. LuoShen fits the entire VPC network

infrastructure into SNA [8], a 2U server switch developed by

Alibaba Cloud’s infrastructure team, with full public cloud

network functionality retained. Inside LuoShen, the original

single-role gateways (including VGW, TGW, CSW, IGW) and

the underlay devices (including SW and LSW) are converged

into a Tofino chip, handling both overlay and underlay traf-

fic; the XGW and SLB are converged into a CPU, handling

fallback traffic and conducting traffic load balancing, respec-

tively; the SLB+ in an FPGA conducts traffic load balancing

hardware acceleration. LuoShen essentially follows a “P4-

centric” architecture inherited from our centralized gateway

model in the public cloud (§2.1), because most of the gateway

functions are now converged into the P4 switch pipeline. In

the public cloud, the cloud gateways are the central hub of

the east-west and north-south traffic. Now, for edge clouds,

the Tofino in LuoShen becomes the new central hub of the

edge cloud traffic. In LuoShen, the 64×100G ports of Tofino

are split into different purposes. Some ports directly connect

to servers to receive VM traffic, some ports connect to BSW

for Internet access and cross-region communication, some

ports connect to on-premise IDCs, and some ports connect to

the CPU and FPGA for fallback and stateful traffic process-

ing (the CPU sits on a NIC for hardware offloading/traffic

rate-limiting, while the FPGA is plugable so that we can also

select other cards for fast adapting to the diverse edge cloud

service needs). Besides, a large number of ports that are not

shown explicitly in Fig. 2 are used internally for pipeline

folding [41], which will be detailed in 4.1. As a comparison,

in the public cloud, all ports of the P4-accelerated gateways

are connected to the upstream switches (i.e., LSW). Since

we converge the 8 standalone overlay and underlay devices

into a 2U box, LuoShen has superior advantages in terms

of deployment footprints, upfront and operational costs, and

power consumption for edge cloud deployment.

Functionality equivalence analysis. To provide tenants with

the same product experience as that of the public cloud,

we need to achieve functionality equivalence after conver-

gence. We compare the two architectures before and af-

ter convergence (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). First, all the gate-

ways/SLB functionality is retained because VGW, TGW,

CSW, IGW are now in the P4 pipeline while XGW and

SLB are now in the CPU/FPGA. Second, the functionality

of east-west traffic switching as well as traffic routing to
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Figure 3: Packet journeys of three different cloud services converge at LuoShen.

gateways/SLB/Internet/IDCs/remote regions provided by the

original underlay device SW and LSW is also retained after

they are converged into the new SW in LuoShen. Specifically,

the original SW needs to route the VM traffic to the gate-

ways/SLB through LSW, however, this function is no longer

needed since physical servers are now directly connected with

LuoShen. It also needs to switch the east-west traffic which

hits the route cache at vSwitches and this function is still re-

tained at the new SW. The original LSW needs to route traffic

to gateways/SLB/Internet/IDCs/remote regions. Since VGW,

TGW, CSW, IGW are now in the Tofino which is directly

connected with physical servers, there is no need to explic-

itly route traffic to these gateways. However, the function to

route traffic to XGW/SLB/Internet/IDCs/remote regions of

the original LSW is still retained at the new SW, which will

forward the corresponding traffic through the P4 switch ports

to these external destinations outside the Tofino.

To summarize, in LuoShen’s P4-centric architecture, the

core functions of the VPC network infrastructure are of-

floaded to the P4 pipeline. All incoming traffic will go through

CGW, IGW and the new SW sequentially in the pipeline be-

fore being distributed to CPU/FPGA or external networks by

the SW. Since all traffic experiences the “distribute after deep

pipelining” packet flow, the P4 pipeline becomes the traffic

aggregation point. Thus, the traffic of different cloud services

will be queuing together in the pipeline. However, there is no

need to worry about it at present as the high-capacity pipeline

is sufficient to accommodate the traffic from the edge.

Packet journeys in LuoShen. Fig. 3 shows the packet jour-

neys of three different cloud services converging at LuoShen.

The first is VM-to-VM traffic across VPCs within a region,

where the outer IP is set to CGW VIP by the vSwitch due

to a route cache miss. Then, the packet will be routed to the

CGW in LuoShen and query the VXLAN routing table and

VM-NC mapping table to obtain the VNI of the destination

VPC as well as the server IP of the destination VM. Finally,

the packet will query the FIB in SW and be forwarded to

the destination VM. The second is VM traffic load balancing

for accessing the cloud service behind SLB, which is more

complicated as the Tofino needs to interact with the SLB+ in

the external FPGA (we use FPGA for SLB acceleration). The

packet containing VIP 1 (i.e., the IP of the cloud service) as

the inner DIP will be routed to CGW in LuoShen to query the

VXLAN routing table and VM-NC mapping table to obtain

the VIP of SLB+. After that, the packet will be forwarded by

SW to the SLB+, where server load balancing is performed

by querying a session table to find the real server (identified

by RSIP 1 and 10.1.4.11 in Fig. 3) using the 5-tuple. Then,

the packet will be reencapsulated with the real server address

as the inner/outer DIP and routed back to the Tofino (because

the FPGA has no other connection to the network). Finally,

the packet will be forwarded by SW to the selected real server

behind SLB+. The third is Internet traffic load balancing for

accessing the cloud service behind SLB. The packet flow is

almost the same with the second case, except that the traffic

from the Internet will be routed to IGW first to query the

DNAT table using the DIP to obtain the VIP of SLB, and the

server load balancing is performed in the CPU this time.

4 Data Plane
In this section, we show how to fit the core functions of the

VPC network infrastructure into a single Tofino chip through

sophisticated pipeline layout and on-chip memory budgeting.

4.1 Tofino Pipeline Layout
Pipeline folding for CGW/IGW/SW convergence. The

Tofino has 4 pipelines and each pipeline consists of an ingress

pipe and an egress pipe, connected by a traffic manager

(TM). Each pipeline has limited SRAM/TCAM memory re-

sources [30], distributed equally in 12 stages of that pipeline.

Each pipeline stage is shared by the ingress pipe and the egress

pipe, e.g., if we fit a large table into stage 0 of the ingress

pipe, there will be little space left for stage 0 of the egress

pipe. When converging the core functions of the VPC network

into the Tofino, we should first evaluate if the stage/memory

resources are sufficient to hold the deep pipeline of CGW,

IGW, and SW. Actually, in our P4-based single-role gateways

for the public cloud [41], the stage/memory occupancy of

some major tables, such as the VM-NC mapping table, has

already exceeded the resources of a single pipeline. Besides,

other tables, such as SNAT/DNAT table for Internet access

and meter tables for rate-limiting, will also have large memory

footprints. Although the table sizes will shrink at the edge, a

single Tofino pipeline still cannot hold all the converged core

functions of the VPC network.
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(a) LuoShen’s pipeline layout. (b) Another layout option.

Figure 4: Two optional ways of pipeline folding.

To this end, we conduct pipeline folding to assemble the

four independent pipelines into a 48-stage deep pipeline for

CGW/IGW/SW convergence (as shown in Fig. 4a). The traffic

of different cloud services will sequentially traverse through

the deep pipeline and be processed at the corresponding stages.

For example, the VM-VM (same VPC) traffic will go through

Ingress Pipe 0, Egress Pipe 1, Ingress Pipe 1, Egress Pipe

3, Ingress Pipe 3, and Egress Pipe 0, while the Internet-VM

traffic will go through Ingress Pipe 0, Egress Pipe 1, Ingress

Pipe 1, Egress Pipe 2, Ingress Pipe 2, Egress Pipe 3, Ingress

Pipe 3, and Egress Pipe 0. Notice that there is one explicit pipe

branch at Ingress Pipe 1 with either Egress Pipe 2 or Egress

Pipe 3 as the next-hop pipe to separately process Internet-VM

or VM-Internet traffic. There is also an inexplicit pipe brach at

Ingress Pipe 0 (not shown in Fig. 4a) with either Egress Pipe

1 or Ingress Pipe 0 itself as the next-hop pipe as some cloud

services need to query the VXLAN routing table twice (e.g.,
VM-to-VM traffic across VPCs). Last but not least, as the FIB

in SW is embedded in Ingress Pipe 3, it will select the next-

hop ports from Egress Pipe 0 according to the FIB lookup

results (the 16 ports of Egress Pipe 0 are connected to the

external destinations outside the Tofino such as XGW/SLB

in CPU, SLB+ in FPGA, physical servers, Internet/remote

regions through BSW, and on-premises IDCs).

Major tables in the pipeline. We show how the major tables

of CGW, IGW and SW are distributed in the pipeline.

1©CGW (Fig. 5a): CGW contains all the major tables of

VGW, TGW and CSW. As the VXLAN routing table and

the VM-NC mapping table are the two largest, we separate

them into different pipes. To determine whether an incom-

ing packet will be processed locally or bypass the current

pipe, we place a CGW Classify at the front of Ingress Pipe

0. In this way, Internet traffic will directly bypass CGW

(we detail the bypass logic later). The packet flows of dif-

ferent cloud services related to CGW are listed as follows.

VM-VM (same VPC): CGW Classify->VXLAN Routing-

>VM-NC Mapping; VM-VM (across VPCs, same region):

CGW Classify->VXLAN Routing(resubmit)->VM-NC Map-

ping; VM-Cross-region-VM (sender): CGW Classify-

>VXLAN Routing(resubmit)->Next-Hop; VM-Cross-region-

VM (receiver): CGW Classify->VXLAN Routing(resubmit)-

>VM-NC Mapping; VM-IDC: CGW Classify->VXLAN

Routing(resubmit)->Next-Hop->Egress VBR(VXLAN-to-

VLAN); IDC-VM: CGW Classify->Ingress VBR(VLAN-

to-VXLAN)->VXLAN Routing(resubmit)->VM-NC Map-

ping. Notice that we use Ingress/Egress VBR for VLAN-to-

(a) CGW’s forwarding logic.

(b) IGW’s forwarding logic.

(c) SW’s forwarding logic.

Figure 5: Distribution of major tables in the pipeline.

VXLAN translation and vice versa to deal with IDC traffic.

Besides, we use Next-Hop to obtain the physical address of

the remote device in either VM-Cross-region-VM (sender) or

VM-IDC case. Finally, the resubmit ability of Tofino enables

circular lookups of the VXLAN routing table in several cases.

2©IGW (Fig. 5b): IGW contains SNAT for VM-Internet

traffic and DNAT for Internet-VM traffic, as well as their

rate-limiting tables (i.e., Meter Out and Meter In). The packet

flows are: VM-Internet: IGW Classify->SNAT->Meter Out;

Internet-VM: IGW Classify->DNAT->Meter In. Similar to

CGW Classify, IGW Classify is used to filter the traffic

that should be processed locally. Besides, it will also decide

whether the traffic should be sent to SNAT or DNAT accord-

ing to packet header fields. Notice that Meter In occupies the

entire pipe while Meter Out shares its pipe with the SNAT ta-

ble. The reason is that, most rate-limiters for the VM-Internet

direction are installed at vSwitches while all rate-limiters for

the opposite direction are installed at the gateway, so that

Meter Out is much smaller than Meter In at the gateway.

3©SW (Fig. 5c): SW is responsible for underlay traffic for-

warding according to the outer DIP. The possible destinations

can be XGW/SLB in CPU, SLB+ in FPGA, physical servers,

Internet/remote regions through BSW, and IDCs. SW con-

ducts FIB lookup at Ingress Pipe 3 to select the next hop and

then rewrites the MAC headers at Egress Pipe 0.

Pipe/table bypass logic. Although each packet will sequen-

tially pass through CGW, IGW and SW, not all tables have

to be queried, e.g., Internet traffic will go through the CGW

pipes but there is no need to query the VXLAN routing table.

Hence, we can make an early judgment to determine whether

the packet will be processed by the local pipe or even the lo-

cal table to reduce unnecessary processing overhead. Usually,

the judgment is placed at the front of a pipe, e.g., in CGW

Classify, we set flags in the metadata according to the VNI

and DIP in the packet header to classify traffic into different

cloud services and the flags can be carried by the metadata

across pipeline stages. Fig. 6 shows the P4 code framework
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1 struct metadata_t {
2 bit<1> flag; /* whether to bypass the current pipe */
3 bit<4> subflag; /* whether to bypass the current table */
4 ...
5 }
6 control Ingress( ... ) {
7 action tb1_ac1() { flag = 0; }
8 action tb1_ac2() { flag = 1; subflag = 0; }
9 action tb1_ac3() { flag = 1; subflag = 1; }

10 ...
11 table tb1 {
12 /* to distinguish different cloud services */
13 key = { ... }
14 /* to take different bypass actions */
15 actions = {
16 tb1_ac1; /* bypass the current pipe */
17 tb1_ac2; /* enter the current pipe, query tb2 */
18 tb1_ac3; /* enter the current pipe, query tb3 */
19 ... } }
20 table tb2 { ... }
21 table tb3 { ... }
22 ...
23 apply {
24 tb1.apply();
25 if (flag == 1) {
26 if (subflag == 0) { tb2.apply(); }
27 else if (subflag == 1) { tb3.apply(); }
28 ...
29 }
30 ... /* flag is 0, bypass the current pipe */
31 } }

Figure 6: P4 code framework for pipe/table bypass.

for pipe/table bypass. Specifically, we use flag for pipe bypass

and subflag for table bypass in the local pipe. For components

that span across multiple pipes (e.g., IGW), we can place

separate judgment logic at the front of each pipe, or let the

judgment results from the first pipe pass down to the subse-

quent pipes. The former consumes additional stage occupancy

while the latter increases metadata bridge usage [41].

Rationale behind pipeline design.
1©Two optional ways of pipeline folding. In designing the

pipeline layout, we have also considered another option in

Fig. 4b, which has separate pipelines folded for CGW and

IGW, achieving 3.2Tbps total bandwidth. However, it has

limitations: (1) Traffic balance is hard to achieve between

two pipelines. (2) Table occupancy balance is also hard to

guarantee between two pipelines. (3) Although more ports are

exposed to servers, there is also tight coupling between the

cloud services and the ports, which adds constraints for server

placement. (4) Our selected pipeline layout maximally reuses

the existing code by porting the entire IGW codebase from the

existing P4-based IGW gateway [41] for rapid deployment.

2©Component sequence in the pipeline. Someone may won-

der why the sequence is CGW->IGW->SW. In fact, we can

place either CGW or IGW in the front. However, the overlay

devices (CGW and IGW) must be placed ahead of the under-

lay device (SW) because the gateway always conducts outer

IP modification based on the VNI and the inner IP first (e.g.,
via VXLAN route lookup), then uses the outer DIP to query

the FIB in SW to determine the next-hop forwarding port.

3©Next-hop selection at the ingress pipe. You may no-

tice that all next-hop selection happens at the ingress pipe

(e.g., VXLAN routing table resubmit at Ingress Pipe 0,

SNAT/DNAT selection at Ingress Pipe 1, FIB lookup in SW

at Ingress Pipe 3). This is because we must rely on the TM of

Tofino for packet switching and it is necessary to determine

where the packet will go before it is sent to the TM.

4©Performance issue and the coping strategy. The current

pipeline layout also has limitations: (1) The original 4 parallel

pipelines are folded into one, decreasing the bandwidth from

6.4Tbps to 1.6Tbps. As 4 ports are connected with the CPU

and FPGA, the actual gateway bandwidth is only 1.2Tbps. (2)

Lots of Tofino ports are used for internal loopback, thereby

greatly reducing the number of ports for connecting physical

servers. However, for edge clouds, as the 1.2Tbps throughput

is more than enough and the server payload in a Cloud Box is

restricted, the above-mentioned will no longer be a problem.

In real deployment, hot standby is leveraged which doubles

the available gateway bandwidth as well as server payload.

4.2 On-Chip Resource Budgeting
As Tofino has scarce SRAM/TCAM, pipeline stages, and PHV

resources, we need to carefully budget the on-chip resource

occupancy to fit multiple gateway functions into the chip.

Table placement for balanced resource occupancy. In Lu-

oShen, forwarding tables are distributed in the 8 cascaded

pipes based on the service logic as well as balanced pipeline

resource occupancy. As mentioned in 4.1, the SRAM/TCAM

memories in each pipeline stage are shared by the ingress pipe

and the egress pipe. That is, for each pipeline, we can have

different resource occupancy combinations like ingress-heavy,

egress-heavy or balanced, but we can never have ingress-

heavy and egress-heavy simultaneously. When fitting the

tables into the Tofino, we also follow this principle to bal-

ance the resource occupancy of the 4 pipelines. For exam-

ple, Pipeline 0 is ingress-heavy as its ingress pipe stores the

VXLAN routing table, therefore, its egress pipe can only store

very small tables for MAC rewrite. Similarly, Pipeline 1 is

egress-heavy due to the VM-NC mapping table at Egress Pipe

1, Pipeline 2 is balanced because its ingress pipe has Meter

In while its egress pipe has DNAT, Pipeline 3 is egress-heavy

due to the SNAT and Meter Out at its egress pipe.

Stage occupancy compression. After pipeline folding, all

tables of the cascaded CGW/IGW/SW are fit in the 48 stages.

The stages are consumed mainly in two ways: (1) table de-

pendency, (2) large table occupancy. The table dependency

means the packet processing behavior of the current stage

depends on the table lookup results of the previous stage, e.g.,
CGW Classify occupies the first stage of Pipeline 0 to set by-

pass flags for subsequent stages. Clearly, in a hyper-converged

gateway, table dependencies occur more often. The large table

occupancy means the large table that cannot be fit in one stage

will span across multiple stages. In LuoShen, for (1), we rely

on the P4 compiler to generate the dependency graph; for (2),

we shrink some large tables (e.g., the VM-NC mapping table)

to reduce their stage occupancy for edge clouds.

PHV usage optimizations. PHV is a set of containers that

carry the headers and metadata along the pipeline. The first

PHV optimization is to reduce the metadata bridging as much

as possible by meticulous table placement because metadata

bridging not only decreases the switching throughput through

the TM [41] but also consumes more PHV resources at both
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Figure 7: Multi-component table configuration channels.

ingress pipe and egress pipe. The second PHV optimization

is to overlay two or more header/metadata fields in the same

PHV container if their lifetimes do not intersect by using the

pa_alias pragma to instruct the compiler. Moreover, we break

the large header/metadata field into smaller pieces of the same

size intentionally to increase the possibility of PHV sharing.

5 Control Plane
Resource isolation. Multiple components run on LuoShen’s

CPU. They are (1) DPDK-based forwarding instances such

as XGW and SLB, (2) control plane agents of the data plane

components in Tofino (CGW/IGW/SW), FPGA (SLB+) and

CPU (XGW/SLB). Although the underlying CPU resources

are shared, these components have different performance re-

quirements (e.g., line-rate forwarding) and do not want to be

interrupted by others. To achieve performance isolation, we

dockerize [38] these components and bind XGW and SLB to

dedicated CPU cores. As the number of CPU cores is limited,

we also allow components (e.g., CGW and IGW agents) to

share the CPU cores while using cgroups [46] for resource

isolation. Except for CPU, resource isolation for memory/disk

is also needed to contain memory leaks and core dump files.

Multi-component table configuration. Unlike the single-

role gateways, LuoShen converges multiple components in

its data plane, thereby requiring multiple table configuration

channels (Fig. 7). For each channel, a control plane agent

at the CPU receives table update requests pushed from its

remote controller and installs them into the corresponding

data plane component through the underlying interface (e.g.,
BF Runtime). For rapid deployment of LuoShen, we reuse

the agent code directly from the single-role gateway so that

the remote controller can talk directly to LuoShen without

any modification (e.g., in Fig. 7, the IGW controller controls

LuoShen and IGW). The channels to Tofino, FPGA and CPU

are physically isolated to avoid table configuration collisions.

For the Tofino, the channel to CGW/IGW and the channel to

SW are also separate (i.e., through RPC and SAI). Although

CGW and IGW share the same channel, the complete sepa-

ration of their tables in the Tofino pipeline makes their table

configuration entirely lockless. Besides, to speed up table

configuration, we use batch to assemble multiple table update

requests and issue them in one shot to the BF Runtime.

Inter-component BGP peering. LuoShen converges the

role-splitting VPC network infrastructure of the public cloud

into one device, where internal components still need to com-

municate with each other (e.g., SW needs to route traffic to

the next-hop components). To exchange the reachability in-

formation between components, we set up BGP speakers at

the control plane for inter-component BGP peering so that a

component can learn the routes to others and it can also adver-

tise its reachability to others. Specifically, we set up separate

BGP speakers for XGW, SLB, SLB+ with both learning and

advertising capabilities. For CGW, IGW, SW, we set up one

BGP speaker for all of them. For CGW and IGW, as there

is only one path in the pipeline, there is no need for them to

learn BGP routes and their agents only perform advertising.

For SW, as it is the final component in the pipeline, its control

plane only needs to learn the routes for next-hop selection.

With BGP peering, LuoShen achieves high availability based

on component-level ECMP load balancing and fast failure

recovery, which are discussed in §A due to page limitation.

6 LuoShen’s Performance
We illustrate LuoShen’s performance under pressure test and

in production. The pressure test topology is shown in §B.

On-chip memory occupancy. Fig. 8 shows the memory us-

age in ingress/egress pipes. Generally, LuoShen consumes

more SRAM than TCAM because most major tables (e.g.,
VM-NC, SNAT/DNAT, meters, counters) are based on ex-

act match. Besides, as the Tofino contains more SRAM than

TCAM, we use ALPM [51] to reduce the TCAM usage at the

cost of additional SRAM usage [41]. Except for the VXLAN

routing table, Classify tables, ACLs, and FIB in SW will also

consume TCAM. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show how we achieve

balanced pipeline resource occupancy via meticulous table

placement. For Pipeline 0, we place the VXLAN routing table

in the later stages in the ingress pipe as it has dependencies

with the tables in its front (e.g., CGW Classify). As each

stage is shared by the ingress and egress, we have to place

the tables for MAC rewrite in the early stages in the egress

pipe for balanced memory usage. For Pipeline 2, the pipeline

resources are shared in a good balance by the ingress (Meter

In) and egress (DNAT). Fig. 11 shows the memory usage of

CGW/IGW/SW. The SRAM/TCAM occupancy is exactly as

expected. However, even in a hyper-converged gateway, the

memories are not fully exhausted. The reason is that table

dependencies make stages exhausted earlier than memories.

Fig. 12 shows the maximum PHV usage in different pipelines.

After PHV optimizations, the PHV has not been exhausted

in all pipelines. Pipeline 2 has the lowest PHV usage since it

contains only two major tables (i.e., DNAT and Meter In).

Performance under pressure test. Fig. 13 shows table con-

figuration speedup via batching. As CGW and IGW share

the same download channel, the improved table configuration

efficiency will not only reduce the gateway’s cold start time

but also alleviate download channel congestion. Fig. 14 shows

the throughput and latency of the VM-to-VM traffic within

the same VPC. LuoShen can achieve 1.2Tbps line-rate for-

warding with 256B packets and the latency is bounded within
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Figure 8: SRAM/TCAM usage

in ingress/egress pipes.

Figure 9: SRAM usage distri-

bution over stages (Pipeline 0).

Figure 10: SRAM usage distri-

bution over stages (Pipeline 1).

Figure 11: SRAM/TCAM us-

age of CGW/IGW/SW.

Figure 12: PHV usage in differ-

ent pipelines (the worst case).

Figure 13: Table configura-

tion speedup via batching.

Figure 14: Throughput/latency of

VM-to-VM traffic (same VPC).

Figure 15: Latency of different

traffic routes (512B packets).

5μs even with 9000B packets. Fig. 15 shows the latency of

different cloud traffic routes with 512B packet size. The traffic

of VM-VM (same VPC) and VM-Internet has the lowest la-

tency due to the shortest route inside the Tofino (only through

6 pipes) without a resubmit at Ingress Pipe 0. The traffic of

cross-VPC, cross-region and IDC has a slightly higher latency

due to the resubmit operation. The traffic of Internet-VM has

an even higher latency due to its longer route through 8 pipes.

The traffic of the remaining cloud services will be routed to

the external CPU and FPGA, producing the longest latency.

Fig. 16 shows the throughput of different cloud traffic routes

with 512B packet size. The traffic traversing through the ex-

ternal CPU and FPGA has the lowest throughput, exactly as

expected. However, we notice that the traffic of VM-IDC and

VM-Internet also has slightly reduced throughput. The reason

is that they both experience decapsulation of outer headers.

Performance in production. Fig. 17 shows the converged

traffic throughput at an edge site, which is around 50Gbps.

As edge clouds have just been rolled out, most edge sites do

not have heavy traffic. However, we still select the P4-centric

architecture as it not only addresses the extreme cases but also

reserves a large performance margin for future traffic growth,

which makes the architecture durable. Fig. 18 shows the traffic

throughput of different cloud services of the edge site. It

can be inferred that most edge cloud traffic is IDC/Internet-

related. Most of the VM-to-VM traffic within the same VPC

is shortcut by the underlay network due to route caching.

Cross-VPC traffic is currently very limited. Fig. 19 shows the

CPU utilization of different components. SLB has the highest

CPU usage as a data plane function. The control plane agents

of CGW/IGW/SW also consume considerable CPU time.

Advantages of LuoShen at the edge. We compare LuoShen

with the role-splitting gateway architecture in the public cloud

in upfront cost, deployment size and power consumption. We

assume that the gateway/load balancer/switch clusters in the

public cloud will be reduced to separate devices in edge clouds

with one device for each role. Table 2 shows that LuoShen

reduces the upfront cost, deployment footprints and power

Table 2: LuoShen vs role-spliting in cost, size and power.
Cost (unit) Size (U) Power (W)

LuoShen 15 2 ∼1000
Role-splitting 61 15 >2500

consumption by 75%, 87% and 60%, respectively. Due to

page limitation, we discuss the calculation in §C.

7 Experiences and Lessons
Step-by-step deployment. To decompose the complexity

from infrastructure convergence, we deploy LuoShen in a step-

by-step way in production. We deploy the components in the

Tofino first since CGW and IGW cover the majority of cloud

network functions while SW provides the next-hop selection

ability. XGW/SLB/SLB+ are implemented by reusing the

existing x86 devices in the public cloud. As CGW/IGW/SW

are highly coupled, we have to deploy them together in one

pass. After they become more stable, we start to add XGW,

SLB and SLB+ one by one for complete deployment.

Function upgrade. As Tofino, CPU and FPGA are physically

separated, they can be upgraded independently. By contrast, as

CGW, IGW and SW are highly coupled, we have to upgrade

them as a whole, which will involve cross-team collaboration

as they are managed by different teams. The function isolation

issue in Tofino has also been discussed in [19, 53]. In 2018,

Barefoot announced Tofino Fast Refresh [14] to address the

hot upgrade issue. The feature can reset an entire P4 pipeline

within 50ms. However, as LuoShen deeply relies on pipeline

folding with one component spanning across pipelines and

two components possibly sharing the same pipeline, simply

using Tofino Fast Refresh for component upgrade may have

consistency issues. For example, when CGW resets Pipeline

0 and Pipeline 1 for an upgrade, the state of SW and IGW

in the same two pipelines will disappear for a short time and

their table query/update requests on the fly will be discarded.

Capacity expansion. The gateway capacity expansion in-

cludes the upgrade of performance and table size. For perfor-

mance, CPU is more likely to become the system bottleneck.

Some of the solutions we’ve tried include (1) adjusting the

number of CPU cores used by different services, (2) migrating

workloads from LuoShen to external x86 servers, (3) horizon-
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Figure 16: Throughput of differ-

ent traffic routes (512B packets).

Figure 17: Converged traffic

throughput at an edge site.

Figure 18: Traffic throughput

of different cloud services.

Figure 19: CPU utilization of

different components.

tal scaling with more LuoShen gateways. In real deployment,

we prefer (3) for stability and ease of maintenance. For table

size, we borrow the horizontal table splitting technique from

Sailfish [41] to share large tables among more gateways.

Failure isolation. In the public cloud, different gateway clus-

ters are physically separated. In each cluster, tenants’ entries

are horizontally split into multiple gateways. Therefore, fail-

ures will be isolated within a gateway. However, as each

gateway is associated with a huge number of tenants, the blast

radius of a failure will still be large. In edge clouds, LuoShen

serves all tenants miles away. That is, the failure of LuoShen

will affect all tenants at the edge site, although the number will

not be so large. In the Tofino, as CGW/IGW/SW are cascaded

in a folded pipeline, the stability of each component is critical

and we reuse the mature code from the single-role gateways.

At the CPU, we rely on docker and cgroup for failure isolation.

Finally, hot standby is our last resort to guarantee a failsafe.

Telemetry and debugging. As packet flows of different cloud

services converge at LuoShen, for network-wide telemetry, we

should probe all traffic routes in the gateway [59]. To achieve

this, we generate probes with pre-defined header fields for

all cloud service coverage. For network anomaly debugging,

we need to pinpoint the exact anomaly locations. To achieve

this, we collect and export telemetry data to the CPU at each

component/pipe/stage along the anomaly forwarding path.

Elastic NFV deployment. For LuoShen, if we deploy NFV

instances in its CPU, the elasticity will be restricted as the

CPU has already been excessively used (with XGW, SLB and

control plane agents). But, if we deploy NFV instances in

x86 servers, the CPU cores for tenants’ VMs will be occupied

(some tenants are concerned about this as the server payload

is valuable at the edge). We develop an NFV framework that

can autoscale across LuoShen’s boundary by horizontally ex-

panding table entries onto x86 servers during peak workloads.

8 Related Work
Building hybrid CPU/ASIC/FPGA network systems is a com-

mon tactic [9,11,35,41,57] to combat traffic growth that goes

far beyond Moore’s law [45]. However, few systems succeed

in fitting the entire multi-tenant cloud network infrastructure

with multi-service packet flows into a 2U box deployed in

production. For example, ServerSwitch [35] takes advantage

of both commodity servers and switching ASICs to perform

flexible and performant underlay traffic processing in DCNs.

Tiara [57] proposes a hardware-accelerated L4 load balancer

with a 3-tier architecture of P4/FPGA/CPU. While Tiara fits

the SLB function for the public cloud into a 5U box, Lu-

oShen fits the entire VPC network infrastructure (including

SLB) into a 2U box tailored for edge clouds. Sailfish [41]

uses Tofino to accelerate the single-role cloud gateways (e.g.,
VGW). While Sailfish and LuoShen both use pipeline folding

to provide sufficient stage resources, LuoShen considers ad-

ditional constraints. In addition to fitting table entries within

Tofino, it must also consolidate multi-service packet flows,

achieve equivalent implementation of underlay/overlay de-

vices, expose ports to interact with external CPU/FPGA, and

maximize codebase reuse. Bluebird [11] uses Tofino to accel-

erate the bare-metal cloud services which have similar packet

flows with our VM-IDC, IDC-VM scenarios with VXLAN-

to-VLAN translation and vice versa. Comparatively, LuoShen

is an “all-in-one” gateway with a more sophisticated pipeline

layout to consolidate almost all cloud network functions.

Different from our centralized gateway model, other cloud

vendors distribute the VPC network functions to end-

hosts [12, 17, 20–22, 31, 33]. For example, VFP [21] installs

virtual routing, tunnel encap/decap, and load balancing into

a host stack, which is scalable and fault-tolerant as there is

no single point of failure. The host stack performance can

further be accelerated by SmartNICs [22] or by a remote DPU

pool [12] to deal with high-bandwidth traffic bursts. Such dis-

tributed cloud network architecture could also be a good fit for

edge clouds. Considering the consistency with our existing

infrastructure, LuoShen takes an alternative approach with

different design tradeoffs. It offloads almost all VPC network

functions to the gateway to maximally free up valuable CPU

cores for tenants’ VMs. SmartNIC acceleration is not neces-

sary which saves upfront cost. The IDC/cross-region traffic is

also handled by the same gateway which saves cost and space.

To address single point of failure, LuoShen relies on Tofino

to absorb traffic bursts and reuses mature code for stability.

Some vendors build white box server switches without ser-

vice logic (e.g., Accton’s CSP-7551 [4]). LuoShen’s idea can

be extended to them to build other hyper-converged systems.

9 Conclusion
We propose LuoShen, a hyper-converged gateway for edge

clouds, which fits the entire VPC network infrastructure of

the public cloud into a 2U server switch with a P4-centric

architecture. To adapt to the new design constraints of perfor-

mance, costs and deployment footprints, we rearchitect the

data plane and control plane. LuoShen has been deployed in

Alibaba Cloud for over two years at hundreds of edge sites.
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Appendices
A High Availability with Hot Standby
In a production environment, we deploy at least two LuoShen

gateways in a hot-standby mode to achieve high availability,

as shown in Fig. A1. The same components of the two Lu-

oShen gateways will advertise the same VIP to the outside so

that the upstream switches/routers can conduct ECMP load

balancing to split the incoming traffic equally between the

two components. With such design, we can easily scale out

our gateway system to handle the edge cloud traffic growth in

the future. For example, in Fig. A1, two CGW components

advertise the same VIP to the upstream BSW, which will

conduct ECMP load balancing on the traffic towards CGW.

Except for traffic load balancing, the same components of the

two LuoShen gateways can also back up for each other for

fast failure recovery. For example, in Fig. A1, two IGW com-

ponents advertise the same VIP to the upstream BSW, which

will conduct ECMP load balancing on the traffic towards IGW.

However, at a certain time, if there is a link or component

failure of the IGW in one gateway, it will trigger BGP route

withdrawal in the upstream BSW. After that, traffic will be

forwarded by the upstream BSW to the remaining IGW. Ac-

cording to our measurement, the BGP route withdrawal will

be quickly completed in milliseconds during a link failure.

Figure A1: In production, LuoShen achieves load balancing

and high availability with hot-standby deployment.

B Performance Test Topology
In order to pressure test LuoShen’s performance, we build

a test topology as shown in Fig. A2. As mentioned in §4.1,

the Tofino chip in LuoShen only exposes the 16 ports of its

Pipeline 0 after pipeline folding and 4 of them are connected

with the CPU and FPGA. Therefore, we use a traffic generator

to inject 1.2Tbps traffic through 12 optical fibers into the re-

maining 12×100G ports. By changing the traffic header fields

(e.g., VNI, DIP), we can conduct pressure tests on different

traffic routes inside LuoShen for different cloud services.

C Calculation of Cost, Size and Power
When deploying the role-splitting gateway architecture of the

public cloud at the edge, due to the reduced traffic volumes at

the edge, we reduce the original role-based clusters of devices

Figure A2: Performance test topology.

to multiple devices accordingly, with one device for a partic-

ular cloud function. In this way, we will have a device list

including an x86 server attached with an FPGA (2U) to imple-

ment SLB+, two x86 servers (2*2U) to implement XGW and

SLB, three P4-based gateways (3*2U) to implement VGW,

IGW and TGW, three switches (3*1U) to implement CSW,

LSW and the original SW. Then, we calculate the cost, size

and power of LuoShen and the role-splitting architecture, re-

spectively. 1© Upfront cost: As the exact cost numbers of

FPGA, x86 server, P4-based gateway and LuoShen are con-

fidential, we normalize them to 1:10:10:15 according to our

experience (for the sake of simplicity, we omit the cost of

switches). Accordingly, the cost of LuoShen is 15 while the

cost of the role-splitting is (1+10)+2*10+3*10=61. 2© De-

ployment footprints: LuoShen will occupy 2U while the role-

splitting will occupy 2U+2*2U+3*2U+3*1U=15U. 3© Power

consumption: Generally, an FPGA consumes 100W [11, 57],

an x86 server consumes 500W [57] and its CPU consumes

200W [7], a P4-based gateway consumes 300W [39]. There-

fore, the power consumption of the role-splitting architec-

ture is at least (100W+500W)+2*500W+3*300W=2500W

(we still omit the power consumption of switches). LuoShen

contains one P4 switch, two CPUs and one FPGA. Besides,

the optical modules, fans, disks will additionally consume

around 200W. Therefore, the power consumption of LuoShen

is around 300W+2*200W+100W+200W=1000W.

D Acronym Definition

Table A1: Definition of vendor-specific acronyms.
Acronym Expansion

SLB Server Load Balancer
XGW eXtendable Gateway
IGW Internet Gateway
VGW Virtual Private Gateway
TGW Transit Gateway
CGW Cloud Gateway

vSwitch Virtual Switch
NC Node Controller
SW Switch

CSW Customer Switch
LSW Integrated Access Switch
BSW Border Switch
IDC Internet Data Center
VBR Virtual Border Router
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Abstract—Crawling the web at scale forms the basis of many

important systems: web search engines, smart assistants, gener-

ative AI, web archives, and so on. Yet, the research community

has paid little attention to this workload in the last decade. In

this paper, we highlight the need to revisit the notion that web

crawling is a solved problem. Specifically, to discover and fetch

all page resources dependent on JavaScript and modern web

APIs, crawlers today have to employ compute-intensive web

browsers. This significantly inflates the scale of the infrastruc-

ture necessary to crawl pages at high throughput.

To make web crawling more efficient without any loss of

fidelity, we present Sprinter, which combines browser-based

and browserless crawling to get the best of both. The key to

Sprinter’s design is our observation that crawling workloads

typically include many pages per site and, unlike in traditional

user-facing page loads, there is significant potential to reuse

client-side computations across pages. Taking advantage of this

property, Sprinter crawls a small, carefully chosen, subset of

pages on each site using a browser, and then efficiently identifies

and exploits opportunities to reuse the browser’s computations

on other pages. Sprinter was able to crawl a corpus of 50,000

pages 5x faster than browser-based crawling, while still closely

matching a browser in the set of resources fetched.

1 INTRODUCTION

To make the most of the enormous trove of information avail-

able on the web, all of us today rely upon a range of ef-

forts. Web search engines help users find pages relevant to

their needs. Data from the web serves as input to smart as-

sistants such as Siri and Alexa, and is used to train genera-

tive AI models that can answer our questions. Web archives

store repeated snapshots of web pages to document changes

over time and to preserve the content of deleted pages. Re-

searchers continually study the web to help improve its per-

formance and security.

A key enabler for all of the above is a capability that

we take for granted today: the ability to crawl the web at

scale. Web crawlers have traditionally crawled a page by

first downloading the page’s HTML, and then recursively

fetching all embedded links to images, CSS stylesheets,

scripts, etc. If one deploys many such so called static

crawlers [32, 28] across a fleet of machines, the rate of crawl-

ing is limited by the network bandwidth of each machine.

Given that web crawlers have existed for over three

decades, why revisit this topic now? Because, static crawlers

no longer suffice. On today’s web, the URLs of many of the

resources on a page are determined at runtime, rather than

being statically embedded in the page’s source. To discover

and fetch such resources, modern “dynamic” crawlers [5,
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Figure 1: Tradeoff between fidelity and performance with dif-

ferent crawlers.

2, 4] leverage web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, or

Edge. However, due to the compute overheads associated

with JavaScript (JS) execution and with browsers in general,

the rate at which one can crawl pages drops by an order

of magnitude relative to static crawling (Figure 1). Con-

sequently, dynamic crawlers need to be deployed across a

much larger number of servers in order to sustain the same

crawling throughput as that feasible with static crawlers.

Thus, anyone seeking to crawl the web today has to make

do either with the poor performance of dynamic crawlers or

the incompleteness of static crawlers. Unfortunately, there

is no easy fix. One could try to augment a static crawler

with a lightweight JavaScript execution engine, but keeping

up with constantly evolving web APIs is a challenge best

left to the developers of widely used browsers. On the other

hand, proposals that attempt to mitigate the impact of client-

side web computations on user-perceived web performance

have little utility in the context of crawling. For example,

overlapping the browser’s computations with its network ac-

tivity [41, 24, 56] or parallelizing the browser’s execution

of JavaScripts [40] can reduce page load times, but crawl-

ing throughput remains unchanged since the total amount of

client-side computation is the same.

We address this undesirable status quo with Sprinter, a

new crawler which judiciously combines browser-based and

browserless crawling. Sprinter crawls pages at a much faster

rate than dynamic crawlers while matching them in the re-

sources fetched. Our main observation is that large-scale

web crawling workloads typically include many pages from

each site and there is significant potential to reuse client-side

computations across pages (§3.1).To exploit this property,

our design of Sprinter is based on three key principles.

First, when Sprinter crawls a page using a browser, it

strives to minimize the amount of JS code executed. For

every script file on a page, Sprinter attempts to reuse the
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browser’s execution of that file on a previously crawled page.

In user-facing page loads, execution of the same file is sel-

dom exactly identical across multiple pages. In contrast,

Sprinter can reuse JS execution at such a coarse granularity

because it can skip executing a JS file as long as the URLs of

the resources that file would fetch match those fetched dur-

ing a prior execution of that file.

Second, even if none of the JS files on a page are exe-

cuted, crawling the page with a browser imposes significant

compute overhead. Therefore, on any site, Sprinter crawls

the vast majority of pages on the site without a browser. To

realize browserless crawling that does not sacrifice fidelity,

we implement a lightweight page instrumentation framework

that tracks the web APIs used on any page without sup-

port for executing these APIs. When it crawls a page with-

out a browser, Sprinter uses this instrumentation to identify

whether it can safely reuse JS executions from pages that it

previously crawled with a browser.

Lastly, to maximize the fraction of pages that can be

crawled without a browser, Sprinter crawls the pages on a

site in a carefully chosen order. For any given site, Sprinter

efficiently identifies a subset of pages such that most of the

scripts seen on other pages are fetched as part of this sub-

set. Sprinter crawls these pages first using a browser and

captures the effects of JS executions. Most of the remaining

pages can then be crawled without a browser, since Sprinter

can identify all resources to be fetched on those pages with-

out executing any JS code or web APIs.

We used Sprinter to crawl a corpus of 50,000 pages spread

across a diverse collection of 100 sites. It offered a 5x

speedup in crawling throughput compared to existing dy-

namic crawlers. When we recrawled the same corpus a week

later, the rate at which Sprinter crawls pages improved by a

further 78%. Importantly, Sprinter preserves almost all re-

source fetches issued by a browser-based crawler, and it is

compatible with legacy web servers. Sprinter’s source code

is available at https://github.com/goelayu/Sprinter.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We begin by describing common web crawling workloads

and quantifying the limitations of existing strategies for sup-

porting these workloads.

2.1 Target workloads

Web crawlers take as input a seed list of URLs to pages that

need to be crawled. The input configuration to the crawler

can specify a range of options such as timeout per page,

retry policy, politeness constraints (i.e., time gap between

crawls of pages on the same site), and whether other pages

discovered while crawling the seed list should also be recur-

sively crawled. Some crawlers provide the option of saving

page screenshots [2] and triggering user interactions (e.g.,

scrolling or clicking) on rendered pages [4]. In this work, we

focus on supporting the common need for crawlers to save

the content of resources that are fetched on every page that

is crawled. To not make any assumptions about what the

crawls will be used for, we aim to fetch and save all page re-

sources requested by a browser such as Chrome, rather than

a subset that may suffice for a particular use case.

We focus on supporting workloads where pages are

crawled from a large number of sites. This is the case in

any large-scale system that relies on web crawls, e.g., to sup-

port web search, ChatGPT, and Siri, their providers aim to

crawl the entire web. Even in more focused crawls, it is

common to crawl many sites and many pages in each site.

For example, after every presidential term in the US, the

Internet Archive captures a snapshot of 1.3 million govern-

ment websites, crawling roughly 700 pages on average per

site [14]. Similarly, research studies attempting to under-

stand the web’s security vulnerabilities [44] have crawled

roughly 2500 pages per site. When pages are crawled from a

single site (e.g., a research study of pages on Facebook), the

rate at which pages can be crawled is constrained by the rate

limits imposed by the site being crawled.

2.2 Shortcomings of static crawling

As mentioned earlier, web crawling has traditionally relied

on static crawlers, which identify all the resources to fetch

on every page by extracting links embedded in the page’s

source. To demonstrate and quantify why static crawlers

are now insufficient, we compile Corpus10k, a collection of

10,000 pages comprising 100 randomly sampled pages from

each of 100 sites: roughly 33 sites chosen at random from

three ranges – [1, 1000], [1000, 100k], and [100k, 1m] –

from Alexa’s site rankings. This corpus spans a diverse col-

lection of sites and is representative of real-world crawls in

that it includes a large number of pages per site crawled.

On a server which has a 16-core 2.1 GHz Intel Xeon CPU,

a 1 Gbps network connection, and a 500 GB SSD disk,

we crawl every page in Corpus10k using a custom crawler

which loads every page in Google Chrome but also fetches

all URLs, both absolute and relative, that are embedded in

text-based resources (i.e., HTML, CSS, and JS). We record

all responses using a web record and replay tool [9]. We

then separately crawl every page from our recorded copy

once using Chrome and once using our custom static crawler

(which mimics wget2 [12], a state-of-the-art static crawler),

with network caching enabled in both cases, i.e., across all

pages, each unique resource was only fetched once. Com-

paring the two types of crawlers in this manner eliminates

any differences that might arise due to server-side non-

determinism [36].

First, the “Dynamic - Static” line in Figure 2 shows that

a static crawler fails to fetch 32% of bytes on the median

page. This is because, on a modern web page, which re-

sources are served to a client are often determined only when

the client executes the scripts included on the page. Since a

static crawler can identify the URLs of a page’s resources
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Figure 2: Compared to a dynamic (i.e., Chrome-based)

crawler, a static crawler both fails to fetch some resources and

fetches many additional resources. Distribution shown is over

10,000 pages spread across 100 sites. Note logscale on x-axis.

var EA = fetch(“crazyegg.com/usnews.com.json”)
// json contents:  {

script_url: ”crazyegg.com/commonscripts/759.js”
}

const n = document.createElement("script");
n.src = EA.script_url;
const r = document.getElementsByTagName("script")[0];
r.parentNode.insertBefore(n, r);

9297.js

utag.js

Figure 3: Snippet of JS code from www.usnews.com. The

browser first fetches a JSON file, and then requests a JS file

referenced inside the JSON.

only by parsing the source code of the page, it is blind to

such resource fetches. Figure 3 shows an example.

Second, Figure 2’s “Static - Dynamic” line shows that,

on the median page, the static crawler fetches 93% more

bytes than fetched by Chrome; on some pages, this over-

head is as high as 200x. These extra resource fetches arise

because, within a single page, web developers often embed

resources that are applicable across a large number of client

device types, expecting the client browser to download the

resources applicable to it. Examples include multiple reso-

lutions of the same image, or different font files for the same

HTML text. To enable the client to pick the appropriate ver-

sion of any particular resource, modern pages either use me-

dia queries [17] or CSS selectors [11]; see Figure 4 for exam-

ples. A static crawler is unable to evaluate media queries and

does not know which CSS selectors are dynamically applied

during JavaScript execution. Therefore, it offers no control

on whether to fetch only resources applicable to the machine

used for crawling a page or to fetch every resource that might

be requested in any load of the page.

2.3 Compute overheads of browser-based crawling

Given the shortcomings of static crawlers, state-of-the-art

web browsers are often employed to crawl pages [2, 5, 4].

We observe that Chrome is the most widely used in browser-

based crawling frameworks because of its better support for

web APIs [18] and for automation capabilities [8]. For this

<picture>
<source srcset=”ct.img/600x338” media=“(min-width:768px)”>
<source srcset=”ct.img/400x225” media=“(min-width:0px)”>

</picture>

.icon-calendar
{font-family: {src: url(“fonts/icomoon.woff”)}}

index.html

style.css

if (body.firstChild.hasAttr(“data-widget”)){
var inode = document.createElement(“i”);
inode.class = “icon-calendar”;
body.firstChild.insertBefore(inode)

}

widget.js

Figure 4: Code snippet from www.chicagotribune.com

showing the two causes for a static crawler’s extra resource

fetches. (a) It will fetch both versions of the ct.img image,

irrespective of the width of the client device’s display. (b) It will

fetch the font file fonts/icomoon.woff, whether or not the

CSS selector .icon-calendar is used in the rest of the page.

The CSS selector is only added if the HTML code contains a

data-widget attribute.
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Figure 5: A comparison of average CPU, network, and disk

utilization by static and dynamic crawlers.

reason, in the rest of this paper, we refer to Chrome1 when

discussing overheads of browser-based crawling.

We observe that the average number of pages that we

could crawl per second with Chrome was only 12% of that

achievable with the static crawler. The cause for this signifi-

cant drop in crawling throughput is shown in Figure 5, which

plots the average utilization of CPU, network, and disk with

either crawler. Unlike the static crawler, which was limited

by network bandwidth, the dynamic crawler ended up satu-

rating all CPUs. If we were to use a 10 Gbps network, more

than 5000 CPU cores would be necessary for the dynamic

crawler to fully utilize the network, which is infeasible to

accommodate on a single server.

We break down the reasons behind Chrome’s high CPU

usage using data from Chrome’s in-built profiler [7]. We find

three primary contributors: 1) the JavaScript engine, which

is responsible for parsing and interpreting JS code, 2) inside

the rendering engine, computation of the layout tree which

1We use Chrome in a headless mode as it is known to be more compute

efficient [49, 21].
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specifies on-screen positions for page content, and 3) time

spent inside Chrome’s internal code, into which the profiler

has no visibility. Together, these three sources of computa-

tion account for 96% of the compute delays on the median

page, with JavaScript execution alone accounting for about

half. Given the complex inter-dependencies between these

three tasks, none of them can be simply eliminated to reduce

Chrome’s computation overheads. For example, JavaScript

execution queries layout information when scripts inspect

the position of elements on the screen.

2.4 Minimizing browser’s computation delays

The observation that the amount of client-side computation

needed to load a web page has increased in recent times is

not new. A large body of prior work [57, 42, 40, 41] has

focused on addressing the impact of this overhead on user-

perceived web performance. However, those solutions have

little utility in the context of web crawling for two reasons.

First, many proposals for reducing the impact of client-

side computation on page load times aim to either increase

the overlap between the browser’s use of the client CPU and

network [41, 46] or parallelize the browser’s execution of

scripts on a page [40]. Such solutions can reduce the end-

to-end latency of individual crawls, but the total amount of

computation that the crawler needs to perform, and thus the

crawling throughput, will remain unchanged.

Second, others [42, 57, 1] rely on server-/proxy-side sup-

port to ship processed versions of pages so as to minimize the

amount of JavaScript that clients need to execute. Notwith-

standing the fact that such solutions are not usable until they

are adopted by millions of domains, we estimate their best

case utility by crawling pages in Corpus10k with script exe-

cution in Chrome disabled. A comparison of “Dynamic” and

“Dynamic w/o script execution” in Figure 5 shows that the

latter marginally reduces the gap between CPU and network

utilization. However, client-side computation remains a sig-

nificant bottleneck, thereby limiting crawling throughput to

still be only 17 pages per second.

Alternatively, one could attempt to build a lightweight

browser from scratch which only supports crawling, but does

not enable users to visit web pages, i.e., has no graphical

interface, does not support user interactions, etc. However,

significant engineering effort would be required to constantly

keep up with updates in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript APIs.

For example, when we load the landing pages of the top 1000

Alexa sites using a version of Chrome from five years ago

(v65), it fails to fetch 16% of the resources fetched by the

most recent version of Chrome (v114). This is because cer-

tain JavaScript APIs that are commonly used today were not

supported by Chrome v65, e.g., support for optional chain-

ing [15] was only added in v80. It would be best for web

crawlers to rely on widely used browsers which are well-

maintained, instead of having to replicate the effort in a

lightweight browser dedicated to crawling.
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Figure 6: For the sites in Corpus10k, most JavaScript files ap-

pear on multiple pages and a script typically fetches the same

resources on all the pages which include that script.

3 OVERVIEW

The takeaway from the previous section is that, today, opera-

tors of web crawlers are stuck with having to choose between

two less than ideal options: use static crawlers and miss out

on some resources, or make do with the poor performance

of dynamic browser-based crawlers. We seek to resolve this

quandary by enabling high-fidelity crawling at high through-

put. We do so while respecting two constraints. First, we

make sure to crawl all the resources on a page that a browser

would fetch, but make it configurable whether to crawl only

the resources relevant to the machine on which the crawler

is executed. Second, to make our crawler compatible with

the legacy web, we require no changes to web pages and the

servers that host them.

3.1 Observations and approach

The high-level observation that guides our approach is that,

on any site, there typically is significant overlap across pages

both in the JavaScript code that they include and JavaScript-

initiated fetches when a browser loads them. Figure 6

demonstrates this property on the pages in Corpus10k.

First, for every site, out of all the unique JS files seen on at

least one of the 100 pages on that site, we compute the frac-

tion which are included in multiple pages; here, we consider

the combination of a file’s URL and a hash of its source code

to be a unique identifier for a file. The “Same source” line

plots the distribution of this fraction across the 100 sites in

our corpus. For the median site, 72% of JS files were shared

across multiple pages.

Next, we examine the likelihood that a JS file fetches the

same set of resource URLs when it is executed on differ-

ent pages. For this, we consider a script file’s execution

uniquely by the file’s URL, the hash of its source, and the

set of URLs it fetches. When we consider only those exe-

cutions which result in at least one fetch, the “Same source

+ same fetches” line in Figure 6 shows that, on the median

site, 65% of unique file executions – at least with respect to

resource fetches – are repeated across multiple pages.

The takeaway from these observations, coupled with the

property that web crawling workloads typically crawl a large

number of pages per site (§2.1), is that there exists signifi-
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Figure 7: Sprinter crawls the pages on any site in four phases which alternate between browserless and browser-based crawling.

cant redundancy in a dynamic crawler’s execution of JS files.

When the browser used by the crawler executes a JS file that

it had previously executed on a different page on the same

site, the numbers from Figure 6 indicate that the same set

of resources are often requested as on the previous page.

The browser’s network cache will ensure that it does not

have to waste network bandwidth in re-downloading those

resources. But, the browser will still execute every JS file in

its entirety just to identify these resources.

To improve crawling performance by reducing the

crawler’s computations, our approach aims to first eliminate

redundant execution of JS files. Specifically, whenever our

crawler, Sprinter, crawls any page, it skips executing a JS file

if a) it has already executed that file while crawling a differ-

ent page on the same site, and b) it identifies that, if executed,

the file will fetch the same resources as it did on the pre-

viously crawled page. However, as observed earlier (§2.4),

a browser imposes high compute overhead even when it is

used to load pages with execution of scripts disabled. There-

fore, second, on pages where it can reuse the executions of

all JS files, Sprinter does not even employ a browser to crawl

those pages. Put together, Sprinter uses a browser to crawl

only a small subset of pages in each site and minimizes the

browser’s execution of JavaScripts.

3.2 Challenges

Realizing the above approach requires us to answer the fol-

lowing three questions.

• Whenever a script appears on multiple pages, it is not

guaranteed to initiate the same resource fetches on all

pages; in our corpus, 48% of repeated scripts had at least

one execution where they fetched a different set of URLs

than what they fetched in their first execution. Prior to ex-

ecuting a script, how can Sprinter efficiently identify that

the script’s execution will match a prior execution, and it

is safe to skip executing it?

• Classic memoization involves storing the results of ex-

ecution and using them to skip future executions of the

same code in the same runtime context. In contrast, when

Sprinter crawls a page without a browser, how can it reuse

the browser’s prior computations on other pages? Mim-

icking the entire browser runtime will significantly in-

crease complexity and degrade performance.

• Finally, on each site, which subset of pages should

Sprinter crawl using a browser? To minimize Sprinter’s

compute overheads, it is key that the subset be small.

However, for Sprinter to crawl all the remaining pages on

the site without a browser, we must ensure that the script

executions on the pages crawled using a browser suffice to

skip executing all the JS files on the remaining pages.

4 DESIGN

As shown in Figure 7, Sprinter crawls a corpus of pages

from any particular website in four phases. In the first

phase, Sprinter identifies the subset of pages that need to be

crawled with a browser. It crawls those pages in the second

phase while skipping JS executions whenever feasible. Next,

Sprinter crawls the remaining pages on the site using its aug-

mented static crawler. Finally, it recrawls some of the pages

from the third phase using a browser. We present our design

of Sprinter by first describing its operation in phases 2 (§4.1)

and 3 (§4.2), and lastly, phases 1 and 4 (§4.3).

4.1 Memoizing JavaScript execution

Sprinter maintains a compute cache in order to take advan-

tage of the opportunities to reuse JS executions across the

pages on a site. On any page that Sprinter crawls with a

browser, prior to executing JS on the page, the browser looks

up the compute cache to determine whether the execution

can be skipped. Upon a cache miss, the browser executes the

JS code and logs a summary of its execution in the compute

cache, for use on other pages.

Execution signatures to enable reuse. When JS code runs

within a browser, it can read from or write to the JavaScript

heap and HTML DOM object. It can also read the return

values from various web APIs. Therefore, to enable reuse of

JS executions without violating correctness, we associate the

execution of every block of JS code with a signature which

includes the values at the start of executing that block of code

for all state from the heap or DOM that is read within that

block. When the browser executes any block of JS code,

its execution is guaranteed to result in the same externally

visible effects (i.e., writes to the DOM and heap, and URL

fetches) as a prior execution which had the same signature, if

the block does not invoke any non-deterministic APIs (e.g.,

Date, Random or Performance). Figure 8 shows an ex-

ample block of code and the corresponding signature.
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var gKey = window.grumi.key; // “bfd2-4adc”
fetch(`https://www.geoedge.com/${gKey}/grumi-ip`)
var NYTD = {PageViewID:‘mubjhislka7867’};
window.NYTD = NYTD;

{
Reads: [“window.grumi.key”,”bfd2-4adc”],
Writes: [“window.NYTD”,”{PageViewID:‘mubjhislka7867’}”]
Fetches: [“https://www.geoedge.com/bfd2-4adc/grumi-ip“]

}

vendor.js

Signaturevendor.js

Figure 8: JavaScript code from www.nytimes.com which

reads a global variable using the window object and, based

on the property read, fetches a URL. It also writes to the win-

dow object. Signature for this includes the global state read and

written (both the keys and the values) and the fetches initiated.

However, to construct code signatures, modern browsers

provide no APIs to extract the necessary runtime informa-

tion about JavaScript execution. To remedy this, Sprinter

uses a custom JS instrumentation framework, similar to the

ones used in prior work [31, 40, 42]. This instrumentation

framework runs inside a man-in-the-middle (MITM) proxy

which sits in front of the browser. For every new JS file

requested by the browser, the proxy statically analyzes the

code in the file and rewrites it by injecting code that tracks

the state and APIs that are accessed when the file is executed.

Sprinter’s instrumentation tracks variables on the heap which

are in either 1) the global scope, which is accessible using

the window object, or 2) the closure scope, which is created

within a function but persists after the function’s execution if

there exists a nested function declared in the same enclosed

scope. For the DOM object, Sprinter tracks all APIs that

can read from (e.g., getElementById) or write to (e.g.,

appendChild) the DOM.

Once the browser finishes loading a page, Sprinter’s in-

jected JS code compiles signatures for the scripts on the page

and stores them in the compute cache which is co-located

with the proxy. These signatures include both the above-

mentioned information needed to identify the opportunity

for reuse, and the writes to the heap and DOM that need to

be executed when the corresponding code is skipped, along

with any fetches initiated; see Figure 8. When a previously

cached JS file is fetched in future page loads, the proxy em-

beds stored signatures for the code in this file directly into

the file. When processing each JS file, the browser uses the

embedded signatures to determine if any code within the file

can be skipped.

Granularity of JS execution reuse. Given our results from

§3.1, it is natural to try and reuse the browser’s JS executions

at the granularity of entire files, i.e., prior to processing any

script file, the browser uses cached signatures for that file to

determine whether to skip all the code in the file or execute

all of it. However, as shown in the “Full signature” line in

Figure 9, the cache hit rate is pretty poor. On the median site

in Corpus10k, only 40% of JS file executions can be skipped.
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Figure 9: Cache hit rate for JavaScript files that initiate fetches

for other URLs.

To improve the hit rate, our key insight is that, unlike in

user-facing page loads, we do not need to restrict Sprinter’s

skipping of a JS file’s execution only when it is guaranteed to

execute in a manner exactly identical to a previous execution

of the same file. Rather, as long as we can guarantee that the

code will fetch the same resource URLs, we can skip it. A

crawler does not need to preserve other aspects of JavaScript

execution, such as visual changes by modifying the DOM or

functional changes by adding event handlers that allow users

to interact with the page.

This observation enables us to trim file signatures and only

include state that influences resource fetches. To identify

this state, we turn to dynamic taint tracking [47]. Our in-

strumentation of any JS file marks all statements that initiate

URL fetches (such as XMLHTTPRequest.send) and all

DOM nodes with a src property as sinks. We also mark all

control-flow statements as sinks. At the end of any file’s ex-

ecution, we include in the file’s signature only those reads

which propagate values to any of the sinks.

The “Trimmed signature” line in Figure 9 shows that trim-

ming the signatures stored in Sprinter’s compute cache im-

proves the cache hit rate on the median site to over 80%.

This is because a large fraction of reads performed by JS on

the web does not influence the set of URLs fetched. Further-

more, we see that the cache hit rate with Sprinter is close

to the best achievable hit rate, which we obtain via post-

hoc analysis of JS executions to identify when the set of

URLs fetched matched a prior execution. The gap between

“Trimmed signature” and “Oracle” is due to Sprinter’s con-

servative tracking of all control-flow dependencies, instead

of only the ones that influence the URLs fetched.

4.2 Statically crawling pages

So far, we have discussed how Sprinter reuses execution

across pages. However, as mentioned in §2.3, JS execution

is only a part of the total compute overhead of web browsers.

To maximize Sprinter’s performance, we now discuss how it

crawls pages without a browser in phase 3.

Crawling without a browser. We observe that the primary

utility of crawling a page within a browser is its implemen-

tation of the JavaScript heap and the DOM object, and its
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support of various APIs. However, if we are able to skip ex-

ecuting a file, we only need to compile the read state in its

signature, for which we need a log of all the writes performed

by previously executed or skipped JS files. We do not need

to apply these writes to the browser’s heap and DOM since

there are no user interactions at the time of crawling.

Based on this insight, Sprinter’s static crawler maintains a

shadow heap, which is a key-value map from the properties

of the heap to the corresponding values. It also maintains

a shadow DOM, which it constructs by parsing the page’s

HTML at the start of every page load and offers the same

read and write APIs as the ones provided by the browser.

For every page that it statically crawls in phase 3, Sprinter

fetches the page’s HTML, extracts all embedded resource

URLs, and recursively fetches them. For every JS file

fetched, the static crawler looks up the shadow heap and

DOM to construct the file’s signature. Upon a successful

cache hit, Sprinter logs the writes included in the file’s sig-

nature to the shadow heap and shadow DOM, and issues any

resource fetches included in the signature. It repeats this pro-

cess until all resources on the page have been fetched. When-

ever there is a cache miss for a JS file, the static crawler

is unable to execute the file, and it defers these pages for

browser-based crawling in phase 4 (§4.3).

Handling additional fetches. Crawling pages as de-

scribed above has the downside of fetching additional re-

sources that a browser would not (as described in §2.2). For

Corpus10k, this increases the total number of bytes fetched

by 3.5x. Unlike during dynamic crawling, when the net-

work is severely underutilized (Figure 5), these additional

fetches significantly degrade overall throughput when crawl-

ing without a browser.

If the input configuration to Sprinter specifies that only

the resources relevant to the machine executing the crawler

be downloaded, its static crawler does so by leveraging the

browser’s processing of pages crawled earlier in phase 2.

First, during every page load executed within a browser,

Sprinter adds to its compute cache the media queries eval-

uated and the corresponding value (true or false). For any

media query encountered during browserless page loads, the

static crawler fetches the corresponding URL if the compute

cache either returns a true value or does not contain any entry

for that media query. Similar to our observation of similarity

in JS executions across pages, we find that, for the median

site in Corpus10k, 92% of all media queries occur on more

than one page. Second, the static crawler uses the cached

signatures for JS files to identify which selectors were ap-

plied when the browser executed those files. It fetches only

the URLs contained within these selectors.

4.3 Scheduling page crawls

Given the high compute overhead of loading pages in a

browser and extracting signatures, we must minimize the

number of pages that Sprinter crawls using a browser. How-
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Figure 10: Approximate set cover captures a large fraction

of JS files (“JS”), while the number of pages in the set cover

(“Pages”) are a small fraction of the total corpus size.

ever, Sprinter can crawl a page without a browser only if it

is able to skip executing every JS file on that page. Hence,

the subset of pages on any site that Sprinter crawls without

a browser in phase 3 should ideally be such that all of the JS

files that appear on any of these pages also appear in at least

one of the pages previously crawled with a browser in phase

2. This does not guarantee that the static crawler will find a

compute cache entry with a matching signature for every JS

file, but at least makes it possible.

Need for scheduling. Since the set of JS files on any page is

not known apriori, Sprinter could use a browser to crawl the

pages on any site in a random order and switch to browser-

less crawling once the set of JS files converges, i.e., once

the union of JS files remains unchanged for n consecutive

pages crawled. But, we find that there is no value of n that

offers a good tradeoff between compute overheads and cov-

erage of JS files. For example, with n = 2, we would need to

crawl only 8% of pages on the median site in Corpus10k with

a browser, but only 49% of the JS files seen across all the

pages on this site appear on those pages. With n = 10, the

fraction of JS files covered by browser-based loads increases

to 82%; however, 38% of pages now need to be crawled us-

ing a browser.

Efficient identification of set cover. Sprinter takes an al-

ternate approach of carefully selecting which subset of pages

on each site to crawl using a browser in phase 2. Though we

cannot predict which JS files are on the remaining pages, we

leverage our finding from §3.1 that the same JS file often

fetches the same resources across pages of a site. Therefore,

instead of finding a subset of pages that includes all the JS

files used on that site, we find a subset that includes all the

JS files that are statically embedded in the remaining pages.

When these files are executed as part of the browser-based

loads, all the JS files that are dynamically fetched on this

site’s pages will likely be fetched and executed.

Thus, in phase 1, Sprinter crawls all pages using a static

crawler which only fetches the JS files that are directly

linked. We then have a set of JS files for every page, and

Sprinter computes the set cover, i.e., the subset of sets whose

union matches the union of all sets. Since computing the op-
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Figure 12: Comparison of (a) crawling throughput and (b) fidelity of Sprinter against the three baselines.

Baselines. Our primary baselines represent existing static

and dynamic crawlers. For the static approach, we port

wget2, a popular open-source crawler, to be compatible with

our proxy-based setup; we verified that our static crawler

is identical to wget2 in terms of fetched content. For the

dynamic approach, we first considered three popular open-

source crawlers: Archivebox [2], Browsertrix [4], and Broz-

zler [5]. However, our benchmark results for each revealed

substantial performance drawbacks, likely because their pri-

mary goal was high fidelity, not necessarily high through-

put. Specifically, undue overheads stem from spawning a

new browser instance for each crawled page, using a CPU-

intensive MITM proxy, and relying on an outdated Chrome

automation framework. Therefore, we instead built an in-

house Chrome-based crawler that achieves 20%, 33%, and

250% higher throughput than Archivebox, Browsertrix, and

Brozzler, respectively. We verified that our custom crawler

fetches the same set of resources as Archivebox when used

to crawl the landing pages for the 100 sites in Corpus50k.

Our third baseline is representative of prior server-/proxy-

assisted solutions to reduce client-side computations in user-

facing page loads [42, 57]. To the best of our knowledge,

none of these systems are open sourced, and we are unaware

of any domains that have adopted these techniques. There-

fore, to evaluate Sprinter against this prior work, we consider

the best case outcome of these systems, where all client-side

JS execution is eliminated. We mimic such a scenario by

using our Chrome-based crawler to crawl a version of every

page wherein we include links to all the resources fetched by

JS files in the page’s main HTML. The browser loads this

modified HTML with JS execution disabled. We refer to this

baseline as server assisted dynamic crawling.

Metrics. We measure the crawling throughput of each

crawler as the average number of pages it can crawl per sec-

ond on a single server. For each crawler, we run a sufficiently

large number of instances so as to saturate either the CPU or

the network. We expect crawling throughput to linearly in-

crease with the number of servers. We run 5 trials for each

experiment and plot the median value, with error bars plot-

ting the minimum and the maximum values.

We consider the default goal of crawling to be to match

a Chrome-based crawler. Therefore, we measure the fidelity

offered by a crawler as the fraction of bytes it fetches of all

the resources fetched by Chrome when crawling the same

pages. When the goal is to crawl all resources that are rele-

vant to any client device, we measure fidelity as the fraction

of bytes fetched out of the union of the resources fetched by

the static and dynamic crawlers.

6.2 Throughput and Fidelity

6.2.1 Comparison with baselines

To compare Sprinter with the three baselines, we load pages

in Corpus50k using each of the four crawlers separately. We

monitor the resources fetched by each crawler on every page,

and the total time taken to finish crawling the entire corpus.

We also monitor the CPU and network utilization to identify

the bottleneck for each crawler.

Figure 12(a) plots the crawling throughput achieved with

each crawler, and Figure 12(b) shows the fidelity achieved.2

Static crawler achieves the best crawling throughput by far

of 96 pages per second. However, it misses out on 37% of

the bytes fetched by the dynamic crawler. In contrast, the

dynamic crawler could only crawl at a rate of 6 pages per

second. Since CPU utilization was at 100% throughout the

entirety of the crawl with the dynamic crawler, throughput

increased to 13 pages per second with the server-assisted dy-

namic crawler, which does not execute any JS.

Sprinter offers a significant additional speedup, improving

crawling throughput to 31 pages per second, a 5x improve-

ment relative to the dynamic crawler. Importantly, it does

so without requiring any changes to the web and while pre-

serving 99.2% of the bytes fetched by the dynamic crawler.

The 0.8% of bytes that went unfetched stem from the incom-

plete support for all web APIs in our current implementa-

tion. 50% of these unfetched bytes correspond to JavaScript

files, 27% to images, and 17% to HTMLs, with the remain-

ing accounted for by CSS and other content types. While

no resources went unfetched on the median page, the 90th

percentile page was missing 1 resource.

2We see no variation across runs in the resources fetched by each crawler

because all of our crawls rely on one snapshot of every page crawled from

the live web.
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Figure 13: Number of pages crawled during each of the dif-

ferent phases of Sprinter and the corresponding throughput

achieved in each phase.
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Figure 14: A timeline of Sprinter’s crawl of Corpus50k, showing

the duration and number of pages crawled in each phase.

6.2.2 Throughput in each phase

Sprinter’s crawling throughput varies widely across phases.

Figure 13 plots the number of pages crawled in each phase

and the corresponding throughput. Whereas, Figure 14

shows a timeline of how Sprinter’s crawling of the pages in

Corpus50k proceeds over time.

• No page is fully crawled in phase 1; Sprinter only stat-

ically crawls the HTML files and embedded JavaScript

files for every page so as to identify the subset of pages

to be crawled with a browser in phase 2. Therefore, phase

1 finishes in 151s, the quickest of all four phases.

• Phase 2 is the slowest since Sprinter not only has to crawl

pages with a browser, but it also has to incur the overheads

of statically analyzing and rewriting every JavaScript file,

executing these instrumented files inside Chrome, and

processing the information it collects to generate and store

per-file signatures. In this phase, Sprinter crawls 1413

pages in 620s, resulting in a crawling throughput of a little

over 2 pages per second.

• Sprinter crawls the vast majority of pages in phase 3:

42497 pages in 316s. The average throughput of 135

pages per second in this phase is even higher than what

a static crawler can achieve (96 pages per second, as

shown in Figure 12(a)). This is because, unlike a static

crawler, Sprinter leverages browser-based execution of

media queries and CSS selectors in phase 2 to eliminate

fetches of resources relevant only for other client types.

• In Phase 4, Sprinter recrawls the remaining 6090 pages
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Figure 15: Incremental benefit offered by each of the tech-

niques used in Sprinter.

with a browser; about a quarter of these are because they

contained a JS file not executed in phase 2, and the re-

maining pages incurred at least one compute cache miss.

The crawling throughput of 11 pages per second in this

phase is better than in phase 2 because significantly fewer

JS files need to be instrumented.

At the end of phase 4, Sprinter’s compute cache had 3089

entries. The cache hit rate of 95.6% is the key enabler of

Sprinter’s throughput improvements as it could crawl a large

fraction of pages in phase 3, without requiring a browser. We

cannot further reduce the total crawl time by immediately

spawning a browser to crawl any page that incurs a cache

miss in phase 3 because both phases 3 and 4 are bottlenecked

by the CPU.

6.2.3 Contribution of techniques

To understand the performance benefits of each of the tech-

niques used in Sprinter, we incrementally add them to the

dynamic crawler and measure crawling throughput.

First, we evaluate the benefits of only using JS memoiza-

tion (§4.1) in Chrome, loading all pages in the corpus in a

random order. Figure 15 shows that “Dynamic+JS reuse”

provides a roughly 66% speedup over “Dynamic”.

Next, we crawl some of the pages with a browser and

the rest using Sprinter’s augmented static crawler (§4.2). To

determine which pages to crawl using a browser, we con-

sider the strawman approach (§4.3) wherein we transition to

browserless crawling once the union of JS files remains un-

changed for n consecutive pages. For Corpus50k, we observe

that n = 25 results in browser-based loads fetching the same

fraction of all JS files as that covered by Sprinter’s chosen

set cover. Even this unsophisticated combination of dynamic

and static crawling – “Sprinter w/ random schedule” in Fig-

ure 15 – roughly doubles the crawling throughput.

Finally, by efficiently choosing a carefully chosen subset

of pages to crawl with a browser, Sprinter crawls 88% fewer

pages using a browser in phase 2, resulting in a further 1.6x

improvement in throughput.

6.3 Sensitivity to crawling parameters

We evaluate the impact of the following three configuration

parameters on Sprinter’s crawling throughput: 1) the number

of pages crawled per site, 2) the time gap between repeated
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Figure 17: Sprinter’s crawling throughput as a function of the

number of pages per site.

crawls, and 3) whether fetching all statically embedded re-

source URLs is desired.

6.3.1 Number of pages per site

The key to Sprinter’s high crawling throughput is its judi-

cious partitioning of pages, crawling a small fraction using

a browser and the remaining without. We examine how the

fraction chosen for browser-based crawling varies as a func-

tion of the number of pages being crawled per site. For 5

different values of the number of pages per site, Figure 16

plots this fraction for the 25th, median, and 75th percentile

sites. The percentage of pages in Sprinter’s carefully se-

lected “set cover” for the median site goes down from 6%

with 100 pages per site to 1.6% with 500 pages per site.

As a result, Sprinter is able to crawl a corpus of 10k pages

at an average rate of 15 pages per second. But, for a 50k

page corpus, its throughput improves to 31 pages per sec-

ond (Figure 17). Akin to how a static crawler benefits more

from network caching with more redundant resource fetches,

Sprinter’s compute cache enables it to reuse more client-side

computations when it crawls more pages per site.

On the flip side, lower the number of pages per site, lower

Sprinter’s throughput. Figure 17 shows that, with 10 pages

per site, Sprinter crawls 4 pages per second on average,

which is slower than the dynamic crawler. For Sprinter to

offer any benefit, we see that it must be asked to crawl at

least 20 pages per site. As a result, workloads that only crawl

landing pages of sites [10] will not benefit from Sprinter.
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Figure 18: Sprinter can crawl pages faster by leveraging sig-

nature information from previous crawls of the same corpus.

6.3.2 Repeated crawling

In many web crawling workloads, the same corpus of pages

is repeatedly recrawled. For example, a web search engine

must ensure that its search index reflects the latest content

on every page, and web archives must track changes to page

content over time. In such cases, Sprinter will crawl the en-

tire corpus in 4 phases the first time. However, when the

corpus is recrawled, Sprinter can directly jump to crawling

pages statically in phase 3, leveraging JS execution signa-

tures from the previous crawls. Pages where no compute

cache entry was found for at least one JS file would have to

be recrawled with a browser in phase 4.

To measure the crawling throughput with Sprinter when

the same corpus is crawled multiple times, we recrawl

Corpus10k once three weeks after our initial crawl, and again

a week later. We then use Sprinter in our replay setup

to crawl pages from our last copy of the corpus. We run

Sprinter once starting with an empty compute cache, once

using signatures from the crawl a week before, and once us-

ing signatures from the crawl a month before.

Figure 18 shows that reusing signatures from a week ago

improves Sprinter’s throughput by 78% as compared to when

no prior crawl existed. Reusing month-old signatures also

speeds up Sprinter. But, since the compute cache entries are

more stale and more previously unseen JS files are fetched,

the benefits are significantly lower.

6.3.3 Preserving static fetches

Thus far in our evaluation, we have considered the goal of

crawling to be to fetch the same resources on every page

as a dynamic crawler. However, in some cases, it might be

desirable to also crawl all resources that would be fetched by

a static crawler. For example, web archivists might want to

preserve all versions of every image on a page, so as to be

able to accurately render the preserved page irrespective of

the client device used to visit this page in the future.

In these cases, Sprinter can be configured to not elimi-

nate fetches using the techniques mentioned in §4.2. The re-

sultant throughput of Sprinter drops to 28 pages per second

which, though 9% lower than when it only tries to match

the dynamic crawler, is still 4.6x faster than the dynamic

crawler. This drop in throughput is because of Sprinter’s

static crawler having to fetch additional bytes in phase 3.
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Chrome

version

Lightweight browser Sprinter

# of APIs

added

# of files

added/-

modified

# of APIs

added

LOC

added

v108 4 41 1 9

v109 3 70 1 13

v110 4 58 1 6

v111 7 109 0 0

Total 18 278 3 28

Table 1: Comparison of number of APIs that need to handled

by Sprinter and a lightweight browser.

Note that the impact of this configuration option on

Sprinter’s throughput depends on the number of pages

crawled per site. With more pages per site, phase 3 is able

to achieve higher crawling throughput due to the benefits of

network caching.

6.4 Maintainability

Web APIs and their specifications are constantly up-

dated [38]. Web crawlers need to be correspondingly up-

dated over time to ensure that web pages using the latest

APIs are accurately crawled. Dynamic crawlers leveraging

web browsers such as Chrome and Firefox simply need to

update to the latest version of the browser, as these browsers

are well-maintained and constantly updated to support most

of the latest web APIs.

To get a measure of the effort that would be needed to

maintain Sprinter or a lightweight browser such as phan-

tomJS, we look at all the APIs added in the 4 most recent

versions of Chrome (v108 to v111). For each API, we manu-

ally read its specification. Only a subset of these would need

to be implemented by a lightweight browser designed for the

purpose of crawling, e.g., any API that takes effect only dur-

ing user interactions (such as webRTC APIs to enable video

conferencing or navigator.credentials API to enable se-

cure logins) would not have to be handled. Sprinter’s instru-

mentation of JS code would need to keep track of an even

smaller subset of APIs, only those which influence execu-

tion signatures, i.e., any API that can read from or write to

the global state.

Table 1 compares the number of APIs that need to be

tracked and implemented by Sprinter versus a lightweight

browser designed for crawling. Across the four versions,

a lightweight browser would be required to implement 18

APIs; in Chrome’s source, these APIs touch 278 files

(Chrome’s commit history only shows files added/modified,

not the number of lines of code). In contrast, Sprinter needs

to handle only 3 of these APIs, requiring 28 lines of code.

7 RELATED WORK

Scalable web crawling. The engineering issues associated

with web crawling are well studied [33, 58, 19, 37, 22, 23].

Some of these crawlers [37, 23, 22] are able to achieve a

crawling throughput of upwards of 1000 pages per server.

However, all of these crawlers only download the HTML file

for every page URL. In contrast, Sprinter downloads all the

resources which would be fetched by browser-based crawlers

such as Archivebox [2], Brozzler [5], and Browsertrix [4].

Incremental crawling A large amount of prior work [27,

39, 25, 52] has focused on incremental web crawling, i.e.,

how to efficiently recrawl pages. These techniques are help-

ful only when the same set of pages are crawled multiple

times. Sprinter, on the other hand, eliminates redundant

computations across pages even within a single crawl.

Resource bottlenecks of large-scale distributed systems.

Prior work has studied the bottlenecks in scaling various dis-

tributed data processing workloads such as sorting [45], data

analytics [43], and distributed deep learning [54, 48, 20].

These efforts first identify the hardware resource (CPU,

GPU, network, or disk) that constrains overall performance,

and then propose solutions to optimize the utilization of that

resource. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to

study the compute bottleneck in browser-based web crawl-

ing and propose a solution to reduce its impact.

Web performance optimization. The negative impact

of a web browser’s computations on user-perceived latency

while loading web pages is well-known [55, 56]. As dis-

cussed earlier (§2.4), proposals to lower page load times

either do not reduce the total amount of computation that

web clients need to perform [41, 46, 40] or require server-

side changes [42, 57]. Sprinter is backward compatible with

the legacy web and reduces the total amount of client-side

processing by memoizing and reusing computations across

pages on the same site.

Compute memoization. Memoization is widely used

across different kinds of application. Prior work has lever-

aged such techniques to reduce compile-time latency [51,

34], improve runtime performance [30, 53], minimize

scheduling overheads [26], and enable faster auditing of web

applications [35]. Sprinter uses similar memoization tech-

niques to reduce the amount of client-side computation re-

quired to crawl pages, and it maximizes its benefits by selec-

tively identifying the state that influences URL fetches.

8 CONCLUSION

Over the years, crawling web pages with high fidelity has

evolved from a workload that is limited by network band-

width to a CPU-intensive one. In this paper, we showed that

the key to mitigating this new bottleneck is to strategically

minimize the use of the web browser and its execution of

JavaScripts. Our design of Sprinter does so by efficiently

identifying and exploiting opportunities to safely reuse the

browser’s computations across the pages on any site. We

hope that our work will spur a new wave of innovation in

scalable web crawling, a task that underlies many important

systems in today’s society.
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Abstract
Interactive streaming requires minimizing stuttering events (or
deadline misses for video frames) to ensure seamless interaction
between users and applications. However, existing packet loss
recovery mechanisms uniformly optimize redundancy for initial
transmission and retransmission, which still could not satisfy the
delay requirements of interactive streaming, but also introduces
considerable bandwidth costs. Our insight is that in edge-based
interactive streaming, differentiating retransmissions on redun-
dancy settings can often achieve a low bandwidth cost and a low
deadline miss rate simultaneously. In this paper, we propose
Hairpin, a new packet loss recovery mechanism for edge-based
interactive streaming. Hairpin finds the optimal combination of
data packets, retransmissions, and redundant packets over mul-
tiple rounds of transmissions, which significantly reduces the
bandwidth cost while ensuring the end-to-end latency require-
ment. Experiments with production deployments demonstrate
that Hairpin can simultaneously reduce the bandwidth cost by
40% and the deadline miss rate by 32% on average in the wild
against state-of-the-art solutions.

1 Introduction
Edge-based interactive video streaming is coming to age.
Emerging interactive streaming services, such as cloud
gaming, has been attracting considerable attention from both
academic [24,28,44,53,63] and industrial communities [3,8,9].
These services run applications (e.g., video games) on remote
servers, stream the contents (e.g., screens) to users, and interact
with users in real time. To provide a seamless interaction between
servers and users, the streaming needs to be delivered with low
latency. To reduce the network round-trip time (RTT) for inter-
active streaming, operators deploy servers on edge computing
nodes. For example, cloud gaming applications render gaming
scenes on remote servers and deliver these scenes to users over
the Internet, where these servers could be deployed near the users
to shorten the physical distance of the streaming. By deploying in-
teractive streaming services at the edge, the median network RTT
of these edge-based applications could be reduced to 10-20ms.

To provide a satisfactory user experience, controlling the ratio
of frames violating the latency requirement is critical for inter-
active streaming applications [56]. This is due to the continuous
interactions between users and applications: Interactive stream-
ing users will start to experience stutters when the end-to-end
delay is above 50-200ms (i.e., the deadline of delivering a frame).
However, even if only 0.1% of the frames stutter, users may
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Figure 1: An illustration of the design space of existing solutions and
Hairpin. By co-designing the redundancy and retransmission at the
transport layer, Hairpin is able to break the existing trade-off between
bandwidth cost and deadline miss rate.

experience stutters every one minute at a frame rate of 24fps.
Thus, to improve user experience, we need to reduce the ratio
of deadline misses in an interactive streaming service [57].

In this case, a major challenge to control the deadline misses
comes from the high instantaneous loss rate on the Internet. Due
to the spatial dependency within video frames and temporal
dependency between video frames, interactive streaming
expects packets to be reliably delivered [57]. However, from
our measurement of our edge-based cloud gaming service in
production with O(10,000) users, sessions can experience a
drastically high instantaneous loss rate. Although the average
loss rate is considerably low by mechanisms such as proper
rate control, our measurement observes that more than 2% of
video frames suffer from an instantaneous loss rate of 20% or
higher (§2.1). It indicates that those lost packets are concentrated
on a few frames. Thus, although the network RTT can be very
low with edge deployments, retransmissions of lost packets
take additional time and will consequently violate the deadline.
Thus, it is essential to optimize the loss recovery mechanisms
to control the deadline miss rate (DMR) of video frames.

Unfortunately, existing solutions to recover packet losses
cannot meet the stringent DMR requirements with a reasonable
bandwidth cost. As shown in Figure 1, one line of research
efforts (the vertical dimension) is devoted to quickly retrans-
mitting lost packets, such as probe timeout (PTO) [33], from
the transport layer. However, merely retransmitting lost packets
cannot meet the requirement of interactive streaming – the
DMR is much higher than 0.1% (§4.3). Another line of effort
(the horizontal dimension) is devoted to adaptive forward error
correction (FEC) so that the client might be able to recover
packets based on redundant packets without retransmission [5].
Yet, redundancy-based solutions come with the price of a
considerable bandwidth cost of 20% or more due to the high
instantaneous loss rate. For content providers, such a high
bandwidth cost will drastically increase operating expenses and
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degrade users’ video quality. To the best of our knowledge,
none of the existing solutions jointly optimized retransmission
and redundancy. Such an orthogonal design of redundancy and
retransmission, even when adopted together, still cannot meet
the needs of bandwidth cost and DMR for interactive streaming.

Our key insight is to break the trade-off by differentiating
retransmission packets. Edge-based interactive streaming ser-
vices can achieve an average RTT of 10-20ms between ap-
plication servers and users by deploying the servers on the
edge [27,58,89]. In this case, limited times of retransmissions
(but not too many) are tolerable for applications that have a dead-
line of 50-200ms (§2.1). But the strategy for retransmission
packets must be different for the initial transmission packets.
The volume of retransmission packets is much less than initial
transmission packets since packet loss is always the minority.
Yet, retransmission packets have a much tighter time requirement
since they have already consumed time. This brings new changes
to reduce the bandwidth cost and the DMR at the same time
(§2.4). By differentiating the strategies for initial transmission
and retransmission packets, we can break the trade-off between
bandwidth cost and DMR, and improve the performance signifi-
cantly (§4.4).

We then propose Hairpin1, a new packet loss recovery mecha-
nism to jointly optimize packet retransmission and redundancy
for edge-based interactive streaming (§3.3). However, as later
elaborated in §3.2, to further analytically optimize the perfor-
mance, we still face the challenge of (1) the dependency of
decisions and future states, (2) the multi-dimensionality of de-
cisions, and (3) the convoluted goal of DMR and bandwidth
cost. In response, Hairpin further formulates the problem into a
Markov decision process (MDP), which is known for efficiently
optimizing the temporal dependency [79]. We then encodes the
decisions and states into nodes of MDP to reduce the complexity
and achieve the optimal result.

We conduct a week-long packet-level measurement campaign
on Tencent START cloud gaming service to motivate the design
of Hairpin (§2.3 and §2.4). We then implement Hairpin and
evaluate it with both trace-driven simulators and real-world
deployments in production (§4.1). Experiments demonstrate that
Hairpin could significantly push forward the Pareto frontier [1]
by reducing the DMR by 67%-80% and achieve comparable
bandwidth costs simultaneously compared with state-of-the-art
baselines (§4.3). Preliminarily testing Hairpin in Tencent START
cloud gaming in production also shows significant and consistent
performance improvements in different types of networks (§4.7).
We will release the simulation codes of Hairpin.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We motivate the need for joint optimization of retransmission

and redundancy through the operating experiences of a
production edge-based interactive streaming service (§2).

• We present challenges in the joint optimization over retrans-
missions and redundancy for edge-based interactive streaming,

1In badminton, a hairpin shot is played when the shuttle is very near to the
ground and the net (the deadline of a shot) [76].

and then propose Hairpin with MDP formulation (§3).
• We implement and integrate Hairpin in a cloud gaming appli-

cation in production, and extensively evaluate its performance
with trace-driven simulation and real-world deployments (§4).

2 Background and Motivations
We introduce the interactive streaming (§2.1), present our mea-
surement of packet losses (§2.2), analyze why existing solutions
are insufficient (§2.3), and motivate the design of Hairpin (§2.4).

2.1 Interactive Video Streaming
Interactive streaming applications are increasingly attracting
interest in many scenarios. Examples include cloud gam-
ing [3,8,9], remote driving [2,54], cloud phone / PC [13,18,39],
and regional videoconferencing [4], forming a considerable
market value of billions of dollars. Compared with legacy
live video streaming, with the intensive deployment on edge
nodes (or content generators in VR), the network delay over the
wide-area network could be reduced for interactive streaming
(e.g., an average RTT of 10-20ms [27,58,89]). With the recent
emergence of the metaverse and so on, these interactive video
streaming applications are going to be increasingly dominant on
the Internet. Edge-based interactive streaming imposes specific
requirements on transport, as summarized below.

Stringent deadline requirements. Since interactive streaming
applications continuously interact with humans, controlling
end-to-end delay is critical for a seamless user experience. For
example, videoconferencing may expect an end-to-end delay of
<130ms for network [49,56], while cloud gaming would argue
for a latency of <96ms [50]2. In practice, server- and client-side
processing usually take ≈30 ms [14,42,74,83]. Therefore, the
end-to-end round-trip delay for the network should not exceed
50-150ms (depending on scenarios), which is the deadline
required by the application [11,75].

This also corroborates our measurement study with users
in our production cloud gaming service. We measure our
cloud gaming service in production for one week (details in
Appendix A), with O(10,000) users every day, and collect a
variety of metrics. Unless other specified, the analysis using
online data in this paper is also from this measurement campaign.
We categorize the measured round-trip interaction delay of each
video frame into several intervals. We present the appearance
distribution of the position of those frames in a flow for each
category in Fig. 2, where the x-axis is the position of that frame in
a session normalized by the length of that session. Compared to
the uniform distribution of low-delay frames (solid lines), frames
with an end-to-end delay of >100ms (dashed lines) have a higher
probability to appear around the end of a flow. We hypothesize
that this is because users tend to exit a session if they have a high
end-to-end delay. User’s exiting behavior is a critical metric for
user’s experience in real-time video streaming [32]. In the mean-
time, setting a deadline for the delivery and reducing the fraction
of higher than that specific value has also been widely adopted

2Based on the statistics of the majority of people.
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*Note: Unless otherwise specified, all measurements in §2 and §3 are
from the production in the wild (measurement details in §4.1).

in real-time video streaming [56, 57]. The similarity between
the 50ms and 100ms curve in Fig. 2 also indicates that, as long
as packets could be delivered within the deadline (∼100ms in
this case), faster delivery barely improves the user’s experience.

Thus, we should minimize the deadline miss rate (DMR) to
enable a seamless experience for users in interactive streaming,
where in our cloud gaming service, the deadline for interaction
delay is around 100ms. For interactive streaming, it is essential
to minimize the occurrence of deadline misses for frames to an
ultra-low level. For example, even a DMR of 10−3 still leads
to a poor experience every 1000 frames (17 seconds at 60 fps),
which drastically degrades the user’s experience [11].

Reliable delivery. Meanwhile, interactive streaming also
requires reliable delivery for each frame. For commercial video
codec, failing to deliver a part of the frame will lead to severe
image quality degradation. Moreover, the loss of one frame
would also lead to blurring for the subsequent frames due to
the dependency between frames3. Therefore, existing interactive
streaming services usually try their best to reliably deliver frames.
For example, industrial frameworks (e.g., WebRTC) [5, 46]
and academic efforts [22, 40, 61] propose to employ forward
error correction (FEC) to recover lost packets at the receiver if
possible, and will retransmit lost packets if the recovery fails [7].

Low bandwidth cost. The bandwidth cost is still one of the
largest operating expenses in our and other cloud gaming
service [17]. Moreover, to achieve a satisfactory user experience,
interactive streaming must stream with high video resolution and
frame rate (e.g., 60fps and >1080p for cloud gaming), which
requires high goodput to support. Given the requirements of low
operating expenses and high video quality for users, we need
to control the bandwidth cost in packet loss recovery.

2.2 Packet Losses in Edge-based Interactive Streaming
Our observation from our cloud gaming service is that although
the median loss rate is as low as 10−3, the instantaneous loss rate
could be very high. In our measurement campaign as described
in §2.1, we also calculate the session-level loss rate, which is the
ratio of total lost packets in one user session (minutes to hours,
containing at least O(10,000) frames), to reflect the average

3Mechanisms such as scalable video coding (SVC) allow limited packet losses,
yet reduce the bandwidth efficiency and require client support [70].

loss rate over a long timescale. We then calculate frame-level
loss rate, which is the ratio of lost packets within one frame
(tens of milliseconds), to show the instantaneous loss rate over
a short timescale. For example, if a session has 1M packets and
10 of them are lost, the session-level average loss rate is 0.01%.
Meanwhile, if these 10 packets belong to the same video frame
which has 50 packets in total, the frame-level instantaneous loss
rate will be 20% for that frame and 0% for other frames.

As shown in Fig. 3, the session-level loss rate is 0.05% at the
median, which is comparable to similar measurements [45]. How-
ever, the instantaneous frame-level loss rate could be very high:
2% frames lose more than 20% of their packets within one frame.
Such a high instantaneous packet loss poses a great challenge in
controlling the deadline miss rate to 10−3 or lower – we can no
longer ignore these transient behaviors and have to deliver video
frames in time even when the instantaneous loss rate is high.

Moreover, these packet losses cannot be easily mitigated by re-
ducing the sending rate. To achieve a low latency, most CCAs in
interactive streaming use delay as the signal to reduce the sending
rate (e.g., BBR [25], Copa [15], GCC [26]). In this case, conges-
tion losses rarely happen since the sending rate has already been
reduced based on an increasing delay in advance, which has also
been measured in related work [26]. Our online measurements
unveil similar observations: our cloud gaming service has already
adopted a delay-based CCA similar to GCC [26], which is widely
deployed in interactive streaming applications such as Chrome
and Stadia. We further demonstrate the weak correlation between
RTT4 increases and packet losses in our measurement in §2.4. As
shown in Fig. 3, losses are still outstanding at the tail, indicating
that merely controlling the bit rate or frame rate is still insufficient
to avoid packet losses for edge-based interactive streaming.

2.3 Why Existing Solutions Fail?
As we discussed in §1, packet losses contribute a lot to deadline
misses. Thus, we investigate why existing packet loss recovery
mechanisms are insufficient for edge-based interactive streaming.
Existing solutions mainly fall into two categories as follows.

Retransmissions. Existing transport protocols (e.g., TCP)
rely on retransmissions to cope with packet losses. Merely
relying on retransmissions is insufficient to achieve an extremely
low DMR for interactive streaming frames at the magnitude
of 0.1% or lower. For example, when the packet loss rate is
instantaneously 20%, there would still be 0.16% packets lost
even after 3 retransmissions. Note that since there could be tens
to hundreds of packets per frame, being unable to deliver even
one packet would violate the deadline requirement of that frame
since interactive streaming requires all packets to be reliably
delivered (§2.1). Thus, the DMR of frames is still considerably
high when relying on retransmissions and rate controls only. Our
evaluation in §4 also demonstrate the performance degradation.

Redundancy-based algorithms. There are also several solutions
4In this paper, we use RTT to represent the delay at the network layer that does
not contain the time of retransmission. We use application delay to refer to the
delay at the application layer that contains the retransmissions.
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Figure 4: RTT distributions measured in production, categorized by
the frame-level loss rate. Note that retransmissions are not counted.

in interactive streaming with redundancy mechanisms such as
FEC. However, existing adaptive FEC solutions from both the
industry [5,46] and academia [22,40,61] optimize the FEC pa-
rameters only for the initial transmission. They adjust the number
of FEC packets according to loss rate and retransmit packets as
usual when packet loss occurs. Note that packet losses are not de-
terministic: when the transient loss probability increases to 20%,
it does not mean precisely one packet loss every five packets. In
this case, to achieve an extremely low DMR of 10−3 or lower,
FEC rates need to be much higher than the loss rate, leading to se-
vere bandwidth cost (§4). For example, WebRTC, a state-of-the-
art interactive streaming framework, will send 100% redundant
packets during this short timescale of high instantaneous loss rate
for initial transmissions. In this case, there will be considerable
bandwidth cost while the DMR might still not be satisfied. We
further evaluate the performance of other baselines in §4.2.

2.4 Motivations
Therefore, with the reduced RTT, retransmissions are tolerable to
some extent for edge-based interactive streaming. In this case, we
have the following observations on how and what to retransmit.

RTT being much lower than the deadline enables the joint
optimization of redundancy and retransmission. As we
discussed before, with an RTT of 10-20 ms and a deadline
of 50-150 ms, multiple retransmissions are tolerable to some
extent. This enables the joint optimization of redundancy and
retransmission, which results in benefits in two folds:
• Reduce the deadline miss rate. In existing FEC mechanisms,

many of the deadline misses come from the packet losses in
the retransmissions. When adding redundancy packets over re-
transmission packets, we could effectively avoid the loss of re-
transmission packets and further reduce the deadline miss rate.

• Save bandwidth costs. To achieve the same DMR, the
bandwidth cost of adding redundancy to retransmissions is
significantly lower than that of only adding redundancy to
initial transmissions. This is because retransmission packets
are always the minority in bandwidth consumption – redun-
difying retransmissions will only introduce a little bandwidth
cost, but could have significant DMR improvements.

When more rounds of retransmissions are tolerated (e.g., with
smaller RTTs), the joint optimization will have more significant
benefits (later presented in §4.5). We are thus motivated to utilize
the retransmission chances enabled by edge deployments and
jointly optimize the redundancy and retransmission mechanisms.
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Figure 5: The distribution of the duration of each loss event measured
in production. We measure the duration of each time when the loss
rate is larger than different thresholds (5%, ..., 40%). Loss rates are
measured at the frame level. The network type is reported from our
cloud gaming clients. Better viewed in color.

Loss recovery adaptions at the server are possible. Dynam-
ically optimizing the tail cases of high instantaneous loss rate
needs quick adaption. According to our measurement, the
feedback loop between the server and client is smaller than the du-
ration of loss events, making the joint optimization of redundancy
and retransmission practical. This comes in two folds:
• The feedback loop does not inflate with the increase in the loss

rate. We measure the RTT of our cloud gaming service and cat-
egorize them into different frame loss rate intervals. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), the distribution of RTT does not significantly vary
with the frame loss rate. The RTT in WiFi increases with the
increase of frame loss rate (e.g., due to retransmissions at the
link layer [31]). Nevertheless, even when the frame-level loss
rate is 30% (the dashed green curve in Fig. 4(b)), 60% of those
acknowledged packets have an RTT of less than 25ms. This
indicates (i) the server is able to quickly detect the network
condition changes, and (ii) there are still multiple transmission
chances when the instantaneous loss rate increases.

• The duration of loss events is transient but still longer than
several feedback loops. We measure the duration of lossy
frames in our cloud gaming service and present the results
in Fig. 5. According to our measurements, most loss events
span multiple RTTs. For example, 70% of frames with a
frame-level loss rate of >10% will last more than 2 frames
in Ethernet sessions, which is several times the median RTT
(12ms) at the frame rate of 60fps. Therefore, the reaction
from the server is still effective to alleviate packet losses by
adjusting the redundancy parameters.

3 Hairpin Optimizer
As we discussed above, edge-based interactive streaming needs
to reduce the deadline miss rate and bandwidth cost. For clarity,
we first present the formula of frame deadline miss rate (DMR)
and bandwidth cost (BWC):

DMR=
#Frames arrive after the deadline

#Total frames

BWC=
Redundancybyte+Retransmissionbyte

Databyte

(1)

A higher DMR or BWC means more frequent stutters or higher
operating expenses respectively, both of which interactive
streaming service providers will try to avoid. Note that pushing
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DMR to an extremely low level is critical since the lower it is,
the better user’s experience is going to be.

In this section, we first summarize some intuitions in the
design space of joint optimization of redundancy rate and
retransmission and present a strawman solution (§3.1). We then
present the design challenges in the joint optimization of retrans-
mission and redundancy (§3.2). We address these challenges
by providing a Markov chain-based optimization algorithm to
efficiently improve both the DMR and BWC (§3.3). We finally
discuss how Hairpin handles the inaccuracy in measurement, the
overhead in online deployment, and other practical issues in §3.4.

3.1 Basic Idea and Strawman Solution
Differentiating retransmissions from initial transmissions.
The most important insight in this paper is to understand the
significance of differentiating retransmissions from initial trans-
missions. In other words, we want an adaptive redundancy rate
based on the planning of multiple transmission chances. The
short RTT of edge-based interactive streaming enables packets
to have more than one transmission chance without violating
the deadline. The ratio of RTT and remaining time t indicates
the potential number of (re)transmissions. For example, when
the current RTT is 20ms and packets still have 40ms towards
their deadline, the ratio follows t

RTT = 40ms
20ms =2, indicating that

these packets could be approximately transmitted twice before
the deadline. Packets with more transmission chances could bet-
ter utilize the potential retransmissions to deliver packets before
the deadline, which has already been discussed in §2.4. There-
fore, our basic idea is to take future transmission chances into
consideration when optimizing the redundancy rate. When one
batch of packets has more foreseeable transmission chances (i.e.,
the deadline is still far away), we could reduce the redundancy
rate to save bandwidth costs. When the remaining time of these
packets is getting closer to the deadline due to retransmissions,
we could further increase the redundancy rate to avoid deadline
misses.

Strawman solution: RTT-aware adaptive FEC algorithm.
Therefore, a strawman solution is to (i) add redundancy to
both initial transmissions and retransmissions, and (ii) consider
the remaining transmission chance in the optimization of the
redundancy rate. Since there have already been existing solutions
on the redundancy rate based on network conditions [5,22,61],
we could introduce a multiplier controlled by the transmission
chance over the existing redundancy rate optimizations, i.e. a
strawman solution is to reduce the redundancy rate when there
are many transmission chances, and increase it when transmis-
sion chances are few. Thus, we could enhance these algorithms
by introducing a factor over the results from existing algorithms.

FEC consists of two parameters (d,k), where d data packets
and k redundant packets are sent as a block. Block is composed
to the convenience of FEC encoding. If there are up to k packets
lost in an FEC block (d,k), an ideal FEC decoder can recover all
data packets with any remaining packets [64,65,85]. We denote
β = k

d as the FEC redundancy rate, and d as the FEC block size.

Specifically, given a packet loss rate α and bitrate B, assume
one of the state-of-the-art solutions has already determined that
β0(α,B) should be the optimized redundancy. We could then
increase or decrease the redundancy rate β0(α,B) based on the
remaining transmission chance t

RTT , i.e.:

β(α,B,RTT,t)=k·RTT
t

·β0(α,B) (2)

where k is a coefficient to adjust how aggressive the strawman
solution is going to increase or decrease the redundancy rate.

In fact, according to our evaluation in §4.6, such a strawman
solution is enough to push the Pareto frontier of DMR-BWC
forward. However, it confronts a series of shortcomings, which
prevents the operator from further improvements in performance.
We will elaborate on these challenges in the following section.

3.2 Design Challenges
Although we have presented a heuristic RTT-aware adaptive
FEC algorithm as above, it is still challenging to optimize these
parameters due to the following reasons.

Temporal dependency: cascading decision-making between
transmission rounds. When considering multiple transmission
chances, the decision of FEC parameters of one round of
transmission would cascadingly affect the optimization of
the next round. For example, if we aggressively add a high
redundancy rate to a group of packets, the number of packet
losses will then be decreased. On the contrary, a low redundancy
rate for the same group of packets would probabilistically
increase the number of packet losses under the same network
condition. However, these packet losses bring more packets
to retransmit in the next round. If we consider all actions for
F packets for the foreseeable L rounds of transmission, the
action space will be extremely large: Since for each redundancy
decision, there are F possible scenarios of the number of packets
to transmit in the next round (depending on how many packets
are lost), the number of variables that we need to optimize will be
O(FL)5. Therefore, in the enlarged action space over multiple re-
transmissions, it is challenging to efficiently optimize. Moreover,
the conditional probability between scenarios is not linear (e.g.,
hypergeometric for individually independently and identically
distributed losses). Therefore, using traditional optimization
methods such as integer programming in an extremely large
action space is impractical. We need to coordinate the choices in
different rounds of transmission to achieve optimal performance.

Spatial dependency: redundancy rate and block size are
tightly coupled. Even in a single round, different variables
(e.g., redundancy rate, block size, etc.) still have complicated
dependencies on each other. This goes to the following aspects:

(a) Number of packets to transmit in one round affects redun-
dancy rates. The number of packets to transmit in the different
rounds is varying, depending on how many data packets are lost

5For a frame with 50 packets (F=50), and 5 potential transmission rounds (L=5,
e.g., RTT is 20ms and deadline is 100ms), this turns into 108 variables.
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Figure 7: Block receiving time with different block sizes. FEC blocks
are burstily sent out at the server side. Fig. 7(b) is processed from
Fig. 7(a). Measurement details in §4.2. Better viewed in color.

during the last transmission. The penalty of redundancy rate on
BWC also varies according to the number of packets to retrans-
mit. For example, when there are few packets to retransmit, even
adding a redundancy rate of 100% for retransmissions would
not consume too much bandwidth, as also discussed in §2.4.
Therefore, fewer data packets to retransmit would encourage a
more aggressive redundancy rate. The strawman solution is not
aware of the dependency here, leading to its suboptimal result.

(b) Dispersion of blocks might lead to deadline misses when
using larger blocks. Due to the bandwidth limit at the bottleneck
link, packets sent out at the same time could be dispersed [47]
and arrive at the receiver one by one. In this case, constructing
large blocks will increase the delay to wait for all packets
at the receiver. Since packet losses can only be determined
after the completion of one block, smaller blocks may know
earlier whether they need retransmission and enjoy additional
transmission chances before the deadline. For example, in Fig. 6,
due to the early determination of packet loss, the retransmission
of data packets for small blocks could arrive at the receiver
before the deadline, while no packets could arrive before the
deadline for large blocks. We quantify the influence of block size
by measuring the receiving time of FEC blocks from our service
online with different block sizes. As we can see in Fig. 7 and 7(b),
with a block size of 50 packets, more than 10% blocks could span
10ms at the receiver, which is even comparable to the RTT. Also,
smaller block sizes might also be beneficial when the loss rate
is higher than the redundancy rate. As illustrated in Fig. 6, when
the first four packets are lost during the transmission, data packet
#3 could still be successfully delivered for a small block size (the
case above in Fig. 6). For large blocks, there is no way to recover
any lost packet if the loss rate is larger than the redundancy rate.

Convoluted goal: deadline miss rate and bandwidth cost. Un-
like latency or throughput which we can directly measure, the es-
timation of the expected deadline miss rate needs to consider mul-
tiple potential rounds of transmission. In this way, the strawman

solution, without explicitly estimating whether that frame is go-
ing to miss the deadline or not, will have suboptimal results. For
example, the relationship between the packet loss rate and the suc-
cess rate of delivering a video frame with tens of packets in a sin-
gle round is hypergeometric, even under the identical and indepen-
dent distribution (i.i.d.) assumption. Considering multiple future
rounds together will only make the relationship between deadline
miss rate and network conditions more convoluted. Moreover,
some applications or even the same application in different oper-
ating regions may have different preferences over deadline miss
rate v.s. bandwidth cost. The traffic cost in some regions might be
higher than in another, and some applications may give it all for
the user’s experience while others may not. Therefore, we need to
explicitly optimize towards the goal to achieve the optimal result.

3.3 Model Formulation and Optimization
We have the following designs to address the challenges above.

Encode the temporal dependency in multi-round planning
into edges in Markov chain. Markov chain is widely used
in the optimization of the sequential decision-making process
(e.g., reinforcement learning [79]). With the Markov chain,
we can formulate the loss detection between two rounds of
(re)transmission into the transition between two Markov nodes.
In this case, by only focusing on the optimal parameters between
the transition of the current state and its potential states in the
next round, we could decouple the cascading effects of the
transitions between neighbor nodes, which reduces the action
space significantly. We further show in Appendix B.1 that, in
such a Markov chain, locally focusing on the neighbor nodes
could still have globally optimal results.

Encoding the spatial dependency between variables into
nodes in Markov chain. To ensure the number of packets
to transmit is considered in the optimization, we build a 2-D
Markov chain, with two dimensions as the transmission chance
and the number of packets to transmit. We present the state
transition of our Markov chain in Fig. 8. Each node is represented
by (d,l), where d denotes the number of remaining data packets
to transmit, and l represents the remaining transmission chance
for those packets. Our goal is to find out the optimal redundancy
rate for node (B,L), where B is a given block size, and L is the
remaining transmission chance from Eq. 3. In this case, both the
temporal dependency and spatial correlation between variables
could be formulated into this 2-D Markov chain.

Explicitly optimize deadline miss rate and bandwidth cost
with Markov chain formulation. We finally provide an explicit
expression of the deadline miss rate and bandwidth cost for multi-
round optimization within the formulation of MDP. We inversely
calculate the DMR and BWC at different states from the last
chance to transmit (as the last layer of the Markov chain), to the
first chance to transmit (as the first layer of the Markov chain).
In this way, the transition probabilities between states could be
directly iterated. We further decouple the optimization of redun-
dancy rate and block size to improve the optimization efficiency.
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Figure 8: The absorbing Markov chain in redundancy rate optimization
at given loss rate and frame size. l is the estimated remaining
transmission chances for the packets to transmit.

We present the analytical model and the algorithm below. In
interactive streaming, frames are continuously generated and
sent out from the server. There are thousands to millions of
frames within one stream, depending on the specific application,
where the retransmission of previous frames overlaps with the
transmission of subsequent frames. Therefore, similar to the
finite element analysis in mechanics [10], we pick one frame
from the stream, and analyze the expected DMR and BWC of
that frame. The expected DMR and BWC of one frame should
be consistent with the DMR and BWC of a stream. We list all
notations that will use in Table 2 in Appendix B.1. Specifically,
Hairpin optimizes the FEC parameters as follows:

Step 1: Calculating remaining transmission chance. Given
current network RTT, the remaining time towards deadline T ,
the bottleneck bandwidth Θ, and a certain block size d, the
remaining transmission chance L could be calculated as:

L=
T−d/Θ

RTT
(3)

Step 2: Generating absorbing Markov chain. We then
calculate the optimal redundancy rate given the current loss
rate α and frame size F. We iteratively calculate the absorbing
Markov chain from layer l −1 to layer l. For the node (d,l),
at a certain redundancy rate β ,we respectively calculate the
DMR(d,l;β) and BWC(d,l;β) based on the DMR and BWC
from the l − 1-th layer. We leave the detailed equations to
Appendix B.1. Then, we calculate the optimal β for (d,l):

βopt(d,l)=argminβ utility(DMR(d,l;β),BWC(d,l;β)) (4)

Here, utility(DMR, BWC) is the utility function to balance
preference for low DMR and low BWC. For simplicity, we adopt
a linear combination of DMR and BWC as the optimization goal:

utility(DMR,BWC)=DMR+λ ·BWC (5)

Note that Hairpin does not fall into the same trade-off between
DMR and BWC as baselines, but improves both DMR and BWC,
as we will evaluate later in §4.3. In practice, service providers
can adjust the coefficient λ to balance stuttering events and
bandwidth costs in different scenarios. A lower λ indicates that
users prefer the deadline miss rate more than bandwidth costs. We
also evaluate performance with different utility functions in §4.5.
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Figure 9: A theoretical illustration of the failure rate of retransmitting
different numbers of packets by per-packet duplication or constructing
FEC blocks. The failure rate of DUP increases with the number of
packets to retransmit, since we need to ensure every data packet is
delivered. We vary the redundancy rate and loss rate.

Therefore, the redundancy rate for (B,L) could be optimized
accordingly. After calculating all nodes at the layer l, we could
then calculate the DMR and BWC at the layer l+1, until the node
(B,L) has been calculated. Since the iterations between nodes
are linear, as long as the utility function is monotonic to DMR
and BWC (e.g., linear relationship), the optimality still holds.

We set DMR(d,0) to 1 for d > 0 since one missed packet
would lead to the miss of the block (shaded green). We also set
all DMR(0,l) to 0 since there is no remaining packet to transmit.
The BWC for all these boundary nodes is set to 0. Note that
different block sizes and remaining transmission chance could
multiplex the same chain to accelerate the optimization, since
the chain only depends on loss rate α and frame size F.

Step 3: Calculating optimal block size. We enumerate the
possible block sizes from 1 to the frame size, calculate the DMR
and BWC for each block according to the chain in Step 2, and
finally find the optimal block size in terms of a given utility
function. We leave the mathematical details to Appendix B.2.
According to our evaluation in §4.6, not surprisingly, when the
bottleneck bandwidth is high (i.e., the dispersion is insignificant),
the optimal block size for most scenarios is the frame size.
Nevertheless, when the dispersion is significant, constructing
smaller blocks could achieve better DMR. Operators could
optimize the block size for improvements at the last mile.

During the optimization of block sizes, we also optimize the
trade-off of when a loss has been detected, whether to retransmit
that packet as soon as possible or wait for other packets to for-
mulate an FEC block. On recovery ability, constructing several
lost packets into one FEC block might be more effective than
individually retransmitting (or duplicating, if with redundancy)
each packet. We calculate the failure rate of delivering these
packets when there are different numbers of packets to retransmit
at different redundancy rates and loss rates and present the results
in Fig. 9. When there are few packets that need retransmission,
whether duplicating or constructing FEC blocks has no major
difference (dashed line and solid lines shaded green). However,
when optimizing at the tail for interactive streaming, there could
be multiple packet losses within one frame. Therefore, consid-
ering each frame could contain tens of packets, it is possible to
suffer losses of 4 packets or more at the tail. Constructing FEC
blocks for these retransmission packets could reduce the failure
rate of delivering packets by several magnitudes.
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Step 4: Getting the optimal parameters. Finally, based on
network conditions and remaining time towards a deadline,
Hairpin can calculate the optimal block size based on Step 3, and
the optimal redundancy rate with the block size based on Step 2.

3.4 Deployment Discussions
In §3, we analytically optimize the FEC parameters given certain
network conditions. The reality might be more complicated than
the theoretical model. In this section, we discuss several practical
concerns of Hairpin based on our operational experiences. Our
further trace-driven simulation and deployments in production
in §4 also demonstrate the effectiveness of Hairpin in the wild.

Reducing computational overhead online. Hairpin adopts
an optimization-based algorithm, which might not scale to
production-scale deployments in terms of computational
overhead. Since the optimization needs to run frequently
(approximately every frame) and scale to tens of thousands of
users simultaneously, it should be computation-efficient and
time-efficient. In response, we do an offline step of enumerating
the state space and solving each specific instance. Then, in
the online step, the algorithm will be reduced to a simple table
lookup towards pre-computed optimized redundancy parameters.
We enumerate the state space of Hairpin as below.
1. Remaining transmission chance: 1 to 10.
2. Loss rate: 0% to 50% with quantization of 1%.
3. Frame size: 5 to 60 packets with quantization of 5 packets.
4. Number of packets to (re)transmit: 5 to 60 packets with

quantization of 5 packets.
Hairpin then stores the best redundancy rate and block size
under different conditions. We found that the benefits of finer
quantization are marginal. Our further evaluation in the real
world in §4.7 shows that the memory consumption (2MB) and
table lookup time are negligible for online deployment.

Handling network fluctuations. We discuss how Hairpin
handles the fluctuations in network conditions. For RTT, as
presented in Fig. 4, RTT does not increase too much – the
median RTT always allows Hairpin to have 3-5 transmission
chances no matter the loss rate. Moreover, we further measure
the network conditions in Hairpin with a short sliding window
to make sure Hairpin has the most recent network conditions.
We set the measurement window to 2 frames and evaluate the
sensitivity of this parameter in §4.5. In this case, the transient
fluctuation of RTT could be reflected in the optimization results
immediately. We later demonstrate in §4 that Hairpin behaves
well with real-world traces and production deployments.

Handling various loss patterns. In this paper, when given a
certain loss rate, Hairpin assumes the pattern of packet losses
is identically and independently distributed (in the transition
probability of Eq. 6). Note that the duration of a certain loss
rate still follows the results of the online measurement in Fig. 5.
In practical deployment, working with FEC codecs that could
recover from different loss patterns (bursty or arbitrary) [65],
Hairpin could also handle different loss patterns since Hairpin

Rate Controller Video Encoder

FEC 
Encoder

Packet Sender

Statistics 
Collector

Client

Data Flow Control Flow

Hairpin 
Optimizer (§3.3)

Video Decoder

FEC Decoder

Packet Receiver

Server

Figure 10: Overview of Hairpin implementation.

only focuses on how many packets within a block are lost. Since
our data is collected frame by frame, if the burstiness spans over
several frames, it will be directly reflected on the value of loss
rates. If the burstiness spans within the frame, no matter how
the pattern changes, the number of lost packets will not change,
which does not affect the recovery efficiency of the FEC codec.
For example, when there are 4 packet losses in one block, no
matter whether these losses are consecutive or separated in the
block, as long as there are 4 additional FEC packets in the same
FEC block, the client would be able to recover these packet losses.
Therefore, Hairpin does not rely on the assumption of underlying
loss patterns, but only focuses on the number of lost packets.
Packet losses might be consecutive across several frames. In this
case, due to the short feedback loop enabled by edge deployments,
Hairpin should have already timely reacted as analyzed in §2.4.

4 Evaluation
We introduce the implementations in §4.1 and experiment
settings in §4.2. We further answer the following questions:
• How does Hairpin perform under real-world traces? We

demonstrate that Hairpin could push forward the Pareto
frontier of baselines on DMR and BWC (§4.3).

• Is Hairpin sensitive to the settings of parameters? We
investigate the performance variation of Hairpin with
different parameters, and demonstrate that Hairpin has
performance improvements in a wide range (§4.5).

• Which design in Hairpin contributes to the performance
improvement against other baselines? In §4.4, we break down
the performance improvements of Hairpin.

• How does Hairpin make decisions and how each optimization
affects the user’s experience? We further dive into the details
of Hairpin’s design in §4.6.

• How does Hairpin perform well in the wild? Finally, we de-
ploy Hairpin in production servers and find that Hairpin signif-
icantly improves both DMR and BWC in the real world (§4.7).

4.1 Hairpin Implementation
We implement Hairpin in both an ns3-based WebRTC
simulator [88] and our cloud gaming application in production.
We present the workflow of Hairpin in the network stack in
Fig. 10. Without Hairpin, interactive contents are first encoded
with Video Encoder by the application, and then sent out
at the transport layer frame-by-frame. Then the video frames
could be received by the protocol stack at the client. Packet

Sender and Packet Receiver abstract the network stack
at the transport layer for connection management. After that,
Video Decoder decodes the streaming contents and displays
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(b) WiFi traces.
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(c) Cellular traces.

Figure 11: Trace-driven simulation. The blue dashed line is the envelope of all baselines on the Pareto frontier.

them to users. Meanwhile, network conditions (e.g., RTT, packet
loss events) will be measured at the server, collected by the
Statistics Collector, and reported to Rate Controller

to adaptively adjust the streaming bit-rate according to network
conditions [26]. Hairpin inserts between the existing application
layer and transport layer, and optimizes the redundancy
parameters based on current network conditions, as shown in
Fig. 10. The network statistics is still passed to the congestion
controller (rate controller) without modification. The underlying
transport protocol in our cloud gaming service is a customized
version of the RTP protocol [69] based on UDP to allow the
loss of redundant packets without modifying the kernel at the
client. We implement Reed-Solomon FEC due to its recovery
performance when the redundancy rate is <100% [65], and
implement a customized FEC codec for the redundancy rate of
>100%. Note that Hairpin could also work with other codecs
(e.g., XORFEC, FlexFEC, etc.) as long as their parameters are
exposed to Hairpin. We discuss FEC codecs in Appendix C.

4.2 Experiment Setup
Traces. As for simulation traces, we collect a dataset in one
production server in the wild on our cloud gaming service in two
weeks in January and August 2021, resulting in more than 100M
video frames and more than 600 hours of playtime. This also
supports our measurements in §2 and §3. Users access the ser-
vice via either Ethernet, WiFi, or cellular connection, which we
collect from our cloud gaming client. The cloud gaming service
streams at the frame rate of 60fps and the bit rate ranging from
2Mbps to 30Mbps. The network conditions are recorded on the
server of our cloud gaming service, including the average RTT,
average bit rate, and loss rate at the frame level (approximately
every 16 ms). The traces contain 1,995 Ethernet gaming sessions,
741 WiFi sessions, and 572 cellular sessions in total, each lasting
from minutes to hours. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to collect online traces from an interactive streaming
service for weeks at both the frame level and packet level.

Baselines. We orthogonally review the public adaptive FEC
mechanisms and retransmission mechanisms with deployments
in practice. On the axis of retransmission optimization, we
implement the following baselines.
• Out-of-order. Traditionally, packet losses are detected by

checking the out-of-order packets, such as TCP duplicated
ACK [21]. We use it as our default loss detection mechanism.

• Probe timeout (PTO). Besides, to quickly detect packet
losses of tail packets, recent researchers also propose an
aggressive timeout-based loss detection mechanism [33].

On the axis of redundancy parameter optimization, we implement
the following mechanisms:
• WebRTC′14 comes from the research paper published by

Google in 2014 [46].
• WebRTCNOW is the adaptive FEC mechanism used in

WebRTC now (adopted by Google Stadia [35], Meet [23],
etc.), replacing the WebRTC′14. The difference is that
WebRTC′14 is aware of RTT and will reduce the redundancy
rate when RTT is low, while WebRTCNOW is more aggressive
on adding redundancy. We migrate the implementation of the
m88 version of Chromium released in December 2020 [7].

• Bolot [22] and USF [61] are two heuristic adaptive FEC
algorithms from the research community. Unlike Hairpin,
they do not add redundant packets for retransmissions.

• RTX adds no redundancy, but fully relies on retransmissions.
Note that none of these baselines optimize the redundancy
for retransmissions here. Since these two lines of work are
orthogonal to each other, we combinatorially implement
2 (retransmission) × 5 (redundancy) = 10 baselines.

Hairpin Setup. In our simulation, we set the coefficient in the
utility function in Eq. 5 to λ =10−4, the measurement window
of network conditions to 2 frames, and the deadline to 100ms.
We evaluate the sensitivity of these parameter settings in §4.5.

4.3 Trace-driven Simulations
To evaluate the performance of Hairpin in dynamic network
conditions, we simulate Hairpin over real-world traces as
introduced in §4.2. We emulate the collected traces of loss
rate and RTT with ns-3, and evaluate whether Hairpin could
capture the network dynamics of loss and RTT variations and
effectively adapt in real traces. We first present the trade-off
between DMR and BWC over three sets of traces in Fig. 11.

As shown in Figure 11, RTX has the lowest bandwidth cost
since RTX only retransmits a packet after it is lost. However,
it also has the highest deadline miss rate among all baselines.
Meanwhile, WebRTCNOW working with PTO has the lowest
DMR among all baselines but also the highest BWC. Other
baselines stay on the Pareto frontier in the trade-off between
DMR and BWC. In contrast, Hairpin could break the trade-off
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and achieve a much better DMR and BWC, as the red stars
denoted in Figure 11: 67%-80% lower than the lowest DMR
(WebRTCNOW ), and comparable BWC as RTX. Thus, as we
analyzed above, Hairpin could effectively improve both DMR
and BWC significantly compared with all other baselines.

Note that the traces here are collected from our production
servers, including the network RTT and instantaneous loss rate,
with a fined granularity of every 16ms. The results in WiFi
traces are worse than in Ethernet traces since WiFi traces have
higher loss rates and RTTs, as measured in §2.4. Results over
cellular traces are surprisingly good. This is because, during our
online measurements, we just started to provide cloud gaming
service for cellular users and had admission control over network
conditions during that time. In all, Hairpin could significantly
push forward the Pareto frontier of existing baselines in all traces.

4.4 Performance Breakdown
As discussed before, the performance improvement of Hairpin
comes from two aspects: a carefully crafted optimization model,
and the design space of differentiating retransmissions from
initial transmissions. To investigate the contribution of these two
components, we set up another candidate: HairpinSame. Hair-
pinSame adopts the same Markov Chain-based model as Hairpin,
but enforces the redundancy rate of all rounds to be the same.
We further sweep the choice of λ from{10−4,10−2,10−1,1,5,10}
for HairpinSame to show the trade-off between bandwidth cost
and deadline miss rate in this non-differentiating scenario. We
also present the envelope of all baselines from Figure 11(b) as
the blue dashed line in Figure 12.

As shown in Figure 12, even without differentiating retrans-
missions, HairpinSame is still able to significantly push the
frontier forward. For example, when the bandwidth cost is 4.5%,
Hairpin is able to reduce the deadline miss rate from to 0.28%
to 0.17%, as shown in the gap between the purple solid line and
blue dashed line. We are not going to argue that the proposed
Markov chain algorithm outperforms all the baselines due to the
optimization algorithm. We hypothesize that the improvement
is due to the change of the optimization goal. Previous baselines
focus on the optimization of tail latency, which is different
from deadline miss rate as discussed in §2. In fact, we further
present the latency distribution of Hairpin and all baselines in
Appendix D (Figure 22), and the results of Hairpin and baselines
are comparable for most percentiles below the 99.9th. Therefore,
with the focus mostly on the extreme tails after the 99.9th per-
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Figure 14: The performance of Hairpin and all baselines (labels
omitted for brevity) on WiFi traces when the deadline requirement
from the application is different.

centile, Hairpin is able to significantly reduce the deadline miss
rate, or reduce bandwidth cost for the same deadline miss rate.

Nevertheless, with the new design space of differentiating
retransmissions, Hairpin can further reduce the deadline miss rate
from 0.17% to 0.06% when the bandwidth cost is 4.5%, as shown
in the gap between the red star and purple line in Figure 12. This
further demonstrates the importance of differentiating retrans-
missions. Both designs are critical to performance improvement.

We further want to see how far a naive algorithm, which does
nothing but differentiates retransmissions, will go. To this end,
we have HairpinFixedRTX, which only adds FEC packets to
retransmissions with a fixed ratio, and never adds FEC packets
to initial transmissions, in contrast to all existing solutions in
§4.2. We vary the static redundancy rate for retransmissions
from 2% to 200%. As shown in the gap between the green solid
line and the blue dashed line in Figure 13, HairpinFixedRTX
significantly improves the trade-off between DMR and BWC
against existing baselines. The series of red stars will later
be explained in §4.5. This demonstrates that differentiatedly
adding FEC over initial transmission and retransmission packets
can effectively improve performance. As we discussed in §3,
even naively differentiating the retransmissions with another
fixed redundancy rate would already be helpful, illustrating the
necessity of differentiating retransmissions.

4.5 Parameter Sensitivity
We also evaluate how Hairpin performs with different parameters.

Utility coefficient λ . For the utility coefficient λ in Eq. 5, as
introduced in §4.2, it could adjust the preference over the trade-
off between the DMR and BWC. A higher λ indicates that users
prefer the BWC more, while a lower λ indicates that the DMR
is outweighing the BWC. Therefore, we change λ from 10−1 to
10−7, and present the DMR and BWC of Hairpin with different
λ over WiFi traces in Fig. 13. Note that Fig. 13 is zoomed in
from Fig. 11(b). As shown in the red stars in Fig. 13, the BWC is
decreasing with the increase of λ , while the DMR is increasing
by a little. Thus, operators could adjust λ to balance the DMR
and BWC according to the requirements of applications.

The setting of the deadline. In the evaluation in §4.3, the
deadline is set to 100ms. We also investigate how Hairpin
performs when the deadline is shorter or longer. Thus, we present
the results of DMR and BWC of Hairpin and baselines over WiFi
traces when the deadline is set to 50ms (Fig. 14(a)) or 200ms
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Figure 16: The effect of DMR on other metrics.

(Fig. 14(b)). As presented in Fig. 14, given the same trace, when
the deadline is shorter (50ms), the advantages of Hairpin over
baselines are a little less than when the deadline is 100ms. This
is because the retransmission chance is less and the design space
is smaller when the deadline is shorter. Nevertheless, Hairpin is
still much better than all existing baselines. When the deadline is
longer, the benefits are even larger due to the larger design space
in retransmission. Results over other sets of traces are similar.

4.6 Hairpin Deep Dive
We further provide a deeper understanding of Hairpin in the
following aspects.

Understanding Hairpin’s decisions. In Appendix D, we
present the redundancy rate and block size results of Hairpin
to provide a deeper understanding of how Hairpin optimizes
in different scenarios. Besides, we present the number of
transmission rounds of Hairpin and baselines in Fig. 15(a).
When Hairpin gradually increases the redundancy rate in future
transmission rounds, most frames could therefore be delivered.
Thus, the 99.9th percentile of the number of transmission rounds
in Hairpin is less than all other baselines by more than one.
Similarly, when we inspect the loss rate in each round as shown
in Fig. 15(b), Hairpin also successfully maintains the lowest
loss rate when the transmission round goes up. Note that the loss
rate here is significantly high due to the survivorship bias – only
lost packets will have another transmission round, while loss has
already indicated a degraded network performance. This also
indicates that the loss is not i.i.d. but bursty in the experiments.

Optimizing towards extremely low DMR. We further illustrate
why we need to achieve an extremely low DMR and how it
affects user’s experience. As analyzed in §3.1, a lower DMR
approaching zero directly indicates fewer stall events in a gaming
session. We measure the number of stall events in each gaming
session, where stall event is only counted once if there are
multiple missed frames in one second or if it lasts longer than
one second. As shown in Fig. 16(a), Hairpin can reduce the
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Figure 17: The performance of Hairpin and all baselines (labels omit-
ted for brevity) on WiFi traces with different deadline requirements.

average and median number of stall events (which is also critical
for user’s opinion scores [67]) by a half or more against baselines.
By having a DMR of 0.06%, Hairpin is able to reduce the
75th percentile number of stalls in a session to 2. Considering
the duration of a gaming session (minutes to hours), this will
considerably improve the user’s experience.

We also show the difference of calculating DMR by frame
and by time in Fig. 16(b). In this paper, we do not argue using
a new metric (DMR by frame) is better – we calculate DMR
by the number of missed frames over total frames because of
the simplicity in the formulation in §3.3. Calculating DMR by
time is almost equivalent to DMR by frame since the stalled
time is the number of stalled frames (missed frames) times the
interval between frames. Therefore, we replot Fig. 11(b) using
two different DMRs. As shown in Fig. 16(b), the results are
almost the same with each other.

Integrating with congestion control. To further investigate the
performance of Hairpin when interacting with the CCA, we
integrate the Hairpin with two CCAs in the WebRTC framework,
GCC [26] and NADA [90], in our simulation. We then replay
the collected traces by setting their bandwidth, RTT, and loss
rate to the link in ns-3. The bandwidth ranges from 2Mbps
to 30Mbps. As shown in Fig. 17, Hairpin could still achieve
significant advantages over all existing baselines.

4.7 Real-World Experiments
Finally, we deploy the Hairpin in a production server in our
cloud gaming service. We conduct an A/B test in production
of Hairpin against the WebRTCNOW baseline. The bit rate of
the cloud gaming service also supports the range of 2-30Mbps as
simulated in §4.3. The A/B test runs for one week in September
2021, covering 17k sessions in total, all of which have a duration
of at least 4 minutes. Hairpin has been integrated into the
UDP-based connections of our cloud gaming service since then.
Since other optimizations are also deployed into our service after
we deploy Hairpin, to make a fair comparison, we only present
the results from the controlled A/B test in September 2021.

Performance. As shown in Table 1, Hairpin is able to improve
both the average DMR and the average BWC compared to
WebRTCNOW . Specifically, for Ethernet sessions, Hairpin could
improve the DMR by 32% while also reducing the BWC by
40% against WebRTCNOW . For WiFi sessions, the improvements
on DMR and BWC are 30% and 43%. We also measure the
ratio of sessions with an average DMR of larger than 1%, i.e.
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Ethernet DMR BWC P(DMR>1%) #Session
WebRTCNOW 0.34% 30.4% 6.9% 8380
Hairpin 0.23% 3.0% 4.6% 7306

WiFi DMR BWC P(DMR>1%) #Session
WebRTCNOW 0.72% 31.8% 19.3% 652
Hairpin 0.51% 3.0% 15.3% 613

Table 1: Real-world experiment results. P(DMR>1%) denotes the
ratio of sessions with an average DMR of larger than 1%.

tail sessions. Hairpin could also reduce the tail sessions by 34%
and 21% for Ethernet and WiFi sessions respectively compared
to WebRTCNOW . Note that the DMRs in real-world experiments
are a little higher than those in simulations (§4.3). This might
be because of other external factors (e.g., user devices) that
could affect the DMR. Nevertheless, Hairpin could significantly
improve the users’ experiences on both the DMR and BWC
compared to WebRTCNOW .

Overhead. We further measure the overhead of the optimization
of Hairpin. As introduced in §3.4, to accelerate the optimization
online, we precompute the optimized FEC parameters and store
the result table for online look-up. At our quantization granularity
of the table, it takes 1.98MB to store the table, which is negligi-
ble on servers since the table is static and could be shared by all
connections. Moreover, according to our measurements, the time
of looking up the table is always less than 1ms, which is also neg-
ligible since the table is looked up at the granularity of the frame.

5 Related Work
We first discuss the limitations in Appendix E, and then discuss
some pieces of related work here.

Deadline-aware optimization. Optimizing transport protocols
for deadline-aware flows has been intensively studied in the net-
working community. Research efforts have been devoted to the
optimization of transport protocols under the assumption of deliv-
ery deadline in video streaming [72,87], space network [73], and
others. There are also deadline-aware optimization in datacenters
for flow completion time [30,78,82] and job completion time [36].
These research efforts mainly focus on the priority-aware schedul-
ing between different packets, jobs, or flows. Instead, Hairpin
is orthogonal to them and optimizes within one stream.

Loss recovery optimization. There are many previous research
efforts in individually optimizing the retransmission mecha-
nisms [21,62,68] or redundancy strategies [5,22,29,40,51,59,61].
Even for the joint optimization of redundancy and retransmission,
we are not the first work to propose similar strategies. In wireless
communications, there are already previous efforts in the joint
optimization of redundancy and retransmission [12,60]. There
are also researches trying to combine retransmission and redun-
dancy (e.g., WebRTC2011 [71] and also [16,37,86]). However,
as discussed in §2.4 and evaluated in §4, without optimizing
redundancy over retransmissions, the tail performance is far
from satisfactory for edge-based interactive streaming. Besides,
there are also research efforts trying to adopt loss-resilient video
codec [41,80], which are unfortunately not deployable for ser-

vices in the wild due to their hardware support. To the best of our
knowledge, Hairpin is the first work to (i) jointly optimize the
retransmission and redundancy towards the tail performance, and
(ii) deploy in a real interactive streaming application in production.
There are also researches to reduce packet losses by manipulating
sending patterns [20,38], which can work together with Hairpin.

Low-latency interactive streaming. Finally, as an emerging
direction, low-latency interactive streaming also attracts much
attention. At the transport layer, intensive efforts have also been
devoted to the optimization of CCAs [26,41,48,90], or the cross-
layer optimization for interactive streaming to link layer [31].
As for the infrastructure, recent efforts propose to introduce edge
computing for shorter latency [58,77,89], which are orthogonal
to Hairpin. In contrast, Hairpin is inserted between the transport
layer and the application layer, and is designed to optimize the
redundancy of edge-based interactive streaming. In the evalua-
tion and deployment of Hairpin (§4), we have already integrated
Hairpin with some efforts above for a better user experience.
Moreover, there are other research efforts [34,84] that optimize
other application metrics for interactive video streaming in
image or video quality (e.g., SSIM [81] or PSNR [6]), which
are orthogonal to the interaction delay (the delay for each frame)
we focus on in this paper – they focus on the sharpness of the
video but we focus on the interaction lag that users may have

6 Conclusion
We propose Hairpin, a packet loss recovery mechanism for edge-
based interactive streaming to differentiate retransmissions and
jointly optimize redundancy with retransmissions. Hairpin mo-
tivates the joint optimization with real-world measurements, and
optimizes the redundancy and retransmissions with Markov de-
cision process. Both trace-driven simulations and real-world de-
ployments show that the joint optimization significantly reduces
the DMR and BWC compared with state-of-the-art solutions.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Figure 18: Network delay distributions of the interactive streaming
service of company T. Delay ratio is the ratio of frames with a delay
of >20,>40,>60,>80 and >100 ms in each session. Note that the
delay here is measured at the application layer (details in §4.2).
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Figure 19: Distribution of network RTT maintenance duration in our
interactive streaming service.

Appendices
A Measurements in Production
We present our measurement results on the cloud gaming service
X in production to support some claims in the paper.

To investigate the effect of edge acceleration of interactive
streaming in the wild, we conduct a measurement campaign
on the cloud gaming service X. The measurements last for one
week with thousands of sessions (containing heterogeneous users
through Ethernet, WiFi with Windows and MacOS systems) and
are presented in Fig. 18. As shown in Fig. 18(a), the majority
of network delay collected at the granularity of video frame
falls into 10-20ms for both Ethernet and WiFi. We also measure
the flow-level delay ratio at different thresholds and present the
results in Fig. 18(b). With the edge acceleration, the ratio of
frames with longer than 100ms delay in most flows is less than
10−2. Among them, Ethernet flows perform slightly better than
WiFi flows. This validates the effectiveness of edge acceleration:
the average network delay could be reduced to 10-20ms with
a proper edge acceleration.

We further measure the fluctuation of RTT by the duration
when RTT is roughly kept at the same level. We quantify it by
calculating the transmission chance (i.e., layer L) for the RTT
measured by each frame, and calculate the duration when the
chance is kept the same. For example, given a deadline of 100ms
in this paper, when the RTT measurements are [26ms, 18ms,
17ms, 22ms, 17ms, 19ms, 19ms], the transmission chances
are [3, 5, 5, 4, 5, 5, 5]. In this case, the durations of each
transmission chance are [1, 2, 1, 3], which are denoted as RTT
maintenance durations. We present the distribution of RTT
maintenance duration measured in our cloud gaming service
in Fig. 19. The RTT maintenance duration of Ethernet is much
longer than that of WiFi, indicating that Ethernet has a more
stable end-to-end delay. Meanwhile, the median duration of both
Ethernet and WiFi is above hundreds of milliseconds, which is
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Notation Explanation
Inputs:

α Network loss rate.
T Remaining time till the deadline.

RTT The network round-trip time.
Θ The network bottleneck bandwidth.
F The frame size of that frame.

Intermediate variables:
L Remaining transmission chance.

l(n,r)
The number of lost packets at the r-th layer
with n data packets.

k(n,r)
The number of redundant packets at the r-th
layer with n data packets.

DMR Deadline miss rate.
BWC Bandwidth cost.

Outputs:
βi Redundancy rate at the i-th layer.
bi FEC block size at the i-th layer.

Table 2: Notations in §3 and Appendix B.

much higher than the feedback loop of Hairpin. This indicates
that RTT does not frequently change, and Hairpin is able to
detect and react to the fluctuations of RTT.

B Optimization Model
In this section, we present the notations used in the Markov
chain in §3.3. We list all notations in Table 2. We further present
the detailed designs here.

B.1 Optimization of the Redundancy Rate
We build an absorbing Markov chain to model the redundancy
and calculate the deadline miss rate considering retransmission,
as shown in Fig. 8. We first define the state in the Markov chain
as (n,r), where n is the number of unacknowledged packets
within the block, and r is the number of retransmission. For
example, (d0,0) represents the initial transmission where all d0
packets have not been received before (since it is the first time
of transmission). (3,2) denotes that there are still 3 data packets
that need to be retransmitted for the second time.

For node (d,l), given redundancy rate β , its DMR follows:

DMR(d,l;β)=
d

∑
d′=0

p((d,l)→(d′,l−1);β)·DMR(d′,l−1) (6)

where p((d,l)→(d′,l−1);β) is the transition probability from
(d,l) to (d′,l−1) and could be calculated based on the current
loss rate α and redundancy rate β . Similarly, the BWC could
also be updated as:

BWC(d,l;β)=β
d
F
+

d

∑
d′=0

p((d,l)→(d′,l−1);β)·BWC(d′,l−1) (7)

where the latter term is the additional BWC introduced in this
layer l.

We then calculate the transition probability between states
in the Markov chain. For the transition between state (n1,r)
to (n2,r−1), we know that n2 data packets are lost in the r-th
transmission and need to be transmitted for the (r+1) time. We

first discuss the scenario of n2>0. We denote the total number
of packet losses (including data and redundancy) in the r-th trans-
mission as l(n1,r). We denote the number of redundant packets
in the r-th transmission as k(n1,r). Since the packet losses of all
packets should not be less than the packet losses of data packets,
we have l(n1,r)⩾ n2. Meanwhile, since there are only k(n1,r)
redundant packets in total, we have l(n1,r)⩽n2+k(n1,r). We
also have l(n1,r)>k(n1,r), otherwise the lost packets could be
recovered with FEC. Therefore, the probability of n2 data packet
losses under the condition of l(n1, r − 1) total packet losses
follows the hypergeometric distribution:

H(n2;n1+k(n1,r−1),n1,l(n1,r))

=

(
n1

n2

)(
k(n1,r)

l(n1,r)−n2

)/(
n1+k(n1,r)

l(n1,r)

) (8)

Thus, the transition probability from (n1,r) to (n2,r−1) is:

p((n1,r)→(n2,r−1))=

∑
l(n1,r)

H(n2;n1+k(n1,r),n1,l(n1,r))·P(l(n1,r) losses) (9)

On the other hand, at the loss rate of α, losing l(n1,r) packets
in all n1+k(n1,r) packets follows the Binomial distribution:

P(l(n1,r) losses)=Bi(l(n1,r);n1+k(n1,r),α)=(
n1+k(n1,r)

l(n1,r)

)
α

l(n1,r)(1−α)n1+k(n1,r)−l(n1,r)
(10)

Therefore, by substituting Eq. 8 and 10 into Eq. 9, we can have
the transition probability for n2>0. Similarly, when state transits
from (n1,r) to (0,r−1), then the number of lost packets in the
r-th layer of Fig. 8 must be less than k(n1,r). Therefore, the
transition probability satisfies:

p((n1,r)→(0,r−1))=
k(n1,r)

∑
i=0

Bi(i;n1+k(n1,r),α) (11)

B.2 Optimization of Block Size
In the following analysis, we are going to compare the utility of
transmitting the whole frame for L chances, or splitting the frame
into several blocks and some of them enjoying L+1 chances.
With that, we assume that the dispersion is less than one RTT.

Therefore, when the block size is set to d, there are NL+1
blocks that could enjoy L+1 chances of transmission, and the
remaining NL blocks with L chances of transmission, where

NL+1=

⌊
DDL−(L+1)·RTT

d/Θ

⌋
NL=

⌈
F
d

⌉
−NL+1

(12)

Therefore, the on-time delivery of the frame requires the on-time
delivery of each block. Since the deadline miss rate is equal to
one minus the probability of on-time delivery, we have the frame
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DMR (FDMR) given a certain block size d as:

1−FDMR(d)=(1−DMR(L+1,d))NL+1 ·(1−DMR(L,d))NL

⇒FDMR(d)=1−(1−DMR(L+1,d))NL+1 ·(1−DMR(L,d))NL

=NL+1 ·DMR(L+1,d)+NL ·DMR(L,d)
(13)

where the last equation holds since DMR(L, d) ≪ 1 and
(1−α)n = 1− nα when α ≪ 1. As for the bandwidth cost,
recalling Eq. 7, the number of extra packets of the frame is the
sum of the number of extra packets for each block. Since the
BWC of each block shares the same denominator (frame size
S), the frame BWC is also the sum of BWC of each block:

FBWC(d)=NL+1 ·BWC(L+1,d)+NL ·BWC(L,d) (14)

Therefore, the optimal block size is:

dopt =argmax
d

utility(FDMR(d),FBWC(d)) (15)

In our implementation, we iterate the possible block size B
from 1 to the frame size S, and store the optimal block size in
each scenario in an offline lookup table. Since the DMR(L,B)
and BWC(L,B) are accessible in the absorbing Markov chain
constructed above, the construction of the table is time-efficient.

C Implementation Details
We are going to introduce the sending mechanism beneath
Hairpin and the implementation of the redundancy optimization
in Hairpin.

Acknowledgement aggregation. In wireless networks, re-
searchers also propose to aggregate several acknowledgements at
the client side to alleviate the uplink interference [52]. However,
the delayed acknowledgement might also interfere with the
measurements of RTT, delay the detection of packet losses and
waste potential chances of retransmission. In our implemen-
tation, to eliminate the interference from acknowledgement
mechanisms, we disable the aggregation of acknowledgements.
The precise measurement of RTT in the scenario of aggregated
acknowledgement could also be implemented with recent efforts
such as TACK [52], which is out of our scope.

Note that this is different from the aggregation on wireless
routers [19]. Such aggregations due to wireless channel
competition should be reflected in our measurements of network
RTT fluctuations in Fig. 4. In our simulation with online
measurements and deployments in production, Hairpin behaves
well even with the RTT fluctuations.

FEC codec. For the scenarios with a redundancy rate of ⩽100%,
we implement the FEC codec as RS-FEC, as suggested by many
other related efforts [65]. We refer the readers to [65] for the
details of RS-FEC. However, when implementing the redundancy
rate of >100%, RS-FEC is not designed to reliably recover lost
packets in all cases. For example, when there are 2 data packets
and 4 FEC packets, RS-FEC cannot always recover 2 data
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Figure 20: Sensitivity of the measurement window in §3.4.
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Figure 21: Average end-to-end delay of in the experiments in §4.3.
We trim the lowest average delay in different traces for comparison.

packets when there are 4 packet losses due to the invertibility of
the decoding matrix: it depends on whether two packets received
at the client are linearly independent at the generation matrix.

Therefore, we implement a customized FEC codec. For
example, for data packets a and b, when considering them as
two numbers (with a length of up to 12kbits), we could calculate
a+ b, a+ 2b, 2a+ b, etc., and send them to the client. The
only overhead is the additional bits that could overflow from
the addition, which is much less than the data bits. Moreover,
as shown in Fig. 25, in most cases the redundancy rate is less
than 100%. Therefore, the overall decoding overhead is also
acceptable. We leave the further adoption of advanced FEC
codec when the redundancy rate is >100% as our future work.

D Supplementary Experiments
Measurement window. We also evaluate the performance of
Hairpin by adjusting the measurement window of the network
conditions that we discussed in §3.4. Since Hairpin optimizes
the redundancy parameters based on real-time measurements
of the network conditions, the size of the measurement
window might affect the performance of Hairpin. We vary the
measurement window from the last 1 to 8 frames and reconduct
the experiments over WiFi traces. We measure the average
and 95th percentile DMR and BWC, and present the results
in Fig. 20. The DMR and BWC are quite robust: By varying
the measurement window from 1 to 8, the average DMR and
average BWC vary within 0.47%-0.49% and 6.94%-7.19%,
which is subordinate to the improvements in §4.3 (Fig. 11(b)).
In practice, operators can decide the measurement window based
on the fluctuations of network conditions.

Per-frame latency of Hairpin. Besides, we also measure the
average end-to-end delay for the successfully delivered frames in
the experiments in §4.3 for Hairpin and different baselines. As
shown in Fig. 21, the average end-to-end delay of Hairpin does
increase compared to the baseline with the lowest average delay.
However, the increase is only 0.1-1.5ms for all traces, which is
negligible compared with the RTT (1%-7%), and considering
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Figure 22: The distribution of the delivery time of each frame. Note
that the y-axis is log-scaled.
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Figure 23: Distribution of loss rates by frame in each round of
transmission.
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Figure 24: Heuristic-based Hairpin (Hairpin-lin). The envelope of
baselines is from Figure 11(b).

the deadline effect we discussed in §2.1. Furthermore, operators
could also adopt less aggressive mappings (e.g., increasing λ)
to tradeoff between the tail delay and average delay.

We also present the distribution of the delay of each frame
in Fig. 22. Similar to Fig. 21, the average (median) latency
of frames of Hairpin is similar to other baselines. However,
Hairpin could reduce the tail latency significantly. For example,
Hairpin can reduce the 99.9th percentile frame latency to 80ms
while all baselines of longer than 100ms. Looking at the vertical
axis, Hairpin is also capable of reducing the ratio of higher than
100ms by more than a half, as shown in Fig. 11(b).

Loss rates in each round. We further present the distributions
of loss rates of all frames in each round (specifically, initial
transmission and the third retransmission) in Fig. 23. This
expands the results in Fig. 15(b). We can tell from Fig. 23(a) that
due to the conservative redundancy strategy of Hairpin, the loss
rate of Hairpin is higher. However, when retransmission starts,
Hairpin is able to maintain a low loss rate – which means a high
success rate in delivering frames – compared to other baselines.
This shows the strategy of Hairpin: conservatively adding FEC
packets when deadline is far away, and aggressively adding FEC
packets to retransmissions.
The improvements of using Markov chain. As we analyzed in
§3.2, a strawman solution is good but not enough to fully utilize
the design space of redundancy and retransmission. Thus, we
also evaluate the heuristic baseline we present in §3.1 (denoted
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Figure 25: Optimization results by Hairpin. Fig. 25(a) to 25(c) present
the redundancy rate with different transmission chances L.

as Hairpin-lin, with sweeping the coefficient k from 0.5 to 4,
and present the results in Figure 24. As we can see, Hairpin-lin
(green line) does improve the trade-off compared to existing
baselines (dashed blue line). Yet, there is still a half gap between
Hairpin-lin and the Markov chain-based Hairpin (the red star).
Therefore, it is necessary to analytically formulate the problem
with the Markov chain to further push the trade-off forward.

Understanding Hairpin’s decisions. We further present the
redundancy rate results of Hairpin to provide a deeper under-
standing of how Hairpin optimizes in different scenarios. For
redundancy rate, since the optimization of the absorbing Markov
chain (§3.2) relies on the remaining transmission chance L, loss
rate, remaining data packets to transmit, and the frame size, we
present the optimized redundancy rate over different parameters
in Fig. 25(a) to 25(c). With more transmission chances, Hairpin
would decrease the redundancy rate and rely on retransmissions
for packet loss recovery. With fewer packets to retransmit,
Hairpin also prefers a higher redundancy rate, as discussed in
§3.2. Moreover, when the number of packets to transmit is
small, the optimized redundancy rate is up to 500% in Fig. 25(a),
demonstrating the effectiveness of a redundancy rate of >100%.

As for the optimization of block size, as we also discussed
in §3.2, the optimal block size is the frame size (24 packets)
in many cases. Nevertheless, as we discussed, at the decision
boundary of remaining transmission chance, smaller block sizes
do enjoy a slightly better performance by having additional
transmission chances. As shown in Fig. 25(d), although the
optimal block size is the frame size in most cases, when the RTT
is around 33ms and 50ms (the dividing point between 1, 2, and
3 transmission chances), the optimal block size might be smaller
than the frame size. For example, compared to setting the block
size to the frame size, the DMR with the optimized block size
of Hairpin could be further reduced by 1.78× around the RTT
of 50ms and bottleneck bandwidth of 60Mbps. We optimize the
block size for the last mile performance improvement.
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E Limitations
Delay components in interactive streaming. Hairpin could
have maximum benefits when the end-to-end network delay
dominates the total delay from the video encoder to the decoder
in Fig. 10. This is generally true in interactive streaming services.
Related measurement studies also demonstrate that the network
delay is still one of the bottlenecks of edge-based interactive
streaming [43, 57]. Therefore, we focus on the optimization
of streams between edge servers and clients. Our deployments
in the wild demonstrate that optimizing the network latency
could significantly improve the user’s experience (note that
DMR is measured end-to-end). Hairpin can also work with
the optimization of other delay components (e.g., encoding,
decoding, etc.) to further improve the performance.

Deployment efforts for applications. Another concern of
deploying Hairpin is that both the server and the client need
modification to support the redundancy and retransmissions.
There are previous efforts implementing the FEC mechanism
over TCP [16, 37], which needs to modify the TCP protocol
stack at the client and are not suitable for products at scale.
For scenarios where TCP is compulsory for transport, the
deployment of Hairpin may depend on the ability to modify
the reception mechanism of TCP packets at the client. However,
most interactive streaming applications adopt UDP to reduce
the network delay [23,35,55,66], including our service. In this
case, Hairpin could be implemented within the application at
the server and the client, which is practical for most applications.
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Abstract– Production systems use heuristics because they
are faster or scale better than their optimal counterparts. Yet,
practitioners are often unaware of the performance gap be-
tween a heuristic and the optimum or between two heuristics
in realistic scenarios. MetaOpt is a system that helps analyze
these heuristics. Users specify the heuristic and the optimal
(or another heuristic) as input, and MetaOpt encodes these
efficiently for a solver to find performance gaps and their
corresponding adversarial inputs. Its suite of built-in opti-
mizations helps it scale to practical problem sizes. We used
MetaOpt to analyze heuristics from three domains (traffic
engineering, vector bin packing, and packet scheduling). We
found a production traffic engineering heuristic can require
30% more capacity than the optimal in realistic cases. We
modified the heuristic based on the patterns in the adversar-
ial inputs MetaOpt discovered and reduced the performance
gap by 12.5×. We examined adversarial inputs to a vector
bin packing heuristic and proved a new lower bound on its
performance.

1 Introduction
Many solutions to network and systems problems are heuris-
tic approximations to potentially intractable optimal algo-
rithms [3, 20, 35, 38, 39, 53, 57, 58, 76]. These heuristics are
often faster or scale better than their optimal counterparts.
However, operators often do not fully understand how these
heuristics will behave with new and untested inputs or how
far from the optimal their results may drift in realistic use.

For example, Microsoft uses a heuristic, demand pinning
(DP), on its wide-area network [46, 56]. It routes small de-
mands (i.e., demands ≤ a threshold) through their shortest
path and uses a more computationally complex optimization
to route the rest [38] (DP reduces the number of demands the
optimization routes and completes faster). In Fig. 1, we show
an example where DP allocates 40% less demand than the
optimal routing. With this gap, Microsoft may have to either
over-provision its network by 40%, delay 40%, or drop 40%
of its customers’ demands! Note that the 40% gap is a lower
bound, and the worst-case gap can be higher.

We often do not understand the potential impact of such
heuristics at scale: Does their gap depend on the problem size?
Which inputs make them perform poorly? Are there realistic
scenarios that they struggle with? We ask if we can develop
techniques to analyze heuristics and answer such questions.

As a first step towards this goal, we have developed
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src-dest value path value path value

1-3 50 1-2-3 50 1-4-5-3 50
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Total DP 150 Total OPT 250

FIGURE 1: Suboptimal performance of DP. (left) Topology with
unidirectional links. (right) A set of demands and their flow allo-
cations using the DP heuristic and the optimal (H′) solution. DP
first sends the demands at or below the threshold (50) over their
shortest paths and then optimally routes the remaining demands.

MetaOpt, a system that allows users to automatically dis-
cover the performance gap between a heuristic H and any
other function H′ for much larger problem sizes than in Fig. 1.
MetaOpt also returns the adversarial inputs to these functions
that cause large performance gaps. Users can use MetaOpt
to (a) understand the performance gap of H relative to the
optimal or to another heuristic; and (b) examine adversarial
inputs to provide performance bounds on H or to modify H to
improve its performance gap (§2).

In many problem domains, such as traffic engineering [38,
39, 46, 58], vector bin packing [35, 60], and packet schedul-
ing [5, 64, 74], we can specify both H′ and H either as an
optimization (with an objective and several constraints) or
as a feasibility problem (with a set of constraints). Then, we
can model the problem of finding large performance gaps
between H and H′ in the language of optimization theory:

arg max
s.t. input I∈ConstrainedSet

H′(I)−H(I), (1)

where H() and H′() take I as input and solve the correspond-
ing algorithms. ConstrainedSet specifies a set of constraints
that limit the set of values I can take.

In theory, we could throw this model at a solver [16, 36]
and find performance gaps, but existing solvers do not support
these optimizations. This model is an instance of a bi-level op-
timization [15] (with connections to Stackelberg games [23],
see §6), and practitioners have to rewrite them into single-
level optimizations before using a solver [15]. Rewriting a
bi-level optimization into a single-level one by hand is tedious
and can lead to poor performance if done incorrectly.

MetaOpt abstracts away this complexity and only asks users
to specify H′ and H (§3). It also provides helper functions to
make it easier to specify H′ and H. These functions are espe-
cially useful for constructs (e.g., conditionals, randomization)
that are harder to express as optimization constraints.
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Under the hood, MetaOpt performs rewrites automatically
and supports multiple solvers (Gurobi [36] and Zen [16]).
We add three techniques to scale MetaOpt to large problems
(e.g., large topologies and demands for traffic engineering).
First, since many rewrites can introduce non-linearities, we
carefully select which part of the input to rewrite. Second, we
introduce a new rewriting technique (Quantized Primal-Dual)
that allows MetaOpt to trade-off between scale and optimality.
Third, we design a new partitioning technique for graph-based
problems to improve MetaOpts scalability further.

We show the versatility of MetaOpt1 by using it to study
several heuristics in traffic engineering [38, 39, 46, 58], vector
bin packing [35, 60], and packet scheduling [5, 64, 74]. We
have applied MetaOpt to (a) study performance gaps of these
heuristics, (b) analyze adversarial inputs to prove properties,
and (c) devise and evaluate new heuristics (see Table 1):
• DP can allocate 33% less demand compared to the optimal

in large topologies. We analyzed adversarial inputs MetaOpt
found and designed modified-DP which reduced this gap
by an order of magnitude.

• We show for the first time that a two-dimensional vector
bin packing heuristic FFDSum can require at least twice as
many bins as the optimal across all problem sizes.

• A recently proposed programmable packet scheduler, SP-
PIFO [64], an approximation of PIFO [64], can delay the
highest priority packet by at least 3× relative to PIFO.

2 Heuristic Analysis at a Glance
Network and systems designers use heuristics when the opti-
mum is too expensive to compute at relevant problem scales.
We use examples of heuristics to motivate the types of anal-
yses designers might wish to perform and describe how
MetaOpt can aid these analyses.

2.1 Heuristics and their Importance
We describe heuristics from traffic engineering, cluster re-
source allocation, and switch packet scheduling.

Traffic engineering (TE). There are many techniques to scale
TE solutions to large networks/demands (see §A.2 for details):

Demand Pinning (DP) [46,56] is a heuristic that Microsoft
uses in production. It pre-allocates flows along the shortest
path for any node pair with demand smaller than a threshold
Td and uses the SWAN [38] optimizer on the rest. When many
demands are small, this can result in substantial speedup.

Partitioned Optimization Problems (POP) [58] divides
node pairs (and their demands) uniformly at random into
partitions. It then assigns each partition an equal share of
the edge capacities and solves the original problem (e.g., the
SWAN LP optimization [38]) once per partition. POP is faster
than SWAN because it can solve each LP sub-problem much

1Our code is available at https://github.com/microsoft/MetaOpt.

faster than the original [22] and can do so in parallel.

Vector bin packing (VBP). Production deployments use VBP
to allocate resources in clusters efficiently [2, 35, 37, 53, 68].
One version of VBP takes a set of balls and bins with spe-
cific sizes and multiple dimensions (e.g., memory, CPU,
GPU [32, 48, 69]) and tries to pack the balls into the fewest
number of bins. The optimal algorithm for this version is
APX-hard [71]. Instead, many practitioners use a heuristic,
first fit decreasing (FFD), which is greedy and iterative. At
each step, FFD picks the unassigned ball with the largest
weight and places it in the first bin that fits (has enough
capacity). Prior works propose different ways to weigh the
balls [35, 37, 53, 60, 66, 67, 72]. One variant, FFDSum, uses
the sum across all dimensions as the weight of a ball.

Packet scheduling [5, 74]. Push-In-First-Out (PIFO [64])
queuing is a scheduling primitive that enables various
packet scheduling algorithms for programmable switches. SP-
PIFO [5] uses n priority FIFO queues to approximate PIFO
and presents a heuristic we can implement at line rate. In SP-
PIFO, each queue has a priority (usually equal to the priority
of the last packet in it). A queue only admits a new packet if
its priority is higher than the packet’s priority. The algorithm
scans queues from lowest to highest priority and places the
new packet in the first queue that accepts it. SP-PIFO updates
all queue priorities if no queue admits the packet.

Performance Analyses. Often, heuristic designers wish to
answer questions such as:
• How far is my heuristic from the optimum?
• What inputs cause my heuristic’s performance to degrade

at practical problem instances?
• How can I redesign my heuristic to improve its perfor-

mance?
• How can I compare the performance of two heuristics?
• Can I prove lower bounds on a heuristic’s performance

relative to another standard algorithm?

2.2 MetaOpt, a Heuristic Analyzer
MetaOpt is a heuristic analyzer that can help designers answer
these questions. It finds (a) the performance gap between
a given H() and an alternative H′() (where H′() can be the
optimal solution) and (b) the adversarial inputs to H() that
cause the performance gap. The performance of a heuristic
measures its solution quality. Users decide what performance
metric to use; for example, they can define the performance
as the total flow that the heuristic admits in TE or the average
packet delay in packet scheduling. The performance gap is the
difference between the performance of H() and H′(). MetaOpt
can analyze a broad set of well-defined heuristics (see §3).
We discuss its limitations in §5.

2.3 Using MetaOpt to Analyze Heuristics
Heuristic designers can use MetaOpt to answer the questions
we presented in §2.1. They can use MetaOpt in two ways:
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MetaOpt finds performance gaps MetaOpt helps prove properties MetaOpt helps modify heuristics

TE DP and POP can be 33.9% and 20% less efficient than
optimal. MetaOpt finds realistic demands with strong
locality that produce the same gap.

– Modified-DP (which we designed with
MetaOpt’s help) has an order of magnitude
lower gap than DP. We cannot improve the
gap by running DP and POP in parallel.

VBP MetaOpt finds tighter performance gaps under realistic
constraints. It also finds the same examples which took
theoreticians decades to find and prove a tight bound for
1d-FFD.

MetaOpt helped prove a tighter ap-
proximation ratio for 2-d FFDSum
than previously known [60].

–

PIFO MetaOpt finds SP-PIFO can delay the highest priority
packet by 3×, and also finds inputs where AIFO incurs
6× more priority inversion than SP-PIFO.

MetaOpt helped prove a new
bound on the weighted average de-
lay of SP-PIFO.

Modified-SP-PIFO (which MetaOpt helped de-
sign) has 2.5× lower weighted average packet
delay.

TABLE 1: MetaOpt (1) finds the performance gap between the heuristic and optimal; (2) helps prove various properties about the heuristic;
and (3) helps modify them to improve their performance.

(a) to find performance gaps and (b) to prove properties or
improve heuristics based on the adversarial inputs it finds. We
next describe the results we obtained by applying MetaOpt
to the heuristics in §2.1. We present more details and other
results in §4. These use cases are not the only way operators
can use MetaOpt, but they demonstrate its versatility (see §8).

Finding performance gaps. We show how MetaOpt helps
find performance gaps in TE and packet scheduling.

Performance gaps in traffic engineering. We use MetaOpt
to find the performance gaps for DP and POP, where H′()
is the optimal multi-commodity flow algorithm (§A.1). We
measure the performance gap as the difference between the
heuristic’s and the optimal’s total flow, normalized by the total
network capacity. The performance gap is a lower bound on
the optimality gap, the worst-case gap between the two.

We find DP and POP incur 33.9% and 20% relative perfor-
mance gaps on a large topology (Cogentco, §4). This means
there exists (and we can find) adversarial traffic demands that
cause DP to use at least 33.9% more capacity than optimal.
Network operators that use DP may need to over-provision
the network by that much to satisfy this demand.

MetaOpt, by default, searches for adversarial inputs among
all possible demands. We can constrain MetaOpt to search
over realistic demands. These are sparse and exhibit strong
locality, which means few node pairs that are close to each
other exchange most of the traffic [3]. When we run MetaOpt
with these constraints, the gap for POP and DP remains almost
the same as before, but the discovered adversarial demands
exhibit stronger locality and are sparser (i.e., the adversarial
demands that MetaOpt finds becomes more realistic).

Performance gaps in packet scheduling. We compare
SP-PIFO to PIFO. We compute and compare the priority-
weighted average packet delay (§4) between the two algo-
rithms, which penalizes them if they increase the delay of
high-priority packets. MetaOpt shows there exists an input
packet sequence where SP-PIFO is 3× worse than PIFO.

We also use MetaOpt to compare SP-PIFO and AIFO [74]

(two heuristics). AIFO emulates PIFO through a single FIFO
queue and replaces H() in this scenario. MetaOpt finds inputs
for which AIFO incurs 6× more priority inversions than SP-
PIFO. Such analyses can help designers weigh performance
trade-offs against switch resource usage.

Proving properties of and improving heuristics. MetaOpt
discovers performance gaps and the corresponding adversarial
inputs. We show how to prove performance bounds for these
heuristics or to improve them in several cases2. These require
the user to analyze the inputs further to see if they share a
common pattern (see §B.2 for an example).

A new bound for vector bin-packing. VBP heuristics try to
minimize the number of bins they use. Theoreticians prove
bounds on their approximation ratio: the worst-case ratio of
the number of bins the heuristic uses compared to the optimal
over any input. Recent work [60] showed 2-dimensional FFD-
Sum asymptotically approaches an approximation ratio of 2
(where the optimal uses nearly infinite bins). We prove (§4)
that the approximation ratio is always at least 2 — even when
the optimal requires a finite number of bins!

A new bound and a better heuristic for packet scheduling.
We analyzed adversarial inputs MetaOpt found for SP-PIFO
and proved a lower bound on its priority-weighted average
delay relative to PIFO. The bound is a function of the priority
range and the number of packets.

Adversarial inputs to SP-PIFO trigger priority inversions,
which means they cause SP-PIFO to enqueue high-priority
packets behind low-priority ones. We tested a Modified-SP-
PIFO that splits queues into groups; it assigns each group
a priority range and runs SP-PIFO on each group indepen-
dently. This modification reduces the possibility of packets
with vastly different priorities interfering with each other and
causing priority inversions. Modified-SP-PIFO reduces the
performance gap of SP-PIFO by 2.5×. Users should weigh
the trade-off between the improved performance gap, the

2One may have to sacrifice other metrics such as run-time to improve the
gap. Users have to weigh this trade-off and decide if it is acceptable.
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FIGURE 2: MetaOpt’s workflow involves four steps; (1) User en-
codes H and H′ §3.2, (2) MetaOpt automatically applies rewrites
to obtain a single-level optimization §3.3, (3) it partitions the
problem into smaller subproblems to achieve scalability §3.5,
(4) MetaOpt feeds the resulting optimizations into existing
solvers [36, 55] and finds large performance gaps.

Optimal Heur. Formul. Rewrite

OptMaxFlow
POP Convex(Random) §A.3 KKT/PD
DP Convex(Conditional) §A.3 KKT/PD

VBP MILP FFD NonConv.(Greedy) §B.1 Feasibility

PIFO MILP SP-PIFO NonConv.(Priority) §C.1 Feasibility
AIFO NonConv.(Admission) §C.2 Feasibility

TABLE 2: Overview of the five heuristics we explored in this
paper. We cover how to formulate the heuristics as optimizations
in the appendix and discuss their rewrites as constraints in §3.3.

memory allocation, and the impact on ongoing traffic to de-
cide if they should deploy Modified-SP-PIFO.

Improving traffic engineering heuristics. We found that
DP performs poorly when small demands traverse long paths.
We used MetaOpt to analyze a Modified-DP, which routes
demands on their shortest paths if the shortest path is less
than k hops and the demand is less than Td. This simple
change reduced the performance gap by an order of magnitude.
Modified-DP presents a trade-off between the speed and the
performance gap of the heuristic. Users can control this trade-
off through k and Td. MetaOpt can guide users in choosing
these values by quantifying each choice’s performance gap.

3 MetaOpt Design
Our goal is to build a widely applicable system that finds large
performance gaps between H and H′quickly and at scale.

3.1 MetaOpt Approach
This is a hard problem when H and H′ are arbitrary algorithms,
but we observe that we can formulate many heuristics in
networks and systems as:
Convex optimization problems in which the heuristic
seeks to optimize an objective subject to a collection of con-
straints. DP and POP fall into this category: DP solves opti-
mization for large demands, and POP solves optimization for
each partition.
Feasibility problems in which the heuristic searches for a
solution that satisfies a collection of constraints. FFDSum
and SP-PIFO fall into this category: FFDSum packs balls into
bins subject to weight and capacity constraints, and SP-PIFO
places packets into the queues based on their priorities.

We can find the performance gap between any H′ and H
through a bi-level or meta optimization (hence MetaOpt) as
long as H falls in one of these two classes. We do not need
convexity for H′ — we need it to be either an optimization or

minw,ℓ

(
w2 + ℓ2)

2 · (w + ℓ)≥ P
P ≥ 0

solve for w,ℓ,λ

2(w + ℓ)≥ P
P ≥ 0
λ≥ 0
2w−2λ = 0
2ℓ−2λ = 0
λ

(
w + ℓ− P

2
)

= 0w = ℓ = P
4 λ = P

4

KKT
encode

optimize

solve

FIGURE 3: Rewrite using KKT in an example where we find
a rectangle’s optimal width w and length ℓ such that its perime-
ter is ≥ P . The inner variables are w and ℓ. The right panel
shows the feasibility problem using the KKT theorem. Equations
with λ variables correspond to first-order derivatives of inequality
constraints in the original problem. P is a variable of the outer
optimization but is treated as a constant in the inner problem.

a feasibility problem. We model the problem as3:

argmax
I

H′(I) − H(I) (leader problem)

s.t. I ∈ ConstrainedSet (input constraints)

H′(I) = max
f ′∈F ′

H′_Objective(f ′,I) (optimal)

H(I) = max
f∈F

H_Objective(f ,I) (heuristic) (2)

where the leader or outer optimization maximizes the differ-
ence between the two functions (i.e., the performance gap)
over a space of possible inputs I. This leader problem is sub-
ject to follower or inner problems (H′ and H). We model the
performance of H’ on input I through H’_Objective. This func-
tion decides the values for the variables f ′, internally encodes
problem constraints, and computes the overall performance
of H′. H’_Objective treats the outer problem’s variables, I, as
input and constant. We define H_Objective the same way.

Bi-level Optimization: A Brief Primer. Modern solvers do
not directly support the style of bi-level optimizations we
described in Equation 2 [36]. To solve these, users need to
rewrite the bi-level optimization as a single-level optimiza-
tion [15]. These rewrites convert an optimization problem
into a set of feasibility constraints: if the inner problems are
both optimizations, the rewrites will replace both H′() and H()
with a set of feasibility constraints in the outer optimization.
The resulting formulation is a single-level optimization that
modern solvers [16, 36] can attempt to solve.

Fig. 3 shows an example of an inner problem and the cor-
responding rewrite. This somewhat contrived example finds
a rectangle’s optimal length and width subject to some con-
straints (the outer problem may want to optimize P ). The
rewrite uses the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) theorem [22]
and converts convex optimizations with at least one strictly
feasible point [22] into feasibility problems. The theorem
states any point that solves the new problem matches the
solution of the original. We describe another technique in

3Note that we can transform minimization optimizations to maximization
by negating their objective.
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Input: dk requested rate of demand k

Input: Pk paths for demand k

Input: p̂k shortest path
Input: Td demand pinning threshold
for all demand k ∈ D do

if dk <= Td then

f
p̂k
k = dk

end if
end for
MaxFlow()

DP Pseudocode

OuterVar: dk requested rate of demand k

Input: Pk paths for demand k

Input: p̂k shortest path
Input: Td demand pinning threshold
for all demand k ∈ D do

ForceToZeroIfLeq(dk−f
p̂k
k ,dk,Td)

end for
MaxFlow()

Modeling DP in MetaOpt

FIGURE 4: Modeling DP in MetaOpt. (see Table A.1 for notation)

§3.4, which exploits the Primal-Dual theorem [22]. Both of
these rewriting techniques produce a single-level optimization
equivalent to the bi-level formulation if the inner problems are
convex [15]. The problem MetaOpt solves has properties that
allow us to reduce the overhead of these rewrites (see §3.3).

3.2 MetaOpt: The User View

Inputs. MetaOpt could have asked the user to input the single-
level formulation, which can be hard and error-prone. The
rewritten single-level formulation can have an order of mag-
nitude more constraints than the original bi-level formulation
(§4) and is hard to optimize for practitioners who do not
understand bi-level optimizations.

MetaOpt simply lets the user input H and H′ (Fig. 2). It then
automatically produces a single-level formulation, optimizes
the rewrites, feeds these into a solver of the user’s choice
(MetaOpt currently supports Gurobi [36] and Zen [16]), and
produces performance gaps and adversarial inputs.

How to specify H or H′. It can be hard to describe H or H′ in
the optimization language. When we modeled problems in
MetaOpt, we observed certain constructs are common across
many heuristics. We encode these as helper functions to make
it easier for users less familiar with optimization theory to
model their heuristics. The set of helper functions is not com-
plete (there may be constraints for which we have not devised
a corresponding helper function) but the interface is extensible
and we can add new functions as needed.

For instance, a user who wants to compare the performance
of DP and the optimal TE multi-commodity flow would have
to specify the formulation of both of these algorithms. Stan-
dard textbooks describe the former [17], so we focus on the
latter. DP involves a conditional (an if statement on the left
of Fig. 4) where the outcome is determined based on the de-
mands. These demand values are variables of the outer prob-
lem and unknown apriori, which means we need to determine
the outcome of these conditionals as part of the optimization
and model them as convex constraints.

We can use the big-M method [22] (§A.3) to convert this
if statement into constraints optimization solvers support.
MetaOpt provides a helper function, ForceToZeroIfLeq (see
Fig. 4), to help users do this conversion. This level of indi-
rection makes it easier for the user to specify DP and also

aligned? feasibility?

as is

convex?

as is

primal-dual
kkt

NA

H′ or H N

Y

N

Y N

Y

FIGURE 5: MetaOpt automatically converts the bi-level problem
to a single-level optimization. It supports any follower, which
either (1) is a convex optimization; (2) is a feasibility problem; or
(3) has an objective that aligns with the outer problem.

gives MetaOpt the flexibility to optimize or change the formu-
lations when needed. For example, the big-M method causes
numerical instability in larger problems, and MetaOpt uses an
alternate method to convert it to constraints (see §A.3).

Our helper functions (§D, Table A.8) codify common de-
sign patterns and help specify constraints across a diverse set
of problems. We show how to use and combine them to model
other heuristics, such as, FFD, which involves greedy deci-
sions, and SP-PIFO, which involves dynamic priority updates.
These helper functions encode succinct and readable models.

3.3 Automatic Rewrites
MetaOpt produces a bi-level optimization from H′ and H
(Equation 2) and then automatically rewrites it. While the
underlying theory behind rewrites is well-known [15], to our
knowledge, there are no automated rewriters, and the pro-
cess has required human intervention until now. We need
to be careful when we automate rewrites. For example, one
challenge is modeling non-linear constraints that involve the
multiplication of variables. In the Primal-Dual rewrite (§3.4),
the constraints in the dual depend on the type of optimization
(maximization or minimization) and whether the correspond-
ing primal variable is unconstrained, positive, or negative [22].

We have developed automatic rewrite techniques for KKT,
Primal-Dual, and a new variant of the latter (i.e., Quantized
Primal-Dual §3.4). Users can choose which rewrite they use.

MetaOpt does not naïvely rewrite the bi-level formulation
and only rewrites the inner problems if necessary. We call this
technique selective rewriting. It avoids rewriting in two cases
(Fig. 5): when the inner problem is a feasibility problem or
when it is “aligned”. In these cases, we can directly merge
the inner problem’s constraints into the outer problem and
remove its objective if they have one.

An aligned inner problem is one where optimizing the outer
problem’s objective directly or indirectly optimizes the inner
problem as well. We observe that the objective of MetaOpt
is such that one of H′ or H is always aligned with the outer
problem. The outer problem maximizes H′ and minimizes H to
maximize the gap. This aligns with H′ if H′ is a maximization
problem and with H when H is a minimization (both H and H′

solve the same problem, so they are either both maximizations
or both minimizations).

For all other instances, we need to rewrite the inner problem.
MetaOpt currently rewrites an inner problem only if it is an
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solve for w,ℓ,λ

2(w + ℓ) ≥ P
λ ≥ 0
P ≥ 0
P λ − 2λ2 = w2 + ℓ2

Primal-dual

solve for w,ℓ,λ

2(w + ℓ) ≥
Q∑

j=1
Ljxj

λ ≥ 0

xj ∈ {0,1}
∑Q

j=1 xj ≤ 1

Q∑
j=1

Ljzj − 2λ2 = w2 + ℓ2

zj = λxj ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,Q}

Quantized Primal-dual

P =
Q∑

j=1
Ljxj

FIGURE 6: Left shows rewrite using primal-dual theorem. It
has fewer constraints and different multiplicative terms (P λ ver-
sus λ(w + ℓ − P

2 ) in the KKT rewrite). On the right, we show
how to quantize the parameters of the outer problem (P ). The
QPD rewrite no longer has any multiplicative terms since we can
linearize the multiplication of binary (xj) and continuous vari-
ables (λ). The quadratic terms (e.g., w2) is due to the quadratic
objective of the original problem. Ljs are constants.

unaligned convex optimization. KKT and Primal-Dual apply
to these cases. MetaOpt also supports unaligned non-convex
inner problems that can be written as a feasibility problem
(e.g.,SP-PIFO and FFD). See §5 for other extensions.

With all this, MetaOpt generates a single-level formulation
that is equivalent to the bi-level optimization, preserves the
theoretical properties, and scales well.

3.4 The Quantized Primal-Dual Rewrite
The KKT rewrite does not scale beyond small problems. It
introduces multiplicative terms (pink highlighted constraint in
Fig. 3) that commodity solvers support (special ordered sets
in Gurobi [36] and disjunctions in Z3 [55]). However, these
constraints with multiplicative terms slow down the solvers
and dictate their latency.

A similar observation holds for the Primal-Dual
rewrite [15]. It uses the strong duality theorem [22] to convert
an optimization into a feasibility problem. According to this
theorem, any feasible point of a convex problem is optimal
iff the primal objective at that point is the same as the dual.
Therefore, the Primal-Dual rewrite contains a constraint that
ensures the primal and dual objectives are equal in addition
to the primal and the dual constraints. Fig. 6 (left) shows
the Primal-Dual rewrite for the optimization in Fig. 3. This
rewrite can generally result in non-linear constraints that
impact the scalability.

To scale, we have developed a technique called Quantized
Primal-Dual (QPD) that converts the Primal-Dual rewrite into
a simpler problem (see Fig. 6). In QPD, we replace the input
P with

∑Q
j=1 Ljxj where Ljs are constants we choose a

priori and xjs are binary variables. We require
∑

j xj ≤ 1,
which means the outer problem has to pick one of the Q+1
values (0,L1, . . . ,LQ) for P . We only need to quantize the
leader’s variables that appear in the multiplicative terms of
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FIGURE 7: Partitioning in MetaOpt. We first find the demands
that maximize the gap between H′ and H in each cluster. We then
fix the demands within each cluster and, one by one, find the
demands between pairs of clusters that increase the gap.

the Primal-Dual rewrite. The inner problem is still optimal
under this rewrite, but we trade off the optimality of the outer
problem for speed by quantizing the input space.

Two challenges remain: (a) determining the number of
quanta and (b) picking the values (Lj). Using more quanta
leads to more integer variables, slowing down the solver. Us-
ing fewer quanta results in lower-quality adversaries as we
will limit the input to only a few pre-selected values.

Since QPD rewrites are much faster to solve than the other
rewrites, we can sweep multiple quanta choices and pick the
best. We use the exact KKT rewrite on smaller problems to
find good candidates. We observe empirically that adversarial
inputs occur at so-called extreme points. For example, the
worst-case demands have either 0 or the maximum possible
value in POP4. Although we do not have a formal proof,
we conjecture that the intuition behind these observations is
similar to the intuition behind the simplex theorem [18].

We evaluate how these rewrites impact the scalability and
investigate the approximation gap of QPD in §4.

3.5 Partitioning to Scale MetaOpt

We have found it necessary to use more aggressive scaling
techniques to analyze problem instances at practical scales,
such as TE heuristics for realistic topologies and demands.
One such technique is partitioning. We can partition any

4For DP, the worst-case demands take values of 0, the demand pinning
threshold Td, or the maximum possible demand.
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Topology #Nodes #Edges #Part. DP POP
Cogentco 197 486 10 33.9% 20.76%

Uninett2010 74 202 8 28.4% 20.15%
Abilene [65] 10 26 – 12.69% 17.31%

B4 [39] 12 38 – 13.16% 17.89%
SWAN [38] 8 24 – 2.29% 22.08%
TABLE 3: Details of the topologies used in §4.1 and discovered gap.

problem, but we show the key steps in Fig. 7 for the TE
heuristics where the problem has an intrinsic graph structure.

First, we partition nodes in the underlying network graph
into clusters and solve the rewritten single-level optimization
on each cluster in parallel. In this step, we only consider the
intra-cluster demands (the diagonal pink blocks in Fig. 7).

We then freeze the demands from the last step and find the
demands between pairs of clusters that worsen the gap by solv-
ing the rewritten problem on each pair. This step iteratively
fills the blue blocks of the demand matrix in Fig. 7.

We can parallelize the second step between cluster pairs
with little overlap and produce an overall demand by adding
the values MetaOpt discovers after invoking each optimiza-
tion. This method speeds up MetaOpt because each individual
optimization, whether per cluster or per cluster pair, is much
smaller than the overall problem.

We empirically find this partitioning approach consistently
discovers inputs with large performance gaps. This is because
more than one adversarial input exists, and our partitioning
method does not bias against them. For example, the adver-
sarial inputs for DP follow a common pattern where demands
between distant nodes are just below the threshold. For such
inputs, the heuristic wastes the capacity of many links by
routing the demands on their shortest paths. In contrast, the
optimal routing allocates those link capacities to multiple de-
mands between nearby nodes. Our partitioning method still
allows MetaOpt to find many inputs with this pattern.

4 Evaluation
We apply MetaOpt to traffic engineering, vector bin pack-
ing, and packet scheduling heuristics to show its generality.
MetaOpt helped us quantify and understand the performance
gaps of heuristics, prove theoretical properties, and design
heuristics with lower performance gaps. Table 1 summarizes
our findings. We also show the importance of our optimiza-
tions in MetaOpt and quantify its speed and scalability.

Implementation. Our prototype is in C# and uses Gurobi
v9.5.2 [36]. We also have a port that uses Z3 [55]. To partition
the graph, we adapt the previous code [3, 25] for spectral
clustering [59] and FM partitioning [19,24] and report results
for different cluster numbers and clustering techniques.

4.1 Heuristics for WAN Traffic Engineering
In this section, we (a) obtain performance gaps for DP and
POP with respect to the optimal max-flow algorithm and (b)
devise modified versions of these heuristics based on our

Heu Additional Constraints on I Density Gap

DP
– 54.06% 33.9%
locality (distance of large demands ≤ 4) 12.03% 33.4%

POP
– 16.14% 20.76%
locality (distance of large demands ≤ 4) 4.74% 20.70%

(a) Impact of adding locality constraints on gap and density.
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(b) Impact of adding locality constraints on DP
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(c) Impact of adding locality constraints on POP

FIGURE 8: Using MetaOpt to find practical adversarial inputs on
Cogentco. We can find more local and sparser adversarial inputs
by constraining the input space.

analysis of their adversarial patterns.

Experiment Setup. We use K-shortest paths [73] to find the
paths between node pairs (= 4 if unspecified). We constrain
the demands to be below a maximum value (half the average
link capacity if unspecified) to ensure they are realistic and a
single demand does not create a bottleneck. For DP, we vary
the demand pinning threshold (=5% of average link capacity
if unspecified). For POP, we vary the number of partitions
(=2 if unspecified) and report the average gap over 5 random
trials (see §A.3). We report runtimes on an AMD Opteron
2.4GHz CPU (6234) with 24 cores and 64GB of memory and
use all available threads (unless mentioned otherwise). We
timeout each optimization after 20 minutes.

Topologies. We use two large topologies from [1] and three
public production topologies [38, 39, 65] (Table 3).

Metrics. We normalize the performance gap by the sum of
the link capacities so we can compare across different scales.

Finding performance gaps. We compare DP and POP to the
optimal max-flow on topologies that range from 8 to nearly
200 nodes (Table 3). We use the QPD rewrite (§3.4) and
partitioning (§3.5) for most experiments but do not need the
partitioning technique for small topologies (SWAN, B4, and
Abilene). DP’s performance gap ranges from 2% to over 33%.
POP also exhibits a large performance gap (up to 22%).

These performance gaps are over any possible input de-
mand. We can also use MetaOpt to obtain performance gaps
on realistic inputs. Production demands are sparse and ex-
hibit strong locality [3]. We can express these properties in
MetaOpt through constraints on the input space (I in Equa-
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FIGURE 9: DP’s performance gap increases with the threshold
and decreases with the connectivity.

tion 2). The gaps for DP and POP on those inputs are only
slighly lower than in the unconstrained case, but we find ad-
versarial demands that are sparser and more local (Fig. 8).

Designing heuristics with lower performance gap. We can
use the adversarial inputs from MetaOpt to design new heuris-
tics or explore whether we can combine heuristics to improve
their gap. We first describe how we identified patterns in the
adversarial inputs of DP and POP and then show how we used
these patterns to improve these heuristics’ performance gap.

Adversarial input patterns for DP. Intuitively, DP’s per-
formance gap increases as we increase its threshold since the
heuristic forces more demands on their shortest path. Yet, the
gap grows faster on some topologies even though they have
roughly the same #nodes, #edges, and diameter.

We used synthetic topologies to study DP. To create each
topology, we start with a ring graph and then connect each
node to a varying number of its nearest neighbors. The re-
sults (Fig. 9(b)) indicate that the performance gap grows with
the (average) shortest path length (fewer connections across
nearest neighbors = longer shortest paths). Intuitively, if the
shortest path lengths are longer on average, DP will use the
capacity on more edges to route the small demands. This re-
duces the available capacity to route the rest of the demands.

Adversarial input patterns for POP. Since POP is a ran-
dom heuristic, we search for inputs that maximize the ex-
pected gap. We approximate this expectation by an empirical
average over n random partition samples. Then, we check
whether the adversarial inputs can generalize by testing them
on 100 other random instances. When MetaOpt uses a small
number of samples to estimate the expected gap, the adver-
sarial inputs overfit. We can improve its generalization by
increasing the number of samples but at the cost of scalability.
We find n = 5 permits scaling without overfitting (Fig. 10(a)).

POP’s performance gap increases as we increase the num-
ber of paritions because each partition (1) gets a smaller frac-
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FIGURE 10: POP’s performance gap when varying (a) #instances
to approximate average and (b) #paths and #partitions.
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(a) Maximum threshold such that discovered gap ∼ 5%.
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(b) DP vs. modified-DP

FIGURE 11: We propose modified-DP based on insights from
MetaOpt. It only pins small demands between near nodes, is more
resilient, and pins more demands with the same gap.

tion of each edge’s capacity, and (2) has less information
about the global state. We can reduce this gap by increasing
the number of paths as it helps each partition better allocate
the fragmented capacity.

Modified-DP. DP has a higher performance gap when
nodes have a larger average distance. We use this insight to
modify DP and design a heuristic with a lower gap. Modified-
DP only pins demands that are (a) smaller than a threshold
and (b) between nodes less than k hops apart (user specifies
k). This heuristic routes small demands between distant nodes
optimally, leaving more capacity for other demands. Its gap
is 12.5× smaller than DP for Td = 1% and k = 4.

Increasing the distance threshold in modified-DP allows
for better scalability by pinning more demands but at the cost
of a higher performance gap. MetaOpt can help users adjust
the parameter k based on their needs.

Modified-DP has another benefit. We can use a higher
demand threshold (10 - 50×) and maintain the same gap as
the original DP. We show this by using MetaOpt to compute
the maximum threshold each method can admit while having a
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max #balls ball size granularity FFD(IMetaOpt)
20 0.01× 8
20 0.05× 7
14 0.01× 7

TABLE 4: MetaOpt finds slightly tighter bounds when constrain-
ing the number and size of balls. For OPT(I)=6, the tightest
known theoretical bound for FFD [30] is 8. This assumes the
input can have unlimited balls of any size.

OPT(I) MetaOpt theoretical bound [60]
#balls approx ratio #balls approx ratio

2 6 2.0 4 1.0
3 9 2.0 12 1.33
4 12 2.0 24 1.5
5 15 2.0 40 1.6

TABLE 5: MetaOpt finds adversarial examples with tighter ap-
prox. ratio for 2d-FFD than the best known theoretical bound [60].

gap≤ 5% (Fig. 11(a)). Operators can leverage this to pin more
demands when small demands exhibit strong locality [3].

Meta-POP-DP. This meta-heuristic runs POP and DP in
parallel and selects the best solution for each input. The two
heuristics appear to have distinct adversarial inputs: DP under-
performs when distant pairs have small demands, and POP
when large demands that go through the same link end up
in the same partition. We expected combining them would
reduce the performance gap significantly compared to each
one. But MetaOpt shows the new heuristic only improves
the performance gap by 6% on the Cogentco topology. It
finds inputs where small demands are between distant pairs
(adversarial to DP) and large demands are between nearby
nodes that end up in the same partition (adversarial to POP).

4.2 Heuristics for Vector Bin Packing

We use MetaOpt to (a) derive performance gaps that verify
known results for FFD in one dimension and (b) prove a new
property for FFD in 2 dimensions.

Finding performance gaps. Performance in FFD is measured
by the number of bins required to fit a given number of balls.
After decades of theoretical studies on 1d-FFD [14, 30, 43,
52], the work in [30] established the tight bound FFD(I)≤
11
9 H′(I)+ 6

9 for any I (H′ is the optimal). To prove tightness,
the authors craft a careful example where H′(I) = 6 bins
and FFD(I) = 8. MetaOpt found the same example when we
constrained its inputs to H′(I) = 6 and proved FFD needs 8
bins in the worst-case.

[30] assumes (1) I can have an unlimited number of balls
and (2) the balls in I can have any size (even 0.00001cm3!).
However, when packing jobs (balls) in machines (bins) [68],
we often know a priori an upper bound on the number of jobs
or the quantization levels for resource requirements. We can
incorporate such constraints and ensure MetaOpt finds practi-
cal performance gaps. As Table 4 shows, when we constrain
the number of balls and the ball sizes, MetaOpt finds adver-
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FIGURE 12: SP-PIFO can delay the highest priority packet (rank
= 0) by 3×. We show the average delay of packets with the same
priority normalized by the average delay of the highest-priority
packets in PIFO. We assume packets have priorities between
0 - 100, and the queues can admit all the packets (similar to
SP-PIFO). When 10K packets arrive at the same time, and the
queues drain at 40 Gbps, the average delay for the highest priority
packets in PIFO is 0.74ms (the performance gap in this figure is
independent of the number of packets).

MetaOpt max objective #priority inversions
SP-PIFO [5] AIFO [74]

AIFO()−SP-PIFO() 6 37
SP-PIFO()−AIFO() 24 11

TABLE 6: Using MetaOpt to compare two heuristics. We show
the number of priority inversions on an 18-packet trace from
MetaOpt. The total queue size is 12 and SP-PIFO has 4 queues.

sarial inputs that produce a tighter bound compared to [30].

Proving properties. While multi-dimensional FFD is widely
used in practice [35,37,53], its theoretical guarantees are less
well understood. Recently, [60] crafted an example where 2-
dimensional FFDSum uses α times more bins than the optimal.
α ∈ [1,2) and α→ 2 as the optimal tends to infinity. In other
words, α is strictly less than 2 for a finite size problem.

MetaOpt found adversarial inputs with α = 2 for every
problem size we considered (Table 5). For example, when the
optimal uses 4 bins, MetaOpt finds an adversarial input with
12 balls causing FFDSum to use 8 bins. In constrast, [60] uses
24 balls and only achieves approximation ratio of 1.5.

We studied the adversarial inputs from MetaOpt and proved
the following theorem, establishing an approximation ratio of
at least 2 for FFDSum. §B.2 contains the detailed proof.

Theorem 1. In 2-dimensional VBP, for any k > 1, there exists
an input I with OPT (I) = k and FFDSum(I)≥ 2k.

4.3 Heuristics for Packet Scheduling
We use MetaOpt to compare the performance of SP-PIFO with
both optimal (PIFO [64]) and another heuristic (AIFO [74]).
Unlike SP-PIFO, AIFO uses a single queue but adds admission
control based on packet priorities to approximate PIFO.

Finding performance gaps. We use the average delay of
packets weighted by their priorities to compare PIFO and SP-
PIFO. MetaOpt discovers packet traces where SP-PIFO fails
to prioritize packets correctly and incurs 3× higher delays for
high-priority packets than PIFO (Fig. 12).

We also use MetaOpt to compare SP-PIFO and AIFO. Un-
like SP-PIFO, AIFO is designed for shallow-buffered switches,
and its admission control can drop packets. For a fair compar-
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FIGURE 13: MetaOpt is faster and finds larger gaps between OPT and POP or DP on Cogentco and B4. We report the gap relative to the
total capacity and use only one thread to run each method for fair comparison (SA = Simulated Annealing, HC = Hill Climbing).

ison, we assume both heuristics use the same switch buffer
size, and we split the buffer evenly across SP-PIFO queues.
With limited buffers, these algorithms may drop packets, so
we need to consider the impact of their respective drop rates
when comparing their performance. We borrow a metric from
SP-PIFO: we count k priority inversions when a packet is
inserted in a queue after k lower priority packets (even if the
queue is full and the packet would have been dropped). We
found (Table 6):

AIFO sometimes outperforms SP-PIFO because (1) it has
one large queue instead of n smaller ones – SP-PIFO drops
many packets when faced with a burst of packets with the
same priority since it assigns them to a single smaller queue;
and (2) SP-PIFO lacks admission control – we can create an
adversarial pattern where lower-priority packets arrive right
before a group of high-priority ones to make SP-PIFO admit
the lower-priority packets and drop the higher-priority ones.

But SP-PIFO also sometimes outperforms AIFO because
(1) AIFO lacks a sorting mechanism, which can cause high-
priority packets to get delayed behind lower-priority ones,
and (2) AIFO depends on an estimate of the distribution based
on the most recent window of packets. MetaOpt found traces
in which a few packets with entirely different priorities com-
pared to others can disrupt AIFO’s distribution estimate!

Proving properties. MetaOpt shows that SP-PIFO’s adver-
sarial inputs exhibit significant priority inversions. We used
these inputs to prove a lower bound on the worst-case per-
formance gap, in terms of priority-weighted average delay,
between SP-PIFO and PIFO (see §C.3):

Theorem 2. For any number of packets N ≥ 1, integer pri-
orities between 0−Rmax and q ≥ 2 queues, there exists
a sequence of packets I where the difference between the
weighted average packet delay that results from SP-PIFO is

(Rmax−1)(N −1−p)p where p = ⌈(N −1)/2⌉ (3)

worse compared to PIFO.

Designing better heuristics. SP-PIFO uses the same set of
queues to schedule packets with a wide range of priorities. We
found it underperforms when the difference between packet
priorities is large. Theorem 2 also confirms this, as the gap is
proportional to Rmax.

We evaluated a Modified-SP-PIFO, in which we limited the
range of packet priorities that can compete with each other:
we formed m queue groups where each group served a fixed
priority range. SP-PIFO runs on queues within a group. This
modified version can reduce the gap of SP-PIFO by 2.5×.

4.4 Evaluating MetaOpt

We show MetaOpt can find solutions faster than other baseline
search methods and helps users describe H′ and H in a compact
way. We also show how our various design choices help.

How fast MetaOpt discovers a performance gap. Alterna-
tives to MetaOpt include random search, hill climbing [29],
and simulated annealing [45]. Random search repeatedly
picks new random inputs and returns the one with a max-
imum gap. Hill climbing (HC) and simulated annealing (SA)
use information from past observed inputs to guide the search
(more details in §E).
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FIGURE 14: Users specify DP and OPT in MetaOpt. We show
the complexity of these specifications and the rewrites in terms of
the number of variables and constraints (see Fig. A.2 for POP).

MetaOpt finds 1.7× - 17× larger gaps than the next best
(Fig. 13). The baselines fail since they ignore the heuristic’s
details and treat it as a black box. MetaOpt uses its knowledge
of the heuristic and the topology to guide the search.

MetaOpt is the only method that consistently discovers
substantially larger gaps over time, while other techniques
get stuck in local optima and improve only slightly even after
many hours (Fig. 13(a), 13(d)).

Input and rewrite complexity. Users specify H′ and H, and
MetaOpt automatically applies selective rewrites (§3.3) to
scale better. We evaluate how complex these specifications
and rewrites are regarding the number of binary variables,
continuous variables, and constraints (Fig. 14). In general,
solvers perform better if these quantities are lower.

We use DP as an example to highlight three features in
MetaOpt’s design (Fig. 14). The three metrics show the user’s
inputs are more compact than the rewritten optimization; they
have a fifth of the constraints and half the number of con-
tinuous variables. This quantifies how MetaOpt’s automatic
rewrites can reduce the user’s burden. Selective rewrites are
important: we can use them to reduce the number of con-
straints (2.2K vs. 3.6K for QPD) and continuous variables
(1.8K vs. 2.3K for QPD) compared to when we always rewrite
the bi-level optimization. We can produce more compact spec-
ifications (with fewer variables and constraints) through QPD
compared to KKT, even with selective rewrites. This explains
why it helps MetaOpt scale.

The impact of partitioning. MetaOpt partitions the problem
to find larger gaps faster than both (non-partitioned) quan-
tized primal-dual and KKT, even on medium-sized topologies
(Fig. 15(a)). For larger topologies, KKT and primal-dual can-
not find large gaps without partitioning.

As we increase the number of partitions, MetaOpt scales
better and finds larger gaps until it eventually plateaus (10 for
Cogentco in Fig. 15(b)). We can slightly improve the gap if
we double the solver timeout.

The inter-cluster step in partitioning is important, especially
for heuristics that underperform when demands are between
distant nodes (DP in Fig. 15(c)). The partitioning algorithm
also impacts the discovered gap (Fig. 15(d)).

The impact of quantization. To quantify, we compare the
relative difference between the gap from quantized primal-
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FIGURE 15: Partitioning helps MetaOpt find larger gaps faster.

dual and KKT (which does not use quantization). We found
quantization has little impact on solution quality: 4% for
DP and 0 for POP on B4 (we can not scale KKT to larger
topologies). For POP, we use two quantiles: 0 and the max
demand. If a demand d in an uncongested partition falls in
between these values, forcing the demand to zero cannot
decrease the gap: the rewrite’s throughput would drop by d,
and the optimal throughput by some value between 0 and d.
A similar argument applies to the congested case.

We use three quantiles for DP: 0, the threshold, and the max
demand. For a high enough threshold, quantized primal-dual
may avoid assigning the threshold value to demands between
distant nodes to not violate capacity constraints, whereas KKT
can assign any value, which causes the relative difference in
solution quality.

5 Discussion
We have shown MetaOpt applies to various heuristics in mul-
tiple domains. We have developed a simple partitioning tech-
nique to scale MetaOpt to large problem instances (with parti-
tioning, it focuses on finding large performance gaps instead
of the worst-case). We defer the following to future work:

Application to a broader set of heuristics. MetaOpt only ap-
plies to heuristics, which we can model as convex or feasibility
problems. A number of heuristics in systems and networking
do not fit in either of these two categories (e.g., mixed integer
maximizations or minimizations [76] that we cannot cast as
a feasibility problem). Our approach in MetaOpt has roots
in the theory of Stackelberg games and goes beyond bi-level
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optimization. We discuss how the theory in this space can
help extend MetaOpt’s scope in §6.

Finding adversarial settings. The set up (e.g., topology in
DP) influences the performance gap as well. Users can model
this aspect as part of MetaOpt and find adversarial problem
settings. This may impact MetaOpt’s scalability.

Ease of use. In MetaOpt, users have to write their heuristics in
the optimization language, which requires expertise. MetaOpt
provides a set of helper functions to simplify the process.
However, there is room for improvement in enabling users to
model their heuristics and extending MetaOpt to explain why
a heuristic underperforms automatically.

6 Extending MetaOpt’s scope
We observe the dynamics of the problem MetaOpt addresses
resembles leader-follower games (Stackelberg equilibria [49]).
In such games, a leader maximizes their payoff and controls
the inputs to one or more followers. With this fixed input from
the leader, the followers have to respond and optimize for
their own payoff and decide outputs, which the leader does
not control but influences their payoff.

These games apply to a variety of leader-follower combi-
nations (e.g., optimization-based and Bayesian) and there
are various techniques to find the equilibrium in such
games [21, 44, 70, 75]. Hence, in theory, we can use these
techniques to analyze the performance gaps of a broader class
of heuristics than MetaOpt currently supports, as long as we
have a leader-follower combination where we know how to
compute the equilibrium. This is future work.

7 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work finds provable ad-
versarial inputs for heuristics that approximate optimal prob-
lems. Our techniques (e.g., big-M, convex rewrites, and gener-
ally translating the problem to one that is amenable to off-the-
shelf solvers) are not per-se novel [8, 26, 31], and prior work
in networking have used some of these theories [6, 11, 12, 42].
However, no other work has combined them in this way. We
also extend them to randomized, conditional, and sequential
non-convex heuristics. Without our changes, we could not
apply existing solvers directly or quickly find large gaps.

Our qualitative results – the optimality gap and hard exam-
ples for POP, DP, FFD, SP-PIFO, and AIFO – are novel. We
also find and prove tighter bounds for the optimality gap of
FFD and SP-PIFO.

Our work is different from most prior techniques. Tradi-
tional algorithmic worst- or average-case analyses [27,54] are
specific to an individual heuristic and must be applied case by
case. We cannot do such analyses for some heuristics as they
only find loose bounds or do not account for realistic input
constraints (none exist for DP, POP, or [63, 76]).

Verification methods seek inputs that violate an statically-
specified safety or correctness invariant on a given func-

tion [41]. In contrast, we look for inputs that maximize the
performance gap.

Model checking approaches based on SMT solvers [4, 7, 9,
10, 34] can search for adversarial inputs that result in perfor-
mance gaps greater than a fixed bound when users can encode
both the optimal and heuristic as pure feasibility problems.
However, these approaches cannot handle bi-level optimiza-
tion, where the optimal or heuristic must be formulated as
optimizations (e.g., traffic engineering).

Local search algorithms [29, 45] apply to any (potentially
black-box) heuristic or optimal algorithm. However, the flip
side of such generality is that they are slow on large input
spaces, get stuck in local optima, and fail to find practical
inputs because they ignore the inner workings of the heuristic.

Recent work finds malicious inputs to learned tech-
niques [33, 51]. However, none of these find provably large
gaps or even consider the optimal algorithm. Other broadly
related work include [13, 28, 50, 61].

Our partitioning approach is different from [3,58]. NCFlow
and POP need to return a feasible solution given an input
(e.g., one that respects capacity and path constraints). As a
result, they have to combine the solutions from all partitions to
ensure their feasibility. This makes them complex when they
have to enforce global constraints. For example, POP [58]
sacrifices quality and partitions demands separately to ensure
the sub-problems enforce rigorous constraints. MetaOpt does
not need such constraints because it generates an input for the
problem, not the solution. Notice a certain ‘coming full circle’
aspect here: we use a similar (but not the same) partitioning
to analyze the optimality gap of POP quickly.

This paper is an extended version of [56]. Compared to this
workshop paper, we changed the methodology to improve
generality and scalability, added helper functions for ease
of use, added support for heuristics from VBP and packet
scheduling, and did a more extensive evaluation.

8 Conclusion
MetaOpt is a heuristic analyzer for heuristics that can be posed
as an optimization or a feasibility problem. It can be used to
find performance gaps at scale, prove lower bounds on worst-
case gaps, and devise improvements to heuristics. At its core,
MetaOpt solves a bi-level optimization problem. To do this
efficiently, it selectively rewrites heuristic specifications as
a single-level optimization, and incorporates several scaling
techniques. Future work can include using it to evaluate and
improve other heuristics, increasing its expressivity (§6), and
identifying infeasible inputs instead of adversarial ones.
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Term Meaning

V,E,D,P Sets of nodes, edges, demands, and paths

N,M,K Number of nodes, edges, and demands, i.e., N =
|V|,M = |E|,K = |D|

ce,p ce: capacity of edge e ∈ E
path p: set of connected edges

(sk, tk,dk) The kth element in D has source and target
nodes (sk, tk ∈ V) and a non-negative vol-
ume (dk)

f ,fp
k

f : flow assignment vector with elements fk

fp
k

: flow for demand k on path p

TABLE A.1: Multi-commodity flow problems’ notation.

A Details of Traffic Engineering
Table A.1 summarizes our notation.

A.1 Multi-commodity flow problem
The optimal form of WAN-TE typically involves solving a
multi-commodity flow problem. Given a set of nodes, capac-
itated edges, demands, and pre-chosen paths per demand, a
flow allocation is feasible if it satisfies demand and capac-
ity constraints. The goal is to find a feasible flow to opti-
mize a given objective (e.g., total flow [3], max-min fair-
ness [38,39,57], or utility curves [47]). We define the feasible
flow over a pre-configured set of paths as (see Table A.1)

FeasibleFlow(V,E ,D,P) ≜
{

f | (4)

fk =
∑

p∈Pk

fp
k , ∀k ∈ D (flow for demand k)

fk ≤ dk, ∀k ∈ D (flow below volume)∑
k,p|p∈Pk,e∈p

fp
k ≤ ce, ∀e ∈ E (flow below capacity)

fp
k ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P,k ∈ D (non-negative flow)

}
Among all the feasible flows, the optimal solution seeks to

maximize the total flow across the network:

OptMaxFlow(V,E ,D,P) ≜argmax
f

∑
k∈D

fk (5)

s.t. f ∈ FeasibleFlow(V,E ,D,P).

A.2 More details on DP and POP heuristics

Demand Pinning (DP) [46]. First, it routes all demands at or
below a predefined threshold Td through their shortest path.
It then jointly routes the rest of the demands optimally over
multiple paths:

DemandPinning(D,P) ≜
{

f | (6)

fp
k =

{
dk if p is shortest path in Pk

0 otherwise
, ∀k ∈ D : dk ≤ Td

}
,

We can pose DP as an optimization with constraints that
route demands below the threshold on the shortest paths:

DemPinMaxFlow(V,E,D,P) ≜argmax
f

∑
k∈D

fk (7)

s.t. f ∈ FeasibleFlow(V,E,D,P)
f ∈ DemandPinning(D,P)

Partitioned Optimization Problems (POP). [58] POP di-
vides node pairs (and their demands) uniformly at random
into partitions, assigns each partition an even share of edge
capacities, and solves the original problem (e.g., the SWAN
optimization [38]) in parallel, once per partition.

POPMaxFlow(V,E ,D,P) ≜ (8)⋃
part. c

OptMaxFlow(V,Ec,Dc,P),

where ∪ is the vector union, the per-partition demands Dc

are disjoint subsets of the actual demands drawn uniformly at
random, and the per-partition edge list Ec matches the original
edges but with proportionally smaller capacities.

A.3 Formulation of DP and POP

Demand Pinning formulation for quantized demands. DP
has conditional or if clauses: if a demand is smaller than the
threshold Td, then route it over its shortest path; otherwise,
use the optimal algorithm to route it.

We describe the shortest path for demand k using p̂k and
write the if clause as:

f p̂k

k ≥
Q∑

q=1
1 [Lq ≤ Td]Lqxk

q , ∀k ∈ D. (9)

The {0,L1, . . . ,LQ} are the quantas and xk
q s are binary vari-

ables that pick which quanta is active for demand k. The term
1 [Lq ≤ Td] is constant at runtime and only shows which
terms exist in the sum.

Note that dk =
∑

q Lqxk
q by the definition of quantization.

Thus, if the demand dk is smaller than the threshold Td, Equa-
tion 9 will ensure that the allocation on the shortest path is
equal to dk.5

Demand Pinning big-M formulation. We can also encode
DP using the standard big-M approach from optimization
theory. This formulation does not require quantized demands
and is useful for the KKT rewrite. However, big-M can cause
numerical instability at scale.

5When dk ≤ Td, Equation 9 effectively becomes f
p̂k
k
≥ dk . In the

converse case (dk > Td), Equation 9 becomes f
p̂k
k
≥ 0 (a no-op).
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Input: dk requested rate of demand k

Input: Pk paths for demand k

Input: p̂k shortest path
Input: Td demand pinning threshold
for all demand k ∈ D do

if dk <= Td then

f
p̂k
k

= dk

end if
end for
MaxFlow()

DP Pseudocode

OuterVar: dk requested rate of demand k

Input: Pk paths for demand k

Input: p̂k shortest path
Input: Td demand pinning threshold
for all demand k ∈ D do

ForceToZeroIfLeq(dk−f
p̂k
k

,dk,Td)
end for
MaxFlow()

Modeling DP in MetaOpt

MetaOpt

FIGURE A.1: The pseudocode for DP and how users can model it in MetaOpt using the helper functions.
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FIGURE A.2: The complexity of user’s input for POP and the
subsequent rewrites in terms of the size of the optimization.

∑
p∈Pk, p ̸=p̂k

fp
k ≤ max(M(dk − Td),0) , ∀k ∈ D,

dk − f p̂k

k ≤ max(M(dk − Td),0) , ∀k ∈ D,

where M is a large pre-specified constant. Notice that when-
ever demand dk is below the threshold Td, the constraints
allocate zero flow on all but the (default) shortest path — DP
routes the full demand on the default path in such cases. We
can use standard optimization theory to convert the max in
these constraints into a set of linear constraints [22] (this re-
quires us modifying the objective but does not impact the final
solution’s quality).

Partitioned Optimization Problems Formulation. POP is
convex as it is the union of solutions to disjoint linear opti-
mizations (Equation 8). It is hard to encode POP as it uses
random partitions, which makes POP (I) a random variable
in the leader problem, but MetaOpt needs a deterministic
representation of the heuristic. We can consider a specific
instance of each random variable (e.g., one random assign-
ment of demands to partitions). However, it will overfit to that
instance and not reflect POP’s true behavior.

We use the expected value or tail percentile of the gap from
multiple random trials. To compute the average, we replace
H in Equation 2 with its expected value and approximate the
expectation through empirical averages over a few randomly
generated partitions (see §4.1). To find the tail, we use a

sorting network [40, 62] to compute the desired percentile
across multiple random trials.

In addition, we encode an advanced version of POP in §A.4
that splits large demands across multiple partitions instead of
assigning each demand to one partition.

A.4 POP Client Splitting
In §2, we introduce the (basic) POP heuristic [58], which
incorporates resource splitting for our WAN TE problem,
and in §A.3, we present POP as a convex optimization. The
work in [58] also specifies an extended full-fleshed version of
POP that incorporates “client splitting”. We next show how
to express this variant as a convex optimization problem.

We can think of POP client splitting as an operation that
takes in a set of demands D and returns a modified set Dcs =
ClientSplit(D) that can then be input into POP as in (8). The
function ClientSplit() generates several duplicates of the
existing demands and reduces their volume in proportion. It
performs several operations where it replaces (sk, tk,dk)∈D
with two elements of the form (sk, tk,dk/2). It iterates and
repeats this operation until it terminates (see [58]).

We encode a version of client splitting where we split an
element in D if its demand value dk is larger than or equal
to a threshold dth, and we keep splitting it until either we get
to a predefined number of maximum splits (of the original
demand6) or the split demand is lower than dth.

Without loss of generality, we describe this idea for a single
demand d1: we can replicate this process for all demands in
D. Take for example the scenario where we split the demand
at most twice (which creates at most 4 virtual clients). We
a-priori encode all the flow variables for all possible splits
of d1: we use seven variables of the form fi,j instead of the
single fi where f11 is the flow if we do not split the client;
f1,2 and f1,3 are the flows if we split the client once and f1,4
through f1,7 are the flows if we split the client twice. These

6Notice that [58] pre-specifies a total aggregated number of splits across
all clients whereas we set the a maximum for per-client splits. This slight
modification facilitates the convex representation of the heuristic.
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Term Meaning

i, j,d indexes for ball, bin and dimension

Yi,Cj Multi-dim vectors of ball and bin sizes

Wi Weight of ball i

αij = 1 if ball i is assigned to bin j and 0 otherwise

xij Vector of resources allocated to ball i in bin j

fij = 1 if ball i can fit in bin j and 0 otherwise

TABLE A.2: Our notation to formulate FFD as a feasibility
problem. We use bold to indicate multi-dimensional vectors and
capitalize variables, which are typically constants for FFD, but
can be variables of the outer problem in MetaOpt.

flows have to satisfy:

0≤ f1,1 ≤ d1,

0≤ f1,i ≤
d1
2 , for i ∈ {2,3}

0≤ f1,i ≤
d1
4 , for i ∈ {4,5,6,7}.

The variable f1,1 should be zero unless d1 < dth (when we
do not split clients), which we can achieve using big-M con-
straints ( §A.3):

f1,1 ≤max(M(dth−d1),0).
We want f1,2 and f1,3 to be exactly zero unless d1 ≥ dth and
d1/2 < dth, which we can achieve by doing

f1,i ≤max(M(d1−dth + ϵ),0), for i ∈ {2,3},
f1,i ≤max(M(dth−d1/2),0), for i ∈ {2,3},

where we added the small pre-specified ϵ > 0 to allow for the
case where d1 = dth. Lastly, we want f1,4 through f1,7 to be
exactly zero unless d1 ≥ 2dth. We encode this as:

f1,i ≤max(M(d1−2dth + ϵ),0), for i ∈ {4,5,6,7}.
We can replicate this procedure for all dk and encode POP
with client splitting as a convex optimization problem. Once
this is done, the techniques in §3.4 apply.

B Details of Vector Bin Packing
B.1 Formulation of FFD (First-Fit-Decreasing)
We formulate the first-fit-decreasing heuristic as a feasibility
problem (a set of constraints and no objective). Such a formu-
lation allows the bi-level optimization in MetaOpt to become
a single-level optimization without a rewrite (§3.3). To our
knowledge, this formulation of FFD is novel.

Modeling FFD using MetaOpt’s helper functions.
Fig. A.3 (right) shows how users can easily model FFD
without having to go through the mathematical details. It
also shows the mapping between the helper functions and the
pseudocode using different colors.

Details of how we model FFD as an optimization. Table A.2
lists our notation. The model uses binary variables. It is not

Bin index j −→
Fit fij 0 0 1 0 1 1
RHS of Equation 11 0 1

2 1 2
4

4
5

4
6

αij 0 0 1 0 0 0
TABLE A.3: Illustrating how we model first-fit in Equation 11.

a scalable method to solve FFD in practical systems, and we
propose it only as an effective method to find adversarial
inputs for the FFD heuristic.

Modeling decreasing ball weights: Recall that FFD places
the unassigned ball with the largest weight in each iteration.
We can use a sorting network [62] to ensure we pick balls in
decreasing order. Instead, we propose a simpler alternative:

We observe the ball-weighting functions are a fixed func-
tion of the ball size. Let Y be a multi-dimension vector that
captures the size of the i’th ball on each dimension. Then, the
weight of the i’th ball, Wi, is

∑
d Y d

i in FFDSum [66],
∏

d Y d
i

in FFDProd [72] and Y 1
i /Y 2

i in FFDDiv [67] respectively.7

We constrain the input space (ConstrainedSet in Equa-
tion 2) to ensure that we assign balls in decreasing order of
their weight if we assign them based on their index:

Wi ≥ Wi+1 ∀item i (10)

Modeling first-fit: FFD assigns each ball to the first bin that
has enough capacity. Let bins be ordered by their index and
αij be a binary variable with value of 1 iff bin j is the first bin
(i.e., the one with the smallest index) that has enough capacity
for ball i. We model the first-fit constraint as:

αij ≤
fij +

∑
bin k<j(1 − fik)

j
∀itemi, ∀bin j (11)∑

bin j

αij = 1 ∀item i (12)

Table A.3 shows an example that illustrates this constraint in
action. It is easy to prove that the right-hand-side of Eqn. 11 is
1 for the first bin where the ball can fit (i.e., smallest index in
set of bins {j∥ fit fij = 1}) and less than 1 for all other bins.
The second constraint is necessary to ensure that αij = 1 for
exactly the first-fitting bin for each ball.

Modeling resource allocation and capacity constraints:
We first ensure our allocation is consistent with the ball as-
signment: we allocate sufficient resources only from the as-
signed bin (not any other bin). We can do this simply by:
xij ≜ Yiαij . Here, the resource assigned to a ball i at bin j
(xij) is simply the product of the ball size vector Y with the
assignment indicator variable α. But Y is a variable of the
outer (or leader) problem, so such equations are non-linear.
To linearize, we use a technique similar to what is colloqui-
ally known as big-M in optimization literature. Let Z be an

7The FFDDiv function applies only to two dimensions.
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Input: Y(size of balls), C(capacity of bins)
for all ball i do

for all bin j do
rij = Cj −Yi−

∑
ball u<i

xd
uj

if ∀d : rd
ij ≥ 0 and ∀d,k < j : xd

ik = 0 then

xij = Yi

else
xij = 0

end if
end for

end for

FFD Pseudocode

OuterVar: Y(size of balls)
Input: C(capacity of bins)
for all ball i do

for all bin j do
rij = Cj −Yi−

∑
ball u<i

xd
uj

fij = AllLeq([−rd
ij]d,0)

γij = AllEq([xd
ik]d,k<j,0)

αij = AND(fij ,γij)

IfThenElse(αij, [(xij ,Yi)], [(xij ,0)])
end for

end for

Modeling FFD in MetaOpt

MetaOpt

FIGURE A.3: The pseudocode for FFD and how users can model it in MetaOpt using the helper functions.

appropriately large postive constant, then:

xd
ij ≤ Zαij ∀item i ∀binj ∀dimd (13)∑

bin j

xd
ij = Y d

i ∀item i ∀dimd (14)

We define the residual capacity of bin j after placing ball i
in it as (remember we allocate ball i only after we place all
the balls with a lower index):

rij ≜ Cj − Yi −
∑

balls u<i

xuj ∀item i ∀binj (15)

The sum on the right captures how much resources we have
already allocated to other balls from this bin. We next ensure
fij is 1 iff the bin j has adequate resources to fit ball i. Let
M be some appropriately large positive constant:

min
d

rd
ij ≤ Mfij ≤ M + min

d
rd

ij , ∀item i ∀binj ∀dimd (16)

Here, if ball i fits in bin j, the residual capacity rd
ij should

be greater than 0 across all dimensions d. Therefore, Equa-
tion 16 clamps Mf between a positive number and M plus
that positive number (remember rij is the remaining capacity
of bin j after placing ball i in it).8 Since f is a binary variable,
the only feasible assignment in this case is 1. Conversely, if
the ball does not fit in a bin, the residual capacity rd

ij is below
0 on at least one dimension d and the constraint in Eqn. 16
clamps Mf to be between a negative number and M plus that
negative number which forces f to be 0. In practice we set
the value of M to be larger than the largest single-dimension
bin capacity (i.e.,maxj,d Cd

j ).

8Corner case: when the residual capacity is precisely 0 on all dimensions,
we want f to still be 1, but these constraints will allow f to be 0 as well. This
is a rare case, but it can occur in practice. We can solve this corner case in
a few different ways, including adding a small value ϵ to the left-most term
in Equation 16.

Unique solution for FFD: The Equations 11–16 uniquely
specify a solution to the iterative first-fit-decreasing heuristic.
These constraints are linear even if the ball and bin sizes are
variables in the outer problem. This is key because MetaOpt
can apply without having to rewrite the heuristic follower.
Counting the number of bins: In this case, MetaOpt seeks in-
puts that cause the heuristic to use more bins than the optimal.
To find such adversarial inputs, the outer (leader) problem
needs the number of bins used by FFD:

Num. bins used by FFD ≜
∑
bin j

max
ball i

αij . (17)

The term simply counts bins that have at least one ball. This
is linear (max has a linear rewrite) and does not give rise to
any additional concerns.

B.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Our goal is to show that for any k > 1, an input I exists where
FFDSum(I) needs at least 2k bins while OPT(I) only needs
k. Since we are proving a lower bound on the approximation
ratio of FFDSum, it suffices to show an example for each k.
We do this by the following; for every value of k > 1, we can
find m and p such that k = 2m + 3p and p ∈ {0,1}. Then,
we create an example consisting of 6m + 9p balls where
FFDSum(I) = 2OPT(I) = 2k. We show the constructed
example in Table A.4 along with the allocation from OPT
and FFDSum.

C Details of Packet Scheduling Heuristics
We describe how we model SP-PIFO [5] and AIFO [74] as
feasibility problems. These formulations are to the best of
our knowledge novel. Table A.5 lists our general notations,
and Table A.6 and Table A.7 show our specific notations for
SP-PIFO and AIFO respectively.

Definition (Ranks and Priorities). Packet scheduling pa-
pers [5, 74] use both ranks and priorities: a packet with a
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Ball Ball Wei Num Bin ID Bin ID
ID Size ght (OPT) (FFD)
1 [0.92, 0.00] 0.92 m B1 B1
2 [0.91, 0.01] 0.92 m B2 B2
3 [0.48, 0.20] 0.68


×p

C1 C1
4 [0.68, 0.00] 0.68 C2 C2
5 [0.52, 0.12] 0.64 C3 C1
6 [0.32, 0.32] 0.64 C3 C2
7 [0.19, 0.45] 0.64 C2 C3
8 [0.42, 0.22] 0.64 C1 C3
9 [0.10, 0.54] 0.64 C1 C4
10 [0.10, 0.54] 0.64 C2 C5
11 [0.10, 0.53] 0.63 C3 C6
12 [0.06, 0.48] 0.54 m B2 B1
13 [0.07, 0.47] 0.54 m B1 B2
14 [0.01, 0.53] 0.54 m B1 B3
15 [0.03, 0.51] 0.54 m B2 B4

TABLE A.4: Constructed example to prove the approximation
ratio of 2d-FFDSum is always lower bounded by 2 for any value
of OPT(I) > 1.

higher rank has a lower priority and vice-versa. If a packet
has rank Rp, and Rmax is the maximum possible rank, we
can compute the the packet’s priority by Rmax−Rp. This
ensures that all the packets with a rank lower than Rp have
higher priority values, and all those with a rank higher than
Rp have lower priority values.

C.1 Formulation of SP-PIFO
SP-PIFO approximates PIFO [64] using n strict priority FIFO
queues. It keeps a packet rank for each queue (i.e., queue rank)
that shows the lower bound on packet ranks the queue admits.
For each packet, it starts from the lowest priority queue until
it finds the first queue that can admit the packet (packet rank
≥ queue rank). If a queue admits the packet, SP-PIFO adds
the packet to the queue and updates the queue rank to the
recently admitted packet’s rank (i.e., push up). If none of
the queues admit the packet (packet rank < highest-priority
queue rank), it reduces the rank of all the queues such that the
highest-priority queue can admit the packet (i.e., push down).
Fig. A.4 (left) shows the pseudocode for SP-PIFO.

Modeling SP-PIFO using MetaOpt’s helper functions.
Fig. A.4 (right) shows how users can easily model SP-PIFO
without having to go through the mathematical details. It
also shows the mapping between the helper functions and the
pseudocode using different colors.

Modeling push down. SP-PIFO reduces the rank of all the
queues if none of the queues can admit the packet. This hap-
pens when the rank of the highest priority queue is higher
than the packet rank (Rp). We model this as:

l̂pq = lp−1
q + max(0, lp−1

N − Rp) (18)

This constraint keeps the queue ranks the same if the packet

Term Meaning

P,p Number of packets and index for packet

Rmax,Rp Maximum rank and Rank of packet p

wp Weight of packet p

dpj = 1 if packet p dequeued after j, o.w. = 0

TABLE A.5: Our notation for formulating packet scheduling
heuristics as feasibility problems. We capitalize variables which
are typically constants for heuristic but can be variables of the
outer problem in MetaOpt.

Term Meaning

N,q number of queues, and index for queue

lp−1 vector of queue ranks when deciding for packet p

l̂p vector of queue ranks after push down for packet p

xpq = 1 if packet p is in queue q, o.w. =0

TABLE A.6: Additional Notations for SP-PIFO.

rank Rp is greater than the highest priority queue lp−1
N . Oth-

erwise, it applies push down and reduces the rank of all the
queues so that the highest priority queue can admit the packet
(after the update, the rank of highest priority queue N is the
same as packet rank Rp).

Deciding on the proper queue. Recall SP-PIFO adds a
packet to the queue with the lowest priority among the ones
that can admit the packet; that is the q that admits the packet
(Rp ≥ l̂pq ) but the one lower priority queue q− 1 does not
admit the packet (Rp < l̂pq−1). We model this as following:

Mxpq ≤ M + Rp − l̂pq ∀packetp ∀queueq (19)

Mxpq ≤ M + l̂pq−1 − Rp − ϵ ∀packetp ∀queueq (20)∑
q

xpq = 1 ∀packetp (21)

where M is a large constant (≥ Rmax) and ϵ is a small
constant (< 1). The first constraint ensures a queue with rank
greater than the rank of the packet does not admit the packet (if
Rp < l̂pq , the constraint forces xpq to 0). The second constraint
ensures a queue does not admit the packet if a lower priority
queue admits the packet (if Rp ≥ l̂pq−1, the constraint forces
xpq to). The last constraint forces the optimization to place
the packet in one of the queues.

Modeling push up. Recall SP-PIFO updates the rank of the
queue to the most recently admitted packet’s rank. We model
this as:

lpq = l̂pq + xpq(Rp − l̂pq ) ∀packetp ∀queueq (22)

This constraint only updates the rank of queue q to Rp if the
packet is placed in the queue (xpq = 1). We can linearize this
constraint [22].

Unique solution for SP-PIFO. We can combine these con-
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Input: incoming packets p with rank Rp

Input: number of queues N

l0 = 0
for all packet p do

if Rp < lp−1
N then

l̂p = lp−1 + (Rp− lp−1
N )

end if
for queue q ∈ {1, . . . ,N} do

if l̂pq ≤Rp < l̂pq−1 then

xpq = 1

lpq = Rp

else
xpq = 0

end if
end for

end for

SP-PIFO Pseudocode

OuterVar: incoming packets p with rank Rp

Input: number of queues N

l0 = 0
for all packets p do

αp = IsLeq(Rp− lp−1
N − ϵ,0)

IfThen(αp, [(̂lp, lp−1 + Rp− lp−1
N )])

for all queue q ∈ {1, . . . ,N} do

upq = IsLeq(Rp− l̂pq−1− ϵ,0)

lpq = IsLeq(l̂pq −Rp,0)

fpq = AND(up, lp)

IfThenElse(fpq , [(xpq ,1),(lpq ,Rp)], [(xpq ,0)])
end for

end for

Modeling SP-PIFO in MetaOpt

MetaOpt

FIGURE A.4: The pseudocode for SP-PIFO and how users can model it in MetaOpt using the helper functions.

straints to uniquely specify SP-PIFO’s decisions on a se-
quence of incoming packets. All these constraints are linear
or linearizable using standard techniques even though packet
ranks are variables in the outer problem.

Computing weighted average delay. We measure the gap in
terms of the average delay of forwarding packets weighted
by their priority. To measure delay of a packet, we count
how many packets SP-PIFO decides to dequeue before it. Let
dpj indicate whether packet p is dequeued after packet j. We
model the weighted average delay as:

Weighted avg delay = 1
P

∑
pktp,j ̸=p

(Rmax − Rp)dpj (23)

Next, we define dpj . We first assign weights to the packets
such that the weights respect the order in which the packets
should be dequeued (a packet p has a higher weight than j if
it should be dequeued before j). We assign weights wp as:

wp = −p +
∑

queueq

qP xpq (24)

This weighting guarantees that (1) a packet from a higher
priority queue always has a higher weight than a packet from
a lower priority queue, and (2) among the packets in the same
priority queue, the one arrived earlier has a higher weight.
Packet p is dequeued after packet j if the weight of packet j
is higher.

wj − wp ≤ Mdpj ≤ M + wj − wp ∀packetsp,j (25)

Note that weights are unique.

C.2 Formulation of AIFO
AIFO [74] is an admission control on top of a FIFO queue that
tries to approximate the same set of packets a PIFO queue
would admit and is specifically designed for shallow buffers.
AIFO keeps a window of recently seen packet ranks and com-
putes the relative rank of the new packet with respect to this
window. Then, it compares this quantile estimate with the
fraction of available space in the queue (multiplied by some
constant burst factor). If the quantile is lower or equal, AIFO
admits the packet. Otherwise, it drops the packet.

Finding quantile estimate. Recall that AIFO computes how
many packets in its recent window have lower ranks than an
incomming packet p. We model this as:

Rp − Rj ≤ Mgpj ≤ M + Rp − Rj − ϵ (26)

∀packetp∀packetj : p − K ≤ j ≤ p − 1

gp =
∑

pkt j:p−K≤j≤p

gpj (27)

where M is a large constant (M ≥ Rmax) and ϵ is a small
constant (ϵ < 1). Observe that the first constraint compares
the current packet with the last K packets (the ones in the
window). For every pair, if Rp > Rj , the left constraint in
Equation 26 forces Mgpj to be positive and consequently
gpj = 1 (packet j in the window has a lower rank). If Rp≤Rj ,
the right constraint forces gpj to be 0. Equation 27 keeps
track of the number of packets in the window with rank less
than the rank of packet p. For packets p < K, we add some
additional variables that represent the rank of packets arrived
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Term Meaning

B burst factor

C queue size in the number of packets

ap 1 if packet p is admitted, = 0 if dropped

K number of samples in the window to estimate the
quantile

gp number of packet ranks in the window smaller
than rank of packet p

gpj 1 if rank of packet j in the window is smaller than
rank of packet p

TABLE A.7: Additional Notations for AIFO.

and departed before this sequence.

Deciding to admit or drop. Recall that AIFO admits the
packet if the quantile estimate of the current packet rank is
less than some factor of the available capacity of the queue.
We model this as:

ĉp = B
C −

∑
pkt i<p ai

C
∀packetp (28)

ĉp − gp + ϵ ≤ Zap ≤ Z + ĉp − gp ∀packetp (29)

where Z is a large constant (≥ maximum of window size
and queue size). The first constraint computes the fraction
of available capacity multipled by a constant (burst factor
in [74]) and the second constraint ensures ap = 0 (i.e., we
drop the packet) if the quantile estimate is higher than the
available capacity metric ĉp and ap = 1 otherwise.

Computing the final ordering of packet is similar to SP-
PIFO. These constraints in combination find AIFO’s unique
solution. All the constraints are also linear.

C.3 Proof of Theorem 2

We use the same approach as our proof for FFDSum. We
show a constructive example that matches the gap. In our
example, first p packets with the lowest rank (=0) arrive, then 1
packet with the highest possible rank (=Rmax), and finally, p∗

packets with the second highest possible rank (=Rmax−1).
Given this sequence of packets; SP-PIFO first adds all the

p packets with the lowest rank to the lowest priority queue
and then, updates the queue rank to 0 (i.e., push up). Then, it
adds the highest rank packet to the lowest priority queue and
updates the queue rank to Rmax. Lowest priority queue can
not admit the packets with rank=Rmax−1 anymore because
the condition to admit a packet is that the queue rank should
be lower than the packet rank. So, all the p∗ packets are
enqueued in a higher priority queue. As a result, all these p∗

packets are going to be forwarded before the p packets with
highest priority (Fig. A.5 shows this using an example).

We can compute the weighted sum of packet delays for
SP-PIFO and PIFO as:

77

SP-PIFO
…

p*
008 …

p

H
igher priority

0 …7 087

Incoming Packets
…

pp*

FIGURE A.5: Example of the input trace for SP-PIFO when
Rmax = 8. In this case, SP-PIFO dequeues all the packets with
the lowest rank (highest priority) after all the second lowest pri-
ority packets (r = Rmax − 1). Packets arrived earlier are on the
right side of the queue.

WdelayPIFO = Rmaxp(p − 1)
2 + pp∗ + p∗(p∗ − 1)

2 (30)

WdelaySP-PIFO = p∗(p∗ − 1)
2 + Rmaxpp∗ + Rmaxp(p − 1)

2
(31)

We can compute the difference in the weighted sum of
delays as:

WdelaySP-PIFO − WdelayPIFO = (Rmax − 1)pp∗ (32)

= (Rmax − 1)(N − 1 − p)p

Note that p + p∗ = N − 1. We can derive Theorem 2 by
finding the maximum of Equation 32.

D List of MetaOpt Helper Function
Table A.8 lists the helper functions in MetaOpt. MetaOpt
internally and automatically translates these into constraints.
For specific use cases, please refer to Fig. A.1 for DP, Fig. A.3
for FFD, and Fig. A.4 for SP-PIFO.

E Black-box search methods
We next describe our baselines in more detail. We compared
MetaOpt to these baselines in §4.

Random search. This strawman solution picks random in-
puts, computes the gap, and returns the input that resulted in
the maximum gap after .

Hill climbing is a simple local search algorithm. It first ran-
domly chooses an arbitrary input d0 and then generates its
neighbors (daux): it adds to d0 a value, which it draws from
a zero-mean σ2-variance Gaussian distribution. If this neigh-
boring input increases the gap the hill climber moves to it.
Otherwise it draws another neighbor.

The hill climber repeats these steps until it fails to make
progress and terminates. This happens when it fails to increase
the gap for K consecutive iterations. The hill climber outputs
its current solution as a local maximum once it terminates
(Algorithm 1).
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Helper Function Description

IfThen(b, [(xi,Fi())]) if binary variable b = 1 then xi = Fi() for all i.

IfThenElse(b, [xi,Fi()], [(yj,Gj())]) if binary variable b = 1 then xi = Fi() for all i, otherwise yj = Gj() for all j.

b = AllLeq([xi],A) b = 1 if all xis are ≤ a constant A, otherwise b = 0.

b = IsLeq(x,y) b = 1 if x≤ y, otherwise b = 0.

b = AllEq([xi],A) b = 1 if all xis are = a constant A, otherwise b = 0.

b = AND([ui]) b = 1 if all uis are = 1, otherwise b = 0.

b = OR([ui]) b = 1 if at least one ui = 1, otherwise b = 0.

y = Multiplication(u,x) Linearizes multiplication of a binary variable u and a continuous variable x.
(Internally, we choose a simpler encoding if x is non-negative)

y = MAX([xi],A) y = maximum of xis and a constant A.

y = MIN([xi],A) y = minimum of xis and a constant A.

[bi] = FindLargestValue([xi], [ui])
bi = 1 if xi is the largest among the group of variables xj with corresponding
uj = 1, otherwise bi = 0. At least one bi = 1.

[bi] = FindSmallestValue([xi], [ui])
bi = 1 if xi is the smallest among the group of variables xj with corresponding
uj = 1, otherwise bi = 0. At least one bi = 1.

r = Rank(y, [xi]) r = rank of variable y among the group of variables [xi] (quantile).

ForceToZeroIfLeq(v,x,y) Forces v = 0 if x ≤ y (users can model this with IfThen, but this one is cus-
tomized and faster). Internally, we choose a simpler encoding if v is binary.

TABLE A.8: MetaOpt’s helper functions. (b and u are binary variables, and x and y are continuous variables)

Algorithm 1 Hill climbing

Input: d0, σ2, K

d← d0, k← 0
while k < K do

daux←max(d + z,0) where z∼N (0,σ2I)
if gap(daux) > gap(d) then d← daux, k←−1 end if
k← k + 1

end while
Output: d

We re-run the hill climber Mhc times with different initial
inputs and return the solution that produces the maximum gap
to minimize the impact of the starting point.

Simulated annealing refines hill-climbing and seeks to avoid
getting trapped in a local maxima [45]. The difference be-
tween the two algorithms is simulated annealing may still
(with some probability) move to a neighboring input even if
that input does not improve the gap.

Simulated annealing gradually decreases the probability
of moving to inputs that do not change the gap: it defines
a temperature term, tp, which it decreases every Kp itera-
tions to tp+1 = γtp. Here, 0 < γ < 1 which ensures tp→ 0.
If gap(daux) ≤ gap(d), we have d← daux with probabil-
ity exp(gap(daux)−gap(d)

tp
). We repeat the process Msa times

and return the best solution.

Hill climbing vs simulated annealing. Hill climbing has
less parameters and is better suited for smooth optimizations
where there are few local-optima. But simulated annealing
is better suited for intricate non-convex optimizations with
many local-optima because its exploration phase, although
slower, allows it to avoid local optima and works better in the
long run.

Both of these algorithms have a number of hyperparam-
eters: we run grid-search to find the ones that produce the
highest gap.
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Abstract
We seek to ease the design of congestion control algorithms

(CCAs) that provably perform well under diverse network
scenarios including, cellular links, policers, token bucket
filters, operating system jitter, etc. Guaranteeing performance
under such conditions is hard as it requires considering
combinatorial possibilities of CCA and network interactions.
We build a framework that allows us to reason about CCAs.
It describes (1) the necessary actions that any performant
CCA must take, and (2) a provably sufficient amount of
information for CCAs to consider when deciding their sending
rate. Combining this framework with techniques in formal
methods, we synthesize CCAs that provably perform across
a diverse set of network conditions. Our methodology also
led us to discover and prove fundamental impossibility results.

1 Introduction
End-to-end congestion control algorithms (CCAs) for the
Internet must operate on varied network paths, each with its
unique combination of physical links (e.g., wired, cellular,
low-latency data center, satellite [3, 14, 15, 31, 57, 61, 63])
and processing elements (e.g., load balancers, schedulers,
NICs, switches, routers). On such paths, CCAs balance often
conflicting objectives like utilization, delay, packet losses,
convergence time, fairness, and flow-completion time.

A robust general-purpose CCA that performs well across
diverse network scenarios has remained elusive. All existing
general-purpose CCAs (e.g., Cubic, BBR, PCC, Copa) per-
form poorly in some practical scenario [6, 7, 17, 20, 60] (§2).

We report on our attempt at an ambitious task: “to design
CCAs that can provably meet performance objectives on a
broad set of network paths”. Unsurprisingly, this was hard.
Our initial optimism came from recent work, CCAC [7] that
uses computational methods to search for network behaviors
that break a given CCA. We thought we could simply iterate
over CCA design by asking CCAC if it violates a performance
property, and if so, fix the CCA and repeat the process.

This was not as straightforward. While CCAC describes
a scenario where a given CCA breaks, it does not tell us how
to fix the CCA, i.e., (Q1) how should it change its sending rate
choices, and in doing so (Q2) what signals/statistics might it
consider. CCAC also does not tell us (Q3) if the performance
property is even achievable by some CCA.

To answer these questions, we examined the CCAs
developed over the last few decades. They consider numerous

statistics to infer congestion (e.g., derivatives, integrals,
exponentially weighted moving averages of loss/delay
signals). There is no consensus on what statistics a CCA
should maintain. On closer observation, we find that the
statistics maintained by CCAs (implicitly) describe latent
properties of the path that the CCA is running on. For instance,
ssthresh in Reno/New Reno [33, 34] estimates a lower bound
on the BDP of the network; BBR [15] explicitly maintains
estimates of bandwidth and propagation delay.

We formalize this intuition by defining belief set as the set of
paths (described using parameters like link rate, propagation
delay, and buffer size) that the CCA believes it could be
running on and the possible instantaneous state(s) of each
path (e.g., packets in queue/on the wire). Given a model of
the network (e.g., CCAC [7]), we give a canonical way to
compute the belief set as the exhaustive set of paths and states
that can explain the history of observations made by the CCA.

The belief set (or beliefs) gives us a way to model all CCAs
and formally reason about them. First, we show that it is neces-
sary for any performant CCA to shrink the size of the belief set,
i.e., reduce uncertainty in the possible paths it could be running
on, e.g., probe to check if the link rate could be higher. Second,
we formally prove that the belief set is a sufficient set of
statistics for a performant CCA to consider, i.e., if a CCA can
ensure a certain performance property, then a “belief-based
CCA” can also ensure it, where a belief-based CCA is one
whose sending rate is a pure function of the belief set.

Beliefs help answer the above questions (Q1-3) and enable
two key results. First, by combining beliefs with CCAC, we
built a tool, CCmatic. It uses program synthesis techniques
to systematically solve the search problem: “find a CCA in
a search space that ensures given performance properties over
all specified network paths or scenarios”. Sufficiency of beliefs
allows us to define an exhaustive and tractable search space,
necessity of beliefs allows us to define performance properties,
and techniques from CCAC allow us to define the network
paths. CCmatic synthesized CCAs that guarantee performance
across all paths described by models like CCAC, where
existing CCAs struggle to even guarantee 1% utilization [7].
Despite being designed for theoretical “worst-case” links, the
synthesized CCAs outperform or match existing CCAs on em-
pirical links that resemble “average-case” networks. By design,
the synthesized CCAs are short, modular, human-interpretable,
and come with proven performance guarantees.

Second, experimenting with CCmatic, it sometimes reported
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that no CCA in the search space could meet the performance
property, hinting that perhaps our performance property cannot
be achieved. Despite the sufficiency of the belief set, this is not
a definitive proof because CCmatic only explores a subset of
belief-based CCAs due to computational limits. Nevertheless,
using the sufficiency and necessity properties of the belief set,
we prove a previously unknown fundamental tradeoff between
loss and convergence time on shallow buffered networks.
Intuitively, the combination of short buffers and jitter creates
uncertainty in delay measurements, forcing CCAs to rely on
loss-based signals. If CCAs probe for bandwidth aggressively,
they converge faster but risk losses. If they probe conserva-
tively, they mitigate losses but converge slowly. We quantify
this relationship and synthesize CCAs that achieve different
points on the Pareto frontier. Note, while this tradeoff may
seem intuitive, formalizing it requires careful treatment (§6.2).

Our contributions are: (1) the belief framework to reason
about congestion control (§4), (2) CCmatic, a tool to
synthesize CCAs (§5), (3) the CCAs synthesized by CCmatic,
proofs about their performance properties, and their empirical
evaluation (§6.1, §6.3, §6.4), and (4) the impossibility
theorems (§6.2). Note, to provide provable performance
guarantees, we make several assumptions which we hope to
relax in future work (§2, §8). In particular, we do not formally
study fairness between multiple flows.

2 Motivation
We motivate beliefs using an example and outline our goals.

Belief set example. Consider a hypothetical CCA that
knows it is running on a simple link with constant round-trip
propagation delay Rm = 100 ms, an infinite buffer β=∞, and a
constant, but unknown, bandwidth C MBps. Initially, the CCA
could be running on any path on the Internet, i.e., C could be
any non-zero value (e.g., 100 MBps). I.e., the CCA believes
C∈(0,∞) MBps. Say the CCA has been sending at rate λ=10
MBps, and observes that all packets are ACKed 100 ms after
transmission (i.e., RTT = Rm). Such RTTs could be produced
by any path with C≥10 MBps. Now, say the CCA increases λ

to 15 MBps. If RTTs increase or losses happen, the CCA can
conclude that C≤15 MBps. Combining this with CCA’s past
observations, we can update the belief set to C∈ [10,15] MBps.
Otherwise, if RTT remains at 100 ms, then C∈ [15,∞) MBps.

We can compute beliefs for any CCA given its past
observations on a network model. The belief set serves as a
useful tool to reason about the performance of any CCA. For
instance, if the CCA above believes that C ∈ [15,∞) MBps,
then it needs to keep increasing its rate until it obtains an upper
bound on C by deliberately causing losses or increasing RTTs.
Otherwise, without an upper bound, the CCA risks arbitrarily
low utilization because the actual link rate could be arbitrarily
large, e.g. 1500 MBps. I.e.,

LEMMA 2.1. To avoid arbitrarily low utilization, a CCA
needs to shrink the set of possible paths (the belief set) it could

Belief-based
CCA

BELIEFS

(§4) Belief
computation

rate

signals

Traditional
CCA

STATE

signals cwnd
rate

Figure 1: Beliefs standardize the state in congestion control.

be running on by obtaining an upper bound on C.

In addition to it being necessary to shrink beliefs, we show
in §4 that the belief set is the only information a CCA needs in
order to decide sending rate. This is because the belief set is the
only information a CCA needs to estimate the performance im-
pact of its actions. This vastly simplifies CCA design (Fig. 1).

Traditionally, CCAs decide (Q1) what state (statistics)
to maintain from input signals, and (Q2) sending rate. For
instance, to answer Q1, CCA designers often consider “what
does packet loss tell us about the state of the network?”, “when
can bandwidth be measured?”, “what length of interval should
be considered to sample bandwidth?” [15, 16].

Belief computation is uniquely determined by a network
model and exhaustively derives all possible information about
the network’s path/state directly from the time series of CCA’s
sending and acknowledgment sequence numbers.1 We no
longer need to make ad-hoc decisions to answer Q1. This effec-
tively decouples Q1 and Q2 and standardizes the state a CCA
has to maintain. With beliefs, the CCA only decides the com-
putation in the shaded box that maps beliefs to sending rate.

Goals and non-goals. We want CCAs that provably achieve
bounds on utilization, delays, losses, and time to converge to
variations in link rate, under the following scenarios:

S1. Non-congestive delays or jitter. Delays can occur due
to reasons unrelated to congestion [6, 29], e.g., delayed ACKs,
ACK aggregation, OS scheduling, delays at the MAC and
physical layers. This hinders CCAs from bounding end-to-end
delays while ensuring high utilization. Traditional loss based
CCAs [31, 33, 34, 52] fill up queues until they experience a loss
and cannot bound delays. Delay based CCAs [8, 12, 15, 21, 46,
56, 57] use variation in measured round-trip times (RTTs) to es-
timate congestion. Jitter can cause these CCAs to mis-estimate
congestion and send at a rate as much as 10× away from the cor-
rect rate [7, 21, 46, 60]. For instance, jitter can trick BBR [15]
and Copa [8] into achieving near-zero utilization [7]. Recent
learning-based CCAs (§7) also do not explicitly consider jitter.

S2. Shallow buffers with jitter. Paths with shallow buffers
are common on the internet [24, 27, 28], because they prevent
buffer-bloat and help manage cost/area/power of routers [4,
23]. On such paths, it is challenging to maintain utilization
while avoiding excessive losses. Traditional loss-based CCAs,
including Cubic [31], get poor utilization in single flow cases
([55], §6.4). ACK-clocked CCAs, despite pacing, send bursts
of packets due to jitter (e.g., ACKs-aggregation [29]) which

1RTTs, ACK rates, and losses can be derived from sequence numbers.
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risks excessive losses [7]. BBRv1 [15] is paced, but uses
aggressive probes that incur O(BDP) losses periodically [17].
BBRv2 [27] and BBRv3 [28] incur lower loss on average but
still incur O(BDP) losses in some cases (Appendix H).

In this paper, we only focus on the single-flow case with
an infinite backlog of data to transmit when designing prov-
ably performant CCAs for S1 and S2. Designing provably
fair CCAs robust to jitter is a hard problem [6] that we do not
address. Our current formal framework gives no guarantees or
predictions on the outcome of multi-flow experiments. Never-
theless, we empirically evaluate the fairness of our synthesized
CCAs under simple network conditions (Appendix H). We find
that some of our CCAs are fair while others are not. We believe
that addressing S1 and S2 in the single-flow case is a key step to-
wards addressing the multi-flow case. S1 and S2 are important
real-world scenarios that have been the focus of recent changes
to BBR [27, 28]. There are several situations where a flow is
alone in its bottleneck queue [13] where our insights imme-
diately apply (e.g., cellular networks). Our loss-convergence
tradeoff (§6.2) also applies with multiple flows and may guide
how buffers should be sized for networks with jitter.

Formally addressing S1 and S2, even in the single-flow case,
was challenging. As described above, none of the existing
CCAs achieve our goals. Beliefs and automated reasoning
allowed us to systematically explore the design space of
CCAs, unveiling previously unknown tradeoffs and novel
CCA mechanisms. We discovered and quantitatively proved
a fundamental tradeoff between loss and convergence time
on networks with shallow buffers. We synthesized CCAs
that are on this Pareto frontier. Existing CCAs, unaware
of the tradeoff, make sub-optimal tradeoffs or only explore
a subset of useful points on the Pareto frontier. We also
discovered new ways to use sending rate decisions to augment
the information obtained from RTTs and ACK rates. This
leads to better estimates of the network parameters (bottleneck
bandwidth/buffer) and state (queuing or extent of congestion)
(§6.2.1). We illustrate here with two examples.

Example 1. CCAs use the gap between instantaneous and
minimum RTTs to estimate queueing delay. Non-queueing
delays can create RTTs larger than the minimum RTT and
cause a CCA to erroneously infer that a queue is built up.
However, if the CCA has been sending at a low rate, then
we know there is no queue buildup even if there is inflation
in RTTs. In such cases sending rate choices provide a better
estimate about queueing than RTTs alone.

Example 2. Say a CCA sent a burst of packets to probe for
available bandwidth and observed that the probe did not incur
any packet loss. Then we can conclude that either the buffer or
the bandwidth is large enough to have accommodated the burst.
I.e., both the buffer and bandwidth cannot be small as that
would have incurred a loss. We cannot make such a conclusion
by relying on ACK rate and RTT measurements alone. Due
to jitter, a burst may not lead to an immediate increase in ACK
rate ([7], §4) which traditionally would have allowed us to

C – bottleneck link rate [r]
Rm – round trip prop. delay [t]
β – bottleneck buffer size [b]
D – max per-packet jitter [t]
MSS – maximum segment size [b]
BDP – C·Rm [b]
βs – buffer in seconds (β/C) [t]
T – time steps [unitless]
λ(t) – inst. sending rate [r]

θ(t) – instantaneous inflight [b]
q(t) – inst. bottleneck queue [b]
qdel(t) – inst. queueing delay [t]
RTT(t) – inst. round trip time [t]
S(t) – cumulative service [b]
A(t) – cumulative arrivals [b]
L(t) – cumulative loss [b]
[.]L(t), [.]U (t) – inst. lower and
upper bounds on parameter or
state, e.g., CL(t), CU (t)

Table 1: Glossary of symbols. The square brackets show the
units: bytes [b], rate [r], and time [t]. inst. = instantaneous. In-
flight is bytes that are unacknowledged and not inferred as lost.

CCA

Figure 2: CBR-delay network model.

conclude bandwidth is large. Likewise, an inflation in RTTs
could be due to jitter, and we cannot assume that the bottleneck
buffer is large enough to accommodate the inflation in RTTs.

CCmatic automatically synthesizes CCAs that use such
insights to make non-trivial decisions about when/how to
probe/drain. E.g., it realized that draining is necessary not only
to maintain low delay, but also to restrict losses when probing
for bandwidth on paths with jitter and shallow buffers (§6.2.1).

Our work addresses an important and challenging set of sce-
narios, and establishes a formal methodology for further explo-
ration. In the future, we hope to extend our methodology to for-
mally explore fairness between multiple flows, and robustness
to application-limited flows and non-congestive losses (§8).

3 Network models
We use CCAC [7] to succinctly express and efficiently explore
the scenarios in §2. CCAC uses a single bottleneck abstraction
to summarize the cumulative effects multiple elements on a
network path. It uses bounded model checking [19] to provide
a trace of CCA execution under various network behaviors.

Our investigations revealed that CCAC expresses behaviors
that are perhaps too adversarial for any CCA to handle (§6.1,
§6.2). So, we explore two other network models that are
weaker, i.e., they are less challenging from the CCA’s point
of view as they capture strictly fewer behaviors. We briefly
describe these models and use notation from Table 1. Note,
if a CCA works on a stronger model then it also works on a
weaker model, and an impossibility result for a weaker model
holds for a stronger model.

CBR-delay. This is motivated from [6]. It abstracts the
network as a constant bit rate (CBR) box followed by a
non-deterministic delay (or jitter) box, and a propagation delay
of Rm seconds (shown in Fig. 2). The CBR box has a constant
(over time), but arbitrary bottleneck bandwidth of C bytes/sec-
ond, and a buffer of size β bytes. It expresses the queueing
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or congestive delays (and losses) at the bottleneck queue in a
network path. The delay box can add up to D seconds of delay
non-deterministically. Note, non-determinism is different
from randomness or stochasticity (e.g., uniform random
delays). Non-determinism allows the network to arbitrarily
inject bursts and provably express the cumulative effect of
various sources of jitter [6, 7, 10, 42]. Non-determinism (as
opposed to randomness) can express non-congestive delays
that may have causal effects or correlations.

CCAC [7]. It includes all behaviors captured by CBR-delay.
Additionally, CCAC can non-deterministically accept a burst
of packets without building up a queue, effectively hiding
congestive delays/losses even when the CCA is sending above
the link rate. In contrast, CBR-delay can inject non-congestive
delays but not non-deterministically hide congestive delays.
This is a crucial and previously unknown distinction that
changes the tradeoffs that CCAs must make (§6.1, §6.2).

Ideal link. It cannot add any jitter to packets. It is simply
a FIFO queue, with a constant (but arbitrary) bandwidth and
propagation delay. Several theoretical analysis [9, 18, 45, 49,
62] have used similar modeling. We study this to compare
CCAs designed for the ideal link vs. stronger models.

Variations in link rate over time. Like CCAC, all the
models assume a fixed link rate over time. We use CCAC’s
approach to express variations in link rates. CCAC and
CBR-delay express short-term link rate variations using
jitter. All the models express long-term link rate variations by
arbitrarily choosing initial conditions. E.g., a trace that begins
with a high congestion window (cwnd) relative to C emulates a
scenario where link rate decreased. Alternatively, a large initial
queue buildup, and low cwnd can emulate a case where the link
rate decreased and the CCA backed off, but the queue has not
drained. One can stitch such traces together to explore longer
executions with potentially multiple link rate variations (§5.2).

Formal definition. Mathematically, we view a network
model as a relation that relates ⟨path,state,CCA_action⟩ to
⟨next_state,CCA_feedback⟩. Note, due to non-determinism,
the relation may map a CCA action on a given path and state
to multiple feasible next states and feedbacks. The network
model also defines a set of initial states, and the domains of
path, state, action, and feedback.

For example, in the CBR-delay model, a path is described
by the parameters: link rate, propagation delay, amount of
jitter, and buffer size, e.g., ⟨C,Rm,D,β⟩; and state by: bytes in
the bottleneck queue (q) and bytes in flight (θ), e.g., ⟨q,θ⟩. The
model’s relation is defined by constraints, such that feasible
solutions to the constraints are the tuples in the relation.

4 Belief framework
DEFINITION 4.1. A belief set (or beliefs) for a given network
model is the set of paths (and their latest states) that could
have produced (according to the network model) the historical

Network model 

Beliefs

Invert. Interpret constraints on network
behaviors as constraints on beliefs

Figure 3: Inverting the network model to compute beliefs.
Depending on the CCA’s observations, we may get different
bounds on the belief set. The bottom three plots illustrate the
constraints on the belief set we get depending on whether the
CCA observed qdel>D, loss, or neither (for CBR-delay).

sequence of CCA’s observations. It is the CCA’s belief about
the paths and states of the network it is running on.

For example, for the CBR-delay model, the belief set is a
set of tuples of the form ⟨C,Rm,D,β,q,θ⟩. Such a tuple is in
the belief set if and only if it can explain (according to the
network model), the observations of the CCA thus far. We use
the term observations to collectively refer to CCA’s actions
and feedback from the network.

Computing beliefs. We can “invert” the network model’s
relation to compute beliefs (Fig. 3). Specifically, the
constraints of the model describe the feasible ways in which
the network’s state and feedback can evolve (e.g., how it
services (delays) packets, drops packets, and builds queues),
given the CCA’s sending behavior, the network path, and the
network’s initial state. I.e., the constraints describe feasible
combinations of ⟨S(t),L(t),q(t),θ(t)⟩, A(t), ⟨C,Rm,D,β⟩, and
⟨q(0),θ(0)⟩. If we fix the observations, i.e., ⟨A(t),S(t),L(t)⟩,
then the constraints describe the feasible paths and states that
could have produced CCA’s observations. This is the belief
set. Each constraint of the network model gives us a constraint
on the belief set. This is similar to conversion of a partially
observable markov decision process (POMDP) into a belief
MDP [37]. We perform the inversion §5.1 and §6.2.

As a quick example, for the CCAC model, in an interval
of length T , the network can serve at a rate C and inject a
burst of D seconds, i.e., S(T)−S(0)≤CT+CD, where S(t)
is cumulative bytes served (delivered) until time t. If we invert
this constraint on S to a constraint on C, we get C≥ S(T)−S(0)

T+D .

Shrinking beliefs is necessary. CCAs need to shrink the
size of the belief set, i.e., infer the possible parameters and
states of the network they are running on. We illustrate this
using a family of lemmas (Lemma 2.1, Lemma 4.1) that show
the dimensions along which beliefs need to shrink to ensure
different performance properties.

LEMMA 4.1. To ensure an upper bound on queueing delay
(qdel), a CCA needs to shrink the set of possible propagation
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delays the network could have.

Consider a CCA that aims to ensure qdel ≤ 10 ms on an
ideal link. Say it has set cwnd = 10 MB, and observes that
all RTTs are 100 ms, yielding an average throughput of
cwnd/RTT = 100 MBps. Such RTTs can be explained by C =
100 MBps, and any Rm∈ [0,100] ms, and qdel=100−Rm, i.e.,
qdel∈ [0,100] ms. Now, say the CCA decreases cwnd to 5MB.
If RTTs are still 100ms, i.e., RTTs do not decrease with cwnd,
the CCA can conclude that Rm = RTT = 100 ms and qdel = 0 ms.
Otherwise, if RTTs drop to 50 ms, i.e., the average throughput
is still 100 MBps, Rm and qdel still remain in [0,100] ms.

Until a CCA decreases cwnd to the point that RTTs stop
decreasing, it cannot obtain a lower bound on Rm, consequently
it cannot ensure an upper bound on qdel.

Beliefs are sufficient. Beliefs allow a CCA to compute
possible next state(s) and feedback(s) (and consequently
potential future performance) for different sending rate
choices. Due to this, a CCA does not need to look at any
information other than the belief set when deciding its actions.

THEOREM 4.1. If there exists a deterministic CCA that en-
sures a performance property on a network model, then, there
exists a belief-based CCA that ensures the performance prop-
erty on the model. Where, a deterministic CCA is a CCA whose
actions are a function of the entire history of past observations
(i.e., its actions and feedback) and a belief-based CCA is a
CCA whose actions are a function of the belief set computed
using the network model over the history of past observations.

For this theorem, we assume that the performance property
is specified as a boolean valued function over a belief set and
CCA’s action on that set. We show in Appendix A how the
properties we use can be expressed in this form.

We use this theorem to (1) synthesize CCAs as function
of the belief set, and (2) to prove impossibility results, i.e., if
there is no action that can ensure a performance property over
all tuples in a valid belief set, then the performance property
is not achievable. We use such arguments in §6.2.

Appendix A gives a formal proof by constructing a
belief-based CCA using the deterministic CCA. Here we give
the intuition. We view congestion control as a 2-player (CCA
vs. network) zero-sum game. The network tries to prevent
the CCA from achieving its performance property. The CCA
chooses its sending rate and the network delivers, delays, or
drops packets. The only “rule” is that the network’s actions
must correspond to some path in the network model.

The belief set exhaustively summarizes the history of the
game, making it memoryless (similar to the board state in
chess). Beliefs serve as a “board” by meeting the two require-
ments: (R1) we can determine the set of feasible moves for the
players from the board allowing us to enforce the game rules
(Lemma A.1), and (R2) we can update the board by applying
the moves (Lemma A.2). As a result, future progressions
of the game (and any optimal strategies) depend only on the
board (beliefs) irrespective of the history that led to the board.

GENERATOR

VERIFIER

1 Candidate
CCA

✓
2 Counterexample

scenario
✓

✗
4 No solution

✗
3 Solution CCA

Figure 4: CEGIS loop (adapted from [1]).

5 CCmatic: Synthesizing CCAs
We use Counter-Example Guided Inductive Synthesis
(CEGIS) [51] (a program synthesis technique) to synthesize
(search for) CCAs given a specification (i.e., a network model
and a performance property).

CEGIS iteratively generates a candidate CCA from a search
space 1 , and finds a counterexample scenario (network path,
initial state, and non-deterministic choices) that breaks the
performance property for the candidate CCA 2 (Fig. 4). The
search space is pruned using the counterexamples (see below),
and eventually the loop terminates if either (1) the verifier
cannot find a counterexample (and thus, the CCA achieves
the performance property) 3 , or (2) the entire search space
has been pruned (no CCA in the search space can achieve the
performance property) 4 .

We implement the generator and verifier using the constraint
solver Z3 [47], by encoding the search inputs (i.e., search
space, network models, and performance properties) into
SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) constraints in the
theory of linear real arithmetic (LRA) [38]. In the generator,
we only search for CCAs that pass unit checks (e.g. do not
add bytes with seconds). For each counterexample, we add
constraints to prune all CCAs that make the same sending
rate choices as the candidate CCA on the counterexample. We
explored encodings that prune more CCAs, these did not yield
significant reduction in search time, and we omit their details.

For encoding into SMT, we use beliefs to define the search
space (§5.1) and a transition system abstraction to systemat-
ically define performance properties (§5.2). For the network
models, we adopt the encoding proposed by CCAC [7].
It discretizes time and uses Network Calculus [41] style
formulas to constrain how the network serves packets. Note,
the synthesis happens offline. One can directly implement
the synthesized CCAs in network stacks like the Linux kernel
and QUIC [40]. For completeness, we provide details on the
implementation of the verifier and generator in Appendix C.

5.1 Belief-based CCA Template
In CEGIS, the search space is often specified using a template
or grammar. The template has placeholders (or holes) that
the generator fills to synthesize a concrete CCA. It describes
the inputs (e.g., loss/delays signals) that the CCA takes and
the mathematical/logical operators it can use to compute
its outputs (i.e., rate and state). Due to Theorem 4.1, the
templates do not need to describe state computations. They
can just take beliefs as inputs and produce rate as the output
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Belief set
Over-approx

belief set

Figure 5: Over-approximating beliefs.

to fill the shaded box in Fig. 1.

Inputs. We face two challenges with beliefs. First, the belief
set may be a complicated object in the ⟨path,state⟩ space. For
easier encoding, we over-approximate it using closed-form
expressions (see below). Second, our network models do not
directly model variations in link rate (§3). When the link rate
varies, it can go outside the belief set. To address this, we re-
compute beliefs using a recent history of observations (§5.1.2).

Over-approximating beliefs. We construct closed-form ex-
pressions representing bounds on the network parameters and
states. For example, we use CL and CU to represent lower and
upper bounds on the C values in the belief set, and pass these
bounds as input to the CCA. By default, we pass upper and
lower bounds on C (CU , CL), and qdel (qdelU , qdelL) as a proxy
for q. We describe how we compute them in §5.1.1. We assume
the CCA knows Rm, and design CCAs for D=Rm (i.e., jitter
can be as large as Rm, e.g., due to WiFi ACK aggregation [29]).
This enables efficient synthesis by discretizing time in units
of Rm (as in CCAC [7]). In reality, a CCA does not know Rm.
Nevertheless, we show in Appendix B that if we use a CCA
designed for Rm equal to the minimum RTT seen thus far, we
can guarantee performance because the synthesized CCAs are
inherently robust to uncertainty in RTTs caused by jitter.

While the closed-form expressions may over-approximate
beliefs, i.e., include extra paths that cannot produce the
CCA’s observations (Fig. 5), they never remove paths that can
produce its observations. We use the verifier’s (i.e., CCAC’s)
assistance to both validate correctness of the closed-form
expressions and to derive them (§5.1.1).

Over-approximation (as opposed to under-approximation)
does not break soundness. The CCA believes it could be
running on extra paths, and needs to take actions that do
not violate performance on the extra paths. However, over-
approximation does break completeness, i.e., Theorem 4.1
no longer applies.2 It may happen that we summarize two
different histories using the same approximate beliefs even
though the actual belief sets are different. A belief-based
CCA is allowed to take different actions on the histories, but
a CCA in the template is forced to take the same action. As
a result, CCmatic may output “no solution in template” even
though a belief-based CCA works. When this happens, we
explore weaker network models where we can add additional
beliefs (e.g., βL, qU ) or tighten existing ones (§6.2.1). Despite
approximations, CCmatic synthesizes novel CCAs (§6.1).

Operators. Some CCAs use nonlinear operators like cube

2Note, Theorem 4.1 also does not apply because we only explore a subset
of belief-based CCAs using CCmatic.

root [31] or division [8]. Non-linearities slow down SMT
solvers [58]. Instead, we search for piece-wise linear functions
to map belief bounds to sending rates, represented as (nested)
if-else statements. The generator synthesizes the conditionals
and expressions in these statements as linear combinations
of the belief bounds. While CCmatic only searches for CCAs
in the template, we are able to generalize CCmatic’s insights
to arbitrary CCAs, e.g., impossibility results in §6.2.

Listing 1: Belief-based CCA template

1 condi = ? CU + ? CL+ ? qdelU + ? qdelL+
2 ? MSS/Rm+ ? Rm>0
3 exprj = ? CU + ? CL+ ? MSS/Rm
4 if (cond1): rate = expr1;
5 elif (cond2): ...
6 else: rate = exprn;
7 rate = max(rate, MSS/Rm) # Ensure +ve rate.

Summary. Our templates take the form in Listing 1. ?
denotes holes to be chosen by the generator. Different
templates have different number (and nesting) of the “if”
conditions. To keep the search tractable, we restrict the domain
of the holes to be a small finite set, e.g., {−3,−5/2,−2...,3}.

5.1.1 Computing belief bounds

Queueing delay. Traditionally CCAs estimate queueing
delay as RTT −Rm [8]. However, this does not account for
non-congestive delays. In the CCAC and CBR-delay models,
RTT(t)=Rm+qdel(t)+jitter(t), where 0≤ jitter(t)≤
D. Consequently, qdel(t)∈ [qdelL(t),qdelU (t)] where,

qdelU (t)=RTT(t)−Rm

qdelL(t)=max(0,RTT(t)−Rm−D) (5.1)

Link rate. BBR [15] estimates link rate as the measured
ACK rate. Jitter can create transient variations in ACK rate
and mislead this estimate. Using the verifier (CCAC), we
computationally derive the set of link rates that can explain
an average ACK rate of r (i.e., the CCA received rT bytes in
an interval [t1,t2] of length t2−t1=T seconds). We also derive
this set analytically in Appendix B.

We query CCAC for feasible values of r after fixing λ(t)=λ

(for all t). We repeat for different values of λ to obtain the
bounds: rT ∈ [C(T−D),C(T+D)] if λ≥C, and rT ∈ [λ(T−
D),C(T+D)] otherwise. A CCA can be sure that λ≥C in two
cases, (1) RTT >Rm+D over the entire interval (or qdelL>0)
(indicating non-zero queueing), or (2) there are losses in the
interval (we verify this, see below). By inverting the bounds
on r, we get bounds on C (algebraic steps in Appendix B):

CL(t)= max
0≤t1≤t2≤t

r·T
T+D

CU (t)= min
0≤t1≤t2≤t

r·T
T−D

(5.2)

Note, CU is only computed over the intervals where qdelL>0
or loss > 0. We checked these calculations by asking CCAC
if there is a trace and CCA (i.e., CCAC is free to choose λ(t))
for which C /∈ [CL,CU ]. CCAC returned UNSAT, confirming
that no traces violate our calculation.
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5.1.2 Handling stale beliefs

Our network models do not explicitly model variations in link
rate. Such variations can make the beliefs inconsistent (or
stale), i.e., the network can take actions outside the belief set,
leading the CCA to make bad decisions. For example, the
link rate may decrease below CL making the beliefs stale. The
CCA may still transmit at rate CL thinking that C ≥ CL, but
cause losses due to the reduced link rate.

We “time out” beliefs periodically (e.g., every 10Rm), and
also when they become empty (or invalid), e.g., CU < CL.
On a timeout, we re-compute beliefs using the history of
observations since the last timeout. When beliefs become
inconsistent by a large margin, they become invalid quickly.
However, if they are slightly inconsistent, they may remain
valid. The periodic (speculative) timeouts helps make beliefs
consistent in the second case. For example, say C decreases
below CL, i.e., C=CL−ε for some ε>0. The beliefs become
empty when CU <CL. CU = r·T

T−D , where r could be as large

as C·(T+D)
T . For CU <CL, we need C(T+D)

T−D <CL=C+ε. This
can take arbitrarily long time for arbitrarily small ε.

We retain our performance guarantees as long as any of
the following holds: (1) the network parameters change
infrequently so that they become consistent on the periodic
timeouts, (2) parameters change by large margin, so that
beliefs become invalid and timeout, or (3) parameters change
within the belief set (i.e., remain consistent). We may violate
our guarantees if the parameters frequently (e.g., every Rm)
change to values just outside the belief set. However, since
the beliefs are slightly off (e.g., 5%), our guarantees will
also only be slightly off. Note, in general, frequent changes
in network parameters is a hard problem for end-to-end
congestion control due to feedback delay. Our CCAs react to
changing network parameters at similar timescales as existing
end-to-end CCAs (Appendix F, Appendix H).

Note, the periodic timeouts can interfere with a CCA’s
probes to estimate the belief set. We add constraints to
prevent unnecessary timeouts. E.g., a CCA might be draining
the queue and may not observe any delays/losses. If we
recompute beliefs only using the recent history, there may be
no upper bound on C, and the CCA would need to re-probe
CU from scratch. To prevent this, we only time out beliefs
when the size of belief set is small (e.g., CU ≤ 1.1CL), and
we put bounds on how much the belief set can expand, e.g.,
CU (now)≤2CU (last_timeout). These restrictions along with
the timeout period affect how quickly CCAs tracks changes
in link rate. Appendix F (Lemma F.2) studies this theoretically
and Appendix H (Fig. 19 and Fig. 18) studies this empirically.

5.2 Transition system based properties
The verifier uses bounded model checking to explore short
snapshots of a CCA’s execution under the network model.
On such snapshots, metrics like long-term average utilization
may be violated (e.g., CCA may take time to ramp up sending

(I) Beliefs
inconsistent.
CL(0)> C∨
CU (0)< C

(II) Beliefs
consistent.

CL(0)≤ C∧
CU (0)≥ C

(III) Beliefs
converged. II∧
CL(0)> C

2 ∧
CU (0)< 2C

(IV) Queue
converged.

III∧q(0)<
2C·(Rm +D)

Beliefs become consistent

Beliefs shrink

Queue drains

Figure 6: An example transition system. The formulas in the
boxes (e.g., “III∧q(0)<2C·(Rm+D)”) define the states.

rate when the link rate increases). We use CCAC’s approach
to prove lemmas over the snapshots and stitch them using
mathematical induction (on time) to prove properties about
arbitrarily long executions. To do this stitching, we need to
define what “progress” CCAs need to make in a transient
period (e.g., CCA ramps up sending rate until it meets a
utilization objective and then maintains utilization). CCACs
approach to define progress is ad hoc and CCA dependent.
This becomes unwieldy as the number of objectives and CCAs
increase. To systematically state lemmas, we use a transition
system abstraction. We use it to build (1) proofs about the
performance of CCAs, and (2) invariants used for synthesis.

Transition system. Fig. 6 shows an example transition
system. The states are represented as symbolic boolean
formulas (e.g., “beliefs are consistent”, or CL(0)≤C≤CU (0)).
For each state, users specify (1) transitions made in time
0 to T (e.g., “beliefs shrink”: CL(T) > 1.5CL(0)) and (2)
objectives during the period (e.g., “delay is at most D seconds”:
∧t∈[0,T]qdel(t) ≤ D). Note, users only declare “what”
properties the CCA should ensure, CCmatic figures out “how”.

A belief-based CCA under our network models typically
makes the following transitions. Whenever the link rate
changes, the beliefs can become inconsistent (stale). Even-
tually, the beliefs become consistent (due to §5.1.2), then
the beliefs shrink (as this is necessary from §4), and finally,
the CCA reaches the steady state (e.g., state IV) where it
meets its steady-state objectives. Users can express both
steady-state and transient objectives. For instance, high loss
may be acceptable during slow start (e.g. in state I-III), but
not for subsequent bandwidth probes (e.g., in state IV).

Proofs and encoding. We build a lemma for each state
(e.g., State I =⇒ (State I objectives∧State I transitions)) and
take the conjunction (logical and) of these lemmas. This
conjunction serves as the proof of performance for the CCA,
as it exhaustively describes the states that the CCA visits and
performance it ensures in each state. It is exhaustive because
the disjunction of the transition system states is a tautology,
i.e., covers all possible states. Appendix F gives the encoding
of the lemmas and shows how they work together in a proof.

The transitions happen eventually, i.e., may occur over
multiple steps. Due to this, the encoding of lemmas needs
to ensure that transition progress adds up over stitched
executions. For instance, we encode “beliefs shrink” as “at
least one of C − CL and CU − C decreases” and “neither
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increases”. The second literal, “neither increases”, is required.
Without it, both CL and CU can increase in one execution, and
decrease in the subsequent execution and the progress does
not add up. Such a CCA can meet the “at least one” criterion
without ever transitioning to state III.

Synthesis invariant. We do not directly use the proof (i.e.,
the conjunction of lemmas) for synthesis. Instead, we build
under-specified invariants that are necessary for a proof but
not sufficient. We under-specify for two reasons. First, the
lemmas contain constants that depend on the CCA, which
is not known at the time of synthesis (e.g., 2C, C

2 , in Fig. 6).
Second, before synthesis, we do not even know if there exists
a CCA that can meet the lemmas. Under-specification allows
us to synthesize reasonable-looking CCAs, which we then
process post synthesis (see below).

To under-specify, we drop literals (inequalities) with
unknown constants. Notice, that such literals define states
III and IV (Fig. 6). Due to dropping, we cannot distinguish
between states II-IV. We coalesce states II-IV into one, and
allow the CCA to take any transition that is valid for states II-IV
(effectively taking disjunction of the transitions). We similarly
combine state III and IV objectives into steady_state_obj,
and retain state II objectives as transient_obj. The result is
Eq. 5.3 below. We use it for synthesizing CCAs with different
choices of objectives (§6.1).

beliefs inconsistent =⇒
(State I objectives ∧ beliefs become consistent)

∧beliefs consistent =⇒ (transient_obj∧(beliefs shrink
∨ large queue drains ∨ steady_state_obj)) (5.3)

Users are free to choose the degree of under-specification.
They may drop literals (as we do), set loose bounds for the
constants (e.g., CU (0)<10C for state III), or even synthesize
CCAs that meet specific constants.

Post synthesis. The synthesis invariant is not a sufficient
proof. Hence, after synthesis, we build proof lemmas for the
solution CCAs. To determine the constants in the lemmas, we
use binary search to identify the region of values for which
the lemmas hold. We describe this process in Appendix F. If
there is no value of constants for which a particular lemma
holds, we tweak the CCA, invariant, and/or the lemma(s). For
example, when trying to build proof lemmas for a particular
synthesized CCA (cc_probe_slow in §6.1), we found that the
queue needs to be drained before beliefs can converge, i.e.,
“queue converged” in state IV (Fig. 6) needs to happen before
“beliefs converged” in state III. So we reorder and redefine the
states in the transition system and lemmas to reflect this and
build a proof of performance for cc_probe_slow.

6 Results
We present four types of results. (§6.1) CCAs synthesized
by CCmatic for various environments and objectives combi-
nations. (§6.2) Fundamental tradeoffs inspired by negative

outputs of CCmatic. (§6.3) Proofs that the synthesized CCAs
ensure their performance objectives. (§6.4) Empirical eval-
uation of the synthesized CCAs to validate our mathematical
modeling and proofs of performance.

6.1 Synthesis queries
A query describes the search inputs: (1) search space, (2)
network model, (3) performance properties. Using CCmatic
is an iterative process. One may realize that the performance
properties are infeasible, the network model is too adversarial,
or the approximations in the template are limiting. As we
ran queries, our understanding improved, and we built new
queries that better reflected our requirements (Table 2).

Objectives. We require CCAs to ensure a lower bound on
the utilization, and upper bounds on the amount/frequency of
losses and bytes in flight (to bound packet latencies). We add all
these objectives to steady_state_obj in Eq. 5.3. Our primary
focus is on exploring asymptotic bounds, e.g., are losses O(C),
O(log(C)), etc. So we specify asymptotic bounds with loose
constants. For example, we query CCAs that ensure utilization
≥50%, and inflight≤5·C·(Rm+D). The loose constants allow
under-specifying the synthesis invariant (§5.2). Later, when
building proofs, we identify the best constants the synthesized
CCAs can achieve (Appendix F). Note, the inflight bound has
to be at least CRm +CD . Because, to provide a utilization
lower bound, a CCA needs to fill the wire (CRm bytes) and
build D seconds or CD bytes of queueing (Theorem 2 of [6]).

We classify loss amount into small and large. Small means
that loss is at most a few packets independent of C, or O(1).
Otherwise, loss is large, or ω(1), it increases with C. The
verifier (SMT solver) explores traces numerically and there is
no direct way to encode ω(1). As a workaround, we classify
more than 3MSS loss as large. For frequency, we query CCAs
that cause at most one small loss every other Rm, and never incur
large losses. By default, we put these constraints in steady_-
state_obj, later we also put them in transient_obj, e.g., G4 .

Environments. We sought CCAs that can handle paths
with arbitrary buffer sizes and adversarial delay jitter as
modeled by CCAC and CBR-delay (§2, §3). As stepping
stones, we designed CCAs for restricted buffer sizes, viz.
(1) infinite (β = ∞), (2) small fixed (β = 1

2 CD), and (3)
large (β ≥ 3·C·(Rm +D)). These values formed interesting
thresholds during our experimentation. We represent arbitrary
buffer as β≥0, i.e., the verifier is free to choose the buffer size.

Templates and solutions. We synthesize all CCAs that
satisfy a query. When CEGIS finds a solution, we prune it
from the search space and let the loop continue until it cannot
find more solutions. For each solution, we also prune CCAs
that have same coefficients for the belief bounds but different
coefficients for the constants (i.e., MSS/Rm, Rm) to avoid
enumerating similar CCAs.

When CCmatic does not produce a solution, we increase
(1) the program size (number of “if” expressions), and (2) the
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Environment Objectives Template Trace # Solutions Time # Itr
Network

model (§3) β
Constrain loss

(transient_obj)
# Expr
(“if”)

Search
size (# CCAs)

Length
(# Rm) (secs) (CEGIS)

G1
CCAC Infinite N/A 2 3×104 4 0 16 40
CCAC Infinite N/A 2 3×104 5 4 CCA1 48 58
CCAC Infinite N/A 2 3×104 11 6 CCA1 CCA3 7328 64

G2 CCAC Small fixed No 2 3×104 7 6 CCA2 CCA3 4942 49
G3 CCAC Arbitrary No 2 3×104 11 2 CCA3 7699 52

CCAC Small fixed Yes 3 108 11 0 5067 79
G4 CCAC Arbitrary Yes 3 108 11 0 6851 76

G5
Ideal Infinite N/A 2 3×104 3 48 26 86
Ideal Small fixed Yes 2 3×104 3 194 51 229
Ideal Arbitrary Yes 2 3×104 3 23 21 67

G6 CBR-delay Arbitrary Yes 2 2×106 7 20 CCA4 19331 513

G7

CCAC Large No 2 3×104 11 6 CCA1 CCA3 9812 79
CCAC Large Yes 2 3×104 11 4 CCA1 6884 45

CCAC Arbitrary Yes only if
β≥3C(Rm+D)

4 3×1011 9 6 CCA5 46582 691

Table 2: Summary of queries. The “# solutions” column also lists CCAs that are representative of the solutions produced. Some
entries in “constrain loss” column are not applicable (N/A) as (congestive) loss is not possible when buffer is infinite.

Listing 2: Synthesized CCAs (αR=MSS/Rm)

G1 CCA1 cc_qdel
if (qdelL >0):

rate =1/2CL
else:

rate =2CL

G2 CCA2 cc_probe_fast
if (CU <2CL):

rate =CL
else:

rate =2CL

G3 CCA3 cc_probe_drain
if (CU >2CL−2αR):

rate =2CL+αR
else:

rate =CL−αR

G6 CCA4 cc_probe_slow
if (qU >MSS):

rate =CL,λ−qU/Rm
else:

rate =2CL,λ+αR

G7 CCA5 cc_probe_qdel
if (CU <3/2CL):

if (qdelL >Rm):
rate =αR

else:
rate =CL

else:
if (CU >2CL):

rate =2CL+αR
else:

rate =CL

length of the trace that the verifier considers (to give CCAs
more time to show the progress required by our invariant).
E.g., in G1 , we get more solutions as we increase the trace
length. For other queries we only show queries with the largest
templates and longest traces. We also add new or tighter beliefs
to the templates when we explore weaker models, e.g., G6 .

Synthesized CCAs. Listing 2 shows the synthesized
CCAs. We group similar queries together. G1 , G2 , and
G3 explore CCAC with infinite, small and arbitrary buffer
respectively. CCmatic synthesized CCA1 (cc_qdel), CCA2
(cc_probe_fast), and CCA3 (cc_probe_drain). CCmatic
automatically figured out non-trivial insights about the
network. E.g., cc_qdel simultaneously guarantees bounds
on utilization and inflight. It sends above CL until qdelL > 0.
qdelL>0 (Eq. 5.1) can only happen if queue is non-zero which
can only happen if the link is utilized. Likewise, draining
whenever qdelL>0 ensures inflight is bounded.

cc_probe_fast and cc_probe_drain “probe” when CL and

CU are far. They send above CL resulting in either increasing CL
(due to increase in ACK rate), or decreasing CU (due to increase
in qdel or losses). cc_probe_drain additionally drains queues
by sending below CL. cc_probe_fast does not drain as it was
synthesized for a small buffer which trivially bound inflight.

We empirically evaluated cc_probe_drain and found that
it incurs periodic large loss (experimental setup described
in §6.4). This was surprising as we specifically queried for
a CCA that avoids large losses in steady state. We realized this
happened because of under-specifying the synthesis invariant.
Due to the disjunction, “beliefs shrink ∨···∨ steady_state_-
obj”, the CCA is allowed to cause large losses if this allows
shrinking beliefs. As a result, on the periodic belief timeouts
(§5.1.2), cc_probe_drain caused losses when re-probing to
re-estimate beliefs (similar to BBR’s 8 cycle probes).

G4 We updated our query to ensure that when beliefs
are consistent, CCA’s probes (increasing sending rate)
should not incur large losses.3 I.e., we “AND” the syn-
thesis invariant with the formula: “beliefs consistent =⇒
(sending rate increases =⇒ no large loss)”. This is equivalent
to updating transient_obj in Eq. 5.3. CCmatic did not
produce any solution after this modification.

G5 To dig deeper, we investigated weaker network models
(§3). We set D = 0 to emulate an ideal link. CCmatic
synthesized a CCA that sends at rate “CL + MSS/Rm”,
allowing it to probe for bandwidth while risking at most
constant losses. However, this does not work with CCAC.
Since CCAC can delay packets, this probe may not lead to an
immediate increase in ACK rate. For CCAC, a CCA needs
to build D seconds of queueing to disambiguate effects of
utilization (congestion) from non-congestive delays (see §6.2).
Sending at CL+MSS/Rm takes Ω(CL) time to build a queue
of D seconds, and the same CCA cannot show progress (shrink

3Large losses may still happen when the link rate decreases. No CCA can
avoid this due to feedback delay.
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beliefs) in a short fixed-length trace.

G6 We ran synthesis for CBR-delay using the same beliefs
as CCAC. CCmatic could not synthesize any CCA that
could avoid large loss. This led us to discover and prove a
fundamental tradeoff between loss and convergence time
(§6.2). The proof led us to a tighter beliefs for CBR delay.
Using these, CCmatic synthesized CCA4 (cc_probe_slow).
cc_probe_slow meets the loss-convergence tradeoff implying
that it is tight. It risks O(1) packet loss and takes O(C) time
to converge. For the synthesis, we added belief bounds on link
rate (CL,λ), buffer size, and bytes in queue (qU ). We explain
these bounds and working of cc_probe_slow in §6.2.1.

G7 There is no loss-convergence tradeoff when buffers are
large. We want a CCA that converges fast without incurring
large loss. Additionally, on shallow buffers, we want large loss
to occur only when needed i.e., for probing (shrinking beliefs).
CCAs already synthesized do not fit this bill. CCA1 (cc_qdel)
avoids large losses when the buffer is large, but causes large
losses on short buffers even when it is not shrinking beliefs.
CCA3 (cc_probe_drain) avoids large loss when it is not
shrinking beliefs, but causes large losses when probing even on
large buffers. CCmatic synthesized CCA5 (cc_probe_qdel).
It gets the best of cc_qdel and cc_probe_drain.

6.2 Loss vs. convergence tradeoff

In G4 and G6 , CCmatic had failed to produce CCAs that
risk at most constant loss on CBR-delay and CCAC. All
human designed CCAs that we could think of also failed. On
investigating the counterexample traces for the human and
machine designed CCAs, we suspected that it is impossible to
avoid large loss events. On trying to prove this, we discovered
a tradeoff between amount of loss and convergence time, i.e.,
time it takes for a CCA to ramp up its sending rate to the link
rate. This tradeoff applies whenever the link rate increases,
and the CCA needs to ramp up (including slow start).

THEOREM 6.1. For an end-to-end deterministic CCA running
on a CBR-delay network with parameters ⟨C,Rm,D,0< β≤
CD⟩, to avoid getting arbitrarily low utilization, the CCA must
either (1) cause ω(1) packet loss, i.e., losses that increases
with C, or (2) take Ω(C(Rm+βs)) time to converge to the link
rate. Where, βs=β/C, i.e., buffer size in seconds.

In general, for a CCA to ramp from C0 to C while risking
O( f (C)) loss, the convergence time is Ω(F−1(C)(Rm+βs)),
where F−1 is the inverse of F , and function F is defined as:

F(0)=C0 and, F(k)=F(k−1)+ f (F(k−1))/βs

If C is not in the domain of F−1, we evaluate F−1 at the
smallest value greater than C in the domain of F−1. The
function F(k) tracks the maximum rate a CCA can ramp up
to in k RTTs under the loss allowance f . Correspondingly,
F−1(C) gives the minimum number of RTTs needed to ramp
up to rate C under loss allowance f .
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Figure 7: Each curve shows F−1(C) corresponding to f (C)
in the legend. I.e., under loss allowance f , the time F−1, to
converge from some small (positive) rate ε to C. Time from C0
to C is given by “time from ε to C”− “time from ε to C0” or
F−1(C)−F−1(C0).

Fig. 7 shows the convergence time F−1 for different choices
of loss allowances f . For example, if the CCA is willing to
risk O(C) losses, i.e., f (C) = C, then the convergence time
is Ω(log(C/C0)). If f (C) = const (independent of C), then
the convergence time is Ω(C−C0). For other functions f , the
convergence time may not have a nice closed form expression.

While this tradeoff may seem intuitive, it only holds when
there is complicated jitter. On ideal links, a CCA can ramp
up in O(1) time while risking O(1) packet losses, using packet
trains [39]. The inter-arrival times for a packet train is the
inverse of the bottleneck rate (i.e., MSS/C) and reveals C.
Such techniques may even work for links with iid (independent
and identically distributed) jitter. However, in practice,
links do exhibit complicated jitter patterns and break such
bandwidth estimates [22].

Below, we provide intuition and outline the proof for Theo-
rem 6.1. We also prove a similar loss-convergence tradeoff for
ideal links when packet trains are not allowed and β = 0. This
proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.1, we omit it for brevity.

Intuition & counterexample trace. The tradeoff is valid
only on shallow buffers (i.e., β ≤ CD). This renders RTT
measurements meaningless, forcing the CCAs to rely on
losses . On larger buffers, faster convergence is attainable
by relating how RTT varies with varying sending rate. When
β≤CD, the queueing delays are at most D seconds. The delay
box can choose jitter such that RTTs are at most Rm + D. Such
RTTs could be due to queueing delays (resulting from varying
sending rates), or due to jitter in the delay box, and there is
no way for the CCA to distinguish between the two.

We investigated a CCA that additively increases its sending
rate every RTT until it sees a loss, to see why it cannot avoid
large loss. The verifier gave us a trace where the CCA keeps
blindly increasing its sending rate even when it is already above
the link rate. Eventually the queue builds up and O(BDP) loss
happens. The CCA needs to resort to blind increases because it
does not get any feedback until it causes loss (as queueing delay
measurements are meaningless). If these blind increases are
aggressive, this results in larger losses with faster convergence
and vice versa. cc_probe_slow drains queues along with
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additive increments to meet the bound in Theorem 6.1 (§6.2.1).

Proof outline. (Full proof in Appendix D) We first show that
due to β≤CD, a CCA must cause loss to avoid arbitrarily low
utilization (Step 1.). Then we compute a tight lower bound be-
lief (CL,λ) for C, for CBR-delay (belief computations in §5.1.1
were for CCAC) (Step 2.). The CCA could be running on any
link with C≥CL,λ, and it needs to ensure it does not cause loss
on any of these links. This allows us to compute the amount
of loss a CCA risks any time it probes for bandwidth (Step
3.). If we restrict this risk of loss to a constant independent of
C, it gives us a constraint on how quickly the CCA can ramp
up, giving us a lower bound on the convergence time (Step 4.).

6.2.1 cc_probe_slow shows Theorem 6.1 is tight

We describe beliefs for CBR-delay, how cc_probe_slow
works, and why cc_probe_slow does not work for CCAC.

Bandwidth and buffer beliefs. For CBR-delay, to obtain
an upper bound on C, a CCA needs to cause loss or build more
than D seconds of queueing (from Step 1. of Theorem 6.1).
We compute the set of paths ⟨C,β⟩ that can produce CCA’s
observations until time t∗, such that the CCA has not observed
qdel>D or loss until t∗. This means that until t∗−RTT(t∗),
the enqueued bytes never exceeded the dequeued bytes by
more than D seconds (CD bytes) or buffer size. I.e., ∀t1,t2,
such that, 0≤ t1≤ t2≤ t∗−RTT(t∗):∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds−C·(t2−t1)≤CD (6.1a)

and,
∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds−C·(t2−t1)≤β (6.1b)

From (6.1a), we define CL,λ as:

CL,λ(t
∗)= max

0≤t1≤t2≤t∗−RTT(t∗)

∫ t2
t1 λ(s)ds

t2−t1+D
(6.2)

We evaluate (6.1b) over the interval [t∗1 ,t
∗
2 ] (length T∗= t∗2 −t∗1 )4

corresponding to the tightest bound on CL,λ:
CL,λ(t

∗)·(t∗2 −t∗1 +D)−C·(t∗2 −t∗1 )≤β

or, C·T∗+β≥CL,λ(t
∗)·(T∗+D) (6.3)

From (6.2) and (6.3), we get the belief set illustrated in Fig. 8:
{⟨C,β⟩ |C ≥CL,λ(t∗)∧C·T∗+β≥CL,λ(t∗)·(T∗+D)}. CL,λ
tells two things, (1) the link rate is at least CL,λ, and (2) if
the link rate is CL,λ, then the buffer is at least CL,λD bytes.

In the SMT encoding, we only evaluate Eq. 6.2 over
intervals of length T∗=Rm. This is because the measurement
interval T∗ influences CCA’s probing behavior (see below and
Appendix E). The initial conditions (including initial beliefs)
are chosen by the verifier (§3). As a result, verifier’s initial
choice of T∗ influences the CCAs probing which should be
in full control of the CCA. Fixing T∗=Rm solves this issue.

Queue beliefs. For ease of discussion we define “probe inter-
val” as an interval that leads to increase in CL,λ using Eq. 6.2.
We show in Appendix E that probe intervals needs to be start

4Other intervals may produce a tighter Eq. 6.3 but we over-approximate.
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qB = CL,λ· (T + D) + α− CT

Prb 1 (T = T∗)

Prb 2 (T < T∗)

Figure 8: Belief set for CBR-delay (left). Queue buildup as
a function of C (right). L1, L2 lines are the belief constraints.

with a drained queue, otherwise, the CCA risks losing all pack-
ets in the queue at the beginning of the probe interval. For the
CCA to gauge the queue state, we add qU as an upper bound on
the bottleneck queue bytes. We compute it as: (bytes already
in queue)+(enqueued bytes)−(dequeued bytes on smallest
C). I.e., qU (t+δt)=max(0,qU (t)+(λ(t)−CL,λ(t))δt).

In summary, the template now includes inputs as CL,λ,
T∗=Rm, and qU . For brevity, we omit details on timeouts for
these beliefs.

How cc_probe_slow works. We discuss a generalized
version called cc_probe_slow_k. It drains queues until qU ≤α

(according to Listing 2). Then probes by sending CL,λ·(T∗+
D)+α bytes paced over T∗ time. α is a constant and T∗=kRm
is the interval length over which the CCA measures CL,λ. This
probe ensures (1) progress (beliefs shrink), i.e., causes losses,
qdel>D, or increases CL,λ; while ensuring (2) loss ≤2α.

Progress. The probe builds queues. On the network with
rate C, the queue build up is (enqueued bytes)− (dequeued
bytes)=CL,λ·(T∗+D)+α−C·T∗ (“Prb 1” illustrates this in
Fig. 8). On the network with rate CL,λ, the queue build up is
CL,λD+α (i.e., more than D seconds). If the CCA does not ob-
serve qdel>D, then it knows that C is higher than CL,λ, and the

line L1 (Fig. 8) moves up. I.e., CL,λ becomes
CL,λ·(T∗+D)+α

T∗+D =
CL,λ+

α

T∗+D >CL,λ. Likewise, if the CCA does not observe
loss, then L2 shifts right. If the CCA does observe qdel>D or
loss, then it knows that it sent above C and obtains an (implicit)
upper bound on C, ensuring a lower bound on utilization.

Loss. Loss due to the probe is ∆L = (bytes already in
queue)+(queue buildup)−(buffer)=q+qB−β. In Fig. 8, the
horizontal distance between a point (β,C) in the belief set
and the line Prb 1 shows qB−β. This distance, i.e., “CL,λ·(T∗+
D)+α−CT∗−β” is at most α (from Eq. 6.3). Bytes already in
the queue is also at most α as probe only happens when (q≤)
qU ≤α. Hence, ∆L≤2α, i.e., constant independent of C.

Also notice, if we probe over a shorter interval T <T∗, then
there are networks (β, C) for which qB−β is larger (Prb 2 in
Fig. 8) and loss on those networks is O(C). To avoid large loss,
the probing interval T needs to be at least as long as the past
measurement interval T∗ (Appendix E formally proves this).

cc_probe_slow steady-state behavior. In steady state,
cc_probe_slow follows a “Probe, Drain1, Drain2” cycle.
Table 3 shows the result of this cycle on two paths in the belief
set. These lie on the corners of belief set on the line L2 (Fig. 8).
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Path Metrics Probe Drain1 Drain2
Duration

T∗ D=Rm D=Rm

Sent by CCA CL,λ·(T∗+D)+α α CL,λRm−2α

qU CL,λD+α 2α 0
Serviced1 CL,λT∗ CL,λD CL,λRm
Queue1 CL,λD 2α 0
Loss1 α 0 0P1

Util1 100% 100% 100%
Serviced2 CL,λ·(T∗+D) α CL,λRm−2α

Queue1 0 0 0
Loss2 α 0 0P2

Util2 100% ≈0% T∗
T∗+D ·100%

Table 3: Steady-state behavior of cc_probe_slow on two
extreme paths in the belief set: P1 = ⟨C = CL,λ,β = CL,λD⟩
and P1 = ⟨C = CL,λ

T∗+D
T∗ ,β = 0⟩. “Serviced” shows bytes

serviced by the CBR box, and qU is computed at the end of
the probe/drain duration. Note, for drain1, the CCA sends
packets due to line 7 of the template (Listing 1), even though
rate=CL,λ−qU/Rm<0.

Notice the two paths are very different, but CCA’s observations
are exactly the same. The loss is the same, and the delay box
can ensure RTTs are the same (as qdel≤D). In fact all paths
on the line joining P1 and P2 can produce CCA’s observations,
and form the steady-state belief set. Utilization is lowest on
P2 and highest on P1. The bandwidths of P1 and P2 differ by
a factor of T∗

T∗+D . To bound inflight on P1, CCA’s average
sending rate cannot be more than CL,λ, as a result, the average
utilization on P2 cannot be more than T∗

T∗+D . The only way to
increase utilization is to reduce uncertainty (size of belief set)
by increasing T∗. This also increases convergence time (e.g.
if the link rate increases when the CCA is in steady state).

If we replace α with f (CL,λ), where f (.) is the loss
allowance (§6.2). Then the resulting family of CCAs
(parameterized by f (.) and T∗) allows us to tune the tradeoff
between loss vs. convergence time vs. utilization. We can
even adapt these over time (Appendix H).

Discussion. The probe works as CBR-delay ensures that
if a probe did not cause loss in the past then repeating the
probe will not cause a loss. This is not true for CCAC due to
its non-deterministic token bucket filter (TBF). CCAC can
arbitrarily decide how many tokens to keep in the bucket. A
past probe may not have lost packets as the token bucket was
full. However, on repeating the probe, CCAC can choose to
keep the token bucket empty, and drop O(bucket) packets.
Due to this, we conjecture that either large losses cannot
be avoided for CCAC or will require asymptotically longer
convergence time (e.g., quadratic instead of linear in BDP).

6.3 Proofs of performance
Ensuring the under-specified synthesis invariant is not a suffi-
cient proof (§5.2). We summarize the lemmas that serve as the
proof of performance for CCA1 (cc_qdel) and CCA4 (cc_-
probe_slow). These represent CCAs designed for deep and
shallow buffers respectively. We give the full list and encoding

of lemmas in Appendix F. Note, we describe theoretical
worst-case bounds. Empirical performance is better (§6.4).

cc_qdel. On a CCAC link with parameters ⟨C,Rm,D =
Rm,β ≥ 3C·(Rm +D)⟩, cc_qdel ensures that beliefs become
consistent exponentially fast, they converge exponentially fast,
and it drains queue at a rate proportional to C.5 After beliefs
are consistent, converged, and the queue is drained, the CCA
is in steady state and remains in steady state. Note, this is
despite the periodic beliefs timeouts (§5.1.2), i.e., the beliefs
remain close to each other even after timing out. In steady
state (state IV in §5.2), cc_qdel gets at least 89% utilization,
keeps RTT ≤4.4(Rm+D) seconds, and loses at most 3 packets
in any Rm duration. Additionally, cc_qdel never incurs large
loss events when probing for bandwidth as long as the beliefs
are consistent, i.e., in states II, III, IV.

cc_probe_slow. On the CBR-delay model with parameters
⟨C,Rm,D,β⟩, cc_probe_slow ensures that beliefs (CL,λ, qU )
become consistent exponentially fast, and CL,λ converges addi-
tively. I.e., when the link rate decreases, cc_probe_slow ramps
down exponentially fast. When the link rate increases, cc_-
probe_slow ramps up additively. In steady state, cc_probe_-
slow ensures at least 30% utilization, keeps RTT ≤ 1.5(Rm+
D). It ensures that it loses at most 2 packets in any Rm dura-
tion whenever beliefs are consistent and the link rate has not
decreased. Note, in §6.2.1, we showed steady-state utilization
≥ T∗

T∗+D 100% = 50% (for T∗ = Rm = D). The proved worst-
case utilization is lower because CL,λ may reduce on timeouts.

6.4 Empirical evaluation
Our goal with empirical evaluation is to validate our mathemat-
ical modeling and proofs of performance. Further evaluation
is warranted before deployment.

Implementation. We implement CCA1 (cc_qdel) and
CCA4 (cc_probe_slow_k, see §6.2.1 for “_k”) over UDP
using [54]. For cc_probe_slow_k, we run cc_qdel until a
large loss event (resembling TCP slow start), and set α=5MSS
instead of 1MSS to account for false-negatives in loss detection.
As a result, probes may lose 2α=10MSS bytes.

We initially implemented the CCAs in the Linux kernel,
but found bugs in kernel’s pacing implementation and the
cong_control API to be insufficient (Appendix G). We
compare against Cubic, BBRv1 (Linux kernel v5.4.0),
BBRv2 [27], BBRv3 [28], and Copa [8, 54].

Scenarios and metrics. We use iperf to generate traffic and
mahimahi [48] to emulate scenarios with jitter and shallow
buffers (§2) with the aim of validating our performance proofs.
We measure utilization, delay, loss, and convergence time met-
rics under a variety of parameter ⟨C,Rm,D,β⟩ choices. Each tu-
ple constitutes a different “run”. We emulate jitter by injecting

5A CCA cannot drain the queue faster than this. Even if it stops sending
packets, the queue will only drain by C·t bytes in time t.
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Figure 9: Summary of utilization, queue, and loss. Right
subplot shows runs with β≤BDP. Additionally, for visibility,
we only show three CCAs, and use symlog scale on y-axis.

up to D=Rm seconds of uniformly random delay, while ensur-
ing FIFO service and constant average link rate (Appendix H).

Results. Fig. 9 summarizes utilization, queue (proxy for
delay), and losses across runs (e.g., each run gives us an
average utilization, and we compute the minimum across runs).
Appendix H shows the metrics for each run and also studies
convergence time and fairness. The synthesized CCAs are
within their proven performance bounds and achieve tradeoffs
between loss, convergence, utilization, and delay that prior
CCAs cannot achieve.

cc_probe_slow meets the proven lower bound on utiliza-
tion, upper bound on RTTs, and incurs at most constant loss
(independent of BDP) across buffer sizes, bandwidths and
propagation delays. On the same networks, Copa starves as
it is not robust to jitter [7]. BBRv1 is able to ensure utilization
despite random jitter, but incurs excessive losses (that increase
with the BDP) on shallow buffers. Cubic gets low utilization
when buffers are short (β≪BDP) and also bloats queues when
buffers are large (β≫BDP). cc_qdel’s performance is similar
to BBRv1, but with provable guarantees on utilization even
with worst-case jitter. Unlike BBRv1, the v2 and v3 variants
do not incur high losses on average but incur O(BDP) losses
to converge exponentially fast when the link rate increases
(Appendix H). They also get lower utilization than the v1
variant. cc_probe_slow_k gets higher utilization at the cost
of higher convergence time (Appendix H) with increasing k.

7 Related work
Our work extends [2], which introduced the concept of CCA
synthesis using CEGIS. We propose the belief framework to
make such synthesis far more practical and powerful. Related
work not covered in §2 can be classified into:

Automatic CCA design. Past works have explored online
learning [20], reinforcement learning [36, 43, 53], model
predictive control (MPC) [32, 35], and (partially observable)
markov decision process (POMDP) formulations [56]. CCAs
produced by these works are not human-interpretable or are
not explicitly designed for adversarial network behaviors.

CCmatic CCAs are modular, human-interpretable, and
provably robust under adversarial network behaviors.

Reasoning about CCAs. Past works use different network
models: (1) deterministic (e.g. fluid model) [18, 62], (2)
stochastic [30], and (3) non-deterministic [6]. Some also limit
their scope to a small class of CCAs [9, 18, 62]. Deterministic
models are easier to reason about but may not accurately reflect
real world behaviors. With stochastic models, it is hard to de-
duce probability distributions that characterize real networks.
Non-deterministic models do not require a distribution but may
be too adversarial. Beliefs can be computed regardless of the
modeling choice, and facilitate reasoning about complicated
network models across all possible CCAs. Beliefs and CC-
matic add to the emerging toolkit for performance reasoning.

8 Discussion, limitations, and future work
We built the belief framework allowing us to both (1) build
novel CCAs and (2) prove tradeoffs between objectives. Using
this, we built CCmatic to automatically synthesize CCAs for
different environment/objective combinations, alleviating hu-
mans from figuring out complex details like when/how long to
probe/drain. CCmatic also gives insights when objectives are
infeasible. Due to formal methods and program synthesis, CC-
matic CCAs are human-interpretable and provably performant.

While our work makes significant progress, it has several
limitations that, if addressed, would bring us closer to “solving
congestion control”. First, we focus on single-flow scenarios.
Designing provably fair CCAs will likely require a contract
between CCAs allowing them to disambiguate effects of jitter
from the actions of other flows. For instance, (1) flows could
agree on a mapping between delay (or delay variation) and their
sending rates [6], or (2) flows could agree on how much they
can increase or decrease their sending rate in a single RTT ([18],
Appendix H). Second, the CCAs synthesized for adversarial
noise perform reasonably on ideal links. This may not hold
as we explore other scenarios/objectives, and we may require
extensions for average-case analysis. Third, we only explore a
subset of belief-based CCAs due to computational limits. We
hope to use techniques like robust adversarial reinforcement
learning [50] and minimax [44] to improve design space explo-
ration, given our 2-player game formulation in Theorem 4.1.

We believe our methodology (i.e., inverting environment
models to build beliefs) is applicable to other domains where
environment models exist. E.g., adaptive bitrate (ABR) algo-
rithms and scheduling. ABR shares similar environments as
CCAs, and recent work has built models for scheduling [5, 26].
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A Beliefs are sufficient
LEMMA A.1. The set of feasible actions that the network is
allowed to take in the future can be determined by the belief set.

Proof. Recall, the only rule in our game is that the sequence
of network’s actions should be allowed by some path in the
network model. As a result, a network action is feasible if and
only if the sequence of past actions combined with the network
action is allowed by some path in the network model. We
will show that the network can compute the set of all feasible
actions using the belief set.

We argue that the set of feasible actions is the set of actions
that are allowed by some ⟨path,state⟩ tuple in the belief set.
First, if an action A is allowed on path P , and state S from the
belief set. Then all the past network actions are allowed by path
P (as P is in the belief set, and a path is in the belief set if all
past actions can be explained by it). So the sequence of actions,
including past and A , is consistent with the path P , hence
A is a feasible action. Second, if an action A is not allowed
on any ⟨path,state⟩ tuple in the belief set, then it cannot be a
feasible action as the sequence of past actions and A cannot
be explained by any single path in the network model.
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Figure 10: Constructing condensed graph from game tree.

LEMMA A.2. Belief set for a future time can be computed by
the belief set at the current time and the CCA’s observations
between the current and future times.

Proof. We compute the future belief set as follows. Enumerate
all tuples in the current belief set. Filter out the tuples that
cannot produce the trace of CCA’s observations between the
current and future times. Filtering can be done by replaying
the CCA’s sending rate choices on the tuple, and checking
if the tuple has feasible network actions that produce the
exact observations of the CCA. The set of remaining tuples
is same as the future belief set (as if it were computed using
the entire history of CCA’s observations). This is because
a tuple is in the remainder set iff it can produce both (1) all
CCA’s observations till now (as it is in current belief set) and
from now to the future time (as it was not filtered out).

THEOREM. If there exists a deterministic CCA that ensures
a given performance property, on a given network model, then,
there exists a belief-based CCA that ensures the performance
property on the network model. Where, the beliefs are derived
from the given network model, and the performance property
is defined as a boolean valued function of the belief set and
the action taken by the CCA on that belief set.

Proof. We construct a belief-based CCA (AB ) by inspecting
the executions of the given deterministic CCA (AD ), and show
that AB ensures the given performance property (P f ).

Preliminaries. An execution (or trace) is a sequence
of CCA actions (Cai) and network actions (Nai), e.g.,
⟨Ca1,Na1,Ca2,Na2,...⟩. We say that an execution is valid if it
conforms to the rules of the game, i.e., the sequence of network
actions correspond to some path in the network model.

We annotate each step of the execution by the beliefs
computed over the entire history until that step, e.g., the
belief set is Bci after Cai, and Bni after Nai. At the start of
all traces, the belief set is Bn0. The annotation looks like:
⟨|Bn0Ca1|Bc1Na1|Bn1Ca2|Bc2Na2|Bn2 ...⟩.

The performance property is defined as a function P f
that maps ⟨Belief, CCA action⟩ (e.g., ⟨Bn, Ca⟩) to True or
False. While in §5.2 and §6.3, we do not directly state the
performance properties this way, we show that they can be
defined this way at the end of the proof.
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Construction. The high level summary of the construction
is that AB can arbitrarily pick one CCA action (sending rate
choice) whenever AD takes different actions on the same
belief set. As a result, AB is a pure function of belief set (it
does not take different actions on the same belief). First, we
will show that AB function is well-defined i.e., it assigns a
rate choice to each belief Bn that it can witness in an execution.
We will show this is because AB only ever reaches a belief set
Bn if AD reached it. We will use Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.1
to show this. Second, we will show that AB satisfies the
performance property because it only takes an action Ca on
Bn if AD took it and so P f (⟨Bn,Ca⟩) evaluates to true for AB
as it evaluated true for AD .

We consider the set of all executions of AD on the given
network model. We visualize them in the form of a (directed)
game tree T (Fig. 10a). The nodes in T are placeholders.
A unique node includes the entire history of the CCA and
network actions until the node. If it is the turn of the CCA to
play, the node has an outgoing edge labelled with the CCA
action Ca. If it is the network’s turn to play, the node has
outgoing edges corresponding to all feasible network actions,
each labelled with a network action Na. We label each node in
the tree with the belief set computed over the history of actions
until the node. We get two kinds of labels, (1) beliefs after
CCA action (Bc), and (2) beliefs after network action (Bn).

From the tree, we construct a condensed graph G (Fig. 10b)
as follows. Within each label type, we merge the nodes that
have the same belief value (i.e., if two nodes have labels BnI ,
BnII , with BnI = BnII , we coalesce the nodes). Likewise for
BcI =BcII . Note, we do not merge nodes with different label
types even if they have the same belief value. Then for each
node with a Bn label type (i.e., CCA’s turn to play), we just
keep one outgoing edge (arbitrarily) resembling the CCA
action that AB takes on that belief value.

Note, in our construction of G , we never remove edges corre-
sponding to network actions, and all edges (both CCA and net-
work actions) have the same destination node label in T and G .

AB is the desired belief-based CCA. With the above
construction, we will argue that (1) AB is well-defined, i.e.,
it assigns an action (outgoing edge) to each belief set that it
can reach (ever witness in any execution), and (2) all actions
of AB satisfy the performance property.

AB is well-defined. AB assigns a rate choice (CCA action)
to each belief set that it can witness under the network model.
We prove by contradiction. Say there is a valid execution e pro-
duced by AB that reaches a belief set Bni for which AB never
assigns an action, andBni is the first such belief in the execution.
AB does not define an action for Bni in two cases, (1) Bni is not
in G , and (2) Bni is in G but does not have an outgoing edge.

Case 1. We know Bni ̸=Bn0 because Bn0 is in G (it is the root
node of T , and we do not remove any nodes when constructing
G). As a result, e looks like ⟨··· |Bni-1Cai|BciNai|Bni⟩, where,
Bni-1 is in G .

Since AB produced e, AB took action Cai on the belief Bni-1,
i.e., Cai is the outgoing edge for node Bni-1 in G . AB only takes
this action, if AD took this action on a node with label Bni-1.
We argue that in T , this action leads to a node with label Bci.
This comes from Lemma A.2, AD could have arrived from any
history at the belief Bni-1, but taking the action Cai on Bni-1
updates the belief to Bci no matter the history. Thus, from our
construction, Bci also exists in G and is the destination node on
the edge Cai (as we do not remove nodes in the construction and
the destination node labels are same in G and T for each edge).

Now, we argue that in T , Nai is an outgoing edge for the
node with label Bci. This is because according to e, Nai is
a feasible network action on the belief Bci, as a result Nai is
a feasible action on the node with label Bci independent of
history in T that led to this node (from Lemma A.1). Since
the game tree describes all executions of AD , each node with
label type Bc has an edge for each feasible network action,
so T has an edge with action Nai on the node with label Bci.
Again from Lemma A.2, Nai takes belief from Bci to Bni in T .

Since Bci, Nai and Bni exist in T , they also exist in G . And
in G , Nai points from Bci to Bni, and Cai points from Bni-1 to
Bci. This is because we never remove any edges corresponding
to network actions, nor do we remove any nodes, and the
destination nodes have same labels in T and G . Since Bni
exists in G , we arrive at a contradiction.

Case 2. Bni exists in G only if it exists in T . All nodes with
label type Bn have a CCA action in T . So Bni has an action
in T . In constructing G , we never remove all edges for a node
with label type Bn, so we will keep at least one outgoing edge
(action) for Bni. This is a contradiction.

AB satisfies P f . Recall, P f is defined as a function of
⟨Bn,Ca⟩. From our construction, AB takes an action Ca on Bn
only if G has edge Ca on Bn. This happens only if T has such
and edge which happens only if AD takes Ca on Bn. Since,
AD satisfies the performance property, P f (⟨Bn,Ca⟩) = True.
Hence, all of AB ’s actions satisfy the performance property.

Performance properties in §5.2 and §6.3 can be expressed
as a boolean valued function of belief set and CCA’s
action on that belief set. At a high level, our performance
properties dictate that the CCA (1) ensures some bounds
on metrics like loss, delays, and utilization, and (2) makes
progress. We show how both these can be expressed as a
function of belief and CCA action.

We can compute delays, losses, and utilization for each
tuple in the belief. The tuple tells us the starting queue, link
rate, and buffer; and the CCA action tells us the sending rate.
We can use this to calculate if the sending rate choice inflates
delays or causes losses (e.g., using dq

dt =(λ(t)−C)+, where
(x)+ = max(0,x)). Likewise, we can compute if the link is
utilized during the action using starting queue, link rate and
the sending rate choice. If the CCA violates the delay, loss,
utilization bounds on any tuple then the property evaluates to
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False on the ⟨belief,CCA action⟩ pair, otherwise the property
evaluates to True.

For progress, there are two types, (1) shrinking beliefs, and
(2) stabilizing queue. For the first, we can check if an action
can lead to shrinking beliefs by emulating all valid network
actions. The CCA makes progress only if the beliefs shrink
no matter the network action. For the second, the queue state
is present in the belief tuple, and we can compute how the rate
choice and link rate in the tuple will change the queue; and
determine whether the queue will stabilize.

Note, our proof does not hold for arbitrary safety properties
defined as boolean valued function over the entire execution.
For instance, an arbitrary safety property might require that
every time a CCA sends at rate 10 Mbps, in the next RTT it
must send at 20 Mbps. Since we change the specific decisions
that AB makes compared to AD , such a safety property can
be violated.

Also, note that we cannot express our performance
properties solely as a function of the belief set. For example,
the belief set does not tell us if the CCA will cause loss on
an action, and we need to know the CCA’s action on a belief
set to evaluate loss. This is different from chess where the
winning condition is just a function of the board state. Thus,
Theorem 4.1 is non-obvious [11, 25].

B Computing beliefs

B.1 Propagation delay and jitter
We assume that the CCA knows Rm and D. Due to discretiza-
tion of time in the SMT encoding, all quantities with units of
time are integer multiples of the discretization interval. The
time for synthesis and verification scales with the number of
intervals considered (§6.1). To cover as many RTTs in as few
intervals as possible, we set Rm = D = 1 interval. As a result
the constant value 1 reveals Rm and D in the templates.

This is a non-issue as jitter inherently creates uncer-
tainty in RTTs. CBR-delay with parameters ⟨Rm, D⟩ can
emulate parameters ⟨Rm

′, D′⟩ as long as Rm
′ ≥ Rm and

Rm
′+D′≤Rm+D. Now, say the actual network parameters

are ⟨Rm
a, Da⟩. From the first RTT measurement we set

Rm = RTT ∈ [Rm
a,Rm

a+Da] (as there are no other flows, so
no queuing). At this point, we run the CCA designed for
⟨Rm,D=Rm⟩ and get the performance guarantees for ⟨Rm,D⟩
as long as Da ≤Rm+D−Rm

a. If some future RTT ′ is <Rm,
we update Rm=RTT ′ and repeat our argument, this time with
better performance guarantees as Rm is closer to Rm

a. E.g., if
we guarantee q≤Rm for ⟨Rm,D⟩, then on the actual network
we guarantee q≤Rm≤Rm

a+Da and our guarantee improves
as Rm

a−Rm decreases. Same reasoning holds for CCAC.
In summary, we run the CCA designed for ⟨Rm =

minRTT,D = minRTT⟩ and get the guarantee we promised
for the network ⟨minRTT,minRTT⟩, when we are actually
running on the network ⟨Rm

a,Da⟩. We get these guarantees as
long as Da≤2minRTT , which is true if the real network can be

Listing 3: CCAC constraints on S

S(t)≤TA(t)=SU (t) (B.1)
S(t)≤A(t)−L(t) (B.2)
S(t)≥TA(t−D)=SL(t) where, (B.3)
TA(t)=C·t−W(t) (B.4)
q(t)≥0 =⇒ W ′(t)=0 (B.5)
q(t)=A(t)−L(t)−TA(t) (B.6)

TA(t) – cumulative tokens (in units of bytes) admitted
q(t) – inst. bytes in the bottleneck queue
W(t) – cumulative tokens (in units of bytes) wasted
L(t) – cumulative bytes lost

captured by the CBR-delay model with parameters Da≤Ra.

B.2 Bandwidth
We show the analytical derivation of the link rate belief bounds
(CL and CU ) for the CCAC model. Before that we briefly
give relevant background on CCAC (for detailed background
please see [7]).

Background on CCAC. CCAC models the network as a gen-
eralized token bucket filter. It puts constraints (Listing 3) on
how the network serves packets (i.e., S(t), service curve, or cu-
mulative bytes serviced by time t), based on how packets arrive
into the network (i.e., A(t), cumulative bytes arrived by time t).

Tokens arrive at rate C bytes/secs, i.e., C·t tokens arrive
by time t. On a token arrival, the network decides whether
to admit it or waste it (Eq. B.4). The network uses admitted
tokens to send packets, so the packets sent are upper bounded
by the number of admitted tokens (Eq. B.1). Also, the network
cannot send more bytes than arrived but not lost (Eq. B.2).

To emulate non-congestive jitter, the network can choose
to delay sending packets even when tokens are available. To
ensure jitter is bounded, all tokens must be used within D
seconds, and the network should only admit a token if it knows
it will be used within D seconds.6 This puts a lower bound on
service (Eq. B.3).

Additionally, to prevent the network from wasting all
the tokens, tokens cannot be wasted when there are packets
waiting for tokens, i.e., there are packets that have arrived
(but not lost) and do not have corresponding admitted
tokens (Eq. B.5 and Eq. B.6). These packets are put into a
queue, and they build congestive delays. Other packets that
have corresponding tokens but have not been delivered as
considered as facing non-congestive delays.

Analytical derivation. CCAC visualizes its constraints
using graphs like Fig. 11. From such graphs, we can determine
the minimum and maximum average ACK rate (r) that a CCA

6Due to non-determinism, the network can look into the future to make
these decisions.
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Figure 12: Inverting bounds on observations to get bounds on
network parameters. For observed ACK rate, draw horizontal
line (red dashed line) corresponding to the observed ACK
rate r, the points intersecting with the feasible region give the
range of link rates [CL,CU ] that could have produced r.

can get for different λ and C choices. Specifically, consider
the case when λ ≥ C. In this case, tokens cannot be wasted
(W ′=0). As a result SL and SU have slope C, and the network
has to ensure that at all times S is between the SL and SU
lines. We look at different feasible choices of S, and find the
maximum and minimum slope of S (ACK rate) over time
intervals of different lengths. Note, we are interested in the
“average” ACK rate over the intervals, so we look at the slope
of the line joining the start and end points of the interval.

Fig. 11 shows different feasible S curves along with
minimum and maximum slopes in different intervals. For
example, over an interval of length D, r ∈ [0,C]. Similarly,
r ∈ [C/2,3C/2] for 2D long intervals, r ∈ [2C/3,4C/3] for
3D long intervals. For kD long intervals, r ∈ [ k−1

k C, k+1
k C].

Following a similar exercise, we find that for intervals with
length T , r ∈ [C(T−D)

T , C(T+D)
T ]. I.e., S follows an ideal link

with rate C with an additional burst or delay of CD bytes.

We repeat this for the case when λ<C. Here, we consider
two extreme cases: (C1) SL, SU have slope λ, and (C2) SL,
SU have slope C. The first case corresponds to the network
wasting tokens because packets arrive slower than tokens,
and the second corresponds to a large queue build up at time
t=0 preventing the network from wasting tokens. When we

inspect the graphs (not shown, similar to Fig. 11), we find that
over intervals of length T , r∈ [λ(T−D)

T ,λ(T+D)
T ] in case C1, and

r∈ [C(T−D)
T ,C(T+D)

T ] in case C2. When we look at other cases
between C1 and C2, i.e., SL and SU take slopes in the range
[λ,C], we get more feasible values of r. Taking the union of
all the r ranges, we find that in any T long interval, whenever
λ<C, r∈ [λ(T−D)

T ,C(T+D)
T ].

We invert the bounds on r to get bounds on C. Fig. 12
illustrates this. Specifically, when λ>C, we have, ∀T:

C·(T−D)

T
≤r≤ C·(T+D)

T
On rearranging, we get:

r·T
T+D

≤C≤ r·T
T−D

(B.7)

Likewise, when λ<C, we have, ∀T:
λ·(T−D)

T
≤r≤ C·(T+D)

T
On rearranging, we get:

r·T
T+D

≤C (B.8)

From Eq. B.7 and Eq. B.8, we get:

C≥max
T

r·T
T+D

=CU and C≤min
T

r·T
T−D

=CL

Where CU can only be computed over intervals where λ>C.
The CCA can compute CL and CU as defined. r can be mea-

sured directly by the CCA. The CCA can also infer if λ(t)>C
at all time steps t in an interval if (qdelL(t)>0)∨(L′(t)>0) for
all time steps t in the interval. We checked that this condition
holds by querying CCAC if C > CU can happen when we com-
pute CU over intervals where (qdelL(t)> 0)∨ (L′(t)> 0) is
true. CCAC returned UNSAT implying that C has to be ≤CU .

C Synthesis details
For completeness, we describe the workings of the generator
and verifier in CEGIS (§5). For ease of understanding, we
interpret the search (or program synthesis) problem as a ∃∀
formula [1]. For instance, “does there exist a belief-based
CCA, such that forall traces captured by the network model,
the CCA ensures the desired performance properties”. More
formally, the formula is:

∃ ? ∀trace (CCA∧Network) =⇒ Performance (C.1)
? and trace represent vector of variables. ? are the holes

in the CCA template (Listing 1). Assigning value to the holes
produces a concrete CCA. A trace (timeseries) describes the
execution of the CCA under the network model. It is specified
using the dimensions of the network model’s relation (§3),
e.g., path, feedback, CCA actions. In our case, the trace
includes variables like C, β, Rm, D, rate(t), A(t), S(t), L(t),
TA(t), W(t) (Table 1, Listing 3).

The CCA, Network, and Performance are boolean valued
SMT formulas (in the theory of linear real arithmetic
(LRA) [38]) over the ? and trace variables. CCA ensures that
the congestion control decisions are made according to the
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CCA. It encodes that the rate(t) variables are assigned using
the values of ? and trace variables according to the CCA
template. We produce this encoding by symbolically executing
the CCA template. Network encodes what assignments to the
trace variables result in executions that are deemed feasible
according to the network model. These look like Listing 3.
We also encode belief computations (§5.1.1) and timeouts
(§5.1.2) in Network, these constraints merely populate the
belief bounds and don’t affect the actions that the network
takes. Performance encodes the desired objectives using the
transition system. We use the synthesis invariants (Eq. 5.3)
to specify Performance.

The formula can be read as “does there exist an assignment
to the holes in the template such that for all traces, if the packets
are sent according to the CCA and the service/delay/loss
decisions are made according to the network model, then the
trace satisfies the desired performance properties”.

Verifier operation. For a given CCA (i.e., value of ? ),
the verifier produces a counterexample trace by solving the
formula:

? =value of ? ∧CCA∧Network∧¬Performance (C.2)
This is a quantifier-free formula (i.e., no ∃ or ∀ quantifiers).
The verifier uses an SMT solver (e.g., Z3 [47]) to solve this
formula. This is a formula on the trace variables (as the
? variables have been substituted by fixed values). The
assignment to the trace variables describes a trace where
the given CCA violates the performance properties on the
network model. If the formula is unsatisfiable, then there is
no counterexample that breaks the CCA.

Generator operation. Given a set of counterexample traces
(say X), the generator solves the following formula to propose
a new candidate CCA:∧

trace∈X
(CCA∧Network) =⇒ Performance (C.3)

This is a formula on the ? variables (as the trace variables
have been substituted by concrete counterexamples from
the set X). The assignments to the ? variables that satisfy
the formula are those on which either the trace is no longer
feasible according to the CCA/network model, or it satisfies
the performance properties.

Note, in this formulation, only CCA depends on the holes,
the Network and Performance only depend on the trace
variables. On each trace in X, Network evaluates to True and
Performance evaluates to False (as the trace was generated
by the verifier by satisfying “··· ∧ Network∧ Performance”).
As a result, Eq. C.3 simplifies to:∧

trace∈X
¬CCA (C.4)

Effectively, the new candidate should not produce the exact
same trace of rate choices as made by the prior candidate
CCAs. So all the CCAs that have the same buggy control flow
exploited by the counterexample trace are pruned from the
search space.

D Loss vs. convergence tradeoffs
Tradeoff theorem and proof. For ease of understanding, we
show the proof for a CCA trying to ramp up its rate from 0 to
the link rate C, while trying to avoid large loss events. Later
we generalize this to CCA trying to ramp up from arbitrary
C0 to C, while trying to risk at most O( f (C)) losses for some
function f (.).

THEOREM. For an end-to-end deterministic CCA running on
a CBR-delay network with parameters ⟨C,Rm,D,0<β≤CD⟩,
to avoid getting arbitrarily low utilization, the CCA must either
(1) cause ω(1) packet loss, i.e., losses that increases with C,
or (2) take Ω(C(Rm+β/C)) time to converge to the link rate.

Proof. We will first show that under the parameters of the
proof, i.e., β ≤ CD, the CCA must cause loss to avoid
arbitrarily utilizing the link (Step 1.). Then we compute a tight
lower bound belief for C, under the CBR-delay link (our prior
belief computations were for CCAC) (Step 2.). This allows
us to compute the amount of loss the CCA risks any time it
tries to probe for bandwidth (Step 3.). If we restrict this risk of
loss to a constant independent of C, it gives us a constraint on
how quickly the CCA can ramp up, giving us a lower bound
on the convergence time (Step 4.).

For the proof, we assume the CCA knows Rm, D, and βs. βs
is the seconds of queueing that the buffer can tolerate (i.e., β/C).
Knowledge of these quantities only makes the proof stronger.
If CCAs need to respect the tradeoff with the knowledge, then
they also need to respect it without the knowledge. Note, cc_-
probe_slow meets the theorem bounds without knowing βs.

Step 1. Since βs ≤ D, the CCA must cause loss to avoid
arbitrarily low utilization. This immediately follows from
Theorem 2 of [6], i.e., to avoid arbitrarily low utilization, the
CCA must cause more than D queueing delay. If the buffer
size is ≤ D seconds, the CCA will have to cause loss. For
completeness, we repeat the proof in Appendix D.1.

Step 2. Until the time that loss happens, we compute the
set of paths (link rates) that the CCA could be running on
given its observations. If the CCA has not seen a loss event by
time t∗, then the CCA never over-flowed the buffer until time
t∗−RTT(t∗). I.e., in any time interval before t∗−RTT(t∗)7,
the net bytes enqueued and the net bytes dequeued differ by
at most β. I.e., ∀t1,t2, such that, 0≤ t1≤ t2≤ t∗−RTT(t∗):∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds−C·(t2−t1)≤β

Substituting β = Cβs and rearranging, we get, ∀t1, t2.
0≤ t1≤ t2≤ t∗−RTT(t∗):

C≥
∫ t2

t1 λ(s)ds

t2−t1+βs

7Note, the CCA only knows what happened in the network one RTT ago.
At time t, the CCA has no information about what may have happened in the
network during the time interval (t−RTT(t),t].
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Figure 13: CL,λ puts constraints on
∫ T

λ(s)ds, and
∫ T

λ(s)ds
puts constraints on CL,λ. Over the intervals, the red and blue
values show the maximum value of

∫ T
λ(s)ds and CL,λ respec-

tively. The green arrows show the constraint dependencies.
I.e., CL,λ in [kRTT,(k+1)RTT) puts constraints on

∫ T
λ(s)ds

in [kRTT,(k+ 1)RTT) and
∫ T

λ(s)ds in [kRTT,(k+ 1)RTT)
puts constraints on CL,λ in [(k+1)RTT,(k+2)RTT).

Based on this we define CL,λ as:

CL,λ(t
∗)= max

0≤t1≤t2≤t∗−RTT(t∗)

∫ t2
t1 λ(s)ds

t2−t1+βs
(D.1)

The set of paths that can produce the trace up to t∗ is {⟨C =
C∗,β = C∗βs⟩|C∗ ≥ CL,λ(t)}. The CCA could be running
on any of these paths, and it needs to ensure its performance
properties no matter which of these paths it is running on.

Step 3. On the path ⟨C∗,C∗βs⟩, loss happens whenever the
CCA over-flows the buffer, i.e., if the enqueued and dequeued
bytes differ by more than the buffer size in some time interval.
I.e., loss happens if for some interval [t1,t2],∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds>C∗·(t2−t1)+C∗·βs

Specifically, on the path ⟨CL,λ(t),CL,λ(t)βs⟩, i.e., the smallest
link rate that can justify CCA’s observations, the amount of
loss is: ∆L(t0,t)=

∫ t
t0λ(s)ds−

(
CL,λ(t)·(t−t0)+CL,λ(t)·βs

)
Step 4. Convergence can only happen after the CCA causes

loss (until loss the CCA could be running on arbitrarily large
link rate from Step 1.). It needs to do this while ensuring that
the amount of loss it risks is bounded, i.e., for all intervals 0≤
t1≤ t2, ∆L(t1,t2)≤α for some constant α independent of C. We
compute a lower bound on the time to loss under this constraint.

Loss happens only if buffer overflows, i.e., in some interval
[t∗1 ,t

∗
2 ]

∫ t∗2
t∗1

λ(s)ds>C·(t∗2 −t∗1 )+C·βs. We also know that CCA
needs to ensure ∆L(t∗1 ,t

∗
2 )≤α. From this, loss happens only

if CL,λ(t∗2 )≥C−α/βs. See Appendix D.1 for details.

We compute time for CL,λ to increase to C−α/βs. Initially
CL,λ(0) = 0. Since CL,λ can only be computed after the first
RTT (from the definition of CL,λ), CL,λ is 0 over the entire
interval [0,RTT). This puts constraints on sending rate choices
in [0,RTT). Specifically, substituting CL,λ =0 in ∆L≤α, we
get,

∫ t2
t1 λ(s)ds≤α for all intervals [t1,t2] inside [0,RTT). Thus,

if we compute CL,λ(t) at any time t ∈ [RTT,2RTT), we get
CL,λ(t)≤ α

βs
(because on intervals 0≤ t1 ≤ t2 < 2RTT−RTT ,

i.e., t2 < RTT , the numerator in Eq. D.1, “
∫ t2

t1 λ(s)ds”, is at
most α).

We can similarly obtain that in interval [kRTT,(k+1)RTT),
CL,λ is at most k·(α/βs) (illustrated in Fig. 13). For CL,λ to
ramp up to C−α/βs, we need k≥C·(βs/α)−1. Hence, the
convergence time is at least k RTTs, or “C·(βs/α)−1 RTTs”.
Before loss, each RTT can be as large as Rm+βs (either due
to queueing delay or jitter), making the convergence time
=(C·(βs/α)−1)·(Rm+D)=Ω(C(Rm+βs)).

Generalizing Theorem 6.1. If the CCA wants to ramp up
from C0 to C while ensuring its risks at most f (C) loss, then
the convergence time is Ω(F−1(C)(Rm+βs)), where F−1 is
the inverse of F and F is defined by the recursion:

F(0)=C0 and, F(k)=F(k−1)+ f (F(k−1))/βs

If C is not in the domain of F−1, we evaluate F−1 at the
smallest value greater than C in the domain of F−1.

We obtain this result by replacing CL,λ(0)=C0 in Step 4.,
and ensuring that risk of loss ∆L≤ f (CL,λ). The function F(k)
tracks the maximum possible value of CL,λ at any time in the
interval [kRTT,(k+1)RTT).

D.1 Proof details
We fill in the details skipped in the proof.

Step 1. We will prove below that the CCA must cause
RTT >Rm+D or loss to avoid arbitrarily low utilization. Since
(1) the buffer is not big enough to build D seconds of delay
(because βs < D), and (2) the delay box in CBR-delay can
avoid adding any jitter, the end-to-end delays can always be
≤ Rm +βs ≤ Rm +D, forcing the CCA to cause losses (as it
can no longer cause RTT >Rm+D).

Proof. We prove by contradiction, i.e., if the CCA does
not cause RTT > Rm + D or loss, then we can construct an
execution where the CCA gets arbitrarily low utilization. Say
the CCA produces an infinite execution with RTT ≤Rm+D
without ever causing loss on a CBR-delay link (say link I)
with bandwidth CI and βs seconds of buffering. This exact
RTT sequence can be produced by another CBR-delay link
(say link II) with rate CII ≫ CI (see construction below).
Since the CCA is deterministic, and it gets same sequence of
RTTs as feedback on both links, it will make the same sending
rate choices on both the links.8 However, the CCA’s average
sending rate is ≈CI (as it does not build large queues on link I
given that its RTTs are at most Rm+D). Such sending rate gets
arbitrarily low utilization on link II for arbitrarily large CII .

Construction. Link II can produce same RTT sequence
as link I, by choosing jitterII(t)=RTT I(t)−Rm−qdelII(t)
(we use subscripts I and II to refer to quantities on link I and
II respectively). With this choice RTT II(t)=Rm+qdelII(t)+

8Note RTTs capture all the information that a CCA can obtain from
feedback. Metrics like loss, ACK-rate, etc. can be derived from packet send
events and RTT sequence [6].
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jitterII(t) = RTT I(t). We just need to show that this is a
feasible choice for jitterII , i.e., 0≤jitterII(t)≤D.

jitterII(t)≤D.
We know RTT I(t)≤Rm+D, or RTT I(t)−Rm≤D,

thus jitterII(t)=RTT I(t)−Rm−qdelII(t)

≤D−qdelII(t)≤D

(as qdelII(t)≥0 by definition of qdel)

jitterII(t)≥0.
Since CII ≫CI , qdelII(t)≤qdelI(t)

(increasing C decreases congestive queueing delays)

As a result, RTT I(t)=Rm+qdelI(t)+jitterI(t)

≥Rm+qdelII(t)+jitterI(t)

Or, RTT I(t)−Rm−qdelII(t)≥jitterI(t)≥0
Thus, jitterII(t)=RTT I(t)−Rm−qdelII(t)≥0

Step 4. Loss only happens when CL,λ≥C−α/βs. For loss
to happen, the buffer needs to overflow, i.e., in some interval
[t∗1 ,t

∗
2 ] ∫ t∗2

t∗1
λ(s)ds>C·(t∗2 −t∗1 )+C·βs (D.2)

And, we also know the CCA need to ensure its risk of loss is
bounded, i.e., ∆L(t∗1 ,t

∗
2 )≤α, i.e.,∫ t∗2

t∗1
λ(s)ds−

(
CL,λ(t

∗
2 )·(t∗2 −t∗1 )+CL,λ(t

∗
2 )·βs

)
≤α

or,
∫ t∗2

t∗1
λ(s)ds≤CL,λ(t

∗
2 )·(t∗2 −t∗1 +βs)+α (D.3)

We can only meet both these constraints (i.e., Eq. D.2 and
Eq. D.3) when:

CL,λ(t
∗
2 )·(t∗2 −t∗1 +βs)+α>C·(t∗2 −t∗1 )+C·βs

or, CL,λ(t
∗
2 )>C−α/(t∗2 −t∗1 +βs)

or, CL,λ(t
∗
2 )>C−α/βs

E Synthesizing cc_probe_slow

We describe properties of probe intervals used in §6.2.1 to in-
form belief computation and encoding. Recall, probe intervals
are intervals that lead to increase in CL,λ through the equation:

CL,λ(t
∗)= max

0≤t1≤t2≤t∗−RTT(t∗)

∫ t2
t1 λ(s)ds

t2−t1+D

Measurement intervals influence probing intervals, or
future probe intervals cannot be shorter than past probe
intervals. Say in the past Cp

L,λ was computed over an interval

of length T p. In the future, CL,λ increases to C f
L,λ =Cp

L,λ+ε,
and was computed over an interval T f < T p. We will show
that this action risks losing more than constant loss, i.e., loss
can increase with C.

The amount of loss the future probe risks is (from difference

in net enqueued bytes, dequeued bytes, and buffer size):

∆L=
∫ T f

λ(s)ds−
(
C·T f +β

)
(E.1)

We make the following substitutions in Eq. E.1:

(1)
∫ T f

λ(s)ds=C f
L,λ·(T

f +D) (from the definition of CL,λ).

(2) C f
L,λ=Cp

L,λ+ε

(3) From the past probe, we know
∫ T p

λ(s)ds ≤ C·T p + β

(as loss did not happen, Eq. 6.3), and
∫ T p

λ(s)ds =
Cp

L,λ·(T
p+D) (from the definition of CL,λ). From these

two inequalities, we get Cp
L,λ·(T

p+D)≤C·T p+β.

We substitute C·T p+β=Cp
L,λ·(T

p+D), or Cp
L,λ=

C·T p+β

T p+D ,
to evaluate how much loss would happen on this network.

On making the substitutions, and algebraic simplifications,
we get:

∆L=
(CD−β)·(T p−T f )

T p+D
+ε·(T f +D) (E.2)

For T f <T p, ∆L can be an increasing function of C as long as
β<CD, e.g., β=Cβs for βs <D. Hence, loss is not bounded
by a constant independent of C.

A probe interval must start with drained queue. Say
[t1,t2] is a probing interval, i.e., it leads to an increase in CL,λ,
and it does not start with a drained bottleneck queue; then we
will show that the probe interval risks losing all the packets in
the bottleneck queue. As a result, to ensure losses are bounded,
a CCA needs to ensure that the bottleneck queue is bounded
at the beginning of the probe interval.

Say the [t1,t2] probe interval causes an increase in CL,λ at
time t, i.e., 0≤ t1≤ t2≤ t−RTT(t), and,

CL,λ(t)=

∫ t2
t1 λ(s)ds

t2−t1+D
>CL,λ(t−ε) (E.3)

for some small ε > 0. If this is not true, then [t1,t2] is not a
probing interval. By definition, CL,λ can only increase over
time, so CL,λ(t−ε)≥CL,λ(t2). Using this and Eq. E.3, we get,∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds

t2−t1+D >CL,λ(t2), or,∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds−CL,λ(t2)·(t2−t1+D)>0 (E.4)

The risk of loss during the probe is: ∆L = (bytes
already in queue) + (enqueued bytes) − (dequeued
bytes+buffer). We evaluate this equation on the path
⟨C=CL,λ(t2),β=CL,λ(t2)D⟩. It can produce observations till
time t2 as it is in the belief set (derived in §6.2.1), assuming
until t2, the CCA has not witnessed RTT >Rm+D, or losses.
Plugging this path into ∆L, we get:

∆L=q(t1)+
∫ t2

t1
λ(s)ds−

(
CL,λ(t2)·(t2−t1)+CL,λ(t2)·D

)
(E.5)

From Eq. E.5 and Eq. E.4, we get ∆L>q(t1).
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(I) Beliefs
inconsistent

(II) Beliefs
consistent
Lemma F.1

(III) Beliefs
converged
Lemma F.3

(IV) Queue
converged
Lemma F.5

Lemma F.2

Lemma F.4

Lemma F.6

Figure 14: State transition lifetime of cc_qdel. Note, a link
rate change can cause a transition between any two states
(these “all to all” transitions are not shown).

F Proofs of performance
The synthesized CCAs ensure the synthesis invariant, but that is
not sufficient to meet the performance objectives due to under-
specification (§5.2). We build proofs, consisting of lemmas,
that describe the states the CCA visits, transitions it makes,
and the objectives it ensures. In the interest of space, we only
discuss lemmas for cc_qdel. Lemmas for cc_probe_slow are
similar but use CL,λ, and qU belief bounds instead of CL and CU .

Using the verifier, we checked that the lemmas are true
for cc_qdel running on the CCAC network model with
parameters ⟨C,Rm,D = Rm,β ≥ 3C·(Rm + D)⟩. We give a
summary of how the lemmas work together, describe how we
built them, and then discuss each lemma.

Summary. Fig. 14 describes how the lemmas are related to
each other. The lemmas are true over any 10Rm seconds trace
of the CCA’s execution. We stitch together lemmas to reason
about performance over arbitrarily long time horizons.

Whenever the link rate changes significantly, CL and CU
beliefs may become inconsistent. The CCA ensures that these
beliefs become consistent exponentially fast (Lemma F.2), they
converge to a small range exponentially fast (Lemma F.4), and
finally, the CCA reaches steady state (Lemma F.6), i.e., the
bottleneck queue reduces additively at rate proportional to C.9

The lemmas ensure that progress always happens in the same
direction. Specifically, the beliefs cannot become inconsis-
tent on their own, i.e., without link rate varying (Lemma F.1),
the beliefs cannot diverge post convergence (Lemma F.3),
the bottleneck queue cannot become unbounded after it con-
verges (Lemma F.5). In other words, once the CCA reaches
steady state (IV), it stays there. In the steady state (IV), cc_-
qdel gets at least 89% utilization, keeps RTTs to less than
4.4(Rm+D) seconds, and loses at most 3 packets in any Rm du-
ration (Lemma F.7). Additionally, Lemma F.8 ensures thatcc_-
qdel never incurs large loss events when probing for bandwidth
as long as the beliefs are consistent, i.e., in states II, III, IV.

Building lemmas using binary search. The lemmas
include non-trivial constants, we obtain all these by using
binary search. For instance, to compute utilization in steady
state, we ask the verifier if cc_qdel violates Lemma F.5 for
different choices of utilization. When we ask this query
for utilization = 100% the verifier gives a counterexample

9A CCA cannot drain the queue faster than this. Even if the CCA stops
sending packets, and the bytes are serviced at rate C, then the queue will only
drain by C·t bytes in time t.

showing that cc_qdel can get lower than 100% utilization.
However, when we repeat for 50%, the verifier says UNSAT,
implying on (worst-case) all executions that start in steady
state, cc_qdel gets at least 50% utilization. We repeat and find
that cc_qdel ensures 89% utilization in steady state.

LEMMA F.1. Initial beliefs are consistent =⇒ final beliefs are
consistent. Where, beliefs are consistent≡CL(t)≤C≤CU (t),
and we evaluate initial beliefs at t = 0 and final beliefs at
t=T =10Rm.

This lemma verifies that our belief computations are correct.
I.e., any bandwidth C that can produce the observations in the
trace from t=0 to t=T , and also produce observations before
t = 0 (i.e., C is in the initial belief set or “initial beliefs were
consistent”) should be in the final belief set (or “final beliefs
should be consistent”). This lemma is true for any CCA.

LEMMA F.2. (¬ Initial beliefs are consistent) =⇒ (final
beliefs move towards consistency ∨ final beliefs are consistent
∨ steady state objectives). Where,

Final beliefs move towards consistency≡
(CL inconsistent =⇒ C beliefs decrease)∧
(CU inconsistent =⇒ C beliefs increase)

CL inconsist.≡CL(0)>C, CU inconsist.≡CU (0)<C

C beliefs dec.≡At least one decreases∧None increases

At least one decreases≡
CL(T)·1.1<CL(0)∨CU (T)·1.1<CU (0)

None increases≡CL(T)≤CL(0)∧CU (T)≤CU (0)
C beliefs inc. is defined symmetric to C beliefs dec.

Steady state objectives≡(Utilization lower bounded

Inflight upper bounded ∧ No large loss events)

≡ S(T)−S(0)
C(T−D)

≥83%∧

∀t.θ(t)≤4.4C·(Rm+D)∧∀t.L(t)−L(t−1)≤3MSS

In each trace, the beliefs move towards consistency by
a multiplicative factor, i.e., exponentially fast. The 1.1×
factor is a worst-case movement over all possible 10Rm long
executions. In traces where CL, CU are far from C, beliefs
move quicker. Beliefs start moving slower (but at least 1.1×)
only when they are very close to C. So in practice the amount
that the beliefs move varies over time and the beliefs become
consistent much quicker than if they only improved by only
1.1× every 10Rm seconds.

To encode “final beliefs move towards consistency”, we
require that (i) at least one of the C beliefs move in the correct
direction and (ii) neither of them move in the wrong direction.
The second clause (i.e., ii) is needed to ensure that the progress
made by the CCA in consecutive traces adds up. Without this,
it can happen that CL increases and CU decreases in the first
trace, then CU increases and CL decreases, and so on. In each
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trace at least one of CL or CU is moving in the right direction
(satisfying clause i), but their progress is not adding up.

LEMMA F.3. (Initial beliefs are consistent ∧ ini-
tial beliefs are converged) =⇒ (final beliefs are
consistent ∧ final beliefs are converged). Where,
beliefs are converged≡CL(t)≥ 27C

40 ∧CU (t)≤3C.

When the beliefs are in the range [ 27C
40 ,3C], they do not go

outside this range unless the link rate varies. This is despite
periodic belief timeouts (§5.1.2). The beliefs are only timed
out when they are well within this range, so that they stay within
the range even after the timeout if the link rate hasn’t changed.

Recall, we found the constants 27/40 and 3 by binary
search, i.e., the tightest range for which Lemma F.3 is true.

LEMMA F.4. (Initial beliefs are consistent ∧¬ initial beliefs
are converged) =⇒ (final beliefs are consistent∧ (final beliefs
shrink ∨ final beliefs are converged ∨ steady state objectives)).
Where,
Final beliefs shrink≡At least one improves ∧None degrade

At least 1 imp.≡CL(T)>1.7CL(0)∨CU (T)<1.7CU (0)
None degrade≡CL(T)≥CL(0)∧CU (T)≤CU (0)

The beliefs shrink by a multiplicative factor i.e., exponen-
tially fast. Similar to Lemma F.2, we need the “at least one
improves” and “none degrades” pattern to ensure that the
progress made by the CCA adds up.

LEMMA F.5. (Initial beliefs are consistent ∧ initial beliefs
are converged ∧ initial bottleneck queue is bounded)
=⇒ (final beliefs are consistent ∧ final beliefs are con-
verged ∧ final bottleneck queue is bounded). Where,
bottleneck queue is bounded≡q(t)≤3.3C·(Rm+D).

LEMMA F.6. (Initial beliefs are consistent ∧ initial beliefs are
converged ∧¬ initial bottleneck queue is bounded) =⇒ (final
beliefs are consistent ∧ final beliefs are converged ∧ (final
bottleneck queue is bounded ∨ bottleneck queue reduces)).
Where, bottleneck queue reduces≡q(T)<q(0)−CRm/2.

To drain the queue, the CCA takes time that is linear in the
queue size (i.e., it decreases queue additively, proportional
to the BDP in each trace). Note, no CCA can multiplicatively
reduce the number of bytes in the bottleneck queue. Even if
the CCA stops sending packets, and the bytes are serviced at
rate C, then the queue will only drain by C·t bytes in time t,
this is independent of the number of bytes in the queue (i.e.,
not a multiple of the queue size).

LEMMA F.7. (Initial beliefs are consistent ∧ initial beliefs are
converged ∧ initial bottleneck queue is bounded) =⇒ steady
state objectives.

LEMMA F.8. (Initial beliefs are consistent) =⇒
(rate increases =⇒ no large loss events). Where,
rate increases≡rate(T)>rate(0).

Once the C beliefs are consistent, when cc_qdel is probing
(or ramping up, i.e., “rate increases”), it never incurs any large
loss events losses. Large losses may happen if the link rate
decreases (there is no way to avoid this). Note, this is only true
on networks with large buffers, i.e., β≥3C·(Rm+D).

G Implementation issues in the Linux kernel
We originally implemented the synthesized CCAs in the
Linux kernel. We uncovered bugs in the kernel’s pacing
implementation and also found the cong_ctrl API to be
insufficient to implement the synthesized CCAs.

Pacing bug. To implement pacing, the Linux kernel
pre-computes the “time to send the next packet” as the inverse
of the pacing rate, i.e., inter-send-time. If the CCA’s sending
rate changes before the pre-computed time, then the kernel
implements the wrong sending rate until the time to send
the next packet. This leads to a discrepancy in the number of
packets actually sent vs. the number of packets that the CCA
wanted to send in a time interval.

In general, it is hard to implement pacing correctly. Pacing
constrains two things, (1) a lower bound on the inter-send-time
between packets and (2) number of packets sent in a time
interval. Practically, a pacing implementation cannot meet
both these constraints. Due to delays in CPU scheduling and
interrupt handling, an instruction’s execution may be delayed.
These delays can cause a pacing implementation to miss a
sending opportunity. When this happens, pacing implementa-
tion can either temporarily increase the sending rate to correct
for the delayed opportunity (there by violating the lower bound
on inter-send-time) or process the delayed sending opportunity
as is (there by not sending any bytes corresponding to the
delay and violating the constraint on total packets sent).

In fact, the pacing implementation of the genericCC [54]
(the framework that we used to implement the synthesized
CCAs in userspace over UDP) was also incorrect. We
modified it so that it faithfully honors the lower bound on
inter-send-time to ensure constant loss. Doing so creates a
minor discrepancy between the packets sent over an interval vs.
packets the CCA expected to send. Specifically, we maintain
last_sent_time and compute inter_send_time whenever
the CCA changes its sending rate. We launch a thread that
polls (busy waits) to check if the sender is allowed to send (i.e.,
current_time is ≥last_sent_time+inter_send_time).

The busy waiting can be avoided by setting two interrupts:
(1) sleeping for time = inter_send_time, and (2) whenever
ACKs are received. Before either of these two interrupts
hit, no packets are sent or received and so there is no reason
for CCA to change its rate, so it is okay to sleep until these
interrupts as the inter_send_time does not become stale
until these interrupts. Note, setting interrupts increases the
delays caused in scheduling threads. This can increase the
discrepancy between the actual packets sent vs. the packets
the CCA expected to send. The pacing implementation may
choose to transiently increase the sending rate to correct for
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sending opportunities missed due to scheduling delays.

API. The Linux kernel also does not provide a direct API to
change the sending rate after packets are sent. The kernel only
gives a callback on ACKs. Since ACKs can be delayed due to
non-congestive delays, the CCA ends up setting a potentially
stale sending rate for O(D) time. This can be worked around
by setting up timer interrupts or instrumenting a callback on
packet send events. The genericCC API provides callbacks
on both packet send and receive events.

H Supplementary empirical evaluation
We empirically evaluate the synthesized CCAs across a
variety of ⟨C,Rm,D,β⟩ parameters. Specifically, we explore
combinations of C ∈ {24,48,96} Mbps, Rm ∈ {20,40,80}
ms, D = Rm, and β ∈ {1/16,1/8,1/4,1/2,1,2,4,8,16} BDP.
Each tuple is a 60 seconds long “run”. We discard the first
20 seconds of each run (to study steady-state behavior) and
compute metrics over the remainder.

To emulate jitter, we inject up to Rm seconds of random
ACK aggregation with a fixed average link rate. We sample
agg_delay ∈ [0,D = Rm) uniformly randomly. We serve
a batch of C· agg_delay bytes after waiting for agg_delay
seconds, ensuring an average bandwidth of C. We sample
agg_delay after every batch.

Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show the utilization, delay, and loss
metrics for each run. The synthesized CCAs are withing their
proof bounds in each run. In some of the runs, cc_probe_-
slow’s utilization is less than 50% (expected steady-state
utilization in §6.2.1), this is because in those runs, it has not
reached steady-state at the end of the run.

Note, BBRv2 and BBRv3 are not robust against adversarial
jitter. On short buffers, they do not cause loss in steady-state.
This is needed to ensure a lower bound on utilization on
CBR-delay (Step 1. of Theorem 6.1), because otherwise their
observations could be explained by an arbitrary large link rate.
We believe this is why they get lower utilization when buffer
is small in Fig. 15.

Convergence time. We study convergence time in Fig. 18
and Fig. 19. We show a run with Rm =80 ms. For increasing
link rate, we double the link rate every 20 seconds starting
at 24 Mbps. For decreasing link rate, we halve the link rate
every 20 seconds starting at 96 Mbps. In both cases we set the
buffer size as the BDP when link (wire) rate is 96 Mbps. I.e.,
β=BDP=96 Mbps ·80 ms≈624 packets (each packet sends
1538 bytes on the wire in our setup).

cc_probe_slow meets its convergence time bounds. It con-
verges additively when link rate increases and exponentially
fast when link rate decreases (due to belief timeouts).

BBRv2 and BBRv3 have low loss on average, but incur large
loss events, i.e., O(BDP)whenever link rate increases, and they
start probing exponentially fast. This happens at the 20 second
and 40 second marks when the link rate increases (not shown).

To synthesize a CCA that follows the tradeoff choice
made by BBRv2 and BBRv3, we would need to remove the
under-specification in our synthesis invariant. We want to
be able to cause large losses when we are in state II (i.e., the
link rate changed, and we want to converge), but do not want
to cause large losses in state IV (when the link rate has not
changed, but we just want to check if it may have increased
after a belief timeout). Because of under-specification we
cannot distinguish between these scenarios during synthesis.
We leave this for future work.

We can manually design such a CCA using the version of
cc_probe_slow parametrized by f (.) and T∗ (§6.2.1). We can
adapt the loss allowance f (.) depending on if the CCA is in
steady-state (causing periodic small losses), or if the CCA
needs to converge (is not causing losses). This can also be
done in a fashion similar to BIC [59] and Cubic [31], i.e.,
loss allowance adapts depending on how much the link rate
changed. We leave this exploration for future work.

Fairness. Currently, our formal theoretical framework does
not provide any guarantees in multi-flow scenarios, nor does
it provide any predictions for the outcomes of multi-flow
experiments. Nevertheless, we explore the fairness properties
of the synthesized CCAs empirically.

Fig. 17 shows a run with C = 96 Mbps, Rm = 80 ms,
β= 1/2 BDP on an ideal link. We run 4 flows that share the
same bottleneck. Each flow is started 30 seconds after the
previous flow and lasts for 4×30=120 seconds. Results are
qualitatively similar for other parameter and network model
combinations. For each run (i.e., ⟨C,Rm,D,β⟩ combination
mentioned at the beginning of the section), we compute the
Jain’s fairness index (JFI) for the average rates of the 4 flows
between time 100 to 110 seconds (i.e., when all 4 flows
are running). When β ≤ 2BDP, the JFI for cc_probe_slow
across the parameter combinations is 0.94±0.06 (i.e., mean
± stddev) without jitter and 0.86 ± 0.11 with jitter. When
β> 2BDP, cc_probe_slow effectively runs cc_qdel as there
is no large loss event (§6.4). cc_qdel is unfair and gets JFI of
0.58±0.24 without jitter and 0.43±0.18 with jitter.

Even though cc_probe_slow was designed for single-flow
scenarios, it is able to converge to a fair share of the available
bandwidth. We believe this is because, to track changes in
link rate, cc_probe_slow increases its effective rate (CL,λ)
additively and reduces its effective rate (CL,λ) multiplicatively
allowing it to reach a fair allocation similar to AIMD [18].
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Figure 15: Average utilization and maximum queue use with varying bandwidth, propagation delay and buffer sizes for a link
with random ACK aggregation. The tuple at the top of each subplot shows ⟨C Mbps,Rm ms⟩.
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and take average over all the intervals. We omit cc_qdel,
it causes O(BDP) losses with a higher constant factor than
BBRv1 (Fig. 9), and ends up skewing the graphs.
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the graphs overlap.
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Abstract
Data plane verification is designed to automatically verify net-
work correctness by directly analyzing the data plane. Recent
data plane verifiers have achieved sub-millisecond verification
for per rule update by partitioning packets into equivalence
classes (ECs). A large number of data plane updates can be
generated in a short interval, known as update storms, due
to network events such as end-to-end establishments, disrup-
tion or recovery. When it comes to update storms, however,
the verification speed of current EC-based methods is often
slowed down by the maintenance of their EC-based network
model (EC-model).

This paper presents EPVerifier, a fast, partitioned data plane
verification for update storms to further accelerate update
storms verification. EPVerifier uses a novel edge-predicate-
based (EP-based) local modeling approach to avoid drastic
oscillations of the EC-model caused by changes in the set of
equivalence classes. In addition, with local EPs, EPVerifier
can achieve a partition of verification tasks by switches that
EC-based methods cannot to get better parallel performance.
We implement EPVerifier as an easy-to-use tool, allowing
users to quickly get the appropriate verification results at any
moment by providing necessary input. Both dataset trace-
driven simulations and deployments in the wild show that
EPVerifier achieves robustly fast update storm verification and
superior parallel performance and these advantages expand
with the data plane’s complexity and storm size growth. The
verification time of EPVerifier for an update storm of size
1M is around 10s on average, a 2-10× improvement over the
state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

Network faults such as forwarding loops, black holes, and
reachability issues caused by misconfigurations, hardware or
software problems can result in significant economic losses
and social impact [12, 16, 21]. Manual troubleshooting is

*Chenyang Zhao and Yuebin Guo contributed equally to this work.
†Jingyu Wang and Jianxin Liao are the corresponding authors.
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Figure 1: For the state-of-the-art equivalence-class-based data
plane verifiers, the proportion of the Updating Network Model
to the overall verification time explodes as the storm size (the
number of updates in the update storm) expands.

inefficient and prone to introduce new errors due to over-
sight. Therefore, network verification is proposed to auto-
matically detect network correctness and avoid error-prone
manual analysis by inferring all possible network behav-
iors based on the network’s control plane configurations
[5, 10, 13, 14, 25, 26, 32, 34] or data plane forwarding state
[6, 15, 17–20, 23, 33, 37], which are known as control plane
verification and data plane verification, respectively.

In particular, this paper focuses on data plane verifica-
tion, which directly checks the data plane to detect whether
the network violates invariants (loop and blackhole) or other
user-defined specifications (e.g., reachability). A typical data
plane verification process usually consists of three steps: 1)
Identifying network changes, which identifies hop-by-hop for-
warding behavior changes when updates come by analyzing
rule dependency. 2) Updating network model, which updates
the network model that is consistent with the data plane for-
warding behavior 3) Checking network correctness, which
checks the correctness of the data plane on a forwarding graph
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extracted from the network model. To be useful in practice,
such data plane verifications need to be completed as rapidly
as possible. Otherwise, the verification results may be invalid
due to inconsistencies between the network state captured be-
fore verification and the actual network state that the updates
are delivered into.

On the one hand, recent tools like APKeep [37] achieve
sub-millisecond verification of each update when data plane
updates arrive relatively slowly. Still, on the other hand,
a large number of data plane updates can be arrived in a
short time frame due to network events such as end-to-end
establishments, disruption or recovery, etc., which is called
update storms [15]. In this case, although Flash [15] gets
substantial speed up on update storm verification by avoiding
redundant computations and applying a series of engineer-
ing optimizations, updating the network model still slows
down the verification speed. For example, as shown in Figure
1, in a synthetic wide-area backbone network containing 87
routers and 2308 links, the time consumption of updating
network model as a percentage of the overall verification time
increases with the size of the update storm and stays at a high
level (> 75%) regardless of whether the optimization is ap-
plied or not. This is because their network model is based on
global equivalence classes (ECs) and therefore cannot avoid
network model oscillations, i.e., redundantly modify the part
of the network model where no traffic change occurs. Besides,
Flash divides the header space into multiple subspaces and
distributes the verification of these subspaces to a cluster of
verifiers in parallel. This simple and straightforward partition
can be applied directly to all data plane verification systems.
However, this kind of partition is prone to bottlenecks in prac-
tice because the updates that arrive are most likely not evenly
distributed across subspaces.

To address the above problems and further accelerate up-
date storms verification, we present EPVerifier, a fast, par-
titioned data plane verifier for update storms. Instead of
partitioning packets into a set of ECs and maintaining an
EC-based network model (EC-model) to represent the data
plane forwarding state, EPVerifier maintains network packet
flow with edge predicates(EPs) to form an EP-based network
model, which we call EP-model. Each EP represents the local
packet flow of one specific unidirectional edge. Although the
time consumption of checking network correctness increases
compared to the EC-based methods, such cost is worth it for
update storms. This is because checking network correct-
ness consumes much less time than updating the network
model when there are a large number of updates, and the
EP-model fundamentally avoids modifying the part of the
network model where no packet flow changes, thus greatly
speeding up the network model updating. For parallelism,
EPVerifier can divide verification tasks in a switch-based way
that EC-based methods cannot. This is because EP has a
local nature that EC does not. Data plane updates that affect
only the forwarding behavior of a single switch will also only

affect edge predicates on that switch. However, using ECs
to represent network traffic makes the same EC appear on
different switches, meaning that traffic changes on one switch
may also affect other switches. This local nature allows the
EPVerifier to divide switches into clusters, which we call re-
gions. We divide the regions after the update storms arrive to
ensure that updates are evenly distributed among regions. We
fully implement EPVerifier as an easy-to-use tool, users can
quickly get the appropriate verification results at any moment
by providing necessary input. The evaluation results on both
datasets simulations and deployments in the wild show that
EPVerifier achieves robustly fast update storm verification
and superior parallel performance and these advantages ex-
pand with the data plane’s complexity and storm size growth.
Compared to the state-of-the-art, EPVerifier is up to more
than 10× faster.
Contributions. In summary, our main contributions are:

• We propose a novel network modeling approach based
on edge predicates (EPs), which can quickly load a large
number of data plane updates as they arrive. This ap-
proach fills the gap for fast update storm verification.

• A novel verification approach that can divide verification
tasks by switches to achieve fast update storms verifica-
tion in parallel.

• EPVerifier, an implementation of our approaches, eval-
uated on both datasets trace-driven simulations and de-
ployments in the wild. EPVerifier achieves substantial
gains compared to the state-of-the-art, and such advan-
tages expand with the complexity of the data plane and
the growth of the update storm size.

Roadmap. The problem definition for updating storm verifi-
cation (§ 2) and the architecture and workflow of EPVerifier
(§ 3) are given first, followed with examples to illustrate the
difference between our approach and the state-of-the-art (§
4). Then, the design details (§ 5) are presented and the exper-
imental results (§ 6) are shown. After disscussing future (§ 7)
and related work (§ 8), the conclusion is drawn (§ 9).

2 Problem Definition

Network model. On a data plane consists of N devices, the
forwarding behavior of each device i is controlled by its rout-
ing table Ti, where each item Ti[k] is a 3-tuple (m,a, p). Here
m denotes the packets matched by this item, a denotes where
the packets matched by this item will be forwarded to, and
p denotes the priority of a routing table item. Since the m
of different items in the same routing table may overlap, the
packets governed by each item are determined by both m and
p. When a packet arrives, device i iterates through each item
on Ti in decending order of priority to get the highest priority
item Ti[k] that matches the packet and forwards the packet to
Ti[k].a. The data plane forwarding behavior then can be mod-
eled using an edge-labeled directed graph G(V,E, l), where
the nodes V represent devices, and edges E represent simplex
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links. The function l : E → Label assigns to each edge a
label that represents the packet flow on this edge. Note that
different network models have different labels, for example,
for the EC-model, the label is a set of equivalence classes,
while for the EP-model it is an edge predicate.
Identifying network changes. Consider an update storm
S consisting of K data plane updates, where each update
is denoted as an insertion or deletion of a 4-tuple FIB rule
r(match, f rom, to, priority). And the installation process of
these updates in the data plane is the insertion or deletion
of the item (match, to, priority) from the routing table Tf rom.
However, the change of packet flow due to the entry insertions
or deletions is not straightforward because of the priority, i.e.,
we cannot directly modify the edge label based on r.match.
Therefore, to specify the set of packets that a rule actually af-
fects, we need a new field hit, introduced by [37], to represent
the set of packets that a rule actually affects in the network.
The hit is defined as follows:

r.hit = r.match∧¬(∨r′.prio>r.prior′.match) (1)

Here r′ denotes other FIB rules that share the routing table
with r. With hit field, the network change of S is defined as
follows:

S.change = (r1.hit, ...,rK .hit) (2)

Updating network model. The update process of the network
model G is actually the modification process of the edge label
l. For the insertion of rule r, there are two parts of the edge
label that need to be modified: 1) r.hit need to be merged into
the label on edge(r. f rom,r.to) and 2) deleted from the label
on edge(r. f rom,∗), here ∗ means any value that is not r.to.
The similar goes for rule deletion.
Checking network correctness. After updating the network
model, the verifier uses graph algorithms to check the cor-
rectness of the network on a forwarding graph G′(V,E, l′)
extracted from the network model. Similar to G, the forward-
ing graph G′ is also an edge-labeled directed graph, but l′ is
only a subset of l that affected by update storm S. Specifically,
l′ satisfies the following constraint:

l′[(v,v′)] = l[(v,v′)]∧ (∨i=K
i=1 ri.hit) ∀(v,v′) ∈ E (3)

Verification partition. There are two natural ways to decom-
pose complex verification tasks into smaller, parallel computa-
tions: subspace-based partition and switch-based partition, as
described in turn. First, the subspace-based partition achieves
parallelism by dividing the forwarding state of the overall
network into multiple subspaces. Namely, subspace-based
partitions build multiple network models, each representing
the forwarding behavior in a subspace, just like network slices.
Second, the purpose of the switch-based partition is to divide
the network model into different clusters of switches, which
we call regions, and manage the forwarding state of different
regions in parallel. In other words, switch-based partition only
constructs one network model but maintains different parts
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Figure 2: The architecture and workflow of EPVerifier, which
requires three inputs: 1) the data plane topology and configu-
ration provided by the controller for building the EP-model 2)
Controller-generated update storms that will be delivered into
the data plane 3) the user-defined specifications (reachability,
waypointing, etc.)

simultaneously to keep the overall network model consistent
with the data plane forwarding behavior.

3 Architecture and Workflow

As shown in Figure 2, the EPVerifier is composed of the
following three parts:
The Dispatcher aims to guarantee the data plane updates in
the update storms evenly across the different regions. When
an update storm arrives, it divides the EP-model into multiple
regions based on the distribution of data plane updates on
each switch, ensuring that the number of updates in each
region is as equal as possible.
The Updater corresponds to the identifying network change
and updating network model of the data plane verification
process. More specifically, it identifies the EP changes in each
region in parallel and applies these changes to the EP-model.
The Verifier is responsible for checking network correctness.
It first extracts the forwarding graph from the EP-model, and
then applies the corresponding algorithm on this graph to
verify the network invariants or user-defined specifications.
Workflow. A typical workflow of using the EPVerifier is as
illustrated in Figure 2. First, the controller * needs to pro-

*Note that the EPVerifier can run in any environment that can provide
data plane updates. For simplicity, we use "controller" to refer to the assisted
system that provides data plane updates to it.
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Figure 3: EPVerifier uses edge predicates to avoid the network model oscillations.

vide the data plane topology and configuration information
to EPVerifier for initializing an EP-based network model in
the bootstrap stage (①). Then, EPVerifier converts each up-
date storm obtained from the controller into a network update
sequence (②), where each item is a data plane update repre-
senting the insertion or deletion of a 4-tuple FIB rule (See
§ 5.2 for more details). The Dispatcher then divides the EP-
model into multiple regions according to the distribution of
updates (③). After that, the Updater identifies the EP changes
in each region in multiple threads (④) and updates the EP-
model to maintain its consistency with data plane forwarding
behavior in parallel (⑤). Finally, the Verifier extracts the for-
warding graph from the updated EP-model (⑥) and uses it
to verify different specifications (⑦), note that here EPVeri-
fier only verifies network invariants (loop and black-hole) by
default, but users also have the option to provide additional
user-define specfications such as reachability, waypointing,
etc. (See § 5.3 for more details.)

4 Example

In this section, we use examples to illustrate 1) the difference
between EP-model and EC-model (§ 4.1) and 2) the difference
between switch-based partition for EP-model and subspace-
based partition for EC-model (§ 4.2).

4.1 Network Model

As shown in Figure 3, our example is based on a small net-
work of six switches. We use a directed edge-labeled graph
to represent the forwarding state of the data plane, and the

label on each edge indicates the packet flow on that edge. For
simplicity, let us assume that an update storm consisting of
three rules arrives at some point. The details of the three rules
r1, r2 and r3 are shown in the top-middle of the Figure 3. The
three rules are delivered to switches A, W and B and the set
of matched packets are α2,α3,α4, respectively. For priority,
r1, r2 and r3 have increasing priority and are higher than all
existing rules in the network.

The initial state of the data plane is shown in the top-left
corner of the Figure 3, where the packets matched by α1 from
S are forwarded to D via A, W and C. We show how α1, α2,
α3 and α4 overlap with each other by parallel lines in the
top-right corner of the Figure 3.

We now discuss how the EC-based method maintains EC-
model. Since each equivalence class(EC) is a set of packets
that experience the same forwarding actions throughout the
network [20], thus, in our example, the network initially con-
tains only one equivalence class, EC1, which denotes the
identical group of packets represented by α1. However, EC1
is continuously split into the final 7 ECs after inserting all
three rules: First, with the insertion of r2, the action of all
packets matched by α2 on switch A changes from W to B
because the priority of r1 is greater than all the old rules on
switch A. This results in splitting the EC1 into EC2, EC3 and
EC4 in the EC-model. After this, with the insertion of rule
r2, EC4 is split into EC5, EC6 and EC7. Finally, after the
insertion of rule r3, EC3 and EC6 are split into EC8, EC9
and EC10, EC11 respectively.
Network model oscillations. Note that although each rule
insertion only affects the packet flow on 1-2 edges, each EC
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Figure 4: Two natural ways for the data plane verification partition.

split caused by rule insertions results in a large number of
modifications to the EC model (red label in the forwarding
graph). This is due to the fact that the equivalence classes of
the entire network appear on a large number of edges in the
EC-Model, i.e., the global nature of ECs. Although the EC-
based method can be improved in practice to avoid problems
such as the explosion of the number of equivalence classes
[37], redundant computation [15], the dramatic oscillation of
the EC-model caused by changes in the set of equivalence
classes are fundamentally unavoidable. Thus, we conclude
that the global nature of EC fundamentally limits the speed of
updating the network model and thus slows down the update
storms verification.

We then illustrate how EPVerifier avoids the above oscil-
lations of the network model and accelerates the verification
time of update storms. Unlike the EC-model that divides pack-
ets into a set of ECs and uses ECs to label each directed edge
in the network forwarding graph, the EP-model of EPVerifier
represents packet flow in the network by maintaining edge
predicates (EPs). An edge predicate is defined as follows.
Definition (Edge Predicate): An edge predicate(EP) is a
3-tuple( f rom, to,P), indicating that any packet p ∈ P will be
forwarded by device f rom to device to.

As the definition describes, each directed edge ( f rom, to)
in the EP-model corresponds to each EP individually, deter-
mining that each EP in the network model will only appear
once, i.e., the local nature of EP. When a rule update comes,
such local EPs allow EPVerifier to keep the network model
consistent with the data plane by only modifying those EPs
whose bound edges have packet flow changes. For example,
as shown in Figure 3, we use the packet flow on each edge to
represent the EPs in the network model. In this case, when
rule r1 arrives, EP-model only needs to modify the EP on
edge (A,W ) and (A,B) because there are packet flow changes
on them due to the installation of rule r1.

In summary, for the network model, the EC-based methods
cannot avoid the oscillations in the network model caused
by changes in the EC set due to the global nature of EC,
which slows down the verification time of update storms.
To further accelerate and achieve fast verification of update
storms, EPVerifier uses EPs to represent packet flow in the
network instead of global ECs to ensure that only the part of
the network model with packet flow changes is modified.

4.2 Partition
Suppose we want to divide the overall verification task into
two smaller tasks for parallel computation. As described in §
2, there are two natural ways to achieve parallelism: subspace-
based partition and switch-based partition. We now illustrate
the difference between them.

The subspace-based partition achieves parallelism by slic-
ing the forwarding state of the overall network into multiple
subspaces. Specifically, as shown in the left side of the Figure
4, The subspace-based partition creates two network models,
each accepting the updates from subspace1 and subspace2,
respectively. Ideally, when the updates are evenly distributed
among different subspaces, this simple and straightforward
partition can significantly reduce the number of updates a
single network model needs to handle. However, since the
subspaces and the corresponding network models are built
before the arrival of update storms, the subspace-based parti-
tion will easily encounter the following limitations in practice:
1) updates are biased towards one subspace, e.g., as shown
in Figure 4, r1,r2,r3 and r4 are generally biased towards
subspace2. 2) Some updates may affect multiple subspaces at
the same time, e.g., r3 affects both subspace1 and subspace2.

Unlike subspace-based partition, the purpose of the switch-
based partition is to divide the forwarding graph into different
clusters of switches, which we call regions, and manage the
forwarding state of different regions in parallel. The key
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Algorithm 1: Divide update storm R into N region
update sequences

1 for i ∈ Range(len(V )) do
2 v←the unvisited switch that has the maximum

number of updates;
3 r← the region sequence index that has the

minimum number of updates;
4 add all updates on v to the sequence Sr;

5 return S;

difference between switch-based partition and subspace-based
partition is that the regions are divided after the update storms
arrive. Therefore, switch-based partitioning can modify the
partition of regions according to the update storms to make
the number of updates in different regions as even as possible.
For example, as shown in the right side of Figure 4, the switch-
based partition first divides the network model in terms of
switches. Then it combines the switches into region1 and
region2 according to the rules distribution to ensure that the
four rules are evenly distributed among the two regions.

While switch-based partition performance is better than
subspace-based partition, EC-based methods are unable to
apply this partition. This is because the edge label of the
EC-model is a set of equivalence classes, which re-couples
the various regions that were intended to be isolated from
each other, and the synchronization costs associated with this
coupling are unacceptable. Hence the state-of-the-art EC-
based data plane verifier [15] only divides the network into
multiple subspaces to squeeze out the parallel potential of
the EC-model. In contrast, after employing edge predicates
in place of equivalence classes, we make a key observation
that EP’s inherently local properties make it highly conducive
for switch-based partition. This is because each update can
affect only the EP of those edges emanating from the switch
where the update is being installed, so EPVerifier can easily
divide the EP-model into isolated regions and maintain them
in parallel for fast verification of update storms.

5 Design Detail

In this section, we discuss the design detail of EPVerifier.
We first show how to divide the network model into multiple
regions by switches (§ 5.1). And then illustrate the EP-model
updating process (§ 5.2), followed with an introduction on
how to use the EP-model to check the correctness of the data
plane (§ 5.3).

5.1 Switch-based Partition
Representation of the packet set P. Considering a packet
with a match field of h bits, we can think of this packet as
a boolean formula consisting of h boolean variables. For
example, an IP match field of 128.0.0.0/16 can be represented

Algorithm 2: GetHit(r)

1 r.hit← r.match;
2 for r′ ∈ r. f rom.rules do
3 if r′.prio > r.prio && r′.hit ∧ r.hit ̸= False then
4 r.hit← r.hit ∧¬r′.hit;

5 if r.hit = BDD.False then break;

as x1 ∧ x2 ∧ ·· · ∧¬x16. Therefore, the EP, which represents
a set of packets that can traverse through an edge, can also
be represented as a Boolean formula. We adopt the methods
of [33], use binary decision diagram (BDD [9]) to encode
the packet matching field. This enables us to take advantage
of the efficient logical operations provided by BDD, such as
conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), and negation (¬), in order
to compute and update EPs.
EPs that belong to different switches. The prerequisite for
efficient operations between different BDDs is to share the
same boolean variables, so existing BDD libraries usually use
BDD managers to organize BDDs that share the same boolean
variables, and only BDDs that belong to the same manager
can perform logical operations with each other. However, in
such cases, BDDs that belong to the same BDD manager incur
significant synchronization costs in multi-threaded situations.
Therefore, to accelerate update storms verification, EPVerifier
employs distinct BDD managers for EPs in different switches
to circumvent synchronization costs. With distinct switch
EPs, EPVerifier can then freely combine the switches in the
network into multiple regions.

According to the above description, for a certain update
storm R, in addition to the set of edges E and the set of
points V that represent the topological information of the data
plane, the EPVerifier uses three variables to maintain the EP
model with N regions: S, B and M, as described in turn. First,
S1−SN indicates the update sequences of each region, where
N indicates the maximum number of regions in the network.
Note that N should be smaller than the number of CPU cores
to avoid frequent context switching. Second, B is an array of
BDD managers. For each v ∈ V , B[v] is the BDD manager
of switch v. Namely, All EPs on switch v are encoded by
B[v]. Finally, M is a hash table, which takes the network
model edge as the key. For each edge e(v,v′), M[e] is a BDD
encoded by B[v], indicating the set of packets that can pass
on e. Note that each M[e] is initialized to BDD.False at the
beginning to indicate that there is no traffic on e.

The algorithm 1 shows a sample program for dividing the
update storm R into N region update sequences. It uses a
greedy algorithm to generate N update sequences as evenly
as possible. Specifically, the algorithm picks the switch with
the maximum number of updates in the update storm (Line
2) and adds all the updates to the sequence with the fewest
updates (Line 3-4). Finally, after all the switches have been
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Algorithm 3: UpdateEP(Si)

1 for (r, isInsert) ∈ Si do
2 if isInsert then RuleInsert(r, i) ;
3 else RuleRemove(r, i) ;

4 Function RuleInsert(r, i):
5 GetHit(r);
6 M[(r. f rom,r.to)]←M[(r. f rom,r.to)]∨ r.hit;
7 for r′ ∈ r. f rom.rules do

// sorted by decreasing priorities
8 if r′.prio≤ r.prio && r′.hit ∧ r.hit ̸=

BDD.False then
9 if r′.to ̸= r.to then

10 M[(r. f rom,r′.to)]←
M[(r. f rom,r′.to)]∧¬(r′.hit ∧ r.hit);

11 r′.hit← r′.hit ∧¬r.hit;

12 r. f rom.rules← r. f rom.rules∨ r;

13 Function RuleRemove(r, i):
14 M[(r. f rom,r.to)]←M[(r. f rom,r.to)]∧¬r.hit;
15 r. f rom.rules← r. f rom.rules\ r;
16 for r′ ∈ r. f rom.rules do

// sorted by decreasing priorities
17 if r′.prio≤ r.prio && r′.match∧ r.hit ̸=

BDD.False then
18 if r′.to ̸= r.to then
19 M[(r. f rom,r′.to)]←

M[(r. f rom,r′.to)]∨(r′.match∧r.hit);

20 r.hit← r.hit ∧¬r′.hit;
21 r′.hit← r′.hit ∨ (r.hit ∧¬r′.hit);

22 if r.hit = BDD.False then break;

visited, the final set of region update sequences S is returned
(Line 5).

5.2 Updating EP-model
As described in § 2, rules sharing a routing table may have
overlapping match fields, so the set of packets actually af-
fected by a rule’s insert or remove is determined by both
match and priority, i.e., the hit field.

As shown in Algorithm 2, we calculate the hit field of each
arriving rule update to obtain the impact of this update on the
forwarding behavior of the data plane. And this procedure
illustrates that a rule update may directly or indirectly affect
two types of EPs: 1) the EPs on edge(r. f rom,r.to), which
are directly affected by rule r, 2) and the EPs on other edges’
f rom = r. f rom which are indirectly affected by rule r, note
that these EPs are directly affected by other rules that share
the routing table with the rule r.

Each region rule sequence Si is an array of 2-

tuple(r, isInsert) items. Each item indicates an insertion
(isInsert = True) or deletion (isInsert = False) of a rule r in
the network model. Each rule r is specified as a 4-tuple
( f rom, to,match, priority), where match means the set of
packets matched by this rule, f rom and to means that this rule
will be installed to device f rom and its action is forwarded to
device to.

Algorithm 3 summarizes the update process of EPs in the
region i. For all rules that have an impact on region i, the
EPVerifier calls different methods for rule insertion and dele-
tion separately (Line1-3). For the insertion of rule r (Line
4-12), EPVerifier first calculates the hit field of r according to
the definition of hit (Line 5) and updates the EPs directly af-
fected by r (Line 6). After that, the algorithm iterates through
all the rules r′ that share a routing table with r in descend-
ing order of priority (Line 8) and updates the EPs indirectly
affected by r (Line 8-10), and maintains r′.hit (Line 11). Fi-
nally, EPVerifier adds rule r to the rule set rules of r. f rom to
complete the insertion of rule r (Line 12). For the deletion
of rule r (Line 13-22), since the hit field is already computed
during rule insertion, the EPs on edge(r. f rom,r.to) can be
updated directly at this point using r.hit (Line 14) and the
rule r deleted from r. f rom.rules (Line 15). Subsequently,
similar to rule insertion, EPVerifier updates the EPs directly
affected by those rules with lower priority than r (Line 16-22).
Besides, we find that a rule r affects or is affected by another
rule r′ when their match fields consisting of h bits overlap.
So we can use Trie [22] instead of BDD conjunction to speed
up the rule update installation. Such optimization is omitted
from Algorithm 3.

5.3 Verification
EP transfer algorithm. As described in § 5.1, EPVerifier
employs distinct BDD managers for EPs in different switches
to circumvent synchronization costs. However, BDDs that
belong to different BDD managers cannot operate logical
operations with each other. This is unacceptable for checking
network correctness, which requires the operation of EPs on
different switches. Therefore EPVerifier needs to use the
EP transfer algorithm to migrate the packet flow changes in
different regions to the same BDD manager and generate a
forwarding graph for checking network correctness.

The migration process of EP is the process of migrating
BDDs from a regional BDD manager to a network BDD man-
ager. Specifically, EPVerifier uses two steps to complete the
migration of BDDs: 1) In the region BDD manager, a BDD
is transformed into a set of formulas it represents. For in-
stance, a BDD representation of (x1∧x2∧x3)∨ (x1∧x2∧x3)
would yield a formula set: [x1∧x2∧x3,x1∧x2∧x3]. 2) In the
Network BDD Manager, the formulas are re-converted into bi-
nary decision diagrams (BDDs). While in the worst-case rule,
updates may affect all formulas in the formula set of EPs and
thus cause excessive EP transfer overhead, our experiments
(§ 6.4) show that most rule updates have little impact on EP
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Algorithm 4: TransferEP(e, old, i)

1 delta← old \ e;
2 for f ormula ∈ delta. f ormulas do
3 M′[e.edge]←

M′[e.edge]\B0.encoding( f ormula);
4 a f f ected← a f f ected∨B0.encoding( f ormula);

5 delta← e\old;
6 for f ormula ∈ delta. f ormulas do
7 M′[e.edge]←

M′[e.edge]∨B0.encoding( f ormula);
8 a f f ected← a f f ected∨B0.encoding( f ormula);

formulas, i.e. only 1-2 atomic formulas change. Therefore,
EPVerifier performs incremental migration of changed EPs
rather than starting from scratch to avoid redundant calcula-
tions. In other words, in addition to maintaining a hash table
M that stores network traffic managed by different BDD man-
agers, EPVerifier also maintains an M′ that stores network
traffic encoded by a same BDD manager. Meanwhile, the pro-
cess of maintaining M′ is incremental, i.e., after the updating
of M, the EP transfer algorithm is used to migrate the changes
in M into M′. We use B0 to represent the BDD manager of
M′. The algorithm 4 summarizes the incremental migration
of an EP change old→ e from M to the M′. Note that update
storms may have both rule insertions and deletions, so the
algorithm 4 migrates the decreases (Line 1-4) and increases
(Line 5-8) of e into M′ in two parts and records the set of
packets a f f ected by this update storm for verification.

Algorithm 5: CheckInvariants(G)

1 for s ∈V do
2 Traverse(n,a f f ected,{});
3 Function Traverse(s, p,history):
4 if p = B0.False then return;
5 if s ∈ history then Alert(′loop′);
6 for (s,s′) ∈ E do
7 if M′[(s,s′)] ̸= B0.False then
8 p← p\M′[(s,s′)];
9 history∨ s′;

10 Traverse(s′,M′[(s,s′)]∧ p,history);
11 history\ s′;
12 M′[(s,s′)]←M′[(s,s′)]\ (M′[(s,s′)]∧ p);

13 if p ̸= B0.False then Alert(′blackhole′);

Network invariants. With the forwarding graph G(V,E,M′),
operators can check network invariants, including loop and
blackhole, by traversing G. The algorithm 5 summarizes the
process by which EPVerifier verifies network invariants using
the network forwarding graph. The algorithm starts the depth-

first search (DFS) traversal from each node n ∈ V ( Line1).
In addition to the s representing the current node, the DFS
traversal process carries two parameters: p and history, as
described in turn. First, p represents the packets carried dur-
ing the current traversal, encoded by BDD. Second, history
stores the nodes that have been visited. p is initialized to the
set of packets a f f ected by this update storm at the beginning
of the traversal, while history is initialized to the empty set
(Line2). The traversal stops when p is empty (Line 4). When
the traversal reaches a previously traversed node, a forwarding
loop exists in the network (Line 5). Otherwise, the algorithm
starts with the neighbor node s′ of s in the G for DFS (Line
6). For every s′, the algorithm updates history and carries
M′(s,s′)∧ p for DFS (Line 8-11), and after the traversal of
s′, the algorithm avoids repeated traversals by updating M′

(Line 12). Finally, when all neighboring nodes are traversed,
a blackhole exists if packets remain in s (Line 13).

Algorithm 6: CheckOtherSpecification(G, l)

1 M′[l]← B0.False;
2 Reach←{};
3 Traverse(source,match,waypoints,dst);
4 for node ∈ (waypoints∨dst) do
5 if Reach[node] ̸= match then Alert(′Failure′);

6 Function Traverse(source, p,waypoints,dst):
7 if match = B0.False then return;
8 if source = dst then
9 Reach[source]← Reach[source]∨match;

10 return;

11 if source ∈ waypoints then
Reach[source]← Reach[source]∨match;

12 for (source,next) ∈ E do
13 p← p\M′[(source,next)];
14 Traverse(next,M′[(source,next)]∧

p,waypoints,dst);

Other specifications. In addition to network invariants, Oper-
ators may need to check other specifications, such as whether
certain packets can be forwarded from device a through de-
vice b to device c or whether network invariants are violated
when a link is broken, etc. We now explore how EPVerifier
verifies these specifications. Here, we define a specification
as a 4-tuple(match,source,waypoints,dst), i.e., all packets
matched by a match from device source must be forwarded
in the network via waypoints must be forwarded to device
dst. For such a policy, we carry the packets representing
all the matched packets from the source and traverse G to
simulate the packet forwarding process in the network. This
policy is not violated only when all packets can pass through
waypoints to dst intact. In the case of a change in network
state, such as a broken link, we modify the network forward-
ing graph before traversal.
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Table 1: Dataset Information.

Network Node Links FIB rules Storm Size
Airtel1 68 220 6.89×104 10K
Airtel2 68 260 9.84×104 10K

Berkeley 23 252 1.28×107 1M
INET 315 40770 2.49×108 1M

RF1755 87 2308 3.37×107 1M
RF3257 161 9432 7.45×107 1M
RF6461 138 8140 7.50×107 1M

The algorithm 6 summarizes how EPVerifier uses the net-
work forwarding graph G(V,E,M′) to verify that when the
link l fails, all packets from source that are matched by match
can are forwarded to device dst via waypoints. The algorithm
first sets the EP on l to False to simulate a link failure (Line 1),
and then initializes the variable Reach (Line 2), which records
the packets that can be reached on each waypoint. Unlike the
verification invariant, the algorithm directly carries the set of
packets match of interest to the user for DFS traversal (Line
3). During the subsequent traversal (Line 6-14), the algorithm
keeps track of the packet forwarding process by maintaining
the Reach variable. After the traversal is completed, the spec-
ification is verified by checking whether all packets in match
reach waypoints and dst (Line 4-5).

6 Evaluation

We fully implement EPVerifier as an easy-to-use tool and test
it exhaustively with trace-driven simulations and deployments
in the wild.

6.1 Setup
Implementation. We implemented EPVerifier as an easy-to-
use tool in ∼4000 lines of Java code. In particular, EPVerifier
exposes a init() function that accepts data plane topology and
configuration information for initializing the EP-model and a
verify() function that accepts update storms with user-defined
specifications (if any) for verifying data plane correctness.
For the parallelism part, we use the standard asynchronous
thread of OpenJDK. For BDD operations, we use JDD, a
BDD library for Java [30].
Dataset. Table 1 summarizes the information about the
dataset we use. They all come from the open source dataset
[1,17]. The Airtel1 and Airtel2 are generated using the ONOS
SDN-IP application [3, 11]. And the remaining five datasets
are synthetic datasets generated using the mechanism in [36].
Specifically, [17] collects IP prefixes from real-world BGP up-
dates collected by the Route Views project [4] and computes
the shortest paths in the network topology [27].
Methods to compare. We compare EPVerifier with two state-
of-the-art data plane verifiers, APKeep [37] and Flash [15],
because their evaluation identifies that they achieve the most
generic and fastest data plane verification. 1) APKeep∗: Since

we did not find an open-source implementation of APKeep,
we implement APkeep ourselves following the pseudocode
in [37], referred to as APKeep∗. 2) Flash: we use its open-
source implementation in Java [2]. Apart from the above
two methods, we also consider EPVerifier∗, standing for
EP-model with subspace-based partition instead of switch-
based partition to evaluate the performance gap between the
subspace-based partition and our switch-based partition.
Simulation objective. We use the above dataset traces to
discuss the following questions:

• what is the overall performance gap between EPVerifier
and the state-of-the-art data plane verifiers? (§ 6.2)

• what is the performance gap between the EP-based net-
work model and the EC-based network model? (§ 6.3)

• what is the performance gap between switch-based parti-
tion and subspace-based partition? (§ 6.4)

Simulation testbed. We run all our simulation experiments
on a Ubuntu 20.04(x64) LTS with a 3.4 GHz Intel 8-core CPU
and 32 GB of RAM. The OpenJDK v19.0.2 is installed for
Java support.
Deployment. Apart from simulations, We deploy EPVerifier
and Flash onto a network control plane of a commercial data
center backbone network for testing the real-world perfor-
mance of EPVerifier (§ 6.5). The placement and operations
are similar to those described in § 3, operators provide infor-
mation about the update storms they are interested in, as well
as a snapshot of the network before the update storms are
issued, to the verifiers, which then parse these information
and check whether the delivery of each update storm violates
network invariants or user-defined specifications.

6.2 Overall Performance
We now evaluate the overall performance of EPVerifier in
dealing with update storms. For network correctness, we
verify the presence of forwarding loops in the network be-
cause the verification of forwarding loops requires completely
traversing the entire forwarding graph while other specifica-
tions only need to traverse part of it. Since we use an 8-core
CPU, we divide the network into eight subspaces or eight
regions to make full use of the eight threads. As described in
Table 1, for each dataset, we randomly select 10K or 1M rule
insertions to form a update storm and deliver it to EPVerifier.
After this update storm is installed and the loop is verified, we
record the memory consumption and install another update
storm, which is composed of 10K or 1M rule deletions in the
same order.

The overall time, memory consumption and the number of
BDD operations for the above process under different scenar-
ios and datasets are summarized in Table 2.

In terms of time consumption, we can see that EPVeri-
fier achieves significant performance improvements on most
datasets, especially on the last four datasets where the network
topology is dense and prone to update storms; for example,
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Table 2: Time, memory cost and BDD operations of different methods

Network Time cost (s) Memory Usage (MB) BDD Operations
APKeep∗ (speedup) Flash (speedup) EPVerifier∗ (speedup) EPVerifier (speedup) APKeep∗ Flash EPVerifier∗ EPVerifier APKeep∗ Flash EPVerifier∗ EPVerifier

Airtel1 0.44 (4.9×) 0.10 (1.1×) 0.03 (0.3×) 0.09 (1×) 63.76 64.15 65.67 407.41 1×106 3×105 8×104 5×105

Airtel2 0.23 (2.6×) 0.08 (0.9×) 0.03 (0.3×) 0.09 (1×) 66.37 63.78 65.37 399.48 1×106 3×105 1×105 6×104

Berkeley 2262.15 (157×) 34.29 (2.4×) 41.57 (2.9×) 14.42 (1×) 1434.57 1312.56 1866.29 2829.26 7×109 1×107 3×106 4×106

INET 14458.69 (557×) 800.65 (31×) 38.60 (1.5×) 25.98(1×) 8178.28 6124.18 2149.38 5253.45 2×1010 3×109 7×107 7×107

RF1755 10196.17 (856×) 100.08 (8.4×) 48.03 (4×) 11.91 (1×) 2924.07 2419.23 2018.21 3364.27 2×1010 2×108 4×106 5×106

RF3257 10473.87 (785×) 208.95 (15.7×) 37.05 (2.8×) 13.34 (1×) 4947.75 3876.56 2191.80 3987.75 2×1010 7×108 1×107 1×107

RF6461 8736.91 (668×) 157.57 (12×) 34.51 (2.6×) 13.07 (1×) 4502.41 3567.80 2135.69 3987.23 2×1010 6×108 1×107 1×107

EPVerifier is 557× and 31× faster than APKeep and Flash
respectively on the INET dataset, and at least 10x faster on
the last three datasets. The overhead of the network model
oscillations (§ 4.1) depend mainly on the number of edges in
the network model, so for the Airtel1 and Airtel2 with fewer
edges and small storm sizes, the acceleration of update storm
verification by EPVerifier is insignificant because the advan-
tage gained by EPVerifier in the updating network model
phase is overshadowed by the subsequent EP transfer (§ 5.3).
In the meantime, the EPVerifier∗ using subspace-based parti-
tion does not require EP transfer and therefore performs best
in these two datasets.

In terms of memory usage, EPVerifier uses more memory
when the network is small because it uses a separate BDD
manager on each switch and each BDD manager needs to
allocate a certain size of cache when it is initialized. However,
this memory consumption does not explode as the complexity
of the network rises because the total number of updates as the
source of BDDs is the same regardless of the number of BDD
managers. It can be seen that in the last four dense networks,
EPVerifier’s memory consumption compares to that of Flash
and APKeep.

Finally, the number of BDD operations is good evidence
of the time performance improvement of EPVerifier. In all
datasets, the number of BDD operations of EPVerifier∗ and
EPVerifier is at least one magnitude less than that of Flash
and APKeep.

In summary, we can conclude that EPVerifier achieves
robustly fast update storm verification. In dense networks
that are prone to update storms, EPverifier is more than 10×
faster than state-of-the-art.

6.3 Performance of EP-model

We now consider the performance gap between the
equivalence-class-based network model (EC-model) and our
edge-predicate-based network model (EP-model). For all
datasets, we randomly select updates at different sizes (start-
ing from 1) to form update storms and use Flash and EPVer-
ifier to verify the forwarding loop, respectively. We do not
apply any partition to these verifiers to focus on the effects of
the network model.

The result is shown in Figure 5. We find that the advantage
of EP-model is not obvious when the storm size is small. This
is because when the storm size is small, the additional BDD

operations brought about by EP transfer and traversing the
forwarding graph are not negligible compared to the improve-
ment brought about by the model update. However, as the
storm size increases, the EP-model advantage starts to emerge
and this advantage increases with the size of the update storm.
Notice that the acceleration effect of EP-model is not the same
for different datasets. This is because the number of edges is
different in each dataset. When the number of edges is higher,
the number of labels that need to be modified for the network
oscillation (§ 4.1) of EC-model is also higher. Therefore, the
improvement brought by EP-model is more obvious at this
time. For example, for the INET dataset with tens of thou-
sands of edges, EP-model is much faster than EC-model even
when the storm size is very small. Thus, we can conclude that
the advantage of EP-model expands with the complexity of
the data plane and the growth of storm size.

6.4 Performance of Switch-based Partition

Compared to subspace-based partition. We evaluate the
performance gap between our switch-based partition and
subspace-based partition. Specifically, we divide the net-
work into two subspaces and manually place updates into the
two subspaces to achieve a different distribution of updates in
the subspaces. We then compare the performance of verifying
the update storm composed of these updates under the two
partitioning approaches with EP-model. The result is shown
in Figure 6. The x-axis is the ratio of the variance of the
number of updates in the two subspaces to the total number
of updates, which indicates the average distribution degree
of updates in the subspaces. Obviously, when the value of
x is between 0 and 1, when x is 0, it means that the updates
are evenly distributed in two subspaces, and when it is 1, it
means that all updates are in one subspaces. The y-axis is
the ratio of the verification time of the two partition methods.
Thus, the switch-based partition performs better when y is
greater than 1. We can see that the verification time of the
subspace-based partition rises as the variance of the rules in
the two subspaces increases. For the last five datasets in Table
1 with complex topology and large storm sizes, the switch-
based partition still outperforms the subspace-based partition
even if the updates are evenly distributed among the two sub-
spaces. This is because the subspace-based partition uses
only two BDD managers, one for each subspace, while the
switch-based partition assigns a BDD manager to each switch.
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Figure 5: Verification time for different storm sizes

Figure 6: Effects of updates
distribution on subspace-
based partition verification
time.

Figure 7: Each update only
affects a few formulas.

Figure 8: Per update BDD op-
erations decrease due to the
possible overlap of formulas
affected by each update.

Figure 9: The update storms
verification time in real-world
network.

Too many BDDs in the BDD manager will slow down the
BDD operations. In addition, for Airtel1 and Airtel2 datasets
with simple topology and small storm size, the performance
of the subspace-based partition is better because the number
of BDDs in the model is limited in this case and the switch-
based partition needs to go through a redundant EP transfer
process.

Cost of EP transfer. Since switch-based partitions have to
suffer additional EP transfer progress due to the limitation
of BDD (§ 5.3), we now discuss the overhead of it. First,
the complexity of the EP transfer algorithm depends mainly
on the number of formulas that need to be transferred to the
forwarding graph. Therefore, for each dataset, we select the
device with the highest number of updates and apply these
updates one by one to the EP-model and transfer them to the
forwarding graph. We record the number of formulas affected
by each update. Figure 7 shows the results. We can see that for
all datasets, most of the updates (more than 97%) affect only
one or two formulas, and the average number of transferred
formulas does not exceed 2. Second, the main time of the EP

transfer process is spent on the BDD operations. We generate
update storms of different sizes and calculate the per update
BDD operations during the EP transfer. As shown in Figure
8, for all datasets, with storm size increases, per update BDD
operations tend to decrease due to the possible overlap of
formulas affected by each update. Then, we can say that the
overhead of EP transfer is acceptable, i.e., it does not explode
with the complexity of the data plane and the storm size.

6.5 Deployment in the Wild

We evaluate the performance of EPVerifier by deploying it
and Flash onto network control plane of a commercial data
center backbone network with hundreds of switches and thou-
sands of links. We verify 50 update storms with EPVerifier
and Flash respectively and statistics the verification time of
the both. The results are shown in Figure 9. The x-axis is the
verification time and the y-axis is the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF). Similar to the simulation results, EPVeri-
fier still greatly accelerates update storm verification in real
deployments.
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7 Discussion and Future Work

The update storms. The concept of update storms is intro-
duced by Flash [15]. However, a similar phenomenon of net-
work update aggregation is prevalent in networks because the
source of network updates, a change in the user’s intent, gen-
erally affects a certain number of devices (virtual or physical),
resulting in a large number of network updates. For exam-
ple, in modern multi-tenant data centers, fast programming
interfaces in the forwarding plane may result in thousands of
updates per second [18].
Packet transformations. In addition to normal forwarding
rules, there may be rules in the real network that can modify
packet information, such as NAT. For these transformation
rules, we can extend our design to handle them just like the
fine-grained PPM network model of APKeep [37]. More
specifically, we can model each transformation rule as a node
in the network model to simulate the packet rewrite triggered
by the corresponding rule. We leave a full design and imple-
mentation to future work.
Distributed verification. Most data plane verification tools
use a centralized architecture where the server collects all
data plane information and verifies it. While this architecture
is inherently non-scalable, EPVerifier’s switch-based partition
is very suitable for implementing distributed, on-device data
plane verification. A preliminary idea is that we can maintain
the individual EP information of each switch and verify it
centrally. Detailed design is left as one of our future works.

8 Related Work

Data plane verification. There is a long line of research
on data plane verification. The early data plane verifiers
[6, 7, 19, 23] use different formal methods to analyze the data
plane snapshot. While useful, these verification tools are too
poor to detect network errors in a timely manner and cannot
handle real-time changes in the data plane to ensure that the
results are correct in real-time. To overcome the above limi-
tations, [17, 18, 20, 33] use novel algorithms and achieve per
rule update real-time verification. Veriflow [20] is the first
data plane verification tool that implements real-time verifica-
tion by dividing packets into equivalence classes to split the
verification task of the entire network into multiple indepen-
dent verification tasks for the equivalence classes. Concurrent
with Veriflow, Netplumber [18] implements incremental data
plane verification based on Header Space Analysis (HSA).
It is worth noting that Netplumber’s HSA-based scheme for
modeling network traffic information as a plumbing graph
has similar localization properties as EP-model, but when the
traffic in the network becomes progressively more complex,
the plumber graph’s node-by-node approach to the traffic
limits its speed of verification, as demonstrated by experi-
ments by [37]. Although these real-time data plane verifiers
can achieve millisecond or even sub-millisecond verification

speed, problems such as the exploding number of equivalence
classes, excessive redundant computations, and inability to
handle multiple match field still limit them. To further extend
data plane verification, APKeep [37] solves the equivalence
class explosion problem by merging equivalence classes, but
when there are plenty of rule updates, many redundant com-
putations in APKeep’s PPM model still slow down the verifi-
cation speed. Flash [15] avoids the redundant computations
in the equivalence class model through a series of improve-
ments and engineering optimizations. Inspired by [36], Flash
divides the verification task according to subspace to speed
up the verification of update storms. However, Flash still
cannot solve the network oscillation problem caused by the
equivalence class itself.
Control plane verification analyzes control plane informa-
tion, network topology, and environmental context to verify
the forwarding behavior of all packets and network intent
under the data plane, which is generated by combining this
information [5, 10, 13, 14, 25, 26, 32, 34]. They are comple-
mentary to EPVerifier and can use EPVerifier to accelerate
the verification of the generated data planes.
Stateful network verification. Compared to data plane ver-
ification, the progress of stateful network verification is at
a lower level and can only accomplish offline verification
tasks. [28, 29] model stateful middleware by adding state in-
formation to packet headers based on symbolic execution
techniques, and propose a modeling language SEFL to speed
up the symbolic execution process. [24] proposes a middle-
ware abstraction modeling method based on an SMT solver
for verifying reachability and improves the verification speed
by reducing the verification network size. [31] solves the ver-
ification problem of traffic isolation property by abstracting
the processing order of packets. [8] further abstracts the state
change of middleware based on [31] to achieve complexity
optimization. [35] is implemented based on a symbolic model
detection technique, which abstracts the network into individ-
ual packet forwarding models and achieves high scalability
with a customized symbolic model detection algorithm.

9 Conclusion
This paper presented EPVerifier, a fast, partitioned data plane
verification for update storms. EPVerifier achieves robustly
fast update storm verification compared to the state-of-the-art.
To achieve this, EPVerifier introduces an EP-based network
model to avoid the network model oscillation and a switch-
based Partitioning scheme to partition the update storm verifi-
cation task into smaller parts for parallel computation. Both
dataset trace-driven simulations and the deployments in the
wild show that EPVerifier achieves substantial gains compared
with the state-of-the-art. We believe the design of EP-model
and switch-based partition can help data plane verification
scale to large, complex data planes, which are prone to gener-
ate update storms.
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Abstract

Network operators have long struggled to achieve reliability.

Increased complexity risks surprising interactions, increased

downtime, and lost person-hours trying to debug correctness

and performance problems in large systems. For these rea-

sons, network operators have also long pushed back on de-

ploying promising network research, fearing the unexpected

consequences of increased network complexity. Despite the

changes’ potential benefits, the corresponding increase in

complexity may result in a net loss.

The method to build reliability despite complexity in Soft-

ware Engineering is testing. In this paper, we use statistics

from a large-scale network to identify unique challenges in

network testing. To tackle the challenges, we develop Netcas-

tle: a system that provides continuous integration/continuous

deployment (CI/CD) network testing as a service for 11 dif-

ferent networking teams, across 68 different use-cases, and

O(1k) of test devices. Netcastle supports comprehensive net-

work testing, including device-level firmware, datacenter dis-

tributed control planes, and backbone centralized controllers,

and runs 500K+ network tests per day, a scale and depth of

test coverage previously unpublished. We share five years of

experiences in building and running Netcastle at Meta.

1 Introduction

Decades of accumulated network deployment experience can

be pragmatically summarized as: seemingly simple changes

to the network can break things in ways that are both catas-

trophic and non-obvious even to experts. Other times the

breakage is subtle and thus hard to detect and root cause [31].

This unfortunate state of affairs is due to the complex reality

of modern networks. Many aspects contribute to complexity

including the number and variety of devices, workloads, de-

vice types and manufacturers, as well as typical distributed

systems problems of state distribution, race conditions, con-

sensus, and propagation delays. Compounding these issues,

each of these dimensions of complexity seem to be individu-

ally increasing (more devices, more workloads, more device

types, etc.) for a multiplicative increase in total complexity.

Any change to the system risks non-obvious performance

impact or even outages; increased complexity only exacer-

bates this danger. Thus, it is natural for network operators to

want to limit changes to the network. However, this is not prac-

tical in today’s world. Many changes are initiated by network

operators out of necessity, e.g., for network growth or to re-

place obsolete, inefficient, or failed devices. Moreover, many

changes happen without consultation or control of network

operators: new users join the system, usage patterns change,

and new services are regularly deployed—all assuming that

the network will “just work”. Thus, increased complexity

coupled with regular, sometimes unvetted, change requires

constant vigilance of operators to keep networks reliable.

Modern software engineering promises us that complexity

can be managed with increased testing and test automation [2].

This is particularly true in software-as-a-service (“SaaS”)

models where large distributed systems with thousands of

active developers continuously change under the covers, unno-

ticed by end-users, and rarely introducing bugs. These systems

rely heavily on various levels of unit, regression, performance,

stress, and end-to-end testing to continuously ensure that the

proposed changes do not break desired functionality. Only

changes that do not break tests are allowed to land (“continu-

ous integration” - CI) and automated tooling regularly applies

these changes to the production systems and monitors the

state of new deployments (“continuous deployment” - CD)

for regressions. With sufficient test coverage, even non-trivial

changes (e.g., a large refactoring) can be performed safely.

It should, in theory be possible to run a network with both

high-reliability and a high rate of change, using SaaS prin-

ciples. However, this assumes that it is possible to verify by

exhaustion that the network works correctly before and after

a proposed change, which in turn requires writing an offline

non-production test for every conceivable situation. This sim-

ple assumption is challenging to meet in practice. In this paper,

we first use the well-known testing matrix [21] concept to

quantify the complexity of network testing in production. In
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addition to the theoretical analysis, we reveal the real-world

challenges of testing large network systems. Motivated by

them, we share the development and operation of a single

automated, centralized network testing system: Netcastle,

which has been in production for five years at Meta. This

paper provides the following contributions:

First, we analyze the complexity of network testing for-

mally using the concept of the testing matrix and quantify

testing complexity in a production network. Further, we re-

view the limitations of our original test methodologies and

use them to derive the requirements for an idealized network

testing as a service system (§2) including the need for fungi-

ble shared hardware resources, dynamic L1 topologies, and a

testing pyramid hierarchy that trade-off control vs. coverage.

This is the first work that provides systematic and quantitative

analysis of the network testing problem.

Second, we present Netcastle, a collection of software and

hardware systems that provide network testing as a service

(§4). It hides low-level resource management details with

high-level abstractions that ease test development. Its man-

agement layer automatically handles test scheduling to maxi-

mize resource utilization and minimize noise. In addition, it

leverages advanced hardware modules such as optical switch

and smart power distribution units (PDUs) to provide flexible

topology and isolation in a common physical infrastructure.

Third, We share five concrete testing use cases built on

top of Netcastle infrastructure, including data center network

testing, wide-area Backbone network testing, FBOSS white-

box switch testing, and OpenBMC firmware testing (§5). They

not only provide details of real-world network tests but also

demonstrate how Netcastle enables them flexibly.

Fourth, We evaluate Netcastle’s scalability and usability

in §6. It comprises over 500 racks with 3MW power and

thousands of switches. It supports 171 test scenarios across

multiple teams in Meta. It manages 87K assets and receives

495K reservations per day, which is around 6 reservations per

second. The services handle 37M requests daily at an average

of 428 queries per second. Moreover, we show its impact with

five severe bugs that were caught by Netcastle which would

otherwise cause catastrophic outages.

Fifth, as the first to propose and share the network testing

as a service framework with academia, we discuss the test-

ing implications for network complexity and possible future

research directions in §7.

2 Motivation

We first motivate the problem by leveraging a well-known

metric in software engineering, the test matrix [21]. Intuitively,

complexity is a function of the building blocks of the network:

e.g., features, components, and device types. In a well-run

system, all individual elements will have corresponding tests

to ensure they are functioning correctly; as will the interaction

between the elements. Thus, the more complex a system, the

more tests needed to validate correctness, and thus the larger

the test matrix. For the largest networks, such as at Meta, the

testing system complexity itself can limit the rate of change

of the network and is therefore worth studying on its own.

To illustrate the above, in this section, we quantify the test

matrix for a single software system and show how it can grow

multiplicatively over features, tests, etc. We then describe how

the composition of systems in a network make the overall test

matrix grow exponentially. This untrammelled growth serves

as the primary motivation for Netcastle; the bigger the test

matrix, the more engineering that is required to tame it. More

discussions of test matrix are in §A.

2.1 A Single Project’s Testing Matrix

FBOSS [5, 29] is the software that manages the switch hard-

ware of Meta’s data centers. Its many functions include trans-

lating high-level messages from the routing stack to the un-

derlying hardware, exporting statistics, and sourcing network

alerts (e.g., port down). FBOSS is updated across the global

fleet at least monthly. With each new code or configuration

change, the FBOSS binary is tested against all elements of its

test matrix to ensure none of the new changes have (a) bro-

ken other features (e.g., does ARP expiration still work?), (b)

caused a performance problem (e.g., did the route insertion

rate drop below a threshold), or (c) caused a regression in a

critical scaling dimension (e.g., maximum routes supported).

The FBOSS test matrix has the following dimensions:

• Each switch hardware platform deployed in production [1]:

e.g., Wedge40/Wedge100/Wedge400 (rack switches), Mini-

pack/Minipack2 (100G/200G fabric switch)

• Each Vendor SDK type/version: e.g., Broadcom SDK

6.5.17, 6.5.18, SAI

• Each boot mode: cold (empty ASIC memory), warm (pre-

populated ASIC memory)

• Each feature test: 800+ different features – see "fboss/f-

boss/agent/hw/bcm/tests/*" in [29]

Validating that a given change has not caused a regression

requires all combinations of (6 hardware types) × (3 SDK

versions) × (2 boot modes) × (800 feature tests) = 28,800

tests. Each test can take from a few seconds to tens of minutes

to run; a serial run of all FBOSS tests would take (imprac-

tically) days to finish. Developers may launch several test

runs daily and there are dozens of developers, resulting in

hundreds of thousands of test runs per day from this single

software project (more data in §6.1.1 and Figure 8).

While it might be tempting to take short cuts in this test

matrix, e.g., test more intelligently than the brute-force com-

bination of all dimensions, experience has shown that this can

lead to bugs being deployed into production. For example, it is

not uncommon for a bug to only affect a single feature on one

SDK version and one switch type. Predicting these unlikely

interactions in advance is hard and predicting incorrectly can
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cause an outage, so our hard-won lesson is that brute-force

testing all combinations is necessary.

Software engineering best practices dictate that every new

feature or change should add its own tests, thus adding com-

plexity to the system. How much complexity a change adds

depends exactly on how it affects the test matrix:

• New element to an existing dimension: When the FBOSS

team introduced a new switch type, Minipack, they in-

creased the “switch hardware” testing dimension from 5

to 6 devices, resulting in a corresponding 20% increase in

tests from 24,000 per run to 28,800 tests per run. This is

the least complex type of change.

• Adding a new test matrix dimension: This is more

complex—even a simple dimension with a binary element

doubles the size of the test matrix; more elements would

result in a correspondingly larger matrix. For example, the

FBOSS team experimented with the Algorithmic Longest

Prefix Match (ALPM) route memory storage algorithm

which increases route capacity. Since ALPM potentially af-

fected all tests and was not initially deployed pervasively, it

required a new binary dimension to the test matrix, ALPM

off vs. ALPM on, or a 100% increase in test matrix size.

• Adding multiple new dimensions to the test matrix: An

example of a dimension with potentially more elements is

the parameter values for Explicit Congestion Notification

(ECN) support. ECN has a threshold parameter for when to

mark packets and every queue has a different allocation of

the shared buffer—forming two independent testing dimen-

sions. In practice, we explored 4 different ECN threshold

values and 3 different queue allocations for a net 1200%

increase in test matrix size.

2.2 Multiple Project Combinatorial Explosion

Above, we showed that a single network component can have

a very large number of tests; testing the network as a whole

across different software components results in a combina-

torial explosion of tests, e.g., does feature A in version B of

FBOSS correctly inter-operate with feature X in version Y of

BGP? For the number of software systems and features that

interact, this testing matrix quickly become intractable. To

see why, we note that FBOSS updates the global data center

fleet software every two weeks, and the Backbone controller

and switch firmware (details in §5) every 3-6 weeks. Such

frequent large-scale releases are only possible if we can have

safe, efficient, and extensive testing.

3 Evolution and Challenges

Before Netcastle, every network team ran their own indepen-

dent test lab and processes. As a result, we have a number

of different physical facilities for data center network testing,

new hardware testing, backbone network testing, etc. Each of

them is set up manually with a small number of switches un-

der a fixed wiring, and hard-coded with static configurations.

Making changes to the testbed often requires physical access,

together with manual and ad-hoc efforts.

We term these disparate labs “traditional” and in this sec-

tion, describe key problems with that approach that moti-

vated the Netcastle design. Network testing labs must be

isolated from the production network, but this isolation and

non-standard testing configurations lead to maintenance chal-

lenges. Thus a common theme of traditional test lab problems

is “lab rot”— the tendency for labs to accumulate old configu-

rations, forgotten topologies, unmanaged devices, and unclear

ownership. Lab rot increases uncertainty in the test signal (is

it my code or the lab that is broken?), risks security problems

(e.g., missing patches), and wastes resources that users hoard

to protect against the misconfigurations of others. This gener-

ation of testing exposed several challenges that leads to the

Netcastle design, which is summarized in Table 1.

3.1 Physical resource limits

Limited Lab Scale, Unbounded Device Heterogeneity. Test

labs are an extra expense, so are typically much smaller than

production networks. When a test lab is allocated to each

individual team, they are particularly limited in size, making it

difficult to find problems that only appear at production scale

(e.g., table exhaustion) or infrequently (e.g., race conditions).

At the same time, network testing is meant to confirm that

device A will interoperate with device B, across all deployed

device types and all relevant configurations. Compounding

this interoperability problem is that meeting the relevant spec-

ification or RFC alone is not necessarily sufficient; real inter-

operability requires “bug-level compatibility” testing which

requires all n2 pairs. Further, more device types are added

to the network faster than old device types are decommis-

sioned, resulting in unbounded device heterogeneity, and high

demand for testing. Because individual teams maintain small

scale test labs, this results in compromises to test coverage.

Device, Power, and Space Fragmentation. Physical reali-

ties mean that at lab construction time, each row and each

rack within that row is allocated an amount of space (rack

units) and electrical power (kilowatts) that is cost prohibitive

to change. However, many test setups require locality in the

form of direct physical connection. This means that when con-

structing topologies of nearby resources that can be directly

connected, fragmentation is possible: devices in a row that

are not used by one test setup may be too few to be usable by

another. This fragmentation can be aggravated if test device

use is of unbounded duration or devices cannot be reclaimed.

3.2 Automating test configurations

Static, Manually Maintained Topologies. A hardware test net-

work must support many topologies: physical cables that di-
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Network Testing Challenges Addressed By Netcastle

Physical Disparate Testing Labs Automated Device Enumeration + Lab Syncer (§4.5)

resource Limited Scale Fungible Centralized Resource Pool (§4.1)

limits Device, Power, Space Fragmentation Centralized Fiber Infrastructure (§4.2, §4.3)

Automate config Static, Manual Topologies Any-To-Any Optical Interconnects (§4.3)

Manage and Large Testing Matrices Netcastle Test Runner (§4.4) parallelization

schedule Test Harness Hording Finite Reservations + Usage Monitoring (§4.1)

tests Testing Conflicts Reservations (§4.1, §7.7)

Reduce test Broken Testing Devices Lab Doctor (§4.6)

noise Test devices not maintained Lab Doctor (§4.6) + Finite Reservations (§4.1, §7.5)

Debug tests Network Testing Distributed System Respect the Testing Pyramid (§7.3)

Table 1: Summary of Problems Resolved By Netcastle Design

rectly connect the devices under test. It is not practical to

manually rearrange cables at the time scales of when tests run:

cable moves can take up to a day to schedule from onsite per-

sonnel, while tests run many times per second. Instead, avail-

able devices are partitioned into different manually configured

topologies, e.g., Clos, star, or snake. With this partitioning, it

is not sufficient to have a device of type A available; it must

also be cabled appropriately. Ultimately, this means more

device types are needed for tests with different topologies.

At the same time, the manual maintenance that supports

standard topologies makes it more difficult to manage one-off,

experimental topologies. “Innovative” cabling decisions (i.e.,

“who ran this fiber through the ceiling!? and what will break if

I unplug it?”) meant to support these topologies can become

difficult to manage and contribute to lab rot.

3.3 Managing and scheduling tests

Test Equipment Hoarding. Test lab users tend to hoard equip-

ment, not through malice, but as a practical reaction to the

difficulty of acquiring reliable test gear. Once a user has gone

through the significant effort to get a test harness installed,

debugged, and working correctly, they are rightly hesitant to

release ownership because the cost of setting it all back up

again is high. Hoarding aggravates the problem of limited

lab scale (fewer available resources of specific types) and

fragmentation (fewer available resources in specific racks).

Test conflicts. Unfortunately, one test may adversely impact

another. Although labs are designed for test isolation, due to

hidden dependencies on external services, unclear ownership,

and raw complexity it is inevitable that some amount of test

breakage occurs due to stepping on toes. A simple example is

mistakenly believing a device/cable was not in use and chang-

ing it in the middle of someone else’s test . More subtly, net-

working devices often have non-obvious inter-dependencies:

the Wedge series of switches have a main CPU complex run-

ning Linux (the “microserver”) and a completely separate

baseboard management controller (BMC [10]). This archi-

tecture allowed a different developer to mistakenly log into

each system on the same switch and run tests in parallel with

apparent but incomplete isolation. In most cases a test on the

microserver would not affect a test on the BMC, but under cer-

tain test workloads, e.g., PCI controller reset, it would cause

subtle and hard to debug test breakage. Also, we discuss in

§ 7.7 a hard-to-fix architectural issue in traditional labs where

test equipment often depended on other test equipment.

3.4 Reducing testing signal noise

Tests leave devices in complex, broken states. Tests intention-

ally run on questionable code, configurations, and topologies.

As a result, they can break devices in obscure and hard to

revert ways. For example, a test configuration may disconnect

a switch from its console server and management interfaces,

making it unreachable without onsite intervention. In extreme

cases, e.g., bad firmware, it is possible to cause permanent

physical damage to the hardware. This need to verify and de-

bug test equipment before use both justifies the desire to hoard

test equipment and also takes resources offline, compounding

problems of scale and fragmentation.

Test devices are not maintained like production devices. Large

scale production networks are maintained with ruthless ho-

mogeneity and pervasive automation. Because lab networks

are heterogeneous and transient, they are both hard to auto-

mate and cannot be easily directly managed with existing

production management tooling. As a result, software up-

grades, security patches, system problem detection (“did the

disk fill up?”, “did the optic stop working?”), hardware fault

detection, etc., typically lag behind the production network,

leaving devices in various states of disrepair.

3.5 Debugging complex tests

Network testing is distributed systems. While a test setup is

simple to sketch on paper, e.g., “n1 nodes from vendor X , n2

nodes from vendor Y , running software of a certain version

and a certain topology, send messages m1 . . .mn, and a link

goes down at time t”, actually deploying and validating that

these parameters are setup and timed correctly is a complex

distributed systems problem. Test devices can be unavailable,
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temporarily lose connectivity, have bugs independent from

the target of the test (e.g., from previous tests), etc. Similarly,

correctly sequencing the control signals that cause test events,

e.g., “send a BGP HELLO and then the link goes down”, and

read their results so that the test runner’s understanding of

the current state correctly reflects the physical reality (“did

the link actually go down? Before or after the HELLO?”)

reduces directly to standard distributed systems consensus

problems. And while one might expect that test labs do not run

in a byzantine adversarial model and thus consensus should

be easy, practical experience shows that significant time is

spent debugging the tests themselves; and the bigger and

more complicated the test, the more things that can go wrong.

Ultimately, tests need to be highly repeatable and problems

in the test, e.g., 1 in 1000 race conditions in the test code

adds unacceptable noise if it is supposed to catch even less

frequent race conditions in the systems under test.

4 Netcastle Testing Infrastructure

The Netcastle team provides “network test infrastructure as

a service”. The team does not write the tests, instead they

provide and maintain the backend software and lab resources,

and document best practices so that partner teams (in § 5) can

focus on testing their own code instead of on the challenges

in § 2. Figure 1 shows this interface. In this section, we

describe how Netcastle addresses the problems described

in § 3. The relationship between the problems and features

to address them is summarized in Table 1. By using these

complementary solutions, more and larger tests are made

possible, often by avoiding “lab rot".

The goal of Netcastle is to combine independent, smaller

test labs from different teams into a communal pool of test

resources, eliminating fragmentation and scale limitations.

The project aims to replicate the cloud IaaS experience where

users can reserve virtual machines via API without worrying

about the physical location or available resources. Netcastle

offers the same experience for reserving test equipment with

strong test isolation, freeing developers from worrying about

backend infrastructure maintenance and allowing them to

focus on writing tests. To accomplish this vision, Netcastle

provides many tools, processes, and points of integration to

cover in detail, so we summarize the most innovative elements

here and illustrate how they are used in Figure 3.

4.1 Centralized Reservations Guard Resources

In Netcastle, all test equipment must be reserved for finite time

through a centralized system; users can query and update this

reservation system via CLI, web interface, or a remote API

that supports automation. Resources are annotated with key/-

value pair attributes such as CPU/device type, kernel version,

etc., enabling queries that find resources by these attributes.

Individual resources can be grouped into larger atomically

reservable units (“ensembles”), e.g., reserving an entire Clos

topology rather than individual devices. This simplifies the

user interaction and avoids reservation deadlock.

The centralized reservation system also has less obvious

benefits. If the requested resources are unavailable, the caller

can queue to wait until they become available, which im-

proves resource utilization, particularly for automated testing

(see § 7.5 for details and where this can go wrong). Keeping

records of these wait times helps to identify which resource

types are in high enough demand to warrant adding more,

and instances when a component has failed when a queue is

unexpectedly stalled. Automated tools can programmatically

determine whether a device is participating in a test and act

appropriately, for example, alerts, software updates, and other

maintenance activities are suppressed for lab devices that are

are participating in a test. Requiring each reservation to be of

limited duration reduces resource hoarding and allows better

sharing of finite resources. Similarly the reservation system

provides instrumentation to monitor end-to-end test system

performance (e.g., “the queue for routers of type Y is now 45

minutes long—something must be wrong,” e.g., like § 7.5).

Given the importance of the centralized reservation system

for Netcastle, it needs to have high performance (130k+ reser-

vations a day, see § 6.1.1) and high availability (downtime

impacts developer productivity). While intuitively trivial to

build, the reservation system had to be redesigned/replaced

three times as load increased over time.

4.2 Centralized Fiber Infrastructure

To remove physical locality as a constraint, and reduce re-

source waste through fragmentation, we deploy centralized

passive fiber infrastructure to all test racks. That is, from each

rack in the lab, we pull many pairs of fiber (96 or 192 pairs,

depending on rack type) to a single central passive “fiber row”

that is shared by and sized for the whole lab. By attaching

a passive fiber patch cable from the corresponding ports in

the central fiber row, any two devices anywhere in the lab

can be directly L1 connected. This enables lab devices to be

placed wherever there is physical space and power, making

the devices interchangeable and reducing fragmentation.

The centralized fiber row is also an ideal place to deploy test

equipment shared between teams, including packet generators

and passive optical switches. Decoupling physical locality

also reduces the number of variations of device deployments,

which simplifies automation and reduces lab rot.

4.3 Any-To-Any Optical Interconnects

In addition to manually connecting patch cables in the cen-

tral fiber row, Netcastle also supports the ability to dynam-

ically, programmatically, create L1 optical topologies. De-

spite the investment in the central fiber row and the existence

of commercial-off-the-shelf programmable passive optical
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switches [14, 15, 33], this is non-trivial due to scale and link

setup latencies. Specifically, in order for the link to come up

between two devices, the signal to noise ratio, as measured

by “light loss level”, must be lower than manufacturer spec-

ifications. For example, MSA, a common 100Gbps optical

standard, allows for a light loss budget of up to 5dB total

noise [35] between two devices, including passive connectors

(∼0.15–0.5 dB per connector) and the fiber itself (0.5 dB/KM

for single mode or 1.0 dB/KM for multimode), must be less

than 5dB in order to achieve a high quality connection [24].

Existing commercial passive optical switches fall in to two

broad groups. The first use Micro-Electromechanical Systems

(MEMS) mirrors or crystals to bend light [14,33]; establishing

a link relatively fast(∼10ms) but adding significant light loss

(2.5–3dB). They have medium port densities (200–400 ports

per device). The second use robotic arms to manage physical

passive fabric cables [15]; these can take minutes to establish

each link but have light loss equivalent to passive gear (0.5dB

per connector), and support high port densities of over 1000

ports per device. Our challenge in making these pieces scale

is twofold: first, developer time is important, so it would be

prohibitive to have to wait hours to setup a large network

topology using only robotic arm based switches. Second,

for the number of devices in our labs, there is not a single

device big enough to support any-to-any connectivity. We

cannot use a "multi-hop" passive optical network with chained

optical switches, because it would exceed our light loss budget

(e.g., 2 devices each at 2.5dB loss, plus optical connectors,

exceeds 5.0 dB). Complicating matters, our data centers prefer

OCP [32] standard optics which are cost optimized and have

a smaller light loss budget of 3.5dB. We could use different

optics (e.g., Multi-Source Agreement or other standards) in

our lab, but then we risk testing on equipment that are not

used in production, which could undermine our test results.

Faced with these multi-dimensional problems, we devel-

oped a hybrid solution that allows limited any-to-any connec-

tivity in our labs (Figure 2). The first insight is that the light

loss budget for a given standard (3.5dB for OCP, 5.0 for MSA)

is really a minimum guarantee and, due to manufacturing vari-

ance, a device may support somewhat higher light loss. In

practice, we found that most of our nominally 3.5dB OCP

optics in fact supported a light loss budget of 5dB. Second, af-

ter discussion with multiple MEMS manufacturers, we found

that stated light loss for an optical switch (e.g., 2.5–3.0 dB)

is a conservative maximum; real light loss varies depending

on the distance across the device from the input port to the

output port. In practice, by carefully picking input and out-

put fiber ports that are physically close to each other, we can

significantly reduce light loss. Last, to balance the trade-off

between high density, but slow, and and medium density, but

fast, connectivity switches, we build a hybrid leaf-spine fabric

of optical switches. The leaf nodes which connect directly

to the devices under test use the medium density fast con-

nectivity optical switches. We use the high density with slow

connectivity switches as spine switches. Then, similar to leaf-

spine topologies with electrical-optical switches in the DC,

we connect every leaf optical switch to every spine optical

switch. As a result, we can achieve any-to-any connectivity

across our leaf-spine optical switch fabric with a centralized

scheduler: when a developer wants to create an L1 connec-

tion between two devices, the centralized scheduler looks up

which leaf switches and ports the devices are connected to

and allocates a leaf-to-spine-to-leaf optical circuit that is al-

ready set up and physically close to the input ports. Thus with

this design, we get all three of our desired properties of scale,

meeting our light loss budget, and quick link setup.

This any-to-any topology-on-demand feature has enabled

a number of network-wide test use cases. For example, exam-

ining different generations of data center networks (§5, §6)

require creating arbitrary topologies quickly, running tests,

and tearing the topologies down. However, topology dynamics

introduce additional complexity and potential failures (§7).

4.4 Netcastle Test Runner

Netcastle test “runner” is a unified interface for launching

tests and parsing results. The runner combines an array of

workflows, including one-off interactive manual testing on
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(a) Netcastle System Components (b) Basset lifecycle

Figure 3: Netcastle Components.

single devices, batch parallel processing across thousands

of devices (“test this code with all feature combinations on

all types of devices”), to long running stress runs (“run this

test 10k times and count failed runs”). The runner automates

calls to the reservation system and lab doctor, copies test

code and configurations into place, parses the test output, and

reports the results. In addition to its own internal accounting

databases, the runner must integrate with the graphical tools

that developers use to review code, the company-wide test

result database that monitors the test results history (e.g.,

to differentiate between flaky tests vs. tests that are newly

consistently failing), and the CI/CD systems that decide if a

given build is stable enough to move to the next step in the

deployment cycle. For large test runs, the runner also handles

sharding across multiple assets in parallel and retrying tests

when assets fail for infrastructure reasons. It parses the test

output and decides if a given test failure is legitimate (e.g., a

bug) vs. a failure in the underlying test infrastructure (§ 7).

Like the centralized reservation system, Netcastle runner

is intuitively simple; however, the combinations of use-cases,

systems that it must integrate with, and the distributed systems

problems associated with setting up and running multi-asset

tests, has made it a non-trivial piece of software (§ 7.5).

4.5 Lab Syncer: Asset Verification

To combat lab rot, Netcastle deploys many pieces of auto-

mated tooling. Lab syncer compares dynamically inferred

data (e.g., from connecting to every port on a console server,

and from screen scraping management switches) to a central-

ized configuration to discover devices and report changes to

the assets under management. Lab Syncer also verifies that all

assets have a common collection of addresses and metadata,

e.g., that the reservation tags (device type, kernel version, etc.)

match reality and that every device has a proper DNS name.

4.6 Lab Doctor: Device Remediation

The lab doctor performs health checks on devices as they exit

a reservation to prevent broken resources from returning to

the resource pool. It applies a well-known set of remediations

to unhealthy devices; it also runs periodically on unreserved

assets to ensure that they are healthy. Unhealthy assets that

1 # 1. Reserve testbed

2 testbed = Basset.reserve("dc_test_pool", purpose="Testing")

3 # 2. Check individual device health

4 is_healty, details = LabDoctor.check_health(testbed)

5 if not is_healthy:

6 # this will be classified as infra error

7 raise TestbedError(f"Testbed is not healthy: {details}")

8 # 3. Reconfigure connections to achieve desired topology

9 OpticalSwitchService.setUp(testbed, desired_topology)

10 # 4. Check topology level healthiness

11 TopologyValidationService.validate(testbed)

12 # 5. Connect to Ixia traffic generator

13 TrafficGenerationService.setup(testbed)

14 # 6. Run tests, example: warmboot without packet loss

15 # 6.1 Start traffic

16 TrafficGenerationService.start_traffic(testbed, TRAFFIC_SPEC)

17 # 6.2 Perform warmboot

18 forwarding_stack_service.clear_counter("pkt_loss")

19 forwarding_stack_service.perform_warmboot()

20 # 6.3 Assert no packet loss

21 pkt_loss = forwarding_stack_service.get_counter("pkt_loss")

22 TrafficGenerationService.stop_traffic(testbed)

23 assertEqual(pkt_loss, 0)

24 # 7. Tear down topology and release testbed

25 OpticalSwitchService.tearDown(testbed)

26 Basset.release(testbed)

Figure 4: Example Netcastle Test Case pseudocode.

cannot be automatically fixed are marked DEAD until manual

investigation. Figure 3(b) shows the complete asset life cycle.

4.7 Putting it together

Figure 3(a) shows how each component interacts with the test

life cycle. Figure 4 is a pseudocode example illustrating how a

test developer utilizes Netcastle. The process begins by reserv-

ing a test pool of resources and calling on Lab Doctor to check

device health status. Then, the optical switch is configured

to set up the topology and the traffic generation service (step

5), followed by a measurement to verify its accuracy. Next,

in step 6, the test developer runs a set of tests, which we will

explain further in §5. Finally, the topology is dismantled, and

all assets are returned to the pool. This process ensures that

resources are efficiently used and that the test environment is

well-maintained throughout the process.

5 Netcastle Use Cases

In this section, we present five test scenarios that use Netcastle

and how they relate to experiences from § 7.

5.1 Facebook Open Switch Software Test

FBOSS test aims to achieve rapid, automatic test and deploy-

ment for switch software [5, 29]. As we discuss in § 3, every

FBOSS code change must be tested across all features, de-

vice types, and environments before commit and deployment.

FBOSS updates the global data center fleet software every

two weeks; this cadence is only possible and safe through

extensive testing using Netcastle in the following aspects.
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Figure 5: DC Network Testing Usecase.

1. Hardware functional tests verify that FBOSS works

seamlessly on multiple hardware on a single switch box.

About 800 test cases per switch ASIC and SDK combina-

tion verify core functions (e.g., QoS, load balancing), they

run on every code commit and complete in about an hour.

2. Hardware benchmark tests ensure that the current ver-

sion of FBOSS meets a certain performance threshold (e.g.,

warmboot time, ECMP shrink time, TX/RX rates). About

20 test cases per switch hardware type and SDK com-

binations verify that changes meet performance criteria,

running once per day.

3. Integration tests verify FBOSS switches work seamlessly

with other entities in the data center. These tests run on

every code commit and completes in about 10 minutes.

Netcastle enables the FBOSS team to focus on writing tests

for the software functionality, as Netcastle is able to obtain

quality test signals that strictly distinguishes test failures be-

tween the software, hardware and the test infrastructure. Fur-

thermore, the FBOSS team is able to have a more predictable

deployment cycle, as they can predict how long a test cycle

will take and how much coverage the the test signals provide.

5.2 Board Management Controller Test

OpenBMC [10] is an open-source software for managing

board management controllers (BMCs) that are embedded in

servers and switches to control hardware such as fan speed and

remote server access. As the code is shared among switches

and servers, thorough testing of OpenBMC is needed to pre-

vent bad code from causing extensive damage. OpenBMC

releases new versions 4-6 times per platform per year. The

main challenges of testing OpenBMC are the diverse hard-

ware it supports—over 19 different types at Meta—and the

need to provide test signals publicly as it is open-source.

Netcastle solves these challenges as follows. For every pull

request, Netcastle runs OpenBMC tests on variety of hard-

ware types to catch regressions, and makes the test signals

available to the open-source repository, facilitating debugging

Figure 6: Netcastle Hardware Platform.

efforts by the community. Finally, Netcastle is used in validat-

ing OpenBMC image binaries. Thus, by utilizing Netcastle,

OpenBMC is able to avoid building another set of testing

infrastructure and a build pipeline, and is simultaneously able

to reap the benefits of obtaining high quality test signals.

5.3 DC Network Testing

The Data Center Network Engineering team conducts multi-

device testing on FBOSS switches and other vendor switches,

focusing on network-wide objectives and configuration cor-

rectness. This includes designing and validating data center

topology, managing network capacity, and more. Figure 5

shows a common set up for DC network testing. It faithfully

mimics the production fabric topology in a smaller scale [5]:

four pods are set up with two ToRs, connecting to two fabric

switches, interconnected by two spine switches at the aggrega-

tion layer, and four aggregation switches at the core layer. The

tests mainly consists of the following steps: test configuration

setup, inducing disruptive events (e.g., software/hardware re-

boot/crashes, switch drain/undrain, link flaps), and recording

the results (e.g., resource utilization and packet loss during

the disruptive event). In the example in Figure 4, step 6 tests

the packet loss during switch warmboot operations.

Testing new features presents challenges such as isolating

the correct topology, and filtering false test signals from manu-

ally induced test failures. Netcastle addresses these challenges

by enabling easy isolation of the testing topology through

simple scripts for controlling switch interfaces, allowing con-

figuration to reserve and use specific switches for testing, and

filtering bad signals that are manually induced.
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5.4 Express Backbone Controller

The EBB Controller [17] is the SDN WAN controller that

manages Meta’s inter-region global backbone network. The

team has integrated Netcastle into its CI/CD pipeline since

2019 and ships a new release every 3-4 weeks. They required

external traffic generators for their test cases; this pushed

the Netcastle team to automate reservations and access to

third party traffic generation tools. In this topology, software

VLANs mimic edge data centers. Five lab express backbone

(leb) routers are interconnected with parallel 200G physical

links. This setting is used to test new controller software,

traffic engineering algorithms, new EB router platforms, and

SDKs, among other operations.

5.5 Hardware NPI

New Product Introduction (NPI) validates prototype network-

ing gear and verifies that the hardware works correctly. This

includes, among others, environmental tests, sensor and power

checks, and data plane performance tests. Data plane testing

is simplified by connecting ports in a “snake” topology: Port i

is connected to port i+1 ∀ i mod 2 = 0, and traffic sent out

of one port is received by the next. This reduces the traffic

generator requirements from the full number of ports to only

two; one source and one sink.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the impact of Netcastle with

both real-world statistics and incidents caught.

6.1 System Evaluation

6.1.1 Scale: Tests, Daily Tests, and Reservations

Netcastle has grown to be the primary testing infrastructure

for the Meta network. Figure 7 shows the cumulative number

of tests developed on Netcastle over three years. From §2.1,

the FBOSS team alone has 800+ different tests before con-

sidering different hardware and software configurations. In

total, there are close to 4500 total tests developed across 20+

teams. The significant increase from week 40-80 represents

Netcastle’s largest adoption period. The steady increase after

week 80 shows its continuous benefit as the network grows.

Another metric of scale is the number of test runs per day.

Figure 8 shows the amount of daily tests in the course of three

months, ranging from 300K to as high as 700K. The average

daily test runs is around 500K, demonstrating its scale.

We further demonstrate the lab reservation’s usage in Fig-

ure 9 for a period of recent 4 months. The reservation system

can scale to as large as 130K reservations per day. The notice-

able drop around day 90 is caused by the ramping down of

development activity close to holidays.

6.1.2 Effectiveness: Failed Tests and Errors

The purpose of Netcastle is to catch test failures before bugs

manifest in production. Because Netcastle is integrated in

both code review stages and continuous deployment stages,

we can identify test failures at each stage. Figure 10 shows

that in the past four months, Netcastle caught over 500K test

failures just during code commit time. Further, the dashed

curve represents the necessity of testing during deployment, as

it captured issues with other dependent systems. Such failures

are orders of magnitude fewer than the failures that manifest

at code commit time. Yet, the volume is high—100K.

Not only are the test failures caught by Netcastle abundant

but they are also high-quality. Tests in Netcastle are grouped

into jobs for efficiency. A Netcastle test job can have 3 out-

comes: succeed (all tests passed), test failure, or infra error.

Jobs with infra errors are automatically retried and reported

as “Infra Error - No Signal” when retry limit is exhausted.

This helps developers focus on legitimate test failures that

indicate code bugs, rather than noise caused by infra issues.

Figure 11 shows the fraction of cumulative number of Net-

castle jobs that fail because of infra error and other reasons

(true failures). We observed the fraction of jobs with infra

errors is higher than jobs with legitimate test failures. Infra

errors increase as the testing framework scales and becomes

more complex, while the legitimate test failures grows flatter,

demonstrating both the necessity and effectiveness of distin-

guishing legitimate test failures from infra issues, especially

as the physical infrastructure of Netcastle grows.

6.1.3 Optical Switch Reconfiguration

Finally, we present the need for topology reconfiguration in

Figure 12. The number of reconfigurations per day ranges

from 40 to 160. The high frequency is due to multiple teams

co-sharing the testing facility, especially the traffic genera-

tor which relies on the optical reconfiguration to inject high

volume of traffic at different parts of the topology.

6.2 Five Bugs Kept Out of Production

Netcastle tests integrate with the Meta code commit process.

It generates 150K test failures yearly, some of which have

prevented catastrophic failures. We share five examples below.

6.2.1 OpenBMC Watchdog Didn’t Reset

In January 2021, two changes from the open source

OpenBMC upstream were pulled and submitted for review.

Each change was tested and landed successfully. However,

the two changes were not tested together. With both changes,

OpenBMC failed to reset the on-board watch dog timer, and

rebooted every 5 minutes. This failure resulted in a lab outage,

as all lab devices were rebooting repeatedly and all OpenBMC
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Figure 7: Tests increase weekly.
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Figure 9: Daily lab reservations.
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Figure 12: Optical reconfigurations.

tests failed. This bug was caught well before reaching produc-

tion, and since the test failures were immediate and substantial,

it took less than an hour to root cause. Before Netcastle, a

similar bug took months to root cause.

6.2.2 FBOSS RIBv2 Redesign Missed Features

The Routing Information Base (RIB) is a critical data struc-

ture in FBOSS that stores routes learned from routing pro-

tocols and prepares the Forwarding Information Base (FIB)

for programming the switch ASICs. Over time, FBOSS has

added many use cases and optimizations to the original RIB,

including multi-protocol support, fast lookups via radix trees,

UCMP, and MPLS. However, the implementation of these

features increased the difficulty of adding new use cases and

scaling needs. To address this challenge, the FBOSS team

initiated a complete redesign of this core data structure. De-

spite being reimplemented by experienced engineers, massive

errors were found in the code: MPLS, mirroring, and traffic

engineering did not work as expected. With tests in place,

issues were quickly fixed.

6.2.3 Warmboot Packet Loss due to Agent Race

Warmboot is a switch ASIC feature that allows forwarding

packets while we we update the FBOSS agent software. Net-

castle has the ability to run tests after warmboot from one

commit to another, allowing explicit testing of upgrades and

rollbacks. In one upgrade, we discovered that a subset of

prefixes were experiencing high input discards, and further

investigation revealed that a drop rule had been installed in

the ASIC but not in the control plane. We also observed that

changing the traffic pattern caused previously functioning des-

tination prefixes to fail. We traced the issue to a race condition

in the agent software that occurred when adding and remov-

ing FDB entries during warmboot with traffic running. A

hidden drop rule caused by a race condition would have been

extremely disruptive. This issue was challenging to reproduce

even in a controlled lab setup; in production, without control

over the traffic, it would have been nearly impossible.

6.2.4 Micro-Loop Causing Packet Loss During Drains

“Draining” redirects traffic away from a switch that is being

taken offline for maintenance. Our tests check that packet

loss during drains lasts less than 30ms. However, during one

incident, packet loss continued for 300ms. The root cause of

the issue was a micro-loop that formed during routing conver-

gence. When the switch is drained, its transit neighbors are

expected to send BGP withdraw messages to the spine to stop

attracting traffic. However, the routes were unprogrammed in

the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) before the BGP with-

drawal was sent to the spine. As a result, the traffic coming

from the spine was sent back by the transit switches. Packets

were discarded when their time-to-live (TTL) expired.

If this issue had not been detected in the lab, it could have

caused significant problems during drain operations, which

are performed hundreds of times a day. This black-hole of traf-

fic for 300ms will be handled differently by applications, with

responses ranging from normal retransmission and congestion

response to abandoning connections and failing queries. The

small scale and duration makes such events difficult to detect

and troubleshoot in a production environment. Fortunately,

using the granular metrics provided by Netcastle, we were

able to consistently reproduce and test various hypotheses.

6.2.5 “Factory Reset" Backbone Lab Devices

“Provisioning” is the process of configuring devices (switches

or servers) to an operational state. Recently, a faulty provision-
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ing workflow led to network devices entering a mode called

zero-touch-provisioning: essentially a factory reset state. This

state lacked the necessary boot configuration required for op-

eration within our backbone network. This problem was first

observed in the Netcastle infrastructure since we were testing

the new workflow in the lab. However, we promptly blocked

the code change responsible for the misconfiguration to pre-

vent any impact on production. If this issue had not been

discovered in the Netcastle and the new provisioning work-

flow had been rolled out, it would have resulted in a complex

and lengthy recovery process. Currently, in EBB, we perform

per-plane rebuilds, which involves rebuilding a network shard

of 42 devices in parallel. In the worst-case scenario, the bug

would have brought down 42 backbone devices, resulting in

the loss of hundreds of Terabytes of capacity.

These examples illustrate Netcastle’s capability to identify

both production tooling issues and device software bugs.

7 Experiences

7.1 Test Signal Quality Is Paramount

Obvious to state but infuriating in the details, the testing

signal, e.g., did a given test ’pass’ or ’fail’, as relayed to the

developers/automated tooling must have extremely low false

positive and false negative rates. A false negative, say due to a

failure in the infrastructure rather than a regression in the code,

is often hard to distinguish from a rare bug which can cause

developers to waste significant time. A false positive, say

when the test runner fails to catch that a test is actually failing

but reports as “pass”, allows buggy code to be pushed deeper

into the continuous deployment ("CD") pipeline. Deeper in

the CD pipeline has more noise and variance and so bugs there

are harder to replicate, isolate, and debug, and ultimately risk

being pushed into production. Worse, any noise in the test

signal degrades developer confidence and can cause them to

ignore test results or make them less inclined to write more

tests in the future. The key insight is, intuitively similar to

the famous Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, if one wants

to catch a code that fails at a certain rate, e.g., 1 in 1000 run

race condition, then the corresponding test signal must have

proportionately much higher sampling rate/stability (e.g., 1

in 100k test runs result in a false positive). Getting the test

infrastructure to this level of engineering confidence is no

small effort. Most of the experiences shared below derive

from this main point about test signal quality.

7.2 The Test Infrastructure Itself Must Be

Testable

The potential for test signal noise is highest when there are

bugs in the Netcastle software itself, such as in critical com-

ponents like the runner. To prevent this, Netcastle has 100%

unit test coverage and a complex system of tests that run

with each release. In one incident, a bug in the centralized re-

source reservation system caused conflicting tests to produce

a large amount of noise and risked the project’s reputation in

its early phases. This testing bug resulted in a significant loss

of developers’ trust, which put the project at risk.

7.3 Respect the Testing Pyramid

The Testing Pyramid [36] is a widely accepted testing ab-

straction that emphasizes the importance of writing simple

tests with fewer moving parts. The number of tests for each

type (e.g., unit, component, system, end-to-end) should be

inversely proportional to their complexity, creating a pyramid

shape. This principle has significant implications for Netcastle

and network testing. Despite networking being a distributed

system, writing distributed tests directly, such as designing

a test with 20 different routers to verify BGP convergence

properties, introduces significant testing noise. Therefore, Net-

castle and developer teams constantly simplify tests to reduce

noise and test the same logic with fewer moving parts, fur-

ther down the pyramid. An example of simplifying tests is

the FBOSS hardware test, where instead of using external

devices to source/sink packets for data center switch func-

tional testing, individual switch ports are put into a temporary

loopback mode. This replaces an earlier setup where switches

were connected to physical servers and test packets were

sourced/sinked via remote procedure call (RPC). The move

from a distributed system with complex RPC calls to a single

machine with only local processing reduced testing noise and

eliminated the need to maintain servers.

7.4 Infrastructure vs. Code Errors

When infrastructure errors occur in Netcastle, effort is put

into distinguishing them from code errors to avoid disrupting

developers. Skipped tests can be retried on different devices

to produce a more reliable result, and infrastructure errors

are handled by the Netcastle oncall team while code errors

are sent to individual developer teams. Lab doctor tests are

used to check device health before and after each run, and any

changes in device health can help determine whether an error

is due to infrastructure or code issues. However, there is no

perfect way to separate infrastructure from code errors, and

manual triage is often required to determine the root cause.

7.5 Do Not Under Estimate/Engineer Complex-

ity of Testing Workloads

Many of the initial false steps in the project can be attributed

to under-estimating and ultimately under-engineering the Net-

castle software systems. The team initially underestimated the

need for production-level performance, monitoring, and alert-

ing in the testing system, assuming that running tests were not
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production workloads. However, the team realized the impor-

tance of testing after encountering bugs in the Netcastle code

that delayed test signal for code needed to fix a bug in produc-

tion. The root cause was the lack of a service-level agreement

(SLA) for test result return time. Now, Netcastle has a firm

SLA with each developer team, and violations trigger SEV

alerts [9] and standard production system management proce-

dures to prevent future incidents.

7.6 Manage Latency vs. Completeness

As test coverage grew, we found that not all tests could be

run and reported to developers in a timely manner, such as

within 30 minutes while they waited for test results to see if

their code could be deployed. To compromise, we created a

hierarchy of tests that ran at different time scales and with

varying levels of coverage. This model mirrors the testing

pyramid, with tests categorized as quick and low coverage,

periodic and medium coverage, and comprehensive and high

coverage. This classification evolved over time due to the need

for faster test signal and the growing number of tests, making

manual classification impractical. Had we used hierarchies

from the beginning, we could have avoided the need for the

clunky one-test-per-class heuristic.

7.7 Test Equipment Should Not Depend On

Other Test Equipment

In our earlier test labs, we discovered that managing a col-

lection of switches in a standard Clos/leaf-spine topology

as individual test equipment can cause interference between

tests running on different switches. For instance, tests run-

ning on spine switches could unexpectedly disrupt tests on

leaf switches and vice versa, leading to incorrect assump-

tions about network connectivity and causing test failures.

Additionally, some leaf nodes had servers attached to them

that were only accessible if the leaf switch was running all

necessary software, which was not always the case.

To address this issue, we took two steps. First, we desig-

nated upstream devices, such as spines connected to leaves, as

"production" test gear, meaning they were not reservable and

stayed functional during adjacent testing. Second, for devel-

opers who wanted to test pairs of gear, we used the concept

of an "ensemble" to create atomic units of the desired gear.

This prevented a single test device from being reserved, which

depended on a test device in someone else’s reservation.

8 Related Work

Network Testing Frameworks Testing new networking re-

search ideas is complex and requires consideration of various

circumstances such as network size, hardware specifications,

and protocols used. Due to the high cost and proprietary nature

of network testing frameworks built by owners of large net-

works, publicly available network testing frameworks based

on emulators are becoming more popular. Emulators such as

Flexplane [25], NIST Net [4], Mininet [20], and NS3 [28] are

widely used tools to emulate large scale networks and test

new networking concepts.

In addition to these publicly available tools, there are

numerous firms with the business model of providing net-

work testing tools [13]. Some notable firms include, Ixia

(Keysight) [34], Forward Networks [11] and Fluke Net-

works [8]. However, while these tools can be used to detect

anomalies in the current network, they are not built with the

purpose of testing newly added features, thus they do not

naturally support incremental testing of new features.

Network Testing/Verification Methodology. First of all,

there are numerous works on verifying correctness of the

network [16, 18, 19, 26, 30]. For example, Reitblatt et al. [27]

discusses formal method of verifying the correctness network

transitions. Similarly, Veriflow [18] is built to verify invari-

ants of the network in real-time. CrystalNet [22] builds an

emulation platform for production. However, these methods

only check for issues in the software states, making it hard to

detect and report any hardware related issues.

Some articles discuss industry methods for network testing,

such as Spirent’s best practices outlined in [6]. These prac-

tices include Vendor Performance Testing, Network Failure

Threshold Testing, Configuration Defect Testing, and PASS

Methodology Testing. While these practices offer practical

guidance, they do not provide a formal theoretical approach

for testing networks, which can make it difficult to quantify

testing difficulties.

9 Conclusion

Large network operators have real, but hard to quantify, con-

cerns with managing complexity in their networks. In this

paper, we first quantify network testing complexity and share

the production challenges. We then present the architecture

from the Netcastle "test infrastructure as a service" model

as well as lessons learned from over three years of growth.

Looking forward, we hope that the research community will

leverage our "testing matrix as complexity" model (§2.1) and

use it in their research to understand which changes opera-

tors are more or less likely to deploy in production. We hope

that researchers consider these effects when considering new

schemes/research as their choices have real impact on net-

work complexity: the people testing it will have to try to tame

that complexity.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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A Appendix: Network Testing Is Hard In The-

ory

In this section, we try to quantify why network testing is hard.

Specifically, we define a formal metric for system complexity

based on the number of states and allowed state transitions.

We then argue that in non-trivial systems, the only way to enu-

merate the actually allowed state transitions (including bugs,

surprising interactions, the halting problem, etc.) is through

testing. A testing matrix is a common software engineering

term for the multi-dimensional space of all possible interac-

tions in a system. We then introduce the concept of a theoret-

ically complete testing matrix: that is, a conservative/worst

case set of conditions/states that if one were to theoretically

test all elements of the matrix, the system could be proven

by exhaustion to be bug free. We then combine these two

definitions to show that network testing is the combinatorial

combination of software and hardware systems testing and

that by our metrics is uncountably infinite in all but the most

trivial of cases.

A.1 Quantifying System Complexity

From our literature review, there does not appear to be a

commonly agreed upon method to quantify the complexity of

a general system, so we define our own. From computational

complexity theory, formally the complexity of an algorithm is

the minimum number of bits needed to represent the algorithm

and its inputs [7]. Inspired by this definition, we quantify the

complexity of a system as:

Definition A.1 Measure of System Complexity: the mini-

mum number bits required to describe all possible states and

the allowed state transitions of a system.

Consider a system with n different states where the allow-

able state transitions can be (possibly inefficiently) repre-

sented as an n× n matrix of bits denoting “state transition

i → j is allowed”. By this definition, naively this system

would require log(n) bits to describe the possible states plus

n2 bits to describe the state transitions or log(n)+n2 bits to

capture this system’s complexity. However, if this system’s

allowed state transition matrix was sparse, summarizable with

few rules or otherwise compressible, then the minimum num-

ber of bits required to represent it could be much smaller than

n2. From this definition, and matching our intuition, a system

gets more complex as it adds more states or as the allowed

state transitions become harder to describe.

This definition captures a critical combinatorial property of

system complexity: when two or more smaller systems (“com-

ponents”) are coupled into a larger system, the complexity
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increases multiplicatively. That is, if one couples two systems

that have m and n states respectively, then the resulting system

C has n×m different possible states and thus (n+m)2 possi-

ble state transitions. As above, the state transition matrix of C

may still be compressible and thus the minimum bits needed

to describe them may be smaller than (n+m)2 in practice.

That said, as the number of coupled components increase, the

ability to succinctly summarize the allowed state transitions

of the larger becomes harder, e.g., it requires a combinatorial

multiplication of rules.

Note crucially that “allowed state transitions” are the ones

allowed by the actual deployed running implementation and

not limited to the transitions intended by the original design

intent. A network architect may believe they have designed a

simple system with few possible states and limited state tran-

sition rules (“no persistent loops”, “control plane processes

never reach the segmentation fault state”, etc.). However, the

implementation of the actual system including bugs, hardware

failure, environmental effects, unforeseen vendor incompat-

ibilities, etc. may in fact be much more complex. Thus, for

any large, practical system, there may be unintended and sur-

prising state transitions: i.e., the allowed state transitions an

emergent property of the coupling of many systems. More so,

the “halt” state is important to any system, so enumerating

the states that can transition to ’halt’ is directly equivalent to

the well-known and undecidable halting problem. As a result,

we claim that the only way to even approximately enumerate

possible state transitions, and thus quantify the system’s com-

plexity, is through providing specific inputs and testing which

state transitions are and are not actually allowed.

A.2 Theoretically Complete Testing Matrix

We define a theoretically complete testing matrix as a test

matrix where if all possible tests were evaluated, then the

components/system under test would be proven to be correct

by exhaustion. As we will show, this is often not a practical

tool as many of the dimensions of the theoretically complete

testing matrix will be infinite in practice, we believe it is still

a useful vehicle for quantifying network complexity.

There are two properties of a theoretically complete test

matrix:

1. It makes no simplifying assumptions about the imple-

mentation of the components under test. As a result:

2. Similar to Definition A.1, each dimension or component

added to the system increases the size of the testing

matrix multiplicatively.

Quantifying Software Systems Testing First, let’s consider

constructing the simplest possible theoretically complete test

matrix. Consider a toy, single threaded user-space process

(the “process under test”) that has n different possible states

and the only information it stores is the value of the current

state. The test matrix for such a software system is O(n2), as

the programmer needs to test all possible state transitions to

make sure each works as expected. Note that it is important

to test not only the valid state transitions (functional tests) but

also test the invalid transitions (negative testing) to verify that

they are correctly prevented. The current state and the next

state form the first two dimensions of our testing matrix and

each cell in the matrix is a single bit representing the pass/fail

result of running the test.

Next, let us relax our toy application assumption by assum-

ing that it keeps non-trivial information across state transitions

(e.g., allocates memory, opens a file, etc.) such that we now

need to consider the history of all state transitions - another

dimension to our matrix. This new dimension is potentially

infinite in size (all permutations of all possible paths through

the state diagram) and practically infinite for long running pro-

grams. While seemingly abstract, the history of all possible

state transitions is where we catch the most common types of

bugs: memory corruption, resource leaks, privilege elevation,

etc. Then, let us further relax our single-threaded assumption

by allowing the process to use threads, asynchronous I/O, or

other form of scheduling non-determinism. This adds schedul-

ing order as another dimension to our test matrix which is

exponential in the number of threads for each state change.

Now relax the single process assumption and allow the pro-

cess under test to have non-trivial communication with both

the kernel and other processes (local or remote). Thus, the

theoretically complete testing matrix for a distributed system

of software processes is the multiplicative product of each

software component in the system. In other words, if one

wants to be absolutely certain to prevent bugs in a non-trivial

multi-threaded distributed system, they need to write suffi-

cient tests that cover the multiplicative product of: all possible

state transitions × all possible state transitions histories × all

possible schedule orderings × all possible states of the other

components in the system.

Quantifying Hardware Systems Testing Hardware sys-

tems have a superset of possible bugs as compared to software

systems and thus their testing matrices are correspondingly

larger. Consider the logical design of a single integrated circuit

or component. Often before construction, such components

are modeled in a software simulator, and similar to software

testing, are tested across all possible inputs/outputs and state

transitions. As a result, all of the above analysis for software

test matrices applies to hardware testing matrices as well.

Additionally, hardware systems must test for manufacturing

repeatability (e.g., if a component requires a physical size

tolerance of ±X%, what is the distribution in practice) and

manufacturing process changes (e.g., different vendors of sol-

der, electronics components). Hardware systems must test

under different operating conditions (e.g., temperature, hu-

midity, vibrations, electromagnetic interference) and typically

ship with specified operating tolerances (e.g., run between
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50-85 degrees F). All of these aspects add new dimensions to

the theoretically complete testing matrix.

A.3 Testing Network Systems

Computer networks are, by definition, transitively coupled

hardware and software systems. That is, state from any one

node could in theory be transferred to any/every other node

in the system. As a result, the complexity (Definition A.1)

and theoretically complete testing matrix of a network is the

combinatorial explosion of all possible testing matrices of all

connected hardware and software systems. More than just a

theoretical concept, large network outages happen in practice

because of rapid distribution of state from a single failed

component. A typical example is a single faulty electrical

component (e.g., a capacitor) in one optical interface on a

single switch can cause a shared link to flap up and down,

which various control plane software systems (e.g., spanning

tree protocol in L2, BGP in L3) then propagates the new

forwarding state to other nodes in the system, which each try

to adapt to the new state based on local policy. The result of

these transitive interactions, despite decades of experience and

armies of network engineering experts, are often surprising

and detrimental [12, 23].

Unique to networking, practical deployments are often the

worst case for many software and hardware testing scenarios.

For example, device up-time is typically long (over a year in

some routers) so the set of all possible paths through the state

machine is in practice large. Networking gear is expected to

operate in a variety of environments on the edges of their

operating tolerances from (in theory) climate controlled data

centers to road-side optical devices to the WiFi access point

under your desk that collects dust bunnies. Despite formal

protocol standards which should in theory ensure interop-

erability, in practice all-to-all interoperability tests are still

required between different implementations and many deploy-

ments effectively require “bug-level” compatibility. Last, for

reasons of compatibility as well as practical software engi-

neering and business realities [3], networking devices tend to

monotonically accumulate features over time (e.g., Apple talk

support, RIP, etc.). All of these elements add to the complex-

ity of network systems and thus increase the complexity of

testing these systems.
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Abstract

Complex network protocols like the Border Gateway Pro-
tocol (BGP) are prone to implementation errors that cause
unintended behaviors with potentially global consequences.
We introduce an approach and tool called MESSI (Modular
Exploration of State and Structure Inclusively) to automati-
cally generate tests for black-box BGP implementations. Our
approach is model-based, leveraging an executable model of
BGP to generate behavioral tests. However, doing so effec-
tively requires addressing new challenges such as the stateful
nature of BGP and the need to generate complex structures
like regular expressions in route maps. We used MESSI to
generate roughly 150K tests that capture different aspects
of BGP, such as route-map filtering, the decision process,
route aggregation, and dynamics. These tests identified 22
correctness bugs across several widely used open-source BGP
implementations (FRR, Quagga, GoBGP, BIRD, Batfish) and
one closed-source implementation. Eight of these errors have
already been fixed. While our models are BGP-specific our
approach is not: thus we expect it can be adapted to test other
stateful protocols with complex structures.

1 Introduction

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the backbone of
modern internet routing, as it connects the various autonomous
systems to one another [47]. Due to its ability to enforce
expressive policies, BGP is also widely used by organizations,
for example, to establish reliable communication in data
centers and to shape policies within enterprises. Due to its
ubiquity and large blast radius, BGP errors can have large-scale
effects across the globe. Unfortunately, BGP-related outages
are quite common [7, 18, 31, 36, 41, 43, 50]. While there has
been significant research on identifying BGP configuration
errors (e.g., [5, 24, 26, 34, 48]), there has been less work on
automatically identifying BGP protocol implementation
errors, which occur frequently in the various widely used
BGP implementations and are the focus of this work [8, 9, 19].
According to a study conducted in [39], 36% of the significant
and customer-impacting incidents in Microsoft’s network are

caused by software implementation bugs.
Our goal is to automatically generate tests for BGP

implementations that cover a wide range of BGP behaviors.
Doing so is challenging because each test case consists of a
triplet of an incoming route announcement, a configuration
that indicates how incoming announcements should be
treated, and the current BGP state of the router. Traditional
test-generation approaches are not sufficient: for example,
fuzzing is unlikely to find combinations of these inputs that
explore a wide variety of interesting behaviors. Instead, we
are inspired by recent work that employs model-based testing
to find errors in black-box protocol implementations [33].
The basic idea of that approach, called SCALE, is to build an
executable model of a protocol and then symbolically execute
the model in order to generate tests. The model encodes the
intended behavior of the protocol, as specified in RFCs, and
the use of symbolic execution ensures that the generated tests
cover a wide variety of scenarios represented by different
execution paths through the model. The resulting tests can then
be executed on multiple black-box protocol implementations,
with any differences among them identified as potential errors.

While promising, the SCALE approach targeted DNS
nameserver implementations. The BGP setting introduces
several new challenges for test generation. First, BGP is state-
ful: the handling of a BGP announcement depends on earlier
announcements; by contrast, DNS nameservers are stateless.
Handling state dramatically increases the search space for test
generation and requires correlating state with other protocol
inputs to identify interesting behaviors. Second, DNS configu-
rations consist of a flat set of records in a zone file. By contrast,
BGP configurations are like little programs, with complex and
often hierarchically structured policies defined via route maps.
Notably, BGP policies depend heavily on regular expressions:
but it is infeasible to symbolically generate regular expressions
both theoretically (the theory of strings with symbolic regular
expressions describes non-regular languages) and in practice.
Third, DNS nameserver implementations all accept a standard
format for configurations; in contrast, the various BGP
implementations like Cisco, Juniper, Quagga, BIRD, and
GoBGP have distinct configuration languages that differ in
both obvious and subtle ways, making it difficult to perform
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differential testing across them.
We present an approach and corresponding tool called

MESSI1 (Modular Exploration of State and Structure
Inclusively) to overcome these challenges. First, we handle the
complexity of BGP by decomposing it into several modules
and generating tests for each module individually. The
benefit of this decomposition is that testing each module only
requires us to model the portion of BGP inputs, configurations,
and states that are relevant to that module, which makes a
model-based approach tractable. For example, generating tests
for route-map filtering requires us to model the way that a
route map processes an input route, but it does not require us
to model the state. In contrast, generating tests for the BGP
decision process requires us to model router state, but only
a specific portion of it — the single best route installed so far
to a destination — and does not require us to model complex
configurations. In addition to these models, MESSI also
includes models for route aggregation as well as for dynamics,
which models router state changes such as updates to a route
map and updated route announcements.

Second, we handle test generation in the presence of
regular expressions through a hybrid approach. Inspired by
enumerative combinatorics [38], we use a form of enumerative
testing to generate (not just count) all forms of regular expres-
sions up to a specified size. We then generate positive and
negative example strings for each regular expression, doing
so in a manner that provides coverage guarantees over the
regular expression’s finite automaton representation. Finally,
our model of route-map filtering treats regular expressions
concretely — we supply it with specific regular expressions
that we have generated, and the model uses only the given
positive and negative example strings when building concrete
routes to match against such regular expressions. Finally, to
handle the diversity of BGP configuration languages, we have
created our own intermediate representation for configurations
along with a lightweight shim that translates from this
representation to the various vendor-specific languages.

Our tool MESSI generated roughly 150K test cases for
the BGP decision process, Route filtering, Aggregation, and
Dynamics within two days. From 150K tests, we found around
1500 failed test cases across all implementations. We added
tags to each test case based on the path they traverse in the
code logic and thus grouped equivalent failed cases into
buckets. Although the BGP implementations we tested are
well maintained and in use for several years, we still found
22 bugs across different BGP implementations, including
FRR [27], Quagga [45], GoBGP [28], and Batfish [3]. 11 of
the bugs are acknowledged by the developers and 8 of them
are already fixed. Our tool is able to find 18 bugs that were
unknown previously, while the other 4 had been reported
earlier. These bugs cover a range of BGP features, e.g., route
map logic, route aggregation, community lists, etc.

1https://github.com/rsingha108/MESSI

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. §2 describes
the background and motivation of this work using some
noteworthy bugs that were automatically found by our tool. §3
describes our solutions to the new challenges that automated
testing of BGP introduces, such as regex undecidability and
statefulness. Then in §4.2, we describe the experimental setup
and methodology, showing how our solutions were executed
to test black-box BGP implementations. § 4.3 presents our
results – a list of major bugs, with their descriptions, that we
were able to find using our tool. §6 surveys related work, while
§7 outlines future work and draws conclusions.

Contributions: This paper’s contributions are:
• The first automated approach and tool MESSI to identify

RFC violations in black-box BGP implementations.
• Modular exploration to deal with protocol complexity.
• Efficient enumerative testing of regular expression inspired

by enumerative combinatorics, which cannot otherwise be
handled by symbolic testing.

• A testing framework to catch bugs that are generated due to
dynamics of BGP often caused by incorrect implementation
attempts to do an incremental computation

2 Background & Motivation

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) operates as an essential
component of the Internet’s control plane that connects
different autonomous systems (ASes). The BGP protocol has
many different aspects. We focus on four specific aspects —
the decision process, route filtering, route aggregation, and
dynamics — as these are complex and commonly used, and
we observed many correctness bugs due to them in the bug
databases for popular BGP implementations.

The decision process refers to the determination by a BGP
router of the best route to some destination, which involves
a comparison of route attributes (Local preferences, AS path
length, Multi-Exit Discriminator, etc.). The best route is added
to the routing information base (RIB) of the BGP router and ad-
vertised to neighbors. Route filtering empowers administrators
to tailor route advertisements based on desired policies. It is
performed by route maps, which are effectively functions that
permit or deny route advertisements based on the properties of
those advertisements. Route maps can also transform accepted
routes by updating their attributes. Accepted routes then go
through the decision process described above. Route aggre-
gation is a feature that enables the representation of routes to
multiple contiguous IP prefixes as a single summarized route,
thus enhancing routing efficiency. Finally, BGP routers must
constantly adapt to changes in the environment, for example,
the withdrawal of route advertisements and updates to routing
policies. We refer to such changes as BGP dynamics.

In this section, we demonstrate through concrete examples
the challenges for testing BGP implementations as well as the
capabilities of our MESSI approach and tool.
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MESSI

Route Map

bgp community-list expanded
DELCOM permit [1-2]*:[1]?

route-map RMAP permit 10
    match local-preference 150
    set comm-list DELCOM delete

100.10.1.0/24, LP=150
COM=[22221:1]

1

2

3

Generate Config

Send Route

Extract RIB Routing Information Base
100.10.1.0/24, Com=[22221:1]

Figure 1: A MESSI test for the BGP route filtering with
regular expression.

2.1 Route Filtering and Regular Expressions

Figure 1 shows a pair of a route map and route announcement
that MESSI automatically generated to test BGP’s route
filtering behavior. The route map permits routes that have
local preference 150 and deletes specific communities from
such routes, namely those matching the regular expression
in the community list DELCOM, which MESSI also generated.
The generated route announcement should be permitted by
the route map since it has the right local preference, and its
community 22221:1 should be deleted since it matches the
regular expression [1-2]*:[1]?. However, as shown in the
figure, when we tested this route map and route announcement
on the FRR BGP implementation, we found that the route was
accepted, but the community was not deleted.

Upon investigation, we learned that the bug arises only
when the matched regular expression has only one ? symbol in
it that appears at the end, and the configuration is installed via
the command line because this symbol is also overloaded as
the “help” command in the configuration console. The result is
that the permit line in the configuration is completely ignored.
Finding this bug is non-trivial: it requires a configuration
containing a regex that ends with ?, and there be no other ?
symbol in it; it also needs a route announcement that matches
the corresponding route-map stanza and matches the regex.
When we raised this issue on FRR’s GitHub page, they
acknowledged it and suggested two workarounds. The first
is to use ˆ+V+? on the CLI to escape it. The second is to enter
a blank space directly after the ?.

2.2 BGP Dynamics

Many BGP implementation bugs lurk in the dynamics of BGP.
For example, when a router configuration is changed, the
router may not behave as intended after the change is made.
This is often caused by (incorrect) implementation attempts

Route Map
ip prefix-list TEST seq 5
permit any

route-map RMAP permit 10
    match ip-address

prefix-list TEST
exit

10.1.1.0/24

1

2

3

Generate Config

Send Route

Extract RIB

10.2.2.0/24

Routing Information Base
10.1.1.0/24

Routing Information Base
10.1.1.0/24

2

4

4

5 Extract RIB

MESSI

Figure 2: A MESSI test for route filtering with dynamics.

to do more efficient incremental computation. We describe
an example of this kind that MESSI found automatically.

Dynamics Bug in Route Filtering. Figure 2 shows a
pair of a route map and route generated by MESSI. In the
FRR BGP implementation, initially, because of the permit
any line in the generated prefix list, the announcement
for 10.1.1.0/24 is permitted. Subsequently, suppose the
definition of the prefix list is changed to only permit the
prefix 10.2.2.0/24. Therefore, when a route announcement
to 10.1.1.0/24 is sent, it should now be rejected, but we
found it was (erroneously) still accepted. The bug was caused
by an ANY flag that the implementation maintained that was
not properly reset upon configuration updates because of an
incorrect (but efficient!) incremental computation. The bug
was acknowledged and fixed by the developers.

2.3 Route Map Semantics
Figure 3 shows a test case generated by MESSI where
it simultaneously generated a route map and a route. The
route map refers to a community list with two communities
0.11 and 0:222 and permits any route that has one of those
communities. MESSI generated a route with community
0:222 for this test, which should match with community-list
COMM, and the route should be accepted by the router.

When we ran this test case on the FRR router, FRR did
not accept the route. Further investigation showed that the
FRR documentation stated the semantics of the community
list to be "OR" – i.e., if the incoming route mentions any of
the communities in the community list, then it should match
the community list. However, the implementation displayed
"AND" semantics: it only matched when the route contains
all the communities in the community list. This was evident
when we tested the same route map with an incoming route
that has community [0:11 0:222]. When we posted this
issue on the GitHub page of FRR, the developers confirmed
it was a documentation bug and fixed the issue.
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MESSI

Route Map
bgp community-list COMM
permit 0:11 0:222

route-map RMAP permit 10
  match community COMM

100.10.1.0/24
COM=[0:222]

1

2

3

Generate Config

Send Route

Extract RIB Routing Information Base

Figure 3: A MESSI test showing buggy behavior of Commu-
nity list in Route Maps

3 Model Based Testing for BGP

This section describes our approaches to addressing the
challenges of test generation for BGP in MESSI. First, we
overview our approach at a high level. We then explain in
detail how MESSI generates tests for each of the four key
aspects of BGP on which we focus.

3.1 Overview
The MESSI approach builds on prior work on model-based
testing for network protocol implementations [33]. Specifi-
cally, we built an executable model of (parts of) the BGP proto-
col based on the relevant RFCs. We generally adopted the be-
haviors that are most commonly used across all the implemen-
tations based on our interpretation of the documentation. To
generate tests, we symbolically execute the model [35], which
involves picking execution paths through the model, determin-
ing the constraints under which each such path will be taken,
and then solving the constraints to generate a concrete test that
traverses the path. If any unexpected behavior is observed dur-
ing testing, we check whether it is a genuine bug or the software
implementer’s choice. It is a cyclic and iterative process, where
we manually validate the model based on our reading of the
RFCs but also through our testing setup – unexpected behaviors
can indicate bugs in our model, which is then refined.

The model is built in C# using a constraint-solving library
called Zen [4, 6]. Zen allows the model to be written as
regular C# code but with some inputs declared as symbolic.
It then performs symbolic execution to solve for these inputs
automatically, leveraging Satisfiability Modulo Theories
(SMT) solvers like Z3 [21] to solve the constraints. A model
would typically have an unbounded number of paths, but
Zen offers various ways to limit the set of desired paths, for
example, those whose size is bounded by a depth.

Prior work that used this approach built a single monolithic
model of the network protocol, which in that case was a DNS

Route
map in

Route
map outBest path

selection
algo

Figure 4: An overview of BGP route selection.

nameserver [33]. However, BGP is significantly more complex
than DNS nameservers. For example, BGP is stateful, whereas
DNS nameservers are stateless, and BGP configurations are
much closer to programs — containing forms of conditionals,
function calls, and nested structure, for example — than to
DNS configurations, which are a sequence of flat records.
Symbolic execution on a monolithic model of BGP is
infeasible due to path explosion: the number of paths grows
exponentially in the model size. Thus a monolithic model will
have a prohibitively large number of paths, allowing only a
small subset of protocol behaviors to be tested in practice.

We address this challenge via modular exploration. Instead
of a single monolithic model of BGP, we built separate
models for key aspects of BGP. Figure 4 shows the BGP
route selection process. When a route is received, a route map
defined in the BGP configuration is used to determine whether
the route is permitted or denied (as shown on the left of the
main router); this is called route filtering. Subsequently, the
best route to a destination is selected and installed in the RIB;
this is called the decision process. Finally, the selected route
is sent to neighbors after passing through a route filtering step.

Leveraging this structure, we built separate models for route
filtering and for the decision process. In general, if there are
m possible execution paths for route filtering and n paths for
the decision process, then there can be m·n paths for a model
that combines them, whereas in our approach, there are only
m + n paths to explore. Modular exploration also enables
us to tailor each model’s symbolic inputs to only the parts of
BGP that are relevant to that feature, which further simplifies
each model and makes test generation feasible. For example,
route filtering involves a BGP route map and an input route
to be processed, but it is independent of the state of the router,
which, therefore, need not be modeled. On the other hand, the
BGP decision process depends on the current router state but
is independent of the route maps in the BGP configuration.

Figure 5 overviews the architecture of MESSI. The sym-
bolic module contains separate executable models for the BGP
decision process, route filtering, route aggregation, and forms
of protocol dynamics, which we discuss in turn in the following
subsections. As shown in the figure (and discussed further be-
low), each such model has a different set of inputs and outputs
tailored to that feature’s role in the overall BGP process. In
each case, we use Zen to generate concrete test cases (indicated
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Figure 5: The architecture of MESSI

in the figure as the Symbolic Module), which we then execute
on black-box BGP implementations. A particular challenge
for test generation of route filtering is the need to generate
regular expressions, as these are commonly used in route maps
to match on communities and AS paths in routes. We have
developed a special technique to handle regular expressions
(shown as the Regex Module) that we describe in detail below.

3.2 Decision Process
As shown in Figure 5, we model the decision process as a
function that takes two routes to a single destination and
returns the route that is more preferred. We argue that these
inputs are sufficient to identify any error in the BGP decision
process. The decision process is used whenever a router
receives an incoming route announcement and decides to
permit it (possibly with some modifications). At that point,
the newly permitted route is compared against the current
best route to that destination in the RIB to determine whether
the RIB should be updated. Our model captures exactly this
scenario, where one of the two input routes models the current
best route in the RIB and the other models the new route.

The BGP decision process involves comparing the various
attributes of the two given routes in a particular order of
precedence, in order to decide which route is more preferred.
For example, first, the attribute called “local preference” of
the two routes is checked, and the route with the higher local
preference is preferred. If the local preference values are equal,
then the BGP decision process moves on to check the values
of other attributes, and so on.

Our Zen model is, therefore, simply a function that takes
two routes and compares their attribute values in the correct
precedence order to determine which route is preferred.
Marking the two routes as symbolic ensures that Zen will
explore all paths through this function and, for each path,
will generate two concrete input routes that cause execution

1 Zen<Route> Compare(Zen<Route> r1, Zen<Route> r2){
2 // compare attributes
3 var gtLp = r1.LocalPref() > r2.LocalPref();
4 var neLp = r1.LocalPref() != r2.LocalPref();
5 var ltLen = r1.PathLen() < r2.PathLen();
6 var neLen = r1.PathLen() != r2.PathLen();
7 ...
8 var ltRid = r1.RouterId() < r2.RouterId();
9 var neRid = r1.RouterId() != r2.RouterId();

10
11 // compare the routes
12 var ridCmp = If(ltRid, r1, If(neRid, r2, r1));
13 ...
14 var lenCmp = If(ltLen, r1, If(neLen, r2, ...));
15 var lpCmp = If(gtLp, r1, If(neRid, r2, lenCmp));
16 return lpCmp;
17 }

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for BGP decision process.

to follow that path. For example, Zen will generate a pair of
input routes for the case when the first route has a higher local
preference than the second one, another pair for the case when
the second route has a higher local preference than the first
one, and many pairs where the local preferences of the two
routes are equal so that other paths will be explored.

In Figure 6, we show the pseudo-code for the BGP decision
process. Note that we assume that the always-compare-med
and compare-routerid flags are enabled. Turning the first
flag on allows us to have a complete ordering between routes.
However, we can easily modify our model to accommodate
other comparison modes for MED. In Lines 3 to 9, we first
compare the routes’ attributes according to the decision
process preference. Next, we order these decisions Lines 12
to 15 by comparing the attributes in the correct order. We build
the hierarchy of attribute comparisons in a bottom-up fashion
using nested if-then-else expressions. If the local preference of
the first route is higher, then we return the first route. Otherwise,
if the second is preferred, we return it instead. If they are
equal, then we move on to the AS path length. In this way, we
mimic the BGP decision process by sequentially comparing
the attributes of the two routes in order of preference.

3.3 Route Filtering
To test route filtering, we employ a hybrid approach, which
leverages both an executable model for symbolic execution
and a special approach to support generation of regular
expressions. We describe each in turn.

3.3.1 Zen Model

As shown in Figure 5, we model the route filtering process
in Zen as a function that takes two inputs: a configuration,
specifically a route map and associated definitions like
prefix lists and community lists; and an incoming route. The
route filtering process applies the route map to the route to
determine if the route is permitted or denied; in the case that it
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is permitted, the route is also modified as specified in the route
map. Notably, route filtering is stateless: the processing of an
incoming route by a route map is independent of the current
router state, such as the contents of the RIB. Hence there is
no need to model that state. The previous section showed
examples of pairs of route maps and routes that MESSI
automatically generated from its route filtering model.

In general, a route map consists of one or more stanzas.
Each stanza consists of an action (permit or deny), zero or
more match statements, which indicate the conditions under
which the stanza matches the input route, and zero or more set
statements, which update the incoming route if it is permitted.
Stanzas are processed sequentially until finding a stanza that
matches the input route, in which case the corresponding
action and set statements are applied. Route maps can also
contain more sophisticated control flow; for instance, stanzas
can be chained together, with one falling through to the next,
and route maps can invoke other route maps.

Handling the full complexity of route maps described
above is simply infeasible. Therefore, we take our cue from
prior work on model-based testing for protocols, which
found that small configurations were sufficient to surface
many interesting implementation errors [33]. Our Zen model
considers a route map to consist of exactly one stanza. While
this is a significant simplification, it nonetheless creates a rich
space of policies to explore. Within a stanza, we allow any
number of match statements, and they can match on all of the
different attributes of a route. We similarly allow any number
of set statements, which can update those attributes in various
ways, for example, adding and deleting communities. Finally,
as shown in the earlier examples, our model also includes
auxiliary structures like prefix lists and community lists, which
can be generated by Zen and referred to in route maps.

3.3.2 Generating Regular Expressions

One significant source of complexity in route maps that we
cannot avoid is the use of regular expressions to match on
communities and AS paths. Their usage is ubiquitous, and reg-
ular expressions are also a common source of errors; thus, any
test generation approach for route maps must support them. A
naive approach would be for our Zen model to simply include
the logic for checking whether a string satisfies a regular
expression and ask Zen to symbolically execute this code. How-
ever, doing so would dramatically explode the number of paths
through our model (since, for example, it would include the
logic to convert a regex to a DFA). Further, solvers [21] cannot
handle the theory of strings with symbolic regular expressions
since they can describe non-regular languages [46].

Instead, we developed a hybrid approach to generating
route maps containing regular expressions that avoids the need
to symbolically execute the regex matching process while also
obtaining useful coverage guarantees for both regexes and the
strings that are matched against them. First, we exhaustively
enumerate regex structures up to some size (a form of

Algorithm 1 Enumerating regexes at a given level
1: function REGEXENUMERATOR(Rn−1)
2: Rn← []
3: for i in range(len(Rn−1)) do
4: r←Rn−1[i]
5: Rn←Rn+[r,(r)∗,(r)+,(r)?]
6: for s in (Rn−1[i :]) do
7: Rn←Rn+[(r)|(s)] ▷ Alternation
8: Rn←Rn+[(r)(s)] ▷ Concatenation
9: end for

10: end for
11: return Rn
12: end function

coverage), which are regexes that are parameterized by the
base regexes within them. Next, we employ random generation
to produce the base regexes for each regex structure, yielding
concrete regexes. Third, for each such regex we generate a set
of positive and negative example strings that together cover
all nodes and edges in the DFA representation of the regex.
Finally, these regexes and their associated examples are given
as concrete inputs to our Zen model to use when building route
maps and routes. Next, we describe these steps in more detail.

Regex enumeration algorithm. We are inspired by work in
enumerative combinatorics to count [38] (not generate) regular
expressions. Similar ideas can apply to other complex protocol
structures for which a recursive formulation is feasible. We
use the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 to enumerate regex
structures exhaustively up to some level n, given the regex
structures up to level n−1.

We use the character ‘x’, which represents a regex to be
filled in later, as the sole regex structure at level 0. According
to the algorithm, level 1 will consist of the regex structures
{x, (x)*, (x)+, (x)?}. Similarly at level 2 we will have regex
structures like (x*)|(x+), (x+)?, and so on. The number of
regex structures at every level increases exponentially, so we
stop at level 3 with 4686 such structures.

At the nth level the complexity of Regex Generation is
O(R2

n−1) where Rn−1 is number of regexes generated at the
(n− 1)th level. If we solve the recursion T (n) = T (n− 1) ∗
T (n−1) then we get T (n)=O(22n

)
Random regex generation. For each of these structures,

we randomly generate valid community regexes to fill in their
placeholder values ‘x’, via the following grammar:

T ::= (E1 | ... | Ek) (top-level-regex)
E ::= ^S$ (end-to-end-regex)
S ::= (C1...Ck) (sequence-regex)
C ::= P :P (community-regex)
P ::= (B1...Bk) (community-segment-regex)
B ::= R | R* | R+ | R? (base-regex)
R ::= [N-N] (regex-number-range)
N ::= 0 |1 | ... |9 (number)
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Figure 7: Node Coverage on the DFA: To generate a positive
example that covers state 5 in the above figure, we first find a
path P1 (dotted maroon) from the starting state 1 to state 5 .
In this case, it is 1 → 3 → 5 . Then we find another path
P2 (dashed brown) from state 5 to the accepting state 10 .

An example random regex generated from this grammar is:

(^[2-4]+[3-5]*:[2] [3]:[1-2]?$)|(^[5-6]+:[4]*$)

After plugging these randomly generated strings into the regex
structures generated by the enumeration algorithm, we obtain
a set of concrete regexes.

String generation For each regex that the Zen model uses
in a community list, we require both positive and negative
examples to use as concrete community values in routes, and
we would like to choose these examples in a way that covers
many interesting behaviors of the regex. We have devised a
simple and effective approach to doing this, through efficient
graph algorithms on the DFA representation of each regular
expression. Specifically, we generate positive examples that
together cover all nodes as well as all edges of the DFA that
are reachable, and similarly for the negative examples.

Figure 7 illustrates the approach on an example DFA. Sup-
pose we wish to identify a positive example that includes node
5 . First, we use depth-first search (DFS) to find a path from

the start node 1 to node 5 (shown in the figure as the dotted
path). Then we use DFS again to find a path from node 5 to the
accepting node 10 (the dashed path). Each DFA edge is labeled
with the input character that causes that edge to be traversed, as
usual (not shown in the figure). Hence, we traverse the concate-
nation of these paths to collect these labels, yielding a positive
example. We iterate this process over all nodes, keeping track
at each iteration which nodes have already been covered. We
use an analogous approach to cover each edge, using DFS to
identify a path from the start node to the edge’s source and a
path from the edge’s target to the accepting node. Finally, to
generate negative examples, we use the same procedure but on
the DFA that represents the complement of the original regex.

3.3.3 Regex Testing

Using the algorithms discussed above, we obtain a total of
253,958 test cases, each consisting of a regular expression and
a string that should be either a positive or negative example.
We use these test cases in two ways. First, we generate a
route-filtering test case for each one to test the regex-matching

logic of the BGP implementations. For example, given the
regex ^[2-4]+[3-5]*:[2]+$ and positive example 2335:22,
we generate the following route-map, which accepts routes
whose community matches our regex, as well as an input route
whose community value is [2335:22]:

ip community−list 101 permit ^[2−4]+[3−5]∗:[2]+$
route map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

match community 101

Second, we randomly choose a small subset of the generated
regexes (4 in our experiments) and “hardcode” these into our
Zen model. For each such regex, we also randomly choose
a small set (3 in our experiments) of associated positive and
negative examples to use in community lists. When symbolic
execution explores a path that successfully matches the input
route against a community list, Zen selects one of the pre-
determined regexes to use in the generated route map and one
of its positive examples to use in the generated input route. This
allows us to generate complex tests involving regexes (e.g. tests
with multiple match and set statements), without modeling and
symbolically reasoning about regex matching logic. The Zen
model also uses this pool of regexes and examples to generate
tests for community deletion.

We have described our regex generation process specifically
for community regexes, but we use a similar approach to
generate regexes over AS paths and the corresponding
positive and negative example AS path values. Note that
each component of our hybrid approach (symbolic, random,
enumerative) has coverage guarantees, although of different
forms; one can increase test coverage by increasing resources.

3.4 Route Aggregation
As shown in Figure 5, we model the route aggregation process
in Zen as a function that takes two routes, the aggregate prefix,
as well as some aggregation-specific flags, and produces (pos-
sibly multiple) output routes. Our Zen aggregation model first
checks whether each of the two incoming routes matches the
aggregation prefix. Based on this information and the values
of various aggregation-specific flags, it then determines the
set of routes to return. Aside from the matching-med-only
flag, another example flag is summary-only, which, if set,
indicates that only the aggregate route should be advertised.
Conversely, if this flag is not set, then both the individual
routes and aggregate route should be advertised.

3.5 Testing BGP Dynamics
BGP routers must constantly respond to changes in the
environment — a link can go down, a route can be withdrawn,
a route policy can be updated, etc. Efficiently handling
these kinds of changes is challenging for developers. We
have observed that erroneous incremental computation
is at the heart of many identified implementation bugs
(e.g., [1, 11, 12, 23]). We have developed an approach in
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Route Map

ip community-list 1 permit 2:5
route-map RMAP permit 10
  match local-preference 200
  match community 1

LP=200,
AS-path=[100,200],

MED=3,
COM=2:5

Permit

LP=100 COM=4:5
Deny Deny

Figure 8: Changes to route map to alter the route-map decision.

MESSI to generate tests to identify incorrect incremental
computation. We consider how the route filtering process is
affected by a limited form of dynamics: either a modified route
map or a modified (withdrawn and newly received) route.2

The setup for testing a modified route map is shown in
Figure 8. Now our Zen model takes three inputs: an original
route map, a route to match against, and an updated route map.
The goal is to produce test cases whereby the route matches
the original route map but not the updated one and vice versa.

Figure 9 similarly shows the setup for testing the case of mod-
ified routes. Now a test case consists of a route map, an original
route, and an updated route, and we require that the original
and updated routes are treated differently by the route map.

The key challenge in generating tests (for even the very
limited dynamics we focus on) is the large size of the search
space. For example, consider the Zen model for testing
route-map changes, which takes as input two route maps
and a route. If we perform symbolic execution naively, Zen
must explore the space of all possible pairs of route maps that
behave differently on the given route. This space is too large,
so we will end up exploring a small subset of the space, but
with no clear guarantees on coverage.

Instead, we leverage Zen to perform a form of exhaustive
local search. Specifically, we define a distance metric between
route maps, which intuitively represents the number of
changes to individual stanza actions and match statements
that must be made to transform one route map into another
akin to Hamming distance. Then we ask our Zen model to
only generate pairs of route maps that are within distance k
of one another (k=1 in our experiments), which can be done
exhaustively in a reasonable amount of time.

For example, consider the following route map:

ip community−list 1 permit [1−2]+:[1−2][3]∗
route map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

match community 1

We consider changing the action from permit to deny as
a cost of one. Similarly, changing the regex in community
list 1 to another regex is considered a cost of one. Notably, we
treat match or set statements on different attributes as being
infinitely far apart. For example, if the match community

2Our use of “small step” BGP dynamics should not be confused with
“multi-step” BGP dynamics that manifest in phenomena such as BGP looping
and route flap damping.

Route Map

ip community-list 1 permit 2:5
route-map RMAP permit 10
  match local-preference 200
  match community 1

LP=200,
AS-path=[100,200],

MED=3,
COM=2:5 Permit

LP=100 COM=1:2
Deny Deny

Figure 9: Dynamic Testing by changing route attributes to
alter the route-map decision

statement in our example is changed to a match metric
statement, then the distance is infinite. In short, our distance
metric models the kinds of local changes that network
operators often make to route maps, in our experience, and
it also makes symbolic test-case generation feasible.

We use a similar approach to test a modification to the
incoming route. Namely, we define a distance metric on route
announcements, where each attribute modification has a cost
of one, and the Zen model exhaustively explores pairs of
routes that have distance at most k (k=1 in our experiments).

We also tested the dynamics of route aggregation similarly,
where we allow changes to either the route attributes in one
setting or the values of aggregation-specific flags and aggre-
gation prefix (config) in another setting. The distance metric is
defined in a similar fashion as above: changing the aggregate
prefix, the flags, or a route attribute is considered a cost of one.
In our experiments, we constrained this cost to be at most 1.

While supported by our model, increasing distance beyond
1 increases both test cases and generation time exponentially.

3.6 Vendor-specific Translators
BGP is a complicated protocol, and vendors tend to implement
their own configuration languages, which differ in syntax,
semantics, and features. For instance, both FRR and Quagga
support prefix lists, community lists, and AS path lists. How-
ever, GoBGP supports sets of prefixes, communities, and AS
paths, as opposed to lists. The fundamental difference between
these two representations is that elements within a list have
sequential priority, which allows for overlapping permitted
and denied ranges, whereas set members are unordered. We
address these differences through special-purpose translators
that convert our Zen-generated tests to the input language of
a particular implementation.

As an example, suppose Zen generates the following prefix
list, denoted in FRR syntax:

ip prefix−list PR seq 1 deny 10.1.0.0/15
ip prefix−list PR seq 2 permit 10.0.0.0/8 ge 15 le 18

Note that the prefix on line 1 is in the prefix range on line 2.
Our GoBGP translator converts this list into the following set
of all prefix ranges permitted by line 2 but not denied by line 1:

NAME PREFIX
PR 10.0.0.0/8 16..18

10.2.0.0/15 15..15
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Implementation Language Description

FRR [27] C Used by ISPs, DCs
Quagga [45] C Used in Linux
GoBGP [28] Go Used by ISPs, research
Batfish [3, 26] Java Open-source simulator
Fastplane [40] C++ Fast BGP simulator
BIRD [13] C Dynamic IP routing daemon

Table 1: Implementations tested by MESSI.

10.4.0.0/14 15..15
10.8.0.0/13 15..15
10.16.0.0/12 15..15
10.32.0.0/11 15..15
10.64.0.0/10 15..15
10.128.0.0/9 15..15

The translator produces prefix sets whose elements are
mutually exclusive, which simplifies translation; but it implies
we never test GoBGP prefix sets with overlapping elements.

Note that our test cases cover a broad range of settings
and attributes, some of which might not be supported by
every implementation. For example, GoBGP does not support
setting the MED attribute or the removal of AS numbers
from an AS path, while both FRR and Quagga do. We
also did not find documentation for route aggregation in
GoBGP, while both FRR and Quagga have extensive support
for it with special flags such as matching-med-only and
summary-only. Similarly, BIRD only offers basic support
for regular expressions. Thus while translating test cases for
a specific implementation, we ignore inapplicable tests.

3.7 Implementation Testing

We use an automated testing setup that takes as input the trans-
lated test cases and sets up a network of Docker containers,
one of which runs the implementation under test. The other
containers use ExaBGP to send route announcements to this
container. We parse the RIB of the implementation under test
to obtain the installed routes that result from each test; we
consider a test to fail if an implementation’s RIB differs from
that expected by our model. We group failed tests to reduce
the manual effort of debugging. During test generation, our
Zen code produces a tag for each test case based on the path
it traverses in the code, which roughly indicates the kinds of
match and set statements that the test exercises. Failed tests
are grouped into buckets by tag, and one representative test
from each bucket is manually investigated to confirm whether
it is a bug or not. This approach is analogous to the bucketing
technique from our prior work on test generation for DNS [33].

FRR [27]
Community list AND/OR matching semantics Fixed
Filtering routes tagged with Internet Community Fixed
Delete Community Regex not working Fixed
Route map permits all routes if internet commu-
nity permitted

Fixed

Prefix list matches mask greater than or equals Acked
Changing MED results in incorrect aggregation Fixed
Route map change from permit any prefix results
in incorrect route installation

Fixed

Quagga [45]
Community list matching AND/OR semantics Found
Filtering routes tagged with Internet Community Found
Delete Community Regex not working Found
Route map permits all internet community routes Found
Changing MED results in incorrect aggregation Found

GoBGP [28]
Prefix set matching with zero masklength but
nonzero range

Acked

Withdrawn route is still advertised Fixed
Route installed in RIB with incorrect MED Fixed

Batfish [3, 26]
Space in Community regex giving error Acked
Internet community route filtering Found

Fastplane [40]
Set MED not advertised Found
AS prepend with 0 Found
AS path regex parsing issue Found
AS path regex matching issue Found
Community Regex matching issue Found

Table 2: Bugs found for different BGP implementations.

Stats Decision Filtering Aggregation Dynamics

Tests 18 142916 128 11246
Failed 5 457 0 12

Buckets 2 204 0 4
Bugs 1 17 0 4

Acked 1 7 0 3
Fixed 1 4 0 3

Table 3: Experimental results.

4 Results

4.1 System Overview

We generate tests for each module described earlier using the
corresponding Zen model. We test implementations using
Docker [42] by creating working Docker images of each
implementation. For route-map filtering, test generation takes
around 2 days; hence, we pipelined test generation by testing
the implementations. We used Python scripts for vendor-
specific translation (§3.6) and response grouping (§3.7).
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4.2 Experiments

We tested six BGP implementations: FRR, Quagga, GoBGP,
Batfish, Fastplane, and BIRD. Table 1 shows their source code
language and a brief description of their focus or how they are
used. Table 2 catalogues all the bugs we found. In Table 3, the
first three rows show the number of Zen-generated test cases
, failed tests and buckets respectively. The last three rows list
the number of bugs found, acknowledged and fixed across
all implementations respectively. We found at least 2 bugs
in each of the 5 implementations except BIRD, in which we
found no bugs. Many of our identified bugs relate to regexes
or dynamics. However, BIRD has rudimentary support for
regexes, making many of our test cases inapplicable. Further,
unlike FRR and Quagga, BIRD restarts the daemon upon
config changes, making incremental update errors unlikely.

We next describe the results for each module individually.
Decision Process: For testing the decision process of BGP,

we made a model of the BGP decision algorithm in Zen. It gen-
erated 18 test cases corresponding to every path (pseudocode
shown in Figure 6). We found 1 bug in the decision process
of GoBGP and found 4 discrepancies across FRR and Quagga,
which revealed some implementation-specific behavior – i.e.,
for Quagga to choose the route with lower router-id, the bgp
bestpath compare-routerid flag has to be enabled; by
contrast, this is enabled by default for FRR.

Route Filtering: To test BGP route filtering, MESSI
simultaneously generates an incoming route along with an
inbound routing policy (route map) as a test case. A route map,
in general, can have multiple stanzas, with each stanza having
its own match and set statements. However, as stated earlier,
MESSI generates tests with only one stanza.

We encoded the route map evaluation logic (explained in
§3.3) in Zen for test generation. We also restrict each field
of the route and the route map with some validity constraints.
The regex testing was discussed earlier in § 3.3.3. MESSI
generated 4686 regexes (up to level 3) using enumeration
Algorithm 1 and generated positive and negative examples
using the coverage algorithm (Figure 7) with a total of 253,958
test cases for regex testing.

In the route map, we only allowed prefix lists to have 3
entries. We did this not only to reduce the search space but
also to ensure that we had test cases that could check whether
the BGP implementations were following the sequential order
while matching entries within the prefix list. IP addresses were
limited to unsigned integers within a certain specified range.
This is a necessary step so that Zen does not generate invalid IP
addresses such as 0.0.25.203 that do not follow CIDR rules.

Second, for ease of computation, we represented subnet
masks in their unsigned integer form. The primary reason for
doing this is that Zen does not support shift operations like
« and ». Thus instead of representing the masks internally
as a number in the range 0-32, we converted them to their
corresponding unsigned integers. This made it easier to AND

1 Zen<bool> RMapDynamics(Zen<Route> route,
2 Zen<RouteMap> r1, Zen<RouteMap> r2)
3 {
4 // Limit maximum distance to 1
5 var cond1 = GetDifference(r1, r2) <= 1;
6 // get decisions from the two route maps
7 var dec1 = r1.Match(route);
8 var dec2 = r2.Match(route);
9 // check whether they have different results

10 var cond2 = Not(dec1 == dec2);
11 return And(cond1, cond2);
12 }

Figure 10: Constraints for route map dynamics

the subnet masks with the IP addresses to get the prefix value.
We also constrained the prefix mask, LE, and GE values

to obey the rule mask <= GE <= LE. Additionally, to avoid
repetition and redundancy, all entries in the prefix list were
made unique. AS path and Community lists were limited to
1 entry each. This tactic was again taken to reduce the number
of test cases. Finally, local preference and MED values were
restricted within a pre-specified range.

This setup generated 142,916 tests, revealing 15 previously
unknown bugs across the tested implementations.

Route Aggregation: MESSI uses the model described in
§3.4 to simultaneously generate the aggregate prefix, the flags,
and two individual prefixes for a test case.

Zen generates 128 test cases to cover all paths in this
module. We did not find any bugs in the route aggregation
logic across all implementations.

BGP Dynamics: We also tested the dynamics (explained
in §3.5) related to route map filtering and route aggregation.
The dynamics of route map filtering are further classified into
two categories - (1) dynamic changes in the route map and (2)
dynamic changes in the incoming route. In the experiments,
we use the distance metric (how close route maps or routes
are to each other) defined in §3.5.

For (1), we wrote a wrapper method around the route map
evaluation module to generate two route maps and an incoming
route, subject to the constraints that the route maps should
differ by, at most, a unit distance, and one of them should allow
the route while the other denies the route. This setup generated
7404 test cases. Figure 10 shows the logic for implementing
the wrapper. First Line 5 limits the maximum distance between
two route maps to 1. Next, Lines 7 to 8 evaluates the incoming
route against the two route maps. Finally, in Line 10, we check
to see whether the two decisions are different. For a particular
test case, both these conditions must be satisfied.

For (2) we wrote another Zen wrapper to simultaneously
generate two routes and one route map. The constraints it is
subjected to are: first, the two routes should differ by at most a
unit distance; and second, the route map should give different
decisions for the two routes. This setup generated 28 test cases.

We also tested route aggregation dynamics, simultaneously
generating configs (aggregate prefix + flags) and incoming
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routes for two scenarios: changing routes and changing con-
fig. Every change is of unit distance. In both scenarios, our
constraints ensured the published set of routes are different for
the two different settings. In the changing routes scenario, we
altered one route keeping a constant config. Conversely, in the
changing config scenario, we modified the config while main-
taining identical routes. This setup generated 3814 test cases.

Additionally, with each test case, we tested the effect
of withdrawal. Dynamic testing revealed 4 bugs across all
implementations.

4.3 Example Bugs
In this subsection, we provide more examples of the bugs that
MESSI identified, in addition to the ones presented in §2.

Bug #4: The following test was generated by MESSI:

Route Map:
ip community−list 1 permit internet
route map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

match community 1
Route: 100.10.0.0/16, COM = [0:11]

In the above test case, the route map is configured in a
way that only permits routes with the Internet community.
Although it is expected that only routes containing the internet
community (0:0) will be permitted, we observed that FRR
and Quagga permit all incoming routes due to a bug in
handling the community list. In the source code, there was
a code snippet that was setting the decision as permit if
internet community was contained in the community list.
The developers in FRR acknowledged and fixed this bug.

Bug #5: MESSI generated the following test case:

Route Map:
ip community−list 1 permit 0:0
route map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

match community 1
Route: 100.10.0.0/16, COM = [0:0]

Here, the route map permits routes tagged with 0:0
(internet) community, and the incoming route has commu-
nity 0:0. Therefore, the expected decision is PERMIT. For this
particular test case, we observed some discrepancies across
different implementations. When we ran this test on FRR,
it denied the route, although Fastplane and Batfish allowed
it (as expected). If we use internet in the route map, and
the incoming route has 0:0 as a community, then FRR gives
the expected output. But, Batfish doesn’t give the expected
output. When we filed this issue, FRR developers fixed it by
deprecating the internet community. We have reported this
to the Batfish developers and are waiting for their response.

Bug #6: In another test case generated by MESSI the
route map permits all routes that match with default route
0.0.0.0/0 with a mask length greater than or equal to zero.
But in FRR, we observed that it does not work. It works as
expected in Batfish and Fastplane. However, ge 1 does work,
and it was given as a workaround by the FRR developers.

Route Map:
ip prefix−list PFXL seq 5 permit 0.0.0.0/0 ge 0
route−map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

match ip address prefix−list PFXL
Route: 100.10.0.0/16...

The documentation does not explain why ge 0 does not
work. Neither does FRR throw any error if ge 0 is provided
in the configuration. GoBGP had a similar issue: if there is
a prefix set with prefix 0.0.0.0/0 but with a range on mask
length, it should match all routes within that mask length range
but did not match a prefix generated by MESSI. The GoBGP
developers acknowledged this and will hopefully fix this soon.
The failed test case generated by MESSI was:

prefix−set ps1:
ip−prefix: 0.0.0.0/0, mask−range: 10..10

policy−definitions:
conditions:

match−prefix−set: ps1
Route: 100.10.0.0/10

Bug #7: A route map contains a set statement that deletes
specific communities from routes that match with some
community list. The route communities are not deleted as
expected because of an additional delete tag that was added
to the name of the community list, which made the delete
community not work. We found this bug in Quagga and in
earlier versions of FRR (fixed later). The failing test case was:

Route Map:
ip community−list 101 permit [1−2]+:[3−4]
route map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

set coom−list 101 delete
Route: COM = [11:4 0:1]

The expected result is the deletion of community 11:4 from
the route but it did not delete any communities.

Bug #8: The following test was generated by MESSI:

Route Map:
ip prefix−list PFXL seq 5 permit 99.0.0.0/8 le 31
route−map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

match ip address prefix−list PFXL
Route: 99.10.11.0/24, MED = 4

This test case failed for GoBGP and Fastplane. Here, the
incoming route has a MED 4, and the inbound route map
accepts the route without modifying it. But the installed route
had MED 0. This error was fixed in GoBGP and is under review
by the Fastplane developers. The same test case was also
generated by our decision process setup.

Bug #9: Another test case generated by MESSI revealed
a bug in Fastplane. The test case is as follows:

Route Map:
route−map FILTER_ROUTES permit 10

set as−path prepend 0 100
Route: AS−path = 200
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Here the inbound route map has a set statement that should
add AS 0 and AS 100 to the AS path of the route, but it
only appended AS 100 to the existing AS path. All other
implementations appended it correctly. This issue is likely
due to a highly compact zero-terminated representation that
Fastplane uses to represent the AS path for BGP routes.

5 Limitations

Our model currently focuses on RFC compliance errors only;
we do not consider performance bugs or coding bugs such as
overflow errors. We do not test route reflectors, confederations,
reserved ASNs, and well-known communities, and some regex
features such as constraining a route’s community set size.

Modular exploration does not test possibly complicated
interactions among multiple BGP features. However, the mod-
ular approach is more scalable, allowing each feature to be
tested extensively; it also allows easily adding support for new
features without changing existing portions of the model sig-
nificantly. We can also use our approach to test the integration
of multiple modules when desired.

MESSI automatically configures routers through the com-
mand line interface. Certain bugs (e.g., §2.1) would not be
revealed by alternative testing approaches, such as directly
writing the configuration file. In future work, we could employ
multiple test setups to widen the scope of errors found.

6 Related Work

We classify related work into the following categories.
Model-based verification: This approach uses a formal

model to verify software. For example, Bagpipe [51] verifies
BGP configurations against a formal model of BGP. Verifi-
cation scales for configurations but not for implementations.

Fuzz testing: Fuzz testing is widely used for software
testing in general [2, 14, 37, 52] and specifically for BGP
implementations (e.g., [20, 22]). Although fuzzers are
effective at finding parser bugs, they are less effective at
finding behavioral bugs such as those described in §2.

Symbolic execution: Symbolic execution invokes SMT
solvers to generate test cases for as many execution paths of a
program as possible (e.g., [17, 29, 30]). BGP implementations
contain thousands of lines of low-level code, which makes
symbolic execution infeasible in practice.

Model learning: Recent work uses active learning to cre-
ate abstract models from black-box protocol implementa-
tions [25]; errors are detected by comparing the models of
different implementations. Compared to our approach, the
drawback is the need to learn a model for each protocol imple-
mentation; we generate tests for arbitrary protocol implemen-
tations from a single reference model. However, their models
can be used for purposes other than error detection.

Model-based testing: This general category uses an abstract
model of a system to generate tests [16,44,49]. MESSI extends
the SCALE model-based testing approach for DNS implemen-
tations [33] to account for BGP’s complexity and statefulness.

Enumerative Testing: This approach generates inputs up to
a given size that meet a specified predicate [15]. We use a form
of enumeration to generate regexes for BGP configurations.

7 Future Work and Conclusion

We plan to extend MESSI to test other BGP features such
as route redistribution and route reflection. We also aspire
to automatically derive the constraints from the BGP RFCs,
say using large language models like GPT-4, to alleviate the
current burden of manually building the model.

The ideas in MESSI should extend to other stateful
protocols with complex structures, as well as to other software
systems, such as web servers. BGP has a comparatively simple
stateful model: if one excludes dynamics, the forwarding
of a route depends only on the previous best stored route.
However, the state of other protocols may depend on many
past messages; this raises the question of efficiently driving
such protocols to specified states. MESSI’s combination
of symbolic, random, and enumerative testing of structures
should extend to other protocol structures.

A common slogan when an Internet outage occurs is:
“It’s always DNS . . . except when its BGP” [10] because
the majority of major Internet incidents [10] are caused
by bugs in DNS (zone files or implementations) or BGP
(configurations or implementations). Previous work targets
DNS zone file bugs [32], DNS implementation bugs [33],
and BGP configuration bugs (e.g., [26]); MESSI fills the
remaining gap by targeting BGP implementation bugs.

In terms of ideas, MESSI adds techniques to the repertoire
of model-based testing approaches for protocol implementa-
tions (e.g., SCALE [33]) to deal with: 1. complexity (modular
exploration), 2. protocol statefulness (generating both the best
route and a new route); 3. implementation statefulness due to
incremental computation (generating two configurations that
differ by a single change); 4. complex structures (combining
symbolic with enumerative testing for regexes).

Inspired by the famed soccer player, MESSI tries to attack
the goal of BGP testing from many angles, generating over
150K test cases automatically that have already led to the
discovery of 22 new bugs in 5 BGP implementations.
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Orange IB cables:

Optical cables for inter-rack

InfiniBand connections.

Each bunch contains 10 links

Black IB cables:

Copper cables for intra-rack
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Colored Ethernet cables:

The blue, white and green
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Figure 1: First real-world deployment of the Slim Fly topology. The left-most rack displays labels detailing the arrangement of various components such as
InfiniBand (IB) switches, compute nodes and Ethernet switches. Two types of IB links are present: black copper links for intra-rack connections and orange
optical fiber links for inter-rack connections. The orange lines above the racks represent bundles of ten optical fiber links each. Additionally, blue, white and
green (arbitrary color scheme) Ethernet cables are visible within the racks, which establish the cluster management network together with the Ethernet switches.

Abstract
Novel low-diameter network topologies such as Slim Fly (SF)
offer significant cost and power advantages over the estab-
lished Fat Tree, Clos, or Dragonfly. To spearhead the adoption
of low-diameter networks, we design, implement, deploy, and
evaluate the first real-world SF installation. We focus on de-
ployment, management, and operational aspects of our test
cluster with 200 servers and carefully analyze performance.
We demonstrate techniques for simple cabling and cabling
validation as well as a novel high-performance routing archi-
tecture for InfiniBand-based low-diameter topologies. Our
real-world benchmarks show SF’s strong performance for
many modern workloads such as deep neural network train-
ing, graph analytics, or linear algebra kernels. SF outperforms
non-blocking Fat Trees in scalability while offering compa-
rable or better performance and lower cost for large network
sizes. Our work can facilitate deploying SF while the associ-
ated (open-source)1 routing architecture is fully portable and
applicable to accelerate any low-diameter interconnect.
1https://github.com/spcl/opensm

1 INTRODUCTION

Low-diameter2 network topologies such as Slim Fly (SF) [1]
have gained significant traction during the last decade. Initial
designs in that line of work, Dragonfly (DF) [2] and Flattened
Butterfly [3], both with diameter three, focused on improv-
ing latency and physical layout. After that, SF lowered the
diameter to two, based on an observation that low-diameter
does not only improve performance by reducing end-to-end
latencies, but it also reduces cost and power consumption.
This is because, when the diameter is lower, packets on aver-
age traverse fewer switches, switch buffers, and links. Thus,
fewer links and buffers are needed to construct the network
(for a fixed bandwidth), and less dynamic power is needed for
moving the packets through the network.

SF’s construction costs, consumed power, and latency are
lower than those of Clos and Fat Tree (FT) by respectively,
≈25-30%, ≈25-30%, and ≈50% [1]. However, SF has still
not seen a real physical deployment, and it is uncertain how to

2Network diameter is the maximum distance between any two switches.
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deploy SF in practice. To spearhead the practical development
of low-diameter networks and show the state-of-the-practice,
we design, implement, deploy, and evaluate the first SF instal-
lation that includes switches and endpoints, as shown in Fig. 1.
We discuss the encountered challenges, and we show that the
construction process is straightforward and comparable to
established designs such as Clos.

Moreover, to maximize performance benefits from using
SF, we design and implement a novel high-performance mul-
tipath routing scheme for general low-diameter networks, and
we install and use it with the deployed SF cluster. Our rout-
ing shows superior performance over the state-of-the-art, and
it is independent of the underlying topology details and of
the interconnect architecture. Thus, it could be portably used
on different topologies (e.g., Xpander [4]) and on different
architectures (e.g., Ethernet or InfiniBand [5]).

The equipment available to us is based on the InfiniBand
(IB) architecture [5]. IB enables a high-speed switched fabric
with hardware (HW) support for remote direct memory ac-
cess (RDMA) [6, 7]. IB is widely used in high-performance
systems, for example four out of ten most powerful systems in
the Top500 list (Jun. 2023 issue) [8], manufactured by IBM,
Nvidia, and Atos, use the IB interconnect. We use our routing
protocol with the IB networking stack; our whole implemen-
tation is publicly available to foster future research into multi-
path routing. Importantly, we provide the first multipathing
for IB that can use arbitrary paths (including non-minimal and
disjoint ones) and that is independent of the structure details
of the underlying network [9, 10].

In our evaluation, we consider a broad range of
communication-intense applications that represent traditional
dense computations (like physics simulations), sparse graph
processing [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], deep neural network (DNN)
training [17, 18, 19], and a number of microbenchmarks test-
ing particular popular communication patterns. Our results
showcase that SF delivers high performance while achieving
optimal, or near optimal scalability, which directly translates
to low construction costs. To further reinforce these outcomes,
we also conduct a comprehensive comparison between SF and
a non-blocking FT that we deploy using the same hardware.
Here, SF offers comparable or better performance to FT in
a majority of used applications. Simultaneously, its superior
scalability ensures up to 50% cost improvements over FT,
particularly for large installation sizes [1].

2 NETWORK MODEL & TOPOLOGIES
We start with fundamental concepts and notation. We model
a network as an undirected graph G = (V,E); V is a set of
switches3 (|V |= Nr) and E is a set of full-duplex inter-switch
cables (we do not model endpoints explicitly). A network
has N endpoints, with p endpoints attached to each switch

3We abstract away HW details and denote switches and routers with a common term
“switch”. However, we use a term “routing” when referring to determining a path,
because IB switches in our physical implementation have routing capabilities.

(concentration). We also use the term node to refer to either a
switch or any of its endpoints, when the discussion is generic.
Total port count in a switch (radix) is k = k′+ p, where k′

is the number of channels from a switch to other switches
(network radix). The diameter is D. All the symbols are listed
in Tab. 1.

Table 1: The most important symbols used in this work.
V,E Sets of vertices/edges (switches/links, V = {0, . . . ,Nr −1}).
N The number of endpoints in the network.
Nr The number of switches in the network (Nr = |V |).
p The number of endpoints attached to a switch.
k′ The number of channels from a switch to other switches.
k Switch radix (k = k′+ p).
D,d Network diameter and the average path length.

We overview SF’s structure in Fig. 2, and compare it to a
3–level Fat Tree with diameter four, as they are widely used
in medium and large installations [20, 21], and to a diameter-
3 Dragonfly, which has also been deployed in practice [22,
23]. SF has >50% fewer switches and >55% fewer cables
than a full-bandwidth non-blocking FT of a comparable size.
Second, SF’s switches form groups that are not necessarily
fully connected; FT’s edge and aggregation switches form
pods, DF’s groups are fully connected. Third, both SF and
DF are direct topologies (each switch is attached to some
number of servers), while in a FT, only edge switches attach
to servers.

3 FIRST AT-SCALE SF INSTALLATION
We start by discussing the deployment of the first SF cluster,
illustrating the simplicity of its construction and arguing why
deploying other SFs would also be straightforward. The clus-
ter is hosted by the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre
(CSCS).

3.1 Deployed Hardware Equipment
We use 50 36-port, 56Gb/s IB SX6036 switches and 200 com-
pute endpoints. Each endpoint hosts two 20-core Intel Xeon
CPUs and 32 GiB RAM, split equally in a Non-Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA) configuration, and a single Mel-
lanox ConnectX-3 MT4099 HCA, which implements the IB
Architecture Specification Volume 1, Release 1.2. Copper
and optical cables are used for intra and inter-rack switch
connections, respectively.

3.2 Topology Structure and Construction
We use a SF based on the graphs by McKay, Miller, and
Širáň [24]. We outline its structure, the details are in Ap-
pendix A and in the original SF paper [1]. The complete SF
installation is shown in Fig. 1 with a highlighted view of the
group structure in Fig. 3. One first chooses a prime power
q; q is an input parameter that determines the whole topol-
ogy structure. For example, the number of vertices (switches)
is Nr = 2q2 and the network radix k′ = 3q−δ

2 . In our case,
Nr = 50, thus q = 5 and k′ = 7 (every switch connects to
7 other switches). Interestingly, this construction forms the
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Figure 2: The structure of a small example Fat Tree (FT), Dragonfly (DF), and Slim Fly (SF), and the corresponding installations. Each topology comes with a
modular design, where switches form groups (SF, DF) or pods (FT). Such groups can become racks in a physical installation.

Each switch
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Figure 3: Internal organization of a rack. The image displays a side-by-side
comparison of a theoretical diagram and an actual photograph of a single rack
in the cluster. The rack consists of two distinct subgroups, each housing 5 IB
switches and 40 compute nodes (endpoints). Each IB switch is connected to
4 endpoints and 7 other IB switches.

famous Hoffman-Singleton graph [25, 26], which is opti-
mal with respect to the Moore Bound [27]. Finally, one uses
p =

⌈
k′
2

⌉
endpoints connected to each switch to ensure full

global bandwidth [1]. In our case, p = 4. Note that, while the
switch port count in the considered SF is k′+ p = 11 (and
11-port switches would be the appropriate selection when
building the SF from scratch), we use 36-port switches be-
cause this has been the only HW equipment available to us.

The whole installation consists of five identical racks. Ev-
ery two racks are connected with the same number of 2q = 10
cables. There are 2q = 10 switches in each rack. Each rack
consists of two subgroups, subgroup 0 and subgroup 1. All

subgroups 0 and all subgroups 1 are identical, but a subgroup 0
and 1 are usually different. We place switches from sub-
group 0, together with their attached endpoints, at the top of
each rack; subgroup 1 goes to the bottom of the rack. The de-
tails on how any two switches are connected is determined by
the underlying algebraic structure of the SF topology. We of-
fer full details in Appendix A, with Appendix A.3 explaining
the three simple equations that determine switch connectivity;
here, we stress that the deployment is straightforward.

3.3 Deployment Efficiency and Ease
To facilitate deployment, we develop scripts that outline both
intra- and inter-rack connections. The output of these scripts
can be used to create diagrams for every rack pair to ensure
a smooth wiring process. Thanks to the algebraic structure
of the SF topology, such descriptions for any SF can be au-
tomatically generated, providing concrete port-to-port link
descriptions and rack placements for each switch. We illus-
trate an example diagram of connections between racks 0
and 1, and between 0 and 2, that was created based on these
generated descriptions, in Fig. 4.

We use our scripts as a basis of an efficient 3-step wiring
process. First, we wire intra-subgroup connections; they are
identical across all racks for each of the two subgroups. The
second step consists of connecting each switch from sub-
group 0 to its neighboring switches in subgroup 1 within the
same rack. As the subgroups are of equal size, an incorrectly
connected pair will result in easily recognizable errors, which
break that symmetry. Lastly, the inter-rack connections are es-
tablished. Hereby, the fact that each switch in a rack uses the
same port to connect to the switches in another rack, enables
straightforward connection of rack-pairs.
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The simplicity of the wiring process can mainly be at-
tributed to the scalable three-step approach, which is equally
applicable to larger SF topologies, enabling the efficient de-
ployment of SF clusters. Overall, stripping the previous sys-
tem and executing the 3-step wiring process were completed
within 3 days by a team of two.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the example diagrams created from the output
of our scripts, facilitating the cabling process. The diagrams show all the
inter-rack connections and the corresponding ports in switches. Each switch
is labeled using a triple (S,R, I), where S ∈ {0,1} indicates the subgroup
type, R ∈ {0, ...,4} indicates the rack, and I ∈ {0, ...,4} is the consecutive
switch ID within a rack/subgroup. Then, we only show ports 8–11; these
ports are used to connect racks. Ports 1–4 (for endpoints) and 5–7 (for intra-
rack switch-switch links) are omitted for clarity. The equations presented
in Appendix A.3 determine which switches are connected based on the
assigned labels.

3.4 Correctness Verification
We provide a set of scripts that ensure the correctness of the
cabling. These scripts utilize the auto-generated port-to-port
link descriptions and rack placements for each switch and
compare it with the output of ibnetdiscover, an IB com-
mand that performs fabric discovery. This allows us to not
only identify incorrectly wired cables and provide concrete
instructions on how to rectify mistakes, but also detect miss-
ing or broken links. These scripts could even be used on a
live cluster, while going through the wiring process, to imme-
diately identify and flag errors.

4 HIGH-PERFORMANCE MULTIPATHING
We now propose a novel high-performance multipath routing
protocol for low-diameter networks, which we use on the
described SF deployment. For this, we extend the recently
proposed FatPaths multipath routing protocol [28] so that it

 

A minimal path
(globally): 2 hops

Layer 1

Layer 2

FatPaths: layers as link subsets.

Acyclicity of layers restricts
layers' structure, there may be

large link overlap across layers

Layers define separate
forwarding trees for each node, 

ensuring advantageous paths

Initial network: all the links. This work: layers as sets of paths.

Layer 0 (FatPaths and this work)
(solid links) (solid paths)
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Figure 5: Layered routing in FatPaths and in this work. Traffic is divided and
sent using different layers. Our scheme relaxes the requirement in FatPaths for
all layers to be trees, as in our scheme deadlock resolution is decoupled from
layer creation. This ensures more flexibility in developing layers, leading
to more throughput. Specifically, while in FatPaths, paths in different layers
often overlap (cf. Layer 1 and 2), our routing alleviates this issue and reduces
overlap/congestion and increases performance.

offers vastly superior throughput while still ensuring very low
latency.

4.1 Original FatPaths Routing in Slim Fly
In terms of path diversity, FT has multiple same-length min-
imal paths between any two edge switches. Thus, one often
uses ECMP [29] for multipath routing in FT. In SF (and
to some degree in DF [28]), there is usually only one mini-
mal path, but multiple “almost” minimal paths between any
switch pair. This makes it challenging to achieve high path
diversity in SF using ECMP. To alleviate this and to enable
non-minimal high-speed multipathing in SF, the FatPaths ar-
chitecture has recently been proposed [28]. FatPaths harnesses
the concept of layered routing [30, 31] for low-diameter net-
works. In layered routing, one first creates layers: subsets of
switch-switch links. Within one layer, one uses shortest-path
routing. However, as a layer does not contain all the links,
paths within this layer are usually non-minimal (in the global
sense). If two nodes4 want to communicate using multiple
paths, the sending node simply sends its data using paths re-
siding in different layers. Note that multipathing is orthogonal
to transport-level issues, and one can use different layers to
transfer different flows between two nodes, but also different
packets or flowlets within one flow [28]. In FatPaths, selecting
links (when constructing layers) is done with simple random
uniform sampling; a more elaborate scheme minimizing load
imbalance is also provided. Layered routing is summarized
in Fig. 5.

4.2 Proposed Multipath Routing: Summary
The central issue in layered routing is how to divide links
into layers. We aim to minimize the number of layers (which
minimizes the usage of HW resources in switches) while si-
multaneously maximizing the number of disjoint and almost-

4Multipathing can be applied both at the switch and at the endpoint level. Thus, we use
a term “node” to refer to switches or endpoints when a discussion is generic
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minimal paths between any switch pair (for more path diver-
sity). Moreover, a detailed analysis from FatPaths indicates
that – to maintain high performance in layered routing in vir-
tually all low-diameter networks and traffic patterns – at least
three disjoint paths per switch pair are needed [28]. Thus, the
main goal of the layer construction algorithm is to find a min-
imum set of layers that together provide each switch pair with
at least three disjoint paths while ensuring minimum overlap
between specific layers. Ideally, these three paths include the
minimal one (that always exists) and two “almost” minimal
ones (in the following, an “almost” minimal path means a
path that is longer by one hop than the minimal path between
two given switches).

An overview of our proposed layer routing is shown in
Fig. 5 (right). The key difference between our scheme and
FatPaths is that we do not remove links from layers in or-
der to ensure deadlock-freedom or to introduce non-minimal
paths. Instead, we decouple deadlock resolution from layer
creation, and explicitly construct paths satisfying the appro-
priate constraints on their count, non-minimal length, and
well-balancedness. This facilitates creating layers that result
in much higher throughput.

4.3 Generating Routing Layers
Our layer construction scheme is detailed in Algorithm 1. The
input is the topology of inter-switch connections G = (V,E),
and the desired number of layers |L|. The output is a set
of layers L, where each layer contains a collection of paths
connecting different pairs of nodes. These paths together
define a separate forwarding tree for each node.

The layer generation starts with assigning all links to
layer 1. In layer 1, we only use minimal paths, as we want
to ensure that the single minimal path existing between all
node pairs is included in at least one layer for each pair. More-
over, a matrix W and a priority queue p are initialized. These
structures are used to find advantageous non-minimal paths
for each node pair. Intuitively, a priority p(u,v) of a node
pair u,v is determined by the number of non-minimal paths
already assigned to u,v (and maintained in other layers). The
higher p(u,v) is, the lower the priority of u,v is. Hence, when
looking for new non-minimal paths, node pairs with fewer
paths assigned are prioritized. This facilitates balancing the
number of advantageous paths across all pairs of nodes, to
eliminate potential hotspots in the network.

Second, each entry W (r,s) in matrix W describes the
weight of a link between switches r,s. This weight equals
the number of paths (from any layer) that already use this link.
The higher W (r,s) is, the more paths use the corresponding
link. Hence, when selecting new paths, we use W to balance
numbers of paths across single links, minimizing risk of con-
gestion. We also use W to balance the paths in the first layer
to ensure minimal overlap of minimal paths.

Then, for every layer 2 . . . |L|, and for each node pair in each
layer, we find a single almost-minimal path that minimizes

overlap with respect to paths already added to any other layer.
For this, when finding paths in a layer l, we first copy the
current priorities of node pairs into a list that preserves the
current state of priorities (copy_pairs). Here, node pairs with
the same priority are in a random order, but come before any
node pair with lower priority. Note that each node pair appears
twice in the list, once for each direction. This enables using
different paths when routing in different directions, further
increasing the flexibility of path selection.

After that, we iterate over each node pair, in an attempt to
construct a path for each such pair in each layer. Note that, in
principle, it is possible that one cannot find a path for each
node pair in each layer (we elaborate on dealing with such
rare cases in Appendix B.1; we resolve them with a simple
fallback to a minimal path – our evaluation shows that this
does not negatively impact throughput).

In each such iteration, we first use the find_path routine to
try to find an almost-minimal path for a given node pair pair,
based on already inserted paths for that layer (specified in l)
and weights assigned to each link (specified in W ). If we are
able to find a valid path, we accordingly update priorities p
(update_priorities) and link weights W (update_weights). Fi-
nally, we insert the path into layer l (add_path_to_layer).

Algorithm 1: Construct routing layers; details are in § 4.3

Input : Network topology G = (V,E), number of layers |L|
Result : A set of L routing layers
// W ∈ RNr×Nr contains weights of links; p is a priority
queue, with entries being pairs of nodes

1 W = init_link_weight_matrix() // Set all matrix entries to 0
2 p = init_p_queue(G) // Each node pair gets the same priority
3 L = {E} // Layer 0 contains all the links (E)
4 for l = 1 to |L|−1 do
5 init_layer(l) // Initialize the next layer as empty
6 node_pairs = copy_pairs(p)
7 while node_pairs ̸= /0 do
8 pair = node_pairs.dequeue()
9 path = find_path(G, W , pair, l)

10 if valid(path) then
11 update_priorities(path, p)
12 update_weights(path, W )
13 add_path_to_layer(path, G, l)
14 end
15 end
16 L = L∪{l} // Add a new layer to finalized layers
17 end

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIPATHING
The IB architecture [5] enables a high-speed switched fab-
ric with HW support for RDMA [6, 32] and atomic oper-
ations [33]. IB provides lossless destination-based packet
forwarding that relies on link-level, credit-based flow con-
trol [34]. We now discuss the used IB features.

An IB network usually forms a single subnet consisting of
physical IB switches and Host Channel Adapters (HCAs) that
correspond to Ethernet NICs. All communication up to and
including the transport layer is implemented within these two
components.

Routing configuration is managed by a centralized subnet
manager (SM). The SM configures connected IB devices,
appropriately computes the forwarding tables to implement
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the used destination-based routing algorithm, and monitors
the network for failures. Within an IB subnet, each HCA and
each switch receive a unique local identifier (LID), assigned
by the SM.

Each physical IB port has several independent virtual lanes
(VLs). Each VL has its own receive and transmit buffers and
flow control resources. There can be up to 15 VLs per physical
port (depending on the equipment) and 1 VL for management
traffic. Multiple VLs per port are used for deadlock freedom
and to eliminate head-of-line blocking [34] (we discuss dead-
locks in more detail in § 5.2).

Each switch provides a forwarding table called the Linear
Forwarding Table (LFT) that – for a given packet – deter-
mines the outgoing port using the destination address (DLID)
from the packet header. Then, for a given outgoing port, to
determine the outgoing VL for a given packet, the switch uses
a four-bit Service Level (SL) field from the packet header, in
combination with the incoming and outgoing packet ports, to
index into the SL-to-VL table. This enables packets to change
virtual lanes at each hop and it allows for seamless utilization
of switches with potentially different numbers of virtual lanes.

5.1 Routing
OpenSM, our choice of IB compliant SM, provides com-
plete subnet information, including a list containing all nodes
(switches, HCAs, routers) and ports, as well as the connec-
tions between them. We use this information to create and
populate forwarding tables so that they implement the pre-
scribed layered routing.

Multipathing In ECMP, each router stores multiple pos-
sible next-hops that each lie on a minimal path towards the
destination. This approach of storing multiple next-hops for
a given destination is not possible in IB. However, it can be
emulated by assigning multiple LIDs to each HCA, a fea-
ture that we use to enable multipathing and to implement
our layered routing in an IB setting. An HCA can receive a
contiguous range of LID addresses. This range is determined
by the so called LID Mask Control (LMC) value. Specifi-
cally, for an LMC equal x, each HCA port hosts a consecutive
range of 2x LIDs. Then, one routes towards each such LID
using a different path. We use the information provided by
OpenSM to appropriately populate forwarding tables so that
they implement the layered routing described in § 4.

Implementation of Layers We assign multiple addresses
to each node; one address falls into one layer (each layer
gets one address from each node). Hence, a layer is physi-
cally formed by the assigned addresses and the associated
forwarding entries that route traffic to these addresses. The
forwarding entries are set according to the specification of
layers in the initialization phase. Our scheme for construct-
ing layers provides a data structure port, which specifies the
output port to be used for a packet traveling to a node d, from
a switch s, within a layer l; this output port is denoted with
port[l][s][d].

Routing Within Layers The number of layers equals the
number of addresses assigned to each node. Thus, we can
treat the layer ID as the offset to the base (i.e., to the first)
LID of each node. Hence, for instance, routing in the first
layer (ID 0) uses the base LID of each node, whereas routing
in the second layer uses the base LID plus offset 1.

Populating Forwarding Tables To populate forwarding
entries, we add a value port[l][s][d] into the LFT of switch s,
as the outgoing port number for packets being routed towards
node d. As the destination address, we use the base LID of
the node, increased by the offset l, to ensure routing within
layer l. As the last step, we run a deadlock-resolution scheme
that fills all SL-to-VL tables, eliminating the risk of deadlocks
(cf. § 5.2).

5.2 Deadlock-Freedom
One downside of IB’s credit-based flow control ensuring loss-
lessness is the possibility of deadlocks. Specifically, an IB
network may enter a state in which packets in different buffers
wait for each other indefinitely long to free the buffers, result-
ing in a deadlock. To overcome this, most routing schemes
use different VLs to send packets [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. By
splitting a single port buffer into multiple independent logical
VLs, one can break dependencies between waiting packets.

In FatPaths, each layer is acyclic, to ensure no dead-
locks within each layer. However, this does not imply global
deadlock-freedom on IB because of its lossless design based
on channels. Specifically, one has to ensure that dependencies
between packets using routes stored in any layers are also
deadlock-free. Thus, we change the FatPaths approach by
decoupling deadlock-avoidance from layer creation. Instead,
we apply deadlock-removal after the layers are created. This
also enables much more throughput because acyclic layers
vastly restrict the choice of paths to be taken.

In our IB implementation, we propose and enable the use
of two different deadlock-avoidance schemes. Firstly, if a
sufficient number of VLs is available, we use the scheme in-
troduced with the Deadlock-Free Single Source Shortest-Path
(DFSSSP) [36] algorithm, which is already integrated in IB.
Intuitively, given a ready routing (i.e., the populated forward-
ing tables), DFSSSP first finds all dependencies that could
lead to a deadlock, and then it iteratively accommodates these
dependencies in a deadlock-free way, by assigning selected
routes to use yet unoccupied VLs. If not enough VLs are
available, the algorithm fails. If not all VLs are exhausted,
DFSSSP additionally balances the number of paths using each
VL, for more throughput.

By increasing the number of layers used, the total number
of unique paths between node pairs increases, resulting in a
higher number of virtual lanes (VLs) required to resolve dead-
locks using the DFSSSP scheme. To maximize the number
of supported layers, we propose a novel deadlock avoidance
scheme based on the Duato’s approach [41], that is agnostic
to the number of layers and tailored for IB deployments that
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rely exclusively on paths of length <= 3, such as those based
on SF with our multipath routing method. The proposed al-
gorithm ensures that the first, second, and third inter-switch
hop of any path connecting two nodes use disjoint subsets of
VLs. To achieve this, at least three VLs need to be available,
and switches, for a given packet, must be able to identify their
respective positions on the path using only the packet’s SL,
incoming and outgoing port.

To illustrate the algorithm’s functionality, we consider each
case individually. The first case, which involves paths of
length 1 (sw1 − sw2), can be solved trivially since sw1 can
determine that it is the first hop along the path by checking
whether the incoming packet port is connected to an endpoint.
This information can then be encoded easily in the SL-to-VL
table.

The strategy to address the second case, paths of length 2
(sw1− sw2− sw3), is the same as the one for case three; there-
fore, we only present it once. In the third and final case, paths
of length 3 (sw1 − sw2 − sw3 − sw4), we treat sw1 as in case
one but use a different approach to differentiate between sw2
and sw3. We establish a proper coloring of switches, using at
most as many colors as there are available SLs. This color
assignment is then mapped to SLs, ensuring each switch has
a unique color and SL among its neighbours. By setting the
SL of a packet routed along a path of length 2 or 3 to the
SL assigned to the second switch (sw2) along that path, it is
guaranteed that the packet’s assigned SL matches the SL of
the second hop but not the SL of the third. Subsequently, if
a switch is neither the first nor last hop on a path – a condi-
tion trivially determined through the incoming and outgoing
packet ports – then the switch’s position along the path can
be ascertained by whether the incoming packet’s assigned
SL matches the SL assigned to the switch. Specifically, if the
SLs match, then the given switch must be the second hop; if
they don’t, then it must be the third. Thus, we can differenti-
ate the second hop from a potential third hop and select the
appropriate subset of VLs at each hop accordingly.

If fewer than 3 VLs are available or no proper coloring
using the available SLs can be established, the algorithm fails.
Similar to the DFSSSP scheme, the disjoint VL subsets can
be chosen to balance the number of paths crossing each VL.

5.3 Load Balancing
For load balancing, we rely on the respective protocol higher
up in the stack to choose a layer out of the set of possible ones
available for a given destination. In our case, this is the Open
MPI [42] implementation of the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) standard [43]. Open MPI serves as a communication
library and directly interfaces with the IB networking API
(Verbs). To optimize traffic flow, we utilize Open MPI’s de-
fault load balancing technique, which distributes traffic evenly
across the available paths using a round-robin selection pro-
cess. More advanced, adaptive schemes can seamlessly be
used by changing the selection policy.

For fault tolerance, we rely on IB’s subnet manager. We
stress that our routing can be seamlessly used with other trans-
port schemes besides the ones used in the deployed cluster.

5.4 Path Diversity vs. Network Size
Increasing the number of different paths between each node
pair requires more layers and thus also more addresses as-
signed to each node (i.e., a larger LMC value). However, using
more addresses within one node decreases the maximum num-
ber of nodes that can be used in the network overall (because
the address field size is fixed to 16 bits). We analyze this trade-
off in Tab. 2. We assume the maximum SF network based on
{36, 48, 64}-port switches, that guarantees full global band-
width. The results illustrate that one can use 4 layers without
having to make any compromises on the networks size, but
anything beyond 4 layers would reduce the maximum net-
work size. At this point, the constraining factor is no longer
the switch radix, but the address space. In § 6 and § 7, we
show that – fortunately – our routing scheme’s performance
is already quite substantial with just 4 layers and does not
need more than 8 layers for high performance.

Table 2: Maximum number of switches and servers supported by a single-
subnet, full global bandwidth, SF-based IB network, with “#A”= 2LMC many
addresses per node.

36-port switches 48-port switches 64-port switches
#A Nr N k′ p Nr N k′ p Nr N k′ p

1 512 6144 24 12 882 14112 31 16 1568 32928 42 21
2 512 6144 24 12 882 14112 31 16 1250 23750 37 19
4 512 6144 24 12 800 12000 30 15 800 12000 30 15
8 450 5400 23 12 450 5400 23 12 450 5400 23 12
16 288 2592 18 9 288 2592 18 9 288 2592 18 9
32 162 1134 13 7 162 1134 13 7 162 1134 13 7
64 98 588 11 6 98 588 11 6 98 588 11 6
128 72 360 9 5 72 360 9 5 72 360 9 5

6 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
We conduct a theoretical analysis of the developed routing
protocols using the deployed SF network as a case study.
We focus on how well our routing uses the diversity of non-
minimal paths, which is necessary for high performance [28].

Baselines and Parameters We analyze our layered routing
that minimizes path overlap ( § 4) and compare it to a simple
random layer construction (RUES, Random Uniform Edge
Selection) and to the state-of-the-art FatPaths scheme [28].

We vary different parameters, including the fraction p of
preserved links in a layer, which refers to the proportion of
links from the network that are included in each layer for the
RUES scheme (specifically, we consider p = 40%, p = 60%,
and p = 80%), and the number of layers used. We focus on
the deployed SF with 50 switches, but the results general-
ize to larger sizes. Overall, we show that the proposed lay-
ered routing is superior to the state-of-the-art in crucial met-
rics: lengths, distribution, and diversity of used paths, and the
achieved throughput.
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Figure 6: Histograms of average path lengths and maximum path lengths across all layers for each switch pair.
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Figure 7: Histograms (bin size = 20) of counts of paths crossing each
individual link.
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Figure 8: Histograms of counts of disjoint paths for different switch pairs.

6.1 Path Lengths
The first important metric for evaluating routing is the length
of paths constructed using the proposed routing schemes.
Specifically, when routing in SF, one wants to use the single
available minimal path (with 1 or 2 hops, depending on picked
switch pairs) and the “almost” minimal ones – with 3 hops –
as indicated in the FatPaths study [28]. To analyze whether
the considered routing ensures this, we compute the average
and maximum lengths of the set of paths connecting each
individual switch pair, as produced by the respective routing
schemes. Fig. 6 shows the analysis results.

Our novel layered scheme outperforms all others, because
it ensures that the highest fraction of switch pairs uses the
“almost” minimal paths of length at most 3. The downside of
RUES is that the more randomness is employed, the larger
the maximum path length becomes. For a sampling factor
p = 80%, there is no switch pair with a path of length more
than 4, whereas for p = 40% some switch pairs have paths of
length greater than 8. This indicates large differences in path
lengths in different layers for some switch pairs, even if the
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Figure 9: Maximum achievable throughput for the adversarial traffic pattern
under three different injection loads (fraction of communicating endpoint
pairs).

average path length is between 3 and 4. This can negatively
impact load balancing efforts as it becomes more difficult
to predict path latency. Then, in FatPaths, large fractions of
switch pairs use paths of length 2, which means that these
links may likely become congested.

Doubling the number of layers does not change the overall
trends and it has mostly no effect on the average path length
distributions. Only the maximum path lengths display a small
shift to the right. This is because using more layers increases
the probability of finding a longer path.

6.2 Path Distribution
We now count the total number of paths that cross each indi-
vidual link, see Fig. 7. Our layered routing ensures a balanced
scenario, i.e., close to equal utilization of each link. This cor-
responds to a “single bar”, i.e., the “tighter” the distribution
the better balanced the paths are.

Similarly to the analysis on path length, less randomness
leads to better results, which is expected because as layers
become less dense, the links that are present will be more
utilized. Hence, any link that by chance is included in more
than an average number of layers will have a higher number
of crossing paths and vice versa. FatPaths performs similarly
to RUES for a sampling factor of p = 80%. The distributions
for 8 layers are slightly shifted to the right compared to 4
layers, as they have twice as many paths.

6.3 Path Diversity
Two paths are disjoint if they do not share common links.
In layered routing, we aim to maximize the number of such
paths used by node pairs. Fig. 8 displays counts of disjoint
paths between switch pairs. The FatPaths layer construction
based on minimizing path overlap underperforms because
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of its acyclic layers. Moreover, unlike in previous analyses,
more randomness (and thus sparser layers) leads to better
result for RUES. For a sampling factor of p = 40% and 8
layers, ≈97.5% of switch pairs have at least the 3 desired
disjoint paths. This is the best performing algorithm out of
the ones considered. However, this comes at the expense of
disadvantageous path lengths and path distribution.

Our scheme does not need to make a similar trade-off be-
cause with 8 layers already around 88.5% of switch pairs have
at least 3 disjoint paths, which we have verified to grow to
almost 100% percent when scaling to the next higher config-
uration that uses 16 layers. At the same time, the lengths and
path distributions over links are highly beneficial.

6.4 Maximum Achievable Throughput
We also analyze the maximum achievable throughout (MAT).
MAT is defined as the maximum fraction of traffic demands
from all endpoint pairs that can be accommodated simultane-
ously, while adhering to network and routing constraints. For
example, a throughput of 1.5 denotes that the network can
sustain 1.5 times the traffic demand of each communicating
node pair simultaneously.

Here, we consider an adversarial traffic pattern, which max-
imizes stress on the interconnect by incorporating several
large elephant flows between endpoints that are separated by
more than one inter-switch hop, and combining these large
flows with many small flows [44]. We use TopoBench [44],
a throughput evaluation tool which relies on linear program-
ming to compute MAT. The results are displayed in Fig. 9.

Our algorithm outperforms FatPaths for different traffic in-
tensities and layer counts. This is most important for a small
number of layers, which is key for routing on IB hardware
as using many layers reduces the supported network sizes
(cf. Tab. 2). Our layered routing experiences diminishing re-
turns beyond 16 layers. This is expected, as almost 100% of
endpoint pairs have at least 3 disjoint paths for 16 layers (one
needs at least that many disjoint paths to ensure high perfor-
mance with non-minimal routing). Before diminishing returns
set in, FatPaths requires 8× as many layers to reach equivalent
performance, making our design much more practical.

6.5 Insights & Takeaways - Theoretical Results
Our novel IB layered routing achieves superior performance
in all considered path quality measures and especially in MAT.
Almost around 60% of switch pairs have at least 3 disjoint
non-minimal paths when using only 4 layers, which grows
to 88.5% with 8 layers. Furthermore, we achieve the most
balanced distribution of paths over the links in the network.
FatPaths performs similarly in terms of average and maximum
path lengths, but underperforms in the available number of
disjoint paths per switch pair. For RUES, a sampling factor
of p = 60% achieved the most balanced results across all
metrics, but RUES performs much worse in comparison to
FatPaths and our work overall.

7 EVALUATION
We now illustrate the feasibility of our SF installation by
evaluating a broad set of applications from numerous domains
against a comparable FT installation.

7.1 2-Level Non-Blocking Fat-Tree
FT topologies have historically been the usual choice for large-
scale computing systems, largely due to their predictable be-
havior and full-bandwidth capabilities, when configured in a
non-blocking manner. However, their high cost often leads to
oversubscribed deployments at the tree’s lowest level, reduc-
ing construction costs at the expense of bisection bandwidth.

To ensure a fair performance comparison with our SF in-
stallation, we construct a 2-level non-blocking FT, reusing the
same hardware. The FT and SF both share the same network
diameter and full-bandwidth capabilities. Our FT configura-
tion employs 6 core and 12 leaf switches, compatible with
our 36-port switches. Each leaf switch connects to each core
switch through 3 links, and the remaining ports link to evenly
distributed endpoints. This configuration supports up to 216
endpoints, making the FT marginally under-subscribed and
thus strengthening the fairness of our comparison.

7.2 Workloads & Configurations
We utilize a significant subset of the benchmarks included in
the TSUBAME2 HyperX (t2hx) benchmark suite [10] and en-
hance them with a custom implementation of MPI_Alltoall5,
as well as three DNN proxies introduced by Hoefler et al. [57].
The configuration of each benchmark is provided in Tab. 3.
Our analysis includes three classes of benchmarks:

Microbenchmarks We evaluate the system’s bandwidth
using Intel MPI Benchmarks’ (IMB) measurements of the
Allreduce and Bcast collectives [45], and a custom alltoall.
We also assess the effective bisection bandwidth (ebb) of the
system using Netgauge’s eBB benchmark [46].

Scientific Application & HPC Benchmarks We evaluate
a wide range of benchmarks, covering various scientific appli-
cations, all of which are listed in Tab. 3 and taken directly from
the t2hx benchmark suite. We also analyze the performance
of the High Performance Linpack (HPL) [55] benchmark and
of the breadth-first search (BFS) [60] in the Graph 500 Bench-
mark [53]. Additionally, we extend the BFS performance
analysis by changing the average degree of the vertices (edge-
factor), while scaling the number of vertices linearly with
the number of participating compute nodes. Specifically, we
consider edgefactors 16, 128 and 1024.

DNN Proxies The DNN proxies evaluated on SF include
ResNet152 [56] (pure data parallelism), CosmoFlow [58]
(data and operator parallelism) and GPT-3 [59] (data, operator,
and pipeline parallelism), as outlined in Tab. 3. For GPT-3,
each pipeline stage processes one DNN-layer.

5Details on the performance improvements for the custom alltoall collective,
over the default, can be found in the appendix (Sec C.1).
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Table 3: Workload Configurations.

Workload Configuration # Nodes (N) Scaling Metric

Custom Alltoall Message Sizes: 1B → 4MiB 2,4,8,16,32,64,128,200 Weak Bandwidth [MiB/s]
IMB Bcast/Allreduce [45] Message Sizes: 1B → 32MiB 2,4,8,16,32,64,128,200 Weak Bandwidth [MiB/s]
eBB [46] Message Size: 128MiB 2,4,8,16,32,64,128,200 Strong Bandwidth [MiB/s]
CoMD [47] 1003 Atoms per Process 25,50,100,200 Weak Time [s]
FFVC [48] 1283 Cuboid per Process for ≤ 64 processes, else 643 25,50,100,200 Weak Time [s]
mVMC [49] Unmodified job_middle weak-scaling test 25,50,100,200 Weak Time [s]
MILC [50, 51] benchmark_n8 Input 25,50,100,200 Weak Time [s]
NTChem [52] taxol Model 25,50,100,200 Strong Time [s]
BFS16 [53, 54] # Vertices: 223, 224, 225, 226 Avg. Degree: 16 25,50,100,200 Weak Giga-Traversed Edges per Second [GTEPS]
BFS128 [53, 54] # Vertices: 223, 224, 225, 226 Avg. Degree: 128 25,50,100,200 Weak Giga-Traversed Edges per Second [GTEPS]
BFS1024 [53, 54] # Vertices: 223, 224, 225, 226 Avg. Degree: 1024 25,50,100,200 Weak Giga-Traversed Edges per Second [GTEPS]
HPL [55] Matrix A ≈ 1 GiB ,1 GiB ,1 GiB and 0.25 GiB pre Process 25,50,100,200 Weak Giga-Floating point OP/s [GFLOPS]
ResNet152 [56, 57] Pure Data Parallelism 40,80,120,160,200 Weak Iteration Time [s]
Cosmoflow [57, 58] Model Shards: 4 Data Shards: # Nodes

4 40,80,120,160,200 Weak Iteration Time [s]
GPT-3 [59, 57] Pipeline Stages (layers): 10 Model Shards: 4 Data Shards: # Nodes

40 40,80,120,160,200 Weak Iteration Time [s]

(a) MPI Bcast - SF L vs. FT (b) MPI Allreduce - SF L vs. FT (c) Custom Alltoall - SF L vs. FT (d) eBB - SF L vs. FT

Figure 10: Relative performance difference of SF (linear placement strategy) over FT for various Microbenchmarks; eBB performance of SF L in comparison to
maximum bandwidth and FT performance (higher is better), including routing improvement of this work over DFSSSP (heatmap).

7.3 Execution Environment
To ensure consistency and reproducibility, all benchmarks
were compiled using GCC v4.8.5 and executed using Open-
MPI v1.10.7. We use one MPI rank per node and assign one
OpenMP thread per physical core on Socket 1 of the dual-
socket system (pinning on Socket 2 introduces non-negligible
slowdowns due to inter-socket communication).

We investigate two MPI rank placement strategies: linear
and random. The linear strategy places rank j on node j, a
commonly used approach that enhances latency and traffic
locality, especially for FTs [61, 62]. This strategy also models
a system with minimal fragmentation. In contrast, the random
strategy represents systems with significant fragmentation. It
randomizes rank placement to potentially reduce network bot-
tlenecks on SF, albeit at the cost of increased latency. For FT,
the linear placement significantly outperformed its random
counterpart in all microbenchmarks and exhibited comparable
performance in the remaining tests. Consequently, we report
SF performance relative to the FT’s linear placement only.

Each benchmark configuration is executed five times; mi-
crobenchmarks are executed for at least 100 iterations. We
assess all SF benchmarks using our new multipath routing
algorithm based on both minimal and almost minimal paths,
as well as the defacto standard multipath routing algorithm in
IB (DFSSSP), that leverages minimal paths only [63]. We in-

stantiate each routing algorithm once with 1, 2, 4, and 8 layers,
respectively, but only report the results of the best-performing
variant for each benchmark configuration. For all FT bench-
marks we choose the commonly used ftree routing [64]. Mean
and standard deviation of the results are reported, with the
latter indicated using red error bars for all bar plots. Relative
performance differences of SF over FT are annotated above
each bar. Any significant performance gains or losses of our
novel routing algorithm in comparison to DFSSSP for any
benchmark are either explicitly stated in the text or visualized
using heatmaps.

In the main text, we present comprehensive results for
SF using the linear placement strategy, and include only mi-
crobenchmark results for the random placement strategy due
to space considerations. Detailed results of the random strat-
egy for other benchmarks, which largely mirror those obtained
with the linear strategy, are in Appendix C.

7.4 Microbenchmarks
Fig. 10a–10c illustrate the relative performance differences
of SF with linear placement over FT and Fig. 11a–11c of SF
with random placement over FT for MPI collectives bcast,
allreduce, and custom alltoall.

Generally, SF’s performance using the linear placement
strategy closely matches that of the FT, with FT only dis-
playing minor advantages in bcast and allreduce for 8 and
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(a) MPI Bcast - SF R vs. FT (b) MPI Allreduce - SF R vs. FT (c) Custom Alltoall - SF R vs. FT (d) eBB - SF R vs. FT

Figure 11: Relative performance difference of SF (random placement strategy) over FT for various Microbenchmarks; eBB performance of SF R in comparison
to maximum bandwidth and FT performance (higher is better), including routing improvement of this work over DFSSSP (heatmap).

Figure 12: Runtime of scientific workloads (lower is better) - SF L vs. FT

Figure 13: Performance of HPC benchmarks (higher is better) - SF L vs. FT

16 node configurations at smaller, latency-sensitive message
sizes. This marginal edge of FT in specific configurations is
due to its architecture, wherein leaf switches connect to at
least 16 nodes, facilitating localized communication with zero
inter-switch hops, thus minimizing latency. While SF, under
linear placement, enjoys the benefits of zero inter-switch hops
mostly for configurations of up to 4 nodes – owing to its de-
sign of connecting 4 nodes per switch – random placement
generally does not benefit from this localized communica-
tion advantage. As a result, SF experiences marginally lower
performance in comparison to FT for these latency-sensitive
scenarios with the random placement strategy.

In contrast, for the communication-intensive alltoall collec-
tive, SF’s performance closely mirrors, or even slightly sur-

Figure 14: Iteration time of DNN proxy workloads (lower is better) SF L vs.
FT and routing improvement of this work over DFSSSP (heatmap) for SF L.

passes, that of the FT for small message sizes when employing
the linear placement strategy (cf. Fig. 10c). However, in 8,
16, and 32 node configurations, particularly with bandwidth-
critical message sizes, SF lags due to congestion caused by
all inter-switch communication occurring between 2, 4, or 8
switches, respectively. This leads to traffic bottlenecks on the
often single shortest path between these switches. While our
new routing scheme, as discussed in § 6, theoretically miti-
gates this congestion, the absence of adaptive load balancing
limits practical improvements to at most 7% over DFSSSP.

Switching to the random placement strategy markedly im-
proves SF’s performance for the alltoall collective, as shown
in Fig. 11c. This strategy not only overcomes the noted bottle-
necks but also enables SF to significantly outperform FT. This
improvement results from the random placement strategy’s
enhanced traffic distribution across the network, showcasing
the trade-off between increased latency for smaller message
sizes and superior traffic balancing within the SF topology.
These findings imply that the integration of adaptive load bal-
ancing with our routing scheme could effectively address the
congestion issues identified with linear placement, underscor-
ing the potential of our routing scheme to optimize network
performance for demanding communication patterns.

Lastly, in Fig. 10d and Fig. 11d, we present the ebb across
various node counts for the linear and random placement
strategy, respectively. At maximum node count we achieve
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approximately half of the injection bandwidth, equating to
75% of the theoretical bisection bandwidth optimum [1], with
both strategies. Though the FT matches SF’s full-system ebb,
it outperforms SF with linear placement for the 8, 16, and 32
nodes configurations. This discrepancy mirrors the observa-
tions for the alltoall collective and is similarly overcome with
the random placement strategy (cf. Fig. 11d).

In the right section of both Fig. 10d and Fig. 11d, heatmaps
display the performance gains of our new routing scheme
over DFSSSP for the eBB benchmark. Notably, for the linear
placement strategy, improvements of up to 28% are observed
for the earlier described node configurations, which are es-
pecially prone to congestion. Under the random placement
strategy, the level of improvement is less significant, with only
up to 7%, suggesting that this strategy’s primary advantage
lies in its ability to distribute traffic more evenly, even in the
absence of adaptive load balancing.

7.5 Scientific Workloads & HPC Benchmarks
In Fig. 12, we present the runtime and relative performance
of the solver/kernel for each of the scientific workloads on
SF, using the linear placement strategy. The scaling behavior
of each workload, based on their configurations detailed in
Tab. 3, is evident. Notably, the drop in runtime for FFVC when
scaling from 50 to 100 nodes is due to the decrease in the
workload’s problem size when running on > 64 nodes. Utiliz-
ing almost minimal paths in combination with minimal paths
does not generate any significant speedup for these workloads
over pure minimal routing (DFSSSP), and generally results
in only small runtime variances of < 1%. This is due to the
communication time only constituting a small fraction of the
overall runtime for these scientific workloads [10, 65].

Fig. 13 shows the performance of the HPC benchmarks,
which display similar weak-scaling behavior as the scien-
tific workloads. HPL exhibits almost linear scaling perfor-
mance when increasing the number of nodes from 25 to 50
or 100 nodes, indicating that the overhead introduced by the
increased amount of communication is negligible. Consistent
with these results, introducing almost minimal paths to the
routing impacts performance by less than 1% for the HPL
benchmark. The only exception is the 200 node setting, where
the decrease in the problem size (per node) is likely the main
cause for the deviation from the linear scaling observed.

In the case of the Graph 500 - BFS benchmark, we expe-
rienced high variance with the default implementation. To
mitigate this, we fixed the seed for the graph generation and
used the same source vertex for each BFS run. The BFS scal-
ing results show more fluctuations in comparison to the HPL
results, particularly for the sparser variant. This is accompa-
nied by greater variability in speedup through almost minimal
paths, which ranged from -5% to +1%. It is not clear whether
this can be attributed purely to network communication or to
other factors such as caching effects and system noise.

Overall, our experiments show SF competes effectively

with FT in terms of performance, while being very effective
for scaling both scientific workloads and HPC benchmarks,
even when limited to minimal paths.

7.6 Deep Learning Workloads
The left part of Fig. 14 shows the runtime and relative per-
formance of the DNN proxies when linearly increasing the
number of nodes from 40 to 200. ResNet152 with pure data
parallelism only requires allreduce for gradient aggregation.
CosmoFlow with a hybrid of data and operator parallelism re-
quires allgather, reduce-scatter, allreduce, and point-to-point
communications. GPT-3 with a hybrid of data, operator, and
pipeline parallelism requires allreduce and point-to-point com-
munications. As we increase the data shards proportionally to
the number of nodes, the scalability is mainly determined by
allreduce across the data dimension.

We find that CosmoFlow’s runtime on SF is comparable to
that on FT. In contrast, GPT-3 notably performs better on SF
for configurations with 160 and 200 nodes, while ResNet152
begins to lag as the node count increases. Although both
GPT-3 and ResNet152 predominantly rely on allreduces at
higher node counts, their diverging performance trends can
be attributed to differences in message sizes; GPT-3 handles
significantly larger messages than ResNet152. Expectedly, the
performance trend of GPT-3 matches the trend of MPI Allre-
duce for the high node count configurations (cf. Fig. 10b).

The right part of Fig. 14 shows that our work generally out-
performs DFSSSP for GPT-3, with up to 24% improvements.

7.7 Insights & Takeaways - Empirical Results
When analyzing communication-intensive workloads on con-
figurations with 8, 16, or 32 nodes, we identified some con-
gestion challenges. These challenges stemmed from the non-
adaptive nature of the path selection. However, by employing
a random placement strategy, these issues were effectively
counteracted. Our findings subsequently indicate that SF con-
sistently achieves performance on par with, or even surpass-
ing, the well-established FT topology, particularly under con-
ditions of full-system utilization. Additionally, SF displays
effective scaling capabilities across a diverse range of work-
loads. In comparison to the established DFSSSP, our novel
routing approach exhibited promising performance, register-
ing improvements of over 20%.

7.8 Scalability & Cost Analysis
FT topologies are the preferred choice for large-scale HPC de-
ployments due to their adaptability, adoptable bisection band-
width, established routing, and isolation advantages. These
properties often benefit application performance consistency
[66, 67, 68]. However, their low-diameter configurations do
not scale as well as contemporary topologies [69].

We compare the scalability and deployment cost of 2-level
FTs (FT2), 3-level FTs (FT3), 2-D HyperX (HX2) [10, 70],
and SF. Our evaluation, summarized in Tab. 4, includes both
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Table 4: Maximal scalability and costs of SF deployments compared to non-blocking FT2, FT2 oversubscribed by 3 (FT2-B), FT3 and 2-D HyperX (HX2) under
given port constraints. For the fixed size cluster we use 64-port switches for the FT2 and FT-B, 40-port switch for HX2, and 36-port for SF and FT3.

36-port switches 40-port switches 64-port switches 2048 nodes clusters
FT2 FT2-B FT3 HX2 SF FT2 FT2-B FT3 HX2 SF FT2 FT2-B FT3 HX2 SF FT2 FT2-B FT3 HX2 SF

Endpoints 648 972 11664 2028 6144 800 1200 16000 2744 7514 2048 3072 65536 10648 32928 2048 2048 2048 2197 2178
Switches 54 45 1620 169 512 60 50 2000 196 578 96 80 5120 484 1568 96 59 303 169 242
Links 648 324 23328 2028 6144 800 400 32000 2548 7225 2048 1024 131072 10164 32928 2048 344 4320 2028 2057

Costs [M$] 1.5 1.1 45 4.5 13.8 2.4 1.7 84.2 7.8 22.4 9 7.2 491 45.5 146 7.5 2.7 8.3 6.4 5.8
Cost/Endp [k$] 2.2 1.2 3.8 2.2 2.2 3 1.5 5.2 2.8 2.9 4.4 2.3 7.5 4.3 4.4 3.6 1.3 4 3.1 2.8

the non-blocking FT2 variant and its 3:1 oversubscribed ver-
sion (FT2-B). The pricing details are in Appendix D.

Scalability We show that SF networks offer a distinct ad-
vantage in scalability by evaluating maximum network size
for a HW setup with 36, 40, and 64-port switches. SF can ac-
commodate approximately 10, 6, and 3 times more endpoints
than FT2, FT2-B, and HX2 respectively, while maintaining
a lower or comparable cost-to-endpoint ratio and the same
network diameter of 2. FT3 can accommodate more endpoints
than SF, however, this comes at a significantly larger (around
1.75x) cost-to-endpoint ratio and increased network diameter
which has an impact on a performance of latency critical ap-
plications. This makes SF a compelling choice for large-scale
diameter-2 deployments.

Cost When the number of endpoints is predetermined, SF’s
requirement for fewer port switches can reduce overall de-
ployment costs, while keeping comparable benchmark per-
formance to FT2 as shown in § 7. Tab. 4 further shows an
example of fixing a cluster requirement to 2048 endpoints.
Realising such a cluster using SF in comparison to FT2, HX2,
and FT3 results in absolute cost saving of $1.7M, $0.6M, and
$2.5M respectively. While using FT2-B might be cheaper in
this scenario, it does not provide the full bandwidth property
as SF, FT2, HX2, and FT3.

8 RELATED WORK
Our work touches on different areas. We now outline related
works, excluding the ones covered in past sections.

Network Topologies Several recent networks build upon SF.
This includes Megafly [71], Bundlefly [72], Galaxyfly [73],
and Xpander [4]. Yet, they do not provide diameter-2 and thus
none of them are competitive with SF in latency, cost, or power
consumption, as observed by recent results [28]. Although
PolarFly has shown promising results in recent studies, its
advantages over SF can be attributed to the diligent design
of routing protocols that leverage its structure to guarantee
optimal routing decisions [74, 75]. Some recent designs based
on similar principles target on-chip networks only [76, 77].

Physical Interconnect Installations The majority of works
on interconnects use simulations for evaluation [1, 2, 3, 4, 71,
72, 73, 78, 79, 80, 81]. However, some topologies have been
evaluated with real installations. This includes – for example –
HyperX [10] and Dragonfly [22]. Here, we offer the first real
evaluation of Slim Fly.

Congestion Control & Load Balancing In general, we
do not focus on transport protocols (flow, congestion). Here,
we rely on mechanisms from the FatPaths [28] architecture.
In layered routing, traffic is balanced across layers. We use
simple randomized and round-robin schemes, which results in
high performance. Other schemes could also be incorporated,
including load balancing based on flows [29, 82, 83, 84, 85,
86, 87, 88, 89], flowcells [90], flowlets [91, 92, 93, 94, 95],
and single packets [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101].

9 CONCLUSION

Slim Fly (SF) is the first network topology that lowered cost
and improved performance by reducing the network diameter
to two, promising significant improvement over established
interconnects. However, it has not yet been tested in practice.
We address this by deploying the first at-scale SF installation
and establishing and implementing open-source routines for
cabling and physical layout, to guide future deployments and
effectively verify cabling. This can foster the adoption of SFs
in broad industry and facilitate practical deployments of other
low-diameter topologies, including the most recent ones, such
as PolarFly or Bundlefly.

We further introduce a novel high-performance routing
scheme that improves upon state of the art, achieving up to
24% speedup for the evaluated deep neural network (DNN)
workloads over the standard IB multipath routing algorithm
(DFSSSP) through non-minimal paths.

We use the first practical, real-world deployment of SF
to demonstrate the topology’s ability to scalably process a
wide selection of modern workloads such as distributed DNN
training, graph analytics, or linear algebra kernels. It consis-
tently matches or surpasses the performance of a comparable
non-blocking Fat Tree (FT) deployment for a wide selec-
tion of workloads, for example, achieving a 66% speedup for
distributed deep neural network training. Importantly, SF si-
multaneously delivers superior scalability. For example, it en-
ables connecting between 3× and 10× the number of servers
compared to other diameter-2 topologies like 2-level FT and
2-D HyperX, while maintaining both a comparable cost-to-
endpoint ratio and full bandwidth. For larger installation sizes,
SF’s scalability translates to significant cost advantages, for
example, 50% over full bandwidth non-blocking 3-level Fat
Tree configurations [1]. Overall, this effort will spearhead
future research into more powerful network topologies.
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A Details of Slim Fly Construction

A.1 Selecting Topology Size, Parametrizing In-
put

Overall, one first chooses a prime power q that satisfies the
equation q = 4w+ δ for some δ ∈ {−1,0,1} and w ∈ N. q
is an input parameter that determines the whole topology
structure. For example, the number of vertices (switches)
is Nr = 2q2 and the network radix k′ = 3q−δ

2 . In our case,
Nr = 50, thus q = 5, which satisfies the equation q = 4w+δ

for w = 1, δ = 1, and k′ = 7. Hence, every switch is connected
to 7 other switches. Interestingly, this construction forms the
famous Hoffman-Singleton graph [25, 26], which is optimal
with respect to the Moore Bound. Finally, as a regular and di-
rect network, it is recommended to attach p =

⌈
k′
2

⌉
endpoints

to each switch to ensure full global bandwidth [1]. In our case,
p = 4.

A.2 Finding Needed Algebraic Structures
Once q is selected, one uses it to construct several alge-

braic structures. Specifically, one finds a base ring Zq (for
us, Z5 = {0,1, ...,4}), its primitive element ξ that generates
all elements of Zq (for us, ξ = 2), and two generator sets
X = {ξ0,ξ2, ...,ξq−3} and X ′ = {ξ1,ξ3, ...,ξq−2} (for our in-
stallation, X = {1,4} and X ′ = {2,3}). While not complex,
details on these structures are not necessary to understand our
Slim Fly deployment. The interested readers may check them
in the original publication [1].

A.3 Labeling and Connecting Switches
Each switch receives a 3-tuple label from a set {0,1}×Zq ×
Zq. Thus, SF switches come in two flavors determined by
the first elements of their labels: (0, ·, ·) and (1, ·, ·). These

labels determine how the switches are connected. Specifically,
switches with labels (0, ·, ·) are connected using the following
equation [1]:

switch (0,x,y) is connected to (0,x,y′) ⇐⇒ y− y′ ∈ X . (1)

Symmetrically, switches with labels (1, ·, ·) use the follow-
ing equation:

switch (1,m,c) is connected to (1,m,c′) ⇐⇒ c− c′ ∈ X ′. (2)

Lastly, two switches with labels (0, ·, ·) and (1, ·, ·), respec-
tively, are connected according to the following equation:

switch (0,x,y) is connected to (1,m,c) ⇐⇒ y = m · x+ c (3)

A.4 Topology Structure & Physical Layout
The graph underlying the SF topology consists of two same-
size subgraphs. One subgraph contains routers (0,x,y), the
other consists of routers (1,m,c). Each subgraph contains q
identical groups of routers. Groups in different subgraphs
usually differ from one another. There are no connections
between groups within the same subgraph, i.e., no two routers
(0,x,y) from different groups are linked, the same holds for
routers (1,m,c). However, each group from one subgraph has
connections to every other group in the other subgraph; thus
the groups form a fully connected bipartite graph.

This property facilitates physical layout and we use it in
our installation. Specifically, as recommended in the origi-
nal work [1], we combine groups from different subgraphs
pairwise; these combined groups form racks. In general, this
leads to q racks, each with 2q routers. In our installation, we
have 5 racks, each with 10 routers and 40 compute nodes.

A.5 Constructing Slim Fly with N nodes
As the space of valid SF topologies is quite sparse, we show
the simple steps needed to find a SF network with the number
of nodes as close to N as possible:

1. Obtain the cube root R of the desired node count N

2. Find prime powers close to R

3. Obtain the corresponding full-bandwidth network con-
figurations (see previous sections)

4. Verify network sizes and select the network that is closest
to N in terms of number of supported nodes

B Routing Details

B.1 Details of Layer Generation
We provide more details on crucial parts of layer generation.
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B.1.1 Finding Almost-Minimal Paths
We look for almost-minimal paths that are exactly 3 hops

long (one hop longer than SF’s diameter of two), while bal-
ancing the number of paths crossing each link (to avoid highly
congested links). We do not target longer paths, in order to
conserve network resources (i.e., a flow taking fewer hops
occupies fewer buffers).

For this, we design a heuristic based on a modified breadth
first search graph traversal starting from the source node src,
constraining the path length to 3. In theory one could also
define a range of valid lengths. The heuristic obtains the set
P of all valid paths starting in src and ending in the destina-
tion node dst; P = {(u1, . . . ,ul) | l = 3∧u1 = src∧ul = dst}.
Here, a path is considered valid if it satisfies the given length
constraint 3 and if its insertion into the layer does not affect
any previously inserted paths. Then, we choose a path p ∈ P
that minimizes link weights, i.e., ∀p′ ∈P ω(p)≤ω(p′) where
ω(p) is the sum of weights of links included in p.

B.1.2 Node Pair Priority Queue
The order in which the paths are inserted is very important,

because it may impact whether we are able to find new paths.
If one would first find a given number of paths for a single
node pair, and only then proceed to the next node pair, some
node pairs might not receive any, or much fewer, paths than
other pairs. To alleviate this, we balance the total number of
added almost-minimal paths across all node pairs. For this,
each node pair is assigned a priority value, equal to its total
number of almost-minimal paths across all layers; the lower
the value, the more important it is to find a path for this node
pair. Therefore, the number of required priority levels is upper-
bounded by |L|−1, because each node pair can have at most
one almost-minimal path per each of |L| − 1 layers, and is
initially in the highest priority value (value of 0). The lowest
priority level is value |L|−1, which only contains node pairs
who have had an almost-minimal path inserted in every layer.

Whenever a path is added to a layer, all of the node pairs
that have a non-minimal path inserted have their priority de-
creased and they move up to the next higher priority layer. For
instance, in Fig. 16 by assuming that the minimum length for
an almost-minimal path is two, adding the illustrated path to
a layer, results in both node pairs (v1,v4) and (v2,v4) having
an almost-minimal path added for them (assuming we allow
paths of length 2 and 3 as non-minimal paths and dst is one of
the receiving nodes). Therefore, both of their priorities would
be decreased by 1. This also assumes that the paths were
not already in this layer, which could have been the case for
(v2,v4).

The node_pairs list generated from the priority queue p
in Algorithm 1 contains the entries of the priority queue in
the order of priority value, and randomized within each level.
Hence, the layer generation algorithm first tries to add an
almost-minimal path for all nodes of priority value 0 in a
random order, and then move to the nodes of the next value.

Hence, it first processes all node pairs with no inserted paths,
then with one inserted path, and so forth, facilitating a bal-
anced path distribution across node pairs.

B.1.3 Path Weighting

A weight update is performed after the insertion of a new
path into any layer. The weight of each link in any existing
path is increased by the total number of new “routes” that now
occupy the link. An example is shown in Fig. 15. The weight
of link (v1,v2) is increased by 9 because it has 9 new routes
using it, as there are 3 sending nodes (a1−a3) and 3 receiving
nodes (b1 −b3). The weight of link (v3,v4) is increased by 27
as there are 9 sending nodes (a1 −a9) and 3 receiving nodes
(b1 −b3).

a1a1 a2
a3 a4 a5

a6 a7 a8 b2
a9 b1 b3

W(v1,v2)+=9 W(v2,v3)+=18 W(v3,v4)+=27
v4

v4
v3v2v1

sending nodes sending nodes sending nodes

inserted path

receiving nodes

Figure 15: Illustration of the weight update methodology employed by the
algorithm. After the insertion of the path from v1 to v4, the weights of the
links (v1,v2), (v2,v3) and (v3,v4) are increased by 9, 18, and 27, respectively.

B.1.4 Potential Invalidity of Paths

For a given source src and destination dst, it may happen
that P = /0, in which case no almost-minimal path is added
to a given layer for that node pair. There are two scenarios
when this may happen, we illustrate them in Fig. 16 and in
Fig. 17. The first one occurs when a path for the node pair is
already included in another (previously inserted) path into the
layer. For instance, after the path in the figure is inserted into
layer l, all sub-paths ((v2,v4), (v3,v4)) become included as
well, forcing v2 and v3 to route along minimal paths towards
destination v4 in layer l.

The second scenario occurs when no path of required
length can be found because routing via any of the source
node’s neighbors would result in a path too short or too long.
In our second example, the almost-minimal paths are con-
strained to have length exactly 3. At first, the two almost-
minimal paths q= (v1,v2,v3,u3) and q′ = (w1,w2,w3,u3) are
inserted, which fixes the paths for all node pairs in the set
{(vi,u3),(wi,u3) | i ∈ {1,2,3}}. Now any path for the node
pair (u1,u3) that respects the already inserted paths will have
length l ∈ {1,2,4} because it would have to come from the
following set of paths: {(u1,q), (u1,q′), (u1,u3), (u1,u2,u3),
(u1,u2,v2,v3,u3), (u1,u2,w2,w3,u3)}. If this scenario occurs,
we route minimally, i.e. path (u1,u3).

B.1.5 Specification of Forwarding Tables

In layered routing, each forwarding entry (l,s,d) ∈ layers×
switches× switches corresponds to the port that switch s uses
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a1a1 a2
a3 a4 a5

a6 a7 a8 b2
a9 b1 b3

p(v1,v4)+=1 p(v2,v4)+=1 minimal routing
from v3 to v4

v4v3v2v1

sending nodes sending nodes sending nodes

inserted path

receiving nodes

Figure 16: Illustration of an almost-minimal path from v1 to v4, which
enforces minimal routing from src nodes like a7, located on the sub-paths, to
dst nodes, i.e. b1, in this layer.

b1
b2

b3
v1

b4
b5

b6
v2

b7
b8

b9
v3

c1
c2

c3
w1

c4
c5

c6
w2

c7
c8

c9
w3

inserted path q inserted path q'

a1
a2

a3
u1

a4
a5

a6
u2

a7
a8

a9
u3

Figure 17: Illustration of a scenario in which no almost-minimal, valid path
of length exactly 3 can be found for node pair (u1,u3) in the given layer due
to the prior insertion of two valid paths.

when routing in layer l and transmitting a packet addressed
to a switch d.

C Additional Results

C.1 Changes for Custom Alltoall
We decided not to use the OpenMPI’s default implementation
of alltoall, as the algorithms it relies on result in sub-optimal
performance for the deployed SF. Empirically, we determined
that the best-performing alltoall for our system was a sim-
ple algorithm that posts all non-blocking send and receive
requests simultaneously and then waits for completion. Other
collectives did not show a similar impact, and we thus used
the default implementations. These issues are not expected
with newer hardware.

C.2 Scientific Workloads & HPC Benchmarks
We show in Fig. 18 the runtime and relative performance
of the solver/kernel for each of the scientific workloads on
SF using the random placement strategy. We observe similar
trends as for the linear placement strategy for all scientific
workloads and SF’s performance aligns closely with FT’s,
while no significant speedup or slowdown through the use of
non-minimal paths could be observed.

Figure 18: Runtime of scientific workloads (lower is better) - SF R vs. FT

(a) SF R vs. FT (b) SF L vs. FT

Figure 19: Runtime of additional scientific workloads (lower is better)

In Fig.19, we present the relative performance of two ad-
ditional scientific workloads, AMG[102] and MiniFE [103],
on SF, using both placement strategies. For this assessment,
AMG was configured with a 1283 cube per process, while
MiniFE was set with grid input dimensions of nx|y|zb

= 90.
In accordance with these configurations, clear weak-scaling
behavior is evident under the random placement strategy. On
the other hand, with the linear placement strategy, the ob-
served trends are less distinct, and, there are instances where
SF outperformed FT by unexpected margins. We believe that
this disparity can’t be merely attributed to the variations in
communication stemming from the placement strategy, as the
applications in consideration aren’t generally communication-
bound and the FT is fully non-blocking. However, the precise
cause remains unclear.

Fig. 20 shows the performance of the HPC benchmarks on
SF using the random placement strategy, results that largely
mirror those obtained using the linear placement strategy.

C.3 Deep Learning Workloads
The left part of Fig. 21 shows the runtime and relative per-
formance of the DNN proxies with the random placement
strategy. The results are also very similar to those obtained
using the linear placement strategy, including GPT-3 match-
ing the performance trends of the MPI Allreduce pattern with
the random placement strategy and comparable node counfig-
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Figure 20: Performance of HPC benchmarks (higher is better) - SF R vs. FT

Figure 21: Iteration time of DNN proxy workloads (lower is better) SF R vs.
FT and routing improvement of this work over DFSSSP (heatmap) in SF R

urations (cf. Fig. 11b).
However, similar to previous results, the right part of Fig. 21

shows that our work generally matches or outperforms DF-
SSSP, achieving up to a 1.18x speedup.

D Pricing details

We based our pricing on data colfaxdirect.com6 and SHI.com7.
Regarding the equipment selection, we use InfiniBand Topol-
ogy Configurator 8. For different switch sizes, we selected
different models from current Nvidia offerings. For exam-
ple, for a 36-port switch, we chose Mellanox SB7800 EDR
100Gb/s9. For a 40-port switch, we decided to use Mellanox
Quantum QM8700 HDR 200Gb/s 10. Finally, for a 64-port
switch, we use Nvidia QM9700 NDR 400G 11 model. For
AoC cables, we selected active fiber links, and for DAC ca-
bles, we chose passive copper cables for endpoint connections.
Again, we base our estimations on mentioned earlier Infini-
Band Topology Configurator online service. However, it can
be challenging to determine the cost of networking hardware
because the prices of such hardware can vary greatly depend-

6COLFAX DIRECT website
7SHI website
8Mellanox InfiniBand Topology Generator tool
9Mellanox SB7800 EDR 100Gb/s product detail
10Mellanox Quantum QM8700 HDR 200Gb/s product detail
11Nvidia QM9700 NDR 400G product detail

ing on the quantity ordered, and large orders may be eligible
for substantial discounts.
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Abstract
This paper presents the design, implementation, evaluation,
and deployment of Crescent, ByteDance’s network emulation
platform, for preventing change-induced network incidents.
Inspired by prior art such as CrystalNet, Crescent achieves
high fidelity by running switch vendor images inside con-
tainers. But, we explore a different route to scaling up the
emulator with unique challenges. First, we analyze our past
network incidents to reveal the difficulty in identifying a safe
emulation boundary. Instead of emulating the entire network,
we exploit the inherent symmetry and modularity of data cen-
ter network architectures to strike a balance between coverage
and resource cost. Second, we study the node-to-host assign-
ment by formulating it as a graph partitioning problem. Eval-
uation results show that our partitioning algorithm reduces
the testbed bootup time by up to 20× compared with random
partitioning. Third, we developed an incremental approach to
modify the emulated network on the fly. This approach can be
30× faster than creating a new testbed of the same scale. Cres-
cent has been actively used for three and a half years, which
led to a significant reduction in change-induced network in-
cidents. We also share Crescent’s success in many other use
cases and the critical lessons learned from its deployment.

1 Introduction

As one of the largest and fastest-growing global online ser-
vice providers, ByteDance’s physical network infrastructure
has expanded rapidly in recent years to meet the explosive
business demand [5, 7]. Such a wild expansion has created
a hyperscale and heterogeneous global network that consists
of medium- and large-scale data centers (DCs), regional and
global wide area networks (WANs), points of presence (PoPs)
of all sizes, and virtual DCs (vDCs) from multiple public
cloud providers. We have network switches from nearly all
the major switch vendors and multiple generations of net-
work architectures co-existing across different DCs/PoPs. As

†corresponding author

(a) # network devices and changes
(normalized using 2020-1H).

(b) Trend of # network incidents per
thousand changes.

Figure 1: Growth of network size, network changes, and net-
work incidents in last 3.5 years.

shown in Figure 1a, the total number of switches in our net-
works has grown by 7.5× in the past three and a half years.
Meanwhile, the number of changes made on these networks
has increased at an even higher rate. The changes, mainly on
topology and switch configurations, include modifications
to our network structures, routing policies, device software,
peering with cloud and Internet service providers (ISPs), etc.
Many such changes require network operators’ careful de-
signs, detailed Methods of Procedure (MOPs), and cautious
executions. But even with those efforts, we still ran into a
series of outages due to missed or unforeseen issues. In the
second half of 2020, network changes accounted for approx-
imately one-third of our incidents. Since the networks kept
growing bigger and increasingly complex, it became a daunt-
ing challenge for our network operators to think through all
scenarios and identify all possible issues before performing
changes to the production networks.

To reverse the alarming trend of the change-induced in-
cidents, we developed Crescent, a high-fidelity emulation
platform to provide a production-like environment for net-
work operators to test and verify their changes. As shown in
Figure 1b, we rolled out Crescent during the second half of
2020. Since then, we have witnessed a steady decrease in net-
work incidents along with increased deployment and usage of
Crescent. Around the mid of 2022, we enforced Crescent as a
mandatory requirement to conduct critical network changes,
which has further bent down the curve.
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We are aware that a plethora of solutions have been pro-
posed in recent years to prevent network incidents caused by
configuration changes. One popular alternative to emulation
is control plane verifiers (CPV) [12, 29, 55, 57, 59] which em-
ploy either simulation or formal modeling to verify the impact
of configuration changes on specific reachability properties of
the network. But most of them cannot detect vendor-specific
behaviors (VSBs), which have caused many of our incidents
(§2.2). Hoyan [55] attempts to model VSB by actively track-
ing the differences between its analysis output and the real
production behavior. But, it can only catch VSBs that are
present in production and requires extra efforts to update its
VSB models. Many VSBs that caused our incidents (§2.2)
were neither documented nor seen in production beforehand.
Other limitations of CPV have been discussed in [19, 41].

Network emulators [3, 4, 8, 10, 23, 40, 41, 53] overcome the
aforementioned CPV limitations by running switch vendor
software images in virtual machines (VMs) or containers.
Nevertheless, very few emulators can scale to emulate large
networks, and most require manual efforts to adapt production
configurations to the format supported by the vendor images
(§4.2). The closest work to Crescent is CrystalNet [41], which
leveraged cloud VMs to scale up and proposed reducing the
size of the emulated network by finding a safe static boundary.
But as admitted in [41], the boundary found by CrystalNet
is based on certain assumptions from their routing policies
that do not apply to everyone. Analysis of our past incidents
confirms that such a boundary is much harder to find in reality
(§2.2). This led us to a different route from CrystalNet in
scaling up the emulator. The design and implementation of
Crescent aim to answer the following questions, which are
also the main contributions of this paper.

First, if it is hard to identify a safe emulation boundary,
does it mean we have to emulate the entire network? Based
on the analysis of our past incidents as well as the experience
from other hyperscalers [13, 15, 32, 41, 42, 48, 51], we see
that the changes on different devices have different impacts.
High-level core devices (e.g., WAN devices) tend to have
more complicated configurations, and the incidents due to the
changes in these devices tend to be more severe. On the other
hand, the devices inside a DC are normally in modular and
symmetric architecture, and incidents caused by the changes
in these devices have a limited blast radius. Inspired by these
observations, we proposed emulating a baseline topology that
includes all the core devices while sampling the lower-level
non-core devices.

Second, the above baseline topology is still quite large. Be-
cause of the high resource requirement to run switch images,
we need many hosts to emulate a large network. Then will
it matter how we map the network nodes to different hosts?
CrystalNet mapped nodes to many VM hosts but did not an-
swer this question. We conducted thorough experiments to
show that the performance was heavily impacted by the node-
to-host assignment. We formulated it as a graph partitioning

WAN

DC

Cloud 2

Cloud 1

Spine

Aggregation

ToR

core
non-core

Figure 2: Simplified view of ByteDance’s network.

problem and proposed a variant of the community detection
algorithm to solve it. Evaluation results show that our algo-
rithm resulted in 20× improvement in testbed bootup time
compared with random partitioning.

Third, how to test a network change plan involving devices
(i.e., devices under test, namely DUT) that are not part of the
above baseline topology? We connect DUT to the baseline
topology through controlled expansion to form a connected
graph. And instead of rebuilding the testbed for the expanded
network, we create the expanded nodes and wire them dynam-
ically to the baseline topology which has been emulated in a
pre-built testbed called canary testbed. Such an incremental
emulation scheme improved the testbed ready time for testing
a network change plan by 30×.

Last, emulation is only the first step; it reproduces the
impact of a configuration change but still requires someone
to analyze the updates’ impact. Instead of asking users to
regularly monitor and interact with the emulated network,
Crescent takes a more proactive approach. It tightly integrates
with a diverse range of efficient verification tools to proac-
tively detect errors and unexpected behaviors that arise due
to changes in real-time.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: §2 outlines
the motivation and describes the challenges in our network.
The design of Crescent to address these challenges is pro-
posed in §3, while scalability is tackled with a novel graph
partitioning algorithm in §4. The incremental emulation ap-
proach is detailed in §5, along with various verification and
monitoring tools integrated into Crescent to automatically
detect issues in an emulated network in §6. Evaluation re-
sults for Crescent are presented in §7, with other use cases
described in §8. Lessons learned from building and running
Crescent for 3.5 years are shared in §9, with related works
discussed in §10. Finally, §11 concludes the work.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 ByteDance’s Network

Our network mainly consists of three components: (1) a set of
data center networks (DCNs) at different scales, (2) a global
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WAN and several regional WANs that connect all DCs and
PoPs, and (3) vDCs from various third-party cloud providers
that are connected to our major DCs. Figure 2 gives a simpli-
fied overview of our network. All these components together
form one of the world’s largest networks, serving as one of
the largest online services [7].

ByteDance’s DCN is a variant of traditional multi-stage
Clos network that can be described in the following simpli-
fied model. The bottom layer consists of ToR (Top of Rack)
switches, each of which directly connects a rack of servers.
These ToRs also connect to the middle layer aggregating con-
nections from the bottom layer. These middle layer switches
connect to the top layer, that comprises the core switches that
aggregate middle layer fabrics and connect to other DCNs,
WANs, and clouds. To be consistent with terminologies used
in other works, e.g., [32], we call the middle layer “aggrega-
tion layer”, and the top layer “spine layer”. We define the core
devices in our network as the WAN and spine layer devices,
and the other devices as non-core devices [13, 42].

For the third-party clouds, we have no direct control over
their physical devices. But we can configure certain routing
policies in their management portals to control the peering and
the traffic between our DC’s border devices and the clouds.
These policies are applied based on different demands and
thus sometimes are not standardized, i.e., different regions
may have different policies. Even in the same region, there
can be different numbers of spine devices connected to a
same cloud. As a result, the configurations on core devices
are complicated and non-standardized.

Different from those core devices, the configuration of non-
core devices in DCN is usually highly standardized. It entails
that the devices on the same level tend to exhibit the same rout-
ing behaviors (e.g., receive the same routes from higher level
devices, and announce the same granularity of routes to higher
level devices). The high standardization for the non-core de-
vice configurations is ensured by (1) generating configuration
for all non-core devices using automatic script and config
templates; and (2) checking the running configurations peri-
odically to detect violations against DCN design rules [26,38].
Many other hyperscalers [13, 15, 32, 41, 42, 48, 51] also adopt
the practice of standardizing and simplifying the configura-
tions of non-core devices in DCN. Leveraging symmetry and
synergy created by such standardization and simplification to
streamline network analysis has been studied by many works
in network verification [15, 16, 30, 43]. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to extend this idea to the area of
network emulation.

2.2 Incidents Analysis

In this section, we show two examples of our past network
incidents. Then, we give a statistical analysis of all change-
induced incidents in our network over the past years. These
incidents motivate our features, design choices, and use cases.

Figure 3: An illustration of incident B.

2.2.1 Incidents Examples

Incident A. In one incident, a config change was made on
a global WAN device to prepend an AS number to the AS-
PATH of a DC route. However, the same AS number of global
WAN was used for prepending, which triggered an unexpected
VSB: while some vendors prevent AS loop only for eBGP,
others consider iBGP too. Each of our global WAN devices
peers with a route reflector (RR) through iBGP. The vendor
of RR did not consider the route with prepended AS number
forming an AS loop and propagated the route to the rest of
global WAN. But the vendor of the rest of global WAN treated
this as an AS loop and dropped the route. To prevent such an
incident, we need to emulate at least the global WAN device
under change, the RR and another global WAN device. To
detect this issue via end-to-end connectivity test, we need to
emulate more devices, i.e., from the origin DC of the affected
route and from the DC connected to the other global WAN.
Incident B. In another incident, a network operator drained
the traffic on a switch by disabling the peers in a BGP peer
group and then re-enabling the peers to undrain the traffic.
However, for this vendor, disabling the BGP peer group op-
eration will automatically delete all statements that associate
peers to a peer group under IPv4-family section (highlighted
in Figure 3). Later re-enabling the peers will not automatically
add those statements back. Figure 3 illustrates this incident:
when doing this operation on R0, the highlighted statement
disappeared after the traffic undrain operation. The BGP peer
group G1 has a route policy to extend AS-PATH length to 2
from R1 or R2 to R0. However, the newly enabled peer ip1 is
not associated with G1, thus has a shorter AS-PATH compared
to the other peers, e.g., ip2, leading to all traffic going through
the link from R1 to R0, which caused severe link congestion.
To capture this issue, emulation must include all the core de-
vices shown in the Figure 3, emulate R0 with its respective
vendor image, and compare the routes before and after the
change.

We can draw 2 quick takeaways from the above incidents:

1. VSBs are notoriously hard to prevent because people are
often unaware of VSBs, most of which are not well docu-
mented. These VSBs could lead to all kinds of incidents,
also observed in prior works [41, 55]. High-fidelity emu-
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lation using switch vendor images is the effective option
to capture the unknown VSBs.

2. Emulating only the devices under test is insufficient to
catch the impact of a change. It is difficult to identify the
minimum scope of the network to be emulated, especially
when the blast radius of the impact of a network change is
hard to predict [32, 42]. More discussions are in §2.3.

2.2.2 Statistical Analysis

We conduct a statistical analysis over the O(100) incidents
that happened in our networks in the last 3 years. Out of them,
about 1/3 network incidents were caused by network changes
and thus can be potentially captured by emulation. The others
are caused by issues such as traffic bursts, capacity losses,
device failures, etc. Among these change-induced incidents,
30% of them involved VSBs. The impact of these incidents
spans all 5 severity levels, among which level 1 means the
most severe incident, while level 5 means the least. Approx-
imately 80% of change-induced incidents are identified as
level 3 or higher, resulting in substantial business losses. By
further examining the change-induced network incidents, we
found that over 90% of these incidents happened on our
core devices. This is likely because the configurations on
core devices are more complex than non-core devices, i.e.,
more routing protocols besides BGP (e.g., ISIS, OSPF, SRTE,
etc) are used, more route policies are applied, and more com-
plex topologies are formed. Such complexity is more likely
to trigger various unknown VSBs.

2.3 Cost v.s. Coverage

To prevent the above incidents, an intuitive solution is to em-
ulate the entire network, but it comes with a high cost (with
respect to resource usage). As the number of devices to be
emulated increases, so does the cost. We list all the vendor’s
images, for one or more versions, and the corresponding re-
source requirements in Table 1. Note that different images
have different resource requirements , e.g., memory usage,
the primary resource bottleneck, ranges from 1 to 16 GB.

An alternative is to find a tighter safe boundary as defined
in CrystalNet [41]. After analyzing the incidents that hap-
pened in our network from the past 3 years, we find that their
strategy to find a safe boundary does not apply to other net-
works like ours. First, it assumes that AS-PATH removal and
rewrite are rare, leading to shortened boundaries. However, in
our network, these actions are frequently utilized, particularly
on core devices, and have caused 15% of our incidents. Sec-
ond, we find the expansion algorithm proposed by CrystalNet
is primarily about expanding the network to higher layers.
This is not enough for us to find a safe boundary to prevent
55% inter-DC incidents in our network. For instance, to pre-
vent Incident A, we need to include our global WAN and two
DCNs to detect the issue. But CrystalNet can only expand un-

til the global WAN that contains all DUTs of this change. On
the other hand, it’s crucial to expand the network downwards
and include both DCs. Similarly, in Incident B, it’s important
to emulate all lower-level devices and observe that after the
change, R3 will only forward traffic to R1 and not both R1
and R2. Overall, CrystalNet’s expansion algorithm can poten-
tially miss approximately 60% of the incidents, among which
10% involve both the limitations. Moreover, we find that in
some scenarios, even when their assumption holds, e.g., only
AS-PATH prepend policy exists, an incident may still happen
due to other issues, e.g., ECMP reduction in Incident B.

Vendor Image type vCPU RAM(GB) Size (GB) Port limit

v1 container 1 2 1.60 unlimited
VM 2 4 2.08 64

v2 VM 2 8 1.47 64
v3 VM 2 8 4.31 128

v4 VM 2 4 1.57 10
VM 8 16 4.14 100

v5 container 1 2 0.43 64
v6 VM 2 4 1.34 10
v7 VM 4 5 1.48 96

Table 1: Specifications of various vendor images (v1-7).

Based on our analysis result, it is essential to always em-
ulate the core devices in our network to avoid those 90%
incidents that are caused by network changes on our core de-
vices. Besides, incidents that happen on core devices tend to
cause a larger blast radius than non-core ones. Meanwhile, we
are not trading off safety for cost. By including the sampled
non-core devices into the canary testbed (§3), the rest (less
than 10%) of network incidents caused by changes on non-
core devices can also be captured by Crescent, assuming their
configurations are standardized. By doing this (i.e. including
all the core devices and sampled non-core devices), we only
need to emulate less than 2% of our entire network fleet.

2.4 Scalability over Multiple Hosts
Even though we choose to emulate a small fraction of our
entire network, it still contains thousands of devices that we
cannot emulate on a single host due to the high resource re-
quirement of emulating each device (Table 1). A natural idea
is to employ multiple hosts, as CrystalNet [41] did. But, it is
unclear how CrystalNet maps thousands of nodes onto multi-
ple hosts. In other words, how to partition a given network to
let each host emulate a subset of the network? While similar
problems have been studied in other contexts e.g. [52], none
of them applies to the emulators like CrystalNet and Crescent.
We observe that a multihost testbed using different node-to-
host assignment schemes can yield significant performance
differences. For example, a simple random partitioning may
not scale at all (§7.2). We study this challenge by uncovering
the system bottleneck, formulating it as a graph partition-
ing problem, and solving it with a variant of the community
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Figure 4: An illustration of Crescent workflow to create a new
multihost canary testbed.

detection algorithm (§4.3).

3 Crescent Design Overview

We build a canary testbed to emulate the baseline topology
that includes all the core devices and sampled non-core de-
vices. We sample the non-core devices by selecting one plane
out of multiple planes, and selecting one device per vendor
on each level of a plane. To keep it simple and consistent,
our strategy is to always pick devices from the 1st plane on
every level, ensuring that aggregate routes can be activated,
the same as in our production network. Also we integrate
each testbed with proactive monitoring and verification tools
to automate the detection of impact of changes.

3.1 Multi-Host Canary Testbed
We run the large-scale canary testbed by distributing thou-
sands of emulated nodes across a cluster of baremetal servers
using a multi-host setup (§4.1). We employ a novel partition-
ing algorithm to minimize the number of cross-host links,
which significantly reduces the canary testbed bootup time
(§4.3) as well as the time to connect DUTs to a canary testbed.

Figure 4 shows the workflow in a multi-host setup. Each
host runs a local agent that manages emulation on that host.
When the agent receives input for a maintenance request, it
first identifies which new nodes and links need to be emulated
on that host. Next, it fetches the configurations of new nodes
from production networks and parses and adapts them to be
compatible with vendor images. After this, the agent launches
and connects each node’s containers with the appropriate
configurations and vendor images. Finally, when required, it
sends the emulation data to the monitoring and verification
tools for proactive analysis.

3.2 Connect DUTs to Canary Testbed
Instead of creating a large-scale testbed from scratch for every
network change request, we run multiple instances of non-
stop canary testbeds. For each request, we connect its DUTs
to one idle canary testbed.

If DUTs are not in the baseline topology, Crescent needs
to emulate these DUTs in new containers and connect them
to the canary testbed, along with the intermediate nodes be-
tween them. Crescent achieves this using a novel expansion
algorithm that ensures the heterogeneity of the devices along
the paths from DUTs to canary testbed (§5.1). The expansion
algorithm considers different factors (e.g., vendors, planes,
levels) when exploring the paths from DUTs to the running
canary testbed. To allow DUTs and the intermediate devices
to connect to and disconnect from the canary testbed on the
fly, Crescent supports dynamic link addition/removal (§5.2).

It is more cost-effective to run a nonstop canary testbed
than rebuilding a new one. Also based on our historical data,
over 50% of our network changes happened on core devices. It
suggests that there is no need to create any new containers for
most of the requests, as we already include all core devices in
canary testbed. Besides, the time to connect DUTs to canary
testbed is also much lower than the time to rebuild a new
canary testbed (§7.1).

3.3 Proactive Verification and Monitoring
Emulation alone can not detect network issues (e.g., loop and
blackhole) at scale. It must be combined with various veri-
fication and monitoring tools (§6) to automatically analyze
the impact of change on an emulated network. After automat-
ically applying each command of the MOP to DUTs, we take
a snapshot of the converged network and proactively run the
verification and monitoring tasks to detect potential issues
caused by each command.

4 Building Canary Testbed

A large-scale high-fidelity canary testbed containing all core
devices in our network is the key to the design of Crescent
as described in §3. In this section, we discuss our approach
to address the scalability challenge in running a large-scale
canary testbed. We formalize the scalability challenge as
a graph partitioning problem and then propose a heuristic
algorithm to solve the problem.

4.1 Network Emulation
Crescent’s network emulation platform shares similarities
with most of the other container-based network emulators [3,
8–10,41,53]. Each node is wrapped in an individual container
with a switch OS running inside. A link on the same host
is emulated by a veth pair, while a link across hosts is em-
ulated by OVS bridge. Figure 5 shows an example of such
a container network implemented in Crescent. We defer the
implementation details to §A.

We run the canary testbed on a cluster of baremetal hosts.
On each host, Crescent runs a local agent that interacts with
OS for node and link creation. Running a multi-host canary
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Figure 5: An illustration of Crescent implementation with virtual nodes (container-based and VM-based) and links.

testbed is straightforward with this setup. When booting up a
testbed, we send the same topology input to all the host agents.
The input topology specifies the host each node is running
on. Then, each local agent boots up the local portion of the
testbed based on the input topology, including the nodes and
links. The agent creates local veth pairs between nodes on the
same host and OVS bridges for cross-host links.

4.2 Multi-Vendor Config Adaptation

Upon the testbed bootup, Crescent immediately loads the con-
figuration file into the emulated nodes. However, we find the
production configuration cannot be directly applied to the em-
ulated nodes due to the limitations of the vendor’s software
switch images. To that end, Crescent has to adapt the pro-
duction configuration into an image-compatible form before
loading it into the emulated nodes. Figure 6 shows an example
where Crescent adapts an interface’s configuration to ensure
ISIS [1] is activated on this interface. First, it is important to
note that the interface names in emulation may not precisely
match those used in production. Therefore, it is necessary
to rename these interfaces and maintain a mapping between
the emulated interface names and their counterparts in the
production environment. Second, certain security-enhanced
commands, like “macsec,” can prevent ISIS from being ac-
tivated and thus must be filtered. Last, the MTU (Maximum
Transmission Unit) value in the production environment is
typically greater than the default MTU value supported by
our host. Thus, we must reduce the MTU value in the adapted
config to a value lower than the default MTU value on our
host. Config adaptation, which involves all vendors and image
types, is critical to automating large-scale testbed creation.
Whenever a new, previously unseen configuration template is
introduced, extension of Crescent is necessary to support it.

4.3 Multi-Host Partitioning

A large-scale canary testbed with thousands of nodes must
run in a distributed manner. Nonetheless, prior research, such

Figure 6: An example of configuration adaptation to a simple
interface config to activate ISIS status on this interface.

as Crystalnet [41], does not delve into the detail on how to
partition a large-scale testbed across a set of hosts (or VMs on
cloud). Other works [56,60] focuses on minimizing cross-host
communication overhead by reducing the number of cross-
host links. However, we find that cross-host communication
overhead is negligible (§7.3). Crescent also tries to reduce the
number of cross-host links, but for a different reason, i.e., to
reduce testbed creation and DUT connection time.
Cross-host Link Creation Overhead. A simple strawman
approach is to partition all the emulated nodes across hosts
randomly, following a uniform distribution. However, we find
that it creates thousands of cross-host links, which incurs a
significant overhead on creating a testbed and connecting
DUTs. This phenomenon is because the overhead to create
cross-host links increases linearly in the Linux kernel. It is not
specific to the OVS bridge, but also applicable to the Linux
bridge (used by CrystalNet [41]). As shown in Figure 7, both
Linux bridge and OVS bridge creation incur a linear overhead
(the x-axis is in log scale), i.e., the more links there are on the
host, the longer it takes to create a new link1. This overhead
is inevitable even if all bridges are created in parallel.

Consequently, we must minimize the number of cross-host
links. The benefit has two folds. First, connecting DUTs usu-
ally needs to create O(100) new links (§5.2), thus, by reducing

1Besides merely creating the bridge, the bridge creation operation we
consider here also includes the operations of creating veth pair, binding
VXLAN port to the bridge, and bringing up all these virtual devices
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Figure 7: Overhead of cross-host link creation (OVS bridge
and Linux bridge).

the number of cross-host links, we can substantially expedite
the process of connecting DUTs. Second, when booting up
the multihost testbed, with fewer cross-host links to create,
the overall bootup time can also be reduced.
Problem Model. We model the cross-host link minimization
problem as follows. Given a graph G = (V,E,WV ,WE), where
V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, wv ∈WV is the
weight of node v and we ∈WE is the number of links between
the vertices connected by e. In practice, we find that memory
usage is usually the bottleneck. Thus the node’s weight is the
memory a node needs, which is constrained by the server’s
total amount of available memory C. Given the server capacity
C, the goal is to find a partition P for V with n disjoint sets
V1, V2, ..., Vn.

min ∑
i, j

∑
e∈Ei j

we

s.t. 1≤ i, j ≤ n

Ei j = E ∩ Vi × V j

V = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ ... Vn

Vi∩V j = /0

∑
v∈Vk

wv ≤ C,1≤ k ≤ n

(1)

Partitioning Algorithm. This is a graph partitioning prob-
lem, which is NP-complete [56]. It has also been widely
studied in previous literatures [21, 56, 60]. In the field of
social networks, the problem is called community detec-
tion [18, 22, 31]. Namely, detecting closely connected ver-
tices in a graph merely based on the links rather than other
attributes, which is different from clustering.

To solve the problem, we explore the traditional community
detection algorithm [31]. The traditional approach begins
with a set of all n vertices in the graph, with no edges between
them. Then, it adds edges between pairs one by one in order of
their weights. As edges are added, the resulting graph shows
a nested set of increasingly large components (connected
subsets of vertices), eventually forming a partitioning scheme.

We made a few modifications to the traditional commu-
nity detection algorithm to solve the optimization problem
(1). First, we define the edge weight when merging two com-
ponents with newly added edges as the geometric mean of
the two components’ weights. Second, we add a capacity

Core devices Core devices

Vendor A Vendor B

Production network Emulated network

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 1 Plane 2

DUT

Figure 8: DUT sampling and topology expansion.

constraint to the traditional algorithm to ensure the size of
each partition does not exceed a single host memory capacity.
Last, to avoid being trapped in a local optimum partition-
ing scheme, we follow an exponential stochastic process to
randomly choose the next edge to add to the graph. These
modifications ensure that the algorithm generates a scheme
with well-balanced partitions, all within the server’s capacity.
We defer the detailed algorithm pseudocode to §B.

5 Connecting DUTs to Canary

For a maintenance request, if DUTs are not in the canary
testbed, Crescent needs to connect these DUTs to the canary
testbed, along with the intermediate nodes between them.

5.1 Topology Expansion

As mentioned in §2.1, the configuration on non-core devices is
auto-generated, and DCN topology is highly standardized. We
take advantage of this simplicity and standardization to do a
more controlled expansion. While finding a generic algorithm
that works for all networks may be challenging, we have
successfully tested this strategy in hundreds of maintenance
requests without causing any issues in production.

When expanding from DUTs, the algorithm ensures that
each node has at least one neighbor for each vendor, level,
and plane. The number of devices included in the expansion
process grows exponentially. However, given that there are
at most 3 to 4 levels from the canary testbed to the lowest
non-core device (i.e., ToR), at most 3 different vendors on the
same level in our DCN, and tens of planes, each DUT will
only expand to tens of devices to establish paths up to the
canary testbed at worst.

If DUTs are on the lower level, they also exhibit similar
routing behavior per level. And we can apply the same expan-
sion rules to select DUTs for emulation during maintenance.

Figure 8 presents an example of applying the algorithm on
a change with 8 DUTs in a plane. It only shows the result for
two planes. In this example, all 8 ToR DUTs have a similar
configuration, and the devices belong to two vendors. After
sampling, we reduce the emulated DUTs to 2. And besides
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the 2 DUTs, we only emulate 7 instead of 24 additional nodes.
We explain the expansion algorithm in §C.

5.2 Dynamic Connection
To connect the DUTs to a canary, Crescent sends a new topol-
ogy input to all the host agents of the canary testbed. Each
agent compares its local topology information with the newly
received topology to find the new links it needs to create. Sim-
ilarly, when removing links, the local agent must determine
the existing nodes as well as the links it needs to destroy based
on the topology information.

CrystalNet [41] does not support dynamic link addition
and removal; thus, we extend its techniques to enable this
functionality. Link addition/removal requires rebooting nodes
on both ends of the link because no vendor image supports dy-
namic interface addition/removal, i.e., software switch OS can
only detect interfaces during bootup. To solve this issue, we
decouple the network stack from the actual DUT container’s
runtime. For each actual DUT container, we create a container
to hold the network stack for the DUT container. This way,
links can be added after stopping the DUT container, and we
can restart the DUT after adding all the new links.

6 Proactive Verification and Monitoring

We run various verification and monitoring tasks to test, an-
alyze, and troubleshoot the changes made in the emulated
network before pushing it to production. Motivated by our
incidents (§2.2), our tools are tailored to catch the following
behaviors: routing loop, blackholes, unexpected ECMP reduc-
tion, and unexpected route withdrawal/change/churn. We run
four major tasks to cover these issues.
Config Checker. A static configuration analysis tool similar
to RCC [26] analyzes the routing-related segments of the
parsed switch configurations to identify basic syntactical and
semantical errors. We first convert vendor-specific configu-
rations into a vendor-independent format. Then our config
checker analyses them to identify common errors like un-
defined variables [26] (referring variables without defining
them), configuration dissimilarity (configs deviating from the
template [38]), etc. This tool’s primary goal is to detect non-
standard configurations on non-core devices and to identify
any new configuration errors on DUTs.
Route Differ. Our route-differ aims to detect local forwarding
changes at each node. It periodically captures the emulated
nodes’ latest FIB (Forwarding Information Base) and com-
pares it to the previous snapshot to detect route changes. A
centralized full-scale implementation may not perform well
in emulation due to resource scarcity. As a runtime optimiza-
tion, we developed a lightweight distributed version to run
the diff locally within each container and only send the result
to the central process for aggregation. The route differ plays
a crucial role in identifying incidents that lead to reduced

ECMP next hop count, resulting in congestion (e.g., Incident
B as discussed in §2.2). Additionally, this helps in detecting
unexpected additions or removal of routes.
Pingmesh. We run end-to-end ping connectivity tests between
all the emulated servers of a network. It is much simpler
than the original Pingmesh [33]. We run a script inside each
emulated server to ping the other IPs and to only send the ping
failure messages to the central process for aggregation. The
main objective of this task is to identify connectivity-related
incidents, e.g., Incident A in §2.2
Data Plane Verifier. Data plane verifiers (DPV) model how
packets will be sent in the network across a set of forwarding
tables and verify if they satisfy specific policies, like detect-
ing routing loops, blackholes, waypoint violations, etc. We
built our DPV based on APKeep [58] with customized op-
timizations. The occurrences of blackhole and routing loop
incidents are primarily detected by DPV.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Crescent performance for (1) the
time to connect different numbers of DUTs to the canary
testbed, (2) canary testbed bootup time at different scales, (3)
the time to run the most commonly used MOP commands for
a canary testbed, and (4) the time to run various verification
and monitoring tasks.

We show the impact of three different partitioning schemes
on the performance metrics. The first scheme is random parti-
tioning that assigns all n emulated nodes to k hosts randomly,
so that each host has n

k nodes to run. In the experiment, we
find that the random partitioning scheme over the original
testbed creates too many cross-host links, which prevents the
testbed from booting up successfully. The second scheme is
done by our proposed algorithm (§4.3). We call it Crescent
scheme. The last scheme is done by manually partitioning the
canary testbed into k parts, with each part containing nodes
within a specific geographic affinity region This scheme is
referred to as the Geo-manual. The Geo-manual scheme is
provided by one of our network experts who is familiar with
our network architecture.

We do all the experiments on a dedicated cluster of bare-
metal servers, each equipped with a 2.10GHz 128-core CPU
and 500GB DDR4 RAM. Currently, a canary testbed with-
out any connected DUTs takes k = 4 servers to run. Unless
otherwise specified, all results shown in this section are the
median over 10 runs.

7.1 Connection Time

The Crescent partitioning scheme (§4.3) minimizes the num-
ber of cross-host links. Thus it is expected to outperform
random partitioned testbeds when connecting DUTs. The
connection time is measured as the time to establish cross-
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(a) Connection time. (b) Bootup time.
Figure 9: Connection time and testbed bootup time.

host links between two pre-existing testbeds (i.e., canary and
a small testbed with DUTs).

Figure 9a shows the testbed connection time for differ-
ent numbers of neighbors (i.e., aggregation level devices) to
connect to the canary testbed. The geo-manual scheme al-
most yields the same connection time as the Crescent scheme,
while it takes 2-3 times longer to connect the same testbed to
the canary for the random scheme. This is because the random
scheme has the most cross-host links. Note that connecting
DUTs to the canary testbed yields a much better performance
than creating a new large-scale canary testbed. For example,
it only takes about 2 minutes to connect a DUT to the canary,
while it takes about an hour on our platform to create a new
canary testbed, resulting in a 30× performance improvement.

7.2 Bootup Time
We show Crescent’s scalability by adjusting the size (i.e. the
number of nodes) of the canary testbed. We define scaling
factor as the ratio of the size of a scaled canary testbed over
the size of the original canary testbed. For example, if the
original canary testbed contains N nodes, and the scaled ca-
nary testbed contains 0.75N nodes, then the corresponding
scaling factor is 75%. When scaling down the canary testbed,
we sample core devices on the spine level to ensure that the
canary remains completely interconnected. When scaling up,
we add more non-core devices to the canary testbed. In this
experiment, we set the number of hosts proportional to the
size of the scaled testbed. For example, given that each host
runs about 25% portion of the original canary testbed, we use
5 hosts to run a 125% scaled testbed.

Figure 9b shows the system bootup time with different
scaling factors for the three partitioning schemes. It shows
only Crescent scheme is scaling, while both the other two
stop scaling at a certain point, i.e., 100% for Random and
125% for Geo-manual. A scheme is considered not scalable
when it takes too much time to boot up a new testbed. In this
experiment, we set the limit to 2 hours. The reason that the
Geo-manual strategy fails to scale is because there are a few
DCNs whose size are much larger than the others, thus it ends
up with an imbalanced partitioning scheme when adding non-
core devices. Crescent partitioning scheme also outperforms
the other two in terms of bootup time. For example, it is 20×
faster to boot up the original canary testbed (i.e., 100%) with

Crescent partitioning scheme than the random partitioning.
We need to reboot canary testbeds occasionally. For ex-

ample, when there is a significant change to our production
network (e.g., a new DC or a new backbone dataplane is
added), we need to reshard the testbed to rebalance all the
partitions. To that end, we use the proposed algorithm (§4.3)
to generate a new partitioning scheme, then reboot canary
testbeds in production with the new partitioning scheme one
by one. During the service reboot, we want to introduce min-
imum impact to the online service, i.e., DUTs of planned
maintenances can still connect to the running canary testbeds.
In that case, Crescent scheme exhibits a better bootup time,
about 10% faster than Geo-manual scheme. Moreover, the
Geo-manual strategy stops scaling when running 125% size
of the original canary testbed. This is because our global net-
work is not geo-graphically balanced, i.e., certain regions may
have more devices than others. Consequently, we may need
to manually divide these regions to rebalance the network.
Nevertheless, as our network expands, manually rebalancing
the graph becomes increasingly challenging, even infeasible.

After booting up a canary, it’s necessary to periodically
update its configuration to align with the latest changes in
our production network. Although more than 50% network
changes occur on core devices (3), typically only a small frac-
tion (less than 10%) of the network undergoes changes in
canary. In the worst-case scenario, where the entire canary
testbed needs updating, it takes an average of 208.4s to com-
plete the process, which includes fetching, parsing, uploading,
and reloading configuration in the emulated node. Given that
we update the canary on a daily basis, the 3min update time
is almost negligible for our platform in practice.

(a) Traffic drain. (b) Traffic undrain.
Figure 10: Convergence time with different operations.

7.3 Network Convergence Time
In this experiment, we show that the emulated network can
converge quickly after applying MOP commands to different
levels of devices. We test the traffic drain operation, which
is one of the most commonly used operations in network
maintenance. We test the operation in the canary testbed
across various levels of devices, including ToR, lower level
aggregation (LA), higher level aggregation (HA), lower level
spine (LS), and higher level spine (HS) devices. We use a
BGP listener to collect all BGP update messages from all
the emulated nodes in the canary testbed. The convergence
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Partitioning
Task Runtime (s) Random Geo-manual Crescent

route-diff 2.31±0.2 1.58±0.11 1.57±0.19
pingmesh 2±0.5 1±0.3 1±0.5
DPV loop 52±6

DPV reach-diff 55±4
config check 21±1.2

Table 2: Evaluation of proactive task performance.
time is measured as the duration from the time an operation
is issued to the time the last BGP update message is received.

Figure 10a shows the convergence time for traffic drain
operations on different levels of devices. Surprisingly, the
random partitioning scheme converges faster than the other
two schemes. The reason is that the overall convergence time
largely depends on the route update processing time instead
of the route propagation time. Since both Crescent and geo-
manual scheme tend to put the geographically close nodes
on the same host, and most route updates happen within the
same DCN, the host that runs the nodes of the DCN becomes
the bottleneck for route update processing. Whereas, in the
random scheme, the nodes that get affected by this operation
are spread across all hosts, thus can process the route updates
much faster with more resources. Figure 10b also shows the
convergence time for undraining traffic after maintenance is
done on the device. Overall, as depicted in both figures, the
emulated network can converge very quickly, i.e., within 10s.
Compared to other overhead, such as testbed connection time,
the network convergence overhead is negligible.

7.4 Verification Time
We conducted four experiments, each with eight DUTs. After
connecting the DUTs and network convergence, we execute
multiple verification and monitoring tasks. Table 2 displays
the average runtime for all experiments across all partition-
ing schemes. For DPV, we list the result of loop check and
reachability difference (reach-diff) tasks. The reach-diff tasks
compute end-to-end reachability differences for all network
traffic classes. Since DPV tasks model and analyze O(100K)
routes for O(1K) devices, they have a longer runtime than
other tasks. The config checker has the next longest runtime.
These centralized tasks fetch and send route/configs to a verifi-
cation service and remain agnostic to the partitioning scheme.
Route diff and pingmesh are lightweight, distributed tasks
executed inside the containers, resulting in a faster runtime.
Both the Crescent and geo-manual schemes exhibit similar
runtime results for these tasks. And the random scheme shows
a slight increase in runtime. Overall, it takes approximately a
minute to verify the network for all tests.

8 Beyond Network Change

Crescent’s primary mission was to prevent change-induced
network incidents. Meanwhile, we have found Crescent help-

ful in many other use cases.

8.1 Catching Regression Under Failures
Some network changes may not trigger immediate impact
until certain failures (e.g., link down) events occur. This has
led to a few outages in the past. To expose such deferred
impact from a network change, we run periodic workflows
on Crescent to catch regressions in the network for various
failure scenarios. We import the latest configurations from
production networks and inject failure events such as a node
or link down for critical parts of the network. Some significant
errors we have identified so far include:

1. A border device missing a critical configuration that could
lead to routing loops under specific link failures.

2. A global WAN device missing routes for specific regions
due to misconfiguration. This could cause blackholes in
case of another WAN device failure.

3. A newly-added configuration having incorrect community
commands that could redirect a large volume of traffic to
the management device, leading to congestion.

8.2 Self-Service Platform
Crescent provides rich user interfaces, including a web portal
and chatbot, to assist users in creating emulation environments
for any purpose.
Network Design Evaluation. When building a new network
or evolving an existing one, our planners need to evaluate
multiple design choices and conduct feasibility studies before
coming up with the final MOPs. They leverage Crescent to
create large testbeds, which would cost much higher if using
physical devices. In one case, they found tens of bugs in their
configuration templates.
Device Behavior Comparison. Cautious about VSB, our
operators use Crescent to test the vendor software for non-
standardized behaviors. One of these tests helped us discover
VSB regarding BGP route aggregation. We observed that the
inherited attributes for the aggregate route differed among the
vendors. For example, some did not inherit the AS-PATH at
all, while some inherited the common AS numbers.
Incident Reproduction. Crescent serves as a learning plat-
form to reproduce past incidents, which is used to refresh our
memory and educate new hires. Such training helps us avoid
repeating similar mistakes from the past.

8.3 SDN Testing
SDN-based traffic engineering (TE) [36,39,45,54] has played
an important role in our networks. A high-fidelity testbed is
needed to test the correctness of the TE software, including
the controllers and their dependent components. Small-scale
physical testbeds are helpful but cannot scale to the same size
as the production network. Besides, multiple TE projects may
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compete for limited physical testbeds, with high overhead to
reset the environment during handover. Instead of waiting for
days to use physical testbeds, it takes minutes for TE devel-
opers to create a production-like environment using Crescent
for both component and integration tests of TE software.

9 Discussion

Crescent has been deployed in ByteDance since 2020. It has
been serving tens of network change requests per week. This
section shares our lessons learnt from its deployment and our
thoughts for future work.

9.1 Lessons Learned

Road To Enforcement. Crescent has been integrated with
our production network change workflow since its early days.
But as shown in Figure 1b, it took almost two years from the
initial rollout of Crescent to enforce it as a mandatory step
for changing critical devices in production networks. Other
than resource constraints, the major blockers were the lack
of vendor images and the unfriendliness of user interfaces.
We should partner with switch vendors earlier to develop and
qualify the images as a collaborative effort. And we should
involve our users more closely when designing user interfaces.
Unknown Image Limitations. Switch vendor images are
blackboxes to us. Many of their limitations are unknown or
undocumented. Some of these limitations may even manifest
in a surprising way. For example, when we created a certain
amount of ports in a container running a vendor image, its
LLDP process started crashing while its layer 3 and above
protocols, including BGP, worked fine. We did not notice the
issue until the host ran out of memory. It turned out that the
vendor used memory to store all the logs, and the huge-sized
LLDP crash logs exhausted the host memory.
Fidelity Can Backfire. Crescent’s mission is to prevent net-
work incidents. But as it is deployed in production hosts,
failure to isolate from the production network could trigger
unexpected consequences. For example, each emulated de-
vice connects to the host via a management or CPN interface
through the docker bridge. Docker would add a default route
automatically for such interfaces. In one case, we did not
remove such a default route, and the emulated device sent
syslog messages to the production collector, which could not
distinguish it from the production device. This caused false
alarms as the syslog reported many down links. It cost our net-
work operators tremendous efforts to figure it out. We added
the fix to remove the default route from each container and
disable the syslog configuration during adaptation.
Kernel Tuning Can Help. In addition to employing multiple
hosts, we explored increasing the number of containers for
each host to support emulating larger networks. But, we failed
to create a large number of containers while both CPU and

memory usage were well below the host limits. After dig-
ging into the container logs, we spotted an error message and
realized certain kernel settings for inotify should be relaxed.

9.2 Incidents Missed
The deployment of Crescent has significantly reduced the
number of incidents, as demonstrated in Figure 1b. Emula-
tion and verification using Crescent has helped detect and
prevent various errors from occurring in production, e.g., con-
figuration syntax errors and routing loops. However, there
are still some network incidents that cannot be captured ad-
equately with Crescent. For instance, we cannot identify is-
sues related to traffic dependencies. One such incident was
caused by hash polarization or imbalance, emerging from
an unevenly balanced traffic load after being hashed twice
or more. Additionally, high-level Quality of Service issues
such as congestion, latency, and jitter can cause traffic-related
complications. Emulation also lacks the potential to capture
hardware-related issues. These include common problems
like device failures, link flapping, etc, and rare issues like
reduced Optical Transport Network (OTN) capacity leading
to packet losses, etc. Moreover, in some cases, incidents may
result from other components interacting with the network
and its configuration, such as malfunctioning management
software like a Netconf controller. While we have some re-
gression tests with failures, these still need to be exhaustive,
as certain failures could lead to never-emulated scenarios.
Nevertheless, we constantly look for potential problems and
enhance our emulation testing pipeline.

9.3 Future Work
Crescent does not attempt to search the tight safe boundary, as
we think the correct boundary, if it exists, depends on certain
assumptions of the routing policies. One idea to explore in
future is to derive the routing policies from production net-
work configurations, confirm them with network operators,
and then add invariant checks for these policies. The derived
routing policies can help guide the search of the boundary.
Selecting the appropriate boundary is one method of reducing
emulation resources without impacting fidelity. Another op-
tion is to investigate reducing the size of the emulation image
by customizing it to include only relevant routing features.

Crescent presents network emulation as an alternative to
CPV, but both can be used in combination to achieve high
fidelity and performance. CPV can model specific aspects
of the network, while emulation can emulate the remaining
components to incur minimal performance overhead.

The baseline topology may evolve, e.g., adding more core
devices to the production network. Today Crescent has to re-
create the canary testbed with re-partitioning. We are explor-
ing the possibility of updating the canary testbed dynamically
with minimum overhead.
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We plan to quantify Crescent’s fidelity by comparing the
data plane of the emulated network with the one in production.
The key challenge is that the data plane in production is more
dynamic due to link flaps, controller programming, etc.

Finally, we anticipate that the number of emulation jobs
will increase over time on multiple canaries. The scheduler
plays a critical role in determining which job to schedule
first. We are exploring using different scheduling strategies to
handle incoming requests so that we can handle those requests
not merely based on the request order, but also based on other
factors, e.g., request emergency level.

10 Related Work

Network Emulation. Network emulation allows network
operators to evaluate and design networking solutions. In
today’s landscape, commercial and open source network em-
ulators, such as EVE-NG [4], GNS3 [8], DockerTopo [3],
Mininet [40], Maxinet [53], vrnetlab [10], and SEED [23], are
widely adopted by network operators for small scale network
tests. Nevertheless, these emulators prove inadequate when it
comes to large-scale network emulation involving thousands
of nodes, primarily due to their lack of features such as dy-
namic lab formation (e.g., automatic node and link creation)
and automatic configuration adaptation. CrystalNet [41] is
the closest work to ours, which enables a large scale emula-
tion for DC networks. Our work is inspired by CrystalNet,
but with several enhancements on top. First, we find the al-
gorithm to identify a safe boundary proposed in [41] is not
safe for us. As a result, we choose to always include core
devices in emulation. Second, we propose a greedy algorithm
to address the graph partitioning problem when running a
large-scale testbed using a multihost setup. Note that running
a large-scale testbed with a better partitioning scheme can
benefit any multi-host setup, no matter with VMs on a cloud
infrastructure or with baremetal servers. In another word, the
deployment strategy (where to run) addressed by CrystalNet
is orthogonal to the partitioning scheme (how to run). Last,
we made other efforts to enhance system automation for Cres-
cent, e.g., combining emulation with automatic verification,
config adaptation, etc. In summary, all of these emulators lack
the features required for automatic timely verification through
high-fidelity large-scale emulation, such as cross-vendor adap-
tation, dynamic link/node alterations for connecting DUT, etc.
Network Verification. Over the years, researchers have devel-
oped many DPVs and CPVs. DPVs usually analyze devices’
forwarding rules and detect reachability policy violations. Re-
cently researchers have added optimizations like making them
incremental based on data plane updates [14,34,58], partition-
ing packets into equivalence classes to reduce the input search
space [35, 58], parallelizing verification by dividing global
properties to local checks [37], etc. CPVs usually model the
network control plane to detect similar reachability violations.
Similarly, researchers have added optimizations like making

them incremental based on configuration updates [57], model-
ing policies as graph properties [12], using Packet and Failure
Equivalence Class [59] and abstract interpretation [15, 16, 30]
to reduce the input search space, etc. Hoyan [55] is a verifier
that aims to model vendor software behavior. It uses black-
box testing to detect modeling deficiency but requires manual
intervention to correct the model. We can integrate Crescent
with any of these verifiers.
Configuration Management. Operators have made many
attempts to automate configuration management. Network
synthesizers use high-level policy intents to produce policy-
compliant configurations. Some [17, 24] create brand-new
configurations from scratch. Whereas others [11, 25, 46] in-
crementally update the existing configurations. Some are very
platform-specific, like Facebook’s configuration management
and syntax generation tool called Robotron [50]. NAssim [20]
creates configuration models from device user manuals using
NLP and deep-learning techniques. However, these are still
limited in terms of feature coverage. Crescent can operate or-
thogonally to assist these tools’ development for troubleshoot-
ing, debugging, etc.

11 Conclusion

Network changes are a major source of incidents. As a solu-
tion, we have developed Crescent, a large-scale high-fidelity
emulation platform coupled with timely verification and mon-
itoring tools. Instead of emulating the entire network, we
exploit the symmetry and modularity of data center networks
and build canary testbeds that emulate all core devices and
sampled non-core devices. To achieve high scalability, we
use a multi-host setup and propose a graph partitioning algo-
rithm for a scalable node-to-host assignment to reduce the
overhead due to cross-host links. We support dynamic link
addition/removal to allow expansion/modification to the ca-
nary testbed on the fly. Our experience running Crescent has
demonstrated its effectiveness in detecting problematic net-
work changes, especially those resulting from undocumented
vendor-specific behaviors.
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A Network Emulation

In this part, we describe the detials about how we emulate
network devices, how we wire these emulated devices via
various types of virtual interfaces (§A.2), and how we emulate
edges (§A.3) and control plane network (§A.4) with Crescent.

A.1 Emulating Network Devices

Most of our switch vendors only provide VM images, while
a couple also provide container images. Table 1 outlines all
the vendors’ images supported by Crescent, along with the
least resources (e.g., CPU, memory) required to boot up. For
vendors that support both VM and container images, we use
container images as default because they are more lightweight
than VM ones. However, if a device uses functions not sup-
ported by container images but supported by VM images, e.g.,
Segment Routing [28], we will emulate it with the VM image.
Some vendors provide multiple VM images of different specs.
For example, v4 provides two VM images: one supporting
more ports while consuming more resources. Thus before
emulating a device of v4, we count the number of ports the
device needs to emulate. If it is below the limit, we use the
image with a lower resource requirement.

Native Vendor Image Support. Crescent uses containers as
the basic units to mock up network devices [3,4,41]. Crescent
treats VM images the same as container images by wrapping
the VM image, a KVM hypervisor, and other libraries into
a container image. We host a centralized image registry for
hosts to pull the images from. By making this implementation
choice, we are able to manage all emulated devices using a
single underlying runtime system. Specifically, Crescent uses
the Docker engine to manage all images and containers.

A virtual network interface attached to a container with a
VM running inside are mapped to an interface of the VM via
a MacVTap interface [6], which forwards ingress traffic to
or egress traffic from the guest OS’s corresponding virtual
interface without traversing guest OS’s kernel (e.g., container
1,2, and 3 in Figure 5). Inside the container, we use virtio [44]
as the default network interface adapter attached to the guest
VM to achieve a better performance. However, due to com-
patibility issue, some vendor’s image only supports obsolete
network adapters such as e1000 [2].

While there may be some additional overhead in wrapping a
VM image into a container and routing traffic through virtual
interfaces compared to running guest VMs directly on the
host, this overhead is negligible in comparison to the time it
takes for network convergence. For example, our evaluation
using vendor v3 shows that the additional overhead resulted
in about 2×10−4s of end-to-end ping latency, while network
convergence could take several seconds.

A.2 Emulating Network Links

We use different virtual network interfaces to wire the emu-
lated devices. We emulate a link on the same host by a veth
pair directly connecting two virtual interfaces attached to two
emulated devices. We must put a virtual network interface
attached to a container running with a container image into
the container’s namespace before its containerized switch OS
boots up [41]. Otherwise, the switch OS cannot recognize the
virtual network interfaces. To deal with this issue, Crescent
pauses a container immediately after the container starts run-
ning so that its network namespace is ready to attach virtual
interfaces before starting the OS.

We setup a virtual link across two hosts with a VXLAN
tunnel via the OVS bridge. One end of a veth pair is attached
to the emulated device container network namespace, and the
other end is attached to the OVS bridge. OVS is responsible
for encapsulating and decapsulating packets across hosts. We
always reserve the first virtual interface (i.e., eth0 in Figure 5)
for the management port of the emulated device. The man-
agement port’s virtual interface is then attached to the host’s
default Docker bridge, which is exposed for users to log into
the emulated device via SSH or Web UI.

Figure 5 illustrates how we wire devices on the same host
and across hosts. Containers running a guest switch VM inside
(e.g., containers 1-3 ) use MacVTap to pipe traffic from the
virtual interfaces attached to the VM to the virtual interface
attached to the container or vice versa. For a container booted
up from a container-based image, e.g., container 4, an end of
the veth pair is attached to the container directly.

A.3 Emulating Edges

We consider three types of network elements at the edge: ISP,
cloud, and servers under ToR, over which we have no, partial,
and complete control in reality, respectively.

ISPs and clouds peer with our border devices via BGP. For
the minimum requirements, Crescent must be able to inject
the routes received from the edges into our network to ensure
some properties, e.g., the traffic to certain IP prefixes must be
routed through the gateway between our network and a public
cloud rather than the gateway to an ISP’s network. We have
a partial control over the cloud peers (such as the ability to
specify route policies), while no control over the ISP peers.
As mentioned in [41], one way to replay the routes received
from cloud peers is to inject these routes directly into our
border devices using BGP speakers. However, the simplicity
of this approach comes at a cost, as it can only be used to
replay the routes announced from the edge to our network, but
not vice versa. For example, if we want to observe the routes
announced from our network to cloud peers (e.g., to avoid
route leaks [49] from us), we would have to employ another
component to collect the routes announced to the cloud peers,
then analyze the collected routes later.
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Crescent emulates these edge peers using a lightweight
switch container image, as opposed to the proposed approach
in [41]. Crescent adds loopback and static prefixes to an
emulated device (which need not be identical to the real-world
cloud peers) to establish BGP connections with our border
devices and then configures these devices to announce the
routes. By doing this, we are also emulating the cloud peer’s
behavior in addition to merely injecting routes to our border
devices, which allows us to capture not only the changes in
FIB of our border devices but also those of the emulated cloud
peers with our proactive monitoring tools (§6). Besides, this
approach allows us to emulate and validate route policies over
which we have control on some public cloud peers in our
emulation environment.

In a production DC, there are tens of servers under each
ToR, where we have full control of their network stack. For
ToR level devices, Crescent connects at least one virtual server
to it to run proactive monitoring such as pingmesh (§6). These
virtual servers are emulated using lightweight Linux images
by default. We also support running switch images in these
virtual servers, to help emulate the scenarios where advanced
users establish BGP sessions between a server and the ToR.

A.4 Emulating Control Plane Network

Our networks are impacted not only by device configuration
changes, but also by traffic engineering (TE) controllers that
install BGP routes to override the default routing behaviors. It
is critical to ensure the reliability of the software implemented
for the TE controllers and their dependent components, e.g.,
BGP speakers for route announcement and BGP Monitoring
Protocol (BMP [47]) collector for route collection. Instead
of competing for limited physical testbeds, we utilize Cres-
cent to provide a testing environment for these SDN software.
One way is to containerize these SDN software and then
let them establish connections to emulated devices through
the emulated network. Nonetheless, this in-band approach
requires TE developers to wrap their software into container
images, which takes extra efforts if the software was not orig-
inally developed for a containerized deployment. Also it is
not resource-efficient to emulate the in-band network while
the controller manages only a small portition of the network.
Crescent provides a more flexible option by using a dedicated
Linux bridge to emulate Control Plane Network (CPN) [27].
CPN can be used to establish out-of-band connections be-
tween emulated devices and software components in a way
that is transparent to the software under test. This method
eliminates the need for the SDN software to be enclosed in
containers, thereby reducing the amount of time required for
our software developers to set up the test.

B Multi-Host Partitioning Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the heuristic multi-host
partitioning algorithm proposed in §4.3.

C Topology Expansion

Algorithm 2 presents our topology expansion algorithm. This
algorithm primarily takes the devices under change and ex-
pansion_width (w) as input and returns the emulated nodes
as output. It uses a variable N to track all traversed nodes and
map them to their traversed neighbors.

The algorithm first expands the topology upwards (line
5) and downwards (line 6) to add upstream and downstream
neighbors. This expansion uses a modified depth-first search
(DFS) algorithm called MV _DFS (line 11). MV _DFS stands
for multi-vendor DFS. It is a directional DFS to expand the
network by w and add all required vendors per level. For each
node, MV _DFS does not explore all the node’s neighbors. It
terminates when it has added at least w neighbors and ensures
they represent all the unique vendors attached to this node
(line 28). The algorithm customizes the for-loop traversal in
line 21 in two ways. It prioritizes nodes already selected for
emulation. This strategy ensures we reduce the number of
expanded nodes. And it also prioritizes nodes belonging to
vendors that it has yet to explore in that loop. This strategy
aims to satisfy the condition in line 28 as soon as possible.
During MV _DFS, it adds nodes (line 22) representing either
the leaf or top node or those representing nodes with newly
explored neighbors (line 26).

Next, the algorithm expands the network horizontally (line
7). It ensures that for each device under change, we add other
nodes from all vendors that belong to the same level (lines 33-
34). Again, the algorithm customizes this to prioritize nodes
already selected for emulation.
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Algorithm 1: Randomized Multi-Host Partitioning
1 Preprocess: Generate an undirected weighted graph (V,E). For

every partition p, we have a corresponding node p′ in V . And for
every pair of partitions p1, p2, we have e = edge(p′1, p′2) in E and
e.weight = # of links between p1 and p2. We also define the cost
of a node p′: p′.cost = sum(memory_cost of each node in p).

2 Input: V,E, partition_memory_limit
3 Output: map(v→ n) for each v in V // map each node to a

partition number

4 u f ← union_find(V ); // assign each v in V to a new set
5 non_zero_edges← [e for e in E if e.weight ̸= 0] ;
6 zero_edges← [e for e in E if e.weight = 0];

// Instead of always choosing the edge with the
largest weight,

// we sample(without replacement) from a distribution
based on the edge weight.

7 non_zero_edge_distribution← distribution over non_zero_edges,
p(ei) = ei.weight/sum;

8 zero_edge_distribution← distribution over zero_edges,
p(ei) =

√
ei.src.cost× ei.dst.cost/sum;

9 while non_zero_edge_distribution is not empty or
zero_edge_distribution is not empty do

// Merge the edges with non-zero weight first. If
all remaining edges has zero weight,

// use the geometric mean of src.cost and dst.cost
as weight.

// sample_without_replacement: with replacement, a
value can be selected multiple times.

// For each edge we only visit it once, so we use
without_replacement here.

10 if non_zero_edge_distribution is not empty then
11 e←

non_zero_edge_distribution.sample_without_replacement();

12 else
13 e←

zero_edge_distribution.sample_without_replacement();
14 src_root← u f .get_root(e.src);
15 dst_root← u f .get_root(e.dst);
16 if src_root = dst_root then
17 continue;
18 if src_root.cost +dst_root.cost > partition_memory_limit

then
19 continue;
20 new_root← u f .union(e.src, e.dst);
21 new_root.cost← src_root.cost +dst_root.cost

22 m←map();
23 for v in V do
24 m[v]← indexof(u f .get_root(v));
25 return m

Algorithm 2: Topology Expansion
1 Global inputs: S: devices under change, w: expansion width;
2 Global output: T : emulated devices, initialized to S;
3 Global variables: N: map node to a set of its neighbors;
4 procedure TOPO_Expansion()
5 EXPAND_VERTICAL(up);
6 EXPAND_VERTICAL(down);
7 EXPAND_HORIZONTAL();
8 Input: dir: direction (up or down);
9 procedure EXPAND_VERTICAL(dir)

10 for s ∈ S do
11 MV_DFS(s, dir);
12 if N has changed then
13 for n in new nodes in N do
14 T .add(n);

15 Input: s: visiting node;
16 procedure MV_DFS(s, dir)
17 if s ∈ N then
18 return
19 newN←{};
20 D← s.neighbors(dir);
21 for n ∈ D do

// The for loop will prioritize nodes already
in T and belonging to untraversed vendors.

22 if n is top or leaf node then
23 newN.add(n);
24 else
25 MV_DFS(n, dir);
26 if N has changed then
27 newN.add(n);
28 if size(newN)≥ w and vendors(newN) = vendors(D)

then
29 break;
30 N[s]← newN;
31 procedure EXPAND_HORIZONTAL()
32 for s ∈ S do

// Prefer selecting n already in T −D
33 if L(s) ̸= /0 s.t. L represents other nodes at same level then
34 ∀v ∈ vendors,∃n ∈ L(s,v) s.t. T .add(n);
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Abstract
This paper presents JINGUBANG, the first reported system for
checking network traffic load properties (e.g., if any link’s
utilization would exceed 80% during a network change) in
a production Wide Area Network (WAN). Motivated by
our network operators, JINGUBANG should meet three im-
portant requirements: (R1) comprehensive support for com-
plex traffic behavior under BGP, IS-IS, policy-based routes
(PBR), and segment routes (SR), (R2) reasoning on traffic
load of billions of flows across a period of time, (R3) real-
time failure-tolerance analysis. These requirements pose chal-
lenges in modeling the complex traffic behavior and main-
taining the checking efficiency. JINGUBANG has successfully
addressed these challenges. First, we propose the traffic distri-
bution graph (or TDG), capable of modeling equal-cost multi-
path (ECMP), packet rewriting, and tunneling, introduced by
BGP/IS-IS, PBR, and SR, respectively. Second, we design an
algorithm based on TDG to simulate traffic distribution for
billions of flows across a time period both efficiently and ac-
curately. Third, JINGUBANG proposes an incremental traffic
simulation approach that first computes an incremental TDG
and then simulates only the differential traffic distribution,
avoiding the need to simulate the entire network traffic distri-
bution from scratch. JINGUBANG has been used in the daily
checking of our WAN for more than one year and prevented
service downtime resulting from traffic load violations.

1 Introduction
Alibaba Cloud serves over one billion customers with its ser-
vices including cloud computing, search, and video. To sup-
port these services, we operate a global Wide Area Network
(WAN) infrastructure to interconnect tens of data centers. Our
WAN is a traditional, distributed network, rather than an SDN
network. This WAN maintains hundreds of routers and for-
wards a huge amount of service traffic by combining diverse
protocols including BGP, IS-IS, policy-based routes (PBR),
and segment routes (SR). According to our recent three-year
records, more than 90% of outages caused by misconfigura-
tions on our WAN were related to traffic load violations.1

Checking whether network traffic load meets our variety
of specifications, therefore, is vital to the availability and reli-
ability of our WAN. For example, in the scenario of planned
network changes (e.g., updating configurations and upgrading

1Since Hoyan [41] was used three years ago, Hoyan has prevented most
misconfigurations causing routing reachability errors in our network. The
remaining misconfiguration-related outages, in recent three years, happened
tens of times a year and accounted for about 30% of all our network outages.

network routers), our network operators need to ensure that
no link would be overloaded at any point during the entire
planned change time window. As another example, our op-
erators need to check whether any traffic load property (e.g.,
no drastic traffic load increase on any link) may be violated
if given links fail. Conventional techniques (e.g., traffic engi-
neering [4, 11, 17, 19, 25, 26]) do not help since they mainly
focus on optimizing and controlling traffic load; however,
what we need is a system capable of answering our queries
about specified traffic load properties.

Requirements. We decided to build a system to model the
traffic behavior and proactively check traffic load violations
in our WAN. By surveying our operators, a practical checking
system must meet the following requirements.

R1: Comprehensive protocol support. The checker should
support comprehensive traffic behavior under BGP, IS-IS,
PBR, SR, and static routes. Our WAN uses BGP and IS-IS for
routing; our traffic scheduling and engineering heavily rely
on PBR and SR, due to their precise traffic control and low
operation cost. For example, SR can specify forwarding paths
on a per-hop basis, while PBR can identify QoS and classify
traffic into different classes.

R2: Reasoning on traffic load for billions of flows in a
period of time. The checker should support the traffic load
reasoning not only at a single time point, but also during a
period of time. In a network change scenario, the change time
window may last multiple hours; thus, our operators need to
check whether the intended traffic load properties can hold
during the entire change window. In addition, billions of flows
can appear during the time period; thus, the checker must be
scalable to reason on the traffic load of billions of flows.

R3: Real-time failure-tolerance analysis. Our operations
frequently run failure-tolerance analysis to check if a set of
failed routers and links would cause traffic load violations.
The checker should offer an efficient what-if analysis to meet
the real-time requirement of our operators.

State of the arts. No prior work, nevertheless, can simultane-
ously satisfy all the above requirements. Specifically, current
network verification systems have been focused on checking
reachability properties (e.g., if packets/route advertisements
sent from a router A can reach another router B) in terms of
control plane [1, 2, 10, 12, 14, 15, 22, 31, 32, 34, 39–42] and
data plane [3, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 28, 30, 35, 37]; thus, they are
unable to reason about traffic load properties in the network.

A recent effort, QARC [36], closest to our goal, proposes a
verification approach to checking whether links may be over-
loaded under any failure up to a given degree (i.e., k-failure
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tolerance reasoning for network traffic load). QARC, how-
ever, cannot meet our requirements. First, QARC’s encoding
is based on the shortest path with flow quantities. It is non-
trivial to extend the encoding to support PBR and SR, which
introduces traffic behavior beyond shortest-path-forwarding,
e.g., packet rewriting and tunneling. Second, the verification
algorithm of QARC mainly focuses on traffic load reasoning
at a single time point. Extending the algorithm to efficient
verification of traffic load in a period of time is not straight-
forward. Finally, QARC’s main focus is k-failure tolerance
typically with small k, it is reported that it cannot scale to a
larger number of failed links/routers (e.g., k > 5) [36].

Our approach: JINGUBANG.2 In this paper, we present JIN-
GUBANG, the first system for checking network traffic load
properties for WANs. JINGUBANG simultaneously achieves
the above-mentioned requirements proposed by our operators.
In essence, JINGUBANG is a system that can simulate traf-
fic distribution (i.e., traffic load on each link) for traffic load
property reasoning. Specifically, JINGUBANG takes as inputs
(i) the network topology and routers’ configurations, (ii) IP
prefixes advertised into the network, and (iii) multiple traffic
snapshots each recording the traffic information of a set of
flows entering the network at a time point, then accurately
simulates the traffic distribution, and finally checks whether
it meets the given traffic load property.

Building JINGUBANG requires us to address three chal-
lenges (corresponding to the three requirements, respectively).
First, the traffic behavior under BGP, IS-IS, PBR, and SR is
complex. In particular, SR relies on tunneling and PBR offers
fine-grained flow processing such as packet rewriting. In ad-
dition, routing protocols (e.g., BGP, IS-IS) enforce protocol-
based equal-cost multipath (ECMP), where traffic is load-
balanced first between BGP next hops and then between IS-IS
next hops. To comprehensively model the traffic behavior
under those protocols, we introduce the traffic distribution
graph (or TDG), translating the traffic behavior of different
protocols into a uniform traffic forwarding representation.
TDG can represent not only destination-based forwarding be-
havior (like BGP and IS-IS) with ECMP but also tunneling
and packet rewriting used in SR and PBR. (§4.1)

The second challenge is efficiently reasoning on traffic
load for billions of flows in a period of time. In our operation,
the time period to be checked typically lasts several hours,
involving a huge number of time points (1 minute for each
in our settings). A strawman solution is to generate many
TDGs, each corresponding to a time point, and then run traf-
fic simulation on each of all these TDGs. Such a solution is
inefficient. We observe that traffic flows across different time
points highly overlap. Driven by this insight, we propose an
approach that constructs only one TDG with the union of all
the traffic flows, enabling us to simulate traffic distribution

2In ancient Chinese mythology, Jingu Bang is a tool used by Yu the Great
to measure water levels during his efforts to control floods. Therefore, we
named our network traffic load checking system JINGUBANG.

across a period of time within one run. To further improve the
efficiency of handling billions of flows, we propose two opti-
mizations based on sampling and equivalence classes which
significantly reduce the number of flows to be considered
while still maintaining accuracy. (§4.2-§4.4)

Third, daily operation requires a large number of what-
if analysis on network link (or router) failures. Straightfor-
wardly simulating traffic for each link (or router) failure re-
quest cannot meet the real-time requirement of our operators.
To support real-time failure-tolerance analysis, JINGUBANG
proposes an incremental traffic simulation approach that first
computes an incremental TDG and then simulates only the
differential traffic distribution, avoiding the need to simulate
the entire network traffic distribution from scratch. (§5)

Scope. JINGUBANG operates under two key settings: (i) a time
point is defined as a minute for the purpose of checking traffic
load properties, (ii) traffic is assumed to be distributed evenly
or based on pre-configured weights across ECMP paths. Thus,
the examination of micro-burst congestion [45] and ECMP
unfairness falls outside the scope of this paper, as these consid-
erations are orthogonal to our operators’ requirements. 3 In
addition, JINGUBANG takes as input flows entering our WAN
and external routes advertised into our WAN, and will suffer
from inaccuracy if traffic measurement is imprecise [5, 38] or
route monitoring is incomplete (§7).

Real-world deployment. JINGUBANG has been used to check
network traffic load in our WAN and successfully prevented
service downtime in operations such as network changes and
failure-tolerance analysis. We share our experience with JIN-
GUBANG in §6 and evaluate JINGUBANG in §7.

Ethics. This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 Background and Motivation
This section starts by describing the background of our WAN
(§2.1), and then presents our motivation (§2.2).

2.1 Background: Our Production WAN
Alibaba Cloud operates a private WAN infrastructure that
interconnects all its data centers and peers with external ISPs,
serving both traffic internal to Alibaba Cloud and traffic be-
tween Alibaba Cloud and external networks. Our WAN is a
distributed setting without a centralized SDN controller. By
Jan 2023, this WAN has tens of autonomous systems (ASes),
nearly a thousand routers, and tens of thousands of links,
where each router has a forwarding table with millions of
entries. 4 Our operators conduct hundreds of network changes
per week, with frequent changes such as link capacity expan-
sions and IP prefix publications happening a dozen times per
day. Our WAN uses BGP (including eBGP and iBGP), IS-IS,
static routes, SR, and PBR to route our network traffic.

3 In >99% of our WAN links, the top flow consumes <1% bandwidth.
With a large number of flows and no elephant flows, flow-level ECMP can
be approximated by evenly distributing flow volumes across ECMP paths.

4We omit absolute numbers for the confidentiality reason.
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Interface X

G
10.0.0.7

A
10.0.0.1

B
10.0.0.2

D
10.0.0.4

E
10.0.0.5

F
10.0.0.6

Interface IP 11.0.0.5

G's PBR config:
interface X, inbound
    match src 20/8
        remark dscp 5

BGP RIB:
    *30/8, nexthop 11.0.0.5
Connected RIB:
    *11.0.0.4/30, directly connected

BGP RIB:
    *30/8, nexthop 10.0.0.5
    *30/8, nexthop 10.0.0.6
IS-IS RIB:
    *10.0.0.5/32, SR tunneled
    *10.0.0.6/32, SR tunneled

A's SR config:
route 10.0.0.5/32, match dscp 5
    path 10.0.0.2, 10.0.0.5 weight=10
route 10.0.0.6/32, match dscp 5
    path 10.0.0.3, 10.0.0.6 weight=8
    path 10.0.0.4, 10.0.0.6 weight=2

2~
12 G

bps

f2: 2~12 Gbps
20.0.0.1->30.0.0.1
dscp=0

5~10 Gbps

4~8 Gbps

1~2 Gbps

5~10 Gbps

4~8 Gbps

1~2 Gbps

f1: 8 Gbps
20.0.0.1->30.0.0.1
dscp=5

C 10.0.0.3

AS 200

AS 100

Figure 1: Motivating example. The green boxes represent
RIBs for router A and G, respectively. Two yellow boxes are
G’s PBR configuration and A’s SR configuration, respectively.
In the given period of time (say one hour), the traffic rate of
f2 fluctuates between 2 Gbps and 12 Gbps, while f1 keeps
8 Gbps. G belongs to AS 100, and A~F belong to AS 200.
This example shows how BGP, IS-IS, PBR, and SR work
together to distribute the traffic in our WAN.

PBR and SR. Unlike routing protocols (e.g., IS-IS and BGP),
PBR and SR are non-destination-based forwarding techniques.
A PBR policy can match packets by their destination ad-
dresses, source addresses, and DSCP values; for matched
packets, it can set next hops or modify packet fields (e.g.,
DSCP). SR forwards the packets along one or more explicit
paths built on Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) or IPv6
stacks (i.e., SRv6); different paths may have different routing
weights. The mainstream SR used in our WAN is SRv6.

Traffic monitoring. Our WAN employs a large-scale traffic
monitoring system that collects detailed traffic information
from the network via Netflow [8] and sFlow [29] at a sampling
rate of 8192. The monitoring system records the information
of traffic flows entering each interface of routers, including the
value of each field (e.g., the IP-port 5-tuple), the timestamp of
report time, and the total traffic volume of each flow sent since
the last report time. The system generates a traffic snapshot
per minute, recording the traffic flows (entering our WAN)
and their rates in that minute. JINGUBANG receives 60 one-
minute traffic snapshots every hour.

2.2 Motivations and Goals
Motivating example. Figure 1 shows a small but illustrative
example of a traffic distribution situation in our operation.
Suppose two traffic flows f1 and f2 enter the network by
router A and G, respectively. In the given period of time,
the traffic rate of f1 keeps 8 Gbps, while f2’s rate fluctuates
between 2~12 Gbps. When receiving f2, G sets f2’s DSCP
to 5 according to G’s PBR configuration; then, G routes f2
to A based on its eBGP route. By receiving f1 and f2 (both
with DSCP=5), A performs the longest prefix matching for the
flow based on A’s routing information base (RIB), identifying
two iBGP next hops E and F . The traffic rate from A to E

Figure 2: Traffic load fluctuation on one of the links in our
WAN during randomly sampled three days.

and F is equal, i.e., 10~20 Gbps/2=5~10 Gbps, because of the
ECMP of iBGP. Router A looks up the direct next hop to E
and F by checking A’s SR configuration. According to A’s SR
configuration in Figure 1, A distributes the traffic into three
paths (A→ B, A→C, and A→ D) in traffic rates 5~10 Gbps,
4~8 Gbps, and 1~2 Gbps, respectively. Note that A→C and
A→ D forward traffic rates in a ratio of 4:1 due to weights 8
and 2 specified in A’s SR configuration.

Requirements from our operators. It is hard to ensure
whether the traffic meets the intended properties (say “whether
all traffic on C→ F keeps the rate lower than 8 Gbps even
if B→ E fails”) in a real WAN which is much larger than
the above-mentioned motivating example. By surveying our
operators, Table 1 lists representative scenarios where our
operators need to check traffic load properties. There are
mainly two types of analysis: what-if analysis and auditing.
The former mainly focuses on network changes and specified
failure scenarios, while the latter checks a network without
any change. As shown in Table 1, our operators want to check
traffic not only at a single time point but also over a period
of time, because the network traffic fluctuates significantly
during a time period. Figure 2 shows the traffic fluctuation
occurred on one link in our WAN in randomly sampled three
days. We can observe that the network traffic load fluctuates
between 10% and 50% of this link bandwidth during these
three days. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1, we should sup-
port protocols including BGP, IS-IS, SR, and PBR, since our
WAN employs these types of protocols to forward traffic.

Traffic load properties of interest. The network traffic load
property our operators mainly focus on is whether the traffic
load/rate (in absolute number or percentage) or the change
of it on a given set of links is above or below the specified
threshold, such as “the traffic rate on the given set of links
should be lower than 3 Gbps” and “given a network change,
the traffic load on a specified link should not increase by 40%
during the change”. The prop in Figure 4 shows the formal
definition of properties of interest (detailed in §3.3).

Representative scenarios for what-if analysis. We now de-
scribe two representative scenarios (network change analysis
and failure tolerance analysis) to illustrate why we need what-
if analysis in our WAN.

Network change analysis. Network changes, e.g., changing
configuration and updating routers, are one of the most im-
portant operations. In a typical network change, the operator
makes a step-by-step change plan including each atomic step
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Table 1: The main specifications our operators express in their operations.
Type Name Specification Protocols

What-if
Analysis

Change analysis Whether the traffic load property holds in the network change time window BGP/IS-IS/SR/PBR
Change safety Whether the network change would cause a traffic violation for a specified period of time BGP/IS-IS/SR/PBR
Failure tolerance Whether the traffic load property holds if a specified set of routers or links becomes unavailable BGP/IS-IS/SR/PBR

Auditing Daily auditing Whether the traffic load property holds for a given period of time BGP/IS-IS/SR/PBR

to be executed (e.g., changing routing policy, turning off inter-
faces, and cutting off the connection with neighbor routers),
and reserves a network change time window (e.g., 1am-7am
on the upcoming Thursday). Because network changes are
prone to failures [27,41], our operators want to check whether
the network change would cause traffic load violations at
any point in the change time window (note that network traf-
fic fluctuates significantly during a period of time as shown
in Figure 2) based on the traffic monitored in similar time
periods (e.g., 1am-7am on last Thursday).

Failure tolerance analysis. Another key type of operations
is to check whether the load property holds if a specified set
of links (or routers) becomes unavailable, due to the follow-
ing scenarios: (i) router upgrading/replacement, and (ii) link
maintenance. In the above cases, the router or link should
be specified as unavailable, and the operators want to know
whether the “failure” may cause any property violation.

Non-goal. JINGUBANG can check failure tolerance under
a given set of failed routers or links, but cannot check arbi-
trary k-failure tolerance (i.e., whether the property holds if
arbitrary k links fail). While QARC [36] presented a good
first step toward checking arbitrary k-failure tolerance, our
operation experience found that designing a production-scale
k-failure-tolerance checking for quantitative properties is ex-
tremely hard. This is because such a checker needs to support
more detailed protocol properties, e.g., BGP add-path and SR
tunnels, which significantly expands the encoding space. We
leave scalable k-failure traffic load checking to future work.

2.3 Related Work
For the traffic load property reasoning, why the state-of-the-
art efforts do not help? Existing verification systems [2, 3,
10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 28, 30–32, 34, 35, 37, 39–43]
mainly focus on checking qualitative properties such as packet
reachability (e.g., “whether a given route sent from router A
can reach another router B”). To the best of our knowledge,
except QARC [36], none of the prior work is able to check
quantitative properties related to the traffic load.

Traffic engineering. The major goal of traffic engineering
(TE) is to optimize network traffic and resource usage [4, 11,
17, 19, 25, 26]. Our goal, on the contrary, is to check whether
the network implementation (e.g., network topology, router
configurations, and injected routes) satisfies the high-level
traffic load properties. In particular, Alibaba Cloud uses a
hybrid approach to realizing the TE optimization objectives
via reconfiguring routers (e.g., setting up SR tunnels) and
injecting routes (e.g., advertising BGP routes). However, they
are unable to answer what-if or auditing queries about traffic
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Figure 3: JINGUBANG’s workflow overview. Solid arrows
denote the basic traffic property checking process; dashed
arrows mean the failure-tolerance checking process.

properties as shown in Table 1. In addition, our work can
also be used in non-TE scenarios. For example, when a router
needs to be updated from vendor A to B, JINGUBANG can
check that the new configuration under vendor B is correct in
that no traffic load properties are violated.

Network emulation. Network emulators, e.g., Crystal-
Net [27], run the real control plane software in emulated
environments and generate the corresponding forwarding be-
haviors for validation purposes. We do not choose emulation
due to two issues. First, the emulator needs vendors to provide
their router firmware within virtual machines or containers.
However, we found it practically hard to get such support
from all vendors for all router models in our WAN. Second,
running real router software requires a large number of com-
puting resources (e.g., $100 per hour for emulating just one
data center [27]). As routers in WAN typically have much
more sophisticated firmware than data center switches, emulat-
ing a WAN can be even more expensive. Therefore, emulation
is useful but not a good choice for our purpose.

Quantitative property analysis. Our focus on traffic proper-
ties is also different from the work on probabilistic analysis of
the network control plane [16, 34, 44] and data plane [13, 33].
We check traffic at the network implementation level, which is
different from the work [6, 46] that validates network designs.

3 JINGUBANG Overview
We built JINGUBANG, the first system for checking traffic load
properties in production. JINGUBANG meets the requirements
specified by our operators in §1.

3.1 JINGUBANG Workflow
Figure 3 shows the workflow of JINGUBANG. At a high level,
JINGUBANG takes as inputs (i) the network topology and
routers’ configurations, (ii) IP prefixes advertised into the
network, and (iii) multiple traffic snapshots each recording
a set of traffic flow information at a time point (say one
minute), then accurately simulates the traffic distribution (de-
fined later), and finally checks whether the distribution meets
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Table 2: Important terminologies.
Terms Meaning

flow A traffic flow, defined as ⟨dst, src, dscp⟩
located flow A traffic flow at a particular interface

defined as ⟨dst, src, dscp, interface, traffic volume⟩
traffic snapshot A set recording all located flows entering the

network at the given time point
traffic distribution A vector recording the traffic load of each link

in the network at the given time point

the specified traffic load property. For failure-tolerance anal-
ysis, JINGUBANG takes an additional failure model as input,
which specifies a collection of unavailable routers or links.

As shown in Figure 3, we have two parts in JINGUBANG:
the basic checking part (i.e., the solid arrows) and the real-
time checking part (i.e., the dashed arrows). The real-time part
is used for failure-tolerance analysis, i.e., checking “whether
the property holds if a specified set of routers or links becomes
unavailable”, while the basic part is responsible for the regular
checking, such as network change analysis and daily auditing.

Basic checking part. In the basic part, we use Hoyan [41]
to generate the RIBs, PBR, and SR tunnels for each virtual
routing and forwarding (VRF) of all routers in the network.

Then, JINGUBANG reads multiple traffic snapshots
S1, · · · ,Sn. Each traffic snapshot records a set of located flows
entering the network at the corresponding time point (e.g., all
traffic flow information from 12:30am to 12:31am on Aug
20, 2022), where a located flow is represented as ⟨dst, src,
dscp, interface, traffic volume⟩. For example, in Figure 1, f1
can be represented as ⟨30.0.0.1, 20.0.0.1, dscp=5, interfaceA,
8 Gbps⟩. By reading n traffic snapshots, S1, · · · ,Sn, JIN-
GUBANG’s flow number reduction module (§4.4) generates n
snapshots, S ′1, · · · ,S ′n, but each with a much smaller size due
to our proposed sampling and equivalence class approaches.

By putting the above information together, JINGUBANG
constructs a traffic distribution graph (or TDG) and simulates
the traffic distribution (§4.2, §4.3). Finally, it checks whether
the traffic distribution meets the specified property.

Real-time checking part. In the real-time part, JINGUBANG
takes the failure model—containing a collection of specified
failed routers or links—as input. We first use Hoyan to gener-
ate differential RIBs that record the difference of RIBs due to
the failure. Then, JINGUBANG checks the TDG computed in
the basic process and only updates the affected part. Finally,
JINGUBANG computes traffic distribution under the given
failure via the incremental traffic simulation module (§5).

3.2 Important Terminologies
Table 2 summarizes important terminologies, including flow,
located flow, traffic snapshot, and traffic distribution. For the
sake of simplicity, we may use the term “flow” for the located
flow when the context is clear. Besides, the terms “traffic rate”
and “traffic volume” of a flow may be used interchangeably
at a given time point, since they are equal in unit time.

task ::= conf ; flow ; [fail ; ] prop ; Checking task
· · · · · ·

prop ::= (link l : expr)∗ Traffic load property
expr ::= (load |diff) (≥|≤) n (Gbps |%) Per-link property

Figure 4: Specification of JINGUBANG checking tasks.

3.3 JINGUBANG Checking Task’s Specification
The specification of an JINGUBANG’s checking task is similar
to previous verification systems [2,3,9,37] with the additional
traffic load properties. As shown in Figure 4, our operators
will use a domain-specific language (DSL) to specify four
parts: conf, flow, fail (optional), and prop: (i) conf specifies
the topologies and configurations of the network to check;
(ii) flow specifies the traffic snapshots; (iii) fail is only used
for real-time checking, and allows the operators to specify a
failure model, i.e., a collection of failed routers and links in
this checking task; (iv) prop specifies the traffic load property,
defined as a set of ⟨link, per-link traffic load property⟩ pairs,
where a per-link traffic load property (defined in expr) speci-
fies the condition that the traffic load or its difference (in the
failure scenario) on a link should hold.

Given a task defined above, JINGUBANG simulates the traf-
fic distribution and checks if the specified traffic load property
holds. The checking part follows directly from the simulated
traffic distribution. Below we discuss how to simulate the
traffic distribution accurately and efficiently in detail.

4 Traffic Simulation Using TDG
Given the complex features used in our WAN, flows exhibit
various behavior as described in §2.2. In order to accurately
simulate the traffic load on each link, we need to correctly
model the traffic behavior of each flow in the traffic snapshots,
such as ECMP, packet rewriting, and tunneling.

In this section, we first introduce the traffic distribution
graph (TDG), capable of modeling the above-mentioned traf-
fic behavior of flows. We then describe how to simulate traffic
distribution based on TDG. Finally, we propose additional
optimizations to further improve the simulation efficiency.

4.1 Traffic Distribution Graph
There are two existing ways that may be used to model the
network behavior: 1) the shortest-path-based approach [14,
36] and 2) the SMT-based approach [2]. Neither of them can
model the traffic behavior in our WAN. First, the shortest-path-
based approach uses a weighted graph to model the behavior
of each traffic class, where the shortest paths correspond to
the actual forwarding paths. This approach is fundamentally
limited in expressiveness: it cannot model iBGP and local
preference which are inevitable in WANs. Second, the SMT-
based approach encodes the entire control plane into an SMT
formula and employs a solver to solve the formula. While
there are encodings [2] for BGP, it is nontrivial to extend
them to model the complex features in our WAN. In addition,
SMT solving often induces prohibitively high overhead in
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Figure 5: A (partial) TDG representing the example scenario in Figure 1. The green, red, yellow, and purple nodes correspond to
router A, B, E, and G, respectively. Other nodes are omitted due to space limits.

runtime [36], which makes it impractical for our WAN with a
large number of routers and prefixes.

To model the complex behavior under BGP, IS-IS, PBR,
and SR, while still supporting efficient reasoning for traffic
load properties, we introduce the traffic distribution graph (or
TDG). Below, we first define the TDG and illustrate the TDG
for the motivating example in Figure 1. The formal definition
and construction of TDG can be found in Appendix B.
Definition. A TDG, corresponding to a traffic snapshot, mod-
els the entire traversal of all flows in this traffic snapshot in a
fine-grained manner. Specifically, a TDG is a directed acyclic
graph (JINGUBANG performs loop checking beforehand and
will report errors if the TDG contains loops), where a node
contains three elements: (i) the corresponding flow, i.e., ⟨dst,
src, dscp⟩, (ii) its location (e.g., receiving at an interface or
being processed at a VRF), and (iii) its next hop (e.g., an IP
address or an SR tunnel) based on the RIB lookup and policy
matching results on the router. An edge between two nodes
denotes a single processing step for this flow, such as forward-
ing the flow from an interface on router A to an interface on
router B, looking up the RIB on a router’s VRF, and so on.
Each edge is associated with a non-negative weight repre-
senting the fraction of traffic volume distributed on that edge;
thus, it is required that the sum of weights on all outgoing
edges of a node equals 1. Finally, the sources in the TDG
denote the initial state of flows entering the network.
Example. Figure 5 shows a (partial) TDG for the motivating
example shown in Figure 1. For readability, nodes are colored
based on the routers they correspond to; specially, green, red,
yellow, and purple nodes correspond to routers A, B, E, and
G, respectively. Each node is labeled with a name nk. We use
vrf X

k to denote the k-th VRF on router X . We also use iXk (eX
k ,

resp.) to denote the k-th interface labeled with the incoming
(outgoing, resp.) flow direction on router X .

The node n0 denotes the initial state of flow f1 entering the
network on router A’s interface iA0 , where ⊥ means that the
next hop is currently unknown. The edge (n0,n1) corresponds
to the step that f1 will be matched against the RIB on vrf A

0 .
The two edges from n1 correspond to the BGP lookup step,
which finds the next hop E and F . Note that the weights
on the two edges are both 0.5, reflecting the BGP ECMP
mechanism implemented by router vendors. The edge (n2,n4)
corresponds to the step that A resolves the next hop for E and

finds the SR tunnel p1; the two edges from n3 denote that two
tunnels are resolved for F and the weights reflect the ones set
in the SR configurations. Then (n4,n5) and (n5,n6) denote
that the flow is sent to the outgoing interface and forwarded to
B’s interface iB0 ; the meaning of other edges follows directly.

Similarly, the node n14 denotes the initial state of flow f2
entering router G’s interface iG0 with no next hops. The edge
(n14,n15) corresponds to the PBR step which modifies f2 to f1.
The edges from n15 to n18 and finally to n1 are similar to the
ones described above. Note that after f2’s DSCP is modified,
it undergoes processing identical to f1. Therefore, the TDG
does not have repetitive nodes for f2 after n18, showcasing its
efficiency in WAN scenarios where it is common for flows to
enter through different ingress points but later be processed
identically. In contrast, the shortest-path-based modeling [14,
36] has to build complete graphs for both f1 and f2, even
though the two graphs may share a large common subgraph.

4.2 Simulating A Single Traffic Snapshot
Given a TDG modeling the traffic behavior of all flows in
a traffic snapshot, we can compute the traffic distribution of
each flow on the TDG following its structure. By aggregating
the traffic load of all flows traversing a link, we can obtain
the traffic load of that link for the given traffic snapshot.

Algorithm 1 shows the traffic simulation algorithm for a sin-
gle traffic snapshot S , implementing the above idea. First, the
function TRAFFICSIM constructs a TDG for all located flows
in the traffic snapshot S . After that, the function TRAFFICSI-
MONTDG takes the generated TDG and the traffic snapshot
S as inputs to compute TL, i.e., the traffic distribution at the
given time point. Recall that the traffic distribution is a vector
that records the traffic load of each link in the given snap-
shot (§3). Specifically, TRAFFICSIMONTDG calculates the
traffic volume entering each node and distributes it on each
edge of the TDG in topological order. For each node n in the
TDG, we compute the traffic volume that reaches n (i.e., V [n])
by summing up all volumes V [e] on each incoming edge e
of n (line 7). Then, the volume at n is distributed into each
outgoing edge of n determined by their weights, e.g., ECMP
and SR weight (line 8). Finally, a link l’s volume (or rate)
TL[l] is computed by aggregating V [e] for each edge e where
e denotes the forwarding step along the link l (line 10). Thus,
we obtain a traffic distribution for a given time point.
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Algorithm 1: Traffic simulation at a time point
1 Function TRAFFICSIM(S ) :
2 Construct the TDG (N,E,w) for all ( fk, ik,vk) in S ;
3 return TRAFFICSIMONTDG(S , T DG(N,E,w));

4 Function TRAFFICSIMONTDG(S , T DG(N,E,w)) :
5 Add an incoming edge e′k to source node nk for each located

flow in S and let V [e′k]← vk;
6 forall n in N sorted in topological order do
7 V [n]← sum{V [e]} for all n’s incoming edge e;
8 V [e]←V [n]×w(e) for all n’s outgoing edge e;

9 forall link l in the network do
10 TL[l]← sum{V [e]} for all e in E that share the same pair

of interfaces with l;

11 return TL;

4.3 Simulating Multiple Traffic Snapshots
We now consider the case where the system accepts multiple
traffic snapshots as input and needs to validate traffic load
properties for a period of time. A naive solution may simply
apply the TRAFFICSIM function, which is designed for a sin-
gle traffic snapshot, to each input traffic snapshot. However, it
is inefficient for scenarios requiring a large number of traffic
snapshots. For example, a planned change with a 2-hour time
window requires 120 per-minute traffic snapshots.

To improve efficiency, we make the key observation that
the input traffic snapshots are highly correlated. In the above
example, all the traffic snapshots are extracted from the con-
tinuous 2-hour period. Thus, a located flow may appear across
multiple snapshots which allows us to avoid repetitive com-
putation for each appearance.

We then propose a global-construction separate-evaluation
approach. As shown in Algorithm 2, JINGUBANG constructs
a global TDG representing the union of all flows in all traffic
snapshots (line 2) and calls TRAFFICSIMONTDG with the
global TDG and each given traffic snapshot (line 3). Thus, the
output of the algorithm TLM is a matrix recording the traffic
distributions across multiple time points.

4.4 Flow Number Reduction Optimization
To further improve the efficiency of traffic simulation, we next
propose two optimization techniques that can significantly
reduce the number of flows needed to be simulated.

Traffic sampling optimization. First, we propose a sampling
approach with provable guarantees on the accuracy loss to
reduce the number of flows in the traffic snapshot. Our key
insight is that a flow with a higher traffic volume should have
a higher probability of being sampled, and the total traffic
volume should be preserved. For example, if we sample only
one flow from the traffic snapshot S , the sampled flow should
carry the total volume of all flows in S .

Based on this insight, we propose the traffic sampling algo-
rithm. This algorithm attempts to draw K located flows from
the traffic snapshot S . In each round, the algorithm draws

a flow from S such that a flow with a volume v gets drawn
with probability v/V , where V is the total traffic volume of
all flows. Then, we assign V/K as the volume to the sam-
pled flow and add it to the new traffic snapshot S ′. Repeating
this process K times, we sample K located flows with a pre-
served total volume. We leave the algorithm’s mathematical
representation and pseudocode in Appendix A.1.

It is important to note that the number of distinct flows
in the sampled traffic snapshot is likely to be much lower
than the parameter K. This is because high-volume flows are
likely to be sampled multiple times, and their volumes can
be aggregated in the sampling process. We define the flow
sample ratio as the ratio of the number of distinct flows in
the sampled snapshot S ′ to the number of distinct flows in S ,
which is related not only to the sample parameter K, but also
to the distribution of volumes in S .

Traffic sampling can introduce errors in estimating the
traffic load on a link. Intuitively, for links with low/high traffic
load, it is reasonable to require that the estimated traffic load
does not deviate by an unacceptable absolute/relative value,
respectively. We rigorously establish a lower bound of K
such that traffic volumes of all links are guaranteed not to
deviate by given absolute and relative values at a given level
of confidence. The significance of K’s proven bound lies in its
tightness, making it practical for the use in our WAN, which is
detailed in Appendix A.2. In the derivation of K’s bound, we
start from the law of large numbers and make no assumptions
about the distribution of flows in S . We also evaluate traffic
sampling by experiments in §7.

Traffic equivalence class optimization. Besides, we observe
that many flows exhibit the same behavior in the network
despite that they differ in field values and incoming locations.
For example, suppose in the motivating example there is an-
other flow f3 entering the network at some interface of A
and matches the same BGP route and SR policy as f1 does.
Instead of performing the computation for both f1 and f3, we
may only perform the computation for one of them, assuming
it carries the volume of both flows.

Leveraging this insight, we propose the traffic equivalence
class (TEC). Two flows are equivalent if they have the same
traffic distribution over all links of the network; a TEC is a
set of located flows that are equivalent to one another. See
Appendix C for the formal definition and generation of TECs.

Among multiple flows in a TEC, we only need to consider
one for traffic simulation. Therefore, given a traffic snapshot
S , we can aggregate flows in the same TEC by replacing them
with a single flow that has the combined volume of all flows
in the TEC. As a result, we generate a new traffic snapshot S ′
that has a much smaller number of flows.

5 Real-Time Failure-Tolerance Analysis
Checking whether the network satisfies the intended traffic
load properties under a variety of failure scenarios is a key
task in our daily operation (see Table 1). In such a task, our op-
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Algorithm 2: Traffic simulation for a period of time
1 Function TRAFFICSIMMUL({Sk}m

k=1) :
2 Construct the TDG (N,E,w) for all ( fk, ik,vk) in

⋃m
k=1 Sk;

3 TLM[Sk]← TRAFFICSIMONTDG(Sk , (N,E,w)) for all
k = 1, · · · ,m;

4 return TLM;

erators submit a large number of checking requests for failure-
tolerance analysis, each specifying a set of failed routers or
links, and expect to obtain results within seconds.

To meet the high-efficiency challenge, we observe that a
typical checking request contains a small number (i.e., O(10))
of link and router failures. Thus, the new TDG for the failure
scenario may only differ slightly from the one without failure.
For example in Figure 1, if B→ E fails, the new TDG has
all the nodes and edges except the edges n1 → n2 → ··· →
n9 in Figure 5. This observation allows us to adopt a two-
phase design, where we first compute the TDG and store the
necessary information for the network (without failure) in
the basic checking part (see Figure 3), and then perform an
incremental computation in the real-time checking part (see
Figure 3) for each received failure-tolerance checking request.

There are two key steps to be conducted incrementally:
TDG construction (§5.1) and traffic simulation (§5.2).

5.1 Incremental TDG Construction
When a failure happens, RIBs on routers converge to a new
state (including the new SR tunnels); thus, the routes/tunnels
may change, and the nodes in the old TDG corresponding to
changed routes/tunnels may need to be updated (e.g., connect-
ing to different nodes or changing the weights of outgoing
edges). In addition, the nodes corresponding to the failed links
or routers should also be updated by removing their associated
edges. All other nodes irrelevant to the failure (e.g., receiving
a flow at an active interface) remain unchanged. Therefore, to
construct the new TDG, we keep most nodes and edges in the
old TDG, and only re-run the construction for changed nodes.

Based on this observation, we construct the TDG for a
given failure model incrementally. The algorithm takes the
old TDG, the set of changed routes (e.g., next hops changed)
and tunnels (e.g., tunnel removed) ∆Rib, and the new RIBs
(denote Rib′) for the failure as input, and generates the new
TDG incrementally. The algorithm also outputs the set of
changed nodes chg for the post incremental traffic simulation
(§5.2). Note that simulating Rib′ and ∆Rib is easy; many
existing systems [12, 41] can extract the information.

The pseudocode and detailed description of the algorithm
can be found in Appendix D.1. We illustrate how the algo-
rithm works using the following example.

Example. Suppose B→ E in Figure 1 fails. Due to the failure,
the SR tunnel A→ B→ E becomes invalid and thus the set
chg contains the nodes for matching tunnel p1 (i.e., n2 and
n4-n9 in Figure 5). Furthermore, the BGP next hop E is also
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Figure 6: The (partial) TDG representing the example in
Figure 1 when link B→ E fails. Solid lines represent edges
in both the old (i.e., before failure) and new (i.e., after failure)
TDGs; dashed lines represent edges only in the old TDG.

inactive, so chg also contains n1 (in Figure 5) representing the
match of the BGP route that is changed by the failure. Then
the algorithm removes all outgoing edges for the nodes in chg.
Using BFS exploration, the algorithm only re-constructs the
edge from n1 to n3 with weight 1. The constructed TDG is
shown in Figure 6.

5.2 Incremental Traffic Simulation
With the new TDG, one may re-run the traffic simulation al-
gorithm on it to compute the volume on each node and edge
as in Algorithm 1. However, since the new TDG largely over-
laps with the old TDG, this straightforward approach leads to
numerous redundant computations. In particular, if a node’s
volume remains unchanged and its outgoing edges/weights
are also unchanged, the traffic distribution on the outgoing
edges of that node should remain the same as that in the
old TDG. We therefore only need to run the simulation for
the affected nodes where either the volume or the outgoing
edges/weights change. Clearly, all nodes in chg are affected
nodes since their outgoing edges are changed; all nodes with
incoming edges (in the old TDG) from any node in chg may
also be affected, since their volumes may be changed. In addi-
tion, when updating the volume on the new TDG, other nodes
may also be affected due to the change in their volume; thus,
we also need to update the set of affected nodes along with
the execution of traffic simulation.

Algorithm 3 shows the incremental traffic simulation for
a single traffic snapshot; it can be naturally generalized to
support multiple snapshots similar to the approach described
in §4.3. The detailed description is in Appendix D.2.

Example. We illustrate the incremental computation of the
example in §5.1. Suppose without failure, the volume of n1’s
incoming edges is 8 and 2 Gbps respectively as shown in
Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7a, the affected nodes α initially
contain n1, n2, and all nodes from n4 to n9, since all of them
are in chg as described in §5.1. Thus, the first node that needs
to be updated is n2 or anyone from n4 to n9, as none of them
have any incoming edges in the new TDG G′. Suppose n5
gets updated first. Since n5 has no incoming edges in G′, its
volume is updated to 0; since the outgoing edge n5→ n6 only
appears in the old TDG G, the algorithm also decreases the
traffic distribution on the corresponding link from A→ B,
as shown in Figure 7b. The update of n2 and others from
n4 to n9 is similar and we omit the detailed description due
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(a) Initially, affected nodes α contains n1,
n2, and all nodes from n4 to n9 as described
in §5.1.
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(b) After updating n5, the volume on n5→
n6 is decreased to 0 Gbps. Since n5→ n6
corresponds to link l = A→ B in Figure 1,
TL[l] is updated to 0.

... n1 · · ·
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(c) After updating n1, the volume on n1→
n3 is increased to 10 Gbps and n3 is added
to α.

Figure 7: Representative steps of Algorithm 3 running on the TDG in Figure 6. The black (blue, resp.) number on an edge e
denotes the value of ve (v′e, resp.), and the nodes in red are in α, after the corresponding step.

Algorithm 3: Incremental traffic simulation
1 Function INCTRAFFICSIM(G, V , TL, G′, chg) :
2 Let G = (N,E,w), G′ = (N′,E ′,w′);
3 V ′[n]←V [n] for all n ∈ N′;
4 V ′[e]←V [e] for all n ∈ E ′;
5 α← chg∪{n|∃n′ ∈ chg s.t. (n′,n) ∈ E};
6 forall n in N′ sorted in topological order of G′ do
7 if n is not in α then
8 continue;

9 V ′[n]← sum{V ′[e]} for all n’s incoming edge e ∈ E ′;
10 forall e = (n,n′) ∈ E ′ ∪E do
11 V ′[e]←V ′[n]×w′(e) if e ∈ E ′;
12 Let ve =V [e] if e ∈ E else 0;
13 Let v′e =V ′[e] if e ∈ E ′ else 0;
14 if v′e ̸= ve then
15 Add n′ to α ;
16 TL[l]← TL[l]+v′e−ve if e corresponds to link l;

17 return TL;

to space limits. After those nodes are updated, the traffic
distribution on link B→ E is correctly decreased to 0 as
expected. The next node of interest to be updated is n1. As
shown in Figure 7c, since the volume on the only outgoing
edge n1 → n3 increases, the algorithm adds n3 to α. In the
following iterations, the algorithm updates n3 and all other
nodes afterward, which results in the correct increase of traffic
distribution for all links on the paths from A to F .

6 Deployment and Use Cases
JINGUBANG has been used in our WAN for more than one
year and covers operation scenarios in Table 1. During this
time, no outage resulting from traffic load violations occurred,
since JINGUBANG successfully detected many violations
ahead of time; before JINGUBANG, tens of outages caused by
load violations happened every year. As a result, JINGUBANG
prevents millions of dollars in losses. We next present real
cases for two representative operation scenarios, i.e., validat-
ing network changes and validating failure tolerance.

6.1 Validating Network Changes
JINGUBANG has been regularly used to check whether net-
work change plans are correctly designed. JINGUBANG suc-

Table 3: Network change risks detected by JINGUBANG: root
causes and their frequency of occurrence.

Root causes
Change plan

errors
Unexpected

routes
Existing

misconfiguration
Percentage 44% 33% 23%

cessfully detected several severe network change risks. Ta-
ble 3 shows the statistics of root causes of network changes
that were detected by JINGUBANG in the past one year. We
classify the root causes into three types: change plan errors,
unexpected routes, and existing misconfiguration. Specifically,
change plan errors refer to errors in the change plan itself; un-
expected routes mean that the change triggers issues because
certain routes were not considered during the change; existing
misconfiguration refers to hidden misconfigurations in the
network that were not triggered because there was no traffic,
but this change triggered the error configuration. We now
detail several real, tricky cases as examples for demonstrating
the effectiveness of JINGUBANG.

Change plan errors. Given the complexity and large size of
our WAN, it is nontrivial to change the network correctly even
for simple configuration-changing tasks. Our operators use
JINGUBANG to check a change plan against intended link load
properties during the time window of network changes. In
one of our real network changes, our operators planned an im-
portant topology architecture upgrade for one business region
in our WAN. The original topology in that region has many
edge routers and border routers. Each edge router Ai is di-
rectly connected with all the border routers B j with 100 Gbps
links, while all the edge routers are connected in full mesh
with 10 Gbps links. All routers run IS-IS as underlay and SR
as overlay; the IS-IS cost for the links between the edge and
border routers is 10000, and the cost between the edge routers
is 5. For the new topology, our operators planned to add a
layer of core routers Ck between the edge layer and border
layer connected using 100 Gbps links. The IS-IS cost of links
between the core routers and the border routers should be
10, while the cost of the links between core routers and edge
routers is 10000. After the upgrade, traffic from border routers
to edge routers should pass the core routers. In this network
change, our operators first added all the core routers and set
up the links without disabling old links between the border
routers and the edge routers. Then, our operators disabled
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Figure 8: Severe risks detected by JINGUBANG.

IS-IS on the links between edge and border layers one by one
via changing the interfaces on the edge routers to passive.

Given the change plan, JINGUBANG checked link overload
for all links in the WAN using traffic snapshots in a similar
time window. JINGUBANG detected that just after disabling
the first edge router’s (A1) interfaces to the border routers, the
utilization of links between A1 and other edge routers sud-
denly increases to up to 150% during the time period, indicat-
ing severe link overload that would result in service downtime.
The reason for the link overload is that: after disabling A1’s
link to the border routers, the IS-IS shortest path from the
border router B j to A1 becomes B j-Ai-A1 instead of B j-Ck-A1
as in the desired topology; meanwhile, the links between A1
and other edge routers as backup links have a capacity of only
10 Gbps, significantly smaller than the 100 Gbps of other
links. As a result, the traffic from border routers to A1 caused
links between A1 and other edge routers to overload.

This situation is very hard to be detected without JIN-
GUBANG. First, without JINGUBANG, our operators have to
manually check link overload for each step in the change
plan, which is error-prone. Second, what we describe is just a
subset topology of our WAN. Our operators have to analyze
IS-IS shortest paths for the entire scope, which should cover
at least nearby regions. Third, the backup links between edge
routers are designed to carry a small amount of traffic; thus, in
addition to identifying that IS-IS shortest paths pass through
those links, our operators have to manually analyze the traffic
rate passing those links. As a result, our operators cannot
detect such complex outages without JINGUBANG. Before
JINGUBANG, similar problems occurred multiple times.

Unexpected routes. Our WAN carries millions of routes;
some of them are well understood while some of them are
unexpected. It is impossible for the operators to examine the
effect of a change on all of the routes, especially for the un-
expected routes. JINGUBANG offers an intuitive approach to
checking the correctness of a change plan under the existence
of unexpected routes. Figure 8(a) shows such a case. In this
scenario, router A was configured with a default route (i.e.,
0/0) to forward DC2’s traffic to router B while router B did
not advertise any routes to router A. Due to business reasons,
our operators needed to block the traffic from DC2 going
to Region 2. After carefully checking that no traffic flowing
from DC2 to Region 2, our operators planned to update the
policy on router B such that it can advertise routes from Re-
gion 2 (those routes have pre-defined communities) to router
A, and also add policies on router A to explicitly drop traffic
matching those routes. Our operators used JINGUBANG to

check that the traffic load should remain the same during the
change. However, JINGUBANG identified load decreases on
links in Region 1, violating the intended traffic load property.
The root cause is that, DC3 in Region 2 was advertising a
10/24 route, while a service in DC1 in Region 1 unexpectedly
used and advertised 10/29. Before the change, traffic from
DC2 can reach the service in DC1 by matching the default
route on router A and the 10/29 route on router B. After the
change on routers A and B, the traffic would match the 10/24
route on router A and thus get dropped, which may cause a
service outage. Without JINGUBANG, such risk is very hard
to detect due to the unawareness of those routes; but fortu-
nately, JINGUBANG successfully prevented it by identifying
the violation to the specified traffic load property.

Existing misconfiguration. A typical network change may
only involve a small set of routers. However, given the exist-
ing misconfiguration on other routers in the network, such
changes can introduce severe risks. Figure 8(b) shows a real
case in our WAN. In this scenario, traffic from DC1 to DC2
used to exit AS1 via router C2. Our operator planned to shift
the exit point from C2 to C1. To achieve this, our operators
first changed the policies on the routers that act as BGP route
reflectors [7] (not shown in the figure) to propagate routes
that would be advertised by C1 to DC2; then changed the poli-
cies on C1 to advertise these routes while assigning them a
higher local preference to make them effective. Our operators
use JINGUBANG to check that no links in the network would
be overloaded during the change. JINGUBANG successfully
detected overloaded links between B1 and B2 (highlighted in
red). The root cause of this risk was that, while the change plan
could successfully steer the traffic from C2 to C1, however,
due to the incorrect IS-IS cost setup in AS2, traffic transited
from B1 to B2 instead of flowing directed to DC2, causing
the low-capacity links between B1 and B2 to overload. This
risk is extremely hard for our operators to identify manually
because (i) the change plan correctly altered the exit point
on AS1 as intended and (ii) the misconfigured IS-IS costs in
AS2 were not a problem before the change because there was
no large volume of traffic going through those links. Fortu-
nately, JINGUBANG successfully prevented the severe risk by
detecting the overloaded links.

6.2 Validating Failure Tolerance
Our WAN is designed to tolerate failures up to a certain level
by configuring redundant links and backup routers, which
we call the redundancy property. However, due to the high-
churn network changes and carelessness of our operators,
redundancy property is violated in many regions in our WAN.
Our operators cannot know the violations without a checker.
Once the bottlenecked links or routers fail, a cascading failure
would span across the entire WAN.

Our operators systematically inject router and link failures
and use JINGUBANG to check two properties: (i) no link over-
load and (ii) no drastic drop in link load (which is typically
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caused by reachability issues). JINGUBANG has successfully
detected tens of failure risks. One of them happened on a re-
mote site of our WAN, where we deployed two border routers
to provide service to our customers abroad. After our oper-
ators injected a failure model that made one of the border
routers unavailable, JINGUBANG detected that the traffic load
on several links close to that site dropped hugely. Further ana-
lyzing each flow using JINGUBANG’s capability of flow-level
traffic simulation, JINGUBANG successfully identified a prefix
where flows with destinations in that prefix got dropped on the
other router. We examined this situation with our operators,
and confirmed that the prefix belongs to a new service and
one of the routers is configured incorrectly such that the prefix
is only advertised out of another router.

7 Evaluation
We evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of JINGUBANG using
real-world data obtained from our production WAN.

Experiment setup. Besides the entire WAN, we select two
sub-networks, N1 and N2, to represent diverse scales of net-
work traffic. N1 and N2 are chosen as they respectively ac-
count for 7% and 85% of the total traffic in our WAN. In each
hour, there are billions of flows entering N2 and hundreds of
millions of flows entering N1. There are hundreds of routers
in both N1 and N2. All networks are configured with BGP,
IS-IS, SR, and PBR. Unless otherwise specified, we use JIN-
GUBANG to check traffic load across one hour (i.e., 60 time
points). All the experiments are conducted on a server with
768 GB RAM and a 2.50 GHz 104-core processor.

Performance. We first use JINGUBANG to check traffic load
for each hour across one randomly selected day. As shown
in Figure 9, the time cost for checking these hours is within
an order of magnitude, ranging from 19.6 s to 25.6 s for N1,
168.2 s to 272.4 s for N2, and 225.5 s to 308.4 s for the WAN.

Accuracy. We inject failures that actually occurred in the
selected hours. We define the accuracy for each link as
min(rsim,rreal)
max(rsim,rreal)

×100% where rsim represents the traffic rate com-
puted by JINGUBANG and rreal represents the rate measured
by the router. Based on this, we further determine the overall
accuracy of JINGUBANG by averaging accuracy of all links
with weights proportional to the link’s traffic load. Figure 9
depicts such accuracy of each hour. The overall accuracy
ranges from 88.2% to 94.6% for N1, 87.4% to 92.5% for N2,
and 87.8% to 92.1% for the WAN, which is stable and meets
our operators’ requirements. Nevertheless, the accuracy is
not 100%, mostly because our route simulation takes external
routes advertised into our WAN as input and they are provided
by our internal route monitoring system, which occasionally
misses certain routes due to coverage issues.

We further demonstrate the variation of rsim and rreal dur-
ing one hour using an example link. The link connects two
service areas of our WAN and its link load varies between
40% and 95% within a single hour. As shown in Figure 10,

JINGUBANG can accurately track these fluctuations. Over the
60 time points, the median, 90th-percentile, and maximum
error rate is 4.0%, 8.7%, and 19.0%, respectively, indicating
the high accuracy of JINGUBANG.

Multiple traffic snapshots. 5 We evaluate the checking time
of JINGUBANG for different numbers of time points. As
shown in Figure 11, JINGUBANG’s checking speed at 60 time
points is only 4.2× (from 4.5s to 18.9s) and 5.2× (from 67.5s
to 353.9s) slower than at one time point for networks N1 and
N2, respectively. The reason behind this is that the sets of
flows at consecutive time points have a significant amount of
overlap with each other. By constructing a single TDG for
all 60 time points, JINGUBANG avoids duplicate processing
and speeds up the checking by 14.1× (11.4×) for N1 (N2),
compared to construct separate TDGs for each time point.

Traffic equivalence classes. In Figure 12, we show the im-
pact of applying TEC on the performance of JINGUBANG for
different flow sample ratios in network N1. When traffic sam-
pling is disabled, the use of TEC significantly accelerates the
checking, from 601.8s to 18.4s, resulting in a 32.7× speedup.
This improvement is substantial due to the large number of
flows that can be grouped into a single class. However, when
the flow sample ratio is 11%, the speedup is only 3.8× (from
33.4s to 8.8s) as many low-rate flows are not sampled, but
their equivalence class still exists because of either the large
flow number in the class or the presence of an elephant flow.
We do not evaluate the use of TEC in N2 as it would result in
memory exhaustion without TEC.

Traffic sampling. Figure 13 illustrates the relationship be-
tween the flow sample ratio and the time cost of JINGUBANG
in network N2. By setting the sample ratio to 11%, the check-
ing time can be significantly reduced from 358.3s to 113.7s, a
3.2× speedup. To assess its impact on accuracy, we define the
maximum accuracy loss as the maximum reduction in link
load accuracy for all links that use ≥5% of their bandwidth.
As also shown in Figure 13, the accuracy loss does not exceed
1.1% across 10 runs. Besides, for links with bandwidth uti-
lization <5%, the absolute changes in their traffic rates due to
traffic sampling never exceed 60 Mbps. Therefore, for most
links, the accuracy loss is not substantial at all. As an example,
in Figure 10, we additionally plot rsim after sampling at the
flow ratio of 11%, and the difference is barely noticeable.

Incremental simulation. The daily operation of our WAN
involves handling up to O(100) checking requests per hour,
each of which asks us to validate a few traffic load properties
under up to O(10) failed links. To compare the checking
time between incremental and full simulation, we randomly
selected O(100) checking requests and depict the CDF of
time cost using two methods in Figure 14. We apply the traffic
sampling with a flow ratio of 11% in N2. As demonstrated in

5Since our operation suggests that JINGUBANG can check N2 and the
WAN at a similar time cost (as also shown in Figure 9), and for simplicity,
we do not evaluate JINGUBANG on the WAN in the following experiments.
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Figure 14: Failure-tolerance check time.

the figure, the average time cost for incremental simulation is
4.3s, which is a significant improvement over the average time
cost of 113.7s for full simulation. This 26.2× speedup meets
our deployment requirements and shows the effectiveness of
using incremental simulation in our WAN.

JINGUBANG is also capable of handling router failures in
an incremental manner. However, such requests are relatively
infrequent, occurring dozens of times per month. Neverthe-
less, with ∼100 checking requests that involve supported
kinds of router failures, we find that incremental simulation
in N1 (N2) costs 2.3s (14.5s) on average, which is still 8.0×
(7.8×) faster than full simulation.

8 Discussions and Lessons
We now present our lessons and discuss limitations.

Verifying arbitrary k-failure tolerance. The k-failure prob-
lem lies beyond the scope of this paper, as discussed in §2.2.
Meanwhile, we argue that JINGUBANG provides a solid foun-
dation by efficiently modeling comprehensive traffic behav-
iors at a production scale. We plan to extend the model to
support arbitrary k-failure verification in future research.

Addressing vendor-specific behaviors. Improving JIN-
GUBANG’s precision is often hindered by vendor-specific traf-
fic behaviors and unexpected corner cases. For instance, SR
tunnels are configured with specific next-hop IPs and DSCP
values. If traffic flows match the next-hop IP but exhibit differ-
ent DSCP values, routers from one vendor attempt alternative
SR tunnels configured for other DSCP values, while other
routers default to the IS-IS shortest path. 6 We refine JIN-
GUBANG’s accuracy over years of operation and defer the
proactive identification of such behaviors to future work.

Enhancing user experience. JINGUBANG can indicate if traf-
fic properties remain intact under various conditions but falls
short in diagnosing reasons for property violations. Even with
additional traffic flow visualization utilities, pinpointing the
root issues remains time-intensive for both system developers

6We use real examples, but omit the vendor names.

and network operators. We envision an automated system that
can find victim routes, identify configuration errors, and even
offer potential repair solutions as the next step.

Handling altered traffic snapshots. JINGUBANG cannot
reason about shifts in traffic snapshots. Failures, for example,
can prompt routers to announce altered routes to ISPs, leading
to changes in the traffic entering our WAN. Since ISP routers
fall outside our simulation domain and are not covered by
our monitoring system, we currently rely on heuristic rules
defined by our operators to adapt to such changes in traffic
snapshots. A rigorous methodology to understand variations
in traffic snapshots is left for subsequent research.

9 Conclusion
This paper presents JINGUBANG, the first traffic load property
checking system for production WAN. JINGUBANG makes
three contributions: (i) a new model, named the traffic distri-
bution graph, capable of encoding complex traffic behavior
under BGP, IS-IS, SR, and PBR; (ii) an efficient traffic simula-
tion approach, which can handle billions of flows in a period
of time; (iii) an incremental simulation approach, enabling
real-time failure-tolerance checking. JINGUBANG has been
used to check our WAN for more than one year and prevented
many potential failures resulting from traffic load violations.
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APPENDIX
A Traffic Sampling
In this appendix, we will formally define the traffic sampling
process (first presented in §4.4), then prove a practical bound
for the error rate, and demonstrate its use in our WAN.

A.1 Algorithm
Initially, we consider a single network and a single traffic
snapshot at a specific time point. We will extend our anal-
ysis to encompass multiple networks (e.g., networks under
different failure scenarios) and multiple time points later.

Suppose that there are N located flows f1, · · · , fN in the
traffic snapshot S , with volumes v1, · · · ,vN , respectively. We
denote the set of flows as F , i.e., F := { f1, · · · , fN} and the
total volume as V , i.e., V := ∑

N
i=1 vi. The network contains

M links, where the volume of the i-th link is li, which is a
function of the traffic snapshot.

Lemma 1. Assuming the absence of traffic loops, the volume
on each link in the network is a linear function of the volumes
of the flows in the traffic snapshot. More specifically,

li =
N

∑
j=1

wi( f j)v j,

where
wi : F → [0,1]

is the flow weight function for the i-th link, for all i= 1, · · · ,M.

Proof. This lemma follows from the construction of TDGs
during the traffic simulation process. The flow weight func-
tions can be easily calculated according to these TDGs.

Then we give a formal definition of traffic sampling, corre-
sponding to Algorithm 4.

Definition 1. In traffic sampling, a new traffic snapshot S ′ is
generated by selecting K flows, F1, · · · ,FK , from the original
traffic snapshot S , each with a volume of V

K . These K flows
are considered as K independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables, and the probability of selecting the
i-th flow in the original traffic snapshot is defined as

P(F1 = fi) =
vi

V

for all i = 1, · · · ,N.

As noted previously in Appendix A.1, the number of dis-
tinct flows in the sampled traffic snapshot is typically much
less than K, since a flow with a large volume can easily be
sampled multiple times.

Algorithm 4: Traffic sampling algorithm
1 Function SAMPLE(S , K) :
2 Let V be the total volume of all flows in S ;
3 Let P be the probability distribution s.t.

∀( fk, ik,vk) ∈ S ,P( fk, ik) = vk/V ;
4 S ′← /0;
5 repeat K times
6 Draw a ( fk, ik) from the probability distribution P;
7 Add ( fk, ik,V/K) to S ′;
8 return S ′;

A.2 Error Bound
We next introduce the error bound for traffic sampling.

Theorem A.1. Suppose that M links have volumes l1, · · · , lM
before sampling. After sampling, these links have volumes
represented by M random variables L1, · · · ,LM . Given a max-
imum relative error µ, a maximum absolute error ∆, and a
confidence parameter δ, the following holds with probability
at least 1−δ:∣∣Li− li

∣∣≤max
{

∆,µli
}
∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}

if the number of samples K satisfies

K ≥ 2V
∆

(
1
µ
+

1
3

)
ln
(

2M
δ

)
.

Proof. For the i-th link, we define K random variables

X (i)
j = wi(Fj)

V
K

∀ j ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.

Since F1, · · · ,FK are i.i.d., X (i)
1 , · · · ,X (i)

K are i.i.d., too. Besides,
we have

E
[
X (i)

1

]
=

N

∑
r=1

wi( fr)
V
K
P(F1 = fr)

=
N

∑
r=1

wi( fr)
V
K

vr

V

=
1
K

N

∑
r=1

wi( fr)vr =
li
K

and

Var
[
X (i)

1

]
= E

[(
X (i)

1

)2
]
−
(
E
[
X (i)

1

])2

≤
N

∑
r=1

(
wi( fr)

V
K

)2

P(F1 = fr)

≤
N

∑
r=1

wi( fr)
V 2

K2
vr

V
=

V
K2 li.

According to Lemma 1, we know

Li =
K

∑
i=1

wi(Fk)
V
K

=
K

∑
i=1

X (i)
i ,
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which implies E[Li] = KE
[
X (i)

1

]
= li as well as Var[Li] =

K Var
[
X (i)

1

]
≤ V

K li.

As 0≤ X (i)
1 ≤

V
K holds almost surely, the use of Bernstein’s

equalities on
{

X (i)
j −

li
K

}K

j=1
yields

P
[∣∣Li− li

∣∣≥ t
]
≤ 2exp

(
−

1
2 t2

Var[Li]+
1
3

V
K t

)

≤ 2exp
(
−K

V
3t2

6li +2t

)
for any t > 0.

Taking t as max{∆,µli}, we have

P
[∣∣Li− li

∣∣≥max
{

∆,µli
}]
≤ 2exp

(
−K

V

(
2li
t2 +

2
3t

)−1
)

≤ 2exp

(
−K

V

(
1
µ

2
∆
+

1
3

2
∆

)−1
)
.

So

P
[∣∣Li− li

∣∣≥max
{

∆,µli
}]
≤ δ

M
as given

K ≥ 2V
∆

(
1
µ
+

1
3

)
ln
(

2M
δ

)
.

Finally, by the union bound,

P
[
∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}

∣∣Li− li
∣∣< max

{
∆,µli

}]
= 1−P

[
∃i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}

∣∣Li− li
∣∣≥max

{
∆,µli

}]
≥ 1−

M

∑
i=1

P
[∣∣Li− li

∣∣≥max
{

∆,µli
}]

≥ 1−M× δ

M
= 1−δ,

which proves the theorem.

This theorem bounds either the relative error or absolute
error. As a corollary, we can bound only the relative error for
links whose volumes are greater than a threshold value.

Corollary A.1. Given a maximum relative error µ, a thresh-
old volume VT , and a confidence parameter δ, the inequality∣∣Li− li

∣∣≤ µli holds for all links with volumes above the thresh-
old (i.e., li ≥VT ) with probability at least 1−δ, if the number
of samples K satisfies

K ≥ 2V
VT

(
1
µ2 +

1
3µ

)
ln
(

2M
δ

)
.

Proof. Setting ∆ = µVT , we have∣∣Li− li
∣∣≤max

{
∆,µli

}
= µli

for all links satisfying li ≥ VT . Therefore, applying Theo-
rem A.1 directly proves this corollary.

Thus far, we have demonstrated the theorem for a single
failure model and a single traffic snapshot. However, it is
straightforward to extend these results to accommodate multi-
ple models and snapshots. This can be achieved by treating
links associated with different failure models or traffic snap-
shots as distinct entities. As a result, instead of examining M
interfaces, we consider M×A×B interface-failure-snapshot
combinations, where A is the number of failure models and B
is the number of snapshots. The proof of the theorem remains
valid. It is worth noting that the parameter M appears within
the logarithmic function in the inequality. Thus, its increase
has a minimal impact on the overall result.

Evaluation. The proven bound is practical enough for use
in our WAN. In network N2 (as defined in §7), we employ a
flow sample ratio of 11% to expedite the checking process by
a factor of 3.2. The application of the theorem ensures that
the error is limited to either 150 Mbps in absolute terms or
2.4% in relative terms for all links, with probability at least
99%. In our experiments (as detailed in §7), across 10 trials,
either the relative error does not exceed 1.1% or the absolute
error does not exceed 60 Mbps for all links in network N2.

B Traffic Distribution Graph
In this appendix, we will formally define the traffic distribu-
tion graph (i.e., TDG, first presented in §4.1), and then detail
our TDG construction algorithm.

B.1 Formal Definition
Formally, let F denote the space of all flows, V denote the set
of all VRFs in the network, I denote the set of all interfaces,
IP denote the set of all IP addresses, and T denote the set of
tunnels (e.g., established by SR and MPLS) in the network.
To differentiate the direction of a flow at an interface, we use
I ∗ = I ×{in,out} to denote the set of interfaces labeled with
flow directions. A traffic distribution graph is defined as a
triple (N,E,w), where N ⊂ F × (I ∗∪V )× (IP ∪T ∪{⊥})
is the set of nodes in the graph, E ⊂ N×N is the set of edges,
w : E→ R[0,1] is the weight function where R[0,1] denotes the
set of real numbers ranging from 0 to 1 (inclusive).

B.2 TDG Construction
Algorithm 5 shows the overall construction algorithm. Func-
tion CONSTRUCTTDG takes a set of located flows as input
and constructs the TDG in a standard BFS fashion as shown
in function BFSEXPLORE. Function EXPLORENODE takes a
newly generated node and explores new edges and nodes ac-
cording to the network’s behavior on that node. Specially, we
currently support the following five types of flow processing
used in our production network.
• (Line 12-14) When a flow is received at an interface, a
PBR policy defined on that interface may be applied to the
flow. In this case, the algorithm needs to generate a node
corresponding to the PBR’s modification to the flow and its
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Algorithm 5: Construction of TDG
1 Function CONSTRUCTTDG({( fk , ik)}m

k=1) :
2 S←{( fk , ik ,⊥) : k = 1, ..,m}; N← /0; E← /0; w is undefined;
3 BFSEXPLORE(S, N, E, w);
4 return (N,E,w);

5 Function BFSEXPLORE(S, N, E, w, Rib) :
6 while S is not empty do
7 Pop a node n from S and add it to N;
8 EXPLORENODE(n, N, E, w, Rib);

9 Function EXPLORENODE(n, N, E, w, Rib) :
10 Let n = ( f ,x,h);
11 switch ( f ,x,h) do
12 case x is an interface and f is incoming to x do
13 Generate a node n′ = ( f ′,y,h) if the PBR policy defined on x

modifies f to f ′ and change its location to y;
14 Add e = (( f ,x,h),( f ′,y,h)) to E and set w(e) to 1;

15 case x is an interface and f is outgoing do
16 Generate a node n′ = ( f ,y,h′) where y is the interface

connected with x, h′ is h if h is a tunnel otherwise ⊥;
17 Add e = (( f ,x,h),n′) to E and set w(e) to 1;

18 case x is a VRF and h is an SR tunnel do
19 If the router is the endpoint of h, then generate a node

n′ = ( f ,x,⊥); otherwise generate a node n′ = ( f ,y,h)
where y is the outgoing interface of h on the corresponding
router;

20 Add e = (( f ,x,h),n′) to E and set w(e) to 1;

21 case x is a VRF and performs BGP matching for f do
22 Generate nodes nk = ( f ,x,hk) for all BGP next hops hk using

Rib;
23 Add ek = (( f ,x,h),nk) to E and set w(ek) to 1/m for all k

where m is the total number of next hops;

24 case x is a VRF and h is an indirect next hop do
25 Generate nodes nk = ( f ,x,hk) for all resolved next hops hk

(can be IP addresses or tunnels) using Rib;
26 Add ek = (( f ,x,h),nk) to E and set w(ek) according to the

weight defined on corresponding the SR policy or IS-IS;

27 Add new generated nodes into S if they are not in N;

location (e.g., redirect the flow to a VRF), and add an edge
with weight 1 to the node.
• (Line 15-17) When a flow is ready to be forwarded out to an-
other router, the algorithm generates a node for the receiving
interface and adds an edge with weight 1.
• (Line 18-20) When a flow is forwarded in an SR tunnel, the
algorithm needs to generate nodes based on whether the flow
reaches the endpoint. If so, the algorithm generates a node
with next hop ⊥ indicating that the flow reaches the endpoint
of the tunnel and needs further lookup for the next hops;
otherwise, the algorithm generates a node with the same next
hop and the corresponding outgoing interface. The weight of
the edge is set to 1 in both cases.
• (Line 21-23) When a flow needs to look up the BGP RIB
on a VRF, the algorithm needs to generate nodes for all next
hops. To reflect the BGP ECMP mechanism implemented by
router vendors, the weights of the edges to those nodes should
be set equally.
• (Line 24-26) If an indirect next hop needs to be resolved by
IS-IS or SR, the algorithm needs to generate nodes for each
resolved next hop. The weights on the edges to the nodes
should be correctly set based on the SR configuration or the
IS-IS protocol (e.g., normal ECMP).

C Traffic Equivalence Class
In this appendix, we will formally define the traffic equiva-
lence class (i.e., TEC, first presented in §4.4), and then detail
our TEC construction algorithm.

C.1 Formal Definition
We define traffic equivalence class (TEC) using the notion of
TDG. Given a TDG G, we use G[ f1 7→ f2, i1 7→ i2] to denote
the TDG obtained by changing f1 to f2 and i1 to i2 for all
nodes in G.

We first define the notion of flow equivalence.

Definition C.1. Two located flows ( fk, ik),k = 1,2 are
equivalent, denoted as ( f1, i1) ≡ ( f2, i2), iff G1 = G2[ f2 7→
f1, i2 7→ i1)] and G2 = G1[ f1 7→ f2, i1 7→ i2)], where Gk =
CONSTRUCTTDG({ fk, ik}) is the TDG constructed for
( fk, ik).

Now we define the notion of traffic equivalence class below.

Definition C.2. A set of located flows {( fk, ik),k = 1, · · · ,m}
forms a traffic equivalence class, if ( f j, i j) ≡ ( fk, ik) for all
j,k ∈ {1, · · · ,m}.

C.2 TEC Generation
Ideally, to achieve optimal efficiency we may want each TEC
to contain as many flows as possible. However, this task is
computationally hard due to the large number of flows. To
balance computational efficiency with the optimality of TECs,
we adopt a compositional approach. We establish equivalence
classes for the value space of each field based on a global
view of the network and then compose these classes together.

Let D and S be the sets of all prefixes (which can be effi-
ciently collected from RIBs and router configurations) used
to match destination and source IPs, respectively. Two flows
((s1,d1,v), i1) and ((s2,d2,v), i2) are considered equivalent if
(i) the longest prefix match in S (D, resp.) for s1 (d1, resp.)
is the same as that for s2 (d2, resp.) and (ii) two interfaces
i1 and i2 sit in the same VRF and are configured with the
same PBR policy. The correctness relies on the fact that at
any router, there must be a subset of prefixes D′ ⊂ D (S′ ⊂ S)
used to match destination (source) IPs; therefore, d1 and d2
(s1 and s2) still share the same longest prefix match, leading to
the same forwarding behavior and traffic distribution. While
establishing equivalence for DSCPs is feasible, we do not
further consider such equivalence, since our WAN only uses
a small number of them.

D Incremental TDG Construction and Traffic
Simulation

In this appendix, we provide the detailed description of our in-
cremental TDG construction and traffic simulation algorithms,
in §D.1 and §D.2, respectively.
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Algorithm 6: Incremental TDG construction
1 Function INCUPDATETDG((N,E,w), ∆Rib, Rib′) :
2 N′← N; E ′← E; w′← w;
3 let chg be the set of nodes n ∈ N s.t. n representing the

matching of some r ∈ ∆Rib or a failed router/link;
4 forall n ∈ chg do
5 remove e from E ′ and w′(e)←undefined for all n’s

outgoing edge e;

6 BFSEXPLORE(chg, N′, E ′, w′, Rib′);
7 return G′ = (N′,E ′,w′), chg

D.1 Algorithm for Incremental TDG Construc-
tion

Algorithm 6 presents how to incrementally construct a TDG
for a given failure model. The algorithm takes the old TDG,
the set of changed routes (e.g., next hops changed) and tunnels
(e.g., tunnel removed) ∆Rib, and the new RIBs (denote Rib′)
for the failure as input, and generates the new TDG incremen-
tally. Note that simulating Rib′ and ∆Rib is easy, since many
existing systems [12, 41] can extract the information.

In the first step, we find the nodes that may change in
the given TDG. As described above, a node changes if (i)
it represents route/tunnel matching for some r in ∆Rib; or
(ii) its location field is associated with a failed link or router
(e.g., the location field is an interface of some failed link). To
efficiently identify those nodes, we maintain a mapping from
routers, links, and routes/tunnels respectively to nodes in the
TDG, when constructing a TDG (in the basic part).

Second, for those changed nodes chg, the algorithm re-
moves all their outgoing edges and invalids all associated
weights, since they may be inconsistent with the failure case.
To reflect the new behavior under the failure, the algorithm
performs the standard BFS algorithm from those changed
nodes to construct the new edges and nodes using the new
RIBs Rib′. Finally, the algorithm returns a new TDG with the
set of changed nodes chg for the post processing (§5.2).

D.2 Detailed Description of Incremental Traf-
fic Simulation Algorithm

Algorithm 3 shows the incremental traffic simulation for a
single traffic snapshot. Using the approach described in §4.3,
it can be naturally generalized to support multiple snapshots.

Algorithm 3 takes two parts of input: (i) the information
computed in the basic part including the old TDG G, the
volume V for nodes and edges in G, and the traffic distribution
TL for all links, and (ii) the new TDG G′ and the changed
nodes chg computed by the incremental TDG construction
(as detailed in §5.1).

The algorithm then computes the volume V ′ on nodes and
edges incrementally based on the old volume V and also up-
dates the traffic distribution TL incrementally based on the
change of volume on edges. Similar to the traffic simulation al-
gorithm in the basic part, the incremental algorithm computes

the new volume of nodes and edges following the topologi-
cal order of the new TDG G′ but only for the affected nodes
(line 6-16). Initially, the affected nodes α contains all nodes
in chg and those having incoming edges from chg (line 5) as
described above, and keeps adding potentially affected nodes
to α. For an affected node n, the algorithm updates its volume
(line 9) and computes the volume of all its outgoing edges
in G′ (line 11). Then the algorithm checks if any outgoing
edges’ volumes get changed for all the edges in both G and
G′. If some edge’s volume has changed, the node on the other
end of the edge may become affected and so the algorithm
adds that node to α (line 15). Furthermore, the algorithm also
updates the traffic distribution by adding the changed volume
to the corresponding link if needed. Finally, the updated TL
contains the traffic distribution for all links under the failure
and is returned.
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Abstract
As the cloud rapidly expands in scale, the virtual network

controller must manage an increasing number of devices with
higher update frequencies. Furthermore, the emergence of
cloud-native services has substantially intensified program-
triggered updates, leading to more frequent API invocations.
To enhance performance and extensibility, we propose POSEI-
DON, a novel virtual network control framework. Specifically,
to reduce operational expenses (OpEx), we have consolidated
the common functions of multiple service controllers into
a single controller. To manage heterogeneous devices and
eliminate the multi-table lookup complexity due to config
dependencies, we introduce Trident, a tree-based service- and
device-independent abstraction, so that config dependency cal-
culation can be replaced by more efficient tree traversal. After
deploying POSEIDON on Alibaba Cloud, we observed a 21x
increase in the throughput of virtual network configuration
tasks, along with a 4.4x decrease in the P99 API processing
latency. POSEIDON completes the task of enabling hundreds
of Elastic IP addresses (EIPs) 1.8 to 55 times faster than Ven-
dors A and B, both of which are among the top 5 providers [6],
for identical network configuration jobs.

1 Introduction
Today’s cloud virtual networks are managed by multiple sep-
arate controllers [14], which are responsible for configuring,
monitoring, and recovering individual service [14, 30, 31]
in the cloud virtual networks, such as virtual private cloud
(VPC), VMs, etc. Managing and configuring large-scale cloud
virtual networks are extremely challenging due to the follow-
ing reasons:

• Rapid growth of northbound API calls and southbound
devices: The controller needs to process massive number
of network configuration API calls which are generated
by cloud users, network operators, etc. In 2022, our cloud
controller processed ∼17 trillion API calls per day. To make
it worse, the number of devices to be managed also increases

□ Co-corresponding author

dramatically. In our cloud, a single ACL rule change might
lead to config updates across ∼100,000 servers.

• Long search chains and large table size: A virtual network
service, such as VPC, usually depends on other services,
such as ACL and routing. When configuring virtual net-
works, the controller needs to query databases associated
with the targeted service and its dependent services. Since
the number of services increase dramatically over years,
the dependencies become so complex such that we need to
spend lots of engineering effort to process each API call.
In addition, the size of tables in each database increases
dramatically as well, which makes the table lookups for
API parsing more time-consuming. We observed that due
to these two factors, the 90% (P90) tail completion time for
handling an API call has nearly doubled over the past year.

• Cloud-native applications intensify the controller per-
formance requirements: Cloud-native applications [4] re-
quire extremely high throughput for concurrent resource
creation/deletion, which demands much higher controller
performance compared to traditional console-based network
configuration. For instance, to handle surges in user access
during peak events, social media applications require the
creation of tens of thousands of backends to be completed
within an exceptionally short time.

• High cost of managing separate controllers: To ensure
the agility and iterative development of various services, we
build and maintain separate controllers, one for each service
(same as Andromeda [14]). In the past few years, with the
growth of services, the number of controllers has boomed
to over 50, leading to a substantial increase in the costs of
managing numerous controllers by separate teams.
Some existing works focus on improving control effi-

ciency and minimizing direct human interaction with net-
work devices [13], with device-independent unified con-
fig abstraction/model [10, 16, 20–22], or even automating
control decision-making with user intent [17–19, 27]. An-
dromeda [14] introduces how to improve the performance and
scalability of pushing the configurations to Google’s virtual
network devices. However, they do not touch how to compute
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the updates of configurations (abbreviated as configs) needed
on a physical server based on the tenant’s intent, which is the
actual performance bottleneck of a virtual network controller.

To address the above challenges, we propose POSEIDON,
a virtual network controller consisting of a unified virtual
network control abstraction over heterogeneous devices and
services. POSEIDON introduces innovations in three aspects.

1) At the architecture level, we find that among several
modules in a controller, only the module that parses user
intents changes frequently due to the addition of new APIs,
devices and dependencies. Other parts do not change much.
Therefore, we consolidate and unify the more stable modules
of different controllers into one, which greatly reduces the
development and operational costs of the controller when
introducing new services and new devices.

2) At the abstraction level, in order to unify the manage-
ment of heterogeneous devices and diverse services, we ab-
stract them into generic objects. Then, to eliminate the table
lookup complexity due to dependencies between configura-
tions, we propose Trident, a novel abstraction for describing
configuration dependencies. We find that the dependency be-
tween configs is transitive, so we can associate multiple ser-
vices to generate a config tree. Based on this tree, we can
easily find the configs that a particular config depends on, as
well as the devices they configure, by traversing the nodes,
thus eliminating traditional complex database table lookups.

3) At the implementation level, to address the issue of large
config tree traversal time in production, we deploy a traversal
cache to bypass the time-consuming reverse tree traversal
for top tenants and design a hierarchical storage structure for
achieving both high I/O performance and strong data stability.

We deploy POSEIDON on Alibaba Cloud and keep it run-
ning for more than 3 years. We obtain the following results.

• With POSEIDON, virtual network controller’s latency is sig-
nificantly reduced and throughput is increased. When en-
abling hundreds of EIPs (Elastic IP address) [8] in a same
VPC, POSEIDON’s latency is 1.8x~55x and 2.6x~4.8x lower
than cloud vendor A (Top 5 [6]) and cloud vendor B (Top
5). Compared with the previous controller, its throughput
has increased from 160 TPS to more than 3400 TPS (21x).

• The costs of developing and maintaining lots of controllers
has been significantly mitigated with the consolidated con-
troller in POSEIDON. The controllers’ lines of codes has
been significantly reduced by 22%~41%. Beneath the con-
solidated controller, the human efforts of developing a con-
troller for a new service is reduced by 50%.

• The consolidated controller has taken over lots of the work-
load from each service controller, reducing the CPU and
memory consumption by 50%.

2 Background and Challenges
In this section, we present the virtual network configuration
workflow and discuss the challenges encountered during years
of production deployment of our virtual network controller.

Controller
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Figure 1: Virtual network configuration workflow.
2.1 Background
As Fig. 1 shows, the workflow consists of three steps:
1⃝ Tenant intents mapping to cloud control APIs. When

tenants attempt to configure their virtual networks (e.g., VM
create/deletion), they use the cloud control APIs [1–3, 7]
provided by cloud vendors to describe their intents. The cloud
control APIs are standard interfaces for tenants to create, read,
update and delete their virtual resources (e.g., VMs). Different
vendors offer different suites of cloud control APIs [1–3, 7].
Taking VPC configuration as an example, in Fig. 1, a tenant
intent of “create VM4 in VPC1 with a public address EIP1”
can be implemented with two cloud control APIs as “create
VM4 in VPC1” and “assign EIP1 to VM4”, which are fed to
the virtual network controller for further processing.
2⃝Device config changes calculation. After receiving ten-

ants’ API calls, the controller needs to compute the necessary
updates to be configured on the physical devices. This is done
with the following steps.
• Step 1: Identify all the dependent configs. Let us use the

VM4 creation in VPC1 as an example (see Fig. 1). Because
VM4 belongs to a specific VPC, to create VM4, we need
to identify the VPC VM4 belongs to, which is VPC1. In
addition, we also need to identify the dependencies of VPC1,
such as ACL rules and routing tables. This step is done by
doing SQL-based database queries. In this process, many
tables, such as VPC-ACL, VPC-VM, etc, are queried.

• Step 2: Identifying the physical devices onto which the con-
figs must be installed, as any network config is implemented
on the physical device. As shown in Fig. 1, Server2 and
vGateway need to be configured with the dependent configs.

• Step 3: Config changes calculation. After executing step
1, we know the configs needed for a API call. With step 2,
we know the targeted devices and their existing configs. If
the configs in step 1 already exist on the device, no config
change is applied on the physical server. In contrast, the
difference between the two is pushed to the physical server.
In our initial controller implementation, for each cloud con-

trol API, we write SQL code to manipulate databases and use
if-else control block to arrange the SQL query order based on
our service logic and the value acquired by table lookups. As
device number, table size and if-else logic grow, the config
changes calculation time is increasing rapidly.
3⃝Physical device configuration. In the last step, the calcu-
lated config changes are pushed to the physical device. For
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Figure 2: Daily API calls grow
year by year in our cloud.
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Figure 4: Number of entries in VM-
server table of a region.

example, in Fig. 1, the intent of “create VM4 in VPC1” is
eventually translated into the following device configs: the
private IP (PIP) and VPC ID are configured on vSwitch for
VM communication and VXLAN tunnel encapsulation, the
routes and ACLs of the VPC are also added to vSwitch to
regulate VM traffic, the VM-server mapping is installed to
vGateway to route traffic from remote VMs to the VMs on
the local host. Apart from that, in production, we need to
deal with devices with different hardware forms, e.g., x86- or
Tofino-based vGateway [25]. Therefore, the controller needs
to ensure that the translated configs in installed on these het-
erogeneous devices both timely and correctly.

2.2 Challenges
In this section, we describe two challenges of building a vir-
tual network controller that manages millions of tenants.

2.2.1 Insufficient Performance for Growing Workloads
The scale of networks and the number of services grow dra-
matically over the past decades. We find that previous con-
troller has degrading performance when handling the growing
workloads due to the following three reasons.
Rapid growth of northbound API calls and southbound
devices. Over the years, the usage of cloud resources by ten-
ants has significantly increased. For example, in the past two
years, the average number of PIPs within a VPC has increased
from hundreds of thousands to millions. This causes a rapid
growth in the number of VMs in VPCs. When a cloud user
creates, deletes or updates of a VM, the user has to call the
cloud controller API to take the corresponding actions. As the
number of VMs increases, the number of cloud control API
calls increases dramatically as well. Meanwhile, the grow-
ing number of tenants further exacerbates the frequencies of
API calls that the controller needs to handle. As shown in
Fig. 2, the API calling frequencies have doubled in two years,
reaching tens of trillions of calls within a single day.

Furthermore, as the scale of an individual VPC increases,
the physical devices the VPC covers also expand. This leads to
a sharp rise in the number of southbound devices that a single
API call needs to configure, imposing additional performance
overhead on the controller. For instance, in extreme cases, a
change of a single ACL rule in a large VPC may require a
batch configuration to more than 100,000 servers.
Long search chains and large table size. With expansion of
our cloud scale, the number of services and their dependencies
increase, leading to a growing number of tables that need to
be queried sequentially to finish the process of a single API
call (sometimes dozens of tables are queried). Fig. 3 shows

the recent growth of tables in our cloud. When a new table is
added to record the relationship between services, the number
of tables involved in the SQL query logic of some APIs may
increase. Since the cloud controller needs to handle trillions of
API calls each day, the additional table queries in a single API
causes a significant burden on our database. Simultaneously,
with the increase in the number and scale of virtual networks,
the number of entries in major tables also grows, resulting in
a longer database search/update latency. Using the VM-server
table as an example, Fig. 4 shows its recent growth.

Due to the significant growth in table size and the number of
tables being queried, over the span of one year, the P99 latency
of calculating config changes for one API in our cloud (config-
ure the vGateway) has increased from 860ms to 1615ms. The
growth in latency has far exceeded the performance improve-
ments of our controller that employs nested table searches,
resulting in a lack of scalability in performance.

We follow a distinct cyclical pattern to iterate our systems
in Alibaba, typically spanning several years. In the beginning
of a span, a significant number of new services/devices/tables
will be added to our cloud (e.g., 2017 and 2020 in Fig. 3).
After that, a considerable amount of time is required for de-
bugging and large-scale deployments. In this period, new de-
vices/services/tables (e.g., 2018, 2019, 2021 and 2022 in the
figure) are added only for reliability or security reasons, hence
the number will be very limited. After that, we will kick-off a
new cycle with a batch of new services/devices/tables.

Cloud-native applications intensify the controller perfor-
mance requirements. The emerging cloud-native applica-
tions [4] require that the controller allocates and releases
resources in a short time to adapt to the elastic changes in
workloads. Such program-triggered API calling approach re-
sults in a significantly higher frequency than tenants manually
configuring the network, posing challenges to the controller’s
performance on throughput and latency. For example, in e-
commerce business, the time of peak traffic is known, and to
save costs, resources will be massively scaled up (e.g., tens of
thousands of containers) just before the peak arrives, which
needs a high-throughput controller. Similarly, cloud-native
based social media applications need to handle surges in user
access during hot events. To cope with the sudden increase in
traffic, thousands of backends need to be elastically scaled in
a short interval (e.g., 500ms). This poses challenges to both
the controller’s throughput and latency. Insufficient controller
performance will lead to backlog of tasks and delayed con-
figurations. In the past, this will only impact the experience
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of network operators as they need to wait a bit longer before
configurations take effect. However, for cloud-native appli-
cations, when the controller cannot support rapid network
configurations for a large number of new instances, the un-
expected surge in user traffic cannot be handled, resulting in
service interruptions and user experience degradation.

2.2.2 High Cost of Managing Separate Controllers
Service-dedicated controllers for rapid iteration. In the be-
ginning, we had only a small number of services, and different
service teams developed and maintained service-dedicated
controllers independently to ensure rapid iteration and iso-
lated deployment. If we develop a monolithic controller that
covers all services, huge continuous code integration efforts
will be needed for such a complicated system, hindering itera-
tion pace. Google’s Andromeda [14] also holds a similar view-
point. They believe that different services and their associated
devices need to be managed by separate controllers [14].

However, as our services expand, the number of controllers
has increased to dozens (e.g., LB controllers, VPC controllers,
cross-region controllers), and the development and mainte-
nance costs of these controllers gradually become unsustain-
able. Fig. 3 shows the annual additions of services, devices,
and tables between services in our cloud. When a new ser-
vice is added, we need to not only develop new APIs, but
also deal with possible dependencies with existing services.
When a new device is added, it requires extensive develop-
ment of device-specific tasks in the controller, such as life
cycle management, consistency checks, device-dependent rule
translations. Furthermore, during rapid iteration, each con-
troller requires dedicated personnel from the service team for
maintenance. The maintenance costs also increase linearly
with the number of controllers.
Code redundancy and logic dependencies between con-
trollers. In the service-dedicated controller architecture, we
discover that the code redundancy for the southbound inter-
faces of different controllers is relatively high, as these in-
terfaces are service-agnostic and primarily responsible for
device management and configuration. However, each ser-
vice team independently optimizes the performance of their
interfaces, leading to significant waste of human resources.

In addition, as the business grows, the dependencies be-
tween services have become increasingly complex. A cloud
control API processing may require multiple controllers to
collaborate. For example, the Internet gateway is managed by
both the VPC controller and the cross-region controller, so
any modifications to the VPC controller must also consider
the potential impact on the cross-region controller. The code
redundancy and logic dependencies diminish the benefits of
managing separate controllers.

3 Design
3.1 Design Overview
To address these challenges, we propose POSEIDON, a virtual
network controller that can manage a large-scale cloud with
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Figure 5: Layered controller architecture of POSEIDON.

millions of tenants. It contains the following 5 key designs:
Partial consolidation architecture. To reduce the costs of
developing and maintaining multiple service-dedicated con-
trollers, POSEIDON introduces a layered design that incor-
porates the consolidation of common logic among various
services into a unified controller (§3.2), as shown in Fig. 5.
Trident: Service-independent abstraction. To unify the
management of heterogeneous devices and diverse services,
we design Trident, a service- and device-independent cloud
control abstraction for the unified controller. Trident exposes 5
operations over 3 objects, allowing for flexible programming
of existing cloud control APIs. Specifically, in order to achieve
equivalence with SQL-based config changes calculation, Tri-
dent offers Relate/Unrelate, a pair of unique operations to
represent the relations between objects (§3.3).
Config representaion through Trident tree. By continu-
ously recording Trident operations, we can build a tree-like
data structure named as Trident tree. Trident tree represents
configurations, devices and relations between them (§3.4).
Tree-based config changes calculation. With Trident tree,
the service-related table lookup logic (SQL+if-else) is re-
placed by equivalent tree traversal which decoupled config
changes calculation from specific service logic. To acceler-
ate the config calculation process, we take advantage of the
observation that the descendant relation is transitive in the
Trident tree and propose function-based descendant relation
calculation with O(1) computational complexity (§3.5).
Cloud-scale performance optimizations. For production
deployment, we design a hierarchical storage structure for
POSEIDON and deploy a traversal cache to bypass the time-
consuming reverse Trident tree traversal for top tenants who
have substantial number of virtual network elements (§3.6).

Fig. 6 shows the workflow of device configuration of PO-
SEIDON. In POSEIDON, after tenant intents are mapped to
cloud control APIs, instead of writing (SQL + if-else) query
logic, the service-related controllers maintained by individ-
ual service teams translate the APIs into Trident operations.
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Figure 6: Device configuration workflow of POSEIDON.

Then, the unified controller changes the config tree topology
according to the Trident operations and conducts tree-based
config changes calculation to generate the device-independent
Trident changes, which will finally be configured into devices.

3.2 Consolidation of Separate Controllers
In this section, we discuss the problems of consolidating all
the functions of multiple controllers into a big one. Then, we
introduce the partial consolidation adopted by POSEIDON.

3.2.1 Problems with full consolidation of controllers
To reduce the overhead of multiple controllers, it is natural to
consider consolidating their functions into one big controller.
However, full consolidation incurs significant costs. In our
clouds, each service-dedicated controller is rapidly iterated to
satisfy changing service requirements. Before each iteration
goes online, it is necessary to conduct comprehensive testing
of the controller on all relevant APIs and their parameters.
Given there are x controllers (in our cloud x is 50~60), and
each is iterated Iteri times a month and has Testi test cases
to cover before put online, the total test cost is O(Σx

i=1Iteri ∗
Testi). Comparatively, after full controller consolidation, the
iteration frequency will be the sum of the iteration frequencies
of each controller. Moreover, on each iteration, all the test
cases need to be examined and the total test cost grows to
O(Σx

i=1Iteri ∗Σx
i=1Testi), which is likely to impede the rapid

iteration of cloud services.

3.2.2 POSEIDON’s choice: partial consolidation
Despite the significant cost of full consolidation, we have
observed that some parts of the controller are service-
independent, which can be consolidated without high cost.
For example, at the northbound of the controller, the API pars-
ing logic is service-related and constantly undergoes rapid
iterations. In the middle, although config changes calculation
for different services may involve orchestration of different
table query sequences, the underlying table query mechanism
is quite similar. At the southbound, the controller needs to
interact with devices. The code for interacting with different
devices often shares a significant amount of common logic

such as life cycle management which transitions between de-
vice states. Additionally, the device update frequencies are
usually much lower compared to the service iteration frequen-
cies (Fig. 3), making southbound logic more stable.

Based on the above observations, to maintain the flexible
iterative capability of cloud service at the northbound and re-
duce the OpEx of maintaining multiple controllers, we carry
out partial consolidation of common parts of each controller.
Specifically, we build a service-independent abstraction layer
in the middle, offering a set of atomic operations, enabling
flexible orchestration of diverse northbound service require-
ments using these atomic operations. Past SQL + if-else ap-
proach poses a high demand for developers’ understanding of
mechanisms of cloud networks. With the new abstraction, de-
velopers only need to parse APIs into these atomic operations
that are independent of both services and devices. Beneath
this abstraction layer, we consolidate the implementations of
different controllers for config changes calculation and device
configuration to reduce redundant development and mainte-
nance costs, as shown in Fig. 5. As mentioned in §2.1, config
changes calculation is the most time-consuming step. Consol-
idation helps us concentrate on its optimization collectively,
rather than conducted by individual teams.

Furthermore, for installing configs on heterogeneous de-
vice, we deployed a unified agent on each device for receiving
Trident changes, as shown in Fig. 5. There is a device-specific
program for translating unified Trident changes into device-
specific primitives on the agent. The program is developed by
the device management team, who is more familiar with the
command-line interface of the device.

3.3 Service-independent Abstraction
We first introduce three goals of designing abstractions for
managing virtual network, then elaborate on how POSEIDON
abstracts the API parsing logic and various services/devices.

3.3.1 Goals of designing abstraction
• Service-independent: The processing logic is agnostic to

service, namely, all APIs share a unified codebase.

• Device-independent: The objects should hide device het-
erogeneity to ease the programming with the abstraction.

• Equivalence: The results obtained with the abstraction
should be the same as past SQL + if-else based approach.

3.3.2 POSEIDON’s abstraction
Based on the design rationale, we propose Trident, the cloud
control abstraction for the unified controller in POSEIDON.
Trident exposes 3 objects (Conf, Device, Group) and 5 op-
erations (Create, Update, Delete, Relate, Unrelate) upward,
facilitating the interpretation of existing cloud control APIs.
Conf: During virtual network configuration, the manipulation
of tenant resources through cloud control APIs will finally
translate into manipulation of configs (e.g., routes and ACLs)
on the physical device. We use Conf to denote the manipula-
ble configs (e.g., VM, ACL in Fig. 7) on the device.
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Device: In order to hide the differences of underlying devices
in the abstraction, we use Device to abstract different kinds
of devices (e.g., server, gateway in Fig. 7) that carry configs.
Group: To manage increasing workloads, horizontally scal-
ing devices into clusters is common in the cloud [15, 25, 26].
Within the same cluster, all device share same configs. To
avoid the repetitive config changes calculation for devices
within the same cluster, we introduce Group as the repre-
sentative of the devices to carry Confs for the cluster. For
consistency, we also create a Group with the same name for
an isolated device that does not form a cluster (e.g., Server1).
Create/Update/Delete: The CRUD (Create, Read, Update,
Delete) of tenant resources through cloud control APIs in-
ternally turns into CRUD of related Confs/Devices/Groups
by the unified controller. Since this paper focuses on virtual
network configuration due to Trident tree changes, we do
not include the read operation in this paper, which will only
involve retrieving values from the tree. The Create/Delete
Devices takes place when devices are allocated/deallocated
for the scale-out or scale-in of cloud workloads.
Relate/Unrelate: There may be relations between Confs, De-
vices and Groups. Specifically, for relations between two
Confs, we use Conf1→Conf2 to denote that the success-
ful configuration of Conf1 depends on Conf2. For example,
VPC→ACL meaning that each time configuring a VPC, we
need to configure its ACL simultaneously. For relations be-
tween Devices and Groups, we use Device1→Group1 to de-
note that Device1 belongs to Group1 as Device1 has the same
configurations with other devices (if any) in Group1. For re-
lations between Groups and Confs, we use Group1→Conf1
to denote that Conf1 is configured to all the devices attached
to Group1. As Group1 represents a cluster of devices, we no
longer associate Conf1 with each device attached to Group1
to reduce redundant configurations. In other words, the rela-
tion between Conf and Device will not exist. In Trident, we
introduce Relate to add → between two objects if they have a
relation and Unrelate to remove → if the relation disappears.

3.4 POSEIDON’s Trident tree
With Trident, the processing of cloud control API is abstracted
into creating/deleting objects and relating/unrelating objects
to other objects. After that, multiple “Device→Group→Conf”
chains are formed. To enhance visualization and compre-
hension, we represent these interconnected chains as a tree
structure, referred as “Trident tree”, e.g., the tree in Fig. 7.
3.4.1 Building Trident tree
Fig. 6 shows the equivalent Trident operations for the two
example APIs. These operations create, delete various objects,
and modify the relations between them. For example, the Tri-
dent operations of API a in Fig. 6 will create two Confs, VM4
and PIP4, as shown in Fig. 7. Then, it will build relations
between VM4, PIP4 and the dependent Confs. Additionally,
VM4 needs to be related with the corresponding Group, indi-
cating its creation on the Devices represented by that Group
(i.e., Server2). These two API calls form a path (marked with

Server1 Server2 GW1 GW2

Conf

Device 
Group 

Device

Relate 

ACL1

Server1

VPC1

Route1

PIP1 PIP2 PIP3 PIP4

VM1 VM2

VPC2

Server2

VM3 VM4

 EIP1

Gateway 
Group1

Bandwitdth1ACL2 Route2

Create 
Conf 

Update 
Conf's 
data 

vGW

FlowTable1

Figure 7: Trident abstraction and an example of Trident tree.

the blue and red path in Fig. 7). With more API calls, finally, a
Trident tree that records the dependencies between objects is
created as shown in Fig. 7. Since the configs within the Group
are identical, we consider the Group as the root of the Trident
tree in the following config changes calculation procedure.

3.4.2 Handling API calls with Trident tree
Any API call can be represented as changes to the Trident
tree, and based on the Confs changes of the Group, we can
determine what updates should be made to the Devices within
it. We use the API “create VM4 in VPC1” to illustrate this
statement. To execute this API call, we have two steps:

1) We identify the Confs that VM4 depends on. This is
achieved by traversing from VM4 to its descendants, which
are PIP4, VPC1, ACL1, and Route1. Then, by traversing from
these dependent Confs to their roots with a reverse tree traver-
sal, we can locate the target Groups that carry these Confs
(i.e., Server1 and Server2).

2) We deduce the actual changes that need to be pushed to
the devices based on the relations between dependent Confs
and Groups. We can obtain the set of Confs carried by target
Groups (e.g., Server2) by traversing their descendants before
and after changing the tree topology with Trident operations.
By performing a diff operation on the two Conf sets, we can
obtain config changes for target Groups. In Fig. 7, the added
descendants of Server2 include VM4, PIP4, VPC1, ACL1, and
Route1. Hence, the config changes of Server2 are “add VM4,
PIP4, VPC1, ACL1, Route1”. These changes are represented
with Trident objects and device-independent.

3.5 Tree-based Config Changes Calculation
3.5.1 Basic procedure
Algo. 1 describes the solution adopted by POSEIDON. API
calls change the tree topology by either adding/deleting tree
nodes or modifying the relations between them (line 3). Af-
ter the tree is updated, we can find all the dependent Confs
of these Trident operations by traversing the tree (line 4).
Then, by reversely traversing from these dependent Confs to
their roots, we can obtain the target Devices. As Devices are
represented by their Groups, finding Groups is enough for
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subsequent calculation (line 5). For each Group, the Confs
that need to be added/deleted/updated are obtained by detect-
ing the changes of its descendants (line 6-13). For example,
when a Group’s descendants expand due to a new Conf being
added, we need to add a corresponding configuration rule to
the Devices represented by this Group (line 8-9).
Algorithm 1: Tree-based config changes calculation.

1 Function ChangesCalculate(Cloud control API):
2 Mapping API to Trident operations.
3 Change the Trident objects and their relations according to

Trident operations.
4 con f _set = all the dependent Confs of Trident operations.
5 group_set = FindRoots(con f _set).
6 for group in group_set do
7 for c in con f _set do
8 if c will be added into descendants of group then
9 Add c to group.

10 else if c will be removed from descendants of group
then

11 Delete c from group.

12 else if c changes & c is in descendants of group then
13 Update c in group.

3.5.2 Fast finding descendant changes for a Group
A critical step in this procedure is to verify whether a Conf
resides in a Group’s descendants (line 8, 10, 12).
Naive tree traversal is unscalable. The naive approach
employs a widely used traversal algorithm, e.g., depth-first
search, which has a time complexity of O(nodes), starting
from the Group and checking each visited tree node. However,
this solution is very time-consuming for large-scale cloud net-
works, as most devices accommodate a significant number of
configs (i.e., Confs in Trident tree), and the number of configs
keeps growing as the device performance improves. For exam-
ple, our gateway accommodates millions of VXLAN routing
table entries [25]. It is inefficient if each API call requires
a complete tree traversal, which will consumes hundreds of
seconds for traversing the Trident tree with millions of nodes.
Descendant relation is transitive. We adopt descendant rela-
tion between Conf and Group to indicate that a Conf is within
the descendants of a Group, that is, the Conf is configured
to the Devices represented by the Group. We observe that in
Trident tree, the descendant relation is transitive and can be
propagated from parent nodes to their children. Specifically, if
a Conf is configured on a Group, then all of its children must
also be configured on the same Group. Because parent nodes
need to be configured together with the dependent Confs (i.e.,
their children) on the Group. Therefore, for a Conf, deter-
mining whether it has a descendant relation with a Group
only requires examining its parents. If any parent of the Conf
has a descendant relation with a Group, the Conf inherits the
descendant relation with that Group. We employ reference
count to record the descendant relation between Conf and
Group, denoted as re f (Group,Con f ). For example, we can
use re f = 1 to indicate there is a descendant relation while
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VM1 VM21 1

1 1

1 1

1 OR 1 = 1
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F(2) = 11

(c) Function-based
Figure 8: re f (Server1,Con fX ) calculation. The changes and
unchanges are marked by red and black, respectively.

re f = 0 to indicate no relation.
There are multiple potential solutions to execute an API call

on the Trident tree with transitive descendant relation. Here,
we illustrate the pros and cons of two potential solutions.
Solution1: OR-based re f calculation. To figure out whether
a Conf is a descendant of a Group, we can check if ei-
ther of its parents is a descendant of the Group. This in-
dicates that we can apply the OR operation on the ref-
erence count of all parents to obtain the reference count
of the Conf itself. Thus, we have re f (Group,Con fA) =
∨ire f (Group,Pi), where Pi is the ith parent of Con fA. As
shown in Fig. 8, re f (Server1,V PC1) = re f (Server1,PIP1)
OR re f (Server1,PIP2) = 1. The computational complexity
is O(Pi) (for a detailed analysis, please refer to §B.3).

Based on our experience, a Conf’s parents can reach several
million in our cloud. For example, during shopping festivals, a
VPC can have millions of VMs. Therefore, the OR calculation
due to a single API call (like VM create or delete) could take
more than tens of seconds. In order to ensure accuracy of
re f calculation, when a Conf’s parent undergoes a change,
the calculation triggered by changes of other parents will be
blocked until the refresh of the re f for this round (e.g., tens
of seconds) is completed. This approach significantly limits
the system’s throughput and increases its latency, making it
unsuitable for production deployment.
Solution2: SUM-based re f calculation. Another solution
is asking a Conf to inherit all parents’ re f by using a
summation method, as defined by re f (Group,Con fA) =
Σire f (Group,Pi). Whenever the re f (Group,Con f ) becomes
zero, we need to delete the Conf from the Group. Because the
summation method adheres to the reversibility property, the
computational complexity of this SUM-based calculation is
O(1) (for a detailed analysis, please refer to §B.4).

However, this solution also has a limitation, as any change
in a node’s re f propagates through all its descendants layer by
layer. For example, creating VM2 of VPC1 on Server1 will
cause re f (Server1,V PC1) to increase from 1 to 2, as shown
in Fig. 8. As ACL1 and Route1 are children of VPC1, this
will result in synchronized changes for re f (Server1,ACL1)
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Table 1: Changes of re f (Group,Con f ) when Trident tree changes. The blue and red text denote the changes due to the blue and
red operations in Fig. 7, respectively. “0 → 1” represents the value changes from 0 to 1.

Group
Conf VM1, PIP1

VM2, PIP2
VM3, PIP3, VPC2

ACL2, Route2
VM4
PIP4

VPC1 ACL1
Route1

EIP1
Bandwidth1

FlowTable1

Server1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0
Server2 0 1 0 → 1 0 → 1 0 → 1 0 → 1 0

Gateway Group1 0 0 0 0 0 0 → 1 1

and re f (Server1,Route1) as well. When the re f of a Conf
changes only within the positive range, it implies that a de-
scendant relation always exists and there is no need to trigger
a configuration to the corresponding Group. For cloud net-
works, service dependencies are intricate and the tree depth
can reach dozens of layers. While this propagation may trig-
ger re f changes in many layers, it won’t incur configuration
updates, leading to a waste of computation resources.
Our solution: Function-based re f calculation. As dis-
cussed, the OR-based solution has high computational com-
plexity, while the SUM-based solution has ineffective propa-
gation. With lessons of both, we propose function-based re f
calculation. Specifically, to reduce computational complexity,
we retain the reversibility property advantage of the SUM-
based solution, refreshing re f with O(1) complexity. In addi-
tion, to address the ineffective propagation, we filter out irrele-
vant changes from a Conf’s parents by counting the number of
its parents with a non-zero re f . The ref calculation is defined
by re f (Group,Con fA) = ΣiF(re f (Group,Pi)), where F(x)
is a piecewise function as F(x) = 1,x > 0;F(x) = 0,x = 0.
With this function, any changes of x within the positive range
will not alter its function value (remain 1), thereby preventing
ineffective re f calculation propagation (hide children from
irrelevant re f changes of parents).

Assuming we continuously create VMs of VPC1 on
Server1, re f (Server1,V PC1) will keep increasing. With our
solution, re f (Server1,ACL1) and re f (Server1,Route1) will
always remain 1, as shown in Fig. 8. This demonstrates
that children won’t inherit irrelevant re f changes from their
parent. However, if there are no more VMs of VPC1 on
Server1, re f (Server1,V PC1) will be 0. With our solution,
re f (Server1,ACL1) and re f (Server1,Route1) will become
0 in response because F(0) = 0. To sum up, our solution ad-
dresses the performance and overhead issues of previous two
solutions, making it suitable for large-scale cloud networks.

3.5.3 Fast finding updates for a Conf.
When we need to update a Conf, we perform a reverse traver-
sal on the tree from the Conf to locate the Groups that accom-
modate it. Then, we push the modification of the Conf to the
Devices under these Groups. In production environment, there
are always concurrent updates to the same Conf. To ensure
the correctness of the order in which updates are pushed to
devices, we introduce a version field to Conf. On each update,
the version is incremented by 1. When multiple updates of a
Conf are pushed to a device, the on-device unified agent main-
tains the update install order based on the version numbers
and performs reordering for out-of-order updates.

Redis

Conf's value

DB

Trident changes

Memory

Unified agent

Trident ops

Trident ops

Read Redis

Ref

Version

Relation

Conf1: value

……

Trident ops1

……

Figure 9: Hierarchical storage structure of POSEIDON.

3.5.4 A tree-based config changes calculation example
With the ability of re f and version to fast detect the changes
of Group’s descendants and updates of Conf, we can modify
lines 8, 10, and 12 in Algo. 1. For example, we can replace
the logic of line 8 by checking if ref transitions from 0 to a
positive value. By observing changes in version and ensuring
re f is not 0, we can determine whether an update needs to
be pushed to a certain Group, which can replace the logic
of line 12. With re f and version, unnecessary configurations
can be efficiently filtered out. Finally, we read the value of the
Confs that require deployment to generate the final Trident
changes and push them to the unified agent. Table 1 illustrates
the changes in re f resulting from Trident operations parsed
from API a and API b in Fig. 6. Using these changes, we
can efficiently compute config changes. For example, when
re f (Server2,ACL1) transitions from 0 to 1, it indicates that
ACL1 needs to be configured on Server2. Similarly, an update
to FlowTable1 will increase its version by 1, requiring this
update to be pushed to the Gateway Group1, which has a
descendant relation (with a non-zero re f ) with FlowTable1.

3.6 Cloud-Scale Performance Optimizations
Hierarchical storage structure of POSEIDON. In order to
achieve higher I/O performance while ensuring data reliability,
we propose a hierarchical storage structure for POSEIDON,
consisting of memory, Redis and database, as shown in Fig. 9.
Among these, memory provides the highest performance but
is vulnerable to data loss in case of power failure. Redis offers
intermediate performance and a certain level of reliability, as
it periodically batches data onto hard disk. The database is
stored onto disk, offering the lowest performance but ensuring
data persistence even during power loss.

POSEIDON needs to store various data objects, including
Trident operations, re f s, versions, Conf relation and Conf’s
value. Based on the data read frequency and reliability re-
quirements, they are stored in three different storage mediums.
Among them, Trident operations are derived from the interpre-
tation of APIs. All other data structures are calculated based
on them. Hence, Trident operations serve as the source of
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Figure 10: Traversal cache.

data for config changes calculation but will not be frequently
accessed during the calculation. Therefore, they are suitable
for storage in database as ground truth data. In the event of
memory power loss, they can be used to restore other data.
The re f , version, and relation involve high-frequency read
and write requirements, thus they reside in memory. The en-
tire computation process takes place in memory for ultimate
performance. In addition, we store the Conf’s value in Redis,
as the Conf’s value has a lower read frequency compared to
re f /version/relation but higher than Trident operations. This
is because the controller only needs to read the Conf’s value
in the final step of config changes calculation. To minimize
the storage pressure on memory, we store it in Redis. In addi-
tion, in order to prevent data lost of Redis due to failover, we
design a failover detection method in §B.6.
Traversal cache. Based on POSEIDON’s deployment experi-
ences, we have observed performance degradation when per-
forming config changes calculation for some top tenants (e.g.,
those with millions of VMs). In a real case, the reverse tree
traversal time reaches a surprising 150s when a visited Conf
has 105 parent nodes. To tackle this issue, we introduce traver-
sal cache. The basic idea is to maintain an additional cache
for nodes with an excessive number of parent nodes, which
directly records the Groups obtained from the reverse traver-
sal. As shown in Fig. 10, as the parents of VPC1 continue to
increase, when reaching a certain threshold, we will attach a
traversal cache to VPC1, which records the Groups holding
descendant relation with VPC1. When Route1 changes, VPC1
will be visited during the reverse traversal to find the Groups.
When VPC1 is visited, the Groups recorded in its traversal
cache will be directly retrieved, eliminating the need for time-
consuming traversal of the entire tree. This is shown in Fig. 10,
where the green line with traversal cache bypasses the entire
tree traversal. When Trident tree is updated by Trident opera-
tions, the traversal cache will be refreshed according to the
function-based re f calculation.

4 Evaluation
POSEIDON has been deployed in our production cloud for
over three years and is responsible for handling the major-
ity of API processing. The following data were collected
from a production region containing hundreds of thousands
of vSwitches, thousands of GWs, and tens of millions of VMs.

4.1 Performance improvement
End-to-end completion time under different TPS. Experi-
ment setting. For a controller, the key performance metric is
its concurrent processing capacity and the corresponding com-
pletion time. Since the concurrent capacity of unrelated API
calls can be enhanced through horizontal scaling, we focus on
the capacity for processing related API calls. Specifically, we
conducted experiments to measure the concurrent capacity of
Vendor A (Top 5 [6]), Vendor B (Top 5), and ours (Top 5) on
two of the most widely used APIs in our public cloud services,
that is, Enable and Disable Elastic IP (EIP) [5] for a VM in a
same VPC. We have selected these two APIs for two specific
reasons. Firstly, they enable us to precisely gauge the time it
takes for the controller to process an API call, excluding any
time spent on unrelated modules like the VM’s startup time,
which occurs when utilizing the VM creation API. Secondly,
these two APIs represent a 10% of the 1200 APIs available to
our customers. It should be noted that as POSEIDON utilizes
the same logic and codes to handle all APIs, there is no spe-
cific optimization to these two APIs. We leverage the Cloud
control API interfaces provided by the major cloud vendors to
initiate API calls with different transactions per second (TPS).
By recording the time taken for successful (for testing en-
abling EIP) or unsuccessful (for testing disabling EIP) pings
to these EIPs, we can obtain the P50, P90, and P99 completion
time. It is important to note that the timing starts from when
the controllers of Vendor A/B and ours receive the API calls
returning timestamp when the controller’s acknowledgment
of receiving the API calls), which effectively eliminates the
impact of transmission latency on the measurements. All the
experiments were conducted in the region of Jakarta†† from
August 20th to 29th, 2023.

Performance analysis. Fig. 11 depicts the P50, P90, and
P99 completion time for enabling EIP. As shown in the figure,
the completion time of Vendor A and Vendor B is 1.8x~55x
and 2.6x~4.8x higher than that of POSEIDON. Moreover, our
system demonstrates superior stability in high concurrent
scenarios. Even with 400TPS, the P50 of POSEIDON remains
consistently stable at 1.3s. The reason for testing Vendor B’s
performance only up to 200TPS is that when we attempted
300TPS, an unsupported error occurred. The specific error
details can be found in the appendix (Fig. A1). Furthermore, it
is worth noting that during the testing at 400 TPS, the majority
of completion time for Vendor A are below 30s. However,
there are 8 specific cases where the process of enabling EIP
took over 300s. Thus, the P99 of Vendor A is much higher
than that of ours (about 55x). This observation suggests that
the Vendor A control plane encounters instability under high
TPS scenarios. In the case of disabling EIP, the completion
time for Vendor A and Vendor B are 1.6x~12x and 1.3x~2.5x
compared to ours, respectively, which will be detailed in the
appendix (Fig. A2) due to the space limits.

††We repeated the experiments across multiple regions and observed con-
sistent results; for brevity, we illustrate only one set of results in this paper.
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Figure 11: End-to-end completion time of API calling for enabling EIP.
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Figure 13: Traversal time opti-
mization with traversal cache.
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Figure 15: Completion time of
config changes calculation.

Traversal cache. Threshold selection. The most important
metric for the traversal cache is the threshold, which deter-
mines the number of parent nodes that trigger the attachment
of a traversal cache for a Conf. We conducted experiments
in a Trident tree containing hundreds of thousands of nodes.
Fig. 12 shows the effects of the threshold on the P99 com-
pletion time of reverse traversal from all nodes to find their
roots, as well as the storage consumed by the traversal cache.
As the threshold increases from 2 to 8, the P99 completion
time remains relatively stable, while the storage consumption
decreases significantly. Once the threshold exceeds 8, there is
a notable increase in the P99. Therefore, the threshold of 8 is
a sweet trade-off point and is adopted in our production.

Traversal time optimization. Fig. 13 shows the P99 com-
pletion time for traversing (traversal time) different scales of
Trident tree. As the number of nodes increases, the traver-
sal time increases in both scenarios. When the Trident tree
contains 100,000 nodes, the traversal time without traversal
cache reaches 157s, which has a significant impact on the user
experience due to a long configuring delay. When we attach a
traversal cache for the node whose parents number exceeds
the threshold, the traversal time is notably reduced. Even if
the number of nodes reaches 100,000, the traversal time with
traversal cache is less than 1s, that is, only 792ms.

Storage usage. Fig. 14 illustrates the storage usage
with/without traversal cache. As shown in the figure, traversal
cache only causes a small piece of extra storage costs.
Config changes calculation. Bottleneck of prior-gen. Af-
ter conducting a thorough analysis of the performance bot-
tleneck of the prior generation controllers, we have figured
that the main bottleneck resides in the table lookup I/O of
database for calculating config changes. Based on our histor-
ical records, for the prior-gen, the P99 completion time for
config changes calculation reached 9s at 160TPS. In order to
overcome the I/O bottleneck in config changes calculation,
POSEIDON caches the Trident tree in the memory and Redis,
which significantly improves the the completion time and
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concurrent capacity of calculating config changes.
Completion time improvement. Fig. 15 depicts the config

changes calculation completion time of the same API in the
prior-gen and POSEIDON controller. The experiment is con-
ducted by calling the API 100 times repeatedly. As illustrated
in the figure, the completion time is notably improved com-
pared to the prior-gen. The P50, P95 and P99 completion
time of prior-gen are 3x, 3.5x and 4.4x larger than that of
POSEIDON. In addition, compared to the prior-gen, a smaller
difference between P99 and P50 of POSEIDON indicates a
smaller variance and thus a more stable performance.

Concurrent capacity improvement. Fig. 16 shows the config
changes calculation completion time of POSEIDON under
different TPS. As illustrated in the figure, P99 experiences a
drastic increases after 1500TPS. There is a sharp increase in
P90 and P95 when the frequency of concurrent calls exceed
3000TPS. The P99 of POSEIDON is less than 200ms when the
frequency of concurrent calls is 3432TPS. Compared to the
prior-gen, where the performance sharply deteriorated to 9s
after reaching 160TPS, the concurrent processing capability
of the config changes calculation module in POSEIDON has
been greatly enhanced.
Completion time of key steps in POSEIDON. Fig. 18 depicts
the completion time distribution of three key steps in the PO-
SEIDON workflow. The concurrent calling frequency is about
1,000TPS. As shown in the figure, config changes calculation
is the most time-consuming work due to its high complexity
and a multitude of I/O between memory and Redis. The P99
of config changes calculation, pushing and enabling is about
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Figure 18: Completion time of three key steps in the POSEIDON workflow.

100ms, 20ms and 3ms, respectively. It also can be seen from
the figure that the CDF curve of config changes calculation
(Fig. 18(a)) is the shallowest one since the completion time
is greatly affected by the number of Confs and their depen-
dencies in the Trident tree (as shown in Fig. 13), which varies
dramatically. Besides, the tail in Fig. 18(b) and Fig. 18(c) is
much longer than that of Fig. 18(a). The reason for the long
tail in Fig. 18(b) is the extreme case for a small piece of cus-
tomers. When pushing the updates of the routing table for a
large VPC, the changes need to be pushed to hundreds of thou-
sands of devices, resulting in a few outliers with extremely
long completion time. The long tail in Fig. 18(c) is caused
by resource constraints on the device when other applications
exhaust the available resources.

4.2 OpEx and development cost optimization
OpEx. Since the common logic of controllers has been taken
over by the POSEIDON unified controller, the service-related
controllers focus on translating the API into Trident opera-
tions, leading to a notable reduction in the number of Lines
of Codes (LOC) of controllers. As shown in Table 2, the re-
duction rate of LOC are 22%~41%, which demonstrates a
significant mitigation in OpEx.

Development cost. Additionally, as the controller’s develop-
ment no longer needs to care about lots of works (e.g., config
changes calculation and pushing, consistency checking, etc),
the development cost has also gained a substantial reduction.
By comparing the development cost of two LB controllers
with similar business logic, we found that the cost has been
reduced by half. When developing a controller without POSEI-
DON, the human effort is 6 person-months and 66K lines of
code are written. With POSEIDON, the human effort amounts
to 3 person-months and we write 30K lines of code.

It is important to note that the reduction in OpEx and devel-
opment cost has not been added to the POSEIDON platform,
as the LOC of the POSEIDON is only around 150K, which is
much lower than the total LOC reduction.

Table 2: Reduction in Lines of Code of controllers.
LOC (prior-gen) LOC (POSEIDON) Reduction

LB1 167K 98K 41.3%
LB2 76.9K 46.9K 36.4%
VPC 873K 559K 36%
NAT 107K 65K 39.3%
VPN 97K 70K 27.8%

Private Link 31.8K 22.8K 28.3%
Accelerator 135K 105K 22.2%

Table 3: Resource consumption of unified agent.
Physical device Virtual element
SNA Server VM LB GW

CPU-Avg 0.12% 0.21% 0.81% 0.47% 0.16%
CPU-Max 0.94% 1.04% 1.88% 1.41% 0.99%
Memory 0.16% 1.30% 0.47% 0.31% 0.73%

4.3 Benefit and cost of unified agent
Recovery time after restarts. Fig. 17 illustrates the recovery
time for devices carrying different numbers of entries. The
more entries, the more reduction. The persistent storage of
config changes by the unified on-device agent enables fast
data recovery. The substantial optimization of recovery time
mitigates the downtime of devices, which improves the overall
utilization of devices and facilitates device iterations.
Resource consumption. The POSEIDON agent is deployed
on the device, consuming computing and storage resources.
We evaluate resources consumption for different physical de-
vices (e.g., Smart Network Appliance (SNA) [25]) and virtual
elements, as shown in Table 3. For the CPU, the average usage
remains below 1%, and the maximum usage is below 2%. As
for memory usage, it does not exceed 1% for all cases except
the server. This indicates that the agent only needs to consume
a small piece of on-device resources.

5 Experiences of deploying POSEIDON
How to migrate to POSEIDON? For a large-scale public
cloud provider, how to migrate from its old controller to PO-
SEIDON without affecting the quality of ongoing services is
a very challenging task. Initially, we leveraged lots of test
cases to verify the consistency between the POSEIDON and
the old controller. Only upon passing all test cases would we
allow the replacement of the old controller with POSEIDON
in the production environment. However, infrequently used
services not covered by the test cases led to continuous online
configuration errors. The practice of debugging after errors
has seriously compromised the availability of our services,
resulting in a substantial number of complaints. We gradually
recognized that test cases could not guarantee comprehensive
coverage of all usage of numerous services. Consequently, we
opted for a dual-running test in production, leveraging mas-
sive real user API calls to eliminate uncovered corner cases.
Specifically, we apply a dual-running test where both the old
controller and POSEIDON are running to handle the same
API calls, but deliver configs to production devices and test
devices, respectively. For each physical device in production,
POSEIDON will fully take over the configuration management
only after it has accurately handled the API calls of over 90%
of the tenants using the device, over 95% of the services im-
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plemented by the device, and over 90% of the APIs related
to the device for a specified period—this period being one
week for smaller regions and one month for larger regions.
Employing this strategy, the faults attributed to POSEIDON
have been significantly mitigated throughout the year.
POSEIDON’s performance in extreme situations: Extensive
route fluctuations. For tenants with self-built Internet data
center (IDC), their IDC’s BGP routes must be learned by their
VPCs in the cloud. Some tenants operate large-sized IDCs
with thousands of BGP routes. When there are fluctuations in
the links between IDCs and the cloud, it triggers massive BGP
route convergence. In extreme cases, BGP route oscillation
may also occur. All changes in BGP routes must be processed
and configured by the controller. For prior-gen controller, it
takes over five minutes to converge two thousand routes. With
POSEIDON, the converge time is reduced to tens of seconds,
significantly mitigating the impact on tenant services.

Large-scale device restart. Normally, network devices un-
dergo scattered restarts due to upgrades or SW/HW issues.
Extremely, there may be a widespread batch restart of devices,
e.g., during a power outage. Over the past years, we expe-
rienced three data center-level power outage incidents. The
first two were handled by the prior-gen controllers. During
restarts, a sudden surge in config retrieval requests from a vast
number of devices directly saturated the database connections.
Consequently, the recovery took hours. For the third incident
with POSEIDON deployed, due to its trident tree algorithm
and hierarchical storage, the recovery was finished in minutes.
Where to record the descendant relation between Conf
and Group? How to record these relations in a Trident tree
will affect the performance of configuration delivery, includ-
ing the incremental configuration delivery (i.e.a tenant adding
a new Conf) which ensures the timeliness of user configura-
tion delivery, and the full configuration delivery (i.e.device
restart) which is crucial to device upgrades and maintenance.
Specifically, if each Conf records its targeted Device, it will
be easy to calculate the incremental config changes, but the
full configuration delivery will be very slow because all Confs
must be traversed. In contrast, if each Group records the Conf
it needs, the full configuration delivery will be fast because
all required configs are already recorded in the Group, while
the incremental configuration delivery will be slightly slower
because the Trident tree needs to be reversely traversed to
find the roots. Note that we cannot record the relation in both
Conf and Group as this implementation contains too many
locks, leading to terrible performance. Considering POSEI-
DON servers a large-scale public cloud, where device updates
are extremely frequent, and stability maintenance is a critical
task, we choose Group to record the descendant relation to
achieve the best performance of full configuration delivery.

6 Related work
The previous abstraction works [9, 12, 16, 22–24, 27] provide
a unified abstraction to shield the heterogeneity of devices,

making the network configuration easier for network opera-
tors. For example, based on NETCONF [16], YANG [9] has
been proposed to facilitate device-independent configuration.
However, these abstractions only provide device-independent
capabilities and do not support service-independent config
changes calculation. Our proposed abstraction, Trident, elim-
inates the need to maintain service-specific config changes
calculation logic for each controller, greatly reducing OpEx.

The architecture of network control systems has also been
widely researched. [17, 21] manage various services and het-
erogeneous devices of physical network in unified manner,
which could notably reduces the OpEx of managing networks
consists of diverse devices. [17–19] introduce intent-driven
network management, which takes network management a
step further. Andromeda [14] and Achelous [30] design the
mechanism of configuring the devices in their VPC with the
config changes. However, all the above works do not touch the
config changes calculation procedure in the virtual network,
whose optimization is first discussed in this paper.

Additionally, there are several notable efforts [11, 28, 29]
dedicated to achieving rapid, highly scalable, and automated
database-based incremental view maintenance. We acknowl-
edge that the adoption of these methods could indeed improve
the controller performance with SQL-based optimizations.
While further SQL-based optimization of the controller may
meet current performance requirements, it sets us on a path
where future performance improvements become heavily re-
liant on SQL-database enhancements—a challenge we have
struggled with for over a decade. To have a better assurance
of controller performance with predictable improvement, we
choose to optimize the whole architecture, especially in vir-
tual network abstraction and API processing logic. In this way,
the performance enhancement is guaranteed irrespective of
the SQL-database we employ. Nevertheless, combining SQL-
based optimizations [11, 28, 29] and architecture optimization
proposed in this paper might be an interesting exploration and
the community could be inspired by POSEIDON.
7 Conclusion
This paper presents POSEIDON, a pioneering effort to build
a unified virtual network controller capable of managing a
virtual network at the scale of millions of tenants. With PO-
SEIDON, we can save the OpEx of managing numerous con-
trollers without sacrificing flexibility of services iterations.
The innovative config dependency abstraction enables the
calculation of config changes independent of both service
logic and physical devices. We have been operating Alibaba
Cloud with POSEIDON over 3 years, and it has substantially
mitigated the workload of adding services/devices, lowered
the configuration latency, and reduced network incidents.
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Appendices
A Additional Figures

End-to-end completion time for disabling EIP. Fig. A2 il-
lustrates the completion time of disabling EIP under different
TPS. Compared to Vendor A, our cloud is less affected by
TPS. The P50, P90 and P99 of Vendor A increase dramati-
cally (about 8x, 15x and 16x compared to their lowest value,
respectively). Meanwhile, the P50, P90 and P99 of ours only
experience a slight increase, that is, the increase rate is 1.02x,
1.9x and 3.1x. respectively. The P50, P90 and P99 of Vendor
B remain stable throughout all the tests, but it still cannot
measure data above 200TPS. Moreover, Vendor A performs
better than Vendor B at lower TPS.

For Vendor A, the completion time of enabling EIP (as
shown in Fig. 11) is higher than that of disabling EIP, whereas
for us and Vendor B, it is the other way around. When conduct-
ing enabling and disabling EIP in our cloud, both server and
gateway require configuration. For the case of enabling EIP,
both devices must be configured successfully for a successful
ping. While for the case of disabling EIP, a unsuccessful ping
is achieved when either device has been configured. There-
fore, the completion time of disabling EIP is less than that of
enabling EIP in our cloud.
Resource usage analysis. While theoretically we can use a
single POSEIDON controller to serve all service-related con-
trollers, it may lead to an explosion radius affecting all ser-
vices. To minimize the explosion radius, we deploy indepen-
dent POSEIDON controller for each service-related controller.
However, the development and maintenance of these POSEI-
DON controllers are managed by a single team to reduce the
OpEx. This low-sharing deployment may not effectively im-
prove the overall resource consumption and, in some cases,
may even increase it. We conducted a comprehensive analysis
of CPU and memory consumption of the VPC controller with
and without POSEIDON, as well as the resource usage of PO-
SEIDON for VPC controller. Fig. A3 shows the total resource
usage for processing all the API of VPC. The POSEIDON in
the figure represents the total resource usage of VPC con-
troller and POSEIDON controller. As shown in the figure, the
CPU and memory usage of POSEIDON is 2.5x and 1.75x than
that of prior-gen VPC controller. Based on our observations,
the resource usage of the VPC controller halved because lots
of works have been taken over by the POSEIDON controller.
However, the works taken over by POSEIDON involve are
the CPU- and memory-intensive tasks, e.g., config changes
calculation. In order to provide significantly improved config
changes calculation performance compared to the prior-gen,
the resource consumption of the POSEIDON’s config changes
calculation component is slightly higher than that of prior-gen
VPC controller. In summary, the total resource usage of PO-
SEIDON and VPC controller is higher than that of prior-gen
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Figure A1: Error of testing Vendor B for 400TPS.
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Figure A2: End-to-end completion time of API calling for disabling EIP.
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Figure A3: Resource usage increase and concurrent
processing capacity improvement.
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Figure A4: Config changes calculation (SQL-based vs. PO-
SEIDON).

VPC controller. However, we believe that this trade-off is well
worth it because the concurrent processing capacity of config
changes calculation has increase by about 21x, as shown in
Fig. A3.

B Supplementary Materials

B.1 Design goal achievement analysis of ab-
straction

Why Trident-based config changes calculation is service-
independent. According to the Algo. 1, it can be observed
that our code for config changes calculation is the same for

any API, meaning it is independent of the service.
Why Trident-based config changes calculation is device-
independent. Since we abstract all heterogeneous devices
into a standardized object type, namely “Device”, our im-
plementation of config changes calculation and pushing is
agnostic to the specific devices. The device-specific transla-
tion is done by the unified agent.
Why SQL-based and Trident-based config changes cal-
culation is equivalent. To guarantee the equivalence, we
analyze the essence of the cloud control APIs and their exe-
cution. The majority of cloud control APIs can be regarded
as the CRUD (create/read/update/delete) of tenant resources
(see §B.2). The execution of cloud control APIs is to translate
tenant intents for resource manipulation into configurations
on the physical device. As mentioned in §2.1, the controller
will make config changes calculation for each cloud control
API, which can further be divided into two steps: (1) find all
the dependent configs of the target tenant resource; (2) search
a table recording all the existing configs on each device to
calculate the necessary changes to install. The original API
execution approach is service-dependent since the key/value
of each table and the table query sequence need prior knowl-
edge of the related service. For example, in Fig. A4, for the
API “create VM4 in VPC1”, by sequentially querying five
tables, its dependent configs of “VM4, PIP4, VPC1, ACL1,
Route1” can be obtained. By querying the existing configs of
the device, the necessary changes can be calculated as “Add
VM4, PIP4, VPC1, ACL1, Route1 on Server2”. Parsing the
API with SQL needs a deep understanding of the service
logic. To guarantee the equivalence, the information of de-
pendent configs and existing configs can also be obtained
through the implementation of Trident. Specifically, we can
get the needed information by searching for the relation table,
as shown in Fig. A4. This procedure is service-independent
since the query table is same for all APIs (i.e., Relation table).

B.2 Trident operations of cloud control API

Based on our analysis of the cloud control APIs provided
by major cloud vendors (including ourselves), most of them
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Table A1: API of configuring Public (Elastic) IP.
Create Delete Update Read

AWS 1 3 2 5
GCP 1 1 1 2
Azure 4 1 1 3

Ali Cloud 5 4 3 8

Algorithm 2: Abstraction of API: Create Resource1
1 Create Con fR1 of Resource1
2 for C in Con fR1 ’s dependant Conf do
3 Relate Con fR1 to C

4 for G in Con fR1’s target Group that needs to be configured do
5 Relate G to Con fR1

are Create/Delete/Update/Read, as shown in Table A1. In
addition, there are a few other APIs such as Associate and
Disassociate. Algo. 2,3,4,5 detail how to abstract the main
cloud control API into Trident operations.

B.3 Computational complexity analysis of OR-
based calculation

The OR-based re f calculation has excessively high computa-
tional complexity. When re f (Group,Pi) changes, recalcula-
tion is needed to refresh re f (Group,Con fA). The change of
re f (Group,Pi) can have two cases: i.e., re f (Group,Pi) turns
from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. For the 0 to 1 case, according to the
OR calculation rule, as long as at least one re f (Group,Pi)
is 1, re f (Group,Con fA) is 1. Hence, we can directly in-
fer that re f (Group,Con fA) is 1 without complex computa-
tion. By contrast, for the 1 to 0 case, we cannot assert that
re f (Group,Con fA) becomes 0 unless we perform the OR
calculation to each re f (Group,Pi). In another case, if one
parent node is unrelated due to tree changes, because the OR
operation does not satisfy reversibility, once a bitwise OR
operation is performed, it cannot simply be reversed to ob-
tain the value before this parent node was included. In other
words, it’s not possible to determine the updated OR value
based on the change in a parent node’s re f and the current
OR value. Because it is necessary to perform a bitwise OR on
the re f values of all parent nodes to obtain the OR result, the
complexity is proportional to the number of parents as O(Pi).

B.4 Computational complexity analysis of
SUM-based calculation

To address the performance issue of OR-based ref calculation,
we can adopt SUM-based solution to inherit Conf’s re f from
its parents. The advantage of SUM is that during calculation,
we can refresh Conf’s current re f based on the change of its
parent’s re f and Conf’s past re f . In SUM-based solution, if
re f = 0, it indicates no descendant relation, while in other

Algorithm 3: Abstraction of API: Delete Resource1
1 for C1 in Con fR1 ’s children do
2 Unrelate Con fR1 to C2

3 for C2 in Con fR1 ’s parents Conf do
4 Unrelate C2 to Con fR1

5 Delete Con fR1

Algorithm 4: Abstraction of API: Update Resource1
1 Update Con fR1 of Resource1

cases, it indicates the presence of a descendant relation. At
the start, we initialize re f (Group,Group.children) to 1 and
continuously propagate this value to the remaining Confs ac-
cording to the SUM rule, as defined by re f (Group,Con fA) =
Σire f (Group,Pi).

Since SUM adheres to the reversibility property, for sce-
narios where a parent node is removed, the new result can
be obtained simply by subtracting that parent node’s re f .
Similarly, for scenarios where a new parent node is added,
the result can be updated by simply adding the re f of
that new parent node. Moreover, for scenarios where the
re f of a parent node changes, the re f (Group,Con fA) can
also be expressed as re f (Group,Px) + Σi ̸=xre f (Group,Pi).
When only re f (Group,Px) undergoes a change, we can de-
duce that ∆re f (Group,Con fA) = ∆re f (Group,Px). It im-
plies that when a re f (Group,Px) undergoes a change,
re f (Group,Con fA) will experience a similar change. For
instance, when a re f (Group,Px) transitions from 0 to 3,
re f (Group,Con fA) will also increase by 3 accordingly. Since
the refreshing mechanism focuses solely on the change of a
specific parent, the computational complexity is only O(1).

B.5 Case study of POSEIDON

To clearly illustrate the workflow of POSEIDON, we present a
step-by-step introduction using the API call of “create VM4
in VPC1” as an example.

Step 1: After the user issues this API call, service-related
controllers (e.g., VPC controller in Fig. 5 in this example)
will map the API into Trident operations. This step is service-
related and generates different Trident operations based on
the processing logic specific to each service API. The Trident
operations corresponding to this API are shown as the blue
color text in Fig. 6.

Step 2: Subsequently, upon receiving the Trident op-
erations, the service-independent unified controller will
add/delete/update Confs or modify their relations according to
the operations. The changes incurred by the above operations
are depicted in blue in Fig. 7.

Step 3: Then, based on the nodes/topology changes in the
Trident tree, we calculate the appropriate Trident changes for
Groups. §3.4.2 details the procedure for this example.
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Algorithm 5: Abstraction of API: Associate Re-
source1 to Resource2

1 Relate Con fR1 of Resource1 to Con fR2 of Resource2

Step 4: Finally, the unified controller will push the Trident
changes to the unified agent residing on the devices within
Groups. Specifically, this example involves pushing “Add
ACL1, Route1, VPC1, PIP4, VM4” to Server2 and “Update
FlowTable1” to GW1 and GW2, according to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Upon receiving the Trident changes, a program on the agent
translates them into device-specific primitives to enable the
user’s intent.

B.6 Redis failover detection and data recovery

Unlike the real-time data storage in the database, Redis caches
the latest data in memory and performs batch storage. When
failover occurs, the cached data in memory will be lost. There-
fore, we need to detect the failover and conduct data recovery.
We inject lots of probes and accumulate them at the frequency
of batch storage. When probes’ data meet expectations, this
batch of data are stored in Redis. Otherwise, this batch of data
must be lost due to failover. We can locate the batch of data
affected by failover according to the timestamp of the probe.
Then, the data obtained from the database will be re-pushed.

C Additional Experiences

C.1 How to choose pushing and pulling when
configuring devices?

Most traditional controllers deliver configurations to the phys-
ical devices in a pushing mode, namely, the controller actively
pushes config changes to devices so that user’s intent can
take effect in a timely manner. However, in large-scale public
clouds, the pushing method will cause large pressure on sys-
tematical performance (e.g., TPS, southbound bandwidth), as
there are enormous underlying devices. What’s worse, users
may frequently modify their network, and each modification
may consist of thousands of underlying config changes (e.g.,
a newly added route entry may involve thousands of VM host
servers). Another way to deliver configurations is the pulling
method, where devices pull configs from the controller on-
demand or periodically [14, 30]. This method eliminates the
above performance bottlenecks at the cost of adding con-
figuration delay. POSEIDON employs the pushing method
for most configuration delivery, and utilizes the on-demand
pulling method for FlowTable. This is because communica-
tions between VMs usually occur within a small subset, so
most information in the FlowTable will not be queried by the
device. Besides, in our production enviroment, the additional
latency caused by FlowTable configuration delay is too short

to be perceived by users.

C.2 How to deploy POSEIDON to a small-scale
virtual network?

POSEIDON is an SDN architecture designed for high-
performance control of large-scale virtual networks. Its Tri-
dent abstraction is implemented through a Trient Tree struc-
ture maintained in memory, cache, and database. However,
for a small-scale virtual network with medium performance
requirements, POSEIDON may be over-engineered and cost-
prohibitive. For example, a standard deployment of POSEI-
DON requires at least 8 high-performance physical servers
to support virtual network control in a data center of 10,000
servers. However, the number of servers may be less than 100
in some edge regions or small private cloud environments.
(Even the number of servers in some cluster is less than 20
in some edge POP site.) In such a small-scale deployment,
POSEIDON’s architecture needs to be optimized to reduce
resource usage, especially memory usage. One possible idea
is to design a variant of Trident tree with high compression
and efficient data exchange. The Tridient tree currently im-
plemented by tree structure requires that all configuration
relationships should be maintained in memory, which is a
performance-first but cost-ignoring approach. Therefore, lim-
ited memory resources in small-scale scenarios can be solved
by compressing Trident data, or even maintaining only part
of the relationship in memory through data exchange.
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Abstract
Real-world application deployments have hundreds of inter-
dependent configuration parameters, many of which signif-
icantly influence performance and efficiency. With today’s
complex and dynamic services, operators need to continu-
ously monitor and set the right configuration values (configu-
ration tuning) well after a service is widely deployed. This
is challenging since experimenting with different configura-
tions post-deployment may reduce application performance
or cause disruptions. While state-of-the-art ML approaches
do help to automate configuration tuning, they do not fully
address the multiple challenges in end-to-end configuration
tuning of deployed applications.

This paper presents OPPerTune, a service that enables con-
figuration tuning of applications in deployment at Microsoft.
OPPerTune reduces application interruptions while maximiz-
ing the performance of deployed applications as and when
the workload or the underlying infrastructure changes. It auto-
mates three essential processes that facilitate post-deployment
configuration tuning: (a) determining which configurations
to tune, (b) automatically managing the scope at which to
tune the configurations, and (c) using a novel reinforcement
learning algorithm to simultaneously and quickly tune nu-
merical and categorical configurations, thereby keeping the
overhead of configuration tuning low. We deploy OPPerTune
on two enterprise applications in Microsoft Azure’s clusters.
Our experiments show that OPPerTune reduces the end-to-
end P95 latency of microservice applications by more than
50% over expert configuration choices made ahead of de-
ployment. The code and datasets used are made available at
https://aka.ms/OPPerTune.

1 Introduction
The performance and efficiency of large services and applica-
tion deployments depend heavily on how they are configured.
Configurations can be system-level, such as the read_ahead_-
kb parameter, which decides how much extra data to read
from disk during I/O in Linux, and resources.limits.cpu that
limits the amount of CPU a Kubernetes container uses. They

*These authors contributed equally.
+Work done while employed at Microsoft Research.

can also be application-level, such as maxmemory, the mem-
ory usage limit at which Redis starts evicting keys. Any large
application deployment invariably includes hundreds, if not
thousands, of such configuration parameters at multiple layers
and components [25, 35, 48, 50, 66, 75] .

Today, application operators determine the configuration
values using domain-knowledge and canary testing on rela-
tively small deployments before widely deploying the applica-
tion. However, application behavior can change considerably
with time and therefore the configuration values set before
deployment may not work well in the longer term; e.g., devel-
opers continuously add features, the user population and their
usage behavior varies [47], the underlying hardware hosting
the applications also can also change [67, 75]. Consequently,
to squeeze the most performance—say throughput or latency—
or to make it run efficiently on as small a set of resources as
possible without compromising performance, operators need
to constantly monitor and modify these configuration parame-
ters well after they have deployed the application.

Manually exploring and changing the configurations at
regular time intervals can be tedious and risky, given that
the number of parameters is large and, more often than
not, the values of parameters can depend on each other
and the deployment environment. Several recent efforts
have proposed using machine learning (ML) based tech-
niques [15, 25, 27, 40, 44, 46, 48, 61, 68, 69] to automate the
process of configuration tuning. These efforts use online learn-
ing or reinforcement learning (RL) to set the configurations,
observe the application state to determine how well it is do-
ing, and then iteratively refine the configuration based on the
observed states. This approach does reduce the burden on the
operator, and yet, the problem is far from solved. The algo-
rithm is only one necessary component of post-deployment
configuration tuning. Through our experience deploying pop-
ular techniques (e.g., Bayesian Optimization (BO)) and state-
of-the-art frameworks (e.g., SelfTune [40], Kubernetes Au-
toscaler [3]) for parameter tuning in application deployments
at Microsoft, we have observed that there are significant gaps
to be bridged in the end-to-end process of configuration tun-
ing. Some of these gaps, discussed below, may have been
overlooked by prior research, as they are more pronounced in
actual production deployments.
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First, since services can easily have hundreds of config-
uration parameters, it would be prohibitively expensive to
automatically tune all of them simultaneously. Thus, an au-
tomated approach should determine which components or
layers of the service to tune, and for each component or layer,
which configuration parameters it should tune.

Second, when a service is running, all configuration pa-
rameters are not equally easy to tune. For instance, chang-
ing worker_process of Nginx (this sets the number of Nginx
worker processes) requires only a service reload after chang-
ing a configuration file [2] with no downtime, but changing
wiredTigerCollectionBlockCompressor in MongoDB requires
a pod restart which leads to a downtime of close to 8 seconds
when deployed with the recreate strategy on Kubernetes [6].
Changing isolcpus, the parameter that isolates CPUs from
the kernel scheduler in Linux, will require an entire system
reboot [63]. Previously proposed algorithms do not consider
this varying difficulty of tuning different types of parameters.
Importantly, to reduce potential disruptions for deployed ser-
vices, the tuning approach should use a very small number of
iterations to converge on the right values.

Third, the tuning system needs to determine the right gran-
ularity for each tuning instance. It could tune a single set of
configuration values for the entire service, or it could tune dif-
ferent values for each geography, or perhaps for every machine
type. We refer to this as determining the right tuning scope.
Currently, the operator has to scope the tuning instances man-
ually irrespective of the tuning algorithm used.

Finally, standard algorithms for tuning work only on numer-
ical [30,40] or only on categorical [19,20, 38,65] parameters;
real-world services will almost always have a combination
of categorical and numerical parameters. For instance, Re-
dis’s maxmemory and maxmemory-policy (sets the eviction
policy) are related parameters that are of type numeric and
categorical, respectively. The key difference between han-
dling numerical and categorical parameters is the notion of
continuity. Categorical parameters lack continuity so the per-
formance can change drastically every time the value of the
parameter is changed. There is no easy way to encode/decode
categoricals as numerals as the usual approaches like 1-hot
encoding [34] would increase the search space substantially.
Popular techniques like BO [16,17] do handle such hybrid pa-
rameter spaces, but they are not meant for scenarios where the
environment of the service changes continually. Deep neural
models for configuration tuning [45, 57], on the other hand,
are usually trained offline rather than in deployment.

We have designed, developed, and deployed OPPerTune
(Online Post-deployment Performance Tuner), a configura-
tion tuning service that addresses all the above challenges.
Given a superset of configuration parameters1 that can be
potentially tuned, OPPerTune can automatically create, man-
age, and scope tuning instances for application operators of

1This work focuses on application- and infrastructure-layer parameters.

large-scale services. The key contributions we make are:
1. OPPerTune introduces a novel tuning algorithm, as part of
its backend, that can tune categorical and numerical parame-
ters simultaneously within the same instance.
2. OPPerTune uses a novel decision-tree based algorithm to
automatically determine the right scope of tuning instances,
taking into account the varying application context in produc-
tion environments, such as workload types and volumes.
3. We have built and deployed OPPerTune as a cloud ser-
vice at Microsoft. First-party applications that are already in
production can be on-boarded to our service with minimal
engineering overhead.

We have evaluated OPPerTune on two applications: (i)
the social networking application from the DeathStarBench
benchmark suite driven by workload traces collected from a
large-scale service that is part of Microsoft Teams application,
and (ii) a large-scale ML experimentation pipeline that uses
Azure ML for model development and Apache Spark for data
processing. Our evaluation and comparison with closely re-
lated works [17,40,45,58,65] show that by using OPPerTune
to tune configuration parameters: (i) the tail latency of the
application consisting of tens of microservices reduces by
more than 50% while tuning in deployment, even under sig-
nificant workload variations, compared to carefully-chosen
pre-deployment configurations; (ii) service disruptions that
may occur due to configuration tuning are reduced by nearly
30%; and (iii) workload completion times drop by 10%–50%
on two Azure ML clusters, over two weeks of deployment;

2 OPPerTune Overview
The goal of OPPerTune is to continuously tune the configura-
tion parameters of an application such that, over time, a given
reward metric (e.g., daily P95 latency) is maximized, and
the application sustains good performance through long-term
and short-term hardware changes and workload fluctuations.
Throughout, we use the term ‘application’ to refer to the sys-
tem/service/application being tuned to avoid confusion with
the OPPerTune service itself. OPPerTune works under the
least knowledge of the application being tuned, i.e., black-box
access. In particular, it does not have access to the code-base
of the application, does not require any form of instrumen-
tation or any knowledge of how its performance metrics are
computed. OPPerTune relies only on the reward as feedback
from the application (after a certain amount of time) for a set
of configuration values it sets for the application. It uses this
feedback to tune the configurations iteratively. OPPerTune’s
back-end supports algorithms that can function with or with-
out context (e.g., workload characteristic, resource utilization,
etc.). If context is available, the operators can use all of the
algorithms in the back-end, but this is not necessary.

Consider the following example. A web application uses
two containers on a single machine: one to host a front-end
webserver, and the other to run a back-end database. While
serving user requests, the application can enlist OPPerTune
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Figure 1: OPPerTune service architecture. Applications cre-
ate tuning instances on the server to tune various configuration
parameters. Autoscoper helps automatically create, manage,
and scope tuning instances based on the application’s dynamic
context. Selector helps pick the most promising configuration
parameters to tune.

to learn how to distribute the machine’s memory and compute
between the webserver and the database so as to minimize
P95 request latency. OPPerTune consumes feedback (or re-
ward) from the application in the form of observed hourly
P95 latency, and uses multiple hours’ feedback to converge on
the right memory and compute distribution between the two
containers. Request characteristics can vary with time; thus,
OPPerTune may need to change the distribution of memory
and compute frequently, and converge quickly to stable con-
figuration values while continuing to minimize P95 latency.
OPPerTune architecture: Figure 1 presents the high-level
architecture of the OPPerTune service. The basic unit of the
service is a tuning instance that consists of (a) configuration
parameters, their data types, enumerations of possible val-
ues/ranges for categorical/numerical configurations; and (b)
a tuning algorithm for updating the instance. Applications
can create one or more tuning instances to tune configura-
tion parameters across various layers of the application stack,
based on its requirements (as shown for ‘App 2’ in the fig-
ure). Alternatively, OPPerTune provides an automatic scop-
ing component (autoscoper) to help applications create, man-
age, and scope the tuning instances in deployment based on
dynamic context information they provide (as shown for ‘App
1’). OPPerTune can also aid applications to pre-determine
(using an offline step) which configuration parameters to tune
in deployment via the selector module.
Creating, fetching, and updating tuning instances: An ap-
plication intending to use OPPerTune makes an API call
to create a tuning instance along with a list of parame-
ters and their meta-data (e.g., range of parameters). This
step can be automated, as in prior works [62, 72], or can
involve the developer to convey a super set of parameters
along with their meta-data. The operators can use their
domain-knowledge to select a subset of parameters to pass
to OPPerTune, but this is optional. The parameter list can
be arbitrarily large, and OPPerTune’s selector module will
pick the performance-critical parameters as discussed later

in this section. OPPerTune persists tuning instances on a
database for the application to access at any point in time,
possibly from multiple machines. For each tunable configu-
ration parameter, the operator can optionally supply the cost
(e.g., is a system restart required) associated with changing
it. When such cost information is available, OPPerTune uses
it to decide how often to tune the configuration parameters.
OPPerTune implements the standard fetch and update client-
API paradigm of existing work [14,40] for online tuning. The
application invokes (a) Predict to fetch the recommended con-
figuration values from a tuning instance, and (b) SetReward,
at some point in time after (one or more) Predict calls, with
a reward value. The SetReward call updates the associated
tuning instance, as per the tuning algorithm it uses. Any delay
in sending back the rewards will only delay the model up-
date/convergence but not affect the application performance.

OPPerTune supports parallel exploration when enough
servers/resources are available to deploy multiple instances of
the same application. If the servers in the cluster are identical,
a single OPPerTune instance can be employed to which all
servers issue Predict and SetReward calls. OPPerTune would
use all deployments to explore and converge towards a single
optimal configuration for the application. For heterogeneous
servers,AutoScope (Section 4) can enlist contextual attributes
(e.g. region, hardware type) to cluster the servers, and tune
parameters for different deployments.
Autoscoper: Applications may have different performance
characteristics on machines with different CPUs or memory
sizes, and hence may consider using a different configuration
tuning instance for each machine type. Similarly, applications
could behave differently for light versus heavy workloads, and
for different API call types. For instance, if the application
runs independently on the cluster machines with varying hard-
ware and workloads, then it could create one tuning instance
per machine (as is done in [40] for tuning configuration pa-
rameters of a workload scheduler). Thus, tuning instances for
the application could be “scoped” along (at least) three dimen-
sions: infrastructure (e.g., machine type), functionality (e.g.,
API call), and workload (e.g., requests per second). Currently,
determining the “right” scope for tuning instances is usually
done, if at all, by domain experts [40], and periodically revis-
ited. As an alternative, in Section 4, we present AutoScope,
an automatic, efficient, and interpretable way of scoping tun-
ing instances. A Predict call to an AutoScope instance returns
configuration values corresponding to the context presented.
Configuration selector: For applications that have several
hundreds or thousands of configuration parameters to tune
across various layers of the application stack,OPPerTune em-
ploys a selector module to pick the most promising configu-
ration parameters to tune. The selector module uses a simple
and effective microbenchmarking strategy to identify such
configurations, as discussed in Section 5. The module pro-
vides a list of parameters, ordered in decreasing order of their
importance, along with a score that quantifies the importance.
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The operator can then choose the top-n parameters from this
list, based on their importance score.
Rounds and Sample complexity: Online tuning algorithms,
implemented in OPPerTune’s back-end, iteratively tune the
configuration parameters. Each iteration is called a round.
At each round, the tuning algorithm (i) determines the next
set of parameter values for the application, (ii) observes a
reward computed by the application over a predetermined
period (1 hour, 24 hours, etc.), and (iii) updates its “policy”
(which prescribes how to choose parameters) based on the
reward. Changes made by the algorithm to configuration val-
ues can cause disruptions, e.g., may necessitate application
restarts or even cause downtime. Thus, a desired property of
a tuning service is that it require only a few rounds to learn
suitable configuration values. This quantity, proportional to
the number of rewards measured, is called sample complexity.
OPPerTune achieves low sample complexity for tuning in
real deployments, as we demonstrate in Section 7, using multi-
ple techniques including a novel tuning algorithm (Section 3),
automatic scoping, and microbenchmarking.

3 Configuration Tuning in Hybrid Spaces
In this section, we present a novel algorithm for the post-
deployment configuration tuning problem (Section 2) on a
hybrid space wherein the configuration parameters are a mix
of numerical and categorical ones. We consider the basic
setting when OPPerTune has no additional knowledge (“con-
text”) about the system being tuned; the setting where some
context may be available is considered in the next section.

3.1 Problem Definition and Terminology
We pose the problem of configuration tuning for an applica-
tion post deployment as that of online learning with bandit
feedback. That is, we want to tune iteratively, only interfacing
with the application for setting new parameter values (e.g., #
CPU cores or memory size for containers), and for obtaining
feedback in response to the set parameter values, as an ob-
served reward value that is to be optimized (e.g., latency or
throughput of the application).

A key aspect of bandit formulation is the explore-exploit
tradeoff. We want to exploit the “best” parameters as per pol-
icy learned so far to ensure that the application is functioning
well without disruption; at the same time, we want to explore
potential parameter choices that might yield better rewards.
This tradeoff is especially important in practical scenarios
where the reward function itself changes with time—the same
parameter choices could have different effects on the service
at different time points. For instance, diurnal workload fluctu-
ations can induce very different reward values for the same
setting of memory requirements for a container, depending
on how and when the reward is computed, e.g., hourly P95 la-
tency can vary significantly between peak and off-peak hours.

Bandit learning techniques that can handle time-varying
rewards, therefore, are more appropriate to our problem than

popular alternatives such Bayesian Optimization (BO) [16,
17], heuristic search and global optimization [52], and genetic
algorithms [32]. For instance, BO needs to evaluate the same
reward function at multiple parameter values by design. This
is infeasible for post-deployment tuning because we cannot
evaluate a deployed application multiple times. Most systems
research that leverage BO typically use it in offline scenarios
(i.e., pre-deployment tuning in controlled settings) [17, 22],
in contrast to our post-deployment tuning scenario.

3.2 Hybrid Configuration Space
In practical scenarios, the space of configuration parameters
can be complex: (i) it can be very large; if there are n pa-
rameters to tune, with, say, s possible values each, we have
sn choices, and (ii) they may be discrete (e.g., number of
CPU cores), real-valued (e.g., CPU utilization threshold), or
categorical (e.g., cache eviction policy). Some state-of-the-
art techniques for bandit learning/RL work for categorical
spaces [19, 20, 38, 65] or numerical spaces [30, 40], but not
both. Others have high sample complexity for tuning in de-
ployment [42, 57]. To address this gap, we design a novel
learning algorithm to handle hybrid configurations efficiently.

Formally, the “hybrid configuration space” comprises: (a)
categorical space C over k categorical parameters, and (b)
numerical spaceW over m numerical parameters which is a
bounded subspace of Rm. In our formulation, we treat discrete
parameters as numerical rather than categorical to exploit the
fact that they are ordered spaces.

3.3 Proposed Algorithm: HybridBandits
Our configuration tuning HybridBandits algorithm is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1. It leverages two simple but key ideas.
At each round, (1) it maintains different types of policies for
sampling categorical and numerical actions; in particular: (i)
ε-greedy policy for the categorical configuration space, stan-
dard in multi-arm bandit algorithms, where with probability
ε a random arm is explored, and with probability 1−ε, high-
reward arms are exploited; and (ii) a “perturbation” policy for
numerical configurations, where the algorithm samples nu-
merical configurations from an ε-radius ball centered around
the “current best” configuration vector, and (2) it uses a single
reward that the system provides as feedback to update both
the policies simultaneously. In particular, it applies sample-
efficient gradient-descent update [30, 40] for the numerical
parameters, and the exponential weights update [41, Chap.
11] for the categorical parameters.

Algorithm description: Algorithm 1 maintains a multino-
mial distribution p(t) over categorical actions C, i.e., there is
a probability associated with each possible k-tuple of cate-
gorical parameter choices at every round t. For the numerical
actions, it maintains a vector w(t) ∈Rm.

Initialization: The weights for the numerical parameters w
are initialized to default choices that the application provides.
The multinomial p is initialized to the uniform distribution,
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Algorithm 1 HybridBandits: Post-Deployment Configuration Tuning for Hybrid Spaces

1: Input: exploration parameter ε ∈ (0,1), learning rate η > 0, space C of k categorical parameters, spaceW of m numerical parameters.
2: Initialize: categorical space weights p(0)i = 1/∣C∣, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣C∣ // uniform distribution, and numerical parameters w(0) ∈W // default
3: for t = 0,1,2, . . . do
4: Let p̃i ∶= (1−ε)p(t)i +ε

1
∣C∣

// Define explore-exploit multinomial distribution over the categorical space

1 Sample categorical and numerical actions to deploy

5: Sample c ∼ p̃ from the multinomial and let a(t)c be the corresponding k-tuple of categorical parameters
6: Sample numerical parameters from a ball centered at w(t), radius ε; i.e., w̃(t) ∶=w(t)+εu, where u ∈Rm is sampled from {u ∶ ∥u∥2 = 1}

// Identical to Bluefin [40]
2 Deploy the actions and measure reward

7: Deploy numerical a(t)r ∶=ΠW(w̃(t)) // appropriately scaled and categorical actions a(t)c in the application
8: Receive reward r(t) ∶= rt(a(t)c ,a(t)r ) ∈R // black-box access to a metric, e.g., hourly P95 latency, computed by the application

3 Perform updates based on the reward received

9: Update numerical parameters center: w(t+1)
←w(t)+ 1

ε
⋅η ⋅ r(t) ⋅u, where u is the sample obtained in Step 6.

10: Define scaled reward: r̃(t) = r(t)/p̃c, where c is the sample obtained in Step 5

11: Update categorical distribution: p(t+1)
c ← p(t)c eηr̃(t) , and for i ≠ c, p(t+1)

i ← p(t)i ; Renormalize p(t+1) to sum to 1

i.e., pi =
1
∣C∣

for i ∈ C. At each round, the algorithm performs:
Sampling actions (Steps 5-6): For the categorical ac-
tions, following the standard exponential weights algorithm
(EXP3, [41, Chap. 11]), it samples a k-tuple from the distribu-
tion p (exploit) with probability 1−ε, and from the uniform
distribution (explore) with probability ε. For the numerical
actions, it samples a m-dimensional vector from a ball cen-
tered at the current w, with radius ε.
Deploy actions and receive reward (Steps 7-8): The sam-
pled numerical (scaled appropriately) and categorical con-
figurations are then deployed in the application, and (after a
certain amount of time) the algorithm receives a reward value
from the application (implementation details in Section 7).
Update policies (Steps 9-11): For the numerical parameter
weights, the algorithm follows the gradient estimation scheme
studied in the optimization literature [30], as well as applied
in the context of online system parameter tuning [40]. For
the categorical parameters, it: (a) computes an unbiased es-
timate of the reward for the sampled choices, and (b) scales
the probability of the sampled choices using a factor that is
exponential in the reward estimate.

The algorithm has hyperparameters ε and η, and we set
these to default values in all of our experiments (following
SelfTune [40]). In practice, C can be very large; the mi-
crobenchmarking strategy (Section 5) can be used to restrict
C to the most impactful categorical parameters, and to ensure
that the algorithm has low sample complexity. We conjecture
that Algorithm HybridBandits has convergence guarantees
for certain classes of reward functions (for instance, if the
reward functions rt are convex, for any fixed combination of
the categorical parameters in C). Empirically (in Section 7,
and in our synthetic problem setup in Appendix B), we find
that the algorithm convergences well in practice; obtaining a
formal proof of convergence is an exciting open problem. We

also note that when the configuration space contains only nu-
merical parameters, HybridBandits is the same as SelfTune’s
Bluefin algorithm.

4 Automatic Scoping of Tuning Instances
Consider an operator who wants to tune the parameters of
a distributed application that is I/O-bound. There are two
extreme options available to the operator in terms of how
they can set up tuning instances on the OPPerTune server
(Figure 1): (1) set up one “global” instance to tune all the
application parameters across all machines/workloads, that,
say, uses HybridBandits presented in Section 3 for tuning;
or (2) set up multiple “local” instances based on the domain
expertise that the workloads are I/O-bound; e.g., one instance
per disk type or one instance per spindle speed, where each in-
stance independently tunes parameters using HybridBandits.
The latter option is more appealing as the application per-
formance, and therefore the optimal parameter choices will
likely vary with the disk type the workloads are accessing.

In this section, we consider the setting when OPPerTune is
provided some context of the application (i.e., disk type and
spindle speed in the above example) being tuned at every
round. OPPerTune can exploit the observed context to simul-
taneously do scoping and configuration tuning.

4.1 Joint Scoping and Configuration Tuning
To perform joint scoping and configuration tuning, at each
round, along with the reward, the application must provide
additional context information such as machine type, disk
type, spindle speed, workload volume, etc. Using this
additional context, OPPerTune determines a lightweight and
interpretable scoping policy that the operators can understand.
For instance, given job type jobtype and requests per second
(rps) as context, and numcores and mem as the configuration
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Figure 2: AutoScope: Iteratively learning to scope tuning
instances via decision trees. At each round, the observed
context (rps, cluster, job) is used to update the tree model and
the leaf instance (numcores, mem configurations) it lands in.

values to tune, it learns rules of the form if (jobtype ==
‘cpu_bound’) and (rps > 1000) then numcores=16,
mem=2G else numcores=4, mem=2G.

These kinds of scoping rules can be captured by decision
tree models illustrated in Figure 2(d). Each root-to-leaf path in
the tree constitutes a scope, and each leaf maintains a tuning
instance for the scope. In the Figure, ‘Scope 7’ is interpreted
as application running in Cluster A, when its workload vol-
ume (RPS) > 1000, involving jobs of type 1 or 2. Its leaf node
maintains a tuning instance, i.e., values for the two parameters
numcores and mem. These values will be returned for Pre-
dict requests satisfying this scope, and will be updated when
a reward arrives for these requests from the application.

4.2 Proposed Algorithm: AutoScope
Learning decision trees in the bandit setting is a challenging
problem, and popular tree learning algorithms do not apply
(see Section 8). We extend a state-of-the-art technique pro-
posed in [39] (for trees with only one parameter in leaf nodes)
to our general setting where each leaf node is a tuning instance
with several (hybrid) parameters.

We start by giving the key intuitions, before giving a de-
tailed technical description of the tree learning algorithm.

Algorithm outline: AutoScope maintains a binary deci-
sion tree fT of max specified height h (h = 3 suffices for
scenarios evaluated in Section 7), as illustrated in Figure 2.
At first, the tree f (0)T effectively behaves like a single tun-
ing instance, initialized identical to Algorithm 1, i.e., all the
leaf instances I0

k in Figure 2 (a), for 0 ≤ k ≤ 7, are initialized
identically. At round t, the algorithm observes a context vec-
tor, denoted as ct . When the current tree model f (t)T (ct) is
applied to ct , it will land in a unique leaf node containing a
tuning instance. That is, the context vector is first applied to a

linear model in the root node (whose weights are initialized
to default value in the beginning). Depending on the sign of
the resulting value, ct traverses left or right, and continues
in this fashion making branching decisions at every inter-
mediate node until it reaches a leaf. The root-to-leaf path ct
traverses is its “current scope”, and AutoScope will invoke
the leaf’s tuning instance. Figure 2 (b) shows the attributes
(RPS > 500,cluster =A,Job= 3) getting resolved to the scope
6 (I1

6 ) in the first round.
This amounts to doing one round of Algorithm 1 on the

leaf’s tuning instance, thereupon updating it. Now the techni-
cal challenge is updating the tree model f (t)T parameters (i.e.,
the internal node weights for making branching or scoping
decisions), besides the configuration parameter values in each
of the leaf nodes. We describe the algorithm in detail next.

Algorithm description: We present the procedure for
jointly learning the scoping and the tuning instances, i.e.,
parameters corresponding to each scope, formally in Algo-
rithm 2 in Appendix A. The algorithm maintains a decision
tree model denoted fT ; each internal node j in the tree has a
linear model z j ∈Rd (where d is the number of context vari-
ables) that makes routing decisions of the form ⟨c(t),z j⟩ > 0.
Each root-to-leaf path in the tree corresponds to a scope. Each
scope ends at a leaf node ℓ which holds a tuning instance,
i.e., pℓ ∈ [0,1]∣C∣ (for categorical actions) and wℓ ∈ Rm (for
numerical actions). We work with binary trees of height h
with 2h scopes (and tuning instances).

Learning a tree policy entails learning the internal node
parameters z j, for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2h−2 and the leaf instances pℓ,wℓ,
for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2h−1. Widely-used tree learning algorithms like
CART [23], C4.5 [56], and their variants do not apply to the
bandit feedback setting because they need access to labeled
training data (which in our scenario means optimal parame-
ters for different context vectors, which is difficult to obtain in
practice). There has been recent work on learning trees using
bandit feedback [28, 29], but they work only for categorical
spaces. The closest to our setting is the technique proposed
in [39], but it handles only a single parameter (either numeri-
cal or categorical) in the leaf nodes. We extend their technique
to handle multi-dimensional, hybrid tuning instances in the
leaf nodes.

Algorithm 2 follows the structure of Algorithm 1 closely.
Each leaf node is initialized (Step 2) identical to Algorithm 1,
Step 2. The first key difference is that, at each round t, the ob-
served context ct determines which tuning instance, i.e., leaf
node is selected (Steps 4–5). Once the leaf node is selected, in
Step 6, we use the corresponding tuning instance to obtain the
configuration and deploy the system with this configuration
(Step 7) to observe the reward just as in Algorithm 1. The
second key difference is how the tree is updated (Steps 8–9),
as discussed below.

The main challenge in learning decision trees in general,
not just in the bandit setting, is that the tree function fT ∶

ct ↦ leaf ℓ is highly discontinuous and non-differentiable. If
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we can approximate fT with a differentiable function, then
we will be able to jointly learn fT model as well as the leaf
node parameters using online gradient descent techniques in
a sample-efficient manner. We leverage the relaxation in [39]
that, in particular, replaces discontinuous branching decisions
(“go left or right”) at the internal nodes with differentiable
sigmoid functions (“go left with probability 0.9 and right with
probability 0.1”).

Using chain rule of differentiation, we can show that the
gradient of the reward function rt with respect to the tree
model parameters (both internal node and leaf) can be written
as a tensor product of the gradient of rT with respect to the
leaf node parameters and the gradient of fT with respect to
the tree model parameters.

Scalability: AutoScope scales well with arbitrary state
spaces. Its model size scales linearly in the size of context
vector c and the tree’s height is typically very small. Though
there are far too many ways of jointly slicing the context
dimensions, AutoScope tries to automatically find scopes that
are most beneficial in improving the reward metric without
other hints.

5 Configuration Selection
For applications that have several hundreds or thousands of
configuration parameters to tune across various layers of the
application stack, OPPerTune employs a configuration selec-
tor module (Figure 1) that leverages a simple and effective
microbenchmarking strategy to identify the most promising
configuration parameters. while the techniques outlined here
are heuristic, they are inspired by optimization theory [51,53].

The role of the selector module is two-fold: (a) it prunes
the size of the configuration space, which in turn helps reduce
the algorithm’s sample complexity; and (b) it helps minimize
the number of disruptions (e.g., container restarts) in the ap-
plication while tuning. If (b) is the only goal, selecting just
the configuration parameters that do not require restarts, may
suffice. However, that might compromise on application per-
formance by ignoring configurations that could significantly
impact the performance (as illustrated in Section 7.3).

OPPerTune uses a microbenchmarking strategy to assess
the effect of changing each configuration parameter on the
application’s performance (i.e., the reward value), while keep-
ing the others fixed. Let us consider numerical configurations
for the moment. The strategy is inspired by how coordinate
descent algorithms [51], which are rigorously studied in the
optimization community, work. These algorithms pick one
coordinate (i.e., configuration parameter) at a time and com-
pute the gradient of the reward function with respect to only
that parameter. They iteratively pick coordinates (cyclically
or randomly) to optimize the reward function.

We do not know of any variants of these algorithms that
provably work in our online bandit setting. But, we find that
the basic idea is empirically effective for the goal of selecting
candidate parameters to tune. We use the same gradient esti-

mation technique employed in Step 9 of Algorithm 1 for each
configuration parameter while holding all other parameters
fixed (to the default choices, for example). OPPerTune ac-
complishes this by simply creating microbenchmarking in-
stances, each with just one configuration parameter, and per-
forming one round of the HybridBandits algorithm. The mag-
nitude of the (scalar) gradients computed at the instances tells
us the impact of each configuration parameter. In practice,
this idea can also be extended to categorical spaces—perform
one round of the algorithm on each categorical parameter, and
compute the magnitude of change in reward for a randomly
chosen value vs. the default value for the parameter.

The configuration selector module then picks top-n param-
eters, sorted by decreasing magnitudes of these “gradients”
where n is customizable by the application. This greedy se-
lection strategy, i.e., picking the coordinate (or parameter)
yielding maximum absolute gradient, has been shown to be
provably better than other heuristics for selecting coordinates,
for some classes of reward functions [53].

Microbenchmarking can be done in canary/test deploy-
ments of the application. The tuning instances for the appli-
cation can work with the selected configuration parameters
in deployment. OPPerTune provides a flag to periodically
revisit microbenchmarking and re-assess the top-n parameter
selections. Operators can turn this flag on when there are
long-term changes (e.g., hardware, new workloads).

6 OPPerTune Implementation
OPPerTune’s implementation has three major components:
the server, client, and the algorithm backend. We have imple-
mented the server in Go using Fiber [10], and the client in
Python (for ease of integration with applications which are
often written in Python). We have implemented our proposed
algorithms in Python, and have integrated the server with ex-
isting Python implementations of other algorithms. We now
describe each component in some detail.
1. OPPerTune Server: The server implements three key in-
terfaces for the applications (clients) submitting requests via
REST API calls: a) creation of tuning instances, b) fetching
the values from the instances, and c) updating the instances
using the the reward values sent back to the server. The server
persists configuration tuning instances (consisting of the list
of parameters to tune and their constraints, and the model
for tuning) in a database. Persisting instances enables re-
suming from the saved model state at a later point of time,
and freeing the memory taken up by instances that are not
needed. For each fetch call from the client, the server responds
with the configuration values along with a requestId. The
client is expected to pass the reward value along with the
associated requestId, for the server to be able to correctly
issue an update to the corresponding tuning instance. System
changes that are bursty and short-lived can potentially impact
the observed reward. OPPerTune mitigates this by eliciting
an optional reward measurement period from developers that
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sustains such spikes (e.g., aggregation of the metric over a
time period). Furthermore, our bandit algorithms (Section 3
and 4) accommodate such adversarial changes. We host the
server on Microsoft Azure that provides persistent storage,
high availability, and wide accessibility.
2. OPPerTune Client: The client is a library which imple-
ments easy-to-use REST API calls; these calls provide ab-
straction over raw HTTP requests, and applications use them
to create, fetch (i.e., Predict), or update (i.e., SetReward) in-
stances at the OPPerTune server. The library also manages
mapping client requests to API endpoints, payload prepara-
tion, and error-checking. We provide an installable package
of OPPerTune client for applications to use.
3. Service Backend/Tuning Algorithms: The backend con-
sists of implementations of various tuning algorithms, and au-
toscoper and configuration selector components. Any tuning
algorithm is expected to implement Predict and SetReward
interfaces. We have implemented (i) the proposed algorithms
HybridBandits and AutoScope; (ii) state-of-the-art online pa-
rameter tuning algorithm Bluefin [30, 40] and deep reinforce-
ment learning (RL) algorithm DDPG [45, 55, 57]; and (iii)
with minimal effort, we have integrated the contextual bandits-
based algorithm Slates [65], and BayesianOptimization from
the popular Python libraries VowpalWabbit [12] and scikit-
optimize [11], respectively. The challenge in using deep RL
techniques such as DDPG in deployment, typically, is their
prohibitive model sizes and sample complexity. They use con-
text differently than AutoScope to learn policies that require
large complex models (the notion of scoping is implicit in
DDPG). Hence, we have implemented a custom version of
DDPG with light-weight models, similar to AutoScope, to be
of use in post-deployment tuning.

7 Evaluation
To evaluate OPPerTune, we use a combination of mi-
crobenchmarking and real deployments of two applications.
Our evaluation focuses on the following aspects: 1) How
does application performance improve using OPPerTune?,
2) How does OPPerTune reduce the cost of tuning (e.g., sys-
tem restarts)? 3) How effectively does automatic scoping
accelerate the tuning process in real deployments by reducing
sample complexity?, and 4) How scalable is our service im-
plementation (OPPerTune server and backend algorithms)?

7.1 Evaluated Applications
To evaluate OPPerTune, we use two applications, each serv-
ing certain classes of workloads.
7.1.1 Social Networking Application
We use the SocialNetwork application from the
DeathStarBench [31] benchmarking suite which mim-
ics a stack consisting of a gateway server (Nginx), database
engine (MongoDB), caches (Redis), and application logic.
The application creates a network of users, and supports
API calls to create and read messages from the users’ home

Microservice type Number of parameters
Categorical Continuous Discrete
MS RS MS RS MS RS

memcached 0 0 4 8 16 8
MongoDB 12 0 6 12 12 12

Nginx 0 0 0 4 8 4
RabbitMQ 0 0 0 2 0 2

Redis 4 0 0 8 16 8
App logic 0 0 0 24 23 24

MS=Microservices, RS=Rightsizing (Kubernetes)

Table 1: SocialNetwork application configuration parameters
(217 in total) used for Figures 4, 5, and Tables 3, 6.

pages. We use wrk2 [9] to emulate two workloads: (a)
constRPS: a mix of 90% GET (read timeline) and 10%
POST (create posts) requests (this mix has been used in
previous work [40]), with the requests generated at a constant
rate (requests-per-second), and (b) AMStraces: real access
traces collected from AMS, a large-scale asynchronous
media-sharing service that is part of the Microsoft Teams
application, on 3 production clusters over 4 weeks from Sep
14, 2022 to Oct 10, 2022 (see Appendix C.1 for details on the
traces and experiments).

For this application, the performance metric of interest is
P95 latency of requests submitted. This metric is critical to
consumer-facing services [26, 31]. For the constRPS work-
load, we measure the P95 latency for each 10-minute period,
and for AMStraces, we measure it for each hour. This is fed
as the reward value to the OPPerTune service.

Table 1 outlines the list of microservices that
SocialNetwork uses. Here, “rightsizing” layer refers to
configuration parameters in Kubernetes that are used to
determine the compute and memory limits for containers
running the microservices. For each of the microservices,
we tune a mix of real-valued, discrete, and categorical
parameters picked from prior works and product docu-
ments [1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 40, 61]. We note that operators
can use such prior knowledge to reduce the number of
parameters. However, the design of OPPerTune does not
enforce this approach and the operators can pass arbitrarily
large number of parameters. OPPerTune can automatically
select a subset of performance-critical parameters if needed,
as discussed in Section 7.3. The optimal values of these
parameters depend on the workload characteristics; e.g., to
support the same P95 latency, the MongoDB microservice
will require higher resource limits for a higher request
volume, and a larger number of clients would require higher
concurrency setting for Nginx, etc. Additionally, the cost
of tuning these parameters is passed to OPPerTune so it
can decide how often to tune (as noted in Section 2). For
example, some of these parameters require a container
restart. OPPerTune piggybacks on scheduled maintenance
(once daily for AMS) to tune such parameters. We defer the
evaluation of other types of tuning costs (e.g., performance
degradation without impacting availability and revenue cost
associated with changing resource parameters) to future
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research. We use the default values of all the parameters as
the starting configuration for all the algorithms.

We deploy the SocialNetwork application on a cluster with
7 virtual machines (VMs) provisioned on Azure. Each VM
hosts a copy of the application stack, with the component
microservices running on individual containers on the same
VM, managed by Kubernetes. Thus, by tuning the parameters
in Table 1 appropriately, OPPerTune allocates each VM’s
resources in the right proportions to the various microservices
so as to minimize P95 latency.

We use separate, dedicated VMs (7 more) in the same
cluster as Kubernetes master nodes, to generate the workloads.
Each VM has Intel Xeon Platinum 8272CL processor (32
vCPUs), 64 GiB RAM and 250 GiB storage (large enough to
support the entire application stack).
7.1.2 ML-Experimentation Pipeline
We deploy OPPerTune in one of Microsoft’s ML experimen-
tation pipelines called MLExp (real name withheld) that uses
Apache Spark to prepare data before training various ML
models. This is an actual production deployment consisting
of workloads and jobs. Each workload is an experiment, con-
sisting of a collection of jobs arranged in a directed acyclic
graph (DAG). A job loads, selects, filters, or processes data
in different ways. MLExp supports 11 job types.

Table 2 shows the configuration parameters that MLExp
developers manually set for each job before submitting the
workload to the cluster. We use OPPerTune to tune the same
set of parameters for each job, initialized to modest initial-
ization values elicited from the developers for our and the
baseline algorithms.

Developers wish to minimize average job completion
time over all jobs that comprise a workload. Lower job com-
pletion times imply lower workload completion time, which
further implies faster iterations of building ML models. When
a workload completes, the platform provides the individual
job completion times, which OPPerTune uses as the reward
for updating tuning instances.

One could argue that setting the parameters in Table 2
to maximum values (such as setting spark.driver.memory to
25GB, spark.driver.cores to 4, etc.) would minimize average
job completion time. However this does not work in practice
because MLExp’s scheduler will enqueue this workload until
all the specified resources are available, thereby increasing
the completion time. Hence, OPPerTune attempts to find the
right balance between increasing these values and decreasing
the workload’s wait time in the MLExp scheduler’s queue.

We have integrated OPPerTune in two production compute
clusters: Cluster1, with 120 nodes, 1800 cores, and 7.03 TB
of memory, and Cluster2 with 100 nodes, 1500 cores and 5.86
TB of memory. Each of these clusters serves 24 workloads on
average every day, submitted by the ML pipeline developers.
Figure 3 shows the spread of completion times for the 11
job types in the two clusters over a period of 1 week before
integrating with OPPerTune.

Parameter Range
Min Max

spark.driver.memory 4GB 25GB
spark.driver.cores 1 4
spark.executor.memory 4GB 24GB
spark.executor.cores 1 4
spark.executor.instances 24 384
spark.default.parallelism 100 10000
spark.sql.shuffle_partitions 100 10000

Table 2: Job configuration parameters used for Tables 4, 5.

Figure 3: Apache Spark job completion times sorted by the
P95 percentile in the third week of November 2022 in two
production clusters of MLExp application.

7.2 Improving Application Performance
A) Effectiveness of HybridBandits: We first look at how
effective the proposed algorithm HybridBandits is for perfor-
mance tuning of applications in deployment, and how it fares
relative to various state-of-the-art tuning techniques that we
implement as part of OPPerTune backend (as discussed in
Section 6). For this evaluation, we use the SocialNetwork ap-
plication, as it has a mix of real-valued, discrete, and categor-
ical parameters (Table 1). For each rps (constRPS workload),
we run each tuning algorithm for a maximum of 50 rounds.
The results are presented in Figure 4. We report the mean
and standard deviation of P95 latencies, for the converged
configuration values, over 5 trials (10-minute windows each).

“Predeployment” in Figure 4 refers to the baseline perfor-
mance against manually chosen configurations that optimized
the performance for a 3500 rps workload (which is close
to the peak capacity supported by our cluster), and keeping
them fixed for the rest of the rps. “Kubernetes Autoscaler”
refers to the Vertical Pod Autoscaler (VPA) [3] for deter-
mining the rightsizing parameters. VPA performs poorly in
general, as rightsizing decisions are solely based on container
utilization, and not P95 latency of the application. We also
baseline against several existing approaches, i.e. Bayesian Op-
timization (BO)2, state-of-the-art RL techniques Slates and
DDPG (we set episode length to 1 for the constRPS ex-
periments, so DDPG is effectively standard contextual ban-
dits [74]), and SelfTune’s Bluefin with HybridBandits.

2Our implementation of BO differs from CherryPick [17] in the choice
of acquisition function. We use GP-UCB instead of EI, motivated by the
superior performance of GP-UCB as demonstrated by Hoffman et al. [36].
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Figure 4: Comparison of various techniques for post-
deployment configuration tuning of the SocialNetwork ap-
plication using constRPS workloads. ‘Predeployment’ is the
baseline performance achieved with configuration choices we
manually chose based on 3500-rps workload.

First, the benefit of using OPPerTune service post-
deployment is clear: every algorithm, almost for every
rps, finds better configuration choices to adapt to chang-
ing workload volumes. Second, almost for every rps,
HybridBandits significantly outperforms BO, Slates, and
DDPG, and achieves the best P95 latency. For instance, at the
peak workload of 3600 rps, HybridBandits achieves nearly
2x reduction in P95 latency compared to the best config-
uration predicted by BO that has a large variance. Third,
the utility of tuning categorical parameters together with the
numerical parameters, using HybridBandits, is clear at high
workloads, compared to Bluefin algorithm in the SelfTune
framework [40] that supports only numerical parameters. In
particular, HybridBandits (32.6ms) achieves about 15% re-
duction in P95 latency relative to Bluefin (38.6ms) for the
3600-rps workload. DDPG performs reasonably well in high
workloads, despite the absence of informative context. We
see similar results when the initial configuration to our al-
gorithm is bad (i.e., yields very high latency), indicating
HybridBandits’s ability to converge to near-optimal config-
urations quickly even if the configurations are poor in the
initial few rounds.

Takeaway 1. OPPerTune with HybridBandits achieves the
best performance, especially at peak workloads, among the
state-of-the-art ML techniques used in systems performance
optimization.

B) Effectiveness of AutoScope: We now evaluate the
benefits of automatically scoping tuning instances us-
ing AutoScope, in terms of the application performance as
well as sample complexity. We consider SocialNetwork with
AMStraces and MLExp for this evaluation.
1. SocialNetwork + AMStraces: We compare

AutoScope with a domain-expertise based scoping strategy,
informed by the diurnal patterns of workloads in AMStraces.
We use one tuning instance for every 2 consecutive hours in
a cluster-day. Each tuning instance runs HybridBandits in-
dependently to learn suitable configuration parameters for
its 2-hour scope. We refer to this as HybridBanditscluster,hour.
For AutoScope, we use average rps over every 2 consecutive
hours in a day as context. We build a simple estimator for rps
values using the first week traces, and use them for all the
weeks. This is because we can not know the true rps values
(in the future) at the time of Predict calls.

We let all the methods use the first 3 weeks’ traces to tune
the configuration parameters for SocialNetwork in deploy-
ment. We then evaluate the converged parameters on the last
week’s trace. In Table 3, we present, for each technique and for
each cluster, (a) P50, P95, and maximum value of hourly P95
latency, computed over the last week, i.e., over 168 hours, and
(b) sample complexity of the technique (i.e., # rewards used
while tuning). We compare AutoScope with (i) the baseline of
using “Pre-deployment choices” of configuration parameters,
(ii) domain-expertise based scoping HybridBanditscluster,hour,
(iii) deep-RL based DDPG that uses rps, and CPU and mem-
ory utilization of microservices and VMs as features (“states”)
for implicit scoping, and (iv) AutoScopecluster where a sepa-
rate AutoScope instance is created for each cluster with rps
as the scoping attribute. We see that max P95 latencies for
Clusters 2 and 3 are in the order of seconds with the Pre-
deployment choices. OPPerTune, using each of the three
algorithms, significantly reduces the worst-case P95 latencies.
Importantly, AutoScope achieves significantly better perfor-
mance in general compared to HybridBanditscluster,hour, and
DDPG in Clusters 2 and 3 especially.

Remarkably, AutoScope achieves this performance using
one-third of samples (i.e., # rewards) as that of other tech-
niques. AutoScope exploits the overlap of diurnal patterns
and workload volumes (Appendix C.1) across clusters to im-
prove overall performance, using as few as 8 tuning instances
(a height-3 tree), compared to manual scoping using 36 (3
clusters × 12 time-windows in a day) tuning instances. More-
over, AutoScopecluster (one AutoScope instance per cluster)
performs similarly (except for max latencies) to AutoScope;
a single instance of AutoScope can adapt to application dy-
namics across deployments when the presented context (here,
workload volumes) adequately captures the dynamics.

Takeaway 2. OPPerTune with AutoScope is able to sig-
nificantly improve the application performance, using 3x
fewer samples needed by manual scoping strategies.

2. MLExp: For this application, we have 3 types of context
information available at the job submission time, namely, job
type (11 possible values), dataset size (‘large’ or ‘small’),
and cluster used (1 or 2). So, as a baseline, we use the fol-
lowing domain-expertise based scoping strategy. We create
one tuning instance per combination, yielding 11×2×2 = 44
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Method (P50, P95, max) of P95 latency of each hour over the 4th week (ms) Sample Complexity
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 (#rewards for tuning)

P50 P95 max P50 P95 max P50 P95 max

Pre-deployment choices 12.7 19.4 23.8 12.4 18.2 1959.1 12.3 44.1 4018.4 -
HybridBanditscluster, hour 10.6 17.3 19.3 9.5 19.6 21.0 10.9 17.4 36.7 756

DDPG 10.4 17.0 23.2 8.3 14.2 18.4 9.2 18.1 32.6 756
AutoScopecluster 10.6 15.8 17.0 8.7 15.8 16.8 7.1 15.2 17.6 756

AutoScope 10.1 15.8 23.7 8.5 13.5 17.1 7.9 15.7 33.4 252

Table 3: Comparison of various techniques for post-deployment configuration tuning of the SocialNetwork application using real
workloads (AMStraces). Algorithms in the last three rows, implemented in OPPerTune, use the first 3 week-traces for tuning.
The first row is the baseline performance achieved with manually-chosen configuration choices.

instances. Each instance runs Bluefinindependently to tune
Apache Spark configuration parameters (Table 2) for the
jobs in the scope. We refer to this as Bluefincluster, type, size.
AutoScope uses the 3 context values for scoping via height-
3 trees, i.e., at most 8 tuning instances (in the leaves). We
initialized all the instances using the default choices for job
parameters that the developers provided.

We use workloads submitted to the 2 clusters in the
Nov 20-Dec 03, 2022 period to tune job parameters us-
ing Bluefincluster, type, size (suffix indicates the manual scop-
ing strategy) and AutoScope. We ensured that each of the
44 instances using Bluefincluster, type, size, as well as the 8 in-
stances of AutoScope get at least 5 reward values during the
period (to make meaningful updates). We then evaluate the
converged instances on the workloads submitted to the 2 clus-
ters between Dec 04, 2022 and Dec 10, 2022. Whenever a
developer submits an ML workload, a Predict call is made
which decides the scope. Rewards (completion times) are sent
back when workloads are complete.

The mean and standard deviation of the workload (i.e., ex-
periment) completion times over one week for different tech-
niques are presented in Table 4. We compare AutoScope with
(i) Pre-deployment choices, (ii) Expert choices, which are job-
specific configuration choices we elicited from MLExp devel-
opers; they have implemented hand-crafted heuristics (refined
over several months) to improve the job completion times on
the clusters, based on individual job characteristics such as the
number of data records processed in the pipeline, type of the
job, repartitioning costs, etc., and (iii) Bluefincluster, type, size.

We see that Bluefincluster, type, size and AutoScope have re-
duced the mean workload completion times by more than
50% that of the Pre-deployment choices in Cluster 1; and by
about 10% in Cluster 2. Also, they perform as well as the Ex-
pert choices in Cluster 1, and better (significance determined
using standard t-test at p-value of 0.05) in Cluster 2. For 8 out
of 11 job types, AutoScope achieves up to 2× smaller P95
completion times than expert choices (see Appendix C.2).

A highlight of this deployment study is that AutoScope,
using only 90 samples (rewards) for 8 instances, is able
to achieve performance competitive to Bluefincluster, type, size
that uses 407 samples for 44 instances. The manual cluster-
ing of Bluefincluster, type, size indeed is marginally better than

Method
Experiment Completion Time

(in minutes)
Sample Complexity

(#rewards)
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Pre-deployment choices 105.85 ± 16.75 36.66 ± 1.60 - -
Expert choices 42.41 ± 5.28 34.46 ± 4.72 - -

Bluefincluster, type, size 38.56 ± 6.55 30.79 ± 0.52 94 313
AutoScope 38.98 ± 5.90 32.71 ± 0.26 29 61

Table 4: Comparison of techniques for post-deployment con-
figuration tuning of Apache Spark parameters in MLExp ap-
plication, on 2 production clusters, over 1 week of evaluation.
AutoScope is competitive to domain-expertise based scoping
strategy (Bluefincluster, type, size) using far fewer samples.

AutoScope. This is expected because Bluefincluster, type, size
fits optimal parameters for individual partitions of the deploy-
ment, i.e., job type, size, cluster. This is sample-inefficient
in practice, as we can share parameters when partitions are
similar (say two job types with similar resource requirements).
AutoScope does this and can achieve similar results with a
third of the samples. We also present individual job comple-
tion time statistics for the 11 different job types in Table 5.
The observations are similar to Table 4.

7.3 Mitigating Cost Of Tuning In-Deployment
So far, we have focused on the impact of tuning on the ap-
plication performance. We now turn to the cost of tuning in
deployment—every change to configuration parameters in
production introduces potential risk. This section also demon-
strates how operators can use the selector (Section 5) module
of OPPerTune to select a subset of parameters that improve
another metric of interest along with performance. In this case,
we use availability as the metric of interest. As we discussed
in Section 2, tuning certain configuration parameters necessi-
tates microservice/pod restarts, causing downtimes. Improv-
ing latency of the application at the expense of throughput, or
service reliability, may not be acceptable.

We evaluate OPPerTune, in terms of how it trades off im-
proving performance and mitigating restarts while tuning, on
the SocialNetwork application and constRPS workloads. The
results are summarized in Table 6 and in Figure 5. We consider
various strategies for picking configuration parameters, fol-
lowed by tuning the selected parameters with HybridBandits,
to mitigate the number of pod restarts. The first row of the
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Method Job Completion Time in minutes (mean ± std. dev)
Select Filter Explode Normalize Stats Extract Dedup Split Sample Debug Eval

Default choices 14.92 ± 19.80 18.43 ± 7.53 21.70 ± 6.64 3.12 ± 2.26 4.17 ± 1.41 2.04 ± 1.01 4.86 ± 1.28 2.24 ± 0.45 6.49 ± 2.50 6.13 ± 2.88 4.09 ± 2.24
Expert choices 6.20 ± 6.87 5.58 ± 1.29 7.16 ± 2.56 1.96 ± 0.45 3.73 ± 1.17 1.43 ± 0.20 5.59 ± 2.31 2.52 ± 0.44 3.06 ± 0.78 3.31 ± 0.98 2.26 ± 0.88

Bluefincluster, type, size 4.84 ± 4.71 5.21 ± 0.87 7.42 ± 4.01 1.88 ± 0.38 2.51 ± 0.66 2.14 ± 0.09 3.18 ± 0.25 3.08 ± 0.39 2.78 ± 0.32 2.96 ± 0.19 1.85 ± 0.21
AutoScope 4.92 ± 4.23 6.45 ± 0.46 6.69 ± 3.12 1.66 ± 0.19 2.36 ± 0.42 2.22 ± 0.13 4.77 ± 0.35 2.97 ± 0.12 2.62 ± 0.3 3.88 ± 0.1 1.78 ± 0.23

Table 5: Job completion times for various job types submitted to 2 MLExp clusters over 1 week of evaluation.

Parameters/ P95 Latency (ms) (mean ± std. dev)
Layers tuned RPS = 2000 RPS = 2800 RPS = 3200 RPS = 3600

MS ∪ RS 5.973 ± 0.046 17.864 ± 1.150 21.068 ± 1.641 32.656 ± 2.798
NR 6.916 ± 0.076 24.545 ± 1.184 31.281 ± 1.958 70.542 ± 22.485
MS 6.405 ± 0.039 24.209 ± 1.594 26.764 ± 2.184 38.853 ± 2.500
RS 6.828 ± 0.022 25.373 ± 0.607 26.774 ± 2.168 70.175 ± 8.267

MBT-25 6.820 ± 0.060 23.697 ± 1.802 27.022 ± 1.278 34.503 ± 2.642
MBT-50 6.094 ± 0.075 19.248 ± 1.362 21.888 ± 0.853 37.821 ± 1.489

MS=Microservices, RS=Rightsizing, NR=NoRestarts, MBT=Microbenchmark-Top

Table 6: Comparison of various ways of selecting param-
eters to tune (here, via OPPerTune-HybridBandits) in the
SocialNetwork application stack using constRPS workloads.
Microbenchmarking strategy (last row) yields performance
nearly as good as tuning all the parameters (first row).

table (“Microservices ∪ Rightsizing”) corresponds to tuning
all the parameters listed in Table 1. The second row of the ta-
ble (“NoRestarts”) corresponds to tuning only the parameters
that do not require any restarts. As expected, they achieve the
best and the worst P95 latency values, respectively.

In Section 5, we introduced the microbenchmarking strat-
egy in OPPerTune for picking the most promising configura-
tions ahead of tuning in deployment. The last row of Table 6
shows the performance achieved using HybridBandits on
the top-50 parameters (See Appendix D for the list of pa-
rameters): (i) in 3 out of 4 workload rates, we see that the
strategy achieves statistically similar performance as the best
(“Microservices ∪ Rightsizing”); (ii) with the reduced con-
figuration space, HybridBandits converges within 30 rounds,
compared to the 50 rounds needed by the best method (not
indicated in the table); and (iii) HybridBandits is superior to
tuning only the microservices layer parameters (third row) or
rightsizing layer parameters (fourth row). We also included
the performance using top-25 in the fifth row for comparison.

Figure 5: Number of microservice pod restarts (per round)
and mean P95 latency (RPS=2800) while tuning different pa-
rameters/layers of SocialNetwork app using HybridBandits.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between average P95 la-
tency (measured in milliseconds) and the number of pod
restarts per round for each of the five strategies shown in Ta-
ble 6. We see that our microbenchmarking strategy achieves
a good trade-off between cost and performance, using 2800-
rps workload as example (though the findings are consistent
across all rps). The best average P95 latency (17.9ms) of
“Microservices ∪ Rightsizing” or “MS ∪ RS” comes at the ex-
pense of 29 pod restarts per round as seen from Figure 5. The
microbenchmarking strategy (“MB-50” in 5) nearly matches
the best method’s P95 latency (19.2ms), with nearly 30%
fewer pod restarts per round (20 restarts).

Takeaway 3. HybridBandits + microbenchmarking strat-
egy of OPPerTune reduces the cost of tuning in terms of ser-
vice disruptions in deployment significantly, while achieving
competitive performance.

7.4 Scalability
We evaluate the scalability of OPPerTune service with re-
spect to various tuning algorithms that we implemented (or in-
tegrated) as part of the backend (as discussed in Section 6). We
perform this study on the same VM type as in Section 7.1.1.

We focus on the throughput of OPPerTune service, i.e.,
number of Predict and SetReward requests served, with vari-
ous back-end algorithms; so, we use a simple synthetic appli-
cation to stress-test the service and the algorithms.

Using wrk2, we simulate a scenario where there is one client
that (a) creates a new instance, specifying 30 configuration
parameters (25 numerical and 5 categorical for algorithms that
allow hybrid configurations) and the algorithm to use, and (b)
then repeatedly sends Predict and SetReward requests to the
created instance on the OPPerTune server, for 120 seconds.
For algorithms which need context (AutoScope, DDPG), we
use random context vectors of size d = 8. For rewards, we use
a random value between 0 and 1 (actual reward value does
not matter for this study). We maintain the instance state in
memory for all the tuning algorithms for this study.

In this setting, we first verified that our Go-based server
can handle 4096 rps without dropping any request, bypassing
the tuning algorithm. Table 7 shows the OPPerTune service
throughput for various backend algorithms. First, we find
that the ordering of Bluefin, HybridBandits, AutoScope, and
DDPG (our implementations) is as expected. The latency
of the requests is proportional to the size of the model—
HybridBandits achieves lower throughput than Bluefin, be-
cause it needs to sample from a probability distribution
over all possible categorical choices (∣C∣ = 720 in this study).
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Algorithm Bluefin HybridBandits AutoScope DDPG Slates BO

Throughput (RPS) 2226 1540 825 594 2.2 1.5

Table 7: Maximum throughput of OPPerTune service with
various back-end algorithms.

Among the algorithms that use context, i.e., AutoScope and
DDPG, AutoScope is faster because its inference time is
proportional to hd +m+ ∣C∣, where h = 3 is the tree height
for experiments in this paper, d = 8, m = 25, for this study
(see notation in Section 3.2); whereas, DDPG has to per-
form inference using a neural network of size (m+ k+d)×
#hidden layers, where m+k = 30 parameters in this study, and
#hidden layers = 32 for experiments in this paper. Popular im-
plementations of BO and Slates algorithms, that we integrated
in our back-end, do not scale at all.

8 Related Work
Configuration Tuning: Performance optimization of sys-
tems through configuration tuning is a long-studied prob-
lem [37, 59, 60] that continues to garner interest from the
systems research community. Prior works on configuration
tuning mainly focus on parameters of specific subsystems of
applications [16,17,24,46,54,69,69–71] such as database and
storage or of the hosting infrastructure [21, 22, 55, 58, 63]. In
such works, the configuration search space is relatively small,
and the advantages of jointly tuning parameters across the
software stack are not considered. Moreover, the approaches
are tailored to the specific subsystem being tuned, sometimes
requiring domain expertise [16, 24]. Recently, jointly tuning
parameters across the software stack [25,48] and across multi-
ple components of an application [61, 64] is gaining attention.
Such works either ignore the cost of reconfiguration [61] or
require an expensive offline training [25, 48, 64].

RL/Bandit Algorithms: While there are several RL-based
configuration tuning approaches [55, 57, 73], they are either
limited in the type of parameters being tuned or are inef-
ficient for online post-deployment tuning scenarios. Some
approaches do handle hybrid parameter spaces [43, 49] via
cascaded optimization which are effective only when trained
offline. Deploying parameters, observing a reward and making
updates in real systems fits the bandits paradigm (sample; re-
ward; update) better than long-horizon RL paradigm (sample;
reward; sample; reward; . . .; update). Long-horizon/episodic
RL has higher sample complexity and needs hand-crafted state
information (e.g, utilization metrics) to learn effective poli-
cies. While this allows robustness in dynamic environments,
it poses additional engineering overhead, and hand-designing
state information is challenging in enterprise scenarios. In
our experience working with developers, determining a useful
reward cycle (time horizon) is fairly easy with some domain
expertise making our bandits approach effective compared
to RL and our proposed HybridBandits can tune all types of
parameters in deployment without such overhead.

Recent work on learning trees using bandit feedback [28,
29] are designed for categorical spaces. Popular tree learning
algorithms like CART [23] and C4.5 [56] do not apply to the
bandit feedback setting because they need access to labeled
training data (which in our scenario means optimal parameters
for different context vectors, which we do not have).
Tuning Frameworks: Recent works have addressed the need
for a generic configuration tuning framework for production
systems [33,40,58,67,75]. KEA [75], Microsoft’s internal tun-
ing framework for cluster-wide configurations, uses historical
data to make decisions on parameters in the pre-deployment
stages. The most recent SelfTune [40] framework from Mi-
crosoft for tuning cluster managers supports post-deployment
tuning but lacks support for tuning categorical parameters
and requires domain expertise for setting up tuning instances
for complex, distributed applications. Google’s Vizier [33]
is their internal service for hyper-parameter tuning of ML
workloads in the offline setting. Twine [67] is Meta’s clus-
ter management system for workload-specific customizations
such as tuning of hardware and OS settings. OpenTuner [18]
provides a framework to build domain-specific tuners.

9 Conclusion
We have designed, built, and deployed the OPPerTune con-
figuration tuning service at Microsoft. Our work differs from
related work on configuration tuning in many ways: 1) we
tackle challenges arising in post-deployment tuning, 2) we
focus on sample complexity of algorithms as well as the cost
of tuning, unlike systems tuning efforts that rely on offline
training or controlled settings, 3) we give an end-to-end solu-
tion for configuration tuning that is fairly general and readily
applicable. We demonstrate through two real-world deploy-
ments that our techniques yield state-of-the-art performance,
are sample-efficient, and reduce the tuning cost.

This work addresses many challenges in post-deployment
configuration tuning through OPPerTune. However, future
work can address the following challenges and also improve
the framework for easier adoption. Firstly, OPPerTune’s scal-
ability can be evaluated by using it to tune applications with a
very large (say, thousands) number of parameters. Secondly, a
fine-grained analysis of different costs (e.g., performance and
revenue) associated with tuning parameters can be conducted.
Thirdly, tuning parameters from different layers of the soft-
ware stack (e.g., OS and hardware), along with an analysis of
their interrelationships, would be an exciting direction. Lastly,
OPPerTune can be implemented as a Kubernetes operator
for seamless integration with the application ecosystem.
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A AutoScope Algorithm

Algorithm 2 AutoScope: Automatic Scoping of Configura-
tion Tuning via Decision Trees

1: Input: tree height h, learning rate η > 0, categorical pa-
rameter space C ∶= C1×C2×⋯×Ck, numerical parameter
spaceW =W1×W2×⋯×Wm

2: Initialize: Tree node weights z(0)j ∈R
d , for each internal

node 0≤ j ≤ 2h−2, ℓth leaf node categorical space weights
p(0)i,ℓ = 1/∣C∣, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ∣C∣ // uniform distribution, and ℓth

leaf node numerical parameters w(0)i,ℓ ∈Wi, for 1 ≤ i ≤m,
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2h−1 // default choices

� Each leaf node := a “tuning instance”, and is
initialized identical to Algorithm HybridBandits Step 2.

3: for t = 0,1,2, . . . do
1 Determine the scope using the tree guided by

the observed context, and use the appropriate tuning in-
stance

4: Observe context c(t) ∈Rd

5: Get the instance at the leaf node ℓ by navigating the
tree fT (c(t);{z

(t)
j })

6: Sample categorical and numerical actions following
Steps 4–6 of Algorithm HybridBandits on the ℓth instance

2 Deploy the actions and measure reward
7: Follow Steps 7–8 of Algorithm HybridBandits and

observe the reward r(t) = rt(⋅)

3 Perform updates on the tree
8: Update the ℓth instance using Steps 9–11 of Algo-

rithm HybridBandits // Other tuning instances remain the
same

9: Update tree node weights, for 0 ≤ j ≤ 2h − 2:
z(t+1)

j ← z(t)j +η∇̃z j rt(⋅) // ∇̃ is the estimated gradient
as in [38]

B HybridBandits Convergence
We design a simple synthetic function characterized by five
continuous parameters and one categorical parameter. The
categorical parameter offers a choice between two options
{f1, f2} while all continuous parameters are bounded within
the range [0,1]. The blackbox function, f ∶[C,W]→R, calcu-
lates the root mean squared error of the continuous parameters.
Additionally, it incorporates a bias term that depends on the
categorical parameter’s choice (bias=1 if f2 else bias=0). We
compare the convergence of our proposed HybridBandits al-
gorithm, with Hyperopt’s Tree of Parzen Estimators (TPE)
and the random search baseline in Figure 6. The metric plotted
here is the mean cumulative “regret” (i.e., the difference be-
tween the estimates of the parameters and their optimal values,
accumulated over rounds) with shaded 95% Confidence In-
terval (CI). We can see that random search does not converge
as expected, while HybridBandits demonstrates significantly

faster convergence compared to TPE.

Figure 6: Mean ± 95% CI cumulative regret over 25 runs.

C Experiment Details
In this section, we provide additional experimental details.

C.1 SocialNetwork + AMStraces
The AMStraces consist of traces collected from 3 different
data center regions across two continents. The traces consist
of the number of GET and PUT requests that arrive each
minute over four weeks along with additional details like
payload size, latency, etc. The peak requests per minute (RPM)
across the 3 clusters are around 30000, 40000, and 140000.
As seen in Figure 7, the traces show a diurnal pattern with a
reduced load over the weekend. We sample from these traces
such that a day’s original trace can be replayed in 1.2 hours.
We started with a higher sampling rate and arrived at this as
it succinctly captures the patterns in the original traces yet
makes the experiment iteration feasible.

The PUT and GET requests in the AMStraces are mapped
to the PUT (compose-post) and GET (read-user-timeline and
read-home-timeline) requests of the social networking appli-
cation. The payload size of the PUT requests is also driven
by the payload sizes from the traces. The call graphs of the
GET and PUT requests in the social networking application
capture the complexities of the GET and PUT requests in the
AMS service.

C.2 MLExp
In Table 8, we provide 95th percentile of the job com-
pletion time in minutes. For 8 out of 11 job types,
AutoScope achieves up to smaller P95 completion times than
expert choices.

D Microbenchmarking: Top-50 Parameters
Figure 8 gives the top-50 parameters used in Table 6 and
Figure 5. The figure also indicates the importance of tuning
the application (30 out of top-50) and Kubernetes parameters
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Figure 7: Requests Per Minute (RPM) across the three clusters over a week. The figure shows a diurnal pattern with a significant
reduction in traffic over the weekends.

Method P95 Job Completion Time in minutes
Select Filter Explode Normalize Stats Extract Dedup Split Sample Debug Eval

Default choices 58.39 29.16 31.78 6.72 5.96 3.71 6.96 2.96 11.56 10.76 7.64
Expert choices 17.36 7.65 9.9 2.68 5.48 1.75 9.04 3.13 4.38 4.60 3.55

Bluefincluster, type, size 13.47 6.33 12.38 2.49 3.92 2.29 3.56 3.69 3.43 3.13 2.11
AutoScope 11.45 7.05 10.56 1.85 3.12 2.35 5.14 3.14 3.15 3.94 2.09

Table 8: P95 Job completion times for various job types submitted to 2 MLExp clusters over 1 week of evaluation.

(20 out of top-50) jointly as they are both critical to the appli-
cation’s performance. We can also see a mixture of numerical

and categorical parameters among the top 50 parameters.
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Figure 8: Top 50 parameters selected by the micro-benchmarking strategy in Section 6, and the maximum absolute relative
difference in P95 latencies observed by perturbing each of the 50 parameters one at a time w.r.t. a fixed baseline.
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Abstract
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are becoming progressively
large and costly to train. This paper aims to reduce DNN
training costs by leveraging preemptible instances on modern
clouds, which can be allocated at a much lower price when idle
but may be preempted by the cloud provider at any time. Prior
work that supports DNN training on preemptive instances
employs a reactive approach to handling instance preemptions
and allocations after their occurrence, which only achieves
limited performance and scalability.

We present Parcae, a system that enables cheap, fast, and
scalable DNN training on preemptible instances by proac-
tively adjusting the parallelization strategy of a DNN training
job to adapt to predicted resource changes before instance pre-
emptions and allocations really happen, which significantly
reduces the cost of handling these events. Parcae optimizes
liveput, a novel metric that measures the expected training
throughput of a DNN job under various possible preemp-
tion scenarios. Compared to existing reactive, throughput-
optimized systems, Parcae’s proactive, live-optimized solution
considers both the throughput of a job and its robustness under
preemptions. To optimize liveput, Parcae supports lightweight
instance migration and uses an availability predictor to fore-
cast future preemptions. It then uses a liveput optimizer to
discover an optimal strategy to parallelize DNN training un-
der predicted preemptions. We evaluate Parcae on a variety
of DNNs and preemption traces and show that Parcae outper-
forms existing spot-instance DNN training systems by up to
10×. More importantly, Parcae achieves near-optimal perfor-
mance for training large DNNs under frequent preemptions,
in which case existing approaches cannot make any progress.

1 Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have surpassed human predic-
tive performance on a spectrum of tasks, including computer
vision [18], natural language progressing [14], game play-
ing [44], and content generation [46]. The success of DNNs is

♠ Contributed equally. Work done during internships at CMU.

associated with progressively increasing energy and financial
costs. For example, a single training run of GPT-3 [12], a
language model with 175 billion parameters, requires more
than 1.5 million GPU hours and costs $4.6 million to train
on AWS even with the lowest priced GPUs [37]. While pre-
trained models are publicly available and can be fine-tuned
for different downstream tasks, training new models is often
required for emerging applications and datasets.

Modern cloud platforms provide a variety of cheap pre-
emptible instances, which can be leveraged to minimize the
monetary cost of DNN training. First, spot GPU instances
allow users to take advantage of unused GPU capacity at a
price up to 90% lower than on-demand counterparts [1]. Sec-
ond, modern data centers generally reserve additional GPU
capacity for urgent jobs, which can be allocated by other jobs
in a preemptible manner [35]. Third, some ML systems [51]
support opportunistically running training jobs on inference-
dedicated GPUs to maximize resource utilization and preempt
these training jobs when inference requests arrive. While this
paper focuses on spot GPUs, our techniques can easily gener-
alize to other preemptible resources.

Existing systems that support DNN training on spot in-
stances use a reactive approach to handling instance preemp-
tion and allocation, and can be categorized into two classes:
checkpoint- and redundancy-based systems. We introduce the
two categories and identify the limitations of these reactive
approaches in performance and scalability when applied to
DNN training on preemptible instances.

The first line of work uses checkpoints to maintain model
states during training. For example, Varuna [8] periodically
saves model states to persistent storage and loads the latest
checkpoint back after a preemption, as shown in Figure 1c.
Although Varuna offers promising training throughput when
spot instances have low preemption rates, it struggles to make
progress when preemptions are frequent. This is due to two
reasons: (1) saving and loading checkpoints incur significant
IO overhead, particularly as model size increases, making
frequent checkpointing costly, and (2) high preemption rates
cause training to frequently roll back to the last saved check-
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(a) Regular Training with On-demand Instance (b) Redundancy-based Training with Spot Instance (e.g., Bamboo)

(c) Checkpoint-based Training with Spot Instance (e.g., Varuna)

(d) Liveput-based Training with Spot Instance (e.g., Parcae)
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Figure 1: Illustration of pipelined data parallelism training over on-demand and spot instance respectively. Preempted spot
instances are marked with red markers. X j represents the j-th mini-batch of input data.

point, resulting in wasted computation as model updates made
since the last checkpoint are lost.

The second line of work uses redundant computation to
provide resilience in the presence of preemptions. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 1b, Bamboo [47] replicates DNN
computations across spot instances by letting each instance in
a pipeline perform normal computations over assigned DNN
layers (dark boxes) and redundant computations over its suc-
cessor’s layers (striped boxes). Upon an instance preemption,
its predecessor has all the information (e.g., layers and activa-
tions) to continue DNN training. Although Bamboo achieves
higher training throughput than pure checkpointing-based
methods when preemption rates are high, its computation effi-
ciency can still be limited. This is because it is difficult to com-
pletely hide the overhead of redundant computation through
pipeline bubbles, especially for large-scale models (§10.2).
Additionally, storing redundant model states increases per-
GPU memory consumption. Existing redundancy-based meth-
ods such as Bamboo address this challenge by increasing
pipeline depth, but this can lead to reduced computation effi-
ciency and increased vulnerability to preemptions.

To address the performance and scalability limitations of
existing approaches, this paper presents Parcae, a proactive,
liveput-optimized system for DNN training on spot instances.
Parcae combines data and pipeline parallelism for DNN train-
ing on spot instances, and maintains identical semantics as
on-demand training. A key insight behind Parcae is that dif-
ferent strategies to parallelize DNN training exhibit diverse
robustness under preemptions. For example, a strategy with

long pipelines achieves higher throughput but is more vulner-
able to preemptions than a strategy with shorter pipelines.

Parcae is designed to maximize preemption-aware through-
put in a proactive way. We purpose a formulation of liveput for
DNN training on preemptible instances, which is the expected
training throughput of a DNN job under different preemp-
tion scenarios. A key advantage of liveput is that it considers
both the throughput of a parallel configuration and its ro-
bustness under preemptions. Figure 1d illustrates how Parcae
optimizes liveput. After observing two preemptions (i = 2
in the figure), Parcae anticipates that the cloud has reached
its capacity limit and expects additional preemptions in the
near future. Therefore, instead of maintaining two pipelines
each with five instances, which maximizes throughput, Parcae
keeps four instances on each pipeline, which is more robust
under additional preemptions and maximizes liveput. This
allows Parcae to cheaply handle future preemptions using
lightweight live migrations (i = 3,4 in the figure).

There are three key challenges Parcae must address to
optimize liveput: (1) predicting liveput, (2) handling preemp-
tions, and (3) discovering parallel configurations to maximize
liveput. We elaborate these challenges and the main ideas
Parcae uses to overcome them.

First, spot instances can be preempted and reallocated
due to many reasons (e.g., market price changes, resource
constraints) at any time. It is challenging to know ahead
of time when and which specific instances will be pre-
empted/allocated by the cloud provider; nor does the cloud
provider provides any hints or auxiliary information on how
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instance preemption and addition decisions are made. How-
ever, estimating the liveput of a parallel configuration requires
considering a variety of preemption scenarios.

Instead of predicting preemptions and allocations for in-
dividual instances, Parcae uses a two-level approach to fore-
casting the availability of instances at a coarse granularity.
First, the availability predictor takes the instance preemption
and allocation history as input and only predicts the num-
ber of available instances in the near future. Second, the
Monte Carlo preemption sampler uses the predicted instance
availability to sample preemptions. This two-level approach
allows Parcae to employ a lightweight predictor to forecast
spot-instance availability and quickly estimate the liveput of
different parallel configurations.

Second, existing checkpoint- and redundancy-based ap-
proaches to handling preemptions introduce significant mem-
ory and computation overheads. Checkpoint-based systems
(e.g., Varuna [8]) omit all model updates since the last check-
point after each preemption, and periodically saving and load-
ing checkpoints introduce additional overheads. These over-
heads are substantial even by adopting fine-grained check-
pointing mechanisms [32] for better overlapping (see §10.2).
Meanwhile, redundancy-based systems (e.g., Bamboo [47])
require redundant computation on each instance even in the
absence of preemptions, which decreases training throughput
and increases monetary cost due to redundant computations.

To effectively handle preemptions, Parcae uses a
lightweight live migration mechanism that allows DNN train-
ing to proceed despite losing instances and without introduc-
ing redundant computation as done by prior work. To achieve
this goal, Parcae’s live migration mechanism always uses the
same number of samples to update model’s parameters in
each training iteration and opportunistically reorder samples
to avoid redundant computation or restarting training. This ap-
proach preserves model accuracy by leveraging the stochastic
nature of DNN training — all training samples are drawn in-
dependently from an intrinsic data distribution and reordering
samples does not affect model accuracy [10].

Third, optimizing liveput requires reasoning about instance
preemptions and allocations and quickly adapting to new
resources allocations while minimizing transition cost. Recent
work (e.g., PipeDream [34] and Alpa [55]) has proposed a
variety of techniques to automatically discover throughput-
optimized parallel configurations for DNN training. However,
all these approaches assume a fixed set of GPUs and do not
apply to spot-instance training.

To address this challenge, Parcae’s liveput optimizer formu-
lates the problem of maximizing liveput as an optimization
task and uses a novel dynamic programming algorithm to ex-
plore the search space of parallel configurations that combine
data and pipeline parallelism and discover an optimal parallel
configuration in the search space.

The above techniques allow Parcae to significantly outper-
form prior work. Figure 2 compares Parcae against Bamboo
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Figure 2: Comparing Parcae and prior work for training GPT-
2 [38] on 32 spot GPU instances. Note that Parcae, Bamboo,
and Varuna use an identical preemption trace.

and Varuna for training GPT-2 on 32 spot V100 GPU in-
stances on AWS using a collected preemption trace. Parcae
outperforms Bamboo and Varuna by 2.4× under the same pre-
emptions. The grey curve shows an ideal case, where Parcae
knows all future preemptions and allocations and maximizes
liveput accordingly. Parcae achieves 89% efficiency of the
ideal case. We have evaluated Parcae on a variety of DNN
models and preemption traces and shown that Parcae outper-
forms Varuna by up to 9.9× and Bamboo by up to 10.8×.
Moreover, our evaluation shows that Bamboo and Varuna can-
not scale to large models — for certain spot-instance traces,
both of them cannot make any progress for training GPT-
3 [12] with 6.7 billion parameters, while Parcae can achieve
almost identical performance as its ideal case (i.e., knowing
all future preemptions and allocations).

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose liveput, a novel metric that simultaneously

consider the performance and robustness of a paralleliza-
tion strategy for DNN training on spot instances.

• We build Parcae, a liveput-optimized system for spot-
instance training that accurately predicts instance avail-
ability, cheaply handles preemptions, and efficiently op-
timizes training performance under preemptions.

• We evaluate Parcae and show that it outperforms Varuna
and Bamboo by up to 9.9× and 10.8×, and supports
training large-scale models on spot instances.

2 Background

2.1 Distributed DNN Training
Data parallelism. Data parallelism [7, 36] is the most widely
used parallelization strategy in distributed DNN training.
Each GPU has a model replica and performs forward and
backward computations for different batches of data samples
independently. It requires to synchronize model gradients
(e.g., All-Reduce [4]) before mode update.

Pipeline parallelism. Pipeline parallelism [19] partitions
DNN model into different stages with data dependency. Each
stage is trained on one GPU, and different GPUs communicate
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activations and corresponding gradients, which are computed
by forward and backward computation respectively, instead of
parameter gradients. A mini-batch of training samples is split
into multiple micro-batches in pipeline training and pipeline
parallelism exploits the opportunity to parallelize the compu-
tations of different micro-batches.

Hybrid data and pipeline parallelism. Some studies [15,
33] combine data and pipeline parallelism to further acceler-
ate the training of large models. Given a number of GPUs,
the training throughput varies for different parallel configura-
tions, which describes the number of stages and data-parallel
pipelines it owns. Some recent systems (e.g., FlexFlow [48],
Alpa [55], Galvatron [30]) further involve more complicated
model parallelism to benefit distributed training of particular
DNNs. However, they can not be applied on spot instance
with dynamic device membership. Our approach considers
hybrid data and pipeline parallelism, follows Varuna and Bam-
boo, and leaves the exploration of more fine-grained model
parallelism as our future work.

2.2 Spot-Instance Training
Recent frameworks [6, 8, 47] exploit cheap but preemptible
instances provided by clouds to train DNN models on. Torch-
Elastic [6] focuses on elastic data parallelism training and
cannot be adopted to large models, where pipeline parallelism
is definitely needed. Since the availability of spot instances
varies significantly and frequently, it is critical to decide the
parallel configuration for a DNN model in response to preemp-
tions and allocations. Bamboo [47] keeps the pipeline depth
fixed and varies the number of pipelines according to the avail-
ability of spot instances. This mechanism makes it difficult for
Bamboo to utilize spot instances, which have low availabil-
ity, for large models that require a long pipeline. Varuna [8]
introduces job morphing to dynamically change the parallel
configuration and maximize throughput for a given number
of spot instances. For instances with low preemption rate or
models with negligible reconfiguration cost, switching to the
optimal parallel configuration is definitely optimal. However,
the current spot instance market and DNN models violate the
two conditions, making it sub-optimal to always adopt the
parallel configuration with the optimal throughput.

3 Liveput
This section introduces liveput, a new metric for DNN training
that describes the expected training throughput of a paralleliza-
tion strategy on spot instances by simultaneously considering
its throughput and robustness under preemptions.

3.1 Definition of Liveput
To address the challenge mentioned above, we introduce
liveput, a novel metric for distributed DNN training on spot in-
stances that considers both the performance of a DNN system
as well as potential preemptions.
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Figure 3: Comparing the liveput and throughput of different
parallel configurations and preemption scenarios.

Definition 1 (Liveput). Let (D,P) denote the parallel con-
figuration of a DNN training job, where P is the number of
pipeline stages, and D is the number of data-parallel pipelines.
The liveput of this training job is the expectation of its through-
put under all possible preemption scenarios:

LIVEPUT(D,P,V ) = E
v⃗∼V

[THROUGHPUT(Dv⃗, P⃗v)] (1)

where V : {0,1}D×P→ [0,1] is the probability distribution of
all preemption scenarios. Each v⃗ is an preemption indicator
vector, vk = 1 if instance k will be preempted and vk = 0
otherwise. THROUGHPUT(Dv⃗, P⃗v) is the throughput of the
new parallel configuration (Dv⃗, P⃗v) after preemption v⃗.

Note that we follow prior work [8, 47] and focus on data-
and pipeline-parallel DNN training in this paper, while the
liveput definition can easily generalize to other parallel con-
figurations such as model [21] and reduction [48] parallelism.

3.2 Comparing Liveput and Throughput
A key advantage of liveput is that it considers how the per-
formance of a parallel configuration changes under different
preemption scenarios. Figure 3 demonstrates this advantage
with a DNN training example on six spot instances with
two possible parallel configurations: {D = 2,P = 3} and
{D = 3,P = 2}. For simplicity, we assume the throughput
of a pipeline with three (or two) stages is 50 (or 30) sam-
ples/second and ignore the parameter synchronization cost.
We compare the two parallel configurations under three pre-
emption scenarios: (a) no preemption, (b) one preemption,
and (c) two preemptions. We also assume that the preemption
probabilities of all instances are the same.

Figure 3 compares the throughput and liveput of the two
parallel configurations under the three preemption scenar-
ios. Throughput is independent of instance preemptions;
therefore, {D = 2,P = 3} achieves a higher throughput than
{D = 3,P = 2} for all cases. On the other hand, liveput con-
siders the amount of possible preemptions as well as the distri-
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bution of these preemptions over spot instances. When there is
no preemption (i.e., fixed resource allocation), liveput is equiv-
alent to throughput. Once a concrete future preemption sce-
nario is given as a prior condition, the corresponding liveput
can be treated as the effective throughput after such a pre-
emption. For example, under preemption of 1 or 2 instances,
the configuration {D = 3,P = 2} achieves higher effective
throughput than {D= 2,P= 3}. Intuitively, due to data depen-
dencies between the pipeline stages, longer pipelines are more
vulnerable to preemptions, since a single preemption would
invalidate an entire pipeline within a mini-batch, and shorter
pipelines exhibit better elasticity and resilience under frequent
preemptions. Existing throughput-optimized approaches fail
to consider this trade-off when estimating training efficiency
and may make suboptimal decisions.

4 Parcae Overview
Figure 4 shows an overview of Parcae, a liveput-optimized sys-
tem for DNN training on spot instances. Computing liveput re-
quires predicting instance preemptions and allocations. Since
predicting instance-wise availability is infeasible (§5.1), Par-
cae uses a two-level approach to forecasting the availability
of all instances at a coarse granularity, where an availability
predictor takes the instance preemption/allocation history as
input and only predicts the number of available instances in
the future, and the Monte Carlo preemption sampler uses the
predicted availability to sample preemptions and allocations.

Parcae’s liveput optimizer takes the predicted instance avail-
ability as input and discovers a parallel configuration to max-
imize the liveput of the DNN model. The liveput optimizer
formulates the problem of maximizing liveput as an opti-
mization task and uses a dynamic programming algorithm to
discover an optimal parallel configuration.

To migrate across different parallel configurations and han-
dle potential preemptions, Parcae uses three live migration
strategies. These migration strategies leverage statistical ro-
bustness of DNN training, allow Parcae to significantly reduce
migration and preemption overheads compared to existing
checkpoint- and redundancy-based systems.

For the rest of this paper, we introduce Parcae’s availability
predictor in §5, live migration strategies in §6, and liveput
optimizer in §7. §8 describes how Parcae handles exceptional
cases where actual preemptions mismatch Parcae’s predic-
tions. Finally, we discuss Parcae’s design and implementation
on modern clouds in §9 and evaluate its performance in §10.

5 Availability Predictor
5.1 Instance-wise Availability Unpredictability
There are several factors that affect spot-instance preemptions
and allocations, including the types of the instances a user
requires and their availability zones, the price of the current
spot instance market, and competitions from other users. Most
existing approaches to predicting the availability of spot in-
stances focus on estimating their prices [16,17], which cannot

Availability Predictor (§5)

Liveput Optimizer (§7)

Spot Instance

Cloud Provider

Spot Instance  +/-

4,4+, 4,

Live Migration (§6) 

Parallelization Advisor (§7.2)

Cost Estimator (§8)

Preemption Sampler (§7.3)

Figure 4: An overview of Parcae.

be used to estimate their lifetime. Prior work [16, 27, 31, 53]
has also tried to predict the reliability of spot instances based
on historical data collected from cloud providers. These at-
tempts rely heavily on the cloud behaviour, which varies
across cloud providers and availability zones within a cloud.
Moreover, for a new cloud or zone, applying these data-driven
approaches before running a job is expensive and time con-
suming. As a result, accurately forecasting individual in-
stances’ preemptions (i.e., v⃗ in Definition 1) is impractical
since clouds currently do not support specifying preferences
on the instance preemption order (i.e., which instances to pre-
empt first), nor do they provide any auxiliary information that
can help understand preemption and allocation decisions.

5.2 Statistical Availability Prediction
To make Parcae a general and practical DNN training system
on spot instances, the only visible and reliable information
is the past preemption/allocation records of the current user-
submitted training job. Instead of forecasting when and which
instance will be preempted in the future, Parcae uses a coarse-
grained time-series forecasting approach. We observe that
it is possible to predict the total amount of available spot
instances for short time intervals in the future and benefit
Parcae’s proactive optimization performance.

Problem formulation. We split the timeline of a training
job into equally sized intervals, where the length of an interval
T is a hyper-parameter. For the i-th interval, we define a tupe
(Ni,N+

i ,N−i ) to represent the number of available instances,
newly allocated instances, and preempted instances within the
i-th interval, respectively. We assume that node preemptions
and allocations only happen at the beginning of each time
interval and that all available spot instances are stable within a
time interval; this assumption is reasonable since each interval
is small (e.g., 1 minute). Therefore, we have Ni = Ni−1 +
N+

i −N−i (i > 0). Instead of predicting N+
i and N−i , Parcae’s

availability predictor only forecasts a sequence of Ni (i.e.,
overall availability) and uses Ni to derive N+

i and N−i . This
design is based on an important observation that a cloud does
not preempt existing instances and allocate new instances at
the same time, therefore N+

i = max(0,Ni−Ni−1) and N−i =
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Figure 6: Illustrations of different migration strategies over a 3×4 parallel configuration facing 2 preempted instances.
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max(0,Ni−1−Ni). Formally, in the time-series forecasting
problem, an agent takes the instance availability trace in the
past H intervals as input and forecasts the instance availability
for the future I time intervals:

(Ni, · · · ,Ni+I−1) = PREDICTION(Ni−H , · · · ,Ni−1). (2)
Note that (Ni, · · · ,Ni+I−1) can be used to derive the predicted
instance preemptions and allocations for the next I intervals.

Limited input data prevents Parcae from using complex
prediction models such as deep neural networks. Instead,
we propose to leverage lightweight statistical algorithms
(e.g., moving averaging, exponential smoothing, current avail-
able nodes) and empirically study their performance in Fig-
ure 5a (more details are in Appendix B). We select the
auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) algo-
rithm [11] as our availability predictor due to its superior
performance. We observe that ARIMA can faithfully de-
scribe the tendency of instance availability, as shown in Fig-
ure 5b. Finally, our evaluation on collected real-world pre-
emption/allocation traces further verifies that the ARIMA pre-
dictor can help Parcae achieve near-optimal liveput (§10.2).

6 Live Migration
This section describes the proactive migration mechanism
of Parcae. Existing checkpoint- and redundancy-based ap-
proaches handle preemptions reactively, leading to significant
overheads. Instead, we design several fine-grained live mi-
gration strategies to proactively handle different future pre-
emption scenarios. Given the preemption prediction results,
Parcae could schedule efficient adjustments in advance to
adapt to the dynamic instance availability.

6.1 Pipeline-aware Preemption Mapping
Before introducing live migration, we first discuss the pre-
emption mapping step in Parcae. Recall that the outputs of
the availability predictor (§5) only include statistical informa-
tion (i.e., the number of preemptions or allocations during a
time interval). However, the impact of an instance preemption
highly depends on the instance’s position in the data- and
pipeline-parallel topology. Therefore, instance-wise preemp-
tion predictions (i.e., v⃗ in Definition 1) is still necessary to
make efficient live migration decisions.

To bridge this gap, Parcae uses a probabilistic model to
reason about the mapping from preemption events to actual
instances. This preemption mapping is essential for data- and
pipeline-parallel training because of the unique dependen-
cies between instances. In particular, instances in the same
pipeline have sequential dependencies for both forward and
backward computation, and instances in the same stage have
synchronization dependencies for parameter synchronization.
For each preemption event, Parcae assumes that all spot in-
stances may be preempted with the same probability (see
the example in Figure 3). Note that such an assumption can
be replaced by more accurate estimations when additional
preemption information is provided by cloud providers.

6.2 Migration Strategies
Parcae uses three migration strategies (Figure 6) to handle
preemptions: intra-stage, inter-stage, and pipeline migration.

Intra-stage migration. In pipeline-parallel training, in-
stances in the same stage maintain the same shard of model
parameters. Therefore, when an instance is preempted, Parcae
can opportunistically divert an available instance from the
same stage in another broken pipeline. This intra-stage mi-
gration allows Parcae to re-establish a complete pipeline. As
shown in Figure 6 (a), when instances a and f are preempted,
Parcae can replace f by moving b to the second pipeline (e.g.,
f → b), resulting in two complete pipelines. Intra-stage mi-
gration only requires updating the communication routing
(e.g.,→) of a few instances and does not involve transferring
parameters since b and the preempted instance f share the
same model parameters and states.

Inter-stage migration. When intra-stage migration does
not help recover broken pipelines, Parcae opportunistically
performs inter-stage migrations, which moves intstances
across stages. Figure 6 (b) shows an inter-stage migration,
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where instances b and f are preempted, and Parcae moves e
from the first stage to the second stage of the first pipeline
(e.g., b⇒ e), resulting in two complete pipelines. Inter-stage
migration requires transferring model parameters (e.g.,⇒)
as the instances keep the model parameters and states of dif-
ferent stages. Both intra- and inter-stage migrations preserve
pipeline depth and manage to recover as many data-parallel
pipelines as possible.

Pipeline migration. Changing the pipeline depth is an im-
portant choice for maximizing training efficiency. Compared
with the other two migration strategies, pipeline migration
requires repartitioning the DNN model into a different num-
ber of pipeline stages, which involves significant migration
overheads as instances need to broadcast their model param-
eters (e.g., All ⇒ All). Pipeline migration is similar to the
reconfiguration mechanism in prior work (e.g., Varuna [8],
Bamboo [47]) to handle instance preemptions.

Parcae makes migration decisions by considering the cur-
rent parallel configuration, the new optimized parallel config-
uration and the actual preemptions. Given the probabilistic
mapping of predicted preemptions, Parcae automatically re-
newals the optimal parallel configuration and the migration
strategy (§7.2). Once the prediction mismatches with the ac-
tual availability, Parcae adjusts the parallel configuration as
well as the corresponding migration strategies for adaptation
(§8). The actual migration decisions are finalized when pre-
emptions really happen, and Parcae leverages the grace period
(e.g., 30s on Azure [2]) to perform these migrations.

7 Liveput Optimizer
This section describes Parcae’s liveput optimizer, which de-
termines the parallel configurations of training a DNN model
on spot instances to maximize its liveput.

7.1 Problem Definition
We formulate liveput maximization as an optimization prob-
lem, where the objective is to discover a sequence of parallel
configurations to maximize the committed training samples in
expectation of spot instance availability. The sequence length
is set to be consistent with the number of time intervals pre-
dicted by the availability predictor (Section 5). Formally, the
objective function Φ is the accumulated number of committed
training samples during the I time intervals:

Φ(D,P | N) =
I−1

∑
i=0

φ(Di,Pi,Ni | Di+1,Pi+1,Ni+1), (3)

where Ni is the predicted number of available instances (see
Section 5) at the i-th time interval. Recall that Parcae derives
N−i+1 (i.e., the number of instances to be preempted) and N+

i+1
(i.e., the number of instances to be launched) from Ni and Ni+1.
In addition, the preemption distribution v⃗i+1 (Definition 1) is
generated from Ni and N−i+1 using the probabilistic preemp-
tion model developed in Section 6.1. Finally φ calculates the
number of committed samples within a interval:

φ(Di,Pi,Ni | Di+1,Pi+1,Ni+1) (4)

= E
v⃗i+1

[LIVEPUT(Di+1,Pi+1 | v⃗i+1)×Teff],

Teff = T −Tmig(Di,Pi,Di+1,Pi+1 | v⃗i+1),

where T and Teff are the length of the time interval and ef-
fective training time after migrations, respectively, and Tmig
is the migration overhead. Note that φ extends liveput by
making the preemption distribution v⃗i+1 a prior. With these
definitions, the objective of the liveput optimizer is:

argmax
D,P

Φ(D,P | N) (5)

where N = {N1,N2, · · · ,NI} is the output of the availability
predictor, and Parcae discovers a sequence of parallel config-
urations (D,P) to maximize liveput.

7.2 Parallelization Advisor
Parcae uses a dynamic programming algorithm to explore
the optimization space and discovers an optimal sequence of
parallel configurations. Specifically, let F(i+ 1,Di+1,Pi+1)
represent the maximal number of committed training samples
at the end of the i-th time interval, which uses parallel config-
uration (Di+1,Pi+1). We start from F(0,D0,P0) = 0 and have
the following optimal substrates:

F(i+1,Di+1,Pi+1) (6)

= max
∀Di×Pi≤Ni

{
F(i,Di,Pi)+

φ(Di,Pi,Ni | Di+1,Pi+1,Ni+1)

}
,

and figure out the final target as max∀DI×PI≤NI {F(I,DI ,PI)}.
The DP algorithm considers all possible parallel con-

figurations that satisfy resource constraints (i.e., Di×Pi ≤
Ni), and φ(Di,Pi,Ni | Di+1,Pi+1,Ni+1) is the product of two
terms in Equation (4). Here the exploration adapts a simi-
lar search space as Varuna with a size of O(N logN), which
is large enough for most recent large DNNs consisting of
a stack of homogeneous layers. It is also possible to ex-
tend to a larger search space (e.g., Alpa) for more com-
plicated workloads. The first term LIVEPUT can be re-
placed by THROUGHPUT(Di+1,Pi+1), where (Di+1,Pi+1) is
the new parallel configuration after live migration. Note that
(Di+1,Pi+1) should be a feasible model partition that satisfies
the device memory capacity. For unfeasible cases that violate
memory constraints, their THROUGHPUT is set to be zero.

The second term Teff depends on the preemption distri-
bution, (Di,Pi), (Di+1,Pi+1), and the migration strategy to
transit from (Di,Pi) to (Di+1,Pi+1). Given a pair of parallel
configurations (Di,Pi) and (Di+1,Pi+1), there may exist mul-
tiple migration strategies with different overheads Tmig, and
the cost of each migration strategy also depends on the DNN
workload. Parcae uses a cost estimator (Section 9.4) to es-
timate Tmig for different migration strategies. If the pipeline
depth changes (i.e., Pi+1 ̸= Pi), Parcae infers that pipeline mi-
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gration is performed. Otherwise, Tmig should be attributed to
either inter- or intra-stage migrations. When both of them are
applicable, Parcae selects the one with lower migration cost.
In the absence of preemptions (i.e., Ni+1 = Ni), there can be
no migration cost if (Di+1,Pi+1) equals to (Di,Pi).

7.3 Preemption Mapping Sampler
As introduced in Section 6.1, preemption mapping is nec-
essary to reason about live migration, since preemptions at
different positions in the data- and pipeline-parallel topology
require different migration strategies. Given Ni spot instances,
among which N−i+1 are to be preempted, the number of possi-
ble preemption mappings on a D×P topology grows expo-
nentially in N−i+1. The large preemption mapping space makes
it infeasible to explicitly consider all preemption scenarios or
analyze the exact solutions mathematically.

To address this issue, Parcae uses sampling techniques
to explore the mapping space and quickly discovers reason-
able accurate approximations. Specifically, Parcae applies
Monte Carlo (MC) sampling over the large space of all pre-
emption scenarios and randomly samples v⃗ while preserving
N−i+1 = ∑

Ni
j=1 v j. For each sampled v⃗, Parcae identifies the cor-

responding migration costs. Parcae ensembles multiple trails
of sampling to approximate the expectation in Equation (4).
Note that this sampling step can be done offline in advance,
therefore it does not block the dynamic programming opti-
mization procedure. This allows parallelization advisor to
quickly compute new parallel configurations and migration
strategies during spot-instance training.

8 Exception Handling
This section describes how Parcae handles exceptional cases
where actual spot-instance preemptions mismatch Parcae’s
predictions or the suggested parallel configuration is not com-
patible with the available spot instances.

Parallelization adaptation. Compared to prior work, Par-
cae proactively adjusts parallel configurations by predicting
instances’ availability and planning live migrations ahead.
However, if actual preemptions rarely differ from predictions,
the liveput optimizer may not work on available spot instances.
To address this issue, Parcae includes a configuration adapta-
tion step to adjust the target parallel configuration before live
migration. Specifically, when the number of actual available
spot instances is greater (or less) than the predicted Ni, Parcae
adds (or drops) data-parallel pipelines while preserving the
pipeline depth. When available spot instances cannot even for-
mulate a single pipeline, it will try to re-partition the pipeline
into fewer stages. This adaptation ensures a feasible configu-
ration without significant migration overheads, performing at
least as well as existing throughput-optimized approaches that
reactively handle preemptions when predictions go wrong.

Fault tolerance. Even if the predictions align well with
actual preemptions, there still exist rare cases where the mi-
gration strategies do not work. For example, if all instances
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Figure 7: Overview of Parcae’s design and implementation.

in one stage are preempted, both inter- and intra-stage migra-
tion cannot recover this stage’s status. Parcae uses a cheap,
in-memory checkpointing mechanism (§9.3) to handle these
cases. In addition, for the extreme cases where the number of
available instances is less than the minimum feasible pipeline
depth P, the training process has to be suspended until new
spot instances are available.

9 Parcae’s Design and Implementation
Parcae consists of three main components as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7. First, ParcaeScheduler (§9.2) runs persistently on one
on-demand CPU instance, determining the migration sched-
ule based on our liveput optimizer and availability predictor.
It also manages the training data samples to maintain the
training semantics. Second, each spot GPU instance runs a
ParcaeAgent (§9.2), which performs assigned training work-
load, monitors training progress, and executes the migration
strategies issued by the ParcaeScheduler. Third, ParcaePS
(§9.3) runs on several on-demand CPU instances to keep
model checkpoints for rare rollback cases.

Parcae’s implementation consists of ∼ 8K LoC in Python
and takes PyTorch [25] as the default runtime. Communica-
tions between ParcaeScheduler and ParcaeAgent use etcd [5],
a distributed key-value store. We implement live migration
strategies by modifying DeepSpeed [40]. We show the work-
flow of ParcaeScheduler and ParcaeAgent in Algorithm 1 and
introduce the detailed components as follows.

9.1 ParcaeScheduler
ParcaeScheduler has two major components: a migration man-
ager and a sample manager. The former is responsible for
parallelization and live migration, and the latter handles the
data samples distribution.
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Migration manager. As shown in Algorithm 1, the migra-
tion manager keeps receiving instance availability information
(i.e., preemption or allocation interruptions) from the cloud
provider and updating the current number of available in-
stances (line 3). As discussed in §8, the parallel configuration
(Di,Pi) computed in the previous iteration using predicted
availability may be incompatible with the current instances’
availability. To handle this exception, ParcaeScheduler first
adjusts the target parallel configuration (line 4) and then gen-
erates the required migration strategy Si based on the current
and target configurations (Di−1,Pi−1) and (Di,Pi). Note that
the adaptation step (line 4) is performed before generating the
migration strategy (line 5) so it will not involve re-adjustment
overheads. Next, the availability predictor will forecast the
number of available instances for a series of future intervals
(i.e., Ni+1, · · · ,Ni+I) based on the historical information (line
7). Finally, the liveput optimizer makes parallelization sugges-
tions for the following time interval using the prediction (line
8). The workflow continues until the training job is completed.

The handling of instance preemption and allocation inter-
ruptions are slightly different. Allocations are controllable
as they only occur after we consciously send requests to the
cloud, although they may not always succeed. We let a new
instance join after its ParcaeAgent is successfully initialized.
In contrast, preemptions are passive and may interrupt in-
stances at any time, which requires additional mechanisms
to handle various exceptions. Fortunately, the clouds usually
provide a small grace period to inform the preemption before
it happens. As the duration is usually enough to finish a mini-
batch’s training, we utilize the preemption notice to simplify
the implementation and enforce instances to be preempted
only at the mini-batches’ boundaries. Parcae also handles rare
failures that may interrupt training process, in which case
ParcaeScheduler restarts training using the latest checkpoint
in ParcaePS, avoiding losing model updates.

Sample manager. The training dataset is divided into mini-
batches of fixed size and trained by DNNs iteratively. Each
mini-batch of samples are “committed” after each iteration.
However, preemptions may terminate training at any time, re-
sulting in uncommitted mini-batches (Figure 1). To guarantee
the same training semantics as on-demand instances, the sam-
ple manager tracks each data sample, records all uncommitted
samples’ indices, and makes them rejoin the training process
later. This guarantees that all data samples are trained exactly
once per epoch, preserving identical theoretical convergence
property as the original data feeding order. We also provide
a convergence experiment in Figure 16 to verify its training
correctness.

9.2 ParcaeAgent
A ParcaeAgent runs on each spot GPU instance to interact
with ParcaeScheduler as shown in Algorithm 1. It repeatedly
receives a migration instruction from the ParcaeScheduler
(line 13). If no migration is required, the ParcaeAgent re-

Algorithm 1 Workflow of Parcae components.
▷ ParcaeScheduler

1: function MIGRATIONMANAGER(D0,P0)
2: for i in 1, 2, 3, · · · do
3: Ni ← Receive availability info from cloud provider
4: (Di,Pi)← AdjustParallelConfiguration(Ni)
5: Si← GetMigrationStrategy ((Di−1,Pi−1), (Di,Pi))
6: Send migration strategy Si to all ParcaeAgents
7: Ni+1, · · · ,Ni+I ← AvailPredictor(Ni−H+1, ...,Ni)
8: (Di+1,Pi+1)← LiveputOpt

(
(Di,Pi),Ni, ...,Ni+I

)
9: if job completes then

10: break
▷ ParcaeAgent

11: function PARCAERUNTIME(model, batch_size)
12: while job does not complete do
13: Receive migration instruction m from ParcaeScheduler
14: Apply migration instruction m if m is not empty
15: X ,Y ← DataLoader(batch_size)
16: Train(model, X , Y )

quests a batch of training samples and starts model training
(line 15-16). Otherwise, it performs the assigned migration in-
struction (line 14). ParcaeAgent manages to reuse the current
model states to alleviate checkpoint overheads and rollbacks.
For example, intra-stage migration is implemented by rebuild-
ing communication groups and reusing previous model states
on each GPU. For inter-stage and pipeline migration, addi-
tional costs are required for loading the latest model states
from other instances via GPUs’ peer-to-peer communications.
Specially, if all instances of a stage are preempted, all the
ParcaeAgents have to roll back to a previous checkpoint. In
this way, ParcaeScheduler automatically generates the most
efficient migration strategy and let the ParcaeAgents transit to
the target parallel configuration. Note that, the ParcaeSched-
uler also notifies a ParcaeAgent if it will be preempted or stay
idle (i.e., Ni−Di×Pi instances will be idle) by sending a halt
or termination instruction to the ParcaeAgent.

9.3 ParcaePS
Parcae needs checkpoints to handle rare cases as introduced
in §8. Unlike prior checkpointing approaches relying on ex-
pensive cloud storage (e.g., S3 on AWS), Parcae employs
several cheap on-demand CPU instances (e.g., c5.4xlarge
instance, 0.68$/hour) to maintain the latest model states in
their DRAM. Instead of directly communicating model states
and weights as prior checkpointing approaches, the ParcaePS
maintains an up-to-date checkpoint by iteratively synchroniz-
ing gradients with spot GPU instances to update the model
states the on CPU side (e.g., parameters and optimizer states),
which reduces communication by 5× for stateful optimizers
(e.g., Adam [23]) in the FP16 format [41]. Parcae also parti-
tions gradients into small pieces for better overlapping and
prevents bandwidth competition with cross-stage activation
transfer.
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Table 1: Overview of the four trace segments evaluated.

Trace HADP HASP LADP LASP
Availability High High Low Low
Preemption intensity Dense Sparse Dense Sparse
#avg instances 27.05 29.63 16.82 14.60
#preemption events 9 6 8 3
#allocation events 8 5 12 0
length 1h 1h 1h 1h
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Figure 8: The complete trace and segments of four scenarios.

9.4 Cost Estimator
We develop a cost estimator to estimate migration cost by con-
sidering different preemption scenarios and parallel configu-
rations. We conduct an empirical study to profile the migra-
tion cost and find that it varies across several factors (details
in Appendix A). Some of these terms have relatively fixed
overheads like CUDA context initialization (less than 10s).
The communication group updating and model building costs
are associated with the parallel configuration (less than 30s).
The model transfer cost varies considerably according to the
preemptions (up to 60s). We consider the instance network
topology for each preemption scenario and adopt an α−β

model [49] to accurately estimate the communication cost.

10 Evaluation

10.1 Experimental Setup
DNNs. We select five popular DNNs for various applications.
ResNet-152 [18] and VGG-19 [45] are CV tasks, and we use
CIFAR-100 [24] as the training dataset. BERT [14], GPT-
2 [38], and GPT-3 [12] are popular model architectures for
NLP tasks, and we evaluate them on WikiText-2 [28]. We use
GPT-2 and GPT-3 including 1.5 and 6.7 billion model param-
eters respectively. More setting details are in Appendix C.

Traces. Due to the dynamic availability of spot instance,
it is almost impossible to evaluate different systems on real
spot instances multiple times and expect consistent dynamic
environments. Instead, to make a fair comparison, we take
the real spot instance availability traces and replay them on
regular instances. Specifically, we collect a 12-hour trace on
a 32-instance cluster with p3.2xlarge instances on AWS.
Inspired by Bamboo [47], we extract representative segments
from the whole trace for our evaluation. We design two new
measurements for each segment, including the availability
(i.e., the average number of instances) and the preemption
intensity (i.e., the number of instance preemption and alloca-

Table 2: Comparison of monetary cost (×1e−6USD) for dif-
ferent models and approaches. We report per-image cost for
ResNet and VGG and per-token cost for BERT and GPT.

Model Trace On-Demand Varuna Bamboo Parcae

ResNet

HADP 8.68 (2.3×) 10.86 (2.8×) 9.77 ( 2.6×) 3.81 (1×)
HASP 8.68 (2.4×) 5.32 (1.5×) 7.61 ( 2.1×) 3.62 (1×)
LADP 8.68 (3.2×) 4.89 (1.8×) 6.72 ( 2.5×) 2.71 (1×)
LASP 8.68 (3.4×) 2.43 (1.0×) 6.96 ( 2.7×) 2.54 (1×)

VGG

HADP 12.43 (2.7×) 12.10 (2.6×) 12.11 ( 2.6×) 4.62 (1×)
HASP 12.43 (2.7×) 6.52 (1.4×) 13.12 ( 2.8×) 4.66 (1×)
LADP 12.43 (3.4×) 5.43 (1.5×) 9.40 ( 2.6×) 3.66 (1×)
LASP 12.43 (4.0×) 3.37 (1.1×) 8.88 ( 2.9×) 3.11 (1×)

BERT

HADP 0.10 (2.9×) 0.09 (2.6×) 0.09 ( 2.6×) 0.03 (1×)
HASP 0.10 (2.8×) 0.06 (1.6×) 0.06 ( 1.9×) 0.03 (1×)
LADP 0.10 (3.4×) 0.07 (2.4×) 0.07 ( 2.4×) 0.03 (1×)
LASP 0.10 (4.2×) 0.03 (1.2×) 0.07 ( 3.0×) 0.02 (1×)

GPT-2

HADP 0.62 (2.9×) 0.49 (2.3×) 0.55 ( 2.6×) 0.21 (1×)
HASP 0.62 (3.0×) 0.44 (2.1×) 0.62 ( 3.0×) 0.21 (1×)
LADP 0.62 (3.5×) 0.63 (3.6×) 0.64 ( 3.6×) 0.18 (1×)
LASP 0.62 (4.1×) 0.27 (1.8×) 0.31 ( 2.1×) 0.15 (1×)

GPT-3

HADP 2.39 (2.5×) 9.35 (9.9×) 2.07 ( 2.2×) 0.94 (1×)
HASP 2.39 (3.0×) 1.81 (2.3×) 1.74 ( 2.2×) 0.80 (1×)
LADP 2.39 (3.6×) 3.81 (5.7×) 7.28 (10.8×) 0.67 (1×)
LASP 2.39 (4.8×) - - 0.49 (1×)

tion events). Table 1 and Figure 8 show four extracted 1-hour
trace segments based on different availability and preemp-
tion intensity. Traces with over 70% available instances are
high availability (i.e., HA) traces, otherwise have low avail-
ability (i.e., LA). Dense preemption intensity traces (i.e., DP)
have around 20 instance preemption and allocation events,
but sparse preemption intensity traces (i.e., SP) only have
few. We replay these four trace segments on 32 on-demand
V100-16GB GPU instances to simulate spot-instance clusters.

10.2 End-to-End Evaluation
We first compare the end-to-end training performance be-
tween Parcae and existing SOTA spot-instance training
systems including Bamboo [47] (redundancy-based) and
Varuna [8] (checkpoint-based). We also compare with on-
demand instances training approach. The results are displayed
in Figure 9a and Table 2. In all experiments, Parcae looks
ahead 12 intervals based on the availability predictor, while
Parcae (Ideal) looks ahead 12 intervals based on truth traces.

Parcae significantly outperforms both Bamboo and Varuna
in terms of throughput for almost all the models and preemp-
tion traces. On average, Parcae delivers an overall of 2.59×
higher throughput than Varuna and 3.0× than Bamboo. Ap-
parently, Parcae is much more economical than Varuna and
Bamboo as it completes more samples with the same mon-
etary costs. Compared with on-demand instances, Parcae is
3.24× cheaper, and Parcae (Ideal) even achieves competitive
throughput, e.g., only 14.2% lower for GPT-2 on high avail-
ability traces. The results also show that the performance of
Parcae is quite close (i.e., up to 13.3%) to Parcae (ideal).

The performance improvement mainly comes from two as-
pects. First, Parcae’s liveput optimized configurations balance
the trade-off between throughput and available duration, in-
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Figure 11: GPT-2 training throughput (tokens/s) using the
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stead of greedily doing expensive reconfiguration like Varuna.
While Bamboo maintains a fixed long pipeline depth (e.g., 16
for GPT-2), leading to many unutilized instances, especially
for low availability traces. Second, the migration mechanism
in Parcae is highly efficient to handle preemptions. Varuna
is designed for low preemption environments and relies on
shared storage (e.g. S3) to save and load checkpoints. Al-
though Varuna overlaps checkpoint saving with training itera-
tions, when preemptions happen, it requires rolling back to the
last checkpoint and loses tens of seconds’ (i.e., the duration
of one complete checkpointing) training progress for large
models. To recover from preemptions, Varuna needs to load
the last checkpoint from persistent storage and restart train-
ing, which is also expensive. Bamboo is designed for high
preemption environments based on redundant computation.
It can efficiently handle preemptions, but the redundant com-
putation is inefficient and brings additional synchronization
overheads between redundant and normal modules.

Multi-GPU instances. To demonstrate the generality of
Parcae, we also evaluate Parcae on multi-GPU instances. Un-
fortunately, we fail to collect meaningful multi-GPU spot
instance traces on the cloud (e.g. p3.8xlarge with 4 V100
GPUs) as they show extremely low availability recently. In-
stead, we propose to generate the 4-GPU instance based on
the single GPU trace by accumulating every four preemption
or allocation events. Each 4-GPU instance is allocated at the
first allocation event and preempted at the last preemption
event. In this way, multi-GPU instance trace will have higher
GPU hours than the single GPU trace in total. For multi-GPU
instances, we follow prior work [39, 43] using pipeline par-
allelism only for inter-nodes. Figure 10 shows the training
throughput and cost for different trace segments. Although
our trace generation favors multi-GPU instances in theoretical
availability, Parcae on single GPU instance still performs bet-
ter in terms of both throughput and monetary cost. The major
reason is that preempting one 4-GPU instance will interrupt 4
pipelines, significantly slowing down training. Besides, unuti-
lized 4-GPU instances are also significant as it takes four
times more GPUs to increase a new pipeline.

10.3 Breakdown Analysis
Look-ahead interval length. Figure 9b shows the results of
training GPT-2 with different numbers of look-ahead intervals
on the HADP trace. Here Parcae looks back past 12 intervals
and predicts the next 1,4,8,12, and 14 intervals respectively.
The results show that Parcae (Ideal) keeps improving by con-
sidering longer futures and achieves the best performance
when looking ahead 12 intervals. It shows the benefits of
liveput-optimized configurations by considering future pre-
emptions and allocations. On the other hand, Parcae exhibits
a slightly different pattern, where its performance improves
significantly by looking ahead 4 intervals compared with 1
interval (1.8×). As Parcae looks ahead more intervals, the
prediction error increases as we evaluated in Figure 5a. Fig-
ure 9b shows that Parcae can still yield significant improve-
ment compared with looking ahead 1 interval, and achieves
best performance by looking ahead 12 intervals. Overall, Par-
cae’s throughput is 12.8% lower than that of the ideal case.
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Figure 12: GPU hours breakdown of GPT-2 execution.

The result demonstrates that looking ahead longer can indeed
help Parcae make more optimized decisions, and that there is
still room to improve our availability predictor.

Prediction rate. Figure 11 shows the results of training
GPT-2 with different prediction rates on the HADP trace. As
the prediction rate decreases, so do the training throughput
achieved by Parcae and Parcae (Ideal). Fortunately, the ex-
ecution time of the liveput optimizer is much less than one
minute, which allows Parcae to use a high prediction rate and
optimize frequently (i.e., per minute) for better performance.

GPU hours breakdown. To further understand the per-
formance and drawbacks of different approaches, we break-
down the GPU hours of GPT-2 training into five components
(Figure 12). The results demonstrate that Parcae spends the
majority of GPU hours performing effective computation (i.e.,
committed mini-batches). In contrast, Bamboo spends more
than 40% GPU hours on redundant computation on HADP,
while wastes more than 50% GPU hours on LADP. Similarly,
Varuna takes a long time to handle preemptions, including
checkpointing and reconfiguration. As a result, their unuti-
lized parts are quite small compared with Parcae. The results
also align with the disadvantages we mentioned in §10.2.

Parcae components analysis. Figure 13 shows how each
component contributes to the performance improvements,
using GPT-2 as an example. We start from a checkpoint-
based approach with throughput-optimized execution plans.
By adding ParcaePS and migration strategies, we improve
the throughput by 13%-67%. Especially for trace LADP with
low availability, it leaves little room for parallel configuration
variation. When there are frequent preemption and allocation
events, the migration allows training to make more progress
than frequently triggering the costly reconfiguration. Finally,
adopting liveput optimized parallel configurations improves
an additional 25.5% over migration mechanisms.

10.4 Proactive v.s. Reactive
Preemption Tolerance. We evaluate the performance of Par-
cae (i.e., Parcae-Proactive) and Parcae-Reactive with GPT-2
on a synthetic preemption trace Figure 14. The auxiliary base-
line (i.e., Parcae-Reactive) is created by disabling the liveput
optimization in Parcae and only enabling the parallelization
adaptation mechanism (§8). Parcae-Reactive can be classi-
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Figure 14: The throughput comparison between Parcae and
Parcae-Reactive under different preemption intensity.

fied as a throughput-optimized system and used to highlight
the advantages of our proactive, liveput-based approach. We
generate the synthetic trace from the HASP trace by scaling
the number of preemption events from 3 to 30 within one
hour. The performance gap between Parcae-Reactive and
Parcae-Proactive becomes larger as the preemption intensity
increases, showing that our proactive approach can be more
effective for scenarios with more frequent preemptions.

Case study. As a case study, we compare the liveput-
optimized Parcae with throughput-optimized Parcae-Reactive
in detail using GPT-2 and partial HADP trace. Figure 15a
shows each interval’s instance availability, parallel configura-
tion (D×P), and average throughput as time elapses. We
observe that for intervals with stable availability, Parcae-
Reactive can select configurations with relatively higher
throughput. However, greedily selecting execution plans that
maximize throughputs suffers when preemptions or alloca-
tions happen because it neglects high reconfiguration costs.
It can barely make training progress when the available
instances frequently change. In contrast, Parcae carefully
chooses parallel configurations by considering the future in-
stance availability and adapting efficient migration strategies
accordingly to ensure high training efficiency while mitigating
expensive reconfiguration. For example, in the first 8 inter-
vals, Parcae selects a pipeline depth of 7 and avoids changing
pipeline depth as Parcae-Reactive does (e.g., 8 and 13). Al-
though resulting in some unused instances, the progress made
is still larger than running with Parcae-Reactive because of
its reconfiguration overheads. Similar observation exists in
the last 10 consecutive intervals, where Parcae maintains the
same parallel configurations but leverages lightweight inter-
and intra-stage migrations to adapt to dynamic preemptions
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and allocations. As a result, Parcae achieves 16% more accu-
mulated tokens within 40 minutes (Figure 15b).

10.5 Convergence Preservation
Figure 16 visualizes the convergence curve of training loss
between Parcae running on spot instances and the baseline
on on-demand instances. We observe that both convergence
rates are very close, and Parcae reaches the same training loss
of 0.058 as the baseline after training for 110 epochs. This
verifies that the Parcae design and implementation align with
the model convergence.

11 Related Work
Dynamic preemptible instances. There is a trend of using
preemptible instances on modern clouds for cheap service.
Tributary [16] studies the latency issues from preemptions
and proposes to switching preemptible offerings from clouds
with different preemption likelihoods. BurScale [9] employs
autoscaling to handle transient queuing in web service traf-
fic. SciSpot [22] presents a reliability model for temporally
constrained preemptions to optimize the job scheduling for
scientific computing. HotSpot [42] transparently migrates
spot VMs in lower price and achieves higher cost-efficiency.
Snape [52] improves spot resources’ availability by dynami-
cally mixing on-demand VMs with spot eviction predictions.
SpotServe [29] realizes fast and reliable serving of LLMs on
cheap preemptible instances with dynamic reparallelization
and optimal context migration. Prior work has demonstrated
the cost benefits of spot instances in cloud computing and

motivates the following related research.
Preemptible distributed DNN training. Recently, using

preempible instances for machine learning tasks is becoming
popular as they are much more cost effective, like what is
done in Varuna [8] and Bamboo [47]. SageMaker in AWS [3]
automatically pauses the training job when a spot instance is
interrupted and resumes from the checkpoint in S3 if the spot
instance becomes available again. CM-DARE [26] analyzes
distributed training under transient cloud GPU servers and pro-
vides a performance modeling methodology. SpotTune [27]
leverages spot instances to paralleize hyper-parameter tuning
for ML models. SkyPilot [54] migrates training workload to
spot resources from other clouds and relaunch jobs using the
periodical checkpoint from cloud storage. These approaches
make meaningful explorations in this direction but are still
suffering from the limited performance due to preemptions.

Oobleck [20] and Gemini [50] are concurrent works
for quick failure recovery in distributed DNN train-
ing. Oobleck introduces pipeline reinstantiation with pre-
computed pipeline templates. Gemini uses in-memory check-
points and orchestras checkpoint traffic schedule. Both are
reactive approaches. Besides, Gemini targets dedicated in-
stances and relies on high network bandwidth to reduce check-
pointing time, while the bandwidth is low for spot instances.

12 Conclusion
In this work, we present an efficient distributed training sys-
tem over spot instances, Parcae. The key idea is to proactively
adjust the parallelization strategy using a novel metric, liveput,
considering both training throughput and instance availability.
With holistic system mechanisms and implementation opti-
mizations, Parcae significantly outperforms checkpoint- and
redundancy-based solutions in evaluations.
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Table 3: Overview of the five DNNs evaluated.

Model mini-batch micro-batch Dataset
ResNet-152 [18] 2048 32 CIFAR-100 [24]
VGG-19 [45] 2048 32 CIFAR-100 [24]
BERT-Large [14] 1024 8 WikiText-2 [28]
GPT-2 (1.5B) [38] 128 1 WikiText-2 [28]
GPT-3 (6.7B) [12] 64 1 WikiText-2 [28]

Table 4: Migration costs in our experiments on AWS.
Cost Terms Magnitude (s) Interfering Factor
Start process < 1

Instance stateRendezvous 0∼ 10
Init CUDA context 0∼ 10
Load data 0∼ 10 Dataset
Build model 0∼ 10 Model, ConfigurationUpdate comm. groups 0∼ 20

Model states transfer 0∼ 60 Model, Configuration
Preemption Scenario

A Addition Details of Migration Costs

Table 4 lists detailed costs of migrations and their magnitudes.
All of them are profiled multiple times and averaged over five
DNN models (see Table 3).

B Additional Details of ARIMA

The ARIMA time-series forecasting algorithm is sensitive to
trivial perturbations in inputs, which may impede its under-
standing of essential patterns from previous instance history.
We introduce a few optimizations to ensure its predictions
are faithful. First, we flatten random spikes that last for only
1-2 intervals in previous instance history, since such trivial
noise will likely cause abrupt rise and falls in prediction.
ARIMA also likes to simulate the tendency of the entire input
curves. When input curves have multiple "hops", we ensure
that ARIMA only learns from the most recent variations that
are indeed beneficial for prediction. Second, though ARIMA
can accurately capture intermediate fluctuations, its prediction
can be so steep that it easily hits the upper and lower bound-
aries of available instances on intervals of sudden increase
and decrease. To do so, we set upper and lower boundaries to
limit the predicted curves based on observations of all spot
instance traces we have. Additionally, our empirical study on
traces indicate most intervals have a limitation on the extent
of growth. Thus, we would also apply such constraints on
predictions. We also apply additional penalty to flatten ex-
cessively steep predictions such as their predictions follow
the essential patterns of AWS traces. We take care to reset
ARIMA mispredictions when the generation deviates seri-
ously from the input. With these rules and modifications, we
ensure the ARIMA model can sufficiently describe future
scenarios by learning from the past history.
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Figure 17: Training throughput comparison of VGG19 among
existing frameworks and Parcae on four traces. The dotted
on-demand line shows the best throughput with on-demand
instances. The numbers over the bars represent the speedup
of Parcae over Varuna and Bamboo respectively.

C Additional Experimental Details
C.1 End-to-End Evaluation Setting
We select five popular DNNs for various applications and
summarize them in Table 3. For all the models, we used
Adam optimizer with half precision (i.e., FP16) for training.

Parallel Configuration. Parcae and Varuna will adjust
parallel configurations according to instance availability dur-
ing training. The parallel configuration of Parcae is decided
by migration manager, while it is decided by job morphing
for Varuna. We follow the settings of Vauna and first run a
one-time profiling to collect primitive parameters of the hard-
ward and the DNN model. Varuna will automatically decide
the optimal parallel configuration considering DNN models
and number of availability instances. Table 5 summarizes the
parallel configurations used for Bamboo in our evaluation.
Bamboo maintains a fixed pipeline depth and its redundant
computation consumes a huge amount of memory. For dif-
ferent models, we tuned the number of pipeline stages and
partitions to find an optimal parallel configuration for Bam-
boo. We find it requires at least 20 stages for Bamboo to run
GPT-3 even with activation checkpointing [13] enabled, and
Bamboo performs best for P = 23.

VGG Results Figure 17 shows the end-to-end evaluation
results of VGG19. Parcae significantly outperforms Varuna
and Bamboo, except for trace LASP, where Varuna achieves
comparable performance with Parcae. We move these results
in the appendix due to the limited page space.

C.2 Parcae Components Evaluation
Cost Estimation Accuracy. The cost estimator estimates mi-
gration cost for different preemption scenarios and parallel
configurations. An accurate estimator is important for accu-
rate liveput optimization. We compare the estimated migration
cost predicted by cost estimator with the real migration time
measured by actual executions. Figure 18a shows the results
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Table 5: The parallel configuration of Bamboo in evaluation.

Model D P
ResNet-152 [18] 8 4
VGG-19 [45] 8 4
BERT-Large [14] 4 8
GPT-2 (1.5B) [38] 2 16
GPT-3 (6.7B) [12] 1 23

1 2 4 8 16 32 64
Estimated Cost (s)
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(a) The accuracy of cost estimator.
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(b) The cost of migration advisor.

Figure 18: (a) Comparison between the estimated and actual
reconfiguration time for different models. (b) Optimization
time of looking ahead 12 intervals for GPT-2.

for different DNN models. The dashed lines indicate a rela-
tive difference of −15% and 15% between real and estimated
migration cost, respectively. The results demonstrate that our
cost estimator is appropriate to evaluate the migration cost for
different preemption scenarios and models.

Optimization Cost. ParcaeScheduler periodically runs on-
line liveput optimization to suggest the parallel configuration
for the next interval. We evaluate the optimization time it
takes to look ahead 12 intervals for one run on one CPU ma-
chine. Figure 18b shows the results of GPT-2 on different
trace segments. Overall, one optimization takes less than 0.3
seconds, which is negligible compared with interval length.
Therefore, the liveput optimization will not delay the training
process.
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Abstract
Deep learning recommendation models (DLRM) are ex-
tensively adopted to support many online services. Typical
DLRM training frameworks adopt the parameter server (PS)
in CPU servers to maintain memory-intensive embedding
tables, and leverage GPU workers with embedding cache to
accelerate compute-intensive neural network computation and
enable fast embedding lookups. However, such distributed sys-
tems suffer from significant communication overhead caused
by the embedding transmissions between workers and PS.
Prior work reduces the number of cache embedding transmis-
sions by compromising model accuracy, including oversam-
pling hot embeddings or applying staleness-tolerant updates.

This paper reveals that many of such transmissions can be
avoided given the predictability and infrequency natures of
in-cache embedding accesses in distributed training. Based on
this observation, we explore a new direction to accelerate dis-
tributed DLRM training without compromising model accu-
racy, i.e., embedding scheduling—with the core idea of proac-
tively determining "where embeddings should be trained" and
"which embeddings should be synchronized" to increase the
cache hit rate and decrease unnecessary updates, thus achiev-
ing a low communication overhead. To realize this idea, we
design Herald, a real-time embedding scheduler consisting
of two main components: an adaptive location-aware inputs
allocator to determine where embeddings should be trained
and an optimal communication plan generator to determine
which embeddings should be synchronized. Our experiments
with real-world workloads show that Herald reduces 48%-
89% embedding transmissions, leading up to 2.11× and up to
1.61× better performance with TCP and RDMA, respectively,
over 100 Gbps Ethernet for end-to-end DLRM training.

1 Introduction

Deep learning-based recommendation systems have been ex-
tensively applied to a wide range of online services [9, 53],
consuming significant infrastructure capacity and compute
cycles across production datacenters [2]. Training a deep
learning recommendation model (DLRM) poses challenges
in both memory and computation. A typical DLRM (§2.1)
consists of (1) embedding tables, which are large lookup ta-
bles that store millions to billions of semantic embedding

∗ Equal contribution.

vectors (embeddings for short) and consume a tremendous
memory footprint (a few KB per embedding [29] and up to
tens of GBs to TBs in total [30, 47, 52–54]), and (2) multi-
layer perceptron (MLP), which makes up the dense model
and contributes to most of the computation cycles. These
hybrid requirements make it challenging to train a DLRM
efficiently. Specifically, hardware accelerators notably GPUs,
which are widely incorporated into deep learning training, can
execute high-performance dense model computation, but fail
to provide large enough memory capacity to fully support the
embedding tables component.

To address this dilemma, a common practice [2, 21, 29, 38]
separates dense model computations and embedding table op-
erations (lookup and update) in DLRM training. It typically
adopts the parameter server (PS) architecture [26] to maintain
globally shared embeddings in memory-optimized and cost-
effective CPU servers while leveraging GPUs to accelerate the
dense model computation with data parallelism. GPU workers
will further cache a few hot embeddings in their local memory
to accelerate the embedding lookup operation. However, a
single training sample may involve up to thousands of em-
beddings in production workloads [2]. A naive cache-enable
system still suffers from significant communication overhead
for embedding transmissions1 in bulk synchronous parallel
(BSP) [12] training (§2.2), due to stale cached-embedding
updates and embedding gradient synchronizations.

Prior efforts [3, 31] mitigate this communication overhead
by reducing the number of embedding transmissions between
workers and PS. They either oversample training data con-
taining only hot embeddings with fast inter-server collective
communication [3] or apply a staleness-tolerant embedding
update manner [31]. Both approaches deviate from the vanilla
BSP training and do not provide any theoretical guarantee of
model accuracy. However, a high and stable model accuracy
is critical in production. For example, even an order of 0.1%
accuracy loss is intolerable in Meta recommendations [2].
Therefore, DLRM is more favorable to BSP training without
a bias on training embeddings [34, 38].

In this paper, we explore a new direction, i.e., embedding
scheduling (§3), to accelerate distributed DLRM training with-
out compromising model accuracy. The core idea is to deter-
mine (1) where embeddings should be trained by distributing

1In this paper, we refer to both the transmission of embedding value and
the transmission of embedding gradient as embedding transmission.
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batch training samples to likely cache-hitting2 workers and
(2) which embeddings should be synchronized by identifying
embeddings to be trained in upcoming iterations for a low
communication overhead. These optimization opportunities
come from two crucial characteristics of in-cache embedding
accesses during the DLRM training.
• Predictability: since the embeddings required by training

samples and the current cache snapshot of each worker
are visible before the computation, the upcoming cache
accesses and their results (hit or not) are predictable under
a partition of batch samples.

• Infrequence: the physical accesses to most in-cache em-
beddings are infrequent enough that the popularity of an
embedding may be less than the total number of training
samples assigned to a worker in the entire training process.

These two characteristics imply that with proactive embed-
ding scheduling during the input generation, there exists a
potential to train each infrequently accessed embedding in
a fixed worker, respectively, which can effectively increase
the cache hit rate and avoid unnecessary synchronizations
for consistency (as this embedding is not required by other
workers). Furthermore, our theoretical analysis proves that
accelerating DLRM training with embedding scheduling can
preserve the model consistency and hence the exactly same
model accuracy as vanilla synchronous training.

When considering the whole DLRM training data flow, it is
important to make the embedding scheduling decision in real
time for two main reasons. First, production recommendation
systems require online training from the streaming data for
high-velocity inference queries [21, 29, 38]. Second, even for
offline training, preparing scheduling decisions for the en-
tire training process in advance is difficult, if not impossible,
given the huge scheduling space and the unpredictable num-
ber of training iterations (and thus the number of scheduling
decisions), which depends on the real-time evaluation result
of the model. As a result, for offline training, we can only
prepare the scheduling result for the early iterations, and we
still need real-time scheduling for the rest training iterations.

Nevertheless, designing a real-time embedding scheduler is
non-trivial. The scheduling budget, i.e., the available schedul-
ing time, to conduct a scheduling decision for an iteration
is limited, as the scheduling overhead should not be larger
than the training time of an iteration to prevent introducing
additional overhead when overlapping training and schedul-
ing. Moreover, the scheduling budget varies among different
workloads and training settings, so the embedding scheduler
must be adaptive to different training tasks.

To this end, we propose Herald3 (§4), a real-time embed-
ding scheduler that leverages information including the re-
quired embeddings of input samples and the locations of

2In this paper, we refer to hitting the latest version of an embedding in
the cache as a cache hit for short.

3We presented a preliminary idea of Herald in an earlier workshop pa-
per [49].

those embeddings, to reduce embedding transmissions and
thus achieve efficient DLRM training. Herald addresses the
above challenges with a decoupling idea. Specifically, it
determines "where embeddings should be trained" via an
adaptive location-aware inputs allocation (LAIA) algorithm.
The adaptive LAIA algorithm leverages the diverse ratios
of infrequently-accessed embeddings among embedding ta-
bles, and conducts partition decisions based on a subset of
selective tables for the batch inputs partition. Therefore, it ef-
fectively meets various scheduling budgets with a high cache
hit rate. Herald further identifies "which embeddings should
be synchronized" for this iteration in conjunction with the
batch partition result of the next iteration by enabling sample
prefetching. Herald figures out a minimal list of embeddings
that should be synchronized to minimize gradient transmis-
sions via an optimal communication plan generator.

We have implemented Herald on top of HET [31] (§5)
and evaluated it via extensive simulations and a small-scale
testbed with 8 Nvidia 3090 GPU workers on typical real-
world workloads (§6). Evaluation results show that compared
with HET, Herald reduces 48%-89% embedding transmis-
sions. As a result, Herald delivers up to 2.11× and up to
1.61× better performance with TCP and RDMA, respectively,
over 100 Gbps Ethernet for end-to-end DLRM training.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We explore embedding scheduling as a new direction to

accelerate DLRM training by leveraging two key character-
istics of in-cache embedding accesses, i.e., predictability
and infrequency (§3).

• We design Herald, a real-time embedding scheduler to
meet various scheduling budgets while preserving a high
scheduling quality (§4).

• We verify the benefit of embedding scheduling via testbed
experiments on our Herald implementation (§5 and §6).
This work does not raise any ethical issues. Herald is avail-

able at https://github.com/HKUST-SING/herald.

2 Background & Motivation

2.1 Deep Learning Recommendation
A deep learning recommendation system models the recom-
mendation decision as a problem to predict the probability of
a specific event, e.g., the likelihood of a web viewer watching
the recommended content (video or article). To fully exploit
high-dimensional (categorical) features, the technique of rep-
resentation learning is widely applied to project a category ID
to a dense feature vector, also called embedding. This embed-
ding is used as a representation of the category ID to apply in
numerical computation for recommendation processing.
DLRM architecture. Figure 1 illustrates the high-level archi-
tecture of a DLRM with the example of apps recommendation.
There are two primary components: embedding tables and
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Figure 1: A high-level architecture of a typical DLRM with
the example of apps recommendation.
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Figure 2: The data flow of DLRM training in production
environments. We omit the data flow of MLP synchronization,
which is not the focus of this paper.

multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The DLRM leverages embed-
ding tables to project sparse features into dense representa-
tions, i.e., embeddings, by looking up every table with the
corresponding category IDs as indexes. All these dense fea-
tures, including embeddings and dense inputs, are processed
by the MLP layer for the final prediction result. The value
of embeddings, together with the parameters in MLP, will be
iteratively updated during the training process.
Overview of distributed DLRM training systems. Figure 2
shows the data flow of the typical distributed DLRM train-
ing [2, 21, 29, 38]. DLRM training systems usually support
different types of data I/O interfaces, e.g., Hive and Kafka, to
provide good compatibility for various scenarios. Given the
diverse requirements on computing and memory for MLP and
embedding tables, respectively, DLRM training systems tend
to separate the training of these two components. They train
the MLP layer on compute-optimized GPU workers with data
parallelism. To accommodate the scaling up of embedding
table sizes (tens of GBs to TBs [30,47,52–54]), they maintain
embeddings in memory-optimized CPU PS. This separation
design introduces significant communication overhead when
applying BSP for the non-degraded and reproducible model
accuracy [5, 22, 34, 38]. In every training iteration, workers
pull embeddings from PS on demand and push embedding
gradients to PS at the end of this iteration.
Embedding cache. Given the skewed popularity distribution
of embeddings, recent work [3, 31, 52] reduces embedding

Model Dataset
W1 Wide & Deep [7] Criteo AD [10]
W2 Neural Collaborative Filtering [19] MovieLens 25M [17]
W3 DeepFM [16] Avazu [23]
W4 Deep & Cross [43] Criteo Sponsored Search [40]

Table 1: Workloads in our case studies.
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Figure 3: The number of embeddings used in an iteration in-
creases with the per-worker batch size. The results are normal-
ized to that number with a batch size of 64 for each workload.

communications by exploiting an embedding cache in GPU
workers. However, a naive cache-enable system provides lim-
ited performance improvement for BSP training, as it saves
an embedding pull only when the queried embedding hits
the cache (with the latest version) and does not save any
embedding synchronizations. Therefore, they optimize the
communication cost by compromising the BSP training pro-
cedure. For example, HET [31] tolerates a bounded staleness
of each embedding by tracking the embedding version. Upon
retrieving an embedding from the cache, it first compares the
local version with the global version in PS and only pulls
the embedding from PS if the difference between these two
versions exceeds a threshold. A similar behavior happens for
gradient synchronizations. HET still communicates with PS
in every iteration for version checking, but these costs are
much smaller than those of embedding transmissions.

2.2 Embedding Communication Matters

To quantify the contribution of embedding communication
in the end-to-end DLRM training with BSP, we study typical
DLRM workloads as listed in Table 1.

In the DLRM training, we find that a larger batch size (the
number of training samples in an iteration) may lead to more
embedding transmissions. The reason is that different sam-
ples may involve different sparse features and thus operate
on different embeddings. Therefore, the number of operated
distinct embeddings in an iteration grows with a larger group
of samples (a larger batch size). Figure 3 demonstrates that
the number of distinct embeddings used in an iteration can
increase 2.7×-4.0× when the per-worker batch size increases
from 64 to 256. However, the number of synchronized param-
eters in the MLP layer only depends on the MLP architecture,
and thus does not change with the batch size.

We evaluate the distributed training efficiency of HET [31],
the state-of-the-art cache-enabled embedding model train-
ing framework. The evaluation configuration follows the de-
fault setting as described in §6.1. We disable the embedding
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Figure 4: Embedding communication overhead can consume
up to 63% of the end-to-end training time. The embedding
size is the dimensions of an embedding or the number of
columns of embedding tables.

prefetching4 to precisely quantify the embedding communi-
cation overhead and its breakdown. The result is shown in
Figure 4, where the embedding communication overhead for
many of these workloads is high despite using state-of-the-art
communication libraries like NCCL, and consumes up to 63%
of end-to-end DLRM training time. It is worth noting that the
ratio of the communication time to the total training time may
not monotonically increase with the embedding size (the num-
ber of dimensions of an embedding or the number of columns
of embedding tables), as the embedding size increases both
computation time and communication time.

The embedding communication includes worker pull and
worker push, which can be caused by either cache miss or
cache update. When a cache miss occurs, the worker will
pull the required embedding and push an evicted embedding
if the cache is full. For cache updates, the worker will push
the embedding gradients and pull the required embeddings
with the latest version updated by other workers. Based on
our evaluation, cache update is the major reason that causes
embedding transmissions (71%-95%). In terms of the com-
munication direction, pull and push contribute to a similar
overhead (less than 9% coefficient of variance).

3 Embedding Scheduling

To reduce the number of worker pulls/pushes during the train-
ing, we propose a new direction to accelerate distributed
DLRM training without compromising the model accuracy:
embedding scheduling, which utilizes an embedding sched-
uler to determine where embeddings should be trained and
which embeddings should be synchronized.

3.1 Rationales
In the forward propagation, a cache hitting on the required
embedding can prevent worker pull and potential worker push
caused by a cache eviction. Therefore, the embeddings to be

4HET supports prefetching the embeddings that will be used in the next
iteration from the PS at the beginning of an iteration. We will enable this
feature in end-to-end evaluation. However, prefetching brings limited im-
provement in vanilla BSP training, since most embedding pulls are for the
updated embeddings as shown in the later paragraph, and these updated em-
beddings are valid after finishing the synchronization of the current iteration.

trained can be scheduled to appropriate workers, where the
training embeddings in each worker are most likely to hit the
cache. Meanwhile, accessing an embedding in the forward
propagation will incur a corresponding update in the back-
ward propagation. However, synchronizing every embedding
update is unnecessary, even in synchronous training. The rea-
son is that an embedding is related to a sparse feature, and this
feature may not be trained in the following iterations by other
workers. It may happen in two scenarios: (1) this feature does
not appear in the later training samples, or (2) this feature
is only trained by the same worker. In other words, the up-
dated embeddings only need to be synchronized to PS when
they are required by other workers in the following training.
Putting all this together, we derive two philosophies to reduce
the embedding transmissions:

P 1. training in-cache embeddings as much as possible, and

P 2. performing on-demand synchronizations.

These philosophies can be followed by proactively partition-
ing the batch samples among workers and identifying the
necessary embeddings for synchronizations.

Figure 5 describes a contrived and illustrative example
to elaborate on how embedding scheduling reduces commu-
nication overhead. The vanilla training without embedding
scheduling (Figure 5b) neither optimizes for cache hit rate
nor avoids unnecessary embedding synchronizations due to
the ignorance of workers’ cache content and the following
inputs. As a result, the cache miss or hit during the training
is totally random, and every updated embedding should be
synchronized. However, such embedding communication can
be optimized with embedding scheduling (Figure 5c).

We can formulate the scheduling problem as a Markov De-
cision Process (MDP) as described in Appendix A. However,
given the complexity of finding a globally optimal scheduling
decision for the entire training process, we downgrade the
scheduling problem to find a local quality decision for every
iteration in this work.

3.2 Opportunities
Embedding scheduling is feasible given two characteristics
of in-cache embedding accesses.
Predictability. There are two prerequisites for embedding
scheduling: knowing current cache snapshots as well as pre-
dicting and determining future embedding accesses. Fortu-
nately, both are achievable in DLRM training. As modern
training frameworks decouple the training computation and
the input preparation, we can foresee and decide proper em-
bedding accesses a-priori when proceeding with input gen-
eration for each worker. The input generation is usually per-
formed in a data loader, which partitions a batch of inputs into
multiple micro-batches for every worker. Meanwhile, main-
taining cache snapshots in the data loader is trivial. Therefore,
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Figure 6: The degree of infrequence is consistently high
across different scales of training clusters in studied datasets.

a tailored data loader with an embedding scheduler can allo-
cate input samples to workers based on their in-cache embed-
dings and identify embedding dependencies among iterations
for on-demand synchronizations.
Infrequency. Although a small set of "hot" embeddings
could contribute to the majority of the total number of ac-
cesses [3,31], the access of individual in-cache embeddings is
usually infrequent. We define that an in-cache embedding is
infrequently accessed when the popularity of this embedding
is less than the total number of samples trained by a worker
during the entire training epoch. The more infrequently-
accessed embeddings there are the more potential transmis-
sions can be optimized. To evaluate the degree of infrequence
(DoI), i.e., the ratio of infrequently-accessed embeddings over
the whole in-cache embeddings, we make profiling on real-
world datasets as listed in Table 1, and consider each worker
can cache 10% of the total embeddings. As shown in Figure 6,
our profiled datasets exhibit consistently high DoI (> 99%)
even in large training clusters. The high DoI indicates that
most in-cache embeddings can each be trained in a consistent
worker and their updates can avoid global synchronizations.

3.3 Model Consistency Analysis

Accelerating distributed DLRM training under BSP with em-
bedding scheduling can preserve model consistency and thus
the exactly same model accuracy. Compared with vanilla dis-
tributed training, embedding scheduling makes two changes:
a tailored input partition algorithm (vs. a random partition
algorithm) and on-demand synchronizations (vs. full-set syn-
chronizations). In BSP, on-demand synchronizations ensure

that all workers use the latest parameters for the incoming
training iteration, which is the same behavior as the vanilla
distributed training performs.

We prove that the training model will not be affected by the
choice of input partition algorithm under BSP. Considering a
parameter optimizer followed by the SGD algorithm [14], the
gradient calculation for model weights w on a given batch of
n training samples is expressed as follows:

∇w =
1
n

Σ
n
i=1

∂L(xi,w)
∂w

, (1)

where xi is the i-th training sample of the batch, and L is
the loss function. Based on Equation 1, the gradient of the
batch is the sum of the individual gradient for each training
sample in the batch. Since the individual gradient depends
only on input samples and current model weights, which have
been synchronized before this iteration begins under BSP,
partitioning the batch into m micro-batches takes no effect on
the gradient result:

1
n

Σ
n
i=1

∂L(xi,w)
∂w

=
1
n

Σ
m
i=1Σ

n/m
j=1

∂L(xi j,w)
∂w

, (2)

where xi j is the j-th training sample in the i-th micro-batch
(for worker i). Therefore, any partition result generated by any
partition algorithm preserves the same gradients as in BSP
throughout training and hence converges to the same model.

4 Design

Based on the above ideas, we design an embedding scheduler,
called Herald, to accelerate distributed DLRM training on top
of the state-of-the-art cache-PS architecture [3,31]. Real-time
scheduling is a crucial property when 1) training over stream-
ing samples [21, 29, 38], as pre-processing the whole dataset
is difficult, if not impossible, in this case, and 2) the number
of training iterations (scheduling decisions) is unpredictable.
In this work, we target to support real-time scheduling, where
only a few batch inputs instead of the whole dataset are avail-
able at a time and the available batch inputs keep updating
during the training procedure. We leave discussions on break-
ing this assumption in §7.
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Figure 8: Herald overview.

4.1 Challenges
Integrating real-time embedding scheduling into training
frameworks is challenging due to limited and varied schedul-
ing budgets, i.e., the available scheduling time.
Limited scheduling budget for real-time scheduling. For a
scheduling problem, there exists a tradeoff between schedul-
ing quality and scheduling overhead. High-quality embedding
scheduling can effectively reduce communication overhead,
but at the cost of consuming a long scheduling time. Such
long scheduling time, however, prevents the scheduling from
being hidden by the iterative training, and thus introduces
extra training overhead. The scheduling budget of real-time
scheduling should be smaller than the iteration training time.
Varied scheduling budgets across different workloads and
training settings. The scheduling budget is not static and
is affected by many factors, including workload and training
setting. We regard necessary iteration time, i.e., the training
time excluding the embedding communication time in an iter-
ation, as a valid scheduling budget, and show these results in
Figure 75 with the same setting as Figure 4. It reveals an up to
78% coefficient of variance across different workloads within
the same setting and an up to 67% coefficient of variance
across different settings within the same workload. Varied
scheduling budgets indicate that a static scheduling algorithm
is not generic enough to support highly variant workloads and
settings.

4.2 Overview
Figure 8 overviews Herald, which decouples the schedule
targets to support real-time scheduling. Specifically, Herald
determines "where embeddings should be trained" via an

5Following the industry practice [2], we focus on weak scaling, which
linearly increases the total batch size with the number of workers, instead of
strong scaling, which keeps the per-iteration total batch size constant.

Herald Data loader Worker
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Parameter server
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Iteration training
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Figure 9: Herald training data flow. Herald leverages input
prefetching to generate the communication plan in time.

adaptive location-aware inputs allocation (LAIA) algorithm
(§4.3), which meets varied scheduling budgets with a high
cache hit rate. Herald determines "which embeddings should
be synchronized" under a given inputs partition via an optimal
communication plan generator (§4.4). The above scheduling
process is executed on every worker instead of a centralized
orchestrater, so that the scheduling can be computed locally
to save the distribution time of scheduling results.

As discussed before (§3.1 and Appendix A), the scheduling
scope in the current design choice is within the single batch
to achieve a low scheduling overhead. Given a batch of inputs
of iteration t, Herald first generates a partition solution, which
allocates each input to a proper worker for iteration t based
on current embeddings’ location information. However, there
is a lag in the generation of the communication plan, which
depends on the requirements of the next iteration. To guaran-
tee that each worker can retrieve the latest embeddings under
the generated partition solution, Herald figures out an optimal
communication plan, which lists a minimal list of embeddings
that each worker should synchronize with PS, for the previ-
ous iteration, i.e., iteration t − 1. We discuss extending the
scheduling scope to multiple batches in §7.

Figure 9 illustrates the data flow of the training with Her-
ald. From a worker’s point of view, in every iteration, the
worker receives both training samples and a communication
plan from the data loader before proceeding computation, and
synchronizes the embeddings listed in the communication
plan after backward propagation. Due to the time lag of com-
munication plan generation, Herald needs to partition the next
batch inputs before proceeding to that batch, which is possi-
ble as prefetching next batch samples is already commonly
adopted in today’s data loaders [1, 6, 36].

It is worth noting that Herald only controls the embedding
update from workers to PS (i.e., worker push), but remains
the update manner from PS to workers (i.e., worker pull)
the same as existing cache systems operate. Herald relies
on the internal cache consistency protocol in existing cache
systems (e.g., version check in HET [31]) to pull the updated
embeddings from PS and cache them in individual workers.
Therefore, Herald preserves the same cache consistency as
the underlying cache system. Moreover, as the cache miss
results in only a minor fraction of embedding transmissions
(§2.2), Herald does not optimize the policy of embedding
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Algorithm 1: Static LAIA

input :Batch samples (Inputs) and worker list
(Workers)

output :Inputs partition (Alloc)
1 Init Alloc;
2 Init all workers as available;
3 capacity = size(Inputs)/size(Workers);
4 for i in Inputs do
5 for w in Workers do
6 score(i,w) = |cache(w)∩ embs(i)|;
7 end
8 Find worker w with the largest score among the

available workers;
9 Alloc(i,w) = 1;

10 if ΣiAllocw == capacity then
11 Mark w as unavailable;
12 end
13 end
14 return Alloc;

cache evictions caused by the cache miss to avoid additional
scheduling overhead.
Scheduling budget measurement. To preserve real-time
scheduling, the scheduling budget should not be larger than
the iteration time, which consists of both computation time
and communication time. However, with embedding schedul-
ing, the communication depends heavily on the scheduling
results, which are hard to predict precisely before training6.
Therefore, we utilize the necessary iteration time (as defined
in §4.1), which can be profiled in advance, as a loose schedul-
ing budget. For Herald scheduling, as only the input partition
can adapt to the scheduling budget, and the upper bound of the
communication plan generation time is predictable given the
workload and the training setting, the real scheduling budget
used in Herald should be the necessary iteration time minus
the communication plan generation time. As our measure-
ment is conservative (by considering a loose metric), it is not
likely to overestimate the scheduling budget. Furthermore,
our evaluation (§6.2.2) shows that Herald is resilient to the
underestimation of the scheduling budget.

4.3 Location-aware Inputs Allocation

We first elaborate a static LAIA algorithm that heuristically
partitions batch inputs into proper workers based on the cur-
rent cache snapshots and a full set of table information. Then
we observe that embedding tables are not equally important
for scheduling, with the diverse DoIs among embedding ta-
bles. Based on this observation, we introduce an adaptive
LAIA algorithm, which conducts the partition with selective
embedding tables to meet the scheduling budget.

6Even during training, the communication time after scheduling can vary
among iterations.
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Figure 10: The DoI of different embedding tables exhibits a
large variance. Each line represents an embedding table.

Static LAIA. As it is impractical to conduct a brute-force
search in real time for the optimal partition solution that max-
imizes the cache hit rate, we propose a heuristic partition
algorithm, LAIA, as shown in Algorithm 1. LAIA calculates a
score to quantify the relevance between every input sample
and worker (Line 6). The score is defined as the number of
embeddings that reside in the worker cache (with the latest
version) and are required by the input sample simultaneously.
After scoring, LAIA allocates each input to the worker with
the highest score (Line 8-9) while ensuring evenly distributed
inputs among workers (Line 10-12).

Furthermore, when there is a tie in finding the largest score
(Line 8), LAIA will randomly select a worker from the candi-
dates. This randomization tends to evenly cache embeddings
across all workers. Therefore, in the later scheduling, LAIA
can achieve a good balance of the total score (i.e., cache hit
rate) among workers. We do not proactively treat the load bal-
ance as a scheduling goal in Algorithm 1 for a low scheduling
overhead. With consecutive iterations, LAIA moves towards
gathering embeddings that tend to be accessed together in
many training samples on the same worker.
DoI diversity among tables. We observe that since every
embedding table represents a unique physical feature, the dis-
tribution of embedding popularities in different tables may
exhibit different skewness and hence diverse table DoIs. Fig-
ure 10 shows this DoI variance, where we measure the DoI of
an individual table as the ratio of the number of infrequently
accessed embeddings over the total number of in-cache em-
beddings of this table. Among the profiled datasets (except
for MovieLens 25M which has only two tables7), there exist

7For those datasets that have a small number of tables, although the DoI
diversity is not obvious, they have a low demand for this property, as their
scheduling overhead is inherently small.
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both tables with consistently high DoI (> 99%) and tables
with relatively low DoI (as low as < 1%). Recalling that the
potential performance gain achieved by embedding schedul-
ing comes from the infrequent embedding updates (§3.2),
this DoI diversity indicates that the embedding tables are not
equally important for scheduling.
Being adaptive. Based on the above observation, we can ac-
commodate Algorithm 1 to varied scheduling budgets. In
Algorithm 1, scoring (Line 4-7) is one of the most time-
consuming functions due to its three-layer loop, including
inputs iteration, workers iteration, and tables iteration (im-
plicitly shown in Line 6). Therefore, by only considering
scheduling-worthy (i.e., high-DoI) embedding tables, the time
overhead of scoring and thus Algorithm 1 can be reduced.
Given the scheduling budget, we can determine the maximum
number, k, of embedding tables that should be considered in
scoring.
Table profiling. To identify the k embedding tables with
the highest DoI in runtime, we incorporate a table profiler
into Herald to continuously measure the DoI of each table.
Specifically, the profiler counts the appearance of every em-
bedding in every batch input and maintains the DoI of each
table dynamically. The profiling runs parallel to the allocation
function to avoid interference with the scheduling process.
The profiler periodically updates the k embedding tables with
the highest DoI to LAIA for scheduling. The interval to update
the profiling result can be decided by either the change of the
selective embedding tables or the profiling time.

4.4 Communication Plan Generation

To figure out the necessarily synchronized embeddings for
on-demand synchronizations, we introduce a concept of em-
bedding dependency. An embedding dependency appears
when an embedding with the latest version is cached on a
worker and there are other workers assigned to train this em-
bedding in this iteration. The worker caching the latest version
should synchronize this embedding to PS before this itera-
tion begins. Therefore, all embedding dependencies of this
iteration become the communication plan of the previous iter-
ation. As discussed in §4.2, Herald can timely generate the
communication plan with the inputs prefetching.

Based on the above idea, Herald generates the commu-
nication plan for each worker given the inputs partition re-
sult of the next iteration, as described in Algorithm 2. The
embs_by_others are all embeddings required by workers ex-
cept for worker w itself (Line 2) in the next inputs, and the
embedding dependencies (communication plan) of worker w
are the intersection of embs_by_others and its cached embed-
dings (Line 3). The generated communication plan is optimal
between two iterations, as it contains the minimal list of em-
beddings required by other workers in the next iteration. Since
we focus on the PS architecture, the embedding dependencies
of a worker do not need to be distinguished among target

Algorithm 2: Embedding dependency generation
input :Batch samples (Inputs), worker list

(Workers), and inputs allocation (Alloc)
output :Embedding dependency (Dep)

1 for w in Workers do
2 embs_by_others = embs(Inputs−Allocw);
3 Depw = embs_by_others∩ cache(w);
4 end
5 return Dep;

workers. We will discuss how to support on-demand synchro-
nization with peer-to-peer communication in Appendix B.

5 Implementation

We have implemented a system prototype of Herald with C++
and Python. Besides the design described in §4, Herald main-
tains cache snapshots of all workers inside the scheduler to
provide information on embedding locations. These cache
snapshots are used for the scoring function in inputs alloca-
tion, and updated at the end of the allocation based on the
partition result, which avoids synchronizations among sched-
ulers in different workers. Cache snapshots follow the same
caching policy as workers’ for consistency.
HET plugin. We have integrated Herald in HET8. We replace
the data loader implementation in HET with communication
plan support. Herald data loader returns training samples and
synchronized embedding indexes as sparse inputs. To support
prefetching batch inputs while preventing from interfering
with the training process, Herald is launched by dedicated
threads, and the scheduling results from Herald are transmit-
ted to the data loader via shared memory.
Multi-threading. We utilize spare CPU resources to acceler-
ate the scheduling by enabling multi-threading. We manage a
thread pool for multi-threading processing. The parallelism
can be easily applied to most Herald functions, including scor-
ing (Line 4-7 in Algorithm 1), cache snapshots update, and
communication plan generation (Algorithm 2). However, it
is non-trivial to parallelize the function of worker allocation
(Line 8-12 in Algorithm 1) due to its dependency between
two allocation actions. Preserving the consistency of the al-
location result inevitably introduces a lock and limits the
parallelism of this function. We implement two versions of
the worker allocation function: a single-threading version
and a lock-free multi-threading version which may compro-
mise the result consistency. In the multi-threading version, we
evenly divide the worker capacity and training samples among
threads. Therefore, each thread can independently allocate
its samples to the workers without considering the allocation
result of other threads. The allocation result of each thread is
then merged into the final allocation.

8https://github.com/Hsword/Hetu
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6 Evaluation

Our evaluation seeks to answer the following three questions:
How does Herald improve cache embedding communica-
tion overhead? Simulation experiments (§6.2.1) with repre-
sentative datasets show that Herald reduces the average num-
ber of embedding transmissions by 48%-89%, where LAIA
algorithm contributes to the major improvement according to
the performance breakdown.
How lightweight and effective is Herald for real-time and
adaptive scheduling? Deep dive profiling (§6.2.2) on Herald
shows that even adopting the single-threading worker allo-
cation function, multi-threading benefits 92% of scheduling
time. Furthermore, adaptive Herald preserves consistently
high scheduling quality with less than 1.11× transmission
increase compared with static Herald across different scales
of training clusters.
How does Herald perform in end-to-end DLRM training?
Testbed experiments (§6.3) with real-world workloads show
that Herald provides 1.09×-2.11× and 1.02×-1.61× speedup
over HET in end-to-end training with TCP and RDMA, re-
spectively, over 100 Gbps Ethernet. Herald preserves the ef-
fectiveness in the multi-GPU and multi-node scenario.

6.1 Evaluation Settings
Our evaluations include both cache simulation for micro-
benchmarks and testbed for end-to-end training. Unless men-
tioned otherwise, both the simulation and testbed contain 8
workers and 1 PS. Each worker contains an embedding cache
following LRU policy. The embedding cache can house 10%
of PS-side embedding tables, following the caching strategy
studied in [25, 31, 48]. We adopt the single-threading version
of the worker allocation function whenever possible for the
best scheduling quality, and adopt the multi-threading version
when evaluating the scalability of LAIA algorithm (§6.2.2).
The default thread pool size in Herald is 16.
Testbed. Both workers and PS are equipped with a 20-core
Intel Xeon Gold 5218R CPU at 2.1 GHz and 64 GB (256
GB in PS) of RAM. Each worker is also equipped with an
Nvidia 3090 GPU. These workers and PS are connected at 100
Gbps Ethernet with Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs. The default
underlying transport is TCP. We also incorporate RDMA into
HET implementation. All machines run Ubuntu 18.04 (Linux
5.4.0), CUDA 11.3.19, cuDNN 8.2.0, and NCCL 2.9.9.
Baseline. We compare Herald with HET [31] and FAE [3].
FAE is designed in a static caching manner. For a fair compar-
ison, we implement FAE on top of HET. As discussed in §1
and §8, both baselines reduce the embedding transmissions by
compromising model accuracy and are orthogonal to Herald.
Therefore, we adopt vanilla BSP training in HET and FAE.
Other settings are configured as same as Herald. Baselines
and Herald leverage a hybrid synchronization model [24],

9We upgrade HET from CUDA 10 to CUDA 11.

Optimization Reduced embedding transmissions
Pull Push Overall

Vanilla (w/o embedding scheduling) - - -
LAIA (§4.3) 54% 17% 35%
Communication plan (§4.4) 0% 13% 7%
Herald 54% 63% 59%

Table 2: Breakdown of contribution by each optimization with
the W1 dataset.

where MLP parameters are synchronized in ring-based all-
reduce and embedding parameters are synchronized with PS.
Baselines and Herald enable the embedding prefetching.
Workloads. We use four real-world models with representa-
tive datasets for end-to-end experiments, as listed in Table 1.
We exclude the first 10 iterations for warm-up and report
the performance for the subsequent iterations. We do not in-
clude training accuracy results because Herald can preserve a
consistent model accuracy, as analyzed in §3.3. The default
batch size is 128 in the simulation and 256 in the testbed,
and the default embedding size is 512. Since Herald with
multi-threading can meet the scheduling budget of the above
workloads in the default training setting based on our evalua-
tion (§6.2.2), we adopt static LAIA (Algorithm 1) rather than
its adaptive version in end-to-end experiments by default.

6.2 Micro-benchmarks

6.2.1 Cache Performance

We first study the cache behaviors by comparing Herald with
vanilla training manner, i.e., a random inputs partition and
full-set embedding synchronizations.
Cache behaviors. Figure 11 shows the number of cache
embedding transmissions by normalizing to that of vanilla
training across different datasets. Overall, applying Herald
can reduce 48%-89% embedding transmissions. We further
decompose the cache embedding transmissions based on the
communication direction. It shows that Herald effectively
reduces the number of worker pulls by 43%-88% and worker
pushes by 51%-90%.
Improvement breakdown. To figure out the reason behind
these improvements, we further break down the contribu-
tion made by each optimization with the Criteo AD dataset
(W1), as shown in Table 2. We find that LAIA contributes to
the major improvements. For worker pull, LAIA distributes
the embeddings required by inputs to most likely hit worker
caches (reducing the number of worker pulls by 54%). Mean-
while, the worker push performance is jointly optimized by
LAIA and communication plan, where the location-aware
partition mechanism reduces embedding dependencies while
on-demand synchronizations make such dependencies reduc-
tion benefit to embedding transmissions reduction. Therefore,
the optimization of LAIA and communication plan alone only
reduces the number of worker pushes by 17% and 13%, re-
spectively, but the combination of the two, i.e., Herald, can
reduce the number of worker pushes by 63%.
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Figure 11: Herald can reduce 48%-89%
embedding transmissions.
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6.2.2 Scheduler Performance

We profile the Herald scheduler overhead with the same ma-
chine as the testbed (§6.1) to evaluate its time consumption
and scheduling quality. In this part, we focus on the Criteo
AD dataset only.
Overhead breakdown. Through our measurement, the per-
batch scheduling overhead is 7.7 ms (16 threads) on average.
Figure 12 shows the breakdown of this scheduling overhead,
where the major overhead is caused by the scoring function,
consuming 3.2 ms (42%). 92% of the overhead, including
scoring, cache snapshots update, and communication plan
generation, are accelerated by multi-threading. Although the
worker allocation function runs in a single thread, it con-
tributes to only 0.6 ms (8%) overhead.
Scalability of adaptive LAIA. We further evaluate the adap-
tiveness of LAIA across different scales of training clusters.
We assume that the scheduling budget10 does not change
when increasing the scale of training clusters. Thereby, we
find the number of tables that LAIA can be considered during
the scoring, so that the whole scheduling time is not larger
than the scheduling budget, i.e., 18.2 ms in this case. In this ex-
periment, we use a multi-threading worker allocation function
for adaptive LAIA. We report the results of different cluster
scales, where the number of selective tables is smaller than
the total number of tables (i.e., 26) in Criteo AD dataset. The
increased transmissions are the ratio of the embedding trans-
missions incurred by adaptive LAIA to that incurred by static

10The scheduling budget increases with the scaling training clusters due to
the larger dense parameters synchronization time. Therefore, we can score
with a larger number of embedding tables in adaptive LAIA than we report.

LAIA. As shown in Figure 13, adaptive LAIA introduces less
than 1.11× transmission increase by scoring with at least 4
tables. This result indicates that Herald is scalable and adap-
tive to different scales of training clusters. Moreover, it also
reveals that Herald is resilient to the underestimation of the
scheduling budget by preserving a high scheduling quality
with a small set of selective tables.
Herald vs. brute-force search. The performance of Herald
compared with the brute-force search is shown in Appendix C
due to the space limitation.

6.3 End-to-end Training

We demonstrate that Herald accelerates end-to-end training,
improves scalability, and preserves performance superiority
even under limited cache sizes and large-scale clusters.
Training speedup. Figure 14 shows the training speedup of
Herald over HET across different workloads. We observe
that Herald can achieve 1.09×-2.11× speedup over TCP
and 1.02×-1.61× over RDMA. Specifically, we find that the
speedup of W1 is the highest among all, which accords with
the results in Figure 4 that W1 has the highest embedding
communication ratio. The above speedups are attributed to
the communication reduction of Herald in the number of em-
bedding transmissions, as explained in §6.2.1.
Scalability. The high training performance makes the dis-
tributed training system more scalable. We evaluate the scal-
ability of Herald and HET with the metric of scaling factor
defined as in [51]: TN

NT where T is the throughput of a single
worker, N is the number of workers, and TN is the overall
throughput of a cluster with N workers. Note that T in Herald
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number of servers for PS.

equals that in HET, as both frameworks behave the same in
the single-worker training. We measure the throughput of a
single worker with a single GPU server, where the PS runs
on CPUs in the same server to eliminate network communi-
cation. Figure 15 shows the scaling factor of Herald and HET
in every workload. Herald improves the scaling factor from
0.42-0.60 to 0.52-0.90, which indicates that incorporating
Herald into distributed DLRM training can utilize resources
more efficiently.

Training performance under limited cache sizes. Given
the ever-expanding size of the embedding tables and the rel-
atively slow evolution of accelerator device memory, it is
likely that the ratio of in-cache embeddings becomes smaller.
We study the impact of different embedding cache sizes on
W1. The cache ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number of in-cache
embeddings to the total number of embeddings, ranges from
4% to 10%. As shown in Figure 16, Herald preserves the
performance superiority over HET and the speedup (1.97×-
2.15×) does not vary a lot across different sizes of embedding
cache. The reason is that, as discussed in §2.2, embedding
transmissions are dominated by the embedding update, and
this dominance holds across different embedding cache sizes.
Therefore, the distributed DLRM training framework still ben-
efits from reducing embedding pulls and pushes in embedding
updates even under a small embedding cache size. This ex-
periment verifies the consistent effectiveness of Herald under
limited cache sizes.

Compared with FAE (static caching). FAE [3] is quite
a different cache model from Herald and HET. First, FAE
is a static cache, i.e., the cached embeddings are predeter-
mined and fixed before training. Second, all workers in FAE
cache exactly the same embeddings, and they synchronize all
cached embeddings with all-reduce as dense parameters. We
build FAE-like static caching on top of HET. Our FAE-HET
implementation supports caching at most 1% embeddings in
each worker and training workloads with a per-worker batch
size of 128. For implementation efficiency, we change em-
bedding interactions from concatenation to sum pooling in
all workloads. As shown in Figure 17, Herald outperforms
FAE with a 1.67×-51.59× speedup. The huge improvement
mainly comes from two reasons. First, since Herald’s workers
can cache arbitrary embeddings, Herald’s overall cache size

is larger than FAE’s, thus leading to a higher cache hit rate.
Second, the embedding scheduling in Herald further improves
the efficiency of the cache usage (by reducing the number of
worker pulls and worker pushes) compared with FAE.
Multi-GPU and multi-node scenario. Lastly, we evaluate
Herald in a multi-GPU and multi-node testbed, consisting of
10 × 8-GPU servers as workers. Each worker contains 80
CPU cores, and the thread pool size is also set to 80. The
other settings remain the same as the default. At such a large
scale, Herald adopts adaptive scheduling (§4.3) to bound the
scheduling time. Figure 18 shows the results. By comparing to
HET, Herald can achieve 1.02×-1.60× speedup among four
workloads by leveraging 77%-100% of tables for scheduling.
We further evaluate the Herald performance when increasing
the number of servers for PS on the W1 workload. As shown
in Figure 19, the improvement of Herald may have a slight
decrease (achieving about 1.4× speedup) when the capability
of PS increases. The reason is that increasing the number
of servers for PS can relieve or even eliminate the network
bottleneck in the PS architecture [41].

7 Discussions

Scheduling without batch prefetching. If the streaming
dataset only provides a single batch of inputs at a time, i.e.,
no batch prefetching support, Herald will fail to generate
communication plans for the on-demand synchronizations.
In this case, Herald’s LAIA algorithm still works to provide
a cache-friendly inputs partition. Based on the optimization
breakdown (Table 2), scheduling with only LAIA can preserve
a considerable overall improvement.
Scheduling among multiple batches. If the scheduling bud-
get is sufficient or even unlimited (offline scheduling in this
case), Herald’s scheduling scope can be extended to multiple
batches to achieve a better scheduling quality.

Inputs partition. Instead of finding a locally high-scoring
allocation of a single batch as in Algorithm 1, the partition
algorithm for multiple batches should seek an allocation with
a globally high score. However, searching for such globally
high-scoring allocation is onerous, as allocation scores are
dependent on batches. Different allocation results of the front
batch may result in totally different cache snapshots, and thus
affect the allocation score of the following batch. A potential
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heuristic method to reduce the exploration space is to leverage
the power of two choices [32], which considers the top-2
highest scoring allocations of a batch, explores the next batch
based on these two allocations in parallel, and finally returns
the allocation with the highest overall scoring.

Beyond preserving the same batch order when allocating
the multi-batch inputs, there exists work to reorder inputs
among training iterations for embedding transmissions sav-
ing [4]. However, the non-random ordering of training sam-
ples may increase the gradient variance during the SGD train-
ing and lead to overfitting, as the model may learn some
spurious patterns from these handcrafted sample orders [13].

Communication plan generation. In current practice, work-
ers may execute different sizes of communication plans in
an iteration. This kind of work imbalance will result in idle
workers at the synchronous barrier of the iteration. This issue
can be improved by considering multiple batches when gen-
erating the communication plan for both embedding pull and
push, as discussed in Appendix A, with additional embedding
dependency checking. For embedding pull, the worker can
prefetch an embedding if it is not trained by other workers
until the time this worker accesses it. For embedding push,
the worker can synchronize more embeddings beyond the
requirement in the next iteration. Based on this idea, we can
re-schedule communication plans to balance the communi-
cation workload among workers, and thus reduce the overall
communication time.

8 Related Work

Distributed recommendation systems. Several specialized
systems have been proposed for scalable and efficient training
upon DLRMs. Persia [28] advocates mixing the synchronous
and asynchronous mechanisms to update MLP and embed-
ding tables, respectively. However, the asynchronous scheme
is not scalable and can compromise accuracy with an increas-
ing number of workers [34]. XDL [21] proposes optimiza-
tions including hierarchical sample compression, workflow
pipeline, and zero copy. It provides systematical optimiza-
tions on the DLRM training pipeline, and can benefit from the
embedding scheduling to further optimize inter-worker/PS
communication. We acknowledge that the embedding schedul-
ing only works for data parallelism. For the system adopting a
hybrid parallelism strategy, like Neo [33], embedding schedul-
ing can provide a partial system acceleration.
Communication acceleration. There are many efforts ex-
erted to accelerate communication for deep learning training.
A line of work speeds up individual messages with efficient
collective communication design. Besides those designed for
deep neural networks [8, 35, 39, 41, 42, 45], many collective
communication approaches [11, 24, 27, 37] are proposed to
optimize the synchronization of sparse parameters. Another
line of work exploits communication scheduling [18, 20, 50],
which organizes the message transmission order of different

layers to overlap communication with computation. All the
above communication acceleration methods try to answer
"how to efficiently transmit messages". In contrast, Herald
accelerates communication by answering "which messages
should be transmitted".
Serving large embedding tables. There are two common
architectures to resolve the large memory requirement on
embedding tables. The first one applies model parallelism di-
rectly across multiple GPU workers, where each GPU stores a
shard of tables on its high-bandwidth memory (HBM) [27,44].
However, this manner is sub-optimal, as the GPU resource
is usually scarce and expensive. The second architecture is
the cache-PS architecture [52] as the focus of this paper. This
architecture leverages the skewness feature of datasets to
accelerate embedding accesses with high popularity, while
Herald further identifies the infrequency feature among those
cached embeddings. To reduce the communication between
cache and PS, existing works apply accuracy-compromising
optimizations including oversampling hot inputs (access-
ing only hot embeddings) [3], reordering training samples
among batches [4], and updating embeddings with staleness-
tolerance [31]. On the contrary, Herald optimizes the em-
bedding communication with embedding scheduling, which
can preserve the model (accuracy) consistency theoretically.
Moreover, when the accuracy is not that sensitive, Herald
can also benefit from the above philosophies to optimize the
scheduling process. Another orthogonal line of optimization
focuses on cache prefetching by scheduling the embedding
IO and the computation inside a worker [5, 15, 25].

9 Conclusion

This paper presents Herald, a runtime embedding scheduler
for efficient cache-enabled recommendation model training.
By leveraging the predictability and infrequency of embed-
ding cache accesses, Herald applies an adaptive location-
aware inputs allocation mechanism and an on-demand syn-
chronization strategy to reduce the embedding transmissions
between workers and PS during training. Extensive experi-
mental results show that Herald can significantly reduce the
embedding communication overhead and thus boost the end-
to-end recommendation model training.
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A The Problem Definition of Embedding
Scheduling

Prerequisites. Considering a distributed learning system
with n workers and a per-worker batch size of m, the overall
batch size is n×m. The embedding table length, i.e., the total
number of embeddings in the table, is d. The total number of
iterations is T . The goal of embedding scheduling is to mini-
mize the communication overhead, specifically the operation
time of push and pull operations between workers and the PS.

For modeling simplicity, we delay the operation of the em-
bedding push to the next iteration without violating the BSP
training. In this model, an iteration proceeds with the follow-
ing operations: retrieving the batch inputs, pushing the embed-
dings, pulling the embeddings, DLRM forward propagation,
DLRM backward propagation, and dense parameter synchro-
nization. There exists a synchronous barrier between two
operations. Finally, we can model the problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) with the following components.
State space S . An iteration can be described by a state
including the training batch of the current iteration and the
current state of embeddings. The training batch is related
to the dataset and the current iteration number. The state of
embeddings S is a matrix with d rows and n+ 1 columns,
where the value of si, j is 1 if the j-th worker ( j = n+1 refers
to the PS) has the latest version of the i-th embedding, a
value between 0 to 1 if the j-th worker has a non-aggregated
gradient (a partially aggregated gradient for PS) of the i-th
embedding, and 0 for the rest.
Action space A . The action space is defined by three action
matrices: a sample assignment matrix P, an embedding push
matrix Q, and an embedding pull matrix R. State actions are
enforced based on these three matrices sequentially.

P is a matrix with n×m rows and n columns, where the
value of pi, j is 1 if the i-th sample is assigned to the j-th
worker, and 0 otherwise. Each sample can only be assigned to
one worker, i.e., ∑ j pi, j = 1. The sample assignment matrix P
can transfer to the embedding assignment matrix U according
to the accessing embeddings of each sample. The embedding
assignment matrix U is a matrix with d rows and n columns,
where the value of ui, j is 1 if the i-th embedding is assigned
to the j-th worker, and 0 otherwise.

Q is a matrix with d rows and n columns, where the value
of qi, j is 1 if the j-th worker pushes the i-th embedding to the
PS, and 0 otherwise. Q should preserve the availability of the
latest version of embeddings at PS if this embedding is not
available by its assigning workers:

qi, j = 1, if 0 < si, j < 1 and Σ j′∈nui, j′ >= 1
or si, j = 1 and si,n+1 = 0 and Σ j′∈n, j′ ̸= jui, j′ >= 1

R is a matrix with d rows and n columns, where the value
of ri, j is 1 if the j-th worker pulls i-th embedding from the PS,
and 0 otherwise. R is subject to two rules that ① the worker
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should pull the assigning embedding if it does not maintain
the latest version of this embedding, and ② the PS has the
latest version of the embedding when there is a pull request:

① ri, j = 1, if ui, j = 1 and si, j ̸= 1
② ri, j = 1 ⇒ si,n+1 = 1

There is an implicit assumption that the PS has the latest
version of the i-th embedding when performing rule ①. This
assumption is maintained by Q.
State transition. The transition of the training batch is trivial.
In terms of the state of embeddings, the transition is as follows:
for j ∈ [1,n] (workers),

s′i, j =


1

Σ j′∈nui, j′
, if ui, j = 1

0,
if ui, j = 0 and ∃ j′ such that ui, j′ = 1
or Σui, j = 0 and qi, j = 1 and si, j ̸= 1

si, j, otherwise

for j = n+1 (PS),

s′i,n+1 =

{
0, if Σ j′∈nui, j′ >= 1
min(1,si,n+1 +Σ∀ j′,qi, j′=1si, j′), otherwise

Reward function R . The reward is the negative of the com-
munication latency. We assume the latency to push or pull an
embedding remains the same. Since we preserve a strict order
between the operations of push and pull, and the latency of
these two operations depends on the worker with the largest
workload, we define the reward function as follows:

R (s,a) =−[max
j

d

∑
i=1

qi, j +max
j

d

∑
i=1

ri, j]

Objective. Based on the above-defined MDP, our objec-
tive is to find a policy π(S) → A that maps states to ac-
tions, which maximizes the expected cumulative reward
E
[
∑

T
t=0 R (St ,At)

]
.

A conventional solution to solve the above problem is
dynamic programming. However, it does not work well in
practice given the curse of dimensionality (the number of
iterations in this problem), not to mention the fact that some-
times it is difficult to retrieve the entire dataset in advance
from the streaming data and hard to predict the number of
training iterations. Herald focuses on single batch schedul-
ing, i.e., finding a quality action for the current state to get a
high reward. Therefore, both the pull operation and the push
operation perform on demand, and existing cache systems
(like HET [31]) work with on-demand embedding pulls by
design. Moreover, delaying the push operation after retrieving
the batch inputs may be different from the practice, where the
embedding push operation happens during the synchroniza-
tion of the previous iteration. According to our analysis, the
push action (Q) is mainly affected by the sample assignment.
Therefore, in practice, we can decide on the push operation
with an early sample assignment for the next iteration.
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Figure 20: Herald vs. brute-force search (scheduling time is
in log scale).

B Point-to-point Embedding Synchronization
In this paper, we follow the same distributed cache model as
HET’s [31], where each worker only communicates with PS.
In this cache model, embedding synchronization requires at
least two steps, one worker push and one worker pull. We
can reduce the synchronization path to one step by direct
P2P synchronization between two workers. Moreover, P2P
embedding synchronization can eliminate the potential net-
work bottleneck caused by the PS architecture [41]. Herald
can support P2P embedding synchronization by distinguish-
ing synchronization targets during the communication plan
generations. These targets finally become a receiving commu-
nication plan to indicate which embeddings would be received
in an iteration for each worker.

C Herald vs. Brute-force Scheduling
To evaluate the effectiveness of Herald scheduler, we also im-
plement a scheduler that leverages brute-force search as the
baseline. The brute-force search scheduler explores all possi-
ble allocations and returns an allocation that incurs minimal
embedding transmissions. Since the search space expands ex-
ponentially with the number of workers and per-worker batch
size, we restrict the per-worker batch size to 1. We define the
scheduling quality of Herald as the ratio of the number of
embedding transmissions incurred by the brute-force search
scheduler to that incurred by Herald.

We measure the scheduling quality and the scheduling time
across different numbers of workers and report their average
values for 90 iterations after 10 warm-ups used to fill the
cache. For easy parallelism, the thread pool size is identical to
the number of workers for both schedulers. Figure 20 demon-
strates that Herald can achieve a scheduling quality from 0.45
to 0.57, indicating that there is still room to exploit embedding
scheduling in the future. In terms of scheduling time, Herald
consistently preserves a low scheduling overhead (< 0.7 ms).
Meanwhile, the scheduling time of the brute-force search
scheduler increases rapidly, consuming up to a few seconds
when there are more than 10 workers in this tiny search space.
This result reveals that the brute-force search scheduler is
impractical for large-scale DLRM training.
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Abstract

Multimodal model training takes multiple types of inputs to
process with differently structured submodules, and aggre-
gates outcomes from the submodules to learn the relationship
among various types of inputs, e.g., correlating text to image
for text-to-image generation. The differences of submodule
architectures as well as their inputs lead to heterogeneity in
terms of computation efficiency. Failing to account for such
heterogeneity, existing distributed training systems treat all
submodules as a monolithic entity and thus have sub-optimal
performance. Moreover, the outcome aggregation phase in-
troduces cross-sample dependencies with contrasting positive
and negative sample pairs (i.e., contrastive loss). Such de-
pendencies make the existing pipeline parallelism scheduling
algorithms not applicable for multimodal training with con-
trastive loss.

To address the limitations of existing solutions, we propose
DISTMM. For a given multimodal model, DISTMM exploits
the heterogeneity among submodules, applying different dis-
tributed parallelism strategies for each submodule, e.g., using
Tensor Parallelism for a computation-intensive submodule,
and Data Parallelism for a submodule with a small number
of parameters. DISTMM balances the computation of par-
allelized submodules to reduce the computing resource idle
time of waiting for the slowest submodule. DISTMM further
optimizes the locality of submodules by leveraging the hetero-
geneous bandwidth of interconnections among accelerators.
To address the limitation of existing pipeline execution sched-
ules, we propose a new pipeline execution primitive, called
batch-sync instruction, and a corresponding schedule, called
DISTMM-Pipe. We build a prototype of DISTMM and eval-
uate it with existing solutions on models with various sizes
ranging from 1.1 billion to 26 billion parameters and observe
1.32-3.27× speedup over Megatron-LM.

∗Work was done when interned at AWS.

1 Introduction

Deep learning has recently witnessed the rise of foundation
unimodal models focused on processing unimodal data such
as GPT [4], LLaMA [36] and ViT [9], where models are pre-
trained on web-scale text or image data. However, real-world
data typically do not exist in isolation so human experience
itself is multimodal. For example, a movie is a blend of visu-
als, dialogue, and music. To bridge the gap between isolated
data modalities, multimodal models have emerged as a trans-
formative paradigm, which offers a holistic representation
to enhance performance in real-world scenarios, capturing
intricate relationships that remain elusive to unimodal models.

A multimodal model has unique characteristics in terms
of model structure, which consists of multiple submodules.
Each submodule has a specific functionality, e.g., transform-
ing image inputs to feature vectors, or combining multiple
feature vectors, etc. As the functionalities are different, the
architecture and the scale of the submodules vary accord-
ingly. For example, Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training
(CLIP) [29] adopts a deeper and wider structure for process-
ing image inputs, while using a relatively shallow design of
a submodule for transforming text inputs. Furthermore, the
data input sizes also vary across submodules, e.g., the im-
ages in Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset [20]
have an input size of 512×512 pixels, while the input length
of corresponding text captions is from 5 to 20 words. The
heterogeneity among submodules leads to different demands
of computing powers. However, existing distributed training
systems are mainly designed for training unimodal models
with homogeneous computing power requirements, leading
to suboptimal performance in multimodal model training.

Moreover, multimodal models require a large number of
data samples to compute the contrastive loss function due
to model quality requirements [5]. In the distributed train-
ing setting, scaling out multimodal model training with data
parallelism and tensor parallelism linearly increases the max-
imum batch size for contrastive loss. However, scaling out
multimodal model training with pipeline parallelism results
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in a bounded maximum batch size for contrastive loss per
forward and backward. The absence of pipeline parallelism
support hinders the scalability of the multimodal model both
in training speed and model size.

To address the aforementioned challenges (more details
in Sec 3) for efficient multimodal model training, this paper
proposes DISTMM, which is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first distributed training system specifically designed for
multimodal models. DISTMM introduces four components
that work collaboratively to optimize multimodal model train-
ing. For a given multimodal model training task and a cluster
configuration, the modality-aware partitioner of DISTMM
adaptively applies parallelism strategies for different submod-
ules to minimize the overhead from parallelization. With
efficient parallelism for each submodule, the load balancer
redistributes the training data to ensure balanced computa-
tions among the submodules, which minimizes the computing
resource idle time of waiting for the slowest submodule. The
placement manager then assigns devices for each submodule
based on the parallelism solution and the interconnect topol-
ogy of devices, so that DISTMM can utilize heterogeneous
bandwidth. Finally, to achieve a targeted sample size required
by the training task, the pipeline executor generates the exe-
cution schedule (i.e., when and what to do for computations,
communications, or memory movements) for combining out-
puts across multiple micro-batches of input data.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose an idea to partition and parallelize the submod-

ules of a multimodal model based on their modalities and
redistribute the training data, resulting in balanced compu-
tation among submodules with high computation efficiency.

• We design a submodule placement mechanism to reduce
the communication volume by aligning the model’s hetero-
geneity with the heterogeneous bandwidth in the cluster.

• We propose a new pipeline parallelism instruction to in-
crease the supported batch size by fully utilizing the mem-
ory capacity, and a corresponding pipeline parallelism
schedule to avoid dependency overheads introduced by the
new instructions.

• Based on the above ideas, we build DISTMM and evalu-
ate it on eight Amazon EC2 p3.16xlarge instances with
64 GPUs. Our results show that DISTMM achieves 1.32-
3.27× speedup over Megatron-LM on three structurally
different multimodal models, i.e., CLIP, CoCa, and LiT.

2 Background

2.1 Unimodal and Multimodal Models

Unimodal models. The unimodal models are designed to
interpret and learn from one specific type of data modality,
e.g., text, images, or audio. The model architecture is thus
homogeneous with sequential execution order for consistently

processing a single type of data. A typical unimodal model
architecture consists of multiple transformer-based layers [4,
7, 36, 37]. Within each layer, the structure is the same, i.e.,
attention mechanisms and feed-forward networks.

Multimodal models. On the other hand, multimodal mod-
els aim to combine and align multiple data modalities, e.g.,
processing image and text data simultaneously. It relies on
specialized architectures or configurations for processing each
modality and aligning the processed feature vectors [9,29,38].
Typically, a multimodal model consists of multiple submod-
ules each processing one modality independently. As an ex-
ample, CLIP [29] employs two specialized modal submodules,
namely, text and image. The image submodule is a Vision
Transformer (ViT) [9] while the text submodule is a tradi-
tional Transformer submodule [37]. On top of multiple modal
submodules, the modality interactive submodule takes the
outputs from each modal submodule to compute the corre-
lation among them. An exception is the Multimodal Large
Language Model (MLLM) [1, 21, 41], whose LLM submod-
ule integrates both the functionality of modality interactive
submodule and text modal submodule.

2.2 Multimodal Model Training
To perform various multimodal tasks, multimodal models re-
quire different learning approaches. Fusion models integrate
multimodal data to perform tasks including classification, de-
tection, or prediction. This integration is either conducted
through contrastive learning or simply achieved by fusing
the features through operations such as cross-attention [38].
Co-learning models leverage information from one modality
to improve or supplement the learning in another modality. It
is achieved by contrastive learning to identify a unified rep-
resentation containing multimodal information. Generative
models generate content based on contextual understanding
across multiple data modalities. For generative models such
as MLLM, modal submodules are trained separately with
contrastive learning first, and then the whole model will be
trained with multimodal instruction tuning [21, 41].

Contrastive learning. Out of all multimodal learning meth-
ods used in various multimodal models, contrastive learning is
the most fundamental learning method. Since aligning the rep-
resentation across features of different modalities is crucial for
the downstream task, contrastive learning generates positive
and negative samples to contrast them to learn a robust uni-
fied representation across different modalities. Compared to
cross-modal learning or reconstruction-based representation
learning, contrastive learning is more effective by bridging
the processing abilities between different modal submodules
according to previous study [38]. Most multimodal models
adopt contrastive learning [5] as the only training method or
combine it with other unimodal learning methods.

Unlike only comparing each sample’s output feature vector
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with the corresponding label in unimodal learning, contrastive
learning systematically compares the feature vector of each
data point with all feature vectors across diverse modalities.
Specifically, positive pairs are constructed by comparing the
feature vectors of a single sample across different modalities,
affirming their shared identity. Conversely, negative pairs are
formed by comparing feature vectors from distinct samples
and modalities, establishing dissimilarity. Multimodal models
learn effective representations and understand relationships
between modalities by distinguishing positive and negative
pairs. To achieve this, the core of contrastive learning is to
compute a similarity matrix, which measures pairwise sim-
ilarities between feature vectors. During multimodal model
training, the loss of contrastive learning maximizes the sim-
ilarity scores of positive pairs and minimizes the similarity
scores of negative pairs. For example, CLIP model performs
contrastive learning by using dot products of their text and
vision submodules’ feature vectors to compute a similarity
matrix. With similarity matrix, the objective of CLIP training
is to minimize a cross-entropy loss over similarity scores.

The effectiveness of contrastive learning relies on a large
number of positive and negative samples from feature vectors
generated by the same model update [2]. For instance, Sim-
CLR [6] used a batch size of 4096 to generate 4096 positive
samples and 33,554,432 negative samples. CLIP [29] used a
batch size of 32,768 to generate 32,768 positive samples and
2,147,483,648 negative samples. Some low-cost alternatives
utilize feature vectors from the previous model updates to
approximate comparison in a large batch size. One problem
of such approximation is the downgraded model quality since
feature vectors are no longer consistent. PIRL [24] used a
memory bank to store the previous feature vectors. Mean-
while, MoCo [12] replaced the memory bank with a queue of
feature vectors generated by its momentum encoders. Accord-
ing to theory in [17], a larger number of consistent positive
and negative samples enhance the model’s discriminative
power, generalization ability, and understanding of complex
cross-modal relationships.

3 Motivation

This section discusses the problems in existing solutions and
corresponding objectives in designing a multimodal model
training system. The existing solutions did not take the unique
model architecture and special learning paradigm of multi-
modal models into account.

3.1 Multimodal Model Characteristics.

Heterogeneous submodules. As discussed in Section 2.1,
multimodal models have multiple modal submodules and
one or more modality interactive submodules. Influenced by
the design choices and architectural complexity, the sizes

(a) Vision > Text

Modality 
Interaction

(b) Vision = Text

Text data

(c) Text > Vision

Layers VisionText

Modality 
Interaction

Modality 
Interaction

Image data Text data Image data Text data Image data

Text Vision Text Vision

Figure 1: Three categories of vision-language models. The
height of each rectangle denotes the number of layers and
the width denotes hidden dimension of each layer. Text and
Vision denote text submodule and vision submodule.

of submodules in multimodal models can vary significantly,
which introduces heterogeneity.

Each modality (e.g., text, image, and audio) has unique char-
acteristics and features that may require specialized process-
ing to effectively capture modality-specific patterns. The fo-
cus of the multimodal task may also influence the processing
strategy, which requires more understanding of fine-grained
details on one modality than on others. The inherent com-
plexity of each modality and the task requirements result
in different computational demands among the modal sub-
modules. Figure 1 illustrates three different archetypes of
vision-language models. CLIP model belongs to Figure 1(a).
The heterogeneity of CLIP model is driven by its vision-
focused requirements, leading to a larger vision submodule.
The LiT [10] model belongs to the category of Figure 1(c),
whose text submodule has more parameters. The Contrastive
captioner (CoCa) [38] model falls in the category of Fig-
ure 1(b), which uses equal-sized vision and text submodules.

Heterogenous submodules have varied GPU utilization.
The parameter size differences result in varied hidden di-
mensions between heterogenous submodules, which lead to
differently scaled operations to execute. The scale of opera-
tions affects the choices of kernels for underlying libraries.
Large-scale operations are likely to be represented with more
efficient kernels than small-scale operations. Additionally,
fixed overheads such as kernel launches and memory trans-
fers are amortized by large-scale operations. The training
efficiency is limited by the submodules with fewer parame-
ters, as they may not utilize the hardware as efficiently as the
larger submodules.

Imbalanced input sizes. Depending on the modality type, the
input sizes can vary significantly as well, e.g., the text input
length is 77 words while the image input size is 512×512
pixels for CLIP training. Larger input sizes lead to more effi-
cient computation by leveraging the parallelism and vector-
ization capabilities of the hardware. This results in optimized
memory utilization and computational throughput. Within the
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multimodal model consists of submodules with imbalanced
inputs, the training efficiency is limited by the submodule
with smaller input sizes.

Large batch size requirement. According to the observa-
tions in [5, 29, 39] and the theory in [17], a larger number of
negative and positive samples are beneficial for learning ro-
bust and generalizable representations in contrastive learning,
which directly results in a trained model with higher quality
(i.e., more accurate, more robust, and more reliable). Further-
more, prior study [6] shows that training with a larger number
of negative and positive samples not only converges faster
but converges to a model that performs better, no matter how
long it is trained. Increasing the batch size for the similarity
matrix is the only way to generate the sufficient number of
negative and positive samples without bringing inconsistency.
For example, given a batch size of N, there are N positive
pairs and N2 −N negative pairs in a similarity matrix. As a
result, multimodal model training in practice requires a large
batch size to ensure expected model quality.

3.2 System Challenges.
Although 3-dimension (3D) parallelism strategies (data, ten-
sor, and pipeline parallelism) are effective for most unimodal
models, it is inefficient to apply them to train multimodal
models. We first lay out the reasons why applying the 3D
parallelism to multimodal model training is inefficient, then
conclude with the objectives on how to optimize 3D paral-
lelism for multimodal models.

Memory overhead and imbalanced computation of Data
Parallelism (DP). For models that can easily fit into one de-
vice, data parallelism is the go-to strategy to parallelize the
training. Data parallelism only partitions batch dimensions
and evenly distributes the data batch to all devices. Applying
data parallelism to a multimodal model training results in all
submodules being colocated on each device. Due to the colo-
cation, the heterogeneity and imbalanced input sizes among
different submodules lead to uneven computation scales and
hardware utilization. Moreover, the colocation of different
submodules also reduces the available memory per submod-
ule, which limits the batch size for computation and eventu-
ally reduces the computation efficiency. In conclusion, the
heterogeneous nature of the multimodal model cannot be
fully utilized under the colocation solution of data parallelism.
Therefore, it is needed to have a non-colocation solution to
support more efficient multimodal model training.

Unnecessary partition overheads of Tensor Parallelism
(TP). For models that cannot fit into a single device, tensor
parallelism is used to evenly split the model and parallelize
the model partition’s execution. For multimodal model train-
ing, tensor parallelism homogeneously partitions submodules
with different sizes according to the entire model’s memory
consumption. Since the smaller submodule only contributes

little to the entire model’s memory consumption, tensor paral-
lelism will overly partition the smaller submodule, leading to
unnecessary overhead. To address this issue, it is needed to
have an adaptive partitioning method that considers the model
sizes and structures of different submodules.

Unexpected training semantics with Pipeline Parallelism
(PP). As discussed in 3.1, multimodal model’s model qual-
ity is associated with the training batch size. However, all
existing pipeline parallelism schedules, including 1F1B [11],
GPipe [13], and PipeDream [25] split a global batch into
multiple micro-batches and conduct pipelined forward and
backward step on every micro-batch. Applying such pipeline
parallelism to multimodal model training results in model
quality degradation compared to non-pipeline parallelism ap-
proaches. Therefore, a new pipeline parallelism scheme for
multimodal model training is needed.

4 DISTMM Overview

DISTMM is a distributed training system optimized for mul-
timodal model training workloads by tackling the challenges
discussed in Section 3.2. The design of DISTMM improves
the computation efficiency of each submodule in a multi-
modal model, reduces communication overheads in multi-
node distributed training, and ensures the model quality when
pipeline parallelism is used for training large models. By
design, DISTMM treats submodules within a model sepa-
rately with independent parallelism strategies to maximize
efficiency. In addition, it aligns the computation duration of
each submodule to minimize the cost of interactions among
submodules. As shown in Figure 2, DISTMM has four com-
ponents, which are Modality-aware partitioner, Data load bal-
ancer, Heterogeneity-aware placement manager, and Pipeline
executor. We overview the components in the following text
and leave the detailed design and analysis in Section 5.

Modality-aware partitioner. Modality-aware partitioner
splits the whole multimodal model into submodules based on
their input modalities. The neural network architecture and
configuration of each submodule are typically different from
each other, due to the input modality differences, e.g., using
ViT [9] for vision inputs and BERT [7] for text inputs. Based
on the submodule sizes, Modality-aware partitioner applies
independent parallelism strategies to avoid overprovisioning
parallelism degrees for small submodules. Modality-aware
partitioner only handles model-level partitioning by trans-
forming model description input into submodule partitions,
leaving batch dimension partitioning to Data load balancer. In
principle, this allows DISTMM to maintain high computation
efficiency for each submodule.

Data load balancer. Without realizing the structural differ-
ences, a naive way is to assign the same amount of computing
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Figure 2: DISTMM overview.

devices and utilize the same batch size across all the sub-
module partitions of different modalities. This can easily lead
to computing resources idling at the interactive computation
phase because some submodules need fewer computation
cycles than others. To achieve overall high computation ef-
ficiency, submodule partitions require a careful design for
the resource allocation and adjustment of the batch size for
each modality input. Data load balancer takes submodule
partitions and cluster configuration as inputs, assigning dif-
ferent numbers of devices to different submodule partitions
based on their estimated memory consumption and measured
execution time. To minimize device idle time introduced by
the heterogeneous resource placement, Data load balancer
redistributes batch sizes of different modalities to balance the
computation duration.

Heterogeneity-aware placement manager. Computing
clusters typically have much higher bandwidths for intra-node
communication (e.g., NVLink) than that for inter-node com-
munication (e.g., Ethernet). Heterogeneity-aware placement
manager groups submodule partitions within the same modal-
ity and places them close to each other to exploit the high-
bandwidth links for frequent communication. Furthermore,
Heterogeneity-aware placement manager places submodule
partitions from different modalities on separate nodes so that
the infrequent communication volume (e.g., gradient AllRe-
duce) on low-bandwidth links will be reduced.

Pipeline executor. Pipeline executor generates a cus-
tomized pipeline parallelism execution schedule for each sub-
module. The customized schedule maintains the semantics
of the training procedure and minimizes hardware idle time.
Pipeline executor inserts mid-point synchronization to main-
tain the semantics of the modality interaction among different
modal submodules, in which each submodule gathers activa-
tions of prior micro-batches (from last mid-point synchroniza-

tion till now) from submodules with different modalities and
itself to complete the modality interaction.

An illustrated example. Figure 2 provides an example of
training a vision-language model with DISTMM in a cluster
with 64 devices across eight nodes. Assuming the multimodal
model has more parameters for encoding image data (yellow)
than that of processing text inputs (blue).

Modality-aware partitioner assigns different parallelism
strategies for each modal submodule, shown in the top-left
part. Different submodules are replicated differently (four
versus three) with different numbers of devices by Data load
balancer, so that submodules can complete the computation
of different batch sizes (18 versus 24) for a given global batch
at the same time.

Heterogeneity-aware placement manager deploys vision
submodules and text submodules on different devices and
groups the devices with the same modality, which reduces
both intra-node and inter-node communication volume.

Pipeline executor generates customized pipeline execution
plans for each device which integrates a synchronization in-
struction to preserve the same training semantics with non-
pipeline parallelism solution. The synchronization instruction
gathers feature vectors to conduct interactive computation. In
this case, a gathered global image feature vector consists of 3
pipeline parallelism groups’ 4 previous image feature vectors,
where each image feature vector’s batch size is 2. Similarly, a
gathered global text feature vector consists of 4 pipeline paral-
lelism groups’ 2 previous text feature vectors, where each text
feature vector’s batch size is 3. The workloads on submodules
for different modalities are balanced by Data load balancer
which ensures that they arrive at the synchronized interactive
computation at the same time.
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5 DISTMM Design

5.1 Modality-aware Partitioner

The heterogeneity of the model structure and the difference of
the inputs across modalities are the root cause of the low over-
all computation efficiency in multimodal training (detailed
in Section 3.1). Modality-aware partitioner therefore applies
adaptive partition strategy to improve the computation effi-
ciency, which accounts for heterogeneity among submodules.

Adaptive Partition Allocation. We design a new partition
strategy that fully utilizes the heterogeneous structure with the
multimodal model. Modality-aware partitioner takes model
definition as an input, which contains the configuration of
each modal submodule and modality interactive submodule.

Modality-aware partitioner first parallelizes submodules
with independent parallelism strategies to satisfy memory
constraints while maintaining low overheads. As discussed
in 3.1, modality interactive submodule focuses on aligning
high-level information, which does not require a complex
computation. It therefore has a highly parallelizable nature.
So Modality-aware partitioner equally distributes the compu-
tation load of modality interactive submodule to every device.

Modality-aware partitioner then individually applies adap-
tive partitioning to each modal submodule to maximize effi-
ciency. This component follows the common practice [15,34]
of efficiently training an unimodal model, which involves
determining the minimum parallelism degree required and
selecting parallelism strategies accordingly, with careful con-
sideration of the model size. For modal submodules that can
fit into a single device, our approach advocates the use of data
parallelism to maximize efficiency. Alternatively, for modal
submodules that cannot fit within a single device, employ-
ing tensor parallelism is recommended. Notably, for modal
submodules that surpass the capacity of a single node, our
strategy favors pipeline parallelism, as extant research [26]
indicates that extending tensor parallelism across nodes in-
troduces significant overheads. The resulting model partition
on each device after Modality-aware partitioner is an adap-
tively partitioned modal submodule and evenly parallelized
modality interactive submodules.

An illustrative example. We construct examples with hy-
pothetical performance numbers to illustrate how Modality-
aware partitioner works. Figure 3 (a) shows an example of
applying the tensor parallelism in a homogeneous way for
the entire model. This homogeneous way of applying tensor
parallelism leads to the sequential execution of the first and
smaller submodule (blue colored) with 10% GPU utilization,
and the second and larger submodule (orange colored) with
30%. As a result, its average GPU utilization for each GPU is
2 ·10%+3 ·30% = 22%, where the smaller submodule’s 10%
utilization is the performance bottleneck. Figure 3 (b) shows
the partition result by Modality-aware partitioner, where the
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Figure 3: Modality-aware partitioner example. Placements
(on left) describe how submodules are partitioned.
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Figure 4: Data load balancer example. Placements (on left)
describe the data sample assignment for each submodule.
Numbers inside the submodule are the number of assigned
data samples per batch.

smaller submodule is not partitioned and the larger submod-
ule is partitioned into three parts via the tensor parallelism.
The separation of submodules and adaptive tensor parallelism
partitioning allow the smaller submodule to achieve a much
better GPU utilization. The GPU utilization of the smaller
submodule can be improved from 10% to 20% due to the
increase in computational workload. The improved average
GPU utilization helps reduce the duration of the entire model.
However, it also introduces additional overhead of imbalanced
duration among GPUs (i.e., GPU1 versus other GPUs).

5.2 Data Load Balancer
While the adaptive partition strategy reduces partition over-
heads, it does not address the heterogeneity of inputs.
Modality-aware partitioner does not assign the batch size of
input data to submodule partitions. Different modal submod-
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ule partitions have different computation patterns and inputs
which results in different execution durations and memory
consumptions under the same batch size. Without considering
the differences, some modal submodules may finish first and
have to wait for others to gather the outputs.

We view Data load balancer as a resource manager, and
the goal is to balance the computing duration among differ-
ent modal submodules under memory constraints. Data load
balancer takes a cluster setup, i.e., the number of nodes and
the number of devices per node, and training configuration,
i.e., the model partitions generated by Modality-aware par-
titioner and the global batch size, as inputs. Note that each
model partition consists of an adaptively partitioned modal
submodule for a specific modality and an evenly partitioned
modality interactive submodule. Data load balancer produces
a resource assignment plan, which assigns the number of de-
vices and the data batch size for each model partition. This
resource assignment problem is equivalent to minimizing the
time taken by the slowest model partition, and has the opti-
mal substructure property: a resource assignment plan that
maximizes throughput is composed of resource assignments
for partial modalities that maximize throughput for smaller
clusters. DISTMM uses dynamic programming to find the
optimal solution.

An illustrative example. We construct examples with hy-
pothetical performance numbers to illustrate how Data load
balancer works. Figure 4 provides an example resource as-
signment plan from Data load balancer and compares it with a
colocated plan. The colocated plan colocates multiple modal
submodules and replicates each submodule onto all devices
(Figure 4 (a)). In contrast, Data load balancer together with
Modality-aware partitioner separates modal submodules with
different modalities and replicates them differently, i.e., the
smaller submodule has one replica, and the larger submodule
has three replicas (Figure 4 (b)). With a smaller number of
replicas for each submodule, the number of samples per de-
vice is increased, especially for the smaller submodule. Thus,
the computation efficiency improves for both submodules.

5.3 Heterogeneity-aware placement manager
The generated resource assignment plan from Data load bal-
ancer does not include the model placement to specific de-
vices. Heterogeneity-aware placement manager deploys the
resource assignment plan by placing the submodules in a
communication-efficient way. It takes bandwidth heterogene-
ity into consideration to optimize the communication over-
head in distributed multimodal model training.

5.3.1 Intra-submodule placements

Heterogeneity-aware placement manager prioritizes the com-
munication patterns within a single modal submodule for
placement assignments. The priority is determined by the

communication frequency and the data volume transmitted in
each communication pattern. Heterogeneity-aware placement
manager generates placement assignments where communi-
cations with higher priority (TP) are conducted in the network
with higher bandwidth (NVLinks within node) and communi-
cations with lower priority (PP and DP) are conducted in the
lower bandwidth network (Ethernet).

5.3.2 Inter-submodule placements

As a non-colocated solution, Heterogeneity-aware placement
manager only places one single-modality partition together
with evenly parallelized modality interactive submodules on
a single device, which reduces the communication volume
involved in modality interaction and gradient synchronization.

Overhead reduction in modality interaction. As described
in section 2.2, multimodal model’s modality interaction con-
sists of similarity matrix computation. For the multimodal
models with vision modality and text modality, the similarity
computation on each device consists of two dot products in
the distributed setting, the first dot product is between the
local image feature vectors and gathered entire text feature
vectors and the second dot product is between the local text
feature vectors and gathered image feature vectors. With non-
colocated placement, since there is only one modal submodule
on each device, the similarity computation is reduced to one
dot product between the feature vectors of local modality
and the gathered feature vectors of opposite modality. So
Heterogeneity-aware placement manager halves the commu-
nication volume of modality interaction compared with the
colocated placement since image and text feature vectors
share the same tensor shape.

Table 1: The list of symbols frequently used in the paper.

Symbol Description
Mbs Micro-batch size
Rbs Required micro-batch size for modality interaction
K Required number of micro-batches (K = Rbs/Mbs)
N Total number of GPUs
P The number of pipeline parallelism degree
M Memory capacity per GPU
Ms Static (Weight, gradient, state) memory consumption
Mg Gradient memory consumption
Ma Activation memory consumption

Note: Above symbols are of the whole multimodal model. We add index 1
and 2 to the above symbols to stand for the first and second submodules.

Overhead reduction in gradient synchronization. For com-
munication in gradient all-reduce, Heterogeneity-aware place-
ment manager reduces the communication volume from the
entire model’s gradients in colocated solution to the gradients
of the submodules hosted in this specific device. In the whole
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Figure 5: Communication reduction example. Placements
(on left) describe the patterns of gradient AllReduce (green
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system’s perspective, the volume is reduced from Mg1 +Mg2
to max(Mg1,Mg2). As shown in examples with hypothetical
duration numbers described by Figure 5, gradient communi-
cation volume is reduced from the whole model’s gradients
(red and green) to only the gradient of the larger submod-
ule (green). The gradient all-reduce volume does not change
with the mini-batch size. The computing duration increases
when the mini-batch size increases, which further reduces the
communication duration ratio in total training time.

5.4 Pipeline Executor

When applying existing pipeline parallelism to multimodal
model training, the available memory after static memory
consumption (weight, gradient, and state) is divided into P
blocks to store P micro-batches’ activation to ensure effi-
cient pipelining. Since static memory consumption and ac-
tivation are divided into P partitions, the maximum micro-
batch size is ((M−Ms/P)/(Ma/P))/P = (M−Ms/P)/Ma),
which is bounded by M/Ma. Such bounded micro-batch size
is much smaller than what is needed for training a qual-
ity multimodal model in practice. Note that Table 1 shows
the meaning of the symbols used in this paper. As a com-
parison, data parallelism’s maximum micro-batch size is
(M ·N−Ms ·N)/Ma) =N ·(M−Ms·)/Ma) and the tensor par-
allelism’s maximum micro-batch size is (M ·N −Ms)/Ma),
which means scaling out the cluster size N can linearly in-
crease the maximum micro-batch size.

To address this issue, we propose a new instruction in
pipeline parallelism called batch-sync instruction used by the
Pipeline executor. This instruction can preserve the required
semantics by ensuring the modality interactive submodule is
executed with the needed large batch size. We also propose
a new pipeline parallelism schedule called DISTMM-Pipe
which adopts batch-sync instruction without introducing any

extra idle cycles.

Batch-sync instruction. Given a model quality requirement
of batch size Rbs and K = Rbs/Mbs, Pipeline executor’s
batch-sync instruction consists of the following four steps:
(1) the memory movement step that concatenates K feature
vectors computed by previous K forward instructions into
a continuous feature vector, (2) the forward pass of modal
interactive submodule is executed with the continuous feature
vector, (3) the backward pass of modality interactive submod-
ule is executed, which produces gradients corresponding to
the continuous feature vector, and (4) the memory dispatching
step that dispatches the continuous gradients to K gradients
corresponding to the feature vectors of each micro-batch.

However, integrating batch-sync instruction to pipeline par-
allelism schedule introduces overhead due to dependency is-
sues. Since the batch-sync instruction depends on the previous
forward instructions and vice versa, the backward instructions
depend on the batch-sync instruction. The batch-sync instruc-
tion works as a barrier between the involved forward and
backward instructions. In 1 forward and 1 backward (1F1B)
schedule [25], batch-sync instruction can only be inserted be-
tween the 1 forward and 1 backward of a single micro-batch
due to dependency, which limits the maximum batch size for
modality interaction to a single micro-batch. In GPipe sched-
ule [13], batch-sync instructions can be inserted between the
required number of forward and backward instructions. As
shown in Figure 6, applying the batch-sync instruction with-
out a customized schedule results in dependency issues, where
forward and backward instructions are separated by the corre-
sponding batch-sync instruction and cause extra idle cycles.

DISTMM-Pipe schedule. To bypass the dependency barrier
so as to mitigate the overhead introduced by the batch-sync
instruction, we propose DISTMM-Pipe schedule. DISTMM-
Pipe launches 2 ·K micro-batches with Mbs/2 as the micro-
batch size for each gradient accumulation cycle. The doubled
micro-batches bypass the dependency barrier since each batch-
sync instruction only introduces dependency issues between
K forward and backward instructions. As shown in Figure 6,
after each batch-sync instruction, backward instruction and
forward instruction belonging to different K micro-batches are
executed in an interleaved way under DISTMM-Pipe sched-
ule, which ensures there are no extra idle cycles caused by
dependency issues.

In terms of model quality, Pipeline executor’s maximum
batch size to the modality interaction can be formulated as
((M−Ms/P)/(Ma/(2 ·P))) = (M ·P−Ms)/(2 ·Ma), which
grows linearly with the number of pipeline stages P. Com-
pared to existing pipeline parallelism’s maximum batch size
(M−Ms/P)/Ma which is bounded by M/Ma, Pipeline execu-
tor can preserve any model quality requirements by scaling
out the cluster size while existing pipeline parallelism cannot.

Schedule alignment. With the pipeline parallelism degree
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Figure 6: Comparison between pipeline parallelism schedule with dependency issue and DISTMM-Pipe schedule. S stands for
batch-sync instruction. The modal quality requirement is 2 ·Mbs.

assigned by Modality-aware partitioner and resource assign-
ment plan by Data load balancer, Pipeline executor generates
the DISTMM-Pipe schedule for each modal submodule. The
schedules for different modal submodules are aligned through
batch-sync instructions, which have a gathering communica-
tion for the global similarity matrix. Since the computation
durations of each submodule are already balanced by Data
load balancer, this alignment will not introduce any overhead
caused by imbalanced durations between different schedules.

6 Implementation

We have built DISTMM with ∼2600 lines of code in Python.
DISTMM is built on top of PyTorch [28]. It provides simple
APIs to transform model scripts written for training on a
single device to distributed multi-node multi-device setups.
The goal of DISTMM is to minimize the user effort while
fully utilizing the hardware resources.

APIs. There are four types of APIs: partition annotation,
training loop, data loading, and initialization. Users anno-
tate each submodule with the partition annotation API to
allow DISTMM to partition them accordingly based on the
pattern described by annotation. The training loop API pro-
vides an integrated function that includes both forward and
backward computation. Users can use this integrated function
to train the model, instead of constructing the training loop
by themselves. For logging purposes, we provide hooks to
log the intermediate results, e.g., loss values. For loading data
samples correctly for load balancing purposes (Section 5.2),
users need to wrap their data loading procedure using the
data loading API. The data loading API provides the same
user interface as the one from PyTorch framework, allowing
a drop-in replacement for the training script with PyTorch.
Before the computation starts on the cluster, training scripts
are required to call the initialization API with configurations
of the cluster and the model.

Configuration. DISTMM includes the multimodal model
implementations on OpenCLIP [14] with DISTMM’s parti-
tion annotations. The implemented models can be launched
by specifying the model type in the training script. For models
that have not been implemented, users need to provide the

model description and add partition annotations to the corre-
sponding operations and submodules, which helps Modality-
aware partitioner to correctly recognize and partition the
whole model. Users need to replace forward and backward
calls in the training loop with DISTMM’s integrated func-
tions, which return the equivalent result as a single forward
and backward computation. For submodules with pipeline
parallelism partitioning, the actual computation is a sequence
of forward and backward computations under DISTMM-Pipe
schedule. Besides DISTMM’s forward and backward replace-
ment, users need to call DISTMM’s initialization and specify
the data source with DISTMM’s data loading API in the
training loop. Users also need to provide the environment con-
figuration including cluster size, node size, and GPU memory
limits for Heterogeneity-aware placement manager. To control
the partitioning process, users can provide a partition strategy
configuration including the partition strategy candidates and
corresponding partition degree range to limit the search or
simply specify a particular partitioning solution.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we seek to answer the following questions:
• How well does DISTMM perform on models with different

structures?
• How well does DISTMM perform on models ranging from

small scale to large scale?
• How effective is each component? Specifically, What is the

impact of Modality-aware partitioner on the efficiency im-
provement of submodules with different structures? What is
the impact of Data load balancer on the efficiency improve-
ment with fixed submodule partitions? What is the impact
of Heterogeneity-aware placement manager on reducing
inter-node communication volume with fixed submodule
partitions and fixed resource allocation plans?
Our experiments are conducted on a cluster of 8 Amazon

EC2 p3.16xlarge nodes where each node contains dual 24-
core Intel Xeon CPUs and 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16GB)
GPUs. The GPUs within a node are connected with NVLinks.
The nodes are connected to 25 Gbps networks. All nodes run
Ubuntu 20.04, CUDA 11.6 and PyTorch 2.0.1.

We measure the iteration time of training three different
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models, namely, CLIP [29], CoCa [38], LiT [39]. Each model
has unique characteristics in terms of the model structure.
Specifically, CLIP model, which is designed for image-text
retrieval (ITR), has a larger submodule for image modality
input; CoCa model, which is used in natural language for
visual reasoning (NLVR), has a relatively balanced (i.e., sizes
of the submodules are similar) submodules for image and text
inputs; LiT model, which is designed for visual question an-
swering (VQA), has a larger submodule for text inputs. These
selected models are representative, as they comprehensively
cover the design space for multimodal models with two input
data modalities, e.g., vision and language in our evaluation.

We further scale up the model sizes to study the system
performance characteristics according to scaling law [16]. In
our evaluation, we measure the system performance of model
sizes in three categories: 1) single-device scale: the model is
trainable on a single device; 2) single-node scale: the model
requires memory more than the capacity of a single device,
but the aggregated memory of devices in a single node is
sufficient; 3) multi-node scale: the model is only trainable on
multiple nodes. We summarize the configuration of models
in Table 2.

We use Megatron-LM [34] as the baseline. Megatron-
LM system provides state-of-the-art performance for training
transformer-based unimodal models. As elaborated in Sec-
tion 5.4, existing pipeline parallelism schedules cannot pre-
serve the semantics of the user-defined training configuration.
Therefore, we only use Tensor and Data Parallelisms from
Megatron-LM. According to the convention of multimodal
training for vision and language tasks, we use sequence length
of 77 words and images sized 336×336 pixels [9].

7.1 End-to-End Performance
As shown in Figure 7, for models sized at single-device scale,
DISTMM is 1.32–1.39× faster than Megatron-LM. These
models include CLIP(760M, 350M), CoCa(760M,760M),
and LiT(350M, 760M) 1. At this model scale, Megatron-
LM colocates two submodules in every GPU. In compari-
son, DISTMM uses Modality-aware partitioner to separate
submodules, and balances the computation workloads among
submodules via Data load balancer. DISTMM also optimizes
the placement with Heterogeneity-aware placement manager
to lower the communication cost.

For models that are not trainable on a single GPU, but can
be trained on eight GPUs on a single node, i.e., single-node
scale, DISTMM is 1.48–1.67× faster than Megatron-LM.
The evaluated models include CLIP(6.7B, 2.7B), CoCa(6.7B,
6.7B), and LiT(2.7B, 6.7B). Megatron-LM partitions two sub-
modules using the same tensor parallelism degrees. On the
other hand, DISTMM applies modality-aware partitioning
and assigns the most computation-efficient tensor parallelism
degree to each submodule depending on their parameter sizes.

1(X, Y) denotes the sizes of vision and text submodule, respectively.

When scaling the model size to multi-node scale, DISTMM
outperforms the baseline by up to 3.27×. The evaluation
includes CLIP(13B, 6.7B), CoCa(13B, 13B), and LiT(6.7B,
13B). For these models, we enable pipeline parallelism in
DISTMM using Pipeline executor. Megatron-LM cannot
maintain the batch size requirement of the training (de-
tailed in Section 5.4), thus only the tensor parallelism is
enabled. To support model sizes at the multi-node scale,
Megatron-LM uses tensor parallelism across multiple nodes,
e.g., CoCa (13B, 13B) is partitioned into 16 tensor paral-
lelism. Its 16 partitions are placed on two nodes. In compari-
son, DISTMM uses tensor parallelism within each node, and
leverages pipeline parallelism crossing nodes. Thus, we have
much lower communication overhead [27, 34] as compared
to Megatron-LM.

7.2 Effectiveness of Individual Components
To understand the sources of improvement, we designed a
sequence of experiments, each dedicated to activating a sin-
gle component of DISTMM at a time. We tailored the model
setup and cluster configuration for each targeted component to
mitigate potential side effects and dependencies on other com-
ponents. Modality-aware partitioner and Data load balancer
contribute to the training duration reduction by improving
GPU utilization through adaptive partitioning and load bal-
ancing. In this paper, the GPU utilization is calculated by:

Model FLOPs
FLOPS ·T

, where Model FLOPs is the number of floating-point opera-
tions required to perform a single forward and backward pass,
FLOPS represents the number of floating-point operations per
second supported by a GPU, and T denotes duration.

To evaluate the Modality-aware partitioner, we choose
the single-node scaled models that need tensor parallelism
to demonstrate the GPU utilization differences between
DISTMM’s adaptive partitioning and Megatron-LM’s ho-
mogenous partitioning. In the evaluation of Data load bal-
ancer, we need to mitigate the side effects of Modality-aware
partitioner. To do this, we choose the single-device scaled
models that do not need tensor parallelism to demonstrate the
GPU utilization differences after Data load balancer’s load bal-
ancing. Heterogeneity-aware placement manager contributes
to the training duration reduction by reducing inter-node com-
munication volume through communication-efficient place-
ment. To evaluate it excluding DISTMM’s computation op-
timization side effects, we choose the single-device scaled
models to demonstrate the communication percentage differ-
ences between Megatron-LM and Heterogeneity-aware place-
ment manager’s placement without load balancing. Since
DISTMM-Pipe is the only pipeline parallelism schedule that
can be applied to multimodal model training without changing
the training semantics as described in Section 5.4, DISTMM-
Pipe is effective by ensuring the required modal quality.
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Model Vision submodule Text submodule Total # of Parameters

Layers Hidden Size # of Parameters Layers Hidden Size # of Parameters

CLIP
24 1536 760M 24 1024 350M 1.1B
32 4096 6.7B 32 2560 2.7B 9.3B
40 5140 13B 32 4096 6.7B 19.7B

CoCa
24 1536 760M 24 1536 760M 1.52B
32 4096 6.7B 32 4096 6.7B 13.4B
40 5140 13B 40 5140 13B 26B

LiT
24 1024 350M 24 1536 760M 1.1B
32 2560 2.7B 32 4096 6.7B 9.4B
32 4096 6.7B 40 5140 13B 19.7B

Table 2: Configuration details of the models: CLIP, CoCa, and LiT.
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Figure 7: End-to-end iteration times of DISTMM normalized to Megatron-LM on three models with varied parameter configura-
tions. The label of x-axis (X, Y): (size of vision submodule, size of text submodule)
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Figure 8: GPU utilization comparison on text and vision sub-
modules between DISTMM and Megatron-LM’s data paral-
lelism and tensor parallelism combined solution.

7.2.1 Effectiveness of Modality-aware Partitioner

Experimental setup. We use performance timers to mea-
sure the computing duration when running CLIP(6.7B, 2.7B),
CoCa(6.7B, 6.7B), and LiT(2.7B, 6.7B) in the 8 Amazon EC2
p3.16xlarge instances setting. Megatron-LM applies tensor
parallelism degree 8 to both text and vision submodules and
applies data parallelism to replicate the two submodules as a
whole. In DISTMM’s solution, the Modality-aware partitioner
applies adaptive partitioning individually to two submodules.

Results. Figure 8 shows the GPU utilization differences
of both text and vision submodules between DISTMM and
Megatron-LM. For CLIP(6.7B, 2.7B), the text submodule’s
GPU utilization is largely increased, since the tensor par-

allelism is reduced from 8 to 4. For CoCa(6.7B, 6.7B),
Megatron-LM’s colocated solution limits the GPU utilization
of text submodule by sharing the same batch size as vision sub-
module. In DISTMM’s solution, text submodule and vision
submodule share the same tensor parallelism partition degree
but have larger batch sizes for increasing available memory
under non-colocation. For LiT(2.7B, 6.7B), its lower activa-
tion memory consumption leads to a larger global batch size,
resulting in higher GPU utilization than CLIP(6.7B, 2.7B).

7.2.2 Effectiveness of Data Load Balancer

Experimental setup. We use performance timers to measure
the computation duration when running CLIP(760M, 350M),
CoCa(760M, 760M), and LiT(350M, 760M) in the 8 Amazon
EC2 p3.16xlarge instances setting. Megatron-LM applies data
parallelism to the whole model. In DISTMM’s solution, the
Data load balancer redistributes the data to different submod-
ules, resulting in more balanced workloads.

Results. As shown in Figure 9, the GPU utilization of both
submodules have improved. The improvement amount is as-
sociated with the size of the submodule. DISTMM’s Data
load balancer puts more workload on the smaller submodule
to balance the duration and efficiency. In CLIP(760M, 350M),
the text submodule’s batch size is increased from 8 to 150
while the vision submodule’s batch size is increased from 8 to
10. The resulting GPU utilization improvement comes from
increased batch sizes. For CoCa(760M, 760M), even though
the parameter sizes are the same for text and vision submod-
ules, the sequence length differences lead to the workload
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Figure 9: GPU utilization comparison on text and vision sub-
modules between DISTMM and Megatron-LM.
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Figure 10: Communication duration’s percentage in end-to-
end training comparison between DISTMM and Megatron-
LM’s data parallelism solution.

imbalance. After the data load balancing, the text submodule
gains a large GPU utilization improvement, where text sub-
module replicates 16 times and vision submodule replicates
48 times. For LiT(350M, 760M), since the submodules are
balanced before Data load balancer, both submodules gain
large GPU utilization improvements for increased batch sizes.

7.2.3 Effectiveness of Heterogeneity-aware Placement
Manager

Experimental setup. We use performance timers to measure
communication duration when running CLIP(760M, 350M),
CoCa(760M, 760M), and LiT(350M, 760M) in the 8 Ama-
zon EC2 p3.16xlarge instances setting. The communication
duration involves all-gather communication for distributed
modality interaction and all-reduce communication for gradi-
ent synchronization. Megatron-LM applies data parallelism
to the whole model. In DISTMM’s solution, Heterogeneity-
aware placement manager places submodules of different
modalities onto different nodes without load balancing.

Results. As shown in Figure 10, the communication percent-
ages of each model have been reduced due to the communica-
tion volume reduction. DISTMM’s solution achieves largest
communication reduction in CoCa(760M, 760M), since its

text and vision submodules share a similar parameter size.

8 Related Work

Model reordering. IOS [8] explores the parallel opportuni-
ties within the modal structure similar to DISTMM through
reordering the operators on the same device to improve ef-
ficiency, while DISTMM reorders operators on different de-
vices. Rammer [23] orders operators by fusing parallelizable
operations without dependencies into a fused kernel to im-
prove resource utilization, which focuses on inference with
an extremely small batch size instead of DISTMM’s training
workload. DeepSpeed-MoE [30] proposes expert parallelism
to reorder and parallelize homogeneous MoE experts, while
DISTMM focuses on heterogeneous modal submodules.

Model partitioning. Several systems implement one or many
strategies out of the 3D parallelism partitioning. Pytorch’s
DDP [19] and Horovod [32] replicate a model on every de-
vice to use data parallelism, while ZeRO [31] splits both
weights and model states across all devices to accommo-
date larger models for data parallelism. FlexFlow [22], Mesh-
Tensorflow [33], and Gshard [18] split operations in a way
to represent data parallelism and model parallelism. Mega-
tron [34] and DeepSpeed-Megatron [35] support 3D paral-
lelism to parallelize the models in a manually optimized way.
Alpa [40] and Pathway [3] combine single program multiple
data (SPMD) and multiple programs multiple data (MPMD)
abstraction to enable automatic 3D parallelism parallelization.
However, unlike DISTMM, these systems do not consider the
heterogeneous nature of multimodal models.

9 Conclusion

This paper introduced DISTMM, a distributed multimodal
model training system. It consists of four heterogeneity-aware
system components designed specifically for multimodal
model training. DISTMM utilizes the parallelization opportu-
nities within the multimodal model structure, and successfully
solves the performance bottlenecks through adaptively par-
titioning each submodule and load balancing the partitions.
To preserve the model quality, DISTMM also orchestrates a
parallel execution by introducing new pipeline parallelism in-
struction and corresponding schedule. Our experiments show
that DISTMM can outperform the state-of-the-art training
system for models with varied structures and varied sizes.
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Abstract
Text-to-image generation using diffusion models has seen
explosive popularity owing to their ability in producing high
quality images adhering to text prompts. However, diffusion-
models go through a large number of iterative denoising steps,
and are resource-intensive, requiring expensive GPUs and
incurring considerable latency. In this paper, we introduce a
novel approximate-caching technique that can reduce such
iterative denoising steps by reusing intermediate noise states
created during a prior image generation. Based on this idea,
we present an end-to-end text-to-image generation system,
NIRVANA, that uses approximate-caching with a novel cache
management policy to provide 21% GPU compute savings,
19.8% end-to-end latency reduction, and 19% dollar savings
on two real production workloads. We further present an
extensive characterization of real production text-to-image
prompts from the perspective of caching, popularity and reuse
of intermediate states in a large production environment.

1 Introduction
Text-to-image generation has drastically matured over the

years [34, 87] and has now become a widely popular fea-
ture offered by various companies [8, 14], being integrated
into various new creative workflows [10]. The popularity of
text-to-image models has become massive. Adobe recently re-
ported [10] that over 2 billion images were created using Fire-
fly [9] text-to-image service. Similar popularity has also been
reported for Dall-E-2 from OpenAI [12]. Figure 1a shows
the staggering growth over time in the numbers of prompts
submitted to a portal running stable-diffusion-based text-to-
image model, as captured by the DiffusionDB dataset [79].

State-of-the-art in text-to-image: In text-to-image genera-
tion, given a text prompt describing certain desirable charac-
teristics of an image, a deep neural network model generates
an image capturing the descriptions provided in the prompt.
While researchers have been attempting to design viable and
consistent text-to-image models for quite some time using
∗Corresponding author (subrata.mitra@adobe.com)

†Work done at Adobe Research

(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Shows normalized growth in workload over 5 weeks in Diffu-
sionDB. (b) Latency for tiny, standard and XL stable-diffusion models
from Hugging Face [51] repository on three different GPU architectures in
AWS. The image quality produced by the larger XL model is far superior
to the smaller two models but comes with a substantially large latency
overhead which also implies higher costs.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Shows how vanilla DMs work. (b) Shows how DMs with
approximate-caching works, where first K denoising steps are skipped after
an intermediate noise belonging to a different prompt present in the cache
is retrieved and reused.

VAEs [52], GANs [42] and other techniques [37], the most
popular text-to-image production systems of today [9, 17] are
based on Diffusion-Models (DMs) [36, 49]. The widespread
adaptation of DMs can be attributed to their capability to gen-
erate superior quality images and to condition the generation
more accurately according to the input prompt.

Problems with DMs: Text-to-image products should offer
real-time interaction like search platforms. However, image
generation using DMs is a computational resource-intensive
task and suffers from relatively long latency. During the in-
ference phase in DMs (that is generating an image from text),
essentially a Gaussian noise is iteratively denoised, using the
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input prompt as a condition, to produce the output image in
a Markov process [39]. The traditional DMs use as much as
1000 such iterative diffusion steps [36] for this. Some subse-
quent optimizations [61,76] enable such denoising to be done
with approximately 50-100 iterative steps [2]. Still, even with
50 iterative steps, image generation with DMs is a resource-
intensive and slow task that prohibits interactive experience
and results in huge computational costs on expensive GPUs.

In Figure 1b, we show the latency (in seconds) for
different GPU architectures (i.e., A100, A10g, and V100
from NVIDIA) that are available on Amazon Web Ser-
vices (AWS) and for a few DMs of different sizes (i.e., # of
parameters): Stable Diffusion XL, Stable Diffusion
2.1, Tiny Stable Diffusion from Hugging Face repos-
itory [51] with typical 50 diffusion steps for image generation
during inference. It can be observed that while smaller mod-
els (e.g., Tiny and Standard) can provide significantly low
inference latency compared to a larger model(e.g., XL), it usu-
ally comes with significant degradation in the quality of the
generated image [67]. Therefore, using a smaller model to
reduce latency for better user experience might actually defeat
the purpose. Latency can also be reduced by using a more
powerful GPU for inference, as can be observed in Figure 1b,
but pricing for cloud instances with powerful GPUs such as
NVIDIA A100s is significantly high. For instance, in the US
East region [1] the V100 is priced at approximately $3.06 per
hour, the A10g at $8.144 per hour, and the A100 at $32.77
per hour making an A100 instance 4X costlier than A10g
and more than 10X costlier than a V100. Therefore, while
inference latency can be reduced with more powerful GPUs,
inference cost per image also significantly increases.

In this paper, we introduce an efficient text-to-image gen-
eration system called NIRVANA that uses novel approximate
caching technique to significantly reduce the computational
cost and latency by effectively reusing intermediate states
created during image generation for prior prompts.

Figure 2 illustrates the key idea behind NIRVANA. For an
input prompt shown in red in Figure 2a we show how the
vanilla or standard DMs work through multiple iterative de-
noising steps. Here, the process starts from a Gaussian noise
at state xN and then performs N denoising steps with the input
prompt as the condition to finally produce a coherent image
in state x0. Figure 2b shows how in approximate caching, first
K steps are skipped, and directly a suitable intermediate noise
from a different prompt is retrieved and used. The value of
K depends on the similarity between the new input prompt
and the prompt from which the noise was retrieved. There-
fore, the amount of compute and latency savings can vary
across prompts based on the availability of similar prompts in
the cache that stores the intermediate noises/states produced
during the image generation from previously encountered
prompts. The phrase approximate caching emphasizes the
fact that in this system, we are not directly reusing the re-
trieved object from the cache, rather we are retrieving an

“man on a white horse
on snowy mountain”

“mountains with covered 
snow and mountaineer”

15

“dog astronaut walking
on the moon”

“astronaut on 
the moon”

10

Figure 3: Images generated using NIRVANA

intermediate state and further conditioning those to tailor the
generated image according to the new prompt. Thus, NIR-
VANA is very different from a retrieval-based system such as
GPT-CACHE [7], PINECONE [4] that proposes direct retrieval
of an image from a cache based on the input prompt.

NIRVANA selects the value of K for a particular input
prompt by effectively controlling the hit-rate vs. compute
savings trade-off. Hit-rate here means how likely an incom-
ing prompt can be matched to a similar enough prompt in the
cache, while K denotes the # steps we skip at the beginning
of the DMs when using the retrieved noise from the cache.
The hit-rate, can be made significantly high if we are plan-
ning to skip a very small number of steps at the beginning
(i.e., lower value for K). The reason being, if we are skip-
ping less diffusion steps at the beginning, noise from very
dissimilar prompts can still be denoised effectively to produce
a coherent image. While for high K, the scope for further
denoising conditioned on the new prompt becomes limited.
However, it provides huge compute savings when done for
certain amenable prompts. Careful design of NIRVANA can
navigate this complexity by calculating a suitable value for K
for each incoming prompt to maintain high quality as well as
optimize for maximum compute savings.

Figure 3 shows some real examples using prompts from
DiffusionDB [79] to illustrate how NIRVANA can transform a
noise from a seemingly different prior prompt to a coherent
and high-quality image while providing significant latency
and compute reduction at the same time.

Furthermore, in NIRVANA, we design a novel approximate-
cache management policy, called Least Computationally Ben-
eficial and Frequently Used (LCBFU), that manages the storage
of noises in such a manner that for a given cache storage size,
we optimize the space for the noises that is likely to give the
best computational efficiency to NIRVANA.

Overall, NIRVANA can maintain generated image qual-
ity very close to vanilla diffusion-models (i.e., DMs without
approximate-caching) while providing 21 % savings in GPU
computation, 19.8 % reduction in latency, and 19% amortized
savings on dollars spent on image generation. Our study in-
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volving 60 users with 1000 images shows that 79% users
liked NIRVANA generated images which is far better than the
best baseline GPT-CACHE [7] with only 31% likes, and much
closer to the quality of images generated by the expensive and
slow VANILLA model, liked by 86% users.

We summarize our contributions in this paper as follows:
1. We introduce the novel idea of approximate caching that

provides significant computation saving in the production
pipeline of diffusion models for text-to-image generation.

2. We propose an effective cache-management mechanism,
called LCBFU, that can optimize the reuse of computation
states and computation savings.

3. We present end-to-end design details and rationale for NIR-
VANA, which is our optimized text-to-image deployment
system on the cloud.

4. We characterize real production prompts for text-to-image
models from the perspective of reusability and caching.

5. We present extensive evaluation with two real and large
production prompts from text-to-image models, along with
a human evaluation and several sensitivity studies.

2 Background
2.1 Diffusion Models (DMs)

Diffusion models (DMs) progressively denoise a random
Gaussian noise to generate an image conditioned on text.
The training procedure contains a forward diffusion process,
which obscures an image by adding noise repeatedly in a
Markov process until it saturates to Gaussian noise. In the
backward diffusion process, the original image is recovered
by removing noise repeatedly. Each denoising step is called
“sampling” since the model generates a sample by removing
noise, and the method used for sampling is called the sampler.

In the forward diffusion process, Gaussian noise gets pro-
gressively added to an initial image x0 for T steps to get xT .
With the Markov chain assumption, it is expressed as:

q(x1:T |x0) :=
T

∏
t=0

q(xt |xt−1) (1)

q(xt |xt−1) := N (xt |
√

1−βtxt−1,βt I) (2)
where q(xt |xt−1) is the posterior probability, and β1, ...,βT

is the noise schedule (either learned or fixed) to regulate the
noise level at each diffusion step. Similarly, the backward
diffusion process can be written as:

pθ(x0:T ) := p(xT )
T

∏
t=0

pθ(xt−1|xt) (3)

pθ(xt−1|xt) := N (xt−1|µ̄t , β̄t I) (4)
where pθ(.) denotes the probability of observing xt−1 given

xt . Here, p(xT ) = N (xT |0, I). Here, µ̄t and β̄t is learned.
The objective is to learn p(θ) that maximizes the likelihood
of training data in the backward/reverse diffusion process.
Recent optimizations approximate the backward diffusion
process by skipping certain intermediate states at predeter-
mined timesteps [54, 90], thus reducing inference steps from
T ≈ 1000 steps to N ≈ 50 steps. This is achieved by learning

a sampler that predicts how much noise will remain after T/N
step for every one diffusion step. Notably, each step consumes
equal time and compute as it uses the same denoising process
on the same diffusion model [87]. Even with these optimiza-
tions, image generation still takes 10 seconds on A10g and 6
seconds on A100 GPUs for large models (Figure 1b).

Diffusion model backbone is based on the U-Net architec-
ture [70]. When a text prompt is given, the image genera-
tion process is conditioned through cross-attention within the
model [69]. Thus, it develops a text-to-image framework capa-
ble of generating visually coherent and contextually relevant
images based on textual descriptions.

In practice, each xi can either be the actual image or its latent
representation computed by an image encoder [69]. Generally,
the latter approach, termed as latent diffusion model (LDM)
is preferred since it captures the hidden characteristics of an
image. We use the same in our work. To generate the final
image from its latent space x0 at the end of backward diffusion,
x0 is decoded with the inverse of the image encoder.

2.2 Dynamics of Image Generation
The amount of reconditioning needed for the retrieved noise

to suit the new prompt depends on K. We observe that various
concepts/characteristics of an image, like, layout, color, shape
or objects, style, etc. are not easy to modify beyond certain K.
With initial noise being random Gaussian, similar to recent
works [89] (see Appendix E for details), we observed for our
dataset that LDM models [69] decide the layout of the objects
first within the initial ∼20% of diffusion steps. Color map
for the overall image then gets decided within ∼40% steps
followed by the shape and the size of the objects and then
the artistic style of the image. Overall, we observed that after
∼50% of the steps, the concepts get frozen and no further
attempts to recondition the intermediate image are reflected
in the final generated image. For example, when attempting
to recondition the image of a brown horse grazing in a green
field (Figure 4), the color can be modified after K = 10, but
not after K = 15. Similarly, actions, objects, and backgrounds
could be modified only till certain steps and not beyond that.

3 Understanding User Prompts
We first show some characterization of real user prompts in

DiffusionDB dataset [79] having 2 million prompts ranging
from 8 Aug, 2022 to 22 Aug, 2022. Each entry has the user-id,
prompt, timestamp, and the generated image in the dataset.
(1) Top-Y% most popular prompt clusters over days

We cluster the prompt queries for each day using DBSCAN
algorithm [73] on their CLIP text embeddings [68] with mul-
tiple eps values (eps controls the maximum distance between
two samples for one to be considered the neighbor of other).
We find top-Y% (with Y = 1, 2, 5, and 10) clusters and extract
the most popular prompts on Day 1. We then track how many
of these top-Y% clusters remain in the top-Y% on the fol-
lowing day (Day 2 to Day 18) and report this fraction as the
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Figure 4: A noise from a brown horse successfully
transforms into a white horse at K=10, while K=15
fails. The same noise becomes a bear even at K=20.

Figure 5: Popularity of top Y% popular prompt
clusters over days for different similarity thresh-
old between prompts (eps value)

Figure 6: Average number of noun, adjective,
color, count, and verb changes across similarity
for both short and long prompts

longevity probability of popular prompt clusters in Figure 5.
We repeat this analysis with different eps values (eps = 0.01,
0.1, 0.2, 0.5) in DBSCAN algorithm.
Takeaway. From Figure 5, we see that most of the clusters in
the top-Y% prompt clusters do not remain popular in top-Y%
even on Day 2 when the clusters are tightly packed (eps=0.01).
There is a more significant drop in popularity after 2 days.
However, as we increase eps and make clusters more loosely
packed, it effectively gathers more prompts within a cluster
and hence the decay rate of popular prompts is less. We em-
pirically verified that with increasing eps, higher number of
prompts and more dissimilar prompts are clustered together,
and hence the longevity of the top-Y% cluster increases. This
shows the extent of similarity in prompts over time and the po-
tential for reuse. Approximate-caching idea works even with
less similar prompts, as it can recondition the retrieved noise.
Thus, the high longevity of popular cluster, as seen in plots
for eps=0.2 and eps=0.5, shows potential of approximate-
caching for generating images in production environments.
(2) Most similar short and long prompt pairs

We divide the prompt queries into short and long prompts,
based on the 70th percentile word count (≈15 words). For
each set, we then form pairs of most similar prompts using
cosine-similarity between their CLIP embeddings and group
them into 4 buckets based on their similarity scores: Very
Low (less than 0.65), Low (0.65 to 0.8), Medium (0.8 to 0.9),
and High (more than 0.9). For each bucket, we analyze what
attributes (e.g., noun, adjective, verb, color, count) changed
between the pair of prompts within the same bucket and show
the average number of changes along these attributes, for both
long and short classes of prompts in Figure 6.
Takeaway. In Figure 6, we see that as the similarity of
the prompts within a pair increases, the average number of
changes decreases. We also see that within each bucket, the
average number of noun changes is the most, followed by ad-
jective and verb changes. Longer prompts have more changes
as compared to the shorter prompts within the same similarity
bucket. This indicates that even when several attributes in
the text of the prompt change, the CLIP embedding failed
to appropriately distinguish the difference between the two

prompts. This highlights a limitation in identifying similar
prompts when prompts are very long, as two prompts can be
misleadingly retrieved as very similar.

(a) (b)
Figure 7: Query prompt similarity (a) for inter v/s intra-session per user,
(b) range for intra, inter per user and across diff users

(3) Intra vs. inter-session similarity in prompt queries
We group the prompts per user, then divide the prompts

from that user into 1-hour sessions. We then compare the
similarity of prompts within the same sessions (intra) and
across different sessions (inter) of the same user in Figure 7a.
In Figure 7b, we further compare these with similarity scores
between prompts from sessions of 100 random other users.
Takeaway. Figure 7a shows, many users exhibit high intra-
session similarity, meaning users tend to use similar prompts
within a session with a lot of repetitions (indicated by a clus-
ter of points at 1). Also, there is high inter-session similarity,
but it is lower than intra-session, indicating diverse queries
across sessions. In Figure 7b, we observe that prompts within
a session (intra-session, left) exhibit high similarity. Notably,
prompts across sessions (inter-session, middle) of the same
user and even with prompts from different users (across-users,
right) also demonstrate significant similarity. Interestingly, the
similarity between prompts from different users is notably
higher, suggesting a promising opportunity for efficient ap-
proximate caching utilizing the power of the masses.

4 NIRVANA Overview
4.1 Approximate Caching

For a new query prompt PQ, NIRVANA uses approximate-
caching to reduce computation by retrieving an intermediate
state that was created after Kth iteration of a previous image
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generation process and directly reusing and reconditioning
that for PQ for the remaining N−K steps.

Analytical Modeling: Let L denote the total end-to-end la-
tency of image generation using approximate caching. Within
this, C represents the cumulative GPU computation time for
N diffusion model steps. The set of possible values for K is
denoted as K . Each search operation in the vector database
(VDB) incurs a latency cost denoted as ls, and retrieving the in-
termediate state from the cache introduces a latency denoted
as lr. We use fc to indicate the overall compute savings.

Therefore, for prompts effectively utilizing approximate
caching with a cache generated at K, the total latency experi-
enced can be expressed as:

ls +C · N−K
N

+ lr (5)

In contrast, prompts for which NIRVANA cannot locate a
match in the cache will undergo a total latency of ls +C .

This distinction arises from the design, where it attempts to
retrieve an intermediate state from the file system (incurring
latency overhead lr) only when a hit is confirmed in the VDB,
ensuring the existence of the state in the cache.

Let us denote the hit-rate@K for approximate caching as
h(K) which is defined as the likelihood that when an inter-
mediate state from Kth diffusion step is used, it takes at most
N −K diffusion steps to generate a faithful reconditioned
image where N is fixed. That is, (1−h(K)) fraction of cache
exists, which we cannot recondition by running N−K steps.

Now at K = 0 (running diffusion model from scratch), all
historical prompts are theoretically usable since an image can
be reconditioned in at most N− 0 steps, leading to h(0) =
1.0. As K increases, h(K) decreases, since we can use only
a smaller fraction of intermediate states from Kth step to
recondition an image by running diffusion at most N −K
steps. For lower values of K, h(K) is less than 1.0 but can still
be relatively high. That is, the diffusion models can effectively
recondition the retrieved state if the state is from the initial
diffusion steps, resulting in the generation of faithful images.

The decrease in h(K) is influenced by how dissimilar the
prompts are. When K surpasses a certain threshold, denoted
as KT , the retrieved state is no longer suitable for further
reconditioning, as discussed in § 2.2, and thus, h(K ≥ KT ) = 0.

Consequently, the effective fraction of savings in GPU com-
putation for a given K can be expressed as:

fC = h(K) · K
N

(6)

It is evident that substantial savings can be achieved when
both K and h(K) are sufficiently high. However, the challenge
lies in the fact that as K increases, h(K) tends to decrease
while aiming to maintain the quality Q of the generated im-
ages1. This trend is described in § 5.2 for DIFFUSIONDB
dataset [79] across different discrete K values.
1 For example, if we assume that h(K) decreases linearly from 1.0 at K = 0
to 0 at K = KT following the equation h(K) = − K

KT
+ 1, then the optimal

single value of KOPT that maximizes fractional savings will be: KOPT =

KT /2, resulting in effective compute savings of f max
C = KT /4N. Similarly,

Now we define hopt(K) as the fraction of cache stored at
Kth diffusion step that is used to exactly recondition an image
for N−K steps. For example, with N = 50,K = 5, we get
hopt(K) is the fraction of cache that can be used to recondition
an image by running diffusion steps for exact 45 steps. Thus,

hopt(K) = h(K)−h(K′), where argmin
K′

(K′ > K) (7)

h(minK ) = ∑
K∈K

hopt(K) (8)

In essence, hopt(K) quantifies the probability that K repre-
sents the maximum potential savings for incoming prompts.
h(minK ) represents the overall hit-rate, i.e., fraction of PQ
having a cache hit.

Our primary objective is to minimize end-to-end latency (L)
while maintaining the quality (Q) of generated images. We
operate under the constraint that reconditioning of an image
with a cache at the selected K values must ensure a specified
level of quality Q compared to when the image is generated
from scratch. The goal is to find the optimal K value that
satisfies these objectives and the below quality constraint.

Thus, for a given incoming prompt PQ and its corresponding
cached prompt Pc

Objective (Minimize L): (following Eq. 5)

min
K

L = ∑
K∈K

(
ls +hopt(K) · lr +hopt(K) ·C · N−K

N

)
(9)

Quality Constraint:

Q(Ic
K |PcK ,PQ)> α ·Q(I0|PQ) (10)

where Ic
K represents the image generated by using cache

c at K and then reconditioning for N −K diffusion steps.
α ∈ [0,1] represents the tolerance threshold over the quality
of images generated and is such that Ic

K is not much worse than
I0. In our implementation (§ 5.3.1), we employ the CLIPScore
metric [46] to define Q with α = 0.9. We opt for CLIPScore
due to its widespread use in evaluating image quality.

In our use case, where lr, ls << C , the objective reduces to

min
K

L = ∑
K∈K

(
hopt(K) ·C · N−K

N

)
(11)

which maximizes K and hopt(K) to obtain minimal latency.
This framework demonstrates the relationship between la-

tency and quality in the context of approximate caching.
Notably, the wasted overhead of NIRVANA can be captured

as (1− h(K)) · ls where the vector database is queried and
results in a cache miss. This means if we operate in a set-
ting where h(K) is low even if K is high, NIRVANA may not
provide latency benefits if ls is comparable to GPU compute

for a slowly decaying quadratic form expressed as h(K) = −
(

K
KT

)2
+ 1,

f max
C = 2KT

3
√

3N
> KT

4N . Therefore, the slower the decay of h(K) with respect to

K the higher the compute savings we can expect.
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Figure 8: NIRVANA Overview

latency C and such overhead reduction can be an important
design aspect as we discuss in § 5.2. It is important to note
that, due to the disparate costs of high-end GPUs, even if
there is not much latency reduction, it can still be significantly
cost-effective to use NIRVANA as it drastically cuts expensive
GPU compute costs on the cloud. In our setting, we observed
ls is of the order of 100 ms whereas C is of the order of 10 s.

4.2 System Components
Figure 8 shows the main components and the exe-

cution paths of NIRVANA. At first, an embedding vec-
tor ep is generated for the current input prompt PQ us-
ing an embedding-generator A . Then an optional
match-predictor module B predicts whether there would
be a close enough match for this embedding in the vector-
database (VDB) C . If the presence of a similar enough cached
entry is likely, then NIRVANA starts the process of retrieving
an intermediate state from the cache. First, a search query
is sent to the VDB to find the closest cached embedding of
ep, denoted by ec. A VDB uses efficient approximate nearest
neighbor (ANN) [62] search to find such closest embeddings.
For each cached historical prompt in the VDB, NIRVANA stores
several intermediate states during the vanilla diffusion pro-
cess. Which of these intermediate states corresponding to the
match prompt ec is optimal for the new prompt vector ep is cal-
culated using a heuristic by the cache-selector module D .
Then this particular intermediate state is retrieved from EFS
storage E (i.e. Elastic File System for NIRVANA) using the
pointer of the storage location pointed by the search result of
the VDB query and the particular intermediate state number (i.e.
K as explained in § 4.1) calculated by the cache-selector
module. An intermediate state Ic

K is an L×D dimensional
latent representation captured during the denoising process of
ec, after Kth step. Finally, this retrieved intermediate state Ic

K is
passed to the DM F along with ep for it to be reconditioned for
image generation for the rest of the denoising steps. However,
there are two situations when NIRVANA directly falls back to
the vanilla diffusion model to generate an image from scratch
(using Gaussian noise), sacrificing any optimization: (i) when
match-predictor module predicts that a close entry in the

VDB is unlikely (arrow 1 ), and (ii) when VDB query returns a
match ec that is very dissimilar to ep (arrow 2 ) .

To maintain the cache under a fixed size of storage and to
prevent the VDB from arbitrarily growing and keep on storing
stale entries, a cache-maintainer module G works in the
offline mode and implements the novel LCBFU protocol to
keep both the cache and VDB entries fresh.

5 NIRVANA Design Details
We present the detailed design of various components in

NIRVANA. The full algorithm can be found in Appendix A.

5.1 Embedding Generator
Similar to vanilla DMs, NIRVANA first computes a 768-

dimensional vector CLIP embedding [68] (ep) from the text
prompt. CLIP effectively positions visually similar prompts
closer in the embedding space, which optimizes the likelihood
of cache hits in our case.

5.2 Match Predictor
Using ep, NIRVANA could directly make a search query to

VDB for the closest prompt in the cache. If cache exists, there
will be substantial savings in GPU usage for image generation.
However, in case of cache miss, the search to VDB becomes a
latency overhead without getting any reduction in the GPU
computation. Now, several factors including: a) if it is in the
same LAN vs. far away from the GPUs, b) the particular
architecture of the VDB and its internal indexing mechanism,
and c) the compute resources dedicated to it etc., dictate the
magnitude of the wasted latency overhead during each miss.

To reduce this overhead, NIRVANA uses a component called
match-predictor, ( B in Figure 8), which predicts if an
embedding close enough to ep is likely to be present in the
VDB. If the prediction says it is unlikely, then NIRVANA simply
bypasses cache retrieval flow altogether, reducing the wasted
overhead. Additionally, match-predictor also reduces VDB
load corresponding to search misses, improving scalability.

Internally, match-predictor uses a lightweight classifier
for predictions that runs on the CPU of the same node where
the DM runs on the GPU. This reduces the classification la-
tency by orders of magnitude compared to a query to the VDB,
making latency overhead insignificant.

Recall from § 4.1 that analytically the latency overhead
is (1− h(K))× ls. Now let cp denote the precision of the
match-predictor classifier. The effective overhead of NIR-
VANA with an active match-predictor is then:

1−max(h(K),cp) · ls, where h(K),cp ∈ [0,1]

This means that either when h(K) = 1.0, i.e., prompts are
so similar that for every incoming prompt, there is a suitable
match available in the cache, or when cp = 1.0, i.e., the clas-
sifier is perfect in predictions, the system will not have any
wasted latency overhead. Note that, when cp < 1.0, NIRVANA
would miss some opportunity of compute savings during false-
negative cases as it would directly fall back to vanilla DM and
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Algorithm 1 CacheSelector-Profiling(K , Ic
K , α)

1: for K in K do
2: [IK ]← model(PQ, Ic

K , K) ∀ PQ
3: min_sim←min{sim s | ∀I ∈ [IK ], quality(I)> α}
4: sim_K_map[K]←min_sim
5: end for
6: return sim_K_map

generate an image from scratch instead of attempting to re-
trieve an intermediate state. For this classifier, NIRVANA uses
One-Class Support Vector Machine (One-Class SVM) [20]
which constructs a decision function for outlier detection. This
is trained by utilizing all prompt embeddings stored in the
VDB and assigning them a positive label of 1. To achieve high
precision and recall, we effectively overfit the model to the
existing prompt embedding space. Further, we use Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) to enable faster retraining of the clas-
sifier when embeddings in VDB change significantly (i.e., >
5%). NIRVANA achieves a cp = 0.95 for production prompts.
Why not a Bloom Filter? Similar to our motivation, Bloom
filters [29] are popularly used as a low-cost mechanism to
check cache entries in various web services and database sys-
tems [19]. Bloom-filters use hashing algorithms to calculate if
an item is likely to be present in the cache with zero false neg-
ative rate but with some false positive rate. However, Bloom
filters are not suitable for NIRVANA as we do not search for
an exact match for cache entries, we search for the nearest
neighbors in the VDB by using ANN algorithms.

5.3 Cache Retrieval
Cache Retrieval and cache-maintainer are the main com-

ponents of NIRVANA. In this section, we elaborate on the
design of the cache retrieval phase which has three internal
components VDB, cache-selector, and storage-system. In
§ 5.4 we discuss the design of cache-maintainer.
Vector Database: NIRVANA stores the embedding of the
historical prompts in a vector-database (VDB) for fast and
efficient similarity search with the embedding of incoming
prompts. A VDB uses indexing methods like quantization,
graphs, or trees to store and perform high-dimensional simi-
larity search over vectors. For a query embedding vector, it
can find m approximate nearest neighbors. In NIRVANA, for
each incoming search with ep, VDB already populated with
the embeddings, its payload points to the path where the
corresponding intermediate states of ec at different Ks are
stored. NIRVANA uses cosine-similarity as a measure to
find the nearest neighbor. While NIRVANA can work with
any VDB such as Qdrant [21], Milvus [18], Weaviate [23],
Elasticsearch [13], in this paper we present results with
Qdrant as benchmarking [3] shows low read latency at scale
and moderately low update and delete latency.
Elastic File System as Storage: NIRVANA stores the actual
intermediate noise states on AWS Elastic File System (EFS).
After comparing with LustreFS [16] on read latency, through-
put, and storage cost, we chose EFS as our storage system.

Figure 9: Quality of image generation with
cache vs. similarity score across K. Thresh-
olds for cache usage at different K values.

� �
1 def cache_selector(s):
2 if s > 0.95: k = 25
3 elif s > 0.9: k = 20
4 elif s > 0.85: k =

15
5 elif s > 0.75: k =

10
6 elif s > 0.65: k = 5
7 else: k = 0
8 return k� �

Figure 10: Determining K
based on similarity score (s).

The size of the files containing intermediate-state depends
on the architecture of the DM. For NIRVANA the default DM
uses an intermediate-state of the size of 144 KB and stores
for 5 distinct values of K ∈K = {5,10,15,20,25} as increas-
ing beyond K = 25 compromises output quality significantly
and more granular Ks does not necessarily yield proportional
gains but increases algorithmic complexity.
5.3.1 Cache Selector

The cache-selector component primarily determines
which K ∈K for ec from EFS should be retrieved to recondi-
tion the intermediate state for the rest of the N−K steps with
prompt PQ for maximum compute saving while maintaining
acceptable image quality.
How do we choose the K? We observed empirically that
the number of steps that can be skipped is correlated to the
similarity between ep and ec. Based on this observation, we
perform an offline profiling/characterization (Algorithm 1) to
find the appropriate K such that the intermediate-state gener-
ated at Kth diffusion step is optimal based on the similarity
score between the two prompt’s embeddings (Eq. 10). The
algorithm ("CacheSelector-Profiling(.)") generates images at
each value of K for a set of prompts with their nearest cache
prompt. It then finds the minimum similarity score such that
all generated images are above a quality threshold α. This is
then chosen as the minimum similarity at which the value of
K works and is stored to be used later at run-time. As shown in
Figure 9, we plot the image quality (higher the better) against
various similarity scores between the query and the cached
prompts across multiple values of K.

We use the profiled information to determine the opti-
mal value of K for image generation at run-time. Using
the similarity score s between ep and ec obtained from
VDB, we choose a K such that the quality score at the plot
(x = K, similarity_score = s) is ≥ α. We choose α = 0.9.
In simple words, we search the inverse map stored by Algo-
rithm 1. The red band in Figure 9 represents the threshold α.
Each line in the figure, corresponding to different K values,
intersects this red band at the specific similarity scores above
which that particular K value is applicable. Thus, if similarity
score is high, we can skip a greater number of diffusion steps
and choose higher K to achieve acceptable image quality. But,
if similarity score is low, we can skip only a limited number
of iterations and hence, a lower K. Figure 10 shows the logic
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for computing the optimal K given a similarity score s be-
tween two prompts that is identified for DiffusionDB dataset
using the previously discussed profiling technique. Based on
this, we query the cache storage to obtain Ic

K . Once NIRVANA
retrieves the appropriate intermediate noise from the cache ,
DM denoises it for N-K steps to generate the final image.

Quality vs. performance tradeoff: NIRVANA is designed
to extract as much compute savings as possible without de-
grading the quality of images. However, if more aggressive
compute savings is needed for certain use cases that are ready
to sacrifice some accuracy, NIRVANA can trivially expose a
knob that can be used to trade off quality vs. compute savings.
The cache-selector heuristic can be biased to select higher
values of K. This will provide more compute reduction while
letting image quality degrade, as NIRVANA will get fewer
steps to recondition the retrieved noise according to the new
prompt. At the extreme, for K = N, NIRVANA will behave
exactly like a pure image retrieval system [4, 7].

5.4 Cache Maintenance: LCBFU Policy
In popular production text-to-image system, there is a large

stream of incoming prompts. The cost associated with to-
tal storage used increases, and VDB performance also de-
grades beyond a certain limit of entries if we keep on storing
the cache. Therefore, even though NIRVANA can theoreti-
cally support infinite cache, the storage cost and increasing
search latency would eventually make it unattractive. The
cache-maintainer component works in the background to
maintain the entries in the cache storage in EFS and in VDB.

To achieve this, NIRVANA uses a novel cache maintenance
policy Least Computationally Beneficial and Frequently Used
(LCBFU) customized for approximate caching in DMs. The fun-
damental idea is that not all intermediate states are equally
beneficial for overall compute and latency savings. Interme-
diate states with high K values can provide huge compute
savings but can be used only when PQ has high similarity
to one of the cached items. Items stored at low K are usable
with a variety of prompts since they can be reconditioned
even when the similarity with PQ is relatively low, but pro-
vides low compute savings. With LCBFU, NIRVANA can limit
a total of 1 TB cache in EFS without degrading any perfor-
mance or quality, which on average corresponds to 1.5 million
intermediate-states or noises and 300k unique prompt embed-
dings stored in the VDB.

Drawbacks of traditional cache policies: Due to the
unique compute model of approximate-caching, the tradi-
tional cache policies such as LRU (least recently used), LFU
(least frequently used), and FIFO (first-in first-out) are not
very useful in NIRVANA, since they treat each item in the
case homogeneously and only focus on the access patterns or
arrival sequence while evicting an item. As discussed in § 2.1,
hit-rate alone does not determine the efficiency of NIRVANA
as items with large K values, even though less frequently
accessed can provide significant overall compute reduction.

LCBFU: We design the LCBFU that takes into account both
access frequency of items as well as potential compute benefit
in case of a hit. It evicts items with least LCBFU-score which
for each item i is calculated as fi×Ki. Here fi is the access
frequency of item i and Ki denotes which step of the denois-
ing process this intermediate state belongs to. Notably, since
the cache-selector heuristic determines K based on the
similarity of ep and ec, an aggressive heuristic (high K for low
similarity), will force high fi for high K noises and hence low
K noises will be evicted. For example, an item with Ki = 25
was accessed 100 times, its LCBFU-score is 2500, while an
item with K j = 5 was accessed 200 times, its LCBFU-score
is 1000. Thus, the item i has a higher LCBFU-score since it
will provide better compute savings while generating an im-
age. LCBFU prioritizes compute savings while managing the
trade-offs for optimal user experience at different K values.

The complete mechanism of LCBFU is described as follows:
• Insertion: With every cache miss, we directly insert all

the intermediate states generated at diffusion denoising
step K ∈ K to the cache-storage and the corresponding
embedding of the prompt to the VDB. Thus |K | are stored in
the cache storage per prompt. The insertions are performed
without any eviction until we reach the target storage limit.
After that, every insertion is preceded by an eviction.

• Eviction: For eviction, LCBFU maintains a running list of
LCBFU-score in a K-min heap, and evict the top-|K | items
from the heap root just before inserting |K | intermediate-
states for a new prompt. The LCBFU-score evicts image
noises which contribute least to compute savings.

With this cache eviction policy, cases can arise for a par-
ticular prompt where noises at some Ks are evicted, while
noises at other Ks are still in the cache. This creates holes in
the intermediate-states stored.

Handling of holes: Once eviction policy creates a hole,
no straightforward way exists to fill that hole, as targeted re-
generation of the intermediate state is not possible without
running the full diffusion process. However, the heuristic used
by cache-selector (§ 5.3.1) is oblivious to the existence of
these holes while determining an appropriate K to be used
with the retrieved prompt. NIRVANA handles this situation by
choosing the intermediate state with the largest value K that
is less than or equal to the optimal K (e.g. it can use K=10,
if a hole is at K=15). This ensures that NIRVANA continues
to generate high-quality images, albeit with little sacrifice in
potential compute savings when it encounters the holes. How-
ever, we observed that such cases arise only in 4-5% of the
prompts, resulting in imperceptible performance degradation.

NIRVANA does not actively use any strategy to clean such
holes. Only when all the intermediate-states for a prompt cor-
responding to all the |K | values turn into holes, LCBFU marks
that prompt embedding as dirty and removes it from VDB as
well as corresponding metadata from the storage-system.
cache-maintainer performs both insertions and deletions

on VDB in batches, and at the same time, the classifier in the
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match-predictor is also retrained with the fresh entries in
the VDB. Recall, as mentioned in § 5.2 and § 5.3, both VDB
update and classifier updates are fast and takes only around
7.5 and 0.04 seconds respectively for 10k records.

Discussions: In Appendix C, we explore NIRVANA’s adapt-
ability to image diversity, workload shifts, the generalizability
of caching, LCBFU policy, and its use with ML optimizations.

6 Implementation
NIRVANA is implemented in Python using PyTorch [65] for

diffusion model architecture, enabling user-friendly modules
and seamless support for SYSTEM-X production integration.
Our design also enables easy integration with image gen-
eration frameworks like Stable Diffusion. More details on
batching and framework used are given in Appendix B

System Components: Our system components consist of
(i) a classifier that uses SGDOneClassSV M [20] from scikit-
learn [66] with ν = 0.001, where ν controls the trade-off
between training errors and support vectors, (ii) VDB hosted in
a Docker container on an AWS m5.4xlarge EC2 instance with
HNSW indexing of 256 for prompt embedding search [62],
(iii) AWS EFS system that offers web and file system ac-
cess, object storage, and scalability, (iv) MySQL database to
record accesses of cache items, and (v) a text-to-image gen-
erator powered by a larger version of stable diffusion-based
model with DDIM (Denoising Diffusion Implicit Model) sam-
pler [76]. It generates images in N = 50 iterations utilizing
approximately 8 GB of memory for a batch size of 1.

7 Evaluation
We first evaluate the overall effectiveness of NIRVANA in

terms of quality and in providing significant compute and
end-to-end latency savings, throughput, and cost savings for
serving on the AWS cloud platform. We perform a user study
with 60 participants to compare the image generation quality
against baselines. We present LCBFU benefits against common
cache-management policy to demonstrate the effectiveness of
NIRVANA’s internal component design. We also perform and
present ablation studies. The key takeaways are:
• NIRVANA generates high quality image while reducing

both GPU usage and end-to-end latency by up to 50%.
• NIRVANA reduces all three - cost, latency and compute

requirements of DM by ∼20% on average.
• With a 27% improvement in system throughput, NIR-

VANA ensures a stable user experience with minimal re-
sponse time variations.

7.1 Methodology
Base Diffusion Model: As the base text-to-image model, we
use a larger Stable Diffusion based model (which we call
VANILLA), having approximately 1.5 times the number of
parameters as compared to the 2.3B parameter Stable Diffu-
sion XL model [67]. Our model operates within a 96-pixel
latent space and performs N = 50 denoising steps to generate

an image in 8.59 seconds, on average, on an A10g GPU. The
final image generated is of size 768×768×3.
Experimental Setup: We run the DM and
embedding-generator of NIRVANA on a single NVIDIA
A10g GPU (24 GB GPU memory), while the other compo-
nents are run on a 32-core AMD EPYC 7R32 2.8 GHz CPU
with 128 GB CPU memory. The GPU and the CPU machines
were attached to a sub-network which included EFS and VDB.
We optimize GPU usage by reusing prompt embeddings with
diffusion model embeddings, reducing GPU overhead.
Dataset: We evaluate NIRVANA on two production datasets.
• DiffusionDB [79]: A total of 2M images for 1.5M unique

prompts, with a total dataset size of ≈ 1.6 T B. We filtered
the dataset and removed NSFW images

• SYSTEM-X: Prompts from production setup SYSTEM-X
spanning over 8 weeks, containing over 7M images for
6.2M unique prompts, with a total size of ≈ 5 T B.

Unless otherwise mentioned, we evaluate the results on DIF-
FUSIONDB dataset, since SYSTEM-X data is proprietary.
Baselines: We compare two versions of NIRVANA: (1) with
match-predictor (referred as NIRVANA) and (2) without
match-predictor (referred as NIRVANA-w/oMP) against
the following baselines:
• GPT-CACHE: Retrieves image for the closest prompt

based on BERT embedding similarity. Otherwise, gener-
ates an image from scratch [7]

• PINECONE: Retrieves image for the closest prompt based
on CLIP text embedding similarity. Otherwise, generates
an image from scratch [4]

• CRS (Clip Retrieval System): Clip Retrieval System [5]
is another image retrieval method that uses the embedding
of the final image generated by the previous prompts when
retrieving the closest image for a given input prompt.

• SMALLMODEL: A smaller diffusion model [69] with
860M parameters, consuming only 33% of compute/la-
tency compared to VANILLA, generating an image by 50
diffusion steps in 3.05 seconds on average on A10g.

Workload Generator and Cache Preload: The workload
generator dispatched prompts in the order in which they ar-
rived, using the dataset’s arrival timestamp field to create a
stream of prompts. Each prompt query was dispatched to the
NIRVANA immediately upon the completion of the preced-
ing query. This query stream began only after the initial 10k
prompts were employed to preload the VDB and EFS with their
respective caches for kick-starting the system.
Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate NIRVANA on various met-
rics covering both quality and efficiency aspects.
1. Quality Metrics:

• FID Score (Fréchet Inception Distance): Computes
the difference between two image datasets and corre-
lates with human visual quality perception [47].

• CLIP Score: Evaluates the alignment between gener-
ated images and their textual prompts [46]
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• PickScore: A metric designed for predicting user pref-
erences for generated images [53]

2. Efficiency Metrics: To evaluate the efficacy of NIRVANA
in providing system efficiency, we report an average of
5 runs for % savings in GPU usage time, % reduction
in end-to-end latency of image generation, % increase in
throughput as number of images generated per second in a
cluster and also amortized dollar-cost per image generation.
We also report hit-rate = h(minK ) (Eq. 8) for NIRVANA.

7.2 Overall Performance on Quality
In this section, we evaluate how NIRVANA performs signifi-

cantly better with respect to image generation quality.
Quantitative Generation Performance: Table 1 summa-

rizes NIRVANA’s improvements in terms of the quantitative
image quality metrics. When compared against the retrieval-
based baselines (§7.1), NIRVANA and NIRVANA-w/oMP im-
prove performance significantly as captured by all three met-
rics [77]. Retrieval-based baselines directly retrieve the image
generated from the most similar previous prompt for the query
prompt. Hence, these methods fail to capture the differences
between the incoming prompt and the retrieved prompt, since
similarity metrics are unable to capture these (§3). Thus, all
the retrieval-based baselines incur a significant hit in the qual-
ity of the image generated, which is of utmost importance in
production user-facing text-to-image use cases. Compared to
SMALLMODEL, both NIRVANA and NIRVANA-w/oMP per-
form far superior, which shows bigger models retain quality
even with approximate-caching.

The metrics for VANILLA show the generated image quality
without any kind of approximations. The performance of NIR-
VANA is very close to VANILLA when compared against CLIP
and Pick score for both datasets. This shows that approximate-
caching does not hurt the overall performance.

We measure FID (lower the better) of baselines against im-
ages generated using VANILLA for the same prompts. We also
compute FID of VANILLA to indicate the inherent variability
of the generated images without any change in the base model.
To calculate FID for VANILLA, we generated 4 sets of images
with 4 different seeds and calculated the FID between these
resulting 4C2 sets of images. As can be seen for both datasets,
NIRVANA and NIRVANA-w/oMP exhibit much lower FID
values than even the internal dissimilarities between different
sets of generations by the VANILLA model. This means that
images generated by NIRVANA will be indistinguishable from
the VANILLA model - which is the design goal.

NIRVANA performs slightly better than NIRVANA-w/oMP
due to the presence of match-predictor which generates an
image from scratch during a predicted cache miss. However,
this comes with a very small hit on NIRVANA’s efficiency,
compared to NIRVANA-w/oMP (see §7.3).

User Study for Accessing Quality: We conduct a user
study with 60 participants to demonstrate the qualitative anal-
ysis. We evaluate 1000 randomly chosen prompts from DIF-

Quality

Dataset Models FID ↓ CLIP Score ↑ PickScore ↑

DiffusionDB

GPT-CACHE 7.98 25.84 19.04
PINECONE 10.92 24.83 18.92

CRS 8.43 24.05 18.84
SMALLMODEL 11.14 25.64 18.65

NIRVANA−w/oMP 4.94 28.65 20.35
NIRVANA 4.68 28.81 20.41

VANILLA 6.12-6.92 30.28 20.86

SYSTEM-X

GPT-CACHE 8.15 26.32 19.11
PINECONE 10.12 24.43 18.83

CRS 8.38 23.81 18.78
SMALLMODEL 11.35 25.91 18.92

NIRVANA−w/oMP 4.48 28.94 20.31
NIRVANA 4.15 29.12 20.38

VANILLA 5.42-6.12 30.4 20.71

Table 1: We compare NIRVANA against several baselines GPT-CACHE,
PINECONE, CRS that are pure retrieval-based techniques, a smaller-model,
and with vanilla diffusion model. CLIP score and PickScore are based on
text-to-image score. FID is image-to-image comparisons, using VANILLA
images as Ground Truth. Classifier has 0.96 Precision, 0.95 Recall.

FUSIONDB, where each user was presented with 15 random
<prompt, generated-image> pairs and were asked to vote
Yes, or No based on whether the generated image properly rep-
resents the given prompt. Out of these 15 prompt-image pairs,
5 pairs were generated by GPT-CACHE, the best-performing
image-retrieval-based baseline, next 5 pairs generated by NIR-
VANA and, next 5 using VANILLA. The images from these
three types were shuffled and presented to each user in a
random order and no prompt was repeated within a session.
Users were also given the option to disclose reasons for No.

In Figure 11, we show the ratio between Yes and No re-
sponses for each of the three models aggregated across all
users. It can be seen that GPT-CACHE gets the lowest num-
ber of Yes votes, while NIRVANA is just marginally beneath
the upper bound VANILLA. When analyzed for reasons of No
(∼12% of the negative responses), we discovered that 80% of
these reasons were for the images generated by GPT-CACHE.
These insights underscore the challenges of relying solely on
retrieval-based solutions for image generation and hence we
do not use these baselines in further evaluation.

This reinforces the fact that NIRVANA is much superior in
maintaining image quality, which is of paramount importance
for commercial deployment.

7.3 System Efficiency of NIRVANA
We compare NIRVANA in terms of image generation latency,

hit rate, compute savings, and cost of running NIRVANA.
Latency: Latency in Table 2 refers to the average end-to-

end latency across two million prompt queries tested. We
plot the nth percentile over the median of response latencies
for some baselines. An image generation system should ex-
hibit low latency for enhanced user experience. However, pure
retrieval techniques like GPT-CACHE provide low latency
but produce low-quality images and experience significant
fluctuations in their end-to-end latency since they need to
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Figure 11: User survey response

Latency(s) 90th/median 95th/median 99th/median

GPTCache 2.8 29.52 29.64 29.75
NIRVANA 6.9 1.20 1.21 1.21
VANILLA 8.6 1.01 1.02 1.02

Table 2: Average latency and nth percentile over median
values of the response latencies for approaches

Figure 12: Throughput comparison of models
against a stream of queries over time

Figure 13: Cost comparison of model compo-
nents against a stream of queries over time

run diffusion model from scratch for certain prompts that
are dissimilar from the cached prompts, thus impacting the
user experience [26] as shown in Table 2. NIRVANA reduces
such variance in latency compared to the baselines and also
the overall latency compared to VANILLA providing a much
more stable and faster user experience. The key to minimiz-
ing response time variability lies in the smoother transition in
compute time across different prompts, attributable to NIR-
VANA’s ability to retrieve caches at various values of K.

This observation underscores that NIRVANA not only re-
duces overall latency by 19.8% but also minimizes variance in
response times across different prompts, ultimately providing
a consistent and stable user experience [30].

Throughput: We quantify throughput as the number of
prompts processed per minute by the system. To evaluate
this, we replay the stream of prompts from the DiffusionDB
dataset. We assess the relative throughput of NIRVANA in
comparison to VANILLA, considering two cache settings. The
first setting employs LCBFU with a cache size of 1.5 million
items, while the second setting involves an increasing cache
configuration where no cache eviction occurs, effectively pro-
viding a theoretically infinite cache size. Figure 12 represents
our findings, where the x-axis corresponds to the stream of
queries, and we plot the relative throughput of the system.
Notably, our results indicate that NIRVANA achieves ∼1.28
times higher throughput than VANILLA for both settings.

Cost of Image Generation: To provide a detailed cost
breakdown for NIRVANA and VANILLA, we considered spe-
cific AWS components and their associated expenses, as per
AWS pricing [1]. We use the g5.24xlarge GPU (96 GB GPU)
instance from the US East region which costs $8.144 per
hour. This cost was used to estimate the GPU-related ex-
penses incurred by VANILLA and NIRVANA. VANILLA solely
uses the GPU resources for each image generation. However
NIRVANA also relies on additional components besides GPU,
namely VDB [6] and EFS. For VDB, the cost is estimated at
$0.12 per hour which covers storage and search operations
performed over the prompt embeddings. Additionally, NIR-
VANA incurs costs associated with EFS. In the US East region,
utilizing the standard storage type with 20% frequent access
over elastic throughput cost amounts to $0.09 per hour. To
determine the overall amortized cost of NIRVANA, we cal-
culated it by dividing the GPU cost by the throughput and

then adding the costs related to VDB and EFS. It is important
to note that this cost analysis was conducted under identical
settings for both systems. Despite the inclusion of these addi-
tional expenses, Figure 13 highlights that NIRVANA manages
to achieve a remarkable 19% reduction in cost compared to
VANILLA. This significant cost efficiency underscores the
practical advantages of NIRVANA in real-world deployment.

Hit-Rate and Compute Savings: Figure 15 highlights the
hit-rate and compute-savings of NIRVANA across K (x-axis).
Averaging over all Ks, NIRVANA achieves a substantial hit-
rate of 88% and noteworthy compute savings of 21% as in-
dicated by the blue and black dotted lines. The cumulative
hit-rate curve illustrates how the hit-rate varies with different
values of K and plots h(K). Additionally, the bar plot show-
cases the potential savings achievable at each K and the actual
savings realized at specific K values. For instance, at K = 25,
there is a potential savings of 50%, while the actual hit-rate
is 8%, resulting in an actual savings of 4%.

7.4 LCBFU Performance
We experiment the effectiveness of LCBFU against common

caching techniques like FIFO, LRU, and LFU. To ensure a
fair evaluation, we maintained the same workload generator
settings across all experiments with cold cache setting. FIFO
removed the earliest added noises from the cache. LRU and
LFU evict cache items based on their access frequency and
recency. Table 3(a) reports hit-rate (Eq. 8) and % compute
savings (% of GPU time savings when compared against
VANILLA) for various cache eviction policies across different
cache sizes. The hit-rate of LCBFU is comparable to LRU and
LFU while outperforming FIFO. Notably, as highlighted in
Table 3(b), the proposed LCBFU offers substantial compute
savings compared to all other policies since it is designed
to incorporate K with image access frequency for eviction.
LCBFU is not designed to have the best hit rate.

7.5 Sensitivity Analysis
We now present some sensitivity analysis regarding NIR-

VANA’s design choices. Additional sensitivity analyses are
present in the Appendix D.

Embedding type: We conducted a comparison of NIR-
VANA using various types of embeddings for query and/or
cache. Some embeddings are applied to the query as well
as cache prompts, while other is applied just to the cached
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Cache Size #noises in cache FIFO LRU LFU LCBFU

1GB 1500 0.58 0.65 0.64 0.65
10GB 15000 0.68 0.77 0.78 0.77
100GB 150000 0.74 0.85 0.83 0.82
1000GB 1500000 0.83 0.95 0.94 0.93

(a) Hit rate
Cache Size #noises in cache FIFO LRU LFU LCBFU

1GB 1500 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12
10GB 15000 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.15
100GB 150000 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.18
1000GB 1500000 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.23

(b) % Compute savings
Table 3: Performance of different eviction techniques.
Compute savings with LCBFU eviction is significant.

Figure 15: Hit rate and compute
saved across K’s

Figure 16: Overhead latency distribution with and
without match-predictor.
Embedding Prompt/Cache FID↓ CLIPScore↑ HitRate↑ ComputeSavings↑

BERT Query & Cache 4.53 28.94 0.77 0.16
CLIPImage Only Cache 4.85 28.49 0.84 0.18
CLIP Query & Cache 4.94 28.65 0.93 0.23

Table 4: Quality of generation for different embed-
dings.

prompt and CLIP embedding is maintained for the query
prompt. This is indicated by the column ‘Prompt/Cache’. The
results, summarized in Table 4, indicate that the quality of im-
age generation, assessed through metrics such as FID, CLIP
Score, and PickScore remains consistent across different em-
bedding types. However, the hit rate and compute savings
achieved with the CLIP Text embeddings significantly out-
perform the other two embedding types. Hence, we selected
CLIP Text embeddings for our system design.

Effectiveness of Match-Predictor: We conducted an
evaluation to assess the effectiveness of using the
match-predictor within NIRVANA, where we measured
the average overhead in image generation latency. Figure 16
shows that match-predictor contributes significantly to
lowering the overhead latency values as a considerable frac-
tion of queries has negligible overhead, approximately equal
to zero. This behavior is attributed to the match-predictor’s
ability to promptly predict whether a particular prompt is
present in the cache or not. It reduces the requirement for
I/O-related activities, resulting in decreased latencies. Net-
work delays in VDB/EFS cause right-tail latency. About 4% of
these cases result from cache misses, reduced to zero with
match-predictor. However, right-tail latency persists due
to network call delays, even with match-predictor.

8 Related Works
ML optimizations. Various techniques like model dis-

tillation [63, 72], pruning [38], quantization [60] and oth-
ers [50, 57, 85] exists for large DMs but often degrades the
quality as well. DeepSpeed [35] is an optimization library
for distributed inference and implements multiple techniques
for the same. These can make the base model faster but are
orthogonal to NIRVANA as they do not fundamentally change
the nature of the iterative denoising process that NIRVANA
exploits for compute reduction.

Model-serving in Cloud. Past research [33, 44, 58, 83, 86]
explored efficient ML model serving to reduce inference
latency. Clipper [33] implements optimizations like layer
caching, ensembling methods, and straggler mitigation. Cock-
tail [44] designs a cost-effective ensemble-based model serv-
ing framework along with proactive autoscaling for resource

management to provide high throughput and low latency.
Other works [31, 32, 86] optimized the prediction pipeline
cost during load variations. However, these are complimen-
tary to NIRVANA and can be integrated easily. Tabi [78] uses
multiple heterogeneous models for Large Language Models.

Text-to-image models. Diffusion model is one of the
main classes of text-to-image models, which was popular-
ized by Dall-E [12], Imagen [71] and Stable Diffusion [69].
Several other enterprises like Midjourney [17], Deci [15],
and Adobe [9] have built their own diffusion models. Algo-
rithmic optimizations include designing of faster sampling
step [49, 54, 76, 80, 90] and parallel sampling [75, 90] and
hence trading off compute for speed. However, our work is
orthogonal, and the underlying diffusion model can be chosen
from any of the above-mentioned works.

Caching. Caching in DNN inference has been explored
in the past [33, 43, 55, 56] including caching intermediate
layer outputs to avoid running every layer again on different
input [33, 56]. Kumar et al. [56] coins the term approximate
caching for above, but our semantics are orthogonal since we
cache the intermediate image noise, and not the model layer
outputs. None of the caching policies implemented in these
works (LRU, static cache) work in our case. Other caching
techniques [28, 84] are non-trivial to extend for our purpose.
Retrieval-based works [4,5,7] uses caching to retrieve images
for the most similar prompt, but suffer in quality (see §7).

Approximations in System Design: Various forms of ap-
proximations are employed in system designs to reduce re-
dundant computation, enhancing efficiency in domains such
as big data [24, 25, 27, 40, 41, 48, 64, 74], mobile comput-
ing [45, 81], and video processing [82, 88]. However, none of
these approaches apply to DMs.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the design and implementation

of NIRVANA that uses a novel technique called approximate-
caching to significantly reduce compute cost and latency
during text-to-image generation using DMs by caching and
reusing intermediate-states created while processing prior
text prompts. We also presented a new cache management
technique to optimize performance under a fixed storage.
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A NIRVANA Algorithm
NIRVANA first uses the match-predictor to predict if

there is a close match for the prompt query PQ. If the predic-
tion is yes, it makes a VDB call to get the nearest prompt and
finds the K using heuristics (see 5.2). Next, it retrieves the
intermediate image noise at Kth step from EFS and passes it to
the diffusion model to generate the final image in N −K
steps. If there is no match predicted or found, NIRVANA
takes fallback to generate an image from scratch. Note, using
match-predictor reduces the case where VDB call is made
for cache miss cases.

Algorithm 2 GenerateImageCache(PQ)

1: Pe← Embed(P)
2: if MatchPredictor(Pe) is True then
3: // Generate using cache
4: (neigh,score)← search_VDB(Pe)
5: K← heuristics_K(score)
6: if K ̸= 0 then
7: pathK ← neigh[′payload′][′noise′][K]
8: c_noise← retrieve_EFS(pathK)
9: I← model(P,c_noise,K)

10: else
11: // No suitable cache found, generate from scratch
12: I← model(P, null, 0)
13: end if
14: else
15: // Generate from scratch
16: I← model(P, null, 0)
17: end if
18: return I

B Implementation Details
Batch Processing: While deploying, our diffusion model

takes up around 80% of GPU memory with batch size 1, so
concurrent batching isn’t supported.

AITemplate (AIT): We leverage AITemplate (AIT) [11],
a Python framework to accelerate inference serving of the
PyTorch-based diffusion model by converting it into CUDA
(NVIDIA GPU) / HIP (AMD GPU) C++ code. It provides
high-performance support during the inference process.

C Discussions
Image diversity. Since NIRVANA reuses previous interme-

diate states from the cache, over time the diversity of images
generated by the system can be reduced if the majority of the
prompts encountered by the system are very similar. This can
be addressed in the following ways: first, by actively chang-
ing the seed of the denoising process after retrieval. We ob-
served that for K < 35 this can increase diversity. However,
if prompts become too similar, then NIRVANA would attempt
to save compute more aggressively using a higher K where
seed change becomes ineffective. In that case, NIRVANA can
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be designed to let an ε fraction of prompts follow the vanilla
diffusion process to maintain the diversity of images.

Change in prompt characteristics. If the characteristics
of the prompts suddenly change due to some external fac-
tors, NIRVANA will find less similar items in the cache and
will automatically move towards lower K, or even for more
dissimilar prompts the match-predictor will kick in and
redirect the prompts to vanilla diffusion process. While this
will reduce compute savings, by design NIRVANA will not
let the image quality degrade in case of a sudden change in
prompt characteristics.

Generalizability of Approximate Caching: The concept
of approximate caching easily extends to iterative generation
approaches. It can also be applied to other architectures, such
as Transformers (in LLMs) in sequential decoding [59], or at
the layer level [56] for models like U-Net.

Cache management policy: The proposed LCBFU policy
prioritizes compute savings, particularly with higher K values.
However, there’s a nuanced trade-off, notably for frequently
accessed prompts at lower K (e.g., K = 5) v/s less frequent
access at higher K (e.g., K = 25). Eviction at lower K may
seem to impact the user experience by removing frequently
used cache, but a lower K = 5 facilitates alternative matches
with a lower similarity score requirement. Preserving K = 25
is critical for its similarity to specific prompts and substan-
tial compute savings; evicting it might result in the absence
of a highly similar prompt. Hence, (LCBFU) aims for max-
imum compute optimization with minimal impact on user
experience.

ML optimizations. Several techniques are used to reduce
the compute footprint and latency of models such as the use
of lower precision [60], distillations [63, 72], pruning [38],
batched-inference optimizations [22]. NIRVANA is comple-
mentary to such techniques as it can be used on top of those
optimized models as well to reduce redundant computation
using approximate caching. However, if a new family of gen-
erative models emerges that does not require such a large
number of iterative steps, then NIRVANA’s applicability will
become limited. But since as of today, DMs with 50 or more
denoising steps produce the best and production quality im-
ages, NIRVANA provides an attractive proposition for compute
reduction.

D Additional Results from Sensitivity Analysis
D.1 Match-Predictor Settings

The SGDOneClassSV M match-predictor can produce
binary predictions (0 or 1) by employing various thresholds.
These thresholds influence the Precision (P) and Recall (R)
values obtained from the match-predictor. To determine
the optimal settings, we conducted an ablation study, mea-
suring the overhead latency under different P and R config-
urations. The resulting plot in Figure 17 led us to select the
settings with a P = 96 and R = 95. The choice is made to

prioritize high precision, aiming to minimize false positives.
Simultaneously, we aim to maintain a high recall to avoid
missing opportunities for using approximate-caching.

Figure 17: Hit rate and compute saved across K’s

D.2 Decomposition of End-to-End Latency in
NIRVANA

In Figure 18 we show the end-to-end latency of VANILLA
diffusion model and also how different components of NIR-
VANA contribute towards its end-to-end latency. We can see
noise retrieval from EFS and VDB search is the main contrib-
utor to the overhead.

Figure 18: Time taken by different components of VANILLA and NIRVANA
for generating an image using 50 steps on A10g GPU instance.

D.3 Image Quality across Long vs. Short
Prompts

As we discussed in §3, the prompt queries can be either long
or short. We perform ablation to see how the system works
with them. The ablation results presented in Table 5 indicate
that NIRVANA performs more effectively with slightly shorter
prompts compared to very lengthy ones. This disparity in
performance can be intuitively attributed to the retrieval tech-
nique employed. Longer prompts tend to challenge the ability
of embeddings (in our case, CLIP) to capture the context
adequately. If the prompt retrieved from the cache signifi-
cantly deviates from the query despite high similarity based
on CLIPText embeddings (as discussed in §3), it may result
in the generation of incoherent images

Prompt FID ↓CLIPScore ↑

Short 7.96 28.48
Long 11.48 28.96

Table 5: Generation of short v/s long prompts. Less than 15 words are
considered short.

D.4 Quality with different Caching Policy
We conducted an evaluation to compare image quality met-

rics, including FID, CLIPScore, and PickScore, while using
different cache eviction techniques. The results, presented in
Table 6, demonstrate that image generation quality remains
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consistent across all caching techniques. Therefore, the choice
of eviction mechanism should prioritize improved compute
savings and hit rates.

Policy FID ↓CLIPScore ↑ PickScore ↑

FIFO 5.12 28.25 20.31
LRU 4.82 28.54 20.38
LFU 4.98 28.61 20.42
LCBFU 4.94 28.65 20.41

Table 6: Quality of generation for different eviction techniques with 1500
GB cache.

E Concept Development in Image Generation
This section gives a motivating example of how various con-

cepts/characteristics develop during image generation [89].
In Figure 19, we present an illustrative example of image

Figure 19: Generation across K
generation using a prompt that encompasses various aspects,
including color, layout, content, size, style, and more. We
divide the generation steps into four distinct time buckets,
labeled t1, t2, t3, and t4, with each bucket having a unique
role in shaping different facets of the image. The formation of
color initiates in t1 and becomes relatively stable by t2. Style,
here referring to generating a digital art image in the style
of a detailed photograph, commences in t1 and experiences
significant development in t2. The image’s content, featuring
a bird and leaves, begins to manifest partially towards the end
of t2, with substantial development occurring in t3. Layout,
which dictates the positioning of elements like the blackbird,
starts its formation in t1 and progresses towards the end of this
phase. By the time we reach t4, most aspects of the image are
firmly established, with this final bucket primarily responsible
for fine-tuning and enhancing details and clarity.
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Abstract

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are the de facto standard for
essential use cases, such as image classification, computer vi-
sion, and natural language processing. As DNNs and datasets
get larger, they require distributed training on increasingly
larger clusters. A main bottleneck is the resulting commu-
nication overhead where workers exchange model updates
(i.e., gradients) on a per-round basis. To address this bottle-
neck and accelerate training, a widely-deployed approach is
compression. However, previous deployments often apply
bi-directional compression schemes by simply using a uni-
directional gradient compression scheme in each direction.
This results in significant computational overheads at the pa-
rameter server and increased compression error, leading to
longer training and lower accuracy.

We introduce Tensor Homomorphic Compression (THC), a
novel bi-directional compression framework that enables the
direct aggregation of compressed values and thus eliminat-
ing the aforementioned computational overheads. Moreover,
THC is compatible with in-network aggregation (INA), which
allows for further acceleration. Our evaluation shows that
training representative vision and language models with THC
reaches target accuracy by 1.40× to 1.47× faster using INA
and 1.28× to 1.33× faster using a software PS compared
with state-of-the-art systems.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, the scale of machine learning training and
data volume has increased dramatically due to the growing de-
mand for various ML applications [11,13,23,54,62,70,72,76].
Alibaba’s general-purpose ML platforms also reported a rapid
increase in ML training data, from hundreds of gigabytes
to tens or even hundreds of terabytes, at an internet scale,
within a few years [75]. This trend is expected to continue
in the future [59] with the rapid advancements of giant mod-
els [11, 13, 44, 52, 60]. To support these large-scale models,
we need large-scale distributed training [19, 30, 51, 71].

However, distributed training incurs high communication
overhead. Recent research [73] has shown that the synchro-
nization cost of GPT2 [50] and BERT-base [14] in a 8-worker
setting can be as high as 42% and 49% of the total time during
training, even with state-of-the-art frameworks. As the num-
ber of workers increases, the communication overhead rises
substantially [59]. Meanwhile, computing devices are push-
ing more data into the network with specialized ML accelera-
tors [18, 42, 47, 77] and more advanced GPU/TPU hardware,
which further increases the communication overhead [65, 80].

To reduce the communication overhead, many compres-
sion schemes have been conceived [6, 10, 15, 64, 73, 74]. One
common problem of these solutions is that they apply bi-
directional compression. For example, in the Parameter Server
(PS) architecture, the PS nodes first decompress all gradients,
aggregate them, and then compress the aggregated gradients
again. Such compression and decompression operations result
in significant computational overheads and affect the training
convergence time and attainable accuracy (see Section §2.1).

To address these problems, we introduce Tensor Homomor-
phic Compression (THC), a novel bi-directional compression
framework enabling the direct aggregation of compressed
tensors (e.g., gradients) without first decompressing them,
eliminating much of the aforementioned computational over-
head. Additionally, direct aggregation can also run on pro-
grammable switches for further acceleration.

This paper focuses on developing a THC framework to
reduce the communication overhead of data parallelism for the
parameter server architecture. Importantly, PS is effective in
GPU/CPU hybrid clusters [28, 39,46, 73], which are common
in clouds [27]. Furthermore, when we colocate a PS with each
worker, it essentially functions as an AllReduce [28].

From an algorithmic standpoint, the technical challenge
is designing an algorithm that enables workers to accurately
compress their gradients in a way that allows aggregating
their results without decompressing each worker’s message.
We propose Homomorphic Compression – a property that
enables this and develops efficient schemes that satisfy it
while optimizing the accuracy.
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Figure 2: Communication time and error.

A key idea behind THC’s ability to satisfy this property
is an initial communication stage with minimal information
exchange between the workers at the beginning of each round
that allows them to coordinate and ensure that their com-
pressed gradients are directly aggregable. To ensure high
accuracy, THC does not directly encode the gradients but
rather pre- and post-processes them with the GPU-friendly
Randomized Hadamard Transform (RHT) to transform the
gradients to a different representation that is amenable to ac-
curate quantization. Since RHT preserves the tensor sizes (i.e.,
norms), by merely exchanging these norms during a prelimi-
nary light communication stage (a single float per client), the
clients can align their quantization values such that they can
be averaged without decompression. Furthermore, this com-
munication step overlaps with applying the RHT transform
and thus does not increase the compression time. THC also
employs an advanced non-uniform quantization technique
we developed and an error-feedback mechanism to further
improve the bandwidth to accuracy tradeoff.

We built THC on top of the BytePS [28] PyTorch extension.
Our PS can run on either software or programmable switches.
We perform extensive evaluation over seven representative
DNN models on a local testbed and AWS EC2. Testbed results
show that THC achieves the target accuracy 1.42× to 1.47×
faster with aggregation on a programmable switch and 1.28×
to 1.33× with a software PS, compared to the state-of-the-
art distributed training framework (Horovod RDMA). THC
with the programmable switch also improves the training
throughput by up to 54% over Horovod RDMA. 1

1THC is available at https://github.com/SophiaLi06/BytePS_THC.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we give the background on compression and
in-network aggregation and motivate the need for direct ag-
gregation on compressed data. Gradient compression, a well-
studied approach to lower the network communication of dis-
tributed training, reduces the volume of gradients transmitted
in synchronization steps at the expense of convergence speed
and accuracy. There are two key techniques: sparsification
and quantization. Sparsification may filter out coordinates of
small magnitude in the gradient tensor. TopK [64] is a straight-
forward sparsification algorithm that only sends the top k
percent (by magnitude) of coordinates and their indices. Spar-
sification becomes lossy when many coordinates are nonzero.
Quantization reduces the size of each element by reducing
the precision of gradients. For example, TernGrad [74] re-
duces the bit length of the gradient coordinates to two bits
by converting each float into a value x ∈ {−1,0,1}. Different
compression techniques offer various accuracy, bandwidth,
and time complexity tradeoffs.

2.1 Compression Cost and Tradeoffs
Figure 1 shows the bi-directional compression process in ex-
isting PS systems [6,73]. Workers send compressed gradients
to the PS. The PS decompresses and aggregates gradients.
Then, to reduce the traffic back to workers, the PS compresses
the aggregated results again before transmission. In such a
design, while compression reduces the communication cost,
decompressing and compressing data on PS nodes introduce
high compute overhead and additional compression errors.

To quantize the computational overhead and estimation er-
ror of compression schemes, we run a microbenchmark trans-
mitting a single 4MB partition (the recommended partition
size that balances pipelining efficiency and system overheads
as specified in BytePS repository [12]) on our local testbed.
Training frameworks usually batch gradients and chunk them
into same size partitions before communication [35,46]. Since
communication time grows linearly with the number of parti-
tions, we simply measure the times for a single partition in
our microbechmark. We measure the worker-side compres-
sion and decompression time ("worker compr."), the PS side
compression and decompression time ("PS compr."), the PS
aggregation time ("PS agg.") and the worker-PS communica-
tion time ("comm.") as shown in Figure 2a.
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With one PS and four workers, two sparsification schemes
TopK 10% and DGC 10% [38] that communicate the top 10%
coordinates by magnitude slow down the end-to-end time by
19.3% and 27.1% of the no-compression round time. This is
due to the high PS computational overhead of compression
and decompression that contributes up to 56.9% of the round
time even when the communication time is reduced. Note
that the computational overhead of TopK and DGC grow as
the PS aggregates more coordinates, making it a poor choice
when the worker-to-parameter server ratio is imbalanced.

When we use colocated PS (i.e., have four PS in total),
TopK 10% reduces the communication time by 60.4% of that
of no compression but takes an extra 0.54 ms (34.0% of the
round time) to run compression/decompression on the PS.
The end-to-end round time reduction is therefore diluted to
20.6% of that of no compression.

One can use other compression schemes (e.g., TernGrad)
that take less time for decompression/compression at the PS
side. However, these schemes have larger quantization errors.
Figure 2b shows the NMSE (Normalized Mean Squared Er-

ror, NMSE(x, x̂) = ||x−x̂||22
||x||22

), which quantifies the difference

between the actual vector x and the vector restored after com-
pression x̂. TernGrad results in an NMSE that is by an order
of magnitude larger than that of TopK 10% (i.e., 6.95 vs. 0.46
with four workers). This large gap in NMSE means that Tern-
Grad requires more iterations to reach the target accuracy or
might fail to reach the target accuracy at all. In fact, provable
convergence rates for distributed SGD have a linear depen-
dence on NMSE (e.g., [29]), rendering quantization schemes
with large NMSE less appealing for distributed training.

To address these limitations, THC allows direct aggregation
of compressed gradients, which eliminates decompression and
compression operations at PSes while ensuring high accuracy.
A detailed comparison between THC and other compression
schemes under different bit budgets is in Section §8.4.

2.2 In-network Aggregation
In-network aggregation [45] is another option to reduce com-
munication overhead. Recent research [33, 57] has demon-
strated that programmable switches can aggregate gradients
from multiple workers, reducing the switch-to-PS traffic and
resulting in a substantial training performance improvement.
However, using switches does not reduce the traffic volume
generated by the workers as gradient compression does.

Most existing compression solutions are incompatible with
in-network aggregation solutions because switches can not
easily decompress and compress the data due to their pro-
grammability and resource limitations [33, 49]. Since THC
supports direct aggregation over compressed data, it only re-
quires the PS to do summation, which programmable switches
can readily perform with their ALUs. This also offers new
opportunities for incorporating compression with in-network
aggregation to further improve training performance.

3 THC Overview
We propose the Tensor Homomorphic Compression (THC)
framework, which allows the PS to merely aggregate the in-
coming compressed gradients and transmit the (still com-
pressed!) aggregated values back to the workers. THC hence
enables us to avoid the computational overhead of compres-
sion and decompression at PS while still having accurate
estimation of the gradients’ average. We first introduce the
homomorphic compression property to model such system
constraints. Consider n workers and let ∇i be the i-th worker’s
gradient. We define the Uniform Homomorphic Compression
(UHC) property as follows:

Definition 1 (Uniform Homomorphic Compression)

∇̂avg =
1
n
·∑

i
Decompress(Compress(∇i))

= Decompress

(
1
n
·∑

i
Compress(∇i)

)
.

That is, with the Uniform Homomorphic Compression prop-
erty, the average of the decompressed gradients is mathemat-
ically equivalent to decompressing the average compressed
gradient. Leveraging this property, the PS simply sums the
compressed gradients and sends the result back (still in com-
pressed form). Finally, each worker averages the result and
applies the decompression to derive the update ∇̂avg.

The key challenge for THC is to design compression algo-
rithms that retain the UHC property while ensuring high accu-
racy. Non-homomorphic compression techniques require the
PS to decompress the gradients before aggregation because
they rely only on worker-local information. When workers
use different quantization ranges (e.g., [4, 53]), the PS must
decompress each gradient separately, sum them up, and com-
press again, increasing processing delay at the PS side and
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the errors caused by compression. We know of one previous
compression scheme, SignSGD [10], that is homomorphic as
it simply counts, for each coordinate, the number of workers
which had a positive value for it. However, this scheme is bi-
ased, and thus its error does not decrease with the number of
workers, making it yield large errors in practice. In THC, we
retain an accuracy that is similar to that of the uncompressed
baseline and achieve the UHC property.

We present the THC framework, illustrated in Figure 3.
The THC workflow starts by having workers compress their
gradients, which commonly consist of 32-bit floats. Each co-
ordinate is quantized and then encoded into a table index
(formally introduced in Section §4.2) that requires a small
number of bits. The table indices are then packed and sent
to the PS. The PS looks the table indices up in a lookup ta-
ble to restore the corresponding table values and sums up
the looked-up table values coordinate-wise. After summing
values from all workers, PS packs the result and broadcasts it.
Finally, each worker decompresses and normalizes the result
to obtain the average gradient’s estimate.

The table here serves two purposes: first, it allows an ef-
ficient expansion of the indices to wider values that allow
summation without overflows. Second, we can use the table to
minimize the quantization error, as we later show, by picking
the table values in correspondence to the underlying data dis-
tribution. Since the table is small (of size 2b, where b is a small
constant) and hardcoded (does not depend on the gradients
or number of workers), and lookups do not require arithmetic
operations, we consider it as part of the direct aggregation.

Figure 4 visualizes the THC implementation we adopt
in our system prototype. Namely, each 32-bit coordinate is
encoded into a 4-bit table index, which then gets converted
into a 8-bit table value on the PS. The broadcast summation
result also uses 8 bits per coordinate. Therefore, our system
prototype provides a ×8 bandwidth reduction from workers
to the PS and a ×4 bandwidth reduction in the other direction.

The THC algorithm is described in detail in Section §4; in
Section §5, we introduce further optimizations for THC and
the end-to-end training procedure; then, Section §6 shows how
THC can be seamlessly used in conjunction with in-network
aggregation to further accelerate the training.

4 Tensor Homomorphic Compression
In this section, we explain how to achieve the UHC property
effectively. We start by giving background on stochastic quan-
tization, a core building block of our THC approach. We then
show (Section §4.2) that stochastic quantization with uniform
intervals, a technique that has been used previously in com-
pression, has the UHC property. However, its performance
in terms of the accuracy per bit is relatively poor, because
it is unoptimized. This poor compression performance can
lead to worse training time and/or model accuracy than an
uncompressed baseline. We, therefore, introduce further op-
timizations that improve the compression performance. Our
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Figure 4: THC’s workflow illustration.

main conceptual advance is to use non-uniform quantization
intervals while maintaining the UHC property; that is, we
show how to optimize the choice of quantization values in
Section §4.3. Finally, Section §5 provides important technical
optimizations for speed and accuracy.

4.1 Background on Stochastic Quantization
A main building block that is used for gradient compression is
quantization, a technique that allows representing gradient en-
tries (e.g., 32-bit floats) using a small (e.g., 4) number of bits
while bounding the error. At a high level, our Tensor Homo-
morphic Compression (THC) framework leverages Stochastic
Quantization (SQ) that rounds a given real-value a to one
of two quantization values q0,q1 such that q0 ≤ a ≤ q1. SQ
quantizes a to q0 with probability (q1−a)/(q1−q0) and to q1
otherwise. An appealing property of SQ is that the expected
value of the quantization is exactly a, i.e., it is unbiased. This
is especially useful in distributed scenarios where using SQ
results in a decrease in the error of estimating the average
as the number of workers increases [68]. Our focus in what
follows is minimizing the error introduced by quantization
while maintaining the UHC property.

4.2 The Uniform THC Algorithm
As we now show, it turns out that using a variation of SQ
with uniform intervals where all workers use the same set of
intervals already yields a solution that is both unbiased and
homomorphic. However, the accuracy per-bit of this solution
leaves much to be desired, which is where we focus our efforts
in the following sections.

The most popular form of SQ is Uniform SQ (USQ), in
which the quantization values are uniformly spaced. For
example, given the range [m,M] and using 2b quantization
values, their locations are q0 = m,q1 = m+(M −m)/(2b −
1), . . . ,q2b = M. USQ quantizes a value a ∈ [m,M] to one of
its nearest quantization values. We first show that USQ, when
all workers globally use the same range [m,M] and b, satisfies
the UHC property. Note that for implementation this requires
all workers to first obtain the global minimum and maximum
to perform quantization, which is different than the standard
use of USQ (where each worker quantizes based on their own
local minimum and maximum value). For convenience, we
henceforth denote ⟨i⟩= {0, . . . , i−1} for any i ∈ N.
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Algorithm 1 Uniform THC
Input: bit budget b

Preliminary stage

Worker i:
1: Compute mi = min{∇i} and Mi = max{∇i}
2: Send (mi,Mi) to the PS
PS:
3: Compute m = mini {mi} and M = maxi {Mi}
4: Send (m,M) to workers

Main stage

Worker i:
5: Compute Xi = USQ(∇i,m,M,b)
6: Send Xi to PS
PS:
7: Compute X = ∑i∈⟨n⟩ Xi
8: Send X to workers
Worker i:
9: Estimate ∇̂avg = m+ 1

n ·X · M−m
2b−1

Definition 2 (Homomorphic USQ) Let ∇0,∇1, . . . ,∇n−1 ∈
Rd be the input gradients, and let mi = min{∇i} and Mi =
max{∇i} be the i’th gradient’s minimum and maximum. Let
m = mini {mi} and M = maxi {Mi} and consider a set of uni-

formly spaced quantization values
{

m+ k · M−m
2b−1 | k ∈

〈
2b
〉}

.
The workers perform stochastic quantization using these
quantization values on all input gradients.

This approach is homomorphic (Definition 1) since (C and D
stand for Compress and Decompress):

1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
D(C(∇i)) =

1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩

(
m+C(∇i) ·

M−m
2b −1

)

= m+

(
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
C(∇i)

)
· M−m

2b −1
= D

(
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
C(∇i)

)
.

With this primitive at hand, we introduce a simplified (uni-
form) variant of the THC framework, which we generalize to
a non-uniform setting to obtain better performance.

The pseudo-code of Uniform THC is given by Algorithm
1. It begins with a preliminary communication round where
each worker computes and sends the smallest and largest
gradient entry to the PS (lines 1-2). In turn, the PS computes
the extreme global values and distributes them back to the
workers (lines 3-4). This communication round is light and
requires each worker to transmit and receive only two floats.
Next, each worker quantizes its gradient using the global
extremes (i.e., perform Homomorphic USQ) and sends the
result to the PS (lines 5-6). Then, the PS sums all the quantized
vectors and sends their sum to the worker (lines 7-8). Finally,
each worker divides the sum by the number of workers to
obtain the estimate of the average (line 9).

As detailed in Section 5, we can reduce the quantization
error by pre-processing the input gradient prior to its quanti-
zation and post-processing the average’s estimate at the end.

4.3 The Non-uniform THC Algorithm
In many cases, it is possible to choose the quantization values
in a non-uniform manner to optimize the accuracy-bandwidth
tradeoff. However, it is unclear how to leverage existing
non-uniform quantization methods (e.g., [8, 9, 53, 66, 67])
to improve our homomorphic compression. Namely, in non-
uniform methods, the sender transmits a table index z that is
then converted to the table value T [z] by the receiver. Here,
T is a lookup table that converts indices to values that may
not be uniformly spaced, i.e., T [z+1]−T [z] may not equal
T [z′+1]−T [z′] for different indices z,z′.

For example, consider quantizing values in the range
[−1,1] using four quantization values. Using USQ, the lookup
table is T0[0] =−1,T0[1] =−1/3,T0[2] = 1/3,T0[3] = 1. In
this case, any sum of table indices corresponds to a single
sum of quantization values. For example, suppose two senders
send indices z,z′ and consider two cases: (1) z = 0,z′ = 3 and
(2) z = 1,z′ = 2. In both cases, T0[z] + T0[z′] = 0. That is,
z+ z′ = 3 implies that T0[z] +T0[z′] = 0. Intuitively, the re-
ceiver can sum the indices and deduce the sum of sent values
instead of performing two table lookups.

In contrast, consider non-uniform quantization that uses
the table T1[0] = −1,T1[1] = −1/2,T1[2] = 1/2,T1[3] = 1.
Consider the two cases in which z+ z′ = 4: (1) z = 1,z′ = 3
and (2) z = z′ = 2. In the first case, T1[z]+T1[z′] = 1/2 while
in the second T1[z] + T1[z′] = 1. That is, the sum of table
indices does not determine the sum of table values.

Our insight is that we can overcome this by using a subset
of the uniformly spaced quantization values. To that end,
for a bit-budget of b bits per coordinate, we define a hy-
perparameter g ≥ 2b − 1 called granularity. We then use
a table T :

〈
2b
〉
→ ⟨g+1⟩ that maps table indices to val-

ues that are integers in the larger range. Intuitively, one can
think about this as running USQ with g+1 quantization val-
ues, but where all senders are only allowed the same 2b in-
dices. A table value T [z] then corresponds to the quantiza-
tion value m + T [z] · M−m

g+1 , same as in USQ. For instance,
in the above example of quantizing values in the range
[−1,1], the PS can use a table T2[0] = 0,T2[1] = 1,T2[2] =
3,T2[3] = 4 to map each table index into (the larger) range
⟨5⟩. The benefit is that the table values are now directly ag-
gregable; for example, consider three senders with the two
cases (1) z = z′ = z′′ = 1 and thus T2[z] = T2[z′] = T2[z′′] =
1, i.e., all quantization values are −1 + 1−(−1)

4 = − 1
2 ; (2)

z = z′ = 0,z′′ = 2 and thus T2[z] = T2[z′] = 0,T2[z′′] = 3,
i.e., the first two quantization values are −1 and the third
is −1+3× 1−(−1)

4 = 1
2 . Notice that the sum of table values

is the same in both cases, and so is the sum of quantization
values; in contrast, the sum of table indices differ.

Intuitively, g introduces a tradeoff where larger g results
in more fine-grained quantization values and lower error but
also requires more bits to represent the summation and higher
bandwidth requirement from the PS or switch to the workers.
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The pseudocode for the non-uniform variant of THC ap-
pears in Algorithm 2 (the Preliminary stage is the same as
in Algorithm 1). Notice that the lookup table Tb,g depends on
bit-budget b and the granularity g. When clear from context,
we omit the subscripts and write T .

Each worker i then calculates the set of quantization val-
ues Q ⊂ [m,M] given the (global) m,M and the granular-
ity g (Line 1). Next, it stochastically quantizes each coor-
dinate to a value in Q, giving the result Xi ∈ Qd (Line 2).
The worker then transforms each quantized coordinate into
its uniform-HC value in ⟨g+1⟩ using the linear transforma-
tion (Line 3). The next stage involves computing which b-
bit table indices (in

〈
2b
〉
) would map to the uniformly par-

titioned values by applying the inverse mapping (Line 4).
Finally, it sends the result Zi to the PS (Line 5).

The PS then gets the set of vectors {Zi}i∈⟨n⟩. It looks up
each vector (coordinate-wise) and sums them up, correspond-
ing to the sum of the Yi’s (Line 6). Then, the PS sends the
result, Y , to the workers, still in compressed form (Line 7). Ob-
serve that the PS only performs table lookups and summation
without decompressing the vectors and without additional
processing and re-compression that increases the error.

The final part takes place in parallel, where each worker
i first computes the average of ∑i∈⟨n⟩Yi by dividing Y by n
(Line 8). It then applies the inverse transformation to Line 3
to obtain an estimate ∇̂avg of the average gradient (Line 9).

To show that our algorithm is homomorphic, we general-
ize Definition 1 to account for the lookup table (C,D and T
stand for Compress, Decompress and table lookup)
Definition 3 ( Non-uniform homomorphic compression)

∇̂avg =
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
D(T (C(∇i))) = D

(
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
T (C(∇i))

)
.

That is, a non-uniform HC (NUHC) scheme generalizes UHC
by allowing the PS to apply a lookup table T to the com-
pressed gradients before aggregating them.

Notice that if g = 2b − 1 and T is the identity mapping,
NUHC is identical to UHC (in that case, the lookup table is
redundant). As shown above, for T that is the identity map-
ping, the compression is uniform homomorphic. We now
show that if 0 = T (0) < T (1) < .. . < T (2b − 1) = g then
Algorithm 2 is homomorphic. 2 This is because

1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
D(T (C(∇i))) =

1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
D(T (Zi)) =

1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
D(Yi) =

1
n
·

(
∑

i∈⟨n⟩
m+Yi ·

M−m
g

)
=

m+

(
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
Yi

)
· M−m

g
= D

(
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
T (C(∇i))

)
,

where we used (i) C(∇i) = Zi, (ii) T (C(∇i)) = Tb,g[Zi] = Yi,
and (iii) D(Yi) = m+Yi · M−m

g .

2In fact, it is sufficient that T is injective and satisfies 0,g ∈ Im(T ); the
above definition is without loss of generality.

Algorithm 2 Non-uniform THC
Input: bit budget b, granularity g, and their lookup-table Tb,g

Main stage ▷ Preliminary stage same as in Algorithm 1

Worker i:
1: Compute Q = CalcQuantizationValues(m,M,Tb,g)
2: Compute Xi = SQ(∇i,Q)
3: Compute Yi = (Xi −m) · g

M−m ▷ Yi ∈ ⟨g+1⟩d

4: Compute Zi = T−1
b,g [Yi] ▷ Zi ∈

〈
2b〉d

5: Send Zi to PS
PS:
6: Compute Y = ∑i∈⟨n⟩ Tb,g[Zi] ▷ Y ∈ ⟨g ·n+1⟩d

7: Send Y to workers
Worker i:
8: Compute Yavg =

1
n ·Y ▷ Yavg ∈ [0,g]d

9: Estimate ∇̂avg = m+Yavg · M−m
g

The above result shows that Algorithm 2 is homomorphic
for many choices of lookup tables. As we later demonstrate,
very small lookup tables (e.g., for b= 4 we can usually use g∈
{16, . . . ,51}) are sufficient to obtain accurate quantization.

5 Optimizing THC

We next describe optimizations that improve THC’s
bandwidth-accuracy tradeoff (§5.1-§5.2) and speed (§5.3).

5.1 Pre- and Post-processing Using the Ran-
domized Hadamard Transform

For pre-processing, we utilize the Randomized Hadamard
Transform (RHT) that improves quantization accuracy by
reducing the expected range and transforming coordinates
to approach a normal distribution. The RHT of a vec-
tor x ∈ Rd is defined as 1√

d
· H · D · x, where H is the

Hadamard matrix [25] and D is a diagonal matrix with
i.i.d. Radamacher variables (taking ±1 with equal proba-
bilities) on its diagonal. An important property RHT is
that the special recursive structure of H allows a fast GPU-
friendly O(d logd) time implementation, significantly faster
than general matrix multiplication. The post-processing is
then the inverse transform, i.e., RHT−1(x) = 1√

d
·D ·H · x,

which has identical complexity to RHT.
RHT has two key benefits: First, RHT reduces the range of

coordinate values, improving accuracy. More concretely, a key
quantity that determines the error of a quantization scheme
is its range (the difference between the largest and smallest
quantization values), M − m (see Appendix A.2 for more
details). Intuitively, when the range is large, one is forced to
quantize to values that are further away from the encoded
quantity, thus increasing the error. As proven by [3], and
using M′,m′ to denote the maximal and minimal value after
the RHT transform, E[M′−m′] = O

(
(M−m) ·

√
logd / d

)
.

This decrease in the expected range significantly improves
the quantization accuracy.
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To further decrease the range, and thus the quantization
error, we leverage known results about the distribution of the
transformed coordinates to derive a threshold tp, for an appro-
priate p ∈ (0,1), such that approximately a p fraction of the
transformed coordinates are expected to fall outside [−tp, tp].
Namely, it is known that each coordinate in the RHT of a vec-
tor x ∈ Rd follows a distribution that approaches (for a large
enough d) the normal distribution N (0,1/∥x∥2) [68]. In par-
ticular, this means that the probability of a coordinate landing
outside the range diminishes exponentially in tp, giving an
opportunity to significantly reduce the range at the expense
of a small bias and allowing us to pick an appropriate p, as
we describe below in § 5.3. Our algorithm then optimizes the
quantization values to minimize the error of the coordinates
in [−tp, tp], and truncates the rest by rounding those larger
than tp to tp and those smaller than −tp to −tp.

To address this small bias, we compensate for it using a
technique called error-feedback (EF) [29], which includes
sending the vector x = ∇+ e that adds the previous error e
to the current gradient ∇, and later updating e to account for
the quantization error. It is known that when the bias is not
too large, EF guarantees the convergence of the training [36].
The effect of rotation and error feedback is evaluated in detail
in Appendix D.3, along with comparison to uniform THC.

The second key benefit of RHT is that, since the distribution
of the coordinates after applying RHT is known, we can com-
pute the optimal lookup table T offline, as we explain next.

5.2 Constructing the Optimal Lookup Table

As explained, after applying RHT and truncating, our goal is
to design a lookup table that minimizes the quantization error
of the resulting vector. This vector has two types of coordi-
nates: (1) the truncated coordinates have no error (beyond
the truncation) since, by design, there are always quantization
values at {−tp, tp}; (2) the non-truncated coordinates have a
distribution that approaches the truncated normal distribution.
Intuitively, this allows us to design the lookup table T to min-
imize the quantization error of a truncated normal random
variable and thereby minimize the NMSE.

Formally, the optimal lookup table needs to minimize the
error in quantizing a truncated normal random variable (A ∼
N (0,1) | A ∈ [−tp, tp]), where tp = Φ−1(1− p/2) and Φ is
the CDF of the normal distribution. As we later show, we
can use this pre-computed table for a normal random variable
with any variance by scaling the quantization values.

Formally, denoting by P(a,z) the probability of sending the
index z ∈

〈
2b
〉

given a value a ∈ [−tp, tp], the optimization
problem aims to find the table T and probabilities P. Let us
further denote by φ the pdf of the normal distribution. Then,
the following optimization problem gives the optimal lookup
table as Tb,g,p[z] = T [z]:

minimize
P,T

∫ tp

−tp
∑

z∈⟨2b⟩
P(a,z) · (a−T [z])2 ·φ(a) ·da

subject to

(Unbiasedness) ∑
z∈⟨2b⟩

P(a,z) ·T [z] = a ∀a ∈ [−tp, tp]

(Probability) ∑
z∈⟨2b⟩

P(a,z) = 1 ∀a ∈ [−tp, tp]

P(a,z)≥ 0 ∀a ∈ [−tp, tp], z ∈
〈
2b
〉

(Granularity) T [z] ∈
{

2tp
g · i− tp | i ∈ ⟨g+1⟩

}
∀z ∈

〈
2b
〉

As we elaborate in Appendix B, we optimally solve the
above problem. To that end, we wrote a specialized ILP solver
that leverages various properties of the above optimization
problem to reduce the search space and speed up the computa-
tion of T . Recall that for any b,g, p, we compute the optimal
Tb,g,p table only once offline and thus the solver’s runtime
does not affect THC’s performance.

5.3 Accelerating the Preliminary Stage

Heretofore, we discussed a preliminary stage in which the
workers exchange information that depends on the trans-
formed vectors to determine the quantization range. A natural
implementation would, therefore, include transforming the
vectors using RHT and then exchanging the information re-
quired for setting M and m.

Instead, we leverage special properties of RHT, namely that
(i) it preserves the norm of the transformed vector and (ii) that
there is a tight connection between the maximal norm and the
values M,m we are seeking. Accordingly, each client i first
computes the norm of its vectors xi and then parallelizes the
following operations: performing the RHT and obtaining the
maximum norm among the workers’ gradients using the PS.
Then it can set M =(tp/

√
d) ·ℓ,m=−M where ℓ=max∥xi∥2

and proceed to the quantization.

5.4 Putting It All Together

We are now ready to describe our complete THC training pro-
cess, whose pseudocode is given Algorithm 3, color coding
the different steps. In the first learning step, each worker
computes its local gradient and adds the error-feedback.
Next, the preliminary stage, in which the clients exchange
their norms, is parallelized with the RHT part of the pre-
processing; later, the transformed vector is normalized and
clamped. Next, during main stage, the workers and PS fol-
low our Non-uniform THC algorithm (see Algorithm 2)
to obtain an estimate of the average of the pre-processed
vectors. Then, each worker post-processes the estimate us-
ing the inverse transform. Finally, in the second learning
step, the workers update the error-feedback and model.
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Algorithm 3 Training with THC

1: Input: Support parameter p and its threshold tp. Bit bud-
get b, granularity g, and lookup-table Tb,g,p.

2: for r = 0,1, . . . do
3: for worker i ∈ ⟨n⟩ in parallel do
4: Compute local gradient, ∇i
5: xi = ∇i + er

i ▷ Error-feedback for round r

6: in parallel
7: (i) Send ∥xi∥ to PS
8: Receive ℓ= maxi ∥xi∥ from PS
9: (ii) Ri = RHT(xi) ▷ R = HDrxi

10: end in parallel
11: M = (tp/

√
d) · ℓ ; m =−M

12: x′i = clamp(Ri,min = m,max = M) ▷ Truncation
13: Q = CalcQuantizationValues(m,M,Tb,g,p)
14: Xi = SQ(x′i,Q) ▷ Stochastic Quantization
15: Yi = (Xi −m) · g

M−m ▷ Yi ∈ ⟨g+1⟩d

16: Zi = T−1
b,g,p[Yi] ▷ Zi ∈

〈
2b〉d

17: Send Zi to PS
18: Receive Y = ∑i∈⟨n⟩Yi = ∑i∈⟨n⟩ Tb,g,p[Zi] from PS
19: Compute Yavg =

1
n ·Y ▷ Yavg ∈ [0,g]d

20: Estimate x̂′avg = m+Yavg · M−m
g

21: Compute ∇̂avg = RHT−1(x̂′avg) ▷ Global update

22: er+1
i = xi −RHT−1(Xi) ▷ Quantization error

23: Update model using ∇̂avg
24: end for
25: end for

6 THC with Other System Opportunities

In this section, we discuss how THC leverages the opportuni-
ties of in-network aggregation and explore potential optimiza-
tions to address issues such as packet loss and stragglers.

Aggregation at Programmable Switches In our THC
framework, we can offload PS completely to programmable
switches for further hardware acceleration. Our THC de-
sign simplifies the PS by removing the compression and
decompression operations. Since THC already compresses
floating-point gradients to integer table indices, it fits pro-
grammable switches well. We do not need additional conver-
sions from floating points to integers at workers as used in
previous work [33, 57, 79].

Packet Loss and Stragglers THC is a compression algo-
rithm that tolerates data loss, allowing it to ignore the tail out-
liers that can negatively impact performance during training
introduced by packet loss [69] or straggler problems [22, 78].

Packet losses and stragglers may occur between workers
and the PS. For each gradient, if a worker doesn’t receive the
corresponding aggregation result packet within a specified
time threshold, the worker could fill in the missing data with
zeros and continue with the received aggregation results. This
practice may lead to some workers updating their models
with different information. To mitigate the impact, we can

implement a synchronization scheme, where workers coordi-
nate their model parameters after every epoch by choosing
to copy the parameters of another worker when encountering
severe packet loss. Our simulation results shows that there is
no significant impact on THC model accuracy or convergence
within the reasonable data center packet loss rate range (less
than 1% [21, 37]) (see Section §8.4). This result aligns with
the observations in [69].

To handle packet losses from workers to the PS, we can
perform partial aggregation: the PS broadcasts partial aggre-
gation results once it hears from the majority (e.g., 90%) of
workers. We evaluate the impact of stragglers and partial ag-
gregation in Section §8.4 and show that THC with partial
aggregation over 90% of workers reach the baseline accuracy.

7 Implementation

THC Worker. We develop THC prototype of workers atop
BytePS’s PyTorch extension [28]. During each iteration, the
BytePS worker receives the calculated gradient from the front-
end PyTorch and passes it to our compression module. Our
compression module runs the THC algorithm on GPUs and
employs a GPU-friendly implementation of RHT. It also
keeps the error-feedback records to compensate for the biased
quantization as mentioned in Section 5.

The communication module is a C++ module developed
based on Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK), which pro-
vides kernel bypassing so that applications can directly re-
ceive data from the NIC using busy polling. The communica-
tion module assembles packets based on compression results
and communicates with the PS.

Another approach is to adopt the RDMA protocol, such
as RoCEv2 [5]. However, adopting the RDMA protocol re-
quires additional header parsing functions on the switch side.
SwitchML [57] has demonstrated that the RoCEv2 protocol
can be used with in-network aggregation by carefully parsing
the header. For THC, we consider this as future work.

THC Parameter Servers. We implement two versions of
parameter servers: the software version written in C++ and
the programmable switch version implemented on the Intel
Tofino switch [26]. In the programmable switch version, the
PS performs table lookup using the “Table” control block.
After the table lookup, the switch sends packets carrying table
values through recirculation ports. The "Register" extern then
takes care of value aggregation. Please see Appendix C.2 for
the resource usage of the programmable switch PS.

8 Evaluation

We evaluate our THC prototype by training popular computer
vision and language models on a local four-worker testbed
and AWS EC2. Experiments show that employing THC
gives shorter time-to-accuracy ( 1.40× to 1.47× speedup)
and higher throughput (25% to 54% increase) on our local
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Figure 5: Time to accuracy (TTA) comparison over one image processing task (i.e., VGG16) and two NLP tasks (i.e., GPT-2 and
RoBERTa-base). The second row zooms in on the competitive results.

testbed with a programmable switch, compared to state-of-the-
art training frameworks. THC also outperforms DGC-10%,
TopK-10%, and TernGrad in time-to-accuracy as it has little
impact on accuracy and eliminates the overhead at the PS.

Testbed Setup. Our local testbed has four GPU machines
as workers, each with one NVIDIA A100 GPU and one
NVIDIA MCX516A-CCAT ConnectX-5 100G dual-port NIC
connecting to a Tofino2 switch. For large-scale experiments,
we use eight AWS EC2 p3.16xlarge instances, each with eight
NVIDIA V100 GPUs and 25 Gbps network bandwidth.

Systems for Comparison. We run three versions of THC:
(1) with a programmable switch as the PS (labeled as THC-
Tofino), (2) with the software PS process running on a single
stand-alone CPU machine (connected to the Tofino2 with a
ConnectX-5 100G dual-port NIC) (THC-CPU PS), and (3)
with colocated PSes for each worker (THC-colocated), which
build on BytePS’s PS architecture and uses BytePS’s RDMA
module for a fair comparison. We compare THC with two
state-of-the-art systems: (1) Horovod which uses RDMA for
communication (Horovod-RDMA) and (2) BytePS with colo-
cated PSes for each worker (BytePS). We also compare THC
against three popular compression algorithms: DGC [38] and
TopK [64] are sparsification algorithms that only communi-
cate the top k% of coordinates by magnitude (here we set
k = 10 and refer to them as DGC 10% and TopK 10%); and
TernGrad [74], a quantization algorithm that converts each
coordinate into a value x ∈ {−1,0,1} (we refer to it as Tern-
Grad). TernGrad represents a stream of quantization algo-
rithms [4, 10] with small differences in design. BytePS, DGC
10%, TopK 10%, and TernGrad all use BytePS’s colocated
PSes and RDMA module. We also tried Espresso [73] but
faced convergence issues.3

On AWS EC2, we deploy THC with software PS built on
top of BytePS [28] servers. We compare THC against BytePS
with colocated PS (BytePS) and Horovod [58]. All systems
use the TCP protocol to communicate. Unless noted other-

3We followed the instructions in Espresso’s git repository and installed
all desired versions of software. Unfortunately, we couldn’t get models to
converge (training loss became "nan" within three iterations and the accuracy
stalled around 0.1%). We contacted the authors but they do not have time to
fix it. See https://github.com/zhuangwang93/Espresso/issues/3.

wise, we use the following THC configuration: granularity 30,
p-fraction 1/32, and 16 quantization levels. This configuration
avoids overflow for up to eight workers, saturates the worker
to PS bandwidth of our system prototype, and consistently
achieves high accuracy across various models.

Workloads. We evaluate THC with network-intensive [33,
57] computer vision models (VGG16 and VGG19 [62]) and
language models (RoBERTa-base, RoBERTa-large [40], Bart-
large [34], BERT-base [14], and OpenAI GPT-2 [50]). We
train the vision models with the ImageNet1K dataset [55] and
train the language models with the GLUE (General Language
Understanding Evaluation benchmark) SST2 (The Stanford
Sentiment Treebank) task [63]. Unless noted otherwise, we
set the per-GPU batch size as 32. We include results for
computation-intensive models that don’t benefit much from
accelerated inter-machine communication in Appendix D.

Metrics. We first measure time-to-accuracy (TTA) as the
training time needed to reach a target validation accuracy. We
set the target accuracy based on the convergence of our no-
compression baseline. We then present the training throughput
(images per second or tokens per second referred to as samples
per second) for all training tasks. We also show the break-
down of computation and communication time to highlight
the factors that contribute to THC’s improvements.

8.1 End-to-End Training Performance
Time-to-accuracy. Figure 5 shows that for GPT-2, THC-
Tofino reaches the 81% target accuracy 1.47× faster than
the Horovod-RDMA baseline, and THC-Software PS reaches
the target accuracy 1.33× faster. For RoBERTa-base, THC-
Tofino achieves the 83% target accuracy 1.43× faster than the
Horovod-RDMA baseline; and THC-Tofino also achieves a
1.40× speedup to reach the 90% target accuracy for VGG16.
Note that even though our system prototype uses DPDK,
which has similiar performance with RDMA, we still notably
outperform Horovod-RDMA. THC-software PS reduces net-
work communication with minimal impact on model conver-
gence, thanks to the optimizations explained in Section 5.
Using the programmable switch (THC-Tofino) further accel-
erates the training by reducing the volume of transmitted data
through in-network aggregation.
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Figure 6: Training throughput with 100Gbps links over differ-
ent network-intensive architectures.
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Although training with DGC 10% and TopK 10% also
approach the target accuracy, they suffer from the high PS
compression overhead that leads to longer training epoch time
and TTA. TernGrad stalls at low accuracy for all three models
despite its high training throughput (Figure 6). This is because
TernGrad loses information during its compression and thus
cannot improve end-to-end TTA with more training epochs.

Training throughput. To examine the synchronization
round time reduction we achieve with THC, we measure the
throughput in Figure 6. THC-Tofino provides higher through-
put than all alternatives (except TernGrad). For example, THC-
Tofino achieves 54% improvement over Horovod-RDMA for
GPT-2. THC-colocated has 11% to 37% higher throughput
than TopK because THC eliminates the PS-side compression
operations. TernGrad provides the highest throughput because
it uses fewer bits per coordinate and has shorter PS time and
compression overhead. However, TernGrad does not improve
TTA as Figure 5 shows due to its low accuracy (Section 8.2).

Effectiveness with different bandwidth. We train the
VGG16 architecture under different network bandwidth set-
tings (25, 40, and 100Gbps) in Figure 7. THC-Tofino achieves
1.85×, 1.45×, and 1.43× training throughput over Horovod-
RDMA at 25Gbps, 40Gbps, and 100Gbps respectively. When
the bandwidth decreases from 40Gbps to 25Gbps, the through-
put of Horovod-RDMA drops significantly because it faces
more network bottlenecks. Meanwhile, the performance of
THC-Tofino and THC-CPU PS downgrades gracefully as the
bandwidth decreases, leading to higher training speedups at
low bandwidths. We expect THC to offer more benefits un-
der slower networks (e.g., 10Gbps, 1Gbps) which we might
encounter in federated learning settings.
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Figure 9: Training throughput across eight AWS EC2
p3.16xlarge instances.

8.2 Breakdown of Network and Compute Time
In Figure 8, we break down the time per iteration into the
time spent at the PS, workers, and the communication, when
training VGG16 at 100Gbps with THC-Tofino, THC-CPU
PS, TopK 10%, and TernGrad. At the PS, we measure the
compression time and aggregation time. At the workers, we
measure the training time and compression time.

THC-CPU PS reduces the gradient communication time
(comm.) to 32.5% of that of the no-compression baseline. As
a tradeoff, we introduce compress and decompress operations
on the GPU on the worker side. However, these operations
only increase the overall worker time by 9.5%. The result
demonstrates that in distributed training settings where work-
ers periodically synchronize a large amount of data, saving
bandwidth by slightly increasing the worker GPU computa-
tion time is worthwhile. THC-Tofino achieves more savings
by further reducing communication time through in-network
aggregation and offloading the PS to the switches.

For DGC 10% and TopK 10%, they have to run expensive
sorting operations on the PS (DGC 10% additionally requires
local gradient accumulation), introducing a significant over-
head at the PS side. Therefore, although TopK10% gives
similar communication time as THC-CPU PS, the overall
round time is 46.5% higher than that of THC-CPU PS.

TernGrad uses only two bits per coordinate and requires
simple summation at the PS. Thus, it has a short communica-
tion and PS time. However, TernGrad produces high NMSE
and correspondingly can produce poor TTA results.

8.3 THC Performance on AWS EC2
We measured throughput on AWS EC2 instances equipped
with workers containing multiple GPUs at a larger scale (Fig-
ure 9). Since AWS instances have 8 GPUs per worker, we have
a higher intra-machine communication overhead compared
to our local testbed setting. This means that inter-machine
communication overhead, which THC optimizes for, takes
a smaller portion of training time. Despite this, THC con-
sistently outperformed all the baseline models, resulting in
throughput improvements of 1.05× to 1.16×.4

4Note that Bart-large and RoBERTa-large are not displayed in Figure 9
due to the V100 GPU’s memory limitations on the EC2 environment. We
used a smaller batch size and reported it in Appendix D separately.
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Figure 10: Scalability of THC. Displaying the difference in training
accuracy from baseline after two epochs (i.e. if the final training
accuracy for 4 worker RoBERTa baseline is 95%, then the accuracy
for 4 worker RoBERTa QSGD would be 90%).

8.4 THC Simulation Results

We run simulations to understand THC under different system
configurations. As the number of workers increase, the perfor-
mance of THC increases due to the UHC property. We show
that the error of THC scales well from 4 to 64 workers, in con-
trast to biased compression algorithms like TopK whose error
can increase by 9.9× over the same margin. Furthermore,
under the synchronization and partial aggregation schemes,
THC shows less than a 0.5% drop in training accuracy in the
presence of packet loss and straggling workers.

Simulation Environment. We simulate THC on an aca-
demic cluster with 4 A100/V100 GPUs per node. Multiple
worker training is modeled by storing multiple passes of the
backpropagation before performing an update step. This al-
lows us to compress and decompress the aggregated gradient
with THC’s algorithm (and others) before updating the model,
reproducing the communication steps in actual systems.

For the scalability experiments, we train BERT and
RoBERTa [40] on SST2 [63] with batch size 8. The con-
figuration uses granularity 36, p-fraction 1/32, and bit budget
4. We choose language tasks for the scalability results because
they are more sensitive to small compression errors in the gra-
dient. The other simulations train ResNet50 [23] models on
the CIFAR100 [32] dataset with a batch size 128, workers 10,
granularity 20, p-fraction 1/512, and bit budget 4.

Scalability. We fine-tune a model for two epochs for each
compression algorithm with 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 workers
and then compute the percentage difference from the un-
compressed baseline accuracy. We track the difference in
accuracy rather than the absolute accuracy because machine
learning effects can alter the baseline accuracy as the batch
size (number of workers) changes. We compare THC with bit
budget 4 against baseline (no compression), TopK [64] and
Quantized Stochastic Gradient Descent (QSGD) [4]. QSGD is
chosen because we want to compare compression algorithms
that have the same compression ratio: QSGD is analogous
to an unbiased version of TernGrad/SignSGD with a tunable
compression ratio. We choose the k-value and number of in-
tervals of TopK and QSGD respectively to match the overall
compression ratio of THC with bit budget 4.
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Figure 11: Resiliency to Gradient Losses. Displaying attain-
able accuracy with packet drops and stragglers.

Figure 10 shows that for BERT, the accuracy of THC actu-
ally improves as the number of workers increases, with the
error decreasing from −0.1% to 0 (no difference from base-
line) from 4 to 64 workers. Although there seems to be some
outlier at 8 workers that is likely due to randomness in the
training process, these trends match our predictions in Sec-
tion 4 and can be attributed to the increased accuracy of the
estimate of the average gradient. In comparison, the error of
TopK quickly inflates by 9.9× from −0.047% to −0.46% in
the same region because bias in the compression dominates
and causes larger compression errors. The data for RoBERTa
show a similar trend, with THC becoming the most accurate
at 32 workers and beyond.

Such results are promising for THC because actual system
performance depends on both throughput and compression ac-
curacy. As we showed in §8.1, THC has a higher throughput in
training than most compression algorithms. At 16 workers and
beyond, THC also shows the highest accuracy, implying that
THC will have better time-to-accuracy results for a system
with many workers. The advantage over other compression
algorithms is more apparent in larger scale systems because
biased algorithms such as TopK lose accuracy at scale.

However, we cannot increase the number of workers to an
arbitrary large size without incurring costs to accuracy. From
each worker, the largest value per coordinate aggregated at
the switch is equal to the granularity, so the maximum ag-
gregated result is m = g× (# o f workers) and the number
of bits needed to send this value downstream is ⌈log2 m⌉. If
we keep the number of bits sent downstream constant, we
must decrease the granularity for a larger number of workers
to prevent overflow, which increases the error. This can be
seen from our results in Figure 15 in Appendix D. One ad-
vantage however is that as the granularity decreases, we can
also decrease the bit budget for THC, sending fewer bits per
coordinate upstream. On the other hand, if we keep the granu-
larity constant, then we must send more bits per coordinate
downstream, decreasing the throughput. In these experiments,
we kept the granularity constant and instead adjusted the com-
pression ratio of the downstream data (including for TopK
and QSGD for fair comparison). It is likely that the optimal
strategy is to employ a combination of the options depending
on the specifics of the system.

Packet Loss. We simulate packet losses in both directions
between workers and the PS. Figure 11 shows that even with
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a packet loss rate of 1%, which greatly decreases the final
training accuracy with no synchronization, our proposed syn-
chronization scheme reduces the training accuracy drop from
24% to 1.5%. With 0.1% packet loss, synchronization re-
duces the accuracy discrepancy from 11% to 0.5%, which is
nearly indistinguishable from baseline. The corresponding
test accuracies are shown in Figure 16 of Appendix D and
demonstrate similar results.

Stragglers. To mitigate stragglers, we model a scheme
where the PS only waits for the top n% of the workers for
aggregation. Figure 11 shows the effect of randomly choos-
ing a 1/2/3 stragglers during each round and dropping their
gradients. With 10 workers, this corresponds to waiting for
90%/80%/70% of the workers. Waiting for the top 90%
reaches the baseline accuracy, whereas 80% and 70% show
only a 5-6% decrease in final training accuracy.

9 Related Work and Discussions

Systems Support for Gradient Compression. Gradient com-
pression systems have been developed to train large models
that are increasingly bottlenecked by communication, given
the slower growth of bandwidth compared to GPU capabil-
ity. Previous systems (e.g., HiPress [6] and Espresso [73])
focus on compression awareness and finding compression
strategies and work division (e.g., compression on GPU or
CPU). These systems maximize the overlap of efficient com-
munication and compression to hide existing overhead. THC,
on the other hand, mitigates compression overhead by reduc-
ing the number of compress/decompress operations. THC is
complementary with these works.

In-network Aggregation for ML. SwitchML [57] and
ATP [33] have demonstrated the benefits of aggregating gra-
dients within networks, but they do not support compression
as the data is restricted to the format that can be directly ag-
gregated. OmniReduce [17] and ASK [24] propose using a
key-value data structure for in-network aggregation. However,
these approaches require compressing the gradient data into
the key-value format and make assumptions about the data it-
self. In THC, we support aggregation directly on compressed
data, making it orthogonal to previous works. This leads to
efficient in-network aggregation with compression.

Supporting Other AllReduces. An important future re-
search direction is incorporating homomorphic compression
in other types of all-reduce like ring-based or tree-based. Cur-
rently, compression schemes fail to improve the performance
of these types [2]. For example, in the widely-deployed ring
all-reduce that requires O(n2) aggregation operations, exist-
ing schemes would need an excessive number of decompres-
sion and re-compression operations, leading to poor accu-
racy and slowdown compared to an uncompressed baseline.
THC makes the first step towards making compression al-
gorithms ring-based or tree-based all-reduce friendly. For

example, we may run the reduce operation directly on gradi-
ents compressed with Uniform THC using the same number
of bits required for the PS aggregation (e.g., 8). However,
this method is not compatible with our various optimizations,
such as sending just b (e.g., 4) bits or using the lookup table,
and is thus sub-optimal.

Colocated with Other Training Paradigms. While THC
primarily focuses on data parallelism, it can seamlessly in-
tegrate with state-of-the-art training paradigms that use hy-
brid approaches combining tensor, pipeline, and data paral-
lelism [43, 61]. Since all these optimizations are clearly sepa-
rated in different dimensions, THC can be applied to the line
of data parallelism without additional adaption. Moreover,
Megatron-LM [43] reports that data parallelism remains the
dominating factor in training throughput; thus, gradient ex-
changes will continue to make a significant contribution to
computation and communication costs. We believe that in-
creasing the degree of data parallelism is still a better choice,
emphasizing THC’s crucial role in training optimization.

Compatibility with Security. An extensively studied ap-
plication of homomorphism is Homomorphic Encryption
(HE) [1] in the security field. Although we consider HE as
orthogonal to our work, it might be feasible to combine THC
with other security practices. For example, applying differ-
ential privacy [16] techniques first and then compressing the
tensors with THC can be practicable.

10 Conclusion

THC is a novel framework that formally defines homomor-
phic compression. As homomorphic compression supports
direct aggregation of compressed data, it also allows an el-
egant combination of gradient compression and in-network
aggregation. To demonstrate THC’s generalizability, we build
a distributed DNN training system prototype that employs
both the THC algorithm and in-network aggregation to ac-
celerate gradient synchronization. Testbed experiments with
four GPU workers, one programmable switch, and 100Gbps
network show that our system prototype achieves up to 1.47×
TTA improvement when we enable both gradient compression
and in-network aggregation.
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A Uniform THC Preliminaries

Given a bandwidth budget of b bits per coordinate (e.g., per
gradient entry), we define a compression scheme using a pair
of compression and decompression operators.

Definition 4 (compression operator) A compression oper-
ator C : Rd → {0,1}b·d takes a real-valued d-dimensional
vector and outputs a (b ·d)-bits compressed representation.

Definition 5 (decompression operator) A decompression
operator D : {0,1}b·d → Rd takes a (b ·d)-bits compressed
representation and outputs a real-valued d-dimensional esti-
mate of the input vector.

More generally, a compression scheme may require sending
some additional information. We, therefore, allow b ·d+O(1)
bits in practice.

For a vector x ∈Rd , we denote its estimate by x̂ = D(C(x)).
The goal of a compression scheme is then, given a bandwidth
budget b, to minimize some error metric, e.g., the expected
squared error, E[∥x− x̂∥2]. Before describing THC, for ease
of presentation, we present a simplified (uniform) version of
the THC framework and later generalize it.

A.1 Uniform Homomorphic Compression

In distributed deep learning, at each training round, the mean
of the workers’ gradients forms the update of the model’s
parameters for the next round. Without compression, we could
add all the workers’ gradients and divide the results by the
number of workers.

To reduce the bandwidth with a minimal impact on accu-
racy, the Distributed Mean Estimation (DME) problem has
been extensively studied [4, 31, 41, 56, 66–68]. Namely, in
DME, workers compress their gradients before sending them
for aggregation. Most DME works only consider compression
in this direction, while messages from the parameter server
to workers remain uncompressed. To achieve bidirectional
compression, several works further suggest that the server,
after decompressing and aggregating the gradients, will re-
compress the result before sending it back (e.g., [20, 48]),
introducing additional delay and error. Avoiding these prob-
lems motivates the following definition; for convenience, we
henceforth denote ⟨i⟩= {0, . . . , i−1} for any i ∈ N.

Definition 6 (Uniform Homomorphic Compression) We
say that a compression scheme (C,D) is uniform homomor-
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phic if for any n,d ∈ N and x0,x1, . . . ,xn−1 ∈ Rd , it satisfies

1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
D(C(xi)) = D

(
1
n
· ∑

i∈⟨n⟩
C(xi)

)
.

That is, a Uniform Homomorphic Compression (UHC)
scheme allows averaging the compressed representations and
applying a single decompression invocation.

That is, by using UHC, the parameter server can sum up the
compressed gradients and send ∑i C(xi) back (in compressed
form) without increasing the delay and error.

A.2 Uniform Stochastic Quantization
Two desired properties of gradient quantization schemes in
a distributed setting are unbiasedness (i.e., E[x̂] = x) and in-
dependence (i.e., each worker makes the random choice of
their quantization values independently). These features are
especially useful in distributed deep learning as the errors of
the different workers then cancel out on average rather than
add up, leading to a better estimation of the mean.

One of the most fundamental compression techniques that
offer both properties is uniform stochastic quantization (USQ).
Intuitively, given a vector, x ∈ Rd , and denoting its minimum
by m and maximum by M, using USQ to quantize each co-
ordinate x[ j] to a single bit means rounding it to m with
probability (x[ j]−m)/(M −m) and to M with probability
(M − x[ j])/(M −m). That is, the sender encodes the coor-
dinate x[ j] using one bit C(x)[ j] ∈ {0,1} and the receiver
estimates it as x̂ = D(C(x)) = m+(M−m) ·C(x). Note that
m and M need to be sent to the receiver as well. However,
considering that d is large, this overhead is negligible.

This idea generalizes to any number of bits per coordinate
b by partitioning the range [m,M] into 2b − 1 uniform (i.e.,
equal-length) intervals where each entry is rounded to one of
its nearest endpoints c0,c1 with probabilities (x[ j]−c0)/(c1−
c0) and (c1 − x[ j])/(c1 − c0) to make the estimate unbiased.
That is, when the message for coordinate x[ j], C(x)[ j] ∈

〈
2b
〉
,

is sent to the receiver that estimates the coordinate as m+
C(x)[ j] · (M−m)/(2b −1).

Despite its popularity and simplicity, in our context, USQ
has two main drawbacks. First, USQ is not homomorphic; this
is because each worker has its own minimum and maximum
values, and accordingly, the b-bit messages describing the
same coordinate by different workers are not amenable to
aggregation without decompression. Second, USQ’s error
highly depends on the input vector’s distribution, e.g., the
difference between the minimum and maximum. For example,
for b = 1, if the input vector is (1,−1,0,0, . . . ,0), all the zero-
valued coordinates will be rounded with an error of 1, and the
vector’s estimate will greatly differ from the input.

Several recent works propose pre-processing each gradient
and post-processing the average’s estimate. The insight is

to change the vector’s distribution prior to quantization to
avoid bad cases. For example, [66] proposes to preprocess
by applying the randomized Hadamard transform to ensure
that the range is small with high probability and postprocess
using the inverse transform. As another example, Kashin’s
representation [41, 56] allows projecting the vector into a
higher-dimensional space with similar magnitude coefficients.

B Optimally Solving the Lookup Table Opti-
mization Problem

As described in Section 5.2, the solution of the following
optimization problem yields the optimal lookup table Tb,g,p =
T . Observe that the problem depends on the parameters b,g, p,
where b is the number of bits workers send for each quantized
coordinate, g is the granularity (the range of values that the
table can take), and p is the expected fraction of transformed
and scaled coordinates that are not taken into account when
determining the truncation range [−tp, tp].

minimize
P,T

∫ tp

−tp
∑

z∈⟨2b⟩
P(a,z) · (a−T (z))2 ·φ(a) ·da

subject to

(Unbiasedness) ∑
z∈⟨2b⟩

P(a,z) ·T (z) = a ∀a ∈ [−tp, tp]

(Probability) ∑
z∈⟨2b⟩

P(a,z) = 1 ∀a ∈ [−tp, tp]

P(a,z)≥ 0 ∀a ∈ [−tp, tp], z ∈
〈
2b
〉

(Granularity) T (z) ∈
{

2tp
g · i− tp | i ∈ ⟨g+1⟩

}
∀z ∈

〈
2b
〉

Recall that, without loss of generality, we may assume that
0 = T (0)< T (1)< .. . < T (2b −1) = g, which significantly
narrows down the search range from (g+1)2b

(which is the
number of options to choose a table value for each table index).
Namely, this observation means that the number of possible
options for T is SaB(g− 2b − 1,2b − 1) (SaB stands for the
stars-and-bars), where SaB(n,k) =

(n+k−1
k−1

)
is the number of

options for throwing n identical balls into k distinct bins. This
is because we can think of 2b −1 bins representing the values{

T (i+1)−T (i) | i ∈
〈
2b −1

〉}
; this way, ‘throwing a ball’

into the i’th bin corresponds to increasing the difference by 1,
and we have g−2b −1 balls as all bins must be non-empty
to enforce the strict monotonicity. The number of options is
therefore SaB(g−2b −1,2b −1) =

( g−3
2b−2

)
≪ (g+1)2b

. For
example, if b = 4,g = 51, we reduce the number of options
from 5215 ≈ 5.5 ·1025 to

(48
14

)
≈ 4.8 ·1011. We note that these

b,g values are the largest ones that we have found to be of
interest as they yield a solution whose accuracy is on par with
an uncompressed baseline.
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Algorithm 4 Stars-and-Bars (n,k) Enumeration

1: Initialize B[0] = n, B[1] = B[2] = . . . ,B[k−1] = 0
2: Yield(B) ▷ This is the 0’th option
3: for j = 1,2, . . . ,SaB(n,k)−1 do
4: a = min{i | B[i]> 0}
5: B[a+1] = B[a+1]+1
6: S = B[a]−1
7: B[a] = 0
8: B[0] = S
9: Yield(B) ▷ B is the j’th option

10: end for

To further reduce the number of options, if g is odd, we
leverage the symmetry of the normal distribution (i.e., that
φ(a) = φ(−a) for any a ∈ R). In particular, together with the
fact that the number of table indices is even, this implies that
a table index T (z) exists in the optimal table if and only if
there exists z′ such that T (z′) = g−T (z). In particular, this
can be manifested as the following additional constraint:

(symmetry) T (z) = T (z+2b−1)− g+1
2 ∀z ∈

〈
2b−1

〉
Notice that this further reduces the number of options to

SaB
(

g+1
2 −2b−1 −1,2b−1 −1

)
. Using the b = 4,g = 51 ex-

ample, we reduced the number of options to just 100947.

This allows us to efficiently solve the problem optimally
by computing the target integral for every possible value of
T . For each value, we use the fact that stochastic quantiza-
tion (picking one of the two closest quantization values with
probabilities that make it unbiased) is optimal given the quan-
tization values [7]. In particular, this means that we can easily
derive the optimal P values and thus compute the integral.
For example, if b = 2,g = 4 and T (0) = 0,T (1) = 1,T (2) =
3,T (3) = 4, we can compute the integral as:

∫ −tp/2

−tp

(
a− (−tp)

tp/2
· (a− (−tp/2))2 +

−tp/2−a
tp/2

· (a− (−tp))
2
)
·φ(a) ·da

+
∫ tp/2

−tp/2

(
a− (−tp/2)

tp
· (a− tp/2)2 +

tp/2−a
tp

· (a− (−tp/2))2
)
·φ(a) ·da

+
∫ tp

tp/2

(
a− tp/2

tp/2
· (a− tp)

2 +
tp −a
tp/2

· (a− tp/2)2
)
·φ(a) ·da

Enumerating over the options: The last ingredient in our
solver is a simple method to iterate over all the stars-and-bars
options. Namely, consider wanting to throw n balls into k bins
and let B[i] denote the number of balls in the i’th bin. Then,
the enumeration process is given by Algorithm 4.

The resulting solver is quite efficient: we ran it once for
each of over 4000 different (b,g, p) combinations and com-
puted all the optimal tables within mere minutes.

C Additional Parameter Server Details

C.1 Pseudocode of Parameter Server (PS)

Pseudocode 1 THC PS processing logic
Input: Gradient packet pkt from worker. Workers generate

pkt.round_num and insert the pkt.num_worker along with gra-
dient data for each packet before sending.

1: if pkt.roundnum < expected_roundnum[pkt.agtr_idx] then
2: Notify straggler
3: else
4: if pkt.roundnum = expected_roundnum[pkt.agtr_idx] then
5: recv_count[pkt.agtr_idx] += 1
6: else
7: recv_count[pkt.agtr_idx] = 1
8: expected_roundnum[pkt.agtr_idx] = pkt.roundnum
9: end if

10: Table indices lookup
11: Aggregate table values
12: if recv_count[pkt.agtr_idx] = pkt.num_worker then
13: Multicast back aggregation result
14: else
15: Drop pkt
16: end if
17: end if

The PS progressing logic is demonstrated as shown in Pseu-
docode 1. When workers’ compressed gradient packets arrive,
the PS will first check whether the pkt.roundnum is less than
the expected_roundnum it stores. If so, then this packet is car-
rying obsolete data, and the PS will discard this packet and
notify the sender that it is likely straggling (Line 1-2). Oth-
erwise, the PS regards it as a normal case and updates the
corresponding recv_count counter. (Line 5-7) After the PS
finishes the table lookup and aggregation process for each
packet, it will check if the aggregation is complete by compar-
ing its recv_count counter and the pkt.num_worker (Line 12).
If the aggregation is complete, it will multicast the aggregated
gradient packet back, or drop the packet (Line 13-16).

C.2 Switch Resources Usage
The programmable switch version of THC Parameter Server
has 32 aggregation blocks. Each aggregation block has a
copy of the lookup table and can aggregate 32 bits (i.e., four
8-bit table values) in one pass. Overall, the programmable
switch PS consumes 39.9 Mb of SRAM and 35 ALUs. THC
workers send packets of 1024 table indices, so each packet
needs 1024

(32×4) = 8 passes to have all 1024 elements aggregated.
Therefore, we recirculate a packet twice through each of the
four pipelines (eight passes in total) and consume up to two
recirculation ports per pipeline. When we have N workers,
the first N − 1 packets are dropped after aggregation while
the N-th packet is recirculated through all four pipelines once
again to collect the aggregation results.
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Figure 12: Throughput of
training ResNet models on the
local testbed.
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D Evaluation Figures

D.1 Computational-intensive Model Training
with THC

Figure 12 demonstrates the throughput results of training
ResNet [23] models on our local testbed. Due to their
computational-intensive nature, ResNet models don’t experi-
ence much network bottleneck and hence don’t benefit from
accelerating inter-machine communication. Even with the
most aggressive TernGrad compression, we are only able to
improve the training throughput by up to 4.5% of that of
Horovod-RDMA. So, computational-intensive models are
poor candidates for gradient compression and should be
trained with full-precision gradients unless the network band-
width is low.

D.2 AWS EC2 Large Language Models Train-
ing Results

Figure 13 show the throughput results of training RoBERTa-
large and Bart-large on AWS EC2. We achieve a 1.11×
throughput improvement for RoBERTa-large and a 1.12×
throughput improvement for Bart-large.

D.3 Optimizations of THC
To see how THC performs with the different optimizations
mentioned in Section 4, we train both uniform and non-
uniform THC with different optimizations. We use 4 workers
on SST2 [63] with RoBERTa. To measure the performance,
we enable all optimizations on THC, and then we run uniform
THC (UTHC) with and without rotation and error feedback.
We keep all optimizations for THC because the algorithm
assumes rotation and error feedback to be enabled a prior, so
it would not make sense to disable them for the test.

From Figure 14, we see that THC performs the best over-
all as expected, nearly reaching baseline accuracy. UTHC
with and without error feedback seems to perform similarly,
although error feedback seems to increase the performance
slightly. The largest difference is disabling rotation, which
drops the final accuracy by about 5%. This is expected, since

removing rotation introduces a large bias into the algorithm,
resulting in a large error.
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Figure 14: Accuracy of THC with Optimizations. The figure
on the right is zoomed in on the last epoch, and accuracies
are calculated on a sliding window of 336 batches.

D.4 NMSE for Different Granularities
We repeatedly compute the NMSE of the compression un-
der different granularities. A gradient is first drawn from a
lognormal distribution (which well approximate gradients in
neural networks) and then copied multiple times to match the
number of simulated workers. We run THC on the copies of
the gradient and compute the NMSE. Repeating 100 times,
we report the average NMSE as we increase the granularity.
Figure 15 varies the granularity of THC, while maintaining
10 workers and used a p-fraction of 1/1024. Three curves are
plotted with bit budget 2/3/4.

In Figure 15, we first note that the largest discrepancy in
NMSE is between different bit budgets where the error de-
creases by almost an order of magnitude between bit budgets
of 2 to 3 to 4. The bit budget corresponds directly to the
compression ratio of the algorithm, so it is expected that the
accuracy should increase as we use more bits for compres-
sion. Furthermore, the NMSE of THC also decreases as the
granularity increases since larger granularity values allows
for more fine-grained choices of quantization values, though
this effect is more difficult to see.
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Figure 15: NMSE under different granularities and number
of workers (plotted on log scale)
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D.5 Test Accuracies for Resiliency Results
Similar to the training accuracy results, the test accuracy
shows that (1) synchronization is beneficial when the system
is lossy and (2) waiting for the top 90% of workers does not
affect the final accuracy. Figure 16 shows that under 1%/0.1%
loss, the discrepancy from baseline drops from 6%/3.2% to
1.5%/0.4%. For 80%/70% stragglers, the error from baseline
is roughly 0.5%.
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Figure 16: Test Accuracy with Gradient Losses
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Abstract
Distributed databases suffer from performance degradation
under skewed workloads. Such workloads cause high con-
tention, which is exacerbated by cross-node network latencies.
In contrast, single-machine databases better handle skewed
workloads because their centralized nature enables perfor-
mance optimizations that execute contended requests more
efficiently. Based on this insight, we propose a novel hybrid
architecture that employs a single-machine database inside a
distributed database and present TurboDB, the first distributed
database that leverages this hybrid architecture to achieve up
to an order of magnitude better performance than representa-
tive solutions under skewed workloads.

TurboDB introduces two designs to tackle the core chal-
lenges unique to its hybrid architecture. First, Hybrid Concur-
rency Control is a specialized technique that coordinates the
single-machine and distributed databases to collectively en-
sure process-ordered serializability. Second, Phalanx Replica-
tion provides fault tolerance for the single-machine database
without significantly sacrificing its performance benefits. We
implement TurboDB using CockroachDB and Cicada as the
distributed and single-machine databases, respectively. Our
evaluation shows that TurboDB significantly improves the
performance of CockroachDB under skewed workloads.

1 Introduction

Distributed databases support large applications by sharding
data across many machines to provide capacity far greater than
what can fit on a single machine. However, these databases of-
ten experience severe performance degradation under skewed
workloads where most requests contend on a small subset of
data. This contention results in excessive aborts and retries
that are expensive in the distributed setting. Unfortunately,
many real-world workloads are highly skewed [3, 9, 10, 62].

In contrast, single-machine databases store all data on one
machine. Although these databases cannot support large-scale
applications, they handle skewed workloads more efficiently.
For instance, Cicada [37], a single-machine database, can
achieve much higher throughput and lower latency for TPC-C
New-Order than CockroachDB, a representative distributed

database, running on 48 servers [54]. This drastic difference
stems from two performance multipliers, such as local concur-
rency control and one-stop execution, which single-machine
databases can employ due to their centralized nature, but dis-
tributed databases cannot.

Local concurrency control techniques handle conflicts more
efficiently by leveraging global knowledge of, and centralized
control over, transactions, as all transactions access the same
machine. However, when data is spread over multiple servers,
these techniques, such as memory fences in Silo [58] and
shared lock tables in MVTL [1], are infeasible.

One-stop execution, which handles transactions entirely
within a single machine, enables shorter transaction lifetimes.
For instance, a lock’s acquisition and release, as part of trans-
action execution on a single machine, takes only nanosec-
onds to microseconds. However, distributed lock manage-
ment, which requires multiple round trips between servers,
takes orders of magnitude longer. Short transaction lifetimes
lower the likelihood of conflicts and thus aborts. Aborting and
retrying distributed transactions is more costly than aborting
local transactions, due to network delays.

Empowered by local concurrency control and one-stop ex-
ecution, single-machine databases offer a natural solution to
the challenge of skewed workloads. Therefore, this paper
proposes a novel hybrid architecture that employs a single-
machine database within a distributed database to improve
performance under skewed workloads. The single-machine
database “turbocharges” overall performance under skew
while the distributed database scales capacity.

Specifically, one server of the distributed database is des-
ignated as the turbo, which runs a single-machine database.
The turbo co-locates many popular, contended data items,
creating a focal point on which the single-machine database
can concentrate its performance multipliers. The remaining
servers run a distributed database to handle less contended
requests, which access less popular data.

TurboDB is the first distributed database to employ this
hybrid architecture. The architecture enables it to achieve sig-
nificantly better performance than representative distributed
databases under skewed workloads. However, it requires Tur-
boDB to overcome two new correctness challenges.

First, a transaction may access data on both the single-
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machine and distributed databases. Thus, some of its requests
are executed with local concurrency control employed by
the turbo while the rest of its requests are executed with dis-
tributed concurrency control. TurboDB must ensure the trans-
action as a whole is isolated from other transactions, and all
transactions provide the correct consistency guarantees. Sec-
ond, TurboDB must make the turbo fault tolerant. Although
there are replication techniques for single-machine databases,
none automatically work for TurboDB because they require
full control of transactions, which the turbo does not have, i.e.,
the turbo is part of the distributed database, and its execution
partially relies on the rest of the system.

TurboDB addresses these challenges, while preserving the
performance benefits of the turbo, through two novel designs:
Hybrid Concurrency Control and Phalanx Replication.

Hybrid Concurrency Control (HCC) leverages timestamp
ordering to stitch together local and distributed concurrency
control protocols. HCC ensures all requests of the same trans-
action commit at the same timestamp, and that all transac-
tions are serialized in their timestamp order, thus guarantee-
ing process-ordered serializability [16, 40]. To maximize the
performance advantages of local concurrency control, HCC
applies finale commit, a serial-commit protocol that avoids
unnecessary blocking and aborts on the turbo.

Phalanx Replication tackles the unique challenge of repli-
cating a single-machine database in a distributed setting. A
later-received transaction may be assigned a smaller times-
tamp due to clock skew and network asynchrony. Thus, exist-
ing replication techniques for single-machine databases that
rely on assigned timestamps being monotonically increasing
do not automatically work for TurboDB’s setting. To address
this challenge, Phalanx uses Frontline, a mechanism that deter-
mines the correct replication order even when timestamps may
be out-of-order. Phalanx also employs a set of techniques to
reduce replication costs, including per-core replication and de-
coupled log replay. The non-turbo servers are replicated with
standard techniques for distributed databases, e.g., Raft [43].

We implement TurboDB using Cicada [37] and Cock-
roachDB [54], which are representative single-machine and
distributed databases, respectively. We evaluate TurboDB us-
ing YCSB+T and TPC-C, with a variety of read-write ratios
and levels of skew. TurboDB achieves up to an order of mag-
nitude higher throughput and 50% lower latency for highly-
skewed YCSB+T, and up to 1.6× higher throughput and lower
latency for highly contended TPC-C than CockroachDB.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• A novel system architecture that incorporates a single-
machine database within a distributed database to “tur-
bocharge” the performance under skewed workloads.

• TurboDB, the first design that leverages this new architec-
ture using HCC and Phalanx to ensure the correctness of
the combination while retaining the performance benefits
of the turbo.

• An implementation and evaluation that shows TurboDB
outperforms a representative distributed database by up to
an order of magnitude under skewed workloads.

2 Background and Motivation

This section provides background on distributed databases
and then discusses the challenge of skewed workloads.

2.1 Distributed Databases

Front-end client machines translate user requests into transac-
tions whose requests are executed on the servers that store the
data. Databases run concurrency control protocols to ensure
that transactions appear to take effect in an order that satisfies
specific consistency guarantees. TurboDB provides process-
ordered serializability [16, 40], which guarantees there exists
a total order amongst committed transactions, and the total
order respects the order in which clients issue transactions.
Process-ordered serializability is stronger than snapshot isola-
tion and plain serializability [44].

Fault tolerance. Distributed databases tolerate server fail-
ures by replicating each server onto multiple replicas through
consensus protocols such as Raft [43].

2.2 The Challenge of Skewed Workloads

Many real-world workloads are highly skewed [2, 4, 8–10, 28,
62]. For instance, Facebook’s TAO reports the most popular
data items are queried several orders of magnitude more often
than other objects [3, 9], and Twitter’s Twemcache reports
an even higher skew [62]. Skewed workloads are difficult in
general and particularly adversarial to distributed databases.

First, skewed workloads introduce more conflicts—i.e., con-
current transactions access overlapping (popular) data items
with at least one write—in a distributed setting, because dis-
tributed concurrency control must coordinate multiple servers,
thus prolonging transaction execution due to network trans-
mission times. The longer the execution, the more likely it
is that transactions conflict. Conflicts often result in aborts,
which are especially expensive as retrying distributed transac-
tions takes a long time, due to network delays.

Second, the overall performance of the database is limited
by its performance on the few popular data items as they are
accessed by most requests. As a result, the excessive aborts
and prolonged execution, due to distributed concurrency con-
trol that often incurs multiple rounds of inter-machine com-
munication, on the popular data have a disproportionately
large negative effect on the overall performance.

A natural solution. Single-machine databases can better
handle skewed workloads because their local concurrency
control executes conflicting transactions more efficiently by
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Figure 1: TurboDB designs Hybrid Concurrency Control (HCC) to integrate the turbo and servers. The requests on popular keys
are mostly sent to the turbo, which runs local concurrency control and a specialized replication protocol. Less popular requests
are processed by servers running distributed concurrency control and a standard replication protocol.

employing techniques that are infeasible in a distributed set-
ting, such as memory fences [58], shared lock tables [1], and
single-threaded timestamping [23]. Because no cross-server
coordination is needed, transactions can be processed in one
stop within the machine, thus greatly shortening the execu-
tion time and, in turn, reducing conflicts. These performance
multipliers, i.e., local concurrency control and one-stop exe-
cution, enable fast processing of popular data items, lifting
the performance bottleneck of the overall database.

3 Design Overview

TurboDB is built on a hybrid architecture that incorporates
a single-machine database as the turbo. The turbo leverages
its performance multipliers to efficiently execute transactions
that contend on popular data, enhancing overall performance
under skewed workloads.

3.1 A Hybrid Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, TurboDB is built on a standard dis-
tributed database and dedicates one of its storage servers to
running a single-machine database (the turbo). The turbo
and remaining servers run local and distributed concurrency
control protocols, respectively. The turbo can send/receive
requests to/from all the servers through RPCs. The servers, as
part of the distributed database, are made fault tolerant using
standard techniques. The turbo is made fault tolerant through
a special technique: Phalanx Replication (§5).

Data placement. To leverage the turbo’s performance multi-
pliers for skewed workloads, TurboDB co-locates many popu-
lar keys on the turbo. The more popular keys the turbo stores,
the greater performance improvement it brings to the system.
Given the capacity and load on the turbo, some popular keys
may remain on the servers. The information on data locations,

i.e., the mapping of a key to the server or turbo that stores it, is
stored on each server and can be kept up-to-date via standard
techniques, e.g., Zookeeper [66].

3.2 Transaction Life Cycle

As shown in Figure 1, the overall flow of TurboDB executing
a transaction with its hybrid architecture is as follows:

➊ A client receives a user request and translates it into a
transaction. The client sends the transaction to one of
the servers, and this server will serve as the coordinator
for processing this transaction.

➋ The coordinator executes the transaction following Hy-
brid Concurrency Control (§4) by sending its requests to
the servers and/or turbo which store the data this trans-
action accesses.

➌ Committed transactions replicate their state on servers
through the standard technique the distributed database
uses, e.g., Raft, and replicate their state on the turbo
through Phalanx (§5).

➍ The coordinator replies to the client with the results of
the transaction after it is committed and replicated, and
the client then replies to the user.

Limitations. First, TurboDB assumes that data popularity
does not change significantly or abruptly over time, i.e., data
popularity changes on relatively slow timescales compared to
how fast data can be migrated. To deal with changes in data
popularity, TurboDB relies on existing techniques to migrate
data between the turbo and servers. Second, co-locating pop-
ular keys on the turbo would make it more difficult to react to
load spikes, i.e., sudden increases in request rate, and less re-
silient to failures or slowdowns. TurboDB partially mitigates
this issue by not oversubscribing the turbo, i.e., it reserves
enough CPUs and memory for moderate load increases.
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As the first step in exploring a hybrid database architecture,
TurboDB focuses on its core design challenges. We leave
investigating the above limitations to future work.

Core challenges. The core challenges in TurboDB’s use
of a hybrid architecture are ensuring correctness and fault
tolerance while preserving the high performance of the turbo.

4 Hybrid Concurrency Control

This section explains Hybrid Concurrency Control (HCC),
which orchestrates the local and distributed concurrency con-
trol protocols co-existing in TurboDB’s architecture. HCC
ensures the system as a whole is process-ordered serializable,
without significantly sacrificing the turbo’s performance.

4.1 HCC Insight
HCC ensures consistency across the whole system by coordi-
nating the local and distributed concurrency control protocols.
A naive design would use traditional two-phase locking (with
two-phase commit) across the turbo and servers to handle
transactions that access both databases. While this ensures
that transactions are serialized, it negates the performance ben-
efits of using the turbo. Locking popular keys, even for one
RTT across phases, prolongs the transaction’s lifetime and
reduces concurrency, sacrificing one-stop execution (§2.2).

To maintain the performance multipliers of the turbo, we
apply a specialized two-phase protocol (consisting of the
execute and commit phases) that does not acquire distributed
locks on the turbo in the execute phase and employs finale
commit, which is a serial two-step mechanism, in the commit
phase to reduce unnecessary aborts on the turbo and enable
one-stop execution.

To provide process-ordered serializability, HCC leverages
timestamp ordering [7] to ensure that both local and dis-
tributed concurrency control protocols commit all requests
of a transaction at the same timestamp, which represents the
transaction’s serialization point. HCC thus assumes both local
and distributed protocols are timestamp-based, which is true
of many existing protocols [14, 37, 41, 54, 58].

4.2 The Execute Phase
The client starts a transaction by generating a unique times-
tamp, a combination of the client’s ID and the current time.
Timestamps generated by the same client are strictly increas-
ing. The client sends the transaction and timestamp to a server,
which acts as the transaction’s coordinator. The timestamp is
used to inform the local and distributed protocols to commit
all requests of this transaction at this timestamp.

Algorithm 4.1 shows the coordinator logic. In the execute
phase, the coordinator buffers writes locally, and issues read
requests (lines 3–12). The values returned by these reads may
be used to complete any missing key dependencies, e.g., the

Algorithm 4.1: Transaction coordinator logic
1 Function HYBRIDCONCURRENCYCONTROL(tx, t) :
2 results←{} // transaction results

// Begin the execute phase
3 for req in tx.read_set do
4 if req.key on turbo then
5 res, is_aborted← LOCALCC(req, t, “read_only”)

// remove turbo reads
6 tx.read_set← tx.read_set− req

7 else
8 res, is_aborted← DISTRIBUTEDCC(req, t)

9 if is_aborted is true then
10 exit(tx.abort)

11 results← results ∪ res
12 UPDATEKEYDEPENDENCIES(tx, res)

// Begin the commit phase
13 hot_set←{}
14 for req in tx.write_set do

// read_set now only has server reads
15 if req.key on turbo then
16 hot_set← hot_set ∪ req
17 continue

// Send writes required by DistCC
18 res, is_aborted← DISTRIBUTEDCC(req, t)
19 if is_aborted is true then
20 exit(tx.abort)

21 results← results ∪ res

22 for req in hot_set do
23 res, is_aborted← LOCALCC(req, t, “finale_commit”)
24 if is_aborted is true then
25 SENDABORTMSGTOSERVERS(tx)
26 exit(tx.abort)

27 results← results ∪ res

28 SENDCOMMITMSGTOSERVERS(tx)
29 return results

value returned by a read request determines what to read/write
in another request (line 12). The coordinator sends each re-
quest and the timestamp to either a server or the turbo, based
on the up-to-date key-location mapping it stores (lines 4–8).

Each server executes reads following the distributed con-
currency control protocol. The turbo, in contrast, encapsulates
these reads as a standalone read-only transaction so that ac-
tive locks are not left behind after the execute phase, ensuring
that these reads do not block other transactions on the turbo.
Specifically, the turbo executes the “read-only transaction”
with its local concurrency control, by returning the values at
the specified timestamp. Each key accessed by these reads
stores a piece of metadata, which records that “transaction tx
read this key at timestamp t.” This metadata will be used in the
commit phase if the same transaction updates the same keys.
In such cases, this metadata signals to the turbo that the reads
(which were executed as a standalone read-only transaction)
in the first phase and the writes in the second phase are from
the same transaction, and the turbo will handle the commit
accordingly. We discuss the details next.
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4.3 The Commit Phase
After all reads are executed and key dependencies are re-
solved, the transaction enters the commit phase (lines 13–
29). A naive design would send the remaining requests, i.e.,
buffered writes, to the turbo and servers in parallel, commit-
ting them with corresponding concurrency control protocols.
However, this would cause unnecessary aborts on the turbo,
e.g., when the turbo commits its part of the transaction, but the
distributed concurrency control aborts the other part, the trans-
action as a whole must be aborted, wasting the work on the
turbo. Moreover, trying to commit in parallel requires extra co-
ordination between the turbo and servers, which would result
in prolonged execution on the turbo and forfeit its one-stop
execution. Therefore, HCC enforces a serial commit order: it
first attempts to commit on the servers before attempting to
commit on the turbo.

Finale commit. The coordinator divides the buffered writes
into cool and hot sets, which update the servers and the turbo,
respectively (lines 13–17). The coordinator sends the cool
set and the timestamp to the servers and attempts to commit
these writes at the specified timestamp through distributed
concurrency control, e.g., two-phase commit (2PC) could be
involved. Other messages as part of the distributed concur-
rency control, e.g., prepare messages for reads, may be sent
together, depending on the specific protocol (lines 18–21).

If at least one server decides to abort this transaction, e.g.,
at the end of the prepare phase of 2PC, the coordinator aborts
this transaction without (unnecessarily) attempting to commit
the hot set (lines 19 and 20). If the servers agree to commit the
transaction, the coordinator sends the hot set and the times-
tamp to the turbo and attempts to commit these writes at the
timestamp through local concurrency control (lines 22–27). If
the turbo cannot commit a write because some requests have
read the key at this timestamp, the turbo checks if the most
recent reads are from the same transaction as this write, e.g.,
the “read-only transaction” in the execute phase, and allows
the write to commit in this case.

If the turbo commits the hot set, the coordinator then sends
a commit message to each involved server to finally commit
this transaction (line 28); otherwise, the transaction is aborted,
and an abort message is sent to each server (line 25). If the
transaction commits, the coordinator can respond to the client
without waiting for the acknowledgments of the commit mes-
sages (line 29), reducing latency by one RTT, a technique
used in many systems, e.g., CockroachDB. If the transaction
is aborted, it will be retried by the coordinator (lines 24–26).

Finale commit enforces a serial commit order: trying to
commit the cool set on servers→ servers are ready to commit
→ trying to commit the hot set on the turbo → the turbo
commits→ the servers commit. This serial order preserves the
turbo’s performance multipliers by ensuring that a transaction
does not compete for resources on the turbo if it cannot be
committed on the servers and that each transaction updates
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Figure 2: tx has 2 reads and 2 writes where the return value of
read1 determines which key write3 updates. HCC integrates
distributed concurrency control that may hold locks across
phases and local concurrency control that does not.

the turbo at most once at the commit time, thus preserving
one-stop execution.

Figure 2 shows an example execution. Transaction tx has
four requests that include a key dependency: read1 deter-
mines which key write3 updates. Keys A and B are on two
servers while C and D are stored on the turbo. In the execute
phase, read1 is executed by local concurrency control as a
standalone read-only transaction without leaving behind locks
while read2 holds an active lock following distributed con-
currency control (e.g., 2PL). write4 is sent to the turbo in the
commit phase only if read2 and write3 are ready to commit
on the servers, which will finally commit read2 and write3 if
the turbo commits write4.

4.4 Correctness of HCC

This section explains why HCC enforces process-ordered seri-
alizability and ensures that transactions eventually terminate.

HCC is safe. HCC guarantees process-ordered serializability
by satisfying the following requirements: (1) there exists
a total order among all transactions, and (2) the total order
respects the process order (§2.1).

First, HCC guarantees (1) by committing all requests of
each transaction at the same timestamp, assigned by the client
at the transaction’s start. Specifically, the pre-assigned times-
tamp is used by the reads in the execute phase to retrieve
values, by the servers to commit the cool set, and by the turbo
to commit the hot set. Therefore, the timestamp is the serial-
ization point of each transaction, and the timestamp order is
the transactions’ commit order. Because timestamps uniquely
identify each transaction (§4.2), and timestamp order is a total
order, transactions’ commit order is total.

Second, HCC guarantees (2). Because each client generates
timestamps in a strictly increasing manner (§4.2), later-issued
transactions must have larger timestamps than any previously
issued transactions by the same client, thus must appear later
in the total order, respecting the process order.
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HCC is live. Distributed concurrency control guarantees that
the requests executed on the servers do not deadlock. Local
concurrency control guarantees that the requests executed on
the turbo do not deadlock. HCC’s finale commit enforces a
serial commit order between the servers and turbo, i.e., all
transactions follow the same access order: servers → the
turbo, thus transactions that access both servers and the turbo
do not deadlock. Therefore, HCC guarantees that transactions
eventually terminate.

5 Phalanx Replication

Another core challenge of TurboDB’s hybrid architecture
is correctly replicating the turbo for fault tolerance without
trading off its performance multipliers.

5.1 Phalanx Insight
A naive solution would be deploying a standard consensus
protocol designed for distributed systems, i.e. Raft. However,
recent work on single-machine databases [26, 32, 46, 51] has
shown that doing so significantly degrades the database’s per-
formance. They thus propose special techniques to replicate
such databases. Specifically, they assign transactions strictly
increasing timestamps and ensure that transactions are both
committed and replicated in this timestamp order. Leveraging
this timestamp order, these techniques remove most of the
replication work from the critical path of transaction execu-
tion, preserving good performance. While Phalanx leverages
the insight of these techniques, it cannot, however, directly
apply them to TurboDB’s hybrid setting.

The challenge is that these techniques require transactions
be timestamped in strictly increasing order, which is straight-
forward for single-machine databases, which have full control
over transactions. In contrast, as part of a hybrid database,
the turbo passively accepts transactions whose timestamps
have been predetermined by the clients. Due to network asyn-
chrony, the turbo may have to execute transactions whose pre-
determined timestamps are smaller than any it has previously
seen. Phalanx must tackle this unique timestamp challenge.

In the following subsections, we first explain the techniques
Phalanx uses to preserve the performance of the turbo, then
detail the timestamp challenges and Phalanx’s timestamp man-
agement that tackles the challenges.

5.2 Protocol Basics
Phalanx arranges its replicas in a chain. The head of the chain
is the primary; the rest are backups; and the last backup is the
tail. The primary is the only replica that communicates with
servers and runs local concurrency control, e.g., the “turbo”
in Section 4 is this primary replica. Phalanx sequentially prop-
agates the turbo’s log, i.e., a sequence of committed updates
grouped by transactions, down the chain to each backup. Once

the tail receives the log, it sends the primary an acknowledg-
ment (ack). Each backup applies the log’s updates in an order
specified by Phalanx (§5.3).

As a variant of primary-backup [59], Phalanx tolerates f
failures with f +1 replicas while a coordination service, e.g.,
ZooKeeper [66], may be used to detect failures and handle
membership changes in the replica group.

Decoupled replication. Phalanx preserves the turbo’s per-
formance multipliers by decoupling replication from transac-
tion execution, shielding execution from replication delays
as much as possible. Specifically, when the primary com-
mits a transaction, it makes its effect immediately visible
to future transactions (not yet to users), buffers its response
into a response queue, and appends its committed updates
to a replication log. The updates in the replication log are
asynchronously propagated to the backups, while the primary
continues to execute future transactions, i.e., replication does
not block transaction execution. The responses of commit-
ted transactions are released by the response queue (i.e., they
are sent to their coordinators) in order when these transac-
tions’ updates have been applied by all backups, i.e., when
the primary receives an ack that indicates the completion of
replication from the tail.

Allowing the primary to execute future transactions without
being blocked by the replication of committed transactions
best utilizes the turbo’s performance multipliers. It is safe to
make committed transactions visible to future transactions
before they are replicated, i.e., there is no risk of cascading
aborts, because they will certainly commit (the finale-commit
guarantees that the turbo being ready to commit the trans-
action’s hot set implies that its cool set must have first been
ready to commit on the servers; neither side will abort). More-
over, their results will be visible to the users only after they
are successfully replicated.

Per-core replication. Phalanx partitions the replication log
across CPU cores. Each core propagates its sub-logs in paral-
lel, reducing inter-core synchronization. Algorithm 5.1 shows
the pseudocode. For simplicity, the pseudocode illustrates the
primary and backups propagating a single log entry, but our
implementation batches entries for performance. When the
replication of a transaction starts (line 34), the primary finds
an available core, e.g., core 3, and appends a new entry to
core 3’s sub-log (lines 36-37). This new entry contains this
transaction’s updates and commit timestamp. Periodically,
core 3 propagates new entries to the next replica in the chain
(line 41). When the next backup receives these new entries
(Algorithm 5.2), it appends them to the sub-log for which
its own core 3 is responsible and then propagates these en-
tries to the next replica (lines 46-50). Due to a one-to-one
correspondence between cores across all replicas (Figure 3),
sub-logs managed by the same core become (eventually) iden-
tical across all replicas. The primary’s replication log is stored
on all backups and partitioned across cores in the same way.
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Algorithm 5.1: Phalanx primary handling requests
30 Function HANDLEREQUEST(coord, req_msg) :

// Receive a request msg from a coordinator
31 req← req_msg.req; t← req_msg.t; flag_str← req_msg.flag
32 res, is_aborted← LOCALCC(req, t, flag_str)
33 if not is_aborted then
34 response_queue.APPEND(coord, res, t)

// Find a core i to start replication
35 if req is update then
36 log_entryi ← {req, t}
37 sublogi.APPEND(log_entryi)
38 unacked_entriesi← unacked_entriesi + log_entryi

// Update core i’s ts
39 corei.ts ←min{corei.ts, t}

// Update the global Frontline if needed
40 t f ←min{t f , corei.ts}

// Propagate entry to the next replica
41 tail_acki ← next_backup.PROPAGATE(log_entryi, t f )

// Once receiving the ack
42 unacked_entriesi ← unacked_entriesi − log_entryi
43 corei.ts ←min{unacked_entriesi.t}
44 t f ←min{∀ts ∈ cores.ts}

Decoupled log replay. When a backup receives new log
entries, it appends these entries to its own sub-log of the
corresponding core (line 46), which eventually replays the
sub-log, i.e., the core applies the updates in its sub-log to the
backup’s database (lines 51-54). The backup propagates the
new entries to the next backup without waiting for its local
replay to complete (line 50). When these new entries finally
reach the tail, the tail replays them and sends an ack to the
primary, indicating that all backups have received these new
log entries. Algorithm 5.2 shows the pseudocode.

When the primary receives the ack (line 41), the transac-
tions associated with these new entries are considered safe,
i.e., their state is stored on all backups and will be replayed by
each backup. Yet, Phalanx must ensure a correct log-replay
order before the transactions’ responses can be returned to
their coordinators. That is, Phalanx must guarantee that the
transactions take effect on each backup in the same order as
the primary, enabling backups to seamlessly and correctly
take over the primary’s role if the primary fails. Phalanx lever-
ages timestamps to enforce such a log-replay order, and the
next section explains a unique challenge Phalanx must tackle
and how Phalanx overcomes it.

5.3 Timestamp Challenges & Frontline
Existing solutions execute and replicate transactions in a
monotonically increasing timestamp order to ensure that once
a transaction finishes, all the transactions before it (e.g., ones
whose values this transaction may have read) must have been
replicated and returned to their users, since they have smaller
timestamps than the current transaction. Yet, the turbo has
no control over timestamp generation and thus cannot expect
timestamps to be monotonically increasing. Transactions are

Algorithm 5.2: Backup receives propagated entry
45 Function PROPAGATE(new_entry, t f ):

// Append new log entry, then propagate
46 sublogi.APPEND(new_entry)
47 if this is tail then

// Tail acks to the primary
48 SENDACK(to:primary, new_entry, t f )

49 else
// Propagate down the chain

50 next_backup.PROPAGATE(new_entry, t f )

// Apply sublog entries up to t f (i.e., t < t f )
51 for entry in sublogi do
52 if entry.t < t f then

// Apply entry to the database
53 this.APPLY(entry)

// Remove replayed entry from sublog
54 sublogi← sublogi− entry

Algorithm 5.3: Primary releases buffered responses
55 Function RELEASEBUFFRESPS():

// Periodically invoked by the primary
56 for resp in response_queue do
57 coord← resp.coord; res← resp.res; t← resp.t
58 if resp.t < t f then

// Releases and removes response
59 SENDRESPONSE(to:coord, res, t)
60 response_queue← response_queue− resp

timestamped by the client machines and may arrive at the
turbo in any order. Thus, naively applying existing solutions
to TurboDB may lead to two issues.

First, out-of-order timestamps may incur unnecessary stalls,
because the system cannot replicate a transaction until it is
certain that no future transaction with a smaller timestamp
will arrive. That is, later-arriving transactions with smaller
timestamps block the replication of earlier transactions that
have larger timestamps. For example, in Figure 3, w3 arrives
later than w1 or w2 but has a smaller timestamp, then it blocks
w1 and w2 from replicating. Even worse, the system can never
be certain when such transactions (e.g., w3) may arrive or if
they even exist.

Second, we cannot naively disobey the timestamp order,
lest incorrect behavior arise during failover, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. Let’s say w1 and w2 belong to tx1 and tx2 and have
timestamps 8 and 10, respectively. If tx2 reads the value writ-
ten by w1 (from tx1), then we must ensure that by the time
tx2’s w2 is replicated w1 must have replayed on all replicas
and will not be lost in f failures of f +1 replicas. Otherwise,
since tx2 and tx1 may be handled by different cores, backups
may potentially replay w2 without replaying w1. If the pri-
mary then fails, no backup (or the new primary) will have
applied w1 to the database. As a result, future transactions
will only observe w2, but not w1, which violates serializability.
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This shows that Phalanx must replicate w1 and w2 in their
timestamp order to preserve the dependencies between them,
e.g., w2 depends on w1.

Design insight. Phalanx selectively obeys the timestamp or-
der. It replays and returns transactions in timestamp order
only when necessary: when there exist dependencies among
transactions. We say that transaction tx2 depends on transac-
tion tx1 (denoted tx1⇒ tx2) if their requests access the same
key(s), and at least one is an update. Since HCC (§4) guar-
antees that a dependent (tx2) always has a larger timestamp
than the transaction it depends on (tx1), Phalanx can preserve
dependencies by replaying them in their strictly increasing
timestamp order. If a transaction does not depend on another,
i.e., tx1 ⇏ tx2 and tx2 ⇏ tx1, Phalanx can replay them in any
order, avoiding unnecessary stalls.

Frontline. Phalanx enables selective timestamp ordering by
designing Frontline, a timestamp tracking technique. Each
core on the primary keeps track of ts, which is the timestamp
of the most recent, safe transaction (log entry) in this core’s
sub-log. A transaction is safe if it has been appended to the
logs of all backups. A core updates its ts when it receives
the ack of its propagated entries from the tail. The frontline
t f is the minimum ts across all cores. t f represents a thresh-
old timestamp at which all transactions in the database with
timestamps less than or equal to t f are safe.

When a core of the primary begins propagating log en-
tries, it piggybacks the current frontline t f with them. Upon
receiving both the entries and t f (line 45), the backup core
appends the new entries to its sub-log and continues propagat-
ing both the entries and t f to the next backup (line 50). This
backup then replays all entries whose timestamps are less
than t f , i.e., these entries (updates) are applied to the database
(lines 51–54). Log replay is uninterruptible, that is, cores will
not handle new entries until the current replay is complete.
Replayed updates are then removed from the sub-log. The tail
sends an ack to the primary when it has appended these new
entries to its log (lines 47–48).

When the primary’s core receives the ack, it updates its
core-local safe time ts and cross-core frontline t f accordingly
(lines 43–44). The primary periodically loops through the
buffered response queue to release the responses of transac-
tions whose timestamps are less than or equal to t f (algo-
rithm 5.3). These responses are released to their correspond-
ing coordinators in their timestamp order.

When the transactions received by the primary happen to
have monotonically increasing timestamps, ts and t f are ad-
vanced monotonically, similar to existing techniques. When
the primary receives a new, out-of-order transaction whose
timestamp is smaller than that of earlier transactions and
the current t f , the primary immediately lowers t f and the
corresponding core’s ts below the transaction’s timestamp
(lines 39–40). By immediately lowering t f , Phalanx prevents
the primary from prematurely releasing the responses of fu-

Core 1:

Core 2:

Core 3:

W1

W2

W3

t = 8

t = 10

t = 5

Core 1:

Core 2:

Core 3:

W2

t = 10

Primary Backup
(Next primary)

Real time

W1

W3

Figure 3: Writes operations w1, w2, w3 from transactions tx1,
tx2, and tx3 (not shown), respectively, being replicated in each
core’s sub-log.

ture transactions that may depend on this out-of-order trans-
action. That is, any future dependent transaction will only be
released after the out-of-order transaction is finished. Algo-
rithm 5.3 shows pseudocode for releasing buffered responses.

Buffering read responses. Although only updates are repli-
cated to the backups, the primary must also buffer the re-
sponses of reads, including the reads in read-write transac-
tions and read-only transactions. The primary handles these
responses the same way that it handles update responses: it
ensures that the updates observed by these reads have been
stored on all replicas and cannot be lost in f failures.

Correctness. Phalanx guarantees that a transaction’s re-
sponse is released (i.e., this transaction is finished) only if
its updates have been inserted in the logs of all backups and
will eventually be replayed. For all transactions that have
dependencies among them: HCC guarantees that they are
timestamped in strictly increasing order, which reflects their
dependencies. The frontline’s forward movement returns them
in this order. Otherwise, Phalanx does not block the replay
of the current transaction tx1 for the possible arrival of a later
transaction tx2 that has a smaller timestamp, thereby avoiding
unnecessary stalls. This is safe because tx1 must not depend
on tx2 as tx1 was executed before tx2, and tx2 must not depend
on tx1 because tx2’s timestamp is smaller than tx1’s, thus it is
safe to replay them in either order.

Failover. When the primary fails, the next live backup be-
comes the new primary. The new primary finishes replaying
all sub-logs up to the frontline it knows, and then discards the
remaining entries in its logs before servicing new requests.
This is safe because the responses of these discarded trans-
actions could not have been released to their coordinators.
When the coordinators query the status of these discarded
transactions, e.g., they have not received any responses for
some time, the new primary replies with abort messages that
make the coordinators abort these transactions on the servers.
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6 Evaluation

We evaluate our system to answer the following questions:

• How well does TurboDB perform, compared to a represen-
tative distributed database, under skewed workloads?

• How well does TurboDB scale performance, specifically
throughput, compared to the baseline?

• How well does TurboDB perform under different workloads
with a variety of read-to-write ratios and levels of skew?

Implementation. We build TurboDB on CockroachDB [54]
and Cicada [37], which are written in Go and C++, respec-
tively. We change ∼4 K lines of Go in CockroachDB’s code-
base. We also employ Cicada’s library to implement, replicate
(i.e., implement Phalanx), and network (using gRPC [25]) a
single-machine database in ∼10 K lines of C++. Of those,
direct changes to Cicada’s library are 5 lines long.

Baseline. We compare TurboDB with CockroachDB, which
is a production distributed database that has been widely
adopted by industry [34]. Its distributed concurrency con-
trol technique is a combination of timestamp-ordering and
locking-based mechanisms, and it tolerates server failures
with Raft. Our experiments have fault tolerance enabled for
both TurboDB (Phalanx and Raft) and CockroachDB (Raft).

6.1 Experimental Setup
Workloads. We evaluate TurboDB under YCSB+T [17] and
TPC-C [56]. YCSB+T contains one-shot key-value transac-
tions, i.e., all requests are sent in one round in parallel as data
locations are known a priori. Our experiments use the default
parameters: 8B key, 512B value, 10 keys per transaction, and
95% reads. There are a total of 160M keys. We vary the levels
of skew by controlling the Zipfian constant (Zipf): uniform
workloads have a Zipf of 0.01, medium-skewed workloads
have a Zipf of 0.99 (∼8% of requests access the most popular
key), and high-skewed workloads have a Zipf of 1.2 (∼25%
of requests access the most popular key). We also include
experiments that vary the read-to-write ratio.

TPC-C contains complex, multi-shot transactions, i.e., re-
quests must be sent in multiple steps as data read in prior steps
determines the read-/write-sets in later steps. TPC-C has five
types of transactions: New Order, Payment, Delivery, Order
Status, and Stock Level. We only implemented New Order
which has the most complex transaction logic. We have 10 dis-
tricts per warehouse and vary the level of skew by controlling
the number of warehouses that are evenly distributed across
machines. Our experiments show 64, 16, and 8 warehouses.
The fewer warehouses, the more skewed the workload is.

Data placement. For the YCSB+T experiments, we promote
hot data items to the turbo. We identify hot data items using a
simple queries-per-second (QPS) count. It promotes as many
data items to the turbo as can fit in its memory, taking care

not to oversubscribe the turbo’s CPU and memory capacity:
40M keys of 160M. We place the remaining, cool data items
on CockroachDB, allowing its default data sharding schemes
to balance the load. For the TPC-C experiments, we manually
promote the two hottest tables—Warehouse and District—to
the turbo. The remaining tables are partitioned by warehouse
across the CockroachDB nodes.

Testbed. We run all experiments on CloudLab [22] in one
data center. Each machine has 2.0 GHz CPUs with 8 physi-
cal (16 virtual) cores, 64GB RAM, and a 10Gbps network
interface. For YCSB+T experiments, CockroachDB has 8
servers. Raft is run among these 8 servers instead of on a
set of separate machines, as suggested by the CockroachDB
technical team. TurboDB has 8 servers that handle the work-
loads. One of the 8 servers is the turbo, and the rest runs
CockroachDB. TurboDB employs another 2 standalone ma-
chines as the backups, which do not directly handle the work-
load. Thus, TurboDB has a total of 10 server machines. The
YCSB+T scalability experiments use up to 16 servers (18
servers for TurboDB). Similarly, the TPC-C experiments have
9 servers for CockroachDB and 11 servers for TurboDB.

An additional set of machines generate closed-loop client
requests. Each experiment lasts 180 seconds. The first 120
warm up the system, e.g., the system shards the data. Perfor-
mance metrics are collected during the remaining 60.

6.2 Result Overview

TurboDB outperforms CockroachDB by an order of magni-
tude higher throughput and 2× lower latency for YCSB+T,
and by 1.6× higher throughput and lower latency for TPC-
C, under skewed workloads. TurboDB scales out as well as
CockroachDB under uniform workloads and shows much bet-
ter scalability under medium and highly skewed workloads.
TurboDB shows comparable performance to CockroachDB
under uniform workloads and more significant performance
improvements while skew increases. TurboDB consistently
outperforms CockroachDB with different read-to-write ratios.

6.3 Latency & Throughput

This section compares the performance of TurboDB and Cock-
roachDB in terms of latency and throughput under YCSB+T
and TPC-C workloads.

YCSB+T. Figure 4a plots the median latency vs. throughput
graph for uniform, medium, and high skew as we increase
load on the system. The dashed horizontal line shows a me-
dian latency of 10 ms, a reasonable operating point. TurboDB
consistently outperforms CockroachDB under medium and
high skew, due to its turbo being able to efficiently execute
contended transactions. For instance, TurboDB has more than
4× lower abort rate than CockroadhDB with a Zipf of 1.2.
Although TurboDB is not designed for uniform workloads,
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Figure 5: Latency (medium and tail) and throughput of TurboDB and CockroachDB under TPC-C New Order workloads with
varying levels of skew, controlled by the number of warehouses (w).

its performance is comparable to (slightly worse than) Cock-
roachDB for these workloads, due to the design choices Tur-
boDB makes specifically for skewed workloads, e.g., finale
commit and chain-shaped replication may increase latency.

Figure 4b shows the throughput while varying the level of
skew at the operating point, i.e., a median latency of 10 ms.
TurboDB exhibits more significant throughput advantages
when skew increases, e.g., up to 17× improvements. This is
because a higher level of skew causes more transactions to
abort on CockroachDB, while TurboDB can reduce aborts
with its local concurrency control and execute these trans-
actions more quickly with its one-stop execution. Moreover,
TurboDB’s throughput increases when skew increases be-
cause more requests can benefit from the turbo, while the per-
formance of traditional databases often keeps getting worse
when the workload becomes more skewed.

Figure 4c shows the tail (p99) latency when both systems
operate at 80% of their maximum load. TurboDB exhibits
slightly higher latency on uniform and medium skewed work-
loads. This is because HCC’s serial finale commit and Pha-
lanx’s chain propagation increase latency, and this affects the
tail of the distribution more significantly. However, this la-
tency impact is offset by the latency improvements under high
skew workloads where TurboDB has 2× lower tail latency.

TPC-C New Order. Figure 5 shows the performance under
TPC-C New Order workloads, which exhibits a similar take-
away of performance improvements enabled by TurboDB

while the improvements are not as significant as that for
YCSB+T. This is because TPC-C transactions are multi-shot
and have much more complex logic than YCSB+T, and be-
cause it is non-trivial to partition TPC-C and find the right pop-
ular data items to store on the turbo. Our experiments make
the turbo store popular District tables, and we expect even
greater performance improvements with careful partitioning.
That said, TurboDB achieves consistently better performance
under medium and high skew, as shown in Figure 5a. Tur-
boDB achieves consistently higher throughput (up to 1.65×
higher) with low (64 warehouses), medium (16 warehouses),
and high skew (8 warehouses), as shown in Figure 5b. Tur-
boDB has lower tail latency for medium and high skew (up
to 1.5× lower), and slightly higher tail latency when skew is
low. The low skew setting (64 warehouses) still exhibits some
contention and is far from being uniform, and TurboDB’s
performance improvements may diminish when the number
of warehouses is sufficiently large.

6.4 Scalability

Figure 6 shows peak throughput of TurboDB and Cock-
roachDB under YCSB+T when we increase the number of
machines (and the amount of data stored) in the system. Fig-
ure 6a shows that TurboDB can scale as linearly as Cock-
roachDB under uniform workloads for which TurboDB is
not designed specifically. This shows that the overhead of
TurboDB’s design under uniform workloads does not much
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Figure 6: Scalability under YCSB+T read-heavy (95% reads) workloads while increasing the number of servers and the amount
of data. The dashed line denotes the peak throughput of networked, replicated Cicada (the turbo).
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Figure 7: Additional experiments that report abort ratios, write tail latency, and throughput with different read fractions.

affect the system’s overall performance, because the workload
is “easy,” i.e., uniform, and additional overhead is affordable.

TurboDB scales throughput significantly better than Cock-
roachDB under medium and highly skewed workloads, as
shown in Figure 6b and Figure 6c. CockroachDB does not
scale under skewed workloads because it is bottlenecked on
processing contended transactions that access a small set of
popular keys. Adding more machines does not address the bot-
tleneck. In contrast, TurboDB scales throughput linearly until
the turbo reaches its capacity, i.e., when networked, replicated
Cicada is running at maximum throughput.

TurboDB’s throughput approaches that of networked, repli-
cated Cicada, denoted by the dotted horizontal line, with a
sufficient number of servers. TurboDB can sustain its through-
put and scales no worse than traditional distributed databases
after Cicada becomes the bottleneck. Moreover, TurboDB
scales up faster at higher skew because more transactions can
leverage the performance multipliers of the turbo.

6.5 Additional Experiments
We show more experiments with YCSB+T workloads.

Abort ratio. An important source of improvements enabled
by the turbo is the reduction of aborts. (Another source is
the fast execution of contended transactions, enabled by one-
stop execution.) Figure 7a plots the abort ratio which is the
number of the transactions that were ever aborted to the num-
ber of committed transactions, under uniform, medium, and

high skew. While TurboDB has abort ratios similar to Cock-
roachDB under uniform and medium skewed workloads, Tur-
boDB has a 4× lower abort ratio under high skew, which is
enabled by the performance multipliers of the turbo.

Write latency. To fully understand TurboDB’s performance
improvements, we examine the latency of write-only transac-
tions from Figure 4b’s workload. We focus on write requests
because they lead to conflicts and because they reflect the
costs of replication as only writes are replicated through Pha-
lanx. Figure 7b shows the tail (p99) latency of write-only
transactions at different levels of skew. TurboDB has signifi-
cantly lower write latency at medium and high skew because
the turbo can execute these writes with fewer aborts and be-
cause one-stop execution avoids cross-phase locking, while
CockroachDB requires distributed locks (i.e., write intents)
that significantly prolongs the execution time.

Varying read fractions. Figure 7c shows the throughput
of both systems when we vary the read-to-write ratio of the
highly skewed YCSB+T workloads (Zipf of 1.2). We nor-
malize throughput against the maximum throughput under
the default setting of 95% reads. Both TurboDB and Cock-
roachDB have lower throughput with more writes, because
write operations are more costly compared to reads and be-
cause writes increase the likelihood of conflicts, and TurboDB
has consistently higher throughput than CockroachDB.
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7 Related Work

TurboDB builds on earlier work on single-machine databases,
distributed databases, partitioning techniques, and replication
techniques. Section 5 discussed replication techniques. We
now review each of the other categories in turn.

Single-machine databases. There exists a large body of
research on designing and building fast single-machine
databases [23, 24, 29, 31, 33, 37, 47, 58]. Because their data
resides on one machine, these databases capitalize on readily
available global views of the system to employ sophisticated
optimizations (see discussion in §2). In contrast, in distributed
databases, global views are non-trivial to construct.

TurboDB’s design makes it possible for these optimizations
to be used in distributed systems. What’s more, TurboDB
improves its performance while retaining the distributed sys-
tem’s ability to scale system capacity to support large-scale
applications—ones that would have been too large to fit in a
single-machine database.

We highlight the constraint that TurboDB requires the turbo
(single-machine database) to employ a timestamp-based con-
currency control. That said, many existing databases would
make good candidates [29, 33, 37, 58].

Distributed databases and systems. There also exists a
large body of work on distributed databases and distributed
systems [12, 49, 52, 54, 55, 65]. Some achieve good perfor-
mance by constraining operations of a transaction to access
the same logical partition [11, 13]. These systems rely on
careful data partitioning, which may be challenging for to-
day’s complex applications to achieve. In contrast, TurboDB
requires no partitioning constraints.

Some other systems trade off strong consistency for bet-
ter performance [11, 38, 39, 42, 50]. Unfortunately, weakly
consistent transactions complicate application development,
yet, are still subject to performance degradation under skewed
workloads. In contrast, TurboDB provides strong consistency
(process-ordered serializability).

Some other systems support restricted transaction mod-
els, e.g., read-only and/or write-only transactions [21, 38, 39].
Unfortunately, this complicates application development. In
contrast, TurboDB supports general transactions.

Sequencers and RDMA. Some systems leverage a central-
ized component, e.g., a sequencer or a shared log, to serialize
all transactions [5, 6, 30, 35, 36, 55, 60]. These techniques’ in-
sights bears similarity to TurboDB’s, i.e., leveraging a power-
ful centralized entity to tackle the most challenging problems
in the system’s design. However, unlike TurboDB, they re-
quire that all transactions pass through the sequencer. Instead,
TurboDB only forwards a fraction of (popular) keys through
the turbo, enabling scalability with less internal complexity
and fewer resources than recent scalable sequencer-based
systems [18, 27].

Some systems leverage specialized hardware and network
abstractions [20], e.g., RDMA and DPDK [19]. These net-
working optimizations are orthogonal to TurboDB’s perfor-
mance improvements, as TurboDB can also adopt and benefit
from them.

Partitioning techniques. One line of work handles con-
tention by partitioning the keyspace by workload access pat-
terns, i.e., keys that are likely accessed together by transac-
tions are co-located on the same machine [15, 45, 48, 53, 54,
57, 61, 63]. These works aim to reduce the number of nodes
that each transaction must contact—ideally, only one—such
that they are as “non-distributed” as possible. For instance,
Chiller [64] and Quro [61] co-locate keys that are both popular
and often accessed together on the same machine.

While these partitioning techniques benefit workloads
where transactions minimally access keys on different ma-
chines, their benefits diminish when no such obvious groups
of keys exist. In contrast, TurboDB’s performance benefits are
agnostic to whether the keyspace is partitionable. Even when
transactions access both the turbo and the servers, TurboDB’s
HCC and Phalanx ensure such transactions benefit from the
turbo’s performance multipliers.

8 Conclusion

Distributed databases are challenged by skewed workloads,
which are common in real-world applications. These work-
loads cause high contention, which are exacerbated by net-
work latencies. TurboDB presents a novel hybrid architec-
ture that integrates a single-machine database in a distributed
database to “turbocharge” its overall performance under
skewed workloads. TurboDB leverages the single-machine
database’s performance multipliers to efficiently execute con-
tended transactions. It introduces new designs, HCC and Pha-
lanx, that tackle the challenges of concurrency control and
replication under its hybrid architecture. Consequently, Tur-
boDB achieves up to an order of magnitude better perfor-
mance than a representative distributed database.
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Abstract
Caching is an indispensable technique for low-cost and
fast data serving. The eviction algorithm, at the heart of a
cache, has been primarily designed to maximize efficiency—
reducing the cache miss ratio. Many eviction algorithms have
been designed in the past decades. However, they all trade off
throughput, simplicity, or both for higher efficiency. Such a
compromise often hinders adoption in production systems.

This work presents SIEVE, an algorithm that is simpler
than LRU and provides better than state-of-the-art efficiency
and scalability for web cache workloads. We implemented
SIEVE in five production cache libraries, requiring fewer than
20 lines of code changes on average. Our evaluation on 1559
cache traces from 7 sources shows that SIEVE achieves up
to 63.2% lower miss ratio than ARC. Moreover, SIEVE has
a lower miss ratio than 9 state-of-the-art algorithms on more
than 45% of the 1559 traces, while the next best algorithm
only has a lower miss ratio on 15%. SIEVE’s simplicity comes
with superior scalability as cache hits require no locking. Our
prototype achieves twice the throughput of an optimized 16-
thread LRU implementation. SIEVE is more than an eviction
algorithm; it can be used as a cache primitive to build ad-
vanced eviction algorithms just like FIFO and LRU.

1 Introduction
Web caches, such as Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)

and key-values caches, are widely deployed in today’s digital
landscape to reduce user request latency [14, 21, 22, 33, 69,
73, 76, 100], network bandwidth [54, 55, 79, 95], and repeated
computation [28, 89, 97, 98]. As a critical component of mod-
ern infrastructure, these caches often have a large footprint.
For example, Netflix used 18,000 servers for caching over 14
PB of application data in 2021 [68]; while Twitter reportedly
had 100s of clusters using 100s of TB of DRAM and 100,000s
of CPU cores for in-memory caching in 2020 [96].

At the heart of a cache is the eviction algorithm, which
plays a crucial role in managing limited cache space. Such
∗Equal contribution.
†Corresponding author: Juncheng Yang, sieve@cachemon.com.
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Figure 1: SIEVE is simple and efficient. The code snippet shows how FIFO-
Reinsertion and SIEVE find eviction candidates. Minor code changes convert
FIFO-Reinsertion to SIEVE, unleashing lower miss ratios than state-of-the-art
algorithms.

algorithms are efficient when they can retain more valu-
able objects in the cache to achieve a lower miss ratio—the
fraction of requested objects that must be fetched from the
backend. The quest for high efficiency has spurred a long
repertoire of clever algorithms, but most, if not all, trade
off simplicity in exchange for efficiency gains. For exam-
ple, ARC [67], SLRU [55], 2Q [60], and MQ [106] manage
multiple least-recently-used (LRU) queues to achieve better
efficiency. LHD [16], CACHEUS [75], LRB [79], and GL-
Cache [93] use machine learning techniques that further in-
crease system and lookup complexity. Furthermore, many of
these algorithms require explicit or implicit parameter tuning
to achieve good efficiency on a target workload.

The conventional wisdom among systems operators is that
simple is beautiful: simplicity is a key appealing feature for
an algorithm to be deployed in production since it commonly
correlates with effectiveness, maintainability, scalability, and
low overhead. To illustrate, note that most caching systems or
libraries in use today, such as ATS [2], Varnish [11], Nginx [7],
Redis [9], and groupcache [25], use only FIFO and LRU
policies.

We have stumbled upon an easy improvement (Fig. 1) to
a decades-old algorithm (FIFO-Reinsertion) that materially
improves its efficiency across a wide range of web cache
workloads. Instead of moving the to-be-evicted object that
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has been accessed to the head of queue, SIEVE keeps it in
its original position. It should be noted that both SIEVE and
FIFO-Reinsertion insert new objects at the head of the queue.
The new algorithm is called SIEVE 1: a simple and efficient
turn-key cache eviction policy. We implemented SIEVE in five
production cache libraries, which required fewer than 20 lines
of change on average, underscoring the ease of real-world
deployment.

Despite a simple design, SIEVE can quickly remove un-
popular objects from the cache, achieving comparatively high
efficiency compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. By ex-
perimentally evaluating SIEVE on 1559 traces from five public
and two proprietary datasets, we show that SIEVE achieves
similar or higher efficiency than 9 state-of-the-art algorithms
across traces. Compared to ARC [67], SIEVE reduces miss
ratio by up to 63.2% with a mean of 1.5% 2. As a compari-
son, ARC reduces LRU’s miss ratio by up to 33.7% with a
mean of 6.7%. Moreover, compared to the best of all algo-
rithms, SIEVE has lower miss ratio on over 45% of the 1559
traces. In comparison, the runner-up algorithm, TwoQ, only
outperforms other algorithms on 15% of the traces.

SIEVE’s design eliminates the need for locking during
cache hits, resulting in a boost in multi-threaded throughput.
Our prototype implementation in Cachelib [37] demonstrates
that SIEVE achieves twice the throughput of an optimized
LRU implementation when operating with 16 threads.

Through empirical evidence and analysis, we illustrate that
SIEVE’s efficiency stems from sifting out unpopular objects
over time. SIEVE transcends a single standalone algorithm
— it can also be embedded within other cache policies to
design more advanced algorithms. We demonstrate the idea
by replacing the LRU components in ARC, TwoQ, and LeCaR
with SIEVE. The SIEVE-supported algorithms significantly
outperform the original LRU-based algorithms. For example,
ARC-SIEVE reduces ARC’s miss ratio by up to 62.5% with a
mean reduction of 3.7% across the 1559 traces.

Our work makes the following contributions.
• We present the design for SIEVE: an easy, fast, and surpris-

ingly efficient cache eviction algorithm for web caches.
• We demonstrate SIEVE’s simplicity by implementing it in

five production cache libraries by changing less than 20
lines of code on average.

• Using 1559 traces from 7 datasets, we show that SIEVE
outperforms all state-of-the-art eviction algorithms on more
than 45% of the traces.

• We illustrate SIEVE’s scalability using our Cachelib-based
implementation, which achieves 17% and 125% higher
throughput than optimized LRU at 1 and 16 threads.

• We show how SIEVE, as a turn-key cache primitive, opens
new opportunities for designing advanced eviction algo-
rithms, e.g., replacing the LRU in ARC, TwoQ, and LeCaR
with SIEVE.
1SIEVE sifts out unpopular objects from cache over time (§5).
2Due to a large number of traces, the mean miss ratio looks small.

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Web caches

Web caches are essential components of modern Internet
infrastructure, playing a crucial role in reducing data access
latency and network bandwidth. Key-value caches, e.g., Mem-
cached [5], Pelikan [8] and Cachelib [37], are widely used
in modern web services such as Twitter [97] and Meta [20]
to reduce service latency. CDN caches are deployed close to
users to reduce data access latency and high WAN bandwidth
cost [14, 91, 95, 101].
Cache metrics. Caches are measured along two primary
axes: efficiency and throughput performance. Cache effi-
ciency measures how well the cache can store and serve the
required data. A cache miss occurs when the requested data
is not found in the cache, requiring access to the backend
storage to retrieve the data. Common cache efficiency metrics
include (1) object miss ratio: the fraction of requests that are
cache misses; (2) byte miss ratio: the fraction of bytes that
are cache misses. A lower miss ratio indicates higher cache
efficiency, as more requests are served directly from the cache,
reducing backend load, access latency, and bandwidth costs.

Throughput performance, on the other hand, is as impor-
tant as efficiency because the goal of a cache is to serve data
quickly and help scale the application. Beyond throughput,
scalability is also increasingly important [72, 98] as modern
CPUs often surpass 100 cores. Scalability measures through-
put growth with the number of threads accessing the cache. A
more scalable cache can better harness the many cores in a
modern CPU.
Access patterns. Web cache workloads typically follow
Power-law (generalized Zipfian) distributions [20, 26, 27, 34,
49, 52, 55, 81, 82, 97], where a small subset of objects account
for a large proportion of requests. In detail, the ith popular
object has a relative frequency of 1/iα, where α is a parameter
that decides the skewness of the workload. Previous works
find different α values from 0.6 to 0.8 [26], 0.56 [49], 0.71–
0.76 [51], 0.55–0.9 [20], and 0.6–1.5 [97]. The reasons for
the large range of α include (1) the different types of work-
loads, such as web proxy and in-memory key-value cache
workloads; (2) the layer of the cache, noting that many prox-
y/CDN caches are secondary or tertiary cache layers [55];
and (3) the popularity of the service, such as the most popular
objects receiving greater volume of requests in more popular
(widely-used) web applications. Moreover, web caches often
serve constantly growing datasets — new content and objects
are created every second.

In contrast, the backend of enterprise storage caches or
single-node caches, such as the page cache, often has a fixed
size, not regularly observing new objects. Further, many stor-
age cache workloads often have scan and loop patterns [75],
in which a range of block addresses are sequentially requested
in a short time. Such patterns are rare in web cache workloads
according to our observation on 1559 traces from 7 datasets.
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2.2 Cache eviction policies
The cache eviction algorithm, which decides which objects

to store in the limited cache space, governs the performance
and efficiency of a cache. The field of cache eviction algo-
rithms has a rich literature [12,17–19,23,29,32,35,36,39,41,
44–46, 53, 58, 62, 63, 71, 74, 78, 83, 86, 88, 90, 102].
Increasing complexity. Most works on cache eviction al-
gorithms focused on improving efficiency, such as LRU-
k [70], TwoQ [60], SLRU [61], GDSF [29], EELRU [77],
LRFU [39], LIRS [59], ARC [67], MQ [105], CAR [15],
CLOCK-pro [58], TinyLFU [42, 43], LHD [16], LeCaR [84],
LRB [79], CACHEUS [75], GLCache [93], and HALP [80].
Over the years, new cache eviction algorithms have gradually
convoluted. Algorithms from the 1990s use two or more static
LRU queues or use different recency metrics; algorithms from
the 2000s employ size-adaptive LRU queues or use more com-
plicated recency/frequency metrics, and algorithms from the
2010s and 2020s start to use machine learning to select evic-
tion candidates. Each decade brought greater complexity to
cache eviction algorithms. Nevertheless, as we show in §4,
while the new algorithms excel on a few specific traces, they
do not show a significant improvement (and some are even
worse) compared to the traditional ones on a large number
of workloads. The combination of limited improvement and
high complexity explains why these algorithms have not been
used in production systems.
The trouble with complexity. Multiple problems come
with increasing complexity. First, complex cache eviction
algorithms are difficult to debug due to their intricate logic.
For example, we find two open-source cache simulators used
in previous works have two different bugs in the LIRS [59]
implementation. Second, complexity may affect efficiency
in surprising ways. For example, previous work reports that
both LIRS and ARC exhibit Belady’s anomaly [50, 85]: miss
ratio increases with the cache size for some workloads. It’s
worth noting that FIFO, although simple, also suffers from this
anomaly. Third, complexity often negatively correlates with
throughput performance. A more intricate algorithm performs
more computation with potentially longer critical sections,
reducing both throughput and scalability. Furthermore, many
of these algorithms need to store more per-object metadata,
which reduces the effective cache size that can be used for
caching data. For example, the per-object metadata required
by CACHEUS is 3.3× larger than that of LRU. Fourth, com-
plex algorithms often have parameters that can be difficult to
tune. For example, all the machine-learning-based algorithms
include many parameters about learning. Although some al-
gorithms do not have explicit parameters, e.g., LIRS, previous
work shows that the implicit ghost queue size can impact the
efficiency [85].
Trade-offs in using simple eviction algorithms. Besides
works focusing on improving cache efficiency, several other
works have improved cache throughput and scalability. For
example, MemC3 [47] uses Cuckoo hashing and CLOCK

eviction to improve Memcached’s throughput and scalabil-
ity; MICA [64] uses log-structured storage, data partitioning,
and a lossy hash table to improve key-value cache through-
put and scalability. Segcache [98] uses segment-structured
storage with a FIFO-based eviction algorithm and leverages
macro management to improve scalability. Frozenhot [72] im-
proves cache scalability by freezing hot objects in the cache
to avoid locking. However, it’s crucial to note that while these
approaches excel in throughput and scalability, they often
compromise on cache efficiency due to the use of simpler,
weaker eviction algorithms such as CLOCK3 and FIFO.

2.3 Lazy promotion and quick demotion
Promotion and demotion are two cache internal operations

used to maintain the logical ordering between objects4. Re-
cent work [94] shows that “lazy promotion” and “quick demo-
tion” are two important properties of efficient cache eviction
algorithms.

Lazy promotion refers to the strategy of promoting cached
objects only at eviction time. It aims to retain popular objects
with minimal effort. An example of lazy promotion is adding
reinsertion to FIFO. In contrast, FIFO has no promotion, and
LRU performs eager promotion – moving objects to the head
of the queue on every cache hit. Lazy promotion can improve
(1) throughput due to less computation and (2) efficiency due
to more information about an object at eviction.

Quick demotion removes most objects quickly after they
are inserted. Many previous works have discussed this idea in
the context of evicting pages from a scan [16,60,67,70,75,77].
Recent work also shows that not only storage workloads but
web cache workloads also benefit from quick demotion [94]
because object popularity follows a power-law distribution,
and many objects are unpopular.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposed cache evic-
tion algorithm, which we call SIEVE, is the simplest one that
effectively achieves both lazy promotion and quick demotion.

3 Design and Implementation
3.1 SIEVE Design

In this section, we introduce SIEVE, a cache eviction algo-
rithm that achieves both simplicity and efficiency.
Data structure. SIEVE requires only one FIFO queue and
one pointer called “hand”. The queue maintains the insertion
order between objects. Each object in the queue uses one bit
to track the visited/non-visited status. The hand points to the
next eviction candidate in the cache and moves from the tail
to the head. Note that, unlike existing algorithms, e.g., LRU,
FIFO, and CLOCK, in which the eviction candidate is always
the tail object, the eviction candidate in SIEVE is an object

3CLOCK was recently shown to be more efficient than LRU [94].
4Note that the terms “promotion” and “demotion” are also commonly

used in the context of cache hierarchy. In this case, promotion refers to the
process of moving data to a faster device, while demotion involves moving
the data to a slower device [65, 87].
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Figure 2: An illustration of SIEVE. Note that FIFO-Reinsertion and
CLOCK are different implementations of the same algorithm. We use FIFO-
Reinsertion in the illustration but will use CLOCK in the rest of the text
because it is more commonly used and is shorter.

somewhere in the queue.
SIEVE operations. A cache hit in SIEVE changes the visited
bit of the accessed object to 1. For a popular object whose
visited bit is already 1, SIEVE does not need to perform any
operation. During a cache miss, SIEVE examines the object
pointed by the hand. If it has been visited, the visited bit is
reset, and the hand moves to the next position (the retained
object stays in the original position of the queue). It continues
this process until it encounters an object with the visited bit
being 0, and it evicts the object. After the eviction, the hand
points to the next position (the previous object in the queue).
While an evicted object is in the middle of the queue most
of the time, a new object is always inserted into the head of
the queue. In other words, the new objects and the retained
objects are not mixed together.

At first glance, SIEVE is similar to CLOCK/Second
Chance/FIFO-Reinsertion 5. Each algorithm maintains a sin-
gle queue in which each object is associated with a visited
bit to track its access status. Visited objects are retained (also
called "survived") during an eviction. Notably, new objects
are inserted at the head of the queue in both SIEVE and FIFO-
Reinsertion. However, the hand in SIEVE moves from the tail
to the head over time, whereas the hand in FIFO-Reinsertion
stays at the tail. The key difference is where a retained ob-
ject is kept. SIEVE keeps it in the old position, while FIFO-
Reinsertion inserts it at the head, together with newly inserted
objects, as depicted in Fig. 2.

We detail the algorithm in Alg. 1. Line 1 checks whether
there is a hit, and if so, then line 2 sets the visited bit to one.
In the case of a cache miss (Line 3), Lines 5-12 identify the
object to be evicted.
Lazy promotion and quick demotion. Despite a simple
design, SIEVE effectively incorporates both lazy promotion
and quick demotion. As described in §2.3, an object is only
promoted at the eviction time in lazy promotion. SIEVE op-
erates in a similar manner. However, rather than promoting
the object to the head of the queue, SIEVE keeps the object
at its original location. The "survived" objects are generally
more popular than the evicted ones, thus, they are likely to
be accessed again in the future. By gathering the "survived"

5Note that Second Chance, CLOCK, and FIFO-Reinsertion are different
implementations of the same eviction algorithm.

Algorithm 1 SIEVE

Input: The request x, doubly-linked queue T , cache size C, hand p
1: if x is in T then ▷ Cache Hit
2: x.visited← 1
3: else ▷ Cache Miss
4: if |T |=C then ▷ Cache Full
5: o← p
6: if o is NULL then
7: o← tail of T
8: while o.visited = 1 do
9: o.visited← 0

10: o← o.prev
11: if o is NULL then
12: o← tail of T
13: p← o.prev
14: Discard o in T ▷ Eviction
15: Insert x in the head of T .
16: x.visited← 0 ▷ Insertion

objects, the hand in SIEVE can quickly move from the tail to
the area near the head, where most objects are newly inserted.
These newly inserted objects are quickly examined by the
hand of SIEVE after they are admitted into the cache, thus
achieving quick demotion. This eviction mechanism makes
SIEVE achieve both lazy promotion and quick demotion with-
out adding too much overhead.

The key ingredient of SIEVE is the moving hand, which
functions like an adaptive filter that removes unpopular ob-
jects from the cache. This mechanism enables SIEVE to strike
a balance between finding new popular objects and keeping
old popular objects. We discuss more in §5.

3.2 Implementation
Simulation. We implemented SIEVE in libCacheSim [92].
LibCacheSim is a high-performance cache simulator de-
signed for running cache simulations and analyzing cache
traces. It supports many state-of-the-art eviction algo-
rithms, including ARC [67], LIRS [59], CACHEUS [75],
LeCaR [84], TwoQ [60], LHD [16], Hyperbolic [24], FIFO-
Reinsertion/CLOCK [35], B-LRU (Bloom Filter LRU), LRU,
LFU, and FIFO. For all state-of-the-art algorithms, we used
the configurations from the original papers.
Prototype. Because of SIEVE’s simplicity, it can be imple-
mented on top of a FIFO, LRU, or CLOCK cache in just a few
lines by adding, initializing, and tracking the “hand” pointer.
The object pointed to by the hand is either evicted or retained,
depending on whether it has been accessed.

We implemented SIEVE caching in five different open-
source cache libraries: Cachelib [20], groupcache [25],
mnemonist [6], lru-dict [3], and lru-rs [4]. These represent the
most popular cache libraries of five different programming
languages: C++, Golang, JavaScript, Python, and Rust. All
five of these production cache libraries implement LRU as the
eviction algorithm of choice. Aside from mnemonist, which
uses arrays, they all use doubly-linked-list-based implementa-
tions of LRU. Adapting these LRU implementations to use
SIEVE was a low effort, as mentioned earlier.
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Table 1: Datasets used in this work. CDN 1 and 2 are proprietary, and all
others are publicly available.

trace
collections

approx
time # traces cache

type
# request
(million)

# object
(million)

CDN 1 2021 1273 object 37,460 2,652
CDN 2 2018 219 object 3,728 298
Tencent Photo [103] 2018 2 object 5,650 1,038
Wiki CDN [1] 2019 3 object 2,863 56
Twitter KV [97] 2020 54 KV 195,441 10,650
Meta KV [10] 2022 5 KV 1,644 82
Meta CDN [10] 2023 3 object 231 76

4 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate SIEVE to answer the following

questions.
• Does SIEVE have higher efficiency than state-of-the-art

cache eviction algorithms?
• Can SIEVE improve a cache’s throughput and scalability?
• Is SIEVE simpler than other algorithms?

4.1 Experimental setup
Workloads. Our experiments use open-source traces from
Twitter [97], Meta [10], Wikimedia [1], TencentPhoto [103,
104], and two proprietary CDN datasets. We list the dataset
information in Table 1. It consists of 1559 traces that together
contain 247,017 million requests to 14,852 million objects.
Notably, our research is centered around web traces. We re-
played the traces in the simulator and the prototypes as a
closed system with instant on-demand fill.
Metrics. Miss ratio serves as a key performance indica-
tor when evaluating the efficiency of a cache system. How-
ever, when analyzing different traces (even within the same
dataset), the miss ratios can vary significantly, making direct
comparisons and visualizations infeasible, as shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, we calculate the miss ratio reduction relative to a
baseline method (FIFO in this work): mrFIFO−mralgo

mrFIFO
where mr

stands for miss ratio. If an algorithm’s miss ratio is higher than
FIFO, we use mrFIFO−mralgo

mralgo
. This metric has a range between

-1 and 1.
We measure throughput in millions of operations per sec-

ond (Mops) to quantify a cache’s performance. To evaluate
scalability, we vary the number of trace replay threads from 1
to 16 and measure the throughput.
Testbed. Our evaluations were conducted on Cloudlab [40]
and focused on two key aspects: simulation-based efficiency
and prototype-based throughput and simplicity.

We used libCacheSim [92], a high-performance cache sim-
ulator, to evaluate the efficiency of different cache algorithms.
These simulations ran on various node types at either the
Clemson or Utah sites, subject to availability.

We evaluate the throughput and simplicity using prototypes,
as described in §3.2. The prototype evaluations were con-
ducted on the c6420 node from the Clemson site. This node
type has a dual-socket Intel Gold 6142 running at 2.6 GHz
and is equipped with 384 GB DDR4 DRAM. We turned off

turbo boost and pinned threads to CPU cores in one NUMA
node in our evaluations. We validated the efficiency results
from the simulator and prototype using 60 randomly selected
traces and found the same conclusion.

4.2 Efficiency results
In this section, we compare the efficiency of different evic-

tion algorithms. Because many caches today use slab-based
space management, in which evictions happen on objects of
similar sizes, we do not consider object size in this section.
The cache sizes are determined as a percentage of the num-
ber of objects in a trace. We evaluate eight cache sizes using
1559 traces from the 7 datasets and present two representa-
tive cache sizes at 0.1% and 10% of the trace footprint (the
number of unique objects in the trace).
Three large datasets CDN1, CDN2 and Twitter. Fig. 3
shows the miss ratio reduction (from FIFO) of different algo-
rithms across traces. The whiskers on the boxplots are defined
using p10 and p90, allowing us to disregard extreme data
and concentrate on the typical cases. At the large cache size,
SIEVE demonstrates the most significant reductions across
nearly all percentiles. For example, SIEVE reduces FIFO’s
miss ratio by more than 42% on 10% of the traces (top
whisker) with a mean of 21% on the CDN1 dataset using
the large cache size (Fig. 3a). As a comparison, all other algo-
rithms have smaller reductions on this dataset. For example,
CLOCK/FIFO-Reinsertion, which is conceptually similar to
SIEVE, can only reduce FIFO’s miss ratio by 15% on average.
Compared to advanced algorithms, e.g., ARC, SIEVE reduces
ARC miss ratio by up to 63.2% with a mean of 1.5%. We
remark that a 1.5% mean miss ratio reduction on the huge
number of traces is significant. For example, ARC only re-
duces LRU’s miss ratio by 6.3% on average (not shown).
A similar observation can be made on the CDN2 dataset.
Although LHD is the best algorithm on the Twitter dataset,
SIEVE scores second and outperforms most other state-of-the-
art algorithms.

When the cache is very small, TwoQ and LHD sometimes
outperform SIEVE. This is because TwoQ and LHD can
quickly remove newly-inserted low-value objects similar to
SIEVE. The primary reason for SIEVE’s relatively poor perfor-
mance is that new objects cannot demonstrate their popularity
before being evicted when the cache size is very small. A
similar problem also happens with ARC and LIRS. ARC’s
adaptive algorithm sometimes shrinks the recency queue to
very small and yields a high miss ratio. LIRS, which uses a
1% queue for new objects, suffers the most when the cache
size is small, as we see its miss ratio on some traces higher
than FIFO. In contrast, TwoQ does not suffer from the small
cache sizes because it reserves a fixed 25% of the cache space
for new objects, preventing overly aggressive demotion. How-
ever, we remark that the production miss ratios reported in
previous works [13, 55, 97, 98] are close to the miss ratios we
observe at the large cache size.
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(a) CDN1 workloads, large cache, 1273 traces
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(b) CDN2 workloads, large cache, 219 traces
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(c) Twitter workloads, large cache, 54 traces
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(d) CDN1 workloads, small cache, 1273 traces
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(e) CDN2 workloads, small cache, 219 traces
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(f) Twitter workloads, small cache, 54 traces

Figure 3: The box shows the miss ratio reduction from FIFO over all traces in the dataset. The box shows P25 and P75, the whiskers show P10 and P90, and the
triangle shows the mean. The large cache uses 10% of the trace footprint, and the small cache uses 0.1% of the trace footprint. SIEVE achieves similar or better
miss ratio reduction compared to state-of-the-art algorithms.
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(a) Large cache
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(b) Small cache

Figure 4: Miss ratio reduction on Meta (KV + CDN), Wiki CDN, and
Tencent Photo CDN datasets. The different opacity of the same color indicates
multiple traces from the dataset. Some negative results are not shown.

The secret behind SIEVE’s efficiency is the ability to
quickly remove newly-inserted unpopular objects (quick de-
motion), the ability to sift out old unpopular objects, and the
balance between new and old objects. We discuss more in §5.
Four small datasets: Meta KV, Meta CDN, Wiki, and Ten-
centPhoto. Because each dataset contains fewer than ten
traces, we use scatter plots to compare the algorithms. Fig. 4
demonstrates that SIEVE outperforms all other algorithms on
all four datasets at the large cache size. When the cache size is
small, the observation is similar to that made in Fig. 3. SIEVE
is the best algorithm on the Wiki dataset. TwoQ and LHD are
the best on Meta and TencentPhoto datasets. Although not
the best, SIEVE remains highly competitive.
Best-performing algorithm per dataset. We have demon-
strated that SIEVE provides larger miss ratio reductions across
traces than state-of-the-art algorithms. For a more quantitative
comparison, Fig. 5 shows the fraction of traces each algorithm
performs the best.
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Twitter
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Meta (CDN)

Tencent
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SIEVE ARC TwoQ LHD Others
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(b) Small cache

Figure 5: Best-performing algorithms on each dataset. Table 1 shows the
number of traces per dataset.

With a large cache size, SIEVE outperforms all other algo-
rithms on the Tencent Photo, Wiki, and Meta KV datasets. On
the CDN1 and CDN2 datasets, SIEVE is the best algorithm
on 48% and 38% of the 1273 and 219 traces. On the Twitter
dataset, although SIEVE is the best on only 30% of the traces,
it is important to note that no other algorithms are the best on
more than 18% of the traces. When using the small cache size,
SIEVE, TwoQ is the best algorithm winning on the two Meta
datasets. On the other datasets, SIEVE and LHD have similar
shares being the best-performing algorithms. The reason for
the observation is similar to that previously explained.

4.3 Throughput performance
Besides efficiency, throughput is the other important metric

for caching systems. Although we have implemented SIEVE
in five different libraries, we focus on Cachelib’s results. Be-
cause all other libraries implement strict LRU and do not
consider object sizes, evaluations yield the same miss ratio as
our simulation. Moreover, strict LRU is not scalable, as we
show next.

Fig. 6 shows how throughput grows with the number of
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Figure 6: Throughput scaling with CPU cores on two KV-cache workloads.

Table 2: Lines of code requires modification to add SIEVE to a production
cache library.

Cache library Language Lines
groupcache [25] Golang 21

mnemonist [6] Javascript 12
lru-rs [4] Rust 16

lru-dict [3] Python + C 21

trace replay threads using two production traces from Meta
and Twitter. To better emulate real-world deployments in
which the working set size (dataset size) grows with the hard-
ware specs (#cores and DRAM sizes), we scale the cache size
and working set size together with the number of threads. To
scale the working set size, each thread plays the same trace
with the object id transformed into a new space. For example,
the benchmark sends 4× more requests to 4× larger cache
size at 4 threads compared to the single-thread experiment.
We set the cache size to be 4× nthread GB for both traces,
which gives miss ratios of 7% (Meta) and 2% (Twitter). We
remark that the miss ratio is close to previous reports [13, 98].

The LRU and TwoQ in Cachelib use extensive optimiza-
tions to improve the scalability. For example, objects that
were promoted to the head of the queue in the last 60 sec-
onds are not promoted again, which reduces lock contention
without compromising the miss ratio. Cachelib further adds a
lock combining technique to elide expensive coherence and
synchronization operations to boost throughput [38]. As a
result of the optimizations, both LRU and TwoQ show im-
pressive scalability results compared to the unoptimized LRU:
the throughput is 6× higher at 16 threads than using a single
thread on the Twitter trace. As a comparison, unoptimized
LRU’s throughput plateaus at 4 threads.

Compared to these LRU-based algorithms, SIEVE does not
require “promotion” at each cache hit. Therefore, it is faster
and more scalable. At a single thread, SIEVE is 16% (17%)
faster than the optimized LRU (TwoQ) and on both traces.
At 16 threads, SIEVE shows more than 2× higher throughput
than the optimized LRU and TwoQ on the Meta trace.

4.4 Simplicity
Prototype implementations. SIEVE not only achieves bet-
ter efficiency, higher throughput, and better scalability, but
it is also very simple. We chose the most popular cache
libraries/systems from five different languages: C++, Go,
JavaScript, Python, and Rust, and replaced the LRU with

Table 3: Lines of code (excluding comments and empty lines) and per-object
metadata size required to implement each algorithm in our simulator. We
assume that frequency counter and timestamps use 4 bytes and pointers use
8 bytes.

Algorithm cache hit eviction insertion metadata size
FIFO 1 4 3 16B
LRU 5 4 3 16B
ARC 64 108 20 17B
LIRS 96 120 64 17B
LHD 192 81 64 13B

LeCaR 72 76 20 40B
CACHEUS 168 140 150 54B

TwoQ 28 16 8 17B
Hyberbolic 4 20 4 16B

CLOCK 4 9 3 17B
SIEVE 4 9 3 17B

SIEVE.
Although different libraries/systems have different imple-

mentations of LRU, e.g., most use doubly-linked-list, and
some use arrays, we find that implementing SIEVE is very
easy. Table 2 shows the number of lines (not including the
tests) needed to replace LRU — all implementations require
no more than 21 lines of code changes 6.
Advanced algorithms in simulator. Most of the complex
algorithms we evaluated in §4.2 are not implemented in pro-
duction systems. Therefore, we compare the lines of code
needed to implement cache hit, insert, and evict in our simu-
lator. Although we implemented our own linked list and hash
table data structures in C for our simulator, we do not include
the code lines related to list and hash table operations, i.e., ap-
pending to the list head or inserting to the hash table requires
one line.

Table 3 shows that FIFO requires the fewest number of
lines to implement. On top of FIFO, implementing LRU adds
a few lines to promote an object upon cache hits. CLOCK
and SIEVE require close to 10 lines to implement the eviction
function because both need to find the first object that has not
been visited. However, we remark that SIEVE is simpler than
LRU and CLOCK because SIEVE does not require moving
objects to the head of the queue in either hit or miss (evict).
Besides these, all other algorithms require one to two orders
more lines of code to implement the three functions.
Per-object metadata. In addition to the implementation com-
plexity, we also quantified the per-object metadata needed to
implement each algorithm. FIFO does not require any meta-
data when implemented using a ring buffer. However, such
an implementation does not support overwrite or delete. So
common FIFO implementation also uses a doubly-linked list
with 16 bytes of per-object metadata similar to LRU. CLOCK
and SIEVE are similar, both requiring 1-bit to track object
access status. When implemented using a doubly linked list,

6While most LRU implementations are straightforward to adapt for SIEVE,
CacheLib is an exception. Cachelib is highly optimized for LRU-based algo-
rithms. Many optimizations are not needed for SIEVE, making it impractical
to quantify code modifications for integration with SIEVE. Therefore, it is
not included in Table 2.
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Figure 7: Left: illustration of the sifting process. Right: Miss ratio over time for two traces. The gaps between SIEVE’s miss ratio and others enlarge over time.

they use 17 bytes per-object metadata. Compared to SIEVE,
advanced algorithms often require more per-object metadata.
Many key-value cache workloads have objects as small as
10s of bytes [66, 97], and large metadata wastes the precious
cache space.
ZERO parameter. Besides being easy to implement and
having less metadata, SIEVE also has no parameters. Except
for FIFO, LRU, CLOCK, and Hyperbolic, all other algorithms
have explicit or implicit parameters, e.g., the sizes of queues
in LIRS, the learning rate in LeCaR and CACHEUS, and the
decay rate and age granularity in LHD. Note that although
ARC has no explicit parameters, its adaptive algorithm uses
implicit parameters in deciding when and how much space to
move between the queues. As a comparison, SIEVE has no
parameter and requires no tuning.

5 Distilling SIEVE’s Effectiveness
Our empirical evaluation shows that SIEVE is simultane-

ously simple, fast, scalable, and efficient. In a well-trodden
field like cache eviction, SIEVE’s competitive performance
was a genuine surprise to us as well. We next report our anal-
ysis that seeks to understand the secrets behind its efficiency.

5.1 Visualizing the sifting process
The workhorse of SIEVE is the “hand” that functions as

a sieve: it sifts through the cache to filter out unpopular ob-
jects and retain the popular ones. We illustrate this process in
Fig. 7a, where each column (queue) represents a snapshot of
the cached objects over time from left to right. As the hand
moves from the tail (the oldest object) to the head (the newest
object), objects that have not been visited are evicted – the
same sweeping mechanism that underlies CLOCK [30, 35].
For example, after the first round of sifting, objects at least as
popular as A remain in the cache while others are evicted. The
newly admitted objects are placed at the head of the queue —
much like the CLOCK policy, but a departure from CLOCK,
which does in-place replacements to emulate LRU. During
the subsequent rounds of sifting, if objects that survived pre-
vious rounds remain popular, they will stay in the cache. In
such a case, since most old objects are not evicted, the evic-
tion hand quickly moves past the old popular objects to the
queue positions close to the head. This allows newly inserted
objects to be quickly assessed and evicted, putting greater

eviction pressure on unpopular items (such as “one-hit won-
ders”) than LRU and its variations [67]. As previous work has
shown [16, 55, 94], quick demotion is crucial for achieving
high cache efficiency.

Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c show the cumulative miss ratio over
time of different algorithms on two representative production
traces. After the cache is warmed up, the miss ratio gaps be-
tween SIEVE and other algorithms widen over time, support-
ing the interpretation that SIEVE indeed sifts out unpopular
objects and retains popular ones. A similar observation can
be seen in Fig. 10a.

5.2 Analyzing the sifting process
We now analyze the popularity retention mechanism in

SIEVE. To clarify the exposition, suppose the SIEVE cache
can fit C equally sized objects. Since SIEVE always inserts
new objects at the head, and objects that are retained remain
in their original positions within the queue, the algorithm
implicitly partitions the cache between new and old objects.
This partition is dynamic, allowing SIEVE to strike a bal-
ance between exploration (finding new popular objects) and
exploitation (enjoying hits on old popular objects).

SIEVE performs sifting by moving the hand from the tail
to the head, evicting unpopular objects along the way, which
we call one round of sifting. We use r to denote the number
of rounds. We first enumerate the queue positions p from
the tail (p = 0) to the head (p = C− 1). We then further
denote that an object at position p in round r is examined
(during eviction) or inserted at time T r

p . Note that T effectively
defines a logical timer for the examined objects: whenever an
object is examined, T increases by 1, regardless of whether the
examined object is evicted or retained. In addition, T changes
once each round for an old object (retained from previous
rounds).

For an old object x at position p, we define the “inter-
examination time” Ie(pr) = T r

p −T r−1
p′ where p′ was the po-

sition of x in round r−1. Clearly, p′ ≥ p. For a new object
inserted in the current round, the inter-examination time is
defined as the time between its examination and insertion. We
further define an old object x’s “inter-arrival time” Ia(xr) as
the time, measured again in the number of objects examined,
between the first request to the x in round r and the last re-
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Figure 8: Miss ratio and popular object ratio on a Zipfian dataset (α = 1.0).

quest to x in round r−1. For a new object, the inter-arrival
time is the time between its insertion and the second request.
If an old object is not requested in the last round or a new
object does not have a second request, its inter-arrival time is
infinite.

In round r, consider two consecutive retained objects x1 and
x2 at position p1 and p2 = p1+1. The inter-examination times
are Ie(pr

1) = T r
p1
−T r−1

p′1
and Ie(pr

2) = T r
p2
−T r−1

p′2
, respectively.

The transition yields two invariants:

T r
p2
−T r

p1
= 1

T r−1
p′2
−T r−1

p′1
≥ 1

The first equation follows from x1 and x2 being consecutively
retained objects; the second inequality expresses that other
evictions may have taken place between x1 and x2 in the
previous round. Together, these imply that Ie(pr

1) ≥ Ie(pr
2).

The result generalizes further: for any two retained old objects
in the queue, the object closer to the head has a smaller inter-
examination time.

Moreover, if an object is retained, its inter-arrival time must
be no greater than its inter-examination time. Therefore, for
any retained object x at position px, its inter-arrival time Ia(xr)
must be smaller than the tail object’s inter-examination time:

Ia(xr)≤ Ie(pr
x)≤ Ie(pr

0) (1)

Using the commonly assumed independent reference
model [31, 48, 56, 57] with a Poisson arrival, we can expect
any retained object to be more popular than some dynamic
threshold set by the tail object’s inter-examination time Ie(pr

0).
Since evicting an object keeps the hand pointer at its original
position (relative to the tail), the more objects are evicted
during a round, the longer the inter-examination time. As a
result, SIEVE effectively adapts the popularity threshold so
that more objects are retained in the next round.

Following our sifting process metaphor, the mesh size in
SIEVE is determined by the tail object’s inter-examination
time Ie(pr

0), which is dynamically adjusted based on object
popularity change. If too few objects are retained in one round
(mesh size too small), then we will have an increased tail
inter-examination time Ie(pr

0) (a larger mesh size) in the next
round.

5.3 Deeper study with synthetic workloads
Production trace workloads are often too complex and dy-

namic to analyze. One consistent finding from past workload
characterization work, however, is that object popularity in
web cache workloads invariably follows a heavy-tailed power-
law (generalized Zipfian) distribution [27, 97]. Therefore, we
opted for synthetic power-law workloads for our study. It
allows us to easily modify workload features to better un-
derstand their impact on performance. Using these synthetic
workloads, we further scrutinize SIEVE’s effectiveness.
Miss ratio over size. Fig. 8a displays the miss ratio of
LRU, LFU, ARC, and SIEVE at different cache sizes. Notably,
LFU, ARC, and SIEVE all exhibit lower miss ratios than LRU,
demonstrating their efficiency. Despite being considered opti-
mal for synthetic power-law workloads, LFU performs simi-
larly to ARC and is visibly worse than SIEVE. This is because
objects with medium popularity, such as objects with ranks
around the cache size C, are only requested once before their
eviction. LFU cannot distinguish the true popularity of these
objects and misses out on an opportunity for better perfor-
mance. As a comparison, both ARC and SIEVE can quickly
remove new and potentially unpopular objects, which allows
cached objects to enjoy more time in the cache to demonstrate
their popularity. Between the two algorithms, SIEVE further
extends the tenure of these objects in the cache because when
the hand sweeps through the newly inserted objects, the ob-
jects closer to the head must have strictly shorter inter-arrival
times (expected to be more popular) to survive.
Popular object ratio over size. To capture how different
algorithms manage popular objects, we define a metric called
“popular object ratio”. Under the assumption of a static and
known popularity distribution, the optimal caching policy
retains the most popular content within the cache at all times.
Given a cache size C and a workload following a power-
law distribution, the popular objects are the C most frequent
objects in the workload, denoted by H. The popular ratio
of objects in the cache at time t is calculated by It =

|H∩At |
C

where At denotes the cache contents at time t.
Fig. 8b shows the popular object ratio at different cache

sizes. LRU evicts objects based on recency, which only
weakly correlates with popularity. In this scenario, LRU stores
the least number of popular objects. LFU stores slightly more
“popular objects” than ARC. SIEVE, however, successfully
filters out unpopular objects from the cache.
Varying the popularity skew. Fig. 8 shows a distribution
with Zipfian skewness α= 1. We further studied how different
concentration of popularity affects SIEVE’s effectiveness. Due
to space restrictions, we focus on results with large cache
sizes for the remainder of this subsection. Results using the
small cache size are either similar or do not reveal interesting
patterns.

Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b demonstrate the impact of varying skew
on miss and popular object ratios. As skew increases, making
popular objects more prominent, it becomes easier to identify
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Figure 9: Left two: miss ratio and popular object ratio on Zipfian workloads with different α. Right: hand position in the cache over time in Zipfian workloads.

and cache the popular objects, increasing the popular object
ratio and reducing the miss ratio for all tested algorithms.
Among ARC, LFU, and SIEVE, we observe that SIEVE always
shows a higher popular ratio with a lower miss ratio across
skewness, indicating the efficiency of SIEVE is not limited to
very skewed workloads.

Fig. 9c illustrates the hand position in the SIEVE cache over
time, advancing towards the head with each retained object
and pausing during evictions. Therefore, the more objects are
retained, the faster the movement. We observe that the hand
moves more slowly in the first round than in the later rounds
because that is when many unpopular objects are evicted. In
subsequent rounds, the hand lingers at positions close to the
head for most of the time because SIEVE keeps a new object
at position p only if it is more popular (shorter inter-arrival
time) than the object at position p−1. In other words, SIEVE
performs quick demotion [87].

In more skewed workloads, the hand moves quickly due
to early arrival and higher request volumes for popular ob-
jects, allowing SIEVE to cache most popular objects by the
end of the first round. Consequently, the hand rapidly transi-
tions from tail to head with fewer evictions and spends less
time near the head, as new objects are more likely to be re-
tained, hastening its progress. Nevertheless, the time of each
round varies depending on the frequency of encountering po-
tentially popular objects, highlighting SIEVE’s adaptability
to workload shifts. When new popular objects appear, the
hand accelerates, replacing existing cached objects with the
newcomers by giving less time to set their visited bit.

SIEVE is adaptive. To visualize SIEVE’s adaptivity via the
sifting process, we created a new workload by joining two Zip-
fian (α = 1.0) workloads that request different populations of
objects. Fig. 10 shows the interval miss ratio (per 100,000 re-
quests) over time on this conjoined workload. The changeover
happens at the 50% midway time mark. We observe that the
interval miss ratio of LFU skyrockets to nearly 100% (beyond
figure bounds) since new objects cannot replace the old ob-
jects. Relative to LRU and ARC, SIEVE’s miss ratio spike is
larger because it takes time for the hand to move back to the
tail before it can evict old objects. However, SIEVE’s spike
is invisible when the cache size is small (not shown). With
respect to the interval miss ratio spike, we observe the popular
object ratio of all algorithms (the curves overlap) dropping to
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Figure 10: Interval miss ratio and popular object ratio over time on a work-
load constructed by connecting two different Zipfian workloads (α = 1).
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Figure 11: Average number of instructions per request when running LRU,
FIFO, and SIEVE caches. The top number denotes the miss ratio.

0 when the workload changes at the midway point. Whereas
LFU never recovers from the drop, the popular object ratios
in all other algorithms quickly recover to large proportions.
Finally, the figures corroborate our interpretation of the sift-
ing process: SIEVE’s miss ratio drops over time, while the
fraction of popular objects increases over time.

6 SIEVE as a Turn-key Cache Primitive
6.1 Cache primitives

Beyond being a cache eviction algorithm, SIEVE can serve
as a cache primitive for designing more advanced eviction
policies. To study the range of such policies, we categorize
existing cache eviction algorithm designs into four main ap-
proaches. (1) We can design simple and easy-to-understand
eviction algorithms, such as FIFO queues, LRU queues, LFU
queues, and Random eviction. We call these simple algorithms
cache primitives. SIEVE falls under this category. (2) We can
improve the cache primitives. For example, FIFO-Reinsertion
is designed by adding reinsertion to FIFO; LRU-K [70] is
designed by changing the recency metric in LRU. (3) We can
compose multiple cache primitives with objects moved be-
tween them. For example, ARC, SLRU, and MQ use multiple
LRU queues. (4) We can run multiple cache primitives and
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Figure 12: Impact of replacing LRU with SIEVE in advanced algorithms (a,b). The potential of FIFO, LRU, and SIEVE when endowed with foresight (c).

craft a decision-maker to select eviction candidates suggested
by the primitives. For example, LeCaR [84] uses reinforce-
ment learning to choose between the eviction candidates from
LRU and LFU; HALP [80] uses machine learning (MLP) to
choose one object from the eight objects at the LRU tail.

Having an efficient cache primitive not only provides an
effective and simple eviction algorithm but also enables other
approaches to design more efficient algorithms. The ideal
cache primitive is simultaneously (1) simple, (2) efficient, and
(3) fast — in terms of high throughput. For example, FIFO
and LRU meet these requirements and are frequently used to
construct more advanced algorithms. However, they are less
efficient than complex algorithms.

While we have shown that SIEVE is simple, efficient, and
fast in §4, to further understand SIEVE as a cache primi-
tive, we compare the number of instructions needed to run
FIFO, LRU, and SIEVE caches. We remark that the number
of instructions may not necessarily correlate with latency or
throughput but rather a rough metric of CPU resource usage.
We used perf stat to measure the number of instructions
for serving power-law workloads (100 million requests, 1
million objects) in our simulator. We then deduct the simu-
lator overhead by measuring a no-op cache, which performs
nothing on cache hits and misses.

Fig. 11 shows that SIEVE generally executes fewer instruc-
tions per request than FIFO and LRU, a difference accentu-
ated in skewed workloads and larger cache sizes. Compared
to LRU, SIEVE requires fewer instructions since SIEVE needs
only to check and possibly update a Boolean field on cache
hits, which is much simpler than moving an object to the
head of the queue. Besides LRU, SIEVE also requires fewer
instructions than FIFO because of the difference in miss ra-
tios. Because SIEVE has a lower miss ratio than FIFO, fewer
objects need to be inserted due to cache misses, leading to
fewer instructions per request on average. The only exception
is when SIEVE and FIFO have similar miss ratios, in which
case, FIFO executes fewer instructions than SIEVE. Overall,
SIEVE requires up to 40% and 24% fewer instructions than
LRU and FIFO, respectively.

6.2 Turn-key cache eviction with SIEVE

As a cache primitive, SIEVE can facilitate the design of
more advanced eviction algorithms. To understand the bene-
fits of using a better cache primitive, we replaced the LRU in
LeCaR, TwoQ, and ARC with SIEVE. Note that for ARC, we
only replace the LRU for frequent objects.

We evaluate these algorithms on all traces and show the
miss ratio reduction(from FIFO) in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b.
Compared to SIEVE, LeCaR has much lower efficiency; how-
ever, when replacing the LRU in LeCaR with SIEVE, it sig-
nificantly reduces LeCaR’s miss ratio by 4.5% on average.
TwoQ and ARC achieve efficiency close to SIEVE; however,
when replacing the LRU with SIEVE, the efficiency of both
algorithms gets boosted. For example, ARC-SIEVE achieves
the best efficiency among all compared algorithms at both
small and large cache sizes. It reduces ARC’s miss ratio by
3.7% on average and up to 62.5% on the large cache size (re-
call that ARC reduces LRU’s miss ratio by 6.3% on average).
ARC-SIEVE also reduces SIEVE’s miss ratio by an average
of 2.4% and up to 40.6%.

To understand the potential in suggesting eviction candi-
dates, we evaluated the efficiency of FIFO, LRU, and SIEVE,
granting them access to future request data. Each eviction can-
didate is either evicted or reinserted, depending on whether
the object will be requested soon. We assume that an object
will be requested soon if the logical time (number of requests)
till the object’s next access is no more than C

mr , where C is
the cache size and mr is the miss ratio. This mimics the case
that we have a perfect decision-maker choosing between the
eviction candidates suggested by multiple simple eviction
algorithms. Fig. 12c shows that when supplied with this addi-
tional information, SIEVE achieves the lowest miss ratio on
97% and 94% of the 1559 traces at the large and small cache
size, respectively.

These results highlight the potential of SIEVE as a pow-
erful cache primitive for designing advanced cache eviction
algorithms. Leveraging lazy promotion and quick demotion,
SIEVE not only performs well on its own but also bolsters the
performance of more complex algorithms.
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Figure 13: Byte miss ratio across all CDN traces.
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Figure 14: Byte miss ratios at different cache sizes on two Wiki CDN traces
used in LRB evaluation.

7 Discussion
7.1 Byte miss ratio

To gauge SIEVE’s efficiency in reducing network band-
width usage in CDNs, we analyzed its byte miss ratio by
considering object sizes. We chose the cache size at 10% and
0.1% of the trace footprint in bytes. Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b
show that SIEVE presents larger byte miss ratio reductions at
ALL percentiles than state-of-the-art algorithms at both cache
sizes, showcasing its high efficiency in CDN caches.

We further compared SIEVE with LRB [79], the state-of-
the-art machine-learning-based cache eviction algorithm op-
timized for byte miss ratio. Due to LRB’s long run time,
we only evaluated LRB on the two open-source Wiki traces
provided by the authors. Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b show that
LRB performs better at small cache sizes (1% and 2%), while
SIEVE excels at larger cache sizes. We conjecture that at a
small cache size, the ideal objects to cache are popular ob-
jects with many requests, which LRB can more easily identify
because they have more features (most of LRB’s features
are about the time between accesses to an object). When the
cache size is large, most objects in the cache have few re-
quests. Without enough features, a learned model can provide
little benefits [94, 99]. In summary, compared to complex
machine-learning-based algorithms, SIEVE still has competi-
tive efficiency.

7.2 SIEVE is not scan-resistant
Besides web cache workloads, we evaluated SIEVE on

some block cache workloads. However, we find that SIEVE
sometimes shows a miss ratio higher than LRU. The primary
reason for this discrepancy is that SIEVE is not scan-resistant.
In block cache workloads, which frequently feature scans,
popular objects often intermingle with objects from scans.

Consequently, both types of objects are rapidly evicted af-
ter insertion. Since SIEVE does not use a ghost cache — a
shadow cache that keeps track of recently evicted items to
make smarter future eviction decisions — it cannot recognize
the popular objects when they are requested again. This prob-
lem is less severe on the large cache size, but when the cache
size is small, we observe that having a ghost is critical to be
scan-resistant. We conjecture that not being scan-resistant
is probably the reason why SIEVE remained undiscovered
over the decades of caching research, which has been mostly
focused on page and block accesses.

7.3 TTL-friendliness
Time-to-live (TTL) is a common feature in web

caching [97, 98]. It specifies the duration during which an
object can be used. After the TTL has elapsed, the object
expires and can no longer be served to the user, even if it may
still be cached. Most existing eviction algorithms today do not
consider object expiration and require a separate procedure,
e.g., scanning the cache, to remove expired objects. Similar
to FIFO, SIEVE maintains objects in insertion order, which
allows objects in TTL-partitioned caches, e.g., Segcache [98],
to be sorted by expiration time. This provides a convenient
method for discovering and removing expired objects.

8 Conclusion
We design SIEVE, a simple, efficient, fast, and scalable

cache eviction algorithm for web caches that leverages “lazy
promotion” and “quick demotion”. The high efficiency in
SIEVE comes from gradually sifting out the unpopular ob-
jects. SIEVE is the first and the simplest cache primitive that
supports both lazy promotion and quick demotion. This serves
as the foundation for SIEVE’s high efficiency and high perfor-
mance. Evaluated on 1559 traces from 7 datasets, we show
that SIEVE outperforms complex state-of-the-art algorithms
on over 45% of the traces. We implemented SIEVE in five
open-source production libraries using less than 20 lines on
average.

Availability
The code and data used in this work are open-sourced

at https://github.com/cacheMon/NSDI24-SIEVE. This
repository includes both the simulator and prototypes.

Additionally, we have engineered cache libraries based on
SIEVE for various programming languages. More information
is available at https://sievecache.com.
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Abstract
Many applications can benefit from data that increases perfor-
mance but is not required for correctness (commonly referred
to as soft state). Examples include cached data from backend
web servers and memoized computations in data analytics sys-
tems. Today’s systems generally statically limit the amount of
memory they use for storing soft state in order to prevent un-
bounded growth that could exhaust the server’s memory. Static
provisioning, however, makes it difficult to respond to shifts
in application demand for soft state and can leave significant
amounts of memory idle. Existing OS kernels can only spend
idle memory on caching disk blocks—which may not have the
most utility—because they do not provide the right abstractions
to safely allow applications to store their own soft state.

To effectively manage and dynamically scale soft state, we
propose soft memory, an elastic virtual memory abstraction
with unmap-and-reconstruct semantics that makes it possible
for applications to use idle memory to store whatever soft state
they choose while guaranteeing both safety and efficiency.
We present Midas, a soft memory management system that
contains (1) a runtime that is linked to each application to
manage soft memory objects and (2) OS kernel support that
coordinates soft memory allocation between applications
to maximize their performance. Our experiments with four
real-world applications show that Midas can efficiently and
safely harvest idle memory to store applications’ soft state, de-
livering near-optimal application performance and responding
to extreme memory pressure without running out of memory.

1 Introduction

A wide range of applications can benefit from storing soft state
in memory, including web applications [43], databases [32],
key-value stores [30], CDN services [12, 34], and model serv-
ing frameworks [9]. Data is considered soft state when it is help-
ful for efficiency, but discarding it does not impact correctness
because it can easily be reconstructed if it is later needed. For ex-
ample, caches and memoization are both common forms of soft
state. Soft state enables applications to trade extra memory con-

sumption for better performance, and these gains generally in-
crease with the amount of memory available [45, 47]. A signif-
icant fraction of memory is left idle in today’s datacenters [27,
48], suggesting there is a large untapped opportunity to improve
overall efficiency by using idle memory to store soft state.

While spending memory on soft state can improve
performance, it must not compete with the need to store regular
application data. For example, if too much memory is spent
on soft state, this could lead to swapping to disk or worse still,
out-of-memory errors, which can result in failures. Because
of this, developers often limit their storage of soft state to a
small static amount, for fear that they may run out of memory.
In other words, it is a challenge to allocate enough soft state
to consume all available idle memory, but to not go beyond
the point where it would cause performance issues or failures.

Existing OS abstractions for elastically responding to
changes in available idle memory are too limited. For example,
the Linux Kernel maintains a page cache that automatically fills
idle memory but it can only be used to cache disk blocks. This
constrains idle memory to storing just a single type of soft state
which may or may not provide the most utility for applications.

An ideal abstraction would instead democratize access to
idle memory so that each application could choose how to best
spend it (i.e., the type of soft state that is most beneficial). For
example, suppose an application does not rely much on local
storage, but frequently accesses objects stored in a key value
store over the network. Instead of being limited to the page
cache, idle memory could be spent on caching the key-value
store’s objects locally, resulting in a much greater benefit.

This problem is further complicated in today’s multi-
tenant cloud. It is common for each server to run multiple
applications, and they may come from different users and
exhibit dramatically different performance sensitivity to the
amount of soft state. At the same time, adding memory to one
application can lead to reductions in the performance of others.
Consequently, determining how to dynamically balance
the soft state needs of different applications in a way that
maximizes overall memory utility/performance is a challenge.
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Insight. In this paper, we aim to answer the following
question: can we provide a new virtual memory abstraction for
soft state (herein referred to as “soft memory”) that developers
can use to coordinate with the kernel so that they can take full
advantage of all available memory? In other words, our goal
is to no longer limit idle memory to the page cache, and to
instead allow its use to be customized by each application in
a way that maximizes overall utility.

Unlike existing systems that perform caching entirely in
the user space [2, 9, 30], we propose Midas, a system that
coordinates with the kernel to dynamically provision soft
memory between applications. The advantage of this approach
is two-fold. First, application developers can program with
the illusion of an “unlimited cache”, and are thus freed of the
burden of manually managing their soft state. To avoid running
out of memory, the kernel responds to memory pressure by
rapidly unmapping soft memory pages. To transparently
recover any lost soft state, later accesses will automatically
trigger the application to reconstruct the missing soft state.
Second, the kernel has global visibility of all applications,
their memory usage, and the amount of idle memory, making
it possible to understand each application’s sensitivity to
memory size and automatically coordinate soft memory
allocation between applications. Midas also incorporates the
page cache by treating it as another source of soft memory.

Challenges. Midas is a soft memory management system that
achieves (1) programming flexibility and (2) dynamic memory
provisioning, with unmap-and-reconstruct semantics, to
guarantee both safety and efficiency. Realizing these benefits
requires overcoming four major challenges:

First, what interfaces shall we expose to developers? To im-
prove usability, Midas provides developers with a soft memory
pointer abstraction (similar to C++ smart pointers) to access
soft memory easily and safely (see §4.1). Midas offers a set
of high-level key-value store APIs, which are similar to those
of popular cache services (such as Memcached [30], Redis [2],
CacheLib [9], etc.), but enhanced to allow the exposure of
more semantics to the runtime. A critical interface we expose
to developers is data structure reconstruction—developers
not only register soft memory objects but also specify their
(re)construction logic, so soft state can be transparently
regenerated if it is later accessed after it was evicted.

Second, how shall soft memory be managed? Program
data is allocated as objects on the heap but the kernel cannot
recognize them, as it is only aware of memory pages. As a
result, if we let the kernel manage soft memory alone, it could
only reclaim space in coarse-grained units without knowledge
of what objects the space contains. For example, reclaiming
hot (i.e., frequently accessed) objects in a soft-state cache can
lead to significant slowdowns. In addition, it is undesirable to
reclaim space from the programs that would benefit the most
from soft state when others need it less, but such performance
sensitivity information is invisible to the kernel.

To solve the problem, we propose a runtime library that can
be linked into each application to recognize object behaviors,
letting the runtime and the kernel co-manage soft memory.
The Midas runtime offers a log-structured allocator [41] and a
concurrent evacuator that continuously identifies and compacts
hot objects into a small soft memory space. This information
(of hot and cold regions) is shared with the kernel so that it can
focus its reclamation on regions with cold objects (see §4.2).

Third, how can we coordinate soft memory allocation
between applications? The runtime can only see each applica-
tion’s individual behavior without any global knowledge of the
server’s available memory and other applications’ needs. Fur-
thermore, the runtime can only manage objects in user space,
but cannot dynamically add/remove memory between appli-
cations. To overcome this challenge, we propose a global coor-
dinator inside the Linux kernel. The coordinator periodically
probes each application by communicating with the runtime to
request information regarding the application’s sensitivity to
cache size. Cold regions of soft memory from applications that
are less sensitive to size changes will be reclaimed and memory
will be given to those that are more sensitive (and hence benefit
more from a larger cache) by the kernel (see §4.3).

Finally, how can the kernel quickly reclaim soft memory
without disrupting a running application? Since the kernel
operates at page granularity, a natural idea is to swap out
pages that contain soft-state data. Unfortunately, swapping is
disruptive—swapping out a page blocks all incoming memory
allocations and hence all threads of the application; frequently
swapping pages can introduce significant overheads that
prevent applications from reaching service-level agreements
(SLA) [40] (see §2).

To maintain high efficiency, Midas instead uses the kernel
to unmap pages directly (which is much faster than swapping
them to disk). When pages are unmapped, their underlying
data is lost—this is acceptable for soft state because it can
be regenerated. Without coordination, however, the kernel
cannot distinguish soft state from application data, making
unmapping potentially unsafe.

To solve this problem, our runtime is designed in a way that
is resilient to data loss. A soft pointer-based interface detects
data loss through segmentation faults that are triggered by the
runtime’s functions. These functions are carefully designed
to capture faults and transparently invoke a reconstruction
interface to regenerate the needed data (see §4.2.3).

Compared to paging, Midas does not freeze the execution
when shrinking soft memory, resulting in less disruption
to the application. Furthermore, reconstruction focuses on
recovering the individual objects that are needed and hence
is much more fine-grained and can be more efficient than
swapping, which brings back entire pages. Reconstruction
may require more computation than paging (the amount of
computation depends on exact soft state data). Therefore,
Midas provides a profiling tool that warns developers when
reconstruction incurs a high cost (discussed in §4.4).
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Figure 1: The throughput of all three applications increases by
caching more soft state, but the benefit varies: SocialNet is 1.8×
faster by caching 70% of its working set, while HDSearch, in contrast,
achieves a 3.3× throughput increase by caching 50% state.

Results. With Midas, one can easily allow applications to
take advantage of soft state that do not currently support
it. It is also easy to port legacy code that uses an existing
cache system to use Midas instead. Our evaluation shows that
Midas can efficiently and safely harvest idle memory to store
applications’ soft state and achieve near-optimal performance
while reacting to extreme memory pressure quickly enough
to avoid running out of memory. By effectively granting
soft memory to the applications that benefit the most, Midas
achieves 1.34× higher overall throughput than Cliffhanger
(a state-of-the-art caching system). Midas is available at
https://github.com/uclasystem/midas.

2 Motivation

Many types of applications can benefit from soft state. For ex-
ample, a web frontend could cache content locally after loading
it from a backend to reduce network traffic and improve re-
sponse times; a database could cache the results of user queries
to reduce disk I/O and improve throughput; and a data analytic
or machine learning system could memoize intermediate
computation results to eliminate redundant computations.

To gain a high-level understanding of how much improve-
ment can be achieved by storing soft state, we experimented
with three datacenter applications: SocialNet (from Death-
StarBench [18]), MongoDB [32], and HDSearch (from
µSuite [46]). Each of these applications are capable of
using soft state. SocialNet [18] is a web forum built using
microservices; it employs Memcached and Redis to cache
user data in its frontend services. MongoDB [32] is a NoSQL
database; it has a built-in, in-memory caching engine that
caches recently queried data. HDSearch is an image search
service that memoizes the feature vectors of the images in its
corpus, generated by a GPU-based DNN.

Figure 1 shows the throughput of each application with vary-
ing amounts of soft state. The x-axis represents the percentage
of each application’s working set cached in memory, and the
y-axis shows the normalized throughput (to its performance
without soft state). Soft state is helpful to all applications
but the amount of benefit it provides varies. SocialNet is the
least sensitive to its soft state size; however, it still sees a
1.8× speedup by storing 70% of its soft state. HDSearch, in
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Figure 2: SocialNet starts to swap when it caches excessive data
and exhausts all available memory at t = 8min and it experiences a
throughput collapse.
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which limits performance.

contrast, is more sensitive to the soft state size—its throughput
increases by more than 3× with only 50% of its soft state.

Real-world datacenter applications can access a massive
amount of data. For example, a web forum like Twitter
generates petabytes of new data every day [49]. Thus, blindly
storing soft state in memory without a proper limit can hurt
application performance. An example of this problem is
shown in Figure 2. Storing soft state increases the throughput
of SocialNet up to a point. However, when idle memory
becomes exhausted, the kernel begins to swap out pages (at
t=8min), leading to a severe collapse in throughput.

A simple strawman solution is to statically provision a
limited memory capacity for storing soft state so that memory
use does not grow unbounded. However, provisioning the
right capacity is extremely challenging in practice.

First, for each application, we must find its sweet spot
of cache capacity; underprovisioning limits performance
while overprovisioning wastes memory. In addition, data-
center applications often have phased behaviors and load
variability [7, 8], making it impossible to have a simple static
configuration that is optimal at all times. For example, Figure
3 shows the results of SocialNet when statically provisioning
it with 4 GiB for storing soft state. It takes about 5 minutes
to fully fill this memory, leading to a suboptimal utilization
during this period. Performance increases with more usage
until it exhausts the soft state limit. After that, performance
flattens out despite the possibility of higher throughput if
additional soft state memory were available (the optimal line).

Second, as shown by Figure 1, different applications gain
different amounts of benefits through caching. To achieve
optimal overall performance with a limited amount of memory,
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Figure 4: Midas enables developers to utilize soft memory easily and
efficiently with three major components: a familiar programming
abstraction, an application-integrated runtime, and a global soft-
memory budget coordinator.

one must grant space correctly to the applications that benefit
the most. For example, initially MongoDB’s performance
is most sensitive to the amount of soft state (the left side of
Figure 1), and thus we should prioritize its need. However,
the return diminishes quickly after caching 30% of its state.
To make the best use of the remaining memory, we should
respond by granting memory to HDSearch.

These problems call for a new system that can provide
elastic access to soft state for applications and dynamically
coordinate usage among applications in response to each
one’s execution phase and sensitivity to soft state size. To
be efficient, soft state should be able to quickly scale up and
down its capacity with little disruption. To be safe, the system
should be resilient to data loss caused by scaling down. To be
responsive, the system should conduct coordination among
applications quickly. Finally, to be practical, the system should
provide familiar programming abstractions for developers to
store and access soft state.

3 Midas Overview
As shown by Figure 4, Midas consists of three main com-
ponents: a programming abstraction for using soft memory
(§4.1), an application-integrated runtime that manages soft-
memory objects (§4.2), and a global coordinator that arbitrates
soft memory usage across different applications (§4.3).

Midas provides programming abstractions that enable sim-
ple and efficient use of soft memory through familiar APIs. At
a low-level, programmers can interact with Midas through soft
memory pointers, an abstraction that provides object ownership
similar to C++ smart pointers. However, it differs in that under-
lying objects can be forcibly released when under memory pres-
sure, even if still in scope. If a released object is later accessed,
a reconstructor function is invoked to regenerate the missing
object (e.g., by fetching it from a database over the network).

Building upon soft memory pointers, Midas provides a
higher-level library of familiar STL-style soft data structures—
including arrays, hash tables, and queues. These hide the
complexity of managing individual soft memory pointers, and
can be used as drop-in replacements for existing data structures.
For example, a developer building a key-value store similar
to Memcached could use a soft hash table to store soft memory
objects. Midas’s high-level interface is generally sufficient for
most use cases, but developers are free to build their own cus-
tom soft data structures through use of soft memory pointers.

Midas manages soft memory objects through a runtime
that is linked as a library with the application. It serves as an
allocator for soft memory objects. It works cooperatively with
the coordinator (discussed next) to determine the best memory
to release (i.e., idle memory first, then cold objects, and finally
hot objects). To achieve this, the runtime provides a moving
allocator that embraces the idea of log-structured memory [41]
to organize soft memory into different segments. An evacuator
thread scans and compacts logs to segregate hot objects, cold
objects, and dead objects. This helps both to coordinate which
memory should be freed and to reduce fragmentation.

However, the runtime is not trusted for correct operation.
If it fails to respond quickly enough or if memory pressure
becomes too severe, pages will be unmapped in an uncoordi-
nated fashion to avoid swapping. In the event such forcible
revocation happens, the runtime is designed to safely tolerate
page faults when accessing unmapped memory. To achieve
this, we developed a set of page-fault-resilient functions and
used them as primitives to build our runtime.

Midas’s global coordinator dynamically adjusts the soft
memory budget among applications to optimize their overall
performance. It periodically probes the marginal utility of soft
memory for each application by granting a small amount of
additional memory and observing the effect on performance.
Using this information, the coordinator can optimize the
allocation of soft memory by granting it to the applications
that benefit the most. The coordinator defines the global
utility function as the weighted average of all applications’
performance and employs a hill-climbing algorithm to
approach the global optimal point. Midas allows operators
to specify the weight of each application to indicate relative
significance, similar to the nice interface of Linux.

4 Design

4.1 Soft Memory Abstraction
Soft memory is a new type of memory that can be revoked
under memory pressure. In Midas, soft memory is backed
by physical pages that can be unilaterally unmapped and
reclaimed by the OS kernel. Accessing reclaimed soft memory
will trigger a reconstruction event to rebuild the missing data.
Midas provides a smart-pointer-like API to enable developers
to easily use soft memory, hiding the complex details of soft
memory allocation/deallocation, page-fault handling, and data
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1 template <typename T, typename... ReconArgs >
2 class SoftMemPool {
3 SoftMemPool(std::function <T(ReconArgs...)>
4 reconstructor);
5 SoftUniquePtr <T, ReconArgs...> new_unique();
6 SoftSharedPtr <T, ReconArgs...> new_shared();
7 };
8

9 template <typename T, typename... ReconArgs >
10 class SoftUniquePtr {
11 ~SoftUniquePtr();
12 T read(ReconArgs... args);
13 void write(T newval);
14 bool cmpxchg(const T &oldval , T newval);
15 };

Listing 1: Midas’s soft memory pool and unique pointer interface.
1 template <typename T> class SoftArray {
2 SoftArray(size_t size , std::function <T(size_t)>
3 reconstructor);
4 T read(size_t idx);
5 void write(size_t idx, T t);
6 bool cmpxchg(size_t idx, const T &oldval , T newval);
7 };
8

9 class BlockCache {
10 BlockCache(size_t sz) : array_(sz, [](size_t idx) {
11 return read_from_storage(idx); }) {}
12 Block read(size_t idx) { return array_.read(idx); }
13 void write(size_t idx, Block block) {
14 array_.write(idx, block);
15 write_to_storage(idx , block);
16 }
17

18 SoftArray <Block > array_;
19 };

Listing 2: Midas’s soft array interface and a simple user-level storage
block cache (similar to Linux’s page cache) built using soft array.

reconstruction (§4.1.1). Furthermore, Midas offers high-level
data structure libraries as composable building blocks (§4.1.2).

4.1.1 Soft Memory Pointer

Listing 1 shows Midas’s soft memory pool and pointer
interface. To use soft memory, developers first need to create
a soft memory pool which can later be used to allocate soft
memory pointers. The pool abstraction conceptually groups
together soft pointers whose objects can be reconstructed in
a similar way. Midas exposes the pool as a C++ template class
whose parameters consist of two parts: T, which is the object
type of soft pointers to allocate, and ReconArgs, which are the
types of arguments used for reconstructing a missing object.
Developers can initialize a pool with a reconstructor
function and then allocate pointers using new_unique (for
soft unique pointers, similar to C++’s std::unique_ptr)
and new_shared (for shared pointers).

Soft memory pointers support automatic lifetime man-
agement through reference counting. Developers can use
its read API to get the value of the pointed object. In case
the underlying soft memory has been reclaimed, Midas will
automatically reconstruct the missing object using the recon-
struction arguments passed into read (we will show a concrete
example soon in §4.1.2). Midas hides the raw reference and
returns the value by copying. This is critical as the underlying
reference may become invalid any time when the soft memory
gets reclaimed. With copying, Midas restricts potential

faulting sites to stay inside Midas’s internal code, thereby
freeing developers from handling complicated page faults in
the application code. The copying design incurs negligible
performance overheads (only a few additional cache accesses).
write enables developers to update the object value. However,
different from read, write does not require reconstruction
arguments as Midas can directly rebuild the object using the
new value. Soft pointers also support atomic operations like
compare-and-exchange, enabling developers to atomically
update object values to support multi-threaded applications.

With its smart pointer design, Midas is able to capture rich
application semantics for effectively managing soft memory.
For example, since all soft object accesses go through the
read/write API, Midas can accurately track the hotness
information of each object which can be leveraged by Midas
runtime for making intelligent object placement and eviction
decisions (details in §4.2). Soft pointer’s automatic lifetime
management enables cascading eviction, improving the
efficiency of using soft memory. For instance, in a web forum
application, a forum post object may contain a soft unique
pointer to an attached picture. Under memory pressure, Midas
may decide to evict the post object in which case the reference
count of the picture pointer will automatically drop to zero
and trigger evicting the dangling picture object cascadingly.

4.1.2 Soft Data Structures

To further reduce the programming effort of using soft
memory, Midas offers high-level data structures as convenient
building blocks. Midas’s built-in data structures include soft
arrays, soft hash tables, and soft queues; developers can also
easily build more based on the soft pointer abstraction.

Listing 2 presents the interface of soft array (lines 1-8).
Developers can create a soft array by specifying its size and
reconstructor (which rebuilds the array element of a given
index). Soft array supports standard read, write, and atomic
operations by index. Under the hood, a soft array is simply
implemented via an ordinary array of soft pointers.

Lines 10-21 present a user-level storage block cache as a
simple illustrative application, similar to Linux’s page cache.
BlockCache internally wraps a soft array whose elements
are storage blocks (line 20). This enables it to efficiently
leverage idle memory to cache storage blocks in a best-effort
manner. For each block read request, it simply retrieves the
result from the soft array (line 14). Upon an element miss,
the array automatically reconstructs the element by reading
the block back from the storage device (lines 12-13). For each
block write request, BlockCache updates both the cache in
array and the data in storage.

4.2 Application-Integrated Runtime

Midas runtime is the key component that manages soft objects
to enable efficient use of soft memory. It includes a log-
structured memory allocator that serves memory allocation
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Figure 5: Midas organizes soft memory using a free segment list and
a used segment list (sorted by segment’s hotness, useful for Midas’s
evacuator in §4.2.2). It employs a log-structured allocator to serve
memory allocation requests. Each object has a 10-byte header, which
includes a liveness bit, an evacuating bit, hotness bits, an object size
field, and a reversed pointer field.

requests and organizes objects into a list of segments (§4.2.1),
a concurrent evacuator that constantly compacts hot objects
and releases cold and dead objects (§4.2.2). Page faults can
happen in Midas runtime when the soft memory it is accessing
gets reclaimed and unmapped because of memory pressure.
To ensure robustness, we carefully built the runtime using a
set of page-fault-resilient functions which are able to capture
page faults and gracefully recover from them (§4.2.3).

In Midas, the runtime as well as the soft memory it manages
are linked directly into each application’s address space.
Compared to traditional cache services (e.g., Memcached) that
run in a separate process, our design offers several important
advantages. First, it provides direct and efficient soft memory
accesses for applications, eliminating the inter-process
communication (IPC) overhead. Second, it enables our
runtime to profile the application and collect semantics, greatly
facilitating semantics-aware optimizations. Third, since
each application has its own runtime, we can easily enforce
soft memory isolation among applications and adaptively
customize the memory management policy of each application.

4.2.1 Log-structured Soft Memory Allocator

Midas embraces the idea of log-structured memory [41]
to manage soft memory; it reduces memory fragmentation
through compaction, thereby achieving higher efficiency in
utilizing soft memory.

Midas’s log-structured allocator organizes soft memory
using a free segment list and a used segment list, illustrated
in Figure 5. Segments are the units for Midas to perform
evacuation to compact objects and reclaim space (details in
§4.2.2). The total size of all segments (used and free) equals the
soft memory budget that the linked application receives from
the global coordinator (§4.3). For each memory allocation
request, the allocator allocates space from a free segment;
if the current one is full, it will pop a new one from the free
list. Midas backs each segment using a 2 MiB huge page; this
reduces TLB pressure and page table walk cost. While small
objects reside in only one segment (i.e., they do not cross the
segment boundary), big objects whose sizes are larger than 2
MiB span across multiple segments. Since the free list does not
provide any address contiguity guarantee for segments, Midas

breaks the big object into smaller pieces—each one fits into
a single segment—and chains them together using segment
headers. The decomposition is transparent to application
developers; upon object read, Midas automatically reads all
segregated pieces and stitches them back. This is possible
thanks to Midas’s pass-by-copy interface (§4.1).

Each allocated object has a 10-byte header inlined with
its data, used for tracking the object’s runtime information.
This includes 1) a liveness bit, indicating whether the object
has been deallocated; 2) an evacuating bit, marked by the
evacuator to synchronize evacuation with object accesses; 3)
hotness bits, a counter that will be incremented (or unchanged
when it has reached the maximum) each time the object gets
accessed; 4) a size field, indicating the total size of the object;
5) a reverse pointer field, used by the evacuator, if it moves
the object, to rewrite the soft pointer.

4.2.2 Soft Memory Evacuator

As the allocation goes on, the application may eventually
deplete the free segment list. It is the responsibility of Midas’s
evacuator to constantly release cold and dead objects, ensuring
the best use of soft memory by only storing hot objects. In
addition, the evacuator tracks segments in order of hotness
in a used list (see Figure 5), to simplify the design and improve
the speed of memory reclamation, in which the kernel forcibly
unmaps application’s soft memory pages under intense
memory pressure (§4.3).

Midas’s background thread continuously monitors the
free segment ratio and triggers evacuation if it falls below
a configurable threshold (our default value is 90%). The
evacuation mainly consists of three stages:
Scanning Stage. The evacuator first scans through all objects
in the used segment list. For each scanned object, it decrements
the embedded hotness counter (similar to the CLOCK
algorithm [15]). The evacuator treats objects with a zero pre-
scanning hotness value, in addition to deallocated objects, as
dead objects; they will be released in the compaction stage. The
evacuator calculates the live ratio of each segment (i.e., the per-
centage of live bytes) during scanning, and then uses it to sort
all scanned segments to decide their priority for compaction.
The segment with the lowest live ratio will be compacted first
as it yields the largest benefits (in terms of the reclaimed space).
Compaction Stage. The evacuator compacts one segment at a
time. For each live object, it first relies on the evacuation bit to
synchronize with application threads to avoid data race (similar
to AIFM [40]). It then copies the object into a new segment and
leverages the reversed pointer field to rewrite the address of the
corresponding soft pointer. After evacuating all live objects, it
moves the segment from the used list into the free list.
Sorting Stage. After compaction, the evacuator calculates the
segment-level hotness value for all segments in the used list,
defined as ∑∀ob j∈seg SIZE(ob j) ·HOT NESS(ob j). It finally
sorts the used list by segment-level hotness in ascending order.
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1 for each segment S to compact {
2 D = pick_destination_segment();
3 for each object O in S {
4 try {
5 // A wrapper around our PF-resilient memcpy
6 copy_object_into(O, D);
7 } catch (SoftMemUnmapped &exception) {
8 if (exception.fault_addr belongs to O)
9 break; // Skip S as it has gone

10 else // It must belong to D
11 goto line2; // Pick a new D and restart
12 }
13 }
14 }

Listing 3: Midas implements its evacuator’s compaction code using a
page-fault-resilient memory copy function.

4.2.3 Page-Fault-Resilient Functions

Midas runtime directly manipulates soft memory during
allocation and evacuation. Since the kernel may unmap soft
pages to reclaim memory under pressure (details in §4.3), the
runtime has to be aware of page faults and be able to recover
from them gracefully. We carefully built the runtime to achieve
this goal. First, we stored the important metadata (e.g., the
free and used segment lists) in normal memory instead of soft
memory, therefore it will not be lost under memory pressure.
This is viable as the metadata only consumes little memory
(less than 10 MiB). Second, we introduced page-fault-resilient
functions and used them as primitives to build the runtime.

A page-fault-resilient function is able to capture any internal
page fault that stems from dereferencing unmapped soft mem-
ory and respond to it by reverting all side effects and throwing
a SoftMemUnmapped(fault_addr) exception to the caller.
As a concrete example, in Midas we internally implemented
a page-fault-resilient memory copy function, which is used to
build the evacuator’s compaction code to withstand page faults
(see Listing 3). Page faults can happen when copying objects
from the old segment into the new segment. To deal with this
case, Midas uses its resilient memory copy function (line 7)
to capture and handle the potential exception (lines 8-13).

Midas registers its own signal handler to facilitate capturing
and handling all soft-memory-related page faults. Addition-
ally, a page-fault-resilient function satisfies the following
requirements to ensure resilience:

• It embeds a fault recovery code block for aborting the
partial execution and rolling back side effects. Midas
runtime maintains a mapping from resilient functions to
their recovery blocks so that when page fault happens the
handler can invoke the corresponding recovery code.

• All of its inner non-resilient functions have to be inlined
to prevent the control flow from jumping out of its scope.
Otherwise, the page fault handler is unable to find the
corresponding recovery code.

• It preserves its stack frame base pointer (by disabling the
compiler optimization) so that the fault handler can easily
unwind its stack and throw an exception back to its caller.

4.3 Global Soft Memory Coordinator
Midas’s global coordinator is responsible for granting
server’s idle memory to applications as soft memory and
coordinating the budget across applications to optimize the
overall performance.

4.3.1 Soft Memory Management Mechanism

The coordinator maps idle memory pages directly into an
application’s address space as soft memory segments. For
each application, the coordinator dynamically maps or unmaps
pages to readjust its soft memory budget. To facilitate the
management, the application’s runtime shares its free segment
list and used segment list with the coordinator.

To grant more soft memory to an application, the co-
ordinator maps more pages to it and inserts them into the
free segment list. Similarly, to reclaim memory from an
application, the coordinator unmaps pages. The coordinator
first tries to pop out and unmap the segments from the free list;
since they do not hold any useful live objects, unmapping them
does not incur any impact on the application’s performance.
Meanwhile, the runtime strives to avoid the exhaustion of the
free list by triggering evacuation (§4.2.2).

The synergy between the runtime and the coordinator is able
to handle moderate memory pressure (i.e., the common case).
However, under severe pressure, the evacuation may fall be-
hind, leading to an empty free segment list. To avoid depletion,
the coordinator reacts by unmapping used segments which may
induce performance disruption in two folds. First, when the ap-
plication later tries to access an unmapped object, the runtime
will experience a page fault which incurs overhead. Second,
the runtime has to spend additional time reconstructing the
missing object. To alleviate this issue, the coordinator priori-
tizes cold segments over hot segments. Thanks to the evacuator,
the segments in the used list have been ordered by their hotness
(§4.2.2). Therefore, the coordinator can realize prioritization
by simply unmapping segments based on their order in the list.

4.3.2 Coordination Policy

Midas continuously adjusts each application’s soft memory
budget by solving the following optimization problem:

maximize
m ∑

∀i∈APPS
wiΓi(mi) , subject to ∑

∀i∈APPS
mi=M

For each application i, wi denotes its weight (which is either
specified by the operator or uses the default value 1) and Γi
denotes its performance utility when assigned soft memory
of size mi. The server-wide overall utility is defined as the
weighted sum of all application’s utilities. M denotes the
server’s total idle memory.

By default, the coordinator estimates Γi as −RCOSTi,
where RCOSTi is the application’s CPU usage spent on
reconstructing missing objects. Midas’s runtime can easily
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collect this per-application information and report it to the
coordinator. Developers can also plug in the real performance
metric reported by applications—which already exists in many
datacenter applications [11]—for a more faithful Γi.

Midas solves the optimization problem using the hill climb-
ing approach [42]. It periodically probes every application’s
marginal utility benefit ∂Γi(mi)

∂mi
by additionally assigning a

small portion of memory ∆mi and monitoring the change of
utility ∆Γi . Midas regrants the soft memory budget from the
application with the lowest marginal utility benefit to the one
with the highest benefit.

In contrast, Cliffhanger (a recent cache service) [13]
adopts a coordination policy that optimizes for the overall
cache hit rate, but this does not necessarily optimize the
overall performance. For example, caching objects that are
frequently accessed may not be helpful if they can be cheaply
reconstructed. Midas avoids this issue by using both access
frequency and reconstruction cost as metrics for optimization.

4.4 Discussion

Though Midas is mainly designed for caching hot data and
memoizing intermediate computation results, developers have
the freedom to put any data into soft memory as long as it is re-
constructible. However, storing data that is expensive to recon-
struct but infrequently accessed can lead to performance issues.
Midas provides a profiling tool that generates runtime warnings
if such cases are detected. In addition,Midas offers a debugging
mode where we validate the reconstruction logic by calling the
user-defined reconstruction function and comparing its result
with the actual cached object using the object’s comparison
operator. Bugs are reported if these objects are not identical.

Midas also incorporates Linux’s page cache by simply
treating it as another per-application soft memory pool. For
each application, Midas’s shim layer intercepts all POSIX
file operations and caches the file data using a soft hash table,
whose keys are file inode numbers along with block-aligned
offsets and values are file blocks. The reconstructor rebuilds
the missing block by performing the actual file read.

5 Implementation

Midas is implemented in C++ and includes bindings for C.
Our implementation has 2,814 LOC for the soft memory
abstraction (§4.1), 3,866 LOC for the runtime (§4.2), and
1,029 LOC for the global coordinator (§4.3).

Soft data structures store their metadata (e.g., a hash table’s
bucket array that stores indices) in normal memory and store
their data payload (e.g., a hash table’s key-value pairs) in soft
memory using soft pointers.

The log-structure allocator enforces 16-byte alignment
for allocated data to make it GCC-compatible. The evacuator
adopts a concurrent pauseless design similar to AIFM [40].

The evacuator ensures atomicity when evacuating or recon-
structing large objects that span across multiple soft memory
segments. Midas registers its own SIGSEGV handler. For each
segmentation fault, the handler checks whether the faulting
memory address belongs to a soft memory region and whether
the faulting program counter (PC) belongs to a page-fault-
resilient function; for faults that do not meet these conditions,
the handler treats them as unrecoverable exceptions and aborts
the program. To facilitate the PC check, Midas leverages a
linker script to place all resilient functions into a separate code
segment whose layout is known at compile time.

During each application’s initialization, the runtime
registers itself to the global coordinator using ioctl and
uses mmap to create a shared memory region for exposing
information—including its free segment list and used list
(implemented as arrays) and the application’s reconstruction
cost (implemented as a counter)—to the coordinator.

We implemented the global coordinator as a user-space
daemon (that runs the coordination policy) and a privileged
kernel module (that executes the coordination decision by
mapping/unmapping pages to/from user processes directly).
Every 5 seconds, the coordinator probes the marginal utility of
each application and makes a new adjustment to soft memory
budgets. It probes an application by either granting or revoking
64 MiB soft memory and monitoring its performance change.
In each adjustment, it regrants up to 256 MiB soft memory from
the application with the lowest marginal utility to the one with
the highest utility. To avoid oscillation, it refrains from grant-
ing more soft memory to the application until it has consumed
the additional memory offered in the previous round.

6 Programming with Midas

We present general guidelines of programming with Midas
(§6.1) followed by concrete examples of porting four real
applications (§6.2).

6.1 Guidelines

When is it safe to use soft memory? Developers can
generally use soft memory to store any application data that
follows the unmap-and-reconstruct semantics. To support
evacuation, developers have to implement copy constructors
for objects stored in soft memory.
When is it beneficial to use soft memory? Developers should
generally consider using soft memory when applications can
opportunistically benefit from having additional memory.
Typical use cases include caching in web applications and
memoization in data analytics systems. They often have
unknown marginal utility and unbounded memory footprint,
making them hard to handle efficiently through static provi-
sioning. Midas can benefit them by automatically rightsizing
their soft memory budget and harvesting idle memory.
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Applications Abstractions
used

Porting
effort (LOC)

CPU
cores

Normal
mem. (GiB)

Peak soft
mem. (GiB)

Reconstruction
cost (µs/obj.) Dataset

HDSearch [46] Soft hash table 36 12 1.7 13.6 1244.2 OpenImg [25], 1.9M images
WiredTiger [33] Soft pointer 332 12 3.7 21.3 20.6 Facebook USR [8], 50M KV

Storage Server [24] Soft array 29 4 1.1 20.4 10.5 multilate [23], 16 GiB disk

SocialNet [18]
Soft hash table

Soft queue
175 20 1.3 12.2 99.1–3227.7

Socfb-Penn94 [39],
41.5K nodes, 1.4M edges

Table 1: We ported four applications into Midas with low programming effort. All four applications extensively use soft memory while their
data reconstruction costs vary drastically.

How to migrate from traditional cache services? Exist-
ing applications that employ local cache services (e.g., Mem-
cached [30] or Redis [2]) can directly use Midas as a drop-in re-
placement. Existing applications that employ distributed cache
services (e.g., AWS ElastiCache [1]) can use Midas as a fast lo-
cal cache tier to reduce the overhead of accessing remote cache.

6.2 Application Case Studies
We ported four applications to Midas. They cover a range of
CPU usage,normal and soft memory usage,data reconstruction
cost, and Midas’s abstraction usage (see Table 1).
HDSearch [46] is an image search service based on content
similarity. For each query, a feature extraction backend
transforms the input image into a feature vector via a DNN
(running on GPU), and then caches the result along with a
hash of the image (using Memcached for memoization). To
port this application, we replaced Memcached with our soft
hash table, which only involves 36 LOC changes. It has 1.7
GiB normal memory usage and 13.6 GiB peak soft memory
usage. Reconstructing KV pairs is expensive (1244.2 µs per
object) as it requires re-performing transformation on GPU.
WiredTiger [33] is a NoSQL key-value storage engine used
by MongoDB [32]. It persists all key-value pairs in storage
indexed via an in-memory B+ tree. It has a built-in in-memory
caching engine that caches the data of B+ tree’s internal nodes
and leaf nodes to reduce expensive storage I/Os. To port
WiredTiger, we implement its caching engine using Midas’s
soft memory pool and pointer abstractions; we created a
soft memory pool with a reconstruction method that wraps
WiredTiger’s existing code for handling cache misses, and
replaced ordinary B+ tree pointers with soft memory pointers
allocated from the pool. This only involves 332 LOC changes.
With our port, WiredTiger has 3.7 GiB normal memory usage
and 21.3 GiB peak soft memory usage. Reconstructing a tree
node object requires reading its content from the disk and
rebuilding the index, which takes 20.6 µs.
Storage Service is an NVMe-based block storage service
similar to Reflex [24]. It exposes a standard block I/O interface
using RPC to support accessing 4KiB storage blocks remotely.
Its original design uses SPDK [3] to communicate with the
storage block device, which bypasses Linux’s page cache.
To port it, we cache the block data using a soft array, similar

to the BlockCache design in Listing 2. This requires adding
29 LOC. With our port, it uses 1.1 GiB normal memory and
20.4 GiB peak soft memory. Reconstructing an array element
requires a block I/O which takes 8.5 µs to finish.
SocialNet is a twitter-like latency-critical web service from
DeathStarBench [18]. It is built using 12 microservices with
sophisticated fan-out patterns and call dependencies. Its orig-
inal design uses Memcached/Redis to cache users’ data and
memoize results of certain queries, and employs pools to cache
TCP connections/RPC sessions. Since each microservice has
its own binary and runs within its own process, Midas treats
SocialNet as 12 different applications. To port it, for each
microservice, we replace its Memcached/Redis usage with
Midas’s soft hash table and connection pool with Midas’s soft
queue; this involves 175 LOC changes. With our port, it uses
1.3 GiB normal memory and 12.2 GiB peak soft memory. It
takes 99.1–3227.7 µs to reconstruct an object depending on
its type; for example, it takes only 99.1 µs to re-establish an
RPC session but requires 3227.7 µs to re-fetch a user’s post.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions:
1. Can Midas judiciously coordinate soft memory among

applications to optimize overall performance? (§7.1)
2. Can Midas quickly and reactively harvest available idle

memory to improve utilization and performance? (§7.2)
3. Can Midas quickly react to memory pressure to avoid out-

of-memory killing while maintaining good performance?
(§7.3 and §7.4)

4. How does the data reconstruction cost of an application
affect its performance? (§7.4)

Setup. We conducted experiments on one server that equips a
48-core Intel Xeon Gold 6252 CPU and 128 GiB memory. The
server ran Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux 5.14. In line with prior
work [37], we enable hyperthreading, but disable dynamic
CPU frequency scaling, transparent huge pages, and kernel
mitigations for transient execution attacks. For interactive
services (e.g., SocialNet), we use a separate server to generate
load, which connects to the application server via a 10 GbE
network. For all four applications, we generated requests
with Zipfian distribution, consistent with the study of real
datacenter workloads [9].
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1Figure 6: When co-running four applications with 20 GiB idle
memory, Midas dynamically coordinates their soft memory budgets
and reaches an equilibrium in around 20 minutes. Overall, it harvests
19.6 GiB idle memory as soft memory and achieves 75.0% of the
ideal throughput (measured by overprovisioning soft memory for
all applications regardless of the 20 GiB total budget constraint).
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7.1 Coordinating Soft Memory

In this experiment, we investigated whether Midas can
judiciously coordinate soft memory usage among applications
to optimize overall performance.

We provisioned the server with 20 GiB idle memory and
co-ran all four applications (§6) using Midas. Initially, all
applications start with the same amount of soft memory (i.e.,
5 GiB), but Midas will dynamically adjust it. SocialNet has 12
loosely-coupled microservices and we start by evenly splitting
the 5 GiB budget across them. We measured the overall
throughput (defined as the average of all applications’ through-
put normalized to their ideal throughput) and the soft memory
usage. We compared Midas with three different baselines. The
first baseline overprovisions soft memory for each application
to cache all of possible soft state. This leads to a 67.5 GiB
soft memory usage that is impossible to achieve under 20 GiB
idle memory; thus, this represents the ideal throughput. The
second baseline limits itself to the 20 GiB soft memory budget
and statically partitions it across four applications in an even
manner (i.e., each application gets 5 GiB soft memory). The
third baseline is Cliffhanger [13]. Similar to Midas, it dynam-
ically coordinates soft memory among applications. However,
it adopts a different coordination policy of maximizing the
global cache hit rate as opposed to maximizing the overall
performance utility. As the original version of Cliffhanger
only supports Memcached, we emulated Cliffhanger by
implementing its coordination policy atop Midas.

A good result for Midas would show that it quickly reaches
an equilibrium by judiciously coordinating soft memory usage
among applications and achieves good overall throughput

close to the ideal throughput (of the overprovisioning
baseline). In contrast, the overall throughput of the static
provisioning baseline should be suboptimal, as it equally
treats all applications and fails to prioritize the soft memory
need of applications that can benefit the most. On the contrary,
Cliffhanger does coordinate soft memory among applications,
but it optimizes for the overall cache hit rate which does not
guarantee optimal overall performance (§4.3.2). Therefore,
we expect Cliffhanger to achieve overall throughput better
than the static baseline but worse than Midas.

Figure 6 shows the results. The top figure presents the
overall throughput of four systems normalized to the ideal
value. The bottom figure presents soft memory usage; we leave
out the usage of the overprovisioning baseline as it is much
higher (67.5 GiB) than the amount of idle memory (20 GiB).
Midas’s overall throughput converges in around 20 minutes
and achieves 75.0% of the ideal throughput by harvesting
98.0% idle memory. It also reduces SocialNet’s 99th percentile
latency by 58.4% from 5.5ms to 2.3ms. In contrast, the
static provisioning baseline only achieves 48.7% of the ideal
throughput and fails to improve SocialNet’s tail latency due to
the lack of coordination. It also uses 3.1 GiB less soft memory
than Midas as some microservices of SocialNet fail to fully use
their statically-provisioned soft memory budgets due to small
soft memory footprints. Cliffhanger uses a similar amount of
soft memory to Midas. Due to its coordination policy, it con-
verges on the overall cache hit rate (not shown due to the space
constraint) but oscillates in terms of the overall throughput.
Therefore, it only achieves 56.0% throughput on average.

Figure 7 presents the per-application soft memory usage
of Midas and Cliffhanger. For each application, the gray line
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represents the soft memory budget it receives, while the color-
ful line represents the amount of soft memory it uses. Because
of the difference in their coordination policies, Midas and
Cliffhanger make very different allocations of soft memory be-
tween applications except for the storage server. For example,
since it is time-consuming to reconstruct HDSearch’s objects
(as it involves recomputing the feature vectors of images), Mi-
das scales up HDSearch’s soft memory to cache more objects.
However, since HDSearch has a relatively low request skew-
ness (compared to other applications) and consequently a lower
cache utility (in terms of hit rate), Cliffhanger deprioritizes
it by scaling down its soft memory, significantly impacting
its performance (and therefore the overall performance).

In summary, the experiment demonstrates that Midas can
efficiently utilize available memory as soft memory and
judiciously coordinate soft memory among applications,
achieving high overall performance close to the ideal one that
requires 3.4× more memory.

7.2 Harvesting Available Idle Memory

In this experiment, we investigated whether Midas can quickly
and reactively harvest additional idle memory—whenever it
is available—to improve memory utilization and application
performance.

We ran an application using Midas and dynamically added
idle memory to the server. A good result for Midas would show
that it quickly detects any new idle memory and reactively
grants it to SocialNet as additional soft memory to improve
performance. Additionally, we expect that the marginal benefit
decreases as SocialNet uses more soft memory and caches
more hot items.

Figure 8 presents the results of SocialNet. The results of
other applications show similar trends and can be found in Ap-
pendix A. Initially, the server has 2 GiB idle memory (the dark
gray line). With Midas, SocialNet fully utilizes them as soft
memory (the blue line) and achieves 13 MOPS throughput (the
pink line). At t=5min, we added 4 GiB more idle memory to
the server. Midas immediately detects this change and rapidly
ramps up its soft memory usage; it only takes around 3 min-
utes for SocialNet to reach a new steady state. Benefiting from
more soft memory, SocialNet’s throughput increases by 46%
from 13 MOPS to 19 MOPS, and its 99th percentile latency
decreases by 27% from 5.5ms to 4ms (the light brown line). At
t=15min, we again added 4 GiB more idle memory. This time
we observed a reduced marginal benefit as SocialNet has al-
ready cached most hot items; it takes 15 minutes to reach a new
equilibrium (i.e., 8.5 GiB soft memory usage) and yields a 43%
improvement of 99th percentile latency (from 4ms to 2.3ms).

In summary, these results highlight Midas can quickly detect
idle memory and reactively scale up its soft memory usage
to improve memory utilization and application performance.
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1Figure 8: With Midas, SocialNet effectively harvests additional
idle memory by scaling up its soft memory usage, improving both
throughput and tail latency.
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1Figure 9: Under moderate memory pressure (t=5min-15min), Midas
is able to reactively scale down SocialNet’s soft memory usage to
avoid running out of memory with moderate performance impact.
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1Figure 10: Midas is able to avoid out-of-memory killing even under
extreme memory pressure (t = 5min and t = 10min). SocialNet
experiences brief throughput collapses and tail latency spikes but
quickly recovers to normal once the pressure is finished.

7.3 Reacting to Memory Pressure

In this experiment, we investigated whether Midas can quickly
react to memory pressure to avoid out-of-memory killing and
studied its impact on application performance.

Similar to §7.2, we ran SocialNet using Midas, but
dynamically decreased the server’s idle memory with a
colocated memory antagonist. We measured the impact on
SocialNet’s soft memory usage and performance.

Under moderate memory pressure, ideally, Midas’s global
coordinator should reactively unmap free soft memory
segments while Midas’s evacuator should be able to replenish
them (by evicting cold objects and evacuating hot objects)
to match the coordinator’s unmapping rate. A good result for
Midas would show that SocialNet’s throughput degrades gradu-
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ally and mildly as the pressure persists, since Midas prioritizes
the eviction of cold and dead objects over hot objects.

Under intense memory pressure, we expect the coordinator
to also unmap the used soft memory segments as the evacuator
cannot keep up with the high unmapping rate. In this case,
SocialNet may experience a sudden throughput collapse due
to the loss of hot objects. However, a good result for Midas
would show that SocialNet is still able to operate without expe-
riencing any out-of-memory killing. In addition, immediately
after the pressure is finished, SocialNet’s performance should
be able to recover to normal by reconstructing back hotter
objects and evicting colder objects.

Figure 9 presents the results under moderate memory
pressure. Initially, the server has 10 GiB soft memory. The
application uses around 9.6 GiB of it as soft memory and
achieves around 20 MOPS throughput and 2.3ms 99th

percentile latency. At t=5min, the memory antagonist starts to
allocate 8 GiB more memory at a moderate rate of 0.8 GiB/min,
resulting in the decrease of idle memory until t =15min. As
shown by the bottom figure, Midas is able to reactively scale
down SocialNet’s soft memory usage through reclamation
to avoid running out of memory. As shown by the top figure,
SocialNet’s throughput and 99th percentile latency remain un-
affected in the beginning, as Midas prioritizes the reclamation
of cold soft memory. After running below 5 GiB idle memory,
SocialNet experiences a mild throughput drop and latency
increase, as Midas starts to reclaim hotter soft memory.

Figure 10 presents the results under intense memory
pressure. In this case, the antagonist allocates memory as fast
as Linux permits (7 GiB/s), making it an extremely challenging
case to handle. Despite the high rate, Midas is still able to avoid
out-of-memory killing by rapidly scaling down SocialNet’s
soft memory usage. In this case, Midas has to unmap the used
soft memory segments, inevitably causing brief throughput
collapses and latency spikes (at t = 5min and t = 10min).
However, once the memory pressure is finished, SocialNet’s
throughput and latency quickly recovers to the normal level,
consistent with the numbers reported in Figure 8 and 9.

The results of other applications also show similar trends
(see Appendix B). In summary, these results demonstrate that
Midas can always quickly react to memory pressure to avoid
out-of-memory killing while maintaining good application
performance whenever it is possible.

7.4 Design Drill-Down

Soft Pointer Dereference Cost. We measured the latency of
dereferencing a soft pointer and compared it to the latency of
dereferencing an ordinary C++ unique_ptr, when the pointer
and data pointed to are originally in memory (i.e., not in CPU’s
cache). Table 2 shows the results of small objects (32 B) and
large objects (4 MiB), and Appendix D has more results of
other object sizes.

For small objects that fit into CPU’s cache line (Table 2a),
Midas is able to deliver comparable read latency as its extra

[read|write] Average Median P90
Latency (cycles) read/write read/write read/write

C++ unique_ptr 367 / 199 382 / 176 510 / 332
SoftUniquePtr 400 / 393 370 / 368 516 / 500

(a) Small objects (32 B).

[read|write] Average Median P90
Latency (Mcycles) read/write read/write read/write

C++ unique_ptr 0.97 / 1.39 0.94 / 1.36 0.99 / 1.37
SoftUniquePtr 1.77 / 1.15 1.75 / 1.14 1.77 / 1.18

(b) Large objects (4 MiB).
Table 2: Midas’ soft pointer only adds moderate dereferencing cost
compared to C++’s ordinary smart pointer.

Live Object Ratio 10% 30% 50% 70% 90%

Reclamation Cooperative 312.5 243.1 173.6 104.2 34.7
Tput. (MiB/s) Direct 8268.5

Table 3: Midas’s cooperative reclamation reclaims memory at the
throughput of 35 MiB/s-313 MiB/s, depending on the live object ratio
of soft memory. Midas’s direct reclamation trades off reclamation
quality for faster speed; it achieves a throughput of 8269 MiB/s,
exceeding the rate at which the Linux kernel can allocate memory.

object copying overhead is negligible. Midas achieves higher
write latency (< 200 cycles) as it has to additionally update
the metadata in the object header.

For large objects (Table 2b), Midas achieves ≈800K cycles
(82%) higher read latency since now the additional object copy-
ing happens in memory (rather than in CPU’s cache). However,
Midas achieves lower write latency than unique_ptr thanks
to its optimized memory copy implementation.
Memory Reclamation Speed. We measured Midas’s memory
reclamation throughput using a synthetic microbenchmark.
Under moderate memory pressure, the coordinator reclaims
memory with the cooperation from the runtime (Figure 9); we
refer to it as cooperative reclamation. Under severe memory
pressure, the coordinator directly unmaps soft memory
segments (Figure 10); we refer to it as direct reclamation.

Table 3 presents the throughput of both reclamation
methods. The speed of cooperative reclamation depends on
the live object ratio of soft memory; the lower the live ratio,
the easier to make room by compacting hot objects, thereby
yielding faster reclamation speed. It achieves a throughput of
313 MiB/s under 10% live ratio and 35 MiB/s under 90% live
ratio. To handle intense memory pressure, direct reclamation
trades off reclamation quality for faster reclamation speed;
it achieves a significantly higher throughput of 8269 MiB/s,
unrelated to the live object ratio. This exceeds the rate at which
the Linux kernel can allocate memory (7-8 GiB/s measured
in our machine), therefore Midas can always safely harvest
server’s idle memory without leading to OOM killing.
Performance Impact of Data Reconstruction. To examine
the performance impact of using soft memory, we conducted
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Figure 11: Midas’s efficiency (y-axis) as a function of data
reconstruction cost normalized to the ideal throughput of caching
all soft state. Midas’s efficiency increases as the reconstruction cost
decreases, delivering >80% efficiency for applications with <1024
µs/object reconstruction cost when caching 80% of soft state.

an experiment using a synthetic application; we measured
its performance with varying data reconstruction costs under
different soft memory ratios (i.e., the ratio of cached soft state).
Intuitively, the cheaper the data reconstruction, the lighter the
performance impact it incurs.

Figure 11 shows the result. When the soft memory ratio
is 20%, Midas is able to deliver >80% efficiency when the
reconstruction cost is <128 µs/object. When the soft memory
ratio is higher, Midas can tolerate a higher cost as reconstruc-
tion happens less frequently; thus, it is able to provide >80%
efficiency for applications with <256 µs/object reconstruction
cost under 50% memory ratio and <1024 µs/object under
80% memory. This suggests that Midas can still achieve high
performance with moderate data reconstruction costs.

8 Related Work

Resource Harvesting and Deflation. Datacenters today
suffer from low resource utilization [6, 17, 50]. To make use
of vacant resources, major cloud providers now offer spot
VMs [5, 20, 31], which run at a low priority and get evicted
under resource pressure. Others propose new VM designs to
gracefully adjust VMs’ resource usage. Harvest VM is a new
type of VM that grows and shrinks according to the amount
of unallocated resources at its underlying server, including
CPU [6], memory [17], and storage [38]. Similarly, deflatable
VM [45] codesigns the hypervisor, VM, and the application to
reclaim resources from applications under memory pressure.
These approaches focus on VMs only, and take minutes to
re-configure a VM to release resources.
Resource Disaggregation and Remote Memory. Resource
disaggregation and remote memory systems are another
trending approach for improving utilization, thanks to faster
datacenter networking [19, 26, 29]. Their key idea is to
break the server hardware boundary with a fast network
interconnection to exploit stranded resources on a remote
server. Various systems have established the viability of
disaggregated storage [22, 24], accelerators [35, 51], and
memory [4, 21, 44, 54]. While some provide remote memory
transparently via OS paging, it is also possible to use a library-
based approach that modifies the application to bypass the

OS. AIFM [40] proposes remote-able data structures to build
remote-memory-aware applications. Semeru [52], Mako [28],
and MemLiner [53] co-design the JVM with the kernel to offer
transparent remote memory for Java programs. Like Midas,
these systems adopt customized pointer formats for their
remote-able objects. Unlike Midas, they do not consider the
unmap-and-reconstruct semantics and suffer from swapping
or out-of-memory killing under intense memory pressure.
Cache Services. Improving cache performance is important to
datacenter applications, especially in a shared setting [10, 36].
Fairride [36] and RobinHood [10] provide fair and latency-
aware cache-sharing policies, and CliffHanger [13] uses a hill
climbing method to incrementally optimize cache allocation
across applications. Memshare [14] further improves the
cache partitioning with a log-structured allocator for higher
hit rates. However, existing cache service systems still rely
on static memory allocation, and cannot efficiently use idle
memory. CacheLib [9] provides a library-based approach for
caching, but it again relies on static provisioning and lacks
global coordination, hindering its ability to manage memory
across multiple applications.
Cooperative Memory Revocation. In parallel with our work,
researchers are also exploring the benefits of soft state by
managing it at the application level [16]. Midas instead uses
kernel coordination and unmap-and-reconstruct semantics,
which enables it to reclaim pages even if applications do not
cooperate or are slow to respond. This makes it possible to react
to severe memory pressure without running out of memory.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented Midas, a system that efficiently
and safely harvests idle memory to store the soft state
that is most beneficial to each application, improving both
memory utilization and application performance. Midas
provides familiar high-level programming abstractions and
maximizes overall performance through coordination between
an application-integrated runtime and a global coordinator.
Our evaluation demonstrates that Midas is able to effectively
use soft memory to achieve near-optimal performance and
can respond to extreme memory pressure fast enough to avoid
running out of memory.
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A Harvesting Available Idle Memory
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Figure 12: With Midas, applications can reactively scale up their
soft memory usage to harvest additional idle memory and improve
performance.

In this section, we evaluated the other three applications
individually under the same setting as in §7.2 to show how
Midas can harvest available idle memory to improve memory
utilization and application performance. Figure 12 presents the
results. Similar to Figure 8, Midas can quickly detect any idle
memory and reactively grant it to the application to improve
its performance. As applications expose different allocation
speeds and utilities of their soft state, the average time to scale
up the soft memory usage as well as the performance gain
also varies across applications. HDSearch takes longer to fully
utilize the additional soft memory because it needs expensive
GPU computations to re-construct a cache-missed object. It
also enjoys higher throughput increases by memoizing com-
putation results with additional soft memory. On the contrary,
both WiredTiger and storage server can quickly utilize all ad-
ditional soft memory, but they only get marginal performance
improvement after caching most hot blocks at t=10min.

B Reacting to Memory Pressure
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Figure 13: Under moderate memory pressure (t = 5min-15min),
Midas is able to reactively scale down applications’ soft memory
usage to avoid running out of memory while minimizing its impact
on their throughput.

In this section, we further investigated whether Midas can
quickly react to memory pressure by running the other three
applications individually under the same setting as in §7.3.
Similarly, we measured memory utilization and application
throughput under moderate memory pressure and intense
memory pressure, respectively.

Figure 13 presents the results of each individual application
under moderate memory pressure. Similar to Figure 9,
At t = 5min, the memory antagonist starts to allocate 10
GiB more memory with a moderate rate of 1.0 GiB/min,
leading to the decrease of idle memory until t = 15min. As
shown by the bottom figure, for all three applications, Midas
reactively scaled down their soft memory usage and avoided
out-of-memory killing. As shown by the top figure, application
throughput drops gradually and mildly as the reclamation goes
on and never experiences any severe disruption.

Figure 14 shows the results of each individual application
under intense memory pressure. Similar to Figure 10, the
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Figure 14: Midas is able to avoid out-of-memory killing even under
extreme memory pressure (t = 5min and t = 10min). The victim
application experiences brief throughput collapses but quickly
recovers to normal once the pressure is finished.

memory antagonist intensely allocated 5 GiB memory at
t=5min and t=10min. Despite the high memory allocation
rate, Midas is still able to rapidly reclaim application’s soft
memory and avoid running out of memory. Because Midas
has to unmap the used soft memory segments in this case, both
WiredTiger and Storage server experience brief throughput
collapses. However, once the memory pressure is finished,
their throughput can quickly recover to the normal level,
consistent with the numbers reported in Figure 12 and 13.
HDSearch has a relatively lower request rate, therefore it is
more tolerable to the enforced soft memory unmapping and
does not experience severe throughput collapse at all.

C SocialNet Microservices Memory Usage

We have reported the overall soft memory usage of SocialNet
in Figure 7. Among SocialNet’s 12 microservices, two mi-
croservices used the most soft memory, namely UserTimeline
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Figure 15: Memory usage of two major microservices in SocialNet.
Midas dynamically coordinates memory between the microservices
to achieve high memory utilization and optimal performance for
SocialNet.

and PostStorage. Figure 15 reported the detailed memory
usage for each of them.

UserTimeline is the frontend microservice that handles
user requests. It fetches a group of user posts from the storage
backend and composes them as a timeline webpage. It caches
composed user timelines in soft memory to reduce backend
storage accesses. PostStorage is the backend database mi-
croservice that stores user posts. It handles post requests from
UserTimeline with MongoDB and caches hot posts using soft
memory. As shown in 15, at first, Midas reactively grants soft
memory to both microservices to quickly recover SocialNet’s
throughput and latency. As UserTimeline gets more soft mem-
ory, it caches more hot timelines and consequently reduces
its request rate to PostStorage. At t=8min, Midas’s profiling
reveals that PostStorage is no longer frequently accessed and
therefore has relatively low cache utility, so Midas reactively
scales down PostStorage’s soft memory. At t=20min, Social-
Net reaches a new equilibrium, where UserTimeline consumes
most of the soft memory budget and PostStorage only keeps
a small portion of soft memory. Cliffhanger, in contrast, only
profiles the cache hit rate of each microservice regardless of
their cache access rate and performance sensitivity. Therefore,
it continuously grants soft memory to PostStorage, resulting
in overprovisioning soft memory to SocialNet.

D Soft Pointer Dereference Cost

In this section, we reported the detailed results of soft pointer
dereference cost when reading and writing large objects in
various sizes and compared them with the cost of dereferencing
an ordinary C++ unique_ptr. Similar to Table 2, we measured
the P90 latency and throughput of accessing large objects
(Figure 16) in various sizes.

As shown in Figure 16, reading a large object whose size
is smaller than 512 KiB with Midas soft pointer has similar
latency and throughput compared to dereferencing a C++
unique_ptr, although dereferencing a soft pointer incurs an
additional memory copy. This is because the object and its
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copy can both fit into the CPU L2 cache and hence the second
copy is fast. For all object sizes, soft pointer offers lower write
latency and higher write throughput than unique_ptr thanks
to Midas’s optimized memory copy implementation.
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Efficient Exposure of Partial Failure Bugs in
Distributed Systems with Inferred Abstract States
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Abstract
Many distributed system failures, especially the notorious
partial service failures, are caused by bugs that are only
triggered by subtle faults at rare timing. Existing testing is
inefficient in exposing such bugs. This paper presents Legolas,
a fault injection testing framework designed to address this gap.
To precisely simulate subtle faults, Legolas statically analyzes
the system code and instruments hooks within a system. To
efficiently explore numerous faults, Legolas introduces a novel
notion of abstract states and automatically infers abstract states
from code. During testing, Legolas designs an algorithm that
leverages the inferred abstract states to make careful fault
injection decisions. We applied Legolas on the latest releases
of six popular, extensively tested distributed systems. Legolas
found 20 new bugs that result in partial service failures.

1 Introduction

Deployed distributed systems frequently encounter faults in
the underlying hardware and dependent software. While these
systems are generally fault-tolerant, an unexpected fault can
still expose bugs. Indeed, real-world distributed system outages
are often triggered by some fault events [6, 14, 16, 34].

Fault injection testing,also known as chaos engineering [48],
has gained popularity to find fault-induced bugs early. Various
solutions are developed to inject common faults such as
crashes [3,15,40],disk faults [13,26],and network partitions [2,
3,27]. Despite the progress, many complex fault-induced bugs
remain hidden in existing testing and cause failures after
deployment. These bugs share several characteristics.

First, they cause puzzling symptoms where the services
seem to work but are partially broken, which are notorious in
production distributed systems [10, 12, 22, 23, 36]. Figure 1
shows a real failure from a ZooKeeper deployment. The clients
experienced timeouts in create requests, but get requests still
succeeded. Pinging the leader also showed that it was alive.
As another example, users reported [5, 9, 25] that their Kafka
cluster occasionally experienced partial breakdown, and one
broker could not return to an in-sync status.

Second, these bugs are triggered under subtle faulty con-
ditions, such as a network error that only affects some oper-
ations but not others [1, 36], transient slowness [17, 21], or
microburst [28]. In the aforementioned ZooKeeper example,

Leader Follower

Request

Processors

Leaner

Handler

Snap

shot
…

Follower

NewExisting

Client

create

set

get

void serialize(OutputArchive oa) {

  synchronized (node) {

    ...

    oa.writeRecord(node, "node");

  }

}
// stuck due to a network issue

Figure 1: A real ZooKeeper production incident [46] triggered by a
partial network fault, which caused the writeRecord operation to be
stuck while holding a lock.
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Figure 2: Hundreds to thousands of operations per second are
candidates for injecting IOException during ZooKeeper’s execution.

the buggy code works properly in normal conditions. The
failure was only exposed by a partial network fault between a
leader and a new follower, and the fault only affects a specific
operation (writeRecord). The faults can also originate from
software and be system-specific, such as a custom exception
from an RPC to a remote component (e.g., when the database
is overloaded). The Kafka failure example was caused by a
custom exception returned from an RPC to the dependent
ZooKeeper service. Simulating these fault conditions in testing
requires precise control of the fault types and locations.

Third, these bugs require careful choices of when and where
the fault occurs. Distributed systems have a large number of
fault points (Figure 2), but since these systems are robust, most
faults would be tolerated or result in an expected failure (e.g.,
abort on error in reading a file). To expose the ZooKeeper
failure, a transient network latency increase must be injected
while a new follower is requesting a snapshot from the leader.
Injecting the fault at other times or other locations is ineffective.
A random injection choice,which is commonly used in existing
solutions, will have a high chance of missing the buggy point.

We present Legolas, a fault injection framework designed
to efficiently expose the above class of complex fault-induced
bugs in large distributed systems. Unlike the practice of
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injecting system-agnostic faults externally in the environment
or libraries, Legolas uses program analysis to perform fine-
grained and system-specific fault injection. It analyzes the fault
conditions for each instruction in the code and instruments
hooks to precisely simulate subtle faults within the system.

With more faults to consider, the problem of a large fault
injection space becomes more pronounced.

Our insight is that production bugs occur in unusual
conditions—otherwise, existing testing likely has exposed
it. Thus, we can selectively inject faults by checking if the
system reaches an unusual condition. Unfortunately, we do
not know beforehand whether a program point is unusual or
not. Using ad-hoc heuristics, such as only injecting faults
when the program is inside a critical section, can miss many
failure-inducing conditions. We should still systematically
explore the injection choices for generality and completeness.

Based on this insight, Legolas introduces a novel notion of
abstract state to guide systematic but efficient exploration of
the fault injection space. The basic idea is to use system states
to group injection points. A system’s state can be represented
by its variables and concrete values. This representation,
however, is massive for large systems, and it would make
almost all injection points appear in unique groups. For fault
injection, we need a more high-level state representation, in
which multiple injections likely yield similar effect.

Legolas uses a simple yet novel static analysis that auto-
matically infers abstract states from the target system code.
The automation is feasible because developers usually leave
clear hints in the code about abstract states: the system checks
one or more state variables’ concrete values in a branch to see
if an important condition occurs; if so, it performs some sig-
nificantly different action. An abstract state thus can indicate
that a system enters a unique stage of service, e.g., request
parsing, snapshotting, and leader election.

Specifically, Legolas first infers concrete state variables
in a system. It then identifies code blocks that are control-
dependent on some concrete state variable. It finally creates a
mnemonic abstract state variable for each such block, which
will be set when the program execution reaches that point.

Leveraging the inferred abstract states, Legolas can effi-
ciently explore the injection space. During testing, the in-
jection hooks Legolas instruments dispatch queries to the
Legolas controller. The controller checks the system’s current
abstract states and decides whether to grant an injection or
not. Essentially, Legolas enables stateful fault injection.

We design a stateful injection decision algorithm called
budgeted-state-round-robin (bsrr). Other stateful policies are
also feasible, and it is easy to add and switch policies in
Legolas. Compared to the straightforward new-state-only
policy, bsrr is robust to tolerate potential inaccuracies in the
abstract state analysis. It also reduces biases in injections.

We have built an end-to-end prototype for the Legolas
framework, including the static analyzer, fault injection con-
troller, workload driver, and failure checkers.

We apply Legolas to six large distributed systems: Kafka,
ZooKeeper, HDFS, HBase, Cassandra, and Flink. Legolas
automatically instruments these systems and extracts abstract
states without special tuning. We run fault injection exper-
iments on these systems’ recent releases. Using the bsrr
algorithm, Legolas finds 20 new bugs with a median time
of 58 minutes. These bugs all cause partial service failure
symptoms. We report the bugs to developers. Four reports are
marked as critical, fourteen reports are marked as major, and
two are marked as normal. Eleven reports have been explicitly
confirmed by developers so far. We also compare Legolas
(bsrr) with state-of-the-art solutions and other policies. The
best performing baseline is the new-state-only policy with
Legolas, which exposes eight bugs. The random injection
policy only exposes three bugs in a median of 362 minutes.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose an approach that uses program analysis to

enable customized and fine-grained fault injection.
• We introduce a novel concept of abstract state and a method

that automatically infers abstract states from a given system’s
code. We design a new decision algorithm that leverages
the inferred abstracts to guide efficient fault injections for
exposing complex bugs that cause partial service failures.

• We build a fault injection framework Legolas and evaluate
Legolas on large distributed systems.

2 Overview of Legolas

Legolas is an end-to-end fault injection testing framework
for large distributed systems. It aims to efficiently expose
fault-induced bugs like the motivating examples.
Scope. Consider a distributed system S that consists of mul-
tiple processes 𝑃 and provides a range of services 𝑅. One
definition of a partial failure is that a subset of 𝑃 are faulty
(crash, Byzantine, or gray faults [23]), which may be tolerated
and not affect the functionalities of S.

Legolas focuses on exposing partial failures with respect
to services, where some 𝑅 𝑓 ⊂ 𝑅 fail to maintain their safety
or liveness properties, while other services 𝑅 \ 𝑅 𝑓 behave
as expected. In contrast, in a total failure, all services in 𝑅

break. An intuitive strategy to uncover partial failures is thus
to perturb each service based on their specifications, but this
strategy can be difficult to apply with large concrete codebases.

Owing to the modular designs prevalent in large distributed
systems, each service is typically implemented by a specific
component made up of threads; each process 𝜋 encompasses
disjoint sets of components that provide different services for
S . For example, a leader process in ZooKeeper has dedicated
request handlers, snapshot manager, quorum messenger, etc.
If one thread fails, the recovery mechanisms will try to avoid
interruptions to the corresponding service. Thus, Legolas is
designed to perturb each component (some thread) within
𝜋—instead of crashing 𝜋 outright—by inducing faults to the
instructions executed by the component. This allows for a
deeper exploration of the potential partial failures in S.
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Figure 3: Fault injection workflow with Legolas.

+

InjectionQuery query = new InjectionQuery(serverId, 
      threadId, ..., invokedMethodSig, faultIds);
InjectionCommand command = stub.inject(query);
if (command.id == -1) return;  // no injection
/* simulate the decided fault */
...

LegolasAgent.inject("org.apache.zookeeper.server.DataTree",
       "serializeNode", 1115,"<org.apache.jute.OutputArchive:
        void writeRecord(...)>", 268, 0, 3);
outputArchive.writeRecord(node, "node");

Figure 4: Injection hook instrumented for code in Figure 1.

Workflow. Figure 3 shows the workflow with Legolas. It takes
a system’s code as an input,uses static analysis to identify faulty
conditions unique to the system, and instruments injection
hooks directly within the system ( 1 ) to simulate subtle faults.

In addition, Legolas runs a novel analysis that automatically
extracts abstract states from the system code ( 2 ). It identifies
code locations that may represent an important change in the
system’s service status, and inserts mnemonic abstract state
variables at these locations. Legolas then links a thin agent
library with the target system.

During testing, Legolas starts a cluster of the instrumented
system and runs the workload driver ( 3 ). When a node reaches
an injection hook, the embedded agent dispatches an RPC
query to the Legolas controller, which decides whether to
grant the injection or not. If the agent receives a positive reply,
it will simulate the fault inside the node directly.

Importantly, the Legolas server tracks abstract states for
eachnode. When a node enters a new abstract state, the Legolas
agent informs the state tracker in the server. The controller
leverages the abstract state to make injection decisions. In
particular, we design an algorithm called budgeted state round-
robin (bsrr) ( 4 ). To determine the injection outcome, Legolas
runs the failure checkers ( 5 ).

3 Identify and Instrument Injection Points

A widely-used fault injection approach is to introduce node-
level faults such as process crashes and network disconnections
externally in the environment. This approach is suitable for
exposing distributed protocol bugs or crash-recovery bugs.
However, partial failures are often triggered by subtle faults
in the implementations. Existing solutions that inject fine-
grained faults focus on the boundaries between an application
and libraries or services, and take an interception approach.
For example, LFI [43] intercepts libc API such as recv and
returns error codes to applications. Although their injection is
more fine-grained (library APIs or service requests) than node-
level faults, they miss internal errors in a system. Moreover, it
is difficult for them to precisely simulate partial faults because
they do not directly control the program execution.

To address these issues, Legolas goes deeper—to the pro-
gram statements inside a system—and takes an instrumen-
tation approach. It uses static program analysis to deduce

potential faulty conditions for each statement and add injec-
tion control points to directly simulate faults in situ.
Identify Faulty Conditions. The Legolas analyzer locates
each call instruction in the system and examines its invoca-
tion target to extract potential fault conditions. A straight-
forward way is to leverage the method signature. However,
two challenges arise. First, a method may internally throw
an exception that is not declared in the signature. Some lan-
guages also do not enforce or support exception specification
in method signature. Second, due to polymorphism and inter-
face, a call site of a method may be impossible to encounter
an exception declared in the method signature. This is es-
pecially problematic with I/O related exceptions. Consider
dump(OutputStream out) throws IOException, which is declared
this way because the argument out is an abstract class with
IOException in its methods’ signatures. However, if a call
site of dump passes a ByteArrayOutputStream as an argument,
injecting an IOException causes an invalid scenario.

To handle the first issue, Legolas inspects the method body
and deduces the exceptions. However, it cannot simply collect
the exceptions in the throw instructions. This is because
the method may have an exception handler that catches the
exception. Legolas analyzes the error handlers in the function
to determine if an exception may be (i) caught and handled;
(ii) caught and re-thrown; (iii) uncaught. Only (ii) and (iii) are
treated as the true method-level exceptions.

To address the issue of invalid injection, Legolas designs
an inter-procedural, context-sensitive analysis to check call
instructions with potential IOException. It deduces whether
the objects (argument, return, field, class) associated with a call
site may come from definition points with known in-memory
object types, and ignores the fault if so.

Besides exceptions, the fault condition could also be a delay.
All operations could in theory experience some delay. In
practice, mild delays are benign and developers need evidence
to explain the delay. Legolas by default only considers function
calls that involve I/O as delay injection candidates.
Instrument Injection Hooks. For each program point with
potential faulty conditions, Legolas instruments an injection
hook. Legolas also emits a thin agent to link with the target
system. At runtime, when an injection hook is reached, the
agent creates a query to a controller (Figure 4), which includes
the interposed operation, possible fault ids, node id, name and
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id of the current thread. If the injection is granted, the agent
looks up the fault id, which can be either a delay or some
exception. For delay, the agent simply invokes the thread sleep
function. We focus on worst-case situations and use 1 minute
as the default delay (the writeRecord call in Figure 1 can
hang for over 15 minutes under default Linux TCP settings).
For exception, the agent constructs an exception instance and
throws it before the injection hook returns.

Automatically creating an exception instance to throw is
a non-trivial task. Some custom exception type includes
complex arguments and compositions. Legolas analyzes the
constructor and recursively reduces complex arguments to
primitive types. It then creates an exception instance by
assigning the primitive fields with default values.

Where to add the injection hooks also requires careful
considerations. The straightforward way is to instrument each
call instruction that Legolas analyzes to possibly encounter a
fault. Suppose foo() is analyzed to possibly throw MyError,
but that is only because foo() internally calls bar(), which can
throw that error. If MyError is injected at the call sites of foo(),
we need further explanation of why this exception occurs. For
deep call chains, such injections make the exception reasoning
difficult and may turn out to be invalid.

To address this issue, Legolas instruments as deep as possi-
ble. It identifies faults that originate from a method through
explicit throw statement. It then only instruments calls to
either a method that has a non-empty list of such faults, or an
external function. If the called method is from an interface
or abstract class, Legolas injects at the caller’s call sites to
handle potential invalid injections.
Benefits. Legolas’s approach eases fault simulation without
requiring a special environment (e.g., a FUSE-based file sys-
tem [13,49]). It also gives precise control to simulate partial
faults, e.g., a partial disk failure that only affects a subset of
file operations; only some RPCs within certain code region
are delayed. It also supports simulating custom errors. While
a custom error may be caused by some environment fault, it
can be difficult to simulate them with external injection. For
example, a method may throw an exception only when all
three retries of a connection fail.

4 Abstract State Guided Fault Injection
A key challenge in fault injection for distributed systems is
the enormous injection choices (Figure 2). Moreover, only
few choices can expose bugs. This is because production dis-
tributed systems have extensive fault resilience mechanisms.
Insight. Our insight is that many fault injection attempts
are unnecessary because they are testing the same or similar
scenarios. Take a ZooKeeper code snippet in Figure 5 as an ex-
ample. The SyncRequestProcessor component is responsible
for synchronizing the requests to log files on disks. Suppose
we are injecting faults on I/O operations. There are numerous
injection points here, including operations inside the called

public class SyncRequestProcessor extends Thread {
  public void run() {
    int logCount = 0;
    while (true) {
      Request si = queuedRequests.take();
      if (zks.getDB().append(si)) {
        logCount++;
        if (logCount > snapCount) {
          if (snapThd != null && snapThd.isAlive()) {
            LOG.warn("Too busy to snap, skipping");
          } else {
            (snapThd = new Thread(() -> {
                zks.takeSnapshot();
            })).start();
          }
          logCount = 0;
        }
      }
      ...
    }
  }
}
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Figure 5: The grayedareas are code regions containing I/O operations.
The bug in Figure 1 occurs inside a call chain from line 13.
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Figure 6: Group the injection points by the state they appear in.

functions. Line 6, which syncs requests to logs, gets executed
at each loop iteration, while line 13 only occurs occasionally.
With limited testing resources, we may only inject faults on
operations inside line because of their frequent occurrences.
Idea. Inspecting the system state for each component can help
us make better decisions. For the previous example, we could
realize that the system enters a rare state (snapshotting) when it
reaches line 13. Operations in this state couldbe ofhigh interest.
Our basic idea is thus to group the injection points based on the
underlying system state (Figure 6). Grouping helps avoid being
indiscriminate when making injection decisions. The injection
points that lie in the same group of state are hypothesized to
yield similar outcomes if injected, while the injection points
in different groups may yield different outcomes.

However, we do not just focus on rare states, as defining
them is subjective. Moreover, the presence of an injection
point in a rare state does not imply a bug. Neither does an
injection point in a common state guarantee the absence of
bugs. For example, a bug may be exposed with a fault occurring
inside the append call in Figure 5—which is in a common
state—when it is executed for the fourth time.

We thus explore the injection space systematically. That is,
if there were four chances, we try to explore injections in all
four states, instead of spending them only in one state.

4.1 State Representation Choices
The next question is how to define the system state for effective
grouping? Unlike distributed protocols that have specifica-
tions, determining the state representation for complex system
implementation is not easy. The complete execution states—
the program counter, stack traces, and memory snapshot—are
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Figure 7: State machine with abstract states for Figure 5. Each state
is an abstraction over the concrete state variable logCount.

obviously too excessive. A more reasonable representation is
to use some key state variables (SV). A value change of these
variables then could indicate the system is in a different state.
This representation, however, can still be excessive.

Take Figure 5 as an example. If we treat the logCount as
a state variable (SV), the value is incremented for 𝑛 times,
and each increment is counted as a new state. Using such a
representation not only requires frequent state tracking, but
also degrades the injection point grouping to be useless.

The key reason is that some values in a concrete state
variable do not imply a significant change, at least for fault
injection purposes. All the increment-by-one value transitions
of logCountwhile n<=snapCount indicate the same information
about the system, while only the transition of n>snapCount

indicates something new (starting to snapshot).
Essentially we need a more high-level representation than

concrete state variables (SV), which we define as abstract
state variable (ASV). The intuition behind ASVs is that
they represent different stages of service in a system. For the
example in Figure 5, a natural way to define the abstract state
is to divide the execution into four stages— 𝑆0 to 𝑆3 . Figure 7
shows the corresponding abstract state machine. This simpler
representation can recognize when the system starts to do
snapshot (state 𝑆2 ). In turn, they can effectively group the
injection points to make fault injection efficient.

4.2 Infer Abstract State Variables
The Legolas analyzer uses a simple yet novel method to
automatically infer ASVs in a system. The feasibility of the au-
tomation is based on our insight that developers usually already
encode sufficient hints about ASVs. In particular, developers
checks one or more state variables (SV) in a branch, and if
certain condition occurs, the system performs some action, i.e.,
if (func(state_var1, var2, ...)) { do_action1(); } . From

our inspection, in long-lived components, it is a common
practice to utilize SV to designate different functionalities at
different iterations. For example, the QuorumPeer component in
ZooKeeper uses a static variable state to indicate the node sta-
tus, which could be LEADING, FOLLOWING, etc. The QuorumPeer

component then has a while loop that does a switch case on
this SV to select different functionalities over time.

Legolas first locates all the task-unit classes in the system.
These classes are generally threads or workers, such as classes
that extend Thread or Runnable in Java. The analyzer then runs
ASV inference on each task-unit class.

Algorithm 1 lists the core algorithm. It starts by inferring the
SVs in the code (Line 2). InferCSV simply treats all non-static,
non-constant fields defined in a task unit to be SVs.

Legolas then analyzes the main task method of the task
unit class, such as the run() method of a Thread. It finds the

Algorithm 1: Infer abstract state variables
1 Function InferASV(task_class):
2 𝑐𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 ← InferCSV(𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠);
3 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑← getTaskMethod(𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠);
4 𝑑𝑒𝑝_𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ← buildDependence(𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑, 𝑐𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡);
5 𝑎𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠← [𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑.body().getFirst()];
6 Process(task_method.body(), dep_graph, false);
7 Function Process(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝑑𝑒𝑝_𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ, 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔):
8 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.begin();
9 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛← false;

10 while 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ≠ 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.end() do
11 if isBranch(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) then
12 <𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠, 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡>← parseBranch(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡);
13 if dep_graph.contains(cond) then
14 for block← blocks do
15 Process(block.body(), dep_graph, true);
16 end
17 end
18 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡;
19 else
20 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛← ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 | isAction(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡);
21 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡.next();
22 end
23 end
24 if ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔 then
25 𝑎𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.add(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.begin());

basic blocks in the task method that are control dependent on
some SV and treats each such basic block as a new ASV.

Specifically, the analyzer iterates through instructions in the
task method. Upon a branch instruction, it checks if the branch
condition is dependent on some SV (Line 13). This check
considers not only direct usage of SV but also indirect data
dependence, i.e., a branch condition involving a local variable
that gets its value from an SV. Accordingly, the analyzer builds
a data dependence graph of the SVs (Line 4). The algorithm
then recursively processes the basic blocks control dependent
on this branch instruction (Line 15). A system should perform
non-trivial actions in an abstract state. Thus, we check if the
basic block contains at least one function invocation or an
operation that could change a state variable (Line 20).

Once the proper basic blocks are located, the analyzer
assigns indexes for them, 𝑎𝑠𝑣0, . . ., 𝑎𝑠𝑣𝑛. The indexes are
local to the task class. For each inferred ASV, the analyzer
instruments a call to the Legolas agent. At runtime, the agent
notifies the Legolas state tracker of the 𝑎𝑠𝑣𝑖 that is entered,
along with the node id, the name and id of the current task.

Note that our ASV is not equivalent to conventional control-
flow path. We make program paths collapse into more mean-
ingful ones (service stages) that guide fault injection.

Example. Figure 8 shows the ASVs Legolas infers and
inserts for the code in Figure 5. The inferred ASV is slightly
different from 𝑆2 in the simplified snippet in Figure 7. This
is because the logCount is a local variable, thus the Legolas
analyzer does not treat it as an SV. Another variable snapThd is
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LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 0);
while (true) {
  Request si = queuedRequests.take();
  if (request == requestOfDeath) break;
  LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 1);
  if (zks.getDB().append(si)) {
    logCount++;
    if (logCount > snapCount) {
      if (snapThd != null && snapThd.isAlive()) {
        LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 2);
        LOG.warn("Too busy to snap, skipping");
      } else {
        LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 3);
        (snapThd = new Thread(...
      }
      logCount = 0;
...
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Figure 8: The ASVs Legolas infers for Figure 5.
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Figure 9: The buggy point may not be the first request in a state.

a non-static field of SynchRequestProcessor. Legolas treats it
as an SV and infers the 𝑎𝑠𝑣3 that represents the snapshot stage.
This result is in fact more accurate than using logCount, be-
cause it infers an additional state (𝑎𝑠𝑣2)—a previous snapshot
is ongoing while the snapshot threshold is reached.

Alternative. We also explored other ASV inference meth-
ods. For example, we observe that although some function only
uses local variables, it can still represent an important system
service stage, e.g., handling an event. Defining an ASV at the
function entry can be useful. We chose our above inference
method for its simplicity. As Section 7 later show, it is general
enough to apply on all the popular distributed systems we
evaluate and achieve significant performance. It is also feasible
to extend Algorithm 1 and analyze the functions called in
the task method to extract more thorough stages. However,
only analyzing the main task method already provides a good
generalization to capture key stages in a component that match
the system modularity and design documentations.

4.3 Injection Decision Algorithm
With the inferred abstract states, Legolas enables stateful
decision policies for efficient fault injection. When the con-
troller receives an injection request from the Legolas agent,
the controller checks which abstract state the target system is
in at the time of the injection request to make a decision.

A straightforward stateful policy is to grant an injection
request only if the system is in a new state, which we call a new-
state-only policy. While this policy matches the intuition that
complex bugs are often only triggered when the system enters
an unusual condition, it has several drawbacks. As Figure 9
shows, there can be multiple injection requests from one state,
and a buggy point may not be the first request. Indeed, for the
ZooKeeper example, even though the bug only appears in the
snapshot state, the snapshot function performs several write
operations before it reaches the buggy point. This policy also

Algorithm 2: Budgeted state round robin (bsrr) policy
Global Vars: Queue<State> rrl, Map<State,Info> visit
/* invoked at start of a fault injection trial */

1 Function setupNewTrial():
2 resetIfAllUsed(𝑟𝑟𝑙, 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡);
3 while !𝑟𝑟𝑙.empty() do
4 𝑠← 𝑟𝑟𝑙.pop();
5 info← 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑡.get(𝑠);
6 if info = nil or info.budget > 0 then
7 𝑟𝑟𝑙.append(s);
8 break;
9 end

10 end
11 while !𝑟𝑟𝑙.empty() and 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡.get(𝑟𝑟𝑙.front()).budget = 0 do
12 𝑟𝑟𝑙.pop();
13 end
14 updateProbabilities(𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡);

/* invoked for each injection request */

15 Function shouldInject(request):
16 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← getCurrentState(𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡);
17 if not visit.contains(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟) then
18 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡.put(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 , new Info());
19 𝑟𝑟𝑙.append(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟);
20 end
21 info← 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡.get(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟);
22 info.occur← info.occur + 1;
23 if rrl.front() ≠ curr then return false;
24 if info.budget > 0 and rand() < info.prob then
25 info.budget← info.budget - 1;
26 return true;
27 end
28 return false;

relies on the abstract state analysis to be precise. If the static
analysis misses instrumenting an ASV close to the buggy
point, the buggy point will likely be treated as in a seen state.
In addition, the system can take a long time to enter a new
state. If we only wait for new states, we may not inject anything
when the workload finishes and waste an experiment trial.

To address these drawbacks, we design a budgeted-state-
round-robin (bsrr) policy. Algorithm 2 lists its algorithm.

The algorithm allocates a budget (default 5) for each state to
be potentially granted injection more than once. This relaxes
the stringent new state requirement. After all states use up
their budgets, the budgets are reset (Line 2).

It keeps a round-robin list of the abstract state tuples (rrl in
Algorithm 2). Suppose the list has 𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑛. The algorithm
intends to grant injection requests from state 𝑠1 for the first
trial, grant requests from 𝑠2 for the second trial, and so on. In
other words, it focuses on one state in one trial.

Specifically, before each trial, bsrr rotates the state focused
in the last trial to the end of the round-robin list (Line 7). If a
state’s budget is used up, it is removed from the list.

The round-robin design addresses the imbalanced injections
problem illustrated by Figure 10: in all three experiment trials,
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Figure 10: All injection chances are given to operations in state A.

we would inject operations in the frequent state A (within its
budget), while no operation in state B or C is injected.

The algorithm also applies randomization to allow exploring
different choices when a state has multiple injection requests.
The probability 𝑝 should be set properly. If it is too large, we
would always grant the first (few) requests in a state. If it is
too small, we may waste the injection trial.

We calculate 𝑝 for each state tuple based on 𝑐—the
times this state appears in injection requests. We set 𝑝 =

1− 𝑒𝑙𝑛(0.01)/(𝑐+1) . This formula’s rationale is that we want to
(i) grant at least one injection among the 𝑐 requests to avoid
wasting the trial; (ii) let the injection occur neither too early
nor too late among the 𝑐 requests. The probability that all
𝑐 injections are not granted is (1− 𝑝)𝑐. Because of (i), this
probability should be close to 0. Suppose (1− 𝑝)𝑐 = 𝜖 . With
(ii), 𝜖 should not be too small; otherwise 𝑝 is too close to 1
and the injection would be too early. We set 𝜖 to 0.01, and
solve this equation, which gives 𝑝 = 1− 𝑒𝑙𝑛(0.01)/𝑐. We use
1− 𝑒𝑙𝑛(0.01)/(𝑐+1) instead to handle corner cases of 𝑐 = 2 or 3.

The bsrr policy is adaptive to leverage information from
prior trials. Upon each injection request, the algorithm dynam-
ically updates the parameter 𝑐 (Line 22). Before a trial starts,
it uses the occurrences from previous trials to re-calculate the
probabilities for the visited states (Line 14). Similarly, bsrr
updates the round-robin list dynamically (initially empty). If
a state in an injection request is not visited before, it is added
to the round-robin list for later exploration (Line 19).

5 Testing Experiment
Legolas starts fault injection testing after the analyzer finishes
instrumentations (§3, § 4.2) on the target system. Legolas uses
a client-server architecture to manage the testing (Figure 3),
where the Legolas agents embedded in the system send RPC
requests to a Legolas server that is composed of an abstract
state tracker, injection controller, workload driver, and failure
checkers. The testing proceeds in continuous trials.

5.1 Injection Trial
In each trial, Legolas starts a cluster of the target system and
then invokes the workload driver (Section 5.2). The trial ends
when the workload finishes (successfully or not).

To support stateful injection decision algorithm (Sec-
tion 4.3), while the target system is restarted in each trial,
the Legolas server will live throughout the experiment. Thus,
it carries information such as the round-robin list across trials.

When a node enters a new abstract state, the Legolas agent
notifies the state tracker, which maintains one Abstract State
Machine (ASM) per task-unit (usually a thread) for each system
node. Each state update event is a tuple of node id, ASM-name

(class name), ASM-instance (class instance), and ASV. The
tracker records the current ASV and transitions for each ASM.

When a node reaches an injection hook, the Legolas agent
sends an injection query to the controller, which is a tuple of
node id, ASM-instance, operation, and fault ids. The controller
runs the bsrr algorithm to decide whether to grant the injection
or not. Notice, however, that the injection query does not carry
the ASV information. The controller obtains the associated
ASV by indexing the node id and ASM-instance from the
injection query to the ASM map in the state tracker.

Legolas by default grants at most one injection in one trial.
Allowing multiple injections in a trial only requires a simple
change. While it seems more attractive to keep injecting faults
in a trial, that choice has several disadvantages. Although
distributed systems are designed to be fault-tolerant, each
system has a limited tolerance level. If we keep injecting in a
single run, the system may likely break as expected. Moreover,
each injected fault can alter the system state and leave side
effects. With continuously injected faults, it becomes very
difficult to judge the system behavior and tell which fault is
responsible for the symptom. Also importantly, if injections
are performed non-stop, we may go deeper in an execution
path, but we will not inject earlier, skipped operations or
explore other paths, sacrificing completeness.

5.2 Workload Driver
Legolas uses a workload driver to exercise the target system.
For each system, we select several existing, representative test
cases to create the workload driver.

To better suit our objectives, we make a few adaptations to
the test cases. First, the driver creates multiple clients and each
client is typically dedicated to interacting with one node. In
this way, Legolas can observe the status of every system node
without mixing signals. Second, the driver divides workloads
into phases, e.g., create, read and write. Only when the current
workload phase finishes successfully will the next phase starts.
This is to localize the failed system functionalities and avoid
unnecessary errors that mislead the results. Third, in one
workload phase, each client is expected to send a series of
requests and will report its progress to Legolas server after
one request completes. The Legolas server also tracks when a
client timeouts or encounters exceptions. This allows Legolas
to more accurately assess the failure impact. Lastly, we use a
small workload scale, such that a trial does not take long and
Legolas can explore more trials.

5.3 Failure Checkers
To determine the testing results, Legolas currently provides
three failure checkers:
• Crash checker: it monitors the OS signals to check if a

system node crashes, aborts, or exits with a non-zero status.
• Client checker: it approximates Panorama [22], a state-of-

the-art gray failure detector, to identify whether differential
observability exists. In particular, it marks a trial suspicious
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System Release SLOC Type

ZooKeeper 3.6.2 95K Coordination service
HDFS 3.2.2 689K Distributed file system
Kafka 2.8.0 322K Event streaming system
HBase 2.4.2 728K Distributed database
Cassandra 3.11.10 210K Distributed database
Flink 1.14.0 78K Stateful streaming system

Table 1: Evaluated distributed systems in latest releases.

if (1) a fault is injected in one node, but only another node’s
clients report errors; (2) the system’s own detector indicates
a node is active, but the node’s clients report errors; (3) only
a subset of clients fail to complete their workloads.

• Log checker: it scans the logs of each system node to identify
whether there are log entries at warning or error level.
As a testing framework, Legolas is extensible to add more

checkers. For example, users can add checkers about inconsis-
tency [38], semantic failures [37], or transaction isolation [30].

When a fault is injected, Legolas records the stack trace
of the originating operation. With the stack traces, Legolas
further clusters the trials by stack trace similarities so that
similar symptoms are investigated together.

6 Implementation
We implement Legolas with around 7,500 SLOC for the core
components, and 100–300 SLOC for the workload driver for
each evaluated target system. The Legolas static analyzer is
built on top of the Soot [52] framework, so it supports systems
in JVM bytecode, including Java and Scala. Its core analysis
algorithms are based on universal programming language
constructs such as thread classes, member variables, branches,
and conditionals. Thus, they are language-independent. The
controller and orchestrator are designed in a client-server
architecture using Java RMI for local RPCs.

7 Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer several key questions: (1)
does Legolas work on large distributed systems? (2) can
Legolas expose new complex fault-triggered bugs? (3) does
the abstract states Legolas infers significantly help the fault
injection efficacy? (4) how does Legolas using the bsrr policy
compare to other policies and state-of-the-art solutions?
Evaluated Systems. We evaluate Legolas on the recent stable
releases of six popular, large-scale distributed systems (Ta-
ble 7). These systems have different functionalities, written
with various programming paradigms. Our appendix lists the
workloads we use in the testing.
Measure. For a testing tool, its ability to exposes new bugs is
a key measure. Our evaluation thus centers around this aspect
(Section 7.2). Since our target systems are widely deployed in
production and have been extensively tested for years, finding
new bugs in their latest releases is not an easy task.

Additionally, we apply Legolas on a number of randomly
sampled known bugs in old releases of the systems (Sec-
tion 7.5), including the running example in Figure 1.

System Class ASM ASV Static. Injected

Total Mean Min Max Methods Points

ZK 708 36 226 6 1 31 484 1947
HDFS 4636 104 390 4 1 16 2127 3913
Kafka 5829 51 220 4 1 15 343 754
HBase 10462 96 312 3 1 17 5874 11051
CSD 4636 104 390 4 1 18 2127 3913
Flink 4852 48 110 2 1 6 997 2299

Table 2: Statistics of applying Legolas static analyzer. Class: ana-
lyzed Java classes; ASM: classes analyzed as abstract state machines;
Mean, min, and max of ASV are abstract state variables in each ASM.

Setup. We run experiments on servers with a 20-core 2.20GHz
CPU and 64 GB memory running Ubuntu 18.04.

Each system’s fault injection experiment consists of 2000
trials. A trial’s time is dominated by the system startup and
workload execution. The trials’ durations vary depending on
how the system reacts to the injected faults and whether it fails
early or not. The experiment time for the six systems is 2.7 hrs,
10.7 hrs, 23.5 hrs, 8.4 hrs, 54.6 hrs, and 26.5 hrs respectively.

We use the bsrr policy (Section 4.3), and set the state budget
to the default value of 5 for all systems.

Due to the large scale of experiments and time constraints,
our testing focuses on the following faults: (1) I/O related
exceptions, e.g., IOException, ClosedChannelException; (2)
custom exception types that inherit from IOException; (3)
delays to function calls that involve disk or network I/O.
We run two separate experiments (exception and delay) for
each system. We observe that IOException is widely used to
represent more than hardware issues. For example, developers
add throw new IOException statements for situations such as
“unreasonable length”, “missing signature”, “current epoch
is less than accepted epoch”, and “snapshot already exists”,
which are difficult to simulate by external fault injection tools.

7.1 Injection Points and Abstract States
Legolas successfully applies on the six systems. Besides
scaffolding information (e.g., class paths, task class types), the
analyzer does not require additional input for a new system.
The injection policies are also not specially tuned.

As Table 2 shows, the number of task classes (ASMs) Lego-
las extracts is much smaller compared to the number of classes
in the system. It also varies across different systems due to
their design choices. For example, ZooKeeper has a relatively
small number, while Cassandra has over 100; yet, ZooKeeper
has the largest ASVs per ASM. This is because ZooKeeper
uses long-running threads, while Cassandra adopts an event-
driven architecture that uses many short-lived runnables. The
mean ASVs per ASM is moderate, because currently Legolas
only analyzes the direct ASM classes and task entry methods.

We further manually inspect the 36 ASMs and 226 ASVs
Legolas generates for ZooKeeper. We find that they can repre-
sent the state transitions in ZooKeeper at different granularities.
For example, in the QuorumPeer ASM, the ASVs exactly match
the states of a node in the quorum: for the states such as
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Looking, Observing, Leading, and Following, there exists ex-
actly one ASV for each. In the SyncRequestProcessor ASM,
the ASVs capture local state transitions: there is one ASV
in which the transaction log is written, one when flushing
in-memory log, and one when the snapshot is taken.

Dynamically, 24 ASMs and 76 ASVs are traversed during
our testing. For the 150 non-traversed ASVs, 46 are from the
12 unutilized ASMs. We check the rest 104 ASVs to see if
they encode meaningful execution states. In 20 of them, the
code blocks have at least one I/O operation. In another 58
ASVs, they are in the exception handlers or shutdown blocks.
In 8 ASVs, they only print a log. The remaining 18 ASVs do
not contain significant operations and are introduced due to
code optimizations by Soot. For the 20 unvisited ASVs that
contain I/O operations, we tried to enlarge our workload (more
reads/writes, reconfiguration), which did not help. However,
our small workload achieves decent utilization of the ASVs.

7.2 Finding New Bugs
Our overall experience in the fault injection experiments is that
the evaluated systems are robust to tolerate or at least cleanly
abort various faults in most places. Take ZooKeeper as an
example. If a thread is doing a socket write and a network delay
is injected, this thread will get stuck. In general, ZooKeeper
can handle the fault correctly even though this thread hangs.
For example, if the LearnerHandler thread hangs in this way,
the QuorumPeer is able to confirm the stale PING state and
abandon the problematic QuorumPeer.

Despite the robustness, Legolas finds new bugs in all tested
systems. It finds 20 unique bugs (Table 8 in Appendix). All
bugs are non-trivial and require domain knowledge to un-
derstand, such as mishandling of errors, design flaws, and
synchronization issues. They all trigger partial failure symp-
toms, such as some requests get stuck while others succeed.

We reported the bugs to developers. Four reports are marked
as critical, fourteen as major, and two as normal. Eleven reports
have been explicitly confirmed by developers so far. Our bug
reports generate substantial discussions with developers, with
a median of 21 comments and a maximum of 42 comments.
Our reports to ZooKeeper inspired the developers to adopt
fault injection testing practice.
Case Studies. HDFS-15925 In one trial, Legolas injects an
IOException in the BlockReceivermodule while one datanode
is forwarding the data blocks to a mirror (another datanode).
One client gets stuck without any error log, and its work-
load progress is partial (1/5), while other clients finish the
workload (5/5). After investigation, we find that normally
the datanode in such a situation will inform the client of
this error state immediately. Then the client will resend the
blocks. This process would be fast. Through code analysis,
we find the root cause is a complex timing bug. In particular,
when the datanode encounters the IOException it sets the
mirrorError flag (Figure 11). However, a concurrency condi-
tion exists in which the mirrorError flag set could be shortly

class PacketResponder {
  public void run() {
    while (isRunning() && !lastPacketInBlock) {
      PipelineAck ack = new PipelineAck();
      try {
        if (type != LAST_IN_PL && !mirrorError) {
          ack.readFields(downstreamIn);
        }
      } catch (IOException ioe) {
        ...
      }
    }
  }
}

class BlockReceiver {
  private int receivePacket() {
    if (mirrorOut != null && !mirrorError) {
      try {
        ...
        packetReceiver.mirrorPacketTo(mirrorOut);
        ...
      } catch (IOException e) {
        handleMirrorOutError(e);
      }
    }
    return lastPacketInBlock?-1:len;
  }
}

IOException injected inside

set flag mirrorError

gets stuck

Figure 11: A timing bug that causes the packet responder to get
blocked when the datanode encounters an IOException.
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Figure 12: Efficacy of decision policies in Legolas on detecting new
bugs. bsrr: our budgeted-state-round-robin algorithm.

after the PacketResponder thread checks this flag, causing
PacketResponder to not notice this status and get blocked, and
the ACK packet will not be sent by the mirror datanode.

Legolas exposes the bug five times in the experiment, with
the first time in trial 124 at around 43 minutes.

HDFS-15869 The HDFS namenode uses the EditLog to
maintain a transaction log of the namespace modifications.
In one trial, Legolas injects a delay to a remote write in
the FSEditLogAsync thread. The injection occurs when the
thread sends a response to the client and other servers, after it
commits a transaction. This causes the whole FSEditLogAsync

to be unable to proceed. The critical logSync function cannot
be executed for incoming transactions. This is undesirable
because FSEditLogAsync’s key feature is asynchronous edit
logging that is supposed to tolerate slow I/O.

7.3 Impact of Abstract States and BSRR
This paper’s thesis is that our inferred abstract states can enable
efficient fault injection. Section 7.2 shows that Legolas finds
complex new bugs with our bsrr algorithm. To further validate
our thesis, we compare the bsrr algorithm with alternative
decision policies on the 20 new bugs.
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Detected Bugs Median Detection Time

FATE 1 1057.9 minutes
CrashTuner 4 20.4 minutes
CORDS 0 N/A

Table 3: Effectiveness of existing work on the 20 new bugs.

For each policy, we run a 2000-trial experiment and measure
the number of bugs it exposes, as well as the time it takes to
expose the bugs. The latter is an important metric. If a solution
cannot expose a bug within a reasonable time, developers in
practice likely will not use it even if the solution in theory
may expose the bug after a long time.

Figure 12 shows the result. The exhaustive policy only
exposes one bug. The random policy only exposes three bugs.
It is also inefficient. It takes a median of 208 minutes and a
max of 994 minutes to find the three bugs. After finding the
third bug, it fails to find more bugs in 24 hours.

The new-state-only policy (§ 4.3) exposes eight bugs in
a median of 11.4 minutes. It is the best among the baseline
policies, showing the advantages of our inferred abstract states.

The bsrr significantly outperforms all alternatives. It ex-
poses 20 bugs in a median of 58.2 minutes (min 4.0 minutes,
max 302.0 minutes). Compared to new-state-only, it is more
robust in leveraging the imperfectly inferred abstract states,
exposing much more bugs while achieving good efficiency.

The inferred ASVs help improve the fault injection efficacy
in two ways. First, they can capture the unusual system service
stages, allowing Legolas to inject in places that are not well
tested and buggy. For example, in HDFS-15957, one of the
ASVs Legolas infers for FSEditLogAsync represents the state
of sending a response to client while FSEditLogAsync is com-
mitting transactions. The ASVs for the running ZooKeeper
example also belong to this category. Second, the inferred
ASVs can help make progress in skipping uninteresting in-
jection points. For example, in HDFS-15925, the injection
(Figure 11) occurs inside the DataXceiver thread in the datan-
ode. The relevant ASV that Legolas infers corresponds to the
processOp stage. Although this ASV is just the main stage of
the thread, the other ASVs Legolas infers in other threads
help avoid wasting too much time in injecting in other places.

7.4 Comparing with Other Solutions
Research Baselines. We compare Legolas with three state-
of-the-art fault injection research projects, FATE [15] Crash-
Tuner [40] and CORDS [13]. FATE tests multiple failures by
using a concept of failure IDs to efficiently enumerate the
combinations of failures. CrashTuner uses meta-info variable
accesses to decide the timing of injecting node crashes for
exposing crash recovery bugs. CORDS uses a FUSE file sys-
tem to inject a single corruption or read/write error to one
file-system block at a time, and enumerate all possible faults.

The first two works focus on node-level faults, making them
not directly comparable to Legolas. We apply their key ideas
to attempt meaningful comparisons. We define the failure
IDs as described in the FATE paper and implement a policy

in Legolas to grant an injection request when its associated
failure ID has not been visited. For CrashTuner, because its
analyzer component is not available, we re-implement its static
analysis to identify all meta-info variable accesses and assign
each access point a global ID. We instrument each access
point to record the accesses at runtime. Then we grant an
injection request when some meta-info variable access occurs
within the past 5 ms and the access ID has not been seen. The
latter is needed because a system may access the meta-info
variable in a deterministic order, leading to only one injection
being always granted if the access ID is not checked.

For CORDS, we utilize similar procedures as described in
the paper to enumerate file system level errors on the requests
to FUSE. For the experiment, we use the same workloads as
in Legolas but use the injection algorithm in CORDS.

Table 3 shows the result. FATE only detects one of the
20 new bugs in 1057.9 minutes. CrashTuner only detects
four bugs. Legolas significantly outperforms both solutions.
CORDS does not detect any of the 20 new bugs despite
enumerating all of its injection choices during the experiment.
Although CORDS is a fine-grained fault injection tool, its
fault scope is limited. It only injects corruption or error of
a file block. Only 2 of the 20 bugs’ root causes are related
with that. For the two cases, they require a transient error and
special timing, while CORDS injects persistent corruption or
error that more likely leads to a total failure (node crash).
Popular Tool Baselines. We further compare Legolas with
three fault injection tools that are popular among developers:
CharybdeFS [49] (a fault-injection filesystem), tcconfig [19]
(a network fault injection tool based on Linux Traffic Control),
and byte-monkey [53]. Byte-monkey is closer to Legolas in
that it also performs bytecode-level fault injection.

These tools rely on user-provided parameters to configure
the injection, such as the packet loss rate and probability of
returning an error code. Settings that are too large or too small
produce meaningless results. We choose one moderate setting
and one mild setting for each tool. We exercise the target
systems using the same workloads from Legolas.

Most injections lead to either a high percentage of successful
trials or a high percentage of early exits (shown in appendix).
For the small percentage of partial_progress injection trials,
the failed client requests either happen directly because of the
injected fault (e.g., the server logs that it is unable to read data
from client) or the system is in the middle of fault handling
and successfully recovers. We verify that none of these trials
expose any of the 20 new bugs Legolas finds. We also vary
the parameters, but the conclusions remain the same.

In the Legolas decision policy comparison experiments
(§ 7.3), its random policy exposes three bugs. In comparison,
the evaluated popular tools do not expose any bugs with their
random strategies. The discrepancies are due to the probability
factor and the fact that Legolas’s in-situ injection mechanism
has more precise control—it instruments operations that are
possible to throw IOException (or its subtype) errors, which
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System Bug Id (Exposure Time)

ZooKeeper ZK-2029 (15.4 min), ZK-2201 (30.6 min), ZK-2247
(52.1 min), ZK-2325 (2.6 min), ZK-2982 (18.5 min)

Cassandra CA-6364 (10.0 min), CA-6415 (330.6 min), CA-8485
(25.3 min), CA-13833 (86.7 min)

HDFS HDFS-11608 (29.2 min), HDFS-12157 (39.9 min)

Table 4: Legolas exposes known bugs in old releases.

ZooKeeper HDFS Kafka Cassandra HBase Flink

8.9 s 31.6 s 36.9 s 20.9 s 77.6 s 63.9 s

Table 5: Time of static analysis and instrumentation.

may be caused by complex environment errors. For instance,
while tcconfig injects packet loss, it fails to trigger errors for
function calls that internally throw IOException only upon
a sequence of network errors. Also, its injection has a low
chance of affecting only a special subset of operations.

7.5 Exposing Known Bugs
Besides finding new bugs, we further evaluate Legolas’s
capabilities on exposing known partial failure bugs. We sample
11 real-world partial-failure issues from older system releases.
In particular, we first use keywords matching on Jira to collect
all cases whose root cause is related to I/O exception or delay.
Then we randomly sample 50 of them, and select all the cases
that satisfy our definition of partial failures and require one
fault, which result in 11 cases. As Table 4 shows, Legolas can
relatively quickly reproduce these known bugs.

7.6 Performance
We measure the fault injection trial duration for Legolas.
Figure 13 shows the results. Although Legolas tracks abstract
states and dispatches the fault injection queries through RPCs,
the injection duration is still acceptable, with a maximum
of around 70 seconds. Legolas uses local RPCs based on
Java RMIs. Our microbenchmark shows the RMI latency
is between 10 𝜇s–50 𝜇s. The bsrr policy function for one
injection request has a median latency of 3 ms.

Table 5 shows the performance of the Legolas static analysis
and instrumentation. The analysis is fast, with the longest time
being (73 s) in analyzing HBase.

7.7 Effort and False Positive
The static analysis and instrumentation steps in Legolas are
fully automated. The fault injection experiment does not re-
quire manual tuning. Our workload drivers are adapted from
existing test cases and re-usable across versions. The main
effort in using Legolas is to confirm a bug after testing. How-
ever, this is common for testing tools, not a unique requirement
of Legolas. For the new bug finding exercise in Section 7.2,
it roughly takes a graduate student author one to two weeks
per system to examine the testing results, read and understand
the relevant source code, and confirm where the bug is.

A false positive occurs if the fault being injected turns out
to be impossible in reality. We observe such false positives
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Figure 13: Distribution of one fault injection trial duration.

ZooKeeper HDFS Kafka Cassandra HBase Flink

w/ i.i.a 0 0 0 0 0 0
w/o i.i.a 45 (6) 20 (9) 0 894 (10) 86 (10) 0

Table 6: Number of trials that have invalid injections, with and
without the invalid injection analysis in Section 3. The numbers in
parentheses are the unique locations of these invalid injections.

in initial development of Legolas and they are caused by
the same problem: it injects an IOException to a function
that declares IOException in its signature but cannot possibly
have I/O errors. For example, we inject an IOException to the
writeBoolean call inside the Cassandra serialize method.
This injection triggers a buggy symptom. However, this
method uses a memory buffer for the writeBoolean call.

As described in Section 3, we introduce an inter-procedural,
context-sensitive analysis to eliminate such false injections.
Table 6 shows the number of false injection trials for each
system with and without this analysis. The result shows that the
analysis successfully eliminates all of these invalid injections.

Another potential source of false injection is the automatic
exception instance creation. Our method may create some
invalid exception instances. However, we did not observe such
false positives in our experiments.

Our failure checkers (Section 5.3) can make mistakes. When
they mark a trial as being suspicious, it may turn out not to be a
bug. For example, in ZooKeeper, the write requests to followers
are forwarded to the leader. When the client checker flags a trial
where a fault is injected in node 1 and the clients connected
to node 2 experience write timeouts, it is possible that the
node 1 is the leader and it is temporarily unavailable because
of the delay injection. Developers may consider this to be a
false positive, but the false positive is from the checker rather
than the fault injection—the injected fault is legitimate. Our
current checkers are basic. From our experience, to enhance
checkers with more comprehensive bug rules, the knowledge
of system-specific protocols and modularity practices must
be exploited. After the enhancement, developers may still
disagree on the definition of a bug. However, Legolas’s core
contribution is on fault injection methodology.

Our bug confirmation process is as follows. We first utilize
the basic checkers to highlight suspicious trials. For each
suspicious trial, we analyze how the fault propagates its effect
from one component to another and leads to the suspicious
symptom. We then diagnose whether that is a bug and check
if the design documentation describes the expected behavior.
Finally, we will report it to developers to discuss with them.
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8 Discussion and Limitations
Our ASV inference currently only analyzes states inside the
task classes and the task entry functions. Thus, the inferred
ASVs for each task are relatively coarse-grained. The analysis
can be extended to other task functions and states that are
passed to other classes through function calls, which will
extract more detailed ASVs. However, it is not always the
more detailed the better. A large system typically has tens to
hundreds of task classes, so too fine-grained ASVs can lose
the benefits of effectively grouping injection requests.

Our workload drivers use workloads on a small scale to
exercise the target system. More workloads can be added to
the Legolas workload drivers, which is not a difficult task and
would allow Legolas to expose fault-induced bugs that require
large workloads (e.g., performance bugs).

Legolas injects a single fault in one fault injection trial.
It would miss bugs triggered by multiple faults. Supporting
injection of multiple faults in Legolas only requires a simple
change. However, the decision algorithm and failure checkers
would likely require significant changes. Indeed, we tried
enabling multi-fault injection for the ZooKeeper experiment,
but it only improved the efficiency for one bug.

Legolas does not explicitly control non-determinism in the
target system, such as thread schedules, which is the focus of
concurrency testing tools. Thus, while Legolas can expose a
concurrency bug, it may not expose it reliably or efficiently.
Legolas can be combined with concurrency testing tools.

9 Related Work
Fault Injection. Early fault injection work targets standalone
software. Faults are injected into hardware, simulated en-
vironment [20], or libraries (LFI [43]). Fault injection test-
ing becomes popular in distributed systems with much re-
search [2–4,7, 13,15,24,26,27,40,45]. Many inject coarse-
grained faults externally such as node crashes to expose proto-
col or crash recovery bugs. The injection is done randomly, or
exhaustively, or based on user specifications. Several solutions
proposed more advanced techniques. For example, LDFI [3]
leverages data lineage to inject crashes or network faults if
the faults could prevent correct outcomes; CrashTuner [40]
injects crashes when meta-info variables are accessed.

Legolas focuses on complex partial failure bugs. It uses an
instrumentation approach to inject system-specific, instruction-
level faults within a target system. It designs a novel static
analysis method that automatically infers abstract states from
distributed system code. Its decision algorithm leverages the
abstract states to efficiently explore the fault space.

Recent fault injection research addresses other applications,
such as multi-threaded programs [32], cluster-management
controllers [51], microservices [44, 57], and REST applica-
tions [8]. Legolas is orthogonal to these efforts. It targets
large-scale distributed systems and aims to expose partial
failure bugs triggered by exceptions or delays in the operations

of a component within a distributed system node.
Model Checking. Model checking enumerates the possible
interleaving of non-deterministic events such as messages.
It has been applied to distributed systems [18, 29, 31, 50,
54]. Distributed system model checkers (dmcks) including
MODIST [54], SAMC [31], and FlyMC [42] also explore the
interleaving of crash/reboot failure events. Legolas shares
high-level similarity with these solutions in that it systemat-
ically explores the fault injection space. However, Legolas
is a complementary effort. Existing dmcks target protocol
bugs caused by complex interleaving of node-level events,
while Legolas targets implementation-level bugs triggered by
diverse faults in fine-grained program instructions. Legolas
can leverage a dmck to drive the target system into unexplored
states, allowing Legolas to try more injections.
Distributed Concurrency Bug Detection. Several
projects [33,35,39,56] aim to detect concurrency bugs in dis-
tributed systems. FCatch [35] applies happens-before analysis
on correct execution traces to identify unprotected conflicting
operations. Legolas is a general fault injection framework
aiming to expose diverse bugs.
Partial Failure Detection. Failure detectors are part of a
running production distributed system to determine whether
the system is faulty or not. Recent works [22,36,41,47] explore
advanced detectors for the notorious partial failures. Legolas
is an offline testing tool. It can leverage these advanced
techniques in its checkers to find more bugs in testing.
Error Handling Bug Detection. Error handling code is
known to be buggy. Studies [36, 55] have shown that this is
also true for distributed systems. Aspirator [55] uses rules
to statically find simple error handling bugs such as empty
handlers. Legolas focuses on fault injection to systematically
test distributed systems and uncover diverse types of bugs.

10 Conclusion

This paper presents Legolas, a fault injection testing frame-
work that aims to catch complex partial failure bugs in large
distributed systems. Legolas uses static analysis to enable
fine-grained, system-specific fault injection. It designs a novel
method to extract abstract states from system code and uses
them to efficiently explore the fault injection space. We apply
Legolas on six distributed systems and find 20 new bugs. Lego-
las is available at https://github.com/OrderLab/Legolas.
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CharybdeFS tcconfig Byte-monkey
FS syscalls error, delay packet loss, delay exceptions

moderate 10%, 8 s 20%, 300 ms 10%
mild 1%, 1 s 10%, 80 ms 1%

Table 9: Configurations of the baseline tools.

System Release SLOC Workload

ZK 3.6.2 95K 3 clients create 10 entries in total, each writes
and reads a random entry 40 times.

HDFS 3.2.2 689K 5 clients each writes a 10KB file 5 times, 5
clients each reads 5 files 5 times.

Kafka 2.8.0 322K 3 clients creates 15 topics, 15 clients each pro-
duces a topic, 30 clients consume a topic.

HBase 2.4.2 728K creates 5 tables, each with 5 columns, each with
5 rows, 5 clients r/w a random row 100 times.

Cassandra 3.11.10 210K creates 1 table, inserts 5 rows, 3 clients select
and update a random table field 100 times

Flink 1.14.0 78K 1 client submit batch workload, 1 client submit
streaming workload, 1 Kafka consumer to re-
ceive 170 messages from the batch workload,
1 Kafka producer to send 5 messages to the
streaming workload, 1 Kafka consumer to re-
ceive 10 messages from the streaming workload

Table 7: Evaluated distributed systems in latest releases, and the
workload Legolas uses in the fault injection experiments.
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Figure 14: 2000 fault injection trials with existing tools: Byte-
monkey, CharybdeFS, tcconfig.

Appendix A Evaluation Details

Table 8 lists the injected fault, symptom, and root cause for
each of the 20 new bugs that Legolas finds.

Table 9 shows the configuration settings we use for the
baseline fault injection tools (Byte-monkey, CharybdeFS, and
tcconfig) in the evaluation.

Figure 14 shows the aggregated fault injection results using
the baseline tools.
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Bug Id Injected Fault Symptom Root Cause

ZK-4074 delay when Learner is executing
writePacket

requests to one follower get stuck and the follower cannot
rejoin the quorum for a long time

write in a critical section and prevents
QuorumPeer from entering the receiving stage

ZK-4203 an exception during accepting a con-
nection from the second follower

one follower keeps trying to join the quorum but keeps
failing, even though the other 2 nodes get the request

the ERROR state set by learner is not discovered
by the leader in some condition

ZK-4419 an exception when a learner creates
a socket to connect to leader

one follower takes a long time to join the quorum and causes
temporary service unavailability

the server state is prematurely changed, which
triggers unnecessary re-election

ZK-4424 an exception when leader is config-
uring socket options for a follower

causes re-election and partial service unavailability error is unnecessarily re-thrown, which causes
handler exit and costly re-creations

KA-13457 an exception when a broker is accept-
ing a connection

some client requests to create topics experience InvalidRepli-
cationFactorException errors for a long time

error is swalloed without closing the socket
channel

KA-13468 an exception when the log manager
initalize a log

a broker proceeds but consumers hang for more than 3
minutes without any error log

the log manager should handle the error but
instead let it propagate to the request handler

KA-13538 an exception when a broker is access-
ing checkpoint file

some clients get unexpected TopicExistsException even
though they have never created the topic before

a design flaw in the client library for handling
broker change

KA-14882 a delay when a broker sends request
to ZooKeeper

some retry of topic creation requests gives the client Top-
icExistsException

broker controllers do not roll back the meta-
data in ZooKeeper when topic creation fails

KA-14886 a delay when handling a request from
consumer and storing data to disk

a critical thread pool in broker gets full soon after the delay
of a single request from client

the delayed thread blocks multiple threads and
causes the thread pool to be used up

HD-15925 IOException when a datanode is for-
warding a packet to the mirror

normally a client is immediately notified of the error, but
now the client hangs for 1min

race condition causes PacketResponder to be
blocked without notifying the client

HD-15957 exception when namenode finishes
sync edit log andnotifies journalnode

some client hangs forever without any log and the expected
file does not exist in HDFS

namenode dismisses one client RPC, adding
retry of the notification resolves the issue

HD-15869 delay when namenode sends the edit
log notifications

namenode hangs even with the async edit logging the notification sending is performed syn-
chronously and blocks queued edit logs

HA-17552 error after the namenode accepts a
socket before creating a reader

some client hangs instead of timing out after ping interval read method does not re-throw the socket
timeout exception

HA-18024 an exception when namenode con-
figures socket options

some client hangs for a long time socket connection is not closed when error
happens

HB-26256 a delay when the region server tries
to open a region using HDFS RPC

table creation command hangs for a long time without any
error but list command shows the table exists

region sequence idfile write operation is block-
ing without any timeout

HB-26955 an exception when the master tries
to do an update operation

some table create requests experience a long delay retry code misses the case when a server is
quickly reinitialized

CS-16603 a delay in serializing a mutation to
commit log in node 2

clients to node 1 experience sporadic CQL operation timeout
due to unconfigured table

the add method is not protected with a timeout

CS-17564 exception when deleting file during
a compaction task

node continues after erroreous startup state and later causes
client failures

missing sync. to wait for compaction comple-
tion before setting node startup flag

FL-30032 an IOException when sending a wa-
termark to Kafka

synchronous batch processing request from client finishes
without errors while the job is actually not finished

the exception is not handled properly and then
a few messages do not get sent to Kafka

FL-31746 an IOException when task managers
finish a job and commit some data

when the job is finished, the client throws confusing errors
due to a fault in commit phase

The commit phase does not affect the correct-
ness of output but its fault is propogated to
the client with confusing messages

Table 8: New bugs found by Legolas. All issues cause partial failure symptoms. The root causes are diverse. ZK: ZooKeeper; KA: Kafka; HD:
HDFS; HA: Hadoop; HB: HBase; CS: Cassandra; FL: Flink.
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Abstract
We present Prequal (Probing to Reduce Queuing and La-
tency), a load balancer for distributed multi-tenant systems.
Prequal aims to minimize real-time request latency in the
presence of heterogeneous server capacities and non-uniform,
time-varying antagonist load. It actively probes server load
to leverage the power of d choices paradigm, extending it
with asynchronous and reusable probes. Cutting against re-
ceived wisdom, Prequal does not balance CPU load, but in-
stead selects servers according to estimated latency and active
requests-in-flight (RIF). We explore its major design features
on a testbed system and evaluate it on YouTube, where it
has been deployed for more than two years. Prequal has dra-
matically decreased tail latency, error rates, and resource use,
enabling YouTube and other production systems at Google to
run at much higher utilization.

1 Introduction

We report our experience deploying the power of d choices
(PodC) load balancing paradigm [1, 2, 18] to run multiple
large-scale web services at Google, focusing on YouTube,
where it has run successfully for several years. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first public report of PodC being used suc-
cessfully for load balancing at this scale.

The PodC paradigm involves sampling d ≥ 2 servers for
their load and sending the next request to the least loaded
one. Two key questions for any implementation are: what
signal is used to represent the load, and how is the sampling
done? We answer those questions with the name of our load
balancing system: Probing to Reduce Queuing and Latency
(Prequal). Namely, our two signals are requests-in-flight (RIF)
and latency, and we sample servers by actively probing them.

Many existing load balancing systems (e.g., NGINX [19],
Envoy [7], Finagle [8], YARP [26], C3 [23]) offer some vari-
ant of PodC, and most of them offer RIF, latency, or some
combination as the load balancing signal. We introduce two
primary new innovations. First, we combine RIF and latency

in a new way that works especially well, called the hot-cold
lexicographic (HCL) rule. Second, we introduce a novel asyn-
chronous probing mechanism that reduces probing overheads
(CPU + critical-path latency) while retaining the freshness of
the load signal offered by synchronous probing.

For purposes of this paper, we refer to Prequal as a load
balancing system, but technically, it is load a balancing pol-
icy implemented within Google’s Stubby RPC framework
(externally, gRPC [24]). As such, we expect that some of
our innovations could be integrated into these other existing
load balancers. Our main thrust is the two innovations above
(HCL, async probing); other implementation details of our
system are incidental to our message.

Prequal has been deployed in a diverse collection of 20+
large-scale services at Google over the past several years.
In addition to driving most of the YouTube serving stack,
it has found success in a wide variety of other applications,
including search ads, logs processing, and serving ML models.
In the typical application, query processing times are tens to
hundreds of milliseconds, but in one system the queries take
around ten minutes, and in another they range from seconds
to hours. Most of these services are part of a complex tangle
of services calling each other, and we have seen benefits from
deploying Prequal for the most critical services, regardless of
whether others in the tangle are also using Prequal.

We care about CPU and latency overheads from probing,
but in our deployment experience we have found them to
be small and more than pay for themselves. Probe response
times within a data center are well below 1 millisecond. For
some applications, fractions of a millisecond matter, so we
used async probing to take it off the critical path. We created
parameters that can shrink the CPU overheads arbitrarily.
Moreover, better balance saves CPU by reducing resource
contention. On net, we find that CPU utilization usually dips
slightly when deploying Prequal. More importantly, systems
are provisioned to control tail latency at peak load, so even an
increase in mean CPU usage can result in provisioning wins
when combined with decreases in tail latency.

Our evaluation of Prequal consists of two parts: a holistic
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Figure 1: Queries flow down the tree, responses flow up. A
separate balancing job is optional on each link. Load balanc-
ing policies may vary by link: A→ B uses Prequal, while B
→ D does not.

evaluation in the wild on YouTube (§2 and §3), and bench-
marks on a testbed to evaluate each of the major design
choices independently (§5). The default incumbent load bal-
ancing policy that we displaced at YouTube and other parts of
Google is (dynamic) weighted round robin (WRR), which fo-
cuses on balancing CPU utilization across distributed servers
in a single job. Thus, the evaluation in §3 focuses on compar-
ing Prequal to WRR. §2 explains why CPU-balancing policies
like WRR are a formidable competitor in this environment,
but also why it pays to rethink that approach, motivating our
paper title. §5 and §6 include quantitative and qualitative com-
parisons against well-known load balancing policies from the
literature, including other variants of PodC.

2 Environment and motivation

We describe the operating environment for YouTube and other
large cloud services, motivating why balancing CPU load
would seem to be a self-evidently superior approach. Next,
we examine a scenario in which balancing CPU load back-
fires spectacularly, motivating the Prequal approach. Finally,
we show data from YouTube illustrating that our motivating
circumstance occurs commonly.

Large-scale services like YouTube are typically composed
of many distributed jobs issuing queries among themselves via
RPC. Fig. 1 depicts a vastly simplified version with only five
jobs, queries flowing down a tree, and responses flowing back
up. In any of these interactions, the job sending the query is
called the client job, while the job returning the response is the
server job. For instance, on edge A→ B, A is the client and B
is the server, while B is the client on edges B→ C and B→ D.
To ensure scalability and redundancy, each job is distributed
across a large number of machines, called replicas (Fig. 2).
To avoid overloading any server replica, a load balancing
policy must be used between each pair of communicating
jobs, to determine which server replica should receive each
query. Some policies require proxying the queries through a
separate load balancing job whose only function is to decide
where to forward each query, while others can operate directly
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Figure 2: Zooming in on any single link from Fig. 1: server
replicas respond to queries from client replicas while their
machines run antagonist processes. Aggregate utilization
(dashed line) may exceed allocation (dotted line) during
spikes in demand.

between client replicas and server replicas (Fig. 1).1 Prequal
is well-suited to both modes of operation, and in fact we use
it both ways in different systems at Google.

Each job runs within a single data center, although different
jobs might run in different data centers. Each replica runs
inside its own virtual machine (VM), which has access to a
guaranteed portion of the CPU cycles on its host machine;
this amount is called its (CPU) allocation. The fraction of its
allocation that a replica uses over any given time period is its
(CPU) utilization, which could be more or less than 100%,
since the allocation is just a guaranteed minimum. The server
job’s aggregate (job) utilization is the fraction of its overall
CPU allocation that it uses, across all replicas. In the usual
case, each replica has the same allocation, so aggregate job
utilization equals average replica utilization.

A server replica typically shares its machine with many
other VMs, which we call antagonists. The machine (CPU)
utilization accounts for both our server replica and all antag-
onists, and is distinct from both replica and job utilizations.
In order to ensure consistent performance for all users of this
multi-tenant system, isolation mechanisms attempt to pre-
vent the behavior of one VM on a machine from adversely
affecting the behavior of another. The philosophy here is: "If
your usage stays within your allocation, you will be fine."
However, if a VM overflows its CPU allocation, it may suffer
when the isolation system kicks in.

Given this isolation regime and design philosophy, it seems
self-evident that trying to balance CPU utilization across repli-
cas within one job is the best approach.2 Indeed, the WRR
policy works well at Google. It uses smoothed historical
statistics on each replica’s goodput, CPU utilization, and er-
ror rate to periodically compute individual per-replica weights.
Clients then route queries to replicas in proportion to these

1At this scale, even the balancing job must be distributed across machines.
2Trying to balance machine CPU utilization across these entire heteroge-

neous machines would work at cross purposes to the isolation mechanism.
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Figure 3: Normalized CPU usage heatmap with 1-minute
samples (top) and 1-second samples (bottom) for the YouTube
homepage service running across hundreds of machines in
a single datacenter. Darker colors represent denser regions.
The usage limit, represented by 1.0 (red line) is satisfied in all
of the 1m intervals but on 1s intervals it is frequently violated
at peak load — sometimes by more than a factor of two!

weights. In the absence of errors, each replica weight wi
is calculated as qi/ui, where qi and ui represent the recent
query-per-second (QPS) rate and CPU utilization of replica i.
Historically, WRR originated in networking [11] but has also
been adapted for replica selection as we just described [4, 9].

We now describe a scenario where this approach back-
fires, even if we could balance CPU load perfectly. Suppose
that our server job has 100 replicas running on identical ma-
chines, each replica allocated 40% of the CPU on its machine.
Moreover, suppose that antagonist load is soaking up the full
remaining 60% on machines 1 and 2, whereas the other 98 ma-
chines have ample spare capacity, safely above 4%. Finally,
suppose that our job experiences a temporary spike in demand
that would raise its aggregate utilization to 1.1x its allocation,
i.e., 44% of each machine, on average. A load balancer that at-
tempts to equalize CPU utilization across replicas will aim to
peg each replica at this average. All 100 replicas will exceed
their CPU allocation, but the last 98 will be okay because the
system will let them momentarily spill outside their allocation
to soak up the unused CPU cycles. On the heavily contended
machines 1 and 2, CPU isolation mechanisms will typically
kick in and hobble those replicas, sometimes in ways that
affect all queries served by them. Thus, although the prob-
lematic load is only the extra 10% on only 2% of our replicas
(i.e., ~0.18% of our 1.1x load), it could degrade performance
on a full 2% of our queries. Tail latency at p993 is likely to
spike. Fig. 6 in §5.1 exhibits this behavior on a testbed.

In this overload case, equalizing replica utilizations was
exactly the wrong load-balancing policy because the available
machines differed greatly in their capacity to absorb additional
load. Furthermore, since the difference in available capacity
is due to antagonist processes, it cannot be predicted by our
job in advance but can potentially be detected at runtime.

Equalizing replica utilizations can be a great idea if all

3We use expressions like p99 to denote percentiles of a distribution.

replicas always stay within their allocation, as this maximizes
the amount of traffic we can serve, subject to the allocation.
Unfortunately, Fig. 3 shows it is easy to trick ourselves. Plot-
ting CPU utilization over 1m time intervals leads us to believe
that the replicas are all respecting their allocations, but using
1s intervals reveals greater underlying variability in the signal,
with frequent bursts up to nearly twice the limit! In other
words, overload is not really a special case; at sufficiently
small timescales, there is nearly always some replica in over-
load, even if our aggregate load fits within our job allocation.
The only questions are whether this replica is unlucky enough
to be on a highly contended machine, and whether the spike
lasts long enough for isolation mechanisms to kick in.

Thus, avoiding high tail latency requires some mechanism
to alert clients quickly about highly-loaded replicas in real-
time. The mechanism should use load signals that are as
current as possible, and are highly predictive of high latency
when serving future requests. CPU utilization fails to meet
these criteria, partly because it is a trailing signal. It must
be averaged over a time window to be meaningful, which
automatically imposes a lower bound on its staleness. This
signal also overlooks other factors that contribute to latency,
like contention for locks, memory bandwidth, or other shared
resources that are sometimes tough to measure or isolate.

Prequal instead uses two load signals: RIF and latency.
RIF is an instantaneous signal (its precise value is available
at the time of a probe), and our latency estimates are near-
instantaneous as well (§4). Here are our main design goals.

1. Minimize probing overheads. The number of probes per
query should be a small constant, and latency estimation
(running on server replicas) must be lightweight, taking
O(1) or Õ(1) update time per query.

2. Probing should not add significant latency to the query’s
critical path. Prequal accomplishes this via asyn-
chronous probing: the current query is assigned using
probe responses initiated by previous queries.

3. Minimize tail latency. Prequal removes the worst probes
(those with the highest RIF and/or estimated latency)
before they can be used for replica selection, in a pro-
cess inspired by the theory of balanced allocations with
memory [14, 16].

4. Limit RAM footprint of query processing on server repli-
cas.4 Prequal avoids assigning queries to replicas that
have an anomalously large RIF, even if their estimated
latency is low. The RIF signal does double duty, since it
is also a strong leading indicator of future load.

Recall that Prequal can be used either with or without a
dedicated load balancing layer (Fig. 1). Advantages of the
dedicated layer include (1) keeping probes local when clients

4RIF has a material impact on RAM because most in-flight queries are in
some stage of processing, not sitting in a queue. The RPCs themselves are
often small.
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query server jobs in a distant data center, (2) the balancer
often has fewer replicas than the client does, so each one
sees a larger fraction of the query stream, hence its probes are
fresher (as measured by number of queries landing on a server
replica since the most recent probe), (3) software upgrades to
the balancer need not touch the clients. Disadvantages include
(1) further RPC overhead (latency, CPU, network), (2) it is
an extra job to manage, and (3) one still needs to balance the
load arriving at the balancers, although that is usually easier
because the balancer’s work is fairly uniform, and it is usually
cheaper to overprovision the balancer than the server.

3 Evaluation of deployment in YouTube

A couple of years ago, we identified load imbalance as the
cause of persistent SLO5 violations in YouTube, prompting
us to switch some key services to Prequal. These included
YouTube’s Homepage service, which is responsible for user-
tailored recommendations. With Prequal we saw dramatic
improvements across all metrics, including reductions of 2x
in tail latency, 5-10x in tail RIF, 10-20% in tail memory usage,
2x in tail CPU utilization, and a near-elimination of errors
due to load imbalance. In addition to meeting SLOs, this
also allowed us to significantly raise the utilization targets
that govern how much traffic we are willing to send to each
datacenter, thereby saving significant resources. Based on this
success, we rolled out Prequal to many other major services
that comprise YouTube, and subsequently to a wide variety
of other services at Google, as detailed in §1.

The YouTube service is composed of many subsidiary jobs
— answering search queries, providing recommendations, and
serving ads, to name a few. Queries from some of these
jobs trigger a cascade of subsidiary queries, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Since these jobs are so diverse, their query processing
requirements (CPU, RAM, latency, etc.) vary widely as well.
In this section we show the results of switching from WRR
to Prequal using a small subset of live, user-facing traffic
for the Homepage job itself, with the load balancing policies
in other parts of the system held constant. Historically, the
Homepage was the first server job where we deployed Prequal,
while most other jobs still used WRR. At the time of this
experiment, most but not all of these were using Prequal. In
both cases, the impact of the switchover was similar. We state
Prequal’s impact here, but defer the details of its design to
§4. We then explore this design space via experiments on a
testbed (not YouTube) in §5.

The first result to notice is that explicitly balancing on RIF
really works, bringing down the tail from ~225 to ~50 (Fig. 4).
Since Homepage query processing carries a large amount of
per-query state, this reduces our tail RAM usage by 10-20%,
allowing us to reduce our RAM footprint accordingly. As
shown in Fig. 3, WRR was very effective at maintaining a

5SLO = service level objective [10]

Figure 4: Heatmaps of normalized cpu usage, normalized
memory usage, and the number of requests in flight on each
YouTube Homepage server replica, first using WRR to bal-
ance load before transitioning to Prequal shortly after 08:00.

tight CPU load distribution at the 1m time scale, but much
poorer when measuring tail CPU utilization at 1s resolution.
Prequal fixes that, dropping the tail by ~2x. As a consequence,
Prequal decreased occasional server replica error spikes of
0.01-0.1% down to nearly zero and reduced latency by 10-
20% at the median and 40-50% at the tail (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 normalizes each latency quantile (p50, p99, p99.9)
separately, based on a typical value for that quantile at the
daily traffic trough. This reveals that Prequal does such a
good job of pulling in the tail latency at peak load that the
p99 and p99.9 actually suffers less at peak (in a multiplicative
sense) than p50 does. This is the opposite of the behavior one
would normally expect, and that we indeed see for WRR.

For these experiments, we configured Prequal to send 5
probes per query, meaning the total number of RPCs is mul-
tiplied by 6. Moreover, as an early adopter of Prequal, this
service still uses the synchronous probing mode (§4), which
adds latency to the critical path. While we intend to migrate to
asynchronous probing, our experience with YouTube shows
that the improvements we get by pulling in the tails more than
compensates for these overheads. This is particularly true for
services with relatively heavyweight requests, e.g., tens or
hundreds of milliseconds of processing time per query. We
set a 3ms timeout for our probes, but most return far quicker
than that.6 The probing delay and the extra CPU spent on
processing the probes are both in the noise compared to the
savings.

4 System design

When load-balancing a torrent of queries, every millisecond
matters. Prequal is designed so that clients can select a replica

6Elsewhere at Google, we successfully use a 1ms timeout, and could
probably do so here too.
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Figure 5: Normalized YouTube Homepage server request
error rate and latency p99.9 (red), p99 (green), and p50 (blue).
Failures were due to timeouts or load shedding stemming
from imbalance. Cutting over from WRR to Prequal shortly
after 08:00 eliminated most errors and reduced tail latency by
40-50% and median latency by 5-10%. Each latency quantile
is normalized separately to a typical value at daily trough for
that quantile, which is why it is possible for the p50 line to lie
above the other two after the cutover. The spikes near 22:00
and 23:00 are unrelated to the experiment.

based on up-to-date information (ideally no more than a few
milliseconds old) while keeping the process of sending and
receiving probes out of the critical serving path. Hence, the
most consequential design decisions center around how to
maintain a pool of high-quality probes and how to assign
queries to replicas based on the information in the pool. The
following are some key questions.

1. How often should a client probe replicas, and which ones
should it probe?

2. What information should replicas report in probe re-
sponses, and how should they compute it?

3. When selecting a replica to handle a query, how should
a client make use of the information in its probe pool?

4. How should a client manage its pool of probe responses?
In particular, when should elements be removed?

Probing rate Clients issue a specified number of probes,
rprobe, triggered by each query. In addition, they can be con-
figured to issue probes after a specified maximum idle time
has been exceeded, to ensure the availability of recent probe
responses in the pool even when no queries have arrived in the
recent past. The probing rate (per unit time) is therefore the
product of the query arrival rate with rprobe (or the minimum
probing rate, whichever is greater). We link the probing rate
to the query rate because that is the rate at which the client
must make decisions. It is also strongly tied to how rapidly
the load statistics on the replicas (particularly RIF) change
over time, although that also depends on the ratio of client
replicas to server replicas. Probing at a rate that greatly ex-
ceeds the query arrival rate would thus yield many redundant
probes, whereas probing at too low a rate runs the risk that
probe results will be “stale” (only weakly correlated with the

replica’s current state) by the time they are used.
Probe destinations are sampled uniformly at random with-

out replacement from the set of available replicas. This design
choice is motivated by the theory literature on balanced al-
locations, which advocates sampling a uniformly random
set of probe targets. It also helps to avoid the thundering
herd phenomenon, when a replica with low estimated latency
is inundated with queries from many clients simultaneously
seeing it as the best choice, leading to queueing and high
latency [15]. This is unlikely to happen in Prequal, where
each client’s probe pool represents only a small random sub-
set of replicas, and conversely, each replica belongs to the
probe pools of only a small (in expectation) random subset of
clients.

We allow rprobe to be fractional 7, even less than one. Prob-
ing consumes a small but nonzero amount of server CPU and
network bandwidth, so it is desirable to lower the probing
rate to the extent that doing so has only negligible impact on
tail latency. Our experiments in §5.3 reveal that rprobe > 1 is
quite safe from the standpoint of tail latency.
Load signals Prequal includes a server-side module for
tracking RIF and latency statistics and responding to probes,
as follows. We say that the query arrives at the server when
the application logic receives the RPC from Stubby, and fin-
ishes when the application logic hands the response RPC back
to Stubby. We define the latency of the query to be the length
of this interval, during which the query contributes to this
server’s RIF count. If there is any application-level queue-
ing, then the latency includes the sojourn time in the queue.
However, it is more common for the application to eschew
queueing and rely on thread or fiber scheduling instead. We
do not attempt to capture the network latency, because all
server replicas reside in the same datacenter.

When responding to a probe, the RIF comes from sim-
ply checking a counter. The latency estimate is more subtle.
When a query finishes, we record its latency, tagged by the
value of the RIF counter when it arrived. When a probe
prompts us to estimate latency, we consult a set of recent
latency values at (or near) the current RIF, and report the
median8. The per-query overhead of maintaining these data
structures is small. At moderate-to-high query arrival rates,
the samples are plentiful enough that we base the latency
estimates entirely on queries that finished in the last few hun-
dredths of a second.
The probe pool Prequal clients maintain a pool of probe re-
sponses to be used in replica selection. Each pool element in-
dicates the replica that responded, the response receipt time,9

and the load signals discussed above. The pool is capped
at a maximum size: we have found that a pool size of 16
suffices to achieve the benefits of Prequal, and the gains from

7Each query triggers either brprobec or drprobee probes, rounding deter-
ministically so as to guarantee rprobe probes per query in the limit.

8The median was chosen as a summary statistic robust to outliers.
9The sent time would be ideal, but could introduce clock skew.
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increasing beyond 16 are modest. New probe responses are
added to the pool upon receipt, evicting a probe if necessary
to respect the maximum pool size.

Replica selection Prequal could access many load signals,
and we have chosen to focus on RIF and latency. The latency
signal is obvious: since we want to minimize latency, why
not route queries to the replicas exhibiting minimum latency?
The RIF part is important because when the replica must store
significant per-query state (as in YouTube), its RAM alloca-
tion must be a constant offset plus a term that is linear in its
max anticipated RIF. In addition, RIF is an instantaneous sig-
nal that is a leading indicator of future load, since it represents
the queries processing right now. The latency signal is based
on observed latencies of queries that have completed recently.
Both signals are more up-to-date than CPU utilization, which
must be averaged over a long time period to be meaningful.

From the RAM perspective, RIF matters only if our choice
of replica raises the max RIF. In principle, we would prefer
to balance on latency at all other times, although we must
temper this impulse because of the leading versus trailing
indicator consideration described above.

To minimize both latency and RIF, Prequal selects replicas
using a hot-cold lexicographic (HCL) rule that labels probes
in the pool as either hot or cold based on their RIF value.
Prequal clients maintain an estimate of the distribution of
RIF across replicas, based on recent probe responses. They
classify pool elements as hot if their RIF exceeds a specified
quantile (QRIF) of the estimated distribution, otherwise cold.
In replica selection, if all probes in the pool are hot, then
the one with lowest RIF is chosen; otherwise, the cold probe
with the lowest latency is chosen. Our experiments (§5.2)
suggest that QRIF ∈ [0.6,0.9] is a good choice, although even
0 is effective (i.e., RIF-only control).

An exception arises if the pool is empty. Then, Prequal
simply falls back to selecting a uniformly random replica. In
fact, our experience suggests it is useful to invoke this fallback
whenever the pool occupancy drops below 2.

One popular approach to combining two signals is to use a
linear combination of them with a scaling constant to put them
into the same units. In our experiments, HCL outperforms
RIF-only (§5.3), which outperforms every non-trivial linear
combination of RIF and latency (§5.2 and Appendix A). The
HCL approach also nicely captures our hierarchy of concerns:
containing latency is nice, but replicas obeying their RAM
allocations is often a hard constraint.

Probe reuse and removal Prequal manages the probe pool
to avoid three conditions: staleness, when the load signals
are too old to be accurate; depletion, when the pool becomes
empty; and degradation, when the loads represented in the
pool exhibit a selection bias towards replicas with higher load.
These are intertwined and the discussion will necessarily be
somewhat circular, so we start with the simplest.

Depletion: Prequal employs several probe removal pro-

cesses (detailed below) to control staleness and degradation,
including removing probes when they are used. In order to
stave off pool depletion without increasing the probing rate,
we can extend the life of each probe by reusing it up to breuse
times. This reuse limit is set according to the formula

breuse = max
{

1, 1+δ

(1−m/n)·rprobe−rremove

}
, (1)

where δ > 0 is a configuration parameter that governs the
net rate at which probes accumulate in the pool, m is the
maximum pool size, n is the number of replicas, rprobe is the
probing rate discussed above, and rremove is the rate of probe
removal discussed below. We always set breuse ≥ 1, and when
it is fractional, we randomly round it to its floor or ceiling so
as to preserve the expectation.

Staleness occurs for two reasons: aging and overuse. As
a probe ages, its load data becomes less accurate because
the replica receives new queries and finishes ones it already
had. Overuse is a special case of aging that we can partially
mitigate; namely, when the client itself sends a query to that
replica, it can compensate by incrementing the RIF value
on that probe. Ideally, we would also increase its latency
estimate, but currently we do not. Part of Prequal’s solution
for general staleness is to set a time limit on probes and
remove them from the pool when their age exceeds this limit.
In addition, whenever a new probe arrives that would increase
the pool beyond its size limit, we drop the oldest probe.

Degradation is the subtlest of these phenomena. If the
probes corresponding to lightly-loaded replicas are contin-
ually being selected and removed from the pool, then the
probes that remain after many rounds of replica selection
correspond to highly-loaded replicas. To avoid this, Prequal
periodically removes the worst probe from the pool. This is
analogous to — but much more permissive than — the use of
only the least-loaded of d randomly selected bins in the stan-
dard power-of-d-choices model. It turns out that broadening
the bin-selection policy from “use only the best of d random
probes” to “avoid using the worst of d random probes” qual-
itatively preserves the theoretical guarantees for the power-
of-d-choices model [21]. When removing the worst probe,
Prequal alternates between two rules: removing the oldest
probe (i.e., worst age) and removing the probe deemed worst
according to the same ranking used for replica selection (but
in reverse): if at least one probe in the pool is hot, the hot
probe with highest RIF is removed; otherwise, the cold probe
with highest latency is removed.

We define a rremove parameter, and delete that many probes
from the pool with each query. As with the probing rate, this
number may be fractional, in which case the actual number
of probes removed is always either the floor or the ceiling,
deterministically rounded to achieve the configured rate of
probe removal on average. By alternating our removals be-
tween oldest and most loaded, we achieve a unified approach
to avoid both staleness and degradation (on top of the probe
timeouts).
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To summarize, Prequal removes probes from the pool for
four reasons. It evicts the oldest probe in the pool when nec-
essary to avoid exceeding the maximum pool size. Probes are
removed once they reach their reuse budget or when their age
exceeds a timeout threshold. Additionally, they are removed
at a configurable rate per query, alternating between worst
and oldest.

Synchronous mode So far, we described Prequal with asyn-
chronous probing (i.e., async mode), which maintains a probe
pool to take probing off the critical serving path. The asyn-
chrony is helpful in many use cases, such as when the probe
latency is non-negligible or the CPU overhead of probing is
high compared to the queries. However, we have also imple-
mented a sync mode of Prequal in which there is no probe
pool. Instead, when a query arrives, the client issues some d
probes (at least 2, typically 3-5) to random replicas, waits to
receive a sufficient number of responses (typically d−1) and
then chooses among those using the same replica selection
rule described above. We describe the sync mode here be-
cause it has been used in YouTube services as reported in §3,
but all of the experiments reported in §5 use async Prequal
because that mode is better for most uses.

One significant use case that requires sync mode is when
replicas hold state that influences the cost of query execution,
e.g., a replica may cache certain data in memory to prevent
reading from a slower storage layer. Sync probing allows us
to include relevant information from the query in the probe.
If the replica then determines that it can execute that query
more efficiently because of data it already has in the cache,
then it can manipulate its reported load so as to attract the
query, e.g., by scaling down its reported load by 10x. We
have used sync Prequal in this way for part of YouTube.

Error aversion to avoid sinkholing Suppose a certain
replica has a problem (such as misconfiguration) that causes
it to process queries very quickly by immediately returning
errors for a non-trivial fraction of its queries. Then its latency
on the remaining successful queries, RIF, CPU utilization,
and other metrics will make it appear less loaded than it nor-
mally would, given the amount of traffic sent its way. If the
load balancer is not smart about this, this replica can attract
more and more traffic, in a phenomenon known as sinkhol-
ing. Prequal includes some heuristics to avoid sinkholing, but
since they are not central to our contribution, we have chosen
to simplify our exposition by omitting details.

5 Testbed evaluation

In §3 we reported on our experience deploying Prequal in
YouTube. The comparison between Prequal and WRR in that
section constitutes one type of evaluation, under conditions
that arguably represent the ground-truth definition of a real-
istic workload. However, evaluating the deployed version of
Prequal in production does not shed light on how individual

aspects of its design affect its performance. In this section we
report on a set of tests performed on a testbed environment
that allows for more controlled experiments with Prequal and
baselines, while preserving key features of the production
environment for which Prequal was designed: variable query
costs and unpredictable time-varying antagonist load.

We first describe our testbed and the baseline system param-
eters. Within each experiment, we explain which parameters
we changed from the baseline.

Our testbed consists of one client job and one server job,
each comprising multiple replicas running on distinct but
identical physical machines colocated in the same datacenter.
The queries represent a very simple CPU-intensive workload:
they simply iterate an expensive hash function. In order to
simulate variability in query costs, we vary the number of
iterations, drawing it from a normal distribution whose stan-
dard deviation equals its mean (then truncated at zero). The
jobs are running within a standard Google datacenter, on com-
modity multicore machines, using Google’s standard isolation
mechanisms, and the antagonist traffic is just whatever we
happen to encounter in the wild.

The system configuration in our experiments, as well as
Prequal’s configuration parameters, exemplify a represen-
tative operating environment in which Prequal performs as
intended and its benefits become evident. All experiments
use 100 client replicas and 100 server replicas, and each of
the server replicas is allocated 10% of the machine’s CPU. In
addition, the probe pool size is 16, probes age out of the pool
after one second, and the net probe-pool drift rate in Equa-
tion (1) is δ = 1. Unless otherwise specified, we set QRIF =
2−0.25 ≈ 0.84 and rremove = 1. We use 3 probes per query as
our baseline probe rate to stay safely away from probe rates
low enough to impact performance. We target different ag-
gregate utilizations in each experiment as necessary to induce
the behaviors we wish to illustrate. Wherever we plot CPU
utilization, it is scaled as a percentage of the allocation.

Some of the plots in these experiments show quantiles of
RIF values. Since this data is all integer, the quantiles should
be integer as well. However, when our monitoring system
builds histograms, all instances of an integer k are uniformly
smeared across the interval [k− 1

2 ,k+
1
2 ). For this reason, the

plots of our RIF quantiles contain fractional values.

5.1 Robustness to variable antagonist load

In this experiment, we start with the aggregate CPU load at
about 75% of our allocation, and ramp it up in 8 multiplicative
steps of 10/9, yielding 0.75x, 0.83x, 0.93x, 1.03x, 1.14x,
1.27x, 1.41x, 1.57x, and 1.74x our allocation. We increased
the load by increasing the aggregate query rate from about
5.6k queries per second (henceforth, qps) to around 13k qps,
while holding the mean work per query constant. Within each
load level, we use WRR for the first half of the period, then
Prequal for the second half.
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Figure 6: Load ramp experiment. Gray background denotes
WRR policy, white denotes Prequal. Note that tail latency is
plotted on a log scale.

The top plot in Fig. 6 shows the effect on median and tail
latency, on a log scale, measured in microseconds. We employ
a 5s timeout for each query, so the graph tops out at 5s. In
the first three steps (below allocation) the latency distribution
stays steady for both WRR and Prequal at roughly 80ms (p50),
182ms (p90), 265ms (p99), and 325ms (p99.9). Then, as soon
as we first exceed our CPU allocation (by 1.03x) in step 4,
the behaviors of WRR and Prequal rapidly diverge.

For WRR, the p99.9 latency maxes out at the 5s limit, while
p99 jumps about 26% to 335ms, slightly above the previous
p99.9. By step 6 (1.27x allocation), p99 has maxed out, and
p90 is starting to show a visible bump to ~203ms (+11%). By
step 8 (1.57x allocation), p90 has maxed out, and even p50
has risen to ~111ms (+39%). By step 9, even p50 has risen to
~150ms (+88%).

In contrast, Prequal suffers almost no visible change at
p99.9 in load steps 4 and 5, and by step 6, p99.9 rises only to
~350ms (+8%). It does begin to rise appreciably at load step 7
(1.41x allocation), but even at step 9 it is still contained around
700ms, far from the 5s timeout. Meanwhile p99 latency does
not visibly degrade until load step 7, p90 does so around step
8, and p50 does so around step 9.

The second plot shows error rates, which are zero for both
WRR and Prequal up through step 3. Note that this is the

absolute number of errors per second, not a percentage. WRR
starts showing a very small error rate (5 to 20 errors/s) at load
step 4. By load step 5, the error rate rises visibly, increasing
much faster than the incoming qps. By step 9, more than a
quarter of all queries are returning errors. Essentially all of
these are "deadline exceeded" errors, from queries that hit
their 5s deadline. In contrast, Prequal returns zero errors at
all load levels in this experiment.

The bottom plot shows a heatmap of the CPU utilization
distributions for WRR and Prequal. Here, one can see that
WRR is doing a superb job at accomplishing what it was
designed to do: balance CPU load. In contrast, the CPU
distribution for Prequal is substantially looser. So why are
the latency and error metrics for WRR so bad? It is precisely
the explanation that we offered as motivation in §2. Digging
further into the server-level data for WRR (not pictured), we
see a strong correlation between the server replicas with high
antagonist load and ones where our latency suffers. Mean-
while, Prequal shifts load away from those server replicas to
avoid the worst of the latency impact.

This collection of results explains the title of our paper.
Although it is counterintuitive for most people, in this case the
load balancer that achieves near-perfect load balance (WRR)
is clearly worse (higher errors and latency). That is because
the real goal of a load balancer is not to balance load: it is
to direct load where capacity is available.

These results are possible only because many server repli-
cas in our system are not fully allocated with antagonists, and
at any given moment, many of these antagonists are not using
their full CPU allocations. Prequal allows our job to shift load
among replicas so as to fit into these cracks of temporary spare
capacity. This has two implications for service provisioning:
(1) We can provision much more aggressively, because Pre-
qual can deal with transient load spikes. (2) In theory, this
could even enable overcommitment, because it enlarges the
relevant resource pool from the level of one machine to a
much larger set of machines, enabling more effective statisti-
cal multiplexing.

5.2 Replica selection rule

In modern datacenters with thousands of machines, it is com-
mon for the machines to span multiple hardware generations
and processor architectures. When provisioning a job across
multiple machines, we can try to account for these differences
by applying a performance multiplier to different machine
types, e.g., 1 CPU core of type A is equivalent to 1.2 CPU
cores of type B. However, it gets tricky to do this well at
scale because the performance skew is often highly depen-
dent on the particular workload, e.g., YouTube may be more
suited to one of the hardware generations, while Google Maps
is better suited to the other. As a result, when our replicas
are assigned to machines with different hardware, their effec-
tive throughput becomes heterogeneous, and it is the faster
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machines that exhibit lower latency when unloaded (by defi-
nition). In this case, the way to minimize mean latency is to
fill the fast machines until their latency degrades to match the
slow machines, and then fill both fast and slow together.

There are various ways that a replica selection rule could
be designed to fulfill this goal. We experimented with nine
replica selection rules ranging from very simple baselines to
sophisticated rules used in popular open-source load balancers
(e.g. [26]) and in the research literature (e.g. [23]).

In describing the replica selection rules we evaluated, we
distinguish between client-local and server-local quantities.
The former are measured at the client (or load balancer) itself,
the latter are measured at the server replica and reported back
to the client (or load balancer). For example, client-local
RIF refers to the number of queries the client has sent to the
replica that have not yet yielded responses. Server-local RIF
refers to the total number of queries the replica has received
(from all clients) that it has not yet finished processing. In
the literature on load balancing of HTTP traffic there is also a
distinction between individual requests and connections; the
latter may be long-lived, comprising multiple requests. Since
the queries in our work represent short-lived connections, we
ignore this distinction in our experiment, treating connections
and requests as synonymous.

We evaluated the following replica selection rules.

• Random selects a uniformly random replica.

• Round Robin (RR) cycles through the replicas, keep-
ing track of the most recently chosen one and always
selecting the next available replica in cyclic order.

• Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is as described in §2.

• Least Loaded (LL) represents the LeastLoaded policy
implemented in the NGINX and Envoy reverse prox-
ies [6, 19]. It chooses the available replica with the least
client-local RIF, breaking ties in favor of one nearest to
the most-recently-chosen replica in cyclic order.

• Least Loaded with Power of Two Choices (LL-Po2C)
samples two available replicas uniformly at random and
selects the one with the least client-local RIF. This modi-
fication of LL is also implemented in NGINX and Envoy.

• YARP-Po2C is a replica selection rule from Microsoft’s
YARP reverse proxy library [26] based on power-of-two-
choices. All replicas are periodically polled to report
their (server-local) RIF. Replica selection is performed
by randomly sampling two replicas and selecting the one
with lower reported RIF. In our experiments we set the
polling interval to 500ms, a 30x faster rate of polling
than in the standard YARP-Po2C implementation. We
chose the 500ms interval to approximately equalize the
total number of RIF reports each client receives, per
second, with the number of probe responses received per
second by Prequal clients in our experiment.

• Linear, C3, and Prequal all use the asynchronous prob-
ing method described in §4, but they differ in the scoring
rule used to select a replica from the pool of probe re-
sponses.

• Linear uses a linear combination of RIF and latency. To
represent RIF and latency in comparable units, we scale
RIF by the median query processing time measured on
replicas with one request in flight. A replica’s score is
defined to be an equally weighted average10 of latency
and scaled RIF.

• C3 in this paper uses the replica scoring function de-
scribed in [23] with Prequal’s probing logic. It computes
a RIF estimate for each replica as q̂ = 1 + os · n + q̄,
where os is the client-local RIF, n is the number of
clients participating in the job, and q̄ is an exponentially
weighted moving average of the server-local RIF. It then
computes a score for each replica as Ψ= (R−µ−1)+ q̂3 ·
µ−1, where R and µ−1 are exponentially weighted mov-
ing averages of the client-local and server-local response
time, respectively. See [23] for intuitions justifying the
formulae for q̂ and Ψ.

• Prequal uses the HCL replica selection rule described
in §4, with the RIF limit quantile set to QRIF = 0.75.

The results of our experiment are depicted in Fig. 7. We
tested the replica selection rules at two different levels of
aggregate CPU load — 70% and 90% of our allocation —
and reported two quantiles of tail latency, the 90th percentile
(p90) and 99th percentile (p99).

The replica selection rules that performed best at all load
levels and latency quantiles were C3 and Prequal. What these
rules have in common is that they incorporate server-local
quantities, they penalize high (server-local) RIF severely, and
they favor low-latency replicas when there are multiple repli-
cas with low RIF. In the case of Prequal this behavior is
evident in the way it distinguishes between hot and cold repli-
cas. In the case of C3 it is implicit in the scoring function’s
cubic dependence on estimated queue size, q̂: when q̂ is near
zero it contributes negligibly to the score, but it rapidly grows
to predominate the score as q̂ moves away from zero.

Comparing C3 and Prequal, one sees a small quantitative
advantage for Prequal (3-8%) at all load levels and latency
quantiles we tested. Another convenient feature of Prequal’s
replica selection rule is that it has a tunable parameter, QRIF,
that allows it to span the full range from RIF-only to latency-
only control, depending on the needs of the application. Ad-
ditionally, Prequal uses fewer signals than C3, simplifying
the implementation and monitoring.

It is noteworthy that the LL policy, which bases replica
selection on client-local rather than server-local RIF, expe-
riences high p99 latency when load is at 70% of allocated

10In the supplementary material, we report on an experiment showing
that the performance of the Linear rule is equally poor for most weightings,
except when it degenerates to RIF-only control.
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Figure 7: Comparison of replica selection rules. Dark por-
tions of bars represent 90th percentile, light portions are 99th
percentile. Bars representing latencies exceeding 1.25sec are
truncated. Timeouts are represented by ’TO’.

capacity. Even when a server has no active connections from
a given client, it can be highly loaded with queries from other
clients. If this possibility happens more than 1% of the time,
that is enough to impact p99 latency. When load is 90% of
allocation, we see that even p90 latency suffers heavily under
the LL policy. Combining LL with Po2C improves latency
at all load levels and quantiles in our experiments, but the
LL-Po2C rule still lags far behind Prequal and C3.

YARP-Po2C’s selection rule using server-local RIF fares
better at high load than LL-Po2C which uses client-local RIF,
as one might expect. However, its decisions are often based
on stale information due to the infrequent polling of replicas,
and this adversely affects latency.

Interestingly, the replica selection rule based on a 50-50
linear combination of latency and RIF performed much worse
than Prequal’s and C3’s scoring rules. This indicates that
a linear function of RIF doesn’t penalize high RIF severely
enough compared to C3’s cubic function or Prequal’s strict
prioritization of cold replicas over hot ones.

Finally, the WRR policy performs quite well when load was
at 70% of allocation, but its p99 latency suffers greatly at 90%
load. This is consistent with the results in §5.1, where the tail
latency experienced by WRR increases sharply in response to

(a) Tail Latency at 99p and 99.9p

(b) RIF Quantiles

4 2
√

2 2
√

2 1
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1
2

1
2

Probe Rate

Figure 8: Probing rate experiment. Rates (top) are expressed
in probes/query.

a modest increase in aggregate CPU load. (WRR experienced
this crossover at different load levels in the two experiments,
probably because of differing amounts of antagonist load.)

5.3 Tunable parameters

Prequal has a few tunable parameters that influence its behav-
ior and performance. In this section we evaluate the impact of
two of those parameters, probe rate and RIF limit threshold.
The first influences the freshness of the load signals, while the
second influences the propensity for steering queries toward
low estimated latency versus avoiding high RIF.
Probing Rate In the YouTube application, the probes are
so light compared to the queries themselves that the probing
overhead is negligible. Unfortunately, this is not true for all
applications. Thus, we seek to identify the minimum probing
rate we can tolerate while retaining the benefits of Prequal.

In this experiment, we ramp down the probing rate from
4x to 1

2 x the query rate, in 6 multiplicative steps of
√

2 each,
while keeping the probe removal rate steady at 0.25 per query,
and breuse increases to compensate, guided by (1). In order to
magnify the effects, we ran the system very hot, at roughly
1.5x our CPU allocation throughout.

Fig. 8 shows the resulting latency and RIF, as well as the
θRIF control parameter. The take-home point is that Prequal
is fairly insensitive to the probing rate until we drop below
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one probe per query, at which point the negative effects be-
come significant. At probing rates of 1√

2
x and 1

2 x, the tail
RIF distributions jump visibly, and this change is echoed by
both latency quantiles. Anecdotally, we have observed this
phenomenon across many similar experiments, always around
1 probe per query.
RIF Quantile We now present an experiment to explore
the RIF vs latency tradeoff expressed by the quantile that dis-
tinguishes hot from cold replicas in the HCL rule. To do this,
we partition our 100 server replicas into 50 fast and 50 slow
replicas, the latter group standing in for servers from earlier
hardware generations. We artificially inflate the query work
by a factor of 2 on the slow replicas, thereby causing them to
burn 2x the CPU cycles and act as if they were 2x slower. We
vary the QRIF parameter over the course of the experiment,
starting at 0 (meaning RIF-only control), and ramping it up
from 0.910 ≈ 0.35 to 0.9, in steps of 10

9 , then to 0.99, 0.999,
and 1 (meaning latency-only control). Throughout, the mean
load is held steady at about 75% of the CPU allocation.

Note that there is actually a discontinuity in the behavior
of Prequal between the last two steps. At QRIF = 0.999, the
RIF limit is effectively the maximum RIF: any replica tied
for the max is considered hot. In contrast, when QRIF = 1, the
RIF limit is ∞, and every replica is considered cold.

Fig. 9 shows the results. The RIF limit threshold QRIF
increases from 0 on the left (pure RIF control) to 1 on the
right (pure latency control). The top two plots show the
p99, p90, and p50 latencies. As we would expect, all three
latency quantiles go down as we shift more towards latency-
based control, up through step 12 (QRIF = 0.99). Specifically,
p99 drops from ~162ms to ~142ms (-12%), p90 drops from
93ms to 75ms (-19%) and p50 drops from ~34.5ms to ~31ms
(-10%). At step 13, all three quantiles begin to edge up
slightly. When we switch to full latency control in step 14, all
quantiles move up sharply, especially p99, which jumps up
from ~148ms (step 13) to about 178ms (+20%). Even more
dramatic is p99.9 (not shown), which falls from 210ms in step
0 to 198ms in step 12, rises back to 210ms in step 13, and
then fluctuates chaotically in the 337ms to 502ms range in
step 14 (1.6x to 2.4x, compared to step 13).

It appears that even a tiny bit of RIF control goes a long
way. Why is it that pure latency control results in such worse
latency than QRIF = 0.999? We hinted at our interpretation
earlier: RIF is a valuable leading signal of load, so ignoring it
entirely is a bad idea.

The bottom plot shows the CPU utilization distribution. No-
tice the two crossing bands, which correspond to the “slow”
(i.e., even) and “fast” (i.e., odd) replicas. The slow (respec-
tively, fast) replicas correspond to the band that is decreasing
(respectively, increasing) to the right. This is exactly as we
would expect, as increasing QRIF means we balance more
often based on latency, which favors the fast replicas. In
addition, the CPU distributions are tighter to the left, where
RIF control is higher. This is because RIF is quite a good

(a) Tail Latency at 90p, 99p

(b) RIF Quantiles

(c) Distribution of CPU Utilization

0 .35 .39 .43 .48 .53 .59 .66 .73 .81 .90 .99 .999 1.0

RIF Limit Threshold

Figure 9: RIF Limit experiment. QRIF varies from 0 at left
(pure RIF control) to 1 at right (pure latency control).

predictor of future CPU utilization.
This experiment justifies the HCL rule, since turning the

dial towards more latency-based control does indeed decrease
latency, and turning it up even as high as 0.73 (step 9) has next
to no impact on RIF. At step 7 (QRIF = 0.59), all three RIF
quantiles are just as good as with RIF-only control, despite the
fact that the vast majority of queries are being routed based on
latency. In this experiment, the probe pool has size 16 and is
nearly always full. Because of the use-best and remove-worst
processes, the probe pool is not uniformly random. But if it
were, then the probability of all 16 probes being hot would
be roughly 2−16 ≈ 1.5× 10−5, since θRIF and p50 RIF are
both 5 during step 7. Otherwise, the query is routed to a cold
replica based on latency. This is what allows us to have the
best of both worlds, most of the time: simultaneously routing
based on latency and avoiding the highest-RIF replicas.

6 Related work

The “power of two choices” paradigm for randomized load
balancing was first analyzed in the influential work of Broder
et al. [2] and Mitzenmacher [18]. Over the years, these ideas
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made their way from the theory literature into a wide variety
of applications in industry, as noted in the prize citation for the
2020 ACM Paris Kanellakis Theory and Practice Award [1].
Theoretical results on the power of two choices initially per-
tained to the case of throwing n balls into n bins, but they
were soon generalized to the “heavily loaded” setting, when
balls exceed bins [3]. Qualitatively, these results show that
load-balancing processes based on randomly sampling mul-
tiple choices and selecting the best ones vastly outperform
simpler procedures based on sampling a single bin for each
ball. Subsequent theoretical research affirmed that this finding
is surprisingly robust to varying the modeling assumptions or
the specific rule for selecting among the sampled bins; see,
for example, the surveys [17, 25]. Of particular relevance to
the design of Prequal is the generalization to load-balancing
processes with memory [13, 14,16], the closest analogue in
the theory literature to our use of asynchronous probing.

The need for datacenter task scheduling with sub-second
latencies has prompted a great deal of research into decen-
tralized load balancers. Several proposed systems in this
branch of the load balancing literature leverage the power-
of-d-choices (PodC) paradigm. One prominent example is
Sparrow [20], a scheduler for highly parallel jobs that each
consist of a large number of tasks. Sparrow aims to minimize
the job response time, i.e. the time when the last constituent
task of a job finishes executing. This goal motivates a dif-
ferent set of design choices, combining batch sampling and
late binding: a client whose job comprises m tasks places
d ·m reservations on randomly selected server replicas; the m
replicas that become available soonest request to run the m
tasks, and the other (d−1) ·m reservations are canceled. This
achieves a similar effect to probing d ·m replicas and selecting
the m best probe responses, with reservations playing the role
of probes. Our setting differs in that jobs are not batched,
which allows us to substitute a simpler and more efficient
probing mechanism, avoiding the use of reservations and late
binding which would incur undesirable overheads in our en-
vironment. Building upon Sparrow’s batch sampling idea,
Eagle [5] is a hybrid scheduler that incorporates a distributed
probe-based scheduler using batch sampling to handle short-
lived tasks, alongside a centralized scheduler that places long
tasks on replicas. The hybrid scheduler design makes sense
in settings where a wide disparity in job sizes makes head-of-
line blocking a potentially serious problem; in our setting the
jobs (queries) are short-lived, allowing the fully distributed
load-balancing solution offered by Prequal to perform well in
the production environment of YouTube and in our testbed.

A centralized PodC-based load-balancer is incorporated
into RackSched [27], where it runs on a top-of-rack switch
to make microsecond-scale inter-server scheduling decisions
enabling rack-scale computing. Client-based probing solu-
tions such as ours are inapplicable in their setting, where the
resource cost of probing is comparable to the resource cost
of serving requests. Instead of probing, their servers piggy-

back load signals into normal traffic and the scheduler treats
these load signals as implicit probes. Another rack-scale
load balancing system using a RIF-based queueing policy
is R2P2 [12], whose JBSQ(n) policy is a variation on the
LeastLoaded policy discussed in §5.2. Both RackSched and
R2P2 rely on all connections passing through a single router
or switch; as explained in §2, at the scale of a service such as
YouTube using a single load balancer is not a viable option.

C3 [23] is another distributed load balancer with the same
design goal as Prequal— minimizing tail latency by adaptively
selecting replicas in response to real-time load feedback —
but a very different methodology using much more state. C3
uses distributed rate control and backpressure, with every
client maintaining exponentially weighted moving average
estimates of latency and RIF for every server replica, and
using a token-bucket based rate limiter for each server replica.
Prequal’s design, in which the only state clients maintain is a
probe pool of bounded size, is better suited to load balancing
at the scale of a system such as YouTube.

Many existing load balancing systems (e.g., NGINX [19],
Envoy [7], Finagle [8], YARP [26]) offer some variant of
PodC, and most of them offer (client-local) RIF, latency, or
some combination as the load balancing signal. As detailed
in §5.2, the use of signals local to the client or load-balancer
adversely affects performance at scale, when many clients or
balancers might be sharing the same pool of replicas.

A number of other production systems leverage PodC load
balancing. Netflix’s Zuul [22] incorporates decentralized rout-
ing of requests from load balancers to backends by randomly
considering two candidates and using a combination of local
and piggybacked RIF statistics from previous responses to
choose the least-loaded server. Unlike Prequal, Zuul eschews
active probing and does not incorporate latency information.
NGINX’s implementation [19], like Zuul, is probe-less, but its
selection criterion is configurable: “least-connections” uses
the lowest RIF from a given balancer to each backend and
“least-time” uses estimated latency based on prior requests
and the number of current connections. Given our experience
with Prequal, we believe it is likely that the performance of
the load-balancing mechanisms described in [19,22] could be
improved by supplementing the piggybacked data with active
probing.
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A Linear combinations of latency and RIF
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Figure 10: Evaluating replica selection rules based on linear
combination of latency and RIF.

To evaluate the effectiveness of replica selection rules that
use a linear combination of latency and RIF, we used our
testbed11 to experiment with a variant of Prequal that uses the
some asynchronous probing method detailed in §4, modified
to select replicas using a linear combination of latency and
RIF. In other words, the HCL replica selection rule was
replaced with one that chooses among the replicas represented
in the probe pool by minimizing the score

scoreλ
i = (1−λ) · latencyi +λ ·α ·RIFi (2)

where latencyi, RIFi, respectively, denote the latency and RIF
in the probe response from replica i, α is a scale factor applied
to RIF to convert it into the same units as latency, and λ∈ [0,1]
is a tunable parameter that adjusts the relative weight given
to latency and RIF. Setting λ = 0 corresponds to latency-only
control, whereas λ = 1 corresponds to RIF-only control.

To set the scale factor α, we used the approximate median
query response time for server replicas with one request in

11See the start of §5 for a general description of the testbed environment.
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flight. This value turned out to be 75 milliseconds. Note that
for any α > 0, the set of scoring rules {scoreλ | 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}
obtained by varying λ over the interval [0,1] is always equal
to the set of convex combinations of latency and RIF. In other
words our choice of α = 75ms affects the way that this set of
scoring rules is parameterized by λ, but doesn’t affect the set
itself.

We evaluated linear combination scoring rules by measur-
ing quantiles of latency and RIF in our testbed at a constant
level of aggregate CPU utilization (equal to 94% of our alloca-
tion) while varying λ. Replicas were partitioned into an equal
number of fast (odd-numbered) and slow (even-numbered)
ones, with a 2x difference in query processing speed, as in the
RIF quantile experiment described in §5.3. We initially exper-
imented with varying λ over the full range [0,1] in increments
of 0.1. It was evident from this initial experiment that linear
combination rules with λ≤ 0.7 performed poorly compared
to larger values of λ, which prompted us to examine the range
depicted in Fig. 10 at a finer resolution. Of the 13 linear com-
binations tested in the experiment, all quantiles of latency and
RIF improved monotonically as λ increased, with λ = 1 (i.e.,
RIF-only control) dominating all other linear-combination
feedback control rules, in most cases by a wide margin.

Recall from Fig. 9 in §5.3 that RIF-only control (repre-
sented in that figure by RIF limit threshold 1.0, the rightmost
configuration) performs strictly worse than Prequal at all quan-
tiles of latency and RIF. Since the results of the experiment
reported here show that RIF-only control performs strictly
better than any other linear combination of latency and RIF,
it follows by transitivity that Prequal strictly dominates all
linear combinations of latency and RIF.
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Abstract
The existing ambient backscatter systems suffer from either
more spectrum utilization or low throughput. we propose
Orthcatter, the first in-band OFDM backscatter system that
provides a higher throughput while consuming fewer spec-
trum resources. Our key innovation is the designed over-the-
air code division technique that enables the cancellation of
the co-channel interferences, solving the core challenge of
the in-band backscatter communication. Unlike the common
code-division systems that generate orthogonal codewords
locally, we construct the quasi-orthogonal backscatter code-
words by swapping the subcarriers of each excitation OFDM
symbol and concrete this design passively with a double
side-band symbol construction method. Armed with these
quasi-orthogonal codewords, we design a two-step interfer-
ence cancellation scheme, significantly improving reliability.
We prototype and test Orthcatter. The results show that Or-
thcatter can achieve throughput of 248kbps and a BER of
10−4 under OFDM WiFi exciter, improving by over 4.6× and
300× compared with the state-of-the-art in-band backscatter
system. Our throughput and BER can even be 11kbps higher
and 59× better than the prior side-band backscatter systems,
and the exciter-to-tag communication range is 3× of prior
OFDM backscatter systems.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of wireless applications brings about the
ever-increasing deployments of wireless devices, which em-
phasizes the importance of lower power consumption and
saving spectrum resources. Since ambient backscatter sys-
tems utilize the existing exciters for communication rather
than requiring a dedicated carrier emitter, they are ultra-low
power and play an important role in future IoT applications.
Therefore, many novel backscatter systems have been pro-
posed [7, 10, 11, 14, 19–23, 27, 29, 33–38]. Among them, the
OFDM backscatter has received the most attention due to

∗Corresponding author: Jihong Yu.

Table 1: Summary of OFDM backscatter systems.

Technology
High

throughput
Little spectrum

occupation
Single

receiver

LScatter [9] Ë é é
SyncScatter [12] Ë é é
HitchHike [35] Ë é é
STScatter [33] Ë é Ë

RapidRider [31] Ë é é
TScatter [27] Ë é é

WiFi Backscatter [20] é Ë Ë
WiTAG [7] é Ë Ë

Study in [22] [23] é Ë Ë

Orthcatter Ë Ë Ë

the wide deployment of OFDM exciters. Inspired by them,
we envision that a ready-to-use OFDM backscatter system
should satisfy the three requirements:

• High throughput. Its data rate should be at least hun-
dreds of kbps to support various high data rates applications
such as telecommuting and live streaming.

• Little spectrum occupation. Due to the scarce spectrum
resources, its transmission should leverage the excitation spec-
trum rather than occupying additional frequencies.

• Single receiver. It should support one-radio demodula-
tion. That is, only one receiver is required to decode the tag
data, boosting the potential for working with such popular
single-receiver mobile devices as laptops and smartphones.

If these requirements were satisfied, OFDM backscatter
systems could be pervasively adopted for ultra-low power
communication and thus radically change our life. For ex-
ample, even in smart cities with a crowded radio spectrum,
backscatter devices can still provide efficient data transmis-
sion by reusing the signal and spectrum of the existing ex-
citers. Passive wearable sensors can also interact with one-
receiver devices like smartphones or smartwatches without
consuming extra spectrum or power resources. Unfortunately,
to our knowledge, no existing systems satisfy these require-
ments simultaneously (c.f. Table 1).

The reason preventing this lies in that prior works are
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forced to tradeoff between the less spectrum occupation and
the higher throughput. Specifically, studies in [9, 12, 27, 31,
33, 34, 36] provide side-band backscatter systems. They show
high throughput yet consuming significant spectrum resources
because they must shift the backscatter signal into a new chan-
nel, referred to as the backscatter channel, to avoid the original
signal. The frequency shift doubles the channel occupancy
and requires an empty channel which may not exist in today’s
crowded wireless environment. Moreover, their backscatter re-
ceivers do not known the excitation data a priori, they have to
use two physically-separated receivers and synchronize them
for decoding the tag data [12,27,31,34–36]. This significantly
complicate their deployment and limit their usage.

Studies in [7, 11, 20, 22, 23] design in-band backscatter sys-
tems. Unlike the side-band systems, they do not frequency
shift the backscatter signal, so they would not occupy extra
spectrum and can decode tag data by reusing the receiver that
is already deployed for the exciter’s transmission. However,
the backscatter signal is strongly interfered by the coexisting
original signal. These works cannot eliminate such interfer-
ence effectively, suffering from poor BER (over 10−1) and low
throughput (tens of kbps). Therefore, the existing backscat-
ter systems transmit the tag data either in an independent
backscatter channel for a higher data rate (namely side-band
systems), or in the original channel with poor reliability for
saving the spectrum resources (namely in-band systems).

Solving the trade-off problem, we present Orthcatter, the
first in-band OFDM backscatter system that has a communi-
cation ability comparable to the side-band systems. Similar to
prior works, Orthcatter reflects the ambient excitation signal
to generate the backscatter signal and embeds every 1-bit tag
data over an excitation data segment in the backscatter signal.
We define such excitation data segment carrying tag data as
the backscatter codeword and define the excitation data seg-
ment in the original signal overlapping with the backscatter
codeword in the time and frequency domain as the original
codeword. These codewords possess two features. 1) As Or-
thcatter transmits data at the single-symbol rate, the length
of the backscatter codeword equals that of an OFDM sym-
bol. We emphasize that the backscatter codeword is not an
OFDM symbol; instead, it is constructed by combining halves
of two successive OFDM symbols (c.f. §3.1). 2) Consider in-
band Orthcatter, the original codeword would interfere with
the backscatter codeword, posing great challenge for tag data
decoding. We would make the original and backscatter code-
word quasi-orthogonal during backscatter modulation and
design the interference cancellation scheme in §3.2.

As shown in Figure 1, Tag in Orthcatter not only changes
the phase of the backscatter codewords to embed his data but
also varies their content to make them so different from the
original codewords that the receiver Bob can perform inter-
ference cancellation. Our key observation is that the random-
ization process at the scrambler of an OFDM exciter ensures
any non-overlapped data segments are non-identical. Inspired

OFDM 
exciter 
(Alice)

OFDM 
receiver

(Bob)

Original signal

Tag

OFDM subcarrier

Interference 
cancellation 

Tag data 

Different 

Decode

...

...

Backscatter signal

...
Backscatter 
codeowrd

Original 
codeowrd

Figure 1: Concept of Orthcatter.

by this, we design the over-the-air code division technique
which makes the original and backscatter codewords contain
non-overlapping excitation data segments. This way, the cor-
relation result between such codewords is small. We find such
correlation results less than 0.5 under the 802.11g WiFi and
less than 0.1 under the 20MHz LTE. Since the correlation
results are not equal to 0 (i.e., orthogonal), we define the
relation between our original and backscatter codewords as
quasi-orthogonal for distinction. The quasi-orthogonality
provides a chance for the receiver Bob to effectively cancel
the interference from the original codewords and decode the
tag data. To passively generate the backscatter codewords, we
design the double side-band symbol construction method
with a passive RF switch. During backscattering, this switch
creates two OFDM symbols whose in-band parts would splice
over the air into a new symbol that contains the backscatter
codeword quasi-orthogonal with the original one.

In the design of Orthcatter, we answer three questions.
1) How to design the quasi-orthogonal codewords uti-

lized for backscattering? To enable interference cancel-
lation on the receiver side, it is crucial to ensure that the
backscatter codewords are quasi-orthogonal to the original
ones. This is challenging because the backscatter codewords
are constructed from the uncontrolled excitation data seg-
ments rather than the Pseudo-Noise (PN) sequences that can
be locally generated by conventional code-division systems.
Furthermore, modifying each excitation data in the original
codeword with such PN sequences to create the backscatter
codeword is also not feasible. This is because Tag can only
modulate the original signal in the time domain where the
subcarriers carrying the excitation data would overlap. Hence,
we must design the backscatter without local PN sequences.
Solution. We propose the over-the-air code division in §3.1
which makes the backscatter and original codewords quasi-
orthogonal by building the former to carry non-overlapping
excitation data segments with the latter. As shown in Figure
2, we generate the quasi-orthogonal backscatter codeword via
two steps: subcarrier swapping and tag data mapping. In the
first step, we exchange the position of the first and second
half of each backscattered OFDM symbol in frequency do-
main. In the second step, we maps every bit of tag data into
a manipulated excitation data segment. Note that we utilize
the second half of a backscattered OFDM symbol and the
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first half of its following one to carry every bit of tag data.
This way, the original and backscatter codewords would carry
non-overlapping data segments and are thus quasi-orthogonal.

2) How to passively generate the backscatter code-
words? The over-the-air code division technique requires
to swap frequency-domain subcarriers. However, a passive
tag can only modulate the excitation signal in the time domain
where the subcarriers overlap. This scheme also needs to em-
bed the first and second half of each backscatter symbol with
different tag data, requiring the modulation of the tag at the
half-symbol level. However, the state-of-the-art works like
RapidRider and STScatter [31,33] just support single-symbol
modulation for the overlapped subcarriers in the time domain.
Solution. We propose a double side-band symbol construction
method in §3.1, which gets the desired backscatter OFDM
symbol with a passive RF switch. This switch, toggling at
f Hz, can create two copies of an excitation OFDM symbol
with frequency deviation of ± f from its center frequency
during backscattering. We set f = BW/2 where BW is the
bandwidth of the excitation signal so that just one half of each
copy would fall inside the excitation channel and they can
splice into a new OFDM symbol over the air which conveys 1-
bit tag data, referred to as a backscatter symbol. This realizes
the subcarrier swapping because the backscatter symbol is
built by reversing the order of the first and second half of the
two neighbour original excitation symbols, respectively. In
addition, we vary the phase of these copies individually, mak-
ing each in-band half of the copies modulated independently
and achieving the half-symbol level modulation.

3) How to cope with the interference from the original
signal? Since Orthcatter is an in-band system that conducts
the backscatter communication in the same channel as the
original one, the original signal would greatly interfere with
its communication. Prior in-band works [22,23] use the redun-
dant coding which embeds 1-bit tag data into multiple OFDM
symbols or packets to cope with this interference. This signif-
icantly degrades the throughput to tens of kbps, e.g., 40kbps
in [22]. In addition, their communication distance is still short,
e.g., 5m in [22], because the original signal is not diminished
at all and still hurts the tag data decoding. Therefore, we
should cancel the interference of the original signal before
decoding tag data for better decoding performance.
Solution. Given that the over-the-air code division ensures the
quasi-orthogonality, we solve this through the proposed quasi-
orthogonal interference cancellation and decoding scheme in
§3.2. Bob can cancel the original signal via coarse and ac-
curate cancellation. The coarse cancellation process roughly
computes the original channel state from the inner product of
the received OFDM symbol and the quasi-orthogonal code-
words, and the accurate cancellation process adopts an adap-
tive filter to eliminate the residual original signal after the
coarse cancellation process. Superior to prior works, most
of the original signal is canceled before tag data decoding.
Hence, our Orthcatter improves communication performance.

By answering these questions, we prototype Orthcatter and
conduct experiments with typical OFDM exciters like WiFi
and LTE. Our main results are summarized as follows.

• Orthcatter has an impressive throughput of 248kbps. It is
6.2× and 4.6× higher than the in-band backscatter systems
[22] and [23], respectively. It is 11kbps higher than the side-
band backscatter system RapidRider [31].

• Orthcatter’s minimal BER under WiFi exciters is 3.4×
10−4, which is 59× and over 300× better than the side-band
system RapidRider and the in-band system [23], respectively.
• Orthcatter is generic because it does not involve any

upper-layer coding schemes of the exciter. It can work with
different types of OFDM exciters, such as WiFi and LTE.
Moreover, our tag can be put 3× further from the exciter
Alice than prior OFDM backscatter works.

In summary, we design and build Orthcatter, the first in-
band OFDM backscatter system that saves spectrum resources
while providing considerable throughput. Our design makes
the following technical contributions:

1) Over-the-air code division. This technique makes the
original and backscatter codewords quasi-orthogonal. It en-
ables the interference cancellation that is not supported in
existing in-band works [22, 23].

2) Double side-band symbol construction. This method
concretes the backscatter codewords and embeds tag data
while keeping the power consumption similar to existing
backscatter systems [27, 35, 36].

3) Quasi-orthogonal interference cancellation and de-
coding. This method separates the backscatter signal and the
original one on the receiver side. It decodes tag data under
much smaller interference, enabling better decoding perfor-
mance than the state-of-the-art in-band works [22, 23].

2 Motivation and Design Overview

2.1 What makes Orthcatter outstanding?
Before introducing our Orthcatter, we first show what makes
it outstanding. To explain this, we classify the current OFDM
backscatter systems into two types: side-band and in-band.
Tags in side-band backscatter systems would frequency shift
the backscatter signal to another channel to avoid the original
signal [12, 27, 31, 33, 35, 36]. Since the original signal would
not interfere with backscatter transmission, they provide high
throughput, e.g., hundreds of kbps, and good BER perfor-
mance, e.g., around 10−3. However, they share some severe
drawbacks: 1) Large spectrum resources occupation. The
frequency shift here consumes significant spectrum resources,
e.g., 20MHz under OFDM WiFi exciter. 2) Vulnerable trans-
mission. Since a tag cannot sense or occupy an empty channel
for communication, the transmission suffers from strong inter-
ference in today’s crowded wireless environment. 3) Complex
deployment. Most of these works [12, 27, 31, 35, 36] have to
use and synchronize two physically-separated receivers since
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Figure 2: Orthcatter overview. Symbols 1 and 2 are two OFDM symbols, the backscatter codeword carrying 1-bit tag data is built
from two excitation symbols by Tag. It is interfered by the original codeword.

they need to receive the original and backscatter signals in
two frequency channels for decoding tag data.

Tags in the in-band backscatter systems transmit his data in
the original channel [7,20,22,23]. These works saves the spec-
trum resources and can get tag data by reusing the receiver
deployed for Alice’s transmission. Moreover, other ambient
signals would not interfere with their transmission because
commercial systems can occupy the wireless channel through
channel access methods like RTS/CTS scheme [13]. How-
ever, the received signal is a superposition of the original and
backscatter signals. Worse still, the receiver cannot cancel the
original signal effectively. To address this problem, redundant
coding is used to make the superposed signal decodable on the
receiver side. WiFi Backscatter [20] and WiTag [7] embeds
1-bit tag data over a WiFi frame with tens of OFDM symbols.
Both [22] and [23] encode 1-bit tag data over multiple OFDM
symbols. Unfortunately, they still experience poor BER. For
example, although [23] encodes 1-bit tag data over four WiFi
symbols (16 µs), its minimal BER is over 10−1.

Observation. We observe that the root cause preventing
the interference cancellation is the extreme similarity between
the received original signal and the backscatter signal. For
example, a received OFDM symbol Yr in [23] is

Yr = Yo +Yb =
N

∑
i=1

Ho(i)Sie− j2π fit +
N

∑
i=1

Hb(i)BSie− j2π fit (1)

where Yo is the original symbol, Yb is the backscatter symbol,
N is the number of subcarriers in a symbol, and B is the tag
data. Consider the i-th subcarrier, Si is its excitation data, fi
is its center frequency, Ho(i) is the direct-link channel state,
and Hb(i) is the backscatter channel state.

The differences between Yo and Yb just lie in the channel
state and an initial phase offset that exists only when the trans-
mitted tag data is ‘1’. Consequently, the receiver cannot dis-
tinguish Yo and Yb, and has to decode with strong interference.
Denote by S = {Si, · · · ,SN} the data carried by the original
codeword, the observation inspires us to design Orthcatter that
enables interference cancellation by making Yo and Yb carry
different S. The problem hindering our design is whether we
can achieve this without consuming extra power. Our answer

is YES, and our insight is that two non-overlapping excitation
data segments would be quasi-orthogonal thanks to the scram-
bler at the OFDM exciter. Specifically, we make Yb carry the
backscatter codeword that is quasi-orthogonal to the original
codeword carried by Yo (c.f. Figure 2). Yr here hence becomes

Yr = Yo +Yb =
N

∑
i=1

Ho(i)Sie− j2π fit +Hb(i)BŜie− j2π fit (2)

where Ŝi is the excitation data carried by the i-th subcarrier in
the backscatter symbol. Since the backscatter codeword Ŝ =
{Ŝ1, · · · , ŜN} and S are quasi-orthogonal, Bob can separate Yo
and Yb, and decodes tag data under much smaller interference.
Therefore, Orthcatter achieves better performance.

2.2 What is Orthcatter?
Orthcatter is an in-band OFDM backscatter system that out-
performs the prior works. We first give a brief description
of the architecture of OFDM technology. Communication
systems like WiFi and LTE utilize OFDM to embed their data
into different subcarriers. For simplicity, we denote an OFDM
symbol by S = ∑

N
i=1 Sie− j2π fit where fi is the frequency of the

subcarrier i and Si is the carried excitation data. A scrambler
would randomize Si to avoid the all-zero or all-one sequences.
That said, two segments of Si would be nonidentical if they
do not overlap. We refer to such feature as quasi-orthogonal
and employ it to design Orthcatter. As shown in Figure 2,
Orthcatter has three parts: Alice, Tag, and Bob.

• Alice. Alice is an OFDM-based exciter and is beyond
control. In our experiments, we choose two typical OFDM
exciters for Alice: 802.11g WiFi [6], and LTE [4].

• Tag. Tag could piggyback his data over the ambient
OFDM excitation signals. He can naturally support generic
OFDM exciters including WiFi and LTE without hardware
modification. During transmission, Tag adopts the over-the-
air code division technique (c.f. §3.1) which embeds and
spreads his data with quasi-orthogonal backscatter codewords.
As shown in Figure 2, the backscatter codeword conveys 1-
bit tag data and is quasi-orthogonal to its counterpart in the
original excitation signal, i.e., the original codeword in Figure
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2. Such a backscatter codeword is generated passively with
the double side-band symbol construction method. Through
this design, Tag can embed his data at the single-symbol rate
same as existing side-band systems like RapidRider [31] and
thus has an impressive throughput. We emphasize that: 1) As
an in-band backscatter system, Tag’s transmission takes place
in the same channel as the excitation signal. 2) Tag is passive
with around 63.3µW power consumption (c.f.§4).

• Bob. Bob is an OFDM receiver that decomposes the
incoming signal into frequency-domain OFDM symbols
through FFT. He decodes the excitation and tag data from
this symbol through the quasi-orthogonal interference can-
cellation and decoding method explained in §3.2. To achieve
this for a strong or weak backscatter signal, he would roughly
compute the ratio between the original and backscatter signal
strength, and uses a ratio-aware scheme to decode the exci-
tation data. He then eliminates the original signal through a
two-step cancellation process and decodes tag data. Bob needs
only one receiver staying at the original excitation channel.

Benefits. Orthcatter enables tag data transmission over
ambient OFDM signals with two main advantages: 1) Tag
data is transmitted while being decoded in the same channel
as the original excitation signal with only one receiver needed.
2) Interference from the excitation signal is cancelled. With
these advantages, Orthcatter has the potential to be deployed
in noisy and signal-rich environments like office buildings and
smart cities. Orthcatter achieves even better throughput and
BER than the state-of-the-art side-band backscatter system
like RapidRider [31], meaning that it consumes few spectrum
resources without harming the communication ability. We
believe that our design benefits a wide range of applications.

3 Design

3.1 Encoding: Over-the-air code division
As shown in Figure 2, we construct the backscatter codeword
from two adjacent excitation OFDM symbols, i.e., symbols
1 and 2, and utilize its quasi-orthogonality with the original
codeword to achieve reliable in-band backscatter communica-
tion. To enable this, we design the over-the-air code division
technique. We first introduce the challenges in our design.

Challenges. Facing the signal collision problem, the tradi-
tional systems would carefully design their transmitted code-
words for signal separation. For instance, the CDMA [30]
system spreads their messages with orthogonal codewords so
that the receiver can decode them independently. [25] intro-
duces structured permutation when generating its transmitted
codewords and utilizes the data carried by the collision-free
subcarriers to infer the data carried by the collided subcar-
riers. That said, it works only when two channels partially
overlap. These schemes cannot be applied directly to in-band
backscatter systems for two reasons.

1) Tag cannot build the quasi-orthogonal codeword by

utilizing the PN sequence to spread tag data like exist-
ing CDMA systems. In a generic backscatter system, the
tag data is spread by the uncontrolled excitation data in-
stead of the locally generated PN sequences adopted by ex-
isting CDMA systems. If Tag tries to modulate the excita-
tion data with a PN sequence, it would modulate all the ex-
citation data in one OFDM symbol instead of any individ-
ual one [33]. For instance, denote the phase shift to convey
data in the PN sequnece by e jφt and an OFDM symbol by
S = {S1,S2, . . . ,SN}. Embedding this data via backscatter
yields the symbol Ŝ = {S1e jφt ,S2e jφt , . . . ,SNe jφt} instead of
the desired {S1e jφt ,S2, . . . ,SN}. Here the value of the normal-
ized correlation result between S and Ŝ is still one, and the
quasi-orthogonality is not established.

2) Constructing the desired quasi-orthogonal code-
words must consume similar power as prior backscatter
systems. As shown in Figure 2, generating the backscatter
codeword requires changing the subcarrier pattern and modu-
lating at the half-symbol level. This causes trouble because
excitation data of an OFDM symbol are independent in the
frequency domain and coexist in the time domain. However,
without energy-consuming components like ADCs and mix-
ers, Tag cannot convert his received time-domain signal to
the frequency domain to manipulate the excitation codewords
individually. Hence, we must keep time-domain modulation
while changing the subcarrier pattern to generate the desired
backscatter codewords without rising energy consumption.

Solutions: over-the-air code division. Recall that an ex-
citation data segment that is embedded with 1-bit tag data
is called a backscatter codeword, we aim at making it quasi-
orthogonal to its counterpart in the original excitation signal,
i.e., the original codeword. To this end, we design the over-the-
air code division technique, which builds quasi-orthogonal
codewords without relying on local PN sequences. As shown
in Figure 3, this method makes the original and backscatter
codewords carry non-overlapping excitation data segments.
This way, since the randomization at Alice ensures that two
non-overlapping data segments are different, the original and
backscatter codewords are quasi-orthogonal. Specifically, the
backscatter codeword is built by two steps: subcarrier swap-
ping and tag data mapping.

To explain this, we take the symbol 1 (denoted as S1)
and symbol 2 (denoted as S2) as an example, each con-
taining N subcarriers which are denoted by S11 ∼ S1N and
S21 ∼ S2N , respectively. In the subcarrier swapping step,
Tag reverses the order of the first and second half of each
OFDM symbol. This changes S1 and S2 into the backscat-
ter symbols Ŝ1 = {S1N/2+1 · · ·S1N ,S11 · · ·S1N/2} and Ŝ2 =
{S2N/2+1 · · ·S2N , S21 · · ·S2N/2}. In the tag data mapping
step, he pieces the second half of Ŝ1, i.e., S1N/2+1 ∼ S1N , and
the first half of Ŝ2, i.e., S2N/2+1 ∼ S2N , to form the backscat-
ter codeword {S11 . . .S1N/2,S2N/2+1 . . .S2N} conveying 1-bit
tag data, i.e., the backscatter codeword in Figure 3. This is
completely different from prior works [31, 35, 36] that em-
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beds 1-bit data over the whole S1 or S2. This way, the orig-
inal codeword coexisting with such backscatter codeword
is {S1N/2+1 . . .S1N ,S21 . . .S2N/2}. They are made from non-
overlapping excitation data and hence are quasi-orthogonal.
Note that the rest of the in-band subcarriers, i.e., S1N/2+1 ∼
S1N and S2N/2+1 ∼ S2N , would not be wasted, they are also
utilized to form other quasi-orthogonal codewords. Specif-
ically, S1N/2+1 ∼ S1N is pieced with the second half of the
preceding backscatter symbol and S2N/2+1 ∼ S2N is pieced
with the first half of the backscatter symbol following Ŝ2.

We emphasize that these backscatter symbols Ŝ1 and Ŝ2
would hardly be affected by the impact brought by propaga-
tion delays, echoes, and reflections. The reason is that the
time domain guard signal, i.e., CP, in an OFDM system is uti-
lized to add immunity to these effects. During our generation
process, the tag would change the CP and the data part of an
OFDM symbol based on the same scheme and tag data, mak-
ing it still hold that the CP is the same as the end of the OFDM
backscatter symbol, that said, the receiver still receives the
backscatter codeword Sb = {S1N/2+1 . . .S1N ,S21 . . .S2N/2}.

Passive quasi-orthogonal codeword generation. The key
left is to arm a tag with the ability of modulating subcarri-
ers of an OFDM symbol, i.e., conducting half-symbol level
modulation. To this end, Orthcatter leverages the fact that an
f Hz square wave generated by the tag can shift the original
signal by ± f Hz during backscattering. Such a double side-
band characteristic is unwanted in prior side-band backscatter
systems because it introduces interference in the adjacent
channels. In contrast, we turn it into profits and design the
double side-band symbol reconstruction method, which
passively builds the backscatter codeword. Specifically, Tag
adopts a passive switch and toggles it at f = BW/2 to create
the square wave. As shown in Figure 3, this square wave shifts
the original OFDM symbols S1 and S2 by ±BW/2. This way,
the in-band parts of these frequency-shift subcarriers would
splice over the air forming the backscatter OFDM symbols
Ŝ1 and Ŝ2. Since S1 and S2 are shifted by the same process,

we take S1 as an example to explain this in details. Suppose
Tag toggles the switch at ft = BW/2, his antenna reflection
coefficient Γ(t) would be changed following a square wave
yt(t). From the Fourier analysis [17], yt(t) is

yt(t) =
4
π

∞

∑
n=1

Γ̄sin
(
(2n−1)2π ftt

)
2n−1

≈ 4Γ̄

π
sin(2π ftt) =

2 jΓ̄
π

(
e− j2π ft t − e j2π ft t

) (3)

where Γ̄ denotes the amplitude and phase of Γ(t). For exam-
ple, Γ̄ = j when Tag alters Γ(t) between ± j.

Let fc and yb(t) respectively be the OFDM excitation sig-
nal’s center frequency and baseband waveform. The backscat-
ter signal output from the switch is

yout(t) = A1yb(t)e− j2π fctyt(t)

=
2A1yb(t)Γ̄ j

π

(
e− j2π( fc+ ft )t − e− j2π( fc− ft )t

) (4)

where A1 is the antenna gain. This equation shows that the in-
band subcarriers of yout(t) is {S1N/2+1 . . .S1N ,S11 . . .S1N/2},
which is the desired backscatter OFDM symbol Ŝ1. Conse-
quently, we passively achieve the subcarrier swapping. After
this, Tag should embed his data over the built quasi-orthogonal
codewords, e.g., the backscatter codeword in Figure 3. This
requires embedding different tag data over the first and second
half of Ŝ1 because they belong to the different backscatter
codewords. That said, Tag needs to take two adjacent data
during modulation and change the phases of the subcarriers
at a time. Ŝ1 after embedding tag data (td) is

Ŝ1 =


{S1N/2+1, . . . ,S1N ,S11, . . . ,S1N/2}, td = {0,0}
{−S1N/2+1, . . . ,−S1N ,S11, . . . ,S1N/2}, td = {1,0}
{S1N/2+1, . . . ,S1N ,−S11, . . . ,−S1N/2}, td = {0,1}
{−S1N/2+1, . . . ,−S1N ,−S11, . . . ,−S1N/2}, td = {1,1}

(5)

This indicates that the modulation is performed at the half-
symbol level. In traditional backscatter systems, this is
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unattainable because the subcarriers are inseparable in the
time domain where a passive tag conducts his modulation [33].
In contrast, our tag would create two copies of backscatter sig-
nals at two side-bands, whose in-band parts form the backscat-
ter symbol. Employing such double side-band nature, we can
thus modulate the first and second half of the backscatter sym-
bol individually. To further explain this, we distinguish (5)
into two cases based on whether the phases of the first and
second half of Ŝ1 are opposite.
• Case 1: Tag data is {1,0} or {0,1}. Recall (5), the

phases of the first and second half of Ŝ1 are opposite, so we al-
ter Γ(t) between ± j to transmit these tag data. We consider an
antenna with impedance ZA = 50. Since Γ(t) = ZL(t)−ZA

ZL(t)+ZA
, al-

tering the load impedance ZL(t) between ± j50 could change
Γ(t) . The output signal yout1(t) is shown in (6), and we re-
verse it for tag data of {1,0} and do nothing for {0,1}.

yout1(t) =
2A1yb(t)

π

(
− e− j2π( fc+ ft )t + e− j2π( fc− ft )t

)
(6)

• Case 2: Tag data is {1,1} or {0,0}. The phases of the
first and second half of these subcarriers are identical, making
yt(t) in Case 1 unsuitable. We here delay yt(t) by ft

4 to create
an additional π/2 phase offset, reformulating (3) into

yt(t) =
2 jΓ̄

π

(
e− j2π ft (t− 1

4 ft
)− e j2π ft (t− 1

4 ft
))

=−2Γ̄

π

(
e− j2π ft t + e j2π ft t

) (7)

We change the load impedance ZL(t) between 0 and +∞ to
alter Γ(t) between ±1 and transmit the tag data. Such yout(t)
is stated in (8) and is reversed when tag data is {0,0}.

yout(t) =
−2A1

π

(
e− j2π( fc+ ft )t + e− j2π( fc− ft )t

)
(8)

As analysed above, we change ZL(t) among ± j50, 0 and
+∞ to get (5), which enables the half-symbol level modulation.
Compared with the prior works [27, 31, 35, 36] that changes
ZL(t) between 0 and +∞, our ZL(t) has two additional values.
This would hardly increase the hardware complexity or the
power consumption because we only need to arm Tag with
a passive RF switch that has more states. As confirmed in
§4, such a passive RF switch has a less than 3.3µW power
consumption which is similar to the power consumption of
the RF switch adopted by the prior backscatter works [32].

3.2 Decoding: Quasi-orthogonal interference
cancellation

We have presented how to generate the backscatter signal car-
rying the quasi-orthogonal backscatter codewords where tag
data are embedded. Here we focus on decoding the tag data at
Bob. As illustrated in Figure 2, we need the quasi-orthogonal
codewords to perform interference cancellation and get tag

Original 
OFDM symbol

Region A

...

Backscatter 
OFDM symbol ......

...

Region B

Received 
OFDM symbol ......

Null subcarriers

Region B

Figure 4: Illustration of the received OFDM symbol. Region
A contains only the original excitation OFDM subcarriers and
Region B contains only the backscatter OFDM subcarriers
due to the existence of null subcarriers.

data. To this end, we first decode the excitation data from the
received superposition signal. Specifically, we would roughly
compute the signal strength ratio. If the excitation signal is
10dB stronger than the backscatter one, we employ the capture
effect to decode it. Otherwise, we utilize the null subcarriers to
create the linear equations with a unique solution and decode
the excitation data by solving these equations. Second, we
infer the quasi-orthogonal codewords and conduct a two-step
interference cancellation scheme to extract the backscatter
signal. In the step 1, we regard the original channel state as
constant among different subcarriers and roughly subtract the
extracted excitation signal from the received one. In the step
2, we utilize the adaptive filter to further eliminate the residual
excitation signal, and decode tag data from the left signal. Our
decoding process is detailed as follows.

Decoding the excitation data. We need to decode the
excitation data first to infer the quasi-orthogonal codewords.
Since the original signal is much stronger than the backscatter
one, we decode the excitation data from it based on the capture
effect. However, such decoding would result in a higher BER
unless the original signal is 10dB higher than the backscatter
one [24]. That said, to get the excitation data correctly, Bob
must first sense the ratio of the excitation signal strength to
the backscatter one before employing the capture effect.

We achieve this through an empty part of the OFDM spec-
trum, i.e., the null subcarriers. These subcarriers usually lie
on the sides of an OFDM symbol spectrum as the frequency-
domain guard interval. However, these subcarriers would be
moved to to the center of the backscatter symbol by the over-
the-air code division scheme. This makes some subcarriers
in the received OFDM symbol come from either the original
or backscatter symbol, which can be utilized for computing
the signal strength ratio. As shown in Figure 4, the received
subcarriers in Region A only come from the original OFDM
symbol, and those in Region B are only from the backscat-
ter OFDM symbol. Therefore, we calculate the original and
backscatter signal strength from the subcarriers strength in
these regions. If the original subcarriers is 10dB stronger
than the backscatter ones, we adopt the capture effect to get
the excitation data; otherwise, we design the following ap-
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proach. Take the OFDM symbol S1 as an example. Denote
the received symbol of S1 by S̃1

S̃1 = hoS1+hbŜ1 (9)

where ho and hb mean the original and backscatter channel,
and S1 and Ŝ1 are the corresponding symbols. Consider all
the subcarriers, we have


S̃11
S̃12

...
S̃1N

= ho


S11
S12

...
S1N

+hb



e jφ1t S1N/2+1
...

e jφ1t S1N
e jφ2t S11

...
e jφ2t S1N/2


(10)

where φ1t and φ2t are the phase offsets carrying different tag
data. We take a deeper look at (10). It has N equations and less
than N variables because the pilot and null subcarriers would
make some among S11 ∼ S1N known a priori. For example,
an 802.11g WiFi symbol has 4 pilot and 12 null subcarriers,
i.e., solving 52 variables in (10) with 64 equations. Therefore,
it has a unique solution and we can solve it to get the channel
states, i.e., ho and hb, and the excitation data. In this way, we
get the excitation data under either strong or weak backscatter
signals. We can exam this decoding result through the check
code like cyclic redundancy check (CRC) adopted by the
exciter. The task here hence moves to decode tag data.

Decoding the tag data. Since the quasi-orthogonal code-
words are inferred after decoding the excitation data, Bob
tends to decode the tag data from the inner product of the
received OFDM symbol and the quasi-orthogonal codewords.
There are still two problems to be solved. First, unlike the
standard CDMA systems whose received signals from dif-
ferent transmitters have similar strength, our backscatter sig-
nal here is much weaker than the original one. Second, the
relation between the original and backscatter codewords is
quasi-orthogonal instead of orthogonal, meaning that the inner
product between these codewords would not be zero. Conse-
quently, the original signal greatly interferes with decoding
the tag data. To address these problems, we design a two-step
interference cancellation scheme. Our goal is to compute the
original channel state ho and subtract hoS1 from S̃1.

1) Coarse cancellation. To this end, we first assume that
ho in (9) is constant across different subcarriers to compute
its rough value. Specifically, Bob computes the normalized
inner product among S̃1, S1, and Ŝ1, and gets

N

∑
i=1

S̃1iS1∗i
|S̃1i||S1i|

=Nho +hbe jφ1t

N/2

∑
i=1

S1N/2+iS1∗i
|S1N/2+i||S1i|

+hbeφ2t

N/2

∑
i=1

S1iS1∗N/2+i

|S1i||S1N/2+i|

(11)

N/2

∑
i=1

S̃1iS1∗N/2+i

|S̃1i||S1N/2+i|
= ho

N/2

∑
i=1

S1iS1∗N/2+i

|S1i||S1N/2+i|
+

N
2

hbe jφ1t (12)
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Figure 5: Empirically measured convergence time and inter-
ference cancellation performance.

N/2

∑
i=1

S̃1N/2+iS1∗i
|S̃1N/2+i||S1i|

= ho

N/2

∑
i=1

S1N/2+iS1∗i
|S1N/2+i||S1i|

+
N
2

hbe jφ2t (13)

where S1∗i is the complex conjugate of S1i.
Solving these equations yields the ho under the hypothesis

that it remains constant among different subcarriers. However,
the frequency selective fading resulting from the multi-path
effect would break such hypothesis. For distinction, we denote
such computed ho as ĥo. Since subtracting ĥoS1 from the
received symbol S̃1 cannot remove all the original excitation
symbol, we further conduct the accurate cancellation process.

2) Accurate cancellation. In this process, we adopt the
adaptive filtering algorithm to output the remaining S1 af-
ter the coarse cancellation [18]. Specifically, given that the
backscatter codewords are quasi-orthogonal to the original
ones, we regard them as noise and utilize the least-mean-
square (LMS) adaptive filter to reconstruct the remained S1
in S̃1. Denote that S̄1 = S̃1−S1ĥo, the LMS filter is

e(n) = d(n)−ω
H(n)u(n)

ω(n+1) = ω(n)+µu(n)e∗(n)
(14)

where u(n) = S1n/|S1n| is the input variable, d(n) =
S̄1n/|S1n| is the optimal output, ω(n) is the LMS filter, and
e(n) is the estimation error with n = 1,2, . . .N. µ is the step
size not smaller than 2/R, and R equals the square root of the
self-correlation of the input variable u(n).

Since u(n) is very limited, e.g., 64 when the excitation
signal follows 802.11g WiFi, we set µ to its maximum value
for a shorter convergence time. We further subtract the output
from S̄1 to decrease the interference caused by the residual
original signal. As shown in Figure 5(a), the original signal is
eliminated after our two-step interference cancellation.

Although the LMS filter can distinct the original symbol
from the received superposition one, we emphasize that the
coarse cancellation is still necessary because the adaptive
filter would waste sampling points before convergence [18].
This can be ignored in common wireless systems where the
received signal with countless sampling points is input into
the filter. In contrast, in our Orthcatter where the input sig-
nal is an OFDM symbol with limited sampling points, such
a waste would greatly degrade the performance and hence
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should be avoided. The empirically measured convergence
time is shown in Figure 5(b), confirming that the coarse can-
cellation process significantly reduces the error and decreases
the number of required sampling points.

We then decode the tag data by correlating the left
signal after the interference cancellation with the inferred
backscatter codeword. Since each backscatter codeword
crosses two OFDM symbols, we take two OFDM symbols
S1 and S2 to explain this. According to the modulation
scheme, the halves of the received symbols containing a
1-bit tag data is Š = {Š1N/2+1, . . . , Š1N , Š21, . . . , Š2N/2} ≈
e jφ2t hb{S11, . . . ,S1N/2,S2N/2+1, . . . ,S2N}, and the backscat-
ter codeword is Sb = {S11, . . . ,S1N/2,S2N/2+1, . . . ,S2N}.
Therefore, the inner product between Š and Sb is

Zi =
(N/2

∑
i=1

Š1i+N/2S1∗i
|Š1i+N/2||S1i|

+
N/2

∑
i=1

Š2iS2∗i+N/2

|Š2i||S2i+N/2|

)
= e jφ2t hbN

Since the phase of Zi is arctan
( hbN sinφ2t

hbN cosφ2t

)
= φ2t , Bob finally

decodes tag data from the phase of Zi. The operations above
benefit our Orthcatter in two ways: First, it decodes tag data
under a much smaller interference, improving the throughput
and communication distance. Second, since |Zi| is the sum
of all the subcarrier amplitudes, it is distinguishable under
a small SNR. Consequently, Orthcatter has an even smaller
BER than side-band systems as confirmed in §5.

4 Orthcatter Implementation

Challenge & solution. Synchronization accuracy poses great
challenge for OFDM backscatter. Specifically, in the backscat-
ter systems that adopts a dedicated single-tone RF source
as their exciter, the synchronization with the excitation sig-
nal is not required, so they achieves a further Alice-to-Tag
distance, e.g., 20m in RF-transformer [14] and 9m in DigiS-
catter [39]. In contrast, in the OFDM backscatter systems,
Tag must achieve symbol synchronization because his data
is transmitted at the single-symbol rate for higher through-
put [12]. Consequently, most of them [9, 27, 28, 31, 37] main-
tain Alice-to-Tag distance within 1m for better BER. Consider
such limitation, we try to break it in Orthcatter.

The prior works usually utilize an envelope average and
a comparator to determine whether tag receives the ambient
OFDM signal and hence synchronize tag’s transmission with
this signal [37]. While such an energy detection method shows
a small power consumption, it has a very limited synchroniza-
tion distance because it cannot detect the weak signal. To ad-
dress this limitation, we propose a matching scheme instead
of the energy detection method used in works [9,27,28,31,37]
to detect the weaker ambient OFDM signal.

Our sliding window matching scheme (c.f. Figure 6) en-
hances synchronization with the cyclic prefix (CP) of an
OFDM symbol. Given that the CP is a periodic extension
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Figure 6: The sliding window match-
ing scheme.
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of the OFDM symbol, it holds that y(t) = y(t + τs), t ∈ [0,τc]
where τc and τs are the duration of the CP and the data part of
an OFDM symbol, respectively. Our basic idea is to use a slid-
ing window that matches every τc of the OFDM signal with
the OFDM signal delayed by τs. As shown in Figure 6, we
would first utilize an envelope detector to extract the envelope
of the OFDM signal and then utilize a comparator with a pre-
determined threshold to binarize the envelope. We divide the
binary envelope sequence into two paths and delay one path
by τs. Finally, we compute the XNOR result between these
paths which would remain one for τc if the CP is detected or
the noise keeps below the threshold. Therefore, if the XNOR
result remains one within τc while neither of these sequences
is all-zero, the CP is detected and Tag can synchronize with
the excitation signal. Note that we set the threshold to 1V
based on the empirically measured noise floor.

To show the advantage of this scheme, we test the syn-
chronization accuracy under 802.11g WiFi exciter. We put
Alice 0.1m away from Tag. As shown in Figure. 7, When the
excitation signal strength is over 1dBm, our approach and the
traditional one has similar synchronization accuracy. This is
because we digitize the ambient signal’s envelope with the
same approach as the traditional one. When the signal strength
drops below -6dBm, our approach maintains a synchroniza-
tion accuracy within 750ns while the traditional approach fail
to detect the ambient signal. Different from the traditional
1-bit detection scheme, our approach is a correlation-based
synchronization scheme that considers multiple bits of the dig-
itized envelope sequence at a time and thereby achieves syn-
chronization under weaker signals. Therefore, our proposed
scheme enables accurate synchronization within a longer dis-
tance. The experiment results in §5 confirm this.

Backscatter tag. We implement Orthcatter following an
open-source backscatter platform [32] that is widely used
[9, 27, 35, 36] (c.f. Figure 8(a)). The power consumption of
its simulated ASIC design is merely 33µW. However, due to
the high tap out cost, it utilizes COTS components to build
its hardware prototype, resulting in power consumption of
40mW. The increased power consumption mainly results from
the utilization of an FPGA and a COTS envelope detector
LT5534 [3]. Both of these components consumes tens of
microwatts energy. We only replace the SPST ADG902 RF
switch [1] with an SP4T ADG904 RF switch [2] to get the re-
quired antenna coefficient for generating the quasi-orthogonal
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Figure 8: Tag prototype and experiment setup.

codewords. According to the data sheets, these two types of
RF switches have the same maximum quiescent power sup-
ply current of 1µA under the 3.3V voltage supply. Therefore,
our prototype also has about 40mW power consumption. By
conducting ASIC design, the modulation component of Or-
thscatter has 56µW power consumption, and the detection
component implemented by LT5534 is passive, so the simu-
lated overall power consumption of Orthscatter is 63.3µW.

Alice & Bob. We adopt two USRPs for Alice and Bob, and
choose two typical commercial OFDM signals as exciters:
802.11g WiFi and LTE. The WiFi signal is implemented with
the open-source 802.11g WiFi transceiver on Ubuntu [8]. The
LTE signal is generated on MATLAB by the LTE toolbox [5].
They are compatible with the commercial standards [8] [5].

5 Orthcatter Evaluation

We evaluate Orthcatter’s performance under diverse scenarios.
Our experiment confirms that it outperforms the state-of-the-
art in-band backscatter systems [22, 23] in terms of BER,
throughput, and communication distance. 1) The maximal
throughput of Orthcatter is 248kbps, which is 6.2× higher
than [22], and 4.6× higher than [23]. 2) The minimal BER of
Orthcatter under WiFi is 3.4×10−4, which is over 300× bet-
ter than [23]. 3) When the communication distance is 20m, the
throughput of [22] and [23] drops to zero, yet Orthcatter still
experiences throughput of over 50kbps. Orthcatter also outper-
forms the side-band backscatter system like RapidRider [31].
Under the same settings, Orthcatter increases the maximum
throughput by 11kbps and reduces the minimal BER by 59×.

5.1 Experiment Setup
Settings. As shown in Figure 8(b), we test Orthcatter in the
LOS and NLOS scenarios. We use an 802.11g OFDM WiFi
exciter. The packet rate is 500pkt/s, and the transmit power
equals the common value of WiFi products, i.e., 20dBm [16].

Competitions. We compare Orthcatter with in-band [22,
23] and side-band OFDM backscatter systems [31]. Specif-
ically, we choose RapidRider to signify the state-of-the-art
side-band OFDM backscatter system. This work is known
for its throughput and symbol-level modulation. However, it
needs two receivers deployed in the original and backscatter
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Figure 9: Testing Orthcatter in laboratory.

channels respectively, occupying more spectrum resources.
[22, 23] are in-band OFDM backscatter systems and have
to use redundant coding schemes to cope with the interfer-
ence caused by the excitation signal. Consequently, they show
much lower throughput and a much worse BER.

5.2 End-to-End Performance

We set the Alice-to-Tag distance same as RapidRider and [23],
i.e, 0.5m and 1m, and choose the same type of the exciter. We
vary the Tag-to-Bob distance in LOS & NLOS to assess end-
to-end performance. Our results are shown in Figure 10 and
Figure 11, confirming that Orthcatter performs best.

BER. We vary the communication distance from 0.5m to
20m and show the BER under LOS&NLOS deployments in
Figure 10(a) and Figure 11(a). As shown in Figure 10(a), our
BER is around 0.1 even when the Tag-to-Bob distance is 6m.
It is outstanding because the BER of [22] increases to 1 under
the same setting, and that of [23] is over 0.1 even for 2m
Tag-to-Bob distance. The side-band RapidRider can maintain
its BER below 0.1 only when Bob is less than 7m from Tag.
Orthcatter also outperforms them in NLOS.

Throughput. In terms of throughput, neither [22], [23],
nor [31] can match our Orthcatter (c.f. Figure 10(b) and Figure
11(b)). Specifically, the maximum throughput in Orthcatter is
248kbps, bigger than 237kbps in RapidRider, and 40kbps in
[22], and 54kbps in [23]. There are two main reasons for these
results. First, the interference cancellation is conducted before
decoding, avoiding the redundant coding method employed
by prior in-band works [22, 23]. Second, although Orthcatter
and RapidRider conduct symbol-level modulation, Orthcatter
experiences a smaller BER and thus better throughput.

Laboratory deployment. We further test Orthcatter in a
laboratory to show how it works in a multipath-rich environ-
ment shown in Figure 9(a). Figure 9(b) shows that Orthcatter
is robust to the multipath effect. Specifically, Orthcatter can
maintain its throughput over 100kbps within the room of
65m2. In position C, the BER is 0.14, similar to the LOS
performance. In position D where the steel shelf blocks the
direct link between Tag and Bob, our BER is 0.12 similar to
the NLOS one. The reason is that our backscatter signal is
still an OFDM signal armed with the cyclic prefix that can
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Figure 10: Orthcatter’s performance in LOS.
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Figure 11: Orthcatter’s performance in NLOS.
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Figure 13: Impact of Orthcatter
on the ambient WiFi.

cope with this effect. In addition, the extracted backscatter
OFDM symbol after the interference cancellation process also
has the pilot subcarriers, which can correct the phase error
introduced by the wireless channel.

5.3 Micro Benchmarks

In order to confirm the applicability of Orthcatter to various
exciters and deployments, we change Alice’s signal type and
packet rate and the spatial deployment of Tag. The results
show that when the signal strength ratio between the original
and backscatter signal is 7.8dB, its BER goes to as low as
3.4×10−4, which is 59× better than the minimal BER of the
side-band backscatter system RapidRider [31].

Impact of Alice-to-Tag distance and exciter type. We
demonstrate that Orthcatter can work with longer Alice-to-Tag
distance and other types of OFDM exciters besides WiFi. In
our experiment, the exciter is the down-link LTE signal with a
bandwidth of 1.4MHz and 128 subcarriers (72 data subcarriers
and 56 null subcarriers). We set the Alice-to-Bob distance to
3m and put Tag in between. As shown in 12(a), the BER is
smaller under the LTE exciter. This is because an LTE symbol
contains more subcarriers, making it easier for Bob to perform
the quasi-orthogonal interference cancellation and decoding.
Furthermore, since the CP of an LTE OFDM symbol is far
longer than that of WiFi, the tag working with LTE exciters
can synchronize with Alice at a farther position. It is worth
mentioning that the BER under the LTE exciter of a 1m Alice-
to-Tag distance is similar to such BER of a 2m Alice-to-Tag
distance. That said, when the Tag is within 2m from Alice,
the synchronization error would hardly impact the tag data

decoding. This is much better than prior works whose Alice-
to-Tag distance is restricted to within 1m [9, 27, 28, 31, 37].
Besides, even with 3m Alice-to-Tag distance, the backscatter
communication is still feasible.

Impact of Alice’s packet rate. We here increase Alice’s
packet rate from 100pkt/s to 1000pkt/s and depict our results
in Figure 12(b). We set both the Alice-to-Tag distance and the
Tag-to-Bob distance at 0.5m in this experiment. The results
show that changing excitation rates hardly has impact on the
signal strength ratio and BER.

Impact of signal strength ratio. Since the original and
backscatter signals are mixed on the receiver side, an impor-
tant factor affecting our decoding is the signal strength ratio
between these signals. We test its influence here and show
the results in Figure 12(c). To this end, we should measure
the signal strength ratio. This is actual value that would be
shown in the x axis. In order to accurately measure the ratio,
we replace the wide-band OFDM excitation signal with a
narrow-band sine wave, enabling measurement of the narrow-
band excitation signal and the narrow-band backscatter sig-
nal in the WiFi band. Note that we do not use this ratio for
decoding, but use the estimation from null subcarriers (re-
call Figure 4) instead. We first change the relative positions
among Alice, Tag, and Bob to get different signal strength
ratios. Second, for each deployment, we ask Alice to gener-
ate a sine wave whose frequency spectrum has no overlap
with the side-band backscatter one. Hence, we can receive
the original and backscatter signals separately and compute
their received signal strength. For the testing, we ask Alice to
emit the OFDM WiFi signal to test Orthcatter’s performance
under the measured signal strength ratios. From Figure 12(c),
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we have two observations: 1) When the signal strength ratio
is 7.8dB, i.e., the original signal strength is 6× higher than
backscatter one, the BER of Orthcatter is 3.4×10−4, which
is 59× better than the minimal BER of RapidRider. 2) Even
when the ratio is 16dB, i.e., 40×, Orthcatter can still keep its
BER below 10−2. This demonstrates that Orthcatter can be
deployed under diverse settings.

5.4 Coexist with ambient WiFi
We finally evaluate whether our backscatter transmission
would impact the ambient WiFi traffics including both the
in-band excitation signal (Alice) and an adjacent WiFi signal.
We fix the Tag-to-Bob distance at 0.5m and vary the Alice-
to-Tag distance. We here use two adjacent channels for the
excitation signal (channel 9) and another WiFi signal (chan-
nel 10), respectively. Note that we focus on the encoded data
before passing through the convolutional decoder because
we need to acquire the quasi-orthogonal codewords utilized
for the decoding. That said, the actual BER of the excitation
signal would be lower due to the convolutional decoder. As
shown in Figure 13, Tag would slightly degrade the in-band
and side-band WiFi transmission. Consider the worst case
where Tag is 0.1m from the exciter, the BER is increased by
4.4× 10−5. This increment is small and would be reduced
by the convolutional decoder. Moreover, the impact nearly
disappears when the distance exceeds 0.5m because of the
greatly dropped backscatter signal strength. Therefore, our
backscatter transmission hardly harms the ambient WiFi.

6 Discussion

Supporting Multiple tags. In this paper, we primarily focus
on improving the point-to-point physical-layer backscatter
transmission performance. However, Orthcatter can be ex-
panded to support the access of multiple tags by adopting the
MAC layer protocols like TDMA or Aloha.

Commercial receiver. Since tag data is decoded from the
frequency-domain OFDM symbol, any OFDM receiver that
converts the received signal to the frequency domain can work
with Orthcatter. This means that our work has the potential
for the commercial applications. However, Orthcatter is not
fully compatible with commercial devices that would treat the
weaker backscatter signal as noise and neglect it and do not
provide access to the received encoded OFDM symbol. We
hope that future commercial devices could grant more access
to PHY information to make our Orthcatter applicable.

7 Related work

The related work can be classified into the side-band and
in-band backscatter systems.

Side-band backscatter systems. Hitchhike [35], FreeRider
[36], and MOXcatter [37] are side-band WiFi backscatter sys-
tems. They utilize the codeword translation, which embeds
tag data by transforming the original codeword into another
valid codeword. By avoiding the original signal, these works
provide tens of kbps throughput. RapidRider [31] and STScat-
ter [33] design OFDM backscatter and utilize the phase of the
backscatter symbol to convey their data. This way, their data
is embedded at the single-symbol rate, and their throughput
is hundreds of kbps. In addition, PLoRa [29] focuses on the
LoRa exciter and embed tag data over the initial frequency of
the LoRa signal. LScatter [9] frequency shifts the LTE signal
and embeds tag data over its phase.

In-band backscatter systems. Here the backscatter com-
munication is completed in the same channel as the excitation
to save the spectrum resource. [22] and [23] embed their data
through phase modulation like RapidRider [31] and STScat-
ter [33], yet only has a tens of kbps throughput. [26] and [20]
respectively embed their message over ambient TV and WiFi
signal amplitude and only provide throughput of several kbps.
Aloba [15] conducts LoRa modulation through OOK instead
of frequency modulation and has a limited communication
range of only 1/3 of PLoRa [29]. The performance of these
in-band backscatter systems is incomparable to the side-band
ones because they cannot cope with interference of the exci-
tation signal effectively. Superior to them, our Orthcatter can
cancel the interference and achieve even better performance
than some side-band works.

8 Conclusion

We have designed and implemented Orthcatter, a novel in-
band backscatter system that achieves reliable and high
throughput communication while saving spectrum resources.
The key innovation lies in the designed over-the-air code divi-
sion technique that constructs the quasi-orthogonal codewords
in the backscatter signal from the original excitation signal
passively. This technique enables the in-band interference can-
cellation on the receiver. Our extensive field studies show that
Orthcatter experiences 10−4 BER and 248kbps throughput,
respectively 300× and 4.6× better than the state-of-the-art
in-band system [23]. And it outperforms the side-band sys-
tem like RapidRider [31] in some settings. Orthcatter can
efficiently work under diverse practical scenarios, and would
benefit a wide range of future backscatter applications.
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Abstract
Radio Access Networks (RAN) are increasingly softwarized
and accessible via data-collection and control interfaces. RAN
intelligent control (RIC) is an approach to manage these in-
terfaces at different timescales. In this paper, we introduce
EdgeRIC, a real-time RIC co-located with the Distributed
Unit (DU). It is decoupled from the RAN stack, and oper-
ates at the RAN timescale. EdgeRIC serves as the seat of
real-time AI-in-the-loop for decision and control. It can ac-
cess RAN and application-level information to execute AI-
optimized and other policies in real-time (sub-millisecond).
We demonstrate that EdgeRIC operates as if embedded within
the RAN stack. We showcase RT applications called µApps
over EdgeRIC that significantly outperforms a cloud-based
near real-time RIC (> 15 ms latency) in terms of attained
system throughput. Further, our over-the-air experiments with
AI-based policies showcase their resilience to channel dynam-
ics. Remarkable, these AI policies outperform model-based
strategies by 5% to 25% in both system throughput and end
user application-level benchmarks across diverse mobile sce-
narios.

1 Introduction

As we move into the age of NextG applications, cellular net-
works need to be versatile and must cater to a wide array
of application-specific requirements concerning throughput,
latency, and reliability. The “one size fits all” cellular net-
work approach is fading, raising the need to be replaced by
an adaptive, application-specific model. Modern applications
can often furnish granular details about their operational con-
text to aid such adaptation. A streaming app can reveal buffer
status, AR/VR applications share viewing angles, robotic con-
trollers offer positional data, and industrial IoT devices in-
dicate data freshness. These capabilities can enable tailored
network responses. For instance, in a video streaming network

∗These authors contributed equally to this work.
The source code for this project is available at https://github.com/
ushasigh/EdgeRIC-A-real-time-RIC.git
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Figure 1: Timescales of RAN Intelligent Control for O-RAN.
We desire real-time control at a latency < 1 ms.

environment, rather than merely maximizing system through-
put, it might be paramount to prioritize users nearing buffer
exhaustion to prevent video playback halts. Different apps
have varied response time needs; while a video might handle
some delay, a VR game demands near-instant reactions.

While application awareness has become critical to the
decision-making process of network functions in both wired
and wireless (cellular) communications, the problem is far
more complex with rapidly changing wireless channels for cel-
lular communications. More specifically, the channel evolves
at the timescale of milliseconds. Such changes in the chan-
nel make the control and optimization of the link to meet
application requirements far more challenging.

The need for cellular networks to adapt to different applica-
tions, all while keeping up with the rapidly changing wireless
channel, is supported by the cellular industry’s pivot towards
the standardization of open interfaces for RANs, encapsulated
by the term O-RAN. By harnessing softwarization and dis-
aggregation at every layer, O-RAN provides the flexibility to
operate the RAN stack across diverse distributed computing
platforms and offers enhanced monitoring and control through
novel interfaces. Alongside this evolution, the RAN Intelli-
gent Control (RIC) concept has gained prominence. RICs,
distinct from the time-critical RAN stack, are designed to
seamlessly access both the application layer and RAN-level
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data. This dual access facilitates cross-layer decision-making
and control, bolstered by AI/ML enhancements, to serve a
plethora of high-demand applications.

A defining attribute of the RIC is the time scales at which
it operates, necessitating control decisions and information
access at those time scales. Current RIC architectures, visual-
ized predominantly as centralized control microservices, are
placed in the cloud, as depicted in Figure 1. These can be clas-
sified into: (i) Near Real-time RIC (near-RT RIC): Provides a
feedback loop to the RAN stack in a range of 10ms to 1s. (ii)
Non Real-time RIC (non-RT RIC): Operates with a feedback
loop timescale exceeding 1s.

Unfortunately, both these RICs inspired by SDN con-
trollers, adopt a centralized, cloud-based control approach,
minimizing risk to the RAN stack’s essential operations
within each TTI. This approach prevents potential disrup-
tions, such as PHY-MAC task latency breaches leading to UE
detachment. However, the inherent delay in decision-making,
exceeding 10ms due to the wireless channel’s rapid variabil-
ity, creates bottlenecks. Such delays result in broad decision-
making strategies like resource slicing, where, for example,
a streaming app is allocated to a high-throughput RAN slice.
Yet, as network demands grow, this coarse strategy struggles
to maintain efficiency, given the fast-paced fluctuations in
wireless channels that require TTI-scale responsive decisions
for optimal performance.

While O-RAN has enabled unprecedented macro network
optimizations, a vast reservoir of potential remains untapped
in granular, real-time control. To that end, we propose a dis-
aggregated real-time RIC platform called EdgeRIC. EdgeRIC
is positioned on edge-compute close to the radio head, syn-
chronizes intelligence with the granularity of RAN functions,
but is decoupled with the RAN stack, which enables resilient
operation of the RAN stack. EdgeRIC’s careful design en-
ables it to synchronize with RAN events and provide decision-
control, while ensuring functioning of the tight-constrained
RAN stack, even if decisions are not received from EdgeRIC.
EdgeRIC facilitates control decisions and network teleme-
try at the TTI timescale (smallest unit of decision-making
available at RAN), which is faster than underlying channel
variations. The philosophy of EdgeRIC is to revolutionize the
algorithmic control of lower-layer RAN functionalities (PHY-
MAC-RLC), integrated with application awareness, thereby
realizing the true potential of an AI-driven air interface. To
provide an overview, Figure 1 showcases the myriad RAN
enhancements that can be made feasible through intelligent
control across diverse timescales.

Main Contributions
Our contributions are twofold: (i) EdgeRIC: a real-time RIC
module, which facilitates real-time RAN telemetry and con-
trol. EdgeRIC is driven by the basic observation that real-time
control for the cellular stack implies TTI-level sync with the
RAN stack—all events happen between TTIs. Our princi-

pal contribution is rooted in the architectural and engineer-
ing decisions that ensure real-time performance of telemetry
and AI-optimized control policies, without ever violating the
TTI boundaries. EdgeRIC is strategically situated on edge
compute, independent from the RAN stack, and interfaces
with it via an O-RAN-like standard. (ii) EdgeRIC emula-
tor: We further introduce the EdgeRIC training module, a
cloud-compute-based emulator. This module is instrumen-
tal in the design, offline training, and deployment phases of
AI-optimized algorithms. These features are enabled by pro-
viding a comprehensive full-stack, trace-driven (network and
channel) emulation environment that accommodates multiple
users and diverse applications.

Finally, we showcase potential benefits of real-time control
with an AI-optimized µApp to provide resource allocation
decisions at each TTI. We demonstrate (i) throughput in-
creases of 5-10% using RT resource scheduling over near-RT
approaches, (ii) up to 15% throughput increases through ro-
bust Reinforcement Learning (RL) based RT scheduling, and
(iii) up to 30% enhancement in Quality of Experience (QoE)
for video streaming via an application-aware RL-based RT
scheduling policy over application-agnostic approaches. We
also benchmark its performance against a near RT RIC. To the
best of our knowledge, no existing RIC platform has demon-
strated the benefits of real-time AI-in-the-loop-based RAN
control while leveraging cross-layer application information
in over-the-air experiments.

2 Motivation for Real-Time RIC

A fundamental value proposition of RIC is that it would enable
the RAN to adapt to support heterogeneous applications over
a variety of end devices ranging from smartphones, drones,
cars, headsets, to sensors. What timescale of monitoring and
control would enable application and environment responsive
intelligent configuration and control?

Wireless Environment: Our channel measurements at 2.5
GHz across various mobile environments—drones, cars, in-
door robots, and human movement—reveal that wireless chan-
nels fluctuate within milliseconds, highlighting the need for
real-time control in mobile scenarios, illustrated in Figure 2(a).
For instance, drone channels showed quality changes within
3-4 ms in over half the cases. Even in low-mobility scenarios,
like a robot moving indoors, we observed significant changes
within less than 10ms. This demonstrates the importance of
designing systems like ours to adapt quickly to the dynamic
nature of wireless channels. Additionally, even in stable chan-
nel conditions, real-time capabilities enhance RAN functions,
such as enabling more aggressive Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) selections in the absence of packet drops. As
cellular networks evolve towards supporting highly mobile
applications with brief channel coherence times, achieving
RIC latencies that match the sub-millisecond TTI timescale
becomes crucial.
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a) Channel qualities change as low 
as every 3 to 4ms under mobility

b) Realtime scheduling can support a 
higher system throughput

c) Near RT RL training yields lower 
throughput with delayed states
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Figure 2: NextG networks need real-time intelligence and control.

RAN Control: We next verified the thesis that channel vari-
ations require real-time control by implementing a rule-based
scheduler that prioritizes users with the largest channel quality
index. We ran the experiment over a mix of channels gath-
ered from our mobile experiments and show the throughput
obtained in Figure 2(b). The latency experienced by near-real-
time RIC with a round-trip latency of 30ms, corresponding to
accessing cloud-based compute resources causes the through-
put to drop by a third as compared to real-time control using
the same scheduler located at edge compute accessed with a
round-trip latency of 1ms.

AI Training: Can the RIC can support data collection,
training and adaptation of AI/ML policies? Since many RAN
management tasks involve feedback control, we are specifi-
cally interested in whether reinforcement learning (RL) train-
ing and execution can be supported. We conducted exper-
iments on training an RL-based scheduler with a near-RT
round-trip delay between state-action-reward of 60ms, versus
one that has a round-trip delay of 1ms. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2(c), the correlations between state-action-reward break
down at near-RT, leading to lower throughput.

The wireless community is focusing on data-driven ap-
proaches for the air interface, enabling intelligent decisions
at the TTI timescale. These encompass various tasks such as
beam-forming decisions [14] [13] [26], interference manage-
ment [18] [40], localization [17], channel estimation [21] [23],
Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) selection [44] [15],
power allocation [31], retransmissions and more. As illus-
trated above, none of these will be possible without real-time
RIC co-located with the RAN on edge compute.

3 Related Work
Recent advancements in the development of near real-time
(near-RT) RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC) frameworks and
xApps have gained significant attention. Scope [4] introduces
a containerized method for deploying network elements, sup-
porting real-world emulation, AI/ML data collection, and net-
work control APIs. [5] demonstrates the the integration of
deep RL agents for near-RT RIC-based control, built with
ColO-RAN [32], an AI/ML framework built upon the Colos-
seum network emulator [24]. These works focus on RAN

resource slicing using xApps and RAN-embedded schedulers
assigned to each slice. ORAN E2 [42] presents a software-
defined radio testbed featuring an open-source 5G system
that interacts with the O-RAN near-RT RIC through standard
interfaces, utilizing xApps for RAN slicing. FlexRAN [9]
offers a software-defined RAN platform where a master con-
troller communicates with agents embedded in the LTE stack.
However, FlexRAN lacks the ability to train or utilize AI-
optimized policies while maintaining real-time constraints.
FlexRIC [35] addresses this by providing a more modular
variant of FlexRAN. It simplifies the 5G near-RT RIC archi-
tecture, adhering to the agent-controller approach.

Closer to the TTI-timescale, ChARM [1] presents spec-
trum selection based on supervised learning over IQ samples
collected in real-time, but with control at near-RT RIC. For
even finer control, an architecture for integrating distributed
applications (dApps) into O-RAN has been proposed, with
simulation results on the possible benefits that might be real-
ized via network intelligence at real-time (<10 ms) [7].

Our initial work on EdgeRIC provided an architecture
and messaging scheme for enabling real-time RIC (<1 ms),
along with a feasibility study and demonstrations of the ap-
proach [8, 16]. More recently, an approach entitled Janus [10]
also recognizes the significance of real-time intelligence.
While both EdgeRIC and Janus aim at real-time measure-
ment and control of the RAN, their architectural choices are
fundamentally different. Janus is integrated directly with each
Distributed Unit (DU), making it vendor-specific. Thus, Janus
requires updates to its hooks and codelets within the RAN
software at each site or DU, contingent upon the purchase of
Janus by that specific DU. EdgeRIC avoids such tight cou-
pling by following O-RAN compliant messaging interfaces,
which decouples EdgeRIC from the RAN stack. EdgeRIC
then uses the open source Gym-class interface to connect with
an in-memory database and AI/ML algorithms. EdgeRIC’s
decoupled design allows for robustness by never interfering
with time-critical RAN tasks, ease of runtime data gathering,
standardized training and runtime updating of AI/ML models,
and support across different vendors’ equipment via com-
patibility with universally accepted O-RAN service models.
Finally, since EdgeRIC is implemented over the open source
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Table 1: Comparison of RIC frameworks

Framework Connectivity Monitoring Application Adaptability to Full stack AI training Real World
to RAN stack and control awareness channel fluctuations support with real traces OTA evaluations

FlexRIC [35] Disaggregated 10ms-1s ✓ × × ×
ColO-RAN [32] Disaggregated 10ms-1s ✓ × × ×

dApps [7] Disaggregated 6-10ms × ✓ × ×
Janus [10] Integrated <1ms × ✓ × ✓

EdgeRIC Disaggregated <1ms ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

software srsRAN stack and uses open messaging standards
and interfaces, it is available for unfettered experimentation
by the research community.

In the applications domain, streaming media has received
much attention for AI-optimized control. For instance, AI/ML
for choosing video streaming rate selection is considered
in [12, 22, 30, 43, 45] from the server’s perspective. In con-
trast, [3] studies optimal policies when the network can be
controlled in the context of WiFi-based access. Here, recon-
figuration of WiFi flow priorities using AI-optimized policies
is shown to improve streaming performance.

In contrast to the above works, EdgeRIC is a simple,
lightweight, disaggregated approach towards ensuring that
TTI-level synchronized policies can be trained in non-RT and
executed in real-time. Specifically, we show that our approach
provides the ability to train robust cross-layer optimized
policies in non-RT and a guarantee of completing the full
feedback loop from sensing, AI-based policy execution and
control within each TTI, and are the first to verify our claims
while running full stack over-the-air experiments on mobile
nodes. Table 1 summarizes comparable frameworks.

4 EdgeRIC Concept Architecture

The EdgeRIC design is primarily driven by the objective of
infusing real-time intelligence into network functions and
decisions at the network’s edge. This approach is particularly
important for making informed decisions based on instan-
taneous channel conditions. By situating decision-making
processes closer to the RAN edge, we ensure that the channel
metrics utilized are as current and relevant as possible, as
opposed to being relayed from a distant cloud infrastructure.

EdgeRIC’s architecture extends beyond edge operations
to foster a cooperative relationship with cloud systems, en-
abling smooth data exchange and access to shared databases.
It adopts a dual strategy, utilizing real-time edge data along-
side cloud analytics to optimize decision-making. This ap-
proach aims to merge the promptness of edge processing with
the extensive insights of cloud computing, emphasizing the
synergy between cloud and edge to enhance cellular network
capabilities. This integration effectively combines local re-
sponsiveness with global intelligence.

Our architecture design is motivated by two fundamen-
tal considerations, namely (i) Disaggregated Programming
Model: O-RAN is driven by the desire to disaggregate the
cellular stack into functional components that can be created
by independent developers and instantiated on distributed
compute resources. Consequently, EdgeRIC must be modular
and decoupled from the RAN components. This will permit
simple models of application development, run-time updates,
robustness to errors, and bi-directional information sharing
with user-defined applications, and (ii) Real-time RAN Con-
nectivity and Control: While functionally decoupled from the
RAN stack, EdgeRIC must enable messaging with TTI-level
sync (< 1ms) with RAN events. This will enable real-time ob-
servability of RAN state, such as channel quality or backlog
buffers, and decision making and control of the RAN stack
each TTI to optimize performance. Consequently, EdgeRIC
must be slaved to the TTI clock at the RAN, and messaging
and decision making must be lightweight.

In order to realize these goals, EdgeRIC is composed of two
modules: (i) the EdgeRIC execution module, which is the seat
of µApps for real-time monitoring control of the RAN, as well
as information aggregation from user applications, and and
(ii) EdgeRIC emulation module, which is used as a full-stack
emulator used for training of AI-based and other algorithms
prior to instantiating them as µApps in the EdgeRIC execution
module. We discuss the architecture and workflow of these
modules below.

4.1 Disaggregated EdgeRIC Architecture
The real-time EdgeRIC execution module is illustrated in
Figure 3, where we have shown it within the O-RAN architec-
ture. O-RAN consists of a radio unit along with disaggregated
microservices that perform the RAN functions. These mi-
croservices are divided across edge compute (near the radio)
and cloud compute resources, based on the required latency
targets. The components of the O-RAN stack are as follows:
(i) RF Frontend: Open Radio Unit (O-RU), (ii) Edge Com-
pute: Real-time components at the Open Distributed Unit
(O-DU) supporting High-PHY, MAC and radio link control,
and (iii) Cloud Compute: Open Centralized Unit (O-CU) with
control and management functions. The final element is (iv)
Cloud Compute: 5G Core, supporting management, billing
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Figure 3: EdgeRIC concept architecture, showing its integra-
tion into O-RAN.

and Internet gateway functions.
O-RAN also provides specifications for two cloud-hosted

microservices for (i) near-RT RIC, which supports xApps
for policy adaptation at near-RT (10ms - 1s), and (ii) non-
RT RIC, which supports rApps providing large timescale
microservices management and data analytics. The standard
provides protocols for the near-RT and the non-RT RIC to
communicate with the O-RAN stack and with each other.
In particular, the E2 Application Protocol (E2AP) operates
over SCTP and provides pub-sub and on-demand messaging
between RAN and near-RT RIC at near-RT latency.

EdgeRIC is designed as a microservice for the O-DU,
closely integrated with the O-RAN architecture to enhance
PHY-MAC level RAN functionalities through real-time. It
utilizes µApps for executing real-time policies (with TTI la-
tency), allowing for immediate RAN state adjustments and
control. Connection to the O-RAN stack is achieved through
a specialized real-time-E2 protocol (RT-E2), aligned with the
TTI clock and leveraging IPC for microservice communi-
cation, ensuring a latency around 100 µs to meet stringent
real-time requirements.

EdgeRIC operates in real-time, running on separate CPU
cores at the edge compute cluster to ensure low latency with-
out interfering with the O-RAN PHY-MAC microservices. It
allows µApps to dynamically use RAN and application data
for decision-making. Supporting integration with protocols
like OpenFlow and ROS, EdgeRIC enables cross-layer poli-
cies for PHY-MAC control, enhancing system performance
without disruption.

4.2 EdgeRIC Functional Components
The EdgeRIC real-time execution module, depicted in Fig-
ure 3, features interfaces for real-time communication with

the RAN stack and near-real-time interaction with cloud mod-
ules. These interfaces connect to an Open AI Gym Wrapper,
which abstracts them into a Gym-compatible environment,
allowing components to interact with the RAN using Gym
methods. This design enables µApp developers to employ
either custom or AI/ML-based strategies, benefiting from the
compatibility with standardized reinforcement learning frame-
works. Consequently, µApps can seamlessly integrate these
standardized codeblocks, facilitating efficient development
and deployment within the EdgeRIC ecosystem.

The EdgeRIC execution module incorporates an in-
memory Redis database for managing real-time RAN metrics
and application data. This data supports µApps directly or
through cloud processing, enabling cloud-hosted xApps to
refine policies or ML models based on the data. These en-
hancements are fed back to the Redis database for µApps
integration, allowing them to start with basic policies and im-
prove them over time with cloud-derived insights, optimizing
their performance dynamically.

4.3 EdgeRIC Emulator Module
The EdgeRIC execution module directly enables support for
optimization based approaches to modulation, coding and
queuing that are designed around well studied, substantiated,
and tractable models. For instance, we can immediately in-
stantiate approaches such as proportionally fair [37] or max-
weight [41] scheduling across UEs on a per TTI basis with
execution in RT, as if embedded within the RAN stack.

Our architecture also supports AI/ML approaches such
as Reinforcement Learning (RL), a branch of ML that is
explicitly tailored towards learning feedback-control policies.
Training such policies is often hard in a real-world system,
where user satisfaction is paramount at all times. Hence,
we endow EdgeRIC with a full-stack emulator module for
training, which can support user applications over trace-based
or synthetic channels. The RL workflow is well aligned with
the modality of a emulator based non-RT training of a base
policy using data collected offline or via an emulator. Such
polices can then undergo near-RT adaptation to the current
environment, culminating in RT policy execution. Simulta-
neously, data is gathered at the edge, which is shared with
the non and near-RT RIC for accurate training and adaptation.
This three-timescale workflow is illustrated in Figure 4.

5 EdgeRIC Implementation
We now describe the implementation of EdgeRIC to satisfy
the goals of our concept architecture. The experimental results
that we present in this section were collected on two servers:
Intel Xeon Gold 5218R CPU @ 2.10GHz, 20 cores and Intel
i9 CPU @ 2.4GHz, 12 cores, without using GPUs. We chose
the open source Software Radio Systems srsRAN stack [39]
as the experimental RAN system for EdgeRIC integration
due to its simple, modular codebase, its stability and compati-
bility with various core networks, 4G and 5G versions, and
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the availability of the srsUE codebase. srsRAN runs on the
general-purpose Ubuntu OS, which does not provide real-time
guarantees.

5.1 EdgeRIC Execution Module

5.1.1 Real-time Connectivity to RAN and messaging

O-RAN specifications provide the E2 interface between the
near-RT RIC and the O-DU or O-CU. Specifically, the E2 ap-
plication protocol (E2AP) operates over SCTP and provides
near-RT services for RAN monitoring and control. E2 does
not support a real-time connectivity service, i.e., it is not syn-
chronized with the TTI clock at the RAN. Hence, we extend
the specification to create a real-time, RAN-synchronized
variant that we call RT-E2. RT-E2 supports the following to
connect EdgeRIC with the PHY-MAC stack at the O-DU.

RT-E2 TTI-Sync: Our system is synchronized to the TTI-
level clock tick from the RAN stack, ensuring that EdgeRIC
and the RAN maintain TTI-by-TTI alignment for accurate
real-time control actions and reward feedback. The RAN
stack uses a TTI counter, referred to as RANtime, included
in all RT-E2 messages to EdgeRIC. Correspondingly, RT-E2
messages from EdgeRIC to RAN specify the TTI for pol-
icy application, ideally set to RANtime+1, to ensure actions
match the current RAN state. To prevent asynchrony caused
by EdgeRIC’s compute time exceeding one TTI, termed "Lazy
RIC," EdgeRIC’s RAN subscriber only retains the most re-
cent RAN message, tagging policy messages with the latest
RANtime+ 1. The RAN disregards any EdgeRIC message
not matching the current RANtime. Additionally, the RAN is
equipped with a default mechanism to manage any potential
Lazy RIC scenarios, ensuring stability despite possible invalid
inputs from EdgeRIC.

RT-E2 Report: This is a periodic pub-sub procedure under
which a module at the O-DU, such as radio link control may

publish information at a given rate. Our default periodicity
is one TTI, i.e., information may be generated in real-time.
µApps at EdgeRIC may subscribe to the RT-E2 Report service
and utilize it for inference and control. Subscription may
be blocking in that the µApp will proceed only when new
information is available from the RAN.

RT-E2 Policy: This is an event-driven pub-sub procedure
under which a µApp at EdgeRIC may publish information
to one of the O-DU modules such as UE priorities for re-
source allocation at the MAC layer. This information is used
directly for real-time control at the O-DU. Subscription is
non-blocking in that the O-DU subscriber will move on if
no new information is available on this procedure, without
breaking the tight TTI deadlines required by PHY-MAC.

RT-E2 API Support: RT-E2, synchronized with the RAN,
supports messaging over TCP/UDP/SCTP or IPC, adapting
to EdgeRIC’s hosting environment. It necessitates both block-
ing and non-blocking pub-sub capabilities and must manage
diverse messages, including sync, state, action, reward fields,
and UE identities. Opting against modifying the O-RAN E2’s
limited SCTP-based messaging, we use ZMQ for RT-E2 due
to its low latency, minimal overhead, versatile pub-sub modes,
and compatibility with IPC or TCP, accommodating our re-
quired message formats.

TTI-Level Events: The sequence of events, occurring every
TTI is shown in Figure 5, where we see (i) state measurement
and transmission from RAN, (ii) reception, processing and
response at EdgeRIC, and (iii) final resource allocation at
RAN. Note that srsRAN receives each EdgeRIC message well
before the TTI boundary, but only reads it in a non-blocking
manner at the beginning of each TTI.

Ed
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5 6
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Time
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0: RAN measures state
1: RAN transmits state

5: RAN receives action
6: RAN implements action

2: EdgeRIC receives state
3: EdgeRIC computes action
4: EdgeRIC transmits action

Figure 5: TTI-level events for EdgeRIC to RAN loop.

Real-time operation evaluations: We aim to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our synchronization and messaging tech-
niques between the RAN and RT-RIC, crucial for feedback
control and RL training success. Through tests with the
srsRAN stack and RT-RIC on a server, operating at 10 MHz
downlink load and achieving about 37.5 Mbps throughput,
we found our system maintains a median round trip latency
of just 100 µs. This performance is satisfactory for managing
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information dissemination and control commands for approx-
imately a hundred UEs, showcasing ZeroMQ’s suitability for
real-time operations as illustrated in Figure 6(a) and (b).

In our study on MAC layer resource block (RB) allocation,
the RAN stack communicates UE state information, including
RNTIs, CQIs, buffer states, and previous downlink bitrates, to
the RT-RIC, which then decides on downlink RB allocations
per UE. Figure 6(c) shows that the spectral efficiency achieved
by implementing policies through EdgeRIC is on par with
integrating them directly into the RAN stack, indicating that
our modular approach maintains efficiency while ensuring
RAN stack stability. This underscores the effectiveness of our
decoupled architecture in balancing policy enforcement with
architectural integrity.

5.1.2 Cross-Layer Connectivity and Logging

Our choice of ZMQ for inter-process communication
between RAN and EdgeRIC is also extendable to cross-layer
application awareness, shown in Figure 4. Since ZMQ can
operate over TCP or UDP on an IP network, applications
can simply use ZMQ to publish their state information to
EdgeRIC. Apart from being lightweight and having APIs
in most programming languages, ZMQ also permits client
authentication and encryption via CurveZMQ [6] for security.

We also enable EdgeRIC with an in-memory Redis
database for data logging and sharing, shown in Figure 4.
Redis is a fast, lightweight, key-value store, in which we log
data digests, as well as trained models for sharing across the
elements of EdgeRIC. An added advantage of Redis is that we
can save all traces to drive at experiment conclusion, which
allows for post processing and performance analysis.

5.1.3 Integration with OpenAIGym

OpenAIGym is an open source python library that provides
a framework for developing an interface to interact with and

query the environment by any given algorithm. While it is
typically used for developing and comparing RL algorithms, it
can be used as a standard approach for realtime policy execu-
tion, regardless of whether the policy in question is based on
RL. This openness motivates us to develop an OpenAIGym
interface connecting the RAN stack, EdgeRIC and the con-
trol algorithms in the form of µApps that it hosts. Our Ope-
nAIGym interface allows for swift policy development and
freedom of execution of algorithms as desired. Figure 6(d)
shows the time taken by EdgeRIC to execute a forward pass
of a trained policy network using only CPU, while running a
fully loaded RAN. The mean value is less than 100 µs, which
implies that TTI-scale execution is straightforward.

5.2 EdgeRIC Emulator Module
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Figure 7: EdgeRIC emulation environment

To bridge the "sim-to-real" gap in RL-optimized control,
we’ve developed the EdgeRIC training module, which forgoes
the need for a complex Python simulator for simulating RAN,
RIC, and application dynamics. This module leverages actual
RAN and RIC codebases with virtual radios and channel sim-
ulation techniques, using ZeroMQ for virtual radio interfaces
in srsRAN, enabling accurate real-world emulation. It routes
complex-valued samples, typical for software-defined radios,
through ZeroMQ sockets, incorporating simulated channel
effects. A GNU Radio flowgraph with ZMQ Source and Sink
blocks allows distribution of these samples to multiple sr-
sUEs, simulating real user equipment. Furthermore, separate
IP namespaces for UEs and application servers facilitate run-
ning real-world TCP or UDP based applications end-to-end,
closely mimicking actual deployment scenarios as shown in
Figure 7. This setup ensures minimal sim-to-real disparity,
making the EdgeRIC emulator highly effective for real-world
applicable policy training and testing.

6 Case Study: An RL based scheduling µApp

In this paper, our illustrative use-case is on realtime down-
link resource block allocation (scheduling), which utilizes
(i) channel quality information (wireless state), (ii) downlink
backlog buffers (RAN state) and (iii) media buffer length for
video streaming (application state). We develop an RL-trained
realtime scheduling application operating on EdgeRIC, which
we refer to as a µApp. We study performance, both from the
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perspective of throughout maximization under a variety of
channel conditions, as well as stall minimization in a video
streaming application case. We present the results of real-
world over-the-air experiments to validate our approach. In
this section, we establish the performance gains achievable
with real time RAN control on simulated channel traces.

We use a downlink resource block (RB) scheduling µApp
to illustrate an EdgeRIC application, since (i) scheduling has
to be done each TTI in realtime, (ii) it requires channel quality
information from the wireless link, downlink backlog buffer
on a per-UE basis from the RAN, and can utilize application-
level information such as the media buffer length in a video
streaming for prioritization, and (iii) being such a fundamental
problem, has a variety of baseline approaches to compare
against RL-based scheduling algorithms. We now describe
the design and training of a scheduling µApp.

Weight Based Abstraction of Control: Optimal queueing
and wireless resource management often employ structures
like threshold [11, 25], index [29, 33, 34], and linear poli-
cies [2, 19] for their simplicity and learnability, with some
showing properties like monotonicity or concavity [2]. Sys-
tems such as [27] develop weights to prioritize flows, ensuring
max-min fairness among them. All these structured policies
can effectively be represented by assigning relative priorities
to the different connected UEs. For example, the so-called
Whittle index is a scalar parameter corresponding to the value
of resources allocated to a given UE, which can quickly be
learned independently of other UEs [28]. Resource allocation
may also be done with a fairness metric in mind, such as pro-
portional fairness, where RBs are assigned to a UE based on
the ratio of its current as compared to its average channel qual-
ity, or max-min fairness [38]. Motivated by these ideas, our
general approach for downlink RB allocation is for EdgeRIC
to provide values wi for each connected UE i over realtime
information exchange at each TTI. The 5G MAC will then
allocate an number of RBs in a manner proportional to wi
over the next TTI. Such an abstraction provides simplicity of
actions for the resource allocation policy, while maintaining
its ability to attain near-optimal allocations in realtime.

6.1 Training RL on emulator
We utilize the model-free RL algorithm, Proximal Policy Op-
timization (PPO) [36], for training an agent on optimal re-
source allocation due to its straightforward implementation
and efficiency. Training involves collecting 5,000 samples
per iteration, updating the agent’s policy neural network via
backpropagation, and then using the updated agent to col-
lect another 5,000 samples to evaluate performance and track
progress. Each sample corresponds to a transmission time in-
terval (TTI) and includes the environment’s current state, the
agent’s action, and the resulting reward and next state. The RL
policies, trainable on the emulator, can focus on RAN-specific
scenarios or incorporate application-level data for broader op-
timizations. We specifically explore downlink throughput en-

hancement (Section 7.3) and video streaming stall reduction
(Section 7.4) as two key use cases.

Table 2: RL Specifications: Throughput Maximization

State (s[t]) Bi[t],CQIi[t] ∀i

Action (a[t]) wi[t] ∀i

Reward (r[t]) total throughput

For the throughput-maximization goal, we utilize RAN-
level CQI and UE backlog buffer lengths as state information,
with action being the allocation weights for UEs and the re-
ward as total throughput. Training typically reaches reward
saturation after 100 iterations, equivalent to 500,000 TTI sam-
ples. The RL setup, detailed in Table 2, includes CQI (CQIi[t])
and backlog data (Bi[t]) per UE i and the allocation weight for
UE i (wi[t]) as actions. Factoring in data collection/transfer
to the RL agent and time for actor-critic policy updates, total
training completes in about ten minutes.

6.2 Evaluations on emulator
We conducted emulations using synthetic channel traces to as-
sess the potential gains achievable by a real-time agent for pol-
icy computation and control. Two metrics we use throughout
our study is the downlink system throughput and the down-
link backlog buffer lengths at the RAN. We desire to evaluate
two basic questions, (i) How much does performance improve
with realtime control as opposed to near real time control and
(ii) How does RL-based control policy perform compared to
basic algorithms?

We consider three basic algorithms for weight-based re-
source allocation. In all the below approaches, each UE is
assigned a weight wi[t] at TTI t. The weights are then normal-
ized over all UEs as w̃i[t] = wi[t]/∑ j w j[t]. The RAN receives
the normalized weights w̃i[t] from the RIC, and performs an
allocation of resource block groups (RBGs) in proportion to
the weights, i.e., Ri[t] = w̃i[t]Rtotal [t], where Ri[t] is the assign-
ment to UE i, and Rtotal [t] is the number of RBGs available
in TTI t. While some approaches call for an absolute prioriti-
zation of UEs that have a maximum weight [41], we find in
practice that a proportional division based on weight leads to
better overall performances.
CQI-Fair Allocation: Here, the weight of UE is equal to
its realized CQI. Hence, wi[t] =CQIi[t], where CQIi[t] is the
realized CQI of UE i at time t. This approach effectively tries
to obtain a large total throughput by prioritizing these UEs
that have a large CQI in the current timeslot.
Proportionally-Fair Allocation: The allocation weight for
each UE is determined by the ratio of its current CQI to its av-
erage CQI, aiming to prioritize UEs with better-than-average
channel conditions. The average CQI for UE i, represented
as AvgCQIi[t], is computed using an exponentially weighted
moving average up to time t. Therefore, the weight wi[t] is
calculated as CQIi[t]/AvgCQIi[t].
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Max-weight Allocation: Here, the weight of a UE is the
product of its current CQI and the backlogged bytes in the
downlink queue corresponding to that UE. The max-weight
policy is known to be throughput optimal [41], in that it can
achieve the capacity region of the system. Thus, we have,
wi[t] =CQIi[t]Bi[t], where Bi[t] is the number of backlogged
bytes in the downlink queue of UE i.

Our first question, the performance comparison between
downlink RB allocation algorithms as µApps on EdgeRIC
versus as xApps on a cloud-based RIC focuses on the impact
of latency. µApps on EdgeRIC benefit from low round-trip
latencies of mere tens of microseconds for state information
reception and action generation from the RAN. In contrast,
xApps in the cloud suffer from significant forward and reverse
network latencies, leading to round-trip times in the tens of
milliseconds. To illustrate cloud latency effects, we simulate
appropriate delays within EdgeRIC.

Our experiment with synthetic channel traces shows that us-
ing the CQI-Fair allocation algorithm as a µApp on EdgeRIC,
compared to a cloud-based RIC with 30ms latency, results in a
50% throughput increase with stable backlog buffers (Figure
2(c)). This is further detailed in Table 3. The throughput
improvement is also demonstrated in a 4-user scenario, Figure
14 and Table 7 in appendix, thus underscoring the benefits
of real-time control in enhancing performance metrics.

Table 3: Load: 35Mbps, Channel: 2 UE synthetic channel

EdgeRIC 15ms 30ms
Max CQI Avg. Thrpt. 32.6 24.2 18.0

BL[MB] 0.61 0.64 0.57
Prop. Fair. Avg. Thrpt. 30.7 25.7 21.9

BL[MB] 0.65 0.67 0.68
Max Weight Avg. Thrpt. 30.0 23.3 20.9

BL[MB] 0.60 0.62 0.65

To answer our second question, we demonstrate the
training and evaluation of an RL algorithm. Scenario 1
is based on a 2UE environment. both connected users
have uniform variation in CQI values over time, ranging
from 1 to 15. In scenario 2, one user experiences good
channel conditions (CQI values between 8 and 15), while
the other user experiences poor channel conditions (CQI
values between 1 and 7). In Scenario 3, the CQI values are
randomly generated. Figure 8 shows training and evaluation
on Scenario 2 and Table 8 (appendix) summarizes the
performance of RL algorithms on synthetic channel traces.

We show the CDF of end-to-end latency of the entire event
chain from RAN to EdgeRIC and back (including policy exe-
cution via a forward pass on the policy network), culminating
in resource allocation at each TTI in Figure 9. We observe
that the end-to-end latency is always less than 1 ms, i.e., the
RT-E2 procedures (Section 5.1.1) successfully meet the target
of event completion within each TTI.
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Figure 8: RL training and evaluation on emulator
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Figure 9: CDF of End-to-end RTT between RAN and
EdgeRIC, showing that TTI timings are always met.

Finally, we measure the computational overhead of running
EdgeRIC, as compared to running the vanilla srsRAN stack
under a full traffic load. We see that the difference in CPU
utilization is only about 20%, which means that EdgeRIC is
fairly lightweight and does not need execessive additional
compute resources. Hence, co-locating EdgeRIC at the O-DU
level seems quite feasible.

6.3 Scalability Study
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Figure 10: EdgeRIC is able to handle a large number of UEs

We show that our system is stable and is feasible to operate
as we scale the number of UEs. For the scheduling µapp con-
sidered in this case study, we introduce additional, simulated
UEs (which have the same states and application behavior as
the real UEs) into the system in order to capture the system
performance under an increased number of users. Figure 10
shows that the feedback loop RTT remains well below 1ms
and the ML model inference time is under 400µs.
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Figure 11: Experimental setups for collecting CQI data of various mobility and evolution of their CQI traces

7 EdgeRIC Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate EdgeRIC by addressing three
fundamental questions. These questions are: (i) Does real-
time RAN control through µApps on EdgeRIC outperform
near-real-time control through a cloud-based RIC? (ii) Is it
feasible to implement real-world AI optimization (RL training
and feedback) for resource allocation over EdgeRIC ? and
(iii) Does application state feedback to EdgeRIC provide sig-
nificant improvement to the end-user Quality of Experience
(QoE)? All results presented in this section are based on real
world channel traces and over the air experiments.

7.1 Experimental Setup

EdgeRIC extends the srsRAN codebase, supporting both
software-defined radios and commercial UEs. Built on
srsRAN version 21.10, our setup includes USRP B210 SDRs,
an edge DU, and an embedded 20ms delay in the CU stack for
realism. The srsRAN station features channel trace logging
and operates in the 2.5 GHz EBS band under an experimental
FCC license to prevent interference with local networks. Ex-
periments utilized a 10 MHz bandwidth, involving a stationary
base station and mobile users.

7.1.1 User Devices and Channel Traces

We use a static base-station with different UE types to collect
channel traces as shown in Fig. 11. We considered various
mobility models, both within the laboratory and in outdoor
environments. We extract the channel quality indicator (CQI)
values sampled at each transmission time interval (TTI) for
each user at the srsRAN for runs of approximately 8 minutes
each. Next, we summarize the UEs considered in this study.

TurnTable UE: Figure 11(a) shows the setup of a UE
on a movable turntable, similar to a user sitting on a chair
and rotating. The base station equipped with a B210 is on a
static table, while a UE node with a B210 is mounted on the
turntable. The UE node is moved away from or towards the
base station at about 1 m/s and rotated to produce significant
variations in its CQI values. The distance between the UE
node and the base station ranges from 0.5 meter to 4 meter.

Car UE: Figure 11(b) shows a UE setup in a car, using a
USRP B210 and laptop powered by the car. CQI data was
collected while driving along three paths: 1) a 6-meter-radius
circle with a maximum speed of 4.5 m/s, 2) a 30 meter x 3
meter rectangle with a maximum speed of 5.4 m/s, and 3) a
50-meter straight line with a maximum speed of 9 m/s.

Drone UE: We used a drone experiment to demonstrate
performance with faster channel variations in 3D space. Fig-
ure 11(c) shows a B210 and a NUC (a small and portable
computer) mounted on a Big-Hexy hexa-copter drone, while
the base station, equipped with another B210, was placed on
the ground. The drone was flown over the base station along
two paths: 1) a 10-meter straight line at a height of 15 meters
and with a speed of 2.2 m/s, and 2) a 15-meter straight line at
a height of 20 meters and with a speed of 3 m/s.

Indoor robotic UE: Mobile robots were used to for indoor
mobility experiments. In Figure 11(d), a B210 and laptop
were mounted on a Jackal robot, while the base station with
an X310 was placed on a table. The robot moved along a 1.6
m x 1.6 m square path and rotated at each corner, causing CQI
values to drop due to signal blockage. The working area was
limited to 4 m from the base station, similar to robot control
or industrial IoT with Private 5G.

We show the drone trace in Figure 11(e), and the overall
CDF was earlier shown in Figure 2(a). We see that several
scenarios yield CQI changes in the sub 10 ms range, with the
drone trace showing this effect for almost 90% of samples.

7.1.2 Evaluation Scenarios

To generate realistic scenarios, we collected channel traces
from various environments and utilized them in our emulation
setup. This setup includes the same core, radio access network
(RAN), and user equipment (UE) modules as our over-the-
air experiments that generated the CQI traces. By replaying
the CQI traces with a desired number of UEs, algorithmic
methods can be compared while maintaining the same end-
to-end applications and channel conditions. For end-to-end
over-the-air experiments, we used a X310 as a base station and
two B210s as UEs. One of the UEs had lower channel quality
than the other by placing them at different distances from the
base station. Table 4 summarizes the scenarios considered.
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a) Is real-time needed? b) Is RL useful? c) Is RL generalizable? d) Does EdgeRIC work in 
real world?

Real World EvaluationThroughput EvaluationThroughput EvaluationThroughput Evaluation

Figure 12: Snapshot of EdgeRIC performance for throughput maximization

Table 4: Summary of all scenarios

Scenario Channel Description
Channel Traces from Experiments
Scenario 1 2 Drone UEs
Scenario 2 2 Turntable UEs
Scenario 3 2 Car UEs and 2 Drone UEs
Scenario 4 2 Car UEs and 2 Indoor Robotic UEs
Scenario 5 2 Random Walk UEs and 2 Turntable UEs
Complete Over-the-Air Experiments
Scenario 6 2 UEs on indoor mobile robots
Scenario 7 2 UEs on indoor stationary robots

7.2 Micro-benchmarks: Edge vs. Cloud
We use iPerf for measuring throughput and generate mi-
crobenchmarks. We test our scenarios on different UEs, each
with varying traffic loads, and report the throughput and back-
logs observed with different scheduling algorithms presented
in Section 6.2. The validity of our results presented in Section
5.4 is confirmed using realistic channel traces (4 Turntable
UEs), shown in Table 5 and Figure 12(a). This provides evi-
dence in support of the hypothesis that real-time control can
significantly improve the system throughput.

Table 5: Load: 35Mbps, Channel Trace: 4 Turntable UEs

EdgeRIC 50ms 100ms
Max CQI Avg. Thrpt. 33.4 21.2 29.5

BL[MB] 1.34 0.84 1.12
Prop. Fair. Avg. Thrpt. 28.6 26.6 23.5

BL[MB] 1.20 1.29 0.93
Max Weight Avg. Thrpt. 33.2 28.8 31.0

BL[MB] 1.14 1.30 1.12

7.3 Impact of RL on Micro-benchmarks
We present compelling evidence for the feasibility, impact,
and robustness of RL in executing real-time control policies.

We begin by addressing the question of RL training in an
emulation environment, which is answered by the set of curves
in Figure 16 (appendix). These curves demonstrate that RL
training with realistic channel traces is highly efficient, with
an agent typically converging in just 20 to 40 iterations. The
potential of RL is evident from a series of figures that answer
important questions about its application.

Figure 12(b) shows us that RL can achieve higher through-
put than traditional algorithms, bringing us to answer: is RL
truly useful? This is further summarized in Table 6, which
displays the total system throughput and the mean of the total
backlog buffer for various scenarios, offering a snapshot of
the RL performance in real-time. The values displayed in the
table represent the throughput in Mbps (left) and the backlog
buffer in MBytes (right).

Reinforcement learning (RL) schemes can surpass tradi-
tional algorithms under specific conditions, such as varying
UE application loads where the max CQI strategy falls short.
Our RL algorithm, particularly PPO, adapts to mirror the max-
weight algorithm yet excels in scenarios like round-robin al-
locations, serving one UE per TTI. This approach contrasts
with max-weight’s fractional resource distribution across all
UEs, which, while based on a weight-control scheme, may
not always yield optimal results in environments with diverse
load demands.

Table 6: Throughput and Backlog Buffer Evaluation

PPO Max Weight Max CQI
Realistic Channel Traces
Scenario 1 29.1/0.38 26.1/0.53 14.9/0.39
Scenario 2 30.5/0.38 31.9/0.43 14.42/0.39
Scenario 3 25.3/1.5 22.9/1.3 18.67/0.97
Scenario 4 25.9/1.5 23.9/1.21 20.3/1.05
Scenario 5 28.5/0.96 26.3/1.46 23.3/1.01
Over the Air Experiments
Scenario 6 14.6/0.19 6.4/0.45 5.7/0.44
Scenario 7 19.33/0.05 10.71/0.34 9.06/0.35
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a) Is real-time needed? b) Is RL useful? c) Does EdgeRIC 
work in real world?

Table 7: RL specifications: Video Streaming

Figure 13: Snapshot of EdgeRIC performance for video streaming application

Figure 12(c) illustrates the transferability of RL models,
showing that a model trained in one scenario can adapt to
others with similar user numbers, highlighting its generaliz-
ability. Specifically, a model from a random walk scenario
was applied to both a 2 Drone UEs setup (Scenario 1) and
a combination of 2 Car UEs and 2 Turntable UEs (Scenario
2). The crucial question of RL’s real-world efficacy in re-
altime wireless control is affirmatively addressed in Figure
12(d). Real-world tests with EdgeRIC revealed that traditional
algorithms struggled with channel variability, impacting per-
formance. In contrast, the RL policy maintained system stabil-
ity and achieved consistent throughput, demonstrating RL’s
potential for performance gains in realtime scenarios.

7.4 Cross-Layer Optimization: Case Study
In this case study on enhancing video streaming performance
through cross-layer optimization, we set up a heterogeneous
environment with four users: two streaming high-quality
video from an HTTP server and two generating background
traffic with iPerf. We use the GPAC [20] library for DASH-
style video segments and define a stall event when the media
buffer drops below 2 seconds. The media buffer size, updated
every 40 milliseconds to match a 24fps video, is communi-
cated to EdgeRIC, along with network states at each TTI. To
simulate realistic conditions, we introduce a 20ms delay rep-
resenting uplink latency on srsRAN. An RL agent, trained
with EdgeRIC, aims to optimize video playout and resource
allocation, responding to both network and application states
to minimize video stalls.

The RL framework specifications for this setup are pre-
sented in Table 7. Here, apart from downlink backlog Bi[t],
and channel quality CQIi[t] of UE i, we augment the state
with the length of the media buffer (in seconds) of the video
streaming application of UE i, denoted MBi[t]. The reward
now depends on the stall performance of the applications,
with smooth playout receiving a positive reward, and a stall
receiving a large negative reward. We next conduct real-world
experiments on video streaming. Comparing the performance
of UE1 and UE2 controlled by the RL policy and the stan-
dard RAN scheduling algorithms in real-time, the RL policy
outperformed the standard algorithms by incorporating “ap-

plication awareness”, demonstrating its potential to provide a
quality of experience (QoE)-optimized solution with proper
training. Figure 13(b) summarizes this statement showing the
metrics observed by playing a video for 120s. Figure 13(c)
presents the results of our experiment, which evaluated the
stall performance of the video streaming application over the
air in a static environment with a one-streamer and one-loader
scenario for 30 s videos. We see that the RL trained policy
only has about a third of the stalls experienced by the other
approaches. Further, to answer the question if a cloud based
RIC can support a video streaming application under a highly
fluctuating channel condition, we implemented a variant of
the max weight scheduling algorithm (infused with the ap-
plication state, wi[t] =CQIi[t]Bi[t]/MBi[t]) and benchmarked
the stall performance for a 30s video. The result is depicted in
Figure 13(a) which clearly indicates that an application aware
real-time control outperforms a near-RT control approach.

8 Limitations and Future Work
We presented a platform EdgeRIC and its full stack emulator.
When combined together, we can train and deploy cross-layer
AI-optimization algorithms that can provide decision and
control at a TTI-timescale. Future directions of this work are:
Scale to 100s of users: Our demonstrations are with four
users, primarily due to the instability with our setup of
srsRAN for a larger number of UEs. However, we have shown
that EdgeRIC platform can send the messages for 100 UEs,
with a RAN to EdgeRIC latency of about 100µs (Figure 6).
That said, we have not tested over-the-air with support for
many more simultaneous UEs, which is key future work.
Mutliple base-stations: Our work has demonstrated perfor-
mance improvements for a single base-station. We anticipate
with multiple base-stations, we would have an EdgeRIC at-
tached to each base-station/DU, with Near-RT RIC coordi-
nating all the EdgeRIC instantiations. This would involve
problems in federated learning that we will explore.
Ethical concerns: Does not raise any ethical issues.
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A Appendix

In the appendix, we provide additional results for different sce-
narios, which are not critical to the performance but provide
visibility into the system.
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Figure 14: EdgeRIC Performance in a 4UE synthetic channel
scenario.

Figure 14 shows that EdgeRIC outperforms Near Real-
time RIC for implementation of microbenchmarks. This is
the scenario with 4UEs on a synthetic channel trace. We
implemented Proportional Fair Scheduling and Max Weight
Scheduling as a µApp in EdgeRIC which exchanges state
information and actions with RAN Stack over ZeroMQ-based
communication. In order for performance comparison, we im-
plemented Near RT RIC by imposing delays in message deliv-
eries between RIC and RAN. We used synthetic CQI traces for
4 UEs and evaluated each algorithm’s performance by compar-
ing their average throughput. The graph on the left side shows
average throughput of Proportional Fair Scheduling and the
graph on the right side shows one of Max Weight Scheduling.
A blue line in the graphs are for EdgeRIC while a red line for
Near RT RIC. As Near RT RIC showed low average through-
put due to the delay, EdgeRIC successfully supported those
microbenchmarks to achieve their best throughput.

Table 7: Load: 30Mbps, Channel: 4UE synthetic channel

EdgeRIC 15ms 30ms
Max CQI Avg. Thrpt. 26.3 16.4 15.9

BL[MB] 1.22 1.25 1.27
Prop. Fair. Avg. Thrpt. 24.27 22.72 20.15

BL[MB] 1.37 1.08 1.27
Max Weight Avg. Thrpt. 25.4 19.8 19.1

BL[MB] 1.33 1.05 0.99

Table 8: Throughput and Backlog Buffer evaluation of syn-
thetic traces

PPO Max Weight Max CQI
Synthetic Channel Traces
Scenario 1 27.8/0.38 25.6/0.38 19.0/0.38
Scenario 2 27.5/0.33 24.7/0.51 18.9/0.38
Scenario 3 26.8/0.38 25.2/0.51 25.2/0.76

Figure 15 shows the real-time CQI traces we collected to
characterize various CQI mobility in different environments.
An x-axis is time in TTI unit and a y-axis is CQI showing real-
time channel quality. The report period of CQI values was 2
TTI period which is approximately 2 mili-seconds. While a
mobile robot has some drops in its CQI traces due to the radio
block by the lid of the laptop mounted on the mobile robot
when rotating, drone’s swift motions caused radical ups and
downs in its CQI traces. In car’s CQI traces, its variation has
a characteristic of a long period and smooth curves because
of its slow acceleration and deceleration. For a turntable, we
was able to generate fast angular acceleration which caused
drastic and kind of periodic changes in its CQI traces by fast
rotation.
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Figure 15: CQI Trace for different UEs

Figure 16 shows the training curves of RL PPO policy
model and its throughput evaluations on DigitalTwin. The
graphs in the first column illustrate the training curve for each
scenario. We trained the policy network of RL for Scenario 1,
3 and 5 which are 2 Drone UEs, 2 Car UEs and 2 Drone UEs,
and 2 Random Walk UEs and 2 Turntable UEs cases. We
used specific CQI trace data to emulate channel conditions
for individual scenarios. To train an RL agent using PPO, we
designed a reward function to maximize throughput for gen-
eral scenarios. Each iteration, we sampled 5000 data samples
including previous state, previous action and current state at
each iteration and updated policy network until the reward
saturates. Most transient periods for training were less than 40
iterations and the training curves converged for all scenarios.
The graphs in the second column describe the throughput
evaluation of the trained policy model. In each graph, we
compared the throughput of PPO to the ones of Max Weight
and max CQI. In each algorithm, a red bar means the mean
of its throughputs and a blue box their range. PPO obviously
outperformed Max CQI, and even achieved almost the same
throughput performance as Max Weight, which is usually con-
sidered as an optimum policy, with somehow higher ranges
than Max Weight.
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Figure 16: Can RL train and evaluate on EdgeRIC emulator?
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Abstract
The wireless channel between gaming console and accessories
e.g. controllers and headsets, experiences extremely rapid
variations due to abrupt head and hand movements amidst
an exciting game. In the absence of prior studies on wireless
packet losses for console gaming, through extensive evalua-
tions and user studies, we find that state-of-the-art rate adap-
tation schemes, unable to keep up with these rapid changes,
experience packet loss rates of 2-10% while loss rates that
are 10× lower (0.1-0.5%) are required to ensure a high qual-
ity gaming experience. We present ADR-X, an ANN-based
contextual multi-armed bandit rate adaptation technique that
continuously predicts and tracks the channel and picks appro-
priate data rates. A key challenge for ADR-X is that it must
run on power and compute constrained embedded devices
under realtime constraints. ADR-X addresses this challenge
by meticulously crafting an ANN that leverages existing com-
munication theory results to incorporate domain knowledge.
This allows ADR-X to achieve 10× lower packet losses than
existing schemes while also running 100× faster than state-
of-the-art reinforcement learning schemes, making it suitable
for deployment on embedded gaming devices.

1 Introduction
Gaming is a $200 billion industry experiencing a rapid up-
ward trajectory in growth. A typical gaming setup comprises
a gaming console/PC located within 10 feet of the gamer. Dur-
ing gameplay, various gaming accessories such as controllers
with joysticks and buttons [42,65], headphones or specialized
headsets for audio, VR, or AR [43, 66] connect to the console
either via cables or wireless (Figure 1). The console continu-
ously receives player inputs, such as button interactions and
joystick maneuvers, and adjusts the game state in real-time.
Subsequently, it generates and dispatches audio, video, and
tactile feedback (like haptic responses) to the respective con-
nected accessories. The accessories are typically power and

* These authors contributed equally to this work.

Figure 1: A typical gaming setup.

compute constrained embedded devices e.g. Xbox controllers
use 250-600MHz ARM based processors [1].

Despite wired headsets/headphones impeding free move-
ment, ardent gamers today, prefer wired over wireless connec-
tivity as Wi-Fi1 packet losses deteriorate game audio/video
quality. Prior user studies have determined that packet loss
rates < 0.5% are necessary for a high quality gaming au-
dio/video experience [58, 70]. However, these studies were
conducted in the context of internet game streaming assuming
independent (Bernoulli) packet losses over wired connections.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior study examines the
nature and effect of packet losses in a console gaming session
over wireless links between the accessories and the console.

Amidst an exciting game (e.g. car racing or first person
shooter games), the constant jerky hand (controller) and head
(headset) movements of the gamer, rapidly affect the wire-
less channel resulting in up to 15dB signal strength variations
within 50-100ms (Sec 3.2) – 5−10× faster than usual Wi-Fi
usage scenarios. We find that these rapid changes result in
increased packet losses as the wireless Adaptive Data Rate
(ADR) schemes are too slow to react. We also find that packet
losses occur in succession, pairs and triplets, ≈ 50% of the
time (rather than independently as previous user studies as-
sumed). We conduct the first user study to quantify the effect
of successive packet losses on gaming audio/video experience
and find that (Sec. 3.3) consecutive losses are in fact more
perceptible than random isolated losses; e.g. with 2-3 consec-
utive losses, gamers negatively perceive loss rates as low as

1Although some existing gaming platforms adopt Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) for connectivity, low throughput and high congestion in 2.4 GHz
results in large latency, poor scalability.
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0.1% for VR, a harsher requirement than that suggested by
prior studies.We have obtained an IRB for this study.

While there exists a vast literature of wireless ADR
schemes (Sec. 2.2), they have neither been tested nor designed
for these severe gaming conditions. It is therefore no surprise
that in our extensive evaluations (Table 1) of the state-of-the-
art ADR techniques, as well as from traces collected from
off-the-shelf gaming devices, we find 1− 10% packet loss
during an active gaming session, falling well short of the
desirable packet loss target.

Our key contribution is a novel wireless ADR technique,
ADR-X, that achieves 10× lower packet losses (0.1-0.3%)
than state-of-the-art during gaming conditions and an order
of magnitude lesser consecutive packet losses by “closely” fol-
lowing and predicting the wireless channel dynamics. ADR-X
takes a hybrid approach – it leverages the well established
analytical results from communication theory alongside an Ar-
tificial Neural Network (ANN) based contextual multi-armed
bandit. It employs online learning to implicitly model, predict
and adapt continuously to host radio hardware, background
interference conditions and gamers’ physical movement pat-
terns that are hard/impossible to model analytically. As we
demonstrate in our evaluations (Sec. 5.2), reinforcement learn-
ing approaches that do not leverage domain knowledge (e.g.
PPO [60]) run 100× slower than ADR-X and are unable to
meet the real-time and low compute constraints imposed by
the embedded gaming accessories.

Designing an ADR scheme that can predictively determine
the ideal data rate under the fast changing gaming channel
conditions poses two key challenges:
Wireless gaming channels are hard to predict analytically.
Communication theory provides analytical functions that can
accurately predict packet error rates over a wired medium [50].
Wireless channels however are far less amenable to modelling
and prediction due to frequency selective fading that changes
rapidly as the gamer changes hand and head orientations dur-
ing gameplay and unpredictable background interference. As
we discuss in Section 2.2 prior attempts [18] to analytically
predict packet loss are extremely sensitive to small calibration
and measurement errors, background interference, wireless
channel asymmetry due to differences between transmitter
and receiver radios, variations due to radio circuit compo-
nents such as Automatic Gain Control (AGC), etc. ADR-X
leverages the capability of ANNs to model and adapt to the
intractable effects of the wireless channel and gamer’s move-
ments in a data-driven manner.
Computation, power and real-time Constraints. (Sec. 4.2)
Gaming accessories e.g. controllers, headphones and headsets,
are low power embedded devices with limited computation
capabilities. For example, Xbox controllers uses 250MHz
ARM processors [42] and employ sleep duty-cycling roughly
1 out of 8ms to save power. A naive strawman approach might
be to employ ANN based online reinforcement learning to

predict the appropriate data rate. However, as our evaluations
show (Sec. 5.2), this approach proves to be extremely compu-
tationally demanding and unsuitable for embedded gaming
devices. The key insight in the design of ADR-X is to rely on
an ANN to model only the intractable effects while leveraging
the predictive power of analytical models used in wired com-
munication channels. This relieves the ANN from the burden
of re-learning well-known communication theoretical results,
making it more accurate and computationally economical.
ADR-X overview. ADR-X employs a contextual multi-armed
bandit architecture (Sec. 4.1) that comprises three stages. The
first stage is an ANN that transforms the wireless channel
measurements (e.g. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Channel
State Information (CSI)) into an equivalent wired channel con-
ducted SNR – CSNR, by implicitly and continuously learn-
ing to model the latent effects such as background interfer-
ence, calibration errors, wireless channel asymmetry, hard-
ware/firmware specifics and gamer movements. The second
stage then leverages communication theory results to predict
packet success rates for each of the possible data rates. In
practice, to facilitate efficient gradient descent-based learn-
ing, we approximate the complex analytical communication
theory models in the second stage using sigmoid functions
(used commonly in training ANNs) with fixed pre-computed
parameters. Finally, the third stage uses an ε−greedy sam-
pling approach commonly used in multi-armed bandits to
pick a suitable data rate. Further, as described in Section 4.2,
ADR-X employs Wi-Fi domain specific feature engineering
for the ANN to allow for a small ANN architecture.
Dealing with survivorship bias. When packets are lost, so
are the associated channel measurements used to train the
ANN. This leads to survivorship bias [63] i.e. the ANN learns
only from successful examples leading to poor performance.
To solve these problems ADR-X uses a specially crafted
re-transmission strategy (Sec. 4.4) with stepped reductions
in data rate for each subsequent re-transmission that serves
as “training wheels” by providing second (or third) chances.
When an ACK is received after one (or more) retries, ADR-
X obtains negative examples corresponding to prior losses
and channel state. As ADR-X learns, its reliance on these
“training wheels” diminishes. Further, ADR-X uses imputa-
tion techniques [14] such as interpolation when packets are
lost despite the re-transmissions.
Quick start using pretrained/federated models. Starting
from a random initialization, when the player plays for the
first time, ADR-X takes about 50s of gameplay to learn and
converge (Sec. 5.3). We find that techniques such as (i) pre-
training the ANN on IEEE channel simulations, and (ii) using
federated model weights from other gamers or prior sessions
reduce this to about 20s. Further, this time reduces to about
10s after a few gaming sessions. The stepped re-transmission
strategy (described earlier) helps ADR-X in these initial few
seconds to overcome high packet losses.
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Summary of contributions.
• We provide the first user study and insights on the nature

of packet losses for console-accessory wireless links and
their effect on the gaming audio/video experience (we
have obtained an IRB for the study). We show that ex-
isting wireless ADR schemes are unable to adapt “fast
enough” in response to the high dynamism of gaming
wireless channels resulting in successive losses rather
than isolated incidents. To the best of our knowledge, our
user study is the first to highlight that the traditionally ac-
cepted target loss rate of 0.5% for individual losses should
be supplemented by 0.1% for successive losses.

• We propose ADR-X, an ANN assisted contextual multi-
armed bandit based novel adaptive data rate scheme that is
suited for power and compute constrained embedded gam-
ing accessories. ADR-X predictively adjusts data rates
based on the history of channel wireless measurements
and packet losses.

• We evaluate ADR-X extensively across 20 diverse games*,
including multiple genres such as First Person Shooter
(FPS), racing, and action. In real-world experiments with
practical hardware, under extensive comparisons against
a bevy of state-of-the-art ADR baselines including sev-
eral ML based approaches, ADR-X is the only scheme
to achieve 0.1−0.3% packet loss on hardware matching
Xbox accessory clock speeds of 250-600MHz.

2 Background and Related Work

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) η, determines the data rate at
which bits can be successfully sent over a communication
channel. A data rate too high causes bits to be lost, and a
data rate too low is wasteful in terms of time and energy.
Since wireless channel conditions vary significantly over time;
Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) techniques aim to adapt data rate
to these changes by choosing the most appropriate data rate.
The Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) index, a number be-
tween 0 to 9, in Wi-Fi determines the data rate of transmission
– the higher the MCS index, the higher the data rate. For each
MCS index m, communication theory allows the bit error rate
to be calculated analytically using a function berm(η) [16].

2.1 Channel Measurements
In OFDM [49] modulation used by Wi-Fi, a 20MHz channel
is split into 52 sub-carriers (sub-channels) in 802.11n and 242
sub-carriers in 802.11ax. Bits in a packet are spread out and
transmitted over these sub-carriers.
CSI. A radio wave transmitted over the ith sub-carrier un-
dergoes changes in amplitude and phase represented by a

* Full list of games with media samples exhibiting the impact of packet
losses is at https://muralisr.github.io/ADRX/.

complex number ci. Channel State Information (CSI) collects
all these values into a vector c =< c1, · · · ,cC >. While all Wi-
Fi radios have to necessarily measure CSI for each received
packet to decode, not all radio hardware/firmware provides
access to CSI information through an API.
RSS. Almost all radios provide Received Signal Strength
(RSS) measured in dBm, for each received packet – this mea-
sures the power level (strength) of a received signal.
SNR. Some radio APIs provide SNR, η (in dB) for each
packet. SNR and RSS in dB are related to each other as [18]

SNR = RSS−NF−AGC (1)

In Eqn. (1) NF is the noise floor of the radio and AGC is
Automatic Gain Control of the radio which is a dynamic
gain introduced by the radio circuit. While some radio APIs
provide Noise Floor (in dBm) of the radio [22,52], they do not
provide AGC. In practice computing SNR using RSS and NF
without accounting for AGC can lead to several dB of error.
SNR per subcarrier. As prior work [18] demonstrates, SNR
is an extremely poor predictor for packet loss due to frequency
selective fading, as each sub-carrier experiences a different
SNR and hence experiences a different bit-error rate. The
success or failure of a packet depends on the aggregate success
of all the bits transmitted across all the sub-carriers. The SNR
of the kth sub-carrier, ηk can be computed by scaling η by the
kth component of unit vector of c,

ζk = C
∑i ∥ci∥2 ∥ck∥

ηk = η−10log10 ζk
(2)

Effective SNR (ESNR). In channels undergoing frequency
selective fading, to tackle the ineffectiveness of SNR in pre-
dicting packet rate, [18] introduces ESNR (ηesnr). It summa-
rizes the per-subcarrier values < η1, · · · ,ηC > into a single
value to represent an equivalent SNR value corresponding
to a flat-fading channel (a channel without frequency selec-
tive fading) by treating the wireless channel to be composed
of several narrow wired channels, one for each sub-carrier.
Thus, for each MCS index m, [18] suggests computing ηesnr
analytically by calculating the average bit rate across all the
sub-carriers,

ηesnr = ber−1
d

(
i=C

∑
i=1

berd(ηi)

)
(3)

ESNR Computation is sensitive and error prone. Calibra-
tion errors and measurement errors of a few dB in CSI, RSS,
noise floor, or SNR are common in all radios. Further, berm
functions are exponential (based on the Q function) with very
sharp transitions from 0 to 1 within 2-3 dB. This makes ESNR
computation extremely sensitive to even small errors – 2-3
dB error can result over 10dB error in effective SNR. Conse-
quently, subsequent work [13] uses an exponentially weighted
mean of ηi, which is estimated during an initial calibration
phase, rather than relying on Eqn. (3).
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2.2 Existing ADR Techniques
In this paper, we broadly classify ADR techniques into re-
active and proactive ADR techniques. The former relies on
recent packet loss and re-transmission statistics (e.g. using
running average estimates). The latter makes use of channel
measurements such as RSS, SNR, CSI etc. to make a timely
choice based on the current state of the channel. Further,
several recent ADR techniques, both reactive and proactive,
employ ML to cope with vagaries of the wireless channel.
Reactive techniques. ARF [27], AARF [35], and CARA [31]
gradually increase or decrease the rate based on the success
or failure of consecutive transmission results. Several rate
control algorithms are designed to optimize specific metrics
instead of losses only e.g. average transmission time [5, 71],
frame loss ratio [36, 48, 73, 74], bit error rate [64, 69] and
throughput [9, 17, 47, 72, 75].
Reactive techniques Using ML. NeuRA [30] and MLRA
[39] attempt to reduce sampling overhead by using a neural
network model to predict the throughput of unsampled data
rate. Thompson Sampling [34] uses a multi-armed bandit
approach to improve the sampling of different data rates. As
discussed in Section 3.2, reactive techniques in general are too
slow and are unable to keep pace with the channel dynamism
during gaming, leading to a poor gaming experience.
Proactive or channel measurement-based techniques. [33]
uses RSS while [12, 21, 26, 38, 54, 56, 61, 68] use SNR mea-
surements from received packets to dynamically adjust trans-
mission rates. As discussed in Section 2.1 the performance
of these schemes is limited by the fact that RSS and SNR do
not take into account the effects of frequency selective fading.
While ESNR-based techniques [18] account for frequency se-
lective fading, as discussed in Section 2.1 their performance
is limited due to the sensitivity of ESNR computation to
hardware calibration errors and the requirement of offline
calibration for each device.
Proactive schemes using ML. Recently, researchers have
demonstrated the potential use of ML in proactive schemes
through Simulation studies [28, 29, 39, 53]. To the best of
our knowledge, EDRA [11] is the only existing implemented
proactive ML-based ADR scheme. EDRA uses reinforcement
learning, aiming to maximize throughput through joint rate
and bandwidth adaptation by using Deep Q-Learning [19]
with SNR, loss rates, and service times as inputs. However,
EDRA imposes severe computational requirements – even a
single inference takes 1.3-3.7ms on high-performance CPUs
like i7-8700 and i5-6200U.

3 Packet Losses in Gaming
In this section, we analyze wireless packet losses during active
gaming sessions. We show how off-the-shelf ADR schemes
are unable to keep up with the highly dynamic gaming wire-
less channel and cause multiple consecutive packet losses.

We then describe our user studies that show users are more
sensitive to multiple consecutive losses than isolated ones.
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3.1 Gaming Traffic Patterns
To understand packet flow in gaming traffic, we collect packet
traces for Xbox [41] and Oculus [40] Quest 2 using a sniffer
during multiple gaming sessions – we highlight the results
from two games (out of the 20 games in our corpus) Cross-
FireX (Xbox) and Robo-Recall (Oculus Quest 2), but we note
that trends persist across games. As seen in Figure 2, the
Xbox console transmits one PCM game audio packet (1646
bytes), receives one chat audio packet (492 bytes) and one
game input packet (88 bytes) every 8ms. In VR traffic (Fig-
ure 3), a burst of roughly 50 packets (total of about 500Kb)
comprising game video and audio are transmitted once every
16.6ms (corresponding to 60Hz video frame refresh rate). A
headset tracking packet (326 bytes) is transmitted every 8ms.

3.2 Packet Losses During Gaming
In this sub-section, our goal is to gain insights into how wire-
less packet losses occur during an active gaming session.

Figure 4: The setup for con-
sole gaming experiments.

Figure 5: The setup for VR
gaming experiments.

Measurement methodology. In order to emulate Xbox and
Oculus Quest 2 radio firmware for controlled experiments, we
collect and replay game traces between two PCs. We affix an-
tennas on the console/desktop and the controller (since players
connect to the headset via an audio jack from the controller)
and VR headset (Figure 4, 5). We ask the gamers to play a
game using the controller/headset with the affixed antenna.
This allows the antenna to experience the same head/hand
motions as the headset/controller. When actual gaming traf-
fic is exchanged between the controller/headset and the con-
sole/desktop during a gaming session, we transmit gaming
traffic traces in an interference-free DFS channel [45] between
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Figure 6: Channel, 50%ile SNR, re-transmissions, Losses and MCS
for Xbox Traffic.
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Figure 7: Rate adaptation is unable to keep up with rapid channel
changes causing a cluster of losses.

the two PCs. We use PicoScenes toolbox [24, 25] to capture
the transmitted packets and measure their CSI and SNR. We
use these measurements to compute individual SNRs for each
of the 52 Wi-Fi sub-carriers as described in Section 4.2. We
consider three scenarios.
• static – the controller/headset is static, on a table about 5

feet from the transmitter in an empty room
• people movement – the controller/headset is static on a

table 5 feet from the transmitter but with a person walking
around in the room.

• game play – a gamer actively plays using the controller/
headset 5 feet from the transmitter (Figure 4, 5).

Observations. Figure 6 depicts the SNR heatmap for each of
the 52 Wi-Fi sub-carriers spanning a 20MHz Wi-Fi channel
as a function of time for each of the three scenarios. Figure 6
also depicts the instantaneous 50%ile SNR across all the sub-
carriers. This is based on the intuition that a packet loss in
Wi-Fi will occur when a “significant” fraction of sub-carriers
experience fading (low SNR) so that error correction is unable
to recover the correct bits. We also plot packet re-transmission
events and loss events (when the re-transmission fails) and
the MCS index (data rate) chosen by the native ADR scheme
in an off-the-shelf device.

In the static scenario, the wireless channel is excellent with
all the sub-carriers having an SNR of 30dB or higher with
no losses or re-transmissions. In the people movement sce-
nario, the channel sees variations with time due to changes
in multi-path reflections, and occasional packet losses. When
the gamer holds the controller or wears the headset and starts
playing the game, the channel changes rapidly, leading to a
large number of re-transmissions and packet losses. The ADR
scheme shows large frequent variations in MCS Index.
Data rate adaptation is unable to keep up. Figure 7 shows
a zoomed 1s section of the wireless channel for the playing
scenario between 4.2 to 5.2 seconds. The 50%ile SNR across
subcarriers shows a variation of over 15dB with a rapid de-
cline of up to 10dB within 80ms in sections AB and CD. The
interesting observation in Figure 7 is that while the channel
is degenerating, as seen by the decreasing trend in the 50%ile
SNR in AB and CD, the ADR scheme actually increases data

rates (MCS Index) and then starts reducing it when the chan-
nel SNR is improving – the exact opposite of the desired
behavior. This is because of the native ADR scheme, which
is reactive, i.e. relies on recent packet re-transmission and
loss statistics (e.g. running average) to adapt data rate. Before
A, the channel 50%ile SNR improves by almost 15dB within
a matter of 70ms. Based on the running average, after A, as
the channel deteriorates, the data rate is increased causing a
cluster of packet re-transmissions and losses. After B, even
though the channel has an improving trend, data is decreased
due to the history of failures.
Consecutive packet losses. As seen from Figure 7, due to
ADR’s reaction lag, packet losses occur in clusters and con-
secutive packets are lost when channel conditions change
rapidly. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of con-
secutive losses for different distances between the controller
and console. As seen from the figure, about 55-65% (100%-
fraction of single packet losses) of all the packet losses occur
with two or more packets lost consecutively. Our experiments
with the VR headset (elided for space constraints) also show
a similar cluster of losses.

3.3 Effect of Consecutive Packet Losses
Prior studies [7, 10, 57, 58, 70] in the context of internet game
streaming have shown that Bernoulli (independently occur-
ring) packet loss rates beyond 0.5% deteriorates audio/video
quality for online gaming. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there has not been a study quantifying the effect of con-
secutive packet losses on audio/video quality in a wireless
console gaming setup. Thus, we conduct a study to measure
the effect of consecutive packet losses on gaming audio and
video.
Test data. For our study, we chose 30 Xbox game audio
clips each 15s long, and 60 VR game video clips each
5s long as our original data set. These clips were drawn
from the games in our corpus comprising 15 popular Xbox
games and 5 popular VR games including racing, First Per-
son Shooter (FPS), and other action games(full list of games
with media samples exhibiting the impact of packet losses
is at https://muralisr.github.io/ADRX/). Audio data
is streamed as PCM audio packets (similar to Xbox) with
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8ms worth of data in each packet. Video data stream is en-
coded using H.264 video compression. Losses are injected
for each stream randomly, parameterized by different loss
rates ρ = {0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 5%, 10%} and consecutive loss
length b = {1,3,6} packets. These parameter choices are in-
formed by the loss patterns observed during our experimental
evaluations (Sec. 5) of existing ADR schemes. This gives
us 15 different combinations of < ρ,b >. Once a packet is
randomly dropped with probability ρ, b−1 following packets
are also dropped to capture consecutive losses during rate
adaptation.
Measuring effect on game audio We conduct a user study ad-
hering to the Comparative Mean Opinion Score (CMOS) test
methodology as dictated by the ITU-T P.808 standard [44].
CMOS, as a subjective measure based on human percep-
tion, was chosen for its ability to accurately assess user-
experienced audio quality degradation due to packet losses,
particularly relevant for gamers. In contrast, PESQ [55], an
objective algorithmic measure, lacks this direct user experi-
ence perspective, making CMOS more suitable for evaluating
relative audio quality in our context. IRB approval from the
author’s organization was obtained prior to this study. Ten
unique participants were recruited to listen and compare two
audio clips – a lossy and an original clip, without knowing
which clip was the original. On a scale from -3 (much worse)
to +3 (much better), participants scored audio quality. During
the study, care is taken to sanitize the results for faulty data
points by eliminating incoherent outputs, and a calibration
step is used to ensure proper audio setup on the participants’
computers before the experiment (as per ITU-T P.808). Each
combination of < ρ,b > received 300 votes in all (30 clips
×10 people). As seen from Figure 9, our study reveals that
listeners are more sensitive to consecutive packet losses –
deterioration becomes perceptible at even 0.5% loss if b ≥ 6.
Measuring effect on game video To quantify the effect of
packet losses on VR video, we use the Video Multimethod
Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [46]. VMAF is a popular full-
reference objective video quality assessment model developed
by Netflix that uses human-vision modeling. VMAF predicts
a quality score that ranges from 0 to 100 for each video.
Figure 10 shows that ρ ≤ 0.5 and b ≤ 3 are required to ensure
the highest perception quality.

3.4 Conclusions
We summarize the observations in this section as,
• During gaming, the wireless channel varies by 10-15dB

within a matter of 50-100ms.
• Rate adaptation is unable to keep up with these rapid

changes resulting in consecutive packet losses.
• User studies indicate more than 2 consecutive packet

losses causes “significant” visual artifacts even at the
widely accepted standard of 0.5% packet loss rate. During
gaming, consecutive packet losses become imperceptible
only at the stricter threshold of 0.1%.

4 ADR-X
ADR-X continuously tracks the wireless channel and adapts
data rates predictively using the recent history of channel
measurement time series to avoid incurring losses. The fact
that gaming traffic is periodic 8ms-16ms (Sec. 3.1) facilitates
this approach since wireless channel measurements (e.g. CSI
and SNR) can be measured each time a packet is received.
ADR-X combines the strengths of ANNs to model the un-
measurable or hard-to-measure effects while leveraging the
analytical simplicity of predicting packet loss over wired chan-
nels. This approach allows ADR-X to be both accurate and
computationally efficient.

4.1 Overview of ADR-X
ADR-X takes a contextual multi-armed bandit approach –
where a feature vector derived from the recent history of
channel measurements serves as context (Sec. 4.2). ADR-X
comprises three logical parts – i) CSNR Mapper, an ANN
with learnable parameters that uses online gradient descent
based learning [6] to transform the context into Conducted
SNR (CSNR), ii) PSR Calculator, a layer pre-trained using
standard communication theory results to predict the packet
success rate given CSNR, and finally iii) MCS Sampler, an
explore-exploit module using multi-armed bandit approaches
to select the appropriate transmission rate to facilitate online
training.
CSNR Mapper. CSNR in spirit is the same as ESNR (Sec. 3)
– it maps the wireless channel measurements to a wired equiv-
alent SNR. However, while ESNR is computed analytically,
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Figure 11: Architecture of ADR-X
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treating each sub-carrier as an individual wire (Eqn. (3)),
CSNR uses an ANN to learn this mapping on the fly in a
data-driven manner. In this way, CSNR hopes to account
for several practical hard to measure or un-measurable latent
effects inherent in wireless communication – such as calibra-
tion and measurement errors, unknown AGC (Automatic Gain
Control) or noise floor, background interference levels, wire-
less channel asymmetry, etc. as well as the nature of player’s
movements.

The CSNR mapper takes an input feature vector f =<
f1, f2, .., fn > extracted from the time series of channel mea-
surements e.g. CSI, SNR, RSSI, etc. (as described in Sec-
tion 4.2) and predicts the CSNR ηcsnr in dB as,

ηcsnr = F(f,(Θ)) (4)

In Eqn. (4), Θ are learnable parameters – weights, biases etc.
PSR Calculator. Since CSNR represents the SNR for a flat
fading channel. Communication theory provides analytical
formulae berm(η) to predict bit-error rate corresponding to
MCS index m (data rate) and SNR η (Sec. 2). Packet Success
Rate (PSR) may then be computed using berm(η) and packet
length L (Figure 12). These PSR functions however, tend to be
complex and hard to compute analytically and typically frac-
tional powers of er f c(x) [2]. For enabling gradient descent
based learning in ADR-X then, we would need to compute an-
alytical expressions for the derivatives of these PSR functions,
which are expensive to compute. Instead, ADR-X observes
that the PSR-SNR curves qualitatively resemble a typical
switching function [4] e.g. a Sigmoid function [8]. Thus,
in ADR-X, the PSR Calculator approximates the PSR-SNR
curves using the Sigmoid functions, a function commonly
used in Neural Networks. The packet success rate is com-
puted as,

PSR(m,L) =
1

1+ e−(αm,L+βm,Lηcsnr)
(5)

In Eqn. (5), PSR(m,L) is the estimated PSR for the data rate
corresponding to MCS index m, and the number of data bytes
L. We first use Matlab IEEE flat fading model simulations to
compute PSR for various values of SNR for different values
of < m,L >. Then we estimate αm,L and βm,L as a Least Mean
Square (LMS) estimate to fit these values. Since there are too
many possible values of L, in our implementation we compute
three sets of PSR-SNR curves for broad L ranges – (0-64
bytes], (64-512 bytes] and (512-1536 bytes] by generating

SNR, PSR values randomly sampling over the range of L.
αm,L and βm,L remain fixed during online training in ADR-X.
MCS Sampler. Once the PSR for each MCS Index is com-
puted, we must choose the appropriate data rate. In ADR-X
we define the optimal MCS value MCS∗ as one that offers
PSR higher than a certain threshold θPSR,

m∗= argmaxmPSR(m,L)> θPSR (6)

Since we aim to achieve < 0.5% PSR, we choose θ = 0.999.
Since the wireless channel changes with time, as described in
Section 3.2, ADR-X must continuously explore to adapt and
train correctly. Always sampling too conservatively will lead
to ADR-X choosing lower MCS values resulting in increased
power consumption and wastefully long transmission times.
Thus, ADR-X must occasionally take risks and explore higher
MCS rates. This problem is well known as the explore versus
exploit problem in reinforcement learning literature and there
exist several techniques [3, 20] to handle this tradeoff. In our
implementation, we choose an ε-greedy approach as it works
well in practice. MCS∗ is chosen with the probability of ε

(0.9 in our implementation) and a rate one step higher with a
probability of 1− ε.

4.2 Feature Engineering
Since ADR-X uses an ANN, it can potentially be generalized
to use different kinds of channel measurements. Almost all ra-
dios provide RSS while some others provide CSI in addition.
Thus, we generate two different flavors of features depend-
ing on the available channel measurements – ADR-X(CSI,
RSS) and ADR-X(RSS). ADR-X(RSS) simply uses a time-
series history of recently measured RSS value samples that are
8ms/16ms apart. ADR-X(CSI, RSS) uses the cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF) of per-subcarrier SNR (ηi) described
in Section 3. For computing SNR from RSS, we simply use
NF as a constant -101db and let the ANN implicitly model
the errors in the SNR.

For ADR-X(CSI, RSS), the time series history of per-
subcarrier SNR values (Section 3) can lead to a large in-
put to the ANN which can be either 52 (802.11n) or 242
(802.11ax) per time step. ADR-X however, must run on power
and computation-constrained embedded devices such as 250-
600MHz ARM processors (used in Xbox controllers) [1, 42].
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To achieve this, we engineer the features to reduce the burden
on the ANN itself in three steps.
1. Reducing frequency resolution. Instead of using all 52 or
242 values of per-subcarrier SNR, we compute the average
SNR over spectrum bins each 2MHz wide (computing an av-
erage over the constituent subcarriers in each bin) to generate
a vector v =< v1, · · · ,v9 > with nine values. This is based on
the observation that magnitudes of CSI of sub-carriers that
are “close” to each other in frequency are typically similar i.e.
correlated.
2. Sorting SNR values. We sort the nine values of v in a
decreasing order before presenting to the ANN - to create a
CDF representation of the values - vsorted .
3. Including historical time series. Since the per-subcarrier
SNRs show clear trends in 50-150ms time scales, we wish
the ANN to implicitly extrapolate the current channel quality
and compute PSR values. Thus, we provide the ANN with a
time series history of vsorted to allow it to make use of channel
trends. In our implementation, we found that using channel
information from 3 previous provides the most benefit. The
feature vector at time t, ft is computed as,

ft =
[
vsorted

t−(H−1)∆,v
sorted
t−(H−2)∆, · · · ,v

sorted
t

]
(7)

Here, H is the length of the time series and the feature
vector f comprises 9H numbers. Through experimentation,
we chose H = 3 for our implementation. When ADR-X loses
packets, it does not receive channel measurements. In this
case, we use linear interpolation on the historical CSI values
to fill in the gaps as imputation.
4.3 Online Training of ADR-X
ADR-X uses online training to allow it to adapt to changes in
wireless channel conditions.
Training Data. Each time a packet is transmitted, the receipt
of ACK or lack thereof indicates the success or failure of the
transmission. Thus, after each transmission, we obtain the
data < L,m,r >. Here L is the length of the packet, m is the
MCS index used and r is a binary variable equal to 1 if the
ACK was received or 0 if the packet was not received.

Figure 14: Channel measurements and feedback. ADR-X does not
use feedbackbut relies on the reverse channel measurements.
Obtaining RSS, CSI and wireless channel asymmetry. CSI
and SNR are obtained at the receiver (Rx) when a packet
is received, however, ADR-X runs on the transmitter (Tx)
(Figure 14). In principle, the receiver can explicitly provide a
channel feedback message with CSI and SNR information (as
employed in other proactive schemes). This approach consti-
tutes an additional communication overhead and complexity

of transmitting feedback. ADR-X, however, uses the channel
measurements from the received packets (or ACKs) on the
reverse path i.e. Rx-Tx instead of Tx-Rx. While in theory they
are supposed to be the same, in practice, these measurements
will be different (Figure 13), largely due to power differences
but also due to AGC and hardware/firmware differences. As
seen from Figure 13, there is a mean 5dB offset between the
Tx-Rx and Rx-Tx channel SNRs of two devices along with a
variation of up to ± 5dB. ADR-X implicitly learns to model
the channel asymmetry in-situ by using online training meth-
ods to learn the PSR from real transmissions. This allows it
to adapt to deployment scenarios with varying characteristics
and generalize to different devices.
Loss function and weight updates in ADR-X. Suppose that
the kth packet was transmitted using an MCS index m. Let δi,k
depict a binary indicator variable, capturing whether or not
the packet was successfully transmitted and MCS index i was
used. Thus, δi,k = 1 if i=m and the packet’s acknowledgment
was received and 0 otherwise. Further, suppose that the PSR
prediction of the ANN for this packet at MCS index m was
Pmk. The ADR-X loss function is given by,

Jloss =
1
M ∑

k
∑

i
δik (Pik −δik)

2 (8)

In Eqn. (9) M is the total number of packets. Note the loss
function is for the PSR is based on the Eqn. (5) with param-
eters from the channel model simulations, which will regu-
late the PSR from being too close to 1 such that the loss is
minimized trivially. ADR-X trains the weights of the ANN
using gradient decent-based back-propagation to minimize
Jloss using online training. After each packet, it runs one back-
propagation step using the MCS index, success/failure of
the latest packet, and the current feature vector f. We use a
learning rate of 0.001 in our implementation.
Outline of proof for the validity of ADR-X’s loss function.
Let pi be the true PSR for the ith MCS index and qi be that
estimated by ADR-X. As M → ∞, i.e. for a large number of
received packets, we have,

Jloss = pi (1−qi)
2 +(1− pi)q2

i (9)
∂Jloss

∂qi
= 2(qi − pi) (10)

Thus, at extremum qi = pi i.e. qi converges to pi. In other
words ADR-X constantly updates the weights to predict the
true PSRs.

4.4 Packet Re-transmission Strategy
Re-transmission is used in general to improve packet success
rates by giving more chances for the packet to succeed. Packet
losses in ADR-X cause two challenges – first, survivorship
bias and second, high pre-convergence losses.
Survivorship bias. When a packet is lost so is the associated
CSI and RSS information. This causes survivorship bias i.e.
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ADR-X will be able to train only on positive examples us-
ing channel measurements and MCS rates from successful
transmissions. This can undermine the learning process.
Pre-Convergence losses. In the initial stages of learning or
when there are sudden changes in the wireless environment
e.g. due to channel change, ADR-X might experience higher
losses initially leading to poor audio/video experience.
Packet re-transmission strategy. To solve both these prob-
lems, ADR-X relies on a re-transmission strategy of using
packet re-transmissions at stepped lower data rate. Upon
packet loss, ADR-X re-transmits the packet immediately at
three indices below the MCS index suggested by ADR-X for
the original transmission. This choice provides insurance by a
margin of 10dB prediction error. Optionally, we also use a sec-
ond re-transmission at four MCS indices below the original
transmission in case the first re-transmission is also lost pro-
viding a cover of 15dB error. This approach provides negative
examples for transmissions that fail as well as positive exam-
ples when they succeed in re-transmissions. Further, these
re-transmissions also serve as “training wheels” by providing
second (or third) chances. As ADR-X learns, its reliance on
these “training wheels” diminishes and it succeeds without
re-transmissions as we demonstrate in our evaluations.

4.5 Federated Learning for Initialization
When the device is turned on the first time, ADR-X has to start
learning from no prior experience. In practice, this means ini-
tializing the weights of the neural networks randomly. Starting
from no experience, ADR-X may take about 20s - 2 minutes
to converge depending on the interference levels in the chan-
nel (Section 5). It is however possible to reduce this initial
convergence time using two strategies – first, pre-training
ADR-X on simulations and second, by leveraging the experi-
ences learned from other consoles using Federated Learning
(FL) [32]. ADR-X employs both these strategies in order to
reduce initial convergence time.

As we show in our evaluations (Sec. 5.3) using IEEE TGax
Channel Model B [67] simulations ADR-X’s convergence
time reduces to 20-40s with this optimization. The second ap-
proach is based on federated learning (FL) algorithms that con-
duct a weighted model aggregation over all the users through
weighted averaging of ANN network weights. If Wm are the
weights of the mth device. To fuse the individual models, FL
performs a weighted averaging operation:

W̃ =
M

∑
m=1

ΩmWm, (11)

where Ωm is the weight matrix of user m for each neuron in
the neural networks. For a newly joined user (i.e., a user with-
out any prior experience), we generate and apply a privacy-
preserving model [32] with average experience from all users.
Since games played on different consoles can be in different
environments, the federated model represents a generic model
for initialization. However, we note that safe mechanisms to

collect data in a privacy-preserving manner may be required
to deploy Federated Learning successfully in practice.

4.6 Implementation of ADR-X
We implement ADR-X at the application layer as a Pi-
coScenes Plugin [23], on a desktop or portable laptop
equipped with commercial off-the-shelf Qualcomm Atheros
9300 NIC Cards (802.11a/b/g/n) that provides CSI, RSS,
NoiseFloor and SNR information for each received packet.
We use the PicoScenes toolbox [24] APIs (on Ubuntu
20.04.3.) to collect the CSI measurements for each packet
from the NIC. To customize the packet sizes and feedback,
we use the packet injection mode provided by the PicoScenes
Plugins [23]. PicoScenes APIs allow us to modify packet
size, traffic patterns, and MCS directly from the toolbox in
real-time. We implemented the ADR-X with about 1.5 K lines
of C++ code for the whole ADR-X algorithm, including the
gradient descent updates of the neural network.

5 Evaluation of ADR-X
In this section, we evaluate the performance of ADR-X
and compare with seven representative state-of-the-art ADR
schemes with respect to packet loss rates, consecutive packet
loss rates, and average packet transmit times as well as their
run times on embedded platforms. We also examine the con-
vergence of ADR-X’s learning and the benefit of pre-training
through simulations and federated models and the impact of
sudden changes in the wireless environment such as chan-
nel changes. In the end, we summarize the impact of feature
engineering and architecture search for the ANN in ADR-X.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We use the identical setup described in Section 2.1 and imple-
mentation in Section 4.6 for conducting our experiments.
Multiple locations and gamers. We tested ADR-X’s perfor-
mance across 10 different gamers at different locations includ-
ing two different apartments in different apartment complexes
and university labs and conference rooms.
Diverse games and traces. We evaluate ADR-X across 20
diverse games, spanning multiple genres such as FPS, racing,
and action (list of games with media samples is at https://
muralisr.github.io/ADRX/). We use 15-minute (allowing
each ADR algorithm sufficient time to converge to a steady
state) gaming sessions on each game while recording network
packet traces. Each resulting trace contains > 105 packets.
Embedded devices. Since Xbox devices use 250MHz-
600MHz ARM processors, we used Raspberry PI 1 A+ with
250MHz BCM2835 chipset and Raspberry PI 2 600MHz [15]
with BCM2836 chipset for evaluating run-times. These em-
bedded devices are representative of the environment requir-
ing link rate adaptation. Specifically, in Xbox, microphone
audio transmission occurs from the controller to the console,
which is a critical aspect of user experience. Similarly, in the
VR scenario, not only is there a comparable audio uplink, but
video streaming also occurs from the headset to the server.
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Table 1: Summary of the Main Results.
Xbox VR

Loss Rate [%] Loss Rate [%]Methods
Channel

Info Used
Avg. Total

Runtime [µs]
Channel

Condition
No Retry 1 Retry Overall

Consective
Loss (>=3)[%]

Average
Tx Time µs No Retry 1 Retry Overall

Consective
Loss (>=3)[%]

Average
Tx Time [µs]

DFS 20.7 4.4 3.7 1.82 376 25.5 5 4.3 2.11 380
5GHz 25.2 4.7 3.9 1.9 449 27.9 6.2 4.7 2.25 464

1. ARF [27]
(reactive)

Pkt Loss 0.23
2.4GHz 26.7 5.6 4.9 2.36 476 29.3 6.7 5.3 2.5 482

DFS 18.8 2.5 1.9 0.63 295 21.9 3.7 3.1 1.2 337
5GHz 19.6 2.9 2.6 0.84 351 24.9 4 3.5 1.38 360

2. Minstrel [72]
(reactive)

Pkt Loss 4.83
2.4GHz 21.8 3.9 3.2 1.02 367 26.2 4.5 3.8 1.57 359

DFS 8.9 2.3 1.8 0.42 311 11.1 2.2 1.7 0.35 285
5GHz 10.4 2.8 2.3 0.56 373 13 2.5 1.9 0.44 312

3. RAM [12]
(proactive)

SNR 5.62
2.4GHz 11.4 3.4 3 0.68 415 14 2.7 2.2 0.52 337

DFS 6.5 2.5 2.2 0.4 295 10.5 3 2.4 0.5 280
5GHz 8.4 3 2.6 0.46 344 12.4 3.2 2.7 0.53 291

4. ESNR [18]
(proactive)

CSI,SNR 31
2.4GHz 10.1 3.3 2.7 0.54 395 13.6 3.6 3.1 0.66 312

DFS 6.1 2.4 1.9 0.45 281 7.3 2.4 2 0.58 259
5GHz 7.8 2.7 2.3 0.52 306 9.7 2.6 2.2 0.65 284

5. TS [34]
(reactive-ML)

Pkt Loss 67
2.4GHz 8.9 3.5 2.9 0.66 325 10.3 3.3 2.6 0.78 303

DFS 4.5 2.4 1.6 0.39 264 4.85 2.5 1.4 0.53 238
5GHz 5.9 2.7 1.8 0.48 279 6.3 2.7 1.5 0.65 270

6. EDRA [11]
(proactive-ML)

RSS
Pkt Loss

16645
2.4GHz 8.1 3.2 2.1 0.62 295 8.4 2.9 2.2 0.73 289

DFS 1.8 0.57 0.13 0.001 248 3.1 0.42 0.15 0.002 225
5GHz 2.7 0.64 0.21 0.018 257 4.5 0.81 0.43 0.008 239

7a. PPO(RSS)
(proactive-ML)

CSI,RSS,
Pkt Loss

17568
2.4GHz 3.9 1.14 0.32 0.021 265 5.3 1.08 0.51 0.015 243

DFS 0.82 0.23 0.06 0.001 233 0.91 0.15 0.04 0.004 218
5GHz 1.1 0.31 0.13 0.004 247 1.3 0.26 0.11 0.012 224

7b. PPO(CSI,RSS)
(proactive-ML)

CSI,RSS,
Pkt Loss

31081
2.4GHz 1.9 0.57 0.21 0.008 266 1.8 0.41 0.17 0.021 239

DFS 2.4 0.68 0.24 0.015 256 4.8 0.92 0.43 0.024 234
5GHz 3.5 0.72 0.25 0.023 269 5.4 1.2 0.56 0.038 247ADR-X(RSS)

RSS,
Pkt Loss

135
2.4GHz 5.1 1.71 0.49 0.08 277 6.3 1.9 0.67 0.042 255

DFS 1.2 0.33 0.13 0.003 245 1.5 0.27 0.14 0.007 223
5GHz 1.4 0.39 0.15 0.01 253 1.7 0.34 0.15 0.014 231ADR-X(CSI, RSS)

CSI,RSS,
Pkt Loss

381
2.4GHz 2.3 0.79 0.25 0.024 274 2.6 0.56 0.26 0.036 252

This is particularly relevant for scenarios such as VR content
sharing and live streaming, underscoring the importance of
link adaptation in the embedded device side.
External interference scenarios. In a practical environment,
background interference can cause packet losses. Packet
losses due to interference occur independent of channel mea-
surements making learning harder for ADR-X. We consider
three different interference conditions by operating in three
distinct bands – 2.4 GHz band (High Interference), 5 GHz
non-DFS bands (Medium Interference), and the DFS bands
(No Interference). To provide intuition, Figure 15 depicts
the power level and channel width for each of the interfering
Wi-Fi devices in the three different Wi-Fi bands within an
apartment complex between 10:00-10:15 A.M. at one of the
locations where the experiments were conducted. There were
161 active interfering Wi-Fi devices in the 2.4 GHz band, 85
in the 5 GHz band, and none in the DFS band.

Figure 15: The Wi-Fi environment in 2.4 GHz (High Inter-
ference), 5 GHz (Medium Interference) and DFS channels
(No Interference).

5.2 Performance of ADR-X
In this section, we show that ADR-X’s offers 10× lower
loss rate than state-of-the-art under gaming conditions while
being computationally efficient. ADR-X is able to achieve
this efficiency as it eschews a pure black-box ML approach in
favor of synergizing an ANN with communication theoretical
results as described in Sec 4.1. This allows ADR-X to sidestep
computing analytical expressions for the PSR functions in
favor of cheaper switching functions.

Given the large body of prior work in ADR, we choose six
representative state-of-the-art ADR schemes from each of the
four categories (Sec. 2.2) reactive, proactive, reactive using
ML (reactive-ML) and proactive using ML (proactive-ML).
Further, since Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) is con-
sidered state-of-the-art in reinforcement learning, we imple-
mented our own version of ADR based on PPO as described
in Appendix B as an additional comparison point.
Reactive ADR schemes - 1. ARF [27], 2. Minstrel [72].
ARF, found in most off-the-shelf Wi-Fi devices due to its ease
of implementation, maintains the packet loss rate as a moving
average. The data rate is decreased by one MCS index after
two consecutive packet re-transmissions/losses and increased
after 9/10 successful transmissions. Minstrel is considered
state-of-the-art among reactive ADR schemes and is typically
implemented in the Linux driver as the default ADR algorithm.
It dedicates 10% of its traffic to probing different rates to
search for the maximum achievable throughput.
Proactive ADR schemes - 3. RAM [12], 4. ESNR [18]. Rate
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Figure 16: Example of ADR-X(CSI, RSS)
convergence in 5GHz for Xbox traffic.
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Figure 17: Loss Convergence of of ADR-
X(CSI, RSS) for Xbox.
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Figure 18: Loss Convergence of of ADR-
X(CSI, RSS) for VR.

Adaptation in Mobile environments (RAM) represents the
state-of-the-art in proactive schemes that use RSS for channel
measurements. RAM maintains a throughput-vs-(rate, SNR)
table. It uses measured SNR and the table to select the rate that
can maximize throughput. ESNR, described in Section 2.1,
represents the state-of-the-art among proactive schemes that
use both CSI and RSS. It computes ESNR (Eqn. (3)) using
the received packets and computes PSRs to pick the highest
data rate that is predicted to have a <10% packet loss rate.
Reactive ADR with ML – 5. Thompson Sampling (TS) [34].
Thompson sampling based ADR is theoretically optimal [51]
and considered the state-of-the-art in this category. It takes
a multi-armed bandit [37] based on an efficient explore vs
exploit approach to selecting the right data rate.
Proactive ADR with ML – 6. EDRA [11] EDRA uses Q-
learning based Reinforcement Learning (RL) to select rates
aiming to maximize throughput and is the state-of-the-art.
7. PPO based ADR Since, arguably Proximal Policy Opti-
mization (PPO) is the state-of-the-art in RL, we created our
own version of ADR that leverages PPO [60] (PPO-Clip) for
two cases – i) when only RSS is available as a measurement
and ii) both RSS and CSI are available. Due to space con-
straints, we describe the scheme in detail in the Appendix B.
Table 1 summarizes our results averaged across all 10 gamers.
Packet loss rates. For Xbox and VR, and all three interference
conditions, only ADR-X and PPO, achieve overall packet loss
rates (after two MAC re-transmissions) of 0.1-0.25% with
almost negligible consecutive losses – 10× lower than that for
all other ADR schemes except ranges around 2-3% (Overall
Loss Rate in Table 1).
Loss rates without re-transmissions. To answer the ques-
tion, “how well does ADR-X pick the data rate compared
to other schemes?” we examine the loss rates prior to
packet re-transmissions. ADR-X and PPO rely on MAC re-
transmissions only 1.2-2.3% of the time (No Retry Loss Rate
in Table 1), ≈ 4× improvement over all other schemes that
offer between between 6-20%. In fact even with 1 retry, ADR-
X and PPO achieve < 0.5% loss rate while others offer 10×
loss rates (1 Retry Loss Rate in Table 1).
Average transmission times. Choosing a rate too low will
ensure packet transmission success but increase transmission
time. Choosing a rate too high will result in packet losses
and incur re-transmissions, once again increasing the over-
all packet transmission time. Thus, the ability of an ADR

scheme to pick just the right rates can be measured by its
ability to minimize overall packet transmission time. Packet
transmission time is an important metric as it is commonly
used as a proxy for energy consumption [62]. ADR schemes
that minimize the transmission time also reduce the energy
consumption by reducing the duration of time the radio has to
be awake for transmission. In Table 1 we compute the average
time to transmit a packet. The time to transmit a given packet
is the sum of transmission times of all its re-transmissions and
the original transmission. As seen from Table 1, ADR-X and
PPO offer about ≈40% reduction compared to ARF and ≈25-
30% compared to Minstrel and other schemes. An interesting
observation is that even ADR-X(RSS) with only RSS, has a
20−25% lower transmission times than all existing schemes.
Average run-time. Table 1 highlights the average run-time
per data rate decision by each of the algorithms on com-
putationally constrained embedded chip-sets. The run-time
measurements for 250MHz ARM processor are provided in
Table 1, and those for the 600MHz processor are provided
in Table 2. ADR-X runs ≈ 100× faster than PPO. It is the
only scheme that satisfies the 8-16ms time budget (Sec. 3.1)
with significant time left over for duty-cycling to save power.
Effective Quality of Experience (QoE) hinges on balanc-
ing packet losses, transmission time, and power consumption.
While a lower MCS reduces packet loss, it may increase trans-
mission time and power usage. High packet loss, especially
in Wi-Fi, necessitates retransmissions, further raising power
consumption. The primary goal is to finely tune these param-
eters to minimize packet losses and reduce transmission time,
thereby enhancing user experience.
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Figure 19: Effect of sudden changes in interference levels.

5.3 Convergence of ADR-X
In this section we ask the question, “How quickly does ADR-
X learn during a gaming session?". We define convergence
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Table 2: Network Architecture Exploration.
Runtime (250 MHz) [µs] Runtime (600 MHz) [µs]Feature Engineering Architecture

(In-Hidden-Out)
Historical
datapoints

Total
parameters Loss (%) Convergence

below 0.5% Training Inference Total Training Inference Total
242-20-1 1 4881 1.31 N/A 4343 3519 7862 1752 1421 3173
726-20-1 3 14561 0.92 N/A 12511 11515 24026 5348 4928 10276Raw (Unsorted)

726-5-20-1 3 3776 0.13 44s 3496 2708 6204 1403 1107 2510
242-20-1 1 4881 1.14 N/A 4250 3408 7658 1761 1426 3187
726-20-1 3 14561 0.87 N/A 12958 12116 25074 5358 4935 10293Sorted

726-5-20-1 3 3776 0.13 42s 3527 2704 6230 1411 1114 2525
27-20-1 3 581 1.34 N/A 478 325 803 194 132 326Freq. Binning

(Unorted) 27-5-20-1 3 281 0.76 N/A 206 156 362 84 63 147
9-5-1 1 56 0.73 N/A 75 47 122 28 16 44
9-20-1 1 221 0.65 N/A 182 135 317 73 53 126
27-5-1 3 146 0.39 89s 134 104 238 55 41 96

27-20-1 3 581 0.31 96s 461 334 794 196 138 334
27-5-15-1 3 246 0.21 57s 183 164 347 72 63 135
27-5-20-1 3 281 0.15 49s 221 159 381 86 65 151

Freq. Binning
(Sorted)

45-5-20-1 5 371 0.17 71s 303 239 542 125 94 219

as the time taken for ADR-X to reach below 0.5% overall
loss rate and 0.1% for consecutive losses. We consider four
different ANN weight initializations, i) Random- randomly
initialized ANN weights; ii) Simulation based pre-training -
ANN weights obtained by training on simulated CSI, RSS and
packet losses using the IEEE TGax Channel Model B [67];
iii) Federated model - a federated model (using [32]) based
on learned weights obtained from 9 different users across
different locations; iv) Successive trials - the gamer plays
multiple games, each 15 minutes long with a break of 10
minutes in between. After each successive gaming session,
weights are passed on to the next session.

To provide an intuition into ADR-X’s convergence dur-
ing a gaming session, Figure 16 depicts the packet loss rates
of ADR-X(CSI,RSS) in the 5GHz channel for Xbox traf-
fic. As seen from Figure 16, while random initialization
takes about 50s to achieve convergence, simulation-based
pre-trained model and federated models take about 35s and
20s respectively. Finally, ADR-X convergence improves to
10s over 5 consecutive gaming sessions.

Figures 17, 18 capture the average convergence times for
Xbox and VR over all user experiments under various in-
terference conditions. Interference-free DFS channels are
the fastest to converge. The higher the external interference,
the longer ADR-X takes to converge. Federated models take
about 20s to converge in highly congested channels.

5.4 Sudden Changes in Interference Levels
In this section, we ask the question “How does ADR-X adapt
upon experiencing sudden changes in the ambient interfer-
ence?”. This can occur when the radio changes its operating
channel into say a highly congested channel. We conduct an
experiment starting in a 5GHz channel on a federated model
(Sec. 5.3) and then change the operating channel between
DFS, 5GHz, and 2.4 GHz as shown in Figure 19. Figures 19
that depicts packet loss as a function of time – each time the
channel changes to higher congestion levels ADR-X adapts,
however loss rates are below 0.5% at all times.

5.5 Benefits of Feature Engineering
In this section, we answer the question, “How crucial are the
various steps of feature engineering to ADR-X?” The feature
engineering 4.2 comprises threes aspects – i) use of historical
time series of CSI, and RSS values ii) reduction the resolution
of the subcarriers through frequency binning and iii) sorting
the SNR per subcarriers. Table 2, summarizes performance
results for ADR-X with and without different kinds of feature
engineering for different ANN architectures. In all cases the
including 3 historical channel measurement values brings a
significant improvement in ADR-X performance. Frequency
binning brings about 10− 20× reduction in runtimes over
both 250MHz and 600MHz ARM processors. With frequency
binning, sorting the SNRs makes a significant improvement in
performance – a reduction in loss rates from 0.7% to 0.15%.

5.6 Architecture exploration
We use a Multilayer Perceptron architecture for our ANN.
Table 2 presents a few representative examples from our ex-
tensive architecture sweep for the ANN architecture – our
choice indicated in gray has a loss rate of 0.15% and compute
time of 151µs on a 600MHz ARM processor.

6 Conclusions
We perform the first study into wireless losses and their ef-
fects on console gaming audio/video experience. Due to
gamer hand/head motion during gaming, the wireless chan-
nel between a console and its accessories experiences rapid
changes. Existing ADR schemes’ inability to cope to fast
channel changes results in 2-10% losses whereas our study
indicates that 0.1-0.5% losses are required for a high quality
experience. This paper introduces ADR-X, a contextual ANN
assisted multi-armed bandit that closely tracks the channel
and adapts quickly. Its novel design exploits communication
theory domain knowledge to make it computationally effi-
cient. Overall, ADR-X achieves 10× lower packet loss than
the ADR schemes widely used today while running 100×
faster than the state-of-the-art ML approaches.
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Appendices

A Deep Reinforcement Learning Design

A General Overview of DRL. Deep reinforcement learn-
ing (DRL) is an advanced machine learning approach that
combines deep learning and reinforcement learning (RL)
techniques. It leverages neural networks to interpret high-
dimensional inputs, making it adept at handling complex
problems. In the DRL framework, at each time instance t,
the RL algorithm necessitates determining the optimal trans-
mission rate for a packet. This decision is based on the input
state vector S(t), which incorporates the experience vector
harvested from the experience memory. The RL algorithm
then prescribes an action state a(t), encompassing the appro-
priate data rate (MCS) to be employed. Within the RL engine,
there exists a mapping from the state to action, denoted as
S(t)→ a(t), which is regarded as the state-action policy map,
represented by πθ. Here, θ symbolizes the parameters of the
policy map function, which are updated iteratively during the
learning process. Following each transmission, a reward value
r(t) is determined to assess the efficacy of selected action a(t)
at the current state S(t). These rewards are pivotal in training
the RL engine, guiding the optimization of the state-action
policy function through the adjustment of θ to enhance the
anticipation of future rewards.
State, Action, and Rewards in DRL. The efficacy of a DRL
algorithm is fundamentally governed by the appropriate selec-
tion and definition of states, actions, and rewards, which are
essential in training the DRL model. Initially, we delineate the
general design underpinning DRL algorithms, followed by
the proposition of two distinct DRL policies sharing identical
state, action, and reward designs.
State s(t): The state must ideally comprise all information
that is relevant for the actor network and enable it to pre-
dict an appropriate action (data rate). In our implementa-
tion these comprise channel quality CQ and packet length
of the current packet to be transmitted lt . Since, the most
recent channel measurement is usually taken in the past
(typically T ms in the past), the channel may have changed
within these T ms. The actor must be able to implicitly pre-
dict the current state of the channel from history. To enable
this, we provide as state, a vector comprising a history of
n channel states and lengths. The state is thus computed as
S(t) =< CQ(t −T ),CQ(t − 2T ), · · · ,CQ(t − kT ), lt >. We
use k = 3 in our implementation since higher values did not
provide any significant benefit. The contents of CQ are com-
puted by the Input Generator and depend on the type of chan-
nel measurement available in the device. We have designed
DRL for three different kinds of channel measurements, each
of which uses a different CQ.
Action a(t): The action space is all the possible MCSs de-
termined by the IEEE standards for each packet. The policy
network outputs the probability estimated by the neural net-

work for actions to achieve the highest reward. Since the
action space is discrete, we choose the action with the largest
possibility with 95% of the time and 5% of the time we choose
the action randomly to explore other rates.
Reward r(t): We design the reward in DRL to specifically
target packet loss and power consumption as they are the
primary determining factors for user experience in a gaming
scenario. In our design we prioritize packet loss more than
power consumption since packet loss results in immediate
loss of user experience. Further, consecutive packet losses are
discouraged to greater degree as they have more significant
impact on user experience. The reward function as follows:

r(t) =−τ(MCS)−Q∗ρ(t), (12)

where τ(MCS) is the total transmission time by choosing the
current MCS, including the retransmission time if the first
packet is lost and ρ(t). The term −τ(MCS) is a penalty on
long packet transmission times and hence discourages DRL
from choosing low data rates. The term Q ∗ ρ(t) penalizes
packet losses with the weight Q determining the trade-off
between the power consumption and the packet losses. To
prioritize avoiding packet loss ρ(t) is computed as a running
average of the packet loss given by :

ρ(t) = ρ(t −1)∗α+b(t),

b(t) =

{
0 if no packet loss
1 if packet loss

(13)

α denotes the reliability requirements, for instance, α = 0.99
for the audio packets. In this manner, each packet loss has a
long lasting negative impact on the reward, and consecutive
packet losses have a greater impact on the reward calculation.
This choice discourages DRL to quickly eliminate losses.

B Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)

B.1 PPO Design

Overview of PPO Algorithm. PPO algorithms belong to
class of RL algorithms known an Actor-Critic algorithms
comprising two separate neural network models – an Actor
and a Critic (Fig. 20). An actor model is a state-action pol-
icy map, πθ to learn what action to take under a particular
observed state; θ represent the weights of the neural network.
The critic model Vφ evaluates the effectiveness of πθ by pre-
dicting the expected future reward based on past history of
action-reward pairs;its weights are represented by φ. The critic
learns by trying to minimize the discrepancy between its past
estimates of future rewards and those that it actually observes.
The actor learns by attempting to maximize the expected fu-
ture rewards as predicted by the critic network. Both actor and
critic networks learn in conjunction taking turns based on the
evolution of state, actions and rewards by employing gradient
decent optimization. As time progresses, the critic learns to
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Table 3: Network Architecture Exploration for PPO.
Actor Critic Loss [%] Convergence

below 0.5%
Runtime (250 MHz) [µs] Runtime (600 MHz) [µs]

Architecture
(In-Hidden-Out)

Total
Parameters

Architecture
(In-Hidden-Out)

Total
Parameters Training Inference Total Training Inference Total

27-120-9 4320

27-240-1 6720 2.4 NA 13017 4831 17848 5300 2085 7385
27-40-80-1 4360 2.7 NA 10093 4825 14918 4188 2080 6268
27-80-40-1 5400 2.8 NA 11531 5003 16534 4657 2087 6744
27-80-80-1 8640 2.1 NA 14114 5008 19122 6133 2081 8214

27-240-9 8640

27-240-1 6720 0.69 NA 17327 10169 27496 7371 4148 11519
27-40-80-1 4360 0.98 NA 14900 9660 24560 6239 4115 10354
27-80-40-1 5400 0.76 NA 16294 10153 26447 6750 4154 10904
27-80-80-1 8640 0.47 218s 18949 9970 28919 8191 4135 12326

27-40-80-9 5000

27-240-1 6720 0.49 196s 13758 5537 19296 5571 2385 7956
27-40-80-1 4360 0.65 NA 10346 5773 16119 4454 2406 6860
27-80-40-1 5400 0.61 NA 12169 5662 17831 4927 2417 7344
27-80-80-1 8640 0.42 211s 15693 5638 21331 6465 2422 8887

27-80-40-9 5720

27-240-1 6720 0.36 165s 14444 6708 21152 5941 2760 8701
27-40-80-1 4360 0.43 159s 11708 6659 18367 4844 2766 7610
27-80-40-1 5400 0.41 162s 12835 6515 19350 5305 2749 8054
27-80-80-1 8640 0.28 171s 16438 6557 22994 6834 2759 9593

27-80-80-9 9280

27-240-1 6720 0.16 174s 18156 10485 28641 7598 4413 12011
27-40-80-1 4360 0.24 163s 16210 10586 26796 6561 4417 10978
27-80-40-1 5400 0.19 169s 16731 11011 27742 7039 4452 11491
27-80-80-1 8640 0.13 185s 20250 10825 31075 8534 4416 12950
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Figure 20: The PPO Architecture for Reinforcement Learning.

predict future rewards more accurately and the actor learns to
take more optimal actions for each state. While updating the
policy-map, PPO algorithms constrain the amount of change
allowed in the policy to limit sudden/drastic changes and
hence are stable to sudden changes. In our implementation,
we chose a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) with two hidden
layers to represent both actor and critic models
Training Methodology. The objective of the PPO algorithm
is to maximize the expected accumulative reward from cur-
rent time t: Rθ(t) = E(S(t),a(t))∼πθ

[
∑

∞
j=t γ( j−t)r( j)

]
, where

γ ∈ [0,1] is the discount factor (usually 0.99) used to avoid
the accumulated reward to be infinity, and r(t) is the reward
by taking action a(t) at state S(t).

The Actor-Critic structure first obtains a finite mini-batch
of sequential samples from the trajectory memory. The PPO
algorithm randomly chooses a start point within each batch
and uses the sub-sequential data to train the network. A new
objective function is proposed in PPO to achieve mini-batch
updates and update the policy smoothly. PPO introduces im-

portance sampling to obtain the expectation of samples gath-
ered from an old policy πold under the new policy πnew we
want to refine with the probability ratio Rθ(t) = πθ(at |st )

πθold (at |st )
.

They maximize the following surrogate objective function:
L(θ) = Ê

[
min

(
Rθ(t),clip(Rt(θ),1− ε,1+ ε)

)
Ât

]
, where ε

is the clipping parameter. Ât is an estimator of the advantage
function at time step t. We use the generalized advantage esti-
mator (GAE) [59] to calculate Ât . By introducing the clipped
objective function, the PPO algorithm won’t stick to the fa-
voring actions with positive advantage, and make quicker
update to avoid actions with a negative advantage function
from a mini-batch of samples. θ = θ−ηθ∇Lθ, where ηθ is
the learning rate for the actor model optimization.
Avoiding Losses During Convergence. When PPO is train-
ing for the first time or when the environment changes sud-
denly, PPO may experience higher packet losses during the
time it takes to learn, adapt and converge to a steady state. In
order to avoid the losses during these vulnerable times, PPO
chooses a relies on a conservative retransmission strategy.
While RL in PPO provides only the data rate of the initial
transmission, the retransmission provides greater reliability
by reducing the data rate to an MCS three steps below that
suggested by PPO. Note that the corresponding longer trans-
mission time also acts as a discouraging penalty to the reward
function

B.2 PPO Network Architecture Exploration.
In this study, we explored various architectural configurations
for the actor and critic networks in the PPO algorithm to eval-
uate their performance on different metrics, including loss
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percentage, convergence time, and runtime in two different
CPU frequency settings (250 MHz and 600 MHz) for the
CSI based input. The architectures were delineated based on
the input-hidden-output layers, and each configuration’s total
number of parameters was reported. A discernible trend is the
general improvement in loss percentage and convergence time
with more complex network architectures, characterized by a
higher number of parameters. The most notable performances
were observed in configurations employing the 27-80-80-9 ar-
chitecture for the actor network, which consistently achieved
the lowest loss percentages and reasonable convergence times
below 0.5%. Specifically, the combination with the 27-80-
80-1 critic architecture exhibited the most promising results,
recording the lowest loss of 0.13% and a swift convergence
time of 185 seconds.

While the intricate architectures, such as the 27-80-80-9
actor and 27-80-80-1 critic configuration, exhibit good per-
formance in reducing loss and enhancing convergence times,
they necessitate significantly extended runtime durations, es-
pecially at a frequency setting of 250 MHz. This increase in
runtime, which encompasses both the training and inference
phases, exhibits a positive correlation with the complexity of
the network architectures. In summary, while the PPO net-
work is capable of learning from scratch to find a policy that
optimizes the packet loss rate, achieving this necessitates a rel-
atively large network. This complexity poses a challenge for
implementation on embedded devices, where computational
resources are typically limited. This underscores the need
to strike a balance between network complexity and compu-
tational efficiency to achieve optimal performance without
over-burdening the system resources.
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Abstract
In the fast-paced landscape of UHF RFID technology,

achieving precise spatial-selective identification is of criti-
cal importance in the logistics and retail domain. This work
introduces RFID+, a magnetically-driven UHF RFID system
that leverages the matching loops of commercial-off-the-shelf
UHF RFID tags for efficient energy harvesting from tailored
magnetic fields. The RFID+ delivers a level of spatial pre-
cision comparable to that of HF NFC systems, effectively
mitigating issues of miss-reading and cross-reading. Our pri-
mary contributions reside in the development of a special-
ized multi-turn, capacitor-segmented coil antenna and an in-
novative fast inventory algorithm. The RFID+ seamlessly
integrates traditional radiative coupling with the innovative
magnetic coupling in UHF RFID systems, bolstering their
overall performance and efficiency. Real-world pilot studies
in warehouses and logistics settings reveal that RFID+ signif-
icantly diminishes the miss-reading rate from 22.9% down to
a remarkable 1.06%, while entirely eliminating cross-reading
challenges. Moreover, our RFID+ variant demonstrates bet-
ter resilience against materials traditionally challenging for
UHF RFID, such as water bottles and containers. These ad-
vancements make RFID+ exceedingly relevant for practical
applications in logistical networks.

1 Introduction

Ultra-high frequency (UHF) Radio-Frequency IDentification
(RFID) has arisen as a transformative non-contact identifica-
tion paradigm in the logistics and retail domains [1–3]. By har-
nessing wireless radio frequency (RF) communication, RFID
infrastructures can effortlessly access unique Electronic Prod-
uct Codes (EPC) from passive RFID tags affixed to various
items. A key criterion is the pinpoint identification of tagged
objects within a predetermined Region of Interest (ROI). For
instance, in automated shopping arenas, RFID systems dis-
cern customer selections within a specified vicinity near the
departure point, commonly termed the checkout zone; in en-
vironments such as airports or manufacturing units, RFID
systems adeptly oversee an array of items transitioning on
conveyors; within warehouse contexts, RFID systems dili-
gently oversee item dynamics at ingress and egress junctures.
The efficacy of the RFID paradigm hinges on its prowess to
execute these operations expeditiously and with unparalleled
accuracy, even amidst challenging operational conditions.
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Fig. 1: The unpredictable propagation behavior of RF signals has traditionally
rendered UHF RFID susceptible to anomalies of miss-reading and cross-reading.
RFID+ defies this norm by introducing a controlled magnetic field, effectively
addressing both miss-reading and cross-reading challenges similar to the HF NFC+.

Nevertheless, without fully realizing the extensive capabil-
ities of RFID, present-day RFID systems remain under the
shadow of two significant challenges: miss-reading anomaly
and cross-reading anomaly. Conventionally, UHF RFID tags
operate in far-field domains, where the RF signal propagates
as planar electromagnetic (EM) waves, decaying at a pace
of O(1/r2) in relation to distance r. As depicted in Fig. 1,
governing the far-field RF signals is intricate due to their mul-
tifaceted interplay with RF-inimical materials such as metals
or liquids. These signals are prone to reflection or absorp-
tion. Particularly, within the ROI, there is the potential for
multipath signals to nullify each other, culminating in "blind
zones" where the RF intensity is not sufficient to trigger rele-
vant RFID tags (i.e., the miss-reading anomaly). In contrast,
outside the designated ROI, multipath signals may combine
constructively, inadvertently leading to the recognition of un-
desired tags (i.e., the cross-reading anomaly). For instance, as
illustrated in Fig. 2(a-b), the confined and crowded nature of
the checkout lane in an automated store inherently leads to
unavoidable tag miss-reading and cross-reading anomalies.

Modern RFID systems face challenges in addressing cross-
reading and miss-reading anomalies [4, 5] simultaneously.
While increasing transmission power and sensitivity can im-
prove detection, it often leads to unintended cross-readings.
On the other hand, mitigating cross-reading can cause missed
detections. Although recent debates favor a localization-based
approach over the traditional binary reading, its effectiveness
is questioned due to challenges like the "garbage in, garbage
out" [6,7]. While RFGo [8] leverages machine learning for en-
hanced detection, it falls short in dynamic scenarios. NFC+ [7]
previously explored the potential of long-range, magnetical-
coupling HF NFC at 13.56MHz as an alternative to UHF
RFID for improved ROI management. Magnetic signals in-
herently minimize cross-reading owing to their rapid decay,
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Fig. 2: Checkout lane. (a) and (b) show the entrance and the exit of the lane. These two
figures are reproduced from [8]. (c) shows our prefetching augmented ROI coverage.

and diminish the likelihood of miss-reading because of their
pronounced penetration through challenging materials such
as liquids and metals. However, NFC+ still faces three chal-
lenges: (1) HF tags are substantially more expensive than
UHF tags, posing deployment barriers; (2) existing infrastruc-
tures, heavily reliant on UHF RFIDs [9], face challenges in
adopting NFC due to compatibility issues; (3) NFC’s reading
rate of 50 tags/s is dwarfed by RFID’s 200 tags/s, making
NFC less suitable for high-speed inventory tasks such as those
involving moving tags on conveyors or checkout zones.

Contrary to HF NFC tags that use coil antennas for induc-
tive or magnetic coupling, UHF RFID tags commonly utilize
dipole antennas to capture and emit electromagnetic waves.
The absence of coils may give the misleading impression that
UHF RFID tags are ill-suited for energy harvesting from mag-
netic fields. However, as illustrated in Fig. 24 (Appendix A),
the architecture of a standard UHF RFID tag includes a small
loop (highlighted in blue) situated near the chip. Commonly
referred to as the "matching" or "tuning" loop, this component
is critical in optimizing energy harvesting and offering protec-
tion against over-voltage issues. Our findings indicate that this
inherent loop structure can, in fact, enable UHF RFID tags to
harvest energy from magnetic fields, thereby mimicking the
inductive coupling characteristics as seen in HF NFC.

In this work, we introduce RFID+, a magnetically-driven
UHF RFID system that innovatively repurposes the matching
loop of a UHF RFID tag as an RF frontend for both energy
harvesting and communication. The system’s objective is
the spatially selective identification of UHF RFIDs through
precision-controlled magnetic fields. As depicted in Fig. 1,
RFID+ not only emulates the propagation features of NFC+
but also overcomes its limitations. Specifically, RFID+ effec-
tively interfaces with widely-used, economical UHF RFIDs
while maintaining a high reading rate.

However, translating RFID+ into practice poses three sig-
nificant engineering hurdles:

• Initially, the feasibility of harnessing energy from mag-
netic fields through the matching loops of commercial UHF
RFIDs has not been thoroughly investigated. To fill this re-
search void, we conduct an exhaustive feasibility study that
shines light on the underlying principles of magnetically-
driven UHF RFID systems. Through empirical evaluations
conducted in real-world scenarios, we not only establish
the viability of this technique but also substantiate its effec-
tiveness and broad applicability.

• Secondly, the necessity arises for the integration of a coil
antenna into a UHF RFID reader, enabling the creation
of a controllable magnetic field. Traditional wavelength-
matched loop antennas (single-coil) commonly seen in HF
NFC (i.e., 13.54 MHz) become problematic when shifted
to the UHF band (i.e., 860 – 960 MHz). This difficulty
stems from the notably shorter wavelength at UHF relative
to the loop’s circumference, potentially leading to certain
regions experiencing mutual magnetic field nullification. To
address this concern, we put forward a tailored multi-turn,
capacitor-segmented coil antenna complemented by a high-
impedance reflector, striving for an even and directional
magnetic field distribution.

• Thirdly, RFID systems driven by magnetic fields have a
range that caps at about 3m, substantially less than the
potential 10m span of those powered by radiative meth-
ods, largely attributed to the swift dissipation of magnetic
fields. This confined ROI intensifies the need for prompt tag
reading. To mitigate potential delays, especially with fast-
moving tags, we initially engage a conventional far-field,
radiatively-coupled reader to prefetch potential tags mov-
ing toward the ROI. Subsequently, we incorporate Bloom
filters alongside the near-field, magnetically-coupled reader
to streamline the inventory procedure.

Contributions. This study re-examines the intricate ROI
management in UHF RFID through the lens of inductive
coupling. We present three major contributions: 1) We vali-
date the potential of magnetically-driven UHF RFID; 2) We
introduce innovative coil antenna designs and a tailored in-
ventory algorithm for RFID+; 3) Through rigorous tests and
real-world pilots, we demonstrate RFID+’s efficacy. We hope
that this research revitalizes academic discourse surrounding
magnetically-driven UHF RFID systems in typical scenarios.

2 Magnetically-Driven UHF RFID

In this section, we start by exploring the basics of UHF RFID,
introduce inductive coupling via tags’ matching loops, and
finally assess the feasibility across COTS UHF tags.

2.1 Background
The coupling mechanism describes the means by which sys-
tems engage in the interchange of energy or information. The
mechanisms adopted by HF NFC and UHF RFID vary sig-
nificantly, largely owing to the different frequency ranges in
which these systems operate.

• Inductively-Coupled HF NFC: Operating at 13.56MHz,
HF NFC employs inductive coupling facilitated by coil anten-
nas. In this arrangement, an oscillating electrical current flows
through the reader’s coil, generating a variable magnetic field
in the surrounding area. When an NFC tag comes within this
field’s sphere of influence, the magnetic flux induces a current
in the tag’s coil antenna, thereby activating the NFC chip and
initiating communication with the reader. Given the reactive
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nature of these fields, the effective communication range is
generally limited to a short span of several centimeters.

• Radiatively-Coupled UHF RFID: Typically operating
within the 860-960 MHz frequency range, UHF RFID uti-
lizes radiative coupling, commonly executed through dipole
antennas. In this scenario, the reader emits a UHF radio wave
that, upon reaching an RFID tag, induces an electric current
in the tag’s antenna. Utilizing backscatter technology, the tag
then modifies and reflects the wave back to the reader. This
method allows for a substantially extended operational range,
often reaching up to several meters.

In essence, while HF NFC primarily employs inductive cou-
pling for close-proximity interactions, UHF RFID leverages
radiative coupling to enable longer-distance engagements.

2.2 Inductive Coupling via Matching Loops
Inductive coupling usually requires coil-configured antennas
that the UHF RFID tags are short of. Thus, it seems that UHF
RFID tags are not reactive to magnetic fields at first glance.
Actually, as illustrated in Fig. 25 (Appendix A), every RFID
tag inherently incorporates a single-turn coil, referred to as
the matching loop. This essential component bridges the gap
between dipole-style antennas and the tag’s integrated chips
(ICs), serving three primary functions: Firstly, it facilitates
impedance matching between the antenna and the chip, en-
suring optimal power conveyance. Secondly, this loop aids in
adjusting the voltage levels to align with the chip’s requisites.
Lastly, by safeguarding the correct impedance and voltage
calibrations, it inadvertently fortifies the RFID chip against
potential over-voltage detriments.

These loops can essentially act as standalone coil antennas.
When exposed to a magnetic field, these loops capture an
induced electrical current that then flows to energize the chip,
successfully accomplishing inductive coupling. Therefore,
it becomes feasible to power and interface with UHF RFID
tags through magnetic fields, akin to the operation seen in
NFC systems. To elucidate further, let us juxtapose the opera-
tional mechanics of conventional radiatively-coupled RFID
systems with those of our innovative magnetically-coupled
ones. Fig.3(a) portrays the conventional system where the
reader is equipped with a patch antenna – a specific varia-
tion of a dipole antenna. A tag derives its power from the
transmitted electromagnetic waves fully using its own dipole
antenna. On the other hand, Fig.3(b) illustrates our approach:
the reader comes outfitted with a coil antenna, purposed for
the generation of concentrated magnetic fields. This magnetic
flux subsequently traverses the tag’s matching loop, thereby

Power
Harvesting Unit

RFID Logics
& Memory

Matching 
Loop 

Switch Open

(a) Non-reflective

Power
Harvesting Unit

RFID Logics
& Memory

Matching 
Loop 

Switch Closed

(b) Reflective
Fig. 4: Magnetic backscatter communication. (a) With the switch is open, the induced
current is directed towards the harvesting unit; (b) With the switch is closed, the coil
experiences a short-circuit. The current generated within the coil fosters an opposing
magnetic field, which subsequently resonates with the reader’s coil, acting as a reflection.

inducing an electric current. The distinction between the two
approaches lies solely in their signal propagation mechanisms
– via either a patch or a coil antenna. All other system pa-
rameters, including the operating frequency and transmission
power, remain unaltered, making this a financially judicious
solution.

2.3 Communication Immutability
A concern may arise regarding the necessity of altering com-
munication protocols when passive tags obtain power through
magnetic fields. This concern can be addressed by examining
the two communication links of UHF RFID: the downlink
and the uplink.

• Downlink (Reader ⇒Tag): In the downlink, where the
reader communicates to the tag, the goal is to query tags or
send specific commands. The reader employs an Amplitude
Shift Keying (ASK) method, encoding different bit values
with varying amplitude levels. This ASK causes magnetic
strength changes, inducing a current with amplitude variation
in the tag’s matching loop. Thus, even with magnetic power
derivation, the tag’s chip can decode ASK commands.

• Uplink (Tag ⇒ Reader): In the uplink, where tags com-
municate to the reader, the primary goal is to send the stored
EPC. When energized by the reader’s signal, passive tags use
"backscatter modulation" to transmit data. This process in-
volves a switch that connects the tag’s peripherals to its IC, as
depicted in Fig. 4. When the switch is on, the tag directs the
induced current from the loop to the chip, making it absorbent
and non-reflective. However, when off, the tag grounds the
chip, and the loop-initiated current, following Lenz’s law,
creates an opposing magnetic field. This renders the RFID
tag reflective, sending the loop-induced power back to the
reader. The tag thus communicates bits by toggling between
its reflective and non-reflective states or backscattering.

Thus, the modulation techniques employed for both down-
link and uplink communication remain unmodified.

2.4 Experimental Verification
We verify the feasibility of the magnetically-driven approach
using standard COTS RFID hardware. Fig. 5 provides a visual
representation of the experimental configuration, showcas-
ing the tags evaluated. We utilized a widely-used commer-
cial RFID reader (Impinj R420 [10]) set to a frequency of
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Fig. 5: Experiment Validation. A commercial Impinj reader is equipped
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cial tags are tested.
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Fig. 6: Captured RN16 signals from a tag across four distinct conditions. (a) and (b) display
signals procured from the unaltered tag, powered by EM waves and magnetic fields, correspondingly.
(c) and (d) illustrates signals from the modified tag whose dipole antenna is cut off. As a result, it is
unresponsive to EM-wave query anymore but still functions effectively when exposed to magnetic
fields.

920MHz. Alongside this, we deployed the USRP X310 [11]
device as a dedicated sniffer to capture the communication
between the reader and the tag. Our tests incorporated two
distinct reader antennas: a 15×15 cm2 patch antenna and a
coil antenna with a 32cm diameter. The reader is alternately
connected to each of these antennas, with the transmission
power maintained at 30dBm. The sniffer was strategically
placed close to the reader antenna, roughly 30cm away. For
each trial, we arranged each tag in an approximately parallel
orientation to the loop to maximize the capture of magnetic
flux.

Comparative Tests on Loop Role. Fig. 26 has validated
that COTS RFID tags can be activated and queried using
magnetic fields while the communication protocol remains
consistent1. To test if tags can continue to harness energy from
magnetic fields using only matching loops, we conducted
two comparative inventory tests with an M4 tag (i.e., T1)
positioned 50cm away. We alternated between using a patch
and coil antenna for the reader. The first test assessed the
RN16 responses of the unaltered tag. The signals from both
antennas were largely consistent, as seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b).
In the second test, after cutting off the tag’s dipole antenna
and leaving only the matching loop (see Fig. 5), the tag was
unresponsive to EM-waves but still functions effectively when
exposed to magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d).
The comparative results emphasize the crucial role of the
matching loop in energy harvesting. The comparative analyses
were also conducted for the other nine tag types (T2-T10, as
depicted in Fig. 5). The outcomes were consistent across all
tests as summarized in Table 2.

3 Overview

At a high level, RFID+ is elegantly simple: We strategically
replace the conventional electric patch antennas of UHF RFID
readers with tailored coil antennas, in the pursuit of precisely
controlled magnetic field emission aimed at UHF RFID tags
within a specified ROI. Benefiting from rapid attenuation and
strong penetration capabilities, magnetically-driven RFID+
minimizes miss-reading and cross-reading anomalies. To this
end, we introduce a unique multi-turn, capacitor-segmented
coil design for our UHF RFID system in §4 and devise a

1More details can be found in Appendix A.

prefetching-based algorithm to speed up readings in §5. The
subsequent sections elaborate on the technical details.

Scope. The matching loops inherent in existing UHF RFID
tags are clearly not optimized for energy extraction from
magnetic fields, resulting in low radiation efficiency and a
relatively limited range. Our approach balances compatibil-
ity with controllability, designed to integrate seamlessly with
existing UHF RFID tags while offering precise ROI man-
agement in near-field settings like conveyor belts or check-
out zones. In such environments, the desired operational
range is approximately 100-200cm, consistent with prior find-
ings [7, 8, 12]. Thus, our intent is not to supplant existing
radiatively-coupled UHF RFID systems or to extend the long-
range reading capability, but rather to complement them by of-
fering improved spatial controllability within confined ROIs.

4 Spreading Magnetic Fields

In this section, we delve into the novel coil antenna design
tailored for our magnetically-driven UHF RFID system.

4.1 Necessity of a Novel Coil Antenna
Why are traditional coil antennas inadequate for the specific
requirements of magnetically-driven UHF RFID systems? To
answer this question, we use ANSYS HFSS [13] software
to simulate the distributions of magnetic fields generated by
a 7.5cm radius single-turn coil at both 13.56MHz (HF NFC
norm) and 920MHz (UHF RFID standard). The findings,
illustrated in Fig. 7(a), reveal a uniform magnetic field dis-
tribution at the 13.56MHz frequency. However, at 920MHz,
the field distribution shown in Fig. 7(b) exhibits irregularities,
including four intensified regions surrounding the loop and
five weaker areas, or "blind zones," both centrally and at the
corners. Such uneven distribution highlights the limitations
of conventional coil antennas for UHF RFID applications,
specifically in terms of potential activation failures in these
blind zones.

The observed unevenness can be explained as follows: the
coil is considered as a composition of countless tiny elements,
each generating its unique magnetic field with an initial phase.
The overall field is the sum of these individual fields. Phase
alignment results in constructive field addition, while mis-
alignment can cause mutual nullification. To better visualize
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Fig. 7: Simulated magnetic intensity in the vicinity of five distinct antenna structures. (a) denotes an unsegmented loop actuated by a 13.56 MHz HF excitation signal; (b) illustrates
an unsegmented loop energized by a 920 MHz UHF signal; (c) offers a depiction of a segmented loop equipped with lumped capacitors, resonating to a 920 MHz UHF signal; (d)
presents a two-turn segmented loop integrated with fork capacitors, subjected to a 920 MHz UHF excitation; and (e) displays a multi-turn segmented spiral loop with fork capacitors,
stimulated by a 920 MHz UHF signal.
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(c) The capacitor-segmented coil eliminates the disparities in the initial phase. (d) The
microstrip lumped caption-segmented coil.

the phase variations as the signal traverses the coil, we rep-
resent the loop linearly, depicted in Fig.8. With HF signals,
characterized by a 22-meter wavelength, phase discrepan-
cies across coil elements are negligible due to the significant
disparity between the wavelength and the coil’s 50 cm circum-
ference. A maximum phase difference is just 0.14 radians,
ensuring a predominantly in-phase superposition, as displayed
in Fig.8(a). Conversely, the UHF signal has a wavelength of
32 cm, comparable to the coil’s circumference. As the signal
traverses the coil, it completes about two cycles, as depicted in
Fig. 8(b). This causes each element’s initial phase to fluctuate
between 0 and 2π repeatedly. The clockwise magnetic fields
stem from positive currents, while negative currents yield
anti-clockwise ones. When refashioned into a loop, these op-
posing magnetic fields combine out-of-phase, resulting in the
observed uneven distribution. Thus, there arises a pressing
demand to pioneer a novel coil antenna design tailored for the
proposed magnetically-driven UHF RFID systems.

4.2 Capacitor-Segmented Coil Antenna
The loop antenna’s limitation stems from the incoherent amal-
gamation of different elements because of phase discrepancies.
A straightforward remedy might be to shrink the loop’s size to
1/4 wavelength, ensuring better phase alignment. Yet, antenna
theory fundamentals suggest that a loop antenna resonates
(evident as a purely real impedance) only when its circum-
ference is roughly equal to a wavelength [14]. More accurate
dimensions need to be ascertained through specialized 3D
electromagnetic simulation.

Capacitor-Segmented Loop. To counteract the loop an-
tenna’s limitations, we propose segmenting the loop physi-
cally and inserting capacitors between adjacent segments, as
shown in Fig. 8(c). Each segment can then be modeled as an
equivalent RLC circuit. Let R, L and C represent the intrinsic
resistance and inductance of a segment, and the capacitance
respectively. Capacitors are known to resist sudden voltage
changes. Under AC conditions, the current behind a capacitor
obtains a phase shift φ, which is given by:

φ = arctan

(
2π f L− 1

2π fC

R

)
(1)

where f symbolizes the frequency of the signal. This equation
indicates that by fine-tuning the capacitor’s value, one can
methodically counterbalance a desired phase shift. As shown
in Fig. 8(c), segmentation at intervals of half a wavelength
along the line results in a 180◦ phase change each time. By
strategically selecting the capacitance values, a corrective
phase shift of −180◦ is introduced by each capacitor. This
ensures the RF signal flowing between consecutive capacitors
retains a uniform initial phase shift. Such alignment gives rise
to uniform clockwise magnetic fields across segments. When
the linear arrangement is formed into a loop, this coherence is
maintained, yielding a consistent magnetic field distribution.
This technique can uphold the loop’s size while guaranteeing
a balanced field distribution.

Fork-Shaped Lumped Capacitor. Utilizing a single dis-
crete capacitor is straightforward, but integrating several
capacitors onto a PCB might result in unexpected power
consumption and enlarged dimensions. Contemporary an-
tenna systems lean towards microstrip lumped antennas that
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Fig. 9: Fork-shaped Lumped Capacitor. (a) shows the structure and the size of the
lumped capacitor. (b) shows the equivalent circuit.

smartly embed lumped components within the antenna’s de-
sign. Inspired by prior designs in microstrip antennas [15–17],
we adopt the fork-shaped lumped capacitors. As shown in
Fig. 9(a), the capacitor is implemented by the microstrip line.
In the figure, two segments are positioned 1mm apart. The
former segment ends with a three-sided forked shape that in-
terfaces with the beginning of the subsequent segment. Specif-
ically, the dimensions of the top, left, and bottom sides are
8.2mm, 4mm, and 7.8mm, respectively. The bottom side is
slightly shortened compared to the top to fit the arc design.
Fig.9(b) presents the equivalent circuit where the three sides
are modeled as individual capacitors.

The capacitance of the lumped capacitor is approximated
by 8ε

√
A/π, where A represents the area of the forked con-

figuration and ε is the permittivity coefficient. This equation
suggests that a considerable area is needed to achieve a sub-
stantial capacitance and the corresponding large phase shift.
Thus, to avoid bulky capacitors, we trim the segment length,
thereby adjusting the required phase. Each segment, featur-
ing the aforementioned fork-shaped capacitor, was iteratively
determined in HFSS by tuning the phase shifts according
to segment length. Specifically, our design sets the segment
length at 3.927cm, roughly 11.9% of the 32.872cm wave-
length, deviating from the standard half-wavelength model.
It is crucial to note the compromise: this design necessitates
four times as many lumped capacitors than its half-wavelength
counterpart. Fig. 8(d) showcases this coil design. As the sig-
nal traverses a 3.927cm segment, its phase shifts by 42.84◦.
The lumped capacitor then counters this shift by −42.84◦,
ensuring consistent signal alignment across segments.

4.3 Spiral Coil Antenna
As illustrated in Fig.7(c), the capacitor-segmented loop offers
a markedly even distribution of magnetic field intensity com-
pared to the conventional loop design. The updated design
spreads this energy more uniformly. However, a region of di-
minished intensity remains near the center. This drawback can
be remedied by using multi-turn coils. Accordingly, we intro-
duce a spiral coil antenna, whose design and implementations
are shown in Fig.10. This design features four distinct coil
turns, artfully arranged in a spiral layout, with both the start
and end points of the coil connected using via-holes. A greater
coil density might seem beneficial but poses a challenge: the
potential coupling between neighboring coils. To alleviate
this potential interference, we reserve an 18mm spacing be-
tween them (i.e., half of the segment length) after iterative
optimization. The simulated magnetic intensity distribution of
two-turn and four-turn coil antenna are shown in Fig. 7(d) and
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Fig. 10: Spiral Coil Antenna. Multi-turns of coils are arranged in a spiral fashion.

(e), respectively. The simulation results reinforce our hypoth-
esis that a spiral configuration not only enhances the effective
electrical length of the loop antenna but also accentuates its
intensity with the addition of more turns.

4.4 Directional Coil Antenna
Many applications, like inventory management, require direc-
tional coverage to meet user expectations. It is also notable
that today’s EM-driven UHF RFID systems use directional
patch antennas. Thus, aligning with industry norms, our next
steps will focus on crafting a directional coil antenna. A con-
ventional solution is to place a metal reflector behind the coil
antenna to direct magnetic fields forward. However, this ap-
proach faces the issue of half-wave loss. When RF signals
transition from low to high impedance boundaries, the re-
flected wave undergoes a 180◦ phase shift. As depicted in
Fig. 11(a), if the coil-reflector gap is < λ/4, these shifted
magnetic fields destructively interfere with those from the op-
posite side. The constructive superpositions occur only when
the gap is set to λ/4. For our 32cm wavelength, a separation
of about 8cm is required, increasing antenna thickness.

Mushroom-like HIS. Inspired by the artificial magnetic
conductors [18], we introduce a high-impedance surface (HIS)
approach to intrinsically mitigate the half-wave loss. The core
principle behind HIS is illustrated in Fig.11(b) and (c). Rest-
ing atop a metallic base, a series of compact square patches
are arranged in a grid pattern. These mushroom-like patches
(called HIS elements) connect to the base via central via-holes,
with a deliberate spacing between them. As a result, adjacent
elements essentially function as capacitors, connected through
the via-hole to the base metal below. Given the inherent para-
sitic resistance, two proximate HIS elements together resem-
ble a standard parallel resonant RL circuit. The impedance
related to an HIS can be expressed as:

ZHIS =
jωL

1−ω2LC
=

jωL
1− (ω/ω̂)2 (2)

where ω signifies the angular frequency of the prevailing mag-
netic field, while ω̂ = 1/

√
LC represents the resonant angular

frequency. The L and C refer to the parasitic resistance and
lumped capacitance, respectively. Their values are calculated
as outlined in [19]:

L =
ηs

ω
tan(βh) and C =

1
π

wε0(εr1 + εr2)cosh−1
(D

g

)
(3)
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(b) Sideview of HIS

 

(c) Bird’s-eye View of HIS

Fig. 11: Reflection-Induced Phase Shift. (a) When magnetic signals encounter a metallic ground, they experience a 180◦ phase shift due to half-wave loss. To counterbalance this
phase shift, the separation between the coil and the ground must be set to λ/4. If the gap is less than λ/4, reflected signals will destructively interfere with the upward-propagating
magnetic waves. (b) Illustrates a side view of the mushroom-structured HIS, designed to minimize the phase shift from reflections, effectively bringing it close to zero. (c) Depicts a
top-down or bird’s-eye view of the HIS.

Here, ηs =
√

µ0µr2/ε0εr2 and β = ω
√

µ0µr2ε0εr2 stand for
the intrinsic wave impedance and propagation constant, re-
spectively. The constants ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and
permeability of a vacuum, with relevant parameters defined in
Fig. 11(b). By varying the size and spacing of these elements,
one can fine-tune the resonant frequency and achieve the
desired impedance characteristics for specific applications.

Zero-Phase Shift. When the HIS’s resonant frequency
ω̂ aligns with the frequency ω of the impinging magnetic
field, the HIS manifests as an "infinite" impedance surface,
as evident from Eqn. 2. This phenomenon arises because the
equation’s denominator approaches zero. In this scenario, the
magnetic field’s reflected phase by the HIS is articulated by

θ = Im

(
ln
(

ZHIS −η0

ZHIS +η0

))
≈ 0 (4)

because ZHIS ≫ η0. This implies that an HIS can proficiently
eliminate the 180◦ phase shift induced by the half-wave loss,
facilitating constructive coupling of the reflected waves via
the HIS. By leveraging the properties of the HIS, it becomes
possible to significantly reduce the required separation be-
tween the HIS and the coil antenna to well below λ/4. Simul-
taneously, nearly all of the magnetic energy is constructively
redirected to the opposing side of the antenna. The simulated
magnetic field distributions with and without an HIS reflector
are compared in Appendix B.

4.5 Coil Antenna Array
In near-field communications, interactions are primarily
driven by magnetic fields, which are divided into reactive
and radiative near-field domains. The reactive near-field re-
sides close to the antenna, typically within 0.62

√
D3/λ, while

the radiative near-field or Fresnel Region extends to about
2D2/λ, with D representing the antenna’s maximum linear
dimension(i.e., aperture). For optimal performance, our single
coil’s outermost circumference is set to λ, making its diameter
D = λ/π. Theoretically, the near-field range of a single-turn
coil antenna becomes approximately 12cm, which falls short
for many practical applications. Despite incremental advance-
ments from components such as capacitor-segmented, multi-
turn coils, and the zero-phase reflection of HISs, the range
expansion is still insufficient, extending to merely 50cm. To
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(xn, yn, 0)
n-th element

Fig. 12: Magnetic Antenna Array forms a near-field focal point at inventory region.

ensure comprehensive coverage, we utilize an array of coil
antennas to shape the detection zone as needed. As previously
discussed, the near-field range R is influenced by the square
of the antenna aperture D, following the relationship 2D2/λ.
Consequently, augmenting the aperture by a factor of three
through an array setup could lead to a ninefold enhancement
in the near-field range.

For an antenna array with N coils, as shown in Fig. 12,
adjacent coils are spaced by λ/2. The nth coil’s position is
represented by r⃗n or coordinates (xn,yn,0) with n spanning
from 1 to N. Each coil follows a uniform radiation pattern,
denoted as B̂(⃗r), indicating the magnetic field vector. This
pattern is adjusted based on the decay factor 1

R e−J2πR/λ, where
R denotes the maximum operational range. The total magnetic
field generated by the array at an observation point P(x,y,z)
or r⃗ is given by:

B(⃗r) =
N

∑
n=1

CnBn(⃗r) =
N

∑
n=1

AneJϕn · B̂(⃗r− r⃗n) ·
e−J2π||⃗r−⃗rn||/λ

||⃗r− r⃗n| |
(5)

where Cn = AneJϕn is the nth coil’s complex excitation co-
efficient. Each coil is activated with an amplitude An and a
modifiable phase ϕn.

To direct the magnetic field towards the ROI, the phase
shifts of the N coils’ excitation coefficients in the array must
be tuned. For a desired concentration of the magnetic field
at point r⃗F , the distance to the origin is RF = ||⃗rF || and the
unit vector pointing to this spot is ⃗̂rF = r⃗/||⃗r||. The conjugate
phase method, as referenced in [20, 21], suggests setting each
antenna’s phase ϕn as:

ϕn =
2π

λ
∥⃗rF − r⃗n∥=

2π

λ

√
R2

F + ∥⃗rn∥2 −2RF⃗̂rF · r⃗n (6)
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When RF is much larger than coil size L, the phase adjust-
ments needed to focus on point F are linear and quadratic.
The Fresnel approximation, cited in [22], captures this:

ϕn ≈−2π

λ

(⃗
r̂F · r⃗n

)
+

2π

λ

∥⃗rn∥2

2RF
(7)

A constant phase term, −2πRF/λ, is omitted as it’s relatively
insignificant. This approximation is valid with an error un-
der π/8 if RF > 3

√
L4/8λ. However, for closer focal points,

necessitating F ≫ L to be invalid, Eqn. 6 should be used for
accurate phase fine-tuning. To achieve complete coverage
of a ROI, the array simply needs to adjust its focal point for
meticulous traversal of the area. The small size of the area ren-
ders the scanning process effortlessly manageable in practical
applications. Furthermore, inventory advancements [9,23,24]
that prioritize tag localization before communication can be
swiftly integrated into RFID+, given its primary focus on en-
hancing the RF frontend, which permits extensive customiza-
tion for the signal processing backend.

5 Fast Inventory
In this section, we incorporate the far-field UHF RFID system
with the proposed near-field UHF RFID system to expedite
inventory processing for tags within the ROI.

5.1 Dual-Coupling Systems
Magnetically-driven RFID systems, despite recent advance-
ments, can only reach a maximum range of about 2.5m, signif-
icantly less than the 12m of radiatively-driven RFIDs due to
magnetic properties. This constrains their use to smaller ROIs
like gates or checkout lanes. Within these narrow confines, a
high reading rate, the number of tags recognized per second,
becomes essential. Slow readings might miss rapidly moving
tags. Fig. 2 shows a self-service checkout scenario, where
the system must quickly detect all tagged items in a brief
timeframe to ensure a smooth customer experience. Currently,
prevalent RFID systems use the Q-adaptive anti-collision pro-
tocol, a time-division-based ALOHA derivative. As described
in [25], the peak efficiency of such protocols is approximately
36.8%. This means nearly 74% of the time is lost to channel
contention, posing a significant efficiency challenge.

To mitigate the low efficiency in the channel competition,
we present a prefetching mechanism that harmoniously com-
bines both radiatively-driven RFID and magnetically-driven
RFID systems to enhance the reading speed within the ROI. In
this configuration, one reader interfaces with a patch antenna,
while another is connected to our innovatively designed coil
antenna. For clarity, the two readers are called far-field reader
and near-field reader, respectively. Both antennas are strate-
gically positioned toward the direction from which the tags
approach. As depicted in Fig. 2(c), a conceivable setup would
have the two antennas suspended above the checkout lane,
angled antero-inferiorly. This arrangement ensures that the
coil antenna encompasses the entirety of the near-field ROI

(approximately the 3m-long lane), while the patch antenna
extends its coverage to a broader 10m-long far-field region,
inclusive of the ROI and its surrounding area. Leveraging
the extended reach of the far-field RFID reader, it becomes
feasible to preemptively identify a set of candidate tags ex-
pected to traverse through the ROI. While this set might oc-
casionally register cross-readings or omit certain tags, it still
offers a substantial advantage by expediting the operations
of the near-field reading. In summary, the far-field antenna
initially pre-fetch a set of potential tags, enabling the near-
field reader to swiftly verify their presence in the ROI based
on the far-field’s prior knowledge. This time-divided dual-
stage approach guarantees that operations in the far-field and
near-field do not interfere with each other.

5.2 Acceleration via Perfected Bloom Filter
A Bloom filter (BF) is a space-efficient probabilistic data
structure to represent a set of elements. It can be used to fast
test whether an element is a member of the set. More introduc-
tion about the BF refers to Appendix. C. Initially, the far-field
reader collects a set of candidate tags, denoted by T , utilizing
the time-consuming Q-adaptive algorithm. The EPCs of these
collected tags are then used to construct a Candidate Bloom
Filter (BF). Notably, the construction does not necessitate any
back-and-forth communication between the reader and the
tags, but it is generated by the algorithm. Both the EPCs and
the BF are passed to the near-field reader via Ethernet cables.

In the next phase, the near-field reader uses the previously
obtained BF to check for the presence of tags within the ROI
quickly. Rather than transmitting their full 96-bit EPCs, the
tags merely send 16-bit RN16 packets to indicate their pres-
ence, thus speeding up the inventory process significantly. We
adopt the method outlined in previous work [26,27] to test the
BF on-site directly, which has theoretically demonstrated that
the acquisition overhead is reduced by approximately 60%.
The algorithm subsequently performs a comparative analysis
to identify which candidate tags are genuinely in the ROI, i.e.,
checking the slots during which a desired tag responds based
on the hashing results. This can be seen as a streamlined
polling algorithm that verifies tags against a predefined list of
names without the need for channel competition. Finally, for
missing tags that are not indicated by the BF, the near-field
reader uses the Select command to explore them.

6 Implementation
In this section, we introduce the system implementation of
RFID+ and conduct the microbenchmark on coil arrays.

6.1 Fabrication
Given that RFID+ utilizes dual-coupling to blend far-field and
near-field characteristics, it necessitates two distinct sets of
reader hardware for implementation in actual deployments.
Specifically, a commercial Impinj R420 reader [10], accom-
panied by its patch antenna, serves as the far-field reader in
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Fig. 13: Experiment setup.

our prototype. In contrast, the near-field reader is custom-
constructed around the foundation of the USRP X310 [11].

• Near-Field Reader. Our near-field reader prototype is
anchored in the capabilities of the USRP X310, which boasts
two independent RF frontend configurations. One interface
is dedicated to an array of coil antennas for transmission
(TX). The secondary interface liaises with a compact patch
antenna designed for reception (RX). It should be noted that
integrating the TX and RX into a monostatic mode is tech-
nically feasible and would further reduce the system’s size,
benefiting dynamic scenarios. The architectural blueprint of
the reader is shown in Appendix D. Upon upconversion in
the USRP, the resultant signal is split into four distinct path-
ways. Each trajectory is orchestrated by an analog phaser
(i.e., PHSA-152+ from Mini-Circuits [28]). These phasers
enable meticulous phase tuning with an eight-bit granularity.
The signals undergo amplification to achieve a cumulative
transmission power of 30 dBm before they are broadcasted by
the quartet of coil antennas. A Raspberry Pi 4 Model B [29]
orchestrates the coordination among the phaser units.

• Coil Array. At the heart of the system lies a 2×2 coil an-
tenna array, encompassing four distinct coil antennas, each of
which has a 75mm radius and about 1.4λ circumference. (see
Fig. 10). The exact size and shape of the antenna are deter-
mined through iterative optimization to enhance the near-field
magnetic intensity. As depicted in Fig. 13, these antennas
are integrated onto a two-layer 1.6mm FR-4 printed circuit
board (PCB), with HIS reflectors secured to the rear via plastic
standoffs. They operate primarily around the 920MHz. Perfor-
mance enhancement is achieved with an impedance-matching
circuit, aligning the antenna to the 50Ω RFID reader stan-
dards. Each antenna unit, measuring 17cm by 16cm, incurs
an approximate manufacturing expense of $65.53, as detailed
in Appendix E.

6.2 Microbenchmark
Before embarking on a detailed performance evaluation, we
initially provide a quantitative analysis of the performance
improvements attributable to each antenna design component.

• Component Gain. We used a magnetic field probe to
measure the H-field strength induced by each component of
the designed antenna, assessing their respective gains. Dif-
ferent coils, such as conventional single-turn, segmented-line
single-turn, multi-turn, along with HIS reflectors, were con-
structed for evaluation. The data in Tab. 1 show that the
gains from the capacitor-segmented, multi-turn, and direc-
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Fig. 14: Controllability Analysis across Different Antennas.(a) and (b) show the
signal strength and reading rate as a function of distance, respectively.

tional components were 3.01 dB, 1.96 dB, and 1.68 dB, re-
spectively, contributing to a total increase of 6.65 dB in the
H-field’s peak strength.

Next, we characterize the coil array by analyzing the engi-
neered coil antenna’s attributes. We examined three distinct
configurations: the novel coil array with and without an HIS,
and a traditional electrical patch antenna devoid of a reflector.
For experimental purposes, the antenna was positioned on
the XOY plane. Here, positive (or negative) distances signify
locations either ahead of (or behind) the antenna along Z-axis.
Each configuration was subjected to 20 trials. The reader’s
transmitting power was consistently maintained at 30dBm.

• Strength Distribution. We analyzed the magnetic
field distribution in radiative regions using a spectrum an-
alyzer [30] coupled with magnetic field probes, as depicted
in Fig. 14(a). (1) Frontside: In front of our coil antenna, mag-
netic strength gradually decreased with little variation. Con-
versely, the EM field from the patch antenna fluctuated signif-
icantly, with strengths ranging from -25 to 11dBm@100cm.
Considering a sensitivity threshold of−20dBm [31], the patch
antenna could cause miss-readings @100-200cm and poten-
tial cross-readings @200-250 cm due to EM field unpre-
dictability. (2) Backside: Behind the coil, the strength quickly
fell below the sensitivity level, attributed to null-phase-shift
reflections from the HIS. These reflections added an average
1.68dB gain to the frontside magnetic field, equivalent to a 1.5
times power gain. Our findings emphasized the heightened
issues of miss-reading and cross-reading in traditional RFID
antennas. In contrast, magnetic antennas exhibited enhanced
controllability due to reduced multipath propagation effects.
This study underscores the superiority of the proposed coil
antenna and HIS in spatial control.

• Effective Coverage. Reading rates, defined as the num-
ber of readings recognized per second (r/s), were gathered
across a range of -250 to 250 cm. The results are portrayed in
Fig. 14(b). Frontside: Within 25-175 cm, the coil antenna con-

Table 1: Each Components’ Impact on H-Field Boost.
Elements Segmented Multi-turn HIS Total
Gain (dB) 3.01 1.96 1.68 6.65
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sistently showed high reading rates of 115-133 r/s. Beyond
175 cm, this rate drops to zero, mirroring the observed de-
cline in magnetic strength and indicating precise ROI control.
Conversely, the patch antenna’s reading capability persists
beyond 200 cm, capturing nearly 36 r/s at 250 cm. Backside:
Beyond -50 cm, the coil antenna w/ HIS reading rate swiftly
drops to zero. However, both the coil w/o HIS and the patch
antenna display similar reading rates on the backside as seen
on the frontside.

Summary. The outcomes of these two experiments em-
phatically demonstrate the heightened controllability pre-
sented by the proposed coil array in both the physical and
application dimensions relative to traditional electronic patch
antennas. Further, the data suggests a maximum effective
range of 175cm plus a 25cm guard zone.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we conduct a group of experiments within a
sizable office measuring 50 m2 full of multipath reflectors to
evaluate RFID+ comprehensively.

7.1 Inventory Accuracy
We conducted a comparative analysis of RFID+ versus con-
ventional RFID systems, centered on inventory accuracy. Both
systems employed a 2×2 antenna array, with the former uti-
lizing the proposed coil and the latter using a conventional
patch antenna. In our test, a dense collection of 100 tags were
fixed to a flat surface. The accuracy was measured based on
the discovery rate, i.e., the percentage of unique tags identified
from the total of 100 tags.

The results are shown in Fig. 15. From the figure, we have
two main findings: First, RFID+ boasts near-perfect detection
within the ROI, identifying almost all tags for distances up
to 175cm. Beyond this zone, the detection drops drastically.
Traditional RFIDs maintain a good detection rate only up
to 100cm, and their performance diminishes past this point,
mostly due to environmental reflections. Second, the number
of coils in the array influences detection reach. Distances of
flawless detection were reduced to 125cm, 100cm, and 75cm
for arrays with 3, 2, and 1 coils, respectively. Overall, RFID+
offers better ROI management than standard RFIDs.

7.2 Inventory Efficiency
We introduce a Bloom Filter-enhanced fast inventory algo-
rithm to expedite the near-field reader’s inventory process as

discussed in Sec. 5. Leveraging prefetched tags, the far-field
reader constructs Bloom Filters to ascertain tags within the
ROI swiftly. We compared this approach against conventional
inventory methods. Initially, an electronic antenna gathers
EPCs from 100 tags, out of which only 30 prefetched and 20
miss-read tags arrived at the near-field ROI. The efficiency
is gauged by the discovery rate over time. As illustrated in
Fig. 16, our fast inventory approach completes the discov-
ery in 2.4 seconds, contrasted with the 3.8 seconds by the
Q-adaptive algorithm. This marks a 36.8% efficiency boost,
primarily due to the omission of anti-collision procedure.

7.3 Spatial Controllability
Next, we examine RFID+’s capability in finely tuning the
beamforming focal point using the coil array. The focal point
represents the peak of energy concentration derived from the
coordinated quartet of coils. We directed the system’s focus
to five positions along the Z-axis: 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120cm.
For each position, a tag was moved from 10cm to 120cm, and
the backscattered signal strength was measured.

The findings are illustrated in Fig. 17. As anticipated, signal
strength peaked exactly at the 40cm, 60cm, and 80cm marks
when directed there. Beamforming focal point increases the
average received signal strength (RSS) by approximately 7.73
dB at these locations. However, at 100cm and 120cm, the
peaks lagged by 10cm, likely due to power dissipation effects,
namely, the combined power from the four coils is unable
to compensate for the losses experienced over extended dis-
tances. This observation is further mirrored in the peak values
decreased with distances, i.e., from -42.3dBm to -46.5dBm,
-50.2dBm, -51.5dBm, and -53.7dBm. Such precision in focal
adjustments is unparalleled, making it invaluable for special-
ized scenarios like detecting tags in containers or conveyors.

7.4 Penetrability
We assess the penetration capabilities of RFID+, NFC+ [7],
and traditional RFID when tags are positioned on the front
(LoS) and backside (NLoS) of various liquid products. Our ex-
periment evaluates six distinct products: M1 (64mm-thick bot-
tled water), M2 (48mm-thick canned Coke), M3 (40mm-thick
bottled Coke), M4 (85mm-thick boxed milk), M5 (45mm-
thick boxed milk), and M6 (64mm-thick Bottled beer). Such
liquid bottles are placed 50cm ahead of the antenna array,
which is linked to an Impinj R420 reader used to measure the
signal strength.
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Fig. 18 illustrates the difference of signal strengths (i.e.,
loss) acquired when a tag is either affixed to a product or not,
respectively. Notably, NFC+, operating at 13.56MHz, exhibits
superior performance in most scenarios due to its reduced vul-
nerability to water interference. Conversely, UHF frequency
signals experience higher absorption by water molecules,
leading to increased signal loss. Yet, RFID+ surpasses stan-
dard RFID systems, registering average losses of 7.1dB and
13.5dB on the product’s front. These losses rise to 13.5dB
and 20.8dB for RFID+ and RFID, respectively, on the back.
In summary, RFID+ demonstrates potent penetration for liq-
uid products with thicknesses less than 60mm, particularly
near the ROI.

7.5 Impact Analysis
Finally, we consider the two potential factors that affect the
performance of RFID+.

• Impact of Tag Orientation. We investigate the role of tag
orientation in determining RSS. Three distinct tags, namely
Impinj H47, Alien 9662, and NXP U9424 are positioned 50cm
from the coil array. These tags are aligned parallel to the XOY,
XOZ, and YOZ planes, with the coil array set on the XOY
plane. Fig. 19 presents the RSS from the backscatter signals
for each tag across the three configurations. Clearly, optimal
RSS is achieved when the tag orientation is parallel to the
coil array (i.e., XOY), as this allows maximum magnetic flux
to traverse the tag’s matching loops. Conversely, the least
favorable setup is the YOZ orientation, where minimal flux
interacts with the coils. This orientation sensitivity poses a
recurring challenge in RFID systems, attributed to the use
of planar antennas in tags. A practical workaround involves
deploying multiple coils in varied orientations to mitigate
such orientation-based discrepancies.

• Impact of Transmission Power. We investigated the
influence of transmission power on the discovery rate, situat-
ing tags at intervals between 0.5 m and 1 m from the reader.
As depicted in Fig. 20, the discovery rate correlates inversely
with decreasing power levels from 32 dBm to 16 dBm. No-
tably, when transmission power diminishes below 26 dBm,
the discovery rate plunges to under 20% for a 1 m distance
setting. Moreover, an increased separation between the reader
and tags further depresses the rate. For example, at a robust
transmission power of 28 dBm, the discovery rate remains
optimal at 100% for a 0.5 m distance. Yet, when the distances
extend to 0.75 m and 1 m, the rates taper off to 70% and

48%, respectively. This underscores that RFID+, akin to tra-
ditional RFID systems, is power-sensitive, primarily because
energizing the passive tags consumes a significant portion of
the transmitted energy.

8 Pilot Study: Logistic Network Evaluation

8.1 Warehouse Management
We tested RFID+ in a textile factory warehouse with an an-
nual revenue of 100 million USD for contact manufacturing
of branded apparel. The factory uses both RFID and barcodes
for identification, shown in Fig. 21 (a-c). We set up two 2×2
RFID+ antenna arrays near storage shelves. Over 200 tags
were attached to clothing items like T-shirts and jeans, packed
in garment boxes, and moved on a Manual Hand Pallet Jack.
The number of tags is subject to the Manual Hand Pallet Jack’s
maximum capacity and aligns with values reported in earlier
studies [8, 12]. As items passed through the scanning zone,
RFID+ logged the detected products. Fig. 22 depicts the per-
formance of RFID+, as determined by the mean outcome of
ten replicated trials that collectively involved more than 2,000
tags. It detected 98.94% of tags at the gateway, outperforming
the commercial radiatively-coupled RFID system’s 77.14%.
This is because approximately 10% of the regions are blind
spots for reading with conventional radiatively-coupled RFID
electrical antennas [4, 32, 33]. When five volunteers, includ-
ing two students and three workers, manually counted with
barcode scanners, the traditional optical barcode identifica-
tion system noted about 97%. Hence, RFID+ demonstrated
superior accuracy against both commercial RFID and manual
counts. For cross-reading accuracy, we established a 2m×2m
ROI around the coils/antennas and placed tags randomly at
its edges. The results in Fig. 22 show RFID+ had a negligi-
ble 0.09% cross-reading rate, significantly less than the UHF
RFID system’s 42%. The manual method registered 1.4%, a
number potentially increasing with working overtime. In sum-
mary, RFID+ excels in minimizing cross-reading and miss-
reading when contrasted with both traditional RFID systems
and manual inventory methods. It is even capable of approach-
ing the performance of the state-of-the-art (SOTA) system,
NFC+ [7], which records a mere 0.03% rate of miss-readings
and a zero cross-reading rate for randomly oriented objects.
The comparison in Appendix E also highlights RFID+’s out-
performance over another SOTA system RFGo [8] in terms
of generality, affordability, and ease of deployment.
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8.2 Supply Chain Planing
We further explored RFID+’s efficacy in a supply chain set-
ting, wherein boxed products traverse through a conveyor
scanning gateway. This conveyor bridges the warehouse and
the truck’s cargo hold. We demarcated an inventory zone (i.e.,
ROI) on the conveyor, dimensions being 1.5×0.5×1.6m2, as
visualized in Fig. 21(d-e). Each box, housing around 150-200
garments based on the apparel type, is strategically positioned
on the conveyor at 1.5m gaps. Whenever a box enters the
designated zone, the conveyor intuitively reduces its speed
for inventory purposes. Given the tags’ movement on the con-
veyor and the minimal interference risk from neighboring tags
due to the deliberate spacing, our system consistently show-
cased flawless performance without any miss-reading or cross-
reading instances. Fig. 23 portrays the discovery rate vis-a-vis
the time expenditure for ten sequential boxes. An average time
consumption of roughly 4.15 seconds is observed for each
box. This testing underscores RFID+ ’s prowess to seamlessly
integrate into real-world industrial settings, where UHF RFID
consistently sidesteps both miss-reading and cross-reading,
all within a reasonable timeframe.

9 Related Work
The related work can be categorized into the following areas:

(1) UHF RFID Communication. Over time, UHF RFID
systems have been thoroughly tested and understood [5, 7,
12, 34–37]. Their vulnerabilities, including missed readings,
are heightened in RF-unfriendly environments [38] or due
to multipath issues [5]. Historical attempts at remedying
these inaccuracies have explored beamforming [39], nonlinear
backscattering [40], wideband signal [12] and wave optimiza-
tion [41,42]. Besides missed readings, cross-reading errors are
a challenge [43]. Localizing UHF RFID tags has been a pri-
mary method to sieve out unwanted tags from the ROI [12,34].
Still, most localization solutions are antenna-intensive, with
RFGo [8] using eleven antennas, proving costly and intricate
for industrial settings. The NFC+ solution [7] proposes en-
hanced NFC technology as a UHF RFID substitute. Although

NFC is highly secure [44], its low throughput is its Achilles’
heel. The industry has explored merging HF NFC and UHF
RFID technologies by developing dual-frequency tags [45].
However, this approach compromises the low-cost benefit of
standard tags due to the need for custom-designed alternatives.
In contrast, RFID+ innovatively combines the best features of
both technologies, enabling accurate UHF RFID tag detection
with spatially controllable magnetic fields while also ensuring
full compatibility with legacy RFID tags.

(2) Magnetic Antenna Design: Recent studies have fo-
cused on developing magnetic antennas for near-field UHF
RFID applications [46, 47], highlighting this technology’s
potential to substitute LF/HF RFID in tagging individual
items [48]. Traditional solid-line loop antennas primarily be
utilized as RFID reader antennas in low frequency [49] and
high frequency [50, 51] RFID systems. However, these an-
tennas struggle to maintain a uniform magnetic distribution
within the ROI at the UHF band, mainly due to their inability
to be electrically small [14]. Addressing this, Dobkin et al.
introduced the use of lumped series capacitors in loop anten-
nas to counteract current nulls and enhance magnetic strength
in the UHF range [52]. Later studies [15, 17] examined the
properties of segmented line capacitors, eliminating the need
for discrete circuit components. This led to investigations
into various distributed capacitor designs [53–56]. While our
work is inspired by existing research, RFID+ is the first to
harmoniously integrate disparate elements (e.g., capacitor-
segmented loops, multi-turn UHF coils, HISs, coil arrays, etc)
into a unified practical system.

10 Conclusion
This work introduces RFID+, a highly accurate and reliable
system for RFID tag inventory. RFID+ utilizes the tailored
magnetic field to achieve a 99% discovery rate within the
ROI, simultaneously preventing cross-reading of tags outside
this area. Our warehouse analysis indicates that RFID+ has
the potential to revolutionize the logistics industry.
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Matching LoopDipole Antenna

Tag’s chip

Fig. 24: Structure of a Typical UHF RFID Tag. It consists of an integrated chip,
matching loop and a dipole antenna.

Fig. 25: The Popular UHF RFIDs. Each type of tag contains a matching loop (green)
that bridges the dipole antenna with the chip.

Appdendix

A Magnetically-driven UHF RFID Systems

Without loss of generality, Fig. 24 displays a standard UHF
RFID tag design, showcasing a small loop (highlighted in
blue) adjacent to its chip. Consistently, as Fig. 25 further
demonstrates, it is a fundamental trait for nearly every RFID
tag to embody a single-turn coil, known as the matching loop.
This loop is instrumental in the magnetic energy harvesting
process within our system. To inventory such tags, the reader
must adhere to the UHF RFID Gen2 air interface protocol,
which involves several steps: (1) The process begins with the
reader initiating an inventory session by sending out a Select
command to select a group of tags for participation. (2) This is
followed by a Query command to initiate a new frame, during
which each tag that has not yet been identified chooses a
random time slot to respond. (3) In its allocated slot, a tag first
sends out a 22-bit short response (i.e., RN16) to aid in detecting
signal collisions. (4) If the RN16 is successfully decoded by
the reader, it indicates a collision-free transmission from a
single tag (known as a singleton slot). (5) Subsequently, the
reader requests a longer, 128-bit response (i.e., EPC) by issuing
an ACK command. Thus, a tag is required to first transmit an
RN16 response before it can send its full EPC response.

Inventory with the Coil Antenna. To test the viability of
a magnetically-driven UHF RFID system, we initiated a pre-
liminary experiment using the configuration depicted in Fig.5.
An Impinj M4 tag [57] was placed 10cm away as part of the
experimental setup. The Impinj reader is equipped with the
coil antenna for tag activation and querying. Concurrently,
the sniffer discreetly recorded the leaked RF transmissions.
As depicted in Fig. 26, the normalized amplitude of the in-
tercepted signal is showcased. The figure clearly delineates
the reader’s command signals and the tag’s backscattered
responses. The inventory process kicks off with a Select
command, promptly followed by a Query. Responding to the
query, the tag emits a RN16 reply that includes a fixed 6-bit
preamble for signal identification, succeeded by 16 random
bits to facilitate channel contention, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 26: RF signal acquired by the sniffer when the tag was queried by a
magnetically-driven UHF RFID reader.

This is subsequently acknowledged by the ACK command, indi-
cating the slot’s availability. Conclusively, the tag broadcasts
its EPC. This process closely parallels the inventory sequence
observed in radiatively-coupled RFID Gen2 systems. It vali-
dates that COTS RFID tags can be activated and queried using
magnetic fields while the communication protocol remains
consistent.

Versatility Validation. To underscore the versatility of
the magnetically-driven approach, we further tested ten tags
from leading manufacturers such as Impinj [58], Alien [59],
NXP [60], and Laxcen [61]. Every tag is placed 50cm in front
of RFID+ to assess its readability. Their performance is re-
flected in reading rates, outlined in Table. 2. Reading rates
ranged from 105 to 129, with Impinj’s H47 tag outperforming
the rest and Alien’s 9654 tag at the lower end. These differ-
ences are likely due to variations in the tags’ internal loop
structures. Broadly speaking, tags with larger loop diameters
tend to register a heightened coupling coefficient, leading to
better reading rates. However, every tag was effectively rec-
ognized by the magnetically driven reader, highlighting the
universal efficacy of our magnetically-driven RFID solution.

B High-Impedance Surface

Fig. 27 showcases the simulated results of the HIS reflec-
tor, utilizing Ansys HFSS [13] as the simulation platform.
Throughout the simulation process, the spiral antenna was
strategically positioned a mere 10 mm (≪ λ/4) above the
HIS substrate. In the absence of the reflector, as visualized
in Fig. 27(a), the magnetic field displays a balanced distri-
bution across both the superior and inferior facets of the an-

Table 2: The configuration and reading rate of different tags

Tag(#) MFR. IC Model Size(mm2) Reading rate (r/s)

T1 Impinj Monza 4QT H47 50×50 129
T2 Monza R6 ER62 74×18 119

T3

Alien

Higgs 3 9662 70×17 121
T4 Higgs 3 9640 94.8×8.25 126
T5 Higgs 3 9654 93×19 105
T6 Higgs 3 9962 73.5×20.2 117

T7 NXP Ucode8 U9624 98×27 105
T8 UR108 U7015 70×15 126

T9 Laxcen Monza 4QT C90G 90×20 107
T10 Monza 5 C50D 50×30 106
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Fig. 27: Simulated magnetic intensity without and with an HIS reflector attached
to the spiral coil antenna. (a) shows the magnetic field distribution on the antenna’s
tangent radiation plane without HIS; (b) illustrates the magnetic field distribution with
the HIS in place.

tenna. Yet, when the reflector is introduced beneath the UHF
magnetic antenna, as illustrated in Fig. 27(b), there is a pro-
nounced intensification of the field on the antenna’s top sur-
face, accompanied by a significant attenuation on its lower
side. These results vividly demonstrate the prowess of the
HIS-based reflector in steering the magnetic field, accentuat-
ing the radiation efficiency and gain in the desired direction
while simultaneously attenuating undesired emissions. The
incorporation of this reflector could lead to power conserva-
tion for the antenna due to its innate ability to enhance signal
superposition constructively.

C Fundamentals of Bloom Filter

Utilizing a set of prefetched tags (i.e., candidate tags), there
is no longer a need for exhaustive inventory processing in the
near-field. Instead, we employ Bloom filters (BF) to swiftly
ascertain the presence or absence of these candidate tags in the
region of interest [26,62–64]. BF is a time-efficient probabilis-
tic data structure that accurately represents the existing set of
tags. As depicted in Fig. 28, a Bloom filter succinctly charac-
terizes a set T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} comprising n tags through an
array of M bits, which are initialized to 0. By leveraging K dis-
tinct hash functions, denoted as {h1,h2, . . . ,hK}, each tag is
mapped to an integer within the span of {1, . . . ,M}. For every
tag t in T , the bits corresponding to H = {h1(t), . . . ,hK(t)}
are assigned the value 1. Even though a bit might encounter
collisions, its value remains 1. To determine if a tag t re-
sides in T , it suffices to verify whether all bits associated with
{h1(t), . . . ,hK(t)} are indeed 1. If even one isn’t, then t is not
a member of the set. As a case in point, tag t2 is not part of T
as, in the test BF, its seventh bit does not hold the value of 1.
If all related bits are 1, we postulate that t is within T , albeit
with a caveat: there is a minuscule chance (e.g., < 0.001) of
misclassification, leading to a false positive. Moreover, if a
particular bit is 0 in the candidate BF but transitions to 1 in
the test BF, this alteration indicates the presence of a previ-
ously unaccounted-for tag in the ROI. For example, the last
bit ‘1’ in the test BF is caused by the uncollected tag tn+1 (i.e.,
tn+1 /∈ T ).

Time Efficiency. In less complex situations (e.g., n < 100),
using a dictionary search method suffices to meet the goals,
specifically enabling the system to expedite the inventory

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
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<latexit sha1_base64="+bXy4byNY4wCY0BfTsJw5GzQEz4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3BPUY8OIxgnlAsiyzk9lkyOzDmV4hLPkJLx4U8ervePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+4uP5FCo21/W4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqGG+zWMaq51PNpYh4GwVK3ksUp6Evedef3M797hNXWsTRA04T7oZ0FIlAMIpG6o09p4qec+mVK3bNXoCsEycnFcjR8spfg2HM0pBHyCTVuu/YCboZVSiY5LPSINU8oWxCR7xvaERDrt1sce+MXBhlSIJYmYqQLNTfExkNtZ6GvukMKY71qjcX//P6KQY3biaiJEUeseWiIJUEYzJ/ngyF4gzl1BDKlDC3EjamijI0EZVMCM7qy+ukU685V7XGfaPSrOdxFOEMzqEKDlxDE+6gBW1gIOEZXuHNerRerHfrY9lasPKZU/gD6/MHtr+PEA==</latexit>

h1(t1)
<latexit sha1_base64="MgAmyaTFsgOTPoCR97WNLnD/SAA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyUpRT0WvHisYD+gDWGz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbRU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJR8epoqxNYxGrXkA0E1yyNnIUrJcoRqJAsG4wuZ373SemNI/lA04T5kVkJHnIKUEj9cZ+vYq+e+mXK07NWcBeJ25OKpCj5Ze/BsOYphGTSAXRuu86CXoZUcipYLPSINUsIXRCRqxvqCQR0162uHdmXxhlaIexMiXRXqi/JzISaT2NAtMZERzrVW8u/uf1UwxvvIzLJEUm6XJRmAobY3v+vD3kilEUU0MIVdzcatMxUYSiiahkQnBXX14nnXrNvao17huVZj2PowhncA5VcOEamnAHLWgDBQHP8Apv1qP1Yr1bH8vWgpXPnMIfWJ8/uEiPEQ==</latexit>

h2(t1)

<latexit sha1_base64="sVIZnPU1RAxhXdTxhOv9UNqUErg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyWpRT0WvHisYGuhDWGz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRR8epoqxNYxGrbkA0E1yyNnIUrJsoRqJAsIdgfDPzH56Y0jyW9zhJmBeRoeQhpwSN1B35F1X03XO/XHFqzhz2KnFzUoEcLb/81R/ENI2YRCqI1j3XSdDLiEJOBZuW+qlmCaFjMmQ9QyWJmPay+b1T+8woAzuMlSmJ9lz9PZGRSOtJFJjOiOBIL3sz8T+vl2J47WVcJikySReLwlTYGNuz5+0BV4yimBhCqOLmVpuOiCIUTUQlE4K7/PIq6dRr7mWtcdeoNOt5HEU4gVOoggtX0IRbaEEbKAh4hld4sx6tF+vd+li0Fqx85hj+wPr8AbnRjxI=</latexit>

h3(t1)
<latexit sha1_base64="lp9KxfCzxNnmUPa8FfPq0Mmli4Q=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyUpRT0WvHisYD+gDWGz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbRU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJR8epoqxNYxGrXkA0E1yyNnIUrJcoRqJAsG4wuZ373SemNI/lA04T5kVkJHnIKUEj9ca+W0W/fumXK07NWcBeJ25OKpCj5Ze/BsOYphGTSAXRuu86CXoZUcipYLPSINUsIXRCRqxvqCQR0162uHdmXxhlaIexMiXRXqi/JzISaT2NAtMZERzrVW8u/uf1UwxvvIzLJEUm6XJRmAobY3v+vD3kilEUU0MIVdzcatMxUYSiiahkQnBXX14nnXrNvao17huVZj2PowhncA5VcOEamnAHLWgDBQHP8Apv1qP1Yr1bH8vWgpXPnMIfWJ8/uESPEQ==</latexit>

h1(t2)

<latexit sha1_base64="hq3mlpAx0Z1600r3C5yxjFXMIEU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3BPUY8OIxgnlAsiyzk9lkyOzDmV4hLPkJLx4U8ervePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+4uP5FCo21/W4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0XGqGG+zWMaq51PNpYh4GwVK3ksUp6Evedef3M797hNXWsTRA04T7oZ0FIlAMIpG6o29ehW9+qVXrtg1ewGyTpycVCBHyyt/DYYxS0MeIZNU675jJ+hmVKFgks9Kg1TzhLIJHfG+oRENuXazxb0zcmGUIQliZSpCslB/T2Q01Hoa+qYzpDjWq95c/M/rpxjcuJmIkhR5xJaLglQSjMn8eTIUijOUU0MoU8LcStiYKsrQRFQyITirL6+TTr3mXNUa941Ks57HUYQzOIcqOHANTbiDFrSBgYRneIU369F6sd6tj2VrwcpnTuEPrM8fuc2PEg==</latexit>

h2(t2)
<latexit sha1_base64="zRmrR93Qtd5s5TclOlmbBpXahn0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyWpRT0WvHisYGuhDWGz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRR8epoqxNYxGrbkA0E1yyNnIUrJsoRqJAsIdgfDPzH56Y0jyW9zhJmBeRoeQhpwSN1B35F1X06+d+ueLUnDnsVeLmpAI5Wn75qz+IaRoxiVQQrXuuk6CXEYWcCjYt9VPNEkLHZMh6hkoSMe1l83un9plRBnYYK1MS7bn6eyIjkdaTKDCdEcGRXvZm4n9eL8Xw2su4TFJkki4WhamwMbZnz9sDrhhFMTGEUMXNrTYdEUUomohKJgR3+eVV0qnX3Mta465RadbzOIpwAqdQBReuoAm30II2UBDwDK/wZj1aL9a79bFoLVj5zDH8gfX5A7tWjxM=</latexit>

h3(t2)

<latexit sha1_base64="nYgmkv7tHuuPxgcLOqixCiPYj9A=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5CUAuLgI1lRBMDyRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqG3iVDPeYrGMdSeghkuheAsFSt5JNKdRIPljML6Z+Y9PXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCKVrrHfq1frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHs1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6KYZXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOiUbgrf88ipp16reRbV+V680rvM4inACp3AOHlxCA26hCS1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDCDyNoA==</latexit>

t2 <latexit sha1_base64="zs1nvO/P9KQzgzYTRsDCGVa2TZo=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikqAcPBS8eK9gPaEPZbDft2s1u2N0IJfQ/ePGgiFf/jzf/jds0B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUVvLVBHaIpJL1Q2xppwJ2jLMcNpNFMVxyGknnNzO/c4TVZpJ8WCmCQ1iPBIsYgQbK7XdHINqzXO9HGiV+AWpQYHmoPrVH0qSxlQYwrHWPd9LTJBhZRjhdFbpp5ommEzwiPYsFTimOsjya2fozCpDFEllSxiUq78nMhxrPY1D2xljM9bL3lz8z+ulJroOMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0fx1NGSKEsOnlmCimL0VkTFWmBgbUMWG4C+/vEraF65/6dbv67XGTRFHGU7gFM7BhytowB00oQUEHuEZXuHNkc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AjyGNzQ==</latexit>......

<latexit sha1_base64="46DBnhVwhqSoBOpi9CXwLf5t7gU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6rHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA5KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppVyvedaXWrJXrtTyOApzDBVyBBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBetmMsQ==</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="s6A2N1OFtgDp6fF9f6GkmRBU4Qk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZqXPVLZbfizkFWiZeTMuSo90tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgdNiL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s/mh07JuVUGJIyVLWnIXP09kdFI60kU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGtn3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNkUbgrf88ippXVa860q1US3XqnkcBTiFM7gAD26gBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLSuOfnMCfyB8/kDfF2Msg==</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="YUd7EX0cmzO+AJkSWpJM5t/+MI0=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVBIp1mPBi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhSv/iZv/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PCVHBtPO/bKW1t7+zulffdg8Oj45OKe9rRSaYYtlkiEtULqUbBJbYNNwJ7qUIahwK74fRu4XefUWmeyEczSzGI6VjyiDNqrPRQH1aqXs1bgmwSvyBVKNAaVr4Go4RlMUrDBNW673upCXKqDGcC5+4g05hSNqVj7FsqaYw6yJeHzsmlVUYkSpQtachS/T2R01jrWRzazpiaiV73FuJ/Xj8z0W2Qc5lmBiVbLYoyQUxCFl+TEVfIjJhZQpni9lbCJlRRZmw2rg3BX395k3Sua/5NrV5t1oswynAOF3AFPjSgCffQgjYwQHiBN3h3npxX52PVWHKKiTP4A+fzBxODi4k=</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="SfGKgLvBihe+f7uLOxH9xpJX35w=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkfhwLXjy2YGuhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjto5TxbDFYhGrTkA1Ci6xZbgR2EkU0igQ+BCMb2f+wxMqzWN5byYJ+hEdSh5yRo2Vmpf9csWtunOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzF+RpXhTOC01Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofaz+aFTcmaVAQljZUsaMld/T2Q00noSBbYzomakl72Z+J/XTU1442dcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ12TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03JhuAtv7xK2hdV76paa9Yq9VoeRxFO4BTOwYNrqMMdNKAFDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AH9ljLQ=</latexit>

5
<latexit sha1_base64="4+de4nDnk10K7jfSrmc53fCIlJw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomU6rHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA1KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppX1e8WqXarJbr1TyOApzDBVyBBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBgOmMtQ==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="YAiNuTtB/1SRCvS+KmeF2TGpCR4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU67HgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA1KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppX1e8m0q1WS3Xq3kcBTiHC7gCD2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBgm2Mtg==</latexit>

7
<latexit sha1_base64="REw2LjZdJReol6fuL8bT1zyrn7g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU7bHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA1KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNWHNz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m6INwVt9eZ20ryveTaXarJbr1TyOApzDBVyBB7dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBg/GMtw==</latexit>

8
<latexit sha1_base64="UUalyS19Wfd6z35oX+e5BB+b56s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mk+HErePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWat70yxW36s5BVomXkwrkaPTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTUi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrP5odOyZlVBiSMlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvZm4n9eNzXhtZ9xmaQGJVssClNBTExmX5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDYlG4K3/PIqaV9UvctqrVmr1Gt5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AYV1jLg=</latexit>

9
<latexit sha1_base64="kVeqTAoIv38TrLFqzHFMM+fVqSM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD547KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozkof/WHMUsjrpBJakzPcxP0M6pRMMlnpX5qeELZhI54z1JFI278bHHpjFxYZUjCWNtSSBbq74mMRsZMo8B2RhTHZtWbi/95vRTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEzmb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpySDcFbfXmdtK+qXr1au69VGrU8jiKcwTlcggfX0IA7aEILGITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AecqjOo=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="I712NxrzeSpXY8N+rzp2RWq1e1M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD543KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozkof/WHMUsjrpBJakzPcxP0M6pRMMlnpX5qeELZhI54z1JFI278bHHpjFxYZUjCWNtSSBbq74mMRsZMo8B2RhTHZtWbi/95vRTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEzmb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpySDcFbfXmdtK+qXr1au69VGrU8jiKcwTlcggfX0IA7aEILGITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AeiujOs=</latexit>

11
<latexit sha1_base64="HiKxhs2EIVVAqZ3PL5dIlIHZek4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD15tUK64VXcBsk68nFQgR3NQ/uoPY5ZGXCGT1Jie5yboZ1SjYJLPSv3U8ISyCR3xnqWKRtz42eLSGbmwypCEsbalkCzU3xMZjYyZRoHtjCiOzao3F//zeimGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjM3yZDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbTglG4K3+vI6adeq3lW1fl+vNOp5HEU4g3O4BA+uoQF30IQWMAjhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A+oyjOw=</latexit>

12
<latexit sha1_base64="nYk8QKus9KKikx0jlsRoz8ACoWE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip6Q3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1W962qtWavUa3kcRTiDc7gED26gDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBeVWMsA==</latexit>

1

(a) Candidate Bloom Filter

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

<latexit sha1_base64="IKnPrqyYvzwiUEmlSy/6yPxdGvE=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4kqIVFwMYyovmA5Ah7m71kyd7esTsnhCM/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9nfvuJayNi9YiThPsRHSoRCkbRSg/Y9/rlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0+uWv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjtZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5LWRdW7rNbua5X6TR5HEU7gFM7Bgyuowx00oAkMhvAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8ABriNnw==</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="nYgmkv7tHuuPxgcLOqixCiPYj9A=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5CUAuLgI1lRBMDyRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqG3iVDPeYrGMdSeghkuheAsFSt5JNKdRIPljML6Z+Y9PXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCKVrrHfq1frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHs1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NQpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6KYZXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMz+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtOiUbgrf88ipp16reRbV+V680rvM4inACp3AOHlxCA26hCS1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDCDyNoA==</latexit>
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(b) Test Bloom Filter

Fig. 28: Fast Inventory with Bloom Filters. (a) shows a candidate Bloom filter, which
is a concise bitmap representing the collected candidate tags, acquired by the far-field
reader. (b) shows the test Bloom filter acquired from the near-field reader on site. By
comparing these two bitmaps, we can swiftly discern the tags residing within the ROI.
For example, the tag t2 is a cross-reading, i.e., absent from the ROI, while tag tn+1
represents a tag undetected by the far-field reader.
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Fig. 29: Illustration of Near-Field Reader

process through straightforward dictionary queries. However,
with the increase in the number of tags, the search time com-
plexity of a dictionary scales linearly as O(n). On the other
hand, BFs offer efficient lookups for tag presence, maintain-
ing fast query times regardless of the dataset’s size n, with a
complexity of O(log2(n)). Therefore, BF is ideally suited for
rapid inventory applications in warehouses.

D Architecture of Near-Field Reader

The detailed architecture of the near-field reader is illustrated
in Fig. 29. After undergoing upconversion in the USRP, the
emergent signal is bifurcated, creating four separate paths.
These distinct routes are meticulously controlled by ana-
log phasers, specifically the PHSA-152+ model from Mini-
Circuits [28]. These state-of-the-art phasers grant a high level
of precision in phase adjustments, offering an impressive
eight-bit granularity. Following this, the signals are subjected
to an amplification process, ensuring they achieve a robust
transmission power of 30 dBm. Subsequently, these fortified
signals are disseminated by an ensemble of four coil antennas.
To streamline and synchronize the operations of the phaser
units, a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B [29] is strategically deployed,
acting as the central coordination hub with the aid of a cus-
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tomized Serial-In to Parallel-Out (SIPO) Converter.

E Compared with Related Systems

In a parallel comparison, RFID+ outperforms the state-of-the-
art RFID inventory solution RFGo [8] with respect to general-
ity, cost, and deployment ease: First, RFID+ enables seamless
plug-and-play functionality in dynamic environments with-
out the extensive data collection and training RFGo requires.
Moreover, RFID+ proves to be more budget-friendly, employ-
ing a limited number of lower-cost hardware components
like magnetic coils, phase shifters, and HIS reflectors (see

cost breakdown in Tab. 3), in contrast to RFGo’s intricate
setup involving 11 USRP X310 units and numerous antennas.
Lastly, setting up RFID+ is straightforward, requiring only
two perpendicular surfaces, unlike RFGo’s complex three-
dimensional antenna configuration.

Table 3: Pricing Estimation for BOM List of One Antenna Unit

Item (#) Component Description Quantity Price ($)
1 Coil Antenna Two-layer PCB 1 5.42
2 HIS Reflector Two-layer PCB 1 3.06
3 RF Amplifier SKY65111-348LF 1 2.64
4 Phase Shifter SPHSA-152+ 1 50.41
5 Micro Controller Raspberry Pi Pico 1 4.00

Total Cost 65.53
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Abstract – Wi-Fi direct transport provides versatile con-
nectivity that enables convenient data sharing and improves
the productivity of mobile end users. However, as today’s
smartphones are capable of near-Gbps wireless data rates, cur-
rent solutions do not efficiently utilize the available bandwidth
in this single-hop environment. We show that existing trans-
port schemes suffer from resource-intensive reliable delivery
mechanisms, inadequate congestion control, and inefficient
flow control for achieving line-rate transmission in peer-to-
peer Wi-Fi direct links. In this paper, we present SMUFF, a reli-
able file transfer service that achieves nearly the practical line
rate of the underlying wireless bandwidth. We note a unique
feature of direct transport – the sender can monitor each buffer
along the data path and determine an optimal sending rate
accordingly. Therefore, SMUFF can maximize throughput
by strategically backlogging the appropriate amount of data
in the bottleneck buffer. We have deployed SMUFF on four
different phone models, and our evaluations with other trans-
port schemes show that SMUFF achieves up to 94.7% of the
practical line rate and 22.6% throughput improvement with a
37% reduction in CPU usage and a 15% reduction in power
consumption, compared to state-of-the-art solutions.

1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer wireless connectivity is compelling for scenarios
where quick and easy data sharing is critical. It not only im-
proves data transport efficiency by reducing protocol overhead
and backhaul traffic but also prevents potential data privacy
leakage from the cloud. The industry has taken note of these
advancements. An increasing number of smartphone man-
ufacturers are introducing their own file transfer solutions,
such as Apple AirDrop [1, 2], Huawei Share [3], Xiaomi Mo-
bile Direct Fast Exchange [4], and Samsung Quick Share [5].
Looking ahead, these innovations will play a crucial role in
supporting emerging mobile device applications. For instance,
a VR headset may seamlessly load a 2 GB game asset from
a PC [6], autonomous vehicles may exchange road traffic
information via peer-to-peer wireless links [7], and devices
involved in distributed ML training within robotic IoT net-
works or mobile federated learning may need to exchange
model gradients over the wireless channel [8–10]. With such
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a wide range of applications, there is a need to unleash the
full potential of peer-to-peer wireless data transfer.

With the ubiquitous deployment of Wi-Fi networks, Wi-Fi
Direct [11] is an attractive local wireless data transmission
technology to provide direct connectivity between devices.
The standard claims that 802.11ac (Wi-Fi 5) already provides
theoretical physical layer bandwidth up to 867 Mbps, and
the practical wireless line rate can reach nearly 700 Mbps
(§2.2). However, TCP (CUBIC), the most widely used trans-
port scheme, averages only 442 Mbps on Wi-Fi Direct links,
and other commercial solutions perform even worse (§2.3).
Our further investigation reveals three key reasons that prevent
the current transport schemes from achieving wireless line
rate performance: i) The current reliable delivery mechanism
uses a per-packet ACKing policy, which exacerbates channel
contention on Wi-Fi links, and the compute-intensive network
stack imposes more packet processing overhead. Both of these
drawbacks significantly reduce throughput. ii) Today’s widely
deployed TCP (or QUIC) relies primarily on congestion con-
trol algorithms (CCAs) to probe and estimate the network
bandwidth and adjust the sending rate, which is unsuitable for
the one-hop single-flow scenario as it exhibits unnecessary
startup phase and overreaction to the lossy wireless link. iii)
The flow control mechanisms in existing transport schemes
are inefficient in achieving line rate transmission in Wi-Fi
Direct links as they are unaware of some on-path buffers and
suffer from delayed ACK feedback and fixed parameter con-
figurations. All of the above factors contribute to the reduced
link bandwidth utilization.

In the presence of the above problems, we notice a distinc-
tive characteristic of peer-to-peer direct data transmission that
can be exploited to achieve high link utilization. Specifically,
we are able to monitor the state of each individual buffer in
the whole packet lifecycle because the two communicating
devices are the only entities involved. This is in sharp contrast
to a data center or Internet connection that relies on interme-
diate nodes (routers and switches) to forward the traffic – in
this case, the sender typically needs to use a sophisticated
CCA to indirectly infer the buffer states that are not available
to the end host [12,13] or obtain buffer states with the help of
in-network devices [14–16]. In our scenario, the direct access
to buffer states offers a unique opportunity to achieve a high
data rate by backlogging data in the buffers.
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However, designing an efficient mechanism allowing a re-
ceiver to report the buffer state to the sender is not straightfor-
ward. First, existing flow control shipped with today’s TCP
and QUIC uses a per-packet ACK to allow the receiver to re-
port its available space to the sender. However, a dense ACK
stream can significantly reduce the throughput of the high-
speed wireless direct connection [17,18]. Besides, there exists
a non-negligible control latency between the buffer state re-
port and sender decision-making even in our one-hop scenario
(§3.3.1). Therefore, the sender can only receive infrequent
feedback from the receiver and has to strategically determine
a sending rate according to out-of-date buffer states. Further-
more, although our scenario only involves two entities, there
are multiple buffers along the data path (§2.1). The sender
thus needs to coordinate these buffers and ensure its sending
rate does not cause underflow or overflow in any buffer.

In this paper, we present SMUFF, a file transfer service
that improves Wi-Fi Direct transport throughput to line rate
by orchestrating the on-device buffers. We model the trans-
port data path as a series of linearly connected buffers, and
consider the traffic as a fluid that sequentially traverses each
buffer. Our core idea is to identify and address the bottleneck
component within this data path. To maximize throughput,
we maintain an appropriate backlog of data in the bottleneck
buffer. The amount of backlogged data must satisfy two con-
straints: i) Enough data must be backed up to prevent a buffer
underflow, i.e., an empty router queue results in throughput
less than the link rate; and ii) sufficient buffer space must be
reserved to avoid buffer overflows, which can cause packet
drops and complicate the subsequent packet recovery pro-
cess. This leads us to define a “safe range” for the amount
of buffered data. This range ensures that even in situations
where state information is infrequently updated or out of date
due to limited feedback, the buffer remains protected from
both underflow and overflow. To accomplish this, SMUFF sys-
tematically collects state information from on-path buffers
and calculates an optimal sending rate. This rate is carefully
tuned to keep the bottleneck buffer size within the safe range.

SMUFF requires no proprietary hardware or modification to
the device kernel, making it portable across different device
models and easy to deploy. We have deployed the SMUFF
service on four different Android mobile phone models with
release dates spanning five years. Our evaluation shows that
SMUFF achieves an average link utilization of 88.7% and
91.8% for 802.11ac and 802.11ax, respectively. It improves
the link utilization by up to 22.6% while reducing CPU uti-
lization by 37% and energy consumption by 15%, compared
to the state-of-the-art solution.

Our contributions are as follows:
• We reveal the fundamental limitations of existing end-to-

end transport schemes for Wi-Fi Direct. These schemes
designed for multi-hop networks suffer from link under-
utilization in peer-to-peer wireless data transfer.

• We design SMUFF, a file transfer service that is dedicated
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Storage disk Storage disk
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Socket read buffer

App receive buffer

Sender Receiver

Netdev backlog

User space
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Hardware

Kernel space
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WNIC circular buffer WNIC circular buffer

IP defrag. buffer

Figure 1: The end-to-end file transfer path. The Qdisc buffer,
the socket read buffer, and the application receive buffer (high-
lighted in blue) are vulnerable to overflows.

to Wi-Fi Direct towards practical line rate. SMUFF max-
imizes throughput by deriving the optimal sending rate
according to the buffer states.

• We implement SMUFF to be compatible with Android and
demonstrate its ability to reach up to 94.7% utilization of
the wireless line rate.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we introduce the background and data packet
lifecycle of Wi-Fi Direct (§2.1). We then examine the achiev-
able wireless line rate (§2.2) and the limitations of existing
transmission schemes that prevent them from achieving the
line rate of peer-to-peer direct links (§2.3).

2.1 Wi-Fi Direct and Its Packet Life-Cycle
Wi-Fi Direct is a link layer (L2) technology that allows mo-
bile devices to establish a direct Wi-Fi connection with each
other directly, without the need for a central access point or
any intermediate nodes. This technology is primarily used
for improving daily life productivity such as file transfer be-
tween devices [20]. Note that it only provides L2 connectiv-
ity and does not specify any transport protocols or default
applications. Device vendors need to choose or implement
upper-layer protocols to support reliable data transfer.

The end-to-end pipeline of a file transfer task on a typical
Android device (using Wi-Fi Direct) is shown in Fig. 1. To
simplify the illustration and bypass the heavy TCP network
stack, we use the UDP socket as an example.

Sender. The sender reads data from the disk and encapsulates
it into a series of UDP datagrams. The datagrams are then sent
from userspace and enqueued into the queueing discipline
(Qdisc), which is a software queue that allows traffic shaping
and prioritization. Note that for UDP, the socket write buffer
is a virtual buffer that only counts memory allocation but has
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Buffer Type Overflow Risk Analysis
Application Send Buffer No, the application can stop sending data when the buffer reaches its capacity.

Socket Write Buffer
No. For TCP, the kernel sets the socket as non-writable when the buffer is full. For UDP, the socket write
buffer is a virtual buffer that only tracks packet memory allocation.

Qdisc
Yes, this buffer is shared among all traffic and may overflow if the Wireless Network Interface Card (WNIC)
cannot drain it quickly enough.

WNIC Circular Buffer
No. At the sender, the NIC driver notifies the kernel when the firmware buffer is full. At the receiver, the
kernel prioritizes the interrupt handler responsible for receiving data.

Netdev Backlog Almost never, as the high-priority interrupt handler can process data.
IP Defragmentation Buffer No overflow in single-hop scenarios. Overflow typically results from Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks [19].

Socket Read Buffer Yes, if the receiving process lacks sufficient CPU time to copy data from it.
Application Receive Buffer Yes, if the receiving system is I/O-bound.

Table 1: Analysis of buffer overflow risk in the Wi-Fi Direct transport data path.

no real queue to buffer data. The kernel blocks the application
from sending more data when the memory counter reaches
a memory allocation threshold. Finally, the WNIC driver
fetches packets from the Qdisc and sends them to the peer.

Receiver. The received packets are stored in the network de-
vice queue (i.e., netdev backlog) by the interrupt handler and
then processed by the kernel. After processing the received
data, the kernel stores the UDP datagrams in the read buffer
and waits for the userspace program to read them. The re-
ceiving application reads the data from the socket read buffer,
performs packet reordering and loss recovery, and asks the
kernel to write to disk.

Buffer Overflow Analysis. Buffer overflow is the primary
cause of packet drops when we send UDP packets at a high
rate. Table 1 gives an analysis of overflow risk. We need to
consider these buffers when designing our system. We iden-
tify three buffers that are susceptible to overflow because of
bounded device capability, as highlighted in blue in Fig. 1:
i) Qdisc. Packet drops happen at Qdisc when the sending
rate is faster than the available wireless bandwidth and the
queue is full. The bounded network capacity cannot drain
the queue fast enough; ii) Socket read buffer. When the sys-
tem is under heavy load, or the processor clock frequency is
constrained by the mandatory thermal throttling mechanism
to avoid overheating, the receiving application process may
not have sufficient CPU time slices to copy the data from the
kernel. The packets could drop if the socket read buffer is full;
iii) Application receive buffer. Like the socket read buffer,
the application buffer is prone to overflow when there is no
available CPU time. This buffer also overflows when the disk
I/O rate cannot keep up with the receiving rate.

In a nutshell, from a buffer management perspective, we
need to carefully pace the sending rate to avoid overflow
in any of these buffers, preferably at the upper layer (e.g.,
userspace transport) instead of inside the kernel or firmware
in WNIC for the sake of programmability and deployability.

2.2 Practical Line Rate Transmission of Wi-Fi Direct

Theoretical transmission rate cannot be achieved in the
real world. While Wi-Fi standards such as 802.11ac (Wi-Fi 5)

and 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) claim impressive physical bandwidth
limits1 of up to 867 Mbps and 1.2 Gbps, respectively [21,22],
real-world peak throughput falls far short of these advertised
rates. The gap between the line rate and the physical rate is
inevitable for two reasons: i) Protocol overhead. Network
protocols from the MAC layer to the transport layer require
the process of header information in each data packet. This
additional overhead reduces the effective throughput that can
be achieved; ii) Channel contention. In areas with a high den-
sity of wireless devices or networks, Wi-Fi devices adhere
to Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) mechanism [22] when accessing the wireless
channel, resulting in decreased throughput [23]. To illustrate
the discrepancy between the achievable transmission rate
and the theoretical rate, we conduct an experiment using two
802.11ac supporting devices with a maximum physical band-
width limit of 867 Mbps. We use the iperf tool [24] with
fine-tuned parameters and the iw tool [25] to monitor the
physical layer data rate reported by the wireless NIC (WNIC).
As shown in Fig. 2, for the first 30 seconds we place the two
devices head-to-head, allowing them to reach the maximum
achievable throughput. However, although the physical layer
rate consistently reaches its theoretical maximum, the actual
throughput fluctuates and remains below that rate. From 30
seconds to 60 seconds, we move the devices 5 meters apart
while keeping them stationary. This change caused instability
in the data rate due to increased collisions and retransmissions
caused by other devices sharing the same wireless channel.
Between 60 seconds and 90 seconds, we deliberately intro-
duce channel contention by running TCP traffic on additional
devices operating on the same Wi-Fi channel. The actual
throughput is well below the physical layer rate.

Defining practical line rate transmission. While the physi-
cal layer rate cannot serve as the metric of practical transmis-
sion rate due to protocol overhead and channel contention,
previous research has explored techniques for estimating this

1From a wireless communication perspective, it is the instantaneous
highest data rate based on the modulation and coding scheme determined
by the channel condition (e.g., Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio, or
SINR) and channel bandwidth according to the Wi-Fi specification.
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rate using specific hardware [15, 26]. However, these esti-
mates are inherently approximate and hardware dependent.
In the rest of this paper, we take the empirical approach in
our experiment and define practical line rate as the maximum
instantaneous throughput achievable by iperf UDP over a
one-second window. Such a definition provides a practical and
real-time measure of network performance and is a valuable
metric for our analysis.

2.3 Limitations of Existing Transport Schemes

Existing peer-to-peer transmission schemes fail to achieve
line rate. While the achievable line rate is below the claimed
physical line rate, existing peer-to-peer transmission schemes
still cannot achieve such a line rate over Wi-Fi Direct link. As
shown in Fig. 3, we initiate data transmission tasks over a Wi-
Fi Direct link with two transport layer schemes (TCP CUBIC
and QUIC CUBIC) and two commercial services (Xiaomi
Fast Exchange and Apple AWDL). While the wireless line
rate is 655 Mbps in this setting, TCP (CUBIC), as the most
widely used transport solution, only achieves 442 Mbps on
average. QUIC and other commercial solutions perform even
worse. This pilot study indicates a great opportunity to design
a dedicated transport scheme for Wi-Fi Direct towards its
wireless line rate. In the rest of the section, we investigate the
drawbacks of basic transport layer elements in Wi-Fi Direct
links and their implications on a dedicated transport solution.
Resource-Intensive Reliable Delivery Mechanism. The
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of Wi-Fi performs “best
effort” retransmission upon packet loss2. Therefore, Wi-Fi Di-
rect is only partially reliable, and packet loss over a wireless
channel is unavoidable. We conduct a Wi-Fi Direct data trans-
fer experiment and confirm that packet loss is not negligible
when the signal is “weak” (i.e., below -70 dBm), as shown
in Fig. 4, which means that the reliable delivery (including
loss recovery and packet reordering) is still a key require-
ment for Wi-Fi Direct and should be handled by the transport
layer. TCP is widely used for reliable delivery, but it has the
following two drawbacks when applied to Wi-Fi Direct:
• Per-packet ACKing intensifies channel contention. A recent

2It retries for failed transmission until the attempt reaches
dot11ShortRetryLimit (7 by default) or the retransmission time
exceeds dot11MaxTransmitMSDULifetime (512 ms by default) [27].

study [18] shows that over a Wi-Fi link, TCP’s default ACK-
ing policy (i.e., at least one ACK every other packet [28])
would hurt the throughput by 33% compared to ACKing ev-
ery 16 packets. This is because uplink and downlink data in a
shared wireless channel will cause extra contention and MAC
protocol overhead, suggesting a reduced ACK frequency for
a delicate transport layer design.

• Computation-intensive network stack stresses computation
resource. The TCP stack is known to be computationally
intensive and causes more packet processing overhead [29].
More recent transport protocols such as QUIC opt for high
efficiency based on UDP, which bypasses the TCP stack and
gives more flexibility to the user space. Therefore, we need a
lightweight transport protocol based on UDP datagrams for
its efficient in-kernel implementation.

Unsuitable Congestion Control. TCP or QUIC relies heavily
on congestion control algorithms (CCAs) to adjust the send-
ing rate. Basically, the goal of CCA is to evenly distribute
bandwidth among the flows traversing a bottleneck link in
a multi-hop path. However, CCAs are unsuitable in the one-
hop, single-flow setting in Wi-Fi Direct links and face the
following two problems:

• Unnecessary Startup Phase. CCAs need to probe the avail-
able bandwidth and send packets conservatively to avoid con-
gestion, adding unnecessary start time to quickly reach the
peak sending rate. Our experiment in Fig. 5 shows that Cubic
spends 0.15 seconds on the slow start phase, while TACK [18],
a TCP variant that reduces ACK frequency to alleviate chan-
nel contention, spends 3.3 seconds on the congestion avoid-
ance phase. In the peer-to-peer scenario, the slow start should
be avoided because of the absence of congestion.

• Overreact to Lossy Link. CCAs could reduce the conges-
tion windows to lower the sending rate due to packet loss or
transient delay spikes, which are common on wireless links.
This overreaction leads to link under-utilization. As shown in
Fig. 5, both CCAs cannot reach the available link bandwidth
and the throughput oscillates due to wireless link fluctuation.
A wireless transport layer should be insensitive to a lossy link.

Inefficient Flow Control. Flow control is designed to prevent
the sender from overwhelming the receiver. To achieve line
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rate transmission in Wi-Fi Direct, more delicate flow con-
trol should be used because i) the sender needs to decide a
proper packet sending rate to achieve line rate while avoid-
ing packet drops. An insufficient sending rate will not fully
utilize the WNIC potential, causing link under-utilization,
while an excessive sending rate may cause packet drops at the
sender Qdisc due to the limited queue length. ii) With Gigabit
wireless hardware equipped, the receiver could fall short of
handling such a high speed due to CPU and I/O bottlenecks
and incur buffer overflow. The existing flow control in TCP
and QUIC is inefficient in the following three aspects:
• Unaware of other On-path Buffers. Conventional TCP flow
control only considers transport-layer buffers and is agnostic
to other buffers in the packet life-cycle – underflow or over-
flow on any of them can still cause link under-utilization – a
new flow control design should take all buffers into account.
• Delayed ACK Feedback. The flow control window in TCP
and QUIC assumes ACK-driven updates, which may be de-
layed due to a longer packet queue or ACK frequency reduc-
tion [18]. The window may be slow to adjust to the fluctuating
wireless link due to delayed feedback. The effectiveness of
flow control should not depend on timely ACKs.
• Fixed Parameter Configuration. The maximum flow control
window size is a fixed value during transmission [30, 31] that
varies between implementations and device configurations.
Such a value will not be ideal for other buffers of different
sizes in the packet lifecycle and different link capacities. Flow
control should better handle all of this heterogeneity, dynam-
ics, and complexity.

3 SMUFF Design
In this section, we propose SMUFF, a Wi-Fi Direct file transfer
service to achieve line rate by orchestrating on-device buffers.
We first present the design goals of SMUFF.

3.1 Design Goals
The main idea of SMUFF is to orchestrate multiple buffers
by actively monitoring on-device buffer states and continu-

ously obtaining an optimal sending rate. We design SMUFF
to achieve the following three goals.

G1: Link Bandwidth Utilization Maximization. As pre-
sented in §2.3, existing transport solutions often fall short of
achieving line rate transmission. SMUFF should be designed
to make the full utilization of available Wi-Fi direct link band-
width by dynamically adapting its sending rate at the transport
layer to saturate the network interface.

G2: On-path Buffer Overflow Avoidance. A straightfor-
ward idea is to continuously send packets to saturate the link.
However, this may cause unnecessary packet loss due to buffer
overflow and complicate the loss recovery process. SMUFF
should effectively manage the critical packet buffers along the
data path by monitoring the buffer states and making timely
adjustments to the sending rate to avoid packet loss.

G3: Practical Deployment on Mobile Devices. SMUFF is
designed for easy portability to different phone models. To
make SMUFF practical for deployment, it should not rely on
vendor-specific hardware (e.g., proprietary NICs). In addition,
it must have a low CPU usage footprint and minimize its
impact on concurrent flows on the same devices.

3.2 System Overview
SMUFF is designed as a system service, and an overview
of its workflow and main system components are shown in
Fig. 6. This service provides a platform for applications on
the sender side to submit file transfer tasks, which are then
managed and executed by SMUFF on a first-come, first-served
(FCFS) basis. SMUFF needs to efficiently transfer the files to
the corresponding application on the receiving device.

In the rest of this section, we first present our theoretical
analysis to achieve line rate data delivery (§3.3). We then put
our analysis into practice with two key system components:
Buffer orchestrator (§3.4) collects buffer states and calcu-
lates an optimal sending rate to maximize system throughput;
Transport manager (§3.5) ensures reliable data delivery and
facilitates packet loss recovery.

3.3 Buffer Management Analysis
As shown in §2.1, data is repeatedly processed and transferred
to the next buffer until it reaches its final destination. This
property allows us to take a buffer-by-buffer approach for
flow management. For ease of exposition, we will start with
the management of a single buffer (§3.3.1) and then extend
the methodology to multiple buffers (§3.3.2).

3.3.1 Single Buffer Management
To derive the optimal sending strategy, we begin with the
simple case where there is only one buffer as shown in Fig. 7.
The packet buffer stores the incoming data until the data can
be processed by the next system component. We suppose the
maximum size of the buffer is Xmax. We denote the packet
ingress and egress rate as vin and vout respectively and denote
the current amount of data in the buffer as X . The main
purpose of the buffer is to serve as a cushion to absorb the
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variation in the ingress and egress rate. In order to make full
use of the buffer, we translate the design goals G1 and G2
into the following two constraints.

C1: Backlog enough data to avoid buffer underflow. To
keep the system working at its full rate, the buffer needs to
be backlogged (i.e., the buffer never runs out of data). If the
buffer goes empty, the egress rate will decrease and fail to
achieve the line rate.

C2: Reserve enough buffer room to avoid buffer overflow.
To prevent data loss, it is also necessary to allocate sufficient
buffer space to handle incoming data. A buffer overflow oc-
curs when the data pushed into the buffer exceeds its capacity,
resulting in potential loss of information and disruption of
system functionality.

Challenge Brought by Control Latency. Both C1 and C2
can be easily satisfied if we are able to control the ingress
rate vi just in time. We can increase vi when the buffer is
about to underflow and decrease it when the buffer is about
to overflow. However, the conventional assumption of low-
latency data delivery in single-hop wireless networks does not
hold for the line rate transmission. There is a non-negligible
control latency in buffer management, which we define as
the time interval between buffer state reporting and the rate
adjustment taking effect. For example, the buffer states at the
receiver must be relayed to the sender, and the control latency
is dominated by the RTT of the data flow. To demonstrate
such latency, we initiate TCP connections with an increasing
sending rate over an 802.11ac Wi-Fi direct link and obtain
RTT from the kernel data structure. As shown in Fig. 8, the
RTT increases up to 25 ms with the increase in the system
throughput even in this single-hop setting. This intriguing phe-
nomenon finds its roots in the well-documented bufferbloat is-
sue [32]. Notably, this issue becomes increasingly pronounced
as throughput scales to larger proportions, contrasting the ex-
periment result in previous work [15,33,34] where the latency
is no more than a few mill-seconds due to a low throughput
of much less than 20 Mbps. Therefore, in the presence of the
control latency, we need to strategically select the ingress rate
vi to maintain the right amount of data in the buffer.

Buffer Occupancy Estimation. The change in buffer occu-
pancy X depends on the delta of the ingress rate and the
egress rate. This can be formulated as:

Ẋ = vin−vout (1)
where Ẋ is the derivative over the time t (i.e., Ẋ = d

dtX).
Suppose at time t0, the buffer reports its current states, includ-

ing X(t0), vin(t0), and vout(t0). The rate adjustment takes
effect at a later time t1 = t0 +d with a control delay d. There-
fore, we need to estimate the buffer occupancy during t0 to t1
based on the reported values to adjust the sending rate at t1.
We make estimations by exploiting the fact that there exists
a lower and an upper bound for the processing rate of any
system components. For example, the wireless transport rate
must be greater than zero and less than the physical limit.
Therefore, we can assume a value range for vin(t) and vout(t)
for the duration from t to t+d:

vlo
in(t)≤ vin(t)≤ v

up
in (t) (2)

vlo
out(t)≤ vout(t)≤ v

up
out(t) (3)

As a result, we can infer the value range of Ẋ by Eqn. 1,
Eqn. 2, and Eqn. 3:

vlo
in(t)−v

up
out(t)≤ Ẋ ≤ v

up
in (t)−vlo

out(t) (4)
In order to satisfy C1, we must have a sufficient amount of

data in the buffer. From Eqn. 4 we know that from time t0 to
t1, the maximum amount of data that can be consumed from
the buffer is

Xunder =−d× (vlo
in(t0)−v

up
out(t0)) (5)

As a result, if the data in the buffer is less than Xunder at t0,
the buffer may run out of data, resulting in underutilization.

In order to satisfy C2, we need to reserve enough room in
the buffer. Similarly, the maximum amount of data that can be
backlogged from t0 to t1 is d× (vup

in (t)−vlo
out(t)). Therefore,

to avoid overflow and packet loss, the data in the buffer at t0
should be kept below a threshold

Xover = Xmax−d× (vup
in (t0)−vlo

out(t0)) (6)
To satisfy both constraints, the buffer occupancy X has a
“safe” range between two thresholds Xunder and Xover at t0,
as shown in Fig. 7. If X falls within this safe range, we
can ensure that the next system component will consistently
operate at full speed and that no packet loss will occur for
the next time period of control latency d. The existence of
this safe region depends on Xunder < Xover, meaning that the
buffer size Xmax must exceed a certain threshold, specifically
d× (vup

out(t0)−vlo
in(t0)+v

up
in (t0)−vlo

out(t0)).

3.3.2 Multiple Buffer Management

There are typically multiple buffers (or queues) connecting
different system components in a transport system. The data
starts from the sender, gets processed and traverses each com-
ponent and buffer, and arrives at the receiver. In our case as
shown in Fig. 9, the Qdisc at the sender-side stores the packets
sent by the application and waits for the network interface
driver to fetch data to send. Also, the application buffer stores
the data that is read from the transport layer and waits for the
I/O requests to be ready.

While there are three buffers in our Wi-Fi direct use case,
this idea can be generalized to more buffers. Without loss of
generality, suppose there are n buffers. We let Xi denote the
buffer occupancy (i.e., buffer size or queue length) of the i-th
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buffer. We let vi denote the instantaneous data rate from the
i-th buffer to the (i+1)-th buffer. Note that v0 and vn are the
sending and receiving rates, respectively.

Our goal is to adjust the sending rate to maximize the
overall throughput of the system. While the overall throughput
is the processing rate of the bottleneck system component,
our idea is to identify the bottleneck component and maintain
a moderate backlog of data in the buffer connected to that
particular component. Our algorithm to determine the sending
rate v0 works in two steps: i) calculate the target amount of
data to backlog for each buffer; ii) adjust the sending rate to
maintain enough data at the bottleneck buffer.

Calculating the target backlog size. We need to ensure that
the backlog size remains within the safe range at all times.
To minimize the buffer usage, we set the target backlog size
X

target
i for the i-th buffer to the lower bound of the safe range

(Xunder
i ). On each latest feedback signal (vi,Xi) from the i-th

buffer, we update X
target
i according to Eqn. 5 as follows:

X
target
i =−di×

{
(vlo

i−1−v
up
i ) if i > 1

−v
up
i if i = 1

, (7)

where di is the control latency for the i-th buffer, vlo
i ,v

up
i are

the lower bound and upper bound of vi. We leave the settings
of vlo

i ,v
up
i , and di in practice to §3.4. Note that we can also

set the target backlog size X
target
i to any other value within

the safe range (for example, the midpoint of the safe range
(Xunder

i +Xover
i )/2).

Calculating the sending rate. For each feedback signal, the
sender determines the sending rate based on the following:

v0←max
(

min
1≤i≤n

{
vi +

X
target
i −Xi

di

}
,0
)

, (8)

The interpretation of this rule is as follows. For the i-th buffer,
when the current buffer occupancy is less than the target buffer
backlog size (Xi < X

target
i ), this buffer could underflow, re-

sulting in link underutilization. Therefore, we need to increase
the rate vi to increase the buffer occupancy in a control delay
time di. Similarly, when the buffer occupancy exceeds the
target backlog size (Xi > X

target
i ), we decrease the sending

rate. The outer min operator is used to identify the bottleneck
of the whole system.

3.4 Buffer Orchestrator
The buffer orchestrator bridges the gap between theoretical
buffer management analysis (§3.3) and practical implementa-
tion. Effective buffer management depends on the ability to
quickly and accurately estimate system conditions. Therefore,
the buffer orchestrator needs to perform two tasks: continu-
ously monitoring buffer states and dynamically adjusting the
sending rate.

Monitoring the Buffer States. There are four variables that
characterize a buffer state.

• Buffer Occupancy (X): This variable indicates the current
amount of data in the buffer and can be obtained directly
by reading from the buffer.

• Data Consumption Rate (v): This variable represents the
rate at which data is being consumed from the buffer. It is
estimated over the duration of the control delay and fur-
ther smoothed using an Exponentially Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA) filter.
• Lower and Upper Bounds of the Data Rate (vlo and vup):

These two variables specify the range of values for the
data rate. Different buffers may have distinct properties,
which we discuss as follows.

• Bounds of the network data rate. We conduct an empiri-
cal study to observe throughput variations. Our experiment
involves two mobile devices running 802.11ac; the link is
capable of a maximum PHY rate of 867 Mbps. The devices
are held by two users moving randomly around a room. To
saturate the link, we run an iperf UDP test while fine-tuning
the iperf parameters to ensure that the maximum throughput
is achievable. The result, shown in Fig. 10, is presented in
a heatmap format and plot the transition probabilities from
data rate at time t to rate at time t+d, where d is the control
latency. Two reference lines in blue, y = 1

2x and y = 2x, are in-
cluded to denote throughput reductions of 0.5× and increases
of 2×, respectively. Our results show that within a control
latency duration, the network throughput is highly unlikely
to experience a > 2× increase or a < 0.5× decrease, with a
probability greater than 99%. Therefore, for the Qdisc, we
set the lower bound vlo

1 = 0.5v1 and upper bound v
up
1 = 2v1.

Note that this empirical measurement is specific to our setup.
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The throughput variation is affected by the complex wireless
channel environment. To completely prevent buffer overflows
due to rapidly changing channel conditions, SMUFF can use
strict bounds on the data rate, setting the lower bound to zero
and the upper bound to the maximum theoretical data rate.
• Bounds for CPU processing and I/O rate. To determine the
bounds of the processing rate of the socket buffer and the
application buffer at the receiver, we take advantage of the
insight that these rates are largely unaffected by the network,
but are CPU- and I/O-bound (Fig. 1). Therefore, they tend
to exhibit stability within a device that is largely dependent
on the underlying hardware configuration. As a result, for
the socket buffer and application buffer, we set the lower and
upper bounds to the values of 0.9 and 1.1 times the estimated
data rate, respectively, to allow for error tolerance.
Controlling the Sending Rate. In response to signals indi-
cating buffer state updates, the buffer orchestrator calculates
the new sending rate using the formula in Eqn. 8 and adjusts
v0. While the sending rate is determined at the sender, the
control latency di varies depending on the location of the
buffers: i) When dealing with the Qdisc buffer at the sender,
the control latency can be set to a relatively small value (4
ms in our implementation), because polling the buffer state
information from the sender buffers can be done simply by
a system call; ii) When dealing with the two buffers at the
receiver, the control latency is set to the network latency.

3.5 Transport Manager
While buffer orchestrator carefully monitors buffer states and
adjusts the sending rate accordingly, packet loss could still
occur due to lossy wireless link. The loss detector guaran-
tees data delivery reliability based on the sliding window
mechanism and ACKing with two improvements.
Reduce ACK Frequency. Frequent ACK messages exagger-
ate channel contention and have a negative impact on through-
put in Wi-Fi direct transport (§2.3). To address this issue, we
use periodic ACKs and send four ACKs per RTT to reduce
the ACK frequency. This setting proves to be robust in prac-
tice [18]. In addition, an ACK message also carries the states
of the buffers at the receiver side.
Speed up Loss Recovery. We propose three optimizations to
improve the efficiency of the loss recovery procedure. i) The
use of periodic ACKs prevents the receiver from notifying
the sender of lost events until the next ACK is sent. To speed
up recovery, SMUFF immediately sends an ACK containing a
retransmission request when a loss event is detected. ii) To re-
duce overhead, we use Negative Acknowledgments (NACKs),
similar to the SACK option [35] in TCP and the ACK range
in QUIC [31], to inform the sender of missing data. iii) We
use PING messages to periodically probe the RTT and use
an EWMA filter to obtain a smoothed RTT estimate. This
design mitigates RTT measurement bias caused by reduced
ACK frequency and does not require additional computation
or maintenance of a complex per-packet data structure.

3.6 Other Design Considerations

In practice, network-tuning is also important to achieve high
throughput [29, 36–38]. Here we highlight two important
considerations in the SMUFF design.

3.6.1 Packet Aggregation

Packet aggregation can reduce processing overhead in soft-
ware [29]. SMUFF uses packet aggregation to improve
throughput and reduce mobile computation and power costs.
Specifically, SMUFF generates full-size UDP packets, ap-
proaching 64 KB in size, instead of the usual 1500-byte pack-
ets. The IP layer then fragments or reassembles these packets
to meet the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) limit, con-
forming to the IP fragmentation feature [39]. Since a substan-
tial amount of energy is drained by the processing of packet
units (i.e., independent of their size, air time, or modulation
and coding scheme) [40], SMUFF is more computation- and
energy-efficient with packet aggregation. The effectiveness
of packet aggregation is evaluated in §5.4.

However, packet aggregation can lead to increased suscep-
tibility to packet loss. In cases where a single packet within
a fragmented small packet is lost, the entire IP packet is con-
sidered lost. To illustrate this concept mathematically, if the
network path loss rate is denoted as L, then the packet loss rate
for a full-sized IP packet can be expressed as 1− (1−L)n,
where n is the number of fragments into which the IP packet
is broken. For example, if the path loss rate is 1% and a full-
size UDP packet is segmented into 43 fragments, the total
packet loss rate rises to an unacceptable 35.1%, significantly
reducing the available throughput. To address this issue, we
consider the infrequency of packet loss events in most usage
scenarios, a phenomenon that contrasts with Internet con-
nections where loss is often attributed to network conges-
tion. Therefore, we empirically set a conservative threshold
of 0.1%. Packet aggregation is only enabled if the current
network loss rate is below this threshold. We provide a evalu-
ation of its performance and the rationale for choosing this
threshold in the evaluation (§5.3).

3.6.2 Flow Prioritization

Data transfer is often a background job. Other foreground
traffic flows are potentially at a disadvantage when sharing
the same outbound device with SMUFF because the buffer
orchestrator will try to keep the Qdisc blocklogged (if the
network is the bottleneck). This can affect interactive traffic
such as web browsing and video streaming. To address this
issue, we strictly prioritize other foreground traffic over the
SMUFF flow. Specifically, there are multiple queues with dif-
ferent priorities at the Qdisc layer, and the packet in the queue
with the higher priority is sent first. Therefore, by setting a
lower priority for the SMUFF packets, we can reduce the im-
pact on other traffic. The effectiveness of flow prioritization
is evaluated in §5.3.
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4 Implementation
We have developed SMUFF for commodity Android devices
as a dedicated system daemon running entirely in userspace,
with a primary focus on minimizing development and integra-
tion complexity. Our implementation consists of about 8000
lines of C++ code and seamlessly integrates with the NDK
toolchain as well as the native dependencies inherent to the
Android platform. SMUFF extends its functionality by provid-
ing a file transfer service over a Linux socket. Applications
wishing to use this service can effectively communicate their
file transfer requirements by interacting with this socket. We
use the SO_PRIORITY option to define the priority for all pack-
ets to be sent by SMUFF. In addition, we set the maximum
buffer size Xmax to twice the bandwidth-delay product (BDP)
to ensure that the safe area exists.

In SMUFF, we use standard system APIs to retrieve buffer
state information. Specifically, to retrieve Qdisc information,
we use the RTM_GETQDISC option of the Linux routing socket.
The Linux routing socket is part of Netlink, which allows
userspace programs to communicate with the kernel via a
socket interface. To get the length of the Qdisc queue, we first
create a socket with the domain AF_NETLINK and the protocol
NETLINK_ROUTE. After sending the request to the socket, the
kernel takes over the processing of the request and places
the result in the socket receive buffer. We then read from the
socket and get the length of the Qdisc queue. To get the state
of the receive buffer, we use the socket option SO_MEMINFO
to get memory-related information. It’s worth noting that
all APIs used are available after Linux 4.12 and have been
supported since Android 9. This compatibility ensures a high
degree of compatibility; we verify that SMUFF works on at
least four different phone models without any code changes.

5 Evaluation

Testbed. We use two Pixel 4 devices for most of the exper-
iment because Android is based on Linux and more readily
customizable. The devices support up to 2 MIMO spatial
streams, 80 MHz bandwidth, short guard interval, and default
rate adaptation, enabling speeds of up to 867 Mbps. To en-
sure the robustness of our results, each test is repeated for 30
times, guaranteeing statistical reliability and comprehensive
data collection. The experiment is conducted in a public of-
fice with over 10 Wi-Fi APs. This experiment environment
closely mirrors common real-world scenarios involving direct
device-to-device connections.

Baselines. We compare SMUFF with the following transport
schemes as baselines:
• TACK [18, 41] is a variant of TCP. It aims to improve

wireless transport performance by minimizing the ACK
frequency to reduce wireless channel contention.

• CUBIC [13] uses the standard TCP socket to send the
data. To make sure it gets the maximum throughput, we
set the socket buffer size to 20 MB and enable the TCP

Signal Strength -20 dBm -40 dBm -60 dBm -80 dBm
Distance < 0.1 m 2~3 m 8~10 m N/A
Scenario head-to-head face-to-face meeting behind walls

Table 2: Wireless signal strength for typical scenarios.

window size scaling [42, 43].
• BBR [12] uses the standard TCP with BBR congestion

control algorithm. As BBR currently does not ship off-the-
shelf with the phones, we recompile the Android kernel
to include BBR and flash the new kernel.

• QUIC [31, 44] is designed to improve transport perfor-
mance for HTTPS traffic. It is based on UDP and is im-
plemented entirely in userspace as SMUFF.

• UDP with the default system configuration is also evalu-
ated. Note that it does not provide reliable delivery.

5.1 Transport Performance

Throughput. We begin by evaluating SMUFF for different
levels of signal strength. The typical conditions and common
usage scenarios are shown in Table 2 for reference. The aver-
age throughput of different transport schemes transferring a 1
GB file is illustrated in Fig. 11. For good Wi-Fi signal (≥−60
dmB), we maintain control over signal strength by manipulat-
ing the distance between the mobile phones, thus simulating
different channel environments relevant to file transfer scenar-
ios. In all cases, SMUFF outperforms other transport schemes.
Across the signal strength settings, it achieves throughput
improvement from 17.8% to 18.2% compared to TACK, the
state-of-the-art variant designed for wireless networks, and a
remarkable 22.6% to 44.5% improvement compared to CU-
BIC. In terms of throughput variance, SMUFF exhibits min-
imal variation across different signal strengths, ensuring a
consistent and reliable transmission service. This stability
is due to SMUFF’s ability to effectively manage data within
buffers. BBR also exhibits low variance, but it achieves lower
throughput due to its goal to achieve the minimum RTprop
time. As saturating the link can result in increased latency,
BBR is conservative in increasing its sending rate. In contrast,
other transport schemes such as TACK, CUBIC, and QUIC,
exhibit significant throughput variance as they struggle to
accurately measure wireless bandwidth. Under conditions of
bad Wi-Fi signal, where the signal strength is at -80 dBm,
all solutions perform similarly, with SMUFF still approach-
ing the practical line rate. Overall, our results consistently
demonstrate the superior network throughput performance of
SMUFF across different signal strength scenarios, confirming
its effectiveness as a reliable data transfer solution.

Flow Completion Time. We compare flow completion times
(FCT) when transferring files of different sizes, as shown in
Fig. 12. For smaller files (i.e., 10 MB), the FCT is mainly
influenced by the time taken to reach the maximum link rate.
SMUFF’s ability to bypass the slow start process leads to re-
markable reductions in transfer times, ranging from 55.7% to
91.4% compared to alternative solutions. In particular, TCP
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Figure 14: Trace of the real-time throughput and the target
backlog size of the Qdisc.

variants and QUIC relying on the conventional slow start
mechanism exhibit longer transfer times. TACK, on the other
hand, shows significant variance and a much longer FCT com-
pared to all other schemes, mainly due to its extended slow
start phase caused by ACK shortages. This result is consis-
tent with the analysis presented in §2.3. For medium-sized
files (i.e., 100 MB), SMUFF remains the best scheme with a
44.2% to 67.4% reduction in FCT over the other schemes. For
larger files (i.e., 1 GB), FCT is mainly determined by the link
utilization. Consequently, TACK shows better performance
compared to transferring smaller files. SMUFF still outper-
forms TACK by reducing the FCT by 12.1%. Furthermore,
when averaged across CUBIC, BBR, and QUIC, SMUFF re-
duces transfer time by an impressive 26.3% to 64.4%. This
experiment shows that SMUFF can significantly reduce the
FCT by fully utilizing the link capacity.

Robustness to Mobility. As discussed in §3.3.2, the buffer
orchestrator continuously computes the target backlog size
based on newly received buffer states. To evaluate how effec-
tively SMUFF adapts to mobility, we perform mobility tests
focusing on the target backlog size of the Qdisc buffer. Our
experiment involves two users with devices moving around a
room, simulating realistic mobility scenarios. The real-time
throughput collected at the receiver and the target backlog
size of the Qdisc are recorded, as shown in Fig. 14. The ex-
periment includes three different movement patterns: For the
first 19 seconds (the gray region), both users move toward
each other. Between 19 seconds and 38 seconds (the white re-
gion), both users move away from each other and then remain
stationary. After 38 seconds (the red region), the users roam
randomly in the room. The results show that the target backlog

Redmi K30 Pro Google Pixel 4 MI 5s Nexus 6P
SoC Snapdragon 865 Snapdragon 855 Snapdragon 821 Snapdragon 810

RAM 6 GB 4 GB 3 GB 3 GB
Battery 4700 mAh 2800 mAh 3200 mAh 3450 mAh
Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax 802.11a/b/g/n/ac 802.11a/b/g/n/ac 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

Released 2020 2019 2016 2015

Table 3: Device specifications.

size closely matches the throughput. Such synchronization
demonstrates SMUFF’s ability to make robust adjustments to
its sending rate to prevent overflow or underflow under mobil-
ity. This adaptability to mobility ensures stable and reliable
performance in dynamic network environments.

5.2 Compatibility

Different Device Models. To demonstrate the deployability
and adaptability of SMUFF, we conduct deploy SMUFF and
performance tests on four different smartphone models listed
in Table 3. We compare SMUFF with two sub-optimal schemes
(TACK and CUBIC) and initiate our tests by designating each
device as the sender, with the Pixel 4 serving as the receiver.
This configuration was chosen because the sender actively
manages the sending rate based on buffer states, providing a
robust metric. The results, shown in Fig. 13, show that SMUFF
outperforms TACK and CUBIC on all devices, achieving a
remarkable link utilization rate (achieved throughput divided
by line rate) of up to 94.7%. It’s worth noting that CUBIC’s
performance shows some variability across devices, likely due
to differences in processing capabilities. Overall, our experi-
ments confirm that SMUFF works seamlessly across different
device models, delivering consistently high link utilization.

Wi-Fi Specifications. To evaluate link utilization with dif-
ferent Wi-Fi specifications, we conduct experiments using a
stable signal with a strength of -40 dBm. This evaluation is
performed on both 802.11ac (Wi-Fi 5) and 802.11ax (Wi-Fi
6) networks. We evaluate the throughput of SMUFF against
all other transport schemes. The results, shown in Fig. 15,
highlight the impressive performance of SMUFF, which is
consistently close to the line rate. It achieves an average link
utilization of 88.7% on 802.11ac (equivalent to 576 Mbps)
and an even more remarkable 91.8% on 802.11ax (equivalent
to 645 Mbps). These results demonstrate SMUFF’s ability to
efficiently utilize available network resources across different
Wi-Fi specifications.
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ferent transport schemes.

5.3 Microbenchmark
We perform some micro-benchmarks to investigate the im-
pacts of design choices made in the development of SMUFF.

Packet Aggregation Robustness. As discussed in §3.6.1,
packet aggregation can make a network more susceptible to
packet loss. To investigate how SMUFF behaves under vari-
ous conditions, we perform tests at -40 dBm signal strength,
both with and without packet aggregation. To simulate packet
loss, we drop packets randomly at the receiver. As shown
in Fig. 16, in scenarios where no packet loss occurs, packet
aggregation effectively reduces processing overhead and im-
proves performance, resulting in an average improvement of
5.4%. However, as the loss rate escalates from 0.1% to 1%,
throughput drops dramatically by up to 62.4%. Such a severe
reduction is primarily due to the vulnerability introduced by
packet aggregation, where the loss of a single IP fragment
packet results in the loss of the entire packet. In contrast, when
packet aggregation is disabled, SMUFF shows efficiency in re-
covering lost packets. Therefore, SMUFF disables aggregation
when the path loss rate exceeds a predefined threshold, ensur-
ing reliability and preserving performance in the presence of
a high packet loss rate.

Flow Prioritization. As discussed in §3.6.2, SMUFF can po-
tentially cause foreground traffic to starve. To evaluate the
effectiveness of flow prioritization in mitigating this problem,
we perform tests by running foreground TCP flows alongside
SMUFF. The TCP flows are configured with different target
throughputs (10, 80, and 160 Mbps). We measure the actual
throughput achieved by the TCP flows with flow prioritiza-
tion enabled and disabled. As shown in Fig. 17, without flow
prioritization, the foreground TCP flows achieve an average
throughput of 2.44 Mbps, 2.74 Mbps, and 2.54 Mbps for differ-
ent target throughputs, indicating a disadvantaged state. With
flow prioritization enabled, the achieved throughput improves
significantly, reaching averages of 2.44 Mbps, 59.1 Mbps,
and 118.2 Mbps for the respective target throughputs. While
SMUFF cannot completely eliminate the impact on other flows
(e.g., only 73.9% of the target throughput is achieved for the
160 Mbps flow) due to the lack of prioritization in the device
firmware buffers, flow prioritization significantly alleviates
the problem of foreground traffic starvation.

SMUFF TACK CUBIC BBR QUIC UDP Idle
Energy (J) 50.7 62.6 59.6 86.6 72.8 55.2 40.6
Overhead (%) 24.8 54.2 48.2 113.3 74.4 36.0 N/A

Table 4: Average energy consumption for transferring a 1 GB
file via peer-to-peer wireless data transfer. “Overhead” is the
additional energy consumption compared with the idle state.

5.4 System Overhead

Computation Overhead. To compare the computational over-
head of SMUFF, we transfer a 1 GB file using SMUFF and
other transport schemes and measure their CPU usage. As
shown in Fig. 19, SMUFF achieves the lowest CPU usage.
There are two reasons for this: First, SMUFF achieves nearly
the wireless line rate and completes the transmission process
much faster; second, SMUFF is based on UDP and thus avoids
the overhead of a compute-intensive TCP stack. We also eval-
uate the effectiveness of packet aggregation. As shown in
Fig. 20, aggregation can reduce the CPU usage of SMUFF
by 18.0% and 21.9% on the sender and receiver side, respec-
tively. This result shows that SMUFF can reduce system load
on resource-constrained mobile devices.

Energy Overhead. We also examine power consumption,
since mobile devices are typically powered by limited bat-
teries. We use the Monsoon power monitor [45] to measure
the average power consumption while transferring a 1 GB
file using SMUFF and other transport schemes. The monitor
works by precisely measuring the input power of the smart-
phone with a sampling rate of 5000 Hz and is widely used
in the research community for measuring power consump-
tion [46, 47]. As shown in Table 4, SMUFF consumes less
energy than all other schemes (24% overhead over baseline)
because it bypasses the computationally intensive TCP stack
and completes the transmission earlier. The result shows that
SMUFF is more energy efficient than other solutions.

Transmission Latency. As buffer saturation may increase
transmission latency for all data flows between peer devices,
we also evaluate the impact of the transport schemes on trans-
mission latency. To measure the latency overhead of SMUFF,
We conduct experiments by sending the ICMP PING mes-
sages [48] every second in the background during the file
transmission. As shown in Fig. 18, compared with TACK
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and TCP CUBIC, SMUFF reduces average latency by 36.9%
and 39.2% because it uses an adaptive adjustment on the
backlogged data at Qdisc buffer. BBR and QUIC maintain a
low latency but fail to fully utilize the available link. SMUFF
keeps the latency below 40 ms with a small variance – such
an increase in latency is acceptable in file transfer scenarios.

6 Discussion
Operating in Non-Wi-Fi One-Hop Networks. SMUFF does
not require the underlying NIC to be a Wi-Fi device. There-
fore, SMUFF could be seamlessly deployed over any NICs that
consume packets from Qdisc. The effectiveness of SMUFF is
based on two premises: i) Sending at line rate would generate
the best performance. ii) NIC itself has some mechanism like
BQL [49] to minimize the underlying buffering. Such con-
ditions hold for most cases. Therefore, SMUFF theoretically
also works in other one-hop networks such as Apple Wireless
Direct Link (AWDL) [2], Neighbor Awareness Networking
(NAN) [50], and wired links.

Benefiting Other Applications. SMUFF can also be used
for other data transfer applications, such as 360-degree video
streaming. SMUFF can introduce a minimal initial delay due
to its extended queue length, but allows for higher video reso-
lution due to its increased throughput once the video begins.
To minimize latency, SMUFF can also be configured to main-
tain a near-zero queue length by setting the target queue size
to zero. This strategy effectively reduces queue latency within
the monitored buffers. However, it is important to note that
latency cannot be similarly reduced for buffers that are not
directly monitored, such as the NIC firmware buffer.

7 Related Work
Queue-based Transport Improvement. The packet queue
provides lower-layer information to the transport control algo-
rithm. This information enables the transport layer to perform
better sending rate adjustment and accomplish different opti-
mization goals. XCP [51], RCP [52], and ABC [15] leverage
the dequeuing rate and the current queue length to let the net-
work middleboxes compute the right sending rate and signal
this rate to the sender. The signal lets the sender “jump” to the
correct sending rate to achieve high throughput. Active Queue
Management (AQM) schemes such as RED [53], CoDel [54],
and PIE [55] drop packets when queue length or queue de-

lay exceeds a threshold to signal congestion. Swift [56] and
QCut [32] monitor the end-host queuing delay and adjust
sending rate accordingly. PowerTCP [16] and HPCC [14]
leverage in-network measurements at programmable switches
to accurately obtain the bottleneck link state. SMUFF also
works on the queue length, but it calculates its variation and
decides to send how many packets so as to backlog the queue.

Wireless Transport Layer Protocol Design. Wireless links
have different characteristics due to unstable channel char-
acteristics. This motivates designs to optimize different as-
pects of the wireless transport. I-TCP [57] splits a TCP con-
nection into two parts (the wireless part and the wired part)
and handles frequent interruptions on the lossy wireless link.
Snoop [58] performs local retransmissions over the wireless
link to hide the packet loss event. TACK [18] reduces chan-
nel contention between data packets and ACKs to improve
throughput. ELN [59] allows senders to distinguish between
packet corruption and congestion losses and respond accord-
ingly. SMUFF is designed to improve the network performance
of the one-hop wireless link. It addresses the challenge of how
to saturate a rapidly changing wireless link.

End-to-end Congestion Control Designed for Wireless
Link. Wireless link speeds vary greatly over time. There are
several ways to predict link speed and improve throughput.
Sprout [33] observes packet arrival times to predict how many
bytes can be sent from the sender. Verus [34] learns the rela-
tionship between packet delay and transmit window size and
uses it to adjust the size of the transmit window. CQIC [60]
and PBE-CC [61] use the physical layer bandwidth informa-
tion exchanged between base stations and handsets to deter-
mine link capacity. SMUFF also needs to capture link capacity
variations, but it does not need to handle the congestion on
the one-hop network and can accurately track the line rate.

8 Conclusion
The rising demand for high-speed peer-to-peer mobile data
transfer calls for an extremely efficient single-hop transport
solution. In this work, we have addressed the challenge of
achieving near wireless line rate transport based on Wi-Fi
Direct by effectively orchestrating all the on-path buffers to
maximize throughput while avoiding packet loss. We believe
that our work identifies an overlooked yet important problem
and our design can benefit other one-hop wireless networks
(e.g., 5G and vehicular) with different PHY/MAC protocols.
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Abstract
Live ML analytics have gained increasing popularity with
large-scale deployments due to recent evolution of ML tech-
nologies. To serve live ML queries, experts nowadays still
need to perform manual query planning, which involves
pipeline construction, query configuration, and pipeline place-
ment across multiple edge tiers in a heterogeneous infrastruc-
ture. Finding the best query plan for a live ML query requires
navigating a huge search space, calling for an efficient and
systematic solution.

In this paper, we propose Vulcan, a system that automati-
cally generates query plans for live ML queries to optimize
their accuracy, latency, and resource consumption. Based on
the user query and performance requirements, Vulcan deter-
mines the best pipeline, placement, and query configuration
for the query with low profiling cost; it also performs fast on-
line adaptation after query deployment. Vulcan outperforms
state-of-the-art ML analytics systems by 4.1×-30.1× in terms
of search cost while delivering up to 3.3× better query latency.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a growing demand for machine
learning (ML) analytics. Live ML analytics – with appli-
cations in edge-assisted autonomous driving [62, 71, 72],
live traffic analysis [1, 43], and real-time speech recogni-
tion [18, 66] – stands out due to its large-scale deploy-
ments [1,2,4]. Live ML analytics involves ML pipelines at its
core, where each pipeline consists of a series of operators to
perform specific ML tasks. For example, an autonomous driv-
ing perception query that detects surrounding objects of an
autonomous vehicle may contain filtering operators for road
surface removal [23] and 3D data compression [22,53], along
with a 3D object detector to perform object detection [37, 68].

Live ML analytics differentiates itself from ML on stored
data in two key characteristics. First, live ML pipelines are
deployed across heterogeneous infrastructure, spanning multi-
ple tiers such as device edges, on-premise edges, public MEC,
and cloud datacenters [1–3, 6]. Second, live ML queries have
latency requirements besides accuracy targets as the analytics
is based on real-time data. Some analytics, such as object
detection in autonomous vehicles, may have more stringent
requirements than others depending on the priority of the task.
Therefore, before deploying live ML analytics, each query
describing the ML task must go through careful query plan-
ning. Specifically, this involves (i) constructing the pipeline

by selecting a series of operators and ordering them; (ii) de-
termining the physical placement of pipeline operators across
infrastructure tiers; and (iii) selecting configurations of the
pipeline operators, to optimize for query performance. A joint
optimization of the three aspects is required for optimal per-
formance and resource consumption.

Recent research on these topics have been piecemeal, fo-
cused on compute alone, and hence largely sub-optimal for
live ML analytics. Although declarative query languages (e.g.,
SQL) have been proposed for ML queries, there exists no sys-
tematic approach to automatically construct pipelines based
on query’s end-to-end latency requirement. This includes se-
lecting and ordering the filtering modules during pipeline
construction, which have a great impact on the performance
characteristics of ML pipelines. Furthermore, when choosing
physical placement of pipeline components, one cannot af-
ford to exhaustively search for the optimal placement through
real-world deployments. As a result, deployments often rely
on past experience with simple heuristics [3,67]. While recent
solutions have focused largely on selecting query configura-
tions [12,27,28,63,70], they assume the ML analytics compo-
nent to be a monolithic module instead of a pipeline. As such,
they are profiled for compute alone, assuming they are run-
ning in a homogeneous datacenter. In the process, networking
resources are ignored, and the complexities of multi-resource
planning of compute and network are overlooked altogether.
Finally, these solutions rely heavily on domain-specific in-
sights of video content, which are not applicable to general
ML scenarios beyond video analytics [28, 45, 70].

After deploying the query in the wild, one must also adapt
the query plan based on runtime dynamics such as data con-
tent and/or resource changes [12, 28, 52, 54]. Prior solutions
in providing online adaptation [28, 70] focus on data content
changes alone but do not adapt to compute and network re-
source changes, which are common in edge environments [52].
An ideal solution should change query configuration and
placement during online adaption.

In this work, we consider how to perform automatic query
planning – i.e., constructing, placing, and configuring ML
pipelines, along with adapting to runtime dynamics – for
live ML queries based on user-provided performance require-
ments. The goal is to find query plans that optimize latency
and accuracy, while minimizing the network and compute
resource consumption. Generating such query plans, however,
is challenging as jointly optimizing pipeline construction,
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Figure 1: The existing workflow of query planning for a live ML query.

placement, and query configuration leads to a much larger
search space. Moreover, as query performance is resource and
data dependent, considering all possible resource and data dy-
namics that may or may not happen in the future can explode
the search space. Clearly, a more efficient online adaptation
technique is needed for faster convergence and lower cost.

We present Vulcan, an ML analytics system that performs
automatic query planning for live ML queries. Its design
includes the following key ideas to overcome the aforemen-
tioned challenges:

(1) Vulcan defines a novel metric to quantify each filter-
ing operator in the pipeline by combining query precision,
recall, resource usage, and latency (§4.2). This converts the
complexity of filter ordering from exponential to linear.

(2) Vulcan carefully identifies components of ML pipelines
that are independent of placement. This allows Vulcan to
dramatically prune the search space of placement options.

(3) Vulcan efficiently explores the best combination of con-
figuration knobs using Bayesian Optimization (BO) [14, 51].
It designs BO’s priori assumptions and acquisition function
to jointly optimize placement and configuration selection.

(4) Vulcan adapts quickly to dynamic changes in data and
resources by (i) designing programming interfaces that allow
for dynamic updates to live pipelines modules without dis-
rupting them, and (ii) leveraging prior knowledge to make
faster decisions on modifying configurations and placement.

We evaluate Vulcan using real-world datasets on a
wide range of applications including traffic monitoring, au-
tonomous driving perception, and automatic speech recog-
nition. Experiments are conducted under an edge hierarchy
that represents real compute and network resource setting of
our production infrastructure. Vulcan generates query plans
with better profiling cost by 4.1×-30.1× over state-of-the-art
ML analytics systems while delivering 3.3× better query la-
tency performance. Vulcan outperforms existing solutions for
ML query configuration and placement selection with up to
2.8× better query latency and 174× lower network resource
consumption. Vulcan also achieves consistently better 99th-p
latency by up to 2.5× by adapting to both data and resource
changes during online adaptation (§6).

In summary, we make the following research contributions:
• We provide an end-to-end system design for live ML

queries for a wide range of real-world ML applications.
• We propose novel solutions on search space reduction for

constructing, placing, and configuring ML pipelines.
• We implement interfaces and control loop for online adap-

tion for fast re-profiling and dynamic re-configuration.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We start with an overview of the workflow of live ML query
processing, followed by motivating examples to highlight the
key aspects when choosing query plans.

2.1 Processing Live ML Queries
We explain the query planning workflow by walking through
an example query which detects surrounding objects in edge-
assisted autonomous driving, as shown in Figure 1. The input
query specifies input data, object of interests, pipeline opera-
tors, and performance requirements on accuracy and latency.

1 Constructing the pipeline. The first step is constructing
the ML pipeline by choosing a series of operators to perform
the task. Specifically, it involves choosing filtering operators,
such as voxelization and ground removal, to be deployed for
substantial resource efficiency prior to the ML models, such
as the 3D object detector [37, 68] in the case of Figure 1. The
ordering of the filtering operators has a significant impact
on performance. The best ordering is dependent on the data,
resource availabilities, and performance requirements.

2 Configuring the pipeline. After the operators are chosen
in the pipeline, the next step is selecting configuration knobs
to achieve the best tradeoff between query performance and
resource consumption [12, 26, 28, 45, 70]. In our example,
configuration knobs include ground distance, the voxel size,
and the choice of a 3D object detection model.

3 Selecting physical placement. The next step is placing
pipeline operators across the heterogeneous edge infrastruc-
ture, starting from the device edge and to the cloud (Figure 1).
This heterogeneity introduces complexity in placement of the
operators and influences the end-to-end latency performance
of the ML pipeline.

4 Performing online adaptation. After a query is deployed,
its performance is affected by runtime dynamics due to re-
source changes and data variations. Resource changes are
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Figure 3: Placement choices and corresponding end-to-end perfor-
mance. (a) All four feasible placement choices in a two-tier setting
(Device Edge→Datacenter). (b) The baseline approach which first
acquires the optimal combinations of configuration knobs during
offline profiling (C1) and then selects placement fails to meet the
latency target. An ideal solution should select C2 & P2 by jointly
optimizing configuration and placement. Note accuracy does not
depend on placement and remains unchanged.

common because of other workloads on the edge infrastruc-
ture (e.g., 5G RAN containers) or network outages [39, 52].
The content of the data, such as lighting or object densi-
ties [12,28], can also change during the lifetime of a query. An
ideal solution should adapt to runtime dynamics by adjusting
the pipeline’s filters, its configurations, and placement.

2.2 Motivating Examples
We now highlight some of the key challenges toward perform-
ing query planning for live ML queries using toy examples.

Jointly optimizing configuration and placement. Current
practice considers pipeline placement and query configura-
tion separately [12, 28, 33, 49, 67]. Designers first perform
offline profiling to determine the optimal query configuration,
and then select placement based on heuristics (prioritize net-
work or compute, etc.) or greedy algorithms [67]. Such an
approach fails to consider additional query latency introduced
by pipeline placement, leading to sub-optimal query plans.
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Figure 4: Given an updated performance requirement, a new pipeline
is required to meet the latency target. The new pipeline swaps the or-
der of the two filters (’V’ & ’G’), delivering a different performance
characteristic than the old one in Figure 2b.

To illustrate this, take an example autonomous driving
query, whose performance requirements and pipeline are
shown in Figure 2a and 2b. Figure 2c records the offline
profiling results assuming only 2 sets of configuration knobs
(C1 and C2) exist. In this case, the baseline approach identifies
C1 as the optimal configuration since it performs better both
in terms of accuracy and latency than C2. It then pairs C1
with one of the placement choices in our simplified two-tier
infrastructure shown in Figure 3a.

However, as shown in Figure 3b, none of placement choices
would satisfy the query’s end-to-end latency requirement if
C1 is selected. The end-to-end latency is composed of the
compute latency (time spent in the object detector) and addi-
tional network latency occurred over the edge. For example,
the additional network latency in P1 is computed as the time
it takes to transmit the output data of the ground removal
module using the link bandwidth, which is set to 20MBps in
this example.1 An ideal solution should select C2 by jointly
considering both placement and configuration.

Constructing pipelines based on performance require-
ments. Different orderings of filtering operators lead to differ-
ent performance characteristics of ML pipelines. Therefore,
an ideal solution must construct the pipeline based on query-
specific performance requirements. For instance, if we change
the performance requirements of the original example query
to a lower latency target with more tolerance on accuracy
(shown in Figure 4a), then none of the query plans in Fig-
ure 3b can satisfy the new latency target as long as they use
the pipeline from Figure 2b. Instead, we need to use a new
pipeline which swaps the order of the two filters (Figure 4b).
As filters are not independent to each other, placing ‘V’ be-
fore ‘G’ reduces more data, leading to better latency but lower
accuracy (Figure 4c). Figure 4d shows the end-to-end results
with the optimal query plan using the new pipeline. We omit
for brevity the same process of finding the optimal placement
and configuration as we did earlier.

Building an ideal solution that handles all the aforemen-
tioned aspects of live ML query planning is non-trivial, as se-
lecting the right pipeline, placement, and configuration jointly

1In this example, the compute latency is assumed to be doubled when
placing the detector on the device edge (i.e., in P3).
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leads to a huge search space both during offline profiling and
online adaptation. We next describe how Vulcan overcomes
these challenges in a high-level system overview.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Vulcan is an ML analytics system that provides automatic
query planning for live ML queries. It takes charge of the
entire lifecycle of a ML query by constructing, configuring,
and placing its ML pipeline, and performing online adaptation
after the query is deployed.

Figure 5 presents a high-level system diagram of Vulcan.
A user launches a live ML analytics task by submitting an
input query to Vulcan, along with performance requirements.
An example of Vulcan input queries can be found in Figure 1.
Upon parsing the query, Vulcan Profiler generates its query
plan by determining the query pipeline, placement of pipeline
operators, and pipeline configuration. In Vulcan, query plans
are evaluated using a utility function we define that combines
the query performance and resource consumption (§4.1). To
determine which pipeline to use for a query, Vulcan first con-
structs an initial pipeline by mapping user query specification
to a general template optimized for performance and resource
efficiency, and then determines the best ordering of filtering
operators based on a new metric we define to capture the
impact of filters on query latency and accuracy (§4.2).

Given a constructed pipeline, Vulcan jointly searches for
the best placement and query configuration which, when
combined, gives the highest utility. To explore placement
choices with low cost, Vulcan reuses intermediate results from
pipeline runs, such that a pipeline with the same configuration
only needs to be offline profiled once. In the meantime, it also
early prunes unpromising placement choices to further reduce
the profiling cost (§4.3). For each placement, Vulcan searches
for the best query configuration by leveraging Bayesian Opti-
mization to explore a large number of query configurations
with a small number of trials (§4.4).

After query deployment, Vulcan continues to monitor query
performance to detect runtime dynamics. During such events,
Vulcan reprofiles the pipeline in a quick and low-cost fashion
by leveraging prior knowledge (§5).

4 VULCAN: PROFILER DESIGN
This section introduces the utility function we define to com-
pare query plans, followed by how Vulcan construct, place,
and configure the ML pipelines for live ML queries.
4.1 Defining Utility of Query Plans
We start by defining a utility function to evaluate the value
of a query plan as we explore the search space. Existing
literature has proposed various utility functions [9, 29, 50, 61]
to combine query accuracy and latency. We build on top
of these works and extend the utility function introduced
in VideoStorm [70] to make it resource-aware. Resource
consumption for live ML queries is as important as query
performance, because each ML pipeline is deployed over edge
infrastructure, where limited network and compute resources
must be shared between applications. A query plan with good
performance but excessive resources is undesirable.

Given a pipeline q with placement p and pipeline configura-
tions c, we define Uq,p,c, the utility function of a query plan, as
the ratio of the query performance to resource consumption:

Uq,p,c = Pq,p,c/Rq,p,c (1)

such that the higher the utility value is, the better performance
and cost for the query plan. Pq,p,c combines query accuracy (A)
and end-to-end latency (L) by calculating the reward (penalty)
for achieving good (bad) performance based on a minimum
accuracy target (Am) and a maximum latency target (Lm):

Pq,p,c(A,L) = γ ·αA · (A−Am)+(1− γ) ·αL · (Lm−L) (2)

, where γ ∈ (0,1). γ allows users to express their preference
between accuracy and latency. Rq,p,c combines the compute
and network resource consumption of the pipeline:

Rq,p,c = αgpu ·Rgpu +αnet ·Rnet (3)

The consumption of the compute (Rgpu) is calculated as the
fraction of the GPU processing time used by the query. In
Vulcan, we assume compute cost is dominated by GPU cost,
as the queries we tackle rely heavily on GPU-based DNN
models. The network resource consumption (Rnet) is calcu-
lated as the sum of the fraction of the network bandwidth
used by the pipeline on each network path between the edges.
The constants αA, αL, αgpu, and αnet are set by the operator
to balance query performance and resource usage. Note that
Vulcan’s solution is orthogonal to the utility function and
works for any utility function defined by the operator.
4.2 Determining the Query Pipeline
The first step in profiling is to construct the query pipelines.
Vulcan performs pipeline construction by first generating
an initial pipeline, and then determines the best ordering of
pipeline operators to carry to the later profiling stages.
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Figure 6: Template used by Vulcan to construct the initial pipeline.

4.2.1 Constructing the Initial Pipeline
Given a user query, Vulcan generates an initial pipeline us-
ing a general template with several types of building blocks,
as shown in Figure 6. Starting from the data source, Vulcan
constructs the initial pipeline by inserting (A) filtering mod-
ules which reduce the data size or data rate via sampling or
filtering techniques, (B) the ML model to perform the actual
inference task such as object detection, and (C) specialized
modules for additional tasks required by the query, such as
an object tracker (e.g., re-identification modules [31, 38, 40]),
which can be performed only after the major ML inference
task. Vulcan uses a pool of filter and ML modules that are
readily available, provided by users, infrastructure providers,
or third-party developers and organizations (e.g., public ML
model zoos) to handle user queries. Filters and the ML model
to use for the query is specified by the user in the input query
(Figure 1). Based on the chosen operators, Vulcan generates a
list of configuration knobs among which the profiler searches
for an optimal set of configurations (§4.4).

The key insight behind arranging the building blocks in
this way is to reduce the amount of data transfer across the
edge earlier in the pipeline and leave operators with higher
computation cost in later pipeline stages. This maximizes
the savings in both network and compute resource as less
data is transmitted and processed across the edge tiers. The
design can improve end-to-end query latency by reducing the
network latency as well as the GPU processing delay with
potentially smaller data size for ML inference.

This initial pipeline leaves us with a follow-up given the
impact of filter ordering on query performance (§2.2): In what
order should we place the filters?

4.2.2 Selecting the Ordering of Filters
A naïve solution for selecting the filter ordering is to explore
pipeline placement and configuration for all possible order-
ings; this, however, does not scale as the number of filters
increases. In Vulcan, we propose a new solution that compares
the impact of different filter orderings on query’s accuracy,
latency, and resource consumption by evaluating recall and
precision of filters. We first explain how it works for a single
filter before moving on to the multi-filter scenario. We define
recall of a filter as the fraction of samples in the original data
that contains the objects of interest (i.e., relevant data) that
passes through the filter. On the other hand, precision of a
filter is the fraction of data samples in its output that contains
relevant data. For a given filter, we would expect its recall to
be high such that it still captures most of the desired data, and
query accuracy is preserved. A filter with low recall drops
true positive samples which cannot be recovered later in the
pipeline. Among filters with the same recall, we prefer the

ones with higher precision because these filters provide higher
data reduction rate by picking up fewer irrelevant samples,
leading to better latency and resource savings.

We can now define the metric to evaluate how a given filter
affects a query plan’s utility (Uq,p,c). The metric should also
handle a query’s preference between latency and accuracy,
based on the parameter γ defined in Eq (2) in our utility func-
tion. To this end, we leverage a variation of the F-measure
in information retrieval theory [58] to encode this preference.
Denote Fγ as the score for a given filter with its precision and
recall measurements:

Fγ = (1+β
2) · precision · recall

(β2 ·precision)+ recall
(4)

where β = γ/(1− γ). In the F-measure definition, the value
of β captures how many times recall is considered more im-
portant than precision. As we explained earlier, recall and
precision corresponds to query accuracy and latency respec-
tively, and thus the value of γ/(1− γ) (see Eq (2)) is used to
capture our accuracy-latency preference.

Measuring Fγ tells us how well a single filter fits into a
query’s optimal query plan. However, two challenges remain.
First, directly applying Fγ to sort a sequence of filters does not
work well as the recall of a filter can change based on its pre-
ceding filter. Second, filters may have their own configuration
knob that leads to different precision or recall measurements.
Applying one set of configuration for all filters oversimplifies
the problem with inaccurate estimation, whereas evaluating
too many configuration sets increases profiling cost.

We address multiple filters by treating a sequence of filters
as a bulk filter with input being the data source and the output
being the one from the last filter, and measure the overall Fγ

using representative data for each permutation of the avail-
able filters. To deal with filters with various configurations,
we choose a few representative configuration settings to cap-
ture the effect of configuration knobs on filters, where in each
setting all the filters are configured at the x-th percentile in
the range of their configuration knob. Filters with no config-
uration parameter remain unchanged. We empirically find x
= 20-th, 50-th and 80-th good enough at picking promising
pipelines, which results in {3× total number of filter ordering}
Fγ values to collect. Vulcan then picks the ordering which
achieves the highest Fγ to complete the pipeline construction.

4.3 Determining Placement Choices
After constructing the pipeline, the next step is placing each
of the pipeline operators across the edge infrastructure (see
Figure 5). On the one hand, rule-based solutions are good
at reducing search cost but may fail to explore all promising
placement choices. On the other hand, exhaustively searching
through all placement choices requires high search cost during
profiling as we deploy the query across the edge. Vulcan
combines the benefits of the two approaches by (i) reducing
search cost by reusing intermediate results from pipeline runs,
and (ii) early pruning unpromising placement choices.
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Algorithm 1: Placement Selection
1 Notation:

q: constructed pipeline (from §4.2.1),
P : all feasible placement choices given q,
Am: accuracy target, Lm: latency target, U : utility,
res: pipeline results used to calculate utility

2 Function SelectBestPlacement(q, Am, Lm):
3 P ← GenerateAllPlacementChoices(q)
4 foreach placement p ∈ P do
5 c← NextCon f ig() ▷ from §4.4
6 count = 0 ▷ reset early pruning counter
7 if c.hasExplored() then
8 res = LoadFromCache(q, c)
9 else

10 res← LaunchPipeline(q, c)
11 CachePipelineResults(res)

12 Up,c =CalculateUtility(q, p, res)
13 if Up,c ≤Up,c(Am,Lm) then
14 count← count +1
15 if count ≥ EarlyPruneCount then
16 continue

17 return argmaxp∈P ,c U(p,c)

4.3.1 Reusing Pipeline Results

The idea of reusing pipeline results is based on two key ob-
servations we make in live ML pipelines. First, query accu-
racy does not depend on the placement choices of a pipeline
with the same query configuration. Second, the amount of
data generated after each pipeline operator is independent of
placement choices. These observations allow us to deploy the
pipeline offline in the datacenter only once per selected query
configuration during the profiling stage to collect pipeline
operator results, and reuse those results to evaluate a new
placement choice by calculating additional latency and re-
source consumption components introduced by the placement,
while reusing the same query accuracy result. Given a total of
M placement choices and N combinations of pipeline config-
urations, our solution improves the search complexity from
O(MN) to O(N) for a given pipeline.

Algorithm 1 describes how Vulcan evaluates placement
choices. Given a pipeline, we begin with generating a collec-
tion of all feasible placement choices. Obviously infeasible
choices where operators are placed in a different order than
they appear in the pipeline (e.g., placing the DNN model in
front of the filters) are excluded from the collection. For each
placement choice, Vulcan explores promising query configu-
rations to evaluate the utility of the query plan (details of how
Vulcan picks query configurations are in Section 4.4). For
every new set of pipeline configurations, Vulcan launches the
pipeline inside the datacenter. In this case, Vulcan not only
collects query performance and resource consumption for
utility calculation but also caches intermediate results from
each pipeline operator, including the operator’s output size,

AData B C D

Figure 7: An example of how additional network latency is calcu-
lated for a pipeline with 4 operators placed across the edge infras-
tructure (i.e., device edge→ on-premise edge→ public MEC→
cloud). Output sizes of shaded operators are used to calculate the
additional latency introduced by the placement.

output bandwidth, and data processing time (i.e., time spent
in a filtering module or GPU inference time)2 (Algorithm 1
lines 10-11). If a chosen pipeline configuration c has been ex-
plored by a previous placement choice, Vulcan calculates the
utility for the new placement p by estimating the new query
end-to-end latency Lp,c and resource consumption Rp,c with-
out launching the pipeline (lines 7-8,12). Lp,c is estimated
by summing up the total processing time of each operator
measured offline excluding the DNN module, the additional
network latency introduced by placement, and the updated
GPU inference latency as shown below:

Lp,c = Loffline,total−Loffline,gpu +∑Lp,net +Lp,gpu (5)

The network component of the new latency, ∑Lp,net , is calcu-
lated by summing up the network latency going across two
adjacent tiers. Figure 7 illustrates how this process works.
The latency is calculated by taking the ratio of a component’s
output size (cached per configuration) to the assigned link
bandwidth capacity the query data traverse through. Note that
only the components sending data to the next tier in the infras-
tructure are considered. The GPU inference latency, Lgpu, is
updated by multiplying with a coefficient based on the GPU
type to reflect the performance difference, which we deter-
mined by profiling all GPUs available in our cluster. Rp,c is
estimated in a similar way by including additional network
bandwidth and GPU processing time introduced by the place-
ment. After all placement choices are explored, Vulcan selects
the placement (together with the optimal configuration) that
achieves the highest utility (line 17).

4.3.2 Pruning Unpromising Placement Choices
Although caching intermediate results allows Vulcan to never
re-launch a pipeline with the same configuration, exhaustively
exploring all feasible placement choices may still incur large
search cost as the profiler strives to find a good configuration
for an unpromising placement. For example, a query prefer-
ring latency performance will not favor the placement that
places the filtering module too far away from the data source.

To apply early pruning, we set a utility threshold which is
equal to the utility value when both minimum performance
metrics is used for the given query configuration and place-
ment, namely U(Qm,Lm), which is evaluated to zero in our
utility definition (§4.1). When the profiler obtains N utility val-
ues below the threshold, we early prune the current placement

2Vulcan also collects the size and bandwidth of the data source to account
for the case where only the data source is placed on the first tier.
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choice (Algorithm 1 lines 13-16). Compared to other alter-
native pruning solutions, such as building a statistical model
for pruning decisions, this simple scheme works well because
Vulcan profiler is designed to always pick more promising
configuration than its last attempt (§4.4), and consecutive bad
utility values indicate a high probability of unpromising place-
ment. This also allows us to set N to a small value (N = 3
in our implementation) as otherwise the profiler would have
already terminated itself after a small number of attempts.

Placing split ML models. Recent research [21] has proposed
the idea of splitting the layers of a large DNN model and
placing them at different edge tiers. Vulcan can handle such
design as long as the split layers are properly specified in the
input queries as individual modules.

4.4 Determining Query Configuration
For each placement choice, Vulcan leverage Bayesian Opti-
mization (BO) [14, 51] to efficiently explore pipeline config-
urations that achieve the best performance with minimized
resource consumption (see Figure 5).

4.4.1 Why Do We Choose BO?
BO is a methodology for optimizing expensive objective
functions and is widely applied to many computer sys-
tems [8, 13, 35, 42, 48, 64]. At a high level, it learns the shape
of the objective function by picking inputs that has the highest
probability of reaching the global maximum of the function.
As BO accumulates more observations, it becomes more con-
fident on the actual shape of the objective function. This is a
good fit for our solution as we need to quickly find the opti-
mal configuration that maximizes the utility function without
exploring too many choices.

More importantly, we observe BO has many advantages
over other popular optimization schemes in the context of live
ML queries. Greedy Hill Climbing has been applied in query
configuration for video analytics queries [70], but it is purely
exploitative and cannot perform as efficient global exploration
as BO does (§6.3 provides detailed evaluation). Multi-Armed
Bandit (MAB) [25] is another popular optimization scheme
for sequential decision making, but it is designed for optimiz-
ing cumulative rewards, contrasting our goal of finding the
one configuration with the highest utility. In addition, BO
tunes the entire set of input configurations all together for
each iteration no matter how large the input vector is, whereas
MAB can only adjust one knob at a time. We also prefer BO
over population-based optimization scheme such as Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), as applying PSO in query con-
figuration requires launching many ML pipelines in parallel,
leading to a much high computation cost (e.g., GPU resourse).

4.4.2 Applying BO to Query Configuration
We define the objective function of BO as f (⃗x), which models
how good a given query plan is based on a given pipeline
and a physical placement choice. The input x⃗ is the set of
query configuration knobs, and the output of f is the utility
value, Uq,p,c for a given pipeline q with placement p and a set

of configurations c. For each iteration, Vulcan launches the
pipeline with the configurations suggested by BO (i.e., x⃗), and
collects the measurements to compute Uq,p,c, which is then
fed back to BO as the new observation.

Choice of prior and acquisition functions. Internally, BO
learns an objective function by leveraging a prior function
and an acquisition function. The former represents the belief
about the space of possible objective functions, whereas the
latter guides BO to choose the next promising input where
the value of acquisition function is maximized. We choose
Gaussian Process as the prior function and use Matern 5/2
as its covariance function to describe the smoothness of the
prior distribution, which is known to perform well among sys-
tems applying BO [8, 64]. Among three major choices of the
acquisition function, namely probability of improvement [36]
(PI), expected improvement [30] (EI), and upper confidence
bound [65] (UCB), we select UCB as it works the best for
our workloads. We defer a dynamic approach of selecting
acquisition functions [15] to future work.

Starting and stopping BO. We start with N random sets of
input query configurations as initial observations for BO to
learn the rough shape of the objective function. We set N = 3
in all of our experiments and found it works well for various
workload settings. Vulcan stops BO when the improvement
of the utility value is less than a threshold for a few consecu-
tive runs (i.e., 10% for 5 consecutive runs, which empirically
works well). We include a sensitivity analysis on how the
parameters we use in the starting and stopping conditions
affect BO’s performance in Section 6.7.

One alternative design which seems promising but we do
not consider is to directly apply BO for placement selection
and pipeline construction by treating available placement
choices and pipelines as another two knobs in the total con-
figuration space. In BO, input parameters are specified in
a continuous range. For example, the voxel size in the vox-
elization module of an AD perception pipelines is chosen
between 0.1 and 0.5. As BO moves within this range, the
behavior of the module changes with the size of the voxel,
leading to a smoother shape of the objective function with
more predictable outputs. In contrast, the behavior of different
placement choices or filter orderings is hard to predict, and
going through the configuration space of those (i.e., place-
ment or pipeline choices indexed by numbers) leads to very
rough shape of the objective function for BO to grasp; thus it
becomes much more difficult to find the global optimum.

5 ONLINE ADAPTATION

This section describes how Vulcan performs online adaptation
to handle runtime dynamics after query deployment. Vulcan
currently does not support concurrent execution of different
ML queries, and we defer the support of multi-resource shar-
ing among concurrent live ML pipelines to future work.
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Figure 8: Scenes taken during different time of day from a video
query detecting red vehicles.

5.1 Detecting and Handling Runtime Dynamics
Vulcan leverages two design ideas to quickly converge back
to the best query plan during online adaption: (i) monitor
utility change to detect runtime dynamics, and (ii) leverage
prior knowledge during reprofiling.

Detecting runtime dynamics. Vulcan detects runtime dynam-
ics by monitoring the change in a query’s utility values, as any
runtime dynamics (content, network, or compute based) leads
to a change in utility. This includes all the measurements
required to calculate up-to-date utility (i.e., latency, accuracy,
module output size and bandwidth), and they are periodically
reported to Vulcan monitor via HTTP requests. To obtain
real-time ground truth on query accuracy given unlabeled live
data, Vulcan launches a duplicated pipeline with the most
expensive configuration inside the cloud, which only receives
live data periodically to minimize network cost. A substantial
change in the utility triggers reprofiling which deploys the
query in the cloud similar to the case of offline profiling. We
set the threshold of utility change empirically (10% in our
implementation) via profiling.

Leveraging prior knowledge in reprofiling. We observe that
most of the query, such as the object of interest and where
the query takes place, remains the same after deployment;
meaning, we can take the advantage of prior knowledge from
offline profiling. Figure 8 shows two example scenes taken by
the same camera during different time of the day from a query
that detects red vehicles. We observe a high level of similarity
between the two scenes except for environment illumination.
Let us define the distance between two configurations, CA and
CB, to be the total number of steps needed for each config-
uration knob in CA to change to each knob value in CB. In
this example, applying the same configuration from daytime
to nighttime scenes leads to an average 26.2% utility drop
among all placement choices, but it requires only an average
distance of 2.47 steps to converge back to the query plan with
the highest utility (figures omitted in the interest of space).

To apply prior knowledge, Vulcan makes the following
changes to the normal profiling process. Vulcan keeps track
of the most recent top-K and worst-K configuration per place-
ment choices (K = 3), and applies them as initial data points in
BO such that BO can quickly grasp the shape of the objective
function. We also tune up the exploitation factor in the acqui-
sition function (κ in UCB [65]) to 1/10 of its original value to
focus more on exploitation than exploration. Note that Vulcan

1 HttpProcessor _httpProcessor = new HttpProcessor(
Config.ENDPOINT_URL_SAMPLING);

2 Int sampling_rate = 3; // selecting 1 out of 3 frames
3 var form = new MultipartFormDataContent();
4 form.Add(new StringContent(sampling_rate.ToString()),

"frameSamplingRate");
5 var result = await _httpProcessor.PostAsync(form);

(a) Sending Configuration Updates

1 // POST: api/Config
2 [Produces("application/json")]
3 [HttpPost]
4 public async Task <IActionResult > PostConfig([FromQuery

] string frameSamplingRate = null)
5 {
6 if (frameSamplingRate != null)
7 {
8 Config.FRAME_SAMPLING_RATE = Int32.Parse(

frameSamplingRate);
9 /* sampling rate updated for subsequent frames */

10 }
11 return Ok();
12 }

(b) Posting Configuration Updates

Figure 9: Code snippets of Vulcan APIs on dynamically updating
query configuration. (a) Vulcan Profiler sending the configuration
updates to deal with runtime dynamics. (b) Vulcan Controller at the
container updates the configuration to use the updated value.

does not just stick to the best placement choice but choose
to re-perform placement selection. As runtime dynamics can
involve network and compute resource changes, this allows
Vulcan to change the placement of the pipeline when merely
adjusting query configuration makes little impact on recov-
ering query performance. We evaluate how Vulcan performs
under different types of runtime dynamics in Section 6.6.

5.2 Enabling Online Adaptation
After identifying the right query plan upon runtime dynamics,
we must also enforce this at production scale. Unfortunately,
existing frameworks for large-scale deployment, such as Ku-
bernetes [7], do not support container modification during
execution. Therefore, Vulcan adds its own implementation.

Dynamically updating query configuration. Figure 9 shows
the example interfaces of Vulcan sending configuration up-
dates and posting them inside the container upon a change
in the frame sampling rate of a traffic monitoring query. In
Vulcan, each pipeline module is installed and launched by
a container. Query configurations are updated in real time
without stopping the containers. If any configuration knobs
need to be updated after reprofiling, Vulcan sends out up-
dated configuration using HTTP requests to the containers
that launch the corresponding modules (Figure 9a). The exact
location (ENDPOINT_URL_SAMPLING) of the containers
is acquired when Vulcan first deploys the pipeline. The con-
tainers receiving the request update the configuration right
away, without stopping the current ML task (Figure 9b).

Handling placement changes. If the new query plan involves
a placement change (e.g., during network or compute resource
change), Vulcan migrates the container of the corresponding
module to the updated tier. To perform the migration, Vulcan
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Table 1: ML model variations used in evaluation.

Model # Parameters (Million)

YOLO [56] v5n6 v5s6 v5m6 v5l6 v5x6
3.2 12.6 35.7 76.8 140.7

PointPillars [37] SECFPN SECFPN (FP16)
4.9 4.9

SSN [73] SECOND RegNet
6.2 7.1

CenterPoint [68] DCN Circular NMS
6.0 6.1

wav2vec2 [10] base large_10m large_960h
94.4 315.5 315.5

HuBERT [69] large xlarge
315.5 962.5

first launches the module with the same query configuration
on the target tier. It then updates the location of the new
container to the upstream module via the same API for con-
figuration updates described in §5.1, before removing the old
container on the current tier. The new location of the container
is also updated in Vulcan monitor for future adaptation.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluate the effectiveness of Vulcan in performing auto-
matic query planing in terms of profiling time, query perfor-
mance, and query resource consumption. Our key findings:

(1) Vulcan generates query plan with better profiling cost by
4.1×-30.1× over state-of-the-art ML analytics systems
while delivering up to 2.0×-3.3× better latency (§6.2).

(2) Vulcan performs better query configuraiton, placement
selection, and pipeline construction by outperforming ex-
isting solutions with up to 2.8× better query latency and
174× lower network resource consumption (§6.3-§6.5).

(3) Vulcan achieves consistently better 99th-p latency per-
formance (by up to 2.5×) during online adaptation over
the-state-of-the-art (§6.6).

6.1 Experiment Setup

Live ML Queries. We illustrate Vulcan’s performance in
performing query planning for three example live ML queries:

• Video Monitoring: monitors the traffic volume by exam-
ining live video frames and counting the vehicles of a
specific color (white color in our examples).

• Autonomous Driving Perception: takes 3D point cloud as
input and generates a real-time perception (represented as
3D bounding boxes) surrounding a vehicle.

• Automatic Speech Recognition: converts live human
speech (with background noises) into written text.

Datasets. We adopt several real-world datasets for each query
example to perform a comprehensive evaluation. The video
monitoring queries use videos captured by traffic cameras
among different metropolitan areas in Bellevue and Wash-
ington D.C. The autonomous driving queries use LiDAR
sensor data from nuScenes [16]. Automatic speech recogni-
tion queries use the VOiCES dataset [57] with background
noise enabled. Appendix A.1 has more details.

Pipelines. Unless otherwise specified, video monitoring
queries in our evaluation experiments use the same pipeline
which consists of the following components in order: a back-
ground subtractor to detect moving vehicles, a color filter, and
a variations of YOLOv5 [5] object detector. The autonomous
driving pipeline feeds 3D point clouds into a ground removal
module, followed by a voxelization module and a variations
of PointPillars [37], SSN [73], or CenterPoints [68] 3D ob-
ject detector. The speech recognition queries use a pipeline
that consists of an audio sampler, a noise reduction module,
a variation of wav2vec2 [10] or HuBERT [69] model, and
a decoder. Table 1 records all ML model variations we use
in the evaluation. Appendix A.1 describes the details of the
query configuration knobs for all queries.

Baselines. We consider the following baselines for Vulcan.
• Exhaustive search. To determine the optimal placement and
configuration for a ML pipeline, we use exhaustive search to
explore all possible placement choices and configurations.
•ML analytics systems. We implement four state-of-the-art
ML analytics systems: VideoStorm [70], Chameleon [28],
JellyBean [67], and LLAMA [60]. Both VideoStorm and
Chameleon adopt a variant of greedy-hill climbing during
query profiling, and Chameleon applies spatial and temporal
correlations to reduce the search cost during online adaptation.
JellyBean selects models with target accuracy and lowest
cost, and applies beam search to determine query placement
in a greedy fashion. LLAMA dynamically explores query
configuration by computing per-invocation pipeline latency.
• Pipeline placement strategies. Besides JellyBean’s greedy
placement, we implement the following commonly-adopted
placement strategies: (1) prioritizing network (PN) which
places operators closer to the device edge, (2) prioritizing
compute (PC) which places operators closer to the cloud,
and (3) balancing network and compute (NC) which places
filtering modules closer to the device edge and the remaining
operators to the cloud.

Emulation Setup. We emulate a setup of 4 edge tiers consist-
ing of the device edge, the on-prem edge, the public MEC,
and the cloud, which is consistent with our production edge
infrastructure by adding additional network latency and com-
pute overhead. The network bandwidth and compute cost are
emulated based on the real network and hardware settings in
our production infrastructure.

We run all experiments 20 times with different random
seeds, and collect 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of data to
include the effect of randomness in Vulcan and other baselines.
The 10th and 90th percentiles are plotted via error bars un-
less otherwise specified. We set Lm for video monitoring, au-
tonomous driving, and speech recognition queries as 2000ms,
400ms, and 500ms, respectively. Qm is set at 0.8 × the accu-
racy achieved by the most expensive configuration for each
type of queries. We set γ (preference of query accuracy over
latency) to be 0.5 for all queries unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 10: Comparing the profiling cost of video monitoring, autonomous driving, and speech recognition queries.
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Figure 11: Comparing end-to-end performance and resource con-
sumption for video monitoring queries.

6.2 End-to-End Improvement
We start with showing the end-to-end improvement of Vulcan
over other baselines in generating query plans for all three
types of queries. We compare exhaustive search, original
VideoStorm that explores all placement choices, VideoStorm+
that explores a combination of all three baseline placement
strategies (i.e., PN, PC and NC) on top of VideoStorm, and
JellyBean. We compare Vulcan with Chameleon and LLAMA
during online adaptation in §6.6 as their query configuration
by design happens in the online phase.

We record profiling time normalized by the time spent by
Vulcan, which achieves the smallest value in both types of
queries. We also record performance (accuracy, median la-
tency, and 99th-p latency) and resource consumption (network
and compute) achieved by the query plan and normalize the
results based on the optimal query plan generated by exhaus-
tive search. For VideoStorm, VideoStorm+, and JellyBean,
we record the query plan achieved with highest utility given
the same profiling time as Vulcan.

Figure 10 records the profiling cost for all types of queries,
and Figure 11 summarizes the performance and resource
consumption for video monitoring queries. Results for au-
tonomous driving and speech recognition queries are sim-
ilar and moved to Appendix A.2 in the interest of space.
Vulcan achieves significantly lower profiling cost than ex-
haustive search, VideoStorm, VideoStorm+, and JellyBean
by at least 60×, 22.2×, 4.1×, and 6.9× respectively across
all three types of queries, and its query performance and re-
source consumption are very close to the optimal one achieved
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Figure 12: Profiling cost of query configuration given the same
pipeline and placement.
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Figure 13: BO’s search path in selecting configurations. The new
maximum in utility is marked in green. The initial random configu-
rations are shown in black.

through exhaustive search, achieving up to 2.0×-3.3× bet-
ter tail latency than other baseline approaches. Vulcan’s per-
formance improvement comes from its joint optimization
of pipeline placement and configuration with low cost. Vul-
can avoids exhaustively searching for optimal placement by
reusing pipeline results. VideoStorm+ improves profiling time
by only exploring a few placement choices, at the cost of
worse latency and network resource consumption, and it is still
outperformed by Vulcan by at least 4.4×. JellyBean’s place-
ment algorithm greedily finds promising placement choices
but separately optimizes query configuration and placement,
leading to sub-optimal latency, accuracy, and resource usage.

6.3 Selecting Better Query Configurations
We next delve into the performance of each profiling compo-
nents in Vulcan, starting with query configuration. Figure 12
shows the profiling cost among Vulcan and other baselines
with the same pipeline and the best placement choice. Even
without the benefits achieved in efficient placement selection,
Vulcan can still outperform VideoStorm, which leverages
greedy hill climbing, by 3.5× in profiling time. To illustrate
how Vulcan achieves this, we plot one of Vulcan’s example
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Figure 14: Comparing Vulcan with different placement strategies
on serving video monitoring queries.

BO search path in the video monitoring query in Figure 13.
BO focuses its exploration on larger resizing factor after veri-
fying that smaller values lead to worse performance, and finds
the optimal query configuration at the 6th step. BO takes 5
more steps to confirm we are not likely to encounter better
results before stopping, which we do not plot for legibility.

6.4 Selecting Better Placement
We evaluate Vulcan’s placement decisions by comparing with
common placement strategies (§6.1) and JellyBean. Each
baseline placement strategy uses exhaustive search to find the
optimal pipeline configuration, and all comparisons use the
same pipeline. We ignore the profiling time improvement of
Vulcan over other baselines and only focus on comparing the
achieved performance and resource consumption. Figure 14
illustrates the results of video monitoring queries. Results
for autonomous driving and speech recognition queries are
similar and shown in Appendix A.3. We observe that PN pri-
oritizes network latency but fails to consider the large ML
inference latency on slower compute nodes, resulting in worse
end-to-end query latency. PC optimizes ML inference latency,
which does not always lead to better latency. Moreover, it con-
sumes significantly more network resources. NC tries to strike
a balance between PN and PC but still achieves worse latency.
JellyBean’s placement algorithm is based on a fixed query
configuration that is determined in a prior stage, leading to a
sub-optimal placement choice. In comparison, Vulcan always
achieves the same placement choices as the exhaustive search
and delivers up to 2.8× better query latency and 174× network
resource consumption than other baselines, thanks to its joint
optimization between placement and configuration. The per-
formance gap between Vulcan’s query plan and the optimal
query plan is caused by Vulcan picking a different pipeline
configuration, in which case Vulcan takes much less profiling
time with similar performance and resource consumption.

6.5 Selecting Better Pipelines
We now evaluate how well Vulcan selects the filter ordering
during pipeline construction based on performance require-
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Figure 15: Compare Vulcan’s selection of filter ordering with fixed
pipeline settings in video monitoring queries.
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Figure 16: Comparing Vulcan with Chameleon during online adap-
tation for video monitoring queries.

ments of the queries. We compare the performance of fixed
pipelines with Vulcan’s choices, which is dynamically deter-
mined based on Fγ in Eq 4 (§4.2). To focus on whether Vulcan
makes the correct choice of filter ordering, we remove the
potential noise of BO by using the best pipeline configuration
determined by exhaustive search. We sweep γ and record the
utility value achieved by picking the corresponding pipeline.
Figure 15 shows that Vulcan is able to select the best pipeline
in 8 out of 9 cases. On the other hand, sticking to the other
two fixed pipeline settings leads to only 6 out of 9 cases and
3 out of 9 cases for selecting the correct filter ordering.

6.6 Handling Runtime Dynamics
To evaluate Vulcan’s online adaptation, we compare it with
Chameleon and LLAMA, the state-of-the-art solution in
adapting runtime dynamics in ML queries. We took a contin-
uously running 6-hour long video from our Washington D.C.
video dataset to monitor red vehicles. Performance (99th-p
latency and accuracy) was collected and reported at the end
of every hour. All three systems started with the same video
monitoring pipeline and placement, where the background
subtractor and the color filter are placed on the device edge,
and the object detector is placed on the public MEC. At the
end of the 3rd hour, we reduced the link capacity from the
on-premise edge to the Public MEC by 20× to simulate a
network outage. We see in Figure 16 that Vulcan achieves
consistently better latency than Chameleon and LLAMA by
up to 2.5×. Neither Chameleon nor LLAMA updates pipeline
placement upon resource changes, causing worse latency after
the outage. On the other hand, Vulcan adjusted the pipeline
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Figure 17: Sensitivity analysis of BO’s parameters.

placement by placing the object detector onto the on-premise
edge after the outage, thus mitigating the latency hikes.

6.7 Sensitivity Analysis
We analyze the sensitivity of two parameters used in BO
during pipeline configuration in Figure 17. We use the same
experiment setting in Figure 12 with video monitoring queries.
Figure 17a plots the profiling time normalized by the value
picked in Vulcan implementation when sweeping the number
of initial random configurations passed to BO. The number of
random configurations does affect the profiling time but has a
negligible impact on the quality of the query plan achieved.
Figure 17b sweeps the stopping threshold of BO, which is the
number of consecutive rounds without significant improve-
ment. BO needs at least 3 rounds to obtain a good chance of
finding optimal configurations, but adding more rounds won’t
further improve the quality of profiling.

7 RELATED WORK

Configuration management for ML analytics. Finding bet-
ter configurations for ML analytics is a well studied research
topic [28,70]. VideoStorm [70] investigates query’s accuracy-
latency profile and applies a greedy hill-climbing approach to
search for query configurations. Chameleon [28] applies spa-
tial and temporal correlations of video frames to reduce the
search cost of query configurations during online adaptation.
Although VideoStorm and Chameleon works well for ML
quries with fixed pipeline placement, Vulcan jointly explores
placement and configurations for live ML queries deployed
across a heterogeneous infrastructure.

Constructing ML pipelines with declarative queries. Re-
searchers have proposed declarative query languages, espe-
cially for video analytics, to construct ML pipelines [11, 19,
44, 59]. MIRIS [11] provides a declarative interface to select
video object tracks and selects corresponding modules based
on user specification. Viva [59]’s declarative interface allows
users to specify relational hints to express the relationship
among different modules, which helps Viva to construct and
optimize the pipeline. However, those works only consider
accuracy requirement when optimizing pipelines and ignore
the resource demands especially network usage, providing no
guarantees to end-to-end latency performance.

Domain-specific optimization for ML analytics Applying
domain-specific knowledge to perform optimization for ML

analytics is an active research area spanning many use cases
including video analytics [11,19,28], autonomous driving per-
ception [55,71,72], and automatic speech recognition [20,41].
BlazeIt [19] leverages spatiotemporal information of ob-
jects in video to optimize aggregation and limit queries. VI-
Eye [72] achieves better accuracy and latency performance by
exploiting domian knowledge in autonomous driving scenar-
ios to recognize key semantic objects that can be used to align
vehicle-infrastructure point cloud pairs. Vulcan’s design is
orthogonal to domain-specific techniques and can be applied
to different use cases without additional changes.

Continuous learning for ML analytics. Another line of work
that gets increasingly more attention nowadays is continuous
learning in ML analytics [12, 34, 46]. Ekya [12] jointly sched-
ules and allocate resources to ML retraining and inference to
handle data drift. RECL [34] integrates model reusing with
model retraining to quickly adapt to a lightweight expert DNN
model for each specific video scenes. Techniques leveraging
continuous learning is complementary to Vulcan and can be
applied to Vulcan’s online adapation phase. On the other
hand, Vulcan’s design can be applied to those works as well,
including dynamically updating query configurations and fast
detection of data changes by monitoring utility changes.

Reducing cost of ML analytics via filtering. There have
been recent studies on applying different types of filtering
techniques to reduce the resource consumption of ML an-
alytics without compromising accuracy [17, 24, 26, 32, 47].
NoScope [32] searches for and trains a cascade of models that
preserves the accuracy of the ML inference but with far less
computation cost. Focus [26] uses cheap convolutional net-
work classifiers (CNNs) to construct an approximate index of
all possible object classes in the video frame, which reduces
the use of expensive CNNs during query time. Probabilistic
Predicates [47] constructs and applies binary classifiers to
filter out data blob that will not pass query predicate and thus
accelerate queries with expensive user-defined functions. Vul-
can builds up on the idea of applying filtering and propose a
novel technique to order the filters for ML pipelines.

8 CONCLUSION

Serving live ML analytics involves constructing, placing,
and configuring ML pipelines as well as their online adapta-
tion. However, existing query planning solutions for live ML
queries remain elusive with piecemeal and sub-optimal. We
present Vulcan, an ML analytics system that performs auto-
matic query planning for live ML analytics. Vulcan automati-
cally construct the pipeline and determine the best ordering
of filtering operators for query performance. It efficiently ex-
plores placement choices by reusing of intermediate pipeline
profiling results, and leverage Bayesian optimization with
prior knowledge to handle query configuration and online
adaptation. Vulcan outperforms state-of-the-art solutions on
profiling time, query latency, and resource consumption when
serving queries with real-world datasets.
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Figure 18: End-to-end performance when exploring the best placement and query configuration for autonomous driving queries.
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(b) Performance and Resource Consumption

Figure 19: End-to-end performance when exploring the best placement and query configuration for speech recognition queries.
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Figure 20: Comparing Vulcan with different placement strategies
on serving AD perception queries.

A ADDITIONAL EVALUATION RESULTS
A.1 Datasets and Query Configuration
We describe below the details of the datasets and query con-
figuration we used in the paper.

Datasets:
The traffic monitoring queries use videos captured by traf-

fic cameras among different metropolitan areas in Bellevue
and Washington D.C. The videos are encoded in MP4 for-
mat (1280x720p, 30fps, and 120 seconds long) and randomly
sampled from two-hour long videos among 24 days.

For autonomous driving perception queries, we use LiDAR
sensor data from nuScenes [16], a large-scale autonomous
driving dataset. The dataset features 1000 20-second driving
scenes collected over months, in Boston and Singapore en-
compassing a diverse range of challenging driving situations.

Automatic speech recognition queries use the VOiCES
dataset [57], an English speech audio dataset by male and
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Figure 21: Comparing Vulcan with different placement strategies
on serving ASR queries.

female speakers. The dataset contains 3903 audio files (total
15 hours long) containing different room settings, simulated
head movement, and various background noise patterns.

Configuration Knobs. Besides the variation of ML models
described in §6.1, our queries in Evaluation configure the
following additional configuration knobs.

• Video monitoring queries configure input frame sampling
rate (1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6) and frame resizing factor (0.6,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1) for frame resolution.

• Autonomous driving queris configure the ground removal
factor3 and voxel size, each with 5 configuration values
(0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5).

• Speech recognition queires configure audio sampling rate
(8k, 10k, 12k, 14k, 16k) and frequency mask width (500,

3corresponds to the maximum distance between a ground point and the
estimated 2D ground plane.
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1000, 2000, 3000, 4000) of the noise reduction module.

A.2 End-to-End Improvement
Figure 18 and Figure 19 shows the comparison between Vul-
can and other baselines in the end-to-end performance of au-
tonomous driving and speech recognition queries. The same
conclusion can drawn as mentioned in §6.2.

A.3 Selecting Better Placement
Figure 20 and Figure 21 records the performance and resource
consumption of autonomous driving and speech recognition
queries, where PN, PC, and NC use the optimal query plan
achieved by exhaustive search. Similar to §6.4, Vulcan al-
ways achieves the best placement choice, outperforming other
baselines in query performance and resource consumption.
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Abstract
We present CASSINI, a network-aware job scheduler for

machine learning (ML) clusters. CASSINI introduces a novel
geometric abstraction to consider the communication pattern
of different jobs while placing them on network links. To
do so, CASSINI uses an Affinity graph that finds a series of
time-shift values to adjust the communication phases of a
subset of jobs such that the communication patterns of jobs
sharing the same network link are interleaved with each other.
Experiments with 13 common ML models on a 24-server
testbed demonstrate that compared to the state-of-the-art ML
schedulers, CASSINI improves the average and tail completion
time of jobs by up to 1.6× and 2.5×, respectively. Moreover,
we show that CASSINI reduces the number of ECN marked
packets in the cluster by up to 33×.

1 Introduction
The ever-growing increase in dataset and model sizes of
deep learning has created a massive demand for efficient
GPU clusters. Several studies have demonstrated that as the
number of GPUs increases, the communication overhead
of distributed Machine Learning (ML) training workloads
quickly takes up a significant portion of training iteration
time [12, 15, 28, 33, 45, 47, 55]. Yet state-of-the-art ML sched-
ulers tend to ignore the communication pattern of ML training
jobs when placing workers on GPUs.

In this paper, we develop a simple but effective approach,
called CASSINI, that integrates with existing ML schedulers to
allow them to efficiently place multiple ML jobs on network
links while minimizing the chances of network congestion.
Our approach requires no special support, such as reservations
and priorities, from switches/NICs and does not require any
changes to the congestion control protocol.

We demonstrate that for a specific combination of jobs,
introducing a small time-shift to delay the start of one of the
iterations enables CASSINI to interleave the computation and
communication patterns of different jobs, thereby improving
the training time. We refer to such combinations of jobs as
compatible and develop CASSINI as a pluggable module to

augment prior ML schedulers to consider a novel compatibil-
ity metric when determining where to place jobs and control
how jobs compete on network links.

Augmenting ML schedulers to take links and servers into
account is inherently challenging because jobs are likely to
traverse multiple links and may compete with different jobs
on different links. To address this challenge, we propose a geo-
metric abstraction that leverages the periodic communication
pattern of Deep Neural Network (DNN) training workloads.
The key idea of our abstraction is to “roll” time around a
circle whose perimeter is proportional to the training iteration
time of ML jobs. To determine the compatibility score of
two (or more) jobs on a link, CASSINI places each job on
its corresponding circle and overlays the circles on top of
each other. It then uses an optimization formulation to rotate
the circles into a position that maximizes interleaving. The
rotation angle of each job corresponds to a time-shift value
to delay the start of the next immediate training iteration to
achieve compatibility.

Looking beyond a single link and extending to jobs running
across a topology, we generalize the geometric abstraction to
cluster-level by introducing a bipartite Affinity graph whose
vertices are a subset of jobs and links. An edge in the Affinity
graph indicates a job is traversing a link. We then use a new
graph traversal algorithm to find unique time-shifts for all
jobs while maintaining their compatibility on all links. Using
our geometric abstraction and Affinity graph, we augment
Themis [40] and Pollux [50] with ≈1000 lines of code.

To evaluate CASSINI, we build a testbed with 24
servers, each with one NVIDIA A100 GPU [8] and
one 50 Gbps RDMA NIC. Our experiments with 13
representative DNN models (VGG11 [26], VGG16 [18],
VGG19 [32], ResNet50 [27], WideResNet101 [72],
BERT [20], RoBERTa [39], XLM [17], CamemBERT [43],
GPT-1 [51], GPT-2 [52], GPT-3 [11], and DLRM [6]) show
that CASSINI improves the tail completion time of jobs by up
to 2.2× and 2.5×, compared to Themis [40] and Pollux [50],
respectively. Moreover, we show that CASSINI reduces the
number of ECN marked packets in the cluster by up to 33×.
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(a) Data parallelism in GPT-1 (b) Pipeline parallelism in GPT-2 (c) Tensor parallelism in GPT-3 (d) Hybrid data/pipeline/tensor parallelism in GPT-3
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Figure 1: The traffic pattern of different parallelization strategies when training GPT-1, GPT-2, and GPT-3 models.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Distributed DNN Training Traffic Pattern

CASSINI is designed for large GPU clusters with hundreds of
training jobs distributed with data, pipeline, and/or model par-
allel training paradigms. To this end, we study the impact of
different parallelization strategies on network demand using
a series of measurements. Each server in our testbed has one
A100 GPU and one ConnectX-5 Mellanox RDMA NIC with
50 Gbps capacity. In all our experiments, we choose batch
sizes such that the GPU utilization is higher than 80%, and
intra-job pipelining is enabled.

Data parallelism. In data parallel training, the DNN model
is copied into the memory of each GPU while the dataset is
distributed across them. Figure 1(a) shows the communication
pattern of a GPT-1 [51] model (12 layers, 9 GB memory) dis-
tributed across four GPU servers using data parallelism. The
figure shows the traffic pattern of three back-to-back training
iterations. Each iteration contains a forward pass with near-
zero network demand, followed by a period of high utilization
corresponding to the backpropagation and AllReduce phases.

Model/Pipeline parallelism. In model parallel training, the
DNN model is partitioned across workers [29, 35], and parts
of the DNN model are computed on different workers. The
two common techniques for model parallelism are tensor par-
allelism and pipeline (or layer) parallelism [10]. In pipeline
parallelism, the model is partitioned vertically at the layer
boundaries [28, 47]. Figure 1(b) shows the communication
pattern of a GPT-2 [52] model (24 layers, 27 GB memory)
distributed across two servers using pipeline parallelism. We
partition the model vertically in half (i.e., server1 contains
layer1 to layer12, and server2 contains layer13 to layer24) and
use PipeDream’s approach [47] to divide the batch size into
three minibatches. The three small communication peaks
during the forward pass correspond to the activation param-
eters of these three minibatches. The heavy communication
demand following the peaks corresponds to the AllReduce
operation between the embedding layers in the model.

Model/Tensor parallelism. Another variant of model par-
allel training is tensor parallelism [58, 59]. Tensor parallelism
techniques partition the model horizontally such that different

tensors are distributed across workers [31, 64]. Figure 1(c)
shows the communication pattern of a GPT-3 [11] model (96
layers, 35 GB memory) distributed across two servers using
tensor parallelism. We partition the model horizontally in
half, where each server contains half of all the layers. The
figure shows that both forward and backpropagation phases
introduce roughly 25 Gbps traffic followed by a short period
of near-zero network demand during data loading.

Hybrid data/pipeline/tensor parallelism. Today’s DNN
training systems tend to use a hybrid of data/pipeline/tensor
parallelism to train large DNN models [21, 33, 46, 66]. Fig-
ure 1(d) shows the communication pattern of a GPT-3 [11]
model (96 layers, 155 GB memory) distributed across eight
servers using hybrid data/pipeline/tensor parallelism. We use
pipeline parallelism to partition the model’s layers vertically
into two parts. Then, we divide the layers in each partition hor-
izontally to obtain a total of four partitions. Next, we assign
each of these four partitions to a server. Finally, we repli-
cate the same process across another group of four servers
and use data parallelism to distribute the data between these
two groups of four servers. The figure shows the communica-
tion demand of the forward, backpropagation, and AllReduce
phases where each phase has a different network demand.

Key takeaways. We repeat the above experiments us-
ing common DNN models, such as BERT [20], DLRM [6],
WideResNet101 [72], RoBERTa [39], and VGG [62] and ob-
serve similar traffic patterns. Our key takeaways are: (i) the
network demand repeats itself across all iterations, as long as
the training hyper-parameters remain the same; (ii) the net-
work demand of an iteration may consist of multiple Up and
Down phases. The exact magnitude of the network demand
during these Up and Down phases depends on the paralleliza-
tion strategy and hyper-parameters. For instance, Figure 1(d)
shows each training iteration has six Up-Down phases, la-
beled as 1 to 6 . Section 3 describes CASSINI’s approach to
capture the duration and bandwidth of Up-Down phases.

2.2 Interleaving the Up and Down Phases

CASSINI’s goal is to augment ML schedulers to consider the
traffic demand of training jobs when making scheduling deci-
sions. In particular, given the key takeaways in the previous
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Figure 2: Impact of interleaving the Up-Down phases of two VGG19 jobs sharing link l1.

section, we aim to interleave the bandwidth demand of Up
and Down phases of different jobs to leverage the periodic
network demand of distributed DNN training jobs.

To demonstrate the power of Up-Down network demand
interleaving, we consider two data parallel training jobs, j1
and j2, as shown in Figure 2(a). Each job has one Up and
one Down phase at every training iteration. We run each job
for 1,000 iterations under two scenarios. In the first scenario,
two VGG19 [62] jobs start simultaneously and share l1 fairly.
The communication uses the RDMA-based DCQCN conges-
tion control algorithm [77]. Figure 2(b) shows that both jobs
achieve roughly 22 Gbps bandwidth (i.e., half of l1’s capacity).
In the second scenario, shown in Figure 2(c), we interleave
the Down phase of j1 with the Up phase of j2 and vice versa,
by shifting the start time of j2 by 120 ms (Section 3 describes
how we obtained this value). In this scenario, the jobs do
not compete for bandwidth during their respective Up phases,
giving both jobs the entire available bandwidth. Figure 2(d)
plots the CDF of training iteration times for both scenarios
demonstrating that scenario2 accelerates the 90th percentile
tail iteration time of both jobs by 1.26×.

Perfectly interleaving the Up and Down phases of different
jobs is not always possible. For instance, when BERT [20] and
VGG19 [62] models share a link, no suitable time-shift can
achieve perfect interleaving. But when WideResNet101 [72]
and VGG16 [62] share a link, shifting VGG16 by 150 ms
enables perfect interleaving. Instead of relying on perfectly
matching Up and Down phases of jobs, we define a metric
called compatibility score that captures the potential degree
of interleaving across jobs sharing the network. Section 3
describes a novel technique to determine the compatibility
score and the amount of required time-shift to achieve it.

3 Geometric Abstraction

Consider a time-series representation of the network demand
for a job running in a dedicated cluster with no congestion. As
shown in Section 2, different training jobs have different Up
and Down patterns but the duration and bandwidth demand
of the same job remain more or less the same across training
iterations. The key idea of our abstraction is to roll time
around a circle whose perimeter is equal to the iteration time
of a job. Consequently, the Up-Down phases of all iterations
will appear on approximately the same angles of the circle.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the time-series network demand of
a data parallel VGG16 training job with a training iteration
time of 255 ms. Figure 3(b) shows a circle with perimeter
255 units where the time-series data is plotted around it. The
figure demonstrates that the Up and Down phases of different
iterations cover the same angles of the circle. Our geometric
abstraction captures this property, as shown in Figure 3(c).
The perimeter of the circle is the iteration time, set to 255
units. The Down phase spans 141 units, represented by the
uncolored arc with 200◦ angle, starting at 0◦, on the x-axis.
The Up phase represented by the colored arc occupies the
remainder of the circle.

Rotate the circle to interleave Down and Up phases
of different jobs. To determine the compatibility score of
two (or more) jobs on a link, we place each job on its corre-
sponding circle and overlay the circles on top of each other.
Congestion occurs when the total bandwidth demand of a par-
ticular angle is higher than the capacity of the link, as shown
in Figure 4(a). To find the best interleaving, we rotate the
circles to a position where the summation of the bandwidth
demands is less than the capacity of the link for all angles in
the circle, as shown in Figure 4(b). If such a rotation is found,
the jobs are fully compatible.
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Capturing jobs with different iteration times. The above
technique only works when the perimeters of the circles are
the same. To generalize to the case where jobs have different
iteration times, we place each job on a unified circle whose
perimeter is equal to the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of
the iteration time of all jobs competing on the link. For in-
stance, consider two jobs j1 and j2 competing on a bottleneck
link with iteration times 40 ms and 60 ms, respectively. To de-
termine the compatibility score of the two jobs, we place them
on a circle with a perimeter equal to LCM(40,60) = 120 units.
Figure 5(a) shows j1 on this unified circle. As the perimeter
of the circle is 3× j1’s iteration time, there are three periods
of Up and Down phases in the figure. Similarly, Figure 5(b)
shows j2 on the unified circle. We then overlay the unified
circles on top of each other (shown in Figure 5(c)) and rotate
the circles to determine the compatibility score. Figure 5(d)
shows that by rotating j1 by ∆ = 30◦ counter-clockwise, the
sum of bandwidth demands on all angles of the unified cir-
cles is lower than the link capacity, giving these two jobs a
compatibility score of 1 (i.e., fully compatible).

Capturing the bandwidth demand of model parallel
training jobs. For clarity of presentation, the examples in this
section contain data parallel training jobs with one Up and one
Down phase during each iteration. However, CASSINI’s geo-
metric abstraction is generic and can capture more complex
traffic patterns induced by various parallelization paradigms.
Consider the communication pattern of the GPT-3 model
with hybrid data/pipeline/tensor parallelism shown in Fig-
ure 1(d). Here, GPT-3’s communication pattern consists of
six Up-Down phases with different durations and bandwidth

demands. The geometric circle of this job contains six col-
ored arcs where the length and color intensity of each arc
corresponds to the duration and bandwidth demand of each
Up-Down phase of the model, as shown in Figure 6. Next, we
formalize our geometric representation and show an optimiza-
tion formulation that uses the geometric abstraction to find
rotation angles to interleave the Up-Down phases of multiple
jobs sharing a link, irrespective of the parallelization strategy.

Finding rotation angles. Once jobs are placed on their
unified circles, CASSINI uses an optimization formulation,
shown in Table 1, to find the best angle of rotation for jobs to
maximize their compatibility.

Optimization input. The input is a set of ML jobs Jl = { j}
competing on a link l. We profile each job j to construct its
unified circle, denoted by unified_circle j. The perimeter of
the unified circle is the LCM of the iteration times of all
jobs j ∈ Jl . The data structure of unified_circle j contains
a series of bandwidth demands bw_circle j(α), where α ∈
[0,2π] identifies an arc of the circle that corresponds to an
Up or Down phase in the communication pattern. The total
capacity of link l is denoted by Cl .

Optimization objective and output. The optimization
goal is to overlay the unified circles of each job and ro-
tate them such that the excess bandwidth demand across all
angles is minimized. We define the compatibility score as
score = 1−average(Excess(demandα)), where Excess is the
excess bandwidth demand of all jobs at a particular angle α

(Equation 1). To make the score a unitless metric, we divide
the average excess bandwidth by the link capacity Cl . Note
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Input

Jl = { j} Set of ML jobs j ∈ Jl competing on link l.
{unified_circle j} Set of unified circles for ∀ j ∈ J. Each circle is a

data structure that contains the angles and band-
width demand of Up or Down phases.

bw_circle j(α) Bandwidth demand at angle α on unified_circle j
r j Number of iterations of j in its unified_circle j .
A = {α} Set of discrete angles α ∈ [0,2π]. |A| denotes the

number of discrete angles.
Cl Total link capacity of link l.

Output demandα Total bandwidth demand at angle α when consid-
ering the demand of all jobs j ∈ J.

∆l
j Rotation angle of j ∈ J on link l, in radians.

score Compatibility score of jobs sharing link l.

Auxiliary definitions:

Excess(demandα) =

{
demandα −Cl i f demandα >Cl

0 otherwise
(1)

Maximize: score = 1− ∑α Excess(demandα)

|A|C
(2)

Subject to:

∀α :∑
j

bw_circle j(α−∆
l
j)≤ demandα (3)

∀∆
l
j : 0 ≤ ∆

l
j ≤

2π

r j
(4)

Table 1: CASSINI’s optimization formulation.

that when the excess bandwidth demand is zero, the com-
patibility score is 1 (i.e., 100% compatible). However, when
there are many jobs with large excess bandwidth demands,
it is possible for the score to become negative, indicating a
highly incompatible combination. The optimization objective
is to maximize this compatibility score, and the output of the
optimization is a rotation angle ∆l

j for each job.
Optimization constraints. Equation 3 computes the sum

of the bandwidth demands across all the jobs sharing link l at
a particular angle α on their unified circles, rotated by angle
∆l

j. We bound this value by the output parameter demandα.
Equation 4 bounds the rotation angle ∆l

j between 0 and 2π

r j

because the unified_circle j contains r j iterations of job j.
Hence, setting an upper limit of 2π

r j
ensures that the rotation

angle is in the first iteration and eliminates duplicate solutions.

4 Augmenting ML Schedulers with CASSINI

This section describes how CASSINI extends its link-level
geometric abstraction to the entire cluster.

4.1 CASSINI Affinity Graph

Translating angular rotations to time-shifts. Consider a set
of jobs j ∈ Jl sharing link l. Using the formulation in Table 1,
CASSINI computes a rotation angle ∆l

j for ∀ j ∈ Jl such that
the compatibility score is maximized. Each ∆l

j corresponds
to a time-shift t l

j to delay the start time of j to maximize its
compatibility with all other jobs in Jl . Given that the perimeter
of the unified circle pl , is the LCM of the iteration times
of all jobs j ∈ Jl , CASSINI computes these time-shifts by
multiplying the normalized rotation angle with pl . Formally:

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12

j1
j2
j3 l1 l2

S13 S14 S15 S16

Figure 7: Example illustrating a cluster-scale compatibility
challenge: CASSINI must ensure a unique time-shift for j2.
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∀ j ∈ Jl , t l
j = (

∆l
j

2π
× pl) mod iter_time j (5)

Challenge: ensuring a unique time-shift for each job. In
a large-scale cluster, jobs are likely to traverse multiple links,
and they may compete with different jobs on different links.
Consider the case depicted in Figure 7 where job j1 competes
with job j2 on link l1, and j2 competes with job j3 on link
l2. Theoretically, it is possible to migrate the jobs to pack
workers of the same job under the same rack to avoid sharing
the links altogether, but our experiments show that today’s
ML scheduling systems frequently end up with fragmented
placements because of the dynamic nature of their schedul-
ing decisions and job arrival patterns. In fact, no scheduler
guarantees it can maintain perfect placement throughout time
without continuously migrating jobs to defragment the cluster.
For the case depicted in Figure 7, computing the time-shifts
of j2 using Equation 5 would result in two time-shift values
t l1

j2 and t l2
j2 . Given the interdependence between all servers

participating in a training job, CASSINI must find a unique
time-shift value for each job across links without compromis-
ing the compatibility on any link.

Simple approach. A potential approach to address the
above challenge is to simply break the tie by choosing one
of the t l

j values at random. But this approach cancels out
the benefits of compatibility because it does not respect the
carefully computed time-shifts for different links.
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Algorithm 1 Traversing the Affinity graph
1: procedure BFSAFFINITYGRAPH

▷ Input Graph G = (U,V,E): CASSINI’s Affinity graph
▷ Output time_shiftsG: Time-shifts of jobs in G

2: time_shiftsG = {}
3: for all connected subgraphs H ∈ G, H = (UH ,VH ,EH) do
4: time_shiftsH = {}

▷ BFS traversal
5: Mark all vertices u ∈UH as not-visited
6: u = randomly_select_vertex(UH )
7: tu = 0 and mark u as visited

▷ Only enqueue vertices from U (jobs)
8: Q.enqueue(u)
9: while Q is not empty do

10: j = Q.dequeue()
▷ Find the corresponding links and jobs

11: for all neighbors l of j do
12: for all neighbors k of l do
13: if k is not visited then
14: Q.enqueue(k) and mark k as visited

▷ Find the edge from U to V
15: e1 = EH( j, l)

▷ Find the edges from V to U
16: e2 = EH(l,k)

▷ Compute the final time-shift
17: tk = (t j −we1 +we2)% iter_timek
18: time_shiftsH [k] = tk
19: time_shiftsG = time_shiftsG ∪ time_shiftsH

20: return time_shiftsG

Complex approach. Another potential approach is to ex-
pand the footprint of our geometric abstraction from link-level
to cluster-level. This approach requires expanding the opti-
mization formulation in Table 1 to include all jobs that share
their paths with any other jobs in the cluster and to encode
a unique ∆ j in the constraints. This approach is not scalable
because it requires expanding the perimeter of the unified
circle to become the LCM of the iteration times of a large
number of jobs in the cluster. Thus, finding a unique rotation
angle for each job requires adding an exponential number of
constraints to the optimization formulation which increases
the complexity and overhead of the formulation dramatically.

CASSINI’s approach. CASSINI introduces a bipartite
Affinity graph G = (U,V,E), where U and V are two sets
of vertices, and E denotes the edge set between U and V ,
shown in Figure 8(a). Each vertex u ∈U represents a job that
is sharing its path with other jobs somewhere in the network.
Each vertex v ∈V represents a link that carries more than one
job. An undirected edge e = ( j, l) ∈ E exists between a job
j ∈ U and a link l ∈ V if j traverses l. The weight of edge
e = ( j, l) ∈ E is the time-shift of job j on link l; i.e., we = t l

j.
Traversing the Affinity graph. CASSINI uses a graph

traversal algorithm to find unique time-shifts t j for all jobs
j ∈ J while maintaining compatibility on all links. To consol-
idate t l

j values for each job j and link l into a unique t j value,
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Figure 9: Using CASSINI to augment Themis [40].

CASSINI first randomly selects one of the jobs in the Affinity
graph as the reference point with t j = 0 and then traverses
the graph to compute unique time-shifts for all others. Algo-
rithm 1 describes the pseudocode of our graph traversal. In
the general case, the Affinity graph is not necessarily a con-
nected graph, hence, the algorithm traverses each connected
subgraph separately (line 3). The traversal algorithm extends
the Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm in two ways. First,
only vertices in U are added to the BFS queue (Q) because the
time-shifts correspond to jobs, not links (lines 6- 14). Second,
traversing from jobs ( j ∈U) to links (l ∈V ) incurs a negative
sign on the t l

j weight on edge e = ( j, l), whereas traversing
the reverse direction incurs a positive sign (lines 15-18). As
soon as the vertex corresponding to job j is visited, its unique
time-shift is determined by the algorithm (line 18).

Theorem 1 (Correctness and Uniqueness Guarantee). Given
a cluster with J jobs and a loop-free Affinity graph, G =
(U,V,E), Algorithm 1 guarantees both correct and unique
time-shifts t j for all jobs j ∈ J.

Proof. The key insight behind this theorem is that our graph
traversal maintains the same relative time-shift for all job pairs
in the Affinity graph. The full proof uses induction and is pro-
vided in Appendix A, along with an example corresponding
to the Affinity graph in Figure 8(b).

4.2 Putting It All Together

This section uses Themis [40] as a running example of a
scheduler augmented by CASSINI.
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Overview of Themis. Themis uses a fairness metric, called
finish-time fairness, to achieve long-term fairness across the
entire cluster by periodically updating the placement of jobs.
To achieve fairness, workers in Themis lease resources and
go through periodic auction epochs to help jobs that are far-
thest in terms of their fairness metric bid for more resources.
Themis’s central arbiter determines the global winning bids
to maximize the aggregate improvement in the finish-time
fair metrics across all bidding jobs. To capture network over-
heads, Themis uses a slowdown penalty based on whether the
workers are under the same rack or across racks.

Augmenting Themis with CASSINI. Figure 9 shows
how CASSINI augments Themis. First, CASSINI modifies
Themis’s arbiter to return a set of potential placement candi-
dates instead of a single placement. Then, CASSINI selects
the top placement candidate based on its compatibility met-
ric and computes unique time-shifts for jobs that share the
network. CASSINI transfers the time-shifts to Themis’s agent
running on servers. Finally, Themis’s agent applies the time-
shifts at the start of the epoch. Note that CASSINI respects the
hyper-parameters, such as batch size or the number of work-
ers, decided by Themis (or other schedulers that CASSINI is
augmenting). Next, we describe each step in detail.

Step 1. Discover placement candidates. In this step,
CASSINI decouples the process of finding the number of
workers for each job to improve finish-time fairness from the
exact worker placement in the cluster. To do so, instead of
returning the precise job placements at the end of the auc-
tion phase, we configure Themis to return up to N candidate
placements. These candidate placements all achieve the same
finish-time fairness, but their worker placements are differ-
ent. For instance, consider a case where jobs j1 and j2 each
place a bid on two additional workers, and they both win,
while job k1 is losing one worker, and job k2 is losing three.
In this case, there are two ways to distribute workers: (i)
k1 and k2 each give up one worker to j1, and k2 gives two
workers to j2; or (ii) k1 and k2 each give up one worker to
j2, and k2 gives two workers to j1. Both options are candi-
date placements. Moreover, selecting which workers in k1
and k2 should be reassigned creates another set of candidate
placements. CASSINI collects these candidate placements and
feeds them as input to the next step. This process requires
changing only ≈300 lines of code in Themis.

Step 2. Find unique time-shifts. This step is listed in Algo-
rithm 2 and includes CASSINI’s key contributions. CASSINI
first constructs an Affinity graph Gc for each placement can-
didate c ∈ Candidates (lines 3-12). Following Theorem 1,
to ensure correctness, we discard placement candidates with
loop(s) in any of their Affinity subgraphs (line 15). Then,
CASSINI constructs the unified circles for each job and
solves the optimization formulation in Table 1 for all links
in Gc to obtain the compatibility metric for each link in
Vc (lines 17-22). Given that the placement candidates are
independent of each other, our implementation uses multi-

Algorithm 2 CASSINI Module’s Pluggable Algorithm
1: procedure CASSINIMODULE

▷ Input Jobs: Array of active training jobs in the cluster
▷ Input Links: Array of all links in the cluster
▷ Input Candidates: Array of candidate placements for jobs
▷ Output top_placement, {t j}: Top placement and time-shifts

2: for c ∈Candidates do ▷ (Loop is executed with threads)
▷ Construct CASSINI’s Affinity graph corresponding
to this placement (§4.1)

3: Gc = (Uc,Vc,Ec)
4: for all j ∈ Jobs, l ∈ Links do
5: if j shares links with other jobs then
6: Uc =Uc ∪ j
7: if l carries more than one job then
8: Vc =Vc ∪ l
9: if j is traversing l then

10: e = new Edge between {( j, l)}
11: E = E ∪ e
12: we = 0

▷ Discard this candidate if Affinity graph has a loop
13: if there is a loop in Gc then
14: Candidates.remove(c)
15: continue
16: scorec = {}
17: for l ∈Vc do ▷ (Executed with threads)

▷ List of jobs traversing link l
18: Jl = {}
19: for all neighbors j of l do
20: Jl = Jl ∪ j

▷ Solve CASSINI optimization (Table 1)
21: scorel = CASSINIOPTIMIZATION(Jl)
22: scorec = scorec ∪ scorel

▷ Set the compatibility score of candidate c
23: c.score = scorec

▷ Sort placements based on compatibility metric
24: SORTCANDIDATES(Candidates, “Decreasing")
25: top_placement =Candidate[0]

▷ Find unique time-shifts (Algorithm 1)
26: {t j} = BFSAFFINITYGRAPH(Gtop_placement )
27: return {t j}, top_placement

ple threads to parallelize this computation. Once the com-
patibility score of all candidate placements is determined,
CASSINI sorts each placement candidate based on the aver-
age compatibility score of its member links to find the top
placement candidate top_placement ∈Candidates (lines 24-
25).1 Then, it executes Algorithm 1 on top_placement’s
Affinity graph Gtop_placement to obtain unique time-shifts
{t j},∀ j ∈ Vtop_placement for jobs that share links with other
jobs in this placement (line 26). Finally, top_placement and
its corresponding time-shifts are transferred to Themis’s agent
running on the servers (line 27).

Step 3. Apply time-shifts. When a time-shift t j is received
by the Themis agent running job j, it delays the start of the

1Instead of averaging, tail or other metrics may also be used.
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Figure 10: Logical topology of our testbed.

next immediate training iteration by t j. However, even though
the workers of the same job apply a unique time-shift, the
time-shift values can drift due to noise, stragglers, and other
unpredictable events. CASSINI updates the agent on each
server to measure the drift and adjust the time-shifts. Our
evaluations show that time-shift adjustments are rare (§5.7).

5 Evaluations
We evaluate CASSINI on a 24-server cluster and compare
its performance to that of other state-of-the-art ML sched-
ulers. First, we describe our evaluation methodology and
setup (§5.1). Then, we compare CASSINI’s performance gains
with respect to the state-of-art ML schedulers for a mix of
data and model parallel DNN training jobs (§5.2). Next, we
evaluate the impact of data parallelism (§5.3), model paral-
lelism (§5.4), partial compatibility (§5.5), and having multi-
ple GPUs per server on CASSINI’s performance (§5.6). Fi-
nally, we evaluate the frequency of time-shift adjustments
and CASSINI’s overhead (§5.7). CASSINI’s source code is
available at http://cassini.csail.mit.edu.

5.1 Methodology and Setup

Setup. We build a prototype to demonstrate the gains of
CASSINI in real-world settings. Our prototype includes 24
ASUS ESC4000A-E10 servers, each with one A100 Nvidia
GPU [8] (40 GB of HBM2 memory) and one 50 Gbps Mel-
lanox ConnectX5 NIC. We use RoCEv2 for communication
and enable DCB [5] and PFC on these interfaces to support a
lossless fabric for RDMA. The servers run Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.
We use PyTorch [36] version 1.8.0, CUDA version 11.1, and
NCCL version 2.11.4 in our training framework.

Topology. We use a Tofino switch to construct the logical
topology illustrated in Figure 10 with 13 logical switches.
The Mellanox ConnectX5 NICs on each of the servers are
connected to the Tofino switch. The Tofino switch emulates
13 logical switches and 48 bi-directional links for a 2:1 over-
subscribed topology. We use flow table rules that match on
<input port, destination MAC> to forward packets to the
correct output port and physical loopback cables for switch-
to-switch links. We use the default RDMA-based DCQCN
congestion control algorithm [77]. ECN is enabled through
WRED with min and max thresholds set to 1000 and 2000
cells. The PFC skid buffer threshold of each virtual switch is
4000 cells.

DNN workloads. We experiment with 13 popular
DNN models: VGG11 [26], VGG16 [18], VGG19 [32],

ResNet50 [27], WideResNet101 [72], BERT [20],
RoBERTa [39], XLM [17], CamemBERT [43], GPT-
1 [51], GPT-2 [52], GPT-3 [11], and DLRM [6]. All models
have an equal probability of occurrence and the training
duration time is randomly selected between 200 - 1,000
iterations. Table 3 (Appendix B) provides details about model
configurations and batch sizes used in this paper.

Parallelization strategy. We use data parallelism to train
the VGG, ResNet, and BERT family of models using Py-
torch’s DistributedDataParallel framework [38]. This frame-
work distributes the dataset across GPUs and uses RingAllre-
duce to update the gradients during each training iteration.
We train the DLRM and GPT family of models using a hybrid
of data/model parallelism. Following prior work [66], we use
Meta’s opensource codebase for training DLRM [6] where
the embedding tables are partitioned across GPUs, while the
rest of the model is replicated on all GPUs. Finally, we use
Microsoft’s DeepSpeed tool [7] to partition the GPT models
across GPUs using hybrid data/model parallelism.

Traces. Following prior work [40, 44, 50, 75], we use three
sets of traces in our evaluations: (i) Poisson trace: we use a
Poisson distribution for job arrivals where the job arrival time
is determined by the load parameter defined as the average
fraction of GPUs that are serving active jobs in the cluster.
We vary the load between 80% and 100%; (ii) dynamic trace:
where a set of DNN training jobs are present in the cluster,
and a new set of jobs arrive; (iii) snapshot trace: we take
several snapshots of the cluster where all jobs are present at
the start of the experiment.

We implement the following schemes in our testbed.

• Themis. We use the default Themis [40] scheduler as one
of our baselines. The bidding period (epoch) is set to 10 mins.
Jobs participate in an auction where they send bid values for
different GPU allocations. An assignment of GPU servers
is valid until the period of lease time. When the lease time
expires, the job gives up the server, and a new auction is
conducted for all the released servers. When a job arrives,
its initial number of requested workers is randomly selected
between 1 to 12 GPUs. As the experiment progresses, the
number of workers is automatically tuned based on Themis’s
finish-time-fairness metric.

• Th+CASSINI. Themis augmented with CASSINI as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. In particular, this scheduler takes up
to 10 placement candidates from Themis, constructs geomet-
ric circles and Affinity graphs for each placement to capture
the cluster-level compatibility, solves our optimization for-
mulation to find time-shifts for jobs that are competing on
bandwidth, selects the top placement candidate based on com-
patibility ranks, and finally computes a unique time-shift for
jobs. The unique time-shifts and final placement are given to
the Themis agent running on GPUs. Unless otherwise stated,
we use 5◦ as the angle discretization precision (Table 1) to
compute the time-shifts.
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Figure 11: [Poisson trace] (a) Time series of DNN training jobs and their iteration times. (b) CDF of the iteration times.
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Figure 12: [Poisson trace] (a) Time series of model parallel
jobs and their iteration times. (b) CDF of the iteration times.

• Pollux. We use Pollux as a second baseline [50]. Pollux
considers the system throughput and statistical efficiency to
maximize cluster-wide training performance. It periodically
queries jobs and reassigns GPUs to maximize the overall
goodput of the cluster. Pollux also models migration costs
and avoids frequent job migrations.

• Po+CASSINI. We augment Pollux with CASSINI using an
approach similar to that described in Section 4.2 except that
Pollux uses overall goodput instead of finish-time-fairness
to adjust hyper-parameters during scheduling epochs. Hence,
the number of workers assigned to each job does not always
agree with Themis. To make an apples-to-apples compar-
ison, all CASSINI-related parameters in Po+CASSINI and
Th+CASSINI are the same.

• Ideal. An ideal scheduler that runs each training job on a
dedicated cluster. This scheduler incurs no congestion, as the
entire cluster is dedicated to one job, and there is no need to
take job compatibility into account.

• Random. A random placement scheduler that places work-
ers for each job randomly. This scheduler has the highest
network overhead, because it does not take locality or com-
patibility into account.

Profiling DNN models. Similar to Themis and Pollux, we
profile each DNN using Pytorch and Infiniband port counters.
Our profiling script executes a few iterations of each job to
measure iteration times and collect link utilization patterns for

various batch sizes and numbers of workers. Fine-grained link
utilization data from the port counters enables CASSINI to
build the geometric circles and the corresponding bandwidth
demands for our optimization (bw_circle j(α) in Table 1).

5.2 Performance Gains

We evaluate CASSINI’s performance gains using job ar-
rivals and departures from our Poisson trace. Figure 11(a)
plots the time series of events in the cluster for Themis and
Th+CASSINI. In this experiment, we train a combination of
DNN models. We use model parallelism for the DLRM [6]
model because of its large model size, and we use data paral-
lelism for all the other DNN models. Placement changes are
triggered by job arrivals, job departures, and when the lease
time of any of the servers expires. Given the dynamic nature
of the trace, the servers are occupied gradually, and their lease
times are not synchronized. For instance, at time t = 72 mins,
a data parallel training job for the XLM [17] model arrives
at the cluster, and Themis places it such that one of the links
is shared with WideResNet101 [72] without the knowledge
that XLM and WideResNet101 are not compatible jobs. In
contrast, Th+CASSINI improves the iteration time of XLM by
placing it with compatible jobs. Figure 11(b) plots the CDF of
iteration times of all the data points in Figure 11(a) and shows
that compared to Themis, Th+CASSINI improves the average
and 99th percentile tail iteration times by 1.6× and 1.8× re-
spectively. We observe similar gains between Po+CASSINI
and Pollux. The figure also shows that Th+CASSINI achieves
similar performance as our Ideal benchmark.

To evaluate CASSINI’s performance with model paral-
lelism, we measure iteration times of various jobs trained
using model parallelism, as shown in Figure 12(a). We use
our Poisson trace for the job arrivals and departures. Note
that this trace contains different training instances of the same
DNN models where they differ in their hyper-parameters and
number of workers (details in Appendix B). We use suffixes
on their names to distinguish between the instances, for ex-
ample, GPT2-A and GPT2-B are two different training jobs,
as shown in the legend of Figure 12(a). GPT2-A has a batch
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Figure 13: [Dynamic trace] CDF of training iteration times and the number of ECN marked packets per iteration.
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Figure 14: [Dynamic trace, model parallelism] CDF of training iteration times and the number of ECN marked packets.

size of 24 with a model hidden size of 1536 (as defined by
Deepspeed’s codebase [7]), while GPT2-B has a batch size
of 70 with a model hidden size of 1184. For instance, at time
t = 8 min, a model parallel GPT-2 [52] training job (labeled
as GPT-2-A) arrives at the cluster and without considering
the communication demands, Themis places this job such
that it shares a link with another large GPT-3 [11] model
in the cluster. GPT-2-A and GPT-3 models are not compat-
ible, causing both training jobs to slow down. In contrast,
Th+CASSINI improves GPT-2-A’s iteration time by placing it
with a compatible GPT-1 model. Figure 12(b) plots the CDF
of iteration times of all the data points in Figure 12(a) and
shows that compared to Themis, Th+CASSINI improves the
average and 99th percentile tail iteration times by 1.2× and
1.6× respectively.

5.3 CASSINI Reduces Congestion

We next demonstrate the effectiveness of CASSINI in reduc-
ing the congestion in the network. We use our dynamic trace
to trigger the arrival of DLRM and ResNet50 to the cluster
while the cluster is busy running other jobs. Given the con-
trast between the network demand between these two models,
this experiment serves as a stress test to highlight the impor-
tance of compatible job placement on network congestion. In
this case, both Pollux and Themis end up placing DLRM on
servers that share network links with other non-compatible
jobs which hurts the iteration times. In contrast, Th+CASSINI
and Po+CASSINI flip the placements of DLM and ResNet50
to achieve compatibility, thereby improving the training itera-
tion times, as depicted in Figure 13(a). Compared to Themis,
Th+CASSINI improves the average and 99th percentile tail
iteration times by 1.5× and 2.2×, respectively. Similarly, com-

pared to Pollux, Po+CASSINI improves the average and 99th

percentile tail iteration times by 1.6× and 2.5×, respectively.
The gains in iteration times are a direct consequence of

CASSINI’s ability to reduce network congestion. Figures 13(b)
to (d) show the number of ECN marked packets per itera-
tion for different models. The figure shows that Th+CASSINI
and Po+CASSINI consistently maintain a lower number of
ECN marks per iteration across the models. In particular, Fig-
ure 13(d) shows that, on average, DLRM is experiencing 27×
and 33× more ECN marks in Themis and Pollux, compared
to their CASSINI-augmented counterparts.

5.4 Impact of Model Parallelism

To ensure CASSINI’s gains are not limited to data parallel
jobs, we run a series of experiments in which all jobs in
the trace use model parallelism. As shown in Section 2.1,
model parallel jobs have several Up and Down phases in
each iteration where the duration and bandwidth demand
of each phase depends on the parallelization strategy and
hyper-parameters. Similar to the data parallel case, we use
CASSINI’s geometric abstraction to capture the duration and
bandwidth demand of Up and Down phases of a series of
model parallel jobs. We then use CASSINI’s optimization
formulation and Affinity graph to compute the time-shifts for
the jobs sharing the same network links. We use our dynamic
trace to trigger the arrival of multiple GPT and DLRM models
while the cluster is training other model parallel jobs.

Figure 14(a) shows the CDF of training iteration times.
We find that similar to the data parallel case, Themis ends up
placing non-compatible jobs, such as <GPT-3 and GPT-2>
or <GPT-1 and DLRM>, on the same network link, whereas
Th+CASSINI places compatible jobs, such as <GPT-1 and
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Figure 15: [Snapshot trace] Link utilization of compatible and partially compatible snapshots.

Snap-
shot
ID

Competing jobs
(batch size)

Th+CASSINI Themis Comp-
atibility
score

time-
shift
(ms)

1 WideResNet101 (800) 138 ms 205 ms 1.0 0 ms
VGG16 (1400) 148 ms 199 ms 150 ms

2 VGG19 (1400) 168 ms 220 ms 1.0 0 ms
VGG16 (1700) 163 ms 220 ms 158 ms
RESNET50 (1600) 59 ms 55 ms 46 ms

3 VGG19 (1024) 166 ms 176 ms 0.9 0 ms
VGG16 (1200) 168 ms 177 ms 100 ms

4 RoBERTa (12) 164 ms 210 ms 0.8 0 ms
RoBERTa (12) 180 ms 208 ms 60 ms

5 BERT (8) 209 ms 213 ms 0.6 0 ms
VGG19 (1400) 294 ms 292 ms 42 ms
WideResNet101 (800) 265 ms 266 ms 191 ms

Table 2: [Snapshot trace] Compatibility score of DNN jobs.

GPT-2> or <GPT-3 and DLRM>, on the same network links.
Consequently, Th+CASSINI improves the average and 99th

percentile tail iteration times by 1.2× and 1.6×, respectively.
We observe similar gains between Pollux and Po+CASSINI.

Figures 14(b) to (e) depict the number of ECN marked
packets per iteration for the models in this experiment. De-
pending on the status of congestion, different models experi-
ence different numbers of ECN marked packets. For instance,
Figure 14(d) shows that compared to Themis, Th+CASSINI
reduces the average number of ECN marked packets by 29×.

5.5 Impact of Partial Compatibility

An important consideration for practical deployment of
CASSINI is to evaluate the impact of placing partially com-
patible jobs on the same link(s). Intuitively, the higher the
compatibility score, the better interleaving is achieved. As
the compatibility score reduces, the gains also diminish. To
evaluate the impact of partial compatibility, we take five snap-
shots of the cluster, as shown in Table 2, and compute the
compatibility scores and time-shift values from our optimiza-
tion formulation (§3) for each snapshot. We then measure the
average communication time of each model under Themis
and Th+CASSINI. The table shows that when the compatibil-
ity score is 0.6, CASSINI’s gain compared to Themis starts
to diminish. Note that CASSINI avoids placing jobs with low
compatibility score (e.g., snapshot 5) on the same link.

We demonstrate the reason behind diminishing returns by
plotting the link utilization of each snapshot in Figure 15.
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Figure 16: [Dynamic trace] Multi-GPU experiment.

When the compatibility score is high, the opportunity for in-
terleaving is large, and jobs end up interleaving their network
usage most of the time, as shown in Figures 15(a)–(d). How-
ever, as the compatibility score is reduced, jobs are forced
to share the link most of the time, as shown in Figure 15(e).
Additionally, Figure 15(b) demonstrates a desirable feature
of our optimization formulation where compatibility does
not require strict interleaving. In this snapshot, only VGG19
and VGG16 are interleaved, and ResNet’s communications
overlap with both jobs because its network demand is not
significant and can co-exist with the other jobs.

5.6 Impact of Multiple GPUs per Server

Although having multiple GPUs per server enables allocating
more GPUs within the same server to a job, today’s large-scale
training jobs require hundreds of workers [45, 66], making it
impossible to avoid network congestion entirely by relying
on multi-GPU servers. In such cases, CASSINI’s gains are
more pronounced for models that are distributed outside the
boundary of a server.

We evaluate CASSINI’s gains with multi-GPU servers by
removing GPUs from some of our single-GPU servers and
adding them to other servers to compose servers with two
GPUs. We create a topology with six servers, each with two
GPUs, as shown in Figure 16(a). We then use a mix of data
parallel and model parallel jobs and generate a series of job
arrivals using our dynamic trace.

Figure 16(b) demonstrates that compared to Themis,
Th+CASSINI improves the average and 99th percentile tail it-
eration times by 1.4× and 1.9×, respectively. These gains are
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Figure 18: Impact of angle
discretization on execution
time and time-shift accuracy.

achieved because some jobs require more than two GPUs to
train. For instance, at a particular instant in our dynamic trace,
the XLM and ResNet50 models each require three GPUs to
train. With the arrival of a network-intensive model DLRM
requesting three more GPUs, Themis decides to place DLRM
such that it shares a server with a non-compatible model
(XLM), making both jobs experience congestion. In contrast,
Th+CASSINI selects a placement where DLRM shares a link
with a compatible model (ResNet50), thereby improving the
training iteration times of both models.

5.7 Adjusting Time-Shifts and Overhead

To maintain CASSINI’s interleaving, workers must respect
the time-shift values given to them through the scheduler.
Given that our servers are not running perfectly in sync, we
evaluate the frequency of automatic time-shift adjustments by
the Themis (or Pollux) agents running on the servers. Note
that respecting the time-shift is only required for compatible
jobs. All other jobs in the cluster can send packets at any
time. A worker triggers an adjustment when the start of the
communication phase deviates by more than five percent of
the ideal iteration time. Figure 17 shows the average frequency
of time-shift adjustments for snapshots 1,2, and 3. In all cases,
the frequency is less than two adjustments per minute.

Finally, we evaluate the impact of angle discretization pre-
cision on CASSINI’s optimization formulation (Table 1). In-
tuitively, the execution time of a coarse-grained discretiza-
tion is fast but such formulation misses interleaving oppor-
tunities, thereby finding imprecise rotation angles. Given
that CASSINI’s time-shifts are driven from rotation angles, a
coarse-grained formulation leads to inaccurate time-shifts. On
the other hand, having fine-grained precision leads to more
accurate time-shifts at the expense of a longer execution time.
Figure 18 demonstrates this trend and shows that using a pre-
cision of 5◦ is the sweet spot for achieving 100% accuracy
for time-shifts while maintaining a low execution overhead.

6 Discussion and Limitations
Sharing with legacy datacenter workloads. We assume the
ML training traffic is not sharing the network with non-ML
legacy datacenter workloads, such as websearch, indexing,
cloud, and storage. We believe this is reasonable because

modern training clusters consist of custom-designed servers,
each with dedicated NICs for training traffic (GPU NICs) and
additional NICs for storage and other traffic (CPU NICs) [4,
45]. The CPU NICs are often connected through a separate
fabric to carry storage and other control plane traffic. Our
abstraction and time-shift values only affect the GPU NICs.

GPU multi-tenancy. For simplicity, we assume GPUs are
dedicated resources for each job, and different jobs are not
sharing the same GPU – this is not far from how many pro-
duction clusters run today to ensure predictable and high-
throughput training performance. Thus, our geometric ab-
straction only considers the network links as shared resources
and allows the Down (Just Compute) phases of different jobs
to overlap. Recent proposals have demonstrated the feasibility
of multi-tenancy on GPUs [9, 67, 69, 70]. We note that captur-
ing GPU multi-tenancy is possible by adding more constraints
in our optimization formulation, but we omit the details for
brevity.

Scaling. Scaling the number of GPUs on each server en-
ables service providers to pack jobs within fewer servers,
thereby reducing the chances of network congestion. In recent
years, the compute requirements of DNN models are growing
exponentially [3]. Training models across multiple servers is
inevitable with growing model and dataset sizes. For exam-
ple, large models like AlphaGo [61] and AlphaZero [60] are
trained using hundreds to thousands of GPUs and TPUs. We
expect CASSINI’s gains to remain consistent for clusters with
multiple GPUs per server, but we leave further investigation
to future work.

CASSINI advocates placing jobs such that jobs with higher
compatibility scores share network links. However, as the
number of jobs sharing a network link increases, it becomes
harder to interleave the communication demands, and the
compatibility score reduces. CASSINI tries to avoid scenarios
where jobs with low compatibility scores share a network link.
We leave the study of the effect of the number of jobs sharing
a network link on the compatibility scores for future work.

7 Related Work
Our work builds on several lines of related research.

Compute scheduling approaches. A large number of sys-
tems and techniques have focused on improving the perfor-
mance of large-scale distributed ML workloads [13, 16, 19,
23,24,36,42,54,63,68,71,73]. Relevant to this paper, several
papers aim to reduce communication overhead using smart
scheduling techniques; e.g., Gandiva [69], Themis [40], Pol-
lux [50], Tiresias [25], Shockwave [76], and Optimus [48].
These schedulers try to minimize network sharing by plac-
ing workers of the same job as close as possible to each
other. However, these approaches do not consider interleaving
the communication patterns of different training jobs when
placing them on servers. CASSINI’s contribution is comple-
mentary to these approaches by considering both the compute
resources and the communication demands of different jobs
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during scheduling. Moreover, CASSINI is designed as a plug-
gable module to augment these schedulers.

Multi-resource sharing. Recently, Muri [75] proposed
a scheduling technique to interleave critical resources (e.g.,
GPU, CPU, network, storage) of DNN training jobs. Muri
packs jobs that are being executed on the same set of resources
into a group and interleaves their resource requirements us-
ing a Blossom-based scheduler. However, Muri’s approach to
resource interleaving only applies to jobs that share the same
set of GPUs, CPUs, memory, and network resources.2 Hence,
Muri can interleave compute and communication phases of a
set of jobs only if the jobs are sharing the same set of GPUs.
In contrast, CASSINI is able to interleave compute and com-
munication phases of different jobs, irrespective of which
GPUs they occupy. For instance, Muri’s algorithm is not ap-
plicable to interleave the resources of j1 and j2 in Figure 2(a),
because j1 is distributed between server1 and server2 while j2
is distributed between server3 and server4; i.e., these two jobs
do not belong to the same resource group in Muri’s algorithm.
Muri would have been able to interleave the resources if both
j1 and j2 were distributed between all four servers. However,
for many of the large models we use in our experiments, GPU-
sharing is not possible because of the memory requirements of
the model. Moreover, even with GPU sharing, in a large-scale
cluster, cross-group network congestion is common. CASSINI
is able to interleave the Up and Down phases of different jobs,
without requiring them to share the same set of resources.
Similarly, Synergy [44] has proposed a multi-resource in-
terleaving scheduling approach by inferring the sensitivity
of DNN jobs to GPU, CPU, and memory resources using
optimistic profiling. Synergy improves the overall cluster effi-
ciency by performing resource-sensitive allocations instead of
a GPU-proportional allocation. However, Synergy’s approach
does not consider the network bandwidth as a resource and
is unable to interleave the communication phases with other
resources. In contrast, CASSINI’s focus is on interleaving the
network demand with the GPU resources. CASSINI is de-
signed to augment both Muri and Synergy schedulers. Some
previous studies have concentrated on the theoretical analysis
of periodic tasks [22, 34]. However, these approaches exploit
characteristics distinct from those inherent to distributed DNN
training jobs.

Communication-aware scheduling. A variety of ap-
proaches have been developed to accelerate communication
among ML training workers of the same job to reduce net-
work overhead [2,14,23,33,45,55,65,74] and to enable more
efficient pipelining strategies [28,47]. ByteScheduler [49] and
Syndicate [41] accelerate ML training by scheduling and opti-
mizing the order of communication operations between differ-
ent GPU servers used by a training job. ByteScheduler over-
laps compute and communication operations within a train-
ing job, while Syndicate provides a solution for planning and

2Muri [75] states this limitation: “The algorithm avoids cross-group
packing to minimize the packing overhead.”

scheduling communication operations for large DNN train-
ing. Similarly, TACCL [56], BytePS [30], and CLOPT [74]
improve the communication collective algorithms of large
DNN models. BytePS seeks to find a balance between the
Parameter Server [37] and Ring-AllReduce algorithms for
synchronizing the gradients. TACCL proposes a communica-
tion collective algorithm for training large models with data
and model parallelism. CLOPT co-optimizes network topol-
ogy and communication schedules for ML training. These
approaches optimize communication within a training job,
however, they do not consider congestion and network shar-
ing across training jobs. In contrast, CASSINI’s approach is
orthogonal to these techniques because CASSINI focuses on
sharing the network resources across different training jobs.

Difference with prior workshop paper. A prior workshop
paper [53] introduced the idea of using a geometric abstrac-
tion to achieve job compatibility at a single-link level. We
extend this workshop paper in a few important ways. First, the
workshop paper considers compute/communication interleav-
ing at a high level and does not provide a concrete scheduling
technique to achieve it. Specifically, it relies on an unfair con-
gestion control protocol to achieve interleaving, but CASSINI
does not require any changes to or assumptions about the con-
gestion control protocol. Second, the workshop paper ignores
the impact of cluster-level interleaving. Third, the workshop
paper only considers the data parallelism paradigm, and its
geometric abstraction does not generalize to model paral-
lelism techniques. Finally, our optimization formulation, the
Affinity graph abstraction, the design and implementation
of the CASSINI module, and our formal arguments around
correctness (Theorem 1) are all new contributions.

8 Conclusion
CASSINI is a simple but effective approach that can integrate
with existing cluster schedulers to allow them to accommo-
date multiple ML jobs’ network needs. We introduce a novel
metric, called compatibility score, to rank different GPU place-
ments when jobs compete on network links. Our evaluations
show that CASSINI improves the average and tail completion
time of jobs by up to 1.6× and 2.5×, respectively. Moreover,
we show that CASSINI reduces the number of ECN marked
packets by up to 33×.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
This section provides the proof of Theorem 1 (Correctness
and Uniqueness Guarantee) in Section 4. To prove uniqueness
we need to show that Algorithm 1 assigns a time shift value
exactly once to every job j ∈ J in the cluster with Affinity
graph G = (U,V,E). To prove the correctness, we need to
show that:

∀l,∀( jn, jm) ∈ {( ji, jk)|( ji, l) ∈ E and ( jk, l) ∈ E} :

(t jn − t jm)%pl =(t l
jn − t l

jm)%pl (6)

where pl is the perimeter of the geometric abstraction for link
l. In other words, to guarantee correctness, we prove that for
every pair of jobs sharing a link, the difference in the time-
shift values assigned by the algorithm is equal to the relative
time-shift given by CASSINI’s optimization formulation for
that link.

We first use induction to prove that both the above
statements are true for any connected and loop-free Affinity
graph G = (U1,V1,E1), and later we extend this to a general
Affinity graph with many connected sub-graphs.

Base case: First, we show that both statements hold for a
graph G with only one link l. Algorithm 1 first selects one of
the jobs j1 connected to the link l and sets t j1 = 0. Using its
BFS traversal algorithm for all the other jobs ji connected to
l, Algorithm 1 sets the time shift as:

t ji =−t l
j1 + t l

ji

As the algorithm uses BFS and visits each job exactly once,
the time-shift value is computed and assigned exactly once for
each job. This ensures that for a given job, there is a unique
time-shift value computed by the algorithm.

To show correctness, we need to prove equation 6 for all
job pairs connected to the link l. Say jn and jm are two jobs
connected to the link l, then:

(t jm − t jn)%pl = (−t l
j1 + t l

jm − (−t l
j1 + t l

jn))%pl

= (t l
jm − t l

jn)%pl

This shows that the time shift assignments are correct for the
base case.

Assumption Step: Let us assume that the two statements
hold for every connected and loop-free Affinity graph having
n links.

Induction step: We use the above assumption to prove
that the two statements hold for a connected and loop-free
Affinity graph having n + 1 links. Let G = (Us,Vs,Es) be
the connected sub-graph with n links. Now, we create an
affinity graph with n+1 links, by adding a new link ln which
is already connected to some set of jobs J = { j}. In order to
get a connected and loop-free Affinity graph with n+1 links,

ln has to be connected to exactly one job ji ∈ Us. It has to
be exactly one because having an edge with more than one
job from the sub-graph G will form a loop, and not being
connected with any of the jobs from the sub-graph G will
make the Affinity graph disconnected. Let ji be the job from
subgraph G that is connected to ln. Since ji is the only path
to reach the link ln and the jobs J connected to the link, our
algorithm 1 will reach link ln through job ji. Then, from the
algorithm, the time assignments for the jobs in J are given by:

∀ jk ∈ J, t jk = t ji − t ln
ji + t ln

jk

The uniqueness is guaranteed since BFS visits each job only
once. From the assumption step, the correctness constraints
for all the links in the subgraph G are assumed to be valid, so
we have to only prove equation 6 for the jobs connected to ln.

∀( jm, jn)∈ J,(t jm −t jn)%pl =(t ji −t l
ji +t l

jm −(t ji −t l
ji +t l

jn))%pl

= (t l
jm − t l

jn)%pl

This shows that both statements hold true for any Affinity
graph with n+ 1 links. This concludes the induction proof.
Hence, Algorithm 1 holds true for all connected and loop-free
Affinity graphs.

Now, we extend to an Affinity graph of a cluster with mul-
tiple connected sub-graphs. Since our algorithm solves each
connected sub-graph one by one and assigns a single time-
shift value for each job in the sub-graph, uniqueness is guar-
anteed. For correctness, since there is no edge connecting
jobs and links from different disjoint sub-graphs there are no
constraints across disjoint graphs that need to be checked for
correctness. Hence, this concludes the overall proof.

Example. As an example, traversing the affinity graph in
Figure 8(b) results in the following unique time-shifts for j1,
j2, and j3:

t j1 =0 (reference point) (7)

t j2 =(−t l1
j1 + t l1

j2) mod iter_time j2 (8)

Affinity graph path: j1 →l1 → j2

t j3 =(−t l1
j1 + t l1

j2 − t l2
j2 + t l2

j3) mod iter_time j3 (9)

Affinity graph path: j1 → l1→ j2 → l2 → j3

For the correctness of the algorithm, the graph should be
loop-free. In CASSINI’s design, we eliminate placement con-
figurations that have loops. Themis allocates servers using
an auction procedure, which involves multiple jobs in the
cluster participating in the auction. This allows multiple pos-
sible placement configurations for the jobs participating in the
auction. Hence, it is easy to find many loop-free placement
configurations among them. Similarly, Pollux reallocates re-
sources periodically, involving multiple jobs and creating
many possible placement configurations.
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DNN Memory
requirement
(MB)

Batch
size/GPU

Parallelization
strategy

Type

VGG11 [26] 507 512-1800 Data Parallel Vision
VGG16 [18] 528 512-1800 Data Parallel Vision
VGG19 [32] 549 512-1800 Data Parallel Vision
WideResNet101 [72] 243 256-1200 Data Parallel Vision
ResNet50 [27] 98 256-1800 Data Parallel Vision
BERT [20] 450 8-32 Data Parallel Language
RoBERTa [39] 800 8-32 Data Parallel Language
CamemBERT [43] 266 8-32 Data Parallel Language
XLM [17] 1116 4-32 Data Parallel Language
GPT1 [51] 650 - 9000 32-80 Model Parallel Language
GPT2 [52] 1623- 27000 32-80 Model Parallel Language
GPT3 [11] 1952-

155000
16-48 Model Parallel Language

DLRM [6] 890 - 1962 16-1024 Model Parallel Recomm.

Table 3: DNN models used in our experiments.

Themis Th+Cassini Pollux Po+Cassini IdealRandom
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Figure 19: Number of ECN marked packets per iteration

B DNN Models
As mentioned in Section 5.1, we run our experiment with
13 popular DNN models: VGG11 [26], VGG16 [18],
VGG19 [32], ResNet50 [27], WideResNet101 [72],
BERT [20], RoBERTa [39], XLM [17], CamemBERT [43],
GPT1 [51], GPT2 [52], GPT3 [11], and DLRM [6]. Table 3
summarizes the parameters of each model and batch sizes.
Note that the batch sizes are provided as a range because
the number of workers and hyper-parameters change during
scheduling epochs. In particular, in different experiments, we
select the batch size according to the hyper-parameters used
in prior work [1, 40, 50, 54, 57]. The memory requirement
of each model reflects the amount of memory each model
occupies in the GPU memory. We adjust the model sizes for
different models depending on the parallelization strategy.

C Number of ECN Marked Packets
Figure 19 plots the number of ECN marked packets per itera-
tion for the models ResNet and CamemBERT. These measure-
ments are from the experiment of Section 5.3. The ResNet
model has relatively lower ECN marks in general than other
models because ResNet has a smaller model size and requires
less network bandwidth for its AllReduce phase.
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Abstract
Machine learning (ML) applications present rich character-
istics to underlying network transport, yet little work has
been done so far to systematically exploit these properties
in transport design. This paper takes the initiative to pursue
a domain-specific network transport, called MLT1, for
distributed DNN training that fully embraces several unique
characteristics of machine learning.

At its heart, MLT employs three simple-yet-effective
techniques to form a 3-step progressive scheme against long
tail latency caused by transient packet drops and queueing.
First, it leverages the independencies among gradient updates
to enable per-packet load balancing to minimize network
hotspots without worrying about packet re-ordering. Then, if
hotspot arises, it performs priority queueing/dropping based on
the layers and magnitudes of gradients to optimize the model
convergence. Lastly, if drop occurs, it enables bounded-loss
tolerance—a certain amount of gradient losses tolerated by
the DNN training without affecting the model accuracy. MLT
is readily deployable with commodity switches and imposes
minimal modifications on various DNN training libraries
(e.g., TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch) and communication
routines (e.g., PS and Ring All-reduce). We show, via both
testbed experiments and simulations, that MLT effectively
optimizes network tail latency and delivers up to 62.2% better
end-to-end training performance over prior work.

1 Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been paramount to
modern machine learning applications in computer vision
(CV) [41, 57, 91] and natural language processing (NLP) [74,
99,102]. However, training DNNs can be notoriously slow, due
importantly to the sheer volumes of gradients that need to be
frequently shuffled. While individual forward/backward prop-
agations can be massively parallelized, typical DNN training
still includes 100s of iterations, each ending up with shuffling
massive gradients across 10s to 100s of workers, potentially
causing severe worst-case congestion and tail latencies and
slowing DNN training down to a crawl. Such communication
bottlenecks have been witnessed in production clusters and
reported in many literatures [33, 39, 50, 69, 78, 81, 100, 114].

To reduce the communication overhead in distributed DNN

∗Now with NVIDIA
1MLT: Machine Learning Transport for AI-centric Networking (AICN).

training, many solutions have been proposed recently. Some
of them attempt to reduce traffic volume at application layer
through gradient compression (e.g., sparsification [33,66,101]
or quantization [12]), while others seek to overlap communica-
tion and computation through tensor partitioning and transmis-
sion scheduling [39, 49, 81]. However, while these solutions
effectively optimize the average flow completion time (FCT) in
general, they are susceptible to transient queueing or loss which
could lead to severe tail FCT when network is under pressure.
As we show in §2.2, by reducing the total traffic volume, gradi-
ent compression can reduce the average FCT, but fails to avoid
the long tail FCT caused by sporadic packet loss in the network,
which adversely affects the DNN training performance.

One plausible way to tackle this problem is to borrow the
sophisticated datacenter network transport solutions such
as DeTail [110], pFabric [15], Homa [77] and NDP [38],
to name a few, to deep learning clusters. However, while
these advanced solutions can potentially deliver near-optimal
average or tail latencies, they are too complex by either
re-factoring the whole network stack from physical layer, or
requiring the support of specific switch ASICs (e.g., cutting
payload [38]), or assuming non-blocking network cores,
making them hard to deploy in practice.

In this paper, we ask: can we design a simple, effective yet
readily-deployable solution to the above problem? Motivated
by the special properties of machine learning (§3), we answer
the question affirmatively by presenting MLT (§4), a domain-
specific network transport that can optimize both average and
tail FCTs of distributed DNN training by exploiting a series
of ML-specific properties, in a progressive manner.

First, MLT exploits the property of inter-packet inde-
pendency to perform per-packet load balancing, which
minimizes network hotspots. Per-packet load balancing is
highly desirable by almost all prior datacenter solutions with
multi-pathing. However, none could really enjoy its benefit
without paying considerable cost for packet re-ordering, with
some of them backing off to flowlet as a compromise [13, 96].
Unlike traditional applications where one message often
contains multiple packets (thus order-dependent), we note that
messages in DNN training are essentially gradients, which
are small enough (32bits or less) to allow multiple messages
packed in one packet (thus order-free) (§3.1). By exploring
this, MLT can effectively minimize network hotspots with
perfect packet spraying without re-ordering concern.

Second, when hotspot arises, MLT performs priority
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queueing or dropping at the switch based on the importance of
gradients in the packets. As elaborated in §3.3, we find that the
importance of a gradient depends on its position (i.e., DNN
layer) and magnitude. Typically, gradients of front layers are
less important than back layers due to the popular pre-training
technique used in CV and NLP applications: the front layers
are often pre-trained on large/generic datasets and thus need
fewer updates than the back layers [107]. Meanwhile, larger
gradients are more important than smaller ones, because large
gradients are critical for identifying the correlation between
the intermediate features and the final prediction result.

Lastly, if packet drop occurs, MLT resorts to its final
defense—bounded-loss tolerance—no retransmission up to a
certain packet loss fraction allowed by the approximate SGD-
based training, to protect against the long tail latency (§3.2).
In contrast to today’s all-or-nothing transport primitive (TCP
or UDP), MLT supports a bounded-loss tolerance transport
primitive: by intentionally ignoring packets (bounded by p)
delayed or lost in the network without retransmission, MLT
effectively cuts tail latency while still maintaining the same
model accuracy. We note that while such loss-tolerance prop-
erty has been used in prior work to reduce traffic volume [101]
at the application layer which reduces the average FCT, we
reuse it at the transport layer to cut the tail (§4).

We have implemented MLT (§5) with commodity switches,
integrated it with TensorFlow, MXNet and PyTorch, and
deployed it over our small-scale testbed with 64 RTX3090
GPUs. In our implementation, we only use basic switch
functions such as ECN/RED and priority queueing, and build
MLT transport protocol in user space without modifying
kernel network stack. Through extensive testbed experiments
and large-scale simulations (§6), we find that:

• Compared to the state-of-the-art in communication
optimization of DNN training (BytePS [52]), MLT achieves
up to 12.0%–62.2% training speedup across various DNN
models while maintaining the same accuracy (§6.1).

• Compared to the PyTorch FSDP [115] in fine-tuning
Large Language Models (LLMs) with fully sharded data
parallelism [115], MLT achieves up to 35.5% speedup
without affecting the fine-tuning process (§6.1).

• Compared to one of the best datacenter transports
(NDP [38]), MLT delivers comparable network perfor-
mance (in fact, 6.7%/10.3% lower average/tail FCTs)
under realistic ResNet50-induced traffic, with no switch
modification (§6.2).

• Each design component of MLT contributes effectively to
the ultimate performance of MLT (§6.3).

We believe MLT showcases a first step towards an AI-centric
networking design that systematically explores a series of
ML-specific characteristics. While many questions, from theo-
retical understanding of more ML algorithmics/characteristics
to practical real-world implementation/deployment, remain
open (§7), our exploration in MLT has shown early promise

Parameter 
Servers

Workers

Data 
Shards

𝝎 ∆𝝎

Figure 1: Data parallelism with Parameter Server
of this direction and hopefully could inspire this community
to think more on how to design AI-centric networking for ML
applications by exploiting its special properties.

2 Distributed DNN Training
2.1 Communication Overhead
Training basics: DNNs learn intricate representations on
large datasets. A training process refines a DNN model upon a
dataset for many epochs, each consisting of multiple iterations.
In each iteration: (1) The DNN model and a data partition
(or mini-batch) are taken as input; (2) the mini-batch travels
through the model from the first layer to the last layer, called
forward propagation (FP), and computes a loss; (3) with the
loss derived, it computes the gradients backwards from the
last layer to the first layer, called backward propagation (BP);
and finally (4) the gradients, which represent information
acquired from the mini-batch, are used to update the model
with optimization algorithms, normally Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) [21, 54, 82].
Parallelism schemes: There are mainly two types of
parallelism schemes for distributed ML: Data Parallelism
(DP) and Model Parallelism (MP). DP aims to faster batch
processing speed while MP tries to achieve better memory
efficiency. When a single GPU can accommodate a model,
the mainstream approach is DP [52]. With the rise of LLMs,
even the latest H100 [9] GPU cannot fit an entire model. As a
result, researchers start to use MP. Some leverage pipelining to
enhance computational efficiency (pipeline parallelism [78]),
while others further divide a tensor across multiple GPUs
(tensor parallelism [90]). Nevertheless, recent wisdom, e.g. ,
ZeRO [84] and FSDP [115], eliminates memory redundancies
of DP and achieves comparable or better performance than
MP in terms of memory efficiency, especially for models that
are hard to evenly distribute [84]. Such DP approach can even
achieve super-linear speedup [84].

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on data parallelism
and leave others as future work (§7). To speed up with DP,
mini-batches of training data are distributed across multiple
machines (or workers) as shown in Figure 1. Different workers
share the same global model and independently compute gradi-
ents (with FP and BP) on their respective mini-batches. Then,
gradients from all workers are synchronized and aggregated
to update the global model2, using either Parameter Server

2There are three general approaches to model synchronization: Bulk
Synchronous Parallelism (BSP) [95], Asynchronous Parallel (ASP) [86],
and Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) [104]. Among them, BSP, in which all
workers need to train on the same iterations, is preferred in production due
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Figure 2: Time cost of training GoogleNet on ImageNet with different compression ratios and RTOmins in our testbed. Note
that the minimum RTOmin in Linux kernel is 1ms, and we also deep-dive microsecond level RTOmin with simulations in §6.3.
However, please note that the realistic RTOmin in production is set typically at millisecond level even though the base RTT could
be at microsecond level, mainly due to the reason explained in Footnote-3.

architecture [60] or collective routines like All-reduce [80]:
• Parameter Server (PS) [60] is a logically centralized

key-value store. In each iteration, workers pull new model
parameters from PS for training, and then push gradients
to PS for model updating. PS enables flexible parameter
synchronization pattern and is generally fault-tolerant.

• All-reduce [80] is a collective operation to sum up
gradients of all workers. A popular implementation is Ring
All-reduce [88], in which workers form a logical ring. Each
worker receives a chunk of gradients from one neighbor,
adds to its local copy, and sends the chunk to the other
neighbor, until all the gradients are aggregated. Compared
to PS, Ring All-reduce generates more uniform traffic
pattern, but has higher synchronization overhead due to the
smaller flow size and longer communication chain [27].

Communication overhead: The above gradient transmission
and model synchronization demand efficient network trans-
port [81]. In each iteration, each worker can send and receive
model gradients with tens to thousands of MBs [41,57,91]. As a
result, the network communication often takes a significant por-
tion of the total training time. This overhead has been observed
by many recent literatures [31, 33, 39, 50, 60, 63, 78, 81, 112].
For example, training AlexNet on 8 nodes requires more
than 26Gbps bandwidth to avoid blocking computation of
next iteration [112]. Recent measurement has also shown
that communication accounts for 90% of the total training
time over 32 GPUs [78]. Furthermore, as reported by a large
online service provider, due to the communication overhead,
the training performance is far from linear speed-up with an
increasing number of GPU servers in many of their internal
and publicly available training workloads [81].

2.2 Existing Solutions and Problems
There exist solutions to the above problems from different
angles, however, they all have shortcomings.
Gradient sparsification and quantization: One direct way
to optimize the communication overhead is to reduce traffic

to its simplicity and convergence properties over ASP/SSP [11, 35, 72, 78].
Furthermore, BSP also produces deterministic and reproducible results, which
are needed in hyper-parameter tuning [103]. For these reasons, we focus on
BSP in this paper and leave ASP/SSP for future exploration.

volume at application layer through gradient compression (e.g.,
sparsification [33, 66, 101] or quantization [12]). Specifically,
gradient sparsification reduces network traffic by filtering
near zero gradients, whereas gradient quantization represents
the gradients with lower-precision floating point numbers to
reduce traffic volume. While both approaches reduce overall
traffic volume, they do not make communication completely
immune to long-tail latency due to packet drops or queueing
from micro-burstiness.

To show the problem, we train GoogleNet [93], a widely
used model, on ImageNet [29] dataset with different com-
pression ratios from 1× (original) to 32× (93.8%). Our
testbed contains 64 RTX3090 GPUs connected by 25Gbps
bandwidth. The detailed setup is in §6.1.1. For training, we
adopted the PS architecture and set the number of servers
equal to that of workers [81]. During the communication,
workers send gradient updates simultaneously to workers
or PSes, which may elicit a pathological phenomenon called
incast [24] congestion. As RTOmin, short for minimum
retransmission timeout, matters for the impact of incast [24],
we conduct the experiments with different RTOmin values:
200ms—the default value for Linux, 10ms—a common setting
of previous works [25], 1ms—the minimum setting for Linux
(release version) [24].3 To exclude the overhead of gradient
compression operations, we simulate the compression process
by directly modifying the gradient’s length. As reference, the
computation time of GoogleNet is about 30ms for a worker
in one iteration. To emulate a multi-job environment, we also
run two concurrent background DNN training tasks.

Figure 2 shows the experimental results. One key observa-
tion is that the improvement on training speed is quite limited
even with a significant gradient compression (Figure 2(a)),
e.g., a 32× compression in traffic volume only translates to
1.36-2.4× improvement in training speed. The root cause
behind is shown in Figure 2(b)(c): while the gradient compres-

3For theoretical analysis, we also simulate the microsecond level
RTOmin in §6.3, however, in practice, RTOmin in production clusters is
typically set at millisecond level to avoid spurious retransmissions under large
queue-buildups. Today’s commodity switches use shared buffer management
to improve burst tolerance, thus causing high queueing delay. For example,
Broadcom Trident II [116] with 12MB shared buffer and 32 40G ports can
cause up to 12MB/40Gbps=2.4ms queueing delay per hop.
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sion reduces the average FCT steadily from 15.3ms to 1.1ms,
the tail FCT, which decides the ultimate communication time
of one iteration, remains high. For large RTOmin = 200ms,
one retransmission timeout costs at least 200ms delay, so the
tail FCT is above 200ms. For smaller RTOmin=10ms or 1ms,
we find that the actual RTO is not determined by RTOmin, and
our measurement shows that the actual RTO is 48ms in case
of 32× compression, which is largely caused by consecutive
losses and spurious retransmissions. Consider the ∼30ms
computation time, such long-tail latency compromises the
overall training efficiency, undermining the benefit brought
by gradient compression.

The reader may wonder if operators can deploy priority flow
control (PFC) [1] to eliminate congestion loss, thus mitigating
long tail latency shown above. However, many studies
have shown that PFC causes a series of performance (e.g.,
congestion spreading and unfairness [116]) and management
problems (e.g., PFC storm and even deadlock [36]). In a
PFC-enabled network, a flow can be paused due to congestion
that is not even on its path. Moreover, PFC cannot eliminate
packet losses due to link failure, including both fail-stop failure
and gray failure [48]. Essentially, the head-of-line blocking
nature of PFC makes the network difficult to understand and
manage, and we leave it for future exploration.

Computation/communication overlapping and scheduling:
Most DNN training frameworks (e.g., MXNet, PyTorch and
TensorFlow) and Poseidon [112] overlap communication with
backward propagation (BP). Instead of waiting for BP on all
DNN layers, they send gradients as soon as one DNN layer is
processed, pipelining the gradient transmission of some layers
with the gradient computation of other layers. Building on Po-
seidon, P3, TicTac [39] and ByteScheduler/BytePS [52,81] fur-
ther overlap communication of the current iteration with the for-
ward propagation (FP) of the next iteration through tensor par-
titioning and priority-based transmission scheduling. Despite
being helpful, these solutions are still insufficient because, by
design, such DNN structure-level overlappings do not directly
solve the tail latency issue shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, they
ignore the network as they are purely endhost-based solutions,
but network switches are unaware of such application-level
priorities when choosing which packets to queue or drop.

Advanced datacenter transport: One plausible way to tackle
the tough tail latency could be introducing the sophisticated
datacenter network transport solutions such as DeTail [110],
pFabric [15], Homa [77] and NDP [38], etc., to deep learning
clusters. These deliberately designed solutions can potentially
deliver near-optimal average or tail latencies, which may
effectively solve the issues in Figure 2. However, the downside
is that these solutions are typically too complex, e.g., either
re-factoring the whole network stack from physical layer,
or requiring switch hardware modifications (e.g., cutting
payload [38]), or assuming non-blocking network cores,
making them hard to deploy in practice.

3 Observations and Opportunities
We seek an effective yet readily-deployable solution without
much complexity. By exploiting the domain-specific prop-
erties of DNN training, we make the following observations
which provide insights for our design.

3.1 Packets Are Order-Independent
Unlike many other applications, packets in DNN training can
tolerate out-of-order delivery. This is because in traditional
applications, the application data unit or message usually
spans multiple packets, and therefore, ordering needs to be
maintained among packets of a message. In contrast, in DNN
training context, the message is just a gradient or parameter,
which is typically represented as a 32-bit floating pointer
number [60]. Therefore, multiple message can be packed
within one packet, and packets can be interpreted indepen-
dently. Such inter-packet order-independency provides an
opportunity for packet-level load balancing in the network.

Meanwhile, the traffic in DNN training is predictable. To
enhance communication efficiency, DNN training frameworks
divide a tensor into buckets, e.g., the default maximum bucket
size in PyTorch [79] is 25MB. To better overlap communica-
tion with computation, BytePS [52] implements tensor parti-
tioning with a default size of 4MB. Such pre-determined maxi-
mum bucket or partition sizes facilitate tensor re-construction
at the receiver end.

3.2 Packet Losses Are Bound-Tolerant
SGD-based DNN training is essentially an approximation
algorithm which estimates better parameter values based on
gradients calculated from mini-batches [21, 62]. It can tolerate
loss for two main reasons: (1) gradient loss from workers
results in dynamic mini-batch sizes instead of directly causing
errors, as SGD updates the model with the average gradient
values collected from workers, the expected gradient for
update can be unbiased under certain random loss; (2) even if
an error occurs, it will self-heal automatically. This is because
in each round SGD recalibrates the gradient vector towards
the optimal based on the current model weights, errors caused
by loss in the earlier iterations will not be propagated to the
latter ones. Recent work [108] has theoretically proven that,
under random loss, this algorithm can converge within the
same magnitude of iterations.

Before using this property, we try to understand it more
precisely. We simulate the scenario of distributed SGD on
different DNN models, and randomly set the gradients to be
0 with ratio p to simulate packet losses in the network. To
quantify the impact, we first train the baseline (no loss) for
500 iterations, which is large enough to make the test accuracy
almost constant for all the models and datasets. The final test
accuracy value is set as Quality Target [4]. Then, we measure
the rounds needed to reach the Quality Target for each ratio
p. This approach is the same as MLPerf [4], a well-known
ML benchmark. We repeat each measurement for 10 times
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Bounded-loss ratio (p) 0%-1% 1%-2% >2%

GoogleNet [93] (0.7%) LSTM [42] (0.8%) ResNet34 [41] (1%) Wide ResNet50 [109] (2.4%)
Model AlexNet [57](0.8%) VGG16 [91] (0.8%) GRU [26] (1.2%) ResNet50 [41] (2.4%)

EfficientNetB0 [94] (0.8%) VGG19 [91] (0.9%) Wide ResNet101 [109] (1.3%) ShuffleNetV2 [71] (2.5%)
VGG13 [91] (0.9%) ResNet18 [41] (0.9%) DenseNet169 [47] (1.6%) ResNet101 [41] (3.3%)

Table 1: The bounded-loss tolerance property for a wide range of DNN models. For LSTM and GRU models, we train them as
NLP tasks using Wikitext-2 [75]; Other models are trained as CV tasks using ImageNet100 [7].

Model GoogleNet GRU

Dataset Cifar100 Caltech101 Wiki.-2 Wiki.-103
Grad. loss 0.8% 0.8% 1.2% 1.4%

Table 2: Loss-tolerant bounds for different datasets
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Figure 3: Impact of loss on model convergence: when the loss
ratio is below 0.8% (for LSTM) and 2.5% (for ResNet50), the
models converge with the same rounds to the same accuracies,
indicating loss-tolerance.
and calculate the average. Figure 3 shows the example results
of LSTM [42] and ResNet50 [41] trained on Wikitext-2 [75]
and Cifar100 [56] datasets. We find that: (1) when the loss
ratio is below 10%, we can achieve the Quality Target; and
(2) when the loss ratio is below 0.8% (for LSTM) and 2.5%
(for ResNet50), we can achieve this with exactly the same
rounds. We further validate this feature across a wide range of
DNN models using several general training datasets. Table 1
summarizes the results for these models, achieving the Quality
Target with the same rounds.

We refer to this feature as bounded-loss tolerance: DNN
training can tolerate a certain fraction p of data loss while
still converging with the same iterations to the same accuracy.
Despite our fine-grained profiling above, we note that the
general property of tolerating gradient loss in DNN training
is not new and has been explored in prior works [44, 101, 108].
However, while these existing solutions leverage it for
reducing traffic volume [101] or designing reliable PS
algorithms [108] at application layer to reduce average FCT,
our paper reuses it at network transport layer to cut the tail (§4).

In addition, while different models may have different loss
tolerance bounds, we observe that the bounds of one model for
different datasets we used remain similar. We show a case in
Table 2, in which the bounds for GoogleNet over Cifar100 [56]
and Caltech101 [34] are the same, while the bounds for GRU
over Wikitext-2 and Wikitext-103 [75] only differ by 0.2%.
This enables us to profile the loss tolerance bound values for
general DNN models4.

4We note that in practice the bound of a model may vary if datasets differ
greatly in some aspects. To explore the loss tolerance bound of a model on
a large dataset, one practical way is to use the tolerance bound derived from
a smaller sampled sub-dataset from the original dataset as an approximation.
Through experiments, we find that the loss tolerance bounds remain almost
the same between the sampled sub-dataset and the original dataset. We leave
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Figure 4: Gradient losses on different NN layers (a) and with
different magnitudes (b) generate different impacts on model
convergence.

3.3 Packets/Gradients Differ in Importance
We observe that different gradients have different impacts
on DNN training, depending on their layer positions in
DNNs [111], and their magnitudes [44].

First, for convergence, gradients of front layers are often less
important than back layers due to the prevalent pre-training
technique used in CV and NLP applications. Taking CV as
an example, front layers extract low-level features such as
edges and corners, whereas back layers learn more complex
concepts like shapes of certain object. Due to the generality of
low-level features across different tasks and datasets, people
often pre-train the front layers of their DNNs on large and
generic datasets, e.g., ImageNet [29], and then fine-tune them
over the target dataset, which will accelerate the training and
improve the model performance [107]. With per-training,
the front layers extracting low-level features are generally
well learned, thus need fewer updates than the back layers.
Meanwhile, gradients of front layers are more urgent when
pipelining strategies [50, 81] are employed, because the FP
can start once the front-layer gradients are received.

To illustrate the impact of gradient loss on different
layers, we train ResNet50 on Cifar100 [56] during which
we randomly discard gradients from: the front layers (the
first 20% layers), the middle layers (the middle 20% layers),
and the back layers (the last 20% layers) with varying loss
probabilities. We first trained the model without discarding
gradients and found that the test accuracy converged to 93%,
thus in our experiment we set 93% as the target accuracy.
Results in Figure 4(a) show that front-layer gradients have a
much higher bounded-loss tolerance than back-layer gradients.
For instance, to maintain the same convergence speed and
accuracy, we can only tolerate 0.3% gradient loss from the
back layers but over 5% from the front layers.

Second, larger gradients are typically more important
than smaller ones. This is because larger gradients are more
effective for SGD to identify the correlations between the

a full exploration of this as future work.
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features and the task than that of smaller ones. As a result, their
losses have more negative impact on model accuracy [59].
Furthermore, larger gradients indicate bigger learning step
sizes, thus having more impact on convergence speed.

To show the impact of gradient loss of different magnitudes,
we again consider three scenarios: randomly dropping
gradients among the smallest 20%, the medium 20%, and
the largest 20% magnitudes with different loss probabilities.
Results in Fig 4(b) show that dropping larger gradients has
a much lower bounded-loss tolerance than that of dropping
smaller ones. For example, to maintain the same convergence
property, we can tolerate more than 20% loss of small
gradients but only 0.4% of the large gradients.

4 The MLT Design
MLT is inspired by the above observations. In this section, we
first introduce the key ideas of MLT (§4.1), and then present
the detailed mechanisms (§4.2). We theoretically prove the
convergence of MLT in Appendix A.

4.1 Key Ideas
1. Minimizing hotspots with order-free per-packet load
balancing. Load balancing aims to eliminate hotspots by
spreading traffic onto multiple paths. Ideally, it should be done
at packet-level. However, to avoid costly packet reordering,
current practice remains to work at the sub-optimal coarse
granularity [13, 15, 19, 113]. Based on the observation in
§3.1, packets of DNN training are order-free, which enables
packet-level spreading without reordering concerns. Thus,
MLT employs per-packet load balancing to minimize network
hotspots (§4.2.1).
2. Gradient-aware packet queueing and dropping. While
DNN training tolerates certain packet losses, the impact of
losing different gradients differs as per the observation in §3.3:
1) in terms of DNN layer, front layer gradients are less impor-
tant than back layer ones, whose dropping has less impact on
model convergence; 2) in terms of magnitude, large gradients
are more important than small ones, whose dropping has more
impact on model accuracy. To respect them, when the switch
queue is full and some packets have to be dropped, MLT en-
forces a gradient-aware selective dropping: 1) Packets carrying
front layer gradients will be selected for dropping over those
carrying back layer ones; 2) Packets carrying smaller gradients
will be selected for dropping over those carrying larger ones.

Furthermore, as mentioned in §3.3, while gradients of
front layers are less important for convergence, they are more
urgent for training pipelining, since FP can start as soon as the
front-layer tensors are received [81]. Therefore, in addition
to selective dropping, we further enforce priority queueing
to prioritize front-layer packets (§4.2.2).
3. Cutting tail latency with bounded-loss tolerance. As
shown in §2.2, gradient compression does not completely
solve the long tail latency issue. This is because network
congestion (packet losses or queueing) may be caused not
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Figure 5: MLT Overview
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only by traffic volume, but also by traffic pattern, e.g., high
fan-in burst in a short time.

MLT exploits bounded-loss tolerance (§3.2) to address the
tail latency. Currently, reliability in transport control is “all-
or-nothing”: TCP requires all packets to be received and thus
may get blocked by a tiny fraction of packet losses waiting
for retransmission; whereas UDP has no reliability guarantee.
Neither suits for DNN training. Instead, MLT uses a bounded-
loss tolerant transport protocol that tolerates up to a bound p
fraction of packet losses without retransmission, thus effec-
tively cutting the tail latency while not degrading the training
outcome (§4.2.3).

4.2 Mechanisms
Figure 5 overviews MLT, with a 3-step workflow. First, data
traffic is spread out onto multiple paths on a per-packet basis
to minimize hotpots (Idea 1). Then, if hotspot arises, MLT
performs priority queueing, followed by selective dropping in
case of buffer overflow, based on gradient importance (Idea 2).
Finally, if packet drops which may potentially trigger timeout,
as a final defense, MLT enables bounded loss-tolerant data
transmission to avoid long retransmission delay (Idea 3).
These 3 steps work progressively to protect MLT against the
long tail latency.

4.2.1 Order-free Per-packet Load Balancing

MLT performs fast start at end-hosts, and per-packet load bal-
ancing in the network. To ensure packet independency, MLT
needs careful packet construction.

Order-free packet construction. MLT first performs tensor
packing before transmission (Figure 6). Gradients in a tensor
are divided into separated groups, which are then packed
into packets with tensor ID, layer, and offset information.
When a packet reaches the receiver, gradients in the packet
can be put into the corresponding addresses according to the
tensor ID and gradient offset. For lost gradients, we fill in the
corresponding places with zeros. For lost parameters, we use
the value of the previous iteration. This ensures that the MLT
receiver can still re-construct the tensor even with some lost
or reordered packets.
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Per-packet load balancing. We consider two design options
for per-packet load balancing. One is to leverage the switch
side per-packet ECMP [43]. The other is to give end-hosts the
control of multi-path routing [46]. This can be done by source
routing or label switching. In our implementation of this paper,
we follow the second option as source routing delivers more
predictable performance by explicitly determining the path for
each packet. With the aid of per-packet load balancing, MLT
effectively minimizes hotspots to a great extent.
4.2.2 Gradient-aware Packet Queueing & Dropping
Congestion may still occur even if per-packet load balancing
is employed. MLT performs priority queueing and selective
dropping in case of queue buildup and buffer overflow, based
on the impact of gradients/packets on DNN training (§3.3).
End-host packet tagging. MLT first tags packets based on
the layers and magnitudes of gradients. To decide packet
priority, a straightforward solution is to map packets of each
layer to a unique priority. However, this is impractical as there
are usually much more DNN layers than switch priorities
(typically 8 [19]). To handle it, MLT evenly distributes all
layers into available priorities: it tags the packets of i-th layer
with iP

L , where L and P are total numbers of DNN layers and
available switch priority queues, respectively.

To encode the magnitude information, we adopt a similar
approach used in gradient sparsification [66]. Given all
gradients in a packet, MLT calculates the mean value and
compares it against a threshold to mark whether the packet
is important or not (indicated by ECN field in packet header
§5.2)5. By default, the threshold is set to median of all
gradients in a tensor. To minimize overhead, we sample 5%
of the gradients (inspired by [66] whose sample rate is <1%).
Switch queueing and dropping. Based on the tagging
information, MLT switches perform priority queueing and
selective dropping as shown Figure 7. For priority queueing,
it maps packets of front layers to high priority queues, which
speeds up the training pipelines. For selective dropping, it
decides whether to drop a packet from two dimensions. On
the layer level, to selectively drop front layer packets, the
corresponding higher priority queues are set with lower
dropping thresholds (more analysis in Appendix B). On

5Note that the magnitude of gradient is a better importance indicator
than that of the original parameter. If the original parameter is small yet the
gradient is large, dropping the gradient may discard update information that
builds new correlation between two features from “unrelated” to “related”.

the magnitude level, the switch drops packets based on
the importance tags; less important packets get selectively
dropped. Note that there is no need for complex deep packet
inspection, and both priority queueing and selective dropping
can be readily implemented with commodity switches by
checking DSCP and ECN fields, respectively (§5.2).

4.2.3 Bounded-loss Tolerant Data Transmission
With well-balanced traffic and deliberate queueing and
dropping mechanisms, packet loss should happen rarely or,
in case it happens, has limited impacts. However, in case of
severe losses that may lead to timeouts, as a final resort, MLT
enables a bounded-loss tolerance data transmission to avoid
long retransmission latency.
Strawman design. To realize bounded-loss tolerant data
transmission, a strawman solution is to let the receiver
application start next iteration once it receives a certain
fraction of gradients. However, this approach suffers from
head-of-line (HoL) blocking due to in-order delivery nature
of reliable transport protocols like TCP. Consider a 10-packet
message where the second packet is lost. Though the transport
layer gets 90% of data, it can only deliver the first packet up
to the application as the lost second packet blocks the delivery
of remaining packets. Consequently, application suffers from
unnecessary retransmission delay to move forward.

The reader may wonder the feasibility of unreliable
transport protocols such as UDP. While unreliable transport
protocols do not have above HoL blocking problem, their best
effort nature cannot guarantee the delivery of a certain portion
of packets. In addition, they lack congestion control to prevent
congestion collapse. Therefore, we decide to come up a new
transport protocol that can guarantee the delivery of a certain
fraction, say (1−p)%, of packets.
Semi-reliable transmission. Before training, MLT first syn-
chronizes among all the nodes with the following information:
(1) loss-tolerant bound p∈[0,1), the maximum tolerable loss
fraction for a tensor; (2) ID and size of each tensor. Note that
we can get this information before the training starts and tensor
sizes are fixed for each of the iterations. Such information is
transmitted via a reliable channel, e.g., TCP or RDMA RC
(Reliable Connection) to ensure reliability.

When the correctly delivered data reaches the bound,
MLT receiver sends a stop signal to stop the sender-side
transmission. However, it is possible that the receiver may not
obtain enough data after the sender transmitted all the packets
for a round. To this end, after transmitting all the packets of a
tensor, the sender sends a probe signal to the receiver to query
the status. The receiver responds with a bitmap of received
packets, and then the sender will re-transmit all missing
packets. Such recovery process continues until the stop signal
is received by the sender. Note that control packets such as
stop and probe are transmitted over reliable channel.
Minimal rate control. In virtue of the loss-tolerance feature,
MLT only requires a minimal rate control to avoid congestion
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Figure 8: MLT end-host implementation overview
collapse. It uses the delay as the congestion signal and adopts
a TIMELY-like [76] algorithm:
• Initially, flow starts at line rate. The sender encodes a

timestamp in the data packet while the receiver periodically
echoes back the timestamp via ACK. In our setting, the
receiver sends one ACK for every ten arrival data packets.

• Every time the sender receives an ACK, it computes the
current RTT and RTT gradient, then update the sending
rate. The rule is: 1) if the current RTT is less than Tlow or
the RTT gradient is <0, it performs additive increase and
sets the rate to rate+α; 2) if the current RTT is larger than
Thigh, it performs multiplicative decrease and sets the rate
to rate ·(1−β ·(1− Thigh

current_rtt )). In our experiment, Tlow is
12.5µs, Thigh is 125µs, α is 40Mbps and β is 0.8.

5 Implementation
We build a MLT prototype with Mellanox LibVMA [73] and
commodity switches, and integrate it into popular ML frame-
works, e.g., Tensorflow [11], PyTorch [79] and MXNet [23].

5.1 End-host Network Stack
Overview. As shown in Figure 8, MLT is implemented as
a shim layer running in user space between ML framework
and socket interfaces. We provide a series of universal com-
munication interfaces that can be integrated into various ML
frameworks [11, 23, 79] and distributed training middleware
systems (e.g., Horovod [88] and BytePS [52]).
Universal interfaces. We design and implement basic
communication primitives for common application abstrac-
tions of ML frameworks [11, 23, 52, 79]. MLT provides an
asynchronous operation and completion programming model
which is similar to those used in high performance commu-
nication libraries such as libverbs and libfabric. It provides
two basic communication APIs dlcp_post_send(tensor,
prio_func) anddlcp_post_recv(tensor, loss_bound)
and an API dlcp_poll_cq (cq) for completion notification.
The tensor abstraction is widely used by almost all popular
DNN frameworks such as TensorFlow and PyTorch.
MLT sender. At the sender side, a tensor is first partitioned
into several MTU-sized (excluding header overhead) segments
of gradients. Then we run the priority function prio_func
to determine the per-segment priority. We use the DSCP field
in the IP header to carry the priority value. The MLT header
contained in UDP payload encodes the tensor identifier, length,
offset and a sequence number.

MLT receiver. At the receiver side, dlcp_post_recv takes
the tensor received and the loss-tolerant bound as input. Before
data transmission, the sender and receiver do a rendezvous
to allocate receiving buffer in advance. Upon receiving a new
packet, the receiver copies its gradients to the pre-allocated
memory according to its offset.

Data & signal transmission. We implement MLT using both
UDP and TCP. Inspired by [40], we separate data transfers
and control signals, and only provide full reliability for
control signals (flow start/finish, retransmisison request, stop
request/confirm) whose traffic size is much smaller. To ensure
reliability, we use TCP to carry control signals. To minimize
the loss of control signals, we reserve a separate priority for
them at the switch. We find that control packets are rarely
dropped in practice. To achieve high throughput, we adopt
UDP in Mellanox LibVMA [73] (instead of Linux kernel), a
high-performance user space network stack.

Retransmission. MLT implements selective acknowledge-
ment (SACK) to manage retransmission. The buffer of a
transmitting tensor is shared by both the application and
MLT library until the corresponding completion is generated.
Thus, there is no need to maintain an additional buffer for
retransmission of unacknowledged packets.

RDMA Implementation feasibility. Today, RDMA is widely
used to accelerate distributed ML training [52,106]. The reader
may wonder how to implement MLT in RDMA NIC. However,
we did a feasibility study and noticed that today’s RDMA
NIC hardware still cannot provide enough programmability
to implement complex transport functionalities efficiently. For
example, even on the state-of-the-art NVIDIA ConnectX-7
NIC [8] which supports programmable congestion control,
users still cannot modify packet retransmission logic inside
the NIC. If we onload MLT’s complex functionalities,
e.g., semi-reliable transmission, to user space like previous
work [53], we may lose the real benefits of hardware offloading.
Therefore, we leave a full hardware implementation of MLT
as future work.

5.2 Switch Configurations
We implement priority queueing and selective dropping using
built-in functions of commodity switches.

Priority queueing (with DSCP). We enable strict priority
queueing and classify packets into the corresponding priority
queues based on the DSCP field [19, 22].

Selective dropping (with ECN). Current switching chips can-
not push out packets that are already stored in the switch buffers.
Therefore, we can only selectively drop packets at the ingress.
To this end, inspired by Aeolus [45], we use RED/ECN func-
tion [18], which is supported by commodity switches. In cur-
rent implementations, when the switch queue size exceeds the
ECN marking threshold, the switch will mark the arrival ECN-
capable packets and drop non-ECN-capable packets. Hence,
to implement selective dropping, we tag the packets carrying
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large gradients with ECN-capable at the sender side. To imple-
ment layer-wise selective dropping, e.g., packets from the front
layers are easier to drop than that from the back layers, we set
smaller ECN marking thresholds for higher priority queues.

5.3 ML Framework Integration
MLT can be directly integrated with ML frameworks such
as TensorFlow [11], PyTorch [79], and MXNet [23] or indi-
rectly integrated with some distributed training middleware
systems such as Horovod [88] and BytePS [52]. Typically,
ML frameworks have their own distributed training imple-
mentations. They tend to choose a specific RPC or messaging
library and build an abstraction over it. For example, MXNet
uses PS-Lite [60] and builds a key-value store over it, while
PyTorch prefers collective communication API and can have
multiple backends such as Gloo [32], MPI [28] or NCCL [5].
These communication abstraction layers decide which nodes
are communicating with each other in one iteration and are
usually built on the top of point-to-point communication primi-
tives. To directly integrate MLT with ML frameworks, we only
need to re-implement their communication abstraction layers
using MLT’s interfaces. To indirectly integrate MLT with dis-
tributed training middleware systems, we have to replace the
point-to-point communication with MLT, and construct the
All-reduce scheme or PS topology when necessary. As BytePS
supports TensorFlow, PyTorch and MXNet, in our prototype,
we integrate MLT into BytePS [52].

6 Evaluation
We evaluate MLT with a combination of testbed experiments
and larger-scale simulations. The highlights include:
• In testbed experiments, we evaluate MLT across different

DNN models, ML frameworks and synchronization
paradigms (§6.1). Compared to the state-of-the-art work
BytePS [52] or PyTorch FSDP [115], MLT achieves up to
62.2% (PS), 10.2% (Ring) and 35.5% (FSDP, for LLMs)
training speedup without hurting the accuracy.

• In large-scale simulations, we compare MLT against various
advanced datacenter transport protocols with realistic DNN
training traffic (§6.2). MLT achieves 43.1%/91.8% lower
average/tail FCTs over DCTCP [14] and 6.7%/10.3% lower
average/tail FCTs over NDP [38] under ResNet50-induced
traffic, without modifying switch hardware.

• Deep-dive into MLT design (§6.3) shows that each of its de-
sign components contributes effectively to its performance.
We further quantify the impacts of loss-tolerant bounds and
microsecond-level RTOmin.

6.1 Testbed Experiments
6.1.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed: Our testbed (Figure 9) has 8 physical GPU servers,
each with 8 RTX3090 GPUs, 80 CPU cores (Intel Xeon
Gold 5218R), 256GB memory, 2 Mellanox ConnectX5
100Gbps NICs, and 4 Mellanox SN2100 switches running

Figure 9: Testbed Topology
Onyx 3.7.1134 OS. It forms a leaf-spine topology with one
spine switch and three leaf switches in physical. Each leaf
switch has two 100Gbps links connecting to the spine switch,
thus logically we have two spine switches. The three racks
contain 2, 3, 3 GPU servers, respectively. Each server has
two 100Gbps links connecting to the leaf switch. We further
divide one physical servers into 8 docker containers, each with
1x GPU, 10x CPU cores, 32GB memory and 25Gbps virtual
NIC6. Ultimately, we get a 64-node testbed with 2:1 to 3:1
over-subscription, a normal ratio in production [92].
Models and datasets: We use four models and two datasets
in our experiments. Our models include three image classifi-
cation tasks: VGG16 [91], ResNet50 [41] and GoogleNet [93]
training on the synthetic data with the same image size as
ImageNet [29], and one translation task: Transformer [98]
training on SQuAD [85]. We run experiments on three
ML frameworks: TensorFlow, PyTorch, MXNet with two
parameter synchronization paradigms: PS (colocated and
#servers = #workers) and Ring All-reduce.
Baselines and metrics: We mainly compare MLT with the
vanilla ML frameworks (baseline) and BytePS [52] with cross
global barrier enabled. Basically, BytePS incorporates tensor
partition and priority scheduling of ByteScheduler [81] and
has better code robustness, thus representing a state-of-the-art
in communication optimization of DNN training. For image
classification models, we use the # of images processed per
second as the speed metric, and for transformer we measure
the # of questions processed per second [85].
Parameter settings: The batch sizes of VGG16, ResNet50,
GoogleNet and Transformer are 32, 32, 32, and 10 samples
(images or questions) per GPU, referring to the settings in [81].
Switches have 4MB shared memory, and 8 queues per port.
We use DCTCP [14] as the transport protocol for baseline
and BytePS. To ensure a fair comparison between MLT and
BytePS, we open the multiple connections function [2] of
BytePS, i.e., two connections per 25Gbps, to make sure it can
saturate the bandwidth. RTOmin is 1ms and initial window
size is 20. With selective dropping, in our experiments, we
conservatively set loss-tolerant bound to 10% for MLT (see
§6.3 for deep-dive on impact of loss-tolerant bounds).
6.1.2 Results
Overall, across different DNN models, ML frameworks and
sync paradigms, MLT achieves remarkable training speedup
over state-of-the-art. Our measurement also shows that the

6We use SR-IOV to separate the physical NIC. SR-IOV can achieve
nearly the same performance as the non-virtualized environments [30].
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Figure 10: Speedup under different DNN models using TensorFlow under PS (all converge with the same epochs).
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Figure 11: Speedup under other frameworks: MXNet and PyTorch (results with ResNet50 and GoogleNet in Appendix).
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Figure 12: Speedup under Ring All-reduce.
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Figure 13: Speedup under Large Language Models.

additional CPU cost introduced by MLT is <1%. Note that our
results below are all based on the condition that the models
converge to the same accuracy with the same iterations.
Speedup under different DNN models: Figure 10 shows
performance of MLT over baseline and BytePS on four DNN
models using TensorFlow under PS. From the figure, we
make the following three observations. First, MLT performs
the best of all on all models. Specifically, MLT outperforms
BytePS by 14.1%–62.2% and baseline by 34.5%–141%,
across the four models. The main reason is that the default
reliable transport is sensitive to packet losses, which may
trigger timeouts and cause millisecond-level delay. During the
training, we observed around 0.15% packet losses from the
buffer counting function provided by our switch [3]. Second,
the improvement of MLT becomes more significant as the # of
workers increases. As we can see, MLT outperforms BytePS
by 9.34% to 10.7% when the # of workers is 8, and by 14.1%
to 62.2% when it increases to 64. This is expected because
as the network pressure grows higher, packet losses become
more frequent. Third, MLT achieves more speedup in VGG16
than other models. As shown in Figure 10(a), MLT achieves up
to 62.2% speedup in VGG16, more than that in other models.

The reason is that VGG16 is communication-bound and it has
the largest communication-to-computation ratio.
Speedup under different ML frameworks: Figure 11 shows
the performance of MLT over the baseline and BytePS in
PyTorch and MXNet by training VGG16 and Transformer
under PS (ResNet50 and GoogleNet in Appendix-C, Fig-
ure 22). Note that the native PyTorch Distributed Data Parallel
does not support PS, so we use the modified version [6]
as the baseline for PyTorch. We observe similar trends as
above in TensorFlow. Overall, we find that MLT outperforms
BytePS by 12.0%–53.6% and 15.3%–56.6% in MXNet
and PyTorch respectively, and they both achieve the best
speedup with VGG16 due to the same reason explained
above. This experiment shows that MLT can deliver persistent
performance improvement across different ML frameworks.
Speedup under Ring All-reduce: The above experiments all
use PS, which is widely used in both academia and industry [50,
52, 60, 81], especially for the large and sparse models [61].
Here, we further evaluate the performance of MLT under Ring
All-reduce. Please note that BytePS [52] by default does not
support the Ring All-reduce communication, we adapt it to
support Ring. Figure 12 shows the results of VGG16 and Trans-
former (ResNet50 and GoogleNet in Appendix-C, Figure 23).
In all cases, we see clear performance improvement with MLT,
though not significant. Compared to BytePS, MLT achieves
6.89%–10.2% improvement; in comparison, BytePS achieves
5.97%–8.21% improvement over the baseline. As expected,
we observe less speedup in Ring All-reduce than that in PS, and
the key reason is that: packet loss is rare in Ring All-reduce,
thus it is immune from long tail latency caused by timeout. Nev-
ertheless, MLT still delivers better performance over BytePS
due to the fine-grained per-packet load balancing and reduction
of data volume in transmission with bounded loss tolerance.
Speedup under Large Language Models (LLMs): Recently,
LLMs like ChatGPT [10] have gained popularity and received
considerable attention from the community. To support
training or fine-tuning of LLMs, a popular approach is to
divide the parameters, gradients, and optimizer states equally
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into each GPU’s memory during the data parallelism. Before
computing a layer of a model, an all-reduce communication
is performed to ensure each GPU possesses a full copy of the
current layer. This approach reduces GPU memory footprint
through frequent communication. Notable implementations
of this approach include Zero Redundancy Optimizer
(ZeRO) [84] and Fully Sharded Data Parallel (FSDP) [115].

To evaluate MLT under LLMs, we replace the inter-server
communication module of the PyTorch FSDP [115] (using
NCCL [5]) with MLT. For the communication of optimizer
states that are used for gradient calculation, i.e., gradient
momentums and historical gradient values, we treat them the
same as gradients. Considering that each GPU does not store
the full copy of parameters, we cannot use the past parameters
to replace the missing new parameters. To handle this issue, we
mark all parameter packets as important packets. This does not
significantly alter the proportion of important packets, as the
optimizer states dominate the traffic volume in FSDP [84,115].
Given the limitation of compute power of our testbed, we chose
the HuggingFace T5 model [83], a popular transformer-based
open-source LLM, 3/11-billion versions and fine-tune them
on the WikiHow dataset [55] for the text summarization task.

Figure 13 shows the results. In our experiment, we find
that for the T5-11B model, 8 RTX3090s are insufficient
to accommodate it, so we show the results with 16, 32 and
64 GPUs respectively. Compared to the PyTorch FSDP,
MLT achieves an improvement of 22.1%-35.5% for T5-3B
and 18.5%-31.2% for T5-11B. We observe more speedup
compared to Figure 12 with the same Ring All-reduce setting,
this is because FSDP involves more frequent communication
and a larger volume of data transfer for LLMs. Moreover, we
monitor the model loss changes during the fine-tuning process
and find that MLT does not affect the model convergence.

6.2 Large-scale Simulations
6.2.1 Simulation Setup
Topology and traffic: As [15, 19], we choose a leaf-spine
topology with 4 core, 9 ToR switches and 144 hosts. Each ToR
switch is connected to 16 hosts using 100Gbps links and 4 core
switches using 4×100Gbps links. The base RTT between two
servers (4 hops) is 24µs. Each switch port has 512KB buffer.
For network traffic, we use the realistic workloads derived
from training ResNet50 and GoogleNet under PS. We evenly
distribute workers and parameter servers across all the racks,
with the ratio of 3:1. We also obtain the computation time and
tensor sizes from our testbed.
Schemes compared: We use DCTCP [14] as the baseline,
as it is widely used in production. We also compare MLT
with PIAS [19], pFabric [15], NDP [38] (simulated on htsim).
TCP initial window is 10, and ECN marking threshold is 65
packets [14]. RTOmin is set to 10ms by default [20, 97] (We
also ran simulations with 5ms and 1ms RTOmin, and observed
similar trends). DupACKs is 3 for DCTCP and PIAS, and
DelayAck is disabled. DCTCP and PIAS use per-flow ECMP
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Figure 14: Large-scale simulations (network metrics).

while pFabric uses per-packet ECMP.
6.2.2 Results
Figure 14 shows the average and tail FCTs of MLT versus
other schemes for ResNet50 and GoogleNet induced traffic at
varying network scales. In general, MLT delivers the best per-
formance. For ResNet50, MLT achieves up to 43.1%, 44.8%,
35.5%, 6.7% lower average FCT and 91.8%, 91.8%, 88.6%,
10.3% lower tail FCT compared to DCTCP, PIAS, pFabric and
NDP, respectively. For GoogleNet, MLT delivers up to 35.1%,
38.0%, 43.5%, 7.7% lower average FCT and 91.7%, 91.9%,
91.7%, 8.7% lower tail FCT over these schemes, respectively.
From the above results, we make the following observations:

• MLT preforms the best in all settings. MLT achieves the
best performance in all workloads and network scales. The
main reason is that all the other algorithms suffer from
packet loss and retransmission to ensure reliability, while
MLT tolerates certain packet loss.

• MLT significantly reduces the tail FCT. Relative to average
FCT, MLT reduces the tail more significantly. The reason
is that retransmission timeout greatly increases the tail of
other algorithms, while MLT tolerates packet loss and is
free of retransmission timeout. We also note that NDP can
achieve similar performance as MLT. However, it requires
special switch hardware and is not readily deployable.

• The speedup of MLT is more notable as the network scale
increases. In general, MLT reduces FCT more significantly
at larger scale. The reason is that, as the scale increases, prior
solutions experience more packet loss, thus performance
degradation, whereas MLT is immune to overhead by
packet loss with the bounded-loss tolerance.

6.3 Deep Dive
MLT under gray failure of links [testbed]: Fault-tolerance
and reliability are crucial for distributed training, especially for
large models. We find that the loss tolerance feature of MLT can
be a good solution in the gray failure of network links, i.e., hard-
to-detect but persistent link random packet loss, which may
be caused by subtle hardware malfunctions, firmware bugs,
or environmental interference [48]. A measurement work in
Microsoft categorizes a network problem when the loss rate
is larger the 0.1% [37]. Here we evaluate the performance of
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Figure 15: Speedup under gray failure of links.

MLT under gray failure on our 64 GPUs testbed. We assume
that a worker-to-switch link has a gray failure, and emulate
packet loss by adding random packet dropping to the mapped
NICs by using the tc qdisc tool in linux. The loss rate is set to
0, 0.01%, 0.1% and 1% in the experiment and we use PyTorch
as the framework. Figure 15 shows the results of VGG16 and
Transformer. Figure 21 shows ResNet50 and GoogleNet in
Appendix-C. We can see that the baseline and BytePS start
to suffer from noticeable performance degradation (12.2%-
31.5% and 15%-28.3%) when the loss rate is 0.1% and the
degradation is significant (25.7%-61.7% and 31.2%-61.3%)
when the loss rate is 1%. As a comparison, MLT maintains its
performance in all the loss scenarios.
Design component effectiveness [testbed]: MLT consists of
three main components: A) bounded-loss tolerant data trans-
mission, B) gradient-aware queueing and dropping, and C)
order-free per-packet load balancing. We now look into the ef-
fectiveness of each component. To do so, we set BytePS [52] as
the baseline, and start MLT with component A and then gradu-
ally add B and C one by one (setting I). Then, we start with com-
ponent C (using UDP with the minimal rate control of MLT)
and gradually add B and A (setting II). We measure the speeds
of training ResNet50, Transformer, VGG16 and GoogleNet
under PyTorch with 64 GPUs, and we repeat the experiment
10 times and compute the mean and standard error. Corre-
spondingly, we also record the convergence curves (epoch-to-
accuracy, ETA). The results of VGG16 and Transformer are
shown in Figure 16 for setting I and Figure 17 for setting setting
II (ResNet50 and GoogleNet in Appendix-C, Figure 24 and
Figure 25). For CNN models, we use top-1 accuracy; for Trans-
former, we use exact match (EM) as the test accuracy metric.

From the results, we see that each component contributes
effectively to the overall performance. Specifically, in setting
I, compared to BytePS, MLT with component A only can
improve the training speed (left figures). While it requires a bit
more rounds to converge to the same accuracy (right figures,
due to the packet loss as we set the loss bound as 10%), we
find that the end-to-end training time still improves (decided
by both unit speed and # of epochs). Then, with component
B added, the ETA of MLT is significantly improved (almost
as good as BytePS) as the training speed increases. The main
reason is due to selective dropping which preserves important
gradients from being dropped. Finally, after incorporating
component C, MLT maintains its good ETA while improving
remarkably in training speed. This is because of the better
network utilization brought by perfect load balancing.

In setting II, spreading gradients out at packet granularity (C)
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Figure 16: Effectiveness of design components (I).
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Figure 17: Effectiveness of design components (II).

can effectively improve the training speed, but requiring more
epochs to converge and may reduce the accuracy. After adding
gradient-aware packet queueing and dropping (B), the speed is
sightly increased and convergence is significantly improved,
only needs a few more epochs than the baseline. The reason
is that priority queueing can speed up the communication-
computation pipeline and selective dropping can protect more
important gradients. Finally, with the bounded-loss tolerance
transmission (A), it can further speedup the training and achiev-
ing the same convergence speed and accuracy as the baseline.

Impact of loss-tolerant bounds [testbed]: We inspect the con-
vergence behaviors of MLT with different loss-tolerant bounds
by training VGG16 and Transformer in Figure 18 (ResNet50
and GoogleNet in Appendix-C, Figure 26). We set the bound
as 1%, 10%, 20% and 30%, respectively. Figure 18(a)(c) show
curves of ETA. We can see that with 1% and 10% loss-tolerant
bounds, the curves are all almost in line with BytePS; with
20% and 30% loss-tolerant bounds, it requires more epochs
to converge to the same accuracy. We also measured the
bounds of other widely-used models with MLT in Table 5 of
Appendix-C. The results indicate that, with the optimization
of gradient-aware dropping, MLT can tolerate more packet
loss than pure random loss shown in Table 1. This motivates us
to set the loss-tolerant bound as 10% in our testbed experiment
(§6.1). Figure 18(b)(d) show results of time-to-accuracy
(TTA). Compared to BytePS, MLT converges faster under all
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Figure 18: Impact of loss-tolerant bounds.

loss-tolerant bounds, except for MLT-30% under Transformer.
Meanwhile, we find that 1% and 10% loss-tolerant bounds
take almost the same time to converge. This implies that we
might not need to struggle with fine-tuning the loss-tolerant
bound in order to achieve satisfactory performance. However,
the relationship between the model architecture and its
loss-tolerant bounds remains an open question for future study.
Impact of microsecond RTOmin [simulation]: As a com-
plement to testbed, we measure the tail FCT when RTOmin is
<1ms using simulation. Specifically, we choose three RTOmins:
25µs which is close to our 24µs base RTT, and two intermediate
values: 100µs and 500µs. We conduct the simulations with
GoogleNet-induced traffic under different compression ratios,
and show the results in Figure 19. From the figure, we make
two observations. First, while the RTOmin is sub-ms level, the
tail FCT is still around 10ms or above (MLT can reduce it to
4.12ms). This is due to the same reason as explained in §2.2—
tail FCT is mainly decided by large actual RTO amplified by
consecutive packet losses and spurious retransmissions. For
example, we observe 4.2KB spurious retransmission from the
tail flow (the size is 127.4KB) and 0.97% packet loss under
25µs RTOmin and 32× compression. MLT can reduce the
tail to 4.12ms. Second, the curves turn to flat after a certain
compression ratio, which implies that further compressing the
gradient volume does not help to reduce the tail FCT. This is
also in line with our observation in §2.2. As a final remark,
while we showcase the µs-level RTOmin here, we remind
readers that in production RTOmin is typically set at ms-level.

7 Open Questions and Discussion
MLT is, by no means, a full stop to ML-specific transport. We
have left a series of open questions from theoretical aspects of
ML characteristics to practical implementation/deployment
throughout the paper. Here, we discuss a few more. Due to
the space limit, we move the discussion of "co-existing with
non-DNN traffic", "flexible selective dropping" and "MLT vs
SRD" to the Appendix-D.
MLT for other parallelism schemes. While MLT is mainly
designed for data parallelism, its core ideas may provide
insights for designing network transport for other schemes,
i.e., model/pipeline/tensor parallelism [51]. Some MLT
mechanisms can be directly used. For example, the order-free
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Figure 19: Tail FCTs with microsecond-level RTOmin.
pre-packet load balancing remains effective for activations
and propagated gradients in model parallelism. Others may
need to be modified to adapt to the nature of model parallelism.
For example, packets in transmission for model parallelism
are primarily used for FP/BP computations, which makes their
priorities/loss-tolerance properties different from the model
synchronization/update phases in data parallelism. We leave
the theoretical analysis of this for future study.

Multi-tenant cloud environment. In multi-tenant cloud
environments, e.g., EC2 and Azure, we will not be able to
manipulate the underlying network protocols and switches.
For example, the traffic may be encapsulated inside a tunnel
(like VXLAN) and switches cannot access those fields to
perform priority queueing or dropping. Furthermore, the cloud
providers typically do not allow tenants to access the queues
of the underlying network for security reasons. Thus, we
acknowledge that MLT does not work for such scenarios.

8 Related Work
Besides the closely related works discussed in §2.2, there
exist some other solutions to improve the communication of
DNN training. For example, RDMA [17, 67] and NCCL [5]
provide higher bandwidth to speedup tensor transmission.
BlueConnect [27] and PLink [70] design novel communica-
tion patterns with network topology awareness for gradient
synchronization at each iteration for better performance
and robustness. GPipe [49] and PipeDream [78] overlap
communication with computation in model parallelism. More
recently, SwitchML [87] and ATP [58] leverages in-network
aggregation to reduce the communication overhead in the
network. Note that these works are orthogonal to MLT.

9 Conclusion
This paper presented MLT, a domain-specific network
transport exploiting the special properties of machine learning
to optimize distributed DNN training. MLT consists of
three key ideas: 1) order-free per-packet load balancing,
2) gradient-aware packet queueing and dropping, and 3)
bounded-loss tolerant data transmission. Extensive testbed
experiments and simulations have shown the promise of MLT.
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Appendix

A Convergence Analysis of MLT
This section formally presents a convergence analysis for
MLT, essentially a distributed machine learning process
with priority/selective dropping on gradients. Note that prior
work [108] has already proven the comparable convergence
rate of distributed learning with random dropping (i.e.,

unreliable network with independent and equivalent packet
drop probability p for each message). Here, on top of [108], we
further extend the convergence proof from random dropping
to priority/selective dropping. The notations used here are
shown in Table 3.

‖·‖ l2 norm for vectors
‖·‖F the Frobenius norm of matrices
n number of workers
m number of servers
γ model learning rate
p packet dropping ratio

Table 3: Definitions and notations

The distributed optimization problem is defined as:

min
~x

f (~x)=
1
n

n

∑
i=1

fi(~x), (1)

where n is the number of workers, fi(~x) = Eξ DiFi(~x, ξ)
represents the expected loss function F over Di, the local
data distribution of worker i. At each iteration, every worker
performs SGD on a random chosen subset of dataset D(i)

t :

G(i)
t =∇Fi

(
X (i)

t ,D(i)
t

)
.

X (i)
t , G(i)

t and D(i)
t denotes the model weights, generated gra-

dients and training data of worker i at iteration t respectively.
Before sending the gradients, every worker i divides the

gradients into m equal blocks:

G(i)
t =

(
(G(i,1)

t )ᵀ,(G(i,2)
t )ᵀ,...,(G(i,m)

t )ᵀ
)
.

When sending gradients G(i)
t , some blocks may be dropped

because of the networking condition and priority dropping.
For each blocks, the gradients on every workers are collected
and averaged by parameter server:

G̃ j
t =

1

|N( j)
t |

∑
i∈N( j)

t

G(i, j)
t ,

where G̃ j
t denotes the averaged gradients of block j at iteration

t, and N( j)
t denotes the number of workers whose blocks j are

successfully averaged at iteration t.
After averaging gradients, the parameter server updates the

corresponding weight block using SGD algorithm and returns
them back to each workers for their local updates. For workers
that fail to receive the averaged block, they just use the original
gradients. Formally, the updated gradients on worker i is:

X (i)
t+1=

(
(X (i,1)

t+1 )ᵀ,(X (i,2)
t+1 )ᵀ,...,(X (i,m)

t+1 )ᵀ
)
,

where

X (i, j)
t+1 =

{
X (i, j)

t −γG̃ j
t , i∈ Ñ( j)

t

X (i, j)
t −γG(i, j)

t , i /∈ Ñ( j)
t .
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Ñ( j)
t denotes the set of workers to which the averaged block

j is successfully sent at iteration t.
For the algorithm, we make the following assumptions

commonly used for analyzing stochastic optimization
algorithms [64, 108].

Assumption 1. We make the following commonly used
assumptions:
1. Lipschitzian gradient: The gradient function ∇ fi(·) is

L-Lipschitian, which means

‖∇ fi(~x)−∇ fi(~y)‖≤L‖~x−~y‖

2. Bounded gradient: The variance of stochastic gradient is
bounded for every worker i and any~x.

Eξ Di‖∇Fi(~x;ξ)−∇ fi(~x)‖2≤σ
2,∀i,∀~x

1
n

n

∑
i=1
‖∇ fi(~x)−∇ f (~x)‖2≤ξ

2,∀i,∀~x,

3. Start from 0: For simplicity, we assume X1=0 w.l.o.g.

With arbitrary packet dropping policy, the updated gradients
on each worker can always be represented as the linear
combination of local gradients.

X (i, j)
t+1 −X (i, j)

t =G(·, j)
t W ( j)

t ,

where

G(·, j)
t :=

(
(G(1, j)

t )ᵀ,(G(2, j)
t )ᵀ,...,(G(i, j)

t )ᵀ
)
.

W ( j)
t is the coefficient matrix. And

[
W ( j)

t

]
m,k

denotes the

coefficient of worker m’s gradients received by worker k after
one update step.

[
W ( j)

t

]
m,k

= 0 means worker m’s gradient

block j is not received by worker k, which may be dropped
either before or after the averaging during the communication
with the parameter server.

[108] shows W ( j)
t satisfies the following properties under

uniformly random dropping environment:

E[W ]=α1In+(1−α1)An (2)

E[W ( j)
t W ( j)ᵀ

t ]α1In+(1−α1)An (3)

E[W ( j)
t AnW ( j)ᵀ

t ]=α2In+(1−α2)An (4)

for some constants α1 and α2 satisfying 0 < α2 < α1 < 1.
While [108] considers the algorithm where workers perform
the averaging operation, the properties also hold for dedicated
parameter server setting. Also, as MLT adopts priority
dropping mechanism, (α( j,t)

1 ,α
( j,t)
2 ) varies in different blocks

j and iterations t. To adopt the convergence proof in [108] for
MLT, we use α1max ,α2max instead, which denotes the maximum
value of max j,t α

( j,t)
1 and max j,t α

( j,t)
2 across all workers and

iterations and preserve the validity of the proof. Thus we can
get the following theorem:

Theorem 1. (Convergence of MLT). Under Assumption
1, choosing learning rate γ to be small enough satisfying
1− 6L2γ2

(1−
√

βmax)2
>0, MLT have the following convergence rate:

1
T

T

∑
t=1

(
E‖∇ f (~xt)‖2+(1−Lγ)E‖∇ f (Xt)‖2

)
≤ 2 f (~0)−2 f (~x∗)

γT
+

γLσ2

n
+4α2max Lγ(σ2+3ξ

2)

+
2α2max Lγ+L2γ2+12α2max L3γ3)σ2C1

(1−
√

βmax)2

+
3(2α2max Lγ+L2γ2+12α2max L3γ3)ξ2C1

(1−
√

βmax)2,

(5)

where

∇ f (~xt)=∇ f (
1
n

n

∑
i=1

~x(i)t )

∇ f (Xt)=
n

∑
i=1

∇ fi(~x
(i)
t )

βmax=max
j,t

(α
( j,t)
1 −α

( j,t)
2 )

C1=

(
1− 6L2γ2

(1−
√

βmax)2

)−1

.

It can be inferred from the definitions that β=1 if and only
if the dropping probability of the gradient block is 1, which
may cause the bound to be infinity. In MLT we can make the
assumption that no gradient block has dropping probability
equal to 1, since the magnitude of gradients varies among
different iterations.

By choosing appropriate learning rate γ =
(1−
√

βmax)
2

6L+3(σ+ξ)
√

α2max T+ σ
√

T√
n

, we can get

1
T

T

∑
t=1

E‖∇ f (~xt)‖2≤ (2 f (~0)−2 f (~x∗)+L)σ
√

nT (1−
√

βmax)

+
(2 f (~0)−2 f (~x∗)+L)(σ+ξ)

1−
√

βmax

√
α2max

T

+
L2(σ2+ξ2)

(T
n +α2max T )σ2+α2max T ξ2

+
(2 f (~0)−2 f (~x∗)L

T

(6)

We can see from Equation 6 that the dominant term in the
convergence rate (O(1/

√
nT )) is consistent with prior works

for both centralized SGD and decentralized SGD [65, 108],
which theoretically prove that MLT will converge with the
same order of iterations as the previous vanilla SGD methods.
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B Thresholds Setting of Selective Dropping
This section presents the formulation to derive the optimal
thresholds for the selective dropping mechanism (RED/ECN
setting) in §4.2.2 by leveraging the queueing theory [16]. As
a guidance from the analysis, to find the thresholds, we need
to know the size of each layer of the model, and measure the
additional rounds to model convergence caused by the loss
of small/large gradients in each layer. Note that our analysis
does not yet provide optimal thresholds for specific models,
we leave the additional rounds measurement and optimal
thresholds calculation as the future work. The notations used
here are shown in Table 4.

N number of switch queues
B size of switch buffer
Si ECN/RED threshold of queue i
Li length of queue i
λ packet arrival rate
µ packer service rate
M number of model layers
Sm

i size of layer i in the model
θ ratio of small gradients in the model
f S
i (.)/ f L

i (.)additional convergence rounds cost by 1%
small/large gradient loss in layer i

Table 4: Definitions and notations
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Figure 20: Problem formulation

Problem formulation: Figure 20 shows the mathematical
modeling of MLT switch. All flows come with the arrival rate
of λ, and enter the corresponding queues. For each queue, if
the sum of queueing packets’ size is larger than Si, all small
gradients packets come to this queue will be discarded. If the
sum is larger than LI , all packets will be discard. To simplify
the analysis and take the advantage of M/M/1/m Model in
queueing theory, we split each queue into two, the first is for
small gradients only and the second is for large gradients only.
The dropping thresholds for each one are S′i and L′i. We can
easily represent Si and Li with S′i and L′i: Si=S′i/θ,Li=S′i+L′i.

Then, we deduce the value of S′i and L′i. The arrival rate for
one queue depends on the corresponding layers’ packet arrival
rate, for simplicity, we assume the rate is proportional to the
size of the layer. Therefore, the arrival rate for queue i is λSm

i
S ,

and for the small gradients’ queue, the value is θ
λSm

i
S , for the

large one, is (1−θ)
λSm

i
S .

The service rate for one queue is determined on its priority,
it is serviced only when the higher priority queues are idle, for
the highest priority queue Q1, the service rate is µ1=µ, the idle
time is 1−ρ1, where ρ1=λ/µ, for queue Q2, the service rate is
µ2=(1−ρ1)µ. Generally, the idle time for queue Qi is 1−ρi,
where ρi=λi/µi and the service rate is µi=Π

i−1
k=0(1−ρk)µ.

Supposed the service rate for small/large gradients is propor-
tional to the size, thus, the service rate for small/large gradients
queue in queue Qi are µS

i =θµi and µL
i =(1−θ)µi respectively.

Therefore the idle time are ρS
i =λS

i /µS
i =λi/µi=ρi=ρL

i .
Suppose the losses of small and large gradients in each layer

affect the convergence rounds independently, our goal is to
minimize the impact of gradients’ loss to model convergence,
that is to find the optimal Si and Li to minimize the loss function
∑

N
i=1
(

f S
i (r

S
i )+ f L

i (r
L
i )
)
, where rS

i and rL
i are the loss ratio for

small/large gradients in queue Qi. There are a lot of existing so-
lutions to solve the optimization problem, e.g. gradient descent.
Here, we only need to calculate the value of rS

i and rL
i . In fact,

for each queue, we can treat it as a typical M/M/1/m model in
queueing theory, specially, one FIFO queue with finite capacity.
Previous work [16] has derived the calculation formula of
loss rate, that is ρm−ρm+1

1−ρm+1 , where ρ is the idle time of the queue.

Therefore, we have: rS
i =[(ρi)

θSi−(θρi)
Si+1]/[1−(ρi)

θSi+1],
rL

i = [(ρi)
Li−θSi − (ρi)

Li−θSi+1]/[1 − (ρi)
Li−θSi+1], then we

express the loss function in terms of known parameters and
thresholds (Si,Li), after solving this optimization problem, we
obtain the optimal thresholds.

C Supplemental Experiments
Due to the space limitation, in the main part of the paper, we
only show the results of VGG16 and Transformer in Figure 11,
12, 16, 17 and 18. Here, we append the results of ResNet50
and GoogleNet in Figure 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26. Please
note that the results/trends embodied in these figures are
consistent with that in the main part of the paper.
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Figure 21: Speedup under gray failure of links.

D Open Questions and Discussion (Cont’d)
Co-existing with non-DNN traffic. This paper focuses on
AI-centric networking (AICN) dedicated to DNN training.
However, in datacenter with multi-purpose traffic, our imple-
mentation of MLT should mitigate its intrusion on non-DNN
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GoogleNet [93] (13%) LSTM [42] (11%) ResNet34 [41] (14%) Wide ResNet50 [109] (17%)
Model AlexNet [57](18%) VGG16 [91] (17%) GRU [26] (12%) ResNet50 [41] (16%)

EfficientNetB0 [94] (17%) VGG19 [91] (18%) Wide ResNet101 [109] (16%) ShuffleNetV2 [71] (16%)
VGG13 [91] (16%) ResNet18 [41] (18%) DenseNet169 [47] (16%) ResNet101 [41] (17%)

Table 5: The loss-tolerant bounds measurement with MLT, under the condition that the models converge with the same iterations
to the same accuracy. We use the same models and settings with Table 1.
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Figure 22: Speedup with MXNet and PyTorch.
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Figure 23: Speedup with Ring All-reduce
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Figure 24: Effectiveness of design components (I).
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Figure 25: Effectiveness of design components (II).
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Figure 26: Impact of loss-tolerant bounds.

traffic and ensure bandwidth fair-sharing. A straightforward
idea is to separate DNN and non-DNN traffic into different
queues and perform fair-queueing between them. One issue
to consider is that current commodity switches only have a
limited # of queues (typically 8), so the # of queues dedicated
for MLT become even smaller. For priority queueing, it is
not a concern because the recent design [68] of using two
priority queues to emulate many fine-grained priorities can
be borrowed: the insight is that we only need to privilege
the highest priority flows; MLT can leverage such idea and
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only place the foremost layers into the highest priority queue
each time. On the other hand, it may reduce the granularity
of selective dropping of gradients across DNN layers, as this
relates to the # of physical queues available to MLT.
Flexible selective dropping. We consider the gradients
of back layers more important under the assumption of
pre-training (§3.3). As researchers in ML area are improving
the model architectures and training algorithms, the loss
tolerance across model parameters may vary in the future.
MLT allows a flexible selective dropping policy through
tagging. One can simply modify the gradient tagging policy
at end-hosts to fit new features in the training process.
MLT vs SRD. AWS SRD [89] is a hardware transport
protocol that also uses packet spraying to avoid hotpots. It
provides reliable but out-of-order delivery. To be used by
general-purpose applications, SRD still relies on a messaging
layer above it to restore orders. In contrast, MLT exploits
ML-specific properties to provide semi-reliable delivery
without the need of packet order restoration.
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Abstract
The allreduce collective operation accounts for a significant
fraction of the runtime of workloads running on distributed
systems. One factor determining its performance is the num-
ber of hops between communicating nodes, especially on
networks like torus, where a higher number of hops implies
multiple messages being forwarded on the same link, thus
reducing the allreduce bandwidth. Torus networks are widely
used on systems optimized for machine learning workloads
(e.g., Google TPUs and Amazon Trainium devices), as well
as on some of the Top500 supercomputers. To improve allre-
duce performance on torus networks we introduce Swing, a
new algorithm that reduces the number of hops between com-
municating nodes by swinging between torus directions. Our
analysis and experimental evaluation show that Swing outper-
forms by up to 3x existing allreduce algorithms for vectors
ranging from 32B to 128MiB, on different types of torus and
torus-like topologies, regardless of their shape and size.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Allreduce is a collective operation used to aggregate vectors
among a set of nodes and to distribute the aggregated result
back to them. Allreduce is widely used to perform distributed
gradient aggregation when training deep learning models [10].
Studies have shown that it can account for up to 40% of the
total training time [32, 45, 51] and between 19% and 30%
of the total core hours in MPI jobs running on production
supercomputers [14].

In this work, we design a new allreduce algorithm opti-
mized for torus-like networks. Torus networks are widely
used, both on systems optimized for running machine learn-
ing (ML) workloads and on some of the top supercomput-
ers [2, 11] (e.g., Fugaku uses a 6D torus [4]). Although torus
networks are characterized by a lower bisection and global
bandwidth compared to other topologies (e.g., Clos), their
simplicity and lower cost allow running some workloads such
as ML training in a more cost-effective way, since their com-
munication is often arranged as a 3D logical torus [26].

Seen from a different perspective, torus networks trade off
a lower cost for a lower bisection bandwidth, which, however,
is enough to train most ML models efficiently [26]. This is
the reason why many systems optimized for ML training rely
on torus-like topologies. These include, for example, Google
TPUs [31] (a TPU v5p pod connects ∼ 9,000 chips on a 3D
torus [15]), Amazon Trainium devices [7] (16 chip on a 2D
torus), Graphcore IPU-POD [24] (connecting 64 chips on a
2D torus), Enflame [40] (2D torus).

Researchers proposed several allreduce algorithms [6, 29,
50], and the most performing one depends on a combination
of vector size, number of nodes, and physical topology [27,49].
Those algorithms perform a predefined number of steps and,
at each step, each node sends and receives data to and from
some predetermined nodes. Different trade-offs exist between
the number of steps to perform (more critical for allreduce
on small vectors) and the total number of bytes it transmits
(more relevant for larger allreduce). However, a third factor
that must be considered when designing a new collective
algorithm is the number of hops between communicating
nodes [38,44,49,50]. This is particularly relevant on networks
that do not provide full bisection bandwidth such as torus,
since the higher the number of hops, the higher the number
of flows sharing the same links.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Recursive Doubling

Most congested links (2 msgs)

Most congested link (4 msgs)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Swing

Most congested links (2 msgs)

Step 0

Step 1

Step 2

0
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n/4 bytes
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n/4 bytes

n/8 bytes

7 15…

7 15…

7 15…

0

0

7 …

7 …

7 …

14 15

14 15

1514

Figure 1: First three steps of the recursive doubling and Swing
allreduce algorithms on a 1D torus with 16 nodes.

We show the importance of the number of hops in the allre-
duce through an example. In Fig. 1, we show a 16 node 1D
torus (we only show a subset of the nodes since the commu-
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nications are symmetric). We assume minimal (i.e., shortest
path) routing and we show the communications performed
by the bandwidth-optimal recursive doubling algorithm [50]
(also known as Rabenseifner algorithm [41], which we de-
scribe more in detail in Sec. 2.3.3), and by the Swing algorithm
(that we propose in this work).

Both algorithms perform the same number of steps (we
show only the first three for simplicity). We denote with n
the number of bytes of the allreduce vector. In the first step,
in both algorithms, each node r sends n/2 bytes to node q =
r XOR 1 (and receives n/2 bytes from it). In the second step,
however, in the recursive doubling, each node r sends n/4
bytes to node q = r XOR 2 (two hops distant), whereas in the
Swing algorithm, each node still sends n/4 bytes of data, but
with the other neighbor (one hop distant).

Although both algorithms transmit the same number of
bytes, two different messages cross the same link in the re-
cursive doubling. For example, two messages cross the link
between nodes 1 and 2 and that between nodes 5 and 6. As
a consequence, in the worst case all nodes transmit data at
most at half the bandwidth of the link between 1 and 2, thus
slowing down the entire allreduce operation. Instead, in the
Swing algorithm, each node can still transmit at full band-
width because, in this example, in the second step each link
is crossed at most by one message per direction. Something
similar also happens in the third step. Indeed, when using
Swing at most two messages cross each link instead of the
four messages crossing the link between nodes 3 and 4 in
recursive doubling.

It is thus clear how even if two different algorithms transmit
the same number of bytes and perform the same number of
steps, they might have different performance, depending on
the network characteristics and the distance between commu-
nicating nodes. In this example, we have shown an extreme
case using a 1D torus. However, similar effects can happen on
any topology that does not provide full bisection bandwidth.

Although some algorithms (i.e., ring [38,50] and bucket [9,
29,44]) avoid this problem by having each node communicate
with its neighbors only, they perform more steps (linear in the
number of nodes) and are thus not well-suited for small- and
medium-sized vectors. Those are the sizes that, however, are
practically used in most machine learning [35] and HPC [14]
workloads. Indeed, larger allreduce are split into smaller ones
to overlap better computation and communication, especially
more when using 3D parallelism in machine learning train-
ing [10].

This work makes the following contributions:

• We design a new allreduce algorithm called Swing, which
performs a logarithmic number of steps and transmits the
minimal number of bytes while reducing the distance be-
tween communicating nodes compared to other known al-
gorithms designed for small- and medium-sized vectors
(Sec. 3 and Sec. 4).

• We evaluate Swing on different torus and torus-like topolo-
gies (e.g., HammingMesh [26] and HyperX [3,20]), by com-
paring it with the best state-of-the-art algorithms (Sec. 5).
Our evaluation shows that Swing outperforms the other ex-
isting algorithms for allreduce on vectors ranging from 32B
to 128MiB on different torus-like topologies, and regardless
of their shape and size. We show that Swing outperforms
the best-known algorithm up to 2.2x on square torus with
4,096 to 16,384 nodes and up to 3x on rectangular tori and
HyperX with 4,096 nodes.

2 Background

2.1 Targeted Collectives
We briefly introduce the reduce-scatter and allgather collec-
tives since for medium and large vectors, Swing allreduce
algorithm executes a reduce-scatter followed by an allgather
(similarly to the Rabenseifner algorithm [41]). In the reduce-
scatter, the compute nodes reduce vectors (one per node) using
a reduction operation (e.g., addition) and shard the resulting
vector across all the nodes. In the allgather, each node pro-
vides a vector that they concatenate and distribute to all the
nodes.

If the vector contains a number of elements larger or equal
than p, the nodes can run the allreduce as a reduce-scatter
followed by an allgather [50]. I.e., they aggregate vectors com-
ing from all the nodes and distribute back the resulting vector.
Although for space reasons we mainly target the allreduce,
Swing can also be used for performing reduce-scatter and
allgather collectives, as well as any other collective operation
where recursive doubling or binomial tree can be used (e.g.,
broadcast and reduce) [49].

2.2 Notation and Model
We consider D-dimensional tori of size {d0,d1, . . . ,dD−1},
and we denote with p the number of nodes in the torus, i.e.,
p = d0 · d1 · . . . · dD−1. We assume the collectives run on p
nodes, that ranks are mapped to nodes linearly and, without
loss of generality, to have one process (or rank) per node. We
assume that each node in the network has 2 ·D ports, that
each link is bidirectional, and that each node can send 2 ·D
messages and receive 2 ·D messages concurrently (one send
and receive per port). We also assume the network forward
packets using minimal adaptive routing, and that does not
have any hardware support to accelerate collective operations
(e.g., in-network aggregation [6, 18, 23]).

To support the description of the different algorithms, we
model their performance with the commonly used latency and
bandwidth model [5, 16, 39]. We model the communication
time T (n) to send n bytes in a point-to-point communication
as T (n) = α+ nβ, where α represents the latency (i.e., the
time for the first byte to reach the destination), and β the time
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NAME DESCRIPTION
D Number of torus dimensions

d0, . . . ,dD−1 Size of each dimension
n Size of the vector to reduce
p Number of nodes in the network
Λ Latency deficiency
Ψ Bandwidth deficiency
Ξ Congestion deficiency

δ(s) Number of hops between 2 communicating nodes at step s
ρ(s) ∑

s
i=0 −2i

π(r,s) The node with which node r communicates at step s

Table 1: Variables and functions used in our modeling.

to transmit a single byte (it can be seen as the inverse of the
bandwidth). When modeling collective operations involving
data reduction, researchers also consider an additional γ term
to model the aggregation cost. To avoid burdening the no-
tation, we do not model this term explicitly since Swing is
no worst than the other algorithms in that regard and most
implementations overlap the aggregation with the communi-
cation [37, 52].

Collective operations involve multiple communication
steps. Previous works proved that the allreduce requires at
least log2 p steps and the transmission of at least 2 p−1

p n ≈ 2n
bytes of data [9]. Hence, the optimal allreduce time can be
modeled as T (n) = α log2 p+β2n. However, because each
node has 2D ports, bandwidth-optimal algorithms distribute
the data equally across all the ports [9,26,29,44], and we can
model the allreduce time as T (n) = α log2 p+ β

n
D In prac-

tice, however, algorithms have some deficiency compared to
optimal, either in the latency or the bandwidth terms (or in
both).

We consider three different type of deficiencies: i) latency
deficiency (Λ) i.e., how much the latency is higher than the
optimal; ii) algorithmic bandwidth deficiency (Ψ), i.e., how
many more bytes does the algorithm transmit; iii) congestion
bandwidth deficiency (Ξ) i.e., what is the bandwidth slow-
down caused by multiple messages of the same collective
being forwarded on the same link (as discussed in Sec. 1).
We can see deficiencies as multiplicative factors that denote
how much an algorithm is distant from the optimal (e.g., a
latency deficiency of one means that the algorithm is latency
optimal), and we can thus model the allreduce time as:

T (n) = log2 p ·α ·Λ+
n
D

β ·Ψ ·Ξ (1)

For brevity, we refer to Ψ as bandwidth deficiency and to
Ξ as congestion deficiency. While Λ and Ψ only depend on
the algorithm, the congestion deficiency Ξ depends on the
network. To simplify the notation and the discussion, in the
following, we are only going to model the three deficiencies Λ,
Ψ, and Ξ. We summarize the variables we use in our modeling
in Table 1.

2.3 State-of-the Art Algorithms
In the following, we review and model the main allreduce
algorithms for multidimensional torus, and we summarize
in Table 2 their deficiencies, as well as those of the Swing
algorithm.

2.3.1 Hamiltonian Rings

Ring allreduce algorithm [38, 50] runs a reduce-scatter fol-
lowed by an allgather. Each node splits its data into p equally
sized blocks. For both the reduce-scatter and the allgather,
the algorithm performs p− 1 steps. Nodes are arranged in
a ring, and at each step, each node sends a block to its right
neighbor and receives a block from its left neighbor. Because
the algorithm performs 2(p−1)≈ 2p the latency deficiency
is Λ = 2p

log2 p .
The algorithm sends ≈ 2n bytes (n in the reduce-scatter

and n in the allgather). On multiport networks (assuming
2D ports), it splits the data into 2D parts (of n/2D bytes
each) and runs one ring algorithm on each part (each sending
and receiving to and from a different port). Since it sends a
minimal number of bytes and uses all the ports, the algorithm
has no bandwidth deficiency (Ψ = 1).

Moreover, because each node only communicates with
neighbors on a 1D torus, the algorithm does not have con-
gestion deficiency since each link is used by at most one
communication in each direction. In the version optimized for
the 2D torus, the four rings that run in parallel are mapped into
two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles (one per direction) [26]
so that each link is still used by at most one communication
per direction (thus Ξ = 1). To our knowledge, this algorithm
does not work for D > 2. Moreover, the algorithm can build
the two edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cycles on an r×c 2D torus
only if r = c · k, k ≥ 1 and the greatest common divisor be-
tween r and c−1 is 1, which limits the applicability of the
algorithm.

2.3.2 Latency-Optimal Recursive Doubling

The latency-optimal recursive doubling algorithm [50] exe-
cutes log2 p steps (thus it has a latency deficiency Λ = 1). At
each step s (we denote steps starting from 0), each node r
sends its vector to node q = r XOR 2s (assuming p is a power
of 2) and receives q’s vector, which aggregates with its own
before moving to the next step. When running on a torus, if
the size of each dimension is a power of two, it can keep a
shorter distance between communicating nodes by commu-
nicating in a different dimension at each step, as shown in
Fig. 2.

Each node transmits n log2 p bytes of data. To our knowl-
edge, no multiport versions of this algorithm exist, and we
model its bandwidth deficiency as Ψ = D log2 p. Each node
communicates with D nodes at distance 2i (one per dimen-
sion), with 0 ≤ i < log2 p−1

D . For this algorithm, the number
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Figure 2: Example of recursive doubling on a 4x4 torus. Wrap-
around links are not shown.

ALGORITHM LAT. DEF. (Λ) BAND. DEF. (Ψ) CONG. DEF. (Ξ)
D=2 D=3 D=4

RING 2p
log2 p 1 1

REC.DOUB. (L) 1 D log2 p 2D D√p
REC.DOUB. (B) 2 2D 2D−1

2D−2

BUCKET
2D D√p
log2 p 1 1

SWING (L) 1 D log2 p 4
3 D D√p

SWING (B) 2 1 1.19 1.03 1.008

Table 2: Algorithms deficiencies on D-dimensional torus with
D ≥ 2. (L) and (B) stands for latency-optimal and bandwidth-
optimal (-optimized for recursive doubling) respectively.

of messages forwarded on the most congested link is equal
to the distance between communicating nodes1. We can thus
estimate the congestion deficiency as the sum of the dis-
tance between communicating nodes over all the steps, i.e.,

Ξ = D∑

log2 p−1
D

i=0 2i ≤ 2D D
√

p.

Non-power-of-two If the size of a dimension is not a power
of two, some extra steps are needed. One possible solution
consists in reducing the number of nodes to the largest power-
of-two p′ < p [8,12]. Before starting the allreduce, each node
in the range (p′, p−1) sends its data to a node in the range
(0, p′ − 1). Then, the first p′ nodes run the allreduce and,
when completed, send the reduced data to the nodes in the
range (p′, p−1). This algorithm increases all the deficiencies
compared to the case where p is a power of two, but we do
not model this explicitly for brevity.

2.3.3 Bandwidth-Optimal Recursive Doubling

The classic bandwidth-optimal recursive doubling algo-
rithm (also known as Rabenseifner algorithm [50]) performs
an allreduce as a reduce-scatter followed by an allgather.
The reduce-scatter and the allgather use recursive doubling
(each performing log2 p steps). Differently from the latency-
optimal algorithm, each node divides the data into p blocks
{b0, . . . ,bp−1}, each of size n

p .

1The only exception to this is the last step in each dimension because
each node can reach its peer with two different minimal paths. For example,
in Fig. 2, in step 2 node 0 can send half of the packets directed to 2 to the
right and half to the left on the wrap-around link (not shown). However, this
is negligible for large enough networks.

At each step, the reduce-scatter halves the size of the trans-
mitted data and doubles the distance between communicat-
ing nodes. Thus, each node transmits n bytes of data in the
reduce-scatter. The allgather works similarly but reverses the
communication pattern, doubling the size of the transmitted
data at each step and halving the distance between communi-
cating nodes. The allreduce executes 2 log2 p steps (Λ = 2),
and transmits 2n bytes of data.

Sack et al. optimized the algorithm for torus networks [44],
similarly to what we described for the latency-optimal algo-
rithm, to reduce its congestion deficiency to Ξ = 2D−1

2D−2 for
D > 1 [44]. However, to our knowledge, no multiport ver-
sions of this algorithm exist, and its bandwidth deficiency is
Ψ= 2D. Hence, for torus networks we consider this algorithm
as bandwidth-optimized rather than bandwidth-optimal.

Non-power-of-2 If the number of nodes p is not a power
of 2, the algorithm performs some extra steps [42, 50] that in-
crease the latency and reduce the bandwidth (because transmit
extra data). Allreduce implementations can use either sim-
ilar techniques like those described for the latency-optimal
recursive doubling or more sophisticated ones like the 3-2
elimination technique [42] (which increases the bandwidth
deficiency to 3/2). However, we found no reference of adap-
tations to torus networks.

2.3.4 Bucket Algorithm

To simplify the exposition, we first describe the algorithm for
a a×a 2D torus (with a ·a = p) [9]. Each node runs a ring
reduce-scatter with the other a− 1 nodes on the same row.
This requires a−1 steps, and each node transfers n a−1

a bytes.
Then a ring reduce-scatter with the other a−1 nodes on the
same column, but only on the data already reduced at the
previous step (of size n

a ). Then, each node runs an allgather
with all the nodes on the same column and then with all those
on the same row.

On a D−dimensional torus, the algorithm performs D
reduce-scatter followed by D allgather (each on D

√
p nodes

on a square torus). Because it runs 2D D
√

p steps, the latency

deficiency is Λ =
2D D√p
log2 p . To use all the 2 ·D ports, the algo-

rithm splits the data into 2 ·D parts and concurrently runs
2 ·D bucket algorithms (one for each part) [29, 44]. Since the
algorithm sends the minimal number of bytes and uses all the
ports evenly, the bandwidth deficiency is Ψ = 1. Each of the
2 ·D bucket algorithms starts from a different dimension and
direction so that, at each step, each link is used by at most one
ring per direction (i.e., the congestion deficiency is Ξ = 1).

2.3.5 Other Approaches

Topology-Specific Algorithms Researchers proposed sev-
eral allreduce algorithms [9,30,33,41,43,49], some of which
optimized for specific topologies [6, 22, 36]. In this work, we
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focus on those explicitly designed for torus networks, since
they are characterized by a lower congestion deficiency.

Automatic Generation of Collective Algorithms Some
approaches use linear programming formulations for finding
the best collective algorithm given a network specification
and the size of the collective [13, 48]. However, this requires
solving an NP-hard problem that grows exponentially with
scale. Finding a solution for 128 nodes requires up to 11
hours [48], and a new solution might need to be found when
changing the number of nodes or the size of the collective.
This makes generating collective algorithms for large systems
like the 9,000 nodes Google’s TPU v5p pod [15] challenging
or even impossible. On the contrary, Swing can seamlessly
run on any number of nodes. Moreover, unlike Swing, some
of these solutions do not explicitly model the congestion
deficiency.

Topology Reconfiguration and In-Network Compute
Other solutions improve allreduce performance by re-
configuring the network topology according to the specific
traffic pattern [51]. Swing is orthogonal to these approaches
and, by reducing the network congestion, can make the ex-
pensive network re-configurations less frequent. Last, some
algorithms exploit in-network compute capabilities of pro-
grammable switches [17, 21, 34, 46] to aggregate data directly
in the network, reducing network traffic and improving per-
formance. However, unlike Swing, these solutions require
specific switches to be deployed in the network, whereas
Swing can seamlessly run on any network.

3 Swing Design

By analyzing the algorithms we described, we observe dif-
ferent tradeoffs. The latency-optimal recursive doubling has
the lowest latency deficiency. It is thus more suited to small
allreduce, where the number of steps executed by the algo-
rithm, rather than the total number of transmitted bytes, dom-
inates the runtime. On the other hand, ring and bucket algo-
rithms are characterized by the lowest bandwidth and con-
gestion deficiency, and we expect them to perform better on
large allreduce. The bandwidth-optimized recursive doubling
lies somewhere in between since it has a higher bandwidth
and congestion deficiency but a lower latency deficiency and
would perform better for medium-sized vectors.

With the Swing algorithm, we aim at designing an al-
gorithm with a congestion deficiency Ξ lower than the
bandwidth-optimized recursive doubling algorithm by reduc-
ing the distance between communicating nodes. We also aim
to reduce bandwidth deficiency Ψ by using all the 2D avail-
able ports. To simplify the exposition, we first discuss the de-
sign of the bandwidth-optimal Swing algorithm on a 1D torus,
assuming the number of nodes p is a power of 2 (Sec. 3.1).

Then, we extend it to any number of nodes (Sec. 3.2), and
describe its design for tors with more than one dimension
(Sec. 4).

3.1 Algorithm Design
3.1.1 Bandwidth-optimal Algorithm

We describe in the following the design of the Swing algo-
rithm, and we formally prove its correctness in Appendix A.
The bandwidth-optimal Swing algorithm runs a reduce-scatter
followed by an allreduce. In the reduce scatter, at step s (start-
ing from 0), each node r communicates with a node π(r,s)
such that:

π(r,s) =

{
r+ρ(s) mod p, if r is even
r−ρ(s) mod p, if r is odd

(2)

Where ρ(s) = ∑
s
i=0(−2)i = 1−(−2)s+1

3 . This selection of
the communicating peer leads to a communication pattern
like the one shown in Figure 1 for a 16 nodes 1D torus. We
observe how, at each step, the communicating peer of each
node swings from left to right and vice versa (hence the al-
gorithm’s name). Intuitively, unlike recursive doubling, each
node reaches distant nodes in fewer hops by short-cutting the
ring.

More precisely, at each step, each node communicates with
a node at a distance δ(s), with:

δ(s) = |ρ(s)|=
∣∣∣ s

∑
i=0

−2i
∣∣∣= 2s+1 − (−1)s+1

3
≤

≤ 2s+1 +1
3

< 2s +
1
3

Because δ(s) is always a natural number, we have δ(s)≤ 2s

(it is strictly smaller for s > 1). Hence, Swing has a lower
congestion deficiency than recursive doubling because of the
lower distance between communicating nodes (we estimate
precisely the congestion deficiency in Sec. 4).

For simplicity, we first describe the reduce-scatter algo-
rithm using only one port and extend it to use all the 2D
ports. In the reduce-scatter each node splits data into p blocks
{b0,b1, . . . ,bp−1}, each of size n

p . Each node r runs log2 p
steps, communicating at each step s with the node π(r,s) and
halving the size of the transmitted data. At the end of the
reduce-scatter, we want each node r to have the fully aggre-
gated block br.

To do so, data transmitted from r to q includes the block
bq, plus all the blocks that q will transmit to other nodes in
the subsequent steps. The allgather works similarly, but each
node selects its peer in the reverse order, thus communicating
first with the more distant ones. In the first step, each node r
sends its block br, doubling the transmitted data’s size at each
step (data transmitted from r to q includes all the blocks that r
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gathered until step s). Because the algorithm performs 2log2 p
steps, its latency deficiency is Λ=

log2 p
2 . Because it transmits

the minimal number of bytes and uses all the ports (as we
will show in Sec. 4), its bandwidth deficiency is Ψ = 1. We
estimate the congestion deficiency in Sec. 4 when describing
the algorithm for torus with more than one dimension.

We summarize the algorithm in Listing 1 for reduce-
scatter (the algorithm for allgather is analogous). The function
get_rs_idxs computes the indexes of the data blocks that
a given node r must send at step step, and relies on the
function pi we defined in Eq. 2. Then, the reduce_scatter
function executes log2 p steps, and at each step, computes the
bitmaps blocks_s and blocks_r denoting the blocks of data
that must be sent and received. Last, it sends and receives
those blocks.

def get_rs_idxs(r, step, p, blocks):
if step >= log2(p): return
for s in range(step, int(log2(p))):
peer = pi(r, s, p)
# Set to 1 the node I directly reach
blocks[peer] = 1
# and those that it will reach
get_rs_idxs(peer, s+1, p, blocks)

def reduce_scatter(r, p, data):
for s in range(0, int(log2(p))):
blocks_s = blocks_r = [0]*p
dest = pi(r, s)
get_rs_idxs(r, s, p, blocks_s)
get_rs_idxs(peer, s, p, blocks_r)
# Send blocks where blocks_s[i]=1,
# recv blocks where blocks_r[i]=1
sendrecv(dest, data, blocks_s, block_r)

Listing 1: Swing reduce-scatter pseudocode.

We can transmit non-contiguous data using, for example,
MPI indexed datatypes. However, because communicating
non-contiguous data can introduce overhead [25, 47], in the
allreduce, we logically remap the blocks (i.e., without any
actual memory movement) so that each node sends contiguous
data. Indeed, even if the algorithm shuffles the block in the
reduce-scatter, they are eventually placed again in the proper
order in the buffers by the allgather. Moreover, by sending
contiguous data, we also guarantee that the algorithm works
with non-commutative reduction operators [42, 49].

3.1.2 Latency-optimal Algorithm

The latency-optimal Swing algorithm uses the same commu-
nication pattern as the bandwidth-optimal one, but instead
of running a reduce-scatter followed by an allgather, at each
step each node exchanges its entire vector with that of its peer
(similarly to the latency-optimal recursive doubling). The
algorithm only requires log2 p steps (Λ = 1) but transmits
n · log2 p bytes (Ψ = D log2 p because the algorithm uses all

the ports). We estimate the congestion deficiency in Sec. 4
when describing the algorithm for torus with more than one
dimension.

3.2 Non-power-of-two Nodes

When p is even but not a power of 2, some nodes can receive
the same block of data twice (one of which in the last step,
see Appendix A.2). Thus, in that case, it is enough for each
node not to send the same data block twice. Because no extra
data is sent compared to the power of two cases, deficiencies
do not increase.

If p is odd, we run the algorithm on p− 1 nodes, while
node p−1 at each step sends (p−1)/2s of its blocks to the
corresponding (p−1)/2s nodes (and receiving from those its
block). We show this through an example in Fig. 3 for a 1D
torus with 7 nodes (we only show the first two steps). The
first 6 nodes run the algorithm for even nodes as usual. At
step 0 the last node sends (and receives) n

7 bytes to nodes 0, 1,
and 2. At step 1, the last node sends n

7 bytes to node 3 and 4,
and in the last step n

7 bytes to node 5. This slightly increases
the bandwidth deficiency (by a 1/p additive factor).

Step 0

Step 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

n/2 bytes

n/7 bytes

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

n/4 bytes

n/7 bytes

Figure 3: First 2 step of the Swing algorithm on a 1D torus
with 7 nodes.

4 Design for Multidimensional Tori

In Sec. 3.1, we described the design of the Swing algorithm
for 1D torus. We now discuss how to extend it to square
(Sec. 4.1) and non-square (Sec. 4.2) torus with more than one
dimension.

4.1 Square Tori

Like the recursive doubling algorithms optimized for tori (dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.3.2 and Sec. 2.3.3), in the Swing algorithm
(both the latency- and the bandwidth-optimal) each node com-
municates on one dimension at a time. Formally, at step s,
each node communicates on the dimension ω(s) = s mod D.
We define with σ(s) = ⌊ s

D⌋ the step of the algorithm rela-
tive to a specific dimension. For example, on a 2D torus, the
third step of the algorithm is the second step executed in the
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first dimension (i.e., because we count steps starting from 0,
σ(2) = ⌊3/2⌋= 1).

We denote the coordinates of a node with (a0,a1, . . . ,aD−1).
Then, at step s, each node communicates with a node with
the same coordinates, except for the coordinate aω(s). If aω(s)
is even, the coordinate aω(s) is then replaced with (aω(s) +
δ(σ(s))) mod dω(s) (if odd, we flip the sign before δ(σ(s))).

To use all the 2 ·D ports, Swing splits the data into 2 ·D
parts and runs one allreduce on each. To avoid increasing the
congestion deficiency, we must guarantee that, at each step,
each of these 2 ·D collectives use different links. Swing runs
D of these collectives (that we call plain collectives), each
starting from a different dimension, using the algorithm de-
scribed above. Swing runs the remaining D collectives (which
we call mirrored collectives) with the same approach but start-
ing from the opposite direction than that of the corresponding
plain collective. By doing so, each of the 2 ·D allreduce uses
a different port at each step.

Plain Collectives Mirrored Collectives

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15

Figure 4: First step of the Swing algorithm on a 4x4 torus.

We show this through an example in Figure 4 on a 4×4
torus by showing the first step of the Swing algorithm. Node
0 runs a plain collective on the horizontal dimension exchang-
ing data with node 1, and one in the vertical dimension with
node 4. The two mirrored allreduce inverts the directions,
exchanging data with node 3 in the horizontal dimension and
node 12 in the vertical one.

Whereas both latency and bandwidth deficiencies are un-
affected by the number of dimensions, congestion deficiency
decreases with the number of dimensions due to increased
bisection bandwidth. Intuitively, the more dimensions the
torus has, the more communications the algorithm does with
nodes at a closer distance before moving to higher distances.
Because Swing halves the data size at each step, when a node
needs to communicate with a distant node, data size becomes
smaller and is thus less affected by congestion.

We can model the bandwidth term of the Swing allreduce
as:

n
2D

β

log2 (p)−1

∑
s=0

δ(σ(s))
2s+1

I.e., at each step s Swing halves the size of the data and,

because the distance between communicating nodes at step
s is δ(σ(s)), there is at least one link shared by δ(σ(s)), pro-
portionally increasing the time to transmit one byte.

We can estimate the congestion deficiency by dividing this
quantity by (nβ)/D. Instead of deriving a hardly readable
closed form, we report in Table 2 the values for different
dimensions and for p → ∞ (since the congestion deficiency
increases with p). If D ≥ 3, the Swing algorithm has a conges-
tion deficiency Ξ < 1.003 (i.e., lower than 3%). To estimate
the latency-optimal version’s congestion deficiency, we sum
the distances over all the steps, similar to what we did in
Sec. 2.3.2 for the latency-optimal recursive doubling algo-
rithm. I.e.:

Ξ = D

log2 (p)−1
D

∑
s=0

δ(s)≤ 4
3

D D
√

p

We want to remark that the state-of-the-art latency-optimal
and bandwidth-optimized recursive doubling algorithms de-
scribed in Sec. 2.3.2 and Sec. 2.3.3 only use one port. In
principle, we could extend them to use 2D ports by using the
same approach we used for Swing, running D plain and D mir-
rored collectives. However, as we show in Sec. 5.1, they will
perform strictly worse than Swing. Indeed, while mirroring
decreases their bandwidth deficiencies, their congestion defi-
ciencies are still higher than that of Swing due to the higher
distance between communicating nodes.

4.2 Non-Square Tori
If not all the dimensions have equal size, the algorithm com-
pletes all the steps in one dimension while there are still steps
to execute in other dimensions. If dmin is the smallest dimen-
sion, for the first D · log2(dmin) the algorithm behaves exactly
like in a dmin × . . .× dmin torus. After that, no data is sent
anymore on that dimension, and the algorithm proceeds on
the remaining ones. However, from that point on, it does not
use all the available ports.

Indeed, since data is not transmitted anymore into one of
the dimensions, the ports on that dimension are not used. If
dmin is large enough, this has a limited impact because the size
of the transmitted data decreases after each step. We show
this through an example in Fig. 5 on a 2×4 torus where to
not clutter the figure, we report only the communications per-
formed by node 0. In step 2 (the last step), all the 4 collectives
communicate on the horizontal dimension since each node
has already reached all the nodes in their column.

While there is no difference in latency and bandwidth de-
ficiency, the congestion deficiency increases compared to a
square torus. In practice, it will be somewhere between that
of an equivalent 1D torus (in the worst case) and of a per-
fectly square D-dimensional torus with the same number of
nodes. The actual congestion deficiency depends on the rela-
tive differences between the dimensions. We denote with dmin
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0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

Step 0 Step 1 Step 2

Figure 5: Multiport Swing collective on a 2x4 torus.

the smallest dimension and with dmax the largest one and we
consider, as a worst case, a dmin ×dmin × . . .×dmax torus.

The algorithm uses all the ports for the first D · log2(dmin)
steps and behaves as it runs on a D-dimensional torus with
dD

min nodes. After that, it used only two ports for the remaining
steps, behaving as it runs on a 1D torus, but starting from
step s = log2 dmin and on data of size n

2·2D log2 dmin
= n

2dD
min

. We
denote the congestion deficiency of this second phase as:

ΞQ =
1

2 ·dD
min

log2(dmax)−1

∑
s=log2 dmin

2s+1 − (−1)s+1

3 ·2s+1−log2 dmin
≈

≈ 1
6 ·dD

min

log2(dmax)−1

∑
s=log2 dmin

2log2 dmin =

=
(log2 (dmax/dmin))

6 ·dD−1
min

(3)

We can then approximate the congestion deficiency for
rectangular tori by summing the one for square tori to the
one in Eq.3 (that is 0 for square tori). Generally, the higher
the ratio between the largest and the smallest dimension, the
more steps the algorithm executes not using all the available
2D ports. Nevertheless, we show in Sec. 5.2 that Swing still
outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms by up to 3x, except
on very large allreduce (≥ 128MiB).

5 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the Swing algorithm on sev-
eral torus and torus-like networks by comparing it with the
best state-of-the-art algorithms described in Sec. 2.3. We im-
plemented all these algorithms in the Structural Simulation
Toolkit (SST [1]), a packet-level network simulator. We sim-
ulate networks with 400Gb/s links with 100ns latency and
300ns of per-hop packet processing latency [19, 28].

Since each node has 2D ports, the maximum injection band-
width of a node is 2 ·D ·400Gb/s. Also, in all the plots, we
show the goodput, i.e., how many bytes are reduced per time
unit. Because the allreduce needs to send at least twice the
number of bytes in the vector [9], the peak goodput is half the
injection bandwidth (i.e., D ·400Gb/s).

In the following, we analyze the performance on 2D square
(Sec. 5.1) and rectangular tori (Sec. 5.2), higher-dimensional
tori (Sec. 5.3), and other torus-like topologies (Sec. 5.4). Even-
tually, we summarize the results (Sec. 5.5).

5.1 Performance on 2D Square Torus
In Fig. 6, we show the performance evaluation on a 64x64 2D
torus with 4,096 nodes. In the main plot, we show the good-
put of the allreduce for different vector sizes, with each line
representing a different algorithm. For the Swing algorithm,
for each size we only report the best between the latency-
and bandwidth-optimal versions, and we annotate the point
where we switch from the latency-optimal to the bandwidth-
optimal algorithm with a large dot. We do something similar
for recursive doubling as well.
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Figure 6: Goodput of allreduce algorithms on a 64x64 2D
Torus topology with 4,096 nodes. The small plot in the bottom
left reports runtime for small allreduce (ranging from 32B
to 32KiB). The runtime for 32B allreduce is annotated using
the same one-letter labels as in the main plot. The top left
inner plot shows the goodput gain of Swing compared to the
best-known state-of-the-art algorithm, and the letters on top of
each datapoint denote the name of the best-known algorithm.

The zoomed-in plot in the bottom left shows the runtime
of each algorithm for allreduce on small vectors (from 32B
to 32KiB). We also denote the runtime for 32B allreduce for
each algorithm, using the same one-letter labels used in the
main plot. Because the runtime of the ring algorithm for small
vectors is orders of magnitude larger than the other algorithms,
it is always out of scale (the time is nevertheless annotated on
the top of the small plot).

Last, the top left plot shows, for each allreduce size, the
goodput gain of Swing compared to the best-known algorithm
as a function of the allreduce size. For example, a 100%
gain denotes Swing is 2x faster than the best state-of-the-art
algorithm. The letter at each data point represents the name
of the best-known algorithm.

For completeness, in this plot, we also show our improved
version of recursive doubling, which uses all the ports (de-
noted as Mirrored Recursive Doubling) using the same plain
and mirrored allreduce technique used by Swing (and de-
scribed in Sec. 4). Swing consistently outperforms our mir-
rored recursive doubling at any size due to the lower conges-
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tion deficiency, and we thus exclude it from the comparison
and from the subsequent results.

By analyzing the results, we observe that Swing outper-
forms all the other allreduce algorithms for vectors ranging
from 32B to 32MiB due to the lower latency deficiency com-
pared to the ring and bucket algorithms and the lower band-
width deficiency compared to the latency-optimal recursive
doubling algorithm. We observe more than 2x improvement
over the recursive doubling algorithm for 2MiB allreduce.

The bucket algorithm performs better than Swing starting
from 128MiB due to its lower congestion deficiency, which
compensates for the higher latency deficiency on large vec-
tors. This is instead not the case for the ring algorithm, char-
acterized by a higher latency deficiency than the bucket algo-
rithm. Moreover, we observe that on 512MiB, Swing achieves
around 77% of the peak goodput, which is what we would
expect from our modeling. Indeed, a congestion deficiency of
1.19 on a 2D torus (see Table 2) means Swing can reach at
most 81% of peak goodput.

By analyzing the two small inner plots, we observe up to
50% improvement for small vectors (≤ 32KiB) compared
to the latency-optimal recursive doubling algorithm. This is
partly due to the lower congestion deficiency, but mostly to
the shorter distance between communicating nodes, which
reduces the latency α (although we did not explicitly model
it so as not to burden the notation). We observe the highest
goodput gains (around 120%) for 2MiB vectors. This is in-
deed the sweet spot where the recursive doubling algorithm
performs poorly, and the performance of the bucket and ring
algorithms is still severely affected by their higher latency
deficiency.

5.1.1 Scaling

We then analyze the performance of Swing on 2D torus of
different sizes. We show in Fig. 7 the goodput gain of Swing
over the best-known algorithm at each allreduce size and for
networks ranging from 64 to 16,384 nodes. We observe that
Swing outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms regardless of
the network size, for up to 32MiB allreduce.

Moreover, we can see that the maximum Swing gain in-
creases when increasing the network size. Indeed, the larger
the network, the larger the impact of latency deficiency on
performance. As a consequence, both the bucket and ring al-
gorithm performance decreases when increasing the number
of nodes (and the Swing gain increases).

Nevertheless, the bucket algorithm outperforms Swing for
large vectors (≥ 128MiB). Indeed, when increasing the net-
work size, Swing congestion deficiency increases. However,
as estimated in Table 2 and as shown in the figure, on 2D
torus, we expect at most a negative gain of around 20% (i.e.,
a peak bandwidth of around 80%) regardless of network size.
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Figure 7: Swing goodput gain on square torus networks rang-
ing from 64 to 16,384 nodes.

5.1.2 Bandwidth Impact

To analyze Swing performance for different network band-
widths, we show in Fig. 8 the goodput gain for 8x8 torus
networks with bandwidth ranging from 100 Gb/s to 3.2 Tb/s.
We observe consistent gains over the best-known state-of-the-
art algorithm regardless of the network bandwidth.

For low bandwidths, the relative impact of bandwidth and
congestion deficiencies on performance is higher, and the
gain of Swing over recursive doubling for small messages
increases. At higher bandwidth, the relative impact of conges-
tion deficiency is lower, and the maximum gain of Swing for
small allreduce decreases. At the same time, however, Swing
is not outperformed anymore by the bucket algorithm for large
allreduce. For example, on 3.2 Tb/s networks, Swing outper-
forms all the other algorithms even for 512MiB allreduce.
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Figure 8: Swing goodput gain on 8x8 torus networks with
network bandwidth ranging from 100 Gb/s to 3.2 Tb/s.
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5.2 Performance on Rectangular Tori

As discussed in Sec. 4.2, the congestion deficiency of the
Swing algorithm increases if the torus dimensions are not
all equal, proportionally to the ratio between the sizes of the
largest and smallest dimension. The ring algorithm is instead
unaffected by the shape of the torus, because the Hamilto-
nian rings span over all the nodes (as long as the conditions
discussed in Sec. 2.3.1 are satisfied).

On the other hand, the shape of the torus negatively im-
pacts the bucket algorithm’s latency deficiency. Indeed, if
some torus dimensions are larger than the others, some of the
2D concurrent collectives might move from dimension i to
dimension i+1, whereas there are still collectives running on
dimension i+1. We show this through an example in Fig. 9,
where at step 1, one bidirectional ring moves from the vertical
to the horizontal dimension while the other bidirectional ring
is still running.

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

Step 0 Step 1

Figure 9: First steps of the Bucket algorithm on a 2x4 torus.

This is usually detrimental to performance, and it is better
if all the collectives synchronously move from one dimen-
sion to the next one [44]. Thus, each step is completed only
after all the collectives running on the largest dimension are
completed. Hence, if dmax is the size of the largest dimension,
the latency deficiency becomes Λ = 2D·dmax

log2 p . Bandwidth and
congestion deficiencies are instead unaffected. In a nutshell,
this means that the latency deficiency of the bucket algorithm
is the same as that for a dmax ×dmax · · ·×dmax torus.

For these reasons, we show in Fig. 10 the goodput of the dif-
ferent algorithms for different torus networks, all with 1,024
nodes but with different rectangular shapes. First, we observe
that, as expected, the ring algorithm is unaffected by the shape
of the torus, and outperforms both the bucket and Swing algo-
rithms for allreduce larger than 512MiB. On the other hand,
the latency deficiency of the bucket algorithm increases pro-
portionally to the ratio between the largest and the smallest
dimensions, reducing its performance for small and medium
vectors. This is visible, for example, by analyzing how the
goodput for large allreduce decreases when moving from a
64x16 to a 256x4 torus.

Last, Swing performance decreases compared to a square
torus due to its higher congestion deficiency for rectangular
torus networks. Nevertheless, we observe that Swing still
outperforms the other algorithms up to 32MiB regardless of
the network shape (up to 3x on the 128x8 and 256x4 torus).
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Figure 10: Goodput on 2D torus with 1,024 nodes and differ-
ent rectangular shapes: 64x16, 32x8, and 256x4.
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5.3 Performance for 3D and 4D Torus
As discussed in Sec. 4 and summarized in Table 2, the perfor-
mance of the allreduce algorithm for multidimensional torus
also depends on the number of dimensions. Thus, we evaluate
the performance of the different allreduce algorithms on 82,
83, and 84 torus networks.
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Figure 11: Goodput on higher-dimensional torus networks:
2D 8x8, 3D (8x8x8), and 4D (8x8x8x8).

We report the evaluation result in Fig. 11. We do not include
the Hamiltonian ring algorithm in the 3D and 4D torus results
since it only works for 2D torus networks. When increasing
the number of dimensions, the goodput gain of Swing in-

creases because, as shown in Table 2 and discussed in Sec. 4,
the congestion deficiency drops to 3% on 3D torus and to
0.8% on 4D torus. Consequently, for 3D and 4D torus net-
works, Swing outperforms by up to 2x all existing algorithms
on allreduce ranging from 32B to 2GB.

5.4 Performance on Torus-Like Topologies

Some topologies like HammingMesh [26] and HyperX [3,20]
extend torus by adding additional links, thus increasing the
network bisection bandwidth. Seen from a different perspec-
tive, those extra links allow distant nodes to communicate
crossing fewer hops, decreasing Swing congestion deficiency.

5.4.1 Performance on HammingMesh

HammingMesh [26] groups nodes into square boards. Each
board is a 2D mesh, and nodes on the same column (or row)
located at the edge of the boards are connected together using
fat trees. Due to its higher performance and flexibility com-
pared to a torus a similar topology is used, for example, to
interconnect TPUv4 devices [31]. Because of the extra links,
the congestion deficiency of Swing on a HammingMesh is
lower than that on a 2D torus. Moreover, for a fixed number
of nodes, having smaller boards increases the number of extra
(fat tree) links and, thus, decreases the congestion deficiency.
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Figure 12: Goodput on a 4,096 nodes Hx2Mesh.

We show in Fig. 12 the performance of the different algo-
rithms for a Hx2Mesh network with 4,096 nodes (2x2 boards
arranged in a 32x32 configuration). For such configuration,
Swing outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms at any size,
up to 2.5x for 2MiB allreduce. Moreover, because of the lower
congestion deficiency, we observe how the peak Swing per-
formance is higher compared to a 2D torus with the same
number of nodes (Fig. 6). Last, we also observe a runtime
reduction for all the algorithms for small vectors, since nodes
on the same board on HammingMesh are connected through
PCB traces, with lower latency than optical network cables.
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In Fig. 13 we instead report the results for a HammingMesh
with the same number of nodes (4,096), but using 4x4 boards
(4x4 boards arranged in a 16x16 configuration). This con-
figuration is a middle point between the torus topology and
the Hx2Mesh since it has more extra links than a torus, but
fewer than a Hx2Mesh. Due to fewer extra links compared
to Hx2Mesh, on Hx4Mesh Swing has a higher congestion
deficiency, as we can see starting from 128MiB allreduce.
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Figure 13: Goodput on a 4,096 nodes Hx4Mesh.

5.4.2 Performance on 2D HyperX

Last, we report in Fig. 14 the performance on a 4,096 2D
HyperX topology [3] (which can be seen as a HammingMesh
with 1x1 boards [26]). HyperX connects each node to every
node in the same row and column. Because in Swing each
node communicates only with nodes on the same row (or the
same column), on HyperX Swing does not experience any
congestion deficiency. We indeed observe from the plot that
Swing outperforms all the other algorithms at any allreduce
size. Moreover, the maximum goodput gain increases from
2.5x in Hx2Mesh and Hx4Mesh, to 3x in HyperX.
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Figure 14: Goodput on a 4,096 nodes HyperX.

5.5 Summary

Last, we summarize all the presented results in Fig. 15, where
we report the distribution of Swing goodput gain over the best
algorithm at each message size for the different scenarios we
analyzed. We show data for allreduce sizes up to 512MiB
since these are the sizes practically used in existing HPC [14]
and machine learning workloads [35] and larger allreduce are
usually split into smaller ones to overlap communication and
computation better.

For each box, the triangle shows the median across the
allreduce sizes. The left and right sides of the box represent
the first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartile, respectively. The left
whisker denotes the smallest point larger than Q1−1.5 ·(Q3−
Q1), whereas the right whisker the biggest point smaller than
Q3+ 1.5 · (Q3−Q1). Empty dots outside the whiskers are
considered outliers.
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Figure 15: Summary of Swing goodput gain on different
topologies.

First, by observing the performance on square torus net-
works, we see that Swing median and maximum goodput gain
increases with the network size (going from 8x8 to 128x128
torus). As discussed in Sec. 5.1, the maximum negative gain
also increases with network size, but is at most around 20%
and only occurs for large allreduce (≥ 128MiB).

For rectangular torus networks, Swing median and max-
imum goodput gain increase proportionally to the ratio be-
tween the maximum and minimum-sized dimension (i.e., go-
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ing from 64x16 to 256x4 torus), up to 3x for 128x8 torus. For
256x4 torus, Swing performs around 60% worse than the ring
algorithm on 512MiB allreduce.

Increasing the network bandwidth has a positive effect on
Swing goodput gain. Although the maximum goodput gain
decreases, for higher bandwidths, Swing outperforms all the
state-of-the-art algorithms at any allreduce size. Regardless
of the bandwidth, the median Swing goodput gain across
different allreduce sizes stands around 25%.

Swing goodput gain also increases with the number of di-
mensions (moving from 8x8 to 8x8x8x8 torus) since each
node has additional one-hop distant nodes. Because in the
reduce-scatter nodes communicate first with their neighbors,
and halve the data size at each step, Swing can further reduce
the transmitted data size before nodes need to communicate
with more distant ones. On one side, this increases the maxi-
mum goodput gain up to 2x. On the other side, it outperforms
all the other algorithms at any size.

Last, Swing provides consistent performance gains even
on other torus-like topologies such as HammingMesh and
HyperX. When comparing HammingMesh with a torus with
the same number of nodes (i.e., 64x64), we observe higher
goodput gains on HammingMesh, due to the extra links com-
pared to the torus, which helps in reducing Swing congestion
deficiency. Also, on both Hx2Mesh and HyperX, Swing out-
performs the other algorithms regardless of the allreduce size.

Overall we observe a median goodput ranging between
20% and 50%, and a maximum goodput gain of 3x. This
underlines the advantages of using the Swing allreduce al-
gorithm on torus and torus-like networks of any shape and
number of dimensions and at any network bandwidth.

6 Discussion

Extension to Other Collectives Although in this work we
focus on allreduce (and, indirectly, on reduce-scatter and all-
gather), a similar approach can be adopted for other collective
operations. Namely, Swing can replace the recursive dou-
bling algorithm for all those collectives where it is used (e.g.,
broadcast and reduce).

Routing Impact In all our experiments, we used minimal
adaptive routing. I.e., packets are forwarded on the least
congested shortest path. Because in all the analyzed algo-
rithms, each node only communicates with others on the same
row/column, traffic is evenly distributed across links. Sending
packets on non-shortest paths would unnecessarily increase
network traffic and decrease performance.

Swing Performance on Full-Bandwidth Topology On
full-bandwidth topologies (e.g., non-blocking fat trees), both
Swing and recursive doubling will not have any congestion
deficiency, and we expect them to have the same performance.

7 Conclusions

Due to the relevance of torus networks in high-performance
machine learning systems, in this work, we presented Swing,
a new allreduce algorithm for torus networks. To motivate
Swing design, we modeled the latency, bandwidth, and con-
gestion deficiencies, of Swing and of the best state-of-the-art
algorithms. Our modeling highlights the shortcomings of ex-
isting allreduce algorithms for torus networks, especially for
small- and medium-sized allreduce.

We then presented the Swing design. Swing performs a
logarithmic number of steps and transmits a minimal num-
ber of bytes. To reduce the impact of the torus low bisection
bandwidth, Swing shortcuts the torus, reducing the distance
between communicating nodes and, thus, the congestion defi-
ciency. Last, we extensively evaluated Swing performance and
compared it against the best state-of-the-art algorithms, for
different node counts, network bandwidths, shapes, number of
dimensions, and topologies. Our evaluation shows improve-
ments up to 3x on all practically used allreduce sizes.
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A Correctness Proof

In this section we first prove the correctness of the Swing algo-
rithm when the number of nodes is a power of two (Sec. A.1)
and then extend it for an arbitrary number of nodes (Sec. A.2).

A.1 Power of Two Number of Nodes
For clarity reasons, we prove the correctness of the latency-
optimal algorithm (both the latency- and bandwidth-optimal
algorithms perform the same communication pattern, al-
though nodes transmit different data). To prove the algo-
rithm’s correctness, we need to prove that the data transmit-
ted by each node eventually reaches all the other nodes. For
example, on a 1D torus with p nodes, at step 0, node 0 com-
municates with node 1 (which aggregates the received data
with its own). At step 1, node 0 communicates with node
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−1 mod p = p−1, whereas node 1 communicates with node
2. Thus, we can say that at step 1 the data sent from 0 reached
nodes {1,2, p− 1} (2 has been reached indirectly through
node 1).

Because the number of reached nodes doubles at each step,
and because we perform log2 p steps, the data sent from any
given node would eventually reach p− 1 nodes. We need,
however, to prove that those p−1 nodes are distinct (i.e., that
the data sent by each node reach every other node exactly
once and is thus never aggregated twice). To do so, we need
first to prove a few lemmas.

Lemma A.1. ρ(s) and δ(s) are odd ∀s ∈ N.

Proof. (−2)i is odd for i = 0, and even for i > 0. The sum of
even numbers with an odd number is odd.

Lemma A.2. If r is even, π(r,s) is odd, and vice versa.

Proof. An even node r communicates at step s with node
π(r,s) = r+ρ(s) mod p. Because p is a power of two (thus
even), and ρ(s) is odd (Lemma A.1), π(r,s) is odd. Vice versa,
odd nodes communicate with even nodes.

If a node r communicates at step s with a node q = π(r,s),
and q communicates with a node z = π(q,h) at step h > s, we
say that s indirectly reached node z. Because even nodes only
communicate with odd nodes (and vice versa), if r is even,
we can rewrite:

z =

q=π(r,s)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(r+ρ(s) mod p)−ρ(h) mod p︸ ︷︷ ︸

π(q,h)

= r+ρ(s)−ρ(h) mod p

I.e., the sign behind ρ(s) alternates between positive and neg-
ative, starting from positive. In general, an even node r can
reach through a sequence of k steps {s0 < s1 < s2 < .. . <
sk−1} a node q, with:

q = r+ρ(s0)−ρ(s1)+ρ(s2)− . . . mod p =

= (r+
k−1

∑
i=0

−1i
ρ(si)) mod p

The same applies if r is odd, by replacing −1i with −1i+1.

Lemma A.3. Even nodes reach (directly or indirectly) odd
nodes through an odd number of steps k. Odd nodes reach
(directly or indirectly) even nodes through an odd number of
steps k.

Proof. This stems from Lemma A.2. If r is even and k is odd,
then q = (r+∑

k−1
i=0 −1iρ(si)) mod p is odd because ρ(s) is

always odd. Similarly, if r is odd and k is odd, q is even.

Lemma A.4. Given k integers {e0 < e1 < .. . < ek−1}, with
ek−1 ≤ log2(p)−1, then −p < ∑

k−1
i=0 (−2)ei < p.

Proof. We have ∑
k−1
i=0 (−2)ei ≤ ∑

k−1
i=0 2ei < 2ek−1+1 ≤ p. Simi-

larly, ∑
k−1
i=0 (−2)ei ≥−∑

k−1
i=0 2ei >−(2ek−1+1)≥−p.

Theorem A.5. On a 1D torus, if a node r at step s communi-
cates with node π(r,s) (defined in Eq. 2), it will reach (directly
or indirectly) all the other p−1 nodes in log2(p) steps (with
p power of two).

Proof. We need to prove that, a unique sequence of k steps
{s0 < s1 < .. .sk−1} exists by which a given node r reaches
a node q. We prove this by contradiction, and we will prove
it by assuming that r is even and q is odd (the proof for
the other cases is analogous and only requires changing the
signs before the ρ terms). Assume that there are two different
sequences of steps {s0 < s1 < .. .sk−1 ≤ log2(p)− 1} and
{t0 < t1 < .. . th−1 ≤ log2(p)−1} of k and h steps respectively
(both k and h are odd from Lemma A.3), so that:

q = r+ρ(s0)−ρ(s1)+ρ(s2)− . . .+ρ(sk−1) mod p =

= r+ρ(t0)−ρ(t1)+ρ(t2)− . . .+ρ(th−1) mod p
(4)

By expanding the first of the two sequences we have:

q = r+
s0

∑
i=0

(−2)i −
s1

∑
i=0

(−2)i + . . .+
sk−1

∑
i=0

(−2)i mod p

= r+
s0

∑
i=0

(−2)i +
s2

∑
i=s1+1

(−2)i + . . .+
sk−1

∑
i=sk−2+1

(−2)i mod p

By expanding similarly the second assignment in Eq. 4, we
have that the two sequences exist if:

s0

∑
i=0

(−2)i + . . .+
sk−1

∑
i=sk−2+1

(−2)i ≡

≡
t0

∑
i=0

(−2)i + . . .+
th−1

∑
i=tk−2+1

(−2)i (mod p)

(5)

From Lemma A.4, we know that both sides are in the range
(−p, p). Thus, the two sides are congruent only if: i) they have
the same sign and are equal, or; ii) they have different signs,
and by summing p on the negative side, we get the positive
side. Since each side is the sum of distinct powers of −2, case
i) is only possible if the two sequences of steps are equal.
To prove that case ii) is impossible, let us consider the case
where the left side is negative (the other case is analogous).
Because p = 2a for some a ∈ N, and because 2a = (−2)a (if
a is even2), Eq. 5 becomes:

s0

∑
i=0

(−2)i + . . .+
sk−1

∑
i=sk−2+1

(−2)i +(−2)a =

=
t0

∑
i=0

(−2)i + . . .+
th−1

∑
i=tk−2+1

(−2)i

2If a is odd, p = 2a = (−2)a+1 +(−2)a, and the same considerations still
hold.
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However, because both sides are sums of distinct powers of
−2, they can be equal only if the two sequences of steps are
equal, which implies that there must be a ti such that ti = a.
This is impossible because the number of steps can be at most
equal to log2(p)−1 = a−1.

We thus proved by contradiction that there are no two se-
quences of steps leading to the same node and that, at each
step, each node reaches only nodes that it did not already
reach.

A.2 Non-Power of Two Number of Nodes
The correctness proof in Sec. A.1 assumes p is a power of 2
(needed by the last part of Theorem A.5). If p is not a power
of 2, the theorem only holds until the second-last step. If p′

is the largest power of 2 smaller than p, in the second last
step, the data sent by each node reached p′−1 nodes. Thus,
we need to guarantee that in the last step: i) no nodes receive
data it already received; ii) each node reaches the remaining
p− p′− 1 nodes. To guarantee property i), it is enough for
each node to pre-compute the blocks bi it will send at each
step and if it would send a block twice, send that only in the
last step.

To guarantee property ii), it is enough to prove that π(r,s) =
π(g,s)⇔ g = s. Indeed, if no two nodes reach the same node
in the last step, then each node has reached each other node
once. First, if r and g are both even, we need to prove that r+
ρ(s) ≡ g+ρ(s) (mod p). This implies r − g ≡ 0 (mod p).
However, because we have r < p and g < p, this is only
possible if r = g. The proof for odd r and g is analogous.
Then, if r is even and g is odd, we have r+ρ(s) ≡ g−ρ(s)
(mod p), which implies 2ρ(s) ≡ g− r (mod p). However,
we know from Lemma A.1 that ρ(s) is always odd, and thus
2ρ(s) is even. Because r is even and g is odd, g− r is odd.
Thus, if p is even, this can only hold for r = g.

When p is even but not a power of 2, it is enough for each
node not to send the same data block twice, thus not increasing
the deficiency compared to the power of two case.

Last, if p is odd, we might have π(r,s) = π(g,s) even if r ̸=
g, and also Lemma A.2 does not hold anymore. Consequently,
some nodes might not reach all the nodes and, at a given
step, might receive data from more nodes simultaneously,
thus decreasing the performance. For this reason, we run the
algorithm on p−1 nodes, with the "odd" node sending data
directly to each of the other nodes.
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Abstract
Hardware-Aware Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has
demonstrated success in automating the design of affordable
deep neural networks (DNNs) for edge platforms by incor-
porating inference latency in the search process. However,
accurately and efficiently predicting DNN inference latency
on diverse edge platforms remains a significant challenge.
Current approaches require several days to construct new la-
tency predictors for each one platform, which is prohibitively
time-consuming and impractical.

In this paper, we propose LitePred, a lightweight approach
for accurately predicting DNN inference latency on new plat-
forms with minimal adaptation data by transferring exist-
ing predictors. LitePred builds on two key techniques: (i)
a Variational Autoencoder (VAE) data sampler to sample
high-quality training and adaptation data that conforms to the
model distributions in NAS search spaces, overcoming the
out-of-distribution challenge; and (ii) a latency distribution-
based similarity detection method to identify the most similar
pre-existing latency predictors for the new target platform,
reducing adaptation data required while achieving high pre-
diction accuracy. Extensive experiments on 85 edge platforms
and 6 NAS search spaces demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach, achieving an average latency prediction ac-
curacy of 99.3% with less than an hour of adaptation cost.
Compared with SOTA platform-specific methods, LitePred
achieves up to 5.3% higher accuracy with a significant 50.6×
reduction in profiling cost. Code and predictors are available
at https://github.com/microsoft/Moonlit/tree/main/LitePred.

1 Introduction
Hardware-aware Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has
achieved remarkable success in automating the design of
hardware-friendly deep neural networks (DNNs) in many
tasks [8, 9, 22, 36, 51, 53, 56, 57]. This holds particular im-
portance for crafting models suited to resource-limited edge

∗Work was done during the internship at Microsoft Research
‡Corresponding authors, (lzhani@microsoft.com and hstan@ustc.edu.cn)

platforms, such as mobile phones. However, to design low-
latency models for diverse edge platforms, it remains of sig-
nificant challenge to estimate accurately the inference latency
of numerous models, which depends on multiple factors such
as hardware, inference frameworks, and data precision [52].

Direct on-device measurement is expensive and impractical
due to the very large search space of possible models. Conse-
quently, many works [6, 7, 9, 18, 31, 54] have been proposed
to predict the inference latency based on the given model
architecture. However, these methods face two limitations.
First, they typically rely on random sampling and require a
significant amount of training data to achieve accurate predic-
tions. This process is time-consuming, requiring several days
of data collection for a single platform [18,54]. Second, exist-
ing approaches focus on platform-specific prediction without
considering the latency change due to various dynamics such
as new hardware, various inference frameworks or new ver-
sions, and different data precision. We take nn-Meter [54], a
cutting-edge approach, as an example. By developing latency
predictors for the Xiaomi12 CPU platform using Onnxrun-
time (ORT) [35], it achieves an impressive 99.8% accuracy on
the MobileNetV3 search space [8,22]. However, the predictor
drops to 0 accuracy when the hardware is switched to a Xi-
aomi11 CPU. Thus, these approaches require rebuilding pre-
dictors for every new platform, which is prohibitively expen-
sive and limits the applicability of hardware-aware NAS. This
is especially challenging given the diverse edge platforms,
which include a large number of mobile devices (e.g., 8318
heterogeneous smartphones [17]) and various inference frame-
works (e.g., TFLite [20], ORT, OpenVINO [25], NCNN [60]).

Although a few platform-agnostic prediction works [30,
33] have attempted to address the high cost, they encounter
various limitations. HELP [30] trains a latency predictor with
meta learning [29, 47], but it conducts model-level prediction,
which requires expensive redesigning and retraining of the
meta predictor for new NAS search spaces. OneProxy [33]
trains a latency monotonicity model to predict model latency
rankings on different platforms. However, it only predicts
latency rankings on new platforms, rather than the actual
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values, which is often mandatory in practical deployments.
In this work, we propose LitePred, a lightweight approach

for accurately predicting inference latency in hardware-aware
NAS that eliminates the expensive rebuilding process required
for new platforms. To handle the diverse model graphs in
different NAS search spaces, LitePred performs kernel-level
prediction and computes the model latency as the sum of the
predicted latencies of all kernels ‡. The key idea of LitePred is
to identify the most similar pre-existing latency predictors for
each kernel on new platform, and then finetune them with just
a few adaptation samples to achieve high prediction accuracy.
This makes LitePred a cost-effective solution for predicting
latency, eliminating the bottleneck in hardware-aware NAS.

At the core of LitePred lies the principle that knowledge
from a pre-existing latency predictor for one platform can be
transferred to new platforms that share similarities. This is
based on the fact that latency depends on key factors and their
relationships, which can be learned by an accurate predictor.
When a new platform shares similarities with a previous one,
we can transfer the existing knowledge and adapt the predic-
tor to capture new dynamics. For example, when using the
same TFLite version 2.1, we can transfer a latency predictor
trained on a Xiaomi11 CPU to a Pixel 6 CPU. By reusing
the knowledge learned for TFLite 2.1, we only need a few
adaptation data to learn behaviors on the Pixel 6 CPU.

LitePred maintains a knowledge pool of existing latency
predictors, each being a 16-layer Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
network. Initially, it constructs base predictors for warmup
platforms and stores them in the pool. When targeting a new
platform, LitePred detects its kernels and identifies the most
similar predictor for each kernel from the pool. These predic-
tors are then finetuned with a small amount of adaptation data
from the new platform to achieve accurate predictions.

LitePred faces two technical challenges. (1) First, construct-
ing initial latency predictors and finetuning existing predictors
require effective data collection. However, latency-dominant
kernels, such as Conv and DWConv kernels, exhibit a multi-
dimensional joint distribution in NAS search spaces, with
dimensions that are highly correlated. This makes random
and adaptive data sampling methods [54] ineffective due to
the out-of-distribution problem, resulting in a large amount
of useless training data and low accuracy. Direct sampling
from search spaces can cause data leakage and limit the gen-
eralization ability in new NAS search spaces. (2) Second,
the similarity between existing predictors and new platforms
greatly affects the number of adaptation samples and the final
prediction accuracy. However, the high diversity between dif-
ferent edge platforms, many of which are black boxes, poses
a challenge in effectively detecting the most similar predictor.

VAE data sampler. To address the first challenge, we lever-
age the concept of Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) [27] and

‡A kernel represents an execution unit, it may be either a single primitive
operator or a fusion of multiple fused operators, similar to nn-Meter [54].

introduce the VAE data sampler. It consists of an encoder-
decoder network, where the encoder compresses the multi-
dimensional joint distribution in the search spaces into a latent
space with a multivariate Gaussian distribution [19]. The de-
coder then reconstructs the Gaussian distribution back into
the original distribution. By sampling from this distribution
and decoding the data using the decoder, we can generate new
training data that conforms to the original multi-dimensional
distribution, addressing the out-of-distribution problem while
preserving generalizability in new model search spaces.
Similar predictor detection. To identify the most similar pre-
existing latency predictors for a target platform, we propose a
latency distribution-based similarity detection method. The
key idea is to compare the real latency distribution on the
target platform with the predicted latency distributions by pre-
existing latency predictors. For each kernel, we create a small
representative set reflecting platform-specific optimizations.
Then, we compute the distribution similarity by calculating
the Kullback-Leibler divergence [13] between the real and
predicted latencies for each latency predictor in the knowledge
pool. The predictor with the highest similarity is selected.

We extensively evaluate LitePred on 85 edge platforms,
including 10 hardware, 10 CPU frequencies, 5 commonly
used edge inference frameworks, and 2 data precisions (FP32
and INT8). Before LitePred, platform-specific approaches
take several days of data collection for a single platform,
limiting evaluations to only a few platforms. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate on such a wide
range of platforms, with requiring ∼1 hour of measurements
on each platform.

We summarize our key contributions as follows:

• We propose LitePred, the first to transfer pre-existing la-
tency predictors and achieve accurate latency prediction on
new edge platforms with a profiling cost of less than 1 hour.

• We introduce two key techniques: a VAE data sampler
to collect effective multi-dimensional data and a latency-
distribution similarity detector that identifies the most simi-
lar pre-existing latency predictors for black-box platforms.

• Extensive experiments on various platforms and 6 NAS
search spaces demonstrate LitePred’s effectiveness, achiev-
ing 99.3% accuracy and outperforming state-of-the-art la-
tency prediction baselines. LitePred significantly improves
accuracy on new edge platforms compared to platform-
agnostic baselines, with up to a 77.5% improvement, and
achieves up to +5.3% higher accuracy against platform-
specific baselines while reducing profiling cost by 50.6×.

• By integrating LitePred with NAS, we discover better mod-
els with superior accuracy and lower latency than Mo-
bileNets. Our models surpass MobileNetV2, achieving an
impressive up to 4.4% higher accuracy on ImageNet.
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(a) Same device equipped with various inference frameworks

Xiaomi11 TFLite 2.1 TFLite 2.7 ORT NCNN Mindspore
289.4ms 271.8ms 451.8ms 165.2ms 209.2ms

(b) Different devices under the same inference framework

TFLite2.1 Xiaomi11CPU Xiaomi11GPU Xiaomi12CPU Pixel5CPU Pixel5CPU∗

289.4ms 36.3ms 244.4ms 300.1ms 568.6ms
(c) Different data precision under the same platform

Xiaomi11 TFLite 2.1 TFLite 2.7
FP32 INT8 FP32 INT8

289.4ms 75.4 ms 271.8ms 77.8ms

Table 1: The vastly different inference latency of ResNet50
on diverse platforms. ∗: we set a lower CPU frequency.

2 Background and Motivations
2.1 Factors that impact the latency
To investigate factors impacting model latency on diverse
edge platforms, we start by conducting measurements. We
monitor different platforms, varying devices, CPU frequency,
inference frameworks, and data precision. Our sample model
is ResNet50, and we deploy it on each platform to measure
the inference latency. The results in Table 1 show that model
latency is heavily dependent on the following factors:
Devices. It has been widely observed that the same model can
exhibit varying inference latencies on different devices. As
shown in Table 1(b), ResNet50 runs 8.0× faster on a GPU
than a CPU on the Xiaomi 11. Surprisingly, even among
mobile phones with ARM CPUs, latency differences for the
same model can exceed 10%.
Inference frameworks: The effectiveness of framework op-
timizations and how well they align with the underlying hard-
ware can significantly impact the overall latency. As shown
in Table 1(a), on Xiaomi11 CPU, deploying ResNet50 with
NCNN yields a 1.7×, 1.6×, 2.7× and 1.3× faster speed than
TFLite 2.1, TFLite 2.7, ORT and Mindspore Lite [24], respec-
tively. Notably, even using the same TFLite framework, dif-
ferent versions can introduce significant latency differences.
CPU frequency. In addition to the device type and inference
frameworks, CPU frequency has a significant impact on in-
ference latency, as shown in Table 1(b). Our experiments on
the Pixel5 demonstrates that even minor changes in CPU fre-
quency (2.2 GHz to 1.9 GHz) can substantially affect latency.
Data precision. Finally, edge platforms support different data
precisions, which lead to different memory and computation
costs, thereby affecting inference latency. Our experiments
focus on the widely supported FP32 and INT8, as shown in
Table 1(c). When we switch the data precision of ResNet50
from FP32 to INT8, we observe a 3.8× and 3.5× reduction
in latency in TFLite 2.1 and TFLite 2.7, respectively.

In summary, these results indicate that any alteration in the
device, framework, CPU frequency, or data precision within
a platform can significantly affect model inference latency.

2.2 Challenges to platform-specific prediction
However, these findings pose a significant challenge to current
platform-specific latency prediction approaches [6, 7, 18, 31,
32, 54]. Trained predictors cannot be directly applied to new

Predicted Platform New Platforms

Xiaomi12 CPU, ORT Xiaomi11 CPU, ORT Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.1
Accuracy RMSE Accuracy RMSE Accuracy RMSE

99.84% 12.2 ms 0% 57.6 ms 0% 220.6 ms
Table 2: Directly apply nn-Meter’s predictors on new platform
results in a poor prediction accuracy of 0%.

Figure 1: (a) Under the same TFLite 2.1, mobile ARM CPUs
exhibit a similar staircase latency pattern; (b) On Xiaomi11,
various frameworks exhibit similar latency patterns. Config:
HW=56, Stride S=1, Input channel Cin=16.

platforms, requiring a costly rebuilding process for adaptation.
Poor prediction accuracy on new platforms. nn-Meter [54]
leads in device-specific latency prediction. By building pre-
dictors with 42k training data on Xiaomi12 CPU with ORT,
it achieves an impressive 99.8% accuracy in predicting Mo-
bileNetV3 search space [8]. However, such highly accurate
predictors perform poorly on new platforms. Table 2 shows
a significant drop in accuracy to 0 when transitioning to Xi-
aomi11 CPU or switching to TFLite 2.1 framework.

The reason is that the objective of device-specific latency
prediction is to minimize the regression errors between the
predicted latency, y′, and the actual latency, y. As a result,
when there are significant changes in the actual latency, y, on
a new platform, these device-specific predictors experience a
large regression error and become unreliable.
Expensive rebuilding cost. The accuracy drop to 0 mandates
an expensive rebuild of the platform-specific latency predic-
tion method, demanding substantial training data collection
on the new platform. Unfortunately, this data collection pro-
cess can be extremely time-consuming, taking several days to
complete for a single platform. For instance, nn-Meter usually
collects around 42k kernel data points, requiring 2.5 days on a
Google Pixel 4 CPU. Such high cost makes platform-specific
approaches unfeasible and unscalable for handling the vast
number of edge devices and various inference frameworks.

2.3 Opportunities
Observations and insights. Although numerous factors can
impact model latency, we observe that similar latency behav-
ior patterns persist across diverse platforms. This is primarily
because many inference frameworks share a common goal of
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Figure 2: The overview of LitePred. (1) LitePred starts with building accurate base predictors for warmup platforms and stores
them in a knowledge pool. (2) For a new platform, we match the most similar latency predictors for each kernel from knowledge
pool through similarity detection. (3) We adapt identified latency predictors with a few samples from the new platform.

maximizing the utilization of underlying device resources to
minimize DNN inference latency. Consequently, some critical
optimization techniques are commonly applied across these
frameworks. An example is operator fusion, which combines
multiple operators into a single one without storing intermedi-
ate results in memory. Moreover, many frameworks leverage
Neon optimizations [3] specifically designed for ARM CPUs.
TFLite and Mindspore employ CPU kernels optimized for the
ARM Neon instruction set, while NCNN goes a step further
with assembly-level optimization for ARM Neon.

To showcase this, we conduct two experiments. In the first
experiment, we keep the inference framework fixed at TFLite
2.1 and measure the latency of Conv 3x3 on various mobile
phones. As shown in Fig. 1(a), despite significant absolute la-
tency differences among various mobile CPUs, they all exhibit
the same staircase latency pattern as output channels increases.
In the second experiment, we explore whether similar patterns
exist between various inference frameworks. Fig. 1(b) show
that TFLite 2.1, TFLite 2.7 and Mindspore Lite all exhibit a
very similar staircase latency pattern on CPU, while NCNN
CPU and NCNN GPU display a different step pattern.

We thus reveal two key observations: (i): mobile hardware
of the same type exhibit similar latency patterns; (ii) despite
varying optimizations and implementations, there exist infer-
ence frameworks display similar latency patterns.
Opportunities. These observations motivate us to develop
platform-transferable latency predictors that can eliminate the
need for a costly rebuilding process when introducing new
devices or frameworks in the target platform. Our insight is to
train latency predictors to well learn the latency patterns for
a specific platform and then transferring the shared common
knowledge to a new platform. By finetuning the latency pre-
dictor with a few training samples to adapt to any new factors
in the platform, we can achieve high prediction accuracy.

3 System Design
Overview. The observations in Section § 2 motivate LitePred,
a lightweight approach for predicting the latency of arbitrary
DNN models, through transferring pre-existing latency pre-
dictors with minimal adaptation cost across diverse edge plat-
forms. Fig. 2 illustrates the system overview.

To start, we select a few edge platforms (e.g., 5) as warmup
ones and build a set of precise kernel-level latency predic-
tors from scratch (§ 4). Utilizing a VAE data sampler for
high-quality training data collection, these predictors learn
accurate latency patterns for each warmup platform and are
stored in a "knowledge pool". When targeting a new platform,
we perform kernel detection [54] to identify all possible ker-
nels. Then, we identify the most similar latency predictor for
each kernel type from the knowledge pool and finetune them
swiftly using VAE data sampler with just a few adaptation
data (§ 5). We use these finetuned latency predictors to predict
kernel latencies, and sum them up as the final model latency.
Design choice. Our ultimate objective is to effectively serve
hardware-aware NAS on a wide range of diverse edge plat-
forms with LitePred. Specifically, LitePred aims to accurately
predict the inference latency of any DNN models on the target
platform within NAS search spaces. Guided by this goal, we
design the system based on the following principles.
• LitePred predicts latencies for DNN models in NAS search
spaces. In theory, DNN models could be arbitrary, resulting in
a vast number of possibilities that complicate latency predic-
tion. Yet, many models are inferior in accuracy and therefore
disregarded. In our work, we focus on top-tier model search
spaces in NAS, crafted by AI experts and known for their
success in finding accurate models. We collect 5 CNN NAS
search spaces and 1 vision transformer NAS search space for
our final evaluation of latency prediction. These search spaces
include a vast number of 1020 high-quality models.
• The accuracy of initial base latency predictors is crucial
for successful transfer across devices. Our approach starts by
training dedicated, accurate latency predictors for warmup
platforms, which learn the latency patterns resulting from
various inference optimizations. These predictors serve as
a source of knowledge for transferring to new platforms. If
the base predictor fails to achieve high accuracy, transferred
predictors will have inferior performance. For example, a
more accurate predictor (90% base accuracy) outperforms an
inferior one (67.1% base accuracy) with 1.6× less adaptation
data to achieve the same finetuned accuracy.
• LitePred detects the most similar pre-existing latency pre-
dictors. Instead of randomly selecting a predictor from the
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knowledge pool, LitePred uses a similarity-based approach to
identify the most similar predictor for a new platform. This
allows for the reuse of learned knowledge and leads to re-
duced adaptation data samples and lower measurement costs.
Intuitively, the most similar predictor needs the least amount
of adaptation data and delivers the best prediction accuracy.
• We predict latency at the kernel-level to simplify predic-
tors transfer to new platforms. While HELP [30] and One-
Proxy [33] use model graphs to predict latency, LitePred takes
a kernel-level latency approach. We divide a model into ker-
nels and sum up their predicted latencies as the model latency,
since kernels are sequentially executed on edge platforms.
This is advantageous as kernels are the basic scheduling units
in inference frameworks, covering framework optimizations
(e.g., operator fusion) and specific kernel algorithms (e.g.,
Winograd convolution [28]). Latency prediction at the ker-
nel level simplifies cross-platform predictor detection and
requires less adaptation data than model-level prediction.
Technical challenges. LitePred faces two major technical
challenges: (i) Given the exponentially large NAS search
spaces, how to efficiently collect high-quality data for training
base predictors and finetuning pre-existing predictors? (ii)
How to find most similar predictors and adapt them on new
platforms with minimal profiling costs?

4 Build Accurate Base Latency Predictors
In this section, we introduce our approach for training base
latency predictors on warmup platforms and propose VAE
data sampler to efficiently collect high-quality training data.

4.1 NAS search spaces and the challenges
We begin by studying model distributions in NAS search
spaces. Then, we discuss the challenges in data collection.

NAS search space collection. We collect 5 widely-used CNN
and 1 vision transformer NAS search space, including OFA-
MobileNetV3 [22], ProxylessNAS [9], OFA-ResNet [8], Big-
NAS [53], FBNetV3 [14] and AutoFormer [10]. These search
spaces are of high quality (i.e., models have the potential for
high accuracy) and specifically tailored to edge-regime DNNs.
In total, the 6 search spaces contain an impressive of 1020

different models, representing a vast prediction scope.
Multi-dimensional distribution of kernel configurations.
As elaborated in Section § 3, LitePred builds latency predic-
tors at kernel level. To construct these kernel latency pre-
dictors, we need to collect a large amount of training data
consisting of configuration and latency pairs for each ker-
nel type. However, this presents a practical challenge due to
the vast configuration space of common CNN model kernels,
such as Conv+bn+relu. This kernel has five primary configu-
ration dimensions (input height and width HW, kernel size K,
strides S, input channels Cin, and output channels Cout), re-
sulting in a large number of possible configurations. Profiling
on-device latency for every possible configuration on every
target platform can be prohibitively expensive.

Figure 3: The multi-dimensional distributions of Conv/DW-
Conv configurations in 5 widely-used NAS search spaces.
(AB): Cin vs. Cout exhibit different patterns under different
HW . (CD): The kernel size KS and Cin of DWConv also ex-
hibit different distributions under different HW . Larger circle
size indicates that the configurations have larger frequency.

Fortunately, we observe that each kernel configuration dis-
plays a unique and smaller multi-dimensional joint distribu-
tion in NAS search space. To illustrate this, we collect all the
configurations (HW,K,S,Ccin,Cout) for Conv and DWConv
kernels from 5 CNN search spaces. As shown in Fig. 3(AB),
the values of Cin and Cout of Conv kernels under different HW
display distinct distributions. Fig. 3(CD) demonstrates that
kernel size KS also has a different distribution under varying
channel numbers Cin and input size HW . This allows us to
gather training data conforming to the distribution, rather
than collecting data for all possible configurations.
Challenges in collecting high-quality training data.
However, gathering training data aligned with the multi-
dimensional distribution poses a challenge. Random sampling
can result in the collection of irrelevant data and lower ac-
curacy. nn-Meter introduces an adaptive data sampler that
constructs a probability distribution per dimension and per-
forms independent sampling. However, since the dimensions
are highly correlated (Fig. 3), independent sampling can still
trigger out-of-distribution issues. While uniform sampling
from search spaces resolves this, it introduces data leakage
problems by revealing evaluation data during training, lim-
iting the generalizability to new search spaces. Therefore,
we call for a new sampling approach. In next section, we
introduce VAE data sampler to address all these challenges.

4.2 Efficient VAE data sampler
To collect high-quality training and adaptation data, we di-
vide the process into two specific tasks: (i) learning the multi-
dimensional joint distribution of different kernels, and (ii)
generating new data based on the distribution. In this section,
we take inspiration from the concept of Variational Autoen-
coders (VAE) [27] and propose a VAE data sampler.
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Figure 4: Our VAE data sampler for collecting training data.

VAEs are a type of generative neural network, originally
popularized for their applications in image and text genera-
tion tasks [40, 41, 43]. They learn to represent complex data
distributions by encoding input data into a lower-dimensional
latent space and then decoding it back to the original space.
VAEs comprise two primary components: an encoder network
that maps input data to the latent space, and a decoder network
that reconstructs the input data from this latent space.

Inspired by the encoding and decoding process of VAEs,
we propose training an encoder-decoder VAE model to learn
the multi-dimensional distribution for each kernel. Then, we
utilize the trained decoder as our data sampler, generating
new samples that adhere to each kernel’s distribution within
the NAS search space. Next, we will discuss the application
of VAEs for sampling data to train kernel latency predictors.
VAE model design. Fig. 4 illustrates the design of our VAE
model, which consists of a 5-layer Linear encoder and a 5-
layer Linear decoder with a hidden dimension of 256. The
latent space dimension size is empirically set to 128. For each
kernel type (e.g., Conv+bn+relu), we carefully sample sev-
eral configurations as input x, representing its distribution in
search spaces. The encoder maps input x to the latent space z,
which is assumed to follow a multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion [19]. The decoder then maps from the latent space back
to the input space, generating data x′ that adhere to the same
distribution as the original input x. Note that x and x′ follow
the same distribution, but with minimal values overlap.
Input data x. To train the VAE model, it is crucial to collect
representative configurations from search spaces, which char-
acterizes the distribution for each kernel and acts as the target
distribution for the input data x, which the VAE aims to learn.

However, collecting such data is non-trivial, as many
latency-dominated configurations have low frequencies in
NAS search spaces. For instance, Conv and DWConv kernels’
latency is significantly larger in the first 3 layers, contributing
up to 44% of model latency. Accurate prediction of these con-
figurations is crucial for precise latency prediction. However,
they represent only 1.52% in NAS search spaces, with most
configurations in the middle layers. Naive uniform sampling
can result in the omission of latency-dominating data.

We tackle this challenge by performing data normalization
on latency-dominated large kernels. We assign a larger weight
to Conv and DWConv related kernels. Also, since the number
of kernel configurations differs for each search space, we
collect the x proportionally based on their relative quantities.
Training the VAE model. After collecting the representative

distribution x for each kernel type, the next step is to train the
VAE model that learns the multi-dimensional distribution for
each kernel and generates new configurations x′ based on it.
The training objective aims to minimize the distance between
the decoder output x′ and the encoder input x.

We follow the original VAE work [27] and use two
loss functions: a Mean Squared Error (MSE) reconstruction
loss [2] and a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [1]. The re-
construction loss measures the difference between the decoder
output x′ and the original input data x. The KL divergence
measures the difference between the encoder output distribu-
tion in the latent space and the standard normal distribution.
We train the VAE model to minimize the total loss function.
After the training is done, the decoder is able to map the latent
space z back to the original kernel configuration distribution.
Generating kernel configuration data via the decoder.
Once the VAE is trained, we can employ the decoder to gen-
erate new kernel configuration data x′ that closely aligns with
the distribution x in NAS search spaces. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, to generate N configuration data for Conv+bn+relu
kernel, we first sample N vectors from the latent space, which
follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We then pass
these N vectors through the decoder, resulting in the gener-
ation of N new configurations for Conv+bn+relu. Note that
the original decoded configuration data x′ are continuous val-
ues. We apply a straightforward round-to-nearest strategy,
mapping continuous values to the closest valid discrete value.

4.3 Build transferable base latency predictors
The above VAE data sampler efficiently samples high-quality
training data for each kernel. This section outlines designing
latency predictor models that accurately predict latency on
warmup platforms using the collected data. Moreover, these
predictors are designed for easy transfer to new platforms.

Conventional platform-specific prediction methods [6, 7,
11,54] typically rely on decision-tree-based machine learning
regressors to create latency predictors. For example, models
like RandomForest and XGBoost regression are often used,
which fit the training data by minimizing the difference be-
tween actual and predicted latency values. However, these
decision-tree-based regressors require a complete retraining
process, making it impossible to reuse fitted predictors for
transferring to new platforms.

To achieve accurate and transferable latency prediction, we
introduce a DNN model. DNN models have demonstrated
strong performance in transfer learning tasks [39, 59]. Specif-
ically, our latency model is a 16-layer Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) network, a small model with ∼1 million parameters.

We now describe the training process. For each kernel,
we measure the latency of VAE sampled kernel configura-
tions on warmup platforms. The prediction features are kernel
configurations, FLOPs, and parameter size, while the corre-
sponding inference latency is the label. Our training objective
is to minimize the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)
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loss between the predicted and actual latency values. We use
MAPE loss because we follow previous work [18, 54], which
uses ±10% accuracy as the evaluation metric. This metric
calculates the percentage of kernels with predicted latency
within ±10% error. Minimizing MAPE loss aligns with our
goal of maximizing ±10% accuracy.

LitePred trains base predictors for five randomly selected
warmup platforms listed in Table 3 and stores them in the
knowledge pool, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the following sec-
tion, we will describe our method for reusing and transferring
these existing predictors to new platforms.

5 Transfer Predictors to New Platforms
For a new edge platform, LitePred addresses the challenge
of identifying the most similar kernel predictors from the
knowledge pool. It then transfers these pre-existing predictors
to the new platform using minimal adaptation data.

5.1 Similar predictor detection for each kernel
Identifying the most similar latency predictor for each ker-
nel on new platforms is challenging as most edge platforms
are black boxes. OneProxy [33] suggests using Spearman’s
Rank Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) to assess the statistical
dependence between latency rankings of models. However,
this method has limitations. First, the SRCC is based on the
total model latency, which might not accurately identify the
most similar platform. In contrast, our experiments shows
that the most similar platform predictor varies by the kernel
type. Second, it depends on random model sampling to evalu-
ate platform similarity, which is typically sparse and fails to
reflect specialized optimizations on the target platform.
Overview of our approach. In our work, we introduce a
lightweight latency-distribution based similarity detection ap-
proach. Instead of focusing on the similarity of the entire
model, we detect similarity at the kernel level since on-device
optimizations are usually implemented at this level. A pre-
existing kernel latency predictor is considered similar for
the target platform if its predicted latency displays a similar
distribution to the real latency. To achieve this, we design a
small set of representative kernel configurations that capture
both kernel distribution and platform-specific optimizations,
rather than randomly sampling or relying solely on the VAE
data sampler. This enables us to identify the most similar la-
tency predictors more effectively while keeping the approach
lightweight.

Fig. 5 illustrates the overall process. We design a small
set of representative configurations for each kernel, and mea-
sure the actual latency of under these configurations on the
platform, denoted as Yr. For each latency predictor in the
knowledge pool, we predict the latency of these configura-
tions as Yp. We then calculate the similarity score using KL
divergence between the actual latency Yr and predicted latency
Yp. Finally, we return the predictor with lowest KL divergence
(i.e., the highest similarity score).

Figure 5: Our proposed similarity detection to identify the
most similar predictor for each kernel type on new platforms.

Representative data for computing similarity. The effec-
tiveness and cost of our similarity detection technique heavily
rely on the quality of representative data. We now introduce
how we design it for computing predictor similarity between
diverse platforms. We consider two types of kernel configura-
tions: (i) configurations in the search spaces that reflect the
underlying distribution; and (ii) specifically designed configu-
rations that capture the latency patterns on the target platform.

Type (i) data collection employs our VAE data sampler. To
collect type (ii) data that reflects specific on-device optimiza-
tions, we adopt a simple but effective fine-grained approach.
This is inspired by Fig. 1, where it reveals that device-specific
staircase latency patterns necessitate dense profiling to un-
cover. In contrast, VAE and random samplers exhibit sparse
coverage, which can distort the profiled latency patterns.

Specifically, we select an initial configuration from search
spaces per kernel. We fix all dimensions except one, and per-
form fine-grained sampling on that dimension. We sample 16
continuous points in the channel number dimension and enu-
merate {1, 3, 5, 7} in the kernel size dimension. For example,
for Conv+bn+relu kernel with the configuration (56, 3, 2, 16,
16), we fix the HW , K, S and Cin dimensions, and generate
16 continuous points (e.g., 16 to 32) in the output channel
dimension. Then, we fix the HW , S, Cin, and Cout dimensions,
and enumerate {1, 3, 5, 7} in the kernel size dimension.
Similarity score. To compute the similarity of latency distri-
butions between each pre-existing predictor and a target plat-
form, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, a widely
used statistical metric for comparing probability distributions.
First, we obtain the real kernel latency for representative con-
figurations as Yr. Next, for each pre-existing predictor i that
is trained or finetuned for a different platform, we obtain its
predicted latencies Y i

p under the representative configurations.
Finally, we compute the KL divergence between the prob-
ability distributions P and Q that correspond to Y i

p and Yr,
respectively. The KL divergence is defined as follows:

DKL(P||Q) = ∑
yr∈Yr ,yp∈Yp

P(yp) log P(yp)
Q(yr)

For each kernel, the predictor with the lowest KL diver-
gence is chosen for adaptation to the new target platform.
Note that the cost of our similarity detection method comes
from the profiling overhead of the representative configura-
tions, which typically takes less than 10 minutes.
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5.2 New platform adaptation
After identifying the most similar latency predictors for all
kernels, we introduce the method for adapting these predictors
to the new platform through a finetuning process.

Our method, illustrated in Fig. 2, begins by sampling adap-
tation configurations on the target platform using a VAE data
sampler and measuring their latencies. We then finetune the
identified predictors using the sampled data, updating their
weights to improve accuracy on the new platform.

Increasing adaptation data typically improves prediction
accuracy but raises profiling costs. Our experimental results
indicate that a small number of samples (less than 500) can
achieve high accuracy when finetuning on a new platform.
This is because we identified very similar latency predictors,
which greatly reduces the required amount of adaptation data.
As a result, our approach is significantly more cost-effective
than traditional platform-specific prediction methods.

6 Implementation
Training the VAE. For large kernels such as Conv+bn+relu
and DWConv+bn+relu, we collect 2000 configurations to
train the VAE model as described in Sec.§ 4.2. For smaller ker-
nels such as Squeeze&Excitation (SE) [23] and bn+relu, we
collect 500 configurations. Our VAE model is implemented
based on the Pytorch implementation [44]. We train the model
for 2k epochs. During each training step, we randomly sample
a batch of 16 configurations based on their frequency. We use
the Adam optimizer [26] with a learning rate of 0.001 and
decay rates of (0.9, 0.999).
Build base latency predictors with VAE decoder. After
completing VAE training, we utilize the learned latent space
and the decoder to gather training data for constructing base
latency predictors for each kernel type. Specifically, to sample
N configurations, we generate N 128-dimensional vectors
from multivariate Gaussian distribution and feed them into
the decoder. The N decoder outputs are used as training data.
We sample up to N=10k configurations for Conv and DWConv
related kernels and N=1000 for small kernels.

For each kernel type, we generate the corresponding model
graph based on the sampled configurations. Then, we measure
the inference latency on 5 random warmup platforms to gather
training data for building base latency predictors. Each pre-
dictor is trained for 350 epochs using the AdamW optimizer
with a cosine learning rate scheduler, and the initial learning
rate is set to 0.001. The training cost is feasible. On an Nvidia
RTX 2080Ti, it takes 26 minutes to train latency predictors
for large kernels and only 6 minutes for small kernels.
Transfer to new platforms. For a new platform, we first
conduct kernel detection [54] to identify all possible kernels.
Then, we perform similarity detection for each kernel to find
the most similar predictor from the knowledge pool. Specifi-
cally, we identify similar predictors for Conv and DWConv
kernels using 400 representative data. For small kernels, we
reuse the detected platform for Conv kernels and use the

Device CPU GPU CPU Frequency
Pixel 4 Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 Adreno 640 2.4GHz, 2.1GHz
Pixel 5 Qualcomm Snapdragon 765G Adreno 620 2.2GHz, 1.9GHz
Pixel 6 Google Tensor SoC Mali-G78 2.5GHz, 2.2GHz

Xiaomi 11 Qualcomm Snapdragon 888 Adreno 660 2.4GHz, 2.1GHz
Xiaomi 12 Qualcomm Snapdragon 8 Gen 1 Adreno 730 2.4GHz, 2.1GHz
Inference
engines TFLite 2.1, TFLite 2.7, NCNN, Mindspore Lite, Onnxruntime

Precision FP32, INT8

Table 3: Our 85 evaluated platforms, including 10 different
hardware and CPU frequencies, 5 popular inference frame-
works on edge and 2 data precision.

corresponding predictor, as small kernels usually have same
platform detection results as Conv kernels.

To finetune predictors, we use our VAE data sampler to
generate a few configurations and measure their latency. We
sample 100 configurations for small kernels and 500 for large
kernels like Conv and DWConv. If accuracy is unsatisfactory,
we iteratively sample 500 more data points per round until
the desired accuracy is reached. During finetuning, we use
detected kernel weights as initial weights and finetune for
300 epochs. We follow the same training settings as the base
predictor, but with a smaller learning rate of 0.0005.

7 Evaluation
7.1 Experiment Setup
Platforms. We evaluate LitePred on a wide variety of edge
platforms, as detailed in Table 3. Our evaluation includes 10
mobile hardware (CPU and GPU), 5 popular inference en-
gines for edge devices, and 2 data precision options (FP32
and INT8 for CPU devices). Besides, we test each CPU de-
vice under two frequencies. In total, we evaluate 85 differ-
ent platforms, a significantly larger number than previous
works. This large-scale evaluation is achieved by our pro-
posed lightweight, scalable, and transferable latency predic-
tion paradigm. Without it, the cost of such an evaluation would
be extremely expensive.
Evaluation datasets. To evaluate the effectiveness of
LitePred in hardware-aware NAS, we build latency datasets
using the 6 high-quality NAS search spaces (ref Section 4.1).
We randomly sample 4k models from each search space and
measure their latency on our 85 platforms. In total, the dataset
contains 1.86 million model and latency pairs.

For each platform, we measure the model inference latency
by performing a warmup of 10 inference runs and then cal-
culating the average latency over 50 subsequent inference
runs. For CPU platforms, we set the CPU frequency to the
target value and measure the corresponding latency. For INT8
precision, we measure the INT8 latency on TFLite platforms,
as TFLite has good support for this precision. Specifically, we
use TFLite’s official tools [46] to quantize models to INT8
precision and follow the standard process to measure latency.
Comparison baselines. We compare LitePred with state-
of-the-art latency prediction methods by implementing two
strong baselines: (1) nn-Meter [38, 54], a platform-specific
method; and (2) HELP [30], a platform-agnostic method.
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Metrics. We evaluate three metrics: Root Mean Square Er-
ror (RMSE), prediction accuracy, and profiling cost. RMSE
quantifies the errors between predicted and real latency. Since
RMSE can be highly influenced by the range of real latency
values, we also report prediction accuracy. Following related
works [18, 54] , we measure prediction accuracy as the per-
centage of models whose predicted latency error falls within
±5% and ±10% of the real measured latency. For profiling
cost, we report both the number of sampled kernels and the
total on-device measurement time cost.

7.2 Key findings
Before presenting detailed results, we summarize our valuable
findings and insights gained from extensive experimentation:
(i): Despite differences in hardware, software inference engine
implementations, data precision, and CPU frequencies among
edge platforms, LitePred successfully transfers pre-existing
latency predictors and achieves 99.3% accurate latency pre-
diction across diverse edge platforms.
(ii): On most edge platforms, LitePred requires <1 hour
of adaptation profiling cost. Compared to state-of-the-art
platform-specific baselines, it achieves up to 5.3% higher
accuracy and reduces profiling costs by 50.6×.
(iii): The detected most similar predictor’s corresponding plat-
form varies depending on the kernel type. (Table 5).
(iv): The data required for adaptation depends on the simi-
larity between the detected platform predictor and the target
platform. A highly similar predictor requires minimal data,
while less similar predictors demand more data for finetuning.
(v): By enabling hardware-aware NAS, LitePred facilitates
the development of efficient DNN models for various edge
platforms. Remarkably, our searched models outperform Mo-
bileNetV2 by up to 4.4% in accuracy on the ImageNet dataset.

7.3 Evaluation on diverse edge platforms
7.3.1 Comparison with baseline methods
We demonstrate the effectiveness of LitePred by comparing
with state-of-the-art latency prediction baselines.
Setup. We select 4 out of 85 platforms for comparison and use
the higher frequency of the CPU device. By default, we use
FP32 data precision unless stated otherwise. Since HELP per-
forms model-level latency prediction, a separate meta latency
predictor needs to be designed and trained for each search
space. For simplicity, we choose MobileNetV3 search space,
which HELP already supports, as the evaluation dataset.

For nn-Meter, we use the official code [38] to sample train-
ing data and train kernel latency predictors for each target
platform. For HELP, we initially adapt its meta predictor using
10 randomly sampled models from target platform. However,
the accuracy is poor. Therefore, we add two edge platforms
(i.e., Pixel5 CPU with MindSpore, and Xiaomi11 GPU with
NCNN) to retrain the meta latency predictor for better predic-
tion. During evaluation, we increase the number of adaptation
models and allow the profiling cost to be the same as ours.
We refer to this improved implementation as HELP∗.

Platform Method Train Data Cost RMSE Prediction Acc
±5% ±10%

Xiaomi11 CPU
Mindspore

HELP 10 models 12.44s 6.6 ms 11.5% 22.5%
HELP∗ 1030 models 0.35h 4.1 ms 39.3% 48.7%

nn-Meter 234997 kernels 16.23h 0.8 ms 78.0% 98.9%
Ours 4800 kernels 0.35h 0.4 ms 95.4% 100%

Xiaomi11 CPU
NCNN

HELP 10 models 10.87s 9.5 ms 15.4% 23.0%
HELP∗ 3000 models 0.88h 6.7 ms 37.1% 49.1%

nn-Meter 169305 kernels 20.17h 0.4 ms 96.4% 100%
Ours 11400 kernels 0.88h 0.3 ms 99.5% 100%

Pixel 5 GPU
TFLite 2.7

HELP 10 models 2.66s 1.2 ms 13.9% 28.0%
HELP∗ 2500 models 0.62h 0.8 ms 51.6% 61.1 %

nn-Meter 104996 kernels 7.94h 0.8 ms 37.7% 95.8%
Ours 11900 kernels 0.62h 0.3 ms 95.9% 99.9%

Pixel 5 GPU
NCNN

HELP 10 models 16.41s 12 ms 7.9% 16.8%
HELP∗ 2100 models 0.96h 7.5 ms 33.5% 50.8 %

nn-Meter 397384 kernels 48.60h 1.6 ms 52.2% 94.7%
Ours 17400 kernels 0.96h 0.9 ms 92.6% 100%

Table 4: LitePred outperforms both state-of-the-art platform-
specific and platform-agnostic baselines by achieving higher
prediction accuracy with significantly lower sampling costs.

Results and analysis. Table 4 summarizes the compari-
son results. LitePred consistently outperforms both platform-
specific and platform-agnostic prediction baselines by achiev-
ing higher prediction accuracy and lower RMSE, all while
requiring significantly lower sampling costs. Compared to
platform-agnostic methods, LitePred conducts much more
precise latency prediction on new platforms, with over 92%
of models whose predicted latency error falls within ±5% of
the real latency. In contrast, HELP achieves only 12% accu-
racy on average, and the improved HELP∗ achieves 40.4%.

Furthermore, LitePred achieves much higher ±5% predic-
tion accuracy than platform-specific baseline while reducing
prediction costs to within 1 hour. Compared to nn-Meter,
LitePred speedups the prediction cost by 46.4×, 22.9×, 12.8×
and 50.6× on the four platforms, respectively. These results
demonstrate the remarkable effectiveness of LitePred in terms
of both prediction accuracy and efficiency.
7.3.2 Transfer to diverse new platforms
We now evaluate the effectiveness of LitePred in latency pre-
diction on a wider range of new platforms by transferring
pre-existing predictors. Due to space limit, we select 14 dif-
ferent edge platforms, covering a variety of hardware types,
frequencies, data precisions, and inference frameworks.
Setup. We conduct two experiments to demonstrate that
LitePred can adapt well to any new edge platforms. (a): we
select the most similar kernel predictors from knowledge pool,
regardless of the hardware or inference engines for the de-
tected predictors. (b): To demonstrate that LitePred can trans-
fer latency predictors across different hardware and inference
engines, we exclude the predictors with the same inference
engines as target platform from the knowledge pool and select
the most similar predictors from the remaining ones.
Results and analysis. Table 5 summarizes the detailed results,
including the detected similar kernel predictors, the required
data and time cost for adaptation, and the prediction accuracy
over our benchmark dataset on each target platform.
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(a) Selecting most similar kernel predictors from the whole knowledge pool

Platform Similar Platforms #Adaptation Time Prediction Accuracy
Conv kernel DWConv kernel Data Cost ±5%Acc ±10%Acc

Xiaomi11CPU, ORT Xiaomi12 CPU, ORT Xiaomi12 CPU, ORT 1400 0.48h 90.5% 98.9%
Pixel5 GPU, NCNN Xiaomi11 GPU, NCNN Xiaomi11 GPU, NCNN 17400 0.96h 84.3% 99.1%

Xiaomi11 CPU, MindSpore Pixel5 CPU, MindSpore Xiaomi12 CPU, MindSpore 4800 0.35h 90.4% 99.9%
Xiaomi11 GPU, TFLite 2.7 Xiaomi12 GPU, TFLite 2.7 Xiaomi12 GPU, TFLite 2.7 11000 0.17h 83.7% 98.6%

Xiaomi11 CPU, NCNN Xiaomi11 CPU, MindSpore Pixel5 CPU, NCNN 11400 0.88h 80.3% 98.9%
Pixel6 CPU, TFLite 2.1 Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.1 Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.1 3500 0.16h 79.4% 100%
Pixel5 CPU, TFLite 2.7 Xiaomi11 CPU, TFLite 2.7 Xiaomi11 CPU, TFLite 2.7 3400 0.13h 79.6% 99.2%

Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.7, INT8 Xiaomi11 CPU, ORT Pixel5 GPU, TFLite 2.7 3100 0.05h 95.7% 100%

(b) Similarity detection of kernel predictors Excluding same inference frameworks
Xiaomi11 CPU, ORT Pixel5 CPU, MindSpore Pixel5 GPU, NCNN 2400 0.72h 84.2% 99.2%

Xiaomi12 GPU, TFLite 2.7 Pixel5 GPU, NCNN Xiaomi12 CPU, MindSpore 16100 0.22h 79.4% 98.7%
Xiaomi11 CPU, Mindspore Pixel5CPU, TFLite 2.7 Pixel5GPU, TFLite 2.7 9700 0.80h 98.1% 99.2%

Pixel5 GPU, NCNN Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.1 Xiaomi11 CPU, ORT 18500 1.73h 86.5% 99.3%
Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.1, low Freq Xiaomi11 GPU, NCNN Pixel5 CPU, MindSpore 1800 0.18h 94.7% 100%

Xiaomi12 CPU, TFLite 2.1 Pixel4 CPU, TFLite 2.7 Pixel5 CPU, MindSpore 1800 0.10h 97.6% 99.9%
Table 5: Transferable latency prediction of LitePred on diverse new platforms. LitePred accurately predicts the inference latency
of models across five different CNN NAS search spaces, with minimal adaptation cost (0.05 to 1.73 hours) on new platforms.

Table 5 demonstrates that LitePred achieves superior ac-
curacy in predicting latency on diverse new edge platforms
equipped with varying hardware, inference engines, data pre-
cision, and frequencies. Remarkably, we achieve an average
of 99.3% transfer accuracy, with 87.0% of models having
prediction errors within a negligible 5% margin.

Furthermore, not only does LitePred accurately predict in-
ference latency on unseen new platforms, but it also requires
only ∼4,000 adaptation data points for finetuning all kernel
predictors across most of the platforms we evaluated. This
leads to <1 hour of measurement overhead, which is a signif-
icant improvement over platform-specific methods that typi-
cally require 1-3 days of measurement for a single platform.

In Table 5, we observe that more adaptation data is needed
for finetuning kernel predictors on GPUs with NCNN/TFLite
2.7 and CPUs with NCNN. This is due to two main reasons.
First, models generate 4 new kernels in the NCNN framework:
Conv+bn+swish/hswish and DWConv+bn+swish/hswish, re-
quring the use of similar predictors and more adaption data
points. Second, edge GPU platforms typically require more
adaptation data for Conv and DWConv related kernels due
to specific optimizations on various GPUs, making it chal-
lenging to find a highly similar platform. Thus, more data is
needed for the predictor to learn these optimizations.

7.4 Ablation study
We now conduct ablation studies to assess the effectiveness
of each of our techniques.
The effectiveness of VAE data sampler. An effective data
sampler is crucial for improving prediction accuracy and
avoiding useless data. To evaluate the effectiveness of our
VAE data sampler, we compare it with the state-of-the-art
adaptive data sampler proposed in nn-Meter on 4 platforms.

Platform Method Conv Acc. DWConv Acc.
Xiaomi11 CPU

MindSpore
Adaptive data sampler 84.9% 52.8%

VAE data sampler 91.4% 93.6%
Xiaomi11 CPU

NCNN
Adaptive data sampler 81.5% 95.5%

VAE data sampler 88.8% 98.3%
Pixel5 GPU
TFLite 2.7

Adaptive data sampler 61.6% 86.7%
VAE data sampler 76.7% 89.1%

Pixel5 GPU
NCNN

Adaptive data sampler 65.6% 79.6%
VAE data sampler 87.1% 81.7%

Table 6: Under the same sampling budget of 10k data points,
VAE data sampler outperforms state-of-the-art methods with
achieving much higher latency prediction accuracy.

We sample 10k configurations using both data samplers to
train the latency predictor for Conv and DWConv kernels.

Table 6 presents a comparison of the achieved prediction
accuracy. Our VAE data sampler consistently outperforms
the adaptive data sampler, achieving much higher prediction
accuracy on all four platforms. This is because we can sample
configurations that conform to the multi-dimensional distri-
bution in NAS search spaces. In contrast, the adaptive data
sampler is constrained to align solely with individual dimen-
sions, leading to the out-of-distribution issue.

The effectiveness of our similarity detection technique. We
evaluate whether our method detects the most similar latency
predictor for target platform. We set up two baselines: (i)
OneProxy [33], choosing the predictor with the highest SRCC
metric by comparing predicted and real latency rankings for
random kernel configurations, and (ii) Random, selecting a
predictor from the knowledge pool randomly. For the selected
kernel predictor, we use VAE data sampler to generate the
same adaptation data for finetuning. A more similar predictor
is expected to have higher accuracy after finetuning on the
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Figure 6: Finetuned accuracy of Conv kernel on new plat-
forms. By our similarity detection, we achieve higher accu-
racy with 2.5× less adaptation data than baseline methods.

Figure 7: Prediction accuracy of Conv kernel. Finetuning
a similar pre-trained predictor yields higher accuracy than
training a new predictor from scratch on the same platform.

new platform and require less adaptation data.
Fig. 6 compares the finetuned accuracy of Conv kernel

predictor on two platforms. Our method consistently identify
the most similar predictors for the target platform, resulting
in significantly higher accuracy across varying amounts of
adaptation data. When achieving same accuracy, our detected
predictors require 2.5× and 3× less adaptation data than those
required by random selection and OneProxy, respectively.
The effectiveness of finetuning pre-existing predictors.
With sufficient time, it’s possible to train kernel latency predic-
tors from scratch for a new platform using VAE data sampler.
Our experiment shows that finetuning a similar pre-trained
predictor yields higher prediction accuracy with less training
data. As shown in Fig. 7, finetuning leads to faster conver-
gence and better accuracy. This finding is consistent with
the intuition of our work, as a similar predictor can already
capture some latency behaviors for the target platform.
Transfer cost analysis. We now analyze the transferring costs
in Table 5. Our results show that major adaptation costs come
from finetuning Conv and DWConv kernels. Conv finetuning
uses 51.1% of the adaptation data, and DWConv uses 32.5%.
Small kernels need only 100 points, while SE kernels need
slightly more, ranging from 300 to 700 points.

We further analyze the impact of varying amounts of adap-
tation data on prediction accuracy. We select two platforms:
Pixel5 GPU with NCNN, which required the largest amount
of data, and Xiaomi12 CPU with TFLite 2.1, which only re-
quired 1800 samples. The results, shown in Fig. 8, indicate

Figure 8: Model-level prediction Acc. vs. data amounts.

a large drop of ±5% accuracy when reducing the adaptation
data, followed by a more gradual decline at ±10% accuracy.
If we set a relaxed threshold of 90% ±10% accuracy as ac-
ceptable number, then we can reduce the amount of adaptation
data by 3.5× and 3.6× for the two platforms, respectively.

7.5 Hardware-aware NAS with LitePred
We now showcase how LitePred effectively supports
hardware-aware NAS in finding accurate, low-latency DNNs
for various edge platforms. We integrate LitePred with a state-
of-the-art NAS approach, called OFA [8], and conduct latency-
constrained search for 4 different edge platforms. It is worth
noting that we test 2 edge GPU platforms, which are rarely
evaluated in current hardware-aware NAS due to the chal-
lenges of accurately obtaining latency on them. Specifically,
we search 5k model architectures for each given latency con-
straint and select the model with highest validation accuracy
on ImageNet 2012 dataset [15]. We then evaluate the test ac-
curacy of the final model and measure the on-device latency.

Table 7 compares the best searched model accuracy with
MobileNetV2 [42] and MobileNetV3 [22], which are state-of-
the-art lighweight CNNs designed for edge platforms. Results
show that OFA with LitePred delivers better models than Mo-
bileNets, achieving higher accuracy on ImageNet and lower
latency on 4 diverse edge platforms. Our searched models sur-
pass MobileNetV2 by up to 4.4% higher ImageNet accuracy.
Our results proves LitePred’s value as a tool for hardware-
aware NAS in designing higher accuracy models that meet
specific latency constraints on diverse edge platforms.

7.6 LitePred on Transformer models
We demonstrate LitePred’s generalization ability on other
DNN architectures by assessing transfer latency prediction on
vision transformers [10,16,48]. We test on mobile CPUs with
TFLite platforms, which have good support for transformer
models. We build latency predictors for five vision trans-
former sub-modules: MultiHeadAttention, PatchEmbedding,
MLP, LayerNormalization, and Linear layers. Specifically,
TensorFlow’s optimizations for MultiHeadAttention remove
the need for fine-grained kernel detection.

Table 8 shows the latency prediction accuracy for Auto-
Former [10] search space. The high transferable prediction
accuracy showcases LitePred’s effectiveness in transferring la-
tency predictors for vision transformers across edge platforms
with varying devices, data precision, and CPU frequencies.
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Method Pixel6 CPU, TFLite 2.1 Xiaomi11 CPU, Mindspore Pixel5 GPU, NCNN Xiaomi11 GPU, TFLite 2.7
Top1 Acc. ↑ Latency ↓ Top1 Acc. ↑ Latency ↓ Top1 Acc. ↑ Latency ↓ Top1 Acc. ↑ Latency ↓

MobileNetV2 72.0 45.9ms 72.0 22.7ms 72.0 31.3ms 72.0 5.0 ms
OFA [8] + LitePred 76.4 44.4 ms 73.4 21.8 ms 75.3 31.1 ms 75.8 5.0 ms
MobileNetV3× 0.75 73.3 29.7ms 73.3 24.4ms 73.3 34.4ms 73.3 4.0 ms
OFA [8] + LitePred 74.8 29.6 ms 74.5 23.9 ms 76.0 34.3 ms 74.4 3.9 ms

MobileNetV3 75.2 37.2ms 75.2 33.4ms 75.2 30.3ms 75.2 4.7ms
OFA [8] + LitePred 75.5 36.8 ms 75.6 33.2 ms 75.6 29.8 ms 75.5 4.6 ms

Table 7: Hardware-aware NAS search results on ImageNet 2012 dataset [15]. By integrating LitePred into OFA, we achieve
superior accuracy compared to MobileNets across various edge platforms.

Platform Similar Platform Time Prediction Acc
Cost ±5% ±10%

Xiaomi11 CPU
TFLite 2.7

Xiaomi11 CPU
TFLite 2.1 0.05h 100% 100%

Xiaomi12 CPU
TFLite 2.1

Pixel5 CPU
TFLite 2.7, LowFreq 0.08h 83.9% 99.9%

Xiaomi12 CPU
TFLite 2.7, INT8

Pixel5 CPU
TFLite 2.7, LowFreq 0.02h 41.4% 99.9%

Table 8: Transferable latency prediction of LitePred on vision
transformer NAS search space [10].

8 Related Works
Platform-specific latency prediction. Most previous latency
prediction approaches [6, 7, 18, 31, 32, 54] are designed to
build platform-specific latency predictors. Notable examples
include BRP-NAS [18] and nn-Meter [54]. BRP-NAS [18]
uses graph convolutional networks (GCN) to train a GCN
latency predictor. However, it requires the entire model graph
as input, which makes it necessary to redesign and retrain the
model for new hardware-aware NAS search spaces, leading to
expensive and time-consuming processes. nn-Meter [54] tack-
les this challenge by building kernel-level predictors. How-
ever, all these approaches require significant time costs and
efforts to rebuild the predictors for new platforms, as they rely
on platform-specific data collection and predictor training.
Platform-adaptive latency prediction. Recently, a few
works propose to construct platform-agnostic latency pre-
dictors [30, 34, 37]. HELP [30] builds a meta latency predic-
tor that incorporates hardware embeddings. However, meta-
training requires numerous latency measurements on a wide
variety of heterogeneous platforms and faces challenges in
generalizing to new unseen devices. OneProxy [34] exploits
latency monotonicity across diverse devices to predict DNN
latency rankings on new unseen platforms. However, many
hardware-aware NAS approaches [8, 9, 45, 56, 57] require
actual latency values rather than rankings.
Hardware-aware NAS. Hardware-aware NAS approaches [8,
9, 49, 50, 53, 55, 57] aim to design efficient DNN models
that balance accuracy and latency. However, the vast model
search space makes latency measurement costly. Most NAS
works [21, 49, 50] use FLOPs as an efficiency metric, but
it’s an inaccurate proxy for latency. Recent works such as
ProxylessNAS [9] and OFA [8] employ a layer-wise latency
predictor, but ignore latency changes caused by graph opti-
mizations. Also, most of the evaluated platforms are limited to
cloud platforms. LitePred provides rapid and accurate latency
predictions on diverse edge platforms, facilitating the design

of more efficient DNN models for edge environments.

9 Discussion
Comparison with Cost Models in DNN Compilers. Many
deep learning compilers [4, 5, 11, 12, 58] build cost models to
predict the execution time of different code implementations
on a given hardware platform. They typically rely on complex
feature engineering to build decision-tree-based regression
models. For instance, TVM [11] employs XGBoost to make
predictions based on a diverse set of features, including mem-
ory access and data reuse ratio, along with embedded fea-
tures like AST. However, as many edge inference frameworks
are closed source, these code-based methods are infeasible.
LitePred differentiates itself from these approaches by predict-
ing model latency solely based on the model configurations.
Generalization Ability. Currently, LitePred focuses on pre-
dicting inference latency for CNNs and vision transformers on
commercial edge platforms. If a new edge platform is signifi-
cantly different from our knowledge pool, it may be necessary
to sample more adaptation data and train like starting from
scratch. Our approach can be easily extended to other model
types, such as language transformers. Generalization to cloud
platforms has not been validated due to potential concurrency
in kernel execution. We leave this as future work.

10 Conclusion
In this work, we propose LitePred, a lightweight latency pre-
diction approach that can accurately predict the inference
latency of DNN models on a new edge platform based on a
small amount of extra measurements. LitePred incorporates a
VAE data sampler to collect high-quality training and adap-
tation data. By transferring the most similar pre-existing la-
tency predictors, LitePred achieves accurate predictions with
an adaptation cost of less than 1 hour. Extensive experiments
on 85 edge platforms and 6 NAS search spaces demonstrate
the effectiveness of LitePred, achieving an impressive predic-
tion accuracy of 99.3% and a remarkable 50.6× reduction in
profiling cost compared with state-of-the-art baselines.
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Abstract
Performance isolation is essential for sharing resources in
multi-tenant public clouds. Compared with traditional kernel-
based networking, RDMA presents unique challenges espe-
cially because RDMA NIC’s complex microarchitecture re-
sources are often hidden from users. Current RDMA isolation
methods overlook these microarchitecture resources, lead-
ing to insufficient performance isolation. Consequently, a
faulty/malicious tenant can exploit these microarchitecture re-
sources to compromise well-behaved tenants’ network perfor-
mance. In this paper, we introduce the first microarchitecture-
resource-aware RDMA performance isolation solution for
public clouds, Harmonic. It consists of two key components
designed to be conscious of the RDMA NIC’s microarchitec-
tural resources: (1) a programmable intelligent PCIe switch
(prototyped with FPGA) and (2) an RDMA-friendly rate lim-
iter. At runtime, these two components allow us to accurately
monitor and modulate the RDMA NIC resource usage per
tenant. We evaluate Harmonic with a state-of-the-art RDMA
performance isolation test suite (Husky) and a popular in-
memory database application (Redis). We demonstrate that
Harmonic can not only successfully pass Husky but also pro-
vide Redis with 1.4× higher throughput than the best alterna-
tive isolation solution.

1 Introduction
The Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) technology has
been widely deployed in modern clouds to improve network
performance. First-party workloads in clouds, such as stor-
age [11, 17], heavily rely on RDMA to achieve high through-
put, low latency, and high CPU efficiency. A natural next step
for cloud providers is to bring RDMA’s benefits to their pub-
lic cloud tenants. Unfortunately, this has not yet come true
because RDMA was initially designed for high-performance
computing, lacking adequate multi-tenancy support.

One of the key missing components for bringing RDMA to

∗Jiaqi Lou and Xinhao Kong contributed equally to this research.
†Wei Bai is now with NVIDIA.

public clouds is performance isolation. Without proper per-
formance isolation, a buggy or malicious tenant can affect the
RDMA performance of other tenants, and even conduct side-
channel attacks through the RDMA network [29, 52, 54, 55].
Although network performance isolation has been extensively
studied in the past decades [10, 12, 19, 20, 25, 32, 53], recent
work has highlighted that prior RDMA performance isolation
solutions are insufficient for public clouds [29]. An RDMA
NIC (RNIC) has microarchitecture resources, such as on-NIC
cache and on-NIC processing units that significantly affect
RDMA performance [26, 27, 29]. However, all existing per-
formance isolation solutions are agnostic to the contention of
these microarchitecture resources among tenants, providing
insufficient performance isolation when the microarchitec-
ture resources are exhausted. For example, RDMA traffic that
keeps generating expensive ATOMIC requests can exhaust
the on-NIC processing units and drastically reduce the RDMA
performance of other tenants [29, 46].

The goal of this paper is to explore the possibility of build-
ing a microarchitecture-resource-aware solution for RDMA
performance isolation. Our high-level approach is as follows:
we monitor the usage of RDMA resources (including mi-
croarchitecture resources) per tenant, and then modulate it
accordingly to provide isolation. Yet, realizing our approach
faces two challenges:
(C1) Accurately measuring per-tenant RNIC resource us-
age. RDMA traffic bypasses the kernel, which makes it hard
to intercept and monitor the RDMA traffic in system software.
Moreover, RNICs today only expose limited aggregate statis-
tics, such as RNIC cache miss rates and total PCIe bandwidth
consumption, without the capability of identifying the specific
tenant causing this resource usage.
(C2) Finding an appropriate rate limit enforcement entry
point. System software is not a viable rate limit enforcement
point because most RDMA operations bypass the control of
cloud providers. Commodity RNICs also do not provide rich
rate enforcement features. For example, no current RNIC pro-
vides a mechanism to limit a tenant’s rate of specific RDMA
operations (e.g., ATOMIC), and cloud providers cannot feasi-
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bly modify existing RNICs to incorporate these new features.
We also cannot simply drop excessive packets at the RNIC,
because packet losses can significantly degrade RDMA per-
formance [21, 31, 60, 64].

Our key approaches to address the above challenges are
outlined below. First, we make a PCIe switch serve as a sweet
spot for measuring the RDMA resource usage of tenants at
runtime. This choice is motivated by the following reasons.
All RDMA traffic goes through the PCIe bus, allowing us to in-
tercept all RDMA behaviors. More importantly, RDMA pins
all RDMA-related objects (e.g., payloads and other metadata)
in the host DRAM. Thus, the physical address to tenant/object
mapping is fixed. This enables us to correlate a PCIe transac-
tion with a specific tenant and associated RDMA behaviors
by mapping the transaction’s target physical memory address
to the RDMA objects.

To tackle the second challenge, we repurpose the rate lim-
iters in RNIC hardware for our performance isolation. Modern
commodity RNICs employ many rate limiters for congestion
control purposes. These rate limiters react to network con-
gestion feedback and reduce rates accordingly. We therefore
can proactively inject an appropriate amount of congestion
feedback to targeted tenants, to limit their rates when we need
to limit their RDMA resource usage.

Applying our insights above, we develop Harmonic, the
first hardware/software co-design solution for RDMA perfor-
mance isolation that takes RNIC microarchitecture resources
into account without requiring changes to applications. To
measure the RDMA resource usage of tenants at runtime, we
implement an FPGA-based Programmable Intelligent PCIe
Switch (PIPS) in Harmonic. We extend existing RNIC kernel
drivers to a Harmonic kernel driver to obtain the aforemen-
tioned physical memory address to tenant/object mappings.
PIPS connects the RNIC to the host, and monitors the RDMA
traffic of each tenant using the mappings provided by the Har-
monic kernel driver. We implement a Harmonic daemon to
repurpose the rate limiters in the RNIC hardware. Most, if not
all, commodity RNICs support DCQCN [64] as congestion
control algorithm [13, 24, 40]. The Harmonic daemon there-
fore can generate and send Congestion Notification Packet
(CNP), the congestion feedback in DCQCN, to rate-limit tar-
geted tenants for our performance isolation purpose. The
Harmonic daemon limits tenants’ rates based on PIPS’s mon-
itoring results. To make performance isolation more practical
for public RDMA clouds, we also extend the existing RDMA
performance abstraction to include a set of RDMA-specific
resources, such as the number of QPs and the RDMA request
rate.

We use Harmonic to enhance an NVIDIA ConnectX-6
Dx 25 Gbps NIC and evaluate Harmonic with the state-of-
the-art RDMA performance isolation test suite, Husky [29],
and a popular in-memory database application, Redis over
RDMA [63]. We compare Harmonic with other performance
isolation solutions, including hardware Single Root I/O Vir-

tualization (SR-IOV), separate hardware queues, and Justi-
tia [62]. Our evaluation results show that Harmonic success-
fully provides stronger performance isolation under various
types of resource contention. This results in improving the
throughput of Redis by up to 1.4×, compared to the state-
of-the-art isolation solutions. To the best of our knowledge,
Harmonic is the first RDMA performance isolation solution
that can pass the Husky test suite [29].

Lastly, current Harmonic supports 25 Gbps RNICs, limited
by the speed of the PCIe physical layer (PCIe PHY) in our
commodity FPGA development board1. A deployable solu-
tion for high-speed RNIC will require adopting our proposed
techniques in the future RNIC design. While Harmonic serves
as a prototype, it demonstrates the viability of RDMA perfor-
mance isolation for public clouds and can act as a benchmark
for future implementations. Our design presented in this pa-
per is currently being integrated into one leading technology
enterprise’s next-generation RNIC design.

2 Background
2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access

RDMA enables user applications to directly interface with
RNIC by offloading network stack processing to RNIC hard-
ware. RDMA enables low-latency, CPU-efficient networking
at high bandwidth, and it is increasingly deployed at datacen-
ters [11, 17, 21]. For example, Bai et al. [11] demonstrated
that more than 70% of traffic in Azure is RDMA.

Figure 1 shows the four key components (i.e., userspace li-
braries, kernel drivers, RNIC firmware, and RNIC ASIC) in a
modern commodity RDMA system from a top-down perspec-
tive. The first component that user applications interact with
is userspace libraries. Applications invoke APIs provided by
these libraries to issue data verb and control verb operations.
For example, applications call control verbs to allocate neces-
sary objects such as queue pair (QP), completion queue (CQ),
and memory region (MR). Applications thereby issue data
verbs to send RDMA network traffic, such as RDMA WRITE
requests to directly write remote host’s memory. In a typical
RDMA system, control verbs are first processed by RDMA
kernel drivers. Kernel drivers usually conduct a few checks
(e.g., parameter validation) and construct a command to send
to the RNICs. In the RNIC, a small piece of software or mi-
crocode embedded into hardware device memory will process
these commands and return results to the kernel drivers, such
as the newly created QP [42]. This software on the RNIC
is known as the RNIC firmware. When the RNIC firmware
processes control verbs, RNIC ASIC is also involved since
many hardware status may be updated. For example, RNIC

1We find that the state-of-the-art FPGA whose PCIe PHY can be con-
figured in PCIe switch upstream/downstream mode only has 8-lane edge
connector after several rounds of communication with our FPGA manufac-
turer, Xilinx. This is also confirmed by Xilinx’s public information [3, 4],
but it can support any RNICs with any speed offered by the PCIe PHY. We
discuss the scalability of our solution to higher speed in §7.
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has on-NIC cache to store QP contexts [27], which can be
accessed and updated when the RNIC firmware handles QP
creation or destruction.

Data verbs are directly passed to RNIC hardware without
involving kernel drivers (or any system software), which is
known as kernel bypass. For example, when applications call
ibv_post_send to issue an RDMA SEND request, userspace
libraries prepare work queue entries (WQEs) in send/recv
queues. Each entry in the queues corresponds to a data verb.
The libraries then notify the RNIC hardware that there is a
WQE to process. Specifially, the libraries may ring the door-
bell of the corresponding QP (i.e., write a specific register)
on the RNIC, triggering RNIC hardware to DMA read those
WQEs from the host and start to process. When processing
data verbs, RNIC firmware may also be involved under some
scenarios, such as handling an error triggered by a data verb.

There are three types of resources in RNICs:
(R1) Traditional network resources. They include network
bandwidth and packet processing capacity, indicated by bits
per second (BPS) and packets per second (PPS), respectively.
(R2) RDMA-specific architectural resources. They com-
prise the number of QPs and request rates of different verbs
(e.g., ATOMIC, WRITE, and SEND) that applications can
directly operate on.
(R3) RDMA-specific microarchitecture resources. They
encompass the PCIe bandwidth, on-NIC cache and on-NIC
processing units that are vendor-specific. These resources are
not exposed to applications and can be neither monitored nor
controlled precisely [31].

2.2 RDMA Performance Isolation

RDMA has already been successfully adopted in accelerat-
ing first-party workloads such as storage [11, 17]. The next
question is whether these RDMA advantages can be extended
to third-party workloads in the public cloud. RDMA perfor-
mance isolation for public clouds is important, as customers
primarily choose RDMA for workloads with demanding per-
formance requirements. Without proper performance isola-
tion, a faulty or malicious tenant could detrimentally impact
the performance of other tenants [29].

To design a performance isolation solution, one key ques-
tion is: what’s the abstraction of network performance? The
conventional wisdom is that a cloud provider should guarantee
network bandwidth, measured by BPS, to a virtual machine
(VM) or container. For example, Amazon Web Service (AWS)
provides an 30 Gbps guarantee for its m7gd.16xlarge instance

and Azure offers a 40 Gbps guarantee for its D96as_v5 VM
series [7, 35]. This is done by limiting the available network
bandwidth to the remaining VMs co-located on the same host.

In this paper, we argue that this conventional wisdom does
not work for an RDMA network. The aforementioned mi-
croarchitecture resources make RDMA performance isola-
tion different from that on traditional TCP/IP networks. In
RDMA, most verb processing tasks are offloaded to the RNIC
firmware and RNIC hardware. RNICs leverage their inter-
nal resources to support these offloaded functionalities. Not
considering these resources results in performance isolation
designs that are insufficient to be used in public clouds. One
of the empirical evidences is that Husky [29], a prior work, has
already shown that no mature RDMA performance isolation
solution exists. Therefore, a comprehensive RDMA perfor-
mance isolation solution for the public cloud has to consider
various types of interference on RNIC’s microarchitecture
resources, which can occur when multiple tenants contend for
access to these resources.
Static partitioning versus dynamic resource usage modu-
lation. In general, there are two approaches to achieve perfor-
mance isolation when sharing resources. Our paper explores
the dynamic resource usage modulation approach, which is to
monitor and control each tenant’s resource usage. The other
approach is to statically partition every resource and assign
partitioned resources to each tenant. We did not explore the
static partitioning approach for two reasons. First, RNIC mi-
croarchitecture resources (e.g., NIC caches) are crucial for ap-
plications’ performance. We have observed many prior works
in RDMA application design to use these resources efficiently
in order to avoid resource exhaustion [15, 26, 27, 31]. Static
partitioning of these resources may cause catastrophic perfor-
mance penalties for RDMA applications. Second, commodity
RNICs currently do not support static resource partitioning,
and exploring this approach thus requires building an RNIC
from scratch, which is beyond the scope of our research. Our
goal is to design a prototype that shows feasibility for de-
ployment, and we thus choose to build our system around
commodity RNICs.

2.3 Design Space for Monitoring and Controlling Tenant
RDMA Resouce Usage

Two key questions arise for monitoring and controlling ten-
ants’ RDMA resource usage: (1) where should the cloud
provider monitor per-tenant resource usage, and (2) where
should the provider enforce resource usage?

The answers to these two questions depend on the deploy-
ment model of RDMA, i.e., how RDMA is virtualized. Fig-
ure 2 shows the ownership (i.e., owned by tenants or cloud
providers) of RDMA system components in typical RDMA
virtualization schemes. In the bare-metal scenario, tenants
own the entire physical host, including userspace libraries
and RDMA kernel drivers. They can even modify and up-
grade RNIC firmware as needed [41]. Cloud providers have
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Figure 2: RDMA virtualization schemes.

limited observability and control over both data and control
verbs in this scenario. However, RNIC isolation is not a press-
ing concern as one tenant exclusively occupies the entire
machine.

In containerized clouds, each tenant owns a container, and
the host OS manages all containers. In this setup, a tenant
owns its container instance, including userspace libraries. The
tenant’s data verbs therefore fully bypass the cloud provider’s
control. However, drivers and hardware components are still
controlled by the cloud provider, allowing them to implement
management features. For instance, cloud providers can mon-
itor and regulate RDMA control verbs by incorporating the
necessary logic into kernel drivers.

In guest virtual machine (VM) clouds, each tenant owns a
VM, running on top of the hypervisor. There are several ap-
proaches to expose an RNIC to guest VM. A widely adopted
approach is to use Single Root Input/Output Virtualization
(SR-IOV). With SR-IOV, multiple virtual instances of the
RNIC, referred as Virtual Functions (VFs), are allocated on a
physical RNIC. These VFs can be attached to VMs, allowing
applications within the VM to directly interact with and utilize
the RNIC. The control verbs and data verbs generated by guest
VM applications bypass the hypervisor completely. HyV [49]
and MasQ [22] employ hybrid virtualization techniques to
expose RDMA to guest VMs. They introduce backend drivers
within the hypervisor, requiring guest VM drivers to com-
municate with these backend drivers for processing tenants’
control verbs. The hypervisor operates control verbs on the
RNICs on behalf of these tenants. Meanwhile, tenants within
the guest VMs have the capability to directly transmit data
verbs to the RNIC, bypassing the guest kernel and the hy-
pervisor. This ensures native RDMA performance for tenant
applications. In these guest VM scenarios, cloud providers
typically retain ownership of the hardware components, while
the ownership of kernel drivers may vary depending on the
specific scheme being employed.

Another virtualization scheme adopts a microkernel-like
approach. It forces all tenants to talk to a privileged daemon
to use RDMA, such as Freeflow [28] and mRPC [14]. In this
scenario, tenants send both control verbs and data verbs to
this privileged daemon. The daemon, in turn, initiates the
actual RDMA APIs to execute these verbs and subsequently
provides the results back to the tenants. This design grants
cloud providers comprehensive control over all aspects but

comes with the trade-off of additional performance overhead.
Existing solutions’ observability and enforcement entry
point. To summarize, except for bare-metal environment and
virtualization only using SR-IOV, control verbs can be mon-
itored and controlled by cloud providers in kernel drivers,
hypervisor backend or privileged daemon. However, data
verbs cannot be easily observed or regulated. In containerized
cloud (2) or guest VM (3) scenarios, data verbs completely
bypass cloud provider’s control. Justitia [62], an RDMA per-
formance isolation solution, requires tenants to use its cus-
tomized userspace libraries. However, a malicious tenant can
easily bypass or alter the libraries, circumventing the intended
isolation. For the microkernel approach, even if we add per-
formance isolation features into a microkernel service, it is
still challenging to accurately monitor and regulate data verbs,
especially for one-sided operations. For example, RDMA one-
sided operations (e.g., WRITE and READ) completely bypass
the responder’s CPU and therefore cannot be intercepted by
the privileged daemon easily.

3 Harmonic Overview
We develop Harmonic, the first RDMA performance isolation
solution for public clouds that considers RDMA microarchi-
tecture resources. Our design incorporates three key ideas.

We first introduce an RDMA-specific performance abstrac-
tion tailored for public clouds. Currently, cloud providers
provide tenants with network abstractions based on BPS or
PPS. Unfortunately, such metrics fall short of capturing the
varied sets of resources RDMA operations use. RDMA sup-
ports various verbs as its primitives, and these verbs demand
distinct resource usage. For example, let’s consider an 8-byte
RDMA ATOMIC compare-and-swap (CAS) request and an 8-
byte RDMA SEND request. Both generate identical network
traffic in terms of bits and packets, yet the ATOMIC request
consumes more NIC processing cycles [27, 29], thus incur-
ring a higher cost. Our performance abstraction considers the
RDMA-specific architectural resource capacities allocated to
each tenant, such as the number of QPs, CQs, MRs, and the
total MR size. It is worthwhile to note that our abstraction
does not include RDMA-specific microarchitecture resources,
because these resources are vendor-specific and cannot be
directly controlled by tenants.

The second pillar of our design ideas is to perform runtime
hardware-based measurements of per-tenant RDMA resource
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consumption. Since RDMA data verbs bypass the kernel, re-
source measurement requires direct hardware involvement. In
RDMA networks, a tenant’s resource consumption is tightly
coupled with its verb behaviors. Therefore, by intercepting
and analyzing these verbs, we can gain precise insights into
the resource consumption of that particular tenant. However,
we cannot directly observe verb behaviors on the inter-host
network, i.e., Ethernet (for standard RoCEv2 deployment).
This limitation arises because many RNIC resource usage be-
haviors would be opaque if we only monitor packets sent and
received by the RNIC. For instance, the RNIC initiates PCIe
transactions to retrieve entries from DRAM when its cache en-
tries are exhausted. This RNIC activity incurs both cache miss
and extra consumption of PCIe bandwidth—a crucial microar-
chitectural resource—but remains undetected on the Ethernet.
We argue that we need to observe this within the host. We find
PCIe switch as a sweet spot to enable this runtime measure-
ment feature for two reasons. First, all RDMA traffic goes
through PCIe bus, allowing us to capture all tenants’ verb
behaviors including the host memory address to be accessed
in the PCIe Transaction Layer Packet (TLP) header. Second,
RDMA requires all RDMA-related objects (e.g., payloads,
QPs, CQs) to be pinned in the host DRAM. This indicates
the physical address to objects/tenants mapping is fixed and
we can monitor tenant’s verb behaviors by monitoring which
addresses are accessed. Therefore, we can simply parse the
TLP header to extract the address field and match it with
the mapping, without looking into the large volume of PCIe
TLP payloads. There is no existing PCIe switch supporting
this functionality. We therefore build an FPGA-based Pro-
grammable Intelligent PCIe Switch to prototype this runtime
measurement feature. The analogy of this PCIe switch is a
programmable switch (e.g., P4-based Tofino switch) in the
traditional computer network. The difference is that we design
the switch to run on PCIe bus instead of Ethernet. Observ-
ing verb behaviors directly allows us to not only measure
the network resource consumption (e.g., BPS) but also gauge
the utilization of RDMA-specific microarchitecture resources,
including PCIe and RNIC processing capacities.

Our third idea is to repurpose the RNIC’s congestion con-
trol mechanism to facilitate RDMA-friendly rate limiting.
Given the kernel and CPU bypass characteristics of RDMA,
traditional software-based rate limiters are off the table due
to the CPU overheads and the additional latency. Software-
based rate limiters are also ineffective in limiting the data
receiver side when one-sided operations are used. Moreover,
RDMA deployment stems from a lossless network, and cur-
rent RNICs cannot consistently ensure optimal retransmission
performance across all scenarios [21, 31, 64]. Therefore, sim-
ply discarding excessive RDMA packets in hardware [16]
can cause RDMA performance degradation and is not an op-
tion. Our key observation is that we already have a native
hardware rate limiting mechanism implemented in modern
commodity RNICs for congestion control purposes (i.e., DC-

Programmable 
Intelligent PCIe Switch

Harmonic
Kernel Driver

Harmonic 
Daemon

Tenant 
Data verbs

Control verbs

(1)

(3)
(2)

Tenant RNIC

Figure 3: Harmonic overview.

QCN [64]). These rate limiters react to network congestion
feedback, known as congestion notification packets (CNPs)
in DCQCN, to reduce the rate of RDMA connections. We
can re-purpose these rate limiters for performance isolation
purpose by proactively generating and sending CNPs to mod-
ulate the RDMA resource usage per tenant. While this method
does consume some processing cycles (CPU cycles in our
prototype), the overheads are considerably reduced compared
to software-based rate limiters (§6.5).
Harmonic’s deployment model and workflow. Harmonic
assumes that the cloud provider owns the RDMA kernel
drivers to intercept control verbs. This is standard for con-
tainerized RDMA clouds, para-virtualized VM clouds and mi-
crokernel virtualization clouds. We didn’t consider the RDMA
virtualization scheme that solely depends on SR-IOV, and we
show SR-IOV itself is not enough to provide performance
isolation (§6.3). In summary, Harmonic can handle the (2),
(3) and (4) scenarios in Figure 2. We do not consider the
virtualization scenario (1) because RNIC isolation is unneces-
sary on the bare-metal setting. We implement our prototype
with a temporary focus on scenario (2), but it should be easily
generalized to both (3) and (4) because we only rely on the
modification to the RDMA kernel drivers without touching
other system software components.

Figure 3 presents the system architecture of Harmonic.
Harmonic has two main components: the Harmonic daemon
and the Programmable Intelligent PCIe Switch (PIPS) with
Harmonic kernel driver. Harmonic kernel driver is a modi-
fied version of the standard RDMA kernel driver that keeps
track of control verbs issued per tenant and (1) generates the
address-to-tenant/object mappings to PIPS. PIPS not only
forwards RDMA traffic as a regular PCIe switch, but inter-
cepts PCIe traffic to keep track of data verbs issued per tenant
as well. Harmonic daemon is a privileged process that runs
on the host OS or hypervisor. It (2) polls tenant’s data verb
behavior statistics from the PIPS and (3) sends congestion
feedback packets to each tenant to modulate their RDMA
resource usage. All these components are trusted and will not
be tempered by the tenants.
Harmonic’s benefits. Harmonic has several key benefits
compared to existing RDMA performance isolation solutions.
First and most important, Harmonic takes microarchitecture
resource usage into account and thus provides stronger isola-
tion. Harmonic observes both data and control verbs, in the
meantime, restricts tenant resource usage correspondingly.
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Table 1: An example for RDMA performance abstraction.

Name # of QPs # of WQEs # of MRs # of CQs # of CQEs MR Size BPS DRPS CRPS Prio
Alice 128 16384 128 16 8192 2 GB 10 Gbps 30 Mrps 1 Krps 0

This is different from simply observing network bandwidth
usage. Second, Harmonic requires no modification of applica-
tions. There’s no need to adjust application libraries, allow-
ing for straightforward integration with application binaries.
Third, our approach delivers native RDMA performance for
public cloud usage. Applications’ data verbs continue to by-
pass system software entirely, and the only latency overhead
comes from the PCIe switch, which is minimal (§6.5).
Harmonic’s performance abstraction. Our performance
abstraction includes a set of metrics that enable tenants to
accurately describe their expected RDMA network perfor-
mance needs. At the same time, it allows us to design the
performance isolation mechanisms to guarantee the metrics
to tenants. In addition to the conventional BPS metric, our
performance abstraction considers per-tenant RDMA-specific
resources, including the number of QPs, CQs, MRs, and the
total MR size. Application developers have direct control over
these RDMA-specific architectural resources, because they di-
rectly interface these resources in the application source code.
The resources in our abstraction are also vendor-agnostic:
they are specified as part of the verb library [2], which work
across different vendors’ RNICs. It is important to note that
our performance abstraction intentionally excludes explicit
consideration of RNIC microarchitecture resources, such as
on-NIC cache and NIC processing units. These components
are vendor-specific and generally opaque to RDMA develop-
ers.

Moreover, our performance abstraction includes the typi-
cal resources other performance isolation solutions use, such
as Request Per Second (RPS). We categorize RPS into data
verbs RPS (DRPS) and control verbs RPS (CRPS) as they
serve different purposes. While a more granular categoriza-
tion of DRPS into sub-types such as ATOMIC RPS or SEND
RPS is conceivable, we have chosen to opt for a normalized
RPS, balancing precision with user-friendliness. The analogy
is that CPU vendors use cycles instead of instructions per
second as the performance metric because instructions can
have variable lengths. To illustrate, Table 1 presents an exam-
ple detailing the guaranteed metrics for a tenant within this
framework. Let us assume one ATOMIC request consumes
the resources equivalent to 3 SEND requests. Alice, with
30M DRPS, therefore can achieve up to either 10M ATOMIC
requests per second or 30M SEND requests per second. It
should be noted that DRPS and BPS guarantees are offered
in a mutually exclusive "OR" fashion. For instance, a ten-
ant consistently posting SEND requests with large message
sizes will encounter BPS throttling before reaching the DRPS
limit. Next, we present the design and implementation details
of Harmonic that uses the above performance abstraction to
provide RDMA performance isolation.

Fmt Type Payload Size
Last & First

DW BE
Address[63:32]

Byte 0

Byte 4

Byte 8

Byte 12 Address[31:2]

7-015-823-1631-24

Figure 4: TLP header format where the gray blocks represent unused
fields for PIPS. DW BE denotes dword byte enable.
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Figure 5: Programmable Intelligent PCIe Switch (PIPS) internal
architecture. The dash line indicates asynchronous TLP analysis,
decoupled with PCIe switch forwarding path.

4 Programmable Intelligent PCIe Switch
To monitor tenant’s verbs behavior through PCIe, we develop
a Programmable Intelligent PCIe Switch (PIPS) that can for-
ward PCIe Transaction Layer Packets (TLPs) at line rate and
perform real-time RDMA-centric inspections. Given address-
to-object/tenant mappings captured in kernel driver, we ex-
tract the physical address of the host memory from the RNIC-
issued DMA read/write TLP header (Address field in Figure 4)
and utilize it to identify both the object and the tenant associ-
ated with this TLP. This capability enables us to accurately
measure per-tenant RDMA resource utilization.

We build PIPS using AMD/Xilinx Versal VCK190 Eval-
uation FPGA board with 4K lines of RTL Verilog code and
various AMD/Xilinx IPs (Intellectual Property Core). PIPS
has five Modules (Figure 5): (M1) kernel driver, (M2) PCIe
switch, (M3) host-PIPS communication interface, (M4) map-
ping manager, and (M5) TLP analyzer. The kernel driver
maintains latest address-to-object/tenant mappings. The PCIe
switch routes TLPs to their corresponding destinations. Host-
PIPS communication interface and mapping manager handle
the synchronization of address-to-object/tenant mappings be-
tween host and PIPS while collecting RDMA traffic statistics.
The TLP analyzer inspects the TLP headers of RNIC-initiated
DMA read/write requests and matches them with the address-
to-object/tenant mappings.
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4.1 PCIe Configuration and Routing Logic

The PCIe switch (M2) is the key component of Harmonic. It
consists of routing logic and two instances of Xilinx Versal
ACAP Integrated Block for PCI Express IPs [8]. The PCIe
PHYs in the two instances are configured as PCIe switch’s
upstream port and downstream port, respectively. Figure 5
demonstrates Harmonic architecture: the upstream port is di-
rectly connected to the host using the PCIe edge connecter of
FPGA, and the downstream port leverages the FMC+ expan-
sion connector with a PCIe Root FMC+ plug-in module [23]
to be connected to RNIC.

4.2 Address-to-Object/Tenant Mappings

Maintaining real-time address-to-object/tenant mappings in
PIPS is essential for precisely monitoring RDMA resource
usage per tenant. These mappings can change when appli-
cations create, delete, or modify objects. The change of the
mappings is triggered by control verbs posted by RDMA ap-
plications, which are processed by the kernel driver (M1).
Therefore, we modify a legacy NVIDIA RNIC kernel driver
(e.g., mlx5_ib.ko and ib_uverbs.ko) to track address-to-
object/tenant mappings. We use container’s process ID as
tenant ID. When a tenant calls a control verb, the Harmonic
kernel driver first traverses the process tree in the kernel to find
the tenant ID. It then records a mapping entry for this control
verb behavior, including tenant ID, the type (e.g., QP creation),
the size and start physical address of the object. The RNIC
kernel has already translated the virtual addresses for these
RDMA objects to physical addresses for its DMA purpose,
and we can directly use these translated physical addresses
to populate our mapping entries. For application payloads,
we also record the payload registered flags (e.g., ATOMIC
enabled). This information helps us determine the type of pay-
load regions accessed by tenants in PIPS. The kernel driver is
responsible for updating address-to-object/tenant mappings
on PIPS by embedding an operation code in mapping entry to
signal insert or delete operations to PIPS. We show detailed
format and contents of both address-to-object/tenant mapping
and statistics entry in Appendix B.

4.3 Mapping Synchronization and Management

We obtain address-to-object/tenant mappings from the kernel
driver and then utilize the host-PIPS communication interface
(M3) and the mapping manager (M4) to continuously update
and manage the most up-to-date mappings in PIPS. This is
crucial for later use by the TLP analyzer.

The host-PIPS communication interface receives and
parses the MMIO write requests from host to update address-
to-object/tenant mappings in the PIPS mapping manager ( 1 ,
2 ). Out of performance (i.e., achieving real-time monitoring)
and implementation complexity considerations, the mapping
manager employs a hashing-based mechanism and maintains
a hierarchical mapping storage system, consisting of a first-
level (L1) direct-map scheme and a second-level (L2) linked-

list slot pool. The mapping manager utilizes a double-hash
strategy and leverages two distinct hash functions for calcu-
lating the hash values of the address field as the indexes to
L1 and L2, respectively. Note that L2 is only used when colli-
sion happens in L1. In this case, each mapping entry in L1 is
treated as the head of a linked list, with the remaining entries
being stored in L2 linked-list slot pool. In addition to map-
ping management, the host-PIPS communication interface
also generates completion TLPs with associated statistics as
payload, when the host polls RDMA traffic statistics through
MMIO read requests ( 3 ).

4.4 Efficient TLP Analyzer

The TLP analyzer (M5) is responsible for extracting the tar-
get physical address in TLP headers from RNIC-issued DMA
read/write requests ( 1 ). When a TLP arrives at PIPS, it du-
plicates the TLP and sends one copy to the TLP analyzer for
analysis, while simultaneously forwarding the original TLP
to its destination. In addition, the TLP analyzer implements
an efficient search engine to collaborate with the mapping
manager, which can perform search operation ( 2 ) in paral-
lel with insert and delete operations, taking the hash value
of physical address in TLP header as search key. Since the
hash collision rate is low, the average search time is only 7
cycles including the latency for interconnection and updat-
ing statistics.Upon a mapping search hit, the TLP analyzer
computes the statistics entry offset based on TID, flags, and
type found in retrieved mapping entry, along with the direc-
tion of current TLP (i.e., RNIC DMA read/write Host). Then
it updates the statistics entry at this determined offset ( 3 ).
With this approach, PIPS maintains an accurate record of both
the access count and the volume of bytes accessed for each
object and tenant, while simultaneously identifying the type
and flag associated with the accessed memory.

5 RDMA-friendly Rate Limiting
Harmonic daemon is responsible for modulating per tenant’s
resource usage. It achieves this by employing two distinct rate
limiting techniques for data verbs and control verbs.

5.1 Data Verbs Rate Limiting in Harmonic Daemon

The Harmonic daemon takes the proactive approach of creat-
ing and injecting Congestion Notification Packets (CNPs) to
control tenants’ rate. Because commodity RNICs automati-
cally generate CNPs within the ASIC without providing an
interface to users, the Harmonic daemon forges CNPs and
sends them to the data sender side of tenants. Forging CNP
needs the source and destination IP addresses as well as the
remote QP number (QPN). Harmonic daemon obtains this
information during the setup of connections. When tenants
create or modify QPs, these control verbs are intercepted
by Harmonic kernel driver. Subsequently, Harmonic kernel
driver sends an event to notify Harmonic daemon that a new
connection is set up, including both IP addresses and the QPN.
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Harmonic daemon decides which tenant should be paced
and at what specific rate. Harmonic daemon first keeps polling
statistics collected by the PCIe switch through MMIO reads.
These statistics include BPS and RPS of various types of
RNIC-initiated DMA requests, such as fetching WQEs, fetch-
ing QP context, and writing payload into host memory. Then,
Harmonic daemon calculates per tenant NIC BPS, PCIe BPS,
DRPS consumption, as well as cache miss frequency based
on the collected statistics. It sums up tenant’s DMA accesses
to various types of payloads (e.g., WRITE) to calculate NIC
BPS and DRPS, and sums up tenant’s DMA accesses to vari-
ous types of RDMA metadata (e.g., QP contexts) to calculate
cache miss frequency. For DRPS, we normalize different
types of RDMA requests into the same unit, based on an esti-
mated cost ratio for various types of data verbs. We conduct
an offline profiling to estimate this cost ratio by running a set
of micro-benchmarks. We run perftest [1] to send requests
of minimal sizes in a batch to measure the maximum rate of
different data verbs, and the 1/rate is the cost. In practice, we
normalized WRITE and SEND operations to 1 unit, READ
to 1.1 unit and ATOMIC to 3 units. Given the accurate re-
source usage per tenant, Harmonic daemon next compares
each tenant’s current usage and its allocation. Harmonic dae-
mon directly uses NIC BPS and DRPS from tenant’s profile
(e.g., Table 1), and calculates tenant’s PCIe allocation using
dominant resource fairness model [18]. Harmonic daemon
analyzes guarantee profiles of all tenants on the same host
and identifies the dominant resource among them. Then Har-
monic daemon distributes the PCIe bandwidth based on the
allocation of this dominant resource. For example, given a
network capacity as 25 Gbps bandwidth and 30M DRPS, let
us assume tenant A needs 15 Gbps bandwidth and 10M DRPS
and tenant B needs 5 Gbps and 15M DRPS. The dominant re-
source therefore is bandwidth for tenant A ( 2

3 ) and DRPS for
tenant B ( 1

2 ). We next allocate the available PCIe bandwidth
to tenants A and B following the proportion of 4:3 (i.e., 2

3/
1
2 ).

When a tenant uses more BPS/DRPS/PCIe bandwidth than
its allocation, we send CNPs to data sender ends of this ten-
ant’s connections. Harmonic daemon currently applies a sim-
ple strategy to compute the CNP rate. Harmonic sends 1-4
CNPs in a batch after Ti intervals (in microseconds) to man-
age tenants’ rate. Equation 1 shows how interval is updated
based on the measured rate and target rate. We use two heuris-
tic parameters Tmin and Tbasic in practice. Tmin is a minimal
interval threshold to avoid excessively frequent adjustments,
which could lead to unstable rate or even cause performance
anomaly. Tbasic serves as a multiplier, reflecting the intrinsic
response sensitivity to resource overuse. Tuning these values
can adjust the strictness of policy, as a small Tbasic punishes
tenants that overuse resources more strictly.

Ti = max(Tmin,Tbasic ∗ (1.0−
Rcurrent −Rtarget

Rtarget
) (1)

We specially handle on-NIC cache resources due to their

unique characteristics. While we can measure tenant’s cache
miss statistics by tracking the number of PCIe access to those
metadata (e.g., QP context), we do not set a cache miss thresh-
old for each tenant. This decision is because a higher cache
miss rate in one tenant does not necessarily indicate an ex-
cessive use of cache resources. Instead, we monitor overall
RNIC cache contention and slow down tenants accordingly.
When Harmonic daemon observes severe cache misses, Har-
monic starts to slow down tenants with the lowest priority.
For tenants with the same priority, we slow down them us-
ing the dominant resource fairness policy mentioned above.
We acknowledge that there are alternative policies, such as
monitoring a tenant’s active QPs/MRs as the basis for rate-
limiting decisions. However, we find that our straightforward
policy is already effective in providing isolation when cache
contention arises.

5.2 Control Verb Rate Limiting in Harmonic Drivers

Control verbs rate limiter first needs to limit the capacity
of control verbs (akin to in-flight packets) for each tenant,
including the maximum number of QPs and MRs allowed per
tenant. We record tenants’ control verbs guarantee profiles as
a linked list in Harmonic kernel driver. When a new tenant is
created, we invoke Harmonic kernel driver to register a new
control profile and insert it to the linked list. Whenever this
tenant calls a control verb, Harmonic driver checks its current
resource usage and the profile, determining if this control verb
should be rejected or not.

We also need to limit the rate for control verbs to prevent
tenants from excessively updating hardware status. Frequent
updates have the potential to induce RNIC cache thrashing, as
discussed in prior work [29]. We record timestamps for each
tenant in our defined structure when they issue control verbs.
When a tenant calls a control verb, we compare the current
timestamp and the previously recorded timestamps. If the
tenant is making control verb calls at a rate that exceeds their
allocated rate, we introduce a sleep delay. We choose to slow
down tenants through sleep instead of returning an explicit
error. This way, Harmonic remains transparent to tenants. If
we directly return errors to applications, it would necessitate
error code checks and retries in applications.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Testbed Setup

There are two servers in our testbed, each equipped with one
NVIDIA ConnectX-6 Dx (CX-6) 25 Gbps RNIC. Our FPGA-
based programmable PCIe switch supports up to PCIe Gen 4
with 8 lanes with up to 128 Gbps PCIe bandwidth. Neverthe-
less, there are no NVIDIA 100 Gbps RNICs that support PCIe
Gen 4 with 8 lanes. We therefore use Harmonic to enhance
our CX-6 25 Gbps RNIC. RNICs of two hosts are directly
connected without a network switch. The BPS capacity of
our RDMA endhost is 25 Gbps. We use the standard RDMA
benchmark tool, perftest [1], to measure the DRPS capacity,
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Figure 6: Measurement and control of RDMA traffic. App denotes the performance metrics as reported by perftest.

and the result is ∼30 M DRPS.
Both servers are running Ubuntu 20.04. Harmonic kernel

driver is built upon MLNX_OFED-5.8.1.1.2.1 [42], with a
total of 658 lines of C code modifications. Harmonic daemon
is implemented in C/C++ with a total of 2537 lines of code.

6.2 Measurement and Control of RDMA Resources

We first use microbenchmarks to demonstrate that Harmonic
can accurately measure tenants’ verbs behaviors and limit
their resource usage. We let a tenant run different data verbs
workload from perftest in three time periods. It generates
WRITE traffic, ATOMIC traffic, and READ traffic, each for 5
seconds. We record the DRPS measured by the perftest per
second and compare it with the request rate measured by PIPS.
As shown in Figure 6a, PIPS successfully identifies the types
of data verbs and measures the request rates of each workload
accurately. Figure 6b shows that Harmonic also accurately
measures tenants’ behaviors across different request rates.

Next, we evaluate our CNP-based RDMA-friendly rate lim-
iter. We use perftest to generate workloads that extensively
consume BPS and DRPS resources. We let Harmonic to set
different capacity for these two resources. We measure the
achieved BPS/DRPS and compare them with the capacity.
Figure 6c and Figure 6d show that our rate limiter can ac-
curately control a tenant’s BPS and DRPS. It is worthwhile
to note that we observe that Harmonic daemon can react to
resource overuse within one millisecond. As discussed in
Equation 1, a stricter Tbasic or Tmin leads to fast reaction (i.e., a
few hundreds of microseconds) while it may also hurt overall
performance. In practice, we set Tbasic to 500 us and Tmin to
200 us, which we find already sufficient to enforce isolation.

6.3 Harmonic End-to-end Evaluation

We use the state-of-the-art RDMA performance isolation test
suite, Husky [29], to perform end-to-end evaluation of Har-
monic. Husky includes a set of victim traffic patterns that are
sensitive to different types of resource contention, and four
sets of attacker traffic patterns that exhaust four types of re-
sources: RNIC BPS, RNIC processing capacity, RNIC cache,
and RNIC PCIe bandwidth. We observe that the reliable con-
nection retransmission attack described in Husky (Section
3.3) that exhausts RNIC processing capacity has already been
fixed in the latest NIC firmware, and the RNIC control verbs

cache attack only has a negligible effect on 25 Gbps RNIC.
Harmonic passes all other Husky’s tests with a tolerance level
α = 20%, indicating a tenant’s traffic will be no less than 80%
of its guarantee in the worst case, which is substantially better
than all existing solutions. For most tests, Harmonic effec-
tively safeguards tenants to achieve their guarantees (i.e., less
than 5% difference). We next use a set of typical workloads
from Husky as the case study to demonstrate why existing
solutions fail and how Harmonic satisfies tenants’ guarantee.

For each case study, we also compare our results with three
baselines: (1) SR-IOV, which allocates individual virtual func-
tion (VF) for each tenant to use [47]; (2) Separate hardware
traffic class (HW TC), which is supported by modern RNICs
to dedicate a RNIC traffic class to specific tenant for quality-
of-service (QoS) control and performance isolation [45]; (3)
Justitia, a recent software-based isolation solution for RDMA
networks [62]. Note that Justitia requires tenants to use spe-
cific userspace libraries, so a malicious tenant can circumvent
Justitia’s control by not using these Justitia’s libraries. How-
ever, we still want to evaluate Justitia’s isolation mechanism
(which includes its rate limiter design).

We allocate two tenants, named Alpha and Beta, on the
same pair of hosts. Our RDMA hosts support up to 25 Gbps
and ∼30 M DRPS. We thus set our isolation goal to be that
both Alpha and Beta are guaranteed with 12.5 Gbps and 15 M
DRPS. For each attack, we let Alpha run a Husky victim traf-
fic that is sensitive to a specific type of resource, and we let
Beta run an attacker traffic targeting the specified resource.
Results are shown in Figure 7 to Figure 10. No Interference
means running Alpha or Beta alone with no isolation enabled,
and No Protection means Alpha and Beta are running together
without any isolation. For a fair comparison, we configure
SR-IOV and HW TC to assign one virtual function or traf-
fic class to each tenant, respectively. Justitia currently only
supports fair share and does not provide any QoS guaran-
tee. SR-IOV and HW TC only support RNIC bandwidth (i.e.,
BPS) guarantee. We therefore configure each virtual func-
tion with 12.5 Gbps for SR-IOV. HW TC currently does not
support floating-point rate configuration, and we thus config-
ure both tenants with 12 Gbps guarantee and reserve 1 Gbps
for potential traffic burst. For each figure, we use a dashed
red line to denote the guarantee, a gray dashed line to de-
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Figure 10: PCIe bandwidth contention.

note the tolerance bar (10 Gbps and 12 Mrps). We use a blue
dash line in Figure 8 to show the victim performance since
it is originally smaller than the guarantee and should not be
affected.
RNIC BPS contention. We first conduct BPS contention
experiment. Alpha sets up a single connection and keeps
sending 64KB WRITE verbs, and Beta sets up 16 connections
and keeps sending 4KB WRITE verbs in a batch. Both Alpha
and Beta consume almost all the RNIC BPS when running
alone. When running together without isolation, Beta occupies
more BPS since it has more connections. When isolation is
enabled, we observe that all existing solutions and Harmonic
successfully satisfy all tenant’s guarantees. This shows that
RNIC BPS is accurately monitored and controlled by all the
existing solutions and Harmonic.
Processing capacity contention. We let Alpha run a
throughput-sensitive Husky victim, which uses 36 connec-
tions and keeps issuing 64-byte messages. Beta uses 64
connections to keep generating expensive 8-byte ATOMIC
traffic to exhaust RNIC processing capacity. We normalize
DRPS based on our profiling results, which show that a single
ATOMIC operation costs roughly three times as WRITE op-
erations. Figure 8 shows the DRPS for Alpha and Beta. Note
that Alpha does not use all its traffic demand, so the isolation
goal is that Alpha’s performance should not be affected when
Beta joins (shown as the blue dashed line). When no isolation
is enabled, Beta’s ATOMIC workloads exhaust the RNIC pro-
cessing capacity and cause Alpha’s performance to drop by
38%. HW TC does not react to this attack effectively because
Beta only consumes a small amount of BPS (i.e., 6.7 Gbps),
which is substantially lower than the rate limit. Beta’s rate
therefore is not paced by HW TC, and Beta exhausts the RNIC
processing capacity. When SR-IOV is enabled, Beta’s rate is
not reduced as well, and we observe Alpha’s rate drops. Since

SR-IOV implementation details are not publicly available, our
best guess is that this workload may cause some scheduler
issues in SR-IOV implementation. Even though Justitia con-
siders processing capacity in its design, it is agnostic to the
type of verbs and thus performs even worse. It does reduce
Beta’s ATOMIC traffic, but Alpha’s performance is even more
severely degraded. This is because Justitia treats these verbs
equivalently without accounting for the actual resource con-
sumption of expensive ATOMIC verbs. Our observation of
existing solutions is aligned with Husky’s results. Harmonic
carefully considers the expensive costs of ATOMIC requests
and limits Beta’s rate accordingly, reserving adequate process-
ing capacities to achieve Alpha’s guarantee while satisfying
Beta’s requirement.
RNIC cache contention. We let Alpha run a Husky victim
that is sensitive to on-NIC cache contention, which keeps gen-
erating 8-byte WRITE requests in batches across 512 different
memory regions. Beta runs a Husky attacker that uses 4 con-
nections to repeatedly issue single 512-byte WRITE request
to 16K different memory regions to exhaust the on-NIC cache
resources. Figure 9 shows that when cache contention occurs,
the available RNIC BPS is less than 25 Gbps. Even though
both SR-IOV and HW TC reduce Beta’s BPS consumption
to less than 12 Gbps, Alpha’s performance is only improved
by a minimal extent. We suspect that under severe cache
contention, the effectiveness of SR-IOV and HW TC is also
affected. For example, the severe cache miss may also slow
down the SR-IOV and HW TC scheduling process. Though
the current design of Justitia is cache agnostic, it successfully
satisfies Alpha’s guarantee while leading to a drastic drop
in Beta’s performance, making it not satisfy the guarantee
even with a 20% tolerance level. This is probably because
Justitia identifies both applications as throughput-sensitive
applications and schedules them equivalently, while Alpha
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issues smaller messages in batch and therefore occupies more
Justitia’s tokens. Harmonic detects the cache contention and
measures the available BPS. It then allocates the reduced
available BPS to Alpha and Beta fairly. This makes both
Alpha and Beta achieve the guarantee within the tolerance
level. Note that the strict guarantee is impractical in this case
because the bottleneck is the RNIC cache.
PCIe contention. Though our testbed supports up to ∼ 64
Gbps PCIe bandwidth. We configure our FPGA-based PCIe
switch to only support 32 Gbps PCIe bandwidth for our
25 Gbps RNIC. This PCIe BW

RNIC BW = 32
25 ratio emulates scenar-

ios for higher speed RNICs (e.g., 128
100 and 256

200 ), where PCIe
bandwidth can be one of the bottlenecked microarchitecture
resources. We let Alpha run the same application as in the
Cache contention case. We let Beta run the PCIe attack in
Husky, which keeps sending 257-byte WRITE that triggers
several DMAs to maximize PCIe consumption. As shown in
Figure 10, the available RNIC BPS therefore is capped by
the PCIe bandwidth and is substantially smaller than 25 Gbps.
Both SR-IOV and HW TC successfully reduce Beta’s rate and
improve Alpha’s performance, but to a limited extent. The
key reason is that given the same amount of RNIC BPS con-
sumption, Beta consumes more PCIe bandwidth than Alpha
and should be paced more in this situation. Similar to what
is observed in the above cache contention scenario, Justitia
reduces Beta more because of its larger message size and only
satisfies Alpha’s guarantee. Harmonic’s hardware monitor
allows us to accurately track each tenant’s PCIe bandwidth
consumption and allocate PCIe bandwidth accordingly based
on tenants’ guarantee. For example, each tenant is allowed to
consume half of the PCIe bandwidth (i.e., roughly 16 Gbps)
in this situation.

6.4 Performance Isolation for End-to-End Applications

We evaluate how Harmonic provides performance isolation
for a real application. We use an RDMA-based Redis [63]
as our tenant workload. We use the same Husky attack work-
loads described in the previous section as attackers. Similarly,
our isolation goal is to enforce fair share resource allocation
between the Redis application and the attackers. We also en-
able both SR-IOV and HW TC as a comparison. We do not
evaluate Justitia’s performance for two reasons: (1) Jusitia
needs application modification to fully support its isolation
and is not secured for real cloud deployments; (2) Justitia
does not support READ operations in the latest drivers.

Redis over RDMA implements an RDMA backend trans-
port to accelerate Redis key-value store and has been large-
scale deployed in industry [63]. We use this redis-benchmark
application to generate 1KB get and set workloads, and mea-
sure its average application QPS. This benchmark can achieve
about 450K QPS, consuming 4.2 Gbps BPS and 1.2 Mrps
DRPS. This is less than its performance guarantee, so the
goal is that Redis’s performance should not be affected by
any attacker. We then run those four types of attacks without
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Figure 11: Performance of Redis over RDMA across different attack
types and isolation schemes.

isolation, with SR-IOV + HW TC, and with Harmonic. As
shown in Figure 11, all four types of attack successfully ex-
haust specific types of RDMA resources and cause a drastic
Redis performance drop. When isolation is enabled, we ob-
serve that both SR-IOV + HW TC and Harmonic successfully
provide protection against an attacker that tries to exhaust
network bandwidth. Though SR-IOV + HW TC does not
consider processing capacity, Redis achieves its guarantee
under processing capacity contention with SR-IOV + HW
TC. This is probably because Redis workload is more robust
to the processing capacity contention. However, SR-IOV +
HW TC fails to provide sufficient isolation when cache or
PCIe bandwidth is contended. Harmonic proactively moni-
tors these microarchitecture resource contention and applies
rate limit according to per tenant’s usage. Harmonic therefore
successfully maintains Redis’s performance within the toler-
ance level when on-NIC cache or PCIe bandwidth is under
contention performing 1.3x∼1.4x better than the combination
of two state-of-the-art isolation solutions.

6.5 Overhead Analysis

Hardware and PCIe costs. Our hardware cost analysis based
on the implementation report from AMD Vivado [9] shows
that PIPS, with an internal reference clock frequency set at
250 MHz, consumes 8,571 LUTs (i.e., 0.95% of VCK190
FPGA LUT resources), and 554 BRAMs (i.e., 57.29% of
VCK190 FPGA BRAM resources) mainly used to store host
mapping entries.

We also measure the cost of PCIe bandwidth for updat-
ing mappings and collecting statistics between the host and
PIPS. RDMA application does not frequently invoke control
verbs during data transmission, the mapping updates con-
sumption is therefore negligible. During our evaluation of
various Husky’s attack workloads, we observe that the map-
ping updates only consume no more than 8 Mbps (0.025%)
extra PCIe bandwidth. The extra PCIe bandwidth consump-
tion caused by polling statistics is determined by the polling
frequency. In practice, we poll these statistics every 100 us
and we find it already sufficient to achieve an accurate rate
control and enforce performance isolation. The per tenant
PCIe bandwidth consumption is 64 Mbps for host-to-switch
direction and 76.8 Mbps for switch-to-host direction, which
can be comfortably accommodated by the bandwidth slack be-
tween PCIe and RNIC line rate. The detailed calculation and
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Table 2: Network performance overhead.

Latency (us) Max. Bandwidth Max. Throughput
64B 64KB (Gbps) (Mrps)

Baseline 3.3 50.4 23.0 28.1
Harmonic 5.6 52.6 22.8 28.1

analysis is in Appendix C. Harmonic daemon currently only
consumes 33.5% of a single CPU core and scales with negli-
gible CPU usage increment. The CPU usage is determined by
the frequency of polling statistics.
Network performance overheads. We run microbenchmarks
using perftest to measure the latency, achieved bandwidth,
and request throughput with and without Harmonic to analyze
network overheads introduced by Harmonic. For brevity, we
show the results of RDMA READ in Table 2. We demonstrate
the latency penalty under different packet sizes in Figure 12.
While there is a marginal increase in latency overhead with
larger packet sizes, Harmonic adds less than 2 us to the round-
trip latency across all packet sizes. This is mainly because our
PCIe switch is implemented in FPGA, which is less perfor-
mant than traditional ASIC-based PCIe switches on the host
and SmartNICs. Furthermore, employing PCIe extender card
and FMC+ to PCIe root module for the purpose of full-system
operation can also incur additional latency. Note that our mon-
itoring feature is decoupled with the PCIe switch forwarding
functionality, so the monitoring feature does not contribute
to this overhead at all. Besides, Harmonic introduces only
negligible drops in network bandwidth or request throughput.

To summarize, Harmonic’s overhead is negligible for high-
speed RDMA networks. Additionally, we believe that the
monitoring and rate limiting functions inherently should
be integrated into future generations of RNICs. Overheads,
such as the extra PCIe consumption and the FPGA’s la-
tency, will be further eliminated when these functions are
implemented within RNIC’s ASIC. For example, NVIDIA
Bluefield-2 SmartNIC has an embedded PCIe switch that
routes RDMA traffic among RNIC ASIC, embedded ARM
CPUs, and host [44], and only introduces nanosecond-level
latency overhead [59]. We therefore believe Harmonic’s PIPS
overhead can also be mostly eliminated by implementation in
ASIC and being integrated into RNIC.

7 Discussion
Scaling to higher-speed network. We believe our solution
is scalable to 100/200 Gbps RNICs because the overhead of
Harmonic (i.e., FPGA resources usage, extra PCIe bandwidth
consumption) does not increase with higher network capacity.
The concerns may fall on whether TLP analyzer can keep up
with higher PCIe bandwidth and whether the mapping man-
ager scales to store more mapping entries. Our TLP analyzer
can handle higher PCIe bandwidth, as the average search and
update time of our design for one mapping entry is 7 cycles
at 250MHz frequency. This can be even further minimized
with increased parallelism. The architecture of the mapping
manager can easily be extended to a multi-hashing hierar-
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Figure 12: Latency overhead across different packet sizes. The green
and orange lines present the absolute round trip latency with left
y-axis when packet size differs. The blue line demonstrates the round
trip latency overhead is less than 2 us using the right y-axis.

chy, thereby facilitating the storage of a greater number of
mappings with only a marginal increase in search time. Addi-
tionally, concepts from match-action table of P4 switch and
more advanced mapping management like binary search or
Cuckoo hashing can be implemented on top of PIPS to further
reduce memory overheads. In the meanwhile, the scalability
concerns are notably mitigated when considering an ASIC
implementation with optimized logic interconnections and
resource utilization while running at a higher frequency.

Is our performance abstraction easy for users to under-
stand? Our performance abstraction is more complex than
traditional performance abstraction which only considers net-
work bandwidth. We believe this is necessary because RDMA
network is indeed more complex and application develop-
ers are already interacting with this performance abstraction
when developing RDMA programs [26, 27]. We only extend
the abstraction to include more architectural resources that
users can directly control, such as the number of QPs. These
extended metrics are no difference from the number of vCPUs
or the size of memory in today’s cloud VMs specifications.
We believe developers should be aware of these resources
in order to write performant and predictable RDMA applica-
tions.

Deployability of Harmonic. Harmonic requires both hard-
ware and software modifications to existing clouds. From the
perspective of hardware, Harmonic uses PIPS as a prototype
to measure per-tenant RDMA resource consumption at run-
time. In practice, the best implementation entry point should
be within the RNIC regarding performance and hardware
costs. One leading technology enterprise is currently inte-
grating part of our designs into their next-generation RNIC.
In terms of software, Harmonic needs to have the full con-
trol of the RDMA kernel drivers to manage control verbs
for all tenants. Containerized clouds have already provided
such control since all tenants are sharing the same kernel
managed by cloud operators. Harmonic software therefore
can be deployed in containerized clouds without any barri-
ers. In VM-based clouds, native SR-IOV does not support to
manage control verbs for tenants since guest kernel drivers
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can directly communicate with RNICs. Extra modification to
both guest kernel drivers and hypervisors are required to de-
ploy Harmonic in these scenarios. Existing solutions such as
HyV [49] and MasQ [22] have already virtualized all control
verbs involving hypervisor in VM-based clouds. This pro-
vides feasible entry points to integrate Harmonic’s software
features into these solutions.
RDMA-friendly rate limiting. We currently repurpose
RNIC’s native rate limiters to modulate tenants’ RDMA re-
source usage by sending CNPs. This achieves efficiency and
is transparent to applications, but we acknowledge that send-
ing CNPs from software may not be the best approach in
the future. For example, a transient network congestion may
affect the accuracy of such rate limiting mechanism. Emerg-
ing RNIC features such as programmable congestion control
(PCC) [43] allow customized congestion control algorithms.
This potentially provides a more straightforward and accurate
way to leverage RNIC’s rate limiter for performance isolation
purposes. For example, a data receiver can send specialized
packets to specify the maximal sending rate that the data
sender can enforce, similar to TCP receive window.
Generality of Harmonic. Harmonic currently targets at
RDMA performance isolation, focusing on the bottlenecked
RNIC microarchitecture resources. We believe Harmonic can
also be leveraged for other scenarios besides RDMA networks.
For example, multiple I/O devices (e.g., GPU and NIC) may
be connected to the same PCIe switch and thereby contend
on PCIe and memory bus resources [30]. Harmonic can also
be adapted to isolate resources among different I/O devices
and hence manage the complex intra-host network.

8 Related Works
Understanding microarchitecture resources in RNICs. Re-
search community has already started to study the hardware
resources in RNICs. Existing works focus on how to avoid cer-
tain performance anomalies caused by NIC resources from the
application layer [15, 26, 27, 29, 38]. Husky [29] discusses the
definition of RNIC microarchitecture and conducts a holistic
study on how different RDMA operations make use of on-
NIC microarchitecture resources. Kalia et al. [27] provides
guidelines for writing efficient high-performance RDMA pro-
grams. These works target understanding or optimizing the
RDMA programs and the usage of some specific RNIC mi-
croarchitecture resources, but they do not provide RDMA
performance isolation.

RNIC design. Several works have been conducted to opti-
mize RNIC design [34, 37, 57, 58]. SRNIC [58] modifies both
protocols and RNIC architecture to improve on-NIC memory
efficiency and utilization for better scalability. IRN [37] pro-
poses to enable fast loss recovery on NIC to avoid reliance on
lossless fabrics. These works contribute to improving RDMA
performance. However, our work targets at provide perfor-
mance isolation for multi-tenant RDMA clouds.

Understanding intra-host communication. Intra-host com-
munication has received increasing attention in research com-
munities [5, 6, 30, 33, 39, 61]. Breaking Band [61] leverages
an expensive commercial PCIe analyzer to get a system-level
PCIe latency breakdown. Min [36] implements a simple soft
PCIe switch to obtain CPU-GPU communication patterns at
10 Gbps. Neugebauer et al. [39] analyze the PCIe theoreti-
cal model and study how PCIe affects network performance.
Harmonic targets a different angle. It sniffers intra-host com-
munication traffic to monitor RDMA network behaviors for
RDMA performance isolation.
Performance isolation and QoS. Previous research [12, 20,
25, 32, 50, 51] has already provided software-based solutions
implemented on the endpoints (hosts) and achieved perfor-
mance isolation and QoS, by ensuring VM-pair level band-
width guarantee. However, centering around the TCP/IP ker-
nel network stack, they mainly focus on the bandwidth con-
tention of the network fabric (e.g., switch, router, etc.) and
provide pure software solutions to the narrow problem. Pic-
NIC [32] uses the number of CPU cycles spent on the packet
processing as a criterion of NIC contention for TCP/IP net-
works. Harmonic is an orthogonal and complementary re-
search work, with a focus on performance isolation on the
RDMA-capable endhost. An end-to-end network performance
isolation solution requires isolation mechanisms in different
components of the network, including both inter-host net-
work bandwidth and RDMA NIC resources on the endhost.
Harmonic provides a microarchitecture-resource-aware so-
lution for the RDMA NIC resource isolation in addition to
traditional network bandwidth.

9 Conclusion
We propose the first RDMA performance isolation solution
for public clouds, Harmonic, that is aware of microarchitec-
ture resources. Harmonic consists of an FPGA-based pro-
grammable intelligent PCIe switch to measure per-tenant
RDMA resource usage and an RDMA-friendly rate limiter
to modulate RDMA resource per tenant. Harmonic requires
no application modification. We evaluate Harmonic using the
state-of-the-art test suite for RDMA performance isolation.
Our evaluation results show that Harmonic delivers strong
RDMA performance isolation in a multi-tenant public cloud
setting, compared to all the existing solutions.
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A Harmonic Prototype Setup
We present the prototype setup of Harmonic in Figure 14.
PIPS is implemented on an AMD Versal VCK190 FPGA
board, connecting to the host system with a PCIe extender
card. We connect RNIC with PIPS using an FMC+ expansion
connector because the FPGA board does not contain a PCIe
root connector interface. FMC+ is built upon FPGA Mezza-
nine Card (FMC) standard [56] which is a versatile and widely
adopted standard for high-performance interfacing FPGAs
with external devices.

B Entries for Mappings and Statistics
We illustrate the address-to-object/tenant mapping and statis-
tics entry format in Figure 13. We explain how each field is
derived to offer a comprehensive understanding of the map-
ping mechanism in Harmonic.

B.1 Address-to-Object/Tenant Mappings

There are mainly three types of objects (i.e., memory regions,
queue structures, and RDMA metadata) in RDMA. All these
objects will be pinned in the host physical memory after cre-
ation, and the RNIC will maintain virtual-to-physical address
mappings to DMA these objects.

The first type of object is application’s memory region
(MR). Applications register these MRs through ibv_reg_mr,
which is processed by mlx5_ib.ko drivers in our NVIDIA
testbed. We modify mlx5_ib.ko to record the starting phys-
ical address, the process ID (PID) of the caller, the size and
the memory flags (e.g., IBV_ACCESS_REMOTE_WRITE, which
allows remote write) of this region. Note that we use con-
tainer’s process ID as tenant ID (TID).

The second type of objects is queue structures, including
send/receive queues, completion queues, and the doorbell
(memory mapped registers) for these queues. When an appli-
cation initiates RDMA data verbs, the memory is accessed by
the RNIC to fetch WQEs from send/receive queues or write
completion queue entries (CQE) to completion queues. The
memory for these objects is allocated and pinned during the
allocation of these projects, such as mlx5_ib_create_qp in
mlx5_ib.ko. Similarly, we record the PID of the caller, and
the address and size of these objects.

The third type of object is RDMA metadata managed by
RNIC driver and firmware, including QP contexts and mem-
ory translation/protection tables. When other two types of
objects (e.g., a QP) are created, the firmware reserves a few
pinned pages and allocates metadata (e.g., a QP context) in
the pinned pages. We record the information on these pinned
pages in a similar fashion as described above.

Figure 13a shows our unified entry to update such address-
to-object/tenant mappings to our PCIe switch. Note that the
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Opcode: 127-112 Rsvd: 111-96 Size: 95-65 Flags: 64-63 Addr: 62-15 TID: 14-3 Type: 2-0

(a) Address-to-Object/Tenant Mapping Entry Format.

# Byte: 63-31 # Access: 30-1 Direction: 0 

(b) Statistics Entry Format.

Figure 13: Address-to-Object/Tenant Mapping and Statistics Entry Formats.
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Figure 14: Programmable Intelligent PICe Switch (PIPS) Prototype.

most significant 16 bits of address-to-object/tenant mapping
entry together serve as an operation code that notifies PIPS to
either insert or delete the entry in PIPS. We reserve the second
16-bit field considering the possibility of other customization
demands. Our modified drivers will fill in the remaining five
fields and expose these entries to Harmonic daemon through
system files.

B.2 Per-tenant RDMA Statistics

We store the monitored RDMA resource statistics in a 128-bit
structured entry as shown in Figure 13b. As discussed in §4,
the TLP analyzer leverages the physical address enclosed in
TLP headers to search and retrieve the corresponding address-
to-object/tenant mapping entry from which we identify the
object and tenant associated with the TLPs. Then we collect
and record PCIe bandwidth consumption, number of PCIe
transactions, direction of TLPs, accessed memory type, and
other information from TLP headers (Figure 4) in per-tenant
statistics entries.

C Harmonic PCIe Overhead Computation
PIPS maintains 40 statistic entries per tenant and each entry is
8-byte. We issue PCIe read request to read these statistics from
PIPS. For a PCIe read request, the minimum PCIe protocol
overhead is 20 bytes [48]. Upon receiving the read request,
PIPS responds with a completion packet (i.e., Completion
TLP), containing 8-byte payload and a 16-byte PCIe protocol
overhead. Therefore, for a single statistics read, it consumes
800-byte for host-to-PIPS direction 960-byte for PIPS-to-host
direction in total.

Assuming Harmonic daemon polls the statistics every N
milliseconds. The extra PCIe bandwidth consumed therefore
is 1000

N ∗ 8 ∗ 800 = 6.4
N Mbps for the host-to-PIPS direction

and 7.68
N Mbps for PIPS-to-host direction. Harmonic currently

poll statistics every 100 us, which consumes 64 Mbps and
76.8 Mbps for these two directions. This overhead is less than
0.25% of the total PCIe bandwidth. Together with the extra
PCIe bandwidth consumed by updating mappings, the overall
PCIe bandwidth overhead of Harmonic is below 0.31% which
can be comfortably accommodated by the existing 21.87%
bandwidth slack between PCIe and RNIC line rate. Note that
we assume our PCIe limit as 32 Gbps, which has the same
network-to-PCIe capacity ratio as higher speed networks (e.g.,
100 and 200 Gbps). This means that the PCIe overhead of
our solution remains negligible with a higher network speed.
Not to mention that this PCIe overhead only depends on the
number of tenants and the frequency of polling, independent
on network bandwidth.
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Abstract

Maintaining low tail latency is critical for the efficiency and
performance of large-scale datacenter systems. Software bugs
that cause tail latency problems, however, are notoriously dif-
ficult to debug. We present LDB, a new latency profiling tool
that aims to overcome this challenge by precisely identify-
ing the specific functions that are responsible for tail latency
anomalies. LDB observes the latency of all functions in a run-
ning program. It uses a novel, software-only technique called
stack sampling, where a busy-spinning stack scanner thread
polls lightweight metadata recorded in the call stack, shifting
tracing costs away from program threads. In addition, LDB
uses event tagging to record requests, inter-thread synchro-
nization, and context switching. This can be used, for example,
to generate per-request timelines and to find the root cause
of complex tail latency problems such as lock contention in
multi-threaded programs. We evaluate LDB with three dat-
acenter applications, finding latency problems in each. Our
results further show that LDB produces actionable insights,
has low overhead, and can rapidly analyze recordings, making
it feasible to use in production settings.

1 Introduction
Modern datacenter services like search, social networks, and
DNN training operate on huge datasets with complex com-
munication patterns and large numbers of servers [17, 28].
Tail latency is a key challenge in this setting because overall
performance is often limited by the slowest response [22]. De-
spite the tremendous effort that goes into optimizing latency-
sensitive programs, operators tend to treat high tail latency
as inevitable due to the complexity of deployed programs.
Therefore, the main method available to operators today is
to keep machine utilization low to control for tail latency,
wasting both power efficiency and money.

In this paper, our aim is to empower developers to tackle
tail latency problems head-on by answering the following
question: Can a debugging tool identify the precise source
of tail latency experienced by a request in a server (e.g., the

line of code that is responsible)? This is a significant chal-
lenge, as the effort needed to understand tail behaviors is
formidable with the tools that exist today. Statistical profilers
(e.g., Linux’s perf-tool), for example, have only limited util-
ity because their method of periodic sampling captures the
average runtime of functions, which may deviate significantly
from the tail runtime. Further, they don’t account for request
semantics, so they cannot differentiate between requests run-
ning on the critical path versus the background, making it
hard to identify bottlenecks. Instead, developers commonly
hand instrument code locations that they suspect are problem-
atic, but they can only try a few locations at a time due to
instrumentation overhead. Thus, a typical workflow involves
multiple iterations of instrumentation location adjustment,
deployment, and data collection.

One way to avoid this tedious process would be to use a
tool that can instrument all functions simultaneously (e.g.,
XRay [18]). However, this approach causes significant over-
head that can distort an application’s behavior. A less invasive
option would be to use hardware assistance. For example,
Intel recently introduced a hardware extension called Intel
Processor Trace (Intel PT) that records every control flow op-
eration (calls, branches, jumps, etc.) to an in-memory log for
analysis. NSight recently demonstrated that Intel PT can be
used to derive rich tail latency insights, such as a precise time-
line of how cycles are spent handling network requests [26].

Unfortunately, Intel PT has drawbacks that make it difficult
to use for profiling latency in practice. First, Intel PT is pro-
prietary and requires hardware support, so it is only available
on certain platforms. Second, Intel PT generates data at an
enormous rate, so it is only feasible to record a few seconds
of samples. Finally, Intel PT’s compression scheme requires
a software decoder that walks a program’s object code to
reconstruct its control flow. This requires several hours of
processing—even for a few seconds of data—prohibiting in-
teractive profiling.

We present LDB, a new latency debugging tool that pro-
vides unprecedented visibility into the latency behavior of
applications. LDB reports the distribution of the latency of all
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1 std::mutex lock;
2 std::map<int, std::string> db;
3

4 void snapshot() {
5 std::ofstream out("snapshot.txt");
6 std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(lock);
7 for (const auto& kv : db)
8 out << kv.first << "," << kv.second << std::endl;
9 out.close();

10 }
11

12 void background_thread() {
13 while (true) {
14 snapshot();
15 usleep(10000);
16 }
17 }
18

19 void request_handler(int key, std::string& value) {
20 std::lock_guard<std::mutex> g(lock);
21 db[key] = value;
22 }
23

24 int main() {
25 std::thread bg_thread(background_thread);
26 for (int i = 0; i < kRounds; i++) {
27 int key = std::rand() % dbSize;
28 std::string value = generate_random_string();
29 request_handler(key, value);
30 }
31 }

Figure 1: example.cc: a simple multithreaded program where
a foreground thread handles user requests and a background
thread snapshots program state every 10 ms.

functions in a process. Furthermore, it allows developers to
breakdown the latency faced by a specific request, even when
processed by multiple threads, allowing them to zoom in and
identify the code responsible for anomalous behavior. LDB
provides this information after only seconds of decoding its
own traces and without significantly harming the performance
of the profiled program, enabling monitoring in production
environments. In contrast to Intel PT, LDB is hardware ag-
nostic. In principle, it can be ported to any architecture, and
we demonstrate its use on Intel and AMD processors.

The efficiency and portability of LDB stem from a novel,
software-only technique, called stack sampling. Unlike prior
approaches, stack sampling doesn’t record per-function times-
tamps (e.g., the output of the RDTSC instruction [18, 35]). In-
stead, a separate stack scanner thread polls the call stack of
every application thread. During each polling cycle, the stack
scanner thread performs a backtrace on each call stack to in-
spect changes to stack frames. Intuitively, a function’s stack
frame will be resident on the call stack until the function re-
turns, so the higher its execution time, the longer its stack
frame will remain resident. LDB exploits this to capture the
runtime of all the functions that contribute meaningfully to
latency (i.e., those that last longer than its sub-us polling in-
terval).

While stack sampling is based on a simple premise, we had

to overcome several challenges to make it work in practice.
First, it is not possible for one core to access another core’s
stack pointer register, so we had to find an alternative way to
locate the deepest stack frame. Second, there is not enough
information available in stack frames to discern between re-
peated invocations of the same function so we had to find a
way to detect them. Third, the stack scanning thread could
race with application threads causing it to observe corrupted
stack frames, so we had to develop a mechanism to detect
and discard bad samples. Finally, backtracing can cause false
sharing with variables on the call stack, negatively impact-
ing application performance, so we needed a way to limit
this overhead without sacrificing resolution. We discuss our
solution to each of these problems in §3.2.

In addition to efficiency improvements, LDB provides bet-
ter visibility into latency problems through event tagging,
recording several types of events with timestamps and event-
specific metadata. Examples include the start and end of re-
quests; cross-thread interactions like locks; and the transfer of
request ownership among threads. This allows LDB to track
the timeline of each request and correlate this information
across multiple threads. For example, LDB can identify a slow
function running inside a critical section that is protected by
a lock, and then tie it back to a request that is blocked in
another thread waiting to acquire the same lock. LDB also
uses event tagging to track context switching, allowing it to
identify delays from the OS scheduler.

We demonstrate the value of LDB by profiling two latency-
sensitive applications (Memcached and Lucene) and a best-
effort application called Qperf, which is a benchmark for the
QUIC transport protocol. We show that LDB can detect com-
plex interactions between threads and identify which func-
tions are responsible for impacting performance (both latency
and throughput). Then, we provide an evaluation of the per-
formance overhead of LDB when used to profile these three
applications. In particular, we show that the overhead of LDB
is less than the overhead of Coz and Xray; and comparable to
Intel PT on recent Intel architectures. LDB maintains its low
overhead across Intel and AMD architectures. On the other
hand, the overhead of Intel PT is considerably higher when
used on older Intel architectures.

LDB has some limitations. First, it can’t yet capture hard-
ware interrupts and some other types of traps into the kernel,
which could contribute to tail latency. Second, LDB requires
programs or libraries to be recompiled to support stack sam-
pling, so it cannot trace latency inside unmodified binaries
or libraries. Finally, if one chooses not to annotate requests
in the source code (typically just a few lines), LDB cannot
capture information about request latency, but it can still de-
liver statistics about the latency of each line of code, which is
enough for debugging many tail latency problems.

LDB is available as open-source software at https://
inhocho89.github.io/ldb/.
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Figure 2: A timeline visualization of the time spent in each
function during the longest request. The longest request starts
at 0 ms and finishes at 12.75 ms. The thread on the top is the
mutex holder, while the thread on the bottom is the request
handler, which is blocked waiting to acquire the mutex.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Debugging a Tail Latency Problem
Consider the example shown in Figure 1, based on a pattern
found in many real programs. A request processing thread and
a background thread require synchronized access to the same
data. The request processing thread responds by executing
request_handler(), which inserts items into a std::map.
Concurrently, the background thread takes a snapshot of the
std::map every 10 ms. Access to the std::map is serialized
through a std::mutex. As a result, the 99.99th percentile
latency of the request_handler() function is 10 ms while
its median is 244 ns (a 40,000× increase)!

This is a challenging issue to debug because of the rare
interaction between the two threads. LDB, however, can eas-
ily identify the root cause. It captures everything that hap-
pened in the program and can generate a timeline visualiza-
tion for each request that includes all the involved threads. By
plotting the timeline of the longest request (Figure 2), it be-
comes clear that the snapshot thread (shown on top) delayed
request_handler() (shown on bottom) by holding the mu-
tex it was trying to acquire. This suggests that tail latency can
be improved by optimizing snapshot() or reducing the size
of its critical section.

However, existing profilers struggle to debug tail latency is-
sues like these. For example, Figure 3 shows the output of perf,
one of the widely used performance debugging tools. The ma-
jority of time is spent in generate_random_string() and
other functions under request_handler(). snapshot() ac-
counts for only 0.6% and was buried under other 13 functions.
This result reveals three interesting problems of using perf
for tail latency debugging. First, tail behavior is amortized, so
it gets buried down under average behaviors. Second, perf is
measuring where the CPU cycles go, not how long each func-
tion takes, so it is unable to show the time spent on blocking
I/O or synchronization. Figure 2 suggests that snapshot()
runs for over 10 ms and then sleeps for 10 ms, so it should
account for at least about 50% time on average. However,
much of the time spent on snapshot() is spent blocking on
I/O, so perf reports only 0.62%. Lastly, perf cannot capture
the interplay across threads caused by the mutex.

Function CPU Time ▽
generate_random_string 63.75%
request_handler 7.43%
std::_Rb_tree_increment 2.82%

...(13 more functions)...
snapshot 0.62%

Figure 3: Perf’s output with the example application.

2.2 Intuition and Challenges
We observe that the metadata in x86 stack frames (e.g., the
number of stack frames, return instruction pointers, saved
based pointers, etc.) remains unchanged as long as a thread
is executing a bottlenecked function. LDB takes an approach
in which a separate dedicated busy-running thread, called the
stack scanning thread, periodically scans these stack frames.
It then measures the latency of the function call by examining
whether the metadata in the stack frame metadata does not
change. If a change is detected in the metadata, it signifies
that a function has either returned or that a new function call
has been invoked.

The realization of this stack sampling idea entails the fol-
lowing challenges:

1. Finding the deepest stack frame. Stack frames form a singly
linked list data structure. Starting with the most recent (deep-
est) stack frame, one can traverse the entire call stack by
following the saved base pointers. This traversal is necessary
for LDB to ascertain whether the stack frame metadata has
been modified or not. The location of the deepest stack frame
can be retrieved from the RBP register. However, threads
other than the application thread itself cannot access this reg-
ister, making it challenging for the stack scanning thread to
determine where to start traversing the stack frames.

2. Differentiating stack frames for different function calls.
When the same function is repeatedly invoked from the same
line of code (such as within a loop), the metadata may remain
identical across samples of the stack frames. This can lead to
an overestimation of the function call latency measurement
performed by the stack scanning thread, as it may fail to detect
that there were separate invocations to the same function.
Therefore, to accurately measure the latency of individual
function calls, it is necessary to find a way to differentiate
between stack frames from distinct function calls, even if their
stack frame metadata appears to be the same.

3. Cache thrashing and false sharing. Stack frames are fre-
quently accessed by the application thread for local variables.
If the stack scanning thread accesses stack frames too often, it
may lead to performance degradation because of cache thrash-
ing and false sharing. Repeated access to stack frames by the
stack scanning thread can cause the data to be continually
invalidated from the application thread’s cache, harming the
performance of the monitored application.

4. Data race for the stack frames. While the stack scanning
thread is traversing the stack frame, the stack frame can be
concurrently modified by the application thread when a func-
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Figure 4: The flow of events that are recorded by LDB.

tion returns or a new function is called. This data race can
result in the stack scanning thread collecting incorrect data
(e.g., a half updated frame), which leads to inaccurate mea-
surement of function latencies. For precise latency measure-
ment, we need a way to detect and gracefully handle such
data races, ensuring the integrity of the data collected by the
stack scanning thread.

3 System Design
3.1 Overview
Our objective is to create a lightweight, portable latency pro-
filing tool that can capture fine-grained information about
the time spent in each function in a program. Thus, the per-
function cost has to be minimal. We achieve this through
two key ideas. First, we use a separate busy-polling core to
shift away the instrumentation cost that would normally be
incurred inside program threads, such as timestamping and
recording events to memory. Second, we reduce the trace data
generation rate by recording only functions with stack frames
that are resident on the call stack for longer than the polling
interval. Intuitively, very short functions do not contribute to
latency, so it is okay to not spend resources in capturing them.

Building upon these ideas, we propose a new technique,
called stack sampling, where a stack scanner thread repeatedly
scans the call stacks of application threads. By observing the
persistence of stack frames across multiple scans, the stack
scanner thread can estimate each function’s invocation latency.
These invocation latencies can then be integrated with other
event sources (e.g., acquiring a mutex, starting to process a
request, spawning a thread, etc.) that are tagged with metadata
and synchronized timestamps. This enables greater visibility,
such as capturing locking interactions across threads.
Event recording. Figure 4 shows how different types of
events are tagged and recorded by LDB. LDB has three main
components that generate events. First, a stack scanner, which
runs in a busy-polling thread, scans application threads’ call
stack and records invocation latencies each time a function
returns. Second, a shim layer intercepts common threading
operations (e.g., pthread_mutex_lock()) and records an
event before forwarding the operation to its underlying im-
plementation. Finally, application threads can generate events
directly when they are annotated by the programmer, such
as the start and end of a request. LDB records all events to
per-thread shared-memory queues to improve scalability. An
event logger, running in a separate thread, then gathers the
events and stores them to disk for later analysis. Separately,
the existing OS performance monitoring subsystem can be
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used to record scheduling events (not shown in the figure)
like context switches and thread migrations [13]. Our design
is extensible, and we plan to add additional event sources in
the future, such as recording delays caused by interrupts.

3.2 Stack Sampling
Compiler instrumentation. Similar to many profiling
tools [18, 21, 30, 33], LDB relies on compiler instrumenta-
tion that inserts small, low-overhead changes to the function
calling conventions, which enables lightweight latency pro-
filing even without application modification. First, the com-
piler emits a frame pointer for each stack frame. Normally,
most compilers optimize away frame pointers, but they are
needed by the stack scanner to backtrace the call stack. While
functions can be identified using the return address saved on
the stack frame, this value doesn’t allow us to differentiate
between multiple invocations of the same function. This dif-
ference is critical for latency debugging, as we care about
the per-invocation latency on each function, not aggregate
measures like CPU time. To resolve this problem, LDB uses
generation numbers to differentiate different function invo-
cations. If a generation number is different in an otherwise
identical stack frame, LDB knows that it was a separate invo-
cation. The compiler appends a generation number to each
stack frame. The generation number is a monotonically in-
creasing number, derived by incrementing a word stored in
thread-local storage (TLS). Finally, the compiler records the
frame pointer of the deepest stack frame (i.e., RBP register
value), also placing it in TLS. The use of TLS avoids cache
contention between application threads, allowing LDB to
scale well across cores.
Sampling the stack. Figure 5 illustrates how the stack scan-
ner samples the call stacks of application threads. The stack
scanner runs as a separate thread in the same process as the
application, allowing it to share its address space. The stack
scanner maintains a table of the application threads that are
currently running ( 1 ). For each application thread, it fetches
the frame pointer of the deepest stack frame by reading from
its TLS region, ( 2 ) and starts scanning the call stack ( 3 ).
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It traverses all the stack frames up to the main function by
following the stack frame pointers ( 4 ). While traversing the
call stack, it collects each generation number, which is located
at a fixed offset from the current frame pointer, along with the
return address of the stack frame.
Latency calculations. When the stack scanner collects infor-
mation from the call stack, it updates its scan records, which
are a table of metadata for each stack frame ( 5 ). If the scan-
ner detects a new stack frame, it creates a new scan record
and records the current timestamp and generation number. If
an existing scan record’s stack frame is not found during the
new scan, LDB concludes that the function has returned and
generates the FUNCTION event with the generation num-
ber, latency, and return address ( 6 ). It then removes the scan
record. We now discuss the various enhancements we made
to this basic procedure to address validating stack frames,
avoiding race conditions, and minimizing probing effects.
Validating stack frames. Another challenge is in identifying
valid stack frames. For example, even a program compiled
using LDB’s compiler may still be linked against a library
that does not contain LDB instrumentation. Thus, some stack
frames may not have valid generation numbers. To detect this,
LDB reserves an eight bytes space in the stack frame, called
a canary. The canary contains a known magic value that the
stack scanner looks for before parsing the generation number.
If it is missing, latency is not reported for that function, but
any parent functions that have the canary will still be reported.
To avoid pursuing invalid stack frames, LDB stops traversing
when the canary in the current stack frame is invalid, or the
next base pointer is invalid. Thus, LDB is guaranteed to termi-
nate its stack traversal. Further, it avoids segmentation faults
by validating whether a certain memory address is between
the start of the call stack (base pointer of the very first stack
frame recorded at thread start) and the end of the call stack
(latest RBP value in the TLS) before reading it.
Preventing data races. The application thread could race
with stack scanning if it calls or returns from a function while
the stack scanner thread is traversing the call stack. To avoid
collecting invalid samples, the stack scanner uses TLS data as
a sequential lock, a form of optimistic concurrency control [6].
Because the frame pointer changes with each function call or
return, and the generation number changes with each function
call, TLS data can be used to verify that the collected genera-
tion numbers are valid. The stack scanner compares TLS data
before and after each stack scan, and if they don’t match, it
discards the collected sample and tries again.
Reducing probing effects. Another potential concern is that
reading the stack could impact an application’s performance.
For example, if an application thread frequently modifies a
variable stored on its stack frame, and it lands in the same
cache line as a stack frame, this could result in false sharing
between the stack scanner and the application.

To prevent this, LDB uses TLS data to detect function
calls and returns, and initiates stack sampling only when they

occur. This avoids all false sharing during function execution.
The stack scanner supports this by polling the most recent
generation number stored in each TLS region, and waiting for
it to increase before sampling the thread’s call stack. The stack
scanner then proceeds with the scan, retrying if there was a
race condition (which is rare). Once it gets a valid sample,
it stops scanning until the next time the generation number
increases. The generation number is placed in a dedicated
cache line, allowing it to remain in the shared cache state.
Therefore, no coherence traffic is generated while it is polled
(until it is modified). LDB also supports pausing the stack
scanner between probes (e.g., delaying for 1 µs). However, we
found that the above technique allows LDB to poll in a tight
loop with negligible probing effects and better resolution.
Security. As the stack scanner shares the address space with
the application thread, the application may be at threat if the
stack scanner is compromised. In this paper, we assume that
the LDB compiler and library are not compromised and will
undergo a thorough security review.

3.3 Tracing Cross-thread Request Handling
LDB analyzes cross-thread interaction with three types of
events: request events, synchronization events, and schedul-
ing events. Each event is timestamped and included in the
trace. The time duration between two events (e.g., waiting for
and acquiring a lock) along with other functions that happen
between the two events, help construct a rich timeline. To
minimize the extra latency required for event logging, each
event is recorded to a per-thread circular event buffer. Then,
the events in the event buffers are polled by the event logger
which persists the events to disk.
Request events. For multi-threaded applications, it is hard to
figure out which threads are responsible for high tail latency.
To enable per-request tracing with a multi-thread environ-
ment, LDB provides an API for developers to annotate when
a thread starts and finishes handling a request. Using request
annotations, LDB constructs the timeline for a specific re-
quest showing the interaction between the threads handling
the same request and revealing which threads contribute to a
long request processing time. In particular, all function invo-
cations in a thread that happen between a REQ_START and a
REQ_END are counted towards the timeline of the processing
of that request. Request tagging is optional, but the more the
application developers tag events including when a request is
temporarily placed in a queue (i.e., REQ_BLOCK), the more
accurate timeline LDB can construct.
Synchronization events. Contention for shared resources can
be a major source of latency. Visibility into synchronization
events (i.e., mutex wait, mutex acquire, and mutex release)
can play a key role in identifying performance bottlenecks in
the presence of cross-thread interactions. Mutex events reveal
not only which mutex is contended and how long it delays
a request but also which function the mutex holder thread is
executing while holding the mutex. For mutex events record-
ing, LDB interposes synchronization library functions (e.g.,
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pthread mutex) and generates the corresponding mutex events.
We discovered recording every mutex event can introduce
extra overhead, especially for mutex-intensive applications.
To minimize this overhead, LDB decides whether it should
record mutex events outside of the critical section after releas-
ing the mutex. If either mutex wait time or lock time exceeds
MUTEX_EVENT_THRESH (1 µs by default), it records the
mutex event in the event buffer.
Scheduling events. The operating system scheduler can con-
tribute to request latency through context switching between
applications or threads. Revealing the delay caused by context
switches can guide the developers to look at operating system
configurations, not the application, to improve latency. Un-
like other types of events, LDB collects the scheduling events
from an external source. In particular, we collect scheduling
information with perf-sched for Linux. LDB timestamps
the events with the same clock source as the external tool to
generate a unified timeline.

3.4 Analysis Script
LDB provides an analysis script to generate per-function
statistics for collected latency samples. Further, it provides
another analysis script that constructs a timeline of specific
requests with function names and line numbers if request tags
are given. It stitches together the events generated by appli-
cation threads (i.e., request and synchronization events), the
stack scanner, and the OS scheduler (i.e., scheduling events).

Constructing the timeline for a specific request, identified
by its request ID, requires stitching together all events that oc-
curred during the processing of that request. Such a timeline
can have multiple components, requiring the script to make
multiple passes over the data generated by the profiler. First,
the script looks through the event log until it observes the
REQ_START event with the request ID, indicating the arrival
of that request. The script tracks all FUNCTION events gen-
erated by the thread processing that request thereafter. Upon
reaching a MUTEX_WAIT event, if the thread experiences
non-negligible wait time (e.g., longer than 1 µs between the
MUTEX_WAIT and MUTEX_LOCK events), the script scans
the event log backward to identify the mutex holder thread by
searching for a MUTEX_LOCK event with the same mutex.
Once the thread holding the mutex is identified, the script logs
all FUNCTION events produced by that thread until it releases
the mutex. Then, the script continues logging FUNCTION
events by the original thread processing the request until it
finds a REQ_BLOCK, REQ_END, or REQ_END_ALL event.
The output of the script is a log of all events impacting the
processing time of the request, each event identified by (event
info, thread ID, start time, end time) tuple. Such information
can be easily visualized as shown in Figure 6.

4 Implementation
We implemented a prototype of LDB for the x86 architecture
and the Linux environment. Our implementation has three

components: 1) an extension to LLVM [32], called LLVM-
LDB, to instrument stack frames, 2) a stack scanner library
to poll the generation numbers and calculate latency values,
and 3) an API and bindings to pthread library to capture
request and synchronization events automatically. Our imple-
mentation integrates with the Linux performance monitoring
subsystem (perf-sched) to track context switches [13]. We
also developed scripts to parse and analyze the data recorded
by our tool. The core LDB tool is ≈900 lines of C code,
the scripts are ≈1,200 lines of Python code, and the changes
made to LLVM are ≈250 lines of C++ code. In this section,
we describe more implementation-specific details for LDB.

4.1 LLVM-LDB
Reserving TLS. We reserve two 8 B TLS variables (gener-
ation number and the latest RBP register value) at a fixed
offset from the TLS base address (FS base) with LLVM
ModulePass. We make sure that LDB TLS variables are in-
serted into the TBSS section after all the in-application TLS
variables are inserted so that LDB TLS variables are located
at a fixed offset from the FS base.
Stack frame instrumentation. We modified the sequence of
the function prologue and epilogue in the LLVM x86 backend.
In the function prologue, we reserve the 16 B space in a stack
frame by decrementing the RSP before the RBP is pushed
into the stack frame. After the RBP is updated to the current
RSP, we fill up the reserved stack space and update the TLS
variables. First, we increment the generation number in TLS
and copy it into the reserved space. Then, we set up the canary.
Finally, now that the stack frame is ready to be scanned, we
update the latest RBP in TLS to the current RBP register
value so that the stack scanner can start scanning from a
newly created stack frame.

In the function epilogue, we revert the instrumented oper-
ations in the prologue. First, before tearing down the stack
frame in the function epilogue, the compiler first updates the
latest RBP in TLS to avoid the current stack frame being
scanned while it is being destroyed by copying the saved
RBP in the current stack frame—which holds the RBP of
the parent stack frame—into the TLS region. After the saved
RBP is popped from the stack frame with a standard epilogue
sequence, RSP is incremented by 16 to destroy the reserved
space for LDB. In total, we add 9 instrumentation instructions
(7 in the prologue and 2 in the epilogue) which add less than
1 ns to each function call.
Thread instrumentation. We instrument the main function
to initialize LDB using LLVM ModulePass. The initializa-
tion allocates the shared memory and per-thread event buffer
before registering the main thread into the shared memory
with its thread ID, FS base address, and event buffer address.
Then, LDB launches the stack scanner thread and the logger
thread. To initialize a newly launched thread and clean up
the state before it exits, we interpose on pthread_create().
Before a newly created thread executes its original start rou-
tine, LDB allocates the per-thread event buffer and registers
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the thread into the shared memory. After the original thread
start routine returns, it frees the event buffer and deregisters
from the shared memory so that the exited thread is no longer
scanned by the stack scanner.

4.2 The LDB API and Parameters
Request tagging API. LDB provides a way to annotate the
threads with the following C APIs:
void ldb_req_start(uint64_t req_id, void *queue=NULL);
void ldb_req_block(uint64_t req_id, void *queue);
void ldb_req_end(uint64_t req_id);
void ldb_req_end_all();

When a thread starts to handle a request, the thread can be
annotated with the request ID using ldb_req_start(). Op-
tionally, if a request is dequeued from a software queue, the
queue address can be specified. Multiple threads can be an-
notated with the same request ID with parallel processing,
and a single thread can be annotated with multiple request
IDs for batch processing. When a thread needs to enqueue a
partially executed request into the queue the thread can hand
off the responsibility of the request with ldb_req_block().
It indicates that the current thread is not responsible for the
request anymore, but the current thread or another thread will
resume processing the request later. If a thread finishes pro-
cessing a request, it can clear the annotated request ID with
ldb_req_end(). Alternatively, when a thread needs to clear
all the annotated request IDs to the current thread, it can use
ldb_req_end_all(). We decided to allow the programmer
to specify the request ID, so that it can be correlated at the
RPC level in coordination with other tools.

5 LDB Use Cases
To demonstrate the broad utility of LDB, we illustrates four
use scenarios: visualizing a timeline of a specific request, de-
bugging tail latency, debugging throughput, and studying the
latency of specific functions. We evaluate these use scenarios
with two latency-sensitive applications and one throughput-
oriented application:

1. Memcached is a multithreaded, latency-sensitive, in-
memory key-value store. We debug two different work-
loads: SET and GET. The SET workload exposes mutex
and memory-intensive code paths. Each SET request can
access a global lock, slabs_lock, multiple times to allo-
cate and free the memory and a hash table bucket lock,
items_lock, to update the hash table. Additionally, when
a Memcached memory is saturated, it may need to ac-
quire lru_lock to evict stale items. On the other hand, a
GET request only needs to acquire the items_lock before
fetching a value from the hash table.
We allocated 10GB of memory for Memcached and used
100 million keys, evenly distributing them across requests.
The value lengths are uniformly distributed between 4B
and 1024B. We use the default hash power, which auto-
matically grows based on the number of key-value pairs
inserted into the hash table.

0 285 us 571 us 856 us

(evcb_callback)(evcb_fd, evcb_res, evcb_arg) (event.c:1659:9)
c->try_read_command(c) (memcached.c:3135:17)
process_bin_update(c, extbuf) (proto_bin.c:992:17)
item_alloc(key, nkey, req->message.body.flags, (proto_bin.c:1121:10)
do_item_alloc_pull(ntotal, id) (items.c:306:14)
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memset(ptr, 0, (size_t)len) (slabs.c:396:5)
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do_slabs_newslab(id) (slabs.c:423:9)
...

Figure 6: Timeline of the request of the longest request process-
ing time in Memcached SET workload constructed by LDB.

2. Lucene is a multithreaded, latency-sensitive in-memory
search engine library [3]. Lucene’s processing time is
much longer than Memcached, helping us demonstrate
the value of LDB under a variety of conditions. We used
a dataset of 403,619 COVID-related tweets. Each client
generates single-term search queries based on the word
distribution in the dataset. For each search request, Lucene
first retrieves the list of document IDs from the Segments
data structure that maps a word to a list of document IDs.
Once the list of all relevant document IDs is retrieved, it
fetches the pre-computed score (relevance between the
document and the search query) for each document and
returns the top 100 documents with high scores. All shared
data structures are protected by a mutex, so multiple mu-
texes are acquired to serve each request.

3. Qperf [5] is a performance measurement tool for Quicly,
Fastly’s implementation of the QUIC protocol [31]. Unlike
the other two applications, it measures the highest possi-
ble throughput between a server and a client. To achieve
the highest throughput, we modified the original Qperf
implementation to busy-poll for incoming packets. This
application helps showcase the value of LDB when mea-
suring the average per-packet latency for each function,
by identifying functions that harm the average throughput
of the application. We use Reno as the congestion control
algorithm and enable generic segment offload (GSO).

To use LDB on the applications listed above, we compiled
the applications with LLVM-LDB. In addition, we inserted tag-
ging annotations at each code location where a thread starts
to handle a new request (Memcached and Lucene) or a new
packet (Qperf). These points were easy to identify, and only
required 2–4 LOC changes.

5.1 Reconstructing the Timeline of the Request
When the application tags each request with a unique request
ID, LDB can construct a timeline of any tagged request includ-
ing interactions with other threads, which has been expensive
with existing tools. Figure 6 shows an example timeline of
a request in the Memcached SET workload. We picked the
request with the longest request processing time we observed
during the initial slab allocation phase because it provides a
simple yet strong example of the value of LDB.

The detailed request timeline of LDB immediately shows
what slowed down the processing of the request, including
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Function p50 p99 p9999 ▽
slabs_alloc()
ë pthread_mutex_lock(&slabs_lock)

< 1 13.57 22.00

do_item_unlink_nolock()
ë STATS_LOCK()

< 1 6.93 20.51

lru_pull_tail()
ë pthread_mutex_lock(&lru_locks[])

2.14 17.53 19.62

do_item_link()
ë STATS_LOCK()

< 1 14.64 19.50

item_unlink_q()
ë pthread_mutex_lock(&lru_locks[])

2.03 10.56 18.88

Figure 7: Latency statistics of top 5 functions (and its caller)
ranked by 99.99th percentile latency in Memcached SET work-
load. All numbers are in µs.

interactions with another request. When the request pro-
cessing thread starts to handle the request, it waits for the
slabs_lock mutex. LDB does not only tell the waiting time
for the slabs_lock but also helps identify the thread holding
the mutex and the function it’s executing. In this example, the
thread holding the mutex executes memset() while holding
slabs_lock. After the thread processing the request acquires
the lock, the dominant request processing time is spent execut-
ing memset() that took 645.7 µs. Such fine-grained tracing
helps identify the main culprit which is performing memset()
while holding the slabs_lock. This appears naturally in an
LDB trace but is nearly impossible to identify using any ex-
isting tool without considerable manual work.

5.2 Tail Latency Debugging
With Memcached and Lucene, we demonstrate that LDB can
list functions that contribute to high tail latency, giving an
insight as to how to improve their tail latencies. Note that
LDB can generate latency statistics per line of code (Figure 7-
9, 11) without request annotation.
For Memcached SET workload, Figure 7 lists the top five
tail-contributing functions of Memcached ranked by 99.99th
percentile latency. All five functions perform locking. Three
out of the five functions contend for global locks related to
memory management (slabs_lock) and statistics collection
(stats_lock). To fix the tail latency from the slabs_lock,
one could consider reducing contention by using a per-thread
cache [19] and by zeroing memory without holding the lock.
The stats_lock, on the other hand, could be fixed by either
not using a lock, which would reduce accuracy, or by main-
taining per-thread stats. Finally, the other two functions use
the per-slab class lock, which is required for updating the
LRU timestamp and evicting stale key-value pairs. To reduce
the latency, one could fine-tune the chunk size growth factor
(-f) based on the value length distribution.
For Memcached GET workload, Figure 8 shows that two
of the top five functions are from per-worker thread locks
(THR_STATS_LOCK). In Memcached, each network connec-
tion is assigned to one of the worker threads, but the re-
quests can be processed by any worker thread. While the
worker thread processes the request, it needs to acquire the
lock of the worker thread that owns the network connec-
tion to update the statistics counters. When there is a small

Function p50 p99 p9999 ▽
resp_finish()
ë THR_STATS_LOCK()

< 1 9.04 18.55

transmit()
ë THR_STATS_LOCK()

< 1 9.66 18.26

do_item_get()
ë assoc_find()

< 1 10.10 18.25

item_lock()
ë mutex_lock(&item_locks[])

< 1 10.12 17.19

resp_start()
ë memset()

1.00 10.28 17.00

Figure 8: Latency statistics of top 5 functions (and its caller)
ranked by 99.99th percentile latency in Memcached GET work-
load. All numbers are in µs.

Function p50 p99 p9999 ▽
IndexSearcher::search()
ë Scorer::score()

72.18 2,005 6,232

Norm::bytes()
ë IndexInput::readBytes()

657.7 1,690 4,899

boost::make_shared()
ë new()

30.59 61.60 78.61

SegmentReader::docFreq()
ë TermInfosReader::get()

< 1 57.05 61.59

TopDocsCollector::topDocs()
ë populateResults()

< 1 20.27 25.09

Figure 9: Latency statistics of top 5 functions (and its caller)
ranked by 99.99th percentile latency in Lucene workload. All
numbers are in µs.

number of connections compared to the number of worker
threads, or when the load is skewed to a subset of network
connections, the per-worker thread statistics lock can be con-
gested. The solutions mentioned above for stats_lock apply
here too. Another two of the top five functions are for the
hash table data structure (assoc_find() and per-bucket lock,
item_locks). When a hash collision happens in the hash
table, assoc_find() iterates over the bucket to find the item
with the same key while holding the item_lock. One should
consider initializing the Memcached with higher hashpower.

The last one is for memory operation to clear the allocated
memory for a response. Considering that a response buffer
will be overwritten with response data, one could consider
removing the memset() operation, but care must be taken to
avoid sending uninitialized data.
For Lucene workload, Figure 9 reports that the top two func-
tions dominate the tail request processing time. Once Lucene
receives a search query, it first fetches a list of document
IDs by binary searching Segments after reading Segments
in IndexInput::readBytes(). Once it has the list of doc-
ument IDs, it looks up the score (the relevance between the
query and the document) for each document and enqueues
the document ID with its score into the max heap tree in
Scorer::score(). In this case, a tail latency problem arises
because the most popular term in the dataset appears in 88,558
documents. Thus, Scorer::score() needs to iterate 88,558
times to look up the score and enqueue it into the max heap
tree, which can take 6.2 ms. To reduce this latency, one could
consider utilizing an increased level of parallelism [27]. That
is, if the length of fetched document ID is too long, the search
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(a) Memcached SET (b) Memcached GET (c) Lucene
Figure 10: Latency reduction in request processing and end-to-end after applying patches that fix latency problems identified by LDB.

Function Avg. Latency ▽
send_pending()
ë send_dgrams()

29.63 µs

allocate_ack_eliciting_frame()
ë do_allocate_frame()

2.79 µs

encrypt_packet()
ë ptls_aead__do_encrypt()

2.41 µs

Figure 11: Top 3 functions (and its caller) ranked by the highest
average latency in Qperf workload. The average processing time
for 32 packets is 38.11 µs.

application could use multiple threads where each thread
fetches the score of a subset of document IDs.

The other three functions are less significant. The memory
allocation for reading the Segments with new() takes up to
79 µs, fetching the score of a document with get() takes up
to 62 µs, and popping the top 100 documents from the max
heap tree in populateResults() takes up to 25 µs.
Actionable Insights. To demonstrate that LDB provides ac-
tionable insights that developers can use to improve the la-
tency behavior of real applications, we patch Memcached and
Lucene using the output of LDB. We show both the request
processing time, revealing the improvement to just the part
of the application that LDB can profile, and the end-to-end
processing time, which includes other sources of tail latency
like the kernel network stack and the network fabric.

We patched Memcached to (1) preallocate the slabs to avoid
memory allocation while serving the request, (2) fine-tune
the object size of each slab to avoid contention in slab classes
by specifying minimum object size and adjusting chunk size
growth factor, and (3) convert global and per-connection stats
into per-thread stats. Figure 10 (a) and (b) show the improve-
ment in the request processing time and end-to-end latency
after applying the patch. Because multiple responses can be
batched before written to the wire, the improvement of end-
to-end latencies is larger than the request processing times at
some tail percentiles. The patch reduces the 99th percentile re-
quest processing time by 15% and 99th percentile end-to-end
latency by 8% for SET workload; 99th percentile request pro-
cessing time by 16% and 99th percentile end-to-end latency
by 3% for GET workload.

For Lucene, we patched it to add inter-request parallelism,
using four concurrent threads to serve each request. Figure 10
(c) shows the improvement in request processing time and
end-to-end latency with the patch applied. The increased par-
allelism hurts performance for short requests due to the strag-
gler effect, synchronization, and scheduling overhead, but

Function CPU Time ▽
__libc_recvfrom 7.61%
send_pending 4.11%
quicly_send 2.56%

... (39 more functions) ...
do_allocate_frame 0.28%

... (10 more functions) ...
ptls_aead__do_encrypt 0.20%

... (152 more functions) ...
send_dgrams 0.04%

Figure 12: Top 5 functions ranked by the highest CPU time in
Qperf workload reported by Linux perf.

achieves our overall goal of reducing request latency in the
tail. This problem has been studied extensively in prior work,
which suggests a more sophisticated approach would be to
dynamically adjust parallelism based on the number of instan-
taneous requests in the system and the execution time [27].
The patch reduces 99th percentile request processing time by
34% and 99th percentile end-to-end latency by 13%.

5.3 Debugging Throughput of Qperf
We use LDB to debug the average performance of Qperf,
demonstrating its value beyond tail-latency debugging. In par-
ticular, we profile the egress path on a Qperf server, focusing
on the average per-packet latency, allowing us to determine
an upper bound on achievable throughput. We find that each
batch of 32 1500-byte packets takes 38.11 µs on average,
putting a cap on throughput at around 9.8 Gbps. Note that
actual throughput has to be lower because not all batches
nor packets are maximum sized. Further, the server performs
other functions beyond continuously transmitting data packets
(e.g., process and transmit acknowledgments).

We use LDB to identify which functions take the most
time on average for transmission handling, revealing through-
put bottlenecks. Figure 11 shows the top three functions
with the highest average latency. The biggest bottleneck, re-
sponsible for 77.7% of the processing time of a batch, is
send_dgrams() which transmits packets through the ker-
nel’s sendmsg(), showing that the biggest performance bot-
tleneck lies in the kernel. Other bottlenecks include mem-
ory allocation in (do_allocate_frame()) and encryption
(encrypt_packet()). The remaining processing time for a
batch of packets can be attributed to a collection of lower-
latency functions. Thus, to improve the throughput, one
should optimize the network stack (e.g., by using kernel-
bypass), memory operations, and cryptographic operations.

To highlight the value of the profile produced by LDB,
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Figure 13: Average latency measurement granularity and the
breakdown of stack scanning iterations with different call stack
refresh periods in the synthetic application.

we compare its output to the profile produced by Linux’s
perf. Figure 12 reports the list of function names ranked by
highest CPU time by perf. It shows that perf cannot pin-
point any of send_dgrams(), ptls_adad__do_encrypt(),
or do_allocate functions that are responsible for 91% of the
packet processing time, reporting that they consume 0.04%,
0.28%, and 0.2% of the CPU time, respectively. In particular,
perf’s focus on average CPU time provides very coarse grain
results, focusing on top-level functions like quicly_send
which encapsulate all egress path functionality. Furthermore,
it doesn’t differentiate between functions on the critical path
of egress traffic, and those happening periodically off the crit-
ical path, and it can’t tie kernel delays to functions. Thus, we
conclude that LDB can provide superior insights even when
average performance is the focus of the debugging process.

6 Performance Evaluation
Our evaluations answer the following key questions:
1. What is LDB’s latency measurement granularity?
2. Is LDB more portable than hardware-assisted latency de-

bugging systems?
3. Can LDB limit the overhead it places on applications?
4. Can the trace data from LDB be decoded quickly?
5. How much does each component contribute to overhead?
Testbed. We use two machines with eighteen-core Intel Xeon
Gold 6534 3.0GHz CPU (Ice Lake), 64GB RAM, and Mel-
lanox ConnectX-6 200GbE NIC. For the portability experi-
ment(§ 6.2), we compare its performance with Intel Broadwell
machines (Intel Xeon E5 2640 v4 2.4GHz CPU, 64GB RAM,
and Mellanox ConnectX-4 25GbE NIC) and AMD Zen3 Mi-
lan machines (AMD 7543 2.8GHz CPU, 256GB RAM, and
Mellanox ConnectX-5 25GbE NIC). The median network
RTT between two machines measured with ICMP packets is
30 µs. We use one machine as a server and the other as a client.
Memcached and Lucene clients generate the requests follow-
ing an open-loop Poisson arrival process, and Qperf clients
generate a stream of requests for a data packet to measure the
network bandwidth with TCP Reno as transport.
Applications. We use a synthetic application described in §6.1
for microbenchmark. To evaluate the performance of LDB,
we reuse the workloads used in §5; Memcached SET/GET
and Lucene are latency-sensitive workloads, and Qperf is a
throughput-oriented workload.
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Figure 14: Average throughput of reference (without any pro-
filing), Intel PT, and LDB with Qperf workload with different
CPU architectures.

Baseline. We compare LDB to Intel Processor Trace (Intel
PT) which backs state-of-the-art latency profilers [2, 4, 26],
Coz that profiles the causal relationship between the func-
tion speedup and program speedup, and Xray that profiles
the application’s latency behavior with static timestamping.
For Intel PT, we use perf-intel-pt provided by Linux to
record and decode the Intel PT packets. For a fair comparison,
we use a coarse-grained timing packet with tsc and decode
only function call and return events with command line ar-
gument --call-ret-trace. We disable return compression
(noretcomp) for more reliable decoding.
Evaluation Metrics. We report end-to-end latency (for
latency-sensitive applications), average throughput (for best-
effort application), raw trace size, and decoding time. End-
to-end latencies and the average throughput are measured at
the clients, and raw trace size and decoding time are mea-
sured at the server after the experiment finishes. Raw trace
size measures the output size of each system, and decoding
time measures the time required to parse the raw output to
function-level latencies and to calculate the statistics of the
function latencies. Because Intel PT takes too much time to
decode, we measure the latency for decoding 1 ms long Intel
PT trace. For LDB, we run the experiments for 4 seconds for
Memcached and Qperf, and 1 minute for Lucene.

6.1 Microbenchmark
We delve into a detailed analysis of LDB’s latency measure-
ment granularity using a synthetic application which repeat-
edly destroys and reconstructs 20 stack frames through recur-
sion, with a predefined refresh period. We experiment with
varying the call stack refresh period from 100 µs to 1 µs and
measure the average latency measurement granularity, de-
fined as the average time elapsed between two successive
valid stack scans. We further categorize the stack scanning
iterations into three groups: invalid scans resulting from se-
quential lock fails with data races, stack traversals, and fast
path iterations where no modification is detected in either the
most recent RBP or the generation number in the TLS region.

Figure 13 presents the results. As the call stack refresh pe-
riod decreases, the application thread interacts with the stack
frames more frequently to destroy existing stack frames with
function returns and to build new ones with new function
calls. This increased frequency leads to cache thrashing and
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Figure 15: End-to-end latency distribution of reference (without any profiling), Intel PT, and LDB with Memcached SET, GET, and
Lucene workload at 20% load.

Workload Trace Size / s
(trace errors / s)

Decoding
Time / s

Memcached
SET

Intel PT
696.84 MB
(2k trace errors) 48.4 min

LDB 149.38 MB (-79%) 1.7 s

Memcached
GET

Intel PT
796.72 MB
(5k trace errors) 1.8 hr

LDB 237.46 MB (-70%) 2.7 s

Lucene Intel PT
1,066.29 MB
(6k trace errors) 3.1 min

LDB 2.12 MB (-99%) 0.7 s

Qperf Intel PT
944.03 MB
(559k trace errors) 3.7 hr

LDB 25.4 MB (-97%) 0.8 s

Figure 16: Trace size and decoding time of Intel PT and LDB
for four workloads. Trace size and decoding time are normalized
by execution time.

data races between the application thread and the stack scan-
ning thread more often, increasing the average granularity in
latency measurement with more invalid stack scans. In addi-
tion, with more frequent modifications in the stack frames,
the stack scanner requires more iterations of full stack frame
traversals, which further increases the average latency mea-
surement granularity. In an experiment with a function depth
of 20 and 1 µs call stack refresh period, the latency can be
measured with the granularity of 119 ns with 6% invalid stack
scans, 21% of full scans, and 73% of fast path scans.

When dealing with multiple application threads, the av-
erage granularity increases in proportion to the number of
application threads being profiled. For finer granularity in
latency measurement, multiple stack scanner threads can be
used, each profiling a subset of the application threads.

6.2 Portability of LDB
LDB is not designed for a specific platform. In principle, its
design can be used on most architectures such as x86, ARM,
and RISC-V. However, Intel-PT-based tools are tied to Intel’s
specific architectures and cannot be ported to other platforms.
Our LDB prototype is implemented for x86 architectures and
works well on any x86 architectures while Intel PT only works
with some Intel processors (later than Broadwell).

To illustrate the portability of LDB, we run the Qperf work-
load with different x86 CPU models and compare it against
the reference (i.e., no latency profiling) and Intel PT. Figure 14
shows the average throughput measured by Qperf on three
different CPU architectures. It shows that Intel PT’s perfor-
mance highly depends on the CPU architectures. Even though

Intel PT has only a 4% of throughput drop on the recent Ice
Lake Intel CPU, it experiences 59% of the throughput drop
on an Intel Broadwell CPU, and it cannot be used for AMD
processors. On the other hand, LDB has a more consistent
overhead of up to 7% thanks to its software-based approach.

6.3 Overheads of LDB

Application performance degradation. To get more confi-
dence in LDB’s low overhead, we measure the application per-
formance impact on three latency-sensitive workloads (Mem-
cached SET/GET and Lucene) and compare it to other profil-
ing mechanisms. For the benefit of Intel PT, benchmarks ran
on our testbed with Intel Xeon Gold 6534.

Figure 15 shows the end-to-end latency distribution mea-
sured at the client when the load is 20% of the system’s capac-
ity for Memcached and Lucene. We compare the performance
of the applications when no profiling is done (i.e., Ref.) to
when LDB, Intel PT, Coz, or XRay is used. For all workloads,
Coz has the largest overhead at tail because it intentionally de-
lays all the other threads than the thread being sampled, which
makes it impractical to use over live traffic. The overhead of
XRay is proportional to the number of function invocations as
it statically instruments every function entry / exit to measure
the latency. Due to its high overhead, the load exceeds the ca-
pacity, leading to extremely high latency with high queueing
delay. Intel PT and LDB have comparable overhead across the
workloads. LDB increases median(99th percentile) latency by
16%(1%), 22%(10%), and 18%(43%) for Memcached SET,
GET, and Lucene workloads while Intel PT increases 9%(2%),
45%(23%), and 27%(64%) in the same setting.
Trace size and decoding time. Figure 16 reports the trace
size and decoding time of Intel PT and LDB for the three
applications. Intel PT requires high memory / PCIe bandwidth
and disk space, especially for applications with more branches
and jump instructions. For example, in Qperf, Intel PT outputs
944 MB/s of trace data. In addition, because of the limited
memory bandwidth, it drops the event records and results in
up to 559 thousand trace errors per second, which makes its
visibility limited. To make matters worse, Intel PT takes up
to 3.7 hours to decode 1 second of trace data, converting raw
branch and jump information into function-level latencies. In
contrast, the size of LDB trace is up to 99% smaller than Intel
PT, typically requiring less than 250 MB/s, and it only takes
a few seconds to decode 1 second of trace data.
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Figure 17: Performance Breakdown of LDB with Lucene work-
load at 20% load.

6.4 Breakdown of LDB’s overhead
We analyzed how much each component contributes to the
overhead for Lucene workload with the highest latency dis-
tortion under LDB whose median(99th percentile) latency is
increased by 35%(69%). We gradually activated four compo-
nents of LDB: application instrumentation (inst), the stack
scanning/logging thread (scan), the shim layer (shim), and
Linux scheduling event recording.

Figure 17 shows that instrumentation, the stack scanning,
the shim layer, and Linux scheduling event recording are re-
sponsible for 11% (23%), 7% (17%), 3% (14%), and 1% (0%)
of the median (99th percentile) latency increase, respectively.

7 Related Work
Sampling-based tools. Existing statistical sampling-based
tools, such as perf [13] and Coz [21], are unable to analyze
tail latency because they sample too slowly. Coz is designed
to identify performance bottlenecks by estimating an applica-
tion’s virtual speedups through dynamic experiments that mea-
sure thread interactions. By artificially delaying all but one
thread, Coz simulates the hypothetical performance improve-
ment of specific functions. Although Coz addresses some of
the limitations of perf, it is unsuitable for tail latency debug-
ging because its reliance on statistical sampling causes it to
miss tail behaviors. Moreover, when it identifies problematic
code lines, it doesn’t reveal the underlying reasons for the
bottleneck, like LDB can through its request timelines.
Trace-based latency profiling tools. Trace-based tools, like
XRay [18] and Intel PT, can capture the precise execution
times of every function call but come with their own chal-
lenges. XRay, through compile-time instrumentation, records
the execution times of individual functions. However, this
results in high instrumentation overhead, which limits its use
in microsecond-scale RPC applications. Intel PT, a hardware-
assisted approach, captures control flow information at every
branch. While systems like NSight [26] and MagicTrace [4]
leverage Intel PT to debug latency problems, Intel PT’s mas-
sive data rates, up to 1GB/s, necessitate substantial storage
and lengthy decoding times to convert control flow informa-
tion into latency information, which makes it impractical for
real-time debugging. Additionally, Intel PT’s overhead varies
across generations of Intel CPUs, as shown in §6.2.
Continous profiling. SHIM rapidly collects hardware perfor-
mance counters and software tags through busy polling [36]. It

shares LDB’s basic strategy of sampling with a busy-spinning
core, but it lacks the ability to measure invocation latency
without additional mechanisms, such as our proposed stack
sampling techniques. Moreover, one busy-spinning SHIM
profiler thread is needed for each hyperthread pair, resulting
in high overheads due to competition over shared functional
units. LDB, by contrast, can avoid this overhead through a
different design that enables one monitoring thread to profile
multiple threads running across multiple cores.
Limiting tracing to specific functions. As seen with the case
of Xray, timestamp instrumentation at each function’s en-
try and exit entails significant overhead. Thus, some tools
limit tracing to a few specific functions at a time. There
are various techniques and tools to enable dynamically en-
abling/disabling timestamp instrumentation: notably, dynamic
instruction patching [18, 20, 25], dynamic instrumentation via
eBPF [1, 10, 24], and instrumentation via JIT compiler [33].
However, because the scope of functions being profiled is lim-
ited, they require multiple iterations with the developer’s in-
tervention for latency debugging, and they sacrifice the ability
to capture complete timelines. There are efforts to streamline
these iterations [7, 29, 30]. AMD offers a suite of profiling
tools (e.g., Omnitrace [16] and uProf [15]). Both solutions
rely on sampling. Further, Omnitrace offers Coz-like function-
ality as well as specific function instrumentation. Omnitrace’s
instrumentation adds 1024 instructions per function compared
to LDB’s 9 instructions per function.
Distributed latency tracing. Envoy [11], Zipkin [14],
Jaeger [12], AWS X-Ray [9], and Apache SkyWalking [8]
provide tools to trace a request in a distributed computing en-
vironment at an RPC or microservice granularity. These tools
may find a service causing high end-to-end latency, but they
don’t have visibility inside the service. Distributed tracing sys-
tems and LDB are complimentary. Problematic services can
be found with distributed tracing, while problematic functions
in a specific service can be found with LDB.
Mutex bindings. Dynamic data race detectors, like
Eraser [34], often use similar mechanisms to interpose on
locking functions, but their goal is to instead verify if the
application follows a consistent locking protocol.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented LDB, an efficient latency pro-
filing tool with low overhead, high visibility, fast decoding,
and portability. It utilizes a key technique, stack sampling,
where each function’s invocation latency is measured by sam-
pling a unique generation number assigned in the stack frame.
With optional request tagging by the developer, LDB can con-
struct the detailed timeline of a request, including cross-thread
interactions caused by synchronization, the time spent in func-
tions, and the contribution of the OS scheduler. Our evaluation
showed that LDB could profile the latency behavior of three
applications and reveal their main performance bottlenecks
effectively on multiple platforms with low overhead.
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Abstract
Public clouds typically adopt (1) multi-tenancy to increase

server utilization; (2) virtualization to provide isolation be-

tween different tenants; (3) oversubscription of resources to

further increase resource efficiency. However, prior work all

focuses on optimizing one or two elements, and fails to con-

siderately bring QoS-aware multi-tenancy, virtualization and

resource oversubscription together.

We find three challenges when the three elements coexist.

First, the double scheduling symptoms are 10× worse with

latency-critical (LC) workloads which are comprised of nu-

merous sub-millisecond tasks and are significantly different

from conventional batch applications. Second, inner-VM re-

source contention also exists between threads of the same

VM when running LC applications, calling for inner-VM core

isolation. Third, no application-level performance metrics can

be obtained by the host to guide resource management in

realistic public clouds.

To address these challenges, we propose a QoS-aware core

manager dubbed UFO to specifically support co-location of

multiple LC workloads in virtualized and oversubscribed

public cloud environments. UFO solves the three above-

mentioned challenges, by (1) coordinating the guest and host

CPU cores (vCPU-pCPU coordination), and (2) doing fine-

grained inner-VM resource isolation, to push core manage-

ment in realistic public clouds to the extreme. Compared with

the state-of-the-art core manager, it saves up to 50% (aver-

age of 22%) of physical cores under the same co-location

scenario.

1 Introduction

Motivation. Most cloud data centers operate at very low

resource utilization[25, 26, 29, 44]. Other than users over-

provisioning their resources [19, 26, 46], resource is espe-

cially underutilized in public clouds due to two additional rea-

sons. First, most cloud providers, if not all, provide monthly or

yearly subscriptions, which are much cheaper than on-demand

pricing[1, 3, 15]. Most users therefore almost never release

their resources even when their virtual machines (VMs) are

completely idle. Second, there is no explicit label such as on-

line/offline, or high-/low-priority workloads for users’ VMs.

*Equal contribution.

This forms the black-box nature of public clouds: co-located

VMs on the same host machine are equally important, similar

to the co-location of multiple LC workloads studied in re-

cent years[22, 48, 51]. This leads to generally lower resource

utilization of public clouds than private clouds.

Resource isolation leverages software and hardware mech-

anisms to partition resources between co-located workloads,

and to increase the degree of workload co-location without

hurting application’s quality of service (QoS)[23, 37, 38]. Re-

source isolation is especially important for interactive LC

workloads such as web search and key-value stores[22, 26,

51]. However, when attempting to apply resource isolation

in real public clouds, we find that the state-of-the-art QoS-

aware resource managers are (1) sub-optimal due to lack of

consideration of the virtualization layer and resource over-

provisioning, and (2) inapplicable to public clouds due to lack

of labels, inputs, or feedback for dynamic resource manage-

ment.

Challenge 1. In virtualized environments, there are two layers

of resource management: one in the host OS (e.g., scheduling

physical CPU cores, pCPUs, for VMs), and another in the

guest OS (e.g., scheduling virtual CPU cores, vCPUs, for

users’ applications). This is a common problem known as

double scheduling, and prior work[36, 41, 55, 58, 62] has

proposed co-scheduling or guest-host coordination to improve

locks, interrupts, synchronization, preemption, load balancing,

etc.

However, we find previous studies are ineffective for LC ap-

plications that suffer uniquely from double scheduling. Specif-

ically, if the guest OS is oblivious of the allocated resources

on the host, the host OS (rather than guest OS) would expe-

rience extensive context switches and high scheduling delay,

leading to substantial QoS violations. This is intrinsically

related to the sub-millisecond nature of tasks in LC applica-

tions. In addition, resource contention also happens between

thread groups that belong to the same VM. Such inner-VM

contention is especially intense under LC applications.

Challenge 2. Prior work relies on application-level input

(such as real-time 99th percentile latency) to guide QoS-aware

resource management [22, 23, 43, 44]. This makes two as-

sumptions that do not hold for realistic public clouds. The

first assumption is that an application has to monitor its own

latency. In reality, many applications do not trace their own
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latency, and it is impossible to ask users to provide tracing

points to probe their user-level QoS satisfaction degree. The

second assumption is that the monitored value can be lever-

aged by the host OS. This requires interfaces for users to

communicate with the cloud provider, to pass application-

level information down to components outside the user’s VM.

Opportunities. Major cloud providers all provide their own

guest OS images [2, 4]. With Cent OS Linux reaching its

end of life[5], an increasing number of users are migrating

to in-house guest OS images. This leads to a great opportu-

nity for cloud providers to explore guest-host coordination

in guest/host kernels, to tackle the two challenges above. By

transmitting host’s core isolation decision to the guest OS and

adjusting core management in the guest accordingly, we ob-

serve up to 4.3× throughput improvement under QoS require-

ments for LC workloads. By leveraging guest’s scheduling

frequency as a VM’s performance indicator, the host OS is

able to make QoS-aware core allocation decisions without

disturbing users’ applications inside the VMs. Furthermore,

we observe that core isolation between different thread groups

of the same VM leads to an additional 20% of improvement

under the same amount of hardware.

Our work. In this paper, we propose UFO, a practical QoS-

aware resource manager that targets virtualized public cloud

environments, and push core isolation to the next level. Lever-

aging guest-host coordination, it solves the above-mentioned

two challenges that prior work fails or misses to address, and

aims to accommodate as many VMs as possible without QoS

violations. We make the following contributions:

1. We find that the state-of-the-art QoS-aware core managers

neglected the virtualization layer, and made unrealistic as-

sumptions of the interactions between users and the cloud

platform. Therefore, they are sub-optimal and inapplicable

for virtualized public clouds.

2. We present a comprehensive characterization study to

showcase how guest-host coordination and inner-VM isola-

tion can greatly improve resource efficiency in virtualized

environments in a black-box manner.

3. We devise UFO, a practical QoS-aware core manager for

virtualized and oversubscribed public clouds. UFO does

not require user-level QoS input, and instead leverages

scheduling frequency from the guest OS as QoS indica-

tors; this makes UFO applicable for public clouds. UFO

dynamically adjusts core allocations for each VM on the

host and the guest OS concurrently; this makes UFO con-

siderate for virtualization overhead, especially when cores

are oversubscribed. Furthermore, UFO dynamically man-

ages an emulator pool to avoid core contention between

emulator and vCPU threads.

4. We evaluate UFO under constant and dynamic loads, and

show that UFO outperforms prior work by up to 50% (av-

erage of 22%) in core saving under the same co-location

scenario, and up to 60% (average of 27%) higher input load

Figure 1: Double scheduling in a typical cloud server. The host OS

schedules VMs’ vCPU threads to physical cores (pCPUs), while the

guest OS of each VM schedules users’ application threads to vCPUs.

under the same amount of cores, with negligible overhead.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 QoS-Aware Resource Management

There are mainly two types of workloads in the public cloud.

Latency-critical (LC) workloads have strict quality-of-service

(QoS) requirements, usually defined in tail latency. Best-effort

(BE) applications are typically throughput-oriented, and are

at lower priority than LC applications. QoS-aware resource

management refers to techniques that can co-locate various

workloads on the same server node [26, 45] while meeting LC

workloads’ QoS requirement; BE applications can be slowed

down or even suspended when needed. Recent work is able

to co-locate multiple LC applications on the same node while

meeting each LC application’s QoS target [22, 43, 48, 51].

However, previous studies have two drawbacks. First, they

all rely on application-level performance metrics to guide

QoS-aware resource management, and claim this could be

achieved by monitoring on the client side, or relying on the

application itself to report latency[22, 43]. In public clouds,

there is no explicit QoS target defined for LC workloads,

and it is impossible to ask users to provide tracing points to

probe their user-level QoS satisfaction degree. Instead, cloud

providers should find server-side indicators that generally

correlate well with QoS, and the cloud providers can legally

obtain the indicators without user intervention. A series of

work like Arachne [53], Shinjuku [34] and Caladan [28] aim

to provide sub-millisecond QoS satisfaction. However, they

all rely on deep coordination with users’ applications and

make intrusive modifications to applications or their runtime

libraries. Second, the virtualization overhead is significantly

overlooked under (most if not) all QoS-aware resource man-

agers.

2.2 Virtualization and Double Scheduling

In public cloud, virtualization is prevalent to ensure user pri-

vacy and security. Virtual machines and hosts interact through

the hypervisor, and are independent and unaware of each other.

Figure 1 shows the current software stack in a typical public

cloud. The host OS scheduler schedules the logical CPUs
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(vCPUs) of many virtual machines on the physical CPUs

(pCPUs) of a server. The users’ applications are scheduled

by a task-level scheduler (Guest OS scheduler) of VMs, and

most operations within the virtual machines are opaque to

the hypervisor. Due to the use of multi-core processors and

multi-threaded applications, this mutually unaware double-

scheduling [57] introduces a semantic gap between hosts

and VMs, which leads to problems including lock-holder pre-

emption (LHP) [35, 59], lock-waiter preemption (LWP) [59],

blocked-waiter wakeup (BWW) [27], etc. There are two types

of solutions to resolve the double scheduling symptom.

2.2.1 Pure-host Solutions

These solutions modify the hypervisor and the host OS to

reduce the overhead of virtualization and double scheduling.

Adjusting scheduling priority on the host OS is one of the

most common approaches, to alleviate LHP and LWP [27, 33],

achieve fairness between VMs or load balancing [40, 63], and

reduce CPU fragmentation [52, 54]. Advanced hardware sup-

ports, such as Intel’s Pause Loop Exit (PLE) [41, 56] and

AMD’s Pause Filter (PF) [47], are also leveraged by the hy-

pervisor and the host OS to detect excessive spinning in the

guest OS, to address various preemption problems.

2.2.2 Guest-Host Coordination

These solutions bridge the semantic gap by coordinating the

guest and the host OSes, and involves modifications to both

the guest and the host OSes.

vCPU ballooning [24, 57] is one of the pioneer works in

this line. It leverages CPU hot-(un)plugging to make #vCPUs

match #pCPUs, so it completely avoids the double scheduling

symptoms. The core allocation is static based on VM priority,

making vCPU ballooning fail to adapt to varying load, and

fail to handle co-location of LC applications. UFO inherits the

same philosophy of vCPU ballooning, to make #vCPUs match

#pCPUs. However, UFO targets LC applications, and features

in finding the right metric, designing a proper algorithm and

an effective controller to support dynamic core adjustment.

eCS [18, 36] annotates critical sections in the guest OS so

that the host OS can adjust scheduling priority accordingly.

The host states are further transmitted to the guest OS allevi-

ating LWP and BWW problems. PLE-KVM [32] annotates

vCPU status in the guest OS, and adjusts vCPU scheduling in

the host OS, to mitigate excessive pause-loop-existing (PLE)

events and excessive spinning. Similar to vCPU ballooning,

eCS and PLE-KVM do not study LC workloads. But since

they are open-sourced, we are able to conduct a quantitative

comparison with eCS and PLE-KVM in Section 3.6.

3 Characterization

In this section, we characterize three typical LC cloud appli-

cations and compare them with BE applications. We illustrate

the limitations of current CPU core isolation mechanisms,

and show the potential of core management in virtualized and

oversubscribed public clouds.

3.1 Methodology

We launch four 8-vCPU VMs on a 16-core host, i.e., 32 vC-

PUs on 16 pCPUs. This simulates an oversubscription ratio of

two.1 We enable hyper-threading because real public clouds

always enable it, so a pCPU is essentially a hyperthread of

a physical core. We avoid different VMs sharing the same

physical core. Therefore, an 8-vCPU VM can be allocated

on 2, 4, 6 or 8 pCPUs. We mainly experiment with three LC

applications, Memcached, NGINX, and MySQL. Section 5

includes more details on the evaluated applications, the test

bed, and the testing strategy. For simplicity, we run the same

workloads in the four VMs such that all the VMs perform

homogeneously. This makes core allocation decisions trivial:

all the VMs should be allocated with the same number of

cores. This allows us to focus on observing the performance

differences under various core allocation mechanisms. For

each LC application, we experiment with increasing amount

of load measured in request-per-second (RPS). Each RPS is

tested three times, each lasting for 60s. The geometric mean

of the 99th percentile of latency of the four VMs is reported

after each test. We then report the average result of the three

tests for any given RPS.

3.2 Guest OS Should Coordinate with Host OS

Conventional approaches [22, 44, 51] manage core allocation

completely on the host OS. The guest OS is unaware of the

host OS; it does not know how many physical cores are ac-

tually allocated to the VM. We show that this is insufficient;

guest being aware of the host allocations can achieve much

higher resource efficiency.

We compare three core allocation mechanisms:

• Default: We rely on the scheduling policy of OS to sched-

ule VMs. All the VMs share the same 16 pCPUs, and can

be freely scheduled on these pCPUs.

• Isolation: We isolate the four VMs, each assigned four

pCPUs on the host.

• Host-Aware Isolation: On top of Isolation, the guest OS

is aware that the VM is allocated with only four pCPUs ,

and schedules jobs to only four vCPUs. We implement this

by statically hot-unplugging four vCPUs in the guest OS.

Figure 2 shows how VMs perform when running different

workloads under the three mechanisms. We find that under

QoS targets (horizontal dotted lines in Figure 2), isolation

achieves up to 33% (average of 18%) higher load than default,

and host-aware isolation furthers increases the maximum load

under QoS by up to 25%-125% than isolation. This is because

under host-aware isolation:

• Host-side context switches are reduced by 92%. Fig-

ure 3a shows the number of context switches per second

(i.e., scheduling frequency) happening in the guest and the

host OS. Memcached, NGINX and MySQL run at RPS of

1 Higher oversubscription ratio usually signals higher resource efficiency,

e.g., VMware suggests an oversubscription ratio of at least three [10].
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Figure 3: Scheduling frequency and scheduling delay under default

(D), isolation (I), and host-aware isolation (H), decomposed into

host-side (blue bars) and guest-side (orange bars).

60k, 50k and 20k, respectively, which are the maximum

RPS under QoS with the default core manager (see the

cross points of gray curves and the horizontal dotted lines

in Figure 2a). Because host-aware isolation ensures #vC-

PUs=#pCPUs, the host OS rarely needs to schedule vCPU

threads off a physical core. Note that users’ applications

are unchanged and the number of application threads does

not decrease with fewer vCPUs, so context switches in

the guest OS are not reduced. Since a context switch of a

vCPU thread on the host involves additional switches of

the VMCS structure [55, 60], which is more expensive than

a normal context switch of an application thread, we can

obtain huge benefits from the reduction of only host-side

context switches in virtualized environments.

• Host-side scheduling delay is reduced by 99%. Schedul-

ing delay of a process is defined by the time between the

process wake-up and its actual running.2 Figure 3b shows

scheduling delay on the host and the guest. As a conse-

quence of reduced context switches, host-side scheduling

delay decreases to almost 0 under host-aware isolation.

Reduced scheduling delay is critical for LC applications

because scheduling delay significantly affects requests’ la-

tency. When a request comes in, the application threads

inside the guest OS are woken up, leading to schedule

2 We obtain scheduling delay of the guest/host OS by executing perf sched

record and then perf sched timehist, and reporting the sum of schedul-

ing delay of all the processes.

2pCPU 4pCPU 6pCPU 8pCPU

Figure 4: Memcached with increasing input load under various

#pCPUs. The top left figure shows Memcached’s tail latency, and

the horizontal line at y = 0.5ms represents the QoS target. The other

three figures show guest-side process runtime, scheduling frequency,

and runtime per schedule (division of the previous two metrics).

events on the guest OS, which may further lead to schedule

events on the host. Scheduling delay inside and outside the

VM both affect the degree of QoS satisfaction.

Appendix A.1 and A.2 include additional analysis on VM

exits and caches. In summary, for LC applications, the guest

should be aware of the actual physical core allocations on the

host, and dynamically adjust the number of runnable vCPUs.

3.3 Host OS Should Learn from Guest OS

In public clouds, VMs are black-box to the cloud provider,

and application-level performance metrics are hard to obtain.

It is therefore difficult to use application-level metrics as

indicators to guide resource management under a QoS target

in public cloud. This has been an open question in industry

for a long time. We successfully solve the open question by

identifying a set of great indicators from the guest OS.

• Guest-side scheduling frequency is a concave function

with input load. As the bottom left subfigure in Figure 4

shows, under a certain #pCPUs, guest-side scheduling fre-
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tude more scheduling frequency than BE applications.
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Figure 7: CPU utilization of vCPU and emulator threads. BE applications barely use emulator threads.

quency first increases and then decreases along with input

load increasing. This is because at low input load (i.e., few

requests per second), request inter-arrival time is longer

than request processing time, meaning that the application

is idle in between requests. As input load increases to a cer-

tain extent, new requests come when the processing for old

requests has not been finished, and the application threads

are active for longer to process consecutive requests. This

leads to longer runtime per schedule and fewer context

switches. The right two figures in Figure 4 show the total

runtime, and the average runtime per schedule, i.e., we di-

vide the total runtime by scheduling count. We see the total

time scales linearly with input load. In contrast, the runtime

curve per schedule is flat at the beginning, and increases

super-linearly after a certain threshold.

• Guest-side scheduling frequency is a great indicator of

application’s tail latency. Comparing the left two fig-

ures in Figure 4, we find that the peak point of each curve

of scheduling frequency is also the point where applica-

tion’s tail latency starts to increase super linearly with input

load. This is because the peak point implies that requests’

queuing delay starts to accumulate, which will lead to in-

creased tail latency. Meeting QoS in public clouds essen-

tially means avoiding queuing delay to grow exponentially.

This means that we should try staying to the left, or around

the peak point of the scheduling frequency curve, and avoid

deviating too much to the right of the peak point.

• Guest-side scheduling frequency can help guide QoS-

aware core management decisions on the host OS. As

Figure 4 shows, when RPS is less than 100k, 2 pCPUs are

sufficient to meet QoS. We find that scheduling frequencies

under various #pCPUs all overlap. When RPS increases to

100k, 4 pCPUs are needed. Guest-side scheduling frequen-

cies under 2 and 4 pCPUs have a 40% difference, while

the difference between 4 and 6 pCPUs is only 5%. This

motivates us to compare scheduling frequencies between

adjacent pCPU counts to obtain the best core allocation.

We show the generality of the findings above to more LC

applications in Appendix A.3. It shows that by comparing

guest-side scheduling frequencies between adjacent pCPU

counts, we can find the best core management decisions.

3.4 A Single VM Needs Core Isolation Too

A QEMU-KVM process has two main thread groups, vCPU

and emulator threads [31]. Emulator threads are responsi-

ble for handling interrupt requests for VM hardware emula-

tion [17]. We find the two thread groups have different core

demands, and interfere with each other when sharing cores.

Figure 5 shows how each application in a VM performs

when its vCPU and emulator threads (1) share the 8 pCPUs

(Shared), or (2) partition the 8 pCPUs into 6 and 2 cores

(Isolated), and adopt host-aware isolation in the vCPU core

group. We find that:

• Compared with Shared, Isolated achieves 15%-50% higher

RPS under the same core count while meeting QoS.

• Emulator threads of LC applications are quite active. Fig-

ure 7 shows that CPU utilization of emulator threads is

15%-50% of that of vCPU threads. This is because LC

applications are naturally networked applications; requests

and responses are all transmitted through network, and

part of these network operations are handled by emulator

threads. Since request processing time is at the scale of

tens of microseconds to a few milliseconds, the network

interrupt processing time is a non-negligible part of the

end-to-end request latency of LC applications.

• CPU utilization of both vCPU and emulator threads in-

crease linearly with input load.
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The observations suggest that (1) CPU utilization of either

vCPU or emulator threads is a great indicator of application’s

input load, and (2) core allocation of both vCPU and emulator

threads should be dynamically adjusted based on input load.

3.5 How about BE applications?

We have clarified three needs for LC applications: (1) host-

aware isolation, (2) monitoring of guest-side scheduling fre-

quency, and (3) isolation between vCPU and emulator threads.

However, the three techniques are not necessary for BE appli-

cations. In this section, we reveal the fundamental differences

between LC and BE applications that lead to the differences

in the effectiveness of the three techniques.

We experiment with 12 BE applications from the PAR-

SEC benchmark suite [21] (each benchmark is abbreviated

by its first five characters), and 99 queries from TPC-DS [16]

deployed in Spark [20]. The spark cluster consists of three

8-vCPU VMs, one master VM and two slave VMs. We report

the total execution time of all the 99 queries in Figure 2b, and

the average statistics of the three VMs in Figure 6 and 7b.

First, LC applications are fundamentally different from BE

applications in that LC applications are comprised of a num-

ber of short requests. Request latency of LC applications is

at sub-millisecond to millisecond granularity (Figure 2a). A

thread only runs for tens of microseconds before being sched-

uled out (Figure 4). On the contrary, BE applications typically

consist of fewer and longer tasks. When scheduled, a thread

runs for the entire timeslice before being scheduled out. This

difference is reflected in context switches that have orders of

magnitude difference (Figure 6). Section 3.2 shows that host-

aware isolation mainly reduces host-side context switches,

which consequently reduces host-side scheduling delay and

HLT VM exit handled time. Since BE applications do not

suffer from host-side context switches like LC ones, they do

not benefit much from host-aware isolation. Figure 2b shows

that host-aware isolation reduces execution time by merely

0.7% on average compared with the default core manager.

Spark achieves the most reduction (i.e., 7%) because of its

relatively higher host-side scheduling frequency (Figure 6).

Second, BE applications have almost no usage of the emu-

lator threads. As shown in Figure 7b, for BE applications, the

average CPU utilization of emulator threads is less than 1%.

Utilization of each query in Spark is detailed in Appendix A.4.

As a result, it is not necessary to separate vCPU and emulator

threads for BE applications.

3.6 Comparison with Prior Work

Section 2.2.2 mentioned that prior work on guest-host coordi-

nation evaluates only BE workloads. We study the effective-

ness of PLE-KVM [32] and eCS [36] in Figure 2, and find

that they indeed perform well for BE applications. PLE-KVM

and eCS reduce execution time by up to 30% and 42% (av-

erage of 5% and 12%), respectively. However, they behave

similarly as the default mechanism for LC applications, and

significantly under-perform host-aware isolation. This is be-

cause PLE-KVM and eCS do not attempt to reduce host-side

context-switches or scheduling delay, a severe issue when

running LC applications. Also, we find that when prioritizing

certain vCPU thread, PLE-KVM and eCS sometimes intro-

duce significant unfairness between vCPUs and VMs.

3.7 Summary

In summary, we make the following key observations:

• Partitioning cores on the host OS is insufficient. The guest

OS should be aware of the core allocation decision made

by the host, and adjust core management in the guest OS

as well such that the number of usable vCPU count is no

more than the allocated pCPU count for the VM.

• Partitioning resources between different VMs is insuffi-

cient. Threads belonging to the same VM contend for re-

sources as well; vCPU and emulator threads should be

isolated within the same VM as well.

• Without application-level performance metrics, the guest

OS can still provide useful hints like scheduling frequency

and scheduling delay to guide core management on the

host (and the guest), meeting application-level QoS targets.

• Prior work considers only BE applications, and fails to

unlock the full potential of guest-coordination for LC ap-

plications.

4 UFO Design

UFO is a feedback-based controller that dynamically man-

ages core allocation for virtualized public clouds, aiming to

accommodate more VMs on a single host without violating

applications’ QoS. In this section, we describe UFO in detail.

4.1 Design Principles

UFO is designed with three design principles in mind:

• Prioritize for LC applications: Our primary goal is to

meet QoS for LC applications. In public clouds, there is no

user-specified QoS target. So our goal is to avoid LC appli-

cations suffering from extensive queuing delay. Since prior

works on guest-host coordination all focus on conventional

throughput-oriented batch jobs [32, 36, 57], UFO focuses

on LC applications. It simply lets all BE applications share

the idle pool, and does not explicitly handle core allocation

for each BE application.

• Optimize for virtualized and oversubscribed environ-

ments: Virtualization and oversubscription are ubiquitous

in public clouds. This means that double scheduling always

exists, and VMs usually do not get as many physical cores

as their vCPU size. We tackle the challenges brought by vir-

tualization and oversubscription by guest-host coordination

and vCPU-emulator isolation.

• Focus on core management: Despite many other shared

hardware resources, UFO is currently designed for only
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Algorithm 1: UFO’s main function.

while TRUE do

monitor for 1s;

// Adjust the emulator pool first.

if emuUtil <50% then
remove cores from the emulator pool as long as

emuUtil is under 70%;

else

if emuUtil >70% then
assign more cores to the emulator pool to make

emuUtil under 50%;

continue;

// Adjust the vCPU pool for each VM

for i = 1..N do

// Record the sample; fit model upon sufficient

samples; adjust model upon inaccuracy detection

updateModel(i, pCPU[i], cpuUtil[i], schedFreq[i]);

// Find the best core count

p = predict(i, pCPU[i], cpuUtil[i]);

if p 6= pCPU[i] then

// Adjust core allocations on the guest& host

modify(i, p);

sleep 3s;

pCPU[i] = p;

core management. This is because other resources such

as last-level cache and memory bandwidth do not require

special treatment in virtualized and oversubscribed envi-

ronments, and there are many prior work that specifically

targets management of these resources [38, 50, 61, 64].

4.2 Resource Pool

UFO splits all the physical cores on each host into three pools:

• vCPU Pool consists of N core groups for N running VMs,

and one group is assigned for one VM’s vCPU threads. For

VM i, UFO dynamically expands or shrinks its pCPU cores

(pCPU [i]) based on UFO’s core predictor (Section 4.5).

• Emulator Pool consists of cores allocated for running

VMs’ emulator threads. All the VMs share the emulator

pool. The emulator pool dynamically expands or shrinks

based on its CPU utilization (Section 4.3).

• Idle Pool consists of all the leftover cores on the host. It

provides the source of free cores. An increasingly larger

idle pool signals capability to host more VMs, while a

shrinking pool signals system overload (Section B.4). The

vCPU and emulator pools interact with the idle pool con-

stantly. We introduce how cores flow between pools below.

Note that idle VMs (i.e., vCPU utilization is consistently

below 1%) are also placed in the Idle Pool. When UFO

detects an increase in vCPU utilization, it will move the

active VM to the vCPU pool.

4.3 UFO Controller

As shown in Algorithm 1, UFO consists of three stages:

1. Monitor: UFO monitors the CPU utilization of the em-

ulator pool on the host OS, and the CPU utilization and

scheduling frequency on each guest OS every second.

2. Adjust the emulator pool: UFO always makes sure the

emulator pool is large enough to satisfy the need of emula-

tor threads. This is achieved by keeping CPU utilization of

the emulator pool under 70%. Upon detection of low uti-

lization (i.e., emuUtil < 50%) of the emulator pool, more

cores will be moved from the emulator pool to the idle

pool. The thresholds can all be adjusted based on practical

needs. UFO checks and adjusts the emulator pool before

the vCPU pool. This is because the resource demand of

emulator threads is only a fraction of the demand of vCPU

threads. However, if emulator threads do not get enough

cores, vCPU threads will have to be assigned more cores to

meet application’s performance target (Section 3.4), lead-

ing to lower resource efficiency.

3. Adjust the vCPU pool: Figure 8 shows the system com-

ponents for vCPU adjustment in UFO. CPU utilization

and scheduling frequency are continuously monitored in-

side each guest OS, and are fed to the collector in the

host OS. The collector in the host OS is responsible for

collecting data samples and fitting models upon enough

samples (updateModel(), Section 4.4, detailed algorithm

in Appendix B.1). Then, UFO calculates the best core allo-

cation through the core predictor (predict(), Section 4.5,

detailed algorithm in Appendix B.2). If differing from the

current core allocation, UFO will adjust core allocations

through the enforcer components on the host and the guest

OS (modi f y(), Section 4.6).

UFO is monitored and scheduled at a fine-grained level of

seconds. Refer to Appendix B.3 for more details.

4.4 Modeling of Scheduling Frequency

As discussed in Section 3.3, guest-side scheduling frequency

is a great indicator of application’s QoS level, and can be

used to guide core management decisions. However, it is

impractical to obtain the entire curve of scheduling frequency

under any input load and any pCPU count. Therefore, UFO

leverages VM’s CPU utilization as a proxy of application’s

input load, and builds a model to predict guest-side scheduling

frequency under any CPU utilization given a number of (guest-

side CPU utilization, guest-side scheduling frequency) pairs.

Figure 10a shows an example of the fitted curves of

Nginx’s guest-side scheduling delay under eight pCPUs.

We find quadratic function fits the bests, represented by

f (u) = Au2 + Bu +C where u is CPU utilization ranging

from [0,100 ∗ #pCPU ]. R2 [6] is a goodness-of-fit measure

for predictions. R2 closer to 1 represents higher accuracy.

The collector in the host OS continuously collects guest-

side scheduling frequency and CPU utilization. As each VM
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Figure 8: Guest-host coordination in UFO.

Monitored events from the guest OSes are

fed to the host OS for core prediction. Core

adjustment is enforced in the guest and host

at the same time.

(a) Initial stage. (b) Collection stage. (c) Fitting stage. (d) Full profile.

Figure 9: Four stages in UFO’s vCPU adjustment. (a) and (b) are early stages with few samples,

so UFO has to try various core counts. (c) starts model fitting as long as three samples are

accumulated for a certain core count. (d) obtains more samples under each core count, fitting more

curves and adjusting previous fittings. The best core count can be directly predicted in this stage.

(a) Good samples: R2 = 0.962 (b) Bad samples: R2 =−0.029

Figure 10: Fitted curves of Nginx’s guest-side scheduling delay

under eight pCPUs. All the samples are marked blue, while the

samples used for the fitting are marked red. Both fitted curves use

three samples. The left figure has samples spanning both low and

high CPU utilization, while the right figure is fitted with samples

only from high CPU utilization.
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Figure 11: Model accuracy (R2) of scheduling frequency with in-

creasing number of fitting points. Seven points are enough to reach

R2 > 0.95 in most cases.

runs, more samples under various core counts and various

CPU utilization are collected. For any given pCPU count,

when sufficient samples are collected (e.g., Figure 9c), the

curve of scheduling frequency with CPU utilization can be

fitted. Ideally, three points determine a quadratic function.

However, due to data instability, we find three may not be

enough generally. Figure 10 shows a good and a bad case us-

ing three fittings points. In Figure 10a, the three samples span

both sides of the concave function, and we can successfully

fit a model with R2 > 0.95. However, if the three samples all

fall into the same side of the curve as shown in Figure 10b,

the fitted model can be totally inaccurate. In general, more

samples lead to higher accuracy. Practically, we find eight

samples to be more than enough for a fitted model to achieve

R2 > 0.9, shown in Figure 11. Therefore, UFO maintains the

last eight samples under each core count for each VM.

For a given pCPU count, when three samples are recorded,

UFO starts fitting the model, though the model may be inac-

curate due to skewed samples. The inaccuracy will eventually

come to light as the VM continuously runs. Upon detection

of inaccuracy (i.e., the difference between the fitted value and

the true value is more than 5%), the model will be refitted

using the latest and more samples. Storing the latest eight

samples and refitting models upon detection of inaccuracy

allow UFO to adjust to workload churn inside the VM. For

instance, if a VM previously runs Memcached and later runs

Nginx, the models will all be updated with the latest samples.

4.5 Core Adjustment

The goal of UFO’s core predictor on the host OS is to find the

best core allocation for each VM. After the best core count is

predicted, the enforcer components on the host and the guest

OS will adjust pCPU count for the VM.

As discussed in Section 3.3, c pCPUs is the best core allo-

cation if and only if:

• Scheduling frequency (SF) does not increase much under

c+2 cores, i.e.,
SF [c+2]−SF [c]

SF [c+2] < x.

• Scheduling frequency drops significantly under c−2 cores,

i.e.,
SF [c]−SF [c−2]

SF [c] > x.

In this paper, we set the threshold x to 30%. Figure 4 shows

why. The vertical lines on the left pictures show the maxi-

mum RPS that each pCPU count can sustain while meeting

QoS, which are 98k/180k/260k under 2/4/6 pCPUs. The ver-

tical lines run through the figure of guest-side scheduling

frequency, such that we can compare scheduling frequency of

different #pCPUs under these input loads. We find the differ-

ence in scheduling frequency between 2&4/4&6/6&8 pCPUs

under 98k/180k/260k RPS is 30%/29%/27% (double-headed

arrows in Figure 4). Considering other applications (elabo-

rated in Appendix A.3), we find 30% to be a practically good

threshold that universally works for most LC applications.

In reality, UFO will go through four stages in the core pre-

dictor, shown in Figure 9. Initially, each VM is given #vCPU

pCPUs (8 in the example). Without any model fitting, UFO
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has to iteratively try fewer pCPUs, obtain and record SF, check

if SF decreases by more than 30%, and finally find the best

core count (2 in Figure 9a). When the input load increases

in Figure 9b, UFO has to iteratively try increasing #pCPUs

until SF increases by less than 30%, and reverts back to last

#pCPUs (2->4->6->4 in Figure 9b). To reduce these trials,

UFO adopts some heuristics based on CPU utilization when

models are not completely fitted, to keep per-core CPU utiliza-

tion (PCU) roughly within 40%-80%. Suppose current pCPU

count is p and current PCU is u. This means that UFO will

stop reducing cores if u∗ p
p−2

> 80%, and will stop increasing

cores if u∗ p
p+2

< 40%. As the VM runs, more samples are

collected, and UFO will start fitting curves when 3 samples

are accumulated under a certain pCPU count (Figure 9c), so

that UFO can directly infer SF under this pCPU count next

time. UFO fits more curves and continuously adjusts the fit-

ting with the latest samples. When the full profile is obtained

(Figure 9d), UFO can directly predict the best count without

any trial.

4.6 UFO Implementation

Sharing information between guests and the host. Simi-

lar to the kvm_steal_time implementation [14, 36], when

launching a new VM, the guest OS allocates a 32B read-write

memory segment that is shared between the guest and the

host OS. After the memory allocation, the guest OS sends

the memory address of the memory segment to the host OS

through a hypercall. The host OS handles the hypercall from

each guest OS, recording the memory address.

This segment consists of three 8B integers: two integers are

written by the guest-side kernel module, including the latest

guest-side CPU utilization and scheduling frequency; another

integer is written by the host-side kernel module, denoting

the number of pCPUs allocated for this VM.

Guest-side kernel module. A kernel module is installed on

each guest OS, recording the guest-side CPU utilization and

scheduling frequency to the shared memory every second. It

also monitors if #pCPUs in the shared memory changes. If

so, it will offline/online some vCPUs in the guest OS.

Host-side kernel module. A kernel module is also installed

on the host OS. It periodically does the following tasks: it

first reads all the guest-side CPU utilization and scheduling

frequency samples, and maintains the latest 8 samples under

each pCPU count for each VM. It then fits or adjusts the

model, and predicts the pCPU count for each VM. Finally, it

writes the prediction result to the shared memory, and adjusts

the core allocation of each VM on the host OS accordingly

by executing virsh vcpupin.

Host-side emulator management. There is another script

running continuously on the host OS. This script reads the

aggregate CPU utilization of emulator threads of all the VMs

every second, and adjusts the emulator pool using virsh

emulatorpin.
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Figure 12: Colocation of 2 Memcached VMs. Each cell represents

the minimum required #pCPUs to meet QoS when each Memcached

run at the fraction of their max loads indicated in the x and y axes. A

brown cell with cross mark represents unreachable load combination,

meaning that 16 #pCPUs are still insufficient to meat QoS target of

both Memcached instances.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Hardware Platform

Table 1 shows the specifications of our experimented platform.

Both Hyperthreading and turbo boost are enabled to emulate

real cloud setups. Since UFO is an intra-node manager, we

only experiment with one server node. Clients (i.e., load gen-

erators) run on another Intel Xeon machine, with a 10Gbps

network link to the server node.

5.2 Applications

We follow testing strategies from prior work [22] to set up

our applications, load generators, constant and dynamic load

experiments. Table 2 shows the details of our experimented

LC applications and the testing strategy. These applications

are widely used in industry, and cover different application

domains. All the load generators use the default exponential

inter-arrival time distributions to simulate a Poisson process,

where requests are independent with each other [42]. This

means that even under a given constant request-per-second,

requests are not generated uniformly. Load still fluctuates at

sub-second granularity as shown in Figure 20.

We set the QoS target of each application as the 99th per-

centile latency of the knee of the latency-with-RPS curve, as

marked in Figure 2a and Figure 5, and listed in Table 2 [22].

We define max load of each application (also listed in Table 2)

as the maximum RPS under the QoS target when 8 vCPUs

exclusively run on 8 pCPUs, without emulator interference

(emulator threads are allocated on another 8 pCPUs). Note

that this means the actual resource need to reach 100% of

max load under QoS is more than 8 pCPUs.

We sweep the input load in 10% increments from 10% to

100% of the max load, and record the number of total pCPUs

allocated while meeting QoS targets.

5.3 Baselines

We compare UFO with two baselines:

• Default: We rely on the OS to schedule VMs. For a given

colocation scenario, we increase the number of pCPUs until

all the colocated VMs meet QoS target. This is an ideal

version of the default manager. Default does not isolate

between vCPU and emulator threads.
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Table 1: Platform Specification

Model Intel Xeon Platinum 8378

Microarchitecture Icelake

Cores/Socket 32 (2 sockets in total)

Threads/Core 2

Hyperthreading Enabled

Turbo Boost Enabled

Virtualization Technology QEMU-KVM

Host and Guest Kernel 5.10

VM Size 8 vCPU, 16 GB memory

Table 2: Latency-critical applications.

Application Memcached [11] Nginx [13] MySQL [12]

Domain Key-value store Web server Database

QoS Target 0.5ms 2ms 15ms

Max Load under QoS 350k 120k 50k

Load Generator Mutated [7] wrk2 [9] sysbench [8]

Dataset
One million

<key,value> pairs

10,000 html files

of 4KB each

20 tables, each with one

million entries

Request Type
100% GET

requests
Get file content

OLTP transactions, each with

18 select and 2 update queries
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Figure 13: Colocation of 2 VMs. A+B means that V M1 and V M2 run application A and B, respectively. The y-axis represents the maximum

aggregated load that each core manager is able to sustain while meeting QoS of both VMs under a certain #pCPU.

• DynIso: Similar to the Isolation mechanism in Section 3.2,

this mechanism does core isolation of vCPU threads be-

tween VMs. Since the input load may vary with time, we

leverage the feedback-control loop like PARTIES [22] to

dynamically decide #pCPUs for each VM, by comparing

the application’s tail latency with the QoS target. It is an

ideal version of the Isolation mechanism. DynIso does not

isolate between vCPU and emulator threads.

6 Results and Analysis

In this section, we first evaluate UFO with constant load, and

then with dynamic load. We also decompose UFO into vCPU

management only and isolation of emulator threads, to show

the effectiveness of each component in UFO. Finally, we

quantify the overhead of UFO.

6.1 Constant Load

Figure 12 shows colocations of 2 VMs, both running Mem-

cached, under the three core managers. The x and y axes

denote the load of Memcached run at the fraction of max

loads, and the values in the heatmap denote the minimum

number of pCPUs required to meet both VMs’ QoS targets.

Smaller values (or lighter colors) indicate higher resource

efficiency. The brown cells with "x" marked indicate that

16 pCPUs are still insufficient to meet QoS Target of both

Memcached instances under certain load combinations.We

find that:

• DynIso is superior to Default when both VMs run at

medium loads, e.g., 40% of max load. This is because

DynIso physically separates the two VMs, and is able to

eliminate interference at a higher extent.

• Default outperforms DynIso when VMs’ loads are imbal-

anced for two reasons. First, Default manages resources at

the granularity of timeslices (i.e., tens of milliseconds). It

allows a VM to utilize only a fraction of a pCPU under very

low load, and leave the rest of the pCPU to other colocated

VMs. Second, DynISO has the restriction to allocate at

most #vCPU pCPUs to a VM, while Default could poten-

tially assign more than this amount when any VM is under

very high load. For example, when the two Memcached

VMs run at 70% and 10% of their max loads, VM2 requires

only 2 pCPUs to meet QoS, so the remaining 14 pCPUs

cores are all used by VM1, including 8 pCPUs for VM1’s

vCPU threads, and 4 pCPUs for its emulator threads.

• UFO significantly outperforms Default and DynIso. The

number of blue cells is 64 under UFO, meaning that UFO is

able to meet QoS of both Memcached instances under 64%

of all the load combinations, while Default and DynIso can

only achieve 19% and 16%, respectively.

For easier quantitative comparison, for each pCPU count,

we record the maximum aggregated load (MAL) that each

core manager is able to sustain while meeting QoS of both

VMs. Figure 13 plots MAL of six 2-VM co-location mixes

(Appendix C.1 shows all the heatmaps). Comparing with

DynISO, UFO achieves up to 60% (average of 27% ) higher

MAL under the same number of pCPUs. On the other hand,

under the same input load of each VM, UFO saves up to 50%

(average of 22%) cores than DynISO.

In summary, UFO is able to achieve higher MAL under the

same pCPU count, and save pCPUs under the same load.

6.2 Dynamic Load

In this section, we evaluate how UFO reacts to various load

fluctuation patterns. Figure 14 shows a 3-VM co-location

mix, each VM running a different application with a different

fluctuation pattern. We assume no prior samples and no previ-

ously fitted model in UFO in this experiment. In order to focus
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Figure 14: UFO’s reactions to fluctuating load patterns. Horizontal

dotted lines in Figure 14f, 14g and 14h represent QoS targets.

on evaluating the effect of dynamic core adjustment for vCPU

threads among different core managers, we exclude the inter-

ference of emulator threads by also applying vCPU-emulator

isolation to Default and DynIso, and keep the emulator pool

large enough. To compare tail latency, we keep #pCPUs the

same on the host OS under all the core managers.

Initially, each VM is given 8 pCPUs. UFO detects low per-

core CPU utilization (PCU), and gradually reduces #pCPU.

After each adjustment, UFO checks (1) if PCU is higher than

80%, and (2) if guest-side scheduling frequency decreases by

more than 30%. Due to the super low load, UFO successfully

reduces #pCPU to 6, 4, and 2 at 2s, 6s, and 9s, respectively.

QoS is consistently satisfied in this phase. We notice that

every time vCPU offlining is performed, CPU utilization of

the corresponding VM suddenly drops to 0, then recovers in

1-3s (see the first 10s in Figure 14d).

We also compare UFO with Default and DynIso without

guest-host coordination. Default and DynIso are both unable

to meet QoS if allocating the same number of cores as UFO.

6.2.1 Diurnal Load Fluctuations

Cloud applications typically have diurnal load fluctua-

tions [30], i.e., load gradually increases during the day, and

decreases during the night. Nginx (red lines in Figure 14)

mimics such a pattern. The load gradually increases from

20% to 100% in units of 20%, and then drops back to 20%,

each step lasting for 30s, and the total duration is 270s.

At 30s, Nginx’s load increases and is reflected in an in-

crease in CPU utilization to 184% (PCU of 92%). UFO in-

creases its #pCPUs to 4 and waits for 3s. At 34s, UFO finds

that increasing #pCPUs to 6 will lead to PCU lower than 40%

(55%*4/6=37%), so it stops increasing #pCPUs further. In

this phase, QoS violation only lasts for 3s (Figure 14f) be-

cause it takes 1s for UFO to observe load surge and increase

#pCPUs, and it takes an additional 2s for system to stabilize

and for tail latency to recover. Note that every time vCPU is

hot-plugged, CPU utilization bursts and then recovers in 1-3s.

At 60s, UFO detects increase in CPU utilization, and in-

creases #pCPUs to 6. However, after waiting for 3s, UFO

finds that guest-side scheduling frequency increases by only

21%, less than the 30% threshold. This means that 6 #pCPUs

is too much. Therefore, UFO reverts #pCPUs back to 4 at 64s.

Similarly, UFO increases #pCPUs at 90s and 120s, and

successfully resolves the QoS violations of Nginx in 1-3s. At

150s, UFO detects load drop. Since UFO has experienced the

same load before, it quickly decreases #pCPUs to the right

count without any reversion of #pCPUs.

In summary, UFO is capable of handling diurnal load

changes. It reacts to one second after any load change is

detected, and performs better as more samples are collected.

On the contrary, Default and DynIso consistently violate QoS

under the same core count.

6.2.2 Sub-Second Load Bursts

Load bursts refer to a sudden load increase, followed by a

load drop. We test two types of bursts that last for varying

amounts of time, to test UFO’s responsiveness to bursty loads.

We follow testing strategy in Shenango [49] to test sub-

second load bursts. The load of MySQL (blue lines in Fig-

ure 14a) suddenly changes from the default 15% to 20%,
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40% and 80% at 45s, 100s and 160s, respectively. Each burst

lasts for only 1s. UFO is able to observe the load burst, and

it increases #pCPUs accordingly. However, soon after UFO

reacts, the burst has disappeared and application’s tail latency

recovers by itself. In fact, there is no need for UFO to take

reaction. Also, because MySQL is assigned 2 pCPUs initially,

if the load burst exceeds the processing capability of 2 pCPUs

(i.e., 30% in this case), requests would be dropped, showing

in the difference between input load and achieved load in

Figure 14a and 14b. Note that latency suffers more under

Default (Figure 14g) and DynIso (Figure 14h) despite the re-

action time. This shows the effectiveness of UFO’s guest-host

coordination.

UFO is designed to operate at second-granularity like prior

work [22, 44]. Recent studies [28, 34, 49, 53] show the ability

to resolve microsecond-scale QoS violations. However, as

discussed in Section 2.1, they have to intrude users’ applica-

tions, and are applicable only in private clouds. Achieving

sub-second QoS in public clouds remains an open problem.

6.2.3 Bursts with Increasing Duration

We then increase the burst duration to 5s and 15s. As the grey

lines in Figure 14a show, Memcached bursts from 10% to

80% at 130-135s, and 187-202s. Note that this vast degree of

load burst is not realistic; loads usually gradually increase or

decrease with small spikes [30]. This stress test aims to show

the boundary of UFO’s responsiveness.

When bursting to 80% of load, Memcached in fact needs 6

pCPUs to meet QoS. Since UFO adjusts 2 pCPUs at a time

(with no prior samples and model fitting), it takes two steps

to reach the desired core count. At 130s, UFO detects load

increase and increases #pCPUs to 4 and 6 at 131s and 134s,

respectively, reaching the desired core count in 4s. The second

spike lasts longer for 15s. UFO still reaches the desired core

count after two steps, and resolves the QoS violation in 4s.

This shows that the responsiveness of UFO depends on the

number of steps for UFO to adjust. Upon vast load increases,

the longer the burst, the better UFO handles.

6.3 Decomposition of UFO

Figure 15 shows the effectiveness of each component in UFO.

We experiment with 16-vCPU VMs to show more #pCPU

options. UFO-vCPU does not separate emulator and vCPU

threads, while UFO-emulator does not online/offline vCPUs

to match pCPU count. We find that:

• Compared with the max load under Default, UFO-vCPU

and UFO-combined are able to achieve an average of 19.8%

and 69.8% higher load under QoS, respectively.

• UFO-emulator sometimes even underperforms Default.

This is because after reserving some cores for emulator

threads, vCPUs are stacked onto fewer pCPUs, causing

severe double scheduling symptoms. This is especially

detrimental for VMs with high emulator activity. There-

fore, it is important to apply vCPU-emulator separation and
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Figure 15: Decomposition of UFO’s effectiveness.

vCPU-pCPU coordination at the same time.

6.4 UFO Overhead

UFO mainly involves the following overhead:

• Guest-side monitoring: We compare CPU and memory

resource utilization, and application’s latency with and with-

out guest-side monitoring. The CPU and memory resource

consumption is barely observable, and application’s tail

latency remains the same.

• Host-side kernel module: The host OS is responsible for

data collection and core prediction. This kernel module

takes less than 5% of CPU utilization on average, since it

is only active for a few tens of milliseconds every second.

Memory consumption scales linearly with the number of

VMs and the total number of pCPUs on the host. Assum-

ing a maximum of 50 VMs and 200 pCPUs on the host,

memory usage is less than 2MB.

• Time to online or offline vCPUs in the guest OS: It takes

20-30ms to online or offline a single vCPU for LC applica-

tions. This overhead increases almost linearly (i.e., slightly

sublinear) with the number of vCPUs to online or offline

(more details in Appendix C.2). Prior work [24] shows

that the overhead can be reduced to tens of microseconds

per vCPU. We hope similar techniques could be merged to

mainline of Linux kernel in the future.

• Performance impact of onlining/offlining vCPUs in the

guest OS: As shown in Figure 14, onlining vCPUs cause

a sudden burst in guest-side CPU utilization, and offlining

vCPUs cause a sudden decrease in CPU utilization down

to 0. It takes up to 3s for CPU utilization to recover. This

explains why we wait for 3s after each vCPU adjustment.

7 Conclusion

We have presented UFO, a core manager for latency-critical

applications in virtualized and oversubscribed public clouds.

UFO leverages guest-host coordination and inner-VM core

isolation, to push core management to the extreme. UFO

outperforms state-of-the-art core managers by up to 50% in

core saving under the same colocation scenario. It also in-

creases the aggregate system load by up to 60% under the

same amount of core resources while still ensuring QoS.
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Appendix

A Extended Characterization

A.1 Impact on VM Exits under Host-Aware
Isolation
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Figure 16: VM exit frequency and VM exit handled time under

default (D), isolation (I), and host-aware isolation (H), decomposed

by VM exit reason.

VM exits are handled 2x faster on the host under host-aware

isolation. Figure 16 shows the number of VM exits and the

handling time of VM exits per second under the three core

managers, decomposed by exit reason, collected and reported

by perf kvm. We find that the number of VM exits does not

vary much among the three mechanisms, but the handling

time is reduced by more than 60%.

For LC applications whose requests come and go, a HLT

VM exit is triggered every time when the application becomes

idle in between requests, and a VM entry is triggered every

time when a new request is received. HLT handling time

is the time between a HLT vm exit and the subsequent vm

entry. It signals how fast the system reacts to new requests.

Under host-aware isolation, running vCPU count never ex-

ceeds pCPU count, so that there are always free pCPUs to

handle VM entries as quickly as possible. However, under

other mechanisms, vCPU count is more than pCPU count,

and VM entries cannot be consumed immediately since there

may be no idle pCPU.

A.2 Impact on Caches under Host-Aware Iso-
lation

Caches are better utilized under host-aware isolation. Fig-

ure 17 shows misses-per-kilo-instructions (MPKI) of L1 in-

struction cache (L1I), L1 data cache (L1D), and last-level

cache (LLC). Compared with Default, Isolation reduces L1D

and L1I MPKI by up to 5% and 15% (average of 4.1% and

11%), respectively. This is because under Default, a vCPU can

freely move around between 16 pCPUs, while Isolation re-

stricts a vCPU to a fixed set of 4 pCPUs, eliminating cache pol-

lution and context switches with other VMs’ vCPUs. This ex-

plains why Isolation outperforms Default in Figure 2, despite

occasionally higher guest-side scheduling frequency. Host-

aware isolation further reduces L1D, L1I and LLC MPKI

by up to 12.5%, 7% and 10% (average of 8.5%, 2.7%, and

6%), respectively. This is because our host-aware isolation

can reduce the context switches and in turn decrease the times

of cache line evictions.
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Figure 17: Cache misses-per-kilo-instructions (MPKI) under three

core managers.

A.3 Indications of Guest-Side Scheduling Fre-
quency

To show the generality of guest-side scheduling frequency,

we experiment with three more LC applications from Tail-

bench [39], including ImgDNN, Xapian, and Moses. Adding

Nginx and MySQL, Figure 18 shows tail latency and guest-

side scheduling frequency with increasing RPS under various

pCPU count of the five LC applications (Memcached is al-

ready shown in Figure 4).

For all the evaluated applications except for MySQL, guest-

side scheduling frequency is a concave function with RPS.

Given a certain input load, we can compare guest-side schedul-

ing frequency between adjacent pCPUs, and check if the dif-

ference is above a certain threshold. 30% universally work for

these LC applications. For instance, for Nginx at RPS=80k,

scheduling frequency under 8 and 6 pCPUs are very simi-

lar. However, when reducing pCPU count to 4, guest-side

scheduling frequency is reduced by 43%. Therefore, we have

to assign 6 pCPUs for Nginx at RPS=80k.

MySQL is the only exception: scheduling frequency in-

creases with RPS and then reaches a short plateau. We find

that MySQL is fundamentally different from other applica-

tions in that a single MySQL request involves multiple appli-

cation threads and thus multiple guest-side context switches.

Suppose one MySQL request triggers X context switches and

the current RPS is R, there will be X ∗R context switches per

second regardless of how small or large R is. On the contrary,

a request of the other five LC applications is only processed by

a single application thread. At low load, the application thread

will be scheduled in upon request arrival, and scheduled out

after request processing. When load increases and there is

no free time between consecutive requests, the application

thread will not be immediately scheduled out after a single
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2pCPU 4pCPU 6pCPU 8pCPU

(a) Nginx (b) MySQL (c) ImgDNN (d) Xapian (e) Moses

Figure 18: Relationship between application’s tail latency and guest-side scheduling frequency of five LC applications, apart from Memcached

which is already shown in Figure 4. The x-axis represents increasing input load. The horizontal dotted lines represent QoS targets. The vertical

purple lines represent the maximum RPS under QoS under each pCPU count. Purple arrows represent the difference in guest-scheduling

frequency between adjacent pCPUs.
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Figure 19: CPU utilization of vCPU threads and emulator threads when running the 99 queries in Spark. The x-axis represent time, but is

marked by query index to differentiate different queries. Vertical dotted lines also split all the queries.

request, and will keep processing the next request, resulting

in reduced context switches at higher load.

This potentially means that we need to set a different thresh-

old for MySQL, e.g., 5%. Fortunately, we find that this is not

necessary. As introduced in Section 4.5, UFO also adopts

heuristics based on CPU utilization to guide core adjustment.

This is primarily to reduce trials when models are not fitted for

most applications. However, it also sets a bottom line for core

adjustment: when 30% is too relaxed for some applications,

UFO will not keep reducing pCPUs which may cause QoS

violations. UFO will ensure that per-core CPU utilization is

under 80%.

There are some alternative methods to handle cases like

MySQL. UFO does not adopt these methods currently, but we

leave more options for comprehensiveness. The first method

is to reduce the threshold from 30% to 5%. While this is con-

servative for the other five applications, it is a simple and uni-

versal approach, and we can achieve lower tail latency (at the

cost of more resources). For instance, as shown in Figure 18a,

if the threshold is set to 30%, Nginx at RPS=40k would re-

quest only 2 pCPUs to reach a tail latency of 2ms. If setting

the threshold to 5%, Nginx at RPS=40k would be assigned 4

pCPUs, reaching a tail latency of 0.5ms. The second approach

is to differentiate the two types of LC applications, and set

different thresholds for each category. As shown in Figure 18,

when the full profile of guest-side scheduling frequency is ob-

tained, it is very easy to distinguish MySQL-like applications

from other applications since scheduling frequency does not

drop at higher load. We set the threshold to 5% once identify-

ing these applications, and keep the threshold of 30% for all

other LC applications.
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Table 3: Symbols in UFO

N Number of virtual machines

vCPU [i] Requested vCPU count of V Mi

pCPU [i] Allocated pCPU count of V Mi

emuUtil Current CPU utilization of the emulator pool

cpuUtil[i] Current CPU utilization of V Mi

schedFreq[i] Current scheduling frequency of V Mi

SF [i][c] Recorded scheduling frequency of V Mi under c pCPUs

A dictionary of (u, f) pairs, where u and f are CPU

utilization and scheduling frequency, respectively.

Model[i][c] Fitted model of scheduling frequency of V Mi under c pCPUs

using SF [i][c], a quadratic function denoted by (Aic,Bic,Cic)

Default value is NULL if not fitted yet

Pred[i][c] Max CPU utilization that can be sustained for V Mi under

c pCPUs, predicted using Model[i][c] and Model[i][c+2]

Pred[i][0] = 0. If c > 0, default is −1 if not predicted yet.

A.4 CPU Utilization of Spark SQL

Figure 19 shows CPU utilization of vCPU and emulator

threads when running each query in Spark. vCPU threads

may run up to 800% of CPU utilization (8-vCPU VMs), while

emulator threads use at most 40% of CPU utilization. The

relative low usage of emulator threads makes isolation of

emulator threads ineffective for Spark.

B Extended UFO Design

In this section, we show the detailed algorithms in the UFO

design. The algorithms cover all the four stages in UFO’s

vCPU adjustment, shown in Figure 9. Table 3 includes all the

symbols used in the algorithms.

B.1 Update Modeling of Scheduling Frequency

Algorithm 2 shows how and when the modeling of scheduling

frequency is updated. For V Mi, when it just gets launched on

the host, no samples have been recorded (i.e., len(SF [i][c]) =
0 for any c — the number of cores), and no models have been

fitted yet (i.e., Model[i][c] = NULL is for any c).

As the VM runs, an increasing number of samples at vari-

ous CPU utilization and pCPUs are recorded, and we maintain

the last eight samples in SF [i][c] for each c. For a given pCPU

count, when three samples are recorded, we will start fitting

the model, though the model may be inaccurate due to skewed

samples. The inaccuracy will eventually come to light as the

VM runs and more samples are collected. Upon detection of

inaccuracy (i.e., the difference between the fitted value and

the true value is more than 5%), the model will be refitted

using the latest and more samples. Storing the latest eight

samples and refitting models upon detection of inaccuracy

allow UFO to adjust to workload churn inside the VM. For

instance, if a VM previously runs Memcached and later runs

Nginx, SF and Model will all shortly be updated with the

latest samples.

Algorithm 2: updateModel(i,c,u, f ): Update sam-

ples and the fitted model of V Mi under c pCPUs.

V Mi’s current CPU utilization and scheduling fre-

quency are u and f , respectively.

if u is not in SF[i][c] then

// The first time for V Mi to reach util of u under c cores

add (u, f) to SF[i][c];

if len(SF[i][c]) > 8 then

// Too many samples. Maintain the latest 8 samples

for modeling

remove the eldest element in SF[i][c] ;

if Model[i][c] == NULL then

if len(SF [i][c]) == 3 then

// First time to collect enough samples for model

fitting

Fit Model[i][c];

if Model[i][c+2] 6= NULL then

// Record the maximum CPU utilization that c

pCPUS can sustain under QoS

Pred[i][c] = max
getSF(i,c,u)

getSF(i,c+2,u)≥0.7

u;

else
if | f −SF [i][c][u]|/ f > 5% or

| f − (Aic ∗u2 +Bic ∗u+Cic))|/ f > 5% then

// The current recorded value or the fitted value is

inaccurate

Fit Model[i][c];

if Model[i][c+2] 6= NULL then

// Update the max CPU utilization

Pred[i][c] = max
getSF(i,c,u)

getSF(i,c+2,u)≥0.7

u;

return;

When models of consecutive pCPUs are fitted, i.e., both

Model[i][c] and Model[i][c+2] are obtained, we start calcu-

lating Pred[i][c]. We clarify the reasoning behind Pred[i][c]
in Appendix B.2.

B.2 Core Predictor

The goal of UFO’s core predictor predict(i,c,u) is to output

the best core allocation for V Mi, given its current pCPU count

c and current CPU utilization u. Note that its scheduling fre-

quency is monitored and fed to the module of updateModel()
(see Algorithm 1), so we do not need to explicitly pass it as

an argument in the core predictor.

As discussed in Section 3.3, we can leverage guest-side

scheduling frequency to guide core allocation decisions on the

host OS. Comparing the relationship between scheduling fre-

quency and application’s tail latency, we find two conditions

to help determine the best core allocation.

Suppose V Mi current runs at CPU utilization u with

scheduling frequency f under c pCPUs, c is the best core

allocation if and only if:
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Algorithm 3: predict(i,c,u): Predict core allocation

for V Mi whose current pCPU count is c and CPU

utilization is u.

for p == 2, 4 .. vCPU[i] do

// Check if we can directly predict based on u

if Pred[i][p−2] ==−1 then

continue;

if Pred[i][p−2]< u and Pred[i][p]≥ u then

return p;

p = c;

if p+2 ≤ vCPU [i] and
getSF(i,p,u)

getSF(i,p+2,u)
< 0.7 then

// c pCPUs is not enough, check more pCPUs

while p+2 ≤ vCPU [i] and
getSF(i,p,u)

getSF(i,p+2,u)
< 0.7 do

p=p+2;

else

// c pCPUs is already enough, check fewer pCPUs

while p−2 > 0 and
getSF(i,p−2,u)

getSF(i,p,u)
> 0.7) do

p=p-2;

return p;

Algorithm 4: getSF(i,c,u): Get scheduling fre-

quency of V Mi under c pCPUs and u CPU utilization.

if u in SF[i][c] then

// A previously recorded pair

return SF[i][c][u];

if Model[i][c] 6= NULL then

// A previously fitted model

return Aic ∗u2 +Bic ∗u+Cic;

// Adjust pCPUs to collect scheduling frequency

modify(i, c);

sleep for 3s;

updateModel(i, c, cpuUtil[i], schedFreq[i]);

return schedFreq[i];

• c+ 2 is too much, i.e., scheduling frequency does not

increase much with more cores.

• c − 2 is not enough, i.e., scheduling frequency drops

significantly with fewer cores.

UFO checks the two conditions above by comparing f with

scheduling frequency f ′ under adjacent pCPU counts, and

checks if the difference between f and f ′ is within a certain

threshold.

B.3 Monitoring and Reaction Frequency

As discussed in Section 4.3, UFO operates at second granu-

larity, monitoring every second, and waiting for three seconds

after each core adjustment. This is because:

• As shown in Figure 20, monitoring at finer granularity

causes unstable results. As introduced in Section 5.2, even
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Figure 20: Data stability with increasing monitoring interval when

MySQL runs at RPS of 30000. Despite constant RPS, request inter-

arrival time follows an exponential distribution, causing significant

load and latency fluctuations at sub-second granularity.

under constant load, there are many load and latency fluc-

tuations due to the exponential request inter-arrival dis-

tribution. UFO is designed for black-box public clouds

and does not assume any application-level knowledge like

prior fine-grained approaches [28, 49]. It aims to meet

QoS in the long run (i.e., at least over tens of seconds like

Heracles [44] and PARTIES [22]).

• We find that after vCPU onlining/offlining in the guest

OS, it will be up to 3s for guest-side CPU utilization to

stabilize (more discussion in Section 6.4). We evaluate

how this affects UFO’s responsiveness to bursty loads in

Section 6.2.

B.4 Interaction with the Cluster Manager

UFO is an intra-node core management, and should interact

with the high-level cluster manager based on the size of the

idle pool. There are three cases of the idle pool size:

• If the idle pool consistently has more than a handful of idle

cores (e.g., #idle cores > 2), this signals system underload-

ing, and UFO will signal the cluster manager to schedule

more tasks to the node to make use of the idle pool.

• If the idle pool is constantly small (e.g., 0 ≤ #idle cores ≤
2), this means there is just the right amount of system load,

and the cluster manager should stop scheduling more tasks

to the node.

• If the idle pool consistently fails to supply the vCPU or the

emulator pool with more needed cores, UFO will signal the

cluster manager to migrate some tasks to other nodes.
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C Extended Evaluation

C.1 Heatmaps of 2-VM Colocation Mixes

We show heatmaps of all the 2-VM colocation mixes in Fig-

ure 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. Heatmaps of colocation of Mem-

cached and Memcached is already shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 21: Colocation of Memcached and Nginx.
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Figure 22: Colocation of Memcached and MySQL.
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Figure 23: Colocation of Nginx and Nginx.
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Figure 24: Colocation of Nginx and MySQL.
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Figure 25: Colocation of MySQL and MySQL.

C.2 UFO Overhead

Figure 26 shows the time required for onlining and offlining

increasing number of vCPUs in the guest OS under various

workloads. For each experiment, we consecutively online and

offline vCPUs for 1000 times, obtain the total overhead, and

report the average overhead per adjustment. For LC work-

loads, the overhead is about 20-30ms per vCPU. Overhead is

higher under BE workloads. This is because BE applications

tend to operate at very high CPU utilization (Figure 7). When

offlining a certain vCPU, application threads running on the

vCPU will all be migrated to other vCPUs. Therefore, higher

CPU utilization usually results in higher overhead.
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Abstract
Software network functions (NFs) trade-off flexibility and

ease of deployment for an increased challenge of performance.
The traditional way to increase NF performance is by distribut-
ing traffic to multiple CPU cores, but this poses a significant
challenge: how to parallelize an NF without breaking its se-
mantics? We propose Maestro, a tool that analyzes a sequen-
tial implementation of an NF and automatically generates an
enhanced parallel version that carefully configures the NIC’s
Receive Side Scaling mechanism to distribute traffic across
cores, while preserving semantics. When possible, Maestro
orchestrates a shared-nothing architecture, with each core op-
erating independently without shared memory coordination,
maximizing performance. Otherwise, Maestro choreographs a
fine-grained read-write locking mechanism that optimizes op-
eration for typical Internet traffic. We parallelized 8 software
NFs and show that they generally scale-up linearly until bot-
tlenecked by PCIe when using small packets or by 100 Gbps
line-rate with typical Internet traffic. Maestro further outper-
forms modern hardware-based transactional memory mecha-
nisms, even for challenging parallel-unfriendly workloads.

1 Introduction
With the transition of Network Functions (or NFs) from cus-
tom, fixed-function devices to software running on commod-
ity hardware came a well known performance challenge. As
line-rates kept increasing, the networking community kept
proposing new tools, techniques, and architectural enhance-
ments to overcome individual bottlenecks. User-mode frame-
works, like DPDK [38], bypass the kernel, avoiding costly
context switches; DDIO [41] places incoming packets directly
in the CPU cache as they arrive; and NICs implement Re-
ceive Side Scaling (RSS) [72] to consistently distribute traffic
across multiple CPU cores using a configurable hash-function.
Despite this wealth of tools, the challenge of developing per-
formant software at these time scales is considerable, typically
requiring parallelization [30] and, with it, a deep knowledge
of low-level architectural details such as cache-friendly al-
location, cache-coherence-aware coordination, and a deep
understanding of the RSS hashing mechanism.

Although parallelization is paramount to achieving high
performance, ensuring equivalence between parallel and se-
quential implementations is hard [22,35,50,63,67]. Thus, we
argue that developers need not shoulder the burden of fine-
grained parallelization themselves. Much like how developers
typically do not write entire code-bases in assembly language,
allowing a compiler to analyze their code, extract its function-

ality, and build an assembly implementation that is equivalent
in semantics, we argue that the fine-scaled parallelization of
NFs should follow a similar approach. Developers should
implement sequential versions of their NFs, benefiting from
the inherent simplicity of testing, debugging, and updating
such systems, and when deploying to production they can
“compile” the NF to obtain its parallelized version.

There are two key insights supporting the solution for this
challenge. Due to the increasingly pervasive use of NF frame-
works amenable to symbolic execution [1, 3, 10, 13, 17, 37, 45,
52, 68, 76], the first key insight is that this technique can be
used to not only analyze the NF and infer how it maintains
state, but also automatically generate modified versions of it.
The second key insight is that by knowing how the NF main-
tains its state, we can configure the RSS mechanism to send
packets accessing the same state to the same core, aiming to
minimize inter-core coordination in a parallel implementation,
thus maximizing performance.

With these key insights in mind, we propose Maestro, a
tool that automatically analyzes a software NF and generates
a new implementation that distributes the workload across
multiple cores while preserving the semantics of the sequen-
tial implementation. This analysis builds a comprehensive
symbolic model of how the NF stores and accesses state, and
how that state is structured around flows. Flows (also called
flowspace [50] and scope [22] by prior work) describe related
packets—identified through packet header fields—that the NF
logically tracks as an isolated unit. A firewall, for example,
often tracks TCP/UDP flows, identified by the packet 5-tuple
(source and destination IPs and ports and the IP protocol
number), whereas a traffic monitor may identify flows by des-
tination IP alone. As NFs typically store state on a per-flow
basis [50,69], Maestro learns how flows are defined in the NF
by extracting the constraints that define how packets access
state. We then use a solver to find an RSS configuration that
distributes traffic across multiple CPU cores, in such a way
as to minimize costly inter-core coordination. Our tool then
automatically generates a new implementation of the NF that
parallelizes its operation accordingly.

When possible, Maestro generates an implementation
based on a shared-nothing architecture, wherein RSS is con-
figured to forward packets of the same flow to the same
CPU core, completely eliminating any inter-core coordina-
tion. When the NF is not compatible with such a model,
Maestro can still generate a parallel implementation where
cores share state but accesses to that state are coordinated by
a read-write locking mechanism that, while not as performant
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as a shared-nothing architecture, can still perform well under
typical (Zipfian) Internet traffic.

Maestro draws inspiration from prior work in NF analy-
sis [50] and verification [76, 77], as well as the wisdom of
a wide body of research on NF performance [25, 30, 45, 60].
We also use the lessons learned by many before us that ad-
dress the challenges of manually parallelizing NFs, including
NUMA considerations [29], configuring RSS for symmetric
flow handling [74], and rebalancing load with skew [8].

Maestro handles DPDK NFs which store state using the
Vigor API [76]. For these NFs to be amenable to ESE, they
are implemented under some constraints, which we describe
in §5. These limitations, however, pertain only to NFs given as
input to Maestro, and not to the generated parallel solutions.

We evaluate the performance of Maestro by parallelizing
8 DPDK NFs. Our experimental evaluation shows that NFs
that can be parallelized using the shared-nothing architecture
scale linearly with the number of cores used until bottlenecked
by PCIe when using small packets or by 100 Gbps line-rate
with typical Internet traffic [12]. The remaining NFs that re-
quire read-write locks to maintain their semantics vary their
performance with the workload. High-churn traffic–where
most packets establish a new flow–requires more writing to
shared state, degrading performance. Fortunately, the majority
of packets in typical Internet traffic belong to a minority of
flows [12], requiring less state writing and allowing more con-
currency. Under this read-heavy traffic, Maestro’s lock-based
parallel NFs perform comparably to a shared-nothing model.
Notably, when Maestro had to resort to locking, equivalent ver-
sions of the NFs that use hardware transactional memory [54]
(TM) to preserve semantics (via the Restricted Transactional
Memory interface [42]) were unable to outperform our op-
timized locks, as we show in §6.4. We also show that NFs
automatically parallelized by Maestro rival in performance
with ones manually parallelized using VPP [7].

In §2, we describe the inherent challenge of parallelizing
NFs, to better motivate our work. We subsequently present
the main contributions of our work, describing the Maestro
architecture in §3 and several key optimizations in §4. In §5
we discuss Maestro’s inherent limitations. In §6, we evaluate
Maestro and the performance of the parallel NFs it generates.
Finally, we describe related work in §7 and conclude with
final thoughts in §8.

2 Why Parallelization is Hard
Ideally, one would parallelize an NF by spinning up individual
instances per core, each running independently, and using the
NIC to evenly distributing traffic among them. NFs, however,
typically store state that persists across packets. Sharing this
state among cores requires coordinating access to it, but mini-
mizing this coordination is crucial to achieving high perfor-
mance. Parallel implementations that require no state sharing
among their instances (and therefore no synchronization) are
called shared-nothing. Implementing a shared-nothing imple-

mentation of a stateful NF requires carefully configuring the
NIC to distribute traffic to each core in a way that aligns with
how state is structured in the NF. With such a mechanism,
state is sharded across cores and packets accessing the same
state always find themselves on the same core.

The NIC can perform this traffic distribution in hardware
using the Receive-Side Scaling (RSS) mechanism [72]. This
mechanism hashes packet headers using a user-defined set
of fields and a hash key. The computed hash is subsequently
used to direct traffic to different queues which can deliver the
packets to different cores. To send, for example, packets of the
same TCP flow to the same core, one would configure RSS to
hash the source and destination IP addresses, and TCP/UDP
ports, and the IP protocol number (i.e. the 5-tuple), ensuring
that any two packets with the same 5-tuple will have the same
hash and will end up on the same core.

This leads us to the traditional method for building parallel
shared-nothing NFs: first, developers shard state in the NF,
building a full understanding of how state is accessed under
all circumstances. They then use this sharding solution to con-
struct an RSS configuration that distributes traffic accordingly.
This approach, however, poses three big challenges:

1. Finding the right sharding solutions is hard. Though
some NFs simply shard on the 5-tuple, many others require a
more careful approach. One common use case involves sym-
metrical access to state based on the 5-tuple so that incoming
traffic—that has the source and destination swapped—access
the same state as outgoing traffic [74]. Other NFs require a
more coarse-grained partitioning: some policers and traffic
monitors only use the destination addresses to index state,
connection limiters may only use source addresses, and net-
work address translators (NATs) will typically shard on the
WAN’s server address and port (as all the other addresses
and ports are translated). Simply sharding on the 5-tuple here
would require expensive coordination (e.g. locks), as cores
are unable to act independently.

Arriving at sharding solutions is harder than generically us-
ing locks each time state is accessed. The developer needs in-
tricate knowledge of the NF’s semantics and internals, partic-
ularly around how state is kept and manipulated. This thought
process must not only take place upon initial implementation,
but also as the NF code evolves over time. Augmenting a fire-
wall with a connection limiter feature renders the previously
configured 5-tuple sharding obsolete, requiring a complete
rethink of how it should be sharded.

2. Finding the right RSS configuration is hard. Even if
we take the sharding solution for granted, configuring RSS
accordingly is difficult. For trivial cases, this is just a matter of
selecting the right fields to hash but more complex scenarios
can require carefully crafting the RSS key. Such an approach
was used in [74] to handle symmetrical TCP/UDP flows, but
manually tracking the sharding constraints and finding inter-
nal symmetries in the hash key that pair with those constraints
quickly becomes unmanageable. For NFs with other sharding
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Figure 1: Maestro’s architecture

requirements, the problem becomes even harder. Not all sets
of fields are supported by NICs [39, 40], requiring a specific
RSS key that cancels out some bits to circumvents this limi-
tation. One might even require symmetry between different
interfaces (when incoming and outgoing traffic use different
NICs), which requires a separate but interrelated configura-
tion and key for each NIC. More complex NFs can shard
state in ways that do not neatly fit into any common case,
requiring a custom formulation which, as before, may need to
be completely rethought from scratch should the NF change
over time. Some cases are outright infeasible, due to inherent
NIC limitations, at which point a well-placed warning could
help guide developers towards better solutions.

3. Writing performant parallel code is hard. Even if a
developer correctly shards the NF and properly configures
RSS to achieve a valid shared-nothing solution, they can still
be leaving performance on the table. Though shared-nothing
goes a long way towards ensuring good performance, many
more minute details play a further role in parallel code. Packet
buffers and state must now be cache-aligned to avoid false
cache-line sharing. Memory allocation must be NUMA-aware
to avoid slower remote accesses across the QPI bus. Even ex-
ogenous factors like traffic skew must now be considered [8]
to fully realize the potential of a parallel implementation.

Getting any of these issues wrong can stand in the way of
performance, correctness, or both, but are ultimately amenable
to automation. Our tool—Maestro—tackles the first challenge
by analyzing how the NF keeps its state and finding the con-
straints that packets that need to be sent to the same core must
satisfy. It further tackles the second challenge by formulating
an SMT problem and using a solver to find the right RSS
keys that satisfy the sharding requirements. Finally, Maestro
addresses the third challenge by automatically generating a
parallel implementation that is semantically equivalent to its
sequential counterpart. The generated code fully handles NIC
initialization and RSS configuration, cache-alignment, load-
balancing, and NUMA considerations. Even when a shared-
nothing approach is not possible, Maestro can still help by
generating an optimized lock-based parallel implementation
that uses carefully crafted read-write locks to minimize inter-
core coordination with typical Internet power-law traffic.

3 Maestro Architecture
Maestro uses symbolic analysis to extract information on how
the NF maintains state, and with it infer possible dependen-
cies between parallel instances. This analysis is crucial to
achieve synchronization-free parallelization that shards state
by carefully splitting traffic among cores. How this careful
orchestration of packets can be used to avoid synchronization

among parallel instances is better explained via an example.

3.1 Parallelizing a firewall
Consider a firewall NF connecting a LAN and a WAN that
only forwards packets from the WAN that correspond to flows
started in the LAN. To keep track of ongoing flows, it stores
flow information in a map. Packets from the WAN lookup
flow information symmetrically relative to packets from the
LAN, naturally swapping source and destination fields.

Note that not all packets need access to all entries in the
map: only the ones belonging to the packet’s flow. As such,
in a parallel execution, making sure that packets of the same
flow are sent to the same core, conjoined with the fact that
packets of the same core are processed sequentially, allows
us to parallelize this firewall without any synchronization
between its instances—a shared-nothing architecture.

This orchestration of packets from the same flow to the
same core requires a specific RSS configuration. Not only
must we send LAN packets of the same flow to the same core,
but also their (symmetric) WAN responses. A configuration
partially fulfilling these requirements was already found by
Woo and Park [74]1. By adapting their configuration to the
firewalls’ needs, we ensure that every packet that needs access
to the same memory region is sent to the same core.

3.2 Generalizing NF parallelization
The above parallelization process is well tailored for our fire-
wall, but different NFs keep state in different ways, and thus
require different sharding solutions. Moreover, when access
to specific state precludes flow-sharding, synchronization is
necessary to maintain semantics.

Maestro deals with this parallelization process automati-
cally by using the architecture shown in Figure 1. Maestro
starts by analyzing the NF using Exhaustive Symbolic Execu-
tion (ESE) [18,45,76] to retrieve a sound and complete model
of its behavior. Then, it hands the model over to a three stage
pipeline: (1) the Constraints Generator, which uses this model
to analyze how the NF keeps its state and arrive at a sharding
solution; then (2) the RSS configuration generator stage—for
which we built a library called RS3—that uses a solver to
find an RSS configuration that steers packets following the
sharding rules found by the previous stage to the same core;
and finally (3) the Code Generator, that generates a parallel
implementation that configures the RSS accordingly and adds
additional synchronization mechanisms if needed.

1Woo and Park’s solution considers only a single RSS configuration,
whereas our firewall deals with two ports (LAN and WAN), each requiring
independent configurations. Although their findings are transposable to this
scenario, it still requires expertise from the developers.
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3.3 Extracting the NF’s model
Maestro uses ESE to extract the complete NF’s model. This
allows us to not only analyze how the NF maintains its state,
but also generate modified versions of its implementation.

The extracted model is an execution tree containing all
the possible code execution paths a packet can trigger. Each
node on this graph is either conditional (representing a branch
condition), a stateful operation (representing a call to a stateful
data structure, e.g. a map or a vector), or packet operation
(e.g. forwarding, dropping, etc.). Both the packet and stateful
data are traced as symbols, and every node contains a list of
constraints on these symbols that can be given to a solver to
query their possible values under any code path.

3.4 Finding the sharding solution
The NF model is passed to the Constraints Generator, which
is tasked with finding a sharding solution that allows shared-
nothing parallelization. The idea is to find the constraints
that hold true between packets that access the same state,
i.e. packets that must be processed on the same core. This is
intrinsically tied to how the NF maintains state. For example,
in a map for two operations to access the same state they must
use the same key. By symbolically tracking how such keys
are derived from packets, we reason about the constraints on
packets that access common state.
Building a stateful report. The Constraints Generator starts
by analyzing the NF’s model and builds a stateful report
(SR) of all the performed stateful operations. Each SR entry
specifies the operation’s name (e.g. map_put), object instance,
and other relevant arguments (e.g. the key used), and all the
possible constraints on both the received packet and other
stateful data when the operation was performed (e.g. map_put
was called when a UDP packet arrived from interface 0).
Filtering entries. After building the SR, the Constraints
Generator removes all entries related to read-only objects (e.g.
routing tables that are filled on start-up and never updated).
Such read-only accesses to shared state do not require coordi-
nation among cores and need not be reasoned about. Should
all accesses be read-only, the SR will be left empty and Mae-
stro asks the Code Generator to generate a parallel implemen-
tation that uses RSS with the sole purpose of load-balancing
traffic among cores (we explain the RSS mechanism in §3.5).
Analyzing the entries. The use of any data structure can
potentially preclude a shared-nothing approach, and therefore
we need to infer the conditions under which it is safe to per-
form stateful operations concurrently for each of them (or if
no such conditions exist). We present the analysis for one of
the most predominant data structures: the map [2, 50, 50, 76].

The map stores data indexed by a key. This data can be ac-
cessed via the function map_get, and modified with map_put.
Two map calls access the same memory region if and only if
they are given the same key. For a shared-nothing approach,
packets that trigger map calls to the same instance using the
same key need to be steered to the same core. This alone is,
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LAN map_get(m0, flow_id, &data)
Constraints
Generator

Send to the same core LAN packets from the same TCP/UDP flow.

LAN map_put(m1, flow_id, data)
LAN map_put(m0, p.src_ip, data)

Same key1

Subsumption2

Disjunction3

Non-packet
dependency

4

Constraints
Generator

Send to the same core LAN packets with the same source IP.

LAN map_put(m0, p.src_ip, data)

LAN map_put(m1, p.dst_ip, data)
Constraints
Generator

Constraints
Generator

WAN if (ip == p.dst_ip) { ... }

WAN found = map_get(m0, p.dmac, &ip)

LAN map_put(m0, p.smac, p.src_ip)
Constraints
Generator

Send to the same core LAN and WAN
packets if the source IP of the former
matches the destination IP of the latter.

WARNING: packet field
disjunction detected

WARNING: non-packet
dependencies detected

m0, m1: map instancesp, p': packets flow_id: 5-tuple without the protocol

Interchangeable
constraints

5

map_put(m0, 42, data)LAN map_put(m0, 42, data)

WAN if (!found || ip != p.dst_ip) drop()

Figure 2: Example outputs of the Constraints Generator.

however, insufficient: we need to not only take into consid-
eration any RSS limitations, but also reason about the use
of multiple different map instances (or other data structures),
each independently tied to the previous requirement. With this
in mind, we designed a set of rules to guide Maestro towards
finding correct shared-nothing sharding solutions:

R1 Key equality. The most obvious case is when two packets
access the same map instance using the same key. In
this case, the Constraints Generator builds the constraint
from the formulas for the keys ( 1 in Figure 2).

R2 Subsumption. If a map instance is accessed using a subset
of the packet fields used to access a second instance, then
the subset takes precedence over its larger counterpart.
That is, the coarser-grained requirement wins over the
finer-grained one. This is exemplified in scenario 2 in
Figure 2: sending packets with the same source address
to the same core will also guarantee that packets with
the same 5-tuple are also sent to the same core. More
generally, we can always use a subset of the required
packet fields. As we will see later, this rule can act further
in concert with others to resolve incompatibilities.

R3 Disjoint dependencies. Accesses using disjoint sets of
packet fields are problematic. An NF that keeps a pair
of independent counters, one for source addresses and
another for destination addresses, requires packets with
the same source address or the same destination address
to be sent to the same core. Due to limitations in the
RSS mechanism, this is not possible: configuring it with
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both the source and destination fields will guarantee
that packets with the same source and destination will
be sent to the same core. Maestro warns the user and
provides the fundamental reason why the shared-nothing
approach cannot be applied ( 3 in Figure 2).

R4 Incompatible dependencies. RSS uses packet fields to
steer packets to cores. This means that using keys con-
taining (1) incompatible RSS packet fields or (2) no
packet fields at all will completely block our attempt at
correctly steering packets to cores. This is the case, for
example, of NFs which index data with constant keys,
as exemplified in case 4 of Figure 2. Again, in this
case, Maestro provides feedback to the user as to why
the shared-nothing approach is unfeasible2.

R5 Interchangeable constraints. We define a pair of con-
straints as interchangeable if they trigger the same NF be-
havior. This allows us to completely replace constraints
matching rules R3 or R4 with others that, if interchange-
able, do not prohibit shared-nothing parallelization.
Example 5 of Figure 2 showcases this scenario. In
this example, the packet is dropped when we fail to
find the MAC address entry on the map, or whenever
the incoming IP does not match with the stored ad-
dress. Although the NF stores source addresses using an
RSS-incompatible dependency on our NIC [39] (source
MAC), the Constraints Generator finds that the NF’s be-
havior is exactly the same whether we shard on the MAC
address or the destination address. In this case, these
constraints are interchangeable, which allows Maestro
to shard on either of them. Because the former uses an
incompatible RSS field, the Constraints Generator opts
for using the latter one for sharding.
By sharding with the IP address, changing solely this
field can cause the packet to be sent to a different core.
Although it may still find a matching entry of its MAC
address on the map, it will find a different IP address
stored on that same entry, and hence the packet will be
dropped. Both not finding the MAC entry and mismatch-
ing the IP value result in the same behavior from the NF.

These rules allow Maestro to correctly find sharding so-
lutions for a wide range of NFs (as we show in §6). Note
that only R1 is specific to data structures that use a key to
index state (e.g. maps, vectors, sketches). R2, R3, R4, and R5
are otherwise data structure agnostic, and Maestro employs
them to all entries, regardless of their specific data structure.
Though much of this analysis focuses on maps, it can be used
as building blocks for others. Moreover, we need only reason
about these details once per data-structure (or, at most, each
time a breaking change is made). Once data-structure devel-
opers encode such properties into Maestro, NF developers
can freely use these stateful data structures to build their NFs.

2Maestro behaves in a similar manner when finding global counters
updated by every packet, as it bars it from implementing a shared-nothing
parallel solution.

Name Description
map Stores integers indexed by arbitrary data.
vector Stores arbitrary data indexed by integers.
dchain Time-aware integer allocator.
sketch Count-min sketch [21].

Table 1: Stateful constructors currently supported by
Maestro.
Table 1 shows the stateful constructors currently supported
by Maestro.

Even when Maestro fails to find a shared-nothing solution,
it still provides the developer the fundamental reason why
(e.g. constant keys or non-packet dependencies). When met
with this result, the developer is faced with a decision: either
use this feedback to tweak the NF implementation so that it
becomes amenable to shared-nothing parallelism, or request
a lock-based implementation from Maestro.
Generating the constraints. The next step in the Maestro
pipeline is to generate the actual constraints, i.e., the condi-
tions that, if satisfied by a pair of packets, dictate that they
must be sent to the same core. Towards this end, Maestro
iterates over each pair of report entries of the same state in-
stances, creating SMT formulas stating that both keys must
be equal, and joining them all together with logical ORs.

Finally, we note that RSS must be independently config-
ured on each interface. As such, the constraints generated
by Maestro are interface-specific, reasoning about pairs of
packets which may arrive from separate interfaces. Case 5
from Figure 2 exemplifies this. It requires LAN packets to be
sent to the same core as packets from the WAN if the source
address of the former equals the destination address of the
latter.

Figure 3 shows the constraints found by the Constraint
Generator when analyzing our firewall example. It finds that
LAN packets with the same addresses and ports must be sent
to the same core, and similarly for WAN packets. It also finds
that WAN and LAN packets must be sent to the same core if
they have the same, but swapped, sources and destinations.

3.5 Finding the right RSS configuration
The previous stage tackled the challenge of finding a shared-
nothing sharding solution, producing constraints between
packets that when true require the packets to be processed
on the same core. We now focus on materializing this shard-
ing solution by automatically finding RSS configurations that
satisfy these constraints.

RSS is a hardware mechanism in the NIC that steers pack-
ets to core-specific queues. Once configured with an RSS key
and a set of packet fields, it extracts from incoming packets
the values of those fields and feeds them to a toeplitz-based
hash-function [56]. This function, depicted in Figure 4, works
by continuously left rotating the key k while iterating through
the selected packet fields bits d. The running 32-bit hash value
is XOR’ed with the current 32 least significant bits of the key
whenever the current bit di is 1. The resulting hash is used to
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Constraints Generator

LAN map_put(m0, flow_id, data) WAN map_get(m1, flow_id, data)

LAN map_put(m1, symmetric_flow_id, data)

Figure 3: From the firewall’s SR to its sharding con-
straints.
index an indirection table containing queue identifiers, and
the packet is inserted in the corresponding queue.

Two packets with the same hash will be sent to the same
core. Given the configurability of the RSS hashing function,
we use it to ensure that packets that need to be processed on
the same core will have the same hash. For simple constraints
we can arrive at a satisfying RSS configuration solely by
correctly choosing the packet field set (e.g., hashing only
source and destination IPs and ports when requiring TCP
packets with the same 5-tuple to be sent to the same core).
However, what if (1) the NF requires a subset of packet fields
that can only be used as a group in the RSS mechanism
(e.g., a traffic monitor that shards solely the destination IP),
(2) it requires complex constraints between packets (e.g., a
Hierarchical Heavy Hitter sharding on multiple subnets of
the source IP and/or source ports), or (3) there are constraints
between packets arriving in different interfaces (which is the
case for many NFs requiring both LAN and WAN interfaces,
as in NATs, Firewalls, Connection Limiters, etc.)?

To address these scenarios in a generalized way, we built
RS3, a C library capable of taking constraints as inputs and
outputting RSS configurations that satisfy them. It uses the
Z3 solver [23] to find suitable configurations by encoding the
problem in a logical format. Maestro uses RS3 to generate
RSS configurations that satisfy the constraints given by the
Constraints Generator module.
Building the statement. The query given to the solver needs
to encode the following problem: given set of constraints, find
RSS keys that generate the same hash for every pair of packets
that satisfy them. To build this statement, we need to encode
both the hash function and the constraints into an SMT format.

Let k be a 52 byte3 RSS key, d and d′ hash inputs for each of
the packets (whose sizes depend on the extracted packet fields,
e.g. 12 bytes for source and destination IPs and ports), and
h(k,d) the 32 bit hash. Also, let |k| ≥ |d|+ |h|, H(k,k′,d,d′)
be true iff h(k,d) = h(k′,d′), and C(d,d′) be the constraint
between d and d′ provided by the constraint generator.
Hash function. As shown in Figure 4, H(k,k′,d,d′) can be
represented as:

|h|−1∧
b=0

 |d|⊕
x=0

(d[x]∧ k[x+b]) =
|d′|⊕
y=0

(d′[y]∧ k′[y+b])

 (1)

3Value for the Intel E810 100G NIC [39], but trivially adjustable in RS3.
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Figure 4: Toeplitz-based hash function.
Note that although the size of the key is lower bounded,

it should not have any influence on the feasibility of finding
a suitable hash configuration. Only a subset of its bits are
used on the hash function, and therefore constrained by our
requirements, with the other bits being free to take any value.
Base statement. Initially, let us encode the following query:
find a single key k such that, given any two hash inputs d and
d′ that obey the constraints C, their corresponding hashes
will always be equal. That is:

∀d,d′ . k 6= 0∧
[
(C(d,d′)∧d 6= d′)→ H(k,k,d,d′)

]
(2)

Having the key be 0 would always output 0 valued hashes,
steering all packets to a single core, so we prevent the key
from taking that value.
Compatibility with multiple keys. Each interface can have
its RSS mechanism individually configured. With that in mind,
let Ci j(d,d′) be the constraint between a pair of packets com-
ing from ports i and j, configured with the keys ki and k j
respectively. Note that Ci j = C ji, therefore it is enough to
consider, for example, all the constraints Ci j:{ j≤i}. For Equa-
tion (2) to be multi-key aware, we simply conjunct the con-
straints across all i and j, allowing the solver to manage each
key combination problem as a specific statement that must be
true. That is, for n ports:

∀d,d′ .
n∧

i=1

i∧
j=1

[
(Ci j(d,d′)∧d 6= d′)→ H(ki,k j,d,d′)

]
(3)

Compatibility with varying sets of RSS packet fields. Just
as different ports may need distinct RSS keys, we may also
need to configure RSS to use different sets of packet fields
depending on the interface. One way to address this would
be to consider hash inputs d0, ...,dn−1 for n interfaces. This,
however, highly increases the complexity of the query, making
it harder for the solver to find a solution4. Another way to
look at it would be to extend the hash inputs to include the
union of both field-sets and to deal with any unused bits.
To make the statement in Equation (3) consider constraints
between packets arriving at different ports with different RSS
packet field options, we again add more clauses to our large

4For n interfaces, and thus considering d0,d′0, ...,dn−1,d′n−1, with 96 bit
hash inputs we would have to deal with 2×96×n free bits.
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conjunction, now considering all relevant RSS field sets, all
while extracting for each one the required least significant
bits of d and d′ accordingly.

When given the constraints of our firewall, RS3 outputs two
RSS keys, one for each NIC interface. The symmetry between
the keys resembles the findings in [74], but generalized to two
interfaces, rather than just one.

3.6 Code Generator
This stage takes the generated RSS configuration, as well
as the NF’s model, and outputs a parallel implementation of
the original NF. Because the model is a sound and complete
representation of the original NF, it can be used to generate
an implementation identical in functionality to the original
one. More importantly, it can be modified to employ shared-
nothing parallelism by (1) configuring RSS, (2) allocating the
state independently for each core, (3) making sure that each
stateful call uses the data structures’ instances of that partic-
ular core, and (4) launching the NF in multiple cores. Ap-
pendix A.1 contains adapted code excerpts from our Firewall
example, showing both the sequential implementation used
as input to Maestro and the final generated parallel shared-
nothing implementation.
Parallel implementation with locking mechanisms.
When Maestro rules out a shared-nothing solution, it can fall
back to generating parallel implementations that use locking
mechanisms. In this scenario, it configures RSS with both
a random key and all the available RSS-compatible packet
fields, as now all cores share the same state.

Maestro also needs to carefully coordinate access to shared
data using read/write locks. As such, we distinguish read-
packets from write-packets: the former trigger only stateful
read operations, and the latter trigger at least one write. To
efficiently handle this scenario, we created a custom, highly
optimized read/write lock implementation that entirely avoids
cache-line sharing when acquiring read locks. We do this
with a series of per-core, cache-aligned, atomic spin-locks
that indicate whether the core has permission to proceed.
Acquiring a read lock requires just locking the current core’s
lock. To perform a write, however, one must lock all core-
specific locks (in order, to avoid deadlocks). With this in place,
we speculatively process all packets as read-only until they
attempt to perform a write operation, at which point we stop
processing, release the local lock, acquire all core-specific
locks, and restart processing the packet from the beginning.

The performance toll is minimized when an NF is subjected
to read-heavy workloads (see §6.4), as read-only packets need
only acquire a core-specific cache-aligned lock, and have no
need to atomically write to any shared variable, or write to
shared data. As all write-packets start out as read-packets
before backtracking, starvation is not an issue.

4 Implementation challenges
Finding good RSS keys. The first set of keys found by the
solver is often not ideal. If, for example, the solver finds a key

with all but the first bit set to zero, the hash, though semanti-
cally valid, will only ever be 0x0 or 0x80000000. This leads
to packets being sent to only two cores.

The solution employed by RS3 involves setting the value 1
to as many bits as possible in the keys, so long as they still sat-
isfy the given statement. This is known as a Partial MAXSAT
problem [19]. We give the solver a statement that its corre-
sponding solutions should always satisfy—Equation (3), hard
constraints—and also a set of clauses that they should try to
satisfy—soft constraints. The soft constraints correspond to a
chain of logical ANDs setting each key bit to 1. There is no
need for maximizing the number of satisfied soft constraints.
Most of the times, a randomly selected set of bits with the
value 1 is enough to avoid corner case problems like the one
mentioned above. As such, Maestro uses a slightly modified
version of the diagnosis-based approach introduced by Fu
and Malik [33]. It begins by seeding the key with random
bits. Then, if the combined hard and soft constraints are not
satisfiable, we get the UNSAT core from the solver and ran-
domly discard a subset of these soft constraints, repeating as
necessary until either a key is found or no further soft con-
straints are left, indicating that no such key exists. Due to the
randomized nature of this algorithm, we use multiple parallel
solvers to independently find keys until one is found with an
acceptable workload distribution.
NUMA considerations. In a NUMA environment, each pos-
sible combination of NIC, memory, and CPU pinning influ-
ences throughput. Our machines (see §6) have 100 Gbps NICs
with 2 interfaces, thus both interfaces are pinned to the same
NUMA node. Under these circumstances, pinning the packet
buffers to the same NUMA node as the NIC is optimal [29].

Another important consideration is that the dominant con-
tention factor in parallel packet processing applications is
the cache, specifically for Intel Data Direct I/O (DDIO) re-
sources [25, 55]. Using DDIO, the packets coming from the
NIC are directly placed in the last level cache (LLC) of the
NUMA node. Contention happens when the number of con-
current packets exceeds the available reserved space for I/O
in the LLC, at which point packets evict each other and per-
formance suffers. Maestro allocates packet buffers close to
the NIC, but keeps state local to each core’s NUMA node.
Deciding where to run each thread is, however, a deployment
challenge, not an implementation one, and therefore out of
scope for Maestro. Nevertheless, our experience has taught
us a simple rule of thumb: if the LLC is large enough to hold
all packet buffers at line-rate, then we should pin both the
CPU and memory to the same NUMA node as the NIC. If,
however, the LLC is too small, resulting in contention—as
occurs with older processors—then it’s better to distribute
cores evenly across NUMA nodes, thus increasing the total
available LLC. Though we have seen scenarios where us-
ing multiple NUMA nodes was best, in our testbed the LLC
proved sufficiently large to justify using a single NUMA node,
and all our experiments in this paper follow this guideline.
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Traffic skew. The expression "mice and elephants" is typi-
cally used to describe packet flow distributions on the Inter-
net [12, 36, 53]. These follow a Zipfian distribution, where
a large fraction of packets relate to but a few flows, and the
remaining ones share a small slice of traffic.

While traffic with a uniform distribution leads to packets
being uniformly distributed to cores, traffic following a Zip-
fian distribution can overload a subset of cores, causing skew.
This performance difference is shown in Figure 5, which
demonstrates how the parallel firewall throughput varies with
the traffic distribution. The Zipfian traffic was generated with
parameters from [60], which were found by analyzing a real-
world traffic sample from a University network in [12]. This
generated traffic has 50k packets and 1k flows, 48 of which
responsible for 80% of the traffic. RSS was configured with
five different random keys and the error bars represent the
min/max performance. Performance is influenced by both the
RSS key and the indirection table, as more hash collisions
cause more packets being sent to the same core. Under uni-
form traffic, the indirection table’s entries are expected to be
equally accessed, and thus uniformily filling it leads to evenly
spreading packets across cores. With Zipfian traffic, however,
the higher density of certain flows leads to more accesses to
some entries, overloading some cores. Note that when using
a single core we see better performance under Zipfian traffic
due to an increased cache hit-rate when accessing state [60],
though the effect is less prominent when more cores are used.

RSS++ [8] fixes the distribution problem imposed by Zip-
fian traffic by dynamically adjusting the indirection table
according to the traffic. It balances the indirection table by
swapping entries associated with overloaded cores for ones
associated with underloaded ones. It also provides us with
mechanisms for state migration across cores which avoid
both blocking and packet reordering. We implemented static
versions of these mechanisms in Maestro, but their dynamic
versions could be used to handle changes in skew over time.
State sharding. When applying shared-nothing paralleliza-
tion, Maestro not only allocates each data structure instance
on each core, but further adjusts each data-structure’s capacity,
keeping approximately constant the total amount of memory
used for all cores by reducing the per-core amount.

This raises an interesting question about the semantics
of filling up state in a shared-nothing parallel version of an
NF, which slightly differs from the sequential or lock-based
parallel versions. As each core now has a reduced capacity, it
is possible to exhaust the capacity of one core despite there
being spare room in others. Ultimately, when a core becomes
“full”, it will behave in the same way locally as the sequential
NF would globally (e.g. by dropping packets from new flows).
As the RSS++ mechanism redistributes flows across cores
to counteract traffic skew, this also affects state distribution,
making it harder to exhaust any one core.

This state sharding has the desirable side-effect of opti-
mizing the NF’s cache utilization. If each core has a smaller
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Figure 5: Shared-nothing firewall under uniform and
Zipfian traffic, with and without balanced tables.
working-set, more of it will fit in the local L1+L2 data caches.
This provides an extra performance advantage to the shared-
nothing approach on top of that of parallelization on its own.
Lock-based rejuvenation. When following a read-write
lock-based parallelization approach, flow rejuvenation can be
a challenge. As simply reading state requires updating the
flow entry aging data, a naive implementation would require
a write lock for all packets, with dire consequences for per-
formance. Maestro circumvents this issue by implementing
an optimized rejuvenation algorithm that operates locally in
each core for most cases. We first modify the data-structures
to hold multiple cache-aligned copies of the entry aging data,
one per core. Each core then manages state aging locally for
each entry, allowing the age of the entries to deviate from
core to core as packets from the same flow arrive at different
cores at different times. When eventually one core believes
it should expire an entry, only then does it acquire a write
lock. At this point, the core inspects the aging data for that
entry on all cores. If the flow indeed expired on all cores, it is
cleared out globally. If, however, another core is found where
the entry has not yet expired, the local timestamp is re-synced
with the newest one. Ultimately, if packets from the same flow
regularly hit all cores, no write-locks are ever needed.
Implementation. Maestro uses the KLEE symbolic execu-
tion engine, extending it with 14,859 lines of C++ code. We
also implemented RS3 in 3,964 lines of C code, independently
from Maestro 5.

5 Assumptions and limitations
NF limitations. To allow ESE, NFs must fit within some
limitations, much like the ones enumerated in [44]: i) there
must be a clean separation between stateful and stateless op-
erations, a constraint put in practice by only allowing state to
persist within a set of well-defined data structures; ii) loops
must be statically bounded; and iii) no pointer arithmetic is
allowed outside the data-structures. These constraints are al-
ready enforced for safety reasons in commonly used packet
processing framework like eBPF6 [3], a widely used frame-
work in both academia and industry7 [1, 10, 13, 17, 37, 52, 68].
RSS limitations. For Maestro to consider other hash func-
tion besides the standard toeplitz-based one, they would have
to be formulated as an SMT problem and added to RS3. This
requires having their implementation openly disclosed.

5Our code is openly available at [4].
6NFs developed in eBPF store their state in kernel-maintained maps [2].
7There is an ongoing effort in adapting Maestro to also accept eBPF NFs

as input (an effort already set in motion by PIX [44]).
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In practice, a more limiting factor is packet field selec-
tion: shared-nothing approaches can only be applied if state
is sharded using RSS-compatible packet fields. DPDK’s
API [43] reference includes all possible field combinations
that RSS can use (e.g. IPv4/IPv6 TCP/UDP flow tuples), but
each NIC only implements a subset of them [39, 40].
Attacking state sharding. We mentioned earlier that it
would be possible to “fill-up” a single core with fewer flows
in a shared-nothing parallel NF than would otherwise be
needed in the sequential or lock-based parallel versions. This
could potentially be used as a DoS attack vector, reducing the
cost for an attacker to block new flows from being admitted.
RSS++ flow redistribution addresses this for well-behaved
traffic, but an attacker can subvert this by specifically using
flows that induce exact RSS hash collisions. Colliding flows
end up on the same entry within the RSS indirection table and
thus cannot be split apart.

Though out-of-scope for this paper, Maestro provides some
defense from such attacks due to the randomization used to
generate RSS keys. Even assuming the attacker has access to
the NF source code and understands how it can be sharded
across cores, different random RSS keys that comply with the
sharding constraints will still distribute different flows in a dif-
ferent way. Without access to the actual key generated in RS3,
the attacker would have a harder time reverse-engineering a
set of co-located flows, mitigating their ability to induce the
kind of persistent skew needed in a successful attack.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Maestro and the three different
types of parallel implementations it can generate: (1) shared-
nothing, (2) lock-based, and (3) parallel solutions using hard-
ware transactional memory [54] via the Intel’s Restricted
Transactional Memory interface [42]. We aim to answer four
questions: (i) how long does it take Maestro to parallelize
NFs? (ii) how well does the performance of these parallel
implementations scale with the number of cores? (iii) what
are the impacts on performance of the various paralleliza-
tion strategies that Maestro can use? and (iv) how do Mae-
stro’s automatic parallel implementations fare against highly-
optimized manually parallelized versions?

6.1 Target NFs and Microbenchmarks
To evaluate Maestro we analyzed 8 NFs—a simple forwarder
(NOP), a policer, a bridge, a firewall (FW), a port scan de-
tector (PSD), a NAT, a load-balancer (LB), and a connection
limiter (CL). These are open-source NFs, most are non-trivial
in complexity, and all have been used by a body of previous
work [44, 45, 76]8. In this section, we present a brief descrip-
tion of each, and show how Maestro parallelizes them9. For
each NF, we measured how much time Maestro took to gener-

8As mentioned in §5, the requirement that NFs be amenable to ESE can
prevent Maestro from analyzing many existing codebases.

9Every automatically generated parallel solution can be found on [4].
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ate a parallel implementation (shared-nothing when possible,
lock-based otherwise), summarizing the results in Figure 6.
NOP. This is a simple forwarding no-operation NF, i.e. a
stateless NF that simply forwards all packets that arrive from
one interface to the other. Maestro finds that this NF has no
state, and provides no constraints between packets arriving
at the same core. RSS is thus configured with all available
packets fields and a random key on both ports.
Policer. This NF aims to limit each user’s download rate,
identifying users by their IPv4 address. When Maestro ana-
lyzes this NF, it finds that state is indexed by the destination
IP address, implying that packets with the same destination
address must be sent to the same core. Because this constraint
uses the destination IP address, the chosen RSS packet field
options must contain this field. Although DPDK allows RSS
packet field options containing only IP addresses, our NICs
do not support this option. Maestro thus chooses a packet
field option that includes IP addresses and TCP/UDP ports.
This increases the complexity of the constraints on the key,
increasing the generation time in Figure 6.
Bridge. A bridge associates MAC addresses with interfaces,
and redirects packets accordingly. In a typical MAC learning
bridge, the association between source MAC addresses and in-
put interface is learned dynamically. When analyzing this NF,
Maestro detects that state is indexed by a MAC address, which
is a field not supported by RSS on our NIC. As such, Mae-
stro warns the user that it cannot generate a shared-nothing
implementation, opting for read/write locks instead.

By modifying the NF to disable dynamic MAC learning,
leaving only statically configured MAC-Port bindings, the
NF becomes more amenable to parallelization (as all state
is read-only), albeit with reduced functionality. This further
illustrates the ability of Maestro to inform developers and
help guide the development process by pointing out relevant
trade-offs between functionality and performance. With this
in mind, we created two versions of this NF: the standard
bridge with dynamic MAC learning (DBridge) and a static
one with fixed bindings (SBridge). When analyzing SBridge,
Maestro encounters only read-only data structures, requiring
no specific constraints on the RSS configuration. As with
NOP, Maestro generates a random RSS key and uses all the
available packet fields on all ports.
FW. This is the same firewall we have been using as
a running example throughout the paper (§3.1). It indexes
state with typical flow information on the LAN (source and
destination addresses and ports), and symmetrically on the
WAN. Maestro generates a shared-nothing implementation
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that shards state by the flow information, sending WAN pack-
ets corresponding to symmetric LAN sessions to the same
core as these (as shown in Figure 3).
PSD. A Port Scan Detector (PSD) counts how many distinct
destination TCP/UDP ports each host (source IP) has touched
within a given time frame. Above a threshold, connections
to new ports are blocked, preventing port scans. Maestro
analyzes the PSD and finds that it uses only the source IP to
access one map, but also the source IP and destination port to
access another. As such, the constraints for accessing the first
map subsume those of the second (R2) and Maestro finds an
RSS key that shards based only on source IPs.
NAT. A NAT translates addresses between a LAN and a
WAN, allowing multiple clients in the LAN to share a single
public IP in the WAN [70]. It keeps track of flows initiated
in the LAN, but to aid with translation it associates a unique
external port with each flow. Reply packets from the WAN
are checked to see if their address and port match those on
record before subsequently translating the destination address
and port to match those of the client.

Maestro notices that the NAT associates flows with external
ports using a map, fitting case R4 in §3.4. However, it also
finds an additional constraint fitting case R5: packets from the
WAN are only translated if they target the hosts that started the
session in the first place. This constraint allows for sharding
based on the external server’s IP address and port.

Much like its sequential implementation, the parallelized
NAT enforces unique ports inside each core. It does not, how-
ever, enforce this uniqueness across cores, a feature that does
not break semantic equivalence. Whereas on the sequential
implementation the allocated ports were used to distinguish
between sessions, now the sharding solution allows for pack-
ets sent to different cores (hence pertaining to different exter-
nal servers) to have the same allocated ports.
CL. A Connection Limiter (CL) aims to limit how many
connections any single client (source IP) can make to any
single server (destination IP) over a wider time frame (e.g.
several days). Given the longer time frames involved, this NF
uses a memory-efficient count-min sketch [21] to estimate
the connection count from each client to each server. For new
connections, the source and destination IPs are used to index
the sketch, indexing a configurable number of entries based
on different hashes (5 by default in our case). If all entries
surpass the connection limit, the packet is dropped, preventing
the new connection. Otherwise, each entry is incremented.

As with the PSD, Maestro finds two different access pat-
terns: the 5-tuple indexes a connection tracking map, while
the source and destination IPs index the sketch. Again, the lat-
ter constraint subsumes the former and Maestro shards based

on source and destination IPs.
LB. LB is a Maglev-like load balancer [27]. Its main goal
is to distribute traffic coming from the WAN to a series of
identical servers on the LAN. LB registers new servers when
it receives their packets coming from the LAN, and matches
packets coming from the WAN with previously registered
servers, keeping track of flows to ensure the same server
handles packets from the same flow.

In order to maintain semantic equivalency between a
shared-nothing parallel implementation and a sequential im-
plementation, packets that find an available server in the se-
quential implementation must also find it available in the
other. This ultimately means that all cores would need to have
all backends registered in their local state. That said, packets
coming in from the LAN in such a parallel implementation
would only be able to be registered in a single core, prevent-
ing packets that arrive at other cores from seeing it. With this
limitation in mind, it becomes impossible for multiple cores
to hold an identical set of backend servers without coordina-
tion, thus preventing the use of a shared-nothing model. The
Maestro analysis detects this issue when analyzing the LB
SR. Lacking a better alternative, Maestro issues a warning
and opts for a read/write lock based approach.

6.2 Performance Benchmarking Methodology
To benchmark the NFs, we use a standard testbed topol-
ogy [16], connecting a traffic generator (TG) and a device
under test (DUT), as shown in Figure 7. Both devices connect
through a top-of-rack (TOR) switch from which we collect
packet counters at the end of each experiment. Both TG and
DUT are equipped with dual socket Intel Xeon Gold 6226R @
2.90GHz, 96 GB of DRAM, and Intel E810 100 Gbps NICs.
Turbo Boost, Hyper-Threading, and power saving features
were disabled, as recommended by DPDK.

To measure throughput, the TG replays a given traffic sam-
ple (a PCAP file) in a loop at a given rate via the outbound
cable for 10s per experiment. The DUT receives this traffic,
processes it, and sends it back via the return cable, allowing
the TG to measure latency. We further use the TOR to in-
fer loss at the DUT, and—through comparison with the TG
report—to also detect when packets were lost within the TG
as well. We use DPDK-Pktgen [49] on the TG to find the
maximum rate with less than 0.1% loss. We exclude and re-
peat sporadic experiment runs where loss within the TG—as
opposed to the DUT—limited the results. When studying
scalability, we repeatedly reevaluate the NF, while varying the
number of cores it may use. We perform 10 measurements per
experiment for statistical relevance and show error bars with
min/max values. Our experiments properly handle NUMA
considerations and indirection table rebalancing (§4).

6.3 Picking the Workload
In this section we analyze how different workloads impact
performance, and ultimately establish the right workload con-
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Figure 8: Throughput in Gbps (blue) and Mpps (red) of
the parallel NOP running on 16 cores for different packet
sizes.
figuration to evaluate all Maestro’s parallelization solutions.

Packet size. To measure the impact of packet size on the
performance of NFs, we ran the NOP on all cores and gener-
ated traffic with fixed-sized packets (40k uniformly distributed
flows), varying the size on each iteration. The results (Fig-
ure 8) show that typical Internet traffic [12] and large packets
easily achieve line-rate (100G), but that smaller packets strug-
gle to keep up, reaching only ~45Gbps with 64B packets—
even with such a trivial NF. Prior work [6, 57, 65] has pointed
out that this bottleneck comes from PCIe 3.0 x16 and cannot
be overcome without improved hardware. Unless stated oth-
erwise, further experiments in this paper use 64B packets. As
we measure more complex NFs that limit throughput below
the 90Mpps shown in Figure 8, the bottleneck shifts from
PCIe to the CPU, illustrating the NF’s intrinsic performance.

Churn. The performance of parallel NFs can vary signifi-
cantly for read or write workloads. In networking terms, this
typically relates to churn, or the rate at which new flows are
added and expired. This is particularly important for lock and
TM based implementations, where creating new flows can
lead to costly aborted transactions or exclusive write locks.

We start by studying these churn effects on performance by
focusing on the read/write lock-based parallel firewall, and
comparing it to its shared-nothing counterpart. To conduct
churn experiments, ideally one would generate traffic live that
changes flows periodically in an online manner. We found
it challenging to generate such traffic programmatically at
line-rate so we followed an alternative solution: generating
PCAPs with different levels of relative churn—measured in
flows/Gbit. As Pktgen varies the replay rate of the PCAP
to probe the NF, the resulting absolute churn—measured in
flows/minute or fpm—changes in tandem. This guarantees
that our experiments converge to an equilibrium where the
highest rate is found for the given churn. Once we find this
rate, we can multiply the PCAP’s relative churn with the
experimental rate to compute the absolute churn.

With this in mind, we built PCAPs which (i) were small
enough to fit in memory; (ii) changed enough flows to produce
the desired relative churn; (iii) evenly spread these changes
throughout the traffic; and (iv) were cyclic (i.e. the flows that
expire at the start of the PCAP are created at the end). We then
replay these files in a loop for 10s as in all other experiments.

Figure 9 shows how the FW—parallelized with different
approaches—scales under varying amounts of churn. As abso-
lute churn is computed based on the achieved rate, note that it
too has error bars. Under low or no churn, the lock-based FW
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Figure 9: Churn study of the shared-nothing (top), lock-
based (middle), and TM (bottom) parallel firewall.

scales well until bottlenecked by PCIe. At a churn of ~100k
fpm we start observing the collapse of performance as the
use of more cores just wastes more cycles busy-waiting under
exclusive write locks. Under heavy churn, performance is
abysmal as all cores end up contending for write locks. Note
that the churn limit of an NF depends on the size of packets—
Figure 9 uses 64B packets but for Internet traffic [12] the
lock-based FW handles churn up to 400k fpm.

The results also show just how badly the FW parallelized
with transactional memory handles churn. Although a useful
tool in other domains, it proves ineffective when dealing with
networked applications under churn.

The shared-nothing approach, unlike the lock-based one,
suffers almost no performance variation with churn up to
at least ~100M fpm, a great advantage over the lock-based
implementation. Benson et al. [12] tell us to expect up to 6M
fpm in typical data-center traffic—within the ability of our
shared-nothing FW, but not the lock-based one. University
networks—typically with less than 15k fpm—could easily be
handled even by our lock-based FW.

We focus the rest of this evaluation on studies without
churn, giving the lock and TM based approaches the benefit
of the doubt and illustrating their best-case performance.

6.4 Performance benchmarks
With parallel versions of each of the above 8 NFs generated,
we now evaluate their performance and scalability. By de-
fault, Maestro generates a shared-nothing implementation
when possible, falling back to read/write locks otherwise. This
choice can, however, be overriden, and Maestro can specifi-
cally generate parallel implementations using read/write locks
and TM for any of the NFs, upon request.

Parallelization technologies. We now study the perfor-
mance and scalability of each NF while being parallelized
for each of the three approaches. As per §6.3, the workload
used is composed of uniformly-distributed, read-heavy, small
packets10. Figure 10 shows throughput as a function of the

10Experimental results using Zipfian traffic are shown in Appendix A.2
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Figure 10: Parallel NF scalability with uniformly-
distributed, read-heavy, small packets, using a shared-
nothing approach when possible, read/write locks, and
TM. Maestro cannot do a shared-nothing DBridge or LB.

number of cores. Our raw performance is comparable to mea-
surements from other recent works [30], but we focus our
attention on scalability. Though most NFs top out their per-
formance before using all 16 cores due to bottlenecks in the
PCIe bus or the memory controller, the takeaway here is the
relative performance of the different approaches.

For all NFs where a shared-nothing approach was feasible,
this option scales linearly until bottlenecked by the PCIe
bus and then plateaus—an ideal outcome. The lock-based
implementations—though slower than their shared-nothing
counterparts when available—still scale fairly well but do not
always reach the PCIe bottleneck with 16 cores11. The Policer
shows what happens to these locks when writes are inevitable:
as every packet must update the token bucket state, every
packet requires an exclusive write lock, and performance
suffers catastrophically. Fortunately, this NF can be sharded
by IP address, so is amenable to the shared-nothing approach.

The benefits of state sharding (§4) become clear when we
compare the shared-nothing approaches with the lock-based
ones for the more state intensive NFs, i.e. the FW, NAT, CL,
and PSD. When each core holds less state due to sharding,
more of it fits in the core-local L1+L2 cache. In a shared-

11Eventually, all lock-based NFs except for the Policer and CL can reach
the PCIe bottleneck using extra cores from the remote NUMA node.

nothing approach where cores work independently on dif-
ferent working-sets this leads to an added performance im-
provement due to better caching, in addition to the benefits of
parallelization. As a result, performance for few (< 4) cores
can be worse than linear scalability would predict and using
many cores can have an added boost in comparison. Running
these experiments with a workload of only 256 flows—which
fits entirely in L1 cache—nullifies this effect.

A surprising takeaway is that TM does not work well with
the kinds of workloads found in more complex NFs, even
in the absence of churn. For simpler NFs it performs quite
well, scaling linearly with the number of cores, though still
operating more slowly than both shared-nothing and lock-
based alternatives. In these cases TM eventually catches up
with the other approaches, albeit needing more cores to do so.
However, for more complex NFs TM performs abysmally, as
the likelihood of a transaction aborting increases.

Ultimately, the clear winner is the shared-nothing approach,
with the best backup option consistently being our read/write
locks. The PSD—our most CPU intensive NF which stands
to gain the most from parallelization—performs 19× better
with 16 cores than a single-core version, due to the compound
effects of parallelization and improved cache efficiency.

Maestro does not deeply affect latency. We subjected all
NFs to a 1Gbps uniform background traffic of 64B packets
and collected 1000 latency probes within 10 seconds. We de-
tected no noticeable differences on the average and tail latency
values between the sequential NFs and their respective paral-
lel implementations, regardless of the adopted parallelization
strategy. Pktgen measured an average of 12±2µs for CL and
11±1µs for the remaining NFs.

VPP comparison. Finally, we compare Maestro with the
Vector Packet Processing framework (VPP) [7, 31], which
extends the concept of batch processing to the entire packet
processing pipeline with the purpose of increasing perfor-
mance by minimizing instruction cache misses. VPP follows
a converse approach to Maestro: packets are processed in
batches in a shared-memory parallel environment where pack-
ets can end-up on any core without regard to flows or locality.
Developers must then adapt the way they implement the NF to
those assumptions. This approach can require more expertise
and development effort, but once NFs are built in this way the
framework handles many of the low-level details.

To compare the performance of a Maestro parallelized NF
with an expertly developed one for VPP, we pitch our NAT
against the VPP nat44-ei with the DPDK plugin. These
two NFs are the most similar we found between the VPP
distribution and our corpus. We further removed a number of
features from the VPP NAT to bring their implementations
even closer together12.

Figure 11 shows the performance comparison between

12We removed statistical counters, disabled IPv4 checksum checking, com-
pletely removed the IPv4 reassembly feature, and finally replaced the IPv4
lookup with static forwarding.
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Figure 11: VPP and Maestro NAT comparison.

the parallel Maestro NAT (shared-nothing and lock-based)
and nat44-ei, all under uniformly distributed 64B packets.
Though all approaches scale well, Maestro’s shared-nothing
decisively outperforms VPP, reaching the PCIe bottleneck
with 10 cores. This is due to the shared-memory design that
VPP follows. A fairer comparison would be between VPP
and the lock-based Maestro NAT, as both use shared-memory.
Here both scale more slowly, never fully reaching the PCIe
bottleneck up to 16 cores. Maestro slightly outperforms VPP.
Further investigation with the perf [62] tool showed us that
although the Maestro lock-based NAT and the VPP one per-
form very similar numbers of memory reads and writes per
packet, the Maestro NAT more frequently finds the data on
L1 cache (Maestro’s 55% vs. VPP’s 46%) and has to access
RAM less frequently (Maestro’s 3% vs. VPP’s 4%). The key
takeaway though, is that Maestro’s automatically parallelized
NFs perform competitively with expertly developed, manually
parallelized NFs, without as much of a hassle.

7 Related Work
Fast packet processing. To address the performance chal-
lenges associated with software NFs, new packet I/O frame-
works were proposed [3, 15, 24, 64]. To achieve high packet
processing rates these solutions explore several types of opti-
mizations including zero-copy, kernel bypass, I/O batching,
and multi-queue support [9]. VPP [7] even expands batching
to the whole packet processing pipeline in order to reduce
instruction cache misses. Most implementations of network
functions today [28,71,75,77], including those from Maestro,
rely on Intel DPDK [38], a kernel-bypass packet process-
ing framework that provides a set of software libraries and
drivers for fast packet processing, providing multi-core and
NUMA-aware functionalities.
NF acceleration. PacketMill [30] accelerates NFs by care-
fully managing packet metadata and performing code-
optimizations across the whole network stack. Another ap-
proach to improve the performance of a software NF is to
leverage the platform hardware. Previous work [26, 46, 59,
71, 73] has explored multi-core CPU architectures, showing
the significant improvements they can achieve on an NF’s
performance, but also the challenges involved. Papadogian-
naki et al. [59], for instance, explored the advantages of a
shared-nothing model over a lock based implementation. The
goal of Maestro is to offer the advantages of parallelization
to NFs, for free. Although their work focused on the most
efficient utilization of available resources, we use their shared-
nothing model as guidance for automated generation of paral-
lel network functions. These solutions are manual, requiring

extensive expertise and painstaking effort from the developer.
De Carli et al. [22] proposed a concurrency model for soft-

ware IDSes that uses program analysis to infer the NF’s flow
semantics, feeding that information to a software scheduler
that steers packets to shared-nothing threads. Though the
concepts share similarities, Maestro’s approach differs from
theirs by (1) considering a wider class of NFs more generally,
rather than IDSes in particular; (2) using ESE to extract fine-
grained state access patterns, as opposed to their less granular
program-slicing approach; and (3) handling packet steering
entirely in hardware by generating RSS configurations for
NICs, avoiding the bottleneck of the software scheduler and
allowing Maestro parallelized NFs to scale better.
Flow steering. Although some NICs support rich flow-
steering configurable features [39, 58], these are orthogonal
to RSS and do not replace it. Using them to assure semantic
equivalence on a shared-nothing implementation may require
frequently adding/deleting a large amount of rules (specially
under high churn), which can heavily affect performance [47].
NF verification and synthesis. In recent years, verification
techniques have started to be applied to network functions.
Some of the most relevant work includes verification of net-
work properties [48,51], configurations [11,32], and NFs [76].
More recently, the research community has started exploring
synthesis approaches for SDN-based control [20], data plane
programs [34, 61, 78], and BGP configurations [14, 66]. Our
work fits into this line, by analyzing sequential NFs to auto-
matically generate accelerated versions.

8 Conclusions
In this paper we presented Maestro, a tool to automatically
parallelize sequential network functions. Maestro judiciously
configures the NIC’s RSS mechanism to distribute traffic
across cores, while preserving semantics, resorting to locking
mechanisms only when necessary. Maestro significantly im-
proved performance for all the NFs we analyzed—scaling-up
performance linearly until hitting fundamental bottlenecks
in PCIe, the memory controller, or line-rate—while reducing
developer effort to the push of a button.
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A Appendix
A.1 Code excerpts from Maestro
We present here the pseudo-code of the firewall NF used
throughout the paper, both its sequential and parallel shared-
nothing implementations. These serve to provide a sense of
what the Maestro pipeline both accepts as input (Figure 12)
and automatically generates as output (Figure 13). As such,
we reiterate that these are not complete examples, but only
pseudo-code, as they were shortened and simplified for clarity
purposes. The complete solutions can be found on our public
GitHub repository [4].

Notice the symmetry of the RSS hashes (lines 7 to 25 in Fig-
ure 13), as it is what ultimately enables its shared-nothing
approach. As explained in §6.1, this symmetry allows packets
coming from the WAN to be sent to the same core as their
corresponding symmetric packets from the LAN.

A.2 Macrobenchmarks with Zipfian traffic
While in Figure 10 we show how throughput varies for differ-
ent parallelization techniques under uniform traffic, here we
repeat the experiment with Zipfian traffic instead [12] (we de-
scribe this Zipfian traffic in §4). We balanced the indirection
table for each implementation to better handle the skew, as
described in §4. The results are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 12: Pseudo-code of the sequential firewall used as
an example throughout the paper.

Figure 13: Pseudo-code of the firewall, but now paral-
lelized by Maestro with a shared-nothing architecture
(and described in §6.1).

The key takeaways are the same as in Figure 10: when
available the shared-nothing approach is always preferred; the
lock-based solutions frequently do not scale as well as their
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Figure 14: Parallel NF implementation scalability with
Zipfian, read-heavy, small packet traffic, using a shared-
nothing approach when possible, read/write locks, and
TM.

shared-nothing alternatives and suffer in more state-intensive
NFs; and TM-based approaches perform unreliably.

We do, however, find differences between these results and
their counterparts under uniform traffic. Although under uni-
form traffic it is rather clear that throughput scales up with
the number of cores when using the shared-nothing approach,
with Zipfian traffic this scaling is not always consistently
monotonic. This is to be expected, as the efficacy of balanc-
ing load across cores may not consistently improve when
more cores are added. Indeed, when many cores are used, a
single elephant flow can bottleneck a single core, limiting the
maximum throughput we will be able to achieve in our experi-
mental setup. This is particularly limiting for computationally
and state intensive NFs—such as the the Connection Limiter—
which are unable to perform as well with Zipfian traffic as
they do with uniform. These results nevertheless confirm that
Maestro generated NFs almost always perform as well with
Zipfian traffic as they do with uniform.

A.3 Reproducibility
We make Maestro’s code publicly available in [4]. In that
repository, one can find not only the source code for the entire
pipeline, but also the complete set of NFs we mention on this
paper, along with their corresponding parallel solutions found
by Maestro and described in §6.1.

We also make available our test suit in [5]. It contains all
the required scripts to generate Figures 5, 8 to 11 and 14.
They were tested on 2 machines with dual socket Intel Xeon
Gold 6226R @ 2.90GHz, 96 GB of DRAM, and e810 Intel
NICs [39], and running Ubuntu 22.04.
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Abstract
Recent network telemetry witnesses tremendous progress

in two directions: query-driven telemetry that targets expres-
siveness as the primary goal, and sketch-based algorithms
that address resource-accuracy trade-offs. In this paper, we
propose AutoSketch that aims to integrate the advantages of
both classes. In a nutshell, AutoSketch automatically com-
piles high-level operators into sketch instances that can be
readily deployed with low resource usage and incur limited
accuracy drop. However, there remains a gap between the
expressiveness of high-level operators and the underlying re-
alization of sketch algorithms. AutoSketch bridges this gap
in three aspects. First, AutoSketch extends its interface de-
rived from existing query-driven telemetry such that users can
specify the desired telemetry accuracy. The specified accu-
racy intent will be utilized to guide the compiling procedure.
Second, AutoSketch leverages various techniques, such as
syntax analysis and performance estimation, to construct ef-
ficient sketch instances. Finally, AutoSketch automatically
searches for the most suitable parameter configurations that
fulfill the accuracy intent with minimum resource usage. Our
experiments demonstrate that AutoSketch can achieve high
expressiveness, high accuracy, and low resource usage com-
pared to state-of-the-art telemetry solutions.

1 Introduction

The continuous growth of modern data centers inspires
tremendous progress on network telemetry, which forms the
basis of various network management tasks, such as anomaly
detection [32, 43, 99], performance analysis [74, 78, 92, 100],
and fault diagnosis [5, 13, 14, 33, 44, 93, 106]. Recent ad-
vances in network telemetry can be categorized into two
classes: query-driven telemetry and telemetry algorithms.
Query-driven telemetry [30, 66, 67, 97] considers expressive-
ness as the primary goal. They provide extensive operators
for users to build various telemetry tasks, and then automat-
ically deploy the operators into switches. Therefore, users

*Qun Huang is the corresponding author.

do not need to concern with the implementation details in
switch hardware. However, the resource-efficient realization
of operators is not well addressed in existing query-driven
telemetry solutions. In particular, many operators maintain
flow-level states. As the number of interested flows increases,
maintaining the states easily exhausts switch memory [30] or
network bandwidth [67].

The other class is telemetry algorithms. Their common idea
is to leverage approximate techniques (e.g., sampling [73, 76,
77], top-k counting [6,79], and sketch [1,34,36,54,55,94,103])
that sacrifice a small portion of accuracy to relax resource
requirements. Even though recent studies show that such ap-
proximate techniques can achieve both resource efficiency
and bounded errors, it remains non-trivial to utilize them. First,
each approximate technique is designed for several specific
telemetry applications and fails to support all tasks. Second,
an approximate technique needs careful parameter configu-
ration to simultaneously reach high accuracy and resource
efficiency. Thus, for each telemetry task, users need to select
the appropriate algorithms, carefully realize them, and tune
parameters in switches, which needs domain knowledge on
the programming models and hardware restrictions.

In this paper, we present AutoSketch that integrates the
advantages of both query-driven telemetry and sketch algo-
rithms. Its goal is to fully exploit the resource efficiency of
telemetry algorithms while hiding the complicated details
of implementing and configuring them in network devices.
This is extremely significant because (i) users lack the do-
main knowledge of underlying telemetry algorithms and ar-
chitecture; and (ii) the hardware resources of existing network
devices are limited. On the one hand, AutoSketch follows re-
cent operator-based telemetry languages. It defines extensive
interfaces for users to build telemetry applications with both
built-in operators and user-defined operators, which achieves
high expressiveness. On the other hand, AutoSketch automat-
ically converts these operators to sketch algorithms, which
achieves high accuracy and low resource usage.

However, it is challenging to bridge the gap between the
high-level operators and the sketch algorithms. First, sketch
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algorithms incur errors due to their approximation nature (al-
though the errors are bounded). Users should be capable of
perceiving and controlling the incurred errors for telemetry
applications. Second, user-defined operators complicate the
conversion to sketch. In particular, many user-defined op-
erators maintain numerous states, which are hard to realize
as sketch. For some operators, there is even no ready-made
sketch algorithm to realize them. Finally, sketch algorithms
expose various parameters to configure, which needs to take
underlying hardware into account.

AutoSketch addresses the challenges in three aspects:
• First, AutoSketch extends its operator-based interface to

allow users to specify the desired accuracy as an accuracy
intent (§2). Then, AutoSketch employs a compiler that au-
tomatically generates sketch-based solutions that fulfill the
intent (§3). The compiler hides the details on switch hard-
ware and algorithm details. To this end, administrators can
control the extent of approximation without concerns with
underlying realization.

• Second, AutoSketch constructs efficient sketch instances
for the stateful operators (§4). For built-in operators, Au-
toSketch realizes them by classical sketch algorithms. For
user-defined operators, AutoSketch decomposes each of
them into several simple operators with the aid of syntax
analysis. Then, AutoSketch designs sketch-like structures
to instantiate the decomposed operators. Each sketch-like
structure follows the same idea of sketch that maps traf-
fic into different cells, but employs different methods to
aggregate cells (depending on the user-defined functions).
The sketch-like structures provide theoretical guarantees to
estimate the impact of hash conflicts like classical sketch.

• Finally, AutoSketch formulates the parameter tuning into
an optimization problem, which reveals the hardness of
parameter tuning (§5). We propose a searching algorithm to
find the most suitable configuration that fulfills the accuracy
intent and incurs minimum resource usage. The algorithm
employs various optimization techniques and eliminates
the user burdens of tuning sketch parameters.
We build a prototype of AutoSketch that targets PISA [10]

switches and compare AutoSketch with existing query-driven
telemetry systems and sketch-based telemetry algorithms. We
show that AutoSketch can implement telemetry applications
in less than 20 lines of code without extra efforts to tune
configurations. Under 200 K active flows per 100 ms, AutoS-
ketch still reaches 99% recall, 97% precision, and 2.8% errors
with only 0.84 MB switch memory and 84 KB/s bandwidth
on average for 11 applications. We release our source code at
https://github.com/N2-Sys/AutoSketch.

2 AutoSketch Interface

AutoSketch follows recent telemetry languages (e.g., Sonata
[30] and Marple [67])that provide operator-based interface. It
abstracts network traffic as a stream of tuples, each of which

Operator Description
filter(bool_expr) Check the boolean expression bool_expr for each

tuple and preserve tuples satisfying conditions.
map( f ields, [expr]) Transform each input tuple into an output tuple con-

sisting of f ields, whose values are set by expr.
distinct( f ields) Categorize input tuples based on f ields, and pre-

serve one tuple for each category (i.e., delete dupli-
cated tuples with the same field values).

reduce( f ields, val) Categorize tuples according to f ields and sum up
val for each category.

zip(s, f ield) Merge the input stream with tuples of another stream
s containing the same field values in f ields.

groupby(states, ud f ) Invoke user-defined function ud f to update states.

Table 1: Operators of AutoSketch Interface

consists of a key and several fields. An operator performs
specific computations on each input tuple and then generates
some output tuples if needed. A telemetry application is de-
fined as an operator graph in which vertices are operators. A
(directed) edge indicates that the output tuples of the upstream
operator are consumed by the downstream operator.

Operators. Table 1 summarizes the operators supported by
AutoSketch. Currently, AutoSketch provides five built-in op-
erators: filter, distinct, map, reduce, and zip. Among
them, distinct and reduce are stateful, i.e., maintaining in-
ternal states for tuple processing. Here, an operator state refers
to a key-value pair associating with tuples that have the same
key. To achieve more expressiveness, AutoSketch further pro-
vides a groupby operator that allows users to customize the
processing logic in two aspects. First, a groupby operator can
maintain user-defined states. Second, each groupby operator
associates with a user-defined function (UDF) to define the pro-
cessing logics on the tuples and states. AutoSketch supports
three types of statements in a UDF: (1) assignment statements,
(2) arithmetic statements, and (3) conditional statements.

Accuracy intents. AutoSketch realizes stateful operators (i.e.,
distinct, reduce, and groupby with states) using sketch
techniques, which inevitably incurs errors. To characterize
the errors, AutoSketch provides users with accuracy intent
interface, which can specify user-desired accuracy. In the con-
text of operator-based processing, an accuracy intent consists
of four accuracy metrics:
• Recall: the ratio of true output tuples to all true tuples that

should be output.
• Precision: the ratio of true output tuples to all output tuples.
• Average relative error (ARE): the mean relative error of all

output tuples.
• Confidence: the probability that all other accuracy metrics

(e.g., recall, precision) are met.
Users can selectively use the accuracy metrics for a teleme-

try application. For a metric, users can specify the minimal/
maximal value or the desired range for it (e.g., ARE_max = 1%,
recall = 95%± 5%). If a metric is not specified, AutoSketch
considers that there is no requirement on it. Note that the
intents are set for the entire application instead of individual
operators. Thus, users do not need to concern with how to set
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1 def nonmt(tcp.seq):
2 if maxseq < tcp.seq or maxseq == 0:
3 maxseq = tcp.seq
4 else:
5 nm_count += 1
6
7 nm[precision_min=99%,ARE_max=1%,confidence =95%]=
8 PacketStream()
9 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)

10 .groupby({5tuple:(maxseq , nm_count)}, nonmt)

Application 1: TCP non-monotonic detection

per-operator errors to form the application-level accuracy. Au-
toSketch automatically handles the application-level intents
by configuring operator-level parameters.

Example. Application 1 presents an example that monitors
non-monotonic sequence numbers of TCP flows. The appli-
cation first selects TCP packets by a filter operator (line
9). Then it uses the groupby operator to define a UDF, namely
nonmt (line 10). The groupby operator maintains two states.
The maxseq state tracks the maximal sequence number of
each flow (line 3). The nm_count state counts the number of
packets whose sequence numbers are lower than maxseq for
each flow (line 5). The intent requires that with a probabil-
ity of 95%, the monitored flows achieve 99% precision, and
per-flow ARE is below 1% (line 7).

Generality. The operators in AutoSketch come from recent
query-driven telemetry systems [30, 67, 105]. They cover a
rich set of telemetry applications according to these studies.
We do not claim the novelty of this design. However, to the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to define accuracy
intent interface that (1) empowers automatic control operator
errors introduced by sketch and (2) hides the underlying im-
plementation and configuration details of sketch. Some prior
works (e.g., BlinkDB [3]) also define accuracy intent but they
control sampling rate of input traffic instead of operator be-
haviors. On the other hand, some efforts [19, 45, 105] also
attempt to apply sketch algorithms to query-driven teleme-
try, but lack the accuracy intent interface, leaving the error
configuration to the users.

Limitations. The programming model has three limitations
due to the resource constraints of commodity devices. First,
AutoSketch cannot support complicated statements, such
as loops and floating-point arithmetic, because commodity
switch ASICs only allow limited recirculation and such state-
ments are too expensive [26]. Second, the states in an operator
must have limited dependency: users cannot define two states
whose processing depends on each other (details in §4.1). Fi-
nally, the accuracy intent should not consume more resources
than hardware capacity. When a telemetry application com-
promises any of these restrictions, AutoSketch throws an error
as existing data-plane compilers [70]. We will support more
compiling modes in future work, such as suggesting accuracy
intents and returning multiple configurations within accuracy
ranges for users to select from.

Sketch
Construction

Parameter 
Configuration

AutoSketch Compiler

Data Plane
Program

AutoSketch
Application

P4

Code 
Generation

UDF
Decomposition

Operator  Extraction

UDF Mapping
Control Plane

Program
Stateful Operators

Stateless

Built-in

Operators

Figure 1: AutoSketch Compiler.

3 AutoSketch Compiler

AutoSketch designs a general compiler in order to bridge the
gap between our interface and the underlying hardware. The
compiler takes a telemetry application composed of several
operators and an accuracy intent as input. It converts the
application to a P4 program that runs in the data plane to
record per-packet information, and a control plane program
that retrieves telemetry results and reports the results to users.

Figure 1 depicts the compiler internals. For an input appli-
cation, the compiler first extracts its operators. Then it maps
the stateful operators into sketch instances. For built-in state-
ful operators, the compiler directly constructs corresponding
sketch instances. For groupby operators with complicated
UDFs, the compiler first decomposes each UDF into several
simple ones, and then performs the construction. After sketch
mapping, AutoSketch configures parameters for the sketch
instances to satisfy the accuracy intent. Finally, AutoSketch as-
sembles output programs by integrating the converted sketch
instances with the stateless operators.

Although sketch mapping and parameter configuration have
been studied in prior works (§3.1 and §3.2), it is non-trivial to
combine them because we need to fulfill the application-level
accuracy intent. Specifically, when an application is mapped
to numerous combinations of different sketch algorithms, it
remains an open issue to configure operator-level sketch pa-
rameters to satisfy application-level accuracy intent [58].

3.1 Mapping for Stateful Operators
AutoSketch constructs a sketch instance for each stateful op-
erator instead of using a single universal sketch for the en-
tire application. The reason is that existing universal sketch
algorithms are also composed of multiple basic structures
[36, 50, 55], whose overall resource usage is nontrivial and
hard to be optimized. In contrast, per-operator sketch mapping
allows more fine-grained sketch selection and tuning.

Specifically, the compiler employs different strategies for
built-in operators and groupby operators. For built-in stateful
operators, since their functionalities are common, the compiler
realizes them with well-known sketch algorithms, e.g., Count-
Min Sketch (CM) [20] and Bloom Filter (BF) [8].

For groupby operators, AutoSketch follows the idea of
sketch to construct sketch-like structures. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, a sketch-like structure comprises multiple rows of cells,
where each cell maintains the state values of the groupby
operator. To process a tuple, we hash its key to one cell in
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Figure 2: Sketch-like structure in AutoSketch.

each row, and then invoke the UDF to update the states in the
hashed cells. When querying for the key, we mitigate the er-
rors caused by hash conflicts. Specifically, we use the same
hash functions to select cells, and aggregate the cells based
on the linearity or monotonicity of the state. We use the ag-
gregated results to estimate the state value. We also provide
theoretical analysis for the sketch-like structures. Thus, com-
pared to existing sketch algorithms, our sketch-like structures
support more types of states and user-defined processing log-
ics, while preserving bounded telemetry errors. Note that
we choose two-dimensional (2D) matrices for the sketch-like
structures because their parameters are simpler and fewer than
that of higher-dimensional matrices, which incur more switch
resources to handle the additional dimensions.

Challenges. The mapping is non-trivial for both built-in and
groupby operators. For each type of built-in operator, there
could be multiple possible sketch algorithms that can realize
its functionalities. (e.g., reduce operator can be mapped to
Count-Min Sketch [20] or Count Sketch [12].) The algorithms
achieve different levels of resource-accuracy trade-offs. We
need to choose suitable algorithms to meet application ac-
curacy intents. For groupby operators, the challenge comes
from the complexity of UDFs. If we map a complicated UDF to
a single sketch instance entirely, every cell includes all opera-
tor states. In this case, the incurred computational resources
are overwhelming. In particular, a UDF may contain multiple
state updates. However, existing switch ASICs only support
limited per-cell operations. For example, PISA switches only
allow one read-and-modify operation for each memory ad-
dress and a small number of conditional judgments (i.e., the
boolean expression in the if statement) [89].

Solutions (§4). For built-in operators, AutoSketch estimates
the efficiency of all combinations of candidate sketch algo-
rithms. Then it chooses the one incurring minimum resource
usage while reaching the desired accuracy. For UDFs, AutoS-
ketch decomposes every complicated UDF via abstract syntax
trees, a common technique for syntax analysis. Each decom-
posed UDF contains exactly one state. Thus, AutoSketch can
construct sketch instances for decomposed UDFs with limited
resource usage, and tune the parameters for each state indi-
vidually. Although Newton [105] also maps operators into
sketches, it does not allow UDFs. Note that AutoSketch is
not binding to several specific sketches or sketch-like struc-
tures. It is expected for AutoSketch to support newly proposed
sketches [87, 101], by (i) adding new sketch candidates for
existing stateful operators or (ii) introducing new operators
(e.g., top operator). Note that the actual errors are varying
depending on specific sketches used for operators.

3.2 Parameter Configuration
AutoSketch automatically tunes the parameters of the con-
structed sketch instances. The parameter configuration targets
both high accuracy and resource efficiency. That is, AutoS-
ketch aims to use minimum resources for achieving a specified
accuracy intent.

Challenges. Although existing sketch algorithms provide
theoretical analysis to characterize the relationship between
parameters and accuracy, it remains challenging to tune pa-
rameters for AutoSketch in two aspects. First, as in recent
studies [21, 36, 57], the theoretical analysis of existing sketch
algorithms typically addresses worst-case scenarios, thereby
providing limited guidelines for parameter tuning. Second, a
telemetry application usually comprises multiple sketch in-
stances. Existing works on merging sketch [2, 48] only apply
to multiple sketch instances of the same type. Thus, it remains
challenging to integrate the errors of multiple heterogeneous
sketch instances to form the overall accuracy of an application,
because the errors are quite different across sketch algorithms.
For example, some algorithms produce false positives [8],
while others introduce a relative error for each flow [20]. It is
hard to characterize the errors in a uniform method.

Solutions (§5). The difficulty of integrating the errors of indi-
vidual sketch instances motivates us to employ a benchmark-
based parameter tuning. Specifically, AutoSketch formulates
the parameter configuration into an optimization problem.
Then it searches all possible configurations to find out the
most efficient configuration. For each configuration, AutoS-
ketch estimates its overall accuracy via benchmark experi-
ments. AutoSketch proposes an efficient searching algorithm
with several techniques to reduce the searching overhead.
Note that our optimization tunes parameters of each operator
to satisfy application-level accuracy intent, while existing con-
figuration methods only focus on planning for placement and
refinement [30] or configuration for single data structure [31].
Thus, their optimization objectives are all different.

Discussion. AutoSketch adopts static configuration instead
of dynamic adjusting [63, 64] for two reasons. First, dynamic
approaches require precisely estimating the resulting accu-
racy after adjusting. This is infeasible since existing theoreti-
cal analysis typically works for worst scenarios [21, 36, 57].
Second, recent studies on dynamic reconfiguration are not
adopted by commodity switches yet [60,102]. Thus, we leave
this issue in future work.

4 Mapping to Sketch

4.1 Operator Decomposition
AutoSketch exploits Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) to decom-
pose a UDF. An AST is a tree that characterizes the syntax
structure of a specific function. AutoSketch utilizes AST to
perform decomposition in three steps as follows.
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Figure 3: Example of nonmt (Application 1) decomposition.

Step 1: build AST. We first build an AST for the UDF. In an
AST, a leaf node represents a state, a parameter, a constant,
or a temporary variable. Non-leaf nodes correspond to state-
ments that manipulate their child nodes. Recall that there are
three types of statements: assignment statements, arithmetic
statements, and conditional statements (§2). For an assign-
ment or arithmetic node, its children refer to the operands. A
branch node corresponds to a conditional statement. Its edges
to the child nodes are associated with the judgment expres-
sions. The first child refers to the If branch, while the second
child indicates the Else branch (if any). For better organiza-
tion, our AST further introduces a block node, which indicates
that its children are executed sequentially. Figure 3(a) shows
the AST of UDF nonmt in Application 1. The AST contains
a branch node as the root. The two children are the assign-
ment nodes for maxseq and nm_count derived from the If
and Else branches, respectively. Due to space limitations, we
omit the decomposition for maxseq < tcp.seq or maxseq
== 0 but the procedure is similar.

Step 2: partition AST. Next, AutoSketch partitions the AST
into several small ASTs, such that there is exactly one state be-
ing modified in each partitioned AST. Algorithm 1 illustrates
the partitioning of an AST. Our basic idea is to repeatedly
remove subtrees containing state modifications. Specifically,
we enumerate each state and travel the AST (line 3). For each
assignment node that modifies the state (lines 5-6), we build
a subtree st comprising nodes from the root to this assign-
ment node including its child nodes (line 7). Then, we remove
nodes in the subtree from the original AST. The removal
travels from the root to the assignment node (line 9). If a
node does not appear in other root-to-leaf paths (line 10), we
remove this node and all its descendant nodes (lines 11-12).
Otherwise, for a node appearing in other root-to-leaf paths,

Algorithm 1 AST Partition
Input : The original AST of UDF
1: function PARTITIONAST(ast)
2: partitioned_asts = []
3: for each state s maintained by UDF do
4: ST = []
5: for each assignment node u in ast do
6: if u modifies s then
7: Build a subtree st from root to u (with u’s children)
8: Add st to ST
9: for each node v from root to u do

10: if v does not appear in other root-to-leaf paths then
11: Remove v and its descendants from ast
12: break
13: Construct a new_ast by merging the subtrees in ST
14: Add new_ast to partitioned_asts
15: return partitioned_asts

we keep the node in the AST, such that the connectivity of
other paths is preserved. Note that there could be multiple
statements modifying a state. Thus, we can partition multiple
subtrees from the original AST for one state. In this case,
we form a larger AST for this state by merging the duplicate
nodes in the multiple subtrees (line 14).

Figure 3(b) and (c) illustrate the partitioning procedure for
the AST of nonmt. We start with partitioning modifications on
state nm_count. We identify the subtree modifying nm_count
as shown in Figure 3(c) (also marked in blue in Figure 3(a)).
In the residual AST in Figure 3(b), there is only one state
maxseq, and thereby we have no need to remove subtree.

Step 3: pass parameters. Finally, AutoSketch passes state
values among the partitioned ASTs because a partitioned AST
may need to read state values from another AST. Since there
exist multiple versions of the state values, we only pass the
needed versions with temporary variables. In Figure 3, up-
dating state nm_count depends on the value of state maxseq.
Thus, we extend the AST of maxseq in Figure 3(b) to a new
AST in Figure 3(d). Since the value of maxseq before up-
dating is actually needed, we add an assignment statement
that saves the value before updating in a variable temp. The
variable is returned and passed to AST of nm_count after all
statements are executed. We put more examples in Appendix.

Discussion. AutoSketch restricts the dependency among
states in a groupby operator. For two states A and B, if updat-
ing A needs to access B, we say that A depends on B. In this
case, the decomposition result must be unique: the stage that
deploys partitioned AST of B must be before that of A. Thus,
AutoSketch does not allow mutual dependency. By mutual
dependency, we mean that the two states depend on each other.
When mutual dependency occurs, AutoSketch cannot deter-
mine which state should be placed on the preceding stage.
Then, it throws an error during compilation time.

4.2 Sketch Construction for UDFs

AutoSketch constructs a sketch-like structure for each decom-
posed UDF. As shown in §3.1, it maps each key into one cell
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Algorithm 2 Update procedure of sketch-like structure
Input : The packet tuple t
Variables: Sketch-like structures C = map()
Variables: Bloom filter b f , Keyarray = [], l = 0
Variables: Incflags = map(), Decflags = map() ▷ Initial value true
1: function UPDATE(t)
2: Extract key k from t
3: if k /∈ b f then
4: Insert k to b f
5: if Keyarray is not full then
6: Keyarray[l] = k
7: l += 1
8: else
9: Send k to controller

10: for each UDF in decomposed UDFs do
11: SL = C[UDF] ▷ SL is the sketch-like structure of UDF
12: for i = 1 to d do
13: j = hi(k)
14: old_value = value of SL[i][ j]
15: Invoke UDF(SL[i][ j], t)
16: new_value = value of SL[i][ j]
17: if old_value > new_value then
18: Incflags[UDF]=false ▷ non-increasing
19: else if old_value < new_value then
20: Decflags[UDF]=false ▷ non-decreasing

with hash functions. Then, AutoSketch updates the mapped
cells with the UDF, or queries per-key information by aggregat-
ing the mapped cells. We elaborate on the detailed realizations
of the update and query procedures as follows.

Update procedure. Recall that a state in a groupby operator
is a collection of key-value pairs. Thus, in addition to updating
values in the sketch-like structures, it also needs to store
the keys. One possible solution is to store the keys within
each sketch-like structure. However, this incurs overwhelming
memory overheads, because there are duplicate keys in the
multiple decomposed UDFs. Thus, AutoSketch separates the
keys outside the sketch-like structures.

Algorithm 2 details the update procedure for the multiple
decomposed UDFs. To separate keys from sketch values, it
maintains an array Keyarray to store keys, a counter l indicat-
ing the length of Keyarray, and a Bloom Filter b f to check
the existence of keys. Upon the arrival of a tuple, we extract
its key k and check the occurrence of the key with b f (lines
2-3). If the key never appears, we insert the key into the b f
and append the new key to the end of Keyarray (lines 4-7).
If Keyarray is full, we send k to controllers (line 9). Then we
update the sketch-like structures. Specifically, for each UDF,
we hash the key to locate the cells containing the state of the
key (line 13). We invoke the function to update the state (line
15). We maintain Decflags and Incflags for each UDF. The
two variables indicate whether state values are monotonically
decreasing or increasing, respectively (lines 17-20). The two
variables will assist the query procedure in the next.

Query procedure. The query procedure is performed in
the control plane. The controller periodically collects data
plane information, including the sketch-like structures, the
Keyarray, and the two variables indicating the monotonic-
ity of the UDF. Then, the controller enumerates the keys in

Algorithm 3 Query procedure of sketch-like structure
Input: The key k, The monotonicity flag Decflag, Incflag
1: function QUERY(k, Decflag, Incflag)
2: rets = []
3: for i = 1 to d do
4: SL = C[UDF] ▷ SL is the sketch-like structure of UDF
5: j = hi(k)
6: r = SL[i][ j]
7: Add value of r to rets
8: if Decflag then ▷ Monotonically decreasing
9: return the maximal value in rets
10: else if Incflag then ▷ Monotonically increasing
11: return the minimum value in rets
12: else ▷ No monotonicity
13: return the median value in rets

Keyarray to query their state values in the sketch-like struc-
tures (recall that a sketch-like structure corresponds to one
state in the original UDF). Specifically, AutoSketch hashes a
key to obtain the mapped cells in a sketch-like structure. Then
it aggregates the cells to estimate the state value.

AutoSketch mitigates the errors caused by hash conflicts
by leveraging the monotonicity of a UDF.
• Monotonically increasing: AutoSketch takes the minimum

value among the mapped cells as the estimate, since all cells
overestimate the true value of a key.

• Monotonically decreasing: AutoSketch takes the maximum
value among the cells, similarly.

• No monotonicity: AutoSketch uses the median of the cells.
The rationale comes from the Chernoff Bound [61]. Specif-
ically, for each flow, the occurrences of overestimates and
underestimates from the multiple cells are expected to be
the same. Thus, using the median yields an accurate result.

Algorithm 3 summarizes the query procedure. The function
takes key k and the monotonicity variables of the UDF as
input. It hashes k into SL[i][ j] in the i-th row with j = hi(x)
and records the value of state SL[i][ j] in rets (lines 2-7).
Then it uses the monotonicity flags Decflag and Incflag to
decide which value in rets to return (lines 8-13). We put the
theoretical analysis of sketch-like structures in Appendix C.

Control plane overheads. Although the decomposition in-
creases the number of stateful operators, it does not amplify
the query overheads in the control plane. The reason is that
the controller only needs to query the operators that form the
eventual results. For example, in many applications that follow
"Count-Distinct with Threshold" [18], only the last operator
is of interest. Since the actually queried operators are more
lightweight and much traffic is pruned in previous operators,
we do not introduce additional control plane overheads.

4.3 Sketch Selection for Built-in Operators
AutoSketch supports multiple types of sketch algorithms to
instantiate built-in operators, so as to adapt to diverse applica-
tions and accuracy intents. We leverage a sampling technique
to select the most efficient algorithms for a given application
and accuracy intent. Specifically, we evaluate different com-
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binations of sketch algorithms, and select the combination
that uses minimum resource usage to fulfill the accuracy. The
evaluation uses synthetic workloads to perform benchmark
analysis (see §5), so that we can estimate the actual resource-
accuracy trade-off of the sketch algorithms. For each built-in
operator, we generate several configurations for each potential
algorithm that can realize this operator. We not only calculate
the theoretical configuration suggested in the literature, but
also randomly sample some other configurations.

Note that the sampling only addresses a limited number of
configurations, which is acceptable for algorithm selection.
Thus, we still need comprehensive configurations in §5. We
put more optimizations for sketch mapping in Appendix D.

5 Searching for Configurations

5.1 Problem Formulation

AutoSketch aims to find out a configuration that satisfies input
accuracy intent but incurs minimum resource usage. We state
the problem as follows (the complete problem formulation is
in Appendix E).

Application configuration. We define an application config-
uration c as a vector of 3n variables, c = (d1,w1,s1,d2,w2,
s2, ...,dn,wn,sn), given that n is the number of mapped sketch
instances. Each variable in the vector is a parameter that needs
to be configured. For the i-th sketch instance, the two parame-
ters di and wi indicate the depth and width of the 2D sketch
structure, respectively. si is the number of stages occupied by
the i-th instance, which limits the maximal available resources
for each sketch. Here, we omit the size of each element, be-
cause it is a constant determined while sketch-based mapping.

Constraints. A configuration needs to satisfy two types of
constraints. The first type is about accuracy. It requires that
the accuracy of the telemetry application should reach the
user-specified accuracy intent. The other type of constraint
ensures that the resource usage (stage, ALU, and memory) of
a configuration should not exceed the available ones provided
by PISA switches. Further, since ALUs and memory are as-
sociated with each stage, we also require that a configuration
does not compromise per-stage resource restrictions.

Objective. The objective of parameter tuning is to find the
configuration that satisfies all the constraints (including ac-
curacy constraints and resource constraints) while incurring
minimal resource usage. Currently, AutoSketch considers two
types of resources: register memory and stateful ALU. The
resource usage of any configuration c is quantified as a score:
SC(c) = αnALU +βnmem, where nALU refers to the number of
needed ALUs for the configuration c and nmem refers to the
used register memory. Here, α and β are two user-specified pa-
rameters to weight ALUs and memory. Note that the number
of ALUs also relates to in-switch processing delay because it
determines how many match-action tables each packet needs

Algorithm 4 Searching Algorithm for Configuration
Input : Telemetry application T composed of n mapped sketch instances
Input : Accuracy intent EB specified by the user
Global variables : S = [], done = [], candidate = []
1: function SEARCH(T , EB)
2: candidate = LHS_INIT(n)
3: while candidate not empty do
4: Take a configuration c from candidate
5: Evaluate T by c
6: Add c to done
7: if c satisfys EB then
8: Add c to S
9: neighbors = CALCNEIGHBOR(c)

10: for x in neighbors do
11: if EXAMINE(x) then
12: add x to candidate
13: if S is not empty then
14: return the configuration whose SC is minimal in S
15: else ▷ no configuration satisfies EB
16: return the configuration whose accuracy is highest in done

to go through. Thus, if we aim to minimize the processing
delay instead of resource usage, we can simply set β = 0.

Hardness. It remains challenging to adopt classical optimiza-
tion techniques to solve it. As summarized in §3.2, (1) existing
theoretical analysis of sketches considers the worst case; (2)
it is challenging to integrate the errors of individual sketch
instances into application-level accuracy intent. Thus, we
cannot rely on theoretical analysis to estimate actual accu-
racy for practical workloads or configure parameters. On the
other hand, some studies [49, 51, 98] advocate learning the
configuration parameters by deep reinforcement learning [62].
However, as telemetry applications vary, it is unacceptable to
train a model for each application separately.

5.2 Benchmark-based Searching

AutoSketch performs benchmark analysis to evaluate con-
figuration accuracy and selects configurations accordingly.
Specifically, AutoSketch employs several representative work-
loads. For each configuration, AutoSketch evaluates its accu-
racy with the workloads. If the resulting accuracy meets the
accuracy intent in all workloads, we consider that this configu-
ration can fulfill the intent in practice. Currently, AutoSketch
provides several synthetic workloads for the benchmark. The
synthetic workloads follow typical distributions of network
traffic (e.g., power-law) and are generated with different pa-
rameters (e.g., different skewness for power-law distributions)
to mimic various scenarios. In addition, we randomly inject
additional network traffic in some intervals during the search-
ing to simulate traffic bursts. Users can select the workloads
based on their needs or use their own trace. Here, the pro-
grams required for the benchmark (including the decomposed
UDF) are automatically generated by AutoSketch.

Obviously, the benchmark searching is time-consuming
because the number of possible configurations is huge. Con-
sider an example in which a sketch instance runs in a switch
with four ALUs and 1 MB memory. Even in this simple ex-
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ample, the number of possible configurations is above 5 K
(the detailed calculation is in Appendix F). Taking an ap-
plication containing two sketch instances, the time usage of
benchmark evaluation for one configuration takes 1-2 minutes
under a 4 Gb workload. AutoSketch optimizes the searching
procedure in the following paragraphs.

Searching procedure (Algorithm 4). The searching starts
with invoking LHS_INIT (see below) to initialize a list of
candidate configurations (line 2). Then AutoSketch iteratively
pops one configuration, and performs benchmark experiments
to evaluate its accuracy (lines 3-6). If this candidate fulfills
the intent, it is saved in a set S (lines 7-8). For each candidate,
AutoSketch also generates its neighboring configurations that
incur similar resource overheads (line 9). Among these neigh-
boring configurations, AutoSketch prunes useless ones and
adds the residual to the candidate list (lines 10-12). After all
the candidates are evaluated, if there exist configurations ful-
filling the intent, AutoSketch returns the one with minimum
resource usage (lines 13-14). Otherwise, AutoSketch returns
the configuration with the highest accuracy (lines 15-16).

LHS-based configuration initialization. AutoSketch con-
structs initial configurations based on Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling (LHS) [56]. LHS is a statistical method to generate
representative sampled configurations in multi-dimensional
spaces. It requires that the generated samples have distinct
sampled values in every dimension. Figure 4 shows an ex-
ample of 2D-space. In this case, LHS generates three sample
points. Each row has exactly one sample point. Each column
has at most one point. Note that the second column has no
sample point because adding any point in this column causes
conflicts with other points. In this way, LHS guarantees that
the sampled points are evenly distributed in the parameter
space. We leave the complete algorithm in Appendix G.

Hardware-aware configuration generation. After evalu-
ating a candidate c, AutoSketch generates the neighboring
configurations of c. Function CALCNEIGHBOR leverages the
hardware features to reduce the number of configurations.
First, existing switches allocate memory at the granularity of
16 KB pages. Thus, we require that the total size of a config-
uration aligns to the page size. Second, the range of a hash
value is a power of two. Thus, we only consider the config-
urations in which per-row cell count is also a power of two.
Specifically, the generation depends on whether c meets the
accuracy intent. If c satisfies the intent, AutoSketch generates
new configurations with fewer resources, by either decreasing
the number of hash functions by one or halving the number
of memory pages. Otherwise, if c does not fulfill the intent,

AutoSketch either adds one hash function or doubles memory
pages to generate configurations with more resources. We
leave the pseudo code of CALCNEIGHBOR in Appendix H.

Configuration pruning. AutoSketch applies several rules to
prune configurations. AutoSketch first examines unnecessary
configurations, including (1) configurations that have been
evaluated, (2) configurations whose resource usage exceeds
a limit, and (3) configurations that consume more resources
than a configuration already satisfying the intent.

In addition, AutoSketch stops when sufficiently good con-
figurations are found. Specifically, if the initial configuration
satisfies the intent, AutoSketch stops decreasing resources
when a configuration fails to meet the intent. Otherwise, if the
initial configuration does not satisfy the intent, AutoSketch
stops when a satisfying configuration is found. Therefore, Au-
toSketch guarantees that it can always find a feasible solution
that meets the accuracy intent if such configurations exist.
Otherwise, AutoSketch throws an error.

6 Implementation

Interface. We leverage the syntax sugar of Python to imple-
ment our interface as a domain-specific language embedded
in Python. Specifically, we define a PacketStream class and
realize all operators as its member functions. For each func-
tion, both the input and output have the type PacketStream.
This inherently realizes the chaining syntax as shown in §2.
We plan to integrate OmniWindow [83] with our interface to
support general window mechanisms in our future work.

Compiler. We provide two sketch algorithms for each state-
ful built-in operator. Specifically, a reduce operator can be
mapped to a Count-Min Sketch [20] or a Count Sketch [12],
while we use Bloom Filter [8] and Counting Bloom Filter [23]
for distinct. We leverage multi-threading techniques to par-
allelize the time-consuming benchmark experiments. Cur-
rently, AutoSketch supports two types of PISA-based target
backends, namely Tofino [89] and BMv2 [9]. Our implemen-
tation realizes the idea of this paper (i.e., constructing and
optimizing sketch instances). Other program optimization
(e.g., Chipmunk [26], BitSense [22]) is out of our scope.

Runtime. We realize a control plane runtime and a data plane
runtime to deploy AutoSketch. The data plane runtime installs
the output P4 programs of AutoSketch into switches and sends
sketch structures to the controller. The control plane runtime
invokes the query procedures and reports results to users.

Multiple applications and distributed deployment. To de-
ploy multiple applications over distributed devices, we merge
the DAGs of each application into a large application and ab-
stract the switch along the packet transmission path into a big
pipeline [16, 25]. We leave the searching for this large appli-
cation on the big pipeline abstraction with different accuracy
intents as our future work.
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Telemetry Application Lines of Code
Sonata Marple AS AS-P4

Used in existing query-driven telemetry (see §7.2)
New TCP Conns.(NC) [97] 6 8 7 192
TCP Incomplete Flows (IF) [97] 12 16 15 237
Port Scan (PS) [40] 6 11 6 285
DDoS (DD) [96] 9 14 6 277
TCP timeouts (TO) [67] * - 6 7 567
TCP non-monotonic (NM) [67] * - 7 9 618
TCP out-of-sequence (OOS) [67] * - 6 7 618
TCP SYN Flood (SF) [97] * - 17 20 635

Used in existing sketch-based telemetry (see §7.3)
Superspreader (SP) [96] 6 11 6 271
Cardinality (CD) [34] 3 8 4 227
Heavy Hitter (HH) [20] 5 10 5 271

Table 2: (Exp#1) LoC of telemetry applications (* indicates
that the application contains UDF).

7 Evaluation

We conduct experiments that compare AutoSketch with state-
of-the-art telemetry solutions in various aspects. We summa-
rize our findings for AutoSketch: (1) It implements 11 teleme-
try applications in <20 lines of code without concerns with
parameter configurations (Exp#1 and Exp#5); (2) It satisfies
the accuracy intent of at least 95% precision, 97% recall, and
at most 2.8% ARE for all the applications with only less than
6 ALUs, 1.06 MB memory and 115 KB/s bandwidth on aver-
age (Exp#2, Exp#3 and Exp#4); (3) It consumes around 50%
switch resource usage to achieve the intent compared to most
classical sketch algorithms (Exp#6 and Exp#7); (4) It achieves
better effectiveness than query planning of Sonata and scale
to large-volume traffic (Exp#8); (5) It efficiently finds out
configurations with high accuracy (Exp#9 and Exp#10 in
Appendix I). We put the complete results in Appendix J.

7.1 Setup

Telemetry Applications. Our evaluation considers 11 repre-
sentative telemetry applications in Table 2. The applications
are commonly used to evaluate telemetry solutions, including
both query-driven telemetry [30, 67, 105] and sketch-based
telemetry. Among these applications, TO, NM, OOS and SFL
contain UDFs. We configure the applications as described in
the literature. We put their realizations in Appendix K.

Workloads. We use CAIDA traces from 2016 to 2019. For
stress testing, we simultaneously run PktGen [72] on eight
servers to replay the traffic at 40x speed: every 100 ms interval
in our result corresponds to 4 s traffic of the origin trace. Thus,
each interval contains around 200 K active flows and 6 Gb
traffic (60 Gbps). Further, we inject additional 20 K flows at
10% intervals to evaluate AutoSketch under traffic bursts.

Accuracy metrics. For all applications except for CD, we
measure both recall and precision. For TO, NM, and OOS
that measure per-flow packet count of interest, we additionally
evaluate their ARE. For CD, we measure the relative error
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Figure 5: (Exp#2) Switch resource usage against query-driven
telemetry.

(RE): n−n̂
n , where n and n̂ are the true and estimated number

of flows, respectively.
Resource metrics. We consider three types of switch re-
sources: (1) on-chip memory used to maintain the states of
stateful operators; (2) stateful ALU used to calculate hash
functions and update state values; and (3) stage in the PISA
switch associated with its own ALUs and memory. Note that
we do not report the results on PHV because the packet tu-
ples passing across stages mainly include the parsed fields in
packet headers, whose overheads are limited.
Accuracy intents. We use two accuracy intents for AutoS-
ketch: one aims to achieve 95% recall, 95% precision, and 3%
ARE, while the other requires 99% recall, 99% precision, and
1% ARE. Both intents set the confidence as 95%. Therefore,
we report the 95-th percentiles among the intervals, with the
minimum and maximum values as the error bars. For each
application, we apply the two intents to generate their P4
programs, denoted by AS-1 and AS-2, respectively.

7.2 Compare with Query-driven Telemetry

Methodology. We compare AutoSketch with two query-
driven telemetry systems, Sonata [30] and Marple [67]. For
Sonata, we configure each stateful operator with 216 counters
and utilize the refinement plan ∗ → 8 → 32 as in its open-
source prototype. For Marple, we implement its key-value
cache and evict old keys to handle hash collisions. We con-
figure 216 cache slots as in the paper [67]. For applications
with groupby operators, we also consider a naive approach,
namely entire mapping (EM), that converts each UDF operator
entirely into a sketch-like structure (see §3.1). Since EM does
not resolve hash collisions, we configure the structure with
256 K cells to handle the >200 K flows per interval.
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telemetry.

(Exp#1) Expressiveness. We first compare the expressiveness
of AutoSketch with Sonata and Marple, both of which regard
expressiveness as the "first-class citizens" in their designs.
Table 2 shows that AutoSketch needs similar lines of code
(LoC) to implement the eleven telemetry applications. On
the other hand, it needs hundreds of lines if we directly use
P4. Further, AutoSketch allows expressing accuracy intents,
while the Sonata and Marple do not have such features.
(Exp#2) Resource usage. This experiment evaluates the re-
source usage of AutoSketch in switches. We deploy each
solution atop a Barefoot Wedge 100B-32X (Tofino) PISA
switch [89], and then measure the incurred resource usage.
We consider eight telemetry applications in this experiment.
Recall that Sonata does not support UDFs, while EM only
applies to UDFs. Thus, we present the results of the eight
applications separately, according to the existence of UDFs.

Figure 5 presents the results. For applications without
UDFs, Sonata occupies much more stages than others due
to its refinement mechanism which reduces the traffic sent
to the stream processor. AutoSketch consumes less or the
same amount of ALUs and memory as Sonata and Marple
except for DD under AS-2, but achieves lower bandwidth
overhead (Exp#3) and higher accuracy than Sonata (Exp#4).
For example, the memory overheads of Sonata and Marple
for NC and IF are 8 times higher than AS-1. For applications
with UDFs, EM incurs six more stages, nine more ALUs, and
1.6 MB more memory than AS-1 over the total resources of
four applications and suffers from serious hash conflicts and
incurs low accuracy (see Exp#4). However, AutoSketch con-
sumes two to fine more stages, seven to nine more ALUs and
15%-175% more memory than Marple. The reason is that the
user-defined states in UDFs are complicated, thereby AutoS-
ketch enlarges the resource usage to mitigate hash conflicts.
However, Marple has to deal with hash conflicts by sending
excessive traffic to the control plane (see Exp#3).
(Exp#3) Bandwidth usage. Figure 6 presents the traffic sent
to the control plane of each approach. Although the cur-
rent bandwidth of the control plane is in the magnitude of
100 Gbps, it must hold numerous data plane devices. Thus,
it is critical to save control plane bandwidth [15, 30, 46, 67].
AutoSketch incurs 115 KB/s bandwidth for all the applica-
tions, while Sonata, EM and Marple consume 45.1 KB/s,
913.2 KB/s, and 485.2 MB/s, respectively. Here, Sonata re-
duces the bandwidth usage at the cost of higher switch re-
sources (see Exp#2). The reasons why EM and Marple incur

higher bandwidth consumption than AutoSketch are as fol-
lows. For Marple, it needs to evict conflicting packets to the
control plane. For EM, it suffers from severe hash conflicts,
so a large number of normal packets are wrongly identified
as anomalies and then sent to the control plane.

(Exp#4) Accuracy. This experiment compares the accuracy
of AutoSketch with Marple, Sonata, and EM. Figures 7(a)
and 7(b) present the results of the applications without UDFs.
Marple achieves zero error for all applications because they
completely handle hash conflicts. However, it incurs exces-
sive resource overheads and bandwidth consumption (see
Exp#2 and Exp#3). Sonata well ensures the precision of all
applications but fails at the recall metric. The reason is that
Sonata decreases the counting value during the refinement
process and many abnormal flows are not wrongly identified
as normals. AutoSketch achieves high accuracy. In particular,
it satisfies our two accuracy intents for all applications.

Figures 7(c) to 7(e) show the results on the applications
with UDFs. Marple achieves zero error for the four applica-
tions. Except for TO, all AutoSketch applications meet both
intents. Here, TO also achieves 95% precision and 97% recall,
which is close to the intent. However, the recall of TO for
EM is only 62% and the average precision for EM is even
much lower (only 36%). EM also incurs high ARE: the ARE
for NM even exceeds 186%. The reason is that some states
are extremely sensitive to hash conflicts. When binding all
states in one sketch-like structure, hash conflicts will seriously
compromise their accuracy.

7.3 Compare with Sketch-based Telemetry

Methodology. We compare AutoSketch with existing sketch
algorithms. In Table 2, we select three applications that
have been extensively studied by existing sketch algorithms.
We consider two general-purpose sketch-based solutions
FlowRadar (FR) [50] and OpenSketch (OS) [96] that can
support all three applications. FR proposes a general sketch
structure to support various applications. For OS, we build
the algorithms in P4 as suggested by the original paper [96].

In addition to FR and OS, we also select two state-of-the-
art sketch algorithms that are specifically designed for each
application: in heavy hitter detection (HH), we compare Au-
toSketch with MV-Sketch (MV) [87] and HashPipe (HP) [79];
in superspreader detection (SP), we compare AutoSketch with
SpreadSketch (SS) [86] and Vector Bloom Filter (VBF) [52];
in cardinality estimation, we compare AutoSketch with FM-
Sketch (FM) [24] and Linear Counting (LC) [91].

We realize these algorithms based on their published de-
signs except MV and SS that provide open-source implemen-
tation. We also apply AS-1 and AS-2 for AutoSketch and the
sketch algorithms. We follow the guidelines in the literature to
configure these sketches. Here, we present the results of AS-1.
The results of AS-2 are in Appendix J. We do not present the
bandwidth usage of sketch-based solutions because they only
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Figure 9: (Exp#6) Switch resource usage against sketch-based
telemetry.

transfer the sketch structures to the controller. Thus, we can
infer the bandwidth from their memory usage in Exp#6.

(Exp#5) Expressiveness. We first compare the expressiveness
of AutoSketch with the sketch algorithms. Figure 8 shows
that AutoSketch only needs less than ten LoC to express each
telemetry application. However, existing sketch algorithms
require hundreds of lines of P4 code. Note that OS provides
one library that includes some pre-built sketches. Therefore,
OS can express one telemetry application in dozens of con-
figuration LoC. Further, AutoSketch automatically generates
corresponding P4 programs with parameter configurations,
while sketch algorithms need many efforts to tune parameters.

(Exp#6) Resource usage. We compare the resource usage of
AutoSketch with the sketch algorithms. Figures 9(a) to 9(i)
show that AutoSketch only consumes 50% switch resources
compared to most existing sketch algorithms except for LC
and FM (OS utilizes LC to realize cardinality). The reason is
that existing sketch algorithms typically consider worst-case
scenarios, while AutoSketch selects the most suitable config-
uration via benchmarking-based searching. FM and LC use
very limited resources because they only support the simple
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Figure 10: (Exp#7) Accuracy against sketch-based telemetry.

cardinality estimation at the cost of occasional unacceptable
error (Exp#7). FR incurs much higher resource usage since it
has complicated structures to support general telemetry tasks.
HP and VBF take the multi-level data structure that needs
more stages than other solutions. OS incurs more resources
than AutoSketch to detect heavy hitters and super spreaders,
since it adopts reversible sketch [75] to maintain flowkey.

(Exp#7) Accuracy. We compare the accuracy of AutoSketch
with the sketch algorithms (the red dotted line in the figure
indicates the accuracy intent). For the heavy hitter detection
(Figure 10(a)), all solutions can reach 95% precision. How-
ever, the recall of HP and FR is only 20% and 90%, respec-
tively. The reason is that their desired resources exceed the
hardware capacity. MV achieves similar accuracy as AutoS-
ketch, but needs more resources (see Exp#6). For the super-
spreader detection (Figure 10(b)), SS, VBF, and OS reach
high precision but cannot fulfill the recall goal, since they
are sensitive to hash conflicts. For the cardinality estimation
(Figure 10(c)), FM cannot satisfy the intent and its RE suffers
from terribly high error. AutoSketch meets the accuracy intent
in all the telemetry applications for two reasons. First, our
parameter configuration avoids worst-case parameters in tra-
ditional theoretical analysis. Second, our randomly injecting
additional traffic adapts to traffic bursts.

7.4 Micro Benchmarks

(Exp#8) Parameter tuning. We compare our benchmark-
based parameter tuning with the query planning of Sonata.
We consider two versions of Sonata, denoted by S1 and S2,
respectively. S1 is the default setup in Sonata’s open-source
prototype [69] that does not deal with hash collisions. S2
resolves hash conflicts by mapping each flow to d counters
and evicting a flow to the remote stream processor if hash
collisions occur (c.f. §3.1 of [30]). We follow the guidelines
in [30] to make the partition and refinement decision via the
ILP. We stress test all systems with different packet rates.

We present the DDoS detection under AS-1 due to space
limitations. Figure 11 shows the results. Even though S1 care-
fully tunes the data structure size and the refinement plan
(∗→ 16 → 32), it still fails to satisfy AS-1 (Figure 11(a) and
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Figure 12: (Exp#9) Searching cost.

11(b)) because it does not resolve hash conflicts. In contrast,
S2 achieves zero error at the cost of higher switch resource
and bandwidth overhead. Compared to S1 and S2, AutoS-
ketch satisfies the accuracy intent with lower switch resource
and bandwidth overhead. The reason is that although Sonata
efficiently determines offloaded operators, it lacks the opti-
mization for individual operators. On the opposite, AutoS-
ketch targets parameter tuning for each operator. The two
approaches are orthogonal to each other, which can be com-
bined to realize both benefits.

(Exp#9) Searching costs. We evaluate the cost of the
benchmark-based configuration searching algorithm. Fig-
ure 12 presents the searching time (red bar) and the ratio
between the number of configurations actually evaluated and
the number of all possible configurations (blue bar). As in
§5.2, the number of possible configurations is extraordinarily
huge. Our algorithm greatly prunes the number of evaluated
configurations by three to nine magnitudes. In particular, our
searching algorithm leverages hardware features to prune
configurations (see §5), which decrease the candidate config-
urations by at most six magnitudes. Other techniques further
reduce by two magnitudes. All the applications converge a
configuration close to the best solution (see Exp#10 in Ap-
pendix I) within 15 minutes using a single core, with an aver-
age time of 6.5 minutes. It is acceptable because the searching
is performed once before an application is deployed.

8 Related Works

Query-driven telemetry. Existing studies on query-driven
telemetry can be categorized into two classes. The first class
is based on text-based expression [4, 66, 95, 97]. Specifi-
cally, PathQuery [66] focuses on the path-based traffic mon-
itoring. NetQRE [97] combines application-level aggrega-
tion operations with regular-expression-like pattern match-
ing. dShark [95] leverages the json-based telemetry lan-

guage to declare fields and then invoke callback functions
for further processing. The second class provisions a col-
lection of operators for users to form telemetry applications
[19, 29, 30, 38, 45, 47, 67, 105]. AutoSketch follows the line
of operator-based telemetry with two enhancements: the ac-
curacy intent in the language, and the automatic compiler to
generate sketch-based programs.

Telemetry algorithms. There are three classes of telemetry al-
gorithms. Sampling algorithms [11,41,73,76,77,82] consume
limited resources but suffer from high errors. Counter-based
approaches [6, 79] only address top-k flows, thereby failing
to support generic applications. Sketch algorithms maintain
compact data structures that allow multiple flows to share
counters [1, 28, 35, 50, 54, 55, 94, 96, 101, 103]. With proper
parameters, they achieve both high accuracy and resource
efficiency. However, they suffer from heavy implementation
and configuration burdens. AutoSketch hides such complexity
with its programmability.

Telemetry architectures. Host-based telemetry systems [27,
42,65,84] suffer from limited network visibility. Switch-based
systems [7, 17, 39, 59, 68, 71, 80, 81, 88, 90, 104] process traf-
fic with high-speed ASICs but suffer from the limited mem-
ory. Recent studies often combine different network entities.
SwitchPointer [85] utilizes the switch memory as a directory
that points to the telemetry data on end-hosts. Sonata [30]
abstracts the switch and end-host into a big streaming proces-
sor. Marple [67] treats the switch memory as the cache of the
key-value store on end-hosts. MOZART [53] coordinates the
switches and end-hosts to select and monitor traffic. Omni-
Mon [37] integrates the capabilities of end-hosts, switches,
and the controller. AutoSketch is orthogonal to these works.

9 Conclusion

This paper proposes AutoSketch, a network telemetry solu-
tion that bridges the gap between query-driven telemetry and
sketch-based telemetry algorithms. AutoSketch extends the
existing operator-based interface to allow users to specify the
accuracy intent. It designs a compiler to translate the stateful
operators in telemetry applications into sketch instances in the
data plane. AutoSketch automatically configures parameters
to fulfill the accuracy intent. Experiments demonstrate that
AutoSketch achieves high expressiveness and high accuracy
with limited hardware resources.
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Appendix A Decomposed TCP non-monotonic

1 def nonmt_cf(tcp.seq):
2 temp = maxseq
3 if maxseq < tcp.seq:
4 maxseq = tcp.seq
5 return temp
6
7 def nonmt_uf(tcp.seq, maxseq):
8 if maxseq >= tcp.seq:
9 nm_count += 1

10
11 nm[precision_min=99%,ARE_max=1%,confidence =95%]=
12 PacketStream()
13 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
14 .groupby({5tuple: maxseq}, nonmt_cf)
15 .groupby({5tuple: nm_count}, nonmt_uf)

Application 2: Decomposed TCP non-monotonic

Appendix B Complex Decomposition Example

Figure 13 illustrates the partitioning procedure with a com-
plex example AST. The original AST in Figure 13(a) modifies
two states: state A and state B. We start with partitioning modi-
fications on state A. We identify a first subtree modifying A as
shown in Figure 13(b) (also marked in gray in Figure 13(a)).
Note that the root node appears in multiple paths. Thus, the
root remains in the residual AST in Figure 13(c), while the as-
signment node and its children are removed. Since there is still
a subtree modifying A (marked in gray in Figure 13(c)), we
continue to remove it. Figure 13(d) and Figure 13(e) present
the second removed subtree and the residual AST. In Fig-
ure 13(e), there is only one state B, and thereby we do not
remove subtrees further. Since there are two subtrees modify-
ing state A (in Figure 13(b) and Figure 13(d), respectively),
Figure 13(f) integrates them by merging the duplicated root.
In Figure 13, updating state A depends on the value of state
B. Thus, we extend the AST of B in Figure 13(e) to a new
AST in Figure 13(g). Since the value of B before updating is
actually needed, we add an assignment statement that saves
the value before updating in a variable temp. The variable
is returned and passed to AST of A after all statements are
executed.

Appendix C Theoretical analysis of Sketch-
like structure

We analyze theoretical error bounds according to the behavior
of states in sketch-like structures. One type is summable state
(i.e., counter), whose sketch-like structure is equivalent to
classical CM [20]. The other type is non-summable state (e.g.,
ingress port number, TCP sequence number).

For non-summable states, we analyze the probability that a
flow maintains inaccurate states. Specifically, a flow is accu-
rate if at least one of its hashed cells has no conflicts. Consider
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Figure 13: Example of UDF decomposition.

N flows in a sketch-like structure with w rows and d columns.
We assume that hash functions are perfectly random and in-
dependent. The probability that a flow does not collide with
others in one row is (1− 1

d )
N−1. For w rows, the probability

that the flow has at least one row without conflict P is:

P = 1− (1− (1− 1
d
)N−1)w ≈ 1− (1− e−

d
N )w. (1)

The users can utilize the above theoretical analysis to estimate
the accuracy of the search configuration.

We can further narrow the error bounds according to the
monotonicity-based query method of our sketch-like structure.
Take nonmt_cf in Application 2 as an example, its sketch-like
structure maintains the maximal sequence number of each
flow, which is monotonically increasing and thus return the
minimum value as the query result. In fact, not the conflicts
of all the flows will affect query results. We can first sort
the packets with the largest sequence number of each flow in

ascending order. Considering the ith largest flow, only N − i
flows that collide with it will affect the query result, referred
as interference flows. Here, Equation 1 is updated to P =
1− (1− (1− 1

d )
i−1)w. For our sketch-like structure, the query

results remain correct as long as one row does not conflict
with the interference flows. Therefore, the expectation of the
number of flows for which the query results are accurate is

E =
N

∑
i=1

1−(1−(1− 1
d
)i−1)w =N−

N−1

∑
i=1

(1−(1− 1
d
)i)w (2)

This is similar to the sketch-like structure of monotonically
decreasing. For the case without monotonicity, all the flows
can be interference flows.

Appendix D Optimization for sketch mapping

We optimize the sketch instances with several techniques.
First, we allow sketch instances to share hash functions: we
compute several hash values for each key, and use them to
locate cells in multiple sketch instances. This reduces compu-
tational units in switches, particularly the decomposition in
§4.1 produces numerous sketch instances. Second, we clear
the state values of terminated TCP connections to mitigate
hash conflicts. Third, since some applications are interested
in partial flows, we only record the keys addressed by the
applications instead of all flow keys.

Appendix E Formulation of Benchmark-
based parameter tuning

Goal min(SC(c))

Constraints
C0 T (c) satisfies EB

C1

n−1

∑
i=0

si ≤ S− sstateless

C2 si ≥ 1, i ∈ [1,2, ...,n]
C3 di ∈ [1,2, ...,siA], i ∈ [1,2, ...,n]

C4
wibi

8
≤ M, i ∈ [1,2, ...,n]

C5
diwibi

8
≤ siM, i ∈ [1,2, ...,n]

Table 3: Formulation for searching.

Table 3 formulates the optimization problem of our
benchmark-based parameter tuning. First, the accuracy of the
telemetry application T (c) should reach the user-specified ac-
curacy intent EB (C0). Second, the resource usage is bounded
by the hardware capability. C1 indicates the total stage re-
sources that can be used to deploy sketch instances. Here, S
refers to the number of stages in match-action pipeline and
Sstateless indicates the number of stages used for stateless oper-
ators, which can be determined before sketch-based mapping.
C2 indicates that each sketch instance should use at least one
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stage. C3 constraints the maximal number of stateful ALUs
cannot exceed sA, where A is the number of stateful ALUs
per stage. The register memory size allocated for one stateful
ALU cannot exceed the size of register memory (in bytes) per
stage M (C4). Meanwhile, the total register memory of one
sketch instance should be less than sM (C5).

Appendix F The number of Configurations

Consider an example in which we deploy a sketch with a two-
dimensional matrix structure in a switch with a single stage.
The stage contains four ALUs and 1 MB memory. Assume
that each cell occupies fours bytes. Since each hash function
needs one ALU, we can support at most four rows. When there
is only one single row, we have at most 220/4 = 262144 cells
in the row, resulting 2550 configurations. Similarly, when
the number of rows ranges from two to four, the number of
configurations is 1270, 840, and 630, respectively. Therefore,
there are 5290 possible configurations in total.

Appendix G LHS-based initialization for
searching

Algorithm 5 LHS-based initialization
Input : The number of mapped sketch instances n
1: function LHS_INIT(n)
2: m = min(ALUmax, Pagemax)
3: Initialize m empty application configurations c1,c2, ...,cm
4: for i = 0 to n do
5: alus = [1, 2, ..., ALUmax]
6: pages = [1, 2, 4, ..., Pagemax]
7: for j = 0 to m do
8: d = random sample in alus
9: Remove d from alus

10: w = random sample in pages
11: Remove w from pages
12: c j[2i] = d; c j[2i+1] = w

13: return the list of c1,c2, ...,cm

Algorithm 5 details the LHS-based initialization. It takes
the number of mapped sketch instances n as input and outputs
a list of initial configurations sampled by LHS. The algorithm
first initializes m empty configurations (line 3). Here, m de-
pends on the minimal value between the available maximal
stateful ALUs and memory pages (line 2), in that LHS has to
ensure the parameter values of all samples in each dimension
are different. As mentioned in §5.1, the application configura-
tion is a vector of 2n variables (c= (d1,w1,d2,w2, ...,dn,wn)).
Therefore, the algorithm fills in the d and w dimensions of all
samples one by one in the order of the sketch instance (lines
4-12). For each sketch instance, the algorithm prepares two
lists (alus and pages) of available resource values (lines 5,6).
Then, c1 to cm iteratively pops the values in alus and pages
randomly to fill in c j[2i] and c j[2i+ 1] (lines 7-12). In this
way, the configurations meet the requirement of LHS.

Algorithm 6 Pseudo Code of Function CALCNEIGHBOR
1: function CALCNEIGHBOR(c)
2: neighbors = []
3: for each parameter p in c do
4: c′ = copy of c
5: if c satisfys EB then ▷ decrease resource
6: if p is a row parameter then
7: p′ = p−1
8: else
9: p′ = p/2

10: else ▷ increase resource
11: if p is a row parameter then
12: p′ = p+1
13: else
14: p′ = p∗2
15: Replace p in c′ by p′

16: Add c′ to neighbors

17: return neighbors

Appendix H Hardware-aware configuration
generation

Algorithm6 details the hardware-aware configuration genera-
tion process. It generates neighbors for a given configuration
by changing one parameter in the configuration at a time (line
3). If the given configuration satisfies the accuracy intent, the
algorithm calculates its neighbors by decreasing the resource
usage (lines 5-9). Otherwise, it calculates its neighbors by
increasing the resource usage (lines 10-14). The algorithm
considers hardware characteristics. Specifically, when chang-
ing the number of rows, it uses 1 as the step size, and when
changing the number of columns, it ensures that the number
of columns is a power of 2.

Appendix I Additional Experiment

NC IF SFL SP PS DD CD HH TO NM   OOS 0
 1
 2
 3
 4

M
em

or
y 

(M
B)

  AutoSketch Optimimal Configuration

Figure 14: (Exp#10) Memory efficiency of searching results.

(Exp#10) Efficiency of searching results. We compare the
resource usage between the configuration searched by Au-
toSketch and the optimal configuration found by brute-force
searching. Figure 14 shows that the memory consumption
of AutoSketch is slightly more than the optimal configura-
tion: even the largest difference (DD) is only 0.25 MB. In
additional, the searched results consume the same number of
stages and at most one more ALU than the optimal ones (not
shown in the figure). Such additional costs are acceptable.
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Appendix J Complete Experiment Results

Table 4 and Table 5 list the complete experiment results of Exp#2 to Exp#4 in §7.2, including SSH Brute Force detection. Table
6 summarizes the complete switch resources and application accuracies of sketch-based solutions under two accuracy intents
(AS-1 and AS-2).

Telemetry Resources
Applications Memory (MB) Stage ALU Bandwidth (MB/s)

Marple | Sonata | EM | AutoSketch-1 | AutoSketch-2
New TCP Conns. 0.5 0.5 - 0.06 0.13 2 4 - 1 1 2 2 - 2 2 0.06 0.033 - 0.001 0.001
TCP Incomplete Flows 1.0 1.0 - 0.13 0.5 2 8 - 1 1 4 4 - 2 2 0.276 0.036 - 0.001 0.001
DDoS 1.0 1.0 - 0.63 0.75 3 8 - 2 2 3 4 - 4 6 44.24 0.037 - 0.0037 0.0036
Port Scan 0.88 1.0 - 0.5 1.0 3 8 - 2 2 4 4 - 3 4 23.56 0.07 - 0.0063 0.0063
SSH Brute Force 1.25 1.0 - 0.03 0.03 3 8 - 2 2 5 4 - 2 2 0.001 0.001 - 0.001 0.001
TCP non-monotonic 1.31 - 2.25 1.5 2.13 3 - 7 5 6 4 - 6 11 11 147.6 - 1.265 0.233 0.226
TCP out-of-sequence 1.31 - 2.25 2 2.88 3 - 7 5 7 4 - 6 13 12 167.3 - 1.692 0.526 0.517
TCP timeouts 1.31 - 2.25 3.63 3.63 3 - 7 8 8 4 - 6 12 12 34.4 - 0.609 0.136 0.136
SYN Flood 0.91 - 2.0 0.06 0.06 2 - 7 4 4 2 - 5 4 4 56.35 - 0.001 0.001 0.001
Total 10.47 4.5 8.75 8.54 11.11 24 36 28 30 33 32 18 23 53 55 473.8 0.177 3.57 0.909 0.893
Average 1.16 0.9 2.19 0.95 1.23 2.67 7.2 7 3.33 3.67 3.56 3.6 5.75 5.89 6.11 52.64 0.035 0.89 0.101 0.099

Table 4: Complete resource overheads of solutions in Exp#2 and Exp#3.

Telemetry Accuracy
Applications Precision Recall ARE

Marple | Sonata | EM | AutoSketch-1 | AutoSketch-2
New TCP Conns. 1.0 0.98 - 0.995 0.998 1.0 0.74 - 1.0 1.0 - - - - -
TCP Incomplete Flows 1.0 0.93 - 0.95 0.994 1.0 0.75 - 0.993 1.0 - - - - -
DDoS 1.0 0.92 - 0.976 0.996 1.0 0.34 - 0.996 0.996 - - - - -
Port Scan 1.0 0.93 - 0.956 0.981 1.0 0.41 - 0.982 1.0 - - - - -
SSH Brute Force 1.0 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 - - - - -
TCP non-monotonic 1.0 - 0.25 0.96 0.992 1.0 - 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.0 - 1.86 0.025 0.006
TCP out-of-sequence 1.0 - 0.37 0.98 0.99 1.0 - 0.99 0.998 0.999 0.0 - 1.39 0.016 0.005
TCP timeouts 1.0 - 0.66 0.95 0.95 1.0 - 0.62 0.972 0.972 0.0 - 0.38 0.028 0.028
SYN Flood 1.0 - 0.17 1.0 1.0 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0 - - - - -

Table 5: Complete accuracy of solutions in Exp#4.

Solutions Accuracy Intent 1 Accuracy Intent 2
Memory (MB) Stage ALU Precision Recall RE Memory (MB) Stage ALU Precision Recall RE

HashPipe 0.563 9 16 0.99 0.195 - 0.63 12 18 0.989 0.464 -
MV-Sketch 0.375 6 12 0.958 0.995 - 0.63 8 20 0.989 1.0 -
FlowRadar-HH 5.91 11 24 0.989 0.903 - 5.91 11 24 0.989 0.903 -
OpenSketch-HH 0.578 7 8 0.976 1.0 - 0.95 8 8 0.986 1.0 -
AutoSketch-HH 0.14 3 3 0.98 0.999 - 0.27 3 3 0.997 1.0 -
SpreadSketch 0.375 6 6 0.972 0.659 - 0.63 7 10 0.99 0.695 -
Vector Bloom Filter 2.58 12 5 0.973 0.66 - 2.58 12 5 0.973 0.66 -
FlowRadar-SS 5.91 11 24 1.0 0.991 - 5.91 11 24 1.0 0.991 -
OpenSketch-SS 1.2 10 8 0.941 0.748 - 1.75 10 8 0.976 0.728 -
AutoSketch-SS 0.375 3 4 0.975 0.978 - 1.0 3 6 0.983 1.0 -
FM-Sketch 0.031 4 1 - - 0.044 0.046 4 1 - - 0.006
Linear Counting 0.031 1 1 - - 0.017 0.031 1 1 - - 0.004
FlowRadar-CD 5.91 11 24 - - 0.011 5.91 11 24 - - 0.011
OpenSketch-CD 0.031 1 1 - - 0.017 0.031 1 1 - - 0.004
AutoSketch-CD 0.25 2 2 - - 0.011 0.19 2 3 - - 0.009

Table 6: Complete experiment results of solutions in Exp#6 and Exp#7.
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Appendix K Telemetry Applications

We show the function of each application in Table 7 and how
to realize these twelve telemetry applications.

# Application Description

1 New TCP Connections Count the number of newly opened
TCP connections exceeds threshold.

2 TCP Incomplete Flows Count the number of incomplete TCP
connections exceeds threshold.

3 Port Scan Detect the end-hosts that send traffic
over more than threshold destination
ports.

4 DDoS Detect the end-hosts that receive traf-
fic from more than threshold unique
sources.

5 TCP timeouts Count the number of timeouts for
each TCP connection, by checking for
packet inter-arrival times around 300
ms (retransmission timer).

6 TCP non-monotonic Count the number of packets per con-
nection with sequence numbers lower
than the maximum so far.

7 TCP out-of-sequence Count the number of packets per con-
nection arriving with a sequence num-
ber that is non-consecutive with the
last packet.

8 Superspreader Detect the end-hosts that contact more
than threshold unique destinations.

9 Cardinality Count the number of flows in the net-
work.

10 Heavy Hitter Identify large flows that consume more
than threshold during a time interval.

11 SYN Flood Detect the end-hosts whose half-open
TCP connections exceeds threshold.

Table 7: Description of telemetry applications.

1 n_syn[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,confidence
=95%] = PacketStream()

2 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
3 .filter(tcp.flags==SYN)
4 .map((ipv4.dstIP , count), count=1)
5 .reduce((ipv4.dstIP), val=count)
6 .filter(count >=Thld)
7 .distinct((ipv4.dstIP))

Application 1: New TCP Connections

1 n_fin = PacketStream()
2 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
3 .filter(tcp.flags==FIN)
4 .map((ipv4.srcIP , fin_cnt), fin_cnt=1)
5 .reduce((ipv4.srcIP), val=fin_cnt)
6
7 diff[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,confidence

=95%] = PacketStream()
8 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
9 .filter(tcp.flags==SYN)

10 .map((ipv4.dstIP , syn_cnt), syn_cnt=1)
11 .reduce((ipv4.dstIP), val=syn_cnt)
12 .zip(stream=n_fin , (ipv4.srcIP))
13 .map((ipv4.dstIP , diff), diff=syn_cnt -fin_cnt)
14 .filter(diff >=Thld)
15 .distinct((ipv4.dstIP))

Application 2: TCP Incomplete Flows

1 port_scan[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,
confidence =95%] = PacketStream()

2 .distinct((ipv4.srcIP , tcp.dport))
3 .map((ipv4.srcIP , count), count=1)
4 .reduce((ipv4.srcIP), val=count)
5 .filter(count >=Thld)
6 .distinct((ipv4.srcIP))

Application 3: Port Scan

1 ddos[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,confidence
=95%] = PacketStream()

2 .distinct((ipv4.dstIP , ipv4.srcIP))
3 .map((ipv4.dstIP , count), count=1)
4 .reduce((ipv4.dstIP), val=count)
5 .filter(count >=Thld)
6 .distinct((ipv4.dstIP))

Application 4: DDoS

1 def to(tin):
2 if tin - last_ts > Thld:
3 to_count += 1
4 last_ts = tin
5 timeout[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,ARE_max

=3%,confidence =95%] = PacketStream()
6 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
7 .groupby({5tuple:(last_ts , to_count)}, to))

Application 5: TCP timeouts

1 def nonmt(tcp.seq):
2 if maxseq < tcp.seq:
3 maxseq = tcp.seq
4 else:
5 nm_count += 1
6 nm[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,ARE_max=3%,

confidence =95%] = PacketStream()
7 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
8 .groupby({5tuple:(maxseq , nm_count)}, nonmt)

Application 6: TCP non-monotonic detection
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1 def oos(tcp.seq , payload_len):
2 if lastseq != tcp.seq:
3 oos_count += 1
4 lastseq = tcp.seq + payload_len
5 tcp_oos[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,ARE_max

=3%,confidence =95%] = PacketStream()
6 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
7 .groupby({5tuple:(lastseq , oos_count)}, oos)

Application 7: TCP out-of-sequence detection

1 super_spreader[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,
confidence =95%] = PacketStream()

2 .distinct((ipv4.dstIP , ipv4.srcIP))
3 .map((ipv4.srcIP , count), count=1)
4 .reduce((ipv4.srcIP), val=count)
5 .filter(count >=Thld)
6 .distinct((ipv4.srcIP))

Application 8: Superspreader

1 cardinality[ARE_max=3%,confidence =95%] =
PacketStream()

2 .distinct((5tuple))
3 .map((5tuple , count), count=1)
4 .reduce((), val=count)

Application 9: Cardinality

1 heavyhitter[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,
confidence =95%] = PacketStream()

2 .map((5tuple , count),count=ipv4.totalLen)
3 .reduce((5tuple), val=count)
4 .filter(count >=Thld)
5 .distinct((5tuple))

Application 10: Heavy Hitter

1 def remap_key(tcp.flag):
2 if tcp.flag == SYNACK:
3 nkey = ipv4.srcIP
4 else:
5 nkey = ipv4.dstIP
6 return nkey
7 def sf(tcp.flag , tcp.seq, tcp.ack):
8 if tcp.flag == SYNACK:
9 nextseq = tcp.seq + 1

10 cnt += 1
11 else if nextseq == tcp.ack
12 cnt -= 1
13 return cnt
14 syn_flood[precision_min=95%,recall_min=95%,

confidence =95%] = PacketStream()
15 .filter(ipv4.protocol==TCP)
16 .filter(tcp.flags contains ACK)
17 .groupby(null , remap_key)
18 .groupby({nkey:(nextseq , cnt)}, sf)
19 .filter(cnt > Thld)
20 .distinct((nkey))

Application 11: SYN Flood
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Abstract
Online traffic classification enables critical applications

such as network intrusion detection and prevention, provid-
ing Quality-of-Service, and real-time IoT analytics. However,
with increasing network speeds, it has become extremely chal-
lenging to analyze and classify traffic online. In this paper,
we present Leo, a system for online traffic classification at
multi-terabit line rates. At its core, Leo implements an on-
line machine learning (ML) model for traffic classification,
namely the decision tree, in the network switch’s data plane.
Leo’s design is fast (can classify packets at switch’s line rate),
scalable (can automatically select a resource-efficient design
for the class of decision tree models a user wants to support),
and runtime programmable (the model can be updated on-the-
fly without switch downtime), while achieving high model
accuracy. We implement Leo on top of Intel Tofino switches.
Our evaluations show that Leo is able to classify traffic at line
rate with nominal latency overhead, can scale to model sizes
more than twice as large as state-of-the-art data plane ML
classification systems, while achieving classification accuracy
on-par with an offline traffic classifier.

1 Introduction
In recent years, there have been increasing calls for a "self-
driving" network [10–12, 22] , i.e., a network driven by real-
time analytics performed on data at line-rate guided by pro-
grammatic control. Self-driving networks can help in tasks
such as anomaly detection (e.g., identifying and isolating ma-
licious traffic), and performance monitoring and repair (e.g.,
identifying flows that see sub-optimal traffic, and rerouting
them). A key component of such self-driving networks is the
need to run machine learning (ML) inferencing algorithms.
For example, network security applications rely on ML al-
gorithms for classifying applications and devices (e.g., IoT
device) [24], and detecting anomalous patterns [15, 19].

Traditionally, ML inference algorithms today are run off the
network path. For instance, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
typically require exporting network data to an off-path IDS
device, which runs necessary ML models and flags anomalies.
On the one hand, the bandwidth [27] needed to export data
from routers is significant. On the other hand, reaction times
to take action to resolve security issues is slow and of the
order of minutes. Other systems such as Intrusion Prevention
require individual packets to be sent off-path and only packets
deemed safe are then forwarded. Doing so can incur signif-
icant latencies for all packets, which limits the wide-spread
adoption of such intrusion prevention devices.

The recent advent of programmable switches offers the
unique opportunity of running ML inference algorithms di-
rectly on the data plane [30]. For instance, a lighter weight
ML model run on a switch could let the vast majority of traffic
pass through the switch without delays, with only a smaller
portion of the traffic routed to the control plane, where the traf-
fic could be inspected with more sophisticated traffic models.
While programmable switches offer promise, there are several
challenges as well. First, switches are significantly resource
constrained in terms of computation (ALU resources), mem-
ory, and pipeline stages. Second, while ML models change
frequently, switches offer limited runtime programmability,
with runtime updates often requiring a switch reboot.

In this paper, we take a key step towards running ML in-
ference algorithms in the data plane. We focus on decision
trees given they are widely used in traffic classification, are
interpretable [9], and since they only require features (e.g.,
comparisons, conditions) that are already available on existing
programmable switches. Further, although there is ongoing
research on new hardware support for switches [25, 29, 31],
our focus is on realizing decision trees on existing switches
for ease of deployability considerations.

We make the following contributions:
• We analyze initial proposals [6,14,28,30,32], notably [6,30]
to support decision trees on programmable switch pipelines.
The majority of these approaches [6,14,28] follow the natural
dependencies of a decision tree, implying they are bottle-
necked by the number of stages in a switch for larger trees.
While [30, 32] decouples the number of switch stages from
tree dependencies, we show that its memory requirements are
prohibitive whether SRAM or TCAM is used (§3).
• We present Leo1, a system that provisions a programmable
switch pipeline to support an entire class of trees (e.g., all
trees with depth ≤ D and at most L leaves) in a runtime pro-
grammable manner. Leo exploits the fact that although the
decision tree itself could be large, any individual packet only
encounters a small subset of tree nodes. Further, Leo selec-
tively flattens portions of a decision tree to judiciously trade
off memory and ALU requirements on the one hand, and num-
ber of switch stages on the other. Leo achieves these goals us-
ing a sub-tree multiplexing mechanism which allows multiple
sub-trees in a decision tree to be multiplexed using a layer of
ALUs whose features and constraints can be programmed at
runtime. This simultaneously allows programmability across
trees, and reduces resource requirements for a given tree.

1Source code available at: https://github.com/Purdue-ISL/Leo
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• We present worst-case bounds on resource requirements
(e.g., table sizes) with Leo, to ensure it can sufficiently
provision for all trees in a class. We show that unlike
IIsy [30, 32] Leo achieves attractive worst-case bounds on
memory requirements, while requiring significantly fewer
stages than [6, 14, 28].
• Our evaluations on Intel Tofino [3] switches show (i) Leo
support much larger models than existing approaches –e.g.,
it supports complete trees of depth 10 with SRAM, while
existing approaches are limited to depth 5 trees; with TCAMs,
Leo supports trees of depth 22 with up to 1024 leaves; (ii)
on real IDS datasets, Leo achieves classification accuracies
comparable to a control plane solution, and significantly bet-
ter than accuracies achieved with prior work [6, 14, 32] and
(iii) evaluations on a real programmable switch testbed show
that classification latencies with Leo are 500X lower than
performing classification in the router control plane. Overall,
the results show Leo is a viable approach to support packet
classification in the data plane.

2 Background and Motivation
ML for traffic classification. Consider Intrusion Detection
and Prevention systems (IDS and IPS) systems, which match
network flows to patterns to identify potential anomalies.
IPS systems inspect individual data packets synchronously
and take necessary preventive action on malicious traffic
(e.g., block traffic). In contrast, IDS systems operate asyn-
chronously over traffic exported from the data plane. While
many IDS/IPS systems rely on rules based on packet payload,
the increasing trend towards encrypted traffic has spurred
interest in behavioral systems that do not rely on packet
payloads. Instead these systems only rely on models of net-
work flow statistics (e.g., packet size distributions, inter-arrival
times etc.). Behavioral models may also serve as an initial
coarse filter that flags potentially malicious traffic to a rule-
based systems that performs more detailed inspection. Al-
though we use intrusion detection and prevention as our pri-
mary motivating example, many other use cases such as IoT
device identification, application classification, buffer sharing
in switches, and QoE inference [1, 15, 19, 24] benefit from
ML classification models.
Why traffic classification in data plane? With increasing
network speeds, the amount of data that needs to be analyzed
per unit time has also increased. For example, a single state-
of-the-art switch can receive multi-terabits of data per second.
Unfortunately, implementing traffic classification in the con-
trol plane or remote servers incurs high response latency,
which might be unacceptable for synchronous systems such
as IPS that require packet processing on the critical path. Our
measurements on a real router testbed show that while it only
takes few hundreds of nanoseconds to process a packet in the
switch’s data plane, it could take hundreds of microseconds
to simply send a packet to the switch’s local control plane
and back. Further, the bandwidth of the data path between

a switch’s local control and the data plane is typically a few
10s of Gbps (implemented using PCIe bus). However, the
data plane of state-of-the-art switches runs at multi-Tbps [21].
Thus, even for an asynchronous system such as an IDS, it is
not possible to analyze and classify each packet going through
the network using the control plane. The alternative is to heav-
ily sample packets, or report digests over longer epochs, which
can reduce accuracies and responsiveness. Using a remote
server for analysis and classification suffers from the same
limitations, namely high latency for classification and server
bandwidth acting as bottleneck. These factors motivate us to
explore running traffic classification in the data plane.
Programmable switches. Network data plane support for
ML inference is facilitated by the recent emergence of pro-
grammable switches [5, 20, 31] which allow the architect to
deploy programs that are executed on each data packet. Many
programmable switches today follow the Protocol Indepen-
dent Switch Architecture (PISA) data plane model and com-
prise a parser, processing pipeline, and deparser, which are
each programmable [5]. The processing is done by a pipeline
of a fixed number of stages [7, 8] that execute on every clock
cycle. Each stage consists of:
• Match tables, which specify the packet header fields to
match against, and the corresponding action (e.g., rewrite a
packet header field). Match tables may be supported using
(i) SRAMs which only support exact matches; or (ii) TCAMs
which support wild card matches (e.g, all packets with source
port 80, and arbitrary destination port). TCAMs are more
flexible, but they are power hungry and more expensive.
• Registers and ALUs. Registers store small amounts of state
that persists across packets (e.g., to implement packet coun-
ters). Stateful ALUs involve registers and allow computations
across packets. Stateless ALUs only take other packet headers
as inputs. Computation is limited to fields within a packet.

In addition, each switch consists of a Packet Header Vector
(PHV) which contains packet header fields, and metadata used
to communicate intermediate results across stages.

3 Design goals and prior work limitations
In this paper, we focus on decision trees for ML classification
given that they are widely used, and are easy to interpret un-
like "black-box" approaches such as neural networks. Further,
the simplicity of a decision tree model (e.g., unlike neural net-
works, decision trees do not require complex ALU operations
such as multiplication) makes them amenable for implemen-
tation on existing high-speed data plane architectures. In the
rest of this section, we discuss our design goals in mapping
decision trees to programmable switch data planes, and why
prior attempts [6, 14, 28, 30, 32] fall short. Our goals are:

Support a class of models in a runtime programmable
fashion. ML policy changes over time as new data is available
and models are retrained. Unfortunately, existing switches
offer limited runtime programmability (i.e., ability to make
changes without rebooting a switch). For instance, while the
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Runtime
Prog

Not limited
by tree

dependency

Implementable
in ASIC switch

Low
ALU
usage

Low
memory

usage
Infocom [28] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

pForest [6] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

SwitchTree [14] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

IIsy [30, 32] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Leo ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Comparing Leo to prior work. §3 presents analysis to
show the high memory requirements of IIsy, and we analyze
Leo’s resource requirements in §6.

entries of match tables can be modified at runtime by the con-
trol plane, the inputs of an ALU cannot. Ideally, any approach
must support an entire class of decision trees without requir-
ing a router reboot (e.g., all trees with a particular depth).

Support sufficiently large models for high accuracy. The
accuracy of classification depends on factors such as tree
depth and the number of leaves. Figure 1 shows for a real
IDS dataset (details in §7) that deeper trees achieve higher
accuracy despite using the same number of decision nodes.

32 64 128 256 512
Leaves

0.7

0.8

0.9

F1
sc

or
e Depth 8

Depth 10
Depth 12

Figure 1: Impact of increasing depth for the same number of
leaves using CICIDS-2017 dataset.

Resource efficient for all ML models in a class. The re-
sources required in programmable switches must be accept-
able in terms of resources such as ALUs, SRAM, TCAM,
and the number of stages. Further, since we are provision-
ing for a class of ML models (e.g., all decision trees with a
particular depth), the mapping must be such that the worst-
case bounds for mapping for all models within the class is
acceptable in terms of resource requirements. The worst-case
bounds must scale acceptably, e.g., with the number of leaf
nodes in a decision tree, or with tree depth.

Prior work and limitations. Unfortunately, existing ap-
proaches [6,14,28,30,32] to support decision trees in the data
plane fall short of the above goals. First, the majority of these
works [6, 14, 28] follow a natural strategy, which involves
mapping the hierarchical structure of decision trees to the
programmable switch pipeline. This requires at least one (and
possibly more) stages per tree level. Consequently, tree depth
is bottlenecked by the number of pipeline stages. The results
are further exacerbated given our analysis above which indi-
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………………
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………………
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24
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1*1*** 24 L7
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Figure 2: Illustrating IIsy’s approach for an example deci-
sion tree with 6 features each with a maximum value of 32.
Feature F1 appears twice and hence its values are mapped
to three code words, while other features are mapped to two
code words. The final table has entries for all code word com-
binations. The rules are shown for a TCAM, but the number
of entries needed with an SRAM is also shown.

cates that sparse and deeper trees are more important to im-
prove classification accuracy. Besides this central limitation,
some of these works are not runtime programmable (e.g., [28]
uses simple conditionals, and even a minor change would
require rebooting the switch to deploy recompiled code), and
have high ALU usage (e.g., [28] uses an ALU per decision
tree node), while others [6, 14] have only been implemented
on software BMv2 switches.

While IIsy [30, 32] addresses many of these short-
comings, we analyze it extensively below, and show that its
memory requirements can be prohibitive, whether SRAM
or TCAM is used. Table 1 summarizes existing schemes.
Leo addresses these limitations with a design that is runtime
programmable, not constrained by tree dependencies, has ac-
ceptable memory and ALU usage, and implemented on a
hardware switch. In the rest of the section, we show IIsy has
unacceptably high memory requirements.
Analyzing memory requirements with IIsy. IIsy [30,32]
seeks to break intrinsic tree dependencies by (i) a table per
feature which maps feature values into a smaller set of code
words. The mapping is such that the final classification result
is the same for all values of a feature that share the same code
word, no matter what the values of other features are. A final
classification table looks at every possible combination of
code words across features, and maps them to a classification
result. We present two results to show that IIsy’s memory
requirements grow exponentially with the number of features,
whether SRAM or TCAM is used.
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Proposition 1 Consider the requirement that IIsymust sup-
port all trees with a depth D or lower, involving any subset
of N pre-determined features with each feature taking values
in the range [0,K] in a runtime programmable fashion. Then,
the total SRAM that must be provisioned to achieve this goal
grows exponentially with N.

Proof sketch. To derive conservative bounds on the size of the
combination table, consider a complete decision tree of depth
D where each feature appears in the same number of deci-
sion tree nodes. Let I = 2D −1 denote the number of internal
nodes. The total number of decision nodes that involve each
feature is I

N , requiring I
N +1 codewords per feature. Since the

combination table includes combinations of all possible code-
words associated with each feature, the total size is ( I

N +1)N

which is exponential in N. Further, each feature table requires
K entries since each table explicitly enumerates all values
of every feature. Thus, NK total entries is needed across the
tables. In practice, some savings is possible owing to default
rules (see §A.1). Accounting for this, we obtain the following
conservative bound on the the total number of SRAM entries,
where the first term is the requirement for feature tables, and
the second term the requirement for the combination table.

N ∗ (K −⌈ K
2D ⌉)+ 2D −1

2D ∗ (2D −1
N

+1)N (1)

We next show IIsy’s memory requirements grow exponen-
tially even with TCAMs, focusing on the combination table
since this is most crucial to the analysis.

Proposition 2 There exist a family of decision trees with
O(N2 +NK) leaves which require at least O(lgN−1(K −1))
TCAM rules with IIsy, where N is the number of features,
and each feature has values that could range from 1 . . .K

Proof sketch. The proof is based on a family of decision trees
shown in Figure 15 in the Appendix for the general case with
N features (F1 . . .FN) with each feature having values ranging
from 1 . . .K. To provide more intuition, Figure 3 shows a
geometric representation for the special case with N = 3, and
K = 4, where the highlighted cubes correspond to the leaves
of the corresponding decision tree.

The intuition behind the tree construction is as follows.
First, the decision tree nodes has leaves for each value of
a feature Fj when all other features are at their maximum
value K. This forces IIsy to use a distinct code word for
each value of every feature. Next, the decision tree has leaf
nodes which correspond to regions where some of the features
can take multiple possible values. These nodes will require
a large number of code word combinations with IIsy since
it is forced to use a distinct code word for each feature value.
For example, in Figure 3, IIsy requires K = 4 code words
for each feature (owing to the decision tree nodes shown by
the small cubes). While the inner cube (A2) which captures
the region where all features are < K corresponds to a single

Figure 3: Visualizing general decision tree with three features.

decision tree node, it would requires (K −1)3 combinations
with IIsy. Likewise, each of the regions A1,2, A1,1, and B1
(where exactly one feature is K) correspond to single decision
tree nodes but would each require (K − 1)2 different code
word combinations. Even if a default rule were used for the
inner cube, 3∗ (K−1)2 code word combinations must still be
explicitly covered, which would require at least 3m2 TCAM
entries where m = ⌈log(K −1)⌉. We defer the details of the
proof for the general case to §A.2 along with models for
estimating the size of the feature and combination tables that
must be provisioned for a TCAM implementation.
Implications. Using Equation 1, a complete tree of Depth 6
using 9 16-bit features requires over 108 SRAM entries with
IIsy. Using the analysis in §A.2. we can construct a tree with
only 200 leaves that needs over 106 TCAM entries.

4 Leo Design
In this section, we present the design of Leo, a resource-
efficient and runtime programmable system that enables data
plane traffic classification on PISA switch pipelines.

4.1 Abstraction
Having a well-defined abstraction for a decision tree model is
crucial to provide the right balance between flexibly switch-
ing between different decision trees at runtime and worst-case
resource and performance overhead. The two extreme abstrac-
tions of supporting a specific decision tree and supporting all
possible decision trees compromises either on flexibility or
on resource constraint respectively. To that end, Leo provides
the following abstraction for a decision tree model: to support
any tree from a "class" of decision trees specified by the
three tuple (D, L, F) where D is the maximum tree depth,
L is the maximum number of leaves, and F is the set of
features that the tree nodes can use, subject to the switch
resource constraints while allowing for switching between
trees of the same class at runtime without switch downtime.
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Figure 4: Workflow of Leo. Given a user specified (D,L,F)
class, Leo chooses a representative decision tree for that class
and maps it to the switch pipeline using multiplexed ALUs
and SRAM/TCAM tables (Figure 9). The table inputs are con-
figured at runtime by the switch control plane to implement
different decision trees in the class (D,L,F) (Figure 16).

The user can specify a decision tree model to map to the
switch pipeline using the tuple (D,L,F). Leo’s compiler will
try to find a mapping that can express any tree in the given
class, subject to the switch resource constraints. However, the
compiler will return a failed mapping if one or more trees
in the given class could not be mapped within the resource
constraints of the switch pipeline. If the mapping is successful,
the user can choose any tree from the given class to run on
the switch, and can switch between trees within the same
class at runtime. Note that at any given time, the switch runs
exactly one tree from the given class. The above abstraction is
general enough to also express other common abstractions for
a decision tree model. For example, (D,2D,F) can express
all decision trees with depth D or smaller.

4.2 Design Overview
The workflow for Leo’s design is shown in Figure 4.
Representative decision tree. Given a (D,L,F) specification,
Leo provisions for a single decision tree structure at compile
time that can be multiplexed at runtime to implement any
tree in the class. We refer to this tree as a representative
decision tree. A natural choice for a representative decision
tree structure would be a complete tree of depth D (and 2D

leaves), as any tree structure with depth ≤ D would simply
be a sub-tree of the complete tree. For example, in Figure 4,
for the (D = 4,L = 16,F) class, Leo’s compiler chooses a
complete decision tree of depth 4 as the representative tree
structure. However, for classes where L < 2D, this approach
over-provisions the resources. In §6, we discuss how Leo

reduces the resources to provision by also considering the
maximum number of leaves L within the (D,L,F) class.
Mapping Representative Tree to Switch. Next, the compiler
efficiently maps the tree structure to the switch pipeline. In
doing so, it addresses two key challenges.

Challenge 1. The ability to update the features and con-
straints of the representative decision tree nodes at runtime to
implement different trees in a (D,L,F) class.

Challenge 2. The ability to support decision tree classes
with large D (depth) and L (leaves), subject to the resource
constraints of the switch.
Leo solves these challenges with two novel techniques it

introduces called decision tree node multiplexing(§4.3) and
sub-tree flattening and multiplexing (§4.4)
Runtime reconfiguration. Finally, at runtime, the switch
control plane configures the feature and constraint values
in each node of the representative decision tree structure to
implement a specific decision tree in the class (D,L,F) (§4.5).

4.3 Decision Tree Node Multiplexing
An internal node of a decision tree is implemented using an
ALU whose inputs are a feature value f ∈F and a constraint c.
The output is the result of a comparison (e.g., f < c). The set
of features F are defined by the user as part of Leo’s abstrac-
tion (D,L,F), and are stored either in the packet header vec-
tor (for stateless features, e.g., TCP SYN flag) or inside the
switch registers (for stateful features, e.g., packet count).
The constraints are stored in the switch memory and are pop-
ulated (and updated at runtime) by the control plane.

ALU
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M
U
X

Fe
at
ur
es

C
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st
ra
in
ts

Feature
Multiplexer

Constraint
Multiplexer

ALU implementing
feature < constraint

select

Figure 5: An abstract multi-
plexed ALU.

To support different
decision trees in a given
(D,L,F) class, Leo al-
lows that any internal
node in the decision tree
can take any of the F
features and any con-
straint value as inputs
for the conditional state-
ments. To achieve this,
Leo implements an inter-
nal node of the represen-
tative decision tree using
a multiplexed ALU, an
abstraction of which is
shown in Figure 5. Con-
ceptually, this comprises a (i) feature multiplexer, that can
select any of the features at runtime from the set F; (ii) a
constraint multiplexer, that can select any of the stored con-
straints; and (iii) an ALU that operates on the selected feature
and constraint. We discuss concrete implementation in §5.

Supporting all conditional statements. At compile time,
each node in the representative decision tree implements a
statement of the form f < c. However, a decision tree can
have other conditionals (e.g., f > c or f ≤ c). Unfortunately,
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Figure 7: Mapping a decision tree to the switch pipeline using
only one multiplexed ALU per tree depth.

the ALU operations in PISA pipelines cannot be changed at
runtime. Instead, Leo transforms a more general decision tree
into an equivalent version with only f < c conditions offline
(Figure 6). Specifically, (i) An x ≤C condition is converted
into x <C+1 while an x ≥C is converted into x >C−1. (ii)
x >C is transformed into x <C by simply swapping the left
and right sub-trees of the node. Both these transformations
maintain the behavior of the original conditions.

4.4 Sub-Tree Flattening and Multiplexing
A naive mapping of a representative decision tree structure to
the switch pipeline would require a multiplexed ALU for each
tree node implementing the conditional decision at that node.
This can be as high as 2D − 1 ALUs to support a complete
representative decision tree of depth D. However, we observe
that at runtime a given packet would access exactly one tree
node at a given tree depth. The tree node that the packet
accesses at depth d would be decided by the path the packet
takes through the tree, which, in turn, can be decided by the
combination of the {ID, decision output} of the decision tree
node accessed at depth d −1. For example, in Figure 7, if the
ID of the node accessed at depth 1 was 0 and the decision
output of that node was 1, then the node that will be accessed
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Figure 8: Encoding a decision sub-tree using a boolean table.
The boolean table could be stored either in SRAM or TCAM.

at depth 2 will have ID 01. To implement this (Figure 7), Leo
only needs to provision one multiplexed ALU per tree depth
d. The combination of the node output and node ID at depth
d − 1 (shown as Prev ID in Figure 7) is used as the select
value for the MUX at depth d to configure the ALU with the
correct decision tree node parameters (feature and constraint).
Hence, for a D depth tree, only D ALUs are needed.

While the above design requires significantly fewer ALUs
compared to the naive design, unfortunately, it does not scale
to trees with larger depths. This is because we require one
ALU for each tree depth, and the ALU at a given depth could
be configured only once we have the outputs of the ALUs
from the lower tree depths. This inherent dependency means
that ALU at each depth must be mapped to a different switch
pipeline stage, thus requiring D+1 pipeline stages to imple-
ment a tree of depth D (Figure 7). In programmable switches,
the number of pipeline stages can be as few as ∼10. To over-
come this bottleneck, Leo uses two key insights.

First, Leo generalizes the unit of mapping from a single
decision tree node as above to a sub-tree of size k nodes.
Further, Leo notes that a sub-tree of size k within a decision
tree can be represented using a boolean table by encoding
all possible combinations of the outputs of the decision nodes
within the sub-tree. This is illustrated in Figure 8. Hence,
assuming sufficient resources per switch pipeline stage, one
could implement an entire sub-tree of size k by calculating
the output of each decision node in the sub-tree in parallel
(using k multiplexed ALUs), and next matching those outputs
against the boolean table(s) to figure the output of the entire
decision sub-tree. We call this sub-tree flattening.

Figure 9 illustrates the idea where the representative tree is
partitioned into layers, each layer comprised of similar sub-
trees. Using similar insights as earlier, we observe that for any
layer, exactly one sub-tree is executed at runtime as decided
by the path the packet takes through the tree. For example,
in Figure 9, exactly one of the four sub-trees (of size k = 3)
in layer 2 will be executed. Leo generalizes the idea of node
multiplexing to sub-tree multiplexing, by provisioning for
exactly one sub-tree per layer. Given a sub-tree multiplexing
unit of size k nodes (which is always a complete binary tree
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Figure 9: Illustrating sub-tree flattening and multiplexing (with sub-tree size k = 3) for a representative (complete) decision tree
of depth D = 4 from Figure 4. As mentioned in §4.4, it requires ⌈D/⌈log2(k)⌉⌉+1 = 3 switch pipeline stages to map the tree.

in Leo) and n such blocks of sub-trees at layer i, Leo only
provisions for one sub-tree of size k (i.e., k multiplexed ALUs).
In Figure 9, there are n = 4 blocks of sub-trees of size k = 3
in layer i = 2. Hence, Leo only provisions k = 3 multiplexed
ALUs for i = 2. While the figure shows all layers having
k = 3, Leo allows for different layers to be associated with
different sized sub-trees (and hence k may vary across layers).

Finally, similar to Figure 7, to decide which sub-tree (or leaf
node) at layer i to choose, Leo requires the ID and the outputs
of the sub-tree at layer i− 1. The combination of the {ID,
decision outputs} from layer i−1 is fed to the feature and
constraint multiplexers at layer i to choose the right feature
and constraint value for each multiplexed ALU. Note that
in Figure 9, we don’t need the ID of the node at layer 1 to
configure the multiplexers at layer 2; only the decision outputs
of the sub-tree at layer 1 (shown as O1, O2, O3 in the figure)
are needed. This is because there is only one sub-tree at layer
1. However, at layer 2, we have 4 sub-trees, and hence in
Figure 9, the leaf node at layer 3 is selected using both the ID
of the sub-tree accessed at layer 2 (shown as Prev ID in the
figure) plus the decision outputs from that sub-tree.

Using complete sub-trees of size k > 1 nodes as the unit of
flattening in every layer, Leo only requires ⌈D/⌈log2(k)⌉⌉+1
pipeline stages to implement a complete decision tree of depth
D, as illustrated in Figure 9.

4.5 Runtime Programmability
The inputs to the building blocks of a representative decision
tree in Leo, namely the feature and constraint multiplexers and
the boolean table, can be configured and updated at runtime
via the switch control plane without any switch downtime.
Thus, by changing the inputs to these building blocks appro-
priately at runtime, one could implement any decision tree

within a given (D,L,F) class. (Figure 16 in the Appendix
presents an example of a different tree mapped to the same
representative structure in Figure 9).

Handling transient state during runtime tree updates.
One key issue with using the control plane for runtime tree
updates is that it can take several clock cycles to update all
the tree nodes while transitioning from one decision tree
to another. Hence, packets arriving during the update might
encounter an inconsistent tree state. To handle this, Leo main-
tains two copies of the representative decision tree. At any
given time, exactly one of those trees is marked as active, and
all incoming packets are directed through the active tree. In
order to transition to a new decision tree, the control plane
configures the nodes of the inactive decision tree, and once
the new tree is configured, it is marked as active, while the
previously active tree is marked inactive. Switching the status
of a tree from active to inactive and vice-versa is an atomic
operation, as it only requires writing to a single register entry
storing the tree ID of the active tree. Thus, future incoming
packets smoothly transition to the new decision tree without
encountering any inconsistent state. The approach doubles the
switch resources required to support a representative decision
tree, but we show in §7 that the costs are acceptable.

5 Leo Implementation
We present details of our implementation in PISA ASICs.
Implementing Multiplexed ALUs. Figure 9 shows the fea-
ture and constraint multiplexers, and the Boolean SRAM/T-
CAM table as distinct components. We however implemented
all of them using the same Match/Action table (MAT), with
the comparison performed using the stateless ALU in the ac-
tion field. For concreteness, layer 2 of Figure 9 is implemented
as 3 MATs, one per Multiplexed ALU, which respectively pro-
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duce the results E1, E2, and E3. The MAT which outputs E1
has F +2 possible actions. F of the actions (one per feature)
involve (i) executing a condition of the form E1 = f < c,
where f is an appropriate feature in the packet’s header or
metadata, and c is the relevant constraint loaded in the ta-
ble memory as an action parameter; and (ii) assigning the
ID field for the next layer based on another action parame-
ter. The other two actions include a (i) NoOp, which simply
disables the multiplexed ALU when a tree of smaller depth
is installed; and (ii) SetLeaf, which terminates a path in
the tree by writing the class label to the packet header. The
MATs that compute E2 and E3 are similar, except that they
do not compute the ID field (it suffices one MAT in each layer
computes the ID field for the next layer).

Ideally, the operation E1 = f < c is realizable in the state-
less ALU. However, we were unable to compare a memory-
read parameter (i.e. the constraint) with a header/metadata
(i.e. a feature) in a single processing stage. We instead imple-
mented the comparison as E1 = f − c in a single stage. The
condition is met if E1 is negative which involves checking
that the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of E1 is 1. We achieve
this with TCAMs using wildcard matching (of the form 1∗∗∗)
for E1 in the next layer Boolean Table, realizing each layer in
a single switch stage. With SRAMs, we used an extra stage
to extract the MSB of E1, needing two stages per layer.
Choice of k. While larger k can reduce the number of stages,
we typically used k = 3. Increasing k beyond 3 is constrained
by the limit that PISA switches place on the number of header
fields within each container group. Two header fields can be
used together in an ALU operation only if they are in the
same group (e.g., in Figure 9, the different features, and the
outputs O and E of each layer are part of the same group). We
reuse output headers with k = 1. When k > 1, neighboring
layers must use different output headers as multiple MATs
in a layer rely on the output headers of the previous layer.
Hence, we reuse across alternate layers (odd layers use inputs
E and outputs O, with the opposite for even layers), and our
implementation requires |F |+2k header fields where |F | is
the number of features. An increase in k reduces the number
of features possible. A potential trade-off that we defer for
future investigation is to implement each layer in two stages:
(i) a first that determines an ID; and (ii) a second that uses the
ID for the multiplexed ALUs. This would reduce the number
of header fields in each container group to |F |+ k and allow
more features, at the expense of more stages per layer.
Handling stateful features. Stateful features requires allo-
cating per-flow memory. We augment the Leo abstraction to
include a target on the number of flows M that are to be sup-
ported. Leo maps stateful features to 8-bit or 16-bit registers
based on the feature. Features may be discretized to fit the
desired budget – e.g., packet lengths are divided by 64 (using
bit shifts) which allows lengths ranging from 64 bytes to 16
KB to be represented in 64 byte units using a 8-bit budget.
We discuss how other features are discretized in §A.3.3).

Ingress

Egress

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Flow
State

Decision
Tree
Node

Root

Le
av

es

Figure 10: Illustration of how Leo maximally utilizes the
resources in each physical stage by mapping the feature tables
to the ingress pipeline and decision tree to the egress pipeline.

We store stateful features in separate SRAM register tables
indexed by flow IDs. The flow ID is calculated as a hash
over its 5-tuple. In PISA switches, each packet first traverses
through an ingress pipeline followed by an egress pipeline.
Each physical pipeline stage serves as both an ingress and an
egress stage, with its resources shared between the ingress
and egress. In Leo, we map the tables containing flow state
to the ingress pipeline and the decision tree to the egress
pipeline (Figure 10) to maximally utilize pipeline resources.
This is motivated by the fact that when mapping the decision
tree, many stages consume minimal memory resource (espe-
cially the first few stages corresponding to the top tree levels
with fewer internal nodes). Thus Leo could use the remaining
resources in those physical stages to store flow state in the
ingress. Alternatively, if we had mapped both the flow state
and the decision tree to the ingress pipeline, then the inherent
dependency that the flow state must be accessed before the
decision tree logic would mean that Leo could not use the
resources left in each stage after mapping the decision tree
nodes. This optimization is useful in scaling Leo to a large
number of flows with stateful features (§7).

6 Leo Analysis
We next discuss how to provision a representative tree in Leo
that can support all trees in the (D,L,F) class. This requires
getting an upper bound on the requirements for every resource
across all possible trees in that class.

The number of rules in each Leo table depends on the
number of tree states that are multiplexed. For example, in
Figure 9, each MUX in layer 2 (resp. layer 3) would multiplex
across 4 (resp. 16) possible states. Let ki denote the sub-
tree multiplexing unit size in layer i (generalizing the above
discussion which assumed ki = k for all layers). Then, each
execution layer produces ki +1 possible outcomes for each
of the states multiplexed by the layer. Thus, the maximum
number of states multiplexed in layer i (which we denote by
Ri) is at most Ri−1 ∗ (ki +1). Given a (D,L,F) specification,
the total number of leaves, and hence the number of internal
nodes at each tree level does not exceed L. Thus, the number
of states multiplexed by any layer is at most L, reducing the
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entries to be provisioned. We now have:

Ri =

{
1 if i ≤ 1
min(L, Ri−1 ∗ (ki +1)) otherwise

If TCAM is used, the number of entries needed in each MUX
in layer i is simply Ri, the number of multiplexed states. If
an SRAM is used, the number of entries is Ri−1 ∗2ki−1 as it
depends on the multiplexed states in the previous layer, and
the possible combinations of the ki−1 outputs of layer i−1.
Since k values are typically small, this is just a small constant
factor of the TCAM rules.
Total memory requirement. When ki = k in each layer, and
we provision for complete trees, the total entries to provision
for all tables across all layers (there are k tables per layer)
is (k+1)I +1 with TCAM and 2kI +1 with SRAM. Here, I
is the number of internal nodes = 2D −1. When k = 3 as in
Figure 9, the total entries are 4I +3 with TCAM and 8I +3
with SRAM. In contrast, Equation 1 shows for IIsy, the
SRAM entries goes as (I/N +1)N , where N is the number of
features, while TCAM entries are also exponential in N when
I is polynomial. Further, when given a limit L on the number
of leaves, and for k = 3, a comfortable upper bound in memory
requirements is 1+DL/2 with TCAM, and 1+ 4DL with
SRAM, with the more general expression being 1+ DL

log(K+1)

with TCAM, and 1+ 2kDL
log(k+1) with SRAM.

7 Evaluation
Our evaluations address several questions: (i) What classes
of decision trees can be supported by Leo, and how does this
compare to other approaches in terms of tree size, the number
of stages and rules? (§7.1). (ii) What classification accuracies
are achievable on real traffic data-sets using decision trees
that Leo can support? (§7.2). (iii) How does the decision tree
accuracy vary with the number of flows and stateful features?
(§7.3). (iv) What are the benefits of implementing decision
trees in the data plane? (§7.4).

To answer these questions, we implement Leo, and other
schemes using P4 [4], and analyze resource requirements on
a Tofino switch. We also evaluate Leo with a control plane
solution in a real tested involving a Tofino switch. We evaluate
accuracies on publicly available intrusion detection datasets.

7.1 Leo vs. Other Data plane Tree Schemes
Schemes compared. We compare Leo with tree-based ap-
proaches [6, 14, 28] and IIsy [30, 32]. Unfortunately, as dis-
cussed in §3, existing tree-based approaches are either not
runtime programmable [28], or have only been implemented
on software switches. For instance, we experimented with the
publicly available code of SwitchTree [14] (an extension of
pForest [6]) and found it does not compile on the TNA [3]
hardware switch. Instead, we modify Leo to mimic these ap-
proaches. Our implementation contains several optimizations

not present in [6, 14] and is an optimistic bound on the per-
formance of these approaches. Unlike Leo, none of the prior
works guarantee correct decision tree execution during a tran-
sient period when a tree update is in progress. Hence, we refer
to them as pFor/SwTree-NT and IIsy-NT. We also imple-
ment a variant of Leo where we disable the mechanisms to
ensure correct transient performance, which we call Leo-NT.

Methodology and metrics. We compare schemes with re-
spect to their ability to support all trees within a given class
(D,L,F) that constrains the maximum depth D, maximum
number of leaves L, and feature set F . We vary the class spec-
ifications across our experiments. For any given class, and for
all schemes, we must estimate the memory to be provisioned
at compile time for each table used in the scheme. This is
needed since the goal is to support all trees within a class in a
runtime programmable manner and since table sizes cannot
be dynamically changed. This requires estimating the worst-
case requirement across all decision trees within a class for
each table with every scheme. For Leo and pFor/SwTree, we
obtain these requirements using the analysis in §6. IIsy does
not discuss how to assign sizes to its tables. Thus to guarantee
programmability within each class, we utilize the analysis
that we presented in §3 (and detailed in §A.1 and §A.2).

Our main metrics include (i) whether a given specification
can be realized on an actual hardware switch (we focus on the
Tofino Native Architecture (TNA) [3] used in Intel’s Tofino
line of switch ASICs); (ii) when the specification can be re-
alized, the total number of SRAM or TCAM entries and the
number of stages that the scheme requires. We implement all
schemes using P416 targeting TNA and consider a specifica-
tion met on successful compilation. All P4 code was compiled
using version 9.11.1 of the Intel Barefoot SDK.

We focus on the resource requirements of the decision tree
alone, and explore per-flow state requirements in §7.3. For
Leo and pFor/SwTree-NT, the number of features is limited
by the number of headers within each container group (§5).
pFor/SwTree-NT can support a maximum of 15 features,
while Leo can support upto 10 features for k = 3, and 15 fea-
tures for k = 1. With Leo and pFor/SwTree-NT, the memory
requirements for the decision tree logic does not grow with
the number of features (§6). In contrast, the memory require-
ments of IIsy-NT grows exponentially with the number of
features (§3). In the rest of this section, we compare resource
requirements by keeping the number of features fixed with
all schemes. §A.3.1 analyzes the maximum tree depth that
can be supported as the number of features change. Finally,
our classification accuracy experiments (§7.2) explore differ-
ent combinations of features and depth for each scheme, and
report the best operating point for that scheme.

Results with SRAM. Figure 11(a) presents results for classes
of the form (D,2D,F), which indicates that all trees of depth
D or lower must be supported. We varied D while keeping the
number of features fixed at 10. All schemes were constrained
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Figure 11: Table entries required to support a programmable class of complete decision trees using SRAM and TCAM. Designs
needing more than 12 stages are infeasible on a Tofino switch [8]. Note the logarithm scale on x-axis.

to only using SRAM. First, pFor/SwTree-NT can only meet
the specification upto D = 5, and it is unable to support depth
6 trees. This is because the approach is constrained by the
number of switch stages. Second, Leo is able to support trees
twice as deep as those supported by pFor/SwTree-NT, and
can support all depth 10 trees. Further it requires half as many
stages for the same depth. While the total memory require-
ment is higher, it is modest in an absolute sense, and this is
an acceptable trade-off. Third, the memory requirements with
IIsy-NT [30, 32] are several orders of magnitude more than
Leo. Supporting all depth 5 trees requires over 1.9M entries,
which is 10000× more than Leo (which requires 182 entries).
IIsy is unable to support trees greater than depth 5 owing to
the memory requirement. Finally, although Leo uses twice as
much SRAM than Leo-NT, the table sizes are still small, and
there is no impact on the classes of trees supported.

Results with TCAM. Figure 11(b) presents similar results
as above but now implementing all tables in all schemes
with TCAM. First, all schemes can support larger trees with
TCAM, but Leo still outperforms – pFor/SwTree and IIsy
can support depth 10 trees, but Leo can support any depth
13 tree. Second, for the same specification, Leo requires half
as many stages as pFor/SwTree, and an order of magnitude
fewer TCAM entries (for depth 10, the requirement with IIsy
is 18× that of Leo). Third, the higher memory requirements
of Leo limit it to depth 13 trees (versus depth 14 for Leo-NT),
owing to both lower TCAM memory available per stage, and
the larger memory requirements at higher tree depth. However,
Leo can still support larger trees with a bound on the number
of leaves with negligible impact on classification accuracy as
we will see later. Finally, Leo and pFor/SwTree-NT require
fewer stages for the same depth with TCAM relative to SRAM.
This is because of our optimizations with TCAMs to avoid an
extra computation stage for each layer (§5).

Exploiting bounds on the number of leaves. While the
earlier results indicate Leo (resp. Leo-NT) can support all
complete trees up to depth 13 (resp. 14), we next explore
specifications that bound both the number of leaves and tree
depth. This is beneficial given our analysis in Figure 1, which
shows that accuracy greatly improves with tree depth but
is less sensitive to the number of leaves for a given depth.
Figure 13 shows the maximum number of leaves that can
be supported for different tree depths, and indicates that Leo
(and Leo-NT) can support deeper trees given a constraint on
the number of leaves. For instance, Leo can support depth
22 trees given a specification that the tree has at most 1024
leaves. This is because Leo provisions fewer TCAM entries
in each layer exploiting knowledge of the leaf constraint. The
maximum number of leaves reduces with tree depth because
for larger depths there are fewer available stages (and hence
TCAM table space). In contrast, IIsy, and pFor/SwTree can
support at most depth 10 trees as discussed earlier. While
Leo allows fewer leaves than Leo-NT (see Appendix for more
discussion), the number of leaves is still high and there is
practically no impact on classification accuracy (§7.2).

7.2 Classification Accuracy on Real Datasets
Intrusion detection datasets. We used two publicly available
and widely used intrusion detection datasets: (i) CICIDS-2017
(CICIDS): The dataset [19] consists of multiple attack classes
along with a single benign class. Since some attack classes
have very little data, we merge the 9 least populated attack
classes into a single class resulting in a total of 7 classes. The
dataset consists of 78 flow and packet level features. How-
ever, not all of these can be deployed on the hardware (e.g.
means and percentiles that require division, etc.). Thus, we
only select 42 switch-compatible features for our evaluation;
and (ii) UNSW-NB15 (NB15): This dataset [15] also consists
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Figure 12: Classification accuracy of the best performing, hardware-supported tree class for each scheme when implemented
using (a) SRAM and (b) TCAM. We assume all switch stages are available for the decision tree logic, and do not account for
memory requirements of stateful flow features for all schemes (we explore impact of flow state in §7.3.) The control plane
implementation is independent of SRAM and TCAM, and hence the accuracy is the same across figures (a) and (b) – Note the
y-axis has different scale in figures (a) and (b).
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Figure 13: Leo can support tree classes beyond depth 13 with
a bound on the number of leaves.

of real user traffic interspersed with generated attacks. We
use this dataset to classify traffic as malicious or benign. It
contains 49 flow and packet level features, out of which we
use 22 switch-compatible features.
Training. We use Python3’s scikitlearn library to train the
decision trees. The CART algorithm was used along with the
Shannon entropy loss function. We enabled class weighting
to alleviate issues due to imbalance. To find the best set of
features for an experiment, we use the Mean Decrease in
Impurity (MDI) score and eliminate one least-scored feature
recursively until we arrive at the target number of features
for an experiment. We experimented with Permutation Impor-
tance score and found no difference in accuracy compared to
MDI. 75% of the dataset was used for training, and 25% for
testing. All results are reported on the test set.
Metrics. We report the average of the per class F1 scores
which ensures the accuracy for all classes including those
with relatively low samples is considered. Given the highly
imbalanced nature of the dataset (most samples are benign),
alternative metrics that weigh by the number of samples pro-
vide a highly optimistic view of accuracy for all schemes. For
each scheme, we evaluated a range of (D,L,F) tree classes
that are supported on the switch, we then selected the best per-

forming class for each scheme and present them in Figure 12.
Our comparisons include an idealized scheme (Control Plane)
which gives an upper bound on the accuracy of the decision
tree model for each dataset (by allowing large trees that use
all dataset features).
Results. For CICIDS and SRAM, Leo outperforms both
IIsy-NT and pFor/SwTree-NT achieving an average F1
score of 0.94 which is much higher than the 0.75 of IIsy-NT
and 0.67 of pFor/SwTree-NT. With TCAM, IIsy-NT and
pFor/SwTree-NT support depth 10 trees and thus improve to
a 0.94 F1 score, while Leo outperforms both by managing a
0.98, due to its ability to support a depth 22 tree.

For the NB15 dataset, using SRAM Leo, outperforms both
pFor/SwTree-NT and IIsy-NT by achieving an average F1
score of 0.92 (versus 0.88). Using TCAM, Leo continues to
outperform the others while managing to achieve identical
accuracy as the control plane. Notice, that all schemes perform
better with the NB15 dataset because of the smaller number of
classes. The Appendix presents a breakdown of the F1 score
per class for all schemes. We also show results for the NB15
dataset with multiple classes. Our results show similar trends
– Leo outperforms IIsy-NT and pFor/SwTree-NT for each
class while performing close to the control plane solution.

7.3 Number of Concurrent Flows Supported
Stateful per-flow features must fit into the memory budget of
the switch (§5). Supporting more flows reduces the bits per
flow (and which features can be supported), thereby impacting
classification accuracy. We explore these issues next.
Methodology and metrics. We experimentally determine the
maximum switch memory that can be configured as registers.
Given a target M on the number of flows, we determine the
budget for per-flow state, and then find different configura-
tions of stateful features that can meet the budget. E.g., a
24-bit budget can be configured as 16-bit * 1 + 8-bit * 1 or as
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Figure 14: Impact of per-flow state on Leo classification ac-
curacy using (a) SRAM and (b) TCAM.

16-bit * 0 + 8-bit * 3. For each valid configuration, we rank
features by their MDI feature importance, and greedily select
the top features that fit the configuration. We compute the F1
score achieved for each valid configuration and report the F1
score of the best performing configuration.
Results. Figure 14 summarizes how classification accuracy
varies with the number of flows for SRAM and TCAM re-
spectively. The X-Axis corresponds to the number of flows to
be supported, and the corresponding budget on per-flow state
(e.g., supporting 1.04 M flows imposes a budget of 56 bits
per flow). The leftmost points match accuracy levels shown
in Figure 12. Leo can support 1.04M concurrent flows with
modest degradation, with average F1 score decreasing from
0.94 to 0.86 for SRAM, and decreasing from 0.98 to 0.92 for
TCAM and CICIDS. For NB15, F1 scores decrease from 0.92
to 0.91 for SRAM, and are practically unchanged for TCAM.
This is because we use the dataset for binary classification of
traffic as benign or malicious, an easier classification problem.
Table 2 in the Appendix summarizes the features used when
supporting 1.04M flows for all 4 configurations.

7.4 Leo vs. Control Plane ML
To evaluate the benefits of implementing decision trees in
the data plane versus control plane, we deploy Leo on an
Intel Tofino [3] EdgeCore Wedge-100BF-32x [17] switch.
We train decision trees of varying depths using the CICIDS
dataset allowing the control plane to utilize the complete set
of 78 features while restricting Leo to 10. We use tcpreplay
to replay packets from select flows from the dataset to ensure
similar characteristics of the original traffic are maintained.
Besides classification, the switch also implements L2 forward-
ing. We capture timestamps at the switch ingress and egress
to accurately measure the processing delay.

The control plane experiment involves forwarding the
packet to the switch CPU for inference with no other function-
ality in the data plane (besides IPv4 match-based forwarding)
while the data plane experiment uses Leo.

We find (see Figure 23 in the Appendix) that Leo is on
average 500× faster than the control plane implementation of
the same decision tree class. Leo takes about 500 nanoseconds

to completely apply a 1024-leaf tree for inference to every
packet. This re-asserts the point that a control plane inference
scheme is not capable of per-packet classification at multi-
terabit line rates. On the other hand, Leo can not only do per-
packet classification, but also achieve accuracy comparable
to an idealized control plane scheme for real datasets (§7.2).

8 Related Work
Beyond [6,14,28,32]. N3IC [23] implements a binary neural
network in the NICs with the goal of accelerating traffic anal-
ysis at the edge rather than per-packet in-network traffic anal-
ysis. Taurus [25] extends PISA pipelines with a new hardware
module implementing a map-reduce abstraction to run neural
networks. Unlike Taurus, Leo focuses on efficiently map-
ping ML inference to existing PISA pipelines, thus enabling
data plane ML inference on commercially available hardware.
Given training data, a recent work, Homonculus [26], trains
an ML model that achieves a given accuracy while meeting
the constraints of a switch. Neither Taurus nor Homoncu-
lus support runtime programmability. In contrast, our focus
is on runtime programmability, and provisioning sufficient
resources so all models in a given class can be supported. Re-
cent work [29] explores support for runtime programmability
for a general class of packet processing programs. In contrast,
we only focus on providing runtime programmability for ML
inference programs, without hardware changes.

ATP [13] and SwitchML [18] do in-network aggregation
in the data plane to accelerate ML training. In contrast, Leo
focuses only on ML inference in the data plane, and assumes
that ML training is done offline using standard techniques.
Finally, there have also been recent works that use a hybrid
of control and data plane for traffic analysis. FastFE [2] and
DAD [16] both implement ML inference in the control plane
and extract feature values in the data plane. As shown in §7.4,
such an approach cannot do per-packet traffic analysis.

9 Conclusion
We have presented Leo, a system for online decision tree clas-
sification in the data plane. Given a specification of a class
of trees, Leo supports any tree in that class at runtime. Leo
reduces resource requirements for a given tree through sub-
tree multiplexing, and supports decision trees to be changed
at runtime by allowing features and constraints to be re-
programmed. Leo support trees with 2× the depth of prior
data plane solutions, resulting in much better classification ac-
curacies comparable to a control plane solution. Evaluations
on a real programmable switch testbed show classification
latencies with Leo are 500× lower than a control plane ap-
proach. Overall, the results show Leo is a viable approach to
support packet classification in the data plane.
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A Appendix
A.1 IIsy with SRAM.
We present a detailed explanation of Equation 1 elaborating
on how default rules are handled. We obtain conservative
lower bounds on the size of feature tables and combination
tables. To obtain a lower bound on requirements, it suffices
to construct a single tree in the class of trees that are to be
supported that needs a given amount of memory. Since the
combination table, and each of the feature tables are provi-
sioned independently, we present below separate example
trees that trigger a minimum memory requirement for each of
the tables.

Feature Table. Consider a decision tree of depth D based
on only one of the N features, which could take values in the
range [0,K]. For an SRAM, IIsy must explicitly enumerate
every value, and map the value to a code word which requires
a table of size K. Some savings could be obtained with a
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Figure 15: A decision tree that requires exponential TCAM
entries with IIsy.

default rule since the values in the largest interval need not
be explicitly enumerated. A complete tree with depth D has
I = 2D −1 internal nodes, and partitions the possible feature
values into I +1 intervals. Consider a tree where all intervals
have the same length ⌈ K

I+1⌉. The number of SRAM rules re-
quired in the feature table for this tree is K−⌈ K

I+1⌉ indicating
at least so much memory is required.

Combination Table. To derive conservative bounds on the
size of the combination table, consider a complete decision
tree of depth D where each feature appears in the same number
of decision tree nodes. Let I = 2D − 1 denote the number
of internal nodes. The total number of decision nodes that
involve each feature is I

N , requiring I
N + 1 codewords per

feature. Since the combination table includes combinations of
all possible codewords associated with each feature, the total
size is ( I

N + 1)N which is exponential in N. A default rule
could take away entries corresponding to one leaf. Since there
are 2D leaves in a depth D tree, taking away combinations
corresponding to one of the leaves will still require at least a
fraction 2D−1

2D of the remaining combinations. Thus, the total
number of entries in the combination table is at least:

2D −1
2D ∗ (2D −1

N
+1)N (2)

Equation 1 follows by combining the two terms.

A.2 IIsy with TCAM
A.2.1 Proof sketch of Proposition 2

We complete the discussion of the proof sketch for the general
case. The proof is based on a family of decision trees shown
in Figure 15 for the general case with N features (F1 . . .FN)
with each feature having values ranging from 1 . . .K.

As discussed earlier, the intuition behind the tree construc-
tion is as follows. First, the decision tree nodes has leaves for
each value of a feature Fj when all other features are at their
maximum value K. This forces IIsy to use a distinct code

word for each value of every feature. Next, the decision tree
has leaf nodes which correspond to regions where some of
the features can take multiple possible values. These nodes
will require a large number of code word combinations with
IIsy since it is forced to use a distinct code word for each
feature value.

In more detail, consider the left sub-tree of the root (feature
F1 < K). We have three cases based on other features:

(i) All other features are K (Blue sub-cloud). Here, a dif-
ferent action is chosen depending on the value of F1, forcing
IIsy to pick a different codeword for each value of F1.

(ii) All other features are < K (left most node AN−1). Al-
though a single decision tree node, IIsy is forced to represent
this using (K −1)N distinct combinations because each value
of each feature is associated with a different codeword.

(iii) All other nodes which together capture the case that at
least one, but not all of F2,F3 . . .FN are K. An action distinct
from the above is chosen for these nodes. Consider one such
node where FN = K and all other features are < K. Encoding
this alone will require (K −1)N−1 combinations.

While a default rule can be used to cover the combinations
in either Case (ii) or Case (iii), both cases cannot be covered.
Thus, IIsy requires at least (K−1)N−1 distinct combinations.
With a TCAM, this would require at least mN−1 rules, where
m = log(K −1), which again grows exponentially with N.

It remains to estimate the total number of leaves in the tree.
The left sub-tree has K +2(N −2) leaf nodes (the three cases
above are associated with K − 1 leaves, 1 leaf, and N − 2 +
N − 2 leaves respectively), The right sub-tree expands in a
recursive fashion with the same structure on (N −1) features
[i.e., the features F2 . . .FN]. Setting and solving a recurrence,
the total number of leaf nodes is N2 +N ∗ (K −3)+2. This
leads to the proposition.

A.2.2 Estimating TCAM memory requirements

We present models to obtain conservative lower bounds on
the size of feature tables and combination tables when TCAM
is used with IIsy. To obtain a lower bound on requirements,
it suffices to construct a single tree in the class of trees that
are to be supported that needs a given amount of memory.
Since the combination table, and each of the feature tables
are provisioned independently, we present below separate
example trees that trigger a minimum memory requirement
for each of the tables.

Estimating feature table size. Consider again a decision
tree where all nodes correspond to the same feature which
takes values in the range [0,K]. With a TCAM, the feature
table need not explicitly enumerate all possible feature val-
ues. For instance, an interval [1,15] can be represented with
4 TCAM entries. In general, any interval requires at most
log(K) entries, and there are I + 1 intervals, where I is the
number of internal tree nodes. While (I +1)∗ log(K) serves
as an upper bound on the entries needed by the feature table,
this is not a conservative lower bound since not all intervals
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may need log(K) entries (e.g., the interval [0,15] requires 1
TCAM rule, while [1,15] requires 4). We have devised a sim-
ple algorithmic procedure, which partitions the space [0,K]
into I + 1 intervals so the total number of TCAM rules to
encode all intervals is maximized. The algorithm works by
iteratively partitioning each interval into two such that the
total rules across the two intervals is maximized. The itera-
tions proceed until the number of internal nodes matches the
desired target or when no further splits are possible. While
we do not have a simple closed form expression for this es-
timate, we denote the total feature table rules required using
this procedure as TCAMFT Rules(K, I). This is a minimum
size IIsy needs to provision.

For example, for the numeric range [0,31] using 4 internal
decision nodes, the recursive split is as follows:

[0,31]
[0,0], [1,31]

[0,0], [1,16], [17,31]
[0,0], [1,8], [9,16], [17,31]

[0,0], [1,8], [9,16], [17,24], [24,31]

This example would allocate 1+4+4+4+3 = 16 TCAM
rules per feature table.

Combination table rules estimation. We use the number
of table rules that IIsy requires for the special tree construc-
tion (Figure 15) as a conservative lower bound on the size of
the combination table. Below, we analyze the rules required
for this tree.

Let TN denote the total number of combinations that IIsy
must handle in its combination table for this tree. Then, we
set up the following recursion. Let K1 denote K −1. Then,

TN =

{
∑

N
n=2(K1)n +∑

N−1
n=2 (K1)2 +K1+TN−1 N > 1

K1 N = 1
(3)

The first term models leaves including (i) the leftmost AN−1
node where all features are < K; and the right child of Fn < K
nodes in the pink cloud. These nodes correspond to the case
the first n features are ≤ K − 1, and the feature n+ 1 is K.
The second term models leaves which are left sub-children of
nodes of the form Fn < K in the pink cloud. These correspond
to the case F1 < K, F2 . . .Fn−1 == K, and Fn < K. The third
term models leaves where all features except F1 are K, with
one leaf for F1 taking each of the values in 1 . . .K −1.

Note, that this expression represents the total number of
combinations i.e. the resource requirement for this example
under SRAM. With TCAM, the combinations correspond-
ing to the same leaf are collapsed using wildcards. Thus we
rewrite the expression as:

TN =

{
∑

N
n=2 lgn(K1)+∑

N−1
n=2 lg2(K1)+K1+TN−1 N > 1

K1 N = 1
(4)
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Figure 16: Illustrating the inputs of the mapped representative
decision tree from Figure 9 can be configured by the control
plane at runtime to implement a different decision tree within
the same class.

Solving the recurrence gives the total number of rules that
must be provisioned.

A.3 Evaluation
A.3.1 Impact of number of features

Figure 11 had shown the resource usage for different schemes
with 10 features. We next vary the number of features, and
show the maximum tree depth that can be supported with
different schemes. Results are presented in Figure 17 for both
SRAM and TCAM.

We make several points. First, Leo can support up to 10
features for k = 3, and 15 features for k = 1 (§5). Since the
memory requirements for implementing the decision tree
logic do not grow with the number of features supported, the
choice of k determines the maximum depth. While we have
not explored, other optimizations are possible with Leo– e.g.,
by alternating layers with k = 1 and k = 3, there is potential
to achieve lower depth when the number of features is higher
than 10. pFor/SwTree-NT can support up to 15 features, and
the maximum depth is the same across features. In contrast,
while IIsy-NT is not subject to the constraint on header fields
(§5) as it does not perform ALU operations, its memory re-
quirements do grow exponentially with the number of fea-
tures. Consequently, the tree depth that it can support becomes
smaller as the number of features is increased. Leo typically
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Figure 17: Maximum tree depth with different schemes as number of features is varied using (a) SRAM and (b) TCAM.
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Figure 18: F1 accuracies for different settings with IIsy-NT
for (a) SRAM; and (b) TCAM for CICIDS. The best result is
shown in Figure 12.

supports higher depth trees than IIsy-NT with SRAM, and
comparable or higher depth trees with TCAM up to about
15 features. Beyond 15 features, and if TCAMs were used,
IIsy-NT may be viable, while Leo and pFor/SwTree-NT are
not – however, in our accuracy experiments, Leo already per-
forms very well with TCAM. Further, per-flow state require-
ments are the likely bottleneck (§7.3) before hitting 15 fea-
tures. Finally, IIsy-NT does not handle transients, and the
additional memory overheads if transients were addressed
may further limit its performance.

Figure 18 presents a sweep of classification accuracy
with IIsy-NT for different combinations of (|F |,D) for the
CICIDS dataset for SRAM and TCAM respectively. Here |F |
is the number of features supported, and D is the maximum
depth achievable for |F |. For SRAM, the best accuracy is
obtained with 6 features (depth 6), while with TCAM, the
best accuracy is obtained with 14 features (depth 10). These
values are reported in Figure 12 in the main text.

A.3.2 Breakdown of F1 scores per class

CICIDS dataset. Figure 19(a) presents a breakdown of F1
score per class for different schemes for the CICIDS dataset
for SRAM. For all classes, Leo outperforms IIsy-NT and

pFor/SwTree-NT. While Leo sees an F1 score higher than
0.95 for all classes besides OtherMalicious, IIsy-NT sees
F1 scores falling to 0.24 and 0.28 for two classes while
pFor/SwTree-NT sees even lower minimum F1 scores. The
performance is particularly poor for the OtherMalicious class
– this is because the tree depths supported by IIsy-NT and
pFor/SwTree-NT are too small to allow effective categoriza-
tion of traffic into this class. Leo is close to the Control Plane
solution for all but the OtherMalicious class which tends to
be challenging because of a mix of different attack patterns –
but even here, Leo significantly outperforms other schemes.

Figure 19(b) presents a similar breakdown with TCAM
implementations, and Figure 22 presents a zoomed in version.
Although all schemes perform much better with TCAM (as
the trees supported are larger), Leo still performs better than
IIsy-NT and pFor/SwTree-NT, while performing close to
Control Plane. The benefits are particularly strong for the
OtherMalicious category.
NB15 dataset (binary classification) Figure 20 shows a sim-
ilar breakdown for UNSW-NB15 for both SRAM and TCAM.
All schemes perform better since this experiment focuses on
a binary classification (and much better with TCAM since
they all achieve larger tree depths) – however, Leo continues
to perform better than pFor/SwTree-NT and IIsy-NT, while
performing close to Control Plane.
NB15 dataset (multi-class classification) We have also taken
the UNSW-NB15 dataset, and trained all approaches for a
classification problem involving multiple classes. Figure 21
present a breakdown of the F1 scores per class. Once again,
Leo performs better than IIsy-NT and pFor/SwTree-NT
(with the benefits stronger in the SRAM case), and performs
close to Control Plane.

A.3.3 Other Results/Discussion

Features used in classification. Table 2 presents a set of
features used in classification. To implement stateful features,
and fit them into 8 and 16 bit budgets. we employed discretiza-
tion. Packet length metrics were divided by 64 (using bit
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Figure 19: CICIDS-2017 classification accuracy broken down per class for (a) SRAM and (b) TCAM.
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Figure 20: UNSW-NB15 classification accuracy broken down per class in a benign vs malicious scenario with (a) SRAM and (b)
TCAM.
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Figure 21: UNSW-NB15 classification accuracy broken down per class (for 7 classes) with (a) SRAM and (b) TCAM.
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Figure 22: Zooming into the top 6 classes in Figure 19(b).

shifts) which allowed for sizes between 64 bytes and 16K to
be represented with 8 bits. Flow size metrics were also divided
by 64. Using 16 bits, this lets us represent flow sizes between
64 bytes and 4 MB. Inter-Arrival Time is represented as two
8 bit values per flow, one to track the last timestamp, and the
other to keep track of the running minimum. The timestamp
itself involves extracting an appropriate 8 bits based on the
granularity of measurements. Taking the last 8 bits (bits 0 to
7) would capture timestamps up to 255 nanonseconds (ns)
in 1 ns granularity. However, extracting a different set of 8
bits allows a different granularity – e.g., extracting bits 2 to
9 would capture timestamps from 4 ns to 1024 ns in 4 ns
granularities.

Comparing the number of leaves with Leo and Leo-NT
in Figure 13. The impact on the number of leaves is initially
more than a factor of 2 before converging to exactly 2. This
is because, where the leaf constraint is higher, the tables han-
dling the deeper levels span multiple stages (Leo-NT). Dou-
bling these tables for Leo would require more stages than
what are available. However, as the leaf constraint reduces,
the tables shrink, freeing up more stages and thus allowing
the double-sized tables to grow.

Depth 2
Leaves 4

Depth 4
Leaves 16

Depth 6
Leaves 64

Depth 8
Leaves 256
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Leaves 1024
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Figure 23: Average time to classify packets when routed
through the data plane versus via the control plane.

Feature Name CICIDS-2017 UNSW-NB15
SRAM TCAM SRAM TCAM

Stateless
Destination Port ✓ ✓

Forward TTL ✓ ✓
Backward TTL ✓ ✓

Stateful
8-bit

Backward packet
length min. ✓ ✓

Backward packet
length max. ✓

Forward segment
size min. ✓

Forward initial.
window advertisement ✓ ✓

Stateful
16-bit

Forward flow size ✓ ✓ ✓
Forward initial bytes ✓

Backward initial bytes ✓
Flow IAT min. ✓

Backward IAT min. ✓
(Dst. IP, Src. Port)

count ✓ ✓

(Src. IP, Dst. Port)
count ✓ ✓

Total (stateful) 56

Table 2: A breakdown of the features used for the 1.04M
flows data points in Figure 14.
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Abstract
We develop FLM, a high-level language that enables network
operators to write programs that recognize and react to spe-
cific packet sequences. To be able to examine every packet,
our compilation procedure can transform FLM programs into
P4 code that can run on programmable switch ASICs. It first
splits FLM programs into a state management component
and a classical regular expression, then generates an efficient
implementation of the regular expression using SMT-based
program synthesis. Our experiments find that FLM can ex-
press 15 sequence monitoring tasks drawn from prior litera-
ture. Our compiler can convert all of these programs to run
on switch hardware in way that fit within available pipeline
stages and consume less than 15% additional header fields
and instruction words when run alongside switch programs.

1 Introduction

Many network management tasks involve recognizing and
reacting to a user-defined sequence of packets. Such sequence
monitors can enforce security policies, prioritize traffic, miti-
gate attacks, ensure protocol compliance, and more. For ex-
ample, they can identify and de-prioritize video flows using
a fingerprint based on successive packets to improve the net-
work for other traffic [23, 24] or verify that network clients
faithfully implement protocols such as the Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) by observing the protocol
exchange [28].

Ideal sequence monitors are i) flexible: can express a broad
range of monitoring tasks; and ii) line-rate: can perform all
processing directly in the data plane (hardware). Being line-
rate allows sequence monitors to analyze all traffic passing
through the switch, without needing the switch CPU or a
remote server. Switch CPUs cannot process all packets at line
rate, and using remote servers incurs high network overhead
and reaction delays.

Existing sequence monitors sacrifice either flexibility or
line-rate processing. Systems such as Aragog [28] can express

most sequence monitoring tasks, but they run entirely in soft-
ware (i.e., are not line rate). Programmable switches based on
Protocol Independent Switch Architecture (PISA) [5] enable
hardware-based sequence monitoring, but are programmed in
languages such as P4 [4, 26] that are too low level, making
it hard to express and debug sophisticated tasks [15, 29, 32].
Hybrid systems like Marple and Sonata [11, 21] run only
partially on switches. Their core abstractions focus on data
transformations such as filter, map, and fold operations rather
than packet sequences. They are line-rate only if strong re-
strictions are placed on the allowed functions or if hardware
could be redesigned [21].

In this paper, we present an abstraction of a packet se-
quence pattern that is both flexible and compiled directly to
PISA-based hardware. It enables line-rate sequence monitor-
ing without mirroring traffic to the switch CPU or a central
controller. Recognizing patterns for sequence monitors di-
rectly in hardware is difficult due to stringent data access
constraints in current programmable switches. PISA-based
switches process packets using a series of stages. Each stage
contains its own local memory and a number of arithmetic
and logic units (ALUs) to perform computation. While some
sequence monitors such as packet counting fit this architecture
naturally, others that require tracking state across multiple
packets are significantly more challenging to realize.

Our system, called FLM, allows programmers to write se-
quence monitors using a high-level, pattern-based language.
Patterns are specified as regular expressions over packets,
with the added ability to record packet parameters for later
use. FLM programs can trigger local switch actions immedi-
ately upon matching a pattern, and they can monitor packets
at any desired granularity (e.g., flow, host).

We convert FLM programs into imperative code using a
novel core data structure, which represents a state machine
maintaining a variable environment. We transform operations
on this data structure into operations on PISA switch registers
by carefully dividing them into variable update and transition
code for a deterministic finite automaton (DFA), reflecting
the pattern’s match progress. Our implementation prioritizes
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line rate execution on existing network hardware like the
Intel Tofino [13], for any accepted packet sequence. We have
formally proven that our compilation process from patterns
to pipeline stages preserves the original pattern semantics.

We evaluated FLM by encoding 15 monitoring tasks drawn
from prior work [10, 15, 18, 21, 24, 25, 28, 29, 31, 32]. We find
that we can express all of these tasks in 10-41 lines of FLM
code, which demonstrates the flexibility of FLM. We also
find that we can compile all of these tasks to the Intel Tofino
switch, which demonstrates FLM’s ability to provide line-
rate monitoring. All of these tasks fit within the number of
stages on the switch and consume less than 15% of additional
metadata memory or instruction words when run alongside
switch programs.

In summary, this work makes three main contributions:

• FLM, a language to express sequence monitors that can run
at line-rate on a switch with a novel definition of a pattern
syntax and semantics.

• Provably correct compilation from an FLM program to a
state machine representation that runs on PISA hardware
using a minimal number of stages.

• Evaluation that shows that FLM can express a wide variety
of sequence monitoring tasks and compile them to existing
network hardware.

2 Background

Our programming abstractions are broadly applicable to con-
texts where real-time recognition of event sequences is useful,
(programmable ASICs, FPGAs, NICs, or software switches).
Our implementation is designed for the PISA model. PISA
architectures rely on a series of stages. To achieve a high
processing rate and avoid memory access hazards such as
contention, each stage has its own nearby memory region.
Due to this memory layout, data can only be accessed by a
single stage, and can only flow forward in the pipeline by
changing the packet being processed. Within each stage, the
switch is able to perform a Read-Modify-Write instruction
on a value stored in its memory, where the modify step is
specified by a micro-program called a Register Action. A
core problem we tackled is writing a DFA transition function
in such a way that it fits into one Register Action in order to
be applied to packets at line rate. In this work, we consider
a monitor recognizing patterns in packets passing through a
single switch pipeline. A switch containing multiple pipelines
operating in parallel could contain multiple monitors.

To simplify our implementation, we build on Lucid [25],
an event-driven programming language for PISA switches.
Lucid programs declare events (i.e., notifications of data plane
packet arrival or network control signals) and corresponding
handlers (i.e., code to react to events). Lucid programs are
compiled to P4 code that runs on PISA switches. Both P4 and

Lucid are useful intermediate languages simplify our imple-
mentation, but are not critical for FLM’s key abstractions.

3 Example walk through

In this section, we walk through an example monitoring task
for the DHCP protocol step-by-step to show how FLM enables
network programmers to more easily build flexible, line-rate
packet sequence monitors.

3.1 DHCP Anomaly Detection
Suppose a network operator wants to verify that DHCP,

which enables clients to lease IP addresses from a server, is
not being misused. DHCP begins with the client broadcasting
a "Discover" message, to which the server responds with an
"Offer" message with available IP addresses. The client sends
a "Request" message for an address, which is confirmed with
an "Acknowledge" from the server. The client is then expected
to use the acknowledged IP until the end of its lease.

The operator wants to ensure that clients only use their
assigned IP. This monitoring task can be performed on the
access switch that processes all client communication, includ-
ing that with the DHCP server. Misuse would appear as a
packet sequence belonging to a client, identified by its MAC
(link-layer address), of some number of packets (the DHCP
protocol), a DHCP "Acknowledge," and then a packet whose
source IP does not match the acknowledged one. Below, we
show how FLM’s core abstractions help achieve this goal.

Events. FLM programs are written in terms of events. For
our task, we can define these two events:

event DHCP_Ack(int cip, int cmac);
event IP_Pkt(int sip, int smac);

Events are detected by parsing packets that arrive at the
switch. From the DHCP_Ack packet, the system parses the
DHCP message payload and extracts the client’s MAC and
new IP. Other packets are parsed as generic IP_Pkts, from
which the source IP (sip) and MAC (smac) are extracted.

Patterns. FLM patterns are regular expressions over events,
including concatenation (.) and closure (∗). To begin to tackle
the problem DHCP misuse, a programmer might create the
following pattern, which identifies the presence of a DHCP_Ack
amongst any number of other IP packets:

IP_Pkt∗ . DHCP_Ack . IP_Pkt∗

Recording parameters. The pattern above would match
any use of the DHCP server. It recognizes an event sequence,
but not the event parameters. Including one character for every
possible IP address in the regular expression alphabet would
make it too large. Instead, FLM patterns allow for the binding
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FLM Program
1 entry event DHCP_Ack(int cip, int cmac);
2 entry event IP_Pkt(int sip, int smac);
3 spec<2048> dhcp_misuse =
4 IDX = {
5 | DHCP_Ack −> {hash(cmac)}
6 | IP_Pkt −> {hash(smac)}
7 }
8 DETECT {
9 IP_Pkt∗

10 .DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)
11 .(IP_Pkt(sip == assigned))∗
12 .IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)
13 } => {
14 (...Some user response here...);
15 };

FLM Intermediate Representation
1 re<2048> dhcp_misuse =
2 IP_Pkt∗
3 .DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)
4 .(IP_Pkt(sip == assigned))∗
5 .IP_Pkt(sip != assigned);
6 entry event DHCP_Ack(int cip, int cmac) {
7 idx = hash(cmac);
8 if (transition(dhcp_misuse, idx, this)) {
9 (...user−defined response...);

10 }}
11 entry event IP_Pkt(int sip, int smac) {
12 idx = hash(smac);
13 if (transition(dhcp_misuse, idx, this)) {
14 (...user−defined response...);
15 }}

Figure 1: An FLM program that monitors for DHCP misuse, and its translation with explicit state machine transitions.

of parameters to recognize patterns over very large alphabets
(e.g., all IP addresses). The operator can record the value of
the client’s assigned IP in the DHCP_Ack messsage by writing:

DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)

This pattern will match any DHCP_Ack packet, and record the
value of its cip parameter in the new variable assigned. To
check whether future packets use this IP, the operator can add
a predicate over the parameters of an IP_Pkt by writing:

IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)

This pattern will match any IP_Pkt event whose sip param-
eter equals assigned. In our application, we also need the
negation (IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)). Hence, using binding
and predicates, the operator can now construct the following
FLM pattern to detect DHCP misuse from a client:

IP_Pkt∗
.DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)
.IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)∗
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)

Arrays of patterns. The above pattern characterizes an
anomaly in the communications with a single client. In reality,
an operator wants to monitor many clients. To track multiple
clients, one specifies an array of patterns (in this case of size
2048), which will all be active simultaneously:

spec<2048> dhcp_misuse = ...

Next, one must specify a mapping of events to patterns, so
all clients with the same MAC are identified and applied to
the same pattern. The operator provides an indexing function,
which computes an array index from the values carried by
each event. For DHCP_Ack events, the index is the hash of
the client MAC. For IP_Pkt events (to catch the outgoing
packets), the index is the hash of the source MAC.

IDX = {
| DHCP_Ack −> {hash(cmac)}
| IP_Pkt −> {hash(smac)}

}

The expressions for each index calculation are user-defined.
If the operator wishes to prevent hash collisions, they can
implement algorithms such as probabilistic data structures or
detect collisions by storing keys and siphoning overflows to a
software controller, as in Sonata and Aragog [11, 28].

Responses. Finally, the operator will want to react to de-
tected misuse somehow—perhaps by blocking the client or
logging the anomaly. FLM allows users to react however they
choose by invoking an arbitrary Lucid subroutine.

Putting it all together. The left side of Figure 1 shows the
combination of all the features above in an FLM program
implementing the DHCP specification. The spec declaration
generates an array of size 2048, where each index represents
one copy of the FLM pattern. The IDX block identifies the
flows, the DETECT block contains the pattern, and the block
after "=>" contains the response.

3.2 Compilation Overview
We compile FLM programs to Lucid and use the Lucid com-
piler to generate P4. While Lucid frees us from defining event
parsers in P4, we must still map our pattern-based programs
to PISA stages. This presents two key challenges:

1. To match a pattern, the program must both update the
register holding the values of the variables stored in the
pattern (for example, storing a particular client IP in the
assigned variable in the DHCP example) and update the
register holding the position in the pattern. However, this
requires too much memory and computation to fit into a
single stage and register, as it must in order to keep the
state of the pattern up-to-date.

2. It is not even clear how to implement an arbitrary pattern
that does not contain variable bindings. For example,
consider a state machine representing a pattern without
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1 //Compute the character using the old variables
2 if (event.type == DHCP_Ack) {
3 c = ACK;
4 //On ack, update the store value
5 assigned := event.cip;}
6 if (event.type == IP_Pkt and sip != assigned) {
7 c = IP0;}
8 if (event.type == IP_Pkt and sip == assigned) {
9 c = IP1;}

10 //Synthesized mapping f from character to value
11 f(c){ if (c == ACK) {return 12;}
12 if (c == IP0) {return 0;}
13 if (c == IP1) {return 12;}}
14 //Synthesized mapping g from character to value
15 g(c){ if (c == ACK) {return 2;}
16 if (c == IP0) {return 8;}
17 if (c == IP1) {return 9;}}
18 //Synthesized update function to do transition
19 update_state(curr, x, y) {
20 if(curr + y < 3){
21 return x ⊕ 5;}
22 else{
23 return curr & 3;}}
24 //Update the stored state using the f and g maps
25 state := update_state(state, f(c), g(c));

0 : Start

9 : Acked

1 : Re j

5 : Acc

Ack

IP0, IP1

Ack

IP0

IP1

∗

∗

Figure 2: A DFA representation of the translated DHCP FLM pattern the memop for its transition function, and preamble code
to compute the input character and variable updates. All integers are 4 bits, and the update function uses addition overflow to
model the transitions correctly.

any variable bindings. A simple implementation of its
transitions would take the form of:

transition (state, input):
if(state == s1 and input == i1):

return s2;
else if (state == s1 and input == i2):

return s3;
...

This will contain more branches than are allowed in a
single stage for most machines. However, the transition
must fit into a single stage in order to read and write
at line rate. The reason for this is that the transition de-
pends on the current state of the machine, which is only
available after reading a register. In PISA, registers can
only be accessed once per pipeline pass, so the transition
must occur at the same time as the read.

Solution overview. We solve these challenges by carefully
compiling an FLM program in a series of steps. In a pre-
processing step, we transform the FLM program to an inter-
mediate representation. This step inserts explicit "transition"
statements into each event handler that will be compiled away
later, and keeps the FLM pattern definition as a global def-
inition. In the first step, we break a pattern into a series of
variable updates and predicate computations that computes
an input character from a finite set determined by the event
type and predicate evaluations. This solves the first challenge
above, as we can move all of the variable storage and predi-
cate computation into earlier stages. In the second step, we
transform a pattern without bindings into a classical regular

expression over the input characters from the first step, and
synthesize an implementation of the corresponding DFA in a
single stage. Condensing the transition function into a single
stage solves problem 2, but is difficult as it requires searching
through all possible state numberings and bit-wise ALU op-
erations for one that satisfies all transitions. We offload this
hard work to an automated SMT solver.

Preprocessing on DHCP. We translate the DHCP FLM
program into an intermediate representation that allows for
more control of the inputs to an underlying state machine.
The core data structure is re<size>, which defines an array
of state machines with size indices that match an FLM pat-
tern. The pattern is copied from the high-level program. To
interact with it, the expression transition(name, idx, ev)
applies the event ev to the state machine at index idx, and
evaluates to a boolean indicating whether or not the sequence
of events applied to it so far matches the FLM pattern name.
For the DHCP example, in the handler of each event, we
compute the index using the expressions provided in the high-
level program (hashing the MAC address). Then, we add
transition(dhcp_misuse, idx, this), where this repre-
sents the event for the current handler. If that returns true, we
run the user-defined response code. The right side of Figure 1
shows the intermediate representation with explicit transition
statements in event handlers.

Step 1 for DHCP. The next two steps compile the remain-
ing FLM pattern and transition statements from the inter-
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mediate representation into simple assignments and register
operations. We will refer to the pseudocode in Figure 2, which
represents the implementation of one transition statement.
First, we separate out the variable bindings. For the DHCP ex-
ample, it is enough to store the parameter of the first DHCP_Ack
event in the variable assigned. Furthermore, we wish to com-
pute an input character c from a finite alphabet by evaluating
the predicates in the FLM pattern. This alphabet is composed
of all of the event types of the original, followed by bit strings
representing the values of the predicates. Because IP_Pkt
appears with a predicate, it is expanded to the letters IP_Pkt1
and IP_Pkt0. DHCP_Ack does not appear with one, so it stays
as is. These translations are shown in Lines 1–9 of Figure 2.

Step 2 for DHCP. In this step, we will translate the FLM
pattern into a classical regex over the alphabet described
above, and then implement its transition in a single stage.
To translate the pattern, events that appear with a predicate
become unions of any event with the same type where that
predicate is true; similarly, events without a predicate are
unions of any event of their respective type. Other constructs
such as concatenation and closure remain as they are. For
this example, the translated alphabet is the set {DHCP_Ack,
IP_Pkt0, IP_Pkt1} and the classical regex is:

(IP_Pkt0 + IP_Pkt1)∗
.DHCP_Ack
.IP_Pkt1∗
.(IP_Pkt0)

Next, we translate this classical regex into a DFA and syn-
thesize its implementation in a single pipeline stage. This is re-
quired as a naive implementation of the transitions would not
fit in the limited computation available in one stage. Instead,
we search through all of the state numberings and bit-wise op-
erations to find ALU operations that complete all transitions
correctly. On the right side of Figure 2, we show a picture of
the DFA representing the above regex. To implement it, we
take advantage of the fact that a single register read-modify-
write action can take up to two arguments computed in prior
stages. Given a DFA, we search for the following:

• A mapping from states to integers, as shown by numbers
preceding each state in Figure 2 (e.g. Start is numbered 0).

• Two mappings (f and g) from the alphabet to integers that
will be used as inputs to the read-modify-write instruction.
These are shown on lines 11 and 15 of Figure 2. Because
they can be computed in earlier stages, we can use lookup
tables to implement them, which are not available when
updating the DFA state.

• A read-modify-write instruction that implements the tran-
sition function of the DFA using operations available on
the switch and results from the f and g mappings. This is
shown on line 19 of Figure 2.

The code in Figure 2 is laid out on the switch to compute c, f,
and g. In Figure 1, the re definition is replaced with a register

definition, and each transition statement is replaced with
the code in Figure 2: it first reads and updates the variables
at the current index, then computes the input character and
its corresponding mapping values, and finally applies the
transition function to the state register with those values. It
outputs whether the result represents an accepting state in the
DFA (in this example, result was 5 for "Acc").

4 FLM Language Definitions

In this section, we describe the FLM language, provide its
regular-expression-like syntax, and define the language’s se-
mantics over packet traces. In section 6, we prove that our
compiler translations are correct: the low-level switch pro-
gram correctly implements the high-level pattern semantics.

4.1 FLM Language
The FLM language is a wrapper to provide access to the
expressive FLM patterns. An FLM program consists of:

1. A name and size, written spec<i> myname = ... where i
is the number of replicated state machines.

2. An IDX = {...} block which determines which index to
use for each event.

3. Optionally, a DATA {...} block that declares one or more
registers to be used for a stateful response to a sequence
match (for example, counting matches).

4. A DETECT{pat} => {response} block, where pat is an
FLM pattern and response is Lucid code indicating what
to do when the pattern is recognized.

Finally, to recognize properties such as liveness or timeouts,
such as detecting half-open TCP queries [21], we provide a
special event called maintenance. This event is guaranteed
to eventually visit every state machine in a spec, so it acts
as a final event to match a pattern that might never observe
any more packets arriving. More about maintenance events is
included in the Appendix.

4.2 Syntax and Semantics of Patterns
In each FLM program, there is a finite set A of event types,
such as DHCP_Ack and IP_Pkt. An event is a pair of an event
type a ∈ A and an integer z, written a⟨z⟩. While this only
includes events with a single parameter, it generalizes easily
to any number of parameters. The top of Figure 3 shows
the syntax of an FLM pattern. We allow predicates over the
parameters of events (a⟨p⟩) to denote events of type a whose
parameter satisfies p. We also allow binding parameters in
events (a⟨@y; p⟩) for use in predicates.

Patterns (and their contained predicates) are evaluated un-
der an environment. An environment E is a mapping from
variables to integers, with its domain denoted by Dom(E).
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FLM pattern R

p predicate

r ::= /0 empty set
| ε empty string
| a⟨p⟩ event
| a⟨@y; p⟩.r1 binding event
| r1.r2 concatenation
| (r1)

∗ closure
| r1 + r2 union
| r1 & r2 intersection

Denotational Semantics JrKE : Set of strings

J /0KE = /0

JεKE = {ε}
Ja⟨p⟩KE =

⋃
z∈Z
{a⟨z⟩|Jp(z)KE}

Ja⟨@y; p⟩.rKE =
⋃
z∈Z

({a⟨z⟩|Jp(z)KE}◦ JrKE,y←z)

Jr+ sKE = JrKE
⋃

JsKE
Jr&sKE = JrKE

⋂
JsKE

Jr.sKE = JrKE ◦ JsKE

Jr∗KE =
⋃

n∈N
JrnKE

Auxillary definitions

R◦S = {r.s | r ∈ R∧ s ∈ S}
r0 = ε

ri+1 = r.ri

Figure 3: Technical cheat sheet. Definitions for FLM patterns
and their derivatives.

The empty environment is denoted by ".". A predicate p is a
function from integer to boolean that may contain one or more
free variables, and is closed under an environment E if the
free variables of p are contained in Dom(E). The evaluation
of a predicate p applied to an integer z under an environment
E is denoted by Jp(z)KE , and exists if p is closed under E.

In this section (except for the DHCP pattern, for continuity),
we use lambda notation to define predicates. For example,
λx.(x ≥ 10) is a predicate that returns true if the given inte-
ger is at least 10. We use the standard semantics of lambda
functions. Finally, an FLM pattern r is closed under an envi-
ronment E if all of its free variables appear in E.

On the bottom of Figure 3, we show the semantics of an
FLM pattern. Each FLM pattern defines a set of strings of
events that belong to its language. A binding has a scope for
its variable. Predicates within the scope can use the variable.
For example, Ja⟨@y;λx.true⟩.(b⟨λx.(x == y)⟩)K. is the set
of any event of type a (the predicate is always true) followed
by one of type b with the same parameter (e.g. a⟨12⟩.b⟨12⟩).
Constructors of FLM patterns are defined similarly to those of
classical regular expressions; Jr+ sKE and Jr &sKE represent
union and intersection of the sets JrKE and JsKE , respectively,
and Jr∗KE represents zero or more copies of JrKE .

4.3 FLM Intermediate Representation
The FLM intermediate representation simplifies the higher-
level language features to leave just the patterns. It includes
two new features not present in Lucid:

1. re<i> myname = pat is a statement that defines an array
of i finite state machines named myname, which each
recognize the FLM pattern pat.

2. transition(myname, idx, ev) is an expression that ap-
plies a transition with the event ev to the state machine
at index idx of myname. It evaluates to true if the state
machine is in an accepting state (the pattern has been
recognized), and false otherwise.

An FLM program is transformed into the definition of a
state machine with the same pattern, size and name. Then, at
the beginning of each event handler, the compiler adds the
following code:

if (transition(myname, idx, this)) {
response;

}

myname is the name of the state machine, this is the event
to transitioned with (the current event for the handler), idx
is computed using the IDX block, and response is the user-
defined response.

5 From FLM patterns to Regular Expressions

We showed in section 3 how to build a DFA and some pream-
ble code for the DHCP example. Here, we describe more
generally how to translate an FLM pattern into a regular ex-
pression, which we translate to a DFA in section 7. Due to
hardware restrictions, we cannot complete all of the actions
necessary to store variables, evaluate predicates, and transi-
tion pattern state machines in one stage, so our plan is to
carefully separate those operations into a series of stages.
First, we lift variable bindings out of patterns, then remove
predicates to reduce the problem to implementing a finite
state machine over a finite alphabet where events are paired
with bits representing the predicates in a pattern.

5.1 Lifting out variable bindings
A binding FLM pattern has the form b⟨@y; p⟩.r. These may
occur deep within a pattern, posing a problem for implement-
ing the variable bindings in a pipeline stage before the pattern
state. In order to place bindings in an earlier stage, binding
occurrences must depend only on the incoming event and en-
vironment, not the state of the pattern. We move the bindings
to the top-level of a pattern while preserving its semantics by
introducing a new form of patterns:

b⟨@y⟩▷ r
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Intuitively, this construct binds the first occurrence of an event
with type b’s value to the variable y, and then proceeds with
matching r. The key aspect of the ▷ syntax is that it separates
the binding out from the rest of the pattern. Our goal is to
move these bindings all the way to the top-level using rewrite
rules, to get a pattern that is written as a series of bindings,
followed by a pattern without any variable changes at all. We
show how this works on the DHCP example:

IP_Pkt∗
.DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)
.(IP_Pkt(sip == assigned))∗
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)

The first rule converts an "@" binding into a "▷" one in place.
IP_Pkt∗
.DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)▷

(DHCP_Ack
.IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)∗
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned))

The second rule moves the binding up by one level.
DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)▷

(IP_Pkt∗
.DHCP_Ack
.IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)∗
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned))

This pattern has the same semantics as the original, but is
in prefix form: a binding followed by a binding-free pattern.

Definition 1. An FLM pattern s is binding-free if it contains
neither ▷ nor @.

In the last DHCP example above, the binding-free pattern
is the portion after the ▷.

Definition 2. An FLM pattern r is in prefix form if it is
written as B ▷ s, where B is a series of bindings (b1⟨@y1⟩ ▷
b2⟨@y2⟩ . . .), and s is binding-free.

The last version of the DHCP pattern above is in prefix
form. FLM patterns in prefix form cannot contain @ bindings,
as they are all converted to the ▷ syntax. The semantics of the
▷ operator is the union of two sets. The first covers cases when
the binding is required. In this case, the binding b⟨@y⟩ ▷ r
should bind the value of the first occurrence of event b to the
variable y. The second covers cases when the variable y is not
used to match the pattern. For example, the pattern:

b⟨@y⟩▷ (a⟨λx.true⟩+(b⟨λx.true⟩.a⟨λx.x == y⟩))

is meant to define either any string with a single event of type
a, or a sequence of an event of type b followed by a where
their parameters match. However, in the case of a single a
event, the binding is not needed. For this case, we quantify
over all possible values for y when defining it, which ensures
the value of y does not matter for matching.

Definition 3.

Jb⟨@y⟩▷ rKE = {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ JrKE,y←z | b ̸∈ w1}
∪ {w | b ̸∈ w and ∀z.w ∈ JrKE,y←z}

In section 6, we show that if the rewrite rules can transform
a regular expression into a new one that is in prefix form, it
can always be implemented in a pipeline. A full list of rewrite
rules is contained in the Appendix. For all of these rules, we
show that if r is rewritten to r′, then for all environments E
under which r is closed, JrKE = Jr′KE .

Unimplementable patterns The rewrite rules are not com-
plete. Some patterns cannot be easily rewritten into prefix
form to be recognized in a pipeline. For example, the follow-
ing pattern fails to reach prefix form:

a⟨λx.true⟩.a⟨@y⟩.a⟨λx.x == y⟩

This is meant to define a sequence of three events of type a,
where the parameters of the second and third events match.
This is semantically well defined, but it cannot be imple-
mented easily because the variable updates happen before
accessing the pattern state. When an a event arrives, the deci-
sion to record y must be made without knowledge of previous
events. Our rewrite rules would reject this pattern. This could
arise in some compound monitors: for example, extending
the DHCP example to bind the unassigned sip and check that
it is subsequently used as part of another pattern, such as one
for a generic TCP handshake. This would fail because the
binding would not be with the first IP_Pkt. We included some
explicit rejected patterns in the Appendix.

5.2 Translating events
Now, we will focus on recognizing a binding-free pattern by
translating it into a DFA over a new alphabet.

Alphabet. The alphabet is formed by combining all of the
event types of the pattern with all possible combinations of
values of the predicates. As shown in subsection 3.2, the alpha-
bet for the DHCP example is {DHCP_Ack, IP_Pkt0, IP_Pkt1}.
IP_Pkt appears with a bit representing the value of the associ-
ated predicate, and DHCP_Ack remains as it is because it does
not appear with a predicate.

In general, the alphabet for the translation of an FLM pat-
tern r is defined as follows, where bin(n) is the binary repre-
sentation of a natural n, P(a) is the list of all of the predicates
in r for event type a, and A is all of the event types:

{a.bin(n) | a ∈ A∧n < 2len(P(a))}

Events. We need to take a single concrete event a⟨z⟩ and
output a character in the new alphabet. To do this, we de-
fine the letter translation Tl , which keeps the event type and
appends each predicate’s evaluation under the given envi-
ronment. In our example, consider an IP_Pkt event where
sip = 10.0.0.1. If the environment contains the mapping
from assigned to 10.0.0.1, then the translated letter is
IP_Pkt1. Otherwise, it is IP_Pkt0.
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Definition 4. The event translation

Tl(a⟨z⟩,E,P) = aJp1(z)KE ...Jpn(z)KE

5.3 Eliminating predicates from patterns

Now, we translate a binding-free pattern into a classic
regular expression over a finite alphabet by eliminating
all remaining predicates. The translation, called Tre, maps
events with predicates to unions of characters with the
same event and the corresponding predicate being true.
The formal definition is in the Appendix. For exam-
ple, IP_Pkt(sip == assigned) is translated to the pattern
IP_Pkt1. Because IP_Pkt alone specifies no predicates, it is
translated to the pattern (IP_Pkt0 + IP_Pkt1). Union, inter-
section, concatenation, and closure all just apply the trans-
lation recursively. The full translation of the DHCP pattern
is:

(IP_Pkt0 + IP_Pkt1)∗
.DHCP_Ack
.IP_Pkt1∗
.IP_Pkt0

6 Translation Correctness

In this section, we present the theorem of correctness for our
translations. Intuitively, this means that a translated string of
events is accepted by a translated regular expression exactly
when the original string of events is in the language of the
original pattern, assuming that the variable updates are per-
formed correctly. We first introduce the concept of derivatives,
which formalize what should happen when a single event is
processed. Then, we state our main theorem, which relates a
series of derivatives to processing using our translations.

6.1 FLM Pattern Derivatives

Derivatives of FLM patterns formalize what happens when
one event arrives. We will define one for binding-free FLM
patterns and one for lists of bindings. A derivative of a pattern,
Dre, is taken with an event and an environment. It outputs
a new pattern, which represents the remaining pattern to be
matched. We illustrate this by example with the DHCP pattern
matching a string of events on the left of Figure 4. The last
pattern is ε, which means that the original DHCP pattern
accepts the string of events. The full derivative rules used are
shown on the right of Figure 4. This also shows the binding
derivative, which takes a series of bindings, an event, and
an environment, and outputs a new binding and environment
with the correct variable updates.

Formally, we show that the outputted pattern of a derivative
contains all the strings that would form word in the language
of the input pattern when concatenated to the input event:

Theorem 1. For all a,z,s,E where s is binding-free and
closed under E:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE = {w | a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JsKE}

6.2 Correctness Theorem
Our translations are correct if, after we translate an FLM
pattern into a DFA with Tre, and feed it a string of events
translated with Tl , the DFA accepts only when the original
string of events is in the language of the original pattern.

We show that the relation between a pattern s and its trans-
lated DFA via Tre is preserved when transitioning the DFA
using characters translated with Tl . In particular, taking the
FLM pattern derivative of s with an event and then translating
it to a DFA is the same as transitioning Tre(s) with a trans-
lated event. At the end of a string of events, we test whether
the translated DFA is accepting, which is equivalent to string
being in the language of the original pattern.

To state this formally, we define the translation of a word
(a string of events), which repeatedly applies Tl and Dbind to
transform the word into a string of finite-alphabet characters,
given a list of bindings, an inital environment, and a list of
predicates. The translated example word from Figure 4 would
be DHCP_Ack.IP_Pkt1.IP_Pkt0.

Definition 5. The word translation

Tw(a1⟨z1⟩ . . .an⟨zn⟩,B,E,P) =

Tl(a1⟨z1⟩,E,P).Tw(a2⟨z2⟩ . . .an⟨zn⟩,B′,E ′,P)

Where B′,E ′ = Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B;E)

The word translation of ε is ε. The rewrite rules described
in subsection 5.1 preserve the semantics of patterns. They also
preserve a property we call implementability, which means
that the derivative of a pattern with events that are not bind-
ing is semantically equivalent no matter the assignments to
unbound variables. This property holds if input patterns bind
variables using the first occurrence of an event type, and al-
ways use variables after they are bound. We show an unim-
plementable pattern in section 5. For the technical definition,
see the Appendix. Finally, we have our correctness theorem,
which states we can check whether a translated word is in the
language of a translated regular expression to determine if a
word matches a pattern. Asgn0(B) simply assigns 0 to each
variable of B, so that there are never undefined variables. The
proof is by induction on the length of a word and is contained
in the Appendix.

Theorem 2. For any word w, binding list B, pattern s, envi-
ronment E, and predicates P, if B▷ s is in prefix form, closed
under E, and implementable, then:

Tw(w,B,(E,Asgn0(B)),P) ∈ L(Tre(s,P)) ⇐⇒ w ∈ JB▷ sKE
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IP_Pkt*
.DHCP_Ack
.IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)*
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)

IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)*
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)

IP_Pkt(sip == assigned)*
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)

ε

assigned=empty

assigned=10.0.0.1

assigned=10.0.0.1

assigned=10.0.0.1

DHCP_Ack(cip=10.0.0.1)

IP_Pkt(sip=10.0.0.1)

IP_Pkt(sip=255.255.0.0)

FLM pattern Derivative Dre : Event→ R→ E→ (R,E)

Dre(a⟨z⟩; /0;E) = /0

Dre(a⟨z⟩;ε;E) = /0

Dre(a⟨z⟩;b⟨p⟩;E) =

{
ε if a == b and Jp(z)KE

/0 otherwise
Dre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E) = Dre(a⟨z⟩;r;E).s+ v(r).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)
Dre(a⟨z⟩;r+ s;E) = Dre(a⟨z⟩;r;E)+Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)
Dre(a⟨z⟩;r &s;E) = Dre(a⟨z⟩;r;E)&Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)
Dre(a⟨z⟩;r∗;E) = Dre(a⟨z⟩;r;E).r∗

Nullability v : R→ R

v(ε) = ε

v( /0) = /0

v(a⟨p⟩ = /0

v(r.s) = v(r).v(s)
v(r+ s) = v(r)+ v(s)
v(r&s) = v(r)&v(s)
v(r∗) = ε

Binding update Dbind : Event→ B→ E→ (B,E) Let

B′,E ′ = Dbind(a⟨z⟩,B,E) in the following definitions:

Dbind(a⟨z⟩,ε,E) = ε,E no bindings
Dbind(a⟨z⟩,b⟨@y⟩▷B,E) = b⟨@y⟩▷B′,E ′ i f a ̸= b
Dbind(a⟨z⟩,a⟨@y⟩▷B,E) = B′,(E ′,y← z) i f a = b

Figure 4: The progress of matching a string with the DHCP example. The left column contains the binding-free patterns, and
the right tracks the environment. The arrows indicate the pattern derivative with the incoming event and current environment.
Acceptance is indicated by the empty string, ε.

1 memop template (st, f, g):
2 b1 = [st,0] + [f,g,0] [==, !=, <, >] c1;
3 b2 = [st,0] + [f,g,0] [==, !=, <, >] c2;
4 if (b1 [||, &&] b2):
5 return [st,c3] [|,&,+,⊕] [f,g,c4] ;
6 else:
7 return [st,c5] [|,&,+,⊕] [f,g,c6] ;

Figure 5: A syntax template for a single register action to
be synthesized. Blue-bubbled brackets represent choices be-
tween the expressions in the brackets. Red-bubbled brackets
represent choices between the operators in the brackets. Each
ci represents a constant chosen by the synthesizer.

7 DFA Synthesis

The previous section reduced the problem of matching FLM
patterns to matching specially constructed regular expressions,
but it is still not clear how to do this at line rate. In this section,
we show how to synthesize code to perform the classical regex
derivative (a DFA transition) in order to use theorem 2. We use
SMT-based synthesis to fit a transition function into at most
four register actions, the maximum allowed on the Tofino.

7.1 Synthesis goal

To implement a DFA’s transition function within the allowed
register actions, the synthesizer will attempt to cleverly assign
numbers to the DFA states and alphabet while generating
a short function composed of a fixed number of simple in-
structions like bitwise operations, arithmetic operations, and
conditional branches. The function will calculate the next
state given the current state and input event without the need
to enumerate DFA transitions.

We take as input a DFA and a bitvector length l. A DFA
is a five-tuple (Q,Σ,δ,q0,F), where: Q = {q0,q1, · · ·} is a
finite set of states with initial state q0, Σ = {σ0,σ1 · · ·} is a
finite set of alphabet symbols, δ : Q×Σ→ Q is the transi-
tion function, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states. For
the DHCP example from subsection 3.1, the DFA has Q =
{Start,Acked,Acc,Re j}, Σ = {Ack, IP0, IP1}, F = {Acc},
and δ as shown in Figure 2.

We output a function to implement the state machine’s
transition on the Tofino or any other hardware whose memory
update is at least as expressive. Specifically, we output:

• A mapping R from Q to {0, . . . ,2l−1} that uniquely num-
bers the states, and by convention we fix R(q0) = 0.

• Two mappings f and g from Σ to {0, . . . ,2l−1}. These are
passed as arguments to the register actions.
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• A mapping whichop from Σ to {0,1,2,3} that indicates
which register action each character will use.

• Up to four register actions that take the values of the maps
R, f , and g on the current state q and input character σ,
and output R(δ(q,σ)) for all the letters in Σ that use them.
Furthermore, the functions must follow the syntax from
Figure 5 in order to fit into a single register action.

An example of correct outputs for the DHCP example is also
shown in Figure 2 (all characters use the same function).

7.2 Synthesis implementation
To come up with these outputs, we use an SMT solver to do
syntax-guided synthesis [1]. We make one bitvector variable
for each state (the values of R), two bitvectors for each letter
( f and g), and booleans to determine whichop. To make the
templates, we make boolean indicator variables for which
operations, comparisons, and boolean comparisons are used.
Then, we encode the templates as constraints over the state
variables. If a satisfying assignment is found, we read it to get
the output. An interesting problem is to find the best template
for synthesis. This is discussed more in subsection 9.3.

8 Implementation

We implement the FLM compiler atop the Lucid frame-
work [19,25] using approximately 1500 lines of OCaml avail-
able on GitHub1. We implemented DFA synthesis code in
the compiler in OCaml using the z3 SMT solver [30]. It first
transforms each FLM pattern into prefix form and translates
it to a classical regular expression. Then, it converts the pat-
tern into a DFA and runs syntax-guided synthesis to generate
the corresponding mappings and memops, expressed as an
intermediate representation Lucid program. This program is
subsequently compiled using the existing Lucid framework’s
backend and vendor-provided P4 compiler (bf-p4c) to gen-
erate the final data plane program binary. We use ocamlc
4.14.0, z3 4.11.2, and bf-p4c 9.13.0.

9 Evaluation

We evaluate FLM by using it to implement a diverse set of
sequence monitoring tasks of interest to network operators.
We identified 15 such tasks from prior work, and implemented
them alongside a Lucid program that used the same events.
All of the monitored patterns are listed in the Appendix.

Figure 6a shows these programs and summarizes our re-
sults, including the lines of code needed to express the exam-
ples, the synthesized DFA complexity and synthesis time, and
the stages used. We are able to express each of the 15 tasks in
the FLM language, pointing to its flexibility. The table shows

1https://github.com/PrincetonUniversity/lucid/tree/SpecRegex

lines of code as a proxy for ease of use. We see that FLM
programs are short and all tasks are expressed in a few 10s
of lines. In contrast, when translated to Lucid these programs
are 5-10x bigger, which is a proxy for implementation effort
of expressing these tasks directly in P4.

Our compiler is able to compile each of the programs to
the Intel Tofino, which demonstrate the line-rate monitoring
capabilities of FLM.

9.1 Compilation time
Figure 6b shows the compilation time for each program on an
AWS EC2 t3.medium server with 4GB memory and 2 vCPU
(unlimited burst). We break the total compilation time into
the frontend (Lucid compiling) and backend (P4 compiling).
Note that the Lucid time includes the synthesis time from
Figure 6a. We see that most programs need little time (sec-
onds) to complete our compilation steps. Although the DFA
synthesis step depends on the complexity of the pattern and
is theoretically NP-Hard, all tasks finish in a few minutes.

Programs decorated with FLM have slower compilation
time for both the Lucid compiler backend and the vendor P4
compiler. This is caused by the additional statements added to
the IR and the resulting overhead for optimizing the pipeline
layout, and mostly depends on the complexity of the original
program. The complexity of the pattern (aside from additional
variables) does not affect the backend’s and vendor compiler’s
compiling time. All implementations take roughly the same
time to compile once synthesized.

9.2 Hardware Resource Utilization
Figure 6c shows the hardware resource usage of the Tofino
binaries for each program. The three most relevant metrics
for FLM are the number of pipeline stages used (Figure 6a),
the percentage of metadata fields (PHV) allocated, and the
percentage of instruction words (VLIW) allocated.

Depending on the complexity of pre-processing involved in
translating events (packets) to letters in the pattern, FLM com-
piles programs into 6-10 stages, all comfortably fitting within
the Intel Tofino v1 (12 stages). The DFA itself always uses a
single stage, regardless of the complexity of the pattern. The
additional stages take care of the Lucid event handling and
control flow, as well as predicate computation. Because there
are data dependencies between stages arising from control
flow, these stages are not always "full;" additional unrelated
programs can fit alongside them without using more stages,
as the preprocessing steps are parallelized with existing logic.

Meanwhile, FLM programs use reasonable resources:
adding FLM to an existing Lucid program only consumes
1-15% additional PHV and VLIW, much of which is for setup
(parsing and pre-processing). Interestingly, the resourge usage
for some tasks goes down with added FLM monitoring due
to the additional stage usage.
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Lines of code DFA FLM StagesLucid IR P4 (Q,Σ) Time(s)
A: Cuckoo Firewall [25] 171 388 1795 - - 10

A1: Cuckoo Insertion +14 +268 +616 (9,5) 7.6 +0
B: Stateful Firewall [25] 34 91 578 - - 6

B1: Firewall Correctness +10 +100 +308 (4,4) .8 +4
C: SipHash [29] 185 260 2072 - - 8

C1: SipHash Rounds +30 +125 +981 (17,3) 19.9 +0
D: Chain Replication [31] 126 223 1319 - - 10

D1: Sequence Numbers +10 +75 +299 (4,2) .5 +0
D2: Double Write +11 +85 +336 (5,2) 1.3 +0

E: Simple RIP [25] 121 219 1158 - - 8
E1: DHCP Anomaly [3] +24 +160 +1184 (4,3) .6 +0
E2: Fingerprint [24] +41 +224 +2264 (10,8) 14.2 +2
E3: Port Knocking [10] +19 +168 +1548 (6,16) 114.4 -1
E4: DNS TTL [21] +15 +118 +830 (4,2) .4 +2
E4: DNS Tunneling [21] +18 +191 +1382 (13,5) 10.7 +1
E6: SwiSh Local [32] +13 +147 +1123 (7,3) 1.0 +0
E7: NetChain [15] +13 +89 +521 (4,2) .4 +0
E8: Paxos Recovery [28] +25 +279 +1048 (5,32) 15.7 +0
E9: ATP Sequence [18] +23 +147 +668 (6,8) 6.0 +0
E10: ATP JobID [18] +35 +140 +662 (19,3) 11.4 +0

(a) The results from compilation of our 15 example monitors. The gray
rows show the base programs. The following white rows show one
or more monitors that we added to the base programs. For the base
programs, we show the lines of code of the source program (Lucid),
the intermediate representation before compiling to P4 (IR), and the
resulting P4 program (P4), as well as the number of stages used. For
the monitoring tasks, we show the additional lines of code and stages
added by FLM as well as the size of the DFA in terms of states (Q) and
the alphabet (Σ) as well as the time required to compile FLM to Lucid.
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(b) The compilation time of each example, with the base programs
in blue and the monitors in orange.
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(c) The PHV and VLIW utilization of each compiled program, with
the base programs in vlue and the monitors in orange.

9.3 DFA Synthesis

We measured the size of each DFA in our examples, noted in
the "DFA" column of Figure 6a as a pair (|Q|, |Σ|) to show
the number of states and the size of the alphabet. These varied
from small automata with only a few states and symbols to
ones with dozens of states and alphabet characters. The step
of synthesizing an implementation, included in the "FLM
Time", was relatively quick for all of them. In prior work [6],
we further evaluated the difficulty of state machine synthesis.

We found that it was possible to generate implementations
for state machines representing simple networking tasks such
as tracking a TCP handshake. We also tested combinations
of state machines via union (tracking multiple at once) or
concatenation (tracking one after another) via video finger-
printing examples. While union was usually easier than con-
catenation, there were many examples of the same size DFA
(as measured by states and alphabet) where some worked and
some did not. There are other qualities of DFA complexity
that show up only in some fingerprinting patterns. For exam-
ple, states with many incoming or outgoing edges place many
constraints on the same variables and make a solution more
difficult to find.

Finally, we tried five different synthesis templates of vary-
ing complexity, ranging from simple assignment to using
Tofino-specific tricks such as representing states with two in-
tegers in a paired array and updating both simultaneously. We

also varied the choices of bitwise operators available in each
template. We found that the template shown in Figure 5 was
the best balance between expressiveness (ability to represent
a wide variety of DFAs) and synthesis time.

10 Related Work

The syntax for FLM programs is inspired by Aragog [28],
a system that focused on recognizing issues in distributed
systems by specifying regex-like patterns. The patterns were
checked by a global verifier that had specific events forwarded
to it by all the systems. Aragog operates entirely in the con-
trol plane, whereas our work focuses on recognizing packet
sequences appearing on a single data plane switch at line rate.

Many works use data plane switches to recognize reg-
ular expressions appearing in packets for the purposes of
content inspection. Some early work appeared before P4
was released [20, 22]. More recent work has built on fur-
ther hardware advances, and includes frameworks specialized
for matching strings in a packet [14, 27]. DBVal [17] fo-
cuses on verifying the data plane execution of a single packet.
DeepMatch [12] focuses on searching for regular expressions
within the payload of packets, and developed some techniques
to hold state between payloads for a single flow. Our work
differs in that it focuses on patterns of sequences of packets,
where all the computation happens in a single stage used once
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per packet, rather than a series of stages that can search for
patterns within packet content. We also allow more expressive
patterns with the binding of event values and predicates.

Our patterns draw inspiration from previous work on para-
metric verification [3], as well as studies of various forms of
automata for wide-ranging applications. Timed automata [2]
can record the timing of events and place time constraints on
transitions. Symbolic automata [8, 9] permit a very wide va-
riety of predicates on transitions without memory other than
their state, while register automata [16] can record charac-
ters in registers, and check only equality. Recently, symbolic
register automata [7] were proposed, which combines the two.

Our preliminary paper [6] presented an algorithm for syn-
thesizing DFA transitions using SMT solvers. FLM extends
that core with a new pattern-based language and compiler
that separates bindings and predicates from classical regular
expressions which are turned into DFAs.

11 Discussion

Limitations. One limitation for recognizing FLM patterns,
and the reason for the rewrite rules, is the difficulty of cor-
rectly updating variables under the constraints on PISA
switches. Other hardware or computation models might pro-
vide an easier path to computing the environment derivative
(on a general purpose CPU with unlimited memory, it could
just be computed directly), which would increase the num-
ber of FLM patterns that are recognizable. Still, we show in
our evaluations that the subset of implementable patterns is
expressive enough for many applications. An interesting re-
search question for the future is to characterize which FLM
patterns can be implemented under which computation mod-
els, and how best to do so while minimizing resource use.

Another limitation comes from the amount of computa-
tion available in a single stage, which dictates the size of im-
plementable DFAs. Very long or complicated patterns could
translate to DFAs that are too large to fit into one read-modify-
write action. For more details, see the paragraph on synthesis
hardness above. Our work is only platform-specific in that the
template defined in Figure 5 is tailored to compilation on the
Intel Tofino. Other hardware that has different computation
available in a single stage would likely permit a more or less
expressive template. A solution to this that applies for some
DFAs is to carefully use more than one stage to implement it.
For preliminary details about this approach, see the Appendix.
As hardware improves, we hope to see both more computa-
tion available within a stage and more stages, alleviating this
restriction from two angles.

Scalability and flexibility. In our examples, we used a
variety of indexing functions to represent individual state
machines, including per-flow, per-port, and per-MAC. How-
ever, in some networks, there is not enough memory available

on current hardware to store this many values, risking index
collisions. Other works [21] have dealt with this problem
using complex data structures, sampling, or grouping flows
to be considered together. While FLM does not employ any
of these by default, it is flexible enough that a programmer
could implement any of these techniques to compute an index
before applying transitions to the FLM state machine array.
Furthermore, if the high-level language is too restricting, a
programmer can write code directly in the FLM intermediate
representation, allowing them to intersperse arbitrary code for
how the index is computed, which event is used to transition
the state machine, and where in the control flow to transition.

Monitoring scope. We built our FLM compiler to target
the Intel Tofino, but the core ideas are not reliant on any
particular piece of hardware. The main requirement for an
FLM program is a single pipeline with atomic updates and
persistent memory that is updated per-packet. This applies to
any switch implementing the PISA architecture.

We did not solve the problem of recognizing patterns in a
distributed system of switches, instead focusing on how to
properly compile to a single pipeline. A switch with multiple
pipelines would implement multiple FLM monitors indepen-
dently. For most monitoring tasks, properly configuring how
ports map to pipelines (essentially slicing the index space
across monitors) should preserve the monitor’s reliability by
sending packets intended for the same state machine through
the same pipeline. We consider distributed monitoring an
interesting task for future research.

12 Conclusion

We introduce FLM, a programming language that uses new
abstractions to recognize and react to user-defined packet
and event sequences at a switch. We develop a compilation
procedure that transforms FLM programs into a series of
match-action tables and register update functions, using a
combination of rewrite rules and SMT-based program synthe-
sis. Our evaluation using 15 sequence monitoring finds that
FLM is flexible and supports line-rate processing on current
networking hardware. This work raises no ethical concerns.
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13 Appendix

13.1 Translating patterns

The full definition of translating patterns uses BigOr, which translates an individual event and predicate.

Definition 6. BigOr(b⟨p⟩,P) =∨
({b}◦{bin(i) | i < 2len(P) and the bit representing p is 1})

BigOr(b⟨p1⟩, [p1, p2]) = (b10+b11), as above. Similarly, BigOr(b⟨p2⟩, [p1, p2]) = (b01+b11). The other pattern translations
are defined recursively. All of the constructors (+,&,∗, .) stay the same, as they have similar semantics for classical regular
expressions and patterns, and we translate all of the event patterns with BigOr.

Definition 7. The FLM pattern translation Tre(r,P):

Tre(ε,P) = ε

Tre( /0,P) = /0

Tre(a⟨pi⟩,P) = BigOr(a⟨pi⟩,P)
Tre(s1.s2) = Tre(s1,P).Tre(s2,P)

Tre(s1 + s2) = Tre(s1,P)+Tre(s2,P)
Tre(s1 &s2) = Tre(s1,P)&Tre(s2,P)

Tre(s∗) = (Tre(s,P))∗

13.2 Implementability

The following is a list of the rewrite rules we use:

• b⟨@y; p⟩.r rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷b⟨p⟩.r. This rule always applies, and is how we introduce the ▷ operator. It splits a binding into two
parts, and removes it from the expression.

• r.(b⟨@y⟩▷ s) rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷ (r.s). This rule only applies if b and y do not appear in r. This ensures that no word in r contains an
event b, mirroring the semantics of ▷.

• (b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(b⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)
rw−→ b⟨@y1⟩▷ (s1 +[y1/y2]s2). Here [y1/y2]s2 denotes the capture-avoiding substitution of y1 for

y2 in s2. This rule only applies when s2 contains no references to y1. An equivalent rule applies for &.

• (a⟨@y1⟩▷s1)+(b⟨@y2⟩▷s2)
rw−→ a⟨@y1⟩▷b⟨@y2⟩▷(s1+s2). This rule applies if s1 contains no occurrences of y2, s2 contains

no occurrences of y1, and a ̸= b. An equivalent rule applies for &.

• (b⟨@y⟩▷ s1)+ s2
rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷ (s1 + s2). This rule applies if s2 contains no occurrences of y. An equivalent rule applies for &.

These contain side conditions that ensure rewritten expressions have the same semantics after rewriting. For example, we check
that variables are not contained in out-of-scope expressions before hoisting bindings to an outer scope. However, they also
preserve a key property of FLM patterns that can be written without the new binding form that uses ▷. We call this property
implementability. First, we define a shorthand for an environment defined over the variables in a list of bindings.

Definition 8. An environment G is compatible with a binding list B if Dom(G) = Range(B). That is, G contains one assignment
for each variable in B. We will use the metavariable G for compatible environments to differentiate from general environments
denoted by E.

For example, the environment (y1← 1,y2← 15) is compatible with b1⟨@y1⟩▷b2⟨@y2⟩. We will write Asgn0(B) to mean the
environment that assigns every variable in B to 0. Next, we define implementability, which intuitively means that the pattern
derivatives are not affected by assignments to variables in a binding list for event types that do not appear in the bindings.

Definition 9. An FLM pattern in prefix form B▷ s is implementable if and only if for any event type a ̸∈ B, any integer z, any
environment E where B▷ s is closed under E, and any two environments G1 and G2 which are compatible with B:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,G1)KE,G2 = JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,G2)KE,G2
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All of the patterns we introduce in the main paper are implementable. An example pattern which does not have this property is:

b⟨@y⟩▷a⟨λx.(x == y)⟩.b⟨λx.true⟩

This pattern is semantically well-defined: it is the set of events of type a followed by b with equal parameters. However, the value
of y is not known when the event a appears, and so it cannot be implemented at line-rate (in general, this type of pattern would
require some look-back capability). This fails the implementability property because the assignment to y will change the result of
Dre for events of type a. We show that our rewrite rules preserve this property: if r rw−→ r′ and r is implementable, then so is r′.

Now, we define a theorem that captures the semantic meaning of both the binding and pattern derivatives. Intuitively, it is
similar to theorem 1, but uses an environment produced by Dbind instead of a constant one.

Theorem 3. ∀B,s,a,z,E : if B▷ s is in prefix form, closed under E, and implementable, then:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E ′,Asgn0(B′))KE ′,Asgn0(B′) = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JB▷ sKE}

Where B′,E ′ = Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B;E)

As an example, consider the one from section 5, where p1 = λx.x≥ 10 and p2 = λx.x == y:

b⟨@y⟩▷ (b⟨p1⟩.b⟨p2⟩)

Starting with an empty environment and an event b⟨12⟩, Dbind(b⟨12⟩;b⟨@y⟩; .) = (.;(y← 12)). Taking the pattern derivative
using the new environment:

Dre(b⟨12⟩;b⟨λx.x≥ 10⟩.b⟨p1⟩;y← 12) = b⟨p2⟩

The semantics of this remaining pattern when y← 12 contains just b⟨12⟩, which is correct according to the theorem: the only
string starting with b⟨12⟩ in Jb⟨p1⟩.b⟨p2⟩Ky←12 is b⟨12⟩b⟨12⟩.

13.3 Example patterns
Below is a full list of the example patterns that were used for evaluation. They range from simple checks to more complicated
patterns about high-level protocols.

A1 Cuckoo Firewall [25]
(ip_pkt(@int saved_src=src, @int saved_dst=dst)

.(((cuckoo_insert(fst_src==saved_src) && cuckoo_insert(fst_dst==saved_dst))∗
.(cuckoo_insert(!(fst_src==saved_src)) || cuckoo_insert(!(fst_dst==saved_dst)))

)||((cuckoo_insert(fst_src==saved_src) && cuckoo_insert(fst_dst==saved_dst))
.(cuckoo_insert(fst_src==saved_src) && cuckoo_insert(fst_dst==saved_dst))
.(cuckoo_insert(fst_src==saved_src) && cuckoo_insert(fst_dst==saved_dst))
.(cuckoo_insert(fst_src==saved_src) && cuckoo_insert(fst_dst==saved_dst)))))

This checks whether the cuckoo firewall insertion algorithm is working properly.

B1 Stateful FW Timeout [25]
ip_pkt (@int start_time = Sys.time(); ip#tos == TOS_TRUSTED)

.(ip_pkt(ip#tos == TOS_TRUSTED)
|| ((ip_pkt(!(ip#tos == TOS_TRUSTED))

&& ip_pkt(Sys.time() − start_time < 10000))))∗
.((ip_pkt(!(ip#tos == TOS_TRUSTED))

&& ip_pkt(!(Sys.time() − start_time < 10000))))

This is a general specification of firewall correctness. It checks that packets from inside (TOS_TRUSTED) are allowed out, and
that return packets are not allowed back in past the timeout threshold.

C1 SipHash [29]
iptcp_to_server_syn
.siphash_intermediate
.siphash_intermediate
.siphash_intermediate
.siphash_intermediate
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.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.siphash_intermediate

.iptcp_craft_out_dummy

This checks whether or not the siphash implementation is completing the proper number of hashing rounds.

D1 Chain replication 1 [31]

write(@int saved_seq=seq)
.write(seq<saved_seq)

This checks whether there are write events with sequence numbers out of order.

D2 Chain replication 2 [31]

write()
.write()
.ack()

This checks whether there are two write events to the same index before the first one is ACKed.

E1 DHCP Anomaly (section 3)

IP_Pkt∗
.DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)
.(IP_Pkt(sip == assigned))∗
.IP_Pkt(sip != assigned)

This is the example from the paper.

E2 Fingerprint ( [24])

S1.S5.S1.S4.S7.S8.S1.S2

This represents one example video fingerprint. S1 - S8 denote different packet sizes. The fingerprint is 8 packets in sequence,
with the denoted sizes.

E3 Port Knocking (len=4) [10]

ip_in(dport==1234)
.ip_in(dport==5678)
.ip_in(dport==9012)
.ip_in(dport==3456)

This pattern represents an example port knocking sequence. dport is the destination port of a packet.

E4 DNS TTL Change Count [21]

DNS_packet_fwd(@int<<32>> fst_ttl = ttl)
.(DNS_packet_fwd(fst_ttl != ttl))

This checks whether the ttl of packets changes when using DNS by recording the first in a flow and checking the second.
The intent is to count the number of TTL changes.

E5 DNS Tunneling [21]
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DNS_resp(@int d1=dip, @int d2=dip2)
.( (ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

.(ip_packet(dip!=d1) && ip_packet(dip!=d2))

This checks that, upon receiving a DNS response, the receiver goes on to contact the requested IP. Tunneling is suspected if
the receiver of a DNS response never uses the information.

E6 SwiSh Local View [32]
(S1||S2||S3)∗
.( (S2.S1)||

(S3.S2)||
(S1.S3))

This denotes any of the switches in a chain of 3 SwiShMem switches forwarding an update to the wrong neighbor.

E7 NetChain [15]
NetChainUpdate(@int v=version)
.NetChainUpdate(version < v)

This shows an algorithm running improperly, as detected by having an earlier version after a newer one.

E8 Paxos Recovery [28]
Paxos(@int a=l1,@int c=l2,@int e=l3; ty==RECOVER).
(

(Paxos(l1<a) && Paxos(ty==RECOVER)) ||
(Paxos(l2<c) && Paxos(ty==RECOVER)) ||
(Paxos(l3<e) && Paxos(ty==RECOVER))

).
Paxos(ty==RECOVERED)

This shows the sequence of exchanges of a Paxos recovery.

E9 ATP sequence [18]
ATP_add(@int x = cnt)
.ATP_add(cnt==x+1)
.ATP_add(cnt==x+2)
.ATP_add(cnt==x+3)

This shows a sequence of 4 consecutive add events with an increasing count variable.

E10 ATP JobID [18]
ATP_add(@int saved_jobid=jobid)
.(ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)
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.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)

.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)

.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)

.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)

.ATP_add(jobid==saved_jobid)

.ATP_release(jobid==saved_jobid))

This shows a sequence of 16 consecutive add events with the same job ID.

Unimplementable patterns Below are a few patterns that are rejected:

R1 DHCP Example Reject

IP_Pkt∗
.DHCP_Ack(@int assigned = cip)
.(IP_Pkt(sip == assigned))∗
.IP_Pkt(@int unassigned = sip; sip != assigned)
.IP_Pkt(sip == unassigned)
.IP_Pkt(sip == unassigned)

This pattern is rejected because the binding of the variable unassigned will not be on the first occurrence of the event
IP_Pkt. A similar limitation applies to any compound, related patterns. It is meant to represent a device that uses the same
wrong IP three times.

R2 ATP Sequence Version 2

(ATP_add(@int x = cnt; cnt == x+1))∗

This pattern has two problems. First, the variable x is used before it is defined (the predicate cnt == x+1 does not have the
variable x in scope). Second, bindings can never occur under a closure. It is meant to loosely specify a similar pattern to E9,
but of any length.

R3 Chain Replication Reject

write(@int saved_seq=seq)
write(@int saved_seq2=seq; seq > saved_seq)
.write(seq<saved_seq2)

This pattern is rejected for a reason similar to R1: the binding of variable saved_seq2 will not occur on the first write event
(even though the first write event does bind a variable). This does not apply when binding two variables with the same
event (see E5).

13.4 Extensions
In this section, we go over various extensions to FLM to improve its expressiveness and usability.

13.4.1 Maintenance events

Some patterns, such as those that wait for a timeout, can be difficult to express as a sequence. Consider a sequence to check that
received requests are replied to with decisions in a timely manner:

request(@t1 = Sys.time())
.request∗
.decision(Sys.time() − t1 > Threshold)

Here, we are ignoring the indexing and response code to focus on the pattern. This pattern seems reasonable to detect late
decisions, but what if a decision never comes? Intuitively, that should be a violation as well, but if there is never another packet
for this flow, one will never be reported. The problem is that examples such as timeouts are examining a liveness property. Our
solution to this is to add maintenance events, which do not represent incoming network events. Instead, they are guaranteed to
visit every index of an array of FLM patterns eventually. To fix the above example, we can write the following, using maintenance
for the new events.
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maintenance∗
.request(@t1 = Sys.time())
.(maintenance(Sys.time() − t1 <= Threshold) + request)∗
.(decision(Sys.time() − t1 > Threshold) +
(maintenance(Sys.time() − t1 > Threshold)))

The placement of maintenance events will not interfere with detecting late decisions, but it will now also detect decisions that
never arrive because the maintenance event will eventually come along and match the last disjunction. These can be implemented
easily with a packet that repeatedly circulates through the array one index at a time, perhaps with a delay to reduce overhead.

13.4.2 Longer patterns

Some sequence monitors are too complicated to be expressed using the original syntax, causing the compiler to reject them. This
could be for one of two reasons:

1. The pattern is unable to be rewritten into prefix form, usually because the programmer desires to bind variables using the
same event type in two places. This would violate the rewrite rule for concatenation.

2. The pattern is able to be rewritten successfully, but an implementation of the transition function for the translated DFA
cannot be found. The synthesis algorithm might either time out, or return "unsat."

The solution to both of these is to pay more stages for the ability to implement a pattern. To do so, we introduce unambiguous
concatenation, which allows a pattern to be split into two parts that can be implemented sequentially.

Unambiguous concatenation We say that two FLM patterns in prefix form are unambiguously concatenated with a semantic
condition that allows us to split it across stages. First, we define the prefixes of a pattern, which are all the prefixes of any accepted
word:

Definition 10. The prefixes of an FLM pattern r, denoted prefix(r), is the set:

{u| ∃E,v such that u.v ∈ JrKE}

Next, we define the continuations of a pattern, which are all the words which can be appended to an accepted word to get
another accepted word:

Definition 11. The Continuations of an FLM pattern r, denoted continuation(r) is the set:

{v| ∃E,u,w such that u ∈ JrKE and u.v.w ∈ JrKE}

As a simple example with the pattern a.b∗, the prefixes and continutations can be defined with the languages of the following
patterns:

pre f ix(a.b∗) = ε+a.b∗

continuation(a.b∗) = b∗

Finally, we say that two patterns r1 and r2 are unambiguously concatenated, denoted r1!!r2, if the prefixes of r1 and the
continuations of r2 only intresect with ε, or more formally:

r1!!r2 ⇐⇒ (pre f ix(r1)∩ continuation(r2))\{ε}= /0

Using the above example, a.b∗!!a.b∗ is a valid unambiguous concatenation. ε is excluded because it is always both a prefix and
continuation of any non-empty language.

Implementation The unambiguous concatenation condition lets us compile a single pattern into multiple stages, which will
either allow a programmer to reuse events for variable bindings or compile a larger pattern to switch actions. In principle, there
could be many patterns connected with !!. We assume that this is at the top level, and call each concatenated pattern a section.
We compile a series of sections in three steps, after compiling each section individually:

1. For each DFA except the last section, add one new state, called "done." Add a self-loop for every character to "done." For
each transition from any accepting state to the rejecting state, replace it with a transition to "done."
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2. For each section’s code except the first, add a clause to only run it if the previous section’s state was "done."

3. In each section’s DFA, if any later sections are not nullable, change all of its accepting states to non-accepting ones. The
transition statement returns whether or not the last section run ended in an accepting state.

Step one allows us to track when each section has finished matching characters. This is the step where the unambiguous
concatenation condition is important. The transitions from accepting states to non-reject states correspond to the continuations of
a section, while the transitions from the initial state correspond to its prefixes. The condition guarantees that the prefixes of a later
section do not coincide with the continuations of an earlier one, so we never miss a transition.

Step two ensures that we are running the patterns in sequence, not in parallel. Note that if there are new variables to be bound,
they are only bound after previous sections are "done."

Step three ensures that the series of sections only accepts when the current string matches the unambiguously concatenated
pattern. We leave accepting states if all later states are nullable because otherwise, we would miss some strings that only match
the earlier sections.

13.5 Proofs of Theorems
Theorem 4. "Derivatives commute":
∀a,z,s,E,P where s is binding free, both s and each predicate in P is closed under E, and preds(s)⊆ P:

Dclas(Tl(a⟨z⟩,E,P);Tre(s,P)) = Tre(Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E),P)

Proof. By induction on the structure of s

Theorem 5. For all a,z,s,E where s is binding-free and s is closed under E:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE = {w′|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JsKE}

Proof. Proof by induction on the structure of s. Base cases:

1. /0:
JDre(a⟨z⟩; /0;E)KE

= J /0KE = /0 = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ /0}

2. ε:
JDre(a⟨z⟩;ε;E)KE

= J /0KE = /0 = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ {ε}}

3. a⟨p⟩ : a⟨z⟩ ∈ Ja⟨p⟩KE iff Jp(z)KE . So, {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ [a⟨z⟩]E}= {ε} if Jp(z)KE and /0 else, which is the derivative.

Induction cases:

1. r + s:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;r+ s;E)KE

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;r;E)KE ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE

By induction:
= {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JrKE} ∪ {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JsKE}

= {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JrKE ∪ JsKE}

= {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr+ sKE}

2. r & s: Very similar to above, substituting & and ∩ for + and ∪.

3. s∗:
The following together show that JDre(a⟨z⟩;s∗;E)KE = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Js∗KE}
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(a) {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Js∗KE} ⊆ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s∗;E)KE :
If a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Js∗KE , then a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JsiKE for some smallest natural i. i cannot be 0. Since a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JsiKE = Js.si−1KE ,
a⟨z⟩.w = w1.w2 s.t. w1 ∈ JsKE ∧w2 ∈ Jsi−1KE . s1 cannot be ε, otherwise i could be smaller. So, w1 = a⟨z⟩.w′1 and
w = w′1.w2.
By induction,

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JsKE}
So, w′1 ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE . w2 ∈ Js∗KE , so w ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E).s∗KE = JDre(a⟨z⟩;s∗;E)KE

(b) JDre(a⟨z⟩;s∗;E)KE ⊆ {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Js∗KE}:
If w ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s∗;E)KE , then: w = s1.s2, where:

s1 ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE and s2 ∈ Js∗KE

By induction, a⟨z⟩.s1 ∈ JsKE . So, s1.s2 ∈ Js∗KE

4. r.s:
The following together show that JDre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E)KE = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr.sKE}

(a) {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr.sKE} ⊆ JDre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E)KE :
If a word a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr.sKE , then by definition a⟨z⟩.w = w1.w2 s.t. w1 ∈ JrKE ∧ w2 ∈ JsKE . By definition,
JDre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E)KE = JDre(a⟨z⟩;r;E).sKE ∪ Jv(r).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE . There are two cases

i. w1 = a⟨z⟩.w′1. Then by induction, w′1 ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;r;E)KE , so w′1.w2 ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;r;E).sKE

ii. w1 = ε, and w2 = a⟨z⟩.w′2. Since w1 = ε ∈ JrKE , v(r) = ε. By induction, w′2 ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE , so w ∈
Jv(r).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE

This includes all possibilities for any word in {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr.sKE}.

(b) JDre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E)KE ⊆ {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr.sKE}:
If w ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E)KDbind(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E), then either:

i. w ∈ JDre(a⟨z⟩;r;E).sKE . By induction, w = w′1.w2 such that a⟨z⟩.w′1 ∈ JrKE and w2 ∈ JsKE . So, a⟨z⟩.w ∈ Jr.sKE .
ii. w ∈ Jv(r).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E)KE .Then either v(r) = /0 and there are no such w, or v(r) = ε and by induction, a⟨z⟩.w ∈

JsKE . Since r is nullable, JsKE ⊆ Jr.sKE .
This includes all possibilities for any word in JDre(a⟨z⟩;r.s;E)KE

Lemma 1. For any B▷b1⟨@y1⟩▷b2⟨@y2⟩▷B′ ▷ s in prefix form and any E it is closed under:

JB▷b1⟨@y1⟩▷b2⟨@y2⟩▷B′ ▷ sKE = JB▷b2⟨@y2⟩▷b1⟨@y1⟩▷B′ ▷ sKE

Proof. By induction on the length of B preceding the two to be exchanged. In the base case, expand the definitions twice. In the
induction case, just exchange the smaller list.

Lemma 2. If b⟨@y⟩▷B▷ s is implementable, then so is B▷ s.

Proof. By expanding the semantics to get some value for y, and then using impl property on the compatible environments with
B.

Lemma 3. If B ▷ s is implementable, then for any a ̸∈ B,z, E where B ▷ s is closed, and compatible environment G,
B▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;(E,G)) is implementable as well.

Proof. By induction on the structure of s.

Theorem 6. Restatement of Theorem 3: For all a,z,B,s,E where B▷ s is in prefix form (B is a non-redundant list of bindings
and s is binding-free) and implementable:

JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E ′,Asgn0(B′))KE ′,Asgn0(B′) = {w′|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JB▷ sKE}

where B′,E ′ = Dbind(a⟨z⟩,B,E)
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Proof. By induction on the number of bindings in B. When B has no bindings, just use 1. When B has a binding with event b,
proceed by cases on whether a ∈ B.

1. If a ∈ B, then by 1, we can assume without loss of generality that it is the first binding in B (i.e. B = a⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷ s. Also,
since B is not redundant, Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B′;E,y← z) = (B′,E,y← z). Then Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B;E) = (B′,(E,y← z)). Next, we can
expand the definition of JB▷ sKE :

Ja⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷ sKE = {w1.a⟨z′⟩.w2 ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′ and a ̸∈ w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1

∪{w|∀z′.w ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′ and a ̸∈ w}︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2

There are clearly no a⟨z⟩.w ∈ S2, since they cannot contain the event a. Furthermore, if any word a⟨z⟩.w = w1.a⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ S1,
w1 must be ε. So:

{w′|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ Ja⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷ sKE}
= {w′|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ S1}

= {w′|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z}

We now want to show that this set is equal to JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← z,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z,Asgn0(B′), which is true directly by
the induction hypothesis. :

JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← z,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z,Asgn0(B′)
= {w′|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z} By induction

2. If a ̸∈ B, then B = b⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷ s. Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B;E) = (B,E), since a doesn’t appear in the bindings. So, we can expand the
definition of JB▷ sKE ::

Jb⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷ sKE = {w1.b⟨z′⟩.w2 ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′ and b ̸∈ w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1

∪{w|∀z′.w ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′ and b ̸∈ w}︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2

Next, we can expand the definition of Jb⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,Asgn0(b⟨@y⟩▷B′))KE,Asgn0(b⟨@y⟩▷B′):

Jb⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,Asgn0(b⟨@y⟩▷B′))KE,Asgn0(b⟨@y⟩▷B′)
= Jb⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← 0,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←0,Asgn0(B′)

= {w1.b⟨z′⟩.w2 ∈ JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← 0,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z′,Asgn0(B′) and b ̸∈ w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
S3

∪{w|∀z′.w ∈ JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← 0,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z′,Asgn0(B′)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
S4

Because b⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷ s is implementable, so is B′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← 0,Asgn0(B′)) by using 2 and 3. Using this, we have
the following in both S3 and S4:

JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← 0,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z′,Asgn0(B′)

= JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← z′,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z′,Asgn0(B′)

This lets us use the induction hypothesis on S3 and S4, since B′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← 0,Asgn0(B′)) is implementable by 2
and 3:

JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← z′,Asgn0(B′))KE,y←z′,Asgn0(B′) = {w|a⟨z⟩.w ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′}
Plugging this into the definitions above gives the following:

Jb⟨@y⟩▷B′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,Asgn0(b⟨@y⟩▷B′))KE,Asgn0(b⟨@y⟩▷B′)
= {w′ = w1.b⟨z⟩.w2|a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′ and b ̸∈ w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸

S3’
∪{w′|∀z′.a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z′ and b ̸∈ w}︸ ︷︷ ︸

S4’

This concludes the proof, since these two sets are the same as S1 and S2, except for the requirement that the words start
with a⟨z⟩. Finally, it is clear that b is not in a word a⟨z⟩.w if b is not in w.
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Lemma 4. For all a, z, E, and B:
Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B;E,Asgn0(B)) = B′,(E ′,Asgn0(B′)

Where B′,E ′ = Dbind(a⟨z⟩;B;E)

Proof. Observe that the initial values in E do not matter for Dbind . If a ∈ B, then afterwards it is not in B, and each variable that
was paired with a now has a value in E ′. These values would have overwritten the 0 added from Asgn0(B). The values of all
other variables do not change. If a ̸∈ B, then neither B nor E change.

Lemma 5. For all a, z, E, B, s where B▷ s is closed under E:

JB▷ sKE = JB▷ sKE,Asgn0(B)

Proof. By induction on the length of B.
Base case: When B is empty, Asgn0(B) adds no variables, so they are the same.
Induction step: B = b⟨@y⟩▷B′:

JB▷ sKE,Asgn0(B) = {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,Asgn0(B),y←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|b ̸∈ w and ∀z.w ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,Asgn0(B),y←z}
= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z,Asgn0(B′)|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|b ̸∈ w and ∀z.w ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z,Asgn0(B′)}

By induction: = {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|b ̸∈ w and ∀z.w ∈ JB′ ▷ sKE,y←z}
= JB▷ sKE

Theorem 7. Restatement of Theorem 2: For any word w, bindings B, environment E, and predicates P, if an FLM pattern B▷ s is
in prefix form, B▷ s is closed under E, and B▷ s is implementable, then: Tw(w,B,(E,Asgn0(B)),P) ∈ L(Tre(s,P)) if and only if
w ∈ JB▷ sKE .

Proof. By induction on the length of w.

For the base case, Tre does not change the length of accepted words. So, ε ∈ Tre(s,P) ⇐⇒ ε ∈ JB▷ sKE (ε is the only word of
length 0).

For the induction step: w = a⟨z⟩.w′; s′ = Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,Asgn0(B)); and B′;E ′ = Dre(a⟨z⟩;B;E).
Starting with:

Tw(a⟨z⟩.w′,B,(E,Asgn0(B)),P) ∈ L(Tre(s,P))

By the definition of Tw and applying 4, This is equivalent to:

Tl(a⟨z⟩,(E ′,Asgn0(B′)),P).Tw(w′,B′,(E ′,Asgn0(B′),P) ∈ L(Tre(s,P))

Where B′,(E ′,Asgn0(B′) = Dbind(a⟨z⟩,B,(E,Asgn0(B))). By the definition of the classic derivative, this is equivalent to:

Tw(w′,B′,(E ′,Asgn0(B′),P) ∈ L(Dclas(Tl(a⟨z⟩,(E ′,Asgn0(B′),P);Tre(s,P)))

By 4, this is equivalent to:
w′ ∈ JB′ ▷Dre(a⟨z⟩,s,(E ′,Asgn0(B′))K(E ′,Asgn0(B′)

By 6, this is true if and only if:
a⟨z⟩.w′ ∈ JB▷ sKE,Asgn0(B)

Finally, we can use 5 to get the result:
w ∈ JB▷ sKE
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Lemma 6. If r rw−→ r′ and r is implementable, then for all E such that r and r′ are closed under E, JrKE = Jr′KE .

Proof. By cases on which rewrite rule is used.

1. r = b⟨@y; p⟩.s rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷b⟨p⟩.s

Jb⟨@y⟩▷b⟨p⟩.sKE

= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ Jb⟨p⟩.sKE,y←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ Jb⟨p⟩.sKE,y←z∧b ̸∈ w}

The right-hand set is empty, since any word in it must start with a b event.Similarly, w1 must be ε for any word in the
left-hand set.

= {b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ Jb⟨p⟩.sKE,y←z}

=
⋃
z∈Z

({b⟨z⟩|Jp(z)KE}◦ JrKE,y←z)

= Jb⟨@y; p⟩.sKE

2. r = B1 ▷ (s1.(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)
rw−→ (B1 ▷b⟨@y⟩▷ s1.s2)

In this case, we know that b⟨@y⟩▷ s2 and B1 ▷ s1 are implementable, that b ̸∈ B1 ▷ s1, and that y ̸∈ B1. We can now show the
two are equivalent by induction on the length of B1. In the base case, we use the fact that y is out of scope in s1:

Js1.(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)KE

= {w1.w2|w1 ∈ Js1KE ∧w2 ∈ J(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)KE}

= {w1.w2|(∀z.w1 ∈ Js1KE,y←z)∧w2 ∈ J(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)KE}

= {w1.w2|(∀z.w1 ∈ Js1KE,y←z)∧ (w2 ∈ {w′1.b⟨z⟩.w′2 ∈ Js2KE,y←z|b ̸∈ w′1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ Js2KE,y←z∧b ̸∈ w})}

Because we are quantifying over z for w1, it is clear that any w1.w2 in this set must also be in Jb⟨@y⟩▷ s1.s2KE , depending
on which set w′2 is in:

Jb⟨@y⟩▷ s1.s2KE

= {w′′1 .b⟨z⟩.w′′2 ∈ Js1.s2KE,y←z|b ̸∈ w′′1}∪{w′|∀z.w′ ∈ Js1.s2KE,y←z∧b ̸∈ w′}

If w′2 is in the right-hand set, then w′′1 = w1.w′1 and w′′2 = w′2. Otherwise, w′ = w1.w. The same expansions show membership
the other way; if a word w′′1 .b⟨z⟩.w′′2 ∈ Js1.s2KE,y←z, then a prefix of w′′1 ∈ Js1KE,y←z = Js1KE , and the rest is in the right-hand
set above. Otherwise, a prefix of w′ is in s1 and the rest is in the left-hand set above.

The induction case follows directly from expanding the definition:

Jb1⟨@y1⟩▷B′1 ▷ (s1.(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)KE

= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ JB′1 ▷ (s1.(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)KE,y1←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ JB′1 ▷ (s1.(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)KE,y1←z∧b ̸∈ w}

Using induction:

= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ JB′1 ▷b⟨@y⟩▷ (s1.s2)KE,y1←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ JB′1 ▷b⟨@y⟩▷ (s1.s2)KE,y1←z∧b ̸∈ w}

3.
(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(b⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)

rw−→ b⟨y1⟩▷ (s1 +[y1/y2]s2)

Here, we assume both b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1 and b⟨@y2⟩▷ s2 are implementable. The proof follows directly from expanding the two
▷ expressions, and substituting the variables in s2.

Jb⟨@y1⟩▷ (s1 +[y1/y2]s2)KE

= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ Js1 +[y1/y2]s2KE,y1←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ Js1 +[y1/y2]s2KE,y1←z∧b ̸∈ w}

= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ Js1KE,y1←z∪ J[y1/y2]s2KE,y1←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ Js1KE,y1←z∪ J[y1/y2]s2KE,y1←z∧b ̸∈ w}

= {w1.b⟨z⟩.w2 ∈ Js1KE,y1←z∪ Js2KE,y2←z|b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ Js1KE,y1←z∪ Js2KE,y2←z∧b ̸∈ w}

= J(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(b⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)KE
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4.
(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(c⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)

rw−→ b⟨@y1⟩▷ c⟨@y2⟩▷ (s1 + s2)

We assume that b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1 and c⟨@y2⟩▷ s2 are implementable. The proof follows directly from expanding the definitions
of the two ▷ expressions.

J(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(c⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)KE

= Jb⟨@y1⟩▷ s1KE ∪ Jc⟨@y2⟩▷ s2KE

= S1 : {w|w = w1.b⟨z1⟩.w2 ∈ Js1KE,y1←z1 ∧b ̸∈ w1}∪S2 : {w|∀z.w ∈ Js1KE,y1←z∧b ̸∈ w}

∪S3 : {w|w = w1.c⟨z2⟩.w2 ∈ Js2KE,y2←z2 ∧ c ̸∈ w1}∪S4 : {w|∀z.w ∈ Js2KE,y2←z∧ c ̸∈ w}

Expanding the other definition:
Jb⟨@y1⟩▷ c⟨@y2⟩▷ (s1 + s2)KE

= {w|w = w1.b⟨z1⟩.w2 ∈ Jc⟨@y2⟩▷ (s1 + s2)KE,y1←z1 ∧b ̸∈ w1}∪{w|∀z.w ∈ Jc⟨@y2⟩▷ (s1 + s2)KE,y1←z1 ∧b ̸∈ w}

After expanding this to another 4 sets, it is clear that J(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(c⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)KE ⊆ Jb⟨@y1⟩▷c⟨@y2⟩▷ (s1 + s2)KE by
cases on which set (S1,S2,S3,S4) a word is in, and similarly in the reverse direction.

5.
(b⟨@y⟩▷ s1)+ s2

rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷ (s1 + s2)

This proof is very similar to the above with one fewer expansion, because the binding-free s2 is always implementable.

The rules (equivalent to 3,4, and 5) for & have similar proof structure, but are simplified by using intersection rather than
union.

Lemma 7. If r rw−→ r′ and r is implementable, then so is r′.

Proof. By cases on which rewrite rule is used.

1. r = b⟨@y; p⟩.s rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷b⟨p⟩.s
We assume that s is binding free, so that b⟨@y⟩▷b⟨p⟩.s is in prefix form. Now, we show that it is implementable, for any
a ̸= b, the derivative of s is the same no matter the environment, since the following does not depend on z1 at all:

Dre(a⟨z⟩;b⟨p⟩.s;E,y← z1)

= Dre(a⟨z⟩;b⟨p⟩;E,y← z1).s+ v(b⟨p⟩.Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← z1)

= /0.s+ /0.Dre(a⟨z⟩;s;E,y← z1)

= /0

2. r = (B1 ▷ s1).(b⟨@y⟩▷ s2)
rw−→ (B1 ▷b⟨@y⟩▷ s1.s)

In this case, we know that b⟨@y⟩▷ s2 and B1 ▷ s1 are implementable, that b ̸∈ B1 ▷ s1, and that y ̸∈ B1. Now, we can expand
the expression, for some a⟨z⟩ ̸∈ B1 ▷b and compatible environments G1,G2 to B1 ▷b. We will write these as G′1,y← z1 and
G′2,y← z2, separating out the compatible environments to B1 and B2, and expand definitions:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1.s2;(E,G1))KE,G2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;(E,G1)).s2 + v(s1).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;(E,G1))KE,G2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;(E,G1)).s2KE,G2 ∪ Jv(s1).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;(E,G1))KE,G2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;((E,y← z1),G′1)).s2K(E,y←z2),G′2
∪ Jv(s1).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;((E,G′1),y← z1))K(E,G′2),y←z2

On the left, because y is not in scope in s1, its value does not change the semantics of its derivative, so we can replace z1
with z2. Similarly, on the right we can replace G′1 with G′2 because those variables are out of scope in s2:

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;((E,y← z2),G′1)).s2K(E,y←z2),G′2
∪ Jv(s1).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;((E,G′2),y← z1))K(E,G′2),y←z2
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= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;((E,y← z2),G′1))K(E,y←z2),G′2
◦Js2K(E,y←z2),G′2

∪Jv(s1K(E,G′2),y←z2
◦JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;((E,G′2),y← z1))K(E,G′2),y←z2

Finally, we can apply the inductive hypothesis for s1 and s2 and roll back up the definitions to get the desired result:

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;((E,y← z2),G′2))K(E,y←z2),G′2
◦Js2K(E,y←z2),G′2

∪Jv(s1K(E,G′2),y←z2
◦JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;((E,G′2),y← z2))K(E,G′2),y←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;((E,y← z2),G′1)).s2K(E,y←z2),G′2
∪ Jv(s2).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;((E,G′2),y← z2))K(E,G′2),y←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;((E,y← z2),G′1)).s2 + v(s2).Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;((E,G′2),y← z2))K(E,G′2),y←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1.s2;E,G2)KE,G2

3.
(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(b⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)

rw−→ b⟨y1⟩▷ (s1 +[y1/y2]s2)

Here, we assume both b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1 and b⟨@y2⟩▷ s2 are implementable. Then, we can expand definitions, writing G1as(y1←
z1) and G2 as (y1← z2):

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1 +[y1/y2]s2;E,y1← z1)KE,y1←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z1)+Dre(a⟨z⟩; [y1/y2]s2;E,y1← z1)KE,y1←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z1)KE,y1←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩; [y1/y2]s2;E,y1← z1)KE,y1←z2

On the left, we can apply the induction hypothesis directly. On the right, we undo the substitution and use it, then roll back
up the definition.

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z1)KE,y1←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y2← z1)KE,y2←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z2)KE,y1←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y2← z2)KE,y2←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z2)KE,y1←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩; [y1/y2]s2;E,y1← z2)KE,y1←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1 + s2;E,G2)KG2

4.
(b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1)+(c⟨@y2⟩▷ s2)

rw−→ b⟨@y1⟩▷ c⟨@y2⟩▷ (s1 + s2)

We assume that b⟨@y1⟩▷ s1 and c⟨@y2⟩▷ s2 are implementable, and expand definitions, writing G1 as y1← z1,y2← z2 and
G2 as y1← z′1,y2← z′2:

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1 + s2;E,y1← z1,y2← z2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z1,y2← z2)+Dre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y1← z1,y2← z2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z1,y2← z2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2
∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y1← z1,y2← z2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2

y1 is out of scope in s2, and y2 is out of scope in s1. So, we can assign any value to them without changing the derivative:

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z1,y2← z′2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2
∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y1← z′1,y2← z2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2

Finally, we can apply the induction hypothesis for the other variables, using the implementability property. Then, we roll
back up the definitions.

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y1← z′1,y2← z′2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2
∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y1← z′1,y2← z′2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1 + s2;E,y1← z′1,y2← z′2)KE,y1←z′1,y2←z′2

5.
(b⟨@y⟩▷ s1)+ s2

rw−→ b⟨@y⟩▷ (s1 + s2)

This proof is very similar to the above, because the binding-free s2 is always implementable.

JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1 + s2;E,y← z1)KE,y←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y← z1)KE,y←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y← z1)KE,y←z2
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y is out of scope in s2, so we can replace its value with anything without changing the derivative.

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y← z1)KE,y←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y← z2)KE,y←z2

Now, we apply the induction hypothesis for s1, and get the require result:

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1;E,y← z2)KE,y←z2 ∪ JDre(a⟨z⟩;s2;E,y← z2)KE,y←z2

= JDre(a⟨z⟩;s1 + s2;E,y← z2)KE,y←z2

The & forms of rules 3, 4, and 5 above have very similar proofs, replacing + and ∪ with & and ∩.
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Abstract
Sketching algorithms (sketches) have emerged as a resource-
efficient and accurate solution for software-based network
monitoring. However, existing sketch-based monitoring
makes sacrifices in online accuracy (query time accuracy)
and performance (handling line rate traffic with low latency)
when dealing with distributed traffic across multiple cores.
In this work, we present OctoSketch, a software monitoring
framework that can scale a wide spectrum of sketches to
many cores with high online accuracy and performance. In
contrast to previous systems that adopt straightforward sketch
merges from individual cores to obtain the aggregated result,
we devise a continuous, change-based mechanism that can
generally be applied to sketches to perform the aggregation.
This design ensures high online accuracy of the aggregated
result at any query time and reduces computation costs to
achieve high throughput. We apply OctoSketch to nine repre-
sentative sketches on three software platforms (CPU, DPDK,
and eBPF XDP). Our results demonstrate that OctoSketch
achieves about 15.6× lower errors and up to 4.5× higher
throughput than the state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction
While telemetry on dedicated switching hardware continues
to be important, the deployment of monitoring capabilities in
software platforms is increasing with the transition towards
virtualized deployments and “white-box” capabilities [1–3].
The ability to monitor network traffic within software plat-
forms has become a key enabler for many network manage-
ment applications, including load balancing, anomaly detec-
tion, and performance diagnosis [4, 5]. Over the years, the
volume of traffic processed by each server has seen a sub-
stantial increase (e.g., 10G to 100G). As a result, efficient
monitoring of traffic across multiple cores emerges as a press-
ing demand.

When monitoring traffic distributed across cores, down-
stream applications often entail high-fidelity aggregated
measurement results. For instance, in-network caching sys-
tems [6, 7] require real-time measurement of the hot objects
to determine what to cache. Similarly, a load balancer needs
aggregated flow statistics (e.g., heavy hitters, top-k flows) to
decide where to assign flows (to cores or nodes) [7, 8]. In this

scenario, sketch algorithms naturally emerge as a promising
solution. This is because recent theoretical advances [9] have
shown that many sketches, such as Count-Min [10], Count
Sketch [11], and UnivMon [12], have intrinsic mergeability:
Independent sketches monitoring different traffic partitions
can be merged in a way such as sum and max to obtain ag-
gregated results without losing accuracy guarantee. With this
property, a natural design for sketch-based multicore monitor-
ing is to run an independent sketch per core and periodically
merge the entire sketches from all cores for aggregation.

While we have seen significant recent progress in sketch al-
gorithms [12–17] and their implementations [18,19], we argue
that sketch-based multicore monitoring systems remain im-
practical. Many existing systems, such as Elastic Sketch [13],
NitroSketch [14], and HeteroSketch [20], adopt the above
“sketch-merge” design to scale their systems to distributed
settings. However, these solutions raise two significant issues
in practice. First, this approach does not retain accuracy at
any given time – if the aggregator responsible for answering
the query has not yet obtained the most recent sketches from
cores, the aggregated result is stale, missing the measurement
over the current traffic. A recent study [21] shows that an
inaccurate and stale result can lead to a significant load imbal-
ance in a load balancer. Second, if we consider an undesirable
extreme to frequently merge sketches for fresh results, the
packet performance will be significantly reduced, and it is
difficult for each core to achieve high line rates (§2.2).

Ideally, we want a multicore monitoring system to meet
three requirements. First, we need high accuracy whenever
applications query a measurement result. This is essentially
online accuracy, which enables real-time telemetry support
for applications. Second, we expect resource efficiency to
achieve line rates with low resource overhead since CPU
and memory resources are shared among other services [22].
Finally, we need generality, covering a broad range of traffic
metrics for various application requirements [12, 13, 23].

In this paper, we present OctoSketch, a software frame-
work to perform high-performance and real-time monitoring
on multiple CPU cores that meets the above three require-
ments. In OctoSketch, we argue for a continuous, change-
based design to aggregate the sketch results among multiple
cores. In contrast to periodically merging entire sketches,
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OctoSketch keeps track of individual counter changes in the
sketch for every packet and sends the counter difference-∆
(from the last update) when the change is sufficiently large
(e.g., over a threshold to meet the accuracy requirement). By
this simple-yet-effective design, each worker still maintains a
sketch but intends to send the ∆ that could affect the overall
accuracy of the aggregated result. In this way, communication
between the worker and the aggregator becomes a “continu-
ous” stream of worker-aggregator messages, which are tiny in
space but carry the most critical and timely information. Com-
pared to previous efforts [9,12,13,20], OctoSketch eliminates
potentially wasted counter updates when merging the sketches
(e.g., many counters do not change significantly since the last
update) to improve online accuracy and optimize resource
footprints.

With the continuous, change-based message passing
scheme, OctoSketch is able to realize dynamic resource allo-
cation policies toward different systems and user objectives.
For example, within a CPU resource budget, OctoSketch can
be configured to achieve the best (possible) online accuracy;
or if the accuracy requirement is loose (e.g., ≪ than best
possible accuracy), OctoSketch can be configured to save
CPU cycles instead of using all the aggregator CPU trying
to reach an unnecessary accuracy. OctoSketch realizes these
policies by (1) maintaining a shared buffer between workers
and the aggregator, (2) adjusting worker message frequency
via dynamic counter update thresholds, and (3) letting the
aggregator learn the sending rate of the workers via the queue
occupancy in the shared buffer, as detailed in §4.3.

To the best of our knowledge, OctoSketch is the first work
to: (a) propose the integration of a continuous, change-based
update mechanism with various sketches to enable the practi-
cal adoption of sketches in the multi-core scenario. Our goal
is to improve the accuracy and performance of distributed
sketches across cores to meet various measurement objec-
tives; (b) analytically prove that OctoSketch can retain the
same asymptotic error bounds as in the ideal case in which
traffic is not distributed. That is, when querying OctoSketch,
the aggregator can provide a result that represents the aggrega-
tion of traffic from all cores (by a bounded error) at any given
time; and (c) provide practical end-to-end design and imple-
mentation of this idea on three popular software platforms.
We further show that, compared to existing sketch-merge ap-
proaches, OctoSketch reduces message passing overhead by
up to four orders of magnitude for the same accuracy.

We apply OctoSketch to a wide range of state-of-the-art
sketches (e.g., Count-Min Sketch [10], UnivMon [12], Elastic
Sketch [13], and CocoSketch [16]) and demonstrate its per-
formance on the CPU, Intel DPDK library [24], and eBPF
XDP [25]. Our experiments show that OctoSketch achieves
around 15.6× smaller errors than previous sketch-merge tech-
niques at query time. Moreover, OctoSketch also reaches up to
4.5× higher throughput and up to 1.9× reduction in CPU uti-
lization in DPDK. We apply OctoSketch to two common use

Driver
(e.g., DPDK PMD)

Application
(e.g., load balancer)

Monitoring

NIC

Core 1
Aggregator

Core 2 Core 3

poll queues 
in NIC

Figure 1: Multicore monitoring problem in a server

cases: load balancer and key-value cache. Our results show
that OctoSketch achieves a 3.15× lower imbalance rate and a
13% higher cache hit rate than the sketch-merge baseline. We
have open-sourced OctoSketch and other baseline algorithms
on https://github.com/Froot-NetSys/OctoSketch.
Ethics: This work does not raise ethical issues.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we first describe how distributed traffic over
multiple cores brings new challenges to online monitoring.
We then discuss existing efforts and their limitations in scaling
monitoring capabilities to distributed settings.

2.1 Multicore monitoring problem
Since the latest NIC designs [26] for data centers have already
reached 100Gbps/port, network applications supporting such
a high speed require multiple CPU cores. For instance, a
DPDK-enabled Open vSwitch [27] requires 6 to 10 CPU cores
to reach 100Gbps. Hence, we call such a network application
using multiple cores a multicore application.

Multicore applications often require timely and accurate
traffic measurement results, such as heavy hitters, distinct
flows, and entropy [4, 5]. Figure 1 shows a typical workflow
for monitoring traffic distributed over multiple cores. The
NIC will distribute the incoming packets into multiple Rx
queues, and each CPU core will poll packets from one or more
queues via driver (e.g., DPDK polling mode driver [24]). The
resource in each core is shared between drivers, applications,
and monitoring programs.

In contrast to a non-distributed monitoring setting, this
multicore workflow for a single server poses three significant
challenges:
• Online accuracy: Many applications need to obtain accu-

rate aggregated statistics in an online fashion. For example,
cache-based load balancers rely on real-time large flow
measurements to determine hot items to cache [6, 7]. We
define the online accuracy according to the statistics com-
puted over the traffic from the end of the last measurement
to the current query time. Due to the distributed nature of
the traffic, there can be a significant error or delay to query
aggregated statistics at any given time for two reasons: (1)
the current aggregated result is stale, and (2) frequent ag-
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Figure 2: Example of the Count-Min sketch

gregation from all the cores is expensive to compute.
• Resource efficiency: The resources (e.g., CPU and memory

space) used by monitoring should keep up with line-rate
requirements and leave ample room for applications.
• Generality in metrics of interest: Similar to other network

monitoring systems [12,13], a multicore monitoring system
shall measure multiple traffic metrics to support a range of
applications (e.g., DDoS detection [5], load balancing [4],
and traffic engineering [28]).

2.2 Prior Solutions and Limitations
Background of Sketches. Sketches have emerged as a
promising network monitoring solution due to their high re-
source efficiency and accuracy guarantees. At a high level,
sketches are a kind of approximate data structure that can
estimate various statistics online. For example, there are (1)
Count-Min sketch [10] and Count sketch [11] for detecting
heavy hitters (flows with large sizes), (2) Locher sketch [29]
for detecting superspreaders (Source IPs that connect to many
Destination IPs), (3) CocoSketch [16] for querying flow size
on multiple keys, and (4) UnivMon [12] and Elastic sketch
[13] for supporting a range of these tasks instead of a special-
ized sketch per task. As shown in prior work [12–14, 30–32],
these sketches can often provide better accuracy-memory
tradeoffs than traditional sampling-based techniques [33, 34].

To illustrate the insertion process of sketches, we use the
Count-Min sketch for heavy-hitter detection as an example.
As shown in Figure 2, the Count-Min sketch typically con-
sists of multiple arrays of counters. For the insertion of each
packet, it computes a set of independent hash values based on
the flow key (e.g., Source IP) of the packet and updates the
corresponding counter in each array. Moreover, Count-Min
Sketch needs additional data structures (e.g., heap) to store
flow keys whose estimated sizes are large. We further discuss
the background of sketches and their applications in §A.
Key-based partition. One way to apply sketches in the mul-
ticore scenario is to divide different keys to different cores
based on hashing. For each core, we can maintain a sketch
for tracking the keys hashed to it and the keys in different
sketches never overlap. However, strictly pinning a key to a
core can lead to degraded packet performance. For example,
when the skewness of the network traffic varies, key-based
partition often leads to high load imbalance among cores.

Worker 1
Mergeable Sketch 

with Flow Keys

…
…

Entire 
sketch

Step 1: Insert packets 
into each worker

Step 2: Send 
entire sketches to 

the aggregator

Step 3: Merge 
received sketches

Low throughput due to 
slow flow key storage

Worker 5
Mergeable Sketch 

with Flow Keys

Aggregator

Mergeable Sketch 
with Flow Keys

Low online accuracy 
due to slow merging

Figure 3: Merging sketches from multiple cores to an
aggregator (sketch-merge)

Splitting large flows into multiple cores will help balance the
load, as shown in existing load-balancing algorithms [35].
Moreover, depending on the definition of the key, it is some-
times infeasible to pin a key to a core. For instance, a NIC may
distribute packets based on the 5-tuple while the application
may want to measure the keys based on user-level information
(e.g., the key-value pair). In this case, it is hard to guarantee all
packets associated with a key will reach the same core. More-
over, some multiple applications require measuring results
based on multiple key definitions, and we cannot guarantee
key distribution across different keys, as shown in [16]. As
a result, OctoSketch does not make any assumptions about
the way of distributing keys to accommodate various network
applications.
Merging sketches from multiple cores (sketch-merge). An-
other natural solution is to merge multiple sketches from dif-
ferent cores into one for query periodically, where the merged
sketch preserves the same accuracy guarantee [9]. For in-
stance, Sketch 1 measuring flow set A can be merged with
Sketch 2 measuring flow set B (e.g., sum or max of the two
counter arrays) to obtain statistics about a combined flow set
A∪B, as long as Sketches 1 and 2 share the same configu-
ration. Most existing solutions leverage this mergeability to
scale to multi-site (e.g., multiple cores or servers) in diverse
domains, including UnivMon [12], HeteroSketch [20], and
FetchSGD [36].

However, periodically merging entire sketches from multi-
ple cores brings large penalties on online accuracy and overall
throughput. We use Figure 3 as an example to illustrate the
workflow and its issues: Given k workers, each worker main-
tains one sketch to handle its own traffic. If one worker has
received enough packets or a certain time interval is reached,
it will send its sketch with heavy flow keys to the aggregator
and recreate a new one. Once the aggregator receives a new
sketch from a worker, the aggregator merges the sketch to
its own (aggregated) sketch, and reports aggregated results
such as heavy hitters and distinct counts. Unfortunately, the
merging process can bring significant overheads to both the
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aggregator and the workers as follows:
• Bottleneck in the aggregator: In practice, the aggregator

is stuck in a fundamental dilemma: To achieve high online
accuracy, the aggregator has to frequently merge multiple
sketches (e.g., merging at every millisecond), which can
be prohibitively expensive to compute; otherwise, while in-
frequent and fixed-time merges save resources, the queried
result at the aggregator may be stale by up to a fixed time
window. To understand this problem, we consider a hypo-
thetical non-merging design where all packets are processed
by a single core with unlimited CPU cycles and cache, and
use its accuracy as a reference of the ideal accuracy. As
depicted in Figure 4, the aggregator needs to merge around
3×104 sketches per second to achieve comparable accu-
racy to the ideal case under 150 million packets per second
throughput. However, a 2.35GHz CPU core can only sup-
port up to 3×103 merges per second. 1

• Bottleneck in the worker: Each worker core keeps an en-
tire sketch instance, including its counter structure and flow
key storage. Prior efforts (e.g., [13, 14]) have demonstrated
that flow key storage is one of the performance bottlenecks
in sketches. Maintaining such flow key storage per core is
computation-heavy considering the high-volume traffic.

3 System Overview
We now describe the high-level design of OctoSketch and
highlight the key ideas to achieve the multicore requirements.

3.1 OctoSketch Workflow
As illustrated in Figure 5, OctoSketch has two main compo-
nents: multiple monitoring workers for ingesting the traffic

1The setting is the same as in §6 and §7. We use Count-Min sketch and
CAIDA dataset [37], and show the absolute errors of heavy hitter detection.
In this experiment, we have 16 workers and 1 aggregator. The frequency
of merging is set at each worker. Since the aggregator is receiving and
aggregating sketches from all workers, the aggregator is the bottleneck and
can only accommodate 3×103 merges per second, while each worker can
still send more merges. When increasing the merge frequency beyond the
maximum rate the aggregator can support, we use a buffer to store sketches
and aggregate the results later for evaluating the errors.
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Figure 5: Workflow of OctoSketch

Query Type Sketch Acc. Thp.

Flow Size
Count-Min [10] 9.32× 3.85×

Count Sketch [11] 9.04× 3.22×

Cardinality
LogLog [38] 54.93× 1.29×

HyperLogLog [39] 38.97× 1.29×
Super-Spreader Locher Sketch [29] 4.06× 4.51×

Quantile DDSketch [40] 4.29× 0.92×
Multi-Key CocoSketch [16] 37.25× 1.01×

General
UnivMon [12] 13.55× 2.63×

ElasticSketch [13] 14.03× 0.93×

Table 1: Applicability of the OctoSketch on latest sketches

and one aggregator for answering queries and overall control.
By default, we allocate each worker and aggregator a separate
core/thread. Thanks to the lightweight design of OctoSketch,
one aggregator is sufficient to achieve online accuracy (§7).
There is also a shared buffer for workers and aggregators to
prevent inter-thread message losses from bursts.
Data ingestion in the workers: Each worker is a monitoring
program running in a CPU core that is responsible for process-
ing its own portion of the traffic from a NIC Rx queue and
maintaining relevant sketch data structures (e.g., hash-indexed
counter arrays) for later aggregation. In OctoSketch, the goal
of the workers is to provide timely and accurate counter up-
dates to the aggregator to answer queries, while minimizing
the CPU and memory footprints. When the worker sends an
update to the aggregator, it will insert the update into a shared
buffer. Unlike prior work that sends the entire sketch as an
update, OctoSketch adapts to actual workloads and sends only
lightweight, change-based counter updates (∆s). We describe
this distributed update mechanism in detail in §4.1.
Query estimation in the aggregator: The aggregator fetches
updates from all workers via the shared buffer and updates
its own aggregated data structures to compute the statistics
of interest. We describe the aggregation procedure in detail
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in §4.2. The query results will then be shared with other
software processing libraries or online applications for their
management purposes.
Supported sketches (Table 1): OctoSketch is a general
framework that support all linearly mergeable sketches and
thus can answer a broad spectrum of sketch-based queries. To
demonstrate the performance of OctoSketch, we apply OctoS-
ketch to 9 popular sketches as shown in Table 1. We note that
OctoSketch cannot make sketches that are fundamentally not
mergeable (e.g., RAP [41] for detecting heavy hitters) work
in the multicore scenario.

3.2 Key Ideas
To realize the OctoSketch workflow, we have three key ideas.
By leveraging these ideas, OctoSketch can achieve near-ideal
online accuracy and line-rate throughput, outperforming the
baseline solution as summarized in Figure 6.

Idea 1: Adopting a continuous, change-based mechanism
where each worker only sends “sufficiently changed”
counters to the aggregator.

This idea achieves significantly better online accuracy com-
pared to merging sketches (e.g., all the sketch counters and the
corresponding flow key storage). The fundamental reason be-
hind the inefficiency of sketch-merge is that if we look at the
value of each counter, not all counters are equally important
to query accuracy. Due to the skewness of the network work-
load, the counter values in the sketch are also heavy-tailed.
As shown in Figure 7, if we use the Count-Min sketch to find
heavy hitters, more than 80% of the counter values do not
change in the aggregator, while there are also counters whose
changes are larger than 103. In other words, the aggregator
and the workers waste most computations to merge counters
which are not important and delay the updates from important
counters.

Inspired by prior change-based solutions [42–45], OctoS-
ketch essentially “amortizes” a large sketch merging opera-
tion into a series of individual counter change notifications
to achieve online accuracy. Each notification only contains
the counters that changed above a threshold. In this way, we
can save the computation of merging small counters and use
the resources for merging large counters more frequently. In

other words, we only send counters with the most critical
informational value for online accuracy. Our analysis in §5
shows that estimation accuracy is bounded by a certain range
from ideal accuracy.

Compared to prior change-based designs with hash tables
or other deterministic structures, OctoSketch aims to enable
the use of diverse sketches for efficient multicore monitoring
by addressing several additional challenges. First, sketches
introduce extra errors on top of the errors caused by the
change-based updates. The change thresholds must be de-
termined based on the unified error bounds. Second, there are
several key parameters regarding the sketch data structures
and communication between different parties. We need to
dynamically fine-tune the parameters to allocate the resources
among workers and aggregators for various objectives. Third,
for different sketches, we need to analyze and reconstruct the
data structures for better performance.

Idea 2: Adaptive resource allocation between workers and
aggregator under various objectives.

With Idea 1, OctoSketch provides an improved tradeoff
between communication and online accuracy. As a multi-
core system, a key question is how OctoSketch can allocate
resources among workers and aggregator to meet various
system objectives. For instance, an example objective is to
achieve the best possible online accuracy with a fixed CPU
budget (e.g., 50%). Users can also specify an accuracy require-
ment (e.g., 95%) while the objective is to minimize total CPU
utilization. To meet these objectives, we adaptively allocate
resources using dynamic counter change thresholds based on
traffic rates. In particular, we set a universal threshold for all
workers to adjust the resources: (1) When the packet arrival
rate on a worker is high, the counter changes are significant,
and the worker needs to send updates via the work-aggregator
channel. (2) When the packet arrival rate is low, the worker
does not send updates until sufficient counter changes are
made, saving worker/aggregator resources for other worker-
aggregator channels.

Therefore, to achieve the best possible online accuracy, the
aggregator just needs to poll counter updates from workers
(via concurrent queues) as much as possible within a CPU
limit. When the queue length is small, the aggregator will
decrease the threshold to receive more frequent counter up-
dates. If we only want to fulfill an accuracy requirement that
is lower than the best possible accuracy, we can derive a fixed
threshold to meet the error bound based on the analysis in §5.

Idea 3: Reconstructing workers and aggregator to remove
redundant data structures.

To scale to multiple cores, prior solutions need to main-
tain flow key storage in each worker and aggregator, which
is compute-heavy (as shown in §2.2). We observe that Idea
1 and 2 enable the opportunity to reconstruct sketches and
remove flow key storage in the workers. Specifically, since
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Symbol Description
k the number of workers
τ the threshold shared by all workers
e the flow key of a packet

f (e) the real size of flow e
f̂ (e) the estimated size of flow e
d the number of arrays in the sketch
l the number of counters in each array

hi(.) the hash function for the ith array
Ci[ j] the jth counter in the ith array

q j the shared queue between worker j
and aggregator

Table 2: Symbols and notations

the traffic statistics are calculated based on aggregated flows,
only the aggregator needs to keep a flow key storage and the
workers can remove their flow key storage. Therefore, each
worker eliminates the performance bottleneck of maintaining
complex data structures (e.g., heap) and only sends potential
heavy flow keys to the aggregator. Due to the efficient contin-
uous, change-based mechanism, the counter and key updates
will not create additional burdens on the aggregator.

4 Detailed Design
In this section, we first use the Count-Min sketch [10] as an
example to describe how OctoSketch works in both workers
(§4.1) and the aggregator (§4.2). Then, we extend the design
of OctoSketch to other sketches. We summarize the frequently
used symbols and notations in Table 2.

4.1 Worker
Data structure: In each worker, OctoSketch maintains a
Count-Min sketch with d arrays of l counters without flow
key storage. Since OctoSketch guarantees that all counters
in every worker are always smaller than a given threshold τ

(e.g., 128), we only need ⌈logτ⌉ bits (e.g., 8) for each counter
instead of using 32-bit counters. Thus, we can effectively
save 4×memory without losing accuracy. In our experiments,
we find that setting τ to 128 is often sufficient to handle the
highest achievable throughput (≈ 1400Mpps) for 16 workers.
Sketch insertion: Algorithm 1 describes how to insert a
packet into each worker. The original operations of the Count-

Algorithm 1: Sketch insertions on worker j.
Input: A packet with flow key e

1 foreach i (1 ⩽ i ⩽ d) do
2 Ci[hi(e)]←Ci[hi(e)]+1;
3 if Ci[hi(e)]⩾ τ then
4 q j.enqueue(e, i,hi(e),Ci[hi(e)]);
5 Ci[hi(e)]← 0;
6 end

Min sketch are shown in black color, while the newly added
operations by OctoSketch are shown in green color. In Line
3-5, when the Count-Min sketch updates a counter in each
of its arrays, the worker will check whether the counter is
larger than the threshold τ. If the counter value is above τ in a
packet insertion, the worker generates a message containing
a vector of <the flow key of the packet, the row and column
indices of the counter, and the counter value> and pushes
it into a concurrent queue between worker and aggregator.
Each worker has a corresponding queue to avoid competition
among workers, and the counter will be cleared out.

Figure 8 illustrates an example of the insertion step. To in-
sert packet e1, the worker first updates a counter in each array.
Because the accessed counter in the second array is larger
than the threshold 10, OctoSketch pushes the tuple <the flow
key (e1), the 2D counter index (the 2nd array, the 4th counter),
counter value (10)> into the shared buffer and sets the counter
to 0. While the aggregator can get the counter index via hash-
ing the flow key, we choose to send the index directly to
reduce the hash computation cost for the aggregator.

4.2 Aggregator
Data structure: The aggregator needs to maintain a d× l
Count-Min sketch that is same-sized as other sketches in the
workers, and a min-heap to record heavy flow keys.

Algorithm 2: Sketch insertions on the aggregator.

1 foreach i (1 ⩽ i ⩽ k) do
2 (e, j, p,V )← qi.dequeue();
3 C j[p]←C j[p]+V ;
4 if C j[p]> heap.min then
5 f̂ (e)←mink∈[d]Ck[hk(e)];

6 heap.insert
(

e, f̂ (e)
)

;

7 end

Insertion to the aggregated sketch: As shown in Algorithm
2, the aggregator keeps polling the items (the 4-tuple) from
the k shared (concurrent) queues. For each item from the
queue, the aggregator first updates the corresponding counter
based on the index and value, and then updates the flow key
heap. If the new counter is larger than the minimum value
recorded in the heap, the aggregator will obtain the estimated
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flow size e based on the query method of the Count-Min
sketch (minimum counter value in the d accessed counters)
and insert e into the heap. For example, as shown in Figure 8,
if a tuple < e1,2,4,10> is in the shared queue, the aggregator
will increase the 4th counter in the 2nd array by 10. Note if
the counter after updating is larger than the minimum value
record in the heap, the aggregator will update the heap with
the tuple (e1,96), where 96 is the estimated size of e1.

4.3 Resource Allocation
We conceptually consolidate k workers as a single worker
and k shared queues as a single queue to address the resource
allocation problem. All k workers share the same threshold
τ. The threshold is an atomic value. Ideally, the aggregator
should adjust the threshold τ to match its receive rate with the
total sending rate of k workers. Different from a distributed
system where servers are interconnected by the network, the
aggregator in a single server can quickly access the variables
of other cores and obtain a global view to adjust the threshold.

The aggregator periodically modifies the threshold (e.g.,
every 100µs). To ensure that the total queue length is small, the
aggregator should set a target queue length Q (e.g., 10). 2 For
each time window t, the aggregator measures the total queue
length Qt as a reference mark for adjusting the threshold. We
assume the sending rate is stable in that short period, so we
can predict the queue length for the next time window based
on the previous one. Specifically, as shown in Equation 1,
according to Qt−1 and Qt , we calculate the expected queue

2The target queue length should be larger than 0. Otherwise, the aggrega-
tor tends to keep increasing the threshold to ensure that the sending rate is
always lower than the receiving rate.

length Q̂t+1 for the next time window t +1 corresponding to
the threshold τ.

Q̂t+1 = Qt +(Qt −Qt−1) (1)

As shown in Equation 2, if the expected queue length Q̂t+1
is too small, the aggregator will decrease the threshold to
increase the send rate and the queue length; if Q̂t+1 is too
large, the aggregator will increase the threshold to decrease
the queue length.

τt+1 =


τt −1, Q̂t+1 < (1−α) ·Q
τt +1, Q̂t+1 > (1+α) ·Q
τt , Otherwise

(2)

Policies for resource allocation:
• Best possible accuracy: The policy we describe above can

make OctoSketch quickly adapt to dynamic packet arrival
rates. However, it will use up 100% of CPU resources in
the aggregator to improve accuracy as much as possible,
which may not be ideal. Alternatively, we can consider two
additional policies to reduce the aggregator CPU utilization.
• Optimizing CPU usage for an accuracy target: As we will

prove in §5, the error bound of OctoSketch depends on the
threshold τ. Based on an accuracy target, we can calculate
the corresponding threshold τ′ based on Equation 3 and
set it as the lower bound of the threshold. In particular, the
threshold will not decrease if it is smaller than τ′. In this
policy, we can free up some extra computation resources
when there is not much traffic.
• Setting CPU usage limit: We can also add a scheduling

policy that forces the aggregator to use at most p% (e.g.,
50%) of the CPU. We leverage the Linux program CPU
limit [46] to monitor and control CPU usage within p%.

4.4 Extension to Other Sketches
With some additional considerations, we can apply OctoS-
ketch to a broad spectrum of sketches. In this work, we con-
sider 8 additional sketches and scale them into multiple cores
with OctoSketch. We summarize the key point of applying
OctoSketch to these sketches and defer the details of each
sketch to Appendix C.
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Supporting sketches for estimating Cardinality: The
merging process of cardinality-related sketches (e.g., Hyper-
LogLog [39], Locher sketch [29]) is different from the Count-
Min sketch. Given the received counter A and the correspond-
ing counter B in the aggregator, instead of summing up the
counters, these sketches should set B = Max(A,B). To apply
OctoSketch to these kinds of sketches, every time the counter
is updated, the worker never zeros it out but only sends the
counter whose value change is large enough to the aggregator.
Take HyperLogLog as an example. If the counter before up-
dating is C and is C′ after updating, the worker will send the
counter if

∣∣∣2C−2C′
∣∣∣ ⩾ 2τ. We use 2C instead of C, because

the estimation provided by the HyperLogLog is based on the
2C, which is the same as that of LogLog and Locher sketch.
In Appendix B, we prove that, after applying OctoSketch, the
cardinality-related sketches can achieve the same accuracy as
the ideal one if the cardinality is sufficiently large.
Handling counters with flow keys: Unlike Count-Min sketch
where the sketch structure only contains counters, some com-
plex sketches (e.g., CocoSketch [16] and Elastic sketch [13])
has a flow key corresponding to every counter. For these
sketches, OctoSketch will send both the key and the counter
to the aggregator and set the counter to zero if the counter is
large enough. For each <key, counter> pair, the aggregator
inserts the key into the sketch using the same insertion logic
as the original sketch.
Handling negative counter values: For sketches such as the
Count Sketch [11] and UnivMon [12], each counter value
can be positive or negative. For these sketches, when OctoS-
ketch checks whether the counter is large enough, we use the
absolute value instead.
Benefits of applying OctoSketch (Table 1): The actual bene-
fits vary among sketches as shown in Table 1. The throughput
benefit of OctoSketch often comes from the heavy key storage.
Because some sketches (e.g., ElasticSketch [13]) proposed
their own heavy key storage to speed up, OctoSketch cannot
further optimize their throughput. The throughput may de-
crease due to the additional overhead of the concurrent queue.
However, such a gap is often small (< 10%), and OctoSketch
can still improve their accuracy.

5 Analysis
In this section, we first show that, after applying OctoSketch,
sketches can still achieve the same error bounds as that of
the ideal accuracy after receiving enough packets. Then, we
analyze the tradeoff between online accuracy and commu-
nication cost. We prove that OctoSketch requires up to four
orders of magnitude fewer worker-aggregator messages than
prior sketch-merge approach for the same accuracy.

5.1 Error Bound
We show the error bound of OctoSketch for the Count-Min
sketch in this section. The detailed proofs and analysis of Oc-

toSketch for Count sketch and HyperLogLog are deferred to
Appendix B. These three sketches provide three typical kinds
of accuracy guarantees which are also used by other sketches
(e.g., Elastic sketch, Locher sketch, and UnivMon). To ana-
lyze the worst-case guarantee, we assume that the threshold
is always τmax and denote τ≡ τmax.

Let f̂ (e) be the estimated flow size of flow e for OctoSketch,
f (e) be the real flow size of flow e, k′ be the maximum number
of workers that a flow may pass by, and L1 = ∑e f (e) which
is the total number of packets in the traffic.
Theorem 1. For OctoSketch for Count-Min sketch, let d =
log2 δ−1 and l = 2ε−1. For any flow e and any traffics whose
L1 > ε−1k′τ,

Pr
[∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f (e)

∣∣∣> εL1

]
< δ (3)

Proof sketch: Suppose that f̂ ′(e) is the estimated size of
the Count-Min sketch working in a single core. Note that∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f (e)

∣∣∣ ⩽ ∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f (e)
∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f̂ ′(e)

∣∣∣, where the

first part
∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f (e)

∣∣∣ is the original error from the Count-

Min, while the second part
∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f̂ ′(e)

∣∣∣ is the additional
error brought by OctoSketch. For the first part, we can reuse
the result in the paper of Count-Min sketch [10]. The analy-
sis of the additional error caused by OctoSketch is shown in
Appendix B. We show that such an additional error is finally
marginal compared with that of the Count-Min sketch.
Interpretation: This theorem shows that OctoSketch can
still achieve the same asymptotic error bounds as perform
sketches in a single location after receiving enough packets.
The number of packets depends on the maximum number of
workers a flow may pass by (k′) and the threshold of each
worker (τ). In our experiments, setting τ to 27 is enough to
achieve around 1400Mpps for 16 workers. In that case, after
receiving 1M packets, OctoSketch can guarantee the same
asymptotic error bounds for ε > 2−9 ≈ 0.2%. Note that flows
may not appear on all 16 workers. If each flow is distributed to
most two workers (i.e., k′ = 2), after 1M packets, OctoSketch
can guarantee the same error bounds of ε > 2−12 ≈ 0.024%.
Moreover, using this theorem, we can also compute the re-
quired threshold τ based on the accuracy requirement ε, trace
length L1, and k′. Specifically, we can set the threshold as
τ = εL1

k′ (4).

5.2 Communication and Accuracy tradeoff
We want to guarantee that the accuracy of the aggregated
result over multiple cores is close to the ideal accuracy. We
first formally define this accuracy goal in the following.
Definition 1 (Accuracy Goal). Given a sketch S1 which works
in a single core and a sketch S2 which is the aggregated result
over multiple cores, suppose that f̂i(e) is the estimated flow
size of e for sketch Si. We want to ensure that, at any time,
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for any flow e,
∣∣∣ f̂1(e)− f̂2(e)

∣∣∣ < ∆, where ∆ is a predefined
parameter.

Note that the cost to achieve the accuracy goal varies for
different sketches. In this section, we use the Count-Min
sketch [10] and Count sketch [11] as a case study to show
the superiority of OctoSketch over sketch-merge. To calculate
the cost, we consider the number of counters the aggregator
should process to achieve the accuracy goal. Suppose that for
the Count-Min/Count sketch in each worker and the aggrega-
tor, there are d arrays, each with l counters.
Theorem 2. To achieve the accuracy goal, sketch-merge
needs to send O

(
∆−1k ·N ·dl

)
counters, while OctoSketch

needs to send O
(
∆−1k ·N ·d

)
counters.

Interpretation: We can see that OctoSketch needs to send l
times fewer counters to achieve the accuracy goal compared to
sketch-merge. In prior work [12,13], there are often more than
thousands of counters in each array, i.e., l > 103. Therefore,
OctoSketch can send much fewer counters to achieve the same
accuracy guarantee. Note that the computation cost needed in
the aggregator is proportional to the number of counters sent.
It also validates our experimental results that sketch-merge
needs too much computation to achieve the similar accuracy.
In experiments, we set d = 3 and l = 216. If we set ∆ to 100,
for 16 workers (k = 16), OctoSketch needs to send at most
0.48N counters to achieve the accuracy goal, i.e., OctoSketch
only needs to send at most 1 counter to the aggregator per
2 packets. Meanwhile, sketch-merge needs around 3× 104

counters per packet to achieve the same accuracy.

6 Implementation
We implement OctoSketch using C++ and use xxHash [47] as
the hashing library. All experiments are run on CloudLab [48].
We have open-sourced the artifact on GitHub [49].
Shared buffer: We use the concurrent queue [50] to be
the shared buffers between workers and the aggregator. The
queue is lock-free and uses atomic operations to achieve high
throughput. In addition, it can dynamically allocate memory
according to the number of items in the queue.
CPU: We implement OctoSketch on a machine with an AMD
EPYC 7452 32-Core Processor at 2.35GHz and 128 GB ECC
memory. We pre-process the input traces and distribute them
to different workers. Each worker only needs to read the
flow keys in memory and insert them into the sketch. In that
way, we can focus on measuring the performance of sketches
without the impacts from other applications.
DPDK: We also integrate OctoSketch with DPDK (version
21.11) [24]. Each OctoSketch worker is integrated with the
polling mode thread in DPDK. Our testbed has two servers
that are the same as the CPU implementation. Each server is
equipped with a Mellanox ConnectX-5 Ex 100G NIC [26].
One server generates high-speed TCP traffic using pktgen-
dpdk, while another server runs DPDK to receive packets and
process them using OctoSketch. We use multiple cores to

receive packets. Each worker corresponds to one core and one
Rx queue, and it should extract packets from the Rx queue
and insert them into the sketch. Thus, we can measure the
overhead of sketches compared with DPDK.
eBPF XDP: We also integrate OctoSketch with XDP [25]
in Linux kernel 5.15.0 using SKB mode. Our testbed has
two servers that are the same as the DPDK implementation.
We load the OctoSketch worker into the kernel to process
packets, and the aggregator works in the user space. We use
the bpf_ringbuf provided in the XDP library to send data
from kernel space to user space. Note that in our setting, we
cannot implement sketch-merge as it needs to send too much
data (the whole sketch and heavy flow keys) at a time.

7 Evaluation
Our experiments compare the OctoSketch to the baseline
sketch-merge approach and demonstrate that:
• OctoSketch can always maintain high online accuracy at

any query time.
• OctoSketch can achieve high throughputs on all tested plat-

forms, and it scales linearly with the number of workers.
• OctoSketch can achieve high resource efficiency on a repre-

sentative high-performance packet processing library (Intel
DPDK).

7.1 Experimental Methodology
Traces: We mainly use two datasets:
• We use CAIDA traces [37] collected in the Equinix-

Chicago monitor in 2018 in for our experiments by default.
We use <Source IP, Destination IP> as the flow key.
• We generated 11 datasets that follows the Zipf [51] distri-

bution with various skewness using Web Polygraph [52].
Metrics: We evaluate the following six performance metrics.

• Absolute Error: 1
|Q| ∑e∈Q

∣∣∣ f (e)− f̂ (e)
∣∣∣, where f (e) is the

real size, f̂ (e) is the estimated size, and Q is the query set.

• Relative Error: 1
|Q| ∑e∈Q

| f (e)− f̂ (e)|
f (e) , where f (e) is the real

value, f̂ (e) is the estimated value, and Q is the query set.
• Recall Rate: The ratio of the number of correctly reported

flows to the number of correct flows.3

• Miss Rate: The ratio of the number of missing correct flows
to the number of correct flows, which is 1−RR.
• Precision Rate: The ratio of the number of correctly re-

ported flows to the number of reported flows.
• F1 Score: F1 Score is 2 · (RR ·PR)/(RR+PR), where RR

is the recall rate, and PR is the precision rate.
• Throughput: For CPU, we use million insertions per second

(Mips). For DPDK and XDP, we use million packets per
second (Mpps). The throughput numbers are the average
value among 100 trials.

3Correct flows are the real heavy hitters in the traffic, and correctly re-
ported flows are the real heavy hitters in the reported ones.
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Figure 10: Accuracy of Count-Min Sketch at different query time.

Sketches: We apply OctoSketch to all 9 sketches in Table 1.
Due to space limitations, we show 4 representative sketches
in this section: Count-Min Sketch [10] for detecting heavy
hitters, Locher Sketch [29] for measuring super-spreaders,
CocoSketch [16] for arbitrary partial key queries, and Univ-
Mon [12] for generic flow monitoring.
Baselines: (1) Ideal accuracy is the accuracy of the sketch
that works in a single core and measures the whole traffic. (2)
Sketch-merge is merging the entire sketches as shown in §2.2.
(3) Iceberg [53] uses the Count-Min sketch to find global
heavy hitters. Instead of utilizing the sketch mergeability, Ice-
berg only uses the Count-Min sketch as a local heavy hitter
estimator. Each worker in the Iceberg only sends the local
heavy flow keys to the aggregator. The aggregator will ask
every other worker for the statistics of these flow keys and
aggregate the result. Once all worker answers, the aggrega-
tor can decide on the global heavy hitters. As shown in its
paper [53], such a multi-round communication can reduce
communication overhead.
Parameters: We refer to the individual paper to configure the
sketch parameters [10, 12, 13, 16, 29]. For instance, in Count-
Min sketch and Locher sketch, we use 3 arrays of 216 counters
per array. For CocoSketch, we use 2 arrays as suggested in
their paper, and there are 216 buckets per array. We describe
the detailed parameters and configurations in Appendix D.1.

7.2 Online Accuracy
F1 scores at different query times (Figure 10a-10b&20):
The F1 Score of OctoSketch is often close to the ideal ac-
curacy and is 36.5% higher than sketch-merge. The sketch-
merge needs to wait longer to get the sketches from all work-
ers and converge to a relatively accurate result. Therefore, its
F1 score is often lower than 0.5 before processing 5 million
packets. Then we look at the recall (Figure 10a) and precision
(Figure 10b) of the F1 score, respectively. The recall of Oc-
toSketch is usually lower than the ideal accuracy, while the
precision is often higher. It is because the counter in the ag-
gregator is often smaller than that of the ideal accuracy since
there is some information left in each worker. As a result,
OctoSketch tends to underestimate compared to the ideal ac-
curacy, resulting in a higher precision but a lower recall. The
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Figure 11: Accuracy with different parameters
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Figure 12: Dynamically changing workloads

recall rate of Iceberg is around 54% lower than OctoSketch.
Its recall rate is low because the multi-round communication
to all workers increases the delay (staleness) in the aggregator,
which makes the aggregator miss many heavy flows.
Errors at different query times (Figure 10c-10d&21): Oc-
toSketch can keep low errors in any query time. The gap be-
tween the relative error of OctoSketch and the ideal accuracy
is often less than 0.05 and continues to decrease with more
packets received, which matches our theoretical analysis in
§5.1. The relative error of sketch-merge is 15.6× larger than
OctoSketch, and its absolute error is 41.9× larger than Oc-
toSketch. In addition, the accuracy of sketch-merge changes
significantly over time: error drops abruptly once the aggrega-
tor merges a sketch, and keeps increasing until the aggregator
merges another one. In contrast, OctoSketch’s continuous
mechanism maintains stable accuracy. The relative error of
Iceberg is 2.6× larger than OctoSketch.
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Figure 13: Throughput on CPU

Accuracy with different numbers of workers (Figure 11a):
The miss rate of sketch-merge on the Count-Min sketch in-
creases when scaling to more workers. It is because the time
it takes to merge sketches in the aggregator has to increase
as the number of workers increases. With 16 workers, the
miss rate of sketch-merge for the Count-Min sketch is around
14.7× larger than that of OctoSketch, while the difference
between the miss rate of OctoSketch and the ideal one is less
than 2%. The Iceberg algorithm uses multi-round communica-
tion, which further increases the complexity and waiting time
of the aggregator. As a result, its miss rate is around 12.0×
larger than sketch-merge and 70.3× larger than OctoSketch.
Accuracy with different skewness (Figure 11b): OctoS-
ketch for the Count-Min sketch achieves low miss rates on dif-
ferent skewnesses, while the error of sketch-merge increases
with increasing skewness. It also verifies our statement shown
in §3.2 that sketch-merge is not friendly to heavy-tailed work-
loads. The miss rate of sketch-merge is around 9.1× larger
than OctoSketch, while the miss rate of Iceberg is around
21.0× larger.
Dynamically changing workloads (Figure 12): We simulate
dynamic workloads by combing five datasets with different
skewness (0.3→ 3.0→ 1.5→ 0.9→ 2.4). We find that Oc-
toSketch for the Count-Min sketch is robust to dynamically
changing workloads and maintains similar accuracy to the
ideal. However, we note that OctoSketch does not address
the inherent accuracy issues of the sketches. If the original
sketch used is not capable of handling dynamically changing
workloads, OctoSketch does not mitigate this limitation, but
does not worsen the accuracy. Nevertheless, we observe that
many sketches [10, 11, 13, 39] tend to exhibit a certain level
of robustness to such dynamic workloads.

7.3 Throughput
CPU Throughput (Figure 13): OctoSketch achieves high
CPU throughput and scales well with more workers. In the
Count-Min sketch, with 16 workers, OctoSketch can achieve
around 1400Mips. The multi-round communication in Iceberg
increases the computation overhead of each worker and thus
decreases the throughput. The throughput of Iceberg is around
1.4× lower than sketch-merge and 5.3× lower than OctoS-
ketch. Compared to sketch-merge, OctoSketch can achieve

3.85×, 4.5×, and 2.63× higher throughput for Count-Min
sketch, Locher sketch, and UnivMon, respectively. It is worth
noting that the throughput of OctoSketch can sometimes in-
crease faster than linear scaling with more workers. This is
because the counter update threshold may also increase with
more workers. Therefore, each worker costs less to send coun-
ters and the total throughput increases faster. For CocoSketch,
due to the extra overhead of OctoSketch to send counters, the
throughput sometimes is slightly lower than sketch merge,
but the gap between them is less than 10%.
DPDK Throughput (Figure 14): OctoSketch achieves high
throughput in DPDK. For the six tested sketches, OctoSketch
can often reach ≈100Mpps with 10 workers. Sketch-merge
often needs at least 2 more workers to achieve similar through-
put as OctoSketch for Count-Min sketch, Locher sketch, and
UnivMon. Specifically, OctoSketch accelerates the Locher
sketch to achieve 97.0Mpps in 8 workers, while sketch-merge
only achieves 61.3Mpps using 10 workers. One exception
is CocoSketch: the throughput of OctoSketch is similar to
that of the sketch-merge. This is because CocoSketch does
not need additional heavy key storage, and thus OctoSketch
does not further optimize throughput. Iceberg reaches only
32.9Mpps with 10 workers, because Iceberg needs multiround
communication between the aggregator and all workers and
additional workers can bring communication overheads.
eBPF XDP Throughput (Figure 15): As we cannot imple-
ment sketch-merge in XDP as shown in §6, we compare the
throughput of OctoSketch to that of the XDP with sketches.
The throughput of OctoSketch scales linearly with the number
of workers. The throughput of OctoSketch with the Count-
Min sketch is about 85% of the XDP, and the throughput of
OctoSketch with the CocoSketch achieves 92% of the XDP.

7.4 CPU Utilization and Stability
In this experiment, we show how OctoSketch can quickly
adapt to varying packet arrival rates in DPDK.
CPU usage (Figure 16): The sketch CPU utilization is often
reduced after applying OctoSketch. For the Count-Min sketch,
the CPU usage of OctoSketch is around 1.75 and 3.34 times
lower than sketch-merge and Iceberg, respectively. As shown
in §7.3, OctoSketch incurs more CPU cycles when applied
to CocoSketch due to the cost of sending counters. But the
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Figure 14: Throughput on DPDK
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Figure 16: CPU usage on DPDK

difference in CPU usage is usually less than 7%. Note that the
CPU usage of sketches often decreases with more workers
because the overhead of performing packet processing under
DPDK will be increased when dealing with large volumes
of traffic. The CPU usage of Iceberg increases with more
workers due to the extra multi-round communication between
workers and the aggregator.
Packet processing latency (Figure 17): We measure the
latency needed for the Count-Min sketch in mini-batches (32
packets). We do not show per-packet latency as it is too fine-
grained (≈ 10ns) for servers to measure. As shown in Figure
17a, for OctoSketch, more than 65% of the batches can be
finished in 0.5µs, and over 98% of batches can be finished in
1µs. Moreover, the median latency of sketch-merge is around
3 times larger than that of the OctoSketch. Figure 17b shows
that sketch-merge has larger jitters than OctoSketch. Every
time sketch-merge creates a new sketch, there will be frequent
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Figure 17: Latency on DPDK

sketch and flow key operations in the next few batches, leading
to large latency. The jitters in OctoSketch are mainly caused
by the atomic operations in the concurrent queue. Overall, the
latencies and jitters in OctoSketch are significantly smaller
than those of sketch-merge.
Adaptive thresholds (Figure 18): To illustrate the adaptive-
ness of OctoSketch, we use 10 workers to run Count-Min
sketches with DPDK, set the lower bound of the thresholds
to 8, and dynamically change the packet arrival rate. The up-
per figure shows that OctoSketch can quickly adapt to the
varying arrival rates of packets. Moreover, we notice that the
highest threshold used is still smaller than 20, i.e., 8-bit is
enough for each counter. The bottom figure shows the total
queue length of the 10 shared queues. We find that the large
queue length is often caused by the threshold decrease. Even
if the packet arrival rate is stable, OctoSketch will still dy-
namically adjust the threshold. Sometimes, the threshold is
too low, leading to a longer queue. However, OctoSketch can
quickly adjust the threshold to decrease the queue length. We
can see the queue length is relatively stable around the target
length and is usually well below 400. Therefore, the size of
the shared buffer needed by OctoSketch is often smaller than
10KB. Such a size is much smaller than that of the sketch-
merge. For sketch-merge, we need at least 768KB (the size of
a Count-Min sketch) more memory for merging.

7.5 Case Study: Load balancer
In this section, we show the benefit of OctoSketch for the Intel
dynamic load balancer [35]. We also conduct a case study on
the key-value cache and defer the results to Appendix §D.3.
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Figure 19: Load balancer with different monitoring tools.

Initially, all traffic is distributed through RSS (based on hash).
The aggregator aggregates the statistics over multiple cores
and detects large flows. Once a flow is detected as a large flow,
the aggregator sets a flow director rule for this flow in the
network adaptor. Then, the large flow will be redirected and
redistributed to multiple cores with the help of Intel DLB [54]
which maintains the order of packets. In this experiment, we
run simulations on the CPU due to the lack of Intel DLB
hardware support in our testbed and measure load imbalance
rate as the ratio of the number of packets processed by the
most loaded worker relative to the least loaded worker [55].
The ideal imbalance rate should be 0.
Load balance over time (Figure 19a): OctoSketch helps In-
tel load balancer to achieve low imbalance rates. With fewer
than 1M packets, the imbalance rate from OctoSketch is lower
than 10%. However, sketch-merge needs more than 10M pack-
ets to reach a low imbalance rate and its imbalance rate can
be large (> 100%) before that. This is because sketch-merge
spends more time detecting new large flows than OctoSketch,
resulting in more packet losses. Moreover, after processing
more than 20M packets, the imbalance rate of OctoSketch is
still 3.15× lower than that of sketch-merge.
Load balance over skewness (Figure 19b): We also show
the imbalance rates on processing different packet traces with
varying skewness. OctoSketch maintains low imbalance rates
regardless of the skewness, while sketch-merge’s imbalance
rate is about 8.89× larger when the skewness is larger than
1.2. Note that larger skewness does not always lead to larger
imbalances. The imbalance rate also depends on how fast the
algorithm can detect large flows and redistribute them.

8 Other Related work
Mergeability of sketches: As discussed in §2.2, most exist-
ing solutions (e.g., CocoSketch [56], Beaucoup [15], HeteroS-
ketch [20], and FetchSGD [36]) leverage the mergeability to
apply sketches to distributed systems. These works often send
the whole sketch to the aggregator, and the aggregator can get
the aggregated result based on the merged sketch. There are
also some works [57] that try to explore the operations that
can be supported by merge. Specifically, prior works mainly
use merge to get the statistics over union (A∪B), while [57]
discusses how to use merge to support other operations like
intersection, Jaccard similarity, and relative complement.
Continuous monitoring model: In addition to the linear
mergeability [9] discussed in §2.2, there are also theoretical
works about continuous monitoring for distributed systems.
However, some of these efforts [58] assume that every worker
has a lot of resources to record all flow sizes, while some
of them [59, 60] only focus on a specific sketch of a task.
In addition, these works [53] all aim to minimize the total
communication cost, and failed to consider the computation
cost. As shown in §2.2, the main bottleneck in the multicore
scenario is the computation cost.
Real-time telemetry: Timeliness is an important property in
distributed monitoring. Trumpet [61] is an event monitoring
system in which users define network-wide events. There is
a centralized controller which installs triggers at end-hosts
where triggers test for local conditions, and the controller
aggregates these signals and tests for the presence of specified
network-wide events. They use a hash table in each end-host
and assume that the end-host can process all packets with full
accuracy. However, in our high-volume, multicore context,
each core in a server does not have enough computation and
memory resources to do so.

9 Conclusions
Today’s networked applications require multicore packet pro-
cessing and distributed flow monitoring. While sketches have
emerged as a resource-efficient and highly accurate measure-
ment primitive, fundamental limitations remain. Prior dis-
tributed solutions merge sketches from all cores and bring
significant accuracy degradation and resource overhead. In
this paper, we propose OctoSketch to scale sketches to mul-
ticore scenarios using a continuous, change-based mecha-
nism to aggregate multicore measurements. OctoSketch can
be applied to a broad range of sketches and answer various
sketch-based queries. Our evaluation shows that OctoSketch
can achieve significantly higher accuracy and throughput than
prior sketch-merge techniques.
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A Background of sketches
Here we give a background of sketching algorithms and the
applications of sketches on software platforms.
Sketch example: Count-Min sketch. The Count-Min
sketch [10] maintains d arrays of counters, with w counters
in each array. When a packet arrives, the Count-Min sketch
calculates d independent hash values from the flow identity of
the packet (e.g., 5-tuple, source IP, and destination IP). Each
hash function offers an independent counter position in each
array, and the Count-Min sketch subsequently increases the
associated counter per array. When querying the size of a
flow, its estimation is given by the minimum value among the
associated counters for that flow.
Applications of sketches: Performing telemetry under high-
performance packet processing is an important application for
sketches. As an example, DPDK has included sketching al-
gorithms in their library to provide an efficient way to profile
the traffic for heavy hitters [62]. In addition, prior works [4]
apply sketches to a DPDK-based Load Balancer. Specifically,
they use sketches to detect heavy hitters and distribute them
to multiple idle worker cores for parallel packet processing.
Moreover, prior system work also applies sketches to super-
spreader/DDoS detection [32] and key-value cache [7, 21].

B Analysis
Theorem 1. For OctoSketch for Count-Min sketch, let d =
log2 δ−1 and l = 2ε−1. For any flow e and any traffic whose
L1 > ε−1k′τ,

Pr
[∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f (e)

∣∣∣> εL1

]
< δ (4)

Proof. Suppose that f̂ ′(e) is the estimated size of the
Count-Min sketch that works in a single core. Note that∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f (e)

∣∣∣ ⩽ ∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f (e)
∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f̂ ′(e)

∣∣∣, where the

first part
∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f (e)

∣∣∣ is the original error from the Count-

Min sketch, while the second part
∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f̂ ′(e)

∣∣∣ is the addi-
tional error brought by the OctoSketch.

For the first part, given d = log2 δ−1 and l = 2ε−1, the error
bound of the Count-Min sketch [10] as shown in its paper is
that

Pr
[∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f (e)

∣∣∣> εL1

]
< δ. (5)
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Then, we consider the second part, i.e., the gap of estimated
flow size between OctoSketch for Count-Min sketch and the
Count-Min sketch that works in a single core. Note that for
each worker, there is at most τ flow size information left in
the worker’s sketch at any time. The total gap between each
counter in the aggregator’s sketch and the single core baseline
is at most k′ · τ. Because the gap between the estimation is
not larger than the gap between each counter, we can get that∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f̂ (e)

∣∣∣< k′τ. Given L1 > ε−1k′τ, we can ensure that∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f̂ (e)
∣∣∣< εL1.

Because the Count-Min sketch only overestimates the flow
size, we can get that f̂ ′(e)⩾ f (e). Because OctoSketch will
always have some flow size information in the worker not
updated to the aggregator, we have the query result from the
aggregator f̂ (e) ⩽ f̂ ′(e). Based on 5 and f̂ (e) ⩽ f̂ ′(e), we
have

Pr
[

f̂ (e)− f (e)> εL1

]
< δ. (6)

Based on f̂ ′(e) ⩾ f (e), f̂ ′(e) ⩾ f̂ (e), and
∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f̂ (e)

∣∣∣ <
εL1, we have f (e)− f̂ (e) < εL1. Based on 6 and f (e)−
f̂ (e)< εL1, we can get the result.

Theorem 2. To achieve the accuracy goal, sketch-merge
needs to send O

(
∆−1k ·N ·dl

)
counters, while OctoSketch

needs to send O
(
∆−1k ·N ·d

)
counters.

Proof. We first consider the number of counters needed by
the sketch-merge technique. There are d · l counters for each
sketch. To guarantee that the gap of estimated size is smaller
than ∆, sketch-merge needs to send the whole sketch (d · l
counters) to the aggregator for every ∆

k packets. Therefore,
sketch-merge needs to send the sketch at least k·N

∆
times. As a

result, sketch-merge needs to send O
( k·N

∆
·d · l

)
counters.

For OctoSketch, to guarantee the error, OctoSketch needs
to set the threshold as ∆

k . Note that each packet only accesses
one counter in the array. Because there are N packets in the
traffic, each array sends at most k·N

∆
counters. As a result,

OctoSketch needs to send O
( k·N

∆
·d
)

counters.

Let Lk = k
√

∑e f k(e) be the k-th norm of the frequency
vector of the traffic. Then, we show the error bound of the
OctoSketch for the Count sketch.
Theorem 3. For OctoSketch for the Count sketch, let d =
O(log2 δ−1) and l = 8ε−2. For any flow e and any traffics
whose L2 > 2ε−1k′τ,

Pr
[∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f (e)

∣∣∣> εL2

]
< δ (7)

Proof. Similar to that of the Count-Min sketch, we first
analyze the error brought by the Count sketch. Suppose
that f̂ ′(e) is the estimated size of the Count sketch that
works in a single core. Given d = O(log2 δ−1) and l = 8ε−2,
based on the error bound of the Count sketch [11], we have
Pr
[∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f (e)

∣∣∣> ε

2 L2

]
< δ. Then we analyze the error

brought by OctoSketch. Given the threshold τ of each worker
and L2 > 2ε−1k′τ, we can make sure that∣∣∣ f̂ ′(e)− f̂ (e)

∣∣∣< k′τ <
ε

2
L2

Based on the triangle inequality, we have

Pr
[∣∣∣ f̂ (e)− f (e)

∣∣∣> εL2

]
< δ

Then, we show the error bound of the OctoSketch for Hy-
perLogLog. Because HyperLogLog works for different query
tasks from the Count-Min sketch and the Count sketch, we
define different symbols for HyperLogLog. Let Ẑ be the esti-
mated cardinality of HyperLogLog, Ẑ′ be the estimated cardi-
nality of the OctoSketch for HyperLogLog, m be the number
of counters used in the HyperLogLog, αm is the constant
used by HyperLogLog given m, C[i] be the ith counter in the
HyperLogLog, and C′[i] be the ith counter in the OctoSketch
for HyperLogLog. As shown in the paper [39], αm is always
smaller than 0.73 regardless of m, and

Ẑ = αmm2

(
m

∑
i=1

2−C[i]

)−1

Theorem 4. If Ẑ > 2αmm22τ−2, we have

Ẑ = Ẑ′

Proof. OctoSketch can guarantee that, for any i,∣∣∣2C[i]−2C′[i]
∣∣∣ < 2τ, and C′[i] = τ − 1 by default. As all

counters are integers, we can get that

C′[i] =
{

0, C[i]< τ−1
C[i], C[i]⩾ τ−1

Therefore, if all C[i]⩾ τ−1, we can guarantee that Ẑ = Ẑ′. If
there is any C[i]< τ−1,

Ẑ ⩽ αmm2
(

2−(τ−2)
)−1

= 2αmm22τ−2

Different from the Count-Min sketch, not all packets can
change the value of the accessed HyperLogLog. As the prop-
erty of HyperLogLog, if there are N distinct flow keys mapped
to the counter, the counter will only be updated O(logN)
times. In other words, the number of updates is much smaller
than the number of packets in the workloads. For example,
there are about 30 million packets in 1 minute in CAIDA
traces [37], while there are only around 1 million distinct flow
keys, and only part of them can update the accessed counter.
Therefore, in our experiments, the threshold τ = 2 is often
enough for the aggregator to process all updates.
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Figure 20: F1 scores on other sketches
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Figure 21: Relative errors on other sketches

C Extensions to other sketches
In this section, we show how we apply OctoSketch to the
other eight sketches in detail.
Count sketch [11] and UnivMon [12]: There are also mul-
tiple arrays of counters in the Count sketch. Count sketch
offers unbiased size estimation to each flow and thus each
counter value in the Count sketch can be positive or negative.
Therefore, as discussed in §4.4, OctoSketch uses the absolute
value to check whether the counter is large enough. Moreover,
UnivMon is composed of multiple Count sketches, and the
insertion process is the same for each Count sketch.
LogLog [38], HyperLogLog [39], and Locher sketch [29]:
There is only one array of small counters (e.g., 4-bit counter)
for LogLog and HyperLogLog. Note that the insertion logics
of LogLog and HyperLogLog are the same, and they mainly
differ in the query method. Therefore, we apply OctoSketch
to both of them in the same way. The details of applying
OctoSketch to HyperLogLog are discussed in §4.4. Locher
sketch is comprised of multiple arrays of HyperLogLog [39]
estimators, and the insertion process is the same for each
HyperLogLog.
DDSketch [40]: There is one array of counters in the DDS-
ketch. As the insertion logic of the DDSketch is similar to
that of the Count-Min sketch, we apply OctoSketch to the
DDSketch in the same way.
CocoSketch [16]: CocoSketch is composed of a number of
(e.g., 2) arrays of buckets, and each bucket stores a key and
a counter. CocoSketch does not need an additional heap to
record flow keys. Therefore, OctoSketch for CocoSketch also

does not need the heap in the aggregator. As discussed in §4.4,
OctoSketch will send the whole bucket (key and counter) to
the aggregator, if the counter is large enough. In the aggrega-
tor, OctoSketch uses the same insertion logic as CocoSketch
to update its own aggregated sketch.
Elastic sketch [13]: There are two parts in the Elastic sketch:
a heavy part and a light part. The light part is a Count-Min
sketch. The heavy part is an array of buckets to record heavy
flow keys, where each bucket also contains a key and a counter
similar to that of the CocoSketch. Elastic sketch also does
not need an additional heap to record heavy flow keys. Oc-
toSketch for Elastic sketch should keep both the heavy part
and the light part in both workers and aggregator and does not
need the heap in the aggregator. To apply OctoSketch, the light
part’s insertion logic is the same as that of the OctoSketch-
optimized Count-Min sketch. For the heavy part, OctoSketch
will send the flow key and the counter to the aggregator if the
counter in the bucket is sufficiently large as shown in §4.4. In
the aggregator, OctoSketch uses the same insertion logic as
Elastic sketch to update its own aggregated sketch.

D Evaluation
D.1 Parameters
Sketch parameters: For Count-Min sketch and Locher
sketch, we use 3 arrays of 216 counters per array. For Co-
coSketch, we use 2 arrays as suggested in their paper, and
there are 216 buckets per array. For Elastic sketch, only one
Count-Min sketch array is used (3×216 counters) based on
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Figure 22: Cache hit ratio

the paper. For UnivMon, we use 6 Count sketches. We ensure
that sketch-merge and OctoSketch use the same configuration
(and memory) in the aggregator. As shown in §4, for OctoS-
ketch, the sketch in each worker can use a smaller counter
size without accuracy loss. In experiments, each counter in
the worker of OctoSketch is 8-bit, while each counter in the
worker of sketch-merge is 32-bit. Specifically, the Count-Min
sketch for sketch-merge in workers needs 768KB memory,
while it only needs 192KB memory for the workers of OctoS-
ketch. For the resource allocation policy in OctoSketch, we
set α = 0.25. We set the cycle of sketch-merge based on the
maximum frequency the aggregator can support.

D.2 Figures
Due to space limitations, we move the Figure 20 and 21 for
§7.2 to the appendix.

D.3 Case Study: Key-Value Cache
In this section, we show the benefit of OctoSketch for a key-
value cache. Similar to the [21], we run experiments on the
simulator of DistCache [7]. Specifically, the traffic is dis-
tributed over multiple workers, and the aggregator aggregates
the statistics over multiple workers. Once an object is detected
as a hot object on the aggregator, it is cached. If an object
is no longer recognized as a hot object, it will be offloaded
from the cache. We calculate the cache hit ratio while using
OctoSketch and sketch-merge for hot object detection.
Cache hit ratio over time (Figure 22a): OctoSketch can
achieve fast detection and a high cache hit ratio. With less
than 2M packets, the cache hit ratio of OctoSketch is higher
than 40%. However, sketch-merge needs more than 10M
packets to converge. It indicates that sketch-merge spends
much time detecting new hot objects which may lead to many
cache misses. In addition, due to the different detection rates
on hot objects, the cache hit ratio of OctoSketch is still 13%
higher than sketch-merge after 20M packets.
Cache hit ratio over skewness (Figure 22b): We also show
the final cache hit ratio on datasets with different skewness.
The cache hit rate is higher with larger skewness. The cache
hit ratio of OctoSketch is around 9% higher than that of the
sketch-merge when the skewness is larger than 1.5.
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Abstract
Metasurface has recently emerged as an economic solution

to expand mmWave coverage. However, their pervasive de-
ployment remains a challenge, mainly due to the difficulty in
reaching the tight 260ns NR synchronization requirement and
real-time wireless reconfiguration while maintaining multi-
year battery life. This paper presents NR-Surface, the first
real-time reconfigurable metasurface fully compliant with
the NR standard, operating at 242.7 µW for a 2.1-year life-
time on an AA battery. NR-Surface incorporates (i) a new
extremely low-power (14KHz sampling) reconfiguration inter-
face, NarrowBand Packet Unit (NBPU), for synchronization
and real-time reconfiguration, and (ii) a highly responsive and
low-leakage metasurface designed for low-duty cycled opera-
tion, by carefully leveraging the structure and the periodicity
of the NR beam management procedure in the NR standard.
NR-Surface is prototyped and evaluated end-to-end with NR
BS built on srsRAN to demonstrate diverse usage scenar-
ios including multiple NR-Surface per BS, multiple UE per
NR-Surface, and 3D beamforming. Around-the-corner UE
evaluations showcase NR-Surface efficacy under different
user mobility patterns (20.3dB gain) and dynamic blockage
(22.2dB gain).

1 Introduction
With the rich bandwidth spanning multi-GHz, millimeter-
wave (mmWave) is a key technology to breakthrough spec-
trum shortage in the sub-6GHz, towards enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB) under the exponential growth of mobile
data in the 5G and 6G cellular services. However, the benefit
of mmWave communication comes at the cost of the tech-
nical hurdle of substantial path loss – limiting the coverage,
especially under complex indoor scenarios with significant
obstructions, and hindering reliability for mobile users. To
address this, various approaches have been introduced, in-
cluding dense deployment of base stations (BS) [39, 60], re-
lays [21, 58, 62], and distributed antennas [48, 57, 59, 72].

†Co-primary student authors.
∗Corresponding author. (songmin@kaist.ac.kr)

While simple and straightforward, installing a large body of
costly transceivers is a hurdle to pervasive deployment and
widespread of mmWave technology.

More recently, metasurface has emerged as an economic
solution to expand mmWave coverage. Diverse designs were
introduced including reconfigurable metasurfaces that adapt
to varying channel and user mobility [22, 23], and low-cost
3D printed metasurface [64], where they are commonly de-
signed to operate by passively reflecting the BS signal without
RF chain for signal generation. This significantly simplifies
the metasurfaces’ RF structure compared to the full-fledged
mmWave transceiver for lower manufacturing costs. However,
pervasive deployment of the metasurfaces still remains a chal-
lenge, mainly due to the lack of a metasurface synchronization
mechanism (to NR infrastructure BS) and real-time wireless
reconfiguration interface, especially with multi-year battery
lifetime to minimize deployment and maintenance costs.

This paper presents NR-Surface, the first real-time recon-
figurable metasurface fully compliant with the NR standard
operating at µW regime for a 2.1-year battery lifetime. For this
NR-Surface tackles the challenges imposed by the NR stan-
dard at only 242.7µW power: (i) 260ns timing synchroniza-
tion with the BS [10,13] and (ii) in-time metasurface reconfig-
uration following the beam management procedure [11, 12].
NR-Surface co-designs extremely low-power (15KHz sam-
pling rate) wireless reconfiguration interface and highly re-
sponsive and low-leakage varactor-based metasurface. The
reconfiguration interface is overlayed on top of NB-IoT (on
the NR guard band). This imposes no hardware change on
the BS while minimizing disruption to the cellular traffic.
NR-Surface’s metasurface achieves low-latency reconfigura-
tion within the NR cyclic prefix (preventing communication
error) with 10% low-duty cycling. NR-Surface performance
is evaluated end-to-end with NR BS built on USRP X300
with srsRAN [70], where it offers 20.3dB and 22.2dB gain for
around-the-corner UEs under mobility and dynamic block-
age, respectively. Support for multiple NR-Surface per BS
and multiple-UE per NR-Surface were also evaluated for
diversified practical scenarios.
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Figure 1: (a) NR beam management procedure and (b) the corresponding NR-Surface operation, offering NR-compliance. (c)
Illustrative view of NR-Surface operation in the beam management procedure.

NR-Surface presents a reconfiguration interface of Nar-
rowBand Packet Unit (NBPU), embedded on NR NB-IoT.
NBPU is an asymmetric communication having NB-IoT
with 180KHz bandwidth as the transmitter (BS side) and
custom-built NBPU Rx with 15KHz bandwidth as the receiver
(NR-Surface side). BS carefully selects the NB-IoT symbol
to be interpreted as an OOK NBPU symbol at the NBPU
Rx, via aliasing and harmonics from the envelope detector.
Equivalent time sampling is applied to achieve 260ns synchro-
nization accuracy meeting the NR requirement, by leveraging
the insight that the arrival timing of the NBPU symbol is easily
inferable from the periodic nature of the NR beam manage-
ment procedure (repeated every 20ms). NBPU also delivers
timing and phase for metasurface reconfiguration. The beam
management procedure offers another energy-saving oppor-
tunity, where the metasurface reconfiguration takes merely
3.8% of the time. The metasurface simply holds the same con-
figuration during the rest of the period. With varactor-based
cells and GPIO-controlled control, NR-Surface metasurface
is designed for efficient low-duty cycling with 3ps low-latency
reconfiguration and a negligible 280nW power leakage when
the configuration is maintained.

As the first NR-controlled real-time reconfigurable
mmWave metasurface, NR-Surface co-designs a new low-
duty-cycled metasurface and BS-controlled wireless interface
to collaboratively achieve NR-compliance at µW power dissi-
pation. We believe NR-Surface is a practical step towards the
pervasive deployment of mmWave technology in our everyday
lives. Our contributions are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, NR-Surface is the first
real-time reconfigurable, NR-compliant, and low-power
mmWave metasurface towards pervasive deployment.

• NR-Surface is immediately deployable and incurs a
minimum cost, as it does not require any hardware
change on the NR BS.

• We prototype NR-Surface on PCB (metasurface on
Rogers RO4003C substrate) and perform diverse real-
world evaluations under diversified usage settings, in-
cluding multiple NR-Surface, mobile users, and under
dynamic blockages.

2 Background
NR beam management procedure. NR mmWave commu-
nication follows the beam management procedure depicted in
Figure 1(a) that incorporates the entire communication cycle
– beam sweep, report, and alignment (i.e., data communica-
tion). During beam sweep in the first 5ms of the period, the
BS transmits up to 64 Synchronization Signal Blocks (SSB)
with different beam patterns, one of which is selected by each
UE and fed back to the BS via beam report. Finally, the uplink
and downlink data is exchanged during data beam alignment
through the selected beam patterns. We note that the beam
management procedure iterates exactly every 20ms and beam
sweep, report, and alignment timings are known in advance.
This offers the opportunity to integrate NR-Surface into the
procedure in low-power, saving energy by being active only
at known duration in the beam management procedure.

While mmWave in NR is known for its high data rate, the
link frequently suffers from low reliability due to beam mis-
alignments and blockages, especially in dynamic and mobile
scenarios. To alleviate this, NR features inter-band Carrier Ag-
gregation (CA) that integrates the high-rate FR2 (mmWave)
data plane with a robust FR1 control plane [8], as in existing
5G platforms including Qualcomm [65–67] and MediaTek
modems [53]. This is used to integrate NR-Surface control
into the NR standard, where NR-Surface is controlled via
the robust FR1 (sub-6GHz) in an energy-efficient manner.
NB-IoT. NB-IoT is an NR protocol for massive Machine
Type Communication (mMTC) use cases, designed to serve
IoT devices. To enable lightweight communication, NB-IoT
uses the FR1 band and occupies only 180KHz bandwidth
which is narrower than the minimum bandwidth of the under-
lying NR. This narrowband property allows NB-IoT to utilize
the guardband of the FR1 band. Furthermore, NB-IoT only
encodes data via 4QAM OFDM with 12 subcarriers, consider-
ing the limited performance of low-end devices. NR-Surface
leverages the NB-IoT guardband mode to integrate the control
plane of NR-Surface into the existing NR control plane.

3 Design Overview
Figure 2 illustrates NR-Surface prototype, comprising
900MHz antenna, reconfiguration interface, low-power MCU,
and 24GHz metasurface. The 900MHz antenna captures the
NR-Surface’s control channel, named NarrowBand Packet
Unit (NBPU), embedded in the NR FR1. NBPU Rx syn-
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Figure 2: NR-Surface prototype implementation consisting
of low-power reconfiguration interface with antenna, FR2
metasurface, and MCU.

chronizes with the NBPU and decodes the reconfigura-
tion info at µW-regime. The low-power MCU reconfigures
the 24GHz metasurface via GPIO to steer the received
beam based on the decoded info. Figure 1(b) provides an
overview of NR-Surface operation aligned with the NR beam
management procedure, explaining the illustrative view of
NR-Surface operation in Figure 1(c). During the beam sweep
(Figure 1(c) left), the 24GHz metasurface is reconfigured at
the allocated SSBs, sweeping the beams beyond the blockages.
In the beam alignment (Figure 1(c) middle), the metasurface
steers the beam toward UE’s direction as reported in the pre-
vious procedure. NBPU Rx acquires reconfiguration info and
timing for the next beam management procedure, based on
the UE’s beam report (Figure 1(c) right). During this whole
procedure, our MCU enters idle mode to save energy when
neither receiving NBPU nor reconfiguring the metasurface
(Figure 1(b)).

NR-Surface design consists of two main parts enabling
NR-compliant operation while at µW-consumption. The first
part, discussed in Section 4, is the NBPU design for tight
ns-synchronization with NR BS. To achieve this, the channel
is co-designed with the µW-regime Rx to maximize the SNR
and hence the synchronization accuracy, with signals selected
to constructively add when passing through the low-end Rx.
Section 5 presents a low-power metasurface design, tailored
for real-time reconfigurations with short delays. NR-Surface
implements duty-cycling to further save energy down to
242.7µW, by hardware components designed to consume only
6.4µW during the idle mode, maintaining configurations ef-
ficiently until known wake-up timings derived from the NR
periodicity.

4 µW Synchronization with NR Base Station

Per the NR standard [10, 13], a tight time synchroniza-
tion of under ±260ns between BS and NR-Surface is re-
quired to prevent FR2 communication errors. Doing so lets
NR-Surface reconfiguration fall within FR2 cyclic prefix
(CP) of 585ns (i.e., 260×2 with 65ns margin for multipath),
thereby preventing error. For this NR-Surface establishes an
FR1 control channel with the BS for a tight and reliable syn-

chronization and reconfiguration. To minimize the disruption
on the ongoing NR traffic and maintain compatibility, this
channel is built on NB-IoT on the FR1 guardband and readily
available on NR BS.

The control is a downlink-only (BS→ NR-Surface) chan-
nel carrying the synchronization (i.e., preamble) and recon-
figuration info, where BS uses NB-IoT for Tx. Meanwhile,
NR-Surface aims at µW-regime and is unable to equip NB-
IoT Rx that consumes 75mW [41] to limit the battery life to
only two days on a single AA [4]. For this we present Nar-
rowBand Packet Unit (NBPU), an asymmetric control chan-
nel overlayed on NB-IoT. In particular, by emulating with
NB-IoT, NBPU is designed as a single-carrier 15KHz OOK.
NR-Surface uniquely leverages aliasing from the bandwidth
asymmetry between the 180KHz NBPU Tx (i.e., NB-IoT in
the BS) and 15KHz NBPU Rx, to achieve 234ns synchroniza-
tion (therefore meeting that NR requirement) and decoding
with only 119.3µW for 2.1-year battery lifetime with a single
AA.

Figure 3: NBPU Rx to yield NBPU symbol from NB-IoT,
comprising a filter for NR guardband operation, envelop de-
tector for zero-power downconversion, and µW amplifiers to
boost SNR.

Figure 4: (a) The selected NBPU symbol with the maxi-
mum SNR and the corresponding (b) NB-IoT symbol (4QAM
OFDM with 12 subcarriers).

4.1 NBPU Embedding in NB-IoT
NBPU Symbol. Here we discuss generating an NBPU sym-
bol from an NB-IoT symbol – 12 subcarrier 4QAM OFDM
with 15KHz spacing (from 15KHz to 180KHz). NBPU
Rx in Figure 3 leverages the envelope detector for zero-
power downconversion. The envelope comprises multiple
harmonics, where the 1st order harmonics dominate over
higher order harmonics (∼37.3dB in our experiments). From
this, the envelope is modeled entirely as the set of 1st-
order harmonics – Each component has the frequency and
phase from the difference between a pair of NB-IoT sub-
carriers, where the envelope detector yields the summa-
tion of all harmonic components from all subcarriers pairs.
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Letting ∆ f denote 15KHz subcarrier spacing and φ repre-
sent one of 4QAM phases,

{
π

4 ,
3π

4 , 5π

4 , 7π

4

}
, the envelope be-

comes ∑
11
k=1 ∑

12
i=k+1 cos(2πk∆ f t + φi−φi−k) where k∆ f and

(φi−φi−k) denote the frequency and phase difference between
ith and i− kth subcarriers. This indicates that the phase of
the envelope is determined solely by the combinations of the
NB-IoT subcarrier phases.

Figure 4 depicts the NBPU symbol and the corresponding
NB-IoT symbol. Among all possible NB-IoT envelopes, we
use the one with the maximum power as the NBPU symbol
for the maximum SNR and thus, the best synchronization
performance. This is achieved by selecting an NB-IoT symbol
such that its 1st harmonics (i.e., subcarrier difference from
the envelope detector) with equal frequencies align in phase;
All 1st harmonics are constructively added in the frequency
domain (and in the time domain from the Parseval’s theorem)
to yield the maximum power. To see why, without loss of
generality, let all odd number subcarriers have phases π/4
and the other subcarriers have phases 5π/4 (as shown in
Figure 4(b)). This makes harmonics’ phases kπ for 2πk∆ f
frequency component. These harmonics yield an envelope of
∑

11
k=1(12− k)cos(2πk∆ f t + kπ). Here, the amplitude of each

frequency component, k∆ f , is maximized to (12−k), the sum
of all harmonics. Figure 4(a) illustrates the NBPU symbol and
its NB-IoT symbol whose 12 subcarrier phases are carefully
chosen.1 As shown in Figure 3, the NBPU symbol is extracted
with the implemented NBPU Rx board, which consists of the
filter for extracting NB-IoT band, the envelope detector for
downconversion, and 34µW consuming amplifier.

Figure 5: An NBPU Frame fits into one NB-IoT subframe. It
has sync and reconfiguration info. (i.e., timing and phase).

NBPU Frame. As depicted in Figure 5 an NBPU frame is
fit into a single NB-IoT subframe. An NBPU frame involves
5 NBPU symbols for synchronization and another 5 for the
reconfiguration info, where two columns following the syn-
chronization and reconfiguration info are unused as they are
preoccupied with the mandatory Narrowband Reference Sig-
nal (NRS) for channel sounding. We note that one NBPU
frame is inserted every 20 NB-IoT subframes to align with
the periodic NR beam management procedure repeating every
20ms (Details in Section 5).

1Implementing the target NB-IoT subcarrier phases requires careful pay-
load selection and reverse engineering of the channel coding. Details are in
Appendix A.

Figure 6: (a) Equivalent time sampling utilizes the accumu-
lated sampling time offset T where t is common offset for all
five symbols. (b) The windowed symbol makes the computa-
tionally complex matched-filtering light.

4.2 ns-synchronization
Meeting the NR requirement of ±260ns synchronization
accuracy requires the corresponding sampling rate of
3.84Msps [63]. However, running the ADC at this rate con-
sumes mW-level power in low-power SAR ADCs [17, 73],
which is unaffordable for NR-Surface. Instead, NR-Surface
leverages repeated symbols from which offset (T in Fig-
ure 6) samples mimic the higher sampling rate, or equiva-
lently, obtain fine-grained samples – a technique known as
the Equivalent-Time Sampling [61]. Specifically, as in Fig-
ure 6(a), five NBPU symbols are repeated back-to-back with
a single sample per symbol (14Ksps sampling rate); By en-
forcing an offset of T = 260ns between consecutive samples
(using MCU clock), the five samples collectively mimic a
3.84Msps sampling with only 14Ksps ADC – cutting down
the ADC power consumption by 274× compared to using
3.84Msps ADC.
NR-Surface runs matched filtering on the samples for op-

timal detection and synchronization [63]. In particular, as in
Figure 6(b), matched filtering is performed only on a central
780ns window out of 66.7µs symbol. This (i) significantly re-
duces the computation and energy consumption, and (ii) main-
tains the synchronization performance as the signal power
is concentrated in the central portion of the symbol. This re-
quires first finding the center of the symbol so as to sample
within the window – Upon system bootup, NR-Surface sim-
ply runs Equivalent-Time Sampling across the entire symbol
from which the center is found by matched filtering. This
takes 1.2s to complete (derivation in Appendix B) and is a
one-time task as the NBPU Time Sync repeats exactly every
20ms following the beam management protocol in NR stan-
dard. NR-Surface achieves 234ns average synchronization
error under 0dB SNR (>30m [15]), as evaluated in Section 7.5.

Figure 7: Interoperation overview to control FR2. BS trans-
mits NBPU to synchronize t0 and inform reconfiguration such
as (ti,φi),(t j,φ j),(tk,φk). Then, NR-Surface reconfigures in
the right time and beam.
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Figure 8: (a) Two NBPU symbols indicating 0 and 1. (b) They
are OOK symbol pairs within the synchronization accuracy
(red box).

5 µW Real-time Reconfiguration

NR-Surface needs to be tightly coupled with the NR beam
management procedure for interoperability. As shown in Fig-
ure 7, upon receiving the NBPU frame, NR-Surface performs
synchronization to obtain t0 and extracts reconfiguration info,
(ti,φi),(t j,φ j),(tk,φk). Including one NBPU symbol used for
synchronization, We design two NBPU symbols (illustrated
in Figure 8(a)), enabling low-power and robust communica-
tion of reconfiguration info. Specifically, two NBPU symbols
are interpreted as 15KHz OOK symbol pairs by NBPU Rx,
and our synchronization accuracy allows us to sample only
the central part (red box in Figure 8(b)).2 This asymmetric
communication (180KHz → 15KHz) allows NBPU Rx to
focus on only the constructively/destructively added portion
of each NBPU symbol. This offers an additional 13dB SNR
gain, which helps robust communication even with the passive
envelope detector.

Figure 9: (a) GPIO-controlled metasurface structure and (b)
example beam patterns. The main lobes are marked with
triangles.

5.1 ns-reconfigurable Metasurface

Figure 9(a) illustrates the metasurface consisting of a
16x16 array of unit-cells, reconfigured in real-time at NR-
synchronized timings derived from NBPU. In satisfying the
NR synchronization requirement, the reconfiguration should
finish within the margin between the NR requirement and
NR-Surface accuracy. NR-Surface achieves this with the
varactor-based unit-cell design and 1-bit digital output (GPIO)
control, whose short response time allows NR-Surface to re-
configure beam patterns in less than 10ns while consuming
only negligible energy (∼ 12pJ in our implementation). From

2Since NB-IoT can be turned on/off in the subframe scale, the NBPU
symbol is needed to represent OFF state, whose NB-IoT subcarrier phase is
[π/4,π/4,5π/4,5π/4,5π/4,5π/4,π/4,π/4,π/4,π/4,5π/4,5π/4].

this, NR-Surface forms narrow beam patterns towards vari-
ous directions to cover a wide area. Figure 9(b) plots example
beam patterns that NR-Surface provides with 16 columns,
whose half-power beam width is 6.3°. Moreover, < 260ns NR
synchronization requirement is still satisfied at a low SNR of
+0dB, including both the synchronization error from NBPU
and reconfiguration delay.

Figure 10: NR-Surface (a) unit-cell design and equivalent
circuit models for (b) unit-cell and (c) varactor diode. Dimen-
sions are in mm.

Figure 10(a) illustrates NR-Surface unit-cell design
achieving 1-bit phase shift in 10ns while consuming only
∼ 12pJ. Unit-cell consists of two metal plates and a single
varactor diode (Figure 10(b)), whose rectangular structure
has been shown to be effective as a phase shifter [69, 75].
Specifically, the MAVR-011020-1411 varactor diode [5] is
placed, consisting of a varying capacitance from C j = 0.22pF
to C j = 0.04pF at 0V to 15V bias, respectively, with a series
resistance of Rs = 13Ω (Figure 10(c)). The GPIO interface is
directly connected to provide bias voltage across the diode,
allowing fast reconfigurations within 10ns owing to short
rise/fall times of the GPIO interface (< 7ns in our imple-
mentation) and the small time constant RsC j = 3ps of the
diode. Furthermore, the unit-cell only consumes ∼ 12pJ dur-
ing reconfiguration, mainly due to small energy stored and
dissipated at the varactor diode. However, the reduced voltage
range of GPIO limits the minimum capacitance of the diode
to C j = 0.08pF at 3.3V . Hence, the key design parameters
such as length, width, and gap of metal plates are chosen, such
that the varactor diode in parallel still shifts the phase by 180°
over the reduced capacitance range.

Figure 11: (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the reflection coef-
ficient when 0V and 3.3V are applied.

Figure 10(a) shows the fine-tuned dimensions aimed at
1-bit phase shift, from simulations conducted with Ansys
HFSS [1] on the RO4003C substrate with εr = 3.55. The
amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient are plotted
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Figure 12: Overall operation of NR-Surface. (a) NB-IoT containing the NBPU frame, (b) NR-Surface duty-cycled operation
synchronized with NR BS, (c) Measured power consumption, and (d) FR2 signal with improved SNR from aligned beams.

in Figure 11(a) and (b), respectively, showing NR-Surface
unit-cell design achieves ∼ 180° phase shift with 0.6 ampli-
tude across the entire 200MHz channel. We note the simula-
tion and the implementation are carried out on 24GHz ISM
band which shares similar RF properties with 28GHz NR
mmWave, for the prototype evaluation. Figure 9(b) plots the
example beam patterns simulated with HFSS, whose main
lobe is steered towards different directions from 10° to 70°
from the normal direction. The beam width in the example is
6.3°, however, this can be as narrow as 1.3° for 80-column
metasurface, leveraging large availability of GPIO (up to 80
interfaces in typical low-power MCUs [54, 71, 74]). We note
NR-Surface can also be extended to provide 3D beam pat-
terns as evaluated in Section 7.9 with separately controlled
unit-cells. To this end, NR-Surface reconfigures beam pat-
terns towards a wide range of ±70°, where 256 unit-cells
consume only a negligible amount of ∼ 3nJ. While these
energy-efficient reconfigurations facilitate low-power opera-
tion, the rest of the period should also be made low-power as
well since ns-reconfigurations occupy a small portion of the
period.

5.2 Duty-cycling NR-Surface

The final piece to µW operation is NR-synchronized low duty-
cycling, by leveraging the two opportunities from the beam
management procedure: (i) The synchronization and recon-
figuration only take 10% and NR-Surface is kept idle with
the beam pattern maintained for the rest of the time. Also, (ii)
the idle/wakeup times are known a priori, as beam manage-
ment procedure repeats every 20ms. This makes in-time mode
switch possible even in NR-Surface’s low-end hardware with
slow wake up (e.g., 10µs for MCU). In particular, all hard-
ware components (i.e., NBPU Rx, MCU, and metasurface) are
carefully designed to collaboratively achieve idle power con-
sumption of 6.4µW. Specifically, the varactor-based unit-cell
maintains the phase at an extremely low 72nW leakage. In
the meantime, the bias voltage via GPIO is kept stable under
low power modes supported by typical MCUs at hundreds of
nW range [54, 71, 74] and NBPU Rx is turned off. The MCU
and NBPU Rx wakes up only at the time when the NBPU
frame is expected.

5.3 Putting It All Together
With duty-cycling, µW synchronization, and reconfiguration
NR-Surface achieves 242.7µW consumption for a 2.1-year
lifetime on a single AA battery. Figure 12 plots the over-
all operation from the experiment results encompassing syn-
chronization, reconfiguration, and beam alignment, as well as
the corresponding power consumption. In Figure 12(a), (b)
NR-Surface synchronizes with NBPU and decodes reconfig-
uration info. As shown in Figure 12(c) this step involves the
heaviest computation to consume near half of the entire power
(119.3µW). Metasurface reconfiguration and the correspond-
ing short power bursts in Figure 12(b) and (c), respectively,
take place in accordance with beam sweep and alignment in
Figure 12(d). The short bursts sum up to 117µW. NR-Surface
then keeps the beam towards the UE for the rest of the pe-
riod. This is when the duty-cycling is in effect, consuming
only 6.4µW to maintain the metasurface configuration. We
note NR-Surface is reconfigured only at half-subframes for
non-colocated scenarios (i.e., NB-IoT and FR2 BS in separate
devices) which increments synchronization error by 260ns,
leveraging longer CPs of 1106ns at half-subframe boundaries
to avoid signal losses. Collectively, battery-powered opera-
tion facilitates pervasive deployment without wall plugs, in
dynamic indoor scenarios as well as outdoors. NR-Surface
real-time operations in dynamic environments are evaluated
in Section 7.1.

5.4 Multi NR-Surface
Multiple NR-Surface for a single BS may be necessary under
complex environments with a large number of blockages and
blind spots. For this, a separate set of SSBs is allocated to each
NR-Surface and the same NR-compliant operation is applied.
The BS tracks which SSB (i.e., beam pattern) corresponds
to which NR-Surface, and transmits multiple NBPUs for
independent reconfiguration. In particular, they are embedded
in different frames of a single NB-IoT spectrum, or extended
to multiple NB-IoT spectrums in other NR guardbands for a
large number of deployments. Beam patterns of up to 64 limit
the number of NR-Surface that can cooperate with a single
BS, however, exceeding beam patterns can be leveraged by
other BS to benefit from dense NR-Surface deployment. We
evaluated the real-time multiple operations in Section 7.3.
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Figure 13: Metasurface and a unit-cell.

6 Prototype Implementation

We fabricate a prototype of NR-Surface and implement the
real-time reconfiguration inside the NR deployment setup.

6.1 Hardware Configuration
Metasurface. Figure 13 shows the fabricated metasurface
with the RO4003C substrate [6] of 32mil thickness, consisting
of 16x16 unit-cells. Each column is connected to a single bias
line and configured by a GPIO interface of the MCU. The
unit-cell is magnified in the red box, showing the MAVR-
011020-1411 [5] varactor mounted on the center.

NBPU Rx. NR-Surface employs a fully operational NBPU
Rx aiming at a high SNR for reliable synchronization and de-
coding while minimizing the power consumption down to µW
regime. Figure 3 shows the NBPU Rx consisting of a filter,
envelope detector, and two amplifiers. NBPU Rx first filters
out signals in passband using the TFR915X [56] Surface-
Acoustic-Wave filter, whose center frequency is 915MHz with
the 3dB-bandwidth 320KHz suitable for the NBPU’s guard-
band operation of the NB spectrum. We note the passband
filter is particularly important for the NBPU, as the envelope
detector down-converts all signals into the same baseband.

NBPU Rx employs a MA4E2200 [46] Schottky diode to
yield the envelope of the filtered NBPU signal. The diode
is matched to the antenna with an L-matching network con-
sisting of two inductors, 22nH in parallel and 48nH in series,
reducing the impedance mismatch loss to -4dB. To boost SNR,
NBPU Rx employs 2-stage µW-consuming MCP6G03 [55]
amplifiers to boost the signal strength by +68dB in total,
which can be controlled from +68dB to +40dB to avoid dis-
tortions at large signal strengths. We note the amplifier yields
+14dB SNR on the typical operating scenario [15], suitable for
tight synchronization which we demonstrated in Section 7.5.

Power consumption. NR-Surface consume the most energy
during the tight synchronization and decoding of NBPU, up
to 2.4mW consisting of 655µW for amplifier, 294µW for
ADC, 111µW for the synchronization timer, and 1.36mW for
the synchronization and decoding logics. Leveraging duty-
cycling, the power-hungry components are only active during
a duration of NBPU which is much shorter than the entire
20ms period. This allows NR-Surface to significantly reduce

power consumption to 119.3µW by 20.4x. Meanwhile, recon-
figurations consume 1.67mW from the synchronization timer
and reconfiguration logic which converts beam patterns into
GPIO states. This is also reduced with duty-cycling, down to
117µW by 13.9x when 8 SSBs are assigned to NR-Surface
beam patterns. During the low-power mode, NR-Surface con-
sumes only 6.4µW to hold configurations, which consists of
5.9µW for the low-power mode standby current, 0.5µW for a
timer for reconfiguration timings, and 0.072µW for power dis-
sipated at unit-cells. NR-Surface power consumption during
the 20ms period sums up to a total 242.7µW, which provides
a 2.1-year lifetime from a single AA battery.

6.2 NR Evaluation Setup

We consider a general NR FR2 scenario. The BS is configured
to transmit NB-IoT frames in FR1 containing the NBPU, and
data packets in FR2 of large bandwidth.

FR2 transmissions. The BS employs USRP X300 series [29]
software-defined radio platform, transmitting NR-compatible
signals generated from the MATLAB 5G Toolbox [49]. The
baseband signal is configured with 50MHz channel band-
width, which consists of 64 SSBs for the beam sweeping fol-
lowed by 15ms of data. The signal is continuously generated
with a period of 20ms. For FR2 communication, the base-
band signal is upconverted by ADMV1013 [19] to mmWave
ISM band centered at 24.125GHz for the prototype evaluation,
with +5dBm transmit power. The FR2 signal is transmitted by
the 24GHz microstrip patch array antenna [27] with a fixed
beam direction and +22dBi directivity.

The UE is also equipped with the same microstrip patch
array antenna to receive the FR2 signal, which is downcon-
verted by ADMV1014 [18]. The UE employs USRP X300
series to process the baseband frame of bandwidth 50MHz,
running a custom GNURadio [28] block. The UE measures
SNRs of SSBs in the beam sweeping, which is reported to
the BS using the 905MHz spectrum within the ISM band. We
note the RF characteristics of 900MHz ISM spectrum are also
similar to NR low-band spectrum.

FR1 transmissions. The BS employs the same USRP run-
ning srsRAN [70], an open-source software implementation
of an O-RAN compliant base station. The BS is configured
to 900MHz ISM band centered at 915MHz for the prototype
evaluation, with 180KHz bandwidth for the NB-IoT signal.
We provide NB-IoT payload bits such that the generated NB-
IoT signal contains the NBPU. On the other hand, the BS
receives the beam report from the UE and extracts the best
SSB index, whose center frequency is configured to 905MHz
within the ISM band. This SSB index is immediately reflected
to the next NBPU transmission. For the transmission, the BS
is equipped with a VERT900 [30] antenna of +3dBi gain.
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Figure 14: NR-Surface’s real-time reconfiguration performance under mobile UE scenario. (a) In the indoor experiment setting,
NR-Surface can increase coverage with multiple beams. Under various UE movements (e.g., linear & S-curve), the best beam is
changed by the location (b,c) and NR-Surface reflects it in real time (d,e).

Figure 15: (a) Experiment setting for the mobile environment
in the corridor and (b) the two tracks of mobile UE moved
where the detailed scale is in (c).

7 Evaluation

In this section, we perform experiments under a dynamic
environment to show that NR-Surface is ready to be deployed
in practice. Specifically, we demonstrate the practicality of
NR-Surface system by deploying NR-Surface in mobile
and rapidly changing environments such as human movement
scenarios. We measure various performances required for
practicality such as SNR gain, latency, coverage, robustness
of NBPU, and power consumption.

7.1 Dynamic Environment
NR-Surface is ready for practical deployment in NR scenario,
achieving both the high average SNR gain (max 22.2dB) with
fast beam tracking performance (< 20ms reconfiguration de-
lay). In order to utilize NR-Surface in real life, NR-Surface
must be able to quickly change the best beam direction in
the dynamic environment that the mobile UE can experience.
Since the environment around the handheld device is rapidly
changed due to human movement, such as irregular movement
or blockage by the human body, we evaluate the performance
of NR-Surface reconfiguration in both scenarios.

SNR gain in mobile UE environment. We evaluate the SNR
gain in real-time reconfiguration of NR-Surface with re-
spect to the UE mobility. The evaluation setup is shown
in Figure 15 (a) where the BS cannot support UE without
NR-Surface since the LoS path is blocked by the corridor.
NR-Surface is placed at the intersection to improve coverage
of such UEs in the blind spot, which is tightly synchronized to

the FR2 frame and sweeps beam configurations during the SS
burst. The FR2 UE moves around the corridor following two
paths in Figure 15 (b), namely "linear" in which UE moves
at a typical human walking speed of 1m/s with constant dis-
tances to NR-Surface, and "S-curve" which UE pass through
multiple points with different distance to NR-Surface. The
detailed scale of our deployment is shown in Figure 15 (c).

As a reference, the region in Figure 14 (a) is colored de-
pending on which beam configuration provides maximum
SNR. Figure 14(b) and Figure 14(c) plot the dynamic SNR
variation of 4 SSBs for the movement path "linear" and "S-
curve", respectively, smoothed with window 10 over mea-
surements taken once every 20ms. Specifically, UE with the
linear movement passes through from SSB1 to SSB4 in se-
quence, and UE with the S-curve movement passes through
in sequence as SSB1→ SSB2→ SSB3→ SSB2→ SSB3
→ SSB4. The SNR variation plots confirm that the best SSB
changes as the UE passes through regions.

Figure 14 (d) and Figure 14 (e) illustrate the SNR of data,
measured every 20ms for the movement path "linear" and
"S-shape" respectively. In response to the change of optimal
beam configuration when the UE crosses the virtual bound-
ary, the UE reports the best SSB to NR BS every 20ms as
a single fixed beam would quickly deteriorate. The colored
backgrounds in these figures indicate the timing boundary of
the best SSB changes. This is applied to NR-Surface for real-
time reconfiguration, such that the data SNR always follows
the largest SNR among SSBs. NR-Surface achieves high
average SNR gain of 18.3dB and 20.3dB in each UE move-
ment, respectively, without significant SNR drop at crossing
boundaries.

SNR gain in blockage changing environment. Considering
the human body can suddenly block the established beam di-
rection, NR-Surface should be able to rapidly update the best
beam to cope with complex environments due to dynamically
changing blockages. In the NR beam management proce-
dure, the UE experiences serious SNR drop when the LoS
path is blocked by the dynamic environment. NR-Surface
deployment can recover the SNR drop by reconfiguring beam
patterns in real time.
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Figure 16: Real-world measurements of transmitted signals at the moment of blockage change. (1)-(3) Due to the dynamic
blockage, the data SNR drops and the best SSB changes during the beam sweep. (4) The best SSB is determined and reported to
the BS, which is also delivered to NR-Surface within 20ms. (5) NR-Surface is reconfigured to recover data SNR gain.

Figure 17: (a) outline of both blockage and UE design and (b)
its implementation.

We setup the UE and blockage as in Figure 17(a)-(b), which
has three microstrip patch antennas for Rx and movable metal-
lic sheets via servo motor. Each three Rx antenna of UE is
directed in different directions to check the best beam be-
tween multiple Rx beams, where each antenna is correlated to
one Rx beam of digital beamforming. For an accurate evalua-
tion, the movement of blockage is mechanically controlled to
minimize errors from manual manipulation. By rotating the
servo motor accurately, the metallic sheets always block two
antennas and allow only one antenna can receive the signal
from NR-Surface. Thus, after the blockage environment is
changed, UE finds the best SSB during the beam sweep step
among multiple Rx beamforming. Then, UE reports the best
SSB index to BS, which reconfigures NR-Surface in real
time.

Figure 18 (a) - (c) shows our evaluation setup, where the
line-of-sight between BS and UE is blocked by the corridor.
Each figure shows that only one antenna is allowed to receive
a signal while the other is blocked by metallic sheets. We
control the servo motor to change blockage quickly within
60ms, in (a)→ (b)→ (c)→ (b)→ (a) sequence where the
servo motor is paused for 400ms in each state. Figure 18(d)
plots the SNR gain of data every 20ms, where colored regions
show the beam index in NBPU. SNR drops slightly between
regions due to fast servo movements, and a stable SNR at
paused durations. NR-Surface can establish a high SNR path
with 22.2dB average SNR by fast recovery.

Figure 18: (a) - (c) show a scenario that only one antenna
among 3 is not blocked. (d) shows the achieved SNR by the
blockage environment change.

Time domain analysis for beam establishment. To get a
closer look at what control sequence actually exists at the mo-
ment of blockage change, Figure 16 shows what the received
signals by UE, BS, and NR-Surface look like by zooming in
on the moment of blockage change from Figure 18 (c) to (b).
The FR2 SNR plot demonstrates the strongest SSB is changed
during (1)-(3) due to the new blockage setting. Thus, the SNR
gain of the data at (2) is lower than the previous data at (1).
Then, during the next beam sweep step at (3), UE newly deter-
mines the best SSB among 3 Rx antennas. After UE’s beam
determination, UE reports the best SSB index to BS via the
FR1 channel in (4), where a few milliseconds (25 ms - 29 ms
in our implementation) delay occurs due to UE’s processing
time and allocated UL time. Note that this UE-driven delay
can be shorter when UE has a powerful signal processing
unit or BS allocates resources more frequently to UE. After
BS gets a report from UE, BS transmits NBPU to control,
shown as the blue solid line in (1). The fixed time of NBPU
causes a max 20 ms delay, which is short enough to recover
the blocked path by human movement. Finally, NR-Surface
is reconfigured to the new SSB index in (5).
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Figure 19: SNR of three beam patterns when NR-Surface is
reconfigured in real-time. NR-Surface continuously receives
NBPU and reconfigures beam patterns every 20ms.

Figure 20: (a) NR-Surface operation scenario with multiple
UEs (b) SNR fluctuation of the received FR2 per each UE.

Real-time configuration analysis. NR-Surface real-time
reconfiguration can support highly dynamic environments
where the best beam pattern changes every 20ms period of the
NR beam management procedure. We employ the same metal-
sheet blockage and a fast servo that changes blockage within
20ms, such that the UE reports different beam patterns in
each NR beam management procedure. This is also delivered
to NR-Surface via NBPU every 20ms. Figure 19 plots the
SNR of three antennas placed at the main lobe of beam pat-
terns, which demonstrates NR-Surface being continuously
reconfigured every 20ms to support dynamic environments in
real-time.

7.2 Multi UE Operation

To demonstrate multi-UE operation, we place two UEs at dif-
ferent locations such that each UE can select different SSBs
for its data transmission (Figure 20(a)). UE1 and UE2 are
scheduled to receive data from 5ms to 12.5ms, and 12.5ms to
20ms, respectively. NR-Surface receives the schedule info
along with SSB indices. Figure 20(b) illustrates the SNR of
the received FR2 signal at each UE. During the beam sweep-
ing, UEs report different SSBs as their best SSB index, which
are SSB1 and SSB3 for UE1 and UE2 (triangles in Figure 20),
respectively. NR-Surface is reconfigured to SSB1 at 5ms
for the UE1, such that the UE1 achieves +21.4dB SNR dur-
ing its data transmission. Then NR-Surface is reconfigured
at 12.5ms such that the UE2 achieves +20.6dB SNR from
12.5ms to 20ms. These SNRs are +17.3dB and +12.9dB bet-
ter when compared to NR-Surface is reconfigured to only
a single beam pattern of the other UE, for UE1 and UE2,
respectively.

Figure 21: (a) Multiple NR-Surface scenario with multiple
moving UEs (b) SNR fluctuation of the received FR2 per each
UE (c) Received SNR of each UE, while both users moved
during 5 sec.

7.3 Multi NR-Surface
NR-Surface supports deployment scenarios where one BS
controls multiple NR-Surface. Figure 21(a) illustrates the
evaluation setup where two NR-Surface are placed and two
UEs move around NR-Surface. Note the NR BS reconfigures
its beam towards multiple NR-Surface, where the evaluation
setup comprises two fixed antennas at the BS for demonstra-
tion purposes. Two NBPUs are placed in the same NB-IoT
guardband at different subframes, with different IDs in the
reconfiguration info to control two NR-Surface separately.
Figure 21(b) plots the data SNR of each UE, showing each
NR-Surface is concurrently reconfigured in real-time to track
each UE, respectively, with an average 22.5dB SNR gain. Fig-
ure 21(c) plots the example 20ms period during the movement,
showing each UE experiences different SSB as their best beam
pattern. This is separately reflected to two NR-Surface such
that both UE achieve high data SNR. The evaluation demon-
strates the capability of multiple NR-Surface deployment in
complex environments, providing a large number of SSBs to
cover multiple blind spots.

Figure 22: Comparison of SNR at various Rx locations (dots)
between (a) NR-Surface placed at red rectangle (b) metal
mirror of the same size with NR-Surface (c) no reflector
placed. The Tx is placed at orange triangle steered towards
NR-Surface.
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7.4 Coverage Extension

We evaluate SNR improvements of NR-Surface in various
UE locations, compared to a naive metal reflector and no
reflector being placed. Figure 22(a) illustrates the measure-
ment setup, a typical around-the-corner scenario with a strong
blockage between Tx and Rx. Tx to reflector distance is fixed
at 13m, and the transmit power is configured to 10dB less than
previous experiments to emulate more practical attenuation.
The SNR is measured at 4x5 UE locations on a rectangular
grid of 1m spacing, with a maximum Rx to reflector distance
is 7.3m. NR-Surface and metal mirror are placed at the inter-
section facing the Tx, where NR-Surface is reconfigured to
steer the best beam possible while the metal mirror is fixed.
Figure 22(a)-(c) show NR-Surface can achieve on average
7.6dB gain than the SNR with a metal mirror, and 8.8dB gain
than the SNR without reflectors. Note the SNR improvement
diminishes at UE locations whose steering angle exceeds 70°
from the normal direction, showing NR-Surface can support
wide range of steering angles up to 140° in practice.

Figure 23: NBPU Synchro-
nization error versus SNR.

Figure 24: NR-Surface BER
versus distance to the BS.

7.5 µW Synchronization Accuracy
We evaluate NR-Surface synchronization accuracy which is
necessary to ensure compliance with NR standards. Figure 23
plots the average synchronization error with respect to the
SNR over 400 NBPUs, measured as the difference between
the boundary of the NBPU transmission and the rising edge
of the GPIO interface in NR-Surface. Specifically, we con-
nect a high sampling rate (∼ 1Gsps) oscilloscope to both
NR-Surface Rx and GPIO interface. NR-Surface success-
fully achieves 234ns synchronization error at low SNR of
+0dB, which is much lower than SNR in typical operation
scenarios [15]. From this, reconfigurations satisfy the NR
requirements of < 260ns including < 10ns reconfiguration
delay, even under the typical clock drift < 20ns [3, 7] quartz
crystal occurring every 20ms period. NR-Surface achieves
this high accuracy in low-power by the equivalent time sam-
pling, which mimics 3.84MHz ADC with a low-end 14KHz
ADC.

7.6 NBPU BER Measurements
We evaluate NR-Surface demodulation performance and cor-
responding reliability of NR-Surface reconfigurations. Fig-
ure 24 plots the average BER of NR-Surface with respect

to the distance to the NR BS, averaged over 200,000 sym-
bols. Specifically, NR BS is placed in the indoor corridor
and transmits NBPU at +16dBm, the maximum transmit
power of NB-IoT in small cell BS. NR-Surface is equipped
with the +11dBi Yagi antenna towards the BS, assuming an-
tenna direction is known during the installation. NR-Surface
achieves < 2×10−5 BER up to 50m distance, which corre-
sponds to 99.99% satisfying high data-rate applications by
NR KPIs [14], assuming 5 bits are used for reconfiguration
info. NR-Surface achieves this in low-power by asymmetric
NBPU OOK symbol design maximizing SNR while reducing
bandwidth for low-power NR-Surface Rx.

(a) Coexistence of NBPU and in-
band FR1.

(b) BER versus SINR in
NR guardband

Figure 25: Evaluation setup and BER performance against
NR interference.

7.7 Interference Robustness
We evaluate NR-Surface robustness against the NR inter-
ference. NBPU is implemented on top of NB-IoT, which is
placed at guardbands of the NR spectrum. Figure 25(a) plots
the fully utilized 5MHz NR spectrum consisting of heavy
NR traffic (blue) and NBPU (red) in the guardband, placed
with only a 70KHz gap between the NR traffic. Note the
NB-IoT in the guardband is allowed to boost transmit power
by +6dB compared to the NR spectrum. Figure 25(b) plots
the BER with respect to the SINR. The SINR drops down
to −8dB when the NR spectrum is fully utilized. However,
NR-Surface successfully achieves < 2×10−5 BER even at
maximum interference (up to −10dB). NR-Surface achieves
this by a narrow passband filter of 320KHz bandwidth to
suppress the interference by −18dB, such that NR-Surface
still achieves low BER and high reliability in practical NR
deployments.

(a) Simulated beam pattern (b) Measured beam pattern
Figure 26: Beam patterns with desired main-lobe angles from
10° to 70°.
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7.8 Beam Pattern Validation
Figure 26(a) and (b) illustrate the simulated and measured
beam patterns generated from NR-Surface using 1-bit GPIO
outputs, respectively. Power simulation and measurement re-
sults are arranged such that each row represents a single beam
pattern desired to be steered towards +10° to +70°. Note that
the measurement resolution is 2°. The power measurement
matrix has a similar appearance to the simulation, having a
strong diagonal demonstrating each beam pattern is success-
fully steered to the desired angle. NR-Surface successfully
covers up to 140° from −70° to +70° using symmetric pat-
terns, where side-lobes of the beam pattern are suppressed.

Figure 27: (a) Fabricated 3D metasurface and (b) measured
3D Beam pattern of NR-Surface steered towards different
azimuth angles and (c) different elevation angles direction
(smoothed with window=10°).

7.9 Extension to 3D Beamforming
To demonstrate the 3D beamforming capability, we fabricate
a 4x4 metasurface whose unit-cells are separately controlled.
Figure 27(a) shows the fabricated metasurface, whose bias
lines are separately connected to different bias terminals. Fig-
ure 27(b),(c) illustrates measured beam patterns steered to-
ward different azimuth angles and different elevation angles.
We note the valid beam patterns with strong main-lobe are
drawn in Figure 27(b),(c). NR-Surface successfully steers
beam towards azimuth angles from +10° to +60°, covering
120° from −60° to +60° using symmetric patterns. With the
same 3D metasurface, NR-Surface can also steer beams to-
ward elevation directions from +10° to +40°, covering 90°
from −45° to +45° using symmetric patterns. We note the
slightly narrower elevation coverage can be compensated
with multiple NR-Surface deployments. NR-Surface suc-
cessfully steers the beam to different directions in 3D, which
can be further extended to narrower and stronger beam pat-
terns when implemented with larger metasurfaces.

8 Related Works
mmWave communication is considered to be the future of mo-
bile communications, on which extensive research has been
conducted [16,26,32,36,51]. However, mmWave communica-
tion suffers from high attenuation, such that antenna arrays for
effective beamforming are necessary [20,31,34,35,37,47,50].
In efforts to increase the coverage and reliability of mmWave
systems, approaches such as dense deployment of base sta-
tions (BS) [39, 60], dual-band wireless network architecture

with sub-6GHz [77], relays [21, 58, 62], and distributed an-
tennas [48, 57, 59, 72] has been proposed. While simple and
straightforward, these solutions require installing a large body
of costly transceivers, hindering pervasive applicability and
widespread of mmWave technology.

Metasurface [79, 80] has emerged as an economic solution
for aiding mmWave beamforming for reliable communication
with extended coverage. Specifically, NR-Surface cost (i.e.,
∼ $600) is much cheaper than COTS repeater solutions pric-
ing∼ $3000 [2]. Furthermore, NR-Surface still has a similar
cost to the existing mmWave metasurface with the same or
smaller size [33,76,78] which cost $500−$800. They support
dynamic channel [22, 23], MIMO [81], or even utilize low-
cost 3D printing [64]. A recent metasurface, mmWall [24],
integrates link layer discovery protocol of mmWave networks
into the design. Nevertheless, real-time, NR-compliant MAC
layer design still remains a challenge. In the given context,
NR-Surface prioritizes seamless integration with NR stan-
dards, presenting distinct challenges such as achieving tight
synchronization in low-power consumption.

Another line of research [25, 40, 43–45, 52, 68] focuses low
power communication for sustainable deployment. Recent
works [38, 42] are capable of demodulating network symbols
with mW level power consumption. NR-Surface uniquely
implements the low power Rx for metasurface control, to
operate with 247 µW end-to-end for practical deployment.

9 Conclusion
We present NR-Surface, an NR-compliant metasurface re-
configured in real-time within the NR standard. NR-Surface
operates at µW-regime achieving a 2.1-year lifetime on an
AA battery, consisting of the metasurface and NR-compliant
Rx, which are duty-cycled leveraging the unique features of
the NR standards. NR-Surface end-to-end system is imple-
mented on srsRAN and evaluated on diverse scenarios from
dynamic environments, multiple UEs to 3D beamforming
achieving up to 22.2dB gain.
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(a) NB-IoT downlink frame structure in guardband mode

(b) NB-IoT PHY block diagram
Figure 28: Emulating NBPU with NB-IoT

Appendix A. Emulating NBPU
As shown in Figure 28, NBPU is embedded in the NB-IoT
downlink data channel, which constitutes an NB-IoT down-
link frame. NBPU should be embedded avoiding Narrow-
band Reference Signal (NRS), subcarriers with fixed phases,
in the 5, 6, 12, and 13th symbols of one subframe. By two
NRSs in one symbol, only

(10
2

)
= 45 out of a total

(12
2

)
= 66

harmonics can be controlled, reducing the number of control-
lable by 68%. NBPU frame with 10 symbols is embedded in
the blue box of Figure 28 while the Rx will ignore the 5 and
6th symbols.

The payload bits that can embed NBPU should be found
through reverse engineering of the PHY block diagram in Fig-
ure 28. In this figure, coded bits Y and modulated bits Y′ are
one-to-one mapping, so its reverse engineering is straightfor-
ward. On the other hand, in the 1/3 code rate channel coding,
payload bits X cannot generate arbitrary Y since the length
of X is shorter than Y which induces a reduced degree of
freedom. To solve this problem, the 240 bits of NBPU can be
completely reverse-engineered by adding redundancy bits to
Y such that X becomes greater than 240 bits. Since the length
of payload bits is pre-defined in TS 36.213 [9], we utilize a
256-bit payload, the shortest length among candidates, whose
result of PHY block diagram is allocated in 3 subframes.

Appendix B. Sweeping NBPU Symbol
For equivalent time sampling, NR-Surface samples with
260ns shifted sampling offset every NB-IoT symbol where
symbol length is 66.67µs ' 256×260ns. Since the number
of symbols transmitted in 20ms is 280 symbols, the accu-
mulated sampling offset after 20ms is (280− 256− 1)×
260ns where −1 is for the overflowed sampling offset than
symbol length. Thus, after NBPU is transmitted N times
(i.e., N×20ms), NR-Surface samples NBPU with (13×N
mod 256)× 260ns sampling offset. Then, the minimum N
is 256 to sweep NBPU with 260ns fully. Considering that
NR-Surface transmits 5 NBPU symbols every 20ms, we can
achieve a fully swept symbol 5 times faster (i.e., N becomes
60). Then, the corresponding time is 1.2s (= 60×20ms).
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Abstract
Intraocular pressure (IOP), commonly known as eye pressure,
is a critical physiological parameter related to health. Contact
lens-based IOP sensing has garnered significant attention in
research. Existing research has been focusing on developing
the sensor itself, so the techniques used to read sensing data
only support a reading range of several centimeters, becom-
ing the main obstacle for real-world deployment. This paper
presents Cyclops, the first battery-free IOP sensing system
integrated into a contact lens, which overcomes the proximity
constraints of traditional reading methods. Cyclops features
a three-layer antenna comprising two metallic layers and a
nanomaterial-based sensing layer in between. This innovative
antenna serves a dual purpose, functioning as both a pressure
sensor and a communication antenna simultaneously. The
antenna is connected to an RFID chip, which utilizes a low-
power self-tuning circuit to achieve high-precision pressure
sensing, akin to a 9-bit ADC. Extensive experimental results
demonstrate that Cyclops supports communication at meter-
level distances, and its IOP measurement accuracy surpasses
that of commercial portable IOP measurement devices.

1 Introduction

Intraocular pressure (IOP) is a critical human vital sign of hu-
man health, and thus monitoring IOP is crucial for assessing
and managing various diseases, especially glaucoma, the sec-
ond leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide [1–4].
Elevated IOP causes permanent damage to the optic nerve in-
side eyes, ultimately resulting in glaucoma and gradual vision
loss. Glaucoma has no cure yet but if we detect Glaucoma in
its early stage, we could prevent it from causing permanent
vision by lowering the IOP via medicine or surgery. We em-
phasize that early-stage Glaucoma has no obvious symptoms,
making accurate IOP measurement the only feasible solution
for timely diagnosis of early-stage Glaucoma.

⇤Work conducted during academic visiting at the University at Buffalo.
†Corresponding author
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Figure 1. Reading data from contact lens via mutual cou-
pling only supports centimeter level reading range (a), while
backscatter based communication extends it to meter level(b).

Furthermore, continuous and long-term tracking of IOP is
necessary for accurate disease diagnosis and effective disease
management, since IOP naturally fluctuates in response to
various physiological and psychological factors [5, 6], such
as sleeping or dramatic emotional fluctuations. Accumulating
long-term monitoring data helps eliminate the influence of
unrelated factors, enabling accurate diagnosis. Additionally,
timely tracking of IOP variations allows for precise and timely
interventions, such as initiating medication immediately upon
detecting elevated IOP to control the progress of Glaucoma.

Due to the significant impact of IOP on human health, ac-
curate measurement has attracted a large amount of attention,
particularly in biomedical engineering. Contact lens-based
wearable techniques have emerged as the leading solution
because of their lightweight nature, potential for mobility, and
high accuracy resulting from direct contact with the eye balls.
Two types of pressure sensors that fit in the contact lens have
been the main focus of prior works: the piezoresistive sen-
sors [4, 7–15], and the inductively coupled structure based
sensors [16–24]. These sensors incorporate a ring structure
made of conductive material that conforms to the shape of
the contact lens, as depicted in Figure 1. In piezoresistive sen-
sors, the ring structure’s resistance is carefully designed to be
pressure sensitive, while in coupled structure based sensors,
the reactance is pressure sensitive. As a result, pressure can
be inferred by measuring the impedance of both sensor types.

Optimizing the sensor to make it more sensitive, biosafe,
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transparent, and easy to manufacture has been the main focus,
so in most current solutions, the contact lens only contains
pressure sensors. To read the sensing data from the sensors
embedded inside the contact lens, a reading coil connected to a
vector network analyzer (VNA) is positioned atop the sensors
to measure the impedance, just as shown in Figure 1(a). How-
ever, this method only supports a very limited data reading
range of a few centimeters. Our survey of 20 related works
reveals that the maximum reading range reaches only five
centimeters. Putting a bulky reader in close proximity to eye
balls poses a significant hindrance to practicality and emerges
as the primary obstacle for real-world deployment.

This paper presents, Cyclops, a battery-free contact lens
based IOP sensing system that supports long-range data read-
ing, eliminating the requirement for a bulky data reader to be
in close proximity to the user. We achieve long-range commu-
nication by integrating a backscatter communication system
with the pressure sensor, all within the small contact lens. A
backscatter communication system requires a sizable metallic
antenna. The current pressure sensor features a conductive
ring structure. Embedding both the antenna and the ring struc-
ture in the contact lens with limited size and a thickness below
200 µm results in mutual coupling and thus interference, im-
pacting both communication and sensing performance.

Instead of directly integrating a backscatter antenna and
an existing pressure sensor together, we introduce a novel
approach: a dual-purpose antenna that serves as a pressure
sensor and a communication antenna concurrently. Our de-
sign involves a three-layer sandwich-like antenna structure
comprising two metallic antenna layers and a central sensing
layer. The sensing capability arises from the nanomaterial uti-
lized in the middle layer, which exhibits significant variations
in intrinsic properties such as conductivity and permittivity
in response to pressure changes. Simultaneously, the sens-
ing layer, integrated into the antenna assembly, influences
the overall impedance of the complete three-layer structure,
rendering the entire system sensitive to applied pressure and
effectively functioning as a pressure sensor. Additionally,
through meticulous optimization of the two metallic layers’
structure, we can align the antenna’s impedance with that of
the backscatter chip, enabling long-range communication.

To design a sensing layer that works robustly on a battery-
free, purely energy-harvesting powered system, we have the
following design goals:
• Ultra-Low Power Consumption. Our sensing layer’s power

consumption must be maintained at an absolute minimum
to align harmoniously with the overall power profile of the
integrated system.

• Superior Sensitivity. The ability of the sensing layer to detect
subtle changes in IOP is utmost significance, necessitating
an exceptionally high sensitivity level.

• Thickness, Curvature and Transparency. The sensing layer’s
dimensions, including thickness and curvature, must seam-
lessly match the contact lens. The sensing layer should be

transparent to minimize interference to human view.
• Biocompatibility and Biosafety. The sensor must exhibit a

rigorous level of biocompatibility.
To meet the design goals, we leverage a nanocomposite to
fabricate our sensing layer. The nanocomposite consists of
hollow carbon spheres (HCS) nanoparticles blended in the
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)—the most widely used mate-
rial for fabricating contact lens. Specifically, we fabricate a
flexible HCS-PDMS sensing film with a thickness of tens of
micrometers. This nanocomposite’s flexibility enables it to
conform to the curvature of the contact lens. Moreover, all the
materials utilized, including HCS and PDMS, have already
demonstrated their biocompatibility.

The two metallic antenna layers create an electric field
across the HCS-PDMS sensing film, inducing the quantum
tunneling effect between the HCS nanoparticles, resulting
in a tunneling current. Pressure affects the film’s thickness,
changing the nanometer-level spacing between HCS, which,
in turn, influences the strength of the tunneling current. The
variations in tunneling current effectively change the con-
ductivity of the sensing film, which consequently affects the
permittivity of the nanomaterial [25]. We further enhance our
HCS-PDMS sensing film’s sensitivity to pressure through
three optimizations: replacing normal UHCS with Urchin-
like HCS (UHCS) for enhanced tunneling current, fine-tuning
UHCS density to strike a balance between sensitivity and
transparency, and adding microstructures to the surface of
UHCS-PDMS sensing film to further boost the sensitivity.

Our dual-purpose three-layer antenna is connected to an
RFID chip for backscatter communication. Matching the
impedance of the antenna with that of the chip is crucial
to maximize communication efficiency. It is, however, chal-
lenging to match the chip’s impedance with our three-layer
antenna whose impedance varies with the applied pressure. To
tackle this problem, we propose to make the chip’s impedance
variable as well, allowing for dynamic real-time matching.
We leverage the commercial Magnus S3 RFID chip that has a
self-tuning circuit to adjust the chip impedance by modifying
a 9-bit register. However, the self-tuning circuit has a limited
range of impedance tunability. To ensure consistent matching,
we have optimized the structure of the two metallic antenna
layers to align the antenna’s impedance tunability with the
range of impedance variations induced by pressure, ensuring
long-range communication.

To achieve high-resolution IOP sensing, precise measure-
ment of the impedance variations in the three-layer antenna is
essential. Traditionally, various methods have been employed
to measure antenna impedance variations by analyzing the
backscattered signal, such as tracking phase variations to in-
fer impedance changes [26, 27]. It’s worth noting that these
methods are susceptible to channel dynamics and become in-
effective when the human that wears the contact lens moves.

To mitigate the impact of human motion, we choose a dif-
ferent path: directly sampling and digitizing the impedance
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of the antenna within the RFID chip. However, this requires a
high-resolution analog-to-digital converter (ADC). To tackle
this problem, instead of directly measuring the antenna’s
impedance, we opt to measure the impedance of the chip
itself, which can be obtained from the 9-bit register of the
self-tuning circuit. Consequently, this 9-bit register effectively
serves as a 9-bit ADC, enabling high-resolution sampling and
digitization. After data digitization, the reader then directly
queries the Cyclops lens to fetch the digitized impedance.

We have developed cost-effective methods to fabricate the
UHCS nanoparticles, the UHCS-PDMS nanocomposite sens-
ing film, the three-layer antenna, and the Cyclops-lens. A sub-
stantial number of Cyclops lenses have been manufactured,
and their IOP measurement performance has been tested in
various environments. Extensive experimental results demon-
strate that Cyclops achieves a communication distance of 1
meter, significantly surpassing the centimeter-level range of
existing solutions. The IOP accuracy, when tested on artifi-
cial eyes and real pig eyes, achieves a median accuracy of
0.51 mmHg and 0.5 mmHg, respectively, surpassing that of
commercial portable IOP measurement devices. We have also
investigated the impact of tears and eyelids. Results show
that Cyclops works robustly, achieving median accuracy of
0.55 mmHg, 0.54 mmHg, and 0.6 mmHg, with tears, eyelids,
and both of them, respectively.

2 Related Work

IOP Tonometry. Clinical IOP measurement relies on var-
ious techniques, including Goldmann applanation tonome-
try [28], Dynamic contour tonometry [29], Tonopen tonom-
etry [30], and Pneumatonometer [31]. However, these tech-
nologies lack the capability of continuous sensing and require
trained medical personnel for operation. Implantable IOP
biosensors [32–35] inside the anterior chamber, are the most
accurate but also probably the most invasive techniques for
IOP measurement.
Contact-lens Based IOP Sensor. Contact-lens based tech-
niques are the dominant solution for the wearable IOP sensing
design. Diverse types of pressure sensors that fit in the contact
lens have been proposed. Piezoresistive sensors [4, 7–15, 36]
are one type of sensor whose resistance changes in response
to the applied pressure. The main focus of research in this di-
rection has been designing diverse conductive material whose
resistance is sensitive to applied pressure, Some examples of
the material are Ag nanowires (AgNWs) [37], gold hollow
nanowires(AuHNW) [8], self-assembly graphene [36] and
Graphene-AgNWs [18]. Inductively coupled sensors [16–24],
are sensors whose reactance changes with the applied pres-
sure, so finding the structure whose capacitance or inductance
is sensitive to pressure has been the main focus of research in
this direction. The dominant data reading technique for both
piezoresistive sensors and inductively coupled sensors are
the mutual coupling based method as shown in Figure 1(a),

which only supports a reading range of several centimeters.
Microfluidic sensor [38–43] is a special type of sensing tech-
nique that integrates microfluidic channels inside the contact
lens. The pressure affects the distribution of liquid inside
those microfluidic. However, observing the distribution of
liquid requires a high-end camera placed in proximity of the
contact lens and many other complicated, bulky, and costly
optic infrastructures.
Contact-lens Based Sensing Systems. Besides measuring
eye pressure, contact lens based devices are also used for
blood glucose monitoring [44–46], integrated pixel display
functions [47–51], eye movement sensing [52] and drug de-
livery [53–56]. The well-known contact lens system Google
contact lens [44] utilize sensors to measure blood glucose
levels through tears. Two commercial contact lens systems
MoJo [47] and InWith [48] support displaying information
on the contact lens. All three contact lens system require
on-lens batteries. A recent work [53] design a contact lens
capable of detecting glucose levels in tears, and drugs can
be released from the self-regulated pulsatile drug delivery
system through remote communication. Work [52] makes a
solid step towards battery-free contact lens-based computing
by embedding an RFID chip inside the contact lens. Another
work [49] develops a contact lens equipped with the capability
to continuously monitor glucose levels in tears. This contact
lens allows for tracking of diabetic conditions through and
LED pixel display. Although these studies develop the new
functionalities on contact lens, most works typically rely on
on-lens batteries for power. Cyclops is a battery-free system
that utilizes a commercial ThingMagic RFID reader to access
the measurement data.

3 Nanomaterial-based Pressure Sensor
Our design of a pressure sensor with low power consumption
and high sensitivity is rooted in the quantum tunneling ef-
fect occurring between nanoparticles. We expound upon this
concept and present our design in the forthcoming sections.

3.1 Primer of Nanoparticles
In this section, we introduce the background of nanoparticles
and the quantum tunneling effect between nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles: Hallow Carbon Sphere. We use hollow car-
bon sphere (HCS) in our system, which are spherical assem-
blies composed of carbon atoms, uniformly dispersed across
the surface to encase an empty interior, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2(a). These structures boast diameters in the range of
hundreds of nanometers, with sphere thicknesses measured
around 10 nm. This unique architecture imparts exceptional
attributes to HCS, including robust electrical conductivity,
chemical stability, thermal resilience, and mechanical dura-
bility. Furthermore, HCS exhibits great biocompatibility and
biosafety [57], making it suitable for bio-related applications.
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Quantum Tunneling Effect. We leverage a quantum tunnel
junction to illustrate the phenomenon of quantum tunneling.
A typical tunnel junction consists of two electrically conduct-
ing layers separated by a thin insulating layer, as depicted
in Figure 2(b). Ordinarily, electrons within each conductive
layer are unable to traverse the insulating layer and access
the adjacent conductive layer. However, the introduction of
an external electric field helps electrons overcome this bar-
rier, thereby giving rise to a quantum tunneling current. As
per quantum theory, the magnitude of this tunneling current
hinges on two primary factors: the thickness of the insulating
layer and the intensity of the applied electric field.
Quantum Tunneling Effect between HCS. Resembling the
tunnel junction, when we embed two electrically conductive
HCS inside any insulating material and apply an external elec-
tric field, we will observe quantum tunneling current between
two HCS particles, just as shown in Figure 2(c). The magni-
tude of the tunneling current depends on the distance between
HCS particles and the intensity of the applied electric field.

3.2 Nanomaterial-based Pressure Sensing
We introduce the design of our nanomaterial-based pressure
sensor that leverages the quantum tunneling effect.

3.2.1 Sensing Structure and Sensing Mechanism.

Adhering to the tunneling junction structure, we embed HCS
that function as conductors inside the polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), which serves as the insulator, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2(c). The HCS particles are dispersed in the PDMS matrix,
forming a multilayer structure. The spacing between individ-
ual particles is on the nanometer scale. This configuration
yields what we term an HCS-PDMS nanocomposite material.
Notably, we select PDMS as it is the most widely employed
material for manufacturing contact lenses, being both an effi-
cient insulator and showcasing remarkable biocompatibility
and biosafety characteristics.

Application of an external electric field to the HCS-PDMS
initiates the emergence of a quantum tunneling current be-

tween adjacent HCSs, akin to the portrayal in Figure 2(c)(d).
An increase in IOP increases the corneal radius of curva-
ture which results in a bi-axial lateral expansion of the HCS-
PDMS construct film within the lens. The entire layer un-
dergoes thinning, leading to a proportional reduction in the
spacing between the HCSs. As elaborated in previous sec-
tions, a decrease in the gap between the conductors amplifies
the potency of the quantum tunneling effect, ultimately giving
rise to an escalated tunneling current. Consequently, pressure
can be measured by assessing the intensity of the resultant
tunneling current.

3.2.2 Powering the Pressure Sensor

The proper functioning of our pressure sensor relies on the
presence of an external electric field. Conventionally, the pre-
dominant method for generating an electric field involves em-
ploying electrodes connected to a power source. This potential
difference between the electrodes establishes the electric field.
However, our contact lens operates without a traditional power
source, being driven solely by energy-harvesting mechanisms.
As a result, creating such an electric field within a battery-free
device poses a significant challenge.
Three-layer Sandwich-like Antenna Structure. In order to
energize the sensor on our battery-free device, we introduce a
3-layer sandwich-like antenna structure. This configuration
involves two distinct metallic antenna layers, flanking a cen-
tral HCS-PDMS film (i.e., the pressure sensor) as depicted
in Figure 3(a). Notably, the two metallic antenna layers are
designed to have different structures. Consequently, when the
interrogation signal from the reader interacts with the tag,
distinct surface currents are induced on the two antenna lay-
ers, resulting in disparate current distributions. This, in turn,
naturally engenders a potential difference and establishes an
electric field between the two antenna layers. This process suc-
cessfully applies an external electric field to the HCS-PDMS
film, thus powering the sensor.
Complete Five-layer Contact Lens Design. Direct inter-
action between the metallic antennas and human tissue is
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considered biologically unsafe. In response, we encapsulate
both the sensor and the tag antenna with two additional lay-
ers of biosafe PDMS. Following this enhancement, a 5-layer
contact lens configuration is achieved, as depicted in Fig-
ure 3(b). Among those layers, the two pure PDMS layers
and two metallic antenna layers have a thickness of 30 µm
and 10 µm, respectively. The thickness of the HCS-PMDS
sensing film is 60 µm. Consequently, the overall thickness of
the complete contact lens amounts to 140 µm.

3.2.3 Maximizing the Sensitivity.

We have made three optimizations to our nanomaterial-based
pressure sensor to maximize its sensitivity.
Urchin-like HCS. To generate a stronger tunneling current
under the same external electric field, we make a structural
modification to the carbon sphere. Specifically, we replace the
normal HCS with urchin-like hollow carbon sphere (UHCS)
whose structure is depicted in Figure 4(a). The surface of the
urchin-like carbon sphere features long, sharp, and uniformly
distributed spikes. When subjected to an external electric field,
a substantial concentration of free electrons accumulates on
these spikes, engendering a markedly intensified internal elec-
tric field in contrast to the smooth-surfaced normal HCS, as
shown in Figure 4(b) and (c). This augmented internal elec-
tric field significantly facilitates electron traversal across the
insulating space between the carbon spheres, resulting in an
amplified tunneling current. Moreover, the presence of spikes
on the carbon sphere serves to diminish the gap between
neighboring carbon spheres, particularly at low filling con-
centrations, thereby further augmenting the tunneling current.
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ence over the resultant tunneling current. We have constructed
a model and subsequently conducted simulations to discern
the connection between the intensity of the quantum tunneling
current and the density of UHCS. The simulated outcomes,
graphically presented in Figure 5, yield two key observations.
Firstly, the quantum tunneling phenomenon disappears when
the distance between carbon spheres decreases too much (den-
sity surpassing 2.06 wt.%). Secondly, a density-sensitive inter-
val (ranging from 1.72 wt.% to 2.06 wt.%) emerges, within
which even minor fluctuations in density yield substantial
variations in the generated tunneling current’s strength.

To optimize sensitivity, we configure the density of UHCS
at the start of this density-sensitive interval, just as illustrated
in Figure 5. This strategic selection ensures that minute fluctu-
ations in pressure yield significant deviations in the magnitude
of the resulted tunneling current.
Bio-inspired Microstructures. To further improve the sen-
sitivity, we introduce microstructures of the UHCS-PDMS
sensing film. Specifically, we create a large number of micro-
cones on the surface of the sensing film, each with an average
diameter of 50 µm and height of 45 µm, just as shown in Fig-
ure 6. The apex of each microcone connects to the antenna
layer, while the base of the cone interfaces with the surface of
the sensing film, as depicted in Figure 6(a). For the purpose
of structural stability, the residual space between the antenna
and the microcones is filled with pure PDMS.

Each microcone serves as a connection point between two
antenna layers, effectively functioning as a resistor. The resis-
tance Rc of such a resistor is given as:

Rc =
1

sS
(1)

where s represents the conductivity of the material, namely
the UHCS-PDMS nanocomposite and S denotes the area of
the plate, which is the contact area between the cone and
the upper antenna layer. As per our empirical observations
outlined in §6.1, an increase in applied pressure not only
expands the contact area S, but also increases the conductivity
of the material, primarily due to a more pronounced tunneling
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where Cu and Ru represents a variable capacitor and resistor.

effect, consequently resulting in decreased resistance Rc.
The combination of the two metallic antenna layers and

the cone in between also forms a parallel plate capacitor, as
shown in Figure 6(c), whose capacitance Ccone is:

Cc =
eS

4pd
(2)

where e represents the permittivity of the UHCS-PDMS
nanocomposite, and d is the distance between two plates,
i.e., two antenna layers. When pressure is applied, the entire
three-layer antenna gets thinner, leading to an expansion in
the contact area S between the cone and the antenna and a re-
duction in the distance d between the two antenna layers. As
per our empirical findings in §6.1, this process also results in
increased permittivity e of the nanocomposite. Consequently,
an increase in pressure leads to a corresponding increase in
capacitance Cc of each microcone-antenna capacitor.

In summary, the incorporation of microcone introduces
an array of pressure-sensitive capacitors and resistors con-
nected in parallel, just as shown in Figure 6(d). Consequently,
the overall impedance of the entire sandwich-like structure
becomes responsive to pressure, whose resistance can be rep-
resented as:

Ru =
1

ÂK
k=1

1
Rck

(3)

and capacitance is given as:

Cu =
K

Â
k=1

Cck (4)

assuming there are K microcones added to the film.

Fabrication of microcones. The fabrication of a microcone
structure demands advanced MEMS technology, involving
costly equipment and skilled operators. In response, we pro-
pose a bio-inspired microcone fabrication technique that no-
tably mitigates fabrication complexity and cost. Our approach
stems from the observation that Calathea Zebrine [58] leaves
possess a remarkably uniform microcone surface structure, as
evidenced in Figure 6(b). Leveraging this natural inspiration,
we propose to produce a microcone template utilizing Ca-
lathea Zebrine leaves1. Subsequently, we replicate the surface
pattern from this microcone template onto the sensing film,
effectively generating uniform microcone structures.

1The detailed microcone template fabrication process using Calathea
Zebrine leaf can be found in Appendix §A.1.

3.2.4 Integrated Sensing System

We connect an RFID chip to our three-layer antenna for
backscatter communication, just as shown in Figure 3(b). The
RFID chip we use is Magnus S3 [59] with a known and fixed
chip impedance Zchip = Re(3.99 W) + Im(91.05 W)j. The
equivalent circuit diagram of our sensing system is shown in
Figure 7. In such an integrated sensing and communication
system, the three-layer antenna functions as both a pressure
sensor and a communication antenna. The impedance of the
three-layer antenna depends on two categories of factors:
• Antenna-dependent static components. All these compo-

nents are fixed if the structures of those two metallic antenna
layers are known. Specifically, C1 and C2 represent the par-
asitic capacitance associated with the two antenna layers;
R1 and R2 denote the parasitic resistance of the respec-
tive antenna layers; L1 and L2 correspond to the parasitic
self-inductance of two antenna layers; Lm is the mutual-
inductance between two antenna layers.

• Pressure-dependent variable components. The impedance
of the sandwich-like three-layer structure Cu and Ru varies
when the applied pressure varies.

Antenna Impedance. Based on the equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 7(b), we derive the overall impedance of the whole
three-layer antenna as:

Zant =� 1
jwC1

+R1 +
jwL1(Zs+Zb)
jwL1+Zs+Zb

(5)

where Zs and Zb are:

Zs =� 1
jwCu

+Ru + jwLm, (6)

Zb =
w2R2L2C2 + jwL2

1+w2C2L2 � jwR2C2
. (7)

The detailed process of deriving the antenna impedance is
presented in Appedix B. According to Eqn. 5, we know that
any variations in pressure change the value of the pressure-
sensitive resistor Ru and capacitor Cu, which in turn affects
Zs, ultimately changing the impedance Zant of the entire three-
layer antenna. Therefore, our three-layer antenna effectively
functions as a pressure sensor whose impedance value is
directly associated with the applied pressure.

4 Concurrent Sensing and Communication

In this section, we present our system design that integrates
the dual three-layer and the RFID chip into one battery-free
IOP sensing system that simultaneously achieves high sensing
accuracy and supports long range communication.

4.1 Long-Range Backscatter Tag Design
To support long-range backscatter communication, it is im-
perative to match the impedance of the commercial RFID
chip with the impedance of our three-layer antenna. Since
the impedance of an antenna changes with the operating fre-
quency, our objective is to design an antenna that matches its
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impedance Zant with the chip impedance Zchip at its operating
frequency fc, i.e., Zchip=Zant(fc) just as shown in Figure 8(a).
It is essential to emphasize that the operating frequency fc
of our system differs from the self-resonant frequency2 fr
of the antenna because our chip has close-to-zero resistance
(Rc=3.99 W) and high reactance (Xc=91.05 W).
Challenge: Antenna Impedance Fluctuations. When the
applied pressure changes, the antenna impedance distribu-
tion across frequencies Zant( f ) changes accordingly, as de-
picted in Figure 8(b). In contrast, the chip impedance Zchip is
pressure-oblivious and thus remains constant. As a result, the
impedance of the antenna and the chip cannot maintain match-
ing as applied pressures fluctuate, which could significantly
impact the communication efficiency of our system.
Solution: Self-tuning Circuit. We leverage the self-tuning
circuit inside the commercial Magnus S3 RFID chip to dynam-
ically adjust the impedance of the chip to match the variable
antenna impedance, just as shown in Figure 9. The self-tuning
circuit effectively functions as a variable capacitor Cs(r) and
resistor Rs(r), with r representing the value of a 9-bit self-
tuning register. The RFID chip fine-tunes its impedance by
adjusting the self-tuning register’s value, making the chip
impedance also variable, denoted as Zant(r).

Each time the chip powers on, it initiates a search for the
optimal rm value that achieves impedance matching with the
connected antenna. The key insight the chip leverages is that

2Self-resonant frequency is defined as the frequency where the antenna
resistance is maximized and at the same time reactance is zero.

antenna efficiency is at its peak when impedance is well-
matched. Consequently, the RFID chip attempts to discover
the ideal rm value that maximizes the RSSI of the received
signal, as detailed in [59]. Once this optimal rm is identified,
the chip locks its register value to rm to ensure continuous
impedance matching between the chip and the antenna.

4.2 High-Resolution Pressure Sensing
To obtain precise digital pressure measurements, we need to
accurately measure the impedance of the three-layer antenna
and subsequently digitize the measured impedance using a
high-resolution analog-to-digital converter (ADC). However,
several challenges emerge. First, impedance measurement typ-
ically relies on a vector network analyzer, a sophisticated and
costly equipment unsuitable for integration within a contact
lens. Furthermore, even if the contact lens possessed adequate
space for housing a high-resolution ADC, the energy con-
straints of a battery-free device present significant hurdles in
powering such a component.
Solution: Effective 9-bit ADC via Impedance Matching.
We rely on the real-time impedance matching scheme to
achieve simultaneous antenna impedance measurement and
digitization. The underlying concept hinges on the fact that
the applied pressure, which can be denoted as p, governs the
overall impedance of the three-layer antenna, which can be
denoted as Zant(p). In parallel, the RFID chip adjusts its reg-
ister value r, thus modifying its own impedance Zchip(r), as
illustrated in Figure 10(a). To maximize the communication
efficiency, the chip searches for rm that guarantees the state
of the impedance matching between the chip and antenna:

Zant(p) = Zchip(rm). (8)
Eqn. 8 effectively establishes a mapping between the applied
pressure p and the chip register value rm. For instance, Fig-
ure 10(b) plots the relationship between the pressure p and
register value rM we collected from our fabricated contact
lens, based on which, we can derive the applied pressure
p from the chip register value rm that achieves impedance
matching. Moreover, the 9-bit chip register inherently func-
tions as a 9-bit ADC that digitizes the sensing value, granting
exceptionally high pressure-sensing resolution.

The chip stores the 9-bit register value at a specific loca-
tion (from 0xC7 to 0xCF for Magnus S3) inside its memory
bank. The reader sends a standard C1G2 command, i.e., the
read command that contains the exact location of the register
inside the memory bank, to fetch the value rm from the chip,
based on which, the reader derives the pressure according to
the pressure-register mapping in Figure 10(b). Specifically,
we employ polynomial curve fitting to establish an average
trend line, which forms our test curve for calibration.

4.3 Dual-Purpose Antenna Deisgn
Our three-layer antenna serves a dual purpose, functioning
as both a communication antenna and a pressure sensor with
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a sensing range spanning from 0 mmHg to 40 mmHg. To
concurrently optimize communication and sensing perfor-
mance, the antenna’s impedance variations under various pres-
sures within the sensing range should align with the chip’s
impedance tunability, i.e., the range of impedance achievable
by the chip via modifying the value of the 9-bit register. First,
it is crucial to ensure that all potential antenna impedances fall
within the tunability range of the chip. Any outlier leads to
impedance mismatches, thereby adversely affecting commu-
nication efficiency. Furthermore, to make the most of the 9-bit
ADC’s resolution, the antenna’s impedance variance range
should occupy the chip’s tunability to the greatest extent pos-
sible, as visually represented in Figure 11.

The Magnus S3 chip exhibits substantial tunability in re-
actance, ranging from 59 W to 91 W, while its resistance
tunability is negligible, spanning from 1 W to 4 W. Hence,
our antenna design should prioritize sensitivity to pressure-
induced reactance variations while remaining less responsive
to changes in resistance. Except for the requirement on the
antenna impedance variance, our antenna design must meet
two additional criteria. Firstly, it should be sized, shaped, and
curved to seamlessly integrate with the contact lens. Secondly,
the two metallic antenna layers must exhibit distinct structures
to enable the generation of an electric field between them,
thus powering the sensor, as illustrated in Figure 3(a).
Dual Resonant Frequency Antenna Structure. We lever-
age a dual resonant frequency antenna structure to effectively
align the antenna impedance variations with the chip’s tun-
ability. Just as shown in Figure 12(a), we create two resonant
frequencies fr1 and fr2 on both sides of the working frequency
fc through antenna structural design. We could see that, com-
pared to the single resonant frequency antenna in Figure 8(a),
the resistance variations near the operating frequency fc ex-
hibit a flat slope while the reactance variations have a sharp
slope. As shown in Figure 8(b), the applied pressure induces
a shift in the impedance distribution of one antenna across
frequencies. Such a shift in impedance distribution for our
dual-frequency antenna leads to substantial variations in re-
actance while keeping resistance changes to a minimum just
as shown in Figure 12(b) and (c). Such a trend in impedance
variations aligns with the chip’s tunability.
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We follow the steps depicted in Figure 13 to create such a
dual-frequency antenna and confine its impedance variations
within the chip’s tunability. Our three-layer antenna consists
of two conductive layers separated by an intermediate dielec-
tric layer. We initially start with a completely symmetrical
antenna structure, just as shown in Figure 13(a), which ex-
hibits only a single resonant frequency near the operating
frequency (0-3 GHz). After experimenting with various meth-
ods to create a second resonant frequency on such a small
antenna, we surprisingly find out that, the easiest way to break
the symmetry is by rotating the bottom layer as shown in
Figure 13(b). This asymmetry results in a significant shift in
the original self-resonant frequency, moving it from 1.8 GHz
to 0.5 GHz, while concurrently inducing the emergence of
another self-resonant frequency at 5 GHz.

We also observe that increasing the electric length of the
bottom layer significantly lowers the frequency of the second
resonant frequency while keeping the first frequency less af-
fected. Therefore, we gradually increased the length of the
bottom layer antenna and shifted two resonant frequencies to
0.48 GHz and 2 GHz respectively, as shown in Figure 13(c).
Finally, by making fine adjustments to the bottom layer’s di-
mensions, such as the ring width and the gap between adjacent
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rings3, we were able to finely tune the impedance distribution
to ensure that pressure-induced variations remain within the
chip’s tunability as shown in Figure 13(d).

5 Implementation and Fabrication

Synthesis of UHCS. We employ the seeded swelling poly-
merization method [60] to synthesize polystyrene (PS)
nanospheres. We then mix the fabricated PS nanospheres
with aniline and add iron(III) nitrate to initiate the polymer-
ization of aniline. This procedure results in the formation of
an urchin-like polyaniline shell atop the PS nanospheres, as
shown in Figure 14(a). After the washing and drying, we sub-
ject the spiky polyaniline to a temperature of 350°C within
an argon atmosphere, effectively eliminating the PS core and
leaving behind the shell structure. The final step involves sub-
jecting the urchin-like polyaniline shell to a temperature of
900°C to initiate the carbonization of the shell, yielding the
UHCS material. A detailed quantitative description of the syn-
thesis process can be found in Appendix §A.2. Figure 14(b)
depicts the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
the fabricated UHCS whose mean sphere diameter is 900 nm.
Fabrication of UHCS-PDMS with Microstructure. We dis-
perse the UHCS powder inside the PDMS solution with a
mass fraction of 1.75 wt.%. Subsequently, we employ a spin
coating process to apply the blended solution onto the Ca-
lathea Zebrine template with microstructures. The solution

3The detailed antenna fine-tuning process is in Appendix C.
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Figure 16. IOP measurement and material characteristic mea-
surement platform for controlled experiments.

and template are then heated at 80�C for an hour to produce
the UHCS-PDMS film. A detailed UHCS-PDMS film fabri-
cation process can be found in Appendix §A.3. Figure 14(c)
shows a circular film of the UHCS-PDMS with a radius of
3 cm, showcasing exceptional transparency.
Fabrication of Contact Lens. Figure 15 details the workflow
for crafting our contact lens. We start by shaping a copper
film using laser engraving machine to match the proposed
antenna structure and place it on a pure PDMS film. We then
put the UHCS-PDMS film with microstructures atop the first
antenna layer. Then, we etch the copper film using a laser
engraving machine to create the upper layer antenna, which
is connected directly to the RFID chip. We then place the
upper layer antenna on the UHCS-PDMS film. To ensure bio-
safety, we encase the upper layer antenna in an additional pure
PDMS film. After a preliminary shaping step of subjecting it
at 80°C for 10 minutes, we transfer the structure to a contact
lens mold and thermally cure it at 80°C for one hour.

6 Evaluation
Measurement Setup. We fabricate a plastic prosthetic eye,
which is a curved 3D eye model featuring an inlet connected
to the syringe pump for precise pressure control and an outlet
connected to a testo 510 pressure meter [61] to establish the
accurate ground truth for applied pressure. We program the sy-
ringe pump controller to regulate the inflation speed and thus
the applied pressure, as shown in Figure 16(c). We wirelessly
collected real-time pressure from the pressure meter.

This platform serves as the basis for a variety of measure-
ments. To assess the impedance, conductivity, or permittivity
of materials or antennas, we position the fabricated sensing
film or antenna atop the eyes and connect the material or an-
tenna to an impedance analyzer (HIOKI IM7587 [62]) or a
vector network analyzer (R&S ZNB8 [63]) using wire, just
as shown in Figure 16(a) and (c). For evaluating the perfor-
mance of the developed contact lens, we use a ThingMagic
M6 reader [64] to query the chip, as shown in Figure 16(b).

6.1 Hardware Verification

Verification of the Fabricated Nanocomposite. To validate
the characteristics of the nanocomposite, we place the UHCS-
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Figure 17. The properties of intermediate
film under varying applied pressure.
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tions of different materials.
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PDMS film, containing microstructures with a thickness of
60 µm, between two conductive copper films. We cut the
dimensions of the film slightly larger than those of the cop-
per layers to prevent short-circuiting between the upper and
lower copper layers. Subsequently, we connect the copper
films to an impedance analyzer and measure the conductiv-
ity and permittivity under varying pressure conditions. The
results are presented in Figure 17, clearly demonstrating that
applied pressure influences the conductivity and permittivity
of the UHCS-PDMS film. Specifically, higher applied pres-
sure corresponds to greater conductivity or permittivity, thus
corroborating the theory outlined in §3.2.3.
Validating the Alignment with Chip’s Tunability. We con-
duct an investigation into the range of pressure-induced
impedance variations in our three-layer antenna. Specifically,
we connect the antenna to a vector network analyzer and ap-
ply varying levels of pressure. For comparison, we replace
the pure PDMS film with UHCS-PDMS film without mi-
crostructures and UHCS-PDMS with microstructures. We
maintain same thickness across all the three films. The mea-
sured impedance, along with the chip’s impedance tunability,
is presented in Figure 18(a) and (b), yielding two notable
observations. First, the impedance of both types of UHCS-
PDMS film falls within the chip’s tunability range, while the
resistance of the pure PDMS falls outside of this range. Sec-
ond, the impedance variation range of the UHCS-PDMS with
microstructures covers a significantly wider span of the chip’s
reactance tunability, indicating higher sensitivity when com-
pared with the pure UHCS-PDMS without microstructures.
Communication Range. In this section, we explore the com-
munication range of our three-layer antenna. We employ our
reader to interrogate the RFID chip embedded in the con-
tact lens and record two key parameters: the received signal
strength (RSS) and the reading rate, which represents the
number of successful pressure queries per second. We con-
duct these measurements at various distances ranging from
20 cm to 1 m and present the findings in Figure 19. It is
evident from the results that as the communication distance
increases, the RSS decreases, eventually reaching -80 dBm
at a distance of 1 m. Similarly, the reading rate maintains
at 22 queries/second within the communication rate and
slightly decreases to 19 queries/second when approaching
the 1-meter communication range. Beyond this boundary,
a stable connection between the reader and the RFID chip
becomes unattainable. To our knowledge, achieving a commu-

nication range of 1 m is a significant advancement compared
to existing contact lens-based IOP measurement systems.

6.2 IOP Measurement Performance
We begin with an end-to-end experiment to gain an insight
into how Cyclops works, followed by the verification of IOP
measurement performance from various angles.
End-to-end Performance. We use the experimental setup
illustrated in Figure 16 to control the applied pressure and
also record the ground truth using pressure meter. We use the
reader to query the tag for the register value and derive the
pressure according to the mapping. We repeat the experiments
at various locations, including an office (5m⇥7m) with sev-
eral tables, an activity room (10m⇥8m) full of furniture, and
a corridor (20m⇥8m) with several billboard sets, as shown in
Figure 20. At each location, we vary the chip-reader distance
from 20 cm to 1 m with a step size of 10 cm.

We plot the CDF of the IOP measurement error in Figure 21,
from which we see that the median error is around 0.51 mmHg
and the 70% error is around 0.8 mmHg. We also compared our
system with commercial portable intraocular pressure (IOP)
measurement devices, e.g., the Fa-800 Vet, FUAN [65] and
the iCare IC 200 [66] with a respective measurement accuracy
of ±1.5 mmHg and ±1.2 mmHg ( 20 mmHg). Furthermore,
we plot the estimation errors across various IOP ranges in Fig-
ure 22. Within the normal human IOP range of 11-20 mmHg,
the median error is approximately 0.5581 mmHg, and the
75 % error is about 0.9123 mmHg. Our system demonstrates
an even higher accuracy compared to commercial portable
IOP measurement devices.
Tracking the IOP Variations. We explore Cyclops’s capa-
bility to continuously monitor human IOP, which exhibits
diurnal fluctuations, typically being lowest in the morning
upon waking up and gradually peaking around noon [67].
In our investigation, we utilize a syringe pump to systemat-
ically manipulate pressure applied to the tag. The pressure
is incrementally increased from 5 mmHg to 28 mmHg and
then continuously reduced back to 5 mmHg. This loading
and unloading procedure is repeated for 24 hours. To provide
a benchmark, we also employ a stepwise pressure variation
pattern. Here, we apply a specific pressure to the contact lens,
maintain it for 30 seconds, and then gradually increase or de-
crease it to reach another specified pressure level. We also test
the stepwise pattern for 24 hours to test Cyclops’s robustness.
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Figure 20. The experiment settings. To understand the impact of multipath, we conduct experiments inside the office, an activity
room, and a corridor. To understand the NLoS, we block the LoS using various materials. We also conduct our experiments on
pig eyes to investigate the biological impact.
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Figure 23. Performance on tracking the IOP variations. We conduct contin-
uous and stepwise IOP measurement patterns and generate the cumulative
distribution function of measurements.

The results depicted in Figure 23(a) and (b) showcase Cy-
clops’s remarkable IOP tracking performance under both con-
tinuous and stepwise patterns, exhibiting only minor devia-
tions from the ground truth. Figure 23(c) illustrates the CDF
of IOP estimation errors during the 24-hour test. The median
IOP tracking errors for the continuous and stepwise patterns
are 0.53 mmHg and 0.54 mmHg, respectively. These find-
ings demonstrate Cyclops’s precision and robustness in IOP
monitoring, particularly during prolonged tracking sessions,
highlighting its potential in clinical applications where accu-
rate and continuous IOP measurement is crucial.

Impact of Environment and Distance. We plot the cumula-
tive distribution function of Cyclops’s IOP measurement error
measured with different reader-chip distances in Figure 24
lower, and the median error of each distance in Figure 24 up-
per. We plot the results obtained from the office, the activity
room, and the corridor in Figure 24(a), (b) and (c).

The median error in IOP measurements varies between [0.3,
0.75] mmHg, [0.35, 1.02] mmHg, and [0.37, 1.1] mmHg for
the office, activity room, and corridor, respectively. Remark-
ably, there is no significant disparity in IOP measurement
performance across these diverse testing environments, de-
spite variations in their multipath profiles. This consistency
arises from the inherent separation of the sensing and com-
munication processes within our system. Sensing is primarily
achieved through impedance matching, while the reader em-
ploys backscatter communication to query the sensing data,
specifically the 9-bit register value. In contrast to techniques
that rely on analyzing the backscattered signal, such as phase
variation calculations, our sensing quality remains largely

independent of the received signal quality.
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that our sensing perfor-

mance is influenced by signal quality to some extent, for
example, the median error is smaller when the reader-chip
distance is less than 50 centimeters, as shown in Figure 24.
This improvement is attributed to enhance the accuracy of
impedance matching when the received signal strength is sub-
stantially higher. Beyond this range, we do not see a clear
trend between the reader-chip distance and the IOP measure-
ment error, demonstrating the decoupling of sensing perfor-
mance and the communication signal strength.
Impact of NLoS. We introduce various obstructing objects
between the tag and the reader antenna to create NLoS sce-
narios, just as shown in Figure 20(d). The objects include a
paper board, a foam board and a wooden board,. The distance
between the antenna and the contact lens remains at 70 cm.
We plot the IOP error in Figure 25. We see that the median er-
rors are 0.562 mmHg, 0.589 mmHg, 0.505 mmHg, when the
obstructing objects are a wooden board, a paper board, and a
foam, respectively. This experiment further demonstrates that
our sensing performance is decoupled with the signal quality.

6.3 Biological Impact on the Performance
We use pig eyes to assess the biological impact on our sys-
tem’s performance, since the structure of pig eyes closely
resembles that of human eyes, including intraocular pressure
regulation and eye size. We examine Cyclops’s performance
in various bio-environments4, to explore the effects of differ-
ent eye shapes, tear compositions, and the eyelid.

4With the approval of university’s institutional review board (IRB).
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Figure 24. The measurement error of IOP varies with the distance between
the reader and the contact lens in three different environments.
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pig eyes.
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Figure 27. The measured
RSS on pig eyes.
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End-to-end Performance on Pig Eyes. To measure IOP on
pig eyes, we put the contact lens on the eyes as shown in
Figure 20(e). We use two venous infusion tubes to create two
channels in the pig’s eyes, as shown in Figure 20(e). One tube
connects to a syringe pump for pressure control, and another
connects to a pressure meter to obtain ground truth. The
CDF of the estimation error is shown in the Figure 26. Even
though the communication range slightly decreases to 80 cm,
Cyclops still achieves high accuracy on pig eyes. The median
error varies within the range of [0.33, 0.85] mmHg across
distances, which is lower than that of commercial portable
IOP measurement devices. The performance in the biological
environment validates the efficacy of our approach.
Impact of Eyeball Shapes. Different individuals have vary-
ing eyeball shapes. To validate the robustness of our system
across different organisms, we place the contact lens on ten
different pig eyes and measure the RSS of the backscatter
signal. The measurement results are shown in Figure 27. The
communication distance ranges are similar for all 10 pig eyes,
i.e., 80 cm. Despite the shape variations between pig eyes,
the average RSS deviation remains around 3.29 dBm over
distance. These results demonstrate that the performance of
the Cyclops is consistent across pig eyes of different shapes.
The Impact of Tears and Eyelids. In order to make our user
scenario closer to the real biological environment, we also
investigate the impact of tears and eyelids. To evaluate the
effect of the tears, we drip around 0.05 mL of artificial tear
fluid onto the pig eyes and measure the IOP under varying
reader-chip distances. We also add eyelids on pig eyes and
test its impact. We plot the IOP error measured from the con-
tact lens worn on pure pig eyes, pig eyes with tears, pig eyes
with eyelids and pig eyes with both eyelids and tears, in Fig-
ure 28, from which we see that the median error is 0.5 mmHg,
0.55 mmHg, 0.54 mmHg and 0.6 mmHg, respectively. With
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Figure 29. IOP measurement performance on pig head.

the pig eyelid and tears, we observe that our system achieves
nearly the same performance as pure pig eyes, which meets
the requirements of real-world IOP measurement.
Performance Evaluation on Pig Head. To evaluate the per-
formance of our system more authentically, we attach the con-
tact lens to the eyes of a pig. We attempt to change the IOP of
the pig eyes by inserting a venous infusion tube from the edge
of the eyes into the interior, as depicted in Figure 29(a). We
also employed a pressure meter to monitor the real-time IOP
changes in the pig eye. We display the cumulative distribution
function of IOP measurement error from the contact lens un-
der this scenario. As shown in Figure 29(b), the median error
is 0.97 mmHg which still demonstrates good performance
compared to commodity portable IOP measurement devices.

7 Conclusion
In this work, we introduce Cyclops, a wearable contact lens
that can continuously measure intraocular pressure changes
over a long distance. Through comprehensive introduction
and experimental evaluation, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of the system in measuring IOP changes in real-world settings
and biological environments.
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A Tag fabcication workflow

The manufacturing process of our tag mainly consists of three
steps: synthesis of UHCS, Calathea zebrine mold casting, and
tag production. The specific details are as follows:

A.1 Calathea Zebrine Template.
Step 1: Preparing Leaves. Take the fresh Calathea zebrine
leaves and cut them into suitable rectangular shapes (5 cm ⇥
5 cm) from the center of the whole leaves, removing the leaf
edges to ensure a consistent microstructure on the surface.
Then washed them at least five times with deionized water to
remove surface impurities. Afterward, place the leaves in a
drying oven to remove surface moisture.
Step 2: Casting the Template. Multiple vent holes are man-
ually created on the back of the prepared Calathea zebrine
leaves, and the leaves are fixed with the front side up on a
glass substrate. We prepared a PDMS solution by mixing
PDMS base and curing agent in a ratio of 5:1 and poured
onto the Calathea zebrine leaves. The assembly is placed in a
vacuum chamber at 20 �C until the bubbles disappear. After
the bubbles disappear, the temperature is raised to 80 �C for
curing for two hours.
Step 3: Plasma Oxygen Treatment. After peeling off the
Calathea zebrine leaves, we obtain a template with the sunken
structure. Then we expose the formed template to air plasma
treatment for one minute. This step involves a hydrophobic
treatment process that prevents materials from sticking to
the template. The sunken structure template can be reused
multiple times.

A.2 Synthesis of UHCS.
Step 1: Synthesis the Polystyrene (PS) Nanoparticle. We
use the seeded swelling polymerization method to synthesis
the polystyrene nanoparticle. Specifically, we added 20 g
of styrene, 0.2 g of 2,2-azo-bisisobutyronitrile, and 1.8 g of
polyvinyl pyrrolidone into a mixture of 60.4 g of ethanol and
7.6 g of deionized water. The mixture is then stirred under a
nitrogen atmosphere at 900 rpm for one hour. Then heated to
70 �C for 24 hours. After vacuum filtration and drying, we
obtained the powdered PS nanoparticles.
Step 2: Synthesis the PS Polyaniline Core-shell Spheres.
We take 0.3 g of the PS nanospheres and wash them using

Cut out a 5cm X 5cm 
square from the leaves

Pour the PDMS solution 
onto the substrate

Remove the leaves

Calathea 
zebrine

Plasma oxygen cleanerTemplate

Perform plasma oxygen treatmentCreate a template with 
microstructure

Figure 30. The template fabrication workflow.

deionized for five times. Then, we disperse them into 20 mL of
deionized water. Subsequently, we add 0.6519 g of aniline and
stir it at 100 rpm for 5 hours to initiate the polymerization of
aniline. Following this step, we add 84 mL of 0.5 M Fe(NO3)3
aqueous solution into the reaction and stir it at 300 rpm for
24 hours at room temperature. The 0.5 M Fe(NO3)3 can help
to form the aniline spines on the PS surface.
Step 3: Synthesis the UHCS. During the last step, the PS
polyaniline core-shell spheres are obtained. These spheres
need to be washed at least five times to remove the Fe(NO3)3.
Subsequently, the core-shell spheres are placed in a vacuum
oven at 40 �C for 48 hours to facilitate drying and remove any
remaining moisture. Then, the core-shell spheres are placed
into the tube furnace and heated at 350 �C under an Ar atmo-
sphere for one hour to eliminate the PS cores. In this step,
we need to control the heating speed, gradually heating to
350 �C at a rate of 1 �C/min. If the temperature increase too
fast, the gaseous PS cores will suddenly explode from inside
the carbon sphere. The carbon sphere will broken due to the
explosion, just as shown in Figure 32. After remove the PS
core, the temperature is then increased to 900 �C at a rate of
2 �C per minute for carbonization in order to obtain UHCS.

A.3 UHCS-PDMS Film
Take 3 g of PDMS solution and 53.5 mg of UHCS powder,
string in a 20 �C for one hour to mix them thoroughly. Then
pour the mixture onto the Calathea zebrine template and
spin-coated the solution to obtain a UHCS-PDMS film with
a thickness of 60 µm. Next, heat it to 80 �C for one hour to
thermal curing. After peeling off the film from the template,
the UHCS-PDMS film is formed with array of micocones.

We stack the top layer of the antenna and the UHCS-PDMS
film with the bottom layer of the antenna. The chip is con-
nected to the top layer of the antenna using the conductive
silver paste. Then we coated the structure with the PDMS
and heated at 80 �C for 10 min, allowing the PDMS to par-
tially solidify. While in this semi-solidified state, the PDMS
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Figure 31. The UHCS synthesis workflow.

Exploded 
UHCS

Figure 32. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of the exploded UHCS.

is transferred to a contact lens mold for thermal curing at
80 �C for one hour. Finally, we meticulously detach the cured
antenna from the mold, remove the excess edges, and obtain
the contact lens tag.

B Impedance of the Cyclops lens Antenna

The equivalent circuit of the Cyclops lens antenna is shown in
Figure 34(a). Where R1 and R2 denote the parasitic resistance
of the upper layer and the bottom layer antenna. L1 and L2 rep-
resent parasitic capacitance, and C1 and C2 represent parasitic
inductance of two antenna layers. Lm is the mutual-inductance
between two antenna layers. Cu and Ru are variable capacitor
and resistor, changing as the applied pressure varies.

From the equivalent circuit, we can observe that the C1,
L1 and R1 are connected in series. Lm and Ru are in series
and they are parallel connected with Cu. On the right side of
the equivalent circuit, R2 and C2 are connected in series and
the L2 is connected parallel to them. In order to simplify the
entire circuit, we use Zb to represent the impedance of the

Use the Laser curving machine to 
curve the antenna structure

Prepare a PDMS solution

Combine the UHCS powder with the 
PDMS solution.

Use the template to create the 
UHCS film with microstructures

Apply the UHCS-microstructure 
film to the bottom layer

Attach the top antenna layer and 
connect the RFID chip

Produce curved contact lenses 
using contact lens molds

Encapsulate the labels using pure PDMS

laser curving 
machine

Electronic 
physical balance

UHCS-PDMS with 
microstructure film

Contact 
lens model

Spin coater Vacuum oven
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Figure 33. The Cyclops contact lens fabrication workflow.
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Figure 34. The equivalent circuit of the Cyclops lens antenna.

bottom layer, which can be represented as:

Zb = (� 1
jwC2

+R2)//jwL2

= (
R2 · jwC2 �1

jwC2
)//jwL2,

(9)

where // represents the parallel relationship between the left-
hand and right-hand sides of the formula. To calculate the
total impedance of the bottom layer, we need to calculate the
reciprocal of each individual branch impedance. Then we sum
the reciprocals together. Finally, the total impedance of the
parallel circuit Zb is determine by taking the reciprocal of the
resulting sum. The derivation process is as follows:

Zb =
1

jwC2
R2·jwC2�1 +

1
jwL2

=
1

jwC2·jwL2+(R2·jwC2�1)
(R2·jwC2�1)(jwL2)

=
j2w2R2L2C2 � jwL2

j2w2L2C2 + jwR2C2 �1

=
w2R2L2C2 + jwL2

1+w2C2L2 � jwR2C2
.

(10)

As shown in Figure 34(b), we use Zb represent R2, L2 and C2
in the equivalent circuit. So the Zb is connected in series with
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Figure 35. The workflow of fine-tuning the antenna
impedance to match the target impedance.

Lm, Ru and Cu. Then we utilize Zs represent the impedance of
the sensing layer, which can be expressed as follows:

Zs =� 1
jwCu

+Ru + jwLm. (11)

We substitute Zs and Zb into the circuit, resulting in an equiv-
alent circuit as shown in Figure 34(b). Zs and Zb are con-
nected in series. Both of them are connected parallel with L1.
Then the parallel part is connected series with R1 and C1. The
impedance of the tag antenna can be represented as:

Zant =� 1
jwC1

+R1 + jwL1//(Zs +Zb)

=� 1
jwC1

+R1 +
1

1
jwL1

+ 1
Zs+Zb

=� 1
jwC1

+R1 +
jwL1(Zs +Zb)

jwL1 +Zs +Zb
.

(12)

C Fine-Tuning Antenna Impedance

Theoretical Modeling. Considering the limited space of the
human eyes, we first determine the basic ring shape for our an-

tenna. Taking inspiration from inductively coupled loops [68],
we design the antenna as a double rings with a split for con-
necting the RFID chip. Based on the basic antenna structure,
we establish a theoretical model using microstrip transmis-
sion line theory. Then we estimate the antenna geometry by
building an equivalent transmission line model. Calculate
the transmission line resistance, inductance and capacitance
based on the estimated antenna dimensions. Through conju-
gate impedance matching with the chip, we obtain the initial
antenna structure just as shown in Fig.35.

Simulation. In practical implementation, our tag antenna re-
quires curvature to fit the contours of the human eye. However,
assessing the impact of this curving operation on the antenna’s
impedance is a challenge. Therefore, we rely on simulation
software to replicate the effects of 3D curving and refine our
design. We input the initial antenna structure into the sim-
ulation software to obtain a simulated antenna impedance.
Subsequently, we employ the differential evolution algorithm
to guide our parameter search process. After completing the
simulation with a series of structure parameters, we obtain the
simulated antenna impedance. This impedance data is subse-
quently utilized within our optimization algorithms, with the
objective of achieving the target impedance.

Iterative Fabrication and Simulation. The final step in-
volves fabricating the tag antenna based on the refined an-
tenna structure and evaluate its actual impedance. Real-world
manufacturing often introduces engineering errors leading to
impedance deviations from the target value. To effectively
minimize these deviations, we employ an iterative approach.
We first update the simulation objective based on the dif-
ference between simulated and measured impedance values.
This process iterates until we identify the antenna structure
that optimally matches the target impedance, ensuring the
best performance.
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Abstract
Delivering immersive content such as volumetric videos and
virtual/mixed reality requires tremendous network bandwidth.
Millimeter Wave (mmWave) radios such as 802.11ad/ay and
mmWave 5G can provide multi-Gbps peak bandwidth, mak-
ing them good candidates. However, mmWave is vulnerable
to blockage/mobility and its signal attenuates very fast, pos-
ing a major challenge to mobile immersive content delivery
systems where viewers are in constant motion and the human
body may easily block the line-of-sight.

To overcome this challenge, in this paper, we investigate
two under-explored dimensions. First, we use the combina-
tion of a viewer’s full-body pose and the network information
to predict mmWave performance as the viewer exercises six-
degree-of-freedom (6-DoF) motion. We apply both offline
and online transfer learning to enable the prediction models
to react to unseen changes. Second, we jointly use the omni-
directional radio and mmWave radio available on commodity
mobile devices to deliver immersive data. We integrate the
above two features into a user-space software framework
called Habitus, and demonstrate how it can be easily inte-
grated into existing immersive content delivery systems to
boost their network performance, which leads to up to 72%
of quality-of-experience (QoE) improvement.

1 Introduction

Immersive content, such as virtual/mixed reality (VR/MR)
and volumetric videos, allows viewers wearing VR/MR
headsets to exercise six-degree-of-freedom (6-DoF) motion
(yaw, pitch, roll, X, Y, Z), offering a truly engaging expe-
rience [12, 47, 56, 62]. Networked immersive content de-
livery systems require tremendous network resources (e.g.,
hundreds Mbps or even Gpbs for high-quality volumetric
videos [47, 55, 88]). This poses a major challenge for mobile
immersive content delivery systems, which use wireless radios
instead of HDMI/USB cables [20, 21] for content delivery.

Recent advances in millimeter wave (mmWave) radio
technologies make it feasible to transmit immersive con-
tent at a multi-Gbps data rate. mmWave protocols such as
802.11ad [65] (802.11ay [43] in the future) and mmWave
5G [49] have been commercialized on commodity mobile
devices. Despite its high data rate, compared to omnidirec-
tional radio, mmWave radio is much more vulnerable to block-

∗Work done while at University of Minnesota – Twin Cities.

age/mobility and its signal attenuates much faster [65]. This
creates a major issue for immersive applications where view-
ers are in constant motion and the human body may easily
block the line-of-sight. To overcome this issue, existing sys-
tems take three categories of approaches.● Improving the PHY layer. Numerous studies have been con-
ducted on the mmWave radio in general, such as improving
MIMO [42] and beamforming [79, 81].● Enhancing line-of-sight (LoS). Some off-the-shelf commer-
cial products [23] mount the mmWave radio on top of a VR
headset to avoid blockages.● Using specialized equipment. Some prior research [27] pro-
poses to deploy multiple reflectors paired with a custom PHY
protocol design to improve VR performance over mmWave.

The above approaches help but all have limitations. En-
gineering the PHY layer alone is inadequate to handle, e.g.,
the throughput fluctuation incurred by viewers’ fast motion.
Mounting the radio overhead may still incur frequent non-
line-of-sight (NLoS) blockages (e.g., when the viewer looks
up/down, raises arms, or passes through an obstacle). Adding
reflectors to combat NLoS raises the deployment bar and is in-
compatible with commodity mmWave protocols. Even in the
absence of blockage, highly dynamic user mobility can still
cause significant performance drops of mmWave [28, 71, 74].

In this paper, we investigate two complementary, under-
explored dimensions to improve the performance of mmWave-
based immersive content delivery systems: (1) full-body-pose
guided mmWave throughput prediction and (2) joint use of
mmWave and omnidirectional radios. We then integrate them
into a holistic middleware framework called Habitus. At a
high level, Habitus features a judicious cross-layer design
that considers the interplay among viewers’ motion, wire-
less networks, and immersive applications. It creatively lever-
ages features on cheap commodity mobile devices (e.g., dual
802.11ac/ad radios and multi-lens cameras capable of produc-
ing stereo images) for affordable high-quality immersive con-
tent delivery. Habitus is readily deployable without requiring
any change to the existing wireless protocol stack, hardware,
or driver. It is orthogonal to and can co-exist with the three
categories of solutions described above. The key challenges
we face include: (1) the dynamics of viewers’ motion and
mmWave channel incur complex interplay, making accurate
throughput prediction difficult; (2) diverse locations and hu-
man viewers add more complexity in developing a robust
prediction model; even at the same location, the environment
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may change (e.g., a moved chair or a walking spectator); (3)
the heterogeneous characteristics of mmWave and omnidirec-
tional radios make their duet difficult.

Full-body-pose Guided mmWave Throughput Predic-
tion (§4). Over a mmWave link, although the throughput fluc-
tuations cannot be completely avoided, they can potentially
be predicted to improve the quality-of-experience (QoE) of
immersive applications. Habitus utilizes not only the network
information, but also viewers’ motion to predict mmWave
performance. The rationale is that by continuously tracking
the 6-DoF motion, an immersive content delivery system can
estimate the viewer’s future motion trajectory [47, 66, 86],
which can then be mapped to the future mmWave perfor-
mance given the sensitivity of mmWave signal to the physical
environment. In particular, we make a new discovery that
using the viewer’s full-body pose (how a person stands, sits,
or moves as represented by a set of key points associated with
body parts/joints) as features can significantly improve the
throughput prediction accuracy, due to the spatial correla-
tion among body parts during typical human motion [30].
Motivated by the above, we develop a first-of-its-kind frame-
work that predicts mmWave throughput by jointly leveraging
a headset’s 6-DoF motion, the viewer’s body pose, and net-
work information, through a unified machine learning model.
The full-body pose can be captured by a commodity stereo
camera conveniently placed, e.g., next to the WiFi AP.

Reacting to Unseen Changes (§5). Using a pre-trained
model to predict throughput suffers from a key limitation: it
cannot adapt to changes deviating from the training data. We
systematically investigate how various types of changes in
the immersive streaming context impact the prediction accu-
racy of a pre-trained model. Based on the insights, we design
three orthogonal mechanisms for reacting to different types
of unseen changes: (1) offline transfer learning handles large
changes such as switching to a new location/user; (2) on-
line transfer learning updates the model at runtime to tackle
smaller changes such as new motion patterns and environmen-
tal perturbations; (3) we also leverage the stereo camera to
proactively detect/respond to moving objects (e.g., a passing
person) that affect the mmWave performance.

Joint Use of mmWave and Omnidirectional Radios (§6).
Multi-band radio access is a common feature on both mobile
devices and WiFi APs. For example, the Asus ROG Phone
Series [16] support both 802.11ac and ad. Strategically com-
bining them can boost the network performance for metaverse.
We design a lightweight yet effective multipath scheduler for
immersive content delivery over mmWave and omnidirec-
tional radios (802.11ad and ac in our prototype). It employs
two core design ideas. First, it prioritizes the (low-bandwidth
but stable) ac path to guarantee the basic user experience,
and opportunistically leverages (high-bandwidth but fluctuat-
ing) ad whenever possible. Second, it enhances the mmWave
throughput prediction through robust statistical trend analy-
sis [39] to facilitate longer-term throughput forecast.

Implementation (§7). Instead of building a monolithic
application, we develop the above features as a generic, user-
space middleware framework called Habitus. It offers simple
interfaces and data-handling paradigms that are compatible
with a wide range of existing immersive applications. It also
addresses practical system-level challenges, such as accurate
throughput measurement of the highly bursty traffic of immer-
sive content delivery. Habitus consists of 3,541 lines of code
(LoC). To demonstrate its efficacy, we develop two immersive
apps using its API: one is built from scratch in 5.2K LoC; the
other is adapted from a state-of-the-art volumetric streaming
system [47] by only modifying 47 LoC.

Datasets (§4, §5) and Evaluation (§8). We thoroughly
evaluate Habitus through real-world data and deployment.● We conduct IRB-approved data collection involving 10
representative motion patterns at 4 representative indoor loca-
tions from 3 users. This results in a 21-hour dataset that was
used to evaluate Habitus’s prediction framework.●We enhance the above dataset with both static and dynamic
environmental changes in a reproducible manner (e.g., using
a robotic arm to programmatically inject NLoS, see our demo
video [2]), to evaluate Habitus’s reaction to changes.● Using full-body poses reduces 802.11ad throughput predic-
tion error by up to 29% (25%) in MAE (RMSE), compared to
using only 6-DoF head motions. This translates to an average
QoE improvement of 29% for volumetric content delivery.● Habitus effectively responds to unseen changes. The of-
fline transfer learning reduces the model training time by
36% to 55% compared to building the model from scratch
when switching to a new location or user. The online transfer
learning can adapt to a new motion pattern or a typical static
environmental change in 32 secs and 15 secs, respectively.
By proactively detecting and responding to moving objects,
Habitus reduces the volumetric streaming stall by 7%.● Our multipath solution boosts the average volumetric video
quality by 67%, reduces the stall by 64%, and improves the
QoE by 72%, compared to using 802.11ad alone. Compared
to a recent multipath solution for 802.11ac/ad [71], Habitus

reduces the stall by 58% and boosts the quality by 19%.●We conduct another IRB-approved user trial where we col-
lect 12 viewers’ subjective feedback when watching volu-
metric content. The average ratings for 802.11ad only (basic
prediction), 802.11ac+ad (no ad prediction), 802.11ad+ac (ba-
sic ad performance prediction), and the full Habitus system
(with multipath and full-fledged ad prediction) are 2.67, 2.75,
3.08, and 3.50, respectively (in a 1–5 scale).

Habitus represents to our knowledge a first software frame-
work aiming at optimizing the upper-layer network protocol
stack for immersive content delivery (and metaverse applica-
tions in general). This paper makes three-fold contributions:
the design of the Habitus framework; its implementation, eval-
uation, and integration into two volumetric content delivery
systems; and the release of data [6] (802.11ac/ad performance
correlated with full-body motion) and source code [5].
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Figure 1: Spatial heatmap of 802.11ac/ad throughput in a room.

2 Background and Motivation
Despite their great potentials on boosting immersive content
delivery [47, 55], mmWave signals suffer from increased at-
tenuation, mobility, and blockages [65]. In contrast, 802.11ac
operates at the 5GHz band with omnidirectional signal prop-
agation, providing lower but more stable throughput than
802.11ad. In a case study conducted in a personal office (Fig-
ure 3), we investigate how the PHY properties of ac and
ad affect the QoE of immersive content delivery. Using a
smartphone [16] mounted on the user’s head and a volumet-
ric video streaming application [47], we measure the QoE
while the user walks around the room. Results show that us-
ing 802.11ad greatly improves the content quality by 113%,
but also hugely increases the video stall by 502% due to its
fluctuating throughput under user mobility (Figure 1). Our
case study reveals that ac and ad have distinct network per-
formance due to their complementary PHY properties, and
motivates us to strategically combine them to enhance the
QoE of immersive content delivery.

Many studies focus on improving the communication qual-
ity of mmWave on the PHY layer [42, 79, 81], while ignoring
contextual information for immersive content delivery where
a viewer’s full body is constantly in motion. On the other
side, although solutions with application domain knowledge
(e.g., [23, 27]) have shown some effectiveness, they are ei-
ther incompatible with existing PHY-layer protocols [27] or
still suffer from significant LoS blockages [23]. Such a gap
motivates us to propose solutions that judiciously leverage
viewer’s full-body motion to facilitate mmWave performance
forecast, while being compatible to commercial mmWave pro-
tocols (802.11ad, mmWave 5G/6G, etc.) and easily integrable
into diverse immersive applications.

3 Habitus Overview
Habitus is a software framework enabling immersive content
delivery applications to better interact with heterogeneous
off-the-shelf wireless networks. It offers two essential fea-
tures: accurate runtime mmWave throughput prediction and
multipath networking over mmWave (e.g., 802.11 ad) and
omnidirectional radio (e.g., 802.11 ac). We assume that the
bottleneck is the last-mile radio link(s). Figure 2 shows the
workflow of Habitus. As the viewer is watching immersive
content, Habitus collects various features in real-time and
sends them to an edge node. The edge employs a machine
learning model to perform accurate mmWave throughput pre-
dictions. The prediction results are then utilized by the ap-
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Figure 2: The system architecture of Habitus.

plication and Habitus’s multipath scheduler to determine the
appropriate content quality level and how to distribute the
content over diverse radio links, respectively. Habitus works
on top of the transport layer as a middleware. It is ready for
deployment without requiring any changes to the existing
wireless protocol stack, hardware, or drivers.

Developing Habitus brings us several challenges: (1) How
to accurately predict mmWave throughput at runtime?
Due to its sensitivity to blockage and mobility, mmWave
throughput is difficult to predict, especially under user mobil-
ity. (2) How to ensure the robustness of the prediction mod-
els? A pre-trained model may not be able to handle various
unseen changes such as moving to a new location, switching
to a different user, or even smaller environmental perturba-
tions. (3) How to make multipath scheduling efficient and
intelligent? mmWave and omnidirectional radios have their
unique natures. How to strategically use these properties to
facilitate multipath scheduling is another critical problem.

Habitus tackles the above challenges with 3 core designs.● Full-body-pose Guided mmWave Throughput Predic-
tion (§4). Habitus enhances mmWave throughput prediction
by exploiting the viewer’s full-body pose, along with the head-
set’s 6-DoF motion and network information, as the features.
It employs a cheap stereo camera with off-the-shelf computer
vision techniques to capture viewers’ poses. We systemati-
cally demonstrate the benefit of leveraging body pose through
a 21-hour dataset collected at 4 diverse locations.●Reacting to Unseen Changes (§5). Habitus reacts to unseen
changes in training data via three orthogonal approaches: of-
fline transfer learning for location/user changes, online trans-
fer learning for new motion patterns and small environmental
changes, and proactively detecting/responding to moving ob-
jects (e.g., a passing person) affecting mmWave performance.● Joint Use of mmWave and Omnidirectional Radio (§6).
Habitus employs the omnidirectional radio that provides sta-
ble throughput as a basis. It then opportunistically takes ad-
vantage of the fluctuating mmWave radio. It exposes simple,
generic interfaces to a wide range of immersive applications.

4 Full-body-pose Guided mmWave
Throughput Prediction

Habitus utilizes not only the network information, but also
viewers’ motion as features for mmWave throughput predic-
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tion. It is based on our two observations. (1) The fast signal at-
tenuation and vulnerability to LoS blockages make mmWave
throughput highly correlated with the headset’s physical posi-
tion and orientation [65, 83]. Both of them can be predicted
from the viewer’s historical 6-DoF motion trajectory [47]. (2)
Various body parts exhibit spatial correlation [30]. It provides
opportunities to enhance the headset motion prediction, which
can facilitate mmWave throughput prediction.

4.1 Full-body Pose Estimation
Full-body Pose Representation and Retrieval. Typically, a
full-body pose can be represented by a set of key points where
each key point corresponds to a joint/part of the human body.
We represent the viewer’s full-body pose with 15 key points,
covering the nose, neck, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees,
and ankles. More details can be found in Appendix A.1.

Some commercial products (e.g., smart suit [17] and body-
mounted sensors [22]) allow tracking the full-body pose, but
they are expensive and uncomfortable to wear. Habitus instead
employs a cheap and easy-to-deploy approach to capture/track
the viewer’s full-body pose through a stereo camera. It first
applies a machine learning model [29, 31, 33, 34, 60, 68] to
the RGB frame to estimate the 2D key points of the full-body
pose, each comprised of a 2D coordinate and a confidence
value F (0 ≤ F ≤ 1). Habitus then maps the 2D key points to
3D space using the depth map [45] that is generated from
stereo images, and keeps their confidence values unchanged.

Estimating Missing Key Points. In some cases, for ex-
ample, when some parts of the body are outside the stereo
camera’s viewport, we are not able to capture their key points.
We observe from our dataset in §4.2 that for 86% of time, the
ML model can retrieve at least 10 (out of 15) key points. The
90-th percentile, mean, and median duration of a key point’s
missing time are 1s, 0.43s, and 0.07s, respectively. This indi-
cates that in most cases, a key point misses for a very short
duration. We estimate a missing key point’s 3D coordinate on
the fly using a combination two approaches: reusing its most
recently captured 3D coordinate (when the missing period
is short), and linearly extrapolating its coordinate using its
historical trajectory (when the missing period is long). The
detailed design and evaluation can be found in Appendix A.2.

4.2 Data Collection
We perform a first-of-its-kind study on full-body-pose assisted
throughput prediction in real-world settings. We conduct an
IRB-approved data collection involving 10 motion patterns at
4 indoor locations from 3 users, resulting in a 21-hour dataset
consisting of both the network data and viewers’ motion data.
This unique dataset is used to evaluate mmWave throughput
prediction (§4.3), techniques for tackling unseen changes (§5),
and the Habitus system (§8).

4 Indoor Locations. We investigate 4 representative indoor
locations with diverse environments (Figure 3). More details
can be found in Appendix A.3. 3 Users. We recruit 3 users

Patterns Description

S1
The user stands in the center of the room, turning
around in a clockwise direction.

S2
The user stands in the center of the room, turning
around in a counterclockwise direction.

S3 The user walks around in a clockwise direction.

S4
The user walks around in a counterclockwise
direction in a normal speed.

S5 The same as S4, but in a slow speed.
S6 The same as S4, but in a fast speed.

S7
A chair occupies the front place of the access point.
The user walks around in a counterclockwise direction.

S8
The same as S3, but the user does not change the
orientation of his/her head.

S9
The same as S4, but the user does not change the
orientation of his/her head.

S10
The user walks around following the walking trace
in S7, but there is no chair.

Table 1: User motion patterns.

with different heights (1.6m, 1.7m, and 1.8m) and genders (1
female and 2 males) to collect data in all the four locations.
10 Motion Patterns. We consider 10 representative motion
patterns when watching immersive contents [47] and summa-
rize them in Table 1. For each motion pattern, we repeat data
collection three times.

Dataset Overview. Our dataset consists of 12 {Location,
User}-specific sub-datasets, each having 30 (10 motion pat-
terns×3 repeats) data traces. The duration of each data trace
is 120 secs and the time granularity of each data point is 1/60
secs. Our dataset consists of not only the network informa-
tion (throughput and signal strength of both 802.11ac and
802.11ad), but also users’ motion information (i.e., 6-DoF
motion of users’ headsets and users’ full-body pose, see §4.1).
Across all data traces, the average 802.11ad throughput varies
from 275 to 886 Mbps, with the standard deviation rang-
ing from 85 to 358 Mbps. Meanwhile, the average 802.11ac
throughput varies from 175 to 378 Mbps, with the standard
deviation ranging from 26 to 86 Mbps. The highest through-
put of 802.11ad only achieves 2.34× of 802.11ac due to the
limitation of our hardware setup.

Hardware Setup. We take Personal Office in Figure 3 as
an example. For the edge, we set up a desktop PC with two
network interfaces (NICs) at the corner of the room. It has an
Intel Core i9-10900X CPU @ 3.70GHz, an NVIDIA 2080Ti
GPU, and 32GB memory. Each NIC is connected to an access
point by a 1-Gbps Ethernet cable, one [19] for 802.11ac and
the other [13] for 802.11ad. The two1 APs reside on the floor
side-by-side. A stereo camera [24] is installed on the wall and
connected to the PC via a USB 3.0 cable. It captures users’
motion as RGB-D videos at up to 100 FPS. For the client
device, users wear a headset [11] for collecting 6-DoF motion
of their heads. We mount a smartphone [16] that supports both
802.11ac/ad on the headset to collect network information.

1Ideally one access point is able to handle both ac and ad. We use two
access points due to the 1-Gbps speed limitation of our Ethernet cables.
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Figure 3: Data collection locations (from left to right: Personal Office, Living Room, University Office, and Meeting Room).

We use the same hardware setup for all four locations.
Data Collection Methodology. On the client side, the

smartphone establishes two TCP connections with the edge
over 802.11ac and 802.11ad, respectively. It performs bulk
download from the edge through both paths, and measures
the throughput and signal strength (in terms of RSSI). The
headset keeps sending the 6-DoF to the smartphone by UDP
over 802.11ac. Meanwhile, on the edge side, the desktop
PC keeps sending the most recent RGB-D frame ID captured
by the stereo camera to the smartphone through UDP over
802.11ac for data synchronization purpose (see next).

Data Synchronization and Post-processing. During data
collection, the smartphone logs all the information (generated
by itself or received from the headset/edge) except the RGB-D
video that is recorded at the edge. Since all the devices are in
close proximity, the UDP one-way delay is negligible (≤ 2ms)
so different pieces of data are properly synchronized. We use
zed-openpose [26] (which consumes the RGB-D video) to es-
timate the user’s body pose offline. The pose is synchronized
with other information through the RGB-D frame ID, which
is recorded by the client at runtime. For key point extraction,
we set the input resolution to 320×240 and keep it consistent
in our implementation (§7).

4.3 Prediction Methodology and Evaluation
We first formulate our prediction task. Let GC denote the
feature vector at time C, HC denote the predicted through-
put at time C, ΔC denote the time granularity, and M de-
note the prediction model. Assuming that we perform pre-
diction at time C0, we have .C0 ,< = M(-C0 ,=) where where
-C0 ,= = [GC0−(=−1)×ΔC ,GC0−(=−2)×ΔC , ...,GC0−1×ΔC ,GC0 ] is the fea-
ture sequence within a history window (hw) =, and

.C0 ,< =

(
[HC0+<×ΔC ] or
[HC0+1×ΔC , HC0+2×ΔC , ..., HC0+(<−1)×ΔC , HC0+<×ΔC ]

can be either a single predicted value after a prediction
window (pw) < or a predicted sequence within the pw <

where HC0+8×ΔC (1 ≤ 8 ≤ <) corresponds to a future timestamp
C0+ 8×ΔC. The hw (pw) in secs is computed as =×ΔC (<×ΔC).

Habitus uses the full-body pose by taking the coordinates
and confidence values (§4.1) of its key points as important
features to the mmWave throughput prediction models. We in-
vestigate 5 different models from recent studies on mmWave
throughput prediction [28,63]. We customize them to our pre-
diction task by tuning the model architecture and the parame-
ters. We list them as follows. (1) Gradient Boosting Decision
Tree (GBDT) [63]. Our GBDT model has 100 estimators,
bounded by a depth of size 3. It takes -C0 ,1 as the input and

predicts a single throughput value .C0 ,<. (2) Fully-connected
Neural Network (BP) and Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [28]. BP8 is a fully-connected neural network with
3 hidden layers, each with 40 neurons. It takes -C0 ,8 as the
input and predicts a single throughput value .C0 ,1. RNN8 and
RNN20 have the same network architecture, i.e., a recurrent
neural network with 3 hidden layers, each with 8 or 20 neu-
rons. They take -C0 ,8 and -C0 ,20 as the input, respectively, and
both predict a single throughput value .C0 ,1. (3) Sequence-to-
sequence Learning (Seq2Seq) [37, 63, 75, 77]. Our Seq2Seq
model has a single-layer LSTM encoder-decoder architecture
with 128 hidden units. It takes -C0 ,= as the input and predicts
future throughput sequence .C0 ,< where < = 2×=.

We use our dataset (§4.2) to train/evaluate the above models
{w/, w/o} the full-body pose as extra features. We perform
10-fold cross-validation for each model on each {Location,
User}’s dataset, and quantify their prediction errors by mean
absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE).
For Seq2Seq, to fairly compare it with the other models, we
only use the value HC0+?F in its predicted sequence. We use
three prediction windows (pw) of {0.5, 1, 2} secs.

Figure 4 shows the average MSE and RMSE for different
models across all {Location, User}’s datasets when ?F=1 sec.
The model trained with (without) full-body pose is denoted
as Model w/ Pose (Model) in Figure 4. We also normalize
the prediction error by the average 802.11ad throughput (493
Mbps) of our dataset. We have four observations here. (1)
Seq2Seq w/ Pose achieves the lowest prediction error: 31 (47)
Mbps in MAE (RMSE). (2) Leveraging full-body pose as
extra features effectively reduces the prediction error for all
the models. The reduction ranges from 5% (GBDT) to 29%
(RNN20) in MAE and 5% (GBDT) to 25% (RNN20) in RMSE.
This quantitatively confirms that leveraging spatial correla-
tion among body parts helps boost the throughput prediction
accuracy under viewers’ constant motion. (3) Although not
shown, the benefit of leveraging full-body pose is similar in
both simple (i.e., Personal Office and Living Room) and com-
plex (i.e., University Office and Meeting Room) environments.
(4) Deep learning models of prior work [28] (RNN20, RNN8,
BP8) do not necessarily outperform the non-deep-learning
model (GBDT). This is likely because those in [28] are de-
signed for limited motion (2-DoF) as opposed to the complex
6-DoF motion in real-world settings. We confirm that the
above findings also hold for pw=0.5s and pw=2.0s.

5 Reacting to Unseen Changes
In this section, we investigate how the throughput prediction
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Figure 4: Prediction error of different models {w/, w/o} full-body
pose as extra features, ?F = 1 sec.

models developed in §4 react to changes unseen in the training
data. This is an important aspect we must consider since the
changes are common in practice (e.g., new motion patterns, a
chair being moved in the room, another person passing by).
We then develop solutions to tackle these changes.

5.1 Measurement Methodology
Recall from §4.3 that we train a model for a particular user’s
motion patterns in the environment of a particular location.
Therefore, a change to any of the above factors may degrade
the model’s prediction accuracy. We first define these changes.
C1: New Location. The dimensions, interior design, and fur-
nishings of locations differ vastly, as do the locations of the
AP and camera. These variations can significantly impact the
behavior of mmWave signal propagation [67, 72, 81, 91]. C2:
New User. Users differ in their shape and height, resulting in
variations of their body poses used by the model. C3: New
Motion Patterns. Even for the same user at the same location,
a new motion pattern may lead to unseen trajectories of the
head’s motion or the body’s pose. C4: Static Environmen-
tal Changes such as furniture being moved and even small
objects being manipulated can affect the mmWave signal
propagation [81,91]. C5: Dynamic Environmental Changes
are similar to C4 except that the object(s) that perturb the
environment are in motion. A representative scenario is that,
people as passerby(s) or spectator(s) can temporarily block
the LoS and henceforth cause a throughput drop.

We next describe how to measure the impact of the above
changes. For a given change⇠, we construct three datasets T⌫,
T𝐴, and E𝐴. T⌫ and T𝐴 contain the training data before and
after ⇠, respectively; E𝐴 contains the testing data collected
after ⇠ for evaluating the impact. We use T⌫ and T𝐴 to train
two modelsM⌫ andM𝐴, respectively, using Seq2seq w/ Pose
with the same hyper-parameters. Next, we testM⌫ andM𝐴

using E𝐴, and calculate the corresponding MAE as MAE𝐴
⌫

and MAE𝐴
𝐴 respectively. Then the impact of ⇠ on the through-

put prediction accuracy is calculated as MAE𝐴
⌫−MAE𝐴

𝐴. The
tradeoff here is accuracy vs. training overhead: MAE𝐴

𝐴 gives
the best accuracy but requires retraining the model; MAE𝐴

⌫
reuses the old model at the cost of degraded accuracy.

We now describe how to construct T⌫, T𝐴, and E𝐴 for C1
to C5. Recall from §4.2 that our dataset is divided into (3
users) × (4 locations) = 12 groups (i.e., sub-datasets), and
each group contains traces of 10 motion patterns. Also, each

group’s traces are randomly split into training (70%) and
testing (30%). Since a model is created for a given (user D,
location ;) pair, we measure the impact on a per-group basis,
and then average the impact across all groups. For C1, for a
given group (D, ;), T⌫ consists of the training data of (D, ;);
T𝐴 and E𝐴 contain the training and testing data of ∪;′<; (D, ;′),
respectively. For C2, it is similar to C1 except that T𝐴 and E𝐴

belonging to ∪D′<D (D′, ;). For C3, the three sets all belong to
the same (D, ;) pair but they contain different motion patterns:
T𝐴 contains all 10 motion patterns; we remove one motion
pattern 4 from T⌫, and only keep 4 in E𝐴. We repeat the
above measurement 10 times, each time using one of the
10 motion patterns as 4. For C4 and C5, the three sets all
belong to the same (D, ;) pair, but we physically introduce the
environmental changes and then recollect data for T𝐴 and E𝐴,
as elaborated next.

We inject two static environmental changes (C4) and study
them separately: (1) move four chairs in the room to fixed
places (Figure 6 Left), and (2) put four large packages on
designated spots. Then we ask the same users to exercise
the same motion patterns (as those in T⌫) as if there were
no environmental change (we ensure that the changes do not
block any motion pattern). Injecting a dynamic change (C5)
in a reproducible manner requires a more sophisticated setup.
We use a robotic arm to move a box covered by aluminum foil
back and forth between two designated spots to periodically
introduce NLoS (Figure 6 Right). The box size and aluminum
foil thickness are determined through a separate controlled
experiment (details in Appendix §B) to mimic real humans
in terms of NLoS-incurred throughput degradation. In this
way, we programmatically emulate a passerby intermittently
causing NLoS (demo video [2]). We study C4 and C5 only at
University Office due to setup complexity.

5.2 Measurement Results and Insights
Figure 5 plots the impact of C1 to C5 on the mmWave
throughput prediction accuracy. The two Y axes show both
the absolute MAE growth (MAE𝐴

⌫−MAE𝐴
𝐴) and the relative

growth (normalized by the average 802.11ad throughput in
our dataset). We highlight our findings next.

A new location incurs the highest impact. C1 degrades
the model’s accuracy by 19% (93 Mbps) on average. It reveals
that the physical property of mmWave and its throughput dis-
tribution in a location is the fundamental knowledge learned
by our model. Since the indoor location, characterized by
its room layout, surface materials, furniture arrangement, etc.
plays a dominant role in determining the mmWave propa-
gation, changing the location will reshape the throughput
distribution at different 3D coordinates.

A new user incurs a moderate impact. C2 increases the
average MAE by 8% (38 Mbps). The impact is lower than
that of C1, but still non-negligible. This suggests that our
model also learns how a user’s motion affects the throughput
received by the headset. Changing the user alters the relative
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Robotic Arm

ChangeChange

Figure 5: Impact of changes on the model pre-
diction accuracy (Seq2seq w/ Pose, ?F = 1 sec).

Figure 6: Static (left) and dynamic (right)
environmental changes, from AP’s view.

Figure 7: mmWave throughput drop caused
by dynamic changes (C5) in our demo [2].

positions among the key points used by our model; it also
changes the trajectory that the headset can reach even with the
same motion pattern. Both degrade the model’s accuracy. Nev-
ertheless, the impact is lower than C1 because the throughput
distribution, mostly shaped by the surrounding environment,
largely remains consistent.

New motion patterns and static/dynamic environmental
changes may incur a small impact. Upon C3, C4, and C5,
our model’s prediction accuracy only drops marginally, by
4%, 3%, 4% (20, 17, 19 Mbps) on average, respectively. The
primary reason is that the changes are spatially small (C3
and C4) or temporarily short (C5). For C3, a new motion
pattern oftentimes has positions overlapped with old ones,
making the previously learned knowledge relevant. For our
C4 instances, the moved chairs and packages usually do not
incur additional NLoS. Our C5 instance does incur NLoS, but
the overall impact is small due to its short duration (Figure 7).
Note that, however, an environmental change may cause a
big mmWave performance impact (e.g., there are apparent
blockages near the mmWave AP). Users of Habitus (and any
mmWave system in general) should avoid such scenarios.

5.3 Methods of Handling Changes
The results in §5.2 suggest that besides taking the time-
consuming approach of retraining a model from scratch,
Habitus may adopt different strategies to tackle changes. We
next introduce three orthogonal mechanisms. The first two
(offline/online transfer learning) adopt the concept of homo-
geneous transfer learning [51,59,93] that transfers the knowl-
edge learned from a past experience to a new setting. The
two properties below make transfer learning a desirable so-
lution. (1) Before and after the change, the feature space
(i.e., mmWave signal strength and throughput, 6-DoF mo-
tion, full-body pose) remains the same but their distributions
(or domains) may differ [93]; (2) before and after a change,
there is invariant knowledge (e.g., the physical property of
mmWave and the throughput distribution in certain positions)
that can be reused. The third mechanism promptly handles
C5 by fusing real-time computer vision into Habitus.

Offline Transfer Learning. For C1 and C2, given their
infrequency and non-negligible impact on the model’s perfor-
mance, collecting data under the new setting to update old the
model before using it helps mitigate large prediction accuracy
drops. Specifically, when switching to a new location or a new
user, Habitus asks the (new) user to exercise motion patterns

(e.g., those in Table 1) in the (new) location while measur-
ing the mmWave bandwidth and collecting input features. A
typical data collection only needs 1 to 2 minutes (see §8.5).
Habitus then uses the collected training data to update the old
model before starting streaming for the new user or location.

Online Transfer Learning. To handle C3 to C5 (and also
C1, C2), since they occur much more frequently with usually
a much smaller accuracy impact, Habitus can collect data
under the new setting and update the model on-the-fly. Unlike
offline transfer learning, online transfer learning does not
incur additional data collection overhead and is transparent
to users. Specifically, during a streaming session, Habitus

updates the model in consecutive epochs. Epoch 8 produces
a new model "8 and a set of training data samples ⇡8 (input
features and the measured ground truth mmWave throughput).
Habitus also maintains a global training dataset ⇡⌧ . At the
beginning of Epoch 8, Habitus (1) sets the current model for
throughput prediction to "8−1; (2) appends ⇡8−1 to ⇡⌧ , and
start using ⇡⌧ to update "8−1; (3) start collecting ⇡8 that
will be used to update "8 in Epoch 8 + 1. To bootstrap the
above process, Epoch 0 only collects ⇡0 for a fixed period
of 10 secs. To avoid ⇡⌧ becoming too large, Habitus limits
⇡⌧ to contain only data collected in the recent 5 minutes. We
tune the batch size (64) to balance each epoch’s convergence
speed and the total model copy overhead after epochs. We
also apply a small learning rate (0.001) given that we are
fine-tuning the model rather than training it from scratch.

Vision-based Dynamic Change Handling. We find that
even online transfer learning is too slow to react to C5. We
thus devise a heuristic-based design to improve the respon-
siveness. The idea is to leverage the stereo camera, which
already belongs to Habitus’s infrastructure, to visually cap-
ture dynamic changes and penalize the predicted mmWave
throughput accordingly. Specifically, we focus on the most
common dynamic change: a person temporarily blocks the
LoS between the viewer and mmWave AP. During a stream-
ing session, the edge performs continuous human detec-
tion [25, 32, 78]. If a passerby is detected (we know the
viewer’s position so the viewer will not be confused with
the passerby), Habitus uses the detected 3D bounding box,
the known position of the mmWave AP, and 6-DoF motion re-
ported by the headset, to determine if the passerby is causing
NLoS or may cause NLoS in the near future by examining
the distance from the bounding box center to the LoS be-
tween the viewer and AP. If so, Habitus adds an empirical
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penalty to the mmWave throughput ⌫03 predicted by the
model: ⌫′03 = − B<0G−B

B<0G−B<8=
×⌫03 where B is the observed sig-

nal strength; B<8= and B<0G denote the typical indoor signal
strength range (empirically set to -70 and -30 dBm, respec-
tively). We evaluate the above three methods in §8.6.

6 System Design of Habitus

We now detail the system design of Habitus that leverages the
functionalities introduced in §4 and §5 as building blocks.

As shown in Figure 2, except the client-side feature collec-
tor, all the other components of Habitus reside on the edge.
This helps minimize the energy consumption and heat dissi-
pation on client devices.2 The choice of the edge is flexible.
It can be either a user’s own desktop PC, or an edge node
co-located with a mmWave 5G base station (e.g., AWS wave-
length [1]). The edge also acts as a proxy by forwarding the
client’s requests to the server and the server’s streamed con-
tent to the client. Habitus supports both client request and
server push. Our prototype uses the former.

6.1 Application Interface
Habitus jointly utilizes mmWave and omnidirectional radios
(802.11ad and 802.11ac in our prototype) to deliver immersive
content. It exposes simple interfaces to applications.● Through a callback, Habitus keeps informing the application
of the two radio links’ aggregated bandwidth. The application
should ensure that its actual streaming bitrate does not over-
shoot the aggregated bandwidth. The bandwidth update is at
a fast pace (e.g., 30 FPS) to match the viewer’s fast motion.● The application streams immersive contents on a per data
block basis, which can be flexibly defined by the application
based on its semantics. Each block can be independently de-
coded. We use examples in 6.4 to show that our block-based
paradigm is aligned with the design of many existing im-
mersive apps (e.g., 360° videos, volumetric videos, and VR).
When the client requests for (or the server pushes) a block, it
uses Habitus API to attach two parameters: the block’s prior-
ity and playback deadline. Habitus forwards the blocks based
on their playback deadline in a FIFO manner, and distributes
high-priority and low-priority blocks over the omnidirectional
and mmWave radios, respectively. The rationale is that the
omnidirectional radio is more reliable, so high-priority blocks
get a higher chance of being delivered (and hence decoded
and rendered) before its deadline than low-priority blocks.

6.2 Utilizing mmWave Throughput Prediction
Habitus exercises multipath content delivery in two steps. It
first estimates the aggregated network bandwidth by treating
the multipath ac/ad connections as one logical connection.
Second, it splits the block stream over ac and ad paths. We
now detail the first step, and describe the second step in §6.3.

2For example, in our experiment, running our Seq2Seq model (§4.3) on
the ROG phone II [16] for only two minutes will trigger an overheating issue.

Recall that the predicted throughput of 802.11ad, denoted
as ⌫03 , can be obtained from our mmWave throughput predic-
tion model (§4, §5). The 802.11ac throughput, ⌫02, is much
more stable and largely not affected by the environment. We
therefore simply use the harmonic mean of a past window of
5 secs to predict ⌫02. Then Habitus predicts the aggregated
capacity as ⌫02 + 2×⌫03 . We use 2, which we call the trend-
aware coefficient, to further enhance the 802.11ad throughput
prediction by considering the trend of a finite horizon in the
future as produced by our model (§4.3). The idea is to analyze
the monotonic trend of the predicted throughput sequence. If
the trend is increasing (decreasing), we can use the 802.11ad
link aggressively (conservatively).

To derive 2, Habitus first uses Cox-Stuart Test [39, 70], a
lightweight, non-parametric approach, to determine the trend
(increase, decrease, or neither). Its details are in Appendix C.
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Next, Habitus uses the above formula to compute 2 by averag-
ing the future changes in the predicted throughput sequence
{I8}. â(G) = 1 iff G is true (otherwise 0), and = is the length
of the predicted throughput sequence. The formula splits the
sequence into two sub-sequences in the middle, and com-
putes the normalized increase (decrease) of the second sub-
sequence compared to the first one, on a per-element basis.
The normalized changes are then averaged. We empirically set
the lower and upper bound of 2 to 0.5 and 1.25, respectively.

6.3 Multipath Scheduling
Upon receiving the block stream from the server, Habitus

splits it over 802.11ac and ad paths. Regarding the splitting
mechanism, a straightforward solution is MPTCP [41] or its
variants for wireless networks [48, 71, 82]. We reject this
design due to three reasons. First, MPTCP exposes to the
upper layer a single logical connection whose byte stream is
delivered in-order; Habitus instead decouples the two paths
that independently deliver blocks. Second, adapting MPTCP’s
scheduler to Habitus requires kernel modifications. Third,
MPTCP is known to cause issues on ad/ac (e.g., throughput
drops over ad due to periodical network scans on ac [71]).

To avoid the above issues, Habitus establishes two single-
path connections3 and performs scheduling in the user space.
The scheduling logic is straightforward: transmitting high-
priority and low-priority blocks over 802.11ac and ad, respec-
tively, with the reason explained in §6.1. Specifically, the
server sends to Habitus’s edge node the metadata (headers)

3Our prototype uses TCP. A better design would be using QUIC [54] to
avoid head-of-line blocking across blocks within a path under packet losses.
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of multiple blocks with the same playback deadline in a sin-
gle bundle, followed by parallel streams of individual blocks’
content. As the blocks’ content arrives, the edge distributes
them over the two paths according to their priority fields in
the metadata and each path’s estimated bandwidth. A block
only usually uses one path, but a small number of blocks
may be split over both paths if one path’s bandwidth budget
is insufficient. Once a block arrives at the client, it will be
immediately passed to the application for decoding and ren-
dering. The server-side transmission, edge-side forwarding,
and client-side reception are pipelined.

6.4 Example Use Cases of Immersive Apps
Habitus can be easily integrated with a wide range of immer-
sive applications and content formats as exemplified below.

360° Videos. State-of-the-art 360° video systems [46, 80,
90] spatially segment each panoramic video chunk into tiles.
Tiles are selectively transmitted based on the viewport. Each
tile naturally maps to a block in Habitus, and its priority can be
set to the probability that it will appear in the viewport. Many
existing systems already have this metric calculated [35, 66].

Volumetric Videos. The above viewport adaptation tech-
nique and henceforth the block/priority assignment also ap-
plies to volumetric videos, where a 2D tile becomes a 3D cube
consisting of 3D points. Alternatively, since each volumetric
frame consists of unstructured points, it can be arbitrarily split
into multiple layers each constituting a block in Habitus. A
“base layer” with a low-density point cloud can be assigned a
high priority; one or more “enhancement layers” each encom-
passing additional details can be assigned lower priorities.4

Generic VR. Networked VR systems either stream raw
3D models [55, 57, 88, 89] or rendered 2D scenes [36, 58].
Depending on the content format, a block can be either a 3D
model (or part of it) or a rendered 2D patch. The are several
studies/systems on determining the priority of VR content,
such as those based on foreground/background [53, 57, 85],
the viewing distance [44, 61], and user gaze behaviors [36].

7 Implementation
Our implementation consists of three parts: (1) the main
Habitus middleware in 3.5K LoC; (2) a 802.11 throughput
measurement module plugged into Habitus; (3) two sample
applications using the Habitus API (5.2K LoC, 4.4K LoC).

The Main Habitus System is implemented in C++ and
Python. We use ROG Phone II [16] and plug it into a low-end
VR headset [7] (costs $26) as the client-side device and the
same server used in §4.2 as the edge node. On the client side,
we use Linux iw [10] to monitor 802.11 signal strength; we
use ARCore [3] for 6-DoF motion tracking (based on IMU
and camera data [4]). On the edge side, we use PyTorch-
1.10.0 [15] for training and transferring our models. For in-
ference, we save the models in TorchScript [18] for C++ ex-

4A similar concept called Scalable Video Encoding (SVC [73]) can be
applied to 2D content, albeit at a higher encoding overhead.

ecution. We implement the body pose estimator over zed-
openpose [26], using a pre-trained model [14, 34] to detect
2D poses. We pipeline the body pose estimation stages (cap-
ture, 2D detection, 2D-to-3D mapping). We use the object
detection module in ZED SDK 3.8.2 [25] to detect passersby.

802.11 Throughput Measurement Module. Compared to
traditional 2D video traffic, immersive content traffic is highly
bursty [36, 47, 55]. This poses several challenges for 802.11
(in particular, mmWave) throughput measurement. We thus
implement an 802.11 throughput measurement module using
Libpcap-1.10.1 [8]. We detail its design in Appendix D.1.

Two Volumetric Streaming Applications using Habitus.
To demonstrate how Habitus can benefit real immersive ap-
plications, we build two volumetric (point cloud) streaming
systems with different logic and complexity using the Habitus

API. The first app (App1) employs layered encoding of point
clouds (§6.4) so each data block corresponds to a (frame,
layer) pair. The second app (App2) performs viewport adap-
tation (§6.4) by spatially segmenting each frame (i.e., point
cloud) into cubical cells, so each data block constitutes a
(frame, cell) pair. We build the first app from scratch in 5.2K
LoC, and the second app replicating ViVo [47], a state-of-the-
art, visibility-aware volumetric streaming system. For ViVo,
we only change 47 LoC for Habitus integration. Both apps are
equipped with the same bitrate adaptation algorithm whose
details can be found in Appendix D.2.

8 Evaluation
8.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset, Devices, and Models. We use the dataset collected
in §4.2 for our controlled experiments. The devices are the
same as those used in §7 and §4.2. In §8.2, we use {GBDT,
BP8, RNN8, RNN20, Seq2Seq} {w/, w/o} Pose models, and
three prediction windows (pw): {0.5, 1, 2} secs. Experiments
in other sections use Seq2Seq {w/, w/o} Pose with pw=1 sec.

Controlled Experiments. To ensure the reproducibility,
during our controlled experiments, we replay the headset’s 6-
DoF motion traces and the signal strength traces on the smart-
phone, which is connected to the edge via real 802.11ac/ad
links. On the edge side, we replay the RGB-D videos for
online full-body pose estimation. We emulate ac/ad through-
put traces by Linux tc [9]. We fix the smartphone static in
LoS to the 802.11ad AP to keep a good mmWave signal for
throughput emulation. We do not add additional RTT since
the client already connects to the edge via real wireless links.

Volumetric Videos. We use three point-cloud-based vol-
umetric videos (denoted as V1, V2, and V3, respectively)
throughout our evaluation. {V1, V2, V3} has {2612, 2700,
3000} frames ({∼87, 90, 100} secs), respectively. Each frame
of them is split into 64 data blocks (§6.1) and details can
be found in §7 and Appendix D.2. All the videos are at 30
FPS, encoded into ten quality levels. The highest bitrates are
{570, 687, 738} Mbps for {V1, V2, V3}, respectively. Unless
otherwise mentioned, the results reported in the remainder of
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Figure 8: Per motion pattern QoE im-
provement of Seq2Seq w/ Pose over
Seq2Seq w/o Pose.

Figure 9: Per location QoE im-
provement of Seq2Seq w/ Pose
over Seq2Seq w/o Pose.

Figure 10: Quality vs. Stall of
Habitus variants.

Figure 11: Subjective
ratings of 12 users.

this section are generated using all three videos.
Roadmap and Metrics. §8.2 evaluates 802.11ad through-

put prediction error reduction brought by full-body pose. §8.3
focuses on the QoE improvement brought by full-body pose.
We assess the QoE using the QoE model for point cloud
from [88]. It is a linear combination of frame quality, inter-
frame & intra-frame quality switch, and stall. §8.4 and §8.7
evaluate the end-to-end performance (quality and stall) of
Habitus. §8.5 conducts a user study to examine real users’
QoE. §8.6 evaluates how our design handles unseen changes.
§8.8 provides additional micro benchmarks. Except for §8.7,
we use App1 in §7 (details in Appendix D.2) for evaluation.

8.2 802.11ad Throughput Prediction Error
Recall that in §4.3, we perform 10-fold cross validation for
{GBDT, BP8, RNN8, RNN20, Seq2Seq} {w/, w/o} Pose models
on each {Location, User}’s dataset, with three pws {0.5, 1, 2}
secs. As Figure 4 shows, leveraging full-body pose effectively
reduces mmWave throughput prediction error for all these
models, ranging from 5% (GBDT) to 29% (RNN20) in MAE
and 5% (GBDT) to 25% (RNN20) in RMSE, respectively.

8.3 QoE over 802.11ad Network
We evaluate how full-body pose guided mmWave throughput
prediction improves App1’s QoE through controlled experi-
ments. First, for each {Location, User}, we train a Seq2Seq
w/ Pose and a Seq2Seq w/o Pose model, respectively. We
then run App1 over a single-path 802.11ad network. For each
data trace, we run the experiment twice, using Seq2Seq {w/,
w/o} Pose model, respectively. We log the quality for each
data block (§8.1) and the stall for each frame to assess the
QoE. Figure 8 shows the QoE improvement by leveraging
full-body pose for each motion pattern across all data traces.
We have two findings. First, leveraging full-body pose ef-
fectively improves the QoE by 29% on average for all our
motion patterns. Second, the QoE improvement varies across
different motion patterns, from 13.30% (S1) to 45.82% (S6).
The full-body pose does not help much for S1, S2, S8, and
S9. This is due to two reasons. First, in S1 and S2, the user
does not make translational movement; this reduces the effec-
tiveness of the pose. Second, in S8 and S9, the LoS between
the smartphone and the 802.11ad AP is well maintained; this
makes the throughput prediction easier compared to other
motion patterns. Figure 9 presents the QoE improvement for
each location in Figure 3. The QoE improvement remains

Variant Predict ad? trend-aware? Scheduler
ac No N/A single-path ac
ad No N/A single-path ad

Simple No N/A ours in §6.3
Pro Seq2Seq w/o Pose Yes ours in §6.3
Full Seq2Seq w/ Pose Yes ours in §6.3

Table 2: Habitus variants.
similar between simple (Personal Office and Living Room)
and complex locations (University Office and Meeting Room).

8.4 End-to-end Performance of Habitus
We evaluate the end-to-end performance, including the con-
tent quality and stall, of diverse Habitus variants using all
{Location, User}’s data and App1 in §7.

Habitus Variants. Table 2 summarizes 5 Habitus variants.
We consider two single-path variants, ac and ad, that only
schedule data to ac and ad, respectively, without ad through-
put prediction. We also consider three multipath variants, all
using the multipath scheduler from §6.3: the Simple variant
does not utilize 802.11ad throughput prediction; the Pro and
Full variant apply the Seq2Seq w/o Pose and Seq2Seq w/ Pose
model, respectively, for ad throughput prediction. Both Pro
and Full enable the trend-aware feature (§6.2). As shown in
Figure 10, compared to ac and ad, Simple boosts the quality
(normalized by the highest quality level) by 127.88% and
40.36%, respectively. Simple incurs a much higher stall com-
pared to ac because the ad network is highly fluctuating and
Simple blindly uses it without predicting its future condition.
Compared to Simple, Pro boosts the quality by 7.75% and
reduces the stall by 44.25%, thanks to the ad throughput pre-
diction and the trend-aware multipath scheduler. Compared
to Pro, Full enhances the ad throughput prediction accuracy
by using full-body poses, leading to a further stall reduction
of 20.55% and video quality improvement of 10.58%.

Habitus vs. Existing Approaches. We compare Habitus

with MuSher [71], a recently proposed MPTCP scheduler
for ac/ad networks. Musher periodically probes the ratio be-
tween the current ad and ac throughput, and splits the traffic
accordingly. In each probe, it tries to increase and decrease
the radio, and greedily selects the direction to move based on
the aggregated ac/ad throughput measurement. It also has a
SCAN component to mitigate the negative impact of network
scanning and a BLOCKAGE component to accelerate TCP
congestion window recovery after an ad blockage event.

We implement MuSher’s scheduling algorithm in the appli-
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cation layer. We plug it into Habitus and denote it as MuSher-
VR. We do not implement the SCAN component because we
use establish separate TCP connections over ac/ad links so
network scans on one interface do not affect the other one.
We repeat the same experiment on MuSher-VR.As shown in
Figure 10, compared to MuSher-VR, Habitus (Full) signifi-
cantly reduces the stall by 58.24% and boosts the quality by
18.52%. Habitus outperforms MuSher-VR due to two reasons.
First, MuSher-VR incurs stalls when it aggressively probes
the scheduling ratio by scheduling more data to one path than
its actual capacity. Habitus instead takes a prediction-based
approach to avoid the stall caused by aggressive probing. Sec-
ond, Habitus prioritizes using the ac path and opportunisti-
cally uses the ad path if possible. In contrast, MuSher-VR
lacks such prioritization. It schedules the data to the ac/ad
paths based on a calculated ratio that ideally should converge
to the ratio between ac/ad throughput. However, under the
constant movement of the viewer, the actual instantaneous ra-
tio may significantly deviate from the calculated ratio, leading
to stalls or under-utilizing the ad path.

8.5 User Study
We conduct an IRB-approved user study at University Office
(Figure 3) to assess real users’ QoE when using App1 (§7).
We recruit 12 users with various demographics.5 We let each
user watch a video randomly selected from our test videos
and then subjectively rate the watching experience through 5
choices {1=very bad, 2=bad, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=very good}.
Each user performs the above assessment four times. Each
time, we randomly plug a Habitus variant into App1. We
consider four variants: ad, Simple, Pro, and Full as listed in
Table 2. Before each user’s trial begins, we collect 2 minutes’
worth of data from the user to transfer a pre-trained model to
the user. We let the user wear a low-end VR headset [7] with
a ROG Phone II plugged into it. The user can freely make
6-DoF motions in the room during the study. As shown
in Figure 11, compared to {ad, Simple, Pro}, Full improves
the average subjective rating by {0.83, 0.67, 0.42} (in the
scale of 1 to 5), respectively. Note that the best scheme (Full)
has an average rating of 3.50 (between fair and good), likely
because of the hardware limitation of the VR headset (costs
$26) compared to a full-fledged VR headset.

8.6 Handling Unseen Changes
We evaluate the three techniques introduced in §5.3 for han-
dling unseen changes. We reuse the datasets {T⌫, T𝐴, E𝐴}
and models {M⌫,M𝐴} introduced in §5.1. The experiments
use the Seq2Seq w/ Pose model on an NVIDIA 1660Ti GPU.

Offline Transfer Learning. For C1 and C2, we compare
the training time between (1) transferring fromM⌫ to eM⌫→𝐴

and (2) training a new model eM𝐴 from scratch after the

5Gender: Male: 7, Female: 5; Height: <1.65m: 3, 1.65-1.75m: 5, >1.75m:
4. The subjects’ ages vary between 20 and 30. 8 out of them do not have
prior experience on watching volumetric videos.
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change. eM⌫→𝐴 and eM𝐴 denote the transferred model and
the built-from-scratch model, respectively. For both eM⌫→𝐴

and eM𝐴, we use ?% ∈ {100,80,60,40,20}% of the samples in
T𝐴 to transfer (train) them. Their training stops when the pre-
diction accuracy evaluated on E𝐴 reaches MAE𝐴

𝐴 (i.e.,M𝐴’s
prediction accuracy on E𝐴). We find that the training always
converges even when ? is as low as 20%. We show the mea-
sured training time in Figure 12, where the dashed red line
marks the training time of eM𝐴 with ? = 100%. As shown,
to achieve the same evaluation accuracy, eM⌫→𝐴 significantly
reduces the training time by 36% to 41% (48% to 55%) for
C1 (C2) across all five ? values, compared to eM𝐴. In partic-
ular, training eM⌫→𝐴 using only 40% (20%) of the samples
in T𝐴 is still faster than training eM𝐴 using all the samples
in T𝐴 for C1 (C2). The reason, as explained in §5.3, is thateM⌫→𝐴 effectively reuses the invariant knowledge (e.g., the
physical property of mmWave and the throughput distribution
in certain positions) that is already present inM⌫.

Online Transfer Learning. For C3 and C4, we measure
the time consumption when eM⌫→𝐴 first converges to the tar-
get prediction accuracy MAE𝐴

𝐴 on E𝐴. To accurately emulate
the online setting in a reproducible manner, when trainingeM⌫→𝐴, we feed T𝐴’s data at the same pace as the real-world
training data collection rate. The results indicate that it takes
on average 32 (15) secs for the training (i.e., online transfer
learning) to converge on C3 (C4), with a standard deviation
of 11 (12) secs. The convergence time includes the initial
10-sec bootstrapping (§5.3). Figure 13 shows case studies for
C3 and C4. Note that without online transfer learning, the
prediction error on E𝐴 will never decrease.

Dynamic Change Handling. For C5, we evaluate the
end-to-end performance of the Habitus-supported volumet-
ric streaming app (App1) with and without vision-based dy-
namic change handling (§5.3). The controlled experiment is
conducted over a single-path 802.11ad network at University
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Figure 14: Quality vs. Stall of
H0 to H3.

H0
Vanilla ViVo [47] w/
single-path 802.11ad

H1
H0 and multipath
802.11ac and 802.11ad

H2
H1 and ad throughput
prediction w/o Pose

H3
H2 and ad throughput
prediction w/ Pose

Table 3: Apply our solution to
ViVo [47] (cumulative).

Office with the robotic arm. We pre-train the vision-based
object detection model in a separate experiment so the model
can reliably detect the aluminum-foil-covered box manipu-
lated by the robotic arm (§5.1). We useM⌫ as the throughput
prediction model. The results indicate that vision-based dy-
namic change handling reduces the stall by 7% with a video
quality reduction of only 2.2%.

8.7 Applying Habitus to Existing Systems
We integrate Habitus into App2 (ViVo [47], an existing volu-
metric streaming system) by changing only 47 LoC (details
in Appendix D.2). ViVo adopts visibility-aware streaming
by only fetching content that will appear in the future view-
port. As listed in Table 3, H0 is our comparison baseline:
the vanilla ViVo over single-path ad. H1 to H3 involve key
components of Habitus. Figure 14 shows the quality and stall
of H0 to H3 across our dataset. As shown, by cumulatively
enabling Habitus’s components from H1 to H3, both the aver-
age video quality and stall improve accordingly. Compared
to H0, H3 reduces the stall by 61% and improves the average
quality by 46%. In addition, compared to not using pose (H2),
full-fledged Habitus (H3) reduces the stall by 15.75% while
slightly boosting the quality by 2.44%. The absolute stall rate
of H3 is 1.67%, meaning that the user encounters less than
0.9 secs of stall per minute on average.

8.8 Micro Benchmarks and Resource Usage
We run experiments to show: (1) The GPU memory usage
(∼4.7G out of 11G on 2080Ti) of Habitus is acceptable. The
average processing time of pose estimation and throughput
prediction is 27ms and 3.5ms on 2080Ti, respectively. (2)
Compared to single-path ac, the additional energy usage and
heat increase of App1 using Habitus are only 1% and 1.3○⇠
respectively. The details can be found in Appendix E.

9 Related Work
Immersive Content Delivery. We elaborate on some immer-
sive content delivery systems mentioned in §6.4 (more can
be found in [76]). Flare [66] and ViVo [47] apply viewport
adaptation to optimize mobile 360° and volumetric videos
streaming, respectively. M5 [89] investigates volumetric video
streaming using adaptive mmWave beamforming. InstantRe-
ality [36] introduces a perceptual-aware approach to enhance
VR media streaming. As a middleware framework, Habitus

can be integrated into most of the above systems to enhance

the application QoE (we have conducted a case study for ViVo
in §8.7). Also note that Habitus is orthogonal to some VR
systems (e.g., MoVR [27]) that enhances the PHY layer (§1).

mmWave Throughput Prediction. Recent measurement
studies have explored the feasibility of predicting mmWave
throughput for various radios, such as commercial mmWave
5G [63], 802.11ad [28], and 802.11ay [83]. Lumos5G [63]
establishes a composable machine learning framework to
predict mmWave 5G throughput. Wu et al. uses Markov chain
to predict the link quality of 802.11ay, based on the headset’s
motion data [83]. Aggarwal et al. conducts a measurement
study on using a smartphone’s motion sensor data to predict
802.11ad throughput [28]. They only consider 2-DoF (with
a radio mounted on a guided rail) and LoS scenarios. None
of the above studies employs the full-body pose, which we
found to be an important feature for improving the prediction
accuracy. Also, none of them conducts in-depth investigations
on how to handle unseen changes as we do.

Multipath TCP Support for 802.11ac/ad. Despite a
plethora of works on WiFi/cellular multipath [48,82,92], there
are only a few studies on dual-band 802.11ac/ad multipath
networking. MUST [74] predicts the best 60GHz beam and
PHY rate setting, and switches between ac/ad links accord-
ingly. We discussed MuSher [71], an MPTCP scheduler for
802.11ac/ad and compared it with Habitus in §8.4. Compared
to the above works, Habitus is an application-layer solution
designed specifically for immersive content delivery.

Improving mmWave Network Performance at PHY
layer. There is rich literature on improving mmWave per-
formance at the PHY layer, such as efficient beam selec-
tion [79], LiDAR-assisted beam management [81], and beam
relay through smart metasurface [38], to name a few. Unlike
the above, Habitus aims at optimizing the upper-layer net-
work protocol stack for immersive content delivery without
requiring modifying PHY-layer protocols.

10 Limitations and Concluding Remarks
Limitations. First, our prototype and experiments only use
802.11ac+ad. We expect Habitus’s high-level design to also
work with other radio technologies such as 4G + mmWave
5G, but field tests are needed to verify this claim. Second,
Habitus’s reaction to unseen changes could be further im-
proved. We plan to employ more advanced techniques such
as parameter sharing [93] to speed up transfer learning. Third,
we focus on the single-user use case. Extending Habitus to
multiple viewers will involve additional challenges such as
dealing with the interplay among the viewers.

Despite the limitations, we have demonstrated through
a working system and rich real-world data that, full-body-
pose guided throughput prediction and joint use of omnidirec-
tional+mmWave radio can significantly improve the QoE (up
to 72%) for immersive applications. Furthermore, by fusing
transfer learning and vision-based object recognition, Habitus

can smoothly adapt to unseen changes.
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Appendices

A Additional Details of mmWave Throughput
Prediction Study

A.1 The OpenPose Format
Typically, a full-body pose can be represented by a set of key
points where each key point corresponds to a joint/part of the
human body. We customize the OpenPose [34] BODY_25
format – a popular format used in the computer vision commu-
nity – to represent the full-body pose, as shown in Figure 15.
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Location Moving Area (<2) Room Space (<3)
Personal Office 2.5×2.5 3.3×2.5×2.5

Living Room 3.0×2.7 6.6×5.4×2.5
University Office 4.0×2.0 9.0×7.0×3.0
Meeting Room 4.0×3.0 6.5×6.5×2.8

Table 4: The moving area and room space of the four locations.

We discard some key points (i.e., eyes, ears, toes, and heels)
that have little contribution to the full-body pose.

A.2 Missing Key Point Estimation
To estimate a missing key point’s 3D coordinate on the fly, we
consider two baseline approaches: simply reusing its most re-
cently captured 3D coordinate (Method 1), and linearly extrap-
olating its coordinate using its historical trajectory (Method
2 [40,52,84]). To assess them, we select a subset of our dataset
with no missing key point (as the ground truth, referred to
as ⇡6). From ⇡6, we create a dataset ⇡0 where key points
are removed for : consecutive frames where : is exercised
from 1 to 60. We apply the above two approaches to ⇡0, and
find that when the missing duration is short (long), Method 1
(Method 2) gives a lower average estimation error (RMSE).
This finding leads to our solution where we switch between
the two baselines based on the missing duration. The switch-
ing threshold is empirically set to 7 or 14 frames for 30 and
60 FPS respectively, based on the data.

To evaluate our solution, we construct another dataset ⇡1

from ⇡6. In ⇡1, key points are removed in such a way that
their missing time follows the same distribution as that in our
entire dataset. Compared to using the two baselines alone,
our solution reduces the average RMSE by 21% and 15%,
respectively.

Recall from §4.1 that a key point contains a confidence
value F. We gradually decay F as a key point remains ab-
sent, because as the missing time C increases, its 3D co-
ordinate estimation becomes less reliable. We let F(C) =
F0 ×<0G(0,1− C

) ) where F0 is the most recently captured
confidence value of this key point and ) is a threshold control-
ling the decay speed. We empirically set ) to 1 sec, i.e., the
90-th percentile missing time for a key point in our dataset.
The confidence value will be used in §4.3 as an input to the
prediction model.

A.3 Details of Data collection Locations
As shown in Figure 3, the four data collection locations we se-
lect (Personal Office, Living Room, University Office, Meeting
Room) have diverse environments in terms of the layout, floor
materials, furniture types, and spatial openness, etc. The data
collection area of Personal Office covers almost the entire
room. While Living Room also has a similarly simple setup,
its data collection area only covers one-third of the room and
appears more open, as shown in the floor plan. University
Office is a large room with a complex layout. Meeting Room
has a long table in the center of the data collection area. The

Used Discarded
0: Nose 15: Right Eye
1: Neck 16: Left Eye
2: Right Shoulder 17: Right Ear
3: Right Elbow 18: Left Ear
4: Right Wrist 19: Left Big Toe
5: Left Shoulder 20: Left Small Toe
6: Left Elbow 21: Left Heel
7: Left Wrist 22: Right Big Toe
8: Mid Hip 23: Right Small Toe
9: Right Hip 24: Right Heel
10: Right Knee
11: Right Ankle
12: Left Hip
13: Left Knee
14: Left Ankle

Figure 15: OpenPose BODY_25 Format.
relative positions between the camera and the WiFi AP also
differ across the four locations. Table 4 summarizes the mov-
ing area and room space of the four locations. The moving
area is the area for data collection. The room space refers to
the total space of the entire room.

B Details of Injecting Dynamic Change
We provide details on how to use a robotic arm to mimic real
humans in terms of NLoS-incurred throughput degradation
(§5.1). The idea is to find a material/object that can incur a
similar throughput drop to that caused by a real human and is
also lightweight enough for the robotic arm to carry.

To achieve the above, we perform the following experiment
consisting of three steps. (1) We install the smartphone on
a tripod and fix it in LoS to the 802.11ad access point. We
measure the mmWave throughput when there is no blockage
between the smartphone and AP. (2) We ask a real human
(height: 1.75 m) to stand between the smartphone and the
AP to introduce NLoS and measure the mmWave throughput,
which now drops. (3) We ask our volunteer to walk away,
and use the robotic arm to hold an object at the same posi-
tion where the real human stands. We make sure the object
blocks the LoS between the AP and the smartphone. We then
measure the mmWave throughput and compare it with the
measured throughput in Step (2). We want their difference to
be small. We try three objects: a paper box, a box covered by
an outwear, and a box covered by aluminum foil. We find that
a box covered by aluminum foil has the most similar impact
on mmWave throughput as a real human (with an average
throughput difference of 5%, or 28 Mbps). We therefore use
it in our dynamic change experiments in §5.1.

C Trend Test For Throughput Sequence
The Cox-Stuart test starts with two statistical hypotheses: (1)
𝐻0: No monotonic trend exists in the series, and (2) 𝐻𝐴: The
series is characterized by a monotonic trend, which is further
considered as three cases, i.e., (a) an increase or decrease trend
exists, (b) an increase trend exists, and (c) a decrease trend
exists. Mathematically, in the testing procedure, a throughput
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sequence / = {I1, I2, ..., I=} (we suppose = is an even number
for simplicity) is divided into two parts {I1, I2, ..., I =

2
} and

{I =
2 +1, I =

2 +2, ..., I=}. The test statistic ) (+) and ) (−) is then

calculated as ) (+) =Õ =
2
8=1 â(I8 < I8+ =

2
) and ) (−) =Õ =

2
8=1 â(I8 >

I8+ =
2
), respectively, where â ∈ {0,1} is an indicator function.

If the null hypothesis 𝐻0 is true, the statistic ) (+) and ) (−)
should obey the binomial distribution with parameters =

2 and
1
2 , i.e., ) (+),) (−) ∼ ⌫( =2 , 1

2 ). Otherwise if ) (+) > ) (−) (or
) (−) > ) (+)) and the ?-value is less than a threshold (e.g.,
0.05 in our case), the hypothesis 𝐻𝐴 case (b) (or 𝐻𝐴 case (c))
is true.

D Additional Implementation Details
D.1 802.11ad Throughput Measurement
Compared to traditional 2D video traffic, immersive content
traffic is highly bursty. Take volumetric content as an exam-
ple. First, different from the traditional 2D videos that are
encoded at a group of pictures (GOP) level, volumetric videos
are typically encoded on a per-frame basis due to the difficulty
of inter-frame encoding. Second, volumetric content players
often apply visibility-aware techniques [36, 47, 55, 66, 88]
per frame to only download the content inside the viewer’s
predicted viewport. To maintain accurate viewport predic-
tion results, the client player has to maintain a shallow buffer
(e.g., 5 frames in ViVo [47]). Both factors above lead to an
extremely frequent request/reply pattern, which renders tra-
ditional throughput measurement methods used by 2D video
players (simply calculating the ratio between the video chunk
size and the chunk download time) very inaccurate. Over
mmWave that offers Gbps throughput, the inaccuracy is fur-
ther deteriorated.

To address the above challenge, we adopt a cross-layer
design to measure the throughput by passively examining
incoming packets containing immersive content on the client
side. Our approach works for both single-path and multipath
cases. Specifically, at the application layer, the edge explicitly
informs the client how much data will be transmitted over
each path before sending data blocks belonging to each frame
back-to-back. At the transport layer, the client tracks the ar-
rival time and TCP sequence numbers of the incoming packets.
The TCP sequence numbers indicate how much data has been
received. Utilizing these information, the client-side through-
put measurement module is able to group the back-to-back
packets in each “burst” as a packet train [64, 69, 83, 87] and
use their sizes and timing for throughput measurement. Our
approach disregards the ordering and duplicate of packets, and
is therefore robust to packet out-of-order and retransmission.

D.2 Development of Two Sample Volumetric
Streaming Applications

To demonstrate how Habitus can benefit real immersive ap-
plications, we implement two sample volumetric content de-
livery applications with different logic and complexity.

App 1: Simple Volumetric Streaming. We build a simple
volumetric streaming system using the Habitus API from
scratch in 5,208 LoC. It delivers the volumetric content stored
on a Linux server to an Android client over the Internet. The
client player uses a shallow buffer of 5 frames (consistent with
App 2) for streaming. The content format uses the layered
encoding scheme described in §6.4: each volumetric frame
(point cloud) is split into 64 layers each consisting of non-
overlapped points through uniform sampling. Each (frame,
layer) pair corresponds to a data block in Habitus’s term. The
priority of each block is inverse proportional to the number
of points in the block. The intuition is to prioritize streaming
blocks with sparse points so that the viewer can see the partial
content as early as possible.

App 2: Visibility-aware Volumetric Streaming. We also
replicate ViVo [47], a state-of-the-art networked volumet-
ric video streaming system. ViVo performs visibility-aware
streaming where it only fetches content falling into the
viewer’s predicted viewport. In ViVo, each volumetric frame
(point cloud) is spatially segmented into 64 cubical cells. Each
(frame, cell) thus constitutes to a data block in Habitus. The
priority of a block is calculated at runtime, i.e., inverse pro-
portional to the Euclidean distance from the center of its cu-
bical cell to the center of the predicted viewport. To integrate
Habitus into ViVo, we only change 47 LoC that is mainly for
library initialization and blocks transmission/reception.

For both applications, each data block is encoded into 10
quality levels with different point density levels. Both applica-
tions use the same throughput-based adaptive bitrate (ABR)
algorithm [50] to determine the quality level of each data
block. The bitrate selection logic works as follows. Initially,
all the to-be-fetched blocks are set to the highest quality level.
The ABR algorithm then greedily picks the block with the
lowest priority and reduces its quality level by 1. The above
process is repeated until the total calculated bandwidth usage
does not exceed the aggregated network capacity reported by
Habitus, or all the blocks reach the lowest quality level.

E Micro Benchmarks and Resource Usage
Resource Usage and Processing Time For a Habitus-
enhanced volumetric content delivery system, the average
CPU utilization is 36% on the client side (i.e., ROG Phone II)
and 169% (i.e., equivalent to 1.69 cores being fully utilized)
on the edge side. The peak GPU memory usage on the edge
side is 4721MiB (out of 11GB on 2080Ti) in total, including
2101MiB for video capturing and pose estimation, 1017MiB
for 802.11ad throughput prediction, and 1603MiB for object
detection. The average processing time on an NVIDIA 2080Ti
GPU is 27ms and 3.5ms for pose estimation and throughput
prediction using a Seq2Seq with Pose model, respectively. The
processing time meets the system’s requirements.

Energy and Heat To profile the energy consumption and
heat increase of the client device, we run our control exper-
iment using V2 and {Personal Office, User 1}’s data traces
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repeatedly on a ROG Phone II for 30 minutes. We use App1
(§7) and three Habitus variants {ac, Full, MuSher-VR} in §8.4.
We start each experiment on a fully-charged phone. After 30-
minute running, the battery level drops from 100% to 93%
for ac, 92% for Full, and 92% for MuSher-VR, while the de-

vice temperature rises from 30.0○⇠ to 36.2○⇠ for ac, from
30.5○⇠ to 38.0○⇠ for Full, and 30.2○⇠ to 38.0○⇠ for MuSher-
VR. Compared to ac, the additional energy consumption and
heat increase of Full is 1% and 1.3○⇠, respectively. Overall,
we believe the resource usage of Habitus is acceptable.
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Abstract
WiFi-based contactless sensing has attracted a tremendous
amount of attention due to its pervasiveness, low-cost, and
non-intrusiveness to users. Existing systems mainly leverage
channel state information (CSI) for sensing. However, CSI
can only be extracted from very few commodity WiFi devices
through driver hacking, severely limiting the adoption of WiFi
sensing in real life. We observe a new opportunity that a large
range of new-generation WiFi cards can report another piece
of information, i.e., beamforming feedback matrix (BFM). In
this paper, we propose to leverage this new BFM informa-
tion for WiFi sensing. Through establishing the relationship
between BFM and CSI, we lay the theoretical foundations
for BFM-based WiFi sensing for the first time. We show that
through careful signal processing, BFM can be utilized for
fine-grained sensing. We showcase the sensing capability of
BFM using two representative sensing applications, i.e., respi-
ration sensing and human trajectory tracking. Comprehensive
experiments show that BFM-based WiFi sensing can achieve
highly accurate sensing performance on a large range of new-
generation WiFi devices from various manufacturers, moving
WiFi sensing one big step towards real-life adoption.

1 Introduction
In recent years, WiFi-based contactless sensing has at-

tracted lots of attention from both academia and industry
owing to the pervasive deployment of WiFi infrastructure in
indoor environments. A large number of sensing applications
have been successfully demonstrated with WiFi sensing such
as passive localization [25,36], fall detection [42,46], gesture
recognition [38,40], activity recognition [33,45,56], and vital
sign monitoring [61, 67]. The basic principle of WiFi sensing
is that WiFi signals vary with target movement and we can
thus extract target movement information through analyzing
the induced signal variations.

Early research on wireless sensing was mostly based on
software-defined radio (SDR) platforms such as WARP [31]
and USRP [4, 35]. On these platforms, raw WiFi signal sam-
ples can be obtained at very high rates for sensing purposes.

Though promising, there is actually a huge gap between SDR
platform and commodity hardware. Commodity WiFi hard-
ware can only report the processed low-frequency received-
signal-strength-indicator (RSSI) samples. While RSSI can
still be utilized for sensing [48, 59], it is relatively coarse and
only contains signal amplitude information. Researchers fur-
ther proposed to use channel state information (CSI) which
contains both signal amplitude and phase information for
sensing [44, 50, 57, 61]. Although CSI contains finer-grained
information, one critical issue hindering the wide adoption of
CSI-based sensing is that CSI can only be extracted from few
commodity WiFi cards such as Intel 5300 [17] and Atheros
WiFi cards [55] through driver hacking.

In the last few years, we observed an exciting trend which
may be leveraged to address the above issue, i.e., with the pop-
ularity of IEEE 802.11ac standard [47], more and more com-
modity WiFi devices now adopt MU-MIMO (multi-user mul-
tiple input and multiple output) technology [8, 23]. New gen-
eration WiFi cards from Qualcomm, Broadcom, MediaTek,
and others supporting MU-MIMO have become increasingly
dominant on the market. For example, Broadcom BCM4366
and BCM43684 chips are used in ASUS RT-AC86U [22] and
TP-LINK XDR6060 WiFi routers [9]. Qualcomm QCA9886
and QCA9984 are used in Linksys EA8300 and Netgear X4S
R7800 [6].

The key feature of MU-MIMO is enabling a single access
point (AP) to simultaneously transmit to multiple stations. To
enable MU-MIMO, each WiFi station needs to measure the
channel and send the channel measurement, i.e., beamforming
feedback matrix (BFM) to the access point (AP). As BFM
also contains channel information, BFM may also be utilized
for sensing like CSI. There are two obvious advantages of
leveraging BFM for sensing.

• BFM is transmitted without encryption.
• BFM is protocol-compliant, and it can be extracted from

all new-generation MU-MIMO-enabled WiFi devices
without a need of special firmware or driver.

Though promising, we quickly realize the key challenge of
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Figure 1: (a) The trajectory (i.e., a circle) of ideal CSI on the
complex plane. (b) For BFM, the signal variation does not
form a circle on the complex plane.

utilizing BFM for sensing. To reduce the transmission over-
head, BFM does not contain raw channel amplitude/phase
information like CSI. Instead, BFM only contains the SVD-
decomposed component of the channel required for beam-
forming. That is to say, BFM only contains partial information
of CSI. Hence, to utilize BFM for sensing, the key questions
we need to answer are:

• As BFM only contains partial information of the chan-
nel (i.e., CSI), can BFM still be used for sensing?

• Even if BFM can be utilized for sensing, will BFM be
able to achieve comparable performance to that achieved
with CSI?

• A large number of sensing models based on CSI have
been developed. Are those sensing models and algo-
rithms designed for CSI still applicable to BFM sensing?

This paper aims to answer these questions. Specifically,
this paper targets to reveal the relationship between CSI and
BFM and understand the basic principle of BFM sensing.
These theoretical analyses lay a foundation for WiFi sensing
on new-generation cards. Also, we aim to explore the sensing
capability of BFM in real-world environments.

After some initial studies, we find that BFM does change
with target movement. However, different from CSI, the quan-
titative relationship between BFM and target motions does
not exist. One key property utilized to obtain quantitative
measurement (e.g., target movement distance) in CSI-based
sensing is that for small displacements, target motions only
induce a signal phase change and the signal amplitude re-
mains a constant [41, 44]. Thus, the signal variation on the
complex I-Q plane forms a circle as shown in Figure 1(a).
We can therefore use the amount of phase rotation to calcu-
late fine-grained target displacement. However, for BFM, the
signal variation does not form a circle anymore as shown in
Figure 1(b), and that quantitative relationship disappears.

Upon deeper investigation, we find that this is because each
time when BFM is calculated, the BFM is scaled by a time-
varying coefficient. To address this issue, we leverage one
key observation, i.e., although the BFM is scaled by a time-
varying coefficient, the same coefficient is applied to all the
BFM elements. Based on this observation, we define a new
measurement, i.e., BFM-ratio by taking the ratio between two
BFM elements1 for sensing. We demonstrate that theoreti-

1The number of elements equals to the number of antennas at the WiFi

cally, the sensing performance using BFM-ratio can approach
that using CSI. We show that BFM-ratio can be used to not
just detect target motions but also quantitatively sense the tar-
get movement distance. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized below.

• Through theoretically deriving the mathematical relation-
ship between BFM and CSI, we propose a BFM-ratio
model to make fine-grained BFM sensing possible for
the first time. We believe the widely available BFM data
can move WiFi sensing one big step forward towards
wider adoption compared to traditional CSI sensing.

• We explore the sensing capability of BFM both theoret-
ically and experimentally to lay a foundation for WiFi
sensing with new-generation cards.

• We showcase BFM sensing using two representative
sensing applications, i.e., respiration monitoring and hu-
man trajectory tracking. The extensive evaluation demon-
strates the feasibility of BFM sensing on a large range
of new-generation WiFi cards.

2 Background
Before introducing BFM-based sensing, we briefly intro-

duce the background of WiFi CSI and BFM.

2.1 CSI Primer
In a communication system, the channel state describes

how a signal propagates through a wireless channel. For a
signal X to be transmitted and Y to be received, the signal
propagation characteristics are represented by CSI h as Y =
hX + n, where n is the channel-induced noise. In an indoor
environment as shown in Figure 2(a), WiFi signals travel from
a transmitter (Tx) to a receiver (Rx) through multiple paths.
As the signal received by the receiver is a superposition of
signals propagated along multiple paths, mathematically the
CSI with frequency f for a pair of transmitter-receiver at time
t can be expressed as:

h( f , t) =
K

∑
i=1

Aie− j 2π f di(t)
c , (1)

where Ai and di(t) are the signal amplitude attenuation and
the i-th signal path length, respectively. K is the total number
of propagation paths and c is the speed of light.

Among the propagation paths, some are static and do not
change within a short period of time, such as the paths re-
flected from static objects in the environment. Other paths
affected by moving objects (e.g., human motions) are dy-
namic, and the lengths of these paths change with human
motions. CSI can then be denoted as the summation of the
static component and the dynamic component:

h( f , t) = hs( f )+hd( f , t) = hs( f )+Ade− j 2π f d(t)
c , (2)

AP. For example, when there are four antennas at the AP side, there are four
BFM elements.
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Figure 2: (a) The human motion causes variation of the re-
flection path. (b) The ideal CSI on the complex I-Q plane. C0
indicates the initial point of CSI.

where hs( f ) and hd( f , t) are the static component and the
dynamic component, respectively. d(t) is the length of the
dynamic path. According to Equation (2), when the change
of dynamic path length is one wavelength, the dynamic com-
ponent vector hd( f , t) rotates 360 degrees on the I-Q plane as
shown in Figure 2(b).

We denote a( f , t) and θ( f , t) as the amplitude and phase
of CSI h( f , t), i.e., h( f , t) = a( f , t)e jθ( f ,t). For an ideal CSI,
its amplitude and phase can be calculated as [41, 61]:

a( f , t)2= |hs( f )|2+A2
d+2Ad |hs( f )|cos

(
2π f ∆d(t)

c
+ϕ( f )

)
,

(3)

θ( f , t)≈ ∠hs( f )−
Ad sin

(
2π f ∆d(t)

c +ϕ( f )
)

a( f , t)
, (4)

respectively, where ∆d(t) is the path length change. ϕ( f ) =
π+∠hs( f ) + 2π f d0

c represents the supplementary angle of
the initial phase difference between the dynamic component
and the static component, where d0 is the initial dynamic
path length. Equation (3) and Equation (4) show that for one
wavelength change of ∆d, both signal amplitude and phase
change for one cycle.

Given M antennas at the transmitter and N antennas at
the receiver, CSI is a N ×M dimensional complex-valued
matrix H( f , t) for one subcarrier at time t. hp,q( f , t) denotes
the channel state from the q-th antenna of the transmitter to
the p-th antenna of the receiver. Specifically, hp,q( f , t) can be
expressed as ap,q( f , t)e jθp,q( f ,t), where the expression of ap,q
and θp,q( f , t) are presented in Equation (3) and Equation (4)
respectively.

Due to unsynchronized clocks between the WiFi transmitter
and receiver, the phase of actual CSI (denoted as Ĥ( f , t))
contains a time-varying random phase offset ε( f , t). The (p,q)
element of Ĥ( f , t) can then be expressed as:

[Ĥ( f , t)]p,q = ap,q( f , t)e j(θp,q( f ,t)+ε( f ,t)), (5)

where [·]p,q represents the element of the p-th row and q-th
column of a matrix. For the sake of brevity, f and t will be
omitted in the rest of formulas.

① Send NDP Announcement

② Send NDP packet

③ Estimate CSI

④ Decompose CSI by SVD

⑤ Compress V to CBF

⑥ Send CBF  V matrix

CSI matrix

AP

STA

Sniffer

Figure 3: The sounding procedure for MU-MIMO transmis-
sions (IEEE 802.11ac).
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Figure 4: The data flow from CSI to CBF.

2.2 BFM primer
Beamforming feedback matrix (BFM) is another type of

information in WiFi that is capable of depicting wireless chan-
nels. BFM is mainly used to enable MU-MIMO transmission,
which is one key feature of the 802.11ac WiFi standard.

To support MU-MIMO, WiFi AP needs to know the chan-
nel information between AP and all the stations (STAs). The
channel information (BFM) is sent from STAs to AP in a com-
pressed form, i.e., compressed beamforming feedback (CBF).
With the BFM information, AP can then steer the beams to-
wards the desired directions by adjusting the weight of each
antenna’s transmitted signal.

Although BFM also depicts wireless channel, it is different
from CSI. This is because the AP only requires information
to calculate the antenna weights for beamforming, as opposed
to the entire channel state information. In order to reduce
the high transmission overhead of sending the entire chan-
nel state, STA decomposes the measured CSI using singular
value decomposition (SVD). BFM is then extracted from the
right singular matrix and further compressed as CBF, which
is subsequently sent back to AP.

Taking an AP and a STA as an example, the detailed proce-
dure is shown in Figure 3. It contains the following steps:

• Step 1: AP broadcasts a Null Data Packet Announcement
(NDPA) frame to inform STAs in the same WLAN that
the sounding procedure starts.

• Step 2: AP broadcasts a NDP packet to STAs for CSI
estimation.

• Step 3: STA estimates CSI as a N ×M matrix (Ĥ) for
each subcarrier, where M and N are the numbers of trans-
mitting and receiving antennas, respectively.
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• Step 4: STA decomposes Ĥ using SVD operation:

Ĥ = USVH , (6)

where S is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements σk
(k = 1, · · · ,min(N,M)) are real singular values. U and
V are left and right singular matrices which are unitary
matrices containing complex-valued elements with a
size of N ×N and M×M, respectively. VH indicates the
Hermitian transpose of V. Mathematically, we have

M

∑
p=1

b2
p,q = 1, (7)

where bp,q is the amplitude of the (p,q) element in V,
and q = 1, · · · ,M.

• Step 5: STA extracts the first Ns singular vectors out of V
to construct a new matrix V for beamforming, where Ns
is the number of spatial streams which is no more than
min(N,M). Before compression, a phase adjustment step
is applied to each column. Specifically, the phase of
each column element of V is subtracted by the phase
of the last element in the column of V , and a phase-
adjusted matrix Ṽ is obtained, which is equivalent to V
for beamforming [23, 34]. Ṽ is known as beamforming
feedback matrix (BFM). Then, Ṽ is further compressed
by applying Givens Rotation to obtain CBF. Figure 4
shows the detailed conversion procedure from CSI to
CBF. For the detailed compression algorithm, please
refer to IEEE 802.11-2016 [14].

• Step 6: STA sends the CBF back to AP. Based on IEEE
standard [14], CBF is transmitted without encryption.

When there are multiple STAs, they send CBF to AP one
by one. CBF is transmitted without encryption and can be
overheard by any third party in the environment.

3 Understanding the relationship between
BFM and human motion

As BFM is partial information of CSI, we proceed in Sub-
section 3.1 to establish the mathematical connection between
BFM and CSI. Based on the established connection, we de-
rive the relationship between BFM and human motion, and
analyze the properties of BFM for sensing in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 The mathematical connection between CSI
and BFM

The data processing procedure from CSI to BFM involves
the decomposition of CSI using SVD to obtain the matrix
V . Subsequently, BFM is derived by applying simple phase
adjustment to the column vector of V . In light of this, our
effort is directed towards understanding the mathematical
relationship between V and CSI, following which we deduce
the relationship between BFM and CSI, utilizing V as an
intermediary.

3.1.1 Relationship between CSI and V
In this section, we study the mathematical relationship

between V and CSI. We construct the following equation:

ĤHĤ = VSHUHUSVH = VSHSVH . (8)

Due to the fact that U is a unitary matrix, we have UHU= E,
where E is an identity matrix. Thus the impact of U can be
eliminated by Equation (8).

We assume that AP has M antennas, STA has N antennas,
and M ≥ N. We first substitute Equation (5) into the left side
of Equation (8) and obtain a M × M matrix and the (p,q)
element can be written as:

[ĤHĤ]p,q =
N

∑
k=1

ak,pak,qe j(θk,q−θk,p), (9)

where p,q = 1,2, · · · ,M. p and q are the antenna index at the
AP while k is the antenna index at the STA. As two antennas
at the AP share the same phase offset, the offset is canceled
out in θk,q −θk,p.

For the right side of Equation (8), if the diagonal matrix S
is marked as diag(σ1, · · · ,σN), and the amplitude and phase
of (p,q) element in V are denoted as bp,q and βp,q respectively,
the (p,q) element of VSHSVH can be expressed as:

[VSHSVH ]p,q =
N

∑
k=1

σ
2
kbp,kbq,ke j(βp,k−βq,k). (10)

According to Equation (8), the items represented by Equa-
tion (9) and Equation (10) are equal. Without loss of general-
ity, we assume there is only one antenna at the STA, that is,
N = Ns = 1, and V is generated using the first singular vector
of the V matrix. We thus have:

σ
2
1bp,1bq,1e j(βp,1−βq,1) = a1,pa1,qe j(θ1,q−θ1,p). (11)

Next, we discuss the relationship between the amplitude and
phase of V and the CSI amplitude and phase.

Amplitude of V . We let p = q and Equation (11) is simpli-
fied as σ2

1b2
p,1 = a2

1,p. Then, the amplitude of elements in V
can be obtained as:

bp,1 =
a1,p

σ1
. (12)

The amplitude of the p-th element in V is equal to a scaled
amplitude of CSI between the p-th antenna of AP and STA,
where the scaling factor is the singular value. Based on Equa-
tion (7), we can further derive the singular value σ2

1 as follows:

σ
2
1 =

M

∑
p=1

a2
1,p. (13)

Equation (13) indicates that σ2
1 is the sum of squares of

the CSI amplitudes between all the AP’s antennas and STA’s
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antenna. It should be noted that, under target motions, CSI
amplitude varies and σ1 is thus time varying.

Phase of V . If p ̸= q in Equation (11), we can obtain the
relationship between the phase difference of V and phase
difference of CSI as follows:

βp,1 −βq,1 = θ1,q −θ1,p. (14)

Equation (14) shows that the phase difference between the
p-th and q-th elements in V is equal to the phase difference
between the CSIs of AP’s q-th, p-th antenna and STA.

3.1.2 From V to BFM Ṽ
As AP adjusts the phase of multiple transmitted signals on

multiple antennas simultaneously based on the feedback, the
phase difference matters rather than the absolute phase. To
effectively compress V and reduce the amount of feedback, a
phase adjustment is made first. Specifically, the phase of each
element in V is subtracted by the phase of the last element in
V to obtain BFM Ṽ . The element in Ṽ can be expressed as
follows:

[Ṽ ]p,1 = bp,1e j(βp,1−βM,1) =
a1,p

σ1
e j(θ1,M−θ1,p). (15)

The amplitude of Ṽ is the same as that of V . Since the
amount of phase adjustment is not fed back to AP, we are
unable to reconstruct V but can only reconstruct BFM Ṽ .

To sum up, we establish the mathematical relationship be-
tween BFM and CSI as follows:

• The amplitude of the p-th element in BFM is equal to
the amplitude of CSI between the p-th antenna of AP
and STA scaled by the singular value.

• The phase of the p-th element in the BFM is equal to the
CSI phase difference between AP-last antenna-STA and
AP-p-th antenna-STA.

Noted that in the above derivation, the AP is considered to
have multiple antennas, and the STA is considered to have one
antenna. So the BFM in this case is actually a 1-D vector but
not a 2-D matrix. Therefore, the “element" in the derivation
indicates a single element of a vector.

3.2 Sensing Target Motion using BFM
In the previous section, we establish the mathematical ex-

pression of BFM amplitude and phase. Based on it, we can
analyze the characteristics when we use BFM amplitude and
phase for sensing. We take respiration sensing as an example
to illustrate the concept.

3.2.1 Sensing motion using BFM amplitude
Based on the mathematical relationship between the ampli-

tude (|Ṽ |) of BFM and that of CSI presented in Equation (12)
and the relationship between the CSI amplitude and length
change of the dynamic path (∆d) given in Equation (3), the
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Figure 5: The simulated variation of BFM amplitude (|Ṽ |)
and phase (∠Ṽ ) when dynamic path length changes by 5
wavelengths.

mathematical relationship between |Ṽ | and ∆d can be ob-
tained as follows:

|[Ṽ ]p,1|2 =
a2

1,p

σ2
1

=
Fp +Gp cos

(
2π f ∆d1,p

c +ϕ1,p

)
∑

M
m=1

(
Fm +Gm cos

(
2π f ∆d1,m

c +ϕ1,m

)) ,
(16)

where Fp = |hs1,p |2 +A2
d1,p

, and Gp = 2Ad1,p |hs1,p |. Since the
target is usually far away from the transceiver, we can as-
sume that the dynamic path changes (∆d) at different an-
tennas are equal, i.e., ∆d1,1 = ∆d1,2 = · · · = ∆d1,M . In this
case, we can regard |[Ṽ ]p,1| as a function |[Ṽ ]p,1|(∆d1,p)
with ∆d1,p as the variable because other parameters in Equa-
tion (16) are constants. Then we can obtain |[Ṽ ]p,1|(∆d1,p) =

|[Ṽ ]p,1|(∆d1,p + nλ), where n is an integer. Therefore, each
time the dynamic path length changes by one wavelength, the
BFM amplitude varies by one cycle as shown in Figure 5.

3.2.2 Sensing motion using BFM phase
Based on the mathematical relationship between the

phase (∠Ṽ ) of BFM and that of CSI given in Equation (15)
and the relationship between CSI phase and length change
of dynamic path ∆d given in Equation (4), the mathematical
expression between ∠Ṽ and ∆d can be obtained as follows:

∠[Ṽ ]p,1 =θ1,M −θ1,p = ∠hs1,M −∠hs1p (17)

+
Ad1,p sin

(
2π∆d1,p

λ
+ϕ1,p( f )

)
a1,p

−
Ad1,M sin

(
2π∆d1,M

λ
+ϕ1,M( f )

)
a1,M

.

Similar to BFM amplitude, BFM phase ∠Ṽp,1 can be re-
garded as a function ∠Ṽp,1(∆d1,p) with ∆d1,p as the variable.
Then we can obtain ∠[Ṽ ]p,1(∆d1,p) = ∠[Ṽ ]p,1(∆d1,p + nλ),
where n is an integer. Therefore, each time the dynamic path
length changes by one wavelength, the BFM phase varies by
one cycle as shown in Figure 5.

3.2.3 Sensing using both BFM amplitude and phase
We compare the differences between BFM and CSI patterns

on the complex plane using simulation. By setting the change
of dynamic reflection path length to one wavelength in all the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Three examples of one single element of BFM on
the complex plane when the dynamic path length increases
by a wavelength (the blue color indicates the starting point).

simulations, we obtain various BFM patterns on the complex
plane under different settings as shown in Figure 6. Different
from the trajectory of CSI which is a circle, the trajectory
of BFM is not a circle but there exist a variety of patterns.
This difference is due to varying BFM amplitude and phase
detailed as below:

• Compared to CSI, the amplitude of BFM is multiplied by
a scaling factor. Since this factor is affected by the signal
amplitude of all antennas, it is a time-varying variable,
causing the BFM amplitude to vary.

• The phase of BFM element is the phase difference of
two antennas. It varies with target movement and the
coupling between phase difference and signal amplitude
is much weaker than that between CSI phase and signal
amplitude.

Due to the clear difference between BFM and CSI patterns
on the complex plane, many existing CSI-based sensing mod-
els and methods cannot be directly applied for BFM sensing.

3.2.4 Case study
We take respiration monitoring as an example to analyze

the characteristics of BFM sensing. Respiration induces repet-
itive small motions. During natural breath, the movement of
the chest is about 5mm [29], and the corresponding dynamic
path length varies by about one-sixth of a wavelength for
5 GHz WiFi signals. When the reflection path length changes
by one wavelength, the BFM amplitude varies for one com-
plete cycle. As respiration causes a change smaller than a
complete wavelength, the BFM amplitude change induced by
respiration is a fragment of the complete curve. The curve
fragments differ when a subject is at different positions, result-
ing in different amounts of amplitude variations as shown in
Figure 7(b). At some positions, the BFM amplitude variations
caused by respiration are large and can be easily detected.
We call such positions ‘good positions’ for sensing. Those
positions with small amplitude variations can be buried by
noise and they are called ‘bad positions’.

Through the above example, we can see that the sensing
performance using BFM amplitude varies across locations.
Similarly, using the BFM phase alone also faces the same
problem. This problem was also studied in a recent work [61].
In this work, the complementary property of CSI amplitude
and phase on sensing capability is utilized to remove those

BFM amplitude variation BFM phase variation

Good 
position

Bad 
position

time time

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: (a) At different initial positions, signal variations in-
duced by respiration correspond to different BFM fragments.

‘bad positions’. This is because a ‘bad position’ for CSI am-
plitude is a ‘good position’ for CSI phase, and vice versa.

Unfortunately, such an idea is not applicable in BFM-based
sensing. Taking the BFM trajectory on the complex plane in
Figure 7 as an example, we can see that at the ‘bad’ positions,
both BFM amplitude and phase perform badly with small sig-
nal fluctuation. This is because the complementary property
relies on the circular trajectory. As the BFM trajectory on the
complex plane is no longer a circle, its amplitude and phase
lose the complementary sensing capability.

In summary, the ‘bad position’ problem still exists when
we employ BFM for sensing. Furthermore, conventional so-
lutions such as employing the complementary property of
phase and amplitude can not be applied on BFM sensing. In
addition, because the quantitative relationship between BFM
and target displacement is lost, BFM cannot be used to sense
target displacement.

4 Motion Sensing with BFM-Ratio Metric
To address the ‘bad position’ issue and enable quantitative

target displacement sensing, we propose a new metric named
BFM-ratio and validate its benefits for sensing in this section.

4.1 BFM-Ratio Metric
As demonstrated in Section 3.2, the time-varying scaling

factor in BFM amplitude and uncertain phase offset are the
key reasons corrupting the mapping between BFM and target
motion. To obtain the mapping, we need to eliminate the effect
of the scaling factor on BFM amplitude and the phase offset
on BFM phase. Fortunately, although the scaling factors keep
changing over time, they are identical at different elements of
the BFM matrix, as shown in Equation (12). We thus propose
to leverage the ratio of two BFM elements to eliminate the
effect of the scaling factor. Specifically, we call it BFM-ratio
which can be expressed as:

Ṽ1,p

Ṽ1,q
=

a1,p
σ1

e j(θ1,M−θ1,p)

a1,q
σ1

e j(θ1,M−θ1,q)
=

a1,pe− jθ1,p

a1,qe− jθ1,q
(18)

=
hs1,p +A1,pe j(

2π∆d1,p
λ

+ϕ1,p)

hs1,q +A1,qe j(
2π∆d1,q

λ
+ϕ1,q)

,

where hs1,p is the conjugate of hs1,p . For simplicity, we let
Ap = hs1,p , Aq = hs1,q , Bp = A1,pe jϕ1,p , and Bq = A1,qe jϕ1,q .
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When the person is far away from the transceivers, the dif-
ference between the two reflection path length variations can
be regarded to be the same at two close-by antennas, that

is ∆d1,p ≈ ∆d1,q. Therefore, we let Z present e j
2π∆d1,p

λ and

e j
2π∆d1,q

λ . Then Equation (18) can be simplified as:

Ṽ1,p

Ṽ1,q
=

Ap +BpZ
Aq +BqZ

, (19)

where Ap, Aq, Bp and Bq can be regarded as complex con-
stants when the target moves a small distance (e.g., chest
displacement during respiration). Z represents a unit circle
rotating counterclockwise when ∆d1,p is increased by one
wavelength. From Equation 19, we can see that the ratio of
two BFM elements is in the form of the Möbius transforma-
tion [37] as long as ApBq ̸= AqBp. One property of Möbius
transformation is that it maps circles to circles [24]. For the
unit circle of Z, the BFM ratio keeps the shape of a circle on
the complex plane [7]. That is to say, when the path length of
the dynamic signal is changed by one wavelength, the BFM-
ratio vector also experiences a phase rotation of 360 degrees
on the I-Q plane. Based on this property, we can obtain the
following properties of the BFM ratio for sensing:

1. BFM-ratio rotates a circle on the complex plane if the
reflection path length is changed by one wavelength. The
BFM-ratio rotates an arc on the complex plane if the re-
flection path length is changed by less than a wavelength.

2. When the magnitude of the static component of CSI is
larger than that of the dynamic component of CSI (|Aq|>
|Bq|), BFM ratio rotates counterclockwise as the length
of the reflection path increases. Otherwise, it rotates
clockwise. In most cases, the static path component (i.e.,
LoS path and reflection from static objects) is stronger
than the reflection from the human body.

With the above properties, we successfully construct a map-
ping between BFM-ratio and the change in signal path length
induced by motion, laying the foundation for BFM sensing.

4.2 Experiment Verification
We verify the above properties via benchmark experiments.

We utilize a Netgear Nighthawk X4S R7800 WiFi AP as the
transmitter and a Tenda U10 WiFi Dongle as the receiver.
They are placed with a LoS distance of 2.4 m. The central
frequency is set as 5.765 GHz, corresponding to a signal
wavelength of 5.2 cm. To mimic a moving target, an iron
plate was placed on a sliding track in the direction of the
perpendicular bisector of the LoS path, as shown in Figure 8.
We moved the iron plate to vary the reflection path length.
When the dynamic path length changes by one wavelength,
while the trajectory of BFM on the I-Q plane is not circular,
the BFM ratio trajectory is a complete circle as shown in
Figure 9(a). Notably, the BFM ratio rotated counterclockwise
when the plate was moved away from the LoS path, and

AP

Sniffer

STA

Iron plate

Figure 8: Experiment setting for model verification.
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Figure 9: Trajectory of smoothed BFM ratio when the dy-
namic path length (a) increases by one wavelength (the blue
color indicates the starting point), (b) decreases by one wave-
length, and (c) changes by one-sixth of a wavelength.

clockwise when it approached the LoS path. We also control
the starting position of the iron plate to make the length of the
dynamic reflection path change by one-sixth of a wavelength,
and the trajectory of the BFM ratio is shown in Figure 9(c).
The radian of the BFM ratio trajectory is roughly 60 degrees,
which well matches the theoretical value.

5 Case Study
As BFM ratio restores the quantitative mapping between

signal variation and target motion, various sensing applica-
tions can be realized based on the BFM ratio. In this sec-
tion, we employ two applications, i.e., micro-motion breath
monitoring and macro-motion human walking tracking to
demonstrate the sensing capability of BFM ratio.

5.1 Respiration Monitoring
BFM ratio can be used for reliable respiration monitoring

without incurring the ‘bad position’ problem. We calculate
the BFM ratio of each pair of elements in BFM and perform
this operation on all the subcarriers. For example, when AP
and STA have 4 antennas and 1 antenna respectively with 234
subcarriers, 234×C2

4 streams of BFM ratios can be obtained.
Each BFM ratio stream can be further divided into amplitude
and phase streams, and we can obtain a total of 2808 streams.
We can now extract the respiration information by applying
the principal component analysis (PCA) method. We further
apply the Savitzky-Golay filter on the respiration waveform
to smoothen it. The respiration rate is finally calculated by
performing an auto-correlation operation on the respiration
waveform with a window size of 30 s.

5.2 Human Trajectory Tracking
The proposed BFM ratio can also be used to sense macro-

motions, such as the trajectory of human walking. The key
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(a) Asus RT-AC86U (b) Netgear R7800 (c) Linksys EA8100

(d) Linksys MR9000X (e) TP-LINK WDR7660 (f) TP-LINK WDR7661

Figure 10: All tested routers support MU-MIMO technology.

information we use for human trajectory tracking is the move-
ment speed of the target. Recall that the BFM ratio model has
established a quantitative relationship between the BFM-ratio
phase change and the dynamic path length change in Sec-
tion 4.1. By leveraging the geometric relationship between
the target and transceivers, we can convert the path length
change speed into the radial speed of the target with respect
to the transceivers [32]. With another pair of transceivers, we
obtain a second radial speed. By fusing the two speeds, we
obtain the true target velocity. Note that we assume the initial
location of the target is known. Within a short period of time
window such as 0.2 s, we can safely assume the target velocity
is a constant. We can then calculate the target location after
the small time window and iteratively compute the following
locations to enable continuous tracking.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the

performance of applying the proposed BFM ratio metric to
realize two typical sensing applications, i.e., micro-motion
respiration monitoring and macro-motion human tracking.

6.1 BFM collection.
We first test the feasibility of BFM data collection on di-

verse devices and evaluate the performance of sensing using
real communication traffic.
BFM data collection on various devices. To demonstrate
the generality of our approach, we test six different WiFi
routers including Asus RT-AC86U, Netgear R7800, Linksys
EA8100, Linksys MR9000X, TP-LINK WDR7660, and TP-
LINK WDR7661 as shown in Figure 10. We denote the above
routers as R1 ∼ R6. Although these routers are of various
brands and equipped with different WiFi chips, we are able to
successfully collect BFM during the communication process
of these routers without changing any firmware or driver. This
is because BFM is protocol-compliant feedback information
that is available on all the devices that support MU-MIMO.
Sensing under real communication traffic. We also eval-
uate the performance of respiration monitoring under real

Respiration belt

AP STA
Sniffer

Markers

(a) empty room

Respiration belt

STA
Sniffer

AP

(b) living room

Respiration belt

AP STA

Sniffer

(c) office

Figure 11: Three typical environments with different levels of
multipath and experiment setup for human respiration sensing.

communication traffic between WiFi AP and STAs. Specifi-
cally, we watch live webcasts, listen to music, and browse the
web to generate different real-world traffic patterns. In this
experiment, we use Asus RT-AC86U as AP and two Tenda
U10 cards as the STAs. For different activities, the packet
rate varies significantly. When watching live webcasts, the
mean sample rate of BFM always exceeds 10 Hz, which is
high enough for respiration monitoring. When listening to
music and browsing the Web, the BFM comes intermittently
and the mean sample rate of BFM is 3 ∼ 6 Hz and 3 ∼ 4 Hz
respectively. For human trajectory tracking, usually a sample
rate higher than 20 Hz is required. To trigger more frequent
beamforming feedback packets, we use the iperf3 tool [30] to
generate UDP traffic from AP to STAs.

6.2 Respiration Monitoring using BFM Ratio
Devices. We employ a Netgear R7800 router equipped with
Qualcomm WiFi QCA9984 chipset as the AP and two Tenda
U10 as the STAs to collect BFM samples. Our system operates
at a central frequency of 5.75 GHz, and the channel bandwidth
is 80 MHz. We use a Netgear A6210 as a sniffer to collect
feedback packets from the STAs.

Environment. We conduct experiments in an empty room
(9.5 m × 9.8 m), a living room (3.4 m × 6.1 m) and an
office (4.4 m × 4 m), as shown in Figure 11. In the living
room and the office, there are a lot of furniture and electrical
appliances which create rich multipath. In the living room,
our transceivers are placed at one side of the room, as shown
in Figure 11(b). In the office, our transceivers are placed at
two sides of the room as shown in Figure 11(c).

Participants. We recruit six volunteers including four males
and two females for our experiment, aged between 23 and
57. Throughout the experiment, the user wears a commercial
sensor (Neulog Respiration Monitor Belt logger sensor NUL-
236 [19]) to obtain ground truth. Their respiration rates range
from 12 to 18 bpm (beats per minute).

6.2.1 BFM vs. BFM ratio.

In this section, we compare the performance of respiration
monitoring based on BFM and BFM ratio. We let the target
breathe naturally at different positions. The positions in the
environment are marked with red dots in Figure 11(a).
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Figure 12: The CDF of respiration sensing error with different
signals as input.

Experiment Results. We show the overall respiration rate
error and also snapshots of the signal patterns.

• Respiration rate error. Figure 12 presents the overall
respiration rate errors of different signals. The median
errors are 1.61 bpm, 1.76 bpm, 1.17 bpm, and 0.44 bpm
for BFM amplitude, BFM phase, BFM amplitude+phase,
and BFM ratio, respectively. The errors of using only
BFM amplitude or phase are the largest, while using
both can only slightly improve the accuracy since the
complementary property does not exist. Due to the com-
plementarity of BFM ratio amplitude and phase in respi-
ration monitoring, significantly better performance can
be achieved.

• Breathing induced signal pattern. Figure 13 presents
the detailed patterns of the amplitude and phase of BFM
and those of BFM ratio. These signals are filtered by a
Savitzky-Golay filter. We can see that while BFM am-
plitude or phase can be used for respiration monitoring
at position 1 and position 2, both of them are too weak
to be used at position 3. In comparison, at all three posi-
tions, at least one of the BFM ratio amplitude and phase
can be utilized for respiration monitoring, outperforming
BFM-based method.

6.2.2 Ideal CSI vs. BFM ratio.
To compare the performance with ideal CSI, we use WARP

V3 platform [39] to collect CSI data. We deploy the AP and
STA with a LoS distance of 2.4 m as shown in Figure 14. We
ask a target to sit in the chair located on the perpendicular
bisector of the LoS path of the transceivers. We record CSI and
BFM data simultaneously when a target breathes naturally.
We vary the distance between the target and the LoS path
from 2 m to 5 m at a step size of 1 m. Since the sample
rates of WARP CSI and BFM are different, we first align the
sample rates of these two signals. In addition, the number of
subcarriers provided by BFM (234 subcarriers) is larger than
that of CSI (56 subcarriers). Here we select the same number
of subcarriers (56) for BFM with equal intervals. Then, we
feed the amplitude and phase of CSI, and the amplitude and
phase of BFM ratio into the method described in Section 5.1
while keeping the other parameters the same.

We plot the mean absolute error (MAE) of respiration rate
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Figure 13: Phase and amplitude patterns of the BFM and BFM
ratio when the subject breathes six cycles at three different
positions. While BFM amplitude or phase can be used for
sensing at Position 1 and 2, neither can be used for sensing at
Position 3. In contrast, at least one of the BFM ratio’s phase
and amplitude can be used for sensing at all locations.
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Figure 14: The experiment setup for respiration monitoring.
A WARP SDR is used to collect CSI readings for comparison
with the BFM-ratio-based method.

with respect to the distance from 2 m to 5 m in Figure 15. The
experiment results show that the MAE of respiration monitor-
ing based on BFM ratio is slightly higher than that of CSI. We
believe this is mainly because WARP is a high-end software-
defined radio platform which allows us to extract cleaner CSI
signal. On the other hand, BFM samples extracted from com-
modity hardware have more noise. Furthermore, since BFM
is obtained from CSI through a series of steps including sin-
gular value decomposition and compression, there can be a
precision loss during the process. Despite that, BFM ratio can
still achieve reliable human respiration sensing. We believe
that the sensing accuracy can be further improved through
signal enhancement algorithms leveraging data from multiple
subcarriers [27].

6.2.3 Impact of device and environment diversity
Device diversity. We keep the same environment setting and
collect BFM with different routers placed at the same loca-
tion one by one as shown in Figure 10. We compare the
archived MAE for respiration rate monitoring. Despite differ-
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Figure 15: The respiration rate error of CSI-based and BFM-
ratio-based approaches at different distances.
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Figure 16: The respiration rate error of different devices.

ent numbers of antennas equipped, similar MAEs are achieved
at different devices as illustrated in Figure 16. The results
demonstrate that the proposed BFM sensing can be realized
on a large range of WiFi devices.

Environment diversity. We deploy AP and STAs in two
other rooms with rich multipath as shown in Figure 11(b)
and Figure 11(c). The achieved MAEs for respiration rate
sensing are 0.43 bpm and 0.46 bpm respectively, which are
comparable to that in the empty room.

Through-wall deployment. We further conduct experiments
under the following through-wall deployments. AP and sniffer
are in the same room while STAs and the target are in another
room. The MAE of respiration rate is 0.76 bpm. Compared
to the previous experiment where all devices are in the same
room, the dynamic path is now attenuated, which leads to a
decrease of the signal fluctuation caused by respiration. The
error is now larger but still below 1 bpm. Note that the location
of the sniffer does not matter as long as it can overhear the
CBF packets containing BFM information.

Multi-target scenario. In this subsection, we test the capabil-
ity of multi-target respiration monitoring. We consider three
typical cases as shown in Figure 18. For MU-MIMO trans-
mission, at least two WiFi stations need to be involved so we
consider two WiFi stations in these cases.

• Case 1: Two targets are in the same room and the two
targets are close to each other.

• Case 2: Two targets are in the same room but are sepa-
rated from each other with an 8 m distance in between.

• Case 3: Two targets are in different rooms.

In multi-target scenarios, signals reflected from multiple
targets are superimposed. When the distance between targets
is close (Case 1), signals from multiple targets can not be
easily separated in the time domain or spatial domain. We
exploit the independence of breathing patterns between targets
and apply the blind source separation method [60] to obtain

STA 

Sniffer 
AP 

STA 

Sniffer 
AP 

Figure 17: A through-wall deployment for respiration sensing.
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Figure 18: Experiment environments and setup for multi-
target respiration sensing.

each target’s breathing information. In our experiment, with
BFM ratio as the input, a low MAE of 0.53 bpm can be
achieved. For Cases 2 and 3, the targets are separated by a
large distance or a wall. Each STA’s signal variation is more
affected by the nearer target. The respiration rate of each target
can thus be directly estimated from the BFM ratio variation
of each STA. The MAEs of the estimated respiration rates
in the two cases are 0.44 bpm and 0.38 bpm, respectively.
These achieved low MAEs show that BFM ratio can support
accurate multi-target respiration monitoring.

6.3 Human Tracking using BFM ratio
In this section, we evaluate the performance of applying

BFM-ratio for velocity estimation to support human tracking.

6.3.1 Experiment setup
We conduct experiments in two typical indoor environ-

ments, i.e., an empty room (9.5 m × 9.8 m), as shown in
Figure 19(a), and a meeting room (6.4 m × 6.4 m), as shown
in Figure 19(b). One WiFi AP (Netgear R7800) and two
STAs (Tenda U10) are mounted on tripods at a height of one
meter. We place two STAs at different locations to make the
two AP-STA lines perpendicular to each other. The LoS dis-
tance between the transmitter and receivers is set as 4.2 m.
Three volunteers (2 men and 1 woman) are recruited to partic-
ipate in the experiments. The participants are asked to walk
naturally along ten trajectories of various shapes, including
straight line, diamond, rectangle, triangle and ‘N’ path. Each
volunteer walks along each trajectory 20 times.

6.3.2 Performance of human tracking
We plot the recovered human walking trajectories and the

ground truth trajectories (GTT) in Figure 20. We can see
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Figure 19: The experiment setup for human trajectory tracking
in two different environments.
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Figure 20: Human trajectory tracking results with BFM ratio.

that with just two STAs, we can achieve accurate human
trajectory tracking with commodity WiFi. We present the
tracking error in Figure 21. The median localization error is
0.43 m and 0.72 m in the empty room and in the meeting
room, respectively. This result shows that BFM ratio can be
used to not just detect motion but also quantitatively measure
the motion displacement.

6.3.3 Performance in the challenging real-life scenario
In order to demonstrate the performance of BFM ratio

tracking in real environments with rich multipath and NLoS,
we conduct additional experiments in a living room as shown
in Figure 22(a). The size of the room is 3.4 m×6.1 m, and
most of the space is filled with furniture, including sofas,
coffee table, and TV cabinet. AP and one STA are placed near
the wall. The other STA is placed in the adjacent room with a
wall of 30 cm thickness. The straight-line distances between
two STAs and AP are 4 m. The target starts walking from a
corner near the coffee table and stops at the TV cabinet. We
ask the participant to walk along this trajectory 20 times. An
example of the trajectory estimate is shown in Figure 22(b)
which matches the ground truth. The median localization error
is 0.98 m as shown in Figure 21. Due to richer multipaths,
the tracking error in the living room is larger than those in the
empty room and meeting room.
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Figure 21: CDF plot of the localization error.
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Figure 22: Human trajectory tracking in a multipath-rich and
NLoS environment.

7 Related work
In this section, we briefly review the most related work.

7.1 WiFi based contactless sensing
Due to easy access of RSSI at most WiFi devices, in the

early years, human sensing was mainly based on RSSI read-
ings. RSSI was used for human respiration monitoring [1]
and also for fingerprinting-based localization [59]. However,
as RSSI only contains signal strength information, the perfor-
mance is relatively coarse.

In 2010, some open source CSI tools [17] were developed
to support extracting CSI from several 802.11n WiFi chips.
Since then, CSI-based sensing has drawn widespread atten-
tion in both academia and industry. Promising progress has
been achieved from coarse-grained fall detection [42, 46],
gesture recognition [15, 38, 40], activity recognition [33, 56],
indoor tracking [25, 36, 51] to fine-grained vital sign moni-
toring [61, 67]. Compared to RSSI, CSI contains both am-
plitude and phase information. Richer target context such as
speed and angle can be obtained from CSI data. A lot of mod-
els were developed based on CSI input including CSI-speed
model [44], Fresnel zone model [41, 52], Angle-of-Arrival
model [26] and CSI-ratio model [62]. CSI-based sensing
requires specially tailored WiFi firmware and CSI tools to
extract CSI samples. It thus only works with very few WiFi
cards such as Intel 5300 and Atheros 9x series cards.

On the other hand, BFM can be extracted from a large range
of WiFi devices without the need of hacking WiFi firmware or
drivers. It is thus promising to utilize BFM for WiFi sensing.
There has been some initial exploration of BFM sensing. In a
recent work [20], the authors observed that BFM amplitude is
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affected by human respiration and respiration rate can be mon-
itored using BFM. Another recent work [21] further showed
that the number of repetitive activities can be counted using
BFM phase information. However, these initial studies are
empirical research based on experiment observations. There
is no theoretical analysis to help people fully understand the
underlying mechanism and also the relationship between CSI
and BFM. In this work, we lay the theoretical foundation for
BFM sensing and analyze the sensing capabilities of BFM. A
recent work (BeamSense [49]) proposed to recover CSI from
BFM for sensing. To recover BFM from CSI, BeamSense re-
quired to extract both downlink BFM and uplink BFM. While
downlink BFM can be easily extracted, uplink BFM can only
be extracted from 1% WiFi stations, which is acknowledged
in BeamSense. In contrast, downlink CBF alone is enough
for our proposed system to work.

7.2 Other RF-based sensing
In addition to WiFi signals, a wide range of wireless tech-

nologies such as RFID, LoRa, FMCW radar, and IR-UWB
radar, have been used for sensing. RFID is a technology that
locates and identifies tags attached to items using radio waves.
RFID has been utilized to realize sensing applications in-
cluding localization [28], authentication [12], human activity
recognition [58], gesture recognition [70] and material sens-
ing [43, 53]. LoRa is a low-power, long-distance wireless
technology designed for connections between IoT devices.
LoRa is also utilized for contactless sensing applications such
as localization [18], human detection [11], respiration moni-
toring [63] and human tracking [54,63]. Recent works further
applied LoRa signals for multi-target sensing [65] and soil
moisture monitoring [10]. FMCW and IR-UWB radars are
two commonly used radars for contactless sensing. They have
been used for vital sign monitoring [5,16,64,66], human track-
ing [2, 3, 13, 69], and even emotion recognition [68]. While
the above technologies showed promising results in various
sensing applications, they still require dedicated devices that
are not yet widely used in our daily life.

8 Discussion
Privacy concern. Since BFM is not encrypted, anyone in-

cluding attackers can eavesdrop on the BFM transmissions
and use the captured BFM readings to sniff human contexts
such as location and activities. One potential solution is to
apply random offsets (both amplitude and phase offsets) to
each element of the BFM readings to corrupt the quantitative
relationship between BFM ratio and target motion. However,
this method does affect the communication function of BFM.
We thus need to embed the random offsets in the encrypted
WiFi packets to compensate the applied offsets at legitimate
nodes. This will unavoidably lead to more complicated proto-
col design and higher computational load which eventually
may degrade the throughput performance. We believe protect-

ing targets from being sensed by BFM readings is an exciting
topic worth more effort.

AoA and ToF estimation from BFM. The key informa-
tion to enable AoA estimation is the signal phase readings,
more precisely, the phase difference between antennas. Since
BFM preserves the phase difference between antennas dur-
ing the compression process, the steering vector can still be
constructed for AoA estimation. BFM may have difficulties
being used for ToF estimation. This is because the phase re-
lationship between sub-carriers is the key information for
ToF estimates. During the compression process, the phase
readings subtracted at different subcarriers are different, cor-
rupting the phase relationship between subcarriers which is
critical for ToF estimation.

CSI vs. BFM. We believe few manufacturers are willing
to release the raw CSI readings to the public and we do not
expect a change in the near future. There are two main reasons
for this. The first reason is that due to the high sampling rate
and detailed information on each subcarrier, the high transmis-
sion cost of CSI (i.e., a large amount of data) can degrade the
communication throughput. Second, detailed CSI information
can also leak confidential chip performance information to
the public. This is why BFM adopts a lower sampling rate
and only transmits compressed partial data. Therefore, com-
pared to CSI, we believe BFM is the choice for real-world
adoption of WiFi sensing. We believe building the theoretical
foundation for BFM-based sensing moves a big step towards
real-world adoption of WiFi sensing.

9 Conclusion
While WiFi CSI sensing has been popular in the past

decade, CSI can only be extracted from very few WiFi cards,
greatly hindering the adoption of CSI-based WiFi sensing.
We observe an exciting opportunity brought by the new-
generation WiFi devices supporting 802.11ac MU-MIMO
technology, i.e., a new channel information called BFM can be
extracted from a large range of WiFi cards for sensing. In this
paper, we studied the underlying principle of BFM sensing by
revealing the relationship between BFM and CSI. We propose
to take the ratio of two BFM elements to avoid the inherent
issues associated with BFM for sensing. The theoretical anal-
ysis lays a foundation for WiFi sensing on new-generation
WiFi devices. Comprehensive experiments demonstrated the
effectiveness of applying BFM for fine-grained sensing.
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Abstract
High-speed connectivity is key to enabling a range of novel
IoT applications. Millimeter-wave (mmWave) backscatter
has emerged as a possible solution to create high-speed,
low-power IoT networks. However, state-of-the-art mmWave
backscatter systems are costly due to the need for dedicated
mmWave reader devices. This paper presents mmComb, a
mmWave backscatter system that is built to operate on com-
modity mmWave WiFi. mmComb is developed with the aim
that mmWave backscatter tags can be directly integrated into
802.11ad/ay mmWave WiFi networks. mmComb makes two
key contributions. First, We propose a technique to communi-
cate with backscatter tags using existing beamforming proto-
col frames from mmWave WiFi devices, without any protocol
modification. Second, we develop a self-interference sup-
pression solution that intelligently uses receive beamforming
to extract weak mmWave backscatter signal even in indoor
multipath-rich channels. We implement our solution with a
tag prototype and 60 GHz commodity WiFi devices. Our re-
sults show that mmComb can achieve a maximum data rate of
55 Mbps just by leveraging 802.11ad/ay control frames while
consuming 87.3 µW with BER lower than 10−3 up to 5.5 m
range.
1 Introduction
The number of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices is anticipated
to grow close to 30 billion by 2030 [1], creating a wide range
of novel applications enabled through high-speed edge and
cloud connectivity. Examples of such applications include
immersive computing and mixed reality, AI-assisted cyber-
physical systems like autonomous vehicles, smart homes, and
many more. Millimeter-wave (mmWave) wireless is at the
forefront of designing 6G and beyond networks that can en-
able high-speed connectivity to IoT devices. However, today’s
mmWave devices consume a significant amount of energy
(several watts in 802.11ad and 5G NR devices [39]). Hence,
the majority of IoT devices (e.g., RFID, WiFi backscatter)
operate in the sub-6 GHz spectrum. While the power con-
sumption of such devices can be in tens of microwatts, their
data rates are limited to a few kilobits per second [3, 17, 25]
or even bits per second [8, 46, 56] in some cases. mmWave
backscatter has emerged as a potential solution to bridge
this gap and to enable high-speed, ultra-low-power IoT con-
nectivity using the large bandwidths available in mmWave
bands. A key limitation of prior work on mmWave backscat-
ter [6, 23, 28, 41] is that they are not compliant with exist-

ing mmWave networks. This means that their adaptation re-
quires either deploying dedicated readers in the network or
non-trivial hardware and protocol modifications, increasing
the overall cost and reducing their adaptability. For example,
Millimetro [41] and OmniScatter [6] use mmWave FMCW
radars as mmWave backscatter readers. While the objectives
of these works are high-precision localization and massive-
scale IoT deployment, deployment of dedicated radars not
only increases the cost but also creates non-trivial interfer-
ence to existing mmWave networks [50]. mmTag [28], on the
other hand, aims at high-speed mmWave backscatter but can-
not achieve truly commodity operations. mmTag requires
additional dedicated hardware (polarized antenna) on the
transceiver to receive the polarized backscatter signal. It also
requires a custom antenna with separate polarization on the
AP and tags for self-interference suppression. Furthermore,
the impact of integrating mmTag in mmWave networks is not
clear given that it is not designed to be protocol compliant
where specific frames are used for piggybacking the backscat-
ter data. These limitations call for a new mmWave backscatter
solution that is high-speed, ultra-low-power, and truly com-
patible with mmWave commodity networks by design.

In this paper, we present mmComb, a high-speed mmWave
commodity WiFi backscatter system. mmComb is developed
with the aim that mmWave backscatter tags can be seam-
lessly integrated into 802.11ad/ay mmWave WiFi networks.
mmComb tags embed backscatter data bits by exploiting
beamforming training frames that are frequently exchanged
between 802.11ad/ay APs and clients. mmComb does not
require any changes to mmWave WiFi APs or clients in
terms of their hardware (no additional RF chains or cus-
tom antenna) or protocol stack, making it possible to di-
rectly accommodate mmWave backscatter tags into existing
mmWave WiFi networks. mmComb can achieve a maximum
data rate of 55 Mbps when leveraging 802.11ad beamform-
ing frames for backscattering which is orders of magnitude
higher than state-of-the-art sub-6 GHz WiFi backscatter sys-
tems [3, 17, 25, 53–55]. Our observed BER is lower than
10−3 for a range up to 5.5 m, enabling many practical ap-
plications within WLANs. Furthermore, the tag consumes
87.3 µW (10.5 µW only for modulation) including frame
detection and modulation. We demonstrate an end-to-end
backscatter system using a tag prototype and commercial off-
the-shelf 802.11ad AP and clients acting as readers. mmComb
addresses the following important challenges:
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Systems Frequency band Commodity WiFi compatible? Data rate Power consumption (µW )

sub-6 GHz

WiFi backscatter [17] 2.4 GHz Yes 1 Kbps 24
WiTAG [3] 2.4, 5 GHz Yes 4 Kbps 10

MOXcatter [55] 2.4 GHz Yes 50 Kbps 33
Freerider [54] 2.4 GHz Yes 60 Kbps 30
Hitchhike [53] 2.4 GHz Yes 300 Kbps 33

mmWave

MilliMetro [41] 24 GHz No (FMCW) 300 bps 2.36
OmniScatter [6] 24, 60 GHz No (FMCW) 150 Kbps 7

mmX [27] 24 GHz No (Dedicated reader) 100 Mbps 1.1×104

mmTag [28] 24 GHz No (Dedicated reader) 100 Mbps 0.2×104

mmComb 60 GHz Yes 55 Mbps 87.3

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art systems.
(1) Embedding backscatter bits in mmWave WiFi frames.
There are three key questions here: (i) which mmWave WiFi
frames to use for backscatter communication?, (ii) how to
detect the ongoing transmission of these frames?, and (iii)
how to modulate and demodulate the backscatter data onto
the frame? To answer the first question, mmComb selects
802.11ad/ay control frames, specifically beamforming frames,
for backscatter communication. These frames are regularly
transmitted (beacons, sector-level sweep, beam refinement,
etc.) for beamforming and their reuse for backscattering cre-
ates no additional network overhead. Furthermore, they have
relatively static structures and are transmitted in all directions
(i.e., sectors) which improves demodulation and tag cover-
age. mmComb introduces an ultra-light detection technique
for beamforming frames in tags by intelligently utilizing the
unique differences between data and beamforming frames.
The tags then perform symbol inversion on incoming symbols
using phase shifting to modulate the backscatter data. The
backscatter bits are then extracted by determining the change
in the channel (estimated vs. measured) at the receiver.

(2) Suppressing self-interference. Another key challenge
in mmWave backscatter is that due to high attenuation at
mmWave frequencies, the backscattered mmWave signal is
weak, making it very difficult to isolate the backscatter sym-
bols from self-interference (i.e., the signal traveling directly
from a transmitter to a receiver over LoS or reflected paths).
Prior WiFi backscatter systems operating at sub-6 GHz such
as HitchHike [53–55] address this issue by shifting the fre-
quency of the backscattered signal to the adjacent WiFi chan-
nel. However, mmWave WiFi channels are 2.16 GHz wide,
and switching such a channel would require a high-speed os-
cillator consuming as much as 0.5 mW which is clearly infeasi-
ble for a low-power tag [21]. Changing the polarization of the
incoming and outgoing signal is another approach presented
in [28]. However, such a solution requires non-trivial modifi-
cations to WiFi APs to equip them with differently polarized
antennas and multiple switches on the tag (increased power
consumption). Such solutions cannot be readily adapted to
work with commodity mmWave WiFi networks.

mmComb addresses this challenge by exploiting the direc-
tionality of mmWave beams to create high-gain receive beams

at the receiver towards the desired tag while creating nulls
in the direction of self-interference. Using the unique char-
acteristics of beamforming antennas, mmComb eliminates
the self-interference without shifting the center frequency. A
salient benefit of this approach is that it requires no specialized
hardware or protocol modifications in mmWave WiFi devices.
Table 1 compares mmComb with state-of-the-art sub-6 GHz
WiFi and mmWave backscatter systems.

(3) Tag prototyping, implementation and evaluation. We
develop a custom prototype of mmComb tag with high switch-
ing speed (up to 100 MHz), capable of modulating the
802.11ad/ay frames at 55 MHz speed. We use off-the-shelf
802.11ad devices and software radios equipped with phased
arrays as readers. We evaluate mmComb in diverse scenarios
with extensive experiments. Our experiments show that mm-
Comb can achieve a data rate of 55 Mbps using 802.11ad con-
trol frames with BER lower than 10−3 up to the 5.5m range.
We also demonstrate that the control frames with backscatter
data embedded in them can be received on an unmodified
802.11ad receiver. We find that our self-interference suppres-
sion technique, which beamforms towards a tag while creating
nulls towards self-interference directions, provides over 19
dB increase in backscatter SINR compared to beams used in
commodity 802.11ad/ay devices. mmComb’s self-interference
suppression is extensively evaluated (i.e., the impact of phase
resolution, spatial smoothing, multiple self-interference paths,
and different types of receiver devices). Our results show that
even in environments with severe multi-path (3-5 reflected
mmWave paths), the average BER remains low (6.5×10−3)
due to our self-interference suppression solution. We demon-
strate that practical deployments of mmComb are feasible as
they can support not only Line-of-Sight (LoS) but also Non-
Line-of-Sight (NLoS) paths (tag behind a cardboard box or in
an office cubicle). mmComb can scale to multiple tags densely
deployed in the environment with very low inter-tag interfer-
ence. Lastly, we verify that backscattering from the tag does
not negatively impact standards-compliant beamforming.

Contributions. Our main technical contributions are:

• mmComb is the first mmWave commodity WiFi backscat-
ter system where the tags can seamlessly integrate into
mmWave WiFi networks without any hardware or protocol
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modifications.
• We present a self-interference suppression technique that

can use beamforming and nulling to significantly improve
SINR otherwise weak mmWave backscatter signal recep-
tion.

• mmComb is implemented with a custom tag prototype and
commodity off-the-shelf 802.11ad devices as readers. We
extensively evaluate mmComb in a diverse set of scenar-
ios demonstrating the feasibility of high-speed, low-power
mmWave commodity WiFi backscatter.

2 Background
A typical backscatter system consists of a reader and a tag
where the reader sends an excitation query signal which is
then reflected back by a tag. A tag can switch between dif-
ferent impedances to modulate the amplitude, phase, or fre-
quency [9, 11] of the backscattered signal. In the case of
commodity WiFi backscatter, an existing commodity device
(e.g., a WiFi AP or client [53, 54]) in the wireless network
operates as the reader, thus eliminating the need to deploy
dedicated readers and reducing cost. Existing protocol frames
transmitted from the commodity readers can also be retrofitted
to create the query signal. In mmComb, mmWave WiFi 802.11
ad/ay devices and protocol frames are used for enabling high-
speed mmWave backscatter communication. To this end, we
now provide a brief background on mmWave WiFi.
802.11ad/ay DMG beamforming. The 60 GHz Directional
Multi-Gigabit (DMG) mmWave 802.11ad/ay WiFi provides
multi-gigabit-per-second data rate. Due to the high attenua-
tion experienced at mmWave frequencies, directional beams
created through phased antenna arrays are commonly utilized.
Fig. 1 shows the beamforming training process [32, 35] that
is used to determine the best transmit sector (i.e., beam pat-
tern) pair between an AP and a station (STA). The procedure
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Figure 1: 802.11ad/ay beamforming training process.
involves sending beamforming (BF) frames from the AP in
different sectors, and the station measures the received SNR
for each. Then, the station sends the BF frames back to the
AP, which measures the SNR. The feedback conveys the Tx
sector with the highest SNR measurement from both AP to
station and vice versa, followed by an acknowledgment.
BF frames. The beamforming training is carried out using
BF frames which is a type of control frame. The BF frame
consists of a preamble, a header, and a payload as shown in
Fig. 2. Both beacons and sector level sweep (SLS) frames
are referred to as BF frames because they are sent out in all
sectors by the AP, and can be used for backscatter in mm-
Comb. The preamble consists of 59 repeated Golay sequences
(Ga128, Gb128, −Ga128, and −Gb128), while the header and
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Figure 2: 802.11ad beamforming (BF) frame.

payload are spread with Ga32 where the subscript represents
the length of sequence. Most of the fields in the BF frame are
predetermined and remain constant, except for the timestamp,
sector sweep field, and FCS (frame check sequence) marked
in red in Fig. 2. The BF frames are transmitted in different
sectors during the BF training. The BF frame’s data rate is
27.5 megabits per second, coded with an LDPC code at a
1/2 coding rate, and each coded bit is then spread using a
32-point length Golay sequence, producing symbols at a rate
of 55 MSym/s at a chip rate of 1760 MHz.

3 mmWave WiFi Backscatter
This section explains how the mmComb tag inserts backscat-
ter bits into ongoing mmWave WiFi frames and how a com-
modity mmWave WiFi device retrieves these bits through
demodulation.
3.1 Modulation and demodulation
Modulation. Our objective in mmComb is to reuse the exist-
ing mmWave WiFi frames as a query signal for the backscatter
tag. However, reusing any arbitrary frame makes it difficult
to isolate backscatter bits from the original frame’s bits, as
both are unknown to the receiver. Prior work on sub-6 GHz
commodity WiFi backscatter [53, 54] relies on separating the
two in the frequency domain by shifting the backscatter signal
to an adjacent WiFi channel. Albeit effective, this process is
not feasible in mmWave WiFi where each 802.11ad/ay chan-
nel is 2.16 GHz wide, and shifting to adjacent frequency will
require a power-hungry high-speed oscillator on the tag.

In order to address this challenge, mmComb utilizes 802.11
ad/ay BF frames. As described in Sec. 2, most bits of 802.11
ad/ay BF frame are fixed. Since 802.11ad/ay BF frames
adopt DBPSK modulation, mmComb embeds backscatter bits
onto the BF frames by changing the symbol phase accord-
ing to them. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3. A mmComb tag
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Figure 3: mmComb backscatter modulation.

backscatters the incoming WiFi signal with an offset of either
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0◦ (backscatter bit 0) or 180◦ (backscatter bit 1). Here, the
reflected symbol Sreflected = Soriginal × e jπbback where Soriginal
is the original incoming symbol and bback is the backscatter
bit to be embedded. This means that if the backscatter bit is 0,
the signal has no change, and if the backscatter bit is 1, the
original signal is phase-shifted by π before backscattering.
Our backscatter data rate of 55 Mbps is achievable due to a
symbol rate of BF frames (55 MSym/s).

To create a phase shift, we develop a tag that uses a Single
Pole, Double Throw (SPDT) switch with one input port and
two output ports as shown in Fig. 4. The WiFi signal enters

Switch Board

Reflected 
Signal 1

Reflected 
Signal 2

Input
signal

Figure 4: mmComb tag schematic: by switching between the
output ports, the tag can reflect with different phases.

the input port and bounces back through one of the output
ports. The output ports create different phase shifts due to the
different lengths of lines, resulting in a quarter wavelength
discrepancy between them. This leads to a half wavelength
difference, or a phase shift of π, during a complete round trip.
By switching between the output ports, the reflected signal
can be modulated with two different phases. mmComb uses a
high-speed SPDT switch with 100 MHz of switching speed
and 1ns rise and fall times (more details of the prototype in
Sec. 5).
Demodulation. An 802.11ad/ay receiver can now demodu-
late the backscatter bits by comparing expected and received
signals. The received signal y(t) is a linear combination of
the transmitted signals from K different paths as

y(t) = A(θb) ·hb(θb) · e jπb(t) · s(t)+
K−1

∑
i=1,i ̸=b

A(θi) ·hi(θi) · s(t)

(1)
where A(θi) and h(θi) are the complex antenna weight vec-
tor and channel gain in direction θi, respectively. s(t) is the
transmitted signal, and θb and b(t) represent the angle of the
backscatter path and backscatter bits, respectively.

Typically when a frame is transmitted, the receiver first
estimates the channel using the channel estimation field (CEF)
and uses the estimated channel to demodulate the transmitted
signal. In the case of mmComb, with the use of BF frames,
s(t) is already known to the receiver, enabling us to solve for
b(t) to extract the backscatter bits.

To achieve this, mmComb tag creates no phase change (i.e.,
backscatter bit b(t) = 0) during the CEF of the BF frame,
resulting in the receiver being able to estimate H = A(θb) ·
hb(θb)+∑

K−1
i=1,i ̸=b A(θi) ·hi(θi). This channel estimation and

known s(t) can be used to estimate the expected received
signal y′e(t) at the receiver. That is, y′e(t) represents the case
of a signal received by the receiver without being changed
by the tag. The backscatter bit b(t) can then be extracted by
comparing the received signal y(t) and the estimated signal

y′e(t). If the different y− y′e is zero, the backscatter bit b(t) =
0. On the other hand, if the difference becomes 2 ·A(θb) ·
hb(θb) · s(t), the backscatter bit b(t) = 1. Fig. 5 shows an
example of expected and received signals and corresponding
backscatter bits. In practice, the difference might vary from 2 ·
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Figure 5: Embedded backscatter bit on the Golay symbol.

A(θb) ·hb(θb) · s(t) and we use a threshold which is the mean
difference over the frame for determining the backscatter bit.
Embedding backscatter frame. Fig. 6 shows our mmComb
backscatter frame is embedded inside the 802.11ad/ay frame.
Since the length of the BF frame is fixed, the backscatter
frame size can also be predetermined including the size of the
preamble and data. The B-preamble provides synchroniza-

Preamble Header Payload

Time 
Stamp

B-Preamble B-CRCB-Payload

Preamble Header Payload

Time 
Stamp

B-Preamble B-Payload

Figure 6: The backscatter frame (B-preamble & B-payload)
can be embedded inside the 802.11ad/ay frame.

tion to indicate the start of the backscatter frame. We note
that the B-preamble must be inserted after the timestamp of
the BF frame body at 11.58 µs (4.30 µs of preamble, 4.67 µs
of header, 1.45 µs of frame control, duration, and BSSID, and
1.16 µs for timestamp). Since our tag demodulation is based
on comparing the original bit sequence with the changed one,
it is essential that the tag bit flips occur only after the times-
tamp. Although it is possible to embed backscatter data even
before the timestamp, 802.11ad/ay frames scramble the bits,
and any modification to the timestamp because of backscatter
data can result in incorrect descrambling. Since mmComb
relies on fixed data of the BF frame, proper descrambling is
essential to extract the backscatter bits. The backscatter frame
can be of length (L− 11.58) µs where L is a length of the
original BF frame, leading to ⌊ (L−11.58)∗1000

55 ⌋ backscatter bits
per BF frame.
3.2 Ultralight DMG control frame detection
A natural challenge that arises in using a DMG BF control
frame is that a tag needs to respond only to a control frame.
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In order to determine the type of 802.11ad packet, it is neces-
sary to demodulate the packet from the tag. However, this is
not possible under a limited power budget, as demodulation
requires a mixer and a high-speed oscillator. Instead, there are
two distinctive aspects to the control frame: 1) the preamble
sequence (repeated Gb128 symbols) remains highly correlated
after passing through a narrow bandwidth filter; 2) the control
frame (48 Gb128 symbols) has a longer preamble than the data
frame (16 Gb128 symbols), and this observation allows the tag
to detect the type of frame without adding complex hardware.
The type of frame is detected using a power detector. A power
detector is a powerless device that simply converts received
RF signals into voltages without consuming power.
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Figure 7: A control frame and a data frame captured by a
power detector with a sampling rate of 55 MHz.

Interestingly, a narrow 10MHz bandwidth (about 0.4% of
2.17 GHz) still shows a high correlation for the power de-
tector’s output voltage during the preamble due to the redun-
dancy of the repeated Gb128 symbols. Although the detector’s
narrow bandwidth causes signal distortion, we observe high
similarity between successive distorted Golay symbols. Using
this, it is possible to detect a control frame in a tag efficiently
without a complicated demodulation process and hardware.
Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the output voltage of the power
detector for a control frame and a data frame, separately. It’s
worth noting that there is a clear difference between control
frames and data frames. This is due to the fact that a control
frame utilizes a Golay sequence that spreads both the pream-
ble and the payload, whereas only the preamble field in a data
frame uses a Golay sequence. Leveraging its unique prop-
erty, mmComb tag calculates the auto-correlation of output
voltage on distorted Golay symbols using a sliding window.
The correlation output can detect both the start and type of a
frame.

As shown in Fig. 8, a high correlation is observed through-
out the entire control frame, while the correlation drops after
the preamble in the data frame. Using a threshold-based cut-
off, we can detect the type of frame with 98.5% sensitivity
( T P

T P+FN ) and 99.1% accuracy. The detection can be com-
pleted in ≈ 2µs as the length of the data frame preamble is
only 1.89µs.
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Figure 8: The correlation outputs differ between a control
frame and a data frame.

4 Suppressing Self-interference
While the mmWave commodity backscatter techniques de-
scribed in the previous section ensure proper modulation,
demodulation, and embedding of the backscatter bits, high
self-interference can result in low backscatter SINR. Here,
the self-interference refers to all incoming signals received
directly from the AP to the client, including LoS and NLoS
paths, but not the backscatter path.

As mentioned earlier, shifting the center frequency of the
backscattered signal is not feasible for wide 802.11ad/ay
WLAN channels due to a limited power budget. Instead, we
exploit the directionality of mmWave communication to sepa-
rate the backscatter and self-interference signals in the spatial
domain through careful beamforming and nulling. Our main
objective here is to identify a receiver beam antenna weight
vector that maximizes the gain towards the backscatter tag
while creating the nulls in the direction of self-interference.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 9. Apart from improving SINR, a

TAG

Self-interference Backscatter

Self-interference Backscatter

(a) Before receive beamforming

(b) After receive beamforming

TAG

AP

AP
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Figure 9: Our receive beamforming creates a custom beam
with high gain towards the tag and nulls towards the self-
interference to improve backscatter SINR.

key advantage of this design is that it offloads the responsibil-
ity of self-interference mitigation on the receiver (a commod-
ity device) without adding any complexity to the tag design.

Such beamforming and nulling require us to address the
following questions: (i) how can we determine the backscat-
ter path in a composite signal received at the receiver, which
also includes self-interference signals? (ii) how can we esti-
mate the angle of arrival (AoA) for the backscatter and self-
interference paths? (iii) how can we create a beam towards
the tag direction and nulls towards self-interference direc-
tions using the AoA information when both signals are highly
correlated? and lastly, (iv) how can we develop a backscat-
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ter protocol that is compatible with commodity mmWave
devices?
4.1 Backscatter beamforming with nulling
In this section, we first address how to create a high-gain
beam towards the tag while nulling the self-interference.
Beamforming primer. Beamforming is achieved through
a weight vector applied to antenna elements in mmWave’s
phased antenna array. This creates varying phases and am-
plitudes in incoming or outgoing signals. Fig. 10 shows the
receive beamforming. Each antenna element receives the sig-

Figure 10: Illustration of beamforming.
nal with a different phase value, also known as the steering
vector, depending on the angle of arrival (AoA). This can
result in a decrease in signal strength due to destructive in-
terference between received signals from each antenna ele-
ment. To address this concern, each element is assigned a
weight based on the AoA to enhance signal strength and im-
prove performance, ensuring that signals are received with
high SNR. If the transmitted signal s(t) arrives at the receiver
with an incident angle of θk for the kth path, the received sig-
nal becomes x(t) = s(t) ∗ a(θk) where a(θk) is the steering
vector for p antenna elements. a(θk) is essentially a vector
of phase shifts τk introduced by different travel lengths for
different antenna elements and can be written as a(θk) =

{1,eτk , · · ·,e(p−1)τk}, τk =
− j2π fcdcosθk

c where d, c, and fc
are the spacing between adjacent antenna elements, the speed
of the light, and the center frequency, respectively. When there
is only a single path (k = 1), the weight vector can be cal-
culated by compensating for the additional phase shifts for
that path, i.e., w(θk) = {1,e−τk , · · ·,e−(p−1)τk}. When there is
more than one path, the weight vector should depend on the
steering vector matrix A = [∑k

j=1 a1(θ j), . . . ,∑
k
j=1 ap(θ j)] for

all incoming paths, i.e., w = [∑k
j=1 w1(θ j), . . . ,∑

k
j=1 wp(θ j)].

However, when the incoming signal contains both the desired
signal and the self-interference as in mmComb, it is non-trivial
to find the weight vector that maximizes only the backscatter
signal while nulling the self-interference.
Beamforming for backscatter only. mmComb creates the
optimal weight vector by calculating a covariance matrix us-
ing the AoA information. This method provides an approach
that can be readily implemented without any protocol mod-
ifications or additional measurements. Existing works such
as [13, 26] propose to use evolutionary algorithms or neural
networks for estimating the optimal weight vector. They then
use multiple SNR measurements to evaluate the fitness of the
estimated solution. However, in our case, both the backscatter
and self-interference signals are strongly correlated (they are

simply a phase-shifted copy of each other) which makes it dif-
ficult to use the SNR measurements for the fitness evaluation.
mmComb utilizes spatial smoothing technique to decorre-
late incoming signals to find the optimal weight vector. We
now describe the optimal weight vector calculation process
adopted for our scenario.

For ease of exploration, let us consider a linear antenna
array with p elements receiving signals. The received signal
y is then represented by y = ∑

p
i=1 w∗

i xi = w∗x where x and
w are the received signals and weight vectors, respectively,
and ∗ indicates complex conjugate transpose of vectors like
in Fig. 10. As we described in Sec. 4.2, we can differentiate
between backscatter and self-interference paths and calcu-
late their AoA. This can enable us to calculate the optimal
weight vector. Specifically, if the ideal received signal (i.e.,
only the backscatter signal) from the backscatter path is yb,
we can nullify the self-interference by minimizing the error
ε = y− yb = w∗x− yb between the received signal and the
ideal backscatter signal. The mean squared error E[εε∗] can
be calculated as

E[εε
∗] = E[(w∗x− yb)(w∗x− yb)

∗]

= w∗Rw−2w∗r+ yb ∗ yb
(2)

where R = E[xx∗] is the auto-correlation of the signal arriv-
ing at each antenna element and r = E[ybx∗] is the cross-
correlation between the ideal backscatter signal and arrived
signal. By finding the minimum using differentiation dE[εε∗]

dw =

2Rw− 2r, we can get the optimal weight vector w = R−1r.
Intuitively, R−1 cancels the self-interference signals and r
creates a high-gain beam towards the backscatter direction.
We calculate the yb and x by replacing the desired signal and
interference signal with the steering vectors from their AoA.
Therefore, yb can be the steering vector of a tag direction
while x is the steering vector of the combined signal. We then
use them to calculate the optimal weight vector.

There is, however, a critical challenge in simply adapt-
ing the correlation matrix to determine the optimal vector.
The matrix calculation assumes that the incoming signals of
backscatter and self-interference are mutually not correlated.
If the signals are coherent, there will be a rank loss in the
covariance matrix [10], resulting in the creation of wrong
weight vectors.
Spatial smoothing for phased arrays. To address the chal-
lenge, we leverage a unique characteristic of mmWave WiFi
that has a large number of antenna elements to decorrelate the
incoming signals. Using this redundancy of these antenna ele-
ments, mmComb applies the spatial smoothing technique by
splitting the array into several subarrays [40]. This is shown
in Fig. 11. Spatial smoothing has been used for decorrelating
signals in the context of AoA estimation [20, 48]. In order
to accurately estimate the Angle of Arrival (AoA), it is im-
portant to identify the Eigenvector of the steering vectors for
incoming signals. These vectors need to be orthogonal to each
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Figure 11: Spatial smoothing: The correlated incoming signal
α and β become decorrelated signal α’ and β’.

other. However, if the incoming signals are correlated, they
lose their orthogonality even if they have different AoAs. To
overcome the issue of correlated signals, as shown in Fig. 11,
the incoming signals are averaged over the subarrays to decor-
relate them.

Let us assume that L subarrays are created from the p an-
tenna elements where each subarray size is M. This yields
L = p−M + 1. Let xi(t) = ADi−1s(t) denote the received
signal at the ith subarray where A is the steering vector for
the subarray. A is M × K Vandermonde matrix with rank
K (number of paths). D is K dimensional diagonal matrix
of K paths’ AoA (D = diag{e− jω0τ1 , . . . ,e− j fcτk}). Then the
correlation matrix of the ith subarray is represented by Xi =
E[xx∗] = E[(AMDi−1)S)(AMDi−1)S)∗] = AMDi−1SD∗(i−1)A∗

M
where S is the correlation matrix of the transmitted signal
(S = E[s(t)s(t)∗]). If there are L subarrays, the smoothed co-
variance matrix becomes the mean of the subarray covariances
which can be presented as

X =
1
L

L

∑
i=1

Xi = A(
1
L

L

∑
i=1

D(i−1)SD∗(i−1))A∗ = ASA∗ (3)

where S is the modified signal source and is non-singular even
with coherence signals given that L ≥ K. As an example, with
our commercial mmWave WiFi hardware, the 6×6 phased
array can be configured as 4 subarrays of 5×5 as shown in
Fig. 12(a). We then average the measured power delay profile
over the subarrays of the antenna so that the signals from
different directions become decorrelated signals. Figs. 12(c)-
12(e) show the impact of spatial smoothing on an example
beam pattern with and without nulling.
4.2 Extracting the backscatter path
To achieve the above-mentioned beamforming with nulls, we
need to identify the backscatter path(s) and self-interference
path(s) along with their AoA. Although mmWave channel
sparsity (3-4 paths in typical indoor environment [49]) reduces
the complexity of the problem, It is difficult to distinguish
between the backscatter signal and the self-interference signal
as they are the same signal but with different channels. We
adopt a power delay profile (PDP) based solution for estimat-
ing AoA. Specifically, we leverage the approach proposed
in [43] for beam alignment and [34] for localization. A de-
tailed description of the AoA estimation method can be found
in Appendix A1.
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Figure 12: (a) 6× 6 phased array used in 802.11ad devices
and (b) spatial smoothing with L=4; Example beam patterns
of (c) without both nulling and smoothing, (d) with nulling
and without smoothing, (e) with both nulling and smoothing
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Figure 13: The tag operation changes the PDP peak of Path2.

Identifying the backscatter path. After determining the
AoA of different paths, we need to classify them as either
backscatter paths or self-interference paths. We leverage a
simple observation: during the tag operation, only the ampli-
tude of the backscatter path changes, not the self-interference
(LoS and ambient reflections) paths. Fig. 13 shows measured
PDP for one backscatter path and two self-interference paths.
4.3 mmComb backscatter protocol
We now discuss how mmComb can operate with 802.11ad/ay
protocol without any protocol modification. Our system oper-
ates as shown in Fig. 14(a).

The AP periodically exchanges BF frames with a client
(STA) to maintain the link between the AP and the STA. Note
that while we refer to this as beam training here which is
typically accomplished through SLS frames, a round of bea-
cons sent out by the AP can also be used for the purpose as
mentioned in Sec. 2. During the initial phase, the tag operates
as ON (bit 1) for the first beam training and as OFF (bit 0) for
the second beam training. The initial phase helps the client
receiver extract all paths, identify the backscatter path, and es-
timate the AoA for the backscatter and self-interference paths.
Although AoA estimation requires 2 beamforming training,
only one measurement is needed for starting backscatter-
ing communication. This is followed by a procedure at the
client where quantized steering vectors are calculated, spatial
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Figure 14: mmComb framework.

smoothing is applied, and the weight vector that provides the
best SINR is selected, as shown in Fig. 14(b). Through this
process, the client receiver determines a custom beam that
can provide high SINR for backscatter communication. The
AP sends out BF frames in different Tx sectors, modulating
them with tags. The receiver then demodulates the backscat-
ter data using a custom receive beam. In case of a channel
change (for example, human mobility nearby), the AoAs can
be recalculated. Fortunately, the channel change is also likely
to trigger beamforming for the STAs in the network. This can
be leveraged for quickly recalculating the AoAs to maintain a
continuous backscatter connection. Therefore, there is a high
chance that more than two beamforming opportunities are
available within one beacon interval under frequent beam-
forming. This results in the initial phase being completed
within one beacon interval, including path extraction which
takes less than 300µs [43, 45]. We note that mmComb can
leverage any control frame for piggybacking the backscatter
data. Also, beamforming can occur multiple times within one
beacon interval especially when multiple clients are connected
to the AP. Both these factors greatly increase the opportunity
to perform backscatter communications. Furthermore, the
idea of mmComb is to integrate mmWave backscatter tags
in the mmWave WLANs (just like conventional mmWave
clients). So, it is possible that the AP uses additional beam-
forming frames to enable communication with the tags.

This protocol also holds for multiple tag cases. Due to the
channel sparsity of mmWave, only a few tags respond in each
sector (i.e., have high gain for incoming signal). Additionally,
due to the different traveling distances, different tags can be
differentiated as separate peaks in PDP (Fig. 13), allowing the
receiver to determine the AoA for each tag. With this given
AoA information, a receiver can perform Rx beamforming
for a specific tag while nulling other tags that can respond to
the same Tx sector. We further demonstrate this in Sec. 6.4.
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Figure 15: Illustration of mmComb protocol
One potential issue is that when a station (STA) acts as a re-

ceiver (Rx) for backscatter and changes its receive beam from
quasi-omni to a new customized beam, it may provide the AP
with an inaccurate sector (the highest SNR sector from the
AP to the STA) during the process of beamforming (Fig. 1).
We have observed that this problem does not arise in our sys-
tem. The reason behind this is that when an STA performs
beamforming with the AP, it doesn’t allow backscatter com-
munication to prevent any interference with its beamforming
process. Instead, the STA acts as the Rx for a backscatter
when the AP is performing beamforming with other STAs.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 15 using one AP and two STAs.
During beamforming training with STA1, the AP can utilize
STA2 as a receiver for a backscatter tag. In this process, the
tag uses BF frames from the AP to backscatter data to STA2,
received over a custom beam with self-interference nulling.
The STA1 receives AP’s BF frames in quasi-omni mode as
per protocol while maintaining unaffected communication
with the AP. The beamforming training for different stations
is conducted by the AP in separate time slots. Hence, the same
is true when the AP performs beamforming with STA2 and
STA1 receives the backscatter signals.

5 Implementation
5.1 mmComb Tag Prototype
Our tag prototype is shown in Fig. 16. We fabricated four
prototype tags with a GotMIC gSSD0011 SPDT switch that
is attached to the housing using a conductive epoxy and pack-
aged with gold-plated aluminum. The switch can support
switching speeds up to 100 MHz with rise and fall times of
up to 1ns. The return loss (S11) of the tag is measured and
shown in Fig. 16(c).
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Figure 16: (a-b) Our mmWave tag prototype, (c) S(11) return
loss measurements of our tag.
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Figure 17: Backscatter SNR, BER, and data rate at different distances.

mmComb tag attaches a tag antenna (15 dBi V-band an-
tenna SAR-1532-15-S2 with a half-power beamwidth of 41
degrees) to absorb or reradiate a backscatter signal. The tag
output ports are attached to reflective ends where one of them
reradiates the received signal without any change and the
other introduces a phase shift of π using an additional round-
trip of quarter wavelength. The switch is controlled through a
TerasIC FPGA board with a microcontroller (SAM4SD32C).
5.2 mmComb Commodity WiFi Readers
Commodity 802.11ad devices from Airfide [4] and Mikrotik
[2] are used as commodity readers in mmComb, as they use
the same 802.11ad Qualcomm QCA6310 chipset and 6×6
antenna array. To enable desired modifications, we implement
various changes to the 802.11ad Wil6210 driver and firmware
to (i) send BF frames to selected sectors as desired, (ii) set
selected Tx and Rx beams, (iii) extract per-element CSI (am-
plitude and phase), and (iv) create and apply new codebook
to firmware with desired weight vectors.

IF-bridge board

WiFi AP

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18: mmComb uses 802.11ad APs as Tx with two types
of Rx: (a) 802.11ad MikroTik AP TX, (b) Airfide AP RX
with IF bridge board, and (c) SiversIMA 60 GHz RF SDR
RX.

We consider two types of setup: (i) both Tx and Rx are
commodity 802.11ad devices, and (ii) the Tx is a commod-
ity 802.11ad device while the Rx is a 60 GHz SDR. In both
setups, the Tx transmits 802.11ad BF frames. The first setup
includes two types of commodity receivers: an unmodified
commodity 802.11ad device and a commodity 802.11ad de-
vice equipped with an IF bridge board [57] to extract raw
I/Q data as shown in Fig.18. The unmodified 802.11ad re-
ceiver allows for commodity compatibility, demonstrating
that backscattered beamforming frames can be received with-
out any modifications to hardware, software, or protocol. In
contrast to the prior work such as [53] where the checksum
errors are ignored (through driver/firmware modification in

sub-6 GHz WiFi), we note that the current and only publicly
available 802.11ad firmware (wil6210) internally drops the
frames with a checksum error. To avoid it, mmComb tags
further modulate the checksum (Sec. 2) based on the modified
data so that the frame can be correctly received on an unmodi-
fied 802.11ad Rx. However, it only evaluates frames correctly
received at the Rx and does not allow accurate calculation
of BER. In order to evaluate it even on low SNR scenarios
where the frame cannot be correctly received by the firmware,
we use the IF bridge board on 802.11ad Rx to extract the
raw I/Q data. The raw bits are decoded and analyzed with
Keysight’s 81199A Wideband Waveform Analyzer. We note
that the IF bridge board is only used on the Rx for detailed
bit-level analysis of backscatter BF frames. Our proposed
design works with an unmodified 802.11ad Rx without the IF
bridge board as we show in Fig. 21.

In the second setup, we use SiversIMA 60 GHz RF frontend
with a 16-element phased array on the Rx. Compared to the
phased array found in commodity 802.11ad devices which
provides 2-bit phase control, the SiversIMA array provides
6-bit phase control, enabling us to better analyze the impact
of beamforming and nulling on backscatter BER. Since most
antenna arrays used COTS 802.11ad devices do not provide
per-element amplitude control, we also focus only on phase
control in this work.

6 Evaluation
We perform exhaustive experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of mmComb under diverse scenarios. They include
(i) benchmarking read range and angles, (ii) commercial de-
vice FRR, (iii) nulling performance and impact on BER, (iv)
NLoS situations in practical deployments, (v) impact of tag
on mmWave WiFi, (vi) multiple simultaneous tags, and (vii)
power consumption.
6.1 mmComb read range and angle
Backscatter range. We first perform a micro-benchmark
for mmComb read range in a 12m× 12m office room. The
setup is shown in Fig. 19(a) where 802.11ad devices are used
as Tx and Rx. The tag and one endpoint (either Tx or Rx)
are stationary while the other endpoint gradually moves to
increase distance. This is a common scenario in mmWave
WLANs, where an AP (Tx) is fixed and a client (Rx) is lo-
cated at varying distances from the tag. The Rx captures the
modulated 802.11ad BF frames sent by the Tx AP. These
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frames are then analyzed to determine the backscatter SNR
and BER. Figs. 17(a) and 17(b) show the mean SNR and
BER for different distances. We find that even up to 5.5m
distance, the BER remains below 10−3. Even for a range of
7m, the BER remains lower than 10−2. Fig. 17(c) shows that
mmComb achieves a data rate of 54.4 Mbps up to 7m (out of
the maximum possible data rate of 55 Mbps).
Impact of angle. Unlike legacy WiFi, mmWave WiFi is
highly susceptible to angular changes due to directionality.
As shown in Fig. 19(a), we set a tag at 2m distance from the
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Figure 19: Backscatter SNR and BER over angle.

802.11ad devices and increase the angle from 0◦ to 38◦. Here,
the Rx position is fixed as it utilizes a beam pattern to receive
the signal from the tag, while the Tx position is changed to
vary the angle. As observed in Fig. 19(b), the backscatter SNR
remains higher than 7.9 dB even for 38◦ which is close to the
antenna beamwidth of 41◦. Fig. 19(c) shows that the mean
BER remains lower than 1.3×10−2 over all angles within the
tag antenna beamwidth.
Tag at different locations. We conduct an experiment by
varying the incident angle of the backscattered signal to Rx.
Fig. 20 shows a 10m× 10m room where we perform over
200 measurements at 20 different locations. These locations
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Figure 20: Backscatter BER for 20 different tag positions

are randomly chosen to create different incident angles and
distances. The position of Tx and Rx devices are fixed while
the Rx performs beamforming towards the tag (as well as

nulling for self-interference) depending on its position. The
incident angle is varied from −45◦ to +45◦. As we can see
in Fig. 20, we can achieve consistently low BER over the 90◦

span and up to 4m distance.
Frame reception ratio. We now use the 802.11ad MikroTik
devices as both Tx (AP) and Rx (client). We deploy the two
in a 12m×12m classroom along with a tag that backscatters
by modulating the BF frames sent by the AP. As mentioned
earlier in Sec. 5.2, the tag not only modulates the BF frame
body part but also the checksum, making it possible for the
unmodified commodity Rx to receive the frame. Since the
received frame is processed through the (closed source, pro-
prietary Wil6210) firmware, we directly measure the frame
reception ratio (FRR) at the Rx along with SNR. To collect
the SNR from commercial devices, we utilize the SNR report
from feedback frames. In the BF process, the SSW feedback
frames report the client’s observed SNR back to the AP. The
measured SNR is reported as 8-bit two’s complement value of
4×(SNR−19)). The Rx extracts backscatter data by compar-
ing known/expected BF frame bits with received ones. Fig. 21
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Figure 21: Frame Reception Ratio

shows the FRR for different SNR values. Similar to previ-
ous results, when Rx performs beamforming toward the tag
to achieve a high gain (SNR ≥ 10 dB), the average FRR is
observed to be 91.4%.
6.2 Nulling backscatter self-interference
In this section, we evaluate how mmComb’s beamforming
with self-interference nulling performs. To do so, we perform
extensive experiments to analyze: (i) the creation of custom
beams with nulls, (ii) the impact of phase resolution, (iii) the
subarray size in spatial smoothing, (iv) nulling with multi-
ple nulls, (v) performance comparison with state-of-the-art
nulling techniques, and (vi) different mmWave WiFi devices.
Creating beam patterns with nulls. To understand the
nulling performance, we place the tag at arbitrary locations.
The identification of the path and estimation of AoA are per-
formed for backscatter and self-interference paths. We then
compare two types of beams - one that is chosen directly from
the codebook without any self-interference nulling and an-
other one that uses mmComb nulling. Fig. 30 in Appendix A2
shows examples of six beam patterns before and after nulling
with 4-bit phase resolution. The receiver was mechanically
rotated while the transmitter sent signals over the LoS path to
measure beam patterns. As shown in Fig. 22(a), the nulling
performance can be calculated by subtracting the gain of the
main lobe in the backscatter direction from the gain of the
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null in the self-interference direction. The results indicate an
average nulling performance of 27.6 dB, with a maximum of
33.4 dB. Compared to the default beam pattern in the code-
book, our nulling results in an average gain of 19 dB, but it
reduces the gain of the main lobe to an average of 1.95 dB.
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Figure 22: Nulling performance for (a) 6 beam patterns shown
in Fig. 30 and (b) 25 beams with different phase resolution.

Impact of phase resolution. Given that today’s mmWave
WiFi antenna arrays offer low phase resolution, we compare
nulling performance at 25 different tag locations (different
directions of backscatter and self-interference) for 2-bit, 4-bit,
and 6-bit phase resolution. The results are shown in Fig. 22(b).
We find that over 50% of measurements achieve nulling per-
formance of 27.2 dB or higher with a 6-bit resolution. The
performance degrades with a coarser resolution of phase con-
trol as we expected. However, the mean nulling performance
is still 20.1 dB and 20.9 dB for 2-bit and 4-bit resolution,
respectively. Additional evaluations for nulling (different de-
vices, number and size of subarray in spatial smoothing, and
multiple self-interference paths) can be found in Appendix
A2.
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Figure 23: mmComb performance in LOS and NLOS cases

6.3 Practical deployment
We now evaluate a practical scenario where the tags are de-
ployed in an office environment (a 10m×10m room) as shown
in Fig. 23(a). We deploy an Airfide 802.11ad AP in the corner
of the room. The AP transmits BF frames across 36 different
sectors. The 802.11ad clients are receivers placed in various

cubicles. The Fig 23(a) shows ten different tag positions. Po-
sitions (1-3) have a LoS path with the AP. The remaining
positions (4-10) have blockage (cardboard boxes, books, etc.)
and the signal either is received after penetration or reflection
(NLoS) from nearby objects.

Fig. 23(b) shows the BER for 10 tag locations. We find that
BER for positions 1-3 is less than 10−3 due to LoS (similar to
Sec. 6.1). For NLoS cases, position 4 achieves low BER due to
low penetration loss from the cardboard. The BER increases
in positions 5-10 with books and glass blockages. Given that
glass has a relative permittivity (ε) of 3.7 to 10 [19], the
backscatter SNR drops. However, the corresponding average
BER is still 2.1×10−1. This is primarily due to the received
beamforming towards the tag and self-interference nulling for
other reflections in the room which significantly improves the
SINR even when the incoming signal to the tag is weak.
6.4 Scalability of mmComb
We evaluate the scalability of mmComb with multiple tags
and simultaneous operations. We create a scenario where we
place tags at 7 positions in a 10m×10m classroom as shown
in Fig. 24(a). We first operate the tags individually (with no
other tag interference). Fig. 24(b) shows 10 Tx sectors (5 each
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Figure 24: Multitag experiment.
for one and two tag responses) and the corresponding tags
that can respond when a BF frame is sent in that Tx sector.
We note that this setup uses a COTS 802.11ad AP as the Tx
where the phased array antenna has non-uniform beam pat-
terns with non-trivial sidelobes. This represents a real-world
scenario and we anticipate the performance to be better (i.e.,
less inter-tag interference) when antenna arrays achieve a
better directionality in the future. We observe that due to
the directionality of Tx sectors, at most one tag responds in
the majority (82.8%) of Tx sectors (not all Tx sectors are
shown in Fig. 24(b)) even when they are densely deployed.
In such cases, the Rx can beamform to the responding tag
in each Tx sector to receive data from it in a time-divided
manner (i.e., TDMA). We also observe that in a few Tx sec-
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tors (17.2%), two tags respond. This is primarily attributed to
the non-uniformity of Tx beams in today’s phased arrays. As
shown in Fig. 24(b), the Rx can beamform to one of the two
tags and null to the other to reduce interference. Even with
various randomly generated deployments in the presented
scenario, we find that at most two tags respond in one Tx
sector, requiring nulling interference from at most one tag
at any time. We note that interference nulling through Rx
beamforming is required only when two tags respond in the
same Tx sector. It is not required if only one tag responds in a
given Tx sector. When two tags respond in the same sector,
the Rx can beamform to one and null to the other one by one
in different beamforming rounds to receive data from both
of them in a TDMA manner. To further validate this, we
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Figure 25: Single tag vs. concurrent multi-tag SNR.
operate all seven tags in Fig. 24(a) simultaneously and use
the TDMA-based tag communication for different Tx sectors
and corresponding Rx sectors as shown in Fig. 24(b). Fig. 25
shows the difference between tags operating separately versus
all tags operating concurrently. We find that even when the
Rx does not perform nulling for other tags (e.g., TX1 or TX2)
because only one tag responds in the Tx sector, concurrent
operation of the other tags does not affect the SNR (an aver-
age SNR difference of only 0.2 dB). Similarly, when the Rx
performs nulling (e.g., TX3 or TX6) in the case when two
tags respond, the SNR difference between separate and con-
current operations is still very small (average 0.2 dB). Overall,
these results show that mmComb can scale to multiple tags
with backscatter communication happening in a time-divided
manner (different tags readable in different AP sectors).
6.5 Power consumption
mmComb tag consists of four main components: clock, modu-
lator, frame detector, and SPDT switch. We analyze the power
consumption of the components using Libero SoC Smart-
Power [24]. Serial inverters are used to generate a 55 MHz
clock which is then input to the modulator and frame detector.
The clock consumes 7.5µW . The modulator provides con-
trol input to the switch for embedding backscatter bits in the
signal and consumes only 2µW . The frame detector module
consumes 76.8µW and our GotMIC gSSD0011 SPDT switch
only needs less than 1µW [14]. This results in total power con-
sumption of 87.3µW . This means that the tag can operate with
a 1000mAh coin cell battery for over 4 years. Furthermore, it
can operate battery-free using a solar cell which can harvest
100µW in a typically illuminated office environment [33].
7 Related Work
Conventional and sub-6 GHz WiFi backscatter systems.

Conventional backscatter systems such as UHF RFID have
been studied for over two decades [11, 16, 30]. Compared
to mmComb which can provide megabits per second data
rates, these systems are primarily designed for low-power,
low-rate reader-tag communication. High cost [12] of de-
ploying dedicated readers has given rise to commodity WiFi
backscatter systems. Such systems include WiFi backscat-
ter [17], BackFi [7], Passive WiFi [18], Hitchhike [53] and
WiTAG [3]. These systems are primarily designed for WiFi
in sub-6 GHz bands.

mmWave WiFi and backscatter. mmWave backscat-
ter systems have been recently proposed in [6, 28, 41]. Both
[41] and [6] do not use WiFi commodity devices as readers
but instead use FMCW radars. Apart from that, both works
achieve limited data rates compared to mmComb. A high-
speed mmWave backscatter system was proposed in [28]
achieving a data rate of 100 Mbps. However, the proposed
system requires additional hardware for a reader and a special-
ized antenna that can isolate backscatter signals using polar-
ization. Extensive measurement studies have been conducted
to understand 60 GHz links [36–38, 44, 49, 58] and interfer-
ence [5, 31, 42, 52]. Creating nulls in the direction of interfer-
ence has been studied in prior works including [15,26,29,51].
Various novel types of algorithms including genetic algo-
rithm [15, 26], BAT algorithm [47], Neural Network [13, 22]
have been used to create antenna patterns with desired null
behavior. The application of these algorithms poses several
limitations in our case as the backscatter and self-interference
signals are strongly correlated.

8 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we introduced a 60 GHz mmWave WiFi com-
modity backscatter system. We believe that our work can be
improved in three following aspects: (1) Tx beamforming:
mmComb currently uses Rx beamforming at the client to re-
ceive data from the tag, while the AP utilizes unmodified
codebook beams for BF frames. Incorporating TX beamform-
ing along with RX beamforming can further reduce the self-
interference and improve backscatter SINR and BER. The
Tx beamforming will also improve multi-tag operations by
reducing inter-tag interference (i.e., improve TDMA) as Tx
beamforming naturally assigns specific tags to different TX
sectors under densely deployed multi-tag cases. Guaranteeing
protocol compatibility with AP beamforming to the tags is a
challenging issue that needs to be addressed in this context.
(2) Tag antenna: An improved antenna design on the tag with
a higher gain and wider field of view can help us further im-
prove the backscatter SNR and BER. (3) Data rates: We note
that our work only scratches the surface in terms of mmWave
commodity backscatter. With an ample amount of available
bandwidth, our work can be extended even further to achieve
higher data rates while being commodity-compliant to realize
the full potential of mmWave backscatter.
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Appendix A1
Estimating the AoA of incoming signals. We adopt a
power delay profile-based solution (used for beam alignment
in [43] and localization in [34]) for the purpose. As shown
in Fig. 26, each peak in power delay profile corresponds to a
path taken by the transmitted signal and arriving at different
times at the receiver. The amplitude of each peak depends on
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Figure 26: A power delay profile of incoming signals.
the gain of the antenna beam pattern toward the path direction.
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Even for different beam patterns, the relative time difference
between the peaks remains unchanged and only the amplitude
is affected. With K paths and different time delay ∆td for each
path and angle of arrival θi, the received signal with the mth

beam pattern can be expressed as:

y(t) =
K

∑
i=1

∑
θ

Am(θ
az
i ,θel

i ) ·hi(θ
az
i ,θel

i ) · x(t −∆tdi) (4)

where Am(θ
az
i ,θel

i ) and hi(θ
az
i ,θel

i ) is the gain of mth beam
and the complex channel gain, respectively. If we measure
the power delay profile with different receive beams m =
1, ...,M, each measurement provides a set of peaks Ampm =
{am,1,am,2, ...,am,k}. Hence, we can collect the amplitude set
Ampm,k = {a1,k,a2,k, ...,aM,k} with M beam patterns for kth

path. Due to the different gain of mth beam for different AoA,
the peaks will have different amplitudes for the same physical
paths. Hence, we can utilize this to estimate the AoA by com-
paring the normalized amplitude set Amp′m,k =

Ampm,k
min(Ampm,k)

and beam pattern gain G′
m,θ =

Gm,θ

min(Gm,θ)
where Gm,θ denotes

the gain of mth beam pattern toward θ. Hence, the angle of
arrival θk of kth path can be determined by solving following
optimization:

θk = argmin
θ

|Amp′m,k −G′
m,θ|2 (5)

Equ. 5 searches for a discrete angle θk that provides a min-
imum error between the measured CIR and beam pattern.
Given this is a non-linear error curve fitting problem, we
use the least mean square algorithm to find an approximate
solution.
Appendix A2
Different Rx devices. As discussed in Sec. 5, we use two
types of Rx devices: commodity 802.11ad AP from Airfide
and the one with SiversIMA RF frontend. Since both have dif-
ferent types of antenna arrays, we compare their performance
in terms of SINR when nulling is performed. We create cus-
tom beam patterns based on different tag positions (different
backscatter and self-interference angles). For a fair compari-
son, we use 2-bit phase resolution (maximum for Airfide) on
both. Fig. 27 shows a comparison of the two devices for an ex-
ample beam pattern as well as SINR for three cases: (i) beam
without nulling, (ii) custom beam on Airfide with nulling, and
(iii) custom beam on SiversIMA with nulling. We find that
our nulling and backscatter beamforming improves the SINR
on both Rx devices. SiversIMA achieves a higher SINR due
to the greater number of elements compared to Airfide.
Number and size of subarrays in spatial smoothing. Fig-
ure 28(a) illustrates the impact of different numbers and sizes
of subarrays used for spatial smoothing in decorrelating in-
coming signals. We use the SiversIMA RF frontend with 16
antenna elements and form different combinations of subar-
rays. Initially, we evaluate the performance without spatial
smoothing, i.e., using correlated signals for beam creation. We
find that the average SINR nulling performance for a given
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Figure 27: Backscatter SINR for different Rx devices.
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Figure 28: Nulling performance and backscatter BER for
different (a) number of subarrays and (b) number of nulls.

tag direction and self-interference is -1.4 dB. Next, we create
different numbers and sizes of subarrays where the size of
each subarray is determined as L−N + 1, where L and N
are the total numbers of antenna elements and the number
of subarrays, respectively. For instance, four subarrays imply
that the size of each subarray is 13 elements. As demonstrated
in Figure 28(a), average nulling performance improves by
6.5 dB as the number of subarrays increases from 4 to 10.
Theoretically, n antenna elements provide a gain of 10, log,n
dB. Therefore, the gain reduction from using 7 elements in-
stead of 16 elements is 3.5 dB. However, spatial smoothing
enhances the nulling performance by 18.5 dB due to better
beam design after decorrelating the signals.
Multiple self-interference paths. In indoor scenarios, there
can be multiple paths between a Tx and Rx position, even
though not all paths are active simultaneously due to the di-
rectionality of Tx and Rx. To handle this, mmComb needs to
generate Rx beams that can create nulls in multiple directions
while still maintaining high gain towards the tag. To evaluate
this, we set up an indoor environment where the tag’s direc-
tion can be one of nine possible angles (depending on tag
position), while the self-interference comes from 1, 2, 3, or 4
paths simultaneously out of 8 possible angles. Based on the
number and angle of paths, we calculate the Rx beam pattern
with multiple nulls. Fig. 28(b) shows the backscatter BER for
different numbers of nulls. As expected, the BER increases as
the number of nulls increases, but even with four nulls, the av-
erage BER remains 6.5×10−3. This indicates that mmComb
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can improve the SINR by suppressing self-interference, even
in situations with severe multipath propagation.
Appendix A3
Impact on existing mmWave WiFi. As mmComb is de-
signed to integrate tags into existing mmWave WiFi networks
by reusing existing signals, we need to evaluate the potential
impact of a tag’s operation on other devices in the network.
Since the tag responds to beamforming frames from the AP, a
potential issue could arise where the tag’s operations affect the
beamforming between the AP and a client device (a receiver
not intended to receive from the tag). As shown in Fig. 1 ear-
lier, such a client device operates in quasi-omni mode when
the AP sends out the beamforming frames, making it more
susceptible to receiving backscatter data from surrounding
tags.
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Figure 29: Impact of mmComb on mmWave WiFi: (a) experi-
ment setting and (b) SNR different in beamforming

To evaluate the impact of tag operation on other devices
in the mmWave WiFi network, we created a scenario where
the AP and a client (not a tag receiver) were interested in
performing beamforming, and the tag’s operation could result
in incorrect SNR measurements at the client. The client uses
quasi-omni patterns and faces the tag to evaluate the worst-
case impact of the tag operation. As shown in Fig. 29(a), the

AP (Tx) is located close to position 1. The tag is located at a
2.5m distance from the Tx. The Rx is moved from positions 1
through 12.

Fig. 29(b) shows the difference in SNR observed by the Rx
from the AP with and without tag operation. We find that the
SNR difference introduced by the tag operation is on aver-
age 0.18 dB for locations 1-3 and 0.06 dB for locations 4-10.
The mean difference is no more than 0.19 dB. Therefore, we
concluded that the tag operations do not negatively impact
the beamforming between WLAN devices because when the
client operates in the quasi-omni beam, the backscattered sig-
nal from the tag to the client is much weaker compared to
the direct signal from the AP. Consequently, tags can coex-
ist in a mmWave WiFi network without causing significant
interference.
Appendix A4
Fig. 30 shows examples of six beam patterns before
and after nulling with 4-bit phase resolution. The tag
directions are {−45◦,−30◦,−15◦,0◦,15◦,45◦} for each
patterns, while having a self-interference direction at
{−15◦,30◦,15◦,15◦,60◦,20◦} accordingly.
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Figure 30: Beam patterns with and without nulling.
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Abstract
SSH (Secure Shell) is widely used for remote access to

systems and cloud services. This access comes with the per-
sistent threat of SSH password-guessing brute-force attacks
(BFAs) directed at sshd-enabled devices connected to the
Internet. In this work, we present a comprehensive study of
such attacks on a production facility (CloudLab), offering
previously unreported insight. Our study provides a detailed
analysis of SSH BFAs occurring on the Internet today through
an in-depth analysis of sshd logs collected over a period of
four years from over 500 servers. We report several patterns in
attacker behavior, present insight on the targets of the attacks,
and devise a method for tracking individual attacks over time
across sources. Leveraging our insight, we develop a defense
mechanism against SSH BFAs that blocks 99.5% of such
attacks, significantly outperforming the 66.1% coverage of
current state-of-the-art rate-based blocking while also cutting
false positives by 83%. We have deployed our defense in
production on CloudLab, where it catches four-fifths of SSH
BFAs missed by other defense strategies.

1 Introduction

The Secure Shell [72] is widely used for remote administra-
tion and command execution. Due to this popularity, it is com-
mon for SSH servers to be targeted for password-guessing
Brute-Force Attacks (BFAs). In such attacks, a malicious
party attempts to connect to an SSH server using one or
more {username,password} pairs, guessing values for both
fields. Attempting to brute-force SSH may seem like an “out-
dated” attack: best practices recommend key-based authen-
tication [29], many IPv4 devices are behind NAT [28], and
scanning for hosts on IPv6 is notoriously difficult [36]. Yet,
our experience shows that BFAs are still prevalent– in fact,
increasing—on the IPv4 Internet. Such attacks are leveraged
to exploit poorly configured and poorly secured SSH servers
to build botnets [56]. If the attack against a machine succeeds,
the attackers can use the machine to carry out further attacks
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Figure 1: Failed SSH attempts on CloudLab (in millions).

as part of the botnet [11, 13, 19, 43, 46] or steal its computing
resources (e.g., for cryptomining [24, 59]).

While others have studied SSH attacks, existing studies
involve smaller timescales [10, 30, 58, 71], examine fewer
hosts [10, 58], use honeypots that do not include legitimate
users [10, 30, 58, 71], or cover periods that are not recent [10,
58]. In contrast, we captured real-world BFAs mixed with
the activities of legitimate users in a live production facility
by capturing sshd logs for four years across ≈500 servers in
CloudLab [27]. Due to this unique characteristic, our dataset
provides a rare opportunity to understand changing attacker
behavior over a longitudinal span and to compare it with the
practices of legitimate users. Our analysis shows that SSH
BFAs are evolving. As Figure 1 illustrates, BFA attackers are
becoming more aggressive, with daily attempts increasing,
particularly in recent years.

By “fingerprinting” usernames, we were able to track many
attackers over time and across IP addresses. Our analysis
revealed a wide range of attacker behaviors. Many attack
quickly and then disappear, while others persist in their at-
tacks for months or years; some focus on one username,
while others attempt thousands. We found that attackers tar-
get a wide variety of devices (e.g., servers, Internet of Things
[IoT] devices, routers) and software (e.g., databases, games,
chat servers), shifting from typical administrator usernames
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(root and admin) to those associated with cloud images,
network and IoT devices, and specific software. Based on
observing that username fingerprints are a strong differen-
tiator between attackers and legitimate users, we designed
Dictionary-Based Blocking (DBB)—a novel technique
for blocking SSH BFAs with high effectiveness. DBB blocks
traffic based on dictionaries of usernames attempted by attack-
ers. The low false positive rates of DBB ensure that legitimate
users retain reliable access.

With our research, we make the following contributions:
• We present an analysis of the properties of the SSH

brute-force attacks going on today, including insights
about their methodology, inferences about their targets,
investigations into their network sources, and analysis
of attackers’ persistence. (Sections 4, 5, 6)

• We develop a method for creating username dictionaries
that allow us to track attacks across IP addresses and over
time, even when data is incomplete or attackers make
small adjustments to their username lists. (Section 7)

• We present a new method, Dictionary Based Blocking
(DBB), for blocking SSH brute-force attacks using these
dictionaries. (Section 8)

• We evaluate DBB using real-world data, showing it to
be highly effective at blocking attackers while allowing
legitimate users access. (Section 8.3)

• We present results from a production deployment of
DBB, showing that it performs exceptionally well in
practice. (Section 8.5)

We begin with an overview of related literature in Section 2
and data collection setting and method in Section 3.

2 Related Work

The literature most relevant to our work analyzes SSH BFAs
and examines approaches to block them.

Analyzing SSH BFAs: An analysis of 103K login attempts
from 271 IPs on three honeypots over 11 weeks revealed
that the attacks target administrator as well as user accounts
and can be thwarted with strong passwords and key-based
logins [58]. More recently, researchers found that such attacks
employ root and admin as popular usernames (95% and 3%
of attempts, respectively) [10]. Complimentary research has
focused on the use of stolen credentials and botnets when
carrying out SSH BFAs [17, 71].

SSH BFAs have been captured by honeypots deployed via
IoT hardware and software as well and demonstrated that
attackers who gain access engage in diverse activities, such
as bitcoin mining, UDP/TCP flooding, SSH scans, and SSH
port forwarding [24]. In a larger-scale deployment via 102
medium-interaction honeypots across three continents, re-
searchers monitored 12 million connections originating from
38K unique IPs and examined how attacker behavior is in-
fluenced by the location of the honeypot, the difficulty of

compromise, and the variety of files available on the hon-
eypot [15]. Use of cipher suites and SSH version strings to
fingerprint the mechanisms used in the attacks has identified
that attackers use popular tools off-the-shelf software, such
as Ncrack [6] and Hydra [4], as well as custom tools [30].

A recent deployment of medium-interaction honeypots for
five protocols captured 73K IP addresses, noting an increasing
frequency of SSH attacks throughout the period. More lon-
gitudinal honeypot deployments have observed a significant
number of IP addresses engaged in multiple activities over
15 months [47] and two years [40]. The data covered various
attacks, including SSH BFAs and non-standard port accesses,
and the researchers observed that attacker preferences were
relatively stable [40]. The studies mentioned above mostly
use honeypots that collect only attacks. In contrast, we exam-
ined data from a production system, enabling us to compare
attackers and legitimate users accessing the same system.

Blocking SSH BFAs: Researchers have proposed various
approaches to detect and block BFAs, including network flow
analysis [26, 32–35, 42, 67] and machine learning/deep learn-
ing techniques [31,37,38,45,48,49,62]. However, employing
network flow data to detect SSH BFAs can result in a high
number of false positives.

Alternately, defenses against SSH BFAs can employ
host-based approaches to track user/IP characteristics, such
as failed attempts and interarrival time. Tools such as
Fail2ban [3], denyhosts [1], and sshguard [9] use host-based
blocking of suspicious traffic. They analyze authentication
logs to compute relevant features, such as the number of failed
login attempts, and block corresponding IP addresses with
host-based firewalls such as iptables [7]. Fail2ban is one
of the most widely used tools for stopping BFAs: it blocks
IP addresses exceeding a threshold number of failed attempts
within a specified period. Tuned time- and rate-based block-
ing mechanisms have been used to improve blocking strate-
gies [63]. A simulation with synthetic data showed that a dis-
tributed active-response architecture can enable the sharing
of relevant information—particularly attacking IP addresses—
among trusted hosts [44]. However, such an approach is not
privacy-preserving and requires a set of trusted hosts. By ana-
lyzing data from a production system, we were able to design
and deploy a novel defense and compare its effectiveness
(including false positives) with rate-based designs.

3 Data Collection

Our research is based on an analysis of sshd logs from Cloud-
Lab [27], a public facility used by academic researchers at
institutions around the world. CloudLab has a cloud-like user
model: the users are “tenants” who access servers temporar-
ily assigned to them. Although CloudLab has some policy
control, such as initial sshd and logging configurations, the
users are not under direct control of CloudLab. Once users
acquire control of their assigned nodes, they may, and occa-
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sionally do, alter the SSH settings without any supervision
or regulation from CloudLab. Therefore, an additional layer
of SSH security, beyond the defaults permitting only key-
based authentication and prohibiting username,password
authentication, is needed.

We used two sets of log files collected by CloudLab. The
first (Log1) was collected on a single cluster over four years
(October 2017 – August 2021) and contains a large number
of attacks that enabled us to study general trends in SSH
BFAs. The second (Log2) was collected at three different
CloudLab sites over ten weeks (November 2022 – January
2023) to evaluate our proposed blocking mechanism. The
three CloudLab sites are geographically dispersed and use
unrelated IP addresses owned by different networks.

SSH Logs: Each host (also called a “node” or “server”)
in CloudLab has a persistent public IPv4 address and runs
sshd for remote access—the primary way legitimate users
interact with the host. By default, CloudLab hosts do not run
other public-facing services, though users are permitted to
start their own services if they wish. All CloudLab hosts are
configured to log SSH login attempts to a central syslog
server from which we obtained our datasets. We parsed the
logs to extract various relevant features, such as source IP ad-
dresses, attempted usernames, authentication responses, etc.
The log files did not contain passwords. To get a view ap-
proximating the network boundary (e.g., firewall or bastion
host), we first removed any SSH attempts originating from
within CloudLab itself. After removing the internal attempts,
Log1 included ≈ 840K unique source IP addresses attempt-
ing ≈ 277K unique usernames and making ≈ 427M login
attempts Log2 contained≈ 91K unique source IPs attempting
≈ 98K unique usernames and ≈ 213M login attempts.

When analyzing the logs, we took into account that log
messages can be lost due to central server overload, network
congestion, misconfigurations on the hosts or the server, or
intentional configuration changes by users. We further consid-
ered that CloudLab hosts are responsive to SSH requests only
when in use, with usage periods of varying lengths distributed
unevenly. As a result, log data pertaining to any given host can
exhibit short-term gaps corresponding to periods in which it is
not in use. To avoid incorrect conclusions on account of such
short-term gaps, we used methods that support “fuzzy” match-
ing and looked at long-term trends. Of the hosts included in
Log1, 352 logged SSH connections every day of the logged
period, and the three sites in Log2 averaged connections from
1,322 hosts daily (616, 384, and 322 each).

Distinguishing Legitimate Users From Attackers: We
considered an IP address as belonging to a legitimate user if it
had at least one successful login. In other words, we assumed
that IP addresses associated only with failed logins belonged
to attackers. CloudLab’s default sshd configuration allows
only public-key authentication, and the CloudLab staff know
of no attacks using stolen private keys. Therefore, we assumed
that only legitimate users logged in successfully. On the other

hand, attackers typically attempt to log in using passwords.
Even though CloudLab is set to accept only key-based authen-
tication, password-based login attempts are logged despite
being disallowed. Although legitimate users may attempt (and
fail) to log in with passwords, nearly all failed login attempts
in our logs appear to be part of attacks rather than erroneous
password-based attempts from legitimate users.

Advantages of Production Facility over Honeypots: Un-
like honeypot logs that exclusively contain attacks, the Cloud-
Lab logs we analyzed contain actions of attackers along with
those of legitimate users. As a result, analyzing the data al-
lowed us to explore the practices of legitimate users in ad-
dition to those of attackers, thus facilitating comparisons be-
tween the two. One of the main challenges of honeypot logs is
the inability to test blocking strategies because of the absence
of legitimate users, resulting in a lack of false positives for the
assessment. In contrast, our data can serve the dual purpose of
aiding the development of blocking strategies and providing
a means to assess their effectiveness.

Metadata Limitations: In parts of our analysis, we used
data regarding network owners and geographic locations of
the attacker IP addresses [5,14]. Since we fetched this data in
Summer 2022, after collecting Log1, it is possible that some
IP addresses changed ownership after we had logged attacks
from them. In addition, the use of NAT and dynamic address
assignment on source networks may obscure the true number
of attacking devices captured in the logs.

Ethical Considerations: Collecting logs is a routine op-
eration in facilities like CloudLab. We have reported results
using large aggregates without identifying individual users. In
cases where mentioning specific users can provide illustrative
value, we have anonymized the usernames. At the same time,
we have assumed that attackers do not have a legitimate expec-
tation of privacy. Still, we have not mentioned IP addresses
since the devices may be compromised unbeknownst to their
owners, who may have no malicious intent.

4 The Anatomy of SSH BFAs

In this section, we cover the basic features of SSH BFAs,
attaching specific numbers and concrete behaviors from Log1
to illustrate the concepts in the general descriptions.

Source IP Addresses: An SSH BFA originates from a
source to a set of targets using a guessing vector of credentials.
Such attacks can come from a large number of IP addresses.
For instance, Log1 contains attacks from over 800,000 IP ad-
dresses, with at least one attack from 90% of the 249 countries
with ISO country codes [39]. However, few conclusions about
the individual or entity controlling an attack can be drawn
from source IP addresses alone. In many cases, the attacking
devices do not belong to malicious actors themselves but to
botnets composed of compromised machines [13, 46, 56] in-
fected with self-replicating worms [25] or used to mask the
locations of the actual attackers.
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Figure 2: Histogram of sequence bias.

Target Host(s): Attackers may select hosts to target with
several methods: scanning sequentially or randomly, checking
for specific vulnerabilities on a host, etc. In practice, nearly all
BFAs in Log1 seemed to be based on random scanning of the
IPv4 address space as seen in Figure 2, which is a histogram
of the sequence bias for the sources in Log1 that attacked at
least 50 hosts. For each source IP address, we calculated the
sequence bias as the fraction of successive target IP addresses
higher than the one previously attacked. The sequence bias
for a given sequence of IP addresses, S1, . . .SN is:

SB = 1
N−1 ∑

N−2
i=1


0 if Si+1 = Si

1 if Si+1 > Si

−1 if Si+1 < Si
A sequence bias of 1 indicates that the source moves from
lower-numbered addresses to higher ones 100% of the time,
with -1 indicating the reverse movement order. A sequence
bias of 0 means that each successive target is equally likely
to be ‘up’ or ‘down’ in the IP space. The density of sources
around zero—82% of the sources depicted in Figure 2 are
in the range [-0.25,0.25]—indicates that most traverse the IP
address space in random order.

Guessing Vectors: A BFA attacker attempts SSH login
with a set of usernames and passwords. A username can
be associated with multiple passwords and vice-versa. Each
{username, password} combination is called a credential
vector. Multiple such credential vectors are combined to con-
struct a guessing vector. A study published in 2015 found that
over 98% of BFAs contain the usernames root or admin [10].
Our more recent data shows that these usernames have be-
come less dominant over time (see Figure 3). As seen in Fig-
ure 3, root has fallen dramatically, and admin is used only in
a small fraction of attack attempts. Instead, as we present in
more detail in Section 5, attackers are switching to usernames
associated with cloud services and network devices.

5 Properties of SSH BFAs In Practice

After looking at the general structure of SSH BFAs, we used
Log1 to analyze specific aspects in more depth. We guided
our analysis with a series of questions that arose from the
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Figure 3: Percentage of BFAs with usernames root and
admin.
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Figure 4: Percentage of accepted attempts at CloudLab.

general observations in the preceding section.
How aggressive are individual attackers? A core reason

behind blocking attacking IP addresses is that attackers at-
tempt far more logins than real users. Log1 shows that Cloud-
Lab is no exception, with only 10% of the login attempts being
successful. On average, CloudLab experiences 25 successful
SSH logins per minute as opposed to 211 failed ones.

Our data contains exceptions where the number of failed
logins on a particular day did not outnumber successful ones.
For instance, on a specific day, accepted attempts reached
621K—2.2 times the number of failed attempts. This case
was mostly because of a single legitimate user, river,1 who
allocated numerous nodes and established thousands of SSH
connections to each allocated node. Figure 4 shows the per-
centage of accepted attempts in the data: accepted SSH at-
tempts were greater than failed ones on only 13 days in the
four-year period covered by Log1. We speculate that the dis-
crepant days may have resulted from the use of DevOps tools,
such as Chef or Ansible [60], that make heavy use of SSH.

A majority of the failed attempts belonged to a small frac-
tion of attacking IP addresses, with 1% accounting for 78%,

1Username changed for privacy.
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Figure 5: The number of usernames attempted vs. the number
of attacking IP addresses using that many usernames. Both
axes use a log scale to depict the extreme ranges.

2% for 85%, 4% for 90%, 8% for 95%, and 22% for 99% of
all failed attempts. Over the four years represented in Log1,
each attacking IP address performed 458 attempts on average.
On the one hand, these numbers demonstrate that blocking
by IP address is an attractive approach since blocking only a
modest fraction of active attackers can greatly reduce attack
volume. On the other hand, the numbers show that achieving
perfect coverage by blocking specific IP addresses is difficult—
moving from 99% to 100% coverage requires identifying and
blocking nearly five times as many offending IP addresses.

Can we assume that all login failures are attacks? Of
the ≈277K unique usernames in Log1, ≈99.995% were as-
sociated only with failed login attempts, but the remaining
≈0.005% had at least one accepted connection. For every
legitimate username in Log1, there were about 199 associated
only with failed attempts. Importantly, we found that every
legitimate username logged at least one failure. We suspect
failures associated with legitimate users are because of errors
such as forgetting to add SSH keys to their agent, typos in
hostnames, configuration errors on the servers, etc. The up-
shot is that administrators cannot deem an IP address to be
malicious solely because of one, or even a few, failed login
attempts. Since all legitimate users are likely to make the oc-
casional error, effective identification of SSH attacks requires
strategies more complex than simple failure-based blocking.

Do attackers try many usernames or focus on a small,
high-value set? We uncovered numerous strategies regarding
the number of usernames attackers tried. The number of user-
names employed by each source IP address varied from one to
≈14K. More than half (54%) of the attacking IP addresses at-
tempted only a single username in their guessing vectors. On
average, attackers attempted 28 usernames, with 75% of the
attackers using fewer than seven usernames and 90% using
fewer than 39. A high variance ( ≈15170) in the distribution
of usernames per source IP address shows that the number of
usernames attempted by attackers is highly dispersed.

Figure 5 shows the number of usernames attempted against
the number of attackers who attempted that many usernames.

It can be seen in Figure 5 that a large number of attackers
tried relatively few usernames (from one up to a few hundred).
Only a small number of attaackers attempted a large number
of usernames (in thousands). Those who tried the smallest
number of usernames (i.e., 1 or 2) tended to go after admin-
istrator access with the usernames root and admin. The sets
of usernames attempted in BFAs form the basis for our novel
blocking strategy (described in Sections 7 and 8).

Are attackers successful at guessing legitimate user-
names? We found a significant overlap between the user-
names in guessing vectors used by attackers and those of
CloudLabusers, indicating that attackers are somewhat suc-
cessful at guessing legitimate usernames. Overall, 609 user-
names belonging to legitimate CloudLab users appeared in the
attacks. Although small, this is a non-trivial fraction (3%) of
the ≈20,000 CloudLab users.2 However, we saw no evidence
that the guessing vectors targeted CloudLab specifically (e.g.,
via a leak of CloudLab’s user database) since guessing vec-
tors of substantial size were composed mostly of usernames
not used by CloudLab’s userbase. Instead, the presence of
real usernames in the guessing vectors seems to be because
of attackers attempting common names that are likely to be
present in any sizable user base. Regardless, the overlap with
legitimate usernames underscores the need to enforce good se-
curity practices (e.g., key-based login and/or strong passwords
or passphrases).

What types of devices or software are targeted for at-
tacks? Some Internet-connected devices have specific, known
usernames, allowing us to infer that attackers trying those
usernames were targeting devices of that type (regardless
of whether such devices are present in CloudLab). Simi-
larly, some usernames are commonly associated with spe-
cific software or operating system images intended for cloud
platforms. Therefore, we split the usernames in Log1 into
three groups: non-administrator usernames, generic adminis-
trator usernames, and device- or software-specific usernames.
We then manually classified the top 100 usernames, which
collectively represented 83% of the failed logins. Of the top
100 usernames, 17% were non-administrator usernames, 67%
were generic administrator usernames, and 16% targeted spe-
cific devices or software. Appendix E provides the full detail
of these usernames and their classifications.

Non-administrator usernames consisted mostly of
generic roles or common personal names containing no in-
formation about a specific targeted device or software. Most
non-administrator usernames (66% of attacks in this user-
name category) were based on specific user roles, such as
support, user1, profile1, and demo. The rest were either
personal names (e.g., john, vivek, zhang) or unattributable
to particular attacker intentions (e.g., default, ts, etc.).

Generic administrator usernames were dominated by the
username root, which accounted for 86% of all attacks in

2Not all CloudLab users logged in during the logged period.
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this category of usernames, with admin being a distant sec-
ond with 7%. Other generic administrator usernames included
administrator, admin1, and sysadmin. Such generic ad-
ministrator usernames are used broadly by UNIX-like sys-
tems, including servers, desktops, and even IoT devices, thus
providing little information about specific targets.

Device- or software-specific usernames can be used for
devices and software with default usernames (and sometimes
default passwords). The largest set of such usernames (37%)
targeted devices or software associated with network ven-
dors Ubiquiti, Mikrotik, and Huawei. The nature of these
attacks suggests that attackers attempt to gain access to entire
networks by compromising routers and switches. Such an
approach is particularly concerning because these vendors
run the gamut from home to enterprise and from telecommu-
nications to backbone networks. Another large set of attacks
(30% of attacks in the category of device- or software-specific
usernames) seemed to be leveraging usernames that match
well-known software packages to target hosts with that soft-
ware installed. While most of these usernames corresponded
to typical server software such as oracle, mysql, hadoop,
and nagios, there was a significant subset targeting gaming-
related software, such as minecraft, csgoserver (Counter-
Strike), and teamspeak3 (used for in-game voice chat). Ad-
ditionally, 23% of attacks employing device- or software-
specific usernames tried usernames associated with common
server services (but not necessarily specific implementations
of those services), such as web, ftp, and git.

Finally, 10% of attacks with device- or software-specific
usernames appeared to target specific Linux distributions with
usernames such as ubuntu, debian, and centos. Such user-
names are often used by default in the disk images produced
by these distributions for cloud use. Interestingly, the second-
most-popular distribution-based username was pi, the default
username for Raspberry Pi OS (formerly known as Raspbian),
likely because, until 2022, this account had a well-known
default username/password pair if sshd was enabled [61].

Do usernames become more popular when vulnerabili-
ties are publicized? We noted that certain usernames in guess-
ing vectors rose in volume with the release of corresponding
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) or breaking
news about specific vulnerabilities. For instance, after a public
disclosure that particular devices are affected by vulnerabili-
ties, we found that a set of usernames associated with those
devices surged among the attacks. Specifically, in mid and
late 2019, it became known that vulnerabilities in products
from video-centric IoT manufacturer Dahua [20] could be
exploited for unauthorized remote access, device restart, or
arbitrary code execution [21,22,52]. As Figure 6 shows, right
after the public disclosure, there was a sharp spike in SSH
attempts with two of Dahua’s default usernames, 888888 and
666666 [23]. The two usernames follow a similar pattern,
suggesting they belong to the same guessing vector. Notably,
attacker interest in these usernames dwindled after the initial
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Figure 6: Spikes in usernames associated with CVEs.

spike, possibly because of lower-than- expected exploitability
or the ban on these devices imposed by the US government
due to security concerns [66]. Figure 6 also shows similar
spikes in attacks for three other usernames acer, bamboo and
ceph, when corresponding CVEs [51,54,55] were announced.
Interestingly, none of these CVEs are directly related to SSH.

Sometimes, there was a direct or potential indirect connec-
tion between vulnerabilities and SSH access. In other cases,
no such connection was obvious. It does appear that CVEs
increase attacker use of related usernames, but it is not al-
ways clear why. Overall, however, attacker behavior shows
the need to react relatively quickly when new usernames be-
come more prevalent. An effective blocking strategy must be
able to discover and block new usernames quickly.

6 Attacker Distribution and Persistence

SSH BFAs are highly distributed, but the persistence of attack-
ers varies greatly. We examined trends in attacker distribution
across countries and networks, along with their persistence
across time. It is important to note that attackers often use
compromised machines [24], so we cannot draw strong con-
clusions that the entity controlling an attack is based in the
same country/network as the device launching the attack.

How widely are the attackers and legitimate users dis-
tributed? Only 1% of the IP addresses in Log1 were used
by legitimate users, with the other 99% (831K) used exclu-
sively by attackers. These addresses were associated with 223
country codes and 18.5K network providers.

Most attacking IP addresses were from China (23%), fol-
lowed by the United States (14.2%), Russia (5.8%), and
Brazil (5.2%). Conversely, most legitimate IP addresses were
from the United States (64%), followed by Indonesia (7.3%),
Pakistan (5.2%), China (2.8%), and Brazil (2.8%). A majority
of attacking IP addresses captured by honeypots have sim-
ilarly been reported as originating from the United States
and China [47, 64]. IP addresses from 21% of the country
codes had at least one legitimate user, while those from the
remaining 79% of the country codes were only sources of
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attacks. The number of IP addresses from a country was not
always correlated with the number of attacks from that coun-
try. For instance, IP addresses from China were responsible
for 44.7% of failed SSH login attempts, followed by those
from the United States with 8.4%. IP addresses from China
and the United States made up more than half of all failed
login attempts. The distribution fell off quickly, with 99% of
the failed logins coming from just 5.2% of all countries.

The number of attacks per network provider was similarly
skewed. About half of the failed attempts were associated
with just six network providers: China Telecom (26.8%),
China Unicom (6.1%), DigitalOcean Cloud (6.0%), Tencent
Cloud (5.5%), OVH Cloud (2.9%), and the Vietnam Posts and
Telecommunications Group (2.7%). IP addresses from the top
100 network providers contributed 79.9% of the failed login
attempts, with the top 13% contributing 99% of the failed
attempts. Among the network providers seen in our data, 99
were used only by legitimate users, 431 by legitimate users as
well as attackers, and the remaining 18,067 only by attackers.
Such a distribution indicates that flagging entire networks as
malicious is a poor strategy because most legitimate users are
on networks that are also the sources of attacks.

Similar to prior research [16,64], we observed a significant
number of attacking IP addresses (at least 15.3%, responsible
for 20% of the failed attempts) hosted by cloud providers. Of
the top ten network providers based on the number of failed
attempts, three were cloud providers. Six among the top 15
networks—and ten among the top 25—were cloud providers.

Further detail on the network providers and countries for
IP addresses in Log1 is included in Appendix F.

Are there instances of concentrated attacks from spe-
cific networks? The growth in the attacking IP addresses in
CloudLab was generally steady over time. About 1–2% of the
attacking IP addresses were new each month. At the high end,
CloudLab experienced 4–6% new attackers in some months.

However; there were period during which there were large
spikes in new addresses from specific networks or countries.
To quantify this aspect, we calculated the month-to-month
growth ratio for IP addresses from each country and network
provider. We defined the growth ratio for a month as the num-
ber of new IP addresses seen that month divided by the aver-
age number of new IP addresses per month over the four-year
logging period. The growth ratio enabled us to examine those
network providers whose IP addresses exhibited high growth
ratios at some point. Figure 7 shows growth ratios for four net-
work service providers with Comcast (a large US ISP) as the
baseline compared with Lumen/CenturyLink [69] (another
large US ISP), Selectel [70] (a Russian cloud company that
others have identified as an attack source [18]), and LG Up-
lus [68] (a South Korean mobile network operator). While
there were many attackers from Comcast, they appeared at a
fairly constant rate, with the growth ratio staying close to 1.0
as seen in Figure 7 In stark contrast, the IP addresses from
the other three network providers exhibited large spikes, i.e.,
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Figure 7: Growth ratios for four networks with Comcast as
the baseline.

months during which there were far more new attackers from
these networks than typical. We typically observed 82 new
attacking IP addresses from Comcast per month, with a max-
imum of 170 new IP addresses in a month. In comparison,
there were an average of 657 new attacking IP addresses per
month from Lumen/CenturyLink, but the spike in January
2021 was composed of 28,640 new Lumen/CenturyLink IP
addresses involved in attacks. Such concentrated attacks from
a single network can have diverse causes, such as attackers
forming botnets from vulnerable routers or cable modems
specific to an ISP [50, 53], or gaining legal or illicit access to
cloud or hosting services [12, 57]. Regardless of the reason,
detecting spikes can help uncover and investigate anomalies.

How long do individual IP addresses persist? The IP
addresses of most attackers and legitimate users had an active
duration of less than one day, vanishing on the same day they
first appeared. Figure 8 compares the IP addresses of attackers
and legitimate users in terms of the active durations, i.e., the
differences between the last and the first days on which the
respective IP addresses were seen, in days. Although there
were more IP addresses of legitimate users with short drua-
tions, the overall shapes of the distribution curves for the two
groups are remarkably similar.

What metrics distinguish attackers and legitimate
users? The ability to block attacks based on metrics, such
as the number of attempts, relies mainly on finding metrics
that clearly distinguish attackers from legitimate users. Fig-
ures 9 and 10 are scatter plots for three pairs of quantitative
metrics, with each point in the plots representing one source
IP address. Since there are far more attacking IP addresses
than legitimate ones, the plots depicting the latter are sparser.

In all cases, legitimate users were “embedded” within the
portions of the space covered by attackers. This can be clearly
seen in Figure 9, which is a plot of the length of time between
observing an IP address for the first and last times vs. the frac-
tion of days within that span that the IP address was active.
While legitimate users are clustered more around the axes
of the plot, there are enough outliers such that few regions
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span with connections) for IP addresses used by attackers and
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of the plot are occupied exclusively by attackers. Practically
speaking, using these metrics to mark IP addresses as attack-
ers can catch a significant number of them, but at the expense
of falsely flagging a number of legitimate users as attackers.

Plots (a) and (b) in Figure 10 show the total number of login
attempts from each IP address vs. the number of usernames
attempted. There is a clear region in each plot (above 100 user-
names) containing a substantial number of attackers but only
a single legitimate user. Still, these plots highlight the diffi-
culty of trying to identify attackers with either metric because,
like most attackers, a substantial number of IP addresses of
legitimate users appear to use tens of usernames (likely due to
NAT). In terms of the number of attempts, there is complete
overlap on the X axis. Plots (c) and (d) in Figure 10 show
similar observations for the number of hosts attacked by each
source IP address vs. the number of usernames attempted.

7 Tracking Attacks With Dictionaries

As we saw in previous sections, BFAs come from a variety of
locations, with attackers exhibiting a wide range of behavior.
In addition, we showed that quantitative metrics alone cannot
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Figure 10: Plots (a) and (b) show the number of attempts vs.
the number of usernames. Plots (c) and (d) show the number
of hosts vs. the number of usernames for IP addresses used
by attackers and legitimate users.

easily differentiate attackers from legitimate users. Therefore,
we turned to identifying attacks by using the sets of usernames
attempted by each source IP address as its fingerprint.

Constructing dictionaries and dictionary groups: We
found that many individual source IP addresses had the same—
or similar—fingerprints. We therefore compiled dictionaries
of usernames, with each dictionary being a set of usernames
used by a set of (more than one) source IP addresses. These
dictionaries served two purposes. First, they enabled us to
find the sets of usernames prevalent among attackers, form-
ing the basis of DBB. Second, they helped us infer potential
relationships between attacking IP addresses.

For an accurate count, we needed to find fingerprints that
were not only identical but also similar. Such matching was
required for two reasons. First, the data from production sys-
tems can be incomplete (as discussed in Section 3) so we
needed a mechanism that can tolerate some amounts of miss-
ing data. Second, we hypothesized that attacker dictionaries
would drift over time, with small additions of new usernames
and/or removal of unfruitful ones, similar to dynamic cre-
dential fetching seen in recent malware [13]. Therefore, we
developed a method for grouping similar dictionaries by de-
termining the Jaccard Similarity (JS) [41] between username
sets. The JS for two sets X and Y is defined as the ratio of
length|X ∩Y | to length|X ∪Y |. JS ranges from 0 to 1, being
0 when there is a null intersection between sets and 1 when
the intersection and the union are the same.

Our method captures the transitive similarity between dif-
ferent dictionaries in two steps. First, we constructed an undi-
rected graph G = (V, E) where each dictionary is repre-
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sented as a vertex in V. An edge is added to E for every pair
of vertices (v, v’) if JS(v,v′)≥ ĵ, where JS(. . . ) is the Jac-
card similarity of the pair of dictionaries and ĵ is a selected
threshold. Second, we determined all connected components
in G. i.e., groups of vertices Ṽ ⊂V for which every v ∈ Ṽ can
be reached from every other v′ ∈ Ṽ via the (undirected) edges.
Note that individual dictionaries may form their own con-
nected singleton components if they have no edges (i.e., they
are not similar to any other dictionaries), and groups of dictio-
naries can become transitively included in larger components
(e.g., if a dictionary A is similar to B, and B is in turn similar
to C, the three dictionaries form one connected component).
We selected a threshold value for ĵ of 0.88 by considering
a range of values and selecting the one that maximized the
number of non-trivial (i.e., larger than size one) connected
components. Intuitively, our choice of the threshold value is
reasonable because it is large enough to group together only
those dictionaries that are similar yet small enough for modes-
sized dictionaries (e.g., with ten usernames) to pass the bar
despite differing by one or two usernames.

Attacker Use of Dictionaries: Our construction of indi-
vidual dictionaries from Log1 resulted in 829 dictionaries
covering 64% of the attacking IP addresses. After applying
the similarity determination method above, we ended up with
48 non-trivial connected components, reducing the initial set
of 829 dictionaries to a set of 682 Dictionaries Groups (DGs).
As the numbers indicate, most DGs are singletons. A list of
the most frequently encountered usernames in the DGs is
included in Appendix D. Across the 682 DGs, the number of
usernames per DG varied from one to ≈ 4.6K, with a median
of four, and the number of attackers using the same DG varied
from two3 to ≈ 158K, with a median of 27.5. The numbers
show that several DGs were large enough to make it highly un-
likely that multiple sets of attackers independently stumbled
upon them by coincidence. For dictionaries of non-trivial size,
the use of the same dictionary intuitively suggests a potential
connection between the attacking IPs—those employing the
same set of usernames may be controlled by the same entity,
using the same tool, following the same strategies, or sourcing
the username lists from a common origin.

The DGs with a smaller number of usernames included
mainly generic administrator or device/software-specific user-
names as described in Section 5, while those with a larger
number of usernames tended to contain guesses for usernames
of regular users. Figure 11 depicts the number of IP addresses
using a DG and the number of usernames in the DG. The
pattern in Figure 11 shows that a large number of attackers
use small DGs and vice versa. For instance, only two attackers
used the largest DG with 4.6K usernames.

Attackers differed in the sequences in which they try user-
names. The username sequences were random in some DGs,
such as one with 18 usernames used by 3,447 attackers at-

3The definition of a dictionary precludes the creation of dictionaries used
by a single source.
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Figure 11: Usernames in a DG vs. attacking IP addresses
using that DG. Both axes are on log scales.

tempted in 3,342 unique sequences. The sequences were
mostly the same in some other cases, such as a DG with just
41 unique sequences of 16 usernames used by 31,249 attack-
ers. Such sequencing information can be used to fingerprint
specific tools or scripts used by the attackers.

Can dictionary-based blocking stop attacks? As we
noted earlier, a small set of usernames dominated the BFAs in
Log1. Most attackers used at least one username from a dictio-
nary. We identified 9,819 unique usernames in the dictionaries.
Blocking source IPs that used one of these usernames caught
100% of the attackers who used a complete dictionary and
84% of those who did not. We noted that a blocklist of around
10K usernames (fewer than 4% of all usernames) effectively
captured 94% of the attackers (the 64% of using a dictionary,
plus 84% of the remaining 36%). Based on this observation,
we designed a blocking approach called Dictionary-Based
Blocking (DBB). As we describe in Section 8, we found the
actual effectiveness of DBB to be even higher than expected:
at timescales smaller than four years, only a few hundred user-
names are needed at a time, and attackers employing these
username lists are more active than average.

8 Dictionary-Based Blocking (DBB)

As we have shown in the previous sections, the usernames at-
tempted by attackers are fundamental to BFAs. We leveraged
this observation to devise DBB as an easy-to-apply technique
to identify and block attackers and prevent SSH BFAs. We
first evaluated DBB on Log2, which has no intersection with
Log1, and later deployed it in production on a distinct cluster.
By demonstrating the effectiveness of DBB over various sets
of nodes, we highlight its general-purpose applicability for
deployment on diverse machines over the Internet.

8.1 Threat Model

DBB is intended to counter attacks such as BFAs that target
a large number of hosts and/or username/password sets. The
threat model further assumes that an attacker may be aware
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of the presence of DBB and the dictionaries shared among
the cooperating parties. Although we have described the use
of DBB to protect individual hosts, it can be applied network-
wide by using log files from individual hosts to generate
rules for a border firewall. That said, DBB is not intended to
defend against targeted attacks in which only a single facility
is attacked for a short period. Further, DBB cannot defend
against stolen credentials, which allow attackers to succeed at
logging in on the first attempt. Defending against such attacks
would require additional protective mechanisms [65, 71, 73].

8.2 Design of DBB

DBB involves a set of collectors that observe SSH login at-
tempts. In the simplest cases, the collectors can be production
machines that harvest their logs for usernames and source
IP addresses associated with failed logins. Alternately, SSH
honeypots or machines can be set up specifically as collec-
tors. As described in Section 7, the collectors create a set
of dictionaries by formulating a union of all usernames in
their dictionaries. A Username Block List (UBL) is created by
removing any locally valid usernames from the union. Each
collector sends its UBL to a central coordinator that com-
bines them with those received from other collections and
distributes the union to any defending hosts, i.e., hosts that
wish to defend themselves against SSH BFAs. DBB involves
employing UBL to identify attacker IP addresses and blocking
them at the defending host and/or at a network-wide firewall.
When a defending host receives a failed login attempt for any
username in the UBL that is not a local user4, it blocks all
further traffic from that source (e.g., by adding a local fire-
wall rule [7]). We envision a deployment of DBB in which
volunteers worldwide contribute UBLs from collectors on
their networks to a trusted central coordinator that publishes
a global UBL that any host can use for defense.

It is crucial to note a couple of important properties of
DBB. First, no IP addresses are exchanged. As a result, unlike
IP-based blocklists, DBB preserves the privacy of users and
facilities and prevents “false accusations” against specific
IP addresses. Second, DBB removes legitimate usernames
when creating and applying UBLs since legitimate usernames
can end up in dictionaries (as we showed in our analysis).
Removal of legitimate usernames avoids information leakage
from the collectors and prevents defending hosts from locking
out unlucky users whose usernames end up in the UBL.

8.3 Effectiveness of DBB

We evaluated DBB using Log2, which was collected for nearly
ten weeks—from November 2022 to January 2023—on three
CloudLab sites: Site-A, Site-B, and Site-C. While Site-B and

4We recommend root be deemed an invalid username even if a facility
permits its use.

Site-C have characteristics similar to Site-A, they are geo-
graphically distributed and use distinct IP addresses on differ-
ent networks. We simulated DBB on the data from these sites
to derive and distribute new UBLs once a day using their log
files as traces. In addition, we deployed DBB in production
for three weeks at the Emulab [2] cluster in CloudLab.

Evaluating DBB: We simulated DBB at each site inde-
pendently to determine its effectiveness by measuring the
fraction of attack attempts blocked and the number of false
positives (i.e., the number of blocked IP addresses of legiti-
mate users).5 We have reported false positives using absolute
numbers rather than percentages because each false positive
corresponds roughly to a single blocked user and/or one sup-
port ticket for the staff to resolve. For the same reason, we
have reported false positives with respect to the number of
blocked source IP addresses belonging to legitimate users.

We identified legitimate user IP addresses in Log2 with the
same method used for Log1, finding that Site-A, Site-B and
Site-C had 2,952, 1,733, and 1,504 IP addresses of legitimate
users, respectively. At Site-A, Site-B and Site-C DBB blocked
99.58%, 99.59%, and 99.39% of the BFAs with 17, 18, and
5 false positives, respectively. As we showed earlier, most
attacks use a dictionary. Therefore, DBB achieved uniformly
high block rates, with only 0.5% of BFAs going unblocked.
The false positive rates for all sites were remarkably low, with
an average of one false positive every five days.

Comparing DBB to Fail2ban: We ran simulations us-
ing Log2 to compare DBB with Fail2ban [3], a widely de-
ployed state-of-the-art tool for blocking SSH BFAs at the
host. Fail2ban has three adjustable parameters: Maxretry—
the number of failed attempts from the same IP address that
activate blocking; Findtime—the period during which failed
attempts are counted; and Bantime—the duration of the block.
In comparison, DBB employs a single parameter equivalent
to maxretry. Since we recommend blocking with DBB at the
first failed login attempt, i.e. maxretry = 1, this can serve as
the default configuration.

Trying every one of the numerous possible combinations of
Fail2ban parameters is practically infeasible. Therefore, we
tuned the parameters to conduct a fair comparison between
Fail2ban and DBB without favoring either technique.We com-
pared the performance of Fail2ban with DBB with three differ-
ent settings variations: S1: Default settings for DBB (maxretry
= 1) and Fail2ban (maxretry = 5, findtime = 10 minutes, ban-
time = 10 minutes); S2: Default settings for DBB (maxretry
= 1) with Fail2ban adjusted to use the same maxretry value
(maxretry = 1, findtime = 10 minutes bantime = 10 minutes);
and S3: No unblocking in Fail2ban (bantime = ∞) and vary-
ing values of maxretry from [1,45] for both techniques. All
variations used the default Fail2ban findtime of 10 minutes.

5Even though defending hosts remove local usernames from the UBL,
false positives can occur if a legitimate user tries to log in using a wrong
username that happens to be in the UBL or shares an IP address with an
attacker (e.g.. due to NAT).
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Figure 12: S3: DBB and Fail2ban for maxretry ∈ [1, 45].

With default settings, DBB outperformed Fail2ban by a
large margin. Across all sites, DBB blocked an average of
99.5% of the attacks, while Fail2ban blocked only 66.1%.
One reason for this difference was the more aggressive default
setting of DBB, with a lower value for maxretry compared to
Fail2ban. Moreover, DBB generated only one-fifth as many
false positives as Fail2ban (DBBFP=40, F2BFP=217). In other
words, DBB locked far fewer legitimate users out of their
accounts. When maxretry for Fail2ban was set to the DBB
default of 1, the attacks blocked by Fail2ban increased from
66.1% to 85.20%. Appendix B illustrates site performance for
expirement S1 and S2 . The tradeoff is in the number of false
positives: the increase in blocked attacks was accompanied
by a corresponding increase in false positives for Fail2ban
from 217 to 1051, which was 26 times the rate for DBB.

To check if there is any setting for Fail2ban in which
it meets or exceeds the performance of DBB, we varied
maxretry for both from 1 to 45. In addition, we configured
Fail2ban to mimic DBB by permanently blocking IP ad-
dresses. As Figure 12 shows, DBB achieved a better blocking
rate than Fail2ban for all values of maxretry except 1, i.e.,
when Fail2ban was set to block an IP address on the first
failed attempt and never unblock it. Moreover, DBB gener-
ated fewer false positives across all values of maxretry for all
three sites. With increasing maxretry, the false positive rate
of Fail2ban did progressively reduce to converge with that
of DBB. However, the improvement came at the expense of
reduced blocking effectiveness.

Overall, DBB’s dictionary-based approach outperformed
Fail2ban’s rate-based approach. DBB can thwart nearly all
incoming BFAs by blocking more aggressively without incur-
ring many false positives because the approach is based on
specific attacker behavior.

8.4 Number of Collectors

To examine the effect of the number of collectors on block-
ing performance, we computed dictionaries from Cn number
of collectors Cn ∈ {[1,10]∪{20,30,40,50}} at each site in
Log2. We then performed simulations using these reduced
dictionaries as the UBLs of the hosts at the respective sites.

For each Cn, we ran the simulation nine times with
randomly-selected collectors from all available nodes. Across
these runs, the minimum and maximum blocked BFAs for
Site-A, Site-B, Site-C were (98.2%, 99.5%), (97.7%, 99.5%)
and (97.6%, 99.3%), respectively. All minima occurred at Cn
= 1 and maxima at Cn = 50. DBB achieved most of its benefit
with just one collector, with results within 1-2% of the perfor-
mance when using all nodes as collectors. While there were
slight increases in blocking with an increase in the number of
collectors (full graphs are in Appendix C), the overall results
show that DBB does not need a large number of collectors to
achieve high performance. Over ten weeks, the UBL grew by
only a few usernames per day, starting at≈200 usernames per
site and ending with 460 at the conclusion of the experiment.

Next, we checked whether UBLs created at one site are
effective at other sites by testing all combinations in which
each of the three sites was either a collector or deployment
site. In all cases, DBB blocked at least 99.41% of the BFAs
with at most 19 false positives (full details are provided in
Appendix A). These results demonstrate that defending sites
can implement DBB by simply using UBLs obtained from a
trusted third party.

8.5 Deployment of DBB

We deployed DBB for three weeks on the Emulab [2] clus-
ter of CloudLab (which consists of ≈400 nodes) with the
three sites Site-A, Site-B, and Site-C as collectors. A single de-
fending host removed locally valid usernames from the UBL
and collected SSH logs from the other hosts in the cluster.
Upon receiving a login attempt with any username in the local
sanitized UBL, the defending host added the corresponding
IP address to the blocklist. The blocklist was copied to the
Emulab-wide firewall to block all further traffic from that IP
address. For practicality, we updated the firewall blocklist
on an hourly basis. The consequent gap between identifying
attackers and subsequently blocking their access at the fire-
wall can result in allowing attackers to keep trying SSH BFAs
without restrictions for up to an hour in the worst case.

Before deploying DBB, we recorded the SSH traffic on Em-
ulab for three weeks. Defense mechanisms already in place
during this period consisted of two strategies: lazy-fail2ban
and a firewall subscribing to a variety of public IP-address
blocklists recommended by pfSense [8]. lazy-fail2ban adds
an IP address to the blocklist at the firewall if the number
of failed SSH login attempts from it crosses a threshold (i.e.,
maxretry=10). Unlike Fail2ban in standard configuration, lazy-
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fail2ban operates without a finite findtime, instead using find-
time=∞ and bantime=24 hours. When an IP address success-
fully logs in, the maxretry counter is reset to zero. Emulab’s
firewall blocks all access from any IP address contained in
the IP-address blocklists; this proactive measure is taken not
only to counter SSH BFA but also to defend against attacks
attempting to exploit other protocols and vulnerabilities.

Operational Effectiveness: It was possible to compute the
precise percentage of BFAs blocked when assessing DBB per-
formance in the simulation because we knew the total number
of failed SSH attempts. However, blocking IP addresses in
an operational system prevents subsequent failed attempts
from that source, making it challenging to count the precise
number of attack attempts that would have been logged with-
out DBB. We therefore relied on the three-week record of
failed attempts from Emulab to establish a baseline for esti-
mating the proportion of attacks blocked. Importantly, these
constraints mean that measurements of DBB performance
blocking BFAs in operation provide lower bounds.

We found that DBB is significantly more effective than the
existing blocking mechanism at Emulab during DBB deploy-
ment. DBB reduced failed SSH login attempts by 79.5%—
from 80.6K to 16.5K per day—suggesting that it blocked
four-fifths of the attacks not caught by the other defenses
at Emulab. During the DBB deployment period, no legiti-
mate user contacted the administrators about being blocked
by DBB while two users contacted them because of blocking
by lazy-fail2ban. One of the two blocked by lazy-fail2ban had
mistakenly attempted to log in with a username resembling a
university identification number, surpassing the lazy-fail2ban
threshold and getting blocked. However, DBB did not block
the user because the identification number used as the user-
name was not in the UBL. The incident illustrates that the
design of DBB has the advantage of minimizing the chances
of blocking legitimate users because of inadvertent errors
such as usernames with typos or those from other services.

8.6 Practical Considerations

DBB is a lightweight mechanism that involves negligible
overhead for collectors or coordinators. The only requirement
for DBB is that defending hosts have the ability to check
username membership in a relatively small set. Moreover,
the compact size of the UBL makes it well-suited for deploy-
ment on resource-constrained devices such as IoT devices.
As a result, DBB can be easily deployed at larger scales by
appropriately considering several practical factors.

Dictionaries Distribution: We propose hashing usernames
before sharing with the coordinator. The approach permits
easily testing membership in the UBL but avoids leaking valid
usernames, thus making it difficult to use public UBLs to
target high-value usernames. Moreover, hashed usernames
prevent broader dissemination of newly discovered vulnerabil-
ities pertaining to a username known only to a few attackers.

Dictionary Collection: Since dictionaries do not include
IP addresses and locally valid usernames are removed before
sharing, collectors can be set up anywhere on the Internet
without raising privacy concerns. A collector need not reveal
its own IP address and can be easily moved elsewhere to pre-
vent adversaries from discovering it. However, DBB functions
well even if the adversaries know the identities of some, or
even most, collectors as long as there are a few collectors that
are not known to the attackers. Since DBB does not place a
high degree of trust in dictionary providers, attempting to deny
service by inducing false inclusion of a username in a dictio-
nary is ineffective. Therefore, a large network of volunteer
collectors can operate with fairly light oversight.

Block Evasion: To evade DBB, an attacker must avoid
high-value usernames in the public UBL, likely reducing the
effectiveness of the attack. Attacking with a username not in
the UBL requires that the username not be present in any dic-
tionary. In other words, evading DBB requires avoiding every
collector or avoiding using the same set of usernames from
any source. The safest strategy for attempting to evade blocks
is to mix high-value new usernames with unique “chaff” user-
names in every attempt. Such an approach would slow the
attacker down. Moreover, it would not help to have multiple at-
tacking sources. In fact, it would require greater coordination
or increased chaff to avoid reusing username sets.

9 Conclusion

While new cyberthreats emerge daily, attackers across the
world continue to rely on simple, traditional approaches such
as SSH BFAs. Yet, existing approaches face challenges in
blocking such attacks with high accuracy without also block-
ing sizable numbers of legitimate users. The observed trends
indicate an evolution of attacks on various accounts, software
and devices, with attackers shifting from traditional generic at-
tacks. Analyzing multi-year login attempt logs enables the ef-
fective identification of malicious activity by discerning differ-
ences in attacker and legitimate user behavior. We have shown
that such insight can be applied for designing a lightweight
blocking mechanism that can be deployed at scale with little
overhead. Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art in
host-based SSH blocking, pointing the way to a new class of
more effective defenses against BFAs.
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A Cross collector performance

Table A.1 shows the performance of DBB when the collector
is not at the deployed site. We conducted simulations for all
possible combinations of our sites.

Table A.1: Performance of DBB when collector and deployed
site are different.

Deployed Collector % Attacks False
Site Site Blocked Positive

C A 99.45 4
C B 99.41 4
A C 99.55 17
A B 99.56 19
B C 99.58 17
B A 99.61 18

B Individual site performance in experiments
S1 and S2

Figure B.1 presents the performance of DBB and F2B in
experiments S1 and S2.
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Figure B.1: DBB and F2B using settings S1 and S2.

C Cn : Number of Collectors

Figure C.1 depicts how the performance of DBB varies based
on the number of collectors (Cn).
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Figure C.1: Performance of DBB as the number of collectors
increases.
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D Top usernames in DG

Table D.1 shows the usernames present in at least 5% of the DGs.

Table D.1: Usernames in ≥ 5% of all DGs.
Username Percentage of DGs Username Percentage of DGs

root 69.94 debian 8.65
admin 55.87 centos 8.65
user 36.07 demo 8.65
test 30.21 minecraft 8.36
support 26.83 zabbix 7.92
ubnt 24.93 odoo 7.92
oracle 23.02 server 7.92
ubuntu 22.87 ts3 7.92
postgres 20.38 apache 7.77
ftp 20.09 teamspeak 7.77
pi 19.21 dev 7.62
guest 18.48 vagrant 7.33
git 16.42 web 7.33
service 15.54 mother 7.33
usuario 14.96 test1 7.04
mysql 14.22 administrator 6.89
nagios 13.49 system 6.74
hadoop 12.76 weblogic 6.30
tomcat 11.88 steam 6.16
jenkins 11.29 svn 5.43
user1 10.12 ansible 5.28
www 9.82 test2 5.28
student 9.38 kafka 5.13
supervisor 9.24 alex 5.13
deploy 8.80 webmaster 5.13

E Username Classification

Table E.1 contains our manual classification of the 100 most-attempted usernames. (Usernames colliding with real CloudLab
usernames have been omitted for privacy.)

Username Percentage of Attempts Cumulative Percentage Category Sub-category

root 47.81 47.81 admin –
admin 3.97 51.78 admin –

support 2.66 54.44 non-admin role
ubnt 1.82 56.26 specific network
user1 1.79 58.06 non-admin role

default 1.78 59.83 non-admin misc
MikroTik 1.72 61.56 specific network

administrator 1.71 63.26 admin –
admin1 1.70 64.97 admin –
profile1 1.70 66.67 non-admin role
demo 1.70 68.37 non-admin role
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Username Percentage of Attempts Cumulative Percentage Category Sub-category

web 1.70 70.07 specific service
tech 1.59 71.66 non-admin role

telecomadmin 1.54 73.20 specific network
oracle 0.78 73.98 specific software
ubuntu 0.64 74.62 specific distribution

ftp 0.58 75.20 specific service
postgres 0.50 75.70 specific software

pi 0.40 76.10 specific distribution
git 0.35 76.45 specific service

guest 0.31 76.75 non-admin role
test1 0.29 77.05 non-admin role

export 0.28 77.33 non-admin role
usuario 0.28 77.61 non-admin role

test2 0.26 77.86 non-admin role
mysql 0.21 78.07 specific software
hadoop 0.20 78.28 specific software
deploy 0.18 78.45 non-admin role
nagios 0.17 78.62 specific software
jenkins 0.16 78.78 specific software

dev 0.15 78.93 non-admin role
www 0.14 79.07 specific service
debian 0.13 79.20 specific distribution

minecraft 0.12 79.32 specific software
odoo 0.11 79.44 specific software

ansible 0.11 79.55 specific software
teamspeak 0.11 79.66 specific software

student 0.11 79.76 non-admin role
tomcat 0.10 79.87 specific software

ts3 0.10 79.97 specific software
server 0.10 80.07 non-admin role
centos 0.09 80.16 specific distribution

es 0.09 80.24 specific software
zabbix 0.08 80.32 specific software

weblogic 0.08 80.40 specific software
steam 0.07 80.47 specific software

vagrant 0.06 80.54 specific software
elasticsearch 0.06 80.60 specific software

elastic 0.06 80.66 specific software
webadmin 0.06 80.72 specific service

kafka 0.06 80.78 specific software
ftpadmin 0.06 80.84 specific service

webmaster 0.06 80.90 specific service
vnc 0.06 80.96 specific software

system 0.06 81.01 admin –
contador 0.06 81.07 non-admin role
ftptest 0.06 81.13 specific service
service 0.06 81.18 non-admin role
baikal 0.06 81.24 specific software

ts 0.05 81.29 non-admin misc
duni 0.05 81.34 non-admin misc
temp 0.05 81.40 non-admin misc
spark 0.05 81.45 specific software
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Username Percentage of Attempts Cumulative Percentage Category Sub-category

svn 0.05 81.50 specific service
docker 0.05 81.55 specific software

developer 0.05 81.60 non-admin role
jira 0.05 81.66 specific software
app 0.05 81.70 non-admin misc

sinusbot 0.05 81.75 specific software
apache 0.05 81.80 specific software

sysadmin 0.05 81.84 admin –
nexus 0.05 81.89 specific software
uftp 0.04 81.93 specific service
ec2- 0.04 81.98 non-admin misc
bot 0.04 82.02 non-admin misc

butter 0.04 82.06 specific software
mcserver 0.04 82.10 specific software

teamspeak3 0.04 82.14 specific software
nginx 0.04 82.18 specific software
csgo 0.04 82.22 specific software

backup 0.04 82.25 non-admin role
vbox 0.04 82.29 specific software

csgoserver 0.04 82.33 specific software
gpadmin 0.04 82.36 specific software

info 0.03 82.40 non-admin misc
hd 0.03 82.43 non-admin misc
a 0.03 82.46 non-admin misc

db 0.03 82.50 specific service
teste 0.03 82.53 non-admin misc
user2 0.03 82.56 non-admin role

deployer 0.03 82.59 non-admin role
daniel 0.03 82.63 non-admin name
nvidia 0.03 82.66 specific software

db2inst1 0.03 82.69 specific software
ethos 0.03 82.72 specific distribution

manager 0.03 82.75 non-admin role
www-data 0.03 82.78 specific service

wp 0.03 82.81 specific software
redis 0.03 82.84 specific software

testing 0.03 82.87 non-admin role
Table E.1: Username classification

F Top 50 Countries And Network Providers

Figure F shows the top 50 countries and network providers based on the percentage of attackers and attempts.
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Abstract

Despite global efforts to secure Internet routing, attack-

ers still successfully exploit the lack of strong BGP security

mechanisms. This paper focuses on an attack vector that is

frequently used: Forged-origin hijacks, a type of BGP hijack

where the attacker manipulates the AS path to make it im-

mune to RPKI-ROV filters and appear as legitimate routing

updates from a BGP monitoring standpoint. Our contribution

is DFOH, a system that quickly and consistently detects forged-

origin hijacks in the whole Internet. Detecting forged-origin

hijacks boils down to inferring whether the AS path in a BGP

route is legitimate or has been manipulated. We demonstrate

that current state-of-art approaches to detect BGP anomalies

are insufficient to deal with forged-origin hijacks. We identify

the key properties that make the inference of forged AS paths

challenging, and design DFOH to be robust against real-world

factors (e.g., data biases). Our inference pipeline includes two

key ingredients: (i) a set of strategically selected features, and

(ii) a training scheme adapted to topological biases. DFOH

detects 90.9% of the forged-origin hijacks within only ≈5min.

In addition, it only reports ≈17.5 suspicious cases every day

for the whole Internet, a small number that allows operators

to investigate the reported cases and take countermeasures.

1 Introduction

On 3 February 2022, the cryptocurrency platform KLAYswap

was targeted by hackers who stole $1.9 million worth of digi-

tal assets [59]. More recently, on 17 August 2022, an attack

to cBridge—a crypto-asset bridge—affected 32 victims, who

lost $235,000 [4]. Both attacks were the result of a forged-

origin BGP hijack, a type of routing hijack where the attack-

ers announce forged AS paths towards a victim prefix by

prepending the victim’s origin AS number in order to make

them appear legitimate. Clearly, BGP hijacking attacks are not

a surprise anymore. They repeatedly make the headlines [1,2]

and are known as attack vectors to steal cryptocurrency [8],

obtain bogus certificates [15], or deanonymize Tor users [62].

The vulnerability they exploit is simply the result of BGP

being designed without security in mind: An attacker can ma-

nipulate every attribute in a BGP message (including the AS

path and its origin AS) and illegitimately announce a prefix

owned by its victim so as to divert the traffic to its network.

Proactive solutions against BGP hijacks are being grad-

ually deployed. However, forged-origin hijacks have been

left uncovered by such solutions—despite these attacks being

actively used in the wild. In fact, network operators attempt to

proactively thwart BGP hijacks by configuring their routers to

filter hijacked routes [46] using (i) RPKI-based Route Origin

Validation (ROV) and (ii) data from Internet Routing Reg-

istries (IRR). Unfortunately, RPKI-ROV filters do not help

to detect forged-origin hijacks, since the forged origin in the

AS path is actually valid, while IRR-based filters are known

to be inaccurate, incomplete [25], and far too often missing

given the increasing number of observed BGP hijacks [7].

Today, network operators do not have many options left other

than waiting for the deployment of new security extensions to

BGP to consistently prevent forged-origin hijacks [44]. Such

deployment—if it will happen at all—might take more than a

decade, as in the case of RPKI-ROV [21].

In this paper, we present DFOH, the first locally-deployable

system that widely, quickly, and accurately Detects Forged-

Origin Hijacks on the Internet. With a single deployment

of DFOH on a commodity server, any attacker performing a

forged-origin hijack is likely to be quickly detected, the hijack

publicly reported, and the victim immediately notified. Being

aware of the attack, the victim can apply countermeasures

and the community can take actions to prevent similar attacks

from happening again. Additionally, DFOH can detect past

attacks, allowing the community to measure the frequency of

such attacks or profile forged-origin hijackers.

DFOH is a passive system that processes the AS paths

observed in publicly collected BGP routes to detect forged-

origin hijacks. The problem of detecting forged-origin hijacks

can be reduced to identifying whether a link between two

ASes is real or fake. Unfortunately, there are multiple reasons

why two ASes might connect, whereas there is no simple
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the attacker’s AS. The attack is successful because the origin

of the hijacked route is valid. Consequently, the RPKI-based

filters miss the hijacked route, which also remains invisible

from all the hijack detection systems that solely look at the

origin AS. For instance, AS4 in Fig. 1 receives a route for

9.0.0.0/8with AS path AS6-AS9 and accepts it given that its

origin (AS9) is valid. Observe that AS1 and the CDN receive

the two routes for 9.0.0.0/8 with the same AS path length,

in which case their local preferences determine whether they

use the legitimate route or the hijacked one.

Definition: A forged-origin hijack is a BGP hijack where an

attacker AS announces a route for an IP prefix that it is not

authorized to originate and with an AS path that the attacker

purposely manipulates so that the origin AS is valid.

The flip side of a forged-origin hijack is that it makes the AS

path longer, which results in fewer ASes using the hijacked

route compared to a misorigin (Type-0) hijack.

More specific prefixes are not better off. Despite RPKI,

forged-origin hijacks can also succeed towards more spe-

cific prefixes. Operators oftentimes set a loose RPKI

MaxLength [31] (sometimes confusingly [21]), allowing the

attacker to launch successful forged-origin hijacks on more

specific prefixes—a particularly harmful attack, since all traf-

fic from all ASes is directed to the attacker [30, 32].

More advanced path manipulations are possible. An at-

tacker can prepend more than one AS number. For instance,

the attacker AS6 in Fig. 1 could prepend 5 9, in which case the

origin is valid but the attacker AS appears in the third position

from the origin. In this paper, we align with the state-of-art

taxonomy [56] and define a Type-X hijack as follows:

Definition: A Type-X hijack is a forged-origin hijack where

X ≥ 1 indicates the position of the attacker’s AS in the forged

AS path, with the first AS (the origin) being at position zero.

In the (most common) cases where each AS number appears

once in the AS path, X indicates the number of prepended

ASes. Prepending 5 9 thus results in a Type-2 hijack. Intu-

itively, the higher is the number of prepended ASes, the lower

is the impact of the attack (since the hijacked route reaches

fewer ASes, as its AS path is longer).

4 The Case for DFOH

In this section, we highlight why DFOH is practically relevant

(§4.1), and identify its key challenges and requirements (§4.2).

4.1 Lack of Defenses

DFOH is practically relevant because there is currently no

effective mechanism to detect forged-origin hijacks.

Existing proactive defenses are not bulletproof. Because

RPKI-ROV does not prevent forged-origin hijacks, the main

proactive defense for network operators is to check whether

the announcements of their customers are correct, i.e., each

customer legitimately holds the AS numbers and IP address

space they announce. This is achieved using route filters. In

theory, these filters, recommended by MANRS [46], prevent

an AS to propagate incorrect routing information when they

are properly configured. Yet, in practice, they are often miss-

ing, inaccurate, or controllable by an attacker.

Missing filters: In April 2020, ROSTELECOM hijacked sev-

eral prefixes, which impacted at least Amazon and Akamai.

After investigation, it appears that at least two ASes, namely

Rascom amd Cogent Co, did not configure proper filters that

would have reduced the spread of the hijack [47]. Although an

increasing—but still rather low—number of operators agree

to follow routing security norms [26], we still observe many

hijacks that widely propagate through the Internet, which

indicates that these filters are often missing [48].

Inaccurate filters: Network operators often rely on peering in-

formation from the IRRs [39] to infer their customer cone, i.e.,

the set of ASes that can be reached only using customer links—

a necessary information to build accurate filters. However,

IRRs are known to contain inaccurate information [24,25,53],

which inevitably results in inaccurate filters.

Controllable filters: Because the data from the IRRs is

not verified [49], an attacker can intentionally pollute it to

take control over which filters are added or removed in its

provider’s routers. More precisely, an attacker could pollute

its as-set object, which is the IRR object that specifies a set

of ASNs through which traffic can be routed, and is the object

often used to automatically generate route filters [12]. This

is supposedly what happened no later than in August 2022:

An attacker (AS209243) added an Amazon’s AS number into

its as-set object before it started to announce an Amazon’s

prefix with an Amazon’s AS number purposely prepended at

the origin of the AS path [5].

Existing reactive defenses are narrowly focused. ARTEMIS

is a system that detects forged-origin hijacks [56]. However,

it is narrowly focused since it only detects hijacks that pertain

to the AS deploying it. The key mechanism that ARTEMIS

relies on to detect forged-origin hijacks consists in classifying

new AS links as legitimate when observed in both directions,

whereas it reports all the others as possible fake links. The

problem is that ARTEMIS’ approach cannot be directly ex-

tended to monitor all prefixes. Link bidirectionality can rule

out a significant fraction of AS paths with new links when they

pertain to prefixes originated by the AS running ARTEMIS. In

fact, ARTEMIS likely observes both directions of the neigh-

boring links as it combines BGP views from public collectors

with local BGP views. However, when targeting attacks to-

ward any prefix on the Internet, and using only public router

collectors as vantage points, we find that bidirectionality is

observable for only a small fraction of new links (see §6.2.4).

Therefore, in the practical scenario that DFOH targets, solely

relying on link bidirectionality results in a poor accuracy, as

we show in §E.1.
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4.2 Requirements

We now highlight four key challenges and requirements that

DFOH must address to be effective and practical.

Requirement 1: A forged-origin hijack detection system

must be fast and accept real-time and historical queries.

A fast detection (within a few minutes) enables mitigating the

hijacks swiftly to limit their impact. Additionally, detecting

past events is useful to e.g., lay hands on serial hijackers [64].

Requirement 2: A forged-origin hijack detection system

must be accurate, both for pinpointing actual hijacks and

avoiding triggering false alarms.

Accuracy matters because every detected hijack is likely to be

manually investigated by the victim AS to confirm the attack

and apply the appropriate mitigation scheme. A high number

of false alarms would thus overwhelm network operators and

limit the practicality of the system. Besides, the detection

system should not miss actual hijacks.

Requirement 3: A forged-origin hijack detection system

must be robust against missing, inaccurate and polluted data.

A forged-origin hijacks detection system must rely on a prob-

abilistic inference as cryptographic-based AS paths verifica-

tion is still missing today (BGPsec is not deployed at all [44]).

The inferences are made using the data collected in various

datasets including public peering information (PeeringDB

and the IRR [39, 52]), which are known to often be inaccu-

rate and incomplete [25, 53]. Worse, these datasets can be

polluted by attackers, as they depend on voluntary and un-

verified contributions [49]. Consequently, care must be taken

when designing the system to ensure robustness against any

possible adversarial inputs or missing data.

Requirement 4: A forged-origin hijack detection system

must be accurate in all attack and peering scenarios.

Internet routing involves various sort of players (e.g., ASes,

CDNs, IXPs, as summarized in Fig. 1). Thus, there are many

possible attack scenarios. Each induces a different fingerprint

on the collected data and may require a different detection

scheme. Typically, a densely-connected Tier1 AS that an-

nounces many prefixes (among which some on behalf of its

customers) and hijacks a prefix owned by a stub AS might be

harder to detect than a single-homed stub AS hijacking the

prefix owned by another stub AS. Similarly, there are many

legitimate peering scenarios (e.g., a remote peering session

between two ASes located in different regions of the world)

and none should exhibit a high level of false alarms.

5 Overview

We describe DFOH’s workflow (§5.1) as well as the functions

that it provides (§5.2) and how users can leverage them (§5.3).

5.1 Workflow

DFOH’s workflow comprises the following three main com-

ponents that are executed on a daily basis.

Zooming on the new AS link (§6.1). DFOH processes the

publicly available BGP routes and pinpoints AS links that

appear for the first time in their AS paths. DFOH zooms on

those links because a forged-origin hijack is likely to trigger

the appearance of a new AS link—typically the forged AS link

that connects the attacker and the victim in case of a Type-1

hijack (we discuss the corner cases in §6.1). While a new AS

link is an indicator to detect forged-origin hijacks, triggering

an alert whenever a new link appears would result in a high

number of inopportune alarms. In fact, legitimate factors such

as new peering agreements or backup path activation can

result in new AS links being visible too.

Unfortunately, we demonstrate in §7.4 that link prediction

algorithms such as SEAL [68] do not translate well to dis-

criminating the malicious new AS links from the real ones.

These algorithms fail because they are generic whereas reveal-

ing malicious AS links is a problem with specific properties.

Thus, DFOH includes the following components that aim to

discriminate the fake new AS links from the legitimate ones.

Computing features (§6.2). DFOH uses a set of features that

we carefully selected based on the key requirements identified

in §4.2 and that are computed with security in mind: They

remain correct even with adversarial input. We divide these

features into the following four categories:

Topological features allow to quantify the change induced

by a new link on the AS topology (following the reasoning

in [63]) and pinpoint the suspicious ones (e.g., that do not

follow the typical hierarchical structure of the AS topology).

Peering features are peering characteristics such as points

of presence within a logical or geographical region that are

computed on a per-AS basis. Intuitively, two ASes that exhibit

similar peering characteristics have a higher chance to peer.

AS-Path-pattern features indicate whether the AS paths ob-

served from vantage points and that include a new link are

relevant based on the supposedly configured routing policies.

Bidirectionality features indicate whether an AS link is ob-

served in both directions, which is a sign of legitimacy.

DFOH uses these features for the following two reasons.

First, they enable to consistently (i.e., in all attack scenarios)

discriminate whether a new AS link is a legitimate intercon-

nection or caused by a forged-origin hijack (see §7.1). Second,

to ensure that DFOH works even when some data is missing

and some feature values cannot be precisely computed. We

evaluate the relevance of the different categories of features in

§7.4, and confirm that when one category is not relevant for a

particular attack scenario or missing, the others compensate.

Inferring forged-origin hijacks (§6.3). Finally, DFOH builds

an inference model that takes as input an AS link and its com-

puted features and infers whether this AS link is the result of a
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forged-origin hijack. DFOH builds the model using the typical

training pipeline used for link prediction in a graph [45, 68].

A set of existing (legitimate cases) and nonexistent (mali-

cious cases) links are sampled from the AS topology and used

as ground truth to train the inference model. Unfortunately,

naively using the training pipeline of existing link prediction

frameworks falls short for detecting forged-origin hijacks in

all attack scenarios (we confirm this in §7.4). The problem is

that they sample the AS links without taking into considera-

tion the biases observed in the AS topology caused by its hier-

archical structure. In fact, they sample the links uniformly at

random, which returns samples in which stub-to-stub links are

overrepresented and links connecting the highly-connected

ASes are underrepresented. This skewed effect is particularly

critical when generating the negative sample, i.e., a set of

nonexistent links labeled as malicious and used in the train-

ing pipeline. Following the recommendation in [66], DFOH

builds a balanced negative sample, representative of all possi-

ble malicious AS links, to ensure that all the attack scenarios

are covered.

5.2 Software functionalities

Ease of deployment and usage. DFOH is open source and

can run on a commodity server or a VM. Once installed,

DFOH first downloads the different datasets and saves the

parsed data in a database, which we make publicly available at

https://dfoh.uclouvain.be/. It then processes the data

and builds inference models on a daily basis.

Real-time and historical detection. DFOH uses the precom-

puted inference models to detect past and real-time forged-

origin hijacks. Upon detection of a new AS link, DFOH only

needs to compute a few features before running the infer-

ence, which is swift because it relies on a simple model (a

random forest). The most time-consuming operation is boot-

strapping DFOH, because it needs to build the database and

the inference models for many days (for historical detection).

Wide and public detection at no cost for users. DFOH

detects and reports forged-origin hijacks for all possible at-

tackers and victims on the Internet, and for any time period.

Users can examine the list of suspicious cases and apply filters

on them (e.g., to focus on one AS number) at no cost as we

publicly disclose them at https://dfoh.uclouvain.be/.

We describe a few interesting cases in §A.

5.3 Planned usages

Leveraging DFOH locally. Network operators can use

DFOH to detect forged-origin hijacks targeting their prefixes.

Our evaluation (§7.3) shows that in the median case, a given

AS is only involved in zero or one suspicious case in a month,

given network operators to ability to manually check each

reported case and take the proper countermeasures if neces-

sary. This usage is similar to how users use ARTEMIS [56].

However, unlike ARTEMIS which relies on a list of neigh-

boring ASes provided by the user as well as feeds from local

routers, DFOH does not require users to install any software

and configure it.

Leveraging DFOH globally. DFOH enables a global detec-

tion of forged-origin hijacks, which is useful for the scientific

and operational community. For instance, DFOH can help

researchers to characterize forged-origin hijacks (e.g., their

frequency, scope, or to profile serial hijackers [64]). Addi-

tionnally, DFOH helps to globally monitor Internet routing

and is complementary to global BGP monitoring systems that

detect misorigin (Type-0) hijacks (e.g., [35]), traffic delays,

and disconnections (e.g., [37, 38]). Finally, we envision the

output of DFOH to be used in the BGP decision process as

an alternative to BGPSec and ASPA [9, 44], which may take

years to be deployed. Network operators could deprioritize

(or drop) suspicious routes over legitimate ones to prevent

them from propagating to other networks.

6 Design

In this section, we motivate and explain the design of the

DFOH’s internal components and algorithms.

Terminology. Throughout this section, we consider the undi-

rected graph Gd,k = (Vd,k,Ed,k) as the AS topology inferred

at a given day d from the AS paths collected during the k days

prior day d. Vd,k is the set of ASes, and Ed,k ⊆Vd,k ∗Vd,k are

the links between the ASes. We also consider that a new link

(v1,v2) appears at day d, and is visible in a set A of AS paths.

Datasets. We collect BGP routes using BGPKIT [11] from

287 RIS [55] and RouteViews [51] vantage points that we

carefully select using MVP [6]. We collect the AS paths that

CAIDA uses to build its AS relationship dataset [3]. For now,

we collect the data from one IRR (RADb) as it is the only one

that makes available archives of its database. We collect daily

snapshots of PeeringDB from the CAIDA website [17]. We

explain how we clean and combine these datasets in §B.

6.1 Zoom on new AS links

We start by explaining how DFOH detects new AS links.

6.1.1 Under ideal conditions

Consider that an attacker controlling AS a launches a Type-1

hijack on a prefix owned by the victim AS v, with a,v ∈Vd,k.

Rapidly after, the BGP vantage points start to observe the

hijacked routes and record their AS path. They likely observe

different AS paths because they are scattered everywhere on

the Internet. Yet, they all observe an AS path that ends with the

attacker-to-victim link, here (a− v), which is a new AS link,

i.e., (a− v) /∈ Ed,k. This is the case in Fig. 1, where the BGP
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routes induced by the forged-origin hijack launched by AS6

all have an AS path that ends with AS6-AS9. DFOH follows

ARTEMIS’ approach to detect new AS links: It considers the

AS topology Gd,k, with k = 300, i.e., sufficiently high to avoid

missing existing links, and classifies an observed link (x,y) as

new if (x,y) /∈ Ed,k. We detail how DFOH builds Gd,k in §B.

6.1.2 In the real world

DFOH has to deal with real world factors, e.g., attackers could

advertise carefully manipulated BGP updates to thwart DFOH.

We now list the scenarios in which a forged-origin hijack does

not create a new AS link, and show that either DFOH includes

mechanisms to avoid them or that they occur only when the

impact of the attack is greatly limited.

Scenario 1: The attacker hijacks the prefix owned by an AS

with which it legitimately peers.

This attack scenario is akin to a route leak. For instance, an

attacker announcing a route learned from one provider to

another provider is defined as Type-1 route leak according to

RFC 7908 [60]. Route leaks are outside the scope of DFOH

because there already exists tools that aim to detect them in

the wild [10,23,61]. Besides, thwarting DFOH by legitimately

peering with its victim makes the attack harder to perform as

it requires (i) additional resources for the attacker (e.g., being

present in a peering facility where its victim is present too)

and (ii) to convince the victim to peer with it (unless if the

victim peers with the route server of an IXP [54]).

Scenario 2: The attacker pollutes DFOH’s database by ad-

vertising legitimate routes but with fake AS paths.

Past AS path manipulations carried in legitimate routes could

pollute the graph Gd,k by adding fake AS links, preventing

DFOH to classify them as new AS links any longer. DFOH

thwarts this scenario by filtering out links that it inferred as

fake from past inferences, i.e., these links are not in Gd,k. Ob-

serve that a link incorrectly inferred as supicious can be recur-

rently inferred as supicious over time, polluting DFOH’s out-

put. To prevent incorrect inferences from piling up over time,

DFOH only considers past inferences for up to one month,

after which fake links are added in Gd,k and not considered

as new link anymore. This one-month delay gives enough

time for operators to examine the suspicious cases and protect

their network against a potential future attack. Additionally,

DFOH’s website provides filters for users to omit these recur-

rent cases so as to prevent them from polluting the output.

Scenario 3: The attacker announces a fake path that com-

prises an existing path between the victim and the attacker.

The attacker could prepend a path (ideally the shortest one)

from the victim AS to its own AS that exists in the AS topol-

ogy inferred from the routes collected by the BGP vantage

points. For instance, in Fig. 1, the attacker could prepend AS7

AS5 AS9 to avoid triggering a new link. However, prepending

more ASes increases the length of the AS path, inducing a

trade-off between visibility and impact of the attack (which

we highlight in §C) and compelling the attacker to signifi-

cantly reduce the impact of its attack. In fact, Type-1 hijacks

are impactful (31.3% of the ASes are polluted in the median

case) but also visible by DFOH (100% induce a new link in the

median case) whereas Type-2 are slightly less visible (98.8%

induce a new link in the median case) but also less impactful

(1.3% of the ASes are polluted in the median case).

Scenario 4: The attacker ensures that its fake announce-

ments bypass the public BGP route collectors.

Previous works show that this is possible (unless DFOH relies

on some private collectors) [50]. However, the attacker must

prepend additional AS numbers in the AS paths. As shown

in previous works [50, 56] (and confirmed in §C), this signifi-

cantly reduces the impact of the attack by diverting less traffic

to the attacker. For instance, the impact of hijack types larger

than Type-1 is very limited or negligible (e.g., less than 10%

of the ASes see the hijacked route for Type-2 hijacks [56]).

6.2 Features computation

Upon detection of a new link or an explicit user query, DFOH

computes feature values. DFOH uses as input the new link and

a set of AS paths that include this new link. These AS paths

are inferred from the public BGP routes or directly provided

by the user. We now explain how DFOH computes the feature

values for the four types of features.

6.2.1 Topological features

The topological features aim to quantify how the new link

changes the AS topology [63]. Table 2 (Appendix) lists the

topological features that DFOH uses to capture different di-

mensions of the topological changes. The topological features

are either relative to a node (node-based) or a pair of nodes

(pair-based). DFOH uses seven node-based features that we

classify into three categories. The first one quantifies how

central and connected a node is in the graph; the second quan-

tifies how connected are the neighboring nodes; and the third

quantifies the topological patterns (e.g., triangles) that include

the node. We classify the four pair-based features into two

categories. The first one measures how close are two nodes

based on their neighboring nodes whereas the second mea-

sures how close they are using their shortest distance. We

omit other topological features as they are either redundant

with the selected ones or too slow to compute.

Computing the feature values. DFOH computes the differ-

ence induced by the new link on the feature scores. More

formally, assume a set Fn of node-based features and a set

Fp of pair-based features. The feature values computation
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differs depending on the feature type. Note that for each type

of feature, DFOH uses k = 300 to build the AS topology Gd,k.

Node-based features: Consider feature fi ∈ Fn and fi(x,Gd,k)
its score for node x on Gd,k, with i the feature index in Table 2.

The feature value v( fi,d,v1) is the difference induced by the

new link (v1,v2) on the score of feature fi for node v1 on day

d, and DFOH computes it using the following equation.

v( fi,d,v1) = fi(v1,Gd,k)− fi(v1,G
′
d,k)

G′
d,k = (E ′

d,k,V
′
d,k) is the graph Gd,k that includes link (v1,v2),

that is E ′
d,k = Ed,k ∪ (v1,v2). DFOH computes the feature val-

ues for both nodes v1 and v2. Given that there are seven node-

based features, the resulting 14-dimensional feature vector

Tnode_based(d,v1,v2) is the following:

Tnode_based(d,v1,v2) = [v( f0,d,v1),v( f0,d,v2),

. . . ,v( f6,d,v1),v( f6,d,v2)]

Pair-based features: Consider feature fi ∈ Fp where

fi(x,y,Gd,k) is its score for the pair of nodes x,y, with i the

feature index in Table 2. The feature value v( fi,d,v1,v2)
is the difference induced by the new link (v1,v2) on the

feature score fi for the pair of node v1,v2 at day d, and DFOH

computes it using the following equation.

v( fi,d,v1,v2) = fi(v1,v2,Gd,k)− fi(v1,v2,G
′
d,k)

Given that there are four pair-based features, the resulting

4-dimensional feature vector Tpair_based(d,v1,v2) is:

Tpair_based(d,v1,v2) = [v( f7,d,v1,v2), . . . ,v( f10,d,v1,v2)]

6.2.2 Peering features

The peering features evaluate the likelihood that two ASes

peer based on peering information collected from Peer-

ingDB [52] and BGPView [13]. DFOH considers the five

peering information listed in Table 1. The first three features

stem from the fact that two ASes registered in the same coun-

try, connected to the same IXP, or present in the same facility

are more likely to peer. The last two features stem from the

fact that ASes that are not present in the same facilities but

that have point of presence that are geographically close (e.g.,

same city) are more likely to peer. Of course, these intuitions

are not always true and an obvious counterexample is remote

peering. Fortunately, the different categories of features com-

pensate between each other so that DFOH remains accurate

even when one is less relevant (see §7).

Dealing with adversarial inputs and polluted data. The

peeringDB data is sometimes missing because participation is

voluntary. Besides, the integrity of the data is unverified and an

attacker could populate deceitful peering information. DFOH

addresses those two problems with the following strategy.

Instead of computing the feature scores for a hypothetical

Index Description

1 The countries where ASX’s neighbors are registered

2 The IXPs to which ASX’s neighbors are connected to

3 The facilities to which ASX’s neighbors are present

4 The cities of the facilities to which ASX’s neighbors are present

5 The countries of the facilities to which ASX’s neighbors are present

Table 1: List of peering features used by DFOH along with

their description. We consider features computation for ASX.

attacker ASX, it computes the scores for the neighboring ASes,

for which ASX has no control over the peering information.

In fact, an operator can only update the peering information

relative to its own organization. Besides, as ASes often have

several neighbors (the average node degree of the AS topology

is 12 and the median is 2), focusing on the neighboring ASes

helps find relevant peering information even if a few of them

do not add peering information into peeringDB.

Computing the feature values. Consider the vector fv,i,d that

contains information about feature i for node v at day d. For

each feature i, DFOH builds two vectors fv1,i,d and fv2,i,d based

on peering information collected at day d. On September 19,

2022, for features 1 and 5, the vectors have 271 dimensions

and each dimension corresponds to one of the 271 countries

found in peeringDB. Similarly, for feature 2, the vectors have

944 (number of IXPs) dimensions, whereas for feature 3 they

have 3558 (number of facilities) dimensions, and for feature

4 they have 1482 (number of cities) dimensions. The value of

fv,i,d at index j is the number of v’s neighbors that are in the

country/IXP/facility/city that corresponds to index j.

DFOH then normalizes the two vectors fv1,i,d and fv2,i,d

such that they become comparable even if v1 and v2 have a

different number of neighbors (normalization operation ∇),

and removes indexes for which the values in both vectors

are zero (feature reduction operation ⊖). Finally, DFOH com-

putes the feature value for the link (v1,v2) and a feature i

by computing the cosine distance between the two vectors,

which quantifies how similar the two vectors are (operation

α). We use the cosine distance because we are interested in

the direction of these vectors, not in their actual values, which

depend on the number of neighbors, an irrelevant informa-

tion for DFOH. For a given link (v1,v2) and a day d, DFOH

computes the following 5-dimensional feature vector.

P(d,v1,v2) = [α(⊖(∇( fv1,1,d),∇( fv2,1,d))),

. . . ,α(⊖(∇( fv1,5,d),∇( fv2,5,d)))]

6.2.3 AS-path-pattern feature

DFOH uses the AS paths of the hypothetically observed hi-

jacked routes to compute the AS-path-pattern features. More

precisely, DFOH checks whether the sequence of AS degree
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and customer cone size in an observed AS path p ∈ A is rel-

evant given the following two assumptions. First, as the AS

topology exhibits a hierarchical pattern with Tier1 ASes at

the top, we expect that ASes higher in the hierarchy exhibit a

higher AS degree and customer cone size. Second, because

the majority of the inter-domain routing policies follow the

Gao-Rexford model [33], we expect the AS paths to have a

valley-free pattern. When these two assumptions are valid, the

sequence of AS degree and customer cone size in an AS path

follows a strong and identifiable up-and-down pattern. For in-

stance, between two stub ASes, we expect the AS degree and

customer cone size to increase until the path reaches the Tier1

ASes, and then to decrease until it reaches the destination AS.

Inferring the suspicious AS paths. Unsurprisingly, these

two assumptions do not always hold. For instance, a CDN

may have a higher node degree than some of its providers.

DFOH thus trains an inference model that computes the prob-

ability that a sequence of AS degree or customer cone size

is legitimate or caused by a forged-origin hijack, based on

historical (for the legitimate cases) and artificial (for the hi-

jack cases) data used as ground truth. More precisely, we

select a set of existing and nonexistent AS links. The existing

links are selected randomly whereas the nonexistent links are

selected following the sampling scheme described in §6.3,

which ensures that the distribution of the nonexistent links

follows the distribution of the existing links. Then, for each

existing link, we randomly pick an AS path that includes this

AS link and where one end of the link is at the origin. For the

nonexistent links, we randomly define the attacker and the

victim and pick an existing AS path for which the origin is

the hijacker AS and add the victim as a new origin.

Computing the feature values. DFOH trains a random forest

on sequences of AS degree and customer cone size inferred

from the created AS paths. DFOH finds the best parameters of

the random forest using a cross-validated grid search over a

parameter grid. The degree of an AS is computed from the AS

topology that DFOH builds on a daily basis, and the customer

cone size is obtained from ASRank [18]. DFOH computes the

following 3-dimensional feature vector.

J(d,v1,v2, p) = [ρ(d,v1,v2, p),σ(d,v1,v2, p),τ(d,v1,v2, p)]

where ρ is the result of the fake AS path inference considering

the AS degree for link (v1,v2), AS path p∈ A and day d. Simi-

larly, σ is the result of the inference for the customer cone size,

and τ is the result of the inference when AS degree and cus-

tomer cone size are combined. We find that combining both

AS degree and customer cone size improves the inference

on some scenarios where, e.g., CDNs are involved. Note that

each feature value is computed using its own independently-

trained inference model that DFOH updates every day.

6.2.4 The bidirectionality feature

Identifying an AS link in both directions is a strong sign that it

is legitimate [56]. However, checking for link bidirectionality

is more challenging for DFOH compared to local detection

systems such as ARTEMIS [56]. This is because the routes

collected by the public BGP vantage points only allow to

observe a small fraction of the new AS links as bidirectional.

DFOH improves state-of-the-art techniques by combining the

information from the public BGP data and the IRR to observe

more AS links in both directions. We explain our method-

ology and demonstrate its safety against adversarial inputs

and benefits in §D.2 due to space constraints. Computing the

bidirectionality feature results in the following 1-dimensional

feature vector.

B(d,v1,v2) = [bidir(d,v1,v2)]

Where bidir(d,v1,v2) = 1 if the link (v1,v2) is bidirectional

at day d, else it is equal to zero.

6.3 Inference

We now explain how DFOH runs (§6.3.1) and trains (§6.3.2)

its inference model using balanced samples (§6.3.3).

6.3.1 Detecting forged-origin hijacks

After computing the feature values for a new link (v1,v2)
and the observed AS path p ∈ A that includes the new link,

DFOH concatenates the resulting feature vectors and obtains

the following 27-dimensional feature vector.

F(d,v1,v2, p) = Tnode_based(d,v1,v2)⊕Tpair_based(d,v1,v2)

⊕P(d,v1,v2)⊕ J(d,v1,v2, p)⊕B(d,v1,v2)

Where ⊕ is the concatenation operation. DFOH uses this

feature vector as input to its inference model, which is a

supervised binary classifier. The classifier relies on a random

forest as this algorithm returns a slightly better performance

compared to others (e.g., neural networks, decision tree or

SVM), is easier to understand, and is fast to train and query.

DFOH refines its inference using many vantage points. A

new AS link is often visible from different BGP vantage

points, and the AS paths that include this new link may be

different. DFOH computes the AS-path-pattern features for

all these AS paths, runs inferences for this new link and for

every observed AS path using the computed AS-path-pattern

features, and triggers an alarm if half or more of the inferences

detect a forged-origin hijack. Observe that DFOH performs

well even if only one AS path is used (|A|= 1), which is what

we use to evaluate DFOH in §7.1.

6.3.2 Training the classifier

DFOH trains its classifier following a supervised training ap-

proach used in state-of-the-art link prediction frameworks [36,
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our balanced sampling scheme is a key ingredient to obtain

high accuracy in every attack scenario.

DFOH outperforms state-of-the-art link prediction algo-

rithms. We compared DFOH to SEAL, a state-of-the-art

link prediction framework that could be an alternative to infer

whether a new AS link is legitimate or fake [68]. We run SEAL

on the AS topology inferred on August 1, 2022, and configure

it to use 20000 existing and nonexistent links for the training.

We then evaluate it on 10000 other existing and nonexistent

links that are selected using our balanced sampling scheme.

SEAL returns a TPR of 19.3%, and an FPR of 5.5%, a better

accuracy than a random classifier that would return ≈50% of

TPR and FPR, but a significantly lower accuracy than DFOH.

The accuracy of SEAL turns out to be very skewed (as we

show in §E.2) because it uses a random sampling scheme

for the training. In fact, the attack scenarios for which SEAL

poorly performs are the ones involving the highly-connected

ASes, i.e., the ones that are underrepresented in a random

sample. We thus implemented b-SEAL, a modified version of

SEAL that uses our balanced sampling scheme for the training

instead. With a TPR of 80.6% and a FPR of 30.8%, b-SEAL is

still significantly less accurate that DFOH. Yet, we find that its

accuracy is more consistent across all attack scenarios. Thus,

we conclude that (i) the balanced sampling is necessary for a

consistent accuracy, regardless of the inference model used,

and (ii) our selection of features based on domain-specific

properties is relevant. We give more details in §E.2.

8 Related work

Misorigin (Type-0) hijacks detection. Prior works that an-

alyze control-plane information to detect MOAS hijacks

[19, 35, 42, 58, 65] can detect accidental hijacks but not the

malicious ones induced by forged-origin hijacks. Prior works

that detect hijacks from data-plane information [16,70,71] of-

ten can only be deployed per AS, precluding global analysis.

Forged-origin hijacks detection. ARTEMIS detects forged-

origin hijacks involving the AS deploying the tool, but can-

not be extended for global detection (see §4.1). Cho et al.

introduce algorithms based on the AS hegemony [27] to clas-

sify reported hijacks as forged-origin hijacks [20]. The pro-

posed global hegemony feature is similar in essence to our

AS-path-pattern feature. Yet, without our key ingredients, this

technique alone results in a low and skewed accuracy when

used for globally detecting forged-origin hijacks (see §7.4).

This is confirmed by the authors themselves, who acknowl-

edge that their algorithm fails to classify hijacks that involve

highly-connected ASes such as in the KlaySwap incident [59].

Kruegel et al. propose to detect anomalous BGP updates by

combining geographical and topological information about

the ASes in the path [40]. However, little is known about how

this technique would work to detect forged-origin hijacks.

Link prediction applied to the AS topology. SEAL is a

framework for link prediction in a graph but it does not apply

well to detect fake AS links (see §7.4) [68]. Giakatos et al.

compare link prediction algorithms based on graph-based pre-

diction models on Internet routing data [29]. More precisely,

they compute a set of features for every AS and feed them

either into a GNN model or a graph embedding model such

as bgp2vec [57]. The authors acknowledge that the AS topol-

ogy and its hierarchical structure is challenging for a GNN

or a graph embedding model, and their inference models do

not translate well to detecting fake AS links. Finally, Shapira

et al. proposed a deep-learning approach with a recurrent

neural network based on node embedding computed using

bgp2vec [57]. Yet, the performance of the proposed solution

is evaluated on the small and biased dataset used in [20].

New protocols and architectures. BGPSec is an extension to

BGP where routers cryptographically verify the validity of the

AS path [44]. However, it is not deployed at all, as it requires

expensive cryptographical operations in the routers. ASPA is

a proposal to extend RPKI and use it for AS path validation

but it is not extensively deployed [9]. Finally, new secure

inter-domain protocols and architectures such as SCION [69]

are challenging to widely deploy.

9 Conclusion

We present DFOH, the first system that consistently detects

forged-origin hijacks on the Internet. DFOH only reports

≈17.5 cases every day, a small number that allows operators

to manually investigate each case and take the proper coun-

termeasures. We believe DFOH triggers interesting follow-up

works, such as measuring the frequency of these events, pro-

filing the forged-origin hijackers, or analyzing how often the

data traffic is diverted to the supposed attacker.
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Appendix

A A sample of the most suspicious cases

We now describe three suspicious cases that DFOH detected

in 2022. These cases illustrate that DFOH is exploitable, and

that reporting the suspicious cases and notifying the operators

is beneficial. Note that we did not manually inspect all the

reported cases in 2022. Thus, even more suspicious cases

might exist.

January 1, 2022:3 AS267548, a small Peruvian AS, appears

between Sprint (AS1239), a Tier1 AS, and AS199524, a large

content provider. However, AS267548 is not supposed to

3https://dfoh.uclouvain.be/cases/2022-01-01_1239_267548
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Type Categorie Name Index Description

N
o
d

e-
b

a
se

d
Centrality Metrics

Degree centrality 0 Fraction of nodes connected to v

Closeness centrality 1 Average length of the shortest path between v and all other nodes

Harmonic centrality 2 Sum of the reciprocal of the shortest path distances from all nodes to v

Neighborhood Richness
Average neighbor degree 3 Average degree of all the neighbors of v

Eccentricity 4 Max distance from v to all other nodes

Topological Pattern
Number of Triangles 5 Number of triangles that include v

Clustering 6 Fraction of possible triangles including v that exist

P
a
ir

-b
a
se

d

Closeness Metrics

Jaccard 7 Similarity between the neighbors of v1 and v2

Adamic Adar 8 Closeness of v1 and v2 based on their shared neighbors

Preferential attachment 9 Likelihood of v1 and v2 to be connected based on their degree

Distance Shortest Path 10 Length of the shortest path between v1 and v2

Table 2: List of topological features used by DFOH along with their description. In the description, we consider for the

node-based features a node v in the AS topology whereas we consider two nodes v1 and v2 for the pair-based features.

are aggregated in the box plots. Clearly, there is no sweet spot

where an attack has high impact and low visibility. For Type-1

and 2, impact is high but visibility is high too, and vice versa

for Type-3, 4 and 5. An attacker launching a forged-origin

hijack thus often cannot prevent the AS path of the hijacked

route to include a new AS link—giving DFOH the ability to

detect it.

D Features computation (extension)

D.1 Topological features

Table 2 describes the ten topological features that DFOH uses

in its inference model. We explain how DFOH computes the

feature values in §6.2.

D.2 Bidirectionality feature

Observing an AS link in each direction is a strong sign that it

is legitimate. In fact, consider the forged-origin-hijacked route

with the AS path x1, . . . ,xn,v1,v2 where v1 is the attacker and

v2 the forged origin. v1 can only forge the upstream part

of the AS path (i.e., the part on the right side of v1), and

has no control over the downstream part. Note that v1 could

prepend v2,v1 on a route to another prefix that it owns to fake

a bidirectional link. However, the AS path would contain a

loop and would be either denied by BGP routers or easily

detectable by BGP monitoring systems. A challenge when

assessing the bidirectionality of the AS links is that the AS

topology derived from the AS paths in the BGP routes is

incomplete (e.g., backup links can be missing). Thus, only

a small fraction of the links (≈25000 , i.e., ≈4.8% of the

visible links) are visible in both directions.

Using the IRR data to supplement the BGP routes. DFOH

parses the IRR data to infer more peering links that are not

visible from the collected BGP routes. More precisely, DFOH

parses the aut-num objects of every AS in the routing reg-

istries. For now, DFOH only uses RADb as it is the only one

that makes available archive of its database. However, we

envision to use all the registries listed in [39] for real-time

detection. An aut-num object related to ASX may include

(partial) information about the export and import policies of

ASX. These policies generally indicate the AS number or an

as-set objects to/from which ASX is exporting/importing

routes. In the case of an as-set object, DFOH recursively

parses the object (an as-set object can include other as-set

objects) until it finds all the ASes in this as-set. With the IRR

data, DFOH infers peering information that when combined

with BGP data, allows identifying ≈10000 more bidirectional

links compared to with BGP data only.

The bidirectionality feature is beneficial. Even after pars-

ing the IRR data, the number of bidirectional links remains

small compared to the total number of AS links. Yet, they are

worth the effort because they help DFOH to correctly classify

new links as legitimate in some particular peering scenar-

ios. In fact, as the location of BGP collectors is typically

skewed with many of them located in the core of the Inter-

net [14], many bidirectional links pertain to highly-connected

ASes. We observe the same effect on the bidirectional links

inferred from the IRR data, as network operators of the highly-

connected ASes tend to populate their IRR data more fre-

quently than others. The bidirectional feature thus improves

the accuracy of DFOH upon peering scenarios that involve the

highly-connected ASes—scenarios that are hard to accurately

classify with the other features (see §E.1).

The bidirectionality feature is safe. The IRR data has two

drawbacks: It can be inaccurate and it is unverified. This is

not an issue for DFOH for two reasons. First, the number of

possible attacker and victim pairs is C2
74000 ≈ 2.74 billions

(74000 is the number of ASes [22]) whereas the number of

inconsistencies in the IRR is by far lower [25]. Consequently,

the bidirectional links incorrectly inferred because of these in-
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w/o AS-Path-based w/o Bidirectionality w/o Topological w/o PeeringDB All Features

TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR

Stubs -
85.0 % 4.2 % 97.0 % 4.2 % 95.0 % 4.2 % 87.0 % 2.8 % 97.0 % 4.2 %

Stubs

Stubs -
74.0 % 3.1 % 82.0 % 4.1 % 83.0 % 3.1 % 76.0 % 6.2 % 83.0 % 3.1 %

Tier1

Transit/IXP/CDN-2 -
82.0 % 1.0 % 95.0 % 1.0 % 94.0 % 1.0 % 92.0 % 2.0 % 95.0 % 1.0 %

Transit/IXP/CDN-3

Transit/IXP/CDN-3 -
96.2 % 1.0 % 98.1 % 1.0 % 98.1 % 2.0 % 98.1 % 1.0 % 98.1 % 1.0 %

Highly Connected

Transit/IXP/CDN-4 -
58.0 % 15.6 % 83.0 % 6.2 % 83.0 % 12.5 % 82.0 % 12.5 % 84.0 % 6.2 %

Tier1

Large Customer Cone -
35.0 % 13.3 % 89.0 % 13.3 % 88.0 % 6.7 % 94.0 % 13.3 % 89.0 % 6.7 %

Tier1

All types of Links 74.0 % 2.1 % 90.9 % 2.0 % 90.6 % 2.3 % 86.2 % 2.9 % 90.9 % 1.9 %

Table 3: Accuracy of DFOH for a few selected attack scenarios when all the features but one

are used in the inference pipeline.

consistencies only have very little impact on the performance

of DFOH. Second, as an attacker can only change the IRR data

for its own organization, she can only fake one direction of

an AS link (attacker → victim)—the same direction as when

prepending the victim’s AS number in a BGP announcement.

Computing the feature values. Upon a historical request

for a day d, DFOH infers link bidirectionality from the AS

topology computed on day d (i.e., Gd,k) combined with the

BGP and IRR data collected during the days following d (up

to 30 days). Considering the following days allows DFOH to

find more bidirectional links that only appear e.g., once BGP

converges. Upon a real-time query on day d, DFOH considers

the graph Gd,k, and the IRR data collected on day d. Observe

that for the bidirectionality feature, Gd,k is a directed graph.

Computing the bidirectionality feature results in the following

1-dimensional feature vector.

B(d,v1,v2) = [bidir(d,v1,v2)]

Where bidir(d,v1,v2) = 1 if the link (v1,v2) is bidirectional

at day d, else it is equal to zero.

E Detection speed

DFOH automatically downloads all the data and trains the in-

ference model on a daily basis. Upon launching an inference,

DFOH uses the inference model trained the day before. Thus,

the detection speed depends on (i) the time to compute the

feature values for the link and AS paths given as input, and

(ii) the time to run the inference. The inference is fast (<1s)

because it relies on a simple random forest. However, the time

to compute the feature values depends on whether DFOH is

used for real-time detection or to detect past forged-origin

hijacks. We now differentiate the two cases.

DFOH detects past forged-origin hijacks in a few seconds.

We measured the time needed by DFOH to compute the fea-

ture values for all the 18000 synthetic cases used to evaluate

the overall performance of DFOH in 7.1. We use an Ubuntu

20.04 LTS version server with 16 cores and 64 GB of memory.

DFOH needs 7510 seconds to compute the feature values (i.e.,

≤ 1s for a single case). The topological features are the most

time consuming to compute (7155 seconds). Observe that

the AS-path-pattern features are fast to compute, thus DFOH

remains fast even when it must compute these features for

many different AS paths.

DFOH detects new forged-origin hijacks in a few minutes.

The only difference when running DFOH in real time per-

tains to the bidirectionality feature. In fact, a new peering

interconnection may be visible in both directions from the

BGP routes only when BGP has converged. As the BGP con-

vergence typically takes a few minutes [41], DFOH waits a

few minutes (five, identically to ARTEMIS [56]) to let BGP

converge before computing the bidirectionality feature.

E.1 Discriminate power

of classification features

In this section, we examine the discriminatory power of the

classification features used in DFOH. We show that our se-

lection is sound: Every feature is useful in at least one attack

scenario. Besides, none of the features alone is able to detect

forged-origin hijack consistently and for all attack scenarios.

Every feature category is useful. Table 3 shows the perfor-

mance of DFOH when one feature category is deactivated
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Abstract– The growing number of breaches in data centers
underscores an urgent need for more effective security. Tra-
ditional perimeter defense measures and static zero-trust ap-
proaches are unable to address the unique challenges that arise
from the scale, complexity, and evolving nature of today’s
data center networks. To tackle these issues, we introduce
NetVigil, a robust and cost-efficient anomaly detection system
specifically designed for east-west traffic within data center
networks. NetVigil adeptly extracts security-focused, graph-
based features from network flow logs and employs domain-
specific graph neural networks (GNNs) and contrastive learn-
ing techniques to strengthen its resilience against normal
traffic variations and adversarial evasion strategies. Our evalu-
ation, over various attack scenarios and traces from real-world
production clusters, shows that NetVigil delivers significant
improvements in accuracy, cost, and detection latency com-
pared to state-of-the-art anomaly detection systems, providing
a practical, supplementary security mechanism to protect the
east-west traffic within data center networks.

1 Introduction

The modern era of digitalization has brought about unprece-
dented growth in data center networks, ushering in a period
where the need for robust security measures is more critical
than ever before. Recent high-profile breaches, such as the
Equifax breach [1] and the SolarWinds attack [3, 82] have
exposed vulnerabilities in data center network security and
demonstrate catastrophic consequences that can arise from
a lack of adequate protection. As cyber threats continue to
evolve and grow in sophistication, there is an urgent need to
develop innovative solutions to safeguard sensitive informa-
tion and ensure the integrity of data center networks.

One such area that warrants particular attention is the se-
curity of east-west traffic within data centers. Traditional
security measures have focused primarily on securing north-
south traffic at the network perimeter, which has left inter-
nal systems susceptible to lateral movements and persistent
threats from compromised nodes, SSH keys, or other creden-
tials [73, 75]. Zero-trust architecture [44, 66] aims to mitigate
these risks by securing east-west communication and data

* Equal contribution.

flows. However, current zero-trust solutions, such as micro-
segmentation [40,59,70,77], rely only on static access control
rules and are ill-equipped to detect dynamic and unusual be-
haviors, leaving networks exposed to potential attacks and
lateral movement.

Addressing the critical gap in data center network security
necessitates the development of an effective and always-on
network anomaly detector specifically tailored for east-west
traffic. Although existing network anomaly detection solu-
tions have achieved significant progress in handling north-
south traffic [32, 47], they struggle to overcome the unique
challenges associated with east-west traffic. First, the majority
of these solutions require capturing and analyzing network
packets, leading to a cost that becomes prohibitively high
when implemented across all nodes. For example, a recent
high-throughput malicious traffic detection system [31] de-
mands at least 17 cores and 10 GB of memory per node to
secure a 10 Gb NIC, resulting in an annual cost of six million
dollars for an application comprising 1,000 nodes. Second, ex-
isting solutions are known for generating false alarms [43,57],
an issue further amplified by the dynamic nature of east-west
traffic. Even a marginal false alarm rate can significantly es-
calate operational overhead at scale, causing security teams
to inadvertently neglect genuine threats. Third, a multitude of
solutions depend on labeled malicious datasets or signatures
for training their detectors [22,46,51,53], a strategy that is not
only impractical at scale but also renders systems susceptible
to novel zero-day attacks [23, 55].
Objectives and Techniques. We introduce NetVigil, a novel
anomaly detection system explicitly designed for securing
east-west traffic in large-scale networks. In light of the chal-
lenges and limitations associated with existing solutions,
NetVigil is designed to fulfill three primary objectives: (a)
guaranteeing cost-effectiveness when monitoring numerous
nodes, (b) precisely identifying anomalous behaviors while
emphasizing the reduction of false alarms, and (c) demonstrat-
ing robustness to normal traffic changes without depending
on prior knowledge of malicious attacks.

NetVigil achieves these objectives with three core ideas:
(1) Deriving security-focused graph features from flow sum-

maries. To ensure cost-efficiency, NetVigil leverages low-cost
flow summaries, available at both network level (e.g., VPC
Flow Logs [21] and NSG Flow Logs [54]) and service level
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(e.g., Calico flow logs [6] and Cilium/Hubble [9]). These
loggers offer substantial cost savings over packet traces by
logging only aggregated statistics. NetVigil adeptly extracts
security-oriented graph features from these summaries, ef-
fectively compensating for the absence of packet-level infor-
mation. This approach enables scalable monitoring of large
networks without sacrificing anomaly detection accuracy.

(2) Leveraging graph neural networks (GNNs) and domain-
specialized contrastive learning for context-aware robust
anomaly detection. NetVigil employs GNNs to model com-
plex relationships between nodes in the network. The key
insight is that different nodes within a network (e.g., microser-
vices) carry diverse contextual information. By integrating
contextual information from adjacent nodes, GNNs can detect
anomalous behaviors that might be overlooked by traditional
solutions focusing on individual flows [31, 56]. To further
strengthen the model’s resilience against normal traffic fluc-
tuations, NetVigil adopts graph contrastive learning [85] with
domain-specialized data augmentation. This approach guides
the model toward capturing meaningful representations of
standard traffic patterns, enabling it to distinguish between
benign and malicious behaviors with greater precision.

(3) Adapting to temporal dynamics via smoothing and con-
tinuous retraining. NetVigil addresses the evolving nature of
network traffic by integrating a temporal loss that encourages
similarity between embeddings of temporally-adjacent graphs.
Moreover, NetVigil continuously retrains its model using re-
cent clean logs by excluding anomalous flows. This approach
keeps the model updated with network behavior, maintaining
high detection accuracy over time.
Implementation and Evaluation. We build NetVigil as an
end-to-end streaming data pipeline, continuously analyzing
network flow summaries and dynamically updating its model.
To evaluate its effectiveness, we design a new east-west se-
curity benchmark, Yatesbury, using a microservice demo ap-
plication [11], generating a diverse array of live traces and
simulating evasive attack scenarios. Our extensive evaluation,
including the benchmark and week-long to month-long traces
from production clusters, demonstrates that NetVigil signifi-
cantly outperforms existing malicious traffic detectors [31,56].
We achieve an average AUC (area under the ROC Curve) im-
provement of 0.22 (up to 0.62) and reduce operational costs
by 2.7 – 16.7× for our 16-VM deployment. We release our
benchmark Yatesbury 1 to enable researchers to explore novel
attack scenarios in a cloud environment and contribute inno-
vative solutions in this crucial domain.
Contributions. We make the following contributions:

• We introduce a novel network anomaly detection architec-
ture designed to secure east-west traffic within data cen-
ters. This architecture utilizes low-cost network flow logs,
security-oriented graph features, and graph neural networks
(GNNs) to achieve cost-effectiveness and robustness.

1https://github.com/microsoft/Yatesbury

Permissible
micro-segmented 

paths

Perimeter defense

Static micro-segmentation

Figure 1: Difference between perimeter defense and static micro-
segmentation

• We propose an innovative end-to-end training mechanism
that combines graph representation learning, graph con-
trastive learning, and temporal smoothing. This approach
enables the learning of east-west traffic dynamics for accu-
rate anomaly detection.

• We build our solution alongside an east-west security bench-
mark tailored for cloud deployment, validating the perfor-
mance of our proposed solution through various attack sce-
narios and long-term traces from two production clusters.

2 Background and Motivation

We briefly discuss key concepts and challenges in securing
east-west traffic in data center networks. We focus on the im-
portance of this task and the limitations of traditional security
measures, and we provide an overview of network anomaly
detection techniques specific to east-west traffic.

2.1 Securing East-West Traffic with Zero-
Trust Solutions

Traditional security measures, such as firewalls [69] and intru-
sion detection systems (IDSes) [43], have primarily focused
on securing north-south traffic (interactions between data cen-
ter nodes and external systems) at the network perimeter, as
illustrated in Figure 1. While these measures are essential,
they often do not protect east-west traffic (communication
between nodes within a data center). Traditional security
measures tend to rely on static access control rules or attack
signatures, which can be easily bypassed by attackers using
compromised credentials or exploiting network vulnerabili-
ties. Once inside the network, an attacker can perform lateral
movement with relative ease. The limited visibility into the
communication between nodes within the data center renders
traditional security measures less effective in detecting and
responding to emerging threats.

The zero-trust security model [44, 66] represents a
paradigm shift in network security, aiming to address the
limitations of traditional security measures and improve the
protection of east-west traffic within data center networks.
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IDS Low compute
overhead

Low network
overhead

Easy
management

Zero-day attack
protection

Computation cost (CPU
cores/100Gbps) or Licens-
ing cost (US dollars)

Zeek (formerly Bro) [61] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ 400 [2]
Snort [65] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 250 [88]
Pigasus [88] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 5 + 1 FPGA [88]
Suricata [15] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 53 + 1 SmartNIC [14]
Whisper [31] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 170
VMware NSX [17] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ $4,495/processor/yr [18]
Aviatrix DCF [5] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ [4] ∼$3,000/gateway/yr

Table 1: Characteristics of popular IDSes. The characteristics of commercial options are obtained from their websites, which are
subject to changes. The licensing costs associated with commercial solutions may not directly correspond to their computation costs.

The main principles of zero-trust include: (a) least privilege
access [68], where users and devices are granted the mini-
mum access rights necessary to perform their tasks; (b) micro-
segmentation [70,77], which divides the network into smaller
segments or zones to limit lateral movement (see Figure 1);
and (c) continuous monitoring and validation of user and
device behavior to ensure compliance with security policies.

Existing solutions [40, 59] primarily focus on micro-
segmentation to limit the attack surface and the potential
impact of a breach while preventing lateral movement of at-
tackers. However, continuous monitoring and validation of
user and device behavior remain a challenge due to the mas-
sive scale and dynamic nature of east-west traffic, requiring
advanced techniques and tools to effectively detect and re-
spond to anomalies in real time. Without this missing piece,
an attack can still find a way to propagate from one node to
another through permissible, micro-segmented paths, caus-
ing significant damage to critical infrastructure, data loss, or
unauthorized access to sensitive information.

2.2 Challenges of Network Intrusion Detection
Systems on East-West Traffic

A significant body of research [43, 48, 53] has been dedi-
cated to the study of network intrusion detection systems (ID-
Ses), which are tactically positioned at network choke points
(e.g., routers or gateways) to safeguard network perimeters.
Contemporary IDSes can be classified into signature-based
and anomaly-based systems, each offering unique advantages.
Signature-based systems efficiently detect known attack pat-
terns using their distinct signatures, while anomaly-based
systems focus on recognizing normal patterns to identify
novel attacks. Although signature-based systems are effective
for known attacks, the rise of zero-day attacks [23, 55] has
highlighted the importance of anomaly-based systems. By
employing deep learning techniques [32, 47], anomaly-based
systems serve as a valuable complement to signature-based
systems. Both systems have their merits, and a combination
of the two can offer a more robust security solution. Table 1
summarizes key attributes of popular IDSes. Although these
solutions work well for north-south traffic, their application
to east-west traffic presents fundamental challenges.

Challenge 1: Excessive Compute Overhead in Network
Packet Analysis. Past studies [16, 67] showed that only 17%
of data center traffic was attributed to north-south traffic. The
increasing adoption of micro-service architectures, cloud stor-
age, and software-defined networks has since exacerbated
the disparity between north-south and east-west traffic. Con-
sequently, applying existing security solutions to east-west
traffic would result in an unsustainable increase of already
considerable costs. For example, Pigasus [88] employs Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to substantially reduce
operational expenses for rule-based IDSes. Nevertheless, it
still requires five CPU cores and one FPGA to secure a 100
Gbps network. Commercial solutions like VMware NSX [17]
tackle this problem by operating IDSes on every hypervisor.
Although this method handles east-west traffic better, it re-
sults in substantial computational expenses for all data center
nodes. The situation is no better for anomaly-based IDSes.
Whisper [31], an efficient malicious traffic detection system,
surpasses its predecessor Kitsune [56] by achieving a 100-
fold increase in throughput. Despite this, securing a single 10
Gbps network necessitates 17 processing cores, potentially
doubling or even tripling the application’s operational costs.

The primary reason for the high overhead in existing solu-
tions is their dependence on capturing and analyzing network
packets, which offer rich and fine-grained information on net-
work traffic. Nevertheless, as Table 1 shows, this approach is
expensive and not scalable for large data center networks. A
cost-effective alternative involves using network or service
flow logs [6, 9, 21, 54], which utilize aggregation intervals to
condense network packet telemetry into periodic 5-tuples and
statistics. While service flow logs offer valuable application-
level data, such as service names and request types, they often
necessitate an agent in guest VMs or specialized environments
like Kubernetes [24]. In this study, we focus on network flow
logs due to their widespread availability in a cloud environ-
ment and consider integrating service flow logs in future work.

To evaluate this approach, we compare the effectiveness of
two contemporary solutions, Whisper [31] and Kitsune [56],
on network packet traces and network flow logs for similar
set of attacks. As Figures 2 and 3 illustrate, applying existing
solutions to network flow logs significantly compromises their
accuracy due to the absence of packet-level information.
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Figure 3: AUC scores with flow traces

Challenge 2: Complexity and Congestion in Networking.
Numerous popular IDSes [15, 65, 88] are implemented by
redirecting (or hair-pinning) traffic to IDS appliances. How-
ever, for east-west traffic, this method generates excessive
network overheads, as traffic between VMs on the same ma-
chine or within the same rack must be rerouted to another
cluster, potentially causing significant congestion in the net-
work. Moreover, this approach adds complexity to network
management, as hair-pinning must be executed for all commu-
nication paths within a data center, making routing substan-
tially more complicated. Thus, commercial offerings [5] that
adopt this approach primarily focus on egress traffic rather
than encompassing all east-west traffic.
Challenge 3: Elevated False Alarms During Prolonged
Deployment. Applying existing solutions to secure east-west
traffic presents another challenge: an increased false alarm
rate over extended deployment periods. As network traffic pat-
terns evolve, security solutions must adapt to these changes to
maintain high detection accuracy. However, many current net-
work security systems struggle to keep up with the dynamic
nature of network traffic, such as load variation and workload
migration. This results in a high rate of false alarms.

We conduct an evaluation of Whisper [31] using two long-
term traces from our first-party production clusters (see Sec-
tion 6.5 for more detailed information). We find that there is a
substantial increase in false alarms over time, while the contin-
uous daily retraining of these solutions yields only marginal
improvements (not shown in plot). These false alarms not
only utilize significant resources for investigation but also
undermine trust in the system, potentially resulting in the
disregard of authentic threats.
Summary. The absence of a cost-efficient, robust and effec-
tive intrusion detection solution is a crucial impediment in

securing east-west traffic. A comprehensive solution must: (a)
ensure processing efficiency by eliminating dependence on
all network packets, (b) avoid incurring network congestion
or routing complexity, (c) proactively adapt to normal traffic
fluctuations and (d) demonstrate high efficacy on previously
unknown but malicious occurrences. These considerations
are the foundation of our design requirements for NetVigil.

3 Overview of NetVigil

We present a novel anomaly-based intrusion detection sys-
tem, NetVigil, that is explicitly designed to secure east-west
data center networks with cost efficiency and robustness
against normal traffic fluctuations. NetVigil achieves low op-
erational costs by extracting security-oriented graph features
from network flow logs, effectively eliminating the need for
fine-grained yet costly network packet traces. The insight
of NetVigil lies in the fact that network nodes within a data
center typically provide specific functionalities (e.g., micro-
services, storage, databases, etc.), and by employing graph
neural networks (GNNs), we can learn contextual informa-
tion to enhance anomaly detection accuracy. Furthermore, our
system incorporates graph contrastive learning and tempo-
ral smoothing techniques to achieve high detection accuracy
while maintaining low false alarm rates. Figure 4 provides an
overview of the NetVigil architecture.
Inference Time. During the inference phase (depicted on the
left side of Figure 4), cloud resources such as virtual machines
(VMs) and compute clusters continuously generate network
flow logs [6, 9, 21, 54] at intervals ranging from tens of sec-
onds to minutes. These data streams are processed by our
security graph feature extractor (I1 in Figure 4, more details
in Section 4.1), which groups network flow logs based on
their IP addresses, extracts crucial features, and transforms
the results into a featurized communication graph. In this
graph, each node represents an IP address, and each edge
summarizes all flows between respective IP pairs. NetVigil
subsequently feeds this featurized communication graph into
the continuously trained GNN autoencoder (I2 in Figure 4) to
compute anomaly scores for each edge. Edges identified as
potentially anomalous, along with the corresponding commu-
nication graphs and network flow logs, are then forwarded to
the security team for further investigation.
Training Time. At each retraining interval, which typically
spans hours or days based on network dynamics, NetVigil
gathers clean communication graphs from the inference phase
(i.e., excluding anomalous nodes and edges detected by the
model) to retrain the GNN autoencoder (depicted on the right
side of Figure 4). The GNN encoder (T1 in Figure 4) learns to
compress the features of each edge and its incident nodes into
an embedding space, allowing the GNN decoder (T2 in Figure
4) to reconstruct these features with minimal reconstruction
loss (L1 in Figure 4). Section 4.2 provides more details.
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Figure 4: Overview of NetVigil

To enhance robustness, we design a graph data augmenta-
tion module (T3 in Figure 4) and train the system to encourage
similarity between the embeddings of original and augmented
graphs by minimizing the contrastive loss (L2, more details in
Section 4.3). Furthermore, we introduce a temporal loss (L3,
more details in Section 4.4) to promote embedding similarity
between temporally-adjacent graphs. The entire training pro-
cess is conducted end-to-end, resulting in an up-to-date GNN
autoencoder for the subsequent inference phase.

4 Design Details of NetVigil

We provide a comprehensive discussion of the key modules
within NetVigil and explain how these components collabo-
rate to fulfill our design objectives. We discuss the security-
oriented graph feature extractor (Section 4.1), graph repre-
sentation learning (Section 4.2), domain-specialized graph
contrastive learning (Section 4.3), and temporal smoothing
techniques (Section 4.4) employed by NetVigil to ensure a
cost-effective, accurate, and robust anomaly detection system
for east-west data center networks.

4.1 Security Graph Feature Extractor

Our security graph feature extractor aims to gather security-
oriented features from network flow logs, prioritizing cost
efficiency while maintaining essential information for down-
stream anomaly detection. Within each aggregation interval
(e.g., one minute), network flow logs typically contain the
following information: (a) 5-tuple data, encompassing pro-
tocol, source and destination IP addresses, and source and
destination ports, (b) the number of transmitted and received
packets, and (c) the volume of transmitted and received bytes.

Our graph feature extractor operates at the IP address level
instead of the network flow (IP and port) level for two primary
reasons. First, operating at the network flow level leads to
much larger graphs and increases the burden on both inference
and training processes. For instance, we observe orders of

Feature Statistics
Number of transmitted packets

min, max, mean, sum, std
Number of received packets
Total received bytes
Total transmitted bytes
Number of TCP flows

count
Number of UDP flows
Number of local unseen ports
Number of global unseen ports
Number of ports

Table 2: Features obtained for each distinct IP pair

magnitude increases in the number of nodes and edges in our
production traces when constructing communication graphs at
the network flow level (139k nodes and 115k edges) compared
to the IP level (300 nodes and 10-20k edges). Furthermore,
aggregating at the IP address level facilitates the identification
of correlations between flows associated with the same IP
address (e.g., a notable increase in the number of flows or
usage of different ports). This, in turn, simplifies the detection
of anomalous attacks, such as port scanning.

Our graph feature extractor offers additional operational
cost reductions through a tunable detection window (e.g., two
or three minutes). By generating a single communication
graph per detection window, the feature extractor effectively
balances detection latency with cost efficiency. Although a
larger detection window might marginally impact detection
accuracy for evasive attacks, this approach enables network
operators to harmonize the requirement for prompt detection
with limited resource constraints. Consequently, it becomes
a suitable solution for large-scale network monitoring and
security applications.

Table 2 summarizes the features we obtain for each distinct
IP pair. We exclude ephemeral ports from the port-related fea-
tures, as they do not provide learnable information. In addition
to common features like the number of packets and bytes, we
monitor critical security-oriented features such as the number
of flows and unseen ports, which strongly indicate unusual
occurrences. We maintain a record of globally observed ports
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across all flows, as well as the locally observed ports for each
IP pair within the training dataset. By maintaining port in-
formation as statistics, our feature extractor can function at
the IP address level without sacrificing essential information.
This approach allows us to capture crucial correlations among
distinct flows associated with the same IP address while main-
taining scalability and facilitating the detection of anomalous
attacks involving multiple flows.

4.2 Graph Representation Learning

In order to discover relationships within the communication
graph, NetVigil employs Graph Neural Networks (GNNs).
These advanced machine learning models are specifically
designed to analyze and extract patterns from complex graph-
structured data. The key insight is that nodes within our com-
munication graph correspond to various roles in an appli-
cation and, as a result, each node and its neighbors exhibit
a particular pattern over time. This contextual information
enables NetVigil to identify anomalous behaviors that may
seem normal if analyzed individually (e.g., C&C communi-
cation patterns or DNS amplification) without requiring the
costly processing of granular packet-level information such as
packet sizes, arrival times, and payloads. The ability to forego
detailed packet-level data stems from the sufficiency of flow-
level information for communication graph construction, cap-
turing many key characteristics that distinguish a malicious
flow from a normal one, including traffic volume, flow count,
and interactions with various ports and IPs. Similar to prior
work, E-GraphSage [51], we first aggregate edge features on
each node as contextual information, and then concatenate the
original edge features with this contextual information as the
input to our edge encoder. Since E-GraphSage relies on su-
pervised training, which is not practical at scale, we build our
solution using an autoencoder by mapping each concatenated
edge feature into a compressed embedding space.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode for our GNN autoen-
coder. Lines 1–3 aggregate edge features using an AGG func-
tion, which can be mean, median, or element-wise pooling.
Line 5 concatenates the aggregated contextual information
with the original edge features, and Lines 6–8 encode the
concatenated edge features into edge embeddings (Line 9).
Lines 11-19 decode the embeddings back to the original edge
features, and the reconstruction loss between euv and ẽuv cor-
responds to the L1 in Figure 4. Formally, for a (mini)batch
B(G) of graphs, we have that

L1 =
1

∑i|Gi∈B(G) |Ei| ∑
i|Gi∈B(G)

∑
(u,v)∈Ei

∥euv− ẽuv∥2, (1)

where Ei corresponds to the edge set of Gi.
It is worth noting that although we employ simple graph

convolutional networks (GCNs) [45] in Algorithm 1, the GNN
architecture can be interchangeable, provided that the encoder

Algorithm 1 GNN Autoencoder for Edge Embedding

Input: Graph G(V,E)
Input: Edge features euv,∀uv ∈ E
Input: Number of autoencoder layers L
Input: Encoder/decoder weights W l

E ,W
l
D,∀l ∈ 1, ...,L

1: for v ∈ V do ▷ Aggregate neighboring edge features
2: hv← AGG(euv,∀u ∈ N(v),(u,v) ∈ E)
3: end for
4: for (u,v) ∈ E do
5: h0

uv← CONCAT(hu,euv)
6: for l ∈ 1, ...,L do ▷ Edge Encoder
7: hl

uv← σ(W l
E ·hl−1

uv )
8: end for
9: zuv = hL

uv ▷ Edge embedding
10: end for
11: for v ∈ V do ▷ Broadcast edge embedding
12: hv← AGG(zuv,∀u ∈ N(v),(u,v) ∈ E)
13: end for
14: for (u,v) ∈ E do
15: h0

euv
← CONCAT(hu,euv)

16: for l ∈ 1, ...,L do ▷ Edge Decoder
17: hl

uv← σ(W l
D ·hl−1

uv )
18: end for
19: ẽuv = hL

uv ▷ Reconstructed edge features
20: end for

takes into account both original edge features and aggregated
neighboring features. While our experiments do not show a
significant accuracy gain from using additional convolutional
layers or alternate GNN architectures, some domain-specific
GNN architectures may still perform better. We leave the
exploration of domain-specific architectures for future work.

4.3 Domain-Specific Contrastive Learning
One of the primary challenges faced by existing network
anomaly detectors is the generation of numerous false alarms
for normal changes that were not encountered during the
training process. A common approach to address this issue
involves curating an extensive long-term dataset for training,
with the expectation that all normal behaviors will be en-
compassed within this dataset. However, this approach is not
scalable for east-west traffic, as they frequently experience
normal changes, such as configuration updates, load varia-
tions, and node failures. To tackle this challenge, we employ
graph contrastive learning [50], which augments the training
data with general and domain-specific perturbations to en-
hance the model’s generality. This approach allows the model
to better accommodate and adapt to the dynamic nature of
network traffic, thereby reducing the incidence of false alarms
while accurately detecting genuine anomalies.

We find that most normal traffic fluctuations arise from (1)
not all edges appearing consistently, (2) traffic volume varying
over time, and (3) noisy behavior from non-application edges.
Based on these observations, we employ the following data
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augmentation strategies to enhance the model performance:
• Randomly removing edges and nodes: By presenting sub-

graphs to the model, the system gains the ability to more
effectively analyze network communication patterns, at-
tributable to the simplified structure and reduced noise.

• Adding noise to edge features: Edge features, such as the
number of packets and the volume of transmitted/received
bytes, are perturbed to test the model’s robustness against
variations in feature values.

• Removing non-application edges: It has been observed that
application traffic within the network exhibits greater pre-
dictability compared to inter-service communications. Con-
sequently, by removing nodes and edges unrelated to the
application running within the network, the model can bet-
ter learn and recognize application-level communication
patterns, thereby enhancing its robustness and reducing the
occurrence of false positives.
Formally, during training, a minibatch B(G) of graphs is

randomly sampled. For every graph G ∈ B(G), we generate
two augmented versions G (1) and G (2) by randomly selecting
two of the data augmentation strategies mentioned above. We
denote the corresponding embeddings of an edge uv ∈ E by
z(1)uv and z(2)uv ; see Line 9 in Algorithm 1. Recalling that the
cosine similarity between two vectors x and y is given by
cos(x,y) = x⊤y/(∥x∥∥y∥), we define the contrastive loss of a
given edge uv as [85]

ℓuv =− log

(
exp(2cos(z(1)uv ,z

(2)
uv ))

∑u′v′ exp(2cos(z(1)uv ,z
(2)
u′v′))

)
, (2)

where the negative edges u′v′ are randomly selected from aug-
mented versions of other graphs in the minibatch. Notice that
minimizing ℓuv promotes z(1)uv and z(2)uv to be similar, i.e., the
embeddings corresponding to the same edge for two different
augmented versions should be close to each other. Moreover,
minimizing ℓuv also promotes z(1)uv and z(2)u′v′ (the embeddings
of different edges in augmented versions of different graphs)
to be different from each other. In this way, we avoid the col-
lapse of different embeddings into a common representation
and encourage the full utilization of the embedding space.
Our contrastive loss (L2 in Figure 4) is given by the average
value of ℓuv over all edges in the minibatch

L2 =
1

∑i|Gi∈B(G) |Ei| ∑
i|Gi∈B(G)

∑
uv∈Ei

ℓuv, (3)

where Ei corresponds to the edge set of Gi. As defined, the
loss L2 depends on the randomly selected augmentation strate-
gies to compute the contrastive pairs of every graph. During
training, we randomly choose new augmentation strategies
for each minibatch, ensuring every gradient step is based on
new contrastive pairs, thereby promoting generalization.

4.4 Temporal Smoothing and Continuous Re-
training

Another crucial aspect that our model seeks to capture is tem-
poral dynamics. Through our analysis of several traces from
production clusters, we observe that network traffic within a
short time window (e.g., minutes) tends to exhibit similarity,
while patterns can undergo significant changes over longer
periods (e.g., hours or days). This observation aligns with the
understanding that major network traffic changes are typically
driven by rare events (e.g., failures), periodicity (e.g., time of
day), or application changes (e.g., code updates), which do
not generally occur within short time frames.

We incorporate these temporal dynamics with a two-fold
strategy. First, we define a temporal loss (L3 in Figure 4)
during training to encourage embedding similarity between
temporal adjacent graphs. For every pair of temporally ad-
jacent graphs G t and G t+1, we minimize the norm of the
difference between consecutive embeddings of the same edge.
More precisely, we have that

L3 =
1

∑t |Et ∩Et+1| ∑t
∑

uv |uv∈Et∩Et+1

∥zt
uv− zt+1

uv ∥2, (4)

where Et denotes the edge set of G t . By minimizing L3, we
promote the embeddings of the same edge in two consecutive
time steps to be close to each other. Notice that, as a result of
the dynamic nature of our graph, it might be that an edge uv
that exists at time t is no longer present at time t +1. Hence,
in (4), we account for this by only considering edges that
belong to the intersection of two consecutive edge sets.

Second, we employ a periodic training procedure (e.g.,
hours or days) to update the model with the most recent traffic
patterns. In each retraining window, we compile clean com-
munication graphs (i.e., nodes and edges without any potential
anomalies) from the inference phase (left side of Figure 4),
as well as the false alarms cleared by the security team, to
form the training set. Subsequently, we retrain the model by
minimizing the composite loss, L , which combines the recon-
struction loss L1, contrastive loss L2, and temporal loss L3.
The composite loss is defined as L = L1 +αL2 +βL3, where
α and β are hyperparameters that trade off the relative impor-
tance of the different losses. This approach helps the model
stay up-to-date and can effectively detect genuine anomalies
and adapt to fluctuations in network traffic patterns.

5 Benchmarks and datasets

Datasets and network traces for intrusion and anomaly detec-
tion are available, but they primarily consist of packet traces.
As stated in Section 2.2, conducting inference for each packet
leads to considerable computational burdens, particularly in
east-west traffic where there is a larger volume of network traf-
fic. In light of this, we collect flow-level logs that summarize
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network traffic. We deploy a 16-VM scale set on Microsoft
Azure, activate Azure Network Watcher, and enable network
security group (NSG) flow logging [54]. NSG logs record
essential flow-level information such as 5-tuple, timestamp,
number of bytes and packets transmitted, similar to other com-
mercial flow logging offerings (e.g., [21]). For our 16-VM
scale set, we deploy a web-based e-commerce app [11] that
allows users to browse clothing items, add them to the cart,
and complete purchases. Our application consists of 11 mi-
croservices for components such as ad generation, product
catalog, payment, and product cart, as well as a load generator
to send GET and POST requests, simulating user behavior
like viewing items, setting currency, adding items to the cart,
and submitting payment information.

On top of this setup, we develop and introduce a new bench-
mark, Yatesbury 1, designed to evaluate the performance and
efficiency of anomaly detectors in east-west network traffic.
We evaluate NetVigil with 13 distinct attacks that accurately
represent a variety of malicious behaviors. Table 3 enumerates
these attacks, each of which involves one or more compro-
mised malicious nodes. Each trace lasts for 1-2 hours, and we
label each trace for each 2-minute window and mark a connec-
tion as anomalous if any malicious traffic is sent or received
between the two nodes. Malicious nodes communicate with
each other and send malicious network traffic to the benign
nodes. We utilize traditional network attacks that encompass
various port scan methods, including traditional exhaustive
port scanning, distributed scanning of multiple targets, stealth
scanning using SYN packets to bypass firewalls, and acceler-
ated scanning using UDP packets. Other traditional attacks
we implement are DoS attacks, such as SYN flooding, which
inundate victims with SYN requests, DDoS attacks involving
multiple attackers, and DDoS attacks using UDP packets.

Furthermore, we incorporate attacks featuring more intri-
cate communication patterns, which better represent mali-
cious activity in east-west traffic. For these attacks, analyzing
each flow in isolation (as done in traditional IDSes) is less
effective, as it does not provide a holistic and comprehensive
view of the network. We first employ Infection Monkey [8], an
open-source breach and attack simulator for evaluating data
center resiliency to perimeter breaches and internal host infec-
tion. It supports a wide range of different features such as port
scanning, credential exploitation, and lateral movement to in-
fect hosts. We also incorporate C&C communication patterns,
which consist of a C&C server sending file updates, periodic
heartbeat messages, and commands to control compromised
hosts. These patterns are indicative of the communication ob-
served in high-profile data breaches [1,3]. Further, we employ
DNS amplification attacks, where multiple attackers send
DNS requests to a DNS server and direct the responses to the
victims. The DNS requests are crafted so that the responses
are much larger in size to overwhelm the target machine.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Methodology

Benchmarks and datasets. We evaluate NetVigil on Yates-
bury with our demo microservice application along with live
production traces from our two first-party compute clusters.

Implementation. We implement NetVigil as an end-to-end
data streaming pipeline using 1,400 lines of Python code. The
inference pipeline extracts featurized communication graphs
utilizing NetworkX [10] and pandas [12] libraries, while the
training pipeline is built on PyTorch [13] and the Deep Graph
Library (DGL) [7].

Baselines. We compare NetVigil against two state-of-the-art
anomaly-based IDSes: Kitsune [56] and Whisper [31]. To
evaluate Kitsune on our datasets, we modify its autoencoders
to ingest flow-level features. Due to Kitsune’s slow runtime,
we implement several optimizations to reduce unnecessary
computation that improves inference time by 5–10×; we refer
to this optimized version of Kitsune as Kitsune+. Whisper’s
frequency domain analysis necessitates packet-level traces.
Modifying it to utilize connection-level traces is challeng-
ing, as it performs frequency domain analysis on individual
packets within each flow. Using only a single data point (ag-
gregated flow-level statistics) would render it ineffective. To
make Whisper compatible with flow logs, we utilize aggre-
gated flow-level statistics to convert flow logs into packet
traces. To understand the difference between flow and packet
traces, we also carry out additional evaluations using packet
traces for both Kitsune+ and Whisper.

Metrics. To evaluate NetVigil, we use the area under the ROC
curve (AUC) as our primary metric, along with the true pos-
itive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). Importantly,
AUC provides a measure of how well the detector can dis-
tinguish between the positive and negative classes, across all
possible threshold settings. TPR and FPR are also crucial
because the goal is to detect as many anomalies as possible
while minimizing false alarms, which, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2, can significantly lower trust in an anomaly detector
and is a fundamental challenge due to the dynamism of net-
work traffic. To get these numbers, we select the threshold that
maximizes (T PR−FPR). Additionally, we compare latencies
in running each anomaly detector. All latency experiments
were run on a single 36-core, 72-hyperthread, 256-GB RAM
machine (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5220).

6.2 Overall Results
We first compare the detection accuracy of NetVigil with our
baselines, Kitsune+ and Whisper. For all attacks except one,
NetVigil yields significantly higher performance over the base-
lines with AUC scores ranging from 0.6400 to 1.000, resulting
in AUC improvements of up to 0.6591 over Kitsune+ and up
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Attack Description # flows Ratio malicious
Vertical Port Scan Run an exhaustive scan of open ports 1429 0.0265

SYN Flood DoS attack where connections are rapidly initialized but not completed 2817 0.0184
SYN Flood DDoS DoS attack where connections are rapidly initialized but not completed (multiple attackers) 2437 0.0439

UDP DDoS DoS attack with UDP packets (multiple attackers) 1473 0.0081
Distributed Stealth Port Scan Run a targeted stealth scan of several key ports across many nodes with SYN packets 4069 0.0058

Distributed Port Scan Run a targeted scan of several key ports across many nodes 4054 0.0051
Distributed UDP Port Scan Run a targeted stealth scan of several key across many nodes with UDP packets 4319 0.0050

Infection Monkey 1 Scans key ports and launches network exploits 2768 0.0122
Infection Monkey 2 Scans key ports and launches network exploits (target limited number of hosts) 1490 0.0107
Infection Monkey 3 Scans key ports and launches network exploits (mount limited number of exploits) 4677 0.0027

C&C communication Compromised nodes receive commands, heartbeats, and file updates from C&C server 2163 0.0254
DNS amplification Attackers send DNS requests and direct responses to victim 4410 0.0825

Table 3: Attack datasets

Kitsune+ Whisper NetVigil

AUC TPR FPR AUC TPR FPR AUC TPR FPR
Moderate
Vertical Port Scan 0.9300 0.8684 0.0057 0.9049 0.9736 0.1315 0.9843 0.9473 0.0000
SYN Flood 0.9322 0.8653 0.0014 0.7609 0.7307 0.1414 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Medium
SYN Flood DDoS 0.9455 0.8971 0.0141 0.9148 0.9719 0.1283 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
UDP DDoS 0.9455 0.8971 0.0141 0.6403 0.4166 0.1457 0.9998 1.0000 0.0000
Distributed Port Scan 0.4059 0.0952 0.0300 0.3961 0.0476 0.0329 0.9968 0.9523 0.0000
Distributed Stealth Port Scan 0.7542 0.6666 0.0758 0.6186 0.4166 0.1070 0.9892 0.8333 0.0000
Distributed UDP Port Scan 0.3367 0.0000 0.0281 0.3732 0.0000 0.4449 0.9958 0.9545 0.0183
Difficult
Infection Monkey 1 0.5586 0.1176 0.0003 0.4395 0.0588 0.0190 0.9997 1.0000 0.0029

Infection Monkey 2 0.7497 0.5000 0.0006 0.4396 - - 0.9997 1.0000 0.0033

Infection Monkey 3 0.5000 - - 0.5000 - - 0.9998 1.0000 0.0006
C&C communication 0.6347 0.4727 0.1480 0.5000 - - 0.9301 0.7636 0.0896
DNS amplification 0.3962 0.0000 0.0244 0.8149 0.8928 0.2913 0.8915 0.3736 0.0692

SQL injection 0.8531 1.0000 0.2237 0.0900 - - 0.6400 0.6428 0.2648

Unauthorized DB access 0.5976 0.7500 0.4720 0.7214 0.5833 0.0275 0.8000 0.7083 0.1732

Table 4: Comparison of Kitsune+, Whisper, and NetVigil for various attacks.

Attack Kitsune+ Whisper NetVigil

Vertical Port Scan 0.9817 0.9876 0.9843
UDP DDoS 0.9974 0.6414 0.9998
Dist. Stealth Port Scan 0.7267 0.6487 0.9892
Infection Monkey 1 0.8100 0.6188 0.9997
DNS Amplification 0.6759 0.8247 0.8915

Table 5: AUC scores of Kitsune+ and Whisper using packet-level
traces and NetVigil with flow-level logs for various attacks.

to 0.6226 over Whisper. Table 4 presents the overall results for
AUC, TPR, and FPR. Crucially, we observe that NetVigil out-
performs the baselines because of two factors: (1) our novel
security-centric feature extractor that effectively identifies
lower-level malicious traffic characteristics in each connec-
tion that adversaries employ to fly under the radar, and (2) our
use of graphs and a GNN architecture to obtain a holistic and

comprehensive view of network behavioral patterns across
many nodes.

Illustrating the efficacy of our feature selection approach,
NetVigil exhibits strong performance in identifying DDoS at-
tacks and vertical port scanning, achieving an AUC greater
than 0.98 and an FPR approaching 0.0 for SYN Flood, SYN
Flood DDoS, UDP DDoS, and Vertical Port Scanning. The
extraction of packet- and connection-level statistics facili-
tates the detection of abnormal communications, such as sub-
stantial quantity of initiated connections in the SYN Flood
scenario and the packet volume in other DDoS attacks.

Our GNN architecture excels in detecting reconnaissance
patterns that span multiple nodes, an area where Kitsune+
and Whisper baselines demonstrate subpar performance. For
Distributed Port Scan, Distributed Stealth Port Scan, and Dis-
tributed UDP Port Scan, Kitsune+ and Whisper yield AUC
scores of 0.4059, 0.7542, 0.3367 and 0.3961, 0.6186, 0.3732,
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Figure 5: Area under the ROC curve for 3 sample attack traces.

respectively. These scans involve an adversary probing a se-
lected number of ports across various victim machines. The
low traffic volume and variation from these network patterns
enable them to evade detection. Similarly, our baselines ex-
hibit inadequate performance in detecting infection monkey
attacks due to similar reasons.

In contrast to these efforts, NetVigil uses its feature extractor
in tandem with a graphical view of the network to success-
fully identify these scans and attacks. The features include
previously unseen ports, a key characteristic in many scans
and attacks. NetVigil also analyzes the number of ports as
well as statistics on the number of bytes and packets that are
sent/received. A large number of different ports with a com-
paratively small amount of traffic volume can be indicative of
port scanning or of an adversary attempting multiple differ-
ent exploits that target different ports/services. Furthermore,
our GNN architecture detects higher-level behavioral patterns
and relationships, rather than just relying on detecting each
connection in isolation, as traditional host-based IDSes do.
This is useful for detecting distributed port scanning and infec-
tion monkey attacks since, contrary to vertical port scanning
and DoS attacks, each individual connection exhibits little
abnormality in volume and variation, but each malicious actor
makes connections to many different hosts, deviating from
their typical communication patterns.

Although NetVigil performs well on detecting C&C com-
munication and DNS amplification, it struggles to achieve the
same performance as the other attacks. In addition to these
scenarios encompassing behavioral patterns of many different
nodes, each communication is more similar to traditional net-
work traffic due to the file transfers and DNS queries, making
them more difficult for our feature extractor to pick up.

Table 5 shows the results on several selected attacks in
which we evaluated Kitsune+ and Whisper in their intended
environment using packet-level traces. Overall, their AUC
scores are significantly higher when using packet-level traces
compared to flow-level traces, with Kitsune+ achieving near-

perfect AUC scores for vertical port scanning and UDP DDoS.
However, these approaches still fall short in matching NetVigil
for other attacks due to the limitations of their extracted fea-
tures and host-based detection models.

6.3 Efficiency Results
Figure 6 illustrate the wall clock and CPU times of NetVigil
compared to Kitsune+ [56] and Whisper [31] for five dif-
ferent attacks. Each experiment involved feature extraction,
training, and inference. NetVigil achieves key performance
improvements through the following features:

1. Using flow-based features instead of packet-level data,
reducing the amount of data significantly since only the
aggregated statistics for each flow need to be processed.

2. Using a graph representation that aggregates features
across multiple instances of the same connection.

3. An efficient GNN architecture with an autoencoder of two
fully-connected layers.

Due to these components, the majority of time is spent
during feature extraction. GNN inference takes only 2-3 sec-
onds on average for a network trace with 16 VMs. Across 5
different attack traces, NetVigil achieves significantly lower
execution times, yielding speedups of >= 37.59× and 2.87×
– 7.38× over Kitsune+ and Whisper, respectively, for wall
clock time, and speedups of >= 29.67× and 2.04× – 6.93×
for CPU time. Further latency experiments where we varied
the number of VMs and cores can be found in Appendix A.1.

6.4 System cost
When evaluating the system costs for Kitsune+ and Whis-
per, it is important to note that both of these tools necessitate
packet traces, which can result in significant CPU and storage
overheads to acquire. In addition, both baselines also incur
considerable compute overheads during inference, requiring
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Figure 7: System cost breakdown for Kitsune+, Whisper, and
NetVigil for our 16-VM deployment

an 8 vCPU VM for Whisper and a 56 vCPU VM for Kitsune+
to match the performance of NetVigil. Thus, we estimate, for
our 16-VM deployment, a total system cost of $49159/year
with packet traces and $48428/year with flow traces for Kit-
sune+ and a cost of $8602/year with packet traces and $7871
with flow traces for Whisper. To put these costs into perspec-
tive, we also analyze NetVigil. Because of the low cost of
NetVigil, using a 2 vCPU VM is sufficient for performing all
inference with flow logs, resulting in a total system cost of
$2939/year. Figure 7 shows the system cost breakdown.

We perform a cost assessment of the system at larger
scales by analyzing the trace data from our production clus-
ter (see Section 6.5), which consists of 400 virtual machines
(VMs). The outcomes are depicted in Figure 8. In comparison
with Figure 7, it is clear that NetVigil exhibits superior cost-
efficiency than Whisper under this scenario. This observation
is primarily attributable to two factors. First, the network
throughput in this setting exceeds that of our 16-VM deploy-
ment. As a result, Whisper’s processing overhead, which is
directly proportional to the number of packets, is substan-
tially larger, while NetVigil’s overhead remains independent
of network throughput. Second, the production cluster pri-
marily utilizes TCP connections, leading to a significantly
reduced quantity of network flow records in contrast to the
predominantly employed UDP connections in our 16-VM
deployment.
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Figure 8: Estimated monetary system cost for Whisper and
NetVigil for production cluster of 400 VMs.

6.5 Production Traces

We collect network flow records from two first-party com-
pute clusters. The first cluster, Service-Cluster, contains
approximately 400 VMs, and we gather traces for a week.
The second cluster, Compute-Cluster, consists of around
200 VMs, and we acquire traces for two months. We confirm
that no known attacks are present in these traces and use them
to evaluate the false alarm rate of NetVigil.

We assess the number of false alarms without model re-
training. For Service-Cluster, there are 4,356 false alarms
on the last day of the week if the model isn’t retrained,
while model retraining reduces false alarms to 10. For
Compute-Cluster, there are 1,231 false alarms without
model retraining at the end of the week, and the number in-
creases to 2,315 on the last day of the month. This cluster has
less activity than Service-Cluster, explaining the lower
dynamics. Model retraining reduces false alarms to fewer
than 5 per day. The results from both product traces validate
the importance of continuous retraining (Section 4.4).

Additionally, we inject attack traces into these production
records to examine the performance of NetVigil. We incorpo-
rate Infection Monkey 1, 2, and 3, and replace the IP addresses
and timestamps to blend the injected attack traces with nor-
mal ones. We observe that the detection accuracy of NetVigil
remains consistent (similar to Table 4).
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6.6 Ablation Study

We perform experiments to determine the importance of tem-
poral smoothing and data augmentation. Figure 9 shows the
AUC for NetVigil both with and without data augmentation and
temporal smoothing. Using both techniques yields 1-2% AUC
improvement for most baselines and 10% improvement for
DNS amplification. Crucially, data augmentations add more
heterogeneity to the dataset allowing it to become more robust
to the dynamism in network traffic patterns. Temporal smooth-
ing helps by ensuring that temporally similar graphs should
be similar in structure and composition. Further, NetVigil
no mods still performs highly, yielding over 0.95 AUC for
all but 1 attack trace showing the efficacy of our approach on
new network patterns even without any modifications.

We experiment further with different architectural modi-
fications. Figure 10 shows the AUC results across 5 differ-
ent attack traces with different model modifications. First
we use a simple GNN architecture with fully-connected lay-
ers that operate on the graph’s node and edge features (de-
noted by NetVigil-FC). We also used 3 different graph
convolutional architectures (denoted by NetVigil-Conv1,
NetVigil-Conv2, NetVigil-Conv3) that use graph atten-
tion layers [78], GraphSAGE layers [34], and EdgeConv
layers [81]. We also try different aggregations for our mes-
sage passing function using min() and max() instead of
mean(), denoted by NetVigil-Agg1 and NetVigil-Agg2,

respectively. In summary, while NetVigil-FC performs the
best overall due to its simpler architecture (and lower likeli-
hood of overfitting) compared to the other architectures that
use convolutional layers, all model variants perform similarly.
We highlight that our approach is not tied to a particular model
or architecture and that NetVigil is still able to reap significant
performance gains on many different model variants.

7 Related Work

Related work on data center network security is discussed in
Sections 1 and 2, and the advantages of NetVigil compared
with the most relevant baselines are demonstrated and dis-
cussed in detail in Section 6. In this section, we focus on work
related to GNNs, graph contrastive learning, and anomaly
detection in graphs.

Graph Neural Networks. GNNs have gained significant at-
tention in recent years as powerful tools for analyzing and
modeling structured data represented as graphs. A consider-
able amount of research has been conducted in this field, and
a variety of GNN architectures have been proposed. The most
common ones include graph convolutional networks [45],
graph attention networks [78], and GraphSAGE [34]. We
refer the reader to relevant surveys [83, 87, 91] for further
details on these and other related architectures. GNNs have
achieved state-of-the-art performance in a series of problems
in (wired and wireless) communication networks [28, 36, 41].
The NetVigil framework is agnostic to the specific GNN cho-
sen for the encoder and the decoder. Thus, practitioners can
seamlessly experiment with different architectures that might
better accommodate their data.

Graph Contrastive Learning. Graph contrastive learning has
emerged as a potential solution to several challenges faced by
GNNs, such as heavy label reliance and weak robustness [50].
The core idea behind graph contrastive learning is to em-
bed augmented versions of the same sample (node, edge, or
graph) close to each other while trying to push away embed-
dings from different samples. Generating these augmented
versions of a given sample can be challenging in a graph set-
ting. Unlike images for which different augmented versions
(contrastive pairs) can be generated by imposing different
color filters or rotation operations, designing contrastive pairs
can be challenging in graph settings. Some works use differ-
ent parts of a graph to build these contrastive pairs [62,71,79]
by comparing, e.g., nodes with subgraphs [38, 42]. Other
works adopt graph data augmentations to generate contrastive
pairs [35, 63, 72, 84, 86, 92]. Instead of relying on a generic
set of augmentations, in NetVigil we leverage domain-specific
knowledge to determine graph transformations that constitute
valid contrastive pairs.

Anomaly Detection in Graphs. Anomaly detection is the
data mining process that aims to identify patterns in data that
do not conform to expected behavior [26]. If we focus on
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the graph context, the objective is to find the graph objects
(nodes, edges, or substructures) that are rare and that differ
significantly from the majority of the reference objects in
the given graph [20]. Graph anomaly detection has been ap-
plied to myriad settings, including telecom fraud [29], opinion
spam [30], and malware detection [64]. Graphs bring specific
challenges to the anomaly detection problem related to the
inter-dependency of objects (a node being anomalous is not
only a function of itself but also of its neighborhood) and the
size of the search space (the search space of complex anoma-
lies such as graph substructures is huge). Methods have been
derived for the unsupervised [33] and (semi-)supervised [27]
settings, for static [25] and dynamic [39] graphs, and for at-
tributed [58] and plain (no attributes) [19] graphs. Notice that
our problem falls in the most challenging category of unsu-
pervised learning for dynamic and attributed graphs. Over the
last five years, there has been an increasing interest in apply-
ing deep learning techniques to graph anomaly detection [52].
The idea is to depart from non-deep learning techniques with
limited (linear) representation power [60] and use deep graph
representation learning and GNNs to extract expressive repre-
sentations such that graph anomalies and normal objects can
be easily separated. Several methods have been developed for
the simpler cases of static or plain graphs [37, 49, 80]. For
the dynamic and attributed case, the existing techniques are
limited [74,89,90]. Moreover, real-world networks (including
our application) usually exhibit changes in both the network
structure and node attributes. However, most existing works
only consider changes in one of these aspects [74, 90]. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider an au-
toencoder architecture enhanced by contrastive learning and
temporal smoothing to tackle the challenging dynamic setting
where both the network structure and attributes are changing.

8 Discussion

Privacy Consideration. Network flow logs may contain per-
sonally identifiable information (PII), such as user IP ad-
dresses, which are subject to data privacy compliance require-
ments [22, 76]. To address these privacy concerns, NetVigil
employs two strategies. First, our model can be deployed
using the Software as a Service (SaaS) model, where users
continuously stream anonymized network flow logs to a server
running our system. Anonymization can be achieved through
encrypted IP addresses, as our model does not require plain-
text IP addresses for anomaly detection, and users can inter-
pret the encrypted results accordingly. Second, our model can
be deployed within a user’s cloud subscription as a standalone
service, ensuring that all network flow logs remain entirely
under the user’s control. By implementing these strategies, we
maintain a high level of privacy while still providing effective
anomaly detection in network traffic patterns.
Initial Clean Training Set. NetVigil requires at least one clean
dataset to train the initial model, with subsequent models ob-

tained as discussed in Section 4.4. As with all anomaly-based
intrusion detection systems, if a cloud deployment is already
compromised from the outset, some anomalous behaviors
might contaminate the model. Therefore, it is much safer to
obtain the initial training set in a secure environment (e.g., a
sandbox). This precautionary measure helps ensure that the
model’s foundation is built upon clean and reliable data, al-
lowing it to effectively detect and adapt to genuine anomalies
and fluctuations in network traffic patterns.
Applying to North-South Traffic. Although our primary
focus in this study is on east-west traffic, the principles of
NetVigil, such as employing GNNs for intrusion detection us-
ing flow-level logs, can potentially be extended to north-south
traffic. This method could further decrease the significant
computational costs of existing IDSes or create a compre-
hensive security solution for both east-west and north-south
traffic simultaneously. North-south traffic typically exhibits
increased node and contextual information variability, which
may necessitate specialized learning techniques. Exploring
this design would be an interesting future direction.

9 Conclusion

We present NetVigil, a novel network anomaly detection sys-
tem specifically designed for securing east-west traffic in
large-scale data center networks. Addressing the limitations
of existing solutions, our approach focuses on three key objec-
tives: (a) ensuring cost-effectiveness in monitoring numerous
nodes, (b) accurately identifying anomalous behaviors while
minimizing false alarms, and (c) exhibiting robustness against
normal traffic fluctuations without reliance on prior knowl-
edge of malicious attacks. By employing low-cost network
flow logs, security-oriented graph features, graph neural net-
works, and a novel end-to-end training mechanism, our system
achieves substantial improvements over existing malicious
traffic detectors. We hope that the insights gained from our
solution, along with the new east-west security benchmark,
Yatesbury, will facilitate the validation of our proposed archi-
tecture and foster future research and innovation in this vital
area of study.
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional efficiency results
We demonstrate the scalability of our approach to larger net-
work log sizes. With a trace of 4 VMs, it takes 123 seconds
for Whisper and 96 seconds for NetVigil. As the trace size
increases, the execution time of Whisper also increases, re-
sulting in 373 seconds to process a trace with 16 VMs. Mean-
while, the execution time of NetVigil only increases slightly to
140 seconds. Furthermore, as Whisper is allocated more cores,
the CPU time increases from 508 seconds for 4 cores to 1520
seconds for 16 cores, while the wall clock time decreases
marginally from 173 seconds with 4 cores to 164 seconds
with 8 cores. In contrast, the runtime of NetVigil remains rel-
atively stable when changing the number of allocated cores
since it does not rely on parallelism for efficiency.
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Figure 11: Comparing detection latencies of Kitsune+, Whisper, and NetVigil in elapsed seconds while varying number of VMs in the
network trace (left), number of cores used for processing each trace (middle), and attack traces (right).
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Figure 12: Comparing detection latencies of Kitsune+, Whisper, and NetVigil in CPU seconds while varying number of VMs in the
network trace (left), number of cores used for processing each trace (middle), and attack traces (right).
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Abstract
As the demands of modern latency-critical applications grow,
major service providers are seeking to meet those demands by
expanding their infrastructure to the edge and offering global
connectivity through private WANs or Network-as-a-Service so-
lutions. Unfortunately, these approaches are costly for smaller
edge networks and lead to Internet consolidation. Worse, since
the public Internet suffers from limited visibility and control over
interdomain routing, smaller edges today are left with poor alter-
natives outside of joining the hypergiants. As a new alternative,
we introduce TANGO, which enables smaller edges to expose
paths and exert route control over the public Internet without
relying on third parties or cooperation from the Internet core, to
dynamically meet the performance needs of their customers. We
show that, using collaboration, TANGO edges can jointly (i) ex-
pose more BGP-compliant wide-area paths via coordinated BGP
advertisements; (ii) collect fine-grained, trustworthy telemetry us-
ing cryptographically-protected custom headers; and (iii) dynam-
ically reroute traffic in the data plane. TANGO innovates in both
the control and data planes, and runs on a programmable switch
or in eBPF. Our Internet-scale experiments uncover rich path
diversity, exposing paths that outperform the default BGP path
75-100% of the time for 20 edge pairs across multiple continents,
while reducing latency by up to 39% compared to the default.

1 Introduction

Modern networked applications, from self-driving cars to online
gaming and video conferencing, have strict requirements of
high reliability and low latency [11,34,41,54]. To satisfy these
needs, hypergiants continually expand their private network
infrastructure closer to the edge, effectively optimizing client
experience. For instance, Google not only operates multiple
Points of Presence (PoPs) globally, connecting data centers to
the rest of the Internet via peering, but also partners with ISPs
to deploy Google-supplied servers inside the ISP networks [37].
Similarly, Azure proposed deploying physical infrastructure
inside enterprise premises to optimize ingress traffic [43]. Edge

networks such as enterprises and small clouds, however, are
unable to continuously expand their infrastructure and are forced
to resort to alternatives such as Network-as-a-Service (NaaS) [7]
from global cloud providers, outsourcing their traffic manage-
ment while inheriting third-party practices and security/privacy
policies. This private-WAN trend leads to increased industry con-
solidation, benefiting larger companies and well-served regions
while leaving smaller edge networks with limited negotiation
power, reduced growth opportunities, and increased vulnerability
to outages [40, 75]. The natural question arises: Is moving to
private infrastructure the only way to meet growing application
requirements, or can the public Internet rise to the challenge?

To answer this, we must first understand the obstacles preventing
an edge network from extracting more performance and route
control in today’s public Internet. Edge networks have very
limited available path diversity. BGP (i.e., the default Internet
routing protocol) selects a single path per destination prefix based
on crude (often performance-unaware) criteria [82]. While multi-
homed ASes can optimize the first hop of their path [9,10,33],
they are unable to tap into the Internet’s full path diversity without
collaboration from the Internet core. SD-WAN solutions [1,2,7]
that combine multi-homing, overlay routing, and multicast
techniques are still limited to BGP-default paths. Even assuming
an edge network could forward traffic via adequately distinct
paths, identifying performance opportunities requires accurate
and trustworthy monitoring, which is impossible in practice
for a single edge. Indeed, measurements at the hosts [53,55] or
even at the border of a stub network [15,35] are affected by the
performance of both the forward and reverse path and are inflated
by the load on the receiver’s access network, their hardware,
and even the application itself, hiding performance differences
between paths. Active probing might avoid some of this noise,
but probes can be preferentially treated, hence unreliable [18].
Worse yet, some ASes might attempt to fool any measurement
infrastructure to attract more traffic or hide their outages.

To overcome these obstacles, we present TANGO, an edge-to-
edge route-control scheme that relies on cooperation between
pairs of edge networks (e.g., enterprises and data centers). We ob-
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serve that collaboration between edge networks occurs naturally
in today’s Internet, either among sites of the same organization
or between pairs of enterprises, creating many real-world
opportunities for TANGO. TANGO exploits this collaboration to
expose multiple routes per destination that are already installed in
core routing tables (but not used by BGP) by advertising multiple
prefixes for the same destination. While TANGO edges cannot
explicitly change how on-path routers forward traffic, they can
remotely guide the propagation of BGP advertisements for each
prefix via surgical use of BGP communities and path poisoning,
in an automated manner and with no prior topology knowledge.

TANGO also performs accurate and trustworthy wide-area
monitoring between two edges, another building block towards
reliable and real-time route control. Edges can operate TANGO
nodes at their border gateways to piggyback telemetry infor-
mation (metadata) on every packet at the sending edge [42].
This metadata is then stripped away at the receiving edge,
before the packet is forwarded to its destination. In this manner,
TANGO edges obtain accurate wide-area, one-way measurements
unpolluted by reverse path metrics, noisy access networks, or
application glitches. Further, relying on metadata makes TANGO
protocol-agnostic (does not rely on TCP semantics) and scalable
(does not keep per-flow or packet state [47, 79]). Most impor-
tantly, since TANGO operates over the untrusted public Internet,
it provides trustworthy telemetry using shared book ciphers and
secure OTP-protected route updates directly in the data plane.

TANGO has potential for many modern use cases. For example,
a cloud provider without its own private WAN can run TANGO
across the Internet between its data centers for dynamic
route control. Emerging online gaming services can establish
agreements with remote edge networks to optimize latency and
jitter for their customers over the Internet, without investing in
on-premise infrastructure or pairing with a cloud provider [80].
Edge networks leveraging federated learning to train models
without sharing data with each other or with a cloud provider [19]
can use TANGO to optimize communication between each
participating network and the parameter server, which is often a
bottleneck [46] or even security hazard [63]. Finally, datacenters
running miners, validators, or decentralized exchanges can use
TANGO to improve their pair latency and path diversity (hence
their performance and security [13,14,29,48,60,71]), without
sacrificing their decentralized nature by moving to a single cloud.

As an end-to-end system, TANGO allows edges to optimize in-
terdomain traffic according to their desired objectives, providing
them with the means to (i) forward their traffic through paths they
did not know existed; (ii) accurately measure relative loss and de-
lay even in the presence of adversaries; and (iii) securely reroute
traffic in real-time. This work does not seek to innovate on the
path-selection algorithm, nor does it make claims on its stability
and optimality. In fact, we find that TANGO can yield non-trivial
benefits for TANGO edges in the wild even with a simple control
loop, e.g., selecting the path that maintains significantly lower la-
tency for over 100ms. While, in theory, greedily optimizing routes

based on local preferences might impact path conditions, we be-
lieve that in practice, independent edge pairs are less likely to
affect other traffic by congesting links, especially compared to al-
ternative large cloud systems with heavier traffic loads [43,61,76].

To reap all these benefits, two cooperative edges only need to (i)
deploy lightweight TANGO logic at their border gateway, which
controls routing between the cooperative edges and (ii) have
access to a BGP speaker which can advertise a set of prefixes.
While TANGO is highly deployable, since it can run on either a
programmable switch or with eBPF, its modular design further
eases adoption. In fact, each or a subset of the components can be
independently deployed and directly benefit adopters. For exam-
ple, TANGO’s trustworthy telemetry scheme can be independently
used to reliably measure loss and delay, verify service level agree-
ments (SLAs), or detect violations of network neutrality. Simi-
larly, clouds and distributed enterprises can use our TANGO’s path-
finding algorithm alone to expose paths they did not know existed.

In our ethically-conducted Internet-scale experiment between
23 pairs of TANGO nodes in globally-distributed Vultr data
centers [5], TANGO’s automated path discovery tool exposed
3-12 distinct paths beyond the BGP default. Interestingly, for
20 pairs, one or more TANGO-uncovered paths outperformed the
default for 75-100% of the time, with some improving one-way
latency by up to 39% (§6.1). Meanwhile for 6 pairs, an alternative
path improved latency by at least 20% or more for over 10
hours on average. We also estimated with large-scale simulations
across 999,000 randomly chosen pairs in the Internet topology
that TANGO can expose at least two new paths for 98.6% of
tested pairs, without collaboration from the Internet core (§6.2).
Finally, we ran TANGO end-to-end between a switch and eBPF
deployment on two continents, showing the practicality and
performance of our real-time routing control in the wild (§7).

Contributions Beyond a Preliminary Workshop Paper: This
work builds on our previous position paper that outlined the press-
ing need for edge networks to control their Internet routing and
presented the high-level idea of cooperative routing [21]. This pa-
per extends our earlier work by (i) developing an automated mech-
anism for identifying and exposing paths with no topology infor-
mation; (ii) designing and implementing a data-plane mechanism
for reliable monitoring that malicious on-path attackers cannot de-
ceive; (iii) conducting an Internet-scale measurement study show-
casing the benefits of real-time route control, in addition to a large-
scale simulation showing the route diversity TANGO can expose.

2 TANGO Problem Setting

In this section, we explore important challenges of optimizing
routing in today’s Internet and highlight key requirements for
a secure and practical interdomain route-control system.
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2.1 Challenges of Today’s Internet

Lack of Route Control: Despite the rich path diversity of the
Internet (§6.2), the default interdomain routing choices of an edge
network are limited to its direct neighbors. With standard BGP,
each AS only exposes one path to each neighbor independently
of performance, and so a single-homed network has no choice
beyond the single BGP route its direct provider offers for each
destination IP prefix. Meanwhile, a multi-homed network might
only select among very few providers, which can have common
bottlenecks, making such solutions limited [10,15]. Any source
routing protocol or multipath extension to BGP requires the
participation of multiple ASes, making deployment difficult.
Similarly, MPTCP only operates once paths are exposed, and
it is protocol-specific.

Inaccurate Measurements: Collecting accurate performance
measurements that are suitable for comparing wide-area paths is
challenging. First, end-to-end measurements are often dominated
by issues in the edge network (e.g., wireless interference or local
congestion) or on the end hosts themselves (e.g., an overloaded
machine) which, in essence, add noise to the wide-area path per-
formance. Second, bidirectional metrics such as round-trip time
(RTT)—whether collected by end-hosts or by network devices—
are hard to decompose into separate metrics for the two one-way
paths. Instead, separate measurements are required for path selec-
tion which is naturally one-way. Finally, measurement strategies
often rely on protocol semantics (e.g., TCP sequence and ac-
knowledgment numbers), which do not generalize to all traffic,
e.g., QUIC [44], thus reducing the chances of reliable passive mea-
surements or even ignoring the performance of certain protocols.

Untrusted Network: Route control over the public Internet
(i.e., an untrusted network) requires consideration of on-path
adversaries. On-path adversaries may try to fool the monitoring
infrastructure (or any data-driven system [49]) for monetary gains
(e.g., to attract more traffic to their path to generate higher rev-
enue, perform traffic analysis, or hide poor performance to avoid
SLA violations) [18]. Secure monitoring using cryptography at
scale is very challenging in today’s networking hardware.

Poor Deployability: The many proposals for optimizing Internet
routing are notoriously hard to deploy in practice, creating a
pressing need for low-cost and readily deployable solutions.
Existing approaches often require core networks to run a new
variant of BGP [26], deploy additional overlays [8], or run an
entirely new routing protocol [56]. For instance, public overlay
networks (e.g., RON [12]) and future Internet architectures (e.g.,
SCION [56]) require worldwide deployment, extra infrastructure
(with associated costs), end-to-end coordination, and overheads
for software processing on end-hosts.

2.2 TANGO Design Requirements
To overcome these challenges in the wide-area setting, we
propose TANGO, a platform allowing edge networks (e.g., small

data centers and enterprises) to optimize interdomain routes. The
following constraints drive TANGO’s design.

Incentive Compatibility (§4, §5.1): TANGO should only expect
cooperation from edge networks that actively benefit from
routing optimizations (i.e., source and destination networks of
exchanged traffic). Thus, it should be transparent and should not
rely on support from ISPs or intermediate ASes in the Internet
core. In addition, the entry-level investment for individual
networks to use TANGO should be minimal.

Plug-and-Play Control (§4): TANGO should enable edge
networks to leverage Internet path diversity without requiring
them to have multiple providers/peers, knowledge of the
wide-area topology or expertise in advanced routing techniques.
Observe that private-WAN approaches typically rely on highly
connected PoPs and knowledge of the intermediate topology
to control routing over available paths [43]. This is impractical
for smaller edge networks connected over the Internet, where
only incomplete topology approximations are available [6,38].
Moreover, TANGO must automatically discover and expose
paths without requiring manual input from the operator.

Accuracy & Timeliness (§5.1, §5.3): TANGO should allow
participating networks to accurately measure paths and react in a
timely manner to changes, dynamically choosing different routes
based on collected performance measurements.

Trustworthiness (§5.2): TANGO should be robust against
adversaries attempting to influence routing decisions by making
a path appear more performant than it is. Concretely, we assume
adversaries can intercept (and thus modify) packets on at most
n−1 of n paths, and they can observe (eavesdrop) on any path.
For more details on manipulation and replay attacks possible
under our threat model, we refer readers to §A.

3 TANGO Overview

Using an intuitive example, we describe key insights and
innovations TANGO employs to satisfy the above requirements.

Example: Consider an enterprise network ASX in Fig. 1 that
wants to temporarily offload real-time computing of user infor-
mation to a small cloud in ASY. This cloud is particularly reliable
and meets ASX’s computing needs, but does not operate an edge
close to ASX. Despite the existence of alternative low-latency
paths from ASX to ASY, the BGP default path via AS1-AS2-AS3
incurs prohibitively high tail latency for ASX’s real-time needs.
ASX could benefit from using the cloud in ASY, if only it could
forward its traffic via one of the alternative paths (e.g., via AS5).
Unfortunately, under BGP, ASX cannot use an alternative path,
and relying on an SD-WAN raises concerns with privacy and cost.

TANGO edges discover new paths and tunnel traffic over
them: TANGO exposes path diversity by treating IP prefixes
as routes (as opposed to distinct destinations), and using unique
prefixes to reach the same destination via distinct paths. To
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Figure 1: ASX (enterprise) and ASY (cloud) communicate over the
BGP default (gray) path via AS2-AS3. TANGO exploits collaboration
between ASX and ASY to expose additional paths (orange).

expose distinct paths, TANGO edges collaboratively use advanced
BGP routing techniques available in today’s networks (e.g.,
path poisoning and BGP communities). Note that TANGO
automatically constructs BGP advertisements to discover paths
making TANGO plug-and-play (§4). It also does not require
the cooperation of any networks on the path other than the
collaborative edges, and is thus incentive compatible.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, TANGO exposes three distinct paths from
ASX to ASY by advertising three distinct prefixes from ASY,
which are already installed in core BGP routing tables, but unused
by BGP. The TANGO receiver (ASY) controls propagation of
these advertisements through the Internet with BGP communities
(§4). As a result, the TANGO sender (ASX), can control which
path it uses to send traffic to ASY by tunneling application
traffic over the preferred path (§5.1). ASY decapsulates tunneled
packets and forwards them toward their final destination. Even
though the TANGO sender can select a different path for each
packet, the BGP announcements made by the TANGO receiver
are stable and each statically represent a distinct path. Thus, there
are no BGP updates when the TANGO sender chooses to change
paths (preventing BGP route flapping). In practice, TANGO is
symmetric, and both edges can optimize bidirectional traffic.

TANGO edges collaboratively measure delay and loss:
Exposing path diversity is only the first step toward intelligent
route control. ASX would need to monitor the performance of
the four exposed paths to decide how to route traffic. TANGO
provides highly accurate monitoring, as it operates at the edge of
each network, avoiding access-network noise, e.g., from wireless
links. This gives TANGO an advantage over traditional end-host
measurements that are notoriously inaccurate due to variable
loss and delay within each network or probing techniques that
can be deceived by ASes preferentially treating probes [18]. To
passively measure delay and loss, TANGO adds the timestamp
of when a packet left the sending edge network to every packet,
along with a unique sequence number. Upon receipt, the
receiving edge determines (i) relative latency between paths by
calculating the difference between the time of packet receipt
and the timestamp carried by the packet and comparing this with
measurements from other paths; and (ii) loss by checking for
missed segments (out-of-order TANGO sequence numbers).

TANGO offers trustworthy loss and delay measurements: A

rational (or malicious) AS, say AS2 in Fig. 1, might try to fool
TANGO into routing traffic through her infrastructure, not by im-
proving the performance of her network but by compromising
the monitoring or rerouting infrastructure. Since she cannot pref-
erentially treat monitoring packets, as all packets are used for
monitoring, she will try to fake lower delay by modifying the
timestamps carried in the packets. Although adopting typical se-
curity primitives (e.g., signatures, encryption) is challenging due
to memory and computation constraints of modern high-speed
hardware (e.g., programmable switches), TANGO protects both
timestamps and sequence numbers of each packet from tamper-
ing. To do so, TANGO leverage multiple insights. First, observe
that timestamps and sequence numbers progress predictably. This
allows TANGO to precompute and prepopulate signatures with
more flexible, memory-rich software. Additionally, observe that
adversaries want to make their path look superior and thus have
nothing to gain from replaying old signatures (e.g., from old times-
tamps). This enables TANGO to be resilient against replay attacks.

TANGO supports fast and secure route updates: While
one-way measurements are collected at the TANGO receiver
(ASY in Fig 1), the TANGO sender (ASX) decides which path
packets will take e.g., based on per-class performance objectives.
Instead of sending raw or summarized measurements back to
the TANGO sender (ASX), the receiver node ASY computes the
best path for each traffic class according to ASX objectives and
freshly collected measurements. If the newly computed best path
is different from the current one, ASY issues a separate route
update to the sender in the data plane, broadcasting the update
packet over all paths to the sender, for increased update reliability.
To prevent an on-path adversary from tampering with the reroute
updates, we use one-time-pads directly in the dataplane.

We stress that the need for secure data-plane measurements is
not particular to TANGO. In fact, many data-driven systems have
been shown to be vulnerable to on-path adversaries [49]. Still,
existing solutions focus solely on making monitoring scalable
and accurate rather than secure [15, 35, 47, 79], effectively
overlooking trustworthiness.

4 Unveiling Path Diversity with PATHFINDER

TANGO surpasses the limited path diversity offered with BGP
by employing a novel recursive algorithm, PATHFINDER, which
exposes BGP-compliant paths via static BGP announcements for
different IP prefixes. Adhering to TANGO’s design requirements
(§2.2), PATHFINDER does not assume collaboration of the Inter-
net core or knowledge of the wide-area topology. PATHFINDER
runs on two TANGO edges with the minimum capability of
announcing a single BGP prefix from one edge, and observing
the AS path(s) for that prefix from the other edge. Increasing
the test prefixes reduces the time it takes for PATHFINDER to
expose all paths, but a typical duration using a single test prefix
is ≈ 30 min. PATHFINDER will run at bootstrap of TANGO to
expose paths and rerun on rare occasions e.g., if the TANGO
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Figure 2: Finding paths via iterative advertisement suppression.

sender receives a BGP update regarding a route exposed by
PATHFINDER. Rerunning TANGO does not require TANGO to
go offline as long there is at least one unused BGP prefix.

PATHFINDER exposes previously unknown paths through the
Internet by advertising prefixes to the TANGO sender edge
while strategically blocking (suppressing) export of the BGP
best-path. PATHFINDER leverages two commonly supported
route suppression methods: (i) BGP communities and (ii) BGP
path poisoning. Community-based filtering involves attaching
BGP communities supported by major transit providers (e.g.,
those discussed in [24]) to suppress route exports (via no-export
communities) or to lower route preferences so certain ASes do
not use previously preferred routes. To support community-based
filtering, PATHFINDER needs to be keyed with specific values of
action communities supported by its upstreams and major transit
providers. This can be obtained from publicly available routing
guides. BGP path poisoning exploits BGP loop detection to
prevent select ASes on the original path from importing the BGP
announcements [22,57]. While these techniques have different
topology-dependent trade-offs1, they are largely interchangeable
from PATHFINDER’s perspective, both accomplishing the
algorithmic objective of suppressing a given BGP route.

PATHFINDER recursively updates the BGP advertisements
announced by one edge (the destination) based on real-time feed-
back from the other edge (sender). Specifically, PATHFINDER
finds unidirectional paths between two nodes: a traffic source
and destination. PATHFINDER starts by making a “default” BGP
announcement from theTANGO destination. This announcement
reaches the TANGO source, which records the AS-path associated
with this announcement. Note that without PATHFINDER, this
would be the default and only BGP path available to the sender.
Next, PATHFINDER suppresses the propagation of this route
(using communities or path poisoning) to every AS on the
recorded AS-path, effectively forcing the advertisement to find
a different path to the source. For each path it finds, it recursively
applies this algorithm.

1BGP communities can suppress individual links but are not honored over
provider-customer or peer-peer links while AS-path-poisoning only suppresses
at the AS granularity but affects the entire path.
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Figure 3: TANGO tunnels application packets in an IP header
specifying an interdomain path, a static UDP header to ensure
consistent ECMP behavior, & a metrics header with signatures for
integrity protection.

As an illustration, to discover the paths in Fig. 1, ASX and ASY
would need to jointly construct a graph like that in Fig. 2. In
this graph, nodes contain BGP paths between ASX and ASY.
The root node represents the default path, while leaves capture
paths discovered by PATHFINDER by supressing ASes in the
edges of the path to the node. Red dots represent advertisement
attempts that did not result in a path (i.e., the advertisement
did not reach the sender)2. Recall from Fig. 1 that the default
path from ASX to ASY is via ASX-AS1-AS2-AS3-ASY
(advertisements are propagated via ASY-AS3-AS2-AS1-ASX).
To discover additional paths, ASY will propagate multiple
routes starting from one that suppresses the propagation to AS3.
By poisoning AS3, the advertisement will follow the path via
ASY-AS6-AS5-AS1-ASX, and thus this will be the route that
ASX hears. Next, ASY suppresses AS6 in addition to AS3
which results in no available path to ASX (ASX will hear no
route), as all paths traverse either AS3 or AS6. Having fully
investigated routes that suppress AS3, PATHFINDER backtracks
to advertising a new route suppressing AS2 and then AS1.

The algorithm described above finds paths between senders and
receivers that are distinct at an AS level. Thus, PATHFINDER
does not leverage path diversity within each AS, or the existence
of multiple peering locations for an AS pair. These paths could
be found by combining PATHFINDER with Paris Traceroute [16])
and could be used by TANGO by applying the source and
destination port combos found by Paris Traceroute in the outer
UDP header of the TANGO packets (the outer headers on TANGO
packets are ignored by the receiving switch). However, the use
and exploration of additional intra-domain paths is out of scope.

5 Secure, Metrics-Informed Dynamic Routing

With newly-exposed path diversity, TANGO can dynamically
route traffic along paths best suited for given performance
objectives, while being informed by fine-grained metrics. There
are several challenges to accurate and trustworthy monitoring
and rerouting. TANGO overcomes them with custom monitoring

2The graph is for illustrative purpose only and is constructed based on the
information that PATHFINDER extracts (i.e., is not part of its input).
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of one-way metrics (§5.1), trustworthy telemetry (§5.2), and
real-time, tamper-proof route updates (§5.3). Fig. 4 illustrates
the life cycle of a packet through each of these modules from
a TANGO sender (left) to a TANGO receiver (right). We assume
that TANGO routes traffic at the granularity of traffic classes to
satisfy application-specific requirements.

5.1 Multi-Path Monitoring

Tunneling for Multi-Path Routing 0 : TANGO tunnels packets
through different physical paths by encapsulating them in a
distinct per-path header ( IPv4 or IPv6 headers) as shown in
Fig. 3.3 To route traffic according to its operator-designated
traffic class objectives, TANGO maintains a mapping from
class to path identifier (PID), which uniquely designates a path,
specified by an IP header.

Custom Per-Path Monitoring 1 5 : In addition to the tunnel
header, TANGO adds custom header fields to enable per-path
performance monitoring [42]. Unlike prior works that rely on
TCP semantics to measure performance [15,28,51,62], TANGO
adds a custom Metrics Header which contains a 3-bit PID,
12-bit timestamp, 32-bit PID and timestamp signature, 8-bit
TANGO sequence number, and 1-bit sequence number signature.
The Metrics Header is lightweight (7 bytes overall) and used
to identify packet routes, calculate loss and delay, and facilitate
trustworthy telemetry.4 The timestamps and sequence numbers
are defined as follows:

1. Timestamps: The TANGO sender tags a packet with
its local time (t1) in ms before tunneling it to its peer.

3The TANGO header adds several bytes to each packet, which could
potentially cause MTU issues. TANGO can resolve this in a similar way to other
router-based encapsulation protocols by implementing Path MTU Discovery and
responding with appropriate ICMP “fragmentation needed and DF set” packets,
as specified in RFC 1191 [50].

4We developed these header sizes based on the parameters of the testbed we
used. Even under more demanding production conditions, the anticipated header
size will still be quite small compared to overall packet sizes.

Upon receipt, the peer node records its local time (t2) and
calculates the per-packet delay as t2− t1. The timestamp
carried by packets is at the ms granularity. Since Internet
path latencies are on the order of tens of ms, more
fine-grained measurements would not yield increased
benefits. Also, since TANGO measures relative latency
across paths, clock skew between nodes is irrelevant.

2. Sequence Numbers: The TANGO sender also tags packets
with a monotonically increasing sequence number (s_curr)
before tunneling. The receiver tracks the highest sequence
number seen (s_seen), calculating loss as s_curr−s_seen.
As TANGO sequences are not re-transmitted if dropped
(unlike TCP sequence numbers), each dropped packet is
only counted once. Out-of-order packets increase loss but
should be rare among packets with a fixed header traveling
edge-to-edge.

Aggregated Monitoring 5 6 : TANGO calculates per-path
loss and delay metrics over an aggregation window of size i, by
adding measurements to an aggregate sum. Upon the arrival of
the i-th packet, the current sum will be persisted for later use in
issuing reroutes, and the value will be reset. The operator may
configure the window size, weighing tradeoffs in noise-resilience,
network event response time, and security.

5.2 Secure Telemetry

Trustworthy Telemetry 2 3 4 : To protect against tampering,
the TANGO sender cryptographically signs all timestamps, PIDs,
and sequence numbers, ensuring integrity and authenticity. Upon
receipt, the TANGO receiver verifies each value to ensure they
are untouched after transit over the public Internet. Signatures are
path-specific, and hence secure against replay attacks: an on-path
attacker cannot replace signatures with those they overhear from
faster paths, as the signature is specific to the path (PID). Finally,
any mapping (i.e., pair of timestamps, sequence number, or PID
to signature) that the adversary learns cannot be reused. The
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sequence number changes per packet. The timestamp changes
every ms and older timestamps are not useful as the attacker only
tries to make her path appear faster.

Practical Challenges for Scalability: Cryptographically protect-
ing metrics at packet line rate is nontrivial. Cryptographic prim-
itives are resource-intensive to implement at scale. First, signing
packets in the control plane requires laborious per-packet process-
ing in software, while signing packets in the data plane would
require multiple recirculations [27,77,78]—both too compute-
intensive. Second, storing precomputed signatures directly on
switch SRAM is too memory-intensive. Further, populating the
data plane with precomputed signatures from the control plane
creates read-write synchronization concerns between the data and
control planes, as well as between TANGO sender and receiver.

The TANGO Signature Book 2 4 : To avoid online signature
computation while still being memory-friendly, TANGO creates
a signature book of precomputed signatures, and periodically
populates smaller precomputed signature blocks from the
signature book to the data plane. The signature book is used for
two operations: signing (on the TANGO sender) and verifying
(on the TANGO receiver). The following insights help us deal
with the memory challenge. First, we observe that both sequence
numbers and timestamps are predictable (monotonically
increasing) over time, enabling efficient pre-computation and
storage. Second, we observe that to reduce delay the adversary
would only need to guess one timestamp per ms, while to
hide a single packet drop she would need to correctly guess
many consecutive signatures. Further, sequence numbers will
eventually wrap around, thus making old mappings irrelevant to
the adversary. Hence, TANGO uses 32-bit timestamp signatures
and 1-bit sequence number signatures.
To deal with synchronization challenges, TANGO employs two
strategies. First, it uses data-plane packets triggered by the
control plane to quickly write signatures, instead of relying
on control-plane write calls (e.g., with gRPC). The control
plane marshals precomputed signatures into large packets,
which trigger block writes when processed in the data plane.
Switch-specific constraints do not allow writing multiple indexes
of the same register array, so signatures are sliced off packets in
the data plane, which are recirculated until a null token is reached.
This approach allows the control plane to update signatures faster
than they are consumed by the data plane.
Second, TANGO splits its signature book into two blocks, where
at any given time, one block is being written and one is being
read, avoiding a race condition between reads and writes (see
Fig. 5). This approach makes the sequence-to-signature mappings
time-dependent and thus deterministic. Critically, however, se-
quence numbers are not reset for every new interval. While reset-
ting would be more economical from the memory perspective, it
would also allow the attacker to silently drop all packets at the end
of each interval. Instead, TANGO stores the maximum signatures
that can be consumed in each interval and ignores unused signa-
tures. In other words, through every interval change, the sequence

Signature Book

Block 0 Block 10 216 - 1 0 216 - 1

Write Read

Used

Figure 5: To deal with synchronization issues between reads and
writes, TANGO splits the signature book into two blocks, for reading
and writing. The control plane writes fresh signatures to one block,
while the data plane consumes the other for signing packets.

number continues to increase from its last value (Fig. 14 in §B).

5.3 On-Demand Reroutes in the Data Plane

Dynamic Route Updates 6 9 : The receiving TANGO node
issues route updates to the sender based on aggregated path
metrics and the sender’s objectives for each traffic class. As
reroutes should be infrequent, TANGO does not include these
updates in the default TANGO header, rather opting for a custom
packet containing the route update (i.e., the new PID for the
corresponding traffic class).

Trustworthy Route Updates 7 8 : Naturally, a route update
could be the target of an on-path adversary that (i) tampers with
route updates to direct traffic to desired paths; (ii) injects route
updates to move traffic from a path; or even (iii) drops route
updates to cause a denial-of-service to the reroute mechanism.
Observe that the first two attacks are catastrophic for TANGO,
since they have a direct effect on routing. Thus, to prevent
tampering, the TANGO receiver (which issues the updates)
encrypts route updates before transmission, while the original
sender decrypts and verifies the update before applying. To also
protect against dropping of route updates, TANGO broadcasts
reroute packets over all available paths to ensure that at least one
update will reach the sending node.5

OTP and Encoding Scheme: There are several challenges to
encrypting updates: (i) limited compute and memory in the data-
plane; and (ii) susceptibility of small ciphertexts to brute-force
attacks. TANGO solves these problems by using precomputed
OTPs with extension encoding scheme. This is a natural solution
as route updates are relatively infrequent yet unpredictable. How-
ever, since the number of possible reroutes increases with both the
number of paths and the number of traffic classes, storing route-
update signatures could be memory inefficient. Most importantly,
compromised security of route updates would be catastrophic
even for a single packet, necessitating the perfect secrecy of OTP.

Concretely, a route update consists of an index that selects the
OTP to XOR with the concatenated traffic class and PID (see
Fig. 15 in §B). The control plane periodically updates OTPs, such
that they are only used once. While OTP offers perfect secrecy,
it is vulnerable to bit flips, meaning the attacker can change a
few random bits in the traversed route update to change TANGO

5Threat model assumes at least one path with no on-path adversary (§2.2).
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Figure 6: Breakdown over 32 hours of how often a path had lowest
relative latency. Here, the BGP default is beaten by alternative paths
100% of the time (Bangalore) and 88% of the time (Melbourne).

behavior. To protect against this, TANGO independently encodes
the traffic class and PID into 32-bit, sparse strings. The value
to encode (e.g., traffic class) selects a static, sparse-bit string and
appends it to form a single, 32-bit string. The concatenation of
the encoded bit strings are XOR’d with the OTP, and sent to the
peer TANGO node alongside the update number. If an adversary
tampers with the update number, traffic class bits, or the PID
bits, the decrypted update or the encodings will be incorrect,
and the update can be safely ignored. If the adversary were to
now try and brute-force the update, they must now brute-force
all encoding bits, which are tied to encoded values.

6 Internet-Scale Measurements

We showcase TANGO in the wild by deploying it with
eBPF [17](§7) on 25 nodes in globally-distributed data centers
of the cloud provider Vultr [5] (see Fig. 26 in §C). Through our
Internet-scale measurement study (§6.1), we prove that TANGO
uncovers path diversity even in a single-homed environment,
where conventional BGP only offers a single path. We also show
that TANGO uncovers performance diversity in these alternate
paths, which often outperform the default BGP path by up to
100% of the time with up to 39% lower latency. To further
validate and generalize these results, we also perform an Internet-
scale simulation that confirms the rich path diversity available in
the public Internet (§6.2). Together, these experiments showcase
the benefit, practicality, and incremental deployability of TANGO.

Ethics Statement: We note that all testbed infrastructure in
edge networks of our Internet-scale study are operated by the
authors, and that traffic sent from TANGO nodes across the
public Internet are transparent to intermediate ASes and can
be processed as normal application traffic at reasonable sending
rates (up to 1Mbps), raising no ethical issues.

6.1 Operational Deployment
Choice of Edge Network. We perform our measurement
study with Vultr as a deployment convenience, however, many
other types of edge networks can easily benefit from TANGO.
Characteristics that would make an edge network particularly
amenable to TANGO include having available prefix space
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Figure 7: Number of times different paths emerged as the best for
a given congestion condition, per node pair. "no", "low", and "high"
congestion conditions correspond to the lowest, middle, and upper
tertiles, respectively, of one-way-delay experienced by the best path.
While one path might dominantly be best under no/low congestion,
during high congestion more paths emerged as the best path.

(either IPv4 or IPv6) and either BGP communities or path
poisoning capabilities. Note that the edge network does not
require a provider that actively engages in BGP community
announcements, as long as they are able to transit communities.
This is often the default behavior in ISPs [68,69].

Methodology: To measure available path diversity, we ran
PATHFINDER on all bidirectional paths between 24 of the Vultr
data centers (552 pairs in total)6. Vultr allows customers to make
BGP announcements, supports several action communities (to
control its own BGP behavior), and transits BGP communities
(to potentially impact the behavior at remote ASes) [3, 4], but
does not allow customers to do path-poisoning. Thus, we ran
PATHFINDER using community-based suppression, inputting
BGP suppression communities supported by Vultr as well as by
several major transit providers (specifically ASes 3257, 6453,
4755, 3356, 1299, and 174).7 While Vultr does export a full BGP
route table to customers participating in its BGP services, it only
provides a single next-hop at each datacenter: the Vultr upstream
router. Thus, by default, each source-destination pair would only
have a single path, without TANGO.

We also used TANGO to measure performance diversity between
23 Vultr pairs, with Vultr Stockholm fixed as the receiver.
Specifically, we generated 1Mbps iperf UDP flows across
7 different TANGO-exposed interdomain paths for all 23 pairs,
passively measuring latency and loss at 10 ms measurement
intervals over a period of roughly 32 hours. We also repeated
measurements with an additional 23 node pairs, using Vultr LA
as the fixed receiver, and found similar results (§C). We present
results for Stockholm measurements below.

6.1.1 Path Diversity over the Public Internet

How much path diversity can TANGO expose? Of the 552
node pairs explored, PATHFINDER exposed alternative paths for
503 pairs (91%), unveiling opportunities to benefit from multi-
path routing. The median number of paths available between two

6During PATHFINDER exploration, only 24 of 25 nodes were available.
7As there are no standard values for many BGP route suppression

communities [24] these values had to be found by hand from routing guidelines.
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Figure 8: On average across all 23 pairs, best paths lasted from
5-541s, with median durations of 10ms-105s. TANGO only chooses to
perform dynamic rerouting for windows longer than 100ms.

nodes was 3, and the average was 3.3. PATHFINDER also uncov-
ered a sizeable long tail, as 84 different pairs had 6 or more paths
and 3 pairs had 12 different paths between them (see Fig. 16 in
§C). The average run time for PATHFINDER was quite low (<1h)
as each pair only required 6.8 BGP announcements on average
(with 5-min separations to account for propagation). While
already encouraging, the number of paths can be significantly
increased if Vultr were to allow BGP path-poisoning. Unlike
community-based suppression which is only supported by some
ASes and varies in implementation from AS to AS, AS-path
poisoning is mandated by the BGP RFC [59], although some
networks filter announcements with certain ASes poisoned [66].

6.1.2 Performance Diversity across Exposed Paths

How often are TANGO-discovered paths better than the
default? We define the best path to be the one with lower relative
one-way-delay compared to all other paths. Of the 23 pairs in our
Vultr Stockholm measurements, 20 pairs had an alternative path
that outperformed the default BGP path for a significant amount
of time: 100% of the time for 15 pairs, and 75-88% of the time for
5 pairs. This clearly shows the benefit of deploying TANGO. Of
the remaining three pairs (Atlanta-Stockholm, Paris-Stockholm,
Tokyo-Stockholm), the default path was dominantly best for
only two pairs and was best only 55% of the time for the last
pair. We also note that there were many pairs with more than
one alternative path which outperformed the default, providing
further path diversity and potential performance resilience: 7
pairs had two or more alternatives and 4 pairs had three or more
alternatives. In Figs. 6 and 7, we visualize results for two node
pairs, showing alternative paths outperforming the default. We
include distribution charts for all 23 pairs in §C, Figs. 23 and 25.

How long is one path the best? We measured the window
of time one path remained the best for each of the 23 Vultr
pairs (Fig. 8). Path longevity varied across paths, likely due
to performance variations from changing network conditions
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Figure 9: Best paths that TANGO exposed outperform the BGP default
by up to 22% on average, and up to 39% for some pairs.

(e.g., congestion). For 9 pairs, the median window duration
was 350-925ms showing that dynamically updating the used
path would be beneficial for forwarded traffic. For 11 pairs,
the median duration was shorter at 10-30ms, most likely due
to ECMP behavior between the nodes. The average duration
for these 11 pairs ranged between 95-99s (from New Jersey,
Mumbai), 121-221s (from Toronto, Tokyo), and 105-107s for the
7 other pairs. For the last 3 pairs, the median was much longer,
lasting for 23-105s, while the average duration for each pair was
107s (from Johannesburg, Madrid, Chicago).

TANGO performs dynamic reroutes when a new best path
emerges for longer than a given window threshold. The exact
threshold can be configured per pair using such measurements.
For instance, with this threshold, 10-30ms windows would
not trigger a route update. Network operators can increase this
threshold to provide more static long-term path optimizations,
or further lower it for even faster dynamic updates.

By how much does the best path beat the BGP default? We
measured the latency difference between the best and default
paths, for each of the 23 Vultr pairs (Fig. 9). We found that for five
pairs, the best path had at least 20% lower latency than the default
for more than 6 hours within the 32-hour experiment. To better
grasp the expected benefit of TANGO, consider that these nodes
are in different sites of the same cloud. While as noted previously,
there were two pairs for which the default path was best (Atlanta-
Stockholm and Paris-Stockholm), for the remaining 21 pairs, the
non-default best path outperformed the default by an average of 1-
22% for durations of 0.9-24.54 hours. Further, the 75th percentile
delay improvement was 24% for Chicago-Stockholm and 26%
for London-Stockholm, lasting for 4.07h and 0.85h, respectively.

6.1.3 Event Analysis

While Fig. 9 demonstrates the benefit of running TANGO for the
average-case, another major advantage of TANGO is to rapidly
avoid problematic performance events by moving to other
paths during disruptions. To quantify this benefit, we searched
our measurements for significant performance degradation
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Figure 10: Occurrence frequency vs. duration of high-loss perfor-
mance degradation events on default BGP paths paths. TANGO could
protect edges from four high-loss events on average per week.

events by filtering for 10 consecutive measurements (i.e., a
100ms window, with data points taken every 10ms apart) which
were 20ms higher than the baseline one-way-delay on that
path. We determined an event to be over once 10 consecutive
measurements were below our event threshold. For each event,
we computed the relative average one-way-delay and loss during
the event. We also marked each event as avoidable if we saw
there was another path between the same pair of nodes that was
not experiencing a performance degradation event. We computed
the frequency of events on paths by dividing the total number
of events by the total duration of measurement collection.

From there, we further selected events with more significant
performance degradation in loss or delay, potentially compro-
mising real-time applications. We do expect that such events
would cause customers to complain even if the average network
performance is good. Concretely, we selected events with greater
than 20% loss or 100% one-way-delay increase (latency events
are discussed in §C.2). Fig. 10 presents a graph of event duration
vs. frequency for loss events on default BGP paths (TANGO-
discovered paths experienced similar events). In the absence of
TANGO, events with 20% loss for longer than 8 seconds occurred
over 5 times a week. Meanwhile, with TANGO-exposed paths
and adaptive routing, such loss events can be reduced to less
than once a week on average. It should also be noted that in our
dataset, all unavoidable events occurred at a single sending node:
Vultr Brazil (which may have seen a higher number of correlated
events due to potentially less path diversity in developing
regions like Brazil). For all other nodes, every high-loss event
encountered could have been avoided with TANGO.

6.2 Internet-Wide Simulation
To understand potential path diversity across the Internet
topology in an even more generalized setting, we counted
Gao-Rexford-compliant [31] paths between randomly-chosen
ASes in the March 2020 CAIDA Internet Topology Dataset [6].
To optimize the counting process, we separated a Gao-Rexford
path into two sections: an initial part consisting of zero or more
customer-provider links joined (optionally by a peer-peer link) to
zero or more provider-customer links. With this in mind, for each
BGP destination considered, we divided the topology into two
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Figure 11: The number of Gao-Rexford-compliant paths between
999k random topology node pairs. PATHFINDER exposed more than
2 unused BGP-compliant paths for 98.6% of pairs.

sections: a “provider cone” that was reachable only traversing
customer-provider links, and all other ASes outside the provider
cone. We counted paths to all ASes in the provider cone via only
customer-provider links by treating this as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) based on the Gao-Rexford premise that there are
no customer-provider loops [31]. We similarly counted paths
from all other ASes to the source AS by treating the region out-
side the provider cone as a DAG but traversing provider-customer
links (instead of customer-provider links). This gave us a path
count to all ASes in the topology using either customer-provider
or provider-customer links depending on whether the ASes were
inside or outside the provider cone. Finally, we joined these two
counts to form full paths by traversing each AS A in the provider
cone and counting the potential paths that contained A in the last
customer-provider link (the sum of the paths through ASes not
in the provider cone of the peers and customers of A multiplied
by the number of paths through the provider cone to reach A).
This algorithm is scalabe and ensures counting distinctness, it is
actually a lower bound on the number of paths in a given topol-
ogy, as ASes in the provider cone can potentially be reached over
peer-peer or provider-customer paths as well, which our counting
methodology does not permit. Our counting is also limited by the
accuracy of the CAIDA AS-Relationship dataset as is standard
with many other Internet-scale simulation work [22–24,70].

We ran our counting algorithm to count Gao-Rexford-compliant
paths between 1000 randomly-chosen ASes producing 999,000
distinct source-destination pairs. We found today’s Internet topol-
ogy offers rich path diversity, as the median AS pair had 5,323
Gao-Rexford-compliant paths (Fig. 11). We largely attribute this
richness to the high degree of certain vertices, including large
IXPs, on the Internet graph; indeed, in a richly-connected topol-
ogy paths grow exponentially. We, of course, do not advocate
for TANGO to use more than a couple of them, yet this result
shows high potential for multi-path routing across the wide area.

7 Internet-Scale Route Control

We showcase TANGO’s real-time route control with an end-to-end
experiment spanning two continents (North America and Europe),
illustrating how TANGO leverages collected measurements to per-
form dynamic route control and avoid performance degradation
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events (§7.1). We also present microbenchmarks that highlight
the operational feasibility and efficiency of performing line-rate
integrity protection with TANGO’s switch prototype (§7.2).

Implementation: We implemented TANGO’s data plane logic
on modern switch hardware and with eBPF on standard Linux
servers. Our switch prototype was implemented in 199 lines
of Lucid code [67] and compiled to 1279 lines of P4 [25]
targeted for an Intel Tofino programmable switch [36]. Our
interchangeable eBPF version was written in 401 lines of code.
Meanwhile, TANGO’s control plane component and eBPF
loading program was written in 524 lines. We have released
TANGO’s source code on GitHub8.

Testbed: Our hardware testbed consisted of an Intel Tofino
Wedge32X-BF programmable switch and several servers, each
with a 20-core Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPU and a Mellanox
ConnectX-5 2×100Gbps NIC. Our sending edge network was
based on Princeton University’s campus in North America,
with a server (running Ubuntu 20.04 and kernel version 5.4.0)
sending main application traffic and generating background
traffic flows, and the switch running TANGO data plane logic.
Meanwhile, TANGO’s receiving edge was deployed with eBPF
on a standard Linux server at a Vultr data center in Stockholm,
Sweden running Ubuntu 22.10 with kernel v5.19.0. The eBPF
programs were built with Libbpf and Clang 15.0.6.

7.1 Dynamic Reroutes
To evaluate TANGO’s end-to-end dynamic route control, we
announced seven distinct IP prefixes from Vultr Stockholm
via BGP, using community sets that we previously found were
optimal for finding paths between Stockholm and other locations
(§6.1). We did not have access to a BGP feed from our institution
so we could not rerun our PATHFINDER algorithm specifically
for this pair of nodes. We also noticed ECMP being used for
outbound traffic from our institution. To benefit from this we
explored the round-trip-time when sending traffic to different des-
tination IPs within the same BGP prefix. We found two available
ECMP paths for every announced BGP path. After enumerating
these 14 paths, we observed some paths had seemingly-identical
performance9. Ignoring redundant paths we had 12 distinct paths.

We generated keep-alive flows along all exposed paths while
continually collecting per-path metrics. We also had one active
flow, which we monitored for potential benefits from dynamic
routing. We developed a simple control algorithm based on rela-
tive one-way-delay that would move the active flow to a different
path if that path outperformed the current path for 10 consecutive
measurements (i.e., 100ms for measurements taken every 10ms).
We found this algorithm to be stable across the wide area, only
rerouting during significant network degradation events. Once the
control algorithm determined a route change was necessary, it pro-

8https://github.com/PrincetonUniversity/tango-routing
9This is because we could not see the BGP path used by our institution so

some BGP community combinations produced identical paths.
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Figure 12: One-way-delays of different paths and an active flow
during our simulated performance degradation event10.

duced a reroute data packet which was sent back to the TANGO
switch node at our institution. This caused a register update on
the switch, which rerouted the active flow to a different path.

To observe TANGO’s potential to dynamically avoid events
like those discussed in § 6.1.3, we utilized another Intel Tofino
switch running between our TANGO switch and the Internet to
inject delay (with packet recirculations) on specific paths. To
make our experiment more realistic, we replayed delay events
that we had observed in the wild on paths that (1) had a similar
one-way-delay as that of our institution to Stockholm and (2)
had the largest number of disruptive events.

When we ran this experiment, our control algorithm started
by moving the active flow from the BGP default path (path 0)
to the optimally performing path (path 5). As the experiment
continued, our delay mechanism began simulating a performance
degradation event, causing path 5 to have its one-way-delay spike.
Within 650ms after the first sign of performance degradation,
the observed active flow was moved back to path 0 (see Fig. 12).
Even with a simple control loop, TANGO can reduce the duration
of 90% of the high-loss events observed in §6.1.3, offering more
than a 10-fold reduction in the median length (12s) of high-loss
events. This response time could potentially be even faster if our
prototype eBPF module generated reroute packets in the kernel
as opposed to utilizing a separate user-space process (written
in Python and taking approximately 400ms to initialize and
execute), or if a more aggressive control algorithm was used.11

7.2 Data Plane Microbenchmarks
To demonstrate the operational efficiency of our integrity-
protection scheme, we analyzed theoretical sizes for TANGO’s
signature book (§5.2), experimentally evaluating required control
plane write speeds for book population. Our results prove that,
for reasonable packet sizes, required block sizes refreshed
every 5–15ms can comfortably be stored in the data plane and
populated from the control plane (Fig. 13).

Book Block Hybrid Write Speed: We experimentally confirmed
that the control plane can write an entire signature block across all

10It is likely a congestion-induced single-packet spike around 1500 ms.
11Our test flows ran UDP so reordering was not a prominent concern. If this

rerouting algorithm is used on TCP traffic, flowlet boundaries can be taken into
account to minimize overhead due to packet ordering changes.
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Figure 13: Required signature block size (left) and write speed (right) reveal the practicality of a precomputed data plane signature scheme.

books at speeds well below the refresh period, ensuring all signa-
tures are refreshed before the data plane moves to the next block.
Our first server issued control plane writes, the second generated
background traffic at 100Gbps with DPDK [30], and the switch
ran our slice-and-recirculate write behavior (§5.2) while tunneling
out background traffic. We gathered write-time measurements by
taking the time difference between the arrival of the first and last
signature written to the block. As shown in Fig. 13, at a refresh
period of 8ms at maximum port speed, the control plane can write
216 signatures in less than 10ns over the data channel. Meanwhile,
the required 220 signatures for all blocks across all books can be
written in approximately 20ns without background traffic and
40ns with it, while being well below the 8ms refresh limit.

8 Related Work
Performance-Driven Routing: Many prior works have
explored performance routing; however, they suffer from poor
deployability. Traffic engineering works such as TEXCP [39],
EDGE FABRIC [61], and ESPRESSO [76] assume that the
edge network is multi-homed. While EDGE FABRIC and
ESPRESSO show the promise of SDN-based performance-driven
routing, they can select between multiple already-existing BGP
routes, thanks to global PoPs and peerings from Meta and
Google. Such infrastructure is infeasible for smaller network
operators and cloud providers. Other data-driven routing
solutions such as BLINK [35] and SHORTCUT [64] allow fast
failover in the data plane but do not improve performance.
ROUTESCOUT [15] provides metric-driven dynamic routing
in the data plane, but struggles to provide accurate metrics and
also assumes multi-homed networks. AnyOpt [81] optimizes
anycast catchment but does not advertise multiple prefixes for
the same destination. PECAN [72] does advertise different
routes to the same destination but only steers between them with
DNS, preventing the fine-grained route control TANGO offers.

PAINTER [43] similarly uses multiple IP prefixes to advertise
different routes for inbound traffic, but is designed for a cloud en-
vironment, which significantly changes the design space. First, as
PAINTER runs in a highly-peered cloud, it can simply advertise
distinct prefixes to different immediate neighbors, and does not at-
tempt to find distinct paths after the initial hop (making it useless
to single-homed networks). Second, PAINTER does not perform
data-plane telemetry and leverages application-layer telemetry
enabled by proxies running in edge networks. TANGO innovates
on data-plane telemetry and does not require application proxies,
while being protocol-agnostic and robust against malicious inter-
mediate networks. Finally, TANGO is designed to be deployed

in programmable data planes like P4 switches and smartNICs.
PAINTER utilizes proxies running on traditional CPUs that do
not have the scaling and cost benefits of data-plane hardware.

Secure Telemetry: Multiple solutions for real-time data-plane
telemetry exist [45, 52, 58, 62], yet they are not designed with
security in mind i.e., their results could be compromised by
an adversary. Moreover, they often require collaboration of
all switches/routers in the path. For instance, INT (and later
versions) [42, 65] collect fine-grained performance metrics at
each hop, enabling informative network monitoring to operators,
but require each switch to implement the protocol, which is
not a reasonable assumption in the wide-area setting. A few
secure telemetry solutions exist, such as Stealth Probing [18]
and path-quality monitoring [32], but they do not provide the
necessary fine-grained metrics for real-time, dynamic routing,
and are not implementable in today’s hardware.

Data-Plane Encyption: There are several general-purpose
encryption schemes ported to the data plane; however, they are
too resource-intensive. For example, the Advanced Encryption
Standard i.e., the de facto cipher for most Internet applications
AES-TOFINO [27], utilizes the majority of Tofino memory
resources and would need, optimally, 5 pipeline passes for
each 16-byte block to encrypt. Even more lightweight cipher
deployable on an ASIC such as SIMON AND SPECK [20],
CHACHA [78], and HALFSIPHASH [77] are still too resource
intensive. Beyond memory, they require several recirculations
for every plaintext block to be encrypted. Other solutions, such
as RAVEN [74] and PINOT [73], are application-specific and not
easily extensible to other use-cases.

9 Conclusion
TANGO is the first route-control scheme to expose multiple
wide-area paths without the cooperation of the Internet core,
while offering accurate and trustworthy edge-to-edge measure-
ments. Our Internet-wide experiments show there are significant
benefits from optimizing routing on the public Internet, using
TANGO-exposed paths not available with BGP. We show TANGO
can run on a hardware switch or with eBPF, making it practical
even for small networks.
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Appendix

A Adversarial Model

We describe in more detail a few concrete attacks that can be
launched within the threat model outlined in §2.1.

1. Manipulation Attacks: An adversary on path P wants
to make the one-way-delay of path P look smaller. The
adversary launches the attack by modifying a timestamp
t to timestamp t + d which will make its one-way-delay
appear to be reduced by d. Similarly, the adversary could
modify the sequence numbers to hide loss and cover-up
that some packets were dropped in her network.

2. Replay Attacks: An adversary is on paths P and Q. The
latency from the sender to the adversary along P is shorter
than the latency from the sender to the adversary along
path Q. Latency from the adversary to the receiver is the
same on path P and Q (P and Q may even share all hops
after the adversary). At an instant t in time, the adversary
sees packets with timestamp t− p on path P and t−q on
path q. Since path P is faster, t−p> t−q. The adversary
wants to improve the one-way-delay on path q and rewrites
the timestamps for path Q to be t− p, reducing the delay
on Q to the delay of P. Alternatively, the adversary could
have a passive tap on path P.

B Additional TANGO Design Details

As shown in the pseudocode above (Alg. 1), TANGO senders
perform the mapping from operator-provided objectives to
routing traffic classes, add latency and loss metrics in custom
headers, apply integrity-protecting signatures over the collected
metrics, and tunnel the resulting packet over the public Internet
to the destination edge.

Meanwhile, TANGO receivers decapsulate received metrics and
verify signatures over the metrics, ensuring only tamper-free mea-

Algorithm 1 TANGO tunneling send behavior

1: // Send an application packet to peer node
2: function SEND(AppPacket)
3: // Map packet to tunnel information
4: TrafficClass← GETCLASS(AppPacket)
5: PathID← GETPATH(TrafficClass)
6:
7: // Collect metrics at time of processing packet
8: Ts← GETTIMENOWMS( )
9: Seq← GETANDINCREMENTSEQNUM( )

10:
11: // Sign using books indexed by PathId and metrics
12: TsSig← TSBOOK[PathId][Ts]
13: SeqSig← SEQNUMBOOK[PathId][Seq]
14:
15: // Form headers and send encapsulated packet
16: { IpHdr, UdpHdr }← GETTUNNELHEADERS(PathId)
17: Metrics← { PathId, Ts, TsSig, Seq, SeqSig }
18: FORWARD(IpHdr, UdpHdr, Metrics, AppPacket)
19: end function
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Figure 14: TANGO ensures sequence numbers monotonically increase,
even during block transitions, and only reset once all are expended. For
example, assume block 0 is used on even timestamps and block 1 on
odd. If, as the last sequence number of an even timestamp, the sequence
number is 24−1, the next sequence number, now with an odd timestamp
and therefore accessing block 1, is 24.

surements are included in new optimization calculations (Alg. 2).
After removing metadata, the receiver forwards the application
traffic along to its final destination. It also issues route updates to
the TANGO sender, if a better path has emerged and meets spec-
ified update thresholds (e.g., the new path improves latency by
at least 20% for more than 10 measurement cycles over 100 ms).

C Supplementary Internet-Scale Results

C.1 Path Diversity: CDF
As described in §6.1.1, TANGO’s PATHFINDER algorithm (de-
tailed in §4) uncovered alternative paths between 503 globally-
distributed Vultr pairs. The CDF of number of paths exposed per
Vultr pair is included in Fig. 16. In some cases our BGP announce-
ments appeared to be filtered as the source node used did not hear
the BGP announcement made from the destination node. These
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Algorithm 2 TANGO tunneling receive behavior

1: // Verify tunneled packet and finish forwarding and reroute
2: function RECEIVE(IpHdr, UdpHdr, Metrics, AppPacket)
3: // Map packet to tunnel information
4: TrafficClass← GETCLASS(AppPacket)
5: PathID←Metrics.PathId
6:
7: // Verify signatures
8: ValidTsSig← TSBOOK[PathId][Metrics.Ts]
9: ValidSeqSig← SEQNUMBOOK[PathId][Metrics.Seq]

10: IsValidTs←Metrics.TsSig == ValidTsSig
11: IsValidSeq←Metrics.SeqSig == ValidSeqSig
12: if not IsValidTs or not IsValidSeq then
13: return // Bail early if invalid
14: end if
15:
16: // Update metrics and finish forwarding packet
17: { Delay, BestDelayId }← UPDATEDELAY(Metrics.Ts)
18: { Loss, BestLossId } ← UP-

DATELOSS(Metrics.SeqNum)
19: FORWARD(AppPacket)
20:
21: // Issue reroute request if path is not performant enough
22: DoReroute← CHECK(TrafficClass, Delay, Loss)
23: if DoReroute then
24: // Choose the best path for traffic class
25: Id← BEST(TrafficClass, BestDelayId, BestLossId)
26: Update← ENCRYPT(TrafficClass, BestPath)
27:
28: // Request route update over all paths
29: for { IpHdr, UdpHdr } in AllPaths do
30: FORWARD(IpHdr, UdpHdr, Update)
31: end for
32: end if
33: end function

cases are recorded in the CDF as having a single available path
because TANGO can still function by using the Vultr-provided IP
address of instances to tunnel traffic. We also explored how many
of these paths were found using only communities supported by
our immediate transit provider Vultr and how many were found
because of BGP community support at ASes further down the
path (shown as separate traces in Fig. 16). If only Vultr-supported
communities are used, the median pair of nodes only has two
paths, but using transitive communities raises this by 50% to 3
paths. The maximum number of paths found between any two
pairs of nodes increases from 6 to 12 showing the importance of
community support at various nodes in the topology.

C.2 High-Latency Performance Degradation
Events

In addition to looking for events with high loss we searched for
events with high latency (i.e., a 100% latency increase over the

1 14 Route Update2
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Figure 15: Integrity-protected route updates. The encodings, if
sufficiently sparse, prevent adversaries from brute-forcing the few bits
encoding class/path, since overall encodings can easily be verified.

Figure 16: Available paths identified with PATHFINDER, per Vultr
pair using only communities supported by Vultr and communities
supported by Vultr as well as ASes further down the path.
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Figure 17: Frequency vs duration of events with high latency.

baseline). We found these happened more frequently than high
loss events. Fig. 17 shows these events. For high latency events,
we found all events were avoidable with TANGO.

C.3 Performance Diversity: Vultr LA
We include results from our additional measurement study of
23 node pairs with Vultr LA as TANGO’s fixed receiver.

How often are TANGO-discovered paths better than the de-
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Figure 18: Vultr LA Results: On average across all 23 pairs, best
paths lasted from 1.8-107s, with median durations of 20ms-106s.
TANGO only chooses to perform dynamic rerouting for best paths
that last longer than 100ms.
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Figure 19: Vultr LA Results: TANGO-exposed best paths
outperform the BGP default by up to 29% on average, and up to
32% for some pairs.
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Figure 21: Vultr LA Results: Number of times different paths
contributed to being "best path" for a given congestion condition, per
node pair. While one path might dominantly be best under no/low
congestion, during high congestion more paths emerge as the best.

fault? Of the 23 pairs in our Vultr Los Angeles (LA) measure-
ments, all 23 pairs had at least one alternative path that outper-
formed the default BGP path for a significant amount of time:
100% of the time for 20 pairs, and 58-81% of the time for the
remaining 3 pairs (Amsterdam-LA, Sao Paulo-LA, Singapore-
LA). We also note that there were many pairs with more than one
alternative path which outperformed the default, providing further
path diversity and potential performance resilience: 18 pairs had
two or more alternatives and 4 pairs had three or more alternatives.
In Figs. 20 and 21, we visualize how often other paths emerged as
best for a subset of pairs, chosen for their interesting breakdown.

Distribution charts for all 23 pairs are included in Figs. 22 and 24.

How long is one path the best? We measured the window of
time one path remained the best for each of the 23 Vultr pairs
(Fig. 18). Many pairs showed path longevity, and for 17 pairs, the
median window duration was 235ms-15s, with average durations
of 1.8-10.8s (from Singapore, Sao Paulo, Dallas, Sydney, Atlanta,
Miami, Chicago, Toronto), 20.1-59s (from Madrid, Seattle), and
100-107s (from Mumbai, Amsterdam, Mexico City, Frankfurt,
London, Stockholm). For 3 pairs, the median duration was shorter
at 20 ms, most likely due to ECMP behavior between the nodes.
The average duration for these 3 pairs ranged between 105-106s
(from Bangalore, Johannesburg, and Paris to LA). For the last
3 pairs out of all 23, the median and average duration were both
much longer: 31s median and 104s average from New Jersey and
105s median with 106-107s average from both Seoul and Tokyo.

TANGO performs dynamic reroutes when a new path emerges as
the best for longer than a given window threshold (e.g., 100ms),
and it remains on the old best path for shorter windows. Thus,
windows in the range of 20ms would not trigger a dynamic
route update, while longer window lengths on the order of
minutes would benefit from static path optimizations, instead
of on-demand route updates. TANGO’s on-demand reroutes
would be most beneficial for the 17 pairs with median window
durations between 235ms-15s.

By how much does the best path beat the BGP default? We
measured the difference in latency between the best path and
the default path, for each of the 23 Vultr pairs (Fig. 19). Of all
23 pairs, the non-default best path outperformed the default by
an average of 1-29% per pair, for durations of 1.03-26.3 hours.
The median improvement values also ranged from 0-22%. We
saw even more opportunity for optimizing routing performance
at the 95th percentile, where the TANGO-discovered best path
improved latency over the BGP default by 25-32% for a duration
of over half an hour (from Toronto) and between 1.3-1.6 hours
(from New Jersey, Melbourne).
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Figure 24: Vultr LA Results: Number of times different paths contributed to being "best path" for a given congestion condition, per node pair. While
one path might dominantly be best under no/low congestion, during high congestion more paths emerge as the best path.
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Figure 25: Vultr Stockholm Results: Number of times different paths contributed to being "best path" for a given congestion condition, per node
pair. While one path might dominantly be best under no/low congestion, during high congestion more paths emerge as the best path.
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Abstract
In response to concerns about protocol ossification and pri-
vacy, post-TCP transport protocols such as QUIC and Web-
RTC include end-to-end encryption and authentication at the
transport layer. This makes their packets opaque to middle-
boxes, freeing the transport protocol to evolve but preventing
some in-network innovations and performance improvements.
This paper describes sidekick protocols: an approach to in-
network assistance for opaque transport protocols where in-
network intermediaries help endpoints by sending information
adjacent to the underlying connection, which remains opaque
and unmodified on the wire.

A key technical challenge is how the sidekick connection
can efficiently refer to ranges of packets of the underlying
connection without the ability to observe cleartext sequence
numbers. We present a mathematical tool called a quACK that
concisely represents a selective acknowledgment of opaque
packets, without access to cleartext sequence numbers.

In real-world and emulation-based evaluations, the sidekick
improved performance in several scenarios: early retransmis-
sion over lossy Wi-Fi paths, proxy acknowledgments to save
energy, and a path-aware congestion-control mechanism we
call PACUBIC that emulates a “split” connection.

1 Introduction
In the Internet’s canonical model, transport is end-to-end and
implemented only in hosts. Traditionally, routers and other
network components forwarded IP datagrams without regard
to their payloads or flow membership [12, 58]; only hosts
thought about connections, reliable delivery, or flow-by-flow
congestion control.

In practice, however, the best behavior for a transport pro-
tocol depends on the particulars of the network path. An
appropriate retransmission or congestion-control scheme for
a heavily-multiplexed wired network wouldn’t be ideal for
paths that include a high-delay satellite link, Wi-Fi with bulk
ACKs and frequent reordering, or a cellular WWAN [25, 42].

By the 1990s, many networks had broken from the canon-
ical model by deploying in-network TCP accelerators, also
known as “performance-enhancing proxies” (PEPs) [26]. TCP
PEPs can split an end-to-end connection into multiple con-
catenated connections [10, 17, 23, 28, 34], buffer and retrans-
mit packets over a lossy link [2, 55], virtualize congestion

control [14, 29, 49], resegment the byte stream, and enable
forward error correction, explicit congestion notification, or
other segment-specific enhancements. Because TCP isn’t en-
crypted or authenticated, PEPs can achieve this transparently,
without the knowledge or cooperation of end hosts. Roughly
20–40% of Internet paths cross at least one TCP PEP [21,30].

While many flows benefit from PEPs, their use carries a
cost: protocol ossification [21, 53]. When a middlebox inserts
itself in a connection and enforces its preconceptions about
the transport protocol, it can thwart the protocol’s evolution,
dropping traffic that uses an upgraded version or new options.
TCP PEPs have hindered or complicated the deployment of
many TCP improvements, such as ECN++, tcpcrypt, TCP
extended options, and multipath TCP [30, 46, 56].

In response to this ossification, and to an increased empha-
sis on privacy and security, post-TCP transport protocols have
been designed to be impervious to meddling middleboxes, by
encrypting and authenticating the transport header. We call
these newer transport protocols “opaque.” The most prevalent
is QUIC [32], found in billions of installed Web browsers and
millions of servers [68]; other opaque transport protocols are
used in WebRTC/SRTP [54], Zoom [69], BitTorrent [4], and
Mosh/SSP [63].

This opacity means that middleboxes can’t interpose them-
selves on a connection or understand the sequence numbers
of packets in transit. This prevents PEPs from providing as-
sistance, reducing—in some situations—the performance of
opaque transport protocols [6, 7, 38, 42, 47]. It’s possible to
co-design protocols and PEPs to preserve security and pri-
vacy while permitting assistance from credentialed middle-
boxes [19, 24, 33, 59], but challenging to do so without tightly
coupling these components, risking ossification and fragility.

In this paper, we propose a method for in-network assis-
tance of opaque transport protocols that tries to resolve this
tension. Our approach leaves the transport protocol unchanged
on the wire: a secure end-to-end connection between hosts,
opaque to middleboxes and free to evolve. No PEPs are cre-
dentialed to decrypt the transport protocol’s headers.

Instead, we propose a second protocol to be spoken on an
adjacent connection between an end host and a PEP. We call
this the sidekick protocol, and its contents are about the pack-
ets of the underlying, or “base,” connection. Sidekick PEPs
assist end hosts by reporting what they’ve observed about the
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packets of the opaque base connection, without coupling their
assistance to the details of the base protocol. End hosts use
this information to influence decisions about how and when
to send or resend packets on the base connection, approximat-
ing some of the performance benefits of traditional PEPs. A
similar functional separation was first proposed by [67], but
this paper presents the first concrete realization of the idea
and its nuanced interactions with real transport protocols.

One key technical challenge with this approach is how the
sidekick can efficiently refer to ranges of packets in an opaque
base connection. These packets appear random to the middle-
box, and referring to a range of, e.g., 100 opaque packets in
the presence of loss and reordering is not as simple as saying
“up to 100” when there are cleartext sequence numbers. In
Section 3, we present and evaluate a mathematical tool called
a quACK that concisely represents a selective acknowledg-
ment of opaque, randomly identified packets. The quACK is
based on the insight that we can model the problem as a sys-
tem of power sum polynomial equations if there is a practical
bound on the maximum number of “holes” among the packets
being ACKed. We created an optimized implementation [65],
building on related theoretical work [22, 35, 50].

A second challenge is how the end host should use infor-
mation from a sidekick connection to obtain a performance
benefit for its base connection. Since the performance benefit
comes from changing behavior at the end host rather than the
middlebox, transport protocols need to incorporate this infor-
mation into their existing algorithms for, e.g., loss detection
and retransmission, which have gotten increasingly complex
over time. To explore this, we designed a sidekick protocol
we call Robin, and implemented it in three scenarios:

• A low-latency audio stream over an Internet path that in-
cludes a Wi-Fi path segment (low latency with loss), fol-
lowed by a WAN path segment (higher latency with low
loss). Can the sidekick PEP reduce the de-jitter buffer
delay by triggering earlier retransmissions on loss?

• An upload over the same path. Can an opaque transport
protocol like QUIC, aided by a sidekick PEP at the point
between these two path segments, match the throughput
of TCP over a connection-splitting PEP?

• A battery-powered receiver, downloading data from the
Internet over Wi-Fi. If the Wi-Fi access point sends side-
kick quACKs on behalf of the receiver, can it reduce the
number of times the receiver’s radio needs to wake up to
send an end-to-end ACK?

A third technical challenge is how knowledge about where
loss occurs along a path should influence a congestion-control
scheme. The challenge in any such scheme is how to maxi-
mize the congestion window while sharing the network fairly
with competing flows. We present a path-aware modification
to the CUBIC congestion-control algorithm [27], which we
call PACUBIC, that approximates the congestion-control be-
havior of a PEP-assisted split TCP CUBIC connection while

making its decisions entirely on the host.

Summary of results. Concretely realized, the quACK ex-
presses the equivalent of TCP’s cumulative + selective ACK
over opaque (randomly identified) packets in 48 bytes, tolerat-
ing up to 10 missing packets before the last “selective ACK.”
On a recent x86-64 CPU, it takes 33 ns/packet for a sidekick
PEP to encode a quACK, and 3 µs for an end host to decode
it. These overheads compared well with several alternatives
(Section 3.5).

We implemented Robin in a low-latency media client
based on the WebRTC standard, and an HTTP/3 client us-
ing the Cloudflare implementation of QUIC [13] and the
libcurl [45] implementation of HTTP/3. We evaluated the
three scenarios in real-world and emulation experiments. In
real-world experiments using an unmodified local Wi-Fi net-
work to access our nearest AWS datacenter, the sidekick was
able to trigger early retransmissions to fill in gaps in the audio
of a latency-sensitive audio stream, reducing the receiver’s
de-jitter delay from 2.3 seconds to 204 ms—about a 91%
reduction (Figure 8). The sidekick was also able to improve
the speed of an HTTP/3 (QUIC) upload by about 50%.

In emulation experiments of the “battery-powered receiver”
scenario, the sidekick PEP was able to reduce the need for the
receiver to send ACKs by sending proxy acknowledgments on
its behalf—ACKs the sender used to advance its flow-control
and congestion-control windows. The receiver only needed to
wake up its radio to send occasional end-to-end ACKs, which
the sender used to discard data from its buffer (Figure 4c).

Also in an emulation experiment, we confirmed that PACU-
BIC’s performance approximates a split CUBIC connection
(two TCP CUBIC connections separated by a PEP), respond-
ing to loss events on the different path segments similarly
to how the individual CUBIC flows would (Figure 6). The
results indicate that the sidekick protocol’s gains do not come
at the expense of congestion-control fairness relative to a split
CUBIC connection.

The rest of this paper describes the sidekick’s motivating
scenarios (Section 2), explores the quACK’s design and im-
plementation (Section 3), discusses the concrete sidekick pro-
tocol we built around quACKs (Section 4) and its implementa-
tion in two base protocols (Section 5), and then evaluates the
protocol in real-world and emulation experiments (Section 6).

2 Motivating Scenarios
We focus on three scenarios where end hosts benefit from
in-network assistance. In each one, a proxy server provides
feedback, called a quACK, to an end host: the data sender
(Figure 1). Recall that a quACK is a “cumulative ACK +
selective ACK” over encrypted sequence numbers. The data
sender uses this feedback to influence its behavior on the base
connection, without altering the wire format.

To be clear: the sidekick protocol is not tied to a specific
base protocol nor to how the end hosts use the quACK infor-
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Figure 1: The proxy generates quACKs, in-network acknowl-
edgments, based on the opaque packets it observes in the base
protocol. It quACKs to an end host, the data sender, which
sends or resends packets on the base protocol as a result. Al-
though we only show one side of the connection, the sidekick
could assist either end host of a bidirectional flow.

mation. The base protocol does not need to be reliable, nor
to have unique datagrams—we implemented and evaluated
the same sidekick protocol and the same middlebox behavior
across the different scenarios in this paper.

2.1 Low-Latency Media
Consider a train passenger using on-board Wi-Fi to have a
low-latency audio conversation, using WebRTC/SRTP [54],
with a friend. The end-to-end network path contains a low-
latency, high-loss “near” path segment (the Wi-Fi hop) fol-
lowed by a high-latency, low-loss “far” path segment (the
cellular and wired path over the Internet). The friend probably
suffers from poor connection quality, experiencing drops in
the audio stream or high de-jitter buffer delays from waiting
for retransmitted packets to be played in order (Figure 4a in
emulation, Figure 8a in real world).

In the sidekick approach, a sidekick on the Wi-Fi access
point sends quACKs to the audio application on the user’s
laptop, assisting the base connection’s data sender. The sender
uses quACKs to retransmit packets sooner than they would
have using negative acknowledgments (NACKs) from the
receiver. The end result is similar to the effect of prior PEPs,
such as Snoop [2] and Milliproxy [55], that leverage TCP’s
cleartext sequence numbers to trigger early retransmission on
lossy wireless paths.

2.2 Connection-Splitting PEP Emulation
Consider the same train passenger as before but uploading a
large file over the Internet with a reliable transport protocol.
If the protocol were TCP, the train could deploy a split TCP
PEP at the access point. The split connection allows quick
detection and retransmission of dropped packets on the lossy
Wi-Fi segment, while opening up the congestion window on
the high-latency cellular segment.

However, opaque transport protocols like QUIC can’t ben-
efit from (nor be harmed by) connection-splitting PEPs. With-
out a PEP, QUIC relies on end-to-end mechanisms over the
entire path to detect losses, recover from them, and adjust the

congestion-control behavior. This leads to reduced upload
speeds (Figure 4b in emulation, Figure 8b in real world).

With help from the same sidekick PEP, the QUIC sender
combines information from quACKs and end-to-end ACKs to
emulate the congestion-control behavior of a split TCP con-
nection (Section 4.3.2). The application considers whether
packets are lost on the near or far path segments, and adjusts
the congestion window accordingly while respecting the opac-
ity of the end-to-end base connection. The application also
retransmits the packet as soon as the loss has been detected.

The only guarantee the proxy makes to the sender via the
quACK is that it has received some packets. To respect the
end-to-end reliability contract with the receiver, the sender
does not delete packets that may need to be transmitted until
it receives an ACK, even if the packet has been quACKed.

2.3 ACK Reduction
Now consider a battery-powered device downloading a large
file from the Internet. To reduce how often the receiver’s
radio needs to wake up, saving energy, the base connection
can reduce the frequency of end-to-end ACKs the device
sends. ACK reduction has also been shown to improve perfor-
mance by reducing collisions and contention over half-duplex
links [16, 43]. The ACK frequency can be configured with a
TCP kernel setting or proposed QUIC extension [31].

However, ACK reduction can also degrade throughput [15,
16] (Figure 4c in emulation). The sender receives more de-
layed feedback about loss, and has to carefully pace pack-
ets to avoid bursts in the large delay between ACKs. One
proposal has the PEP acknowledge packets on behalf of the
receiver [36], leveraging cleartext TCP sequence numbers,
but it does not apply to opaque transport protocols.

In this case, a sidekick at the Wi-Fi access point (or a
cellular base station) quACKs to the sender on behalf of the
receiver. The receiver still occasionally wakes up its radio to
send ACKs, but the sender uses the more frequent quACKs
to advance its flow-control and congestion-control windows.

The sender respects the end-to-end reliability contract by
only deleting packets in response to ACKs, but disregards the
receiver’s flow control by using quACKs to advance the flow-
control window. If the sender only used ACKs to advance
the window, it would waste time waiting between ACKs to
send packets with too small a window, and need to pace sent
packets on receiving a large ACK with too large a window.

3 QuACK
As previously illustrated, a sidekick needs to be able to refer
to and efficiently acknowledge a set of opaque packets seen by
a network intermediary. But this problem is technically chal-
lenging for middleboxes without access to cleartext sequence
numbers or the ossification of other fields.

We start by mathematically defining the quACK problem.
We discuss how to select an identifier to refer to a packet,
and analyze strawman solutions to the quACK problem that
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use too much space or computation. Finally, we present an
efficient construction of a quACK based on the insight that we
can model the problem as a system of power sum polynomial
equations when we have a bound on the maximum number of
missing elements, a threshold t. This solution is most similar
to the deterministic solution to the straggler identification
problem [22], and also builds on related theoretical work in set
reconciliation [50], and coding theory and graph theory [35].

3.1 The QuACK Problem
We first describe the quACK problem. A data sender transmits
a multiset1 of elements S (these correspond to packets). At any
given time, a receiver (such as a proxy server) has received a
subset R⊆ S of the sent elements. We would like the receiver
to communicate a small amount of information to the sender,
who then efficiently decodes the missing elements—the set
difference S \R—knowing S. We call this small amount of
information the “quACK”, and the problem is: what is in a
quACK and how do we decode it?

3.2 Packet Identifiers
In a networking context, how exactly do we refer to the ele-
ments in the quACK problem that have been sent or received?
Traditional TCP middleboxes have been able to interpose
their own concise, cumulative acknowledgments using clear-
text sequence numbers, but this is not possible with modern,
secure transport protocols. Even if a connection did expose
an unencrypted numerical field, we would not want to refer
to that field at risk of ossifying that protocol.

Instead, we need a function that deterministically maps a
packet to a random b-byte identifier. The most trivial solution
that applies to all base protocols is to hash the entire payload.
Another option if the payload is already pseudorandom (e.g.,
QUIC) is to take the first b bytes from a fixed offset of that
payload. Although the latter option would rely on those bytes
to remain pseudorandom, it is computationally more efficient
because it does not require reading the entire payload.

Collisions. The main considerations when selecting the
number of bytes, b, in an identifier is the tolerance for colli-
sions compared with the extra data needed to refer to these
packets on the link. The larger b is, the lower the collision
probability but the greater the link overhead.

Define the collision probability to be the probability that
a randomly-chosen b-byte identifier in a list of n packets
maps to more than one packet in that list. If we assume that
identifiers are uniformly distributed, this probability is equal
to 1−(1−1/256b)n−1. When n = 25, using 4 bytes results in
an almost negligible chance of collision while using 2 bytes
results in a 0.04% chance (Table 1).

When handling collisions, a sender who is decoding a
quACK has a list of n packets it is trying to classify as re-
ceived or missing (Section 3.5). Note that collisions are also

1A “multiset” means the same element can be transmitted more than once.

Identifier Bytes 1 2 4 8
Collision Prob. 0.090 0.0004 5.6e-09 ≈0

Table 1: Collision probabilities for n = 25.

known to the sender beforehand. If there is a collision be-
tween a packet that is received and a packet that is missing,
the fate of that identifier is considered indeterminate. In our
scenarios (Section 2), either the protocol can still function
with approximate statistics (e.g., congestion control) or it can
fall back to an end-to-end mechanism (e.g., retransmission).

3.3 Strawman Solutions
A problem that is simple with cumulative and selective ac-
knowledgments of plaintext sequence numbers is deceivingly
challenging for pseudorandom packet identifiers. Consider
the following strawman solutions to the quACK problem:

Strawman 1: Echo every identifier. Strawman 1a, similar
to [41, 44], echoes the identifier of every received packet in a
new UDP packet to the data sender. Decoding is trivial given
the identifiers are unmodified. This strawman adds significant
link overhead in terms of additional packets. Additionally,
since the strawman is not cumulative, losing a quACK means
the end host could falsely consider a packet to be lost, creating
a congestion event or spurious retransmission.

Strawman 1b echoes a sliding window of identifiers over
UDP such that there is overlap in the identifiers referred to by
consecutive quACKs. This solution is slightly more resilient
to loss, but uses more bytes and is still not guaranteed to
be reliable. Another variant batches identifiers to reduce the
number of packets, but this solution is even less resilient to
loss.

We also consider a Strawman 1c that echoes every identifier
over TCP with TCP_NODELAY to send every identifier in its
own packet. This ensures there are no false positives when
detecting lost packets, but adds even more link overhead in
terms of TCP headers and additional ACKs from the data
sender (every other packet by default in the Linux kernel).

Strawman 2: Cumulative hash of every identifier. Straw-
man 2 sends a SHA-256 hash of a sorted concatenation of all
the received packets in a UDP packet, and the sender hashes
every subset of the same size of sent packets until it finds
the subset with the same hash (assuming collision resistance).
The strawman includes a count of the packets received to
determine the size of the subset to hash. As the number of
missing packets exceeds even a moderate amount, the num-
ber of subsets to calculate explodes, making the strawman
impractical to decode.

One might also suggest the receiver send negative acknowl-
edgments of the packets it has not received. However, unlike
sequence numbers where one can determine a gap in received
packets, there is no way to tell with random identifiers what
packet is missing or should be expected next.
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Num Additional Packet Payload Cumu-
Per-Packet Encode Time Decode Time Proxy Packets Size (bytes) lative?

Strawman 1a Parse identifier N/A n b No
Strawman 1b Parse identifier, move sliding N/A n b ·window No

window
Strawman 1c Parse identifier N/A n (TCP headers) b No
Strawman 2 Parse identifier, Concatenate and hash 1 32+4 Yes

concatenate and hash
(n

m
)

subsets (hash and count)
Power Sums Parse identifier, t modular Plug n candidate roots into a 1 4+b+b · t Yes

multiplications and additions degree-m polynomial OR solve (count, last value,
system of m polynomial equations t power sums)

Table 2: Strawmen compared to the power sum quACK representing n packets sent by the data sender, m missing packets, and
b-byte identifiers. The power sum quACK uses the threshold t. The total data overhead of each quACK must consider the packet
payload size along with transport headers. We evaluate the overheads in practice in Section 6.4.

3.4 The Power Sum Solution
Now we describe a solution to the quACK problem based
on the insight that we can model the problem as a system
of power sum polynomial equations when we have a bound
on the maximum number of missing elements, a threshold t.
Unlike the previous strawmen, this construction is efficient to
decode, and its size is proportional only to t.

Consider the simplest case, when the receiver is only miss-
ing a single element. The receiver maps packet identifiers to
a finite field, i.e. modulo the largest prime that fits in b bytes,
and communicates the sum ∑x∈R x of the received elements
to the sender. The sender computes the sum ∑x∈S x of the sent
elements and subtracts the sum from the receiver, calculating:

∑
x∈S

x−∑
x∈R

x = ∑
x∈S\R

x,

which is the sum of elements in the set difference. In this case,
the sum is exactly the value of the missing element.

In fact, we can generalize this scheme to any number of
missing elements m. Instead of transmitting only a single
sum, the receiver communicates the first m power sums to the
sender, where the i-th power sum of a multiset R is defined
as ∑x∈R xi. The sender then computes the first m power sums
of S and calculates the respective differences di for i ∈ [1,m],
producing the following system of m equations:{

∑
x∈S\R

xi = di | i ∈ [1,m]

}
.

Instead of transmitting an unbounded number of power
sums, the receiver only maintains and sends the first t power
sums. Efficiently solving these t power sum polynomial equa-
tions in t variables in a finite field is a well-understood algebra
problem [22]. The solutions are exactly x ∈ S\R.

Efficiency. The power sum quACK is efficient to decode,
adds reasonable link overhead, and is a cumulative represen-
tation of the packets seen by the receiver (Table 2). Compared
to Strawman 2, the power sum quACK can be decoded with
simple algebraic techniques. Its link overhead is proportional

only to the number of missing packets between consecutive
quACKs, up to a configurable threshold. In comparison, the
link overhead of Strawman 1 is necessarily proportional to
the number of received packets. The power sum quACK is
also resilient to mis-identifying a received packet as dropped,
in the case a quACK is lost in transmission.

Interface. The actual format of the power sum quACK in-
cludes three fields: (i) t b-byte power sums, (ii) a 4-byte count
of received elements, and (iii) the b-byte identifier of the last
element received. We assume power sum quACKs to be sent
over UDP, though the actual mechanism is not tied to the
design. Since the decoder does not know m ahead of time, the
decoder takes the difference between the number of packets it
has sent and the count in the quACK to calculate m. Sending
the last element received is an optimization that allows m to
represent just the “holes” among the packets being selectively
ACKed, excluding the possibly many consecutive elements
that are in-flight (Section 4.3.1).

3.5 Microbenchmarks
We benchmark our optimized implementation of the power
sum quACK [65] to demonstrate its practicality for in-line
packet processing. Our microbenchmarks used an m4.xlarge
AWS instance with a 4-CPU Intel Xeon E5 processor @ 2.30
GHz and 16 GB memory.

Encode Time Decode Time

Strawman 1a/1c 1 ns/pkt 0
Strawman 1b 51 ns/pkt 0
Strawman 2 27 ns/pkt 830 ms
Power Sum 33 ns/pkt 2.82 µs

Table 3: The CPU overheads of power sums are comparable
to those of the strawmen, while being more efficient in space
and computation. The encode time includes constructing and
serializing the quACK(s), given n identifiers. The decode time
includes finding the identifiers of either R or S\R, given the
quACK(s) and S. Parameters: n = 25, t = 10, b = 4.
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Figure 2: How power sum quACK performance depends on
various parameters: bit width, threshold, number of sent and
missing packets. Average of 100 trials.

A power sum quACK that represents n = 25 outstanding
packets (packets in consideration on that path segment not
yet known to be received or lost) and up to t = 10 missing
packets with b = 4-byte identifiers adds 33 ns of encoding
time per packet and takes 2.82 µs to decode (Table 3).

Decoding. The decode time must be comparable to the time
it takes to process a typical ACK and modify the logic in the
transport protocol. Decoding typically occurs on end hosts,
compared to encoding which occurs in the middle of the path.

Finding the solution to the system of power sum polyno-
mial equations boils down to applying Newton’s identities
(a linear algorithm) and finding the roots of a polynomial
equation in a modular field [22]. Factoring a polynomial
is asymptotically fast in theory, but the implementation is
branch-heavy and complicated [3]. We found that plugging in
and evaluating which of n candidate roots evaluated to zero
was faster in practice for n < 40,000 roots. This is the method
we use to decode the power sum quACK.

The decode time of this method is directly proportional to n
(Figure 2a) and the number of missing packets m (Figure 2b).
Decoding takes 2820/10/25≈ 11 ns/candidate/missing. Both
n and m are typically a few hundred at most.

Encoding. The encode time per-packet is directly propor-
tional to the threshold number of missing packets t (Figure 2c)
at 33/10≈ 3 ns/power sum. Each power sum can be updated
in a constant number of operations based on the previous
power sum, so encoding an identifier requires t modular addi-
tions and multiplications for the t power sums.

Bit widths. Different bit widths have different implications
for which instructions the CPU can use. Modular operations
are efficient for 16- and 32-bit integers, fitting within the 64-
bit word size (the number of bits that can be processed in one
instruction) of most modern CPUs. For example, to multiply
two 32-bit integers, we cast them to 64-bit integers, multiply,
then take the modulus.

Figure 2 shows the best performance we achieved at dif-
ferent bit widths. For 16-bit identifiers only, we precomputed
power tables that fit in the L3 cache. For 64-bit identifiers,
we implemented Montgomery modular multiplication [51]
to avoid an expensive hardware division for 128-bit integers.
In the remainder of the paper, we use b = 4 as the preferred

tradeoff between space and collision probability.

4 Sidekick Protocol
This section describes Robin, our design for a sidekick proto-
col built around quACKs. This includes the setup and config-
uration of a Robin sidekick connection, how a sender detects
loss from a quACK, and a path-aware modification to CUBIC
called PACUBIC, for congestion-controlled base protocols.

4.1 PEP Discovery Mechanism
Sidekick connections can be configured explicitly or implic-
itly. In systems that explicitly configure proxies, such as Ap-
ple’s iCloud Private Relay [1] based on MASQUE [39, 40],
proxies can simply negotiate sending quACKs during ses-
sion establishment. In most other settings, such as 4G/5G
cellular networks, PEPs have traditionally been deployed as
transparent proxies, silently interposing on end-to-end con-
nections. Senders therefore need a way to detect transparent
sidekick proxies and inform them of where to send quACKs.
Because of network address translation, all communication
to the proxy must be initiated by the sender or use the same
IP addresses and port numbers of the base connection.

Our current design has senders signal quACK support
by sending a distinguished packet containing a 128-byte
sidekick-request marker. Such inline signaling could confuse
receivers, but sidekicks target protocols such as QUIC that
discard cryptographically unauthenticated data anyway. It
would be cleaner to signal support through out-of-band UDP
options [61], which we hope to do once they are standardized.

The proxy replies to a sidekick-request packet by sending
a special packet from the receiver’s IP address and port num-
ber back to the sender. This packet contains a sidekick-reply
marker, an opaque session ID, and an IP address and port
number for communicating with the proxy. Upon receiving
the sidekick-reply packet, the sender begins communicating
directly with the proxy from a different UDP port. It initially
sends back the session ID and configuration parameters to
start receiving quACKs.

Security. A malicious third-party could execute a reflection
amplification attack that generates a large amount of traffic
while hiding its source. This is possible because the sender re-
quests quACKs to a different port and (for some carrier-grade
NATs) IP address from the underlying session. To mitigate
this, each quACK contains a quota, initially 1, of remaining
quACKs the proxy will send as well as an updated session ID.
The quota and session ID ensure only the sender can increase
the quota or otherwise reconfigure the session.

An adversarial PEP could send misleading information to
the sender. Note that only on-path PEPs can send credible
information, since they refer to unique packet identifiers. To
mitigate this, the sender can consider PEP feedback along
with end-to-end metrics to determine whether to keep using
the PEP. The sender can always opt out of the PEP, and the
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PEP cannot actively manipulate traffic any more than outside
a sidekick setting.

4.2 Configuration Messages
The data sender can send various other messages to the proxy
to configure the connection or reset bad state.

Protocol parameters. The sender configures (i) the quACK
interval of the PEP and (ii) the threshold number of missing
packets t, or otherwise selects sidekick-specific settings such
as how an identifier is computed.

The quACK interval is expressed in terms of time or num-
ber of packets, e.g., every N milliseconds or every N packets,
as in a TCP delayed ACK. The sender determines the desired
interval based on its estimated RTT of the base connection and
its application objectives, e.g., more frequently for latency-
sensitive applications or lower-RTT paths.

The threshold represents the bound on the number of miss-
ing packets between quACKs, in practice the number of
“holes” among the packets that are selectively ACKed. The
threshold depends on the quACK interval, and should be set
based on how precise loss detection needs to be and other
qualities of the link. For example, the threshold is larger to
detect congestive loss in the queue of a bottleneck link, or
smaller to still detect transmission error on a lossy link.

Resets. Robin allows the sender to tell the PEP to reinitial-
ize the quACK. This is helpful if the quACK becomes invalid,
e.g., if m exceeds the threshold t. It is always safe to reset the
quACK, or even to ignore the sidekick entirely and fall back
to the base protocol’s end-to-end mechanisms.

4.3 Sender Behavior
In this section, we discuss two particular sender-side behav-
iors that are enabled by the sidekick protocol and which are
helpful across several scenarios: detecting packet loss from a
decoded quACK and congestion control.

4.3.1 Detecting Loss

The sender knows definitively which packets have been re-
ceived by the proxy from a decoded quACK. Next, it must
determine from the remaining packets which ones have been
dropped and which are still in-flight, including if there has
been a reordering of packets. In-flight packets are later classi-
fied as received or dropped based on future quACKs.

When there is no reordering, the packets that are dropped
are just the “holes” among the packets that are selectively
ACKed by the quACK. In particular, these are the holes when
considering sent packets in the order they were sent up to
the last element received, which represents the last selective
ACK. To identify these dropped packets, the sender encodes
t cumulative power sums of its sent packets up to the last
element received. The difference between these power sums
and the power sums in the quACK represents the dropped
packets. The sender “removes” the identifiers of dropped
packets from its cumulative power sums, ensuring that the

only packets that contribute to the threshold limit are those
that went missing since decoding the last quACK.

To account for reordering in loss detection, Robin imple-
ments an algorithm similar to the 3-duplicate ACK rule in
TCP [5, 60]. In TCP, if three or more duplicate ACKs are
received in a row, it is a strong indication that a segment
has been lost. Robin considers a packet lost only if three or
more packets sent after the missing packet have been received.
Other mechanisms could involve timeouts for individual pack-
ets similar to the RACK-TLP loss detection algorithm for
TCP [11].

4.3.2 Path-Aware CUBIC Congestion Control

Congestion-controlled base protocols must have a congestion
response to lost packets that they retransmit due to quACKs,
similar to if the loss were discovered by the end-to-end ACK.
This ensures friendliness with end-to-end congestion control
algorithms that do consider the loss, such as CUBIC [27] in
the presence of a connection-splitting TCP PEP. Here, we
propose PACUBIC, an algorithm that emulates this “split
CUBIC” behavior. PACUBIC uses knowledge of where loss
occurs to improve connection throughput compared to end-
to-end CUBIC, while remaining fair to competing flows.

Recall that CUBIC [27] reduces its congestion window by a
multiplicative decrease factor, β = β∗ = 0.7, when observing
loss (a congestion event), and otherwise increases its window
based on a real-time dependent cubic function with scaling
factor C =C∗ = 0.4:

cwnd =C(T −K)3 +wmax where K =
3

√
wmax(1−β)

C
.

Here, cwnd is the current congestion window, wmax is the
window size just before the last reduction, and T is the time
elapsed since the last window reduction.

While a split CUBIC connection has two congestion win-
dows, end-to-end PACUBIC only has one window represent-
ing the in-flight bytes of the end-to-end connection. Concep-
tually, we want an algorithm that enables PACUBIC’s single
congestion window to match the sum of the split connection’s
two congestion windows.

PACUBIC effectively makes it so that we reduce and grow
cwnd proportionally to the number of in-flight bytes on the
path segment of where the last congestion event occurred. Let
r be the estimated ratio of the RTT of the near path segment
(between the data sender and the proxy) to the RTT of the
entire connection (between end hosts). We use r as a proxy
for the ratio of the number of in-flight bytes. If the last con-
gestion event came from a quACK, we use the same real-time
dependent cubic function but with the following constants2

β = 1− r(1−β
∗) and C =

C∗

r3 .

2See Appendix A for more intuition behind β′ and C′.
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If the last congestion event came from an end-to-end ACK,
then we use the original β and C as above.

While this algorithm resembles the congestion behavior of
split CUBIC, it is simply an approximation. PACUBIC does
not know the exact number of bytes in-flight on each path seg-
ment, and the sum of the two congestion windows is simply
a heuristic for an inherently different split connection. The
main takeaway is that knowing where loss occurs can inform
congestion control. We generally hope that quACKs can lead
to the development of smarter, path-aware algorithms.

5 Implementation

Module Language LOC
QuACK library (Section 3.5) Rust 1772
Media server/client + integration Rust 478
quiche client integration Rust 1821
libcurl client integration C 1459
Proxy sidekick binary Rust 833

Table 4: Lines of code.

We now describe our implementation of Robin [66] for sev-
eral applications. We integrated sidekick functionality with a
simple media client for low-latency streaming and an HTTP/3
(QUIC) client. The total implementation of the quACK library,
and proxy and client integrations used 6363 LOC (Table 4).

5.1 Baselines and Applications
The baselines we evaluated against were the performance of
two opaque transport protocols without proxy assistance, and
the fairness of a split CUBIC connection.

Low-latency media application. We implemented a simple
server and client in Rust for streaming low-latency media. The
client sends a numbered packet containing 240 bytes of data
every 20 milliseconds, representing an audio stream at 96
kbit/s. The sequence number is encrypted on the wire.

The server receives packets. If it receives a nonconsecutive
sequence number, it sends a NACK back to the client that
contains the sequence number of each missing packet. The
client’s behavior on NACK is to retransmit the packet. The
server retransmits NACKs, up to one per RTT, until it has
received the packet.

The server’s application behavior is to store incoming pack-
ets in a buffer and play them as soon as the next packet in the
sequence is available. The de-jitter buffer delay is the length
of time between when the packet is stored to when it can be
played in-order. Some packets can be played immediately.

HTTP/3 file upload application. We used the popular
libcurl [45] file transfer library as the basis for our
HTTP client, and an nginx webserver. The client makes an
HTTP POST request to the server. Both are patched with
quiche [13], a production implementation of the QUIC pro-
tocol from Cloudflare, to provide support for HTTP/3.

For our TCP baselines, we used the same file upload appli-
cation with the default HTTP/1.1 server and client. We used a
split-connection TCP PEP [10] that intercepts the TCP SYN
packet in the three-way handshake, pretends to be the other
side of that connection, and initiates a new connection to the
real endpoint. Both clients use CUBIC congestion control.

5.2 Client Integration
In each application, we modified only the client to speak
Robin and respond to in-network feedback. The server re-
mained unchanged. The modifications were in two parts: fol-
lowing the discovery mechanism to establish bi-directional
communication with the proxy, and using the information in
the quACK to modify transport layer behavior.

Low-latency media client. The media client has two open
UDP sockets: one for the base connection and one for the
sidekick connection. When it receives a quACK, it detects lost
packets without reordering and immediately retransmits them.
The protocol does not have a congestion window nor a flow-
control window. The client also sends reset and configuration
messages over the sidekick connection.

HTTP/3 file upload client. The HTTP/3 client similarly
has an adjacent UDP socket for the sidekick connection on
which it receives quACKs and sends reset and configura-
tion messages. The client passes the quACK to our modified
quiche library, which interprets the quACK and makes trans-
port layer decisions. From the client’s perspective, quiche
tells libcurl exactly what bytes to send over the wire.

Our modified quiche library uses the quACK to inform
the retransmission behavior, congestion window, and flow-
control window. The library immediately retransmits lost
frames in a newly-numbered packet, as opposed to the lost
packet, similar to QUIC’s original retransmission mechanism.
We implement PACUBIC, described in Section 4.3.2. We also
move the flow-control window (without forgetting packets
in the retransmission buffer), but only in the ACK reduction
scenario, when the congestion window is nearly representative
of that of the sidekick connection’s path segment.

5.3 Proxy Integration
Our proxy sniffs incoming packets of a network interface
using the recvfrom system call on a raw socket. It stores a
hash table using Rust’s standard library HashMap that maps
socket pairs to their respective quACKs, and incrementally
updates the quACKs for flows that have requested sidekick as-
sistance. It also sends quACKs at their configured frequencies
and listens for configuration messages.

6 Evaluation
We evaluated Robin to answer the following questions:

1. Can sidekicks improve the performance of opaque trans-
port protocols in a variety of scenarios while preserving
the opaque behavior of the base protocols?
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QuACK Thre- Emu- Real-
Scenario Link 1 Link 2 Interval shold Success Metric lated? World?

#1 Low- 1 ms delay, 3.6% 25 ms delay, 0% 2 pkts 8 Reduce tail latency of how long Yes Yes
latency loss, 100 Mbit/s loss, 10 Mbit/s packets are queued in the data
media receiver’s de-jitter buffer.
#2 Connec- 1 ms delay, 1.0% 25 ms delay, 0% 30 ms 10 Achieve high throughput; match Yes Yes
tion- split- loss, 100 Mbit/s loss, 10 Mbit/s the performance, congestion con-
ting PEP trol behavior, and fairness of
emulation connection-splitting TCP PEPs.
#3 ACK 25 ms delay, 0% 1 ms delay, 0% 15 ms 50 Reduce ACK frequency of data re- Yes No
reduction loss, 10 Mbit/s loss, 100 Mbit/s ceiver; achieve high throughput.

Table 5: Experimental scenarios. Link 1 connects the data sender (client) to the proxy, while Link 2 connects the proxy to the
data receiver (server). The quACK interval and threshold represent our sidekick configuration.

AWS Server

Lossy 
Wi-Fi 
Link

High-Latency 
Cellular Path

Cellular Modem
Wi-Fi AP + SidekickLaptop Client

Figure 3: Real-world experimental setup.

2. Can a path-aware congestion control algorithm match
the fairness of split TCP PEPs using CUBIC?

3. How do the CPU overheads of encoding quACKs impact
the maximum capacity of a proxy with a sidekick?

4. What link overheads does the power sum quACK add
and how does it compare to the strawmen?

5. Is Robin robust in a real-world environment?

6.1 Experimental Setup
We modeled the scenarios from Section 2 in both emulated
and real-world environments. We answer questions 1-4 in
emulation and question 5 in the real world. We use the same
m4.xlarge AWS instance as before for the emulated experi-
ments, and as the server in the real-world experiments.

Emulated environment. We emulated a two-hop network
topology (Figure 1) in mininet, configuring the link properties
using tc. In emulation, we represented each link by a constant
delay (with variability induced by the queue), a random loss
percentage, and a maximum bandwidth. Table 5 describes
the parameters for each link to model—e.g., lossy Wi-Fi or a
high-latency cellular path—as well as the metrics for success
in that scenario. Link 1 connects the data sender (client) to the
proxy, while Link 2 connects the proxy to the data receiver
(server). On the proxy, we either run a sidekick, a connection-
splitting TCP PEP [10], or nothing at all.

Real-world environment. To test its robustness, we also
evaluated Robin over a real-world environment that resembled
the scenario on the train (Figure 3). In this setup, a Lenovo
ThinkPad laptop, running Ubuntu 22.04.3 with a 4-Core Intel

i7 CPU @ 2.60 GHz and 16 GB memory, acted as a client
to an AWS instance in the nearest geographical region. The
ThinkPad used as an access point (AP) a Lenovo Yoga laptop,
running Ubuntu 20.04.6 with a 4-Core Intel i5 CPU @ 1.60
GHz and 4 GB memory, with a 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi hotspot. The
AP was connected to the Internet via a JEXtream cellular
modem with a 5G data plan. The AP ran sidekick software.

We measured the link properties of each path segment to
compare to our emulation parameters. We measured delay and
loss using 1000 pings over a 100 second period, and band-
width using an iperf3 test. On the near segment between the
ThinkPad client and the AP, the min/avg/max/stdev RTT was
1.249/37.194/272.168/54.660 ms at 49.8 Mbit/s bandwidth.
We observed that loss increased the further away the AP. In
our experiments, the client was located roughly 200 feet away
in a different room, with 3.6% loss. The far segment between
the AP and the AWS server was 48.546/64.381/92.374/6.806
ms with 0.0% loss at 30.9 Mbit/s. In both environments, the
cellular link was the bottleneck link in terms of bandwidth,
and the corresponding path segments in emulation had similar
minimum RTTs and average loss percentages.

6.2 Performance Comparison to Baseline
We first evaluate Robin’s main performance goal: In each of
the motivating scenarios, we show that Robin can improve per-
formance compared to the base protocol alone, which would
not be able to benefit from existing PEPs. Each scenario has
a different metric for success—tail latency, throughput, or
number of packets sent by the data receiver (corresponding to
energy usage or chance of Wi-Fi collisions)—demonstrating
the versatility of the sidekick protocol.

Low-Latency Media. The sidekick can reduce tail laten-
cies in a low-latency media stream, representing fewer drops
and better quality of experience. The early retransmissions
induced by the sidekick reduced the 99th percentile latency
of the de-jitter buffer delay from 48.6 ms to 2.2 ms—a 95%
reduction (Figure 4a). As long as the quACK interval is less
than the end-to-end RTT, the connection benefits from the
sidekick.
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Figure 4: Comparing the end-to-end baseline protocol to the same protocol with a sidekick connection, using the success metrics
for the three scenarios described in Table 5. The Sidekick (Nx) data points show the performance at Nx the quACK interval (sent
less frequently) and threshold of the default configurations specified in Table 5.

The sidekick is beneficial in this scenario because it enables
the client to sooner detect and retransmit lost packets, and
the server to sooner play packets from its de-jitter buffer. The
end-to-end mechanism takes one additional received packet
to notify of the loss and one end-to-end RTT to retransmit
and play the packet (20+52=72ms), resulting in three delayed
packets (the three “steps" in Figure 4a) in most cases. The
sidekick takes up to two additional packets and one near
path segment RTT (20+2=22ms or 20×2+2=42ms), delaying
either one or two packets in comparison. Dropped ACKs and
quACKs account for the < 2% of packets with even greater
de-jitter latencies.

Connection-Splitting PEP Emulation. The sidekick im-
proves upload speeds when there is a lossy, low-latency link
by using quACKs to inform the sender’s congestion control.
In a scenario with 1% random loss on the link between the
proxy and the data sender, the HTTP/3 (QUIC) client achieves
3.6× the goodput for a 10 MB upload with a sidekick com-
pared to end-to-end QUIC (Figure 4b).

When there is no random loss, the sidekick does not impact
the performance of QUIC. There are no logical changes to
the base protocol in this case because all loss is on the bottle-
neck link on the far path segment, and the CPU overheads of
processing quACKs are negligible.

Knowing where congestion occurs is an opportunity for
creating smarter congestion control. In PACUBIC, identify-
ing where the loss occured let the data sender reduce the
congestion window proportionally to how many packets were
in-flight on each path segment. In Section 6.3, we will show
that our path-aware congestion control algorithm still matches
the fairness of connection-splitting TCP PEPs.

ACK Reduction. Using quACKs in lieu of end-to-end
ACKs allows the data receiver to significantly reduce its ACK
frequency while maintaining high goodput. In our experiment,

QUIC with a sidekick sent 96% fewer packets (mainly ACKs)
than end-to-end QUIC before the goodput dropped below 8.5
Mbit/s (Figure 4c). The quACK enables the data sender to
promptly move the flow-control window forward, as long as
the last hop is reliable.

The goodput significantly degrades when reducing the end-
to-end ACK frequency without a sidekick. When end-to-end
QUIC reduces the ACK frequency to every 80 ms, the data re-
ceiver sends 247/138 = 1.8× the packets at 4.5/8.4 = 0.5×
the goodput, worse than QUIC with the sidekick in both di-
mensions (Figure 4c). With a sidekick, the data sender also
does not need to change packet pacing to avoid bursts in re-
sponse to infrequent ACKs, which is why end-to-end QUIC
cannot send fewer than ≈ 240 packets.

6.2.1 Configuring the Sidekick Connection

Table 5 shows the quACK interval and threshold we elected
for each scenario based on the considerations in Sec-
tion 4.2. In each experiment in Figure 4, we also show
how with less frequent quACKs (2× and 4× the interval)
and proportionally-adjusted thresholds, the protocol performs
worse, or more variably. Less frequent quACKs means the
client reacts later to feedback about the near path segment,
and more often has to rely on the end-to-end mechanism. The
performance particularly degrades when the quACK interval
exceeds the end-to-end RTT. However, even in this case, the
base protocol with any sidekick at all performs better than the
base protocol alone.

6.3 Fairness Evaluation
It is easy to improve performance without regard to competing
flows; however, we demonstrate that PACUBIC can match
the fairness of split CUBIC in a TCP PEP connection. We
evaluate fairness using Scenario #2 with varying amounts of
loss on the near path segment.
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Figure 5: Median goodput for three upload data sizes with 0%
and 1% loss on Link 1. 20 trials. Error bars are 1st and 3rd
quartiles. With proxy assistance at 1% loss, both QUIC and
TCP match the performance of when there is no loss at all.
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Figure 6: Connection-splitting PEP emulation as a func-
tion of near-segment loss rate. In this emulation experiment,
QUIC+Sidekick (running PACUBIC) performs similarly to
TCP+PEP (each connection running CUBIC) and improves
goodput compared with end-to-end protocols. The graph
shows median goodput of a 10 MByte upload. QuACK inter-
val is 30 ms, threshold is 10. Error bars show IQR of 10 trials.

QUIC vs. TCP. We first compare QUIC to TCP without
either PEP. As both connections use CUBIC, they exhibit
similar congestion control behavior and achieve nearly max-
imum throughput in the emulated network with no random
loss (Figure 5a). We attribute the differences to the slightly
different retranmission and loss recovery behaviors of QUIC
and TCP. The PEPs do not affect the performance.

With even a little loss on the near path segment, both QUIC
and TCP dramatically worsen, respectively achieving 28%
and 42% of the goodput at 0% loss, for a 10 MB upload (Fig-
ure 5b). In both protocols, CUBIC treats every transmission
error as a congestion event, even though no amount of reduc-
ing the congestion window affects the error rate. QUIC and
TCP perform similarly to each other with proxy assistance
and 1% loss on the near path segment.

Sidekick vs. TCP PEP. Figure 6 shows that QUIC with
a sidekick roughly matches—as intended—the behavior of
TCP with a PEP-assisted split connection. At higher loss rates,
the near path segment becomes the bottleneck link even with
earlier feedback about loss, causing the performance of TCP
with proxy assistance to drop. QUIC with a sidekick follows

a similar pattern because of its path-aware congestion-control
scheme (Section 4.3.2). The results indicate that the sidekick
protocol’s gains do not come at the expense of congestion-
control fairness relative to the split TCP connection.

6.4 Proxy CPU Overheads

25-Byte Payload 1468-Byte Payload
Cycles % Cycles %

Sniff Packet 22417 97.6 22408 97.5
Table Lookup 247 1.1 251 1.1
Parse ID 23 0.1 22 0.1
Encode ID 74 0.3 69 0.3
Other 213 0.9 225 1.0

Total 22974 100.0 22975 100.0

Table 6: Breakdown of the CPU cycles spent processing each
packet at the proxy. Most cycles are spent on general per-
packet overheads as opposed to quACK-specific processing.

The main bottleneck of Robin on a proxy is the CPU. Ta-
ble 6 shows a breakdown of the number of CPU cycles in each
step. The largest overhead was reading the packet contents
from the network interface (97.5% of the CPU cycles).

Encoding an identifier in a power sum quACK with t = 10
used 74 CPU cycles (0.9%). As a calculation of the theoretical
maximum on a 2.30 GHz CPU, the proxy would be able to
process 31 million packets/second on a single core. The hash
table lookup used 251 cycles and parsing the pseudorandom
payload as an identifier used 22 cycles.

In practice, we measured the maximum throughput of
Robin to be 464k packets/s with 25-byte payloads and 5.5
Gbit/s (458k packets/s) with 1468-byte packet payloads on
a single core (assuming 1500-byte MTUs). This experiment
used multiple iperf3 clients to simulate high load until Robin
was unable to keep up with the load on a single core. The
packet payload size did not seem to affect results.

We find these achieved throughputs acceptable for edge
routers such as Wi-Fi APs and base stations. To deploy Robin
on core routers, we would need to reduce the overhead of
reading packets from the NIC, such as by bypassing the
kernel/user-space protection boundary3 [20, 48, 62] or using
native hardware [8]. We could also scale on multiple cores
using symmetric RSS hashing [64].

6.5 Link Overheads
The other cost in terms of using sidekick protocols is the
additional data sent by the proxy to the data sender. Too many

3A kernel-bypass system like Retina [62] can achieve 25 Gbps on 2 cores
while processing raw packets with a 1000-cycle callback (Figure 5(a) in [62]).
The Sidekick equivalent would be a 500-cycle callback, and assuming all
traffic has requested sidekick help. Throughput scales almost linearly with
the number of cores using symmetric RSS hashing. Thus we don’t expect
proxy overheads to be an issue with modern 100 Gbps network speeds and
an optimized implementation even on commodity hardware.
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Data Sender→ ←Proxy ←Data Receiver
Pkts Bytes Pkts Bytes Pkts Bytes Goodput

QUIC E2E 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00×
Strawman 1a 0.96× 1.01× 2.02× 1.56× 1.01× 1.03× 3.33×
Strawman 1b 0.94× 1.00× 2.00× 1.78× 1.00× 1.03× 3.53×
Strawman 1c 1.83× 1.06× 2.01× 1.83× 1.00× 1.03× 3.46×
Power Sum 0.94× 1.00× 1.03× 1.07× 1.00× 1.03× 3.55×

(a) Scenario #2: Connection-splitting PEP emulation.

Data Sender→ ←Proxy ←Data Receiver
Pkts Bytes Pkts Bytes Pkts Bytes Goodput

QUIC E2E 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00× 1.00×
Strawman 1a 0.96× 1.00× 9.94× 4.99× 0.04× 0.08× 1.02×
Strawman 1b 0.96× 1.00× 9.95× 7.13× 0.04× 0.08× 1.02×
Strawman 1c 1.91× 1.05× 9.73× 7.41× 0.04× 0.08× 0.97×
Power Sum 0.96× 1.00× 1.09× 2.56× 0.04× 0.08× 0.98×

(b) Scenario #3: ACK reduction.

Figure 7: Link overheads for a 10 MB upload. The cells rep-
resent the multiplier relative to the end-to-end QUIC baseline
for each type of quACK. Lower is better for number of pack-
ets and bytes sent on a link. Higher goodput is better. Robin’s
power sum quACK achieves the success metric for each sce-
nario without incurring the link overheads of the strawmen.
We did not evaluate the contrived protocol in Scenario #1.

additional bytes use up bandwidth, and additional packets use
up CPU. Figure 7 shows the number of packets and bytes sent
at each node comparing the strawmen and power sum quACK
to no sidekick connection at all.

Using power sum quACKs increases the packets sent from
the proxy to the data sender by 3-9%. These packets either
consist mostly of end-to-end ACKs which are sent every
packet in quiche, or end-to-end ACKs that have been re-
placed by quACKs in the ACK reduction scenario. We did
not evaluate Scenario #1 because it is based on a contrived
protocol that lacks many of these features, and the link over-
heads would not really make sense.

This overhead is representative of the CPU overhead at
the client, since quACKs and ACKs take a similar number of
cycles to process. In an experiment with Scenario #2 during
a period of ≈ 90k incoming packets, ACKs took on average
26065 cycles to process while the quACKs took 26369 cycles,
1% more. These cycles come from, i.e., the complex recovery
and loss detection algorithms implemented at the end host.

The strawmen have significantly higher link overheads com-
pared to the power sum quACK. The proxy sends up to 10×
more packets using Strawman 1a, and also slightly harms the
goodput in the congestion control scenario. The reduced good-
put is due to the sender mis-identifying received packets as
dropped due to dropped quACKs. The proxy achieves higher
goodput with Strawman 1b but sends more bytes. Strawman
1c increases the link overheads at both the proxy and the data
sender due to larger TCP headers and TCP ACKs. We did not
evaluate Strawman 2 due to its impractical decode time.
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Figure 8: Real-world results. Experiments were run in a mod-
erately well-attended office environment over a Friday after-
noon. Trials alternate between the baseline and the sidekick
to account for variability in time of day.

6.6 End-to-End Real World Experiments

We discuss the results of our experiments replicating two of
our scenarios in the real world, using as context these main
differences between emulation and the real-world:

• The RTT is more variable as it depends on interactions
in the wireless medium and the shared cellular path.

• Wireless loss can be more variable as nearby 2.4 GHz
devices and physical barriers may interfere with the link.
Wireless loss also tends to be more clustered in practice.

• The available bandwidth on the shared cellular path is
more variable, and depends on the time of day.

Figure 8 shows the results of running the low-latency media
and connection-splitting PEP emulation experiments in the
real-world. The baseline protocol with a sidekick is able to
reduce the 99th percentile de-jitter latency of an audio stream
from 2.3 seconds to 204 ms—about a 91% reduction—and
improve the goodput of a 50 MB HTTP/3 upload by about
50%. Although the improvements are more conservative com-
pared to emulation in Figure 4a and Figure 4b, each case still
benefits the base protocol under all circumstances, compared
to end-to-end mechanisms alone.

Part of the difference can be attributed to the network set-
ting. When there is no loss on the near path segment, as can
occasionally happen in a real Wi-Fi link, we do not expect to
see a difference with a sidekick. When there is more loss on
the far path segment, which is variable and depends on the
time, we expect the benefit of the sidekick to be less since
this equally affects the performance of the base protocol.

The other part of the difference could be made up by future
work that better adapts a sidekick connection to real-world
variability: The client could improve path segment RTT es-
timation based on when the proxy receives packets, and use
this dynamic estimate in the calculation of r used in β and C.
The client could also use this estimate to dynamically adjust
the quACK interval. Finally, we could analyze theoretically
how PACUBIC responds to traffic patterns in the real world.
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7 Limitations
The sidekick approach, and our experiments, are subject to
some limitations, which we describe briefly here.

Multipath scenarios. We have only considered sidekick
proxies along a single path, and not thought extensively
about how quACKs would interact with protocols such as
TCPLS [57] that use multiple paths or streams, or even mul-
tipath QUIC [18]. To begin thinking about this question, we
would have a more complex model of the network: multiple
PEPs along a single path, multiple paths each with varying
numbers of PEPs, and so on. The proxy can include additional
information in the sidekick-reply packet to indicate which
path the PEP assistance is on, and the sender can infer from
the RTT how far along a path each PEP is relative to others.
New sidekick algorithms that come from this model could di-
agnose troublesome paths, or better allocate network traffic in
a multipath connection. Existing algorithms could be applied
to individual paths as if they were single-path connections.

Even more diverse network scenarios. The three scenar-
ios we explored all consisted of a lossy Wi-Fi link and a
high-latency WAN link. Not all scenarios will be favorable to
the sidekick protocol we designed. If the “lossy” section of a
network path were on the far path segment from the sender,
the sender would not have any more information about the
problematic link. To accomodate scenarios like this, sidekick
protocols will need more features. For example, the proxy
would need some way to receive quACKs from the data re-
ceiver, as well as a mechanism to buffer and retransmit pack-
ets [2, 10].

There are likely other scenarios that could benefit from side-
kick protocols as described, but we did not evaluate them. For
example, if we replaced the lossy Wi-Fi link with a modern
wireless link that has a fluctuating physical capacity [9,37,52],
the sender may be able to more quickly adapt and make data
available for transmission whenever capacity intermittently
becomes available.

Practical deployment. The implementation of Robin exists
as a research system that has been evaluated in emulation and
a limited set of real-world scenarios. Since sidekick protocols
require the cooperation of middleboxes and client applica-
tions, more work will be needed to standardize the discovery
protocol and wire format of sidekick messages described in
Section 4, ideally with interest from the IETF. The standards
will need to establish several design choices such as how iden-
tifiers are computed, how quACKs are transmitted, and the
exact mechanisms for security and backwards compatibility.
We may also want to standardize sender behavior for specific
base protocols, though this could be opaque except to the
sender.

The deployment of sidekick protocols can be gradual and
backwards-compatible with parties that are either unaware of
or do not want to participate in sidekick protocols. To migrate

existing client applications, one needs to modify the code to
discover a PEP and use information in a quACK to inform
the base protocol. To migrate middleboxes, they would need
to be modified to listen for sidekick-request markers, then
accumulate and send quACKs for participating connections.

Deeper analysis of path-aware congestion control. The
correspondence between endpoint-driven PACUBIC and
“split CUBIC” is good, and both are better than end-to-end
CUBIC in Figure 6), but not exact. The appropriateness of
the PACUBIC heuristic, and in general the idea of path-aware
congestion control, needs to be further explored. We discuss
this more in Appendix A.

8 Conclusion
We presented sidekick protocols: an alternate approach to
PEPs that leaves the underlying protocol opaque and unmod-
ified on the wire. We described a mathematical technique
called a quACK that enables middleboxes to refer to packets
of the underlying connection without the ability to observe
cleartext sequence numbers. We augmented a streaming pro-
tocol and a production QUIC implementation (Cloudflare
quiche) to make use of information arriving from a proxy
on a sidekick connection, including a path-aware congestion-
control mechanism called PACUBIC. In emulation and a real-
world evaluation, the sidekick protocol was able to improve
the performance—tail latency, throughput, or energy usage—
of these end-to-end base protocols without modifying the wire
format or security properties.
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A Intuitive Analysis of PACUBIC
Here, we dive deeper into the intuition behind the PACUBIC
constants (Section 4.3.2), including how they were derived
and why the PACUBIC algorithm achieves similar congestion
behavior to the CUBIC algorithm in a split connection—we
call this behavior “split CUBIC”.

Consider the same network topology as Figure 1 in which
a data sender uploads a large file to a data receiver, with help
from a sidekick proxy in the middle of the connection. The
near path segment connects the sender to the proxy, and the
far path segment connects the proxy to the receiver. The near
segment is low-delay with varying random loss, and the far
segment is high-delay with no random loss. The far segment
is the bottleneck link in terms of bandwidth. The actual link
parameters are the same as in Scenario #2 of Table 5.

We first discuss how split CUBIC would behave in this
setting to conceptually motivate PACUBIC. Consider the con-
gestion windows of each half of the split connection, one taken
at the data sender and one at the proxy (Figures 9a and 9d).
The far path segment experiences only congestive loss, lead-
ing the window at the proxy to fluctuate around the segment’s
BDP regardless of the loss on the near path segment. The
window at the data sender independently determines whether
the packets that reach the proxy will be able to fully utilize
the window set at the far path segment. The data sender is
able to achieve this at low random loss rates, but becomes the
bottleneck as loss rates increase (Figure 6).

While split CUBIC has two windows, PACUBIC only has
one window representing the in-flight bytes of the end-to-
end connection. PACUBIC considers loss detected from both
quACKs and end-to-end ACKs. Conceptually, we want an
algorithm that would enable PACUBIC’s single congestion
window to match the sum of CUBIC’s two congestion win-
dows, or the total number of in-flight bytes.

With no random loss on the near path segment, PACUBIC
(Figure 9b) behaves the same as normal CUBIC (Figure 9c).
The congestion window is entirely governed by end-to-end
ACKs since the far path segment is the bottleneck link. Note
that while the sender may be able to deduce that a loss oc-
curred on the far path segment by combining info from the
quACK with the end-to-end ACK, PACUBIC conservatively
treats the loss as occurring anywhere on the path.

With some random loss on the near path segment, PACU-
BIC grows and reduces cwnd based on where the last con-
gestion event occurs (Figure 9e). Note that if the congestion
window cwnd represents the bytes in-flight in the end-to-end
connection, then r · cwnd represents the proportion of bytes
in-flight on the near path segment. At a high level, if the data
sender discovers loss on the near path segment via the quACK,
it holds the (1− r) · cwnd portion of the “far window” con-
stant while applying the CUBIC algorithm to the remaining
r ·wmax of the “near window,” representing the bottleneck
link.
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Figure 9: Congestion window of a long-running upload in Scenario #2 (Table 5) with 0% and 1% loss on the near path segmenet.
The cwnd is measured at the data sender, except for split CUBIC whose split connection also has a cwnd at the proxy. PACUBIC
reacts to every congestion event while keeping the cwnd high. CUBIC performs poorly when there is loss on the near path
segment. CUBIC and PACUBIC are implemented in QUIC, while split CUBIC is implemented in TCP using a PEP.

Mathematically, instead of reducing wmax, the window size
just before the last reduction, by (1−β∗) ·wmax, PACUBIC
reduces it by only [1− (1− r(1−β∗))] ·wmax = r(1−β∗) ·
wmax. That is r times the original reduction, a smaller amount.
We use the RTT ratio r (near path segment to end-to-end) as
a proxy for the ratio of the number of in-flight bytes.

Similarly, instead of using a cubic growth function
with scaling factor C∗ and inflection point K = K∗ =

3
√

wmax(1−β∗)/C∗, we use a larger scaling factor C =C∗/r3

and thus a shorter inflection point

K =
3

√
wmax(1−β)

C
= 3

√
r ·wmax(1−β∗)

C∗/r3 = r4/3 ·K∗.

The shorter inflection point leads the congestion window to
grow more quickly since the sender also reacts to feedback
about loss more quickly over the low-delay link.

At times, there can be loss detected both in quACKs and
in end-to-end ACKs. The end-to-end ACKs have a greater
effect since they reduce the congestion window by a larger
proportion, until the remaining path segment with loss is the
bottleneck link. In this scenario with loss, the bottleneck link
at equilibrium is the near path segment. At this point, the
quACK primarily determines the congestion window updates.
If the far path segment were to become the bottleneck again,
the data sender would detect a congestion event via the end-
to-end ACK.

PACUBIC has several limitations. Although it beats end-
to-end CUBIC, it still performs worse than split CUBIC, es-
pecially at high loss rates (Figure 6). Also, it doesn’t consider
loss on the far path segment any differently than original
CUBIC, unlike split CUBIC which treats the two split con-
nections independently. PACUBIC emulates the congestion
control behavior and fairness of split CUBIC fairly well as a
heuristic, but would benefit from an analysis in a wider variety
of network scenarios. It would also benefit from a side-by-
side fairness comparison against other congestion control
algorithms that perform well in the same scenarios. We’d like
the primary takeaway of PACUBIC to be that knowing where
loss occurs can cleverly inform congestion control.
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Abstract
Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)

presents a promising avenue for fulfilling the essential per-
ception and localization tasks in autonomous driving sys-
tems using cost-effective visual sensors. Nevertheless, exist-
ing visual SLAM frameworks often suffer from substantial
cumulative errors and performance degradation in compli-
cated driving scenarios. In this paper, we propose VILAM,
a novel framework that leverages intelligent roadside infras-
tructures to realize high-precision and globally consistent
localization and mapping on autonomous vehicles. The key
idea of VILAM is to utilize the precise scene measurement
from the infrastructure as global references to correct errors
in the local map constructed by the vehicle. To overcome the
unique deformation in the 3D local map to align it with the
infrastructure measurement, VILAM proposes a novel elas-
tic point cloud registration method that enables independent
optimization of different parts of the local map. Moreover,
VILAM adopts a lightweight factor graph construction and
optimization to first correct the vehicle trajectory, and thus
reconstruct the consistent global map efficiently. We imple-
ment the VILAM end-to-end on a real-world smart lamppost
testbed in multiple road scenarios. Extensive experiment re-
sults show that VILAM can achieve decimeter-level local-
ization and mapping accuracy with consumer-level onboard
cameras and is robust under diverse road scenarios. A video
demo of VILAM on our real-world testbed is available at
https://youtu.be/lTlqDNipDVE.

1 Introduction

Visual SLAM utilizes video streams from cameras as input,
reconstructs the 3D map of the unknown environment, and
simultaneously determines the position and orientation of
cameras with respect to their surroundings [5, 10, 13, 38]. It
holds the potential to enable the critical perception and local-
ization tasks required in autonomous driving systems [6, 44],

∗Corresponding author.

especially in challenging environments characterized by the
absence of traffic semantics, the lack of high-precision local-
ization and prior driving maps, or where the road surroundings
undergoes frequent structural changes. However, as an online
localization and mapping paradigm, visual SLAM systems
are vulnerable to cumulative drift caused by inherent sensor
noises of commodity cameras as well as errors from the fea-
ture point extraction and matching algorithms [23]. A recent
study [45] shows that current visual SLAM systems can yield
up to 75m of cumulative drift after mapping 2.6km on real
roads. A similar result is also shown in our real-world case
study where a state-of-the-art visual SLAM algorithm [4]
exhibits a drift of over 10m in map construction after a 400m
drive on a campus road. Such drift not only leads to significant
deviations in vehicle localization but also causes inconsisten-
cies in the constructed 3D map, posing a substantial challenge
to the reliability of autonomous driving systems.

To address these challenges, existing studies propose to em-
ploy loop-closures [4, 46] or integrate high-precision GNSS
locations [5, 7] as global references for error correction. How-
ever, loop-closure methods require the presence of looped
paths in vehicle trajectories, which is uncommon in au-
tonomous driving situations. GNSS-based methods rely on
centimeter-level accuracy GNSS-RTK equipment that can
cost up to $4,000 per suite [1] and the availability of GPS sig-
nals. Such limitations present significant barriers for adoption
in a variety of application scenarios, such as self-parking in un-
derground garages or autonomous driving in urban canyons.

In this work, we exploit intelligent roadside infrastructure
as a promising solution for enhancing vehicular SLAM. In-
telligent roadside infrastructures, equipped with LiDARs and
compute units, are increasingly available not only on public
roads [8] but also in places like campuses [20] and parking
lots [11, 35]. In particular, LiDARs are being progressively
deployed on roadside infrastructures due to their decreasing
prices in recent years [2]. Thanks to their stationary nature,
infrastructures can obtain accurate localization and measure-
ments of the environmental structure, which can serve as
reliable references to correct the cumulative drift in vehic-
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ular SLAM. By opportunistically exploiting the references
from infrastructure nodes along the road, vehicles can achieve
high-performance visual SLAM over long-distance driving
without looped paths or GNSS devices.

This paper proposes VILAM, the first infrastructure-
assisted vehicular SLAM system that harnesses LiDAR mea-
surements from distributed roadside infrastructure in real time.
In designing VILAM, we address several key challenges. First,
due to the cumulative drift in visual SLAM, the local map con-
structed by the vehicle suffers irregular deformation, making
its alignment with global references challenging. We address
this challenge by devising a novel elastic alignment approach,
which optimizes each part of the local map independently to
maximum overlap with global references. Second, roadside
infrastructures may be installed sporadically on roadways.
Therefore, merely aligning the local map with the global ref-
erences is insufficient for obtaining a consistent global map.
VILAM adopts a novel factor graph optimization method to
infer the global map efficiently based on the local map and the
alignment results. Third, the vast volume of raw LiDAR point
clouds makes it challenging to share with passing vehicles.
Meanwhile, dynamic objects such as vehicles and pedestri-
ans can significantly deteriorate the scene measurements on
the infrastructure. VILAM proposes a lightweight solution,
which removes the low-occupancy segments of the accumu-
lated point cloud based on the mobility of objects and reduces
the redundancy and amount of 3D points to be shared while
ensuring the accuracy of the static scene measurement. Lastly,
VILAM does not require high-end sensors or localization de-
vices on vehicles. This facilitates a new mapping paradigm
for autonomous driving, especially beneficial in environments
lacking pre-loaded HD maps.

We have implemented VILAM end-to-end on a smart lamp-
post testbed, spanning multiple real-world road scenarios. We
collect a new dataset that covers a total of 17.6km of driving
trajectories with 44 infrastructure nodes in five typical road
scenarios. Our extensive evaluation shows that VILAM ex-
hibits a localization error within 0.5m and a mapping error
within 0.7m, which are less than 15% and 40% of the er-
rors of state-of-the-art baselines, respectively, even when the
coverage of roadside infrastructure is as low as 20%. More-
over, VILAM only transmits compact scene measurements at
around 236KB per frame, which reduces the data volume by
about 90× and 17× compared with raw and down-sampled
point clouds, respectively. Lastly, VILAM achieves an end-to-
end system latency within 350ms for global map correction
while updating the local map and vehicle localization at 15Hz.
A demo video of VILAM on our real-world testbed is avail-
able at https://youtu.be/lTlqDNipDVE.

2 Related Work

Visual SLAM. Visual SLAM is a specialized branch of
SLAM that utilizes visual sensor data, typically from one

or multiple cameras, to perform simultaneous mapping and
localization. Existing visual SLAM methods [3, 7, 27, 49]
build visual maps of 3D distinctive points by aggregating the
extracted features from the input images. However, due to the
noisy sensor measurements and the errors of feature match-
ing, such methods suffer from cumulative errors over a period
of exploration. Some works [4, 28, 38] utilize loop closure
detection to eliminate such errors, which is not reliable in au-
tonomous driving scenarios as vehicles rarely revisit the exact
same locations in a short time. Some studies [17, 29, 48] con-
struct globally consistent maps by merging the SLAM maps
from multiple agents. However, they require the agents to fre-
quently communicate with others and create overlapped maps
actively. This requirement complicates the deployment of
such methods in autonomous driving, where latency and com-
putational efficiency are paramount. Other works [7, 25, 37]
eliminate the cumulative errors by incorporating global con-
straints, such as global positioning from GNSS sensors. How-
ever, high-precision RTK-GNSS units are highly expensive,
while the consumer-grade GNSS measurement is insufficient
to effectively correct cumulative errors in SLAM. Further-
more, these methods tend to fail in environments where GNSS
signals are not available, such as underground parking lots
and urban canyons.
Camera-LiDAR Fusion. Previous research [32, 34, 42, 52]
explore the fusion of camera images and LiDAR point clouds,
with a focus on leveraging the strengths of these two sensors
to enhance the perception abilities of autonomous vehicles
across diverse scenarios. However, these fusion approaches
assume that the camera and LiDAR are mounted together
on the vehicle and are precisely calibrated. Therefore, they
cannot cope with the unique fusion problem in infrastructure
vehicle cooperative systems, where the LiDAR and cameras
are typically separated, and the relative positions constantly
change as the vehicle moves. Some studies [30, 39] can re-
solve the relative offset between the camera and LiDAR by
registering camera images to LiDAR point clouds, thereby
accomplishing sensor data fusion. However, the applicability
of these methods is often challenged as their performance
relies on the number of feature correspondences between the
image and point cloud pair. Due to the significant difference
in sensor perspectives between vehicles and infrastructure,
there are generally fewer corresponding features.
Infrastructure-assisted Localization and Mapping. The uti-
lization of smart roadside infrastructure to assist autonomous
vehicles is an emerging paradigm [33, 47]. Previous works
have utilized wireless communication devices like WiFi [19]
and UWB [15] on the infrastructures to achieve vehicle local-
ization. However, roadside devices can only provide vehicles
with approximate single-point location information, making
it challenging to aid vehicles in map construction tasks. Some
studies [22, 31] utilize pre-installed visual indicators, such as
QR code markers, as references for vehicle localization. How-
ever, their effectiveness diminishes as the distance between
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(a) The real-world test scene and the test vehicle.

(b) Trajectory estimated by visual SLAM.

Figure 1: A motivational case study. (a) An example scenario
where the test vehicle drives through a long road. (b) The
errors of the vehicle’s trajectory estimated by visual SLAM
without correction and the GPS localization samples.

the vehicle and the marker increases, making them unreli-
able for practical driving scenarios. Some studies [16, 18, 43]
achieve vehicle localization by aligning the semantic cor-
respondences observed collectively by both infrastructure
and vehicles, thereby accomplishing perception fusion. These
studies predominantly focus on localization within the per-
ception range of a single infrastructure and the construction
of local maps. Moreover, to ensure alignment accuracy, these
studies usually require the equipping of high-precision Li-
DAR on both vehicle and infrastructure sides.

3 Background and Motivation

3.1 Preliminaries of SLAM Systems
SLAM technology constructs a 3D feature point map of an
unknown environment while simultaneously determining the
vehicle’s localization within the map using onboard visual-
inertial sensors, such as cameras and IMUs. Practical SLAM
systems exhibit considerable diversity in their implementa-
tions, yet most systems typically consist of the following three
modules:

Tracking. The tracking module goes through several key
steps. First, it detects 2D feature points within the current
image frame. Each point corresponds to a 3D map point m
in the environment and has a feature descriptor f. Then, these
feature points are matched with those in a previous keyframe
[50] according to the similarity of f, establishing associations
between the current frame and the keyframes. By combin-
ing information on the feature associations and IMU mea-
surements, this tracking module computes the relative pose
between the current frame and the keyframe. This process
constantly updates the vehicle’s localization w.r.t the starting
position.

Local Mapping. This module continuously collects track-
ing results from each individual image frame within a local
sliding window. It then leverages Bundle Adjustment [4] to
construct a 3D feature point map and estimate the vehicle’s
trajectory within that window. The feature point map is repre-
sented as a set of 3D map points and their feature descriptors:
M =

{
(m j ∈ R3, f j)

∣∣ j < N
}

, where m j is the 3D coordinates
of the jth map point, and f j is the corresponding feature de-
scriptor. N denotes the total number of landmarks in the map.
The estimated vehicle trajectory is a sequence of transforma-
tion matrices T = {T0,T1, · · · ,Ti, · · ·}. Ti = (Ri, ti) ∈ SE3
is the estimation of the vehicle’s pose at time i, where Ri
and ti denote the rotation and translation components of the
pose, respectively. Note that M and T are generated in the
local coordinate frame, whose origin is the starting point of
the SLAM. In practical driving scenarios, M and T are typi-
cally approximated to the global coordinate frame using the
vehicle’s initial localization as the starting point.

Error Minimization. This module rectifies the accumu-
lated errors in the estimated map and constructs a consistent
global map. These errors mainly stem from factors like the
sensor noises as well as feature mismatching during tracking
and are integrated into the map frame-by-frame, eventually
leading to an offset in the map. Most methods employ Loop
Correction [23] to minimize such errors. When vehicles re-
visit a previously traversed area, the module identifies key
features in the current frame, matches them with those stored
in the map from previous visits, and then detects if a loop path
exists. It then performs adjustments on the map points and the
estimated trajectory to ensure consistency on the loop path,
thereby mitigating accumulated errors. Some methods also
utilize periodic global positional information, such as GNSS
locations [5,25,37], to limit the growth of accumulated errors.

3.2 Limitations of SLAM

SLAM technologies can encounter unique challenges in au-
tonomous driving scenarios. To illustrate these challenges, we
present a motivating case study highlighting the limitations
of SLAM in the context of autonomous driving.

We conducted a test drive using a vehicle along a campus
road of around 450m, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The test vehicle
is equipped with a RealSense camera, a consumer-level GPS
receiver, and a high-precision RTK unit. We employ ORB-
SLAM3 [4], a state-of-the-art visual SLAM algorithm widely
adopted in both research and industry, to process vehicle cam-
era images. Fig. 1(b) presents a comparison between the
vehicle trajectory estimated by ORB-SLAM3 and the ground
truth trajectory recorded by the high-precision RTK unit. Ini-
tially (e.g., within the first 100m), the estimated trajectory
closely aligns with the ground truth. However, as the vehicle
continues to drive, a noticeable offset occurs. As discussed in
Sec. 3.1, this offset is attributed to accumulated errors from
the tracking module. In driving scenarios, due to the pres-
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Figure 2: The architecture of VILAM. The orange and blue boxes denote infrastructure and vehicle operations, respectively.

ence of dynamic objects and the rapid perspective changes
caused by high driving speed, incorrect feature associations
between consecutive frames can lead to more severe pose
estimation errors than in robotic applications. Lacking exter-
nal supervision, these errors accumulate over time, leading to
increasingly significant deviations in the vehicle’s trajectory.
For example, as shown in Fig. 1(b), when the trajectory length
exceeds 400m, the offset can exceed 10m.

While Loop Correction can minimize the cumulative er-
rors, it requires the vehicle to revisit previously traversed
locations frequently to establish loop constraints. Such an
approach might be practical in small-scale indoor localization
scenarios. However, autonomous vehicles often travel long
distances, and their trajectory planners aim to minimize re-
dundant routes. Consequently, the commonly seen trajectory
of the vehicles is as shown in Fig. 1(a). This characteristic
reduces the frequency of loop closure opportunities compared
to other SLAM applications like indoor robotics. Additionally,
road and traffic conditions can change rapidly in autonomous
driving scenarios. Conventional loop closure methods may
struggle to handle dynamic objects and changing environ-
ments. For those methods that utilize global positioning to
mitigate accumulated errors, Fig. 1(b) shows that consumer-
level GPS cannot consistently provide accurate localization
(with an average error exceeding 5m). In certain scenarios
(such as underground parking garages), vehicles can even fail
to obtain GNSS signals for extended periods. Therefore, a
significant gap remains between existing visual SLAM tech-
nologies and the vision of applying SLAM in autonomous
driving.

4 System Design

4.1 System Overview
As discussed in Sec. 3.2, visual SLAM technology faces sub-
stantial challenges in driving scenarios due to significant map-
ping errors in complex traffic environments and the unrelia-

bility of error correction methods. This work addresses these
challenges by utilizing intelligent roadside infrastructure to
enhance vehicle SLAM. The stationary nature of the roadside
infrastructure enables it to obtain accurate measurements of
the environmental structure and global localization, which
serve as reliable references to correct the accumulative errors
in visual SLAM. By receiving and exploiting such references
when continuously passing infrastructure nodes, vehicles can
achieve high-performance SLAM over extensive distances in
the absence of looped paths or precise global localization.

We propose VILAM, the first infrastructure-assisted vehi-
cle SLAM system that harnesses LiDAR measurements from
distributed roadside infrastructures as global references to en-
hance visual SLAM on the vehicle in real time. Fig. 2 shows
the overview of VILAM. Specifically, VILAM consists of one
module on infrastructure and three modules on the vehicle.

On the infrastructure side, the infrastructure measure-
ment extraction module (Sec. 4.3) periodically extracts a
lightweight scene representation from the accumulated infras-
tructure LiDAR point clouds. By filtering out dynamic objects
and merging redundant points, it obtains a high-quality yet
compact measurement of the environmental structure. This
refined measurement, along with the infrastructure’s location,
are utilized as global references and broadcast to all nearby
vehicles.

On the vehicle side, the local map construction (Sec. 4.2)
module employs existing visual SLAM modules based on
the onboard sensor to keep constructing an initial 3D local
map. To be compatible with diverse visual SLAM frame-
works, it extracts three types of data that are common to most
of the existing approaches: the feature point map, the his-
torical vehicle localization (i.e., the vehicle trajectory), and
the visibility relationship between them, for the following
processing with the infrastructure measurement. Once the ve-
hicle receives the global reference from the infrastructure, the
vehicle-infrastructure alignment (Sec. 4.4) module aligns the
local feature point map with the infrastructure measurement
to correct the overlapped part of the local map and the latest
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vehicle trajectory. In particular, we devise a novel elastic align-
ment approach to address the deformation in local 3D maps
that renders conventional rigid-oriented point cloud registra-
tion methods ineffective. Finally, the global map correction
(Sec. 4.5) module leverages the corrected part of the vehicle
trajectory to amend the historical vehicle trajectory and the
entire feature point map. This module adopts a novel factor
graph-based representation to encode only the lightweight
vehicle trajectory and the alignment results. By optimizing
the factor graph to iteratively correct the historical trajectory,
it can infer a consistent global map efficiently based on the
visibility relationship between the vehicle trajectory and the
initial feature point map. To minimize compute overhead, the
local map construction module runs continuously to update
the local map and vehicle trajectory. Concurrently, the vehicle-
infrastructure alignment and global map correction modules,
triggered by global references from the infrastructure, oper-
ate in parallel. This parallel processing strategy guarantees
efficient computation and timely updates for the map and
localization.

4.2 Local Map Construction
We employ the tracking and the local mapping modules from
visual SLAM frameworks (see Sec. 3.1) on the vehicle to
continuously estimate the vehicle localization and construct
an initial local map based on the camera image sequences.
However, existing visual SLAM frameworks exhibit diverse
designs due to varying sensor configurations and feature ex-
traction methods [4, 38, 53], resulting in a multitude of map
representations and data formats. To ensure robust compatibil-
ity across these visual SLAM frameworks, VILAM carefully
extracts three data types: (i) The initial 3D feature point map
M . (ii) The estimated vehicle trajectory T . (iii) The visibility
relationship C between M and T . This visibility relationship
indicates that a feature point in M can be observed by the
vehicle at different positions along T , denoted by a set of
tuples as

C =
{
(i, j,u,v)

∣∣Ti ∈ T ,m j ∈ M , u,v ∈ Z
}

(1)

where the tuple (i, j,u,v) indicates that the map point m j
can be observed by vehicle at pose Ti, and this observation
corresponds to a 2D feature point (u,v) on the camera image
captured at Ti. These three types of data are common to most
existing visual SLAM pipelines, depicting all the map point
information in the initial local map and the spatial-temporal
relationships between them.

4.3 Infrastructure Measurement Extraction
This module runs on each roadside infrastructure node to
generate an accurate 3D measurement of the surrounding en-
vironment with precise localization, utilizing the data from
the LiDAR on the infrastructure. This measurement is a set of

points processed from LiDAR point clouds over a period of
time. Thanks to the precise nature of LiDAR and the immov-
able location of the infrastructure, these points have global
coordinates with errors within millimeters. Therefore, mea-
surements from infrastructure distributed along the vehicle
trajectory can serve as ideal global references to assist visual
SLAM.
Measurement Extraction. LiDAR point clouds can be highly
dynamic in traffic scenarios due to moving objects such as
vehicles and pedestrians. Points belonging to moving ob-
jects may not have correspondences in the 3D local map
constructed by the vehicle and thus cannot be used as global
references for visual SLAM. Existing methods [14] for filter-
ing moving objects, which typically use deep neural networks,
can cause substantial computation overhead. Inspired by [24],
we design a lightweight approach to eliminate the dynamic
points, utilizing the accumulated point cloud over a period of
time. Moreover, such accumulated point clouds have higher
resolution to achieve a more accurate measurement of the en-
vironment structure. Specifically, we accumulate the LiDAR
frames over a time period (e.g., 5 seconds) as a dense point
cloud. We then voxelize this point cloud into voxel grids and
calculate the occupancy of each grid (i.e., the number of points
located in that grid). Static objects are present at consistent
positions across all the LiDAR frames so the corresponding
voxels have higher occupancy, and vice versa. Therefore, we
filter out the points in voxels with low occupancy and merge
the rest of the points to the center of each voxel, thus obtaining
an accurate but extremely compact measurement of the static
scene. Finally, we estimate the planar feature (i.e., the param-
eter of the tangent plane) for each point in the remaining point
cloud and combine it as the feature of this point. Note that
planar features not only are presented in the structures like
roads and walls, but also can be extracted by differentiation
from curved surfaces such as tree trunks. We denote the final
point set from the kth infrastructure node as Pk.
I-V Transmission. Given that Pk comprises only informa-
tion regarding static scenes around the infrastructure, it can
maintain consistency over a period of time. This allows for
low-frequency measurement extraction on the infrastructure
and a one-shot operation to transmit the measurement from
the infrastructure to each vehicle. This approach substantially
diminishes the computational and communication overhead
on the infrastructure. Moreover, the measurement of an in-
frastructure node can be broadcast to all passing vehicles, en-
hancing the scalability of this infrastructure-assisted SLAM
framework.

4.4 Vehicle-Infrastructure Alignment

When the vehicle passes an infrastructure node, there is usu-
ally a significant overlap between the field of views of the
sensors on the vehicle and the infrastructure, which means
that the LiDAR measurement from the infrastructure (i.e., Pk)
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and the corresponding part of the vehicle’s local map (i.e., M )
depict the same scene. Since Pk and M are both represented
by 3D point sets with real-world coordinates, by aligning M
to the global reference Pk, the vehicle can correct the errors
in the overlapped part of M and the corresponding part of
vehicle trajectory T . We denoted these local map and vehicle
trajectory segments as M̃ and T̃ , respectively.

Conventional point cloud alignment algorithms, also known
as point cloud registration, are predicated on the rigid-body
assumption of point clouds, making them ill-suited for this
alignment task. These algorithms assume a rigid-body trans-
formation relationship between M̃ and Pk, suggesting that
the misalignment for each map point m j in M̃ is uniform.
However, as discussed in Sec. 3.1, M is accumulated frame-
by-frame during the visual SLAM process on the vehicle,
with errors from both feature point extraction and vehicle
pose estimation being integrated and compounded in M . As
a result, the misalignment distribution between each segment
of M̃ and the corresponding segment in Pk is not uniform.

To address this issue, we design an elastic point cloud
registration approach. Our key idea is to optimize each part of
M̃ independently to achieve maximum overlap with Pk after
alignment. This optimization is conducted based on two types
of constraint: geometry constraint and visibility constraint.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the geometric constraint restricts the
points in M̃ to their closest planes in Pk, while the visibility
constraint further optimizes the position of each point in the
plane using its coordinates from different viewpoints on the
trajectory.
Geometry Constraint. We first associate each map point
m j with a plane in Pk by searching its nearest plane feature
(n j,q j) estimated during infrastructure measurement extrac-
tion (see Sec. 4.3), where n j represents the plane’s normal
vector and q j denotes the plane’s center. The distance from
m j to the plane can be calculated by:

dgeo(m j) = (m j −q j)
T ·n j (2)

which denotes the misalignment between m j and its cor-
responding object in Pk. Therefore, we aim to minimize
dgeo(m j) across the map segment M̃ to constrain all the map
points closer to Pk.
Visibility Constraint. The geometry constraint can locate
m j to a plane but cannot determine its position within the
plane. We propose to utilize the vehicle’s visibility of m j at
different positions on T̃ to further constrain its coordinate.
As discussed in Sec. 3.1, a map point m j can be observed by
the vehicle from different locations on the trajectory, which
is represented by the visibility relationship C . We project
m j back to the images captured at these locations. If m j is
accurate, its projection point should be consistent with the
corresponding 2D feature point. We calculate the distance
between them by:

rvis(m j, T̃ ) = ∑
i

∥∥∥π
(
(Ti)

−1m j
)
− (u,v)T

∥∥∥ (3)

where π(·) denotes the projection function and (i, j,u,v) ∈
C . Therefore, minimizing rvis(m j, T̃ ) provides another con-
straint on the map points to ensure their consistency from
different viewpoints on the vehicle trajectory.

By combining the two types of constraints across all map
points, we formulate the point cloud alignment of M̃ and T̃
as an optimization problem:

T̃ ∗,M̃ ∗ = arg min
T̃ ,M̃

∑
j

∥∥∥[dgeo
rvis

]∥∥∥2

2
(4)

where we leverage 2-norm to combine dgeo and rvis as they
can be approximated as the normal and radial distances be-
tween m j and the groundtruth, since dgeo are usually parallel
to the direction of the vehicle due to the depth estimation error,
while the rvis are within the image plane, which is usually per-
pendicular to the vehicle direction. Given the high dimension
of the optimization variables (there can be thousands of map
points in M̃ ), we employ the sparse Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [40] to solve this optimization problem.

4.5 Global Map Correction
After the alignment, we have the latest part of the initial lo-
cal map and the vehicle trajectory corrected (i.e., M̃ ∗ and
T̃ ∗) based on the global references from the infrastructure.
Ideally, if the roadside infrastructure nodes are densely dis-
tributed with their field of view covering the entire road, an
accurate global map can be simply obtained by stitching all
the corrected map segments. However, given the complexity
of real-world road environments and the varied density of
roadside infrastructure distribution, it is challenging for road-
side sensors to achieve comprehensive coverage of roadways.
Therefore, we need to utilize M̃ ∗ and T̃ ∗ to correct the his-
torical part of M and T and obtain a consistent global map.
However, directly conducting the correction on M may incur
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significant compute overhead since numerous map points in
M have to be adjusted one by one based on M̃ ∗. To address
this challenge, we adopt a factor graphed-based representation
to encode only the original vehicle trajectory T and its cor-
rected part T̃ ∗. By optimizing this lightweight factor graph,
we can obtain the corrected historical trajectory and then infer
the entire feature point map efficiently based on it.

Specifically, Fig. 4 shows the construction and optimization
of the factor graph. The nodes in the graph denote the 3D
poses along the original vehicle trajectory T , and the binary
edge Bi+1

i between two neighbor nodes represents the relative
pose transformation between them. For the trajectory segment
T̃ corrected by the global references from the infrastructure,
the corrected coordinate T∗

i acts as the factor of the node Ti.
We aim to optimize the value of nodes without factors based
on all the binary edges and the factors. It can be described by
the following optimization problem:

T ∗ = argmin
T

∑
Ti∈T

∥∥∥E
(

Ti+1,TiBi+1
i

)∥∥∥2
+ ∑

T∗
i ∈ ˜T ∗

∥∥∥E
(

Ti,T∗
i

)∥∥∥2

,

(5)
where E(·, ·) calculates the errors between two poses. This
problem can be efficiently solved by the incremental factor
graph optimization method [21], which iteratively corrects
each node value under the constraints of its connected edges
in a propagation manner. After such optimization processing
over the entire graph, we obtain the entire corrected trajectory
T ∗. Utilizing the visibility relationship C between the trajec-
tory and the feature points in M , we can infer the map points
based on T ∗ and finally reconstruct a consistent global map.

5 Testbed and Dataset

Testbed. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) show the setups of the roadside
infrastructure and the test vehicle in the real-world. Each
roadside infrastructure is equipped with two Livox Horizon
LiDARs installed at a height of 3.5m, covering both sides of
the facility in a rear-facing configuration. It should be viable
to apply VILAM’s idea to 3D cameras on the infrastructure,
and we have left this to future work. Additionally, it has an
Nvidia Jetson TX2 computing module with Wi-Fi, capable
of simple local information processing and communicating

LiDARLiDAR

WiFiWiFi
TX2TX2

LiDAR
LiDAR

WiFi
TX2

LiDAR

Camera

LiDARRTK

(a) Roadside infrastructure. (b) Test vehicle.

(c) Test scenarios.

InfrastructureInfrastructureInfrastructure

Figure 5: A real-world smart infrastructure testbed deployed
in diverse scenarios for data collection and system evaluation.

with the vehicle. The vehicle is equipped with a Realsense
D455 camera (with built-in IMU). The camera is only used to
collect raw images and IMU measurements, without depth in-
formation. The on-vehicle computing/communication unit is
a laptop with an AMD Ryzen 2.90GHz CPU and an NVIDIA
RTX 2060 GPU. Additionally, the test vehicle is equipped
with a Livox HAP LiDAR and an Asense ins570d RTK-GNSS
receiver for ground truth collection. Specifically, we repeat-
edly scan the roads with LiDAR and merge the point clouds
offline using an existing mapping system [41] to create the
ground-truth map. The vehicle’s ground-truth trajectory is
obtained by aligning the point cloud frames captured by the
LiDAR with the ground-truth map.
Real-world Dataset. We collect an extensive real-world
dataset across five typical scenarios using our infrastructure
and vehicle testbeds, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Table 1 details
the data collected in each scenario. Each of these scenarios
poses challenges for existing visual SLAM systems: (i) In
the open roads and campus scenarios, there are few closed
loops in the vehicle trajectories. (ii) The industrial park and
underpasses have limited GNSS signal coverage (∼ 60%),
which is completely absent in the underground parking facil-
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Table 1: Summary of the test scenarios, where "Traj." repre-
sents the vehicle trajectories, "GPS" represents the coverage
of GNSS signals in the scenario, "Infra." represents infras-
tructure.

Scenario Traj. length Images GPS Infra. nodes
Open Road 6.6 km 45.1 k ~90% 13

Campus 1.3 km 15.4 k ~80% 8
Industrial park 5.9 km 40.2 k ~60% 9
Underpasses 0.4 km 3.6 k ~60% 4

Underground parking 3.4 km 33.0 k 0% 10

ity. The average infrastructure coverage across all scenarios
is around 60%. We quantify the infrastructure coverage by
calculating the proportion of the vehicle’s ground-truth trajec-
tory positions that fall within the infrastructure’s point cloud.
The inter-infrastructure node distance lies between 20m and
170m. The vehicle’s average speed is 5m/s (up to 10m/s)
due to the speed limits in most test scenarios. In summary,
our dataset covers a total of 17.6km in driving trajectories, in-
cluding 137.3k image frames captured by vehicles and 55.2k
point cloud frames from 44 infrastructure nodes. This research
has been granted IRB approval.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Evaluation Setup and Metrics

6.1.1 Experiment Setup

On the infrastructure side, the data rate of the LiDAR point
cloud is 10 fps. We utilize a 5-second point cloud sequence for
measurement extraction and set the voxel grid size to 0.5m.
On the vehicle side, for the local map construction task, we
configure the vehicle camera to capture images at a data rate
of 15 fps and IMU measurements at 200 fps. We set the image
resolution to 768x480. For the V-I alignment task, we set the
length of the local map segment to 30m.

6.1.2 Evaluation Metrics

APE, ARE and RTE. We employ Average Positioning
Error (APE) and Average Rotation Error (ARE) [36] to
evaluate the absolute accuracy of the trajectory estimated
by the SLAM algorithm. Specifically, APE quantifies the
translational discrepancies between the estimated trajec-
tory and the ground truth trajectory at each frame: APE =
1
n ∑

n
i

∥∥∥Et

(
trans(Test

i ), trans(Tgt
i )

)∥∥∥, where n denotes the
frame number. Similarly, ARE measures the rotational dis-
crepancies between the estimated and the ground truth trajec-
tory: ARE = 1

n ∑
n
i

∥∥∥Er

(
rot(Test

i ),rot(Tgt
i )

)∥∥∥. Furthermore,
we leverage the Relative Trajectory Error (RTE) from the
KITTI Benchmark [12] to compute the degree of trajectory
drift over time.
Chamfer Distance. We adopt the Chamfer Distance (CD)
to assess the difference between the point cloud map X con-
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Figure 6: An end-to-end evaluation in the underground park-
ing scenario. Above: the vehicle trajectory and infrastructure
locations in the test scene. Middle: the error of the estimated
vehicle localization during the driving trace. Bottom: the final
map quality along the vehicle trajectory.

structed by the SLAM algorithm and the ground truth map
Y . CD is computed by summing the squared distances be-
tween nearest neighbor correspondences of two point clouds:
CD(X ,Y ) = ∑x∈X miny∈Y ||x− y||22 +∑y∈Y minx∈X ||x− y||22.

6.1.3 Baselines.

We implement three state-of-the-art visual SLAM algorithms
as baselines. OpenVINS [13] is a conventional local mapping
framework without error minimization. ORB-SLAM3 [4]
and GVINS [5] employ loop-closures and GNSS locations,
respectively, as global constraints to correct the cumulative
drift. VILAM can incorporate all these algorithms within the
local map construction module. However, due to the diverse
GNSS coverage across different test scenarios, we adopt ORB-
SLAM3 in VILAM’s implementation for evaluation unless
otherwise noted.

6.2 End-to-end System Evaluation
We evaluate the end-to-end system performance of VILAM
in real-world scenarios described in Table 1. Fig. 6 illus-
trates the performance of VILAM in the Underground Park-
ing scenario. A video clip of the complete localization and
mapping result of the test vehicle is available at https:
//youtu.be/lTlqDNipDVE. In the upper subfigure, the grey
background represents the floorplan of the parking lot ex-
tracted from the ground truth map, the red line depicts the
driving trajectory, and the yellow dots represent the locations
of the infrastructure nodes. The node is numbered in the
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Table 2: Trajectory accuracy comparison of VILAM with existing SLAM methods across various scenarios. The unit of the APE
metric is meters.

Method Open roads Campus Industrial park Underpasses UDG parking All Scenarios
APE RTE APE RTE APE RTE APE RTE APE RTE APE RTE

OpenVINS [13] 8.170 3.54% 10.406 9.92% 4.772 1.48% 11.30 6.71% 6.144 3.37% 8.158 5.01%
OpenVINS + VILAM 0.355 1.46% 0.493 3.93% 0.380 0.60% 0.347 3.04% 0.294 0.71% 0.373 1.94%

ORB-SLAM3 [4] 5.745 2.91% 2.646 2.45% 2.556 1.60% 3.568 3.85% 3.278 2.06% 3.558 2.58%
ORB-SLAM3 + VILAM 0.351 1.87% 0.427 1.75% 0.296 1.16% 0.359 2.63% 0.219 0.76% 0.330 1.63%

GVINS [5] 2.456 3.37% 1.710 3.52% 3.505 2.41% 4.219 3.69% 4.059 2.78% 3.190 3.15%
GVINS + VILAM 0.403 2.30% 0.354 2.38% 0.325 0.65% 0.340 3.13% 0.249 0.42% 0.335 1.77%

order the vehicle passes by. The middle subfigure shows
the real-time localization accuracy (APE) of VILAM. The
numbered vertical lines represent the moment the vehicle
encounters an infrastructure node. We observe that, in the
areas between infrastructures, there is a slight upward trend
in the localization error. The error is corrected once the ve-
hicle passes an infrastructure and optimizes its local map
through V-I alignment. The lower subfigure shows the trajec-
tory estimated by VILAM and the accuracy of the constructed
map. We color-code the vehicle trajectory using the map-
construction error (Chamfer Distance) of the corresponding
region. It can be seen that, with global map correction, the
error distribution of the map maintains consistent uniformity
in both infrastructure-covered and uncovered regions. We
further evaluate the impact of the coverage of infrastructure
deployment on VILAM’s performance in Sec. 6.6.

6.3 Performance of VILAM
6.3.1 Trajectory Estimation

As mentioned in Sec. 4, VILAM tracks the vehicle by
associating image frames to derive the vehicle trajectory.
Therefore, the accuracy of the estimated trajectory indicates
VILAM’s continuous real-time localization performance. Ta-
ble 2 presents a comparison of trajectory accuracy between the
baselines and VILAM implementations based on them across
five testing scenarios. The results show that all VILAM imple-
mentations outperform the corresponding baseline algorithms.
Specifically, OpenVINS exhibits substantial errors (i.e., over
8.1m on average) in all scenarios. ORB-SLAM3 and GVINS
enhance accuracy by introducing global constraints but still
have significant errors, especially in scenarios that lack loop
paths (e.g., open roads and underpasses) and GNSS coverage
(e.g., underground parking), respectively. In contrast, VILAM
achieves an APE within 0.4m and an RTE within 2% on av-
erage across all scenarios while demonstrating robustness to
the algorithms used in the local map construction module.

Fig. 7 shows a further evaluation of the benefits of the
VILAM framework exploiting global references from road-
side infrastructure. "Baseline" and "VILAM " refer to the
original baseline algorithms and the VILAM implementa-
tions using these algorithms in the local map construction
module, respectively. "w/ Landmark" and "w/ Infra." indi-
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Figure 7: Performance im-
provement of VILAM using
different SLAM methods for
local map construction.
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Figure 8: The Chamfer Dis-
tance between the constructed
map and the ground truth
map.

cates the modified baseline algorithms. "w/ Landmark" cor-
rect SLAM by utilizing the detected infrastructure positions
from vehicle-side images as reference landmarks. "w/ Infra."
correct the SLAM results by directly integrating the point
clouds from the infrastructure through a conventional point
cloud registration method [26]. We can find that simply uti-
lizing information from the infrastructure can improve the
performance of the baseline algorithms. However, such im-
provements are minor for ORB-SLAM3 and GVINS, as they
utilize loop detection and GNSS to correct some errors, re-
spectively. In contrast, VILAM significantly outperforms "w/
Infra." and "w/ Landmark" across all three basic algorithm
implementations, achieving over an 80% reduction in APE.
This is because VILAM’s elastic alignment approach over-
comes the deformation in the local map, thereby significantly
improving alignment accuracy. Moreover, the global map cor-
rection module of VILAM utilizes the alignment results to
optimize both the historical map and the real-time localization
results. We delve further into the performance of these two
modules in Section 6.5.

6.3.2 Map Quality Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the map constructed
by VILAM. Like mainstream SLAM methods, VILAM builds
a 3D feature point map, primarily used for vehicle relocaliza-
tion by reusing the map. Therefore, we mainly focus on the
accuracy of the reconstructed map points’ coordinates and the
overall consistency of the map.

Fig. 8 compares the CD between the estimated map of
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Figure 9: Visualization of the trajectory and the 3D feature
point map estimated by VILAM. Above: the infrastructure
locations and the estimated vehicle trajectory by VILAM.
Bellow: the bird-eye view of the 3D map built by VILAM,
where colors(blue to red) indicate different point heights.

VILAM / baseline SLAM and the ground-truth map. The
higher the CD, the greater the error of the estimated map. As
autonomous driving perception tasks primarily focus on road
information and relocalization tasks mainly concern off-road
three-dimensional structure and texture features, we divide
the map points into two main categories: road and Off-road
structure. Consistent with the trajectory evaluation results,
baseline methods incorporating global constraints such as
loop-closing or GNSS (ORB-SLAM and GVINS) exhibit an
improvement over approaches relying solely on Local Map-
ping. However, the overall map accuracy of these methods
still falls short when compared to the ground truth. VILAM
addresses this limitation through its global map correction
module. By effectively integrating corrections from multi-
ple infrastructure-based VI-Alignment with the factor graph,
VILAM enhances global consistency and improves map accu-
racy. We visualize the point cloud map constructed by VILAM
in Fig. 9. Due to the high accuracy and consistency of the
map, the structures of buildings around the road are clearly
discernible.

6.4 System Overhead
System Latency. In Fig. 10, we present the end-to-end la-
tency distribution of VILAM throughout a driving trace. Here,
"Local Map" represents local map construction, and "Global
Map" represents global map correction . The infrastructure-
related tasks, namely I-V Transmission, V-I alignment, and
global map correction, are only triggered when the vehicle
encounters an infrastructure. VILAM operates with minimal
computational overhead during intervals without infrastruc-
ture coverage, as only the local map construction task re-
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Figure 10: End-to-end latency
of VLIAM on the vehicle
side.
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Table 3: The average size and transmission time of the shared
data measured on an 802.11ac network. PC denotes "Point
Cloud", and SSR denotes "Static Scene Representation."

Data type Trans mode Sync Size Time
Raw PC Continuous Required 21.1 MB 3.93s

Downsampled PC Continuous Required 4.1 MB 0.78s
VILAM SSR Single-shot – 236.3 KB 0.04s

mains active. A detailed timeline as the vehicle passes through
one of the infrastructures is illustrated in Fig. 11. Thanks to
VILAM’s concurrent design, local map construction is not
blacked by the infrastructure-related tasks. This ensures it
outputs continuous vehicle localization based on previously
corrected maps, maintaining real-time system performance.
It is critical for downstream tasks that require real-time lo-
calization, such as trajectory planning. The average latency
for infrastructure-related tasks is about 0.35s, ensuring a near
real-time correction of both the map and localization after the
vehicle passes through an infrastructure.
I-V Transmission. We further evaluated the data transmis-
sion overhead associated with the vehicle’s acquisition of
point clouds from infrastructure. The results are presented in
Table. 3. When directly streaming a raw point cloud sequence
(about 100 frames) to the vehicle, the data transfer volume
exceeds 20MB, and it is also burdened by a considerable
transmission latency. After performing voxel downsampling
on each point cloud frame, the number of points is reduced,
yet the final data volume still surpasses 4MB. This can be
attributed to the fact that points in each frame contain redun-
dant measurements of static structures within the scene. As
discussed in Sec. 4.3, VILAM addresses this by merging the
points of static structures across multiple frames, effectively
eliminating redundancy. Consequently, the final transmitted
Static Scene Representation requires a mere 236KB of data.
Influence of Infrastructure Measurement Precision. In
Sec. 4.3, the voxel grid size influences the size and precision
of the extracted representation, which in turn affects the la-
tency of I-V transmission and the subsequent performance of
the V-I alignment. As illustrated in Fig. 12, when the voxel
size is increased, more redundant points occupying the same
spatial location are merged, leading to a consistent reduc-
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Figure 13: The influence of
the global map correction
module on the performance of
VILAM.

tion in the size of the representation and thereby significantly
decreasing the transmission latency. Meanwhile, the latency
of V-I alignment only reduces at first. This reduction is due
to the decreased point number after the voxel grid partition,
resulting in faster neighboring searches during alignment.
However, when the voxel size exceeds about 0.7m, this la-
tency reduction plateaus because the reduced precision of
the representation at larger voxel sizes means that the joint
optimization process requires more time to converge. The
green bars in Fig. 12 depict the influence of voxel size on the
accuracy of the V-I alignment. There is a slight degradation
in the accuracy with the voxel size increases. In our practical
implementation, we set the voxel size to 0.5m, which strikes
a balance by ensuring lower latency without compromising
accuracy.

6.5 Micro Benchmarks
Performance of V-I Alignment. The result of the V-I align-
ment directly influences the accuracy of the global constraints
that VILAM derives from the infrastructure. In this section,
we provide a detailed evaluation of the performance of V-I
alignment. We compare the following two registration ap-
proaches with the proposed V-I alignment method. 1) image-
to-point (I2P): The continuous frame images acquired by the
vehicle near an infrastructure are sequentially registered with
the infrastructure point cloud. 2) Point-to-point (P2P): Align
the vehicle’s local map with the infrastructure point cloud
using 3D point cloud registration algorithms.

As shown in Table. 4, CorrI2P [39] exhibits large overall
error. This is mainly attributed to the significant perspective
difference between the vehicle’s camera and the infrastruc-
ture’s LiDAR. Consequently, few feature correspondences are
matched between the vehicle camera images and the infras-
tructure point cloud, leading to lower registration accuracy
and poor robustness. P2P approaches, on the other hand, uti-
lize the entire local point cloud map from the vehicle side,
efficiently improving the number of corresponding features
and enhancing the completeness of the perception perspec-
tive compared to the I2P method. However, as described in
Sec. 4.4, the local map exhibits deformations due to cumula-

(a) Infrastructure PC (b) SLAM Local Map

(c) Fast-GICP Result (d) V-I Alignment Result

Figure 14: Visualization of the registration between the vehi-
cle local map and the infrastructure measurements.

Table 4: Performance of the proposed elastic alignment
method and conventional registration algorithms. "VILAM
VIA" denotes the V-I Alignemnt module of VILAM, "I2P"
represents image-to-point cloud registration algorithm, and
"P2P" represents point cloud-to-point cloud registration algo-
rithm.

Method Type APE (m) ARE (◦) Time (s)
CorrI2P [39] I2P 1.74 ± 0.65 10.31 ± 2.29 2.98
MAC [51]

P2P

1.57 ± 0.27 8.71 ± 2.36 0.65
Fast-GICP [26] 1.36 ± 0.34 9.07 ± 2.19 0.13

S-ICP [9] 1.07 ± 0.39 7.39 ± 1.85 0.61
VILAM 0.31 ± 0.08 2.29 ± 0.52 0.24

tive errors. Rigid body-based registration methods, such as
MAC [51] and Fast-GICP [26], struggle to accurately align
most regions of the local map to the infrastructure measure-
ment. Taking Fast-GICP as an example, as depicted in Fig.
14 (c), only the starting region of the local map matches well
with the infrastructure point cloud. Yet, there is a significant
deviation towards the end of the local map (highlighted by
the grey rectangle).

S-ICP [9] introduces a scale factor into the rigid-body reg-
istration model, which helps alleviate errors caused by the
rigid-body assumption and achieve lower APE. The proposed
V-I alignment further divides the local map into fine-grained
fragments, allowing each region of the local map to align
better with the infrastructure measurement, as shown in Fig.
14 (d). This significantly reduces APE and ARE, with only
a slight increase in calculation delay. Furthermore, the con-
current design of VILAM ensures that it does not impact
the real-time performance of the overall system, making this
latency negligible.
Performance of Global Map Correction. In this section, we
evaluate the influence of the global map correction module
on mapping consistency. We perform ORB-SLAM3, VILAM
without global map correction, and the full VILAM setup on
the data trace and assessed the resultant trajectory accuracy.
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The result is presented in Fig. 13. As the vehicle’s driving time
increases, the trajectory error of ORB-SLAM3 demonstrates
a continuous growth trend due to the absence of global con-
straints. In the case of VILAM without global map correction,
only the trajectories near the infrastructure are corrected by
V-I alignment. The trajectory errors persistently escalate for
the gap areas between the infrastructures, resulting in abrupt
error shifts at the subsequent infrastructure points (e.g., the
APE at the 2nd minute in Fig. 13). Although the APE without
global map correction is substantially reduced compared to
the baseline SLAM methods, such inconsistencies seriously
degrade the map quality. Upon integrating the global map
correction module, the overall APE remains within a low
range.

6.6 Robustness Analysis

Infrastructure Coverage. As observed in Sec. 6.2, the accu-
racy of VILAM can be affected by the coverage of infrastruc-
ture, i.e., the proportion of the area that infrastructure LiDARs
can perceive. We evaluate VILAM under varying infrastruc-
ture coverage in an underground parking garage. Specifically,
we place mobile poles equipped with LiDARs at different in-
tervals to simulate varied infrastructure coverage. The results
are depicted in Fig. 15. Although the error escalates as the
coverage diminishes, VILAM significantly outperforms the
baseline even with extremely low infrastructure coverage (i.e.,
the average APE is kept around 0.5m at 20% infrastructure
coverage). This demonstrates VILAM’s robustness to diverse
infrastructure setups in the real world.
Environmental Dynamics. We compare the performance of
VILAM with and without static scene extraction under differ-
ent traffic conditions. The results in Fig. 16 show that the error
of VILAM without static scene extraction increases signifi-
cantly under heavier traffic, while the CD of VILAM remains
under 1m across all the traffic conditions. This evaluation
confirms VILAM’s robustness to environmental dynamics.
Delayed I-V Transmission. During the transmission of the
extracted Static Scene Representation from the infrastructure
to the vehicle, connectivity issues or transmission errors may
delay VILAM from timely accessing the infrastructure’s in-

formation for map correction. To evaluate the influence of the
delayed time on VILAM’s performance, we manually set la-
tency at the infrastructure side to simulate transmission delays.
The result is shown in Fig. 17. The delay time is measured
from the moment when the vehicle is closest to the infrastruc-
ture. Interestingly, for V-I alignment, moderate transmission
delays can actually enhance alignment accuracy. This benefit
arises as the vehicle constructs a more extensive local map
during the delayed time, leading to a larger overlap with the
infrastructure point cloud. However, as the delay time further
increases, the cumulative error of the local map intensifies,
leading to a reduction in V-I alignment accuracy. Meanwhile,
the overall trajectory precision of VILAM is relatively imper-
vious to delayed times. A noticeable trajectory error increase
occurs only when the vehicle entirely misses the current in-
frastructure’s measurement. The global map correction V-I
alignment can leverage this information to maintain a consis-
tent trajectory as long as the vehicle eventually receives the
infrastructure measurement and undergoes V-I alignment.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present VILAM, the first system that lever-
ages distributed roadside infrastructures to accomplish high-
precision and globally consistent localization and mapping for
autonomous vehicles. We implement VILAM end-to-end and
evaluate its performance across various challenging driving
scenarios. The experiment results show that VILAM effec-
tively enhances the performance of existing SLAM methods
in terms of localization accuracy, map consistency, and system
robustness.
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Abstract
Conventional wisdom holds that laser-based systems cannot
handle high mobility due to the strong directionality of
laser light. We challenge this belief by presenting Lasertag,
a generic framework that tightly integrates laser steering
with optical tracking to maintain laser connectivity with
high-velocity targets. Lasertag creates a constantly connected,
laser-based tether between the Lasertag core unit and a remote
target, irrespective of the target’s movement. Key elements of
Lasertag include (1) a novel optical design that superimposes
the optical paths of a steerable laser beam and image sensor,
(2) a lightweight optical tracking mechanism for passive
retroreflective markers, (3) an automated mapping method to
translate scene points to laser steering commands, and (4) a pre-
dictive steering algorithm that overcomes limited image sensor
frame rates and laser steering delays to quadruple the steering
rate up to 151 Hz. Experiments with the Lasertag prototype
demonstrate that, on average, Lasertag transmits a median 0.97
of laser energy with a median alignment offset of only 1.03 cm
for mobile targets accelerating up to 49 m/s2, with speeds
up to 6.5 m/s, and distances up to 6 m (≈47°/s). Additional
experiments translate the above performance to a 10−8 median
bit error rate across trials when transmitting a 1 Gbps, on-off
keying signal. Lasertag paves the way for various laser applica-
tions (e.g., communication, sensing, power delivery) in mobile
settings. A demonstration video of Lasertag is available at:

mobilex.cs.columbia.edu/lasertag

1 Introduction
The physical properties of laser light make it an excellent
medium for numerous applications. Examples include
high-bandwidth communication due to its fast modulation
speeds [25, 39, 53], efficient power delivery thanks to its high
energy density [27, 54, 55, 58], and fine-grained sensing given
its nanometer-level spectral widths [19, 43, 112, 149].

Despite its potential, the inherent directionality of laser
light has precluded its use in highly-mobile settings. Although
existing free-space optics (FSO) systems can track and steer
to fast-moving objects with predetermined trajectories (e.g.,
satellites) at kilometer-level distances, these systems are
unsuitable for emerging mobile applications – such as virtual
reality (VR) streaming and mobile power delivery – that
exhibit arbitrary trajectories at meter-level distances. Funda-
mentally, this discrepancy is due to the higher angular tracking
rate required for near-range targets. For example, a target 1m
away traveling at 5m/s requires an angular tracking rate of
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Figure 1: Lasertag maintains constant laser alignment with a flying
drone equipped with a passive retroreflective marker.
approximately 79°/s, in contrast with the 1.5°/s [141] rate
required to maintain laser connectivity with a low earth orbit
satellite moving at 7.8 km/s [96]. Compounding FSO’s insuf-
ficient tracking rate for emerging applications, these systems
are often bulky and unsuitable for mobile environments.

In this work, we bridge the gap between traditional FSO
systems and emerging mobile applications by enabling fast
tracking and laser steering using portable, off-the-shelf hard-
ware. To accomplish this task, we first consider various optical
designs and their corresponding characteristics. While diffus-
ing the beam can mitigate the alignment issue, it inevitably sac-
rifices supporting range and requires high-power laser diodes,
resulting in low energy efficiency. An alternative is to scan the
narrow laser beam in search of the target [16, 69, 114], which
entails delays of hundreds of milliseconds [18]. Such delays are
problematic for tracking fast motions such as consumer drone
and human head movements (both multiple m/s [28, 118]).
Additionally, once the target is acquired, additional scans may
be required to maintain tracking [16, 59, 83, 86, 116] resulting
in breaks in the laser link, which is unsuitable for applications
requiring constant connections (e.g., data transmission).

A more efficient approach is to separately track the target’s
movement and then steer the laser beam directly to the tar-
get’s location. While object tracking and laser steering are
well-explored endeavours on their own, their integration is
nontrivial on multiple fronts. First, the narrow-beam nature of
laser light leads to a low tolerance for positioning errors, render-
ing existing localization technologies insufficient for accurate
laser steering. Second, even if the target is perfectly positioned,
it is challenging to translate the object’s 3D location to the 2D
reference frame used by the laser-steering device: any offset
between the positioning and laser-steering device causes depth
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ambiguity (i.e., different object depths necessitate different
steering angles). This offset often cannot be measured due to
the unknown origin points within the positioning and steering
devices. Finally, mapping the steering device’s input to an out-
going beam angle requires exhaustive measurements which
are susceptible to human errors. This is further complicated
by additional optics (e.g., wide-angle lenses) used in portable
laser-steering systems [16–18, 75, 84], which affects both the
tracking unit’s perception of the scene and outgoing laser angle.

We present Lasertag to address the above practical issues.
Lasertag is a reconfigurable, application-agnostic platform
that tightly integrates laser steering and optical tracking in
support of numerous high mobility applications. As shown
in Figure 1, Lasertag provides a laser-based tether between
a laser diode and an arbitrary object, irrespective of the
object’s movement. Leveraging a novel optical design that
superimposes the optical paths of a steerable laser beam and
single image sensor, we efficiently fuse the power of computer
vision with the communication and sensing benefits of laser
light. The optical path sharing addresses the issue of depth
ambiguity and optical-element complications. Furthermore,
we exploit the physics of fluorescence to enable an automated,
precise mapping between any point in the scene and the laser
steering’s input drive signal. Finally, to overcome the limited
frame rate of low-cost image sensors and non-negligible
delays of laser steering devices, we propose a predictive
steering algorithm that forecasts the target’s future location,
interpolates its intermediate locations, and proactively steers
to the interpolated points until a new sensor reading is ready.

We fabricate a Lasertag prototype using off-the-shelf
hardware, and evaluate its performance in the context of
three applications where unidirectional,1 high-mobility laser
tethering is a necessity: ground-to-drone communication,
laser-based streaming of VR content, and mobile power de-
livery. Since application-specific performance fundamentally
relies on the ability to maintain a laser connection with a mov-
ing target, we focus on evaluating Lasertag’s tethering efficacy
by measuring the offset between the laser beam’s center and
the marker, as well as the received laser power at the target. We
then provide additional experiments and analyses to translate
the measured tethering performance to application-specific
performance. Finally, we examine Lasertag’s individual com-
ponents, its robustness, and power consumption. In summary:

• Lasertag, on average, tethers a laser beam to a mobile target’s
light sensor with a median offset of only 1.03 cm, delivering
a median normalized laser power of 0.97 for targets accel-
erating up to 49 m/s2, traveling with speeds up to 6.5 m/s,
and at distances up to 6 m (≈47°/s).

• The predictive steering algorithm boosts the tracking and
steering rate from 36 Hz to 151 Hz, delivering 15% higher
laser power and reducing alignment offset by 12% on

1Bidirectional applications can be supported with either a second Lasertag
unit on the mobile node or alternative communication techniques.
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Figure 2: Challenge of depth ambiguity,where changes in an object’s
depth (z1,z2,z3) require different steering angles (β1,β2,β3).

average across all velocity and trajectory patterns.
• Translating tethering efficacy to communication perfor-

mance, Lasertag maintains a median 10−8 bit error rate
(BER) for a 1 Gbps on-off keying (OOK) signal using predic-
tive steering, a 54 times smaller BER than baseline steering.

• Lasertag’s optical tracking reliably detects a passive retrore-
flective marker up to 6 m in the presence of confounding
background objects (e.g., LEDs, reflective objects) and
strong ambient light (up to 200 kLx).

• Lasertag supports a±95° steering range with≤3 dB loss.

2 System Challenges
The integration of laser steering and object tracking faces the
following challenges.
Small Beam Divergence. Laser-based systems typically
utilize narrowly collimated beams with small divergences
(0.0005◦ – 0.005◦) [66] for enhanced range and energy ef-
ficiency. This results in low tolerance of localization/tracking
errors. Existing localization methodologies using radio fre-
quencies (e.g., GPS [8], Wi-Fi [68, 120], and Bluetooth [3,
148]) have localization errors ranging from tens of centime-
ters [3, 68, 120, 148] to multiple meters (outdoor GPS [135]).
Similarly, for systems relying on inertial measurement units,
positioning errors can accumulate to meters in only a short
duration [36, 72]. These localization errors can easily cause a
laser beam to miss a target at meter-level distances, even with
perfect steering control. Diffused laser beams may mitigate this
issue, but at the cost of significantly reduced energy efficiency.
Depth Ambiguity. Even with perfect localization, it is chal-
lenging to translate the localization’s 3D reference frame to
the 2D reference frame of the outgoing laser beam. All com-
mon laser-steering devices, from bulky mechanical gimbals
to micro-electromechanical (MEMS) mirrors, convert an in-
put signal to a mechanical deflection around a mirror’s center
point. This 2D mechanical deflection steers the laser beam in
3D space so that it reaches the first object lying in its path.

As shown in Figure 2, the offset d between the positioning
mechanism and laser-steering device can cause depth ambigu-
ity when determining the 2D angle for steering the laser. This
offset leads to different views for the two units. Hence, even
locations that differ only in their depths (i.e., z0,z1,z2) require
different steering angles (β0,β1,β2) for the laser beam to reach
them. Therefore, to calculate the correct outgoing 2D angle
that will reach a target object in 3D space, an accurate mea-
surement of the offset d is crucial. Obtaining this measurement
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is often impractical, as the positioning and steering devices
typically have unknown origin points somewhere within their
packaging, and even mm-level measurement inaccuracies
would cause the steered laser beam to miss its target.
Mapping Overhead. Compounding the above challenges,
the laser steering mechanism must be precisely characterized
to map input drive signals to outgoing steering angles, which
becomes even more difficult when using additional lenses.

Traditional free-space optics systems utilize bulky, slow,
and expensive gimbals to steer laser light to the target [115]. A
major benefit of these systems is their simple mapping between
input signal and output angle [132], often characterized
by the manufacturer during fabrication. High mobility
applications require smaller and faster steering devices,
typically in the form of MEMS mirrors. Unfortunately, MEMS
mirrors exhibit model-dependent nonlinear relationships
between input signal and output signal [89]. Mapping MEMS
mirror drive signals to deflection angles thus requires an
independent characterization, which is prone to human error,
time-consuming, and reduces the accuracy of the system.

Worsening the above issue, fast-steering MEMS mirrors
have an extremely limited steering range (e.g.,±7° mechanical
tilt) and therefore require additional optics to expand the
steering range to a desirable field-of-view (FOV) [16, 18].
These secondary optics not only increase the mapping
complexity and introduce more opportunities for error, but also
change the outgoing ray geometry so they no longer exit the
optical system from a single point. Instead, these rays exit the
optical system at different spatial positions along the exit lens
depending on steering angle, such that the offset d (Figure 2)
between the laser steering system and object positioning
system becomes angle-dependent. This significantly increases
the colocation complexity and requires an additional mapping.

3 Lasertag Design
To address the above challenges, we present Lasertag, a generic
framework that fuses laser steering with optical tracking. We
choose optical tracking because it provides the most flexibility
and ease of colocation compared to alternatives. We now
elaborate on the four key design elements of Lasertag.

3.1 Efficient Optical Path Sharing
The first design element tackles the issue of translating the
localization reference frame to the laser steering reference
frame. We propose a novel optical design that intrinsically
fuses the two together, efficiently sharing the optical path be-
tween the outgoing laser light and a single image sensor. This
optical arrangement eliminates manual and time-consuming
measurements to enable 2D laser steering in 3D space.

The proposed optical design requires only a single image
sensor for tracking. To understand the rationale, we envision a
hypothetical optical circuit consisting of an image sensor and
single focusing lens. The lens focuses light from the scene onto
the image sensor, creating a 2D projection of the 3D world. For
each patch of focused light, a chief ray (CR) exists, originating
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Fisheye lens
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Figure 3: The optical design of Lasertag, enabling outgoing laser
light (red) to be mapped 1:1 with incoming scene light (purple).
from a 3D scene point and passing through the lens to project
onto a 2D pixel patch. With this optical circuit in mind, we can
then consider adding an imaginary laser steering mechanism
that is perfectly colocated with the image sensor. This laser
steering device is capable of steering a narrow laser beam (LR)
out through the same focusing lens, retracing the steps of the
incoming CR to reach the same object as imaged by the sensor.
In this way, a 2D pixel is mapped to a 2D angle relative to the
image sensor, thereby eliminating depth ambiguity.

To realize this optical design, we exploit two intrinsic
properties of laser light: strong linear polarization and narrow
emission wavelength. Specifically, we overlay the laser’s
outgoing optical path with an image sensor’s incoming optical
path (CR+LR) using a beamsplitter, which reflects laser light
out of the system and transmits incoming scene light onto
the image sensor. Our methodology – inspired by the field of
microscopy [97, 109] – maximizes the steered laser energy
without sacrificing imaging quality, thus enabling efficient
laser tethering. Figure 3 illustrates Lasertag’s optical design,
where additional lenses (e.g., triplet lens) create the proper
ray orientation for the optical circuit. The final fisheye lens
enables full-hemisphere steering and imaging of the scene.

To support our goal, we consider beamsplitters that redirect
light using either fixed ratios, wavelength (i.e., dichroic
beamsplitters), or polarization. Fixed-ratio beamsplitters
allow only a fixed ratio of transmission to reflection (e.g.,
10:90, 50:50), sacrificing transmitted laser power for imaging
brightness (or vice versa). Given the narrow spectral width
of laser light, dichroic beamsplitters, which reflect light
above/below a certain wavelength and transmit the remaining,
seem an obvious choice. Unfortunately, dichroic beamsplitters
cause the imaged scene to be extremely skewed in color (since
only light above or below the beamsplitter threshold would
reach the image sensor), and are often manufactured on thin
plates resulting in poor image quality due to ghosting [127].

To solve these challenges, we design our system around a
laser-line polarizing beamsplitter. These beamsplitters reflect
linearly polarized light lying within a narrow wavelength
range, and transmit light that is either (a) polarized in the other
direction, or (b) at a wavelength above the polarizing range.
This design leverages the fact that laser light is intrinsically
highly polarized and narrow in wavelength [108]. As a result,
our design can operate in two modes: one in which true
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Figure 4: Workflow for isolating the passive marker from cluttered backgrounds and steering the laser to the marker’s center.

scene color is desired, and one in which maximum scene
brightness is required. In the first case, since ambient light is
typically unpolarized, the image sensor sees all wavelengths
with approximately 50% attenuation in overall brightness. In
the second case, artificial light is injected into the scene at a
wavelength above the beamsplitter’s polarizing wavelength
range, at which it transmits all light, regardless of polarization
orientation. This enables the bulk of sensing light to be
transmitted back to the image sensor. Our prototype (§4)
implements the second mode. Notably, this requires the use of
separate laser and sensing wavelengths: a laser wavelength in-
side the beamsplitter’s specified polarizing wavelength range,
and a sensing wavelength outside it. Lasertag can be deployed
with any pair of wavelengths that satisfy this basic constraint.2

Since commercial beamsplitters are available in a variety of
polarizing ranges, the appropriate choice of laser and sensing
wavelengths primarily depends on application requirements
and channel characteristics. For instance, Lasertag should be
equipped with blue-green light sources for underwater scenar-
ios, given the lower attenuation of these wavelengths in water.
In contrast, for aerial power delivery applications, it would
be favorable to use an IR laser to match the responsitivity of
typical solar cells. Additionally, our design imposes no restric-
tions on the light sources’ optical powers, so that safety, power
consumption, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirements
can also be considered. Finally, since the outgoing light is
completely separable from the incoming light, the input laser
parameters have no impact on Lasertag’s sensing performance.

While several elements of the design are explored in existing
works (e.g., MEMS mirrors for laser beam steering [16, 75],
beamsplitting optics for colocation of laser steering and
detection components [6, 23, 32], fisheye lenses for expanding
laser steering range [16, 18, 22, 151]), the integration of
these elements for tracking and steering is nontrivial. The
optical characteristics must be carefully designed to create
the appropriate ray geometry for imaging and steering.

3.2 Fast Tracking with Retroreflective Imaging
The second design element identifies the target object from
each image frame. Object detection is well studied in computer
vision (CV). The proposed marker design and algorithm are
built upon prior CV techniques and inspired by existing works
leveraging retroreflectors for tracking [83, 137, 147]. The
algorithm incorporates simple heuristics that differentiate

2Advanced Lasertag designs can consider multispectral beam splitters to
support multiple input laser wavelengths.

the passive marker from interfering scene objects and run
real-time tracking on resource-constrained hardware.
Retroreflective Marker. The target object is equipped with a
passive marker made of retroreflective tape, cut into a circle,
with a small hole in the center to host a light sensor. After
adding a wide-angle LED to Lasertag, the scene is illuminated
with a specific wavelength that retroreflects off the marker and
back to the image sensor. In general, these retroreflections will
be significantly brighter than other objects in the scene, so
the target will appear as a blob that can be segmented from
background objects. The laser light is then steered to the center
of the blob, so that it can pass through the hole to the sensor
(e.g., photodiode for receiving data, solar-cell for harvesting
energy). Lasertag’s optical design ensures that the laser beam
is sufficiently narrow so the majority of light passes through.

Although retroreflections are generally brighter than
arbitrary scene objects, active luminaries emitting at the same
wavelength have the potential to be brighter. To overcome
this challenge, we leverage the fact that since light is not
retroreflected by the center of the marker (due to the cutout),
the marker’s center pixels will be dimmer than the remainder
of the marker. Confounding luminaries in the scene, however,
will have a roughly uniform illumination within the blob
(e.g., LEDs will emit light from the center of their package).
Consequently, we identify the marker by taking the ratio of
the blob’s overall brightness to the blob’s center brightness,
favoring blobs with higher ratios. We add an additional
weight for the roundness of the blob, since the circular marker
will remain elliptical even under rotation. The entire image
processing algorithm is described in the following section.
Marker Detection and Tracking. To achieve high marker
tracking rates, we develop a lightweight marker detection al-
gorithm based on traditional CV blob detection [26, 45] and
implement trajectory-based region of interest (ROI) window-
ing to increase both frame capture and detection speeds. The
key insight of our detection algorithm is that the passive marker
registers in the image as a distinctly bright region with a known
shape. Based on these characteristics, we isolate the marker
in each frame and determine the pixel corresponding to its
center. This process is visually described in Figure 4. We note
that regardless of the marker’s angular orientation, its center
remains constant in the 2D frames. In addition to localizing
the marker, the output of our detection algorithm informs our
trajectory-based ROI windowing algorithm (Algorithm 1) to
increase Lasertag’s tracking rate. ROI windowing is a camera
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Figure 5: (Left) Fluorescent cap design enabling automatic pixel-to-
voltage mapping. (Right) After steering the laser to each white dot,
we fit a polynomial surface to obtain our mapping functions.

feature that enables reading a smaller window of pixel values,
effectively zooming in to a region of interest. This reduces the
number of pixel values the camera must process and thus de-
creases image capture time [92], which can facilitate real-time
tracking of objects moving at high speeds [111]. We set an ROI
window that hones in on the marker and follows its trajectory.

As shown in Figure 4, after capturing each frame, we
binarize the image using a threshold automatically determined
with Otsu’s method [9]. The retroreflective marker and any
confounding luminaries then appear in the image as clusters
of connected white pixels (i.e., blobs). We run blob detection
on the image to determine the center pixel, bounding box,
and roundness for each region. To isolate our passive marker,
we assign each blob a score based on our marker heuristics
(favoring round regions with high ratio of overall brightness
to center brightness). We then save the blob with the highest
score and return its center pixel coordinate. Finally, we update
the image sensor registers to move the ROI window based on
the updated marker location. If no marker is detected, the ROI
is expanded to encompass the whole image sensor so that the
target can be re-acquired. Our algorithm’s simplicity, afforded
by its tight coupling with the physical design of our passive
marker, enables localization and tracking within milliseconds.

Notably, Lasertag’s framework is inherently flexible and
works with any conventional CV detection technique. While
we demonstrate our system with a passive circular retroreflec-
tive marker, Lasertag is compatible with markers of any shape
and size (e.g., a 3D sphere). Furthermore, Lasertag can support
markerless tracking and active feedback as detailed in §6.

3.3 Fluorescence-based Optical Mapping
The third design element maps the marker’s position on the
image sensor to the steering command required to steer the
laser to the object. Lasertag performs beam steering with
a MEMS mirror – a compact, electromagnetically driven
device in which deflection angles are determined by input
voltages. We enable automatic pixel-to-voltage mapping via
a short, one-time calibration process that is independent of the
environment. The calibration process leverages fluorescence
– a physical phenomenon in which a substance is stimulated by
the light it absorbs, causing it to emit light of a different color
– to shift the outgoing laser’s wavelength to one always visible
to the image sensor. With our optical design, this wavelength
shift allows us to leverage the embedded image sensor to
automatically map all pixel locations to steering voltages,

Input: µ: Sensor mode, α or τ .
Output: (x,y): Absolute center pixel of the marker.

1 Function Track(µ):
2 while True do
3 I←Capture new image
4 (x′,y′)←Detect(I)
5 if (x′,y′)=None then
6 µ← α

7 Set sensor resolution to Wα×Hα

8 Set sensor readout offset to (0,0)
9 Set sensor readout area to (W,H)

10 Skip to next iteration
11 if µ = α then
12 µ← τ

13 tx←(x′−Wα/2)∗W/Wα

14 ty←(y′−Hα/2)∗H/Hα

15 Set sensor resolution to Wτ×Hτ

16 Set sensor readout offset to (tx,ty)
17 Set sensor readout area to (W/z,H/z)
18 else
19 ox←(x′−Wτ/2)∗(W/z)/Wτ

20 oy←(y′−Hτ/2)∗(H/z)/Hτ

21 (tx,ty)←Updated sensor readout offset
22 (x,y)←(ox+tx,oy+ty)
23 Set sensor readout offset to (tx+ox,ty+oy)
24 return (x,y)
Algorithm 1: Marker tracking algorithm for an image sensor
with a W×H active area. After marker acquisition (µ =α), the
Wα×Hα resolution is scaled to Wτ×Hτ for tracking (µ =τ) and
the active pixel readout window is reduced to W/z×H/z.

bypassing the requirement of accurate angular measurements.
Specifically, we borrow from the field of fluorescence

microscopy [97, 109] and use fluorescent powder to shift the
laser wavelength after it has been steered to one visible to the
image sensor. We design a small plastic cap that is placed over
the optical circuit’s exit lens during the calibration process
(Figure 5). It is coated with either an up-converting [40]
or down-converting phosphor [82]3. The cap is a hollow
hemisphere whose interior is a minimum distance of 2 cm
from the fisheye lens at all points. This design enforces the
minimum required distance between the fluorescent surface
and fisheye lens to mitigate comatic aberrations (which result
in comet-like tails around the fluorescing spot, leading to map-
ping errors) [56]. We empirically determine this distance in our
system to be 2 cm. To do so, we fix the steering unit’s outgoing
laser angle and place a fluorescent surface in the beam’s path
in the far field. We then shift the surface towards the unit along
the beam until the center coordinate of the fluorescent spot’s
blob changes, indicating the minimum distance.

Finally, to generalize the mapping to any pixel on the image,
we fit two 3D surfaces with a subset of laser steering voltages
and pixel positions. With the fluorescent cap installed, we
steer the laser to the center of the fisheye lens, then scan

3For up-converting phosphors, higher wavelength photons are absorbed
causing lower wavelength photons to be emitted. Down-converting phosphors
absorb lower wavelength photons and emit higher wavelengths.
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the beam in an Archimedian spiral [81] to cover N spots on
the cap (Figure 5). Steering via the MEMS mirror requires
applying two voltages, vx, and vy, corresponding to the two
orthogonal scanning axes. Given the fisheye lens’s large
distortion on its edges, we decrease the step size between
adjacent steering voltages at larger spiral radii, enabling an
accurate mapping despite the spatial compression. Since
the sensed pixel position is influenced by both vx and vy, we
feed (x,y,vx) and (x,y,vy) through a multivariate, polynomial
regression algorithm to obtain our mapping functions:

mx(x,y)=
3

∑
i=0

3

∑
j=0

ai jxiy j, my(x,y)=
3

∑
i=0

3

∑
j=0

bi jxiy j,

where the coefficients ai j and bi j are determined by the re-
spective regressions. We choose a third-degree polynomial to
account for the nonlinear relationship between steering voltage
and outgoing beam angle. Overall the calibration takes roughly
ten minutes, creating the functions later used by Lasertag to
map an identified marker to a steering command in real time.
Notably, this streamlined calibration can be automatically run
across environments and can be repeated at any point through-
out deployment to maintain steering accuracy. This makes
it highly flexible compared to alternative systems requiring
hard-coded system parameters [4, 126], gimbal positions [20],
uplink feedback [1, 64], or complex learning strategies [39].

3.4 Predictive Steering for High Mobility
The fourth design element overcomes the low frame rate of
conventional image sensors and delays associated with laser
steering devices. Conventional image sensors have a low
frame rate (30-60 FPS), which results in a considerable delay
between consecutive frames. Additionally, laser steering takes
a non-negligible amount of time (on the order of milliseconds).
These delays can cause a steering gap between the current
and subsequent target locations, particularly when tracking
fast-moving objects (e.g., flying drones which accelerate to
over 20 m/s2 when making sharp turns). As a consequence,
laser alignment continuity can easily be disrupted.

To address this problem, we exploit movement continuity
on a micro timescale and propose predictive steering, wherein
we (1) predict the target’s expected location in the next frame,
(2) interpolate locations from now to the next frame, and (3)
steer to interpolated locations until a new frame is ready. This
upsampling strategy achieves smoother laser steering and
handles fast movement more effectively. While upsampling
techniques are common in the domain of audio and image
processing [34, 71, 140], they are usually performed offline,
requiring the signal to be captured in advance. In the scenario
of real-time laser tracking and steering, we must predict the
next steering location using only historical data.

The rationale of mobility prediction stems from the
continuous nature of motion at micro timescales. Although
motion is typically non-deterministic, it is still subject to
certain constraints. For example, speed and acceleration are
bounded and cannot be changed instantaneously. Therefore, by

Input: M: Prediction buffer size, ε̄: Nominal steering delay.
Output: None.

1 Function Steer(M,ε̄):
2 Let B,s,b be an empty array of length M
3 while True do
4 T← Time since last iteration
5 if first iteration then
6 (x0,y0)←Track(α)
7 else
8 (x0,y0)←Track(τ)
9 Append (x0,y0) to B

10 Skip to next iteration if length(B) ̸=M
11 (sx,sy)

(0)←B[0]
12 (bx,by)

(0)←B[1]−B[0]
13 for i←1 to M−1 do
14 (sx,sy)

(i)← Smooth B[i] with Eq. (1)
15 (bx,by)

(i)← Estimate trend with Eq. (2)
16 (xT ,yT )←(sx+bx,sy+by)

(M−1)

17 ∆← Time since call to Track(. . . )
18 t←∆+ε̄

19 while t≤T−ε̄ do
20 δ =(yT−y0)/(xT−x0)
21 xt =x0+t∗(xT−x0)/T
22 yt =δ ∗(xT−x0)+y0
23 (vx,vy)←(mx(xt ,yt),my(xt ,yt))
24 Set mirror voltage to (vx,vy)
25 εi← Time since previous nested iteration
26 t← t+εi

27 Delete B[0]
Algorithm 2: Predictive steering algorithm to continuously
steer the laser light to pixels (xt ,yt) lying between the captured
marker position (x0,y0) and predicted final location (xT ,yT ) ex-
pected at time T . The ith iteration of the double exponential
prediction is denoted by a superscript (i).

utilizing historical data, it is feasible to learn motion dynamics
and predict the object’s next location. Numerous techniques
for motion prediction have been proposed, including double
exponential filters [48, 74], Kalman filters [7, 78, 143], and
neural networks [44, 113]. In our implementation (§4), we
utilize a double exponential predictor due to its low compu-
tational overhead. Our framework is generic, however, and
can work with any motion prediction model as outlined in §6.

The double exponential predictor is a time-series forecasting
method that utilizes a double exponential filter to smooth the
input data and estimate future trends [48]. At a high level, the
predictor first applies a double exponential filter to the time
series data and obtains a smoothed estimate of the underlying
trend [98]. Then, it predicts future values by adding the
estimated slope of the trend to the current smoothed value. We
define the smoothing and trend estimation at iteration i as:

s(i)=αr(i)+(1−α)
(

s(i−1)+b(i−1)
)
, (1)

b(i)=β

(
s(i)−s(i−1)

)
+(1−β )b(i−1), (2)

where the raw input is represented by r(i), the smoothed value
is s(i), and b(i) is the best estimate of the trend. The parameters
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Figure 6: Predictive steering methodology that maximizes the num-
ber of steers within a time period T , taking into account the estimated
initial steering time ε̄ , image processing and prediction overhead ∆,
and subsequent steering overheads ε{1...n−1}.

α,β ∈ [0,1] are the smoothing parameters that control the
weight given to current and past values. In general, α and
β values can be chosen with empirical guidance4, where
larger values assign stronger weights to recent inputs and
are suitable for faster motions. Given the smoothed value
s(i) and estimated trend b(i), the next prediction is defined as
s(i+1)=s(i)+b(i) occurring at iteration i+1.

Figure 6 and Algorithm 2 describe the detailed steps. Once
an image frame is captured at time t0, the system predicts the tar-
get location (xT ,yT ) at the next frame. The predicted location
is produced at time t1 after image processing delay ∆. The sys-
tem then utilizes linear interpolation to infer locations between
the captured pixel coordinate (x0,y0) and predicted coordinate
(xT ,yT ). It consecutively steers laser beam to these locations,
taking into account the steering delay. Specifically, a steering
command sent at ti steers the laser beam to the interpolated
location expected at time ti+εi. Since εi is not known before
the command at ti completes, we steer to the expected location
based on the average steering delay ε̄ ≈ εi. Since Lasertag’s
mirror moves only a small amount between subsequent steers,
ε̄ is a suitable approximation for ε (see §5.3).

4 Prototype Implementation
The Lasertag prototype consists of the core unit, containing the
imaging and laser-steering subsystems, and a separate marker.
The marker is a 7 cm diameter circle made of retroreflective
tape [107]. We cut a 2 cm diameter hole in the center to place
a photodiode (PD) [50] for performance evaluation.
Imaging Subsystem. The imaging subsystem images the
scene to identify the marker’s location. Two 520 nm LEDs [93]
are placed next to the system’s fisheye lens to flood the scene
with green light. The green light reflects off the retroreflective
marker and passes through the fisheye lens. The light then
traverses the optical beamsplitter [130] and a 633 nm notch
filter [105], which removes any stray reflections from the laser
steering subsystem. Next, light passes through a 520 nm band-
pass filter [125] with a 55 nm pass region bandwidth. The
monochrome light is focused using an f =16mm focal length
lens [106], before finally arriving at a 5 MP image sensor [102].
The processing pipeline is built upon the OpenMV H7 Plus

4Other prediction algorithms (see §5.3) can eliminate parameter tuning.
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Figure 7: The Lasertag prototype and resulting beam profile mea-
sured at different distances.

platform. We perform adaptive windowing by sending IOCTL
commands directly to the image sensor.
Laser-Steering Subsystem. The laser steering subsystem
takes the marker location from the imaging subsystem and
feeds the appropriate steering voltages to a digital-input
MEMS driver [91] operating with an SPI bus frequency of
25 MHz. We utilize a 638 nm laser diode [129] with the driving
current capped to 120 mA, resulting in 50 mW of optical power.
The outgoing laser light is focused using an f = 2.75mm as-
pheric lens [128]. After the aspheric lens, the laser light reflects
off a 2.4 mm MEMS mirror [88] with a steering bandwidth of
300 Hz. Finally, the laser light passes through an f = 20mm
triplet lens [133]. The laser light then reflects off the beam-
splitter and through the fisheye lens [103], achieving a 3 dB
half-angle (x, y) divergence of (0.6, 0.8) degrees.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate Lasertag’s tethering efficacy in the context of three
practical applications, followed by micro-benchmarks and the
impact of practical factors. A demonstration is available at [15].

5.1 Experimental Setup
Since application-specific performance (e.g., communication,
power delivery) fundamentally relies on the ability to maintain
a constant laser connection, we primarily focus on evaluating
Lasertag’s tethering efficacy. We then translate these results to
application specific performance with additional experiments.
Ground Truth. We assemble a separate optical unit to collect
ground truth marker and laser beam positions (Figure 8a). We
combine two 2.4 MP cameras [138] with a 50:50 beamsplitter
and place a fisheye lens [104] on the beamsplitter’s output for
imaging. Each camera has a 520 nm or 633 nm bandpass filter
for isolating the marker or laser spot. We add two 520 nm LEDs
to generate retroreflective light. Each camera streams images
to a host computer, in parallel, at an average 315 FPS. Frames
from both cameras are synced by minimizing the difference
between frame timestamps, and aligned by applying a homo-
graphic transform. We perform binarization, blob detection,
and ellipse contouring to localize the laser spot and marker in
each frame. The marker velocity is then estimated by taking
the Euclidean distance between the marker’s center in adjacent
frames and dividing by the frame interval. Notably, we mea-
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Figure 8: Experimental setup for evaluating Lasertag in the context of three different practical scenarios.

sure pixel velocity instead of physical velocity since Lasertag’s
performance is only dependent on pixel changes. Since pixel
velocities scale with distance (e.g., a fast-moving object close
to Lasertag has a large pixel velocity, and a slower pixel velocity
when it is farther away), we can generalize Lasertag’s perfor-
mance to any distance. We also add an accelerometer [99] to
the target to complement the velocity data.
Evaluation Metrics. We measure tethering efficacy via: (1)
the physical offset between the center of the laser beam and
marker; (2) the normalized laser power received by a PD colo-
cated with the marker.

We compute the first metric from ground-truth videos.
For each ground truth frame, we compute the pixel offset as
the Euclidean distance between the laser and marker blobs
in the image. To convert pixel offset to physical offset, we
approximate the focal length f of the optical ground-truth
camera using the MATLAB and a conventional checkerboard
calibration pattern. Assuming minimal lens distortion and a
fixed marker depth d relative to the image plane, the physical
offset o (in meters) corresponding to a pixel offset p (in pixels)
is o = p∗d ∗1/ f [79], where f is experimentally measured
to be 322.5 pixels. Notably, this equation can also be used
to relate pixel velocity to physical velocity, where o is in m/s
and p is in px/s. Since transient marker occlusions and image
processing noise impact our measurements, we extract the
most likely offset by applying a rolling median window of
width 100 px/s over the velocity-offset pairs. We also ignore
velocities higher than the 98th percentile (710 px/s) and lower
than the 2nd percentile (13 px/s) due to lack of samples.

The second metric is measured by a PD placed at the
center of the marker on the target. Throughout target motion,
accelerometer data and PD voltage are sampled at 1 ksps by
a micro-controller [5]. PD voltage and velocity data are then
synced together to associate each PD reading with a velocity.
We then perform a series of signal processing techniques to
remove the confounding factors of depth, angular response,
laser power, and occlusion – all of which detrimentally
affect the PD’s response but do not indicate poor tethering
performance. First, we observe that signal fluctuations due to
target motion occur with a frequency between 3 Hz and 500 Hz.
Thus we perform a 0.5 Hz rolling average of the signal’s 99th

percentile, removing signal spikes caused by PD/ADC noise.
We then rescale the readings between the 99th percentile
rolling average and the PD’s noise floor (83 mV), partially
removing the impact of the PD’s angular response, experiment

depth, and laser power. To account for temporary PD occlusion,
we apply a rolling median window of width 100 px/s, and
ignore velocities above 710 px/s and below 13 px/s.
Evaluation Procedure. We evaluate Lasertag in an enclosed
indoor space. To understand the contribution of predictive steer-
ing, we also evaluate Lasertag without predictive steering as
our baseline. First, we place the Lasertag core unit and ground
truth measurement device on a 0.9 m height table (Figure 8a).
Second, we place the marker and sensing components on the
target (Figure 8). Third, we turn on a 1100 lx floor lamp (mea-
sured 1 m away) to provide ambient light and guidance for the
drone’s optical positioning. Finally, we place the target at a
fixed depth 5 of either 0.8 m, 2.4 m, or 4 m from the Lasertag
core unit, and record 3-8 minute trials for both steering meth-
ods at each depth. We synthesize over 1.6 million velocity
measurements with associated PD readings. Laser safety re-
quirements are maintained for all experiments, and since the
laser’s reflections are mainly retroreflective, authors were only
exposed to diffuse, eye-safe reflections.
Translating Tethering Efficacy. We translate tethering re-
sults to communication performance by mapping the marker
PD’s voltage to the BER of a 1 Gbps stationary link between
Lasertag and an avalanche photodiode (APD) [124]. First, we
generate a random 1024-bit OOK, non-return-to-zero packet
with an arbitrary waveform generator [62] connected to the
Lasertag laser diode. Second, we colocate the APD and marker
PD using a 50:50 beamsplitter, ensuring both sensors receive
an identical copy of the modulated laser light. Third, we simul-
taneously capture the APD’s received signals using an oscil-
loscope [63] and the corresponding voltage of the marker PD.
For each packet, we decode the signal in MATLAB, compute
the BER, and measure the marker PD’s voltage. We then vary
the link’s SNR by programmatically decreasing laser power.
To extrapolate to all possible voltages, we fit all recorded sam-
ples with a sigmoid function (R2 of 0.992). We then apply
this function to our experimental PD values to obtain a BER
over time. This methodology avoids placing the wired APD
on our experimental targets which would restrict their motion.
Translating tethering results to power-delivery performance
is straightforward, as harvested power is directly proportional
to connection time. We avoid reporting charging efficacy as it
highly depends on the specific laser and solar cell.

5The max distance is greater than this depth, since path length increases at
extreme steering angles. This is accounted for with our adaptive normalization.
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Figure 9: (a-b) Distribution and velocity trends of received normalized power and physical offset across all scenarios. (c) Velocity distribution
from individual scenarios. (d-f) Velocity breakdowns for each scenario.

5.2 Tethering Efficacy
To examine tethering efficacy, we consider object motions in
three applications well-primed for the benefits of laser light: (1)
ground-to-drone laser communication, (2) laser communica-
tion for VR, and (3) mobile power delivery using lasers. Across
scenarios, our targets underwent realistic motions including
unpredictable movements, jitter, velocity swings, and rotations.
Performance Overview. Across all applications, predictive
steering consistently aligns the laser beam center with the
PD on the target, delivering a median normalized laser power
of 0.97 on average, compared to only 0.85 without predictive
steering. Similarly, the median offset seen with predictive steer-
ing is 1.03 cm on average, compared to 1.17 cm for without
predictive steering. To maintain the laser tether in the face of
steering errors, the laser beam divergence could be expanded to
increase the beam spot size and compensate for steering offsets,
at the expense of energy efficiency. The required half-angle
beam divergence to maintain the link in the face of a 1.17 cm
offset is≈0.67° for a marker depth of 1 m. This low beam di-
vergence corresponds to a relatively well-collimated beam, and
thus Lasertag can efficiently deliver the majority of outputted
laser energy to the marker’s receiver. Histograms of received
normalized power and offsets across all scenarios are shown
in Figure 9a, demonstrating predictive steering’s performance
gain. We attribute this gain to the boosted steering rate of our
predictive steering algorithm, achieving average rates up to
151 Hz from the baseline 36 Hz. As shown in Figure 9b, while
predictive steering maintains relatively constant performance
across velocities, baseline steering performance considerably
declines. At the maximum observed marker speed of 710 px/s,
corresponding to a physical speed of 8.8 m/s at a depth of 4 m,
predictive steering achieves, on average, a 32% higher median
power and 26% lower median offset than baseline steering.

In the context of power delivery, these results indicate that

Lasertag is able to deliver 97% of its laser power to mobile de-
vice,compared to 85% with baseline steering. Translating these
results to communication performance, we observe a median
BER of 1.15×10−8 (p25 = 8.19×10−9, p75 = 7.97×10−5) for
predictive steering and 6.25×10−7 (p25 = 9.26×10−9, p75 =
3.97×10−4) for baseline steering. Notably, this corresponds to
a 54-fold improvement in BER utilizing predictive steering. In-
cluding periods when the link was fully occluded, we observe
mean BERs of 2.62× 10−2 and 5.03× 10−2 for predictive
and baseline steering, respectively. To improve these results,
the laser power can be increased to improve the overall SNR
(thereby decreasing BER), or lower throughputs (e.g., 100s
of Mbps) can be considered to relax the SNR requirements.

Diving into each application, we observe that Lasertag’s
performance is highly dependent on not only the target’s
velocity, but also its trajectory. We identify two broad classes
of object motion: (1) continuous linear movement; (2) short
periods of linear or angular movement, which register as bursts
of small, seemingly random displacements (later referred
to as micro-movements). Importantly, both continuous and
micro-movements can occur at all velocities. For instance,
although the drone predominately flies in a continuous, linear
fashion at a variety of speeds, VR games generate a combi-
nation of slow and rapid angular head movements, generating
micro-movements of varying velocities. The presence of
continuous, linear motion vs. micro-movements affects the
received power and offset achieved by both steering methods.

Lastly, we observe that the distribution of velocities across
applications is heavily positively skewed (Figure 9c). Since
there are fewer samples recorded at higher velocities, we
observe a larger variance in received power and offset at
higher velocities. Despite this, predictive steering maintains
a tighter confidence interval around the median than baseline
steering. Additionally, a slightly lower PD reading and higher
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offset exists at the lowest pixel velocities which we attribute
to occlusion not accounted for by our adaptive normalization.
Below we break down our results by application and examine
the impact of specific motions on Lasertag’s tethering efficacy.
Drone Communication. We consider maintaining a commu-
nication link with a moving aerial drone for our first application
scenario. We track, in real-time, a DJI Mini 2 drone flying with
a maximum acceleration of 29 m/s2 in the z-direction and
19 m/s2 in the x-y plane. At each starting depth, the drone flew
left-to-right in repeated sweeps across the room, each measur-
ing roughly 5 m horizontally. With the exception of take-off
and landing, the drone maintained a relatively constant ver-
tical position. As shown in Figure 9c, a significant number
of samples at low velocities were collected, corresponding
to instances in which the drone was changing direction, such
that the gradient of pixel movement was close to zero. The
second peak and tail of the distribution correspond to samples
collected while the drone cruised across the room.

On average across all measured velocities, predictive steer-
ing delivers 27% higher median-normalized laser power than
baseline steering and maintains a 22% smaller median offset.
As the marker velocity increases beyond 230 px/s, predictive
steering maintains median normalized powers above 0.86 and
median offsets less than 1.11 cm. In contrast, baseline steering
performance significantly declines, such that at the maximum
recorded velocity of 710 px/s it achieves a median normalized
power of 0.71 and median 1.61 cm offset. Translating these
results to communication performance, we observe a median
BER of 9.26×10−9 for predictive steering and 2.73×10−6

for baseline steering. Notably, a large portion of the drone’s
motion consists of continuous, linear motion, which is ideal for
double exponential prediction. As such, we observe increased
tethering performance with predictive steering enabled.
Laser VR. For our second scenario, we consider laser com-
munication to a VR headset for high-quality content streaming.
We track a Pico4 VR headset while the participant plays a
game, moving left/right up to 5 m, up/down up to 1.8 m, and
back/forth up to 5 m. Throughout all trials, the VR headset expe-
rienced a maximum acceleration of 37 m/s2 in the z-direction
and 15 m/s2 in the x-y plane.

As shown in Figure 9e, predictive steering and baseline
steering achieve median normalized laser powers of 0.99 and
0.98 and offsets of 0.81 cm and 0.89 cm, respectively, with rel-
atively constant performance across velocities. The noticeably
smaller performance gain of predictive steering is due to the
prominence of micro-movements throughout VR gameplay.
While such movements are typically not amenable to predictive
steering, here they correspond to small (albeit fast) physical dis-
placements of the marker such that the PD remains within the
laser beam’s diameter at all times. Steering without prediction
similarly benefits from this motion pattern. Translating these
results to communication performance, we observe a median
BER of 1.11×10−8 for predictive steering and 1.18×10−8 for
baseline steering. For high-resolution VR requiring multiple

Gbps of throughput, the laser power can be increased to
improve the overall SNR and decrease the resulting BER.
Mobile Power Delivery. For our final scenario, we consider
the potential of continuously delivering power to mobile de-
vices. We track the back of a smartphone while a participant
performs various actions, including (1) talking on the phone
while walking, (2) pausing to answer a video call, and (3) bend-
ing over while on the phone. Throughout trials, the participant
moved left/right up to 5 m, up/down up to 1.8 m, and back/forth
up to 5 m. The phone experienced a maximum acceleration of
49 m/s2 in the z-direction and 27 m/s2 in the x-y plane.

As shown in Figure 9f, predictive steering on average de-
livers 19% higher median normalized laser power. Predictive
steering consistently achieves median normalized laser powers
above 0.90. In the context of power delivery, this translates to a
mobile device receiving over 90% of laser energy from the core
unit. The median offset achieved by baseline steering on aver-
age is 1.33 cm, compared to 1.25 cm with predictive steering.
As in the case of drone motion, higher velocities see increased
performance differences between predictive and baseline steer-
ing. Additionally, during slower motions, the user occasionally
occluded the PD, causing a consistent decline in power at ve-
locities below 300 px/s that negatively skewed the median.

5.3 Tethering Micro-benchmarks
Motion Prediction. To assess the accuracy of motion pre-
diction, we compare the predicted marker pixel locations with
ground truth values. We first downsample the ground truth
values (recorded at 315 FPS) to the average frame rate of
Lasertag’s image sensor (36 FPS). We then compare our pre-
diction algorithm to two reference points: (1) baseline without
prediction, which treats the target’s current location as its next
location; (2) optimal case, which uses a brute-force search to
find the optimal hyperparameters α,β of the double exponen-
tial filter for each application. Although the optimal case is not
practical for real-time applications due to the time-consuming
brute-force search, we include it as an upper bound for compar-
ison. We quantify prediction error as the Euclidean distance
between the predicted and ground truth marker pixel locations
and report the mean/STDV of prediction error.

As shown in Figure 10a, compared to the baseline, our
predictive steering algorithm reduces prediction error by
roughly half in all applications, achieving an average error of
1.67 px, corresponding to a 1.04 cm error at a distance of 2 m.
The difference between our prediction algorithm to the optimal
case is, on average, only 0.3 px (1.8 mm at 2 m). Across predic-
tion methods, we observe that applications with higher marker
velocities (i.e., drone motion) see higher mean prediction er-
rors. This relationship arises because higher marker velocities
correspond to larger displacements of the marker between
consecutive frames. Inaccurate predicted locations are then
increasingly far from the actual location. Tuning of the double
exponential parameters or more sophisticated motion predic-
tion models (§6) could improve accuracy at higher speeds.
Angular Range. Next we measure the angular range of the
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Figure 10: Lasertag micro-benchmarks and practical considerations including (a) prediction accuracy, (b) angular range of the steering and
imaging subsystems, (c) the timing breakdown, and (d) impact of background noise.

laser subsystem and the imaging subsystem. To quantify the
imaging range, we place a power meter [131] at the center of
the retroreflective marker to measure optical power. We then
rotate the marker in 10° increments when 18 cm away from
Lasertag and measure the power at each angle. To measure the
laser subsystem’s range, we measure the maximum received
power at each angle, indicating how efficient the optical circuit
is at delivering laser light to any angle. In both scenarios, we
measure the received power relative to the maximum power.

As shown in Figure 10b, the laser subsystem is capable of
delivering over 56% of its laser power up to±95°, covering 10°
more than a full hemisphere before dropping below its−3 dB
point. Notably, the steering is slightly asymmetrical around
the 0° mark. We hypothesize this is due to reduced MEMS
mirror area at extreme positive angles, which lowers reflection
efficiency [90]. The imaging subsystem delivers≥66% of its
power to the marker center over a±81° range. This is because
at extreme angles, the circular retroreflective marker becomes
distorted, resulting in an incorrect center measurement.

System Speed. Finally we evaluate the delay of each step in
Lasertag and plot the timing breakdown in Figure 10c. Overall,
image capture takes the most time (27.8 ms), limited by the
frame rate (36 FPS). Lasertag runs other steps in parallel with
image capture, including target tracking (7.9 ms), motion pre-
diction and interpolation (≈ 0.1 ms), and consecutive steering
(2.1 ms each on average). On average, these timing constraints
support up to four predictive steers before the next frame is
requested. For a tag moving with an angular speed of 1 °/s
(roughly corresponding to 10 px/s), the MEMS mirror takes
approximately 0.6 ms to rotate to its updated physical deflec-
tion angle. The angular response is nonlinear, maxing out at
≈6 ms for angles above 30°. Notably, all these durations are
extremely variable and dependent on hardware characteristics,
image sensor configuration, and marker movement. Conse-
quently, we observe a variable frame rate from 238 FPS (when
the marker is stationary) to 14 FPS (when the marker is caus-
ing frequent ROI window updates). As a result, the number
of predictive steers varies from an observed minimum of one
to a maximum of eighteen. Faster MCUs and a streamlined
MEMS communication protocol would decrease the overall
time spent in image processing and communicating with the
mirror, thereby enabling more steering between frames.

5.4 Practical Considerations
Finally, we investigate practical aspects of Lasertag.
Power Consumption. Using a Monsoon FTA22D power me-
ter, we measure the power consumption of Lasertag (Table 1).
Overall, the power consumption of the MCU, image sensor,
and MEMS mirror is less than 1.5 W, 70% smaller than the
minimum power consumption of common computer vision
processors, e.g., the 5 W Jetson Nano. Notably, our chosen
laser consumes 353 mW of input power to generate 50 mW of
optical power. Higher efficiency/lower-power diodes can fit
seamlessly within the system to lower the power consumption.
Noisy Environments. To examine Lasertag’s robustness
against confounding scene objects, we directly measure the
perceived brightness of the retoreflective marker (cut to three
diameters) and common scene objects (e.g. reflective screens,
glass, whiteboards). Figure 10d plots the mean brightness of
the marker as function of distance. In general, larger mark-
ers retroreflect more light than smaller markers, resulting in
brighter blobs on the image sensor.6. In general, fairly low-
power LEDs have comparable brightness to the retroreflective
markers, supporting our claim that active markers would im-
prove Lasertag’s overall power efficiency at the cost of sys-
tem complexity. Additionally, these results validate the impor-
tance of the marker detection algorithm in §3.2 which enables
Lasertag to operate with bright light sources in the scene.
Ambient Light. Similar to supported imaging range, ambient
light rejection is tightly coupled with the chosen optical filters.
To reject more ambient light, a narrow bandpass filter can be
utilized to only pass a small subset of wavelengths. In our
implementation, we opted for a wider bandwidth (55 nm) filter
to match the broad emission spectrum of the 520 nm LEDs.
Despite the wide bandwidth, it still required over 200.000 lx
of light to saturate the image sensor using a white LED.

6 Discussion
Additional Tracking Modes. Our framework is compat-
ible with any image-based detection technique and is thus
application-agnostic. The tracking system may be configured
to support two additional modes: (1) tracking active markers,
and (2) markerless object tracking. An active marker can be

6We observe a decrease in blob brightness within 1 m of Lasertag due to the
majority of retroreflective light returning to their source instead of overlapping
with the colocated fisheye lens.
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Table 1: Average Lasertag power consumption breakdown.

Imaging Power (mW) Steering Power (mW)

MCU 596 50mW LD 353
Image sensor 692 MEMS mirror 159
2x LEDs 305

Subtotal 1593 mW Subtotal 512 mW

realized by adding an active light emitter (e.g., IR LED) to the
target, potentially enabling alignment feedback or uplink com-
munication (e.g., using frequency modulation). This would
also increase sensing ranges and robustness to background ob-
jects or targeted attacks (e.g., use of "spoofing" markers to fool
Lasertag). The second mode requires no marker on the object,
and relies fully on either standard feature detection algorithms
or machine learning models to identify the target. Prior work
has examined the tracking of people [10], traffic [24], and ar-
bitrary objects [122], which can be plugged into the Lasertag
framework. We leave these explorations to future work.
Motion Prediction. More sophisticated prediction models
can predict the target’s next position with higher accuracy. Re-
cent work has proposed learning models that can be trained to
learn complex patterns and relationships between an object’s
motion and its surrounding environment [13, 38, 117]. To test
the potential benefits of deep learning prediction for Lasertag,
we apply the N-euro Predictor [117] to the data collected during
our experiments without further fine-tuning. This model re-
duced the prediction error from an average of 1.67 px to 0.8 px,
a 52% decrease. This performance boost requires more power-
ful hardware for neural network inference, which Lasertag can
support depending on the application requirements.
Path Blockage. Lasertag can support non-line of sight appli-
cations by leveraging its image sensor to find reflections in the
scene and peer around obstructions. For example, imagine a
scenario where the Lasertag core unit and a target are separated
by a wall, but to one end of the wall is a mirror that is visible by
both. The core unit will see the target’s reflection in the mirror,
and can steer the laser beam to the reflection. Because of path
symmetry between the image sensor and laser, the beam will
reflect off the mirror and onto the target.

7 Related Work
Colocating Tracking/Positioning with Laser Steering.
Prior work has studied the integration of object acquisition,
tracking, and laser steering to maintain connection of a laser
beam with a target object. To the best of our knowledge, no
existing systems integrate target-agnostic computer vision
based tracking with laser steering. Existing systems often equip
the target with retroreflectors [14, 59, 77, 83, 86, 87], photo-
diodes [87], or active emitters like LEDs [83, 87, 95, 134] or
laser beacons [12,20,61,119,123,139,144]. Lasertag imposes
no restrictions on the target’s design, as it can be reconfig-
ured to support tracking and steering to any object visible to
the embedded camera. [4, 126] require a multi-camera sys-
tem to determine the mirror tilt needed to steer to a 3D po-

sition. These systems must be carefully calibrated by hard-
coding the camera system’s parameters [4, 126]. Lasertag
requires no a priori knowledge of camera characteristics, in-
stead automatically determining the correct steering parame-
ters during the mapping stage. [59,83,86,87] perform iterative
scans to track and steer to a passive mobile target. In contrast,
Lasertag continuously steers directly to the target and thus
does not suffer from tether downtime resulting from scanning.
While [59, 83, 86, 87] perform several demonstrations of their
system and describe its design, quantified performance results
are not provided. [1, 2, 14, 39, 51, 64] rely on uplink feedback
between the transmitter and receiver, either to enable initial
beam alignment [1, 64, 141], continuously communicate link
quality [39, 51] or receive GPS locations [2, 14]. We employ a
purely optical approach that does not require uplink feedback.
Laser Steering. Laser beam steering mechanisms fall into
two categories: non-mechanical and mechanical. Mechanical
beam steering mechanisms involving rotating mirrors have
large steering ranges but tend to be bulky, sensitive to me-
chanical stress, and limited in steering resolution [60, 142].
Non-mechanical beam steering mechanisms include acousto-
optic deflectors [121,136], optical gratings [11,41,67,80,100],
tunable liquid lenses [22, 101, 150], phased arrays [29, 30, 35],
and MEMS mirrors [33, 47, 85, 146]. Overall, MEMS mirror
are the most appealing due to their small size, low cost, and
robustness. Other solutions lead to significant loss of optical
power during steering [121, 136], suffer from limited FoVs
and switching speeds [11,22,41,67,80,100,101,150], or have
limited commercial availability [29, 30, 35].
3D Object Positioning and Tracking. [94] and [37] explore
the use of feature matching combined with reprojection to
perform 3D tracking. A large body of work explores light-
based positioning and tracking techniques that do not employ
cameras [42, 65, 76], including those requiring [46, 70, 110]
active emitters or photodiodes [31,52,145] on the target. Other
3D object localization methodologies include ultrasonic [21],
LiDAR [49], MEMS [73, 87], IMU [36, 72], and RF [3, 8, 57,
68,120,148] sensing. As discussed in §2, these methodologies
are nontrivial to integrate with laser steering devices.
8 Conclusion
We present Lasertag, a reconfigurable framework for laser
tethering with highly mobile targets. Extensive evaluation
shows that Lasertag can maintain laser alignment with rapidly
moving targets equipped with retroreflective markers. Lasertag
paves the way for a myriad of laser-based mobile applications,
including laser communication and wireless power delivery.
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Abstract

While software configuration management is a ubiquitous

practice in the industry and has been extensively studied,

prior research has focused solely on desktop or server

applications. This paper presents MobileConfig, perhaps the

world’s largest configuration management system for mobile

apps. It has been in production since 2015 and manages apps

running on billions of devices, including Facebook, Instagram,

Messenger, and AR/VR/glasses apps. Every day, Meta’s

developers make a staggering number of live configuration

changes, often in the thousands, to remotely control mobile

apps, driving them to change runtime behaviors without

requiring app code updates. These configuration changes

serve diverse purposes such as A/B testing, feature rollout,

and app personalization. We discuss how MobileConfig

addresses several challenges unique to mobile environments,

including (1) the lack of data consistency models that can

simultaneously ensure both fast app startup and configuration

data freshness; (2) the risk of misconfiguration impacting

billions of app users; and (3) the proliferation of mobile

client SDKs needed to support diverse mobile platforms,

programming languages, and configuration use cases.

1 Introduction

At Meta, we develop tens of mobile apps used by billions of

people. Each year, more than 1,000 developers contribute to

the codebase of our most popular app. Each week, the app

is updated with over 300 code changes, and a new version is

released to the app store. This fast-paced development and

release of the app, especially when it is collectively done by a

large number of developers, pose significant challenges to the

reliability of the app. Unlike server-side software, where bug

fixes can be deployed instantly under our control, mobile apps

lack a transparent method to upgrade from a buggy version to

a newer one without user involvement.

Contributions: Chunqiang and Thawan initiated the MobileConfig project in

2014. In terms of paper writing, Chunqiang and Soteris drafted the paper and

contributed equally. In terms of coding, Thawan led the project’s development

from 2014 to 2017, succeeded by Matt until 2023. All other co-authors also

made major contributions to the project’s development.

We work around the constraint of having no control over

app upgrades by providing the ability to remotely modify an

app’s configuration (config for short) and trigger it to change

behaviors without a code upgrade. Consider the example of

an experimental app feature. Initially, it is gated by a remote

config that is enabled for only 0.01% of users. If a bug is

detected, the feature can be instantly disabled via a remote

config change without user involvement, ensuring that the bug

will not be exposed to any user. Besides feature gating, remote

configs enable rich functions (§2.1), such as A/B testing [20–

22, 39] and personalized user experiences.

Remote configs are extensively used in all our apps, as

evidenced by the fact that the frequency of config commits

is about 15 times that of code commits. In this paper, we

present MobileConfig, our configuration management system

for mobile apps, and share our experience in addressing sev-

eral challenges unique to mobile environments.

Slow app startup. When a developer modifies the value of

a remote config on the server side, she typically wants app

devices to fetch and apply the new config value soon. For

instance, if the config is used to run an A/B test, the developer

can obtain useful A/B test results only after a sufficient num-

ber of devices have applied the new value. For this reason,

Google’s Firebase RemoteConfig [16], one of the most widely

used mobile configuration systems, suggests that,

“If you are loading values for an A/B testing experiment,

this strategy (of showing a loading screen to block the

app startup until it finishes fetching all the latest configs

from the server side) is very strongly recommended [17].”

Unfortunately, this simple strategy of blocking app startup

increases startup time, an important app quality metric [4, 11,

19, 27, 30, 37, 41]. Our evaluation shows that this approach

would unacceptably add 2,499 ms to the startup time of our

largest app. To put this into perspective, our app performance

team often invests months in optimizing an app to reduce

its startup time by just tens of milliseconds, and the effort

is considered worthwhile as it impacts the engagement of

billions of users.

Slow startup plays an outsized role in users’ negative per-

ception of an app and discourages users from opening the app,
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especially for short interactions such as typing a brief mes-

sage on a social-network app. In the industry, AppDynamics

reported that 60% of users abandon an app after their first

usage if they encounter performance problems [5]. At Meta,

based on extensive user studies, the product teams set the

priority that “startup is the single most important factor for

app performance, and anything not absolutely necessary will

be ruthlessly removed from the startup path.”

At startup, an app wants the latest configs, but fetching

them from the server delays startup. This tension has not been

addressed by existing data consistency models, as they do

not take advantage of the unique characteristics of configs,

specifically the timing and granularity of config consumption.

To resolve this tension, we propose progressive consistency.

Our key insight is that, out of our app’s as many as 4,300

configs, only a small fraction is accessed during the app’s

early startup phase. App startup can proceed by consuming

those configs’ locally cached values, even if they are stale.

In parallel, the app asynchronously fetches updates for all

configs from the server. Once the updates arrive, it switches

to using the new values for the vast majority of configs that

have not yet been accessed. Our production data shows that

progressive consistency achieves 99.7% config data freshness

across billions of devices without slowing down app startups.

Despite mixed consumption of old and new configs, pro-

gressive consistency ensures app correctness by guaranteeing

repeatable reads [7], monotonic reads [40], and intra-config

consistency. Note that, due to the nature of config usage, it

is unnecessary to enforce cross-config consistency (§3.3). To

mitigate the downside of consuming some stale configs, Mo-

bileConfig offers an emergency-push mechanism that can

swiftly purge harmful stale configs from app devices. Finally,

it can cap config staleness below an app-specified threshold.

Config error prevention. Every day, our app developers

make thousands of live config changes in production, with

each change carrying the risk of causing app malfunctions.

Moreover, recovering from a config error on mobile devices

is much harder than that on servers because unlike servers,

we have no access to users’ mobile devices to directly rectify

the error. MobileConfig uses a defense-in-depth approach to

prevent config errors. This includes enforcing compile-time

validation, conducting multi-stage canary tests [15], and con-

tinuously comparing configs on billions of devices with their

values on the server to catch inconsistency.

One surprising finding is that traditional small-scale canary

tests are ineffective for mobile apps. This differs from not only

the general industry practice [12] but also our own experience

in datacenter environments where small-scale canary tests

are effective. We find that one cause of this difference is the

heterogeneity of mobile environments, including many wild

device types and legacy OS versions. As a result, many bugs

appear only on a small fraction of user devices, making them

hard to detect through small-scale canary tests. Another cause

is that, out of a large app’s many features, only a small fraction

of users may use a specific feature during the canary time

window and trigger the bug. Because of these difficulties,

MobileConfig uses unconventionally large canary tests.

Proliferation of mobile SDK. MobileConfig supports apps

on various platforms (Android, iOS, Windows, Linux, Ma-

cOS, and custom OSes for AR/VR/glasses/display) and multi-

ple programming languages (Java, Objective-C, Kotlin, Swift,

C++, JavaScript, and ReactNative). The expansion of plat-

forms and languages would naturally lead to an increase in

the number of mobile Software Development Kits (SDKs).

Moreover, historically, different config use cases such as A/B

testing and personalization were supported by separate SDKs

and backend systems, leading to further SDK proliferation.

Two key insights help eliminate SDK proliferation. First,

to support diverse config use cases at the scale of billions of

devices, it is far easier to implement sophisticated capabilities

and deploy code changes on the server side than on the mo-

bile client side. On the client side, we simplify the SDK by

offering a uniform config API and data schema, agnostic of

various config use cases. On the server side, we use a trans-

lation layer to dynamically map mobile config parameters to

various backends that support different use cases. By intro-

ducing this one level of remapping on the server side, a single

client SDK can seamlessly work with various backends.

Second, to support diverse platforms and languages, we

use a proper mix of cross-platform C++ code and platform-

specific code. While C++ is known for cross-platform devel-

opment, we have discovered that the overhead of using Java

Native Interface (JNI) to bridge C++ is too high for latency-

sensitive config-read operations. Consequently, on Android,

we employ native Java code for these operations, while em-

ploying cross-platform C++ code for all other operations.

Contributions. We summarize our contributions below.

• To our knowledge, this is the first systematic study on con-

figuration management for mobile apps. We compare de-

sign alternatives and identify pitfalls in some widely used

mobile config systems. We also report lessons learned from

operating MobileConfig on billions of devices in the wild.

• We demonstrate the practicality of employing remote con-

figs to push the limits of agile app development—our de-

velopers make thousands of live config changes daily. We

hope that our experience will inspire others.

• We propose progressive consistency to meet mobile apps’

requirements for both fast app startup and fresh config data.

This is not possible with existing consistency models.

• We prevent config errors using a defense-in-depth approach.

In particular, we demonstrate that traditional small-scale

canary tests are ineffective for mobile apps.

• We avoid SDK proliferation by using cross-platform code

and server-side config parameter remapping.
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2 Config Usage

In this section, we use production data and examples to

demonstrate the usage of configs and the challenges that Mo-

bileConfig needs to address. Figure 1 shows an example of

how an app uses MobileConfig. In this example, ButtonCfg is

a config, and ButtonCfg.color is a parameter. The new code

path for the experimental “Button” feature is gated behind the

ButtonCfg.isEnabled parameter, which is personalized and

can return different values for different users.

class ButtonCfg {bool isEnabled; String color; int size;}

class MusicCfg {int volume; String list; bool shuffle;}

if(MobileConfig.getBool(ButtonCfg.isEnabled /* Personalized */)){

// New code path for the experimental "Button" feature.

color = MobileConfig.getString(ButtonCfg.color);

...

} else {

// Old code path without the experimental "Button" feature.

...

}

Figure 1: An app uses a simple API to access remote configs.

2.1 Config Use Cases

Remote configs enable many powerful use cases, as illustrated

in the examples below.

• Developers can update a config to incrementally enable an

experimental app feature, starting with our employees and

gradually expanding to the general population.

• Developers can use a config to set up an A/B test on differ-

ent users to assess the impact of a new product feature on

key business metrics.

• Configs can be used along with machine learning (ML) to

personalize user experience. For example, when a user lo-

gin fails, if ML predicts that the user is unlikely to succeed

with password retries, it sends a one-time passcode via SMS

to the user. We use a config to store the ML-personalized

per-user login retry setting.

• Some parameters that control an app’s behavior, such as

the amount of data to prefetch from the server, depend on

the execution context, such as battery level and network

performance. We apply contextual Bayesian optimization

to tune these parameters and manage them via a config.

• When datacenters face capacity shortages, specific config

changes can be promptly distributed to mobile devices to

disable less-essential app features, accordingly alleviating

the load they impose on datacenter backend services [25].

Backend
Feature

Rollout

A/B

Testing

Mutable

Parameters

700+ Custom

Functions
Dev

Parameters% 26.0% 40.8% 23.0% 2.7% 7.4%

Table 1: Breakdown of config parameters by backends.

To support diverse use cases, many different config backend

systems have been developed, as summarized in Table 1. The

feature rollout backend allows hundreds of teams to indepen-

dently enable or disable different features for users without

interfering with one another. The A/B testing backend enables

developers to study the effectiveness of product features via

A/B testing [21]. With the mutable parameters backend, in-

stead of hardcoding constants in code, developers can set them

as parameters that can be updated remotely without upgrad-

ing the installed app. The custom-function framework allows

developers to easily introduce a new config backend. More

than 700 custom backends have been implemented, mostly

for personalization and ML model automation. Finally, the

Dev backend is for local testing only.

Historically, the team that developed a new config backend

for a new config use case must also develop a corresponding

mobile SDK. Now, different config backends are all supported

by a single mobile SDK provided by MobileConfig. This

SDK exposes a uniform config API and data schema that are

agnostic to different config backends and use cases. On the

server side, we use a translation layer to dynamically map

mobile config parameters to different backends (§4.1.2).

2.2 Statistics of Mobile Environments

Next, we report some statistics to motivate the problem.

Very old app versions. Users’ infrequent app updates neces-

sitate the reliance on remote configs to change app behavior.

Table 2 shows the cumulative age distribution of our largest

Android app. The (56, 14%) column means that 14% of the

app’s installations were released in the past 56 days. Notably,

some extremely old app versions remain in active use. For

instance, 1% of the app’s installations are older than 987 days,

with the oldest one dating back almost 7 years (2,499 days).

App age (days) 49 56 63 70 77 217 504 987 2,499

Cumulative distribution 1% 14% 34% 56% 73% 90% 95% 99% 100%

Table 2: Very old versions of our Android app are still in use.

Very old OS versions. Our apps run on thousands of differ-

ent Android device types, with OS versions spanning over a

decade (Table 3). This complex environment makes it hard to

prevent config errors just by development-time testing. Hence,

MobileConfig relies on large-scale multi-stage canary tests in

live production as the last line of defense (§5).

Android Version 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Release year 2011 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Percent of devices 0.1% 1.2% 2.3% 2.8% 9% 12% 26% 38% 8%

Table 3: Very old versions of Android are still in active use.

Low-end mobile devices. The majority of our app users are

on low-end devices. We categorized the Android devices on
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which our apps run based on the year-class metric, which cor-

responds to the year when the device would have been consid-

ered as a flagship device. For example, Samsung Galaxy S6

was released in 2015 as a flagship smartphone. If a low-end

device was released in 2023 but its performance is comparable

to Galaxy S6, it would be classified as the 2015 class. Table 4

shows that 75% of the devices are comparable to 2015 or older

flagship devices. The combination of low-end devices and

many configs require us to heavily optimize MobileConfig

for performance and efficiency (§6).

Year Class 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016-2023

Percentage 0.04% 0.32% 3.53% 18% 20% 33% 25%

Table 4: Breakdown of Android devices by Year Class.

Many configs. We measured the number of config parameters

in our most popular apps, MM and V H (Table 5). They are

available on both Android (MMa, V Ha) and iOS (MMi, V Hi).

The largest app uses more than 4,300 configs and 26,000

parameters. The existence of a large number of independent

configs has made progressive consistency possible.

App Name MMa MMi V Ha V Hi

# Configs 4,344 3,546 3,178 3,050

# Parameters 26,770 18,057 8,563 7,828

Table 5: Config usage for our most popular apps.

Frequent config changes. Configs are updated frequently by

many authors. The configs of our largest app are edited by

more than 3,000 different authors over the app’s lifetime. On

an average workday, our developers make more than 2,700

config parameter value changes in production, and introduce

more than 110 config schema changes. MobileConfig relies

on defense in depth to mitigate the risk of config errors intro-

duced by frequent config changes (§5).

Many languages. To show the usage of languages in our apps,

we counted the number of static call sites in each language’s

source code that read remote configs (Table 6). As expected,

Java for Android and Objective-C for iOS are most popular,

but call sites in other languages still account for 37%. To sup-

port multiple languages and OSes while avoiding the devel-

opment costs of multiple client SDKs, we have implemented

MobileConfig’s core functions in a portable cross-platform

C++ runtime and exposed them to different languages through

language-specific bindings (§4.1.1).

Language Java Objective-C Java Script Kotlin React Native Swift C++

Call site% 35% 28% 18% 11% 6% 0.6% 0.6%

Table 6: Usage of MobileConfig by different languages.

Parameter types. Table 7 shows the breakdown of config

parameter types for MMa and MMi. As Boolean dominates,

MobileConfig implements special optimizations for it (§6.3).

Boolean Integer String Double Other

MMa 69% 23% 4.9% 2.4% 1.3%

MMi 66% 22% 4.8% 5.1% 1.5%

Table 7: Breakdown of config parameter types.

3 Agile Development with MobileConfig

This section describes how developers use MobileConfig in an

agile development process and how it ensures app correctness

while enabling both fast app startup and fresh configs.

3.1 Agile Development Process

To illustrate how MobileConfig enables agile development,

we describe the workflow of a developer named Alice working

on the experimental “Button” feature shown in Figure 1.

After sufficient local testing, Alice includes the code for

the Button feature in the app’s new release and uploads it

to the app store. Although some users quickly install the

new release, the new feature is not yet exposed to anyone, as

ButtonCfg.isEnabled is still set to false for all users.

Alice initiates testing for the new feature, initially enabling

ButtonCfg.isEnabled for only 0.01% of users. Uncertain

about the ideal ButtonCfg.color and ButtonCfg.size values

for the best user experience, she sets up an A/B test and di-

vides the test population into multiple groups, each receiving

distinct parameter values. By comparing metrics, like user

engagement, across the test groups, Alice identifies optimal

parameter values. Importantly, the entire A/B test process

is driven by Alice making config changes on the server side

using a web interface. These config changes are automatically

fetched by mobile devices, determining which users will par-

ticipate in the A/B test and what parameter values they will

get for ButtonCfg. As Alice makes remote config changes, it

does not require participating users to upgrade their installed

app or perform any manual operations.

If the app crashes on an old Android version when using the

new feature, Alice remotely disables ButtonCfg.isEnabled

for those users, without requiring an app upgrade. After fixing

the bug, she releases a new version of the app to the app

store. While still keeping ButtonCfg.isEnabled disabled for

the affected users on the old version, Alice enables it for a

subset of users on the new version to continue testing.

After months of A/B testing and numerous releases, Alice

determines that the new feature consistently harms business

metrics rather than enhancing them. She abandons the feature,

removing the experimental code and releasing a new version

to the app store. Notably, the majority of users were never

exposed to the feature from its introduction to its removal.

3.2 Stale Configs Hinder Agile Development

While remote configs are supposed to enable agile develop-

ment, straightforward solutions are ineffective. To highlight

the challenges, we analyze the three solutions provided by

Google’s Firebase [16], which are summarized in Table 8.
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Fast

app

startup

Repeatable

reads

Intra-config

consistency

Fresh

configs in

normal state

Bound

staleness

if required

Purge

misconfig

quickly

Firebase (1) ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Firebase (2) ✓ ✗ ✗ Vast majority ✗ ✗

Firebase (3) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

MobileConfig ✓ ✓ ✓ Vast majority ✓ ✓

Table 8: Comparison of config frameworks. Firebase [16]

supports three config consistency models [17].

In the table, Firebase (1) is Firebase’s default approach as

described in §1, which blocks app startup to fetch configs.

This approach would unacceptably increase our largest app’s

startup time by 2,499 ms.

Firebase (2) uses cached configs to boot the app while

asynchronously fetching the latest configs from the server.

Once the new configs arrive, the app immediately switches

to using them, without ensuring repeatable reads [7] or intra-

config consistency. This approach is unacceptable as altering

an app’s configs during its live execution can result in user-

visible anomalies, such as a sudden change in a button’s color.

Firebase (3) also uses cached configs to boot the app and

asynchronously fetches the latest configs from the server.

However, when the new configs arrive, the app saves them

to storage and will not utilize them until the next cold start

of the app. This approach increases the staleness of configs

and slows down the agile development process described

in §3.1. Suppose Alice updates an A/B test parameter in

the morning with the intention of collecting and analyzing

the testing results in the afternoon; she faces a challenge.

Despite many user devices fetching the updated parameter

in the morning, they will not apply it until the next cold app

restart, which may not occur soon. Even if the user switches

out of the app, it may remain paused in the background for

hours or even days without termination, preventing the new

parameter from taking effect when the app is brought to the

foreground again. Consequently, Alice cannot gather enough

A/B test results in the afternoon or even the following day,

significantly hindering agile development.

At Meta, for mobile apps, config commits occur about 15

times more frequently than code commits. This indicates a

highly iterative development process where developers invest

a significant portion of their time making config changes,

collecting and analyzing test results to inform their next steps.

Delays in collecting test results caused by stale configs would

thus greatly hinder developer productivity.

Rather than delaying the use of new configs until the next

cold restart, a potential improvement for Firebase (3) is to

apply new configs when the user switches to other apps and

puts the app in the background. However, this may still lead

to user-visible anomalies. For instance, if a user is midway

through reading a news article in the app and switches to other

apps, altering the app’s configs in the background could lead

to the article’s text appearing in a different color upon the

user’s return, as the color is controlled by a config.

Between Firebase (1)’s drawback of slow app startup and

Firebase (3)’s drawback of config staleness, Firebase consid-

ers the latter to be a bigger problem and hence “very strongly

recommends” Firebase (1) for apps using A/B testing [17].

In the literature, while the importance of fast app startup is

widely recognized [4, 19, 27, 30, 37, 41], the importance of

config freshness is often overlooked. Firebase’s recognition

of this issue based on its experiences with mobile developers

is commendable.

3.3 Progressive Consistency

To enable agile development, progressive consistency solves

both the problems of slow app startup and stale configs. Dur-

ing an app’s startup, it uses cached configs to unblock the app

while asynchronously fetching updates for all configs from

the server. Once the updates arrive, the app switches to using

the new values for the configs that it has not read yet but will

stick to the old values for the configs that it has already read.

Our production data shows that progressive consistency

achieves 99.7% config data freshness across billions of de-

vices without slowing down app startup. A key reason for the

high config freshness is that most configs are not accessed

during an app’s early startup phase. To aggressively minimize

startup time, any code that is not absolutely necessary during

startup, such as the initialization of app features that will not

be shown on the first user interaction screen, is postponed to

later stages. Since the vast majority of app features will not

be initialized on the startup path, the configs used by those

features will not be accessed during startup either.

Below, we describe how progressive consistency ensures

app correctness and discuss the ease of use of its API.

App correctness. Despite mixed consumption of old and new

configs, progressive consistency ensures app correctness by

guaranteeing intra-config consistency, monotonic reads [40]

across app restarts, and repeatable reads [7] within a user ses-

sion. A session is the time duration between two cold restarts

of the app, or it ends early if the user explicitly logs out of the

app. A key difference between MobileConfig and Firebase (2),

as summarized in Table 8, lies in MobileConfig’s support for

intra-config consistency and repeatable reads. If the app con-

sumes a parameter value during a session, subsequent reads

of that parameter will retrieve the same value, even if it has

already been updated on the server. This prevents unexpected

app behavior, such as sudden UI button color changes due

to parameter updates. Moreover, MobileConfig guarantees

intra-config consistency—if the app reads two parameters of

the same config in one user session, such as ButtonCfg.color

and ButtonCfg.size, those parameters’ values always come

from a single atomic update on the server side.

MobileConfig does not guarantee cross-config consistency

as configs are intended to be independent, serving different

code modules. If dependencies arise among configs, they

should be merged into a single config. While merging could
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theoretically result in an excessively large config, this has

never occurred in the nine years of MobileConfig’s production

usage. On average, a config contains only 4.3 parameters.

Although we have a design for MobileConfig to support cross-

config consistency by maintaining metadata about matching

versions of interdependent configs, it remains unimplemented

due to the absence of a genuine need for such complexity.

Moreover, the lack of support for cross-config consistency

is not merely a workaround to expedite startup in mobile en-

vironments but extends to datacenter (DC) environments as

well, where startup time is not an important consideration. In

contrast to MobileConfig’s progressive consistency, our DC

configuration management system, Configerator [38], adopts

Firebase (1)’s approach, blocking a DC application’s startup

to fetch configs synchronously, as startup time is less impor-

tant in DCs. However, Configerator still does not guarantee

cross-config consistency. It may push real-time updates for dif-

ferent configs to a DC application’s running instances in differ-

ent orders, as configs are independent. Finally, despite config

errors being a primary cause of production outages [38], we

do not recall that either Configerator or MobileConfig, with 12

and 9 years of production usage respectively, has experienced

outages due to the lack of cross-config consistency.

API simplicity. While implementing progressive consis-

tency, ensuring advanced features do not complicate the de-

veloper API is a challenge. A transaction-like API to en-

sure config consistency seems straightforward but could hin-

der usability and adoption. Instead, MobileConfig offers a

straightforward API to apps (see Figure 1) while handling

advanced features internally. For example, when the app calls

MobileConfig.getString(ButtonCfg.color), MobileConfig

must detect if ButtonCfg.isEnabled was already read and re-

turn the corresponding version of ButtonCfg.color for intra-

config consistency. This streamlined API has successfully

facilitated the migration of about a dozen legacy config frame-

works at Meta to MobileConfig.

4 MobileConfig Design

In this section, we describe the design of MobileConfig and

compare it to Firebase [16] and Configerator [38].

4.1 MobileConfig Architecture

MobileConfig’s architecture is depicted in Figure 2, which en-

compasses the client library and the server-side components.

4.1.1 Client-side Library

MobileConfig’s client-side runtime library (runtime for short)

needs to support various platforms and languages. To avoid

the development costs of multiple client SDKs, the runtime is

implemented in portable cross-platform C++. The API layer

exposes the C++ runtime to multiple languages.

The Java API uses JNI to bridge to C++, incurring higher
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Figure 2: MobileConfig high-level architecture.

overhead. Due to the aggressive optimizations described in

§6.2, the C++ API only needs two memory accesses to read a

parameter value, which makes the JNI overhead prohibitively

high in comparison, especially because config reads can be on

the critical path of app execution. Reimplementing the entire

runtime in Java would alleviate the problem but at the expense

of additional development costs. To strike a balance between

code reuse and performance, MobileConfig introduces a Mini

Manager that implements a minimal read path in Java to

efficiently read cached configs. This read path is on the critical

path of app performance. All other functions that are not on

the critical path, such as fetching configs from the server and

updating the cache, are bridged through JNI to C++.

The support for other languages is simpler. The Objective-

C API natively interfaces with C++. As ReactNative can

cross-compile JavaScript to either Java or Objective-C, Mo-

bileConfig offers a JavaScript API that bridges JavaScript

functions to either Java or Objective-C functions.

The runtime provides networking, storage, exposure log-

ging and other functions. For networking, it efficiently syn-

chronizes config values between client and server (§6.3). For

storage, it stores configs in a highly optimized read-only bi-

nary format for fast access (§6.2). For exposure logging, the

events of an app’s exposure to config parameter values are

logged, queued locally, and at opportune moments sent to the

server in batches. Finally, the runtime supports operations

related to config testing, debugging, canary, monitoring, and

quick rectification of erroneous configs (§5).

4.1.2 Server-side Components

On the server side, different backend services support diverse

config use cases, such as A/B testing and feature rollout. The

translation service consults the parameter-to-backend map

stored in a key-value store to map each config parameter

requested by the client to its corresponding backend. This

server-side translation drastically simplifies the client runtime,

as the client can use a uniform config API and data schema

that are agnostic to different config backends and use cases.
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The translation service provides an extension point that al-

lows developers to easily add a new custom-function backend,

by implementing the following interface: “generateParam-

Value (requestContext, userID).” Based on the userID and

requestContext, a custom backend can personalize parameter

values. More than 700 custom backends have been imple-

mented, mostly for different kinds of personalization.

MobileConfig also encompasses tools for detecting, pre-

venting and rectifying config errors. Consistency logging sam-

ples client and server parameter values to detect config di-

vergence. To prevent config errors, MobileConfig performs

multi-stage canary tests when rolling out a config parameter

change. Finally, MobileConfig’s emergency push mechanism

can quickly push a corrected config to billions of devices.

4.1.3 Client-server Protocol

Push vs. pull is an important design decision in the client-

server protocol. With a push model, the server immediately

pushes new data to clients. With a pull model, the client

periodically pulls new data from the server in batches.

Table 9 compares push and pull for different systems. Con-

figerator [38], our configuration system for datacenter appli-

cations, uses a push model (column 2 in Table 9). Our mobile

messaging app uses a push model to deliver chat messages

(column 3 in Table 9). No known system uses a push model

for mobile configs (column 4 in Table 9). Firebase Remote-

Config [16] uses a pull model for mobile configs (column

5 in Table 9). MobileConfig (column 6 in Table 9) uses a

pull model complemented by emergency push, which only

happens several times per year to rectify severe config errors.

In datacenter environments, many config use cases require

instant delivery for real-time automation, like global load

balancing [32]. In contrast, mobile config use cases rarely

need instant updates of configs because apps often do not

consume them immediately. Apps may not be running or

prefer to stick with the old config until the next restart to

prevent abrupt user experience changes, such as UI alterations.

To minimize resource consumption, we opt for a pull model.

However, in emergency situations such as rectifying config

errors, it is necessary to push a config update to mobile de-

vices quickly and restart the app to consume it. Hence, we

complement our pull model with occasional emergency push.

4.2 Support for Progressive Consistency

In this section, we present how progressive consistency works

during the app lifecycle, and describe the implementation of

repeatable reads and intra-config consistency.

4.2.1 Config Consistency during App Lifecycle

When a user installs a new app and logs in for the first time,

MobileConfig blocks app startup to fetch the latest config val-

ues from the server. This is done to ensure a better user expe-

rience than using up to 26,000 unoptimized default parameter

Config

Mgmt in

Datacenters

(push)

Mobile

Messaging

App

(push)

Config mgmt in mobile environ.

Push

(no real use)

Pull

(Firebase)

Pull +

Emergency Push

(MobileConfig)

# Endpoints millions billions billions

Endpoint availability high low low

Message fanout millions <100 billions

Message rate high low medium

Push notif. reliability high medium medium

Hardware resources abundant scarce scarce

Outcome: infra cost

relative to requirements
low low high ✗ low low

Reliability
Requirement high medium high

Outcome high medium medium ✗ high high

Delivery

Speed

Requirement fast fast usually slow but fast in emergency

Outcome fast fast fast

always

slow

✗

usually slow

but fast in

emergency

Table 9: Comparison of push vs. pull.

values. It is important to note that this blocking does not occur

on subsequent app restarts. Moreover, MobileConfig can use

partial fetch (§6.3) to retrieve only the essential configs and

reduce blocking time. If the initial synchronous config fetch

fails or times out (e.g., due to no network connectivity), the

app proceeds with startup using the default parameter values

statically compiled into the app’s executable.

During the app’s steady-state execution, whenever it enters

the foreground, it checks whether H hours have passed since

the previous config fetch. If so, it asynchronously fetches

configs from the server, and caches configs on disk. We em-

pirically found that H=4 hours strike a good balance between

resource consumption and config freshness.

When the app cold-starts next time, it mmap() cached

binary-format configs into memory, and can immediately

read individual config parameters without loading or pars-

ing configs (§6.2). While the app boots normally with cached

configs, it immediately issues an asynchronous config-fetch

request to the server. Suppose the response comes back with

new config values in S seconds (e.g., S=2). The app’s future

reads to configs that are not read yet will consume the newly

fetched config values. Overall, during the first S seconds of

app startup, it consumes cached configs; after that, it con-

sumes newly fetched configs. This approach strikes a balance

between app start time and config freshness.

To bound config staleness, an app can block its startup to

fetch configs if and only if the cached configs are fetched

more than T hours ago, where T is configurable per app. If

T =48 hours, a person who uses the app daily would never

experience the blocking. If T =0, the app always blocks on

startup, which is the Firebase-recommended approach. By

default, our apps use T =∞ (i.e., never block) because 1) it

already provides our apps with the latest version of the vast

majority of configs, and 2) our apps can quickly recover from

harmful stale configs via emergency push, and hence there is

no need to be overly conservative.

After an app executable upgrade (not config update), the

app consumes cached configs just like a normal cold start.
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Some new config parameters might be added to the app’s new

version and hence do not exist in the local cache. The app

can boot using those parameters’ default values until the first

asynchronous config fetch finishes. Alternatively, the app can

block on a partial fetch (§6.3) to retrieve a minimal subset of

those missing parameters that are important to the app startup.

4.2.2 Repeatable Reads and Intra-config Consistency

Progressive consistency guarantees that 1) during a user ses-

sion, an app’s multiple reads to the same parameter always

return the same value, and 2) parameters in the same config

are consistent with each other when consumed by the app.

Once every H hours, the MobileConfig runtime fetches

the latest config values from the server, and saves configs in

a so-called ctable file, resulting in a sequence of ctables

over time: 0.ctable, 1.ctable, 2.ctable, and so on. Old

versions are garbage collected when they are no longer used.

On app startup, suppose 0.ctable exists and it contains the

configs in Figure 1. When the app reads ButtonCfg.color,

the runtime will retrieve it from 0.ctable. Later, after

the runtime fetches new configs and creates a new ver-

sion, 1.ctable, the app reads ButtonCfg.color again and

the runtime will still retrieve it from 0.ctable (instead of

1.ctable) in order to ensure repeatable reads. Later, when

the app reads parameter ButtonCfg.size, the runtime will

also retrieve it from 0.ctable in order to ensure that the app

reads ButtonCfg’s parameters from the same version.

Later, the app reads MusicCfg.volume and the runtime

will retrieve it from 1.ctable since that is the latest cached

version. Note that the app reads ButtonCfg and MusicCfg

from different versions of ctables. Treating each config

independently allows the app to consume each config’s latest

cached version on its first access to the config.

5 Config Reliability

Multiple factors make it challenging to prevent config errors

at scale. First, at Meta, hundreds of developers modify one

app’s code concurrently and release a new version every week.

Second, they also make config changes in live production

thousands of times per day. Finally, our apps run on billions

of devices in the wild—various OSes and unmaintained old

versions, plus thousands of wild Android device types. Hence,

we have to rely on defense in depth for reliability.

MobileConfig automatically runs multi-stage canary tests

on config changes. As soon as a config change is code-

reviewed and accepted, MobileConfig tests the change in

production by randomly selecting 0.5% of users as the canary

group and another 0.5% as the control group. The canary test

spans 30 minutes, during which the MobileConfig runtime

uses exposure logging to report the app’s consumption of the

new parameter values. Once the canary time expires, our tool

checks whether the canary parameters are associated with

regressions in key metrics. If so, the change is reverted.

After the first-stage canary, MobileConfig initiates a more

thorough second-stage canary to catch harder-to-detect config

errors. It partitions the entire population into a 50% canary

group and a 50% control group. This longer, four-hour canary

primarily monitors key metrics such as app crashes.

The second-stage canary (50% of users) is much larger than

the common practice [12]. For datacenter applications, we

also do not run canary tests at this large scale. However, the

mobile environment is diverse, with various device types and

older OS versions. Consequently, bugs may only manifest on

a small subset of devices, making them hard to detect in small-

scale canary tests. Moreover, in a large app, only a fraction, or

even a very small fraction, of users may use a specific feature

during the canary window, potentially triggering a bug. Due

to these challenges, MobileConfig employs unusually large

and unusually long canary tests in the second stage.

While more intermediate stages could be added to Mobile-

Config’s multi-stage canary, doing so would further extend

the rollout time for config changes, already at 4.5 hours, sig-

nificantly longer than in datacenter environments. Given the

noisy mobile environments, it requires a longer canary time

compared to datacenter environments. To reduce the rollout

time, we opt for the minimum of two stages. The first stage

promptly identifies obvious problems within a small user pop-

ulation, preventing widespread impact, while the second stage,

with a large population, catches difficult-to-detect issues, serv-

ing as a robust last line of defense.

Emergency push. Severe config errors have to be fixed

quickly by emergency push, as the normal process of up-

dating a config can take a long time to reach most devices and

even longer for apps to restart and consume the new config.

Emergency push works as follows. When a severe config

error is either detected by multi-stage canary or manually

reported, the developer can start an emergency push by speci-

fying the target devices to be notified, e.g., based on device

model, app version, country, user’s spoken language, etc. The

server maintains for each config an emergency version number

(EVN), which is incremented whenever an emergency push

happens to the config. The config’s name and latest EVN are

pushed to the target devices via our own implementation of

an MQTT-based push notification mechanism.

The device compares the received EVN with its local EVN.

If the former is higher, the device requests the latest parame-

ter values and an action from the server. The action options

are: do nothing (new values take effect after next app restart),

force refresh (the next parameter read will consume the new

value), background restart (the app will restart when switched

to background), and foreground restart (the app restarts im-

mediately, even if in foreground). Foreground restart is the

most disruptive to users and is reserved for severe issues.

Config consistency checking. MobileConfig continuously

monitors config consistency between clients and the server.

The MobileConfig runtime periodically captures snapshots
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of a device’s local configs and transmits them to the server.

The server retrieves parameter values from config backends,

compares them to the client-reported values, and logs results

in a database. Numerous health monitoring tools scan the

database to detect issues promptly.

6 Performance Optimizations

In this section, we elaborate on several optimizations that

allow MobileConfig to operate at scale efficiently.

6.1 Optimizing Strongly Typed Parameters

MobileConfig uses a strongly typed config API to prevent

type errors. Given a config schema, our tool generates strongly

typed parameter definitions for multiple languages. Apps use

the strongly typed API to access parameters, for example,

MobileConfig.getString(ButtonCfg.color). By contrast, apps

using Firebase [16] access parameters through untyped string

identifiers, which can result in runtime type errors.

Unfortunately, the benefits of strong types come with a

high cost. The symbols of thousands of Java config classes

and parameters would inflate an Android app’s binary size

and slow down app startup. To mitigate this, our compilation

tool transparently replaces all Java config class and parameter

symbols with encoded integer IDs, which serve as indices to

efficiently locate parameter values in ctable files at runtime.

6.2 Optimizing Config Storage

Config storage also affects the app startup time. Our evalu-

ation shows that using Firebase [16]’s approach of storing

configs in JSON files on Android would unacceptably prolong

our largest app’s cold start time by 558ms. Hence we heavily

optimize config storage for high performance.

Config storage format. To enable fast config reads, Mobile-

Config uses flatbuffers [18] to encode hierarchical config data

into an efficient byte-array representation. For each param-

eter type, it creates a byte array that contains two sections:

1) the values of parameters of the given type, and 2) metadata

for each parameter, e.g., a loggingEnabled field indicating

whether an exposure event should be logged. The per data-

type byte arrays are then concatenated, with header and tail

sections added. The header contains the offsets of the per-type

subarrays. The tail contains the LoggingIDs for each param-

eter. Finally, the entire byte array is persisted on disk as the

so-called ctable file.

Fast parameter read. On app startup, the MobileConfig run-

time mmap() the ctable file so that the app can immediately

read specific parameters without loading all configs into mem-

ory or parsing configs. On a parameter read operation, the

runtime extracts from the encoded 64-bit parameter ID the

following metadata: the config’s rank among all configs, the

parameter’s rank, and the parameter’s type. Then it uses them

as indices to efficiently locate the parameter’s value, metadata,

and LoggingID in the ctable file.

6.3 Optimizing Client-Server Protocol

A straightforward implementation of the protocol described

in §4.1.3 would be inefficient. This section describes the

optimizations we have made to the baseline protocol.

Partial fetch. Usually, an app asynchronously fetches configs

from the server without blocking app startup. However, there

are two exceptions: the first login after app installation and

the first startup after an app upgrade (§4.2.1). One important

insight is that even if occasional synchronous config fetches

are necessary, it is unnecessary to fetch all config in a single

batch because most configs are not used in the first few sec-

onds of app startup. Hence, it is likely that an asynchronous

fetch can finish before those parameters are used.

To minimize the delay, MobileConfig uses partial fetch,

which only retrieves the minimum subset of configs needed in

the early phase of app startup. These parameters are identified

through tests in our lab environment by tracing the parameters

read during app startup until it is ready for user interaction.

Config schema hash. Apps of different versions use different

config schemas and the server does not know the exact list

of configs and parameters that a client wants to fetch. Since

each app version is associated with a fixed set of configs and

parameters, the server only needs to know the client’s app

version. At compilation time, our tool generates a SHA-256

hash of the list of configs and parameters, and stores it along

with the app binary. At runtime, the client sends to the server

the SHA-256 hash, and the server consults a key-value store

to map the hash back to a list of configs and parameters.

Parameter value hash. Sometimes the server may wastefully

send a parameter’s latest value to the client while the client’s

cached version is already up-to-date. To avoid this overhead,

the client partitions its configs into sets, and produces a hash

for parameter values in each set. The client includes these

hashes in its request to the server, which are used by the server

to identify and skip unchanged config sets.

Boolean encoding. Most parameters are booleans (Table 7).

We reduce the server response size by using two bits to repre-

sent a boolean (null/valid and true/false) and then concatenat-

ing all boolean bits into an efficient byte array.

7 Evaluation

Unless otherwise noted, all experiments described in this

section are conducted in production at hyperscale.

7.1 Usage and Adoption

MobileConfig has been in production since 2015 and has

become the only mobile config solution at Meta after consoli-

dating about a dozen different legacy solutions. Currently, it

manages tens of apps running on billions of devices. Table 10

summarizes the usage statistics for several apps.

The largest app, MMa, uses more than 26,000 config pa-
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App MMa MMa,L MMi V Ha V Hi T Ha T Hi BAa BAi WPa WPi

# Configs 4344 46 3546 3178 3050 2780 1177 4680 3254 4381 2864

# Parameters 26770 362 18057 8563 7828 17662 4793 28189 17223 27192 15885

# Projects 5797 92 2437 1607 1642 4650 645 6727 2644 6596 2385

# Teams 754 19 607 336 315 532 185 725 539 718 505

Config fetches

per week (billion)
64 8 26 52 38 34 46 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.02

Table 10: Config usage statistics. Projects are makefile-like compilation targets. The subscripts a and i mean Android and iOS,

respectively, e.g., MMa and MMi. The business apps (BA and WP) have less users than the other consumer apps.

rameters and is jointly developed by more than 700 teams.

The smallest app, MMa,L, is a lightweight version of the MM

app, optimized for minimal resource consumption on low-end

Android devices. MMa,L uses 362 config parameters, which

is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of MMa.

Overall, Table 10 shows that MobileConfig is capable of

supporting both small and large apps. Moreover, the large

number of teams and projects in Table 10 highlights that the

agile development process (§3.1) enabled by remote configs

can scale to many people jointly working on one large app.

7.2 Impact on App Startup Time

Both our apps and MobileConfig are aggressively optimized

for fast startup because it directly impacts user engagement.

7.2.1 Consistency Model’s Impact on App Startup Time

Figure 3 shows the average config-fetch time measured in pro-

duction for different apps. Blocking app startup while fetching

configs, as Firebase does [17], would significantly prolong

the startup times of our apps by anywhere from 1091ms to

2866ms, causing a detrimental impact on user engagement.

To put this into perspective, our app performance team often

invests months in optimizing an app to reduce its start time by

just tens of milliseconds. The config-fetch time is longer than

the network round-trip time because it includes time for the

config backends to generate personalized values for as many

as 27,000 config parameters. Overall, the long config-fetch

times emphasize the importance of progressive consistency’s

approach of using cached configs to unblock app startup.

MobileConfig performs synchronous config fetches in two

cases: the first login after app installation and the initial startup

following an app upgrade. In these cases, it employs partial

fetch (§6.3) to retrieve only the most important configs. For
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Figure 3: Config-fetch time for different apps.

our popular app, MMa, compared to a full fetch, partial fetch

reduces fetch time from 2,499ms to 1,571ms and decreases

transferred data from 401KB to 31KB. The smaller reduction

in fetch time is due to the non-linear relationship between

config size and config-fetch time. The fetch time includes

computation time for the config backends to generate person-

alized values for many parameters in parallel, which does not

decrease linearly as the config data size reduces.

7.2.2 Config Storage’s Impact on App Startup Time

On app startup, the MobileConfig runtime directly mmap()

a binary-format ctable file into memory and immediately

read individual config parameters, without the delay of pars-

ing configs or loading all configs into memory. By contrast,

Firebase [16] on Android stores configs in JSON files. To do a

direct comparison, we modified our V Ha app to use a similar

approach to store configs in JSON, and we call it V Ha, json. On

startup, both V Ha and V Ha, json use cached configs, and hence

the impact of config fetch is excluded from the comparison.

We measured app startup time in production. On average,

V Ha boots 558ms faster than V Ha, json. This significant win

underscores the importance of optimizing storage format and

access method. Unlike V Ha, json, which parses the JSON file

to extract all parameters before accessing even a single one,

MobileConfig utilizes mmap() to access configs in an opti-

mized binary format. This enables it to selectively page in

the specific page containing the needed parameter and read it

directly, without being concerned about other parameters.

Figure 4: Config freshness for the MMa and MMi apps.
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7.3 Config Data Freshness

Progressive consistency not only enables fast app startup but

also provides apps with highly fresh configs. We use Mo-

bileConfig’s config consistency checker (§5) to measure con-

fig freshness in production. Config read freshness measures

whether a parameter value consumed by an app is identical

to the parameter’s value on the server side. Config storage

freshness measures whether a parameter’s value stored in a

device’s cache is identical to the parameter’s value on the

server side. Read freshness and storage freshness may diverge

because even if a client has fetched and stored a parameter’s

latest value in cache, the app may keep using an older cached

version in order to guarantee repeatable reads.

Figure 4 shows config freshness reported by billions of

devices for our biggest app MM. The P50 values of config

read freshness are 99.70% and 99.84% for MMa and MMi, re-

spectively. These demonstrate that progressive consistency is

able to provide apps with highly fresh configs while enabling

fast app startup.

The config storage freshness is close to 100% but never

reaches 100% due to how it is calculated. A config storage

sample is taken at time T0 right after a MobileConfig client

fetches configs from the server. Later, the sample is compared

with the config data on the server side at time T1. Between

T0 and T1, some parameter values might have changed on the

server side, causing the sample to be considered “not fresh.”

7.4 Emergency Push

Emergency push (§5) accelerates the process of purging harm-

ful stale config data from app devices to rectify config er-

rors. We designed an experiment to measure in production

how quickly an update on a specific parameter is dissem-

inated and consumed by app devices. We compare differ-

ent setups: 1) baseline—no use of emergency push, 2) EP

w/o restart—emergency push without app restart, 3) EP w/

restart—emergency push plus forced app foreground restart.

The results are shown in Figure 5. The x-axis is the time

since the parameter value is updated. The freshness coverage

metric on the y axis measures the percentage of parameter

reads that return the new parameter value out of all app de-

vices’ reads to the parameter. The app is set up to read the

specific parameter immediately after it boots. Freshness cov-

erage is calculated in a 30-minute moving time window.

By design, “EP w/ restart” guarantees near 100% freshness

coverage. If a device’s app is running at time 0 when the

parameter value is updated, soon the app will receive the new

parameter value via emergency push and then immediately

restart to consume it. If the app is not running at time 0, when

it is opened later, it will boot with the cached old parameter

value, but will quickly receive the asynchronously fetched

new configs and notice that an emergency push has happened.

It will immediately restart the app to consume the new param-

eter value. If we exclude the old parameter value temporarily

consumed by the app during the very short period of time

between the app’s first startup and its immediate restart, by

design “EP w/ restart” guarantees near 100% freshness cov-

erage. This is shown as the top curve in Figure 5. Note that in

this experiment, the top curve is inferred instead of measured

in production because we cannot afford to force-restart the

app in production just for an experiment, which would cause

a disruptive experience to many real users. Local tests on our

devices confirm that “EP w/ restart” indeed restarts the app

in seconds to consume the new parameter value.

The “baseline” curve in Figure 5 shows that without emer-

gency push, it takes a long time for freshness coverage to

reach a high value. Specifically, after 4 hours, the coverage

reaches 26%; after 24 hours, it reaches 85%. The long tail is

caused by users who do not use the app for a long time.

“EP w/o restart” improves freshness coverage. Specifically,

after 4 hours, the coverage reaches 40% (vs. 26% in “base-

line”); after 24 hours, it reaches 92% (vs. 85% in “baseline”).

However, the wide gap in freshness coverage between “EP

w/o restart” and the ideal setup of “EP w/ restart” shows that

it is insufficient to just quickly push the new parameter value

to devices because the app will not consume it until the app’s

next restart. Therefore, forced app restart, though disruptive,

is a necessary step to quickly purge stale configs.

In production, EP is used approximately once per quarter

to rectify config errors and almost all those cases use “EP w/

restart.” In addition, “EP w/o restart” is frequently used for

Defcon drills [25], as explained in §8.1, for disaster readiness

drills rather than handling real production outages.

7.5 Multi-stage Canary Tests

Multi-stage canary tests help catch code or config bugs early.

Over a one-month period, MobileConfig conducted 81,014

canaries and caught 15 bugs, all in the second-stage canary.

All these bugs slipped through the small-scale first-stage ca-

nary, because the regression in app health metrics was too

subtle to be reliably detected in very noisy mobile environ-

ments. This highlights the difficulty of config error prevention

in mobile environments. Despite a large body of research on

config error prevention [9, 14, 24, 29, 44, 46, 47, 49], we found

that large-scale canary tests in production are still the most

robust and widely applicable method.
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Figure 5: Impact of emergency push on freshness coverage.
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App All OFF QH OFF VH OFF BE OFF VH+BE OFF All ON (production version) Boolean

Count

(%)

Request

(KB)

Response

(KB)

Request

(KB)

Response

(KB)

Request

(KB)

Response

(KB)

Request

(KB)

Response

(KB)

Request

(KB)

Response

(KB)

Request

(KB)

Response

(KB)

Total savings

(%)

MM_a 148 880 181 6.4 0.85 698 33 802 0.85 880 33 5.7 96 70

WP_a 145 808 175 6.3 0.82 642 31 738 0.82 808 31 6.7 96 69

MM_i 102 473 125 3.4 0.74 354 24 533 0.75 476 24 3.9 95 66

WP_i 84 374 101 1.5 0.64 287 19 417 0.64 374 19 4.7 95 65

Table 11: Impact of client-server protocol optimizations: Value Hashing (VH), Boolean Encodings (BE) and Query Hashing (QH).

We describe two prevented bugs below to give some in-

tuition on why the second-stage canary caught the bugs but

not the first-stage canary. In the first example, a developer

used remote config to drive an A/B test that targeted a very

small population P of Android users. Because MobileCon-

fig’s first-stage canary only samples 0.5% of those P users,

i.e., an even smaller population, it did not catch any problem.

The second-stage canary was conducted on 100x more users

and identified about 3,000 app crashes that only happened to

users exposed to the A/B test. It turned out that a bad config

parameter value used for one of the A/B test groups caused

IndexOutOfBoundsException. The spike and recovery of

the app crash is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: A canary test caught app crashes.

In the second example, a developer set up an A/B test to en-

able a new code path in an Android app, which increased mem-

ory consumption. Because the increase in memory consump-

tion was quite moderate, it caused out-of-memory crashes on

only a small fraction of very low-end devices with limited

memory. The second-stage canary caught this subtle problem

and prevented a silent regression in memory consumption.

7.6 Client-server Protocol Optimization

§6.3 describes MobileConfig’s various network optimizations:

query hashing (QH), value hashing (VH), and boolean encod-

ing (BE). To evaluate their effectiveness, we measured the

request and response size when fetching all configs for several

apps under different settings. The results are summarized in

Table 11, where “All ON” means enabling all optimizations,

which is the setting used in production. Other settings mean

disabling certain optimizations from the production baseline.

These experiments are performed in a local testbed because

disabling optimizations in production would cause a poor

experience to real users.

Compared with “All OFF”, “All ON” reduces the total size

of request and response by ≈96%. Value hashing and boolean

encoding reduce the response size by about two orders of

magnitude, while query hashing reduces the request size by

≈80%. The effectiveness of these optimizations is an impor-

tant reason why we prefer the simple soft-state client-server

protocol over a more complex hard-state protocol.

8 Operational Experiences

We use several production incidents to highlight the chal-

lenges and then share the lessons learned.

8.1 Production Incidents

Incident 1: lack of emergency push (EP). In 2016, a devel-

oper mistakenly changed the config parameter that controls

the maximum number of comments to fetch in the MM app

from 25 to 0, causing users to see no comments. The param-

eter value was quickly fixed on the server side, but as EP

was not implemented in MobileConfig at the time, we had to

painfully wait for over a day for most devices to gradually

restart the app and apply the corrected parameter value. This

incident expedited our development of EP.

Incident 2: EP malfunction. Early on, we observed that

some devices had corrupted storage, leading to incorrect ap-

pearances of many config files. Initially, each use of EP fixed

a single broken config parameter, and it was never the case

that many configs needed simultaneous correction through

EP. Given this, we adjusted the MobileConfig runtime to treat

the situation of too many EP-delivered configs on storage as a

sign of storage corruption, causing it to revert to default values

for all configs. This precaution served us well for years until

we began conducting large-scale Defcon drills [25]. These

drills involved using EP to instruct apps to rapidly disable

less-essential features to reduce the load on backend systems.

In 2021, as Defcon drills expanded to disable more app fea-

tures simultaneously, the number of configs pushed out by EP

exceeded a threshold, triggering the MobileConfig runtime to

mistakenly conclude that the storage was corrupted on many

devices and fall back to default values for all configs. This

incident demonstrates that as the operating environment shifts

over time, an initial defensive mechanism can unexpectedly

transform into a destructive force. Therefore, a robust solution

needs to stand the test of time.

Incident 3: mishandling of file names. We once noticed

network connection anomalies from about 0.1% of users due
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to MobileConfig randomly flipping some config parameters.

As the problem was not reproducible in our lab, initially, we

made no progress after 27 days of laborious investigation.

Eventually, a breakthrough occurred when the problem mani-

fested on an employee’s device, allowing us to directly attach

a debugger. It turned out that when the app starts, if the latest

config file’s sequence number happens to end with 0, such as

10.ctable or 20.ctable, the MobileConfig runtime code,

“if (latestConfigFile.endsWith(“0.ctable”)),” mistakenly treated

it as 0.ctable. The fix was simple—just changing the code

to “if (latestConfigFile.endsWith(“/0.ctable”))”—yet the in-

vestigation process was extremely difficult. This incident

underscores the difficulty of developing low-level mobile sys-

tems like MobileConfig, exacerbated by the lack of direct

access to user devices.

Incident 4: configs on VR devices. On our VR products,

since we own the operating system, we run the MobileConfig

runtime in a daemon to manage configs for all apps, which is

more efficient than each app managing its own configs. When

an app starts, it subscribes to the daemon for certain configs.

While the solution overall worked well, it was reported that

the daemon occasionally returned incorrect parameter values.

As the problem was not reproducible in our lab, much of the

investigation involved reading source code, changing code

through trial and error, and waiting for logging data from user

devices for confirmation. The whole process lasted 60 days.

Eventually, it was discovered that when two apps concurrently

subscribe to two sets of overlapping configs, the ordering of

configs on storage depends on the timing of the subscrip-

tion calls. This ordering issue was overlooked in some cases,

resulting in retrieving wrong parameter values. This inci-

dent, once again, underscores the difficulties of developing

low-level mobile systems.

8.2 Lessons Learned

We draw several lessons from our experience above.

• Following from Incident 1, we recommend every config

framework to support emergency push. Although it is not

supported by existing solutions in the public domain [1, 16,

28, 42] and the dozen legacy config frameworks predating

MobileConfig at Meta, we found it important for enabling

a safe and agile development process.

• Incidents 2, 3, and 4 all demonstrate the difficulty of devel-

oping a robust and feature-rich mobile config framework.

Therefore, it should be done only once and then reused

across all platforms, programming languages, and config

use cases. This principle drives our design of the single,

universal SDK, as opposed to Firebase’s approach of using

different implementations for different platforms.

• Incidents 3 and 4 also demonstrate that debugging sub-

tle issues in the wild for low-level mobile systems like

MobileConfig is very difficult due to a lack of access to

user devices. Over time, we have enhanced consistency

checking to detect various issues early (§5) and also upload

snapshots of devices’ config files to help us more easily

reproduce problems.

• Finally, as shown in §7.5, traditional small-scale canary

tests fall short for mobile apps due to noisy mobile envi-

ronments. Consequently, MobileConfig employs unusually

large and unusually long canary tests.

9 Related Work

Configuration management for mobile apps. Out of the

few existing mobile config systems [1, 16, 28, 42], Google’s

Firebase RemoteConfig [16] is the closest to MobileConfig.

A detailed comparison is shown in Table 8.

Configuration management for datacenter applications.

Past studies on configuration management [10, 33–36, 38,

45, 50] have been mostly focused on datacenter applications.

Configerator [38] is a representative system in the industry

and a comparison is shown in Table 9.

Configuration error prevention. A large body of work stud-

ies misconfiguration [6, 9, 14, 24, 29, 43, 44, 46, 47, 49]. Like

Configerator [38], MobileConfig primarily uses large-scale

canary tests in production to prevent misconfiguration due to

its robustness in complex environments, but MobileConfig

has to address additional challenges in mobile environments

such as ineffectiveness of small-scale canaries.

Consistency models. Out of many consistency models [2, 3,

23, 26, 31, 48], TACT [48] is most related to MobileConfig’s

progressive consistency. Both MobileConfig and TACT allow

consumption of stale data and can bound the level of staleness.

Config consumption on mobile devices can be viewed as read-

only transactions, but neither related database work [8, 13]

nor config consumption in datacenters [38] is optimized for

accessing up-to-date data without blocking on remote reads.

10 Conclusion

We presented MobileConfig, a configuration management

framework that manages tens of mobile apps on billions of

devices. Its progressive consistency balances fast app startup

with fresh config data. To prevent config errors, it uses a

defense-in-depth approach that employs multi-stage canary

tests at scale, compile-time validation, and config consistency

checking. Its novel use of cross-platform code and server-side

config parameter remapping prevents the proliferation of mo-

bile SDKs while supporting diverse platforms, programming

languages, and config use cases. Additionally, we reported

our lessons learned from operating MobileConfig at hyper-

scale. Finally, we hope that our experience—for example, our

developers making thousands of config changes daily in live

production—will inspire others to also employ remote configs

to push the limits of agile app development.
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Abstract
Delivering goods to many indoor stores poses significant

safety issues, as heavy, high-stacked packages carried on de-

livery trolleys may fall and hurt passersby. This paper re-

ports our experiences of developing and operating DeMo, a

practical system for real-time monitoring of indoor delivery.

DeMo attaches sensors to trolleys and analyzes the Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU) and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

readings to detect delivery violations such as speeding and

using non-designated delivery paths. Differing from typical

indoor localization applications, DeMo overcomes unique

challenges such as unique sensor placement and complex

electromagnetic characteristics underground. In particular,

DeMo adapts the classical logarithmic radio signal model to

support fingerprint-free localization, drastically lowering the

deployment and maintenance cost. DeMo has been operating

since May 2020, covering more than 200 shops with 42,248

deliveries (3521.4 km) across 12 subway stations in Hong

Kong. DeMo’s 3-year operation witnessed a significant viola-

tion rate drop, from 19% (May 2020) to 2.7% (Mar 2023).

1 Introduction
Indoor localization has been extensively studied by the re-

search community [4, 5, 19, 39, 41, 43, 64, 66]. Very recently,

there emerged commercial, large-scale indoor localization

systems that leverage the two-decade research to benefit end

customers (e.g., mall navigation [30, 43] and presence detec-

tion [18, 19]) and even offer monetization opportunities [46].

In this paper, we investigate a unique and important appli-

cation that falls into the broad topic of indoor localization:

indoor delivery monitoring. Many public places such as air-

ports, subway stations, malls, and office buildings feature

dense retail stores and crowded visitors. Delivering goods to

the stores (Fig. 1) poses significant safety issues, as heavy,

high-stacked packages carried on delivery trolleys may fall

and hurt passersby. The particular indoor environments may

exacerbate such a risk: there are usually no corridors reserved

exclusively for delivery; the uneven road surfaces such as

slopes, tactile pavings, and contraction joints make packages

less stable; delivery personnel may even use passenger lifts,

whose acceleration and deceleration may make packages fall.

Reckless indoor delivery has resulted in severe injury or even

∗Zhimeng Yin and S.-H. Gary Chan are co-corresponding authors.

Fig. 1: Indoor delivery in an MTR station.

deaths [1, 14, 21, 45, 57, 62]. For example, in a recent acci-

dent, multiple packages fell and paralyzed a nearby passenger

when a delivery worker was using a passenger lift to transport

a trolley full of goods [45]. When indoor environments are

crowded, delivery accidents may be more severe compared to

their outdoor counterparts [6, 38], and they may trigger cas-

cading accidents such as crowd collapse and even stampedes

where the death toll can reach hundreds.

As an advocator of indoor delivery safety, Hong Kong Elec-

trical and Mechanical Services Department (HK EMSD) has

been strictly monitoring delivery violations in Mass Transit

Railway (MTR) stations in HK. MTR has a daily ridership of

more than 5 million (Feb 2023). Henceforth, its stations are

dense with passengers, stores, and indoor deliveries. EMSD

has established four delivery violations in MTR stations: (1)

speeding (trolley moving speed ≥ 1.5 m/s), (2) using non-

designated delivery paths, (3) using passenger lifts without

prior permission, and (4) performing delivery in peak hours.

To ensure the rules are being properly followed, since 2010,

MTR has been hiring safety staff to manually monitor the

delivery behavior. The staff needs to physically follow the

delivery worker and manually document observed violations.

Clearly, this approach is inaccurate (in particular for speed

estimation), unscalable, and labor-intense.

To address the disadvantages of the manual efforts, we

collaborated with HK EMSD and MTR on devising a fully

automated indoor delivery monitoring solution, referred to as

DeMo. In this paper, we report our multi-year experiences of

developing, deploying, and maintaining DeMo. Our system

was commercially deployed in 12 MTR stations for monitor-

ing 40K+ deliveries to 200+ stores since May 2020.

At a first glance, it appears that we can trivially apply an

existing indoor localization solution (Table 1) as is: by track-

ing the delivery worker’s location, ideally one can find out

the speed and path of the delivery in real time. However, we

face several unique challenges and practical constraints that
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Table 1: Large-scale indoor operational systems. “B+G”

means BLE and geomagnetic fields; “det.” represents detec-

tion; “prop.” is for propagation; “mon.” means monitoring.

System Technique Signal Application

MLoc [30] Fingerprinting B+G, IMU Navigation

Tencent [43] Fingerprinting WiFi, IMU Navigation

myCoex [27] Fingerprinting WiFi Navigation

aBeacon [18] Proximity det. BLE Presence det.

VALID [19] Proximity det. BLE Presence det.

DeMo Prop. model BLE, IMU Delivery mon.

render off-the-shelf indoor localization solutions not appli-

cable. First, the sensor placement is different. Unlike prior

solutions that assume users carry hand-held smartphones for

localization, for indoor delivery, workers usually attach sen-

sors to the trolley. Therefore, motion sensor readings do not

exhibit periodical footstep-incurred patterns that are widely

leveraged for online location tracking [34, 53]. Again due to

the sensor placement, sensor readings are significantly dis-

turbed when the trolley moves over special ground surfaces

such as tactile pavings and contraction joints. Second, com-

pared to prior localization systems’ target environments (e.g.,
shopping malls), HK’s MTR stations are usually underground
and bear much more complex electromagnetic characteristics
due to operating trains, as demonstrated in Appendix A.1.

Consequently, we cannot adopt commonly used features, e.g.,
geomagnetic field (GMF) strength. Due to the same reason,

we are not even able to obtain the accurate moving direction

that is essential for position tracking. Third, due to privacy
concern and loud noises in MTR stations, we cannot use

vision-based or acoustic-based localization; due to constraints
of device form factor and energy usage, we are not allowed

to adopt WiFi-based localization either, which was heavily

researched [13, 50, 65] and commercially deployed [27, 43].

Fourth, HK EMSD and MTR also hope to minimize the prepa-
ration and maintenance overhead. We thus decide to not use

a fingerprint-based approach that was adopted by almost all

prior commercial indoor navigation solutions [27,30], because

training and maintaining the fingerprint database requires sig-

nificant labor in crowded MTR stations.

To tackle the above challenges, DeMo only uses cheap,

lightweight Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons as the in-

frastructure. To further lower the deployment bar, instead of

using BLE beacons’ RSSI readings as location fingerprints,

we adopt a simple RSSI-distance model as the core localiza-

tion mechanism. The model is generic across all MTR sta-

tions; it thus eliminates the need for training and updating the

per-site fingerprint database. While RSSI propagation model-

ing has been extensively studied [5, 7, 13, 31, 42], our contri-

bution lies in adapting the classical logarithmic model [42]
to complex indoor environments, and for the first time, demon-
strate its efficacy in supporting fingerprint-free localization
through large-scale commercial deployment. Specifically, we

note that in MTR stations where occlusion, interference, and

dynamic crowds are common, abrupt RSSI change and weak

RSSI values can cause significant ranging errors and fluc-

tuations. Therefore, we adjust the classical free-space prop-

agation model to accommodate these unique challenges in

complex MTR environments. Meanwhile, we properly cali-

brate our model through one-time training and then adopt it

across MTR stations. Experiments indicate that our adjusted

model significantly outperforms the literature [5,7,13,31,42],

many requiring sophisticated tuning such as ray tracing.

On the trolley side, we engineer a lightweight sensor with

an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and a BLE RSSI receiver.

Our sensing algorithm can work with diverse sensor place-

ment: hand-holding, in-pocket, and most importantly, sensor

attaching to the trolley. For trolley-attached placement, we

develop robust algorithms that identify three types of road sur-

faces appearing in MTR stations: normal road, tactile paving,

and contraction joints (Fig. 7). The detected surface type is

then utilized to improve the speed estimation. To overcome

the aforementioned challenge of missing moving direction,

we design a customized particle filter (PF) that leverages the

RSSI-distance model and estimated speed to accurately local-

ize the trolley, without requiring explicit direction reading.

Last but not least, we integrate the above components (RSSI

model, speed measurement, surface detection, PF-based lo-

calization), together with other essential modules (floor plan

processing, violation detection/alarming, store classification,

delivery recording, etc.), into the holistic system of DeMo.

The overall development/testing took 6 months. We then

worked with HK EMSD and MTR to commercially deploy

DeMo in 12 MTR stations in May 2020. We conduct thor-

ough evaluations using two complementary sources: (1) data

collected from our 3-year deployment (42K+ deliveries to

200+ shops, with 3521.4 km total travel distance), and (2) 15-

day controlled experiments (900 deliveries with 54 km travel

distance, with ground truth). Our key results are as follows.

• DeMo’s 3-year operation witnessed a significant violation

rate drop, from 19% (May 2020) to 2.7% (Mar 2023). This

demonstrates DeMo’s influence on delivery behaviors.

• We conducted an A/B test to confirm that the improve-

ment of delivery behaviors is indeed due to DeMo’s violation

detection/warning capability instead of delivery workers’ per-

ception of our sensing devices.

• In contrast to the common belief that a propagation model

suffers from large errors, our integrated design yields a mean

positioning error of 2.17 m in MTR stations without the need

for labor-intensive site surveys.

• DeMo achieves accurate road surface detection, which fur-

ther facilitates trolley speed estimation (mean error 0.31 m/s).

Both only use IMU sensors.

• Compared to manual delivery monitoring used before 2020,

DeMo improved the monitoring coverage (i.e., the fraction of

detected delivery events) from 53% to 88%, and meanwhile

reduced the operational cost by 8X.

• DeMo achieves perfect detection for all violation types with
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speeding being the only exception. For speeding violations,

DeMo reported 9.3% FP and 2.4% FN 1; the real-time warn-

ing is even less accurate. Therefore, DeMo is not intended for

law enforcement actions, similar to prior systems (e.g., detect-

ing reckless driving [69]). Despite this limitation, DeMo was

endorsed by MTR safety staff: we invited 20 staff to partici-

pate in a questionnaire survey; 95% of the participants agree

or strongly agree that DeMo can improve delivery safety.

To summarize, our contribution consists of the following.

(1) We develop DeMo, a first commercially deployed indoor

delivery monitoring system. (2) Through the 3-year deploy-

ment of DeMo, we learn several key lessons and operational

experiences. (3) Most importantly, DeMo indeed makes HK

MTR safer, benefiting millions of riders every day. Note that

DeMo can be potentially extended to broader indoor services

such as property management [73] for monitoring shuttle

vehicles in shopping malls and luggage carts in airports.

Ethical Consideration. Our IRB-approved study complies

with the agreement between us and HK MTR. We did not col-

lect any personally identifiable information (PII) of delivery

workers or passengers. Neither was MTR willing to release

data for the actual incidents because of privacy concerns.

Data Release. To facilitate further research, we have re-

leased our collected IMU and BLE readings on GitHub [15].

2 Motivation
Delivery Violations. The MTR is a major public transporta-

tion network that transports around 5 million daily passengers

in HK. To facilitate commuter needs, MTR stations offer di-

verse shops (including food/beverage, health/beauty, books,

banking, and convenience stores), similar to typical small

malls in many countries. Because of the crowded MTR sta-

tions, indoor delivery has a potential risk and EMSD in HK

requires strict monitoring of delivery behaviors in MTR sta-

tions. Targeting the specific scenario of delivery in MTR

stations, the EMSD defines the violations as follows.

• Violation 1: speeding (trolley moving speed ≥ 1.5 m/s for

more than 3 seconds).

• Violation 2: non-designated delivery path (entry/exit/path).

• Violation 3: usage of passenger lift without prior permission

from the station.

• Violation 4: deliver during peak hours (07:00-10:00 am and

4:00-8:00 pm).

Manual Monitoring and Limitations. To ensure safe de-

liveries following government guidelines, MTR stations hire

additional safety staff for manual monitoring. These safety

staff need to follow each delivery, warn delivery workers once

they observe a violation, and file delivery reports for future

action. These delivery reports include the delivery time, path,

and violation type (if there exists a violation) 2.

1FP is less of a concern since MTR stations hope to slow down delivery

speeds for passenger safety.
2One delivery record example: station code KXX, entry/exit A, start time

5/10/21 10:05, shop ID K001, violation type 2.

Not surprisingly, the current manual system has substantial

limitations. (1) It is difficult to visually monitor delivery work-

ers’ moving speed, which leads to potential violations and

safety risks. (2) Manual recording requires substantial human

resources - a safety staff is required for each delivery. It is

impossible for one safety staff to monitor multiple deliveries

concurrently, leading to monitoring failures. (3) High labor

cost. Each station requires multiple safety staff depending on

its scale, which directly adds up to a high expense.

The above limitations motivate us to design a fully auto-

mated system with reliable monitoring services and reduced

costs - DeMo. During DeMo’s design and prototyping, we

discovered a few unique challenges, such as IMU readings’

large fluctuation due to special road surfaces and the severe

electromagnetic environment, which need to be addressed in

practice for reliable monitoring.

3 System Design

3.1 An Overview of System
DeMo consists of two phases: offline preparatory phase and

online operational phase.

Offline Preparatory Phase. In this phase, we design cus-

tomized sensors that will be attached to trolleys for delivery

monitoring. Then we strategically deploy BLE beacons in

MTR stations to balance the monitoring reliability and deploy-

ment/maintenance cost. To completely remove the intensive

radio fingerprinting cost in many wireless localization sys-

tems, we adopt a Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI)

to distance model that is quickly applied across different sce-

narios with reliable accuracy. In addition, we further process

the MTR station floor maps. The preparatory phase’s details

are discussed in Sec. 3.2.

Online Operational Phase. Fig. 2 shows the operational

DeMo. When reaching an MTR station entrance, delivery

workers receive DeMo’s sensors from MTR staff and then

attach sensors to workers’ own trolleys that satisfy different

shops’ specific supply requirements.

During delivery, workers manually drive trolleys that carry

supply goods while DeMo monitors the whole procedure.

Specifically, DeMo calculates the moving speed (Sec. 3.3)

using IMU readings. For the trolley trajectory generation

(Sec. 3.4), DeMo adopts a particle filter to leverage received

BLE packets and estimated speed. Although the idea seems

straightforward, DeMo needs to address a few unique chal-

lenges in MTR stations, e.g., large errors due to MTR’s special

road surfaces and missing directions in a severe electromag-

netic environment. Based on the estimated speed and trajec-

tory, DeMo analyzes them for violation detection (Sec. 3.5).

When arriving at the target store, delivery workers unload

their goods which usually lasts 5-20 minutes. DeMo utilizes

this opportunity to identify the specific store and alleviates the

possible false alarms by analyzing the historical IMU+BLE

readings. Then, DeMo uploads the delivery record to the
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Fig. 2: DeMo system overview (operational phase).

server which analyzes the daily violation rate to identify ab-

normally high violations. When delivery workers reach an

MTR exit, they return DeMo’s sensors to MTR staff.

3.2 Offline Preparatory Phase
Our offline phase includes signal choice, sensor design, floor

plan processing, BLE beacon deployment, and RSSI-distance

model verification.

Signal Choice. Various signals, such as acoustics, WiFi,

camera images, and visible light, have been used for indoor

localization. DeMo leverages the RSSI of BLE packets and

IMU readings because of the following reasons:

• The privacy issue restricts us from installing privacy-

intrusive devices, such as cameras or depth cameras.

• As required by MTR stations, we are only allowed to install

small-sized battery-powered devices and cannot place power

cables. As a result, it is infeasible to install power-hungry

devices such as WiFi access points, while MTR stations have

limited WiFi coverage and require dedicated WiFi access

points for WiFi-based localization.

• Acoustic and light-based indoor localization systems are

not practical due to challenges such as noise, reverberation,

limited visibility, and complexity.

• Our DeMo achieves desired violation detection based on

BLE and IMU with low deployment and maintenance costs.

Sensor Design. In addition to commodity BLE beacons

deployed in MTR stations, we customize on-trolley sensors

with two major components, Raspberry PI 4B and customized

hardware attached on top (HAT) in Fig. 4. Our HAT contains

an inertial measurement unit (IMU) MPU9250, a speaker for

alarm, 6 indicator lights to indicate the operation statuses and

a fan for cooling.

Fig. 3: Sender: a beacon de-

ployed on the skirting board.

Fig. 4: Receiver: Raspberry

PI 4B and customized HAT.

Our sensor captures BLE packets via a Bluetooth chipset

and detects violations in real-time. Once detecting a violation,

it alarms through a speaker and also reports to the server

through a 4G dongle. Since this report contains only essential

information (e.g., sensor id, station, entry/exit, delivery time,

destination shop, and violation type), it requires moderate

energy consumption. The overall energy consumption for

DeMo’s sensing, computation, and uploading is around 400

mW. We chose the Raspberry PI to reduce our hardware

design workload, while its operating system accounts for the

majority of the energy consumption (2000 mW). Our sensor

is connected to a small-capacity portable power bank that is

charged roughly every 2 days.

BLE Beacon Deployment. MTR stations impose strict

aesthetic constraints on BLE beacon deployment. We adopt

small-size, battery-powered, and black-coated beacons and de-

ploy them at skirting board locations (Fig. 3) near the ground.

The beacon distance is 6 to 8 meters in the majority of areas.

During DeMo’s initial trial, we noticed several areas that often

lead to large errors or are critical in DeMo’s operation. This

inspires us to adopt dedicated deployment strategies for these

areas. For large pillars, we deploy beacons on all four sides to

alleviate signal obstruction. For in-station stores, we deploy 3

beacons (two outside and one inside the store) to improve the

store classification accuracy.

During DeMo’s operation, we also recognize the beacon

types affect our maintenance. Table 2 shows two types of

beacons primarily used for DeMo. In our initial few stations,

we deployed beacon type 1 but noticed a significant loss rate,

reaching 9% after 5 months (Sec. 4.4). This loss is caused by

the high chances of collisions with passengers. To alleviate

maintenance costs, we turned to beacon type 2, which is more

expensive with a card shape. This card shape offers larger

contact areas for gluing and reduces the chances of colliding

with walking passengers with better reliability, around 2.3%

after 5 months. This motivates us to only deploy beacon type 2

in later deployment/maintenance. Overall, we have deployed

DeMo in 12 MTR stations with more than 1,500 beacons.

RSSI-Distance Model Verification. Many localization

systems [11, 23, 24, 30, 63] rely on radio fingerprinting for

accurate localization and require intensive deployment costs.

Although RSSI-distance models have been extensively dis-

cussed in the literature for localization in small-scale indoor

scenarios for alleviating deployment efforts [5, 7, 13, 31, 42],

its verification is fundamentally missing in large-scale set-

tings. In contrast, DeMo adopts a low-cost and accurate RSSI-
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Comparison Type 1 Type 2

Appearance

Size 39x39x15mm 86x54x6mm

Cost 6.3 USD 9 USD

Table 2: Beacon type comparison. Fig. 5: Abrupt RSSI change with

time at a static sensor.
Fig. 6: Pre-processed floor plan. Yellow re-

gions represent designated delivery areas.

distance model for large-scale operation.

We started with classic free-space propagation models, e.g.,
the well-known logarithmic model r = r0 + 10N logd +Xσ
[42]. Our initial trials brought up multiple unique challenges

in complex MTR stations. (1) Crowd obstruction and reflec-

tion. These factors lead to signal losses that deviate from the

logarithmic model, which is especially inaccurate under weak

RSSI. (2) Highly dynamic crowd movement. The complex

MTR environment results in abrupt RSSI changes even when

our sensor is static. Fig. 5 shows an example of the RSSI

change with time at a static sensor - directly adopting a prop-

agation model will lead to significant localization errors. In

addition to the logarithmic model, we also tried multiple fine-

tuned RSSI-distance models (e.g., [5, 7, 13]) but noticed more

severe localization errors caused by the complex and dynamic

MTR environment.

These preliminary tests motivate us with the following re-

liable model applicable to complex and dynamic settings.

First, we transfer the logarithmic model to a probability

distribution model to be used in a particle filter: p(r|d) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp(− 1

2σ2 (r − r̂)2), which represents the conditional

probability of receiving an RSSI value r given a distance

d, where r̂ = r0 +10N logd. This probability follows a Gaus-

sian distribution with mean r̂ and variance σ2. Next, to

combat crowd reflection and obstruction, we ignore weak

RSSI values under a threshold Rth (empirically set to -80

dBm) to only leverage strong signals with good reliability.

We also modify the probability model as follows: p(r|d) =
k exp(− 1

2σ2 (r−L(r̂))2), where L(r̂) = γ0 + γ1r̂+ γ2r̂2 + γ3r̂3

is a cubic polynomial function to model crowds’ impacts and

k is adjusted normalization. We have tried multiple polyno-

mial functions and observed that our current cubic function

provides good accuracy while maintaining reliable generaliza-

tion. Higher or lower-order polynomials commonly encounter

larger errors when applied across different MTR stations. A

detailed comparison is included in the Appendix A.2. Coef-

ficients (e.g., γ0, γ1, γ2, and γ3 ) are determined through sim-

ulation experiments, and our detailed training procedure is

open-sourced at [16]. To mitigate the highly dynamic crowds,

DeMo adopts a sliding window tsw of 4 seconds and leverages

the maximum RSSI within this period, which outperforms

other statistics, e.g., the average, median, or the most recent

RSSI value. This sliding window enhances DeMo’s reliability

against lost BLE beacons while its duration is empirically set

to 4 seconds to ensure the balance between reliability and

delay. A short window might suffer from insufficient BLE

packets, while a long window leads to a larger delay.

Our training data is collected in three representative areas

(e.g., MTR’s entrance, store area, and corridors) and con-

sists of RSSI values collected at different distances from our

beacons to sensors. There is no significant accuracy differ-

ence between these areas. The overall mean localization error

solely based on BLE without IMU (Sec. 5.3) is 2.81 m. Then,

we further validate our model across the remaining stations

without parameter retraining. Detailed results are included in

Appendix A.3. In most stations, the positioning error is similar

to our initial station used for model training, ranging between

2.42 m and 3.39 m. Nevertheless, two subway stations suffer

from more significant positioning errors at 3.68 m and 3.83

m. These two stations boast unique layouts featuring larger

open spaces, unlike most subway stations that have long, nar-

row delivery areas. In addition, we observed more severe

beacon damages in these two stations. These factors result

in diminished positioning accuracy. These experiments ver-

ify the feasibility of low-cost and accurate localization based

on a simple RSSI propagation model - one-time training is

adequate for accurate localization in complex environments

like HK’s MTR stations. Transferring our model to other sce-

narios (e.g., subway stations located in other cities) involves

parameter reconfiguration, while we have open-sourced our

parameter configuration procedures at [16].

� Finding 1 Without labor-intensive site surveys, a good
RSSI model with necessary customization offers accurate
localization in complex and dynamic indoor environments
like MTR stations. The deployment cost could be reduced by
one-time parameter tuning and adoption to all stations with
similar accuracy.

Floor Plan Processing. We enhance the floor plans of

MTR stations with detailed information, including geo-

fencing [51] and surface statuses. Geo-fencing involves

adding polygons to the floor map to demarcate the delivery

area in compliance with MTR regulations. These polygons are

then utilized during the online phase for violation detection.

We also examine MTR stations’ ground surface conditions.

During our preliminary deployment, we noticed that certain

road surfaces (tactile paving and contraction joints) lead to

special patterns on the IMU readings, which could be lever-

aged for improving detection performance (further details in
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Sec. 3.3). Note that DeMo avoids tedious examination of each

station since MTR stations’ surfaces follow specific construc-

tion regulations and exhibit very similar IMU patterns. Fig. 6

shows an example of the pre-processed floor plan.

3.3 Online Speed Detection
DeMo estimates the trolley’s real-time speed by analyzing

IMU readings with two major components: road surface de-

tection and speed calculation. Special road surfaces cause

substantial IMU fluctuations, resulting in significant integral

errors. Consequently, in the speed calculation process, we

exclude IMU readings caused by these surfaces to maintain

speed accuracy.

Road Surface Detection. Special road surfaces (tactile

paving [48] and contraction joints [33]) lead to large IMU

fluctuations and speed estimation errors when a trolley passes

these surfaces. Specifically, tactile pavings (Fig. 7(a)) consist

of 4 parallel bars and are widely used to assist pedestrians

with vision impairment. Contraction joints (Fig. 7(b)) have

a narrow width and are often used to avoid cracking damage

caused by thermal expansion. This motivates us to detect

these special surfaces to improve speed detection accuracy.

(a) Tactile paving (b) Contraction joints (c) Normal road

Fig. 7: Examples of tactile paving, contraction joints, and a

normal road.

Fig. 8 compares the IMU readings when a trolley passes

different surfaces. These large IMU fluctuations inspire us to

adopt peak detection [47] to recognize road surfaces. Specifi-

cally, we calculate the standard deviation of the IMU denoted

as astd and extract peak values that are at least 4 times the stan-

dard deviation. The time interval between sequential peaks is

denoted as t1. . . tn, with n number of peaks. Considering that

tactile paving contains 4 parallel bars and a trolley’s typical

movement speed, DeMo’s tries to detect n = 8 peaks within a

short interval threshold (e.g., 0.04 s to 0.2 s). If the above two

conditions hold, the current surface is recognized as tactile

paving. DeMo adopts a similar strategy to detect a contraction

joint, if n is 2 and each of t1. . . tn is between 0.2 and 1 second.

The value of n considers the characteristics of the specific

road surface (e.g., 4 parallel bars) and the number of times

the delivery wheel has passed.

Speed Calculation. DeMo analyzes IMU readings for ac-

curate speed estimation with the following procedures.

• Sensor status detection. When the astd is under 0.01 g [50],

the sensor is considered to be static; it is moving otherwise.

• Sensor placement detection. In practice, delivery workers

adopt the following placement: 1) Our sensor is in a pocket or

hand. Traditional pedestrian dead reckoning [25,34,50] meth-

Fig. 8: IMU readings at different surfaces.

ods could be adopted to recognize human walking patterns

like step detection for speed inference, as widely discussed

in literature [30, 49, 55]. 2) Our sensor is placed on a trol-

ley. DeMo recognizes this placement if IMU readings lack

human walking patterns [8]. Based on DeMo’s operational

results (Sec. 4.3), our sensor is placed on trolleys for 95% of

deliveries.

• Adaptive integral of IMU readings. For a on-trolley sen-

sor3, DeMo estimates this trolley’s speed by analyzing IMU

readings. First, DeMo removes noises and outliers through

a low pass filter, excluding IMU readings that resulted from

special road surfaces. Second, DeMo detects acceleration and

deceleration by analyzing the IMU distribution. According

to our practical experience, the accelerometer readings are

dominated (>80%) by either positive or negative values when

the trolley accelerates or decelerates. Once identifying these

phenomena, DeMo integrates IMU readings with the previous

speed to re-estimate the current speed. Otherwise, when a

sensor is considered to have uniform movement, DeMo does

not re-estimate the current speed.

� Finding 2 Identification of road surfaces (e.g., tactile
paving and contraction joints) via IMU processing benefits
speed estimation accuracy.

3.4 Online Positioning
DeMo leverages a particle filter (PF) [20] to recursively up-

date the probability distribution for tracking the trolley posi-

tion in real-time. We choose PF DeMo because it is good at

fusing diverse signal sources (e.g., BLE, IMU) and also offers

good reliability with less training data in dynamic situations.

For initialization, DeMo generates N particles that have

the same weight and are evenly distributed over the delivery

area. In each iteration, DeMo moves its particles through the

transition model and updates particle weights accordingly. To

tackle the missing movement direction, DeMo leverages IMU

readings and the trolley’s historical trajectory to estimate the

moving direction. Specifically, we combine the accelerometer

and gyroscope reading to calculate the Euler angle [17] and

move each particle to a new position based on the variance

of the yaw angle and the speed produced from Sec. 3.3. In

practice, we observe a high variance of the yaw angle when

3For in-hand or in-pocket sensor, DeMo leverages existing techniques for

speed estimation [34].
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the trolley turns, while the variance is small when moving in

a straight line. As a result, when the yaw angle’s variance is

small, most particles maintain the previous motion direction,

while a small number of particles follow a uniform distribu-

tion to simulate random movement. Otherwise, the number of

particles with random movement increases to estimate the new

movement direction. When receiving a BLE packet, DeMo

updates its particle weights via our RSSI-distance model (Sec.

3.2). After the above updates, DeMo finds a center point of

the top pw weighted particles and repeats this iteration with

new BLE+IMU readings. pw is empirically set to 60%.

3.5 Operational Model
Targeting violation detection and safe delivery, DeMo has the

following designs.

Real-Time Violation Detection. To satisfy the require-

ment of real-time operation, DeMo’s computation is placed

on the sensor (Raspberry PI) side. This also avoids significant

delay and energy consumption for data uploaded to the cloud

server. For speed violations, DeMo compares the speed calcu-

lated in Sec. 3.3 with the regulation (1.5 m/s) to detect if there

is a speed violation. Then DeMo leverages the positioning

results calculated in Sec. 3.4 for delivery trajectory genera-

tion. By checking allowed delivery areas, DeMo is able to

detect delivery involving non-designated path/entrance/exit.

For passenger lift violation, DeMo first utilizes IMU and BLE

readings to recognize the floor change via lifts and then checks

the current position with the map to identify passenger lifts.

As for the detection of peak-hour delivery, our on-trolley sen-

sors record the delivery start time and end time for checking

with peak hours (7:00-10:00 am and 4:00-8:00 pm). If a vio-

lation is detected, DeMo alarms the delivery worker through

its speaker immediately to correct his/her delivery behavior.

Daily Report. When a delivery worker arrives at the tar-

get shop, this delivery worker stops his/her trolley for supply

unloading, which will usually last 5-20 minutes. DeMo lever-

ages this opportunity to process historical IMU+BLE data to

mitigate false alarms and identify the destination shop based

on positioning results and IMU patterns. Then DeMo gener-

ates the current delivery record that logs the DeMo sensor ID,

entry/exit, destination shop, delivery time, and the delivery

violation type. After this, DeMo uploads the current delivery

record to our cloud server via a 4G dongle. Due to a delivery

record’s limited size, this record uploading requires tiny en-

ergy consumption. DeMo’s server processes these records to

generate daily reports for MTR.

4 Large-Scale Operation
This section offers DeMo’s large-scale in-the-wild operation

results. DeMo covers more than 200 shops at 12 MTR stations

with a delivery area of 19,433 m2. Since its debut in May

2020, DeMo has monitored 42,248 deliveries with a 3521.4

km delivery length. By default, the beacons have a broadcast

interval of 200 ms, and the sample rate of IMU is 500 Hz.

4.1 Violation Behavior Analysis
Violation Reduction. For each violation type, its violation

rate is calculated as the number of violations divided by the

total number of deliveries for all stations. According to DeMo,

the violation rate for wrong delivery path, delivery in peak

hours, and using passenger lifts was 1% in 2020 and dropped

to 0.5% in 2023. Fig. 9 shows DeMo’s detection results of

speeding violations4. At first, DeMo detected a high violation

rate of around 19%, meaning that almost one-fifth of the de-

livery is speeding with potential safety risks to commuters.

Targeting safe delivery, DeMo offers accurate violation detec-

tion (more details in Sec. 5.2) and generates alarm warnings

in real time. These real-time alarms effectively correct work-

ers’ delivery behaviors, e.g., slowing down the movement

speed. By doing so, DeMo gradually reduced the violation

rate with time, which reached 2.7% in March 2023.

Prior to DeMo, MTR stations also adopted a manual moni-

toring system for many years without such an achievement.

Given that DeMo effectively monitors more than 88% of the

total delivery events 5, DeMo offers effective correction on

delivery behaviors with enhanced safety protection.

A/B Testing. To exclude the placebo effect, we launched

additional A/B testing to analyze DeMo’s influence on deliv-

ery behaviors. This test was conducted in two MTR stations

for two months. Version A was the operational DeMo dis-

cussed in Sec. 3.1 and was tested in the first month. In the

second month, we tested Version B, which had all the same

components (e.g., speeding violation threshold and daily re-

port generation) as Version A, while the only exception was

that the real-time alarm notification was disabled. Delivery

workers were not informed of this change. This also rules out

delivery workers’ perception of our devices since the alarm-
ing function is the only difference between Version A and B.

Table 3 shows the comparison of violation rates. Note that

we have only detected the speeding violations, and no other

types of violations were detected during these two months.

The violation rate increased in both of these two stations,

demonstrating the critical role of real-time alarms in notify-

ing delivery workers of behavior changes.

Table 3: A/B testing.

Station
Version A

Violation Rate

Version B

Violation Rate

Station 1 3.61% 9.22%

Station 2 5.19% 11.51%

4Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, DeMo was suspended at MTR stations

from July 2021 to November 2021.
5MTR corporation has a record of all delivery activities since shops are

mandatory to submit their delivery applications. This record is used as the

ground truth to evaluate DeMo’s monitoring efficiency. 88% is the number of

deliveries detected by DeMo divided by the total number of delivery records

according to MTR. The previous manual monitoring only covers 53% of all

deliveries due to its intensive human resource requirement and limited staff.
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Fig. 9: Violation (speeding) rate. Fig. 10: Distribution of violation

shops.

Fig. 11: A field study of the speed-

ing area.

� Lesson 1 DeMo’s 3-year large-scale operation effectively
reduces the violation rate from 19% to 2.7%. As indicated by
our A/B test, accurate violation detection and real-time warn-
ing are necessary prerequisites for such a positive delivery
behavior change.

Shop Category’s Impacts. We classify more than 200 shops

in MTR stations as convenience goods (CG), food and bever-

age (F&B), fashion and accessories (F&A), health and beauty

(H&B), home living (HL), and passenger services (PS). For

each shop category, the violation ratio is counted as the num-

ber of violations divided by the total delivery, as demonstrated

in Fig. 10. Overall, the CG category has the highest violation

rate, followed by the F&B category. This is likely because

these stores have a high demand for replenishment that natu-

rally leads to more incentives for delivery workers to expedite

deliveries.

Geographic Distribution. We observed that certain areas,

such as long (more than 20 m) and wide (5 m or more) cor-

ridors, exhibit much higher chances of speeding. Generally,

speeding violations often occur in the middle of straight roads

to the shops. This suggests MTR stations take specific coun-

termeasures to improve safety. Fig. 11 shows one example of

the clustered violation distribution, where each dot represents

a speeding violation.

4.2 DeMo vs. Manual Monitoring
Compared with manual monitoring/recording via hired MTR

staff6, DeMo has the following unique advantages.

• Full coverage of violation detection. DeMo reliably de-

tects 4 types of violations, while manual monitoring is not

well suited for speeding detection.

• Delivery behavior change. DeMo regulates delivery be-

haviors with corrections and reduces the violation rate from

19% to 2.7% as demonstrated in Sec. 4.1, which is fundamen-

tally missing in the manual system.

• Efficiency. Manual monitoring requires a safety staff for

each delivery with intensive human resource requirements.

In contrast, DeMo successfully monitors 42,248 deliveries,

covering 88% of the total delivery activities on average (veri-

fied with the total number of delivery activities), much better

6Manual records include violation type, start time, station code, entry/exit,

and the destination shop. Note that the records are taken for both violation

and non-violation deliveries.

than the 53% monitoring rate offered in manual monitoring.

The missing cases are largely the result of insufficient sensors

at some subway stations and sensor hardware failures due to

rough handling.

• Cost saving. DeMo’s cost consists of one-time deployment

and maintenance costs. Its deployment cost includes hard-

ware cost, floor plan processing, beacon installation, and pro-

gram development. For the hardware cost, DeMo requires

Raspberry PI with HAT (90 USD each) and beacons (9 USD

each)7. Each station needs 5-15 Raspberry PI and 50-250

beacons, depending on delivery area size. Overall, the one-

time deployment cost is about 15K-20K USD per station.

DeMo’s maintenance cost to replace failed beacons is about

40 USD per station/month, thanks to DeMo’s low mainte-

nance requirement. As for manual monitoring, each station

hires multiple safety staff (e.g., 2) depending on the station

size. Due to privacy issues, we do not know the exact wage

and use the median monthly wage (2,383 USD) in the statisti-

cal reports [44]. After DeMo’s 3-year operation, the cost of

manual monitoring is at least 8X higher than DeMo.

� Finding 3 DeMo outperforms manual services in terms of
violation detection coverage (especially speeding detection),
delivery behavior change (violation rate drops from 19%
to 2.7%), monitoring efficiency (DeMo detects 88% of the
total delivery events in contrast to the prior 53%), and cost
reduction (> 8X).

4.3 System Performance
Approximated Positioning Accuracy. In DeMo’s large-

scale operation, we lack the trolley’s ground-truth position.

To alleviate this limitation, we utilize the events when trolleys

pass tactile pavings to approximately evaluate the position-

ing accuracy since these events could be reliably detected.

We adopt the following methodology. IMU reading analy-

sis offers the time T when a trolley reaches tactile paving.

We compute the shortest distance from DeMo’s current posi-

tioning result to the nearest segment of tactile paving. This

shortest distance is leveraged as an approximated error, not

the exact localization error.

Fig. 12 plots the approximated positioning error distribu-

tion in March 2022, with a median error of 1.45 m. Further-

more, we evaluate DeMo’s stability with time by comparing

7The prices were in 2020.
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the approximated error in March and July 2022. After four

months, the median positioning error slightly increases to 1.49

m. Note that this approximated error differs from the actual

localization error offered from our controlled experiments in

Sec. 5.3.

Fig. 12: Approximated posi-

tioning error in 2022.

Fig. 13: Beacon failure rate

with time in 2020.

Statistics of Sensor Placement. We observe that a small

percentage of delivery personnel (5%) hold the sensor in their

hands or pockets, while the other 95% place sensors on trol-

leys. DeMo is compatible with both placements.

4.4 System Maintenance
This section analyzes DeMo’s maintenance cost.

Impact of Beacon Types. Our initial deployment adopted

beacon type 1 but noticed a high loss rate caused by various

reasons, such as natural falls and collisions with passengers.

This high loss rate motivated us to switch to beacon type 2

in our latter deployment or maintenance, as discussed in Sec.

3.2. Fig. 13 shows the beacon failure rate with time. After 5

months, the loss rate of type 1 reached 9%, while type 2 was

only around 2.3%. This experiment validates that appropriate

beacon selection could effectively reduce maintenance costs.

Failed Beacon Location. Table 4 offers the beacon loss

rate at different locations. These statistics only include beacon

type 2 and were collected 5 months after the deployment.

Areas such as stores and entry/exit have the highest beacon

loss rates, which is likely to be caused by the dense crowd.

For locations with high loss rates, we increase the beacon

broadcast frequency (e.g., 100 ms) to compensate for lost

beacons and leverage the deployed beacons before they fail.

Table 4: Beacon failure with the location.

Location Store Entry/Exit Corridor Others

Failure rate (%) 5.3 3 1 0.6

� Finding 4 Strategic beacon deployment could alleviate
system maintenance costs. For example, card shape beacon
(type 2) significantly reduces the beacon failure rate compared
with common box-shaped beacons. As a result, beacon shape
and deployment areas should be thoroughly considered, while
beacon broadcast frequency in high loss-rate areas could be
increased for better utilization before device failures.

Fig. 14: Feedback from 20 MTR staff.

4.5 MTR Feedback
We designed a questionnaire to evaluate DeMo’s performance

and Fig. 14 depicts the feedback from 20 safety staff in 12

MTR stations. Our survey contains six questions, each em-

ploying a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 5 (strongly agree)

to 1 (strongly disagree). The six questions are: 1. satisfac-

tion with our system, 2. low complexity of device usage, 3.

effect on violation reduction, 4. speed detection accuracy, 5.

decrease of workload, and 6. frequency of sensor damage.

The detailed questionnaire is included in the Appendix A.5.

We summarize these questions with 4 takeaway messages.

Overall, DeMo receives positive feedback from the major-

ity of MTR staff. Taking question 1 (satisfaction with our sys-

tem) for example, more than 95% of the interviewees highly

rate DeMo with a score of 4 (agree) or 5 (strongly agree). The

major takeaway messages are as follows.

(1) User friendly. The operation of DeMo is easy and conve-

nient without complicated knowledge.

(2) Violation rate decrease. DeMo effectively decreases the

violation rate by correcting delivery behaviors.

(3) Workload reduction. DeMo effectively reduces MTR

staff’s workload.

(4) Sensor failure. Some interviewees complained about sen-

sor failure caused by delivery workers’ rough handling (about

one device/month in some stations). Our device was not de-

signed with industry-level reliability and could be damaged

by collision, which needs to be improved in the future.

� Finding 5 DeMo is highly rated by the majority (95%) of
MTR operators. Its positive feedback covers various aspects,
such as easy accessibility, effective delivery behavior change,
and workload reduction. On the other hand, we plan to ad-
dress device failures by designing more reliable hardware.

5 Evaluation via Controlled Experiments
This section evaluates DeMo via controlled experiments with

collected ground truths, in contrast to our large-scale in-the-

wild evaluation in Sec. 4. Our controlled experiments last

15 days and cover 0.9k delivery cases with a total length of

approximately 54 km.

5.1 Evaluation Methodology
Without loss of generality, we chose three stations of different

scales (552, 1105, and 3,003 m2 respectively) to represent
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small, medium, and large stations for our controlled experi-

ments. We hired several delivery personnel to perform test

deliveries in each station, while DeMo operated in real-time

to monitor all the delivery procedures. To evaluate DeMo,

we adopt the following ground truth collection mechanisms

instead of leveraging in-the-wild deployment data. In this

evaluation, our testing device has an embedded screen that

displays the MTR floor map with special checkpoints that

could be easily found (e.g., pavement contraction joint, pillar,

lift). The distance between the two checkpoints is about 5 m.

When passing through a checkpoint, hired delivery personnel

will click on the screen to record the ground-truth location

and time. The ground-truth speed of two adjacent checkpoints

can be calculated accordingly.

For violation behaviors, hired delivery personnel purpose-

fully violate the delivery rules, such as speeding, delivering

during peak hours, using non-designated paths, and using pas-

senger lifts. We have obtained approval from MTR stations

and adopted additional safety measures for passenger safety.

5.2 Violation Detection Reliability
We evaluate DeMo’s detection reliability for four violations

mentioned in Sec. 2. Overall, our data set contains 900 de-

liveries. Among them, the number of violations for speeding,

wrong delivery paths, taking passenger lifts, and delivery in

peak hours is 41, 16, 18, and 11 respectively, with a total num-

ber of 86 violations. Each delivery only includes one violation.

To ensure a balanced data set, we randomly selected a subset

of normal deliveries (without any violation), with the number

of 43, 18, 19, and 12, respectively. Table 5 demonstrates the

detection performance with the following metrics. True Posi-

tive (TP) represents that DeMo correctly identifies a delivery

violation. True Negative (TN) indicates the accurate detection

of a normal delivery. False Positive (FP) shows DeMo falsely

recognizes a normal delivery as a violation. False Negative

(FN) means DeMo recognizes a violation as non-violation.

Note that only speeding (daily report) in Table 5 is based on

the historical IMU+BLE data during the delivery procedure,

while all other evaluations are real-time.

For real-time speeding detection, DeMo achieves a TP rate

of 95.1% and TN rate of 83.7%, while it suffers from 16.3%

FP errors and 4.9% FN errors. When the current speed ex-

ceeds 1.5 m/s, the speeding criteria defined by MTR stations,

DeMo could reliably detect it as a speeding violation. How-

ever, when the current speed is smaller than but close to 1.5

m/s, DeMo might classify this case as speeding, leading to

FP results. This is the reason that DeMo’s FP is significantly

worse than FN, which is deliberately adjusted by us since

MTR stations hope to slow down delivery workers to ensure

safety. Leveraging historical IMU+BLE data, DeMo manages

to further reduce the FP and FN performance.

Besides speeding detection, DeMo offers reliable perfor-

mance for the remaining 3 violations. Thanks to DeMo’s

accurate localization performance (a median positioning error

of 1.89 m), it is able to generate accurate delivery trajectory

by connecting individual positioning results. By checking the

current trajectory with allowed areas, DeMo can identify non-

designated delivery paths. Since freight lifts and passenger

lifts are far away from each other (more than 6 m), DeMo

can accurately detect the use of passenger lifts. For each de-

livery, our on-trolley sensors record the delivery start and

end times for checking with peak hours (7:00-10:00 am and

4:00-8:00 pm). Given a long delivery duration, e.g., 20 min-

utes, DeMo ensures accurate detection of peak-hour delivery.

Overall, DeMo offers accurate detection for different types of

violations in Table 5, demonstrating its reliability in practice.

Table 5: Violation detection accuracy.

Violation Type TP (%) TN (%) FP (%) FN (%)

Speeding (real-time) 95.1 83.7 16.3 4.9

Speeding (daily report) 97.6 90.7 9.3 2.4

Wrong delivery path 100 100 0 0

Using passenger lift 100 100 0 0

In peak hour 100 100 0 0

� Lesson 2 A monitoring system based on low-cost hard-
ware (BLE and IMU) is adequate for reliable (TP > 95%
for all required scenarios) and real-time violation detection
toward safe delivery.

5.3 System Performance
Speed Detection Accuracy. We compare three speed cal-

culation methods: the algorithm used in DeMo, traditional

integral without road surface detection, and positioning-based

approach (the speed is calculated from the localization results).

The ground truth speed is calculated from the hired delivery

personnel’s ground-truth locations and the time passing them.

Fig. 15 shows the overall speed detection error. Not sur-

prisingly, the position-based approach leads to the highest

mean speed error of 0.52 m/s. This is because the localization

includes multiple sources of errors, such as wireless fading,

failed BLE beacons, and IMU fluctuations. In contrast, di-

rectly calculating speed via IMU readings is only affected

by the IMU errors. For the speed detection based on direct

integral, the mean error is 0.43 m/s. For DeMo, it detects the

special road surfaces and further excludes them to improve

its speed detection accuracy, leading to a mean error of 0.31

m/s. The tail improvement is much more significant: the third

quartile error decreases from 0.62 m/s to 0.44 m/s, meaning

that the speeding violation detection is much more reliable.

Impact of Delivery Path Length. Table 6 shows the dis-

tribution of the delivery length from the station entry to the

destination shop. Fig. 16 demonstrates trolley speed estima-

tion errors under the different path lengths of 50m, 100m,

200m. In general, we observe a smaller error (median error

of 0.18 m/s) for short paths (<50 m), while long paths (100-

200 m) exhibit larger errors (median error of 0.23 m/s). This

difference is because the integral error accumulates with time.
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Fig. 15: Trolley speed esti-

mation accuracy.

Fig. 16: Delivery path length

with speed estimation error.

Table 6: Delivery path length distribution.

Delivery Path < 50 m 50 - 100 m 100 - 200 m

Fraction (%) 10 75 15

� Finding 6 DeMo detects special road surfaces (e.g., tac-
tile paving and contraction joints) solely based on IMU read-
ings for accurate speed estimation, which reduces 28% of
the average speed error compared with conventional integral
computation.

Positioning Accuracy. Fig. 17 compares positioning ac-

curacy of using traditional logarithmic model [42], DeMo,

DeMo which only relies on BLE without IMU (denoted as

DeMo: BLE only), and the ideal localization based on BLE

and ground-truth velocity calculated from passing two check-

points (denoted as BLE+GTV). When only using BLE with

the traditional logarithmic model, the mean positioning error

is 3.22 m, while our new RSSI-distance model effectively

reduces the mean positioning error to 2.86 m. By combining

the IMU data analysis, DeMo significantly reduces the local-

ization error to 2.17 m, demonstrating the effectiveness of

utilizing IMU data for improving tracking accuracy. The 90th

and 99th positioning errors are 4.29 m and 6.44 m, respec-

tively. Additionally, we notice that for 2% of the checkpoints,

DeMo’s positioning error exceeds 6 m. This large error is pri-

marily due to failures in receiving the broadcast BLE beacon

packets and does not affect DeMo’s operation in practice. Not

surprisingly, BLE+GTV offers the best accuracy with a 1.70

m mean error, while GTV is not available in practice.

Fig. 17: Positioning accuracy.

� Lesson 3 Without labor-intensive radio fingerprinting, an
RSSI-distance model with customization is feasible to achieve
accurate localization in complex environments. DeMo’s inte-
grated analysis of BLE and IMU readings yields an average

positioning error of 2.17 m in dynamic and highly crowded
MTR stations. This accuracy is adequate for common indoor
applications [30, 43].

BLE Beacon Density. The beacon density affects the po-

sitioning accuracy. (1) For the evaluation of beacon density

in typical areas, we randomly select one station that has a

beacon density of 6m and adjust the beacon density to 12 m

by temporarily disabling some beacons. As in Fig. 18, the

mean error increases from 2.17 m to 3.23 m. This is because a

higher beacon density leads to more BLE packets received by

DeMo and thus better positioning accuracy. A higher beacon

density with an interval smaller than 6 m will further improve

the localization accuracy, which is more than enough since

the existing system already satisfies the violation detection

required by MTR stations. At the same time, a higher den-

sity significantly increases the deployment and maintenance

costs, so it is not adopted in DeMo. (2) In addition to typi-

cal areas, several key areas are critical for DeMo’s operation.

For example, beacons deployed in shops (details in Sec. 3.2)

are leveraged in DeMo’s shop classification. The identified

shop is essential in DeMo’s delivery record and used to find

shops with abnormally high violations. With three beacons,

DeMo’s store classification accuracy is 97%, which drops

to 86% when there is one beacon. The classification errors

largely result from trolleys’ parking positions, which could

be very close to nearby shops. To ensure reliable operation,

DeMo adopts three beacons for shop classification.

BLE Beacon Broadcast Frequency. Another factor to af-

fect localization accuracy is beacon broadcast frequency. Fig.

19 compares the positioning error with beacon broadcast in-

tervals of 200 ms and 500 ms at the same station, while all

other parameters are the same. The mean localization error in-

creases from 2.17 m to 2.78 m, since DeMo’s sensor receives

more BLE packets with a smaller broadcast interval. Based on

our 3-year operational experience, the average battery life of

a BLE beacon with a 200 ms setting is 22 months. This leads

to a maintenance cost (replacing failed beacons) of around 40

USD for each station per month.

IMU Sample Rate. In this experiment, we set the IMU

sample rate to 500 Hz for data collection and then down-

sampled it to generate the IMU data at different frequencies.

Fig. 20 shows the detection accuracy of road bump events,

including tactile paving and contraction joints. Generally,

DeMo’s detection rate increases with the IMU sample rate and

offers a stable performance at 200 Hz. Similarly in Fig. 21, the

speed estimation error is significant when the IMU sample rate

is less than 100 Hz. As for energy consumption, increasing

the sampling rate from 50 Hz to 500 Hz contributes to less

than 3% of the total energy consumption (including sensing

and computation). This experiment suggests that a relatively

high IMU sample rate is desirable for reliable monitoring.

� Lesson 4 DeMo aims at reliable monitoring under practi-
cal costs. It deploys sparse beacons for localization in most
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Fig. 18: BLE beacon density

vs. positioning accuracy.

Fig. 19: BLE beacon broad-

cast frequency vs. positioning

accuracy.

Fig. 20: IMU sample rate vs.

road bump detection rate.

Fig. 21: IMU sample rate vs.

speed error.

areas but adopts dense beacons for accurate store classifica-
tion and reliable operation. Additional considerations such
as maintenance cost and energy consumption also contribute
to DeMo’s trade-off.

6 Related Work
Prior Deployment Experiences. A few BLE-based [22, 30,

40, 70] and WiFi-based [27] localization systems were de-

ployed in public indoor sites to offer localization and navi-

gation services for clients. Recent studies [18, 19] reported

deploying arrival detection for efficient delivery in large-scale

instant delivery systems. In contrast, DeMo provides fine-

grained monitoring of delivery violations toward better safety.

A prior study [30] integrates BLE beacons and geomagnetic

fields as fingerprints to offer localization services for shopping

malls, while DeMo utilizes a labor-free RSSI-distance model

to achieve similar localization accuracy. Other real-world ex-

isting BLE systems conducted presence detection [59,60]. To

our knowledge, there is very limited work on indoor delivery

violation detection and regulation. During the operation of

DeMo, we have learned valuable lessons that will contribute

to future safety delivery.

Wireless Indoor Localization. Researchers have pro-

posed various wireless indoor localization techniques for navi-

gation [4,54], positioning [56,65], and assets tracking [35,72].

Their design principles could be classified as RSSI propaga-

tion model [10, 13, 26, 29, 31], fingerprinting [5, 11, 23, 28,

43, 55, 61], Angle-of-Arrival model [3, 12, 36, 37, 67], and

Time-of-Flight [4, 58]. Although existing studies offer good

positioning accuracy, they are commonly evaluated in small-

scale environments. For example, Spotfi [37], ArrayTrack [67]

and ToneTrack [68] achieve sub-meter localization accuracy

by leveraging WiFi Channel State Information (CSI). Never-

theless, these systems are not applicable in real-world appli-

cations due to the lack of CSI support in most commercial

WiFi Access points and limited WiFi coverage in MTR sta-

tions. In contrast, DeMo’s in-the-wild operation validates the

possibility of accurate localization via simple RSSI models

with low deployment and maintenance costs, in addition to

several unique lessons and insights.

IMU-Assisted Sensing System. These works [9, 71] ana-

lyze IMU’s signal characteristics and extract the motion fea-

ture of humans to infer their posture, especially for Pedestrian

Dead Reckoning [32]. This study [52] extracts step events

from various types of periodic human behaviors by carrying

a smartphone with IMU through CNN. Another study [2]

improves positioning accuracy by inferring the posture direc-

tion of IMU readings. DeMo leverages IMU reading to detect

special road surfaces and further improves speed accuracy,

and provides reliable positioning service.

7 Discussion
Limitations. (1) On-trolley sensor failure. We plan to design

more reliable hardware with additional protection methods to

ensure good device reliability. (2) Bypassing DeMo. DeMo

covers 88% of the total deliveries. We will analyze delivery

behaviors to understand possible ways of bypassing DeMo

and further adopt corresponding mitigation to offer seam-

less monitoring coverage. (3) Delivery worker dissatisfaction.

Although DeMo offers accurate violation detection as demon-

strated by controlled experiments and feedback from MTR

staff (Sec. 4.5), our small-scale interviews suggest that deliv-

ery workers perceived DeMo as a surveillance system, and so

it was not received favorably.

Future Improvement and Deployment. We plan to im-

prove DeMo with the following aspects. (1) Automatic pa-

rameter tuning. Delivery trolleys are generally still in front

of the destination shops for 5 to 20 minutes when offloading

products. This opportunity could be leveraged for fine-tuning

our RSSI-distance model. (2) Future hardware design and

deployment. We will improve our hardware reliability under

rough handling and deploy DeMo in 10 more MTR stations.

8 Conclusion
Our experiences with DeMo demonstrate the feasibility of

monitoring indoor delivery. Dedicated designs are essential

to combat unique challenges and ensure reliable violation

detection. DeMo outperforms the prior manual system for

better coverage, effective change of human behaviors, better

efficiency, and cost reduction. We hope that these lessons will

contribute to future delivery monitoring systems.
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A Appendix

A.1 Geomagnetic Field

When designing DeMo, we collected geomagnetic field

(GMF) strength at different locations, including entry, exit,

and open areas, within three stations. Our preliminary experi-

ments validated significant GMF strength changes caused by

operating trains. These changes are difficult to predict and

eliminate. In normal indoor settings, e.g., shopping malls, the

geomagnetic field values are relatively stable without signifi-

cant disruptions. Fig. 22 compares the collected GMF strength

values at a fixed location (e.g., entrance) in an MTR station

and a shopping mall, respectively. As a result, we decided not

to leverage geomagnetic field sensing in DeMo.

Fig. 22: Examples of GMF strength change with time at a

shopping mall and MTR station.

A.2 RSSI-distance Models Comparison

Crowd obstruction and reflection cause severe signal strength

degradation (or even signal loss), deviating from the tradi-

tional logarithmic model. Therefore, we instead use a polyno-

mial function to model the effect of crowds on signal strength.

Table 7 lists the average positioning accuracy of 4 different

polynomial models with degrees ranging from 1 to 4. The

parameters of the RSSI-distance model were trained using

data from one station and applied to other stations without

retraining. Models with a higher polynomial degree are prone

to overfitting, while those with a lower polynomial degree ex-

hibit unstable accuracy due to the influence of subway crowds.

Consequently, we have opted for a cubic polynomial function

as it delivers superior accuracy compared to other polynomial

orders.

Table 7: Mean localization accuracy under different polyno-

mial orders at two MTR stations.

Polynomial Orders 1 2 3 4

Station 1 3.16 m 3.09 m 2.81 m 3.22 m

Station 2 3.61 m 3.38 m 2.93 m 3.97 m

A.3 Positioning Accuracy Validation
DeMo’s training data for its RSSI-distance model is collected

in one MTR station, followed by a one-time parameter tuning

process. Then we validate this RSSI-distance model across

the remaining stations. To demonstrate the robustness of our

model, we present the overall mean localization errors (solely

relying on BLE without IMU integration) in Table 8. The val-

idation process is conducted via control experiments, follow-

ing Sec. 5.1. In most stations, the positioning accuracy closely

matches the initial station used for model training. However,

two subway stations exhibit poorer positioning accuracy (3.68

m and 3.83 m). Compared to most subway stations, which typ-

ically feature long, narrow delivery areas, these two stations

have unique layouts with larger open spaces. This distinct

layout can result in reduced positioning accuracy within those

open areas. Besides, we noticed more severe beacon losses

in these two stations which inevitably affect the positioning

accuracy.

Table 8: Positioning accuracy in 12 stations.

Stations Mean Accuracy (m)

Station 1 2.81

Station 2 2.55

Station 3 2.93

Station 4 2.62

Station 5 2.99

Station 6 3.39

Station 7 2.82

Station 8 2.42

Station 9 3.68

Station 10 3.83

Station 11 2.45

Station 12 2.51

A.4 Glossary of Main Parameters
Table 9 lists DeMo’s main parameters, which are crucial for

the system’s functionality. tsw, Rth, n and pw are empirical pa-

rameters. Coefficients γ0 through γ3 are trained via simulation

experiments, with the detailed training method available at

the link [16]. Besides, astd refers to the study [50].

A.5 Questionnaire
The questionnaire consists of six multiple-choice questions,

each utilizing a 5-point scale ranging from 5 (strongly agree)

to 1 (strongly disagree). The detailed questions are: 1. please

select the option that best represents your level of satisfaction

with the DeMo system, 2. please select the option that best

describes your perception of the ease of use of the DeMo

device, 3. please select the option that best represents your
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Table 9: Glossary of main parameters.

Parameters Values Description

tsw 4 s A sliding window

Rth -80 dBm RSSI threshold

γ0 94.8951 Coefficient of the cubic function

γ1 5.8301 Coefficient of the cubic function

γ2 0.0811 Coefficient of the cubic function

γ3 0.0005 Coefficient of the cubic function

n 2, 8 # of IMU reading peaks

astd 0.01 g Standard deviation of the IMU

pw 60% # of weighted particles

assessment of the DeMo system’s effectiveness in reducing

safety violations, 4. please select the option that best reflects

your perception of the DeMo system’s accuracy in detecting

speeds, 5. please select the option that best describes the extent

to which the DeMo system has reduced your workload, and 6.

please select the option that best represents how frequently

you have encountered sensor damage issues with the DeMo

system. The feedback from 20 safety staff in 12 MTR stations

is demonstrated in Fig. 14.
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Low Tail Latency in Real-Time Streaming
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Abstract – Real-time streaming applications like cloud
gaming require consistently low latency, even at the tail. Our
large-scale measurement based on a major cloud gaming ser-
vice provider reveals that in Wi-Fi networks, the delay of the
wireless hop can inflate due to its fluctuating nature, making
it difficult to achieve consistently low tail latency. While cel-
lular paths can be leveraged to alleviate the impact of wire-
less fluctuation of Wi-Fi paths, our user study reveals that it
is crucial to constrain cellular data usage while using mul-
tipath transport. In this paper, we present AUGUR, a mul-
tipath transport service designed to reduce long tail latency
and video frame stall rates in mobile real-time streaming. To
address the challenge of reducing long tail latency by utiliz-
ing cellular paths while minimizing cellular data usage, AU-
GUR captures user characteristics by deriving state probabil-
ity models and formulates the equilibrium into Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) problems for each user session to deter-
mine the opportunity of frame retransmission and path selec-
tion. Our trace-driven emulation and large-scale real-world
deployment in Tencent Start cloud gaming platform demon-
strate that AUGUR achieves up to 66.0% reduction in tail la-
tency and 99.5% reduction in frame stall rate with 88.1%
decrease in cellular data usage compared to other multipath
transport schemes.

1 Introduction
Emerging real-time streaming applications like cloud gam-
ing [1, 2], video conferencing [3, 4], and AR/VR [5, 6] pro-
vide users with interactive experiences for both entertain-
ment and business. Such applications have grown rapidly
worldwide and made a large market (e.g., The global cloud
gaming market reached $1.28 billion in 2022 and expects to
reach $13.6 billion by 2028 [7]). However, to provide users
with a seamless interactive experience, service providers
must achieve consistently low tail latency [8]. Based on
experience and statistics from our real-time streaming ser-
vice platform, we observe that a tail latency (i.e., 99.9th per-
centile) of 200 ms can lead to frequent video frame stalls,
and even a 0.5% increase in stall rate results in a 33% drop

∗equal contribution.
†corresponding authors.

B: coreyliu@tencent.com B: chenren@pku.edu.cn

in user retention time (§2.2). Therefore, it is essential to re-
duce long tail latency to improve user experience.

However, for mobile devices that access wireless net-
works, existing solutions for latency-intensive applications
fail to meet the consistently low tail latency requirements
imposed by interactive real-time streaming or are imprac-
tical to be widely deployed. The most intuitive and practi-
cal method to eliminate high network latency is to deploy
a dedicated congestion control algorithm (CCA). However,
we observe that with Wi-Fi networks, path RTT inflation
caused by random wireless fluctuations can occur. There-
fore, while existing CCAs designed for real-time streaming
[9, 10, 11, 12] and wireless networks [13, 14] can provide
sufficient bandwidth and low median latency, they fail to
consistently achieve low tail latency (§2.2). Even with a low
sending bitrate (i.e., 512 Kbps), the tail latency can dramat-
ically exceed 200 ms. Besides, RTT inflation is intrinsic in
wireless links. Thus, it is difficult to achieve low tail latency
with only one network path. Therefore, leveraging multipath
is a straightforward approach to alleviate the impact of an
RTT-fluctuating path.

Although many works on mobile multipath transport have
been proposed to reduce latency by leveraging both Wi-Fi
and cellular paths, they are not practical to be widely de-
ployed to reduce long tail latency for real-time streaming ap-
plications in terms of performance, cellular cost, and deploy-
ability: i) Most multipath schedulers only make decisions on
packet departure, leaving packet retransmission to the un-
derlying loss recovery mechanism, thus the packets would
be inevitably delayed in the presence of random RTT in-
flation [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Therefore they cannot
meet the performance requirement of consistently low tail
latency; ii) While most multipath transport schemes only fo-
cus on the performance heterogeneity of multiple paths, they
ignore the data budget heterogeneity of Wi-Fi and cellular
paths [17, 22]. Since Internet service providers (ISPs) pro-
vide cellular connections with limited data budget [23], we
find that users of our mobile real-time applications express
strong concerns about cellular data usage (§2.3). Therefore,
a multipath transport system that consumes a large amount of
cellular data is not practical to be widely deployed; iii) Many
existing multipath transport systems require modification to
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Figure 1: Overview of the real-time streaming pipeline.

the kernel of user devices [16, 17, 18, 19] or rely on values
that do not exist in real-time streaming (e.g., volume video
size [21] and playback buffer occupancy [24]) for decision-
making. Consequently, they are infeasible to be widely de-
ployed for real-time streaming applications.

In this work, we propose a multipath transport service AU-
GUR in mobile real-time streaming that meet the requirement
of reducing long tail latency, minimizing cellular data usage,
and enabling large-scale deployment. AUGUR uses the Wi-
Fi path as the primary path for frame transmission and lever-
ages the cellular path by introducing application-level frame
retransmission and primary path switch scheduling. It tack-
les two challenges when leveraging multipath to deal with an
RTT-fluctuating path: i) the RTT inflation caused by wireless
fluctuation of the Wi-Fi path is highly unpredictable and ii)
the usage of cellular paths is strictly limited and should be
minimized as much as possible. These two challenges make
it difficult to determine when to use the cellular path to alle-
viate the impact of RTT inflation.

To address these challenges, we observe that while user
characteristics such as frame stall rate and the impact of pro-
longed latency vary greatly among different users, they re-
main stable for an individual user over a certain period of
time (§2.4). Based on this observation, AUGUR divides the
statistics of a user session into states and creates per-session
probability models for each user to quantify the various user
characteristics. It then formulates the equilibrium of reduc-
ing tail latency by leveraging cellular path and constrain-
ing cellular data usage as Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
problems and uses the state probability models as inputs. By
solving the ILP problems, AUGUR determines the appropri-
ate moments to utilize cellular paths to achieve both the per-
formance requirement of consistently low latency and the
cost requirement of minimizing cellular usage. To achieve
the deployability requirement, AUGUR is fully implemented
in edge servers and requires no modification to user devices,
customed hardware, or network middleboxes, making it im-
mediately deployable.

We have deployed AUGUR in Tencent Start [25] cloud
gaming platform for over six months with a wide range of
millions of users, resulting in tens of millions of hours of
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user retention time. Our trace-driven emulation and large-
scale production experiments show that AUGUR can reduce
up to 66.0% tail latency and 99.5% frame stall rate with 2.7%
average data usage on the cellular path, compared to other
multipath transport schemes.
Contributions.
• We conduct a large-scale and in-depth statistical analysis

to demonstrate the characteristics of long tail latency in
mobile real-time streaming applications within a produc-
tion environment;

• We propose AUGUR, a multipath transport service de-
signed to reduce the long tail latency and frame stall
while maintaining a strictly limited cellular data usage;

• We deploy AUGUR in Tencent Start cloud gaming plat-
form and demonstrate that it can significantly reduce tail
latency and stall rate while incurring negligible cellular
costs.

Ethical claim. All user feedback and data statistics collected
in this work are obtained with explicit permission from the
users and are anonymized to protect their privacy. This work
does not raise any ethical concerns and conforms to the IRB
policies of the authors’ institutions.

2 Background and Motivation
In this section, we introduce the background of interactive
real-time streaming (§2.1). We then collect real-world statis-
tics to present the long tail latency caused by RTT inflation
in Wi-Fi path transmission (§2.2) and the limitation of ex-
isting mobile multipath transport schemes (§2.3). Finally,
we discuss the user characteristics observed from our online
measurement (§2.4).

2.1 Interactive Real-Time Streaming
An interactive real-time streaming service like cloud gam-
ing provides users with an interactive video experience. As
shown in Fig. 1, a typical real-time streaming pipeline con-
sists of four components: frame generator, codec (encoder
and decoder), transport system, and video player. The en-
coder encodes the video frames produced by the frame gen-
erator, and each frame is typically partitioned into multi-
ple data packets for network transport. After being deliv-
ered to the user devices through the network transport sys-
tem, the frame is immediately decoded and displayed by
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Figure 5: Frame delivery latency over 99th percentile under low sending bitrate.
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Figure 7: Packet loss rate on
frame stalls with Wi-Fi link.

the video player without buffering. According to the inter-
dependencies of video frames [26], all packets in a frame
should be sent to the decoder to prevent video quality degra-
dation. Furthermore, the user continuously interacts with
the server, providing instructions or feedback to generate
new video frames. This pipeline contrasts with buffer-based
streaming applications such as video-on-demand (VoD),
where the entire video content is pre-recorded, and a play-
back buffer in the video player can be utilized to absorb
frame delivery latency [27] or improve user Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE) [24]. Therefore, to ensure a smooth and
seamless interactive experience, it is crucial for the network
transport system to guarantee consistently low latency for the
timely delivery of all video frames, especially under fluctu-
ating wireless network environments.

2.2 Long Tail Latency in Real-time Streaming

Long tail latency severely degrades user experience. The
low latency requirement for frame delivery in real-time
streaming means that even a slight increase in tail latency can
have a significant impact on user experience. To investigate
the impact of long tail latency, we conduct a measurement on
our online cloud gaming service. As shown in Fig. 2, while
the median RTT and frame delivery latency is kept below
30 ms, the tail latency (i.e., 99.9th percentile) can reach over
200 ms, and such a severely delayed frame is highly likely
to cause a video stall [8]. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, we
observe that an increased video frame stall rate results in a
significant decrease in user retention time, even an 0.5% in-
creased stall rate would result in 33% drop in retention time,
and there still exists an increase of user churn even the stall
rate is kept below 0.1%, indicating user dissatisfaction with

the service. Therefore, long tail latency severely degrades
user experience, and achieving consistently low latency ne-
cessitates the attainment of at least a 99.9% in-time delivery
of frames.

RTT inflation contributes to long tail latency instead of
network congestion. Intuitively, packet loss and retransmis-
sion caused by network congestion significantly contribute
to packet delivery latency [28]. However, with our private
CCA designed for real-time streaming and edge servers de-
ployed, we find that long tail latency is mainly induced by
inflated path RTT due to wireless fluctuation for mobile de-
vices. As shown in Fig. 4, compared to the wired network
environment, when streaming through the wireless network
connection from a Wi-Fi access point (AP) to mobile de-
vices, the frame delivery latency at the 99th percentile is in-
creased by up to 290%. Additionally, we plot the RTT of the
wireless path before a frame stall occurs, Fig. 6 shows that
the path RTT is already inflated to more than 200 ms for 65%
of stalled frames on Wi-Fi 2.4G networks and 50% of stalled
frames on Wi-Fi 5G, respectively. Furthermore, we observe
that packet loss is infrequent on frame stalls. To demonstrate
this, we plot the packet loss rate when frame stall happens
and show the result in Fig. 7, nearly 60% of packets are de-
livered without loss during a frame stall. This indicates that
the long tail latency is induced by the fluctuating intrinsic of
the wireless path instead of network congestion.

CCAs fail to reduce latency at the tail. The most widely
used method to reduce frame delivery latency in real-time
streaming is to employ sophisticated CCAs. However, with
inflated RTT caused by wireless fluctuation, while state-of-
the-art CCAs designed for real-time streaming [9, 10, 11,
12] or wireless networks [13, 14] can reach a low median
latency, they fail to ensure a consistently low tail latency. The
primary goal of CCAs is to adapt to link capacity variations
and promptly reduce the sending rate to eliminate queuing
delay or packet loss to maintain low transport latency [29,
30, 31, 32]. Nonetheless, due to RTT inflation caused by Wi-
Fi link fluctuation, the link is unable to deliver data in time.
Consequently, the long tail latency cannot be addressed by
deploying CCAs.

To demonstrate the limitations of CCAs under wireless
link fluctuations, we conduct an experiment by enforcing
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Figure 8: Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence between the characteristics probability distributions
of the current minute and the past T minutes during each individual user’s playing time.
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Figure 9: Overlayed curves of the relationship between
frame stall rate and path RTT. Each point in each curve con-
tributes to a point in the heatmap and the color indicates the
number of points normalized by maximum.

our CCA to maintain extremely low sending bitrates that
are below our video quality requirement of service (i.e., 2
Mbps) and access our platform from both wired and wire-
less networks. As shown in Fig. 5, even with low sending
bitrates, frame delivery latency at the tail remains high, and
the latency distributions remain consistent across all low bi-
trates. This highlights that under fluctuating wireless net-
works, CCAs are insufficient to reduce latency at the tail for
real-time streaming applications. Therefore, it is valuable
to leverage cellular paths to alleviate the impact of wireless
fluctuation of the Wi-Fi path.

2.3 Limitation of Existing Multipath Transport in Real-
time Streaming

Multipath transport is a promising and practical solution to
reduce long tail latency in mobile real-time streaming be-
cause: i) Wireless fluctuations are hardly correlated between
heterogeneous wireless networks like Wi-Fi and cellular net-
works, indicating that prolonged latency induced by one path
could be eliminated by another [17]; ii) Contemporary mo-
bile devices are typically equipped with multiple network in-
terfaces, enabling the large-scale deployment of a multipath
transport service [24]. However, existing multipath transport
schemes are not practical to be widely deployed to reduce
tail latency for mobile real-time streaming in terms of per-

formance, cellular cost, and deployability.

Multipath schedulers fail to achieve low tail latency. Al-
though many works on multipath transport have been pro-
posed, they mainly focus on maximizing throughput [15]
or minimizing request completion time (RCT) [19, 20, 24].
Some multipath transport systems designed for latency-
sensitive applications like BLEST [18] and RAVEN [17]
schedule packet transmission on multiple paths but leave
retransmission to the underlying loss recovery mechanism.
However, packets scheduled on the Wi-Fi path could already
be severely delayed before retransmission timeout (RTO)
due to highly unpredictable RTT inflation, thus they can-
not meet the performance requirement of low tail latency.
XLINK [24] uses packet re-injection to reduce frame deliv-
ery latency, but it assumes a known video chunk size and re-
quires playback buffer occupancy level as QoE signal, which
cannot be used in real-time streaming.

Minimizing cellular data usage is crucial for practical de-
ployment. Multipath schedulers designed for interactive ap-
plications like RAVEN [17] and ReMP [33] utilize cellular
paths for redundant frame transmission but are unaware of
cellular data cost. However, video frame delivery consumes
a large amount of bandwidth and can lead to significant cel-
lular data usage. To investigate users’ concerns about cel-
lular data cost, we explicitly deliver a questionnaire within
our cloud gaming application to 1,251,420 users. All user
feedback and data statistics collected are obtained with ex-
plicit permission and are anonymized to protect their privacy.
Our analysis of online users’ feedback reveals: i) While ac-
cessing our gaming platform with mobile devices, 89.8% of
users prefer Wi-Fi connection due to the lower cost com-
pared to cellular networks; ii) 57.0% of users are not willing
to consume cellular data for streaming service; iii) For the
remaining 43.0% of users willing to use cellular networks
for better performance, 62.9% of them express a strong de-
sire to reduce cellular data costs Therefore, we argue that
for a practical multipath transport service, the cellular cost
constraint should not be an incidental concern, but rather
a primary design consideration. Although some multipath
transport schemes like MP-DASH [21] and COM [34] re-
duce cellular data usage for VoD applications, they require
the size of the pre-recorded video content, thus cannot be
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used in real-time streaming.

Kernel-based multipath transport schemes are infeasi-
ble to widely deploy. Many existing multipath transport
schemes require modifications to the kernel of user devices
[16, 17, 18, 19, 21]. As a cloud gaming service provider,
it is not feasible to make modifications to user devices, net-
work middleboxes, or customed hardware. Therefore, they
are impractical to be widely deployed.

2.4 User Characteristics in Real-time Streaming

Network characteristics vary among different users. Our
real-time streaming platform is utilized by millions of users
across a wide range of regions with different user de-
vice models and network environments. According to our
measurements, there is a significant characteristics varia-
tion among users. We study the correlation between the
frame stall rate and path RTT from different user sessions
in our measurement. We plot the conditional probability
P (frame stall | RTT > X) curves and overlay all curves to
formulate a heatmap. As shown in Fig. 9, while higher la-
tency does increase the severely-tail rate overall, the corre-
lation between them varies among different users. For ex-
ample, when path RTT reaches 100 ms, the probability of a
frame stall can range from 0% to 100% for different users.
This indicates that RTT inflation has different impacts on dif-
ferent users and such variation in user characteristics should
be considered for a widely deployed system.

Network characteristics remain stable for individual
users. Although there is significant variation among user
characteristics, we observe that there is some stability of
statistics for an individual user over a certain period of
time. While characteristics such as frame stall rate and net-
work latency pattern can vary significantly among different
users, they tend to remain relatively stable for an individ-
ual user over a time window. To demonstrate the stabil-
ity, we computed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance
[35] and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [36] between
the probability distributions of two characteristics, namely
P (frame stall) and P (frame stall | RTT > X), for both the
current minute and the previous T minutes of each individ-
ual user’s playing time and plot the CDFs of both the KS
distance and KL divergence values for over 3000 users in
Fig. 8. The results indicate that nearly 99% of the current
minute’s characteristics probability distributions are similar
to those of the previous time window (i.e., KS distance and
KL divergence values are less than 0.1), suggesting a strong
correlation between statistics calculated from a previous time
window and the current minute. We leverage such stability
to capture each user’s characteristics in our design.

3 AUGUR Design
In this section, we propose a multipath transport service AU-
GUR to reduce the long tail latency induced by wireless link
RTT inflation while minimizing cellular data usage. We first
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Figure 10: System overview of AUGUR.

present the design goals of AUGUR.

3.1 Design Goals

The main idea behind AUGUR is to use the Wi-Fi path as the
primary path to stream video frames and leverage the cellular
network as a backup path when the Wi-Fi connection suffers
wireless fluctuations. In light of the observation presented in
§2, we design AUGUR to achieve three goals.

G1: Reduce long tail latency induced by wireless fluctu-
ation. As presented in §2.2, the long tail latency resulting
from Wi-Fi wireless fluctuation like RTT inflation is an in-
herent issue of the Wi-Fi path, thus it is valuable to also uti-
lize the cellular path for data streaming. However, it is chal-
lenging to determine the opportunity of using another path
because the RTT inflation of the Wi-Fi path is highly unpre-
dictable.

G2: Constrain cellular data usage. One straightforward
approach to leveraging a redundant path would be to repli-
cate all frames on cellular paths, but this would incur a sig-
nificant consumption of cellular data and violates the user
concerns in §2.3. Moreover, with the significant imbalance
in link capacity [37], the cellular link may be unable to han-
dle the additional traffic from replicating all frames (e.g.,
cellular bufferbloat [38]). Therefore AUGUR must carefully
constrain the usage of the cellular path.

G3: Enable large-scale deployment. Our real-time stream-
ing platform provides service to millions of users with var-
ious device models, operating systems, and Wi-Fi AP mod-
els. As a streaming service provider, it is not feasible to
make modifications to user device kernels, network middle-
boxes, or customized hardware. To be practically deployed
on a large scale, AUGUR should only require modifications
to game servers and user applications.
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3.2 System Overview
To address the challenge of reducing long tail latency by uti-
lizing cellular paths while adhering to a strict cellular data
usage constraint, AUGUR first leverages our observation on
user characteristics (§2.4) and derives per-session probabil-
ity models to capture the characteristics of each user. It
then formulates the equilibrium of tail latency reduction and
cellular cost minimization into Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) problems. Using the measured probability models as
inputs, AUGUR solves ILP problems to determine the op-
portunity to use the cellular path. As a multipath transport
service, AUGUR leverages the cellular path through two ap-
proaches: i) application-level frame retransmission. AU-
GUR monitors in-flight frames sent on the Wi-Fi path and
promptly retransmits frames that are likely to be severely de-
layed on the cellular path; ii) primary path switch schedul-
ing. AUGUR transiently switches the primary path to cellular
and streams all newly generated video frames through it in
the presence of severe Wi-Fi path capacity degradation. As
illustrated in Fig. 10, AUGUR consists of two main compo-
nents: the state manager (§3.5) monitors the capacity of the
Wi-Fi and cellular path and approximates probability mod-
els for each user. Based on the models provided by the state
manager, the multipath agent (§3.6) continuously solves the
formulated ILP problems to obtain cellular path utilization
strategies, and performs frame retransmission and primary
path switch.

In the rest of this section, we first introduce our state prob-
ability model for real-time streaming in §3.3 and our strategy
for utilizing the backup path in §3.4. We then demonstrate
how we apply our theoretical analysis into practice to derive
the model (§3.5) and make decisions on frame retransmis-
sion and primary path switch(§3.6).

3.3 State Probability Model
In a real-time streaming session, a sender and a receiver com-
municate over a network path along a timeline. The sender
continuously sends data, such as video frames, to the re-
ceiver. Concurrently, the receiver provides feedback (ACKs)
to the sender regarding the data’s arrival or at specific time
intervals. The sender can then derive some statistics based
on this feedback (e.g., RTT, acknowledged bytes). To ef-
fectively utilize these statistics and extract vital information
for the sender to determine the transmission pattern, we di-
vide them into several states. We let U =

⋃
i{Si},∀i ̸=

j,Si ∩ Sj = ∅ donate all possible states. For example, if
the sender chooses to use (RTT, Bandwidth) as states,
U would be a two-dimensional space and each point in the
space represents a state. For each session, the probability
distribution of states P (Si) could be significantly different
due to the great variety of user characteristics.

When the receiver experiences a frame stall, the next feed-
back can carry information about the stall event, allowing the
sender to record it. If we define stall to be the stall events

across all states of a session, the overall frame stall probabil-
ity for a user session would be:

P (stall) = P (stall,U) =
∑

Si∈U

P (stall,Si)

=
∑

Si∈U

P (stall | Si)P (Si) (1)

The distributions of P (stall), P (stall | Si), and P (Si)
can provide insight into the condition of the receiver and the
network for a given user session. We define the state proba-
bility model for a user session as M = {P (stall), P (stall |
Si), P (Si)}, Si ∈ U , and the relationship between these dis-
tributions is given in equation Eqn. 1. By obtaining M , we
can capture and quantify the user characteristics of a session.

3.4 Backup Path Utilization Strategy

To reduce long tail latency and frame stalls of the primary
path, the sender can utilize a backup path for frame trans-
mission. A backup path utilization strategy decides when the
backup path should be used. Ideally, a backup path should
only be used when frames are likely to be delayed on the
primary path. However, it is difficult to accurately predict if
a frame would be delayed and cause a stall before it is ac-
knowledged. To effectively use the backup path, we break
down the problem of deriving an optimal utilization strategy
into two tasks:

T1: Covering delayed frames caused by wireless fluctua-
tion. The backup path utilization strategy should minimize
the false negative (FN) rate of the decisions by ensuring that
it utilizes the backup path to cover delayed frames to the
greatest extent possible.

T2: Reducing the utilization of backup paths. The backup
path should only be used when necessary, as excessive uti-
lization of the backup path can result in additional data usage
and negative impacts (e.g., increased cellular data charges in
our case). The strategy should aim to minimize the false pos-
itive (FP) rate of the decisions.

As explained in §3.3, we divide the sender statistics of a
real-time streaming process into states. We use these states
as decision points. For each state Si, we employ xi to in-
dicate whether the backup path should be utilized for frame
transmission to mitigate delivery delay, where xi = 1 denotes
a positive decision and xi = 0 denotes a negative decision. A
strategy refers to a selection of several states from U , where
the chosen states are represented as X = {Si ∈ U | xi = 1},
and the remaining states are represented as X̄ = {Si ∈ U |
xi = 0}. We next derive the optimal backup path utilization
strategy based on the state probability model M .

To achieve T1, we present the false negative rate of strat-
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egy X to be:

P (FN) = P (X̄ | stall) = P (stall, X̄)
P (stall)

= P (stall)−P (stall,X)
P (stall)

=
P (stall)−

∑
Si∈X P (stall,Si)

P (stall)

=
P (stall)−

∑
Si∈X P (stall | Si)P (Si)
P (stall) (2)

As discussed in §2.4, the stall rate of a single user session
tends to remain stable in a time window. Therefore, we
assume that in a certain period of time, the overall frame
stall probability P (stall) is a constant value. In this case,
the minimization of P (FN) turns into the maximization of
function:

f(X) =
∑

Si∈X

P (stall | Si)P (Si) (3)

This maximization function implicitly assumes that the ca-
pacity of the backup path is adequate for mitigating pro-
longed latency, which may not always be the case. There-
fore, we introduce Pbackup(Si) to represent the probability
that the backup path is sufficient to perform frame transmis-
sion at state Si. The maximization function in Eqn. 3 is mod-
ified as follows:

F (X) =
∑

Si∈X

P (stall | Si)P (Si)Pbackup(Si) (4)

To achieve T2, we present the false positive rate of strat-
egy X to be:

P (FP ) = P (X |!stall) = P (X, !stall)
P (!stall)

= P (X)−P (X,stall)
1−P (stall)

= P (X)−f(X)
1−P (stall) (5)

Given that the primary objective of T1 is to maximize f(X)
while assuming a constant value of P (stall), our aim is to
minimize P (FP ) by restricting the value of P (X) below a
specific threshold. The threshold represents the data usage
limit of the backup path and should be adaptable to different
specified budgets. Thus, we limit the backup path utilization
rate to be less than or equal to the frame stall rate multiplied
by a parameter δ:

P (X) =
∑

Si∈X

P (Si) ≤
∑

Si∈U

P (stall | Si)P (Si) · δ (6)

With the maximization target (Eqn. 4), the constraint
(Eqn. 6), and the probability model M , we can formulate

the backup path utilization strategy derivation as an Integer
Linear Programming problem:

Maximize
∑

Si∈U

P (stall | Si)P (Si)Pbackup(Si) ·xi

xi = 0,1 (7)

Subject to
∑

Si∈U

P (Si) ·xi ≤
∑

Si∈U

P (stall | Si)P (Si) · δ

In Eqn. 7, the maximization term aims to achieve objective
T1, which is to cover delayed frames, and the constraint term
aims to achieve objective T2, which is to minimize the data
usage of the backup path. By solving the ILP problem, the
sender can obtain a strategy X and determine when to use
the backup path.

3.5 State Manager
The state manager continuously monitors the capacity of the
Wi-Fi and cellular path for each user session. It creates
and manages two state probability models for the multipath
agent, one for the decision on frame retransmission and the
other for the primary path switch. Nonetheless, we encounter
two challenges in practice: i) What information should be
extracted from sender statistics to form a state space; ii)
While the overall frame stall rate is assumed to be a constant
value, how can we obtain the distribution of P (stall | Si)
and P (Si).

3.5.1 State space formulation.
In principle, it is possible to extract all available information
from sender statistics to form a high-dimensional state space.
However, we take two factors into consideration when decid-
ing on the state space formulation: i) A multi-dimensional
state space increases the difficulty and complexity of main-
taining a probability model and deriving a backup path uti-
lization strategy based on it; ii) Some information, such as
RTT and acknowledged bytes, is already utilized by CCAs
to maintain low median latency, making it unnecessary to in-
clude them in the state space. Therefore, we choose to use a
single-dimension state space for both probability models.
Frame retransmission state space. We utilize the in-flight
time of all frames to create a state space U1 for deciding
when to retransmit frames on the cellular path. Specifically,
we calculate the in-flight time of a video frame once it is
acknowledged, and this value is used to represent a point in
the state space. We choose to use the per-frame in-flight time
as the input state because it allows us to derive a probability
model that can indicate the correlation between the stall rate
and the frame in-flight time. This, in turn, provides us with
the necessary information to promptly retransmit frames on
the backup path.
Primary path switch state space. To derive the state proba-
bility model for the primary path switch decision, we use the
in-flight time of the earliest unacknowledged frame to form a
state space U2. This choice reflects the frame delivery delay
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of the primary path, providing clues on the degradation of
the primary path’s capacity and the chance for a switch. In
practice, the state manager periodically inspects the in-flight
time of all unacknowledged frames and sets the in-flight time
of the earliest dispatched frame as the current state.
Cellular path capacity monitoring. Since AUGUR uses the
cellular as the backup path, which can also be susceptible
to fluctuations [39, 40, 41] and lead to prolonged latency,
the state manager needs to monitor the characteristics of the
cellular path to estimate its capacity and determine whether
it is sufficient to perform frame transmission. As we use
the in-flight time of frames as input states, at state Si, the
frame has been sent for Si time. Therefore, to perform ef-
fective retransmission or primary path switch to reduce long
tail latency, the RTT of the cellular path should not exceed
Tthresh −Si. Since a frame delivery latency greater than 200
ms is highly likely to cause a video stall [8], we set Tthresh

to be 200 ms. Hence, we evaluate the RTT as a metric of the
backup path capacity using the following equation:

Pbackup(Si) = P (RTTcell ≤ Tthresh −Si) (8)

However, we cannot obtain P (RTTcell ≤ Tthresh −Si) pas-
sively from receiver feedback because the cellular path acts
as a backup, and the feedback is intermittent. Therefore, the
state manager actively probes the cellular path by periodi-
cally sending an 8-byte PING message (with an interval of
50 ms) to monitor the RTT. Since the backup cellular path
is infrequently used and other applications using cellular in-
terfaces (e.g., voice call, video conferencing) are typically
inactive during cloud gaming sessions, small-sized packets
are efficient for probing the path RTT. The overhead of the
probe messages is less than 0.06% in theory, compared to the
high frame rate at which large-sized video frames (typically
over 4KB) are transmitted (e.g., 60 fps).

3.5.2 Probability distribution derivation
The state probability model M contains the distributions of
P (stall | Si) and P (Si). However, they are difficult to accu-
rately describe. Firstly, these distributions could be arbitrary
over time for different users. Secondly, the state manager
cannot predict future states or stalls, and can only deduce an
approximate distribution based on recorded states. To ad-
dress this challenge, we leverage our observation discussed
in §2.4 that the user characteristics remain stable for an indi-
vidual user over a period of time. Based on this, we assume
that the probability distributions of states remain fixed for a
time window. Within a time window ∆, we can obtain the
frequency of each state Si and the corresponding stall event,
denoted as P̂ (Si) and P̂ (stall | Si). We use these frequen-
cies to approximate the probability distribution of the states
in this time window. The approximated stall rate P̂ (stall)
can be derived by Eqn. 1.

In this way, the state manager continuously updates the
states explained in §3.5.1. For each time window ∆, it cre-
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Figure 11: Wi-Fi capacity degradation causes bursty frame
stalls lasting for hundreds of milliseconds.

ates and maintains two approximated state probability mod-
els M̂1,2 = {P̂ (stall), P̂ (stall | Si), P̂ (Si)}, Si ∈ U1,2 with
two different state spaces. The value of ∆ reflects the level
of fluctuation in a single user’s characteristics, and its effect
on AUGUR is evaluated in §5.4.

3.6 Multipath Agent
The multipath agent plays a critical role in deciding whether
to retransmit in-flight frames on the cellular path and whether
to switch the primary path from Wi-Fi to cellular. To make
these decisions, it utilizes the state probability models M̂1
and M̂2 provided by the state manager and plugs them into
the ILP problem described in Eqn. 7. It is typically time-
consuming and computation-intensive to solve an ILP prob-
lem. Nevertheless, when considering our single-dimensional
state spaces U1,2, and utilizing RTT-based backup path ca-
pacity specified in Eqn. 8, instead of looping each combina-
tion of states, we only need to determine a threshold in the
continuous state space to find an optimal strategy. Therefore,
the ILP problem in Eqn. 7 transforms into a linear-time so-
lution, facilitating quick resolution. Based on the output of
the simplified ILP problems, the multipath agent obtains the
necessary decisions to reduce long tail latency and minimize
cellular cost.

3.6.1 Application Level Frame Retransmission
Existing multipath schedulers usually only decide which
path to use for delivering incoming new data at packet depar-
ture time. As presented in §2.2, unpredictable RTT inflation
of wireless links could severely delay the scheduled packets.
Therefore, to reduce long tail latency, it is important to track
the in-flight data and actively retransmit it when it is at risk
of being delayed.

In order to eliminate as much tail latency as possible, AU-
GUR introduces application-level frame retransmission by
promptly retransmitting in-flight frames on the cellular path
to prevent delays. We choose to retransmit the entire frame
instead of individual data packets because: i) An RTT infla-
tion at the wireless last hop would typically result in delays
for the majority of packets within a frame (e.g., we observe
that when the frame delivery delay surpasses 200 ms, the de-
lay of the initial packet in the frame exceeds 200 ms in 71.8%
of cases), making it reasonable to actively retransmit the
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entire frame through an alternative path; ii) Implementing
frame retransmission in userspace is straightforward, render-
ing it a portable and easily deployable solution across a wide
range of scenarios.

Naturally, there is a strong relationship between the in-
flight time of an unacknowledged frame and the possibility
the frame would be severely delayed, and such a relation-
ship is quantified by our state probability model M̂1, which
uses frame in-flight time as its state space. Consequently,
as shown in Fig. 10, while the state manager keeps updating
the probability model M̂1 during the streaming process, the
multipath agent continuously solves the simplified ILP prob-
lem using M̂1 as input and obtains a decision X1. It con-
stantly monitors all unacknowledged frames and retransmits
those whose in-flight time T matches with a state in X1 (i.e.,
T = Si ∈ X1). By doing so, AUGUR can proactively rescue
frames that are at risk of stalling while also adhering to lim-
ited usage of the backup path. We evaluate the effectiveness
of application-level frame retransmission in §5.4.

3.6.2 Primary Path Switch Scheduling
Unlike existing multipath schedulers that schedule paths for
each data packet, AUGUR chooses the Wi-Fi path as the pri-
mary path and schedules frames on it by default, while the
cellular path should only be when necessary to rescue de-
layed frames. However, in practice, we observe that se-
vere Wi-Fi capacity degradation can occur occasionally. As
demonstrated in Fig. 11, such degradation results in bursty
frame stalls that last for hundreds of milliseconds, which can
have a significant impact on user experience.

To address this issue, the multipath agent can temporar-
ily switch the primary path to cellular and stop sending new
frames on the degraded Wi-Fi path. Similar to the frame re-
transmission decision procedure, the multipath agent contin-
uously solves the simplified ILP problem using M̂2 provided
by the state manager and obtains a decision X2. It initiates a
primary path switch when two conditions are met: i) the in-
flight time of the earliest unacknowledged frame T1 matches
with a state in X2 (i.e., T1 = Si ∈ X2) and ii) the RTT of
the cellular path is lower than that of the Wi-Fi path. In this
scenario, AUGUR sends all newly generated frames through
the cellular path and stops deriving backup path utilization
strategies. In addition, the multipath agent promptly retrans-
mits all in-flight frames of the Wi-Fi path through the cellu-
lar path since they are likely to experience prolonged delays
upon detection of capacity degradation. However, directly
using the cellular path as the primary path violates our cel-
lular data limit rule, and since the capacity degradations of
the Wi-Fi path are transient, it is necessary to switch back
to Wi-Fi as soon as possible. While new frames are being
sent through the cellular path, the sending queue of the Wi-
Fi path can be drained, and we start sending probe frames on
the Wi-Fi path when there are fewer than two in-flight frames
on the Wi-Fi path to detect any capacity improvements. Once
the capacity of the Wi-Fi path recovers (i.e., the Wi-Fi path

RTT is not in X2), the multipath agent switches the primary
path back to Wi-Fi and restores the simplified ILP problem-
solving process. The effectiveness of primary path transition
is evaluated in §5.4.

4 Trace-driven Emulation
In this section, we evaluate AUGUR in an emulation environ-
ment with real-world traces to compare it with other mul-
tipath transport schemes. Based on the results of our em-
ulation, we further conduct large-scale experiments on our
cloud gaming platform (§5).

4.1 Evaluation Methodology

Testbed. We use mpshell [42], a multipath extension of
Mahimahi [43] for network emulation. We develop a testbed
framework to implement the streaming pipeline in Fig. 1
with approximately 6000 lines of Python code. To demon-
strate the cooperation between AUGUR and CCAs, we also
implement two CCAs designed for real-time streaming in-
cluding Salsify [11] and SQP [12].
Trace collection. We collect Wi-Fi and cellular link traces
based on the running logs of our user sessions. The logs
contain the user-perceived wireless network bandwidth, and
RTT inflation caused by wireless fluctuation would lead to
a sudden decrease in user-perceived bandwidth. To evaluate
the effectiveness of AUGUR in the presence of wireless fluc-
tuations, we filter out traces that were either too brief (less
than 10 minutes) or too consistent (with no RTT inflation).
Each trace is replayed for more than 10 minutes.
Baseline. We compare AUGUR with the following multipath
transport schemes as baselines:
• Single Path (SP): all video frames are streamed exclu-

sively through the Wi-Fi path;
• minRTT [16]: the default multipath scheduler of

MPTCP, which schedules packets through the path with
the lowest estimated RTT;

• ECF [19]: it utilizes some relevant information (e.g.,
cwnd value) of a path besides RTT to provide avail-
able aggregate bandwidth of all paths. It assumes that
the underlying CCAs are congestion-window-based and
require cwnd values for decision-making. For the rate-
based CCAs we use, we derive cwnd value by multiply-
ing the sending rate and the estimated RTT.

• BLEST [18]: it aims to avoid HoL-blocking and spuri-
ous retransmissions by controlling the buffer blocking.
We provide it with the cwnd value in the same way as
described above.

• RAVEN [17]: it replicates packets on multiple paths
when confidence about network latency predictions is
low to reduce latency.

4.2 Performance

Frame delivery delay and stall rate. We measured the
frame delivery delay for all multipath transport schemes with
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Figure 12: AUGUR performance cooperating with Salsify.
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Figure 13: AUGUR performance cooperating with SQP.

different CCAs. As shown in Fig. 12a and Fig. 13a, while
the median frame delivery delays are similar for all multi-
path schemes, AUGUR effectively reduces tail latency and
outperforms other multipath schemes for both CCAs. Com-
pared to only using Wi-Fi for frame transmission, AUGUR
reduces the 99.9th percentile latency by 66.0% and 35.4%
for Salsify and SQP, respectively. As a result, AUGUR effec-
tively reduces the frame stall rate, as shown in Fig. 12b and
Fig. 13b. Among all multipath schemes, AUGUR achieves
the lowest average frame stall rate, and compared to using
only the Wi-Fi path, AUGUR reduces the stall rate by 99.5%
and 91.5% for Salsify and SQP, respectively. This demon-
strates that AUGUR cooperates with different CCAs and ef-
fectively reduces long tail latency in real-time streaming.

Cellular data usage. To evaluate AUGUR’s ability to reduce
cellular data usage, we calculate the ratio of bytes transmit-
ted on the cellular path to the total transmitted bytes for all
multipath schemes. Our results, as shown in Fig. 12c and
Fig. 13c, indicate that AUGUR achieves the lowest cellular
data usage among all multipath schemes, with only 2.7% and
2.3% cellular data usage for Salsify and SQP, respectively. It
is worth noting that compared to minRTT, which can also
effectively reduce the frame stall rate, AUGUR reduces cel-
lular data usage by 88.1% and 96.4% for Salsify and SQP,
respectively. These findings demonstrate that AUGUR can
effectively reduce cellular data usage without compromising
performance, making it a viable option for deployment in
commercial platforms.

Multipath scheme SP minRTT AUGUR

Num. of user sessions 3974 4167 3699
Total 11840

Table 1: Large-scale experiment setup.

5 Large-scale Deployment in the Wild
We further deploy AUGUR in Tencent Start cloud gaming
server clusters to evaluate its effectiveness in reducing long
tail latency and constraining cellular data usage.

5.1 Implementation and Deployment
We implement AUGUR in our cloud gaming platform fully
in the userspace. The streaming application on user devices
initiates separate connections to our servers with two sockets
to leverage the Wi-Fi and the cellular path. Regarding the
cellular budget, users are required to set a per-month limit
in MB, and AUGUR calculates the corresponding value of δ
based on the average stall rate and playing time of all users.
For instance, a limit of 500 MB per month would result in a δ
value of 3.5. We set the default value for the time window ∆
to be 5 min. We have deployed AUGUR for over six months
and served millions of users with over ten million hours of
playing time.

5.2 Experiment Setup
We conduct large-scale A/B tests to evaluate AUGUR in our
platform. In addition to AUGUR and single-path Wi-Fi (SP),
we also deployed minRTT [16] based on our emulation re-
sults in §4.2. We initiate SP, minRTT, and AUGUR for all
users who are willing to use cellular interfaces for better per-
formance, and each user is served by each with equal possi-
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cellular data usage.
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Figure 14: Online performance of multipath transport schemes.
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Figure 15: Online user QoE of multipath transport schemes.

bility. All other settings and implementations, such as CCA,
remain the same. The A/B tests are conducted for two weeks
and result in a total of 11840 user sessions. The numbers of
user sessions for each scheme are shown in Tab. 1.

5.3 Performance

Frame delivery delay and stall rate. Achieving consistent
low latency is a key requirement for real-time services that
require interactivity. To evaluate the performance of frame
transport delay in AUGUR, we plot the CDFs of frame de-
livery delays and frame stall rate for all user sessions using
three multipath schemes in Fig. 14a, Fig. 14b, and Fig. 14c.
While the median delay is similar across all schemes, AU-
GUR outperforms SP and minRTT in reducing long tail de-
lay at the 99th percentile, achieving reductions of 14.2% and
7.7% respectively. More importantly, for severely prolonged
tail delays (i.e., frame delay ≥ 200 ms) that significantly im-
pact user experience, AUGUR is capable of maintaining the
99.9th percentile latency below 200 ms, while SP and min-
RTT leave the 99.9th percentile latency over 300 ms.

Consequently, AUGUR reduces the average stall rate of
all user sessions to below 0.1%, improving by 78.0% and
73.5% compared to SP and minRTT, respectively. In addi-
tion, AUGUR reduces the median stall rate of all user ses-
sions to only 0.02%, and reduces the median stall rate by
90.0% and 85.7% compared to SP and minRTT, respectively.
These results demonstrate that in the presence of RTT infla-
tion caused by wireless fluctuation, AUGUR is able to reduce
the long tail latency and frame stall rate to enhance the ser-
vice experience for the majority of mobile users.

Cellular cost. In order to compare the cellular data usage of
AUGUR and the baseline minRTT multipath scheduler, we

calculate the ratio of bytes transmitted on the cellular path to
the total transmitted bytes for each user session. As shown
in Fig. 14b and Fig. 14d, on average, AUGUR sends 7.3%
of the video data streaming through the cellular path, which
is 2× less than minRTT. Additionally, for all user sessions,
AUGUR incurs 0.65% median cellular data usage, which is
8.9× less than minRTT. This reduction in cellular data usage
can be attributed to two factors. First, AUGUR retransmits
only those frames that are likely to be delayed, instead of
scheduling all frames on the path with a lower RTT. Second,
AUGUR strictly constrains the cellular budget according to
Eqn. 6, resulting in a controlled cellular usage pattern. Note
that this constraint allows AUGUR to bound the maximum
cellular cost and reduce it by 4.7× compared to minRTT
scheduler.

User QoE. We use user retention time and average video
bitrate as our QoE metrics. As discussed in §2.1, a higher
frame stall rate leads to a decrease in user retention time,
which represents a degradation in the user experience of our
service. To illustrate the effect of AUGUR on user experi-
ence, we show the normalized average user retention time of
three transport schemes in Fig. 15a, which demonstrates that
with AUGUR deployed, user retention time can be improved
by 18.5% and 13.7% on average compared to SP and min-
RTT, respectively. Note that user retention time has a large
deviation because it is also affected by other factors that are
uncorrelated to network performance, such as personal pref-
erence.

As AUGUR actively retransmits frames on other paths
and switches the primary path, it may interfere with the
bandwidth estimation mechanism of the underlying trans-
port (e.g., CCA), thus affects the user QoE. We show the nor-
malized average video bitrate of three transport schemes in
Fig. 15b, which demonstrates that AUGUR has little impact
on video bitrate, with 5.4% and 3.1% decrease compared to
SP and minRTT, respectively.

5.4 Micro-benchmark

We further perform some micro-benchmarks to investigate
the impact of different design choices made in the develop-
ment of AUGUR, including parameter settings and cellular
utilization approaches.
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Figure 16: Impact of time window value ∆.
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Figure 17: Impact of cellular constraint factor δ.
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Figure 18: Impact of frame retransmission and primary path
switch.

5.4.1 Parameter Setting

Time window value. AUGUR uses a time window ∆ to ap-
proximate the state probability models. The value of ∆ re-
flects the fluctuation level of a single user’s characteristics.
To investigate the impact of ∆, we conduct an experiment
involving 2,186 users, with ∆ set to 2.5 min, 5 min, and 10
min. As illustrated in Fig. 16, we observe that AUGUR is
not sensitive to the choice of ∆, and the frame delivery de-
lays remain similar across all three settings. Additionally, a
larger time window results in slightly higher cellular costs
and a lower frame stall rate. This is because a larger time
window can detect more stall events and adopt a more ag-
gressive backup path utilization strategy. In practice, we set
∆ to 5 min based on our deployment experience to reach a
balance between stall rate and cellular cost.

Cellular constraint factor. AUGUR uses a factor δ to con-
strain the cellular cost in Eqn. 6 and its value adapts to the
cellular budget specified by the user. To demonstrate the ef-
fect of different δ values, we show the performance of AU-
GUR with two most frequently specified settings: δ = 1.75
corresponding to 250 MB per month and δ = 3.5 correspond-
ing to 500 MB per month. As shown in Fig. 17, a larger con-
straint factor results in a more effective reduction of long tail
latency and stall rate with higher cellular data usage. This
demonstrates that δ controls the trade-off between better net-
work performance and lower cellular data cost. We leave
the decision of choosing δ to each user based on their data
budget.

5.4.2 Cellular Path Utilization

AUGUR utilizes the cellular path in two approaches: frame
retransmission and primary path switch. To investigate the

effectiveness of both approaches, we conduct an experiment
with 7,266 invited users accessing our real-time streaming
platform. We randomly assign one-third of users with frame
retransmission disabled, one-third of users with primary path
switch disabled, and the rest with full AUGUR functionality.

Frame retransmission. AUGUR uses application-level
frame retransmission to rescue delayed frames on the Wi-Fi
path to reduce long tail latency. As shown in Fig. 18, com-
pared to only performing the primary path switch, enabling
frame retransmission reduced the 99th percentile latency
and stall rate by 45.8% and 55.5%, respectively, with 0.2%
higher cellular data usage. This demonstrates that leveraging
the cellular path to perform application-level frame retrans-
mission is necessary to reduce long tail latency caused by
RTT inflation.

Primary path switch. To cope with bursty frame stalls
caused by severe Wi-Fi capacity degradation, AUGUR sched-
ules the primary path to cellular. As depicted in Fig. 18, the
decision to switch the primary path avoids streaming frames
on a degraded path and can significantly reduce long tail la-
tency. Compared to only retransmitting frames, AUGUR re-
duces the 99th percentile latency and stall rate by 25% and
31.7%, respectively, with only a 0.4% increase in cellular
cost.

6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss some potential limitations and fu-
ture work of AUGUR.

Deployment scenario. As a cloud gaming service provider,
we primarily evaluated the performance of AUGUR in our
cloud gaming clusters and demonstrated its ability to reduce
long tail latency. Meanwhile, the scenario of using both Wi-
Fi and cellular paths for real-time streaming can be applied
to many other applications with consistently low latency re-
quirements, such as video conferencing and live streaming.
With the development of Wi-Fi 7 [44] and 5G [41], which
provide higher network bandwidth, AUGUR can also be de-
ployed for AR/VR applications across a wide range.

Multiple cellular paths. AUGUR currently leverages only
one cellular path. However, as multi-carrier phones become
increasingly popular and the benefits of a multipath system
design that supports more than two paths are being acknowl-
edged [45], AUGUR can be extended to support multiple cel-
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lular paths. This would allow AUGUR to enable multiple cel-
lular backup paths and constrain their usage by introducing
different δ values for each path. We leave the extension of
AUGUR to support multiple cellular paths as our future work.

Cross-layer optimization. Recent years have seen the pro-
posal of various approaches to improve the performance
and user QoE of mobile real-time streaming. These ap-
proaches include deploying dedicated CCAs [9, 11, 12], us-
ing the adaptive bitrate (ABR) to meet network conditions
[46, 47, 48, 49], leveraging forward error correction (FEC)
to recover lost frames [50, 51, 28], encoding video frames in
a QoE-aware manner [52, 53, 54], allocating and scheduling
streaming resources [55, 56, 57], utilizing timely feedback
from Wi-Fi APs [58], and adjusting frame rate based on net-
work conditions [8, 59]. As a multipath transport service,
AUGUR is orthogonal to these approaches and can be used
jointly with them. Furthermore, AUGUR can be extended
to perform cross-layer optimization with these approaches
(e.g., retransmit frames with FEC). We leave cross-layer op-
timization of AUGUR as our future work.

7 Related Work

Multipath transport. Multipath transport utilizes multiple
paths simultaneously for data delivery in a single connec-
tion. MPTCP [60] and MPUDP [61] integrate multipath
transport into the OS kernel and provide a single-connection
abstraction to applications. Based on this framework, many
multipath schedulers have been proposed, such as ECF [19],
BLEST [18], RAVEN [17], and DEMS [20]. However, the
large-scale deployment of such a framework has been slow
due to its modification of user device kernels [16] and net-
work middleboxes [62]. Therefore, some multipath trans-
port systems based on QUIC have been proposed, such as
MPQUIC [63], PQUIC [64], and XLINK [24]. Addition-
ally, there are some multipath transport schemes using TCP
splitting (POLYCORN [65]) or implemented in the applica-
tion layer (MP-H2 [66], MSPlayer [67], MP-DASH [21],
mHTTP [68]). Like these approaches, AUGUR can be de-
ployed on a large scale and is specifically designed for real-
time streaming with low tail latency requirements.

Cellular cost reduction. Several approaches have been pro-
posed to reduce the cellular data cost for network traffics.
By leveraging the delay-tolerant nature of VoD applications,
MP-DASH [21] schedules the cellular path based on a user-
specified preference and a known video chunk size, and
Obilgir et al. schedules data transmissions to reduce cel-
lular data usage. TrafficGuard [69] adopts a proxy-based
method to reduce cellular traffic using a network-layer VPN.
Yanyuan et al. [70] uses a chunk filter and a rate adapta-
tion algorithm to reduce cellular usage in video streaming.
In contrast to all approaches above, AUGUR is designed for
real-time streaming applications and reduces cellular cost by
directly avoiding unnecessary data transmission.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate that long tail latency can
severely degrade the user experience in real-time streaming.
We further find that in wireless networks like Wi-Fi, long
tail latency is induced by RTT inflation caused by wireless
fluctuation, and thus cannot be reduced by deploying dedi-
cated CCAs. While it is straightforward to leverage cellular
paths to alleviate the impact of Wi-Fi RTT inflation, we re-
veal that users express strong concern about cellular cost,
thus it is crucial to minimize cellular data usage for a widely
deployed multipath transport service. We design AUGUR,
a practical multipath transport service for mobile real-time
streaming that meets the requirement of reducing long tail
latency, minimizing cellular data usage, and enabling large-
scale deployment. We deploy AUGUR on our cloud gam-
ing platform with millions of users across a wide area and
demonstrate its effectiveness in reducing long tail latency
and frame stall rate with minimal cellular data usage. We
believe that AUGUR can be widely deployed at any scale to
provide universal low-latency mobile streaming access.
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Abstract. Zero-knowledge middleboxes (ZKMBs) are a re-
cent paradigm in which clients get privacy while middleboxes
enforce policy: clients prove in zero knowledge that the plain-
text underlying their encrypted traffic complies with network
policies, such as DNS filtering. However, prior work had im-
practically poor performance and was limited in functionality.

This work presents Zombie, the first system built using the
ZKMB paradigm. Zombie introduces techniques that push
ZKMBs to the verge of practicality: preprocessing (to move
the bulk of proof generation to idle times between requests),
asynchrony (to remove proving and verifying costs from the
critical path), and batching (to amortize some of the veri-
fication work). Zombie’s choices, together with these tech-
niques, reduce client and middlebox overhead by ≈ 3.5×,
lowering the critical path overhead for a DNS filtering appli-
cation on commodity hardware to less than 300ms or, in the
asynchronous configuration, to 0.

As an additional contribution that is likely of indepen-
dent interest, Zombie introduces a portfolio of techniques
to encode regular expressions in probabilistic (and zero-
knowledge) proofs. These techniques significantly improve
performance over a standard baseline, asymptotically and con-
cretely. Zombie builds on this portfolio to support policies
based on regular expressions, such as data loss prevention.

1 Introduction
A fundamental conflict frequently arises in network security:
administrators’ policy enforcement vs. users’ privacy. Orga-
nizations want, or in some cases need (by legal obligation),
to enforce network usage policies. Users want end-to-end
encrypted protocols like TLS to provide privacy against net-
work observers, including administrators. Traditionally, policy
enforcement requires a middlebox to scan traffic and block
policy-violating use. End-to-end encryption is in direct con-
flict with middleboxes, which can’t see plaintext and therefore
can’t assess policy compliance. This conflict has led some
administrators to take draconian steps, like inserting them-
selves as an all-seeing middleperson (MITM) proxying TLS
connections (“split TLS”), or even blocking the use of TLS.

Resolving this conflict has been a goal of the network secu-
rity research community for some time. Existing approaches
have fallen into two categories. First are protocols that use
novel cryptography to enable policy checks on encrypted
data, but require server support and/or changes to standard
protocols like TLS [63, 79, 98] (§7). Changing TLS is a huge
task though: it took ten years of extensive design effort to

go from TLS 1.2 [30] to TLS 1.3 [90]. Deploying server-side
changes is also slow: five years after the standardization of
TLS 1.3, only 60% of HTTPS servers on the web support
it [60]. Furthermore, implementing TLS securely is notori-
ously complex and subtle [24], meaning that protocol changes
are risky. Second, by contrast, are middleboxes designed to
work with standard TLS-encrypted traffic but rely on trusted
hardware enclaves (TEEs) to enforce policy [31, 44]. Our
perspective is that, although it promises good performance,
trusted hardware has a wide attack surface (§7), as demon-
strated by many attacks [47, 77, 92, 102, 109–112].

Our goal is to support policy enforcement on standard TLS
1.3 traffic, inheriting its existing security guarantees and avoid-
ing any changes to existing TLS code bases. We eschew any
trusted hardware assumptions. We do, however, accept modi-
fications to clients, observing that modern browser vendors
can update the vast majority of users within months [114].

Zero-knowledge middleboxes. We build on top of the
recently-proposed ZKMB paradigm [49]. With ZKMBs,
clients prove in zero knowledge [43] to the middlebox that
the plaintext underlying their encrypted traffic is policy-
compliant. The middlebox verifies these proofs, allowing
only policy-compliant traffic to pass. Because the proof is
zero knowledge, the middlebox learns nothing about the un-
derlying plaintext, except that it is policy-compliant. ZKMBs
require no changes to existing encryption protocols and no
trusted hardware; they promise an elegant solution to the pol-
icy vs. privacy conflict. However, the initial ZKMB prototype
offered implausible performance for most network applica-
tions, adding several seconds of latency to traffic even under
optimistic assumptions and with a relatively simple policy.

The key question remains: Can ZKMBs perform well
enough, and express a wide-enough range of policies, for real-
world use? This paper gives a cautious affirmative answer,
with the design, implementation, and experimental evaluation
of a system called Zombie.

Contributions and results. Zombie applies three techniques
to reduce end-to-end delay (both client proving costs and mid-
dlebox verifying costs on the critical path). First, Zombie pre-
computes and pre-proves part of the encryption step in TLS,
moving it off the critical path to periods when the client is
idle (§3.1). This part includes legacy cryptographic primitives
like ChaCha20 encryption, which, for reasons we explain
later (§2, §3.1), are expensive to represent in proof frame-
works. Such a split is perhaps surprising: how could a client
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precompute an encryption before the plaintext is known?
Zombie’s next two performance enhancements are condi-

tional on assumptions about client and middlebox behavior.
For these, our contribution is primarily analyzing and evaluat-
ing the techniques in this context, rather than the mechanics
of the techniques. One of these is optimistic approval (§3.2),
via asynchronous verification. We make the simple but conse-
quential observation that, in many applications, administrators
may be willing to allow client traffic to proceed as normal,
on the condition that clients supply valid proofs in short or-
der. A similar approach, near real-time verification, is already
taken by some real-world middleboxes [18, 23, 38]. The other
is batch proof verification by the middlebox, reducing the
overall verification burden by amortizing it across proofs for
multiple packets (§3.3).

Another set of contributions enables Zombie to handle poli-
cies based on regular expression matching, a crucial building
block in various middleboxes, including intrusion detection
systems (IDS), network traffic classification, and data loss
prevention (DLP). The core challenge derives from proba-
bilistic proofs themselves: using these frameworks requires
representing the target computation in arithmetic circuits or
constraints. Meanwhile, as with ChaCha20 mentioned earlier,
circuits and constraints are inefficient and inhospitable for
many computations (§2), including (at first glance) regular ex-
pressions. Zombie tackles this challenge with a collection of
techniques (§4), including a new encoding of substring match-
ing in arithmetic constraints, a new encoding of Boolean al-
gebra in arithmetic constraints, and a new finite automaton
formalism. Some of these techniques are likely to be of inde-
pendent interest for other applications of probabilistic proofs,
even beyond regular-expression matching.

We implement Zombie for TLS 1.3 with the ChaCha20
cipher (§5). The result of all this work is near-practicality for
some ZKMB uses (§6). In the precomputation regime, Zom-
bie adds less than 300 ms of delay to DNS queries, which may
be tolerable (§8). In the asynchronous regime, this number
drops to 0. Proofs are large (30KB) but never leave the local
network. Memory requirements for prover and verifier can
be substantial, but small packet sizes mitigate this issue. The
sticking point is middlebox resources: although throughput
improves almost 5× from batching, even this improvement
(380 255-byte packets/second in our experiments) is too low
to imagine proof verification on every packet. Similarly, Zom-
bie’s regular expression techniques reduce the overhead of
encoding real-world DLP policies in zero knowledge by over
an order of magnitude; however, the resulting overhead, 1–
2 ms processing delay per byte, is uncomfortably large for
networking applications.

Thus, although Zombie is designed to be extensible to any
read-based public policy, it is most practical for multi-packet
flows, with small packets, that represent a fraction of traffic,
for example enforcing a domain blocklist on a long-running
connection with a DNS server or enforcing a keyword or

regexp blocklist on search engine queries. Our work has other
limitations (§8). Most notably, our implementation requires
that policies be public, per-packet, read-only, and stateless,
though these restrictions are not fundamental.

2 Background

Zero-knowledge proofs. At a high level, a ZKP is a crypto-
graphic protocol between two parties: a prover and a verifier.
The protocol pertains to a computation S (we also call this
the “statement”), which we formulate as having two inputs X
and W, each a vector of variables, and producing an output Y.
We call X the public input and Y the output, respectively.

In this paper, we consider non-interactive ZKPs, which
work as follows. Both the verifier and the prover agree on a
computation S. To convince the verifier that a particular (X,Y)
pair known to both parties is valid, the prover sends the verifier
a proof π. Validity here is defined as the existence of a witness
W such that S(X;W) = Y for a particular (X,Y). Following
convention, we use a semicolon to separate public and private
variables in statements. The proof also convinces the verifier
that the prover knows this witness—this guarantee is called
knowledge soundness. Moreover, it hides the witness from the
verifier—this is the zero-knowledge guarantee. The notions
of soundness and zero-knowledge have precise cryptographic
definitions that we elide here; Zombie inherits these properties
directly from the underlying cryptographic tools.

In general, there is a deep cryptographic literature on ZKPs;
for a survey, we refer the reader to Thaler [103].

A concrete example. Consider using ZKPs to prove that an
encrypted packet does not contain a DNS query for a blocked
domain [49, §7]. The output Y is true/false, the input X is the
encrypted packet, and the witness W includes the decryption
key. The computation S asserts that the packet, after decrypt-
ing to plaintext using the decryption key and extracting the
domain name, does not contain a domain in the blocklist. Un-
der standard cryptographic assumptions, knowing X and Y,
without knowing W, is insufficient to verify the correctness
of (X,Y) with respect to S. A ZKP, by contrast, convinces a
verifier, who has no access to W, of the correctness of (X,Y).

Zero-knowledge proof pipelines. Most generic ZKP
schemes decompose into a front-end and a back-end. The
front-end takes S, a high-level specification of a program, for
example in C code or a domain-specific language (DSL). The
front-end compiles this program into an intermediate repre-
sentation, often called a circuit (see below). This circuit acts
as a blueprint for provers to show that a program produces
specific outputs, given specific inputs.

The back-end then enables the prover to take the circuit
representation of the program, along with X, Y, and W, and
output a proof π. The verifier also has access to a circuit
representation of the program and uses the back-end, X, and
Y to verify a proof π, outputting a true/false value.
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R1CS instances. Most modern ZKP front-ends compile
programs to a generalization of arithmetic circuits called
rank-one constraint systems (R1CS). An R1CS instance is a
collection of algebraic constraints. The instance is parameter-
ized by a finite field F, a number of constraints m, a number
of variables n, and three m× n matrices A,B,C. An input-
output pair (X,Y) satisfies the R1CS instance if there exists
a W such that for the vector z = (X,Y,1,W), Az ◦Bz = Cz,
where the operation ◦ is entry-wise multiplication. Notice
that an R1CS instance consists of m constraints in n variables,
where each constraint i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} restricts any satisfying
z = (z1, . . . ,zn) as follows:

(Ai,1z1 + . . .+Ai,nzn) · (Bi,1z1 + · · ·+Bi,nzn)

= (Ci,1z1 + · · ·+Ci,nzn).

Following convention, we sometimes refer to an R1CS repre-
sentation as a set of constraints or loosely as a circuit.

Efficiently expressing a computation as a circuit is chal-
lenging. First, the primary efficiency metric of a circuit rep-
resentation is the number of constraints, as the back-end’s
costs—specifically, the prover’s costs—scale linearly or super-
linearly in this quantity. Second, circuits are frequently ver-
bose, as they are algebraic constructs, not hardware circuits
or a general-purpose processor.

Among other limitations, circuits do not support loop-
ing, conditionality, order comparisons, bitwise operations, or
random-access memory. Compiling a high-level computation
to a circuit requires the front-end to unroll all loops to their
maximum iteration count, inline all function calls, represent
all branches of conditionals explicitly, and then arithmetize
each statement (translating it into constraints), often introduc-
ing additional variables [16, 17, 85, 94, 96, 115, 124].

As a simple example, consider this line of C code:
y = (x == 0);

where the mathematical variable x (representing the program
variable x) is in X and y (likewise representing y) is in Y. To
compile this to constraints, one introduces a variable W in W
and writes the following, called EQUALS-ZERO [96, Appx D]:{

y · x = 0
W · x = 1− y

}

The constraints can be satisfied if and only if y is 1 when x is
0 and y is 0 otherwise, thus enforcing the desired computation.
These constraints can be expressed in the form of an R1CS
instance as the following A, B, and C matrices:

x y 1 W[ ]
0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

A

x y 1 W[ ]
1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

B

x y 1 W[ ]
0 0 0 0

0 −1 1 0

C

Spartan ZKP. As its back-end, Zombie uses Spartan [93],
specifically the SpartanNIZK variant (which we refer to as
just Spartan for simplicity). By contrast, prior work [49] used
Groth16 [48]. Spartan is a non-interactive ZKP protocol that
strikes an attractive balance among prover time (lower than in
Groth16), verifier time (higher than Groth16 but sufficient for
our purposes, §6), and proof size (again, higher than Groth16
but sufficient). Like many ZKP protocols, Spartan has a setup
phase to generate parameters that are used in the proof proto-
col; in Spartan, (unlike Groth16), this phase does not require
trusting any party, only a source of public randomness. Con-
sequently, provers (clients) can use the generated parameters
across different verifiers (networks).

3 Zombie’s protocol

We start with the existing ZKMB paradigm [49], though our
notation differs from the original. A middlebox begins with
encryption protocol E (such as TLS 1.3), content type F, and
policy P, with the goal of enforcing P on traffic of type F that
is sent via E. The middlebox—or a third-party—defines the
following subcomputations, which are composed into state-
ments (§2) that the client proves and the middlebox verifies:

(1) A channel-opening subcomputation SE takes as input
a packet and the information required to re-derive a
session key. This subcomputation outputs the decrypted
packet, in the sense of delivering that decrypted packet
to the next composed subcomputation; for clarity, we
note that the decrypted packet itself is never available to
the middlebox, which has no access to the values of the
circuit wires used in the client’s proof. We follow the
amortized ZKMB model, which, for TLS 1.3, reuses the
expensive work of this phase over multiple per-packet
proofs. Specifically, SE is split into SE.1 (derive-and-
commit) and SE.2 (decrypt).

(2) A parse-and-extract subcomputation SF takes as input
the decrypted packet and outputs (in the sense above) a
snippet of policy-relevant data from the packet.

(3) A policy-check subcomputation SP takes as input the
snippet of policy-relevant data and outputs whether or
not the policy is satisfied (for example if a domain being
queried is part of a blocklist or not).

Figure 1 depicts the high-level protocol. The middlebox
sends SP to each client when it joins the network [49]. (We
discuss other deployment possibilities in Section 8.) When a
client wants to communicate with a particular server, it first
negotiates the shared key K using a handshake protocol, the
transcript of which is public but the generation of which in-
volves secrets shared between the client and the server. SE.1
re-derives this session key K by taking the handshake tran-
script as public input and the client’s secrets as witness, and
then hashes the session key to produce hK . The client sends
to the middlebox hK and the proof πK of SE.1. This proof
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Client Middlebox Server

policy SP

handshake to establish K

hK , πK

Ci, πi Ci

Policy Setup

Key Setup

Enforcement

Figure 1: The ZKMB paradigm with amortized key setup [49] di-
vided into 3 phases. The policy setup step occurs once when the
client connects to the middlebox; the middlebox sends the policy SP
to the client. The key setup step occurs once per session; it involves
a handshake between the client and the server, a commitment hK
to a session key K, and a proof of this commitment πK . Finally, in
per-packet enforcement, the client sends the middlebox ciphertext
Ci and a proof πi of the policy-compliance of the plaintext corre-
sponding to Ci and to the key commitment; πi is with reference to
the composition of the SE.2, SF, and SP subcomputations.

convinces the middlebox that hK is indeed the commitment
to some key that is consistent with the handshake.

Then, for each packet, SE.2 takes the ciphertext C and the
key commitment hK as public inputs, and the session key K
as witness. After ensuring that K hashes to hK , SE.2 outputs
(again, in the sense above) the decrypted packet. Finally, the
client needs to convince the middlebox that C is valid with
respect to hK and the composition of SE.2, SF, and SP. It does
so with a proof πi. When the middlebox receives (C,hK ,πi),
it verifies πi, and only then forwards C.

Zombie’s enhancements. Zombie introduces three changes
to the ZKMB paradigm. Precomputation (§3.1) allows Zom-
bie to generate and verify the most expensive part of the
proof during idle times, before the ciphertext is known to
the client, reducing proving times in the critical latency path.
Asynchronous verification (§3.2) relaxes the requirement that
proofs about traffic are verified before each packet leaves
the network. This moves the main ZKP-related costs out of
the critical path entirely, greatly reducing delay but changing
Zombie’s security model. Batching (§3.3) lets Zombie mid-
dleboxes reuse the results of expensive computations when
verifying a batch of proofs created by the client. Figure 2
comprehensively classifies when these techniques should be
used and combined.

3.1 Precomputation

Precomputation in Zombie changes both the statement being
proved and the protocol flow (adding an extra message). At a
high level, precomputation splits the per-packet computation
SE.2 (decrypt) into two subcomputations SE.2a (pad-commit)
and SE.2b (decrypt-from-pad), the first of which can be com-
puted before the plaintext is known. As noted in the intro-
duction, it may be surprising that it is possible to prove SE.2a

Is unsafe
traffic

allowed?

Does the
client have
idle time?

Does the
client have
idle time?

Is the client
bursty?

Is the
middlebox

idle?

Precomp,
Async, and
Batching

Async and
Batching

Precomp and
BatchingOnly Precomp

Standard
Protocol

Only Batching

YESNO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YESNO

YESNO

Figure 2: Appropriate combinations of protocol enhancements. The
goal is to minimize client latency while respecting security. Unsafe
traffic means that some non-compliant traffic is allowed to exit the
network. To summarize the logic: (1) If unsafe traffic is allowed,
then asynchronous mode is appropriate; (2) If clients have idle time,
precomputation is appropriate; (3) If {(a) unsafe traffic is allowed,
or (b) neither the client nor the middlebox has idle time, or (c) the
client workload is bursty and the client has idle time} then batching
is appropriate.

before any plaintext is known, but when using stream ciphers
the keystream can be generated (and proved) independently
of the plaintext. We explain how this works for TLS 1.3 below.
The technique may be more broadly relevant; it is orthogonal
(and complementary) to the split between SE.1 and SE.2.

We will simplify by omitting some operations. Let K be
the session key output by the handshake. TLS 1.3 encrypts
session data using a stream cipher, which can be thought of
as a pseudorandom one-time pad. This pad is derived via a
function PadGen that takes K, a packet number SN, and a
length Lpad, and outputs an Lpad-byte pseudorandom padSN.
For an Lpad-byte message M, its ciphertext is padSN⊕M.

We make two key observations. First, the inputs to PadGen
are independent of the message, so padSN can be computed
by the client before M is known. Second, computing PadGen
is the most expensive part of the channel-opening subcompu-
tation SE. This is because PadGen involves the legacy stream
cipher ChaCha20, which is difficult to represent in the con-
straint formalism used for ZKPs (§2). In our evaluation of a
DNS filtering application [49] (§6), we find that PadGen ac-
counts for nearly two-thirds of the total constraint size (§6.3).

Zombie uses these observations to move PadGen into the
subcomputation SE.2a (pad-commit in Figure 3). This in-
volves running PadGen and then hashing its output to produce
hpadSN . Also, K is hashed to ensure that it corresponds to the
hash hK provided as a public input. The client computes the
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pad-commit(hK ,SN,Lpad ; K):

padSN← PadGen(K,SN,Lpad)

hpadSN ← H(padSN)

Return (hK = H(K)) ? hpadSN : ⊥

decrypt-from-pad(C,hpadSN ,SN ;pad):

M← pad⊕C
Return (hpadSN = H(pad)) ? M : ⊥

Figure 3: Pseudocode for the statements SE.2a (pad-commit) and
SE.2b (decrypt-from-pad) used in Zombie’s precomputation.

proof πE.2a for this subcomputation and sends it, along with
the pad hash hpadSN , to the middlebox. The middlebox ver-
ifies this proof and stores the hash with the corresponding
sequence number.

In the second part of the protocol, run once the Zom-
bie client receives the plaintext M, the client encrypts M
with padSN for sequence number SN to get the ciphertext
C. Then, it generates the proof for the statement SE.2b (see
decrypt-from-pad in Figure 3). This statement takes a pad
pad as the witness, which is purportedly padSN; ensures that
this witness hashes to the stored hash hpadSN ; and passes the
decrypted M = pad⊕C to the SF subcomputation.

Roughly, the security of Zombie’s precomputation follows
from the zero-knowledge and soundness properties of the
proof protocol, and the hiding and binding properties of the
hash function H. Specifically, neither the hash hpadSN nor
πE.2a reveal padSN—thus, the middlebox cannot learn any-
thing about the client’s traffic. The collision-resistance of H
and the soundness of the proof system prevent the client from
lying about padSN, or the key used to derive it—thus, the
client cannot equivocate about the sent message M.

3.2 Optimistic approval via asynchronous verification
While precomputation can greatly reduce the per-packet delay
incurred by proof generation (down to under 300 ms, §6.1),
some applications (for example, web browsing) require even
less delay. This section describes how Zombie can perform
the ZKP-related parts of its protocol asynchronously, that
is, without blocking the flow of normal traffic. Client traf-
fic passes optimistically while the middlebox detects policy
violations retroactively.

In more detail, after the client encrypts its packet, it imme-
diately sends the ciphertext C. The middlebox forwards this
packet to the server and sets a timer. Then the client generates
π and sends it to the middlebox. If the timer has not expired
and π is valid, the middlebox does nothing. If the proof is
invalid, or the timer fires, the middlebox takes some action,
for example, blocking the client (§8).

Asynchronous verification requires the middlebox to keep
track of unverified ciphertexts until the client sends the corre-
sponding proofs. Done naively, this could require high mem-

ory usage at the middlebox. This memory usage can be re-
duced by storing a hash of the ciphertexts instead of the ci-
phertexts themselves. The client would re-send the ciphertext
along with the proof, and the middlebox would use the hash to
validate the ciphertext. This increases bandwidth usage, since
a single ciphertext must traverse the client-middlebox link
twice. Since bandwidth usage was not the bottleneck in any
of our experiments, we did not implement this optimization.

Security. The middlebox cannot prevent non-compliant
packets from leaving the network, nor can it prevent clients
from receiving responses to such packets. Zombie will only
eventually learn if this has occurred. We claim, though, that
this relaxed security is sufficient for many applications. For
DNS filtering, the policy goal is to prevent users from brows-
ing blocked sites. Even if the user learns the IP address of a
blocked site by sending a non-compliant DNS query, as long
as the middlebox can detect this reasonably quickly, further
browsing can be blocked. As another example, if Zombie is
used to stop users from uploading sensitive data to external
sites, it may be sufficient to detect and shut down uploads in
time to prevent too much sensitive data from being uploaded,
even if (say) the beginning of a file is successfully uploaded.
Other context-specific policies may be appropriate, for exam-
ple a middlebox might optimistically send packets to servers
but hold the response packets pending proof verification.

3.3 Batching in Zombie
The final protocol improvement Zombie makes is batch proof
generation and verification. Concretely, given ciphertexts
C1, . . . ,Cb, Zombie can generate one proof π that verifies only
if all b underlying plaintexts are policy-compliant. This single
proof is much more efficient for the middlebox to verify than
b separate ones. The batch size does not need to be fixed by
the middlebox; it can be dynamically chosen by clients based
on their current workloads. Figure 2 depicts the conditions
under which batching is useful. The combination of batching
and asynchronous verification is potent: clients can gather
larger batches because they can wait longer to send proofs.
Batching is also complementary to precomputation: the client
can batch together multiple πE.2a proofs.

At a high level, batching works by modifying Zombie’s
underlying ZKP protocol, Spartan [93], to allow for paral-
lel runs of proof generation to share randomness. Sharing
randomness to batch proofs is a known technique, and has
been used in other modern proof systems [95, 113]; how-
ever, its application to Spartan in this work is novel. We use
“SpartanBatch” to refer to our variant of Spartan that supports
batching. Appendix A gives details and security analysis.

4 Regular expressions in Zombie

This section describes how Zombie supports middlebox func-
tionality based on regular expressions, which we sometimes
call regexps. Regexps feature in real-world policies for data
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loss prevention (DLP) [71], intrusion detection (IDS) [22,39],
and traffic classification [119, 120]. For example, a DLP sys-
tem might use a regexp to specify that all outgoing packets
containing a social security number should be blocked.

The high-level picture is as follows. Zombie begins with
a policy P that uses regexps. This policy (§3) is a restriction
on the plaintext payloads (which this section calls simply
payloads) allowed to pass through the middlebox, and is ex-
pressed as a computation SP that takes the payload as input
and returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the payload adheres
to the policy. The policy can be as simple as whether any
substring of the payload matches the given regular expression.
Or it could include more sophisticated combinations, for ex-
ample, whether two regexps match within close proximity, or
whether there are more than four matches to a given regexp.

Zombie produces both a constraint representation of the
computation SP and a prover recipe for executing this compu-
tation and satisfying those constraints. The constraints CP are
constructed to be satisfiable if and only if the prover correctly
reports whether the payload adheres to P.

As we have described (§1–§2), constraints are an inefficient
way to represent general-purpose computations. The same
holds for regular expressions: one cannot simply take SP to be
a regexp library parameterized by a specific regexp, because
that would involve compiling, say, C code that uses program
constructs that are prohibitive when expressed in constraints.

For this reason, we depart from prior work on regular ex-
pressions [119, 120], which aims to make matching fast. In
our context, matching is the step where the prover executes
its recipe to identify a satisfying assignment, and this step
is swamped by the costs of proving. Instead, we focus on
the driver of those costs: number of constraints (§2). Specifi-
cally, our metric of interest is constraints per character in the
payload, which we want to be small.

The rest of this section describes how Zombie lowers this
metric versus a naive approach. Zombie introduces a series
of techniques that achieve substantial improvements in both
constants and asymptotics (§6).

4.1 Setup and framework
A given policy P comprises one or more regexps, Boolean
combinations of them, and proximity checks. So SP has one
or more subcomputations, which we denote SR, referring to a
specified regular expression R.

The input to one such SR is the payload T (of length LT );
typically, LT is in the thousands (the number of bytes in a
plaintext network packet). The output of a given SR is an
array of LT Boolean variables; slot ℓ is True if there is a
match to R ending at position ℓ and False otherwise; notice
that SR thus captures not only whether the given R matches
any substring(s) of T but also the (ending) position of the
match(es).

SP processes the output array produced by SR, or multiple
such arrays if there are multiple regexps. Section 4.7 describes

that process in detail; until then, we focus on a given SR.
Zombie encodes SR in constraints via several translation

phases: R→ FA→ IR→ CR, where CR is the constraint rep-
resentation of SR, FA is a finite automaton, and IR is an in-
termediate representation that has Boolean logic (AND, OR,
NOT), augmented with equality and inequality tests (==, !=,
<=, etc.).

Sections 4.2–4.6 describe the main ideas in this translation:
a new string matching primitive (§4.2), Zombie’s translation
from NFAs to constraints (§4.3), a new arithmetization of
Boolean logic to substantially lower the cost of encoding
Boolean OR (at the expense of Boolean NOT) (§4.4), tech-
niques for rewriting the regular expression to admit a more
efficient translation (§4.5), a new FA formalism that memo-
izes the results of character class matching (§4.6), and finally
exploiting structure in character classes (§4.6).

4.2 Efficient string matching in constraints
Suppose R represents a fixed string, say a{k} (a repeated
k times), so SR must determine for each ℓ ∈ {0, . . . ,LT −1}
whether the pattern appears in the payload, ending at position
ℓ. If so, a Boolean b(ℓ) is 1 and otherwise 0. For illustration,
we skip FA, so the translations are R→ IR→ CR. The IR is:

b(ℓ) := (T [ℓ]==a)∧ (T [ℓ−1]==a)∧·· ·∧ (T [ℓ− k+1]==a).

To encode this in R1CS constraints (§2), one expresses ∧
using field multiplication and == using EQUALS-ZERO (§2,
see also [96, Appx D]):

b(ℓ)k−1 := EQUALS-ZERO(T [ℓ− k+1]−a)

b(ℓ)k−2 := b(ℓ)k−1 ·EQUALS-ZERO(T [ℓ− k+2]−a)
. . .

b(ℓ)1 := b(ℓ)2 ·EQUALS-ZERO(T [ℓ−1]−a)

b(ℓ) := b(ℓ)1 ·EQUALS-ZERO(T [ℓ]−a) (1)

Notice that b(ℓ) equals 1 iff there is a match, and 0 otherwise.
Of course, expression (1) is not literal constraints. To

produce those, one expands lines of the form b(ℓ)i = b(ℓ)i+1 ·
EQUALS-ZERO(T [ℓ− i]−a), as follows:

b(ℓ)i = b(ℓ)i+1 ·Mi,

Mi · (T [ℓ− i]−a) = 0,

Zi · (T [ℓ− i]−a) = 1−Mi


The variable Mi represents the outcome of
EQUALS-ZERO(T [ℓ− i]−a), and Zi is non-deterministically
supplied. Altogether, SR for this pattern requires roughly 3 · k
constraints per character position, so 3 · k ·LT in all.

As a more efficient alternative, Zombie introduces a prim-
itive: STRING-MATCH. STRING-MATCH exploits the observa-
tion that, in constraints, the indivisible unit (akin to a bit on a
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CPU) is a finite field element, which holds many bits, and thus
conceptually “has room” for packing the information about
whether many characters matched. Letting Λ be the alphabet,
|Λ| be its size (256 for ASCII), and S1,S2 be two strings:

STRING-MATCH(S1[0] . . .S1[k−1], S2[0] . . .S2[k−1])

≜ EQUALS-ZERO

(
k−1

∑
i=0
|Λ|i · (S1[i]−S2[i])

)
.

Zombie replaces expression (1) with
STRING-MATCH(T [ℓ−k+1] . . .T [ℓ], a....a), which (as-
suming loose limits on k; see below) is 2 constraints per input
character, down from 3 ·k. To see why, note that the argument
to EQUALS-ZERO is a weighted sum of the variables T [i] plus
a constant term, with the weights and constant term known
at compile time. Plugging that argument into EQUALS-ZERO
keeps the constraints in R1CS format (§2).

The loose limits are determined by the size of the alphabet
and the size of the field that the constraints are expressed
over. Assuming a field of size q, the maximum length of a
pattern that can be compiled into a single STRING-MATCH is
⌊log|Λ|(q)⌋. For our application, we consider the alphabet of
ASCII characters (|Λ| = 28) and a 255-bit prime field (the
base field of curve25519 [11]); thus, patterns of at most 31
characters can be compiled into a single STRING-MATCH.

If these loose limits do not hold, the pattern compiles into
several STRING-MATCHs, connected by AND (∧).

4.3 From regular expressions to constraints
Real-world systems [25, 58, 67] translate regular expressions
to executable code in two steps. First, they produce a non-
deterministic finite automaton (NFA), via Thompson’s al-
gorithm [104]. Second, they determinize the NFA to get a
DFA [101, Ch. 1]. This step represents the DFA’s state tran-
sition function as a table: an entry for every state and ev-
ery character. This representation makes execution very fast.
However, in our context, the entire exponentially-sized table
would turn into constraints, exploding proving costs.

Thus, Zombie stops after the Thompson step. Because of
its packing technique, Zombie produces FAs that have string
transitions instead of the usual character transitions. As an
example, consider the regular expression: aa(b|cc). Here is
the NFA (ε refers to the empty string; s and a are the start and
accepting states):

sstart 0
1 2

3 4
aaa

ε

ε

b
ε

cc
ε

Zombie’s IR representation of this FA uses functions, one
for the final state and each intermediate state that has non-
epsilon incoming transitions. Each function encodes, for each

character position ℓ, whether the FA could be in the given
state at character position ℓ.

f0(ℓ) := STRING-MATCH(T [ℓ−1]T [ℓ], aa)
f2(ℓ) := f0(ℓ−1)∧ (T [ℓ]==b)
f4(ℓ) := f0(ℓ−2)∧STRING-MATCH(T [ℓ−1]T [ℓ], cc)
fa(ℓ) := f2(ℓ)∨ f4(ℓ) (2)

Translating a function f (·) to constraints means that each
evaluation f (0), . . . , f (LT − 1) is separately translated and
possibly assigned to a constraint variable. For example,
f2(ℓ)∨ f4(ℓ) translates to f2[ℓ] + f4[ℓ]− f2[ℓ] · f4[ℓ], where
f2[ℓ] is a constraint variable that represents f2(ℓ). Notice that
the translation of ∨ requires a constraint, because of the mul-
tiplication. Also, each AND (∧) translates to a constraint that
multiplies (·) its terms. So, expression (2) is 9 constraints for
each position ℓ (2 for ==, 2 for each of two STRING-MATCH,
and 1 for each of the three multiplications). Notice from the
definition of STRING-MATCH earlier that the cost is relatively
insensitive to the length of the substrings. For example, if
the pattern were a{k}(b{k}|c{k}) (a k-length run of a fol-
lowed by a k-length run of b or c), then the number of con-
straints is unchanged (assuming the aforementioned loose
limits on k).

4.4 A new arithmetization of Boolean logic
Traditionally, when arithmetized—that is, translated to
constraints—Boolean logic maps True to 1 and False to 0.
Letting p,q,r be Boolean variables [8, 85, 94–97]:

r := p∧q customarily translates to: r = p ·q
r := p∨q customarily translates to: r = p+q− p ·q
q := ¬p customarily translates to: q = 1− p

Above, multiplication (·) and addition (+,−) are over the
underlying finite field F (§2).

Zombie introduces an alternate arithmetization: False still
maps to 0 but any non-zero value in the underlying finite field
functions as True:

r := p∧q now translates to: r = p ·q, as above
r := p∨q now translates to: r = p+q (assuming no over-

flow; see below)
q := ¬p now translates to: q = EQUALS-ZERO(p)

For example, in (2), fa(ℓ) translates to f2[ℓ]+ f4[ℓ], shed-
ding the term f2[ℓ] · f4[ℓ]. This concretely goes from 9 to 8
constraints.The source of the savings is that fa(ℓ) no longer
needs a constraint itself: any other constraint that uses fa(ℓ)
can substitute in the sum f2[ℓ]+ f4[ℓ]. Notice that any such
substitution retains R1CS format (§2), whether the substitu-
tion happens in the “A”-part of the constraint, the “B”-part,
the “C”-part, or combinations thereof. That is, f2[ℓ] and f4[ℓ]
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are components of the z vector from Section 2, and their in-
clusion in a constraint simply adds 1 to the corresponding
coefficients. More generally, arithmetizations that are linear
combinations (that is, no degree-2 terms, meaning no multi-
plications of two or more variables) cost no constraints. We
will use this fact over and over again.

Consequently, OR has become mostly free: addition of
degree-1 terms, being a linear combination, doesn’t require
constraints. We say mostly because, for this to work, p+ q
must not overflow, that is, wrap around the finite field mod-
ulus and become 0 when at least one of the summands is
non-zero. Our implementation of Zombie (§5) handles this
issue at compile time. The compiler tracks the maximum
possible value of variables and, if overflow is possible, in-
serts constraints to reduce a summand to a 0-1 term before
it has the chance to overflow. The specific constraints are
NOT-EQUALS-ZERO [96, Appx D], which maps 0 to 0 and
non-zero values to 1.

By contrast, NOT (¬) has gone from free (because it
was a linear combination) to requiring two constraints, for
EQUALS-ZERO (see §2). Finally, AND (∧) costs one constraint
in both arithmetizations. The overall trade, then, is to make
NOTs more expensive in exchange for free ORs.

This trade not only is a dramatic improvement but also
carries broader significance. In our context, the 9-to-8 sav-
ings in the earlier example is a restricted case; in fact, this
arithmetization has a quadratic-to-linear improvement. To
see why, consider a state that has s− 1 inbound paths, one
for each of the other states in an s-state FA. For example:
fa(ℓ) = f1(ℓ)∨ f2(ℓ)∨ ·· · ∨ fs−1(ℓ). In the traditional arith-
metization, each disjunct requires a constraint with a field
multiplication, each of which costs one constraint; the total for
fa(ℓ) in this example is s constraints. In the worst case, then,
O(s) states can each require O(s) constraints, for a total of
O(s2) constraints for each ℓ ∈ {1, . . .LT}. In Zombie, by con-
trast, fa would be translated into f1[ℓ]+ f2[ℓ]+ · · ·+ fs−1[ℓ].
This costs 0 constraints because it is a linear combination.

Qualitatively, this arithmetization means that Zombie gains
enormously from devising IR representations that use mainly
OR, with AND entering only when necessary. Beyond Zombie,
this point applies to the constraint translation of any problem
naturally expressed with many conjunctions and disjunctions,
such as 3-SAT.

4.5 Preprocessing regular expressions
Another technique in Zombie is rewriting regular expressions
at compile time to favor longer substring matches. Doing so
exploits packing (§4.2) to reduce the number of ANDs and
the number of states in the IR. For example, Zombie rewrites
aa(b|cc) as (aab|aacc), yielding the following IR, which
should be compared to (2):

f0(ℓ) := STRING-MATCH(T [ℓ−2]T [ℓ−1]T [ℓ],aab)
f1(ℓ) := STRING-MATCH(T [ℓ−3]T [ℓ−2]T [ℓ−1]T [ℓ],aacc)

fa(ℓ) := f0(ℓ)∨ f1(ℓ) (3)

Whereas we saw in the previous section that the formulation
in (2) costs 8 constraints for each character position ℓ, the one
in (3) costs 4 constraints (two for each STRING-MATCH).

4.6 Character classes and a new FA formalism
A common and convenient feature of regular expressions is
character classes, for example, [0-9] or [A-Za-z], which
respectively match any digit and any ASCII alphabet charac-
ter. Naively treating a character class as a union (using the |
operator) would be expensive. Although real-world regexp
frameworks have special optimizations for character classes,
these would not contribute to efficient constraint representa-
tions, for the reasons discussed at the beginning of this section.
Instead, Zombie applies several of its own optimizations.

First, Zombie deduplicates so that the costs associated with
matching to a class are paid once, even if there are multiple
instances of the class in the regular expression. To do so,
Zombie constructs a new kind of FA, one that uses “sub-FAs”
to write to separate tapes (FAs are not typically modeled
as writing to a tape) and then reads the tapes in the “main”
FA. The sub-FAs are each supposed to produce an array of
Booleans. As an example, consider the regexp [0-9]a[0-9].
Zombie produces the following IR:

t0[ℓ] := MATCH-CLASS(T [ℓ],[0-9])
fa(ℓ) := STRING-MATCH(t0[ℓ−2]T [ℓ−1]t0[ℓ],1Fa1F)

1F is 1 in the finite field and is used to encode the Boolean
result of MATCH-CLASS. Think of t0 as memoizing the sites
of matches found by a sub-FA; notice how the values in t0 are
reused in fa(·).

Outside of the present context, the requirement for an ad-
ditional tape would seemingly require more memory for the
prover. In our context (constraints), each extra tape saves
memory, by reducing the number of variables necessary to
represent a match to the character class.

Besides deduplication, another benefit of Zombie’s FA for-
malism is that it enables longer substring matches. The idea
is similar to the example in Section 4.5. Here, the packing
technique (§4.2), this time applied to the results of other tapes,
lets fa consist of a single STRING-MATCH. Conversely, can
we use deduplication on that earlier example? No, because
the union components were different lengths.

As another optimization, Zombie exploits structure in the
character class. For example, Zombie encodes [A-Za-z]with
only 25 constraints (fewer than the 52 characters in the class!):

MATCH-CLASS(T [ℓ],[A-Za-z]) =

(T [ℓ] >= A)∧ (T [ℓ] <= z)∧·· ·

The elided terms check that T [ℓ] is not one of the few ASCII
characters between Z and a. This approach relies on the IR
primitives <= and >=, which translate to log2 |Λ| + 1 con-
straints [96], which is 9 if Λ is the 8-bit ASCII characters.
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Zombie’s compiler tries to optimize the encoding of a class;
for example, treating the class [0-9] as a range with <= and
>= operators is not worthwhile. Larger classes see greater
benefit from being treated as a range.

4.7 Applying regexp-based policies in ZK
In this section, we move from considering a single SR to a
higher-level policy P, expressed as SP.

One-shot expressions. Consider a basic case: P is simply
whether there is a match to some R somewhere in the pay-
load. Recall that SR is already encoded as constraints for
{ fa(ℓ)}ℓ=0,...,LT−1. SP, then, is NOT-EQUALS-ZERO( fa(0)∨
fa(1)∨ ·· ·∨ fa(LT−1)). Assuming no overflow (so the ORs
are free; §4.4), the overhead of SP beyond SR is two con-
straints, stemming from NOT-EQUALS-ZERO (§4.4). Zombie’s
compiler handles possible overflow as described earlier (§4.4).

Proximity. In network security, simple regexp searches can
have too many false positives. Thus, the policy P is sometimes
concerned with context: individually two patterns are not
sensitive, but close together they are. For example, a DLP
policy might disallow a pattern matching a driver’s license
number within 100 characters of strings like “driving license,”
“driver’s license,” “DL,” etc. (§6.3).

Perhaps surprisingly, Zombie can handle such policies with
very little overhead beyond the cost of matching the individual
regexps. Consider a computation SP that returns 1 if there
are respective matches to two regular expressions R1 and R2
within d characters of each other. Notice that, for correctness,
all possible combinations of occurrences of the two patterns
have to result in SP returning 1. To capture these possibilities,
SP performs two steps. First, it takes the fa array of R1, call it
fr1 , and produces a new array f d

r1
, which for each position ℓ

holds a Boolean indicating whether there is a match within d
characters of ℓ. Concretely,

f d
r1
[ℓ] =

d−1

∑
k=1−d

fr1 [ℓ+ k].

Because each f d
r1
[ℓ] is a linear combination of existing vari-

ables, there is no cost in constraints to produce it (§4.4). Sec-
ond, SP checks whether the entrywise product of f d

r1
and the

fa array of R2, call it fr2 , has any non-zero entries. This check
requires LT +2 constraints: one for each product, and two for
a NOT-EQUALS-ZERO applied to the sum of these products.

Thus, in total, the requirement for proximity costs an
amortized 1 constraint per character in the payload. In
contrast, naively encoding proximity as a single regexp,
(R1(.{0,d})R2) |(R2(.{0,d})R1), would introduce an extra
O(LT · logd) constraints.

5 Implementation
Our implementation of Zombie has two main components: a
client and a middlebox. We currently support two classes of

applications. The first is DNS filtering [49] (see also §2), as ap-
plied to the DNS-over-TLS and DNS-over-HTTPS protocols.
The second is arbitrary policies involving regular expressions,
for example DLP policies for files sent by clients via HTTPS,
applied to text files (as opposed to formats such as PDF).

5.1 ZKP implementation

Circuits. The circuits used for Zombie’s ZKPs are speci-
fied in the ZoKrates domain-specific language (DSL) [34]
and compiled to R1CS using CirC [84], a ZKP compiler
framework. The circuits comprise 1832 handwritten lines
of ZoKrates code and 630 lines automatically generated by
our own regexp compiler (which is a standalone component
that could be integrated with other projects). The handwritten
code was optimized and features a large improvement in the
encoding of SF (§3).

The regexp compiler takes as input (a) a list of regexps
and (b) a list of proximity restrictions between pairs of reg-
exps. Using built-in knowledge of the constraint-level costs
of ZoKrates’ semantics, the compiler applies the techniques
in Section 4. The compiler is 5425 lines of C++, 463 lines of
yacc, and 50 lines of lex code on top of the BNFC library [1].

ZKP improvements. In implementing Zombie, we made
several improvements to CirC and the existing Spartan im-
plementation. First, we created an adapter that integrates
CirC with Spartan. We have also configured Spartan to use
curve25519 [11] as its underlying cryptographic group, a
standard choice believed to offer ≈128 bits of security.

Our CirC improvements make witness generation more
efficient; in early experiments, witness generation was slower
than proof generation. We modified internal CirC data struc-
tures to prevent unnecessary memory copying, which greatly
improves performance.

We improved the Spartan prover and verifier to take full
advantage of parallelism, resulting in better performance for
generating multiple proofs even in the non-batch setting.

5.2 Client implementation
The client implementation comprises 1976 lines of Python.
When performing DNS filtering, the Zombie client acts as a
local DNS proxy. It accepts UDP DNS requests then sends
them to a recursive DNS resolver (we use Google’s 8.8.8.8
resolver [46]) over TLS (DoT [53]) or HTTPS (DoH [52]).
The web browser is configured to point to the local proxy for
DNS resolution. The client performs the channel-opening (§3)
with the Zombie middlebox on startup to set up a session.
It uses this session for as long as the recursive resolver will
allow (up to five minutes in our testing). It generates and sends
proofs, and forwards traffic to the middlebox; we ensure this
via routing tables.

Precomputation. In our implementation, the client has a
child process for precomputation (§3.1) that has lower prior-
ity than the main proxy process, constantly generating pad-
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Figure 4: Per-Packet critical and non-critical overheads (relative to a no-policy baseline) for enforcing a blocklist on DNS requests over TLS in
zero-knowledge with ZKMB [49] and with Zombie-Standard, Zombie-Precomputation, and Zombie-Asynchronous configurations.

commit proofs when the proxy is idle. When generating these
proofs (πE.2a) (§3.1), the client has two parameters to balance.
First is the length of the pad, Lpad, which, for each proof,
must match or exceed the size of each packet to be encrypted.
Choosing a larger Lpad will result in more proving work, but
will allow the client to send larger packets. The second pa-
rameter, m, is the number of pad-commit proofs to batch to
amortize prover and verifier work. A higher m is less likely
to be exhausted by a burst of traffic, but it risks performing
excess precomputation that might not be used. In our imple-
mentation, for DNS-over-TLS we set Lpad = 255 (the size of
DNS request payloads) and m = 16.

5.3 Middlebox implementation
The middlebox is implemented in 1595 lines of Rust. The
middlebox configures IP packet filter rules using iptables.
When packets arrive at the middlebox, they are put on a queue
implemented via libnetfilter_queue in Linux. The mid-
dlebox dequeues packets and performs the following steps.
First, it determines whether they are policy-relevant. If so, the
middlebox increments the TLS sequence number; it needs
to have an accurate count of the sequence number to verify
proofs. Then, it buffers the received packet for verification.
When the middlebox receives the proof from the client, it
links the proof to the packet by sequence number, verifies the
proof, and forwards it.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate Zombie with these questions:

(1) What are the overheads added by different configura-
tions of Zombie?

(2) How does batching improve middlebox throughput?
(3) What are the costs of different components of Zombie?
(4) How effective are Zombie’s regexp techniques?

Method, applications, and baselines. Our experiments mea-
sure client, server, and overall end-to-end delay introduced by

Zombie, and we compare these overheads against those intro-
duced by the original ZKMB work [49]. We evaluate Zombie
for DNS filtering and DLP policies applied to traffic over
TLS 1.3. The DNS filtering benchmarks use a representative
adult-content domain blocklist from prior work [49, §8.2] [69]
(with 2 million domains). The DLP benchmarks use policies
from Microsoft DLP Purview [71].

Our experiments that require networking run on Cloud-
Lab [33] while those that do not are run on Amazon Web
Services (AWS). On CloudLab, we use c6525-25g instances.
Each has a 16-core 3GHz AMD 7302P CPU, with 128GB
RAM, SSDs, and two Mellanox 25Gb/s NICs. On AWS, we
use an instance with a 16-core 2.90GHz Intel 8375C CPU
with 128GB RAM and SSDs. This instance has similar com-
putation resources to that of CloudLab c6525-25g.

6.1 Computational overhead and delay, no batching
We measure the overhead introduced by Zombie with respect
to a no-policy setup, in which the middlebox forwards the traf-
fic without enforcing any policy. We also compare this over-
head to ZKMB [49], via conservative estimates of ZKMB’s
performance extrapolated from microbenchmarks on the same
hardware; this is labeled “ZKMB (est.)”.

We run three configurations of Zombie, with the following
settings of precomputation and synchrony:

(1) Zombie-Standard: No precomputation, no asynchrony.
(2) Zombie-Precomputation: Precomputation, no asyn-

chrony.
(3) Zombie-Asynchronous: No precomputation, asynchrony.

We do not evaluate precomputation combined with asyn-
chrony here; asynchrony moves all overheads to the non-
critical path, so precomputation does not affect latency in this
case. Batching can be applied to all of the above; we evaluate
it separately (§6.2). We run this experiment on CloudLab and
report the average of 20 255-byte DNS requests.

Figure 4 depicts the results. Zombie-Standard incurs ap-
proximately 3× lower latency than ZKMB. A major differ-
ence in client and middlebox work comes from the transition
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from the Groth16 [48] proof system to Spartan [93] (§2). We
see additional gains from the enhancements detailed in Sec-
tion 5. The average additional latency is about 400 ms for
Zombie-Standard: approximately 350 ms for proof generation
and 50 ms for verification.

With precomputation, the average latency is lower, about
250 ms. While much worse than the average latency for a
DNS request, which is about 20 ms [86], it may still be toler-
able (§8). With optimistic approval via asynchronous verifica-
tion, Zombie introduces no additional latency. Of course, asyn-
chronous mode requires (in addition to assumptions about
policy enforcement; §3.2) additional storage requirements
for the middlebox, for buffering packets. We return to these
storage requirements when evaluating batching, as the effects
on storage are more pronounced there.

Observe that Zombie-Standard and Zombie-Asynchronous
introduce the same total per-packet overhead. This is ex-
pected: they involve proving and verifying the exact same
statements. Surprisingly, Zombie-Precomputation requires
slightly less overall per-packet overhead despite the need to
produce and verify more proofs than Zombie-Standard. This
decreased overhead is because the work to generate multiple
pad-commit proofs is parallelized in our implementation.

Turning to the communication overhead of sending proofs:
in the synchronous setting with precomputation, each online
proof is approximately 30 KB. As we will argue (§8), the
overall increase in required bandwidth is expected to be small.

6.2 Effect of batching
We investigate the effect of batching (§3.3) on the throughput
(number of (proof, packet) pairs processed per second) and the
storage requirements of the middlebox. We do not separately
evaluate batch proof size; a batch of proofs is the same size
as the sum of the non-batched proofs.

We run the DNS benchmark in a new Zombie-Async-Batch
configuration. We model each client as a Poisson process,
whose parameter is scaled by the batch size. For example, if
the batch size is 8, then we set the average interarrival time
to be 8× longer than when the batch size is 1, and when an
arrival event happens, the client sends 8 packets. For each
batch size, as offered load increases, throughput does not col-
lapse, but instead it approaches a maximum. We interpret this
maximum throughput as the middlebox’s empirical capacity
for that particular batch size.

We measure this quantity under four batch sizes; for each
size, we average three experiments. We also create a model to
predict maximum throughput: we measure the time to verify
a single Zombie DNS proof on one thread on CloudLab, and
individually measure the execution time of the fixed cost code
block and the marginal cost code block, obtaining 121 ms per
batch and 38 ms per proof, respectively.

Figure 5 compares the empirical measurements and the
model; the divergence is around 5%. This discrepancy owes
to lower-order middlebox costs related to packet forwarding,
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Figure 5: Middlebox throughput vs batch size.

listening, and proof parsing. The maximum throughput we
observe is 380 packets per second, at a batch size of 64. Al-
though larger batches would further increase throughput, the
possible improvement levels off (even in theory); besides,
larger batches are impractical.

Batching brings additional storage requirements (to accu-
mulate ciphertexts). However, storage capacity is not a limit-
ing factor here, owing to the small size of DNS requests and
the throughput of 380 packets per second. Even if we assume
that the middlebox is exactly at capacity, never falls behind,
always has a proof to check (even if it might be waiting on
other proofs), and has a generous window of 60 seconds for
proofs to arrive after the first corresponding ciphertext in the
batch, then the middlebox would still need to store less than
6 MB of ciphertexts at any given time. This is well within the
capacity of even the smallest of middleboxes [83].

6.3 Circuit benchmarks
To pinpoint the costs of individual components, we run the
prover and verifier in isolation on AWS, taking the average of
5 executions, for various circuits. Figure 6 shows the results.

DNS-related circuits. The first five rows are related to the
DNS blocklist policy. The first and second rows serve to com-
pare Zombie and ZKMB, using the same circuit as the one for
the Zombie-Standard and Zombie-Asynchronous benchmarks
in Figure 4. We see a significant reduction in the number of
constraints in Zombie, which owes to the optimizations men-
tioned in Section 5; thus, the performance gain in Figure 4
for Zombie results not only from the Spartan back-end but
also our optimizations. The total number of constraints for the
third row is less than one-third of the number of constraints
in the second row, indicating that the dominant cost in our
implementation of Zombie-Standard is SE.2. The sum of the
constraints in the fourth and fifth rows (measuring offline
and online cost with precomputation) is slightly larger than
the number of constraints in the second row; this is expected
because there is extra work to commit to padSN (Figure 3).

Regexp circuits. The last four rows of Figure 6 include
costs for a DLP benchmark. This benchmark combines five
Microsoft Purview policies for detecting sensitive information
in the US locale: bank account number [72], driver’s license
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Benchmark: Circuit description and size

SE SF SP Payload Size Constraints Prover Time Verifier Time Memory Proof Size
E.2 DNS Blocklist 255 B 176000 1200 ms 2 ms - 128 B

E.2 DNS Blocklist 255 B 128702 365.4 ms 39.8 ms 531.8 MB 30.2 KB

DNS Blocklist 255 B 40295 191.2 ms 29.8 ms 212.3 MB 21.3 KB

E.2a 255 B 86568 278.0 ms 36.4 ms 377.2 MB 30.2 KB

E.2b DNS Blocklist 255 B 48562 221.4 ms 31.2 ms 258.5 MB 21.3 KB

E.2 HTTP Microsoft DLP 100 B 64438 207.0 ms 29.0 ms 225.7 MB 21.3 KB

E.2 HTTP Microsoft DLP 2000 B 1186241 6363.8 ms 319.6 ms 10114.6 MB 49.1 KB

HTTP Microsoft DLP 100 B 20080 112.2 ms 23.2 ms 89.2 MB 20.5 KB

HTTP Microsoft DLP 2000 B 490966 4909.0 ms 245.4 ms 8402.9 MB 48.0 KB

Figure 6: Costs of various circuits in Zombie. The first row shows estimated overheads for the prior work, ZKMB [49], using the Groth16 [48]
back-end (§2). Memory is a single column because the prover and verifier have the same memory requirements with the Spartan back-end.
Blank cells indicate that a subcomputation of that type is not included in that row’s benchmarked circuit.

number [73], taxpayer number (ITIN) [74], social security
number [75], and passport number [76]. These policies use
substring matches, regular expressions, and proximity checks.
A message must pass all five to pass; for brevity, we refer to
the overall policy simply as “Microsoft DLP”. We encode this
policy using Zombie’s regexp pipeline (§4–§5) and bench-
mark it on HTTP POST messages of varying sizes.

Per byte, the cost of this policy is 25–50% more expensive
than the DNS blocklist benchmark. This can be seen by com-
paring the DNS blocklist (no SE.2) and HTTP Microsoft DLP
(no SE.2) rows, and dividing the metrics by the payload size.
The result is approximately 200–245 constraints per byte for
DLP and 160 constraints per byte for the blocklist.

Packet size brings a complication. However, this is not
because of latency, which scales linearly with packet size, so
overall latency is driven by total bytes (in a policy-relevant
flow), rather than the distribution of bytes over packets. The
main issue with packet size is in memory consumption, which
scales linearly with circuit size, and reaches into the GB in
our experiments (Figure 6). The mitigant is that the memory
cost is paid once per circuit, and circuits are reusable, creating
benefit from small packets. Concretely, using a circuit for
a 100-byte packet 20 times is much better for middlebox
memory than using a circuit for a 2000-byte packet once.

Regexp circuit techniques. Figure 7 depicts the results of
each of our regexp techniques in more detail. We show the
decrease in per-byte overheads from incrementally applying
the optimizations discussed in Section 4. We use the Microsoft
DLP policy for these benchmarks and exclusively consider
the SP subcomputation.

For this policy, our optimizations reduce the per-byte over-
head by almost an order of magnitude, from over 20 ms per
byte to under 2 ms per byte. The most substantive improve-
ments come from STRING-MATCH (§4.2) and from creating
multiple tapes (§4.6).

To contextualize these costs, we compare them to the per-

Techniques # Constraints Prover time Verifier time

Baseline 1566 / B 19000 ms 1400 ms

+ STRING-MATCH 996 / B 11000 ms 860 ms

+ Alt Arithmetization 901 / B 10000 ms 760 ms

+ Regexp Preprocessing 873 / B 9800 ms 740 ms

+ Additional Tapes 288 / B 2300 ms 160 ms

+ Optimized Classes 242 / B 1705 ms 38 ms

Italicized entries indicate estimates.

Figure 7: Effect of techniques, in the order they are introduced in
Section 4, on the Microsoft DLP policy (1 KB payload). The final
line is the result of running CirC on the zok file produced from all
optimizations. The times in the other lines are estimates from the
compiler with all prior optimizations enabled and all subsequent
optimizations still disabled.

byte overhead of decryption, approximated by fixing a pay-
load size, subtracting the costs for a given row without SE.2
from the corresponding cost with SE.2 (or by looking at the
SE.2a row), and dividing by the payload size. The result is 348
constraints per byte, which should be compared to the 242
constraints per byte at the bottom of Figure 7 (down from
1566, at the top of the figure). That is, after the techniques in
Section 4, the dominant cost is no longer regular expression
handling but rather representing decryption in the circuit.

7 Related work

Systems built using probabilistic proofs. Probabilistic
proofs are a foundational concept in complexity theory with a
deep and rich literature [6,7,9,42,43]; for a survey, we recom-
mend Goldreich [41]. The last decade has seen rapidly grow-
ing interest from the applied cryptography community, with a
particular emphasis on zero-knowledge proofs. For a survey,
we recommend Walfish and Blumberg [117] or Thaler [103].

Zombie is part of a growing line of work applying proba-
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bilistic proofs to solve practical problems, such as privacy-
preserving payments [28, 91] private smart contracts [15,
19, 57], proofs of solvency [4, 27], verifiable delay func-
tions [14, 55], proofs of software vulnerability [26] and cryp-
tographic transparency logs [21, 107, 108]. Of particular rele-
vance to our work are DECO [123] and Reclaim [100], which
employ probabilistic proofs about TLS plaintext. However,
both systems aim to prove statements about a TLS session
(e.g. “My bank account balance is greater than $X”) to an out-
of-band third party, rather than an in-band middlebox. This
makes the proof more challenging, as the verifier needs to
be convinced that the claimed ciphertext really came from a
session with the claimed server. To solve this, DECO relies
on multiparty computation between the client and a third-
party notary. However, these applications do not face tight
latency constraints, as ZKMBs do, enabling much different
performance tradeoffs.

Regular expressions in zero knowledge. Zombie intro-
duces a portfolio of techniques for encoding regular expres-
sions in probabilistic proofs. Previous to Zombie, the ap-
proach taken [3] was direct translation of a DFA, with ex-
ponential costs. We are aware of only two other works, both
concurrent with Zombie, that improve on the exponential base-
line; like Zombie, both target network security applications.

Exciting work by Luo et al. [68] transforms a regular ex-
pression to a Thompson NFA [104], like Zombie does (§4.3).
Unlike Zombie, Luo et al. transform the NFA to a Boolean cir-
cuit and then use MPC-in-the-head [29,54]. In addition to the
setting where the client knows the policy, Luo et al. also con-
sider the setting where the middlebox wants to keep the policy
private but still apply it to the client’s traffic. This part of their
application thus has a significantly different performance pro-
file than ours (an extra logarithmic term is introduced in the
size of the regexp, and extra overheads are incurred to pre-
serve the privacy of the policy itself.) Additionally, because
most of our optimizations rely on constraints over large finite
fields while theirs are tailored Boolean circuits, the respective
techniques do not seem to be applicable to each other. While
a detailed comparison has yet to be done, Zombie appears to
have an order of magnitude lower communication cost (proof
size) and computation (prover time) in the public policy case.

The other concurrent work, zkreg [89], compiles a large
collection of regular expressions (mostly string matches) into
an Aho-Corasick automaton [2], encodes this automaton as an
arithmetic circuit, and then uses a custom Commit-and-Prove
scheme [20] to prove membership and non-membership in
zero knowledge on extremely large dictionaries of strings. For
example, they consider proofs involving an automaton with
19 million states and over 300 million transitions. To handle
an automaton this large, they represent it as a multiset of
transitions and handle transition checking partially using set
membership. This incurs a significantly higher computational
overhead than our transition checking, but it scales far better

for large automata (for which it is explicitly designed). Future
work is to investigate ways of combining relevant techniques
in zkreg with Zombie to efficiently support larger policies.

Middlebox architectures. Many proposed middlebox ar-
chitectures aim to enforce policies on encrypted traffic. For
helpful surveys, we refer the reader to Sherry [99] and Naylor
et al. [78]. Work prior to ZKMB [49] largely falls into two
broad categories:

Trusted hardware. ETTM [31] first proposed shifting pol-
icy enforcement logic from middleboxes to network users
(end hosts) themselves. This requires trusted hardware to as-
sert that a virtual machine run by the end host is faithfully
checking that the plaintext is policy-compliant. Endbox [44]
refined this vision using the then-emerging trusted execution
environment (TEE) abstraction, specifically using Intel’s SGX
implementation. An obvious limitation is that all users must
have a TEE to take advantage of this approach.

mbTLS [78] proposes relying on a TEE at the middlebox
itself, acting as a middleperson (MITM) between a TLS ses-
sion established with the client machine and one with the
server (which can also be extended to multiple hops). This
undermines the typical end-to-end nature of TLS, but if the
TEE remains secure users can trust that their plaintext will
only be used by the TEE for policy checks. Another approach
is to shift policy enforcement from a local middlebox to a
TEE run on a cloud server [51,87,105]. Other works, too, rely
on trusted hardware [32, 45, 50, 59, 118].

We wish to avoid trusted hardware, given the cavalcade of
exploits demonstrated against real-world TEE implementa-
tions [36, 47, 77, 80, 92, 102, 109–112], using information like
power consumption or electromagnetic emanations to extract
secrets from an enclave non-invasively. One might note that
zero-knowledge prover implementations can also be subject to
side-channel attacks [40, 106]. However, there is a subtle but
essential difference: TEE-based middleboxes inherently re-
quire running code with access to secrets in an enclave that is
placed under the direct control of an adversary, for example a
policy-enforcing enclave hosted by a client machine (where a
TEE break undermines integrity) or an enclave with access to
decryption keys hosted by the middlebox (where a TEE break
undermines privacy). Either setup makes side-channel attacks
considerably easier to mount, versus the ZKMB paradigm,
in which the relevant adversary (for example, the network
administrator) is remote from the party executing the relevant
algorithm (for example, the ZK prover).

TLS modifications. Several proposals to reconcile
widespread TLS adoption with network policy enforcement
envision modifying TLS to make it “middlebox-aware,” with
middleboxes gaining the ability to read and/or modify some
(but not necessarily all) of the plaintext data sent in a TLS
connection and users typically getting some visibility into
the process [10, 12, 64, 65, 78, 79, 121]. An example is “multi-
context TLS” or mcTLS [79], with different middleboxes on
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the network path receiving context-specific keys based on the
permissions the client and server are willing to grant. In the
case of DNS filtering, a middlebox might require read-only ac-
cess to the request body of a DNS query. While this approach
enables finer-grained tradeoffs than disabling encryption com-
pletely, it is still a blunt instrument that sacrifices user privacy
considerably; in the DNS example users fully give up privacy
of their query history. It also requires server-side changes.

Blindbox [98] proposed modifying TLS to support policy
enforcement by middleboxes. Specifically, Blindbox supple-
ments the standard, semantically-secure symmetric encryp-
tion used in TLS with searchable encryption. This second
ciphertext, along with techniques from circuit garbling and
oblivious transfer, allows middleboxes to obliviously execute
policy checks on ciphertext, specifically tailored to searching
for keywords in text. A rich line of follow-up work extends
this basic model [35, 56, 61–64, 66, 81, 82, 88, 122].

All of these works use some variant of functional encryp-
tion, which allows middleboxes to compute a limited function
of the underlying plaintext, with different proposals tailored
to different functionality. These works all face the challenging
requirement of changing TLS servers, as well as relying on
servers to check consistency of the TLS plaintext and that of
the supplemental functional encryption (without this check,
clients might send policy-violating traffic over TLS but ap-
pend a functional encryption of benign traffic to satisfy the
middlebox). A key goal in our work is not to require changes
to, or participation of, existing TLS servers (§1).

8 Discussion

Zombie is 3× cheaper than its progenitor ZKMB [49], with
an overhead of 406 ms for enforcing a blocklist on DNS re-
quests over TLS (§6.1). Assuming client idle time, this drops
to 256 ms, via precomputation. This number may be tolerable
for DNS filtering; by comparison, traditionally satellite Inter-
net connections have added at least 600 ms of latency [13]
(though, to be fair, modern low-earth-orbit satellite Internet
service offer significantly lower latency, as low as 25 ms [70]).
Regardless, under optimistic approval, there is zero online
overhead (§6.1). Zombie is thus plausibly practical for clients.
Also, our regular expression techniques allow for new poli-
cies in the ZKMB paradigm, reducing the cost of enforcing
complex policies to the point where the dominant cost is
decryption (§6.3).

Although the communication overhead of 30 KB per
proof (§6.1) is 120× larger than 255-byte DNS requests, the
proof size is small when compared to the average website size
of 2–3 MB [5]. Furthermore, these proofs are transmitted only
from client to middlebox, which are typically on the same
local network. Moreover, Zombie is best geared to settings
where most packets do not need proofs (see below), so the
overall increase in bandwidth is expected to be small. Mem-
ory requirements at prover and verifier are an issue but are

mitigated by small packets (§6.3).
The real snag is the middlebox’s resource requirements,

independent of configuration. Despite batching, which can
experimentally increase throughput by almost 5×, the mid-
dlebox still requires at least 38 ms per packet on a single
thread (§6.2), which is too high for most applications.

Consequently, Zombie is not truly practical outside of a few
specific use cases: policy-relevant traffic must be a small frac-
tion of all traffic, with small packets, and ideally occurs over
multi-packet flows, to amortize channel opening (§3). Two
promising examples are enforcing policy over DNS requests
and over search engine queries.

Apart from performance, a number of concerns remain for
real-world deployment. Zombie only supports public, state-
less, read-only policies. Although confidential policies with
zero-knowledge middleboxes are possible in principle [49],
they require extra round-trips, and composing them with
batching and asynchrony is an open challenge. Supporting
stateful and write-based policies in the ZKMB framework is
also conceptually possible, but we leave this to future work.

To deploy and update Zombie, clients need to learn the
setup, such as the proving algorithm and the subcomputa-
tions (§3), when they first connect to the network. This ma-
terial can be supplied or stored in browsers or as a required
download to use the network.

To avoid barring honest clients from the network, the mid-
dlebox needs to handle dropped packets and proofs gracefully.
One option is for the middlebox to send an acknowledgment
when it receives a proof. If the client does not receive a timely
acknowledgment, it will know to resend the proof. Another
concern is soundness under load: the middlebox cannot sim-
ply skip verification, say if it runs out of storage (§6.2). Instead
it must drop proofs and packets, and expect clients to resend.
In the asynchronous setting, the middlebox can go so far as
to request batch proofs from specific clients when it has freed
up space for them.

Finally, the middlebox needs a way to identify, and deal
with, clients who violate policy. This concern is not specific
to the ZKMB paradigm, and is left to network administrators.

Ultimately, despite the sometimes equivocal performance
results, Zombie has taken a substantial step forward in demon-
strating the possible practicality of the ZKMB paradigm.
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A Details of SpartanBatch

A.1 Spartan protocol details

This section provides a sketch of the Spartan algorithm, fo-
cusing on the parts relevant to our extension of it to support
batching.

For an R1CS instance C with matrices (A,B,C) and public
input X, public output Y, and witness W, Spartan works by
transforming the validity check for (X,Y) into a polynomial
that equals zero at every point if (and only if) (X,Y) satisfies
the constraints C . This polynomial is large, and some of its
coefficients are elements of W, so the verifier cannot do this
check itself; instead, the prover and verifier engage in a sub-
protocol that lets the verifier check whether the polynomial is
zero efficiently, by evaluating it at a random point. The details
of this process are unimportant for us, save for one: in the
last step of the subprotocol, the verifier must evaluate spe-
cial polynomial encodings (a multilinear extension) Ã, B̃,C̃
of each R1CS matrices A,B,C at a random point. These eval-
uations are the most expensive part of the protocol for the
verifier; in fact, they are asymptotically as expensive as re-
running the entire computation. The random point that the
polynomial encodings are to be evaluated on is of the form
(rx,ry) where rx,ry ∈ Flogn and each element of the rx and ry
is a random value provided by the verifier in some step of the
protocol.

In the non-interactive version of Spartan, these are chosen
by hashing prefixes of the proof as the prover generates it (that
is, via the Fiat-Shamir transform [37]). We observe that, since
these expensive evaluations: Ã(rx,ry), B̃(rx,ry), and C̃(rx,ry),
depend only on the R1CS statement and not the input (in our
setting, the ciphertext), they can be done just once for a batch
of proofs as long as each of their respective subprotocols
“coordinate”, that is, use the same rx,ry values. We ensure this
by having the prover hash the prefixes of each proof in the
batch together, instead of separately. (Some hashing steps in
Spartan generate randomness that is not part of rx or ry; we
do not batch generate randomness for these steps.) We call
the resulting protocol SpartanBatch.

Below, we show SpartanBatch retains the security guaran-
tees of Spartan; in particular, we show that a malicious client
has about the same (very low) probability of proving a false
statement with SpartanBatch as it does with Spartan. Our
analysis is based on analogous results for AND-composition
in Σ-protocols and related results [95, 113].

A.2 SpartanBatch and its security proof

We can define (interactive) SpartanBatch from (interactive)
Spartan below. Applying the standard Fiat-Shamir heuristic
results in the non-interactive version described above. (Inter-
active) SpartanBatch is b parallel instances of (interactive)
Spartan with the verifier following two different methods
depending on the step involved:

• Coordinated steps are those where the verifier provides
a random value that is an element of rx or ry (which
are each in Flogn), and thus part of the evaluation point
(rx,ry) for the polynomials Ã, B̃,C̃ in the final step of
Spartan’s verification algorithm. In these steps, the Spar-
tanBatch Verifier provides a single random value that is
taken to be the response to all b parallel instances.

• All other steps are uncoordinated. Here, the verifier
provides a b-tuple of independent responses, one for
each parallel proof.

The analysis below is based on that of similar techniques
applied in other proof systems [95, 113].

Theorem 1 SpartanBatch is a succinct non-interactive argu-
ment of knowledge for the language Lb, where b is the batch
size.

Proof:

We analyze the interactive version of SpartanBatch, noting
that all the properties proven below are retained when using
the standard Fiat-Shamir heuristic to obtain non-interactivity.

Completeness: The verifier for SpartanBatch can be seen as
performing the checks of b separate Spartan verifiers. Com-
pleteness is thus immediate from the completeness of Spartan.

Soundness: Using an argument similar to standard AND-
composition analysis in Σ-protocols, we show that the sound-
ness error of SpartanBatch is at most the soundness error (ε)
of Spartan. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Assume that
there exists a false instance x∗ /∈ L and a SpartanBatch prover
PB that produces a convincing proof of a batch of statements
X∗ = {x∗,x2, . . . ,xb} with probability ≥ 1− ε (we place the
false instance in the first position without loss of generality).
We use PB to construct a Spartan prover P that convinces a
Spartan verifier V of the same false statement x∗ with the
same probability.

In this reduction, P doubles as the SpartanBatch verifier when
interacting with PB: that is, ⟨P,V ⟩ run an instance of Spartan
on input x∗ while ⟨PB,P⟩ run an instance of SpartanBatch on
input X∗. The reduction proceeds as follows:

• When PB provides a tuple of values, P forwards the value
corresponding to the false instance (here, the first one)
to V .

• When V sends randomness r, P forwards the following
to PB based on the step:

– In coordinated steps: P forwards r.

– In uncoordinated steps: P sample randomness
r2, . . . ,rb and forwards (r,r2, . . . ,rb).
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Thus, if PB passes the SpartanBatch verification checks, P
must pass the Spartan verification checks. This is a contradic-
tion as PB was assumed to pass with probability ≥ 1− ε.

Zero-knowledge: Like Spartan, SpartanBatch being a public-
coin interactive protocol allows us to leverage existing com-
pilers to satisfy zero-knowledge [116].

Knowledge soundness: We prove the stronger notion of
witness-extended emulation. As this property is satisfied by
Spartan, we have an emulator E that interacts with any Spar-
tan prover P as an oracle and is allowed to rewind P to any
step and resume with new verifier randomness. Using E, we
construct EPB

B that runs on input X = {x1, . . . ,xb} interacting
with a SpartanBatch prover PB as follows:

For i ∈ 0 . . .b:

• EB runs emulator E on input xi.

• When E sends randomness r to its oracle, EB sends the
following values to its oracle PB based on the step:

– In coordinated steps, EB forwards value r.

– In uncoordinated steps, EB forwards a b-tuple with
value r in position i and freshly sampled random-
ness in all other positions.

• When PB responds with a tuple of values, EB forwards
the value at position i to E as a response to E’s oracle
query.

• When E rewinds its prover P to a step, EB rewinds PB
(and thus rewinding all parallel instances in the batch)
to that step, as well.

This way, EB accurately simulates the required oracle for
E and thus has it extract witness wi for all inputs xi in the
batch. As EB sequentially runs E on b inputs, EB also runs in
expected polynomial time when b is a constant.
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Abstract– We consider the max-min fair resource allocation
problem. The best-known solutions use either a sequence of
optimizations or waterfilling, which only applies to a narrow
set of cases. These solutions have become a practical bottle-
neck in WAN traffic engineering and cluster scheduling, espe-
cially at larger problem sizes. We improve both approaches:
(1) we show how to convert the optimization sequence into a
single fast optimization, and (2) we generalize waterfilling to
the multi-path case. We empirically show our new algorithms
Pareto-dominate prior techniques: they produce faster, fairer,
and more efficient allocations. Some of our allocators also
have theoretical guarantees: they trade off a bounded amount
of unfairness for faster allocation. We have deployed our allo-
cators in Azure’s WAN traffic engineering pipeline, where we
preserve solution quality and achieve a roughly 3× speedup.

1 Introduction
Multi-resource fair allocators have become essential for cloud
operators as multi-tenancy, availability, and efficiency grow
in importance. These allocators divide the resources fairly
among different requests (applications, users, or network
flows). Operators use them to meet customer expectations,
especially during congestion and for network neutrality.

Recent works present fair allocators in settings such as
WAN traffic engineering [17, 30, 34, 38] and GPU schedul-
ing [14, 42, 56]. We show these allocators achieve fairness at
the cost of speed (crucial for maintaining high utilization as
loads change [4]) and efficiency1 (essential for profit).

We aim to achieve a better balance between fairness, effi-
ciency, and speed, and our novel algorithms offer operators
greater flexibility to control the trade-off between them. We
focus on max-min fairness — where we cannot allocate more
to one request without reducing the allocation of another with
an equal or smaller value — because it is simple, commonly
used in practice [30, 34, 39, 56], and can promote efficiency.2

The definition of max-min fairness naturally leads to itera-
tive solutions that prioritize smaller requests over larger ones
and assign rates in order from smallest to largest. In multi-
resource settings, these solutions solve either mixed-integer
or linear optimizations [52, 59] at each step. Their scalability
depends on the size of each individual optimization and the
number of iterations – typically a function of the number of

∗The author contributed to this work while at Microsoft.
1In this paper, we use efficiency and utilization interchangeably.
2We defer extending to other notions of fairness to future work.
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FIGURE 1: Comparing the new allocators with state-of-the-
art. Soroush offers parameterizable max-min fair allocators. The
axes are fairness and speed; the marker size corresponds to effi-
ciency (larger is more efficient). Our new allocators empirically
Pareto-dominate other schemes, and some of them have theoreti-
cal guarantees on fairness (§4).

resources and requests.
Operators need to invoke resource allocators when work-

loads change or failures occur. However, today’s exact [17,56]
or approximate solutions (e.g., that trade-off fairness for
speed [30]) are too slow in reacting to these events at the
production scale. They take tens of minutes to hours (§4) on
WANs with 100s of routers that serve millions of flows or
clusters with 1000s of jobs.

We ask: are iterative optimizations necessary for max-min
fair resource allocation? Max-min fair algorithms must max-
imize smaller allocations before assigning more capacity to
larger ones. Current solutions iterate because they do not
know the sorted order of these rate allocations apriori. One
of our ideas is to (1) use sorting networks [7] to discover the
sorted order of max-min fair allocations dynamically within
the optimization and (2) use a linear weighted objective that
explicitly incentivizes the optimization to allocate more rates
to requests with smaller indices in the sorted order. The result
is a single-shot optimization for max-min fair allocation.

The above single-shot optimization is not always practical
as modeling sorting networks within an optimization can sig-
nificantly increase its size, and the linear weighted objective
can cause double-precision issues when there are many re-
quests. To develop a practical solution, we combine this idea
with an approximate max-min fair allocator from SWAN [30].
This combination results in a new allocator, GeometricBinner
(or GB), which is fundamentally faster than SWAN, does not
need sorting networks, has no double precision issues, and
provides the same fairness guarantees as SWAN.

Waterfilling-based algorithms [8] can be faster than black-
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Allocator Properties Parameters
Geometric (T) α-approx fairness guarantee α
Binner (E) Faster than other α-approx methods ϵ

Adaptive (T) Solution in a small set containing optimal #iterations
Waterfiller (E) Fastest

Equi-depth (T) Better than Adaptive Waterfiller #iterations
Binner (E) Fairest and fast #bins, ϵ

TABLE 1: The Soroush allocators, their properties (Theoretical
and Empirical), and their parameters. These allocators provide
different trade-offs among fairness, efficiency, and speed.

box optimizations, but they are specialized for cases where
each request seeks rates on a single path. In a broad class of
problems [14,17,30,34,38,42,56], requests ask for allocation
from multiple paths. In these cases, the global fair share is not
locally fair along each path, and waterfilling does not apply.
Our solution, AdaptiveWaterfiller (or AW), extends waterfilling
to multi-path settings. AW is faster than GB but does not have
a worst-case fairness guarantee. We prove AW can converge
to a small set of allocations that contain the optimal.

Our third algorithm, which is empirically the fairest, com-
bines the above approaches. We apply GB with one change:
use the allocations from AW to spread requests more uni-
formly among bins (instead of the fixed geometrically increas-
ing bin sizes in GB). This allocator, EquidepthBinner (or EB),
is slower than both AW and GB (executes each once) but intu-
itively improves fairness for the same reason that equi-depth
binning reduces histogram approximation error [32].

Soroush3 is the collection of these algorithms, each provid-
ing a different trade-off among fairness, efficiency, and speed.
Operators can use our simple decision process to choose the
allocator (and its hyper-parameters) that achieves their de-
sired trade-off. Table 1 lists our allocators, their theoretical
and empirical properties, and their parameters.

To show Soroush is general, we introduce a graph model for
multi-resource, max-min fair resource allocation problems
where edges model resources and paths capture groups of
resources the allocator must assign together. Requests (de-
mands) can then ask for resources on any choice of multiple
paths. This compact and general model subsumes problems
from at least two domains: traffic engineering (TE) and cluster
scheduling (CS). Soroush can solve any future max-min fair
allocation problem if the user can specify it in this model.

Our extensive evaluation in both TE and CS (which we
summarize in Fig. 1) show the new allocators Pareto-dominate
the state-of-the-art in fairness, speed, and efficiency.

We deployed GeometricBinner in the production TE
pipeline at Azure where it provides a 2.4× average speedup
(up to 5.4× in some cases) without any impact on fairness
and efficiency compared to the previous allocator.

2 Motivation and Overall Approach
Faster workload dynamics [4] and higher availability require-
ments [45] have made fast resource allocation a necessity.

3Our code is available at https://github.com/microsoft/Soroush
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FIGURE 2: Slow max-min fair resource allocators cause
under-utilization and unfairness. We compare two instances of
the SWAN solver – one computes the allocations instantly while
the other needs two windows – on a 5-hour trace from Azure’s
WAN. The results indicate a large gap between the two solutions
in fairness and efficiency.

Operators of multi-tenant clouds further require solutions that
ensure fairness and maintain high efficiency [30, 34]. Prior
work ( [4, 45, 55, 66] in TE or [56] in CS) fails to meet one or
more of these requirements.

Efficient and fair solvers [17, 30, 56] cannot adapt quickly
to conditions that frequently change. Some production envi-
ronments [4] use the most recent previous allocation when the
solver cannot allocate resources within a fixed time window.
This is sub-optimal: nodes that increase their demands in the
new window do not get enough resources, and others who
request less may receive more than they need.

We quantify the impact of this strategy in the TE setting
using a 5-hour trace from Azure’s production WAN (Fig. 2),
which uses a 5-minute window. We observe a solver that
needs two windows (10 minutes) to allocate resources reduces
fairness by 20% – 60% and efficiency by 10% – 30% relative
to a solver that completes within one window.

How often do solvers miss their deadline? We use traces
from [4] to show the distribution of the number of windows
an exact solver (Danna et al. [17]) and Microsoft’s approx-
imate solver (SWAN [30]) need to compute max-min fair
allocations. For nearly half of the traffic trace, these solvers
exceed the 5-minute window and often need 2 to 3 windows
to finish (Fig. 3, left). This is because these approaches invoke
expensive optimizations multiple times (Fig. 3, right).

Soroush invokes at most one optimization and always com-
pletes within a single window. Whether a one-shot optimiza-
tion is faster than an iterative approach that solves multiple
optimizations depends on two factors: (a) the number of op-
timizations in the iterative approach, and (b) the size of the
optimization in the one-shot approach compared to those in
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FIGURE 3: State-of-the-art methods can not keep up with fre-
quently changing demands. We capture the number of windows
(left) and the number of iterations (right) each approach needs. To
keep up with demands, they must finish within a single 5-minute
window. However, SWAN [30] and Danna et al. [17] often need
more than one window and miss their deadline. The results are
on a topology with ∼200 nodes and ∼500 edges. Left captures
160 different scenarios. Right is a highly loaded scenario [4] – the
results hold across all the algorithms in Soroush.

the iterative solution4. Our one-shot optimizations are faster
than previous solutions [17, 30, 56] because we only add a
small number of variables to convert the problem into one
that can be solved in one shot, and we avoid the overhead in
solving multiple optimizations. See §F for a detailed analysis.

While examples here are from TE, CS resource allocators
are similar [56]. We omit the details for brevity.

2.1 Our model
We model the max-min fair resource allocation problem as a
capacitated graph5. Each edge represents a different resource,
and edge capacities show the amount of available resources.
Paths in the graph encode a collection of resources we must
allocate together (e.g., GPU and memory), and demands can
request resources on a subset of these paths. Our model also
supports other affine constraints over graph variables (e.g.,
text in maroon below). Soroush solves any max-min fair re-
source allocation problem we can specify in this model.

Our model takes as input:

• A set of resources E , each with capacities ce,e ∈ E .
• A set of paths P where each path is a group of dependent

resources that we must allocate together.
• A set of demands D where each demand k ∈ D:

– Requests some rate dk.
– Has weight wk (for weighted max-min fairness).
– Can be routed over a set of multiple paths Pk ∈ P .
– Consumes re

k of the capacity on edge e for each
unit rate we assign.

– Has utility qp
k on path p for each unit rate.

A max-min fair allocator assigns rates to demands such that
the weighted ratios { fk

wk
} are max-min fair: to increase the

4LP solver latency is polynomial in the problem size [13, 15].
5We present the formulation of this model in §A

Term Interpretation
E,D,P sets of resources, demands and paths
ce capacity of resource e ∈ E
f ,fp

k
rate allocation vector and rate for demand k on path p

dk,wk requested rate and weight for demand k ∈ D
re

k, qp
k

scaling resource consumption and rate utility for demand k

TABLE 2: Notation for our max-min fair resource allocation
model. (more details in Table A.1)
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FIGURE 4: Choosing allocators (and their parameters).

allocation of any demand, we have to reduce the allocation of
another demand with a smaller ratio.

We can use this model to specify max-min fair alloca-
tion problems in traffic engineering (TE) [30, 34] and cluster
scheduling (CS) [22, 25, 56].

TE. The actual links in the network are the resources, and
demands are services that require a specific rate between
nodes in the network. The TE scheme picks the paths for each
demand. Weights describe how the operator wants to divide
the rates (e.g., split rate between search and ads services).

CS. Each path corresponds to a server and contains multiple
edges. Each edge models a different type of resource on each
server (e.g., CPU, memory, or GPU). Demands are jobs that
require a number of workers. We model heterogeneity (work-
ers may progress at different rates on different servers) with
the utility term qp

k and scale how much of each resource the
worker uses with re

k.6 We also support extensions, such as
jobs with varying resource requirements [22, 25].

We are unaware of any model as general as ours for max-
min fair allocation. However, solving this general model is
hard: when we must allocate resources along multiple paths
(groups of resources), local fairness does not imply global fair-
ness, so single-path solutions [36] are ineffective. In Soroush,
we focus on this model and leave the extension to problems
that we cannot model as graphs [21] for future work.

2.2 Soroush Overview
Soroush offers a suite of allocators that produce approximate
solutions for graph-based max-min fair allocation problems.
An allocator is either an algorithm or optimization (or a com-
bination of both) that assigns max-min fair rates that meet the
demand and capacity constraints.

Table 1 lists our allocators, their key properties, and salient
parameters that let the user trade-off between fairness, speed,

6We can also use these terms to model similar aspects in TE.
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FIGURE 5: An example of how to pick the right allocator.

and efficiency (see §3 for more details). We have many
choices here and naïvely running multiple allocators in paral-
lel can waste computational resources. We suggest a simple
decision process along with a hyperparameter search to help
practitioners choose a suitable allocator (Fig. 4 and 5). A sen-
sitivity analysis in §4 indicates that this decision process is
robust. We do not claim any credit for it but use it as evidence
that we have effective mechanisms to make the choice.

The GeometricBinner (§3.1) is the only allocator in Soroush
with worst-case fairness guarantees: for a given α > 1, it prov-
ably assigns rates to each demand within [α−1,α] times its
optimal max-min fair rate. EquidepthBinner (§3.3) is the best
choice for users who prefer fairness and efficiency but do not
need formal worst-case guarantees. AdaptiveWaterfiller (§3.2)
is suitable for users who prefer speed over efficiency.

3 Max-Min Fair Resource Allocators
We present two novel kinds of multi-resource max-min fair
resource allocation algorithms.

3.1 One-shot Optimizations
Overview. We can think of max-min fair resource allocation
as an optimization with a prioritized list of objectives: first,
we maximize the smallest allocation, then the second smallest,
and so on. This intuition naturally leads to a sequence of linear
optimization problems (LPs) [17, 30].

Prior exact methods are slow since they solve nearly as
many LPs as the number of unique resources [17] (number of
edges in a network or machines in a cluster).

We will show how to linearize a prioritized list of objectives
such that we can solve one optimization instead of a (long)
sequence. The optimization we arrive at is analytically inter-
esting but can encounter double-precision errors, requires a
sorting network to sort allocations, and is consequently slower
in practice — we instead linearize an approximate version.

SWAN [30] uses an approximate solution that needs to
solve fewer LPs. It gradually and geometrically increases
the maximum possible rate for each demand and guarantees
the final allocations are within α× their optimal fair rates.
Users pick an α based on their requirements for fairness and
speed (e.g., α = 2 in SWAN). A larger α requires fewer LPs
but results in less fair allocations.7 Microsoft has been using
SWAN in production for many years [39].

7The number of LPs is logα Z where Z is the ratio between the largest
and the smallest request.

Term Meaning

t, ti sorted rate vector and the ith smallest rate

Nβ ,Db number of bins and set of demands in bin b

ℓb, sb boundary and slackness of bin b

fb, fkb bin allocation vector and rate of demand k in bin b

TABLE 3: Additional notation for Soroush.

We develop an approximate one-shot optimization by lin-
earizing SWAN’s approximate geometric method. Our idea
is to define “bins” that capture the geometric rate increase
at each iteration and introduce new variables to model each
flow’s allocation from each bin instead of the cumulative total.
This combination of techniques is novel and has the same
worst-case fairness guarantees as SWAN. By linearizing at
the granularity of bins, we no longer encounter double pre-
cision issues, do not need a sorting network, and achieve an
empirically faster solution.

We flesh out the details next (Tables 2 and 3 show our
notations). We discuss why this one-shot optimization is fun-
damentally smaller and faster than SWAN’s sequence of op-
timizations. We present results from our production deploy-
ment in §4.2.

Max-min fair allocation as a sequence of LPs. If we have n
demands, we can use n LPs to compute max-min fair alloca-
tions — the ith LP in the sequence maximizes the ith smallest
rate. Let ti be the ith smallest rate, then:

MaxMini(E ,D,P) ≜ argmax ti (1)

s.t. (t1, . . . , ti−1) ∈ MaxMini−1(E ,D,P),
fk ≥ ti, ∀k whose rate is not yet frozen

f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

Note that the algorithm freezes demands that can not re-
ceive more than ti in each iteration. These demands will not
receive any allocations in later iterations.

Our one-shot optimal max-min fair solution. We
change Eqn. 1 (changes are in color) to a single optimiza-
tion by (1) using a sorting network [7, 35, 45] to sort the
rates as part of the optimization (Fig. A.1), and (2) using a
linear weighted objective where the weight of a demand de-
creases based on its rank in the sorted order — these weights
incentivize the optimization to increase the smaller rates.

Eqn. 1 does not need sorting because each LP maximizes
the next smallest rate. The one-shot optimization, however,
must explicitly sort the allocations in order to weight them
appropriately in the objective. Let ϵ < 1, then:

OneShotOpt(E ,D,P) ≜ argmax
f

n∑
i=1

ϵi−1ti (2)

s.t. (t1, . . . , tn) = sorted rates(f),
f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

We prove OneShotOpt leads to max-min fair rates:
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Theorem 1. There exist values of ϵ for which the optimization
in Eqn. 2 yields the same max-min fair rate allocations as the
sequence of optimizations shown in Eqn. 1.

Proof Sketch. Let t† be the rate vector solution from Eqn. 2.
Notice that the optimal max-min fair rate vector, say t∗, is
a feasible solution to Eqn. 2. Thus,

∑
i ϵi−1t†

i ≥
∑

i ϵi−1t∗
i

(otherwise t† is not the optimal solution to Eqn. 2). We can re-
arrange and get t∗

1 − t†
1 ≤ ϵ

(∑
i>1 ϵi−1t†

i −
∑

i>1 ϵi−1t∗
i

)
.

By definition of max-min fairness, we have t∗
1 ≥ t†

1 since t∗
1

is the smallest allocation in the optimal max-min fair solution.
If we can find a feasible assignment where the smallest rate t†

1
is higher, then t∗ cannot be max-min fair — we can increase
the smallest rate without hurting any other demand with an
smaller allocation (because no such demand exists). These
statements together imply the smallest rates must match as
ϵ → 0. The rest follows by induction.

OneShotOpt is not practical. We need a small ϵ to find an
optimal solution (see proof), but we will encounter double pre-
cision errors if the smallest weight (ϵn−1) is too small. In this
case, the formulation may have to sacrifice optimality and use
a large ϵ to solve the one-shot optimization (especially when
there are many demands). Even with a large ϵ, we find that
solving LPs with a full sorting network is slow [35, 45] since
sorting networks add O(nlog2(n)) additional constraints.

Our one-shot GeometricBinner (or GB) linearizes the fol-
lowing approximate max-min fair technique. Compared
to Eqn. 1, Eqn. 3 shows a shorter sequence of LPs inspired by
SWAN [30] (changes in color) but also differs from SWAN 8

in one crucial way (it introduces new variables to track the
increase in the allocation of each demand in each iteration):

ApproxMaxMinb(E ,D,P) ≜ argmax
∑
k∈D

fk (3)

s.t. fk =
∑

bins j≤b

fkj , ∀k ∈ D

fk1 ≤ U, ∀k ∈ D

fkb ≤ U(αb−1−αb−2), ∀b > 1,∀k ∈ D

fkb = 0 if
∑
j<b

fkj < Uαb−2, ∀b > 1,∀k ∈ D

(f1, . . . , fb−1) ∈ ApproxMaxMinb−1,

f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

The changes cause the bth LP, where index b begins at 1, to
allocate only up to U(αb−1 − αb−2) for b > 1 and up to U
for b = 1. The algorithm also freezes any demand that does
not receive the full rate from the previous iteration. α and
U are input parameters that control the fairness guarantee
and the minimum rate, respectively. Observe that each LP
in the sequence allocates rates unfairly, but the unfairness is
bounded as each LP allocates rates only within a small range.

8Eqn. 9 in §C shows SWAN’s formulation for comparison.

(⍺ - 1)U (⍺2 - ⍺1)UU
0 U ⍺U ⍺2U

Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3

fk  = fk1 fk2 fk3+ + +

Weight in 
objective

1 ϵ ϵ2≥ ≥
✖ϵ ✖ϵ

FIGURE 6: Geometric Binning: Approximate one-shot max-
min fair allocations. We can model the problem in one shot be-
cause we add a new variable to track the allocation to each demand
from each bin. With this idea, we can then change the objective to
incentivize the optimization to make sure its allocation saturates
smaller bins before allocating from subsequent bins.

Fig. 6 shows the key idea behind our one-shot geometric
binner. If we consider each allocation as the sum of contri-
butions from different, geometrically-sized bins, we can use
ϵ-weighting per bin to incentivize the optimization to allocate
more from the smaller bins. The resulting formulation is:

GeoBinning(E ,D,P) ≜ argmax
f

∑
k∈D

∑
bins b

ϵb−1fkb (4)

s.t. fk =
∑

bins b

fkb, ∀k ∈ D

fk1 ≤ U, ∀k ∈ D

fkb ≤ U(αb−1−αb−2), ∀b > 1,∀k ∈ D
f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

The geometric binner (Eqn. 4):

• Applies to various bin choices beyond the geometric
ones we used here. We use a similar intuition from equi-
depth binning in databases [32] to show in §3.3 that we
can choose bin boundaries to improve fairness.

• Offers the same fairness guarantee as SWAN [30] when
using the same (geometric) bins. GeoBinning allocates
rates within an α ratio of the optimal max-min fair rates
for any demand.

Theorem 2. Eqn. 4 assigns resources to a demand k in
bin b only if it has assigned demand k the full rate from
all of the larger-weighted bins.

Proof Sketch. Assume otherwise: Eqn. 4 has assigned a
non-zero rate to some demand k in some bin b without
assigning the full rate from some other bin j < b. Then,
we can move some δ rate from bin b to j and not violate
any constraints yet improve the objective value.9
We can combine Theorem 2 with the proof technique of
Theorem 1 to prove Eqn. 4 will allocate the same rates
as Eqn. 3, so the approximation ratio proof from [30]
applies directly.

• Lets users adjust α to balance the trade-off between
fairness approximation guarantee and the solver time.

9Smaller indexed bins have larger weights because ϵ < 1.
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Algorithm 1: Waterfilling algorithm to compute
single-path weighted max-min fair rates.

Input: Γ where Γ [e,k] is the weight of single-path demand
k on link e.

Input: c: link capacity vector.
Output: f : max-min rate allocation vector.

1 Da← [0, . . . ,K−1] initial list of active demands
2 f ← 0 initial rate vector
3 while |Da|> 0 do
4 n← Γ1 total weight per link
5 ζ← c

n vector division, fairshare per link
6 e← argmin ζ link with minimum fair share
7 De←{k : Γ [e,k] > 0} active demands on link e

8 foreach k ∈ De do
9 f [Da[k]]← ζ[e]Γ [e,k] fix to weighted fair share

10 foreach l : Γ [l,k] > 0 do
11 c[l]← c[l]− f [Da[k]] deduct allocations
12 end
13 end
14 c← c[\{e}] remove link e

15 Γ ← Γ [\{e};\De] remove link e and its demands
16 Da←Da \De update set of active demands
17 end
18 return f

• Is less likely to run into precision issues compared
to Eqn. 2 since there are fewer bins than demands.

• Requires no sorting constraints unlike Eqn. 2.
• Is only slightly larger in size compared to each of the

optimizations in Eqn. 3 (see §F for more details). The
key difference is that we can now run one LP instead of
many. The one-shot optimization is empirically faster,
likely due to redundant computation between the LPs in
the sequence of optimizations in Eqn. 3.

3.2 Multi-path Waterfilling
We also generalize the classical waterfilling algorithm for
max-min fair allocation over multiple resources. We present
parallelizable combinatorial algorithms (and not optimiza-
tions) with better empirical performance compared to §3.1
but weaker fairness guarantees.

Waterfilling is a well-known method that applies to sce-
narios where all the demands are unconstrained and require
resources on exactly one path [36]. Under these conditions,
we can achieve max-min fairness by visiting resources in the
ascending order of their fair share and splitting their capacities
fairly among the demands [67] (see Alg. 110)

We extend this approach to constrained demands by adding
a virtual edge with a capacity equal to the requested rate for
each demand. This augmented topology ensures that demands
receive at most what they asked for. For small requests, the
virtual edge becomes the bottleneck and limits the allocation.

It is harder to generalize waterfilling to multi-path settings

10Notice weighted max-min fair allocation is roughly the same with one
minor change: we relatively weigh the rate we allocate to each flow.
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(b) AW’s weight multipliers and allocations converge to global
max-min fair allocation.

FIGURE 7: An example to illustrate the difficulty in extending
waterfilling to multi-path settings and how our AdaptiveWaterfiller
effectively tackles the issue. Waterfilling (single-path) computes
local fair shares and is ineffective in multi-path settings as it ignore
the dependencies between different paths of a single demand.

because the local max-min fair allocation at individual re-
sources is not globally fair. Fig. 7 shows a simple example
where the blue demand — which has access to more paths —
must receive a locally unfair share on the common link in
order to produce a globally max-min fair solution. We next
modify waterfilling to produce approximate, globally max-
min fair rates in the general multi-resource setting.

ApproxWaterfiller (or aW): For each demand, aW creates
several “subdemands”, each going through one of the de-
mand’s paths. Subdemands of each demand pass through a
shared virtual edge to ensure the algorithm does not allocate
more than the requested rate. We then use waterfilling to
assign rates to these subdemands. This algorithm simply ig-
nores the coupling between multiple paths and does not reach
global max-min fair rates, but we use it as the starting point
to generalize waterfilling. As a solution, it is fast, and we also
use a variant of Alg. 1 to speed it up further (Alg. 2).

The new algorithm simplifies Alg. 1 by retaining the initial
order of the links in subsequent iterations. In each iteration, it
only recomputes the fair share for the link under consideration
and fixes the rates for the demands bottlenecked by that link.
It is approximate (even in the one-path case [5, 54]) but is
faster and more parallelizable.

Global max-min fairness assigns lower rates to subdemands
that are on congested paths but their corresponding demand
can get enough allocation from its other paths. For example,
the blue demand in Fig. 7(a) should receive a lower allocation
on the path through the congested link. Intuitively, the allo-
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Algorithm 2: Our Approx. Waterfilling algorithm to
compute single-path weighted max-min fair rates.

Input: Γ where Γ [e,k] is the weight of single-path demand
k on link e.

Input: c: link capacity vector.
Output: f : max-min rate allocation vector.

1 f ←∞ initial max-min rate set to ∞
2 n← Γ1 total weight per link
3 L← argsort c

n vector division, sort links in ascending order
4 foreach e ∈ L do
5 De←{k : Γ [e,k] > 0} demands on link e

6 while De ̸= ∅ do
7 ζ← c[e]∑

k∈De
Γ[e,k]

fair share of link e

8 B ← {k ∈ De : f [k] < ζΓ [e,k]}
9 if B = ∅ then if no flows bottlenecked elsewhere,

10 f [De]← ζΓ [e,De] fix rate to weighted share.
11 break
12 else otherwise, remove those bottlenecked elsewhere.
13 c[e]← c[e]−

∑
k∈B f [k]

14 De←De \B
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 return f

cator can get closer to global max-min fair assignments by
moving each demand’s allocation from more congested paths
to less congested ones. We can achieve this by iteratively seek-
ing more rates from subdemands that have received higher
rates (i.e., on less-contended paths) in previous iterations.

AdaptiveWaterfiller (or AW): Motivated by this intuition,
AW uses a weighted version of aW (using Alg. 1 or Alg. 2)
and adjusts the input weights (Γ) to seek more rate from
subdemands on less congested paths.

Let θp
k be the weight multiplier for the subdemand of

demand k on path p. AW initializes these multipliers as
θp

k = 1
∥{p∈Pk}∥ . In each iteration, AW first computes Γ di-

rectly from θ. Γ [e,kp] is the weight of the subdemand kp

(demand k on path p) on link e11. Following the definition,
Γ [e,kp] = θp

k 1 [e ∈ p]. AW then invokes one of the waterfill-
ing algorithms12 with these weights Γ . For iteration t+1, AW

sets θp
k(t+1) = f

p
k

(t)∑
p

f
p
k

(t) where fp
k (t) is the rate demand k

obtains from path p in iteration t. We show how multipliers
and rates evolve in our example in Fig. 7(b).

AW converges when θp
k(t+1) = θp

k(t). We can prove that
adapting weight multipliers gets close to global max-min
fairness: we say a rate assignment in the multi-path setting
is bandwidth-bottlenecked if for all demands k, (i) each of
its subdemands fp

k is bottlenecked on some link l, and (ii)

11Note that waterfilling requires each demand to be on a single path. We
use the notation kp to show the single-path subdemands.

12We use Alg. 2 for our experiments since it is an order of magnitude faster
with only a slight decrease in fairness (Fig. 8).

fk ≥ fj , for all demands j that have any subdemand on any
such link l. We prove in §D.1 that:

Theorem 3. If the adaptive waterfiller converges, it converges
to a bandwidth bottlenecked assignment.

We prove the global max-min fair allocation is bandwidth-
bottlenecked (see §D.2). The converse is not true — not all
bandwidth-bottlenecked allocations are max-min fair. How-
ever, the set of bandwidth-bottlenecked allocations is signifi-
cantly smaller than the set of all feasible allocations. We also
prove that AW converges when its assignment is bandwidth-
bottlenecked (i.e., it stops iterating). Empirically, AW’s allo-
cations stabilize within 5 – 10 iterations on average (§4.4).

Adaptive waterfiller produces allocations that belong to
a constrained set containing the optimal max-min fair rates.
It is slower than approximate waterfiller because it iterates
and updates weight multipliers. It is faster than the Geometric
Binner as it does not solve an LP. Users can tune the maximum
number of iterations to trade-off between fairness and speed.

3.3 Combinations and Extensions
Empirically, we find that the geometric binner (§3.1) is fairer
than what its worst-case guarantee suggests (recall, we prove
the rates will be within [α−1,α] times the optimal max-min
fair rate). We can attribute most of the unfairness to bins that
happen to contain many demands (Fig. A.5): can we set the
bin boundaries differently to improve fairness?

We use the generalized waterfillers (§3.2) — which are fast
but lack worst-case guarantees — to set bin boundaries in a
way that spreads demands more uniformly across bins:

Equi-depth Binner (or EB) applies GeoBinning (Eqn. 4) with
a few changes: it uses the rate allocation from AdaptiveWa-
terfiller to approximate the order across demands; distributes
demands more uniformly over bins; and finds the bin bound-
aries as part of the optimization. Specifically, EB divides de-
mands D into Nβ equi-sized sets (D1 . . .Dn) based on their
increasing order of rates from AW. In EB, the demands in a set
Db only receive rates from one bin with index b. EB dynami-
cally chooses bin boundaries: ∀k ∈ Db, ℓb−1 ≤ fk < ℓb +s(b)
where s(b) is a small constant that helps reducing the impact
of inaccuracies from AW. We provide a more formal definition
of EB in §E.

EB is slower than GB and AW because it executes both but
we expect it to be fairer than GB — it spreads demands more
uniformly across bins. We empirically confirm this hypothesis.
It is hard to formally analyze EB but we suspect it also offers
tighter worst-case guarantees. This is subject for future work.

Extensions: We did not explicitly account for weighted max-
min fairness (e.g., wk in §2.1) when describing our one-shot
optimization. This extension is straightforward. For example,
we can replace the first constraint in the geometric binner (GB)
in Eqn. 4 with fk/wk =

∑
bins b fkb. Algorithm 2, which we

use in our generalized waterfillers in §3.2, already supports
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weights. We compute the per-edge per-subdemand weighted
routing matrix as Γ [e,kp] = wkθp

k1 [e ∈ p].
We have also omitted the heterogeneous utilities, different

resource consumption scales, and other affine functions in our
model (§2.1) when describing the solutions. These extensions
are also straightforward and we show them in §A. The key
is to appropriately manipulate the constraints that determine
when an allocation is feasible (FeasibleAlloc, Eqn. 5).

4 Evaluation
Implementation. We implemented Soroush in Python and C#
using Gurobi 9.1.1 [27] as the solver.

Summary of results. We apply Soroush to traffic engineering
(TE) and cluster scheduling (CS). We show Soroush captures
the trade-off between speed, fairness, and efficiency. We also
show the results from integrating Soroush with Azure’s pro-
duction TE system where it reduces the run-times by up to
5.4× without any impact on efficiency and fairness.

In TE, all the allocators in Soroush are faster than both the
optimal algorithm by Danna et al. [17] (referred to as Danna)
and the more practical α-approximate SWAN [30]. Soroush
contains algorithms that match or exceed the efficiency or
fairness of these methods while running orders of magnitude
faster. Soroush can also trade-off (a little) fairness and effi-
ciency for up to 3 orders of magnitude speed up.

Our solution scales to one of the largest WAN topologies
(over 1000 nodes and 1000 edges), which is significantly
larger than those in [10,17,30,34,75] and matches the size of
topologies in [4]. We also analyze the sensitivity of Soroush
to demand variations and other relevant inputs.

In CS, we show Soroush outperforms two variants of
Gavel [56]. Our Equi-depth binner (EB) has the same fairness
and efficiency as the optimal variant of Gavel (the one with
waterfilling), but is 2 orders of magnitude faster.

4.1 Benchmarks and Metrics
Benchmarks. We use state-of-the-art solutions in both WAN-
TE and CS as benchmarks to evaluate Soroush:

WAN-TEs. We use Danna [17], SWAN [30], and a modified
version of the k-waterfilling algorithm [36] as benchmarks.
We also provide limited comparisons with B4 [34] for com-
pleteness (see §4.2). The k-waterfilling algorithm only applies
to single-path, infinite-demand scenarios — we extend it to
multi-path, demand-constrained cases. We tune each bench-
mark for maximum speed (see §G.1). Following [30], we set
α = 2 for SWAN and GB unless mentioned otherwise.

CS. We compare with two variants of Gavel [56], the state-
of-the-art max-min fair allocator in CS (with and without
waterfilling). We use Gavel’s public implementation.

Metrics. We use the following metrics for comparisons:

Fairness. We report fairness of a particular allocation (f ) as

Topology # Nodes # Edges

WANLarge ∼1000s ∼1000s
WANSmall ∼100s ∼1000s
Cogentco 197 486
UsCarrier 158 378
GtsCe 149 386
TataNld 145 372

TABLE 4: Topologies used for the evaluation of Soroush.

its distance from the optimal max-min fair allocation (f∗)13.
For fairness distance, we use the qϑ metric [46, 47]. This
metric is resilient to numerical instability and is computed as
min

( max(fk,ϑ)
max(f∗

k
,ϑ) ,

max(f∗
k ,ϑ)

max(fk,ϑ)
)

for a given demand k. We report
the geometric mean of qϑ across all the demands as the overall
fairness measure (the geometric mean is less sensitive than
the arithmetic mean to outliers). For our evaluations, we use
ϑ = 0.01% of the resource (link or GPU) capacities.

Efficiency. We measure efficiency in TE as the total rate
allocated to flows relative to Danna (i.e., e

edanna
). For CS, we

measure the effective throughput which is the progress rate
of a job given an allocation. We report CS efficiency relative
to Gavel (i.e., e

egavel
).

Runtime. In most cases, we report speed up (i.e., relative
runtime compared to a baseline sbaseline

s ). Our runtimes con-
sist of the time each algorithm needs to compute the alloca-
tions. We measure runtimes on an AMD Operaton 2.4GHz
CPU (6234) with 24 cores and 64GB of memory.

4.2 WAN Traffic Engineering
Experiment Setup. Table 4 summarizes the topologies in our
evaluation. We show the results for both Azure’s production
WAN topology and the topologies from the Topology Zoo [1].
We use K-shortest paths [73] to find the paths between node
pairs (K=16 unless mentioned otherwise).

For topologies from Topology Zoo, we generate traffic
using Poisson [6], Uniform, Bimodal, and Gravity [6, 62]
distributions. We follow [4] and generate traffic at different
scale factors. Our traffic spans a range of loads: light (scale
factors {1, 2, 4, 8}), medium ({16, 32}), and high ({64, 128}).
At higher loads, more flows compete for traffic than at medium
or light loads. We report results of over 640 experiments,
which capture different traffic and topology combinations.

Comparison to benchmarks (Fig. 8 and 9). All algorithms
in Soroush are faster than SWAN and Danna (Fig. 8). Each
approach is in a different color in this figure, and each point
corresponds to a single traffic demand on a single topology.
The plot also shows the mean and standard deviations along
the fairness and speedup axes.

We see the trade-off across these different max-min fair
resource allocators: (a) Danna is optimal but also by far the

13Danna and Gavel (w waterfilling) compute the optimal max-min fair
allocations in TE and CS respectively. They are too slow for practice but we
can run them to completion outside of a production environment.
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FIGURE 8: The fairness vs speed trade-off across different approaches. As in [4], we use the scale-factor to denote the level of load. We
observe even the slowest algorithm in Soroush is faster than SWAN and Danna. While 1-waterfilling is faster than most of the algorithms in
Soroush, it has to sacrifice much more in terms of fairness (it is 30% less fair than Danna in the high load case).
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FIGURE 9: The efficiency of Soroush’s algorithms and our benchmarks. We report numbers relative to Danna. Empirically, Soroush
Pareto-dominates SWAN, 1-waterfilling, and Danna on the efficiency, agility, and fairness. In (c), the error bar is small because of light
load — most solutions can satisfy all the demands (fairness is also close to one for most algorithms in these cases.)

slowest (on average taking 4.3× longer than the second slow-
est algorithm, SWAN, under high-load); (b) 1-waterfilling is
the fastest of the baselines but does not consider flow-level
fairness (30% less fair than Danna on average but 4 orders of
magnitude faster); (c) SWAN sits somewhere in between. It
is faster than Danna (solves fewer optimizations), but slower
than 1-waterfilling (1-waterfilling does not solve any optimiza-
tion). It is fairer than 1-waterfilling but unlike Danna does not
achieve optimal max-min fairness; (d) Soroush empirically
Pareto-dominates these baselines as each of its algorithms
provide a different point on the trade-off space.

Our algorithms are most effective under high loads (ar-
guably, speed and fairness matter most). Soroush’s Geometric
Binner (GB) is faster than SWAN by 4.5× on average (6× in
the 90th percentile) because it only solves a single optimiza-
tion. GB also has worst-case fairness guarantees. The Equi-
depth Binner (EB) is faster than SWAN, slightly slower than
GB, and fairer than both. Soroush’s Approximate Waterfiller
is even faster than 1-waterfilling (by an order of magnitude)
with the same flow-level fairness. Soroush’s Adaptive Water-
filler improves fairness (19% higher on average) at a slight
speed reduction (still 21.4× faster than SWAN on average).

Fig. 9 compares the efficiency of different methods. Under
low loads, all schemes are comparable. The differences be-
come evident at higher loads, where EB is approximately as

efficient as Danna. GB and SWAN are more efficient, likely
because they sacrifice fairness.

We can see these differences more clearly when we focus
on a single topology and workload in Fig. 10. Soroush’s allo-
cators Pareto-dominate other approaches. The Approximate
Waterfiller, Adaptive Waterfiller (number of iterations = 3 and
10), and EB are faster than SWAN and Danna. Adaptive Water-
filler and EB are also fairer than SWAN while having compara-
ble efficiency. Operators can use GB to get strong worst-case
guarantees (at the cost of reduced fairness). B4 [34]’s TE
algorithm is just as fast and fair as GB (albeit slightly less
efficient) but does not have fairness guarantees. Note that
we can control the fairness and runtime of GB by tuning α,
whereas we can not control either in B4.

In summary, in settings where Danna is impractical, Soroush
outperforms other TE algorithms (SWAN, 1-waterfilling, B4).
Depending on the requirements, users can opt for Adaptive or
Approximate Waterfillers, or EB (or GB if fairness guarantees
are important). They can also customize the parameters in
each allocator to further tune the balance.

Production deployment (Fig. 11). We have successfully
deployed Soroush in the production TE pipeline of Azure. Mi-
crosoft opted for GB as it has the same fairness guarantees as
their existing TE solver. Fig. 11(a) shows cumulative density
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FIGURE 10: The empirical Pareto-dominance of Soroush over
all of our baselines on an example topology (Cogentco) and
an example workload with 64× scale factor. The size of the
markers in (a) are in proportion to the efficiency of each algorithm
— we report exact comparisons in (b).

function (CDF) of the relative speed up of Soroush compared
to the provider’s previous allocator. These measurements are
over a month-long deployment in a WAN with thousands of
nodes. Soroush reduces the run-time on average by 2.4× (up
to 5.4×) without impacting fairness or efficiency.

We compare Soroush with the previous allocator on pro-
duction demands at different loads (Fig. 11(b)). Soroush’s
speedup increases with the load because the previous iterative
solver invokes more optimizations at higher loads. Soroush’s
efficiency also increases because its ϵ-trick can exploit minor
fairness violations to improve efficiency. In all cases, Soroush
is within 1% of the previous solver’s fairness.

Tracking Changing Demands (Fig. 12). We evaluated each
method on a sequence of traffic, arriving every five minutes
(a window), starting from a medium load traffic demand. Our
methodology is the same as NCFlow [4]. In this scenario,
SWAN needs two windows to compute each allocation – it
only computes allocations for half of the demands. This re-
sults in up to 10% reduction in fairness compared to an instant
SWAN (a hypothetical scheme that computes the allocation
instantly). However, EB14 reacts to changes quickly and meets
all the deadlines. In general, SWAN’s inability to keep track
of demands leads to even higher unfairness than EB (rela-
tive to what we reported in Fig. 8). Also, as we move from
medium to high load, we expect the difference to be more as
SWAN is even slower and needs to solve more optimizations.

4.3 Cluster Scheduling
Experiment Setup. We generate job requests from Gavel’s
job generator: we consider 3 types of GPUs (V100, P100,

14GB is faster than EB. If the latter can keep up, so can GB. We have
omitted an evaluation based on GB for this reason.
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FIGURE 11: Results from deploying Soroush in production.
(a) Month-long measurements show substantial speedup with
no impact on efficiency or fairness compared to the provider’s
previous max-min fair allocator. (b) Using production traces, we
show the benefit of Soroush improves as loads [4] increase.
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FIGURE 12: Impact of solver runtimes on fairness when de-
mands change. SWAN can not react to the new demands quickly
and faces another 10% reduction in fairness whereas EB can keep
track of the changes. These results are on Cogentco following
NCFlow’s change distribution [4] on medium load traffics.

K80) and uniformly sample jobs from the 26 different job
types available in Gavel (see §G.2). Jobs are heterogeneous:
they require a different number of workers (which we derive
from the Microsoft public trace [3]) and have different priori-
ties (which we sample uniformly from the set {1,2,4,8}).

Comparison to benchmarks. We report results on over 40
different scenarios, which capture different number of avail-
able GPUs and competing jobs (see §G.2 for more details).
Our results match our observations from WAN-TE; Soroush
Pareto-dominates both Gavel and Gavel with waterfilling. We
present these results in Fig. A.2 in §G.2 for space.

We provide further insight into Soroush’s performance
through an example scenario where 8192 jobs compete for
resources (Fig. 13). Adaptive Waterfiller outperforms stan-
dard Gavel in fairness, efficiency, and speed. For CS, GB
is slower than Gavel but fairer (more than 10%) and more
efficient (more than 30%). We can augment Gavel with water-
filling [56] to improve it, but with a substantial slowdown. In
contrast, EB provides comparable fairness and efficiency as
Gavel with waterfilling and is ∼ 2 orders of magnitude faster.
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FIGURE 13: Trade-off between efficiency, fairness, and speed
in CS on an example scenario (with 8192 jobs). (a) shows
the fairness vs run-time behavior of the different approaches; (b)
shows the efficiency relative to the Gavel w waterfilling. Empiri-
cally, Soroush Pareto-dominates both variants of Gavel.

4.4 Convergence and Sensitivity Analysis
Convergence. We empirically evaluate the convergence of
the Adaptive Waterfiller. In §D, we proved the algorithm
in §3.2 only converges to and stops if it finds a bandwidth-
bottlenecked allocation but may not converge if it does not
find one. We empirically find that Adaptive Waterfiller always
converges. Fig. 14(a) shows how its weights and fairness
properties change with the number of iterations: the weights
stabilize after 5 iterations.

Impact of number of bins. Fig. 14(b) and 14(c) show fairness
and efficiency of binners (GB/EB) for different number of bins.
Soroush uses this parameter to tune the trade-off between
efficiency, fairness, and run-time. Using more bins increases
fairness because the number of demands within each bin
decreases but at the cost of higher run-time (more variables
in the optimization). EB is fairer than GB for up to 16 bins
because GB suffers from bin-imbalance. However, GB does
not incur bin-imbalance for ≥ 32 bins and both methods have
roughly the same fairness. The slightly lower fairness of EB
is due to Adaptive Waterfiller making small mistakes when
estimating the order of rates and influencing EB’s binning.

4.5 Other Experiments
Impact of number of paths. We explore how sensitive our
solutions are to the number of paths by varying this parameter
and comparing our fairest methods (i.e., Adaptive Waterfill-
ing and EB) to SWAN (Fig. 15). Increasing the number of
paths improves the benefit of Soroush in both speedup and
fairness. With more paths, each optimization of SWAN be-
comes more expensive, while Adaptive Waterfiller as well as
EB can exploit path diversity better to achieve higher fairness.

Impact of topology size. The benefit of Soroush’s allocators
increases with the topology size (Fig. 16): SWAN needs to
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FIGURE 14: Convergence and sensitivity analysis. (a) Adaptive
Waterfiller empirically converges within 5 – 10 iterations. (b, c)
The number of bins controls the trade-off between fairness and
efficiency in EB and GB (fewer bins lead to higher efficiency and
lower fairness). Results are on the Cogentco topology and Gravity
traffic distribution (scale factor = 64). (see Fig. A.3 for Poisson)

solve more optimizations for larger topologies while Soroush
solves a fixed number of optimizations (=1 for EB/GB and =0
for adaptive waterfilling).

Comparison to NCFlow and POP. NCFlow [4] and
POP [55] decompose the resource allocation problem to scale
but do not directly address max-min fairness [65]. NCFlow
only maximizes the total flow, and the authors mention in the
paper that it is hard to extend it to max-min fairness objec-
tive [4]. Similarly, POP maximizes total flow and maximum
concurrent flow (i.e., the smallest fractional allocation) but
does not provide any results on max-min fairness. To under-
stand how POP compares to Soroush, we adapt both SWAN
and Soroush to use it. We randomly divide demands (with
client splitting as needed per POP’s guidelines) among differ-
ent partitions and run SWAN or Soroush in parallel on each
partition (Fig. 17, extended evaluation in §G.3).

We use GB to ensure a fair comparison to SWAN: it has
the same theoretical guarantees, is more than 10× faster, and
maintains the same level of fairness. When we apply POP
to SWAN, we lose the worst-case guarantee [53] and have
to sacrifice over 10% in fairness to achieve the same speed
as Soroush. We also observe that applying POP to Soroush
results in the same fairness as SWAN for the same number of
partitions (but is also substantially faster).
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FIGURE 15: Increasing the number of paths improves the
fairness and speedup of Soroush compared to SWAN. Results
are on the Cogentco topology and Gravity traffic distribution
(scale factor = 64). (see Fig. A.4 for Poisson)
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FIGURE 16: Impact of topology size. Soroush’s speed up rela-
tive to SWAN improves with the size of the topology.

5 Discussion
Soroush allows operators to adjust the trade-off between fair-
ness, speed, and efficiency. We focus on multi-path alloca-
tions but our solutions apply to single-path settings too [5,54].
Under this setting, our experiments show the Approximate
Waterfiller is an order of magnitude faster than the fastest
single-path allocator with only a slight decrease in efficiency.
We defer the following to future work:

Other fairness metrics. Soroush does not apply to other, less
commonly used, fairness metrics [11, 12, 33].

Other problem domainss. Soroush applies to any graph-
based resource allocation problem which seeks to achieve
max-min fairness. We demonstrate significant benefit of
Soroush using examples from CS and WAN-TE. To use
Soroush in other domains [5, 24, 36, 43, 50, 54, 64, 71], users
need to model the additional constraints in our graph model.
We aim to provide tools to simplify this in future work.

Distributed extension. Soroush applies to centralized re-
source allocation problems. Our future work aims to extend it
to distributed settings [36, 61, 70, 74].

6 Related Work
TE and CS resource allocation. Prior approaches to both
TE and CS aim to produce fast and efficient allocations [14,
16, 17, 23, 30, 34, 36, 37, 42, 56, 59]. In §4, we show Soroush
outperforms the sate-of-the-art in multi-resource max-min
fair allocation (SWAN, Danna, B4, waterfilling, and Gavel).
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FIGURE 17: Impact of POP [55]. The results are on 3 randomly
generated traffic, following Poisson distribution with a scale factor
64, on the Cogentco topology. Consistent with POP, we use client
splitting (ratio= 0.75) for this traffic distribution. ["X" indicates
that POP is not used, and "Numbers" = number of POP partitions.]

Prior work employs ML in TE [58, 68, 72] to optimize
objectives that are already solved using a single LP (e.g., max
flow). These objectives are either convex or quasi-convex [58].
However, the exact from of max-min fairness is sequential and
we are unaware of any work that considers end-to-end training
on a sequence of LPs. In fact, it may be more tractable for ML
methods to learn our GB which is a single LP. Applying ML
to further speed up Soroush is an interesting future direction.

Recent work [4,55] uses decomposition techniques to scale
resource allocation problems. However, they focus on sim-
pler objectives such as max flow or max concurrent flow that
require single LPs and do not explicitly support max-min
fairness. Extending NCFlow to max-min fairness is non-
trivial as the authors mentioned [4]. We have extended POP
to support max-min fairness and empirically compare it with
Soroush. Our results show POP’s performance depends on the
traffic distribution, whereas Soroush works consistently well.
POP also does not have worst-case fairness guarantees [53],
whereas Soroush has allocators that do (GB).

Algorithms for computing max-min fair rates. Prior work
has expanded our understanding of max-min fair resource al-
location [57, 60]. These are largely theoretical and do not pro-
vide a practical and fast solution. Bandit-based solutions [9]
lack worst-case guarantees and do not allow users to control
the trade-off between fairness, efficiency and speed.

7 Conclusion
Soroush enables fast max-min fair resource allocation for
graph-based problems such as traffic engineering and clus-
ter scheduling. It provides a suite of allocators that Pareto-
dominate state-of-the-art in both of these domains. Some of
the allocators in Soroush have theoretical guarantees, and all
of them have parameters for users to control the trade-offs.
We have deployed Soroush in Azure’s WAN traffic engineer-
ing pipeline. Future work can explore other applications and
other notions of fairness.
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FIGURE A.1: Sorting Network Example.

A Max-min fair allocation optimization
Soroush offers a range of general algorithms that can solve any
max-min fair resource allocation problem expressed using
the model described in §2.1. In this section, we present the
formulation behind this model. Table A.1 describes all the
notations, their meanings, and their mappings to WAN Traffic
Engineering (WAN-TE) and Cluster Scheduling (CS).

Feasible Allocation. Given a set of demands and a set of
paths over a group of resources, an allocation is feasible if
it satisfies demand and capacity constraints. We define the
feasible allocation as:

FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P,Q,R) ≜
{

f | (5)

fk =
∑

p∈Pk

qp
kfp

k , ∀k ∈ D(allocation for demand k)

∑
p∈Pk

fp
k ≤ dk, ∀k ∈ D(allocation below volume)

∑
k,p|p∈Pk,e∈p

re
kfp

k ≤ Ce ∀e ∈ E(allocation below capacity)

fp
k ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ Pk,k ∈ D(non-negative allocation)

}
Max-Min Fairness. Among all the feasible allocations, the
optimal max-min fair solution seeks:

OptFair(E ,D,P,Q,R) ≜ argmax
f

fair(f/w) (6)

s.t. f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P,Q,R)

where the function fair(x) encodes the max-min fairness
objective. To our knowledge, prior works do not present a
closed form of this function. In §B, we introduce two potential
candidates (one exact and one that converges in the limit).

B Closed-form max-min fair objective
We present two closed form representations of the max-min
fair objective: one exact, and one that converges to the max-
min fair objective in the limit. The exact form is the following:

fair(f) = argmax
f

⋃
{FA|FA⊆f}

min({fk | fk ∈ FA}) (7)

Intuitively, this is a collection of maximization problems,
where each maximizes the smallest flow in a given subset
of f (a total of 2|f | maximizations). We next prove that this
objective, in the instance that f are bounded, results in max-
min fair allocations.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume if i < j then
fi ≤ fj for all fi,fj ∈ f .

Suppose the theorem is not true: there exists an allocation
f∗ which is optimum as measured by the objective in 7 but is
not max-min fair. Three scenarios might have caused this;

Case 1. A flow i exists with unbounded f∗
i , which can not

be true as we assume all the flows are bounded.
Case 2. A flow i exists that we can improve its rate with-

out hurting other flows with ≤ rate. One of the constraints
in Eqn. 7 is to maximize fi as a result such i can not exist.

Case 3. Two flows i and j exist (i < j) with optimal max-
min fair rates of f̂i and f̂j such that f̂j < f∗

j and f∗
i < f̂i. This

means that in the solution from Eqn. 7, flow j is receiving
more than its share and is hurting flow i. This also can not
happen since it violates one of the constraints in Eqn. 7 that
maximizes the minimum of i and j. (Note that this holds
even if f̂i = f̂j since maximizing the minimum of these two
ensures they get equal rates.)

As a result, each flow is guaranteed to be bounded, achieve
its maximum possible rate, and can not hurt any other flow
with less than or equal rate. This is the definition of max-min
fairness (f∗ is max-min fair).

An alternate closed form representation of max-min fair is
the following:

fair(f) = argmax
f

∑
i

ϵ

∑
j ̸=i

I(fi≤fj)
fi (8)

We can prove this converges to the max-min fair rate allo-
cations as ϵ → 0 similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

C SWAN as a sequence of LPs
The original formulation of the bth iteration of SWAN [30] is
the following:

SWANMaxMinb(E ,D,P) ≜ argmax
∑
k∈D

fkb (9)

s.t. fkb ≤ Uαb−1, ∀k ∈ D

fkb

{
= fk(b−1) if fk(b−1) < Uαb−2

≥ fk(b−1) otherwise
, ∀b > 1

(f1, . . . , fb−1) ∈ SWANMaxMinb−1,

f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

where fkb is the total allocated rate to demand k up to itera-
tion b.
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Term Meaning CS WAN-TE

w inverse of coefficient vector in the objective of fair(.)
where wk indicates the weight for the k-th demand and
encodes the desired proportional max-min fair allocations.

priority of job k (In [56] = user specified prior-
ity × effective average throughput / number
of workers)

priority of different services
(e.g., search and ads)

qp
k

the utility obtained by demand k when assigned 1 unit on
path p.

progress rate of the k-th job when assigned 1
unit on server p

= 1

re
k capacity consumed on resource e (i.e., link or GPU) when

allocating 1 unit to demand k
capacity consumed by job k from resource e
(CPU, GPU or memory)

= 1

ce capacity of resource e ∈ E capacity of CPU, GPU or any other resources
on a server

capacity of link e

dk the resource requested by the k-th demand job k’s requested duration of time (= 1 in
[56])

flow k’s requested rate

fk,fp
k

fk : demand k’s total utility
fp

k
: demand k’s obtained allocation from path p

fk : job k’s total progress rate
fp

k
: fraction of time server p is assigned to job

k

fk: flow k’s total rate
fp

k
: flow k’s rate on path p

TABLE A.1: Additional notation for the general multi-resource max-min fair formulation in §A.

D Proofs of results for AdaptiveWaterfiller
We present the proofs of the various results mentioned in §3.2
for Adaptive Waterfiller.

D.1 Proof of Theorem 3
If we denote by f(θ), the solution of solving the weighted
waterfilling sub-flow problem with weights θ = {θp

k}, then
convergence implies that

θp
k =

fp
k (θ)

fk(θ) , (10)

so that θp
k(t + 1) = θp

k(t) for all p,k. From the definition
of single-path weighted waterfilling, it must be that if fp

k is

bottlenecked at link l, then
f

p
k

θ
p
k

≥
f

p̂
j

θ
p̂
j

for all non-zero f p̂
j going

through that link. Using Eqn. 10 to replace the weights in
this inequality, it immediately follows that fk ≥ fj . Since
this must hold for every j such that there exists a non-zero
subflow f p̂

j going through link l, it must be that f is bandwidth-
bottlenecked (see definition before Theorem 3).

D.2 Other results
In the discussion after Theorem 3, two results are stated
without proof: the max-min fair rate allocation is bandwidth-
bottlenecked and the adaptive waterfiller converges when it
finds a bandwidth-bottlenecked rate allocation. Here, we pro-
vide their proofs in the form of the two following lemmas:

Lemma 1. If f is a max-min fair rate allocation then it must
be bandwidth-bottlenecked.

Proof. Suppose that this is not true and a max-min rate alloca-
tion is not bandwidth-bottlenecked. This must mean that for
some subflow fp

k bottlenecked on link l, there is another non-
zero subflow f p̂

j going through that link and fj > fk. This

implies that we can increase the subflow fp
k at the expense

of f p̂
j . Ultimately, this increases the allocation of fk without

reducing the allocation of any other equal or smaller alloca-
tion (only reducing the allocation of fj , which was larger to
start with). We arrived at a contradiction since this violates
the definition of max-min fair allocation.

Lemma 2. Every bandwidth-bottlenecked rate allocation f
is a fixed point of the adaptive waterfiller algorithm.

Proof. Assume that f is bandwidth-bottlenecked and we use
these flows (and subflows) to construct weights θp

k = fp
k /fk.

Let us denote by f̃ the solution of solving the weighted water-
filling with those weights. We want to show that f = f̃ . Notice
that the following must hold for a subflow fp

k bottlenecked at
link l:

fp
k

θp
k

=
fp

k

fp
k

fk = fk ≥ fj = fj

f p̂
j

f p̂
j

=
f p̂

j

θp̂
j

, (11)

where the inequality follows from the definition of bandwidth
bottleneck (prior to Theorem 3) and the equality after that one
assumes that f p̂

j is a non-zero subflow also going through link
l. Hence, we have established that for every fp

k bottlenecked

at link l, it must hold that
f

p
k

θ
p
k

≥
f

p̂
j

θ
p̂
j

for all non-zero flows f p̂
j

going through that link. This implies that f is a solution to the
weighted waterfilling problem. However, we denoted by f̃ the
solution to this problem. From uniqueness of the weighted
waterfilling solution, it must be that f = f̃ .

E Equi-depth binner formulation
In this section, we present two variants of Equi-depth bin-
ner — one where boundaries are elastic but the demands
get allocation from exactly one bin, and the other where the
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bin boundaries are fixed but the demands are allowed to get
allocation from multiple bins.

Equi-depth binner with elastic bin boundaries. In this vari-
ant, we use the output of AdaptiveWaterfiller to sort demands
by their estimated max-min fair rates. We then divide the
demands from smallest to largest into equal-sized bins (Db),
each assigned to one specific bin. The order of bins is main-
tained using bin boundaries ℓb, which are determined by the
optimization. During the allocation process, we prioritize
bins with smaller demands, following a similar linearization
technique described in §3.1:

ElasticBoundaryEquiBinning(E ,D,P) ≜ (12)

argmax
f ,ℓ

∑
bins b

∑
k∈Db

ϵb−1fk

s.t. fk < ℓb + sb, ∀b < Nβ ,∀k ∈ Db

fk ≥ ℓb−1, ∀b > 1,∀k ∈ Db

ℓb ≥ 0, ∀b
f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

where Nβ is the number of bins, Db denotes the set of de-
mands in bin b, ℓb shows the boundary of bin b (determined by
the optimization), and sb is the slack in quantization boundary
of bin b (input to the optimization).

Equi-depth binner with multi-bin allocations. In this vari-
ant, we use the output of AdaptiveWaterfiller to compute the
bin boundaries ℓb that result in roughly the same number of
demands per bin. Then, we reuse the Geometric Binner’s for-
mulation from Eqn. 4 but with the estimated bin boundaries
instead of geometrically increasing sizes:

MultiBinEquiBinning(E ,D,P,{ℓb}) ≜ (13)

argmax
f

∑
k∈D

∑
bins b

ϵb−1fkb

s.t. fk =
∑

bins b

fkb, ∀k ∈ D

fk1 ≤ ℓ1, ∀k ∈ D
fkb ≤ ℓb− ℓb−1, ∀b > 1,∀k ∈ D
f ∈ FeasibleAlloc(E ,D,P).

F Expected Run-time Benefit of GB and EB
Solving a linear program (with #constraints = Ω(#variables) –
holds for resource allocation problems such as TE and CS) has
worst-case time complexity of O(νa) where a ≈ 2.373 [15]
and ν is the number of variables in the optimization.

One can argue that simply solving a single optimization (as
in the case of EB and GB) does not guarantee lower run-times
compared to solving multiple optimizations (e.g., SWAN).
Solving multiple optimizations adds a multiplicative term to

the time complexity. However, a naive single-shot optimiza-
tion may use too many additional variables and ends up being
slower. In this part, we theoretically analyze the expected
run-time benefit of GB and EB. We show that the speed up
of Soroush’s optimization-based methods is due to their care-
fully designed approaches that only require a small number
of additional variables compared to each optimization in the
multi-shot variant.

SWAN uses 1 variable per demand per path to demonstrate
the allocation from an specific path (ν = PK where P is the
number of paths and K is the number of demands). Therefore,
if SWAN needs NS

β iterations, its worst-case complexity is
O(NS

β P aKa).

GB needs 1 extra variable per demand per bin to measure
the allocation from each bin (ν = (NG

β + P )K – note that
the number of bins in GB (NG

β ) is the same as the number
of iterations in SWAN (NS

β )). This leads to a worst-case
complexity of O((NG

β +P )aKa). Compared to SWAN, the

run-time saving of GB is proportional to Nβ

[
1+ Nβ

P

]−a. For
P = 16 paths and Nβ = 8 bins, we expect GB to be ∼ 3.06×
faster.

Our analysis of GB is only valid when the number of bins
is small. When there are many bins, GB’s allocation may have
too many zero variables. For example, if we have 128 bins,
and a demand only needs allocation from the first bin, the
remaining 127 bin variables will be zero. Existing solvers
such as Gurobi [27] exploit this sparsity to improve their
runtime.

EB15 only uses 1 extra variable per bin to show the bin bound-
aries (ν = NE

β +PK). Therefore, its worst-case complexity
is O((NE

β +PK)a). Compared to SWAN, EB has a run-time

saving proportional to NS
β

[
1+ NE

β

P K

]−a. Since the number of
demands is usually substantially larger than the number of
bins NE

β , we can approximate the run-time saving by NS
β .

For NS
β = 8, we expect EB to be ∼ 8× faster.

Although theoretical analysis can help us understand the
speedup of Soroush, solvers can typically perform better than
their worst-case and can take advantage of the structure of the
optimization (e.g., sparsity). In §4, we empirically show that
the speedup of GB compared to SWAN is larger than what
our theoretical analysis predicted. In fact, it is even faster than
EB. Similarly, we found that the speed up of EB compared to
SWAN is only slightly less than the theoretical analysis.

G Extended Evaluation
In this section, we provide both additional experiment details
as well as an extended evaluation of Soroush.

15We analyze the variant with elastic bin boundaries. The other multi-bin
variant has the same complexity as GB since it uses the same optimization.
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Model Task App/Dataset #Batch sizes

ResNet-18 Image CIFAR-10 [40] 16, 32, 64,
[29, 41] Classification 128, 256
ResNet-50 Image ImageNet [18] 16, 32,
[2, 29] Classification 64, 128
CycleGAN Image-to-Image monet2photo [76] 1
[44, 76] Translation
LSTM Language Wikitext2 [48] 5, 10, 20,
[63] Modeling 40, 80
Transformer Language Multi30k [20] 16, 32, 64,
[31, 69] Translation (de-en) 128, 256
A3C [26, 49] Deep RL Pong 4

512, 1024,
Autoencoder Recommendation ML-20M [28] 2048, 4096,
[51] 8192

TABLE A.2: Type of jobs used for the evaluation of Soroush. We
use Gavel’s job generator [56].

G.1 Tuning benchmarks for performance
• We warm start SWAN’s and Danna’s optimizations for

iterations > 1 to reduce the run-times. We further tune
Gurobi’s solver parameters using 5% of the traffic demands
to achieve the best run-time.

• Our Danna’s implementation is that of Figure 2 in [17] (i.e.,
binary and linear search): we found this algorithm is faster
than the other proposed by the same work (i.e., binary then
linear search in Figure 4) as it can find and eliminate more
demand-constrained flows.

• Our modified K-waterfilling algorithm uses K=1 which
is the fastest and most parallelizable version of the K-
waterfilling [36].

• For cluster scheduling (CS), we changed Soroush’s imple-
mentation to use CVXPY [19] to match Gavel’s implemen-
tation and ensure fair run-time comparisons.

G.2 Evaluation on CS

Experiment details. We consider 3 different types of GPUs
(V100, P100, K80) and base the number of GPUs on the
number of jobs. We randomly select jobs from a set of 26
different job types available in Gavel (see Table A.2). Each
job has a specific priority and requires a certain number of
workers. We determine the number of workers by randomly
sampling from the distribution obtained from the Microsoft
public trace [3] – 70% of jobs need a single worker, 25%
need between 2 and 4, and the remaining 5% need 8. We also
sample job priorities uniformly from {1,2,4,8}. To compute
the weights in the weighted max-min fair objective, we use
the job throughput estimations from Gavel.

Results. In Fig. A.2, we compare Soroush to two variants of
Gavel (with and without waterfilling) in 40 different scenarios.
The number of competing jobs in each scenario is selected
from the set {1024,2048,4096,8192} – 10 scenarios from
each. Following Gavel, we set the number of each type of
GPU to one-fourth of the total number of jobs and generate
each job using the methodology explained above.
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FIGURE A.2: Soroush empirically Pareto-dominates Gavel.
These results are on 40 different scenarios with varying number
of jobs and GPUs.

The results are in line with our observations from WAN-
TE; (a) Gavel with waterfilling is an optimal max-min fair
algorithm, but it is more than 20× slower than other methods,
(b) Gavel is ∼ 100× faster than the Gavel w waterfilling but
at the cost of ∼ 40% drop in fairness and ∼ 15% drop in
efficiency, and (c) Soroush’s algorithms empirically Pareto-
dominate both Gavel and Gavel w waterfilling.

We also observe that GB is slower than the rest of the meth-
ods except (Gavel with waterfilling), but it provides worst-
case per-demand fairness guarantees.

G.3 Evaluation of POP
POP [55] is a decomposition technique used to scale granular
resource allocations. It involves dividing demands uniformly
at random into partitions, assigning an equal share of each
resource to each partition, and then, solving the resource allo-
cation for each partition in parallel. This procedure is called
resource splitting.

For large demands, POP incorporates an additional method
called client splitting, where demands are divided among mul-
tiple partitions. [55] recommends using client splitting for
Poission traffic distribution, as this can improve resource uti-
lization. However, it is unnecessary for the other distributions
such as Gravity.

POP focuses on objectives such as maximizing utilization
or maximizing the minimum allocation, a different objective
than max-min fairness. To assess the impact of POP on max-
min fairness, we adapt POP to work with both Soroush and
SWAN; We use the same procedure for partitioning the prob-
lem (resource splitting and client splitting as needed). We
then allocate resources in each partition using a max-min fair
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FIGURE A.3: Impact of number of bins on fairness and effi-
ciency of GB and EB. These results are on the Cogentco topology
and Poisson traffic distribution (scale factor = 64).
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FIGURE A.4: Impact of number of paths in TE. These results
are on the Cogentco topology and Poisson Traffic distribution
(scale factor = 64).

solver such as SWAN or Soroush.

Theoretical Guarantee. POP results in losing all the theo-
retical guarantees (α-approximation for Soroush and SWAN).
In fact, [53] shows a substantial worst-case optimality gap
for POP. However, Soroush is faster than SWAN because of
its single optimization reformulation, while maintaining the
same theoretical guarantees.

Empirical Evaluation. In Fig. A.6, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of POP when applied to Soroush (specifically, GB) and
SWAN for two different topologies, two load factors and two
traffic distributions.

We find that the performance of POP depends on the traf-
fic distribution whereas Soroush maintains the same level
of fairness in all cases while being up to 15× faster than
SWAN. For distributions with granular demands such as Grav-
ity, POP speeds up both SWAN and Soroush with only a minor
drop in fairness. However, using POP causes significant fair-

FIGURE A.5: Example of imbalanced bins in GB for the TE
usecase.

ness degradation – more than 10% to match the run-time of
Soroush– for traffic distributions such as Poisson that are not
granular and require client splitting to avoid resource under-
utilization. This unfairness is a result of per-partition max-min
fairness in POP, which differs from global max-min fairness
in Soroush or SWAN.

We also observe that applying POP to Soroush results in
the same fairness level as SWAN for the same number of
partitions. In each partition, Soroush is guaranteed to produce
an allocation similar to SWAN (see §3.1), and therefore, the
aggregated allocation is guaranteed to be the same. Since
Soroush is faster in each partition, the overall run-time of
Soroush + POP is substantially lower.
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FIGURE A.6: Impact of POP [55]. POP is not designed for max-min fair allocation and can cause drop in fairness depending on the traffic
distribution (both on Soroush and SWAN). In contrast, Soroush achieves lower runtime compared to SWAN while maintaining the same
level of fairness and theoretical guarantees. The figure reports the average over 3 randomly generated demands. "X" indicates that POP is
not used, and the "Numbers" represent the number of POP partitions.
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Abstract
The Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) architecture has
been proposed as a way of addressing the network through-
put and scalability challenges of large-scale LoRa networks.
CRANs can improve network throughput by coherently com-
bining signals, and scale to multiple channels by implement-
ing the receivers in the cloud. However, in remote LoRa de-
ployments, a CRAN’s demand for high-backhaul bandwidths
can be challenging to meet. Therefore, bandwidth-aware com-
pression of LoRa samples is needed to reap the benefits of
CRANs. We introduce Cloud-LoRa, the first practical CRAN
for LoRa, that can detect sub-noise LoRa signals and per-
form bandwidth-adaptive compression. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of CRAN for LoRa
operating in real-time. We deploy Cloud-LoRa in an agri-
cultural field over multiple days with USRP as the gateway.
A cellular backhaul hotspot is then used to stream the com-
pressed samples to a Microsoft Azure server. We demonstrate
SNR gains of over 6 dB using joint multi-gateway decoding
and over 2x throughput improvement using state-of-the-art
receivers, enabled by CRAN in real-world deployments.

1 Introduction

LoRa [1] is one of the most popular long-range, low-power
wide area network (LPWAN) technology for IoT applications
such as smart city [2, 3], smart agriculture [4, 5]. Operating in
the license-free ISM band, anyone can independently deploy
a LoRa LPWAN, where IoT devices make use of off-the-
shelf LoRa radios to transmit messages to a gateway. Like
most common wireless systems, a LoRa gateway performs
all physical layer processing such as receiving and decoding
transmissions. Often, gateways relay these decoded packets
to the cloud to enable cloud-based IoT applications.

The last decade has seen the emergence of a new wireless
architecture – a Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN), where
the gateway continuously streams the raw received digitized
radio signals (I/Q samples) to a virtual gateway in the cloud

over a back-haul link for physical-layer processing (Fig. 1).
CRANs, applied to LoRa, offer three disruptive advantages.
• Joint Multi-Gateway Packet Decoding: Economic viability

of a LoRa deployment is often dictated by its range – a
long range necessitates fewer base-stations thereby reduc-
ing capital and operating costs. Weak signals from multiple
gateways, when combined constructively, boost the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) [6, 7], and in turn, extend the range.
These approaches require centralization to jointly process
the raw radio signals from multiple base-stations.

• Rapid Physical-Layer Innovation to Boost Capacity: A
major challenge in dense areas is capacity scaling, as
mushrooming uncoordinated LoRa deployments lead to
increased collisions [8]. Recently, several promising PHY-
layer demodulation techniques [9–16] have shown an order
of magnitude improvement in capacity. CRAN enables their
rapid deployment and A/B testing in the field, as virtual
software receivers can be deployed in the cloud.

• Elastic Scaling to Multiple Channels: As capacity needs
increase, traditional LoRa gateways need to be physically
upgraded to high-end gateways with parallel receiver chains
baked into their ASIC. CRAN gateways capture a wide
spectrum and allow for the potential to dynamically scale
the number of channels in the cloud depending on demand.

While researchers have demonstrated the potential of CRANs
to enable the deployment of new physical layer techniques [6,
17–19], to the best of our knowledge, there is no end-to-end
implementation of a LoRa CRAN till date where gateways
continuously stream radio samples to virtual receivers in the
cloud to be decoded in real-time. The key contribution of
this paper is Cloud-LoRa, the first end-to-end practically-
deployable LoRa CRAN for urban and rural deployments.
We demonstrate that Cloud-LoRa allows for the practical
deployment of real-time joint multi-gateway packet decoding
in the cloud with techniques such as Charm [6] and achieves
an SNR gain of over 6 dB. This gain could translate to a
doubling of the range. We also show that rapid deployment
of novel decoding techniques such as [9, 10, 12] offer a 2X
improvement in throughput as well as scaling to multiple
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Fig. 1: An Illustration of CRAN and Cloud-LoRa

channels using per-channel virtual receivers in the cloud.
Cloud-LoRa comprises three key components: i) a CRAN

gateway that can be deployed on software-defined radios
(e.g., USRP and a NUC), ii) ACCIO, an online reinforce-
ment learning-based adaptive compression algorithm, and
iii) a cloud gateway with user-defined receivers. Cloud-LoRa
allows researchers to deploy their own physical layer demod-
ulators as containers at the cloud gateway (Figure 1).
Extreme Back-Haul Bandwidth Gap in a LoRa CRAN
A common challenge to every CRAN is the need to stream
a high volume of raw signals (I/Q samples) to the cloud.
Each 1 MHz of radio spectrum generates a continuous data
stream at 64 Mbps1 to the cloud. However, LoRa LPWANs
are intended for low-cost deployments and often, the only
backhaul available in several rural and remote deployments is
a cellular link offering as low as 500 kbps [20–22]. Therefore,
a viable LoRa CRAN must be capable of streaming samples
even on such low-bandwidth links to the cloud.
Detecting Sub-Noise LoRa signals buried in noise. At such
low backhaul bandwidths, channel activity detection to avoid
streaming noise signals to a cloud server is an integral compo-
nent of a CRAN gateway. A majority of the existing activity
detection methods rely on observing signal strength above a
fixed threshold [23]. Due to its spread-spectrum technology,
LoRa signals are received at sub-zero dB SNR, i.e., they are
buried in noise and hence signal strength-based thresholding
fails. Even recent works, such as SparSDR [24] that uses time-
frequency analysis for activity detection cannot distinguish
sub-noise LoRa from noise in real-time. SparSDR can detect
sub-noise signals at the cost of significantly higher false posi-
tives, a tradeoff that defeats the purpose of activity detection.
In this work, we develop an activity detection approach that
detects sub-noise LoRa signals in real-time across multiple
channels with relatively low false positives.
Adaptive Lossy Compression and Streaming. A key com-
ponent for any CRAN is compressing real-time streaming of
radio samples to the cloud. CRANs typically employ lossless
compression techniques since lossy compression degrades
the quality of the signal and adversely affects its decodability.
Further, it is hard to predict in advance at the gateway how

1Two 32-bits for each complex-valued sample at 1 Msamples/s

much “lossiness” will allow a specific part of the signal to be
decoded, since decodability of the signal depends on several
dynamic factors such as SNR of the received wireless signal,
the specific demodulation being used in the cloud etc.

As we evaluate in Section 5, state-of-the-art lossless com-
pression techniques provide up to 70% compression for LoRa
signals, depending on the SNR. At this compression, a single
500 kHz wide LoRa channel with 10% channel activity will
generate a 960 kbps stream – about twice greater than the
capacity of a rural cellular backhaul link of 500 kbps.

To address this challenge, we propose ACCIO, an online re-
inforcement learning (RL)-based wavelet compression that is
lossy and adaptive, to compress sub-noise LoRa transmissions.
ACCIO receives rewards (feedback) from a cloud receiver for
decoding successfully, and learns to employ the right level
of compression based on the available backhaul bandwidth
and SNR at the gateway. ACCIO uses TCP BBR [25] to reli-
ably deliver the lossy-compressed radio signals to the cloud.
The bandwidth estimates from BBR, signal SNR estimates,
and application buffer levels are then used by ACCIO’s RL
agent to dynamically set the appropriate level of compression.
The motivation behind using RL for adaptive compression is
discussed in detail in Section 3.2.
Open Source, Deployable Implementation. Our implemen-
tation of the Cloud-LoRa gateway performs channelization,
activity detection, and runs ACCIO in real-time. Its cloud
gateway runs on Azure and implements several recent LoRa
demodulators including CIC [12] and Charm [6]. To demon-
strate its practical viability, we deploy and test Cloud-LoRa
in an 8-channel CRAN in two scenarios: 1) a rural outdoor
setting with cellular backhaul, and 2) an urban outdoor set-
ting. We have open-sourced our framework2 with well-defined
APIs to plug-in new physical-layer demodulators, and allow
scalability with the number of channels. We hope that Cloud-
LoRa will encourage and enable future researchers to deploy
and compare novel physical-layer demodulators. The major
contributions of this paper are:
• We present Cloud-LoRa, the first practically-deployable end-

to-end LoRa CRAN solution. Our current implementation
streams and processes signals from up to 8 LoRa channels
in real-time to the cloud. We hope that researchers will be

2 https://github.com/UW-CONNECT/cloud-lora.git
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Fig. 2: Components of Cloud-LoRa : CRAN gateway (USRP) performs channelization, followed by activity detection at the
NUC. ACCIO then compresses active periods using the RL agent and streams to the cloud server. The cloud server decodes the
received packets and provides reward feedback to the ACCIO RL agent.

able to use Cloud-LoRa to deploy, test, and compare new
physical layer demodulators in the field.

• We propose a novel LoRa activity detection approach that
detects even sub-noise LoRa signals across multiple chan-
nels in real-time, without demodulating them.

• We propose ACCIO, a reinforcement learning-based adap-
tive compression technique that aims to maximize packet
decodability in the cloud CRAN receiver. ACCIO also com-
presses the active LoRa signals to meet the available back-
haul bandwidth and desired latency requirements.

• We provide an open-sourced implementation of Cloud-
LoRa including CRAN gateway (on USRP), ACCIO, and
several LoRa receivers as Dockerized containers.

• We demonstrate Cloud-LoRa through rural field deploy-
ments and by testing other recently published techniques [6,
12]. We show an SNR gain of over 6dB when signals from
multiple gateways were jointly decoded in the cloud. We
see a 2X boost in network throughput using novel physical-
layer innovations deployed in the cloud. We process up to 8
LoRa channels in real-time, further improving throughput.

We attest that this work complies with the applicable ethical
standards of our home institution.

2 Background and Motivation

LoRa Modulation-DeModulation: LoRa uses Chirp Spread
Spectrum (CSS) modulation, a spread-spectrum technology
that enables LoRa to operate at sub-zero dB SNR due to
its resilience to noise and interference. The spreading factor
(SF), which defines the number of bits per symbol, along with
the RF bandwidth of a LoRa channel (BW) determine the
symbol duration, datarate, energy consumption, and range
of communication. As the SF increases, the range will also
increase, but at the cost of reduced datarate. As SF and BW
are predetermined for a transmitter, a LoRa receiver searches
for preambles of a single SF and BW to detect the start of a
packet. LoRa demodulates by dechirping the received signal,
which enables it to receive sub-noise signals [26].
Variable Backhaul Bandwidths: While access to broadband
connectivity has been expanding, available bandwidths still

vary vastly across the country [22, 27]. FCC 2020 reports on
broadband access determined that potentially over 50% of
rural Americans lack broadband access [20, 28] of 25 Mbps
download/3 Mbps upload speeds. Broadband speeds lower
than 1 Mbps have been identified as a bottleneck for the adop-
tion of precision agriculture [21, 29, 30]. Additionally, signif-
icant variability in data-rates can be expected over wireless
links even in urban areas due to changes in load, environment,
service providers, among other factors [31, 32].
Recent works on CRAN-based LoRa: The benefits of
CRAN-based LoRa have been identified in recent works such
as Charm [6], Nephalai [19], and OPR [7]. Charm and OPR
demonstrate that the range of communication can be improved
by coherently combining signals using CRANs. Nephalai
proposes a static compression technique using compressed
sensing [33] to stream multiple LoRa channels to the cloud
to improve the network throughput. More generally, physical-
layer-agnostic CRAN for IoT has been proposed in works
such as SparSDR [24] and CharIoT [34]. While these existing
works have identified and demonstrated the benefits of CRAN,
dynamic compression that adapts to the signal characteristics
and meets the variable backhaul bandwidths of LoRa gate-
ways remains an open challenge. We propose an RL-based
adaptive compression to address this challenge.

3 Proposed System - Cloud LoRa

Towards a practical, real-time LoRa CRAN, our Cloud-LoRa
framework consists of three components, illustrated in Fig. 2:

1. CRAN gateway : a software defined radio (SDR) gateway
that continuously streams samples from a wideband spec-
trum. The gateway performs channelization to filter LoRa
channels and detects activity in each individual channel.
The activity detection module at the gateway is designed
to detect even sub-noise LoRa signals, and stream only
those signals corresponding to active LoRa transmissions.

2. ACCIO (green blocks in Figure 2) : the active LoRa trans-
missions need further compression. We propose ACCIO,
an online RL-based compression algorithm that adaptively
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predicts the compression threshold for each active period.
ACCIO’s goal is to maximize the total packets decoded in
the cloud gateway, while meeting the backhaul-bandwidth
and latency constraints.

3. Cloud Server : we implement standard LoRa as well as
user-defined LoRa receivers in a Microsoft Azure cloud
server as Docker containers. The cloud server reconstructs
the compressed samples, which are then demodulated and
decoded. The number of packets decoded per active period
is sent as reward feedback to ACCIO’s RL agent.

3.1 CRAN Gateway
LoRa transmitters typically have a low duty-cycle to conserve
their battery. As a result, a majority of the samples captured
at a CRAN gateway are noise. Since it is wasteful to transport
noise to the cloud, activity detection is critical in CRAN.
Multi-Channel Filter. The gateway performs channelization
to filter an individual channel from the wideband spectrum
before detecting activity. We first convert each channel to
baseband and then apply a 4th-order IIR Elliptical filter (Fig-
ure. 2) [35]. This light-weight filter both suppresses other
channels by 100 dB and offers a small transition band, ensur-
ing minimal cross-channel leakage and real-time operation.
Sub-Noise LoRa Activity Detection. Activity detection is
typically performed using energy-based approaches such as
carrier sensing, which fail to distinguish low-SNR LoRa sig-
nals from noise [24]. At received SNRs below 0dB, the energy
of LoRa samples becomes comparable to that of noise.

A standard LoRa receiver performs dechirping followed
by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to accumulate energy in
a single frequency, in-turn distinguishing noise from LoRa
samples [26, 36]. However, dechirping is specific to a spread-
ing factor (SF). Current multi-channel LoRa gateways have a
dedicated RF front-end for each SF. A naive sub-noise LoRa
activity detection is to dechirp the received samples with each
possible SF (7 through 12), and then perform energy-based
detection. This is computationally intensive and requires 6×
more multiplications than a single demodulator. Therefore, an
SF-agnostic activity detection is desirable for LoRa CRAN.

We propose an SF-agnostic LoRa activity detection algo-
rithm to detect sub-noise LoRa signals at the CRAN gateway.
Our activity detection leverages two properties of LoRa: 1).
Two LoRa signals of different SFs are Pseudo-orthogonal
(more in Appendix.A.1). e.g., dechirping an SF7 signal with
SF8 downchirp would result in pseudo-random noise. 2) For
a given bandwidth, the downchirp of one SF is a time-scaled
function of the downchirp of another SF. Based on these prop-
erties, we design superDC, a custom downchirp, that can
dechirp and hence detect the activity of more than one SF by
superimposing downchirps of multiple SFs.

The CRAN gateway continuously dechirps an array of
samples with the superDC, followed by an FFT. An active
LoRa transmission results in a sharp peak above the noise

Fig. 3: FFT of signal dechirped with superDC

floor in the FFT, triggering activity detection at the gateway.
For instance, a superDC that superimposes SF7, SF8, and SF9
downchirps detects an activity only if the active signals are in
SF7 through SF9. Since an SF9 downchirp is 4× as long as
that of SF7, and 2× as that of SF8, we construct the superDC
by superposing one SF9 downchirp with two consecutive SF8
and four consecutive SF7 downchirps (more in Appendix.A).

Figure 3 shows the FFT of a signal containing SF7 and SF9
chirps, each with 10 dB SNR, dechirped with this superDC.
We observe four SF7 peaks and one SF9 peak since the su-
perDC includes four SF7 and one SF9 downchirps.

The active LoRa signals that can be detected by the
superDC are determined by the superposed downchirps,
which in turn determine the length of the superDC. A su-
perDC to detect all SFs (7 to 12) must accommodate at least
one SF12, two SF11, four SF10, eight SF9, sixteen SF8, and
thirty-two SF7 downchirps. In this case, the FFT peak-gain
(ratio of the maximum peak in an FFT window to its noise
floor 3) of an SF7 symbol is 32 times lesser than that of an
SF12 symbol. Hence, low-SNR SF7 symbols could go un-
detected. On the other hand, using narrower windows would
lead to missing higher SF symbols. To combat this challenge,
we design two superDCs: superDClow to detect symbols with
SF 7 through 9 and superDChigh to detect symbols with SF
10 through 12. The former can be defined in time domain as

superDClow(t) =
3

∑
m=0

C(t −mTSF7, 7)

+
1

∑
m=0

C(t −mTSF8, 8) + C(t, 9), 0 ≤ t ≤ TSF9, (1)

where TSF =
2SF

BW
and C(t, i) is the downchirp of SFi. We can

similarly define superDChigh. By choosing two groups of SF,
we minimize the impact of excessive window sizes, while still
maintaining SF-agnostic detection. The received samples are
dechirped using both superDClow and superDChigh to detect
activity. As we demonstrate in our evaluation, the two groups
of superDC signals can detect all LoRa activity in real-time.

As the SNR of the received samples decreases, the peak-
gain of the received signal dechirped with a superDC signal

3We maintain a running estimate of the noise floor to confer resilience
against temporal variations.
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also decreases. This could result in spurious samples trig-
gering activity detection. To reduce such false positives, the
gateway signals activity in the channel whenever a minimum
of 3 consecutive peak-gains, which correspond to 12 symbols
of the smallest SF (i.e., SF7 or SF10), are observed to be
higher than a threshold (average peak gain for noise signal).
We push such an active period’s I/Q samples to the Packet
Queue for compression and transport to the cloud server.

In summary, dechirping received samples using our custom-
designed superDCs (superDClow and superDChigh) provides
the processing gain needed to detect LoRa activity even when
the received signals are much below zero dB SNR. The pro-
posed activity detection is agnostic to the SF of the transmitter,
making it a general-purpose front-end, with only 2× multi-
plications of a single LoRa demodulator, as opposed to the
state-of-the-art gateways that incur 6× multiplications.

3.2 ACCIO : Reinforcement Learning-based
Adaptive Compression

While activity detection reduces the volume of noise samples
streamed, when the network traffic increases, even active pe-
riod samples can be too high for some backhaul bandwidths
to support. Even with perfect activity detection, the required
bandwidths for 64 channels with ≈ 10% channel occupancy
is over 200 Mbps. Nephalai [19], a recent work on LoRa
CRAN, utilizes downsampling and compressive sensing for
compression. But, novel demodulators leverage oversampling
to resolve packet collisions [9, 11–13], and hence compres-
sion without downsampling is necessary. Moreover, LoRa’s
chirp spread-spectrum (CSS) modulation renders dictionary-
based lossless compression methods ineffective. We propose
ACCIO , a light-weight RL-based adaptive compression al-
gorithm that works on top of a Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT)-based lossy compression scheme in order to maximize
the number of packets decoded at the cloud server, without
exceeding the backhaul bandwidth and latency constraints.
Lossy Active-Period Compression. We propose to utilize
the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [37] as our lossy com-
pression scheme for oversampled active LoRa signals. DWT,
being a multi-resolution time-frequency analysis, is a suit-
able compression tool for CSS modulation which uses both
time and frequency for modulation. Each DWT coefficient
represents the energy of the received signal corresponding to
a particular frequency (level) and time (shift). Also, DWT’s
linear complexity (O(N), where N is the length of the signal)
makes it light-weight, allowing it to compress in real-time.
More background on DWT is presented in Appendix B.

We compress active LoRa signals by first applying DWT
to the signals, and then retaining only those DWT coeffi-
cients with magnitude greater than a threshold Cthresh. The
compressed signals can be reconstructed if sufficient energy
is retained in the DWT coefficients. As we increase Cthresh,
we retain fewer coefficients and compress more; but the en-
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Fig. 4: Overview of the RL algorithm of ACCIO

ergy of the signal (coefficients) retained will decrease, leading
to lossy compression. Determining the optimum threshold
that ensures reliable reconstruction of signals at the receiver
(cloud server), while maintaining a compression to match the
network bandwidth is a challenging problem.
Bandwidth-Adaptive Compression. The optimal compres-
sion threshold of DWT coefficients has a non-linear depen-
dence on three factors: i) the SNR of samples at the gateway,
ii) the backhaul network conditions, and iii) the LoRa de-
modulator at the cloud. Current compression approaches are
static [19, 24] and do not adapt to these factors. Therefore,
an adaptive compression that can learn this dependence is
required. While DWT provides an effective way to compress
based on the time-frequency characteristics of the signals,
we still need a method to determine the appropriate amount
of compression based on the backhaul network conditions
(which are usually non-stationary). To address this, we pro-
pose an RL-based (DWT) threshold prediction algorithm that
adaptively selects the level of compression for any given ac-
tive period, with the goal of maximizing the cumulative num-
ber of packets decoded at the cloud server.
Choice of RL.

While supervised learning methods (particularly DNNs)
are effective at modeling non-linear dependencies between the
input and the target, they are designed for an offline scenario
where the data distribution is not changing over time [38].
This makes them less effective when the network traffic and
conditions (e.g., duty cycle, SNR, and the number of channels)
are non-stationary, and also when there is lack of visibility into
demodulator design used at the cloud receiver. Reinforcement
learning is particularly well suited for this scenario since by
design it learns an agent or policy in an unknown, dynamic
environment such that the agent can perform a sequence of
actions with the goal of maximizing its cumulative reward
feedback [39]. In our setting, the agent performs the task of
adaptively selecting the DWT threshold for each active period
(based on various signal and network characteristics), with
the goal of maximizing the total number of packets decoded
at the cloud receiver over a transmission interval. Moreover,
our choice of an online policy gradient-based RL algorithm
does not require pretraining on a large collection of offline
data from the target (or a similar) environment. It can start
learning the compression policy from scratch based on data
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(a) Reward for packet decoding (b) Penalty for bandwidth ratio (c) Penalty for latency

Scaled by inverse 
true positive rate

Fig. 5: Components of the reward function : (a) udec(s,a), (b) uband(s,a), (c) ulat(s,a).

from the target environment, and still learn a good stable
policy (see § 5.6). Hence, it can be applied to a wide variety
of applications and deployments.

An RL agent at the gateway learns to take sequential ac-
tions based on the current state of the environment such that
its cumulative-discounted rewards received from the environ-
ment over multiple time-episodes is maximized (more back-
ground in Appen. D). Crucial to the success of an RL agent
are the design of the state variables and the reward function.
Based on a careful study and evaluation, we propose suitable
state variables and a reward function that enable the agent
to adaptively predict the (DWT) threshold in order to achieve
high decodability under varying signal and backhaul condi-
tions. A unique challenge to the design of the reward function
in this setting is the lack of perfect ground truth for providing
the reward signal. In a typical RL system, the environment
would have ground truth for providing the reward. This occurs
because some of the transmitted active periods could be false
positives (without actual packets), and it is unknown to the
server whether a received active period is a false positive or
not. We address this in the design of our reward function.

We focus on the Policy Gradient class of RL methods [40,
41], whose goal is to directly learn an optimal policy function
that is parameterized by a neural network. Specifically, we
use the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) method with
clipped objective [42] for online training of the RL agent.
PPO is widely adopted as a state-of-the-art online policy-
gradient method due to its better computational and sample
efficiency, and stable policy function updates. We next discuss
the components of our RL algorithm.
Action. The action of the RL agent a corresponds to select-
ing the DWT threshold Cthresh. In principle, the threshold
is continuous-valued. However, we simplify the design by
choosing a discrete set of eight threshold levels. Specifically,
if a ∈ {0,1, · · · ,7} is the action taken, then Cthresh = 5davg a ,
where davg is the average DWT coefficient value over the
current active period. (The factor 5 is chosen to cover a wider
range of thresholds.). Our action space is discrete and the pol-
icy function πθθθ(a |s) will be a conditional probability mass
function that sums to 1 over all the actions.
States. We provide the RL agent with a state vector s that
broadly consists of the network (pipeline) characteristics and
the signal characteristics from the recent active periods. The
state variables based on the network are functions of the

State variable Description

norm_pkt_len (AP size in samples) / (sampling rate); AP - Active period
mag_time (AP magnitude in the time domain) / (noise magnitude)
dcmp_avg Average value of the first-level decomposition DWT coefficients
PG_hist A 4-bin histogram of the peak gain values
BW_obs log(BW_btl / 50,000,000); BW_btl - estimated bottleneck bandwidth
BW_ratio (#bits sent to cloud in the last 10s) /

∫
BW_btl over the last 10s

BW_ratio_5 (#bits sent to cloud over last 5 AP) /
∫

BW_btl over last 5 AP
BW_ratio_10 (#bits sent to cloud over last 10 AP) /

∫
BW_btl over last 5 AP

buffer_size Fraction of the packet queue filled with AP

Table 1: State variables used by ACCIO . The first four states
capture LoRa characteristics and the rest capture the network.∫

BW_btl is computed as a Riemann sum over time period.

estimated bandwidth and the current fraction of the packet
buffer that is filled. The state variables based on the signal
characteristics include the normalized packet length, the ratio
of signal-to-noise magnitude in the time domain, and a his-
togram of the peak-gain values of the active period. The full
list of states with a description is given in Table 1.
Reward Function. A well-designed reward function is a cru-
cial part of the RL design. As discussed earlier, the goal of
ACCIO is to compress the LoRa signals in the active peri-
ods such that it maximizes the number of packets correctly
decoded, while also meeting the bandwidth and latency con-
straints. We design the reward function as a sum of four terms:
i) a positive reward term udec(s,a) that is a weighted count
of the number of packets decoded correctly (Fig. 5 a); ii) a
negative penalty term uband(s,a) that strongly discourages the
bandwidth utilized from getting very close to the available
bandwidth (Fig. 5 b); iii) a negative penalty term ulat(s,a)
that strongly discourages the overall latency (from client-side
processing and network delays) from getting very close to
a preset limit (e.g., 2 seconds) (Fig. 5 c); and iv) a strong
negative penalty uover(s,a) (equal to −10) that prevents the
packet queue from filling up close to its limit (dictated by the
hardware). The last penalty term uover(s,a) is applied preemp-
tively at the client side whenever an action of the RL agent
could potentially lead to a transmission that will cause buffer
overflow and/or exceed the acceptable transmission time. The
overall reward function is given by,

r(s,a) = udec(s,a) − uband(s,a) − ulat(s,a) − uover(s,a),

The reward terms are discussed formally in Appen. C. De-
tails of our PPO implementation is given in Sec. 4, and more
background on the PPO algorithm is given in Appen. D.
False Positives & Reward Feedback. The cloud server does
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not know the ground truth about LoRa packets, i.e., a trans-
mitted active period could just be noise (false positive). More-
over, in a low-duty-cycle network, the cloud receiver may
decode only a small number of packets relative to the total
number of active periods. Therefore, the RL agent could learn
to compress more since there is a higher chance of incurring
penalties from overshooting BW and/or latency limits, while
the positive rewards for decoding the occasional packets are
small. This could drastically increase the overall learning time
necessary for the RL to reach an optimal policy. To address
this, in the reward term udec(s,a), we weight the number of
packets decoded by the inverse of the true positive rate, which
is estimated as the fraction of LoRa packets decoded correctly
over the last 100 detected active periods.

3.3 CRAN Cloud Server
The active LoRa signals compressed using ACCIO are
streamed to the cloud server using a reliable TCP connec-
tion. Each compressed active period is packetized with meta-
data such as gateway ID, time-stamp at the gateway, length
of the active period, sampling rate, channel number, number
of DWT levels, among others. The cloud server in our archi-
tecture receives the packet, reads the metadata, and performs
inverse DWT to reconstruct the signal. It is then input to user-
defined LoRa receivers, implemented as Docker containers in
the cloud. We separate the LoRa demodulator and decoder so
that a custom LoRa demodulator can be deployed by simply
updating the demodulator, while retaining the rest of the cloud
implementation. The number of decoded packets is sent back
to the CRAN gateway as a reward (component) to ACCIO ,
which then uses the reward to update its RL policy.

Two key objectives of our cloud-server design are i) scal-
ability and ii) ease of deployment of user-defined LoRa re-
ceivers. To address scalability, we deploy parallel Docker
containers per consumer. As the network scales, the cloud
server increases the number of consumers to keep up. To
facilitate user-defined LoRa receivers, we include a multi-
plexer that receives compressed signals and routes them to
consumer containers based on their metadata. The link be-
tween the multiplexer and the consumers is simply a set of
sockets, where each consumer listens on a unique port. The
consumer is unaware of the compression and reconstruction.
A configuration file maintains the global mappings of the
(base-station, channel) pairs to ports. Note that users can map
multiple base stations to the same ports to easily apply coher-
ent combining such as Charm [6] atop our implementation.
Each Cloud-LoRa packet contains time-stamps for coarse
time synchronization between the base stations.

4 Implementation

We describe in detail our end-to-end implementation of the
three components of Cloud-LoRa : 1) SDR as CRAN gateway

2) ACCIO , the RL-based compression, 3) the cloud server.
CRAN Gateway - Activity Detection. We use a USRP
B200 [43] as the CRAN gateway to capture a 2 MHz spec-
trum that includes 8 LoRa channels (125 kHz bandwidth and
75 kHz guard band, as per LoRaWAN specs). Channelization
is performed using eight parallel 4th-order elliptical low-pass
filters. Each filtered channel is input to the activity detection
module implemented using Python. We use superDClow and
superDChigh to detect active periods of SF7 to SF9 and SF10
to SF12 respectively. We advance the superDC windows ev-
ery 1/3-rd of the lengths of respective window samples, to
ensure alignment with higher SFs.
CRAN Gateway - ACCIO The adaptive compression of
ACCIO is implemented on a client laptop. On detecting ac-
tive periods in each channel, the corresponding I/Q samples
are pushed to the Application Packet Queue. The RL agent
pops the oldest active period and extracts the state variables
from the current network and the active period’s coefficients.
Table 1 lists the state variables used by the RL agent.

The RL agent was trained using the PPO algorithm [42],
whose implementation is provided in the Keras and Tensor-
Flow libraries [44]. Both the policy function and the value (or
advantage) function in our PPO-based agent are realized using
a fully-connected neural network with two hidden layers of
sizes 48 and 32 respectively. This small network enables light-
weight training and action determination, while maintaining
sufficient complexity for complex approximations. The out-
put layer of the policy network uses the Softmax activation
to return probabilities over the set of actions. We set the dis-
count factor of the cumulative rewards to γ = 0.9. We use
the variant of PPO with a clipped objective, and set the clip
ratio ε to 0.2. Optimization is based on the stochastic gradient
descent method Adam [45], whose learning rate for the policy
network and value-estimation network are set respectively
to 0.00025 and 0.009. The episode length was defined as 50
active periods, i.e., the agent performs online training, and
after every 50 active periods, rewards are returned from the
server. To maintain strict reward ordering, each active period
(once popped from the application packet queue) is given an
ID counter. The active period statistics are then cached and
re-ordered after the decoding information is returned. As our
implementation is run online, this re-ordering and training
process runs in a background daemon.

The RL agent chooses an action that determines the com-
pression threshold Cthresh, and DWT coefficients with mag-
nitude < Cthresh are set to zero. We further compress the
DWT coefficients using Lz4 (preferred over Gzip due to its
faster compression). The compressed coefficients are packe-
tized with metadata and sent through TCP to the cloud server.
Packet metadata includes the SDR gateway’s ID, the active
period’s ID, the channel it was received on, sampling rate,
time the active period was received at the client, as well as
other useful information such as the data-section size and its
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6: (a) RURAL : Outdoor rural deployment where LoRa Tx (yellow circles) transmit to a USRP B200 (red triangle), which is

then connected to a client running ACCIO that streams to Azure server through cellular hotspot in real-time.
(b) URBAN : LoRa Tx transmit to a USRP which stores the received samples in a local file.

DWT level sizes (needed for Inverse DWT).
We utilize BBR as the TCP variant; it provides the esti-

mated network bandwidth to the client. We use the socket
statistics tool to obtain the bottleneck bandwidth, delivery
rate estimated by BBR, and the link’s average round-trip time.
The bottleneck bandwidth is a key state used by the RL agent
to determine a compression threshold.
LoRa receiver at the Cloud Server. The cloud server is im-
plemented in Microsoft Azure as Docker Containers [46],
demodulating packets and sending rewards back in real-
time(Cloud-LoRa is amenable to deployment on other cloud
providers as well.) Our server utilized 8 Docker containers,
each reading on unique ports corresponding to each LoRa
channel. The Docker containers were booted using Docker
Compose [47] and each container was running on an Azure
VM. The first module of the cloud server is a multiplexer that
decompresses the received samples: it first performs the in-
verse of Lz4, reads the metadata, and then decompresses using
Inverse DWT. Using the metadata, the multiplexer routes the
decompressed DWT coefficients to the corresponding user-
defined consumer (demodulator). In other words, the multi-
plexer is responsible for reconstructing the active periods and
placing them in the queue of the appropriate consumer based
on the metadata of the received TCP packets. The consumers
are Docker containers that take the reconstructed active period
samples as input, and run the user-defined LoRa demodulator
algorithm that outputs symbols, followed by the LoRa de-
coder that outputs bits. The number of packets decoded per
active period, weighted by the inverse-true-positive-rate is
used by the RL agent as a reward component in the feedback
channel back to the corresponding CRAN gateway.

5 Evaluation

We have deployed the first LoRa CRAN operating in real-
time, in two practical outdoor deployments/scenarios. In RU-
RAL(Fig 6(a)), we deployed eight LoRa transmitters in an
agricultural farm. Here, we use a cellular backhaul, whose
bandwidth varies with time; the backhaul bandwidth is the
bottleneck in the network. We show the real-time operation
of Cloud-LoRa in this scenario averaged across multiple days.

URBAN(Fig 6(b)) shows an urban deployment where the
backhaul does not pose a limitation in bandwidth. We leverage
this scenario to perform controlled experiments, evaluate the
micro-benchmarks and perform an ablation study. Towards
evaluating Cloud-LoRa , we answer the following questions.

1. How well does Cloud-LoRa perform in rural settings with
impoverished cellular backhaul?

2. Can Cloud-LoRa enable real-time joint decoding of LoRa
packets from multiple gateways in the cloud to improve
coverage or capacity?

3. Can Cloud-LoRa enable rapid deployment of recently de-
veloped state-of-the-art LoRa demodulators?

4. Can Cloud-LoRa scale elastically to provision for network
capacity by increasing the number of channels?

5. How does ACCIO adapt in real-time to changing backhaul
bandwidth, network latency, and channel quality?

6. How does ACCIO’s adaptive compression respond to vary-
ing backhaul network latency, and how well does it adapt
to bandwidth variations?

5.1 Real-world Deployment Settings
We describe our rural and urban deployments in detail below.
RURAL : Rural deployment scenario. As shown in
Fig. 6(a), our deployment includes 8 LoRa transmitters (yel-
low circles) that broadcast data from humidity sensors to
a CRAN gateway (red triangle). Each transmitter operates
in a dedicated 125 kHz BW LoRa channel and chooses a
random SF and packet length to emulate rate adaptation in
LoRaWAN networks while actively transmits 10% of the time.
Our CRAN gateway receives over 902.2 MHz to 904.2 MHz
and receives samples over 8 different LoRa channels one for
each transmitter. It uses a Netgear cellular mobile hotspot
as backhaul to a CRAN cloud server in Microsoft Azure
(Fig. 6(a)). The backhaul bandwidths achieved by the cellu-
lar hotspot varied over a wide range: 1 Mbps to 15 Mbps at
different locations and times. As shown in Fig. 6(a), Cloud-
LoRa streams samples to the cloud server in real-time, using
ACCIO to learn and adapt to the varying available bandwidth.
The transmitters were left in the field over 2 days with a total
of ≈470000 packets transmitted. The CRAN gateway did not
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Fig. 7: (a) : Cloud-LoRa throughput performance across 8 parallel LoRa channels, averaged over multiple days in RURAL
scenario. (b) Corresponding compression performance. (c) Ablation study on Compression.

have any pre-trained model for ACCIO to use; instead, the
RL agent learned from scratch and adapted in real-time.
URBAN: Urban deployment used for Ablation Study. We
deploy 9 off-the-shelf LoRa transmitters, each operating in a
different channel in an urban, outdoor setting (Figure 6(b)).
The transmitters were deployed over an area of 2.5 km x 1 km.
The CRAN gateway receives the samples from all the trans-
mitter over a wide bandwidth and stores them locally with
time stamps to enable replay. The stored samples are then
replayed in real-time to the cloud server to emulate real-time
streaming. We connect the USRP to the cloud server via a
router. This activity is to ensure consistency across multiple
microbenchmark experiments that run with different param-
eters. This setup allows us to simulate different backhaul
bandwidths and latencies to the cloud by using Linux Traffic
Control (TC) [48] at the router, a tool for shaping traffic. We
perform controlled, comparative, and ablation studies using
this deployment by varying various factors such as backhaul
bandwidths(Sec. 5.6), LoRa channel quality(Sec. 5.7), net-
work load(Sec. 5.5), backhaul latency(Sec. 5.7), and others.
Backhaul Compression Baselines compared. We imple-
ment and compare the compression and throughput perfor-
mance of Cloud-LoRa against five baselines: 1) Standard
LoRa – a LoRa gateway that demodulates each packet at the
gateway i.e., without CRAN; 2) CRAN with No compres-
sion; 3) Nephalai [19], which proposes a compressed-sensing-
based static compression; 4) SparSDR [24] – a sparsity-aware
compression which is agnostic to the PHY-layer technology;
and 5) Rate-limiting Oracle. This oracle provides a theoreti-
cal upper bound on the throughput and compression perfor-
mance. We assume that the oracle has a global view of the
incoming traffic and bottleneck bandwidth, is not limited by
computational resources, performs perfect activity detection
with zero false positives and, is able to compress the active
periods exactly to meet the available bandwidth.

5.2 Performance in a Rural, Bandwidth-
Constrained Deployment

In RURAL we repeated the deployment over three separate
8hr sessions. In each session, the cellular hotspot was placed at

roughly the same location (within a 2m radius). Despite using
roughly the same location for the hotspot, we found signifi-
cant variation in the backhaul bandwidth ranges in these three
sessions. Arranging the sessions in increasing average back-
haul bandwidth, the ranges were 1.7-2.7Mbps, 5-6Mbps and
10-16Mbps. The distribution of the received SNR collected
over all 24hrs from all the transmitters (≈470000 packets)
are shown in Fig. 8. As seen from Fig. 8, there is a wide vari-
ation in received SNRs at the gateway from -15dB to 30dB.
ACCIO continuously learns and adapts its compression to
meet the available cellular backhaul bandwidths (Fig. 6(a))
and simultaneously streams 8 channels. We plot the average
LoRa throughput over all 8 channels (bits/second) achieved
by Cloud-LoRa in Fig. 7(a) for the three different sessions.
We also compare the achieved average network throughput of
Cloud-LoRa with Nephalai, SparSDR, and Rate-limiting Ora-
cle. The maximum achievable throughput with compression
is upper bounded by the rate-limiting oracle. We observe that
the throughput of Cloud-LoRa approaches that of the oracle
at higher backhaul bandwidths of 10-16 Mbps, while achiev-
ing ≈ 96% of that of the Oracle even at 2Mbps backhaul
badwidths. Further, Cloud-LoRa is able to use its adaptive
compression effectively and significantly outperforms other
LoRa compression solutions such as Nephalai by 7x and 6.2x,
and SparSDR by 2.3x and 1.9x (on average).

In Fig. 7(b), we plot the compression score, defined as (#
samples streamed to the cloud) / (# samples captured by
the CRAN gateway), for the same backhaul bandwidths. We
observe that Cloud-LoRa has a higher compression score of
98.4% at 1.7 to 2.7 Mbps, while a lower compression of 94%
at 10 to 16 Mbps, i.e., it compresses more at low backhaul
bandwidths. On the other hand, Nephalai and SparSDR adopt
static compression and hence face packet losses when the
compression does not meet the backhaul bandwidth. The
most appropriate compression necessary using CRAN is that
of the Oracle, as it has a global view; Cloud-LoRa is within
98.5% of the oracle’s comrpession score on average.

Two key reasons for the improved throughput performance
of Cloud-LoRa over existing approaches are i) sub-noise activ-
ity detection and ii) adaptive compression. The contribution
of each of these modules to the overall compression is shown
in Fig. 7(c). On average, the activity detection achieves a
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Fig. 8: Distribution of the received SNR
at the Gateway in RURAL

Fig. 9: SNR Gains from Joint
Multi-Gateway Packet Decoding

Fig. 10: Throughput Improvements due
to Rapid Deployment of state-of-the-art

compression score of 63% in our setting by distinguishing
active LoRa transmission from noise samples. The remaining
compression is achieved by ACCIO , which varies the com-
pression threshold of the active period to meet the backhaul
bandwidth. While the compression score achieved by the ac-
tivity detection block does not change with backhaul or LoRa
signal characteristics, that of ACCIO changes with backhaul
bandwidth, as evident in Fig. 7(c).

5.3 Joint Multi-Gateway Packet Decoding
Cloud-LoRa offers centralization, which is key to jointly pro-
cess raw radio signals across multiple gateways such that the
SNR of weak LoRa links could be enhanced through coherent
combining with relatively stronger links. In this section, we
deploy Charm [6] using Cloud-LoRa using 3 Cloud-LoRa
gateways deployed on the floor of a large building spanning
over 100m × 50m along with a LoRa transmitter transmitting
packets. On detecting activity, the gateways would attach a
time stamp, gateway ID and relay the samples to the cloud.
In the cloud, we deploy Charm which coherently combines
samples from the 3 gateways based on time stamps and pack-
et/gateway IDs and decodes 100% packets. In Fig. 9, we plot
the CDF of packet SNR received across 3 USRP gateways
streaming samples. Jointly decoded packets achieve a mean
SNR of 16dB, a 6dB improvement from even the stronger
links, i.e. Gateways 1 and 3. This SNR boost almost doubles
the coverage area. At each gateway, ACCIO achieves 93%
compression. We also plot the network throughput achieved
by joint decoding when each gateway faces varying backhaul
bandwidths. These results are in Appendix E.

5.4 Rapid Deployment of state-of-the-art
Another key advantage of LoRa CRAN is the rapid deploy-
ment of novel PHY techniques to practice. In this section, we
evaluate a state-of-the-art LoRa receiver in the cloud server,
i.e. Concurrent Interference Cancellation (CIC) [12] pub-
lished as recently as 2021 using Cloud-LoRa . CIC improves
LoRa network throughput by decoding multi-packet colli-
sions. In Fig. 10, we plot the network throughput with CIC
as the demodulator in the cloud and compare it against Std.

LoRa in the cloud. We increase the number of concurrent
nodes (same SF and BW) in a single channel in the x-axis
and stream the samples to the cloud, where CIC is used as
the demodulator. Cloud-LoRa was capable of transporting the
samples in real-time for CIC to demodulate. Hence, the net-
work throughput shows an improvement of 1.9x over standard
LoRa when 7 nodes are colliding. The throughput begins to
drop beyond 7, the maximum collisions CIC can resolve.

5.5 Elastic Scaling to Multiple Channels
Cloud-LoRa allows for scaling to provision for higher ca-

pacity by increasing the number of channels from single to
multiple channels without any hardware change. However, as
the number of channels increases, the volume of samples in-
creases. With limited backhaul bandwidths, such an increase
in samples demands higher compression. In this section, we
answer the question of how well ACCIO adapts to an increas-
ing number of channels for a given bottleneck bandwidth. We
plot the number of packets decoded in the cloud at 10 Mbps
bottleneck bandwidth for increasing number of channels in
Fig. 11. When only one channel has active LoRa signals,
a 10Mbps backhaul can support low compression. As the
number of active channels increases, the load and hence the
number of samples increases. At 10 Mbps bandwidth, a static
compression of 50% for Nephalai is best suited for up to 2
channels since packet losses due to compression would be the
bottleneck in this case. With 4 or more channels, Nephalai-75
is better suited since packet losses due to network congestion
would dominate. ACCIO on the other hand adapts its com-
pression to meet the bandwidth, despite the increase in traffic
load. Cloud-LoRa ’s network throughput increases linearly
by an order of magnitude as the number of channels increases
from 1 to 8. Cloud-LoRa decodes about 2X and 4X more
packets than Nephalai-75 and Nephalai-50 respectively for 4
channels, and 12X and 20X for 8 channels.

5.6 Varying Backhaul Conditions
Bandwidth-Aware ACCIO In the practical deployment, we
have witnessed the adaptation of Cloud-LoRa ’s compression
performance to different backhaul conditions. However, due
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Fig. 11: Elastic Scaling to Multiple
Channels - Throughput Vs # of channels

Fig. 12: ACCIO Adaption to Varying
Backhaul Bandwidths

Fig. 13: ACCIO Adaption to Varying
Backhaul Latency

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 14: ACCIO adaptation to varying LoRa Channel Quality

(a) Low SNR (-20 to -5 dB) (b) Medium SNR ( -5 to 10 dB) (c) High SNR (10 to 25 dB) LoRa signals.

to the uncontrolled cellular backhaul, it is challenging to ob-
serve its time to learn and adapt. In this section, we study the
adaptation of Cloud-LoRa to varying backhaul bandwidths
in a controlled setting. Using the I/Q samples collected and
stored at the CRAN gateway in the outdoor RURAL, we re-
play the real-time streaming of samples to a cloud server
i.e., the gateway streams samples stored in a file to the cloud
server, where the samples are decoded, which are then used
as rewards by ACCIO at the gateway. During this replay, we
control the backhaul bandwidths using Linux-TC. We vary
the backhaul bandwidths every 0.5 hours, as shown by the
dotted orange line in Fig. 12, from 5 Mbps down to 1 Mbps,
and back to 5 Mbps, and then 1 Mbps in steps of 2 Mbps
every 0.5 hours. During the first ramp down, LoRa through-
put drops and then ramps up every time backhaul bandwidth
changes. This is because, in the first 1.5 hours, the ACCIO
module at the gateway is untrained i.e., it has not faced the
new backhaul conditions before, and hence takes time to learn
a new policy at the gateway. Once it learns the policy, the
throughput flattens. This is evident from the dip in throughput
(blue curve) at 0, 0.5, and 1 hour mark in Fig. 12. The RL
agent takes approximately 10 minutes to learn a new policy
when it faces a new backhaul bandwidth. After the 1.5 hour
mark, when the backhaul bandwidth ramps up to 5 Mbps,
LoRa throughput approaches the steady state quickly at 1.5,
2, 2.3, and 3 hour marks as the RL agent has learned a policy
for these backhaul bandwidths in the first 1.5 hours. The adap-
tation time of Cloud-LoRa to varying backhaul conditions
therefore depends on the historical data.

Latency-Aware ACCIO Figure 13 plots the queueing delay
at the SDR gateway for three networks with different network
latencies. In each of these networks, the application latency
requirement is designed to be 2 seconds. Therefore, the RL
agent learns to drop packets at the client and/or compress
more when the network latency is high such that the overall
latency is below 2 seconds. In the case of networks with low
latency, the RL agent tolerates more queueing delay at the
client, allowing it to send more packets.

5.7 Varying LoRa Channel Quality
Compression depends on the SNR of the LoRa samples at

CRAN gateway. We evaluate the throughput and compres-
sion performance of ACCIO as a function of SNR at different
backhaul bandwidths in Figure 14. The corresponding com-
pression performance are presented in Appen. E. Figure 14
(a), (b), (c) correspond to SNR : low (-20 to -5 dB), medium
(-5 to 10 dB), and high (10 to 25 dB) respectively. At SNR <
0 dB, Nephalai decodes less than 5% of the packets even at
50% compression (Nephalai-50). This is due to its inability
to differentiate between noise and active LoRa signal. Cloud-
LoRa improves network throughput by over 20X compared to
Nephalai at low backhaul bandwidths. Cloud-LoRa’s through-
put performance is limited by the false positive rate of the
activity detection, which results in a higher volume of active
LoRa samples to be transported. At a backhaul bandwidth of 1
Mbps, the RL agent chooses compression scores of over 99%
to meet the backhaul constraints (see Fig. 19 in Appendix),
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Fig. 15: Activity detection performance

resulting in poor reconstruction in the cloud. As the backhaul
bandwidth increases, the achievable throughput improves to
over 70% of that of a standard gateway. The network through-
put of Cloud-LoRa for Medium SNR signals (green bars in
Fig. 14(b)) is about 90% at 1 Mbps backhaul with a compres-
sion score of approximately 91%. Nephalai fails to decode
more than 10% at 1 Mbps; this can be attributed to the lack
of activity detection in Nephalai which leads to redundant
samples taking up available bandwidth.

Lossless compression such as Lz4-0 and Gzip9 offers bet-
ter decodability than ACCIO at bandwidths >= 5Mbps. As
the bandwidth decreases, Lz4-0 faces over 50% packet loss
due to network losses, similar to Nephalai-50. While Gzip9
achieves 75% compression and has lower packet loss even at
low bandwidths, it is too slow to use for real time compression.
Even at a backhaul bandwidth of over 5 Mbps, Nephalai-50%
compression decodes only about 50% of the packets, while
Cloud-LoRa decodes more than 95% of the packets with an
impressive compression of over 91%. For high SNRs ACCIO
transports over 95% of packets (Fig. 14(c)) to the cloud with
an average compression score of 98%.

5.8 Activity Detection of Cloud-LoRa
We evaluate the tradeoff between the sensitivity to low SNR
and false positive rate in detecting active LoRa packets of our
proposed activity detection algorithm. The proposed multi-
channel, sub-noise LoRa activity detection is agnostic to the
transmitters’ SF. Therefore, the sensitivity of the module de-
termines the minimum SNR that can be detected. We plot the
percentage of true active periods and false positives as a func-
tion of SNR in Figure 15. The two y-axes presented are true
positives, the percentage of active periods correctly detected,
normalized to that of a standard LoRa gateway (blue bars),
and the percentage of active periods that were detected but did
not contain a packet (false positives), normalized to the total
samples received (red bars). Each bar represents a different
sensitivity used by the activity detection module. A higher
sensitivity results in detecting more packets even at lower
SNRs at the cost of higher false positives. As SNR increases,
the true positive does not vary with the threshold, as the sig-
nal energy is high. However, false positives increase with

increased sensitivity, even at high SNR. Therefore, the right
choice of the threshold is particularly critical in detecting the
most active period at low SNRs, without trading off too many
false positives. Cloud-LoRa settings that detect over 80% of
the packets (Cloud-LoRa -2.25x) only result in 40% false pos-
itives, which is further compressed by RL. We observe that,
combined with the RL compression, the volume of non-active
samples transported to the cloud by Cloud-LoRa is minimal.
In contrast, SparSDR incurs more than 90% overheads to
accommodate near-zero dB SNR.

6 Discussions and Future Work

To the best of our knowledge, Cloud-LoRa is the first end-
to-end practically deployable LoRa CRAN. There are plenty
of promising future research directions emerging from this
framework. In Cloud-LoRa , we spawn a new process for
each channel and stream upto 9 channels in real-time. We can
scale to the maximum 64 channels using a NUC with more
cores, and a more efficient software implementation. Beyond
standard LoRa, recent research such as CurvingLoRa [49] and
Falcon [16] that changes the transmitter requires further study
to understand the impact of compression on packet decod-
ability. Further research is needed to incorporate performance
guarantees such as throughput fairness across channels.

7 Conclusions

We proposed, designed, and implemented Cloud-LoRa , the
first practical CRAN for LoRa networks. Cloud-LoRa streams
LoRa signals to a cloud server that performs baseband signal
processing, in turn providing opportunities for dynamic net-
work scaling and rapid deployment of novel LoRa receivers in
the cloud. Towards realizing this end-to-end framework, we
developed an activity detection algorithm that can detect sub-
noise active LoRa signals and reduce signals being streamed
to the cloud. We also developed ACCIO, an RL-based adap-
tive compression technique, whose compression threshold
adapts to variations in backhaul bandwidth, latency require-
ments, and input-signal characteristics at the gateway in real-
time. We implement and deploy Cloud-LoRa as a Docker
container in an Azure server, and experimentally show the
feasibility of CRAN for real-world LoRa deployments.
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Appendix

A LoRa Modulation and Demodulation

LoRa uses Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) as its PHY layer
modulation. In CSS, the instantaneous frequency of the signal
increases linearly with time within a predefined Bandwidth
BW over a symbol duration of Ts as shown by chirp equa-
tion 2. The start frequency fsym of the data chirp S(t, fsym)
encodes the data to be transmitted. The slope of the datachirp
in frequency-time plot as shown in Fig.16 denotes the Spread-
ing Factor SF which in turn determines the symbol duration
Ts =

2SF

BW , Data Rate and range of operation. Higher SF offers
longer range at the cost of reduced data rate. SF can take
values ∈ {7,8,9,10,11,12} and for increasing SF , symbol
duration doubles. That means an SF8 chirp is twice the length
of an SF7 chirp and an SF12 chirp is 32 times the length of
an SF7 chirp.

C(t) = e
j2π( BW2

2×2SF t− BW
2 )t

, 0 ≤ t ≤ Ts (2)

S(t, fsym) =C(t) · e j2π fsymt (3)

Fig. 16: LoRa Demodulation

At the receiver, LoRa demodulation starts by correlating
the received buffer with a preamble (8 base upchirps C(t)) to
determine the start of LoRa packet. The receiver correlates
the buffer with preambles of all possible SFs to reveal the
spreading factor SFx of received packet. It then demodulates
the data by multiplying the data symbols with downchirp of
same SFx as shown in Fig.16. Downchirp is a conjugate of
base upchirp whose frequency decreases linearly with time.
This multiplication is called dechirping and it concentrates
the signal energy into a single frequency which is equal to the
start frequency of the data symbol. Index of the peak in the
FFT of the dechirped signal gives us the demodulated data.

A.1 Chirps of different SF are Pseudo-
orthogonal.

As discussed above, to detect the presence and thus start of
a LoRa packet, receiver correlates the incoming I/Q sam-
ples with base upchirps of all SFs. Once a packet of specific
SF = x is detected, datachirps are then demodulated using
a downchirp of SF = y : x = y. Two chirps (a datachirp and
a downchirp) for which x ̸= y cannot concentrate energy of
the datachirp through dechirping since chirps of unequal SFs

Fig. 17: Pseudo-Orthogonal LoRa chirps

are pseudo-orthogonal. For such cases, dechirping only re-
moves the linear increase in frequency-time trend of the chirps
when the magnitude of frequency-time slope of both chirps
is equal as shown in top plot of Fig.17. It therefore results
in clear peak in the FFT of the dechirped signal. In contrast,
if the two chirps have unequal SF, and therefore different
magnitude of slopes as shown in the middle plot of Fig.17,
dechirping followed by FFT will not concentrate signal en-
ergy into a single peak. Instead, the energy is spread over
multiple frequencies (hence the term pseudo) depending upon
the difference in x and y. Therefore, pseuso-orthogonality of
SF means that chirps of similar SF can only dechirp signals
to a single frequency whereas chirps of unequal SF do not
show this behaviour.

Based on this observation, if we design a downchirp which
is superposition of two downcirps of SF = x & y respectively
and use it to dechirp a datachirp of SF = x, we will obtain
energy concentration due to downchirp of SF = x and will
obtain an increased noise floor due to downchirp of SF = y
as shown in bottom plot of Fig.17.

B Primer on the Discrete Wavelet Transform

Fig. 18: Filter Bank Implementation of DWT

DWT is a multi-resolution time-frequency analysis tool that
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is widely used in image signal processing. It decomposes the
input signal into a set of mutually orthogonal wavelet basis
functions, that are shifted and scaled versions of a mother
wavelet. With the appropriate choice of the mother wavelet,
DWT provides high time and frequency resolution. Hence,
it is an efficient tool to de-noise and compress signals with
varying frequency content, such as chirp spread spectrum used
by LoRa.

Figure 18(top) shows a k-stage DWT that uses a series of
high-pass (h[n]) and low-pass (g[n]) filter banks to decompose
the signal into coefficients at multiple levels. This filter-bank
implementation of DWT of an input signal of length N has a
complexity of O(N), making it computationally a minimally
intensive operation, and hence enabling compression in real-
time. The DWT coefficients from higher levels of decomposi-
tion provide detailed time information. The coefficients from
lower levels of the DWT provide the more detailed frequency
information. Each DWT coefficient represents the energy of
the received signal corresponding to the frequency (level) and
time (shift).

C Reward Function Shaping

We discuss the specific choice of the reward function used in
our RL algorithm. Recall that the reward function is designed
as follows:

r(s,a) = udec(s,a) − uband(s,a) − ulat(s,a) − uover(s,a).
(4)

The first reward term encourages the RL algorithm to max-
imize the total number of LoRa packets decoded correctly
over an episode of compression, consisting of (potentially)
multiple APs. As discussed in Section 3.2, we would like to
weight the number of packets decoded by the estimated true
positive rate (TPR) in order to account for the false positives
included in the count. Since, the TPR cannot be estimated
exactly due to absence of ground truth about when an ac-
tual LoRa transmission occurs, we estimate the TPR as the
fraction of LoRa packets decoded correctly over the last 100
detected active periods. Suppose Ndec is the number of packets
decoded correctly and P̂t pr is the estimated TPR, then

udec(s,a) =
Ndec

P̂t pr
. (5)

The second term in the reward function uband(s,a) penal-
izes the bandwidth utilized B from getting very close to the
available bandwidth Bmax and is defined as follows:

uband(s,a) =


0, if B

Bmax
∈ [0,α]

0.5α

1−α2 (
B

Bmax
− α), if B

Bmax
∈ [α, 1

α
]

0.5, if B
Bmax

> 1
α
.

(6)

Here α ∈ (0,1) is a constant that determines how close to
the maximum bandwidth we want to start penalizing the RL

algorithm. We set α = 0.9 in our experiments. As shown in
Fig. 5, the graph of uband(s,a) as a function of the bandwidth
ratio (BWR) B/Bmax would be a constant 0 for BWR values
less than α; a straight line ranging from 0 to 0.5 for BWR
values in the interval [α,1/α]; and a constant value of 0.5 for
BWR values larger than 1/α. The idea is that we start giving
as negative reward (penalty) as the BWR approaches 1 and
the penalty increases until the BWR exceeds a value slightly
larger than 1.

The third term in the reward function ulat(s,a) is very sim-
ilar to the second term. We simply replace the BWR with the
ratio of the overall latency Tlat to the maximum latency Tmax,
and it is given below for completeness

ulat(s,a) =


0, if Tlat ∈ [0,α]
0.5α

1−α2 (
Tlat
Tmax

− α), if Tlat
Tmax

∈ [α, 1
α
]

0.5, if Tlat
Tmax

> 1
α
.

(7)

We set Tmax = 0.2 in our experiments. The factor 0.5 is in-
cluded in both the penalty terms in order to balance out the
rewards due to correct packet decoding and the two penalty
terms. We want to avoid giving a higher overall weight to the
penalty terms in order to encourage the RL to focus on its
main goal of accurate packet decoding.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the final penalty term
uover(s,a) is included to preemptively avoid packet buffer
overflow, which could result in dropped packets. It is set to a
constant −10 whenever an action of the RL agent could result
in a packet buffer overflow.

D Background on Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning paradigm
of sequential decision making where an agent acting in an un-
certain (stochastic) environment learns to perform actions by
interacting with the environment using trial and error (rather
than direct supervision) in a way that it maximizes its cumu-
lative reward [39, 50]. This is a popular setting for learning
when it is hard to obtain supervised data (e.g., labeled inputs)
and the data distribution is non-stationary.

The main component of RL is an agent (e.g., a self-driving
car), which is the decision-making center that acts in an uncer-
tain environment (e.g., a street). At any time step t, the agent
senses the environment and obtains a signal or reading known
as the state st ∈ S ⊆ Rds (e.g., processed sensor inputs from
cameras, Radar, LIDAR etc), which is typically a vector de-
noted in bold. Given the state st , the agent performs an action
at ∈ A (e.g., the steering angle, brake position etc.) that has an
effect on the environment. Here S and A are the state space
and action space respectively. The environment transitions
to a new state st+1 according to its (usually unknown) state-
transition function P(st+1 |st ,at) that governs its dynamics.
This is a conditional probability distribution of the state at
time t+1 given the state and action at time t. The environment
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 19: (a-c): Compression performance of Cloud-LoRa in a single channel (a) Low SNR (-20 to -5 dB) (b) Medium SNR ( -5

to 10 dB) and (c) High SNR (10 to 25 dB) LoRa signals.

Fig. 20: Throughput performance of Charm with and w/o
Cloud-LoRa

provides feedback to the agent in the form of a reward signal
rt := r(st ,at) ∈ R that informs the agent of how good or bad
its action at was in the state st . Starting from an initial state s0,
this sequence of state observation, action, reward, and state
transition is repeated for a number of time steps, known as an
epsiode or trajectory τ := (s0,a0,r0,s1,a1,r1, · · · ,sT ,aT ,rT ).

The agent learns a strategy or policy to perform actions in
different states by repeatedly interacting with the environment
over several episodes, with the goal of maximizing its total
rewards. Formally, the policy π : S ×A 7→ [0,1] of the agent
is a conditional probability distribution over the set of actions
given the state, i.e., π(a |s) := P(At = a |St = s). We define
the discounted return Ut at time t as the discounted cumu-
lative future reward, with a discount factor γ ∈ [0,1], given
by Ut = Rt + γRt+1 + · · · + γT−t RT

4. The discount factor
γ determines the relative importance of the current reward
over future rewards. For a given policy π, the state-value func-
tion Vπ(st) and action-value function Qπ(st ,at) are important
quantities that define the value of a given state or a state-action
pair in terms of the (discounted) cumulative future rewards.
The action-value function captures how good an action at is
while being in state st , and is defined as

Qπ(st ,at) = E[Ut |St = st ,At = at ],

where the expectation is over all the future states and actions,
and defined by the policy and the state transition function.
The state-value function (or simply value function) captures

4The state, action, and reward random variables are denoted in uppercase,
taking on specific values denoted in lowercase.

how good a given state is under the policy π, and defined as

Vπ(st) = E[Ut |St = st ] = EA∼π(· |st )[Qπ(st ,A)].

The goal of an RL agent is to find an optimal policy that max-
imizes the expected value function ES[Vπ(S)]. It is common
to use the advantage function Aπ(st ,at) = Qπ(st ,at)−Vπ(st),
which captures the excess return (in a state st ) obtained by per-
forming action at , compared to the expected return obtained
over all possible actions.

There are many classes of RL methods, and recently deep
learning methods have been adopted to solve the tradition-
ally challenging setting of large and continuous state/action
spaces [51]. We focus on a particular type of on-policy RL
known as Policy Gradient methods [40, 41], whose goal is to
directly learn an optimal policy function that is parameterized
by a neural network. Specifically, we use the Proximal Pol-
icy Optimization (PPO) method with clipped objective [42]
for online training of the RL agent. PPO is widely adopted
as a state-of-the-art online policy-gradient method due to its
better computational and sample efficiency, and stable policy
function updates.

E Supplementary Results

The amount of compression by ACCIO depends on the SNR
of the LoRa samples at CRAN gateway. The compression
performance of ACCIO for varying LoRa channel quality are
presented in Figure 19. Figure 19 (a), (b), (c) correspond to
low SNR (-20 to -5 dB), medium SNR (-5 to 10 dB), and high
SNR (10 to 25 dB) respectively.

In Fig. 20, we plot the network throughput of Charm with
3 USRP gateways streaming samples to the cloud. Charm
coherently combines samples from the 3 gateways and de-
codes the packets. We compare Charm with Cloud-LoRa ,
against Charm on a local machine without any compression
(i.e., Charm without a bottleneck backhaul). It can be noted
that the throughput is unaffected by Cloud-LoRa even at band-
widths as low as 500 kbps, indicating that the compression
did not affect the quality of the LoRa signals, and still allows
Charm to coherently combine signals in the cloud.
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Abstract

Recent works showed that it is feasible to hijack resources

on cloud platforms. In such hijacks, attackers can take over

released resources that belong to legitimate organizations. It

was proposed that adversaries could abuse these resources

to carry out attacks against customers of the hijacked ser-

vices, e.g., through malware distribution. However, to date,

no research has confirmed the existence of these attacks.

We identify, for the first time, real-life hijacks of cloud

resources. This yields a number of surprising and important

insights. First, contrary to previous assumption that attackers

primarily target IP addresses, our findings reveal that the type

of resource is not the main consideration in a hijack. Attack-

ers focus on hijacking records that allow them to determine

the resource by entering freetext. The costs and overhead of

hijacking such records are much lower than those of hijacking

IP addresses, which are randomly selected from a large pool.

Second, identifying hijacks poses a substantial challenge.

Monitoring resource changes, e.g., changes in content, is in-

sufficient, since such changes could also be legitimate. Ret-

rospective analysis of digital assets to identify hijacks is also

arduous due to the immense volume of data involved and the

absence of indicators to search for. To address this challenge,

we develop a novel approach that involves analyzing data

from diverse sources to effectively differentiate between mali-

cious and legitimate modifications. Our analysis has revealed

20,904 instances of hijacked resources on popular cloud plat-

forms. While some hijacks are short-lived (up to 15 days), 1
3

persist for more than 65 days.

We study how attackers abuse the hijacked resources and

find that, in contrast to the threats considered in previous work,

the majority of the abuse (75%) is blackhat search engine

optimization. We also find fraudulent certificates and stolen

cookies. We cluster the abuse resources and abuse content to

identify about 1,800 individual attacking infrastructures.

1 Introduction

Digital resources form the fabric of modern societies. They

provide the fundamental platform for digital services and

assets, e.g., for financial services, critical infrastructure, gov-

ernment services. Due to their importance, digital resources

pose a lucrative target for attackers. Therefore securing these

resources and correctly managing them is crucial for the se-

curity of the Internet. Managing resources requires not only

creating and configuring them, but also releasing them cor-

rectly after they are no longer required. Previous work [12]

showed that when organizations release resources of services

that are no longer needed, they often do not purge the infras-

tructure that was set up for them, creating dangling resources.

Dangling records. Previous work [1, 3, 12, 16, 18] stud-

ied the threat introduced by dangling records, i.e., Domain

Name System (DNS) records that point to resources that

were released. The concept of dangling records is related to

dangling pointers in programming, which occur when a vari-

able’s memory is deallocated. Similarly, DNS records become

dangling when domain owners forget to purge the records.

For example: a domain owner does not remove a mapping

foo.com A 1.2.3.4 of service foo.com to a cloud IP address

1.2.3.4 from the authoritative DNS server after the resource

at 1.2.3.4 is discontinued and released. Adversaries, which

succeed in taking over the released resources that are pointed

to by the existing DNS record, can launch attacks against

clients that attempt to access the domain. In our example, if

an adversary can take over 1.2.3.4 it can obtain control over

all the records that point to that IP address, since all requests

to foo.com are sent to the adversary. The attack does not re-

quire any extensive capabilities. All that it requires is some

way of collecting domain names (e.g., via passiveDNS or Cer-

tificate Transparency), checking if the resource is hosted in

the cloud and is reachable, and if not, registering the resource

through an account with the cloud provider.

Research finds multiple dangling records. In 2016 [12]

analyzed dangling records on cloud and other platforms and

the threat that they create for hijacking domains. [12] found

467 dangling records in top 10K Alexa domains and 52 .edu

domains. A follow-up study [3] extended the methodology

of [12] for identifying dangling records on cloud platforms

and identified over 700,000 dangling DNS records. [16] im-
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proved the subdomain enumeration of [12] and discovered

exploitable vulnerabilities in 887 domains. [1] studied the

risk of stale NS records finding 628 hijackable domains. Re-

cently [18] developed a hostingChecker, eventually finding

10K vulnerable subdomains. Although dangling records and

their threat have been extensively studied in previous work,

no research has provided evidence that dangling records are

abused for attacks and demonstrated real-life abuses.

We study real-life abuse of dangling records. The most

remarkable result of our work is the first evidence and analysis

of actual, real-life attacks that abuse dangling DNS records.

Detecting real-life abuses is hard. The fundamental challenge

is detecting malicious vs. legitimate changes in resources. We

find that the hijacked resources often do not stand out and

even have valid (yet fraudulent) certificates. Approaches that

look for changes in the infrastructure or in the content do

not work, since changes are often legitimate and happen not

only in abused resources. In addition, the huge data volumes

involved and lack of known indicators make finding abuses

equivalent to looking for a needle in a haystack. We show

that the key to finding real-life abuses is a combination of

longitudinal data analysis from multiple sources with cluster-

ing of changes according to similarities and manual keyword

derivation. Applying this approach we derive indicators which

enable detection of real-life hijacks. Our longitudinal study

of abuses in 12 cloud platforms identified 20904 hijacks that

hosted malicious content. We detect hijacked domains in 219

Top Level Domains (TLDs) and abuses on popular clouds.

Selection of hijacked resources is financially motivated.

Previous work measuring dangling records on cloud plat-

forms looked for released IP addresses that were still pointed

to by DNS records. In our study we surprisingly find no IP

takeovers among real-life abuses of dangling records. The

analysis of the abuse cases in our longitudinal dataset shows

that the selection of resources by attackers is financially moti-

vated: attackers target dangling resources which can be easily

and cost-effectively taken over. These requirements do not

apply to IP addresses on popular cloud platforms. There-

fore, although the threat of IP address take-over considered

in previous work is real, we find that attackers target differ-

ent resources than previously assumed. We characterize the

resources abused by real-life adversaries and explain which

factors make them lucrative targets.

We also show that, surprisingly, the most popular abuse

of the hijacked resources (75%) is blackhat Search Engine

Optimization (SEO), rather than, e.g., malware distribution,

as suggested previously [16].

Definition: hijacks & abuse. We use the term "hijack"

to refer to the appropriation of a (sub)domain name through

the re-registration of a released cloud resource pointed to by

a dangling DNS record. We use the term “abuse" to refer

to the subsequent use of such a resource for malicious pur-

poses, such as blackhat SEO, clickjacking, phishing, etc. Our

definition therefore falls into the type 2 and 3 categories of

DNS abuse, defined by [4], and subsumes their definitions

of “malicious conduct", “abusive activity", “DNS abuse" and

“DNS misuse". We refer to “blackhat SEO” as “SEO", unless

being specifically discussed in the context of regular SEO.

Ethics and notifications. We initiated a notification cam-

paign and already notified more than 300 organizations of the

abuse we found in their resources, which already confirmed

the hijacks. Large-scale vulnerability studies pose risks and

therefore such research, e.g., [2, 5–8, 10, 13, 17], explicitly

takes ethics of scans and collected data into account. Due to

the sensitive nature of our findings we also take extensive

measures to ensure the security of the organizations studied

in this work. In our study and data collection we follow the

ethical guidelines for network measurements [7, 14], which

were also approved by the ethics committee (IRB) in our

organization. By following these guidelines we ensure that

the equipment of target organizations and cloud platforms is

not affected or overloaded, and that the organizations’ private

data is not compromised. In addition, we conducted a privacy

impact assessment with our legal department, which allowed

us to conduct the study. For each organization in our dataset

we send at most two HTTP requests per Fully Qualified Do-

main Name (FQDN) to check an abuse: the first request is for

the page itself, and if we cannot establish an abuse with con-

fidence, we send another request for the sitemap. We repeat

this data collection on a weekly basis.

Contributions. We develop a methodology and use it to

find and analyze real-life abuse of dangling records.

▷ Longitudinal comprehensive dataset. We collect a longi-

tudinal dataset of (sub)domains pointing to deallocated cloud

assets, which started with 1,508,273 records and after three

years grew to 3,101,992 records.

▷ Methodology to detect abuses. We develop the first

methodology that identifies abuse of dangling records. Key to

finding abuses are longitudinal data collection from multiple

sources and a novel analysis methodology. In our dataset we

find 20,904 cases of abused dangling records that belong to

organizations in multiple sectors.

▷ Attackers prefer cheap and easy hijacks. [3] showed it

was possible to take over cloud IP addresses pointed to by

dangling DNS records. We find that adversaries avoid IP ad-

dresses, which are typically randomly allocated from a large

pool, and instead target cheap and easy-to-take-over resources.

▷ Attacker capabilities. We show that the abuse that the

attacker can launch against the clients of the victim domains

is a function of the dangling resource that the attacker takes

over. We develop a model of the attacker capabilities as a

function of the dangling resource, extending [16] which only

focused on the configuration in the legitimate service.

▷ Characterization of abuses. We find that the main abuse

(75%) is SEO. The attackers mostly target domains with es-

tablished reputation to increase the ranking of their malicious

content by search engines. We also identify cookie stealing

attacks, fraudulent certificates and malware distribution - and
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we analyze these attacks. Overall, we find that the hacking

groups successfully attacked 31% of the Fortune 500 com-

panies and 25.4% of the Global 500 companies, some over

long periods of time. Many of the victim organizations were

abused more than once, with one even suffering abuse across

more than 100 different subdomains.

▷ Methodology to detect vulnerability to cookie theft. We

develop the first method which enables IT staff to automati-

cally and easily check their own (sub)domain setup for vulner-

ability to cookie theft, should one of them be hijacked. Using

this method we perform a large-scale study of top 10K Alexa

domains, finding 65% of domains to be vulnerable to cookie

theft and 23% to theft of authentication cookies.

▷ Characterization of attackers. We develop a methodology

for clustering attackers into groups, using content and meta-

data on the abuse sites and the infrastructure of the attackers.

We identify 1,800 individual attackers infrastructures.

Organization. We review related work in Section 2. In

Section 3.1 we develop a methodology for collecting hijacks.

In Section 4 we characterize hijacked resources and in Sec-

tion 5 analyze the abuse deployed on hijacked resources. In

Section 6 we develop methods to cluster the abuse by attacker

infrastructure and conclude in Section 7.

2 Related Work

The threat of hijacking domains by taking over released

resources, pointed to by dangling (stale) DNS records, was

considered in previous work [3, 12, 16, 18]. The idea is that

the attacker attempts to get assigned a recently released re-

source, therefore taking over the domain which points to that

resource. [12] showed that it was practical for an attacker

to obtain the desired IP address from the cloud pool by re-

peatedly allocating and releasing IP addresses. The authors

scanned cloud IP addresses to find dangling DNS records

from their dataset of domains using Zmap [7] and found hun-

dreds of dangling records on cloud platforms and on top

10K Alexa domains. [3] extended the dataset of [12] and

collected 130M domains that point to IP addresses in cloud

platforms. [3] found that over 700,000 domains point to cloud

IP addresses that were free and hence vulnerable to domain

takeover attacks. [3] also estimated that it would be economi-

cally practical for attackers to obtain a target IP address from

the cloud pool. [16] further improved the subdomain enu-

meration and their analysis of deprovisioned cloud instances

yielded 13,532 potentially vulnerable domains with dangling

records. [1] analyzed dangling NS records and found 628

hijackable domains. Recently, [18] developed an automated

framework for detecting dangling records by reconstructing

DNS resolution chains and found 10K subdomains among the

top 1M Tranco domains with dangling records. Our research

augments the previous work in the following aspects:

Targeted dangling records. While [16] suggested that the

likelihood of a domain being vulnerable is directly related to

the number of subdomains it has, we show that the ease of

taking over the dangling DNS record and the reputation of

the target domain define the likelihood of an attack.

Analysis of the attack surface. To measure the prevalence of

the dangling records previous work sent liveness probes to IP

addresses in cloud IP ranges to determine if the IP addresses

were allocated and in use. [12] checked TCP ports 80 and 443

and TCP/UDP port 53, [3] sent ICMP pings and TCP/UDP

requests to 36 common TCP/UDP ports, and [16] scanned

148 TCP/UDP ports. Records that pointed to IP addresses that

did not respond on any ports were classified as dangling.

Due to virtual hosting, TCP/UDP and ICMP pings do not

accurately reflect the availability of a (web)service. Reaching

a virtually hosted service requires connecting on the applica-

tion layer, rather than the transport layer, in order to traverse

the forwarding logic in the webserver. To illustrate this we

compare ICMP, TCP and HTTP requests using our dataset

of cloud-hosted, hijacked domains. Using ICMP pings we

receive responses from 72% of the domains in the cloud. On

TCP ports 80/443 we receive responses from 93% of the

domains. An HTTP request to the respective FQDN results

in 89% responsive domains. The results indicate that ICMP

pings tend to overestimate unresponsiveness, and therefore

vulnerability of services by around 20%, whereas TCP pings

tend to underestimate by around 4%, compared to HTTP re-

quests to the actual FQDNs. Therefore, to accurately check

domain liveness we download HTML files via HTTP/S from

the services rather than simply probing the ports on the target

servers, therefore capturing the availability of each individual

FQDN, regardless of virtual hosting.

Abuse of dangling records. In contrast to previous work

that measured the prevalence of dangling records, in our work

we identify and analyze real-life abuse of the dangling records.

We analyze the resources that the attackers take over, char-

acterize the target domains and the abuses of the dangling

resources for attacks. Previous work proposed that dangling

records could be exploited for stealing cookies, issuing fraud-

ulent certificates, loading malware or authentication bypass.

In our work we show that the most common abuse of dangling

records is for SEO, which was not considered in prior work.

3 Collection of Abused Resources

In January 2020 we started monitoring 1.5 million cloud

assets in use by large organizations. After a couple of months

we noticed that, after a time period of being inactive, do-

mains of large organizations became active again. However,

all those pages that became active after a period of inactivity,

shared something in common: they had similar error pages,

in different languages, reporting that the website was under

maintenance; an interested reader is referred to Figure 23 in

the Appendix for one such example in English on a Fortune

500 company domain. Further analysis of these domains re-

vealed that behind the web pages with the error messages

were thousands of other pages. In all those cases the hackers

gained control over the domains by taking over abandoned re-
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Algorithm 1 Collection of Cloud-pointing FQDNs.

1: function COLLECT_FQDNS( f qdns, cloud_su f f ixes, cloud_IPs)

2: f qdns_to_analyze←{ }

3: for f qdn in f qdns do

4: A_results, CNAME_results← DNS_A_query( f qdn)

5: for CNAME in CNAME_results do

6: if CNAME.ends_with_any(cloud_su f f ixes) then

7: f qdns_to_analyze.add( f qdn)

8: end if

9: end for

10: for IP in A_results do

11: if IP in cloud_IPs then

12: f qdns_to_analyze.add( f qdn)

13: end if

14: end for

15: end for

16: return f qdns_to_analyze

17: end function

sources on cloud platforms. We identified such abuse patterns

in hundreds of domains, belonging to governments, univer-

sities and enterprises worldwide. Periodically adding more

organizations to our list, we were identifying more hijacked

domains. In June 2020 we were already tracking more than

two million domains, over multiple cloud assets, most of them

in Azure and AWS (see Table 2 for full list of asset types). In

this section we describe our three-year data collection method-

ology and the resulting dataset of assets. An overview of this

collection process is shown in the top left (blue) of Figure 25.

This data forms the basis for the analyses, shown in the top

right (green), which are covered in Sections 4, 5 and 6.

3.1 Dataset

Our initial search space contains domains across a number

of sectors: a list of 2M government domains1, Fortune 10002

and Global 500 enterprise domains3, and 1M-top Alexa do-

mains4. We also use a list of 9,933 university domains5. These

domains serve as candidates for finding potential hijacks. We

do not sanitize these further, as inaccessible domains are auto-

matically removed as part of our search methodology. Using

the FarSight passive DNS service, with global sources across

all continents, we also discover all subdomains observed for

these domains. From this initial list of known high-profile

(sub)domains we determine the subset that points to cloud

assets, resulting in a list of 1,508,273 (sub)domains, which

constitutes the dataset we study in this work.

The pseudocode of our methodology is described in

Algorithm 1. We select domains and subdomains that

have a CNAME DNS record referencing an FQDN

with a known cloud suffix (e.g., *.azurewebsites.net,

*.amazonaws.com); we provide a list of the known cloud suf-

fixes relevant for our research in Appendix A.1. For domains

without CNAMEs we check if one of its IPs falls within a sub-

net used for cloud hosting. This is often the case with domains

1.gov filtered from https://domainsproject.org/
2https://fortune.com/analytics/fortune-1000
3https://fortune.com/ranking/global500/
4https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/cheedcheed/top1m
5https://github.com/Hipo/university-domains-list
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Figure 1: Monitored vs. hijacked cloud-hosted domains over time.

hosted on AWS S3 buckets or dedicated VM servers, which

refer to these servers using A records rather than CNAME.

Subnet information is published by the cloud providers (see

Appendix A.1). By downloading these regulary we ensure

that we are using up-to-date information.

Over the 3 year period, we kept updating the list by con-

suming a commercial feed of FQDNs for the enterprises in

our dataset (in Section 3.1). Within that time, we filtered

through more than 87,000,000 non-NXDOMAIN (i.e., with

at least one DNS record) domains and subdomains, result-

ing in a doubling of our initial list to 3,101,992 monitored

FQDNs. Figure 1 shows this monthly increase of monitored

cloud-hosted FQDNs, overlayed with the cumulative number

of abuses seen until that time. We collected the data and moni-

tored the changes in DNS records and in HTML files for over

3 years.

3.2 Detection of Abused Domains

Finding abuses is hard, hence it is not surprising that so far

no analysis of dangling records has found actual abuses. The

main problem is that changes in DNS records and websites

are often legitimate, and without knowing what malicious

content to look for, finding abuse is virtually impossible. To

determine whether assets were abused, we track changes of

site content. To accomplish this we take regular samples of

each site, downloading the index HTML as well as the sitemap

stored in a database. By comparing these snapshots, including

changes to DNS, HTTP response, sitemap (e.g., size changes

of 100KB), language changes, and keywords, differences can

be detected. The components in our analysis are illustrated in

Appendix, Figure 25).

Signatures. Having identified content changes in groups of

assets within a short time frame, we manually inspect the new

content to ensure no false positives when notifying affected

organizations. We then create signatures by automatically

extracting keywords from the index page and other pages,

as well as sitemap features, JavaScript and other loaded ob-

jects. We validate that these are shared across multiple abuse

pages and finally test these against a large dataset of benign

assets to ensure they do not yield false positives; those that

do are discarded. The benign assets are also assembled from

Alexa websites, Fortune 500 sites and university sites, ensur-

ing cross-sector representation, and verified to not contain

malicious content. Once created, these signatures can be used
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to detect similar malicious changes on other domains we mon-

itor. Examples of the signatures we create include:

(1) index page includes "Comming soon ..."

//"Comming" is written with a typo instead of "Coming".

(2) index page refers to 3 other pages in a specific

structure; the referred pages are written to create a

new window on each click.

(3) loading a particular "popunder.js" script

(4) sitemap with several thousand pages (> 5 MB);

each page is structured similarly; consistent random name

generation

(5) New sitemap or 100KB increase in sitemap size.

(6) Language change.

(7) Keywords related to content uploaded by the attackers

We validated the changes manually on the abused assets.

Figure 2 shows what percentage of domains in our dataset

match different types of indicators or combinations thereof.

For example, some domains (30.2%) can be identified with

just keywords (such as those shown in Table 5), whereas

others (10.1%) require using keywords as well as attacker

infrastructure-related indicators, such as hyperlinks or scripts

and images loaded from other domains, as differentiating

features. If the required features are present on the site, the

signature matches and the domain is classified as abused.

In our analysis we find that the page contents, i.e., key-

words, are the most telling indicators of abused assets,

whereas infrastructure-related indicators are only useful in

combination with keywords or sitemap features. Looking at

the sitemap and keywords in combination is the most effec-

tive, identifying an additional 36.1% of abused assets in our

dataset, compared to just keywords.

30.2

0
10.3

11.9

36.1
10.1

Keywords

Infrastructure

Sitemap

Figure 2: % of detected hijacks with

extracted signatures by type.
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Content Classification on Hijacked Domains

Figure 3: Content classification on

hijacked domains.

Keywords. We extracted 56,946 keywords with an average

keyword count of 2.72 to classify index HTML files as abused.

Table 1 shows the top keywords found, with gambling and

adult content as the major sources. Figure 3 shows the full

distribution of topics found based on keywords. We list the

most popular keywords in the Appendix, Figure 29.

# Keyword Count # Keyword Count
1 HTML Snippet 4615 2 HTML Snippet 4288
3 HTML Snippet 4199 4 sex 3257
5 daftar (list) 2930 6 porn 2786
7 situs judi (gambling sites) 2611 8 HTML Snippet 2193
9 gacor (hot streak) 2048 10 [j]udi slot online (gambling online) 1892
11 situs slot (slot/gambling sites) 1880 12 slot gacor (hot slot machine) 1564

Table 1: Top 12 keywords for index.html classification.

Abuse dataset. After 3 years of monitoring, we detect

17,698 unique, abused FQDNs (where 1,565 are Second-

Level Domains (SLDs), Figure 5) across 11,924 unique SLDs
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Figure 6: HTML Files uploaded to each abused site

and 218 affected TLDs (see Appendix Table 6 for top 12).

These abused domain names point to 15,248 unique CNAMEs

(11,654 unique IP addresses). This dataset forms the basis for

our subsequent analyses. We notified > 300 affected organi-

zations, which confirmed the abuse.

The Tranco list is a research-focused ranking of the top

websites based on their popularity and stability over time [11].

We find 7,049 of 17,698 (39.8%) unique hijacked FQDNs on

SLDs included in the Tranco domain list. On average, every

tranco-ranked SLD has 2 (1.89) hijacked subdomains. The

rank and corresponding unique hijacked subdomain count are

illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Rank of SLDs and associated hijacked subdomain counts.
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Figure 5: Abused second level domains and sub-domains.

Abuse data volume. We collected 54,325 index HTML

files classified as abused content with an average file size

of 52.4kB, some of them for the same assets (with changes

made by the hackers). We also collected 15,482 sitemaps

and analyzed them for the quantity of total malicious HTML

content uploaded. Figure 6 shows a histogram of the number

of HTML files uploaded, grouped into bins of 5,000. The

number of files ranges from 2 to 144,349 HTML files per site,

with the clear majority of sites containing many thousands of

pages. Abusers uploaded a total of nearly 500M (492,489,492)

files with an estimated size of 24TB (25,806,449,380.8kB)

and an average of 31,810 HTML files per site.

Ruling out benign changes. There are cases in which

changes in content can be legitimate, e.g., changes in parked

domains, that display commercial HTML content that changes

collectively over time. To rule out legitimate changes applied

by registrars that manage multiple domains, we analyze in-

formation of the registrars and the owners of the domains.

Specifically, we check that clusters of domains with identical

changes in content, have different owners and registrars.

To do this we aggregate domains into clusters based on the

keywords extracted from their web pages. Identical keyword

lists indicate the same page content. By matching the second-
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Figure 7: Abuse in top 1M Tranco Domains.
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Figure 8: Abuse in Fortune 500 companies.
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Figure 9: Abuse in QS-ranked universities.

level domains to their respective registrars, we determine the

set of unique registrars for each cluster of domains with the

same content-changes. We then plot the percentage of these

clusters, with at least two domains, by the number of unique

registrars observed. This is shown in Figure 10.

Our analysis yielded that in 89% of the cases, where the

same change is detected on at least 2 domains, these changes

span 2 or more different registrars and owners. In 33% of

cases, the changes occur across domains owned by 4 or more

registrars; see distribution in Figure 10. This result demon-

strates that identical changes in clusters of domains are not

made by the registrars, since the domains typically have dif-

ferent registrars.
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Figure 10: % abuse clusters (grouped by keywords) spanning ≥ X registrars.

4 Analysis of Abused Resources

We describe resources of organizations that were abused

and identify which cloud platforms host abused resources. To

confirm a hijack we have downloaded and manually examined

malicious content on hijacked domains. The fact that the same

content is seen across unrelated, independent domains and that

the content is unrelated to the topics of these domains provides

an evidence of abuse by a third party. We also analyzed abuse

showing that the content hosted on those hijacked resources

are malicious in Section 5.

4.1 Abused Organisations

Popular domains. Among the abused domains we find

8,432 popular websites from the Tranco list [15] (top 25

shown in Figure 7).

Enterprises. We find abuse in 31% of the Fortune 500

companies2 and 25.4% of the Global 500 companies. Com-

paring these two lists suggests that the attackers focused on

Western countries. The 25 highest-ranking Fortune 500 enter-

prises abused are shown in Figure 8. Many of the companies

were abused more than once, hosting fraudulent content on

more than one subdomain at some point in time. Figure 12

shows that the Industrial, Energy and Motor Vehicle sectors

have the highest volume of hijacks, but overall the abuse is

widespread rather than localized to any one sector.

Universities. We find hijacks of university domains

worldwide5 (top 25 shown in Figure 9). Between May 2020

and 2023 we found 264 abused subdomains in universities

globally. University domains have good reputations and are

therefore a desirable target for promoting fraudulent content.
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Figure 11: Cloud resources.
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Figure 12: Abused content by sector.

4.2 Abused Providers & Resource Types

Hackers exploit a variety of cloud platforms to claim dan-

gling records. The different services provided by each plat-

form can be determined by the respective cloud domain suffix.

Figure 11 and Table 2 show, that Microsoft Azure Cloud ser-

vices are hosting more than half of the content, followed by

AWS S3 static hosting and AWS Elastic Beanstalk, which

together make up 1
3
. All other cloud providers only account

for small fractions. A 2016 study showed substantially fewer

dangling records pointing to Azure than AWS [12].

Cloud Resource # Monitored # Abuses % Abuses
Azure Web Application 690,779 8,347 1.21
Azure VM 565,684 983 0.17
Azure Blob 20,389 - -
AWS Elasticbeanstalk 138,523 668 0.48
Azure Traffic Manager 140,183 2,980 0.21
Azure Cloud Service 299,494 1,060 0.35
Azure API 17,100 - -
Azure FrontDoor 14,183 - -
Heroku App 30,532 146 0.48
Azure CDN 37,360 461 1.23
Azure Service Bus 10,152 - -
AWS S3 1,137,613 5,876 0.52

Table 2: Abused cloud services among domains monitored.

4.3 The Problem of User-Nameable Resources

We find that the common denominator among the hijacks is

user-nameable resources. As shown in Table 3, all hijacks we

discovered exploited cloud resources that allow free choice

of a text-based identifier (blue in Figure 13), enabling easy
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  hijack.hosting.com  A  5.6.7.8

  hijack.com  CNAME   hijack.hosting.com

  hijack.com  NS          ns1234.hosting.com

  hijack.com  CNAME  sites.hosting.com

  sites.hosting.com  A  1.2.3.4
resource

sites.hosting.com

VHOST:  other.com

VHOST:  hijack.com

VHOST:  ...

resource

ns1234.hosting.com

DNSZONE:  hijack.com

hosting.com

resource

DNSZONE:  other.com

DNSZONE:  ...

= random = user-chosen

hijackable.com

  hijack.hosting.com  CNAME   
  sites.hosting.com

Figure 13: Hijack types: dashed lines are released resources an attacker could

re-register to take over the routing and/or content of hijackable.com.

re-registration by an attacker.

CNAMEs & internal routing. Such user-chosen names

are found at the DNS-level and the virtual hosting-level to

route requests to the appropriate resource. At the DNS-level,

these names are used in resource’s domain, auto-generated by

the cloud provider to resolve to the resource’s IP address. For

example, choosing the name example for an Azure website

results in the subdomain example.azurewebsites.net be-

ing generated, resolving to the IP of one of the Azure servers.

The server also configures its virtual hosting layer to route

incoming requests for example.azurewebsites.net to the

example resource (Figure 14).

Cloud providers typically also allow configuration of cus-

tom domains as aliases, so that incoming requests for, e.g.,

example.com, are also directed to the example resource. The

customer can then conveniently set up a CNAME record

directing example.com to example.azurewebsites.net,

allowing the example resource to be resolved through

example.com at the DNS level.

Deterministic re-registration. However, this system poses

two problems. First, the resource name chosen by the legiti-

mate user is publicly visible through the DNS record of the

auto-generated CNAME. Second, this resource name can be

re-registered by an attacker. An attacker who has found a

DNS record pointing at example.azurewebsites.net can

check if the example resource still exists and, if not, regis-

ter this specific resource. As long as the CNAME record

linking example.com to example.azurewebsites.net is

never purged, requests for example.com (and any other do-

main in a CNAME chain to example.azurewebsites.net)

will be hijacked by the attacker.

Randomized identifiers. One effective mitigation of these

hijacks is to randomly generate the resource names, because

then an attacker is not able to deterministically replicate a tar-

get resource. This would maintain the convenience of linking

custom domains to the resource through a CNAME record,

but provide comparable security to the random IP assignment

used for cloud servers with dedicated public IPs.

Cloud resources with dedicated IP addresses are assigned

informs internal request routing
Server Resource 1Server Resource 1Server Resource 1Server Resource 1Server Resource

[User-nameable] resource

[CNAME].azurewebsites.net > A > 51.141.12.112a
d
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Figure 14: User-nameable resource informs CNAME and internal routing.

Provider Configurable Sub domain name Function Record Abuses
Azure [freetext].azurewebsites.net Web App CNAME 6,288
Azure [freetext].trafficmanager.net Traffic Router CNAME 1,468
Azure [freetext].cloudapp.net (legacy naming) VM CNAME 1,037
Azure [freetext].azureedge.net CDN CNAME 830
Azure [freetext].REGION.cloudapp.azure.com VM CNAME 928
Azure [freetext].sip.azurewebsites.windows.net Web App CNAME 223
AWS [freetext].s3-website.REGION.amazonaws.com Static Hosting CNAME 2,227
AWS [freetext].REGION.elasticbeanstalk.com Orchestration CNAME 555

Heroku [freetext].herokuapp.com Web App CNAME 139
Pantheon [ test- | dev- | live- ][freetext].pantheonsite.io CMS CNAME 50
Netlify [freetext].netlify.app Web App CNAME 14

Table 3: Abused resources on cloud platforms with free text entry.

their IP at random from a pool available to the cloud provider

(red in Figure 13). Similarly, cloud providers who offer DNS

hosting distribute user-created DNS zones randomly across

a range of nameservers (purple in Figure 13). When a dan-

gling A or NS record, respectively, points at the IP of such a

resource, attackers must register a similar resource repeatedly

in the hope of being assigned the desired IP.

Previous work [3, 12] showed strategies to do this effec-

tively, but it is still a probabilistic technique, which, according

to our data, attackers do not pursue. Since our collection

methodology (see Algorithm 1) also takes A records pointing

to cloud IPs into account, such takeovers of specific IPs would

also be captured in our dataset. However, we find no instances

of such takeovers in our dataset, suggesting that it is not worth

the effort compared to the deterministic approach possible

with user-nameable resources. This is further underlined by

the absence of abused Google Cloud-hosted domains, which

are assigned a random subdomain, allowing no user input.

4.4 Abuse Duration

We calculate the approximate lifespan of the abused do-

mains as the difference between the timestamp of the first

HTML sample that is recognized as abused and the timestamp

of the DNS record that is eventually created by the domain

owner to correct the dangling vulnerability. Figure 15 shows

the lifespan distribution of the domains in our dataset. A large

number of abused domain names are removed within 15 days.

At the same time, more than 1
3

of the domains last longer

than 65 days, some more than a year. This gives the attacker

time to monetize content by exploiting the reputation of the

abused domains. Figure 16 illustrates for each domain the

time frame that it was hijacked as a horizontal line from start

to end date. The domains are sorted by start date. We see

an initial period of hijacks in 2020, followed by a period of

relative inactivity in early 2021, and finally a ramping up of

activity throughout late 2021, 2022 and 2023. The number of

concurrently hijacked domains continuously increases in this

period, indicating a growing problem.

5 Characterization of Abuse

In this section we first explain how the attacks with hi-

jacked resources depend on the type of dangling resource that

the attacker took over. We then report on different types of

attacks we identified that have been launched from the hi-

jacked domains in our dataset. These include SEO, malware

distribution, cookie theft and fraudulent certificates.
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Figure 15: Hijack duration in days.
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Figure 16: Hijack time frames.

5.1 Abuse Depends on Hijacked Resource

The capabilities of the adversary are dictated by the type

of cloud resource used in the hijack (Table 4).
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Figure 17: Attacker capabilities based on cloud resource - red indicates

attacker-controlled resources, blue indicates hosting-provided resources.

With a dedicated server resource the attacker can host a

full webserver (shown in Figure 17 on the right). With other

resources the hosting provider may host multiple domains on

a single logical webserver through virtual hosting and route to

the appropriate resource by domain name. Storage resources

such as AWS S3 or Content Management Systems (CMS)

such as Pantheon allow control only of static content, which

is read and returned by the provider’s webserver (Figure 17,

left), whereas with traffic management and web applications

the provider’s server forwards requests to a specified endpoint,

where the requests can be processed in full (Figure 17, center).

In the context of cookie stealing, control of the webserver

(Figure 17, center & right) affords the attacker both access

to cookies in headers and those available via javascript,

thus allowing access to all cookies, whereas control of just

the content (Figure 17, left) only enables access to cookies

accessible via javascript6, in other words, cookies without

the HttpOnly flag. The former also affords the https capabil-

ity, required to access cookies with the Secure flag enabled,

whereas the latter scenario does not necessarily afford this

capability for the hijacked domain. [16] characterized the lim-

itations that configurations on the victim webserver impose

on attacks, e.g., the impact of HttpOnly and Secure flags in

cookies or that bypassing CSP requires only file and html

capabilities, while abuse of CORS, postMessage and domain

relaxation also requires the javascript capability. In our

model we show that all of these are possible from static host-

ing resources. However, depending on the configuration of

the target, https may be necessary, which generally requires

full webserver access to configure a certificate7. In addition to

the configuration of related domains (shown by [16]), the type

6In the case of CMS, the use of JS may require the installation of ad-

ditional plugins. However, since the attacker controls the resource, this is

straightforward.
7Hosting providers may offer a dashboard option to configure a certificate,

but this is not the default.

Resource Function Access Capabilities

AWS S3 Storage
Static Content

file, content,

html, javascript2Pantheon Site CMS

Netlify

Web App

Full Webserver

file, content,
html, javascript,

headers, https

Heroku

AWS Elastic Beanstalk

Azure Web Application

Azure CDN
CDN &

Load BalancingAzure Load Balancer

Cloudflare

Azure VM Server

Table 4: Attacker capabilities based on cloud resource

of attacks that can be launched with a hijacked domain are

also a function of the cloud resource that the attacker controls.

5.2 Generating Traffic

We find that the main abuse of hijacked, dangling resources

is to generate traffic to adversarial services. The attackers

exploit the reputation of the hijacked domains to generate

page impressions to the content they control to earn money.

Once they control the content, sources of income are either

advertisements displayed directly on the websites hosted on

the hijacked domains or referral (click-through) to another

site, where they earn a small amount for each page impres-

sion, a higher amount for account registration (Figure 24 in

Appendix) and even more for money spent.

Attackers use different techniques to generate traffic and

increase the click-through rate to the target site that pays for

the traffic. Next we describe the two techniques (SEO and

clickjacking) for which we find evidence in our dataset.

5.2.1 Blackhat Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the process of im-

proving a website’s visibility in search engine results. Black-

hat SEO or spamdexing8 involves ethically questionable tech-

niques or violates search engine guidelines. We found that

75% of HTML samples we collected contain some form of

(blackhat) SEO. We determine this by manually examining

a sample of 100 HTMLs in a sandboxed environment and

then checking which of the other sites contain similar con-

tent based on keyword features. Specifically, we found the

following techniques:

Cloaking. The Japanese Keyword hack9 is one example

of cloaking, a technique where content presented to search

engine spiders is different from what is presented to the user.

About 1% of the sites (Figure 3) featured a large number

of randomly generated Japanese pages, which we catego-

rize as the Japanese Keyword Hack. If hackers have the

ability to add content to a site, they upload a large number

of randomly named HTML pages (see Figure 6) with auto-

generated Japanese content. These cloaked pages are served

in parallel to the original site content, but shown only to

crawlers, not regular users. Search engines then associate the

site and its reputation with the parasitic content. Additional

modifications of the .htaccess and robots.txt files in the

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spamdexing
9https://web.dev/fixing-the-japanese-keyword-hack/
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website’s root directory point the crawlers to the generated

spam pages and away from the legitimate content. We find

that 7.17% of SEO creates private link networks and utilizes

the Japanese Keyword Hack.

Private link networks. Some websites host a large number

of files with the sole purpose of linking to other pages and

domains , without any valuable content of their own. The

reputation of incoming links contributes to the reputation

of the target, so hackers create 2-way link networks across

pages on hijacked subdomains, exploiting their reputation;

we explain this in Section 5.2.3. In our dataset the abusers

uploaded a total of about 500M files with an estimated size

of 25.8TB, with an average of 31,810 HTML files per site;

statistics are visualized in Figure 6.

Doorway pages. These are low-quality web pages created

to rank highly in search results, but link or redirect visitors to

a target page that enables monetization. Most of these door-

way pages we observed were gambling-related and featured

gambling content from Wikipedia. We find that 62.13% of

the SEO uses doorway pages.

Keyword stuffing. This technique optimizes keywords,

placing them in the content and keyword meta tag: 41% of

58353 HTML pages we analyzed contain the keyword meta

tag to help make them more discoverable. Table 5 shows the

top 12 keywords used.

# Keyword Count # Keyword Count
1 slot 144,108 2 online 77,669
3 judi (gambling) 60,521 4 situs (website) 35,265
5 joker123 23,630 6 terpercaya (trusted) 19,407
7 gacor (hot streak) 18,006 8 agen (agent) 16,939
9 daftar (register) 12,881 10 game 12,113
11 bola (football) 11,688 12 pulsa (credit) 10,467

Table 5: Top 12 meta tag keywords on content hosted on hijacked domains.

5.2.2 Click-Jacking

With this technique an onClick event is inserted early

in the event bubbling pipeline to intercept a user’s mouse

click on a legitimate looking hyperlink and redirect it to a

malicious JavaScript function. Through our manual inspection

we found this method was used on adult-related pages. Instead

of navigating to the indicated page, the user is redirected to

another server where ads are served.

5.2.3 Reputation of Abused Domains

We find that hijacked subdomains are valuable for hackers

due to their reputation (or that of the parent domain), which

often takes years to establish. Injecting fraudulent content on

hijacked subdomains exploits the historic reputation of the

parent domain, ranking high in search engine results. Google

is the primary source of traffic to websites and accounts for 85-

92% of all search engine traffic for the past 8 years 10. As such

both legitimate and fraudulent content is optimized to rank as

high as possible in search results. Details of Google’s ranking

algorithm and weights of ranking signals are proprietary and

10https://www.statista.com/statistics/216573/worldwide-

market-share-of-search-engines/

change over time. Nevertheless, domain age, as well as other

parameters discussed below, play a role in the ranking.

Domain age. Nearly all (98.51%) of the hijacked second-

level domains are older than one year and the vast majority is

older than a decade. This is clearly seen in Figure 18, which

shows the distribution of creation dates obtained through

WHOIS for second-level domains in our dataset. Since sub-

domains inherit their reputation from the parent, we look at

the second-level domain for each subdomain.

<1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 >3
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Figure 18: Domain age based on WHOIS creation date of SLDs.

Secure transport. Google also gives preference to sites

that are secure. We find that 18.2% of the (sub)domains in

our dataset had valid certificates.

Backlinks. Backlinks play an important role in domain

selection by attackers. When other reputable websites link to

a domain, Google sees this as a sign of trust and authority.

This is especially true if the linking sites are themselves high-

reputation domains.

5.3 More Page Views Mean More Profit

In summary, scammers leverage the reputation inherited

from the parent domain to drive search traffic to fraudulent

content on the hijacked subdomain. Since search engines are

the primary source of traffic, scammers optimize SEO signals

to boost their pages’ rankings.

In Appendix, Figure 24 we show a screenshot of the traffic

accounting infrastructure of a gambling site that receives

traffic from the hijacked domains. The resources behind the

hijacked domains are used to relay traffic to the sign-up screen

in Figure 24. In this infrastructure a referral code is passed

from the content hosted on a hijacked domain to the gambling

website. The website pays for traffic based on the referral ID

attached to incoming requests, thereby paying the hijackers

for each page view, each account sign-up, and money spent

on the site. The presence of the referral ID also suggests that

website owners and domain hijackers are two different entities.

In this abuse we witness an ecosystem, involving multiple

entities creating revenue from the hijacked resources.

In summary, we find referral links, a large focus on SEO,

ads and gambling, hijacking of cloud resources exclusively

with user-chosen names requiring particularly low effort to

hijack, and a lack of differentiation of abuse content across a

wide range of SLDs (see Section 6). We view this to be strong

evidence for a financial motive as the driver for these hijacks.

5.4 Malware Distribution & Flagged Sites

We find almost no evidence of malware distribution, which

was considered to be one of the main threats of dangling
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records in previous work [16]. Since this is the first work to

find exploitation of dangling domains, there is no comparable

dataset in previous work. We scanned 58,353 samples of

HTML index pages for downloadable executable files for

all operating systems, to determine, if hijacked domains are

directly used for the distribution of malware or other software

and which operating systems are targeted.

VirusTotal executables analysis. We retrieved 2628 bina-

ries using cURL. Among these were 181 unique Android apps

(.apk) and a single Windows executable (.exe). Only 2 EXEs

were labeled as Trojans by VirusTotal11. The vast majority

of APKs were gambling apps corresponding to the gambling

sites. Our data suggests that the hijacked domains are not

predominantly used for large-scale malware distribution.

VirusTotal domains analysis. VirusTotal also allows

checking if domains are flagged by various antivirus vendors.

We queried VirusTotal for our dataset of hijacked domains:

only 135 were flagged by at least one vendor, only 18 by two

or more. Figure 19 plots these values over time (based on the

earliest certificate issuance found for that domain), suggesting

that widespread blacklisting takes at least 2 years. Whether

due to lack of traffic to these domains, the slow inclusion of

domains in blacklists or a general disinterest of AV vendors

to include hijacked domains, the small percentage of blocked

domains suggests that blacklisting does not effectively protect

clients from being served content from hijacked domains.

Figure 19: VirusTotal blacklist counts for hijacked domains by date of first

certificate issuance.

5.5 Stolen (Authentication) Cookies

As pointed out by [12,16], one of the threats of gaining con-

trol of a subdomain’s content (e.g., access to a CMS) and/or

an entire webserver, is access to cookies. Cookies are used

for tracking users across pages via a session identifier, as well

as storing authentication tokens which tell the server that a

user has previously logged in. As a consequence, stealing

authentication cookies enables full access to the website as a

logged-in user. This sensitive data can be stolen as they visit

the legitimate-looking, but adversary-controlled content or

webserver on a hijacked subdomain.

Cookie policies implemented by browsers are such that

a cookie is only sent back to the domain that created it, or

a subdomain thereof. Cookie access depends on the degree

of control an adversary has of a hijacked domain. With full

11https://www.virustotal.com

server access, they can read all cookies (including authentica-

tion), but if they are only able to inject content onto a running

webserver (of a CMS), they are only able to read a subset

of browser-accessible cookies: cookies with the HttpOnly

attribute set to “false" or not set at all (the default).

Stolen cookies of abused domains. Since there is no way

to tell if cookies are being actively exfiltrated from HTTP

headers on the server, we look for stolen authentication cook-

ies for sale. In a collaboration with a threat intelligence organi-

zation we identify 83 unique authentication cookies detected

in darknet leaks in the timeframe in which the correspond-

ing dangling domains were detected by us as hijacked. These

cookies are linked to 3 different hijacked subdomains originat-

ing from 53 unique IP addresses. The low number of leaked

authentication cookies we found is not surprising, due to their

relatively short expiration time.

5.6 Fraudulent Certificates

In this section we describe our analysis of the fraudulent

certificates we found on hijacked domains. Due to availability

of HTTP-based Domain Validation, hijackers are in a posi-

tion to obtain a valid certificate, simply by having access to

the webserver root. In fact, many hosting providers, such as

Azure, integrate functionality within their dashboards to issue

certificates for custom domains that point to the hosting re-

source. Once a hijacked subdomain is taken over, obtaining a

valid certificate is trivial. We can therefore expect hijackers

to use certificates, as it allows the use of HTTPS, increas-

ing the efficacy of various attacks. One of the more critical

possible abuses for domain hijacks is access to cookies. As

detailed in Section 5.5, subdomains will typically receive not

just cookies set for that subdomain, but those for the parent

domains as well. However, if a cookie has the "Secure" flag

set, it will only be sent via HTTPS. So attackers looking to

steal, e.g., secure authentication cookies would need to setup

HTTPS with a valid certificate for the hijacked subdomain.

An interested reader is referred to Section A.2 in Appendix

for explanation on different motivations for obtaining a valid

but fraudulent certificate for abused resources.

5.6.1 Analysis of Certificates on Abused Domains

Certificate Transparency (CT) logs publicly list all cer-

tificates issued by CAs. We use CT to analyze the entire

timeline of certificates for all domains in our dataset, look-

ing for anomalies. Across CT history for our dataset we find

24239 single-SAN (single-Subject Alternative Name) cer-

tificates and 41877 multi-SAN/wildcard certificates. Since

during domain validation hijackers can typically only success-

fully prove control of a single subdomain that they control, we

search the CT history of hijacked subdomains for certificates

that contain only a single, non-wildcard subdomain name.

We contrast this set with the certificates issued for these

subdomains (Figure 20). We see two distinct time frames

(2017-07-31 to 2017-08-14 and 2022-09-09 to 2022-12-16)

where a significant number of certificates were individually
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Figure 20: Multi-SAN vs. single-SAN certs issued for hijacked subdomains.

issued across our set of hijacked subdomains. Particularly the

former shows a clear anomaly, covering a significant number

of "www." subdomains. Taking a closer look at these time

frames, we find that the majority of the single-subdomain

certificates (95% and 53%, respectively, for each time frame)

were issued by Let’sEncrypt, suggesting that these were in-

tentionally issued, as opposed to automatically by a hosting

provider. A correlation with our dataset of the abused domains

shows that the time frames correspond to campaigns to gather

vulnerable subdomains. Based on the dates, we trace this kind

of activity back to mid 2017, about a year after the first paper

on dangling DNS records was published [12].

5.6.2 CAA Records are not Effective

Hijackers have many options for obtaining a certificate.

Cloud providers, such as Azure and AWS, often run their own

CAs and provide certificate issuance built into their hosting

products, free of charge, which can be leveraged by anyone

in control of the hosted resource. Let’s Encrypt and ZeroSSL

are two additional CAs that provide certificates via domain

validation and at no cost.

It has been suggested that domain owners could configure

CAA records to allow certificate issuance only by an autho-

rized set of CAs, in order to prevent unauthorized issuance.

This is unlikely to be effective, however, since an attacker can

simply register an account with one of the authorized CAs

and still issue a certificate. This kind of restriction would only

be protective if certificate issuance is restricted to a specific

account with a specific CA ("domain locking"12).

In can be argued that, in the case of cyber-criminals gath-

ering large numbers of domains to use for SEO and traffic

generation, authorizing only CAs who charge for certificates

(i.e., unauthorizing all CAs with free certificates) might disin-

centivize attackers from issuing certificates at scale, due to an

increase in cost. This would, however, necessitate the major-

ity of domain owners switching to a paid CA and setting the

appropriate CAA records, in order to function as a deterrent.

This is unlikely to happen due to cost to the legitimate

owners. Hence, we find that only 2% of parent domains (and

only 0.2% of subdomains) have a CAA record set and only

0.4% (0.01%) specify a CA without free certificate issuance.

We also find that half of these domains still had hijacked

12https://docs.digicert.com/en/certcentral/manage-

certificates/organization-and-domain-management/domain-

locking.html#locking-a-domain

Figure 21: Geo-distribution of phone numbers based on country code.

subdomains with valid certificates. This suggests that CAA

records are not a suitable countermeasure for such attacks.

5.6.3 Certificate Transparency as Countermeasure

CT can be leveraged as a much more effective countermea-

sure than CAA records. Though reactive, rather than preventa-

tive, CT monitoring of one’s domain via third-party services

is a low-to-zero cost, set-and-forget measure to ensure one

is notified whenever a certificate is issued for the domain or

one of its subdomains. Should an attacker take over even a

long-forgotten subdomain and issue a certificate, an alert is

triggered and the domain owner is made aware of the hijack,

typically within a few hours. However, the effectiveness of

detection rests on the attacker’s choice to obtain a certificate.

6 Characterization of Attacker Infrastructure

In this section we characterize the infrastructure used in

the hijacks in our abuse dataset. We look for indicators from

the infrastructure and the user-facing content side. Due to the

large number of hijacks we combine manual analysis of a sub-

set of examples with automated keyword-based approaches.

Hijacked webserver software. Using the Generator Meta

tag, we identified that about 22% of the 54,325 collected

HTML samples were homepages of WordPress blogs. These

are custom WordPress installations on cloud.

Static identifiers. Next we considered other backend links

present in the HTML samples. We analyzed the href at-

tributes of <a> and <link> tags contained in the HTML doc-

uments served by the hijacked domains. We discovered 792

unique phone numbers through WhatsApp links. Based on the

country code, we can see that all of them are based in Asia,

primarily Indonesia and Cambodia; see Figure 21. We also

discovered 1,884 unique contacts in the form of Telegram,

Twitter, Instagram and Facebook accounts/channels/groups

and direct chat IDs, as well as 2,671 unique forwarding links

provided by URL shortening services. We also discovered

3,553 unique references to IP addresses. Based on WHOIS

data, we find that the majority of these IPs belong to vari-

ous hosting providers (Figure 26 (a) in Appendix). This also

matches the concentration of IPs in the US, France and Singa-

pore, based on GeoIP information (Figure 26 (b) in Appendix).

The use of cloud hosting does not allow identification of the

countries where attackers are operating.

Clustering attacking infrastructure. All of the above

data points serve as identifiers. If two identifiers appear on

the same HTML page, it is reasonable to assume that they are

associated with the same operation. Thus, we cluster these

data points based on how many HTML pages of hijacked

domains each pair appears on. The resulting relationships

between identifiers are visualized as a network graph in Fig-

ure 27 in the Appendix. The network graph provides a broad
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Figure 22: Top 50 clusters sorted by number of hijacked domains.

overview. To delineate concrete groupings we find all nodes

that are connected through some path in the network graph.

This is accomplished by successive hierarchical clustering,

plotted in Figure 28 in Appendix.

Each tick on the x-axis represents an identifier, while the

y-axis indicates the distance (on a scale of 0 to 1) at which

identifiers are grouped. The minimum distance of 0 indicates

that a pair of identifiers are associated with an identical set of

hijacked domains and the maximum distance of 1 indicates

that two identifiers share no domains at all. The dendrogram

displays all groupings up to a cutoff point at a distance of

0.95 (since at the end of the hierarchical clustering process all

nodes are merged into one). The cutoff is chosen to achieve

the maximal degree of grouping. This is warranted, since the

probability of an identifier appearing on two domains by co-

incidence is very small. Groupings are delineated by color, so

all adjacent vertical lines of the same color point to identifiers

that have been grouped; the largest grouping is displayed in

gray on the right side of the dendrogram. Long, single-color

vertical lines indicate identifiers that do not share any domains

with other identifiers and thus cannot be grouped.

The hierarchical clustering results in 1,798 clusters, with

the vast majority consisting of 1 or 2 identifiers which could

not be linked to any others. For the largest grouping, however,

it was possible to tie together 1,609 identifiers, associated

with 743 hijacked domains. The four next-largest clusters

contain 414, 222, 179 and 112 domains, respectively. Figure

22 shows this long-tailed clustering result for the top 50 clus-

ters, sorted by the number of hijacked domains in each cluster.

The identifiers cover 8,489 (~ 1
3
) of the hijacked domains and

all are associated with Indonesian gambling.

While the clustering still leaves the possibility for a large

number of actors involved, it ties large sets of domains to-

gether, showing that at least some actors collect a wide range

of diverse domains in a coordinated effort. These are then

homogeneously used for the same purpose of referring traffic

or manipulating search rankings. The lack of differentiation

in how the hijacked domains are abused suggests an attempt

at maximizing profit by maximizing the number of domains

recruited for a campaign, as opposed to specific targeting of

individual domains, e.g., for political reasons.

Our analyses do not yet allow conclusions as to the no-

ticeable bias of observed page content, linked infrastructure,

discovered APKs and phone numbers toward Indonesia. How-

ever, because our discovery of hijacks begins with a set of do-

mains based on global organizations (e.g., Alexa 1M, Fortune

1000, etc.), there is little reason to assume a biased dataset.

Instead, we see a possible explanation in the population size

(4th largest in the world) and strict illegality of gambling in

Indonesia, leading to a prevalence of online gambling and a

need to advertise it through illicit means.

7 Conclusions

Although the threat of take-over of dangling resources in

the cloud was explored, there was no evidence in research

of real-life abuse. We explore this question empirically with

a longitudinal three-year analysis of cloud-hosted resources.

Our two key contributions are a methodology for detecting

abuse and a longitudinal dataset of abused resources at scale.

Our research shows that the abuse of dangling resources on

cloud platforms is a real problem that affects a large number

of victims in popular and established organizations across

different sectors. Our methodology and the findings provide

a feasibility proof for identifying abused resources without

assuming control over the cloud platform.

Based on our analysis we derive lessons for improving vis-

ibility of abuse and developing countermeasures. The hijacks

we found show that the attackers target released resources that

(1) are cheap and (2) can be directly determined by entering

freetext, while avoiding resources that are expensive and re-

quire effort to obtain, such as the lottery-based IP assignment

from a pool of IP addresses. Therefore, as an easy-to-deploy

mitigation we recommend that cloud platforms either do not

allow user-created resource names to be publicly visible (e.g.,

through DNS records) and/or disallow the re-registration of

recently released resource names. We also recommend, simi-

larly to previous work, to purge stale DNS records. In addition,

cloud platforms should keep track of released resources us-

ing our methodology and alert owners of registered domains

about changes to the content or sitemap. Since we observe that

attackers issue certificates for hijacked domains, we recom-

mend that cloud providers also monitor CT logs for unusual

patterns across domains hosted on their platforms to help

detect potential large-scale abuse campaigns.

Finally, we point out that although our work focuses on

resources on cloud platforms, our results can be used to iden-

tify abuse in other third-party services. For instance, while

Content Management Systems (CMS) like Wordpress are not

included in our dataset, we expect a large number of hijacks of

[freetext].wordpress.com subdomains, since Wordpress

also implements freetext subdomain registration for its blogs.
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TLD Count TLD Count
1. com 12942 7. de 758
2. org 1069 8. edu 414
3. net 996 9. ca 398
4. uk 758 10. nl 207
5. au 414 11. jp 183
6. br 398 12. co 156

Table 6: Top 12 Top Level Domains (from a total of 218) and their counts.

A Appendix

A.1 Cloud Suffixes

We compiled the list of cloud suffixes using the following

sources:

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/

fundamentals/azure-domains

https://docs.netlify.com/domains-https/custom-domains/

https://docs.pantheon.io/guides/domains/platform-domains

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/custom-domains

https://infogalactic.com/info/List_of_Google_domains.

Cloud IP ranges were obtained from these provider

published sources:

https://ip-ranges.amazonaws.com/ip-ranges.json

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/

details.aspx?id=56519

https://www.gstatic.com/ipranges/cloud.json

Based on recent market share data, the AWS, Azure and

Google clouds cover 65% of the hosting market, with the rest

split across a long tail of providers. Our cloud identification

is therefore not 100% complete, but covers a large majority

share of the cloud market.

A.2 Motivations for Obtaining a Certificate for

a Hijacked Domain

Browser Warnings. Most popular browsers display a warn-

ing when attempting to connect to a domain with a self-signed,

expired or otherwise invalid certificate. Some end-users might

ignore this warning, but many won’t. Obtaining and using a

valid certificate would remove this barrier and thus increase

traffic to the site.

Similarly, browser UI indicators (i.e. green lock icon) in-

crease the users’ trust in the legitimacy of the site. It has been

shown that phishing sites using HTTPS are more effective [9].

Thus, a certificate for the hijacked site likely serves to increase

user interaction.

SEO. The primary type of abuse seen on hijacked domains

is SEO spam. A key parameter in search engine rankings is

the use of HTTPS. Sites that don’t use HTTPS are typically

ranked lower. Thus, a certificate would help boost the efficacy

of SEO spam.

HSTS. If a hijacked subdomain (or its parent) has previ-

ously added the domain to the HSTS list of visiting clients,

these clients will only connect to this domain via HTTPS in

the future (until expiration of the HSTS setting). Hijackers

wishing to capture this traffic, will need to serve HTTPS con-

nections and will thus require a certificate. We queried 1,323

parent domains from our hijacked dataset and found over 16%

of non-error responses contained an HSTS header.

Secure Cookies. One of the more critical possible abuses

for domain hijacks is access to cookies. As detailed in Section
5.5, subdomains will typically receive not just cookies set for

that subdomain, but those for the parent domains as well.

However, if a cookie has the "Secure" flag set, it will only be

sent via HTTPS. So attackers looking to steal, e.g., secure

authentication cookies would need to setup HTTPS with a

valid certificate for the hijacked subdomain.

Furthermore, the SameSite flag differentiates HTTPS and

HTTP origins. In particular, SameSite=None requires Se-

cure=True, increasing the likelihood that a domain uses secure

authentication cookies13.

Figure 23: Main page for a Fortune 500’s abused site with an error message

(May 2020).

13https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/Set-

Cookie/SameSite
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Figure 24: Referral code is passed for traffic accounting.
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Figure 25: Overview of data collection and analysis process.

Figure 26: (a) Organizations associated with extracted IPs based on WHOIS

data. (b) Geographical distribution of extracted IPs based on GeoIP data.
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Figure 27: Clustering of extracted identifiers - IPs (red), contact information such as phone numbers, social media channels and chat links (green), and URL

shortener links (blue). Node size indicates the number of hijacked domains associated with the identifier, edge thickness indicates the number of shared domains

between a pair of identifiers.

Figure 28: Dendrogram of identifier clustering.
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Figure 29: List of extracted keywords and code fragments.
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Abstract
Management operations are a major source of outages for
networks. A number of best practices designed to reduce
and mitigate such outages are well known, but their enforce-
ment has been challenging, leaving the network vulnerable
to inadvertent mistakes and gaps which repeatedly result in
outages. We present our experiences with CAPA, Google’s
“containment and prevention architecture” for regulating man-
agement operations on our cluster networking fleet. Our goal
with CAPA is to limit the systems where strict adherence to
best practices is required, so that availability of the network
is not dependent on the good intentions of every engineer and
operator. We enumerate the features of CAPA which we have
found to be necessary to effectively enforce best practices
within a thin “regulation“ layer. We evaluate CAPA based on
case studies of outages prevented, counter-factual analysis of
past incidents, and known limitations. Management-plane-
related outages have substantially reduced both in frequency
and severity, with a 82% reduction in cumulative duration of
incidents normalized to fleet size over five years.

1 Introduction

Cloud applications require high availability from cloud in-
frastructure. Application deployment patterns vary from non-
replicated (single-zone) services to multi-regional replicated
services designed for 24/7 global availability [7]. To accom-
modate this range of deployment patterns, cloud infrastructure
must ensure high baseline availability within a zone, and fail-
ure domain independence across zones. Networking, as a
baseline dependency for other infrastructure and services, is
particularly critical for availability.

Despite the criticality of networking, single-zone and cor-
related multi-zone network failures take place frequently (e.g.,
[6, 46, 71] in March 2022 alone). At Google, we find that
≥ 58% of cluster (datacenter) network outages since 2018
result from management operations. Previous research has
recommended a number of best practices for executing op-
erations in order to improve availability [1, 8, 25]. These

recommendations include defining failure domain boundaries,
ensuring progressive and supervised change rollout, defense-
in-depth, consistency across planes, invariant monitoring, etc.
While these best practices are well understood, major cloud
providers continue to suffer outages that in hindsight could
have been prevented by application of these practices.

In our experience managing Google’s fleet of cluster net-
works, several challenges make it difficult for engineers and
operators to consistently follow best practices: (C1) Com-
plexity and diversity of system interactions. Cluster net-
working has evolved into a complex distributed system of
many interdependent subsystems. The cross product of the
system’s behavioral axes, the variety of operations it supports,
and the range of services that perform operations result in
a huge surface area where best practices might need to be
adhered to. (C2) Difficulty isolating failure domains. Fail-
ure domain isolation reduces correlated failures. But cluster
networks are fundamentally coupled as they must connect to
each other and exchange routing messages through a wide
area network (WAN) [29, 30]. Additionally, centralized oper-
ational teams and systems with global responsibilities create
coupling through their day-to-day operations. (C3) Need to
balance safety vs. operational velocity. Aggressive rate lim-
iting can create a logjam of business-critical network updates.
In practice, operators must resort to some degree of concur-
rency to keep up. Moreover, certain issues might only be
triggered in later stages such that progressive rollout alone
is not sufficient. (C4) Software development velocity over-
head. Strict adherence to best practices comes with high de-
velopment costs, particularly for a foundational service like
cluster networking that cannot always make use of common
implementations of convenient abstractions (e.g., distributed
storage). Mandating a high-level of rigor for best practice ad-
herence across the dozens of teams and hundreds of engineers
that maintain individual subcomponents is at odds with the
desire to maintain high software development velocity.

In this paper, we ask: is it feasible to limit the systems
where strict adherence to best practices is required, so that
availability of the network is not dependent on the best in-
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tentions of every engineer and operator? We describe our
experiences with CAPA, the “containment and prevention
architecture” we have designed and implemented with the
goal of systematically enforcing best practices while avoiding
the need for all subsystems to be encumbered by enforcement.
We enumerate all of the features we have found through expe-
rience to be necessary in order to achieve our goal.

Following [33], CAPA introduces a new regulation layer
which separates the (preexisting) production critical layer
below from the (preexisting) operations workflow layer above.
CAPA defines and enforces rules for each layer.

• The production critical layer encompasses the network
control and data planes responsible for handling appli-
cation payload. The components in this layer adhere to
strict failure domain containment.

• The operations workflow layer contains capacity plan-
ning, modeling, and rollout workflows that produce be-
havioral intents for the production layer based on busi-
ness needs. The services in this layer make no changes
to the production critical layer directly, and instead proxy
intended changes via the regulation layer.

• The regulation layer initiates behavioral changes to com-
ponents in the production critical layer, and modulates
changes by providing rate limiting, health supervision,
and fast rollback of certain operations.

Going well beyond [33], we describe in detail throughout
the paper how CAPA engages with challenges C1-C4. To
address the complexity of system interactions (C1) CAPA’s
regulation layer (i) ensures that management operations first
‘drain’ (move traffic away from) the data plane entities they
are about to mutate as a mitigation against unexpected side
effects, and (ii) enforces protected cross-section bandwidth,
a novel invariant that ensures ‘drain’ requests (and therefore
operations per (i)) are blocked until there is enough available
capacity to safely accommodate the operation (§3.1, §4.1).

To prevent correlated failures across zones (C2), the regula-
tion layer rate-limits management operations across the fleet
to prevent them from concurrently affecting too many zones,
and the production critical layer ensures via ACL enforce-
ment that outbound control messages originating from within
a zone are disallowed thereby limiting blast radius and ensur-
ing “low-dependency” bootstrap capability (§4.1, §4.2). One
of the few unavoidable exceptions for outgoing ACL enforce-
ment are BGP routing updates, which are needed because
cluster networks must maintain connectivity via the WAN. To
mitigate correlated failures that propagate through BGP, we
have developed fail-static fallback routing that allows clus-
ter networks to maintain WAN connectivity even when dy-
namic BGP routing fails (§4.3). When dynamic BGP routing
fails, our border routers continue forwarding packets through
pre-programmed static routes to existing traffic engineering
tunnels in the data plane. Although these backup routes may

be less optimal, many packets will continue arriving at their
destination thanks to end-host repathing mechanisms [52, 65]
as long as a working path exists in the data plane.

Although CAPA does not directly change the parameters of
the safety vs. operational velocity tradeoff (C3), its regulation
layer provides a central place where policies such as protected
cross-section bandwidth and maximum concurrency can be
adjusted (§4.1). Centralized policy definition reduces fric-
tion in the ongoing tussle between safety stakeholders and
operational velocity stakeholders within the company [12].

In CAPA, only systems in the production critical layer have
strict failure domain isolation requirements. Developers at
the operations workflow layer are unhindered by these re-
quirements (C4), e.g., they can rely on high-level abstractions
and build globally scoped systems which are easier to build
and reason about [43]. Since all outputs from the workflow
layer are filtered through the regulation layer before propagat-
ing to the production critical layer, we largely avoid coupling
between globally scoped workflow layer systems and the care-
fully contained failure domains in the production layer.

CAPA has helped us make considerable progress towards
systematic enforcement of production best practices, which
improves both baseline availability and failure domain inde-
pendence. We perform a qualitative retrospective analysis
of relevant outages (including before CAPA’s deployment)
to show that 84% could have been prevented or mitigated
by CAPA. Moreover, our fleet’s annual incident rate has
decreased by more than 73% from pre- to post-deployment.
As CAPA was our primary investment in reliability improve-
ments, given the substantial improvements and a number of
“near-miss” success stories, it is fair to attribute most of this
improvement to the design and deployment of CAPA. At the
same time, our work is not complete; we characterize inci-
dents where CAPA did not help, highlighting key limitations.

2 Background

2.1 Cloud deployment patterns

The grouping of servers connected by a datacenter fabric
is called a cluster, and we therefore refer to the datacen-
ter network fabric as a cluster network. Compute resources
are presented as zones (≥ 1 co-located clusters) and regions
(≥ 3 zones) to customers. Cloud customers use these build-
ing blocks for a range of deployment patterns, from non-
replicated services to multi-region replication [7, 15, 23].

In order to provide 99.9% zonal availability, each zone can
only tolerate ~4 minutes per month of downtime. This implies
that any failure event that requires human intervention will
almost certainly render a zone as out of service-level-objective
(SLO). Correlated failures (those that simultaneously affect
multiple zones) are particularly problematic as they negate
the customer’s replication efforts.
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2.2 Cluster networking

As described in [18, 49, 56], Google’s software-defined net-
work (SDN), a.k.a. “cluster network service”, includes:

• The data plane switches of a Jupiter [49, 56] fabric, in-
cluding their operating system and firmware stack.

• SDN applications, responsible for programming
switches, tracking link state, traffic matrices, etc.

• The dedicated machines called network control servers
(NCS) that run the SDN applications. These machines
are completely independent from normal machines.

• The dedicated instance of the Borg [63] cluster scheduler
that manages the NCS.

• A separate control plane network (CPN) that provides
out-of-band connectivity between the NCS machines
and data plane switches.

Figure 5 depicts the relationship between these components.
Steady state behavior refers to how—in the absence of on-

going management operations—the cluster network service
treats the user payload (network packets) while responding
to changes in the runtime environment (e.g., shifts in traffic,
links failures). The primary expectation from users is reach-
ability from cluster machines to destinations both inside the
cluster and outside (through the WAN) with expected latency,
packet loss rates, and bandwidth.

We define an outage as an event where the network service
behavior fails to meet user expectations, defined precisely
as active prober packet loss or latency exceeding predefined
thresholds. Examples include blackholes, capacity loss that
leads to congestion, or suboptimal pathing.

2.3 Best practices for operations and their im-
plementation challenges

Since management operations are a common cause of outages,
several studies have analyzed outage incidents [1, 8, 25, 44]
and proposed best practices for operating networks with high
availability. We recap the most relevant practices, as well as
challenges we have faced in enforcing them.

Failure domain containment. System designers should
identify failure domains (e.g., groupings of physical entities
which share power supply, cooling, software control, etc.) and
enforce as much as isolation as possible between domains in
order to minimize the risk that a failure’s “blast radius” will
extend beyond domain boundaries.1 Failure domain isolation
also reduces the risk of lockout during disaster recovery, since

1Failure domains are hierarchical. For example, top-of-rack (ToR)
switches reside in the same physical failure domain as the machines on the
rack; each ToR connects to multiple middleblocks (another failure domain);
the middleblocks reside within an aggregation block which are designed
to be both physically independent from other blocks (separate power and
cooling supplies) and logically independent (separate software control) [18].

proper isolation requires systems to avoid cyclic dependen-
cies involved in bootstrapping the failure domain (e.g., the
cluster network service cannot depend on a distributed storage
service which in turn depends on the cluster network service).

In practice system designers need to strike a balance be-
tween minimizing blast radius and minimizing system com-
plexity and cost (C1, C2). For example, some exceptions need
to be made in practice for communication (e.g., BGP routing
messages) that is allowed to cross failure domain boundaries.

Progressive, supervised change rollout. Faulty operations
can lead to service disruptions or violations of failure do-
main containment. To mitigate these risks, changes should
be rolled out gradually. Progressive rollout alone does not
improve safety; the health of the system needs to be closely
supervised throughout the rollout, otherwise the network re-
mains vulnerable to “slow wrecks” where service behavior
gradually but continuously degrades. To keep up with the vol-
ume of operations needed to sustain the business, the system
must strike a good balance between safety and velocity (e.g.,
level of concurrency) of operations (C3).

Monitoring and upholding invariants. Safety invariants
should be monitored during change rollout to maintain sys-
tem health [25]. Black-box metrics (those that do not assume
any knowledge of the internal implementation details of the
network, and therefore capture the user’s perspective), such
as remote procedure call (RPC) latency or success rates, are
effective at detecting failures regardless of root cause as soon
as the service behavior begins degrading [1] since they cap-
ture the exact conditions that the user experiences, but they
are not effective at detecting the degradation before it occurs.
Subject matter experts can also identify white-box invariants,
i.e. those that leverage implementation details of their sub-
systems (e.g., “at least 2 replicas should be responsive”), but
white-box invariants that generalize to a diversity of system
interactions have remained elusive (C1).

Provisioning capacity headroom. Provisioning more ca-
pacity than strictly needed to accommodate traffic improves
safety. For example, headroom ensures that when a man-
agement operation (especially those that require involvement
from human technicians) becomes stuck, the operation can
remain in a paused state without risking congestion on the
unaffected portions of the network. The costs of deploying
extra capacity can be amortized by serving low priority (QoS)
traffic during periods without ongoing operations.

Fast recovery. Fast recovery limits outage duration. In prac-
tice, recovery often requires humans to understand the situ-
ation and determine a recovery strategy. In a system with
many ongoing changes, it is not always obvious what needs
to be rolled back. Systems can also fail in ways that cannot
be recovered by rollback, e.g., if the outage wipes out data, or
prevents access to the system itself – a real concern for net-
working. Automated recovery that rolls back too aggressively
can also be at odds with operational velocity (C3).
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Figure 1: CAPA’s layering and enforcement architecture.

3 CAPA architecture Overview

Following [33], CAPA imposes layering onto our existing
software and hardware systems so that we can systematically
enforce best practices. As shown in Figure 1, these layers
consist of: (a) the production critical layer, comprising the
components (control plane and data plane) that are respon-
sible for delivery of application payload. We must ensure
failure independence (§4.2, §4.3) and high baseline availabil-
ity in this layer to meet service expectations (SLOs). (b) the
regulation layer, a small number of centrally maintained ser-
vices with exclusive access to the management interfaces in
the production critical layer. It upholds best practices by ap-
plying changes progressively (§4.1) while monitoring system
health and invoking automatic rollback of operations (“be-
havioral changes”) if needed (§3.1). The regulation layer
maintains the key invariant of ensuring sufficient bandwidth
at all cross-sections of the network (§3.1), and enforces global
rate-limiting to reduce the risk of correlated failures triggered
by faulty operations concurrently executing in different zones
(§4.1). (c) the operations workflow layer contains all other
systems responsible for carrying out network management
operations. This layer generates the intended behavior (con-
figuration) of the production critical layer, and realizes that
intent by invoking operations via the regulation layer.

3.1 Life cycle of an operation

Before detailing the mechanisms introduced by CAPA (§4),
we will walk through the life cycle of a management operation
as it progresses through CAPA’s layers.2 We choose a capacity
expansion as our example. Table 1 lists other operations.

Capacity expansion starting in the workflow layer. Based
on projected traffic demands, a forecasting service in the
workflow layer predicts that capacity will be needed on the

2§6 gives an overview of network management at Google prior to CAPA.

Category of Operation Frequency
Capacity expansion/contraction 1 per 3.6 months

Switch software upgrade 1 per 4 weeks
Controller software upgrade 1 per 2 weeks

Hardware repairs 1 per 35 minutes

Table 1: Categories of behavioral changes (“operations”) that our
networks undergo. Frequencies are computed as averages per cluster
network across all clusters over one year.
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Figure 2: Detailed view of the regulation layer.

WAN-facing links of the fabric border router (FBR) of a clus-
ter network. A capacity expansion workflow is initiated. It
begins by retrieving a model of which entities (e.g., fibers,
transceivers) will need to be added to the network [43]. The
workflow dispatches purchase orders (after human approval)
and waits for delivery of the new materials to the datacenter
floor. Once the materials arrive at the datacenter floor, the
capacity expansion workflow dispatches instructions to tech-
nicians on how to wire and qualify (e.g., verify that bit error
rate is sufficiently low for) new physical links. The physi-
cal changes needed for the capacity expansion are “append-
only,” meaning that technicians do not need to mutate any
pre-existing links carrying live traffic. We reserve spare ports
on both the FBR side and the WAN side to make this possible.

Capacity expansion processed by the regulation layer.
For scalability of routing updates, we maintain link aggre-
gation (“trunks”) at the WAN boundary: we split all WAN-
facing physical links into four trunks (each with distinct power
and cooling failure domains), and assign a single SDN control
domain responsible for routing over each trunk. Trunks are
the level of abstraction that the SDN routing stack operates
on; BGP sessions, next-hops, metric computations, etc. are
maintained on a per-trunk basis.

To bring the physical capacity into service, the capacity
expansion workflow needs to reconfigure each of the SDN
control domain’s configuration for the trunk it routes over.
The workflow first drains traffic from the links under the con-
trol domain’s purview before initiating any reconfiguration,
primarily to protect against any unexpected side-effects of the
operation; as discussed in §5, unexpected side-effects have
historically been a prevalent cause of outages. The regulation
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Figure 3: The capacity augment workflow’s state machine. The
workflow repeatedly invokes APIs in the regulation layer, which are
enumerated in Table 2.

layer refuses to process operations that do not already have
drains covering the entities they affect.

The capacity expansion workflow invokes the Drain()
API on the SDN proxy in the regulation layer (Figure 3). The
SDN Proxy (Figure 2) validates the workflow’s permission
to perform Drain() (s1), and checks fleetwide rate limits
for FBR Drain() (s2). Concurrency control and rate limits
reduce the scope of temporally correlated failures by limiting
the number of domains that may be affected (§4.1).

Enforcing cross-section capacity. The regulation layer en-
forces that all target elements should be drained before pro-
ceeding with the operation: besides protecting against inadver-
tent impact on live traffic, this invariant allows the Drain()
API to double as a semaphore that guards the network’s band-
width while allowing concurrent operations.

Figure 4 depicts how Drain() doubles as a semaphore.
Multiple operations, each requesting drains, can proceed con-
currently so long as the effective (“residual”) capacity in all
relevant cross-sections of the network are above a threshold
(see §4.1 for details). Example network cross-sections on a
per cluster network basis include: all WAN-facing links, inter-
aggregation-block links, intra-aggregation-block links, top-of-
rack (ToR) to middleblock links, and control plane network
links between SDN controllers and data plane switches [56].
Cross-sections can be overlapping and hierarchical, e.g., we
seek to prevent partitions of any particular aggregation block,
but we also protect aggregate interblock bandwidth.

Operations are blocked when the threshold is reached, but
they can proceed as soon as the previously in-progress opera-
tions conclude and restore capacity by issuing an Undrain().
The semaphore also gracefully accounts for unplanned main-
tenance (hardware failures/repairs): failures reduce effective
capacity, thus blocking subsequent planned operations.3

From a workflow’s perspective, Drain() is atomic, i.e.,
if it succeeds, the residual network is in a safe state and
the drained entities are safe to operate on. The SDN proxy
processes Drain() requests in a serial order within each clus-
ter network, which prevents deadlock so long as each work-
flow requests a single Drain() at a time. In the case that
there is insufficient effective bandwidth (or some other health

3Drain thresholds are chosen to minimize the probability that unplanned
failures cause the system to be unable to service customer traffic without
congestion. Humans are alerted in the rare event that this occurs.
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Figure 4: Example of drain thresholds (“ensure minimum cross-
section bandwidth”) acting as a semaphore for regulating concurrent
operations. Op3 is blocked until capacity is released by Op1/Op2.

Interface Description
SDN Controllers
Config() Configuration used by SDN apps. Includes fabric

topology, routing policies, etc.
Drain/
Undrain()

Deprefer the targeted elements from the routing so-
lution. May require coordination across domains.

Dataplane and CPN Switches
Install() Updates software running on the switch.
Config() Modifies non-routing behavior, e.g., port speeds.
Qual() Initiates disruptive bit-error-rate test on a port.
NCS Cluster Scheduler
Add/Remove
Machine()

Modify set of servers running NCS jobs.

Create/Update/
DeleteJob()

Create, update or delete the jobs to run in the cluster.

Config() Updates resource management policies.
NCS
Install/Update() Install or update the firmware and OS of the server.
Restart/
Shutdown()

Reboot or shutdown the server.

Table 2: List of RPC interfaces for management plane operations
on various components in the cluster networking service (non-
exhaustive).

check fails, as we describe below), the Drain() invocation is
blocked and leaves no side effects until it is unblocked.

Applying the drain and configuration changes. The SDN
Proxy actuates the Drain() by invoking management inter-
faces on the production critical layer (s4). Once the Drain()
completes, the workflow may proceed with reconfiguration
of trunks by invoking a Config() API4 on the SDN Proxy
within the regulation layer. Table 2 describes other manage-
ment APIs provided by the regulation layer.

The proxies execute the same steps (s1-s4) to actuate the
reconfiguration. Once reconfiguration is complete, the work-
flow will issue an Undrain() and repeat starting from the
Drain() for the next FBR SDN control domain.

Continuous health checks. Network health can change
rapidly and unexpectedly, e.g., from hardware failures, sud-
den traffic shifts, or unexpected side-effects of operations.

The regulation layer continuously checks two types of
health signals—black-box and white-box signals (introduced

4The format of the Config() change is arbitrarily defined by applica-
tion developers; in this case it describes which physical links the routing
controllers should aggregate together as a trunk.
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in §2.3)—both before (s3) and during (s4) the execution of
operations. While black-box signals are a lagging indicator of
problems (e.g., discards occur only after congestion reaches
unsafe levels), some white-box signals can act as preventive
leading signals. Protected cross-section bandwidth is an ex-
ample of a white-box invariant, and is the only invariant we
have found so far that generalizes to all operations. Other
examples include ensuring a minimum number of SDN ap-
plication replicas are live, checks on whether any parts of
the cluster networks have entered fail-static [18], and bans on
certain orderings of operations that are known to cause issues.
Automated drain rollbacks. When servicing a Drain() in-
vocation, the SDN Proxy actuates the request incrementally
by repeatedly invoking management interfaces in the produc-
tion critical layer for a subset of the entities referenced in the
Drain(). If health checks ever fail (e.g., we detect packet
discards, or effective capacity drops below safe thresholds)
and only a subset of the entities in the Drain() have com-
pleted, the SDN Proxy can automatically roll back (s5) the
partially executed Drain(). If a Drain() has already been
acknowledged as completed to the workflow, we cannot cur-
rently rollback those drains. As part of our future work (§6),
we are exploring automated rollback of the operations that
proceed after the Drain() has been acknowledged.

4 Detailed Design

4.1 Rate-Limiting & Concurrency Control
As described in §3.1, the regulation layer performs rate-
limiting and concurrency control. Rate-limiting helps main-
tain failure independence by limiting temporally correlated
outages that arise from concurrent operations. Rate-limiting
also maintains baseline availability by increasing the proba-
bility that issues are caught early in low-risk cluster networks.
Rate-limiting enforcement. Google uses MALT [43] to
represent the elements in our network, their attributes, and
their relationships with each other. Using this representation,
a global service in the regulation layer builds a fleet-wide
model of cluster level failure domains and sub-cluster fail-
ure domains (e.g., aggregation blocks) within each cluster.
The global service also provides a rate-limiting policy con-
figuration to set the maximum concurrency allowed across
(hierarchical) failure domains to balance velocity and pro-
duction risk. Policies are jointly decided by stakeholders in
engineering and operations teams on a per use-case basis.

Equipped with modeling and policy, the global rate-limiting
system ensures that only the desired number of entities are
operated on concurrently or within a time epoch. For example,
we can set policies to limit concurrent capacity expansions
to only N clusters globally, or require 15 minutes between
successive operations on each of all 4 FBR domains within
each cluster such that at most N clusters can lose at most 25%
of FBR capacity within a 15-minute window.

The rate-limiting system accounts for the full hierarchy of
failure domains in making its decisions, e.g., to perform an
operation such as a Drain() upon a middleblock in a partic-
ular cluster, all rate-limiting policies that apply to Drain()
operations will be checked. Any ongoing operations in that
middleblock will be checked against policies that apply to
middleblocks; then, ongoing operations in the aggregation
block that the middlebock resides in will be checked against
policies that apply to aggregation blocks, and so on through
the cluster, zone, region, and global levels [56]. The oper-
ation will be allowed to proceed only if all policies defined
at all levels of the hierarchy deem that the operation is in
compliance with rate-limiting.
Concurrency control and capacity headroom. Rate-
limiting policies are defined according to the scope of entities
that operations intend to mutate. In some cases, operations
affect a larger set of entities than intended. Protected cross-
section bandwidth and Drain() as a semaphore further pro-
tect against unintended side-effects and “slow wrecks” where
rollout supervision fails to detect degradation.

The threshold for protected cross-section bandwidth (capac-
ity headroom) is largely determined by the level of redundancy
designed into the network. Across most dataplane cross-
sections (exceptions in §4.4) we employ 4 independently
operable (sub-cluster) failure domains; only 3 are needed
to maintain sufficient capacity to avoid outages, leading to
25% capacity headroom. In our example (§3.1), there are 4
independent FBR domains. Similarly, within an aggregation
block, we have 4 middleblocks, and we have 4 interblock
routing domains [49]. In the control plane network, we gener-
ally have 2-way redundancy of switches and paths, so CAPA
does not allow draining either unless both are healthy.

4.2 Failure Domain Containment
Separating the operations workflow layer from the produc-
tion critical layer, and rate-limiting operations through the
regulation layer helps prevent temporally correlated failures.
However, this protection is only effective if the failure do-
mains themselves are well contained.

Appropriately defined failure domain boundaries should
align physical points of failure (e.g., power and cooling) with
software control. Once failure domain boundaries are defined,
we must audit dependencies between software components to
ensure that there is no unintentional communication across
boundaries. Most interactions among our system components
take place over RPCs.5 For containment, cluster network ser-
vice components within one datacenter network are not al-
lowed outbound or inbound modify6 RPCs to other cluster net-
works or other layers (depicted in Fig. 1). To enforce this rule
we use a combination of (1) token-based authentication [26],
e.g., ACLs to prevent all outbound RPCs, (2) locking down

5Exceptions include BGP (§4.3), NTP (§4.4), and DHCP.
6We allow read-only inbound RPCs to facilitate monitoring.
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Figure 5: The low-dependency boundary encompasses all elements
of the data plane, control plane network (CPN), network control
servers (NCS), and their software. RPCs to any services running in
normal machine racks or across the WAN are disallowed. (Interblock
connectivity and certain other elements not shown for legibility.)

all inbound management interfaces in the production critical
layer to the proxies in the regulation layer,7 and (3) monitor-
ing cross-domain RPCs to/from system components to detect
any interfaces that may inadvertently remained unprotected.

Failure domain containment enforcement extends to the
transitive closure of all the dependencies of the components
in the production critical layer, creating a foundational failure
domain containment structure that is robust to erosion as
the system evolves. We encourage but do not enforce the
same failure domain enforcement rules for sub-cluster failure
domains (e.g., individual aggregation blocks) in the cluster.

Low-Dependency Requirements. Our restriction on out-
bound RPCs implies that all components within the produc-
tion critical layer must be “low-dependency”, meaning that
dependencies outside the cluster network service are disal-
lowed. Figure 5 presents all the elements within the low-
dependency boundary. All cluster network service software
on switches and SDN control applications on NCS machines
must be designed without any outside dependencies on soft-
ware services that run in the normal machine racks either in
the same cluster or another cluster. Low-dependency is an ex-
pensive requirement to meet as it precludes use of convenient,
broadly understood, high-level infrastructure services, such
as multi-zonal replicated storage systems, work queues, load
balancers, authentication mechanisms, etc.

Ultimately this burden is required considering (i) avoid-
ing circular dependencies on network connectivity simplifies
bootstrap and disaster recovery (further discussion in §6), and

7We are further strengthening these boundaries using separate crypto-
graphic scopes for each failure domain. This reduces the principals that may
act across failure domains even in the face of security incidents.

(ii) the requirement encourages a minimal “trusted comput-
ing base” of services that are absolutely needed to maintain
steady state behavior. Minimalism reduces the components in
the production critical layer and therefore reduces the number
of subsystems that can cause an outage.

4.3 Static routes for WAN interconnects

Inter-domain BGP routing updates are one of the few un-
avoidable exceptions to RPC boundary containment. WAN
connectivity requirements are in tension with failure domain
isolation as BGP messages themselves are a vector for cor-
related failures. BGP has multiple properties that make it
source of historical outages at Google, including:

1. BGP speakers disseminate information rapidly, which
can cause multi-zonal outages from a bad update.

2. BGP speakers lack a global view and make uncoordi-
nated best-path decisions; this can result in replicated
speakers creating loops (each peer believing the other has
the preferred next-hop) and unintended route withdraws
(e.g., when loops are detected, or when each speaker
deprefers its own next-hops).

3. In default configurations, BGP ties together liveness of
the data plane and the control plane through keep-alive
messages. Upon three missed keep-alive messages, the
peer is assumed to have failed and routes are withdrawn,
even if the data plane is healthy. This is particularly
problematic for SDN where the BGP speaker is separate
from the dataplane switches.

To achieve failure domain isolation we require additional
defense-in-depth for BGP. We rely on BGP message filter-
ing [13] for defending against (1) and (2), and implement a
static route fallback policy for the WAN and CPN routes for
(3). Conceptually, fail-static routing splits BGP-based connec-
tivity into two parallel routing systems: traditional, dynamic
(optimal) routing via BGP, and a simpler, rarely changing,
safe but suboptimal set of “static” routes. The fail-static policy
makes traffic fall back to the static routes whenever dynamic
routes become unavailable, thus substantially reducing corre-
lated failures that are triggered by unavailability of the BGP
control plane without complete loss of the data plane.8

From the perspective of the fabric border routers within the
cluster network, static routes are configured as a virtual output
port that switches can send traffic out in the event of dropped
dynamic BGP messages. We implement static routes in the
WAN as either traffic-engineering tunnels that fail-static (for
B4 [30]), or redistribution of cached routes even when BGP
keep-alive timers have expired.

8In the event of complete data plane partition, packet loss will still occur
once the packets reach the partition.
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Static routes can be updated progressively in accordance
with best practices, at the cost of temporary mismatch with pri-
mary (BGP) routes. In an application of the end-to-end prin-
ciple [53], these periods of mismatch are generally acceptable
thanks to an end-host mechanism that repaths onto healthy
paths [52]. Since cluster networks represent leaf nodes of the
WAN, we have so far been able to prevent loops while rolling
out updates to static routes (see 4.5 for discussion).

4.4 Exceptions
We allow a few exceptions to the Drain()-before-operate rule
when we conclude that the benefits of simplification outweigh
the risks. For example, except for decommission operations,
we do not require Drain() for changes to ToR switches as
their failure domain is a handful of machines; further, many
racks do not have redundant ToRs, so draining the ToRs would
require vacating the underlying machines. Similarly, although
we require Drain() before config changes to (sharded) FBR
control domains, we have concluded that sharding of SDN
control domains is not worth the complexity cost for our
aggregation blocks. We therefore allow config changes to
those control domains without requiring the data plane entities
under their purview to be drained.

We also allow a few exceptions to the “low-dependency”
restriction, which we permit either to ease the transition from
a historical dependency, e.g., Network Time Protocol (NTP)
from another cluster during bootup, or as an optimization,
e.g., host level telemetry to drive optimal traffic engineering.
These exceptions create a lockout risk, but we require the
teams to have well-tested fallback mechanisms so that the
cluster service can recover in absence of these dependencies.

4.5 Known Limitations
No Progress Guarantees. It is possible for workflows to be
blocked indefinitely by CAPA’s safety policies. In such cases
a human operator must intervene. For example, although
CAPA prevents workflows from deadlocking on each other
(by serializing drains on a per-workflow basis), a single work-
flow can still deadlock on itself by inadvertently requesting
concurrent drains and assuming they will be processed atomi-
cally. A deadlocked workflow blocks other workflows.
Drains Can Degrade Application Performance. Our de-
mand forecasting systems seek to provision capacity so that
high priority customer traffic can be serviced without conges-
tion. We allow customers to send extra low priority (‘BE’)
traffic in order to amortize the cost of capacity headroom,
but we reserve the right to drop BE traffic when maintenance
needs to perform drains. That said, CAPA does not formally
enforce these contracts with customers; in practice we have
found that some customers complain when small percentages
of BE traffic is dropped, and applications can also send high
priority traffic in excess of planned capacity.

No Provable Guarantee of BGP Loop-Freeness. Although
we have never experienced loops introduced by BGP static
routes (e.g. a loop introduced when one peer continues to use
dynamic routes while the other falls back to static routes), we
have no proof that they are impossible.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate CAPA with three methodologies:9

1. We enumerate examples of real production incidents
where CAPA successfully prevented or mitigated out-
ages, to examine CAPA’s mechanisms in practice.

2. We conduct a comprehensive retrospective analysis of
outages affecting our cluster networks from 2018 - 2022
that had behavioral change as their root cause to un-
derstand where CAPA would have been beneficial and
where CAPA still has safety gaps. Some of these outages
pre-dated CAPA, due to the fact that we incrementally
rolled out CAPA’s features over multiple years. That
said we verify that CAPA’s (current) safety mechanisms
do in fact mitigate/prevent outages where CAPA would
have been applicable by requiring as part of our outage
postmortem process that engineers eventually reproduce
the outage conditions in an automated test environment
to verify that (new) CAPA features work as intended.

3. We examine quantitative data (active network probes)
to show incidence trend and severity of management
plane related outages. Although this does not establish
causality, CAPA was our primary investment in relia-
bility improvements; given quantitative correlation and
the first two qualitative evaluations, we can reasonably
attribute these gains to CAPA.

For both the qualitative analysis and the quantitative analy-
sis, we only consider outages which exceeded ≥ 5% packet
loss across all active probers (§5.4) in at least one cluster net-
work, and lasted for ≥ 5 minutes. We refer to such incidents
as “bad fabric incidents.” A single outage may cause multiple
bad fabric incidents if it affects multiple cluster networks.

5.1 Methodology Discussion
We must cope with three challenges in evaluating CAPA:

1. Our customers will not tolerate us running randomized
control trials (“A/B tests”) on our deployed reliability
mechanisms. Moreover, even if we were able to do so,
there is strong evidence that the underlying distribution
of outage severity is memoryless (“long-tailed”), imply-
ing that we would need to run A/B tests over a multi-year
period for statistical soundness.

9Since CAPA does not directly change the parameters of the safety vs.
operational velocity tradeoff, we consider it out of scope.
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2. Cluster networking, operational workflows, fleet size and
CAPA’s capabilities are constantly evolving; we have in-
crementally rolled out its features over several years, and
continuously make modifications to our safety policies.
Hence, there is no single system to be evaluated.

3. We cannot gather a comprehensive list of all “near-miss”
success stories where CAPA prevented outages because
it is infeasible to precisely define those circumstances.

While we cannot establish causality, we believe our eval-
uation methodology effectively illuminates CAPA’s impact,
particularly given that CAPA was our only investment into
hardening against faulty management operations. We em-
ploy the same qualitative analyses internally to evaluate new
investments into availability improvements.

5.2 Success stories
We first describe a selection of incidents where CAPA suc-
cessfully prevented or mitigated outages.
Layer separation, rate limiting, health monitoring and
fail stop. As noted, Google uses a network model [43] to
express intended state of our networks. Operational systems
continuously monitor differences in the current and intended
state of the network, and initiate operations to apply the in-
tended state. A bug in the modeling system mistakenly up-
dated the models for all the clusters globally. Automation,
unaware of the buggy nature of the change, detected the dif-
ferences and initiated a huge number of concurrent operations
to apply new configuration to all dataplane switches.

CAPA limited the concurrency and rate of changes, moni-
tored the health of cluster networks, and raised alerts about an
unusual backlog of operations. The Drain()-before-operate
rule prevented the few operations that were allowed within the
rate limits from causing congestion. Separation between the
operations workflow layer and the production critical layer
prevented a buggy global intent from propagating unabated
to the fleet, and rate limiting created temporal separation
between operations that—if allowed to execute immediately—
would have created correlated failures across multiple zones.
Ensuring disruptive operations are covered by drain. A
workflow responsible for decommissioning ToR switches had
a bug resulting an intent to decommission ToRs across multi-
ple aggregation blocks instead of the single originally planned
block. The bad intent propagated through several planning
systems, but the “ensure operations are covered by drain” val-
idation at the regulation layer rejected the downstream intent
after detecting that some ToRs were still serving traffic. If the
intent had been allowed to propagate to routing systems, the
machines under those ToRs would have become partitioned.
Protected cross-section bandwidth. Our switch config roll-
out workflow first checks if a switch is drained for repairs,
and if so skips pushing configs to that switch until the repair
case is resolved (since the switch is likely unresponsive). The

database that tracks switches under repairs was undergoing
a migration to a new format; to reduce human toil during
the migration, the config rollout workflow was modified to
query either the old or new format. The rollout workflow
misinterpreted the new format, causing it to skip pushing
configs to switches that were not under repairs. At a later
point, another workflow started to upgrade the software of
the switches. The upgraded software on the skipped switches
was unable to interpret the stale config, causing the switches
to crash and consequently be excluded by routing. The result
was capacity imbalance at the WAN boundary. The regulation
layer detected that cross-section bandwidth had dropped be-
low safe thresholds, and stopped the switch software upgrade
workflow from breaking additional switches.

BGP fail static. Maglev [14] is a datacenter-scale load bal-
ancing service. It relies on virtual IP addresses (VIPs) which
map to machines in the datacenter. Jupiter’s traffic engi-
neering system [49] relies on telemetry about traffic volume
to program optimal paths to IP prefixes. A bug in Maglev
software created telemetry reports with invalid VIP prefixes,
which were duly discarded by Jupiter’s traffic engineering
system. However, without telemetry data, routing entered a
fall-back mode using equal-cost-multi-path (ECMP) instead
of the more efficient weighted-cost-multi-path (WCMP). As
a result, several equal-cost prefixes were aggregated to a sin-
gle, larger IP prefix that was not present in the export list for
the WAN, causing the BGP prefix to be withdrawn. When
the WAN stopped receiving dynamic advertisements, CAPA’
static routes kicked in, successfully keeping WAN traffic flow-
ing when it otherwise would have started blackholing.

5.3 Retrospective analysis of outages

We retrospectively analyze all outages triggered by manage-
ment operations that resulted in at least one bad fabric incident
between 2018 - 2022. Many incidents pre-dated CAPA. We
analyze which of CAPA’s mechanisms either were, would
have been, or still are not applicable. Our retrospective analy-
sis does not establish statistical significance since the size of
the dataset is insufficient; our goal is instead to gain qualita-
tive insights into CAPA in the context of real incidents.

As Table 3 shows, CAPA’s mechanisms either were or
would have been applicable to 84% of outages. Table 3
demonstrates that no single ‘magic-bullet’ prevention mech-
anism exists, due to our systems’ wide diversity of fail-
ure modes. Some level of rate limiting was in place dur-
ing most outages, but without additional mechanisms (e.g.,
protected capacity), management workflows caused “slow
wrecks” where the network gradually degraded until an out-
age occurred. Similarly, gaps in failure domain containment
allowed a few operations to affect many failure domains.
5.3.1 Retrospective case studies

GCP Incident 19009. A significant outage [24] affected
Google services globally due to misalignment of job schedul-
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Mechanism Prevent or Mitigate

Rate limiting, monitoring, and fail stop 74%
Protected cross-section bandwidth 47%
Failure domain containment 11%
Fail-static for WAN interconnects 21%

At least one applicable mechanism 84%
No applicable mechanism* 16%

Table 3: Counterfactual analysis of which CAPA mechanisms ei-
ther were applicable or would have been applicable in mitigating
or preventing all outages which resulted in at least one bad fabric
incident and which had an operation as root cause trigger from 2018
- 2022. Multiple mechanisms could be applicable for any particular
outage. *See §5.3.2.

ing and SDN controller (Orion) failure domains, where a
single job controller managed multiple Orion domains. A
reconfiguration intended for a single job scheduler triggered
cascading failures that brought down all Orion jobs for a
large number of zones. This outage underscored the need for
considering the transitive closure of dependencies for failure
containment: although the SDN controllers, NCS machines,
dataplane switches were all in separate failure domains, the
job scheduler was not considered as part of the containment.

This outage could have been limited to a single cluster with
proper failure domain containment. BGP fail-static would
have further mitigated the outage since WAN dataplane con-
nectivity was functional despite failed Orion jobs.
IncidentB. Dataplane switches require a reboot after cer-
tain operations, and are expected to signal to regulation layer
proxies to trigger reboot. For a new management operation,
the switch failed to signal the reboot requirement. A switch
configuration rollout exercising this new operation gradually
caused a large number of switches to enter an unhealthy state.
Orion misinterpreted the lack of responsiveness from these
switches as being due to CPN connectivity issues, and then
entered massive fail-open (MFO) where it refused to program
new routes [18].10 MFO complicated recovery, since engi-
neers had to find an emergency override to reboot undrained
switches rather than typical drain APIs.

If CAPA had required drains before pushing configs to
fabric switches (as it does now), impact could have been
avoided. Even if drained switches still broke upon receiving
the new config, not all switches would have been affected
since protected cross-section bandwidth would have halted
drain requests (and therefore config pushes) once the affected
entities in the cross-section exceeded a threshold.
IncidentC. The workflow responsible for choosing locations
of new machine racks on the datacenter floor relies on human

10MFO is a feature in Orion wherein routing apps halt upon unresponsive-
ness from a large number of dataplane switches. The premise is that switches
may become disconnected from the routing apps, but may be serving the
dataplane just fine, so it is better to keep the current forwarding state instead
of routing around unresponsive switches and steering traffic towards a small
number of responsive switches thereby creating congestion.

provided layout. An error caused racks to be targeted to the
wrong datacenter. A ToR turnup workflow concluded that
rather than adding new ToRs, it needed to update locations of
existing ToRs. To do this, the workflow deletes entities in the
model and adds them back with updated locations. A different
workflow designed to monitor new intents and push configs
detected the difference between the delete step and the add-
back step and inadvertently decommissioned a large number
of live ToRs. Black-box monitoring did not detect packet loss,
since the monitoring system itself decommissioned probing
jobs running under those deleted ToRs.

The impact could have been avoided if CAPA had checked
whether drains were in place before instructing the SDN to
remove ToRs.11 Rate limiting configuration pushes to the
controllers of the aggregation blocks would not have stopped
the operations since the health signal was also affected.
5.3.2 Retrospective and other known safety gaps.

We share experiences with a selection of outages where
CAPA’s mechanisms did not fully prevent an outage. We also
list other known safety gaps. These highlight that as much as
CAPA has improved reliability, there is still work to do.

IncidentD. During a capacity augment, operators inad-
vertently disconnected undrained physical links. CAPA’s
Drain()-before-operate works well to prevent software from
making such mistakes, but not humans in the physical world.
We have invested in user experience improvements (e.g.,
pagers, real-time feedback) to reduce these risks, but actions
in the physical world cannot be programmatically stopped.

IncidentE. A bug in interaction between Drain() and rout-
ing applications caused BGP announcements to be revoked
before intra-fabric routing finished moving outbound traffic
away from WAN-facing links. This resulted in an abrupt
loss of forwarding state and packet loss blips for 7 minutes
until the intra-fabric routing converged. We have drawn two
lessons from this incident: (i) Unsurprisingly, CAPA’s own
mechanisms can have bugs and hence it is important to have a
multi-layer defense. Draining traffic (even if buggy), together
with rate limiting as a second layer of defense, contained the
duration and the blast radius. (ii) It is important to monitor
that each layer is working as intended, so that multiple layers
are not simultaneously impaired thereby increasing risk.

IncidentF. A workflow made a modeling change that affected
both switch and Orion configs. Later, an unrelated workflow
inadvertently pushed those configs to Orion but not switches.
This resulted in a version mismatch, causing switches to
fall back to ECMP rather than WCMP. ECMP resulted in
higher utilization on links with slower speeds. The issue went
undetected until the workflow pushed config to enough do-
mains to cause congestion and packet loss. Although CAPA’s
cross-section capacity monitoring was in place, the imple-

11We except ToRs from Drain()-before operate for config pushes direct
to a single ToR (§ 4.4), but we still require drains for configuration changes
whenever a large multiple ToRs are affected simultaneously.
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Metric 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Bad Fabric Incidents 1.0x 2.36x 0.28x 0.23x 0.27x
Cumulative Duration 1.0x 5.96x 0.44x 0.10x 0.18x

Table 4: Counts and cumulative duration of “bad fabric incidents”
across the fleet (cluster networks with ≥5% loss for ≥5 minutes)
that had an operation as their trigger, normalized to the number of
switches in the fleet at the beginning of the year, relative to the
normalized count for 2018. A single cluster network may undergo
≥1 bad fabric incident. See 5.1 for interpretation of this data.

mentation at the time (now fixed) failed to account for ECMP
behavior over heterogeneous link speeds. This outage illus-
trates a broader challenge: although cross-section capacity is
a remarkably effective health signal, we must continuously
update our interpretation of capacity signals to keep astride
with advancements in routing.
Other known safety gaps: Beyond these three cases, we are
aware of a number of other safety gaps:
Organic failures: CAPA is designed to mitigate impact from
planned changes rather than organic failures such as link cuts
(though it does protect capacity headroom, thereby increasing
the chance that the network can accommodate traffic despite
failures). Similarly, CAPA does not address outages triggered
by coincidental or malicious user behavior (e.g., DDoS at-
tacks, or packets of death). We consider protection against
such problems as part of the baseline functionality of the
cluster network service which should be addressed through
multi-path routing, testing, packet filtering, etc.
Infrequently used disaster recovery tools: In CAPA we have
allowed both the workflow and regulation layers to be high
dependency, i.e., the services in this layer can depend on
higher layer services such as distributed storage that poten-
tially depend on multiple cluster networks. This allows cre-
ation of cyclic dependencies which create lockout risk during
large-scale outages (e.g., GCP Incident 19009 [24]), where
sufficient clusters are degraded to render the higher level ser-
vices unavailable. To address this gap, we provide separate
“breakglass” management tools that can be used when low-
dependency recovery is required. Fortunately these tools
are infrequently used; but infrequency of use increases the
chances of encountering bugs when the tools are actually
needed. We address this by regular testing at smaller scale
and maximizing the shared libraries between the breakglass
tools and systems used on a day-to-day basis.

5.4 Quantitative data
Application-perceived availability is determined by the source,
destination, and service class (priority) the application uses to
send messages. We employ active probing where a subset of
machines continuously send packets of various QoS classes
to each other in order to monitor network availability.

Table 4 demonstrates trends in total bad fabric incidents
caused by management operations in a five-year period (2018

- 2022). We normalize these counts to the size of our fleet
(measured in terms of # of fabric switches across all cluster
networks) since the number of behavioral changes (and there-
fore potential # of outages) we execute is proportional to the
size of the fleet. Table 4 shows a 73% reduction in normalized
bad fabric incidents over the period.

Table 4 also shows cumulative duration of bad fabric inci-
dents caused by management operations. We observe a 82%
reduction in normalized duration. A single large outage in
2019 [24] accounts for 73% of cumulative bad fabric duration.

6 Discussion

Does CAPA apply beyond cluster networking? Failure
domain containment enforced via RPC ACLs is a generic
mechanism that is already used by other systems (e.g., cluster
schedulers). Layered enforcement and regulation (Fig. 1) is
also applicable to other production services, but it requires
clear separation of management plane interfaces from data-
plane interfaces, something that not all services do consis-
tently. Lastly, the idea of defense-in-depth through progres-
sive and supervised rollout is applicable to other services, but
it needs to be adapted to the specific context. For example, for
cluster scheduling it could mean that the resources allocated
to a service should be reduced progressively and should never
go below a configured threshold.

Is CAPA provably safe? CAPA’s architecture is based on
principled reasoning about failure domain containment and
separation of operational systems from the cluster network
service, but we cannot claim that it is provably safe, espe-
cially given reliance on domain specific heuristics, exceptions
(§4.4), and known safety gaps (§5.3.2). It is unclear whether
provably safe systems for continuously evolving and com-
plex systems like cluster networking are feasible, but the data
(§5.2, §5.4) clearly demonstrate that CAPA is effective for
real-world large-scale systems, while also providing motiva-
tion to continue to invest into improvements.

Should we use progressive updates in the production crit-
ical layer itself? In §5, we see a number of incidents that are
caused by rapidly propagating updates (e.g., route program-
ming) within the production critical layer. We have pondered
whether to rate-limit route programming in the production
critical layer itself. To date, we have decided against it, as
fast responses to organic events—such as switch/link failures,
changes in traffic conditions, or route availability from adja-
cent domains—are critical for predictable performance and
low packet loss in the steady state. While rapid route pro-
gramming undoubtedly increases risk of failures, we believe
the tradeoff is worthwhile so long as failures are rare and
contained to one cluster (ideally sub-cluster failure domains).

How has CAPA evolved? What’s next? CAPA’s design
is informed by experience accumulated since Google built
its first datacenter network. The datacenters were built with
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failure domain separation at physical, data and control plane
levels, but this separation was not enforced. We relied on
manual management operations (scripts invoked by humans)
in the early days, and then factored out management plane
functionality into dedicated services to reduce duplication
across scripts. Security and reliability concerns led to ac-
cess controls for these services. Datacenters becoming the
basis for Google Cloud accelerated both capacity and feature
growth, and underscored the need for more reliable opera-
tions. We invested in more advanced network modeling [43],
automation in operations, and principles of layering for pro-
duction operations. Large-scale outages like GCP incident
19009 [24] brought additional emphasis on considering the
full transitive closure of dependencies in failure domain con-
tainment, BGP fail-static, and low dependency recovery. Our
ongoing focus is on preventing erosion of enforcement over
time and driving new directions that will further improve the
safety and velocity of operations.

Automated rollback of operations beyond Drain(): An inter-
esting side-effect of 82% reduction in elapsed outage duration
is that newer outages are almost always unique and difficult
to prevent with simple principles, even with the benefit of
hindsight. This elevates the need for faster recovery. We are
working towards fully intent-driven network management that
will allow us to quickly roll back to known good state upon
failures. For this, we are extending rollback support beyond
in-flight Drain() operations, as well as uplevelling the reg-
ulation layer APIs to more directly express intent instead of
using the current imperative APIs (Table 2).

Upleveling SDN’s management interface: Today, workflows
reach their intended state by sequencing low-level imperative
APIs. Workflows are not aware of each other’s existence or
intent. CAPA has created safe guards that prevent outages,
but workflows are still vulnerable to data races and indefinite
blockages. We are working on up-leveling APIs and increased
awareness of concurrent workflows within the regulation and
production critical layers to prevent these outcomes.

7 Related Work

Layering for network management. In a keynote lecture,
Koley describes ZTN, a three-layered architecture that regu-
lates network management operations applied to Google’s
B2 and B4 wide area networks [33]. At the operational
layer, ZTN describes the importance of device-agnostic mod-
eling with MALT [43] and ‘what-if’ change planning with
TopoPlan [2] in advance of realizing those changes through
lower layers. ZTN introduces the concept of isolating op-
eration workflows from data/control planes by interposing
a regulation layer which can enforce best practices. CAPA
adopts the same principle of interposing regulation.

ZTN only briefly touches on other topics such as rate lim-
iting and invariant monitoring. We go well beyond ZTN by

describing the mechanisms we have built into CAPA which
we have found to all be necessary to ensure safety, includ-
ing drain-before-operate, protected cross section bandwidth,
fleet-wide rate limiting, ACL enforcement and auditing, low-
dependency requirements, and BGP static routes.
Production best practices. Several papers [1, 8, 25, 40, 44]
describe reliability best practices for distributed systems. We
do not propose novel best practices; we describe our expe-
rience in what mechanisms are necessary to systematically
enforce them within a thin “regulation” layer.
Network management. The literature on network analysis
and testing [28, 55, 67], simulation and emulation [35, 38, 69],
verification [10, 16, 19, 20, 31, 32, 50, 57] and synthe-
sis [37, 39, 42, 45, 59, 64] can be applied to change man-
agement. These mechanisms test or verify if changes are
safe to proceed before releasing them, or automatically gen-
erate correct configurations from intent. WAN failure do-
main containment [34], network update and change plan-
ning [2, 3, 36, 51, 54, 58, 68], drain operations [62], impact
analysis [21, 60, 68] and failure mitigation [17, 66] are also
applicable. These mechanisms allow network operators to
manage changes safely and effectively. This paper describes
our experience piecing together such mechanisms into a co-
hesive architecture. While existing literature describes sin-
gular aspects of systemically enforcing best practices, we
are unaware of any work describing experiences holistically
enforcing all best practices.
Failure studies. Prior studies [5, 27, 48, 48] have shown the
network to be among the major causes of cloud service out-
ages. Along that line, many failure studies particularly focus
on data center networks [4, 9, 11, 22, 25, 37, 38, 41, 47, 48,
61, 66, 70]. Among them, some studies [25, 40, 41] have
conclusions that motivate our paper or align with our obser-
vations: (1) planned changes and maintenance contribute to
a majority of the outages; (2) failures are inevitable in large
scale complex systems, and we need to proactively prepare for
failure (e.g., with failure domain isolation and fast recovery).
Though our paper examines outage case studies as a qualita-
tive evaluation of CAPA, our goal is not to comprehensively
analyze the characteristics of observed outages.

8 Conclusion

Production best practices are only effective if they can be reli-
ably enforced. CAPA demonstrates an approach for providing
enforcement of best practices without relying on the good in-
tent of every engineer and operator. CAPA has allowed us to
maintain availability while facing the practical realities of a
continually evolving and large scale production environment.

Even with a 73% reduction in incident rate and 82% re-
duction in outage duration, the pressure to deliver higher
availability, higher operational and feature development ve-
locity, and increased complexity in cluster networking means
that this area remains ripe for further innovation.
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Abstract
In large-scale data center networks, answering network di-
agnosis queries from users still heavily rely on manual on-
call services. A widespread scenario is when network users
query whether any network issue is causing problems with
their services/applications. However, this approach requires
extensive experience and considerable efforts from network
engineers who must repeatedly go through lots of monitoring
dashboards and logs. It is notoriously slow, error-prone, and
costly. We ask: is this the right solution, given the state of the
art in network intelligence?

To answer, we first extensively study thousands of real
network diagnosis cases and provide insights into how to
address these issues more efficiently. Then we propose an
AI enabled diagnosis framework and instantiate it in a task-
oriented dialogue based diagnosis system, or colloquially, a
chatbot, called NETASSISTANT. It accepts questions in nat-
ural language and performs proper diagnosis workflows in
a timely manner. NETASSISTANT has been deployed and
running in the data centers of our company for more than
three years with hundreds of usages every day. We show it
significantly decreases the number and duration of human
involved oncalls. We share our experience on how to make it
reliable and trustworthy and showcase how it helps solve real
production issues efficiently.

1 Introduction

Providing high visibility is increasingly challenging in mod-
ern hyper-scale and heterogeneous data center networks. One
fundamental and essential service is handling network di-
agnosis queries from network users. As networks continue
to grow in scale, speed, and link utilization, it has become
increasingly challenging for human operators to manually
monitor and diagnose network issues. Traditional approaches
to network management, which rely on human operators look-
ing at a screen of data to understand the network state, are
no longer sufficient. Instead, network management solutions

have become more automated than before, with a shift towards
software-defined networking (SDN) and automated processes
that dynamically drill down based on current conditions and
even automatically react to network events. These queries
normally come from cloud applications/services generating
anomalies which are likely caused by network incidents. For
instance, colleagues from the advertisement recommendation
team observe network timeout exceptions that lead to the
crash of their machine learning jobs. They are eager to ascer-
tain whether it is a network issue and the scope and severity
of the issue so that they can make business decisions such as
waiting for auto-recover, changing to another backup comput-
ing cluster, or temporarily downgrading the recommendation
algorithms (e.g., using a simple client side algorithm instead
of the server side one).

However, handling these network diagnosis queries has
always been time consuming and labor intensive work in large
data center networks. The reason behind this comes from both
the network user side and the network engineer side. From the
perspective of network users, limited by the network domain
knowledge and necessary permissions, they normally lack a
network-wide view and are not able to access a variety of
network monitoring primitives. As a result, network users
often need to turn to network engineers for manual assistance.
We have a user behavior study to investigate what exactly
the needs of network users are in their daily work (Section
2.1). From the perspective of network engineers, they have a
variety of network monitoring primitives to monitor, a large
amount of monitoring data to process, and too many small
but not negligible network incidents to investigate (Section
2.2). As a consequence, extracting useful information from
the enormous data and replying to network users becomes
highly tedious and time consuming work, and highly relies on
the expertise of each network engineer. Therefore, we argue
that there is a gap between the network diagnosis needs of
network users and network monitoring primitives in big
data center networks. Network engineers are working hard
to bridge the gap with their extensive experience and expertise.
And big cloud companies have a considerable number of
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Figure 1: Level of Abstraction in NETASSISTANT

network engineers [11] who take turns to undertake the oncall
services.

Researchers have built several querying [13, 15, 19] and
diagnosis [12, 16, 17, 20, 23, 25, 28] tools to bridge part of the
gap. However, building such automation tools has limited ef-
fectiveness since they are ad-hoc, not scalable, and introduce
an extra learning curve to network users. Network users may
not know these tools, or are not able/willing to learn them.
Consequently, we believe a comprehensive solution should
be general-purpose, query format independent, easy to lever-
age the O&M (operation and maintenance) experience from
network engineers, and comply with performance and data
scale requirements.

Inspired by the technique of task-oriented dialogue sys-
tems in the NLP (natural language processing) domain and
the top-down idea in network telemetry [24], we come up
with an idea to build a virtual assistant (chatbot) to take the
networking related queries in natural language and leverage
the experience from network engineers to perform proper di-
agnosis functions. While building a dialogue system/chatbot
to help users/customers is already a common practice in many
companies ( [1, 3, 4, 10]), it is not trivial in the data center
networking domain due to the requirement of high accuracy,
scalability and efficiency. As shown in Figure 1, we divide the
objectives into three levels of needs. Network users have the
chat needs from the chat layer. Then the chat layer requires
appropriate diagnosis functions from the workflow layer. The
workflow layer needs efficient data retrieval from the network
monitoring primitives. Conversely, each layer provides a cor-
responding abstraction to its upper layer. We notice that each
layer encounters unique challenges as follows:

• First, networking diagnosis requires precise description
and input, while a considerable proportion of queries
from network users are not clear enough (Section 2.1).
Therefore, it is hard to build a natural language under-
standing module since any misunderstanding or miscon-
figuration may cause immeasurable losses.

• Second, building suitable and high-quality methodolo-
gies for different diagnosis cases is challenging. We

argue that network engineers have the most say on how
to select and customize the diagnosis functions based
on their experience and expertise. How to automatically
leverage the know-how from network engineers and con-
vert it to executable workflows is not trivial.

• Third, the performance bottleneck of a chat system for
network questions mainly comes from the retrieval of un-
derlying data. Considering the various types of network
monitoring primitives and the huge volume of moni-
toring data, we need a comprehensive solution for data
storage and data retrieval.

We propose our solution, NETASSISTANT, which leverages
the technique of task-oriented dialogue systems to provide
virtual assistant services to network users. NETASSISTANT
takes the queries from network users in natural language, se-
lects appropriate processing workflows that are created by
network engineers, and responds to the users in a timely man-
ner. NETASSISTANT contains three novel functional modules
to achieve the three layers of abstraction and address the chal-
lenges. NETASSISTANT is deployed on top of a large scale
distributed network monitoring infrastructure and deals with
terabyte level of monitoring data every day.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We provide a user study of network users, a quantitative

study of network incidents, and monitoring primitives in
our production network.

• We propose an end-to-end distributed system, NETAS-
SISTANT, which can make use of the O&M experience
of network engineers to answer network diagnosis ques-
tions from network users. NETASSISTANT has been de-
ployed and iterated in our production network for over
three years and has tens of thousands of usage.

• We share our experience and lessons learned in customer
service on the front line for network users.

We construct our paper as follows. Section 2 provides a
network user behavior study, a quantitative study of network
incidents and monitoring primitives, and motivates this paper.
Section 3 describes the system design of NETASSISTANT.
Section 4 provides deployment details, case studies, and eval-
uation results. In Section 5, We share interesting lessons we
have learned from our experience of providing network diag-
nosis and troubleshooting functions. Section 6 and 7 describe
related work and conclude the paper.

2 Measurement Study and Motivation

A typical interaction between a network user and a network
engineer is that the network user raises oncall questions while
the network engineer on duty answers them. The oncall pro-
cess is time consuming and labor intensive work, and this
paper aims to provide a comprehensive solution to help both
network users and engineers. Thus, the first step is to under-
stand the needs of network users and the challenges faced
by network engineers. In order to accurately grasp the most
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real and urgent needs of network users, we leverage years of
network oncall history and propose a network user behavior
study. To better understand the difficulties and challenges of
network diagnosis from the perspective of network engineers,
we conduct quantitative analysis of network incidents and
monitoring primitives collected from our data centers.

2.1 Network User Behavior Study
We believe grasping the most real and urgent needs of network
users is the first step to design a good network diagnosis
tool. To achieve this, we leverage the daily network oncall
records1 in our cloud networks, and conduct a user behavior
study. These oncall records include network related questions
(containing both underlay and overlay network) raised by
network users and processing dialogues between network
users and engineers.

By Type By Objectives
Configuration Request 2196 DC/AZ Related 1867

Host Network Issue 837 Host(S) Related 4557
Network Consultation 3073 Link Related 462
Others / Void Oncall 1083 Device Related 113

Total Count 7189 Others 190

Table 1: Network User Behavior Study

Table 1 shows the statistics about the collected oncall
records. We collect about 7000 network oncall records from
our oncall system and try to categorize them by question
types and objectives. We observe that, by question types, most
questions can be categorized into Configuration Request,
Network Issue, and Network Consultation types. Configu-
ration requests are to seek manual assistance in network re-
lated configurations such as BGP, firewalls, gateways, and vir-
tual switches. For example, frequent requests include virtual
IP/public IP assignment, firewall allow-list setup, and BGP
configuration setup. Host (physical server, virtual machine,
etc.) network issue questions are raised when users observe
obvious network issues with their host and seek quick fixes.
Network consultation questions ask about network health sta-
tus, which is the category with the highest proportion. The
most commonly asked question is "Is there any problem with
the network in xxx". We believe that answering most of these
three types of questions can be automated, while some dan-
gerous operations should be manually confirmed before being
taken into action.

We also analyze the oncall questions from their objectives.
As summarized in Table 1, most questions are in the dimen-
sion of host level, including physical hosts, virtual machines,
IP pairs, subnets, and clusters. Besides, questions related to
DC (data center) and AZ (available zone) also occupy a cer-
tain proportion. The reason behind this is that questions from

1This user behavior study only includes data center network oncall ques-
tions. But our tool also supports other types of networks, e.g., IT/office
networks, edge/CDN networks, etc.

network users usually originate from the servers they use or
the data centers they are aware of.

We also conclude that network users have the following
behavioral characteristics when submitting an oncall question.

• First, the questions from network users are normally very
broad, e.g., the network health status of a large cluster
with thousands of servers or an entire data center.

• Second, the objectives of the questions are sometimes
very vague. While data center networks have a strict and
accurate naming specification, most network users are
unaware of that. For instance, one user may ask about
the network health in Santa Clara, which refers to an AZ
named US-WEST-1 in the specification2.

• Third, some questions are even missing a clear intent.
Sometimes, users are very anxious to seek manual ser-
vices and may ask questions like "Any network incident
right now?" or "US Redis service is lagging." It is hard
to understand directly from their questions which part of
the network they are asking.

Our tool is designed to take, understand, and respond to
network users who will ask similar questions as in oncalls.
In Section 2.3, we will discuss the corresponding research
challenges in terms of question understanding and processing.

2.2 Network Incidents and Monitoring Primi-
tives Study

Handling network diagnosis requests is challenging for net-
work engineers since the volume of monitoring data and the
detected network incidents is huge. Network engineers need
to go through a large amount of data to find the possible root
causes. Therefore, network diagnosis becomes a time con-
suming and label intensive work. In order to better understand
the difficulties and challenges, we leverage our detected net-
work incidents and collected network monitoring data in our
production network to provide a measurement study.

First of all, we aim to know how frequently network inci-
dents happen in daily operations. We define network incidents
as any network abnormal behaviors that could violate the
service-level agreement (SLA) of the network. More specif-
ically, network incidents include abnormalities of the metrics
(e.g., packet drop, latency, bandwidth) that can be perceived
by the end users and abnormalities monitored from the net-
work components. Network components can be hardware
(e.g., switch, circuit, optical module, and network card) or
software (e.g., operating system, virtual switch, and configu-
ration). The number of daily network incidents can illustrate
the complexity and effort of diagnosing network failures.

In order to avoid bias caused by subjective factors like
threshold, we choose the switch running errors/exceptions,
which are detected by switch syslog to represent network in-
cidents for the quantitative study. Syslog [8, 9] is collected

2We use our venue city name to represent a data center.
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Figure 2: Sample Syslogs Indicating Switch Exceptions

from switch logging services and contains crucial running
information of switches. Sample syslogs are shown in Fig-
ure 2, which indicates switch hardware abnormalities like
board/port/link failure or software abnormalities like protocol
(e.g., BGP, ISIS) down/flapping3. We choose one of our data
centers containing about 14,000 physical switches and count
all syslog errors/exceptions for the entire month of June in
2023. The statistics are shown in Table 2.

Error Type Error Type
Total Count 118,123,984 Linecard Issue 20,690
Queue Issue 57,036,587 Process Exception 83,465

Interface Issue 44,662,097 Frame Issue 2,280,956
Protocol Issue 8,360,567 Others 5,679,622

Table 2: Syslog Statistics for One Month

We can observe that even for just one data center, we en-
counter around 4 million different kinds of switch abnormali-
ties per day. While most abnormalities will auto-recover very
soon and most are in the packet/frame level, it is still annoy-
ing for network engineers since it is hard to tell whether the
abnormalities are user-insensitive or not. Correspondingly,
when network users experience network anomalies, they also
need network engineers to help them diagnose and demarcate
within such a huge number of switch abnormalities.

Other than the switch syslog, there are also several other
types of primitives that monitor the status of different com-
ponents of the network. For example, we track the packet
drop and latency metrics by using the connectivity monitor-
ing primitives and network traffic volume and composition by
using the traffic monitoring primitives. We conduct another
measurement study for the daily data volume of each type of
monitoring primitives for the same data center. The results
are shown in Table 3.

From the statistics shown in Table 3, almost every category
of monitoring primitives has a huge amount of data every day.
Meanwhile, most diagnosis requests from network users often
require a combination of different types of data to analyze.
For example, we may use connectivity monitoring data (e.g.,
PingMesh [18]) to check whether there is any connectivity
issue and locate the IP pairs of abnormal traffic and then use
traffic monitoring data (e.g., sFlow) to further troubleshoot the

3While different vendors have different syslog formats, we parse and
normalize the syslog according to their specifications.

Monitoring Primitive Category Data Volume per Day
Connectivity (e.g., PingMesh [18], 65GB

EverFlow [27], etc.)
Traffic (sFlow, SNMP, etc.) 12TB

Switch Syslog 35GB
Host Monitoring 4.3GB

Routing Configuration 425G
Optical Module (DDM or DOM) 5.5GB

Other Monitoring Primitives 27GB

Table 3: Data Volume of Monitoring Primitives per Day

packer headers to find the root cause. This puts a huge burden
on network engineers to retrieve the data reactively. There-
fore, an automated tool that can perform various diagnosis
procedures will be helpful and unleash network engineers.

2.3 Motivation and Research Challenges

We aim to automatically answer questions from network users.
An existing idea is the text-to-SQL [22] parsing solution,
where the natural language question could be converted into a
SQL query. However, this solution is limited in our scenario
since data retrieval is just one step in the overall diagnosis
process and our network monitoring infrastructure involves
variety of data sources in addition to relational databases, for
example, non-SQL database, file system, message queue, SSH
agent, etc. Therefore, our idea is to leverage NLP technique
to map user queries to pre-defined workflows. As illustrated
in Figure 1, we model the whole system into three abstraction
layers with their unique challenges.

The chat layer is responsible for providing a typical task-
oriented dialogue service for network users. However, it is
challenging since network diagnosis requires precise input
while the questions from users are arbitrary (as shown in Sec-
tion 2.1). This places three requirements on the NLU (Natural
Language Understanding) module. First, it should be able to
cover various granularity of data center networks, from global
regions to small network components. Second, besides the
standard terminologies that are strictly defined in the specifica-
tions, the NLU module should also understand most common
expressions that people might use to describe data center net-
working in everyday conversations at work. Third, when word
slots or the intent is not clear, the chatbot should leverage the
dialogue function to guide users to provide more information
or ask more precise questions.

Figure 3 illustrates the ideal dialogue service we aim to
provide to network users. Our chatbot performs corresponding
diagnosis functions to answer user questions if both objectives
and the intent are clear. If not, our chatbot will use dialogue
to guide network users to provide more information

The workflow layer is responsible for providing and per-
forming diagnosis functions for the chat layer. We argue that
network engineers have the most say on how to diagnose and
troubleshoot network questions as they have extensive expe-
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Figure 3: Sample Dialogues between Users and Chatbot

rience in diagnosing and dealing with network problems on
the front line and have a deep understanding of the specific
network situation, e.g., hardware vendors and models, net-
work architecture, common issues, and user traffic patterns.
Inspired by this, our tool introduces a novel functional module
to collect and convert the experience from network engineers
into a considerable number of executable workflows.

The data layer is responsible for providing the abstraction
of underlying monitoring data. The performance bottleneck
of our chatbot mainly comes from the retrieval of distributed
and large volume underlying monitoring data. Reactively
analyzing the data takes a long time and is unacceptable for
a chatbot. We come up with a solution that combines on-
demand querying and proactive alerting to achieve a good
trade-off between the response latency and the timeliness of
diagnosis results.

3 System Design

In this paper, we propose a virtual assistant tool, named NE-
TASSISTANT, to answer the network diagnosis questions in
natural language from network users. The key idea behind
is that NETASSISTANT aims to understand what intent and
objects network users are asking about and makes responses
using corresponding predefined workflows, which are learned
from network engineers. To this end, NETASSISTANT is de-
signed as three-fold. First, in offline, NETASSISTANT au-
tomatically converted the O&M knowledge and experience
from network engineers into multiple executable workflow
functions. Second, in runtime, NETASSISTANT analyzes the

Figure 4: System Design of NETASSISTANT

intent and word slots of user queries, forwards this informa-
tion as parameters into corresponding workflow functions,
and responds to the users with the outputs of the function.
Third, NETASSISTANT applies several optimization and trade-
offs of the underlying monitoring data storage and retrieval
component to meet the performance needs as a real-time chat
assistant. In this section, we describe the design and imple-
mentation details of NETASSISTANT.

3.1 System Architecture

NETASSISTANT works as an always-on service for the data
center networking environment. As shown in Figure 4, NE-
TASSISTANT consists of three main functional modules: 1)
Dialogue Engine, which provides a dialogue environment
for users and understands the intent and word slots from the
user queries; 2) Workflow Engine, which converts the knowl-
edge and experience from network engineers into workflows
and processes proper workflows for each user query; 3) Data
Engine, which manages all underlying distributed network
monitoring data storage and provides high-performance data
retrieval. In the following subsections, we describe the design
details of each functional module.

3.2 Dialogue Engine

Dialogue Engine module provides network users with a dia-
logue environment that presents a conversational experience
with multiple rounds of question and answer. The input from
the user is plain text in natural language. The output form
is relatively rich, which can be rich text, pictures, interac-
tive components, and hyperlinks. We leverage the typical
framework of a task-oriented dialogue system, and the key
challenge is to build the Natural Language Understanding
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Figure 5: Dialogue Engine Module

(NLU) component. The key target of the NLU component is
to understand the word slots and intent. The intent of each
question will decide which diagnosis function (workflow) that
we will use, and the word slots will be the input parameters.
Figure 5 shows the detailed processing steps for language
understanding, which will be explained in the following.

The Dialogue Engine provides session based dialogue man-
agement to manage user questions. All user questions belong-
ing to the same session will be converted into a question list
for understanding. The first step for understanding is to un-
derstand and parse the word slots from the questions. The
word slot here could be the name of any component in the
data center networks. Therefore, we collect nouns from our
production network and categorize them into different types
according to their role in the networks, e.g., region, country,
state/province, AZ, office, building, pod, subnet/cluster, server,
switch, circuit, and optical module.

We put the words into two word sets. The first word set
contains terminologies strictly defined in our datacenter net-
work specification, which we call the Specification Naming
Set. The second word set contains the terminologies and
their oral expressions, which we call the Oral Naming Set.
The Specification Naming Set is a subset of the Oral Nam-
ing Set. We build a multi-to-multi mapping between the two
sets. It is because one terminology may have multiple oral
expressions (both "Santa Clara" and "US West" refer to "US-
WEST-1"), and sometimes there may have multiple AZs in
the same place (both "US-WEST-1" and "US-WEST-2" locate
in "Santa Clara").

We build these two sets for the word slots parsing, stan-
dardizing, and encoding. We first use the Oral Naming Set to
parse the word slots from the user questions. Then, we use the
mapping between the two sets and the Specification Naming
Set to standardize each word. After that, we encode each word
by using its category name. For example, we encode the word
"Santa Clara" with "available_zone_#14" from the original
sentence for further intent understanding and parse a parame-
ter {"az_1": ["US-WEST-1"]} for workflow processing.

Then, we process the encoded questions for intent under-
standing (i.e., text classification). We iterate through two tech-

nical solutions for text classification. The first one is based
on word-level Convolutional Neural Network (or ConvNet,
CNN) [26]. Motivated by the technological breakthrough
in the area of Large Language Model (LLM), our second
solution is an LLM-based solution. We will detail the two
technical solutions in the following.

Word-Level CNN-Based Solution. Our idea is to leverage
a training based classifier to classify the category/intent of the
given questions. To achieve this, we collect a considerable
number of questions for each intent as the training dataset
for a word-level CNN classifier offline. In the runtime after
the encoding process, the classifier generates a classification
score of the text for each intent and selects matched intent(s)
based on a predefined threshold.

LLM-Based Solution. Our idea is to leverage the power-
ful comprehension skills of the LLM to do multiple-choice
questions. We use the technique of few-shot prompting to add
in-context learning where we demonstrate different intents in
the prompt and let the language model make selections. One
sample of the prompt is:

Intent check_switch_traffic is to check the traffic indica-
tors of a switch. Intent check_host_network is to ... Please
select corresponding intents for the following questions: "My
devbox is unreachable. VM host_ip_#19."

Since we already have >100 intents, which will make the
generated prompt sentence too long, we would like to select
a relatively smaller set of intents (around 10) to shorten the
prompt. To achieve this, we apply vector embedding to both
the user questions and the description of intents and utilize a
similarity based searching method to select the intents.

Based on the classification results of the user questions,
there could be four different cases. 1. If both the intent and
words (parameters) are clear, the chatbot will proceed with
the selected diagnosis function. 2. If the intent is clear, but
some words are missing or have more than one possibility, the
chatbot will indicate the user to supplement this part of the
information. 3. If the classifier selects more than one intent,
the chatbot will indicate the user to select one. 4. If no intent
is selected, the chatbot will respond with the manual page
containing how to use the chatbot and popular examples.

3.3 Workflow Engine
The Workflow Engine module provides network engineers
with the framework to create multiple workflows based on
their expertise. The module consists of three primary compo-
nents: atomic functions, workflow converter, and workflow
library, which work seamlessly together to enable efficient
workflow creation and execution. The expressive atomic func-
tions allow network engineers to create simple, flexible, and
interactive diagnosis logic. The workflow converter converts
the logic into executable workflows, and the workflow library
supports triggering and executing the workflows at runtime.

Atomic functions: The atomic functions form the build-
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Figure 6: Example of TSG for Switch Reachability Check

ing blocks of our workflow system, with each encapsulat-
ing a particular method unique to a specific network entity
and its metrics data. Entities could include switches, links,
interfaces, available zones, and more. The decision-making
method checks the metrics data of the entity over a time
range and determines if there is any abnormality. Addition-
ally, atomic functions may include an optional action process
to analyze specific scenarios within the workflow, such as
pausing a service on a switch to check if it caused overload
or triggering a traceroute to display possible routing paths.

For all common network components, we tailor a set of
atomic functions based on the monitoring primitives to meet
various diagnosis requirements. For example, based on the
sFlow data of a link, we can check if the overall utilization is
high, or if there is any kind of traffic violating the QoS rules, or
if there is any service traffic experiencing a sudden increase or
decrease. There may be multiple algorithm implementations
for the same function. The threshold details can be customized
based on the experience and expertise of network engineers.

Workflow converter: Network engineers can configure a
set of atomic functions to become a Troubleshooting Guide
(TSG). A TSG comprises multiple atomic functions that al-
low specifying the data entity to be analyzed within a given
time range using decision-making logic. The TSG operates
like a state machine, existing at any given point at a specific
stage (atomic function). The outcome of each atomic function
determines the transitions between stages.

Network engineers can configure these TSGs through a
visual interface. The configuration includes the selection and
threshold of atomic functions, arranging them in to a flowchart
and specifying the input such as switch names or time peri-
ods. It is possible to customize different versions of a TSG
with the same name depending on the input value. For ex-
ample, switches from different vendors may have different
check_switch_hardware TSGs. TSGs can be updated and ad-
justed dynamically with the change of network architecture.

Workflow Engine then converts the TSGs to executable
workflow logic and adds essential exception handling, supple-

Figure 7: Example of TSG for Storage Service Check

mentary background knowledge, associated network events,
and common help entries. For instance, all workflows will
be added the logic to check if there are any known/ongoing
network issues or changes and recommend other tools for
non-network issues. Executable workflows are stored in the
workflow library.

Workflow library: The workflow library is responsible
for selecting and executing proper workflows based on the
extracted intents and parameters. Some diagnostic workflows
are only available to specific people (e.g., specific network
engineers). Thus, we apply role-based access control before
executing the workflows. We list the most commonly used
workflows in Section 4.2. All monitoring data access will go
through the Data Engine which we will describe in Section
3.4.

Figure 6 and 7 presents two simplified examples of TSGs
designed to check switch reachability and storage service
health (e.g., a SQL cluster). Respectively, upon receiving the
switch name or service name as input, the workflows consists
of multiple atomic functions, including getting metadata, re-
trieving monitoring data, detecting abnormalities and making
judgments. Finally, if all checks pass and no abnormality is
found, the entity is appropriately marked as healthy.

3.4 Data Engine
In order to track various aspects of the network, we utilize
multiple monitoring primitives, as outlined in Section 2.2.
The Data Engine is responsible for providing the abstraction
and query entry of network monitoring data. However, as
shown in Table 3, extensive analysis of large data sources is
impractical, such as analyzing the last X minutes of sFlow
data across multiple links. This is the performance bottleneck
of the entire system.

The Data Engine utilizes two strategies to ensure efficient
data retrieval. Firstly, data sources that are relatively low in
volume, such as switch configurations, can be stored and an-
alyzed in their current form. These sources do not change
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frequently, so analyzing them in real time is feasible.
However, high volume data sources are more challenging

to manage. While the data generated may contain a significant
amount of normal, expected behavior, only a small fraction
of it is valuable for diagnosis. As such, we use a proactive ap-
proach to monitor the data for anomalies, which are flagged as
alerts. We move the execution of some atomic functions that
use high volume data sources to become always-on operators
generating alerts. The alerts are then tracked, and when we
need to query high volume data sources, we retrieve the alerts
instead of the full data. For example, only a small portion
of syslog data, namely BGP flapping or line card errors, can
actually help diagnose underlying network issues. For con-
nectivity monitoring data, normally, only jitters that violate
the SLAs will get the attention of network engineers.

Trade-off: Leveraging the proactive alerts achieves a trade-
off. We reduce the response time for generating diagnosis
results but sacrifice some timeliness since generating alerts is
not real-time but periodic and increases some computational
burden. We have set the following criteria to determine which
data sources are suitable for proactive alerts. First, the data
sources should have high volume and only the abnormality
is valuable for diagnosis. Second, the quality of data sources
should be high enough that the network team may directly get
involved in the discovered alerts. Third, the latency increased
by the alerts should not violate the service level objectives
of incident discovery and incident diagnosis promised by the
network team. For instance, the network team promises to
detect network issues within 2 minutes, consisting of a delay
from monitoring data and a delay from generating alerts.

Implementation of Alerting System: We implement and
deploy the alerting system as a standalone distributed sys-
tem which consumes real time monitoring data and generates
alerts such as batch BGP peers down, interface flapping, etc.
The alerting system is responsible for generating, aggregat-
ing, prioritizing and publishing alerts, and managing the life
cycle of each alert. The Data Engine of NETASSISTANT is
one of the consumers and it subscribes to a subset of the gen-
erated alerts. The alert generating processes are implemented
as streaming tasks in the monitoring data collection pipeline
before the data storage. This design reduces the overhead
of heavy data I/O compared with frequent database queries.
The streaming tasks subscribe to the monitoring data from
message queues (e.g., Kafka [2]) and utilize a sliding window
for periodic detection. The period is usually set to a minute
level due to our promises about the service level objectives.
Some high priority alerts will directly engage the network
team and trigger a fix, which we will discuss this situation in
Section 5.1.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we first provide the implementation and de-
ployment details of NETASSISTANT. Then, we share several

interesting case studies. At last, we present the evaluation re-
sults of our tool in terms of usage, accuracy, and performance.

4.1 Implementation and Deployment
We describe the implementation and deployment details of
NETASSISTANT, including Dialogue Engine, Workflow En-
gine and Data Engine. The Dialogue Engine consists of client-
side and server-side. The client-side is built on top of a com-
mercial business chat and collaboration tool as a chatbot ap-
plication. The chatbot application is able to access content,
collect information, conduct operations, and support interac-
tion through messages in both private chat and group chat.
The server-side implements NLU and is deployed in a clus-
ter of three server machines. For the NLU component, we
collect around 1,000 data entries for each workflow to train
the CNN-based classifier and leverage a 13-billion-parameter
large language model. The Workflow Engine is deployed in a
computing cluster with 14 instances in different data centers
for the consideration of disaster tolerance and high throughput.
It also contains a front end for the network engineers to create
and configure TSGs. The Data Engine is deployed using a
server alongside the monitoring data storage in every avail-
able zone of our network. The whole system was launched
in April 2020 as an always-on company wide service. And
it has been continuously iterated in terms of techniques and
supported workflows.

4.2 Case Study
We share several diagnosis cases, including user side behav-
ior, diagnosis workflow, and follow-up actions. We also sum-
marise the most commonly used workflows in daily work.

4.2.1 Case 1: Host Network Issue

User Question: A user queried an IP address as her SQL
cluster encountered a connection exception to this instance.
Diagnosis Workflow: The bot identified it as an IP of a virtual
machine and performed the check_iaas_ip_network workflow.
After conducting a multi-dimensional diagnosis on this vir-
tual machine, the workflow found that the link between its
physical machine and the ToR (Top-of-Rack) switch started
to have considerable CRC errors from the SNMP monitor-
ing data, and the ToR switch also reported CRC errors from
syslog. Thus, the bot responded with an unhealthy diagnosis
conclusion and informed the current oncall network engineer
about this issue.
Follow-up Actions: The CRC issue was fixed right after
cleaning up the port on the switch.

4.2.2 Case 2: Data Center Network Issue

User Question: A user reported a suspicious network issue
in a data center at around 2 AM since her managed service
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had a wave of failures, and the log showed many connection
errors.
Diagnosis Workflow: The bot performed the
check_idc_network workflow and found that there was a
spike of packet drop and latency increase, which lasted for
around 2min according to the connectivity monitoring results.
Involved IP pairs can be aggregated into a /48 IPv6 subnet.
The workflow further noticed that there were several BGP
withdrawn events whose peers pointed to the same switch and
several ECMP imbalance exceptions from nearby switches
syslog. Thus, the bot made a conclusion that there was a
short-lived network issue and the root cause was due to a
switch down event.
Follow-up Actions: The bot responded with the diagnosis
results, estimated impact and suggestions to the user. Network
engineers further confirmed the switch was down and isolated
the switch. However, the bot did not see switch unreachable
alert from the switch reachability monitoring results the
first time, and then the alert was 2 hours late. The network
engineers further found that the switch reachability checker
only checked the switch management port, which in this case
was not down immediately, but the loopback port was down.
So, they learned from this case and updated the corresponding
TSGs with new switch reachability checking logic.

4.2.3 Case 3: Large Scale Network Failure

User Question: To investigate the cause of performance
degradation in a core service, a user queried the network
status of her service.
Diagnosis Workflow: The check_computing_service work-
flow discovered multiple ping drops and high latency alerts
between regions, along with configuration changes that were
made to bring up a plane. The workflow also found the net-
work team had already noticed and engaged in this issue in
advance and had an initial conclusion that the configuration
change might be the root cause. Therefore, the bot responded
with the conclusion from the network team and suggested a
downgrade to the service algorithm.
Follow-up Actions: Further investigation by the network en-
gineers revealed that the misconfiguration causing the issue
was not on the recently updated devices but rather in previ-
ously misconfigured route maps on a Point of Presence (PoP)
device. This misconfiguration increased the priority of routes
advertised by the PoP, leading to congestion and packet drop.
To prevent such issues in the future, they plan to add a veri-
fication module (e.g., control plane and data plane verifiers)
that will detect control and data plane issues.

4.2.4 Most Commonly Used Workflows

We list the most commonly used workflows in Table 4. Similar
workflows are categorized together. Most DC level and IP
level workflows support checking a single target or a pair

Workflows Explanation

check_pod_network
check_az_network
check_idc_network

check_region_network

Data center level network status workflows,
including connectivity (internal, external,
overlay, underlay, v4, v6, subnets and etc.),
bandwidth & utilization (different types of
links, different granularity), switches
and existing network incidents & changes.

check_phy_ip_network
check_iaas_ip_network

check_vip_network
check_rdma_network

check_p4_network

IP level network status workflows,
including software stack check, hardware
status check, network environment
(nearby switches) check

.

check_switch_reachable
check_switch_hardware

check_switch_traffic
check_switch_config

Switch health status check, including
metrics from switch OS (syslog), protocol
(e.g., SNMP, BMP), hardware (e.g.,
linecard, OTN) and external monitors.

check_direct_connect
check_bbone_link

check_isp_link

Physical link level status workflows, mainly
used by network team, including physical
metrics, traffic and protocol status checking.

check_storage_service
check_computing_service

Network service level workflow, checking
network status of involved servers, upstream
and downstream network traffic, QoS
management and etc.

Table 4: Most Commonly Used Workflows

(source and destination), and a time point or period is optional.

4.3 Usage Evaluation
We count the daily usage and the number of distinct users
to evaluate the impact of our tool. We collect the usage data
for two whole months of July and August 2023. A complete
dialogue session counts as one use of our tool. The daily usage
distribution results are shown in Figure 8. We can observe
that there are approximately 100 to 200 uses per day on most
days. The distribution by day of the week is interesting. We
find that the average usage on weekends is much less than
on workdays. This is due to big changes (including software
changes and network changes) are not allowed on weekends
so that the entire data center network is running relatively
stable. We also count and analyze what kinds of users are
using our chatbot services. For July and August 2023, there
are a total of 476 individual users. Most of them are from the
engineering team, e.g., site reliability engineers, computing
or storage infrastructure engineers, and network engineers.
When there is a big network outage, there will be a wave
of heavy usage (normally 20-50) of our chatbot since many
people get affected, and they would like to know the situation
and impact.

Next, we will measure how our tool reduces the oncall
workload for network engineers. Basically, there are three
different cases. The first case is that a user does not raise any
oncall after using the chatbot. The second case is that a user
brings the diagnosis results from the chatbot to an oncall for
further operations4. The third case is that a user directly raises

4Users can raise oncalls either from the oncall platform or through the
chatbot, which will directly share the diagnosis results to the oncall.
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(a) Daily Oncall Usage for July
and August in 2023 (CDF)

(b) The 50th Percentile Usage by
Day of the Week

Figure 8: Daily Usage Results of NETASSISTANT

an oncall without using the chatbot, maybe because she does
not know the tool.

We name the first case as an effective use of our tool.
We consider the situation where an individual user makes
several effective uses within a short time (e.g., an hour) as a
successful oncall interception. Based on our statistics, the
number of intercepted oncalls is about one-third of the total
number of effective uses of our tool. The insight behind is
that one user may continuously make several queries for just
one issue. We further define the oncall interception rate
as the number of intercepted oncalls divided by the sum of
the number of raised oncalls and the number of intercepted
oncalls. For the second and third cases, we will compare the
oncall time with and without using the chatbot to measure
whether the chatbot can benefit the oncall process.

Besides the NETASSISTANT usage data, we also collect
our data center network oncall records for July and August
2023 and calculate the daily oncall interception rate and aver-
age processing time. The results are shown in Figure 9. We
can observe that NETASSISTANT can reduce around 50% -
90% of daily oncalls. In most reduced cases, the user gets a
response of health network status from the chatbot and does
not continue to raise the oncall service. For the results of
oncall time with and without the diagnosis from our tool, we
can find that the information provided by NETASSISTANT
can shorten the average oncall time. Figure 9(b) shows that
NETASSISTANT can save around 20% - 25% of an oncall
time in most cases. The saved time should have been spent
by network engineers going through various monitoring data.
With our tool, network engineers can focus more on the issue
fix and communication with the network users.

4.4 Accuracy Evaluation
As a diagnosis tool, NETASSISTANT must achieve high accu-
racy to gain user trust. In this subsection, we will show our
evaluation results of the false positives and false negatives of
the diagnosis results. False positive is a non-network issue,
but the chatbot diagnoses it as a network issue. To calculate
the false positive ratio, we perform manual verification of
results that are diagnosed as network issues over a period of

(a) Daily Oncall Interception
Rate

(b) Oncall Duration Time Com-
parison (CDF)

Figure 9: How NETASSISTANT Benefits Daily Oncall

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
FP 9.48% 12.33% 11.6% 10.63% 9.62% 8.45%
FN 0% 0% 0% 0.43% 1.25% 0%

Table 5: Accuracy Evaluation Results of NETASSISTANT

time. We find that the false positives are normally due to noise
from the monitoring data. False negative is a network issue
that is not detected by the chatbot. For every user-perceived
network incident, we have the postmortem session that will
check whether it has been (or can be) detected by our chatbot.
Based on our experience, false negatives are much more harm-
ful since the results may mislead network users and engineers
and delay the progress in fixing issues.

We collect the false positives and false negatives data for
half a year (March 2023 - August 2023), as shown in Table
5. We can observe that the false positive ratio is around 10%.
We also find that the majority of false positives come from
sampling based monitoring data (due to the nonrepresenta-
tive data as a result of chance) and switch monitoring data
(especially when the switch is under high CPU utilization
or software upgrade). Based on our experience, false posi-
tives are hard to avoid. Thus, we take a hierarchical approach
to the network issues we detect. The chatbot will make an
"unhealthy" result only for severe and wide-ranging network
issues. For other detected small issues, the chatbot will make
a "warning" result to inform the user that there could be a
network issue. Compared with false positives, false negatives
basically rarely happen. They are mostly due to problems oc-
curring in places not covered by monitoring infrastructure. So,
after every false negative happens, we will quickly improve
the monitoring items and related diagnostic workflows. For
example, in the second case in Section 4.2, we found a false
negative generated by the switch reachability monitoring data
since the switch loopback port had not been covered, and we
fixed this flaw after the postmortem.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

As a dialogue system, the response latency is an important
part of the user experience. To address the performance bot-
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Figure 10: The 99th Percentile Running Time of Workflows

tleneck introduced by monitoring data retrieval, we design
and implement the Data Engine module as shown in Section
3.4. To verify the performance improvement, we measure the
response latency of the commonly used workflows listed in
Table 4 with and without using the proactively generated alerts
in Data Engine. We count the 99th percentile response latency
for different categories of workflows. As shown in Figure 10,
compared with retrieving monitoring data on the fly, lever-
aging proactively generated alerts can save significant time.
The Data Engine reduces the overhead of big data query and
transmission. After the optimization, most commonly used
workflows take 5-10s for execution. Based on user experience
feedback, the 5-10s response delay is acceptable but almost
at the limit for a dialogue system. Considering we are still de-
veloping and adding new monitoring items to the diagnostic
logic, performance optimization will be a continuous work in
the future.

5 Experience Learned

NETASSISTANT is designed to help both network users who
use the data center networks and network engineers who are
engaged in front-line network O&M work. The user expe-
rience is the key to the success of our tool. Therefore, in
addition to the iteration of the tool itself, we also provide
thorough customer services including seminars, office hours,
and surveys. We would like to share several lessons we have
learned during the development and operation of our tool.

5.1 Can we proactively find alerts, engage the
network team, and inform users?

As described in Section 3.4, Data Engine will set up operators
to proactively generate alerts for high volume monitoring data.
The straightforward question is, can we directly leverage the
alerts to engage the network team and inform impacted net-
work users in advance before they ask? The answer is partially

yes. We only cover a small portion of high-priority alerts with
severe influence. There are a few reasons. Firstly, as explained
in Section 2.2, network incidents will flood the network team
and users, which is impractical to manage. Secondly, the cov-
erage and granularity of some monitoring techniques are lim-
ited by old models, device performance, and vendor support,
which affects their quality. Finally, the resource budget is in-
sufficient to proactively run all workflows, so we reserve them
only for the high-priority ones.

5.2 Quality user experience
We prioritize ensuring a positive user experience and high
engagement with our tool during network diagnosis and trou-
bleshooting. To achieve this, we strongly emphasize the ac-
curacy of our tool, which is achieved through the release of
new workflows only after extensive testing. In addition, in our
experience, we recognized that users often require further de-
tails beyond the initial technical diagnostic report, including
information about the network issue, its service impact, and
where to turn for help. To address this need, the chatbot pro-
vides users with additional details and resources. For instance,
the chatbot will provide a brief explanation of the monitoring
metrics and why it is (not) a network issue. Moreover, the
chatbot can recommend relevant technical documents and
similar problem operations and even enter an oncall or ticket
request based on the question and diagnosis results.

5.3 Empowering our users
Our natural language understanding component is trained or
tuned by user queries. On the contrary, our chatbot can also
influence how users ask questions. We observe that after using
our chatbot, user questions become more and more accurate
and concise, and the communication between network users
and network engineers has been dramatically simplified. For
example, users get to know more network knowledge and ter-
minologies and better descriptions of their questions. Further,
the feedback and suggestions from users can help us polish
our tool better. We are happy to see such an effect and think
it is a virtuous circle.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work
We understand that our tool, while a crucial advancement in
automated network diagnosis and troubleshooting, presents
several areas for further research.

First, the state-of-the-art Large Language Model (LLM)
has shown significant improvement in natural language un-
derstanding and generation, and has great potential to help au-
tomate network diagnosis and troubleshooting as a new tech-
nology. Our experience shows that LLM is good at learning,
extracting and paraphrasing static information from diverse
sources. For example, it can accurately and helpfully answer
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questions like "How does our QoS system work" and "What is
the standard operating procedure for a network change". How-
ever, we find it challenging to use LLMs to answer network
diagnosis questions due to their limitations in understanding
and learning diagnostic logic, as well as processing real-time
monitoring data. Therefore, in this project, we leverage LLM
for intent understanding but still rely on pre-defined diagnosis
workflows.

Secondly, the manual effort involved in building workflows
hinders the complete automation of network incident detec-
tion and mitigation. Achieving full automation remains a non-
trivial task. We plan to fully automate the ability to convert
workflows from natural language and past incident cases/tick-
ets. Furthermore, we expect the workflows to be self-adjusting
based on feedback from users and network engineers.

Finally, network monitoring primitives form the foundation
of our tool, and the quality of the diagnoses is highly depen-
dent on the input monitoring data. The diversity of data center
network monitoring data and the different implementations
from numerous hardware vendors make data screening and
pre-processing very arduous. In the future, we plan to enhance
our tool’s capabilities with selective data source selection and
noise filtering to improve the quality of the results.

6 Related Work

Natural Language Processing: Our work has been heavily
inspired by the dialogue systems in the NLP domain [14,
21]. A dialogue system can be categorized into task-oriented
or non-task-oriented (also known as open-domain). There
have been several task-oriented dialogue system products in
industry [1, 3, 4, 10]. Our work attempts to leverage the task-
oriented dialogue technique into the data center networking
domain and addresses several unique challenges. Besides, a
significant breakthrough has recently been made in the field of
LLM. Products like ChatGPT [5], LLaMa [6], and PaLM [7]
demonstrate strong ability in language understanding and
generation. Our work leverages the understanding ability of
LLM, and we are still exploring its generation ability.

Querying: Many works have improved the efficiency and
effectiveness of querying and summarizing network traffic.
Sonata [19] partitions each query across the stream processor
and the data plane and dynamically refines each query to en-
sure it focuses only on traffic satisfying it. BeauCoup [15] is
another programmable switch-based system. Using a coupon
collector approach, it supports multiple distinct counting
queries simultaneously while making only a small constant
number of memory accesses per packet. Net2Text [13] uses
NLP to format natural language operator queries to database
SQL-like queries, executes the query, summarizes the results,
and translates the summary back to natural language. We are
inspired a lot from Net2Text and further leverage the dialogue
system to build a general-purpose querying framework.

Diagnosis: There have been numerous efforts to develop

tools that can automate fault localization. One such tool is
OmegaGen [20], which combines static and dynamic analy-
sis to track the control and data flow through a program to
localize partial software failures at runtime. Another focus
of automated fault localization tools is identifying the cause
of packet drops. For instance, 007 [12] ranks links based on
their relative drop rates using the path of TCP connections
suffering from one or more retransmissions. On the other
hand, Drift-Bottle [28] takes a more distributed approach,
with each switch using the status of flows to infer suspicious
links and add lightweight inference headers to packets sent
to the operator. VTrace [16] focuses on detecting persistent
packet loss over the cloud-scale overlay network. It utilizes
the "fast path-slow path" structure of virtual forwarding de-
vices to track and inspect the packets of interest in depth
selectively. Zeno [23] generates a causal graph to capture
the temporal dependencies between events in a system, such
as requests and their corresponding responses, to diagnose
performance problems. CloudCanary [25], on the other hand,
uses fault graphs to perform real-time audits on service up-
dates to identify the root causes of correlated failure risks and
generate improvement plans with increased reliability. Tools
like Scouts [17] use machine learning to analyze complex
relationships and route incidents to the most likely responsi-
ble team. We benefit from these works by allowing network
engineers to autonomously select and customize diagnostic
algorithms to build workflows.

7 Conclusion

We propose NETASSISTANT, a virtual assistant tool to an-
swer network diagnosis questions and help both data center
network users and network engineers. The tool is motivated
by our measurement study about network user daily queries
and the network monitoring primitives used by network engi-
neers in our production network. NETASSISTANT abstracts
the whole diagnosis process into the dialogue layer, workflow
layer, and data layer. Accordingly, we design three functional
modules to realize these layers and provide dialogue-based
network diagnosis to our users. NETASSISTANT has been de-
ployed and used in our company for over three years and the
evaluation results show that this tool can significantly reduce
the workload of both network users and network engineers
and provide excellent user experience and performance.
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Abstract
Currently, one of the simplest and most effective ways for
people to gain an in-depth understanding of computer net-
works is through hands-on practice and experimentation on
software platforms. While education is important for the field
of computer networks, existing platforms are inadequate in
usability and scalability, failing to fully meet all the teaching
needs of computer networking education.

This paper describes our experiences in designing and us-
ing Klonet, an emulation platform for computer networking
education. Klonet is easy-to-use for both students and tu-
tors, which has been carefully designed to lower the barrier
to use, thus making the practice more efficient. Klonet also
demonstrates good scalability. It adopts a container-based
distributed architecture and a virtual network embedding al-
gorithm customized for this platform. Evaluation experiments
show that Klonet exhibits better scalability, such as supporting
more students with fewer hardware resources (i.e., servers)
and deploying virtual network topologies more quickly. Fur-
thermore, to ensure stability during teaching, Klonet enhances
the robustness of its upper orchestrator and underlying virtual
networks. So far, Klonet has been adopted in 3 universities
and 4 courses, serving more than 800 students. We showcase
Klonet’s usefulness in networking education with real use
cases, including a scenario with ∼10,000 emulated routers.
We also share our lessons learned from the 4 years of Klonet
development and 2 years of operations.

1 Introduction

Practice and experimentation are central to the education of
computer networks. Through practice, students are able to
obtain hands-on experience with the complicated concepts
in their computer network textbooks, thus gaining a deeper
understanding of computer networks.

The educational practice of computer networks relies heav-
ily on the field of network experiments which has been the
focus of many existing works. Prior work has made great
progress in three aspects: testbed [1–5], simulator [6–11], and
emulator [12–37]. Testbed offers real hardware for students to
manipulate, providing realistic interaction but at a higher cost.

Co-primary authors: Tie Ma and Long Luo. Hongfang Yu is the corre-
sponding author. (Email: yuhf@uestc.edu.cn)

Simulator, on the other hand, uses numerical calculations to
mimic hardware behavior, offering a cheaper alternative but
lacking realistic interaction. Emulator is a compromise be-
tween the previous two. It uses software to simulate hardware
behavior and is the most promising in education. However,
as college educators ourselves, based on years of teaching
experience, we found that existing emulators cannot meet our
actual needs. We argue that the ideal emulator for computer
network education should meet the following goals.

R1. Easy-to-use. A user-friendly educational platform
should be easy to use, including getting started, mastering
basic operations, etc., especially for students. We know that
the first step is always the hardest. If a lot of additional learn-
ing or manual configuration is required to perform relevant
experiments, students may feel confused and intimidated, es-
pecially those with weak background knowledge. For tutors,
an ideal platform should also be easy to use in aspects in-
cluding designing, directing, correcting, and managing ex-
periments, which can increase teaching efficiency instead of
being a burden.

R2. Scalable. It also must be scalable, supporting: (1) A
large number of concurrent experiments. Since students in a
course usually do experiments during the same period, the
platform must be able to provide services to all the students
in at least one course. The more users use it, the higher the
scalability requirements. Scalability requirements increase
along with growing student enrollment on the platform. (2)
Large-scale emulated network. To cover experiments in as
many scenarios as possible, the scale of the emulated/virtual
network of each experiment could be small or large. For ex-
ample, a MAC address learning experiment may require less
than 4 nodes, whereas routing learning in a modern datacenter
network may require thousands of nodes.

To the best of our knowledge, existing network emulators
are insufficient to meet the above two goals. Regarding R1,
most emulators [12,14–35,37] require students to perform in-
stallation and complex software configurations. Considering
that most undergraduate students even have not been exposed
to the Linux system, this can be challenging for them and dis-
suade them from the computer network community. Moreover,
most emulators [12,13,15,16,20–34] are initially provided for
scientific research and lack consideration for graphical user
interface (GUI), auxiliary experimental tools, auxiliary teach-
ing tools, etc., making students and tutors spend a lot of effort
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to use them. For R2, some emulators [12,14,16,17,20,37] can
only run on a single server, which limits the scale of the virtual
network it can emulate and limits the experimental scenarios
it can support. Besides, some emulators [15, 35] that can be
deployed on multiple servers cannot properly map the virtual
networks to underlying servers, causing server overloads.

To address this gap, we built Klonet, a network emulation
platform to meet these educational goals. Klonet employs sev-
eral technologies to make it easy-to-use. To minimize the diffi-
culty of getting started, Klonet adopts a Browser/Server (B/S)
architecture, allowing students and tutors to access and use it
without installing any software. Klonet also provides several
useful experimental tools such as traffic generator and traffic
monitor for students to facilitate their experiments. In order
to stimulate students’ interest in learning, Klonet carefully
provides a GUI that is very important for teaching. Klonet ac-
celerates virtual network creation time, improving user experi-
ence and efficiency. For tutors, Klonet implements a container
image repository that can easily add various types of nodes,
making it possible to build diverse educational scenarios flex-
ibly. Klonet includes a scene repository where students can
share experiments and learn from each other, and tutors can
quickly automate the creation of experiment environments.
Klonet also provides experiment APIs to advanced users such
as tutors to improve usability and efficiency.

To achieve scalability, Klonet uses light-weight containers
as virtual nodes and a novel virtual network embedding algo-
rithm to respectively reduce node overhead and link commu-
nication overhead to support more and larger virtual networks.
By using container technology, Klonet increases the number
of nodes that can be created on a single machine. To support
large-scale virtual networks, Klonet employs a distributed
orchestration architecture to create overlay virtual networks
on a cluster, which enables the size of the virtual networks to
scale with the cluster size. The goal of Klonet’s virtual net-
work embedding algorithm is to use as few servers as possible
without overloading the servers. Klonet also implements a
user management model to support multi-users.

As an open educational network emulation platform for stu-
dents and tutors, robustness is critical. Klonet adopts methods
such as periodic checks, redundant backups, and monitoring
alarms to ensure the stability of its distributed orchestrator,
user management model, virtual networks, and cluster.

In our evaluation, we show that Klonet can better utilize
fewer physical servers to support more students’ experiments
faithfully. Klonet has been in development for 4 years, and we
have been using it steadily in courses for 2 years. To this day,
Klonet has served more than 800 students. To demonstrate
Klonet’s usage and benefits, we introduce the two selected
use cases. The first is a course project about the Software-
Defined Network (SDN) [38] and P4 [39], we use this case to
showcase Klonet’s usability. In the second use case, students
collaborate on a routing experiment that contains up to about
10,000 nodes, demonstrating the scalability of Klonet. The

lessons we have learned from developing, operating, and using
Klonet in education are also presented, as a reference for
building a future education platform.

In summary, our main contributions are:

• We design and implement (§4) Klonet, an easy-to-use
and scalable network emulation platform for education.

• We evaluate the system performance (§5) and present use
cases (§6) to demonstrate its educational applications.

• We summarize lessons (§7) learned from years of expe-
rience developing, operating, and using Klonet.

2 Related Work

Here, we discuss existing network emulation platforms used
in education, categorizing them as general-purpose and
education-purpose. General-purpose emulators may offer less
tailored features for education, whereas education-purpose
emulators prioritize educational needs. We focus on platform-
level related works rather than individual components such as
the Kubernetes [40] scheduler.
General-purpose network emulators. Most general em-
ulators are not specifically designed for education but are
nonetheless widely adopted in education [41].

Mininet [12] is well-known for its convenience in run-
ning small networks on laptops. However, when used in ed-
ucation, several challenges arise: (1) Students often strug-
gle with the installation process. This places performance
requirements on student laptops. Since the operating sys-
tem of most student laptops is Windows, students need to go
through the installation and use of virtual machines (VMs).
This poses a significant challenge for undergraduate students
who lack experience, potentially diminishing their enthusi-
asm for computer networks. (2) We also consider installing
and configuring Mininet on servers provided by the teaching
team and let students remote access. However, the original
Mininet has a file isolation and scalability issue, making it
unable to support multi-student. Though several follow-up
variants [14–16, 20–22, 42] have been proposed to enhance
Mininet with different capabilities such as scalability [15,42],
ease of use [16], fidelity [20] and additional network sce-
nario [22], none of the variants combining all the advantages,
making it not feasible to offer an ideal network emulation
service on cluster. (3) Mininet and its variants are primarily
developed for research purposes and lack a student-friendly
GUI, which is crucial for education.

Emulab [13] is another famous emulator that operates a
dedicated cluster and provides users with network emulation
service via its website, allowing users to use it without local
installation. Emulab has been operated for decades and is
robust. Emulab has three issues when used for education: (1)
Emulab primarily focus on providing users with bare-mental
servers and VMs, while has poor support for light-weight
virtualization technologies like container. This makes it costly
and inflexible to support courses. (2) Emulab’s scalability is
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Table 1: Comparison of related network emulators.
Easy-to-use

Platform Name No Installation
Required

GUI and
Experiment API

Teaching
Tools1

Experiment
Tools2

Rich Node
Types Scalability

Mininet [12] ✗ Humble GUI ✗ Limited ✗ ✗
Mininet-Hifi [20] ✗ Humble GUI ✗ Limited ✗ ✗

Distrinet [15] ✗ No GUI ✗ ✗ Limited ✓
Containernet [16] ✗ No GUI ✓ ✗ Limited ✗

Vt-Mininet [21] ✗ No GUI ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
Mininet-Wifi [22] ✗ Humble GUI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Emulab [13] ✓ ✓ Limited ✗ Limited Limited
Netkit [37] ✗ No GUI ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Kathará [17] ✗ Humble GUI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
Megalos [18] ✗ Humble GUI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

GNS3 [19] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SEED [35] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Mini-Internet [36] ✓ No GUI ✓ Limited ✗ ✗
IPMininet [14] ✗ No GUI ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Klonet (this work) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
1 Teaching tools are those designed to facilitate education, e.g., Klonet’s scene repository and Mini-Internet’s connectivity matrix.
2 Experiment tools are those designed to make experiments easier, e.g., Klonet’s traffic generator and IPMininet’s IP configuration tools.

limited by its cluster size, and it’s hard to deploy on private
clusters [37]. (3) Due to the operating mode of Emulab, the
physical server needs to start before creating a virtual network,
resulting in a long establishment time (as shown in §5.1),
which reduces the efficiency of experiments.

There are various emulators [23–27] that focus on eval-
uating network end-to-end properties by simplifying or ab-
stracting network elements. However, these emulators cannot
emulate all types of devices (e.g., switches, routers, firewalls),
limiting their ability to provide realistic interactions and serve
as ideal emulators for education. Some emulators [21, 28–32]
prioritize scalability at the expense of real-world performance,
making it unsuitable for education. Some emulators [33, 34]
are designed for specific scenarios such as enterprise networks
and integrated space and terrestrial networks (ISTNs), lacking
support for other network scenarios and are not easy to use
for students.

Education-purpose Network emulators. Klonet is not the
only network emulator proposed specifically for education.
Netkit [37] exploits User-Mode Linux (UML) VM to sup-
port networking courses, the container technology chosen by
Klonet is light-weight compared to the virtualization technol-
ogy of Netkit. Kathará [17] is a variation of NetKit which
uses Docker container instead of UML VM, but its single
host network emulation architecture may cause scalability
issues. Megalos [18] improves the scalability of Kathará by
leveraging Kubernetes [40]. Kathará and Megalos have been
used in many courses [43]. GNS3 [19] is also widely used in
education and requires local software installation. Owing to
reliance on VMs, GNS3 is a more resource-intensive solution
compared to Klonet which employs light-weight container
technology. Mini-Internet [36] is an open network emula-
tion platform that emulates a mini version of the internet
infrastructure, but it focuses on routing experiments and lacks

support for other experiments. Besides, Mini-Internet does
not support multi-server deployment, which may make it fail
to support a large number of students. SEED emulator [35]
was initially developed to support teaching network security
education and can scale up the emulation across multi-server
deployment. Unfortunately, it needs to embed the network
manually, which may overload servers and prevent the courses
from proceeding properly. IPMininet [14] enhances the IP
configuration and management of the well-known emulator
Mininet [12], however, it needs to be installed on the personal
computers of students.

In summary, as shown in Table 1, no existing work can
achieve the two educational goals of easy-to-use and scalable
simultaneously except Klonet.

3 Klonet in a Nutshell

This section gives a macro view of Klonet covering its operat-
ing mode, applicable scenarios, and experiment workflow.

Operating mode. Klonet is an open platform that main-
tains a dedicated private or cloud cluster to offer network
emulation services for courses. Its cluster is resilient, allow-
ing operators to adjust its scale as needed. Leveraging light-
weight virtualization technologies, Klonet can create (overlay)
virtual networks on top of the cluster, enabling the creation
of several large-scale or lots of small-scale virtual networks.
Students and tutors can conveniently access Klonet via its
website. Klonet stays constantly available within the campus
network, serving courses during the semester and also serv-
ing self-learners. Thanks to Klonet’s extensive experiment
capabilities, students and tutors can efficiently conduct the
majority of their experiments on a single platform.

Applicable scenarios. Klonet supports network experi-
ments with layer 2 and above, allowing network properties
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Figure 1: The overall framework of Klonet.

like latency and bandwidth on links to be configured. This
versatility makes Klonet suitable for a wide range of network
scenarios required in education. It can emulate data center net-
works, wide-area networks, large-scale enterprise networks,
campus networks, etc. The topology of these networks can
be customized, and end-to-end network experiments can also
be conducted. Klonet’s virtual network includes virtual Eth-
ernet interfaces that can seamlessly connect with hardware
Ethernet interfaces, supporting networks with a mixture of
real and virtual devices. Klonet supports rich node types, such
as (programmable) switches, routers, controllers, and hosts,
enabling experiments in both data plane and control plane.
Klonet supports both IPv4 and IPv6.

Experiment workflow. Conducting an experiment on
Klonet involves the following steps: (1) Experiment creation.
Students create experiments by dragging and dropping node
icons onto the canvas, connecting nodes, and configuring basic
network properties such as IP addresses. Optionally, students
can choose to load pre-configured experiment templates pro-
vided by tutors. (2) Development, execution, and observation.
Students develop their programs using the terminal on the
Klonet web page or via Secure Shell (SSH) connections. They
then run their programs and observe the resulting effects. Ex-
periment tools such as traffic generators and monitors are
available to assist students during the process. (3) Experiment
completion. Once the experiment is finished, students upload
their experiments to the Klonet scene repository. Tutors can
use these uploaded experiments for grading purposes or allow
other students to review and learn from them.

4 Design and Implementation

We first overview the framework and then describe the design
adopted by Klonet to meet the educational goals.

Tutors

topo.addlink topo.addnode ...Experiment API

Web GUI

Management Interface
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Figure 2: Klonet interface.

4.1 System Overview
As Figure 1 shows, Klonet adopts a four-layer architecture.
(1) Experiment layer: The direct-to-user front end provides
students and tutors with many easy-to-use tools via Klonet’s
GUI and experiment API, which include virtual network de-
sign and emulation, image repository, scene repository, traffic
generator, traffic monitor, cluster monitor, etc. It receives user
requests and communicates with the underlying layers to
complete related services. (2) Control layer: The back end
controls and manages user data, virtual networks, and clusters.
This layer consists of an orchestrator distributed on each phys-
ical server and a user management model for storing user data,
which together support multi-user network experiments on
multi-server. (3) Virtual network layer: It uses light-weight
virtualization technology and cross-server link technology
to ensure that the virtual network can be distributed across
servers. (4) Infrastructure layer: A cluster can provide the
storage, computing, and network resources required by Klonet.
It can easily remove or add new physical servers for purposes
such as cost savings and launching more experiments.

4.2 Achieving Easy-to-use
Unlike research-oriented platforms, easy-to-use is particularly
important for education-oriented platforms. We describe how
Klonet improves ease of use with designs in terms of software
architecture, user interface, reproducibility, experiment tools,
and accelerating creation of virtual networks.

Browser/Server (B/S) architecture. To minimize the bur-
den on students and reduce the difficulty in getting started,
Klonet adopts a Browser/Server (B/S) architecture that allows
students to use it via their browsers. To this end, Klonet is de-
signed with two parts: front-end and back-end. The front-end
is implemented in JavaScript, HTML, and CSS containing
16k lines of code. Flask [44], a web development framework
is used to implement the back-end containing 45k lines of
code. The front-end and back-end interact via HTTP.

Rich Interfaces. As shown in Figure 2, Klonet provides
two kinds of interfaces. (1) The GUI is intuitive and is suitable
for beginners such as bachelor students to perform simple
operations. (2) The experiment API focuses on efficiency and
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is more suitable for users with some basic network knowledge,
such as master students and tutors, to conveniently and rapidly
complete some repetitive and cumbersome operations.

GUI. One web page is designed for experimentation and
several for management. The experiment page provides five
primary features: (1) Topology design by drag-and-drop of
device icons and mouse-based link connection. (2) Virtual
network instantiation. (3) Configuration of network proper-
ties such as IP addresses and link bandwidths. (4) Interactive
access to virtual nodes through SSH or web terminal, offer-
ing students an experience similar to real devices. Klonet
helps install and configure the SSH service in the nodes. With
powerful SSH-based tools (e.g., VScode remote SSH exten-
sion [45]), students can efficiently complete more complex
tasks. Students can also use the web terminal to conveniently
perform simple tasks like running a ping command. Based
on the Docker daemon [46], Klonet ensures real-time com-
munication of the web terminal through websockets [47]. (5)
Traffic generator and monitor tools to assist in experimen-
tal implementation. A screenshot of the experiment page is
provided in Appendix A.

The management pages add much more support for experi-
mentation. An experiment management page is designed for
viewing and accessing experiments. An image/scene repos-
itory page is offered for sharing images/scenes, with tutors
authorized to manage it. A user management page is designed
for tutors to audit and delete student accounts conveniently.
To help operators (usually tutors or TAs) quickly locate faulty
servers, Klonet provides a cluster monitoring page based on
Grafana [48] to view the cluster status (e.g., CPU utilization).

Experiment API. This is designed to enhance the pro-
grammability. For simplicity of use, the API is implemented
by encapsulating HTTP requests via Python. Listing 1 shows
a simple example of using this API. Detailed API documenta-
tion is also provided to help users get started quickly.

Image repository and scene repository. Image reposi-
tory and scene repository are the keys to realizing the repro-
ducibility, including node-level and scene-level, of network
experiments.

Node-level reproducibility relies on an image repository
containing node images (i.e., snapshots). Users can upload
images to this repository and later instantiate them as nodes.
Since the software dependencies have been packaged into the
image, the applications in a node can be reproduced easily.
For better usability, Klonet offers three upload methods: com-
mit for saving nodes as images, build images via scripts, and
compressed file for external image inclusion. Images are pub-
licly/privately shared and indexed separately via a MySQL
database [49], with entities stored in a Docker registry [50]
for access across servers.

Scene-level reproducibility relies on a scene repository. We
argue that a reproducible scene is a collection of code, soft-
ware environment, network topology, and code execution flow.
This scene repository converts all nodes of an experiment to

1 from klonet_api import *
2 # Get the available images of current student.
3 images = get_images()
4 # Select the host(ubuntu) and switch(ovs) image.
5 ubuntu_image = images["ubuntu"]
6 ovs_image = images["ovs"]
7 # Design our topology: h1---s1---h2.
8 topo = Topo()
9 h1 = topo.add_node(ubuntu_image , node_name="h1")

10 h2 = topo.add_node(ubuntu_image , node_name="h2")
11 s1 = topo.add_node(ovs_image , node_name="s1")
12 topo.add_link(h1, s1, src_IP="192.168.1.1/24")
13 topo.add_link(s1, h2, dst_IP="192.168.1.2/24")
14 # Let Klonet emulate the topology.
15 deploy(topo)
16 # Create file in h1 and h2.
17 exec_cmds_in_nodes(
18 {"h1":["touch /log1"], "h2":["touch /log2"]})

Listing 1: Simple Experiment API Example.

a set of images via commit provided by the image reposi-
tory, assigning each image a unique ID to help reestablish the
corresponding node. The topology description is also saved
for rebuilding virtual networks. To facilitate the scene-level
reproducibility, Klonet asks users to upload a replay script
(i.e., written via experiment API) describing code execution
flow. This script is optional as manual recreation is possible.
MySQL is used to store image indexes, topology descriptions,
and replay scripts to provide users with a reproducible scene.

Auxiliary useful tools. To help students focus on the net-
work experiments themselves, Klonet provides useful tools
such as traffic generator, traffic monitor, and typical topology
generator. Tutors and TAs can also use these tools to complete
tasks such as experimental demonstrations easily.

Traffic generator. Traffic enables the validation of diverse
network scenarios. The traffic generator sources three traffic
types: (1) Client-server pattern [51] traffic. (2) ON-OFF [52]
characteristic traffic. (3) Customizable interval-distributed
traffic, e.g., Gaussian. We encapsulate an open source code
from GitHub [53] to implement the first traffic type, and im-
plement the latter two based on the Scapy library [54].

Traffic monitor. Feedback helps with experimental debug-
ging, tuning, etc. Klonet develops this monitor upon libp-
cap [55] and reports key performance metrics, throughput,
latency, and loss rate, to capture and help analyze traffic be-
tween source and destination nodes. It also provides an intu-
itive GUI for visualizing experimental outcomes.

Typical topology generator. Repeatedly designing some
common topologies is tedious. Thus, Klonet features a gen-
erator for structures like Star, Fattree, Linear, and Tree, pa-
rameterized by variable fields. Custom topologies can also be
saved as reusable templates. The typical topology generator
is implemented based on the FNSS library [56].

Accelerating virtual network creation. Shortening the
virtual network creation time can reduce the waiting time
for users to retry experiments, improving experience and effi-
ciency. Klonet applies two parallelization techniques: using
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Figure 3: Klonet Controller.

a light-weight concurrency technique called Coroutines [57]
to spawn virtual nodes and links concurrently within a server
and permitting the orchestrator to distribute virtual network
creation across physical machines for additional parallelism.

4.3 Achieving Scalability

Klonet first designs a distributed orchestrator which enables
it to scale on a cluster. This poses a challenge in mapping
virtual networks, which is addressed by an efficient algorithm
design. For effective multi-user support, Klonet implements
a user management model for data organization. To support
large-scale experiments with fewer physical resources, Klonet
leverages light-weight emulation technology to host as many
virtual networks as possible on per physical machine.

Klonet orchestrator. Developed based on the Flask [44]
framework, the orchestrator consists of a controller and sev-
eral agents. The controller is installed on one server, while
agents are installed on each server. Notably, the orchestrator
supports single-server deployment. The controller and agents
communicate with each other via HTTP. Most back-end func-
tions of Klonet are implemented in this orchestrator.

Klonet controller. As the orchestrator’s core (Figure 3), the
controller receives user requests via external service inter-
faces and interacts with the user management model through
data interfaces. It contains a local task executor for authenti-
cation and database queries, and a cluster task dispatcher for
assigning cluster tasks, such as virtual network embedding
and link configuration, to appropriate agents for execution.

Klonet agent. As shown in Figure 4, the agent receives in-
structions from the controller via the internal service interface.
It handles on-server tasks including creating virtual networks,
collecting server status, monitoring traffic, etc.

Virtual Network Embedding Algorithm. The Klonet con-
troller uses a virtual network embedding (VNE) algorithm to
map the virtual networks (VNs) to the substrate network (SN).
For fidelity performance and efficient resource utilization, the
algorithm carefully provides sufficient resources for each VN
without overwhelming server capacity in the SN.

Network models and problem formulation. Each VN is
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Figure 4: Klonet Agent.

modeled as an undirected graph G = (V,E), with each virtual
node v ∈ V having a CPU demand nw(v) and each virtual
link e ∈ E having a bandwidth demand lw(e). To support
cross-server deployment of large-scale VNs and efficiently
use resources, Klonet partitions a VN into a set of small
sub-virtual networks (sub-VNs) subs = {s1,s2, ...,sk}, where
1≤ k ≤ |Sserver|. Cut-links represent inter-sub-VN links, and
cut(s) = {cs

1,c
s
2, ...,c

s
| j|},∀c

s
i ∈ E, 0≤ | j| ≤ |E| denotes that

connecting sub-VN s.
Let binary variable xs,n denote whether sub-VN s is embed-

ded on server pn. When embedding G to a cluster with a set
Sserver of servers, with scalability in mind, we expect to mini-
mize the impact of the mapping of every current VN on the
capabilities (potential) of the SN to deploy future large-scale
VNs under resource constraints, which can be formulated as

Minimize ∑
p∈Sserver

Ip(x) (1)

s.t. ∑
s∈subs

∑
u∈V s

nw(u)xs,n ≤C(pn),∀pn ∈ Sserver (2)

∑
s∈subs

∑
c∈cut(s)

lw(c)xs,n ≤ B(pn),∀pn ∈ Sserver (3)

xs,n ∈ {0,1},∀s ∈ subs, pn ∈ Sserver (4)

Eq. (1) expresses that the cluster potential is equal to the sum
of all server potentials. I(�) is an Inefficiency Index (IDX)
whose value starts from 0 and grows as the use of CPU re-
sources increases and then slowly decreases to 0 when the
resources are exhausted. Besides, it increases as the use of
NIC bandwidth grows. To prevent CPU overload, Ineq. (2)
constrains the CPU demands of the sub-VNs deployed on
server pn to be less than its remaining CPU quota1 C(pn).
As the SN of Klonet is a local cluster where all the servers
are connected by a powerful switch and each server commu-
nicates with the others through the same network interface
(NIC), all substrate links connected to a server share its NIC
bandwidth capacity for communication. To meet bandwidth
constraints, the total bandwidth demands of the cut-links of
all subnets deployed on server pn should be less than its avail-
able NIC bandwidth B(p), as expressed in (3). This differs
significantly from most existing VNE efforts, which assume
exclusive bandwidth capacity per substrate link.

1CPU quota is a feature of Linux Control Groups (cgroup), which controls
how much CPU time a process in a container can use.
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Efficient network embedding algorithm. This VNE prob-
lem is NP-Hard even with a known value of I(�) and the VN
partition solution. A heuristic is thus employed. Through
extensive experimentation, we observed that sparsely used
servers often outperformed heavily used ones in hosting large
VNs, given equal CPU quotas. Therefore, our algorithm is
designed to minimize fragmentation by preferentially exhaust-
ing resources on previously used servers. See pseudocode in
Appendix C for details.

User management model. To appropriately organize ex-
perimental information for multi-students, we build a user
management model with an easily extensible architecture. We
leverage the Redis database [58] to implement the manage-
ment model. For advanced user and VN information, we use
several tables to record them. For the low-level virtual net-
work devices, we model them as several classes with device
attributes and relationships, and instantiate devices as objects
in the user management model when creating virtual networks.
The detailed design can be found in Appendix B.

Virtual network emulation. Another key to scalability is
the VN emulation solution. Klonet adopts Docker [59] con-
tainer technology for node emulation. The reasons are (1)
Container light-weight nature versus VM and better file isola-
tion feature than the namespace technology used by emulators
like Mininet [12], in line with our goal to design Klonet as a
scalable and shared platform; (2) Docker container provides
feature-rich node images to facilitate flexible experiment de-
sign. Default images in Klonet include: OVS [60] switch, P4
software switch [61], FRR [62] router, quagga [63] router,
Ubuntu host [64], Ryu [65] controller, etc.

Emulated links are classified as intra-server or inter-server
based on their location. Intra-server links adopt virtual Ether-
net pair technology, creating virtual NICs in containers and
connecting them. The virtual NICs can also be connected to
real NICs for mixed virtual/realistic emulation. Inter-server
links use VXLAN [66] protocol for Layer 2 connectivity
across servers. Users are presented with a transparent view,
unaware of distinctions between intra- and inter-server links.

To support more scenarios, Klonet uses Linux traffic
control [67] to apply queuing disciplines on links, emulating
properties, e.g., bandwidth, latency, and packet loss.

4.4 Achieving Robustness
For a shared platform like Klonet, robustness plays a signif-
icant role in guaranteeing a smooth education process. We
use a variety of technologies to ensure the robustness of each
component of Klonet from top to bottom: Klonet orchestrator,
user management model, virtual networks, and the cluster.

Robustness of the Klonet orchestrator. Klonet imple-
ments two mechanisms to ensure the availability of the or-
chestrator: regular requests and redundant backups.

Regular requests. Given that the Klonet controller and the
Klonet agents are implemented by the web server technology,

Table 2: Major Anomalies of Klonet.
Anomalies Times

Cluster power outage for regular maintenance. 4
Inter-server link fails due to the firewall. 1
CPU overloaded due to broadcast storm. 1
Node boot failed due to the wrong image. 2
Node boot failed due to no startup command. 2
Lost user management model connection. 1
Image upload failed due to configuration error. 2
Inconsistent MTU among cluster servers leads
to communication failures. 1

Klonet confirms that they are alive by periodically sending
requests to them and getting corresponding responses. To pre-
vent misjudgments, Klonet sends an odd number of requests
at a time and uses the result of the majority of them. Once a
controller or agent failure is detected, Klonet restarts it.

Redundant backups. During the process of Klonet restart-
ing the controller or agent, the services they provide may
temporarily fail. Therefore, Klonet designs redundant back-
ups for them to provide services during the restart process to
ensure uninterrupted services.

Robustness of the user management model. The meth-
ods of ensuring the robustness of the user management model
are similar to those of the Klonet orchestrator. First, Klonet
leverages an odd number of processes to monitor the status
of the model. Second, if a failure is detected, Klonet switches
to a backup. The difference is that since the user manage-
ment model is a storage module, it broadcasts the received
instructions to each backup to achieve data synchronization.

Robustness of the virtual networks. The virtual networks
can be divided into two parts: nodes and links, and Klonet
ensures their robustness respectively.

Nodes. Klonet periodically obtains the running status of
each node through the docker-py [68] library. If a node is
found to have stopped unexpectedly, Klonet alerts the user
and tries to restart the node.

Links. For the intra-server links, they fail when one of their
end nodes fails, so Klonet re-establishes the corresponding
intra-server links after the nodes are restored. For the inter-
server links, Klonet verifies their health through connectivity
checks. As inter-server links provide layer 2 communication
without requiring IP addresses for end nodes, the traditional
ping tool does not work. Thus, we design a simple Layer 2
ping: Each node periodically sends data frames to the opposite
end and gets a response. If the peer does not respond several
times, an alert is sent to the corresponding user and operator,
indicating an invalid inter-server link.

Robustness of the cluster. The large number of virtual
nodes and physical servers that Klonet manages need to be
monitored in a unified manner for the convenience of the
operator. We use the open-source software Prometheus [69]
to monitor and alert the state (CPU, memory, etc.) of physical
servers and virtual nodes, and visualize the data centrally on
the cluster monitoring page (as in §4.2) of GUI.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of multi-student concurrent experiments.

Effectiveness. Thanks to efforts in robustness, Klonet en-
sured the smooth running of the course for two years. During
the operation, The major anomalies are shown in Table 2, and
most of them were solved quickly due to Klonet’s alarm and
recovery mechanism.

5 System Performance

5.1 Testbed Evaluation

In this part, we first evaluate Klonet’s ability to support simul-
taneous experiments with varying numbers of students. We
also evaluate the speed of Klonet to create a virtual network,
which is essential for ease of use and efficiency.

Klonet can support more students to conduct exper-
iments simultaneously. To evaluate how many students
Klonet can support to conduct experiments at the same time,
we assume that at the same moment, each student is assigned
a dumbbell [70] virtual network with 4 hosts and 2 switches,
and runs 2 TCP flows (f1 and f2) with bottleneck link band-
widths of 5Gbps and 6Gbps respectively using iperf3 [71]
for 15 seconds. Then we vary the number of students and
record the throughput of all flows. Ideally, in a high-fidelity
platform, individual flow throughput should remain constant
irrespective of student count, while the total throughput scales
linearly with student numbers. We believe that a platform
cannot support a certain number of students if the experimen-
tal results are not faithful. The evaluation is conducted on a
Ubuntu 22.04 server with 2 Intel Xeon Gold 5220R CPUs and
32G RAM. To obtain comparable results, we exclude plat-
forms that rely on heavy-weight virtualization technologies
such as VM, focusing instead on comparisons with emulators
that, like Klonet, use light-weight container-like virtualiza-
tion techniques. With this aim, we choose the well-known
emulator Mininet [12] as the benchmark.

Figure 5(a) shows the total throughput of all f1 and f2 flows,
where Mininet has a significant performance drop once the
number of students reaches 50, and the total throughput of
all students falls short of expectations. In contrast, Klonet
demonstrates nearly ideal performance. Figure 5(b) shows
the throughput distribution of all flows, where each flow in
Klonet maintains the expected throughput while Mininet does
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Figure 7: Performance of Klonet’s VNE algortihm(SwapNo-
desPartition). Compared with Mininet(RoundRobin, Ran-
dom), and Distrinet(KBalance, DivideSwap, GreedyPartition)

not. Klonet can support more students’ experiments simul-
taneously because the node emulation technology used by
Klonet has better performance isolation than that of Mininet.

Klonet has a faster speed to deploy VNs. We contrast
Klonet’s virtual networks creation time with Emulab [13] and
Distrinet [15], which are representatives of the two platform
operating modes: website access and local installation. To en-
sure consistency of the experimental environment, We request
10 Emulab d430 bare-metal servers from Emulab and conduct
the evaluation on them. We create container virtual networks
of different sizes and collect the virtual networks creation
time. The virtual network topology is Star, i.e., multiple hosts
connected to a central switch.

Figure 6 shows that the creation time for Distrinet experi-
ences the most rapid increase as the network size escalates,
mainly attributed to the utilization of LXC containers [72].
Conversely, Emulab necessitates the initiation of bare-metal
servers before creating the virtual network, making it the
slowest option when the network scale is below 150. In com-
parison, Klonet consistently exhibits the shortest deployment
time up to 300 nodes. Note that the virtual node number in
one student’s experiment is rarely larger than 300.

5.2 Large-scale Simulation
Our VNE algorithm is one of the keys to Klonet’s scalability,
we use large-scale simulation to see how large and how many
virtual networks it can support. We compare the proposed
VNE algorithm with a range of standard algorithms employed
by Mininet (cluster edition) [42] and Distrinet [73], which are
two leading platforms capable of deploying large-scale virtual
networks. We simulate a cluster of 10 servers, each server has
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80 CPU cores with 100 CPU quota per core, and 1000Mb
bandwidth capacity. To simulate network load, we randomly
generate two types of topologies, FatTree and Random. The
node and link resource requirements are 10 CPU quota and
10Mb, respectively. If the node or link resource requirements
of a virtual network cannot be met, the its deployment is
considered a failure. Note that the results of all compared
VNE algorithms depend on numerical calculations, so the
results are consistent in both simulation and practice.

Figure 7(a) reports the average success rate of VN deploy-
ment with varying sizes over 20 runs, decreasing as nodes
increase. Mininet and Distrinet fail above 4400 nodes, while
Klonet succeeds up to 8800 nodes. Figure 7(b) shows the
average number of VNs accommodated over 100 runs. Klonet
supports the largest number of VNs with less fluctuation in
results. Distrinet ranks second, while Mininet performs worst,
only one-third of Klonet. Klonet’s better scalability perfor-
mance benefits from its strategies of reducing cut-link weights
and maximizing the potential deployment capacity of the clus-
ter, while Distrinet only considers the former.

6 Use Cases

We have been using Klonet in our teaching practices for 2
years, and Table 3 shows the successful usages facilitated by
the technical designs of Klonet.

In the following, we describe how Klonet is used in
our university courses. We use two examples, one from an
undergraduate-level course (Network Algorithms), and the
other graduate-level (Enterprise Networks).

• Project 1: Playing with algorithms in programmable
networks: In this project, students will learn how to
implement classic shortest-path computation algorithms
and compare their performance in networks with the pro-
grammable control plane or programmable data plane.

• Project 2: Intra-domain routing: In this graduate-level
project, students will learn how to build and operate their
slice of the intra-domain network. They will interconnect
networks together and investigate the performance of the
OSPF protocol in networks of different sizes.

6.1 Project 1: Playing with algorithms
Project Overview. Students are required to understand the
basic principles of path computation algorithms in our lec-
tures. This project helps them to gain hands-on experience
with the actual performances of these algorithms in a real pro-
grammable network. We ask students to use OpenFlow [38]
or P4 [39], which is widely recognized as the control plane
programming protocol and data plane programming language,
respectively, for implementing path computation algorithms.
We request students to evaluate and compare the performance
of these algorithms. Moreover, with the increasingly wide
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Figure 8: Topology of “Play with Alg.” project.

application of programmable networks in academia and in-
dustry, exposure to programmable networks itself can help
students learn advanced topics in the network and engage in
related research efforts. Therefore, another goal of this project
is to teach basic concepts of programmable networks.

To help students focus on algorithm-related matters rather
than network configuration and operation, we use Klonet to
pre-create a programmable network, then ask students just to
write algorithms and feed the algorithm result into pre-written
OpenFlow or P4 program templates. Specifically, since P4 is
difficult for undergraduates to get started with, we only let
interested students leverage the source routing [74] based on
P4 to implement the result of the algorithms.

By the end, we expect the learning outcomes to be:

• Understand how OpenFlow works and master the basic
operations of the OpenFlow flow table;

• Write classic path computation algorithms in OpenFlow
controllers;

• Identify the effectiveness or limitations of different path
computation algorithms;

• (Optional) Appreciate the difference between control
plane programming and data plane programming.

To this end, we design three sub-projects in this project.
Each sub-project asks students to implement one of the fol-
lowing classic shortest-path algorithms.
Sub-project #1: Use the Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm
to find a path with the minimum latency between two hosts.
Sub-project #2: Use the Dijkstra algorithm to find the short-
est path between two hosts.
Sub-project #3: Use the Ford–Fulkerson algorithm to find the
maximum network flow and the relative augmenting paths.

Figure 8 depicts the topology used, sub-project #1-2 sets
links with different latencies, and sub-project #3 has different
link bandwidth. Note that the switch can be an OpenFlow-
enabled OpenvSwitch [60] or a P4-enabled BMv2 [61], and
the controller is implemented by Ryu [65].

Using Klonet. Klonet helps students, tutors, and teaching
assistants (TA) in the entire process of this 5-week project.
• Tutors use Klonet’s image repository to pull new types of
nodes to design new experiments quickly. Klonet gives tutors
the simplicity and flexibility to update their experiments as
network technology changes rapidly.
• Students use Klonet’s scene repository to obtain the correct
and tested version of network scenes. Compared to previous
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Table 3: Klonet usages.

Grade Use Cases Scale Servers1

2nd year undergraduate Implement algorithm in programmable networks. ∼150stu/yr. S1*3

3rd year undergraduate Networking virtual devices with Raspberry Pi. ∼40stu/yr. S1*1

1st year graduate Implement network configuration such as NAT. ∼80stu/yr. S2*19

1st year graduate Collaborate to achieve routing. ∼30stu/yr. ①S1*3, S4*14, S5*1, ②S3*1402

Self learners Verify basic knowledge from textbooks, etc. ∼100stu/yr. S5*2
1 Server types: S1 (40-core 2.10GHz CPU, 256GB RAM), S2 (2-core 2.40GHz CPU, 4GB RAM), S3 (8-core 2.49GHz CPU, 32GB RAM), S4 (8-core

1.70GHz CPU, 32GB RAM), S5 (32-core 2.30GHz CPU, 128GB RAM)
2 For this course project, we use different servers and virtual network size in each year. §6.2 describes the second-year course project.

courses without using Klonet, this dramatically reduces con-
figuration problems for students, thus the workload of TAs.
• Klonet helps students focus on learning outcomes. TAs
pre-build the VN and share it with students via the scene
repository of Klonet before the start of each sub-project.
• Klonet allows students to interact with the elements in the
networking scenario easily. It is recommended that students
establish an SSH connection with the controller node to im-
prove programming efficiency, at the same time use the web
terminal for simple tasks, such as running the ping command
in the host or getting the flow table of a switch. Students are
also asked to write a replay script (which is just a few lines of
code) and upload their sub-project into the scene repository.
• Klonet makes it easy for tutors and TAs to help with specific
problems from students. In previous years without Klonet,
tutors and TAs must deal with students’ individual environ-
ments on their personal computers. Klonet standardizes the
experimentation environment, thus significantly lessening the
workload for teaching staff. They can directly recreate the stu-
dent’s networking scene and help the student solve problems.
• Klonet facilitates testing and grading of the project. After
students complete a sub-project, the tutor or TA can replay
the sub-project uploaded by them in the scene repository and
grade them. Outstanding sub-projects are selected and shared
in scene repository for students to replay and self-correct.

6.2 Project 2: Intra-domain Routing
Project overview. This graduate-level project is a hands-on
experiment that involves realistic network operations. We in-
tend to let students understand how the real network works
and how network professionals operate their networks. Stu-
dents are asked to build and operate an intra-domain network
themselves cooperatively. To make this project realistic, we
collaborated with an Internet service company to design the
project. We chose the OSPF routing protocol as it is widely
deployed in production networks. The students are expected
to achieve the following learning outcomes:

• Build and operate their own enterprise network to have
a deeper understanding of OSPF.

• Understand the importance of splitting areas.

AS2

Backbone Area

The Operation Scope of Group 1
BR ABR TNSSAR ASBR ER

Totally NSSA

…
…

… …
The Operation Scope of Group N

AS1
Totally NSSA

Figure 9: Topology of “Intra-domain Routing” project.

• Observe and learn the benefits of route aggregation.

Our industry collaboration partner provides the setting and
configuration skeletons. Figure 9 shows the topology used in
this project, with a backbone area and several Totally Not-So-
Stubby-Areas (NSSA) [75]. The backbone area is the core, a
mesh structure formed by routers randomly connected to each
other. Some routers are called Area Border Routers (ABRs),
and others are called Backbone Routers (BRs). Every two
ABRs are connected to a Totally NSSA, whose topology is
similar to the backbone area. Each Totally NSSA consists
of Autonomous System Border Routers and Totally NSSA
Routers (TNSSARs), in which every two Autonomous Sys-
tem Border Routers (ASBRs) connect to a number of Edge
Routers (ERs) of another AS.

Using Klonet. Klonet helps students, tutors, and teaching
assistants (TA) throughout this course project. We divide
students into groups and let each group operate a set of routers
(See Figure 9). The tutor configures BRs. Given the difficulty
of this project, it is divided into three stages and each lasts
for 6 weeks to configure a single area, multiple areas, and
multiple areas with route aggregation, respectively.
• Klonet provides standardized and reproducible experimen-
tal settings for students and the teaching staff. The routers are
implemented by the FRRouting [62] in the image repository
of Klonet. At the outset of each stage, TAs pre-build a small
VN with a total of about 500 nodes for students. Students
are required to configure the routers to satisfy the stage goal
and achieve network-wide connectivity. Then, students are
required to modify the FRRouting configuration files by using
Klonet’s experiment APIs. The students are told to have scal-
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Figure 10: Convergence time of OSPF.

ability in mind, that is, when the number of routers increases
or decreases, their codes should still work well.

• Klonet enables easy access to the emulated network devices.
Students are mainly required to configure Router ID, Unnum-
bered interface, Areas and ASes, and Route aggregation to
meet the goal of each stage. We have students configure the
IP address of the loopback interface as the OSPF router id.
The unnumbered interface can directly use the IP address
of the loopback interface, thus simplifying the configuration.
Students configure the NSSAs and ASes (different OSPF in-
stances) for each router and configure route redistribution
on ASBRs. Also, students configure route aggregation on
the ABRs and ASBRs to aggregate routes and eliminate the
communication overhead.

• Klonet makes it easy for tutors to create failure scenes
in a live emulated network. At the end of each stage, the
tutor creates a series of topologies of increasing size (up to
∼10,000 routers) and asks students to rerun and debug their
code to build network-wide connectivity again. The tutor
then takes down one link in the backbone area randomly
and measures the convergence time. Finally, the tutor plots
the data from the students’ joint effort to show them how
different network configurations affect network performance,
especially convergence time.

• Klonet enables the teaching staff to develop and deploy
project-specific tools. We provide a measurement tool for
students to obtain the convergence time of OSPF. This tool
collects logs from all routers located on each server, and by
analyzing the logs, gets the start time (i.e., the time that the
breakdown is detected among routers) and the end time (i.e.,
the latest time that the routing table update is completed
among all routers) of the OSPF convergence process. The
time synchronization scheme between servers is chrony [76].
Besides, we developed a script called PingAll to test the
connectivity between routers. The TAs can directly update the
image in the repository to distribute these tools to all students.

• The scalability of Klonet makes it possible for students to
experience networks running at a realistic and modern scale.
Figure 10 shows the convergence performance of different
operational strategies at different network scales. Klonet is
able to emulate an intra-domain network of 10,000 nodes on
our cluster. The result also teaches students the importance of
splitting areas and route aggregation for OSPF networks.

6.3 Feedback

To understand the reception of Klonet by students and the
teaching staff, we conduct a user survey collected from more
than 300 participants (67% bachelor students, 25% master
students, 8% tutors and TAs). According to this survey, we
have received positive feedback from most students and tutors.
Most students give positive comments such as: “It helps me
know the algorithms better” and “I definitely can not imagine
how these algorithms work in a real network without con-
ducting this project”. The comments from teaching staff are
also positive, such as: “this platform really helps quickly get
started and build the experimental topology”; “it also helps
save time on tedious operations and gain real experience”;
“using this platform, it is easier for us to realize the experimen-
tal design of various scenarios.” As mentioned in §7, there
is also some negative feedback from students, and the full
survey can be found in Appendix D.

The feedback confirms the need for a scalable and easy-to-
use network education platform like Klonet.

7 Lessons Learnt

In this section, we introduce several lessons we have learned
from developing (L1), operating (L2, L3), and using (L4, L5)
Klonet in education. We believe these lessons are valuable to
those seeking to establish and operate an educational network
emulation platform like Klonet or use Klonet in education.

L1. Connecting to the Internet is important but has
side effects. Initially, Klonet nodes had essential tools like
iperf pre-installed, and none were connected to the Internet.
However, during the teaching process, students said that they
occasionally need to access the Internet for purposes like
downloading Python packages. Therefore, we have all nodes
connected to the Internet, which introduces a new issue: While
conducting the experiment, network traffic between the two
nodes did not follow the expected path specified and was
routed to the bridge for the Internet connection.

To address this challenge, Klonet implemented a unique
design featuring an on-off button for on-demand Internet con-
nectivity. During the programming phase, students can toggle
the button on to enable Internet connection for software in-
stallation. In contrast, they should toggle it off during exper-
imentation to preemptively disable the Internet connection,
thereby circumventing potential routing interference. It’s
worth noting that students can still control the node using
the web terminal connected to the Docker daemon, not the
Internet bridge, even when the Internet connection is offline.

L2. Resources between students need careful isolation.
In our first year using Klonet for Project 1, we unexpect-
edly observed the broadcast storm problem, which exhausts
CPU and memory resources, crashing the platform. This was
caused by some students inadvertently flooding ARP requests
to the switch with the Ryu controller. Rather than simply in-
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forming students not to use ARP in ring topologies, we saw
an opportunity for them to appreciate the importance of path
computation algorithms. From the perspective of design, this
failure highlights poor resource isolation between students.
The root cause is that the container technology is not perfect
in resource isolation, with all containers sharing server re-
sources. To observe the effects of broadcast storms without
crashing Klonet, we bound each container to a CPU core,
limiting the impact of excessive resource usage by a single
student and preventing the disruption of other experiments.

L3. Be careful when deploying Klonet or similar plat-
forms in the public cloud. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
to facilitate remote education, we deployed Klonet on the
public cloud since the campus network is not accessible from
the outside. However, we encountered an issue in that initially
Klonet was available for a few minutes, but subsequently,
broken links between its components were reported.

Upon inspection, the load balancer of the public cloud was
found to terminate links between components they do not
communicate within a specified period. To remedy this, we
adjusted heartbeat intervals between Klonet’s components
to keep the link alive. Notably, unlike private clusters, these
implicit mechanisms in public clouds may bring unexpected
challenges.

L4. Knowledge not closely related to computer network-
ing requires effort. Many students expressed their love for
designs such as graphic design topology and web terminals,
rating them as necessary, interesting and intuitive because they
simplify operations and improve efficiency. However, accord-
ing to student feedback, in addition to networking knowledge
itself, any knowledge that is new to them (especially Linux)
makes them struggle. This is overlooked in the first year.
Therefore, we have supplemented and improved the introduc-
tion of relevant background knowledge in lecture notes.

L5. API access should be differentiated for students
with different backgrounds. Klonet’s rich APIs facilitate
customizable experiments, but unrestricted access could po-
tentially overwhelm students. For example, in our algorithm
project (§6.1), all APIs are available to students initially in the
first year of teaching. Due to the lack of background knowl-
edge, students have no clear boundaries about the task they
need to complete (i.e., network algorithm implementation),
wasting a lot of time on the preliminary work (i.e., building
topology and configuring link properties). We then restricted
the APIs available to students in this course and let them
use the built and configured topologies we provided in the
scene library. With this restriction, we found that students
spend significantly more time on algorithm implementation
and verification, aligning better with our teaching purposes.

8 Discussion

Applications in research and even industry. The use of
Klonet in research or even industry is also very encouraging.

Indeed, several researchers have already adopted Klonet to
carry out research works, like optimizing clock synchroniza-
tion in large-scale clusters [77]. However, the research and
industry field demands greater fidelity than education. For
example, with our evaluation, inter-server links inevitably in-
troduce a ms-level tail latency. While acceptable in education,
such latency proves unacceptable where deterministic latency
is required. Driven by the requirement from our cooperation
projects with large networking companies, we are exploring
techniques such as hardware offloading and latency compen-
sation to alleviate this issue. In the future, we will make more
optimizations to improve Klonet’s fidelity.

Promoting Klonet’s use to more courses and universi-
ties. Supported by college policy, several other courses are
scheduled to use Klonet next semester. We may face more
problems with large-scale use, and we will continue to main-
tain and optimize Klonet. Additionally, several other universi-
ties are also planning to introduce Klonet into some courses
next year. However, due to many non-technical reasons, they
require Klonet to be deployed on their own private cluster.
This requires Klonet to be easily installed. Klonet simplifies
deployment with a one-click installation script, improving
ease of setup compared to Emulab [37]. In the future, we plan
to offer a more convenient way for installation, using a VM
image that contains Klonet and its dependencies. Technically
it is easy, and popularization is more of a non-technical issue.

Limitations of applicable scenarios. While supporting
a variety of scenarios, it must be acknowledged that Klonet
still has limitations. For example, Klonet can only support
terrestrial networks and cannot support emulating the ISTN
now. In addition, Klonet uses Docker technology, which does
not facilitate the modification of some Linux kernel options.
For example, it cannot support experimental scenarios of ad-
justing the congestion control scheme in the kernel. We plan
to introduce support for VMs next year to meet the different
levels of configuration requirements in more scenarios.

Continuous optimizing ease of use. To ease the burden
on students, we are constantly working hard to improve the
ease of use of Klonet. For instance, within the laboratory, we
have integrated generative AI to enhance its capabilities (e.g.
automating topology deployment through natural language),
which is currently being refined.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents Klonet, an easy-to-use and scalable net-
work emulation platform for education. We introduce the de-
sign and implementation of Klonet. Besides, we give real use
cases by using Klonet in our teaching courses which shows it
has a great benefit in education. We also introduce our lessons
learned from the 4 years of developing and 2 years of using
Klonet in education. We plan to make Klonet available as an
educational infrastructure, and we hope that Klonet can help
the development of computer network education.
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Appendices

A Experiment Page

Figure 11 shows the screenshot of the experiment page of
Klonet’s GUI. Here is a description of the various elements
visible in the screenshot:
• Klonet Dashboard. The header at the top left indicates that
this is the “Klonet Dashboard”, suggesting that the platform
is named “Klonet”.
• User and Experiment Information. In the top right corner,
there are details like “demo_user” and “demo_experiment”,
suggesting the current user’s username and the name of the
experiment or project they are working on, along with a “Log
out” option.
• Navigation and Action Buttons. On the top left, there are
buttons labeled “Return” and “Save”, which are likely used
to navigate back to a previous page and to save the current
configuration, respectively.
• Typical Topologies. On the left sidebar, there are icons rep-
resenting different network topologies such as “Tree”, “Star”,
“Fattree”, and “Linear”. These could be templates for quickly
setting up network structures.
• Image Repository. Below the Typical Topologies, there is
an “Images” section with icons representing different node
images. Users can upload images to this repository and later
instantiate them as nodes.
•Main Workspace. The central area of the experiment page
shows a visual representation of a network topology. Users
can instantiate nodes by dragging and dropping icons from the
image repository and are able to create links between nodes by
connecting wires between icons. In addition, Klonet provides
a control menu for each node, which can be expanded by
right-clicking on the icon.
• Control Menu of a Node. After right-clicking the node, a
contextual menu is open with options such as “Configure”,
“Terminal”, “Delete”, “File Upload”, and “File Download”.
Users can interact with each node in the workspace to config-
ure settings, access the web terminal, remove the element, or
upload and download files.
• Experiment Management Panel. On the right, there is
an “Experiment Management” panel where users can control
the creation and destruction of the experiment, as well as
“Traffic Generation” and “Traffic Measurement” sub-options
to generate network traffic and monitor performance metrics
such as throughput and latency of network traffic.
• Entities Section. Below the management panel, there’s an
“Entities” section with options to select “Node” or “Link”,
followed by a “Search” bar, which is used to filter or find
specific nodes or links within the network topology. Here,
users can interact with nodes (as in the “Control Menu”),
delete links, and configure link properties like bandwidth.

B The Design of User Management Model

As shown in Figure 12, We assign each student a student
space to record the experiment information. In the student
space, there are several important components:

• The agent_list records the IP address of every agent.
• The VN_list records the name and corresponding descrip-

tion (i.e., the information of nodes and links) of VNs of
students.

• The VN2subVN, subVN2agent and subVN_service de-
scribe the information of the sub-VNs derived from
virtual network embedding algorithm for all VNs. The
VN2subVN records the list of sub-VN names, and users
can query additional information about a sub-VN using
its name. The subVN2agent records the IP of the server
where each sub-VN is deployed. The subVN_service
records nodes that need to start some necessary initial-
ization programs when a VN is created.

• <VN>_<node>, <VN>_<link> and <VN>_<vxlan>
are the objects of virtual devices. We use the names of
VN, link, and node to index an object.

C Details of VNE Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Virtual network embedding algorithm
Input: Virtual network G, Cluster Sserver

Output: An embedding strategy: G
mapping−→ Sserver

1 Compute wG← the sum of the node weights of G
2 Compute the IDX of each server in Sserver
3 if ∃pn ∈ Sserver : C(pn)≥ wG then
4 Embed G on the server p with the largest IDX and

has a CPU capacity close to but larger than wG;
5 else
6 Invoke strict_partition (Sserver, G)
7 end
8 Procedure strict_partition(Sserver, G)
9 Sort Sserver by CPU capacity in descending order

10 Select the first k′ servers whose sum of CPU
capacity is just greater than wG;

/* k′ is also the number of sub-VNs */
11 Compute the target weights www taken by the

partitioning operation for sub-VNs:
www = [w1, ...,wk′−1,wk′ ]←

[C(p1)
wG

, ...,
C(pk′−1)

wG
,

wG−∑
k′−1
n=1 C(pn)
wG

];
12 Obtain sub-VNs: sss← Partition(G,k′,www);
13 Embed sss to the selected k′ servers;
14 Adjust the mapping of virtual nodes to satisfy

resource constraints and reduce the IDX of
servers if necessary.

15 return Embedding strategy of sub-VNs
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Figure 11: The Experiment Page.
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Figure 12: The User Management Model.

As shown in Algorithm 1, If a small VN can be deployed
on a single server, we map it to the server with the largest
IDX that satisfies the CPU capacity requirement. Otherwise,
we will call the strict_partition function (described later) to
partition this VN into a series of sub-VNs and then map these
sub-VNs. To improve resource utilization, strict_partition
first determines the number k′ of sub-VNs and finds a suitable
subset of candidate servers for mapping. Then, it calculates
the weights www = [w1, · · · ,wk′−1,wk′ ] of sub-VNs proportional
to the capacity of candidate servers. Taking k′ and www as inputs,
strict_partition adapts a near-optimal graph partition method,
METIS [78] to partition the VN into satisfied sub-VNs and
then embed these sub-VNs. Finally, we adjust the mapping
to meet resource constraints if it does not satisfy resource

constraints and to reduce the IDX of servers if possible.

D The User Survey

We conducted an open-ended survey with the question, “What
are your thoughts on the course and/or Klonet?” The survey
involves 305 participants with three roles (204 bachelor stu-
dents, 76 master students, 25 tutors and teaching assistants).
We analyzed the questionnaire results of the three roles sepa-
rately. Specifically, we conduct a coarse-grained classification
of participants’ answers and count the number of people with
each type of answer, and then calculate the proportion of this
number to the total number of people in that type of role.
The results of the survey are shown in Table 4, Table 5, and
Table 6.

Ethical Considerations.

• All participants in our survey gave informed and volun-
tary consent to the use of these data.

• Our institution’s ethics review commission also consent
to the conduct of this survey and its use. This work
complies with all applicable ethical standards of our
institution.

• We blur personal information(e.g. name) and group it
into statistics to ensure maximizing the benefits to an
individual.

• All individuals are anonymously hidden in our survey,
so individual risk is minimized.

• Our survey has only one open question, so the privacy is
respected.

• Also since our question is open, users cannot be induced.
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Abstract
Many failures in large-scale online services stem from

incorrect handling of exceptions. We focus on exception-
handling failures characterized by three features that make
them difficult to diagnose using classical techniques: (1) im-
plicit dependencies across multiple exceptions due to state
changes; (2) silent code handling without logging; and (3)
separation (in code and in time) between the root cause excep-
tion and the failure manifestation. In this paper, we present
the design and implementation of ExChain, a framework
that helps developers diagnose such exception-dependent
failures in test/canary deployment environments. ExChain
constructs causal links between exceptions even in the pres-
ence of the aforementioned factors. Our key observation is
that mishandled exceptions invariably modify critical system
states, which impact downstream functions. A key challenge
in tracking these states is balancing the tradeoff between
performance overhead and accuracy. To this end, ExChain
uses state-impact analysis to establish potential causal links
between exceptions and uses a novel hybrid taint tracking
approach for tracking state propagation. Using ExChain, we
were able to successfully identify the root cause for 8 out of
11 reported subtle exception-dependent failures in 10 pop-
ular applications. ExChain significantly outperforms state-
of-art approaches, while producing several orders of magni-
tude fewer false positives. ExChain also offers significantly
better accuracy-performance tradeoffs relative to baseline
static/dynamic analysis alternatives.

1 Introduction
Failures in large-scale production systems continue to be a
significant source of frustration for developers and loss of
customer satisfaction and revenues for service providers. A
common root cause of system failures is incorrect handling
of exceptions or errors.

Developers today can check whether a failure occurred
during the handling of an exception and whether that excep-
tion was thrown during another exception handler, etc; i.e.,
track exception chains. Unfortunately, existing workflows are
not useful for diagnosing failures whose root causes are out-
side the current exception chain, a type of failures that we
refer to as exception-dependent failure (EDFs). Exception-

dependent failures involve multiple exceptions whose han-
dling periods do not overlap (i.e., they do not belong to the
same exception chain) and yet the (mis)handling of one root
cause exception triggers a downstream exception which even-
tually leads to a failure.

In the context of large systems, diagnosing failures often ne-
cessitates an in-depth understanding of EDF. As highlighted
by Yuan et al., "Almost all catastrophic failures (92%) stem
from the incorrect management of non-fatal errors that are
explicitly signaled in software" [59]. Complementing this,
our manual analysis of 150 failures across multiple Apache
Foundation projects affirms that 85% of these failures orig-
inate from exceptions. Unfortunately, existing solutions for
root cause diagnosis of EDFs are insufficient; in our evalua-
tion with 11 EDFs, state of the art slicing, log analysis, and
statistical debugging techniques could identify the root causes
of only three of fewer EDFs.

EDFs differ from simple exception-chains [25] in three key
aspects that make them especially challenging to diagnose:

• Implicit stateful dependencies: In an explicit exception
chain, the final failure-inducing exception is part of a
cascaded chain of exceptions triggered by the root cause.
In EDFs, however, the root cause exception can lead to
a failure not only by just modifying the control flow of a
program, but also by subtly changing the state.

• Silent handling: Due to the common practice of silent ex-
ception handling [59], the root cause exception may not
be logged. This makes it difficult to diagnose exception-
handling failures that may occur later on.

• Spatial/temporal separation: Finally, the root cause and
the failure may be spatially and temporally distant from
each other. For instance, the root cause exception may
be triggered by one user request and the failure may
be triggered by a different request that has some data
dependency with the root cause.

For these reasons, we argue that it is critical to complement
exception chain information, which is commonly produced
and visualized by standard libraries in languages like Java and
Python, with exception dependency information for effective
failure diagnosis.
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In this paper, we present EXCHAIN, a tool that enables
developers to diagnose EDFs by automatically inferring ex-
ception dependency. EXCHAIN works by instrumenting the
production system binary. At run time (e.g., during integra-
tion testing or canary deployment), EXCHAIN routines, which
were instrumented into the production binary, automatically
log all exceptions and their contexts, and perform a dynamic-
static hybrid analysis to identify causal dependencies among
all exceptions; i.e., an exception e2 causally depends on an
exception e1 if e1 is responsible for e2, either explicitly (e.g.,
throw e2 inside a catch block of e1) or implicitly (e.g., e1
changes application states that causes e2). Whenever a failure
occurs, developers can query the exception-dependency graph
produced by EXCHAIN to see whether the failure was caused
by the mishandling of an exception.

EXCHAIN employs a set of novel state-impact analyses
to establish potential causal links between exceptions. First,
EXCHAIN analyzes how exception-handling code changes
program state—we call this affected state analysis—by iden-
tifying memory locations whose values are impacted by the
change in control flow when compared to non-exceptional
execution. Second, EXCHAIN analyzes immediate causes for
exceptions by tracking control flow backwards from the pro-
gram locations where exceptions are raised and identifying
memory locations whose values are responsible in triggering
the exception—we call this responsible state analysis. Third,
EXCHAIN incorporates taint analysis to monitor the state
affected by code addressing one exception as it influences
values which activate other exceptions. Notably, EXCHAIN in-
troduces a hybrid algorithm, blending dynamic taint tracking
for heap objects with static taint tracking for local primitives.
This strategic approach positions EXCHAIN uniquely in the
taint-tracking arena, offering accuracy akin to dynamic taint
analysis while achieving the overhead benefits of static taint
tracking. Collectively, these methods enable EXCHAIN to
determine causality between exceptions, proving invaluable
for EDF diagnosis.

We evaluated EXCHAIN using 10 diverse applications from
the Apache Foundation, spanning various domains and av-
eraging 6K stars. Out of 11 reproducible EDFs instances,
EXCHAIN identified root causes for 8, outperforming the
state-of-the-art statistical debugging, slicing, and log analy-
sis tools, which pinpointed only 3 or fewer issues.1 In per-
formance metrics, EXCHAIN introduced an average latency
overhead of 8%, half attributable to its techniques and half to
underlying JVM tools – tools we aim to optimize in future
versions. When juxtaposed with an alternative design employ-
ing static taint tracking, EXCHAIN was a mere 2% costlier but
detected 5 more root causes. In contrast, while dynamic taint
tracking identified the root cause for all failures, it was found
to introduce a substantial performance overhead, reaching up
to 50 times. This suggests that while accuracy is crucial, the

1EXCHAIN could have identified the root causes of two additional failures
with a better static taint tracking tool than what our current prototype uses.

1 class PageProvider {
2 int counter;
3 Page[] cache;
4 void processRequest(Request req) {
5 Page page = cache[req.pageIndex];
6 try {
7 if (page.isAttached()) {
8 logAndThrow(
9 "attached page.");

10 }
11 page.resolve(req.sessionId);
12 counter++;
13 // render page
14 } catch (StalePageException e1) {
15 // StalePageException is
16 // swallowed and not logged.
17 page.refresh(counter);
18 } catch (InitError e2) {
19 throw new FatalError(e2);
20 }
21 }
22 void logAndThrow(String msg) {
23 logger.info(msg);
24 throw new InitError(msg);
25 }
26 }
27 class Page {
28 int sessionId;
29 void resolve(int sessionId) {
30 attach();
31 if (sessionId != this.sessionId) {
32 throw new StalePageException();
33 }
34 ...
35 detach();
36 }
37 }

Req. 1
1

2

3
4
5

6
HTTP 200

Req. 2
1

2

3

4
HTTP 500

The method does not detach the page
when a StalePageException is thrown.

Figure 1: Wicket [7] fails to detach page when exception
occurs [56]. Green circles represents the first request that
triggers a StalePageException and leaves the page
attached. Red squares represents the second request which
triggers the InitError and causes the system to fail.

accompanying performance trade-off can be significant. The
results show that EXCHAIN’s hybrid taint-tracking presents
a useful accuracy-overhead trade-off: an accuracy closer to
dynamic taint tracking with an overhead closer to static taint
tracking. This makes EXCHAIN suitable for test or canary
deployments where the modest overhead is acceptable for the
ease of failure diagnosis.

The source code of EXCHAIN is available at:
https://github.com/aoli-al/exchain.

2 Motivation
In this section, we present an example to illustrate the notion
of exception-dependent failures and discuss why they are
an important class of problems that do not yet have good
solutions in practice.

2.1 A Motivating Example
We present a simplified real-world example to illustrate
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exception-dependent failures (EDFs) and the unique chal-
lenges in diagnosing their root causes. To keep the discussion
short, we pick a simple application and keep details to a min-
imum, noting that similar problems also manifest in more
complex and popular applications such as Hadoop, HDFS,
and Tomcat (as we show in §6).

Figure 1 shows a simplified code snippet from the Apache
Wicket web server [7], a popular choice for dynamic web
applications. When a user requests a page, Wicket returns the
cached version of the page for better performance (Line 5).
Next, Wicket resolves the page based on the req.sessionId

(Line 11). This sessionId allows Wicket to differentiate
between requests from various users. Specifically, if the ses-
sionId associated with a rendered page differs from a new
request, Wicket initiates re-rendering for the page. This pro-
cess is implemented in the resolve method. It begins by
attaching the page object to the current context (Line 30),
ensuring it remains exclusive to the current requester and
safeguarded against accidental modifications by concurrent
requests. Upon completion, the method detaches the page
object. The resolve compares the sessionId of the page
object with that of the requester. In cases of mismatch, it
throws a StalePageException (Line 32) so that the Page-
Provider will refresh the page (Line 17).

Unfortunately, the resolve method in Wicket 9.4.0 has a
bug that can result in an HTTP 500 error response. Figure 2
illustrates the sequence of requests that trigger this bug. The
issue involves two requests. The first request asks for a stale
page, i.e., the req.sessionId does not match the current
page.sessionId, which causes a StalePageException at
Line 31. Due to this exception, the resolve method fails
to detach the page object, leaving it attached to the current
context. The exception is later swallowed and the page is
silently refreshed in Line 17. The second request asks for
the same page requested by the previous request, and the
cache array returns correctly. However, since page is still
attached, processRequest throws an InitError exception
that eventually causes the HTTP 500 error response. The
reporter of the above Wicket issue spent significant time to
identify the root cause and to understand how it is causally
related to the failure [56].

Note that the final failure (HTTP response 500) causally
depends on one or more exceptions. The dependency can be
explicit or implicit. An exception e j explicitly depends on
another exception ei if ei’s catch block explicitly throws e j. In
the Wicket example above, FatalError explicitly depends
on InitError. On the other hand, e j implicitly depends on
ei if ei changes application state in a way that causes e j; i.e.,
there is a data-flow between the effect of ei and the cause of
e j. In the Wicket example, InitError implicitly depends on
StalePageException since the latter leaves the page in the
attached state, causing the former.

We observe that diagnosing this exception-handling failure
is challenging due to three key factors:

Req 1
p1.html

1. Get Cached Page 2. Check Page Attached

5. Throw StalePageException
HTTP 200 4. Check Stale Page

User

3. Attach Page

6. Refresh Page

Req 2
p1.html

1. Get Cached Page 2. Check Page Attached

3. Throw InitError
HTTP 500 Rethrow

4. Throw FatalError

Figure 2: The request flow that triggers the HTTP 500
error when a user requests the same page twice. The labels
correspond to the execution flow shown in Figure 1.

F1: Implicit state changes. Exceptions can have unexpected
consequences beyond just modifying the control flow of a
program. In the case of the FatalError exception shown in
Figure 2, the presence of a StalePageException implicitly
modifies the state of the page object. Specifically, the detach
method is not called, leaving the object in an un-detached
state that later triggers the FatalError exception. Impor-
tantly, there is no direct control-flow relationship between the
StalePageException and the FatalError, meaning that
simply tracing the execution path of the second request does
not reveal the root cause of the failure.

F2: Silent exception handling. The root cause exception
StalePageException is silently swallowed and not logged
(Line 15). This allows the first request to continue normally
despite encountering errors, improving overall system reli-
ability and user experience. Such silent exception handling
is a common practice among practitioners[59]; however, the
fact that the exceptions are not logged or reported to external
systems makes it difficult to diagnose failures that may occur
later on (e.g., in the second request in this example).

F3: Spatially and temporally distant root cause. The error
only surfaces in the second request, which can be temporally
distant from when the root cause was triggered by the first
request. Many unrelated error messages appear between the
temporally-distant root cause and failure, and identifying if
an error message is causally related to the failure can be
challenging.

These key factors are not specific to the motivating ex-
ample alone. For example, in a study of 10 Java libraries,
Fetzer et al. found that 40% of exceptions caused implicit
state changes [23], where both the control- and data-flow
of the program are changed. Such state changes can cause
implicit EDFs that are difficult to diagnosis. Moreover, an em-
pirical study by Fu and Ryder found that approximately 40%
of the exceptions caught by the analyzed applications were
completely ignored by the program [25]. Existing empirical
evidence shows the ubiquitous of the above factors in diag-
nosing EDF. Our experiments in §6 sampled 11 reproducible
EDFs from ten popular apps (Table 2); six of the EDFs turned
out to involve multiple requests/operations, and the root cause
exceptions were missing in the logs for five EDFs.
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2.2 Prior Work and Limitations
We now briefly discuss why closely related work is not appli-
cable in identifying the root cause of an EDF.

Failure diagnosis. Statistical debugging [39] and backward
slicing are two classic approaches to failure diagnosis. The
former requires comparing many successful runs and failure
runs to identify the failure root cause, a very different usage
scenario from EXCHAIN. In our evaluation, even when pro-
vided with both types of runs, the leading statistical debugging
tool, GZolta, detected 6 fewer root causes than EXCHAIN.

Backward slicing has struggled to balance accuracy and
run-time overhead: static slicing [44, 49] cannot scale to ana-
lyze large-scale systems precisely. On the other, dynamic slic-
ing techniques, like [5], can drastically slow down program
execution—by up to 15 times in our evaluation, rendering
them unsuitable for consistent use during routine testing or
canary deployments.

Additionally, Sinha et al. suggested an integration of ex-
ception semantics with backward tracing, specifically to ad-
dress null pointer exceptions. However, this technique’s scope
remains limited as it primarily tracks NULL propagation,
making it non-generalizable for other exceptions [49].

Failure monitoring. Existing failure monitoring techniques
primarily focus on identifying the failure of distributed sys-
tems [4, 13, 14, 17, 22, 26, 27, 28, 37, 38, 54]. However, iden-
tifying the failure service does not reveal the root cause of the
failure. Panorama [31] and OmegaGen [40] improve the ob-
servability of large systems by monitoring grey-failures [30].
Such techniques are not sufficient to identify the root cause
for EDFs as not all exceptions are triggered by grey failures;
i.e, they do not work for silent exception handling (F2).

Log enhancement and analysis. These techniques focus on
improving the log quality [58, 63], like logging more variable
values at more selected program locations, and identifying
failure-related logs [19] during post-mortem analysis. They
are orthogonal to EXCHAIN. EXCHAIN conducts its analysis
at run time, without relying on logs. Furthermore, no matter
how many variables are logged at how many program loca-
tions, exception dependency cannot be figured out without
the dependency analysis that we will present later. Notably,
in our evaluations, only 3 failures benefitted from analyzing
the first exception thrown by the application and the closest
exception to the final failure.

2.3 Our Goal
Our goal is to build a tool that can automatically identify, at
run time, the causal relationship between root cause excep-
tions and an EDF, even when the root causes are far from the
failure, exceptions are silently swallowed, and dependencies
are implicit. More precisely, given an EDF e f , we aim to pro-
duce a DAG such that (1) there is a single sink node e f , (2)
source nodes represent root cause exceptions, and (3) an edge
ei → e j indicates that e j implicitly or explicitly depends on

Figure 3: A high-level overview of EXCHAIN.

ei. In the most common case, the output is a chain of excep-
tions, starting from the root cause exception and ending at e f .
For example, for the aforementioned Wicket failure in Fig-
ure 1, we produce the chain StalePageException@32 →
InitError@9 → FatalError@19 (while this notation only
shows line numbers, the actual dependencies are between the
objects corresponding to the exceptions thrown at run-time).
Such dependencies can better explain to developers how root
cause exceptions lead to the failure.

We aim to make our tool easy to use: a developer should be
able to use the tool with low manual effort. The tool should
be accurate: it should be able to find root causes of most
EDFs, without generating many false positives. Finally, it
should be efficient: its run time overhead would be modest.
We envision EXCHAIN being deployed in a test, a canary, or a
reproduction environment where a modest run time overhead
is acceptable for the advantage of an easy-to-use and effective
failure diagnosis tool.

3 EXCHAIN Overview
We begin with a high level overview of its workflow and
how we envision EXCHAIN being used before diving into the
technical challenges.

3.1 A High Level View
EXCHAIN consists of three components as shown in Figure 3:
the instrumenter, the runtime, and the analyzer.

To use EXCHAIN, a developer proactively uses the auto-
mated instrumenter to instrument the target application bi-
naries. The instrumenter does not require application source
code or any application-specific configuration. The instru-
mented binaries are then deployed in the same way as the
original binaries (e.g., in an integration testing environment
or in a canary deployment).

As the instrumented application executes, EXCHAIN’s run-
time intercepts all exceptions that are raised and saves all ex-
ceptions as well as the critical runtime information required
to determine their dependencies in the EXCHAIN log file.
After a failure, the developer uses EXCHAIN analyzer to di-
agnose the failure. We assume that the developer charged
with this incident troubleshooting and remediation knows
the final symptom exception of the failure (potentially from
the application’s own log file). For instance, in our example
from earlier, the developer knows that the HTTP 500 error
occurred with the FatalError exception inside the Page-
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Provider class. The analyzer takes this symptom exception
as an input, and uses EXCHAIN logs to output an exception
DAG (or, most commonly, an exception chain) that has the
given symptom exception as the sink. For instance, apply-
ing EXCHAIN to the incident from Section 2, it produces
StalePageException@32 → InitError@9 → FatalEr-
ror@19. The source nodes in the analyzer output represent
potential root cause exceptions.

3.2 Technical Challenges
EXCHAIN proactively monitors all exceptions and collects
runtime information every time an exception is thrown, treat-
ing every exception as a potential threat to the system. This
is because predicting whether an exception will eventually
cause a failure is impossible in general, and hence a selective
interception may miss exceptions that are causally related to
the failure. Similarly, a reactive strategy can miss important
information if an exception and its information is not available
when the failure happens.

The key challenge EXCHAIN addresses is determining
possible dependencies between two intercepted exceptions.
There are many existing solutions to track explicit dependen-
cies across exceptions, i.e., when one exception is thrown
from the catch block of another. In this case, simply log-
ging both the caught and the thrown exceptions can trivially
capture their explicit dependency. There also exist program
analysis tools to automatically construct such explicit depen-
dencies across exceptions [24, 25, 33, 48]. However, these
solutions cannot identify implicit dependencies of two excep-
tions where one exception causes state changes, which later
causes the second exception.

The core contribution of EXCHAIN is the ability to in-
fer implicit dependencies of exceptions by tracking how an
exception changes application states and how the changes
cause subsequent exceptions. EXCHAIN needs to address two
challenges to achieve this.

First, EXCHAIN needs to identify a set of application states
to track. The set should be minimal in order to reduce the
tracking overhead. To this end, EXCHAIN uses two novel pro-
gram analysis techniques to identify a small set of program
memory locations to track. In particular, for each exception
ei, it identifies a set Aei of affected memory locations whose
values are impacted by ei and a set Rei of responsible mem-
ory locations whose values may cause ei. For example, if an
exception e1 causes null values of the variables v1 and v2,
and accessing v1 later leads to a null pointer exception e2,
then Ae1 = {v1,v2} and Re2 = {v1}. The fact that Ae1 and Re2

overlaps readily implies that e2 (implicitly) depends on e1.
Note that our abstraction of affected and responsible mem-
ory locations captures explicit dependencies as well: if e2 is
thrown in the catch block of e1, Ae1 and Re2 both include e1
and hence e2 depends on e1.

Second, an exception e2 may depend on another exception
e1 only indirectly. For instance, suppose e1 causes v1 =−1,

Cause

Affect
(4.1)

Catch
E1

Throw
E2

State

Responsible
(4.2)Propagate

(4.3) State'

Figure 4: EXCHAIN identifies the affected state of each
exception and tracks its propagation. A causal link is es-
tablished if the state causes another exception directly or
indirectly.

which causes v2 = −1 (e.g., via the copy v2 = v1), which
causes the array index out of bounds exception e2 (e.g., when
executing arr[v2]). In this case, e1’s affected memory loca-
tions {v1} do not overlap with e2’s responsible memory loca-
tions {v2,arr}, rather they are related to each other through
data- and control-flow. Taint tracking can accurately capture
such indirect dependencies or variables; however, it can be
prohibitively expensive (up to 50× overhead for some ap-
plications in our evaluation in §6). EXCHAIN uses a novel
technique that combines static and dynamic taint tracking of
a subset of memory locations that is significantly lightweight
compared to dynamic taint tracking (although it can miss
a small fraction of dependencies). Given the affected mem-
ory locations Ae1 of exception e1, the techniques computes
Prop(Ae1), the set of all memory locations that are tainted by
Ae1 . Using the information, EXCHAIN decides that an excep-
tion e2 with responsible memory location Re2 depends on e1 if
the intersection of Prop(Ae1) and Re2 is not empty. Intuitively,
a nonempty intersection means e1 affects at least one memory
location that, through data- and control-flow, affects at least
one memory location that is responsible for e2, and hence e2
depends on e1.

3.3 Scope and Limitations
EXCHAIN has several sources of false negatives. First, EX-
CHAIN cannot identify affected and responsible memory lo-
cations that are not initialized when the exception is thrown.
Second, EXCHAIN cannot track the state propagation if the
exception is thrown or caught by native code or if the state
propagates to other systems (e.g. an exception causes a cor-
rupted file or disrupts API functionalities).

The EXCHAIN is specifically tailored for programming
languages that utilize exceptions for error handling, such as
C# and Java. Its algorithms analyze throw and try/catch state-
ments to track where exceptions are raised and handled. How-
ever, EXCHAIN is less effective for languages like C and
Rust, which predominantly use return values for error han-
dling, without raising and handling failures explicitly.

4 Detailed Design
Next, we describe the detailed design of EXCHAIN to realize
the workflow from the previous section. We start by describ-
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Statement Variable Memory Location
StalePageException:resolve

detach(); this Page

StalePageException:processRequest

counter++; counter PageProvider.counter

page.refresh(); page Page

Table 1: Affected state analysis for the Wicket example.

ing the main analyses in EXCHAIN (ref. Figure 4). Note that
all analyses are dynamic unless specified otherwise, and they
track memory locations, which are either local variables on
the stack, objects in the heap, or fields of objects in the heap.

4.1 Affected State Analysis
First, given an exception, our goal is to identify all memory
locations whose values may be affected by the exception,
i.e., their values will differ depending on whether the excep-
tion is thrown or not. For example, in Figure 1, let us con-
sider the control-flow of the program if the resolve method
does not throw the StalePageException@32. Firstly, the
resolve method calls the detach method (Line 11), which
modifies the internal state of the Page object. Next, the
processRequest method increments the counter variable
(Line 12). Finally, the page.refresh() call (Line 17) is not
executed because it is inside the catch block. Therefore, the
StalePageException@32 affects the memory locations cor-
responding to the Page object referenced by this variable at
line 35, the counter field, and the Page object referenced by
page variable at line 17.

However, obtaining this information at runtime can be chal-
lenging. Simply removing the throw statement and rerunning
the request may not yield the correct result, particularly if the
system is stateful.

To enable EXCHAIN to identify memory locations affected
by an exception at run-time, we develop a novel a static data-
flow analysis that resembles liveness analysis [47]. Given
an exception e and its corresponding stack trace ST from
the current execution as input, EXCHAIN generates a set of
memory locations whose value will be altered by the excep-
tion. We represent a stack trace as a sequence of k ≥ 1 tuples
⟨method, loc,vars⟩ corresponding to stack frames when the
exception was thrown, where loc is the program location of
the call site (for the first k−1 frames) or the throw statement
(for the k-th frame), and vars is a mapping of variables to their
values. Our algorithm for computing the affected locations A
is as follows:
1. Add thrown exception e to A.

2. For each stack frame ⟨method, loc,vars⟩ ∈ ST:

(a) Identify all instructions Iaff that are control depen-
dent on the throw instruction or the corresponding
invocation site loc.

(b) For each instruction i ∈ Iaff which is of the form x = y
or x. f = y or x. f oo(), determine (respectively) the as-

signed local variable, the assigned object field, or the
object on which a method was invoked, and add these
locations to A. Intuitively, this is because their value
may be impacted by the change in control flow due to
the exception. Note that concrete memory locations
are obtained by resolving object references and fields
via vars.

3. Return all affected locations A.
Table 1 shows the analysis result of the StalePageExcep-

tion. When the StalePageException@32 is thrown, the
detach() statement is control dependent of the throw state-
ment. The detach() statement is a method invocation of the
object referenced by this. Therefore, EXCHAIN identifies the
memory location pointed by this as affected. The stack trace
of this exception also contains the method processRequest

which is at the invocation site page.resolve(req.sessionId)

(Line 11); as this call is aborted, the control-dependent state-
ments counter++ and page.refresh() are marked as affected.
Correspondingly, the affected state analysis returns two mem-
ory locations: (1) the Page object referenced by this in
the resolve method and by page in the processRequest
method, and (2) the class field counter.

4.2 Responsible State Analysis
Given an exception, we also need to identify all memory lo-
cations whose specific values can cause the exception. Note
that exceptions broadly have two types of causes: (a) excep-
tions originating at a throw statement are usually caused by
some program condition that is checked by an enclosing if;
and (b) run-time exceptions can be triggered while executing
expressions because of the value in some memory location
(e.g., if a reference is null or if a divisor is zero).

As an example, consider the processRequest method
shown in Figure 1. This method can throw an ArrayIndex-
OutOfBoundsException at Line 5 if cache.length <= req. ⌋

pageIndex. The memory location referenced by cache and req
are responsible for the exception. Next if page is attached,
the method throws an InitError exception (Line 9). In this
case, the Page object referenced by page is the responsible
memory location, since it is part of the closest enclosing if

condition. Note that the InitError is thrown indirectly by
a wrapper method called logAndThrow. Therefore, simply
analyzing the method that directly throws the exception is not
sufficient to identify the responsible location. To address this,
we implement several heuristics based on the semantics of
the exceptions and the structure of the code.

Exception rethrown. Many exceptions are thrown explicitly
in the catch block (e.g. the FatalError in Figure 1). The mem-
ory location referenced by the caught exception (e.g. e2 at
Line 18) is responsible for the new exception.

Run-time exceptions without an explicit throw statement.
We maintain a list of exceptions that are thrown directly by the
runtime while executing individual instructions, and handle
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them specially to identify the memory locations responsible
for these exceptions. For instance, if a NullPointerExcep-
tion is triggered by a method invocation instruction or an
object field access, then EXCHAIN identifies the correspond-
ing object reference as the culprit.
Exceptions thrown by throw statements. When an excep-
tion is thrown by a throw statement, EXCHAIN employs a
backward control-flow analysis to identify the memory lo-
cations responsible for the exception. The algorithm takes
an exception e and its corresponding stack trace ST as input
and returns a set of memory locations R that are responsible
for the input exception. The stack trace is again represented
as a sequence of tuples ⟨method, loc,vars⟩ as before. The
algorithm is as follows:
1. For each frame ⟨method, loc,vars⟩ ∈ ST starting from the

top of the stack:

(a) Find the closest branch statement of the current frame
location loc based on the control-flow graph of the
method.

(b) If no such branch is identified in this method, go to
step 1.

(c) Collect all variables or object fields that are refer-
enced by the condition expression of the branch state-
ment. Use vars to resolve variables to memory loca-
tions, and add these to R. Break and go to step 2.

2. Return the set R.
For example, in the InitError shown in Figure 1, EX-

CHAIN first analyzes the logAndThrow method at line 24, and
then the processRequest method at line 9. Since the throw
statement in question is not dominated by any branch condi-
tion in the logAndThrow method, the analysis continues up
the call stack to the processRequest method, where it iden-
tifies the closest branch condition as page.isAttached(). EX-
CHAIN then resolves the local variable reference and returns
a singelton set containing the memory location referenced by
value as R. Since this value is the same object included in
the affected set for StalePageException (ref. Section 4.1),
EXCHAIN can establish causality between StalePageEx-
ception and InitError.

4.3 Hybrid Taint Flow Analysis
In general, EXCHAIN needs to consider how the values af-
fected by some exception ei propagate to other values before
they become responsible for some other exception e j (§3.2).
This is done using taint analysis. The main idea behind taint
analysis is to associate some information with program values
(e.g., that they are affected by exception ei) and propagate this
to other values that are derived from the former.

Traditional dynamic taint analysis works by instrumenting
program code to propagate taint information at every instruc-
tion, such as copying local variables, performing arithmetic
computation, or invoking method calls. This instrumentation
introduces excessive overhead to the application [11, 15, 20],

1 class Foo {
2 int value = 0;
3 Taint valueT = new Taint("const:0");
4 Taint thisT = new Taint("obj:Foo");
5 }
6 void m() {
7 int i1 = 10;
8 // create a new taint because i1 is created

from a constant.↪→

9 Taint i1T = new Taint("const:10");
10 int i2 = i1;
11 // Passing the taint information from i1 to

i2.↪→

12 Taint i2T = i1T;
13 Foo e1 = new Foo();
14 Foo e2 = e1;
15 int i3 = e1.value;
16 // Passing the taint information from

e1.value to i3.↪→

17 Taint i3T = e1.valueT;
18 }

Passing the taint information
from e1 to e2 is not necessary!

Figure 5: A simple program to demonstrate how dynamic
taint analysis tools tracks the taint tag for heap objects
and local variables. The original code is not highlighted.

making it difficult to apply dynamic taint analysis techniques
to large, complex enterprise-level applications even in an in-
tegration/canary test environment. Alternatively, static taint
analysis reconstructs the dynamic behavior of a program us-
ing only static code analysis [8, 41], which introduces zero
overhead to the application while trading off precision.

Hybrid taint analysis. Neither static nor dynamic taint analy-
sis alone can achieve both accurate and efficient taint tracking.
Therefore, it is natural to ask if it is possible to combine these
two approaches to achieve a high precision and a low over-
head. EXCHAIN implements a novel hybrid taint analysis that
leverages the following two observations.

First, the main overhead introduced by dynamic taint anal-
ysis comes from maintaining the taint information for local
primitives, such as integers and booleans. In contrast, tracking
heap objects can be done more efficiently and accurately by
adding only taint information to the heap object itself.

For example, Figure 5 illustrates an instrumented Java pro-
gram that tracks taint information using dynamic taint anal-
ysis. The fields valueT and thisT of the class Foo are used
to track the taint information of Foo.value and Foo respec-
tively. The dynamic taint analysis tool creates a taint reference
for each local primitive and updates the taint information ac-
cordingly (Line 9, 12, and 17). For object references, the tool
does not create taint references if they point to heap objects
whose taint information is already being maintained by cor-
responding fields (Line 3-4). When the thisT field of an
object is updated, all references pointing to that object are au-
tomatically updated as well. In our evaluation, tracking local
primitives introduces 87-5005% overhead but tracking heap
objects only introduces 1-10% to the system.

Second, local primitives can be efficiently tracked using
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Figure 6: Analysis result of the percentage of data-flows
between heap and local objects using CodeQL.

static taint analysis offline and static taint analysis produces
more accurate result for local primitives compared to heap
objects [29]. Heap objects can be manipulated in various ways
by the program, such as being passed between functions or
being dynamically allocated and deallocated. This makes it
harder to track the flow of data through the program and to
accurately determine which inputs have tainted a particular
object. On the other hand, local primitives are typically only
modified within a single function or block of code, making it
easier to trace their flow of data.

EXCHAIN utilizes these observations and dynamically in-
struments heap objects and adds taint information at run time,
introducing only a constant overhead per exception. For lo-
cal primitives, EXCHAIN uses static taint analysis to track
data-flow offline, introducing no overhead at run time.

One limitation of tracking different types of variables dif-
ferently is that it may miss data flow between heap objects and
local primitives. For example, in Figure 5, taint information
will be lost between e1.value and i3 because EXCHAIN main-
tains the taint information of e1.value dynamically and the
taint information of i3 statically. This limitation may affect
the accuracy of EXCHAIN’s analysis.

To better understand the impact, we used CodeQL [16] to
statically analyze multiple popular cloud services. Specifi-
cally, we focused on three types of statements: assignments,
method calls, and method returns. Figure 6 presents the re-
sults of our analysis. Across all applications, we found that
less than 8.5% of assignment statements, less than 4% of
method call statements, and less than 8.4% of method return
statements had data flow from heap objects to local primitives.
Our findings confirmed that the majority of data flow occurs
between heap-to-heap and local-to-local, which can be effec-
tively handled by hybrid taint analysis. In our evaluation of
11 reproduced failures, we found that EXCHAIN can identify
the root cause of 6 issues by only tracking heap objects, while
four issues require only tracking local primitives. Only one
failure requires tracing the data-flow between heap objects
and local primitives. Besides, tracking local primitives intro-
duces 17x overhead to the target system compared to only
tracking heap objects. Overall, by selectively tracing heap

objects and local primitives, EXCHAIN can identify the root
cause of most failures with minimal overhead.

4.4 Putting it Together
We now describe how different pieces fit together in the work-
flow of EXCHAIN as shown in Figure 3. At runtime, EX-
CHAIN intercepts every exception that is thrown by the appli-
cation. On each exception, EXCHAIN performs both affected
and responsible state analysis and logs the results in the EX-
CHAIN logs (the results are cached and reused when the same
exception is thrown multiple times). It also performs the dy-
namic part of its hybrid taint analysis. For affected states that
are heap objects, EXCHAIN marks them with a unique ID
of the exception. For affected states that are local primitives,
EXCHAIN logs the stack slot number and the correspond-
ing exception. When analyzing responsible states, EXCHAIN
checks if the memory location is a heap object that contains
any labels of previous exceptions. If a label is found, EX-
CHAIN records in its logs the causal link between the current
exception and the exception represented by the label. If the
memory location is a local primitive, EXCHAIN logs the stack
slot number and the corresponding exception.

To diagnose a failure, the user uses the EXCHAIN analyzer
offline with the target symptom exception of the failure. The
analyzer first performs the static part of its hybrid taint analy-
sis with the stack slots of affected states as sources and the
stack slots of responsible states (the states are retrieved from
EXCHAIN logs). If the static taint analysis reports a flow from
a source to a sink, EXCHAIN reports the causal link between
the corresponding exceptions. Finally, the analyzer returns
a DAG (or most commonly, a chain) that has the symptom
exception as the sink node. The source nodes in the returned
DAG represents the root cause exceptions.

5 Implementation
Our EXCHAIN implementation consists of 9,000 lines of code
written in Kotlin, Java, and C++. It instruments the compiled
bytecode of the target system and attaches dynamic monitors
to the runtime. We use JVM Tool Interface (JVMTi) [35]
to capture all exceptions thrown by the target application
and map local variables and heap fields to memory locations.
The affected and responsible state analyzer are developed
on top of ASM [9]. Our dynamic taint analysis is based on
Phosphor [11], and the static taint analysis is implemented
using Soot [53] and FlowDroid [8]. Although our algorithm
is not tied to a specific implementation of JDK and JVM, we
only execute target applications using OpenJDK 16 because
the underlying dynamic taint analysis tool requires APIs that
are only available after OpenJDK 16.

Dynamic Entry Point Inference. We have also implemented
a dynamic entry point inferring technique that allows the static
taint analysis to provide more accurate results.

Client-server architecture for cloud services typically in-
volves multiple public interfaces, each serving as an entry
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1 int main() {
2 while (true) {
3 Request r = waitForNewRequest();
4 dispatchRequest(r);
5 }
6 }
7 class Server {
8 @Endpoint("create")
9 Response createUser(Request r) {

10 method1(); // may throw Exception1
11 }
12 @Endpoint("remove")
13 Response removeUser(Request r) {
14 method2(); // may throw Exception2
15 }
16 }

Figure 7: A simple web server with two endpoints.

Exception1 ->
Server.method1,
Server.createUser,
Thread.run

Exception2 ->
Server.method2:24,
Server.removeUser,
Thread.run

Exception1 ->
Server.method1,
Server.createUser,
Thread.run

void main() {
createUser(SYM);
removeUser(SYM);
createUser(SYM);

}

Figure 8: EXCHAIN constructs a main method based on
the exception trace collected at runtime.

point to the application. Figure 7 illustrates a simple web
server with two public interfaces: create and remove. The
main function of the server is a hot loop that waits for incom-
ing requests and dispatches them to respective endpoints.

The dynamic design of modern web frameworks such as
Spring [51] and Wicket [7], which dispatch requests to differ-
ent worker threads through reflection and dependency injec-
tion, makes it difficult for the static taint analyzer to construct
an accurate call graph [6]. This design significantly limits the
completeness of the static analysis.

To address this problem, EXCHAIN leverages the exception
traces collected at runtime. For each exception, EXCHAIN
identifies the deepest stack frame that contains application
code based on the package name of the caller. It then con-
structs a main method that invokes the corresponding ap-
plication code in sequential order. For example, Figure 8
demonstrates an exception trace of Figure 7. EXCHAIN finds
the deepest method that contains application code for each
exception and creates a new main method that invokes the
identified methods sequentially. By doing so, EXCHAIN is
able to generate a new main method for the application that
starts with the identified application code.

In our evaluation, dynamic entry point inference helps EX-
CHAIN to identify the root cause for two more issues com-
pared to using the original main method of the application.

Issue Multi-Run
Cause # Excp

Logged Dist Total
WICKET-6908 ✓ ✓ 5 8
JENA-324 ✓ ✓ 792 796
FINERACT-1211 ✗ ✓ 1 58
MAPREDUCE-6654 ✗ ✓ 11 117
HADOOP-17812 ✗ ✗ 1 24
WICKET-6249 ✓ ✗ 7 11
HDFS-4128 ✓ ✗ 7 115
HIVE-13410 ✓ ✓ 15 51
NIFI-8249 ✓ ✓ 1 47
SOLR-16363 ✗ ✗ 1 171
TOMCAT-65131 ✗ ✗ 1 13

Table 2: Basic information of EDFs. ‘Multi-Run’ indicates
if the root cause and the final exception occur in different
operations. ‘Cause Logged’ shows if the root cause excep-
tion is logged by the application. ‘Dist’ shows the number
of exceptions thrown between the root cause and the final
exception. ‘Total’ shows the total number of exceptions
thrown by the application during the reproduction.

6 Evaluation
We evaluate EXCHAIN to answer the following questions:
(1) How does EXCHAIN compare to state-of-the-art failure
diagnosis techniques in identifying the root cause for EDFs?
(2) How do our analysis techniques help improve the accuracy-
performance tradeoffs of EXCHAIN? We conduct all experi-
ments on an Ubuntu server with an Intel Xeon 1290P proces-
sor and 128 GB of memory. We set an 8-hour time limit for
static taint analysis, with a maximum heap size of 32 GB.

6.1 Methodology
For our evaluation, we looked at popular open source appli-
cations maintained by the Apache Foundation. We query the
Jira issue tracking system [32] with a list of keywords such
as "exception handling". From the result of our query (run on
11-15-2022), we closely examined the latest 30 issues return
that are indeed software bugs related to exception handling
and have clearly described failure symptoms, and were able
to reproduce 11 of them (the remaining ones do not provide
an instruction to reproduce the failure).

As such, these 11 reproducible incidents spanning 10 open
source applications form the core of our evaluation setup.
Table 2 shows the basic information of the reproduced 11
issues. We reproduce all failures by running the service in
production configuration except for NIFI-8249, which uses
a customized class loading mechanism that is not supported
by the underlying taint analysis framework. As a result, we
reproduced this issue using unit tests. We manually analyze
the issue report summary and developer conversations in the
ticket to identify the root cause to serve as the ground truth.
Note that our system does not need or have access to this issue
report.

As shown in Table 2, many of the failures are non-trivial:
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Issue EXCHAIN
Statistical SL4J Log

Ochiai Taran. First Nearst
WI-6908 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗
JE-324 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
FI-1211 ✓ N/A N/A N/A ✗ ✗
MA-6654 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗
HA-17812 ✓ ✗ ✓ N/A ✗ ✗
WI-6249 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗
HD-4128 ✓ ✓ ✓ N/A ✗ ✗
HI-13410 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✓ ✗
NI-8249 ✗ ✗ ✗ N/A ✓ ✓
SO-16363 ✗ N/A N/A N/A ✗ ✗
TO-65131 ✗ N/A N/A N/A ✗ ✗

Table 3: The analysis result of each issue. Ochiai and
Tarantula are two statistical debugging techniques imple-
mented by GZoltar. N/A means GZoltar and Slicer4J are
not applicable to the target application. First and Nearest
are two debugging techniques that focus on examining the
initial exception thrown by the application and the closest
exception to the final failure from logs.

their root causes and failures happen in different executions,
root causes are not logged, and many (unrelated) exceptions
separate the failures from their the root causes.

6.2 End-to-End Evaluation
For the end-to-end evaluation of accuracy, we compare EX-
CHAIN with three state-of-the-art fault localization tech-
niques: statistical debugging (GZoltar [12] with two different
ranking algorithms Ochiai [3] and Tarantula [34]), slicing
(Slicer4J [5]) and Log analysis. GZoltar requires workloads
that contains both pass and fail cases and we use the unit
tests associate with the application. If the existing unit test
does not cover the reproduced failure, we manually imple-
ment one. GZoltar return a ranked list of statements that may
be related to the failure based on their relevance to the failure
and Slicer4J returns a ranked list of statements that are data
dependent of the failure. If the containing method of a state-
ment reported by the tool that throws the root cause is ranked
top 200 of the list, we report a true positive. In our analysis of
application logs, we utilized two strategies: "First" represent-
ing the initial exception thrown and "Nearest" representing
the closest exception to the final failure.

Note that, as discussed in Section 2.2, it is much more costly
to use GZoltar and Slicer4J: GZoltar requires many successful
runs and failure runs, and Slicer4J requires re-executing a
failed run. In contrast, EXCHAIN allows diagnosis right after
a failure run.

Table 3 presents the analysis result. EXCHAIN successfully
identified the root cause for most issues (8 out of 11). GZoltar
only identified the root cause for 2 issues among the 8 on
which we could run it. GZoltar was unable to analyze Fineract,
Tomcat, and Solr due to incompatibilities with the building
system used by these applications. For HDFS-4128, Ochiai
identified the root cause in the top 2 predicted statements.
However, for HADOOP-17812 and WICKET-6249, Ochiai

failed to predict the root cause within the top 200 statements.
For Tarantula, it predicted the root cause statements within the
top 30 statements for HADOOP-17812 and HDFS-4128. For
5 issues, GZoltar cannot report any root cause statements due
to insufficient pass/fail executions. Our experimental results
highlight that EXCHAIN is more capable than GZoltar in
identifying the root cause for EDFs.

To gain insight into the challenges of diagnosing failures
using dynamic variable dependency tracking, we performed a
backward slicing for all failures using Slicer4J [5]. However,
we were able to use the tool to reproduce only one issue:
JENA-324; Slicer4J could not used with the other issues due
to incompatible Java versions. For JENA-324, Slicer4J re-
ported 3741 statements related to the final failure, with the
root cause identified at the 3628th statement. This suggests
that relying on variable dependency for failure diagnosis can
lead to information overload, potentially overwhelming de-
velopers. Slicer4J can introduce significant performance over-
head (up to 15×) Ahmed et al. [5]).

Finally, for the log based approaches, the "First" strategy
identified the root cause for three out of the total failures. The
"Nearest" strategy pinpointed the root cause for only two dis-
tinct failures. It’s crucial to note that even in our experiments
with smaller workloads, numerous exceptions can occur be-
fore and after the root cause, particularly in long-running
services.

6.3 Accuracy vs. Performance Tradeoff
To put the accuracy-performance tradeoff of EXCHAIN in con-
text and explain the value of our optimizations, we consider
two other hypothetical designs SI+Static and SI+Dynamic (SI
stands for affected/responsible state identification). Similar
to EXCHAIN, both log exceptions at runtime and identify af-
fected and responsible states using the algorithms mentioned
in §4.1 and §4.2. They differ in how they analyze taint flow
between affected to responsible states: SI+Static uses fully
static taint analysis and SI+Dynamic uses fully dynamic taint
analysis. In contrast, EXCHAIN uses a hybrid taint analysis:
dynamic analysis of heap objects and static analysis of local
primitives. Note, that SI+Static logs all exceptions as well as
the corresponding stack traces and runs affected and respon-
sible state analysis offline. SI+Static is expected to offer low
run-time overhead but least accurate diagnosis results. Con-
versely, SI+Dynamic is expected to offer the highest overhead
but also the highest diagnosis accuracy.

To evaluate the performance impact of EXCHAIN, we iden-
tify benchmarks for 7 out of the 10 applications. For Hadoop,
Solr, MapReduce, and HDFS, we used the built-in bench-
marks to generate workloads [18, 45, 50, 52]. For Fineract,
Wicket, and Tomcat, we use the Apache HTTP benchmarking
tool [1] to measure their performance. For each benchmark,
we measure both throughput and latency. We encountered is-
sues when attempting to benchmark NIFI in production mode
due to dynamic class loading as described earlier. We were
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Issue EXCHAIN SI+Static SI+Dynamic
TP FP TP FP TP FP

WICKET-6908 ✓ 1 ✓ 1 ✓ 0
JENA-324 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
FINERACT-1211 ✓ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ 0
MAPREDUCE-6654 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
HADOOP-17812 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
WICKET-6249 ✓ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ 0
HDFS-4128 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
HIVE-13410 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
NIFI-8249 ✗ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
SOLR-16363 ✗ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
TOMCAT-65131 ✗ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
Sum 8/11 1 3/11 1 11/11 0

Table 4: Analysis result of each issue. EXCHAIN cannot
identify the root cause for NIFI-8249 and SOLR-16363
because of the imprecise analysis result returned by the
underlying static taint analysis tool. EXCHAIN cannot
identify the root cause for TOMCAT-65131 because of the
data-flow between heap objects and local primitives.

also unable to find a representative benchmark workload for
Jena and Hive.2 Solr only reports throughput and MapReduce
only reports latency. All remaining benchmarks report both
latency and throughput.

Accuracy Results. Table 4 presents the accuracy results for
EXCHAIN and two baselines including the number of true
positives (TP) and false positives (FP). A true positive for a
technique means that it successfully identifies the root cause
exception and correctly reported causal relationship between
the root cause exception and the final failure described in the
issue. A false positive means that the technique reports an
exception that is not mentioned by the reporter and fixing the
exception does not prevent the final failure.

The result shows that EXCHAIN successfully identified
the root cause for most issues (8 out of 11) with only 1 false
positive. SI+Dynamic successfully identified all root causes
without any false positive (at the cost of huge run-time over-
head that we discuss later). On the other hand, SI+Static could
identify root causes for only 3 issues with 1 false positive.

Recall that SI+Dynamic is based on the affected and re-
sponsible variables identified by our analysis described in §4.
The fact that it can successfully identify all root causes shows
the effectiveness of the analysis algorithms.

We also investigated the three failures for which EXCHAIN
failed to report the true root cause. For two of the cases (NIFI-
8249 and SOLR-16363), EXCHAIN failed because of the
imprecise analysis result returned by the underlying static
taint analysis while tracking local variables. Only for one case
(TOMCAT-65131), EXCHAIN failed because of its design
limitation of not being able to track data-flow between heap
and local objects.

Performance Result. Figure 9 shows the latency results re-

2A third-party benchmark for an old version of Hive was available, but our
dynamic taint analysis tool could not instrument the benchmark application.
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Figure 9: The latency overhead for different applications
in log scale. Lower is better.
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Figure 10: The throughput degradation for different ap-
plications. Lower is better.

ported by 6 applications. On average, EXCHAIN incurred
1%-12% overhead on latency, only 2% more than SI+Static.
In contrast, SI+Dynamic incurred 87%-5015% overhead. The
throughput result in Figure 10 shows a similar trend: EX-
CHAIN incurred 1%-11% degradation on throughput, while
SI+Static also incurred 1%-11% degradation. In contrast,
SI+Dynamic incurred 48%-99% degradation.

Our evaluation shows that EXCHAIN achieves a better bal-
ance between performance and accuracy than SI+Dynamic
and SI+Static. Specifically, it achieves an accuracy closer
to SI+Dynamic, with a cost closer to SI+Static. In fact,
EXCHAIN successfully identified the root cause of all fail-
ures whose affected and responsible states are heap objects,
whereas SI+Static only identified the root cause for 3 such
failures. Moreover, EXCHAIN reported only one false positive
out of 11 issues, demonstrating its high accuracy. In terms of
performance, EXCHAIN introduces an average overhead of
only 8%, making it feasible to deploy in an integration test or
canary environment.

7 Discussion
Our current focus was on using EXCHAIN was in a test/canary
environment where a moderate performance overhead (≈ 8%)
may be acceptable. One natural question is if our approach
may eventually be amenable to be run in production with a
lower overhead.
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Figure 11: Latency overhead break down for different
applications.
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Figure 12: Throughput degradation break down for dif-
ferent applications.

To understand the future feasibility of extending EXCHAIN
we investigate the sources of the overhead. We divide the sys-
tem into two components: JVMTi and EXCHAIN. Figure 11
and Figure 12 show the breakdown of overhead introduced
by each component. JVMTi represents the aforementioned
overhead due to JVMTi. EXCHAIN represents the overhead
introduced by the central design, including logging all ex-
ceptions and their corresponding stack traces, computing the
affected and responsible states, and storing taint information
of heap objects.

From our observations, less than half of the total overhead
is attributed to the core components of EXCHAIN, while the
rest originates from JVMTi. JVMTi can disable several JIT
optimizations when attached to the JVM, which affects the
overhead. An alternative way to intercepting exceptions (e.g.,
through instrumentation or a better JVM mechanism similar
to .NET’s first-chance-exception[21]) could reduce this over-
head substantially to enable closer-to-production acceptable
overhead (≤ 5%).

8 Other Related Work
We discussed some key related efforts and their limitations in
§2.2. Here, we discuss other related work.

Statistical debugging technique. There is a rich body of
work focusing on statistical debugging [2, 12, 34, 43, 55, 57,
61]. Such techniques are effective if the developer provides

both failing and passing executions. Unfortunately, such data
is not always available. In our evaluation, we show that with
existing test suit, GZoltar can only identify the root cause for
one EDF. Moreover, statistical debugging aims to identify
events (e.g., exceptions) that are correlated to failures, rather
than finding the causal dependencies among multiple events.

Failure reproducing. Kasikci et al. showed that it is possible
to reproduce failures with low overhead instrumentation using
hardware features [36]. Pensieve reconstructs failing execu-
tions using dependency analysis of runtime events [62]. EX-
CHAIN is complementary to failure reproducing techniques
and help developers to pinpoint the root cause efficiently.

Failure handling testing. ChaosMachine [60] and Fili-
buster [42] use chaos engineering to test failure handling logic
of the application. Such techniques are useful in identifying
bugs in failure handling logic.

Speeding up dynamic taint analysis. JetStream uses paral-
lel execution and record and replay techniques to improve
the performance of dynamic information flow tracking [46].
Iodine uses static analysis to remote runtime monitors if the
data-flow can be determined statically [10]. Both tool show
that taint analysis is useful in debugging and failure diagnosis.
EXCHAIN uses exception-focused hybrid taint analysis and
focuses on identifying the root cause for EDFs.

9 Conclusions
In some sense, EXCHAIN solves a particularly hard problem —
the very practices of good software engineering at scale (e.g.,
throwing exceptions, silent handling) also end up creating
subtle exception-dependent failure modes that are incredibly
hard to debug! Our key observation is that unlike basic ex-
ception chains, EDFs can entail subtle stateful dependencies
between the root cause and the eventual failure mode.

In designing EXCHAIN, we addressed fundamental chal-
lenges in applying program analysis techniques to balance
the performance and overhead in tracking such stateful de-
pendencies in exception handling failures. EXCHAIN helps
developers diagnose EDFs using a famililar exception-trace
like abstraction akin to traditional debugging workflows. Our
evaluation showed that EXCHAIN is able to successfully diag-
nose subtle issues that stumped expert developers in popular
applications with little to no manual effort and that it signifi-
cantly outperforms state-of-art techniques. While our current
implementation offers sufficient performance for test and ca-
nary deployments, our core design contributions are amenable
to production deployments at scale as well.
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